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85th Days Proceedings—November 14, 1973

Wednesday, November 14, 1973

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Roll Call

[S6 delegates present and a quorum.']

PRAYER

Mr. Conroy Lord, we ask that You endow us with
the humility, the love and understanding of one
another required to make the product of our work
pleasing to You. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Mr. Poynter On pages 8 and 9 with respect to the
adoption of several amendments, and in particular,
an amendment sent up by Delegate Alphonse Jackson
and a subsequent amendment sent up by Delegate
Duval, we've got some scrambled eggs in the Journal.
They've been straightened out, but they left out
a number of things and got Mr. Duval's amendment
out of place in the middle of the adoption of a

second amendment. So, I just wanted to point that
out. If you're looking at 8 and 9, it's going to
be pretty well scrambled up by the time you get
through the first roll call there, but all that's
been straightened out.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 7, introduced
by Delegate Aertker, Chairman on behalf of the
Committee on Education and Welfare, and other
delegates, members of that committee.

The status of the proposal : the convention
has adopted as amended Sections 1 through 4, 6; has
voted to delete from the proposal Section 5;

presently has under consideration Section 7. Mr.

Chairman, there is one further amendment mentioned
on yesterday, that offered by Delegate Morris and
Delegate Flory, pending at the desk.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment sent up by Delegate Flory
and Delegate Morris as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, delete lines 21

through 27, both inclusive, in their entirety and
all amendments adopted thereto and insert in lieu
thereof the following:

"(B) Board membership; terms. The board shall
consist of fifteen electors appointed by the
governor, with the consent of the Senate, for
overlapping terms of six years, following initial
terms which shall be fixed by law. There shall be
at least one member, and no more than two members,
appointed from each of the several congressional
districts."

Explanation

Mr. Morris Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, the board... the amendment
does just exactly what the Clerk says. It sets
the membership at fifteen, the method of appoint-
ment and the 1 imi tations--at least one from each
congressional district and no more than two from
any one congressional district. I feel this is

more representative, and it's a proposal that I

have strong feelings about. I hope that you can
accept this proposal.

I'll be glad to answer any questions.

Ques ti ons

Mr. Juneau Mr. Morris, if we adopted the sugges-
tion which you have in this amendment, wouldn't
we end up with an unusual situation with having a

Board of Educaiton for Elementary and Secondary
Education composed quite differently from higher

education, and what rationale do you have for that,
si r?

Mr. Morris Well, Mr. Juneau, several members
asked me that this morning, and my answer to them
was something like this: that the state board
as it affects secondary and elementary education,
most of the functions and the duties having to

do with curriculum, etc., are prescribed in statutes
already. This is not true with higher education.
I see no conflict at all, in my thinking or my
idea about the education. I might even have been
so disposed as to appoint--as long as we have
an elective superi ntenden t--support an appointive
board at elementary-secondary level.

Mr. Juneau Well, wouldn't it be more consistent
for constitutional purposes to have the two boards
which are, in essence, representing people, for
those boards to be composed on a like basis?
Wouldn't that. ..it just seems to me that we'd have
a hard time . .

.

Mr. Morris The only problem I have with that is

the fact that it says somewhere in here that the
state superintendent may, at sometime, be appoint-
ive. As long as that provision is in there. I

think that we should have a setup that if he be-

comes appointive, that we have an elective board.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Morris, didn't you get up before
us the other day and argue very strongly for an

elected state superintendent of education?

Mr. Morris Yes , sir.

Mr. Lanier Why don't you feel that the people
of the State of Louisiana should have a say-so in

electing the people who will be in overall charge
of higher education?

Mr. Morris Well, there is. ..I'm probably aware
of this as much as anybody in the state--this
tremendous competition for the higher educational
dollai— and I would hate to see. ..I would hate to
see that board become completely pol i ti cal i zed
where everybody was looking out for their own
little college without anybody having an overall
concept of what was happening in higher education
in the State of Louisiana.

Mr. Riecke Mr. Morris, why do you feel that a

board appointed by the governor could do a better
job in controlling higher education than one elected
by the people?

Mr. Morris I didn't necessarily say that, Mr.

Riecke. I real ly . .

.

Mr. Riecke But, that's actually what would hap-
pen.

Mr. Morris Well, if. ..if you follow the rationale
that you ' re. . .what you're saying, that every office,
every board in the State of Louisiana should be

an elected one.

Mr. Riecke No, I didn't say that. But, this is

a very powerful board. This controls a great
part of higher education, and the governor will
appoint that? It would certainly be a political
board rather than one elected by the people.

Mr. Morris It has to be, and these people have
to be confirmed by the Senate, also.

Mr. Stinson Jimmy, I'll ask you a question that
I asked yesterday and it wasn't satisfactorily
answered. Isn't it a fact that under you bill--
your amendment--one governor who serves two con-
secutive terms will appoint the entire board?

Mr. Morris I said to you sitting over there
when you came back to your seat that I thought
he would. He has to be. ..they have to be. ..parti-
cularly, if he served two terms, and it would have
to be confirmed by the Senate. I don't see it any
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other way.

Mr. Stinson Why not make them for longer terms
or something? Don't you think education is too
important to have the terms so any one governor--
I don't care who he is--will appoint the entire
deal and run the show?

Mr. Morris I do, and I was just trying to follow
the outline or the scheme of the original Proposal
No. 7. The seventeen man board was knocked out,
and this was the closest number--odd number--that
I could come up with. I was trying to follow the
scheme. I agree with what you said; yes, sir.

Mr. Stinson It isn't the number on the board, it's
the length of the term of office that will determine
whether one governor could appoint all of them.

Mr. Morris I wouldn't...! personally was opposed
to fourteen year terms like the Board of Super-
visors had. I wouldn't mind having a longer term.
That wouldn't bother me. I hadn't talked to Mr.
Flory about it, but it wouldn't bother me at all.

Mr. Stinson I sure think it would help it.

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Morris, didn't we adopt an
amendment that would provide for an elected board,
yesterday, by a vote of 6^ to 46 ?

Mr. Morris Yes, ma'am.

Mrs. Zerviqon Doesn't your proposal almost--not
quite, but almost--to the letter go back to the
proposal yesterday as we rejected it, really, by
that vote--the main difference being that the
committee proposal required two from each congres-
sional district, and yours only allows it? Isn't
that correct?

Mr. Morris Yes, ma'am.

Mrs. Zerviqon Well, what compelling reason has
come up overnight that would... you would ask twenty
folks to change their minds on this thing?

Mr. Morris Mrs. Zervigon, I said awhile ago
that I felt like that higher education and the com-
petition that would occur on that board--that the
best educational systems that we have in the uni-
versity and college might be reduced to the middle
or to the lower end of it, depending upon the
politics on that board. I hope that that wouldn't
happen, but in my mind it's a real possibility.

Mrs. Zerviqon Well, Mr. Morris, has that changed
since yesterday?

Mr. Morris No, I voted against the amendment
yesterday, and I felt very strongly against it,
although I didn't say anything because we were
urged unless we had some new. .

.

somethi ng to say,
not just to get up and say, "Me, too." I tried
to follow that sort of instructions from our
chairman. But, I do feel real strong about this,
and education is a field that I spent my lifework
in. I feel like I have some knowledge of it, and
I feel compelled to have something to say about
it this morning.

Mrs. Zerviqon Well, Mr. Morris, let me ask you
one more quick question. You said that some in-
stitution that was at the upper end of the scale
in higher education might be moved to the middle
or the lower end. Do you really believe there
ought to be that much difference among our insti-
tutions, or shouldn't each one of them be very
good at what it does? They don't necessarily
have to all try to do the same thing. But,
shouldn't each one of them be very good, just for
the good of the state?

Mr. Morris Mrs. Zervigon, what you are saying is
very true as far as you go. I don't think every
college and every university in the state all
should have advanced degrees 1n every discipline

that they might want. I want to make sure that
some colleges do have higher degrees in certain
disciplines that are necessary if our state col-
leges are to advance and our state universities
are to advance. I don't want to see every college,
everyplace in the state, offering PhD's in every
discipline you can think of.

Mr. Bergeron Mr. Morris, I'm just looking at: "the
board shall consist of fifteen electors appointed."
Why the number fifteen? Any specific reason?

Mr. Morris No, sir, other than that was as close
to the proposal as I could stay, Mr. Bergeron.

Mr. Bergeron I'm just looking at the basis of
"appoi nted" . .

.

"appoi nted . " Do you remember--wel 1

,

I don't believe you were here, but in the Executive
Article we adopted an amendment which could call
for an appointed or an elected superintendent after
1976. Do you realize we could have an appointed
superintendent and appointed board for higher
educati on?

Mr. Morris Yes, but I would say to you, Mr.
Bergeron, that the state superintendent's vast...
the vast part of his work is done in elementary
and secondary education rather than higher educa-
tion, per se.

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Morris, I would like to reiter-
ate a question that you did not answer awhile ago.
Why would appointed people be more qualified than
elected people?

Mr. Morris If I didn't answer the question, I

attempted to, Mr. Anzalone. I said--and I'll say
again--that I think that an appointed board would
not have the pressures to represent just a single
area on them than an elective official would have.
If you were elected on that board, you would, I

know you would have to, by the very virtue of the
fact that you live so close to Southeastern Univer-
sity to do all in your powers to rai se . . . el eva te

them to a certain degree. That's the way the
system generally works.

Mr. Anzalone Well, now, Mr. Morris, in connection
with that, would you say that everybody has fared
so badly in the past by going before an elected
legislature for the tax dollar that you are saying
that there is so much competition for?

Mr. Morris I can tell you that they may not have
fared so badly, but they haven't received--if you
look at what the requests are as opposed to what
they receive, you'll see a great difference. The
thing I'm saying, Mr. Anzalone, if you don't under-
stand me, is, they request a great deal more, and
their wishes are a great deal more than they
actually recei ve--col 1 eges and universities.

Mr. Anzalone Well, Mr. Morris, and high schools
and elementary schools and everybody does that.
There's no question about that.

Mr. Willis Mr. Morris, to accomplish what you
have in your amendment, why don't... and under the
operative provisions of our constitution, why
don't you make the governor either superintendent
of education, a co-superintendent, or assistant
superintendent because that will be the result
or the consequence or the sequence of your amend-
ment? Isn't that correct, after the glorious year
of the two hundredth anniversary of Ameri ca--l 976?

Mr. Morris It is a glorious year; I agree with
that, but I don't agree with the other things that
you said; no.

Mr. Hernandez Mr. Morris, don't you honestly
believe that it takes a special breed to fill this
bill on this, to find a man or a woman with the
capabilities of performing all the duties outlined
in this proposal and, at the same time, has the
desire and the willingness to serve and can do
that? Don't you think it takes a kind of a special
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breed that needs a highly selective process to
de termi ne?

Mr. Morris Yes I do, Mr. Hernandez, I surely do.
I think that quite likely you might appoint some
people that wouldn't run for the office.

Mr. Hernandez I wanted to ask you if you didn't
think that was a distinct possibility?

Mr. Morris Yes , sir.

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Morris, I'm concerned about the
real life politics of this and not just the theory.
I want to ask you: isn't it true, under this plan,
that until the year 1984 Governor Edwards will
have appointed, under this plan, a majority of the
membership, and they would have control over this
board through the year 1984? Isn't that correct?

Mr. Morris Well, Mr. Jenkins, you've asked
several questions. One, I said to Mr. Stinson that
I did think that this governor, if he serves two
terms, would have control of the board, if the
Senate confirms that governor's appointments to
these boards. I felt the same way under the other
proposi tion-- the committee one--and gave a great
deal of thought about it and could accept that in
my thinking. Yes, I do think--you have evidently
worked out the year; I haven't. If you say that,
I accept what you worked out because you're a

bright young man, and I know that you've done it
correctly .

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Morris, under my figuring, here,
if Governor Edwards had two terms, he would appoint
one hundred percent of the board through the year
1982, sixty-six and two-thirds through the year
1984, and through the year 1986 he would still have
one-third of the board who would be his appointees.
Now, aren't we as much as we may like Governor
Edwards or any governor aren't we giving such
a person extraordinary control over the entire
higher education system in this state, under this
amendment--a type of control which has never
existed before?

Mr. Morris I'm sure that is the point, Mr. Jenkins,
and due to the term of office I'm sure that this can
prevai 1 , as you say.

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Morris, so that we can get
something cleared up for the record, someone spoke
about an elected superintendent and an elected board.
Now, this particular board we are speaking about
in this amendment is not the board that governs
secondary and primary ... el ementary education, is it?

Mr. Morris No, sir, it is not.

Mr. De Blieux So, therefore, this has really no
connection with the superintendent of education
whatsoever; isn't that correct?

Mr. Morris No, it doesn't.

Mr. De Blieux This is to govern our colleges and
higher education.

Mr. Morris I think somebody was equating one to
the other, one elective and one appointive. But,
it doesn't have anything to do with higher educa-
tion. The. . .

Mr. De Blieux Well, I just wanted to clear that
particular point with you.

Mr. Conino Delegate Morris, you represent educa-
tion as an appointed delegate; is that correct?

Mr. Morris Yes, sir.

Mr. Coni no The name of your organization is
Louisiana Teachers' Association; is that correct?

Mr. Morris Yes, sir.

Mr. Conino Is this the wishes of the Louisiana
Teachers' Organization, that you have appointed
members of the board?

Mr. Morris We have no position on this. The
people that I work for--there are numbers of things
that I'm voting on that we don't have an official
position on.

Mr. Conino But, in other words, this is not the
Louisiana Teachers' Association official position;
is that correct?

Mr. Morris They have no official position on a

number of things, Mr. Conino. I hope I didn't
leave that impression, and when I say something
up here, it doesn't--and I want to say that right
now--that I'm not inferring, and I don't want any-
one to think that I'm inferring because I'm making
a statement. It's a policy of our organization
because we don't have policies on everything in
this constitution.

Mr. Conino One more question: have you checked
with the association to see if this meets with
their approval?

Mr. Morris This hasn't come up at all before our
governing board.

Mr. Burns Mr. Morris, I believe you've said in
your opening remarks that one of the main reasons
you favored this amendment was that it would make
a. ..result in a nonpolitical board. How long have
you been in politics?

Mr. Morris Not as long as you, Mr. Burns.

Mr. Burns Well, don't you know that if this
amendment passes that there will be a rush on the
governor's of

f

ice--every ward leader, every parish
leader in the State of Louisiana will be jammed in
there trying to get their favorites appointed to
this board whether they can read or write or...

Mr. Morris I assume that to be correct, Mr. Burns.

Further Discussion

Mr. Roemer Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

rise to oppose this amendment. I think we clearly
demonstrated yesterday in a full day's worth of
debate and several votes on this particular issue
that we count education at the higher level of the
same importance that we do education at the second-
ary and elementary level. On our board--our State
Board for Secondary and Elementary Educati on--we
made it elective by eight people and appointive for
three. The attempt--and the successful attempt--
yesterday, was to do the same thing for the Board
of Regents for exactly the same reasons. That is
that education belongs to the people of this
state, and not to a governor. Let me repeat that.
Education belongs to the people of this state, and
not to a governoi— any governor. I don't care who
he is or who he might be. If we reverse ourselves--
and that's what we would do if we adopted this
amendment; a clear reversal of yesterday's vote to
the tune of 69 to 46--i f we reverse ourselves and
allow one of, if not the most important board in
the state, and certainly the most important board
in terms of education to be totally and completely
dominated by the picks of one man--regardl ess of
who that man is or might be--then I think that
much of the criticism that's been directed toward
this convention will be well-founded. That criti-
cism is that we're like the goose. We point to the
north in the morning, the south in the afternoon,
and we don't really know what direction in which
we'd like to fly. What more do we want out of a

constitutional convention than unlimited reasonable
debate among reasonable men and women, and then
a decision to be made and to stick with that deci-
sion unless there are some compelling reasons to
change? Have you heard a compelling reason yet
this morning to change from our clear mandate for
an elected board to one that's completely appointed
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by the governor? Have you heard a single reason
to change? Now, there has been made mention that
some people would be appointive that might not run
for the office. That is true, but it cuts both
ways--some better people and some worse people.
You and I can get together in a relatively few
moments, point out some appointive people that
might not have been elected, and they're doing a

good job, and we can praise them. But, we can
also point out some appointed people that might
not have gotten elected, and they might be doing
a lousy job, and wouldn't have been elected. I

guess I've gotten the reputation in this convention
of being for elected people, and that's true be-
cause I think that if you throw the cards up in

the air and they come down, some on one side of
the fence and some on the other. What ultimately
makes up my mind is: number one, the importance
of the job in question. There's no more important
job in this state than on the Board of Regents,
after the way we've got it structured here. Num-
ber two, the danger that when people take office
they feel that they're responsible to who got
them there. If the people got them in office,
they're responsible to the people. If a person
got them in office, they're responsible to that
person. Now, certainly there are people who don't
feel that way, and certainly there are times when
that doesn't hold true. But, time in and time
out, we look back home, wherever home is. If home
is the governor's office, that's where we look.
If home is the people that elected us, that's
where we look. Now, I did not go to L.S.U. or to
a state school. I attended a college for seven
years outside of the borders of Louisiana. Perhaps
I don't know the in's and out's of Louisiana educa-
tion, although I did attend high school here and
elementary school. But, perhaps I got a little
bit more objective view than some of you did about
education in Louisiana. It's not what it ought
to be. One of the reasons it's not, as far as I'm
concerned, is because we haven't delineated respon-
sibility among the structure and the powers and
the functions. Well, we're doing that now. I

think we're taking a great step forward for
Louisiana. But, let's don't slide back to the
old way, and that is the governor having total
absolute control, or the thread of that control
over our educational system.

Further Discussion

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise to
speak in favor of the amendment, and I recognize
at the outset the actions of this convention yes-
terday, but I go back to a number of years ago
when I was privileged to serve on a committee to

help write the legislation for the Coordinating
Council of Higher Education in this state. It
was believed at that time that the. ..in order
to provide for a real coordination for quality
education in this state that that board should
have been given much greater authority than was
granted to it at that time. Politics, being what
it was and is, we could not get that through the
legislature, and consequently, that board has not
had the authority for true coordination of higher
education. No one in this convention has more
strongly supported the election of public officials
than I have, but I suggest to you that if you
seek coordination of higher education, if you seek
education to higher education levels, one of
excellence, and if you speak or seek for equitable
distribution of the educational dollar for higher
education, then I suggest to you that the only way
that that can be accomplished is through an
appointive board system. I can tell you from
experience that if a person is elected from a

congressional district, that college in his dis-
trict is the one that he's going to protect in
order to be reelected to that particular board.
When he gets elected, in order to protect that
board he's going to make agreements with the other
board members--that you protect my college when it

comes up--and when yours comes up, I'll protect
yours. Nothing wrong with that except that you
have a continuation of the present system of higher

[2344]

education in this state. You do not have coordina-
tion nor can you get coordination under that con-
cept. I assure you, perhaps if I were elected from
a congressional district, I would be in the same
position. I find no fault with those members who
have done that in the past because that has been
the system and that's the way that they have had to
be reelected. But, I think that it's high time
that we go about higher education in this state and
provide the type of program, and the types of
schools in our particular universities that when a

person goes to that university; pays his tuition;
spends his money to go to that university that when
he gets that degree he'll know, and it will say
to the world, that he's gotten a degree at a univer-
sity, one of excellence. I do not believe that we
have that in all of the institutions of higher
learning in this state. I do believe, that through
an appointed Board of Regents with the powers that
we have spelled out in this proposal, that you
could accomplish that through the appointed board.
I do not believe that that could be done under the
...what has been adopted yesterday by this conven-
tion. I strongly urge you give serious considera-
tion to the appointment of this Board of Regents
as proposed in this amendment because I honestly
believe that that is the answer to quality educa-
tion and equitable distribution of the educational
dollar for higher education. I'll be happy to
answer any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Ques ti ons

Mr. Lanier Mr. Flory, you were the sponsor of
the amendment the other day that made the superin-
tendent of education elected, is that not correct?

Mr. Flory Absolutely correct, yes, sir.

Mr. Lanier Now, Mr. Morris, who is your cosponsor
on this amendment made the statement a little
while ago that he felt that if we had an elected
Board of Regents, it would politicize higher
education. Do you agree with that statement?

Mr. Flory I said, Mr. Lanier, that if you had
an elective Board of Regents, I do not believe
that you could get true coordination as ought to
be accomplished in the field of higher education
in this state and I hold to that statement.

Mr. Lanier Do you feel that you can have true
coordination of elementary and secondary education
with an elected superintendent and an elected board?

Yes , sir.

Then . . .

So long as the legislature delineates
the authority between the two positions, yes, sir.
I must say, too, that you cannot draw the parallel
between the Board of Regents and the Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education because the
schools in elementary and secondary education, by

and large, are controlled by the local school
boards, and we're not faced with that situation as

we are in higher education because they're supported
in almost toto with state funds.

Mr. Cannon Mr. Flory, haven't we eliminated the

curriculum control of the Board of Regents over
the elementary and secondary activities?

Mr. Flory Yes, sir. ..no provision In the proposals
at this time for the two boards to meet and coordi-
nate curriculum.

Mr. Cannon Right. Now, we have in the. ..as con-
trasted to higher education where you're educating
adults all of which are not citizens of this state
as contrasted to elementary and secondary who are
...which is the education of the children of
citizens of this state. Don't you think that that
would have more tendency to be, elementary and
secondary, close to the people in elected situa-
tions, where maybe the more professional competence

Mr.
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might be required in the higher education aspect of
this?

Mr. Flory Yes, I think that's true, Mr. Cannon.

Mr. Cannon Could the legislature also not remove
vocational -technical education and put it under
elementary and secondary which I have, you know,
tended to favor?

Mr. Flory I think that's true if the facilities
under the elementary and secondary education are
to be provided in the elementary and secondary
schools. But, I think the Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education would govern vocational -techni -

cal or career education or comprehensive high
schools in that particular...

Mr. Cannon Right. Even though the Board of
Regents would have supervisory control over that
curriculum above. .. beyond high schools?

Mr. Flory Yes, that's correct.

Further Discussion

Mr. Anzalone Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, we ran the philosophy of appointments over
elected officials way back in the Executive Depart-
ment Article. I think that we satisfied ourselves
at that time that by far and in great majority the
people of the State of Louisiana are very much
interested in electing those who are going to
govern them. Once again, we come to the same
point. We have heard that now we are in a special-
ized area whereby locally elected people cannot
represent the State of Louisiana as a whole. I

find great error in this statement. All of us here
have local problems, it's true. But, at the same
time all of us are here to represent the State
of Louisiana, not necessarily to do what is good
for our particular area, but in view of the overall
picture to do what is good for the state as a whole.
I don't see the sense in saying that we do not
trust the people of the State of Louisiana to
elect people to represent the State of Louisiana;
it just doesn't make any sense. You're running
away from the problem rather than facing it head-
on. There's no reason in the world why somebody
from my congressional district cannot represent
Southeastern, McNeese and L.S.U. all at the same
time because what you're trying to do is build
a durn good educational system. You don't go to a

State Board of Education, I don't believe, from an
area like Hammond, to increase tenfold the tax
dollar coming into Southeastern, and at the same
time, take away tenfold the money going to U.S.L.
You are saying, "No, we do not want to face the
problem head-on." We want to give it to somebody
else and let him try to solve it. Then, if he
doesn't do a very good job at it, well then we
have somebody to blame." I don't agree with that
at all. If we're going to set policy for the
entire State of Louisiana by any board, governmental
agency, legislature, executive department or what-
ever, I think it is well known in this convention
that the philosophy of the people of the State of
Louisiana dictate election rather than appointment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Juneau Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow dele-
gates, I don't believe in belaboring a point, but
I do believe in putting to rest a point which was
put to rest in the Executive Article. I find it
extremely ironical that a lot of the people who
are supporting this amendment were the strongest
advocates in this convention for elected officials.
I find it also quite interesting the argument being
that if you go to the election of people for higher
education, you're going to politicize higher educa-
tion. But, by the same token those very people
would have you turn around and believe that, well,
that's all right for higher education, but we're
going to politicize lower and secondary education.
It seems to me that if you're going to write a

constitution, and this is the only one basic point

I want to make--at least--at least be consistent.
You were consistent yesterday when you voted to
have elected officials who are representing people
in the educational field. That is consistent with
what we did when we voted on the Executive Article.
So, I submit to you, don't be inconsistent when you
vote on higher education. We're talking about the
same thing and don't be fooled. We're talking
about representing people, people who are concerned
with education. When we're talking about repre-
sentatives, what you're talking about is do you
want him appointive or elective? If you want an
amendment like this which give fifteen boards which
con ... fi f teen members which conceivably could be
nominated by one governor, well, then, vote for it.
But, I submit to you: examine your record, and
examine your conscience when you do that; and ask
you these two questions: am I on the one hand
going to have a board for the children of this
state which is going to be elective, and then, on
the other hand, I'm going to have one for higher
education which will be appointive? Secondly, I

ask you: do you want to rest and can you justify
to the people that you represent, that one governor
in the history of this state can nominate the entire
membership of this particular board? I don't
think the people want that. I'll yield to any
questi ons

.

Questions

Mrs. Brien Pat, what you think what kind of peo-
ple would run for this position with no pay?

Mr. Juneau Do I think they would?

Mrs. Brien Yes. I'd like to know, what kind of
people would run for this position without salary?

Mr. Juneau My inclination, Mrs. Brien, was that
you would get a very high caliber of people or
person. It's contrasted--the statement was made,
and I think eloquently, by Mr. Burns--contras t with
that what kind of doors they are going to beat on
the governor's office to have this kind of commit-
ment when you go through an election campaign?
I'd rather take my chances at the ballot box.

Mr. Burns Is it not a fact that races for the
present State Board of Education are some of the
most hotly contested political races in the state?

Mr. Juneau That's right.

Mr. Kelly Pat, with reference to the business
about the caliber of people that you're going to
have running for election, we have no guarantee.
I meant the people have no guarantee as to who's
going to be on that board when we leave it to the
appointment process, do we?

Mr. Juneau That's the very point, Don. There's
no guarantee whatsoever, but by the same token you
don have the guarantee when you afford the ability
for a people in the district to evaluate the people
who are running for office. That's the guarantee
I have as an elector.

Mr. Kelly Also, if we want to use the argument of
per diem expenses--in other words, we should be
appointing the legislature then, shouldn't we?

Mr. Juneau Oh, no question about it.

Mr. Willis Pat, the first three words in our
constitution is "We the people," isn't it?

Mr. Juneau That's absolutely correct, Burt.

Mr. Willis Now, don't you think that the people
can choose or elect the members of that board as
competently as the governor?

Mr. Juneau I would think so, Burt.

Mr. Willis They elected the governor, didn't they?
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Mr. Juneau That's right.

Mr. Willis So, if he feels on the one hand that
they can't, then he certainly detracts from what
the people did with respect to him; isn't that
correct?

Mr. Juneau That's correct. I might add, Burt,
that this convention has decided that you want to
put into the constitution the structure of educa-
tion, and if that's the will of this convention,
so be it. But, when we do that we've got to be
responsible to the people, and I think it's our
responsibility to structure how their education is

going to be run. That's definitely affected by
the appointive versus the elective process.

Mr. Willis That responsibility is echoed by
your sentiments to the effect that we should be
consistent, isn't that correct?

Mr. Juneau That's the whole point. I find it
inconceivable for someone to get up here and say
we're going to politicize higher education, but
I'm not. ..that's all right for lower education;
that just doesn't make any sense.

Mr. Willis It's just a high grade of politics--
that other one, isn't it? One is petit and the
other one is grand. Now, under this amendment
here, isn't it a fact that the governor could
positively control the board in that if whoever
can appoint, can unappoint under this amendment?
So, if he's got fifteen and three of them are
against him, he can just pluck those three out,
isn't that correct?

Mr. Juneau I think the authors of the amendment
admit that.

Mr. Willis All right.

Mr. Kean Mr. Juneau, isn't it a fact though that
there's a substantial difference between the
secondary-elementary situation and what we're
talking about here with respect to higher educa-
tion?

Mr. Juneau It's not to me, Mr. Kean, when we're
talking about someone who's charged with the
responsibility of representing the interest of
people in education. To me, I can't appreciate
that distinction. No, sir.

Mr. Kean 3ut, isn't it a fact that in the second-
ary and elementary field we've got school boards
in every parish; we've got schools in every com-
munity; they are largely financed by local funds,
and therefore, you can have a grass roots board
which will not be likely to be balancing off
one area against another?

Mr. Juneau I think that argument, Mr. Kean, to
me, is self-defeating because apparently this
committee's decided that they are going to have
a grass roots board for governing boards for these
schools of higher education. If that's true,
there's the buffer zone that you would be applying
in higher education; that's how I...

Mr. Kean But, my point is when you then turn to
an elective board for higher education, where you've
got institutions in different parts of the state
who are likely to be competing against each
other, won't you then have a different situation
with an elective board of higher education than
you would with the one with secondary and elemen-
tary?

Mr. Juneau I'll put it this way, Mr. Kean, I'm...
you have and always will have apparently some
competition, be it elective or appointive in the
fields of higher education. There's no way in
the world we can limit that money.

Further Discussion

Mr. Chatelain Well, Mr. Chairman and fellow
delegates, I'm going to make my remarks very
brief. I don't know what happened last night,
but looks like there're some forces at work. I

stand in firm opposition to this amendment. One
of the authors of this amendment stood before
you a few moments ago and told you that an elected
member would have a tendency to look out for his
own university or college in his area. Now, isn't
that a terrible thing? I'd hate to be known as
an elected member in south Louisiana and would
not be looking out for my own university. Wouldn't
this be a terrible day in Louisiana when an elected
official could not look out for his people or
his area. It seems like to me that one day this
business of electing your public officials is a

good idea, but the next day the shoe is on another
foot, and it's not a good idea. I want you to
stop and think for awhile, my fellow delegates,
what's happening to us here this morning. I

submit to you that a member who would be appointed
by the governor of this state would likewise, if
he was a decent kind of a fellow, and I'm sure he
would be, would have a tendency to look out for
his own kind, his own university, or his own
people. I want to leave one last thought with
you this morning, my fellow delegates, and that
is: beware of this move. It's a move; it's an
amendment for one purpose is to remain for the
great university which I have a great deal of
respect for and feel that always shall be the
number one university in this state, and I shall
fight for the right. But, this is a move by that
force, or those forces, to remain. ..to maintain
status quo, and this is not what we want in this
convention. This is a convention for the future,
not for the past. I say vote this amendment down.
Thank you.

[^Motion for the Previous Question
rejected : 18-63.

'\

Further Discussion

Mr. De Bl ieux We are now talking about a posi-
tion that carries no salary to it; only per diem,
only expenses. We are not talking about a paid
salaried job or a job wherein that it will command
a lot of money or ability to make contracts or
something of that sort; that goes into your
elective procedure. As a result of this being
the number of elected people we'll have aspiring
for this job, I feel very certain we &re not going
to get the quality of personnel we need to control
our colleges and universities, and decide which
one of them will grant degrees and not grant
degrees. This is a place where we need high
type personnel. Somebody brought up the idea
about saying that we ought to appoint the members
of the legislature. Well, let me tell you the
difference between this and the legislature. The
legislature is a direct representative of the

people. Everybody the legislature represents is

not exactly smart. We may have some nitwits, and
nitwits are entitled to representation, but I

don't think we ought to put them in control of
our colleges and universities. You are going to
get a much, much, better type of individual to

decide your degree programs, etc., for higher
education, if those people are appointed than you
do if they are elected; I can tell you that. You
know that and I know that. I want to point out
one other thing to you. If these. ..I can't get
the idea just because a governor appoints somebody
that that person is not going to be qualified and
it's going to give the governor control and let
him run everything; that governor is usually--the
governors that I've seen and I've served with even
though the may--we have has our disagreements, I

think they're just as much interested in the
welfare of this state and higher education as
anybody else. I can't get the idea through my
hear that I'm the only one capable of selecting
a person to serve on a board or a commission. I

think there're other people that are just as capa-
ble of making that decision as I am. I feel Hke
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that we ought to at least, show that we have some
confidence in the people that we elect to offices
to perform these functions. Now, there's another
point that I want to bring out to you. You know
one of the things that's caused us to be here today
is a long list of constitutional amendments that
we have had, and why? Because those constitutional
amendments have been involved with a long list
of elected officials. Here we're loading up this
constitution with elected officials and after
awhile you're going to have a ballot five feet
long for elected people. It's going to be very
difficult to make a decision and know something
about those. So, maybe we'd better allow a few
of them to be appointed. So, I ask you to go ahead
and go along with this amendment so that we can
have a few people appointed to office and lessen
the length of our ballot, and get some responsible
people exercising the functions which I think they
ought to do insofar as education is concerned. We
need a good educational system, and I just don't
think you're going to get it by trying to politi-
calize that system and let every Tom, Dick, and
Harry, or courthouse crowd decide who's going to
be on the Board of Education. So, I ask you to
go along with the amendment.

Mr. Anzalone. One thing is that we're thinking
about our children and their future, and that's
involved and the legislature does have some control
over it whenever these things get out of line.
Now, insofar as your political input and output--
but as you well know--every legislator gets elected
by what he can bring home to his constituents,
how well he does his job insofar as they are
concerned. That's the way you elect the members
of this board; that's what they're going to be
concerned about, that college in their area where
they are elected from because they know if that
college doesn't get what they want that college
to get or the people in that area want that college
to get, they've got a small chance of getting
reel ected .

Mr. Anzalone Senator, is that the way it's done
now? Is that why we're in such big trouble?

Mr. De Blieux Well, that's a little bit part of
our problem because we've got an elected super-
intendent and an elected board.

Mr. Anzalone I see. In other words our problem
is with elected officials?

Questions

Mr. Riecke Senator, I understood you to say that
you would get a much higher type person on the
board if they were appointed than if they were
elected; is that correct?

Mr. De Blieux I really believe that because the
people that ought to serve on this board--I don't
think that usually, generally, that they're the
type that will get out and make a campaign.

Mr. Riecke Do you believe on this convention here
that the people who were appointed by the governor
are a higher type people than those of us who
were elected.

Mr. De Blieux I feel like they are equally and
capably--yes , some of them I do--I think this
appeared to some of us who are elected.

Mr. Roemer Senator, you just don't have much
faith in the elective process, do you?

Mr. De Bl ieux Oh, yes, I have a lot of faith in
it, but I tell you it's the candidates that's
going to run for the job. There's one thing you
have got to remember is this, Mr. Roemer, you
can't elect a good man to office if he won't run
for the job; just remember that. You've got to
vote for what you get... you've got to make your
choice, but sometimes you can persuade a good
fellow to accept an appointment that you can't get
to run for an office.

Mr. Roemer Senator, I'm still with you--you say
that a good man can't get elected unless he runs.
Well, a good man can't get appointed unless the
governor wants to appoint him. Isn't that right?

Mr. De Blieux Well, that may be true, but you've
got a better chance because I think we've had
pretty honorable men serving as our governors,
the majority of them anyway, even though we've
had our disagreements.

Mr. Anzalone Senator De Blieux, we've heard a

great deal about this tax dollar and the competi-
tion for the tax dollar. Is not the final deter-
mination made on the disbursement of these tax
dollars made by a legislature elected from single
member districts throughout the state?

Mr. De Blieux Yes.

Mr. Anzalone Well, what in the world is wrong
with a little input into the educational system
from people who are elected throughtout the state?

Mr. De Blieux Well, there's a lot of difference.

Mr. De Blieux With some. ..with some el ected ... You
know, sometimes you have a better group than you
have if you don't--if you have appointed officials
than you have if elected ones.

Mr. Anzalone Senator, I want you to know I agree
with you. I think a great deal of our problem
is with some of our elected officials.

Mr. Juneau Senator De Blieux, in view of the

Mr.
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Further Discussion elementary education of the children of this state
and the education of the adults in higher education.

Miss Perkins Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in As you were told--and as I want to repeat before
opposition to the amendment on the floor. I rise you make up your minds--the organization for ele-
in opposition to the proposal of my good friends, mentary education has to do with a board of
Mr. Flory and Mr. Morris. First of all, let me education in each parish, sort of equally distri-
point out to this delegation that we've heard a buted throughout the parishes of this state. That
great deal of debate with reference to the indi- is not true for higher education. There is no
viduals that would compose this particular board. comparison whatsoever. That is more the reason
I don't feel that this is necessarily a pro-con for having an appointive system where the right
issue with reference to LSU, in that this board kinds of people can be selected to administer the
could not only be loaded if we had appointees in affairs of higher education. Think of the geo-
favor of LSU, it could also be loaded in opposi- graphical 1 oca tions--these smaller col 1 eges--you
tion to LSU. So, I don't think that that's the don't have one college in each parish; you don't
basic issue that we have before us. I would like have one college in one area. They're all differ-
to point out that by the committee proposal, which ent sizes; they all do different things, and these
basically I support, we have three boards for different representative people can't represent
higher education. The two management boards-- their areas equally, as you have in elementary and
namely, the LSU Board of Supervisors and the secondary education. I urge you most strongly to
Board of Trustees--wi 1 1 be appointed, that member- listen to the fine presentation that was made by a

bership will be appointed by the governor. If very knowledgeable man a moment ago and to listen
we allow appointment to this particular board's to the reason of those who have had experience,
membership, we will have approximately fifty-one This Flory-Morris amendment is really and truly a

appointees running higher education. We have sound amendment for education in this state at this
allowed for a elective board in our State Board time,
of Education to govern primary and secondary educa-
tion. Supposedly, the youth of this country is [previous Question ordered .']

the foundation of this country. We felt the nec-
essity to have supervision by elected people at Closing
the primary and secondary level, but yet, now,
we don't think our elected officials are competent Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, in closing
enough to supervise higher education. If they're on this amendment there is very little that I could
not competent enough to supervise higher education, say at this point in the debate upon an issue that
I certainly don't think they're competent enough I consider to be one of the most crucial as it

to supervise elementary and secondary education. relates to the youth of this state. If we believe
I'd also like to point out that we're reversing in coordination of higher education, if we believe
our position from yesterday. Many of you have in quality education, if we believe in equity as
said that this convention has lost a great deal far as the distribution of the educational dollar
of time. Ladies and gentlemen, when we defeat a for higher education, then we have to give serious
proposal, let's accept that defeat and move on. consideration to the issue before this convention
If you reverse your position and reverse your vote at this very moment, because I truly believe that
today, you are encouraging this type procedure, the future of higher education depends upon the vote
not only now, but for the duration of this conven- that you now are about to cast. If you believe in

tion. I'd also like to point out that the people true, responsible coordination, then I ask you
that say that our electorate is not qualified to to vote for this amendment, because I believe that
select qualified people by electing the members of this is the way that we could accomplish true
this board. Ladies and gentlemen, one hundred and coordination of all of higher education into build-
five people in this convention, and I think a ing a better system of higher education for the
hundred and five high caliber people, were elected most valuable asset, and that is for the youth
by the electorate of this state. If they could of this state. I know that a great deal of fear
choose you, I don't see how you can turn around exists in the minds of some of the delegates that
and accuse them of not being competent to select one governor might appoint a majority of the Board
those people that are going to administer higher of Regents, or that the existing governor might
education. In addition, I would like to point appoint the total membership of the Board of
out as we have very fine appointees in this conven- Regents. I ask you in all fairness to look at the
tion, we have also provided for three appointees Committee's Proposal No. 30, the transitional
on this board for higher education. I strongly article providing for the transition of the Coor-
urge that you defeat this amendment and that we dinating Council into the Board of Regents, as well
proceed with the other provisions of the committee as the present Board of Supervisors of LSU into
report. the Board of Supervisors under the committee's

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. proposal. I feel that with the committee's recom-
mendation, this convention will buy Committee

Further Discussion Proposal No. 30. It came out of that committee
with a unanimous recommendation, and, to come out

Mr. E. J. Landry Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle- of that committee unanimous, is an unheard of task,
men of the convention, as the days go by, I really, as far as that committee in the delibera-
appreciate this convention more and more, especially tions that they had. I ask you to really consider
listening to the opposition. My only wish is that the vote that you are about to cast now, and to
more people would listen to the opposition. Un- cast it in the spirit of real coordination for
fortunately, in this convention I think one of the higher education. Cast aside, if you can, politl-
great drawbacks is that we do not listen. We're cal aspirations, political considerations, and give
satisfied with our position, and then from then to your vote a true coordinating effort for higher
on nothing matters. I think that's wrong. I education in the colleges and universities of this
think one of the most important things that we state for all of the years ahead that this constl-
could learn to do in this convention for the balance tution is to serve. Mr. Chairman, I would ask
of the time is to listen to your opposition. Miss for a record vote on this amendment.
Perkins is strong opposition; Miss Perkins is
young. You are now looking and listening to an Questions
old man who has seen and heard much on the subject
of education in the State of Louisiana over the Mr. Kean Mr. Flory, you touched on Committee
years. If you had listened carefully to Mr. Flory, Proposal No. 30. As I understand that proposal,
who has had experience as a member of a committee if it is adopted as a transitional measure, the
that had much to do and much reason to be concerned members of the Coordinating Council whose terms
about what happens in higher education, this is have not yet expired would then serve on the Board
the moment to be inconsistent. Man must not be of Regents until their present terms did expire;
consistent when there is a reason to be inconsis- would they not?
tent. There is no comparison between the two--the
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Mr. Flory That is absolutely correct.

Mr. Kean So that the governor would not be able,
under this transitional proposal, to appoint all
of the members of the Board of Regents as has been
suggested here today?

Mr. Flory That's absolutely correct.

Mr . Willis Mr. Flory, by virtue of the Duval
amendment--pu t a question mark to this--by virtue
of the Duval amendment now there is a divorce
between the state superintendent of education,
who is elected until '76, and the State Board of
Education and the local school boards on the one
hand, and the Board of Regents and the Board of
Governors for LSU and the trustees for universities
on the other; isn't that correct?

Mr. Flory That's correct.

Mr. Willis There is a complete divorce between
the two.

Mr. Flory That's correct.

Mr. Willis Now, the thrust of your amendment is

to make the governor appoint the members of the
Board of Regents, which adumbrates the other two
boards; isn't that correct, under the committee
proposal in its present posture?

Mr. Flory Only the other two boards: that is,
the Board of Supervisors and the Board of Trustees
for state col 1 eges

.

Mr . Willis And the trustees, yes. The thrust of
your amendment is to make the governor appoint the
Board of Regents, the membership, which adumbrates
or supervises the other two?

Mr. Flory It has budgetary and curricula respon-
sibility over the other two.

Mr . Willis Well, I understand--supervi se--l use
that word loosely. So that now, if the governor
can appoint the members of the Board of Regents,
he would not be a superintendent; he would be a

super-superintendent, because that would be super
education, which is higher education; isn't that
correct?

Mr. Flory Mr. Willis, I have great faith in the
governors that have served, not only in the past,
but those that might...

Mr. Willis We're not talking about faith, hope,
and charity.

Mr. Flory Let me finish. ..that might serve in
the future. I believe that they feel as we do
that this is one of the most crucial issues be-
fore the people of this state, not only now, but
in the future as it relates to higher education.
I cannot visualize any governor, whoever he may
be, appointing people to a system to govern a

system, and he would then go down in history as
destroying the higher educational system of this
state. I can't believe that. I've got too much
faith in humanity, too much faith in the people,
not only that have served in the past but who
might serve in the future as the Chief Executive
of this state, to make irresponsible appointments
to a board of this stature.

Mr. Willis Mr. Flory, I applaud your faith in
the people. I hope that your faith is more in
the people than in one of the people. Now, don't
you think that the people are as competent to
choose who will govern them than one person?

Mr. Flory I have no quarrel with the intelligence
of the voters of this state. I just say to you
based upon past experience, it has not worked in
the best interests of higher education; whereas a

man had to run for reelection with a university or
a state college in his district in which he had to

be elected, because his prime responsi bi 1

i

ty--and
having to be elected from that di stri ct--made it
mandatory that he protect the best interests of
that particualr college or university and not
necessarily the overall system of higher education.

Mr. Willis And you mean to tell me that that
would not be the same sequela or the consequence
if you were appointed and from that di stri ct--under
this appointment?

Mr. Flory No, sir, not in my judgment.

Mr. Willis You mean to say that he would betray
his district by virtue of the appointment and
align his allegiance with the governor?

Mr . Fl ory I believe that if he were appointed and
did not have to worry about seeking reelection,
he would be in a much better position to take an
overall look at the entire system of higher educa-
tion and make a more qualified judgment as to what
was the best interest of the total system, rather
than a particular university, even though it may
be in the district in which he resides.

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Flory, your answer to Mr. Kean's
question rather puzzles me. You say that because
the Coordinating Committee is folded into the new
Board of Regents that means that a governor couldn't
appoint the entire board within the span of two
terms in office. What you really mean is the
governor, the present governor, could not. What
happens at the end of the expiration of the terms
of the present members of the Coordinating Commit-
tee? Couldn't a governor appoint all members of
the board?

Mr. Flory I believe Mr. Kean's question was
directed at the present governor, and the situation
in the transitional period under the transitional
article in Committee Proposal No. 30.

Mrs. Zervigon Well, let me ask you a different
question. Is it not a fact that future governors,
if they were elected to two terms, under your
amendment might appoint the entire board--in fact,
must, if the terms are six years?

Mr. Flory I haven't worked the mathematics out,
but if you say that's true, Mrs. Zervigon, I

accept that, only to say to you that again I do not
believe any governor would make such irresponsible
appointments to destroy higher education, as has
been indicated.

Mrs. Zervigon But he would appoint the entire
board; a future governor would appoint the entire
board?

Mr. Flory As they have in the past to some extent.

[i?ecord vote ordered . Amendment
adopted : 62-43, Motion to re-
consider tabled. "l

Amendment

Mr. Hardin [Assistant Clerk] This is the second
Aertker amendment which was passed out.

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, line 7, immediately
after the word and punctuation "board." insert
the following:

"(1) The Board of Regents shall meet with the
State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
at least twice a year to coordinate programs of
public elementary, secondary, vocational -techni cal ,

career, and higher education."

Explanation

Mr. Aertker Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gen-
tlemen of the convention, yesterday we adopted an
amendment which deleted actually part one of the
Section E of the powers of the board. I think
that the vote was based on the fact that many
people feared that the language that we had in the
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document presented a threat to the control of the
curriculum of the elementary and secondary educa-
tion, but I also recognize the fact that we did
create a real problem for developing a coordinated
program between elementary, secondary, vocational-
technical, career education, and higher education.
In an attempt to resolve the matter, we have...!
am introducing this amendment, and I think it
does take care of the question. I have spoken to
Mr. Duval about this amendment, and he has indi-
cated to me that this would not have too much
serious objection from him. Unless you have some
further questions, I think this would resolve the
whole matter. I ask the favorable approval of this
amendment.

Questions

Mr. Duval I just want to get something quite
clear. Now, what if the Board of Regents and the
State Board meet, and they can't agree to coordi-
nate? What happens under this amendment?

Mr. Aertker Mr. Duval, I thought of that, and
really one of the reasons why the boards...! would
presume they are going to have to establish some
ground rules of coordinating, but I really can't
understand how people who would be working for
common programs--f or instance, to give you an
example, if higher education has got to find out
what they are going to say. ..what programs they're
going to have in order to qualify their people and
train them to come into the elementary and second-
ary area, it seems to me that it isn't a matter
of agreement; it's a matter of getting an under-
standing as to what is needed in their programs.

Mr. Duval I'm merely trying...! just want to
establish the intent of your amendment. Am I

to understand that the intent is just to ensure a

rapport, or at least the chance for a rapport,
between the two boards, but, in the event there is

a di sagreement--because all reasonable men occa-
sionally di sagree--woul d the Board of Regents have
authority to compel coordination under this amend-
ment?

Mr. Aertker No, it would not.

Mr. Duval In other words, it's the intent of your
amendment that they would merely meet, but the
Board of Regents would not have the authority to
direct the State Board of Education to do a specific
thing. Is that right?

Mr. Aertker And by the same token the elementary-
secondary wouldn't be able to dictate to the
higher education that this would have to be done.
The only thing is that this would be a coordinate
and advisory group getting together to discuss
their problems.

Mr. Bergeron Mr. Aertker, my question deals with:
is this the amendment--you had two of them on our
desk--is this the one with "public" in it or is

it the other one?

Mr. Aertker The one with "public" is correct;
yes

.

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Aertker, aren't we getting a

little bit far afield for the constitution when
we attempt to put the procedure of these boards--
you might say--into the constitution? Couldn't
this be taken care of by the legislature or by

rules of the board, etc.? Do we have to put this
in the constitution?

Mr. Aertker Mr. De Blieux, to my knowledge, we
haven ' t had meetings between elementary and
secondary and higher education to discuss the
coordination of our efforts. As far as I under-
stand, it's been at the discretion of the legis-
lature, and the fact that the legislature has failed
to provide and present this opportunity, I just
felt that it was necessary to have it in the con-
stitution that these people would meet at least
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twice a year. If they just had to meet and say
what their problems were to each other, that would
be a considerable improvement over what we've
been doing in the past years.

Mr. De Blieux Well, where has been the objection
to that meeting in the past?

Mr. Aertker The objection has been that nobody
has ever bothered to call it, and the legislature
hasn't legislated to make anyone call it.

Mr . De Bl i eux Well, don't you think the legis-
lature would do it if it was brought to their
attention?

Mr. Aertker Well, I think that this is going
to bring it to their attention by having it in

the constitution.

Mr. .De 81 ieux I just wonder about the wisdom
of putting procedural matters of these boards into
the constitution. I just thi nk . . .don ' t you think
that ought to be left to the legislature?

Mr. Aertker No, otherwise I wouldn't be pro-
posing it to be included in the constitution.

Mrs. Corne Mr. Aertker, under your proposal,
which of these boards would have the final deci-
sion on the certification of teachers in elemen-
tary and secondary schools?

Mr. Aertker That State Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education. That's where they are
employed, Mrs. Corne.

Mrs. Corne Would have the final decision?

Mr. Aertker That ' s correct .

Mrs. Corne Thank you, sir.

[^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

79-26. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Motion for the Previous Question
on the Section rejected: 37-61.']

Amendments

Mr. Hardin Amendment No. 1 [by Mrs. Miller].
On page 3--a technical correcti on--l i ne 15--not
line 5--immediately after the word and punctuation
"establishment." delete the words "There is" and
delete lines 16 through 20, both inclusive, in

their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the
following: "There shall be a body corporate known
as the Board of Regents of the University of
Louisiana, which shall be composed of all publicly
supported university systems arid all publicly
supported universities and colleges now existing
or hereafter created. The board shall be respon-
sible for the government, control, and budgetary
management of the University of Louisiana and
shall exercise such powers and functions, duties
and responsibilities for these purposes as are
provided by this Section and by law."

Amendment No. 2. On page 3, line 29, delete
the "," comma after the word "Regents" and delete
the remainder of the line and delete lines 30
through 32, in their entirety.

Amendment No. 3. On page 5, line 5, immediately
after the word "the" delete the remainder of the
line and delete lines 6 through 8, both inclusive,
in their entirety and at the beginning of line
9, insert the partial word "tion" and insert in

lieu thereof the following: "university systems,
universities, and colleges governed by It forming
the University of Louisiana."

Amendment No. 4. On page 5, delete lines 17

through 25, both Inclusive, In their entirety.

Explanat i on

Mrs. HlHer Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I am
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offering undoubtedly the most noncontroversial
amendment that's been offered in this convention,
because I anticipate it will be absolutely bombed
to the full present delegation, minus my one vote
that will probably be in favor of it. I under-
stand I already have two votes; I have three
votes. Anyone for four? Anyone for five? I am
offering this because we have been. ..the Education
Committee has been discussing for seven months
how to set up a system of higher education. Board
of Regents, Superboards, Coordinating Council.
I'm offering this because I do think the people of
Louisiana deserve to know there might be another
way; it might not be available right now. Maybe
this thing is ten years too early, as one delegate
told me; and perhaps it's ten years too late, as
another delegate told me. But, we do know we are
running out of funds; our colleges are competing
for funds. I want you to look at the second page
of i nformati on--whi ch I think has been distributed
to you--which shows what we've been talking about.
In regard to the institutions of higher learning,
the number of students that we have, we have not
been given as a whole convention all the informa-
tion on the degree programs that are offered at
the various schools and colleges. This may sound
to my fellow members of the L. S. U. Foundation
composed of some four hundred members, and of
which I am one--that I'm being a traitor to the
L. S. U. system. I am not being a traitor to the
L. S. U. system. I am not being a traitor. ..or
being against U. S. L. and McNeese, and I live
between these two colleges. I am a graduate of
L. S. U. My son is a graduate of U. S. L. I have
a daughter working on a master's at McNeese; she
was a graduate of Newcomb. I know now that we
don't have, sometimes, the old hoo-rah-rah
spirit about colleges and universities that we've
seen that my good friend, Mr. Ford Stinson, still
carries in his heart for L. S. U. We often
identify with a college and university that is
in the area where we make our living and where
we raise our families. But, we all know now; we
are competing for funds. I would like to see my
daughter be able to get a degree in the performing
arts at McNeese. But, I know this is an impossible
thing for her to ever get, because she cannot
leave her. ..she can't be given that type of degree
at McNeese. She can't leave her husband and child
for three years to go and take up residency in
Baton Rouge where this particular type degree is
offered. But, if you have a unified university
system, run with imagination, and you have floating
professorships and floating supervision over all
your branches, you may be able to offer these
degrees at these various institutions without
having to maintain full staffs and full degree
programs at every institution that thinks it wants
to be able to offer master's and doctor's degree
in everything that comes up. I say that the idea
is workable. I admit that it's workable only if
you have a Board of Regents composed of people who
do have imagination and foresight and where you
have some change in educational principles. But,
I believe this is the way we can provide services
to our people out in the state. Now, I want
you to look at what happens when a teacher at
McNeese wants to get her master's and doesn't...
she can get it now at McNeese in certain degrees
of educa ti on--i f she runs out there at four o'clock
in the afternoon after she's off teaching, and she
takes her graduate things at night. This is
great. But, sometimes she won't feel that she has
a degree that's worth very much except for the
extra pay it gives her--the credits it gives her
in our present educational system. What we may
be able to offer with a unified university system
is a degree that will come from a great and fine
university program that encompasses the whole
state, that this degree program is made available
to everyone that wants to take advantage of it in
the State of Louisiana. I submit it is a novel
idea. I submit that it's been working in some
other states. I submit that it is the only way
that when we are talking about Board of Regents
and Coordinating Councils, what we are talking
about is trying to coordinate all these various

systems under one board. This does it without
doing violence to the cherished place that
L. S. U. occupies in the hearts of some of its
alumni or the cherished place that is occupied by
U. S. L. in the hearts of some of its people.
But, what we are trying to achieve is a higher
system of quality education for all of our stu-
dents, wherever they may be living--to be able
to offer degree programs throughout the state,
but under a system where you can have quality
education. I tell you the truth: it's so new
to me. I'm not sure I can answer some of your
questions, but I'll be glad to try.

Questions

Mr. Bol

1

inqer Mrs. Miller, is it not true that
from time and time again we have listened to
people from that microphone say that we need a

university system in Louisiana?

Mrs . Mi 1 1 er Well, I keep hearing those kinds of
things, Mr. Bollinger, but I haven't seen this
thing be. ..I haven't even seen it being really
conceived. You know, before an idea can be given
birth, you have to have conception; then, you have
to have growth and incubation; then, you have to

give it birth. I hope in this amendment we can
do all these things.

Mr. Bollinger Did you not also hear from the
other side of the river, so to speak, from that
same microphone, people advocating one board to
govern higher education?

Mrs. Miller This is. ..you're right; this is

exactly why I think it's time to offer this
amendment. I think this is what we've really been
trying to work toward, and we just haven't had
the courage to face it.

Mr. Bollinger Does not your amendment establish
for Louisiana a university system under one board?

Mrs. Miller That's what it would do. Now, I

admit if we do that, then you may want to go back
and change the way you select you Board of Regents
because this would be an entirely new thing. It

might be that some of these other amendments which
I have attached to this to show what all we are...
we've tried to draft them to show what other
changes you would have to make in the committee
proposal to make this compatible. But, it might
be that if you adopt the system--the idea of a

university system for the State of Loui si ana--then
you will have to go back probably and look at
the way you select your Board of Regents, and the
management for the total program. I tell you, I

think this is what--as Mr. Bollinger says what
we have been trying to work toward, and we just...
none of us have just had the courage to get up
and say, "Well, let's not cherish one institution
so much that we can't look at what's good for the
whole state and for students scattered all over
the state. "

Mr. Staqq Mrs. Miller, this isn't meant to be
unfriendly, but after you heard all of the debates
for the last day on this same subject and have
heard the expressions from that microphone from
more than forty or fifty people, don't you think
your amendment comes a little late?

Mrs. Miller No. I think it comes at the right
time. After you've had all that fertilizer put
around, then it's time to do the planting.

Mr. Stagg I think you literally express what's
been put around.

Mr. Chatelain Mrs. Miller, I don't know how to

phrase this question. But, I want you to know
this. I think you got a darn good amendment.

Mrs . Mi 11 er Mr. Chatelain, I sure appreciate
that. That maybe. ..that makes us five votes now,
I hope.
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Mr. Aertker Mrs. Miller, you realize that this
amendment that you offer actually will end up de-
stroying, really, the identity of all of the univer-
sities and colleges in the State of Louisiana; is

that correct?

Mrs. Miller Yes. It will destroy--and I admit
this very frankly, and let's have this very cleai

—

this will destroy the identity of the colleges
and universities of this state. The reason. ..and
it's very important that we understand this. But,
what we will be establishing is identity for our
degree program so that any student from Louisiana
can go anywhere in this world and say "I am a

graduate of the University of Louisiana," and it
will mean something in the academic world. I

believe it will mean something in the academic
worl d

.

Mr. Aertker I say, I know that you are aware that
this has been instituted in other states. But,
are you also aware that, to my knowledge, that
in no state did they suddenly come as sudden as
you've come with your proposal, that they usually
had a phasing into and phasing out program to
where they gradually incorporated these .. .yours is

just about like having a sudden operation and
cutting off the person's head before they found
out that he stopped walking.

Mrs. Miller Well, I admit, you know, I've had
some. ..I've had six operations, three of them were
emergencies and three of them were planned. It

doesn't matter how you do it, when you start cutting
on someone, it's traumatic. I admit that if we
adopt this, we may have to come back in with an
amendment for a phase in-phase out amendment.

Mr. Aertker Mrs. Miller, do you know that I think
some people are going to consider this an operation
leading to suicide?

Mrs . Miller Well, anytime that you go under the
knife--as Or. Weiss can tell you--there are going
to be some dangers.

Miss Perkins Mrs. Miller, wouldn't this, in fact,
create a superboard? Is this correct?

Mrs. Miller I think this. ..yes, Lynn, I think
this is what we've been talking about. ..when we have
been talking about Board of Regents and trying to
reconcile Board of Regents and the Board of Super-
visors for L. S. U., and the Board ... Coordi nati ng
Committee. This is what the legislature, you know,
has been talking about and rolling around for some
time. But, I think I'm...

Miss Perkins Excuse me. Wouldn't this, in fact,
be in creating a superboard that we defeated the
other day, Mrs. Miller?

Mrs . Miller Well, we defeated the superboard in
relation to our thinking at that time; and that
was, that we were really retaining all the systems
the way they are operating now, pretty much, with
just a superboard over those that had been under
the jurisdiction of the Education Department
separate from L. S. U.

Miss Perkins And, you do agree that this amendment
would make us lose identity to all colleges and
uni versi ties?

Mrs. Miller This is what I said before, and I say
it very honestly and frankly, that what we are
doing is saying "We are not going to have identity
as little separate universities. We are going to
be the University of Louisiana."

Mr. Bollinger Mrs. Miller, in reference to the
question Mr. Aertker asked you and the answer you
gave him, is not your amendment similar to the
plan of education in California? Do any of these
universities lose identity? Aren't they some of
the most renowned universities of the country?

Mrs. Miller Well, you're right. I don't think
you could ever really kill the school spirit on
any one campus. You know there is no more school
spirit than you find at the University of California
at Berkley. Wherever people--and I'm sure wherever
you find Louisiana peopl e--you ' re going to find
they are going to have some way to identify them-
sel ves

.

[Previous Question ordered , Record
vote ordered . Amendments rejected

:

34-75. Motion to reconsider tabled."]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 Iby Mr. Alarlo]. On
page 3, delete lines 21 through 27, both inclusive,
in their entirety and all amendments adopted there-
to and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"(B) Board membership; terms. The board shall
consist of fifteen electors. There shall be one
elector elected from each congressional district
of the state. The remaining members shall be
appointed by the governor with the consent of the
Senate, provided however, each congressional dis-
trict shall not have more than one appointed mem-
ber. The members shall serve for overlapping terms
of six years following initial terms fixed by law."

Explanation

Mr . Al ari Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, what
I'm trying to do with this amendment is to combine
the different ideals we have here today on the
floor concerning the membership of the board--
combining it in a sense that we are providing that
one member shall be elected from each congressional
district. The remaining members of this fifteen-
member board would be appointed by the governor
with the consent of the Senate. It further pro-
vides that no congressional district would have
more than one appointed, and that's to prevent
possibly all of the appointees coming from one
particular district, which I think would be totally
unfortunate; but, I think we ought to provide for
it. I think it would meet the objectives that
those of us who believe strongly in having elected
officials. It also meets the objectives of those
'who feel that education is so important that maybe
you ought to remove it partially, if not completely,
from politics. I don't believe myself, from the
experiences I have had in the short while I've
been in government, that you remove from politics
any board or any commission when they become
appointive, because after all, who gets appointed?
It's those who have worked in campaigns, worked
hard for their candidate, those who have contributed
financially, those who are close friends with the
person who is doing the appointing. I think we
have been fortunate in this state to have good
people appointed, and I'm glad for it. But, I

just don't know if we ought to trust a high board
of this nature to the makeup of an entirely
appointed board. At the same time, I can under-
stand the ideals that some of you have in saying
that you think they ought to not all be elected,
and not all have to run, and all be in politics.
I ask that you consider this amendment very highly.

Question

Mr. Jenkins John, this is not something you just
dreamed up, is it? It's something that has been
over. ..gone over by the legislature, because
actually this is the same basic plan that the
legislature adopted, isn't it?

Mr. Alario It is.

\_Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

47-62. Motion to reconsider tabled."]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. stovaii].
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On page 5, line 11, after the word "institution"
insert a period "." and delete the remainder of
the line and delete lines 12 through 16, both in-
clusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu
thereof the following: "The Board of Regents shall
submit proposed budgets for the operational needs
on behalf of all post-secondary higher education
in the state. It shall submit a capital outlay
budget with recommendations on priority needs for
capital construction and improvements."

Explanation

Hr. Stovall Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, would you be kind enough to get
your proposed Article VII and look at it. Under
Section 7 you will notice that the Board of
Regents. ..it says on line 17 "The Board shall plan,
coordinate, and have budgetary responsibility
for all public higher education." Then, if you
turn over to page 5, line 11, you will notice again
"The Board of Regents shall submit its recommenda-
tions on budgets for all institutions of higher
education" and so forth. My point is that this
language is simply not clear. It really does not
indicate who has the responsibility for recommend-
ing budgets to the legislature. This amendment is
an attempt to clarify the responsibility. In our
voting so far, we have indicated that we want a

Board of Regents that will have responsibility to
coordinate, and we use the terms "budgetary respon-
sibility." Now, my amendment simply ways "The
Board of Regents shall submit to the legislature
proposed budgets for the operational needs on be-
half of all post-secondary higher education in the
state." This means that the Board of Regents has
the responsibility of recommending to the legis-
lature budgets for the different institutions.
They, of course, will receive recommendations
from the different colleges and universities. Also,
"It shall submit a capital outlay budget with rec-
ommendations on priority needs for capital con-
struction and improvements." I think the point
is very clear: it places the responsibility for
budget recommendations on the Board of Regents.
The thrust of this amendment, ladies and gentlemen,
is whether or not we want coordination in higher
education. This amendment gives to us coordination
because it provides for the coordination of bud-
gets--operational budgets as well as outlay bud-
gets. I encourage your support of the amendment.

Question

Hr. Jenkins Reverend Stovall, on a technical
point, would you mind inserting the word "public"
before "post-secondary" in your amendment, so that
there's no confusion there, and resubmitting it
accordi ngly?

Mr. Stovall I really don't feel that it is nec-
essary, Mr. Jenkins. I have no objections to it.
But, I think that certainly this i s ... obviously
what we are talking about here is institutions,
public institutions of the state.

^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected

;

36-71. Motion to reconsider tabled.']

Further Discussion

Mr. Duval Mr. Vice-Chai rman , fellow delegates,
I certainly am reluctant to abuse the time of
this constitutional convention. However, I think
there comse a time when we must speak our piece.
I arise in opposition to this section; perhaps
fpr different reasons, and some of you might oppose
the section. My primary opposition is that you're
enshrining a constitutional board with detailed
composition, and duties and powers for all time
in a constitution, and we don't know if it's
going to work or not. But, in our infinite wisdom,
we're going to put this in the constitution. In
my opinion, one of the reasons we were sent here
was to do away with constitutional boards; was to
do away with that type of composition and structure

in a constitution. That's one of the reasons why
we had Act 2 of 1972. This type of thing is an
abrogation of the mandate given us to the people.
That's my primary objection. I would prefer to see
no boards in this constitution. Everyone has a

great fear of the legislature now, but the legis-
lature is going to appropriate the money anyhow.
But, let me go on to some more basic objections.
I just wanted to get that clear; that's my main
one. Here's the basic objection. All of a sudden
today we have a divine revelation again. One of
these divine revelations that happens overnight
when one day we represent the people who elected
us, and the next day we don't, because the crunch
is put on. Now, doggone it, when the paper pub-
lishes that we have decided to elect our Board
of Regents which is going to have awesome power,
which is going to have budgetary control over edu-
cation in this state; we decide we're going to
elect them so they will be responsive to somebody,
and then the next day all of a sudden, we say that
wasn't a very good idea. Although we had three
appointments, now we're going to appoint them.
I didn't hear any great wisdom or logic that really
convinced me, and I suggest to you that you remem-
ber who elected you. If you go out and ask people
what they would want, they would want some respon-
siveness to them. They would want somebody to
respond to their will, rather than a constitutional
board which is appointed. That's like having a

bunch of federal judges who are totally inviolate.
What you're going to have is the same type of
kingdom you have in your constitutional boards now.
Every governor's race. ..the big plum is going to be
the Board of Regents. That's where it's at, and
you're going to have everybody who. ..that's going
to be the plum, and that's going to be the way it's
done as to what governor wins, and who puts up the
most money, and that's a fact and you ought to know
it. At least if the board was statutory, I could
certainly go with an appointment. I think there
are many valid arguments to appointment in some
ways, but if it were statutory. But, now you make
it in the constitution and these people aren't
answerable to a living, breathing soul, and they
have total control over education. Now, you think
the people of Louisiana want that? You think they
want to put a kingdom in this constitution? Is

that why they sent you here? Now, you ask your
conscience. Is that why I came here to enshrine
a concept to put everything away from the will of
the people? We're saying that the people just
don't know any better. We can't let the people
do this. They don't know. We're so much smarter
than the people; that's why they elected us to
come up here and isolate education from them for
all times. Now, I don't think we really mean
that, do we? Now, as you recall, in 1952 we had
a lot of constitutional boards. It was a great
Idea. One of the reasons we're right here is

to get rid of those constitutional boards because
they haven't worked. We're making a drastic mis-
take. We are using, in our infinite wisdom, we
are using this convention to enshrine concepts
which we don't have any idea how viable they really
are. We are placing fifteen appointments away
from everybody. You're going to have a kingdom;
that's practically how it's going to work. If

the board was statutory, I would vote for appoint-
ment. It's not, it's constitutional, and these
people are locked in forever, and if you don't
think you have a kingdom, you're either naive or
rationalized and it's not going to do. ..we are
all concerned, and I'm sure we are, about the
educational system. This is the heart and soul
of our future, it really is. I'm not wise enough
to tell you how to do it. I certainly am not.
I can just. ..I think we have enough common sense
to realize though that if you have a board with
the awesome power that this board has, the fiscal
power over all colleges and universities, and this
baord is appointed and not responsive to a living,
breathing soul, then what do you have? Who are
they going to represent? You think about it for
a minute. What's so bad about the election pro-
cess anyhow? What's so bad about... why is the
legislature elected? Why do we want to elect our
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judges? Why is this any different? I ask you. deal of hesitation, because I've heard a lot of
We ahve no qualifications set here at all, not debate as you have heard. That's what we're here
one bit. I suggest to you that you vote against for, to debate, and to think, and to listen, and
this section if you really want to represent the to analyze. I want to speak the few words I have
people. here to those people who have an interest in

their heart, Louisiana Tech., Northwestern State
Further Discussion University, Southeastern State University, Univer-

sity of Southwestern, that great Nicholls State
Mr. Willis Mr. Chairman, and my fellow delegates. University, McNeese State University, and yes,
I prefer to wonder and blunder and stumble a some of you who have an interest of Southern
thousand times to proclaim that we are not peas University and Grambling. Now, is the time to
in a pod when we have erred in placing an impossible think. Let's wait a few hours, or perhaps a day
passage in our fundamental law; that we are imper- or so, and think this thing out, perhaps so we
vious to reconsideration for improvement; that can do as we've done in the past in other sections,
we do not sit in this weatherproof shroud as Maybe something will develop tonight. Yesterday,
shriveled, self-satisfied souls; that we are moti- we were all happy and contented with a. ..greatly,
vated by the driving power of truth and love to the majority of the board being elected. Today
shape the future fundamental rules of government; it's the reversal of what we had yesterday. Let's
that we have faith, hope, and charity in every give ourselves a few more hours, or perhaps another
cozy corner of our hearts to ameliorate any im- day, and see if something can't be developed. If
perfection. I proclaim we are able to think, to it cannot be, then I'll be the first to appear
make the wonderful come true in this awesome thing before you and again tell you that I'm going to

called life we share together on this relatively stick to the business of adopting sections. But,
insignificant ball of snow, stone, soil, sand, and I ask you to please vote down this section, and
sea rotating exactly every twenty-four hours, and let's give ourselves a few hours to think about
revolving exactly every solar year in a very small it. I'm sure that we can come up with something
part of the heavens as all other celestial bodies that we can all live with. Thank you.
rotate and revolve in similar unison in the uni-
verse; the extent to which our minds, finite as Further Discussion
they are, cannot realize all of which sufficiently
attests to the existence of a divine being. It takes Mr. Kelly Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gentle-
a little bit of doing, but it is worth going men of the convention, I rise also to urge you
all we can give to earn redemption. Our error to vote against this section. My memory is not
beckons correction. The beacon to fix our position quite as good as Mr. Chatelain's, and I can't re-
glows brightly, and we are not, and cannot be call whether I voted against sections or not, but
oblivious of that high and bright light even in I know I haven't made a habit of it. But, we've
the dark of night. We must not depreciate our done something here--and especially when we turned
high estate or degrade our trust by blinking at this down the Alario amendment earl

i

er--that strikes
error. We should be able to, and we should, and near and dear to the hearts of most of the people
it should, and it must be corrected. Correction of the State of Louisiana as far as I'm concerned,
of an error is still a part of life. If we look The actual authors of the amendment that passed
above, beyond, down under and around, we do work this morning, creating a fifteen man appointive
of honest worth, so we must look again and never board--I heard one of those very authors say from
let our searching cease. Something within me this stand that if there's one thing in the State
tells me this passage strains and overstretches of Louisiana that he felt like he could feel the
our document. The urgency of the hour and the pulse of the people on, was that they wanted to

flight of time demand we seek a better course. In elect their officials. Now, that's something
fact, we should not settle for less than the best we've got to think about. We've done a complete
way to go. We must look again; it is somewhere; reversal here this morning. I meant the political
we must uncover it. Every single word we print philosophy that has carried through this entire
puts our spirit on parade. If we meet this trying convention by a substantial majority--in all cases
task head-on again, the calendar will mark a year --has always been that we were going to elect these
of happy hours, and we will be entitled to the people; that we were going to be accountable to

benediction of, "Well done, thou good and faithful the people of the State of Louisiana, that we were
servants." Let us open the door and let life in not going to be accountable to a governor, nor to
this constitution, prompted by experience and the a Senate, nor to anyone else. Let them be account-
teachings of our times. Let us give this passage able to the people. I might add that I think
the bath of life it needs. Let us search our souls there's some issues that have been drawn into this
and stretch our minds until we give this passage issue of public versus appointive that have no
oneness by refreshing our communion with it until bearing whatsoever on it. I think those issues
we are glad of heart and clear of conscience. have got to be separated; they've got to stand on
Oneness or harmony in fundamental or transitory their own feet. We're not concerned, at this
law is achieved when we discard discord. We can particular point, about LSU, about- the state
harmonize only if we reconsider. To reconsider college systems, or anything else. We're talking
this section is to disapprove it. I recommend about a Board of Regents. Apparently most of the
your disapproval of it so we may hold it under people in this convention are agreeable to this
advisement, and can later vote for a principle Board of Regents-- thi s high and autonomous board
which lasts forever instead of a person who makes and body that's going to set forth the greatest
his exit and his entrance as he does the one, the and grandest educational plan in the history of
other; and so that we can give more faith in the Louisiana. But, yet, because of some in-fighting
ability of our people to elect their rulers. Let between different state colleges and university
me close with the famous words of Thomas Jefferson systems that has been drug into the issue of
in that regard as follows in his letter to William whether or not we're going to have these powerful
Charles Jarvis in 1820--just one passage--"I know people--and that's what they will be; don't you
of no safe depository of the ultimate powers of ever think they won't--that sat on this particular
society but the people themselves, and if we think board, we're going to let them be appointed by
them not enlightened enough to exercise their one man. Well, I can truthfully say that there
control with a wholesome direction, the remedy is is no way, under any circumstance, that I could
not to take it from them, but to inform their dis- support this particular section. There's no
cretion by education." Thank you, Mr. Chairman. way! I want a lot of you to think about this--

Mr. Duval made this point explicitly--! want a lot
Further Discussion of you to think about going back home and telling

those people that "Yes, you voted for a fifteen
Mr. Chatelain Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, man appointive board right down the line," none
today wi 1 1 mJrk the first time since I've been a elected. We couldn't even get Mr. Alario's
member of this great august body that I will cast amendment passed, which was a fifteen man board,
a vote against a section. I do it with a great which is my understanding from talking with some
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of the legislators, that was kind of in line with
the superboard concept that was adopted by the
legislature. We couldn't even get that adopted.
No, we've got to go appointive all the way. I

could have lived with Mr. Alario's amendment--
eight elected, seven appointed. I mean, if we've
got to have some. ..if we're looking for appoint-
ments for racial reasons, if we're looking for it
for professional input, for special interest groups
and so forth, that could have been accomplished
under that particualr proposal. Now... well, I

think everybody will probably be represented under
this particular concept, but what about the people?
Well, I'd just like to remind you that we've got
to get this complete document passed. We've got
numerous alumni from different colleges throughout
this state, not just LSU, including LSD, and these
people are going to have to be satisfied with this
proposal on education. In my opinion, this is
one of the most important proposals that we've
come to grips with. I mean, we've talked in terms
of the legislative, the judiciary, and everything
else, but we're talking about the future of the
children, the young people of this state; and
what have we done with it? We've done one thing:
We say, "Well, we're going to run it, and we're
going to outlay you a grand educational plan, and
here's how it's going to be done. We're going to
have fifteen people appointed by the governor
of the State of Louisiana."

Further Discussion

Mr. E. J. Landry Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen of the convention, it's very difficult
for me to reappear so often after having not
appeared over such a long period of time. But,
there comes a time in a man's life when he has
to speak, and I feel that this is one of the most
important times in my lifetime to speak. Had not
I accumulated a lot of experience in this area,
I would not be here speaking to you. I can appre-
ciate the opposition trying their level best to
resurrect something that has been, in my opinion,
buried. That part of the system I appreciate.
Now, if there was one man that you defeated in this
section, I was that man, and it wasn't too long
ago. You spoke to me in no uncertain terms that
you did not like the unique proposal or amendment
that I gave to you; that was on the Board of Edu-
cation. You told me that I was wrong. Now you've
told these opponents that they were wrong. Just
because they don't like one part of the section
really doesn't mean we should kill the whole sec-
tion. Now, I'm going to sell this constitution
to the people in my area even though some of them
may not approve of some parts of it. That's
what I'm dedicated to do, and that's what you and
I are dedicated to do in the consideration of a

section. All together we have spoken in loud and
clear voices. I represent the people of my area;
each one of you represent the people. My people
don't know what happened here. You often speak
about the people. Really and truly, you and I

are the people. We heard the discussions; we know
what transpired; and we decided. Ladies and gen-
tlemen of this convention, do not change your
mind because of the pressure tactic. We have a

good section. I spoke to my chairman a moment
ago. I said, "Mr. Chai rman"-- the chairman of
the proposal--I said, "Mr. Aertker, I only reserve
a position in order to have an opposing point of
view. Will you speak?" He says, "You go ahead,
you present the proposition in simple terms."
Why I present it in such simple terms is this:
Last night I read a constitution. I read one
of the most. ..the simplest constitution that could
be written. It is a constitution governing the
lives of millions, and millions, and millions
of people in the world. It is the constitution
dealing with the spiritual lives of millions of
people all over the world, and the language is so
simple a fifth grade student could read it, and
that is why I think that we should speak in
simple language so that we can all understand.
Now, I'm asking you at this stage of the game,
after you've heard all of these arguments, stick

by your section. I can sell the section; you can
sell it. A good majority of the people in this
audience have decided. Don't change your mind.
That's all I want to say.

Mr. Casey Will you yieTd to a question, Mr.
Landry, of Mr. Jenkins? We have time for only
one question.

Mr. Landry I'm always afraid to listen to
questions from these brilliant young men.

Question

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Lnadry, what I'm concerned
about, don't you think that people in a lot of
areas of the state, say, around McNeese State
College and Southwestern, and Northeast and North-
west, are going to feel cheated by this provision,
because right now they have the right to elect
a member on the State Board of Education which
controls their own campus, and under this plan
they're not going to be able to directly elect
or choose anyone to govern higher education?

Mr. E. J. Landry Mr. Jenkins, let me answer you
this way: I'm not afraid of anything that the
elected and appointed delegates of the people have
decided in this convention, and I'm dedicated to
propose anything that I might have been against.
Even though I lost a vote in this convention, I am
going to go all out to sell the constitution.
That's my position as a representative of the peo-
ple. I may be opposed to something, but when I

leave here, I am going to sell even the objection-
able features in my own personal opinion.

[previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Quorum Call: 107 delegates
present and a quorum.']

Closing

Mr. Aertker Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen of the convention, I'll try to be as
brief as possible, but I do believe that I ought
to just refresh the memories and the minds of all
of us as to just what this proposal is and what
it represents. It represents six months of input
from every person in this entire state who had
an interest in the matter of higher education.
It represents the listening to and the hearing
of all of the many diverse elements that are
represented throughout our educational process.
It represents, certainly, the considered judgment
and the thinking of the entire committee that will
compose not only of people in education, but peo-
ple from all walks of life. You all are familiar
with the composition of our committee. You
recognize that we don't have one particular inter-
est, or any particular special interest. We
represent, I think every walk of life and every
type of occupation that is of any prominence in
this particular state. I think there are certain
statements that are made here that really do need
speaking to. For instance, the statement that
this doesn't belong in the constitution. My only
answer to that is, is that if this doesn't belong
in the constitution, why is the State Board of
Education is [in] the constitution? Why is the
Coordinating Council for Higher Education in the
constitution? Why is the Board of Supervisors
in the constitution? For very good reasons:
because we have recognized in this state that in-
clusion in the constitution gives it a status that
the people of this state want. They want some-
thing that is going to be. ..that they can count
on and rely on. They claim that, of course, we
are locking in people by a six year term. This
is rather difficult for me to figure out how
you're going to lock somebody in on a staggered
term that every two years about one third of the
membership will be going off of that. I say to
you that appointment, election or anything else,
that the tide of politics in the State of Louisiana
is such that when a governor comes into power,
generally speaking, those people who support him
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in his belief--in his pi a tform--fol 1 ow him into
office, and you can follow that pattern throughout
there. So, we would have certainly a board that
would have influence on those proposals and those
things, but the people would be speaking to the
man that does this appointing. So, I state to you
that we have a proposal here that I think is a

marked improvement over what we presently have in

our present educational operation. But, I leave
you with one final comment, and that is: just
remember, this proposal that we have had written
into it, the final answer to everything, and that
is that even though this Board of Regents has
budgetary powers, it can't budget anything unless
the State Legislature goes and approves that bud-
get, unless this State Legislature gives them the
money to operate with, unless the State Legislature
agrees that the program that this master board is

coming up with merits in their estimation and in

their judgemnt the proper funding; and remember,
I still believe that we have. ..still have our
legislative elective, and, so therefore, the
people do speak to it, and the people do answer
in the final analysis on the whole oppration. So,
I submit to you that this proposal represents
something better for education in the State of
Louisiana, and I ask your favorable adoption.

Questi ons

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Aertker, it would seem that we've
had a great deal of input on this committee that
you've talked about for the last six months from
educa tors--obvi ously from some other interested
groups of the state. I ask you sir, do you believe,
in your infinite wisdom, that with what we have
here that we can sell it to the ordinary voter
who must approve this thing?

Mr. Aertker Repeat the last question.

Mr. Anzalone Do you think we can sell this mess
to the ordinary voter.

Mr. Aertker Mr. Anzalone, I think that this or-
dinary mess--to use your words--is so much superior
to this garbled mess that we have presently in

operation that I don't have the slightest doubt
that we in educa ti on ... thi s represents the things
that we in education feel is a decided improvement
on it. This isn't from my infinite wisdom; this
is just from my background, because I have no
infinite wisdom.

{^Section passed; 74-38. Motion to
reconsider tabled.]

Recess

\_QuoTum Call: 85 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

Mot 1 on

Mr. Aertker Mr. Chairman, in the interest of
time, it seems that the last two sections that
we've discussed, that we have had considerable
dialogue, and just continued discussion as far
as the merits or demerits of the LSU Board of
Supervi sors . . . Wha t I think would be, perhaps,
repetition of what we've already heard. If we
go into Section 8 at this time--I would like
to move at this time that we pass over eight and
move on to nine with the understanding as soon
as that is over, we will revert back to Section
8 with the hope that this would dispose of all of
the questions and answers relative to the matter
of the Board of Supervisors. We could, then,
resolve the matter in that fashion.

[^Motion adopted without objection.']

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter Section 9. Board of Supervisors
of Louisiana State University and Agricultural
and Mechanical College
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Section 9. (A) Creation; Powers.

[wotion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection.]

Explanation

Mr. Cowen Mr. Chairman, delegates, we have the
Board of Regents, you wisely, I think, were put
into the constitution. As I said when I explained
the Board of Regents, I was going to explain 7,

8, and 9, the Board of Regents, Board of Trustees,
and the Board of Supervisors, because I considered
that they came into a package. For this thing
to work adequately, we need the three boards for
higher education; one for planning and coordina-
tion, two boards for the day-to-day management of
their respective institutions. There are two
systems in Louisiana. We have the LSU State
University, that represents the system... or the
state system, the state university system. Then
we have the Board of Trustees to represent the
second system of colleges and higher education.
The LSU System, its components are, of course,
LSU in Baton Rouge, New Orleans, Shreveport,
Eunice, Alexandria, the Medical School in New
Orleans, and Dentistry. I don't know that it's
necessary to go over all these reasons why.
You've heard them, just like to explain to you
that in Section 9, that there is created this
Board of Supervisors, Louisiana State University
and Agricul atural [Agricultural] and Mechanical
Col lege. .. subject to the powers that are vested
in the Board of Regents. This Board of Supervisors
shall supervise and manage the day-to-day affairs
of LSU and its system. The committee came up
with a seventeen man appointed board--appoi nted by
the governor, in any vacancy occurring prior to
the expriration of the term shall be filled for
the remainder of the term by the appointment by
the governor.

This, in the main, is Section 9. I think that
you've heard plenty of discussion in the past. I

have no other explanations.

Questi ons

Mr. Roemer Delegate, could you address a few
remarks for our benefit as to why the Board of
Supervisors for LSU-A&M needs to be in the con-
stitution. You said that the board just managed
the day-to-day affairs of LSU, and that, in effect,
it was subservient to the Board of Regents which
we've already put in the constitution. Why do
we need to put this board in the constitution?

Mr. Cowen Mr. Roemer, traditionally it has been
in the constitution, which tradition has been
since 1940, and I think the people want it in

there. They voted the Coordinating Council as a

constitutional board. I think that this will
help to make a more stable situation for the
state university. Like I say, we'll have two
systems, the state university and the other col-
leges. We feel that to have more stability, it

should be necessary to put it in the constitution.

Mr. Roemer
want this?

All right. Now you say the people
Is that a fair statement?

Mr. Cowen I would think so...

Mr. Roemer If the people want the governor to ap-
point all fifteen members of the Board of Regents?

Mr. Cowen This is not an unusual situation, and
we think that that's the way it should be.

Mr. Roemer Oh, you think the people wanted the
governor to point all fifteen?

Mr. Cowen I think so.

Mr . Alar i How many members are on the Board
of Supervisors for LSU?

Mr. Cowen Fourteen.
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Mr. Alari So, in effect, you are increasing that
to seventeen. Is that right?

Mr. Cowen Right.

Mr. Alario Now, as I understand the article as
it stands now, we would have fifteen members for
all the other colleges, and then seventeen for
LSU. Is that right?

Mr. Cowen There are seventeen for the other...
for the Board of Trustees. There are also seven-
teen, Mr. Alario, as we have it written and pro-
posed at this time.

Mr. Alario Well, what about the Board of Regents?
How many did we specify on that?

Mr. Cowen Well, of course this is changed. We
had seventeen--we proposed seventeen, also.

Mr. Alario Well, this would be an additional
seventeen besides those seventeen, or besides the
fifteen?

Mr. Cowen Mr. Alario, you have now, of course,
fifteen on the Board of Regents. We are proposing
seventeen on the Board of Trustees, and seventeen
on the Board of Supervisors.

Mr. Alario Well, why couldn't one board take
care of all of these functions? Have you thought
of that?

Mr. Cowen Mr. Alario, we think that it is physi-
cally impossible for one board to take care of
all these things by the very reason ... that I've
outlined. I wish I had them here to show you the
day-to-day affairs that come up in the Board of
Supervisors. The last four meetings, there were
some hundred and eight di f

f

erent . .

.

relati vely
speaki ng . . . si gni f i cant details important to the
state university itself, that the Board of Super-
visors took up. We think that these are not things
that the Board of Regents should be handling, when
they should be thinking about planning and coordi-
nation, and thinking about some curriculum, or
degree, or school, or something ten years hence,
for example, and getting the money for it.

Mr. Roy Mr. Cowen, isn't it a fact that before
1940, when the amendment was adopted making LSU
a constitutional board, that it was controlled
by the legislature, and that the Board of Super-
visors was under the direct control of the
1 egi si a ture?

Mr. Cowen That's true.

Mr. Roy Now, maybe Mr. Roemer, in his junesse[sic]
doesn't remember, but isn't it a fact that since
1940 there have been three attempts to amend the
LSU Board of Supervisors and modi fy--reduce--i ts
powers, submitted to the people of the State of
Louisiana in '58, '62, and '70. All of them
were just overwhelmingly defeated by the people
of this state?

Mr. Cowen That ' s correct.

Mr. Roy Wouldn't that lead you to believe that
the people of this state are, in fact, insisting
upon the state--the Louisiana State Board of
Supervi sors--bei ng a constitutional board and being
independent of the legislature?

Mr. Cowen There's no doubt in my mind or that of
the committee.

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Cowen, you say that the LSU
Board of Supervisors needs to be in the constitu-
tion for stability, and because it's been there
traditionally, and because the people feel confi-
dent in it. Are you aware that those are the exact
same arguments that were used to keep into the
constitution the Board of Liquidation, City Debt
of New Orleans, the Sewerage and Water Board of

New Orleans, the Board of Commissioners of the
Lake Charles Port, the Board of Commissioners,
South Louisiana Port, the Fresh Water District of
Lafourche and myriad other districts that would
sort of like to be in the constitution because
they've sort of always been in the constitution,
and becasue they've been subjected to scandal
sometime in the twenties, thirties, or forties?

Mr. Cowen That's true, Mrs. Zervigon. But, we
feel that education, and higher education is such
an emotional issue that these things come up, and
as Mr. Roy pointed out, they've come up time after
time. We feel that they will no longer be the
case if we put them in the constitution.

Mrs. Zervigon Well, can you explain to me why
this is more important, or more liable to attack
than the port commissions, which are the second
industry of the state, and make lots and lots of
money, and have, in the past, been forced to hire
bunches of deadheads and that sort of thing--have
had their treasuries raided? Why we can trust
the legislature less, as far as higher education
is concerned, than we can as far as the money
that the ports produce, for example, is concerned?

Mr. Cowen I can't really explain it. I. ..think
I voted, in most cases, for those to be constitu-
tional boards. Perhaps they should be. But we...
can only go in education to what has actually
happened in the past. There is every indication
that this is. ..would be a more stable situation
if it should continue in the future.

Mrs. Zervigon Are you aware that by name, and as
far as their detailed composition is concerned,
not a one of these boards has come before the
floor of the convention so that it would have been
hard to have voted for them? None of them have
come up on the floor.

Mr. Juneau Mr. Cowen, as I appreciate what you're
telling this convention for stability in education,
it's an absolute, total necessity that we have
the management boards in the constitution. It
cannot be a legislative board. Is that right?

Mr. Cowen We think this is...

Mr. Juneau 0. K. All right. You say the reason
why we want to have... this in is because the
people want it. Is that right?

Mr. Cowen We think this is true

.

Mr. Juneau All right. Then let me ask you this
question, Mr. Cowen. If I present an amendment
and tell you that the poeple of a university that
is of the size of twelve thousand students, wants
a management board, and they want it in the con-
stitution, more specifically, the University of
Southwestern, would you vote for that amendment,
Mr. Cowen?

Mr. Cowen No, I couldn't, Mr. Juneau.

Mr. Juneau Why not, Mr. Cowen?

Mr. Cowen Because, well, as we come up under the
Board of Trustees, and I will attempt to explain
i t at the time. . .

,

Mr. Juneau Let's get into it because it affects
this section, Mr. Cowen.

Isn't it true under the committee amendment on
the Board of Trustees, that the only way that any
university in this state, other than LSU, can
have its own separate management board, is to have
a legislative board which you say is bad? Isn't
that correct?

Under the Board of Trustees, Mr. Cowen, under
Committee Proposal 7, if the University of South-
western and the Louisiana Tech wants its own
management board--which you recognize they can
get--the only way they can get it is through the...
through an act of the legislature, which would be
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a legislative board. Isn't that correct?

Mr. Cowen That's true.

Mr. Juneau All right, then, Mr. Cowen, what pro-
tection does Louisiana ... does University of South-
western, or Louisiana Tech have with regard to a

management board if they've only got a legislative
board, and you're telling this convention that
the only... that to have a board that has any
authority, it's got to be constitutional, how can
you support that?

Mr. Cowen Of course we've been through this many
times, haven't we, Mr. Juneau?

Mr. Juneau Well, I just want an answer, Mr.
Cowen

.

That 'sail I want.

Mr. Cowen The Board of Trustees, of course, is

the second system, or the first system that I dis-
cussed so far as other colleges and universities
are concerned we have the two systems--LSU System
and other colleges' system--USL comes under that
of the undergraduate institution as a part of the
Board of Trustees. Now, we have made provisions
under the Board of Regents, any time that they
deem it necessary, and that it should be done, they
can create by two-thirds vote of the legislature,
and within one year's time, a legislative board
for USL. We consider at that time that if this is

done, and this plan is followed, then there should
be no reason why you would ever be disturbed or
should be and could be disturbed later on.

Mr. Juneau All right. Last question, Mr. Cowen,
you're telling this convention that "to have a

management board", it's got to be in the constitu-
tion. Isn't that right?

Mr. Cowen We think so.

Mr. Juneau All right. How in the world does these
other state universities under your proposal --the
committee proposal --get a constitutional board?
How do they do that, Mr. Cowen?

Mr. Cowen By amendi ng . . . the constitution at some
later date. That's the only way they can get it.

If we don't think. ..we didn't think in our consid-
eration that they could... and needed a constitu-'
tional board unless the Board of Regents. ..I mean
the. . .yeah. .. the Board of Regents, thought that it

was necessary and made provisions for it.

Mr. Champagne Mr. Cowen, would you not agree some
of these questions about why the ports and the
river section, and this port, and that board was
not in the constitution, would you not agree that
a lot of those especial ly. .. especial ly local in

nature, while the LSU is statewide in nature...
It's a statewide. .

.

Mr. Cowen This is the reason for it.

Mr. Champagne Correct.
Now, would you also agree that. ..the Board of

Trustees for all other universities other than
the LSU System are, in fact, taken care of by the
committee proposal?

Mr. Cowen They are.

Mr. Champagne In other words, we are, in this
case, are you not, raising these institutions to

the same caliber that the LSU now enjoys? Is that
right?

Hr. Cowen That is true. That is true.

Mr. Champagne Thank you.

Mrs. Corne Mr. Cowen, in speaking to Mr. Juneau
just now, you referred to USL as an undergraduate
college, did you not?

Hr. Cowen In the main respect, yes, ma'am, I did.
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Mrs. Corne Do you know that USL has a large
graduate college?

Hr. Cowen I didn't under. ..your voice is low.

Mrs. Corne Do you know that USL has a large
graduate college?

Hr. Cowen Yes, ma'am. I realize that.

Mr. Stagg Hr. Cowen, isn't the contrast that
needs to be made in answer to Hr. Juneau, some-
thing like this. ..that the Louisiana State Univer-
sity System operates on six campuses scattered
throughout the state, has forty thousand seven
hundred and sixty-eight students, and two hundred
and nineteen graduate programs within that univer-
sity system. While no one denigrates the Univer-
sity of Southwestern Louisiana, it is on one
campus, it does have forty-six degree programs
and eleven thousand students. Isn't that a con-
trast that could be made in answer to Mr. Juneau?

Mr. Cowen That's a very good. ..very good answer
to Mr. Juneau. Thank you, Hr. Stagg.

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Cowen, I understood you to

say by your remarks that there exists within the

State of Louisiana only one system. Have you ever
heard, and any brochures, any testimony by myself
or any delegates, or even by the administration
of the State Board of Education, any reference to

the Southern University System?

Mr. Cowen I have heard of it, Mr. Jackson. Yes.

Mr. J. Jackson Well, then, it's not exactly
true when you say that there is only one system
per se.

Mr. Cowen That' s true.

Mr. Bergeron Hr. Cowen, someone brought out that

LSU has constitutional protection because they
have over forty thousand students. Let me ask
you this. When did LSU gain constitutional pro-
tection?

Mr. Cowen In 1940.

Mr. Bergeron 1940. Did they have forty thousand
students at that time?

Mr. Cowen No, they did not. It was just a few

thousand .

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Leithman].
On page 6, delete lines 20 through 32, both in-;>^'

elusive in their entirety, and on page 7, delete
lines 1 through 8 both inclusive in their entirety.

Explanation

Mr. Leithman Mr. Acting-Chairman and members of

the delegation, it may be repetitious, many facets
of what you're going to hear because this is get-
ting down to, I think, the dividing fact of this
constitution. I think we are on the verge, in

Louisiana, of making complete asses of ourselves.
All of the states are looking at us. I can tell

you this--all of the states, all of the legisla-
tures around the country are. Admittedly, we have

not all had the opportunity to meet with these
people and discuss what is taking place in educa-
tion. I wish you would have been there in my

place, or I wish that I would have the power to

convey to you what is taking place in education
around this United States. Apparently, I have not

been successful, nor the people who have progress
in education have been successful. But, some
things have been brought out, and I wish to relate
them to you.

One... you've heard many, many comments about
past years, the scandals, and how this four-board
concept win save us from scandal. I have here--
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and each of you have 1t--a newspaper from the LSU graduate programs throughout this state. Many of
campus here In Baton Rouge. On this first page, these are duplications. Why duplications? Because
it relates to "the Board of Supervisors will not you don't have any coordination at the present
be prosecuted for violation of the law." I'm time. I don't see any in the future. You have
not judging whether they are guilty or not. But, some universities with twelve master programs;
this certainly isn't preventing any scandals if McNeese has thirty-four; Nicholls State, thirteen;
the scandals were to be done--having four boards. LSU-Baton Rouge, a hundred; LSU-New Orleans, twenty-
Cause here is the LSU Board of Supervisors, nine. There's duplication of master degree pro-
apparently their own newspaper, on their own cam- grams here in the state. We are trying in the
pus, feels some law has been broken and it has been legislature to cut these things back and create
stated that they will not be prosecuted. I'm some coordination. Apparently, the majority of
happy for this. But, apparently, something was us here don't favor that.
going on behind closed doors. You heard it. We're Who's behind the single board concept, or im-
not going to go into this, but something that proving education? You have all of this on your
happened this morning--and I wish to relate it to desk. This is a resolution passed by your univer-
you--last week, or earlier this week, I read the sities around the state--the eleven of them--cal 1 i ng
comments verbatim from a member of the State Board for a single board concept. It's right here in
of Education. I was questioned as to how he front of you. You are turning your back on those
derived these figures; were they true, or were people. Who else are we turning our backs on?
they misleading? I couldn't say. I merely quoted You have a letter from the Alumni Association. I

to you figures that the State Board of Education don't know if you read it. It's signed by Stafford
member deemed fit to put into public press. ...James Stafford who is the president of all the

Today, the Committee on Higher Education, alumni associations; Mr. Willis from Louisiana
formed by the state legislature, both Houses-- Tech; Mr. Dowel from Northeast; Mr. Soileau of USL;
House and Senate--are fully informed of this article Mr. Thompson of Grambling; Mr. Quinn of SLU;
and what is going on. As a prime undertaki ng--a Mr. Collier, LSU-N.O.; Mr. Wiggins, Northwestern;
prime undertaking of this joint legislative Or. Merrick, Southern; Paul Arceneaux, McNeese;
committee, will be a complete--a compl ete--review Frank Pertini, Delgado; LaRose from Nicholls State,
of the finances, not only of LSU, but our entire These people have asked you for a single board
system around the state. But, we want to go into concept. It's right in front of you. Are we
these campuses now, open the books, and let's see going to turn our backs on the Alumni Association,
what's happening from top to bottom, how these also?
universities are being funded. Perhaps at some I have here a letter signed by the director
future date, after this investigation is complete, of the National Association of State Boards of
maybe I will be able to go into this and say first Educators--the National Association of State Board
hand these are Ken Leithman's figures, and not of Educators--urgi ng this delegation, urging this
reading from the State Board or accept them from convention, to go with a single board concept,
someone else. To you folks on other campuses This man, Mr. Tronsgard, the executive secretary,
around the state I have a letter, and this is going has offered to appear before this body and impress
to follow on your behalf, or to you from local on you the importance of a progressive type of
campus. Here is a letter and a resolution passed education. This is. ..it deals with virtually
by LSU-New Orleans. You know what this letter says, every state board in the United States. I'm not
and this resolution passed by that university in going to go through this, you well know that
New Orleans? I hate to use New Orleans because throughout the United States, the fifty states in
this is from my area. I wish I could have the the union, we have but twenty boards in constitu-
resolutions that will be passed by you at Northeast, tions--twenty--here today Louisiana, the progressive
and you at Southeastern, and Nicholls State, state is going to ask for four more, moving the
throughout the state. total up some twenty percent.

The tuition is going to be increased at N.O. In closing, on this proposal ... what we now are
You know what the increase will be? It will be doing, we've already, just before lunch, asked for
a larger increase than that to be effected here on some seven--f i

f

teen appointments was it--all by the
the Baton Rouge campus. Why? Relate this subject governor? Do you know what you're asking for here
matter. Relate this. If there's an increase in this proposal? Seventeen more appointments, all
around the state, I don't think it should be done being made by a governor. Not Governor Edwards,
at one campus and not the other. But, there will but all governors for the future of the state,
be a differential, believe me. It's in this letter. Give it to the governor. Let one man rule. You're
and you all, I'll be glad to show it to you. It's talking about politics taking over, when one man,
from the. .. university in New Orleans. I'll read... the governor of the state, can call the shots on
I picked out the line here. "Although there is all educational boards from here to eternity, I

a pro rata formula, LSU-N.O. is paying a forty-five say that is strong-arm politics. Gentlemen,
dollar increase while LSU-Baton Rouge is paying I certainly would move that you consider the
less--a ten dollar difference. A ten dollar adoption of this resolution,
difference is the figure I was looking for. I

don't know what your campus is going to be Questions
increased. But, because of inequity in funding,
your people and your universities will be paying Mr. ' Nei 1

1

Mr. Leithman, Mr. Willis asked the
a larger increase. As far as people supporting question one time, and it stuck in my mind. I'm
a single board, there have been questions pro and going to ask you the same question,
con. I wish I could have gotten the governor. Mr. Wouldn't you have us write this section with
Michot has consented to appear before you and say an eraser rather than anything else?
the same words. But you have a document from
Governor Edwards. You've read it, I hope. The Mr. Leithman What was that? I didn't hear the
first paragraph is all that you have to go. It question, Mr. O'Neill,
merely reads this: "After careful consideration
of various proposals advanced by the governance of Mr. 0' Nei 1

1

Wouldn't you rather us write this
education in Louisiana, and after deliberating with section with an eraser rather than anything else?
pros and cons..." and it goes down to say, "in I've seen amendments on my desk by you several
the best interest of the citizens of Louisiana, a times to just delete entire sections,
single board to govern education would be the
best way." This is by Governor Edwards and the Mr. Leithman With this? Yeah, I think this is
Superintendent Michot. Of course, the same letter what a constitution is all about. I don't think
would be furnished you by Mr. Michot. ..by Jesse a constitution is to build up a volume of things
Bankston and the State Board of Education. Why that can't be changed. I think it's got to be
a single board? We have arguments for a single flexible. I think we've got to look for ten years,
board. You have this on your desk right now. This fifteen and twenty years from now. To do. ..delete
was put out by Mr. Stagg, and I appreciate it. this section you'd wind up with two boards;

You have... just a mass of release of programs... one for higher education, and one for elementary.

[2359]
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I think this is. ..this could well do the job.

Mr . O'Neill Are you going to attempt to elimin-
ate the Board of Trustees?

Mr. Leithman If this section is deleted, I would
most surely vote and support an amendment to
eliminate the Board of Trust. ..Yes, I would.

Mr. O'Neill Now you mentioned--whi ch I think
the argument's totally irrelevant and not germane
to this section--but you mentioned fee increases
that are about to take effect. Let me ask you as
a legislator, have you done anything to stop
these fee increases from taking place? Do you
intend to?

Mr. Leithman Yes, sir. Everything that we have
done in the legislature trying to coordinate
things, bring things under one board to control
this, is about to be redone. That was our purpose
in coordinating the . . . el imi nate the duplication
and coordinating education in this state. But,
it looks like what the 1 egi s 1 a tures ' s tried to
do by a majority of the legislature, is about to
be undone and permit this sort of thing to continue.

Mr. Aertker Mr. Leithman, you mentioned that
LSU's Board of Supervi sors--evidently we have a

bunch of criminals down there--don't you think it
would be of interest to this convention if you
would explain what heinous crime they just
committed, that they should be punished for?

Mr. Leithman Mr. Aertker, for the past six months
--that comment, I can well expect you to say--go-
ing back, my comments were this. I read it from
the first paragraph of the LSU paper. I read
verbatim from that paper that ... whatever was
done, they will not be prosecuted. I'm just saying
something was done, apparently wrong, and I didn't
put down on anyone at all, Mr. Aertker. But, I

can appreciate your comment. I read from the
newspaper out there. Whatever was wrong, they
decided not to prosecute. The investigation may
turn it up that nothing was done wrong. However,
if you read the front paragraph of that item, you
will see that they will not prosecute.

Mr. Aertker Mr. Leithman, I was so impressed by
all of the information you are presenting to this
because I saw you present similar information like
this. But is it not a fact that you have presented
information to our Committee on Education, and that
that information has later on been completely
repudiated as being erroneous?

Mr. Leithman None of this has that I presented
to you today has been. None of it.

Mr. Aertker Mr. Leithman, you wouldn't object,
then, for some of the members of this committee
to explain to us. ..to this convention, then, the
information you gave us relative to the University
of Tennessee and its operation and the statements
that we got from the president in which he was
quoted two days before that. He completely repudi-
ated the information two days after that. You'd
have no objection to that?

Mr. Leithman No, not at all. I had nothing to
do with that article. I merely presented an arti-
cle that was written in a newspaper. It was re-
pudiated by the University of Tennessee. I don't
see where this has any bearing on what we...

Wait. ..let me finish, Mr. Aertker.
I didn't mention the University of Tennessee

in my argument, whatsoever. I was wrong when
I mentioned that I thought Notre Dame was going
to be upset by a ball club. You can bring that
out, also, if you think it's relevant.

Mr. Aertker Mr. Leithman, you stated that you
all are going to solve all the problems of educa-
tion by the legislative committee that you serve
on--going to make a complete study of all of the
finances, etc., of the State of Louisiana. I
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have a question in my mind. What has the develop-
ment, or what has the incorporation of the LSU
Board of Supervisors, or the continuance of the
LSU Board of Supervisors in the present constitu-
tion, as they presently are, in the proposed con-
stitution? What would that have to do with the
study that you are going to make? How would
that interfere with it or affect the study if you
are studying the finances of the operation when
this convention has already adopted a proposal
that is going to provide the finances and the
budgetary powers in the Board of Regents?

Mr. Leithman None . No interference.

Mr. Aertker All right. Then the final question
I have is that you showed concern about having
seventeen members appointed. How do you think
the present LSU Board of Supervisors is appointed,
and by whom do you think they are appointed, and
what apparent change are we making other than
increasing the number from fourteen to seventeen?

Mr. Leithman Well, to answer all the questions,
the LSU Board now, Jimmie Davis, and McKeithen's
brother, and the whole line, are now appointed by
the--I don't have anything against these people--
they are now appointed by the governor. By what
you have in this amendment, for the eternity of
this document, or until it can be changed, those
persons, all seventeen, will be appointed by this
governor, or future governors. So, there's virtu-
ally no change at all. I would say a regression,
if anything.

Further Discussion

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, I seriously ask, if no more
than the rest of this convention, that you attempt
to listen to what I'm trying to say. I rise in

support of the Leithman amendment, but not for
the reasons--and I want to make that very clear--
not for the reasons that I'm anti-L.S.U. or I'm
anti-L.S.U. Board of Supervisors. Like most of
you--and you know, I'm kind of shameful to even
admit it--but most of you ought to recognize what
has occurred by us moving over Section 8 and going
to Section 9. You see, the whole question of the
Board of Trustees for everyday management of the
university's operations was supposed to be dis-
cussed in Section 8. So, it puts a lot of delegates
who are not necessarily anti-L.S.U., but for their
particular universities, in an awkward position
of voting against Section 9 because we are only
discussing one Board of Supervisors, and I hope
that does not negate the argument that I have been
fostering for a couple of days now--that there
are, existing within this state, colleges and
universities in another system that ought to be
given the same amount of consideration for a

Board of Supervisors if you're going to allow that
for one university. I suggest to you that the
Leithman amendment--al though I rise in support of
it--that the Leithman amendment attempts to bring
us back to Section 8 because what if in Section 8

that it is the feeling of this convention that
they do recognize that other state universities
ought to have individual boards of management, or
that at least another system ought to have the
same Board of Supervisors? In Section 9, we've
already done spelled it out what the Board of
Supervisors is going to be for one section. If

you wanted one for your university, you're going
to have to try to adopt a whole section. I would
suggest very seriously that either you do two
things: either you, one, support the Leithman
amendment, and we can come back there and explain
comprehensively what should be the functions and
duties of all Boards of Supervisors, if such is

the case; or that, if this amendment fails, that
we get a motion to revert back to Section 8 so
that we can talk about a state system of board
management not separate for one university, but
in light of all the aspirations and desires of not
only L.S.U., Louisiana Tech, Northeast, Northwest-
ern, Southeastern, Southwestern, Nicholls State,
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McNeese State, Southern and Grambling. I congratu-
late the proponents of the L.S.U. Board of Super-
visors for their move, but I suggest to you that
for those individual delegates who really want to
fact this question square on the head and don't
presuppose that we're only going to have just one
Board of Supervisors, that you ought to give some
very serious consideration why we passed over
Section 8. For those reasons, I rise in support
of the Leithman amendment. I'm not necessarily
anti-L.S.U., but that we can handle this problem
head-on. I yield to any questions.

Questions

Mr. Roemer Johnny, if we don't pass the Leithman
amendment and thereby keep this section as it now
reads, are you telling us that you're going to
try to put in the consti tution--i n the same way
that L.S.U. will be put in this consti tuti on--a
management board for a similar system that operates
in this state?

Mr. J. Jackson I suggest to you, Mr. Roemer,
taht my personal position is--and make it very
clear to everybody-- that I don't see how, since
we're talking about Boards of Supervisors are going
to run just the everyday affairs of the university,
how you're going to set it up for one and don't
even consider setting it up for the other one.
Personally, I would like to just see one, but I do
not see--and I will fight very strong--! do not
see we, not only proposing one and letting all
the other ones go under another one, at the same
time negating deliberative and constructive debate
on a section where we could determine that in one
issue rather tahn saying we do 9 so we can't go
back and undo 9.

Mr. Roemer Right, but the point I'm trying to
make for our information is you're going to give
us the alternative, I hope, that if we can't take
these boards out, then we're going to put all
legitimate boards in. Is that correct?

Mr. J. Jackson I will give you an alternative...
I have a couple of alternatives. That would be
one, Mr. Roemer. Another one would be that we
ought to at least give consideration to all the
other universities, particularly since we're just
talking about boards of management and operations.

\_Motion to suspend the rules to allow
additional time adopted: 67-9.^

Mr. Aertker Mr. Jackson, when I got to this mike
and explained to the delegates that the reason
why we were passing over Section 8 and moving on
to 9 was because I felt we would hear the same
arguments, the same conversation, etc. It was my
impression that the Chair asked if there were any
objections to that. Why didn't you object to that?

Mr. J. Jackson I respond to that, Mr. Aertker.
I was there at my desk when the question was asked,
and I did--and I will say this very sincerely--!
attempted to get recognition. But, after it was
done, I just stayed there, you know, I didn't
argue, I didn't push the point. But, I'm just
saying that I think a lot of delegates in this con-
vention did not recognize the true implications of
what was being done by passing over Section 8.

Mr. Aertker Well, Mr. Jackson, you really don't
believe, then, that we have to resolve the question
of the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors to perhaps may-
be even more intelligently decide on what follows
in the consideration of the Board of Trustees for
higher education?

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Aertker, I suggest very
strongly that we ought to resolve the question of
one, L.S.U. Board of Supervisors, a Board of
Trustees, individual boards of management. I

don't think you can resolve that by just dealing on

just the L.S.U. Board of... 'cause it puts me,
personally, as a delegate, to say that, look, I'm
not anti-L.S.U. to have a Board of Supervisors.
But, I suggest very strongly that I ought to have
the consideration to have a Board of Supervisors,
also. I think all the other universities feel
very strongly since it's just a management board
and since that we do not have--even if we got it--
we do not have the constitutional status. Secondly,
since that we're going into detail in Section 9

to decide what's going to be the composition.
Let's say. ..I'll word it like this: If we were all
to get a Board of Supervisors, that we've extended
another university system a Board of Supervisors,
then you're going to have to come back with another
section as you do in 9 to explain now, what's
going to be their functions. I'm saying if that
is the case, then we can do it in a general pro-
vision that says board of management and supervisors
should have such and such a function.

Mr. Aertker But, it actually is a fact, Mr.
Jackson, you'd probably have the same problem if

we would have gone to 8 instead of 9, too.
Wou 1 dn ' t you?

Mr. J. Jackson I would not have that problem,
Mr. Aertker, because I think what we will be doing
would be discussing the thing in a. ..in my opinion,
in an arena where everybody is involved rather
than necessarily isolate and negate, that possi-
bility.

Mr. Aertker In other words, this is one of those
cases, again, where it depends on who recognizes
where the horse is and where the wagon is, and we
really don't really know where it is.

Mr. J. Jackson Well, I don't wish to put it like
that, but I'm just saying that I did compliment
the movers of that motion and their tactics. But,
I just think I wanted to raise the question to all
persons who are interested about their university
to recognize what you are doing.

Further Discussion

Mr. Sequra Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in

opposition to this amendment, and in support to
this section. I sat on the Committee of Education;
I sat on the Subcommittee of Higher Education. I

don't want to feel that I sat there for months to
do no good. I sat there and I went into it open-
minded. If this--and I want to pass on to you
the benefits of what I have learned--if this amend-
ment is passed, it would, in a way, undo what we
did this morning by the passing of Section 7. The
intention of the supporters of this amendment is

to go back to the one-board system. I want to
tell you why I've learned that we shouldn't have a

one-board system. It sounds good--one board
system. Everybody will be created--everybody will
be equal; everybody will be treated equal. I've
sat at the State Board of Education meetings many
times. I've seen these elected board members who
do a fine job try to handle budget, curriculum,
and manage eleven state colleges and universities.
They can't physically do it; it's just too much
for them to do. In the wisdom of this Education
Committee, we have set this thing up to where a

Board of Regents would rule over curriculum and
budget for all schools because everyone--everyone
who is pushing for a one board system will give
you that as the reason--that the curriculum should
be decided on an equal basis; the budget should
be decided on an equal basis. That's why the Board
of Regents governs L.S.U. and governs all of the
state col 1 eges--equal ly . But, I've sat at these
board meetings at the Board of Education and seen
that they can't physically do all of that. The
Education Committee also agreed when they said
that these colleges and universities and L.S.U.
should have management boards. Now, whether...
now, the question is also whether L.S.U. should
be divided from the other colleges or whether they
should be alone. You have already decided that.
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You've decided that by an overwhelming vote of 74^

votes "for," this morning, when you passed this
section. Now, it was also mentioned about L.S.U.
N.O., and it keeps bringing up that L.S.U. N.O.
should be divided and taken out of the L.S.U.
system. I don't know if that's right or wrong, and
I'm not here to say it's right or wrong. L.S.U.
N.O. was not created by this consti tuti on--by the
delegates. They should not throw that decision on
on our backs. They should go to the people that
created them and take that problem where it deserves
to be taken. It's unfair to come to us and try to
make us make that decision. So, I ask you to go
along with what you decided this morning. I'm not
saying that you should be limited to only one
board for all the state colleges. That decision
I think you will make when you get to Section 8.

What I'm asking you to do is you've already decided
to separate L.S.U., and let's defeat this amendment
and go on and vote for the section as it is. Thank
you

.

Further Discussion

Mr. Hernandez Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I rise in vigorous opposition
to the Leithman amendment. It's another attempt
to completely abolish the L.S.U. Board of Super-
visors, and frankly, just to skin and gut this
entire concept of governance of higher education.
It's just another one of those attempts. Back in

1921, the constitution authorized the legislature
to set up the Board of Supervisors of L.S.U.
L.S.U. prospered, did well, and finally, all of
you know about the scandals in 1939. So, in 1940,
the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors was put in the
constitution in reality. Since that time, there
have been three attempts to change this Board of
Supervisors of L.S.U. and take it out of the con-
stitution. That was in 1958, 1960, again in 1970.
Every time the people of the State of Louisiana
had an opportunity to voice their opinion, they
were, in a big majority, opposed to any change
in the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors. So, it can
easily be said, and I think, said without fear of
contradiction that the people in the State of
Louisiana definitely want an L.S.U. Board of
Supervisors. Now, it should be--there should be
an L.S.U. Board of Supervisors. We keep talking
about the systems, but L.S.U. is a system that
operates all over the State of Louisiana. It's
not an institution located in Baton Rouge or any
other section of the state. It operates over the
entire State of Louisiana. I would like to add,
quickly: just stop and be fair. It is a univer-
sity and a university system that we should all
be proud of. L.S.U. is something that has been
built up. It's widely known; it's accepted as
being a great university, and I think that every
person in the State of Louisiana should be proud
of it. It's not just a local issue at all. Now,
it has, in addition to the university in Baton
Rouge, it has L.S.U. in New Orleans, a four-
year institution with graduate and research pro-
grams, L.S.U. Medical Center with two campuses in

New Orleans and in Shreveport, and certainly we
should be proud of those medical schools; L.S.U.
in Shreveport which will next year become a full-
fledged four-year institution; L.S.U. at Alexandria,
a two-year community college; L.S.U. at Eunice,
a two-year community college. The center for agri-
cultural sciences and rural development headquar-
tered on the Baton Rouge campus and made an auton-
omous unit of the system by the Board of Super-
visors. It operates home demonstration agents and
county agents in every parish in the State of
Louisiana. There are fourteen agricultural experi-
ment stations that are scattered all over Louisiana.
There is an observatory in Clinton. Now, another
great accomplishment of L.S.U. is the center for
wetland resources: that is the sea grant program.
Now, I would like to read from this production,
here: "L.S.U. operates a unique center for wet-
land resources which, under a February, 1971 wet-
lands charter, is charged with the responsibility
for developing the manpower and technology neces-
sary for optimum use of Louisiana's wetland re-
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sources, the present importance and natural poten-
tial of which are unexcelled anywhere in the world.
Among the center's major responsibility is the
development of a sea grant program funded, sub-
stantially, by the federal government. Among the
center's direct contributions to the state have
been the research and recommendations of L.S.U.
staff members from several departments which have
played a leading role in locating a Superport in
Louisiana, and in presenting the state's concern
for such a facility." Now, listen to this care-
fully--I hope I'm not disturbing this conversa-
tion back over here, Mr. Chairman. "The economic
importance of wetlands can hardly be exaggerated
since forty-five percent of Louisiana consists
of coastal and floodplain wetlands...

[fiuies Suspended to allow additional
time . ]

Further Discussion continued

Mr. Hernandez Thank you very much. If you don't
listen to anything else, please listen to this:

"The economic importance of wetlands can hardly
be exaggerated since forty-five percent of
Louisiana consists of coastal and floodplain wet-
lands which contain eighty percent of the state's
population, and eighty percent of its manufacturing
capability. Moreover, more than fifty percent
of Louisiana tax revenues come from coastal or
marine related businesses. Louisiana's wetlands
are a tremendous source of food, the most important
of which are shrimp, crayfish, crabs, and oysters.
Actually, all the common species of fish and
shellfish in Louisiana are dependent on at least
part of their life cycle." Ladies and gentlemen,
I plead with you in all sincerity, please consider
the fact that this L.S.U. system was not developed
overnight. It's a development over a long period
of time for the entire State of Louisiana.
Louisianians must be proud of that institution.
They have supported this concept three times that
the people have had a chance to vote on it. Won't
you please give that your consideration, and for
God's sake, let's keep this L.S.U. Board of Super-
visors so that we can maintain one of the greatest
universities in the United States. Thank you so
much.

[^Previous Question ordered,'}

Closing

Mr. Leithman Gentlemen, just in sixty seconds
I ask that we really consider what we are about
to do. I just feel that the constitution in toto
is up for jeopardy. We have over a hundred thou-
sand alumni people behind this amendment from the
independent universities and sixty thousand students
Two-thirds of the state's students are endorsing
this concept. I certainly hope we don't turn
our backs on our constituents. I think I may
have been as guilty as anyone. I think, perhaps,
being down here the way we have, well, maybe we
have lost touch, and maybe we're just not voting
the way our people are asking us to vote. So,
I would certainly ask that you pass this amend-
ment, and in the legislature, if there is a board
that need be created to take care of L.S.U., I

will certainly be the first person to support it.

Thank you.

{^Record vote ordered . Amendment
rejected: 40-71. Motion to
reconsider tabled. '\

Motion

Mr. J. Jackson I move that we revert back to

Section 8.

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I'll be

very brief. I think everybody understands basi-
cally why we skipped over Section 8 and went to
9. I'm saying that 8 comes before 9, and it

allows just consideration of all universities and
colleges within this state. So, I ask your favor-
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able support of the motion.

[jfotion rejected: 39-64.}

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Mr. Stinson sends up amendments at
this time. It's going to be difficult for you to
distinguish at a moment's glance the difference
between the two amendments. It's the longer of the
two Stinson amendments. You can determine it by
counting the number of lines in Paragraph (A).
The amendment that he is going with has six lines
in Paragraph (A) as opposed to five lines in the
amendment he's not going with. It was the second
one that was distributed.

Amendment No. 1. On page 6, delete lines 22
through 32, both inclusive, in their entirety and
on page 7, delete lines 1 through 8, both inclusive,
in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the
fol 1 owi ng

:

"Section 9. (A) There is created a body corpor-
ate, known as the Board of Supervisors of Louisiana
State University and Agricultural and Mechanical
College which, subject to the powers vested in
the Board of Regents, shall direct, control, super-
vise, and manage the Louisiana State University
and Agricultural and Mechanical College.

(B) The board shall consist of the governor, as
ex officio member, and fourteen members appointed
by the governor, with consent of the Senate. The
appointive members of the board in office on the
effective date of this Section shall continue to
serve until the expiration of their respective
terms. Thereafter, the members shall serve twelve-
year overlapping terms. The legislature shall
provide for the terms of two members to expire on
June first of each even-numbered calendar year.
At least one member shall be appointed from each
congressional district, but at least seven appoint-
ive members shall have been students at and grad-
uates of Louisiana State University and Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College. No person shall be
appointed to the board who would attain the age
of seventy years prior to the expiration of his
term. The board shall elect, from its appointive
members, a chairman and a vice-chairman, and it
shall elect a secretary, who need not be a member
of the board.

(C) A vacancy occurring prior to the expiration
of the term shall be filled for the remainder of
the unexpired term by appointment by the governor,
with the consent of the Senate."

Explanati on

Mr. Stinson Fellow members of the convention, so
that there won't be any confusion--the amendment
that was wi thdrawn--al 1 these were prepared yester-
day. This body has yesterday said that they want
L. S. U. to be under the Board of Regents. I do
not believe in forcing continuous votes on the
same matter, so I've withdrawn that amendment.
The only difference is the one I present to you
today will place L. S. U. under the Board of
Regents. Now, the changes that I have made are
those that have been discussed and brought up at
different times in the legislature. I will take
them in the order, not necessarily of importance,
but as you come to them on the amendment and
explain the difference between this and the commit-
tee proposal and also tie it with our present law.
Under our present law, we have fourteen members.
The committee proposal, as I read it, would pro-
vide for seventeen members. Under the present law,
the governor is ex officio member, and I continue
that, I think the governor should be. I also, as
I said, keep fourteen members as it is in the pre-
sent law. Now next, of course, in my proposal and
that of the committee to be appointed by the
governor subject to the consent of the Senate--
Now, mine provides for twelve-year overlapping
terms. Under that, no one governor could control
the board--could appoint all the members. Under
the committee report, six-year terms, any governor
serving two years would control the board and make
all of the appointments. That's one feature that

we have got to keep; any one governor from con-
troling the board; it gets rid of temptation--
even the good governors have temptations--and a

lot of the graduates and other people in the state
like to serve on that board. So, let's make it...
reduce it from fourteen years in the present
constitution, to twelve years. Now, I would like
to tie-in while I'm speaking of that term. One
of the criticisms of the present law is that some
are appointed and by the time they go off the
board, they are too aged. I've talked with differ-
ent ones, and we felt that in their days, seventy
years is not too advanced an age and it provides
in mine that "no one will be appointed who will
exceed seventy years of age when he finishes his
term of office." The present committee proposal
doesn't have that limitation and a man could be
on there at a hundred years old. Also, I provided
this: that at least seven will be L. S. U.
graduates. The committee does not have any re-
quirement as to graduates of L. S. U. I certainly
feel that it is not out of line to continue, as
in the present law, seven of the appointees will
be graduates of L. S. U. Also, the present law--
I don't bel

i

eve--requ i res any congressional dis-
trict to have any. My amendment says that "each
congressional district shall have at least one
appointee on the board." That covers the changes
that I have proposed in this amendment. I would
like to urge you. ..that I believe this is for the
betterment of L. S. U., and the betterment of the
state, and our entire educational system than
that of the committee. I'm not criticizing. I'm
just making my obervations. I hope that you agree
with me. The main point that I think in the com-
mittee proposal is six-year terms and any one
governor serving two years will control one hundred
percent of the board. Mr. Jenkins, in figuring
it out on the other board, it will mean that that
governor will control the board up until, I believe,
1984, even, almost ten years, even after he serves
his term. I don't think that's proper. I would
like to urge you to go along with this amendment.
I think it improves on that of the committee. If
there are any questions, I'll be happy to try to
answer them.

Questi ons

Mr. Lanier Mr. Stinson, I believe we have pre-
viously in this convention approved terms of ten
years for the Louisiana Courts of Appeal and the
Louisiana Supreme Court which are elected offices.
Why do you think we should give twelve-year terms
to these people who are under the Board of Regents
and are appointed?

Mr. Stinson Mr. Lanier, due to the fact that that
is the best term of office that we could allow
that, that no governor would control the board.
As you know, the judges are elected and these
people are not elected, so no governor could con-
trol the courts because they are elected for their
terms of offices. I think it's possibly a little
different matter to be considered. I'm trying to
keep the control of this board from anyone,
except the people and the board itself.

Mr. Jack Mr. Stinson, I noticed in here you pro-
vide "no person shall be appointed to the board
who would attain the age of seventy years prior
to the expiration of his term."

Mr. Stinson Mr. Jack, that is so that they won't
appoint old people like you on the board.

Mr. Jack I'm getting to that, Mr. Stinson. I

got more hair than you, and I'm younger in some
ways. I just dyed this hair white, you know, to
give me dignity. I'm really black haired.

Mr. Stinson Mr. Jack, I always heard that hair
and brains didn't mix, I understand why you have
so much hair.

Mr. Jack All right. Let me ask you the question.

[2363]
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Mr. Stinson Yes , sir.

Mr. Jack How old are you?

Mr. Stinson Thirty- nine.

Mr. Jack Now, Mr. Chairman, I want him to answer
the question seriously, honestly, if he can.

Mr. Stinson Mr. Jack, in answer seriously, I am
fifty-nine. I would be too old to be appointed,
because if I figured correctly, I would be seventy-
one if I served twelve years.

Mr. Jack All right. Well, I want to try to find
out what reason do you pick that age, most of us
at. ..past fifty-eight are very active. You're
losing a lot of good brains if you do it. I'm
trying to figure why you are against people over
fifty-eight if they are in good health and smart
1 i ke a lot of us

.

Mr. Stinson Mr. Jack, at that age your health is

not certain and expecially a mental lapse that
could happen. Everybody says that we old folks
should move aside and let the younger ones in and
this is an opportunity to do that.

Mrs. Corne Mr. Stinson, your proposal contains
the fact that a member of this board should be a

graduate of L. S. U.

Mr. Stinson Seven of the fourteen.

Mrs. Corne Would you agree to the same for the
other state colleges, for the board that would
control the other state colleges?

Mr. Stinson If we had a board controlling the
other ones, yes, ma'am. I certainly think there
should be.

Mrs. Corne Therefore, some of us would be eligible
for both boards, would we not, if we are graduates
of L. S. U. and also of one of the other state
col leges?

Mr. Stinson If they had such a board, it would
seem so, yes, ma'am.

Mrs. Corne Yes. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Stovall Mr. Stinson, under your proposal of
members being appointed for twelve years--would it

not be possible for appointed board members to
control the L. S. U. system? You hesitated to stick
to the six-year period, because you were afraid the
governor would control. Would it not be possible
for appointed members to build up a power block and
control the L. S. U. system?

Mr. Stinson I'm glad you asked that. Brother
Stovall, you're all out for this Board of Regents.
I was not and everybody knows the Board of Regents
is going to control L. S. U., this board and
everything else educationally. So, you've already
gotten your cake, and you have a chance to eat it
by helping L. S. U. now even though they are under
your Board of Regents.

[^Previous Question ordered.
"l

Closing

Mr. Stinson Thank you. I would appreciate it,
and L. S. U. would appreciate it if we could go
along with this. It will cure some of the com-
plaints and objections in the past and make it
overall better. I would appreciate it if you could
vote for it. Thank you.

Questions

Mr. Hayes Mr. Stinson, do you realize I couldn't
serve on that board?

Mr. Stinson What was that?

Mr. Hayes I couldn't serve on the board at
L. S. U., because I didn't finish from the school.

Mr. Stinson No, this is only seven ... there are
seven appointees that do not have to be graduates.

Mr. Hayes Well, I would be too old to serve,
then , wouldn ' t I?

Mr. Stinson Well, you're a lot younger than I

am. How old are you? You know also, Jerry, the
way you sleep you might be categorized as Rip
Van Winkle, and you come back a lot younger over
there.

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Stinson, you didn't put in
there--in your seven that must have graduated in

the L. S. U. system--that there must be one from
each campus, or that they may not all be from one
campus, or anything like that; did you?

Mr. Stinson No, ma'am.
graduate of L . S . U

.

"

It just said that "a

Mrs. Zerviqon Can you tell me why you didn't
specify that other campuses must be represented
on the board?

Mr. Stinson The reason on that. Miss Mary, is

that I was tracking the present law on that
appoi ntment .

Mrs. Zerviqon How many of the present board
members are from campuses other than the one in

Baton Rouge or graduates ... undergraduates from
other campuses?

Mr. Stinson I do not know.

Mrs. Zerviqon I don't believe there are many.
I don't believe there are any. Is that correct?

Mr. Stinson I don't know. But, it doesn't say
you have to be from Baton Rouge campus, in other...
it could be from New Orleans, or Shreveport, or
Eunice, or Alexandria, or those places.

Mr. O'Neill Well, Mr. Stinson, it's not likely
•that very many of them are because most of them are
pretty old fellows and those colleges weren't
even created when they graduated from college.
Isn't that about right?

Mr. Stinson That's right and, Gary, I don't put
a minimum age. So, I think you could qualify.

[Record vote ordered , Amendment re-
jected: 22-84. Motion to reconsider
tabled.]

Amendment

Mr. Hardin [Assistant Clerk] Amendment No. 1

[by Mr. Abraham]. On page 7, line 1, after the
word and punctuation "law." delete the remainder
of the line and delete lines 2 through 4, both
inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu
thereof the following: "The board shall consist
of thirteen members, with at least one member,
and no more than two members, appointed from each
of the several congressional districts into which
the state is di vided .

"

Explanation

Mr. Abraham Ladies and gentlemen, the only pur-
pose of this amendment is to bring this board in--
more in conformity with the Board of Regents. We
have already provided that the Board of Regents
will be fifteen members. The committee proposal,
as it stands now, would allow seventeen members.
I do not think that it would be right to have this
managing board larger than the Board of Regents.
I have cut it back, actually, to thirteen, which
will be two less. But, I have also provided
that "at least one member, and no more than two
members" would be from each of the.

.

.appointed
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from the congressional districts, the same as we
have the same language we have with the Board of
Regents--that ' s the only purpose of this amendment.

[^Previous Question ordered , Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

32-72. Motion to reconsider tabled.
"]

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Next amendment sent up by Delegates
Juneau, Corne, and Johnny Jackson.

Amendment No. 1. On page 6, at the end of line
21, after the word "College" add the following:
"and Board of Governors for State Colleges and
Uni versi ties"

Amendment No. 2. On page 6, between lines 29
and 30, insert the following:

"(B) Board of governors of state colleges and
universities; creation and powers. There is

created bodies corporate, known as the Board of
Governors of Southern University and Agricultural
and Mechanical College, the Board of Governors of
Northeast Louisiana University, the Board of
Governors of Grambling College, the Board of
Governors of Louisiana Tech University, and the
Board of Governors of the University of Southwestern
Louisiana, which subject to the powers vested in
the Board of Regents, shall supervise and manage
their respective colleges and universities."

Amentment No. 3. On page 6, at the beginning
of line 30, change "(B)" to "(C)"

Amendment No. 4. On page 6, line 30, after the
words "of the" and before the word "shall" delete
the word "board" and insert in lieu thereof the
words "respective boards"

Amendment No. 5. On page 7, line 1, after the
word "members" and before the word "shall" insert
the words "of each board"

Amendment No. 6. On page 7, at the beginning of
line 5, change the Letter "(C)" to the letter "(D)"

Point of Order

Mr. Kean I rise to ask the ruling of the Chair,
as to whether or not this amendment is germane
to Section 9, which is under consideration at this
time.

Ruling of the Chair

Mr. Casey Mr. Kean, I would have to rule as Acting
Chairman that the amendment is germane. The section
establishes a board of supervisors. The amendment,
extends this to a board of governors for other
colleges and universities. I would have to rule
that the amendment is germane.

Explanation

Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

will tell you in all candor the exact amendment
which is now before you, I had originally prepared
that amendment for Section 8. You will recall the
discussion earlier why... why not we went from "9"

to "8". The reason is because you took it in the
order that you did, I deemed it germane and to
clearly put the issue before this convention, I

put the amendment in Section 9. Very simply what
this amendment does--and it's not complicated--!
have not changed the Board of Regents one iota. I

have not changed the L. S. U. Board of Supervisors
one iota. What I have done, and what this amend-
ment very simply does is, is give it to the other
state universities in this state who want to have
a constitutionally created management board the
right to have such a board. You might recall the
discussion earlier when Mr. Cowen was up here, the
question was arisen as to how these other schools,
these other universities in the future be they have
twenty thousand , fifty thousand, or a hundred
thousand students. How do they get a management
board? The response was, they have to go to the
legislature, they have to get a two-thirds vote of
the legislature and what they have is a Igeislative
board. The next question was, "Well, Mr. Cowen,
is a legislative management board a good concept?"

The unequivocal and consistent answer throughout
the deliberations in this convention is, "Gentle-
men, if you put it in the legislature, you're
going to ruin education." So it seems to me that
we have ended up in a rather ridiculous situation.
You are telling these universities that have
over... some of whom have over twelve thousand
students, "Yes, gentlemen, you can have your man-
agement boards. But, the only way you're going to
get it is through a Legislative Act," which
according to the discussions in this convention
isn't worth the paper it's written on. I want
you to explain that logic. I'll go further to
tell you the point was indicated to me earlier,
and I might as well bring it forward. There are
a couple of universities which are deleted from
this amendment, and I'll tell you why. Since
several of us were offering these amendments, we
thought it appropriate to contact the presidents
of all of those universities and find out what
their feelings were. There was some degree of
hesitation or unsureness, or not sure what position
the uni versi ties--Northwestern , for example, and
Southeastern, and McNeese--wanted to take. So,
I didn't think it was for me to put them in the
amendment. By the same token, theses universities
--Southern, U. S. L., Grambling, and Louisiana
Tech--they have said unequivocally "We want a

constitutionally created management board. We
think it's a good concept. We think we would have
to have it. We think we're asking to do nothing
more but to have a buffer zone in a constitutionally
created board, which is the only way we can get
it." Very simply, that's what we have done. Now,
gentlemen of this convention, let me just put it

to you frankly. If you get up here and say in

answer was, "Well, we're giving them a board. We're
giving them a Board of Trustees." But, that's
all of you people get into the swimming pond, and
you all fight for the fish. If you want to segre-
gate, and if you want to get out by yourself and
have your own management board; well, then you take
the guillotine approach. You go get your legisla-
tive board, which admittedly is bad. I just
frankly do. ..I say to you that is not fair. I

say to you in all candor, and I say this to the
L. S. U. system, which I have supported throughout
my lifetime. I tell you that what they are doing
in this amendment, if you vote against it, what
you're saying is, "We're not interested in L. S. U.

necessarily--which I thought was the original
intent--but we want to squash the opportunity for
another school to have the right to nave a consti-
tutionally created board." Let me offer for you
this practical consideration. Gentlemen, when we
get through with this convention, we've got a

problem. We've got a problem in selling this con-
stitution. I'm not asking for the bonanza. I'm
only asking for a crumb. You've got to tell these
people in northeast Louisiana, and in south
Louisiana, and in the Southern system, "Gentlemen,
at least you have a constitutionally created board,
and we have not deprived you of that opportunity."
That practical ly--and this is addressed to the
L. S. U. system--what is wrong in giving the dele-
gates of this convention and the people of those
schools some status in this constitution. I fail
to see that logic. So, what I'm asking and pleading
with you to do is only to give us status, and it
doesn't harm the structure of Committee Proposal
No. 7--is to give them the same right--from a man-
agement s tandpoi nt--as you have afforded to the
L. S. U. system. I will yield to any questions.

Questions

Mr. Stinson Mr. Juneau, you have already answered
part of my question and that was why all were not
included. I was especially concerned about
Northwestern because so many from my parish go
there, but, of course, if they don't want to and
Mr. Kelly doesn't want them in there, I can under-
stand why they are not. But next, don't you fail
to set out the composition and so forth of the
board, how they will be appointed, and what terms
and all? Don't you think that's necessary?
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Mr. Juneau No, sir. I haven't failed to do that,
Mr. Stinson, at least, I don't think I have. I

think the language provides, in essence, that the
composition of the board will be composed exactly
as the Board of Supervisors of the L.S.U. system
would be. That, of course, is the latter amendments
which are on this sheet--two from each congressional
district.

Mr . Bol 1 i nqer Pat, in light of everything we have
done so far today, I think your amendment is very
appropriate. But, I was wondering why you left
out Nicholls State University. I realize, possibly,
they may not have wanted to be in there, but my
question arises from this: If your amendment is

adopted, we are going to lock in these universities
with a board of governors. Any additional univer-
sity created or anyone who changes administration
and decided to come under this board of governors,
will need a constitutional amendment; is that
correct?

Mr. Juneau If they want a constitutional status,
Mr. Bollinger, that's correct. Let me further
answer your question this way, Mr. Bollinger. If
the delegates from that area, and the representa-
tives from Nicholls State University say, "That's
what we want," I would stick them in the amendment.
I just don't have the authority to do that. I

don't think that's my position. If it be the
consensus of that delegation after the passage of
such an amendment, I would vote for it; no question
about it.

Mr. Bol 1 i nqer Well, do you think we are writing
a constitution for today and for the administrations
of the colleges today; or, are we writing a con-
stitution with regard to education for years to
come?

Mr. Juneau I came down here, Mr. Bollinger, in
answer to your questi on . . . to write a constitution
for the next three hundred years. I supported the
initial amendment, which was to take all these
boards out; I didn't think that was appropriate.
I didn't make that decision, Mr. Bollinger; this
convention has made that decision. Since it has
been made, I'm only asking for fairness and justice
to the other universities of this state.

Mr. Newton Pat, have you checked with the presi-
dents of all of these colleges and universities
that you have in your amendment?

Mr. Juneau Each of the presidents of the univer-
sities indicated in this amendment have been
contacted. Yes, sir.

Mr. Newton And, they all have to have a constitu-
tional board? Have you contacted anybody else
besides the presidents, I mean, have the alumni
associations of these schools come out... the
delegates from those areas, the faculties, the
student bodies? Has anybody else indicated that
they wanted a constitutional board?

Mr. Juneau Have I personally? No, sir.

Mr. Burns I believed you answered this generally.
But, did you contact Southeastern Louisiana Univer-
sity at Hammond?

Mr. Juneau I spoke to the delegates in this
convention who are from that... some of those who
are from that area. ..I see Mr. Newton, 1 talked to
Mr. Fayard, I talked to Mr. Anzalone, and some one
else. They told me they discussed the matter with
Southeastern. As I appreciate the answer which
they gave, they wasn't sure that that's what they
would want to do. So, I didn't think it was
appropriate to put it in my amendment.

Mr. Roemer Mr. Juneau, some delegates seem to be
concerned that you've taken heretofore the position
that we ought to eliminate such boards from the
constitution and that's true; is it not?

Mr. Juneau That's correct. That's the original
amendment which I filed, Mr. Roemer.

Mr. Roemer Isn't it also true that this deliber-
ative body is a process-- i

t
' s not a single act--

and that in this process, this debate that's
going on at this moment, you feel that we've lost
the opportunity to clean up and write a concise
constitution in regard to these boards? Isn't
that right?

Mr. Juneau In my humble opinion, that's absolutely
correct, Mr. Roemer.

Mr. Roemer So then, my third question is: in
view of that defeat in laws then don't you think
it's appropritate that we should give the same
board management representation to all the univer-
sities and colleges of this state, as we do to
L. S. U.?

Mr. Juneau This convention has apparently made
the decision; they want to put management boards
in, Mr. Roemer. Since they have, I'm merely asking
for fairness, that's all.

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Juneau, at the time that the
L. S. U. Board was formed some years ago, there
were approximately five thousand students in the
L. S. U. system. Is that correct?

Mr. Juneau I think it was. ..in 1940, I think it
was less than five thousand, or it wasn't very
many more than that, if it was.

Mr. Anzalone And the real reason was because this
was a big university, and they needed a board to
manage its affairs. Wasn't that correct?

Mr. Juneau That's right. That's my understanding.

Mr. Anzalone Well, now I see down here that the
University of Southwestern Louisiana now has eleven
thousand six hundred and twenty-five students in

it. Don't you think that's big enough to have its
own management board?

Mr. Juneau They think so.

Mr. Cowen Mr. Juneau, we are talking about numbers,
it seems. Don't you think, then, that with twenty-
three thousand now with L. S. U. Baton Rouge, that
L. S. U. Baton Rouge under your proposal should
have a board of its own and let each one of the
other institutions whenever they reach a certain
amount, LSUNO and so forth?

Mr. Juneau I'll put it to you this way, Mr.
Cowen, I can't visualize in God's green earth of
L. S. U. ever wanting to do that.

Mr. Cowen No, but I agree with you. We don't
think that we would, or the L. S. U. system would
do that. But, what I'm saying is, don't you think
it's just as reasonable? You say that. ..don't
you think. ..to put it in a form of a question...
Mr. Juneau, the opponents of the committee proposal
have consistently said and made statements on how
we are destroying the other colleges and univer-
sities in the state. We don't think this is true.
Those of us who worked on this committee proposal
think that we have upgraded the other colleges
and universities by giving them a Board of Trustees
or one that would manage all of them, just as the
L. S. U. system. There are some seven institutions
in the L. S. U. system under the Board of Super-
visors. There are some... over forty thousand
students in that system with sixty thousand in the
Board of Trustees or other colleges. Don't you
think that we are really upgrading the other
colleges and universities by the virtue of giving
them a Board of Trustees of their own?

Mr. Juneau Well, Mr. Cowen, you made the state-
ment that this is what you thought was best for
these universities. You know, the only problem
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with that, they just don't happen to agree with
you. I might further add, Mr. Cowen, in response
to your question about the L. S. U. system, I have
no objection if you want to provide the flexibility
for the L. S. U. system to break down internally
however they may do it. But, as a practical matter,
that will never occur. In conclusion, and in
answer to your question, the paramount question
in this thing is, Mr. Cowen, you know, someone
made the argument to me a minute ago, they said,
"You know you are creating more boards." I didn't
create all of these boards. I presented the origi-
nal amendment to knock them all out. You want
them in? All right. If you want them in, I'm
going to give them to you. The only thing that
I'm telling you, if you are going to give them, be
fair about it, because you can't justify rationally
to say, "Hey, all you, sixty percent of the college
students in this state, we are going to put you in
a fish bowl and divide you up." They don't want
to be there. They want their own management board.
They will concede and be under the Board of Regents;
what's unfair about that?

Mr Roy Mr. Juneau, I don't understand your logic.
Is it your statement that you have decided against
your conclusion previously that there should not
be administrative boards consti tutiona! ized since
a bunch of students came to you and/or some college
presidents? You are now for consti tutional i zi ng
administrative boards?

Mr. Juneau I'm not for constitutionally creating
management boards; you are, Mr. Roy. Let's talk
about logic in answer to your question. As I

recall the early discussion in this convention,
Mr. Roy, you came to me and told me, "You know one
of the great amendments we ever charted in this
consti tution--and I can name several others--is to
take them all out." But, then we change and we are
going to put them all in. So, what I'm telling you,
Mr. Roy; I'm only asking for fairness. If you want
to put them in and these people want them, give it
to them. What's wrong with that?

Mr. Roy Did you make that determination based upon
your own intelligence or because a few students
came in and talked with you, and you talked to
some college presidents, that's my question?

Mr. Juneau It is not a unilateral determination,
Mr. Roy. It is a determination that was made only
after the delegates from the areas invol ved--and
not me personal ly--contacted the presidents of
those universities and made that ascertainment. I

say to you, Mr. Roy, that my own personal opinion--
and this is purely personal --not based on a Gallup
poll. If you would poll the alumni who have uni-
laterally voted and passed out amongst you a resolu-
tion for a single board, is there any doubt in your
mind that they would want their own constitutionally
management board?

Mr. Roy My question is then, that your decision
to go with this amendment is contrary to what you
reached yourself. But, you are now making the
decision because some students and some college
presidents asked you to go that way?

Mr. Juneau Well, I'm not particularly wed to
that, Mr. Riecke, and I'm, of course, open to that.
I might tell you that that point was addressed
to the people who were involved in these univer-
sities and there was consensus to have a really
effective board--which the L. S. U. Board, I

think, does have--that you have to have a broad
representation. It's for that reason and for
the reason of conformity and uniformity, that I

left the same language which applies to the other
boards--that ' s the only reason I added it. The
point I'm making to you, I'm not absolutely wed
to that, I'm just telling you what the concepts
were

.

Mr. Riecke I see. One other question--you men-
tioned Southern University in your list here. Now,
there are two Southern Universities: one at Baton
Rouge and one at New Orleans. Would it be proper
to put both in there? Wouldn't it be...

Mr. Juneau It refers to the entire, as it's
written, as my appreciation, Mr. Riecke, refers
to the entire Southern University system--you know,
be it Baton Rouge or in New Orl eans--i t ' s all
under one system.

Mr. Riecke Well, that would be one board for
both colleges?

Mr. Juneau For the entire system, as does the
L. S. U. system have.

Mr. Riecke Thank you.

Mr. LeBleu My question was, first, why wasn't
McNeese included in your amendment?

Mr. Juneau Well, the same reason indicated, Mr.
LeBleu. I talked to, I think it was Mr. Planchard.
I think I talked to Mr. Abraham. I just went to
the delegates and I said, "Look, you know, would
you contact the president of universities?" In
essence, as I appreciate, they weren't sure that
that's what they would want to do, if I'm correct
in that regard. It's only for that reason some
were sponsoring the amendment, Mr. LeBleu. I

didn't think it was appropriate for me to put them
in unless I had at least some indication from the
head of that university indicated.

On the contrary, if an amendment like this
would pass, and McNeese would want to put it in,
I 'd vote for it.

Mr. LeBleu Well, did you know that McNeese is
in my legislative district?

Mr. Juneau Yes,

Mr. LeBleu Do you further know that I didn't
contact the president of McNeese, or any member of
the student body or anyone else? But since the
appointive Board of Supervisors out at LSU is so
efficient in the operation of LSU, that I want the
same privilege for McNeese. I would ask you, if

you would temporarily withdraw your proposal...
your amendment, and insert McNeese in it, and then
resubmit it.

Mr. Juneau The effect of students had no bearing
on this decision, Mr. Roy. My decision was based
upon what I consider the illogical decision of
this convention to put the boards in. You wanted
to put them in, so I said put them all in.

Mr. Riecke Pat, this is a friendly question so
keep your blood pressure down now and don't get
excited. You have on here Grambling College, which
is a small university. Don't you think that two
members from each congressional district for a

small college like that would be too much, especial-
ly from all over the state? Would you be willing
to amend that later, if this passes, to revise the
boards? I don't think that people from all over
the state would be interested, particularly in
Grambling, rather than a regional area maybe.

Mr. Juneau I would have no objection to doing
that, Mr. LeBleu. The only i ndi cation--l et me
just be very candid with you--I don't know what
the reaction of the entire. ..you know your delega-
tion from Calcasieu. Whatever you want to do is
fine with me. The only point is, I think the
more proper way to proceed--woul d be my opinion--
is to vote on the amendment and prepare the amend-
ment inserting McNeese, which I would, of course,
wholeheartedly endorse. I think, for procedure-
wise, that would be the better way. You know, I

don't have a hang-up one way or the other.

Mr. Kean Mr. Juneau, none of these institutions
have boards which have constitutional status at
the present time, do they?
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Mr. Juneau Unfortunately so. That's correct,
Mr. Kean.

Mr. Kean The LSU Board is in the present consti-
tution, is it not?

Mr. Juneau That's absolutely correct.

Mr. Kean Now, if we adopt your amendment, and if
we put McNeese in, and whatever other schools that
you have indicated you are happy to have join the
crowd, then I assume that we might as well dispense
with the Board of Trustees that's in Section 8 of
this particular proposal. Would it not be proper
to reach that assumption?

Mr. Juneau If. .every university. ..if it would
be the conclusion that every university in this
state should be in, I think that'd be correct, Mr.
Kean. The only reason I didn't delete it, Mr. Kean,
because I didn't have them all included in this
amendment .

Mr. Kean Well, wouldn't it be preferable then, to
simply have an amendment which would say that any
college, university, or institution of higher edu-
cation in this state that wants to have its own
board could have that board? That would give it
this constitutional status that you're seeking.
Then we'd simply do away with the Board of Trustees
and let it go at that.

Mr. Juneau Matter of semantics. It all depends
how you want to approach it. I just took this
particular approach, Mr. Kean.

Mr. Kean Well, isn't it, by taking some and leav-
ing some out, you've got to keep the Board of
Trustees. So, we've now got a whole new series of
institutions which are dealing with management and
supervision. We've still got the Board of Trustees.
Wouldn't it be better to simply say they can all
have the board and take out the Board of Trustees?

Mr. Juneau Well, as I explained to you, Mr. Kean,
when this amendment was originally drafted, I'd
put them all in.

Further Discussion

Mr. Roy Mr. Vice Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, naturally I am opposed to this
amendment. I just think that it. ..we've reached the
stage where either we're going to sit down and get
to the task of writing this constitution, or we're
going to make it the laughingstock of the whole
state. I have never talked about what will kill
the constitution and what won't. Now, I am not
going to say that anything will or will not right
now. But, I will tell you that with these types
of amendments coming in, and with delegates getting
up here--who've been elected to represent the entire
people of this state--to get up here and to argue
that they fundamentally feel one way, and that
there's no question about it but that something
is wrong, and to turn around and then sponsor a

provision which is inconsistent with their politi-
cal and personal philosophy, I just think is not
representing the State of Louisiana as it should
be represented. We're not legislators here. I

have a brother who is on the State Board of Educa-
tion. I happened to have graduated from LSU.
I've got no colleges in my area. I don't care about
further political office if it means that I've got
to stand up here and start participating in the
derogation of this particular article for the sole
purpose of satisfying a bunch of people back home
who feel that they should be consti tutional i zed ,

even though they don't know why. It's just absurd
to me that a person would say the students at a

particular school, or the president, would call
me, and even though I'm against this philosophically,
I'm going to go with it and get us in the entangle-
ment that we've now reached where, instead of us
deliberating this matter, it's becoming a personal
issue of the Louisiana State University versus
other colleges and universities.
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My brother called me and asked me to be for a

particular matter, and I told him that I wouldn't
even though he felt one way about it and felt very
strongly. I just think that we ought to--whether
you agree with me or not--whether you agree that
LSU is a system and these other schools are land-
locked schools, the University of Southwestern
Louisiana is a fine school, but it doesn't extend
beyond the confines of the present campus. It
has no extension program anywhere. So, some of
you all are going to get up and say, "What about
Southern?" because you want to appeal to some other
group because Southern is called Southern Univer-
sity System. Well, it just so happens--as a matter
of fact--that Southern is not the system of LSU.
We have LSU on our hands. We've had it since
1940. The people of this state have beaten down
on three occasions, and recently, any attempt to
modify the LSU Board of Supervisors because it's
cons ti tuti onal i zed . What do you want us to do?
Say it's not present? We've tried to do the best
we can.with a Board of Trustees that will govern
these other colleges. They can get out of it if
they want. The fact of the matter is, as my
brother tells me--and others--is that they have
enough time to deal with the other colleges and
universities. You don't need management boards to
operate a college that operates in. ..one particular
town. LSU is like an octupus in its size. Below
LSU, you've got six other ... campuses ; below the
other campuses you've got sixteen experimental
s tati ons--sci enti f i c experimental s ta ti ons--bel ow
that, you've got LSU in sixty-four parishes through
the county agents' offices. Naturally, that's a

system. Naturally it's got to be treated differ-
ently. But even if there's no philosophical reason
for saying that LSU should be in the constitution,
and other colleges not--as it presently is to some
extent--the fact of the matter is that the people
of this state who went through the 1939 scandals
at LSU are not going to tolerate that particular
board being taken out of the constitution and sub-
jected to the whim and the caprice of the legis-
lature, even though we've got a great legislature.

You can ask all the questions you want. I'm
going to yield to any questions you have. But,
I just think that it's time for us to stand up as
men and women. If something is not particularly
popular in your area, to have enough guts to say
that you're not going to back it. If it is a good
thing, whether it's popular or not, to go with what
is good for this state and this particular section.
I yield to any questions.

Questi ons

Mrs Warren Mr. Roy, I know from this you realize
that it wasn't this question that I wanted to ask
you specifically.

Mr. Roy Yes, ma'am.

Mrs. Warren I am wanting to ask this question.
On page 5, Section 8, we say "there is created

a body, cooperatively known as a Board of Trustees
for state colleges subject to the powers invested
in the Board of Regents by this article, and shall
have so forth and on..." which goes right on over
on page 6, beginning at line 22, it says "created
powers there is created a body corporate known
as the Board of Supervisors of Louisiana. ..for
LSU, subject to the powers vested in the Board of
Regents, shall be subjec t. .. subject to the Board
of Regents." I'm trying to find out now what is

the difference in the Board of Supervisors and the
Board of Trustees if they are going to have the
same thing according to the proposal?

Mr. Roy The only difference is, Mrs. Warren,
they're going to have the same powers and what
have you ... equal ly right now. But the state. ..the
Board of Trustees will supervise all other colleges
but the LSU System. You see, in the LSU System
there is LSU, then there are six universities or
colleges under it, then all these "ag" stations
and all these experimental stations. That'll be
under one pyramid. The other pyramid will be the
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other state colleges and universities. Let me
say this, that I'm. ..the reason I support that
concept is because presently, the Board of Trustees
is not consti tutional i zed . . . the State Board of
Education today.

Mrs. Warren One more question.
You've made a statement up there concerning a

system. You refer to Southern. Now, what do you...
you said that LSU.. .we're stuck with it, in other
words. This is what you inferred. Now, as far as
I'm concerned, you're stuck with Southern, unless
you want to flush it down the toilet. Now, you
tell me what you want to do with it.

Mr. Roy Well, first of all. Southern has been
governed for the... for many, many years by the
State Board of Education. There's been no problem
there with respect to the administration of
Southern nor any of the other colleges and univer-
sities. I say that if... if after you weigh every-
thing, you come up with the conclusion that there
should be nothing in this constitution with respect
to college boards and what have you, you still
have the problem that LSU has been a Constitutional
Board, and in my judgment, the people of this state
have manifested on three different, separate
occasions, that they will not tolerate the LSU
Board of Supervisors being tampered with by the
legislature when they defeated every constitutional
amendment since 1940 that sought to do anything
about LSU.

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Roy, you are saying that this
has been in the constitution for a long time be-
cause of the scandals. You are saying that there
were a lot of people who were interested in it and
afraid if we take it out. You are saying that the
constitution is the only way to protect the LSU
Board. Is that not correct?

Mr. Roy I didn't say, Mary, that the constitution
was the only way to protect LSU. I said that in
the scandals of 1939, that the people who went
through them, I don't think are at all predisposed
to making any change because they associate the
1940 constitutional amendment with the protection
of LSU.

Mrs. Zervigon Well, may I ask you why you didn't
stand up and make those arguments in favor of an
amendment, sticking the Board of Commissioners of
the Port of New Orleans in?

Mr. Roy Because I think that the particular
problem about New Orleans, which is just for that
city, is located there. I'm not for consti tution-
alizing all of New Orleans' real peculiar problems.
I think we did a good job in doing that, inciden-
tally.

Mrs. Zervigon Yes, sir.
Are you aware that the Port of New Orleans covers

three parishes, and economically impacts the entire
state, but that they are willing to forget about
past scandals, to trust the voters of Louisiana,
and to trust their. ..the legislature with the
two-thirds vote?

Mr. Roy Yeah. ..yes, I'm aware of it. So, what?

Mrs. Zervigon Pardon me. You are aware of that?

Mr. Roy Yes.

Mrs. Zervigon How does this amendment setting up
boards--consti tutional boards--for other universi-
ties and university systems, impact the LSU System
and its Board?

Mr. Roy Well, anyone that tries to say that this
is not an effort to ultimately cause the collapse
of this whole section, I think, is foolish. But,
I think, secondly, that we don't need these parti-
cular boards for the other colleges and universities.
There has not been manifested any need for them
other than a few students and a few college presi-

dents calling a bunch of delegates over here.

Mr. Leithman I forgot the question...
Mr. Roy... yes or no... did you make a statement

that Louisiana is about to be the laughingstock
of these United States?

Mr. Roy No, I didn't make that statement.

Mr. Leithman You didn't make that statement, Mr.
Roy?

Mr. Roy I said the way that we are conducting
ourselves may lead to that. I didn't. ..I don't
know if I made that particular statement.

Mr. Leithman With the offering of this amendment,
you did not make a statement that with the offering
of this amendment, that we are about to make a

laughingstock of ourselves?

Mr. Roy I said of the way we've been deliberating
this issue, yes, I think so.

Mr. Leithman All right. I think my next question
is thi s

.

With this amendment that we are offering now,
which puts all universities on an even keel, all
we are doing is. ..we're not really affecting the
status of Louisiana, did you. ..and I'm asking you,
did you know this. ..in the eyes of the other fifty
states, because right now, with the way the article
reads at this moment, we're the second worse--
we're the second worse. Do you know if this amend-
ment is adopted, we still don't take over number
one spot. I'm talking in terms of number one
and two. I think this is how LSU understands this.
But, with the adoption of this amendment, do you
realize that we're still only number two. ..from
the bottom, as far as number of boards and consti-
tutions. We still won't catch Arkansas, which is
at the bottom. We'll still be number two; we're
number two now, with the four boards. So, did you
know that we really won't worsen our position in
national standings? Did you know this?

Mr. Roy Well, if your premi se--your original
premise--is right, you'd be true if you're basing
everything on just numbers of boards.

Mr. Leithman Number of boards in national ... con-
stitutions of the fifty states is my premise.

Mr. Roy You just want to make sure that we almost
overdo Arkansas.

Mr. Leithman I don't think we really hurt. ..I'm
asking you. I don't.. .do you think we've hurt
ourselves if we give every ... uni versi ty an even
status in the state when we really, by doing this,
don't worsen ourselves worse than Arkansas. We'll
still have forty eight states that are better than
Louisiana with the adoption of the amendment the
way it is--or article the way it is now.

Mr. Roy I think that's a very compelling reason
to vote for this amendment, Mr. Leithman.

Further Discussion

Mr. Segura Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
I'm not rising for or against this amendment, be-
cause I don't think this amendment belongs in this
section. When we passed Section 7 this morning.
Section 7 specifically spells out that the. ..there
is a Board of Regents, there is a Board of Super-
visors for LSU, and there is a Board of Trustees
for the state colleges and universities. I'm saying
this amendment should not be considered under this
section. This amendment, if Mr. Juneau or any
other delegate wants to bring an amendment like
this up, it should be brought in the next session
... secti on ... which is Section 8. Let's not muddy
the waters, let's go ahead and defeat this amend-
ment here, and then give it true consideration
later on . Let's move on and pass this section
as it is.
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Further Discussion

Mr. Velazquez Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates,
this is a good, good, good amendment. It merely
extends the good idea a little further. If any
institution wants this concept, they can now do it

without going to the legislature and getting what
we have been told is an inferior legislative board.
Or, they don't have to amend the constitution it-
self. What is good for the goose, ought to be good
for the gander. I'm not against LSU. But I don't
think we ought to have a system with a purple and
gold giant in the tinned walls. Let us remember
that when LSU was given a Board of Supervisors,
it had in the range of five thousand students. All
of these institutions have reached the historical
LSU minimum, or they will soon reach it. The
graduates of these institutions have taken the
history, and they've taken the pride of Louisiana
all over this country, and all over the world.
The historical pattern with the LSU branches is

that when they reach a certain size, they split and
they go their own way. I've been told this is what
happened to McNeese--that at one time it was part
of the LSU System--it has now gone its own way.
In the New Orleans area, people have told me that
LSU-N.O. will, one day, go its own way.

Delegate Juneau has contacted directly, or
indirectly, the presidents of the colleges. If
he had more time he would have contacted the facul-
ties, the student bodies, the alumni association,
and even the janitorial staffs. But, he has only
had a limited amount of time. He has not tried to
put institutions out. He has tried to include as
many institutions as told him through these various
means, that they wanted this particular concept.

For those who point out the various specialized
services and the great burden that LSU bears, let
them ask themselves a simple question that, if LSU
decides to drop the experimental stations, if LSU
decides to drop the county agents, the other
schools in this state would fight like hell to
pick them up. Don't the other colleges of Louisiana
deserve the same level of protections as LSU?

I ask you to vote for this amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered. Pecord
vote ordered. Quorum Call: 105
delegates present and a quorum.
Amendment rejected; 46-64, Motion
to reconsider tabled,

1

Amendment

Mr. Hardin [Assistant Clerk] Amendment No. 1

[by Mr. stinson}. On page 6, line 32, immediately
after the word "of" and before the word "years",
delete the word "six" and insert in lieu thereof
the word "twelve".

Motion

Mr. Stinson Mr. Chairman, I would like to with-
draw that in favor of the next one that is offered
by the two ladies. I coauthor them. Mine provided
for twelve years, and theirs is ten, and I join
them and withdraw mine, please.

[Amendment withdrawn,"]

Amendments

Mr. Hardin Amendment No. 1 [by Mrs. zervigon and
Miss Perkins], On page 6, line 32, immediately
after the words "terms of" and before the word
"years" delete the word "six" and insert in lieu
thereof the word "ten"

Amendment No. 2. On page 7, line 1, immediately
after the word "law" and before the word "Two"
change the period "." to a comma "," and add the
f ol 1 owi ng

:

"provided that no member shall be eligible to
succeed himself."

Explanation

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Acting Chairman and delegates.

it has been asked time and again on this floor
whether or not one governor who serves two terms,
could appoint an entire board if the terms of that
board are six years. That answer has been that
Governor Edwards couldn't because the Coordinating
Council woulld be folded into these boards. How-
ever, after the terms end of the Coordinating
Council Boards, and the LSU board members, any
governor in the future could appoint the entire
board. As a matter of fact, there would be no
way for any governor in the future to avoid appoin-
ting the entire LSU Board. If the LSU Board is
worthy of protec tion--as I believe this body has
decided--and if the LSU Board needs to be insulated
from the whims and changes of the times--as I

believe is one of the main arguments for it--then
the terms must be longer than six years. The main
argument against long terms is that people become
old and stale on the job after serving two or three
of these long terms. So, the second amendment that
Miss Perkins and I are suggesting is that, in view
of the fact that if Amendment No. 1 passes, the
terms would be ten years long, we should provide
that no person may succeed himself of the Board.
This would help keep people from getting stale on
the board.

I served on a city board at one point where the
terms were nine years. My experience was that in
the middle of the second term, very often, people
became jaded, tired, bored with the job, and we had
a little bit of difficulty getting a quorum.

So, I urge the adoption of these amendments.

[previous Question ordered . Division
of the Ques tion ordered , Record
vote ordered. Amendment No, 2 reread
and adopted: 62-47, Motion to re-
consider tabled. Record vote ordered

,

Amendment No, 1 reread and rejected

:

42-65, Motion to reconsider tabled,]

Amendment

Mr. Hardin Amendment No. 1 [by Mr, j. jackson]

.

On page 6, delete lines 20 through 32, both in-
clusive, in their entirety and on page 7, delete
lines 1 throguh 4, both inclusive, in their en-
tirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 9. Board of Supervisors of Louisiana
State University and Agricultural and Mechanical
College; Board of Supervisors of Southern Univer-
sity and Agricultural and Mechanical College.

Section 9. (A) Creation; Powers. There is created
bodies corporate, known as the Board of Supervisors
of Louisiana State University and Agricultural and
Mechanical College and the Board of Supervisors
of Southern University and Agricultural and Mechan-
ical College, which subject to the powers vested
in the Board of Regents, shall supervise and manage
the institutions and statewide agricultural and
other programs administered through the Louisiana
State University and Agricultural and Mechanical
College and the Southern University Agricultural
and Mechanical College system.

(B) Membership; terms. The members of each
board shall be appointed by the governor, with
the consent of the Senate, for overlapping terms
of six years following initial terms which shall
be fixed by law. Each board shall be composed of
two members from each of the congressional districts
into which the state is divided, and one member
shall be from the state at large."

Explanation

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, to a large degree based on
the arguments that I have heard, I would suggest
to you that not only is my amendment a technical
amendment, it is indeed, a just amendment. I don't
want to stand here--and it has been raised to me--
that Johnny, basically what you're doing. ..I will
attempt to explain to you my rationale for intro-
ducing this amendment to provide that the Southern
University system shall be entitled to a Board of
Governors as that of the present L.S.U. Board of
Supervisors. One: I'd like to make it perfectly
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clear and--Mr. Cowen, I believe, said in his remarks One of the recommendations, and this is an effort,
before this platform, when I raised the question, not of the students, but of the administration,
that he considers Southern University a system, and the student body, the alumni, and the parents,
would he correct his statement by saying that there but one of the recommendations was that if we're
is only one system in the state--he did in fact talking about the day-to-day management operation
correct himself by acknowledging the fact that and supervision of the universities then this was
Southern University is a system. I suggest to you one of the key recommendations as offered and has
that for the very same arguments that you have been resolved over a year of trying to work out
heard proponents of maintaining a Board of Super- the difficulties that existed on that university,
visors for the L.S.U. system that I personally felt Now, 1 suggest to you that I'm not prepared to
and voted that: one, other colleges should have the go back and say that I know that L.S.U. is a
same rights and privileges and particularly Southern system; and I know that we're a system, too; I

ought to have it in fact, that it is indeed, a know that we've got branch colleges; I know that
system. I suggest to you that the major components we've got extension programs that range over
of Southern University consists of three campuses, seven million dollars; I know that we've got, if
so in effect we do have an octopus effect through- not as com. ..if not as equal, at least comparable,
out the state. We have a campus in Baton Rouge; an analogy to most aspects of the present system
the state provides the campus in New Orleans, and that we have jsut recently approved. On behalf
there is a campus in the Shreveport-Boss i er City of the administration, on behalf of the alumni,
area. So, like L.S.U., Southern is an 1890 land and behalf of the student body, and on behalf of
grant institution with research in agricultural many graduates, and people throughout the State
involving twenty-four extension agents and aids of Louisiana who are concerned about it we're going
operating--not in Baton Rouge, not in Orleans, to give constitutional status to one system then
not in Shreveport--but statewide. We've heard we ought to... if we see that there are comparable
the arguments that: but we have sixteen extension reasons as to why we ought to extend that, that we
programs. I'm suggesting to you the similarities ought to allow that to another system within the
of the two systems. Thirdly, Southern University state. I suggest to you that my amendment just
is authorized to provide continual education and attempts to do--is to be fair--just to be fair. I

extension not in Baton Rouge, not only in Shreveport will yield to any questions from members of the
or Orleans, but in every part of this state. floor, but I do want you to recognize that this
Fourthly, like another system that exists within is not a frivolous amendment; I have constantly--
the State of Louisiana, we have a law school, a just by the mere fact--by speakers up here have
graduate school, a college of engineering, college constantly implied that we have been, and the
of art and humanities, colleges of the sciences, university has been, the stepchildren by the fact
colleges of business administration, colleges of that there is not still recognition that the
agriculture, and colleges of home economics. One Southern University is a system. I'm attempting
thing that Southern does have, and I suggest seri- to correct that. I'm saying that if we recognize
ously why you ought to give consideration to allow- it then we ought to be able to deal with it on a
ing Southern to have a Board of Governors is, in very favorable basis,
fact, that unlike other colleges or like one other
system, we have--or Southern has--the responsibility Question
to administer two state schools, Louisiana State
School for the Deaf and Louisiana State School for Mr. Rachal Mr. Jackson, I'd like to ask a question
the Blind. Sixthly, the university offers military that was asked before of a. ..when a similar amend-
training throught Army ROTC and Navy ROTC. Now, ment was made and that is, have you been in contact
I suggest to you, ladies and gentlemen of the con- with the persons at Southern, and have they indi-
vention, that the question is not whether you are cated to you that they want what you are proposing
against the L.S.U. system or you are against the in this amendment?
Board of Supervisors, but the question really is:
are there, in fact, in the State of Louisiana another Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Rachal, on yesterday, I took
system with branches throughout this state? I've personal privilege and acknowledged the president
heard questions says where Southern is not as large of, not only the president of the system, but each
as L.S.U. Southern doesn't have the enrollment-- president and vice-president of the different
we have enrolled in the three branches over twelve branches and the alumni associations and the student
thousand s tudents--and , Mr. Jackson, I would ask associations, so, that. ..and they have said and
for a suspension of time if you would pass that they have helped prepare for this convention the
motion because I want to answer some questions. information that I am using to argue the point for
When I raised the question to the proponents of acknowledgment of the Southern system,
a Board of Supervisors as opposed not allowing
other colleges the only answer was given to me was Further Discussion
that L.S.U. was the system, and that there was no
other system throughout this state. If we are Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
going to be fair and concerned about it you can see men, it's not too difficult for me to support
that that does not hold merits in light of the this amendment. As long as we are going to have
information that I have presented to you. Now, a Board of Supervisors for L.S.U. whether they
what I'm about to say here in my next statement, have several campuses, I think the only thing that
I wish that you candidly listen to because to me we can do is to allow the Southern University to
this is a crux [sic] of some consideration that have the same setup. Personally, I'd rather see
you ought to be aware of. both systems under one Board of Supervisors, but

I doubt very seriously I could get that done.
[,0''orum Call: 82 delegates present Since they are not... they are going to have one
and a quorum.'] for L.S.U., I think it's only fair and square they

have one for the Southern system, too. I'm going
Explanation continued to ask you to go along with the amendment.

Mr. J. Jackson I'll try not to get emotional, [previous Question ordered.
"i

fellow delegates, but I want to suggest to you that
on November 16th of this week, that it may not be Closing
a pleasant thing for people here to understand,
but on November 16th, there are memorial services Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, I would like to
for two black students who died on the university believe that silence would mean consent. I'm not
campus. One of the points that was brought out going to stand here and attempt to suggest that
during that whole medley was that there are some the reasons why we have not heard any opposition
peculiar problems, aspirations and desires that would mean that--well, I don't want to get in and
exist upon the Southern University campus and say because you haven't heard any opposition that
throughout the system that's not prevalent in all there aren't any on the floor--but I say to you
universities and colleges throughout this state. that when I came up here and spoke for fair treat-
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ment of all universities I had no problems saying Eunice are two-year schools so we haven't said
to anyone whether I had opposition against him or graduate, but rather, that the individual appointed
not. I would hate very seriously because this is shall have attended that particular branch college
very crucial, for folks to say that, well, I under- for at least a year. The purpose of the amendment,
stand what you mean. I'm saying that you recognize ladies and gentlemen, are that these schools are
that there is another system. If you suggest that within the L.S.U. system. If they are within the
one system ought to have a Board of Supervisors system and a part of the system then certainly
then you ought to extend that privilege and right they should have representation of the system's
to another system. I don't come up here to try to board. It would provide that these appointees
make wishful arguments and say that this doesn't could go to the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors and
have a basis because I think we all recognize it, present those problems of their representative
because if someone didn't recognize it, then I campuses, which are unique. These individuals
challenge him personally to come on the platform could not get control oi^ the board; all they would
and say why not. I'm not concerned to the extent be doing is allowing the branch colleges the
to say that our university ought not be given opportunity of having their unique problems pre-
adequate consideration, but I am concerned when I, sented to the board for their consideration. Ms.
as a delegate of a cons ti tu ti on , . . . of a delegate Zervigon and I feel that this would provide for
to this convention, writing the constitution uniformity in administration and uniformity in
that's designed for all the people of the state... policy. If the branches are to be considered
that's designed to afford equal opportunities and within the university system, I do not see how
treatments to all universities and all colleges the delegates of this convention could possible
and for some reason or another we haven't given vote against this amendment. If we're part of
constitutional sanctity to another system. Am the system, then let us have a voice in the system.
I to conceive that is a continuation of the step- I'd appreciate your support and consideration of
child attitudes of philosophy to the university? this amendment.
Am I to have to, as a legislator and someone
concerned about a university, have to go back another Iprevious Question ordered ."l

year because there's some problems on the univer-
sity and that there will be a board that possibly Closing
won't have representation on it to address them-
selves to the peculiar aspirations and desire of Hiss Perkins Ladies and gentlemen, I've talked
the predominant student body of their university? to several of the L.S.U. people that say that
Do I have to constantly go before the courts and they have no objection to this amendment, and
argue the question of merger and the dissolution I didn't have time to encourage the support of
of black universities that affect predominantly this amendment by these people. I don't see how
black institutions that affect the lives of indi- you can squarely look any branch of L.S.U. in the
viduals? I say that we can correct all of that eye if you vote against this amendment. We're
right here and now. I just ask you very seriously, part of the system; let us have representation
and I hope if...I hope I've not offended any single in the system,
delegate in this convention, but I seriously
think, and I seriously feel strongly, that if you're Point of Information
going to allow a Board of Supervision not to
control the money, but just to run the everyday Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, I have a question of the
affairs of the university to determine student Chair.
curriculum, determine professors, to determine If I understand the status of 9 (B), as a re-
student acti vi ties--who ' s going to be hired--who's suit of the Jackson amendment this. ..it has to
going to be fired--you know, what film can be used, some kind of a technical change on this proposed
what speakers can come on the campus. It seems amendment that's being offered by Miss Perkins
to me that you ought to recognize that there's in order to make it fit because it's different
truly a need here. I ask your favorable adoption as I understand it.
of this amendment.

Miss Perkins I think the Clerk is working on that,
[^Record vote ordered. Amendment Mr. Kean.
adopted : 61-47. Motion to
reconsider tabled.} Mr. Casey Mr. Kean, I think your point is well

taken.
Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle- The Clerk is working on it right now trying to
men of the convention, on behalf of the president collate the two amendments.
of Southern University system, the students. If you don't mind, we'll continue yielding to
alumni, and all the people of the State of Louisiana, questions until the Clerk can clear it up.
I thank you for your vote.

Amendment
Questions

Mr. Bergeron Ma'am, this amendment would ease
Mr. Hardin The Perkins amendment which was passed the problem we have such as L.S.U.-N.O. which is

out earlier has incorrect instructions in light of a branch of the L.S.U. system which is the second
the adoption of the Jackson amendment so that it largest university in the state with the student
would now have to be. ..its instructions would have attendance of twelve thousand, two hundred and
to be drawn to the Jackson amendment. The effect sixty-nine am I correct?
of the Perkins and Zervigon amendment is to add
"of which there shall be at least one member Miss Perkins I assume you are; I don't have the
representing each of the several campuses within figures in front of me, Mr. Bergeron,
the systems who has attended the university at the
campus represented for at least one year." Mr. Bergeron This would more or less ease the

problem that we're having at the present time--the
Explanation grant representa tion--etc?

Hiss Perkins Ladies and gentlemen of the conven- Hiss Perkins Yes, but you know sometimes if you can
tion, what this amendment does is initially leave get a little bit you don't ask for the whole barrel
the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors as set up by the at one time. All we're asking is for a voice,
committee proposal, that is, two appointees per That's all we're concerned with, so as far as
congressional districts and one at large. What the number of students or which campus, we're not
this amendment provides for is that among these concerned with that. We just want to give N.O.
appointees, we shall have an appointee representing and every other campus a chance to present their
each of the branches within the L.S.U. system, problems to the board,
namely: L.S.U.-N.O., Shreveport, Eunice, and
Alexandria. You will note that Alexandria and Mr. Pugh I don't object to your concept, but I
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assume you're aware of the fact that we've just
been fortunate enough to have L.S.U.-S up our way
for a very short period of time; that necessarily
means that the board member from there would
probably be somewhere in the neighborhood of
twnety-two or twenty-three years old. Were you
aware of that?

Hiss Perkins Yes, sir. Well, if a delegate was
appointed to this convention to represent youth I

have no objections to a young person being on this
board .

Mr. Pugh I don't have any objections to a young
person being there either. I'm just saying were
you aware of the fact that some of these systems
had not been in existence for a very long time?

Miss Perkins No, not that I know of.

Miss Perkins Yes, sir, but I don't think that
that's any real problem, Mr. Pugh.

Mr. Pugh If they create a new one, and they hadn't
served ... hadn ' t been there a year, what are we
going to do?

Hiss Perkins Well, Mr. Pugh, I assume that they
would have the opportunity to have representation
as well on the board. I can't see how you can have
a school that's within the system--now that includes
budget, it includes courses--you know what we've
given. .well, I'm sorry, that's in the Board of
Trustees, basically say policy and management. I

don't see how you can manage a school that you don't
even have any idea what their problems are. I

think something could be worked out. I don't have
the exact answer at this time.

Mr. Smith Miss Perkins, do you think a detail like
this should be frozen into the constitution?

Miss Perkins Normally, I would say no, Hr. Smith,
but the only way we're going to be part of that
system is if you let us be part of that board we're
es tabl i shi ng.

Mr. Smith Don't you think this will lead to a

lot of confusion though in trying to pick out the
people who to vote for on these different campuses?

Hiss Perkins No, sir. No more confusion than
the selection of any other member to serve on the
board.

Mr. Burson Miss Perkins, of course, I represent
the district in which L.S.U.-E is located, and I

would hope that someone from our area eventually
would get on the L.S.U. Board. But, do you think
that this is the best way to go about governing
a great university by providing for a quota system
instead of trying to get the best individuals
available at a particular time for an appointment?

Hiss Perkins Yes, sir, because you'll have another
person from that congressional district that can
be appointed. The only way this board is going to
be aware of the unique problems at their branch
is by having representation on that board.

Mr. Burson Well, how would you differentiate your
support for this concept from objections previously
voiced about quota systems in other respects?

Hiss Perkins If you'll state it in particular,
Mr. Burson, I'll be glad to discuss it with you at
a later date. That's not under issue right now.

Mrs. Corne Lynn, do the regulations provide that
all people who have been faculty members of L.S.U.
and its branches, must have been graduates of
L.S.U. and its branches?

Hiss Perkins I'm sorry, Mrs. Corne, I didn't
understand what you were asking me.

Mrs. Corne Do you have a regulation in the LSU
system that all people who serve on the faculties
must be graduates of LSU or of the system?

Hrs. Corne No, you do not. Okay. Then, if you
have a very fine member of the faculty who may be
retired or removed from that faculty for reasons
of his own, then do you not think that maybe he
would be a very excellent board member and could
represent that institution on the board? Yet,
he's not a graduate; he has served only as a

faculty member.

Miss Perkins Yes, ma'am. Well, that could
possibly be true, but we didn't use the term
"graduate"; we said "attended that college or
branch for at least a year." We didn't say
attended in what capacity. I mean I'd have no
objection to it being someone that has served on
the faculty for a year.

Hrs. Corne Well, usually when you attend a

university, you're a student in that university
and not a member of the faculty.

Miss Perkins Yes, I realize that.

Hrs. Corne Would that also preclude an ex college
president from serving on the board to represent
that institution.

Miss Perkins As written, that's possibly true.

Mrs. Corne I think you would be skipping some
very fine members of the board, wouldn't you?

Miss Perkins Yes, ma'am, but we skip some fine
people with anything we do around here.

Mr. Roemer Lynn, in answer to a question that
Bob Pugh put to you about the relatively youthful-
ness of some of the board members from these new
branches of LSU, I don't know whether you know or
not, but I teach physics at LSU. I have forty-
three members in my class, and ten of them are
over thirty.

Miss Perkins Thank you.

Mr. Stinson Lynn, I notice you say "who attended
there for at least one year. Shouldn't you have
said "one school year, because you're going...
this means twelve months, and they could go there
one school year, and then have to go at least...

Miss Perkins I wouldn't mind another amendment.
if we can get this one through, to that effect.
All we were attempting to do is because two of
these branches are not four year schools. It would
make it certain that they had to attend for a des-
ignated period, not just a semester; that's the
reason it's worded that way.

Mr. Stinson Also, you don't say, but do they
have to make passing grades or not? You don't
say this. They can go there and flunk out, and
then be appointed?

Miss Perkins No, but I tell you what, we didn't
say on a lot of these board members. We don't say
what kind of academic record they have to have
had either, so why should we do it with these?

Hr. Stinson In other words, if they flunk out,
they'll know more what's at fault than those that
passed, maybe then, wouldn't they?

Miss Perkins They could come within the eligi-
bility of the other appointees.

[Amendment reread with correction,^

Hr. Poynter As I appreciate the status, the amend-
ment has had--because of the adoption of the
Johnny Jackson amendment--to be redrafted to read
as follows: "On page 7, in the language added by
Convention Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by
Delegate Johnny Jackson, at the end of the last
line of the language added thereby immediately
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after the word and punctuation "large." insert or
add the following: --strike out the words "of
which"--"There shall be at least one member repre-
senting each of the several campuses within the
system who has attended the university at the
campus represented for at least one year."

Point of Order

Mr. Fontenot I'm not exactly sure. I wish there
was a speaker up there I could ask this to, but,
Mr. Chairman, in your interpretation of this,
would the LSI) Medical School be counted as one
campus, where the LSU-NO campus would be another
campus?

Mr. Casey Mr. Fontenot, I would have no idea.

[^Record vote ordered.]

Point of Order

Mr. Stinson Another point of order similar to the
one from over there. Also there's a medical
school campus at Shreveport. . .

Mr. Casey Now, wait just a minute, Mr. Stinson.
Let's not debate...

Mr. Stinson I'm just asking a point, so we'll
know how many designated ones we're going to vote
on.

Mr. Casey Mr. Stinson, I really don't think that
question is appropriate. I can't answer substan-
tive matters on the amendment at all, because I

really don't know.

Mr. Stinson Thank you for your information.

Mr. Casey Thank you, Mr. Stinson. I appreciate
it.

[^Amendment adopted : 59-50. Motion to

table reconsideration rejected: 44-58,]

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion

Mr. Stinson Mr. Chairman, fellow members, I tried
to bring out my point by a question. You know,
as I count them, there are seven campuses at LSU.
There are two medical schools: one at New Orleans
and one in Shreveport. There is LSU here, LSU
in Shreveport. In other words, they've got two
tied down from Shreveport right there, and that
takes all from that congressional district: one
from the medical school and one from LSU in Shreve-
port. No one else can be appointed in the Fourth
District--not just Shreveport, all the entire
Fourth District. That stretches all over North
Louisiana under the present law. Then we've got
one at Eunice and one at Alexandria. Actually,
that ties down, of the seventeen, seven members
on that board. I think we're making a serious
mistake. If we want to get the thoughts of the
young people and the students, why not say maybe
from two of the campuses or something; don't say
it from each one of them. I'd like to ... consider
this, because it's going to be very harmful.

Questions

Mr . Roy Mr. Stinson, can you tell me what type
of input a student would have. ..a person would
have who attended LSU-A, let's say, in 1960 and
twenty years latei— for only one year--and twenty
years later was up for appointment, could he have
any information, do you think, that would be cur-
rent about LSU-A that could really give some
input to the board that requires this type of leg-
islation?

Mr. Stinson None whatsoever. If the limitation
is in there, if they're appointed within five
years or while they're attending or something.

there'd be some thought of getting a student. I

would be more in favor of, say, appointing a student
at that time than saying someone ... that ' s from
there on, not just the next few years. I think
we're making a terrible mistake tying it down.

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Stinson, don't we have really
three campuses of LSU in New Orleans? Don't we
have the dental school, the medical school, and
LSU-NO?

Mr. Stinson I beg your pardon, and I think they
also have a veterinarian school, too. That ties
in some more. Also, it will certainly cut off
any portion of the state in the future that wants
to get a branch of LSU in that area if it's needed
and we continue growing, because the board will be
taken up.

Mr. Champagne Mr. Stinson, is it not true that
this is an unworkable amendment, that it would be
impossible to have anybody actually representing
LSU-Baton Rouge, because if you got two from the
Eighth District, which includes Eunice and Alexan-
dria, and you had to have one from each of the
campuses, then you could never have one representing
Baton Rouge from the Eighth District?

Mr. Stinson I would think so.

Mr. Champagne Ac tual 1 y . . . and do you not agree
that possibly some of the great support this
amendment got was from those people whose intention
is to destroy the LSU system?

Mr. Stinson Well, I think you have misguided
thoughts, and I know it wasn't intentional.

Mr. Champagne Isn't that quite obvious that that
is some of the great support this amendment got
from the people who wanted to...

Mr. Stinson Yes, sir, and also, further, in New
Orelans there may be a nursing school--! don't
know--connected with the hospital there.

Mr. Alexander Mr. Stinson, is it not true that
a faculty member or graduate may be on the campus
of. any one of the LSU campuses, but he may hail
from Farmerville in Union Parish, or Calcasieu, or
any other parish, which means that his appoint-
ment need not be from the parish in which the
school is located? Isn't that correct?

Mr. Stinson That's a very important point that
we hadn't thought of. This person would be
appointed from the Eunice School, and he may be
from New Orleans--or she may be from New Orleans--
and is taken from the district, and we're going
to have all kind of confusion. That's a good
thought. .

.

Mr. Alexander Or he may be from Jonesville.

Mr. Stinson That's right. 1 think. ..I wish we'd
reconsider. .

.

Further Discussion

Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

didn't rise to talk about this because I didn't
think it would help too much when it was under
debate. The two charming ladies that offered it

have a lot going for them, but I'd like to reply
to one thing that Miss Perkins said--that this
Board of Supervisors for LSU and the Board of
Supervisors for the Southern University system,
it is said, would not have any way of knowing
about the peculiar problems of the other elements
of the system, if those elements of the system were
not a member of the board. I really think that
needs to be answered. It cannot possibly be con-
tended by Miss Perkins that the Board of Supervisors
of a major university is not at all cognizant of
what goes on or what the peculiar needs are of the
campus at Alexandria, or at the medical school.
This Board of Supervisors at LSU and the new
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Board of Supervisors with Southern University, I to LSU-A twenty years ago have current knowledge of
hope, will be composed of people selected for their the situation at LSU-A? He can. Does he necessar-
merit, for their knowledge of education, for their ily? Not necessarily, but he's got as much knowledge
understanding of the needs of the university sys- of the situation as someone who went to LSU-BR or
tems of this state, and not because they happen to Harvard--at least as much. In addition to
to have attended for one year at one or another that, when he is appointed to represent LSU-A, you
of the branches. I do request that you consider can bet that what that person will have is concern
to vote yes on the question: "Shall this be for that campus, and that person will get himself
reconsidered and, upon reconsideration, to vote over to that campus to find out the current problems
no." tout de suite, if you understand my language, Mr.

Willis, because pretty soon that person will be
Further Discussion called upon to answer for the problems of that

campus on the board. So, I urge you stick by your
Mr. Segura Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, al- former decision. It was a good decision. Don't
though I can see the reason that Miss Perkins and let your minds be clouded with people throwing up
Mrs. Zervigon suggested this amendment--and in a smoke screens. This is a good, fair amendment,
lot of ways I think it's good because these people and you voted for fairness in the Jackson amendment;
would have the feeling of these schools, and you I'm only asking you to vote for fairness one more
would sort of get a cross section--but I don't time.
think it can work. I don't think it would be good Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
for the state, and I have two reasons. First,
the mechanics of actually implementing it--you Questions
would limit in a lot of ways the people that could
be appointed and could serve justly. Also, you've Mr. Tapper Mrs. Zervigon, I have two questions;
got a lot of good businessmen, and a management they' re very short. I don't know whether the answer
board--and remember it's a management board--is will be short. But, isn't it a fact that under
not all education. There's a lot of business to your amendment it's possible that all of these
it. I know some excellent businessmen who have members could reside in one city or one parish?
never had a day of college. You'd be passing up
the possibility of getting a person of that caliber Mrs. Zervigon Is that a fact? No, sir; that's
appointed to that board. I wish Senator Rayburn not a fact,
were here so he could speak on this, because I

think he is a prime example of someone with a Mr. Tapper Is it a possibility?
superior education and superior knowledge in a lot
of affairs and has never had a day of college. I Mrs. Zervigon No, sir. The article already re-
think he'd be a prime member of any board, or a quires that there be two from each congressional
member--I'm using him as an example, because I district. These two things must be read in concert,
know we all know him, but I think we should recon- not separately,
sider this. I think it should be defeated, although
I think the thought was awfully good. But, I Mr. Tapper I see. The second question is: I'm
think it would limit the board, the appointments, a graduate of USL, but I live in Arabi in St. Bernard
too much and would not end up with the best possible Parish. I could not, under your amendment, repre-
board to govern these two universities. sent or be a member representing LSU-NO; could I?

I thank you.
Mrs. Zervigon You could not be a member repre-

Further Discussion senting LSU-NO, but you could be a member of the
LSU Board of Supervisors. I think you'd be a good

Mrs. Zervigon Ladies and gentlemen of the conven- one. I don't think you'd vote against the concerns
tion, I rise to urge you to stick by your former of LSU-NO, necessarily, but I think it would be a
decision. There are some vast misconceptions good idea to have someone there specifically to
being foisted upon you that I would like now to vote for it.
rebut. I can rebut it best by speaking about the
two schools in my area--because they're the ones Mr. Tapper Thank you.
that I know the most about--but I'm telling you
that they apply equally to every other school in Further Discussion
the LSU system. First, let me speak about LSU-NO.
The students at LSU-NO, while they are attending Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, I'm in favor
LSU-NO, live in three different congressional of reconsideration. Now, I voted for this amend-
districts, at the least--three different districts. ment when it was up originally. There's been a
Because LSU-NO is situated in the First Congres- lot of noise and confusion; today is one of the
sional District does not mean that the person worst days I've seen, and I don't mind stating when
appointed to represent LSU-NO must live in the I think I've been wrong. I was wrong. Now, upon
First Congressional District--by no means. LSU-NO listening and further reading on page 7, at the
has graduates living all over the southern part of top of line 1, "two of the members shall be residents
the state, at least. The LSU Medical School in of each of the congressional districts into which
New Orleans is even more widely represented in the state is divided, and one member shall be from
residents in other congressional districts in the the state at large." Now, in Caddo, we have a branch
state. There cannot be one of the eight congres- of the medical school and a branch of the under-
sional districts that doesn't have a graduate of graduate; so both of ours would be--as I interpret
LSU Medical School living there. That would be this--having to attend it at least one year. This
an impossibility. You have been told that perhaps seems to me to be a bad system because it cuts out
some of these colleges might not have folks that people unless they attended it. Now, we have people
are qualified within the constraints of this article in Caddo that never had their foot in a college,
to be appointed to the LSU Board of Supervisors. that have given more money to colleges than many of
Ladies and gentlemen, if there are not graduating the people that got a pretty much of a free ride
people who are qualified to serve on the LSU Board and a free education. I just think we should
of Supervisors, they should be abolished. There reconsider it, and I'm man enough to get up and say
should be at least eight people having attended a in my opinion I made a mistake when I voted for this
school for one year on each of these campuses that amendment. We've got lawyers in Louisiana that
is qualified to serve on the LSU Board of Supervi- didn't graduate, that came in as special students
sors. There is no conflict between the district when they used to allow it, were excellent. I

requirement and the requirement that someone has don't think that it's a good idea to place a major-
gone to a certain campus--no conflict whatsoever, i ty of the people, or all of them on these boards
because the two overlap and interweave, and it is because they went to a particular college or
possible to be fair both in geography and in the university. I think we're on dangerous ground,
attendance of the schools. Let me answer one So, I am for reconsideration,
more point that's been raised. Can someone who went
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[^Previous Question ordered.]

Point of Information

Mr. Burson Would you please explain the purpose
of the vote that we are now taking?

Mr. Henry Well, Miss Perkins had offered up amend-
ments which had been adopted by a majority vote
of the delegates. Miss Perkins then moved to recon-
sider the vote, and lay the motion to reconsider
on the table. The delegates refused to table the
motion to reconsider. Upon which. Miss Perkins
asked that the reconsideration take place now.
Therefore , . . . Mi ss Perkins, you'll have a right to
close on this. Therefore, when you vote, if you
are satisfied with the Perkins amendment, you will
vote no. I you want another shot at voting on
them all over again, you'll vote yes. That's what
it boi 1 s down to

.

Closing

Miss Perkins I waive the right to close, Mr.
Chairman, but I would like a record vote.

{^Record vote ordered . Motion to re-
consider adopted: 67-39. Motion to
take up other orders rejected: 50-53.1

Mr. Henry We're now in the position of debating
the amendment again, and it's been thoroughly
debated, but is there any further discussion on the
Perkins amendment?

Reconsideration

Further Discussion

Miss Perkins Ladies and gentlemen, I'll make this
brief. I know you're tired, and I've also been
around here long enough to recognize the political
moves. I still urge the support of this amendment
as I think it's a good, fair amendment. For those
of you that feel that this amendment was used or
will be used to defeat this section, let me assure
you that the people that are going to vote against
this section, are going to vote against it with
or without this amendment. To the LSU people, I

hope that I have not jeopardized your board, but
let me also say that we are supposed to be part
of this university. For those of you that are
using as an excuse that this is going to overload
this section, the people that are going to vote
against it will vote against it anyway. Those of
you that voted for this amendment to attempt to
overload the provision, I congratulate you because
I think you've done a good job and you've helped
out part of LSU. So, I'll leave you to make what
I hope will be a conscientious decision on the
merits and not on the politics of this convention.

Thank you.

Questions

Mrs. Zervigon Miss Perkins, are you aware that
this amendment would make it possible for me and
for some of the other LSU-NO partisans to vote for
this section? I would vote for this section if this
amendment passes. Are you aware of that?

Miss Perkins Thank you, Mrs. Zervigon, because
I was also told that Orleans was voting for it

to overload this section, and I appreciate you
making a public statement otherwise as to your
individual vote.

Mr. Velazquez Delegate Perkins, isn't it possible
with just a slight amendment later on to correct
all these problems everybody sees in overloading
the people from any one congressional district?
Isn't it possible to handle this with just a small
...a slight, technical amendment tomorrow?

Miss Perkins Yes, sir. This Is certainly possible,
and all it would say is that only one within a

congressional district would have representation.
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We can cure any problems brought forth by some of
the delegates that fought this provision, even
though I question whether their true question of
the provision was as stated. I think they had
other motives.

Mr. Fulco Miss Perkins, can you give us the
present situation on the composition of this board?

Miss Perkins Well, I probably could come pretty
close, but since you're standing there with the
piece of paper in your hand, I assume you're going
to give it to me.

Mr. Fulco No, I don't know whether that part
has been amended or not, I've forgotten, but the
proposal calls for "two of the members shall be
residents of each of the congressional districts
into which the state is divided, and one member
shall be from the state at large."

Miss Perkins Yes, sir; I'm sorry. I thought you
were talking about the current constitution. I

didn't realize you were talking about the proposal,
Mr. Fulco.

Mr. Fulco No, I'm talking about the proposal
now, and I'd like to know: what is the status of
the composition of the board at this time?

Miss Pe rkins Two per congressional district;
one at large. Of the two per congressional district,
one to represent the school within that district.

[previous Ques tion ordered . Amend-
ment rejected ; 44-58. Motion to
take up other orders adopted without
objection .

]

Announcements
[j Journal Sii]

[Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Thursday, November 15, 1973.
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Thursday, November 15, 1973

ROLL CALL

{,76 delegates present and a quorum,

j

PRAYER

Mr. Abraham Our Father, we thank Thee for this
beautiful day. We ask that You watch over us to-
day and guide us in our efforts. Direct us in the
things we do. May the things we do be for the
benefit of the people of the State of Louisiana
for Your benefit. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[j Journal S12]

[^Motion to work Thursday, November 15,
1973 through Wednesday, November 21,
197 3 except for morning of Sunday,
November 18, 1973. Substitute motion
to work Thursday , November 15, 1973
through Wednesday, November 21, 1973
except for Sunday, November 18, 1973,
Substitute motion rejected: 31-54.
Motion adopted: 6S-JS.]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 7 introduced
by Delegate Aertker, Chairman on behalf of the
Committee on Education and Welfare, and other
delegates, members of that committee:

A proposal which makes provisions for education,
necessary provisions with effect thereto.

The status of the proposal: the convention has
adopted the first four sections as amended, deleted
Section 5, adopted Sections 6 and 7, passed over
Section 8, still has under its consideration Section
9. Mr. Chairman, there is still one amendment pend-
ing to said Section 9.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter [Amendment by Mrs. Miller and Mr.
Gauthier] . On page 7, between lines 8 and 9, add
the following Paragraph:

"(D) Merger and consolidation; establishment of
university system. The legislature, by two-thirds
vote of the elected members of each House thereof,
may provide for the merger or consolidation of the
Board of Regents, the Board of Trustees for State
Colleges and Universities, and the Board of Super-
visors of Louisiana State University and Agricul-
tural and Mechnical College into a single board
and may vest in said board the coordination, govern-
ment, supervision, control, and budgetary respon-
sibility for all publicly supported university
systems, universities, and colleges and such other
powers, duties, responsibilities, and functions
with respect to education above the secondary level
as it shall determine. In such case the legislature
shall establish a university system for the state
composed of all publicly supported university systems
and all publicly supported universities and colleges
now or hereafter created, and may vest in a single
board herein authorized all responsibility for the
government, control, and budgetary management of
the university system."

Explanation

Mr. Gauthier Mr. Chairman and members of the
delegation, we offer this amendment in hopes that
some day we will put this state in a position that
they can move forward. We don't intend this amend-
ment to kill any particular section or to do damage
to anyone's personal interest. On the other hand,
we recognize that there is a need for, at one point,
to say that something can be done in the field of

education to leave some flexibility, to leave some
room to move forward. The amendment, in basic
terms, simply states: by a two-thirds vote of the
legislature you can go to a state university sys-
tem, which includes all colleges that are supported
by public funds. I think, at this point, we need
this in the constitution; we need it desperately.
If we continue in the same line that we have gone,
we have tied up what I consider could be a hopeless
situation. Yet, I don't know. Who knows? We may
have done very good work here. We may have created
some good boards in a good system that will work--
maybe. But, can anyone in this audience say for
sure that what we have done is good, and say for
sure that it will work? Then, if so, we would
withdraw this amendment. But I can tell you that
no one can say certainly that it will work. This
amendment is designed to allow the legislature,
only by two-thirds vote, to go to a state univer-
sity system in hopes of achieving something better
for education in this state.

I ask you, please, to be reasonable before you
vote. I am not an expert by any means on this
subject, nor do I claim to be. There are many in
here that know a lot more about it than I. But I

think any reasonable person in this delegation
can see that we need some room for a change, if a

change is necessary. I ask you to please support
this amendment.

Questions

Mr. Roemer Wendell, you don't have in your amend-
ment the board that we set up yesterday for Southern.
I guess you'll make that technical change?

Hr. Gauthier Yes, we would agree to make that
amendment, Mr. Roemer.

Mr. Roemer O.K. The second question is: isn't
this what we did in terms of the statewide elective
of

f

ices--that is, allow the legislature at some
future date to consolidate or eliminate, if they
saw fit, by a two-thirds vote?

Hr. Gauthier That's correct. In that particular
instance, I think the delegation realized that at
one point change may be necessary, rea'lizing, also,
that we're here with a mandate from the people say-
ing, "Don't lock everything in, and don't force us
to vote on constitutional amendments." It does
provide the "if." I emphasize, if a certain system
isn't working, there is room to go to another system.

Hr. Roemer The point I'm trying to bring out: do
you agree that there is some precedence already in
this convention for doing just what you're trying
to do with education?

Hr. Gauthier Yes.

Hr. Abraham Wendell, in the merger and consolida-
tion, does this give the legislature the authority
to reduce the size of this board? Because when
you. ..if you simply merge all of these together,
you've got a sixty-six man board. The way I read
this, I'm not sure as to whether it would allow
them to reduce that.

Hr. Gauthier Yes, it does. ..yes, it does. Hack.

Hr. Kean Hr. Gauthier, as I read this, the legis-
lature could merge them by a two-thirds vote, but
I suppose they could unmerge them by a majority
vote. Is that correct?

Mr. Gauthier You are correct, Mr. Kean. They
could. .

.

Hr. Kean So, we'd simply have no stability in our
university system in this state at all, because
from legislature to legislature, we'd be hanging
by the hair as to whether we are going to be merged
or unmerged, wouldn't we?

Hr. Gauthier ...If I may answer. Gordon, that
goes back to the same problem as to how much
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stability and how much flexibility you want. Be- Mr. Gauthier Yes, that's right, that's right.
lieve me, we are not allowing room for a lot of Gordon, that would answer your question.
flexibility here. We are only saying that in the
event that what we've established in this constitu- Further Discussion
tion isn't working after a number of years, there's
at least one system to go to. Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I have

Incidentally, I'm glad you brought up what you listened now for almost a day and a half to the
did. I just realized that what you say is correct, discussion about the structure of higher education
Gordon. This allows us to change to another sys- and particularly the concern that some members of
tem, then, if it's not working, then go back to this delegation seem to have about the L.S.U. sys-
the old system. You made a very good point. Thank tern. I have not heard one single argument advanced
you. which would suggest that we need to change the pre-

sent structure of the L.S.U. system. In my humble
Mr. Kean In other words, you'd just have your opinion the L.S.U. system has achieved a stability
university systems in a state of constant change over the years. I see no reason to change that
and turmoil waiting to decide which is the best structure simply in the interest of change. I

system? think the time has come for us to face up to the
issue and that is, whether we want to have a man-

Hr. Gauthier I don't believe that's correct, agement board for the L.S.U. system similar to
Gordon. that which is now in existence, with the exception

of the coordination and budgetary control which we
Mr. Stagg Mr. Gauthier, do you know the vote in have given to the Board of Regents. Contrary to

the House and in the Senate by which the superboard establishing or continuing stability, amendments
bill passed last year? of this type simply strike at the very heart of

the stability that the L.S.U. system enjoys. If

Mr. Gauthier I'm not aware of the figures, Tom, the legislature can change it by a two-thirds vote,
to be honest with you; I know it passed by a good they can change it back to something else at a

majority. later time. If that doesn't work, as Mr. Gauthier
has indicated, they can change it again. It seems

Mr. Stagg Would you then not expect those in to me that the net result of a proposal such as
this convention who are members of the legislature-- this could have no other effect than that of con-
for instance, the gentlemen from Jefferson Parish stant change and turmoil in the higher education
or from Caddo Parish--who are supporting the super- systems of this state, contrary to the best interest
board concept, to at each recurring annual session of those systems and the state as a whole. I think
of the legislature to bring back up the superboard that the fact that the people of this state have
bill until they get a two-thirds vote on it? Then rejected efforts to change the L.S.U. system three
we are, as you would well understand, constantly different times indicates that they support that
putting these college administrators in legislative system and desire its continuance. I would like to
committee meetings as Mr. Kean put it, completely see us complete this section, approve it, so that
unstabil izing higher education in this state. the management board for the L.S.U. system is fixed

in the constitution and we know that the stability
Mr. Gauthier Well, I think that's a little of that system is assured. Then, if we want to
dramatic--"completely unstabi 1

i

zing" , Tom. Let argue about other boards--the other duties of the
me finish answering your question. Board of Trustees--we can do that until our time

runs out. But, I suggest to you, that amendments
Mr. Stagg I'm not going to go away. of this kind can have no other effect than destroy-

ing the L.S.U. system and the stability that that
Mr. Gauthier If I. ..could foresee the future, I system has enjoyed over the years. I urge your
wouldn't even be here, but, I can tell you this; we rejection of this amendment and all similar amend-
provided for a change in some other cases. Many ments, so that we can adopt this section and move
times, many cases, people such as Chris Roy and other on with the business of this delegation,
delegates have taken the stand and said "a two-thirds
vote is almost impossible to get. Why do you want to Further Discussion
lock it in with a two-thirds vote?" I'm telling you
we recognize that a two-thirds vote is very difficult Mr. Aertker Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
to get. I m also telling you that in the event that of the convention, I rise in opposition to this
we realize there s a need for a change, and it's a amendment. I don't believe I have to tell you
very desperate need, that a two-thirds vote can be that this is the exact same thing that was run by

"'"^rf^L T y°" yesterday and that failed to get. ..it's just a
Thank you, Tom. little different wording and a little different

Mr. Dennery Mr. Gauthier, Section 7, Subsection ^°''.'": There are some things that I would like to

(E), (c), dealing with the right. ..the powers of the POint out to you about this whole proposal. One

Board of Regents, contains the provision that--seems 'J' °[ ^°'''^^^
'
."^^^^

,^^^J ^^^f,'^^! ™^9'^ figure of

to me--covers exactly what your amendment tries to two-thirds in it I think al of us are practical,

do. I think we have already adopted it. Do you see °'' ^"°.'^ enough about practical politics, to know

any necessity for this amendment, as well as what's ^hat it doesn t take any governor with a great

in there? amount of popularity to achieve a two-thirds vote
on some matters in education. I think Act 712 is

Mr. Gauthier Yes, I do, Tom. a sterling example of it because it passed just
about by that vote, even though it didn't require

Mr. Dennery Well, where is the distinction, Mr. that. This is just a subterfuge and a coverup to

Gauthier? let you think that this is going to be quite a

difficult thing to do. But, secondly, is that the
Mr. Gauthier I feel that we have to explicitly proposal that we have given to this convention con-
give the 1 egislature this power, if need be, to tains the very authority that is necessary to create
establish a state university system. Now, I may anything. It has the authority to create new in-

not be reading it as well as you do, Moise, but I stitutions; it has the authority to create new
feel that it is necessary. programs. I venture to say, when the rest of the

universities in this state suddenly find out what's
Mr. Tobias Wendell, isn't it true that somewhere happening to them under this setup, they are going
in the Legislative Proposal--! was trying to locate to find out that they are not so happy with this

it--that there is a provision that when we require, entire setup because it's going to have to continue
in another part of the constitution, that a two- to pronounce the operation of the state university
thirds vote would be necessary to enact something, as it. On this direction, I think that we ought
it would require the same vote to repeal that act? to give some thought to the fact that some of us

Do you recall? just won't face up to one fact of life, and that
is, is that L.S.U. Is the state university for
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this state. L.S.U. is the university that has the Those of you in the legislature have finally con-
extensive programs, that has the research programs, vinced me that you have some integrity. Now, 1

it has the many, many programs that other institu- want to see it exercised. I believe if you really
tions have for one... other institutions don't have mean what you are saying, you will have to go along
for one simple reason--this state can't afford to with this and leave some flexibility, because we
support more than one state university. As a result are building a steel rod into the spine of this
of that when you keep watering this thing down, as constitution when we lock into all. ..into the con-
we keep trying to water this down, there is only stitution what we have done in the last three days;
one thing that I can see that will result in this because you will never get the people of Louisiana
state and, that is, that you will pull down a great to pass a constitutional amendment changing some
state institution to a level of just a mediocre of these things you've done the last few days that
university. One of the things that is holding back maybe needed to be changed under court orders and
education really, in the State of Louisiana right for economic reasons. We're running out of money;
now, is the fact that the legislature on the recom- we all know we're running out of money. There's
mendation of the Coordinating Council got here and going to be more and more competition among. ..be-
has created more universities than this state can tween the Board of Regents and the L.S.U. Board
possibly maintain in university fashion. I say to and something is going to have to give. What I am
you, that if we don't stop and take a look at higher saying is, that under this amendment, you are giv-
education and give this Board of Regent s--which is ing to the educators of this state the opportunity
being given all of the budgetary matters, all of to exercise some imagination in planning programs
the financial control, all of the control over and curricula. Is it asking too much to have
curriculum, all of the control over programs--if educators exercise a little imagination? Is it

you don't let this operation just take a couple of asking too much to have educators exercise some
years to review and see what's going on in higher integrity? If it's asking too much, then you'll
education and go. ..instead go into something like have to vote this thing down. But, if educators
this, you are fixing to throw educa

t

ion--hig her have imagination and the legislators have integrity,
education-- into the biggest turmoil that you've then this amendment is not going to do any violence
even seen. I urge you to give serious consideration at all to the educational institutions of this
before you move in this direction. I urge the de- state. Yesterday it was asked, "Mrs. Miller, will

feat of this amendment. the schools lose their identity?" I had not really
turned that over in my mind and yesterday I said.

Further Discussion "Well, perhaps they would and possibly would."
Since then I have been reminded by many delegates

Mr. Graham Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise that you have no more fiercely self-oriented schools
briefly to oppose this particular amendment. In than you do in the school systems of California--
addition to several of the words in opposition that like the University of California at Ber kl ey--they
have already been expressed, I think there are a are intensely loyal to their own school systems,
couple of things that would more or less drift us This is not running by you the amendment of yester-
into the twilight zone if we would go along with an day. This is coming back and putting the flexi-
amendment of this type: (1) the amendment provides bility with the legislature to act in the future,
no way to reduce the number of members that are or I am proud of McNeese University. I am proud of the
will be serving on the respective boards. Conse- University of Southwestern Louisiana. I am proud
quently, we could very easily end up with one board of Northeast where one of my sons graduated;
that was made up of sixty-six or more people. I Southwestern where one son graduated. I am proud
think that you will agree that that's far too many of McNeese where my daughter is seeking her master's,
and would be entirely unwieldy. Another reason I am proud of Northwestern where many of my aunts
that I do oppose this particular concept--and to got their teacher's degree. I am proud of South-
me this is a most important reason--is that in eastern where I have had many friends. I am proud
doing this we would be combining the coordination of Nicholls College, which deserves to be stronger
and budgetary functions with the supervisory func- and have better programs. I am proud of Southern
tions of the board. I think that this is one of University, and Grambling, and Louisiana Tech.
the problems that we have had in the pa st . . .gi v ing We're not seeking to damage these or L.S.U. But,
power of supervision and the coordination and bud- we are seeking to say we have to work together,
getary authority to the same board. I do sincerely The only way we can do this is to give the legisla-
request that you join me in opposing this amendment. ture the flexibility it's going to need to cope
Thank you. with the multitude of problems that are going to

{^Previous Question ordered. 3

be upon us within a very few years. Thank you.

l_Ouorum Call; 100 delegates present and
Closing a quorum. Record vote ordered. Amend-

ment rejected : 29-76. Motion to re-
Hrs. Miller Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen consider tabled.]
of this convention, we address this amendment to
your imagination. Now, yesterday when I first Amendment
brought it up, someone said, "Why didn't you bring
it up two days before, so we could have had more Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 Iby Mr. Bergeron],
time?" Yesterday I had at least a dozen people come On page 7, in Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by
and say, "Mrs. Miller, I didn't realize at the time Delegate Jackson and adopted by the Convention yes-
you brought it up that you were earnest, because it terday, at the end of the last line of said floor
was such a far-reaching idea and a new idea." Now, amendment change the period "." after the words "at
last night I went in and read the book. The Impor- large" to a comma "," and add the following: "of
tance of Being Earnest . Today, I am very earnest which there shall be at least one member represent-
about this. Mr"! Aertker brought up several points ing each of the several undergraduate campuses hav-
that I think we need to reconsider. One is, that ing a student enrollment of at least four thousand,
this is not the same amendment at all that went by who has attended the university at the undergraduate
you yesterday morning. This is leaving to that campus represented for at least one year."
legislature, in which we have reposed so much con-
fidence, the ability to deal with all of this school Explanation
system when the money gets short--which it's going
to do--when the academic programs have just prolif- Mr. Bergeron Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

erated to the point where we've had an explosion. rise before you to make a statement which may sur-
We are saying, "We think that the people of Louisiana prise many of you. That statement is that I believe
will have elected to the legislature intelligent the L.S.U. system is a very good system. It has
people who can deal with this." We are giving them worked well in the State of Louisiana for many years,
the flexibility to do with it. Now, I voted against I would like to see that system continue. What I

a great many things that came up when it said, am trying to do with my amendment is just let the
"leave it to the integrity of the legislature." branches of L.S.U. have a voice in the operation
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of their system. Now, this amendment does not
talk about medical school, or dental school, or
law school--if you took at the enrollment of these
schools, you will see that clearly. This amendment
simply talks about undergraduate campuses: for
instance, LSUNO which has a student enrollment of
over twelve thousand, which is the second largest
university in the State of Louisiana, only second
to L.S.U. in Baton Rouge. LSUNO is in a peculiar
situation, fellow delegates; it's situated where
it handles three par i shes--we' re talking about
Jefferson, New Orleans, and St. Bernard. Why
shouldn't the second largest university have a
voice within the L.S.U. system? Why shouldn't the
needs of the students be known on the L.S.U. Board
of Supervisors? Shouldn't the branches have a
voice in the operation? Well, I say that they
should. I'm not trying to change it radically at
all. I'm just saying that we would like to have a
voice in what L.S.U. does. Now, we're talking
about one member right now--we're talking about a
member represented from L.S.U. in New Orleans. In
future years, maybe the other branches will join.
But, at the present, we're talking about one out
of seventeen members. I don't think that this is
too much to ask for, ladies and gentlemen. We're
talking about representation. We're talking about
what is fair. This is what we have been striving
for all along. We're not striving to throw out
the L.S.U. system--as I said "It's a great system."
We're simply striving for a voice in the L.S.U.
operations. Now, as I mentioned before, look at
the medical center; you're talking about fifteen
hundred students. Look at the law school; you're
talking about under a t housand--nine hundred and
forty-three. So, you're not talking about the
dental, the medical, or the law school. You're
simply talking about undergraduate campuses. I

would just ask you, since much of this has been
discussed previously, to simply consider the amend-
ment. Just look at what the amendment says, and
please give the other branches of L.S.U. a voice
in the operations of their government; let them
have a say. I would just urge that you adopt this
amendment, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you very
much.
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Mr. Bergeron Well, Tom, let me say this
now. It' s not the intent to d i senf ranc hi
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other branches. I felt, and many others f
that four thousand was a nice size univers
it was sufficient enough to have represent
If you would like to come back with an ame
after this amendment is adopted, fine. Bu
will also clear up any arguments we have a
medical, the law, or the dental school in
Orleans; although, we are talking about un
graduate schools. As I say, it was not th
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Mr. Velazquez Wouldn't it be possible to do what
you want to do by operating on a limitation on a
congressional district basis, similar to what Miss
Perkins was trying to do yesterday? Only, she ran
into the problem that, where there was more than
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one institution in a congressional district, giving
participation to the institutions in that district
would effectively destroy the total of two available
from that district. Wouldn't the answer to your
problem be to solve the problem that she developed
yesterday, rather than to start a new problem?

Hr. Bergeron Tom, I don't know. Hiss Perkins
passed out her amendment yesterday, and she wasn't
very successful. I just see this as the only pos-
sible means thus far. If you can come up with
another answer, show it to me.

Mr. Kean Mr. Bergeron, I'm really asking the
same.. .had the same inquiry that Hr. Velazquez
had. . .you . . . the four thousand, as I understand it,
would only take care of LSUNO, would it not?

Hr. Bergeron Well, I have the statistics right
here in front of me, Mr. Kean; you're correct.
But, if you also look at L.S.U. in Shreveport, they
have close to twenty-five hundred students. I

think that in not too long a period they will also
reach the four thousand mark. But, at the present,
it only considers and it only takes care of LSUNO
which--and let me specify at this time--has over
twelve thousand students, that's twelve thousand
three hundred students.

Hr. Kean If I follow your argument, and we adopted
this concept and in order to be fair to the other
institutions who might have less than four thousand
and who we wouldn't want to d i senf ranchi se--a s Hr.
Velazquez has suggested-- we would simply be right
back where we were yesterday afternoon with the
Perkins amendment, which we reconsidered and then
finally defeated, would we not?

Hr. Bergeron No, I don't think so, Mr. Kean. I

think that any time you have a university of four
thousand--now, you're talking about four thousand
student s--that is sufficient to have representation.
Now, as I said, L.S.U. in Shreveport, L.S.U. in
Alexandria at one time, I'm sure in the very near
future, will reach the four thousand mark. But,
if you look at the universities in the L.S.U.
system, you will see that many of the others will
reach it in the future, I'm sure. But, presently,
this will only pertain to L.S.U. in New Orleans;
yes sir.

Mr. Kean Well, I don't quite follow your point
that this would give some representation to a par-
ticular university campus because, as I read it,
you could have someone who attended LSUNO for one
year and then went to L.S.U. in Baton Rouge and
graduated from L.S.U. in Baton Rouge and under
those circumstances could be designated to the
board and would qualify under this particular
amendment, would he not?

Hr. Bergeron Yes, sir, he would be.

Hr. Conroy Mr. Bergeron, as I understand your
amendment , it's designed to guarantee that an in-
stitution that has thirty percent of the total
enrollment of the L.S.U. system will have at least
one out of seventeen representatives on the board.
Is that correct?

Hr. Bergeron That is correct.

Hr. Conroy Thank you.

Hr. Bergeron David, I don't think that's too
much to ask for if you look at the facts. Thank
you.

Hr. Cowen Hr. Bergeron, you realize, of course,
that under the proposal there will be two appointed
from each congressional district which, in essence,
we'll give six from New Orleans anyway and more
than likely you would have somebody represented
from LSUNO.

Hr. Bergeron That may be correct, Hr. Cowen.
But if, as I mentioned before, you're talking
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about the university which is situated in three in Eunice or L.S.U.--let me finish the question,
pari shes--Jef f erson, St. Bernard, and New Orleans. now--you're stating that you have to have a person
We're just trying to guarantee that we have one that attended L.S.U. in Eunice or attended L.S.U.
member on the board--just one out of seventeen. I in Alexandria, if and when the time comes, and there
don't think that is. ..who has graduated from that are over four thousand people. So, the problem is,
campus. ..who has graduated from that university... there, you're saying exactly the same thing. A
excuse me, who has attended that university for person who didn't attend one of these colleges and
one year. universities, say, in the future that have over

four thousand people, you're going to keep somebody
Motion from being on the Board of Supervisors because he

hasn't attended. Now, you're going to force the
Mr. Fontenot Mr. Chairman, I think this is a board to accept somebody who has attended one of
very similar amendment to the Perkins amendment we these universities. Now, how are you going to get
had yesterday. At this time, I don't think we an independent review?
ought to waste any more debate on it. I move the
previous question. Mr. Tobias That was more or less a statement. I

don't understand your question,
[wotion for the Previous Quest ion re-
jected: 22-71.

'i
Mr. Fontenot No, I'm saying isn't that inconsis-
tent with your opinion saying that how are you

Further Discussion going to get an independent review if you have just
L.S.U. in Baton Rouge people on the board? Well,

Mr. Tobias First, let me thank the delegates for how are you going to get an independent review if
allowing me the opportunity to speak on this amend- you have just people from L.S.U. in Alexandria or
ment. I want to tell a funny little story. Back L.S.U. in Eunice if they ever get big enough?
in April the Composite Committee toured this state.
I made the tour with them, and I made all, I believe Mr. Tobias I think that all segments of the L.S.U.
it was seven stops. At each stop we were met by a system should be represented on the board, if they're
member of the L.S.U. Alumni Federation who spoke going to have someone from those systems. It's
in favor of a proposal that their federation came just. ..it's fair,
up with. We all received copies of that proposal.
I had questions for the members of the L.S.U. Mr. Fontenot Okay, well, let me ask you this, now:
Alumni Federation at each stop. The questions went Are there present... on the present Board of Super-
something like this: How many members of the study visors of L.S.U., to your knowledge, do you know
panel graduated from a school other than L.S.U.? of anybody that hasn't attended the L.S.U. system
The answer was none, they all graduated from L.S.U. at all?
Next question: How many members of this study
panel graduated from a school other than L.S.U., Mr. Tobias No.
Baton Rouge? The answer was none. My third ques-
tion was: Then, will you please explain to me how Mr. Fontenot In other words, all of them have
you can have an independent study--and this is what attended L.S.U.?
they started off their speeches with--how you can
have an independent study of the L.S.U. system by Hr. Tobias All of them have attended L.S.U.,
L.S.U. graduates, who graduated from only L.S.U., Baton Rouge.
Baton Rouge--t ha

t
' s ridiculous, it's utterly

ridiculous. If you've been examining my vote on Mr. Kean Mr. Tobias, don't you think that with
this article, you will note that I have been op- the enlargement of the L.S.U. Board and the shorten-
posed generally. I have been opposed to anything ing of the terms of those members that the governor,
spelling out any board with respect to education who's got to make those appointments with the con-
in this state. I'm especially opposed to those sent of the Senate, would take into consideration
who may think that I'm in favor of Tulane University the points that you've made here today? Aren't
being in this constitution. Let me assure you, I what you are arguing is something that ought to be
am not. I have an amendment sitting up there on addressed to the appointing authority, not to this
the stage right now to delete Section 17. There convention?
is no reason for a private university to be in the
constitution. But, the same nearsighted, myopic Wr . Tobias Mr. Kean, based on what I saw with
viewpoint as expressed by the L.S.U. Alumni Feder- the Composite Committee, touring the state, and
ation in their so-called independent study carries the statements that the L.S.U. Alumni Federation
over to the Board of Supervisors. L.S.U. in New made saying that this was. ..their study was an
Orleans has not one member on the Board of Super- independent study--that type of myopic viewpoint--
visors, yet they have thirty percent of the students I can never believe that they would not, without
of the L.S.U. system--thirty percent. Is that fair? some force and mandate in the constitution, do it.
Is that reasonable? I suggest to you that it is
not. Four thousand members of this. ..four thousand [previous Question ordered.'}
students as this proposal would set a. ..set as a
minimum number of students before a member would Closing
be required, is a reasonable number. This guar-
antees that any school, any branch of the university Hr. Bergeron Brother and sister delegates, it
of L.S.U. system--of the L.S.U. system that has just upsets me sometimes when I hear people throw-
that many students would at least have some rep- ing issues into the arguments, which really don't
resentation on the board; it's a reasonable number belong. Now, let's look at the facts. Let's just
of students. As time goes on, you will have more sit aside and look at the facts. We're talking
schools with four thousand students besides L.S.U. about L.S.U. in New Orleans, who has a student
in New Orleans. But, is it asking too much to have body of over twelve thou sand-- twel ve thousand--
one member of seventeen members on the L.S.U. Board, who do not have one representative on the board,
is it unreasonable, to represent L.S.U. in New Now, is that right? Is that right? Thirty per-
Orleans? I urge, please, adopt this amendment. cent of the L.S.U. system in New Orleans, and they

don't have one representative. I feel that in
Questions order for a person to know the needs of the students

at that particular campus, he has to have gone to
Mr. Fontenot Max, you mentioned something about that campus; he has to know the needs and work with
how could. . . you asked the question: How could you the faculty, etc. That's all we're asking for.
have an independent review of the L.S.U. system if We're asking for one--one--representat ive out of
you have just people from L.S.U. of Baton Rouge seventeen.
looking at the whole system? Well, by the same I feel that the L.S.U. system is a good one, as
token, if you're going to require people from the I've said. I feel that L.S.U. in New Orleans is
congressional area to have to attend either L.S.U. growing, and it's continued to grow. It hasn't
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hasn't been in existence for a very long time, but included on the board,
they do cover three parishes; they do have certain
needs; and they do want a voice in the student Mrs. Warren Well, I took you up on the statement
government. Now, why should not they have that because you said they would be nonpol it ical . I

voice? You know, we've been talking about equality wanted to say to you that some of the greatest
throughout this whole convention. What's right? educators are also political.
What do the people want? Well, I'm not saying
that I'm speaking for twelve thousand students; Mr. Alexander That may be correct.
I'm not going to tell you that. But, I do say if

you want to do what's right and you want to do Mr. Slay Reverend, I'm not trying to pick your
what's equal, why not give then that one represen- amendment apart, but you say, "one of whom shall
tative? That's the issue; that's the issue that's be a professional educator." Now, our other
before us with this amendment. I would simply ask shortage in there is money, so we should say the
you to consider this amendment, and if you can other one should be a banker? Wouldn't that make
find it in your heart, please vote with it. as much sense?

I'll yield to questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Alexander We are assuming that the other

Question individual wTl 1 be someone selected by the gover-
nor from the public at large. He may be a baker;

Mr. Alexander Mr. Bergeron, would you consider he may be a candlestick makei— or anyone, for that
temporarily withdrawing your amendment, and reduc- matter,
ing the qualifying number from four thousand to
two thousand so that the other campuses could be Mr. Smith Reverend Alexander, why do you think
represented? an educator will make a better member than a non-

educator?
Hr. Bergeron Reverend Alexander, if the amendment
passes, I would have no objection to going with Mr. Alexander Well, for the same reason, Hr.
two thousand. As a matter of fact, I'll endorse Sm i t h , that most boards in Louisiana that represent
it and speak on it. But, I would like to see this trades or professions are made up of persons who
amendment pass. In answer to your question, no, come from those trades and professions. Could you
I don't have any objections to that. imagine a board--a medical board--being made up of

persons other than doctors, or no physicians, etc.,
^Record vote ordered. Amendment re- and On down the line? How about a plumbers' board
jected: 42-63. Motion to reconsider with no plumbers? That's what I have in mind,
taiied.]

Mr. Smith Do you think this is a good thing to
Amendment put into the constitution, something like this?

Like you say, somebody else will come up here with
Hr. Poynter The next amendment is sent up by an amendment saying you've got to be a banker or
Delegates Alexander and Toca. a lawyer or a doctor. I mean, I think this is a

Amendment No. 1. On page 6, line 20, in Floor rather ridiculous thing to put into the constitu-
Amendment No. 1, proposed by Delegate Johnny tion.
Jackson and adopted on the 14th, delete line 21 in

its entirety and insert in lieu thereof the follow- Hr. Alexander But, we are discussing education;
ing: and, for example, since you mentioned bankers,

"shall be composed of two members, one of whom the board that controls bankers is made up pre-
shall be a professional educator, from each of the dominately of bankers, and on down the line. That's
congressional". just a fact of life, and I think we should do it

in education. I don't think persons who have been
Explanation elected to the Senate or the House of Represen-

tatives or someone who has political clout in a

Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman and delegates, this community, just because he has that political
amendment simply stipulates that one of the two clout, should be a member of the Board of Education
persons who will be appointed by the governor from to control the colleges,
each congressional district will be a professional
educator. Now, we define professional educator to Mr. Stagg Reverend Alexander, would you say that
be one who has been involved either in secondary in each of these college campuses controlled by
or higher education for five or more years. This these boards, the president of those universities
assures representation by the various campuses be- or colleges is a professional educator?
cause these professional educators, of course--it's
assumed--wil 1 have graduated from one of the colleges Hr. Alexander In most cases, he is; he's come up
here in Louisiana. This amendment, in effect, el im- through the ranks, in most instances,
inates people like me, for example, because I am
not a professional educator. I think, there again, Mr. Stagg All right, and the deans of those
we find that we are not talking about the selfish colleges, and the other administrative heads of
point of view because it is my opinion that politi- these colleges, are professional educators by...
cians as such--that is, someone who is solely inter- practically by definition?
ested in the political aspect of the thing--shou 1

d

not represent education in Louisiana. For that Hr. Alexander I would say they are, Mr. Stagg,
reason, I am calling on you to adopt this amendment because usually they come up through the ranks;
so that we can include professional educators on and where there are exceptions, it's rare,
all of our boards. Thank you.

I'll yield for questions. Hr. Stagg All right, then, when you have a man-
agement board , is it not the duty of that manage-

Questions ment board to make policy with respect to the
management of this institution, as well as to the

Mrs. Warren Reverend Alexander, are you inferring educational quality of it?
that professional educators are not politicians?

Hr. Alexander Yes, he may, but I would think that
Hr. Alexander Not necessarily so, and not always the persons who would be on this board would be
so, suppose I say, Hrs. Warren. men who have retired, for example, and persons

who had been employed in some way and possibly had
Mrs. Warren Then you said this would assure that gone out of education, or persons in that category.
It would be nonpol itical ?

Hr. Stagg In other words, you don't think a board
Mr. Alexander No, I said this will assure the should be on. ..what you are proposing is that, on
fact that there will be professional educators both sides of the boards, the employees of the
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board as well as the board itself should be com- is answerable to the people. An elected board can
posed in great part of professional educators. play politics, but only to such a point as is with-
what you are doing is cutting in half the possi- i" the bounds of reason; an appointed board that
bilities of management brains and administrative is inviolate from everyone cannot. What this amend-
brains other than those possessed by educators; is ment does is to allow true flexibility. If every-
that not correct? body is not... if everybody here who's been talking

about flexibility, and not a rigid document that
Mr. Alexander In effect, that is my intention, is going to have to be amended, then this amendment
Mr. Stagg. allows it. It's what we've done in other instances.

It allows by a two-thirds vote, not necessarily to
Mr. Stagg Do you know that I oppose your amend- 9° to a single board system, but a two-thirds vote
ment for that reason? to restructure the boards. If the composition...

we are not. ..we, who are so. ..all of us geniuses
Mr. Alexander Yes, Mr. Stagg, that's obvious. here have decided how they are going to be composed.

But, if it doesn't work--if it doesn't work--it
Hiss Hi sham Reverend Alexander, you began your allows a two-thirds vote of the legislature to
interpretation of a professional educator by say- change the composition of the board. By a two-thirds
ing that they were individuals that had been in- vote of the legislature, they can pass a tax. They
volved in secondary education and higher education. ought to be able to change the composition of a
Why did you skip over elementary education? board that doesn't work. What if this doesn't work?

Has anybody thought about that? What are we going
Mr. Alexander I didn't categorically exclude to do? Has that crossed your mind? Has any degree
elementary education. Suppose I'll say all educa- of introspection entered into your thought process
tion, both above a pre and subsequent to the college here? This allows at least a restructuring. It
level, and that will... allows that it be, perhaps, three boards or two

boards. It allows that. It doesn't say there will
Miss Wisham Well, you do... be, but it gives the flexibility that we have. I

defy anyone of you to say that you know everything
Mr. Alexander I know many elementary teachers about the educational system, and you know that
who have Ph.D.'s, Miss Wisham, so I would not ex- this system is going to work. I defy any and any-
clude them. It will be the prerogative of the one of you to say that. If you say it, it's going
legislature, of course, to determine and define a to really mystify me how you know this--and I want
professional educator, as you know. to see your crystal ball--how you know the Board

of Regents is going to work, how you know it's
Miss Wisham Well, good, because an elementary going to operate properly, how you know the corn-
educator is a professional person. position is exactly correct? This at least allows

an out. It at least allows two-thirds of the leg-
Mr. Alexander Thank you. I'm sorry I didn't get i slature--and hopefully they're going to be reason-
the last question. That's all right. able men representing the people of Louisiana;

hopefully they're going to be reasonable; if they
[previous Question ordered. Amendment SI'S not, we're in trouble anyhow--it allows them to
rejected: 27-74. Motion to reconsider Cure some of the mistakes we might have made in
tabled.] this constitutional convention.

I'll yield to any questions.
Amendment

Questions
Mr. Poynter Delegate Stanwood Duval sends up
amendments at this time. Mr. Stagg Stan, as I read this amendment, I'm

Amendment No. 1. On page 7, between lines 8 confused by the words "board or boards" in the
and 9, add the following paragraph: last line. The thrust of the article is--or the

(D) Merger and Consolidation. The legislature, proposal is--that the legislature may provide for
by a two-thirds vote of the elected members of the merger and consolidation, and that the legis-
each house thereof, may provide for the merger or lature may vest in said board or boards, the co-
consolidation or restructure of any of the boards ordination, supervision, and control. Then drop
created in this article into a single board or a down to the next to the last line, "and functions
lesser number of boards and may vest in said board with respect to education above the secondary
or boards the coordination, government, supervision, level as the board or boards shall determine."
control and budgetary responsibility for all publicly Shouldn't that be "functions with respect to educa-
supported university systems, universities and tion above the secondary level as the legislature
colleges and such other powers, duties, responsi- shall determine"? Is that an error, or do I just
bilities and functions with respect to the education read your proposal incorrectly?
above the secondary level as the board or boards
shall determine." Mr. Duval Well, the purpose of the amendment,

HrT Stagg--and you may have... the purpose of the
Explanation amendment, of course, is to allow--is to allow--the

legislature to consolidate the boards by a two-
Hr. Duval Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I thirds vote, or to lessen the number of boards, or
was. ..a couple of people have said, "Stan, I to restructure the boards. Now, in the event that
wouldn ' t. . . why are you going to introduce this there was a consolidation, the functions would be
amendment? It's just taking up the time of the delineated under the. ..by the legislature; that's
convention." Well, let me tell you, I think, in correct,
my own humble opinion, that this is the most fair
and equitable amendment that we've come up with Mr. Stagg Well, in line 5. ..6, if you put the
yet, for the following reasons--! might point out word in front of the word "may vest," if you merely
I feel pretty strongly about it, and I generally interline there, what you mean to say is that "the
don't like to waste time, but this is an issue that legislature may vest in said board or boards co-
I just feel very firmly about. We have--as has ordination," etc. How do the boards or boards
been said here--we have structured the system of determine it when it's supposed to be the thrust
education from time immemorial in this constitution, of the sentence that the legislature shall deter-
and you understand, of course, you have alienated mine it?
a great segment of the population. You do under-
stand that, I am sure, in your infinite wisdom. Mr. Duval The purpose of the amendment ... the
You understand you created an appointed Board of purpose of the amendment is to merely allow flex-
Regents. Everybody is afraid of the legislature. ibility, to allow the legislature to restructure
You've got an appointed Board of Regents; you ought or consolidate the boards we in our infinate wis-
to be afraid of them because they're not answerable dom have done here. Now, if the board... it may
to anybody. At least, at least, an elected board well be "as the legislature shall determine." It
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may well be in error.

Mr. Kean Mr. Duval, will you explain to me what
the difference is between your proposal and the
Mil 1 er-Gauthier proposal that was rather soundly
defeated?

Mr. Duval I would be very delighted to do that,
sir. The Mi 1

1

er-Gauthier amendment mandated a

single board, in my opinion. This amendment does
not mandate a single board. It could be. ..it says,
"lesser boards." It also allows any board to be

restructured, which the Mi 1

1

er-Gauthier amendment
did not. In other words, if our composition, here--
I know we know everything, but if we composed a

board that is in poor compo si

t

ion--the method of

composition is wrong, then it allows the legislature,
by a two-thirds vote, to change that. I think it's
a substantially different amendment than the Hiller-
Gauthier amendment.

Mr. Kean But, it still has the fault of--as I

suggested before--of lending towards instability
because you could still do it, change it. If you
didn't like it. ..if you didn't like seventeen, you
could make it nine. If you didn't like nine, you
could make it forty, or whatever two-thirds of the
legislature might decide, from time to time.

Mr. Duval That's right, Mr. Kean. It also allows
errors to be corrected. It allows that type of
flexibility rather than instability. I think we
all use the words that suit us best, of course,
but I think flexibility is the key word in this
amendment--not instability. We were going to en-

shrine a . . . we can enshrine a bad concept; and for

the sake of stability, we perpetuate mediocrity.
I don't think that's a very good idea, Mr. Kean;
do you?

Mr. Kean Well, as I understood your argument,
Mr. Duval, you were much concerned about the Board
of Regents--thi s inviolate group who can't be
touched by anybody, etc. Yet, you're injecting
this amendment in the section dealing with the
L.S.U. management board, aren't you?

Mr. Duval Well. look. I realize that the L.S.U.
system is what is concerning many of us now, but I

think it is not as. ..what makes it more inviolate
than anything else? I'm saying that there ought
to be flexibility for the entire system of educa-
tion, also. That's the general thrust of this
amendment.

Mr. Cowen We keep talking about time and trying
to get ahead as much as possible. A point of order,
Mr. Chairman. I say this is the same thing that we
have beat back three or four times in the past.

Mr. Henry Mr. Cowen, it's not the. ..it's not
identical to other amendments that we've considered.
Of course, it's been customary to go ahead and to

let them beat themselves to death on them if that's
what they want to do.

Mr. Hernandez Mr. Duval, would you agree that it

requires long-range planning in any institution of
higher learning to keep your program going to build
up un iveri si t ies in this state? Are you convinced
of that?

Mr. Duval Certainly, it requires long-range plan-
ning , but I'm sure that there are long-range plans
that change as the times change, also.

Mr. Hernandez Yes, sir, but how in the world
could any university or college plan, or do any
long-range planning, when year to year this can be

just torn asunder--the entire board changed up,
restructured, and everything else? That can be

done at every session of the legislature. How
could they plan in the future?

Mr. Duval As you know, sir, in every session of
the legislature, under what we've done, they can
change all the agencies and consolidate and un-
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consolidate them. Hopefully, we're not going to
have a bunch of raving maniacs in the legislature,
but people who are trying to do reason.

Mr. Hernandez There are different men to come to

the legislature with different ideas, and that
would just tear asunder any long-range plans.

Mr. Duval It requires two-thirds. .. I just want
to replace "board or boards" with "legislature"
to make it technically correct.

^Amendment withdrawn and resubmitted
with correction.']

Closing

Mr. Duval Fellow delegates, I realize the sense
of this convention. I just want to please remind
you again that it's so important to have flexibility
in a constitution. Do you understand that one of
the reasons we are here is because of the inflexible
constitution we're living by now? Let's at least
give two-thirds of the legislature the right to

correct some of the errors that we may have made.
Now what makes us so dadgum much smarter than two-
thirds of the legislature? What makes us so infi-
nitely wise that we can predetermine how the educa-
tional system is supposed to work from now and for-
ever more? What makes us so smart? Why are we so

smug to say we can't make an error? Why can't we
give this document the flexibility that it sorely
needs? That's the reason we came up here, to have
a flexible document. You look into your own con-
science and your own intellect. You think perhaps,
maybe, you can make a mistake, and perhaps this is

one way to change it without hurting the LSU System.
I went to LSU for seven years and think very

highly of the LSU System. LSU may find out it

doesn't like the way the Board of Regents is com-
posed. LSU may find out it doesn't like the
powers of the Board of Regents. LSU may dadgum
well want a constitutional amendment. They may
rue the day that they didn't allow any flexibility
in this particular proposal. Our children may rue
the day that we.. .that the Constitutional Convention
of '73 didn't give us any way out of this proposal...
•no way out at all, and we have to live with it.

Now, you think about that for awhile, fellow dele-
gates, and then vote.

Thank you.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendment re-
jected: 40-66. Motion to reconsider
tabled.]

Amendments

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1. Iby Mr. Roy]. On
page 6, line 20, delete Floor Amendment No. 1,

proposed by Delegate Johnny Jackson, and adopted
by the Convention yesterday.

Amendment No. 2. On page 6, delete lines 20

through 32, both inclusive in their entirety, and
on page 7, delete lines 1 through 4, both inclusive
in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the
fol lowing :

"Section 9. Board of Supervisors of Louisiana
State University and Agricultural and Mechanical
Col 1 ege

Section 9. (A) Creation; Powers. There is

created a body corporate, known as the Board of

Supervisors of Louisiana State University and
Agricultural and Mechanical College, which subject
to the powers vested in the Board of Regents, shall

supervise and manage the institutions and statewide
agricultural and other programs administered through
the Louisiana State University and Agricultural and
Mechanical College system.

(B) Membership; Terms. The members of the

board shall be appointed by the governor, with the
consent of the Senate, for overlapping terms of

six years following initial terms which shall be

fixed by law. The board shall be composed of two

members from each of the congressional districts
into which the state is divided, and one member
shall be from the state at large."
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Point of Order

Mrs. Zervlqon Mr. Chairman, as I read this, it's
only a reconsideration of the Jackson amendment of
yesterday. I'd like a ruling of the Chair on that.

Rul ing of the Chair

Mr. Henry All right. Mrs. Zervigon, I had looked
at this earlier, but, the Jackson amendment deleted
the provisions, as I appreciate it, that were in
Section 9 at that time, including some additional
amendments which had already been added to that
section which, in effect, would make this a differ-
ent amendment.

It deletes some amendments that. ..the Jackson
amendment of yesterday deleted certain amendments...
which had already been adopted to Section 9, includ-
ing repealing or deleting some language which was
presently then in Section 9. Your amendments,
according to this Journal, and some other amend-
ments. . .

Mrs. Zervigon But, Mr. Roy has not reinserted my
amendment, as I read it.

Mr. Henry That's right. That's what makes the
amendment acceptable at this time.

Mrs. Zervigon The Jackson amendment deleted...

Mr. Henry It's not the identical amendment...

Mrs. Zervigon I appeal the ruling of the Chair,
Mr. Chairman.

Appeal from Ruling of the Chair

Point of Information

Mr. Stovall Could we get the amendment from
yesterday? Could you give to us any specific
differences that might be there?

Mr. Henry All right. As I appreciate it, there
was a floor amendment introduced, according to
the Journal, by Delegate Jackson. Amendment No. 1

was on page 6, delete lines 20 through 32, both
inclusive in their entirety. On page 7, deletes
lines 1 through 4 both inclusive in their entirety,
and delete convention Floor Amendment No. 2 pro-
posed by Delegate Zervigon, et al, and adopted by
the convention on November 14, 1973, and insert in
lieu thereof the following: So, as I appreciate
this, what is being offered by the Roy amendment
is to delete a portion of what was adopted in the
Jackson amendment, and not to just completely undo
the Jackson amendment.

^Previous Question ordered. Chair
sustained : 84-16.^

Expl anat ion

Hr. Roy This amendment nullifies the results of
Mr. Jackson's amendment which was to give to
Southern University a board similar to the LSII Board
of Supervisors. Now, of course, I'm sure you all
know how I basically feel about certain things
philosophically. But I must, in good conscience,
oppose Mr. Jackson's amendment which was proposed
yesterday, about which I and a lot of others did
not speak, because maybe we felt it would not pass.
But there are just certain things that. ..in it
that are just detrimental to what maybe he thinks
the good will be accomplished from it; one of
which is that it's impossible for me to conceive
that a separate board for Southern University will,
when it presents itself to the Board of Regents,
competing for budget and what have you against the
LSU Board of Supervisors, and the Board of Trustees
of other state colleges and universities, will not
be in some sort of a detrimental position with res-
pect to the competition among other schools. Now,
that may or may not be something that the people
want to look at, but, it's an important fact of
life and you all know, as delegates here, how it

would be if you sat on a Board of Regents and had
the request made from the Board of Supervisors of
LSU, and the Board of Trustees, and then a small
board like Southern's, what may be the result.

The other thing that I want to bring to your
attention, and to be perfectly honest about it,
is that Mr. Segura has an amendment which addresses
itself to Section 8, and which provides that when
a college essentially reaches a ten thousand
student level, it may petition or seek to be... to
have a separate Administrative Board. I don't
believe in not being frank and honest, and I don't
think I would, maybe support that. I'm not sure.
I haven't heard any argument on it. But if we are
going to get to the issue, then that's the place
where this matter ought to be discussed. We have
the fact that since 1940 LSU has been in the con-
stitution of this state. That's a fact. We can't
overlook it. We've got to accept that. We've got
to deal with it. Section 9 is supposed to be deal-
ing with LSU, and not the other state colleges and
universities which previously have been operating
under the State Board of Education.

So, in closing, I'd like to urge the adoption
of this amendment. I think it's exactly what the
committee proposed. I think it's good. I think,
notwithstanding, it's laudible to have blacks be
able to say we've got a separate board for Southern.
I don't think that's in their best interest, and I

would urge your support for this amendment.

Question

Mr. Dennery Mr. Roy, on yesterday afternoon, by
a vote of 62 to 47, there was added to the original
section, before Mr. Jackson's amendment, a provision
that no member should be. ..would be eligible to
succeed himself. I notice that you voted against
that amendment. Is that the only reason you didn't
put this in?

Mr. Roy No, I am opposed to preventing a member
from succeeding himself, especially since we have
only a six year term. Mr. Jackson's amendment did
take that out of the amendments that had been
passed. I am for a board member being able to
succeed himself.

Mr. Dennery Thank you.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Question

Mr. Kelly I said the crux of your amendment is
really to delete Johnny Jackson's amendment yester-
day afternoon. Have you talked with Johnny about
this this morning?

Mr. Roy No, Johnny is not here. I haven't seen
him, and... you know, I told him yesterday how I

felt. So, it's nothing new.

LMot ion to table the amendment rejected:
41-59.}

Further Discussion

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Chairman and delegates, I very
much object to the tactics that are being used here
today. This is a reconsideration and I believe
that Mr. Roy, over these microphones was frank to
tell you that it is a reconsideration. I'm being
told that, "The blacks don't want it." Well, I

have yet to see any one group of people that can
be categorized that way vote all together on an
issue every time. There may be some blacks that
want it and some that don't, but Mr. Jackson who
originally introduced that amendment, who cannot
be here today because of pressing business in New
Orelans, would like his amendment to stand.
Early on, one of the first actions this convention
took was to create the Composite Committee. The
Composite Committee toured the state and heard
people come to talk to them. We didn't hear every-
body in any area. Those who would get themselves
away from their T.V. sets or the dinner hour were
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the people who felt very strongly on an issue. We of Regents which would have the effective budgetary
only heard those people who felt very strongly on and other controls over all of education in the
an issue. In Alexandria, we had representatives higher levels, and that we had a lot of arguments
from the Southern Alumni Association. They told about how many of those people might be predominantly
us that they would like a board. They are a sys- representing the predominant minority of the state,
tern. They are not only one little teeny tiny Is that not correct?
college, they are a system similar to the LSU
System, smaller, newer, weaker, and for that reason, Mrs. Warren Right,
they may need constitutional protection more than
the LSU System. It is apparent here that the LSU Mr. Staqq If the board for Southern University
System, alumni and all, when they get cranked up, persists in the form of the Jackson amendment, would
can swing considerable clout. That's a little not some future governor, having made seventeen
difficult for the smaller, newer universities. appointments of prominent black citizens to the
But ladies and gentlemen, we passed this thing yes- board of Southern be somewhat off the hook on the
terday. No new, compelling reasons have arisen number of people he might, then, feel, therefore,
why we should repeal it. Representative Jackson feel necessary or appropriate to appoint to the
would like it to stand. The Southern Alumni Board of Regents of Higher Education which is really
Association has voted in favor of it. I beg you, going to be the control valve of higher education
stand by your actions of yesterday. Do not be in this state? Are you not in danger, therefore,
blown back and forth in the wind like a willow of losing sight of the higher objective in order to
tree. achieve the lower objective?

Thankyouverymuch.
Mrs . Warren I don't think so, Mr. Stagg. I

Further Discussion di dn ' t . . . di dn ' t write the amendment. One amendment
came before this floor--Mr. Alphonse Jackson sub-

Mrs. Warren Mr. Acting Chairman and delegates, mitted it--that was to give representation for
he that has eyes, let him see, and he that has blacks. I have stood at this podium, and I've said
ears, let him hear. This morning we debated that to you, as far as the color of a man's skin is con-
whether we wanted to work on Sunday because that cerned it doesn't matter one way or another with
was the Lord's Day. I'm wondering right now if I me, but evidently, it didn't work out that way the
didn't make a mistake in voting that we work on other day. I said if people want to see what you
Sunday, because evidently, some of us need to go do, instead of hearing what you say. Now, the point
to church and get refueled before we come back to that I'm raising here is not the number of people
this convention. I am reminded now of a man that on the board. It is a fact that he wants to erase
was dissatisfied with himself. He spoke out loud Southern completely. This I disagree,
one day and he said, "If I die and I could come
back into this world in any form that I'd like to Mr. Staqq Well, you did hear the governor's
come, I'd like to come back in the form of an comments, I presume you did, on the news last
elephant." night...

Some of his friends heard him, and they pulled
a joke on him. So, while he was sleeping, they Mrs. Warren No, I didn't, Mr. Stagg. Maybe you'd
put an elephant suit on him and stuffed it. When like to tell me.
he woke up the next morning, he was so heavy, and
he couldn't hardly move, he said, "Of all things, Mr. Stagg Well, the HEW has...
I planned to go shopping today and buy me a new
suit, so, I'm going to go on out of here, anyway. Further Discussion
and see if I can't buy that suit."

When he went downtown to his favorite store, he .Mr. Rayburn Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow dele-
couldn't find a suit to fit him. So he said, "I gates, I was not here yesterday and did not vote
changed my mind. If I could come back in any form on the particular amendment either way. But in a

that I could want to come back, I'd like to come sense of fair play, since the delegate that proposed
back in the form of a rat." He said, "In that way, the amendment is not here, I would suggest of Mr.
I could squeeze in any hole I'd like to go into." Roy that he withdraw the amendment at this time
I'm saying to you, this is a dead horse. This rat and then if he so desires, when the delegates is

is trying to squeeze into a hole. Let's don't let here, represent his amendment. I would certainly
this rat squeeze in this hole. Let's let justice hope that he would withdraw it in this time. ..at
prevail. Mr. Roy made it very plain that he wanted this time, due to the fact that the person that
to squeeze Southern out; that he wanted--and I authored the amendment that is involved is not here.
asked the question yesterday, "Do you want to flush In a sense of fair play, Mr. Roy, I hope you would
them down?" He's coming right back this morning. withdraw the amendment at this time.
He just wants to plain eliminate them. I'm asking
you, look into your hearts, search your minds, and Further Discussion,
make up your minds. Ask yourselves are you ready
to stoop to these kind of tactics to get what you Mr. Chatelain Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
want? It's alright to grow big so long as you don't I, too, want to rise and ask that Mr. Roy please
step on that next person trying to get big. withdraw his amendment. It would make it much

Let's vote this amendment down, and let's let better for many of we delegates to try to rationalize
justice prevail. I'll answer any questions from after two days of real hot debate. I think in all
anybody. fairness, I join Senator Rayburn that he should

wi thdraw. . . i t temporarily and come back at a later
Questions time with it.

Mr. Staqq Mrs. Warren, let's try to see where we Questions
are with reference to the setup of the various
boards. When the Jackson amendment was adopted Mr. Roy When is Johnny Jackson coming back?
yesterday, that set up a seventeen person board
for the Southern University system. It requires Mr. Chatelain Sir?
that a certain number of those board members have
attended Southern University. Therefore, the make- Mr. Roy When's he coming back?
up of that boards would be, most likely, predomi-
nantly black. Is that not correct? Mr. Chatelain I understand he's due back tomorrow.

Mrs. Warren I imagine you are right.
Mr. Roy Now, look. I ... certainly I would with-

Hr. Stagg Let's feed into that computation that draw it if we could consider it that way. I don't
we also in this week have adopted an amendment or want to bamboozle anybody. But...
a proposal of the committee that there be a Board
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Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, I just spoke with
Representative JacKson, and he is presently appear-
ing before the City Council in New Orleans and will
be leaving shortly to return to Baton Rouge.

Hr. Casey It's anticipated he will return in the
next couple of hours, then. Is that correct, Mr.
Jackson?

Mr. Chatelain We would appreciate it if you would
withdraw it, Mr. Roy.

Mr. Roy Yeah . . . sure. . . I' 1 1 do that. Look, I

didn't know that Johnny was going to be here or
not be here today.

Hr. Casey Mr. Roy now moves to temporarily with-
draw his amendment with the understanding that
you'll have the right to resubmit it, Mr. Roy.

Mr. Roy Right. That the whole section will not
be considered and voted on before...

[^Amendment withdrawn , Motion to revert
to Section 8 previously passed over
adopted: 91-3."]

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Reading of the Section

Hr. Poynter Section 8. Board of Trustees for
State Colleges and Universities...

[wotion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection ."]

Expl anat ion

Mr. Segura Thank you, Hr. Chairman. Mr. Chair-
man, fellow delegates, in this section it's called
the Board of Trustees for State Colleges and
Universities. It creates the management board for
all state colleges and universities not under the
LSU system. We have been discussing Section 9,
which is the management board for the LSU system.
This board is. ..and the way the proposal is pre-
pared, it's one board, as the Board of Education
is today, that would have management control over
every state college and university and all the
vocational and technical schools that are now
under the State Board of Education. As you know,
this constitution has already adopted Section No.
7, which is the section which creates the Board of
Regents. There has been much debate and much ques-
tion amongst the delegates and amongst the people
of the State of Louisiana as to whether we should
have a one board system, a two, three, four board
system. I want to tell you under this proposal we
have only a one board system. You might think I'm
mistaken, but let me explain it to you. All curric-
ulum and all budget for all higher education insti-
tutions--LSU and all others--are under one board,
the Board of Regents. In its wisdom, this committee
in this proposal saw that to put management of
these under the Board of Regents, also, would be
too much to do. So, they separated curriculum and
budget from management. Section 9 explained the
LSU system, and when you voted to adopt Section 7,
the Board of Regents, you individualized LSU. I'm
not saying it's right or wrong; I'm saying you,
yourselves, decided LSU should be divided; so LSU
was under Section 9. Now, you're covering the
management boards of all the other colleges. It is
composed very much in the same way as was the boards
we've been discussing for the last day under Section
9. It is composed of two members from each congres-
sional district and one member at large, all members
to be appointed to serve staggered terms of six
years each. I would like to ask you and urge you
to support this section and vote favorably for the
section .

I'll answer any questions.

Questions

Hr. Lanier Hr. Segura, I noticed both in this

section and in Section 9 we're changing the present
terms all to six years. I'm assuming you have
either proposed or will propose a scheduled pro-
vision dealing with those who are in office that
have terms longer than six years. What is your
committee proposal on how to handle those people
who are presently in with more than six years to
run?

Mr. Segur a We have another committee proposal,
and it's either 11 or 30--30? It's Proposal No.
30. It's another committee proposal which deals
with all of the boards that are now existing, how
they will be phased into this system for the bal-
ance of their term. I think if you'll study that,
you'll answer that question, and I thank you for
asking that question.

Hr. Drew Perry, I wonder if you could give me a

little of the feeling of the committee on this sub-
ject. I notice that post-secondary vo-tech train-
ing is listed under the section on Board of Regents
and under the section on Board of Trustees. It is
not mentioned under the Board of Education. The
reason I ask this: the tendency is to increase
the vo-tech training at the secondary level, high
school level. Here it looks like we have it divided
to where, possibly, your Board of Education might
have some control up until graduation, and then
you've got your Board of Trustees having control.

Mr. Segura As I understand it--and I wish Mr.
Aertker would correct me if I'm wrong; in fact,
maybe I should yield to Mr. Aertker to answer that
question. I see he's standing. If you don't mind,
I will let him. .

.

Mr. Henry Well, no...

Hr. Segura Well, I'll be glad to answer it.

Hr. Henry Go ahead because you have the floor...

Mr. Segura Okay. Well, there is vocational educa-
tion before you get out of high school. That is
under the board we have adopted for elementary and
secondary education. Once all vocational training
after that is under this Board of Trustees. That's
the management. The Board of Regents still controls
the budget and the curriculum for all...

Mr. Drew I understand what. ..your answer you're
giving me. Perry. The point I'm making is: aren't
you dividing the supervision or jurisdiction of vo-
tech training to where, maybe, it would be better
if it were all under the Board of Education?

Mr. Segura Hr. Drew, I'm sorry. I can only hear
about half of your question, but it is under the
high school program. Hr. Aertker just corrected
me . It is...

Hr. Drew That's the point I'm making. You are
dividing the jurisdiction of the supervisory
jurisdiction over vo-tech training into two sec-
tions--your secondary education and your post-
secondary. Now, don't you think it would be more
advisable to have it all under the Board of Educa-
tion because it is more or less of a continuation
of secondary education.

Mr. Segura I tend to agree with you, but that is

not the way it is set up.

Amendment

H r. Poynter The first amendment is sent up by
Delegate Alphonse Jackson.

Amendment No. 1. On page 6, line 3, after the
word and punctuation "College," add the following:
"Board of Governors of Southern University and
Agricultural and HechanicaT College,"

Explanation

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of this convention, this is a rather simple amend-
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ment--technical in that we have already adopted an
amendment on yesterday by Delegate Johnny Jackson,
which established a Board of Governors for the
Southern University system. If you will note on
the page that's indicated by way of this amendment,
you will see that the Board of Supervisors of the
Louisiana State University system is excepted from
control of the Board of Trustees. My amendment
simply excepts the Board of Governors of the
Southern University system that was established on
yesterday so that it will now have the authority
to control and manage the affairs of the Southern
University system in a like manner as is provided
for the LSU system. I ask for the adoption of this
amendment.

amendment .

Mr. Aertker

Questi ons

Mr. Drew, this then. actually, would
result in our adding still one other board, though
to the boards that we have proposed in...

Mr. Drew No, sir. This would not. ..under the
Subsection 2 I think you would be more apt to have
another board than under deletion of 2, Mr. Aertker,
because what this is doing is permitting the legis-
lature to put the total jurisdiction under the Board
of Education. It is not intended to create a new
board.

Questions

Mr. Roy Alphonse, in view of my pulling the amend-
ment that I had to Section 9, I'm wondering if it
wouldn't be better if we just--if you would pull
your amendment until we decide the issue of whether
Southern will be a const i tutiona 1 i zed board or not?

Mr. A. Jackson Well, I don't really think that it
would make a lot of difference Delegate Roy, because
if your amendment prevails, then that would certainly
remove the need for this amendment. But, if not,
if we go ahead and adopt the section without this
amendment, I think we've got a problem relative to
the way the Southern University Board would operate.

Mr. Roy But, wouldn't we have to come back, if
my amendment later passes, we'll have to hold 8
open to come back and take this out, because we
certainly couldn't have this language in Section 8
without Southern University being a constitutional
board under Section 9.

Mr. Aertker Wei 1

,

don
the question I have is: you

t think it would be better for us to see just

Mr. A. Jacks_on Well, I think you're right. I

be wasting time if. ..until we decide
I think that you're right. I'll

think we ' 1

1

the question,
withdraw it until that time.

[^Amendment withdrawn.']

Amendment

Mr. Poynter This time Delegate Drew sends up
amendments, Mr. Chairman. It reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 6, delete lines 5
through 8, both inclusive, in their entirety.

Expl ana tion

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, this amendment is a follow-up on
the questions that I asked Mr. Segura while he had
the floor a few moments ago. If you will revert
to Section 4, you will see that that does provide
that "the board shall have other specific powers,
duties, and responsibilities as provided by law,"
which means the legislature can enlarge upon their
jurisdiction. Now, what we have at this time: we
have a reprogramml ng of high school education to
try to get more vo-tech training in high school.
The purpose is this: there is no need for a student
who does not intend to go to college to spend four
years getting a high school diploma, and then have
to spend the next two or three years in a vo-tech
school if that's what he desires. The movement is
to put more vo-tech training in high school. What
we have under the present proposal would be a split
jurisdiction between the Board of Education and the
Board of Trustees, although it could be changed by
the legislature under this Subsection 2. I think
that what we need is one board in charge of vo-tech
training, and by doing this. It would permit the
legislature to put the entire authority at the
next session after the constitution is adopted, to
put this authority in the State Board of Education
where it belongs, rather than having the State
Board of Education handling part of it, the Board
of Trustees handling part of it. I think you would
have a more. ..a better continuity in your program.
You would have a better saturation of vo-tech train-
ing in high school. I ask for the adoption of the
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what problems we're going to encounter in view of
the fact that the structure and the approach to
vocational education and career education is in
such a state of, really, transition right now that,
really,' most people don't know whether it's fish or
fowl, even, half the time. Most of them don't know
whether it's going to end up with the prominence
being placed at the secondary level or at the post-
secondary level. Wouldn't It perhaps be better if
we would leave this language that we have in there,
and then the legislature in their wisdom after see-
ing it in operation for about a year would be able
to then create whatever board would be necessary,
even, after. ..or designate specific responsibilities
into the Board of Education or the Board of Regents?

Mr. Drew The reason I have offered this amendment,
Mr. Aertker, is the experience and the information
that we received in the legislature in dealing with
vocational -techni cal schools is that the better
purpose was to put a heavier saturation in your
secondary education. I think by dividing it under
two jurisdictions would be making a bad mistake.
I think this is the proper place for vo-tech train-
ing is under the Board of Education. I'm hoping
that by doing this we will have a heavier saturation
in high school to where those who do not Intend to
go to college will not waste their years getting a

diploma that's worthless.

Hr. Aertker Well, Mr. Drew, you don't think that
we could actual ly accomplish that just as we are
because, for instance, most school systems right
now are getting a heavier saturation of it without
any urging from the board of Vocational Education
or even the Board of Education? It's actually being
Included as a part of the formula, as a part of the
curri cul um?

Mr. Drew That's the reason that I think that this
amendment is necessary, Mr. Aertker, because it is

becoming a heavier part of the high school curric-
ulum. I move for the adoption of the amendment.

[previous Question ordered . -Amendme nt
rejected : 41-57. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Segura and
Mr. PughJ. On page 5, delete lines 26 through 32,
both inclusive, in their entirety, and on page 6,

delete lines 1 through 15, both inclusive, in their
entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 8. Board of Trustees for State Colleges
and Universities

Section 8. (A) Creation; powers. There is created
a Board of Trustees to supervise, manage, and govern
all public institutions of vocational-technical
training and career education together with all
colleges and universities, not otherwise provided
for in this constitution. As each such institution
reaches an initial student enrollment of twelve
thousand It shall have a separate Board of Trustees.

(B) Board membership; terms. The members of
each board of trustees created pursuant to this
section shall be appointed by the governor with
the consent of the Senate for overlapping terms of
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six years, following initial terms which shall be Mr. Aertker One other question then. Perry. This
fixed by law. The board shall be composed of means then that this Board of Trustees would have
seventeen members, two from each of the congres- the identical powers that the present Board of
sional districts into which the state is divided. Trustees that we're putting into the constitution...
and one member shall be from the state at large."

Expl anation
Mr. Sequra Yes, sir.

Mr. Aertker Which would mean then that it would
Mr. Sequra Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Fellow dele- be possible in the future for. ..with population
gates, as I explained to you a few minutes ago when growing--and this is the concern that I have with
I explained the section, the committee felt it nee- numbers in something that might be around fifty
essary to split up the work of controlling education years from now--it might be possible that if all

in this state by having one board, the Board of Re- of these universities grow as they seem to be all

gents, to control curriculum and financing for all growing, that it could be possible that the Board
universities and state colleges, whether it be LSU, of Regents would actually have maybe twelve or
Southern, USL, Nicholls, McNeese, or any other. Then thirteen Board of Trustees coming to them with a

they created a management board for LSU, and then one budget for each institution, right?
management board for all the other state colleges
and universities and the vocational and technical Mr. Sequra It is possible, but, you know, one
training. I contend that pretty soon this will be thing--in my profession I'm an architect, and one
too much for one management board to control, and the of our specialities is hospi tal s-- the one part of
workload will be too much. All of the eleven state the hospital that has been decreasing is the obstet-
colleges and universities are not going to be able rics department, because the population is ceasing
to have enough time devoted to them by this manage- to explode like it had been. I feel that there will
ment board in order to do fair and justice to them still be a population growth in Louisiana, because,
all. So, I'm asking you, whenever a university or let's face it, a lot of people are coming into
a state college reaches a certain size, certainly Louisiana because it is a good place to live, and
their problems get greater. Whenever it does, this so these schools will grow. But, I don't think it

amendment would automatically create a management will grow at the same rate that it has grown in the
board for them. I researched the figure that I past. I think that if everyone of these universi-
should use, and I debated with a lot of delegates, ties get to that size then they deserve a board
and I got advice from a lot of people. I settled on because it's too much work for all to be under one
the figure of twelve thousand students because I feel board,
that that's the size that, when a university gets
that size, it has more problems than can be handled Mr. Aertker You're not telling me though that
all by one board, and it deserves another board of they're just reproducing outside of Louisiana, and
management. You've got two universities right at that we've quit reproducing, are you?
that stage right now: that is. Southern University
in its entire system and the University of South- Mr. Velazquez When LSU in Baton Rouge was given
western Louisiana. its Board of Supervisors down back in 1940, how

I ask you for favorable consideration on this many students did they have?
amendment. I do want to say this is the very first
amendment that I have brought to this floor, and I Mr. Segura I did not research that. Maybe you
have thought about it, and I think it's a good one, can answer that for me.
and I'd like for you to consider it.

I'll answer any questions. Mr. Velazquez I've been told they had in the
neighborhood of five thousand students. I've been

Vice Chairman Roy in the Chair told this is the neighborhood. How come the
neighborhood has gotten so expensive since then?

Questions

Mr. Leithman Mr. Segura, I don't know if you
Mr. Aertker Perry, under the first section that know how we came about this career education, but,
you have there, you say it shall have a separate we worked on this thing for about--almost a year,
board. You don't even give them any choice? It aid we utilized professional peopl e-- that ' s pro-
means the minute they hit twelve thousand that's fessional educa tors--i n creating career education,
where they get a Board of Trustees whether they which is a concept of elementary and secondary. I

want it or not? see here that you are about--on this amendment
under Section (A), as I read it--you're indicating

Mr. Sequra That's correct, sir. that we should disengage career education from our
elementary and secondary concept. Now, career

Mr. Aertker In other words, they would be forced education isn't something that you say, "This is

to take it even though they would be happy with career education." Career education is a concept
their relationship with the present Board of Trustees that we work into our elementary from grade kinder-
that we've set up to manage that; you'd just say, garten on up. Primarily, career education has to
"Get out and fly by yourself." do with our high school. ..in our high school and

elementary years, and I just wondered if you fully
Mr. Segura That's one point I really didn't look understood what our concept of career education
at because I didn't think anybody...! thought any- is, because wha't we're about to do here, as I see
body. ..any school would have been happy to have its it, is just ruin something that we feel we've done
own board. I did discuss this with the president a good job on, and in the legislature and with our
of Southern University. I did discuss this with professional educators. Did you know this?
the president of the University of Southwestern,
which are the two schools that's knocking at the Mr. Segura No, Mr. Leithman, I've got to answer
door with that right now. They both were happy in all honesty. I'm not that familiar with the
and would be satisfied to be under a separate program on career education. I do want to say
board under this section. this: I just took the wording that was out of the

committee proposal as relating to career education
Mr. Aertker Did you know that I spoke of the and inserted it in this section, because this Ian-
same question with the president of Southeastern, guage would replace it. I would be wide open and
and he indicated to me that he did not want a receptive to an amendment concerning that, or a

separate board to govern his. ..to operate his--so suggested change on this. Of course, if it is a

this was my concern here? controversial subject, then it should come as an
amendment of its own.

Mr. Sequra I did not speak to him because his
enrollment was not near this, but I would be recep- Mr. Conroy Mr. Segura, LSU-NO is presently the
tive to an amendment to this or a change on this, only institution in the state, other than LSU in
because I think it's a good point. Baton Rouge, that has more than twelve thousand
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students. But, as I read your amendment, you still
wouldn't do anything to help out LSU-NO, is that
correct?

Mr. Segura I'm real glad you asked that question.
Whether LSU-NO deserves a board of its own, whether
it deserves to be on its own away from the LSU
system, or whether it belongs under the LSU system
is not a decision that I think I am qualified to

make. I don't think that we at this convention
ought to make that decision. LSU-NO is created,
as I understand, by the LSU board and the state
legislature. I think this is a complete different
problem, and I don't want to get into the middle
of that debate.

give them these extra courses of study." Isn't it
possible that the Board of Regents could do just
that and clip off USL?

Mr. Segura I don't think the Board of Regents
has that kind of control.

Mr. Willis Has USL got twelve thousand students
now?

Mr. Segura I don't see how they can control the
number of people that want to go to that school.

Mr Wi 1 1 i s You answer that question. Has USL got
twelve thousand students now? Yes or no?

Mr. Conroy But, I'm correct then that your amend-
ment does not in any way assist LSU-NO in correct-
ing those changes?

Mr. Segura It does not help it or hurt it.

Mr. Flory Mr. Segura, your amendment would not
affect LSU-NO, or any branch of LSU, would it?

Mr. Segura No

.

Mr. Flory Doesn't your amendment really only
affect the possibility of one state college or
university at this time?

Mr. Segura It affects two; University of South-
western and Southern University when each one of
those reach twelve thousand, and I'm not sure if

they have twelve thousand. I've seen some figures
that give them both above twelve thousand. I saw
some figures yesterday that give them both right
below twelve thousand, but they will be at twelve
thousand pretty soon.

Mr. Flory How would your amendment affect Southern
University, because the institutions that I'm look-
ing at--one has eight thousand three hundred, the
other twenty-five hundred, and one eight hundred?
You're not talking about systems now, you're talk-
i ng about f aci 1 i ties

.

Mr. Segura I think--let me read--but, I think I've
said, "in its branches."

Mr. Flory You say, "as each such institution
reaches an initial student enrollment."

Mr. Segura Well, it could be that I might have
gone out with the wrong amendment, but I had covered
that yesterday, because ... 1 et me ask Mr. Pugh who
is a coauthor on this.

Mr. Roy Mr. Segura, you can't ask Mr. Pugh. He
doesn ' t have the floor.

Mr. Flory My real question, leading up to it now,
Mr. Segura, is: if the enrollment at Southwestern
is now eleven thousand six hundred and twenty-five,
and in the next school year they hit twelve thou-
sand, and a board statewide is appointed, you take
them out from under the jurisdiction of the Board
of Trustees, and at mid-term or during the school
year, dropouts drop and forces the enrollment to
drop below twelve thousand, do you then abolish
that Board of Government?

Mr. Segura No. No, this Board of Government,
under this amendment, once it is created it stays
under that Board of Government.

Mr. Willis Mr. Segura, I thought you were discuss-
ing your amendment, and I had questions to that
one, but now I see twelve thousand--you had ten
thousand as yours--take this for an instance.
Suppose USL is at eleven thousand five hundred at
the present time, and it would--if the Board of
Regents would allow it to--go up to thirteen thou-
sand and qualify for a Board of Governors, don't
you see? But, the Board of Regents decide that,
well, "We ain't going to let it go that far; we'll
clip it at eleven thousand five hundred; we won't
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Mr. Segura Did you ask me if it has twelve thou-
sand students now?

Mr. Willis Yes. Would it qualify for a separate
board under your amendment? Yes or no?

Mr. Segura I'm not sure, because I saw two sets
of figures. One set of figures showed twelve thou-
sand; the other set of figures showed right below
twelve thousand.

Mr. Willis Yes. Well, if you had used your ten
thousand dollar figure, it would qualify; would it

not?

Mr. Segura Well, but, I think it would bring...

Mr. Willis Well, yes o'r nol

Mr. Segura Yes, it would qualify.

Mr. Willis Yes, it would qualify, but under twelve
thousand you don't know, and it's probably that it

won ' t qual i fy

.

Mr. Segura I feel that it will qualify very
shortly . .

.

Mr. Willis Eventually, unless the Board of Regents
clip it; isn't that correct?

Mr. Segura I don't think the Board of Regents
has one bit of control over that.

Mr. Sutherland Perry, this is a question in re-
gard to what Toca had been asking you earlier. In

connection with public institutions of vocational-
technical training and career education, you said
you picked up the committee proposal and adopted
them into yours.

Mr. Segura That was my intention.

Mr. Sutherland But, the committee proposal said
that that would only be at the post-secondary level,
and your amendment does not say that. It just says

"all institutions," so I do think you have a con-
flict and you may have to change this up.

Mr. Segura I agree with you, and I think I will

have to ask for a suspension of the rules in order
to make that change. Thank you very much.

Mr. Dennery Perry, if an institution such as

Delgado gets ...if Delgado gets over twelve thousand
students, as I understand your proposal, we would
then have a Board of Trustees which would have to

be composed of people from each of the eight con-

gressional districts; is that correct?

Mr. Segura That's correct.

Mr. Dennery Well, isn't Delgado basically a

community-type institution? Why would it be

desirable even to have trustees from all over the

state in that type of institution?

Mr. Segura I'm not that familiar with Delgado,
but , don ' t students go there from all over the

state, or is it only limited to a certain area?
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Mr. Dennery It's basically a community institu-
tion wi tn regards from about three or four parishes.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Questions

Mr. Stovall Mr. Segura, aren't these matters that
really should be handled by a Board of Regents that
would be responsible for control and coordination
in the best interest of higher education, rather
than our trying to make these detailed decisions
here in a constitutional convention?

Mr. Seqrua I don't think that should be, because
I think these boards deserve constitutional status,
and unless we do it now, I don't see how it can
have constitutional status.

Mr. A. Jackson Delegate Segura, wouldn't the
powers of the Board of Regents prevent the growth
of any of these universities and colleges to the
level called for by your amendment?

Mr. Segura I don't feel that it has any type of
control over the growth of the school in enrollments,
that's why I picked enrollments.

Hr. A. Jackson Are you aware, sir, that the Board
of Regents will have the power under this proposal
to revise and eliminate programs to approve and
disapprove, and that if this is the case that
there will be no chance for growth?

Mr. Segura Well, I would think that the Board of
Regents is going to be composed of a group of men
who are going to be for the betterment of all
schools and all the people of the State of Louisiana,
and in doing so, not do anything to try to hurt any
one institute or university.

Mr. Jackson Isn't that their responsibility?
Isn't that the responsibility of the Board of
Regents?

Mr. Segura It is their responsibility, but that's
only. ..It is their responsibility, but if they con-
trol curriculum, that's only for the betterment of
the state for the cost to the people, and for bring-
ing about a better education, and a better overall
system for all of the students.

Hr. A. Jackson But, in effect, won't your amend-
ment freeze the level of enrollment as it is now?

Mr. Chatelain Delegate Segura, you and I both are
from the Southwest Louisiana area in which the
University of Southwestern is located in Lafayette;
is that correct sir?

Hr. Segura Yes, sir.

Hr. Chatelain Alright. Would you consider amend-
ing your amendment to ten thousand instead of twelve
thousand?

Mr. Segura I'd consider amending it to eleven
thousand, but I think you would defeat the purpose
of this amendment if you went down too low, because
if you get too low. ..the real reason for this is to
split up the work, and not to put too much work load
on any one board. Don't forget that. It's not to
give a board to this school or that school. It's
to split the work load to where it can be done
efficiently so. ..and it's hard to deal with numbers.
I debated with myself with whether to come with
this amendment because I had to use a number.. .but
I would go down to eleven.

Mr. Chatelain Would you explain to me in as simple
a term as you possibly can, exactly why you came
with this amendment?

Mr. Segura I came with this amendment because in
my own mind, I have sat at the State Board of Educa-
tion meetings many, many times, and I've seen these
men do as good a job as they could, but could not

do justice to all the problems at all the schools
under their jurisdiction. There's just too much.
So, what I'm saying: when the work load increases,
and as the schools increase--as the schools increase,
the work load will increase--so then you should
split up the work, and that's the primary purpose.

Hr. Chatelain In other words, as you split these
boards, one would be equal to the other. Will they
be coequal?

Hr. Segura Yes, sir. They would no longer be
under the jurisdiction of the central board.

Further Discussion

Hr. Kelly Hr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I, with reservation, rise to oppose
this amendment, and my opposition is centered com-
pletely around one word. That's in the last sen-
tence of the first paragraph. It shall have a

separate Board of Trustees. This leaves no flexi-
bility whatsoever. In other words, if a particular
college happened to reach a student enrollment of,
say twelve thousand, and they really desire to
remain under the State Board of Trustees, they
would not have this choice. They would automati-
cally be cast over to the side with a separate
Board of Trustees. Quite frankly, as a delegate
from Natchitoches Parish, and speaking primarily
in behalf of Northwestern State University, we're
not in favor of this at this particular time, and
this, regardless of what the. ..it leaves no local
option. In other words, we couldn't do what we
wanted to. It would be an absolute mandate, and
I'm not really in fear of us reaching a student
enrollment of twelve thousand within the next few
years, but this might apply to other schools. I'd
ask that you defeat the amendment.

notion

Mr. Pugh Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, Hr.
Degura wants to withdraw this amendment for the
purpose of reentering it by the application of two
words, "post-educational...

{^Amendment withdrawn.']

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Alright. The gentlemen resubmits
amendments with the following changes--both changes
occur in Paragraph (A)--I'll read that: "Creation;
powers. There is created a Board of Trustees to
supervise, manage, and govern all public institu-
tions of vocational -technical training and career
educat ion"--here ' s the first change--insert "at
post-secondary levels together with all colleges
and universities not otherwise provided for in this
constitution. As each such institution reaches an
initial student enrollment of twelve thousand it--
strike out "shall" insert "may"--may have a separate
Board of Trustees."

Explanation

Mr. Pugh Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates,
yesterday Hr. Segura discussed with me at my desk,
an amendment of this type. The purpose of this
amendment is to allow such schools or universities
as reach an initial twelve thousand student enroll-
ment to have their own board. I would be the first
to acknowledge and admit that publicly I have stated
I have some reservations about having a board placed
in the constitution. However, it has been apparent
to me from the last two days that Louisiana State
Uni versi ty--of which I am a graduate from law
school--will undoubtedly appear in the constitution.
I have no quarrel with that. As a result, yesterday,
of Delegate Jackson's amendment, we now have Southern
named in the constitution. At the time this amend-
ment was drafted, it was drafted at twelve thousand
with the realization that both Southwestern and
Southern would shortly be to the twelve thousand
student criteria. As a matter of fact, since eight
appears before nine, LSU could easily come within
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this amendment, because it also has more than

twelve thousand students. Now, I've get no quarrel
with boards; all I say is: What's good for the

goose is good for the gander; that if you're going
to create a board for the benefit of one of these
institutions, then as the other institutions reach

a certain enrollment level, whatever it was that
caused a board to be created for LSU when it had

five thousand students justifies the creation of a

board when a school gets twelve thousand students.
Whatever it is that justifies LSU or Southern,
either one, being in this constitution, ought to

be equally applicable to one of these other schools
when it reaches a certain plateau. The plateau we
suggest to you for your consideration is twelve
thousand. I believe, based upon the accuracy of

the information given here, that two schools will

be at that level before this constitution is even
adopted by the people, that of Southern, and that

of Southwestern. In days to come it may well be

that the other fine institutions throughout the
state--Tech, Southeastern, Northeast, all that we
have--may someday reach this level. All I say:

if it's good enough for one, it ought to be good
enough for the other. I ask your favorable con-
sideration of this amendment. I'd be pleased to

submit to any questions.

Questions

Mr. Dennery Bob, as I read your proposal, you
have wiped out the board which presently exists
which manages the Delgado Junior College in New
Orleans. Now, was that the intention of this?

Mr. Pugh No, I was not familiar with your Delgado
situation until you asked Mr. Segura about it,

frankly.

Mr. Dennery Would you have any objection to add-
ing an amendment which would add a third sub-
section which provides that any such institution
which presently has a Board of Managers shall con-
tinue to have such Board of Managers?

Mr. Pugh I certainly would not have an objection
to that, and, as far as I know, Mr. Segura would
not either. It's a particular problem you were
kind enough to bring to our attention.

Mr. Velazquez Delegate Pugh, are you trying to

tel 1 us that it takes twelve thousand students at
some other institution to equal five thousand
students at LSU? Is that your idea of equity?

Mr. Pugh I'm not trying to tell you that. I

said what was good for five certainly ought to be
good for twelve.

Mr. Velazquez You know, yesterday I said that
what's good for the sauce was goose, was good for
the gander, and the whole convention didn't think
much of that idea. But, getting back to this
mention that you have there of institutions.
Southern University isn't an institution; it's a

system. So, in effect, you really wouldn't be
helping us in any kind of way on this thing.

Mr. Pugh I interpret the word "institution" as
used there to cover the Southern system. In my
opinion, as a lawyer, I believe that Southern--
when it reaches twelve with its three campuses--
would be entitled to a board.

Mr. Velazquez Did you know that the other lawyers
that I spoke to said that may be your specific
interpretation but I don't think the courts would
go that way? Did you hear your compadre in this
piece of material state that Dr. Nettervile of
Southern University had approved of this thing?

Mr. Pugh Did I hear him say that?

Mr. Velazquez Did you hear your associates say
that?

Hr. Pugh No, I had to be absent for a minute.
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Mr. Velazquez Well, let me tell you that he did
say it, and we've checked with Dr. Netterville, and
this thing was never submitted to him in the form
that which it's been presented now. Another ques-
tion: You've pulled this thing down twice, haven't
you, to make slight technical amendments?

Mr. Pugh No, I haven't pulled it down twice.

Mr. Velazquez You and your associates, between
you, have, haven't you?

Mr. Pugh No.

Mr. Velazquez Didn't you pull it down once just
now and make a little amendment--make a little
technical change?

Mr. Pugh That's once, not twice.

Mr. Velazquez I think your associate pulled it

down once and made a little technical change.

Mr. Pugh He may have drafted this a dozen times
for all I know.

Mr. Velazquez Don't you think that if this thing
has been so poorly written that you've had to

change it twice, it might be just worthwhile to

pull it out altogether and...

Mr. Hayes Mr. Pugh, didn't you change "shall" to

"may" . . .you changed "shall" to "may" have a board,
didn't you? You said you changed that word to

"may?" Is that right?

Mr. Pugh That's correct.

Mr. Hayes Now, when you change "shall" to "may"
then who will make the decision at this point?

Hr. Pugh The school .

Mr. Hayes The schools. The administration will

decide whether they will have a board. That means
the faculty of whoever runs the school, the presi-

dent? I'm just trying. ..I'm asking strictly for

Information at this point.

Mr. Pugh Well, as I understood, there was one
school whose name escapes me, indicated he didn't
want to be in the constitution.

Mr. Hayes That's the president, or something like
this?

Mr. Pugh If that's the way he feels about it. ..I

thought I answered you.

Mr. Leithman Hr. Pugh, is there any doubt in your
mind that this would make LSU-NO eligible for their
own board? Is there any doubt in your mind under
thissection?

Hr. Pugh No, I don't think it would make them
eligible for their own board.

Mr. Leithman You do not think so?

Mr. Pugh You're talking about LSU-NO?

Mr. Leithman Yes

.

Mr. Pugh I look at it as a system.

Mr. Leithman You look at it as a system?

Mr. Pugh That's correct. I don't think It's a

separate university.

Mr. Leithman O.K. USL is right at the twelve
thousand, fff course, there's no question; they

would become eligible for a board. Delegado Trade

School... you agreed that we would give them their

board?

Hr. Pugh Yes. Whatever Mr. Dennery wants to do
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about Delgado is perfectly alright with me. Explanation

Mr. Leithman O.K. Do you know now, as of yester- Mr. Toca Mr. Speaker, fellow delegates, this
day we had five boards in the constitution? With amendment is a little bit different from the rest
the two that we're contemplating now, we'll have of the amendments that have been proposed on the
seven. Is there any doubt in your mind that we floor for a separate board for each university,
will catch Arkansas for the fiftieth spot in the We're talking about approximately sixty-four
nation as far as boards in constitutions? vocational -technical schools right now in the State

of Louisiana. We're in a. ..we have a program to
Mr. Pugh I have read their corporate laws. I've build approximately twelve more in the near future,
never read their constitution, quite frankly. I think this amendment is justified on account of

the schools that we have now in existence.
Mr. Leithman Well, they have nine, and we're at So, I'll ask you for a favorable report on this
seven now, and I just ask you: don't you think amendment. Right now, we have approximately forty
there's a good possibility that we will be able to thousand enrolled in the State of Louisiana. In
take over the number one spot in the nation? my school alone, we have six thousand enrollment,

and a seventh thousand waiting list. We don't have
Mr. Pugh There's always a possibility. enough vo-tech schools in the state right now to

take care of the people that want this kind of an
Further Discussion education. Our budget in '72-'73 was eleven million

dollars. Proposed budget '73-'74 will be approxi-
Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of mately twelve million. So you can see, readily see
the convention, it appears that most of the interest that vo-tech training will be the coming thing in
of the convention has been on the portion pertain- the United States in the future,
ing to separate baords. But, let me call your I ask for a favorable vote,
attention to the first sentence in Section (A) as
this amendment is written. Now, under the committee [previous Question ordered. Record vote
proposal, at least, and at least I'd say that the ordered. Amendment rejected.- 30-62.
committee proposal does not lock into the constitu- notion to reconsider tabled.]
tion. Under Subsection 2, it says, "unless and
until the legislature shall provide otherwise. Amendment
supervision and management of all public institu-
tions of Vo-Tech training and career education at Mr. Poynter The amendment [by Mr. Velazquez]
post-secondary level." At least it is not locked reads as follows:
in. Now, what this amendment is doing is locking Amendment No. 1. On page 6, line 3, after the
into the constitution, the supervision and control word and punctuation "College," add... or need a
of post-secondary Vo-Tech training in the Board of change that the staff indicates for clarification...
Trustees where it does not belong. I ask that you probably be better if that reads insert the follow-
defeat this amendment. We are dividing one of the ^r\(}.

most important aspects of education between two "Board of Supervisors of Southern University and
systems two jurisdictions, and if you adopt this Agricultural and Mechanical College,"
amendment, you are locking it into the constitution,
and I hope you will oppose it. Explanation

[previous Question ordered. Record Mr. Velazquez I hate to say this, but this is
vote ordered. Amendment rejected : purely a liechnical amendment. It doesn't do any-
32-77. Motion to reconsider tabled.] thing to anybody; doesn't hurt anybody; doesn't

cost anybody a nickel; shouldn't require any exten-
Recess sive changes in anything. It merely says that...

it merely inserts "the other board of supervisors"
[Quorum Call: 88 delegates present that we set up yesterday in a spot where that we
and a quorum.] neglected to put it yesterday so that it would then

read that "supervision and management of all state
Amendment colleges and universities except those included

under the management of the Board of Supervisors
Mr. Poynter The amendments read as follows: of the Louisiana State University and Agricultural

Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Toca]. On page 5, delete and Mechanical College, and the Board of Supervisors
lines 27 through 32, both inclusive in their en- of Southern University Agricultural and Mechanical
tirety and on page 6, delete lines 1 through 15, College, and any other board hereafter created pur-
both inclusive, in their entirety and insert in suant to this article."
lieu thereof the following: It's purely one hundred--one thousand percent--

"versities; Board of Trustees for Public Institu- technical. We urge your favorable vote on it.
tions of Vocational -Technical Training and Career
Education Questions

Section 8. (A) Creation; Powers. There is
created bodies corporate, known as the Board of Mr. Roemer Thomas, all this does is put in line
Trustees for State Colleges and Universities, and today what we did yesterday. Right?
the Board of Trustees for Public Institutions of
Vocational -Technical Training and Career Education Mr. Velazquez That's exactly correct. Delegate
which, subject to the powers vested in the Board Roemer.
of Regents by this Article, shall have the follow-
ing specific powers: Mr. Stinson You know I voted for this yesterday,

(1) The Board of Trustees for State Colleges and I'm going to vote today. But, different people
and Universities shall have supervision and manage- have been coming around spreading rumors that
ment of all state colleges and universities except Southern doesn't want this. That is not correct,
those included under the management of the Board is it?
of Supervisors of Louisiana State University and
Agricultural and Mechanical College, and Board of Mr. Velazquez I spoke to the gentlemen, some
Supervisors of Southern University and Agricultural people from Southern University today at lunch time.
and Mechanical College, and any other board here- They told me their position today is the same
after created pursuant to this Article. position it was yesterday. They wish they had had

(2) The Board of Trustees for Public Institu- a Board of Supervisors in 1920.
tions of Vocational -Technical Training and Career
Education shall have supervision and management... Mr. Stinson Thank you.

[Motion to waive reading of the Amendment Further Discussion
adopted without objection.]
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Mr. Roy I didn't want to ask Tom any questions
because it's such a technical amendment that it
just precludes our discussing. Section 9, and par-
ticularly my amendment. Now, I think that the
convention ought to know that if you vote for this
amendment which is an identical one that Alphonse
Jackson pulled earlier, what you are saying is
that you want to lock in the Board of Supervisors
for Southern University, and, of course, will make
moot any discussion in Section 9 of the amendment
which I have which is to take away that particular
provision that was passed yesterday.

Now, let me say in all sincerity that I talked
with Johnny Jackson this morning at about ten
thirty. He is supposed to be on his way here--in
fact, should have been here--I just, I hate to say
that we should go on and move on. But, I guess
we're going to just have to. Well, we all know
what the issue is. Either you are for a separate
branch or Board of Governors for Southern University,
or you're not. I think it's bad; I think we ought
to vote it out; I think we ought to vote down this
particular amendment.

[^Previous Question ordered.^

Closing

Mr. Velazquez I just want to say this is purely
technical. It was purely technical before the
gentleman in opposition spoke. It's still purely
technical. I urge your favorable acceptance of it.

{^Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

64-46. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the Section.
Section passed: 88-20. Motion to table
reconsideration rejected: 18-87.

J

Motion

Mr. Jenkins In all fairness to Mr. Jackson .. .Mr.
Johnny Jackson ... Mr. Chairman, if someone is going
to defend his position, shouldn't it be someone
who agrees with his position?

Mr. Henry Well, I don't know who do and who don't
right now, Mr. Jenkins. So. ..why do you rise, Mr.
Roy? If Mr. Roy doesn't go with his amendments,
that will resolve a lot of...

Mr. Roy Well, I just don't know. I. ..talked
with Mr. Jackson, and he was supposed to be here
two hours after I talked with him, which was about
10:30. I've got some business, you know, myself,
that I'd like to get on with.

IRecord vote ordered . Motion to tempo-
rarily pass over Section 9 rejected

;

41-70. Motion to waive reading of the
Roy Amendment adopted without objection."]

Explanation

Mr. Roy I've been reminded that this is number
175. Anyway, everybody knows what the issue is.
I simply want to remove Johnny Jackson's amendment.
I don't think it's wise; I think it's bad. If
there are no further speakers, I move the previous
question .

Questions

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Roy, in other words your amend-
ment would delete from this constitution the board
for Southern University. Is that correct?

Mr. Roy That's right, Mr. Jenkins.

Mr. Jenkins Now, why do you want to delete it?

Mr. Stovall I move we continue to pass over this
section until Mr. [J.] Jackson is present.

Substitute Motion

Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we have
now concluded, hopefully. Section 8. We've taken
a second vote--what amounts to a second vote--with
respect to the Southern Board. That's the only
amendment which is now pending to Section 9. I see
no reason to skip over Section 9 for any. ..or delay
it any further. I suggest we move on with the final
consideration of Section 9. If Mr. Roy wants to
insist upon his consideration of his amendment, we'd
do it. But, I don't see any reason at all to wait
further to conclude Section 9. I think all we are
doing is unnecessarily delaying the conclusion of
this matter.

[.Previous Question ordered .}

CI osi ng

Mr. Stoval 1 Mr. Chairman, members of the conven-
tion, as Senator Rayburn said so effectively this
morning, he just felt that since this had been
presented by Mr. Jackson yesterday, and Mr. Jackson
will be back shortly, that we should wait until he
returns to consider it. It's on that basis that I

made the motion that we pass over this until he
returns .

Further Discussion

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Chairman, I don't want to con-
sume the time of the convention. But I think in
all fairness to the members of this convention, I

think we. ..I would be happy to handle the amendment,
because I think we have waited. I don't think it's
fair to continue to hold up the convention. I would
advise that we would proceed, and I will handle the
amendment.

Well, now, what I mean is that I will defend
opposi tion.

Point of Information

Mr. Roy Well, first of all, it's not needed.
Secondly, I said yesterday, and I frankly feel that
we have the LSU Board in the constitution because
since 1940 it's been there and the people have
voted three times not to tamper with it. Therefore,
we have to meet the issue head-on. Southern Uni-
versity does not need it. Now, yesterday, Mr.
Jackson spoke of the extension service. I want to
tell you now that Mr. Jenkins has got me going on
it, that all land grant and/or A & M colleges have
three functions to perform: 1. They must teach;
2. Experiment; 3. Disseminate the knowledge of
the teaching and the experimentation to the people
of the state like LSU does with its extension pro-
gram. Southern, contrary to what was indicated,
does only one of those. It teaches. In fact, it

does not experiment at all; does not disseminate
information, and as a matter of fact, LSU has had
to take in Southern employees for the purposes of
doing some extension work in certain fields. So,
it's not needed. There is no comparison between
the two systems. Now, that's it iji a nutshell.
I think. .

.

Mr. Jenkins But, now, isn't it true that Southern
University is a system, just as LSU is a system?
Whereas none of our other colleges and universities
are truly systems. They are independent institu-
tions.

Mr. Roy Southern is a "system".

Hr. Jenkins Also, don't you think that Mr. Johnny
Jackson was correct when he said yesterday that
perhaps some of the problems that we've had at the
Southern campuses, both in Baton Rouge and New
Orleans, might have not occurred if we had had
governing boards that were for Southern, and that
paid more attention to the interests of Southern?

Mr. Roy No, I don't believe that. What I do
bel ieve is that if you have a separate governing
board, some of those college presidents in the
future at Southern, with a separate governing board
are going to have a hard time in any event, stay-
ing where they are. I don't think it's needed.
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It was never needed in the past because, except
for one occasion, Mr. Jenkins.

Mr. Jenkins Now, one more question, Mr. Roy. On
this question of boards for higher education, this
convention has flip-flopped on several occasions.
In one issue of a paper, on one day the people have
read we've done one thing; the next day they read
we've done something else. How much longer are
we going to continue to do that?

Mr. Roy How much longer are we going to continue
to do what? Fl ip-flop?

Mr. Jenkins Flip-flop.

Mr. Roy Well, hopefully, we won't do it any more,
Mr. Jenk ins.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Mr. Juneau Chris, yesterday we were talking
about the other state universities. You asked me
the question, did I know what the faculty, the
students, and the university wanted? In this par-
ticular case, are you aware, and I'm informed--I
don't have personal knowledge of it--but that the
faculty, the university, and the alumni all feel
that they should have a Board of Supervisors?

Mr. Roy Yes, I'm aware of that. I'm aware that
that' s what they say.

Mr. O'Nei 1

1

Well, Chris, that was my same ques-
tion, only I want to know what they really think--
not j'ust what they say they think.

Mr. Roy I think they are saying that "Give us a

black board because with black faces in high places
we'll be somewhere." I think that's fallacious.
I think in the end that they will be. ..their posi-
tion will be hurt, and in the future. Southern will
rue the day that we gave them a board of its own.

Mrs. Miller Mr. Roy, I'm a little bit confused
about things in the State of Louisiana right now.
The governor made the statement last night--didn ' t

he, and it was in the papers this morning--that he
would do without all federal funds for this state
rather than to sacrifice Southern and Grambling
Universities? Now, don't a majority of the funds
for this Agriculture Experiment Station that we
have through the Agricultural and Mechanical
Col 1 ege. . . i sn ' t the largest percentage of that
money provided by the federal government on the
Agriculture Experiment Stations?

Mr. Roy I would think so. I just have no. ..I
don ' t see the connection about...

Mrs. Miller Well, you have just gotten through
saying that one of the things the great university
like LSU has to do is to conduct ... these. .. to have
research and experimentation. We're going to lose
all that; so LSU isn't going to be so big. So,
we're going to have Southern saved. We're not going
to have federal funds for LSU's Ag Experiment
Station so that's going to decrease the size of the
university. We're going to bring them down to equal
sizes. So, don't you think they should have equal
boards?

Mr. Roy No, I don't think the governor said that,
Ruth. If you'll notice he...

Mr. Miller Wait. I want to understand. You don't
believe the governor meant what he said last night?

Mr. Roy He said that, and he will continue in
that position until the Supreme Court of the United
States tells him something different. I would think
he would abide by that. You didn't read the rest
of his statement apparently.

Mrs. Miller We got the message pretty clear.

Mrs. Warren If I told you I'm totally confused

on what is going on here backwards and forwards,
you would believe me, wouldn't you?

Mr. Roy I probably would, Mrs. Warren.

Mrs. Warren You can. I want to ask you one ques-
tion, maybe two in one. When you spoke to Mr.
Jackson this morning, where was he?

Mr. Roy He was in New Orleans.

Mrs. Warren And he didn't say nothing to you,
but he would be here, and was. ..there was no other
discussion?

Mr. Roy He asked me to pull my amendment, and he
informed one of his other friends who talked with
him that he would be here in a couple of hours.

Mrs. Warren Thank you.

Mr. Stovall Mr. Roy, you want to eliminate the
Southern Board of Supervisors; is that right?

Mr. Roy No, that's not what it says. Reverend.

Mr. Stovall That's the essence of it.

Mr. Roy Yes, you know that's what it says. I

mean we've gone through this for two hours.

Mr. Stovall Would you favor eliminating LSU system
Board of Sup ervisors?

Mr. Roy No, I don't.

Mr. Stovall Is that consistent?

Mr. Roy Yes, it is.

Further Discussion

Mr. A. Jackson Mr. Vice-Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen of this convention, I want to make it
perfectly clear, which is not a very good term for
me, that as the past president of the Southern
University Alumni Federation, that I support the
Southern University system completely, and I've
told Mr. Jenkins about getting into our business.
On a serious note, I want to address myself to the
proposition before this convention. First of all,
I want to say to you that I am in disagreement with
the proposition as offered by the amendment by
Delegate Roy. I want to point out to you, ladies
and gentlemen, that the Southern University system
is the largest predominately black university in
the world. I also want to point out that, contrary
to the remarks made by Mr. Roy that the Southern
University system is not meeting the criteria for a

a land grant college, that this is in complete
error because the Southern University system is
engaged in extensive research to the tune in excess
of some seven million dollars, that the Southern
University system engages in agricultural extension
work all over this state. The Southern University
system is a teaching enterprise that is making a

great contribution to all of the people of this
great nation in which we live. So, I refute the
argument that the Southern University system does
not meet the requirement of a land grant college.
But, the central question before us and the ques-
tion that you, ladies and gentlemen must consider--
is whether or not the Southern University system
ought to be afforded the same equity that is afforded
the LSU system. That's the central question. You've
already made the decision; you've already decided
that it is fair for the LSU system to have a man-
agement board, and that it's fair for the Southern
University system to have a management board. I

would suggest to you that that decision was proper,
and I do not believe that we are going to recant
on that decision at this time. Now, what does this
mean? It simply means that people are going to have
a voice in the affairs of the Southern University
system. Now, Mr. Roy would suggest by way of his
explanation here that the people at the Southern
University system would be desirous of having an
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all black board. That is not true. The Southern
University Alumni Federation has said repeatedly,
the administration has made it known from all of
the places from which they have spoken, that we are
not interested in having an all black board because
the Southern University system serves all of the
people of Louisiana. Because it is serving all of
the people of Louisiana, certainly we want all of
the people to have a voice in the decision-making
process and to do otherwise would be reverse racism
of which we would have no part. Ladies and gentle-
men, I would urge you to defeat this amendment be-
cause I think we will all rue the day that we would
turn away from an important consi deration--a con-
sideration that would suggest that there ought to
be justice, a consideration that would suggest that
there ought to be involvement, a consideration that
would suggest that there ought to be sensitive and
humane people concerned about a large segment of
the people in this state in which we live. I think
these suggestions would motivate all of us to do
what is right and do what is in the interest, not
of black citizens, not of white citizens, not of
red or brown, but of all citizens of this great
state. So, ladies and gentlemen, I would urge you
to vote against this amendment, and let's move on
with the business of the people.

Questions

Mr. Brown Representative Jackson, I'm concerned
about what the governor said in his press conference
yesterday. He quoted a figure, and I was there,
and I heard the amount--$60 ,000 ,000 that we get for
higher education in this state from federal funds.
He further said that unless we dismantled the
Southern system as it stands right now, and do so
in the fairly near future, the state is going to

lose $60,000,000. This has been handed down from
HEW. They said this very strongly, and he's not
sure just what to do about it. What is the overall
value in losing that kind of money to support our
higher education system that so desperately needs
funds and its relationship with keeping the Southern
system?

Mr. A. Jackson Well, I think that's a rather
serious problem that we have to consider as citizens
of this state. I simply would like to state that
the Southern University system is a vital part of
a unitized system of higher education that must be
maintained. I think that it would be in the inter-
ests of all of the people in this state, including
the members of this convention, for us to come to-
gether and to see if we can't solve on a reasonable
and rational basis a way to meet the guidelines of
HEW in a manner that would not affect the mission
and role of any of the segments of the higher edu-
cation systems that we have in this state. I think
that the problem is that we have not addressed our-
selves to how we can solve the problem. I think
that we need the money; I think we have to find a

way to meet the guidelines, and I think it is urgent
that we would address ourselves to this serious and
crucial and critical problem at this time.

Mr. O'Neill Representative Jackson, various people
lobbied us on this amendment saying that you actually
were for the amendment, but that you would speak
against it, and you would vote against it. Is there
any truth to that claim?

Mr. A. Jackson I'm sorry; I...

Mr. O'Neill People have lobbied us on this amend-
ment and said that you're actually for it, but that
you would speak against it, and that you would vote
against it. Is there any truth in that claim?

Mr. A. Jackson That is not true. I have stead-
fastly made my position known. I have voted con-
sistently with my views. When you watch the board,
I think that you will see that I am steadfastly in
favor of a management board for the Southern Uni-
versity system.

Mr. Haynes Delegate Jackson, isn't it true that

institutions like West Virginia State at Institute,
West Virginia, like Bluefield, like Lincoln in
Pennsylvania, all formerly all black schools have
met all of the guidelines that HEW has set up.
Isn't it true that these institutions, formerly all
black, are thoroughly integrated today?

Mr. A. Jackson That is correct, Mr. Haynes. I

think that that suggests to us that we need to give
full attention to how we democratize higher educa-
tion in this state, and if we give full consideration
to it, I think that we can devise a plan that will
utilize all of the units that we have in this state
for the people of this state.

Mr. Stinson Delegate Jackson, someone mentioned
about federal dollars. Actually, all that's our
money coming back to us; isn't it?

Mr. A. Jackson Yes, sir, Mr. Stinson. That cer-
tainly is our dollars, and I think that contrary
to a beTief that used to be around when everybody
was talking about the tainted federal dollars, I

think the only thing tainted about it is it "'tain't"
enough, and we ought to find a way to get all we can.

Mr. Stinson I'm glad we agree on that. Now, isn't
it a fact that when you're right, you shouldn't let
dollar signs influence you to vote wrong?

Mr. A. Jackson Well, I would agree.

Mr. Guarisco Mr. Jackson, I just want to ask this
ques tion . . . i n the effort for you to clear up, maybe,
a misconception. We just were passed out a state-
ment that the State Board of Education is unalter-
ably opposed to the multiplicity of boards, and
secondly, that it's in favor of one board and,
alternatively, the present three constitutional
boards. Since this seems not to be your particular
position, your name appears on the bottom, and I

understand that this is not your position. The
reason that your name is on the bottom is simply
that a delegate had to sign this in order for its
passing out.

Mr. A. Jackson Well, let me explain that. A

friend of mine on the State Board said that it was
important that this statement would get before the
convention. He asked, to comply with the rules,
would I sign it. I said, "Sure, I would sign it."
That's simply all that happened.

Further Discussion

Mr. Alexander Mr. Chairman and delegates, I arose
to speak on this question because I think there
have been some erroneous opinions expressed here.
Hay I say to you that there are some of my friends
out there who said to me, "When all of your black
delegates parade to the podium, you give to an
amendment, or whatever question you are supporting,
the kiss of death." For that reason, I have stayed
away, but I've discovered that whatever is going
to happen is going to happen. Now, these are the
questions I have in mind. Previous speakers have
said there are persons in the black community who
don't want this separate board. Originally, I came
to the convention with the intention of supporting
one all-powerful board to govern education in the
State of Louisiana. But, the delegates to this con-
vention have repeatedly stated by their votes that
they're not going along with a superboard or any
kind of board of that kind. Now, let me answer one
or two questions. First someone has said there are
officials at Southern who don't want this. During
the lunch hour I spoke with the president of

Southern University and the vice-president of
Southern University, and both of them said they're
behind the Jackson amendment. Now, will the opposi-
tion tell me who their persons are, or officials
are, from Southern? Secondly, the Alumni Associa-
tion of Loui siana--of Southern University, rather,
is behind this amendment. Now, I want to know also
of them: who are those other persons? Name the

persons in the black community who are against this

proposition. Now, I say to you that the perpetuation
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of the Jackson amendment does not mean necessarily
an all black board. In fact I'm opposed to any all
black board, just as I know most of you are opposed
to any all white board. So, it does not mean that;
it does not mean, even, the perpetuation of Southern
and its system because that still could be changed
if necessary. But, for the sake of the blacks of
this community, for the sake of harmony in this
state, for the sake of having three million, six
hundred thousand people work together as one unit,
I am asking you to vote against the Roy amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the committee, first of all I apologize to you
being late. I did not intentionally want to be
absent today, but I had to appear before another
deliberate body concerning the aspirations and
desires of a particular community. As I appreciate
it, the amendment as proposed by Mr. Roy, it, in
effect, removes or reverses the action that this
convention took on yesterday. Let me say, so there
are no uncertainties among some delegates, that I

and other delegates, the alumni association, the
presidents of student bodies are in favor of the
amendment of the section which presently includes
a board for Southern University. I did have the
occasion this morning, however, in talking with
Mr. Roy concerning his amendment, and he suggested
to me that. ..what he say, "I think that this is
going to hurt you." I say, Roy, say, "I can appre-
ciate your concern, but I'm reflecting the con-
cerns; I'm reflecting the direction; I'm reflecting
the attitudes and aspirations of the student body
over at Southern Uhiversity." On this question of
HEW with separate boards and such, I suggest to you
that that problem is going to be resolved. But, my
question still says we, presently under the old set-
up, had one board for LSU and a separate board
governing other colleges. Does that make it more
the less a threat to a higher education system? I

can't reiterate much of what I. ..more than what I

told you on yesterday, except to let you know that
there are over $7,000,000 worth of research projects.
Southern University's system administers Louisiana
State School for the Deaf, Louisiana State School
for the Blind. In addition it has a School of Law.
I don't want to. ..I think that I cannot say no more
than I said yesterday, and I'm very confident that
the delegates in this convention do recognize that
Southern is a system and that for every criteria
that you set out to say that one system deserves a

Board of Supervisors, you've got to apply that to
the Southern system. So, I'm going to ask that you
reject the Roy amendment, and that we proceed on
about the business of this convention. I say to
Mr. Roy that I understand what he's trying to do,
and I don't think he has no malintent, but, I do
not believe, and I do not possess, and I do not
embrace the kinds of reservations that he has. If
more I embrace--and I want to suggest to you that
there is a national concern going around the country
about what's going to happen to predominately black
institutions. I suggest to you that the provision
as adopted on yesterday allows Southern University,
LSU. . .Southern University to deal with its day-by-
day administrative and management problems. I,
again. ..I just want to reiterate that they are
unique problems of the student body that's predomi-
nately black--and I want to make this point clear:
I'm not asking for a totally black board for
Southern University. I don't see how that got
mixed up in the argument, because if that was the
case then I point to you, very seriously, look at
the composition of the LSU Board. I suggest to you
that they are thirty percent population of black
students over at LSU. But, that is not the point.
The point is that does this system. ..is this system
based on the three colleges, its research programs,
and its administration of the other schools deserve
a Board of Supervisors? Mr. Chairman,...

Questions

Mr. Velazquez Delegate Jackson, did you know that
HEW has threatened every southern state at one time

or another over various questions that no southern
state has yet lost any money f rom. .. through the
efforts of HEW?

Mr. J. Jackson Not only that, I think the governor
in his press conference today reaffirmed the posi-
tion that predominately black institutions like
Southern and Grambling do have a meaningful purpose
in the state higher education system.

Mr. Velazquez Delegate Jackson, do you think our
Louisiana Congressional delegation will allow
Louisiana to lose any money, or do you think that
they will have a special act passed to take care
of us this year, another special act next year,
and every other year that we require a special act
to get the money we need?

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Velazquez, I don't think that
our delegation will, whether it's higher education
or any other program, will allow our state to lose
money. I think that's why we've got a delegation,
but I think the key question here is that we ought
to recognize that Southern University is a system
and treat it accordingly. I ask for your rejection
of the Roy amendments. If there are no other
speakers, I move the previous question, Mr. Chairman.

[^Motion for the Previous Question
withdrawn .

]

Further Discussion

Mr. Chatelain Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow
delegates, this is the most momentous day of my
life. I don't know of a delegate who's fought
harder than I have in the last two or three days
for a single board concept for higher education in

the State of Louisiana. Fellow delegates, I have
fought long and hard in the last two or three days
to try to bring about a single board concept for
higher education in the State of Louisiana. I

still contend that it would be the best concept.
But, my fellow delegates, we have reached an impasse
in this convention. Certainly, I voted for Johnny
Jackson's amendment yesterday. I still thought we
had hopes of at least bringing in other universities.
We tried it this morning; we failed. I say to you
that even though I hate to do this--pri nci pal 1 y be-
cause of the great delegates that I've worked with
from Lafayette Parish, two of the finest delegates
I know of. It's been a pleasure having their con-
fidence and friendship throughout this convention,
and many others in my area, hut I think that like
a bunch of kids, we've played the marble game. We
should pick up our marbles, as it were, and go
about the business of writing this constitution.
I feel that the thing that we did with reference
to Southern University is a disservice to them as

well as a mockery to many of other people in this
state. We have fought the powers of LSU, and I

can say to you right now I didn't know until the
last two or three days how far the tentacles of
that great university spreads out in this state.
I find that the farm experimental stations all

over this state is a factor that brought the farm-
ers together with them. That's one of the greatest
powers they have. They have joined forces with the
AFL-CIO, an organization that is side by side with
them; the farmers are with them; the governor, I'm
told, is with them, and we have reached an impasse.
We may as well borrow... bow to the pressures that
be. I don't know who's right, and I don't know who's
wrong. I was all wrapped up in the idea of a single
board concept, and I'm a h'ardheaded Frenchman, and
it's pretty hard for me to change my mind. But,
in all honesty, my fellow delegates, in all sincer-
ity, I think that some of us are going to have to

change our mind and act like grown people. I know
that I was sent here from District 45--some of the
most independent people in the State of Louisiana.
I have the former head of the Republican Party
that lives down the street from me. I represent
about twenty-five percent of the black people in

my parish, and I know that I feel in my fifty-eight
years of life that I have a feeling for the people
of this state, and secondly, for the feeling of
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the people in District 45 whom I represent.
But, I say, delegates, that we're going to have

to get off from dead center and go in some direc-
tion. I say that the Roy amendment is a good
amendment. It's an amendment that will get us off
from this dead center we're on now and go about
the business of writing a constitution.

Yes, I'll yield.

[Motion for the Previous Question
rejected: 19-77.']

Further Discussion

Mr. E. J. Landry Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen of the convention, one time in my life
I'm going to ask you to listen to a simple man
tell a simple story. One time, please. I'd even
sing you a song to get your attention; I would.
If you'd only listen just a minute, I promise that
I'll keep away from this microphone, and you'll
not see me in this position for a long time--on my
word of honor, if you'll just listen once--one
time, please.

Whatever it takes for a simple story, then make
up your mind--a simple story from a simple man who
has worked his whole lifetime trying to keep from
undoing what you might let happen to you today.
I've been busy all day talking to the blacks,
talking to the whites. I was busy in the committee
working with the blacks, working with the whites.
I've spent forty-five years of my life working
with the blacks, working with the whites in educa-
tion. If there's one thing you need to think about
at this moment, it is the broad concept of educa-
tion that does not promote, in any manner, shape,
or form, a division that takes us back to where we
were when I began forty-five years ago. Forty-five
years ago I watched little black children in the
Hahnville High School walking on the sides of the
road--three months of school, poor school situation,
cast-off books, broken down desks delivered to
their schools, poor facilities. I saw white chil-
dren ride by coming to my school in big new busses.
I saw the lag develop; I became concerned. Then
later I saw the attorney for the blacks walk into
the School Board Office. I was present. I saw
the request for equal facilities granted--beauti f ul

schools for the blacks, inferior schools were still
there for the whites, but the blacks had more than
equal facilities in my school situation. Later, I

saw the request for equal all the way. I became
part of the movement; I was involved in community
action programs. You're looking at the man who
started for the first time in a white school with-
out the cooperation of the School Board, an inte-
grated faculty, and an integrated student group in

the Headstart Program--not through the forces of
the schools of this state, but through the black
LEA Teachers' Organization here in Baton Rouge.
How did we do it? We telephoned directly to the
President of the United States to get the funds.
Now, I tell you these things to let you know that
you're looking at somebody who doesn't want to go
backwards. That's what I've been telling all of
my black friends today, and I can't understand for
the life of me why at this time we want to set up
in the constitution two systems--two systems which
will promote just the opposite of what I've been
trying to do all of my life. I want to work with;
I want to be a part of my brother; I do, sincerely;
and I want to in no manner, shape or form become
part of two systems of education consti tu t ional i zed
in this constitution. I certa i nly . . . i f you think
right at this moment, you'll realize that this
amendment will do what I've been trying to tell you.
I voted no yesterday, and I told all my black
friends why. I think you'll realize that we're
writing a constitution, not for the immediate, not
for the dollars that are coming in now, but we are
writing a constitution for my grandchildren and
for your grandchildren so that they can carry out
the dreams, the great dream that Martin Luther
King expressed. I believe in his dream; I sub-
scribe to his dream, but what we did yesterday in

confusion, what we did yesterday when some of you
were prejudiced and you voted just to be against
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something, you weren't voting for something; you
weren't voting for that broad concept of a single
university. You--some of you--were voting against
something. Now, I'm imploring with you: today
think about it, and vote for something. That's
the one concept of a tremendous university that
will include, I hope, in a very short time all of
the blacks. I want people to be together. I want
that, and this does not--that is the concept that
we voted on yesterday, the Jackson amendment, will
not do that. But, this Roy amendment will put us

back into position. I sure hope that at this stage
in my life you think carefully before you vote.

Questions

Mr. Derbes Mr. Landry, I think this is an impor-
tant question. As I understand it--or as Mr.
Willis says, put a question mark to this--have we,
in fact, consti tutional i zed a separate system of
education based on race?

Mr. E. J. Landry I didn't get the first part of
your question.

Hr. Derbes In other words, do you find anywhere
in our product to date--that material that we have
adopted thus far--the constitutionalization--
including the Jackson amendment--the constitutional-
ization of a racially separate system of education,
per se?

Mr. E. J. Landry I do.

Mr. Derbes You do? It seems to me--and I again
question you on this--it seems to me that all we
are doing is consti tutional i zing the administration
of facilities which don't necessarily have to be

separate, or racially discriminatory. Don't you
see a difference?

Mr. E. J. Landry I don't.

[^Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

Mr. Roy Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of

the convention, I just want to make one clarifying
remark to Mr. Alphonse Jackson, in case some of
you misunderstood. I didn't say that Southern
didn't have any grants and didn't do any experiments.
I said that they have no experimental stations in

the extension work, and that's what I meant by that.
I was not trying to be sneaky or anything, that's
just a matter of fact. I'm not going to yield to
questions. Everybody knows what the issue is. In

deference to the time and all, I would like to read
something that manifests my feelings about what I

think. ..how important I think this is. In the end
of the play in Cyrano , when he talks about fight-
ing the age-old enemies of man--cpmpromi se , pre-
judice, cowardice and fol ly--Rostand says this:

"Mourn not the dead that in the cool earth lie,

dust unto dust, the calm sweet earth that mothers
all who die, as all men must. But, rather mourn
the apathetic throng, the coward and meek who see

the world's great anguish and it's wrong, and dare
not speak." I am not nearly what Cyrano was, but

I see right here and now something that is basically
wrong, and I'm going to speak, whether I speak one

time or one million times, if anybody wants to

write it down. Thank you.

liRecord vote ordered . Amendment re-
jected: 44-71. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered on
the Section

.

]

Closing

Mr. Aertker Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, we have been discussing this
section--in and around it--for the last several
days. I just thought that I would just give you
just a few brief words as to why I, who have spent
my life in education, feel as strongly as I do
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about the inclusion of the university system into
this article. I could tell you not the fact that
they are in the constitution, not the fact that they
were put in there because we had scandals in the
30's, etc. I support and have worked for the in-
clusion of the university system into this article--
into this section--because I happen to serve on the
Southern Accrediting Association for Universities
and Colleges. I have the privilege and the pleasure,
I might add, of reviewing every university and every
college in eleven southern states. I have been
doing this for eleven years, now. I am totally
familiar with what is the composition of just about
every university and every college. I serve on
there representing the secondary schools of the
south along with the superintendent from Dade County
in Miami. Incidentally, in that. ..on that committee
of twenty-one people, happens to be Dr. Mary Deichman
from the University of Southwestern, and Chancellor
Taylor from the Louisiana State University. But,
I think that you would be interested in knowing the
prestige that the Louisiana system has as far as
the southern states are concerned, as far as people
who recognize what degrees are and what quality is.
I can tell you that this system with the personnel
that they have, the investment that this state has
into this system, that it would have been a real
tragedy if we would not include them and guarantee
them some constitutionality so that we would always
preserve the investment that we have and the pres-
tige and heritage that it has because this univer-
sity is--it not only ranks high in the area of
athletic accomplishments--! can tell you that in
educational accomplishments it is recognized as
being one of the leading institutions in this. ..in
the entire south. I think that the final moment
that we have approached here has been worth all of
the efforts and all of the time and the sweat and
the tears that we have put into the inclusion of
this. I, certainly, at this time, ask for your
favorable approval of this entire section.

[section passed: 92-27. Motion to
reconsider tabled. Motion to re-
consider Section 8 tabled without
objection

.

]

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter "Section 10. Minority Representation
Section 10. An appropriate number of citizens

from the predominant minority race of the state
shall be included on the State Board of Elementary
and Secondary Education, the Board of Regents, the
Board of Supervisors of Louisiana State University
and Agricultural and Mechanical College, the Board
of Trustees for State Colleges and Universities,
and any other board created pursuant to this
Article. "

[^Motion to waive explanation of the
Section adopted without objection ."]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Juneau]. On
page 7, delete lines 9 through 16, both inclusive,
in their entirety.

Explanation

Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
this amendment deletes the entire section.

I'll answer any questions.

Further Discussion

Mr. Haynes Mr. Acting Chairman and members of
this delegation, we concur in Delegate Juneau's
amendment. We have voted in this constitution a
Board of Regents that will have coordinating respon-
sibilities for all of the higher education. We
have voted for management boards for Louisiana State
University and Southern University and likewise,
we have voted for a board to govern elementary and
secondary education with certain coordinating pro-
visions with all of the other boards. While it is

implicitly our view--and we believe that it's a

view that permeates the one hundred and thirty-two
delegates to this Constitutional Convention and
the people of the State of Louisiana that all of
these boards should reflect the ethnic population
of this state. It's in this view, Mr. Chairman
and members of this distinguished delegation, that
we concur in the Juneau amendment, and we ask that
you will vote favorably on this amendment.

Thank you very much.

\_Previous Ques tion ordered . Amendment
adopted without objection.'}

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter The next section is Section 11, Mr.
Vi ce-Chai rman . It reads: "Boards; Dual Membership
Prohi bi ted

Section 11. No person shall be eligible to
simultaneously serve on more than one board created
by or pursuant to this Article."

Expl anation

Mr. Aertker Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen of the convention, the explanation is

quite simple. The committee felt that with the
creation of these boards that it would be certainly
improper, and I think wielding undue influence for
a person to hold membership on more than one of
these boards. It's the recommendation of the com-
mittee that this be restricted to membership on
one single board.

Questions

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Aertker, as a professional
educator, are you aware that you have split an
infinitive in this section?

Mr. Aertker Mrs. Zervigon, I really didn't check
the grammar on the thing.

Mrs. Zervigon "To simultaneously serve."

Mr. Aertker Your point is well taken, so we will
correct it--"to serve simultaneously."

Mr. Dennery Mr. Aertker, I don't. ..I can't put my
finger on it right away, but didn't we adopt a pro-
posal about dual of

f

icehol di ng which would cover
this, or was I away on that day?

Mr. Aertker Well, no, this dual of

f

icehol ding , I

don ' t bel i eve , would, perhaps, maybe cover this.
We just felt that this would make sure that we
didn't have one on two boards.

Mr. Tobias Mr. Aertker, would this apply to ex
officio members of a board, for example, the
governor?

Mr. Aertker No, of course not.

Mr. Tobias Why not?

Mr . Aertker Well, if he'd be ex officio, we just
feel that since he wouldn't be able to vote that
this wouldn't be any undue influence.

Mr. Tobias Do you know that the law is confused
on that point whether an ex officio member has a

right to vote on a board?

Mr. Aertker I know that we don't have the governor
serving on any of the boards that we've created,
Mr. Tobias.

Mr. Tobias What about the Board for Secondary and
Elementary Education?

Mr. Aertker The governor is not on that one.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter The amendment [by Mr. wall'] reads as
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follows: Questions
Amendment No. 1. On page 7, line 17, after the

word "Prohibited" insert a semicolon ";" and add Mr. Burns Mr. Wall, I've served on quite a few
the following: Board of Directors of Boards during my lifetime,

"Student Membership Authorized". and I can't conceive of what rights any board mem-
Amendment No. 2. On page 7, line 18, after ber has, if they couldn't vote. They have no

"Section 11." and before the word "No" insert the authority or...
letter "(A)".

Amendment No. 3. On page 7, between lines 20 Mr . Mall Yes, now, Mr. Burns, I can tell you
and 21, insert the following: exactly here. The thing Is the problems of the

"(B) The legislature may provide for the member- university students, where these young people live
ship of one student on the Board of Trustees for four to six years, they need to be able to make that
State Colleges and Universities, one student on the position known. They don't have to vote, but they
Board of Supervisors of Louisiana State University still need to be there as full-fledged members so
and Agricultural and Mechanical College, and one people can't go in executive session and pull the
student on the Board of Supervisors of Southern wool over their eyes. They don't have to vote.
University and Agricultural and Mechanical College but they need to be in an official position to make
whose terms shall not exceed one year. No student their problems known because many times when these
member shall be eligible to succeed himself. A people are appointed, and they have been out of
student member shall enjoy all of the privileges college from twenty, to thirty, to forty years,
and rights of other board members except the right the college president can't go and tell them that
to vote." the young people today, it's a different problem,

it's a different world. The legislature may do
Explanation this. This doesn't set it up; it's strictly per-

missive.
Mr. Wall Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, first, I I further yield to Mr. De Blieux.
want to point out that this does not, in itself,
put any members on the Board of Trustees or the Mr. De Bl i eux Mr. Wall, in view of the fact that
Board of Supervisors of L.S.U. nor the Southern this is permissive legislation, do you know any-
Board. It provides that the legislature may. I'd thing that we have in this constitution that would
like to point out to you that to be able to be prevent the legislature from doing that if this
appointed to a board--let's just face reality--you provision was not in the constitution?
don't generally get appointed to the board unless
you're a man of means or you've made your political Mr . Wall Mr. De Blieux, you are smarter than
mark sometime or another. To do this, in most in- that, and you know that if we create a constitu-
stances, it's about twenty years after you were in tional Board of Supervisors, that the legislature
college. Most of us, twenty years after we've left could pass an act setting up something, but it--
the college campus, we can't really envision all the State Board--under their constitutional author-
of the problems that confront the students at these i ty , could eliminate these members at executive
colleges and universities. A student spends from sessions or any other time. They'd let them come
four to six years of his life at the college or in and sit a little while. But, they could, under
university; he lives there from four to six years. their constitutional authority, they wouldn't keep
He is part of that community; he is. ..the students them in all the time if they didn't want to.
are that community. I don't think that if students
are sent to the university to get an education that Mr. De Blieux If the legislature passed an act
they should say what the curriculum is for, or they setting forth what you have here in this provision,
should do the teaching, or they should do the govern- is there any way that the board could keep them
ing. But, I do think that when they are governed out if the legislature passed an act to that effect?
by people that are appoi nted-- tha t you might say
they have nothing to say about who is appointed Mr . Wall Pardon me?
and by people much older than they are, and peoples
that doesn't really realize the problems that they Mr. De B l ieux I said, if the legislature passed
are conf ronted--that they need... their voice needs an act to that effect, even without this, wouldn't
to be heard. What this amendment does, it provides they have a right to sit in?
that the legislature may provide membership on the
Board of Trustees for one member, not to exceed Mr. Wall No, the Board of Supervisors have ignored
one year, and he cannot succeed himself--he or she. things that the legislature has done that they dis-
The same thing for L.S.U. One member on that board approve ... tha t they didn't approve of.
for one year that cannot succeed themselves, and
also for the Southern board. These individuals Mr. De Blieux Well, since this would be permissive,
would have all the rights of board members except the legislature would have to act on it anyway,
to vote, for one year. I think this is very impor- What good would it do to put it in if the Board of
tant. Now, I don't say this is how it would be Supervisors will ignore it?
done, but let's just say that the Board of Trustees,
it could rotate from one college or university each Mr. Wall Oh, no, if it's in the constitution,
year, but the students would have the same view-- the Board of Supervisors can't ignore it. Senator
they would have the same probl ems--and they would De Blieux.
have someone that would be their spokesman. Now,
this doesn't set this up; it provides the legislature Mr. De Blieux Isn't this just window dressing,
may. I think this is very important. An educator Mr. Wall?
that's a member of this convention told me that he
deals with young people. He says, "If we don't Mr. Wall No, Senator De Blieux. If you want to
give these young people a voice, they will assert make a speech, you can make a speech--get the floor.
their voice of the problems that the older people
don't understand." In the past six years, two Mrs. Zervigon Have you ever spoken to a member of
college presidents have told me, said, "Shady, so a Board of Trustees of a university that has student
and so needs to be done where the students are representation on the board?
right," but said, "If I went down and told that
State Board of Education that they should do this, Mr. Wall Mrs. Zervigon, there hasn't been any in

I wouldn't have a job when I got. ..before I. ..my this part of the country, but...
job would be el imi nated--me , for the position--
before I got back to my college." So, I think this Mrs. Zervigon Would you say yes or no?
will be very important. It will help, when and if
it's done, and this is not doing it; it's making it Mr. Wall Well, look, if you want the question
permissive. answered, would you please be quiet a minute?

I yield to a question. There's not any in this part of the country,
but there are several colleges and universities
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that do have student representatives, and I have
read where it was very successful, and the boards
really approved it, and they contributed to it.

Mrs. Zerviqon Are you aware that one of the fine
side effects of this, that you did not mention in
your talk, is that the students see what the diffi-
culties the board has, how onerous the budgetary
responsibilities are, and go back and inform their
fellow students that managing in a university is
not all that easy? Are you aware of that side
effect?

Mr. Hall I think you are absolutely correct,
Mrs. Zervigon.

Mrs. Zervigon There is one such university in
New Orleans now, a private university, that has
student representation on the board; and they
found this to be so. Are you aware of that?

Mr. Wall I'm having difficulty understanding you,
Mrs. Zervigon. I'd ask the Chair to get order.

Mr. Alexander Mr. Wall, there have been several
amendments , and, of course, the original sections
adopted which stipulate the number of persons who
will serve on these various boards. Would your
students be supplementary, or may the legislature
increase the numbers of persons to serve on these
boards?

Mr. Wall Reverend Alexander, this would be an
additional member, but since they won't vote, it
doesn't really upset the balance of the board since
they don't have a voting authority. It will be an
additional member.

Mr. Alexander It will be an additional member?

Mr. Wall Yes.

Mr. Alexander Well, may--under the terms of some
of these amendments, since it will be constitu-
tional--may the legislature exceed the authority
given it in the constitution and increase the
number?

Mr. Wall Well, Reverend Alexander, there's laws
to cover that in case they do exceed that authority,
and there's a court to take care of it--declare it
unconstitutional --which has been done in the past.
I'll say this: the students, it's been said now,
if the students don't get an opportunity to pro-
perly voice the problems they are confronted with,
they need this just as much as black people need
to get in the mainstream of American life and be a
part of it. The students need to be a part of the
university 1 if e.

Mr. Tobias
1 egi si a ture may

Mr. Wall, why did you say that "the
rather than "the legislature

shall," since the person in your amendment doesn't
have the right to vote? Why would you just make
it permissive instead of mandatory?

Mr. Wall Mr. Tobias, I couldn't get enough support
to pass it by saying "shall" and by giving them
the right to vote. The main thing is, I think,
the fact that they can sit there and be there and
make the official position of the students known,
plus, like Mrs. Zervigon pointed out, learn the
problems of the board to take back to the student
government. That's the main thing, have an official
position where they can't be excluded in executive
session. It will accomplish what I really want
accomplished without the benefit of vote. I couldn't
get the support; I wouldn't have a chance of passing
it if they could vote.

Point of Order

Mr. Duval Mr. Chairman, this has nothing to do
with the merit of Mr. Wall's amendment, but the
rules do say that amendments have to be germane,
and I'm just wondering, perhaps, like a ruling from
the chair as to whether this is germane to dual

off iceholding.

Ruling of the Chair

Mr. Casey Mr. Duval, you bring up a good point.
The only. ..about the only way that we can. ..as a
Chairman I can intelligently rule on this is that
Mr. Wall--and I so ruled yesterday, made a similar
ruling--that where the title is amended and member-
ship, in this case, student membership is included
in the title, I think I would have to rule that
the amendment is germane.

[PrevioLzs Question ordered . Record
vote ordered. Amendments adopted:
77-35. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

Mr. Hardin [Assistant cierkji Amendment No. 1 [iy
Mr. Tobias}. On page 7, between lines 20 and 21,
in Floor amendment No. 3 proposed by Delegate Wall
and adopted by the convention on November 15, 1973,
on line 8, after the word and punctuation "himself."
delete the remainder of the line and delete lines
10 and 11 in their entirety.

Expl anat ion

Mr. Tobias This is a rather simple amendment.
It deletes the last sentence of Amendment No. 3

that we just adopted. It would allow a membei—

a

student member of the various boards listed in
Amendment No. 3--to vote. There are seventeen
members that we've established for each board.
This would allow the eighteenth member, and it
would allow this person to vote and become a part
of the system, --a student member. Considering
the history in this country in the recent past of
the problems that some universities have had with
respect to the deaf ears upon which administrators
have. ..how deaf administrators have been to the
student affairs of this... of various universities,
and have not allowed students to have some voice
in the administration of universities in this
country, I think that this is an appropriate and
necessary step to allow some representation to the
various boards by the students. Bring the students
into the system. As Mary Zervigon has mentioned,
students--once they become aware of the financial
situation and the various situations governing a

college--can better express and better understand
the problems that a board has. There is no better
person to explain to students exactly what is
happening at the university than the student him-
self, --to explain it to other students. I yield
to any questions.

Questions

Mr. Derbes Mr. Tobias, haven't we, in fact, in
the Elections Article accorded persons over the
age of eighteen, or eighteen years or older, the
right to vote?

Mr. Tobias Yes

.

Mr. Derbes Can you think of any reason why
student members of the boards as provided in Mr.
Wall's amendment should not be accorded a similar
right?

Mr. Tobias

Mr. Arnette

None whatsoever.

Max, I think you've got a good idea
there, except one thing bothers me a little bit.
Do you think that the legislature would be a little
less likely to grant this privilege of having a

student on the board if he automatically had the
right to vote?

Mr. Tobias It's possible.

Mr. Avant Max, don't you think that if the legis-
lature had the right to create such a membership
with the right to vote, that they would automati-
cally have the right to create the membership
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without the right to vote, if that's what they

wanted to do? They wouldn't have to give the right

to vote. Couldn't they?

Mr. Tobias In other words, if they could create

the membership and not to give him the right to

vote

.

Mr. Avant Or give him the right to vote, as they

wanted.

Mr. Tobias I think that ' s . . . thi s is flexible

enough to do that, yes.

Mr. Avant So, that wouldn't be any objection to

the amendment then--the fact that the legislature

might be less willing to do it?

Mr. Tobias I would think so.

Mr. O'Neill Max, I'm not sure in the amendment
whether or not these students would be paid expenses

and per diem as other members would be. Do you

know from reading the amendment whether they would
be or not?

Mr. Tobias No, I do not.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Mr. Stovall Max, isn't it rather insulting and

condescending to ask someone to serve on a board
of this kind and not give them the right to vote?

Mr. Tobias I would think so.

Mr. Flory Mr. Tobias, isn't it true that if you

delete that last sentence that you create problems
on what's already been adopted by this convention
with the Board of Supervisors, etc.?

Mr. Tobias Why?

Mr. Flory As to the numbers provided for in those
articles. .. in those sections?

Mr. Tobias I see no problem for this reason:

There are a hundred and thirty-two members of this

convention which is an even number of members.

Mr. Flory No, I'm not talking »bout that; I'm

talking about increasing that. ..those sections
provided for specific numbers on those boards.

Mr. Tobias Right.

Mr. Flory Here you say that the legislature may
provide.

Mr. Tobias ...for an additional member who would
be a student member. I see no problem, no conflict.

Mr. Flory But, if you delete that last sentence,
don't you think, in effect, what you're doing is

killing this provision?

Mr. Tobias I don't think so.

Mr. Dennery Mr. Tobias, 1 probably should have
addressed this question to Mr. Wall, but I failed
to do so. Possibly you can enlighten me on it.

What is a student? Is it necessary for a student
to be a resident of the State of Louisiana? Does
he have to be a student. . .can an L.S.U. student
serve on the Board of ... Southern University's Board?

Mr. Tobias I think it applies to "a student." I

don't think it has to be specified, and I think it

would be left to the legislature under the amend-
ment.

Hr. Dennery You think the legislature could do

this? In other words, what is a student? That's
what I'm trying to find out. A student is one who
studies . Is a student. .

.

Mr. Tobias who is attending the college or
un

i

versi ty--a college or university in the state
for those that would not apply to, for example,
the Board of Trustees for the State Colleges and
Universities. It would be a student who's attend-
ing a state university, as I would interpret it.

Mr. Burns In other words. Max, it could be a

student from Mexico or Hong Kong or Australia, or...

Mr. Tobias It could; it's conceivable.

Further Discussion

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men, I'm sorry I didn't say anything about the Wall
amendment because I think that's where we made a

mistake. But, be that as it may, since this is

permissible legislation, we certainly should adopt
the Tobias amendment because you would have--if
the legislature ever wanted to create a student
member. of the Board of Supervisors or any of these
boards--they would have to create that position
without a right to that person to vote or have any
other right, other than the right of just sitting
in, as you might say--a...an auditory member. I

think that might not be what the legislature would
want. It might create the 1 eg ... prevent the legis-
lature sometime from creating that position. At
least if they wanted just an auditory member, they
could do so. If they wanted a voting member, they
could do so--that is, with the Tobias amendment.
Without this amendment you might have a situation
that the. ..might not ever get a student member of
the various boards. I certainly think that, since
this is merely permissive legislation to start with,
that we don't need to tell the legislature it can
do something because it already has the authority.
As I've said time and time again, we should enact
laws here to tell the legislature "you shall do

something" or "you shall not do something." Don't
tell them they may do something, because they can
do it whether we tell them they may or may not.

Further Discussion

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, I rise against
this amendment. I voted against the Wall amendment.
I was surprised that it passed. I believe that all

students should have a right to appear before boards.
I do not believe it would place the students in a

position of better representation to have one stu-
dent on each of these boards. The one they might
have might be elected by them, if the election was
weighed by one vote--and they vote poorly like
grown people--so, you might have a person elected,
say, out of a possible vote of a thousand that beat
his next opponent by one vote, and the two of them
got three hundred votes together. If I was a stu-

dent back in school--and I've kept up with it since

I was there--and I was educated from coast to coast:
part in North Carolina, part in southern California,
part in New Orleans, part in Shreveport, in colleges
and universities. So I say, futhermore, we shouldn't
have passed the Wall one; I voted against it, but

it is not mandatory, but permissive. Now, here is

how ridiculous the Tobias amendment is--and I don't
like to use that word often--but, it. ..the Wall

amendment which it follows just uses the word
"student". It does not even provide whether he's

from Louisiana; he could be a correspondent school

student; he could be there--just entered the place;
he could be from Russia; he could be from Communist
China; he could be from anywhere. Certainly, we

don't presume governors would appoint those kind of

people, but it just points up how ridiculous it is.

The fair thing is for a board to permit students

to air their grievances; that is the whole purpose.
I say this is a dangerous type of amendment. I

know somebody is trying to humor somebody. But,

the time for humor is over, as many people have
realized, and get down to hard work. While I am

on that, just count up. I believe, today, about
two good amendments have passed and, all the rest

of the times have failed. Now, I suggest we defeat
this amendment since that Wall one has passed, and

it's not mandatory. The legislature can in their
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wisdom, or lack of wisdom, decide what to do with
that. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Wall Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, you
know, really and truly, people that have been
around a long time--like Mr. Jack got a little bit
ridiculous then. This is permissive to the legis-
lature. Don't you think that when you're spelling
something out in the constitution, that you should
give the legislature some latitude and they will

tie it down. That's what we're trying to do is to

give the legislature the latitude as to say--and
which they will say--s tuden ts from that particular
group of colleges and universities under the Board
of Trustees or a student from the L.S.U. system or

a student from Southern. So, it doesn't pin it

down, but the constitution is leaving that to the
legislature. Now, on this amendment I really...
there's some people in the different systems that
went along with my amendment on the basis that
they would not be permitted to vote. I just want
to say this: the main purpose that I want is these
people to be in an official position, and that
their voice can be heard, and that they will re-

main. ..they can't be put out in executive session
where that they will know what's going on; they
will better understand the functions of the board;
it will educate the board as to their problems,
and they can in turn go back and educate the stu-
dents. 1 don't think they have to vote in order
to do what I really want to accomplish, and we
would be upsetting the balance of the board. So,
that's my position.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
rejected : 39-72. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Dennery and
Mr. Casey]. On page 7, delete lines 7 through 20,
both inclusive in their entirety, and all floor
amendments thereto.

Explanation

study carefully the prohibition against dual office-
holding in this particular capacity, because what
you're doing if you don't contain a provision here
saying that no member shall serve on but one board,
what you could have, if the legislature does not
act, is you could have the superboard--you could
have the superboard--by merely having members serve
on more than one board. Theoretically, if you
delete this, they could serve on each board so that
the Board of Regents would control the entire
structure and governance of higher education.
That's the value of this particular section. Now
I have. ..I voted for Mr. Wall's amendment, even
though I did not believe that it did everything
that it purported to do in the way of giving to

the students what they asked for. But, I tell you
we need the prohibition contained in Section 11

prohibiting dual membership on the governing boards
of education. If we need anything in this constitu-
tion, we need the prohibition against dual office-
holding for the boards of governing higher educa-
tion. I ask you not to delete this section, and
not leave it to the will of the 1 egi slature--not
that I don't trust the legislature, but I know
that when the people adopt this and provide for
the prohibition against dual of

f

icehol di ng , then
the legislature has to live with that decision.
We take no chance whatsoever of a member serving
on two, and perhaps three, or even four boards. I

don't believe that was the wishes of this conven-
tion, but that's what we're about to do if we
delete this section. I ask you to vote against the
amendment and leave the section as it is. Let's
adopt the section in its final analysis.

Questi ons

Mr. Dennery Mr. Flory, we adopted a provision
which says "the legislature shall enact laws reg-
ulating and prohibiting dual of

f

icehol di ng in state
and local government." Now, don't you think that
covers this?

Mr. Flory No, sir. I don't believe that it
necessarily does, and I don't believe that it
harms a thing in the world to say here what we
mean as far as that no person shall serve on more
than one board.

Mr. Dennery This. ..the purpose of this amendment
is to delete Section 11 in its entirety. The
reason for that is that under the dual officehold-
ing provisions the legislature has the right to

provide for dual of

f

icehol di ng or to prohibit dual
of

f

iceholding. The Wall amendment says that the
legislature "may" and that type of language is

certainly not necessary unless we prohibit the leg-
islature from doing something, the legislature may
do it. So, I believe, and I think Mr. Casey agrees
with me, that everything we are putting in here is
purely legislative in nature, is not necessary in
the constitution, and, furthermore, is not desir-
able in the constitution. I, therefore, ask that
you vote in favor of this amendment which would
delete Section 11. I'd be pleased to answer any
questions that I'm able to.

Question

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Dennery, you believe that this
prohibition against serving on two boards would be
enacted by the legislature under a code?

Mr. Dennery Yes, sir. I certainly do, sir.

Further Discussion

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates to the con-
vention, I rise in strenuous opposition to this
amendment. Now, the Education Committee in the
eight or nine months of work that we had went into
this. ..in the structure of the governance of educa-
tion to a great extent. When the proposals are...
as it stands now the way that the convention has
adopted it, they've adopted the concept that this
Education Committee submitted to you. But, let me
suggest to you here that you read carefully and •:

Mr. Dennery In other words, you don't believe
that a board service is of

f

icehol di ng?

Mr. Flory Mr. Dennery, I'm not a lawyer and you
are. I'm a layman, and I know--when I read Section
11--I know exactly what it means. When I go back
to the dual of

f

icehol di ng that you're reading there,
I don't know what's going to happen in the interim
period between the time that the legislature takes
action and when this board comes into being.

Mr. Stinson Mr. Flory, there's no shortage of
good people in Louisiana to fill them without having
to double-deck them, are there?

Mr. Flory Based on the conversation in this con-
vention in the last several days, I think we have
an abundance of intelligent people willing to serve
on the boards governing higher education.

Mr. Stinson With reference to the question asked
before me, isn't it usually been interpreted that
when you have a position with a per diem, that it's
not necessarily dual of f i cehol di ng , hadn't it?

There's a possibility of that anyway.

Mr. Flory I know that that's been the cases. ..in

some cases in the past, Mr. Stinson.

Mr. Fulco Gordon, isn't this about the seventh
time that we've tried to create a superboard?

Mr. Flory Well, I don't know. I didn't count
them Mr. Fulco, but I just tell you that in the
final analysis, if you delete this section you can
wind up with a superboard by all its members serv-
ing on one board, the Board of Regents, and then
simultaneously serving on the other two boards.
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Further Discussion

Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

want to emphasize the point that Mr. Flory made.
The reason that I want to do it is because of the
questions that Mr. Dennery asked. I certainly
respect Mr. Dennery's legal ability, but if you
will recall, the original committee proposal on
dual of f i cehol di ng specifically excluded from it

those persons serving on boards, commissions, and
other instrumentalities performing solely policy-
making or advisory functions. Now, this convention
in its wisdom didn't adopt that, but simply said
that the legislature shall enact laws defining and
regulating dual employment and defining, regulating
and prohibiting dual of fi cehol di ng . Now, certainly
under that provision the legislature could, if it

saw fit, in its definition of dual officeholding,
eliminate from that definition "serving on these
boards," taking a position which would be similar
to the original committee proposal saying that
since there's no salary and no pay, and only some
per diem and expenses--and then only if the legis-
lature sees fit to give per diem and expenses--that
they could very well eliminate from the definition
of dual officeholding "serving on these boards of
higher education." The only reason I got up here
is because of the remarks of Mr. Dennery, who I

respect and who I know you respect. But, I do
want to point out that I think Mr. Dennery very
definitely is wrong, and if you will read the dual
officeholding proposal and read these provisions
relating to these boards, I think that you will
agree in my interpretation of it. For that reason
I ask you to reject this amendment.

Questions

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Avant, how long do you think it

might take the legislature to enact a comprehensive
code of dual officeholding?

Mr. Avant Oh, Mr. O'Neill, I have no idea.

Mr. O'Neill Well, can you envision it taking a

year or perhaps two, and in that...

Mr. Avant Well, I think it would take, at least,
maybe two sessions of the legislature.

Mr. O'Neill These initial appointments could be

made, and one person could be appointed to three
boards, and there would be no code to govern it;
is that right?

Mr. Avant That is correct.

Further Discussion

Mr. Wall Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this
section is absolutely necessary from two viewpoints:
first, as to dual officeholding on these boards,
it could be specific, and it is specific, so we
should retain this section and, second, as to the
amendment that was passed by you a few minutes ago
dealing with students and their representation.
Now, I have introduced legislation in the past,
but each time it had to be a constitutional amend-
ment because everyone--the legislative counsel and
all the legal counsel that I could get in Baton
Rouge, said that if you're going to do anything
with these constitutional boards--if you're going
to tamper with these constitutional boards--it has
to be a constitutional amendment. So, the work
that we just done would be of no effect if we don't
retain this section, plus the fact we need it as
far as dual officeholding is concerned. I ask you
to keep this section just like it is. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates, I can only
point out to you that we have. ..will have something
in the new constitution that we do not have today,
and that 1s a mandate from this convention and, if
adopted by the people, a mandate from the people
that the legislature shall enact laws--and I have
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the wording of Proposal No. 23 right here--the
mandate that requires the legislature to enact the
laws defining and regulating dual employment, and
defining, regulating, and prohibiting dual office-
holding in state and local government. I would
submit to you delegates that Section 11 is not
necessary. I would also submit to you that those
who believe that student representation is certainly
worthy of consideration on the Board of Trustees
and the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors, the legislature
would have a right to do that anyway--to offer the
possibility for student representation on those
boards. It Is certainly not prohibited. I would
submit to you that under the dual office holding
requirement that this convention has already adopted,
I think we have duplication here and Section 11 is

absolutely unnecessary.

\_Previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered. Amendment rejected; 33-80,
Motion to reconsider tabled.}

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Further amendments sent up by Delegates
Derbes and Gravel .

Amendment No. 1. On page 7, between lines 20
and 21, delete Floor Amendment No. 3 proposed by

Delegate Wall and adopted by the Convention on
November 15, and insert in lieu thereof the
fol 1 owi ng

:

"(B) The Board of Trustees for State Colleges
and Universities, the Board of Supervisors of
L.S.U. and Agricultural and Mechanical College,
and the Board of Supervisors of Southern University
and Agricultural and Mechanical College shall each
include one student el ector"--now there's several
changes in this next line--"shall each include one
student elector of Louisiana from"-- strike out
the word "each"; insert the word "the"--the
1 nsti tuti on" --pi ural i ze "institutions"; insert the
words "governed thereby". Make "institutions"
plural; then add the words "governed thereby, whose
terms shall". So, it would read: "shall each
include one student elector of Louisiana from the
institutions governed thereby, whose term shall not
exceed one year. No student member shall be eligi-
ble to succeed himself."

Expl anat ion

Mr. Derbes Ladies and gentlemen, what I am
attempting to do here is to constitutionally re-
quire the membership of one student, who is an

el ector--def 1 ned elsewhere in this constitution as
a person who is eighteen years of age or oldei

—

and who would, of course, have to fulfill certain
residency requirements. I'm providing that that
person shall be appointed to each of the various
boards from the areas governed by each of the
various boards. For example, one student from
Southern University would be appointed to that
board from the student population of Southern
University, provided that he is an elector of the
state, and one person from the student populations
of the other institutions governed by the Board of
Trustees for State College and Universities would
likewise be appointed. The provision is a require-
ment rather than permissive language. It's clear;
I think it satisfies the objections raised by some
of the delegates on the debate on previous amend-
ments that the student appointed might not be a

resident of the state and possibly might not be
old enough to vote. I think it satisfies those
requirements and makes the appointment mandatory.
It also continues in effect. ..It continues in

effect the requirement that no student member may
be eligible to succeed himself and continues the
period of the appointment for one year. So, I think
this 1s a clear and definitive requirement on the

appointment. I urge you to adopt the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Smith Mr. Derbes, will the member here have
a right to vote--the student?
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Mr. Derbes Yes, sir. He would become a member
of the board just like any other member, and he
would have a right to vote.

Mr. Smith How old would he have to be?

Mr. Derbes He would have to be an elector, which
in turn would require that he be a resident of the
state and would require that he be eighteen years
of age or older. I think if he can vote in the
general elections of this state, he ought to be
able to vote, if this convention in its wisdom
determines that he should be permitted to serve.

Mr. Pugh Does the fellow run for office, or he
gets appointed or what?

Mr. Derbes His appointment would occur in the
same manner that the appointment of the other
individuals would occur, Mr. Pugh. This is just a

requirement for appointment.

Mr. Pugh Well, you understand under Mr. Casey's
ruling that all you had to do was amend the title
and you could then put anything in a section. We
now have a section that refers to dual membership
and, I take it, for a student member, but I don't
see anything in this section relating to appoint-
ment or election or anything.

Mr. Derbes Well, I respectfully suggest to you
that the selection process for these various
boards is mentioned elsewhere in this article, and
all this is, is a restriction on the appointment
or on the selection process. It merely provides
that when the governor is making such. ..when the
appointing body is making such appointments, that
one of the appointments must come from the student
populations of the various institutions.

Mr. Pugh In other words, he's going to use this
as one of his appointments?

Mr. Derbes Yes,

Mr. Pugh O.K.

Mr. Derbes Yes, sir. It won't change the overall
population of the boards. It will not disturb the
ratios and selection methods. It would just require
that one of the persons be appointed from one stu-
dent population.

Mr. Shannon Mr. Derbes, through your amendment
are you trying to mandate that the governor appoint
this seventeenth member which is his member-at- 1 arge

,

as a student?

Mr. Derbes Mr. Shannon, I'm not disturbing the
selection process of the various boards I'm merely
saying that of those persons who are appointed,
the person should come from these various student
populations .

Mr. Sandoz Mr. Derbes, when you say one student
elector for each institution, now in the L . S . U

.

system if you have five...

Mr. Derbes Hay I clarify it?--and I'm glad you
brought that up again because the language of the
amendment has been changed, Mr. Sandoz, I don't
mean to cut you off. It now says, "from the
institutions governed thereby." So, the Board of
Trustees for State Colleges and Universities with
five-member organizations, or five organizations,
under their governance would have one member from
those. ..from that student populat ion--al 1 of the
five institutions, in other words.

Mr. Sandoz There would just be one for the L.S.U.
system, then?

Mr. Derbes Yes, sir.

Mr. O'Neill Jim, didn't we provide that certain
of these members had to be from certain congressio-
nal di stricts?

Mr. Derbes I'm merely specifying, Mr. O'Neill,
that in addition to any other requirements already
provided for in this article, that one member from
each of the affected i nsti tutions . . . of the board's
governing each of the affected institutions must be
a student in those institutions. That's all I'm
say i ng.

In closing, let me say, ladies and gentlemen,
without a lot of Fourth of July rhetoric, that I

was in college in law school during a lot of the
student unrest in this state, and I certainly be-
lieve that one of the ways to solve the problems
is to give the students some voice by way of vote
and by way of participation in the governance of
their own institutions. This to me is a very minor
compromise and a very minor way of including these
people in the affairs that affect them so personally.
Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Wall Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
problem of the students having a voice in their
university life is one that I have been familiar
with since 1950 when they wouldn't let the girls
receive telephone calls after 9 o'clock. So, this
is a question that I have been familiar with; I

know something about it; I know something about
the legislative process; I know that we have to
have this amendment in the constitution, or we can't
do it. I know there's not enough support for any
stronger amendment than the one that I have given
you. Now we can put a person--and let their voice
be heard--on these different governing bodies
through the legislature. You've got to have a

procedure. There's a big--look, I've introduced
several constitutional amendments on this--there
was a lot of thought process as to just how this
student representative be selected and where he
would come from. So, this is a legislative problem
as to how he will be selected. But, he should have
the voice.

Now, there's a lot of people that went along,
and they believed that the students should have a

voice. But, they won't go any further than what
the amendment that you approved earlier that was
submitted to you. They are not going any stronger
than that. So, I'm opposed to this amendment. I'm
opposed to the forced membership at this time.
This makes it some question as to whether you're
going to have a member from each institution. He
deleted my entire amendment, which deleted the
title, which doesn't make it germane; but that's
alright. But, I'm going to ask you to vote this
amendment down.

Thank you.

Questions

Mr. Tobias Mr. Wall, your last remark was that
this deleted the title. Isn't it true that your
amendment--thi s amendment--woul d only delete the
third amendment of your three amendments and would
keep Amendments No. 1 and 2?

Mr. Wall I believe you are correct, Mr. Tobias.

Mr. Tobias O.K. That's one Question.
My second question is this: you personally

agree that there should be at least one.. .a student
should be on the board, whether he is a voting or
nonvoting member? In philosophy you believe in
that?

Mr. Wal

1

Yes, but Mr. Tobias, we have to accept
what's best under the circumstances. Many people
went along with this, without giving them a vote;
and they've got some strong arguments there. I'm
going to have to support that position, because I

think I have to support that position in order to
keep the amendment here so that we can gain. ..that
much ground.

Mr. Flory Mr. Wall, isn't it true, as I read the
amendment, that the LSU Board of Supervisors would
have nine students on it out of the seventeen; the
Board of Trustees would have ten or eleven students
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out of a board of seventeen--wh 1ch would be a ma- '">' amendment, I must say by way of clarification
jority; and the Southern Board would have three out that the grammatical objections, in my opinion,
of seventeen under this amendment? are not well taken. Let me explain.

The amendment as it is currently proposed says
Mr. Wall Well, Mr. Flory, I'm going to tell you ^^^^ ^ach of the various boards shall include one
what. This. ..Mr. Gravel left a lot of things un- student from the institutions governed thereby--
answered in this. This is one of his poorest legal "°'- ^''om each of the institutions governed thereby,
documents that he's ever drafted. ''"t from all of the institutions governed thereby.

I am not suggesting to you, it is not my intention,
Mr. Flory Well, he didn't leave that unanswered. and I do not believe that a clear and fair inter-
It reads that way when you say "each include one pretation of the phraseology indicates that I am
student elector of Louisiana from each institution." expanding the membership of any of these boards or

requiring more than one student on any of these
Mr. Wall Well, he amended that "from the institu- various boards. All that this amendment tries to
tion." But it still leaves it in doubt to what '^° is to require one student on each board--nothi ng
they could be--five or nine. more, nothing less. To answer Mr. Wall's charge,

the amendment was drafted by me. I take full credit
Further Discussion foi" it- Mr. Gravel's name appears on it, but I am

responsible for it. Thank you.
Mr. Smith Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think
this is a bad amendment--one of the worst I've seen. Questions
I voted against the Wall amendment. I didn't think
it. ..thought it was rather ridiculous. I think Mr. Fulco Mr. Derbes, we have four or five
this is worse. I don't think that students have a branches, I guess--LSU branches. Would that mean
right or are mature enough to be on these kind of that each student from each of those branches would
boards. I don't know what they are trying to do-- serve on the board? That's the way your amendment
get the youth vote or what? But I think we ought reads. I wish you'd check that. I want to vote
to get down to business and cut out these ridiculous ^°'" y"""" amendment,
amendments. I hate to call them that. But that's
what they are. I wish the Wall amendment hadn't Mr. Derbes Thank you. I'm just going to. ..can't
passed. At least it's permissive, but, this would turn on my recorder again and say the same thing,
be mandatory; and I don't know what reason it has '^'"- Fulco. That's that my amendment requires the
here. But, I say I'm not looking for any votes. appointment of one student from each...I should
So, you all go along, and let's vote this thing ^ay my amendment requires the appointment of one
down. student from the entire student population governed

by each of the boards. In other words, if there
Question are five colleges and universities governed by one

board, the appoi ntment ... there is required the
Mr. Stovall Mr. Smith, you don't think that the appointment of one student from the entire popula-
students would be as mature and competent as we tion of the five schools. If there is one college
are here--we who are older--in this Constitutional and university governed thereby, the same require-
Convention, then? ment. There is no more than one student appoint-

ment required to each of these boards.
Mr. Smith That's right, sir.

Mr. Ful CO I didn't have your recent copy of the
Further Discussion amendment. The way it read originally, it was

"shall include one student elector of Louisiana
Mr. Hernandez Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen fi'Dm each institution."
of the convention, this sounds good on the face of
it: a student has a right to be there. But, I

Mr. Derbes Yes, sir. From each. ..from the insti-
just want to call your attention to the fact, so tutions governed thereby,
that it will not be overlooked, that on your Board
of Trustees you will have eight students. That is Mr. Fulco Yeah. But my amendment doesn't read
almost enough to control this Board of Trustees. that way.
It's departed from the thing of just giving a
little input to a board which was first intended, Mr. Derbes Again I rei terate-- i n defense of the
because they can very easily be in control of one criticism levied against the amendment, the gram-
of these boards and vote a majority. Then, on the matical cri t icism-- that the amendment should read
LSI! Board, there would be five students on that. °" the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7th line, "of Louisiana
That is just too many students on one of these from the institutions governed thereby." The pre-
that...you have departed completely from the vious language has been deleted. "From the institu-
original concept of giving them input. They tions governed thereby "--one student from each stu-
would...they could too easily get control of this. dent population governed by each board--not from
So, for that reason, I ask that you disapprove each institution, but from the entire student pop-
this amendment. Thank you very much. ulation governed by the board.

Thank you. Please vote for the amendment.
Question

[Record vote ordered . Amendment re-
Mr. Tobias Mr. Hernandez, if we were to delete jected: 35-78. Motion to reconsider
the one phrase that says "the LSU Board of Super- tabled. Pending Amendment read.
visors," would you be in favor of this amendment? Previous Question ordered on the Section:

63-48. Section passed: 100-18, Motion
Mr. Hernandez No, sir. You would still have *° reconsider tabled.}
eight on the Board of Trustees, which is, by far,
too many students on this board. So, I think that Reading of the Section
wouldn ' t. .

.

that would help it very little, Mr.
Tobias. Mr. Poynter The next section is Section 12.

Parish School Boards; Parish Superintendents
iPrevious Question ordered.] Section 12. (A) Parish School Boards. The

Legislature shall create parish school boards and
Closing shall provide for the election of the members of

such boards.
Mr. Derbes I regret having to appear before you (B) Parish Superintendents. Each parish board
again . T^l 1 be brief. shall elect a superintendent of parish schools.

I want to say that, although I respectfully dis- ^^^ State Board of Elementary and Secondary Educa-
agree with some of the philosophical differences tion shall fix the qualifications and prescribe
of opinion that have been advanced in objection to the duties of the parish superintendent, who need
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not be a resident of the parish in which he serves.

Explanation

Mr. Aertker Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, this wording pretty well tracks
the present constitution. I think we all recognize
that this would be necessary for the operation of
the school system. So I recommend to you its
adoption.

Questions

Mr. Pugh What's the reason for the provision that
he doesn't have to live where he's going to work?

Mr. Aertker Because there was a provision at one
time that stated that he had to. So, we decided
we wanted to clear that out--that he didn't have
to.

Mr. Pugh In other words, the old constitution
says he has to live there.

Mr. Aertker That's correct, and he'd have to get
It wai ved.

Mr. Pugh So, this isn't exactly like the old
constitution, is it?

Mr. Aertker That's correct.

Mr. Morris Mr. Aertker, would this allow the
superintendent of the city of Monroe or the city
of Bogalusa to live in those parishes, rather than
in the city, today?

Mr. Aertker Ves, it'd allow. ..yes, it would.

Mr. Morris In the years gone by, we had other
city school systems in which this did present some-
thing of a problem. Isn't that right?

Mr. Aertker That's correct.

Hr. Burns Mr. Aertker, what was the reasoning on
the part of the committee to remove... to add that
requirement. .. that is, that exclusion that the
superintendent did not have to be a resident of
the parish in which he serves?

Hr. Aertker We felt that he. ..in order to allow
the school systems to go out and make a choice to
give you an example: If a school system that would
desire to get someone from, say, from out of state
to come in as superi ntendent--or one would want to,
they say, who lived in another parish, to come in
and be superintendent this was the reason why we
would put that provision in there.

Mr. Carmouche Mr. Aertker, did you know that the
old constitution did have a provision that the
superintendent did not have to be a resident of
the parish?

Mr. Aertker Yes, actually, it was the State Board
of Education that finally had to put a waiver in
there for those coming out of state, Mr. Carmouche.

Mr. Tate That's apparently to continue to permit,
for instance, when the superintendent of St. Landry
Parish is hired by Plaquemines Parish, so that they
could free Plaquemines Parish to choose an educator
from other parts of the state?

Mr. Aertker That's correct.

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 {by Mr. Jenkins].
On page 7, at the end of line 24, add the following:

"School board members shall be elected from
single-member districts at the first and each sub-
sequent regular election for school board members
after publication of the results of the 1980 decen-
nial federal census."

Expl anati on

Hr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates, this is to
follow up the precedent we set in the Legislative
Article with regard to single-member districts.
You'll notice that it provides that it would apply
only after the 1980 decennial census. This really
is to make sure that we don't have any problems
with regard to implementation of this whole plan.
Since people serve for six-year terms in most of
these school boards, we didn't want to, in any way,
infringe on the terms of people who might be elected
in the 1974 elections; and, also, because school
boards operate on staggered terms, we didn't want
to create transitional problems there. Also, a

number of school boards have been reapportioned in

recent years, and we didn't want to create a situa-
tion whereby the adoption of this amendment would
cause them to have to reapportion again. This would
give them time to prepare for it and make an orderly
transition. If there were some court orders that
provided another means for apportioning school
boards, then naturally the court would have to
accept this plan before it would have any effect
in that particular parish.

The purpose for having single-member districts
in this constitution is that single-member districts
represent the fairest means of electing people to
public office when they serve in legislative or
quas i -1 egi si a ti ve capacities. I think if you look
around the state, you'll see all sorts of inequities
that exist because of multi-member districts.
Sometimes they are rural-urban problems; sometimes
they are black-white problems; sometimes it's
Republican-Democrat. There are all sorts of things
that arise that don't allow people to be represented
properly. Let me give you an example.

There's one town that I know of that is sur-
rounded by a rural area. On their school board
they have four or five members from that particular
district. Invariably, the town outvotes the rural
areas and elects all the members from that district,
even though there is a very substantial rural pop-
ulation. You look at a particular ward in East
Baton Rouge Parish--Ward 2--where we have three
board members. This district is at least forty
percent black, and you would think at least one-
third of the members of this... of the three would
probably be black. But, almost invariably, the
election in that district, because there tends to
be a black and a white in the runoff tends to be
some sort of racial contest; and people tend to
vote along racial lines. That doesn't promote
the selection of the best school board members. I

think it would be much better to have three single-
member districts there where people in the particu-
lar districts, regardless of what their sentiments
might be, could vote for the people that they chose
to represent them.

I know in East Baton Rouge Parish, to take
another example, we have one area of the city that
traditionally votes Republican. There is a

Republican state representative from that area;
there's a Republican city councilman from that
area, but because the ward in which that particular
area is established is not predominatly Republican,
there is no Republican member of the school board,
etc. One of the best things about single-member
districts is that it tends to breed responsibility
on the part of public officials, directly to a

group of people who elected them. So often when
you have multi-member districts and you go to a

particular school board member, or councilman, or
representa ti ve--wha tever it may be--and there are
other legislators or members from that district,
you find that no one is particularly interested in
helping you because there's such a dispersion of
power that there's no real responsibility.

Another important thing is campaigning. When
you have to run in a multi-member district, some-
times it even gets ridiculous. It gets to the
point of having to run in an area, for a relatively
minor position, that involves a hundred thousand,
two hundred thousand, six hundred thousand people
in a given district, to run for the school board.
That means that too much money has to be spent to
elect people. Also, it means that the average
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voter cannot possibly know his particular member
on a school board. We have single-member districts
that allows person-to-person campaigning. It cuts
down on campaign expenses because it just doesn't
cost nearly as much to run in a single-member
district. I thought long and hard on this amend-
ment about attempting to exempt Orleans Parish
because some of the delegates from Orleans wanted
it that way. Other delegates from Orleans did not.
The argument in favor of exempting Orleans was that
there's maybe some special circumstances there:
the fact that they have five members of their
school board elected at large from the whole
parish; the parish coincides with the city; they
have nonpartisan elections; their school board
members are elected at the time of the general
election, etc. It was charged, perhaps, that this
would politicize the Orleans Parish School Board,
if we had them run by single-member districts.
But, after thinking about this a great deal, I

think that that argument is fallacious for the
reason: There's nothing in the nature of single-
member districts that would change the basic
structure of the Orleans Parish School Board.
People would still be elected on a nonpartisan
basis. They would still run in the general elec-
tion; there would still be five members of that
board. I see nothing that would any way hurt
Orleans Parish School Board. I think it would
help it by making it more representation. So, I'd
urge the adoption of this amendment.

Questions

Mr. Lanier Mr. Jenkins, as you and I previously
discussed, is it not true that, at the present time,
the Lafourche Parish School Board is under an order
of the Federal district court for the United States
District Court of the Eastern District of Louisiana,
under Docket No. 68-1702 in the case of A. J.
LeBlanc v. John J. McKeithen , et. al. to have multi-
member districts in the parish of Lafourche, to
have his school board members elected by division?

Mr. Jenkins Well, I'm not sure if your numbers
are correct, Mr. Lanier; but I assume you're correct
otherwi se

.

Mr. Lanier I have shown you the orders and the
judgments ; is that not correct?

Mr. Jenkins I think that's correct, Walter; and
let me say that, obviously, by this constitution,
we can't override a federal court order. But, I

think what would happen if we adopted this, and it
were still in effect after the 1980 census, is that
the school board would make an effort to have the
court amend its court order to encompass this
particular concept. If the court agreed to it,
well, then it would; and if they didn't, it wouldn't.
But, we're still going to be decided by the federal
court, and nothing we here do is going to change
that or affect that in any way.

Mr. Lanier Well, would you agree that if this
amendment passes, it could create a conflict be-
tween this judgment--which I understand to be a
final judgment in the federal court--and the pro-
visions of the new constitution?

Mr. Jenkins No, I don't think it will be a con-
flict because you have to look at the legal order
of priorities. The federal court order in regards
to Lafourche Parish is going to take precedence,
and so it won't be a conflict; it will just be a
question of that being imposed. But, I really
think that if Lafourche Parish School Board is
apportioned on a single-member district bas1s--or
an attempt is made to--and that's submitted to the
court, and they find that it's a fair system, I

don't think there will be any problem of having
that judgment amended.

Mr. Lanier Under your amendment, is it not true
that all members of the school board will have to
run in 1980?
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Mr. Jenkins No. In fact, it would be impossible
for them to run in 1980 because this provides that
at the first election after the results from the
1980 census are obtained, single-member districts
would be... those board members elected after that
time would have to be from single-member districts.
So, that means that in the 1982 elections, those
elected that year would have to be from single-
member districts.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Chairman, I've got some very
serious problems that...

Mr . Jenki ns Let me finish answering by saying
this: in other words, this doesn't require that
everyone in 1982 be in a single-member district.
It requires that everyone who's elected in 1982--
and that will probably be one-third of the board,
unless there's some transitional measure enacted
by the 1 egi s 1 a ture-- that those elected would have
to be from single-member districts, and all those
subsequently elected would be.

Mr. Lanier O.K. Would it then be your interpre-
tation of your amendment that, in accordance with
the court order that I showed you that provides
that our school boards will complete their six-
year terms, and that one-third will be elected
every two years, this part of the court order
would not be in conflict with your amendment as
you intended. Is that correct?

Mr. Jenkins That's correct.

Secretary Dennery in the Chair

Mr. Slay Mr. Jenkins, under the Federal Election
Act that was passed here a few years ago, it says
that the Justice Department has to approve any
changes that are made in our voting procedures
here in the state. Now, once we adopt this, the
Justice Department will have to approve it; and
so, regardless of what the courts have said, I

believe that if this is approved, and the Supreme
Court has said that that election law was valid,
then we could follow this amendment, once the
Justice Department approves it. So, that would
answer all the questions that've been raised.

Mr. Jenkins I think this is the way It would
work, Mr. Slay, and remember, it's not going to
apply just to this amendment. All of our election
law that we put into this consti tu t1on--including
the Election Article--is going to have to be sub-
mitted to the Justice Department under the 1966
Voting Rights Act. Now, the Justice Department,
if it approves that plan, will then validate sub-
sequent elections held under it, if they're held
in accord with those laws. Now, I don't think that
Justice Department approval would supersede a
federal court order, however. That's why the
federal court order in that particular Instance
would be amended. But, I can't really see that if
any of this is approved by the Justice Department
that we're going to have any trouble with the
federal courts. I really don't because I think
that would satisfy.

Further Discussion

Mr. Newton Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise in support of this amendment. There are
many reasons to urge you to support it. I'd like
to point out two. I supported the concept of
single-member districts for members of the legis-
lature for the reason that it cuts down on the
cost of campaigning. I think that that is, 1n
itself, is enough reason to have single-member
districts for school boards. I'd like to point
out--Mr. Shady Wall's been talking about an inequity
in his parish in Monroe--wel 1 , there's an inequity
in my parish that I'd like to clear up, and I think
this would go a long way to do it. My district
comprises the Seventh and Eighth Wards of Tangipahoa
Parish. Now, the Eighth Ward does not have a single-
member on a nineteen-man school board, and they
don't have a single police juror. I think that
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this amendment would go a long way to alleviating
that situation and similar situations in other
parishes throughout the state. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men, I rise in opposition to this amendment. Now,
let me tell you, you're looking at the fellow who
introduced into the legislature an act for single-
member districts of the legislature. I believe in
single-member districts. But, yet on the other
hand, I can see some time maybe in the future where
we might want to have maybe one district that would
have multiple members from that district. If you
passed this amendment, it would be impossible to
do that. I just don't think this is the type of
legislation which should go into our constitution.
At the present time, we are trying to solve all of
our problems in today's conditions. That we should
not do. I don't believe any of us here has enough
foresight that we know that what's going to happen
in the future. One of the reasons we have a great
United States Constitution is because those framers
of that constitution did not believe they knew all
the answers. I think that what we are trying to
say here that we know what's going to happen in
the future. So, therefore, we're going to solve
the problems for the future by cluttering up our
constitution with a lot of solutions on today's
problems. What we are doing is creating situations
which we will have a lot of amendments in the future,
as we have had in the past, by putting matters like
this into the constitution. I think that this is
not what we want. The legislature can provide for
single-member districts. So, let's let the legis-
lature do that. If the occasion should arise when
we need a multiple district, as least we won't be
locked in to where we can't do it without a consti-
tutional amendment which would make a local issue
for some local school board that we ought not to
have in our constitution. Therefore, people will
be voting upon something that pertains to only one
school board rather than something that pertains
to statewide election. I just think this is bad
to put into the constitution, even in spite of the
fact that it has fifty-five coauthors to it. I

ask you to reject. ..to consider your position and
reject this amendment. It's not going to eliminate
single-member districts. It just provides that if
the occasion should arise and the legislature did
want to have one, it would have the right to do so.
I ask you to reject the amendment.

Questi ons

Mr. O'Neill Senator De Blieux, you didn't vote
for single-member districts in the constitution
for legislators, did you?

Mr. De Blieux If. ..to put it in the constitution?
No, I did not for the same reason I gave you here.

Mr. O'Neill Senator De Blieux, I think you did.

Mr. De Bl ieux Wait. I introduced a legislation
in the legislature to provide for single-member
districts for legislators, as you well know.

Mr. O'Neill Well, I think you voted to put it in
this constitution as well.

Mr. De Blieux No, I did not.

Mr. A. Landry Senator De Blieux, is there anywhere
in this proposal where terms .. .years of terms for
the school board is set out, to your knowledge?

Mr. De Blieux In this constitution?

Mr. A. Landry Yes. In the proposed constitution-
the proposed article that we are considering now--
is there anywhere that sets out how many years a

school board member shall serve?

Mr. De Blieux I think we've got six-year terms;
I'm not sure

.

Mr. A. Landry I'm not too sure that I see it. I

was just wondering whether you knew about it or not.
I don't think we've set out terms at all, so far.

Mr. De Blieux Maybe we haven't gotten to that
particular section yet.

Mr. A. Landry If we haven't set it out, then,
wouldn't we be, in Lafourche Parish, in a terrible
situation where the court has ordered us that the
election of 1976, that five of our members shall
be elected for six years?

Mr. De Blieux I think you would be. Yes.

Mr. A. Landry You feel that this might be better
left up to the legislature instead of being put in
the constitution? Is that right?

Mr. De Blieux Yes, I do, certainly; much better.

Mr. Lanier Senator De Blieux, do you agree with
Mr. Jenkins' interpretation of this amendment that
commencing in 1982, that one-third of each school
board would come up for election?

Mr. De Blieux Well, that all depends upon what
would be the provisions in our law at that particu-
lar time, Mr. Lanier. If we did not provide for
staggered members for school boards, that would
not happen. They all would be elected.

Mr. Lanier Secondly, since we're under a court
order in Lafourche Parish to have multi-member
districts set up in divisions, would it be your
opinion that the only way that we could comply with
the new constitution would be to go back into fed-
eral court and ask for an amended judgment in order
to bring ourselves in compliance with the state law?

Mr. De Bl ieux That's my interpretation, Mr. Lanier.
You'd have to do that.

Further Discussion

Mr. Sutherland Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow dele-
gates. ..Mr. Acting Chairman, I rise in opposition
to this amendment. The Orleans Parish School Board
presently consists of five members who are elected
from the parish at large for six-year terms with
one, two and two coming up every two years. The
members of this board are elected on a nonpartisan
basis. They cannot have political support. They
run in the general election; they are not in party
primaries. The people of New Orleans appear to be
well satisfied with their members and the way that
they are elected. It is my understanding that
there are other boards that are elected in the
same manner. I can tell you that the Louisiana
School Boards Association-- I' ve talked to their
executive secretary--they ' ve informed me that
there are at least forty-eight other boards who
have multi-member districts in this state. They
have been involved in 1

i

tigat ion--many of them have
been-and the multi-member districts have been
approved by federal court. Now, what are we trying
to do? At the present time, the legislature is
the one who determines the composition of these
boards, fixing their terms and the membership. In
the last session of the legislature, attempts were
made to change the terms and the conditions, the
composition of the Board of Orleans Parish. There
was widespread opposition to it in our city. We
do have race represented .. .al 1 the races represented.
In Orleans Parish, it's an unusual situation, where
they attempt to have people qualify who represent
different religions, different races, and different
geographical sections. But, we run from the city
at large. There is no district. Now, if you put
this amendment in and force upon Orleans a district
that means that we will then have to divide the
city up into districts, we will have one member
elected from each district; and they will be com-
peting, then, for schools for that district which

[2409]
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we have not had. We have been interested in schools
for the city at large. I have served twelve years
on this board. I had, many times, people ask me
from the district which I run... which I come from,
where I reside: "Why don't you do more for the
citizens of Algiers? Why don't you get more schools
for Algiers?" I had to tell them, "Look, I am not
representing Algiers; I'm representing the city of
New Orleans, and I have to do what is best for the
entire city, not for my particular area." Mr.
Riecke served on the board with me at the same time
that I did. He represented the Gentilly area. He
was elected from a geographical area, but he had to
represent the city of New Orleans as a whole. We
had members from the uptown area, from the down-
town area. I think that this would be a mistake
to attempt to force this upon us. Now, Mr. Jenkins
said that he talked to me, and he thought about it,
and he understood that we had problems. But, he
doesn't think that this is any problem. Well, I

have to disagree with Mr. Jenkins, and I think the
people of New Orleans will disagree with him. I

think that other di stricts . . . i f you will check
with your school boards, you'll find there is oppo-
sition to this type of thing. I would urge you
sincerely to defeat this amendment and leave it as
it is now, with the legislature, where the flexi-
bility can be put into it, if it's necessary to do

so. I'll yield to any question.

Further Discussion

Mr. Casey Mr. Chairman and delegates, I urge you,
with every bit of convictions and ability that I

have to convince you, to vote, absolutely and posi-
tively without a doubt, no, no, no on this particu-
lar amendment. I submit to you, delegates, that
it's awfully difficult to oppose apparent good
government, apple pie, and motherhood. But, I

must do so in this case. The school board of the
parish of Orleans, for i nstance--and , I know, many
other school boards who represent ... have parishwide
representation rather than single-member districts--
we have the finest school board, as far as I'm con-
cerned, in the State of Louisiana. Our school
board, I feel, because of parishwide election,
avoids much of the sectional interest and bickering
that could occur from single-member district rep-
resentation. We have five members of our school
board: we have one black; we have one lady, and
three other members of our particular school board.
During the difficult days when segregation and inte-
gration was an issue, our school stood up and was
counted. I feel that they were able to do that be-
cause of the parishwide representation, because of
being elected from Orleans parish rather than from
a particular area of the city of New Orleans. It
was so difficult at that time. Two of our dele-
gates, Mr. Sutherland and Mr. Riecke, were addressed
out of office by the legislature because of a stand
that they took during the days of integration. I

would submit to you, delegates, that this can easily
be left to the legislature. Let the legislature
decide if certain parishes wish to elect their
school board on a parishwide basis or a single-
member district basis.

An attempt of this type was made similarly in
the legislature to apply, however, only to the
parish of Orleans. After hearing much testimony,
after hearing many witnesses, it was soundly de-
feated in the House of Representatives. I must
strongly urge you to positively defeat this amend-
ment .

Question

Mr. Hire Mr. Casey, did you know that I was an
author on this? But, you have convinced me--you
and other speakers--that this is a bad amendment,
and I'll vote against it. For the records, I'd
like to state that I'm against it.

Mr. Casey Thank you very much, Mr. Mire.

Further Discussion

Mr. Slay Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, first
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I want to say that I'm impressed with what the
committee has proposed for school boards. I think
that the school board is probably the most impor-
tant public body that we have in the State of
Louisiana. I say that because I served on the
school board in Rapides Parish for twenty-five
years, and I know what those people go through
with. I would also like to rise in support of this
amendment. We have about sixty-four different
methods of electing school board members. I would
like to see it done statewide, and have one system
for the whole state. I think single-member dis-
tricts is the only way that it can be done. In
Rapides Parish we have three different systems.
North of the river, if you live there, you run in
one way. In Alexandria and the surrounding area,
you have another way to run. If you live south of
Alexandria, you run in an area that's about forty
or forty-five miles long, representing four wards.
Now, two people have to live on one end. Two have
to live on the other. But, the people on one end
have the votes to elect them on both ends. Now,
that doesn't make sense. The people don't know
what's going on there, and once we get single-
member districts over the whole state, then, we
can settle down and go about the business of run-
ning schools, and we'll know what's going on. As
I say, I have served in all kinds of methods. We
have been reapportioned three times in Rapides
Parish. I would like to see it settled one time.
Let the Justice Department come in and approve
this method. Then we can settle down and be about
our business. I urge your support of this amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, I rise in
support of this amendment. I'm in favor of single-
member districts for legislators, schools board
members, police jurors, and any office of similar
nature. Here is the reason for it, if you'll give
me your attention: when you have, let's say, you
elect five candidates for a certain office parish-
wide. There's fifteen running; you have to vote
for five of them. Now, you don't even know who your
opponent is in that race. Now, if you have a block
vote against you, you are doomed. But, if you have
single-member districts, then you can create the
issues, and you know who your opponents are, and
you know who's getting that block vote. Now, let
me tell you I can't--let's forget New Orleans a

minute; Mr. Casey was talking about it; I can't
say where his five members that run in that parish-
wide come from--but in Caddo, over the years,
beginning 1940, my memory serves me correc tly--and
I was elected for twenty-four years in it--but, it
wasn't a fair thing. Every representative and
senator, during the time 1940 up until single-member
districts in the House and the Senate, came from
Broadmoor area and at least the area east of Fair-
field, with the exception of one representative;
and that was me--or "I," I should say--and I lived
on the west side of Fairfield. From there west
and south and north, but keeping that parallel
line, no representative or senator was elected.
That was not fair. The fairest method is the
broad section of the people, and that's the way
you get it by the single-member district. Another
thing: I saw the time when you had to vote for
two out of three candidates for a certain office.
I did not want to vote for two of them. There was
only one of them I wanted to vote for. So, for me
to vote for one man out of that three that I wanted,
I had to vote for one of the two men, neither of
those two men did I want to vote for. That's an-
other trouble with this business of having to vote
in a district where they run at large, and you have
to vote for two or more people. The fair thing 1s
single-member districts. It's fair in New Orleans.
Mr. Casey says vote against, against, against. I

say vote yes, yes, yes. There's a many a person
here, if you didn't have single-member districts,
would have never been elected here. I don't know
that I would. I doubt seriously I would. If you
stay in politics a long time, there are little
block votes, little block votes there. I was In a

head-on race--thi rteen of us running. Then when
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it came down to the final thing, in the runoff,
there were issues, and I won it. I say single-
member districts in everything. Thank you.

Questions

Hr. A. Landry Mr. Jack, you mentioned a multiple
district. Do you realize that the federal court
has ordered Lafourche Parish five different dis-
tricts, and that In one district we have five mem-
bers of the school board to be elected? Do you
know that the federal court designated them as
seats A, B, C, D, and E, and you don't have to
qualify against all five; you can pick your candi-
date?

Hr. Jack I don't have any respect much for federal
courts to begin with, but I like single districts...
single-member districts. I do not approve of sec-
tions. I don't think it's good at all for this
kind of thing.

Mr. A. Landry Do you realize, Hr. Jack, that we
did not set single-member districts for police
jurors?

Hr. Jack I didn't understand you.

Hr. A. Landry I said, did we in this convention
set single-member districts for police jurors?

Hr. Jack Well, you just get an amendment up there,
and I'll sure be for it.

Further Discussion

Hr. Nunez Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, single-member districts might
be the greatest thing that ever happened to this
state. But, I don't believe this is the way to do
it. There are many of our parishes, and 1 just
had the occasion to have one of my parishes to
adopt a plan submitted to the Justice Department
or the courts, or what have you, that comes back
approved. There's four different districts in a

five board district. They run from one, two and
three members. They run A, B, and C. But, I think
if you adopt single-member districts for school
boards, you're going to also have to come back and
do it for police juries and other governing author-
ities because most of our school board lines...
most of your school board lines trans. ..are on the
same lines as police juries run in. If you do this,
I don't believe that you should do it for one and
not the other. Why should we say there should be
single-member districts for school boards? I don't
believe this is the way to do it. I think it's
bad. I think that we should allow our parishes
and the school board authority, through the legis-
lature, to run the way they think it's best for
them to run, and that is with the sanction of the
federal courts. I think we're going too far. I

think the courts have realized, in telling us what
they've done over the past ten years, that they have
gone too far, and I think they are coming back.
They're coming back to the moderate side. They're
coming back to what the people want rather than
stuffing it down our throats. I don't think we
should go ahead and pass this whereby the constitu-
tion. ..we put in the constitution after 1980 that
all school board members, all school board districts
shall be single-member districts. I think we're just
tampering with our school system a little too far.
So, because there are so many coauthors on here, I

would ask you coauthors to look at this again, and
look what you're doing to your school boards throug
out the state, and if you reconsider what you've
done. I ask you to vote against it. Thank you.

Question

Hr. Tapper Senator, I guess you realize my name
IS on that amendment, but did you know that I had
it taken off?

":• ''""ez Well, would you take Hr. Tapper's name
off, please? I'm glad to see you taking your name
off, Hr. Tapper. Would you agree we open the

jgh-

machine for coauthors now? It's up to you, Hr

.

Toca. I'm against the amendment.

Further Discussion

Hr. Hayes Ladies and gentlemen, I don't know
whether I could say any more than has been said
already. But I fully endorse these single-member
districts. Had it not been for the single-member
districts, I am sure--I am positive--! wouldn't be
at the Constitutional Convention today.

Here in East Baton Rouge Parish, in the school
system, we have the multi-member districts. We
have never been able to elect anyone to the school
system. I think if we had the single-member dis-
trict, we would have at least three members on
the school board. I fully endorse the single-member
districts throughout the parish. This, in my
opinion, would mean more than the school board. ..I
mean the board that they have just given Southern
University a few minutes ago. This would really
mean something to the people in the State of
Louisiana. So, help us adopt a single-member dis-
trict for the entire State of Louisiana.

[t?uoruiD Call: 93 delegates present
and a quorum. ]

Further Discussion

Mrs. Warren Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen of this delegation, I had not planned
to come up here to say any thing. I was just going
to sit there and listen and vote my convictions and
save time. But I find that I must.

Mr. Casey made a statement. He said we have on
the board, in the city of New Orleans, one black,
one lady. True. And you've got one you can catch
up with, and he ain't black. I am not going on a

racial issue. I would like to see some of them on
there black; but, personally, I could not care
less. I want somebody on that board that I can
communicate with. All these fine gentlemen that
are telling you about the school board, and keep
it like it is--I have missed one school board meet-
ing since I have been coming to this convention,
and I haven't seen any of them there. You tell me
how interested they are in the children. 1 want
to say, for here and now, I'm not only interested
in the children in the city of New Orleans; I'm
interested in every child in the State of Louisiana.
I'm not going to be satisfied until the communica-
tion gap is closed. I think it can be closed with
this amendment. Yes, I . . . am actively working in
P.T.A. I support P.T.A., not for a board. As I

said once before, a board is not the thing that is
holy and sanctity to me; it is the education and
the welfare of our children. I am going to ask you
to forget about these little petty things. I want
to ask you to look into your heart and vote for a

single-member district where we can get some com-
munication and not a lot of air.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Weiss Hr. Acting Chairman and fellow dele-
gates, I'd like to speak because I was one of
those who are coauthors in this amendment, and I'd
like to clarify my position after hearing the argu-
ments. I am going to vote against this floor amend-
ment, and I'll tell you why.

First of all, I've never considered issues of
racism. I do not think this is a black-white
issue, and should never be. These are not issues
we are voting on in this convention. It's quite
obvious that the black and white race are equal.
I think that we have maintained this in our
Declaration of Rights. We understand and appreciate
that always in this constitution. This is not an
issue at this time. I would like to point out,
however, that 1 was not aware of the complications
which this floor amendment brings forth.

There are two factors here that were not under-
stood by me when I coauthored this floor amendment
initially. One is that the committee proposal al-
ready allows for single-member district operations.
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In other words, it is optional for the legislature
to establish single-member districts within the
school board operation. Secondly, the floor amend-
ment makes it mandatory. Now, I think that where
indicated, we have, and have acted as a body to

make situations mandatory that deserve that they
be mandatoay. However, I believe that there has
been sufficient expression here to indicate there
would be too much confusion in certain areas of

the state to make this mandatory. Furthermore,
the mandatory nature of this comes close to home;
nothing is more personal than the educational pro-
cess to the people of our state.

But, secondly, and that which disturbs me most.
is the defining of the school board districts.
Now, this is a real problem. I think that the
legislature has this prerogative at this time.
But if it is made mandatory, it will create havoc.
Specifically, what will become of police jury dis-
tricts? What will happen to council districts in

the charters of New Orleans and in other cities?
Are we going to have single-member council members
to local government? Are we going to have single-
member districts police jury members running? This
creates a real problem. It is my belief that we
had best leave this, as an optional procedure, to

the legislature and adhere to Section 12 of the
committee proposal as outlined, rather than accept
this floor amendment. Therefore, I am voting
against this amendment. Of course, you, the dele-
gates, will do as you see fit. But I wanted to

explain why the change from a coauthor to currently
voting against this floor amendment, as I appreciate
the problem now.

Questions

Mrs. Warren Dr. Weiss, I hope you understood what
I said.

Mrs. Warren Is that the reason that you are chang-
ing your vote, because you believe it's a racial
issue?

Mr. Weiss I think I specified that specifically
in my discussion.

Mrs. Warren Well, who do you think made the
racial issue?

Mr. Weiss Because so many people have come to
this microphone and made it a racial issue...

[^Previous Question Ordered . Record vote
ordered , Amendment rejected : 40-66.
Motion to reconsider tabled. Previous
Question ordered on the Section , Section
passed: 104-7. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Chairman Henry in the Chair

{^Motion to take up other orders adopted
without objection.']

Report of the Secretary
[l Journal 824-828]

{^Quorum Call: 86 delegates present and
a quorum. Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock
a.m., Friday, November 16, 1973.]

Mr. Weiss I believe you were speaking of black
and white. I get turned off when you say that,
Mrs . Warren . .

.

Mrs. Warren No. ..no, no, no. You've got to be
wrong. I thought that's what you thought. Mr.
Casey was the one that mentioned it. Not I. I

quoted what he said.

Mr. Weiss What did you say, Mrs. Warren? The
question?

Mrs. Warren I said it didn't make any difference
with me. T said the one that we can catch up with
is not black. I don't go on no racial issues, and
you ought to know it since you and I have been here
so long.

Mr. Weiss Are you for or against this amendment?

Mrs. Warren I'm for the amendment. I'm saying
I 'm not going. .

.

Mr. Weiss Why? Why are you for it?

Mr. Dennery Dr. Weiss, you are supposed to be
answering quest ions--not asking them.

Mr. Weiss Well, I was waiting to get a question.

Mrs. Warren If you had been listening. Dr. Weiss..,

Mr. Weiss What is the question, Mrs. Warren?

Mrs. Warren You mentioned--and I wanted it clari-
f ied: the only way I could clarify it was by ask-
ing you a question--you said the racial issue came
up after I came to the mike. I did not bring the
racial issue up. Mr. Casey mentioned it.

Mr. Weiss Well, what is the question?

Mrs. Warren You said it was a racial issue. It's
not a racial issue.

Mr. Weiss No. I say what is your question?
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Friday, November 16, 1973

ROLL CALL

{^76 delegates present and a quorum.']

PRAYER

Mr. Riecke Bless us, Lord, and these actions we
take today, and make them pleasing in Thy eyes.
Amen

.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
ill Journal 829-830 J

Mr. Poynter Delegate Proposal No. 32. Introduced
by Delegate Drew.

A Proposal to provide with respect to the courts
of appeals circuits and districts. The proposal
has been reported without action by the Committee
on the Judiciary.

\_Motion to withdraw Delegate Proposal
No. 32 from the files of the Conven-
tion. Substitute Motion to engross
and pass the Proposal to its third
reading

.

]

READING OF THE PROPOSAL

Mr. Poynter Delegate Proposal No. 32.
A Proposal to provide with respect to the courts

of appeals circuits and districts. Provide an ad-
ditional Section 9.

Expl anation

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, what
this proposal does is grant permission to the legis-
lature to district the various circuit courts of
appeals. As 1t is presently set up, we have three
districts in each circuit, and all additional judges
that have been added run at large from the entire
district. I will give you an example of the Second
Circuit which is composed of twenty parishes. You
have three judges who are elected from specified
districts to--one of them has seven parishes, one
of them has less, and then one of them has quite
a number less than that, I think is the way it
works out. Then we have two judges who have to
run from the entire twenty parish district. You
have that same situation in every circuit court of
appeals district. This is nothing mandatory. It
is permissive for the legislature to create dis-
tricts for those judges. Some of the districts it
may be an impossibility. In other districts, it
would straighten out the problem of having three
judges run from small districts; two or more judges
running from extremely large districts. It would
do no harm to the court of appeals. You would prob-
ably have better representation from the smaller
districts, and like I say, it is permissive legis-
lation ... permi ss ive matter that the legislature can
look into and do when it is determined that it is
to the best interest of the people. I ask that you
give me a favorable vote in passing this on to third
reading .

Questions

Hr. Tobias Harmon, didn't the convention pass on
this exact issue that this delegate proposal has?

Mr. Drew I don't believe so. Max. I could be
wrong, but I don't believe they did.

Mr. Tobias Well, I think we did, and that's why
this whole thing arose.

Mr. Tate Mr.
^

Drew, was it not... the committee had
original ly recommended retaining the present system
of giving at large, judgeships, letting the legis-

lature create, at large, judgeships, rather than re-
district? Without much discussion, a floor amend-
ment was adopted which took away the option of the
legislature to create additional judgeships by at
large method, and the reason--if I understand it--
that you are reintroducing this is that the fifty-
eighth study of the Judicial Council had recommended
this as a method of avoiding a pol i tical i zed fight
every time you have a new district. So, as I under-
stand it, you want the opportuni ty--i n the event we
get time, which we probably won't--for the conven-
tion to reconsider this matter. Is that right, sir?

Mr. Drew That's correct. It would be something
that has to be studied. At the time that they
needed additional judges, the expedient way at that
time was to let additional judges run at large. It's
something that, I think, will in the future give
us the flexibility to make it a more workable sys-
tem on the circuit court of appeals.

Mr . Wei ss Delegate Drew, did you know I agree
with Delegate Tobias that I think the convention has
already expressed itself In this regard. But, you
mentioned that this was permissive legislation, and
I read the first line of your section proposal, "as
each circuit shall." Now, my understanding is this
Is mandatory legislation. Why do you say that it's
permi ss ive?

Hr. Drew I don't have it right here before me,
I don't believe. Doctor, but, I mean...

Mr. Weiss I'll read it for you then. It says:
"Each circuit shall be divided into at least three
districts." This is your Delegate Proposal No. 32,
is that correct?

Hr. Drew Well, that is the situation we have now.
Dr. Weiss. You have three districts in the circuit

Mr. Weiss With at least one judge elected from
each?

Mr. Drew Correct, and then all other additional
judges are elected at large. That's what we're
trying to rectify, possibly, in the future.

Mr. Weiss It says "each circuit or retains sub-
ject to change by two-thirds vote of the legisla-
ture .

"

Mr. Drew That's correct. But, right now, you have
your three districts, and then when they needed ad-
ditional judges, instead of dividing the districts,
they created at large judgeships. In the Second
Circuit Is a good example. You have three districts,
and one judge is elected from each district. You
have two additional judges that are elected at large
from the entire twenty parish circuit. That is the
law today that you have three districts, see.

Mr. Weiss I thought we did away with the judges
at large.

Mr. Drew What?

Mr. Weiss We did away with the judges at large,
didn ' t we?

Mr. Drew No, sir, we have not done away with the
judges at large.

Mrs. Warren Mr. Drew, one thing you said when you
started speaking hasn't brought me to this micro-
phone. You said it would be probably better rep-
resentation if we had the district rather than at
large. So, what's the reason for wanting at large
district judgeships?

Mr. Drew What is the reason for the at large...

Mrs. Warren Why?
better vice versa.

You said it would probably be
Why would you want it any other

way than to have better representation? Do you have
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any other reason that you would rather have. ..do Mr. Drew As it is now set up, we are leaving the
away with better representation, in other words? courts as they are... the courts of appeal as they
This is what I'm trying to say. are.

Hr. Drew Well, the thing is, f5rs. Warren, I don't Mr. Arnette Well, Mr. Drew, I'd like to read to

think it's fair--and let me continue to use the Sec- you from the adopted Judiciary Article which says,

ond Circuit as my example--to have three judges run- "after January 1, 1975, no judge shall be elected
ning from rather small districts, seven parishes on at large from within the circuit," which means we
down; and then to have two judges who are obligated have done away with at large circuits after 1975.

to run from a twenty parish--the entire circuit; Your proposal seems to be exactly the opposite of

they are elected from the entire twenty parish area. that. Am I incorrect, or not?
To get the additional judges we needed, that was
the only way at that particular time that they saw Mr. Drew My recollection was that that was deleted,
that they could add the judges without a great deal Mr. Arnette.
of turmoi 1

.

Mr. Arnette Well, I'm reading from the first en-
Mrs . Warren Well, right along now, we can fix it rollment.
up like it is, and it won't be no problem. I mean,
unless you just don't want to change. Mr. Drew Are you talking about the courts of

Mr. Drew I didn't understand you.
appea 1

?

Hr. Acnette I'm talking about the courts of
Mrs. Warren I say at this point it appears that appeal s , Section 9. Courts of appeal, circuits,
it is already settled, and we could go on with it and di

s

tri cts--f rom the j udiciary . . . thi s is the
like it is, and we wouldn't have any problem, unless adopted first enrollment, which says we have done
you just don't want to change. away with at large judgeships. So, is your idea

entirely against something we've adopted, or not?
Ms. Zervigon Mr. Drew, I'd like to be clear in my
mind exactly what we're debating. We're not debating Mr. Drew My idea. ..I would be very much against
right now or voting on the merits of your proposal, that Mr. Arnette, for the reason that I don't think
are we? there's any way humanly possible to do it by 1975.

There's no humanly way possible to do it.
Mr. Drew No, ma'am.

[Motion to table the Substitute Motion
Ms. Zervigon We're just voting on whether or not rejected: 23-62.]
to reconsider this question. We could easily vote
it down on the floor when it comes up at that time. Further Discussion
coul dn ' t we?

Mrs. Miller Mr. Chariman, and ladies and gentle-
Mr. Drew You're correct, Mary. We're merely dis- men of the convention, Mr. Drew's proposal is a

cussing now, the question of presenting it to the proposal to reopen the section on the courts of
convention. That's what it amounts to. appeal. I think this is something that addresses

to your very careful attention, because when you
Ms. Zervigon If we continue to say to ourselves open that section, you can do violence to a great
we've decided that already, we won't think about many things. But, the thing you will do the great-
it anymore, it may well be that we've made terrible est violence to, under the Drew proposal, is the
mistakes that we won't turn over; isn't that cor- equal hand of justice in the State of Louisiana,
rect? Now, we are not bothered with this problem down

• in Orleans--the people in the Orleans Circuit. You
Mr. Drew I think we've made quite a few, and have now have before you, I think, a map of the State of
rectified quite a few, Mary, during the time we've Loui si ana--has that been passed out by the pages?
been here. Alright. On that map, you see the four circuits of

Louisiana: The First Circuit, Second Circuit, Third
Ms. Zervigon But, we don't want to make it so and Fourth. You only have the problem of judge-
that we can never rectify anymore; isn't that cor- ships at large in two of the circuits; that's up
rect? in the Shreveport area which is your circuit number

two. You have the problem in the Third Circuit
Mr. Drew That's right. which you see on your map which is all the center

section of Louisiana. You do not have any at large
Mr. De Blieux Mr. Drew, so that we can understand judgeships now in the Baton Rouge area. In fact,
this situation: there is no district at the pres- in Baton Rouge, you all specifically rejected the
ent time that has less than three judges; is that concept of judges at large. In Orleans Parish, you
correct? do not have any at large judgeships, and the concept

of judges at large has been rejected. So, you're
Mr. Drew That's correct. talking about only three judgeships where you have

at large judges in the Third Circuit, and up in the
Mr. De Bl ieux Therefore, some of the judges run First Circuit around Shreveport, you have five judges
at large, and some of them run by districts. of whom two run at large. Now, Judge Tate told me

that he's been approached by several judges who
Mr. Drew Right. wanted to change this section. Well, I haven't been

approached by but one judge who wanted to change
Mr. De Blieux This would give the legislature the section, and I have been approached by one who
the f lexibil i ty to make the adjustment as needed? knows. ..who has run at large. Both of these who've

approached me have run at large. They know that
Mr. Drew That is correct. Senator De Blieux, and ^hen you give a judge in twenty-one parishes an at
it's going to take an extensive study because of large judgeship, you've given him a life term, be-
your overlapping periods of the terms, and if you cause who's going to take him on after he's been in
had an at large judge from the same parish, say, there for ten or twelve years, and run against him?
that a judge from a district was elected...! mean, j^is convention saw fit to limit these judgeships
it's going to take a long time. It's nothing that to ten years so they will have to stand again for
we can do overnight, but it's something that will reelection, and I say when you run in twenty par-
provide us the flexibility to do it in the future. ishes as you. ..what I think the number is up in the

Second Ci rcui t--when you run In the Third Circuit in
Mr. Arnette Mr. Drew, I think that you told Dr. twenty-one parishes, and get a ten or twelve year
Weiss that we had not done away with at large term, you pretty well have it for life, because the
judgeships. Did you say that or not? judge would have to do something awfully unpopular
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for anyone to raise a quarter of a million dollars given the legislature a great deal of flexibility,
to run against him, and give up a district judge- You're not saying that you cannot combine two or
ship probably in the process. You're talking about three districts within the circuit which almost
only five judgeships at large. You're not going to comes to the at large situation if they thought it

really hurt anyone. The newest judge on the Third was desirable. But, you are preventing them from
Circuit will go in January in a twelve year term. creating such massive and huge circuits that it

Surely, in twelve years he can make himself popular would be unfair to the people, because the people
enough either in his own district or wherever he of Loui s iana . .

.

they know in a campaign you cannot
would have to run to seek reelection. You're not get to know people in a five or six weeks campaign
doing violence to anyone's term of office. Now, period over twenty-one parishes unless you pour a

I've heard Judge Tate say that it gives the court massive amount of money into the campaign. In the
stability; stability is the word I hear him use in Third Circuit you're talking about, right now, six
the committee thing, to let these judges run at T.V. stations, fifty small dailys and weeklys, six
large because it kind of creates continuity. I'm major newspapers, and over fifty radio stations, and
saying you're giving him a life term, and this is all of those things have to be used, because if you
exactly the concept that we have rejected for the leave one out, someone else gets mad at you. So,
Supreme Court judges, the district judges, and for you're talking about a massive amount of money, and
all judges, is that we want them to stand and face you're talking to somebody that's been through that
the people every so many years. Now, I've heard game, and I know the name of the game,
the argument that it's easier to create judgeships
when you let them at large. It was easier when the Mr. Drew You're speaking of your at large judges
first one was created back when Judge Tate ran for there when you're speaking of all of that area,
it, because you did have a unique situation. But, aren't you? You're referring to the at large judges
when Judge Tate ran for it out in the Third Circuit, from the Third Circuit; is that what you're re-
they didn't have twenty-one parishes, and the cam- ferring to?
paign cost was not as great. Now, we heard Mr.
Jenkins yesterday talk about one of the problems on Mrs . Mi 1 1 er Well, and it's the same thing. Of
these districts that he was talking about yesterday, course, now, on the Second Circuit, you only have
are campaign costs. It is a terrible burden for two major cities with presently .. .wi th probably
anyone to run in a third of the State of Louisiana. only two or three major T.V. stations, and fewer
When you run in a third of the State of Louisiana, newspapers, of course. But, I just don't see how
you either have to be very wealthy, and able to bear we can create unequal type judgeships. This has
the campaign costs yourself, or you have to raise been something this convention overwhelmingly voted
money--and I'll tell you, they don't give money for for, was to try to keep even handed justice and
judges races like they do for congressional races equal judges in the State of Louisiana,
and legislative races, because what can a good judge
do for you in return--so the money comes from two Mr. Drew Well, just one more question, Ruth. I

sources, plaintiff attorneys, and defense attorneys. mean, to let judges run from similar size districts.
Do you want your judiciary to have to sell out to you say that is unfair; that we're creating unequal
raise campaign funds, or do you want him to have areas, unequal judgeships, by giving them similar
to mortgage all his salary for his twelve year term areas to run from?
of office... ten year term of office in order to

meet the expenses. I think the Drew amendment is Mrs . Mi 1 ler Well, I definitely think when you
going to open up this Judicial Section again, and have at large judgeshi ps . . . the man that runs at
now is the time to kill it. I ask that you vote large is not on the same footing with a man that
against the Drew amendment. I'll answer questions. runs in the district. He's not on it financially;

he's not on it in any way.
Questions

Point of Information
Mr. Weiss Delegate Miller, isn't this just re-
hashing what the constitution has been over in Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, my questions are directed
regards to single member versus multiple districts to the Chair.
for election of judges? First, I think we'd all like to know this, Mr.

Chairman, as they are coming. up. One: To what ex-
Mrs . Mi 1 1 er You're entirely right. Dr. Weiss. tent will a delegate proposal reopen the section?
This would just open that up all over again, and Two: Will it be necessary to suspend the rules, or
here we are with very limited time to even do the will the adoption of a delegate proposal simply
work that's still before us. amend the section? Three: Will a delegate proposal

require sixty-seven votes, or only a majority as
Mr. Drew Ruth, speaking about the cost of campaign it will be amending a section?
--and we were speaking of the second circuit there--
do you think it's fair to require two judges to foot Mr. Henry Dr. Asseff, yes, sir, I would think so.
the cost of the campaigning in twenty parishes, and
three in much smaller districts? Mr. Asseff Sir? You may hold it up, Mr. Chairman.

We sooner or later, we will need a ruling from the
Mrs .Mil ler I think it is very unfair. Like on Chair,
the Third Circuit, you have three judges who run in

districts to six parishes, and you have three judges Mr. Henry Well, all the proposals are going to
that run in twenty-one parishes, so you have three have to have sixty-seven votes. Now, these delegate
judges that may can do a campaign on twenty thou- proposals, as they come in, will be treated as a

sand dollars, and you've got three judges that have proposal that will be adopted. Then I would assume
to mortgage their souls and life and income away, we're going to let you people on Style and Drafting
or they either have to raise the money from the bar come up with some idea as to where they will be
to do it. So right on the Third Circuit alone, it's placed in the order of the proposal that we find a

gross inequities that you have three judges that compl ete . .

.

the overall proposed constitution, sir.
only have to run to six or seven parishes, and three
that have to run for twenty-one parishes. Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, please don't leave it to

Style and Drafting .

Mr. Drew Well, Ruth, you say that we would rehash
a single member district. Doesn't this actually Mr. Henry Well, I've given that a great deal of
only give the legislature the right to look into it, thought , Dr. Asseff.
and if it is feasible and advisable, then to go
ahead and do it to adjust these inequities? Further Discussion

Mrs .Miller You will note under the committee pro- Mrs. Miller Thank you. I hope you will defeat
posal as it's been adopted by this convention, you've the Drew proposal .
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Further Discussion the Judiciary Article that manda tes--not allows, but
manda tes--$eparate districts. All you have to do is

Mr. Leigh Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of read your first enrollment of the Judiciary Article,
the convention, I rise in support of the motion to Section 9, and it contains the sentence, the second
pass the Drew proposal to a third reading. The pro- sentence of Section 9 says "after January 1, 1975,
posal...I'm not debating the merits of the proposal no judge shall be elected from at-large within the
at the present time. I'm simply asking you to let district." It's very simple. It just says you can't
this come to the convention and be voted on. It is have at-large judgeships at all, and I think this is

necessary to discuss, just briefly, to let you know what the convention wanted. We voted very much in
what the group proposal provides, and it would be favor of this, which brings me to my second point,
particularly applicable to the Second Circuit where If we're going to sit here and hash over and hash
I reside. We have, as I understand it, we have over these things over and over, and over again,
frozen three separate districts into each of the something that not only the convention has already
courts of appeal circuits. But, in the Second rejected, but the committee that the delegate pro-
Circuit we have two judges running at large, and posal went to, submitted it back to this convention
they run over the entire twenty parishes that com- ...reported it back without action, and then we're
prise the second circuit. Now, all that the Drew going to fight it on the floor today and then fight
proposal will do would make it permissive to the it on the floor tomorrow when it's brought up for
legislature to redistrict that circuit, or any cir- its third reading, we're going to waste time, and
cuit, if necessary, so that an at large judge would waste time, and waste time. So I urge you to vote
be running from a district rather than from the against this, and don't replow this same ground,
whole circuit. In ours, for example, the Shreve- It's getting into pretty late November now; we've
port Ci rcui t . . . the Shreveport district is the most got to get finished with this thing. If there are
populous district, and a judge running at large... no speakers, I move the previous question,
the two at large judges will normally be elected
from that particular area. It denies, as it is Further Discussion
set up at the present time, it really denies equal
representation to all residents of the circuit. I Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, brother and sister dele-
strongly urge that we pass the Drew amendment to gates, I will speak very, very shortly and sit down,
third reading, and at least discuss the matter when but I want to point out to you and ask you to con-
the proper time comes. I ask you to support the sider what we are asking you to do. We are simply
Drew amendment by passing it to third reading. Are asking you to pass on Representative Drew's amend-
there any questions? ment on to third reading so that if and when the

convention can get to the delegate proposals on the
Questions calendar, you will have the opportunity to restore

to the legislature the option they have now of add-
Mr. Jenkins Mr. Leigh, after listening to your ing new judgeships to the Courts of Appeal by add-
argument, it would seem that you would be against ing them at large. I would just have to tell you
Mr. Drew's amendment, because Mr. Drew's amendment this: in the convention's deliberations, without
allows the continuation of at large districts, and much discussion, we provided only that the legis-
would allow one area to dominate others. Whereas, lature can have at large judges. We didn't say
the way we have it written, we have, in effect, that they can have twenty parish judges. We didn't
single member districts mandated after 1975; don't say that they must have single-member districts;
we? there can be two or three to a district. We didn't

say a lot of things. All we said is that we took
Mr. Leigh I don't understand that. Frankly, Mr. away from the legislature the optionr-when you have
Jenkins, I don't recall exactly the way the pro- a new judgeship needed for a Court of Appeal cir-
posal was adopted in our previous work. But, I cuit--we took away the option of providing that he
do think that all of the circuits should be dis- tie elected at large through the entire circuit so
tricted and should have a separate district for that everybody would have a chance to vote for that
each judge who is running in the circuit if that new judge rather than either adding him to a dis-
can be worked out by the legislature. My under- trict--one of the districts which would have a pop-
standing of the proposal was, as adopted is that ulation imbalance, for instance, Lafayette has four
we mandate at least three districts, and the others hundred thousand, I believe; Lake Charles, three
would run at large. That's my understanding. hundred thousand; Alexandria, three hundred thou-

sand. You add two judges to one of those districts,
Mr. Jenkins No, sir. Do you realize, Mr. Leigh, there's disproportionate representation. It's true
that what we adopted says that after 1975, no judge we don't need proportionate representation, but
shall be elected at large, so that requires that all simple fairness does that. You have that alterna-
new judges be elected from districts? Whereas, Mr. five either to give one district more judges than
Drew's proposal would leave it up to the legisla- its people. ..the number of people are entitled to,
ture, and we could continue to have at large elec- or two, you set off a political cat and dog fight,
tions for other than the first three judges. What sort of district are you going to create? The

district you create--the legislature creates--now
Mr. Leigh Mr. Jenkins, I have to say to you very is out. Everyone else in the circuit, but only
frankly that I have not reread the proposal that those favored people in that parish have the oppor-
you are speaking of. I am strongly in favor of tunity to adopt a judge--to elect a judge. Now,
having separate districts within the circuit for all we're asking is to preserve that option. The
each judge that's running within the circuit. This legislature has had that option since '58. They
amendment ... thi s proposal--as I have read Mr. Drew's adopted it because after two years of study by the
proposal --would permit the legislature to establish Judicial Council and the Law Institute they found
that. Now, as far as I'm concerned, when the matter that was the only way that they could meet the ob-
comes up, if we have adopted a proposal which man- jections of redi s tri cti ng that were involved when
dates separate districts for each court of appeals they found out they needed five judges instead of
judge, I would be in favor of that. But, I'm not three. In the long run I antici pate--jus t as in the
clear on that, and I would like to see this at First Circuit and In the Fourth Ci rcui t--eventual ly
least brought to the floor again in order that we the judges were passed into the district. But, this
can make sure that that is the fact. just gives the legislature the option. All we're

asking you is to give yourselves the option, if and
Further Discussion when you have time--if and when you have time after

we finish the committee proposal s-- to reconsider
Mr. Arnette Well, I just want to make two points. a matter that we think needs study.
It seems that Mr. Drew has offered this particular
proposal so that the legislature will be allowed to Questions
make separate districts for these at-large judge-
ships. But, we have already adopted a section in Mrs. Miller My good friends. Justice Tate, isn't
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it true that under the at large judgeship system
when we were going to redistribute this population
imbalance we ended up with three judges on the
Court of Appeal from the Lake Charles area? An-
swer that. Judge Tate, please.

Hr. Tate My good friend, Mrs. Miller, I'd be glad
to. The majority of the million people in the cir-
cui t chose. . .

Mrs . Miller You didn't answer my question, Judge
Tate.

Mr. Tate Choose three judges, including your hus-
band and Judge Watson, later, from the Third Cir-
cuit--from the Lake Charles area. But, that was a

million people who thought they were the best men.
They looked at who was the best man, and your hus-
band, incidentally, is a very great judge.

Mrs . Miller You were tal king .

.

.weren ' t you talk-
ing about and you were mentioning that the reason
for the at large judgeship is to give flexibility
so that the population imbalances can be adjusted,
yet, with the at large judgeship you ended up with
three judges from Lake Charles area-my husband.
Judge Savoy, and Judge Hood. Then, when the people
had another opportunity to vote on an at large
judgeship, they didn't solve the population imbal-
ance; they still ended up with three from the Lake
Charles area--Judge Miller Judge Watson, and Judge
Hood, now. So, your argument is wrong.

Mr. Tate Well, in answer to your question...

Mrs. Mil ler I hate to contradict a Supreme Court
Justice.

Hr. Tate In answer to your question, Mrs. Miller,
I'm just speaking as a man who served as an at
large judge for ten years. For the good of the
system--! have no personal interest in the thing--
but for the good cf the system, I think we should
give the legislature the option, if and when we
can get to it.

iPrevious Ques tion ordered . Record vote
ordered . Substitute Motion to engross
and pass to its third reading adopted

:

71-27. Motion to reconsider tabled .}

Mr. Poynter One more, Mr. Chairman. Also, from
the committee, Delegate Proposal No. 43, introduced
by Delegates Johnny Jackson, Gauthier, et al .

A proposal for providing for juvenile courts
having exclusive original jurisdiction with the ex-
ception for offenses of murder, aggravated kid-
napping, armed robbery, or aggravated rape.

Comes from the Committee on the Judiciary. Re-
ported without action.

\_Motion to withdraw Delegate Proposal
No. 43 from the files of the Conven-
tion. Subs titute Motion to engross and
pass to its third reading ."]
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Further Discussion

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

rise in opposition to the substitute motion to pass
this to third reading. I urge you to vote against
that motion, and to let this proposal be withdrawn
from the files of the House. You will recall that
the Judiciary Committee, in its committee proposal,
recommended to you a very simple proposition with
regard to juvenile courts. We recommended that you
adopt a section which simply said that "The juvenile
and family court shall have such jurisdiction as
the legislature shall provide by law." You adopted
that simple statement. The reasons we recommended
that simple statement to you--as I told you when we
were presenting the Judiciary Article--is that there
are many differences of opinion as to how old a per-
son ought to be when he is treated as a juvenile.
We are in a period of great social change in our
society. Some people think that incorrigible ju-
veniles ought to be referred to the adult courts;
others think that they should not be. There are all
kinds of differences of opinion, and things are
changing from day to day. So, we felt it best to
leave this type of decision in the hands of the
legislature so that they could study it and treat
it in a detailed and thorough fashion, and be able
to change it and not have it frozen in the consti-
tution. You will also recall that Delegate Johnny
Jackson attempted to amend this on not one, but
several occasions. One of the amendments he at-
tempted to get you to pass was the same thing as this
delegate proposal. He had other amendments which
were, I believe, even more damaging to the Judiciary
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Article in that they interfered with what we had
done in enabling the legislature to work toward a

uniform and consistent court system. He has just
said to you on this microphone that if you pass this
to the third reading, he's going to seek to amend
this delegate proposal in the same fashion that he
sought to do on the floor, which I would be even
more opposed to because it will interfere with the
big thing we have done in this Judiciary Article:
that is, give the legislature the power to work
toward a more comprehensive, consistent court sys-
tem, and perhaps do away with the crazy quilt work
of local courts that we have in this state, at
some time in the future. The convention. . .the Ju-
diciary Committee has considered this on not one,
but three occasions. We recommended a simple state-
ment to you. It was debated fairly and fully and
for a long period of time on the floor, and you saw
fit to sustain the committee and to adopt this state-
ment leaving the juvenile jurisdiction to the legis-
lature. I ask you to do this again this morning,
and let's go on with our business. Vote against
passing this delegate proposal on to third reading
because you will only reopen the matter that we
have already debated, considered and decided.

by your wishes to expedite the matters of this con-
vention. I shall speak briefly and to the point.
Judge Dennis sits on the district court, and the
district court's jurisdiction is spelled out in the
convention. Justice Tate sits on the Supreme Court;
his jurisdiction is spelled out in the constitution.
Mrs. Miller's husband sits on the court of appeal,
and his jurisdiction is spelled out in the consti-
tution. There's no justification for not spelling
out the jurisdiction of the juvenile courts. It's
not going to hurt the district courts because under
the constitution, they sit as a juvenile court.
They're going to have to do that work anyway, but
the protection that we will afford by a specific
constitutional amendment or a provision is to allow
the Orleans Juvenile Court and the Caddo Juvenile
Court to continue. It's not going to affect the
other district courts because they've got to handle
the problem regardless of their age, one way or the
other. They sit either as a juvenile court or as
a district court. I ask your favorable considera-
tion to Delegate Jackson's proposal, to allow it to
remain open for your further consideration. I

appreciate the time and the indulgence you've given
me to make these remarks.

Questions Questions

Mr. Lanier Judge Dennis, did I understand Delegate
Jackson correctly when he said that this is the
identical amendment that we previously voted on?

Mr. Dennis I didn't hear everything he said be-
cause someone was talking to me, but it is, I be-
lieve, identical to one of the amendments he offered.
He offered more than one while we were debating this
on the floor. One of them did just this. Another
one did this, plus, in my estimation, interfered
with the scheme that we had come up with for court
structure. So, I'm opposed to both of them, and
the latter even more than the first one.

Mr. Lanier

Mr. Dennis
Yes , sir.

But, what I'm getting at is...

Yes, sir, I believe you are right.

Mr. Lanier Would it be correct to say that we
have voted on this thing already, and it's been
decided?

Mr. Dennis Yes, sir; that's my point.

Mr. Jenkins Judge Dennis, in other words, you
want us to go ahead and kill this particular pro-
posal because it's been dealt with, as I understand
it? Is that correct?

Mr. Dennis That's right, sir.

Mr. Jenkins Now, let me ask you one other ques-
In the legislature this last session.tion, too.

the legislature tried to deal with the juvenile
problem, but because of the stringent constitutional
provisions with regard to jurisdiction, we were
unable to. The governor vetoed our bill on consti-
tutional grounds. Wouldn't the committee proposal,
as it stands, allow the legislature to deal with
the juvenile problem, sufficiently, without all
these burdensome provisions in the constitution?

Mr. Dennis That is our intention. I am not fa-
miliar enough with the legislation you passed to
know whether this actually removes the particular
constitutional objection that he used for the basis
of his veto. But, the general idea here is to leave
this problem to the legislature because the commit-
tee felt that it was extremely complicated in an
area of great social change, and that we were not
competent enough to freeze something in the consti-
tution detailing the juvenile jurisdiction of the
court, and that we ought to leave this to the legis-
lature.

Mr.

Further Discussion

Puqh Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates,
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Mr. Dennis Bob, I know you didn't intend to mis-
lead anyone, and I'd just like to ask a question in
clarification. You are aware, aren't you, that in
Section 15 of the Judiciary Arti cl e--whi ch is a

different section than we are dealing with here--
we said that "the district, parish, magistrate,
city, family, and juvenile courts existing at the
time of the adoption of this constitution are re-
tained"? You are aware that that does take care
of the juvenile courts and retains them as they
are now?

Mr. Puqh It gives them absolutely no jurisdiction,
and you know it, and I know it. All it allows them
to do is the same judges will continue to sit. In-
sofar as the juvenile courts are concerned, if the
legislature shall decide we won't have them, then
you won't have the judge to go with it because he
won't have an office to run to. Nothing in...

Mr. Dennis Then I'd like to ask you this. Bob:
are you aware that the Judiciary Committee intended
by this and is of the opinion that this retains
every one of these courts intact with it's present
jurisdiction and powers? That is the reason we put
this in here. If it doesn't do that, then all of
these other courts have not been retained.

Mr. Pugh Are you trying to tell me. Judge Dennis,
that you didn't spell out the jurisdiction for the
district courts? Are you trying to tell me you
didn't spell out the jurisdiction for the courts of
appeal and for the Supreme Court?

Mr. Dennis We didn't spell out the jurisdiction
of the parish, magistrate, city, family and juvenile
courts because we did not intend them to be consti-
tutional courts. We intended the district, court
of appeal and Supreme Courts to be the only consti-
tutional courts in the constitution. The rest of it
we intend for the legislature to be able to merge
into the three level court system, if it wants to in
the future. This is the point I've been trying to
make, over and over and over. This is the big thing
we have done in this Judiciary Article, and if you
come back and undo it, you're undoing the only real
reform step we have made. Do you understand what
I 'm sayi ng now?

Mr. Pugh I understand that you're saying that you
want to put it in the posture where the legislature
can abolish the juvenile courts--I got that message.

Mr. Dennis Do you understand I'm not saying that
we will aEolish the juvenile court function, just
like I, now, sit as a juvenile judge? By the way,
I want you to be aware that I do juvenile work; I

sit as a juvenile judge. I'm not...
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Mr. Pugh Judge Dennis, I've written two books on say you're for juveniles who commit armed robberies,
this subject. I know... but I do want to say this in response to those kinds

of arguments that have attempted to cloud the issue:
Mr. Dennis I just want to ask this question: do what about that ninety percent of youngsters that
you realize. Bob, that we are not leaving it open don't commit those crimes? Even in the delegate
for the legislature to do away with juvenile court proposal, if you're concerned about armed robberies,
functions? These can be performed by district I'll put it in there, and it was not in the prior
courts, just as I, as a district judge, perform constitutional provision; it was a statutory law.
juvenile court functions. We are simply saying I'm saying to you that the juvenile court system--
that if the legislature wants to, in the future, it and I just found that out recently--is America's
can establish a consistent three level court system only contribution to the judicial system of the
and have divisions of the district court which do worl d--Ameri ca ' s only contri bution--and here we
juvenile work, family work, criminal work, civil are not willing to allow us to debate it. I'm say-
work, and all kinds of work. Do you understand that, ing to you very clearly, I wouldn't even come back
sir? to you with this issue if the convention wasn't so

closely divided. If the committee would have final-
Hr. Pugh Yes, Judge Dennis, I drew the acts by ized this hearing on it, I wouldn't 'cause they
which you sit as a juvenile court. could have voted it out unfavorably, or they could

have tabled it in the committee so you wouldn't
Mr. Jenkins Isn't it true, Mr. Pugh, that under have to do it. If they would have met, you probably
Delegate Jackson's proposal that if a person one wouldn't discuss. ..be discussing this. As Mr. Pugh
day under the age of seventeen committed the crime said, I passed to you a letter from my judges. My
of attempted murder, that the worst that could hap- judges have said very emphatically their position on
pen to him under this provision is that he'd be legislative action. But, see, that comes down the
sent to L.T.I, or some similar provision until about road when we discuss the merits of the delegate
his eighteenth birthday and then would be released? proposal as proposed to be amended. But, I also

want to say, you know, when I'm talking about this
Mr. Pugh There is that possibility. is that on Wednesday I met with representati ves--

black youngsters and white youngs ters--from the
Mr. Jenkins Isn't that a certainty, not a possi- Baton Rouge area--from Valley Forge High, Catholic
bi 1 i ty

?

High, Istrouma, etc. Mr. Lowe gave me, this morning,
a class project which includes numerous letters ex-

Further Discussion pressing concern. The letters don't say, "Mr. Lowe,
I want you to vote for Delegate Proposal No. 43."

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, we debated this It says very clearly, "Mr. Lowe, would you vote to
issue thoroughly already. The reason we didn't pass it on to its third reading?" Mr. Lowe. ..well,
spell out the jurisdiction in the proposal for ju- in talking to the youngsters, themselves, they are
venile courts was with this day and time, it may concerned because they recognize that they may be
be we would want to lower the age limit below seven- subjected whether they get in a fight at school,
teen. There's so much crime in this country today they may be subjected to going before district
that's committed by people under seventeen, so many court, having a record, and being charged with ag-
robberies where people are not killed in them, but gravated battery because they were fighting at
are ruined for life. There's been connections by school. In closing, I say to you very clearly, I'm
juveniles in mass killings that a murder charge not asking you here to vote your convictions on
would not stand up, but they played a big part in the juvenile court. I'm just merely asking you to
the robberies and the other connected things that give fair consideration of it. I suggest to you
wouldn't make them a principal and guilty of murder that there are too many people--not only bad, but
that we thought it best to make this flexible and good--can be affected if this proposal --this last
leave it up to the legislature to set the juris- opportuni ty--i s withdrawn from the files of the
diction. It's not lowering the importance of the House. For those who are interested in what the
juvenile court at all. Now, the material that was legislature did last year, I've got all the acts
laid on our desks about juvenile judges--tal ki ng here. I would like to point out to you that Act 36
about the clause in the proposal that was adopted that did not pass... said that all juvenile records
that they could be abolished--! agree with them. will be open to the public, not for court purposes.
If Mr. Jackson had his proposal cut down to where not for D.A. purposes, but just to let somebody
they couldn't be abolished by the legislature, I'd come in there and criticize or castricize [sic.

J

support that. But, I cannot support his proposal youngsters, no matter what...
as is to set in the constitution, to use the fancy
words, "lock it in there, close the door", for this [Record vote ordered. substitute Motion
flexible change of time that's going on. So, I say, adopted: 57-49. Motion to reconsider
it's not a question of a courtesy to be extended to tabled.}
allow these bills in. Now, if it's something that
is a delegate proposal that hadn't been here before, UNFINISHED BUSINESS
that's a different matter. But, this took up a lot
of our times. I remember, definitely, numerous peo- PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
pie talking on it, so, I'm going to vote against
this. Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 7, introduced

by Delegate Aertker, Chairman on behalf of the Com-
[previous Question ordered .} mittee of Education and Welfare, and other delegates,

members of that committee.
Closing Mr. Chairman, the status of the proposal the con-

vention has adopted, as amended. Sections 1 through
Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen 4, 6 through 9, and 11, and 12. Next section will
of the convention, I am deeply regretful of the be Section 1 3 . . .addi tionally has voted to delete
fact that we are attempting to discuss the merits from the proposal. Sections 5 and 10, respectfully,
and demerits of Delegate Proposal No. 43. I said
very clearly when I got up here on the platform: Reading of the Section
I'm saying whether you're against it or for it--
I'm not asking you to vote your convictions here Mr. Poynter "Section 13. Recognition of Existing
today--I'm asking you to allow us to pass it on to Boards and Systems; Consolidation.
the third reading. If there was a quorum in the Section 13. (A) Recognition of Boards and Sys-
Judiciary Committee on Wednesday, we could have tems. Parish and city school board systems, in ex-
settled it there. There were ten members, but istence on the effective date of this constitution,
they did not. ..they could not stay to hear the by virtue of special or local legislative acts or
whole proposal, even the members that we had planned previous constitutional provisions, are hereby rec-
to introduce to reserve whatever objections that ognized, subject to control by and supervision of
people had. I'm not asking you to stay here and the State Board of Elementary and Secondary Educa-
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tion and the power of the legislature to enact laws 6 and 7. Are they supplementary to each other? If

affecting them. you adopt Amendment No. 1 and reject Amendment No.

(B) Consolidation. Two or more school systems 2, you end up with something different or what? I

may be consolidated under procedures enacted by the don't understand the way it's drawn,
legislature, subject to approval of a majority of
the qualified electors voting in each system af- Mr. Henry The alternative proposition, as I appre-
fected in an election called for that purpose." ciate it. ..we're going to have a division of the

question on this, as I appreciate it, Mr. Kean.
Explanation Mr. Wall, now you're going to have trouble every

time somebody asks a question, if you've got to run

Mr. Hernandez Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen out individually and explain it to them,

of the convention, the title of this section pretty
clearly describes the provisions. It. ..to go into Explanation
detail a little bit, it clearly provides for the
recognition of the parish and city school board Mr. Hal 1 Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is

systems in existence on the effective date of this a constitutional issue. This is one that we must
constitution, whether by virtue of a special or settle in this convention and must be settled in

local legislative acts or previous constitutional this constitutional convention and this instrument
provisions and are subject to control by and super- that we're going to draft. We've had these in-

vision of the State Board of Elementary and Second- justices going on in the city of Monroe and parish
ary Education and the power of legislature to enact of Ouachita for many, many years. The first one
laws affecting them. It has. ..this pretty well has to do with the boundaries of the parish and
tracks the present provisions of the constitution. city school systems. Presently, when the city of
You will recall that in a previous section it has Monroe expands its boundaries, the school board even
been previously established that the state board though it's a separate entity and a separate body,
shall have no control over the business affairs, it automatically expands with it without regard to
or the selection, or the removal of officers or the parish school system. Now, what makes this
employees--that is in Section 4 (A). Now. ..for... really bad is the thing that my second amendment
this "13 (B)" provides for consolidation of two or corrects. We have a city school system that has
more school systems, which may be brought about by six members, they are all elected from within the
...under procedures enacted by the legislature, city. They don't elect any of them from out in

whereby the majority of the qualified electors Ouachita Parish. Outside of the city the people
voting in each system affected is necessary to don't go to the city school system. Outside of the
accomplish that purpose. city, the people don't pay the ad valorem tax to

Mr. Chairman, I will be happy to answer any the city school system, and they don't vote on the
questions or get to answer any questions. members of city school board; they shouldn't vote

on them and they shouldn't be elected from out in

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair the parish on the city school board. But, here is

where the catch is, the parish school board is also
Amendments made up of six members. You know where half of that

board comes from? The city of Monroe where for years
Mr. Poynter The first. ..the Wall amendment that's and years these people that serve on that board and
being offered at this time is a group of two amend- they dominate the parish school board, their chil-
ments--Amendment No. 1 and Amendment No. 2--Wall, dren do not go to the parish schools. Their person-
Ginn, Kilpatrick, Henry, and Warren. al , their own children, the one that they clothe and

Amendment No. 1. On page 8, between lines 6 and feed and shelter do not go to the parish school sys-
7, insert the following: tern yet, they tell the rest of the parish how they

"(B) Ouachita Parish and Monroe City School Sys- are going to run the parish schools. Furthermore,
terns. The territorial jurisdiction and the ad va- the people that elect them, their children do not
lorem taxing jurisdiction of the Ouachita Parish go to the parish school system. Furthermore, the
School Board shall be the parish of Ouachita ex- people that elect them, taxes don't go to support
eluding the area within the city limits of the city the parish school system. Now, tell me how, tell
of Monroe as existing on the effective date of this me how, tell me how a person that will not send his
constitution. The territorial jurisdiction and the children to a system, the people that elects him
ad valorem taxing jurisdiction of the Ouachita Par- don't send their children to that school system, and
ish School Board may be changed only by the legis- the people that elect him don't pay the taxes to
lature or by the separate majority vote of each of support that school system--how can he have the same
the following: (1) electors within the jurisdiction interest in that school system as a person that
of the Ouachita Parish School Board is defined where he personally sends his children to the school
herein and (2) electors within the territorial and system he represents and the people that elect him
ad valorem taxing jurisdiction of the Monroe City send their children to that system. The people that
School Board, which encompasses the area within the elect him pay taxes to support that, system. You
city limits of the city of Monroe as existing on the have three people on the parish school board from
effective date of this constitution. the city of Monroe. Thefr Interest...! don't say

The provisions of this Paragraph shall be oper- they are not good people, I don't say they haven't
ative notwithstanding anything in this constitution contributed to education. But, they can't have the
to the contrary." same interest as the person in the parish has in

Amendment No. 2. On page 8, between lines 6 and that school system. So, three people, all they've
7, insert the following: got to do is to deal with one of those members from

"(B) Ouachita Parish and Monroe City School Sys- out in the parish and say, "We'll give you the prin-
tems, board membership. Only persons residing with- cipal you want at such and such a school," and they
in the jurisdiction of the Monroe City School Board have four votes. They dominate the president of the
shall be eligible to vote for or be members of the school board. They dominate the spending of the
Monroe City School Board. Only persons residing money. They dominate all the things for all the
in that portion of Ouachita Parish outside the ju- people out in the parish that are paying the way--
risdiction of the Monroe City School Board shall be sending their children to the school s--yet , the
eligible to vote for or be members of the Ouachita people who elect them have none of these things in
Parish School Board. Any member of either board... common. Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm go-

ing to have more to say in closing on this. But,
[Motion to waive reading of the Amendment this has to be corrected by this body. It's a great
adopted without objection. 1 injustice, and I plead with you to help correct this

injustice. I'll answer any questions.
Point of Information

Questions
Mr. Kean Just a Question of the Chair. Both of
these Subsections (B) are on page 8, between lines Mr. Hayes Mr. Wall, you said only persons that
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appear here that were residing in the city of Mon-
roe at the time the constitution was adopted. Now,
I wonder what would happen if they would extend the
city limits of Monroe just a few feet. Would you
need a constitutional amendment for these people
to participate?

Mr. Wall I don't quite understand you, Mr. Hayes.

Mr. Hayes As I understand here, it says "electors
within the territorial and ad valorem taxing juris-
diction of the Monroe City School Board, which en-
compasses the area within the city limits of the
city of Monroe as existing on the effective date
of this constitution." Would you explain that...
whatever that means?

Mr. Wall It says. ..it means just exactly what it

says, Mr. Hayes. I don't see how it could be any
pi ainer that. .

.

Mr. Hayes Well, I'm saying that they could move
the city limits of Monroe. Do you follow me now?

Mr. Wall Yes. They could move the city limits of
Monroe

.

Mr. Hayes ...and, what happens then?

Mr. Wall Well, when they moved the city limits of
Monroe legally, they move the city limits of Mon-
roe. ..the limits are extended.

Mr. Hayes But, it would not be as existing at the
time you adopt the constitution; this is what I

can't overcome.

Mr. Wall No, it wouldn't be the same as at that
time

.

Mr. Hayes As it existed when...

Mr. Wal

1

But, the city limits of Monroe could be
extended .

Mr. Hayes Right.

Mr Wall
affect on
roe. . .bu

t

...and, this was not affect. ..has no
the extension of the city limits of Mon-
to no affect. But, for the school board

to extend their city limits, they would have to go
through a procedure of getting the people to vote
to go in, or either to. ..it would have to be spe-
cific as to the city school board, would have to
get a vote or either get the legislature.

Mr. Hayes The school board could not extend with
the city limits of Monroe, it would have to stay the
same.

Mr. Wall Yes, they could. ..but, it wouldn't be
automatic .

Mr. Hayes I see.

Mr. Hal 1 They could, but it would hot be auto-
matic. Nothing prohibits them from it, but it would
not be automatic.

Mr. Homack Mr. Wall, was you really serious when
you came down and suggested that we don't ask the
speaker any questions on this that we hold all of
them for you?

Mr. Wall Thank you, Mr. Womack.

Mr. Abraham Shady, is it necessary that we spell
in of this out in the constitution? Doesn't Para-
graph (B) of the committee proposal place this in
the hands of the legislature and could it not be
handled statutorial ly?

Mr. Wall No, it can't be handled statutorial ly

,

Abraham.

Mr . Wal

1

There are many reasons, I'll give them
to you on my cl os i ng .

Mr. Abraham Well, but. ..but, constitutionally does
not this prov ide. . . the proposal provide that the
legislature can handle this type of thing--in about
four lines it says the legislature can merge school
systems?

Mr . Wal

1

Mr. Abraham, there's several reasons it

can't be handled by the legislature. One of them
is: we don't know all the provisions that will be
in this constitution, or the present constitution
that cannot be handled by the legislature because
of the provision that where municipality has over
so many... a certain percentages of the voters they
have representation. Another thing, is the prac-
tical matter of the north side of Monroe is the
rich people and they dominate the s

i

tuation . . . the
financial power structure, political power struc-
ture and it would be impractical to try to get it
through both houses of legislature; they would dom-
inate the Senate where it would never get through
there .

Mr. Burns Shady, we're sent up here supposedly to
draw a short, concise constitution. Can't you do
what you want to do without putting a whole page in

the new constitution?

Mr. Wall No, I can't Mr. Burns. It's specific
that when you have special districts like New Or-
leans has some, and like Washington Parish has a

special school board, you have to have a provision
for it in here, Mr. Burns.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Wall, I got two amendments on my
desk here. One that's sponsored by you and others
who, I believe are from Ouachita Parish or have
Ouachita in their district. Another one by Judge
Dennis and two others who, I believe, live in Mon-
roe. They don't appear to be the same. Would it
be correct to say that you all are having a family
squabble up there?

Mr. Wall I wouldn't exactly say that. We just
have a political problem, an injustice that we
have to get corrected, Mr. Lanier. Thank you.

Mr. Dennis Mr

Further Discussion

. Chairman,

Mr. Abraham Why not?

fellow delegates, I rise
in opposition to both of these amendments. I am
unalterably and strenuously opposed to Amendment
No. 1. Amendment No. 2, I'm also opposed to but
not nearly as strongly as No. 1. I would like to
address most of my remarks on No. 1 at this time.
However, both amendments, there is nothing in either
amendment that could not be handled sta tutorial ly.
Both amendments present to you what I think is a

local problem that could be dealt with by the legis-
lature. Amendment No. 1, aside from being statu-
tory material, is an unfair amendment. It is a bad
amendment even if it were in the legislature, I

could not vote for it because what it does, ladies
and gentlemen, is, it freezes the taxing jurisdiction
of the city of Monroe--not the city school board--
it freezes the taxing jurisdiction of the city of
Monroe for purposes of financing the schools in Mon-
roe. Now, I'll have to bore you with a little his-
tory. Monroe, the city Monroe, got its charter back
in about 1900 and in that charter it was authorized
to operate, finance, and own a school system. In

1948, the operation of the school system was taken
out of the city of Monroe and put in the Monroe City
School Board. But, the financing, the power to tax
and to issue bonds, and to do all of the financial
things that are required to finance a school system
were left in the city of Monroe. So, that if you
pass this amendment which makes it... going to make
it very difficult for the city of Monroe to use its
full tax base to finance its schools, you are, in
effect, going to strangulate, and I predict, ul-
timately kill what is now a viable school system
within the city of Monroe. The Monroe City School
System and the Ouachita Parish School System are
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both good systems, and they have flourished through Ouachita Parish, is that right?
competi tion--heal thy competi tion--because they have
both been healthy enough to carry on a good school Mr. Dennis Well, there are hard feelings by peo-
system. But, if you say to the city of Monroe, that pie out in the parish about these members ... about
for purposes of running the schools there, "You can't half of the school board being elected from within
grow like you would normally grow with the rest of Monroe and Monroe having a competing school system,
the city." You are restricting the schools to one There are hard feelings and, as I said, I would be
portion of the city for its tax, ad valorem taxes. the first to admit that that is problem. On Amend-
If the property in that area deteriorates, which ment No. 2, I don't say it doesn't have some merit,
some of it has already deteriorated, like most of I'm saying that it's statutory material. But, on
our downtown centers, the Monroe downtown area is Amendment No. 1, I think that is unfair wherever you
going down, down, down. We're trying to correct put it in the statutes, or ordinance, or in the
it with urban renewal, but if that doesn't work, constitution because it's going to weaken and kill
and we can't let the tax base that supports this a viable school system, the Monroe City School Sys-
school system grow out into the other commercial tem. It's going to say "Monroe City School System,
areas that are being established out along the in- you are divorced from the city of Monroe. You can
terstate highway. You're going to end up with a no longer grow with it. You cannot plight your
weak, underfinanced court system. .. excuse me, future with it. You cannot project your future with
school system in the city. You're going to have a it. You can't depend on the tax base of the city
strong system out in the parish. This is unhealthy, of Monroe to support you any more. You are going to
and I predict will lead to the ultimate death of be crammed into whatever district you now live in."
the Monroe City School System. During the period
while it's dying, there are going to be a lot of Mr. Lanier Would you agree with Mr. Abraham's ob-
people, a lot of chi 1 dren--bl ack and white--we have servation that this squabble could be settled by
a fifty-fifty system in the city of Monroe. You're the legislature pursuant to the Subparagraph (B)

going to have a lot of children, black and white... of Section 13?
because of this underfinanced weaken condition.
Now, on Amendment No. 2, I will be the first to Mr. Dennis I haven't looked at it carefully, Mr.
admit that perhaps there is an injustice in allow- Lanier, to give you a specific section. But, as I

ing the citizens of Monroe to elect one-half of said earlier, I think both matters could be done
the Ouachita Parish School Board. But, I believe, statutorily, but, I would not be in favor of No. 1

that this solution that Mr. Wall has could be being done anywhere,
accomplished statutorial ly and it could be accom-
plished in a better manner than he's done it. He [Amendment withdrawn.]
has given you the most simple solution. But, it

still leaves some injustices because while most of Amendment
the people in the city of Monroe send their chil-
dren to the Monroe City School System, there are Mr. Poynter The gentleman [Mr. Hall] sends up
twenty-five hundred children from Monroe who go further amendments. What he has in effect done,
go the parish system. My point is that the people withdrawn and stricken Amendment No. 1 on that page
of Monroe while they do not have as direct an in- and made Amendment No. 2, Amendment No. 1. So,
terest in the parish school system as the people what he submits is, in effect, that second amend-
who live out in the parish. They do have an in- ment on the printed sheet as the sole amendment--
terest, because they do send some of their children deleting the first paragraph there and setting forth
to it. They do pay taxes to protect through fire the old Amendment No. 1; old Amendment No. 2 be-
and police some of the parish school buildings, comes Amendment No. 1 and the only amendment,
which are located in the city. All of us in the
parish pay sales taxes which finance both of these Explanation
systems. Most of the sales taxes are collected in

the commercial centers in Monroe. So, I don't know Mr. Wall Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
what the answer on No. 2 is. It is my position that amendment is what was Amendment No. 2. It corrects
that should be dealt with statutorily. But, maybe the greatest injustice being done in Ouachita Par-
there is an injustice there, but that it could be ish and it has to be corrected here. So, I with-
corrected by the legislature. But, on No. 1, that draw Amendment No. 1. I also have another amend-
wouldn't be good anywhere; that would be unfair. ment up there that I'm not going to bring it before
It would deal a death blow to the Monroe City School the convention. This is the only one that I plan
System and not allow for a consolidation of it or on bringing before the convention as to correcting
anything else. In other words, you would have to the situation there. I want to point out one thing,
go through a weakened .... dyi ng period before any- when you have special school di s tri cts--l i ke Boga-
thing would ever be done to finally correct the lusa, and like Monroe City School System, and Oua-
solution. So, I ask you to vote against both of chita Parish and city--you have to spell out and
these amendments, but especially Amendment No. 1. call it by name because if we didn't, if we said

something--just school boards--it would effect Boga-
Questions lusa, so, it has to be Ouachita Parish just like

you have a special district in New Orleans or Boga-
Mr. Lanier Judge Dennis, I'm looking at these lusa schools; it has to be spelled out. I'm just
two amendments that I have here; its got yourself, going with the No. 2 Amendment on your sheet.
Mr. Leigh, and Reverend Stovall. I believe you all
live inside the city of Monroe; is that right? Further Discussion

Mr. Dennis Yes, sir; that's correct. Mr. Dennis Fellow del ega tes . . .Mr . Chairman, fellow
del egates , it's understanding now that Mr. Wall has

Mr. Lanier ...and, I'm looking at these folks who withdrawn this amendment. I understand from conver-
are on this other amendment. I believe they live sation that he will withdraw his other amendment
outside the city of Monroe; is that right? that he has--not in this one, there's a separate

amendment on the tax boundary, freezing the tax
Mr. Dennis Yes, sir. The delegates on Mr. Wall's boundary of the city of Monroe. As I told you ear-
amendment , except Mrs. Warren, represent basically lier, that is the main source of my opposition to
the areas outside of the city limits in Ouachita him. I appreciate, very much, his and the other
Parish. They don't all live there, but their dele- coauthors withdrawing this amendment, because I

gate areas represent most of the area outside of the think it would have been devastating to the Monroe
city limits of Monroe. City School System. I still cannot personally join

in supporting his other amendment because, first
Mr. Lanier Apparently there is a squabble going of all, I have a very high personal regard for the
on up there between the people in the city of Mon- three citizens of Monroe--Mr. Clem Toastum, Mrs.
roe and the people outside the city of Monroe in Marie Louis Snellings, Dr. Henry Hammonds, who are
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serving on the Ouachita Parish School Board, so, I

cannot vote for this amendment or support it for
that reason and for the reason that I told you ear-
lier that it is statutory and could be dealt with
in the legislature. However, in fairness to Mr.

Wall and the other delegates, I will admit that
there is a problem. I simply don't think it should
be dealt with here or in this manner, because I do
think that while the citizens of Monroe don't have
as direct an interest in the Ouachita Parish School
System, as the people outside of Monroe, they do have
an interest, as I explained to you earlier. This
improves immeasurably Mr. Wall's proposal, and I

want to admit that frankly, it does not. ..I simply,
personally cannot vote for it or support it. I

would ask you to search your conscience and ask
yourself whether this ought to be in the consti-
tution.

Mr. Leigh Thank you.

Mr. Chatelain Delegate Dennis, wouldn't Section
(B) under committee proposal .. .woul dn ' t it have a

tendency to take care of this, sir--Section (B)

Consol idation?

Mr. Dennis No. Section (B) enables two school
systems to consolidate. Now, what Mr. Wall is

attempting to do is not consolidation but to ac-
tually make a cleaner separation of the two systems.
It is not the same thing, no. I hope we keep (B)

in there, because I would like for the possibility
to remain that if these two systems want to con-
solidate in the future, they can.

Mr. Chatelain Well, the second. ..the third sen-
tence. . .

Questions

Mr. Bollinger Judge Dennis, do you think under the
law there would be any prohibition whatsoever with
the legislature enacting a law similar to this, if

this was not in the constitution, I mean?

Mr. Dennis One just like this? I don't think
so, but I haven't really researched the law from
a constitutional standpoint.

Mr. Bollinger Don't you think one of the greatest
problems this convention has made for the past
months is we have been legislating, rather than
cons titutionali zing?

Mr. Dennis At times we've done that; at times,
we've done very well; at times you have to make
compromises. I would not make this one, personally.

Mr. Henry Would you yield to a question from Mr.
Ginn?

Mr. Ginn Judge, I 'm a little bit concerned here.
Can we really handle this in the leg... could this
be statutory?

Mr. Dennis This right here could be...

Mr. G1nn How could it be handled?

Mr. Dennis Statutory...! don't know how you could
...I'll FTve to admit, frankly, I don't know how
you could draft a statute that would give repre-
sentation to the people in Monroe on the parish
board and still comport with the one man-one vote
principle and diminish the representation. Here's
what I'm saying--there is. ..Mr. Wall's proposal
has merit in that Monroe 1s now electing three of
six board members and perhaps that's giving too
many to Monroe because, generally, the people of
Monroe send their children to the city school sys-
tem and generally they do not pay any property tax.
This is the inequity he's talking about. I thought
about trying to come up with something that would
give Monroe one vote out of six. But, then you
run into the problem of. ..does that. ..will that
pass muster under the one man-one vote principle
of the U.S. Constitution. So, I frankly have to
admit to you, I don't have the answer for a statute
in the legislature. But, I would rather pass it to
the legislature and let them grope with the problem,
because I think they have more time. But, I frank-
ly, I'll have to admit to you, I don't have the
answer, Mr. Ginn.

Mr. Leigh Mr. Dennis, I just simply wanted to ask
--you are aware that I concur in what you have been
saying from the podium there?

Mr. Dennis Yes, sir. As I understand it, you and
I were pretty much of the same view that Amendment
No. 1 was a real bad amendment and that it would
have been detrimental to the Monroe City School
System and that reasonable men could disagree on
the latter. But, we think it's statutory and Mr.
Wall thinks it has to be dealt with in the consti-
tution.

Mr. Dennis As I understand it, he's not taking
out. He's just adding a section to it.m

Mr. Chatelain Yes, sir. But, I was just con-
cerned because this is hard for us to figure out.
It says "Any member of either board at any time
not satisfying the requirements of this Paragraph
shall vacate his position." It's involved in some
things I can't understand; I don't mind telling you,
that's the reason I was trying to clear it.

Mr. Dennis Well, that means that if you live in...
out in the parish now, and you get elected to the
parish school board, if you move into the city of
Monroe and out of the jurisdiction of the parish
school board, you have to get off the board and
vice versa.

Mr. Chatelain Thank you.

Mr. Womack Judge Dennis, wouldn't you think It

would be quite an injustice if all of the. ..or at
least, half of the school board members of the city
system came from out in the rural areas that basic-
ally had no children or tax interest in the city
system?

Mr. Dennis Yes, sir. I'd have to admit...

Mr. Womack Well, then, you would have to admit,
then that when you reverse it and put the city
people on the parish school board where they pay
no taxes, is also an injustice, wouldn't you?

Mr. Dennis Yes, sir, except that I do believe the
people in Monroe have an interest in the system.
Now, how much, and how you represent it on the board
is a difficult problem to deal with, and I'll be the
first to admit that.

Further Discussion

Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

know that some of you are wondering why I'm on this
amendment, and I'm so far removed from Ouachita Par-
ish and Monroe. I am not as far removed as you would
believe. I'm not speaking for PTA. I'm speaking
for me. But, PTA believes in justice and believes
in education for all children. I'm on the State
Board of Management, and my chairmanship is Com-
munity Responsibility. I'm not an expert on the
legal matters which was in Amendment No. 1. The
thing that struck me most--and if you see it on my
amendment--was in No. 2, where we had the board
members in Monroe representing the people in the
parish. I don't but feel that children's education
should be taken lightly; while adults bicker over
this and that, our children must have an education.
So, I wanted you to know that I was not dabbling
in family affairs. My only concern is that every
child in the State of Louisiana has a chance for an
education. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men , I don't reside in the city of Monroe now. I'm
speaking more upon the principle involved here rather
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than the problem that's involved. This is not a

situation which you might say, that I have no con-
nection with, in view of the fact that I graduated
from Ouachita Parish High School, which at the time
that I was there, was situated right in the heart
of Monroe. I still have relatives living there.
But, I have yet to have one of those relatives tell
me that we should solve this by the Constitutional
Convention. This is not the place to solve these
types of problems. That's the trouble with our
convention right now. I think Mr. Bollinger hit
the nail right on the head a few minutes ago. We
are trying to solve all the problems of our state
in this Constitutional Convention. Those problems
should be solved in the legislature, not here in

this Constitutional Convention. If Judge Dennis
cannot present a worthwhile statute in the legisla-
ture, I don't see how in the world we could have
a worthwhile provision in this constitution to
solve that problem. I just ask you, let's leave
out these probl.ems because they are only going to

bring back and require constitutional amendments.
I tell you that right now. I think it's better.
I'm talking about the principle. I'm not in the
sense of the word, for or opposed to the solution
which he has suggested. I'm opposed to putting
that proposed solution in this constitution. It

has no place. Therefore, I ask you to vote against
this amendment and any others like it.

Questi ons

Mr. Weiss Delegate De Blieux, this gives me an
opportunity to ask you, do you know if the legis-
lature had solved all these problems that you're
talking about, we probably wouldn't have to meet
here now; don't you think?

Mr. De Blieux That's probably right. But, some-
times those problems have never been presented to

the legislature.

Mr. Weiss The second thing is that there are
special interest groups involved here. Do you
think that we should try and pass upon this de-
cision?

Mr . De Bl i eux I certainly do not because this is

not the place for it.

[Previous Question ordered.

1

Mr. Hernandez
ther questions ,

as amended.

Mr. Chairman, if there are no fur-
I move the adoption of Section 13,

Questi ons

Mr. Weiss Just a technical thing. Aren't there
two Section B's or Subsections now, that one should
be B and one C, that will be taken care of by Style
and Draf ti ng--the consolidation?

Mr. Hernandez I'm sure the Clerk has already taken
care of that. Dr. Weiss.

[section passed: 103-5. Motion to re-
consider tabled, 1

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter Next section:
"Section 14. Boards.
Section 14. The legislature shall appropriate

funds for the operation and administrative expenses
of the boards created pursuant to this Article.

Expl anati on

Mr. Aertker Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I think this is self-explanatory.
Certainly, the funds are necessary in order for
the boards that have been created by this article
to operate, and so I ask the favorable considera-
tion. ..for the approval of this section.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment by Delegate Juneau, Leith-
man, and Mrs. Corne reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. Page 8, delete lines 12 through
15, both inclusive, in their entirety and insert
in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 14. Appropriations.
Section 14. Appropriations by the legislature

for educational purposes shall be made to and ad-
ministered by the appropriate board, agency, or
authority and shall be used solely for the opera-
tions of the institutions for which designed in

the appropriations. "--excuse me, "for which desig-
nated in the appropriations."

Expl anati on

Closing

Mr. Wall Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I would
like to point out that Reverend Stovall told me
he was going to vote for this one because he feels
like that it is an inequity and injustice that
needs to be corrected. I'd like to point out that
even Judge Dennis admitted that it would be in-
justice if the people outside of the city of Mon-
roe composed half of the city school board. So,
he admits there's an injustice, and he also ad-
mitted that he didn't have the. ..even though he
said it could be taken care of by the legislature,
he didn't have. ..it would be difficult to draft
a statutory provision to properly take care of this
under the law, the one man vote, and so forth.
This will solve the biggest problem, and I'm going
to ask your favorable vote. Now, Delegate De Blieux
over here, as usual, he has problems understanding
many things. ..we can explain to him, but we can't
understand for him. We've always had that problem
with him around, and he doesn't live in the city of
Monroe now, and if he was up there .. .wel 1 , I'll
quit with that. But, I will ask a favorable vote.
This corrects an injustice, and I think it's one
that we're entitled to. It has to be corrected
here. When you have like the Ouachita Parish
School Board has to be spelled out. Thank you.

{^Record vote ordered , Amendment adopted

:

91'18. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the Section.}

Closing

Mrs. Corne Mr. Chairman, delegates, "the appro-
priations by the legislature for educatlonsl pur-
poses shall be made and administered by the ap-
propriate board." I think this is very self-ex-
planatory. It means just exactly what it says.
It's very short, clear-cut. There is an addition
here that the funds will be used solely for the
purpose for which they were appropriated. Mr. r-^r

Chairman, I don't think that there needs to be any
explanation to this proposal. I would move the
adoption.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questi ons

Mr. Bollinger Mrs. Corne, reading from the amend-
ment, you said, "or authority and shall be used
solely for the operations of the institutions for
which designated in the appropriations." Would
this prohibit the use of any public funds to aid
private institution in bussing, textbooks, lunches,
or any other manner?

Mrs. Corne These funds will be used solely for the
purpose for which they were appropriated; whatever
the appropriation that's made by the legislature.

Mr. Brown Mrs. Corne, I don't understand what
your amendment is trying to do. Section 14 as is

written in the committee proposal, mandates the
legislature to appropriate funds for the operation
of the of the various boards. It says, "they shall
appropriate funds." Your amendment does not do
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that, as I read it. I wish you'd tell me if I'm
wrong. Your amendment merely says that the funds
appropriated, if any are ever appropriated, shall
be administered by the appropriate board. But,
it doesn't say the legislature has to appropriate
any funds. Do you see what I mean? I wondered if
that was your intention. In other words, the com-
mittee proposal dictates that funds be appropriated.
Your amendment does not do that. Your amendment
does not dictate to the legislature that they've
got to appropriate any funds, whatsoever. It looks
to me like your amendment, maybe, should have been
after the original section, itself. Would you com-
ment on that?

Mrs. Corne The. .

.

Mr. Brown I don't know if that was your inten-
tion, and I wanted to point that out.

Mrs. Corne The intention was, of course, that the
1 egi si a ture would appropriate funds...

Mr. Brown Your amendment doesn't say that.

Mrs. Corne .but that these funds that are appro-
priated would be so administered.

Mr. Brown Well , I see what you're trying to do,
but Section 14 of the committee proposal says, "they
shall appropriate funds." You're deleting that,
and you're not saying that there shall be any funds
appropriated .

Motion

Mrs. Corne Mr. Brown, I think your point is very
wel 1 taken . I will move then, to withdraw the
amendment and see if we can't clean it up. Mr.
Chairman, I so move.

\_Amendment withdrawn.'}

Amendments

Poynter Delegate Morris sends up amendments as

line 12, at the line,

Mr.
f ol 1 ows

;

Amendment No. 1. Page 8,

add the punctuation and word "; Prohibitions"
Amendment No. 2. Page 8, line 13, immediately

after the number and punctuation "14." and before

the word "The" insert "(A)"
Amendment No. 3. On page 8, between lines 15 and

16, insert the following:
"(B) No appropriation of public funds shall be

made to any private or sectarian school, but nothing

in this Paragraph shall be construed to prohibit the

supplying of free school books, school lunches,

school bus transportation or other goods and services

which were provided from public funds to children in

private or sectarian schools and handicapped persons

as of January 1, 1972. The legislature may enact
appropriate legislation to permit institutions of

higher learning which receive all or part of their
support from the state of Louisiana to engage in

interstate and intrastate education agreements with
other state novernments, institutions of higher
learning of other state governments and private in-

stitutions of higher learning within or outside
state boundaries."

Point of Order

Mr. Kelly I'd like to raise a question at this
time as to whether or not the amendment would be
germane to Section 14. From what I read about the
amendment, I can very well see where it might go
into Section 16. But, I'm not sure whether it's
germane to Section 14, or not.

Rul i ng of the Chai r

Mr. Casey Mr. Kelly, I appreciate your question.
I can see why you raised the point. However, Sec-
tion 14 deals with appropriations of funds for
school purposes. The paragraph that Mr. Morris

intends to add is on that subject matter. The Chair
would have to rule that the amendment is germane.
I think it would be appropriate to bring it up in
th i s secti on

.

Appeal from Ruling of the Chair

Mr. Abraham I'd like to question the ruling of the
Chair because Section 14 deals with appropriations
for the purpose of operating the boards and not for
the operation of the schools.

Explanation

Mr. Morris This amendment has application to both
Secti on 15, and Section 16. Particularly, for the
elementary, secondaries, the monies are appropriated
to the Board of Education. I do think it's germane
to 14. I do thing that it is germane to both 15,
and 16...

Questions

Hr[s]. Brien Don't you think when it comes to all
our children of the state, we shouldn't lock some-
thing in the constitution that might have to be
changed in the future for the welfare of our chil-
dren? So, don't you think it would be better to go
on with the committee proposal?

Mr. Casey Those asking questions and those argu-
ing the point, as to whether this would be germane
to Section 14, let's stick to the question of that;
as to whether the subject matter is germane, rather
than arguing the substantive nature of the amend-
ment itself.

\_Previous Question ordered . Chair sus-
tained: 76-26.]

Point of Information

Mr . Avant Mr. Chairman, if I'm in order, I would
ask that the question be divided. Now, the first
two amendments appear to be technical in nature.
What I'm interested in dividing, really, is Amend-
ment No. 3. Now, I realize, I may have to ask for
a suspension of the rules to do that under the way
the Chair has previously been ruling, as I under-
stand the position that the Chair has taken. But,
on Amendment No. 3, although it is one amendment,
it very definitely contains two entirely separate
and unrelated concepts. Therefore, by the rules
of logic, if not by the rules of the convention, I

respectfully submit, should be divided. So, if I'm
in order, I ask for a division of the question, par-
ticularly in order to divide Amendment No. 3, so as
to consider first the sentence which ends with the
language "January 1, 1972," and then, after we vote
on that, to consider the second sentence which...
second part which begins "the legislature may enact.
Do you understand what I'm asking?

Mr. Casey I see exactly what you're requesting,
Mr. Avant .

The Clerk is our parliamentarian. We'll ask
him to express his opinion on that request for a

division.

Mr. Poynter Mr. Avant, I think you're about a

thousand percent correct. You're right. The amend-
ment, as drawn, is not divisible. The way you sug-
gested, technically, it can be done, I suppose,
under a suspension of the rules. Quite frankly, if
Mr. Morris has no objection, might be easier for
instruction purposes if he would want to withdraw
it and resubmit it with four amendments, adding
that other one. I don't know whether Mr. Morris
is going to want to do that. If he doesn't, you
would certainly, as you indicate, you could ask for
a suspension of the rules for the purpose of divid-
ing Amendment No. 3, so as to vote first on the pro-
posed first sentence of the language to be added
by Paragraph B, and secondly, the second sentence.
As I said, maybe Mr. Morris would want to withdraw
it so that you could do that without a suspension.
But, otherwise, you would need a suspension,
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in my opinion.

JiMotion to withdraw amendment adopted

:

82-12

.

J

Personal Privilege

Mr. Stovall Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I'm going to have to leave in just
a few moments for a funeral in New Orleans. I sim-
ply wanted to make one brief statement for the rec-
ord. I realize that the amendment which is being
presented here will get into the question of aid to
private and parochial schools, the matter of separa-
tion of church and state. I want to say that ba-
sically, I believe in the separation of church and
state. However, I am in favor of the present level
of services to the private and parochial schools.
I would not be here to vote possibly on this. But,
I do hope that this will be handled in such a way
that these services can be maintained, and at the
same time, that we can maintain our historic tra-
dition of the separation of church and state. I

simply wanted to say that for the record inasmuch
as I possibly will not be here at the time that the
vote is cast. Thank you.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

[Quorum Call: 78 delegates present and
a quorum

.

]

Amendments

Mr. Poynter All right. In light of Mr. Avant's
request, Mr. Morris has resubmitted the amendments
in exactly the identical form that they were orig-
inally presented with this change: After the first
sentence to be added by proposed Amendment No. 3

insert this:
Amendment No. 4. On page 8, immediately after

the language added by Amendment No. 3, add the
following sentence :-- It would add then the proposed
second sentence identical as it is set out pres-
ently in Amendment No. 3. So, the effect would be
that the question would be divisible as between
Amendment No. 3 and Amendment No. 4, or to the
point as between amendment ... the first sentence
and the second sentence of the text proposed by
proposed Paragraph (B).

Expl anation

Mr. Morris Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention the amendment makes the exact. ..is
the exact language that's in the present constitu-
tion with the exception which says that the ser-
vices that are being provided to private and
sectarian school s ... and handicapped persons as of
January 1, which is an arbitrary date will continue.
I do think that this is a constitutional question.
I think that it should be. ..it's appropriate, that
1t be voted on by this convention. I have a great
deal of admiration for the people who represent the
opposite thinking. I have worked with them on
matters and against them on matters, and I certain-
ly understand their position. I understand your
position, should it be different than my own. How-
ever, I do think this prohibition belongs in the
constitution that's being proposed, I would hope
that you agreed with me. That's about the extent
of my remarks. If there are any questions, I would
attempt to answer them for you.

Questions

Mr. Abraham Jimmy, the way this reads, it says
that they will provide various services to the
children who are in school as of January 1, '72. I

assume that you want that to mean that they will
provide the same services that were provided as of
January 1, '72? Is that the intent of it?

Mr. Morris That's the intent. That's the under-
standing that I had that when this amendment was
drawn, that that's what it accomplishes. If new,

nonpublic schools are established, they would be
accorded the same services that the present ones
are receiving.

Moti on

Mr. Tobias Mr. Chairman since this appears to be
a rather controversial issue and since we're fre-
quently inclined to debate things ad nauseam, I now
move that we limit debate on this amendment to one
hour

.

IHotion adopted without objection.^

Questions

paqne C

the kindof thing that you can't make anybody happy
with that. ..you know those that don't want to give
them a pencil they'll be unhappy because they're get-
ting a pencil, and those who want everything, they're
unhappy because they're not getting enough, etc?
Don't you think that we're asking for it whenever
we go into this kind of thing?

Mr. Morris Mr. Champagne, if this were omitted
from the constitution you'd still have that problem
I'm afraid.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Morris, you know a number of in-
novative new programs are being tried in other states
such as the voucher system, which is under consid-
eration in New Hampshire and California. Don't you
think that this amendment would prohibit the State
of Louisiana from ever even experimenting with or
attempting the voucher system?

Mr. Morris There's certainly that possibility,
WF'. Jenkins .

Mr. Chatelain Delegate Morris, I'm having quite a

bit of problems trying to figure out exactly what
you're trying to do as opposed to the committee pro-
posal. Can you explain to me for instance, why the
cutoff on January 1, 1972?

Mr . Morris It's an arbitrary day, Mr. Chatelain,
that was selected simply because it was the first
of the year, and it simply says that any nonpublic
school that's receiving a certain amount of support
will continue to receive that support. But, no
additional support above what they're receiving to-
day. This is an attempt to say to the people in the
state--I saw a letter, I saw a telegram saying--
please, don't take away what we're getting today.
This amendment, that's what it does.

Mr. Chatelain In other words, any person or any
school . .

.

that were receiving certain benefits such
as, books, etc., on January 1, 1972, will continue
to get it if this.. .if your amendment is enacted?

Mr. Morris Yes, sir. That's my understanding of
my amendment. Further, if there are addi...new
public schools established, they would still get
the same level of support that the nonpublic schools
are receiving today, but no more.

Mr. Chatelain Thank you.

Mr. Burns Mr. Morris, did I understand you to say
that the wording of your amendment was the same as
the present constitution?

Hr. Morris With the exception, Mr. Burns, of say-
ing that the children of this state that are now
receiving the goods that they're receiving, the ser-
vices they're receiving will continue to get that
at the level at which they're receiving as of Jan-
uary 1, 1972. That's the only difference.

Mr. Burns I should have looked this up myself, but
this is the part that I mean, is this in the con-
stitution— present constitution— "no appropriation
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of public funds shall be made to any private or sec-

tarian schools except, "etc.?

Mr. Morris The present constitution reads like
this "no appropriations of public funds shall be
made to any private and sectarian schools."

Mr. Burns That's all I wanted to know.

Mr. Morris Yes , sir. Before you say that, if I

Mr. Burns, I apologize. Themisled you in any way
intent is exactly the present language of the con-
stitution .

Yes, sir, Mr. Juneau, excuse me.

Mr. Juneau For point of clari f ica tion . . . for sim-
pl ication, Mr. Morris, tell us what you are trying
to do by this amendment which is distinguished from
the committee report so we can get the philosophies
separated?

Mr. Morris Very simply, to maintain the level of
support for nonpublic schools at the level it's on
today--no more, no less, and prohibit any additional
support. For instance, paying the rent, utilities,
etc., of any nonpublic schools.

Mr. Juneau What is it about the committee report
so that I can understand the thrust of your amend-
ment that you don't like about the committee pro-
posal ?

Mr. Morris Well, I love the committee report--!
said that up here several times, the one other time
I was up here--! think the committee report is great
except that it doesn't mention this at all.

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Morris, I believe it was in 1972,
the legislature granted a certain amount of tax
exemption from income taxes for parents who had
children in private and parochial schools.

Mr. Morris Yes, sir.

Mr. LeBleu Now, I don't know whether this has
been tested in court or not. It seems to me that
it has been, but I can't remember the outcome of it.

But , no matter . .

.

Mr. Morris Can I give you just what I know about
it real qui c k 1 y

?

Mr. Le Bleu Well, my question was: no matter what
the outcome would be, your amendment would prevent
anything else like that from taking place in the
future; would it not?

Mr. Morris No. The attorney for the association
for which I work says that's not so. The state is

under an injunction from the. ..what circuit it is,
I'm not sure. .. to ... they are disallowing this at
this time. However, should the federal government
rule in favor of the State of Louisiana, they will
be able to receive that write-off on their state
income tax; so I'm told. I'm a fifth grade teacher,
and I'm not an attorney, and I want to be sure that
I make that difference, Mr. LeBleu.

Mr. LeBleu But, what I was talking about, Mr.
Morri s , TT we specify January 1, 1972 as a cutoff
date for those goods and services that those stu-
dents now receive, no matter what would happen in
the future in the legislature, if the legislature
wanted to grant an additional goods and services,
they would not be allowed to under your provision;
would it?

Mr. Morris But, the act that you specifically
mentioned that deals with the income tax write-off
--so our attorneys say--are not affected by this
amendment if they're allowed, that this will not
prohibit the parents from receiving that.

Mr. Toca Delegate Morris, I can't understand your
position on this. What is the benefit of this in
your amendment? I just don't understand it. Do

you want to give them free books and free school
lunches, but you're trying to lock this in it. If

we ever come up with other benefits, they won't be

entitled to it according to your amendment; they'll
be locked in just what they're getting now?

Mr. Morris That's correct. Let me tell you this,
Toca, I'm a great believer in public schools.Mr.

I believe that the thing that makes our country
different from other countries is. ..that we...
everybody gets to go to school .

Mr. Toca Delegate Morris, you haven't answered
my question. I asked you why are you so interested
in this amendment?

Mr. Morris Well, I don't know how to amplify on
it. I thought that I did. I have no desire, or
it's not our desire, to penalize any children
from receiving the services that they are receiv-
ing. However, we would like it confined to the
services they're now receiving.

Mr. Arnette Jimmy, just one quick question. I'd

like to ask you a couple, but I know I don't have
time. But, it seems like you're limiting these
things to school books, school lunches, and school
bus transportation, etc., the things that have
been allowed by the Federal Constitution. Hasn't
everything else practically been disallowed by the
Federal Constitution?

Mr. Morris In. ..I'm not positive about that, Mr.
Arnette. If 1 said yes, I would just be. ..it
would be supposition on my part.

Mr. Arnette Well, in other words, what I'm say-
ing is I don't see any possible use for having this
language in here since it's already been decided
by the federal courts according to the Federal
Constitution .

Mr. Morris Well, there aren ' t . . . i
t

' s my under-
standing, for instance, there are a number of
things that have not been decided by the federal
courts.

Further Discussion

Mr. Comar Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I know we've already limited
the time on this thing to an hour so I'll try to
be as brief as possible. But, I think we should
know what we're talking about on this particular
amendment. The committee proposal that you have
before you is silent on the question of what aids
shall be provided, and which shall be disallowed
when we talk about those aids which go to nonpub-
lic school children. We would like for the com-
mittee proposal to remain silent, and to let the
legislature determine what aids shall be provided.
Knowing full well, that the courts of this state
and of the country have put very strict interpre-
tations and have limited aids to what we call
minimal assistance. Those minimal assistance would
have been jeopardized, we feel, by the original
proposal that was discussed by the Education Com-
mittee. However, the Education Committee in its
wisdom, amended after many weeks and months of debate
on its proposal, decided indeed that it would be
better to leave the question up to the legislature,
and were convinced that this would be the best
thing to do, as I say, knowing full well what the
courts have already decided in this area; the
limitations have been placed on by the court and
need not be placed upon by this Constitutional
Convention. Now, let's see what we're looking at
when we look at the amendments, the four sections
of this amendment, and I would suggest that we
oppose all and stick with the committee proposal
under Section 14. It says "no appropriation of
public funds shall be made to any private or sec-
tarian school, but nothing in this paragraph shall
be construed to prohibit the supplying of free
textbooks, lunches," etc. If this amendment is

adopted as it now stands, you would not be... the
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legislature would not be free in the future to
grant any additional aids to nonpublic school
children, and those aids we all might like to have
somewhere down the line. For example, a simple
thing like driver education may be dictated by the
legislature for all school children to provide
safety and heal th. . .safety on the highways for our
people, that this amendment were adopted, that...
even that type of aid could not go to children in
nonpublic schools. There may be other things like
health programs, dental programs, which are man-
dated for public school children in the future, be-
cause we know not what will happen in the future,
and those would be denied under this. Further,
there is a very serious problem with regard to the
handicapped in this state. There are not enough
public or private institutions to take care of
handicapped children. The state again in this
field provides some assistance to the nonpublic
schools which take care of retarded, and those
would be forever frozen at the level of 1972 if,
indeed, this amendment or series of amendments
were adopted. Further, we believe, and I, like
Jimmy, I have also talked to the attorneys on
this because I am not an attorney. But, further
we believe that there would be a serious blow to
the current lunch program of the nonpublic school
children. As you know, this program is operated
by the nonpublic schools in cooperation with the
State Department of Education. Several years ago,
the legislature did provide some assistance to
the lunchroom workers because of the . .

.

nonpubl ic
schools could not provide a low cost lunch. ..and,
at the same time, provide the necessary salaries
to take care of these employees. In 1972, six
months after the cutoff date of this. ..the legis-
lature expanded those aids to the nonpublic school
lunchroom workers, and those would be endangered.
I urge that you oppose these amendments and any
other amendments which would change the committee
proposal. Let's leave it up to the legislature.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion

Mr. Sutherland Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
I appear before you to try to explain what is the
purpose behind this amendment as it has been intro-
duced. Originally, the committee proposal had a

provision in it which was supposed to be identical
to the present constitutional provi sion-- "no ap-
propriation of public funds shall be made to any
private or sectarian school." This was deleted
and, from the committee, on the basis that the
committee was told this could have an effect on
future appropriations, and that it also might de-
prive the students of the aid they were presently
receiving. Well, it seems to me that if this
language is in the present constitution, and if
the courts in interpreting that constitution al-
lowed these aids, certainly that language being in
there will not deprive the schools of this aid.
But, C.E.F. circulated some literature around the
state indicating that the committee was trying to
deprive the school children of aids which they
were presently receiving, and because of this fact,
Mr. Robertson, when he was on the committee, in-
troduced this amendment to show that we did not
intend to deprive them. Nobody on the committee
intended to take away any of the aids which were
presently being received by parochial or private
school children. But, because of this misinforma-
tion this amendment was introduced in committee,
and I voted for it in committee because nobody--
I repeat nobody--on that committee wanted to de-
prive them of any aids which they are presently
receiving. Now, it's a different story as to
whether or not they want additional aids; because
this language was removed from the constitution,
another amendment was introduced by Mr. Segura,
which took out references in there to public edu-
cation in many Instances. Now, when you say the
legislature shall appropriate funds, and you don't
say for what purpose, then you leave it entirely
up to the legislature. Now, if you're in favor
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of additional aid to parochial and sectarian
schools, you should vote against this amendment.
If you're in favor of not having any additional
aids other than what they're having now, or which
the courts will permit under this language which
is the same language that was in the present con-
stitution, then you would vote for this amendment.
But, whatever you do, I don't want them to be a

misconception and a twisting of the facts as to
what we're talking about .. .we ' re not talking about
...You may have received, and I received a whole
flock of letters and little mimeographed paragraphs
from people in Lafayette, saying please, don't
take away our present aid; please don't take away
our token aid. There's no intention to take away
any of that aid. The whole thing has been twisted
around--do you want additional benef

i

ts--and that's
the issue. I like it to be clear where we stand
on this matter.

Questions

Hr. Roemer Matt, I didn't know much about the
law in this area, and still don't.. .1 was sur-
prised quite frankly to find out that public funds
are used for private institutions to the extent
that they are: that is, the lunches, and the books,
and the trans. ..that was a shock to me. Now,
aren't by this amendment ... aren ' t we insuring that
that's going to continue in the future?

Mr. Sutherland Buddy, I think that when you say
you were surprised to know it, this language is
in the present constitution: "no appropriation of
public funds shall be made to any private or sec-
tarian school."

Mr. Roemer Right.

Hr. Sutherland Despite that language, the courts
have held that the aids such as transportation,
such as school books and lunches, are not aid to
the schools, but are aid to the children, and
therefore, it is permissible under this language.
Now, I told you why this other language was added
here to get away from this misconception that we
were trying to take away the present aids.

Hr. Roemer Well, what in your opinion. Matt,
would be the legal circumstance if we didn't have
...we didn't add this particular language in the
constitution; we would in fact leave it up to the
legislature, ri ght?

Mr. Sutherland If you had nothing in there?

Mr. Roemer Right. Other than what we have in
our present constitution; that is, a prohibition
against aid to private and sectarian schools.

Mr. Sut herland If you had the same prohibition
that you have in the present constitution, I don't
think you would need. ..I don't think you need this
language. I think that that language would be
interpreted the same way it has been interpreted.

Mr. Roemer So, I'm to understand now, you are
opposed to the amendment; you're saying it's not
needed? Is that what you're saying?

Mr. Sutherland All I'm saying. ..no, I'm saying
that the reason why this 1 anguage--several ques-
tions were asked as to why this language is in

here the second part of that--and it only is to
alleviate any of the fears that those people may
have that, by putting the language which is in
the present constitution, you'd be taking some-
thing away from them.

Hr. Roemer You wouldn't be doing that in your
opinion?

Hr. Sutherland We would not be doing it, and I

don ' t think that. . . I think this clarifies that
we don't even have any Intention of doing it.
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Mr. Juneau Matt, I agree a hundred percent with
what you say about the amendment, but I don't
necessarily agree with what I thought you indi-
cated with regard to the committee proposal. If
I were to vote for the committee proposal, I do
not construe that as being a vote necessarily for
private aid to public schools; do you?

Mr. Sutherland Not necessarily vote for it, but
there's no prohibition in here...

Mr. Juneau I understand that, but in other words,
if I . . . i f I in my judgment say that I don't have
the wisdom to decide what we might want to do in

the year 19S9, I haven't said that by voting yes,
that I'm voting for aid to private schools; you
will agree with that?

Kr. Sutherland I don't know; that would be sub-
ject to interpretation, I think, Pat.

Mr. Segura Kr. Chairman, if there are no other
speakers, I'll waive, if anybody else will waive.

[previous Question ordered.

1

CI osing

Mr. Morris Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, this is the sort of the
issue I know that everybody probably has their
mind made up on. I won't prolong any talk on it.
Again I'll say that I think that it is proper that
this be in the constitution, and everybody has to
vote their own conscience, represent their own
people. But, I do think it's proper that it be
in the constitution. That's why it's offered. I

appreciate your time. Thank you.

Questions

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Morris, last year the legislature
appropriated, I believe it was three hundred and
fifty thousand dollars to Tulane for. ..to assist
seventy medical students in the medical school at
Tulane. Now, as I read this, "the legislature may
enact appropriate legislation to permit institu-
tions of higher learning which receive all or part
of their support from the State of Louisiana."

Now, wouldn't this language cut out any further
appropriations to Tulane in support of their med-
ical school?

Mr. Morris Mr. LeBleu, if my memory serves me
correctly, and it may not, but that was. ..I un-
derstood ... that that was a direct grant to the
students because we did not have facilities to
take them into medical school. It was not to the
college itself, but to the individuals in medical
schools. Now, whether it prohibits it or not, I

don't know. I wouldn't think so. I would hope
not.

Mr. LeBleu Well, wasn't it granted to the stu-
dents because there was no other that they... the
legislature could appropriate it to Tulane. They
had to appropriate it to the students.

Mr. Morris But, there's a big difference in my
way of thinking, Conway. This was a... this was a
grant to accommodate some people for a necessary
service which we couldn't provide. The same thing
occurred at Oklahoma A & M, Texas A & M, and
Auburn, before we had a school of veterinary sci-
ence. Those were accommodations because we didn't
have those schools. 1 wouldn't think there'd be
a prohibition, but, I don't know. I'm not an
attorney. Just like you, I'm a lay person.

Yes, sir.

Mr. Aertker ...Isn't it a fact that actually, in
the present constitution there is much stronger
language relative to this matter than what you
have in your proposal?

Mr. Morris Well, I personally think that it's

much more stringent in the present constitution,
Mr. Aertker. But, I could be wrong. I've been
wrong about a lot of things.

Mr. Aertker Well, Mr. Morris, as you read it,
don't you read that this reads strong and that this
really represents more of a compromise in the di-
rection, because the . . .doesn ' t the constitution
state that no direct aid of no public funds can be
used for private or sectarian school? Isn't that
the wording of it?

Mr. Morris That is true. I think this is an
attempt to accommodate people, children, if you
will, to assure them of the things that they are
now receiving.

Mr. Aertker The purpose of your amendment, then,
is really to see that--not that the present things
that are being provided private and parochial
schools are taken away from them--but actually,
you are concerned that no more further direct aid
is given to private or sectarian schools. Isn't
that correct? Isn't that the issue involved here
as to whether you. . .

?

Mr. Morris That's exactly right. My attempt--
I'd rather see it this way--it's an attempt to see
that people receive exactly what they are receiv-
ing today, and put a cut-off date on it now so
that the next thing the public treasury won't be
paying heating and electricity and taxes and what
have you, or whatever it might be.

Mr. Aertker Actually, Mr. Morris, doesn't this
really boil down into a basic issue of whether you
believe in separation of church and state? If you
believe in that, then you would vote for your
amendment. If you didn't, then you'd vote against
it. Is that correct?

Mr. Morris Mr. Aertker, you and I see eye-to-eye
on a lot of things. Some of our colleagues may
not agree with your statement .. .wi th your questions.

Mr. Gauthier Mr. Aertker--Mr. Morris--were you
aware in about 1970 the legislature passed an act
saying, in essence, that every student in the
state would have to take driver education when and
if it became available to all schools in the state?

Mr. Morris Yes, sir. I'm aware of it.

Mr. Gauthier Were you also aware that at that
time the Department of Public Safety, under the
direction of the Department of Education, launched
a long-range plan to make driver education avail-
able in every school in the state?

Mr. Morris They provide drive simulators on
every campus throughout the state, I understand.
I do not believe that this would be a prohibition
against that.

Mr. Gauthier You do not believe that it would be
a prohibition? Can you assure me...

Mr. Morris No, sir.

Mr. Gauthier ...that they could appropriate funds?

Mr. Morris No, sir. I couldn't assure you that
at all .

Mr. Gauthier Well, don't you understand that
it's.. .

Mr. Morris I understand what you're sayinr, I

understood your point.

Mr. Gauthier Then you do understand that this
amendment could curtail, if not bring to a halt,
a program... a long-ranoe program that has been
launched by the State Department of Education?

Mr. Morris I would say, in answer to that, I
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don't...I don't believe that it would. No, sir.
It might prohibit future programs, Mr. Gauthier.

Mr. Gauthier It might prohibit them from appro-
priating funds for offering driver education. Is

that correct?

Mr. Morris Not driver education. No, I don't
agree with that. I think the state will continue
to provide . . .

Mr. Gauthier But how would they offer it in the
private and parochial schools?

Mr. Morris The same way they are doing it today.

Mr. Gauthier But today, the state isn't paying
for it in those schools. So, under your amendment,
if, in the future, they could not appropriate
these funds, they would have to drop a program that
they started some three years ago.

Mr. Morris Well, I personally disagree with you
about that. I would be very hopeful that it didn't
do it.

Mr. Gauthier But, if you can guarantee me that
this will no^t apply to that phase, I might recon-
sider.

Mr. Morris Yes, sir. I couldn't guarantee this.

Mr. Gauthier You couldn't?

penditure funds are handled in a proper manner.
In Section 7 when we were talking about budgetary
matters, we were really having reference to the
fact that all of the colleges and universities
would have to submit their budget to the Board of
Regents; they in turn would analyze and talk with
the different institutions to see whether their
requests were in order. Then, after they reviewed
the matter, then their responsibility would be to
go to the legislature with the budget. I would
have to state... feel that this budget, as it was
presented to the legislature, would have, certain-
ly, line items for different institutions. Then,
after it was approved, it would come back and they
would have the responsibility for seeing that it
was . . .

Mr. Bergeron O.K. Let's look at the picture.
The money comes down from the legislature. They
appropriate so much money. Where does this money
go first of all

?

Mr. Aertker I didn't hear the questions.

Mr. Bergeron When the legislature appropriates
money, where does it go first of all? Where would
it come down to? To which boards?

Mr. Aertker It would go back to the Board of
Regents

.

Mr. Bergeron To the Board of Regents. They, in
turn, would appropriate the money to various boards?

[^Division of the Question ordered

.

Record vote ordered . Amendments Nos

.

1,2,3 reread and rejected : 28-79.
Motion to recons ider tabled. Motion
to suspend the rules to withdraw
Amendment No. 4 adopted without ob-
jection. Previous Question ordered
on the Section . Section passed; 100-
9. Motion to reconsider tabled .1

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter "Section 15. Appropriations; Higher
Educat ion

Section 15. Appropriations for the institutions
of higher education and post-secondary vocational-
technical training and career education shall be
made to their respective managing boards. The
appropriations shall be administered by the manag-
ing boards and used solely for the operations of
the institution for which designated in the appro-
priations .

"

Explanation

Mr. Aertker Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, we feel that this amendment...
this section certainly has to follow. All it does
is state that the appropriations that would be
made to these various managing boards, that it
would be their responsibility, of course, to see
to it that the expenditure of all the appropria-
tions were given to the proper institutions. As
a further follow-up, this section does imply that
it would be the responsibility of the managing
board to see that these funds were expended in
the manner for which they were specified in the
appropriation. That's the purpose of this entire
section.

I recommend the adoption.

Questions

Mr . Bergeron Mr. Aertker, under what we've done
In Section 7 dealing with the Board of Regents,
do we have any conflict at all between this sec-
tion and Section 7 which says, "the board shall
plan, coordinate, and have budgetary responsibil-
ity for all public higher education?

Mr. Aertker I don't believe. This section
really deals with the. ..seeing to It that the ex-

Mr. Aertker That's correct.

Mr. Bergeron And you don't think just the Board
of Regents, alone, could take care of this problem?

Mr. Aertker We think so. This is what the State
Board does at the present time. It goes into the
state legislature and gets the appropriation, and
then distributes it to the sixty-six parish school
systems

.

Mr. Bergeron Thank you.

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Aertker, if I understand this
language right, the appropriation by the legisla-
ture will go to the managing board?

Mr. Aertker That's correct.

Mr. Rayburn How will they distribute that money,
Mr. Aertker, to vocational schools, for instance.
Will it be distributed on the. ..need basis, or on
the amount of pupils, or the amount of courses, or
how will that money be distributed?

Mr. Aertker Well, in the. ..if you will recall,
in the section it stated that there would have to
be developed a formula for the distribution of
funds. I would have to presume that the budget
that would be submitted to the legislature would
be in conformance with the formula that was de-
veloped by the Board of Regents. That would In-
clude vocational education, also.

Mr. Rayburn Would that be the Board of Regents
formula?

Mr. Aertker Yes, the Board of Regents.

Mr. Rayburn Supposing we could only implement It
eighty, or seventy, or sixty percent. What would
happen then? Their formula--wh1ch has happened
in the past. You know the State Board votes for
everything. They've never turned nothing down
since I've been in the legislature. But they've
never supplemented or had a P.S. at the bottom as
how to implement their request. They just vote
yes on everything. Now, how would that formula be
devised, and how would it be supplemented?

Mr. Aertker If the appropriation committee sub-
mitted it back to them as a lump sum, then, of
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course, I would have to presume that if they just
approved eighty percent, that that would mean a

twenty percent reduction across the board for all
institutions .

If they resubmitted it back on the basis of
institutions and on. ..areas, then, of course, I

would presume they would have to see to it that
that amount was given to that institution. In
other words, if they appropriated "X" number of
dollars for Southwestern, or "X" number of dollars
for Grambling, I would have to presume that that
would have to be distributed. The intent of this
section is to see that if it is distributed, that
the managing board would have the authority and
the responsibility of seeing that it was disbursed
in the manner that the budget had been requested
for.

Mr. Rayburn I'm reading here where it says "the
appropriations shall be administered by the manag-
ing board and shall be used solely for the opera-
tion of the institution for which they deemed the
appropriation is necessary," which means the leg-
islature could send them "X" number of dollars
and they can do what they please with It? Is that
what this language reads?

Hr. Aertker If it was not in violation of the
formula that required them to do certain things.

Mr. Rayburn I don't see any reference here as
to the formula, Mr. Aertker.

Mr. Aertker Well, the reference to the formula
is in the powers of the Board of Regents. That
was a requirement in Section...! believe Section
7, that stated the Board of Regents must develop
a fornula for the distribution of funds--pretty
close to the minimum foundation formula.

Hr. Dennery Mr. Aertker, in Section 15, the last
sentence says that "the appropriations shall be
used solely for the operations of the institution."
Suppose that LSU in Baton Rouge, or any of the
other state institutions of higher learning, de-
termine that they wanted to have a television
program for their use in their schools. Could
they contract with the Louisiana television au-
tority in order to provide such a program?

Mr. Aertker Mr. Dennery, unless they had that
stipulated as part of their budget request, and
that they had some fund that would take care of
that, that would be the operation of any school
system, unless they had something in their budget
that would allow them to do that, I don't presume
they could do it.

Mr. Dennery No. But, I'm suggesting that many
state institutions have contractural relationships
with noneducational institutions to provide this,
that, and the other. I just want for the record
to show that if it's. ..in the budget, there would
be no prohibition against another state agency
contracting with the Institution of higher learn-
ing.

Hr. Aertker I don't see where that would be any
problem as far as this is concerned.

Mr. Dennery Thank you.

Mr. Juneau Bob, I'm just trying to get an un-
derstanding. I'm really confused in the Board
of Regents article, we used the word "budgetary
responsibility." Now, let's first try to define
that word. What does that mean--budgetary re-
sponsibil i ty?

Mr. Aertker It means to me that all of the bud-
gets for all of the institutions will be the re-
sponsibility of the Board of Regents to see what
budgets they are going to operate under.

Mr. Juneau Now, does that mean that they have
a veto power over the budget that's submitted by

any board?

Mr. Aertker By any institution. They have the
power to review any budget that is submitted to
them and that is one of their responsibilities to
see whether their requests are agreeable or in
line or not. Yes.

Mr. Juneau All right. Let's assume that the
Board of Trustees submits budgets for eight of
the state colleges and universities and the Board
of Regents determines, "Well, we don't like the
budget that is submitted for Louisiana Tech."
Which budget goes to the legislature as being the
proposed budget of Louisiana Tech?

Hr. Aertker Whatever the Board of Regents sub-
mits for.

Mr. Juneau All right. Now, in that connection,
in going to the section that we now have under
discussion--this is the part that bothers me--it's
very clear to me that the appropriation that's
going to be made by the legislature, is made to
the respective management board. That seems to
me a direct channel and is a complete contraven-
tion, or obviation of the Board of Regents. That's
what it says. It says "the appropriation shall
be made to the management board." It doesn't say
one iota about the Board of Regents.

Mr. Aertker But the Board of Regents' responsi-
bility is the review of the budget that is sub-
mitted to the legislature before the appropriation
is made. The responsibility of the Board of
Trustees is to see that the expenditures are
carried out in conformance with what the budget
said that they were going to spend it for. To
make sure that they don't--well, mi sappropr iate--
or that they don't misuse it, or they don't spend
it in the direction for what they said they were
going to spend it.

Mr. Juneau All right. So, purposes of intent,
so we'll have this clear on the record, it is
the absolute and complete authoritative control
of the Board of Regents to veto the LSU system,
the Southern system, and the Board of Trustees
system with regard to what they submit as a bud-
get. In other words, they have overriding re-
sponsibility with regard to the presenation of
the budgets. I'm just trying to establish a record
in that regard.

Hr. Aertker Yeah. I would prefer to use the
word "modify" a budget request, I mean, because
I believe you would recognize they'd have to...
agree to some budget so... so they'd have modifica-
tion--

Mr. Juneau But, the point is they would have the
supreme power to modify.

Mr. Aertker That's right.

Mr. Bergeron Well, Mr. Aertker, in other words,
you want under this section, you want the money
to come straight from the legislature to the
managing boards. Am I correct?

Mr. Aertker That's correct.

Mr. Bergeron You wouldn't want it any place in
between?

Mr. Aertker No.

Mr. Bergeron O.K. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Hr. Womack Hr. Chairman, members of the conven-
tion, I don't know, yet, exactly what I want. I

know I don't want this. I'm going to tell you
why I don't want this. If you are going to fund
the money from an appropriation, naturally it
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goes into the state treasury. If the state trea-
sury is going to transfer it then to a superboard,
the superboard to the managing board, and then
the managing board to the institution, you could
lose as much as two, three, four or five days'
interest. That you can't afford to do.

Now, the second thing is, in the past, the
legislature very wisely has line itemed this ap-
propriation. What I mean by line-item, means that
you set up "X" number of dollars to pay personnel
with; you set up "X" number of dollars to pay
utilities; you set up "X" number of dollars to
pay insurance, repairs, maintenance, equipment, all
of these categories. You may say, "Why is that so
important?" It's important to this extent. If
you give these people a block, lump sum amount of
money, they're going to take it then and let your
buildings go without paint; they'll do without
repairs; they'll do. ..go ahead and spend enough
money--and we have had them to budget themselves
into a deficit--we feel like budgeted themselves
into a deficit on purpose. We know that it's
going to take a certain amount of money to keep
all of these categories going. Any day that you
don't maintain your repairs, your equipment, etc.,
you're going bankrupt and don't know it. So,
this money has got to be line itemed. We want
either one thing, either delete the section, or
let's put a clause in there. I think Senator
Rayburn is getting an amendment now that would do
that, to go ahead and line item this money and
put it, and put it. ..add in there to be spent and
handled in accordance with the appropriation of
the money. If you get that, then, I think we'll
be in good shape. So, I would like for us to hold
up just a minute on this until we get this amend-
ment out. Then I think we'll have something we
can go with. But, under no circumstances do I

want to accept it in this category, because you
are just going to lose control of it and you can't
afford to.

Questions

Mr. Bergeron Mr. Womack, I had talked to you
just a little while ago. You had kind of answered
some of my questions dealing with the Board of
Regents. There's just one question that's puzzling
me. Looking at Section 7, it says "the Board"...
we're speaking about the Board of Regents ... "shal 1

plan, coordinate and have budgetary responsibility."
Now what are we talking about by "budgetary re-
sponsibility"?

Mr. Womack I don't know what "budgetary respon-
sibility" to them. If "budgetary responsibility"
to them means the same thing that "budgetary re-
sponsibility" has meant to the State Board of Ed-
ucation has meant in the past, that they have come
in and stamped whatever was presented to them. The
money--severa1 years ago--and I'll answer it this
way. Some six, seven or eight years ago, the
money went direct to the institution and the in-
stitution had no strings on it. We woke up with
one institution a million four hundred and forty
thousand dollars in the red, kiting checks. We
would up with other institutions that had spent
their money down on personal services to where
along about March or April, they didn't have
enough money to pay the light bill. For that
reason, you have got to budget this money, and
it's got to be handled on a line item basis. The
legislature has very wisely appropriated the money
direct to the institutions in that manner. If you
keep it along that category, then you're not going
to have any trouble with it. It will go where it
looks like it's needed best. By the same token,
you are going to be able to maintain the full op-
eration .

Mr. Bergeron O.K. Well, in view of what you
just said, Ts this why you'd want the money to
go straight to the boards from the legislature?

Hr. Womack If the money is going to go to a

board--and assuming that you're talking about
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literally going to a board--then the board would
draw warrant on the state treasury. Then by the
time they got the bookkeeping work done, then they
would wind up turning it back into the institution,
whatever it might be. If you lose as much as two
or three days interest there, when you figure on
the total anount of education, you've lost a many,
many a thousand dollars within the period of a

year. Everything we are doing now is designed to
draw exactly the amount of money. The way it's
operated right now--and it's very successful and
very ef

f

icient--i s that the actual amount of
money needed to pay the exact bill that's due that
month is all the money that the institution is

going to draw out. They get that on their warrant
directly from the state treasury. There's no
loss of time, no loss of motion. They get only
enough money to do the job.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter The amendment would read as follows:
Amendment No. 1 [iy Mr. Rayburn] . On page 8,

line 21, after the word "solely" delete the remain-
der of the line. Delete line 22 in its entirety
and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"as provided by law."

Explanation

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, for
the past several years we have had various formulas
in the legislature. We have never been able to
adopt a hundred percent formula to finance all of
education's purposes. We have, in the last few
years, been able to up the percentage and have
come from a low of sixty percent of the formula,
to roughly today in some colleges, eighty-five
percent of the formula, and in some educational
categories. We still have one or two educational
institutions in this state that are operating at
a hundred and five or a hundred and seven percent
of the formula. The way I read Section 15, it

would leave it to the Board of Regents. This
amendment sol ely. . .only says... "as provided by
law," which means that if we can appropriate
eighty-five or ninety percent of their needs,
and we say that in the appropriation bill, then
that's what the Board of Regents will have to
follow. If you leave this broad language the way
I read it, we could appropriate "X" number of dol-
lars in the legislature, and as long as the Board
of Regents spent those funds for educational pur-
poses whether it was vocational education or other-
wise, they could ignore a formula, or, they could
spend more under one institution than they could
others. The only thing this amendment does, it

says, "as provided by law", which says that if an
appropriation bill, appropriates a million and a

half dollars, and those funds can only be spent
in accordance with law; that's the. only thing I'm
trying to do. If we say they shall be supplemented
eighty-five or ninety percent of the formula.

Ques t i ons

Mr. Casey Senator Rayburn, I'd consider you as
an expert in the area of appropriations since you
are chairman of the Senate Finance Committee; do
you feel that this section is necessary at all?

Mr. Rayburn I do not, but since we've got it,
I 'm going to try to do what I can to minimize it.

I don't see the need of it. I really--it scares
me. I'm not going to stay in the legislature and
appropriate forty-two percent of our state monies
to education and let a Board of Regents spend it

the way they see fit, if I can help it. If they
want to adopt a formula and spend according to the
formula, that's good. But the way I read this. It
gives them a free hand. I'm opposed to it. I

would be for deleting the entire section.

Hr. Casey So, in other words with your amendment,
the legislature. . .with your amendment, if it's
adopted, that section would be the same whether
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we had the section or not. The legislature would
have the authority to do whatever is necessary in

the area of appropriations.

Mr. Rayburn That's true. Representative Casey.
That's the way I think it should be.

Mr. Sutherland Senator Rayburn, in connection with
the amendment--! don't have a copy of it--but I

heard you saying that you wanted...! thought you
said after the word "use solely for the operations"
that that would be taken out and it would be "as
provided by law." !s that correct?

Mr. Rayburn After the. ..on line 21, if you fol-
1 ow me . .

.

Mr. Sutherland Right.

Mr. Rayburn ...where it says, starting on 20,
"the appropriation shall be administered by the
managing boards and used solely." My amendment
takes over there: "as provided by law."

Mr. Sutherland Now, let me ask you this ques-
tion. I hear you saying the Board of Regents
would handle this appropriation, and the Board of
Regents has a budgetary authority under Section 7.

But, what we're talking about here in this Section
15, we're talking about management boards. Now,
that's the Board of Supervisors for LSU...

Mr. Rayburn I'm sorry. ! should have said manag-
ing boards in the place of Board of Regents, I'm
sorry.

Mr. Sutherland So the Board of Regents would be
setting the budgetary requirements to the legis-
lature. The legislature would be appropriating it
to the management boards. It would be up to the
legislature and the Board of Regents to see that
it was used the way it was budgeted. Is that
correct?

Mr. Rayburn If the law so provides, yes, sir.
That's why I wanted to put the language in there,
"as provided by law. "

Mr. Sutherland Senator, I think the reason why
it's in here the way it is, "used solely for the
operation of the institution for which designated
in the appropriation" was to avoid the management
boards from using it for other purposes. Would
it be possible to have after "which designated in
the appropriation by law"? Would that do it?

Mr. Rayburn It probably would. But, if you
notice here, you use the word "higher education,
post secondary, vocational -technical training,
and career education." In my opinion, that covers
a lot of them. I just want to really be safe in
saying that this board can only administer those
funds as provided by law.

Mr. Sutherland I would like to say...

Mr. Rayburn I would not want to sit in the leg-
islature and appropriate ten million dollars to
a managing board and not know what they were going
to do with it.

Mr. Sutherland I would agree with you. Senator.
That's why I say this was intended that it would
go to the institution. I'm in favor of what you're
trying to do. But I would think that if you said
it would go to the sole institution as provided
by law, we might be better off, make sure they get
it.

Mr. Rayburn Yes, sir. That's what I'm trying
to do.

Mr. Dennery Senator, do you know I agree with
your fears of what could happen if you don't ap-
propriate by a line item. I further agree that
you should take out "used solely for operations"

because it's quite possible that some of that
money may have to be for capital improvement and
not for operation. So I agree with your amendment.

My question, though, is in Section 7 (A). It
provides that "the Board of Regents shall plan,
coordinate and have budgetary responsibility for
all public higher education and shall have such
other powers, duties and responsibilities as are
provided by this section and by law." Do you not
agree that the legislature should also adopt some
laws telling the Board of Regents how they should
prepare these budgets and that they should be
line item budgets, etc.?

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Dennery, let me make an honest
confession here today. I have no quarrel with
the State Board. I have been chairman of the
Finance Committee for many, many years. I have my
first time to see the State Board deny any request
from any institution under their authority that
they sent to them. They approve it, and then send
their request to the legislature for us to work it
out the best way we can. I have my first time to
see the State Board deny a request was made by a

vocational school; they say, "Yes, we think you
should have it." I think that in most cases they
are right. But, the legislators happen to be on
the other end of the train. They have got to
put the coal in the caboose to make the engine
run. They're not riding in a pullman car. If
the engine don't run, they don't ride.

Mr. Dennery Well, Senator, I agree with you.

Mr. Rayburn That's why I think that we should
have some provision "as provided by law."

Mr. Dennery I agree with you, I'm only pointing
out to you, sir, that don't you think the language
that I read about the Board of Regents gives you
and the legislature an opportunity, for the first
time, to tell this board, don't just approve every-
thing with a free hand. Look at it carefully,
etc.

Mr. Rayburn We've tried that in the past. At
one time we had a member of the Senate Budget
Committee, Mr. A.D. Smith, who is now deceased,
who was on the Budget Committee. The first week
that we met, he realized what the State Board had
been doing. We attempted to have a meeting with
the State Board, and with a Subcommittee of the
Budget Committee. Mr. A.D. Smith had an accident,
he was about to get it worked out, and he wasn't
with us very long, and we never did get through
what we were trying to get through. But, all I'm
trying to do is say that these funds, Mr, Dennery,
and I think you are exactly right, should be spent
in accordance to the way the legislature appropri-
ated the funds.

Mr. Bergeron Senator, I just want some clarifica-
tion. Is this Section 15, Appropriations for
Higher Education, in the present constitution?

Mr. Rayburn The way I read it, it means all ed-
ucational functions. If you read .. .you ' re talking
about Section 15?

Mr. Bergeron Yes, sir.

Mr. Rayburn Yes, sir, it says, "for the institu-
tions of higher education, post-secondary voca-
tional training and career education." Pretty
broad language, in my opinion.

Mr. Bergeron Mine too, sir. Thank you.

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman, if there's no further
questions, I now move the adoption of the amend-
ments .

Further Discussion

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in

opposition to the amendment, and let me state why.
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Certainly, Senator Rayburn knows far more about
the appropriating process of monies for the state
than I do, but let me give you the rationale be-
hind the language now in the proposal. I think
Senator Rayburn may be under the misapprehension
that this money was intended to go to the Board
of Regents. I think you have to read Section 15
in conjunction with Section 7(A), and the powers
given to the Board of Regents for budgetary con-
trol and curriculum, etc. Now, when you put the
amendment in that he has suggested, what you are
doing is--and I certainly have no objection to
line item appropriations, don't misunderstand me.
I think that's inherent in the committee's rec-
ommendation to this convention. What it does un-
der Senator Rayburn's amendment, when you say,
"and used as provided by law," what you are doing
is allowing the Board of Regents, by the power
given to them in this. ..by this proposal, to have
budgetary control and program control to tell a

university that, let's say, that you've appropri-
ated a half a million dollars by line item to
L.S.U. for a sea grant program. Then, the Board
of Regents comes along after that money is appro-
priated to that university, and the Board of Re-
gents says, "You no longer can have a sea grant
program because it could be better utilized in
another facility." Okay, the legislature has ap-
propriated the money; the Board of Regents has
told L.S.U. , "You can't do it;" so then L.S.U.
loses the money. It goes back to the general fund
of the state under the budgetary process that we
now have in state government because they would
have generated a surplus because they can't use it
for that purpose; it has to go back to the general
fund. Mow, if you read the language of the pro-
posal as it is, the managing board would receive
the funds, distribute it to that institution as
appropriated by line item by the legislature. Now,
the Board of Regents has told that institution,
"You have to close a particular program." The
managing board could juggle the funds, appropriate
it to that institution in order to conform with
the Board of Regents' instructions. They could
not take one penny away from that institution's
appropriations because the legislature had appro-
priated by line item to that institution. But,
if you adopt Senator Rayburn's amendment, you take
all of the budgetary authority away from the Board
of Regents in changing programs, etc., within a

fiscal year, within each institution. So that
what you are doing is destroying the whole concept
and the whole effect of the proposal that's now
before the convention. I would ask you, and I'd
ask Senator Rayburn to seriously consider the
amendment that he has proposed. I don't think
that's what he intends to do, but I think that
is the net effect of his amendment. On that
basis, I ask you to reject the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Homack Mr. Flory, as I see it, you're wor-
ried about the Board of Regents taking the money
and spending it, finally, or not being permitted
to spend it as they saw fit after the legislature
has appropriated it. Is that right, primarily?

Mr. Flory No, sir, Mr. Womack. My understanding
of the budgetary process at the present time, by
line item, you appropriate "X" number of dollars
to each university and college in this state. The
State Board, then, after you appropriate that
money to them, based upon a budget submitted to
you, they then go back to the State Board, and
they then approve--based upon the appropriation
on a line item basis--each item in that budget.
The only way that that budget can be chanced at
that time, after that, is with the approval of
the Budget Committee, or with the Division of
Admini stration .

Mr. Womack Both of them. All right, now, what
you are saying, you're going to put the Board of
Regents Into the administration after they once
get the money. What this will do will let the

Board of Regents go ahead ans set up the curricula,
set up the fact that they need fifty thousand dol-
lars to repair building "X", and that they need a

new automobile for such and such a position and
those kind of things, and it will put the Board
of Regents to do their managing and help work the
problems out of the institution prior to the ap-
propriations. Then, when the legislature appro-
priates the money, according to Senator Rayburn's
amendment, it would go direct to the college or
the university, and they would take it, then, and
do what was spelled out in the appropriation bill.
There would be no need for the Board of Regents
to come in and say, "Yes, you can buy the car,"
because they approve it before it comes to the
Budget committee.

Mr. Flory I don't accede to what you have said
that I should, Mr. Womack, at all.

{_Rrevious Question ordered,

1

CI osi ng

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
I hate to disagree with Mr. Flory, but the law
today provides before any institution can take
money out of 101 category, which is personal ser-
vices, to pay the wages of the people they say
they need to run that institution, they've got to
submit that request to the Division of Administra-
tion, and they have to approve it. Likewise, the
Budget Committee has to approve it because the law
so states that. Many years ago in this state, we
found where our institutions would spend thirty
percent of their funds the first six months, and
to be sure they didn't have anything left over,
seventy percent the last six months where they
could come back the next year and ask for addi-
tional funds and show they'd spent them all.
The only thing I'm trying to do is to say that
these funds shall be spent in accordance with the
law. We further found in this state where we
would appropriate money to give the state employees
a salary increase, and later on in the budget
we'd find out where they took that money and bought
automobiles, office furniture, and didn't give
those workers an increase. They can't do that
anymore because we won't approve it. When I say
we, I'm talking about the Budget Committee nor
the Division of Administration. That's the law
today. All I'm trying to do and trying to say
with this little simple amendment: these funds
shall be spent in accordance with the law. I

think that's good language, and I think it's
right. I don't want to have to vote taxes and
appropriate a lot of money and let a Board of
Regents or no other board spend their funds--
those funds--and not comply with the law. All
my amendment says, "in accordance with the law."
Now, if you're against the law of this state or
this land, vote against my amendment. I think
it's a good amendment.

Questions

Mr. Weiss Delegate Rayburn, aren't you just
saying that you want to prevent misappropriation
of funds and maybe keep some people out of the
penitentiary, like happened years ago in the
state?

Mr. Rayburn Dr. Weiss, I don't want to talk
about the penitentiary. I'm one of the best
friends they've ever had. I always vote for their
appropriations. The only thing I'm saying is

this: if this constitution, if you delegates here
today, along with myself, write something in the
law, I think it should be carried out to that ef-
fect. I'm saying if the legislature appropriates
funds, they should be spent In accordance with
the law. That's all I'm saying; it's just that
simple.

Mr. De Blieux I don't know where you get that
De Blieux stuff from, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator Rayburn, wouldn't this amendment also valorem maintenance tax of five mills, or as much
prevent the institutions from submitting budgets thereof as is necessary, on all property subject
for one thing and then turning around and spend- to such taxation within the parish or city in the
ing them for something else? manner prescribed by law."

Page 2.

Mr. Rayburn It certainly would. Senator De Blieux, Amendment No. 9. On page 11, line 13, at the
because my amendment simply says these funds shall beginning of the line, delete the word "Third" and
be expended in accordance with the law. That's insert in lieu thereof the word "Second."
all I'm trying to do because I have seen the time Amendment No. 10. On page 11, line 23, at the
in this state when funds that I helped provide beginning of the line, delete the word "Fourth"
were not spent in accordance with the method that and insert in lieu thereof the word "Third."
I voted for them to be spent. I'm just trying to Amendment No. 11. On page 11, line 31, imme-
correct that. I think it's a good amendment, and diately after the word and punctuation "legisla-
I hope you adopt it. I move the adoption thereof. ture." delete the remainder of the line and delete

line 32, in its entirety and on page 12, delete
[.Record vote ordered. Amendment adopted: lines 1 through 3, both inclusive, in their en-
112-6. Motion to reconsider tabled. tirety.
Previous Question ordered on the Section. Amendment NO . 12. On page 12, delete lines 4
Section passed: 112-6. Motion to recon- and 5 in their entirety.
sider tabled.'\ Amendment No. 13. On page 12, delete line 6 in

its entirety, and insert in lieu thereof the fol-
Reading of the Section lowing:

"(D) For the".
Hr. Poynter The next section, Mr. Chairman, is: Amendment No. 14. On page 12, delete lines 13

"Section 16. Funding; Elementary and Secondary through 17, both inclusive, in their entirety.
Education; Apportionment.

Explanation
\_Motion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection.

"l
Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Chairman and delegates, when I

read Section 16, I became very concerned. It's
Explanation four pages, and I really thought we could state

it in a briefer manner. The reason these amend-
Mr. Aertker Mr. Chairman, we have a rather ex- ments appear to be so complicated is that when
tensive section here that we believe that if you one comes before this body, one can never tell in
would just let us have about five minutes to re- advance what will be controversial. This is an
group our forces, here, that we might be able to attempt, not to be controversial, which may in it-
cut out about three and a half pages of this four self be controversial. So, I really ask your in-
page deal here, and come back... dulgence. Let me tell you what I've attempted to

do, and if any of these amendments become contro-
Recess versial, we can sever them and vote up or down on

one amendment or another and vote the rest as a

{.Quorum Call: 90 delegates present and package, it seems to me. I presented this to Mr.
a quorum.] Prescott Of the School Boards Association, Mr.

Porter from the New Orleans school board, and sev-
Amendments eral other people interested in education; they

agree to them. These also track Mr. Robinson's
Hr. Poynter Amendments sent up by Delegates Zer- amendments which he had tried to present to the
vigon, Aertker, Roemer, Burson, and Delegate Con- committee earlier when he was on the committee,
roy adds his name. The committee ran out of time at that meeting and

Amendment No. 1. On page 8, delete lines 25 was unable to consider it. The committee is in
through 29, both inclusive, in their entirety. agreement that it needs some cleaning up, although

Amendment No. 2. On page 8, delete lines 30 the details of the cleaning up that I've attempted
through 32, both inclusive, in their entirety and to do, of course, may not please everybody. If
on page 9, delete lines 1 through 13, both in- you will look at your yellow copy of the bill, I

elusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu will tell you what I have done. I've deleted the
thereof the following: first paragraph--that ' s what Amendment No. 1 does.

"Section 16. (A) The legislature shall appro- Amendment No. 2 allows to remain on page 9, lines
priate funds to supply free school books and other 6 through 9, allowing the legislature to appropri-
materials of instruction prescribed by the State ate money for school books and other materials of
Board of Elementary and Secondary Education to instructions for elementary and secondary school
the children of this state at the elementary and children. That would allow the legislature to
secondary levels." appropriate monies for these things for private

Amendment No. 3. On page 9, delete lines 19 and parochial schools, as well as for public schools,
through 23, both inclusive, in their entirety. I was told that this is something near and dear

Amendment No. 4. On page 9, delete lines 24 to the hearts of private and parochial school peo-
through 26, both inclusive, in their entirety. pie. The people who operate these schools feel

Amendment No. 5. On page 9, delete lines 27 that they can't get along without these services,
through 32, both inclusive, in their entirety and The rest of that page 9 goes down to the second
insert in lieu thereof the following: to the last line, and what remains is the mandate

"(B) The legislature shall appropriate suffi- to the legislature that they provide a minimum...
cient funds to insure a minimum program of educa- sufficient funds for a program of minimum educa-
tion in all public elementary and secondary tion which shall be distributed in accordance with
schools." the formula and procedure set up by the Board of

Amendment No. 6. On page 10, delete lines 6 Elementary and Secondary Education. We've estab-
through 17, both inclusive in their entirety. lished that board already, and this would be their

Amendment No. 7. On page 10, line 18, at the primary duty, as I understand it. Then the rest
beginning of the line, delete "(C) Local Funds." of this page goes down to line 18 which begins a
and insert in lieu therof "(C)." description of the local funding. I've left in

Amendment No. 8. On page 10--and there's a there the authority for local school boards, ex-
change here in the instructions. It's kind of cept New Orleans, to levy five mills. They don't
important--On page 10, delete lines 21--and it have to levy them all, but they may levy them if
should be through 32--delete lines 21 through 32, they need them. I've taken out the second para-
both inclusive, in their entirety and insert in graph, there, which I don't fully understand, but
lieu thereof the following: Mr. Prescott says is no longer necessary because

"First: Each parish school board, the parish of later paragraphs in this article. I've left
of Orleans excepted, shall levy annually ad in the authorization for Orleans to levy the mill-
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age which they presently levy--which is thirteen.
I can't possibly explain to you how it's different
from parish to parish, but with Orleans, it ordi-
narily is. For that, I apologize. It's no change
in the present law. I've left in the paragraph
allowing a raise of millage by a vote of the peo-

ple, and the requirement that the amount, dura-
tion, and purpose of such taxes shall be in accord
with any limitations imposed by the legislature.
I've taken out the final section of that para-
graph: "No such tax shall be levied for a period
of longer than ten years," because the legislature
could set that prohibition in there, if they would
like. It will give more flexibility to the local
school boards. I've taken out the next paragraph
which says that the legislature may provide addi-
tional sources. The legislature, as I understand
it, may do anything not denied them. They would
be able to do that anyway. I've left in the para-
graph which declares, "city school boards shall
be treated as parish school boards." They feel--
Mr. Prescott and the school boards of those two

city systems--f eel that that is very necessary to

clarify their position under the law. I've taken
out the provisions on Ouachita Parish. I was told
that both the city of Monroe school board and the
Ouachita Parish school board feel that it is not
necessary .

I'll yield to any questions, although I don't
promise to be able to answer them all in detail.

Questions

Mr. Shannon Mrs. Zervigon, there was two sheets
of paper passed out with your amendment...

Mrs. Zervigon Yes, Mr. Shannon, that would be
what would remain if all of my amendment should
pass

.

Mr. Shannon This would be Section 16 in its en-
tirety?

Mrs. Zerviqor That 'd be it.

Mr. Shannon Thank you.

Mrs. Zervigon Only if they all pass, of course.
But, it was just to give you some idea of how the
section would read. I personally find it easier
to follow the deletions on the yellow sheet. Ap-
parently, that isn't so with everybody. They kind
of want to know what's left after surgery is com-
pleted .

Mr. Shannon But, if your amendment passes, this
wouldbe Sec t i o n 16?

Mrs. Zervigon Yes, sir.

Mr. Shannon Thank you.

Mr. Kean Mary, I'm looking at your sheet that
you say is whal; it would be if we adopted all of
your amendments.

Mrs. Zervigon I haven't proofread that, Mr. Kean.

Mr. Kean Under your local funding, first, I'm
sure that this is designed to permit each parish
school board to levy annually five mills or so
much thereof, as is necessary without any kind of
vote. But, it goes on to say they'll do it "in
the manner prescribed by law." Then, when you
get into the second, where you're talking about
the same thing for the Orleans Parish School
Board, it doesn't contain that same language.
I'm wondering whether or not you shouldn't have a

period after "city" in that first paragraph so
that it simply would be with the vote of the
school board. It seems to me, when you say "in
a manner prescribed by law," it leaves some ques-
tion as to whether or not you had to have a vote
in order to carry out that particular section.

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Kean, I took that language
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from Mr. Robinson's amendment. I hated to change
it. Since he wasn't here, I couldn't ask him why
he had put it in. I would support such an amend-
ment, if you come along behind mine; I agree with
you

.

Mr. Lowe Mrs. Zervigon, I just wanted to make
sure we understood that the features on rollback
and rollup apply to this five mills that we are
referring to for maintenance purposes.

Mrs. Zervigon Yes, sir. That's taken care of
in the Revenue, Finance, and Taxation Article, as
I understand it. It's true of all millages pres-
ently levied across the board.

Mr. Lowe Well, thf.t's the way I appreciated it

Tut, I want it in the record that we bothalso.
understood that it would apply to the five mills.

Mr. Jenkins Mrs. Zervigon, don't you really think
that both your amendment and the committee proposal
contains a lot of material that's really statutory?
Don't we really only need to maybe establish a basic
tax rate and say that the people can vote to in-
crease it, which we could do in about one para-
graph?

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Jenkins, I've tried to cut it

to a great extent that I thought would be possible,
without becoming terribly controversial. If you
want to come behind it, and cut it further, I think
that might be justified. I really don't know.
But, I can't see voting against these amendments
which cut it on the grounds that you think it can
be cut further than these. It seems to me that
supplementary amendments would be the way to do
that; don't you agree?

Mr. Jenkins Could be. Let me ask you, too, that
with regard to this minimum program that you have
in here, both here and in the committee proposal,
is it really a wise policy to say that the legis-
lature's going to fund something, and that level
of funding is going to be established by the state
board? You're going to have people establishing
a level of funding which they're not responsible
•for meeting.

Mrs. Zervigon It doesn't say that as I read it.

It says that the legislature sets the level of
funding, but, it is distributed in accordance with
a formula set by the state board, which is the
case at present.

M r. Jenkins It says "the legislature shall ap-
propriate sufficient funds" for the program ... the
minimum program will be established by the state
board. So, it appears that the state board is '\j'

setting the level of funding; doesn't it?

Mrs. Zervigon Well, this tracks the present law,
Mr. Jenkins. If you want to change that, that's
O.K., too. I think what's on the floor right now
is the various deletions, not a discussion of what
would remain after the various deletions. If some-
one wants further deletions, that would be extra
amendments later on, after these would be voted
upon

.

Mr. Duval Mary, I certainly agree that you've
done a fine job in deleting some of the bulk in

the committee proposal. This really goes to some-
thing that was in the original committee proposal.
But, I need to know what the interpretation is on
this formula business. Would the legislature be

bound by the distribution formula promulgated by
the board? Or, would this formula be sacrosanct
since it's constitutionally authorized?

Mrs. Zervigon To this extent, Mr. Duval, as I

understand it, for the minimum program, the leg-
islature appropriates the money, and it is dis-
tributed in accordance with this formula. Above
that, of course, the legislature may do anything
it likes that's not prohibited. We have not any
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place in this proposal prohibited the legislature
from appropriating additional funds for education.
If the legislature feels that that formula is
faulty in some way, or if an emergency arises in
some particular parish, the legislature, of course,
could come in with special or general appropria-
tions for a special program, for special problems
in any one parish, and that sort of thing. Also
for private or parochial schools if that should
later become possible under federal court decisions,
the legislature could also provide money for that
because the legislature may do anything not denied
it.

Mr. Dennis Mrs. Zervigon, could I ask you a

question, please?

Mrs. Zervigon I'll answer you from the great
fund of my knowledge about education.

Mr. Dennis Well, this question pertains to
whether or not the Monroe City School situation
is adequately dealt with. On page 10, line 21,
where it says, "each parish school board," etc.,
"shall levy a tax." In order to cover the Monroe
situation, and I assume the Bogalusa situation,
shouldn't we say "each parish and city school
board"? In other words, shouldn't we include the
city or cities of Monroe and Bogalusa, or their
school boards there, some way or another?

Mrs. Zervigon I think, perhaps, to be absolutely
clear, you might want to come behind me with such
an amendment, but, it seems to me that on page 12,
lines 6 through 12, that says that city school
systems are treated as parish school systems would
cover that, in case you don't get a chance to bring
an amendment such as that.

Mr. Dennis Well, I know that. But, it says over
there that they are treated as parishes, not parish
school boards.

Mrs. Zervigon I understand that. Judge, and I

wasn't on that committee, and I didn't compose
that part of it. My amendments are only deletions.
I'm really not here to defend every word of what
remains. But, I do believe you're safe under the
6 through 12 on page 12, which says you are a par-
ish, in essence .

Mr. Dennis All right. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

had planned to ask the author of this amendment a
few questions, but, since time did not allow it, I

will now bring my objections, or at least the rea-
sons that I'm not clear on what the language says
under Section (B). I would ask that all delegates
get the proposal and look under Section (B). It
says that "the legislature shal 1 , "--shal 1 , if you
please--"appropriate sufficient funds to insure a

minimum program of education in all public ele-
mentary and secondary schools." Then, it further
states that "the minimum program for education to
be maintained in all parish and city school sys-
tems shall be established by the State Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education." That don't
bother me too much. But, the language in the first
paragraph does bother me, where it says, "we shall
appropriate sufficient funds." Then, it says down
in the last paragraph under (B),"the board shall
adopt formulas, procedures for the distribution
of these funds to the several school boards." I

can see where maybe the legislature might want to
appropriate "X" number of dollars for adult educa-
tion. If the board disagreed with them, and did
not have a formula for those expenditures, then
we could not carry out the program that we were
willing to fund and willing to carry out, if I

read this language right. If we further wanted to
adopt specirl appropriations in some other field of
education, and the board did not agree with us,
then our hands would again be tied, if we did not

have a formula and procedure for the distribution
of those funds. Maybe I'm wrong; maybe I'm read-
ing this language wrong. But, I do not think that
this convention wants to tell the legislature that
we shall appropriate sufficient funds to insure a

minimum program of education. Then, maybe, we feel
a minimum program is one way, maybe this board
would feel it's another way, and they do not have
the proper formula or the proper procedure for
distribution of the funds that we appropriate. For
that reason, I'm at a loss as to really know what
this provision really means.

Questions

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Rayburn, what you have reser-
vations about is what would remain if my deletions
passed.

Mr. Rayburn I can't hear you, lady.

Mrs. Zervigon Man, that's what they always say.
You are worried about the language that would

remain if my deletions pass. You are not quarrel-
ing with my amendments which delete, but only with
what would remain. Is it not the case that per-
haps the best course for you would be to follow me
with an additional amendment?

Mr. Rayburn Well, I don't know becasue I'm still
not really convinced what some of your other amend-
ments is. If this is a cleaning up program, it
must have been awful dirty to start with, and that
scares me.

Mrs. Zervigon Yes, sir. Have you looked?

Mr. Rayburn Now, the committee must have pre-
sented us an awful dirty proposal if it takes two
pages and fifteen paragraphs to clean it up. That's
what scares me a little. I just happened to read
this bill; I can't understand it, Mary. Maybe you
can enlighten me.

Mrs. Zervigon You're not speaking against any
one of the amendments "to delete."

Mr. Rayburn No, ma'am. I'm just trying to de-
fine what you're trying to do under (B).

Mrs. Zervigon Thank you.

Mr. Roemer Sixty, aren't what you're really say-
ing...! mean your intent of your message is that
perhaps we'd be better off without (B) altogether.
Isn't that true?

Mr. Rayburn I certainly feel that way because I

would hate to see the legislature placed in the
position of providing money, finding additional
revenue to try to do something for the schools or
for the educational program of this state, and
then, the state board didn't provide a formula, or
didn't provide a procedure to carry it out. If I

read this language, they could easily do that.

Mr. Roemer I agree with you, and I just want
you... to know if you understood that the purpose
of the amendment that we're on here is to try to
delete as much as possible. Perhaps we didn't de-
lete enough. I agree with you on this point.

Mr. Rayburn Maybe so.

{^Previous &iestion ordered.
"^

Mr. Poynter Mr. Chairman, it is my understanding
with respect to. ..Mrs. Zervigon, look and kind of
check me and make sure I'm right. ..with respect to
Amendment No. 8, the intention of Amendment No. 8

was to strike out the first and second under (C);
the following first and second sources. It does
not go all the way. It'd be my understanding that,
in addition to the one correction that's been
noted, it needs to read "on page 10, delete lines
21 through 32, both inclusive, and on page 11,
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strike out lines 1 through 12 in their entirety,
and insert in lieu thereof the following:" Am I

right about that?

Mrs. Zervigon Yes, Mr. Clerk.

Mr. Poynter O.K. Mr. Chairman, make that note.

Closing

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Chairman, I'll make my closing
remarks very brief. If you'll look at me for just
a second, delegates, what you're voting on is this:
a list of deletions. What would remain is this:
if you think this is too much, come with your own
deletions, but, we are not discussing what would
remain; we are discussing only the deletions. I

urge the adoption of the deletions.

Questions

Mr. Tate Mrs. Zervigon, if I understand what you
have done--you and Mr. Aertker and fr. Burson, and
so on--have simply boiled down, without changing
the substance, the present committee proposal.
After we've finished these amendments, if we adopt
them, then we can vote on the merits of the phil-
osophy expressed. Is that my understanding?

Mrs. Zervigon Very good point, Justice Tate.
This is the first time I've come to the mike with-
out something controversial, I think.

Mr. Duval Mrs. Zervigon, do you know that the
way you wave those amendments, I thought I was
coming in for a landing on an aircraft carrier.
Did you know, I agree with your amendments?

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Duval, I've hever been on an
aircraft carrier.

Mr. Burson Mrs. Zervigon, isn't the basic pur-
pose of this amendment so that we can have some-
thing remaining that all of the delegates can read
and understand in a few minutes without having to
wade through the long proposals that they would
have to worry about amending otherwise?

Mrs. Zervigon Yes, sir. That was the point, and
the committee had intended to do that originally,
itself. But, like some of the other committees,
ran out of time.

Mr. Burson Isn't it true that even the committee
proposal recommends a substantial shortening of a

very voluminous section of the present constitu-
tion, which goes on and on and on about the equal-
ization formula, and how the money is to be appro-
priated for elementary and secondary education.

Mrs. Zervigon Not only shortening, but a con-
siderable modernization of the language.

Mr. Burson Finally, doesn't your amendment, pre-
termitting the question of the relationship be-
tween the legislature and the state board which
Senator Rayburn has raised about Section (B).
Other than Section (B), doesn't the section on
local funds track exactly what the present law is,
as far as the alimony tax is concerned?

Mrs. Zervigon Yes, it does, and what Senator
Rayburn was talking about is the only part my
amendment doesn't touch. My amendment touches
everything else.

Mr. Weiss Delegate Zervigon, you mentioned that
this was not controversial, but, aren't you chang-
ing substance when you make these recommendations?
For example, the committee has recommended dedi-
cated funds. Now, what other changes are you mak-
ing in your recommendation that are not argumenta-
tive?

Mrs. Zervigon Well, the committee has agreed to
take out "dedicated funds," though. Dr. Weiss.

Mr. Weiss That's one of your deletions. What
else are you deleting that is substantive?

Mrs. Zervigon Well, Dr. Weiss, that's why I gave
you both the deletions and what would remain so
that you could read it and judge that for yourself.
One can never tell what will seem controversial
to someone else. But, the committee was willing
to take out the dedication, and so was Mr. Prescott
of the School Board Association because they knew
that it was coming up in the Revenue, Finance and
Taxation Article later on, to have no dedications
whatsoever. They're agreeable to that. That never
was a whole lot of money to start with.

Mr. Weiss The section, then, is rewritten, as
distributed by you in these two pages. Is that
correct?

Mrs. Zervigon That's what would remain.

Mr. Munson Well, Mary, I'm trying to understand
this. You have this sheet with all the deletions
and the amendments.

Mrs. Zervigon Yes, sir.

Mr. Munson You have Amendment No. 2. On page 8,
delete lines 30 through 32, and then you've got
Section ?6. Right?

M rs. Zervigoi' Yes, sir, because I had deleted
that. .

.

Mr. Munson "The legislature shall appropriate
funds"

Mrs. Zervigon Pardon me.
Yes , sir.

Mr. Munson But, then, on this other sheet of
paper here, distributed by Delegate Zervigon,
you've got another Section 16, which is these two
pages.

Mrs. Zervigon The thing that says "distributed
by Delegate Zervigon" is what would remain if all
o-f the deletions passed. The paragraph you read
is in the committee proposal. All I did was cap-
italize the "T"

.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendments adopted

:

76-42. Motion to reconsider tabled.']

Motion

Mr. Gravel Mr. Chairman, this. ..the adoption of
these amendments by Mrs. Zervigon has, in effect,
rewritten this section. As a consequence, those^^'
of us who had amendments--I know, I for one--have
some problem now in fitting in any concepts that
we want to fit into the section, as amended. In

view of this, I'd like to ask for a ten-minute
recess so we can see where we stand.

Further Discussion

Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, as I

understand this--and I'm sure I do because I've
gone through her amendment and struck out and re-
worded and written in and placed in--and I come
back with exactly what has been distributed here
on this sheet where you've underlined. It says
this: that the minimum program of education to be
maintained in all parish and school systems,
shall be established by the State Board of Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education. It gives no guide-
lines. They can set up one so rich you can't af-
ford it. There is nothing in the world there that
says what kind to set up. Then, it goes back and
says also that the legislature shall appropriate
enough money to carry out this program without re-
gard to what it costs. There ain't no way for me
to buy it. I don't believe that the delegates of
this delegation here. ..I don't believe the member-
ship of this delegation really understand what
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that says. What It says 1s that if our present
system 1s costing four hundred million a year, and
that state board decides that they want a program
twice that rich, the legislature is mandated to
appropriate eight hundred million dollars to carry
it out. That's what it says in this proposal.

Mr. Henry Wait, now.
into a debate on this.

We're not going to get

Recess

[c?uorum Call: 123 delegates present
and a quorum. Motion to temporarily
pass over Section 16 adopted without
objection .

]

Reading of the Section

Mr. Poynter Section 17. Tulane University
"Section 17. The Tulane University of Louisiana,

located In New Orleans, Is hereby recognized as
created and to be developed in accordance with
provisions of the Legislative Act No. 43 as ap-
proved July 5, 1884. "

Explanation

Mr. Aertker Kr . Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, this section is included
In here because the constitution has it at the
present time, and it seems that there Is Included
In this provision some tax exemption grant to Tu-
lane University. They felt rather than get in-
volved in it one way of the other or maybe threaten
it in some way that they felt that that should be
left in there and included In the present consti-
tution.

Questions

Mr. O'Nei 1

1

Mr. Aertker, does this have anything
to do with the legislative scholarships that are
given from Tulane?

Mr. Aertker I don't believe. I believe that
this actual ly. . .states actual ly. .. is that the Tu-
lane University is recognized and created to be
developed in accordance with the provisions of the
Legislative Act No. 43 approved July, 1884.

Mr. Sutherland Mr. Aertker, do you recall in our
committee on a subsequent proposal that this pro-
vision as regarding Tulane was taken out on the
advice of several people who had contacted the Tu-
lane administrators and decided that they did not
want to be in the constitution?

Mr. Aertker I had heard something to that effect,
and so I don't. ..I really don't know whether that
was the. ..I know it was reported out this way, and
so I'm just reporting it to the convention.

Mr. Sutherland Right. But, I think that sub-
sequently after we reported this out, it came to
our attention that it was not to be in there, and
I think there Is an amendment to take it out,
that ' s . . .

Mr. Aertker I think there Is, too, that's why
I 'm not speaking . .

.

Mr. Juneau Mr. Aertker, just following up on the
point of Mr. Sutherland; as I recall, I attended
the committee meeting and when a subsequent pro-
posal was brought up that same provision was in,
and Mr. Dennery had checked with Tulane University,
and as it developed they found out the necessity
for having that provision there was because of
some contracts with the state. But, those con-
tracts have expired and there's no problem legally,
and Tulane University as I understand, has no ob-
jection to that laguage being deleted from the
constitution. That's what I recall from the meet-
ing. I just wanted to point that out.

Mr. Aertker So, we have an amendment coming to
delete, which should take care of it.

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Aertker, do you know that
that's Act No. 43 of 1884, It's the one that
provides for the legislative scholarships to Tu-
lane University undergraduate school? Do you know
that?

Mr. Aertker No, I didn't know that.

Mr. De Blieux So, that's the only authority for
that Act. ..for those scholarships?

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Tobias], On
page 12, delete lines 18 through 22, both inclu-
sive, in their entirety.

Expl anation

Mr. Tobias Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
amendment purely and simply deletes Section 17.
Act 43 of 1884 goes on for page after page after
page. This would be the second time In the con-
stitution where we would be adopting by reference
a legislative act complete. The provision would
be. ..the legislative act is In direct conflict
with the revenue and tax exemption provisions...
the Revenue and Tax Proposal. You've heard the
statements which have been made that Tulane Univer-
sity agreed that this provision may be deleted.
I move its favorable adoption.

Further Discussion

Mr. Dennery Mr. Chairman and delegates, since
1t was mentioned that my... a statement was made
by me--it was repeated at the committee meeting
when this came up--I would like to clarify the
situation. I have talked to the people at Tulane.
They do not want formally to argue one way or the
other, as far as this is concerned. They would
like.. .they asked me to please point out to the
delegates, as was mentioned by Senator De Blieux,
that Act 43 of 1884 does provide for the legisla-
tive scholarships. Based upon that act, there is

a contract between the State of Louisiana and Tu-
lane University which created the Tulane Univer-
sity of Louisiana. It was an amalgamation at that
time of the old University of Louisiana, which
was a medical school in New Orleans, and the Tu-
lane University, which had been founded by the
bequest of Paul Tulane. This provision has been
in the constitution since 1921. Unless there is

a reason to delete It, I would see no reason to
adopt the amendment proposed by Mr. Tobias. I

don't know that there is a reason to delete it,
but I don't think it makes a heck of a lot of
difference one way or another, since we do have
a situation where there is a contract between the
university and the State of Louisiana. I would
be glad to yield to any questions.

Questions

Mr. Riecke Mr. Dennery, if this omitted from
the constitution, will that mean that a lot of
young people will not receive scholarships from
Tulane University?

Mr. Dennery I don't believe so, Mr. Riecke, be-
cause I think there is a contract In existence.
This merely confirms the existence of that contract.

Mr. Riecke In other words, if we leave It out.
It will not invalidate that contract--these kids
will still get these scholarships?

Mr. Dennery To the best of my knowledge they
will, Mr. Riecke.

Mr. Riecke I wouldn't want to do anything that
would endanger that.
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Mr. Tobias Mr. Dennery, in connection with your
statement that this was a contract, is it not true
that Act 2 of 1972, which created this convention,
prohibited us from impairing the obligations of
contracts?

Kr. Dennery Yes, sir. I said I didn't think it

would affect the contract. But, I think this
merely confirms the existence of the contract; and,
therefore, I saw no objection to it.

Mr. Weiss Delegate Dennery, in the projet, which
I'm reading from--a copy of which I'm reading from
--it points out that to remove this from the Lou-
isiana Constitution may be unconstitutional from
the United States law, in that it's contrary. ..a
violation of contract.

Mr. Tobias Mr. Smith, do you believe that we
shoul d i ncorporate by reference a statute which
extends over pages and pages and pages, and over
four thousand words in the new constitution?

Mr. Smith I don ' t thi nk it hurts .

Mr. Planchard Mr. Smith, if this convention makes
the mistake of taking this out of the constitution
at this time, can't you imagine the headlines to-
morrow that the L.S.U. delegates axed Tulane?

Mr. Smith What I think, Tulane is in a minority
and I feel like the L.S.U. people ought to help
us keep it in there.

Further Discussion

Mr. Dennery Well, there is some question about
that. Dr. Weiss. Frankly, I don't think it would
effect the contract. This is the reason that I

suggested we leave it in, so that no question would
arise on it.

Mr. Weiss In other words, it's far better...

Mr. Dennery I don't think it hurts anything be-
ing in the constitution, and it conceivably could
hurt being taken out.

Mr. Weiss It would enhance the statue.. .the peo-
ple of Louisiana to rely. ..to uphold their con-
tracts, even though it's a hundred and fifty or a

hundred and sixty years old, then?

Mr. Dennery I would think so.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Dennery, you indicated that prior
to 19. ..that this has been in our laws since 1921.

Mr. Dennery It may have been in there before,
Wal ter ; I 'm not sure.

Mr. Lanier If all we're doing here is ratifying
a statute, is it your opinion that the ratification
of a statute could be done by statutory law?

Mr. Dennery You mean by the constitution?

Mr. Lanier No, by just reenacting the statute,
putting It...

Mr. Dennery Conceivably, it could be--conceiv-
ably. I don't know that there is any neces;n'ty
to ratify the statute. I think the statute was
the basis of a contractual arrangement, an obli-
gation between the state and the university...

Mr. Lanier Well, that was the point I was get-
ting to . . .

Mr. Dennery Thank you. Senator.

Further Discussion

Mr. Smith Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I went
to Tulane on a legislative scholarship in the '20's.
I enjoyed it very much. I think if you take it

out, it may have some ... endanger the scholarships
that we're getting. I don't know whether it does
or not; it don't hurt to be in there. So, as a

alumnus of Tulane, I ask you all to defeat this
amendment and leave it like it is.

Questions

Mr. Vesich Jasper, I've heard you speak. I've
heard Moise speak. What you're trying to say is

that if it's out, you're not sure; but if it's
1n, you're sure. Is that correct?

Mr. Smith I think it ought to stay in there. It
may do away with the scholarships and it may not.
But, I don't think it hurts us to recognize Tulane;
1t Is a school, and It may oeat L.S.U. week after
next.

Mr. De Bl

1

eux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
although I'm an L.S.U. graduate, I'm willing to
recognize Tulane. I know that there are some peo-
ple that don't consider that it's a great univer-
sity, but yet, nevertheless, I do. I like to see
them win, except whenever they play us. I don't
know whether this would have any effect upon tak-
ing the scholarships out of Act 43 of 1884 or not,
if we did not put this in the constitution. But,
we've put a lot of other stuff in this constitu-
tion I think we should have left out. I don't
feel like these few words is going to make that
much difference. So, therefore, I ask you to
let's recognize Tulane and reject this amendment.

Questions

Mr. Womack Senator De Blieux, hasn't one of
the problems with the 1921 Constitution been the
continuous need for amendments?

Mr. De Blieux That's true.

Mr. Womack Well, to your knowledge, has this
section ever been amended since it was put In
there?

Mr. De Bl ieux Not that I know of.

- Mr. Womack It hadn't been a problem?

Mr. De Bl ieux It hadn't created any problem for
me since I've been in the leg...

Mr. Womack If it's not a problem, there's no
reason to mess with it; wouldn't you say?

Mr. De Bl ieux That's right; just let it stay.

Mr. Hayes Senator, do you consider this aid to
private schools in any way? ^'

Mr. De Bl ieux Well, no, I kind of feel like Tu-
lane is a 1 i ttl e bit kind of public. I feel like
even though It is considered a private school,
I think it's public property. At least, we take
them over when we go down there.

Mr. Hayes Well, then, you're ruling then that
It is not. ..Tulane is not a private school; you're
saying It's kind of public.

Mr. De Blieux It's privately endowed.

Mr. Hayes So, any other school like Tulane that
would. ..you could classify like this could get this
aid, you're saying. Students could use this type
scholarship to go to other schools...

Mr. De Bl ieux We made a little contribution to
them last year In getting them to take In about
seventy of our medical students.

Mr. Hayes Do you think. ..if you don't. ..I'm not
really so much against this, other than you think
this would cause you to lose the game. But, if
you don't think it would lose the. ..you would lose
the games, you would take this out, I would be
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willing to vote against it.

Mr. De Bl ieux No. I think they need more than
this act in the legislature to win a football game.

Mr. Burns Senator, just for the sake of these
three short lines--and if there is any question
whatsoever about the legislative scholarship, don't
you think it's worth three lines to keep it in
there?

Mr. De Blieux Yes. 1 do.

Mr. Burns I don't want Jasper Smith to say that
he's an alumnus of Tulane, and me sitting there
and say, but he'd say, "Are you ashamed?" I'm
not ashamed; I'm an alumnus, too.

Mr. Mauberret Senator De Blieux, what does Tu-
lane get in return for these hundred and forty-
four scholarships that they give out?

Mr. De CI ieux They get some darn good students.

Mr. Maubercet Isn't it a fact that they get five
million dollars of free assessments in the parish
of Orleans for these hundred and forty-four schol-
arships, other than school properties?

Mr. De Blieux Not being an assessor down there,
Dr. Mauberret, I don't know.

Mr. Schmitt Does this also apply to Xavier, Dil-
lard, and Loyola University?

Mr. De Bl ieux No, only to Tulane.

Mr. Schmitt Why does it only apply to one of them?

Mr. De Blieux Well, because the legislature only
passed that act and that agreement when Tulane...
whenever they gave them their charter.

Mr. Schmitt So, in other words, if we can intro-
duce an amendment, right now, and extend it to the
other private universities in the state, also?

Mr. De Blieux Well, I don't know about that, Mr.
Schmi tt

.

Further Discussion

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, this is a
serious thing, like the Speaker said here--the
Chairman. Apparently, most of you don't know the
situation. Back in 1880, they wanted to create
Tulane University. This land down there, part of
it was owned by the state, which as I recall--rm
not going to answer questions. Bob, now was the
University of Louisiana. They passed these laws,
and the city of New Orleans, as I recall reading
in the old dark statutes, so that they would deed
this land to this Board of Supervi sors--some such
thing created by Paul Tulane's will and that
started Tulane University. Now, in consideration
of doing that forever and eternally, each member
of the Louisiana Legislature would receive one
scholarship to Tulane. They later made that
scholarship could be used at Newcomb. That's a
hundred and forty-four girls and boys in Louisi-
ana continuously can have a scholarship to New-
comb or to Tulane. Now, Dr. Weiss, you're always
asking about legal opinions. Now, if I was you,
I would vote against this amendment. Why take
a chance? Here are a hundred and forty-four
scholarships. You're only going to have four
lines in ihis constitution to keep those hundred
and forty-four. By leaving it out, it might be
construed that we no longer want to hold Tulane
or Newcomb to that agreement they made. Now, as
to those talking about getting out of taxes, no
college that's a nonprofit col 1 ege--whi ch none
of them are--has to pay taxes on the land anyway.
So, we got the best of that deal. When Dr. Harris
was president of Tulane--I had gone to the law
school there when he was dean--it looked like at

that time it might be unfair to keep holding them.
I asked him. Much to my surprise he said, "Well-
born, we like that because it makes it possible
to have students at Newcomb and Tulane from all
parishes in the state, and it does cost a lot to
go to Tulane and Newcomb. Those hundred and forty-
four scholarships today are worth probably fifteen
or sixteen hundred dollars a year. So, I say, let's
defeat the amendment. If you've got a "goody",
let's quit. ..let's put it and keep it in the con-
stitution. I don't want this thing cut off on me
today.

Mr. Brown Mr. Jack, I see this was 1884. Were
you a coauthor of that bill in 1884?

Kr. Jack I was a freshman down there then.

Further Discussion

Mr. Riecke Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
what I wanted to say has been said before by some
of the others; so, I won't be repetitious. I'm
in favor of... against this amendment and in favor
of keeping the four lines in the constitution in
order to protect the two- thousand-dol 1 ar scholar-
ships that these boys and girls have. I urge your
approval. If there are no other speakers, Mr.
Chairman, I move the question.

[previous Question ordered . ]

Closing

Mr.
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that, if and when we write the constitution of the
year 2200, we're going to have to ratify and in-
corporate by reference this act of 1884?

Mr. Vick In perpetuity, there's no doubt.

Mr. Lanier We could never get it out of any con-
sti tution, at any time?

Mr. Vick Never, it's indelible.

Mr. Lanier Do you really believe that's the law,
Mr. Vick?

Kr. Vick Never .

Mr. Burns Mr. Vick, in this discussion. ..a lot
of people, I think, in this delegation have got
the impression that we're giving Tulane something.
As a matter of fact, this is a terrific financial
burden on Tulane. They are the ones that are giv-
ing a hundred and forty-four scholarships to boys
and girls throughout the state in return for the
original grant that they got. I'm not concerned
as much about the law, the legal part of it, as I

am about depriving those hundred and forty-four
boys and girls throughout Louisiana.

Mr. Vick

Mr. Burns

Mr. Burns...

.or, the possibility rather.

Mr. Vick Mr. Burns, I really don't think those
schol arships will be in jeopardy. But, the quid
pro quo is as Dr. Mauberret said: it's five mil-
lion dollars in free assessments.

Mr. Flory Mr. Vick, everybody's talking about
scholarships to Tulane. Isn't it true that the
legislature doesn't get scholarships now to state
institutions?

Mr. Vick Not that I know of, Mr. Flory.

Mr. Flory Didn't the legislature abolish the
program of legislative scholarships to state col-
leges and universities?

Mr. Vick Yes. I think they did that some years
ago.

Mr. Weiss Delegate Vick, as one of the assistant
attorney generals for the state, you've defended
many people in the state, I'm sure, as well as
those on ^'ederal constitutional issues. I would
like to read from you the projet and ask your
opinion as to this concept of other renowned legal
scholars, perhaps before your time. It says as
follows: "The transfer has been completed, and
the action of the legislature has been ratified
and approved by all of the constitutions since
1888, and the act constitutes a contract, any vio-
lation of which would be contrary to the United
States Constitution." Would you please interpret
that for me, please, sir?

Mr. Henry I'm sorry. Dr. Weiss, but he doesn't
have time to because he has exceeded his time.

IRecord vote ordered. Amendment re-
jected; 38-71. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered on
the Section. Quorum Call: 111 delegates
present and a quorum. Section passed:
66-22. Motion to reconsider tabled .J

Mr. Henry Do we have the amendments, Mr. Clerk?
Read the amendments.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up my [by] Delegates
Burson, Comar , and Gravel.

Amendment No. 1. On page 8, delete lines 23

through 32, both inclusive, in their entirety and
on page 9, delete lines 1 through 32, both inclu-
sive, in their entirety and on page 10, delete
lines 1 through 32, in their entirety and on page
11, delete lines 1 through 32, page 12, delete
lines 1 through 17, both inclusive in their en-
tirety, and delete Floor Amendments Nos. 1 through
14, proposed by Delegate Zervigon and adopted by
the convention today and inserting in lieu of all
of that the following:

"Section 16. Funding; Elementary and Secondary
Education; Apportionment.

iMotion to waive reading the amendment
adopted without objection ,"]

Expl anation

Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
amendment , although the instructions state, "de-
lete the floor amendment of Mrs. Zervigon," actu-
ally is the floor amendment that Mrs. Zervigon was
the lead author on with the exception of a change
of the language of Section (B) to meet the objec-
tions raised by Senator Rayburn and Representative
Womack, Munson, and others with regard to the
minimum program formula. Section (A) simply con-
stitutional i zes a mandate to the legislature to
prescribe free school books and materials to the
children of this state and all schools. Of course,
this has a historic meaning in Louisiana of great
significance. It may not be constitutional in
the strictest sense of the word; but I think if
you leave it out, you certainly would give anyone
who wanted to oppose the constitution a big weapon
to oppose it with. It also, by the language used,
guarantees to children in nonpublic schools the
right to receive these materials. Section (B)
where we have changed the language, we did make
a change as follows: The second sentence says:
"Such funds as the legislature appropriates"--
that is, appropriates for the minimum program of
public education--"shal 1 be equitably allocated to
the parish and city school systems according to
formulas adopted by the State Board of Elementary
and Secondary Education and approved by the leg-
islature prior to the time such appropriation is
made." This makes it plain that the legislature
must approve the formula which is adopted or
promulgated by the State Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education. Otherwise, you leave open
the possibility that the legislature might be
mandated in the first sentence to appropriate
money to meet a formula for which the funds are
simply not available. You also make it plain
that the legislature has, as it were, an approval
to insure that the funds are equitably distributed
in the formula to all schools across the state.
The purpose of having a minimum program at all
is to insure that there are certain minimum stan^
dards in public education, met in all the school
systems across the state and that the four par-
ishes do not suffer a lack of adequate public ed-
ucation. Section (C), which provides a general
statement regarding other funds, is again primarily
...was In the original committee proposal to take
care of the fact that, historically, parochial and
private schools in Louisiana have received some
state allocation primarily in the form, for in-
stance, of lunch money and so on. We want to be
sure that we are not precluding that in anything
that we adopt here. We want to provide for the
allocation of funds other than the minimum pro-
gram. We would do that in Section (C), which
had been a separate amendment offered to this...
to the committee proposal by Delegates Comar and
Gravel. It makes it plain again that the terms
of the law appropriating or governing such funds
would govern their allocation. Section (D) sim-
ply establishes alimony, the present constitu-
tional alimony rates. Under the present consti-
tution, all parish and city school boards, ex-
cept Orleans, have a five mill alimony for main-
tenance. Now, I note in looking at the section
here that we've still not meet the objection
raised by Mr. Kean In a question he asked Mrs.
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Zervigon. We probably should have a subsequent
amendment to do that and to meet that objection.
Orleans, under the present constitution has a

th1rteen-mi 1 1 alimony authorization for public
schools; that is retained. The third section un-
der (D) gives to the parish or city school dis-
tricts the right to levy other ad valorem taxes
as are approved by the people living in the dis-
trict. Section (E) deals with the Monroe, Ouachita
Parish, and Bogalusa special si tuations--making it
plain that they ought to receive this authoriza-
tion, also. I'll answer any questions.

Questions

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Burson, I'm looking here under
(B) which was supposed to be the amendment that I

had agreed upon that was the language that I had
prepared. I see here where you say "the legisla-
ture shall appropriate sufficient funds to insure
a minimum program of education in all public"--
and I had "public elementary, and secondary schools.
The word "elementary" does not appear in this
amendment

.

Mr. Burson This is a typographical error. It's
just been pointed out to me by one of the staff,
and I think we ought to ask permission to withdraw
the amendment and put that missing word in there.
You're correct. Senator.

Mr. Rayburn I know, because that word was in
there when I agreed upon it. It was in my amend-
ment. Now, that clarifies (B). Now, let me ask
you this about (C). I really can't make my mind
up exactly what this language intends to do. You
say "Other Funds"; then you say "any funds for the
education and benefit of the school children of
Louisiana from any other source shall be distrib-
uted." Am I correct in assuming that if the leg-
islature complied with Section (B) and they appro-
priated the minimum amount of money for the public
elementary, and secondary schools, and then they
decided to make another appropri ation--where it
says here that "any funds for the education for
the benefit of the school children of Louisiana
from any other source shall be distributed in the
manner determined by the State Board of Elementary
and Secondary Education, subject, however, -to the
terms of the laws appropriating or governing such
funds"--now, I'm of the opinion that that can mean
additional state funds, federal funds, or local
funds; am 1 correct or incorrect in my interpreta-
tion of this language?

Mr. Burson Senator, I do not think it would in-
clude local funds, because I think that Paragraph
(D) deals with local funds; however, you may need
some clarification there.

Mr. Rayburn What funds would it deal with then,
in your opinion, and what is the purpose for that
language?

Mr. Burson Senator, I'll be frank with you. That
language is not mine; that was contributed by the
other coauthors of this amendment, and I would
prefer to let them tell you what they mean by it.

Mr. Rayburn I can understand the language as far
as federal funds are concerned, but I can also in-
terpret it in my feeble way that it would mean even
state funds over and above the funds provided in
Section (B), which were provided for the minimum
cost of the program for public elementary and
secondary schools. Then, if we wanted to come
back with an additional appropriation, and spell
out how it would be used--which the legislature
would be the governing authori ty--that you could
very easily do that under this language.

Mr. Burson I think so, because it says it's sub-
ject ... everythi ng you do would be subject to the
terms of the laws appropriating or governing those
funds. So, the only thing that the State Board
would have to do is just administer it, but the

conditions would all be established by the law
that would appropriate the money.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Mr. Duval Jack, I'm just wondering about the
mechanics of your amendment. In Section (B)
where it provides "such funds as the legislature
appropriates shall be equitably allocated to the
parish and city school systems according to for-
mulas adopted by the State Board of Education and
Secondary Education, and approved by the legisla-
ture prior to the time such appropriation is made,"
now, what. ..how does the legislature approve the
formula? - .

Mr. Burson Well, the way it's been done in the
past, Stan, as I understand it, is that the leg-
islature--at least on one occasion--actual ly in-
cluded the formula in the appropriation legisla-
tion; and this, I assume, would be the way that
they would customarily approach it.

Mr. Duval This would mean then, as I understand
your amendment, that in the event the legislature
disagreed with the formula promulgated by the
State Board, then the legislature could change its
formula and put it in the appropriation bill; is
that correct?

Mr. Burson I don't think there's any question
but what they certainly have the power then to
suggest additions or deletions before they would
approve it, and that's the reason it's stated
this way.

Mr. Burns Mr. Burson, will you explain to me
what the purpose of Section (C) is? I mean, what
is it supposed to cover, because Section (A) takes
care of the free school books, the transportation,
and other materials to all of the children of the
state; Section (B) takes care of the public schools,
and secondary schools? Now, what is the purpose
of Section (C)?

Mr. Burson Mr. Burns, frankly again, this is a

sort of an omnibus amendment to combine amendments
that we had pending to put on the floor before you
in one form, a short verstion to work on. Section
(C) was the product of Mr. Comar and Mr. Gravel,
and I understand that the intent was to cover funds
other than what would be provided in Section (A)
which might be allocated by the State Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education, say, to all
school children in the state. The only other
funds I know of in that category would be some-
thing for transportation and lunches, let's say.

Mr. Burns One more question. Under Section (C),
would it not be possible for...

Mr. Burson This is in the committee proposal,
by the way . .

.

Mr. Burns Well, I'm asking you about this one.
Under Section (C), would it not be possible, if
the money was available, to give direct financial
aid to private schools?

Mr. Burson Well, I think that that would pre-
sume, first of all, that such a law would be con-
stitutional --which , as I understand the federal
law at the present time, it definitely would not
be--and in the second place, I think it would as-
sume that the State Board of Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education would determine to administer that.

Mr. Burns Well, if that were not possible, what
would be the purpose in having (C) in there?

Mr. Burson Again, dr. Burns, the only reason
that was given to me was to take care of the situ-
ation of other miscellaneous expenditures such
as have been discussed earlier today; driver edu-
cation, school bus transportation, lunches, and
so on

.
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Mr. Burns
wr.

Well, that's taken care of in Section

Mr. Arnette Jack, Section (B) kind of worries
me a little bit because I think some parishes have
taken advantage of other constitutional provisions
kind of like this, saying revenue and taxation have
to do with homestead exemption, or something like
that. You say that "the legislature shall appro-
priate sufficient funds to insure a minimum pro-
gram of education in all public elementary and sec-
ondary schools," which means if a parish chose to
appropriate no money whatsoever, or a local school
board gave no money whatsoever, the state would
have to supply all the money for that school sys-
tem; is that not true?

Mr. Burson No, I don't think that's true, Greg.
I think "minimum program" means just that: a

minimum. ..a state minimum program. A state min-
imum program as established by the legislature
might not at all be a minimum program necessary
to operate a school system. Historically, the
meaning has been simply that this terminology
and device has been used as a sort of equaliza-
tion formula for distribution of state funds for
public education. It has nothing to do with what
the local people want to establish as their min-
imum program.

Mr. Arnette Well, I understand what you're say-
ing. Jack, but the language doesn't say that. It
says that you will do that in all public elemen-
tary and secondary schools.

Mr. Burson Greg, I will refer you to the language
of Article XII, Section 14, of the present consti-
tution, and you will find there, in that very long
article, set out that one quarter of the money
other than certain enumerated dedicated funds which
the state has for public education shall be dis-
tributed according to a formula by the State Board
of Education for a minimum program. What I'm try-
ing to tell you there is that this has a histori-
cal meaning that I think the legislators here and
the school people here know, and to go beyond that
historical meaning means we would wind up here
with an article just as long as what's in the
present constitution, and we're trying to avoid
that here.

Mr. Roemer Jack, in Paragraph (D) under the
subheading "Second" it talks about the thirteen
mills to be levied by the Orleans Parish School
Board. Now, is that mi 1 eage-- just for our in-
formation--is that subject to the same rollforward
and rollback provisions under the revenue and
taxation?

Mr. Burson 3uddy, I think since we've defined
school boards as local political subdivisions,
it definitely would be; there's no question about
that.

Mr. Roemer In your opinion, it will be?

Mr. Burson Yes, sir. I think we used in the
rollback provision--! don't have it here--but,
as I recall, we used the same terminology so as
to be sure to include school boards.

Mr. Pugh Mr. Burson, there are two things that
concern me about this amendment. You've addressed
some of your conversation to the word "minimum."
Frankly, that word disturbs me more than any other
1n this amendment. Who's going to decide what a

minimum is? I can go with this paragraph if you'll
take out the word "minimum."

Mr. Burson Well, I think, obviously, the legis-
lature decides what the minimum program is going
to be just as the legislature has always decided
what the minimum program was going to be with the
suggestion of the State Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education. It's got to be a coopera-
tive enterprise, and that is why we changed the
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language to make it plain that this is something
that is worked out in conjunction by the legisla-
ture and the State Board of Elementary and Second-
ary Education, as historically, as I understand it,
it always has been worked out together.

Mr. Pugh Perhaps you misunderstood me... the ref-
erence I had. You say "the legislature shall ap-
propriate sufficient funds to insure a minimum
program." Now, that's the first thing they've
got to do, is decide what a minimum program is.
Is that it?

Mr. Burson Yes , sir.

Mr. Pugh Well, what does that mean--certain
courses to be taught, or so many buildings, or
what does it mean?

Mr. Burson Mr. Pugh, again, I've got to say that
thi s is a term of art which is well defined under
the present law. I believe that anybody who would
have to interpret it would have plenty of law
available to interpret what those words mean. But,
if we go further than an interpretation of them
in here, we would wind up with legislation.. I

think it would be appropriate just to refer to the
term of art which as plenty of legislation, plenty
of history to define it up till now.

Further Discussion

Mr. Comar Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, during a rather lengthy break, I

got together with Mr. Burson, Mr. Gravel, Mr. Ray-
burn, and others, and see whether we could put
into some form which was understandable all of the
various amendments that we had with regard to the
section. I had Ms. Zervigon go over it after it

was finished, and she agrees that it's a correct
interpretation of her amendment. But, I wanted
to come to the microphone to explain one position,
and one only. I voted against the original amend-
ments by Ms. Zervigon this morning only because
there was confusion, I thought, of what they did.
I was in agreement the language should be cut down,
as most of you were as evidenced by that vote, but
•I did see one problem which has now been corrected.
Section 16 (A) adequately protects, I believe, the
free textbooks program which has been in effect in

this state since 1930. However, there was nothing
in here which would assure us that we were not say-
ing, in effect, that all other aids would be cut
off from nonpublic school children. Thus, we de-
veloped the language in (C) which is essentially
the same as that in the committee proposal itself--
in the original yellow committee proposal. So,
I would ask that you support this amendment--! 'm

sure there will be further amendments after this,
but support this amendment so we can have a work-
ing document--and to support, in particularly, the
position which eighty of you took this morning
that we did not want to constitutionally prohibit
the children from the nonpublic schools from re-
ceiving those aids which they have received, or
those minimal aids which we foresee in the future.
I'll answer any questions.

Questions

Mrs. Warren Mr. Comar, you answered several
of my question in (C), so I'll start down at. ..I

guess that's (0). In the third paragraph where
it says "Third" you have on the second ... thi rd
line "subschool districts," and on the seventh
line you have "subdistricts . " Would you explain
that to me, please?

Mr. Comar I'm afraid you'll have to go to those
people who drafted the original proposal for that
explanation. You're talking in the area of the
Orleans Parish School Board proposal?

Mrs. Warren I really don't know, but since you
are coauthor ... that language, I was trying to get
it explained from anybody. It really doesn't
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matter; I just want to know what it's all about.

Mr. Comar Well, I'm sure that one of the other
authors can do that. As a matter of fact, as I

said, these are the amendments as proposed by Mrs.
Zervigon, which is a restructuring of the committee
proposal itself. So, I would ask, maybe, that Mr.
Aertker might answer that question for you.

Point of Information

Mrs. Warren Mr. Casey, I direct this to you.
I am in earnest. Would you ask, when you find out
who can give me this answer, would you give me a
chance to ask a question?

Mr. Casey Ms. Warren, I would suggest that you
address your questions--and I think she's avail-
able--Mrs. Zervigon handled the amendment that I

put this information in, and I think Mr. Comar is
merely using, as a basis, that information that
Ms. Zervigon has; so I would suggest that you con-
tact her, Mrs. Warren.

Questions

Mr. Sinqletary Mr. Comar, can you tell me why
Paragraph (B) and Paragraph (D) use the word "pub-
lic schools," but Paragraph (A) and Paragraph (C)
do not use the word "public"?

Hr. Comar Paragraph (A) does not use the word
"public" because free school books are provided
to nonpublic as well as public school children at
the present time, and the present textbook law of
the state reads that way. Paragraph (C) doesn't
refer to it because, in that instance, I think
what I've said before is very true: Unless we have
some indication in this constitution that we do
not want to cut off the aid which the nonpublic
school children now receive, that the courts will
interpret our action that way.

Hr. Sinqletary Under Paragraph (A), as I read
It, it not only permits the legislature to supply
free school books and materials, but it mandates
them to do it.

Mr. Comar That's the way the private law now
reads

.

Mr. Sinqletary Is it in the constitution?

Mr. Comar It's in the statutes right now. A
far as I 'm concerned, my group had no real int..
est in placing this particular language in the con-
stitution. This was done by the committee itself.
I don't think it hurts it to be there, but we were
doing well under the present statute arrangement
before.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Comar, I am very, very concerned
about your Section (C) here. This says "other
funds," and I must read that in conjunction with
(A) and (B) which refers to funds appropriated by
the legislature. Now, it says "any funds from any
other source," and this is for the education and
benefit of school children. Would this not, in
fact, refer to revenues from Sixteenth Section
lands that go to local school boards?

Mr. Comar I don't think you could place that in-
terpretation on it at all. As a matter of fact,
I think in (A) and (B) you're telling the legis-
lature that they must do something, that they
shall appropriate. In Section (C) you're per-
mitting them to do things. For example: in 1972
the legislature, from the general appropriation
fund, provided the money I talked about this
morning to assist in the payment of salaries of
lunchroom workers in nonpublic schools who come
under total control of the state.

Mr. Lanier Now, wait a minute, Hr. Comar. This
thing says "any funds for the education and bene-
fit of the school children of Louisiana from any

s

Br-

other source." Now, how can you construe that as
not applying to revenues from Sixteenth Section
lands?

Mr. Comar Well, I think it would apply to any
funds that the state legislature, in its wisdom,
would decide should go into these programs we're
now talking about.

Mr. Lanier This is not 1 imi ted . . . woul d you agree
that this is not limited just to legislatively ap-
propriated funds? It says "any funds from any
other source."

Further Discussion

Mr. Aertker Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gen-
tlemen of the convention, I rise in opposition to
this amendment, and I'll be specific and to the
point with my reason, and the reason is contained
in the (C) Section of this proposal. It is just
as obvious as anything that this opens the door
to aid, grant-in-aids, to any type of aid. It's
an avenue that's so broad in language that except
for the basic appropriation to public education,
any other type of appropriation ... any type of fund-
ing could be made. In fact, as I appreciate and
read this, I could even see where federal funds
coming into this, which would be any other funds
other than that, could actually be siphoned off
into the direction of private schools. I think
that the very fact that we have changed the word-
ing on this thing from "public" to "all school
children" is quite obvious. I think a word of
explanation about the committee proposal: It is
true, the language in the committee proposal did
come out of the committee, but like many of the
things that came out of the Committee on Education,
it came out of there on a split vote; and when
this proposal. Section 16 came out, the author of
that proposal at that time... When this committee
report came out with Section 16 in it, it was
pointed out to the committee at that time that
there would be an attempt made on this floor to
eliminate much of the wording of this entire sec-
tion. This was the purpose of getting together
with delegates in here who had interest in the
educational program and who had some knowledge
about the educational problems that we had in the
state. This was the reason why we did not go
into the full four pages of Section 16. Our
attempt was to do it by the amending process just
as we've done on all the other sections. But,
this Section (C)--if this is passed--just opens the
door for the very thing that we are talking about
trying to keep out of this consti tutnon , trying
not to be an issue involved in this so that. ..be-
cause if this is in the constitution, I can tell
you that we have created just mass opposition to
this entire document throughout this state, be-
cause the material that I got through the mails
indicated that the people in parochial schools
and private schools were interested in maintain-
ing those things they presently have: textbooks,
free lunches, and certain materials that they...
and the bus service that they get. This we have
repeatedly stated that we have no desire to take
from these individuals or from these operations.
We are just as adamant, though, in the other di-
rection that we do not intend or do not wish to
open the door to other types of grants other types
of expenditures of public funds in the direction
of private and sectarian operations; and this part
(C) here definitely opens the door, and I urge you
to defeat this amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

want to ask you to vote against this amendment,
basically on the wording of Section (C). I'm in
complete agreement with Mr. Lanier when he re-
quested one of the speakers here in reference to
proceeds and revenues from Section Sixteen school
lands. As I understand this section, the state
would consider one hundred percent of the revenue

[2445]
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from school sections, whereas now they are taking
fifty percent of it. I have an amendment which
would prevent the state from considering any of the
revenues from school Section Sixteen lands. I be-
lieve when you understand a little bit more about
these school sections, that you'll go along with
my amendment. If we adopt this whole amendment,
then that will completely do away with mine; so
please vote against it.

Point of Information

Mr. R i e c k

e

I rise for some information from the
Chair. Is there any reason why we can't consider
this amendment as we have all the others in the
past by a paragraph at a time?

Mr. Casey If you're asking for a division of the
question, Mr. Riecke, which I think you are, the
Clerk advises--I don't have a copy of the amendment
before me--but the Clerk advises that it's not
divisible. It looks like it's all in one amendment,
and the. . .

Mr. Riecke Well, now wait a minute, Mr. Chair-
man . . .

insure a minimum foundation program of education
in all public"--and previous correction--"el emen-
tary and secondary schools."

The second change is that Mr. Burson is sub-
mitting the amendment deleting present Paragraph
(C). Just strike it out al together-- (C) comes out
altogether. The only two other changes are tech-
nical in the sense that old (D), change it to (C)--
change the letter in parenthesis to (C). On the
second to the last line, change that one and make
it (D)--the second to the last line. Those are
all the changes. (C), again, has been deleted al-
together. After the word "minimum" on the second
line of Paragraph (B), the word "foundation" in-
serted. Previously noted, after the first word
of the third line in (B), the word "elementary"
inserted--"publ ic elementary and secondary schpols.

Explanation

Mr. Burson I think that the deletion of this
section will remove the. ..all the question that
were directed at this amendment, and questions
which, frankly, aroused my interest, too, in the
end. That was the reason I asked to have it re-
submitted in this form.

Mr. Casey Let me just finish. The Chair has
consistently ruled that we are not able to divide
one amendment paragraph by paragraph. Now, you
could in the case of Ms. Zervigon's amendment
where she had Amendment Nos. 1 and 2, etc. That's
why we specifically suggested, when Mr. Avant
brought up that idea before about dividing one
of the paragraphs, that the gentl eman--whoever it

was in the Morris amendment--wi thdrew his amendment,
redrafted it, so that the question could be divided.
So I have to be consistent and say that we cannot
divide the amendment.

Quest i ons

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Burson, with regard to Section
(A ) , don ' t you think that we have the same problem
with (A) that we had with (B) before because isn't
(A), first of all, saying that the State Board of
Education has sole authority to prescribe whatever
books and materials it wants wi thout . .

.

regardl ess
of any acts of the legislature? Second, that
whatever they do prescribe without limitaion, the
legislature shall appropriate funds to pay for
them?

Mr. Riecke Well, Mr. Chairman, on the original
f!o . 16, we were going to vote on them paragraph
by paragraph, and this isn't any different from
that.

Mr. Casey Mr. Riecke, I'll have to take issue
with you. I don't think we were going to vote on
it paragraph by paragraph.

Motion

Hr. Avant Mr. Chairman, I move for a suspension
of the rules so that this amendment may be con-
sidered paragraph by paragraph.

Mr. Poynter Mr. Avant, you might want to wait.
I think Mr. Burson is going to withdraw this amend-
ment right now and make a few changes, and maybe
you'll still want it after he does it. But, for
the time being, I think he does want to withdraw
it and make a few changes anyway.

Mr. Avant Well, I'll wait then.

Motion

Mr. Burson I'd like to move to withdraw the amend-
ment, not with the consent at this time, as far
as I know, of any of the coauthors. But, I am
convinced by some of the debate here that there's
one section in there that I personally do not wish
to sponsor, and I would like to withdraw it for
the purpose of dividing the question in the manner
that's been requested.

[Motion to suspend the rules to withdraw
the amendment adopted without objection.

"}

Amendment

Hr. Poynter The amendment [by Mr. Burson] is
resubmitted with the following changes: first,
with respect to Paragraph (B), on Paragraph (B)
after about the fifth word "minimum," insert the
word "foundation." So, it would read: "The leg-
islature shall appropriate sufficient funds to
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Mr. Burson Well, Mr. Jenkins, I can see where,
if you stretched this language to the ultimate,
you might reach such a conclusion. But, frankly,
I think we have to sometimes in these proceedings
presume a minimum of good will and intelligence
on the part of the people who will hold the offices
that we are constitutionally creating. As I un-
derstand it, (A) is simply a restatement of what
the present law is: that is, that the Board of
Education prescribes those materials which will
be taught in our schools, and the legislature pro-
vides the money to pay for them. I don't think
that changes the status quo in any substantial
manner.

Mr. Jenkins Now, second, isn't it true, really,
that (A) and (B) are wholly statutory in nature
and have no business in this constitution?

Mr. Burson Mr. Jenkins, the only answer I can
give you there is that Sections (A) and {B) are
In the present constitution, only in much, much
lengthier form. Section (B) relates to a minimum
foundation program of public education which,
restated, means simply that no parish in the state
will be allowed to have less than a certain mini-
mum for public education. This is to insure some
sort of equalization of educational opportunity
throughout the State of Louisiana, to insure, for
instance, of teacher pay. I think that this is a

laudable and a worthwhile aim and deserves con-
stitutional status for that reason. It's in an-
other form In the present constitution.

Mr. Comar Mr. Burson, are you aware of the fact
that during that last brief recess I was able to
meet with a couple of attorneys and agree with
you on the deletion of Section (C)? As I under-
stand--and I'd like for you to clear this up--as
I understand, the Intent now of this amendment
would be to specifically remain silent, as we
voted this morning on the question of whether or
not there shall be aid to the nonpublic school
bill .

Mr. Burson Yes, sir, Mr. Comar. I think it was
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the overwhelming verdict of this convention that
this constitution should not be either pro or con
any state aid to private schools beyond what we
know has traditionally been given--which is cov-
ered by the language that we have--but that we
would leave the constitution in a neutral position,
as it were, on this topic. I think that that's
the net effect of what we do here.

Mr. Momack Mr. Burson, while. ..when I first read
Section TA) , I had some reservations about the
wording--but , when you tie (A) and (B) together--
that any unusual request or requirement made in
Section (A) would be controlled, or Section (B)
would be a deterrent toward anything happening in
(A) that would be out of line, because it's all
coming out of the same fund, anyhow. In view of
that, don't you thirk that Section (B) will tend
to control any unusual factor that would be in
Section (A) and that both of them together would
be all right?

Mr. Burson Yes, sir, Mr. Womack, because you
couldn't buy the books without an appropriation to
buy them with. I think that's true.

Mrs. Corne Mr. Burson, I'm looking at your Sec-
tion (A) which says "The legislature shall appro-
priate funds to supply free school books." If
you would substitute the word "free" there for the
word "necessary "--natural ly the school books are
free if it's appropriated by the 1 egi si ature--and
if you would have the word "necessary," you would
have a limit as to the money that is spent for the
textbooks. It would be necessary for a minimum
program of education, would it not?

Mr. Burson Yes, ma'am; yes, ma'am. The only
reason I think the term "free school books" was
used is because it has a historical meaning in
Louisiana; and "free school books" has meant, I

think, historically, "necessary school books."
If you want anything more than what's necessary,
then it's up to the local boards to provide that
themselves. They can, and they are free to pro-
vide more enrichment programs, if they have the
means to do it.

Mrs. Corne Right, but then the appropriation
would be for "necessary school books" in order
to carry out the program of education?

Mr. Burson Yes, ma'am; I think that's correct.

Mr. Sinqletary Jack, I disagree. If I under-
stood what you said to Mr. Comar, I disagree with
you in that if you do not use--in Paragraph (A)--
if you do not use the word "public schools," then
you are mandat ing--not simply allowing, but man-
dating--in this constitution that the legislature
provide free books to both public and private
schools. Would you comment on that?

Mr. Burson Mr. Singletary, I would answer you
there again by saying that, as Justice Holmes
said, "A page of history is worth a volume of
logic." The history of this state, the former
Governor Huey Long argued the case before the
United States Supreme Court--in which, as I re-
call, the then Chief Justice Taft said he made the
most eloquent argument he had ever heard--in
which the U.S. Supreme Court sanctioned the use of
public funds for providing free school books to
all children in the State of Louisiana. This has
been the practice ever since that time. I think
we've got a clearly defined historical situation
that we don't need to torture by nit-picking in
this constitution.

Mr. Sinqletary I don't think I'm nitpicking.
Isn't it true--ycu speak of the history of

this state--hasn ' t it been in the prior constitu-
tion in Article XII, Section 13. ..wasn't it pro-
hibited .. .wasn ' t aid to private schools prohibited?

Mr. Burson Yes, sir, that's correct.

Vr . Singletary Haven't we deleted that prohibi-
tion from this 1974 Constitution?

Mr. Burson The Education Committee did not see
fit to report out a proposal with that in it. If

I might say so, I think they exercised good judg-
ment in that regard. Personally, I am a proponent
of--I serve on a board, a public school board.
But, I think that the citizenry of this state--the
last poll I saw showed forty-three percent of the
people in favor of aid to private schools, forty-
two percent against, or vice versa; and either way
you took a stand on this, you were going to come
out behind. I think that the federal law, in the
end, is going to govern, and what the United States
Supreme Court says can be done in this area is all
that can be done, no matter what we say in this
constitution. I think that the approach adopted
by the committee to be neutral on the issue is

wise.

Mr. Sinqletary Let me. ..I don't think we're
being neutral, but let me say this: if we insert
the word "public schools" in Paragraph (A), but
there's no prohibition against giving textbooks
to private schools--if the legislature is not pro-
hi bi ted--then couldn't they give them free text-
books?

Mr. Burson Mr. Singletary, I suppose that would
be true, but I'm satisfied with it in the form that
it's in. I think that fairly represents the pres-
ent law, and I don't think anybody in here wants
to change that. Nobody has...

Mr. Sinqletary Well, I believe I do.

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Burson, Representative Jenkins
raised a question about the language in (A) where
it said, "The legislature shall appropriate funds
to supply free school books." I'm of the opinion
that that does not mandate the legislature to ap-
propriate the entire amount of funds that might
be prescribed by the State Board. Do you share
my views?

Mr. Burson Yes, sir, absolutely.

Mr. Rayburn If it would say that we shall appro-
priate sufficient funds as prescribed by the board,
then it might be binding. But, I'm of the opinion--
and I want to know how you feel about it--if the
State Board should say that we needed a million
dollar figure for school books, and the legislature
says we can get by with eight hundred thousand,
and we appropriated eight hundred thousand, 1

think we'd be in compliance with this language.

Mr. Burson I don't think there's any question.
Senator. The power of the purse belongs to the
legislature. What this language says is simply
that the "what books" and "what materials" would
be prescribed by the State Board, but the amount,
certainly, has got to be decided by the legislature.

[previous Question ordered , Record vote
ordered . Amendment adopted ; 97-17.
Motion to reconsider tabled ."l

Amendment

Mr. Poynter This is the LeBleu anendment which
was distributed, originally; it was drr.wn to go to
the original printed proposal. Mr. LeBleu wants
to, in effect, make this a new Paragraph (E) to
be added onto the end of the language contained
in the Burson amendment. So it would go:

In Convention Amendment No. 1 proposed by
Delegate Burson and adopted by the Convention on
today, on page 2 of said amendment, at the end of
the language added thereby, add the following
paragraph: (it would read)

"(E) Revenues derived from Sixteenth Section
lands shall not be used in any manner in deter-
mining the apportionment of state funds for the
support of public schools to parish school boards."

[2447]
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Mr. Kean Therefore, if we adopt your amendment.

Explanation we would completely have to revise the present
equalization formula?

Mr. LeBleu Fellow delegates, for those of you
who are not familiar with the Section Sixteen lands Mr. LeBleu Well, it would just be a simple mat-
that belong to the school boards, let me see if ter of subtraction, Mr. Kean, because all they do
I can give you just a brief explanation. Somewhere is discount the amount that they send back to the
around 1800 the federal government, when Congress parish on the per educable basis,
authorized the survey of lands in the United States,
they also, at the same time, gave the local school Mr. Kean But, if we kept the same equalization
boards each Section Sixteen in each township. In formula, and we didn't take into consideration the
some cases, they gave Section Sixteen as well as proceeds of the Sixteen Section lands, then those
Section Thirty-six. Now, there are thirty-six parishes which had the tremendous amounts of money
sections in each township. Down through the years, coming from the Sixteen Section lands would be
some of the school boards in the state have dis- getting that money in addition to what they got
posed of their school sections, which they are from the equalization formula, wouldn't they?
allowed to do under the law by a vote of the peo-
ple. In some other cases, the school boards were Mr. LeBleu Yes, sir, that's right; and as I un-
relieved of their school sections through. ..by derstand what we just passed, that's the way it's
the state, say, in awarding veterans land grants, supposed to be.
etc. But, in those cases, the federal government
made up to the state, in cash, the value of those Mr. Ae.rtker Mr. LeBleu, you realize that if this
school sections, and that money has stayed on amendm<;nt were passed that we would have to corn-

deposit with the state down through the years. pletely restructure the equalization formula that
The school boards are authorized to collect the we presently have, since this is an integral part
interest each year. Some years ago, the State of it? It's the basic philosophy about that if
Board of Education decided that they would take you have so much money at the local level that you
fifty percent of the proceeds of the revenues col- ought to be expected to share that, while the
lected by the school boards in figuring the state lesser and less fortunate areas would not have
equalization formula. Most of the parishes in that. You recognize that?
south Louisiana have retained these school sections,
since many of them are located out in the marsh Mr. LeBleu Yes, sir, I'm completely willing for
and inaccessible areas. But, they have become Cameron Parish to share its revenues with less
valuable down through the years through gas and fortunate parishes. But, let me tell you how we
oil production, hunting leases, trapping leases, share. On the severance tax, for instance, we
in many cases agricultural leases. In other areas get. ..the school board gets back one hundred thou-
of the state, the school boards still retain some sand out of thirteen million dollars. Those royal-
of these school sections from which they derive ty funds--they get maybe fifty or sixty thousand
some proceeds from the timber. Actually, the dollars a year. Under this equalization formula,
state doesn't take half of the revenues from the they're taking about seven hundred thousand away
school sections, but when they reimburse the par- from Cameron Parish. So, to me, I think charity
ish for its amount, according to the equalization begins at home, and if we're allowed to keep this
formula based on per educable, the amount that is money, we can help ourselves without going to the
sent to the parish is discounted fifty percent-- state to have to do it.
fifty percent of that revenue. So, in effect, the
state is docking the school board in that amount. Mr. Aertker Do you realize, then, that what you
In Cameron Parish, in particular, the school board would be doing here is the rich would be retting
in the past has used what they had left for the richer and the poorer parishes would be getting
construction of new schools. In one instance, poorer under this formula?
they run a school bus up to McNeese and Sowela
Tech to provide further education for some of the Mr. LeBleu Well, you don't really want me to
children in Cameron Parish. But, in no case, if answer that, Mr. Aertker.
we pass this amendment, would it deprive any par-
ish of the amount that it would normally receive Mr. Hayes Mr. LeBleu, while Mr. Aertker might
from the state, because the state would have to have asked that question, I couldn't hear what
make up the difference. In some cases, it would he was saying. But, I was wanting to say is that
be just as profitable for a parish to sell or you said some of this land wasn't worth very much--
dispose of its school section because they're some of the Sixteen Section land wasn't worth very
going to get the same amount of money from the much. Therefore, in the revenue sharing they would
state, anyway. If we pass this amendment which make up for some of this in redistributing the
would allow the school boards to retain all of the money. Now, when this same land starts producing
revenues from the school section lands, it would oil, then that will be put back into the revenue
allow them to have enrichment programs, etc. In sharing, wouldn't it?
another instance in Cameron Parish, what has hap-
pened, by the state taking so much of this money, Mr. LeBleu That's right,
the school board now finds itself in a position--
last year they had to go to the State Board of Mr. Hayes So, then we could redistribute this
Education and borrow forty thousand dollars to money to the other parishes where it was needed,
complete the school year--now, they are faced Isn't that correct? So, if we would adopt this
with the problem of having to ask the voters to amendment, we couldn't do that, could we?
pass an ad valorem tax bond just to operate and
maintain the schools. I appeal to you on this Mr. LeBleu Yes, sir, that's right. Let me say
amendment strictly on the basis of being fair. this : during the depression, during the depression.
It really isn't fair the way the state has done the Cameron Parish school board paid its teachers
1t, and that's the only reason why I'm asking you ^ " script--can you imagine? I.O.U.'s? But, they
to pass this amendment. wouldn't sell their school sections, so we're

penalizing the school boards for being good busi-
Chairman Henry in the Chair ness people and looking out for the welfare of

their parish. Is there anything wrong with that?
Questions

Mr. Kean Mr. LeBleu, as I understand it at the ""•
"^^f^ '

<^°"'^ l^"°«- >>"* I was ... I have been

present time, proceeds from the Sixteen Section lands told--I m not aware of it--but I understand they

are included in the equalization formula, are they '^"^ ^\''^ '" 3"'^^ « few places. I'm not quite old

notl enough to understand all about the script, but I

Mr. LeBleu Yes, sir.
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understand they used it in quite a few places.

Mr. LeBleu Well, Mr. Hayes, if you look at that
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schedule that I passed out yesterday, it tells
on there exactly how much each parish is involved
in the Section Sixteen proceeds.

Mr. Slay Mr. LeBleu, of course, did you know
that I think you've got a good amendment? Now, if
Cameron Parish just wanted to, they could just
turn around and sell all of that land now and get
the money, and the state wouldn't benefit from it
anyway, after you drew that one bin check--if you
wanted to do the state like that--but, you haven't
done that. Now, the other parishes of the state
had their lands, and they traded it off to the
railroads; they took the rich plum when they could.
Cameron Parish and Rapides and some of the others
had to hold some of this old land, didn't they?
So, now, you were stuck with that land back in
about 1800, and now that the benefits are coming
up, you're deprived of half of what it would
bring to your parish. I think you've got a good
amendment. I think you know that, and I would
hope it is passed.

Mr. LeBleu Thank you, Mr. Slay, and you're per-
fectly right because the school board had the
privilege of retaining these school sections or
disposing of them by a vote of the people...

Mr. Lanier Mr. LeBleu, in line with what Mr.
Slay said, the way this system is set up right now,
aren't the parishes that showed good land manage-
ment being penalized now for their good manage-
ment practices in the use of their lands?

Mr. LeBleu Not only for the good management of
It, Mr. Lanier, but also for actually holding
onto it.

Mr. Lanier But, really, you wouldn't mind help-
ing out a poor little old parish like East Baton
Rouge Parish that Mr. Aertker comes from, would
you?

Mr. LeBleu If I look at my figures correctly,
I believe East Baton Rouge comes in pretty good
on thi s. .

.

t all the

Mr. LeBleu Thank you, thank you, Mr. Winchester.
Let me say this: I wanted to thank Mr. Winchester
for his remarks, but we're not really considering
money in this convention. We're considering what
is right and what is wrong, and what we want to
straighten out while we have the opportunity.
That's all. Nobody should be concerned about the
money, here.

Mr. Rayburn Conway, maybe I don't understand
what you're attempting to do, but. ..in a lot of
the wealthier parishes in this state where they
have oil wells on Sixteen Section land, I'm of
the opinion--if my memory serves me right--that
they retain, I believe, the first two hundred
thousand dollars, or up to two hundred thousand,
of those revenues on a local level. Any amount
of money over the two hundred thousand--and I could
be incorrect about that figure--that goes back
into the equalization fund, and it is distributed
according to the amount of students in those
poorer parishes. Now, am I right or am I wrong?

Mr. LeBleu No, sir, you're wrong, Mr. Rayburn.
The two hundred thousand dollars is the limit
that's presently set on the severance tax that's
collected within a parish.

Mr. Rayburn That's right.

Mr. LeBleu That two hundred thousand dollars
generally goes back to the various taxing districts
within a parish. The police jury gets a portion...

Mr. Rayburn Well, now you're talking about the
interest that's only received from the Sixteenth
Section lands--the interest only--and has nothing
to do with the oil revenues?

Mr. LeBleu No, sir. The interest that I was
talking about was. ..came from the money that the
federal government paid the state and is now on
deposit in a perpetual loan in the parish in which
those school sections were disposed of without the
consent of the people. That parish is now eligible
to draw that interest, or I believe it's fifty
percent under this equalization formula.

Mr. Rayburn Well, you're talking about roughly
about a hundred and sixteen thousand dollars a

year? I'm looking at some figures here where
the amount of interest is derived from state lands
or local owned lands. Acadia Parish gets thirty-
two thousand, and your parish of Cameron, I be-
lieve, Cameron Parish--! believe you get about two
thousand, two hundred and forty-one dollars. Are
those the figures you're talking about?

Mr. LeBleu Apparently that's the interest.

Mr. Rayburn That's what I'm talking about; that's
the interest.

Mr. LeBleu If you look on one of those other
pages, it will give you--under the column that's
marked with an asteri sk--the proceeds from the
Section Sixteen lands.

Mr. Rayburn What I'm trying to find out, Conway,
is what are you talking about in actual dollars
and cents that if we in this constitution take
away from the other parishes, what will we have to
make up out of the general fund, or what. ..who's
going to get this money--get to keep this money--
and who's going to make up the difference? Where
is it coming from? I'm not against your amendment;
I'm just seeking information and trying to figure
out what we're talking about in dollars and cents.
Where are these funds, if your school board is

allowed to keep these interest funds and they have
been charged against your school board--which I

assume I'm correct in saying? But your amendment
is going to say, in the future, that your school
board or any other school board that now produces
these funds will be able to keep them, and they
will not be charged in the money that the state
provides in their distribution back to the local
school boards.

Mr. LeBleu Yes, sir.

Mr. Rayburn Do you follow what I'm trying to
find out?

Mr. LeBleu Those school boards who still own
their school sections can lease them for agricul-
tural purposes, hunting, trapping, have oil pro-
duction leases. Any of the proceeds from the
school sections lands will remain in the possession
of the school board that owns them. That school
board will not be discounted fifty percent in the
money that they receive back from the state to
operate the schools.

Mr. Rayburn But, today it is; those funds are
discounted, and they have to assume...

Mr. LeBleu Fifty percent.

Mr. Rayburn How much are we talking about that
we're going to have to make up out of the general
fund, if your amendment passes?

Mr. LeBleu We're talking about around two mil-
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lion dollars. But, let me say this: the state has
got to do it. It's just like a question was asked
while ago--Mr. Slay. What would happen if the
school board would go sell these school sections?
The state would take half of it, I suppose. I

don't know what they would do with it, the way the
states operate. But, anyway, in the future, there
would be no proceeds because they would sell them
to some individual who would reap the benefits of
the proceeds. All I'm trying to do is let the
school board who owns those school sections that
were given to them by the government a hundred
and fifty years ago retain the revenue that's de-
rived from the leases, etc., on those school
sections.

Mr. Rayburn I'm for you doing that, but in the
past these funds or a percent of these funds has
been figured in the equalization fund. Now, they
will not be anymore; and then, if they're going
to be able to retain these, then we'll have to
supplement the amounts that are now being derived
in these funds--the legislature will have to ap-
propriate money to supplement that--if they're
not going to charge the parishes for receiving
those funds anymore. Am I correct?

Mr. LeBleu Yes, sir; yes, sir, you're right.
Senator Rayburn. The closest figure that I can
give you is about two million dollars, statewide.

Mr. Rayburn You know. ..let me just say this in
closing: some of those poorer parishes had to sell
that Sixteenth Section land, years ago, to sur-
vive.

Mr. LeBleu You didn't hear me say that Cameron
Parish had paid their teachers and school em-
ployees in script, did you, Mr. Rayburn?

Mr. Weiss Delegate LeBleu, wouldn't you say
this is a technical amendment in the real sense
of the word in that we've already--in the wisdom
of the convention, and I think very wisely--de-
leted "dedicated funds for state severance tax
for educational purposes"? It's time we get it
out of the equalization program and that's all it
does, is take the severance tax out of the equal-
ization formula.

Mr. LeBleu Well, I'd say in one sense you're
right. Dr. Weiss, but, we're not talking about
severance tax. Severance tax is something else.

\_Previous Questdon ordered. Record
vote ordered. Amendment adopted:
63-46. Motion to reconsider tabled. "]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter - Delegate Landrum sends up amend-
ments at this time. This amendment has been pre-
viously passed out. However, the instructions of
it need to be altered in light of the adoption of
the amendment proposed by Delegate Burson.

Amendment ...

i

nstructions would read as follows:
In Convention Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed

by Mr. Burson and adopted by the convention on
today, at the end of line 15 of the text, add the
following:

"Funds appropriated under such formulas shall
include monies for travel purposes related to
educational and learning experiences."

Now, that line 15 is the last line of Para-
graph (B).

Explanation

Mr. Landrum Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
this amendment is designed to help our young
people to grow up to be fine citizens of the
State of Louisiana. We have dealt with the uni-
versities, and the structures of the boards. We
had, also, the different incentive programs. I

believe youhg people need an incentive today. I

believe that they need an incentive to remain in
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school, that they may learn and become productive
citizens of this state. Traveling, in my opinion,
is one way of teaching young people to become good
citizens. I think we could learn a great deal
through traveling. Many of our people, are born,
reared, and die in one area of the state, or a

town or village, without ever getting to see any
other part of the earth. I believe that we should
be able to let our young people see something in
the course of a lifetime, and no better way of
doing this than through the educational process.
Right in our own state, there are many things that
young people can learn in Louisiana; that they
could learn about Louisiana by going to different
places right here in the state. I believe that
the time will come when traveling will be a part
of the curriculum of education. That's what I'm
hoping that this woul d ... amendment with your help
. . .woul d accompl i sh

.

If there are no other questions, I have no
question. I ask for a favorable vote.

\_Amendment reread. Record vote ordered

.

Amendment rejected: 34-68. Motion to
reconsider tabled."]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Leigh]. On
page 10, in Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by
Delegate Burson and others and adopted by the con-
vention November 16, delete lines 25 through 29,
both inclusive of said floor amendment in their
entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"First: Each parish school board"--now that
constitutes in Paragraph (C), after the initial
language, the paragraph if you will, in its literal
sense of the word designated first-- "First: Each
parish school board, the parish of Orleans ex-
cepted, and each municipality or municipal school
board actually operating, maintaining, or support-
ing a separate school system of public schools,
shall levy annually an ad valorem maintenance tax
of five mills, or as much thereof as is necessary,
on all property subject to such taxation within
the parish or city, as the case may be, in the
manner prescribed by law."

Expl anati on

Mr. Leigh Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, it may be wishful thinking, but
I feel that this is a technical amendment which I

hope you will adopt. In the floor amendment--i n

the floor amendment adopted first as submitted by
Mrs. Zervigon and resubmitted by Mr. Burson and
adopted by the convent ion--about the middle of the
page there, it provides that "each parish school
board, the parish of Orleans excepted, shall levy
annually an ad valorem tax, etc., on property
si tua ted . . .on all property subject, to taxation
within the parish or city in the manner prescribed
by law."

Now, I'm sure you are familiar with the situa-
tion which exists in Monroe and in Bogalusa where
there are city schools in addition to the parish
schools. I am afraid that this provision, as
drawn and as adopted, does not afford authority
for the levying of the tax by the city school
board, or the municipal school board. So, I am
adding to that, the language "each parish school
board, the parish of Orleans excepted, and each
municipality or municipal school board actually
operating, maintaining, or supporting a separate
school system, shall levy an ad valorem mainten-
ance tax of five mills, or as much thereof as nec-
essary, etc., on all property subject to taxation
within the parish or city, as the case may be."

I think the amendment is self-explanatory. I

understand that there is no objection from Mrs.
Zervigon to it, or to Mr. Burson. I don't think
it's controversial. I would like to urge the
adoption of the amendment.

I yield to questions.

Questions
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Mr. Abraham Tom, if this amendment passes, well,
wouldn't that, in effect, make it possible to de-
lete Paragraph (D) from the Burson amendment?

Mr. Leigh I don't think so, Mr. ..Mack, because
the Paragraph (D) gives them the authority of a

parish school board. This gives them the taxing
...the right to tax--a parish school board. I

don't believe that the two sections are conflict-
ing.

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Tom, aren't you only attempting
to clarify and include municipal school boards?
You're not having anything to do with the limit
of millages or nothing, are you?

Mr. Leigh Not a thing in the world. ..just simply
to give them the right to tax--just give them the
authori ty . .

.

Mr. Rayburn I mean under the same provisions the
parish school board has.

Mr. Leigh The same provision the parish school
board has.

Further Discussion

Mr. Dennis Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

just wanted to briefly second which... that which
Mr. Leigh said. We felt like that the committee
and Mrs. Zervigon attempted to take care of this,
but it was not absolutely certain that you were
giving the cities of Monroe and Bogalusa the au-
thority to impose this five mills within the city
for their schools. Also, in Monroe, we have the
peculiar problem, that the city school system runs
the schools, but the city of Monroe imposes the
taxes and issues the bonds. So, we. ..we've at-
tempted to frame the language so that we can con-
tinue to finance and run the schools in the same
manner. It does no violence to the rest of the
provision, and I'd ask for your favorable report.

Questions

Mr. Stinson Jim, they, under the present law or
the present constitution, have that authority now,
don't they?

Mr. De Blieux ..instead of municipalities.

Mr. Dennis Yes, sir.

Mr. Stinson It's just questionable whether or
not the last amendment continued the... the com-
mittee did not allow that, did it?

Mr. Dennis Sir?

Mr. Stinson The committee report did not give
you that right, did it?

Mr. Dennis Yes, they did. Mrs. Zervigon's
amendment has chopped out the particular language
that made it absolutely clear that we could do
that. We are trying to restore it in less words,
in a more succinct fashion here.

Mr. De Blieux Judge Dennis, unless I misread
the Zervigon amendment, in looking at it. ..ac-
cording to this handout it's supposed to have been
the provision as adopted in that amendment. If
you will notice in Paragraph (C), the first para-
graph, it says, "each parish school board, the
parish of Orleans excepted. Shall levy annually
an ad valorem tax of five mills."

You turn over to Paragraph (D) of that section,
you'll notice it says, "For the effects and pur-
poses of the provisions of this entire section,
the municipalities of Monroe, in Ouachita Parish,
and Bogalusa in Washington Parish, and no other,
shall be regarded and treated upon the same basis
and shall have the same authority as if they were
a separate pari sh . . .

Mr. Dennis Separate parishes.

Mr. Dennis Separate fai^ishes. That's the point.
This provision requires a parish school board to

levy a tax. Then it says that Monroe and Boga-
lusa are going to be treated as parishes; it doesn't
say parish school boards. We don't think that
that is a clear enough grant of taxing authority.
Now, you had a very clear one in there that Mrs.
Zervigon's amendment took out. We would like to
put it back in there just as clearly as it was
before. We are only adding just a few words to
do it. So, I ask you, please. Senator De Blieux,
let us be sure that we can continue to run the
schools in the city of Monroe and Bogalusa.

Mr. De Bl ieux Well, let me just be sure that I

understand you. Are you deleting Paragraph (D)
and putting your amendment in?

Mr. Dennis No, sir. No, sir, we are simply
adding some words to this paragraph marked "First"
to make it clear that not only a parish school
board, but any municipal school board or munici-
pality, which runs its own school will levy a

tax to support the schools. That's all we're
trying to do.

Mr. Conroy Judge Dennis, as I understand the
situation, both Bogalusa and Monroe had gotten
specific statutory authority to levy the tax that
they presently levy, isn't that correct? Isn't
that specific constitution...

Mr. Dennis No. They... had constitutional au-
thority, and Mrs. Zervigon's amendment took out
some of the language that granted that authority.
We are trying to restore it.

Mr. Conroy All right, they had.. .but they got
specific constitutional authority to do what they
are doing. Wouldn't your amendment open up the
possibility of any city...

Mr. Dennis No, sir, they do not. They are named
in one place, but in another place, they were re-
ferred to in the same manner that the committee
proposal referred to them: "as any municipality
actually operating, maintaining or supporting a

separate school system."

Mr. Conroy You mean as of the date of this con-
stitution, or any time? Couldn't a city later
establish and maintain a school system and then
it would have automatically this authority to
levy the five mills?

Mr. Dennis I suppose so, Mr. Conroy. But, that's
the way the constitution reads now. That's the
way the committee proposal had it. You took it

out in the Zervigon amendment.

Mr. Sinqletary Jim, would this allow the crea-
tion of new municipal school boards throughout
the state?

Mr. Dennis I don't believe it would. It says
each one that's operate ... actual ly operating and
maintaining support in a separate school system
of public schools. There are only two of them at
the present time.

Mr. Sinqletary So, you intended to apply to only
those in present existence?

Mr. Dennis We're intending .. .yes , sir, we're
intending to restore the committee language that
was taken out by Mrs. Zervigon's amendment. I'm
afraid if you don't let us do it, that you may
cast some doubt upon our right to levy taxes to

support these schools.
I ask for your favorable vote, please.

Further Discussion

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
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I rise in support of this amendment for this rea-
son. If you will get your amendment that was just
adopted a few moments ago and look at the bottom
of Section (B) where it says "First:", it says,
"each parish school board," and we omitted city
school boards. All this amendment does is just
add back the language of "city school boards"
where they can levy the tax just like a parish
school board. If I understand the amendment cor-
rectly, and Mr. Tom has assured me that that's
all it does, it just adds back like we've done in

previous language, "parish or municipal school
boards." I certainly don't want to have to go
back home and be in a position of leaving my
little school board where they can't raise any
revenue. I've done enough mistakes. Please don't
put no more on me.

[^Previous Question ordered. Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

112-3. Motion to reconsider tabled.

J

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Mr. Burson sends up an amendment
which reads as follows:

On page 10, in Convention Floor Amendment No.
1, proposed by Delegate Leigh and adopted by the
convention today, in line 8 of said floor amendment,
place a period after the word "be" and delete the
remainder of line 8 and delete line 9 in its en-
tirety. That goes to the Leigh amendment just
adopted.

Expl anat ion

Mr. Burson This is really in the nature of a

technical amendment, but it is a technical amend-
ment with substantive consequences. Mr. Kean
pointed out on a question on the original amendment
that the words "in the manner prescribed by law"
implied that you would need additional legislative
authority to exercise the alimony tax. This has
never been required. I don't think it was any-
one's intent to require it here. I have asked
Mr. Leigh if he had any objection to deleting
these words. He said that he did not.

\_Amendment adopted without objection.']

Further Discussion

Hr. Jenkins I'll be very brief, Mr. Chairman.
But, I do want to say that what we have done in

this section is to start to legislate. We did
that when we started putting the minimum founda-
tion program in there. If you look at that pro-
vision, you'll see that it accomplishes nothing
whatsoever. If the parishes were given one dollar
per pupil, per year, it would satisfy that pro-
vision. It accomplishes nothing.

The thing that starting to legislate did ac-
complish, though, was the amendment that my good
friend, Mr. Conway LeBleu, put. ..put on. I think
before you vote for this section, you better find
out more about what Mr. LeBleu 's amendment will
do to the finances of your own local school board.
I understand from the figures that have been given
me that it will cost the East Baton Rouge Parish
School Board about two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars a year; Orleans Parish, hal f -a-mi 1 1 ion a

year. The purpose of the minimum foundation pro-
gram, as I understand it, is to assure that in
even poor parishes there will be a minimum program
granted to people. But in determining the amount
that each parish is to receive, the income of that
parish is taken into consideration. The income
from sixteen section lands is just as valid a

portion of that income as anything else and ought
to be considered when determining how much income
each parish receives. It seems to me that this
convention is going far beyond our scope of au-
thority and our reasonable purpose when we start
legislating in technical areas like this where we
don't have fiscal notes, we don't have budgetary
information or anything else because we're not

talking here about basic principals, we're talking
about technicalities of the law. I certainly
think before this section's adopted, we ought to
think twice.

Further Discussion

Hr. LeBleu Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

believe what Mr. Jenkins told you is incorrect.
When I offered this amendment, I certainly in-
tended to do nothing of the sort. I didn't in-
tend to beat either Baton Rouge out of two hundred
thousand dollars or Orleans out of five hundred
thousand. As I understand the equalization formula,
in no case--in no case--will that happen because
the state bases an equalization formula on the
number of students at a certain time of the year.
That's how the school boards are reimbursed from
the state. All my amendment would do would be to
allow the school boards to keep the income that is
there. There is no divvying up ad valorem tax
that a school board imposes on its taxpayers with-
in their di stricts--that is not considered. I can
see no reason why this should be considered. I

think it's only fair. It belongs to the school
boards who retain their school sections. I ask
you to adopt this section.

Further Discussion

Hr. Rayburn Hr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

just rise to set the record straight. I've got
all the respect in the world for my good friend,
Conway LeBleu; and I'm glad he was successful
with the adoption of his amendment. But, the
roughly two million, eight hundred thousand dol-
lars is going to have to come out of the general
fund. It's going to have to come from all the
other parishes or from some other funds that we now
have in the general fund. I just hope some of
you people that are putting additional burdens on
the legislature, when we have to pass additional
taxes to do some of things you are all mandating
us to do, please don't bring a rope down to the
legislature and try to hang us; please don't.

Ques ti ons

Mr. Weiss Senator Rayburn, I see here you are
one--incl uding East Baton Rouge--of the ten par-
ishes that would not benefit monetarily from the
LeBleu amendment. Isn't it true?

Mr. Rayburn Yes, sir, I will. I got one parish
that will give five dollars and forty cents, and
another one will get two hundred and thirty-four
dollars. I'll benefit out of it. I'll get half
of that amount. I'll get two and a quarter in

one parish.

Mr. Wei ss In looking to the future, though;
isn't it true that we may have a redaction of
twenty percent of the school children in the
State of Louisiana according to the latest census
figures in The State of the Sta t e of Louisiana
booklet. So, we don't have to worry too much
about expecting more expenses. We might even
have less in education; don't you think?

Mr. Rayburn I have never seen that time come
since I have been in legislation.

Mr. Weiss Well, we're looking forward to it.

Mr. Rayburn Let me say this. Dr. Weiss, if

we're going to adopt a formula like this, in the
next session we may have a formula to let all
parishes that are now receiving severance tax--
because they happen to be all well in that area--
let them keep all that money. When they do, these
little parishes like St. Helena and some of your
smaller parishes have had it, because they have
no local revenue. The equalization fund is made
up today over the wealth that survived from the
richer parishes. They have been in the past
helping the poorer parishes. If you're going to
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operate on a theory of letting them keep what they
produce, our school system is gone--in my opinion.

Mr. LeBleu Senator Rayburn, in setting the record
straight, do you know--just off the cuff--how much
the state revenue increase from the severance tax
on gas that was increased in the last session and
comes primarily from the coastal parishes?

Mr. Rayburn We're having a little decrease on
our rentals and royalties from our oil and our
severance, Mr. LeBl eu--compared to what we've been
having. We are having a slight decrease every
year over and above what we had the previous year.

Mr. LeBleu That's from total production. I'm
talking about from the additional tax that the
legislature imposed at the special session.

Mr. Rayburn I don't have it in dollars and cents,
but I can tell you one thing:the school systems of
this state or the educational systems are receiving
thirty-seven percent today of all the revenues that
are coming into this state. If we're going to let
this type of formula apply, somebody help the poor
parishes. The reason of the equalization fund is
because it more or less distributes the wealth.
We've got a lot of timber. We pay a lot of sever-
ance tax in my area. Some parishes don't have a

stick of timber. But, they participate in the
expenditures of those funds derived from that
severance tax.

Mr. Velazquez Senator Rayburn, the way educa-
tional expenses are going these days, don't
you think that even if the student population de-
creased twenty percent tomorrow, the expenses per
student would still continue to rise and that ed-
ucation costs more and more each year?

hr. Rayburn The cost of operating your schools
and every other phase of state government. We
were told the other day at the Budget Committee
that all of our hospitals are going to face a huge
deficit because of the tremendous increase in food.
We are already saddled with a lot of burdens. So,
I don't guess it would hurt to put a few more on
us

.

[ Previous Ojestion ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section failed to pass: 57-53.
Motion to reconsider on next Conven-
tion day adopted without objection.

1

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Mr. Juneau sends up amendments as
fol lows--copies of amendments are to be distributed
at this time:

Amendment No. 1. On page 12, line 23, add the
fol 1 owi ng :

"Section '8. Right to Preserve Linguistic and
Cultural Heritage.

Section 18. All people have the inherent right
to preserve, foster, and promote their respective
historic linguistic and cultural heritage which
still exists in substantial form among the people."

Explanation

Mrs. Corne Mr. Chairman, delegates, I will not
take up very much time on this amendment. I

think this is a nice amendment. I'm sure that it
will not be controversial. In our State of Lou-
isiana, we have a melting pot of people who come
...whose heritage is linked with the various
European countries. No state in our Union is
richer in bilingualism and bicul tural i sm than ours.
This new section is not a mandate. So, before
you ask me why I would place it in the constitu-
tion, let me answer the question. For many years,
not realizing the injustice that we were doing to
our people, we attempted to suppress every vestige
of this rich heritage. Thank goodness we have be-
come more sophisticated and more world conscious.
Today, we notice a rekindling of interest and of

respect for the different peoples who make up the
population of our state. We have come to realize
the advantages that our bilingual and our bicul-
tural heritt-ge can afford our citizens in order to
enter world markets, world travel, and any other
type of communication. As I said, this is not a

mandate, but a permission and an encouragement.
And to translate: I pray that you will give us
the right to protect and encourage the beautiful
heritage that is ours. Thank you.

Questions

Mr. Hayes Mrs. Corne, is this right now being
denied in any form in the state?

Mrs. Corne I don't think that it is. But, I

know that in the past it has been.

Mr. Hayes Repeat.

Mrs. Corne I said, I don't know that it is now.
But, I do know that in the past it has been.

Mr. Hayes And, the only thing you want is this
would be assured? You're not trying to get it
into education in any kind of way?

Mrs. Corne What I want is an encouragement to
promote this bilingual and bicul tural ..

.

Mr. Hayes Do you think just putting it in the
constitution is going to do that for you?

Mrs. Corne I believe so, Mr. Hayes. If you know
that in our schools sometimes children who spoke
a foreign language were prevented from speaking
that language, instead of encouraging them to
learn a little bit more about this language.

Mr. Stinson Mrs. Corne, now I was on the Bill
of Rights Committee. We did everything we could
to help--and Jimmy Di Maggio is a personal, won-
derful friend of mine--but what I'm afraid of
this: if one parish said "Well, we are going to
have French taught and not English," don't you
think under this that they could do that?

Mrs. Corne I don't believe they would, because
we have set curriculums in English, and this would
be used as an enrichment.

Mr. Stinson I know, but it says that they can...

Mrs. Corne It would not necessarily be French;
It could be Spanish or German, or any other lan-
guage that wants to be preserved. I think that
we are sadly lacking in teaching our children the
culture of other countries and in preserving the
culture that we have. This is only an encourage-
ment to the people. I would like to see it in the
constitution; it's not a mandate to any parish to
teach any language besides, of course, our formal
English language.

Mr. Stinson Well, don't you think it should be
worded that the people are urged to preserve it,
instead of saying "an inherent right to have it"?
You don't think that they could require that to
be taught and used, instead of the English lan-
guage?

Mrs. Corne My amendment is more of a nature in
not preventing the people from doing... from pre-
serving this culture, which has been done before
in previous years.

\_Previous C^estion ordered . Amendment
rejected : 65-36. Motion to table
the motion to reconsider rejected:
37-59. Motion to limit debate to ten
minutes adopted: 83-10.^

Further Discussion

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
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of the convention, I'm going to make my remarks
very, very brief. I'm of French descent, and I

believe in the French culture as much as anybody
in this chamber. But, I certainly feel like that
we are putting too much into this constitution
which has no business there. The legislature can
take care of this particular item. I just don't
see the necessity of sticking it into our consti-
tution, because we have to go with the times and
the progress of our people, and the legislature
can do that. Why should we hamper the legislature
one way of the other in exercising its affairs
and business? So, I just ask you to reject the
section.

Further Discussion

Mr. Fulco Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
won't hurt anything being in the constitution; it's
going to take up a few lines. I might want to see
the Italian language preserved. I haven't asked
you for anything. Let me tell you, I had to teach
Jasper Smith something in Italian during the for-
mer legislative session. He was angry with some
governor and he said, "Frank, tell me something in
Italian to tell that governor." I said, "Jasper,
tell that governor "Wa etta mare, Tu e tutto to
pai se! "

Questions

Mr. Smith Mr. Fulco, I'll answer you. Tutto
bono e beneditto!

Mr. Fulco You see how well he learned.

Mr. Stinson Mr. Fulco, what did Governor Earl
Long tell you in English when you told him that?

Mr. Fulco Go jump in the lake!

[previous Cuestion ordered. Motion
to reconsider adopted : 63-36.

~\

Reconsideration

Mr. Kean Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the
hour is late, and I have the greatest interest
in seeing the French heritage protected and pre-
served and encouraged in southwest Louisiana. But
this section, in my opinion, could have a much
far-reaching .. .much more far-reaching effect than
has been indicated by the authors of the amendment.
It says that "All people shall have the inherent
right to preserve, foster, and promote their re-
spective historic linguistic and cultural heritage.
I think we are giving by this section, we're giv-
ing the people a right to insist upon this, even
though the school system, for example, didn't of-
fer it. I think we are simply putting something
into the constitution which is not constitutional
material. We are putting something in which could
create some serious problems as I see it. I sin-
cerely suggest that you reject this, not in the
interest of preventing the fostering of the cul-
tural rights of the people in southwest Louisiana
or any other part of this state, but to avoid
having something in the constitution which could
have some serious consequence and isn't needed
in the constitution in the first place.

Further Discussion

Mr. Weiss Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we
won't waste time, but this is a serious issue.
We have so far created a good constitution. A
lot of people are trying to muddy the water now,
because we have a complicated article. But, we
had this issue before the Bill of Rights; it was
extensively discussed. If it's a right, it ought
to be in the Declaration of Rights. Now, let's
not put it in here; it doesn't belong here; and
it does create considerable confusion as Mr. Kean,
an excellent attorney, explains to you. This is
a serious problem. I don't think we ought to mess
up the constitution with things that are of stat-
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utory nature. I suggest you reject this floor
amendment.

[previous Question ordered. Amendment
rejected : 45-50. Motion to revert to
other orders. Substitute Motion for
Previous Question on the Proposal. ]

Point of Order

Mr. Tapper Don't we have a section that js up
for reconsideration in this proposal?

Mr. Henry But, if he moves the previous question
on the entire subject matter, which includes that,
then that motion is in order, Mr. Tapper.

Mr. Tapper Further point of information then.
If that happens and the article is adopted, then
the section that is under consideration is out?

Mr. Henry Gone, that's right.

Point of Information

Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, just as an inquiry.
If we pass the previous question on the entire
article, would that mean then that we would be
forced to vote on an Education Article without a

section establishing the alimony tax for public
school s?

Mr. Henry If the motion on the previous question
on the entire subject matter is adopted, it would
mean that the Section 16, which was not adopted,
would be deleted. All right.

Mr. Burson ...and, that is the section providing
for alimony for public schools?

Mr. Henry Don't discuss it now, Mr....

JiRecord vote ordered . iMorum Call: 101
delegates present and a quorum. Sub-
stitute Motion rejected : 26-79. Mo-
tion rejected: 38-66.]

Motion

Mr. Flory I now move that we reconsider the vote
by which Section 16 failed.

Mr. Henry To pass.

Mr. Flory Failed to pass.

Point of Order

Mr. LeBI eu As I understood it, it was supposed
to be reconsidered on the next legislative date.

Mr. Henry Mr. LeBleu, the Chair, I think, was
confused on that. I think if the proposal had
failed to be adopted, much as a bill in the House,
that it would lie over, and would have to have a

rules suspension.
Mr. Clerk, if I am correct ... Mr . Clerk, you

straighten me out on that, but I don't think it
has to lie over.

Mr. Poynter I think that would certainly be a

fair rul ing of the Chair, Mr. Chairman. It. ..the
rules say that a motion to reconsider lie over
until the next legislative day. I think the con-
text of that is, that a proposal would lie over.
We have let sections lie over in the past, and I

know nothing in the rules that would prohibit it.
On the other hand, I would know nothing that would
prohibit going ahead and reconsidering on the same
legislative day with respect to a section. I

think that would be open to whatever the convention
has done. Twice previously, because no one has
insisted on the motion, at least to my memory
twice, we have let it lie over a day, and I think
that's permissible, but I don't think it's mandated.
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Mr. Henry I think we've gone both ways, quite
frankly. ..I mean each way.

[previous Question ordered: 74-30.']

Closing

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman, delegates, I believe
that the matter before us is so serious that we
ought to reconsider now the vote by which Section
16 failed, because I believe involved in that
section is the financing of the local public
school systems. I think that it merits the im-
mediate consideration of this convention. Unless
we do that 1 would think that perhaps this whole
proposal might be in jeopardy. I would ask sin-
cerely that you consider voting to reconsider the
vote by which that section failed and let's con-
sider ... recons ider that section and dispose of it

in fashion which would be beneficial to the local
school systems of this state. I ask for your
favorable vote on this motion.

Questi ons

Mr. Lanier Mr. Flory, perhaps this question should
be directed to the Chair. But, what would be the
effect of the convention voting to reconsider?
What would be the effect to Section 16 if the con-
vention voted not to reconsider?

Hr. Flory If the motion to reconsider is adopted,
then as stated by the Chair, it will be open for
discussion as any other section has been in the
past, and then, will be up for final adoption by
this convention. It can be. ..further amendments
can be offered.

Mr. Lanier The other part of my question was:
If we vote not to reconsider, what happens?

Hr. Henry If you vote not to consider then it
can come up again today or tomorrow on reconsider-
ation, Mr. Lanier.

{^Record vote ordered.]

Point of Information

Hr. Abraham Mr. Chairman, a point of information.
Would I be in order in asking whether or not these
amendments that are pending apply to the section
or apply to the article, and what they are?

Hr. Henry Well, Mr. ...it would be in order, I

guess. I think we've got some amendments up here
that just apply to anything. I think some of them
might apply to this business. So, if we don't,
then we may have some and certainly if we recon-
sider, then we can have some in any event. But,
it's just a new ball game once we vote to recon-
sider.

Point of Information

Hr. Thompson The amendments to this section that
we have adopted that are in there now--not the
ones pending--I think those are the ones. ..or
those are the ones that I'm interested in. There's
some confusion as to whether Mr. LeBleu's amend-
ment is still in there or not.

Mr. Henry That amendment right now is a part of
that section, and when we reconsider ... or if we
reconsider Section 16 that amendment will remain
in there unless it's taken out because it's become
a part of, and attached to, that section.

[wotion to reconsider adopted : 90-15.']

Recess

LCUOrum Call: 87 delegates present
and a quorum .

]

Mr. Aertker Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, as I previously explained to you when we
presented this section, that this represented
something coming out of committee that, of course,
was controversial to say the least. I further ex-
plained to you that we have attempted to delete
those provisions which we felt were certainly ob-
jectionable to the majority of the delegates. We
presented those. ..we deleted those things that we
felt that certainly were going to cause too many
problems in too many areas. I just want to point
out to you that sometimes, in opposition to some
things, that we let our better judgment get. ..get
clouded up. I'm asking you--before you decide
what you're going to do on this section here--
just remember that if this thing goes down, you
have told every school board, every person in

education, that we're going to give you something,
but we're not going to give you any way to get
financed, any way to get any money to operate your
entire system. You, of course, will have some-
thing that--it will be impossible for those of
us who are in education to give any support to.
Now, if that's the game that some of you want to
play in an attempt to say that you defeated some-
thing, then, all I have to say is, "you have to
live with it," and all I can say is, "you will
live with it" because you will see the results of
it when this constitution is presented to the
peopl e--especial ly those people who are involved
in public education, especially those people who
are involved in education--and that includes every-
one who has anyone in education. Now, all I'm
asking you to do is just to be. ..give this a fair
evaluation, and decide whether you want something
to come out of this convention that will just com-
pletely paralyze, that will just have nothing in

it, that will offer any hope for any education in

this state. I just ask you to let your conscience
be your guide as we deliberate the rest of the
afternoon .

[Motion to recess for one and a half
hours. Substitute Motion to adjourn
to 9:00 o'clock a.m., Saturday , No-
vember 17, 1973. Substitute Motion
adopted: 87-10. Adjournment to 9:00

o'clock a.m.f Saturday, November 17,
1973 .]

Reconsideration
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Saturday, November 17, 1973

ROLL CALL

[^91 delegates present and a quorum.']

PRAYER

Mr. Heine Our dear heavenly Father, we thank You
for this day and for all the blessings that Thou
hast given us. Lead, guide and direct us now in
everything that we do and watch over us and forgive
us of our many sins. For Christs' sake. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 7, introduced
by Delegate Aertker, Chairman on behalf of the
Committee on Education and Welfare and other dele-
gates, members of that committee.

"A proposal making provisions for education and
necessary provisions with respect thereto."

The status of the proposal ... the convention has
adopted all the sections of the proposal with
the exception of Sections and 10 which were deleted
and also Section 16 which failed to pass on yester-
day and was reconsidered on yesterday. The motion
to adjourn on yesterday occurred after the insis-
tence on the motion to reconsider and Section 16
being brought before the convention. In addition,
several amendments pend at the desk to add a

proposed additional section.

Point of Information

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Chairman, I just wondered if it
would be possible if we could postpone this until
Monday. I tried to get some information from
the Department of Education relative to my amend-
ment that we adopted yesterday and, of course,
the state offices are closed over the weekend and
I think that I could get some information that
might clarify the whole matter and kind of cut...

Mr. Henry You could make such a motion to tempor-
arily postpone the determination or for any further
discussion of this proposal, if you desire. Then,
return it to the calendar.

Moti on

Mr. LeBleu I move that we return the section to
the calendar until Monday.

Mr. Henry The section, now, or the proposal?
You want to move to temporarily pass over this

and let's work on the other sections, and then if
we get through, you want to make a motion then to
return it to the calendar, Mr. LeBleu?

Mr. LeBleu That's all right.

Further Discussion

Mr. Aertker Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men, I don't know what information Mr. LeBleu has
reference to, but when we start talking about
passing over this until Monday I have as many
complications as he has. I happen to have an
LTA convention going on in New Orleans and an LEA
convention going on in Monroe and I have got to

be present at both of those conventions Monday by
being there in New Orleans Monday during part of
the day and flying to Monroe to be at a meeting
there, so I think that my problem is just as acute
as his, and I would have to object to deferring
this for several more days. I think we ought to
make up our mind one way or the other what we are
going to do about education in the state of Louisi-
ana and quit making all of these little maneuvers

that we are doing. We ought to get in the road
with it, so I object to the motion.

\_Previous Question ordered . Motion
rejected : 28-61.]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up by Delegate Rayburn
as f ol 1 ows

:

Amendment No. 1, on page 8, delete lines 23
through 32 both inclusive in their entirety, and
delete pages 9, 10, and 11, both inclusive in
their entirety, and on page 12, delete lines 1

through 17, both inclusive in their entirety and
delete all floor amendments adopted thereto and
insert in lieu thereof the following: "Section
16. Funding; Elementary and Secondary Education;
Apportionment Section 16 (A). The legislature
shall appropriate funds to supply free school books
and other materials of instruction prescribed by
the State Board of Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion to the children of this state at the elementary
and secondary levels.

(B). The legislature shall appropriate sufficient
funds to insure a minimum foundation program of
education in all public elementary and secondary
schools. Such funds as the legislature appropriates
shall be equitably allocated to the parish and city
school systems according to formulas adopted by
the State Board. . .

"

Picking up the second sentence in Paragraph (B).
"Such funds as the legislature appropriates shall
be equitably allocated to the parish and city
school systems according to formulas adopted by the
State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
and approved by the legislature prior to the time
such appropriation is made.

(C). The local funds for the support of elemen-
tary and secondary schools shall be derived from
the following sources: First, each parish school
board, the parish of Orleans excepted, and each
municipality or municipal school board actually
operating, maintaining or supporting a separate
system of public schools shall levy annually an ad
valorem maintenance tax of five mills or as much
thereof as is necessary on all property subject
to such taxation within the parish or city respec-
tively. Second, the Orleans Parish School Board
shall levy annually a tax not to exceed 13 mills
on the dollar on the assessed valuation of all
property within the city of New Orleans assessed
for city taxation and shall certify such fact to
the governing authority of the city. The governing
authority shall cause said tax to be entered on
the tax rolls of the city and collected in the
manner and under the conditions and with the interest
and penalties prescribed by law for city taxes.
The money thus collected shall be paid daily to
the Orleans Parish School Board. Third, for giving
additional support to the public elementary and
secondary schools, any parish school district or
subschool district or any municipality which supports
a separate city system of public schools may levy
ad valorem taxes for specific purposes when autho-
rized by a majority of the electors voting in the
parish, municipality, district or subdistrict in
an election called for the purpose. The amount,
duration and purpose of such taxes shall be in

accord with any limitations imposed by the legisla-
tu re.

(D). For the effects and purposes of the provi-
sion of this entire section the municipalities of
Monroe in Ouachita Parish and Bogalusa in Washing-
ton Parish and no other shall be regarded as and
treated upon the same basis and shall have the same
authority as parishes."

Explanation

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
the amendment that is now before you makes some
changes in the proposal that was adopted yesterday.
It maintains the amendment that was adopted yester-
day relative to the municipal school boards. It

does delete the word "school" and retains the words
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"separate system." It also deletes some language
on the bottom of the page of the amendment. It

deletes the words "though they were separate sys-
tems" instead of "municipalities" and puts the
words "be the same as parish systems." It also
deletes the amendment that was offered by my good
friend, Conway LeBleu, and let me say here and
now, I'm in a rather awkward position this morning
to have to come to this microphone and oppose a

man that I have the respect for like Conway LeBleu.
No, Conway, I'm not trying to cut your throat,
and believe me, I'm not. That amendment, though,
is going to take from the school systems of this
state over 2 1/2 million dollars. Maybe, if the
amendment stands, the money can be found from
some other source, but I feel that I owe the peo-
ple of this state and particularly the school
system and I've always been a staunch supporter
of education, because I, as one, have realized
my limitation because I did not have a formal
education, or do not, rather. But, I feel that
it is my duty and my responsibility, particularly
since I am chairman of the finance committee of
the Senate to tell you exactly what that amendment
does. I'm not going to stand here and tell you
that that reduction will have to be made in

equalization funds. I don't know. I'm not going
to stand here and tell you that the legislature
cannot find the money from some other place. But
I can tell you this: when you go to look around
for 3 or 4 million dollars, it's not easily found.
I'm not standing here trying to take one thing
away from anybody. I'm merely here trying to say
"Leave us alone and let's keep the language that
we now have and keep our finances as they are now
allocated." If this amendment stays in- this sec-
tion it's going to mean that if the equalization
formula stays the same or if the per educable
stays the same that we are going to have to find
some additional funds. That's my reason for asking
you to adopt this amendment, and let's keep our
school system in the same fashion, financially
speaking, that they've been operating under and
the same formula that they've been operating under
for many, many years. There comes a time when
we should refer back to the Scriptures where it

says, "We shall be our brother's keeper." I think
those words are appropriate this morning. Certain-
ly, I understand that some of you are deeply con-
cerned over this amendment because it does mean
some financial aid to your community. On the
other hand, a lot of us are likewise concerned
because it could mean that we are going to lose
some financial aid. For those reasons outlined,
I now move the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Weiss Delegate Rayburn, the House of Repre-
sentatives of which both you and Delegate LeBleu
are members passed the LeBleu resolution, however,
in the previous sessions, have they not?

Mr. Rayburn I don't recall; if you say they
did, I'm sure they did.

Mr. Weiss The House did; the Senate refused it,
if you recall in the Appropriations Committee.
That's what happened to it. It was killed in the
legislature, but let me ask you this question.
You claim that 2 1/2 million dollars is being taken
away. I beg to. ..you explain to me this equaliza-
tion formula, because it seems to me if the sever-
ance taxes for which that portion is subtracted
from the total course cost as it sits before me
here, it looks as though that those parishes that
will receive more severance tax by the LeBleu
formula will also receive less in their equaliza-
tion formula and therefore it will balance out.
So, I don't see what you mean by 2 1/2 million
dollars less being given to education. I think
you'd have to explain to the convention and to me
the equalization formula a little more in detail,
because it looks to me like it balances out pretty
wel 1 .

Mr. Rayburn Dr. Weiss, let me just say this. If

the amendment stands as adopted you're going to
take at the present time these funds that we are
talking abou t--amoun ts to $5,425,478.50. Half
of those funds are used in the formula now by
the respective school boards that receive those
funds. They receive half of this amount. That
amount is used in making up the formula. Now,
if you delete that amount then the state treasurer
is going to have to make it up or the formula is

going to have to be reduced.

Mr. Weiss 3ut you're not taking into considera-
tion, are you, the equalization formula that will
balance out that other two and a half million?

Mr. Rayburn The equalization formula. Dr. Weiss,
is also monies that have to come from some place.
So, if you increase the equalization formula, I

mean if you. ..you're just going to have to supple-
ment this amount of money from somewhere. You
just can't reach up and find it hanging or floating.
It's got to come from somewhere.

Mr. Weiss The point is that that money which
is returned to the parish is included in the
equalization fund and therefore the state will
pay less to that parish according to these figures
as I understand them.

Mr. Rayburn Well, that's what I'm telling you.

Mr. Weiss Therefore, the state will not have to
come up with the 2 1/2 million to that degree.

Mr. Rayburn Well, it's either coming up to hold
the thing status quo or each parish is going to
1 ose

.

Mr. Weiss Well, now you're right. The status
quo will be changed and that's what we're trying
to do with this constitution.

Mr. Rayburn That's right. The state has got
to come up with the money or your equalization
formula is going to have to be reduced. So, some-
where down the line, someone has got to give.
It's got to come from somewhere if you keep the
equalization formula the same as it is now. If

you don't supplement this 2 1/2 million then the
equalization formula is going to have to be
reduced which is going to hit all the parishes in

the state.

Ms. Zervigon Senator Rayburn, I just want to be
certain what exactly it is we're working on. You
drew your amendment from the Burson amendment;
isn't that correct?

Mr. Rayburn That's true.

Ms. Zervigon And Mr. Burson had inserted the
word "founda ti on . . . mi

n

imum foundation program"
before it was passed; isn't that so?

Mr. Rayburn That's true.

Ms. Zervigon The only other change I find, which
I don't find to be a change in substance but I

just wanted you to say the same, is that at the
end of your amendment you say that Monroe and
Bogalusa shall be treated upon the same basis and
shall have the same authority as parishes instead
of saying as though they were separate parishes
instead of municipalities. You don't intend that
to be a change in substance do you; you just
shortened that?

Mr. Rayburn No, ma'am. I just deleted that
language because I thought it was unnecessary.

Ms. Zervigon And Mr. Burson had deleted his
Section (C) before he passed his amendment; isn't
that correct?

Mr. Rayburn That's correct; yes ma'am.

Ms . Zervi gon So, the major change is to delete
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the LeBleu amendment, the full financial effect of
which we didn't understand when we passed it; isn't
that so?

Mr. Ra.yburn That's true.

Ms. Zerviqon And Senator, isn't it correct that
when the Board of Education sets that formula,
subject to the review of the legislature which we
have in this amendment, they could take Mr. LeBleu's
concerns into account on a little bit more informa-
tion than we have here; isn't that right?

Mr. Rayburn That is correct; yes ma'am.

Mr. Lanier Senator, I'm noticing something in

this amendment in the Burson amendment for the
first time. In the last sentence of Paragraph (C),
almost at the bottom there right where it comes to
(D) it says, "the amount, duration and purpose
of such taxes shall be in accord with any limita-
tions imposed by the legislature." Doesn't this
mean. Senator, that except for the 5 mill alimony
tax, or 13 mills in Orleans, that the legislature
has absolute control over all finances of school
boards?

Mr. Rayburn We have to appropriate the money;
yes, sir.

Mr. Lanier If the legislature wanted to, could
it not pass a law saying that there shall be no
other taxes?

Mr. Rayburn Well, I guess if it wanted to and
had the votes, Mr. Lanier. I think you're an
attorney and I think you know the answer to that
question, but I'll answer it for you to try to

better inform you. Certainly, if they've got the
votes they can pass any bill that they can get
the votes to pass.

Mr. Lanier Well, what I'm getting to. Senator,
doesn't this put this section in direct conflict
with Section 34 of the Local Government Article
dealing with sales taxes?

Mr. Rayburn I wouldn't think so.

Mr. Lanier Well, doesn't that one say that the
the school boards and other units of government
get up to 3% on the sales tax and this says that
the legislature can impose whatever limitations
it wants , doesn ' t it?

Mr. Rayburn Well, yes, sir. I says that, but
T don't see where it would put it into conflict
with the Local Government provision because it

plainly states there what they can do--just what
taxes they can levy.

Mr. De Blieux Senator Rayburn, actually right
now isn't it true that all of the parishes actually
retain all of the money they get from their six-
teenth section land, but only 50% of it is charged
against their minimum...

Mr. Rayburn That's correct. Senator De Blieux;
in other words, the 50X of what they retain is

charged against the state money that they receive
out of the formulas, yes sir.

Mr. De Blieux And therefore, if none of this is

charged against them under the LeBleu amendment,
those parishes who receive a large sum of funds
would be having a decided advantage over the others
in that extra funds would have to be made up by
all of the rest of the parishes or else by the
legislature; isn't that right?

Mr. Rayburn That's exactly right, and that's
why I'm here trying to remove the amendment,
Senator De Blieux, because it's going to have to

come from some place.

Mr. De Blieux And as a result of that, if these
school boards are to get the minimum amount without
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consideration of what they get form the sixteenth
section lands, it would mean that the legislature
would have to come up with in excess of something
over 2 1/2 million dollars for them to meet their
minimum standards in excess of that; isn't that
correct?

Mr. Rayburn That's correct. They would either
have to come up with that amount or reduce the
formu 1 a

.

Mr. LeBleu Senator, I wanted to ask you about
the "amount, duration and purposes of such taxes
shall be in accord with any limitations imposed
by the legislature" in your third paragraph.
Wouldn't that mean if a school board wanted to
impose a tax to hire some additional teachers that
the State Board of Education requires or recommends
...additional teachers say for special education
or something of that sort. ..then they would have
to get permission of the legislature to impose
that tax as well as to specify what it is to be
used for?

Mr. Rayburn Well, I don't know, Conway. You
know this as well as I do that the board has made
a lot of recommendations trying to cut down the
teacher-pupil ratio and we have been able to
reduce it over the past several years in the leg-
islature by providing additional funds to cut
down the pupi

1

-teacher ratio.

Mr. LeBleu Well, that's exactly what I'm talking
about. If the school board, itself, wants to im-
pose a tax to cut down this teacher-pupil ratio,
then they would have to get permission of the
legislature, wouldn't they?

Mr. Rayburn No, sir. I don't think so, because
you know and I know in some of the parishes in

this state, [they] were paying their teachers a

tremendous amount of money for eight or ten years
before we finally were able to raise the teachers
in all parishes. Then, when we passed the bill
that allowed the parishes to impose a one cent
sales tax, some parishes adopted the provision
and passed the tax and others did not. ..it was
defeated in some of the parishes, and some of them
didn't submit it to the people. Then, we had a

problem with our teachers; one teacher in one
parish making five hundred or eight hundred dollars
a year more than a teacher in an adjoining parish
and only the parish line separated them. Sometimes
the schools were not two miles apart. That caused
a lot of confusion in the legislature, but it did
happen.

Mr. LeBleu In talking about the amount of money
that the legislature appropriates for schools...
now, if the legislature fails to appropriate the
amount that the State Board of Education recommends
for each parish school board. ..if we fail to appro-
priate that amount, isn't it true that each school
board in the parish is cut down proportionately
and not by the amount that's listed under my
sec ti on-s i X teen land?

Mr. Rayburn That's true; it's divided according
to the per educable formula and the equalization
formula in the amount of dollars you have. ..the
formula is applied and certainly if the appro-
priation is smaller next year than it was this
year, they will all have to share in the reduction,
Mr. LeBleu; you're right.

Mr. Velazquez Senator, the original Northwest
Ordinance that started the deal on sixteenth
section lands did not really specify a county or
parish basis. It specified education in general,
which means that all this period of time anybody
who wanted to go to court to sue on the basis of
equity without a parish line could have done so,

but they haven't done so because of things like
the equalization formula; so wouldn't you think
that if this thing. ..if your amendment is not
passed every school board and the State Board of
Education is going to be in court for the next
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ten years?

Mr. Rayburn That's entirely possible.

Mr. Velazquez And wouldn't you think that exten-
sive amounts of money that could be used on educa-
tion will be used to fight, for legal costs?

Mr. Rayburn That could happen.

Mr. Velazquez And wouldn't that mean that the
children of Louisiana would, in effect, be cheated
of hundreds of thousands of dollars in lawyer fees?

Mr. Rayburn That's what I'm trying to prevent.

[Motion to limit debate to one hour
adopted without objection.

1

Mr. Nunez Senator, I'm trying to determine why
these figures vary. I think I know why in many
instances, but some instances, for instance, your
parishes of St. Tammany and Washington and my
parish of St. Bernard which is some of it heavily
populated with oil and other things, we get nothing
out of this and that's not going to determine my
vote because if there's equity in it, I'm going
to vote for it. Could you tell me why some of
these parishes receive nothing from the sixteenth
section and some receive as high as a million
dol lars?

Mr. Rayburn Senator Nunez, the only thing that
I know that some parishes do not own sixteenth-
section lands today and therefor they could not
have an income. Some of them in later years have
disposed of it and don't have any sixteenth section
1 ands

.

Mr. Nunez That would be the point I would like
to make and ask you another question. Do you think
that it's equity that because we were all given
an equal sixteenth section, the way I understand
it when Congress passed this act, that the school
boards of this state would be equally divided into
sixteenth sections amongst the school boards.
Now, if my parish took advantage of that and sold
it and yours did and the others didn't and they're
receiving income form it, should we now take that
income from those parishes? That's what I'm
trying to determine in my mind, right now.

Mr. Rayburn Senator Nunez, let me just say this;
Washington Parish many, many years ago was in a

dire need for some additional funds and they sold
their sixteenth section land. However, it's
changed hands several times since then, but the
only thing I'm trying to do is to keep intact
what we've had intact for many, many years, and
this amendment does not take any revenues away
from the parishes that they are presently receiving.
It keeps it intact. But it does... my amendment
does prohibit from letting those parishes receive
all of the revenue produced from the sixteenth-
section land whereas today they are receiving
half of it, and my amendment continues to operate
as they have been for many, many years.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Mr. Jenkins Senator, we received this list show-
ing various amounts of money, but this list really
doesn't show us the harm done to the various par-
ishes if we don't adopt your amendment; does it?
For example, in East Baton Rouge Parish, even
though they have zero here, we're talking about a

different thing insofar as the amount of money
that East Baton Rouge would lose. We're talking
About East Baton Rouge losing two hundred and fifty,
two hundred and seventy thousand dollars a year
unless we adopt your amendment; aren't we?

Mr. Rayburn That's correct, Mr. Jenkins.

Mr. Jenkins Other parishes like Orleans, etc.,
losing comparable amounts, isn't that correct?

Mr. Rayburn That's correct, unless the legisla-
ture finds the money and makes it up from some
other source.

Mr. Champagne Senator Rayburn, actually, what
this does is it does give them credit for half of
what they get from that, does it not?

Mr. Rayburn Yes, sir. They keep all the funds
now, Mr. Champagne, but they are charged with
half of the amount they receive. They keep the
funds today, but they are charged for half of that
amount agai ns t . . . when the state funds are applied.

Mr. Champagne Isn't one of the reasons for the
state getting into the education field is to insure
that all pari shes--even if you happen to be in a
real poor parish--you do get at least a minimum
education, or provide for an education for all of
the people of the state?

Mr. Rayburn That's correct, Mr. Champagne, and I

can name you a few pari shes--one in particular,
St. Helena Parish--the state legislature has
appropriated funds out of the general fund for
the last sixteen or eighteen years. The state funds
now are about ninety-eight percent of the total
support for those school systems. But, the reason
for the equalization fund when it was created was
to help the poorer parishes maintain a public
school system like every other parish in the state.
They can't do it on their local revenue from St.
Helena. They don't have anything up there to tax
but billy goats or cows--a few of them. They
just. ..they don't. ..they could pass a two cent
sales tax and the yield won't amount to any money,
so to speak. So, that was the purpose of the
equalization fund to see that each parish had a

sound financial school system.

Mr. Womack Senator Rayburn, hasn't the basic
philosophy of our educational system been--all
through these years--that we find the money where
the money is, and we distribute so that we can
educate the children where the children are?

Mr. Rayburn That is correct, Mr. Womack.

Further Discussion

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

think we're just approaching this whole thing with
the wrong attitude. I told you yesterday that we
weren't talking about the money, or trying to cut
anybody's school board, or deprive any child of
any education in the State of Louisiana. Then
Senator Rayburn just cited you an example where
the legislature has been appropriating money to
St. Helena school board every year. They don't
have anything over there in St. Helena that they
can put a sales tax on because it's a rural com-
munity. There's no method except what he says--
taxing the billy goats--to raise money over there.
So, the legislature takes care of them. To me,
that's fair. That's the way I think it ought to
be. We're talking about the Section Sixteen lands
in the equalization formula; the severance tax is

also considered in the equalization formula. Let
me give you this example: about thirteen or four-
teen million dollars a year is now derived by
the state from severance taxes in Cameron Parish.
The parish gets back a maximum of two hundred
thousand dollars, as set by law. In a parish
from which is collected, say, three hundred thousand
dollars on severance taxes, that parish still
collects that two hundred thousand because the
maximum amount is two hundred thousand. That's
all they can collect. But, I'm not complaining
about the amount over two thousand--the other
thirteen million eight hundred thousand. Where
does that go? That goes to the State of Louisiana
to provide education for the children of St.
Tammany Parish, St. Helena Parish, and every other
parish. What I approached you on yesterday is what
I thought was trying to correct an inequity that
has been unfair--been unfair. I approached you on
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it rather than the legislature because I think you
are a fair-minded group of people. Those parishes
whose school boards were prudent enough to save
their school sections through thick and thin,
depression, fat years and all--and I've eaten as
much black-eyed peas and cornbread as Senator
Rayburn has--ought to be rewarded for what they
have held onto. We're taking something that belongs
to them. If they decide to sell those sections,
which some parishes have done in the past, the
parish school board is still going to receive the
same amount of money that the legislature appro-
priates. In the past, the legi si ature--and I voted
for some of these things, to give the school
teachers a pay raise, but not provide the money.
Our school board--when they had a little extra
income form the Section Sixteen 1 ands--suppl emented
every pay raise the legislature voted whether the
legislature provided the money or not. They've
also hired additional teachers, and when you hire
more teachers or more personnel than the State
Board recommends, the school board has to bear the
total cost of those employees. The only thing
I'm asking you to do is just be fair. We have saved
our school sections; they're beginning to bring
in a little revenue, and I think that we deserve
to keep it. Let the legislature bear its share of
the burden. I'm in there and I don't vote for
anything against education.

Questions

Mrs . Miller Conway, isn't it true, you take a

parish like East Baton Rouge, it has all the indus-
try settled here; Orleans has a lot of industry;
they have a broad tax base, they have a lot of
things to tax in spite of the exemptions. You
take a parish like Vermilion and Cameron, we have
no industries or much business to tax. So, in
other words, we don't have the millage; we're not
going to be able to generate the school revenue
with millage tax because our property values are
low because they are not just loaded with big
industrial areas to be taxed. So, if they take
this away from us, they are, in fact, taking it.
They already have all the gravy with the industry;
isn't that true?

Mr. LeBleu Yes, ma'am, that's true. I don't know,
I think in California didn't they . . . di dn ' t the
court out there rule that a school district couldn't
impose additional taxes just to provide better
services for the schools--for the children within
that district?

Mrs . Miller Isn't it true, also, that we--down in
these south parishes where most of this revenue
is generated--we have a very unstable soil where
we have a lot more repairs and upkeep on our school
buildings, and that part of it is because of the
type of conditions that generate the oil also
generate the unstable conditions of the soil.

Mr. LeBleu Yes, ma'am. I'd say in Cameron Parish
we have about ninety-five percent marsh and about
five percent high land.

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. LeBleu, isn't it a fact that
the philosophy behind the equalization formula is

to equalize, which means to take some from the rich
parishes and give it to the poor parishes? Isn't
that a fact?

Mr. LeBleu Yes, ma'am.

Mrs. Zerviqon If you don't count the riches of the
rich parishes and say, "I'm really a poor parish
if you don't count all of my riches," then the
philosophy behind the equalization formula is pretty
well shot. Isn't that a fact? The Huey Long
feeling that every child had a right to a free edu-
cation no matter where is pretty well shot; isn't
that so?

Mr. LeBleu Yes, ma'am, and I'm not arguing with
that at all because I think, for instance, Orleans
and Jefferson, as well, contribute a whole lot of

money to the state treasury through taxes, etc.
I'd say, substantially more than what they get back
either in school services or other. They're look-
ing out for the poorer parishes of the state;
I'm not quarreling with that at all.

Mrs. Zerviqon Well, let me ask you one more
question. You keep referring to other parishes
other than your own who didn't manage their lands
well, but sold them, and therefore don't have
these oil revenues. Isn't it a fact that there
are Sixteenth Section lands in a number of parishes
that never had oil under them and, therefore,
produce no revenue or very little?

Mr. LeBleu I suppose so; yes, ma'am.

Mr. Nunez Mr. LeBleu, I notice one of your par-
ishes of Cameron produces eight hundred and seven-
teen thousand dollars annually from a Sixteen
Section. I assume that's mainly from oil, right?

Mr. LeBleu It's primarily from oil. Senator
Nunez, but they do lease sections for hunting,
trapping, in some areas for rice farming; and I

think that farming applies to Mr. Burson's area
over there in Acadia where they...

Mr. Nunez My point, Mr. LeBleu, is when you drill
oil, you create a certa i n . .

.
you bring a certain

number of people into your parish, and there's a

certain des tructi bi 1 i ty that happens to that par-
ish. Isn't that correct? You need schools for
those people who do the drilling, and the pipe-
lines, and the roughnecki ng , and roustabout, and
the crews, etc. Isn't that correct?

Mr. LeBleu Yes , sir. Not only for that, but
to provide all the services, too, for these...

Mr. Nunez Isn't it also correct that it is common
knowledge that we are fast depleting all those
oil reserves down on our coastal areas? Isn't
that correct?

Mr. LeBleu Yes,

.
Mr. Nunez Isn't it true when they finish with
the oil, you're going to have a lot of pipelines
and a lot of destruction, and the only think you'll
have down in Cameron and some of those areas is
shrimp, and crabs, and fish, and you'll be up to
your knees in alligators?

Mr. LeBleu I'd say a little deeper than your
knees. Senator Nunez.

Mr. Jenkins Conway, isn't it true that under
Seantor Rayburn's amendment none of your rents
or royalties would be taken away from Cameron
Parish or any of the other parishes? You would
still keep every cent in rents or royal ties

.

Mr. LeBleu Yes, sir; that's right. Woody. But,
that's only from Section Sixteen lands. Now, what
about all the severance taxes that are gained
from the oil and gas production on every other
acre, not only in Cameron Parish, but every parish
in the state from which the state gets a severance
tax? We're talking about Section Sixteen lands,
and in Cameron Parish, I don't know how many
sections it is, maybe eight or ten, you know.

Mr. Jenkins Well, let me ask you this, Conway,
too: Mrs. Miller referred to the industry in

Baton Rouge and other parishes. But, isn't
it true that because there's a five mill property
tax built into this formula, we don't get addi-
tional monies because of our industry, we get
less. The funds from the state are reduced in

proportion to the industrial taxes that are paid
in this parish. Isn't that correct?

Mr. LeBleu That's right, and, of course, the
school board is limited to five mills. They can
go one, two, three, or four, or f

i

ve--whatever
they want.
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Further Discussion

Mr. Burson Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise in opposition to the amendment to remove Mr.

LeBleu's amendment of yesterday. I do so primarily
because one of the parishes in the representative
district that I represent--Acadia Pari sh--would
be adversely affected by this. But, I do also
because I think that the philosophy behind this
offset is wrong. It reminds me very much of the
fable of the little red hen. If you all recall
that story, the little red hen was very careful
and cautious over the winter, saved up the grain
and was prepared for bad times. The other animals
were not so careful, and then when the bad times
came, they wanted to impose on the little red
hen who had worked very hard while they were all
sleeping to share with them the grain that she had
saved up for the winter. I think you can draw
a parallel directly to this situation. A lot of
school boards across this state gave away their
Sixteenth Section land to timber companies for
a few cents an acre. Now, they would penalize
those school boards that were farsighted enough
to preserve their Sixteenth Section lands. The
assumption has been engaged in most of the ques-
tioning here that Sixteenth Section income is oil
income. That's not true in many cases; it's not
true in the case of Acadia Parish. The primary
source there of Sixteenth Section income is farm
rent. The Sixteenth Section land is rice land,
soybean land that the school board rents out;
they get a percentage of the crop every year. I

submit to you that by offsetting fifty percent
of the income received from Sixteenth Section
land, you are removing the initiative on the part
of the school boards to develop this land to its
fullest potential. Almost all the school boards
still have some of this land. There's no reason
why they shouldn't go out and rent it for agri-
cultural purposes or for other purposes--recrea-
tional purposes, if those apply. But, by penalizing
them for fifty percent of the income that they
receive from this land, you're, in effect, removing
a great deal of the incentive to do that. The
minimum foundation program has been mentioned.
I submit to you, the minimum foundation program
is in an earlier section; it's provided for. We're
providing here that all parishes should have at
least a minimum educational program. But, what
you're doing here, if you eliminate Mr. LeBleu's
amendment, is penalizing those parishes who have
had the initiative and the foresight to develop
the Sixteenth Section land, that I would remind
you was given to every parish in this state to
begin with. When these same parishes, if they
are an oil and gas producing parish, are sending
millions of dollars to the State of Louisiana in
severance tax which has been dedicated solely for
the purpose of education. I ask you for that
reason to reject this amendment and to retain the
concept that Mr. LeBleu had adopted yesterday by
a rather substantial vote.

Questions

Mr. Anzalone Jack, if that little red hen that
you were talking about lived in Tangipahoa or St.
Helena Parish, do you reckon they'd vote up or
down on an amendment like this?

Mr. Burson Probably down, Mr. Anzalone.

Mr. Anzalone How?

Mr. Hayes Mr. Burson, I'm going to ask real
fast, isn't this the responsibility of the state
to try to make education as equal as possible
throughout the state?

Mr. Burson Yes, sir, Mr. Hayes.

Mr. Hayes All right, if a parish does not have
or, in fact, has gotten rid of Sixteen Section
land, is that the responsi bi 1 i ty . . . i s that the
responsibility of the kids in the state or the
rest of the kids in the state? Are you going to

hold them responsible for that--for something some
politician did some time ago?

Mr. Burson Not at all, and we've provided for
a minimum foundation program. But, I would remind
you that these country parishes for the most part
that have income from this Sixteenth Section land
don't get a portion of the millage that East Baton
Rouge Parish, for instnace, collects from all the
industry they've got over here, either. You
might think about that if we're talking about
balancing. I guess if we want to balance, let's
have East Baton Rouge Parish send part of the
income they get from the high millage on industry,
here, and send that out to these other parishes.
If we're going to offset, let's offset all the
income.

Further Discussion

Mr. Morris Mr. Chairman, Mr. Acting Chairman,
ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I hate
to rise opposing my friend. Representative Conway
LeBleu . .

.

Mr. Casey Mr. Morris, just a minute. Delegates,
please take your seats. Please keep your voices
down; break up the little groups.

Mr. Morris I wish to compliment Senator Rayburn
on his amendment. Certainly he has the will,
the knowledge, and he's certainly looking out for
the state at large. I certainly find no fault
with Representative LeBleu for looking out after
his people. However, the rents and leases from
the Sixteenth Section are all figured in a four
part formula in the state equalization program
and, where you have monies that are raised from
the five mill constitutional tax that is collected
in the parish, reflects in that formula. You
have several verities in there, and the least
money is only one. Now, the Sixteenth Section, in

years gone by in Claiborne Parish, other parishes
in the northern part of our state produced a lot
of oil monies that supported south Louisiana
schools, mid Louisiana schools, and what have you.
It's fortunate that parishes do have these incomes.
However, many parishes have dissipated their
incomes in these Sixteenth Sections, and many par-
ishes are not fortunate enough to be. ..their
Sixteenth Section located in an area that is a

revenue producing area. When the Congress of the
United States set up the Sixteenth Section, I

would like to think that they were looking out after
education for everybody--not just education in any
one given area. If you leave the LeBleu amendment
in this article, you are damagi ng--you are damaging
education education in various sections of this
state. I would urge you--I would urge you--to go
along wiht Senator Rayburn's amendment.

I would yield to any questions.

Questions

Mr. Nunez Jimmy, would you mind telling us what
other incomes make up the equalization formula?

Mr. Morris I'd be glad to. Senator Nunez.

Mr. Nunez Would you please elaborate? Just tell
us what other incomes make it up, and how much is

it--the total amount that is di stri bu ted--and
what incomes make it up--what revenues make it up.

Mr. Morris There are four factors in the formula:
one, the number of educables in the parish times
$6.5756365. You multiply the number of educables
times that amount: your five mill constitutional
tax, or what portion is needed of that; your
severance tax; and your rent or lease monies of
school lands--fifty percent only of that--fifty
percent of it.

Mr. Nunez You mentioned the five mill tax and the
Sixteenth Section tax or the lease money, and the
severance. . .
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Mr. Morris I said fifty percent, and I want to

make that di sti ncti on--f i f ty percent of the lease
money

.

Mr. Nunez This severance tax, I assume that the
severance tax which is generally on all state lands
you're talking about is what makes up the bulk
of the state monies that go to the school children
of this state--not this Sixteenth Section. Is

that. .

.

Mr. Morris The severance tax that goes into
this distribution formula amounts--in the year
'72 - ' 73--amoun ted totally in this formula--and
this is the one that picks up the difference--
amounted to roughly four million dollars.

Mr. Nunez How much is the entire distribution?
How much money does the state distribute back to
the school through the equalization formula?

Mr. Morris Total support...

Mr. Nunez Total support.

Mr. Morris Total support for all parishes amounts
to 39.6 million dollars.

Mr. Nunez The majority of that comes from
severance taxes.

Mr. Morris No, it does not. The bulk of it comes
from the five mill constitutional tax which pro-
duces 26.2 million dollars of the total 39.6 million
dollars. The bulk of it comes from the five mill
ad valorem tax. I have this at my desk if anybody
would like to look at it.

Further Discussion

Mr. Aertker Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen of the convention, before I begin to
speak in favor of this amendment, I'd like to
preface my remarks by stating to you just by way
of information that East Baton Rouge Parish which
you see down there as with a zero, happens to have
the Sixteenth Sections that were given it by the
federal government. We haven't had any mismanage-
ment; we haven't sold out anything. We just happen
to have sixteen sections of land that just have
some scrub timber on them and don't happen to have
some black gold flowing underneath it. That's the
problem with East Baton Rouge, and I would have
to presume it's the problem in many other areas
on this. But, this isn't what I really. ..why I

rise in support of this amendment. I think we
really need just a little bit of history of what
has happened in education in the last two decades
in the State of Louisiana. You know, we had a lot
of inequities in education in years gone by, and
fortunately for this state, many people finally
came to realize that we had these inequities. They
finally resolved it and came into the conclusion
that every student, every child in this state,
regardless of whether he lived on a farm or in
a city or in any area, just so long as he lived
in this State of Louisiana was entitled to a minimum
education program. In order to give him that
minimum education program, the state accepted the
responsibility of funding that program. Through
a long period of time and over many years, they
have delevoped a formula which provides for that.
The formula is just as simple as anything. In

theory, it's real simple, and that is: is that we
will take every child in this state and we will
guarantee to him that he is going to get a certain
type of education. He is going to get that
education because he is a citizen and a part of
the State of Louisiana--not because he is a citizen
of East Baton Rouge Parish or because he's a

citizen of Allen Parish or St. Bernard--because he
is a part of Louisiana and, so, therefore, we
are going to provide them. This formula that has
been developed here is In serious jeopardy if you
go ahead and let this amendment that you passed
yesterday remain in this constitution because I

can pursue this philosophy that has occurred here.

and tell you, "All right, if we do this, why don't
we just turn around and put this on the other
foot, then, and say, okay, we'll let East Baton
Rouge keep all of the taxes it collects on its
five mill property tax, which I can tell you is
substantially more than what they would get back.
But, they are assessed in their equalization for
every penny that we collect of that five mills.
We don't get fifty percent of it back like these
other parishes are getting on oil leases, etc.;
we get zero. Every penny of that is credited
against East Baton Rouge Parish--and East Baton
Rouge Parish--with a tax base of about twenty
percent, you can understand--and the properties
that they have--you can understand the amounts
of money that is involved there, that it does
cost. Following that same tax line, I heard it
mentioned here about East Baton Rouge having a

broad tax base, I just would like to ask you folks
where do you think all those taxes that are
collected in East Baton Rouge go to? They go to
the state in the helping to run this state
throughout that. Our sales tax through the state
sales tax and, so, well, all of this goes into
this one common fund and one common pot. But,
I am concerned about two things, and that is that
this represents a real threat to the minimum
foundation program formula as it presently exists.
I think it represents a terrific strain on. ..and
an additional demand upon the state legislature
to just go out and find some more money. I think
that in theory, it contradicts the thing that we
have a concern for a child, whether he's in one
parish or the other. This, the state provides.
The state tells us that we have to pay teachers
a certain amount of salary. We have to provide
a certain amount of program for them. This is

a provision of the foundation and the minimum
foundation program. It was my thought that the
purpose of this constitution was to continue those
programs and to build into those programs those
things that were good. I can tell you this pro-
gram of equalization is good. I heard it mentioned
here that they had a case in California that said
you couldn't provide additional things. The
problem there was that California didn't have a

minimum foundation program. The fact is, in
the Sarantos case, this is what was pointed out
was that local areas just got everything that
they had, and they weren't asked, they wouldn't
share with their surrounding communities and their
surrounding parishes. We either have to make up
our mind in this convention whether we want a

State of East Baton Rouge or a State of Cameron
or State of Allen, or do we want a State of
Louisiana that a constitution will fit all of
them. I tel 1 you that. . .

Questi ons

Mr. Arnette Bob, I'm asking for information on
this. I would like to find out: in the middle
column--in this thing that is passed out--it has
the amount received. Now, does any of that money
go to the state?

Mr. Aertker No, that's exactly as it says; that's
what that parish gets in...

Mr. Arnette The parish keeps all of that money?

Mr. Aertker Yes, sir.

Mr. Arnette Well, what's this column on the right
then?

Mr. Aertker Then, when they are given out of the
equal i zation formula and they look at their pro-
gram, they look there and say "You already have
this million dollars and since you have a million
dollars more than your surrounding neighbors,
obviously you're in better position to support the
minimum program. So, therefore, you are penalized
fifty percent of that amount that you've received,
and you will not receive that from the state."

Mr. Arnette So, in other words, what It is It
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means that you don't get as much welfare from the
state if you have all the income in your parish?

Mr. Aertker That's correct.

But, you're not losing any moneyMr. Arnette
are you?

Mr. Aertker
ahead of the rest of the group.

No, you're still a half million

Mr. Burns Mr. Aertker, what concerns me in all
of this discussion and debate is all centered on
the LeBleu amendment. But, by voting for or against
that amendment, you are either going to vote for
or against the rest of Section 16; is that right?

Mr. Aertker Well, I think that it...I should
maybe might say degenerates into that, yes.

Mr. Burns But, what I mean is it looked like its
gotten to be a case of the tail wagging the dog
by voting on. ..solely on the LeBleu amendment.
You might wind up by voting against Section (A)
and (B) of Section 16, which provides the money
for the operation of the educational system.

Mr. Aertker Well, as from what I see of the
amendment present before us, that the only thing
that is involved in it--as far as I appreciate
it--is that this would eliminate the provision
that the least money would be given a hundred per-
cent and would not be accredited against them in

equalization formula. So, that's the only issue
that I see at stake.

Mr. Burns But. ..one more question: don't we
have to adopt Section 16 that's set forth in the
Rayburn amendment to provide the money for the
operation of the state educational system?

Mr. Aertker

Mr. Burns

Yes , sir.

..not just"the LeBleu amendment.

Mr. Aertker Oh, no. This is just the amendment,
then after that, we would have to go into the
adoption of the section, Mr. Burns.

Mr. Puqh Sir, I'm kind of like Mr. Burns over
there. Isn't the issue crystal clear? Either you
want to take the sixteen lands and distribute the
money throughout the state, or the benefits from
them, or you don't. Really, you know, it's a

crystal clear issue.

Mr. Aertker That's exactly right, Mr. Pugh.

Further Discussion

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
I don't want to be too repetitious in this. But,
I would like to say something with reference to
the Sixteenth Section lands because that's what's
involved here in Mr. LeBleu's amendments. Now,
let me read to you what the amendment was because
that's what is involved in the total situation.
It says "revenues derived from Sixteenth Section
lands shall not be used in any manner in determining
the apportionment of state funds for the support
of public schools to parish school boards." In
other words, you don't take into consideration what
they are getting from Sixteenth Section lands
whatsoever. It so happens that Mr. LeBleu's in
an area where they have been very fortunate with
their Sixteenth Section lands. Now, what is
Sixteenth Section lands? All of the territory in
the whole United States belonged to the federal
government and then it in turn was transferred back
to the respective states. It's divided up into
townships, in each township there is thirty-six
sections. In each township there is one Sixteenth
Section. If that Sixteenth Section falls within
that particular parish, then that parish has that
particular section of six hundred and forty acres
for school purposes. Now, if your parish is a

large parish, it has more Sixteenth Sections than

a small parish does. If your parish happens to be
an oil producing parish, you might get a lot more
income, than you do in some parish who may have
three or four more Sixteenth Section lands in a

smaller parish where the oil producing, but they
don't get as much money, because they don't get
as much revenue from the Sixteenth Section. Or,
if they are a parish who has suddenly had to sell
this section in order to support the schools
because there was no other use they could make the
Sixteenth Section, naturally they don't have any
income from it. Now, at the present time, the
school boards get all of the money--not any of
it is taken away from them. Under the LeBleu
amendment they still get it and the others get
it if we don't pass this and pass Rayburn's amend-
ment. They still retain all, we aren't taking
anything away from them but what has been done
in the past, because we have the children to
educate throughout the whole State of Louisiana--
not just one particular section-- is to take into
consideration all of the funds that the school
board is receiving from all sources. Then, we
have the equalization fund which takes into con-
sideration just one half of what they get from the
Sixteenth Section lands--that's what's involved
here. You only take in one-half of it in con-
sideration of that together with what they get
from the severance tax and the other to make up
the equalization fund to be sure that each school
board has enough money for a minimum educational
program-- that ' s what's involved here. So, we're
not taking anything away from any school board
by this fund. The only thing is, we're just
taking into consideration how much they get in
allocating the other funds. Therefore, I ask
you to support this amendment of Senator Rayburn's,
so that we can have good education for all the
Chi ldren--not just for the favorite few.

Questions

Mr. Lowe Senator De Blieux, this is ("did you
realize question?") So, did you realize that as
I appreciate this amendment, that it's trying to
solve some inequity? Well, let me give you an
example of the inequity that could exist if this
amendment is passed. Part of the equalization
formula is made up of severance taxes and, at the
moment, Acadia Parish, for ins tance--whi ch was
alluded to by one of the del ega tes--recei ves in
severance taxes one hundred and twenty thousand
dollars, and they have sixteen thousand students.
So, that means they receive seven hundred and
fifty dollars per student. Now, in Cameron, the
severance taxes that comes from statewide funds,
there is seventy thousand that goes to Cameron
and they have two thousand three hundred students.
So, they are receiving thirty dollars per student.
Now, in East Baton Rouge, they receive forty
cents per student. Now, in Orleans, they receive
just a little over one cent per student. Now,
if this amendment is passed, then we'll do away
with the income from Sixteenth Section lands
which means that that money will apparently have
to be made up from severance taxes. Now, if that
happens, that means that this four hundred and
twenty thousand dollars that will have to go to
Cameron from severance taxes. Now, with two
thousand students and another four hundred and
twenty thousand dollars added to the seventy,
that's five hundred and ten, that means Cameron
would be receiving one thousand seven hundred
and thirty thousand dollars per student--one
thousand seven hundred and thirty thousand dollars
per student from the severance taxes while Orleans
would be receiving just a little over one cent
per student. So, you think that adopting this
amendment could possibly solve any inequities or
create more inequities?

Mr . De Blieux Adopting the amendment we have
here will certainly keep from creating more in-
equities than we have got, Mr. Lowe, because
that's what's involved. We are trying to get rid
of Mr. LeBleu's amendment which created, in my
opinion, a lot more inequities than what we would
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have; that' s right.

Mr. Lowe So, you agree that if we kill the amend-
ment, we are at least staying more equitable than
we are if we adopt it.

Mr. De Blieux That's right. I agree.

Mr. LeBleu Senator De Blieux, I believe you have
stated from the podium that these school sections
were originally given by the federal government
to provide education. Is that right?

Mr . De Blieux That's right. Now, in this one...

Mr. LeBleu Now, wait a minute, wait a minute.
Let me ask you a question. Were they given to the
parish, to each particular parish, or were they
given to the state?

Mr. De Blieux They were given to the parishes
through the states because they...

Mr. LeBleu What for? What for? Why did you
answer? What was the answer you gave up there
awhile ago?

Mr . De Bl i eux They were given for educational
purposes , and you . . .

Mr. LeBleu Were they given to the state or were
they given to the parish?

Mr. De Blieux Well, you still get them. You get
all the revenues from them, nobody is taking that
away from you.

Mr. LeBleu Only half, that's all.

Mr . De Blieux No, we're just taking into con-
sideration half of it, in the approachment of the
other amount of money that we have, Mr. LeBleu,
that's all; you don't want us to take that into
consideration. This just says it all it should
be taken into consideration.

Mr. Lanier Senator De Blieux, don't many school
boards have a sales tax?

Mr. De Blieux Yes, they do.

Mr. Lanier Does the one here in Baton Rouge have
it?

Mr. De Blieux That's right.

Mr. Lanier Don't you think that Baton Rouge
probably gets an awful lot of money off the sales
tax?

Mr. De Blieux They do and that's taken into con-
sideration the allocation and equalization funds.

Mr. Lanier The sales tax?

Mr. De Blieux Oh, yes, since you have to take
into consideration of all the funds and allocation
of this extra money--this is the extra equalization
f ormul a

.

Mrs. Warren I wanted to ask Mr. Burson this
question , but I didn't get recognized. Mr. Burson
made a statement about the little red hen and,
of course, I'm familiar with that story "The
Little Red Hen," but what connection could you
see here? From listening, nobody seems to work
for anything, it looked like it was a gift. Could
you tell me the connection?

Mr. De Blieux Well, I can't see the connection
because sometimes the Sixteenth Sections don't
bring in any revenues.

Further Discussion

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of
the convention, I rise in support of the Rayburn
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amendment. Let me preface my remarks with this
statement: there is no member of the legislator
or this convention that I have more respect for
than I do my good friend, Conway. This is one of
the few occasions that I have had to oppose a

proposal that he had submitted. I voted against
it yesterday. I think it was passed, because I

don't think the si gni f

i

cance . . . the implications
were fully understood by the convention. I

think there is a better understanding this morning,
but let me bring just a couple of points to your
attention. We are down here to draw a constitu-
tion to be submitted to the people for the State
of Louisiana, not for sixty-four individual school
boards. When I came to the legislature, and I

am a freshman member of the legislature; and when
I came here in 1972 for the first regular session;
when I returned and had the opportunity to speak
to several civic groups, they asked me, "What
was the most important think that I observed in
the operation of the legislature?" I had no
hesitancy in answering that question in this way,
that the major business of the State of Louisiana
has the least representation. When I said "major
business," I was speaking of this State of Louisiana
itself. Unfortunately, in the legislature and
I'm afraid that we are doing it here--and I mean
nothing personal about it. We are looking after
our own individual interest. We are losing com-
pletely the statewide perspective that a convention
to draft a constitution must use. We must use a

statewide perspective and not a individual school
board perspective. Now, several of the speakers
have said that some of the school boards have
given away their lands. I voted for Mr. LeBleu's
motion to grant additional time so that I could
secure that information. I know that in my parti-
cular parish and in several other parishes, they
have not disposed of all of their Sixteenth Section
of land. Our revenues in Webster Parish are
some eight hundred dollars a year, I think, is
about what it amounts to. But, let me bring this
to your attention. As Senator Rayburn so well
set forth when he presented this amendment, if
this amendment is not adopted which, in effect, all
it does is delete the LeBleu amendment that was
adopted, and I think adopted through error yester-
day. It will mean that the legislature is going
to have to find somewhere two million six hundred
and sixty thousand dollars to give our school
boards the same amount they are receiving now.
I think that the public school system is under-
financed to begin with and to put the legislature
and the state in the position of having to find
in excess of two and a half million to maintain the
present formula is unfair. As I said, please,
let's look at this on a statewide perspective.
Now, one of the other speakers said that what this
does it removes the incentive for any school board
to derive revenues from their Sixteenth Section
of land, that is, a complete fallacy because those
school boards do get an excess of fifty percent
of whatever revenues they derive from those lands.
My parish in the past and is still a fairly high
producing oil and gas parish, that does not mean
that we should receive any more money. The idea
of this whole thing--and I'm afraid we have lost
sight of it in adopting the LeBleu amendment--i s

to give every school child an equal advantage for
an equal education. If we do not adopt this
amendment, we have failed in that obligation and
duty to the school children of the State of
Loui si ana .

In closing it says that. ..some of our speakers
said that those who have kept them should be
rewarded, many have kept them and cannot be re-
warded because they are unproductive. Let me re-
peat one more time. Let's do something for the
state school system, adopt this amendment, and I

think we have put the state in a position where we
can see that each child gets the education that
they are entitled to. Thank you.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion
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Mr. Weiss Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm
amused at the intense interest and excitement over
a little thing like money. But, I can see where
Senator Rayburn is very concerned about this, be-
cause he would have to come up with some matter
of equalization formula if this LeBleu amendment,
as was so wisely passed yesterday, remains in

effect. Here is a story in my education of this
subject, I would like to pass it on to you for
consideration. First of all, the equalization
formula is entirely a product of the state legis-
lature. Second, if this one sixteenth land was
given by the federal government to the parishes
to dispose of it as it saw fit, but for educational
purposes. Many of them, I understand, during the
depression preferred to sell it, even St. Mary...
St. Helena, where the center of the short leaf
pine industry is. If they had that land today,
I'm sure they would have a nice income for their
public schools if they care to. ..to use it for
that purpose. But, in the event it was given
carte blanche by the federal government for the
parishes to use. Now, what really is the picture?
We are talking about a very fractional amount of
money which would be left within the parishes and
it comes to exact ly--now, listen, fellow delegates,
to this f

i

gure--four-tenths of one percent of the
total budget for public education in the State of
Loiiisiana. We are speaking of one-half of that
amount, two-tenths of one percent. The thing that
amazes me is the intimate concern that the educators
have for less than one-half of one percent of funds
that would be available to them. I could only
say that I wish our school board and the school
districts throughout the state were as interested
and as concerned in saving one-half of one percent
as they are about the possible so-called loss.
Now, let's evaluate the loss. First of all, there
is no loss. The equalization formula sets a mini-
mum standard--and by the way, I can only interject
at this point--that the minimum standard that we
have created here in Louisiana is not in California
and not in Illinois where the finest educational
systems in the whole country exist, according
to our educators. So, it's a bit confusing as to
interpret what they mean as to minimum foundation
programs when other fine states in our country
do not have this type of legislation or super-
legislation in their constitution. But, be that
as it may, the minimum program is established on
an equalization formula basis--which Senator
Rayburn is so concerned about--because it is his
committee that must get the funds for this purpose.
Frankly, I would like to see the cost of education
reduced and this is one way of knocking off two-
tenths of one percent on a seven hundred and eighty
million dollar operation in the State of Louisiana,
three quarters of a billion dollars goes to this.
So 1ri reality, and I'll have to be honest with you
as Senator Rayburn and Conway LeBleu have been,
I'll have to be honest, it really doesn't make a

lot of difference how you vote on this as far as
I'm concerned. I know how I will vote. But, let
me tell you what happened for those of you that
don't remember. In 1952 Cameron threatened to
secede from Louisiana. Cameron Parish threatened
to secede from Louisiana. This is a fact and
really it's a sad situation that it had to
threaten the legislature at that time. Yes, it
almost seceded from Louisiana and went to Texas,
fellow delegates, almost by a vote of the people
and if the legislature had let them go, they
would have gone. And I'll tell you why because
of the fabulous amount of money that Cameron is
providing to the till here in Louisiana for welfare
purposes and getting not a copper cent and at that
time, all they wanted was a highway to get out of
that area in case they got wet. Two years later,
the hurricane, Audrey, struck there and five
hundred people lost their lives. Now, are we
talking about education or lives, I ask you? Our
mellow, meek and very potent senator from Cameron,
Mr. LeBleu, has failed to mention this to you, but
I would like to bring it to your attention. They
almost successfully seceded and maybe they would
have been wise seceding, they wouldn't have this
thing come up. But, in any event, I'm voting for

it. I hope you'll do. ..against Senator Rayburn's
and for Conway LeBleu's. I think that the home
rule order of the state, the home parish. Thank
you .

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

80-32. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Personal Privilege

Mr. LeBleu Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, after
so many people trooped up here and said that they
were my friends and then the way the vote turns
out, I certainly don't need any enemies.

iPrevious Question ordered on the
Section. Section passed: 95-17.
Motion to reconsider tabled.
Motion for the Previous Question
on the Proposal.']

Reading of the Pending Amendments

Mr. Poynter Mr. Juneau and Mrs. Corne have
an amendment adding a proposed section: "Right
to Preserve Linguistic and Cultural Heritage.
Right of the people of the state to preserve,
foster and promote their respective historic
linguistic and cultural heritage which still exists
in substantial form as recognized." Different
amendment than offered on yesterday.

Mr. Conroy has an amendment which would propose
to add a section relative to new appointments
to boards and making new appointments to a board
established by Section 7, 8, or 9 of the article:
"The governor shall consider appropriate repre-
sentation on that board by graduates of the
respective institutions under control of that
board .

"

Now, Mr. Aertker, you're not going with the
post-section that you had? All right, so, those
are the only two I have at the moment.

{^Previous Question ordered; 60-49.]

Closing

Mr. Aertker Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, we have finally come to the
end of our deliberations as far as this article
is concerned. But, I just thought that I would
just kind of point out just some of the savant
features of this whole proposal just to make sure
that we do understand the purpose of the article
that we have presented to you for your considera-
tion. We listened to hundreds of hours of input
of people involved in public education throughout
this state. We feel that with the creation of
the two boards that we have--and I frankly consider
it just two boards--because they do control edu-
cation in this state. I do know that the Board
of Education which will handle all of elementary
and secondary education represents the thinking
of the people in elementary and secondary educa-
tion. We firmly believe that with the approval
of this article, that we in elementary and
secondary education have finally found a place to
go, and a place to get some problems resolved,
and a place to move forward in education in the
elementary-secondary level. By the same token,
I am firmly convinced that by the creation of
the Board of Regents, we have taken a step forward
in higher education that will keep in higher
education two basic things. That is, that all
of higher educati on--and I repeat--all of higher
education, every college, every university in
this state will be under one board. That board
will have the responsibility of handling all of
the budgetary matters, all of the financial matters,
and all of the curriculum matters, and all of the
program matters. I tell you, when a board has
that type of power and that type of control, it
has all of education in its hands. This board
has a specified responsibility spelled out in
this article that they will develop a formula and
that formula will be for the equitable distribution
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of funds according to that formula that they will
recognize and consider many factors in. But, at
least, every body will come into that board to-
gether. That board will go to the legislature as

a unified request. I think that the clarification
that will result from all of these school systems
being able to be treated as one body in their basic
request to the state legislature, represents a

tremendous step forward and a tremendous step
toward progress. We have many things that are
included in here. We have a method of funding.
We have those basic principles involved in educa-
tion. We feel that this proposal while it will
never, it will never satisfy everyone, just as
every other proposal, just as the proposal on
Revenue and Taxation, just as the proposal on
Local and Parochial Government, and on the Execu-
tive Branch, and on the Legislative Branch. We
have proposed something that we feel marks and
indicates a decided improvement in public education
for the State of Louisiana. I ask that you give
some serious thought to the favorable adoption
of this. I point out to you, that this does place
education in the area to where they will be able
to provide the attention and the time to the
different areas of education that deserve the con-
sideration and the time. I think that those areas
of local management have been provided for to
the extent that they will be able to have a much
better type of day-by-day operation at all of our
state universities and colleges. I, at this time,
ask for your favorable consideration.

\_Record Quorum Call: 109 delegates
present and a quorum. Proposal
passed: 71-42. Motion to reconsider
pendi ng

.

]

Personal Privilege

Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, delegates, I resent
very much the moving of the previous question in
order to preclude the opponents from speaking on
the proposal. By moving the previous question,
you are permitting the supporters to speak, but
you are silencing those who oppose. I do not
feel that that is fair. Both sides should be
heard. I have no objections to limiting debate.
But I feel that that type of thing will kill the
constitution. I, for one, resent it. I cannot
accept the proposal. It is unacceptable to me,
and to the people who elected me. But, had I

been permitted to speak, I would have been in a

better position to accept that which I oppose.
Now, I cannot accept it, nor the constitution.

Thank you, delegates.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Roemer Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I,

too, rise on the point of personal privilege at a

somewhat unhappy moment in my life. I speak not
just to you, but the people that chose me to repre-
sent them in this constitution. It's my personal
opinion, and perhaps I share it alone, that we
have just written the most ill-conceived article
possible in a new cons ti tution--chocked full of
statutory material; chocked full of structure that
may or may not work; center around a board that it
was described by the proponents of this article as
the single, most powerful influence in education
in this state for tomorrow. It will be that. A
board that was described that had the educational
system of this state in its hands--and I can tell
you in whose hands that board is--a totally,
completely, one hundred percent appointed board
is in the hands of the people that do the appoint-
ing. Now, you can write it down, you can book
it. It ain't right. Now, I will not say that I

will oppose this constitution. But I have a

message from my people that elected me in the first
primary to do the best I can. I tell you back
home, I will continue to do the best I can. But
as far as I'm concerned, the deal is off. I am
not committee to this new constitution. I am
only committed to do the best I can. When I go
home and look at it all, maybe I can support it.
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God, I hope so. But, as far as I'm concerned,
I'm very, very shaken as of this moment.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Chatelain Mr. Chairman and delegates, I,

too, rise to make a statement that I feel I must
make. I will work from this day forward, until
the day that the election day--to try to sell
this constitution. I think it's far better than
the one we now have. But, I say this to you, my
fellow delegates, and particularly you, Mr.
Huntington Odom, LSU group, Mr. Victor Bussie and
your fine people, you have a job cut out for
yourselves. You have won this battle. But,
I'm very fearful that you are going to lose the
war. I feel that particularly from the area that
I hail from in South Louisiana, that this is
going to set us back a great deal. However, my
feelings, as I said at the outset, I will try to
sell. But, I'm going to have some miserable
days ahead of me. I'm going to hesitate to go
out on the streets in the city of Lafayette because
I know what is in...! know what is in view for
me. I know what I will be looking at--some very
disgruntled and unhappy people. I hope that you
forces that have won the battle today will get
out and fight with the diligence, and with the
hard f i ght. .. fought battle that you fought here
in this constitutional convention in this great
day of nineteen hundred and seventy-three, because
you are going to need it. You're going to need
this kind of fight on your hands. I think that
the LSU forces can win this battle, or win this
war if they get out and fight. But, you, too,
have a job. I challenge you with a job. You
have won this battle. But, I challenge you to
go out and work--and work with the same way you
worked here--to sell this constitution.

Thank you.

Mr. Henry Since none of us have heard any
speeches lately, I'm sure we'll all enjoy these
personal pri vi 1 eges

.

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

•Mr. Leithman Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

feel very badly about this proposal, the way it

has been adopted. I tried my best to convey to

you the thoughts and the ideas of the professional
educators around the state--the people dealing
with educa ti on--and apparently the arguments that
I advanced to you weren't sufficient to convince
you of how things are expected to go in education.
I feel that we killed the constitution. This is

my personal opinion in speaking to those persons
in education. I don't see in any way that the
majority of those persons can go with this con-
stitution the way we turned out this proposal on
education.

Personally, I'm not going to make any comment
whether I'm going to go for this constitution or
not at this time. I can say that I'm uncommitted.
I feel that strongly about it. I feel the other
legislators around this country, when they read
this proposal that we turn out, certainly can look
at us with laughter--wi th 1 aughter--because we
have been meeting routinely with those bodies that
are rewriting constitutions. I know that and I've
gained the philosophy that they have advanced in

their constitutions. So, I feel that this is, this
is really--if none of the other articles did--this
drove the nail in our constitution. I feel very
badly about it because I know you folks, whether
you voted for it or against it, I know you worked
very sincerely and very diligently. Perhaps
persons assisted me, or the other side of the
proposition, failed to project the argument well
enough. So, I accept part of the blame. However,
I just think we have a very, very, very bad article
on education.

Thank you.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Juneau Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I
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won't take up much of your time. I've kind of
been a maverick on this particular article since
the start. You know, I'll tell you at the onset
that I am different from the LSU system in this
regard. I'm going to support this constitution
because I think on balance, it's better than the
one we have. I do not think that the education
article on balance is better than what we have.
I will, though, and I do not believe in giving
up the ship because you gonna .. .we ' re going to
live with this problem for another two months.
Let me tell you on balance that when we consider
this constitution and bring it to the people,
we've got to pass it. We have compromised, and
I have compromised. I believe that is the demo-
cratic system. Every article in this constitution,
save and except one--and, let me tell you that if
it dies--if it dies, which God help us, I hope
it does not, let the day rule when you say we
might have gone a little bit too far. The reason
why I'm saying this is not because I'm not going
to support it because I am. But I'm telling you
that the mechanism I want you to examine the
people that you represent--not the boards, not
the alumni associa tions--but the people you repre-
sent, and you ask them how they feel. God help
us before we end this job in January, 1974, you
will want to, through some mechanism of this
convention, reconsider this problem. Let me tell
you, when you talk to your people, will you please
tell them this, that on one day, on November 13,
1973, this convention decided for the children
of this state that by a vote of 80 to 18, you're
going to have eight elected public officials and
three appointed. So be it. On that very same
day, when we get to higher education, you voted
by a vote--and listen to this carefully--a vote
by 69 to 46 to do the very same thing in the field
of higher education. Through the divine revela-
tion as reflected by Mr. Duval one day, as he
used the word, on the very next day, we voted by
a miraculous vote of 62 to 44 to have 15 appointed
by the governor. I just want you to examine that
because that question is going to be put to you.
I can't give the answer. I started from the
beginning of this constitution with the concept
I'd be willing to take it all out. That wasn't
the will of this convention. We got down to the
end and I said, "Gentlemen of the LSU system, we
have got a problem. You have got to give when
you're talking about passing a document to the
people. You haven't given one inch; not one
inch. You rejected the board's other schools.
Well, so be it." So, we got down to the point,
and much further than I thought we had to go, get
it eight elected and seven appointed. Privately,
some people said, "You know, that's really not
too bad. But, the holy alliance has been made."
Well, then, when they ask you who the holy
alliance. ..I mean you people in East Baton Rouge,
and you people in Caddo. ..you answer that question
and then see what the response is.

So, what I'm telling you in conclusion, I do
not believe in giving up. I'm going to support
this constitution because on balance, I think
it's better. I think this particular section is
worse. So, what I'm telling you is to talk to
your people. I plead with you to reconsider be-
cause remember, you don't want to kill a whole
document over something that can be, in my opinion,
corrected by a very, very small compromise, and
not a technical amendment, but one that I think is
more representative of the people.

Thank you very much.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Bergeron Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, I rise to tell you that I will support the
new constitution because I respect the will of the
majority of the delegates. I have the highest
regard for the integrity of each and every one
of you. Although I will say on the outset of
the convention that we, the delegates of CC/'73
had a strong feeling for electing our officials.
I'm looking over the number of appointments we have,
and I list over sixty appointments in the education

article. I don't see how this number can be justi-
fied. I don't see who these appoi ntments-- I don't
see how these appointments can be responsive to the
people. I don't see how they will be answerable
to the people. I feel that the educational article
which we devised is not a good education article.
I think we worked very hard. I know every one
of us casted our votes on our conscience. But,
ladies and gentlemen, I feel that we've made a

mistake today. Of course, it's only one delegate's
opinion, and I was in the minority.

I will say, as I have said, though, that we
are a deliberative body, and we're working under
a democratic manner; that the will of the majority
will exist. I will abide by that will. But,
when we go home over the Thanksgiving holidays,
I'd like you to talk to your neighbors and talk
to your friends and just see which sentiment
they have for electing over--appoi nt i ng over sixty
members in the education article alone.

Thank you.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Personal Privilege

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, I believe
this is the second time I've spoken on personal
privilege. I'm sorry to have to. But, I feel
it should be done. Saturdays are the days this
convention says things that are wrong. I'm not
going to call names, but I think it is entirely
wrong to get up here and talk about at this stage,
defeating this whole constitution because of a

few things certain delegates don't like. Now,
the things that have been printed so far that
we've finalized, have been, naturally, and have
to be by a majori ty--and a lot of them by a big
majority. As a whole, this is a good constitution
to date, in my opinion. It would be very unusual
for anyone to like everything. You'd have to be

some kind of a nut or telling a lie if you did.
But, as a whole, I think if you took a ballot,
nearly everybody would agree it is. Nobody is

perfect. Now, let's quit bad-mouthing whether
it be for publicity or otherwise, what's been
done. There's a lot of difference of opinion.
I'm frank enough to admit there's several things
that were adopted that I spoke against. Since I

learned a little more, if they came up again, I

would change my position. Now, let's don't lose
sight of this fact. The present constitution of
1921 as amended, is so out of date it is not
workable. We cannot operate under it. So, we
are getting as good a vehicle for a constitution
as we can. Quit bad-mouthing it. That's no way
to be a real man or a real woman. We're down
here and we're using a lot of time. We're going
to come up with what's the best we can, and try
to get it adopted. That will be the best for the
people. If there are mistakes in it after it's
adopted by the people, they can correct them
with another constitutional amendment as much as
they hate to have constitutional amendments.

Now, let me tell you this, and I'm going to
close in a minute. I talked in the last three
months to over a hundred lawyers, and not a one
of them has read the Constitution of 1921 as
amended from cover to cover. It's too cumbersome.
It's too outmoded. It's under. ..not understandable.
Now, we are going to come up with a much, much
briefer const i tution--up-to-da te , better worded,
gone over by Styling and Drafting, and by people
that know how to put things in proper order. We're
going to have a constitution, if they adopt it,
that people will understand. You're going to find
that a law student studying it is going to read
it from cover to cover. You're going to find all
lawyers do it. You're going to find a layman with
a little instruction will be able to understand
it all. Now, let's don't bad-mouth something
that's going to turn out to be good. Nothing is

perfect. The 1921 one didn't have to be submitted
to the people. They agreed ahead of time to
swallow it. This has been above board, and the
people are going to vote on it. Let's at least
wait till it's through with before we start talking
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against this thing.
I ask that this kind of stuff stop. It's every

Saturday that the bad things happen here. Thank
you.

Personal Privilege

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Chairman and delegates, it

says in the Bible, "What man when his son asks for
bread would offer him a stone?" I've met that
man in the person of the LSI) Board and the LSU
Alumni Association. LSU-N.O. is the adolescent
son of the LSU System. LSU-N.O. asked only to be
taken into the f ami ly. .. only to sit at the table
and have one crumb, and we were refused, and rudely
refused. LSU-N.O. is not out to kill the system.
LSU-N.O. is part of a system. But it is a system.
It is not one campus. It is a far-flung system.
Let us not forget that. I rise to ask you a

question. What am I to tell the people in New
Orleans who are interested in LSU-N.O.? What am
I to tell them about the attitude of the delegates
in the ma jori ty-- the seventy-one toward them?
What am I to tell them about their chances of
joining the family in the future? Of sitting
at the table? Of participating? No one entity
needs a constitution more than the city of New
Orleans--no one. I would love to see a new con-
stitution. But, how am I going to explain to
the people that are interested in LSU-N.O. joining
the LSU System, where they stand, and why? I beg
the seventy-one of you to explain to the forty-
two of us where we stand. We put a year of our
lives in as you have. We want to be together on
this. On other subject matters we've worked out
compromises satisfactory to both sides. There is

still time to do that in this instance. I beg
of you to put your energies into a suitable com-
promi se.

Thank you.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Champagne Fellow delegates, I rise to
announce to you that I make no apologies for my
vote on this proposal. At the outset of this
convention when one of the proposals did not go

as I thought it should, and I was somewhat resent-
ful, one of my fellow delegates reminded me that
what you have to do is look at the overall picture
in comparison to what you have--not what, perhaps,
you want. I did that, and today I suggest to you
before you go off in fits of anger and disappoint-
ment--and di sappoi ntment--tha t you do that your-
selves. You look over the entire picture and
compare it. Take a walk and reflect and judge
yourselves. Is what we have better than what we
had before? On basis of that, I suggest you make
your recommendations to your people. The people
who sent me here, sent me to do what I thought
best. I want you all to know that I have done
what I thought best. I want you also to know that
I stand ready at all times, at any place, to defend
my decision for what I thought was best. Those
of you who think, perhaps, you cannot explain, I

offer you my assistance. I shall face anyone in
defense of what I have done today. I hope that
you shall have the courage to do likewise.

I thank you.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Smith Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this
is the first time I've ever been on personal
privilege and probably will be the last. I'm not
aggrieved except the fact I'm aggrieved at some of
these delegates. Getting up here like Mr. Jack
says and bad-mouthing, they're not going to vote
for the constitution because they don't like some
of the things that's in it. I don't either, but
I voted for every proposal; I didn't like some
of them. I've been served in the legislature, I've
lost some and won some. But, I don't think we
should get up here--we're having enough trouble
as it is. I've spent one year of my life down
here and I'm 68 years old, and I don't have many
more. I have no political aspirations, but I'm
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trying to write a constitution which will be so
much better than what we have now. I think it ill
behooves these delegates to come down here to this
microphone and say they're not going to support
the constitution because they don't like some of
the things in it, and I resent it. I feel like
we all ought to get out here and try to sell the
thing. I think the newspapers ought to help us.
It's some things in here that we don't like, and
it's going to be some more. But, gentlemen, let's
get down and wri te . . . f i ni sh writing the constitu-
tion. I hate to get up here for this short time,
I know we're trying to get this thing through,
but I did want to say these few words, and I don't
think I'll get up here any more. I thank you.

Personal Pr i vi 1 ege

Mr. Kelly Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, first, I think, I'd like to

thank those people who fought the battle on our
sides. I might add, to some of the speakers that
have been up here before, I certainly respect the
vote cast by every member in here. We fought
battles before, and I'm sure most of you here have
fought other kinds of battles than political battles.
I mean you win some and lose some, and that's the
way it goes. I don't begrudge anybody the right
to cast their vote and reflect their thinking
through the voting process, and I hope everybody
feels that way. Also, concerning some of the
things that have been said up at this podium earlier
today, there's no question about it; it's created
this article. I think it's a bad article; 1 can't
help but feel that way. But, I think that what
we're going to have to do is lay this aside, and
come on back because we've got a lot of other
business to take care of. The people that have
gotten so excited about this arti cl e--

I
' ve been

very excited about it myself--but we're going to
have to lay that aside at this particular time.
I'm not here to voice any opinion as to whether or
not this constitution will pass or fail. I can
say, and I will say, that in our particular area
or in my particular area, I've now got my work
cut out for me, if such is the job that I decide
to do. For some of you folks that are offering all

this gratuitous help I might add that up in my
area we'll probably be for sure calling on you.
But, at this particular time. ..at this particular
moment--and I might add I don't ever give up--but
at this particular moment let's go on and lay it

aside and go on about the work of this convention.

Personal Privilege

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, I was just sitting in my
seat and I was attempting in my own way to analyze
various remarks here on the platform. Then, what
I way was a reflection of the many times of frus-'
tration, and at the same time, the many times of
satisfaction that I've had in this .convention. I

suggest representing and I feel as though I would
like to be considered representing a significant
segment of the voters of this state who must also
vote on here that in some of the articles I have
been tremendously dissatisfied, and some of the
articles I felt that I have made some accomplish-
ment. I'm not prepared at this point to suggest
to any delegate or to any voter that what we've
done here today or elsewhere is fruitless. I sug-
gest to you that I have adopted a position; a

position that sometimes is very painful. My posi-
tion is that I want to look at this document in

terms of progress. I want to review this document
in terms of what has been afforded in the past
to all the people. I suggest to you that some of
the positions that are taken on this document that
I've taken that position on many documents, and
all over in true candor and true sincerity, that
I do believe, as Welborn Jack says, that I don't
intend to because I have lost some tremendous
battles--and most of you know I have lost battles
and wars, --but I do not contend to muddy the water
in order to write a document solely designed for...
by Johnny Jackson, Jr.
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Chairman Henry in the Chair

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, for
those of you that have to go home and don't know
what you're going to tell the people, I wish you
would tell them this for Lantz Womack, "I have
been, am, and will continue to be a very, very
strong supporter of L.S.U. and the L.S.U. system."
For those that, in the Louisiana Tech area that
don't know what to tell them, you can tell them for
me that not only did I single-handedly provide
something that they almost had to have to survive,
and make progress, by running a bluff over some
leaders in the Senate--! don't know whether I

could have done what I intended or not--but at
least I got by with the sandy. You can tell them,
those at Northeast, I gave them something in a

maneuver one time that they wouldn't have had, and
it was a sizable sum. For those from Lake Charles,
you can remind them that a few years ago when they
had been cut out of a good many thousand dollars
that they should have had, that I'm the one that
asked the House not to accept the Senate amendments
in the general appropriation bill, and to throw
it in a stacked conference committee which we
stacked, we corrected it, gave the money to
McNeese it should have had. We took some away
from Southwestern they shouldn't have had. Then,
I went back and told the leaders from Southwestern
in the House how to get their money in another
manner that still gave them something that they
shouldn't have had when you compare it to everybody
else. For those in the New Orleans area and that
you can tell them for me that I'm one that voted
for every tax conceivable that's been offered in

order to give them what they have today, when a

number of their local people fought those taxes to
give them what they had. So, I think, when you
balance this thing out and look around there is

enough stories that you can give everybody just a

little of it. Now, we've got probably one of the
best states in the nation. We have more personal
benefits in this state than any place in the nation,
and I don't know if our relationship to our fellow-
man is not as good if not better, or cross the
board, than any state in the nation. We've got
room for progress, we're going to make progress.
We're going to take care of every institution in
this state to the best of our ability according to
the money. One last thing, it seems that a lot of
the confusion has come about because certain insti-
tutions didn't get their share of the appropriation
for higher education. I can tell you now, if you
had backed out, the high cost courses; the medical
school, dental school, vet school, the doctoral
degrees, and put them on the same basis--put L.S.U.
on the same basis you did the average of the other
state institutions in last year's budget--they would
have gotten approximately one million dollars
more money than they did get on a student credit
hour basis. Back out also the approximately one
thousand people involved in agricultural extension
experiment stations, etc., we have run these
figures. But, anytime you want to take a set of
figures that is prone to go to one particular place
they can compare them with somebody else and show
a deficiency. I think that we're going to make
progress that the document we have passed while it
wasn't everything I wanted, I voted against some
sections, in fact, about a third of the sections
that w've adopted at this time; I voted against
because there was things in there I didn't like.
There's going to be something in the end I don't
like, but keep in mind that Louisiana has more
sacred cows than all the other states put together.
That means that we have got to do an enormous amount
of compromising in order to make progress. Thank
you.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Burns Mr. Chairman, thank you, and fellow
delegates, I just wanted to get up here for one or
two minutes because as Jasper Smith said about his
age I'm a little his senior and you'll find as you

get along in life every year becomes a little more
precious. I would certainly hate to think that as
precious as they are to me now that I've wasted
a whole year up here on this convention. I'd
like to say that I suffered some setbacks during
this convention which at the time I was. ..in two
instances resentful. But, as we go along you will
find that you're going to win some and you're
going to lose some. I believe you find that my
record that I've never voted on any Issue against
an elective board or an elective official, and
I intend to continue to vote that way until the
end of this convention. On the other hand, the
record will show that I never voted against a

section or I never voted against an article when
it came up for final adoption, and that's what I

did in this particular case, I voted on every sec-
tion in this Educational Article in favor of the
election of the boards and the election of the
superintendent. But, ladies and gentlemen let's
get together or stay together and work together
as a team and put this constitution over. People
ask me what are we doing up here or what kind of
constitution we're writing and my uniform answer
is, "just wait until we get finished and you'll
see how much superior it is to our present consti-
tution." So, let's put aside our little differences
and temporary setbacks and work together from now
on as a team to put this constitution over with
the people of the state. Thank you.

[jVfotion to revert to other orders
adopted without objection . Motion
to take Committee Proposal No. 14
out of its regular order adopted
without objection,^

Personal Privilege

Mr. Goldman Fellow delegates, would you all
please, would you all please, I'm going to ask you,
I don't know if this is the prerogative of the
Chairman or not, I'm going to ask you to please
stop moving around and listen to me, because I

don't want to waste time, I hesitated asking for
this personal privilege; listened to all the
others, but I think it's necessary because among
all the others, this was not brought out. I've
attended a number of seminars before this Consti-
tutional Conventi on-- I had no idea I'd be a delegate
to the convention, but naturally, I was interested
in the new cons ti tu ti on--whi ch I hope every citi-
zen of this state will be interested in. During
these seminars I learned that out of nine new
constitutions presented to the people of various
states in the last few years one passed, and the
one that passed had some alternatives to some of
the articles. Nobody up to now has brought up
the idea of having an alternative to this Educational
Article, and I'd like for you to think about that.
In the many talks that I've made to many groups in

the last few days I had no idea that there wouldn't
be any alternatives at all, and I practically
promised many of them that in the Educational
Section of this constitution we would have an
alternative. I don't know how to go about it from
the parliamentary procedure, but I believe the
people of this state ought to have the opportunity
because there are legitimate differences of opinion,
in how to govern education in this state, and I

think the people ought to have a choice. I'm
going to work as hard as I can possibly work, from
now until the time to have this constitution
adopted by the people, to try to get it adopted in

every way that I know how. I'll get it adopted
whether they're all. ..I'll try to get it adopted
whether there are alternatives or not, but I

think the fair thing to do for the people of this
state since this is a peoples' constitution and
since. ..an elite committee of experts are not
writing this constitution to give it to the people,
but the people are writing it, constituting the
one hundred and thirty-two delegates here repre-
senting the people of this state are writing the
constitution to allow the people to adopt it

themselves. I think they ought to have at least
an alternative on some of these where there are
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legitimate strong differences of opinion on how of Louisiana.
to best perform the educational functions of the
State of Louisiana for the people of the state. Mr. Henry Thank you, Mr. Goldman. In connection

with what you were saying let me say that the
Questions reason I think that the Rules Committee or the

subcommittee has not come up with the refined rule
Mr. Velazquez Delegate Goldman, did you know that or proposal on how we should treat alternative
the Rules Committee has a special subcommittee proposal s--Mr. Goldman, if you will listen--is
which is operating on the alternatives which we because if we had provided earlier the mechanics
were authorized to do by the constitution in the for alternative provisions I would imagine that
original act setting up the 1973 Constitutional we might still be on the Executive Article because
Convention? if a man or a woman lost an amendment they might

automatically argue to make it an alternative.
Mr. Goldman I didn't know what you just told This is the reason that I'm hopeful we'll finish
me, I have read through the rules and it seems our work and give every proposal a fair hearing
to me that the rules provide for alternatives, before this body and then go back and take a long
but nobody has mentioned this yet that I have and a critical look at some of the more contro-
heard. I thought it ought to be mentioned out versial areas, and then decide what and how many
loud because I don't know what's happening with alternates we can put on the ballot, and that's
alternatives, and I've been given to understand the reason nothing has been done ... concrete about
whether this is true or not, that there are it to this point. But, when we get back after
certain. .. there' s a certain element here that the holidays I think we'll be in a position to
wants to eliminate alternatives and thinks that adopt something in that connection,
we have to give this to the people in just one
solid package without alternatives. Mr. Chatelain Mr. Chairman, do I understand you

to say then that it would be all right with you
Mr. Velazquez Did you know that we're going to if the majority wanted alternates to put an alter-
give a personal invitation to every delegate in nate in the ballot; is that right sir?
here to attend the meeting of the subcommittee
that's going to deal with the alternatives some- Mr. Henry Well, it's not just that easy. I think,
times during next week? --if you're asking me my personal opinion--! think

we're going to have to have a few alternates on
Mr. Goldman I didn't know that, but I'm glad to the ballot when it goes to the people, but I think
find it out. I probably wouldn't have found it we would have made a ridiculous mistake had we
out if I hadn't come up here and spoken on personal decided how we were going to present alternates
privilege. to the people back in August or September, because

I can envision us having five or six alternates
Mr. Willis Did you know, Mr. Goldman, that I to each proposal that we would have adopted up to
had asked Reverend Stovall when he was speaking this point. That's the reason that I have dis-
in objection to an amendment on the floor as to couraged Chairman Stovall and the members of his
whether or not his Rules Committee had provided committee from coming up with anything concrete;
a vehicle whereby we could propose alternatives, but they have been working on it, and I think they
and he told me from that podium that that rule are close to being ready to begin making some
was not mature, that it had not been born yet, recommendations after further hearings.
that it was not in the final stage whereby we
could use it as such a vehicle. Did you know that Mr. Chatelain I wholeheartedly agree with you,
I had asked him that question? Mr. Chairman, but I do feel a ray of light in the

statement you made sir.
Mr. Goldman I didn't know that. You probably
did it on the three days that I've been absent Reading Of The Proposal
from this convention, and I'm glad that I brought
this out here so that I could find that out and Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 14, introduced
possibly the others didn't know it, I don't know. by Delegate Aertker, Chairman, on behalf of the

Commi ttee
Mr. Juneau Mr. Goldman, I wholeheartedly endorse A proposal making provisions for human resources
what you're talking about, but let me just present through a system of economic security, social
one practical problem for you, whatever mechanism welfare, unemployment compensation, and public
we have it would seem to be that we would at least health,
would have to have a majority vote of this conven-
tion to put something alternate on a ballot. Now, Explanation
if we can't compromise something it seems to me
that we're going to have a problem getting seventy- Mr. Rachal Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
one people to say I'm going to give you an alternate Committee Proposal No. 14 though short in its
on a ballot; do you see. ..that's the problem that verbiage, represents a considerable amount of
worries me. deliberation, but what held forth was an encourage-

ment at that time to make the constitution as
Mr. Gol dman I think you only need sixty-seven short as possible, but providing for the services
don ' t you? which needed to be rendered by the state. Article

14 in its relationship to the constitution replaces
Mr. Juneau Well, I'm saying that we just went in the old constitution Article 6, Sections 11,
through a vote of seventy-one .. .you ' d need sixty- 12, and 30, and Article 18, Section 7. I think
seven, but I'm just presenting a problem to you that I should point out that Article 6 of Section
and that's what concerns me. 7 had to do with the Public Service Commission...

I'm sorry; I'm looking in the wrong sec ti on--Sec ti on
Mr. Goldman Well, I. ..in answer to your question, 11; I'm sorry. The boards of health, state, paro-
I believe that every one of the hundred and thirty- chial and munic i pa 1 --state health of

f

icer--Sec ti on
two delegates here are fair-minded, and I believe 12 dealt with public health. Section 30 with
that they are really sincere in allowing the peo- boards of institutions, and Article 18 dealt with
pie to vote for a constitution, I've told this economic security and welfare. Last year's action
to everyone I've talked to and I really mean it, on the part of the legislature in combining the
I wouldn't tell it to people if I didn't mean that, various functions under health, economic security,
and if I didn't believe that. I think that we and welfare into the Louisiana Health, Social
ought to give them a chance to show how sincere and Rehabilitative Services encouraged us to make
they are in offering the people an alternative provisions for these operations through constltu-
when there's a real di vi sion. . . or real difference tional provisions leaving the details and the
of opinion on how best to deal with this. ..with possibility of flexibility in coordination of
anything for the benefit of the people of the State agencies to the legislature. We, therefore, present
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to you the Article 14 as read by the Clerk.

Quest! ons

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Rachal, in the comments attached
to this section, it says that it replaces various
sections of the constitution which require the
state to do such and such a thing. Now, there's
a big distinction between requiring and mandating
the legislature, is there not?

Mr. Rachal Requiring and mandating, I tend to
take the same di f

f

erence . . . wel 1 , maybe I shouldn't
answer it that way, I should say that our article
says that the legislature shall provide, we don't
leave for exception to that.

Mr. O'Neill Now, let me ask you this. It's my
interpretation of it and several people I've asked
--different attorneys--that people, various indi-
viduals can sue the state and demand economic
security or these other things under this; would
you agree with that?

Mr. Rachal Well, it would be according to the
provisions under ... which the legislature provides
for social security. Even if sued, it would be
that in keeping with what is provided by the state,
I don' t see that. . .

Mr. O'Neill 3ut, you do agree that some suits
could arise out of this provision?

Mr. Rachal I suppose so, Mr. O'Neill.

Mr. O'Neill Now, another question: What is

economic security?

Mr. Rachal Well, it's the expression that is

used in connection with efforts in the welfare
system in the country to provide for the economic
security of all of the citizens to aid those who
need such assistance as determined by the system
which we here say that the legislature shall
establish.

Mr. O'Neill Okay, now in relation to various
members here I'm relatively economic insecure...
I'm economically insecure. Could I sue the state
and demand that I be as economically secure as

other members of this...

Mr. Rachal Well, I suppose you could sue the
state, but the response to your suit would be based
upon what the state has decided i s . . . qual i f i es
one for assistance from the state.

Mr. O'Neill Now, in your opinion, does this pro-
vision need to even be in the constitution at all?
Does the legislature not have the power now to
authorize everyone of these things?

Mr. Rachal We think. ..the committee thought that
we did need to have it in the constitution whereas
we did not want to spell out details of how it
should operate, we felt that we should mandate that
the state shall establish a system of economic
security, leaving the formulae and arrangements
and the qualifications and that kind of thing to
the legislature, and especially because we wanted
to permit the state to respond to whatever develop-
ments took place outside of the state. For example,
the... as you know the welfare system depends to a

great extent upon federal subsidy. We were being
careful not to attempt to write in a formulae
that would deny the state the flexibility which
the legislature at a given time would feel was
necessary. On the other hand, we did not think
that the constitution would be silent, we thought
that it was necessary to state that the state
shall provide for the economic security for
social welfare, unemployment compensation, and
public health.

Mr. Roemer Tony, could you address a few remarks
to the first of these "shall establish" - ments,
and that i s ... economic security? Now, I know the

question immediately preceding mine dealt somewhat
with economic security. Could you tell me, really,
what that means, and what this system will be
designed to do?

Mr. Rachal Well, to the best of my ability, 1

will, Mr. Roemer. I should have stated in my
opening remark that we are not suggesting any
change from what presently exists. What the com-
mittee did was to pull together, and with concise
if not precise language, to the perpetuation of
what now exists with the broad terms to allow
for any changes which the legislature would see
fit to make in the light of economic, social
developments in the country in the years to come.
We were eliminating the details, under Article XVIII
for example, ... let me read that to you . . . Art i cl

e

XVIII had all of its sections repealed except
Section 7, as I recall, which provided for social
security and public welfare. We had broadened
that into saying "economic security" but it was
for the establishment of age systems, the Confederate
veterans and their widows, the Board of Public
Health and all of these functions. What we simply
did was to continue that without the detail
allowing the legislature the flexibility to change
as conditions dictate it.

Mr. Roemer All right. But, my point that I'm
trying to get at in economic security is... will
the legislature be deemed in violation of the
principles of our constitution if this passes and
the system that they establish fails to secure
economically the people of this state? That's
what I'm after.

Mr. Rachal I would think not in that we. ..the
degree to which the legislature provides is not
required in the constitution. It will say that
it will provide, and I would take that to mean
according to the definition which it will establish
...provide in a manner which it does now. There
are those today who suggest that the current
system does not adequately provide, and it is not
considered unconstitutional, to my knowledge.

Mr. Roemer Well, have we lost anything in this
state. ..any of our precepts or principles or goals
if we fail to state that the legislature shall
establish a system of economic security?

Mr. Rachal I don't think so.

Mr. Roemer I don't think so, either, so why is

it in here?

Mr. Rachal Well, the reason I'm saying it's in

here was to make certain that with all that is

being allowed to the legislature that the legisla-
ture would not decide that we don't need an economic
system. ..a system of economic welfare and so

forth at all

.

Mr. Roemer Well, do you know that it seems to

me that we waste more time in this convention
choosing the paint for the exterior of the house
than in construction of the house itself? This
seems to be another example of window-dressing.

Mr. Rachal Well, I beg to differ with you on
that, Mr. Roemer. In fact, I think that the com-
mittee has made a tremendous effort in keeping with
one of the early objectives regarding the. ..this
constitution in brevity being the guide, and
whereas, we didn't want to go into all of the
present details to perpetuate the system, we felt
that at least it was necessary to assure that
there would be a system. The quality and so forth
would be more at the will of the people, through
their representatives in the legislature.

Mr. Asseff Three questions, Mr. Rachal. Aren't
we really telling the legislature to do what it

can do?
Two, haven't we really said nothing as full

discretion still lies with the legislature, and
three, what constitutes compliance, please?
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Mr. Rachal Let's see, I think you answered your
own first two questions, but. ..and the other one
I thought that I had covered. We set no perimeters.
The 1 egi slature . . . to answer more specifically...
compliance would be the establishment of a system.

Mr. Asseff I think we've really set nothing, Mr.
Rachal. I have no objections to general principles.
I'm simply saying that from a constitutional stand-
point we have not assured these programs. It is

simply window-dressing.

Mr. Rachal No, we have not assured their programs
to any particular formulae. Our sole objective
was to assure that the state of Louisiana would
have a system of economic security, welfare and
health services, leaving to those in the ... charged
with the responsibility of conducting those services
to make them adequate to the times and to the, in
a sense, the wishes of the people, actually. I

have to disagree with those who say that we haven't
done anything. There's a difference between saying
that the legislature "may" and it "shal 1

" . . . we ' re
saying that the legislature "shall" provide.

Mr. Asseff My question is, Mr. Rachal: I agree
in general principle with you. ..how have we really
assured it? I don't think we have. That's my
question.

Mr. Rachal Well, the only thing that concerns me
with the questions that are being raised on that,
I have heard the criticisms of the fact that the
constitution as we have developed it thus far has
tended to go too much into detail. We were very
deliberate. We've spent many hours in listening
to representatives of the welfare department, the
health services, the commissioner of the Louisiana
health and social and rehabilitative services and
in their considered opinion to allow for the provid-
ing of the services that were needed in keeping with
the needs of the people of this state at the time
that this flexibility should be allowed, however
we did not go so far as to say that it should not
be in the constitution at all. We want to make
certain, as I've said before, that a system is

provided and that changes in whatever system is

provided would not call for constitutional amend-
ment, but rather statutory changes.

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Rachal, as I read the digest
of Committee Proposal No. 14 by the research staff,
it requires the legislature to provide for the
interests of state medicine; it requires for pro-
tecting the public from alterated drinks and things
as such. It seems to me that what we're saying here
by Committee Proposal No. 14 is that one, the leg-
islature shall not at least abolish those vital
services that are not only given, and I hope that
people are not trying to cloud the issue when you
talk about a welfare system because you're not
just talking about A,B,C; you're talking about aid
to the veterans, aid to the blind, aid to the
needy, unemployment compensation and those sorts
of services that run the gamut of a system. Is

that not so?

Mr. Rachal And we expect that the services now
provided ... the associations now operating will
continue as they continued under the consolidated
concept which is in existence this year. In no
way do we suggest the elimination of any of the
services which are now provided.

Mr. J. Jackson When we talk about other kinds
of economic security systems and we know we're
talking about various retirement systems, and we're
talking about various pension systems, if we follow
the logic of the kinds of questions that were
asked concerning the words "economic security" that
maybe what we ought to do is to say that economic
security for teachers and judges and all these
folks ought to also not have constitutional status.

Mr. Rachal I think you're right.

Mr. Derbes Mr. Rachal, the language in the commit-
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tee proposal is not sel

f

-executi ng , is it?

Mr. Rachal Only to the extent that it requires
the legislature to establish a system. We feel
that even the relegation of what is in the 1921
Constitution to the statutes, now. . .we ... someone
raised the question about alternatives to this
constitution. Another point to be discussed is
how those sections of the constitution, now, which
we feel can serve their purposes just as well,
statutorily, we've got to discuss yet how those
are to be transposed. We expect that the . . . unti 1 . .

.

changed by the legislatue that they will remain
primarily as they are now.

Mr. Derbes And in fact the committee proposal
does not create a substantive right on the part
of anybody; it is merely a policy declaration to
the legislature. Isn't that correct?

Mr. Rachal Right.

Mr. Jenkins In other words, your statement then
is that it really accomplishes nothing other than
to make a policy statement.

Wouldn't it be better then to leave such things
out of the constitution rather than trying to
put them into a constitution that is already
burdened with too much verbiage?

Mr. Rachal No, I would not agree, Mr. Jenkins,
that it doesn't accomplish anything. In fact, I

think we're being very modern in our approach,
and I think it has been more successful than in
any other proposal presented thus far, in that what
we have simply done is removed, as you state,
unnecessary verbiage from the constitution, yet
assuring that such services will be provided as
deemed necessary by the legislature which gives
it, as I said before, the kind of flexibility in
keeping with the times and in. ..closer to the
people for the changes that might be necessary.

Mr. Jenkins I thought you just said it did not
assure these things, but now you're saying that
it does assure them. To what extent does it assure
them?

Mr. Rachal It does not assure them in specific
'terms. I don't know how much more emphatically
I can say that it does assure the system than
to say that the legislature shall provide.

Mr. Jenkins So, if the legislature doesn't, then
in other words, the taxpayer can go and sue and
force the legislature to?

Mr. Rachal Well, in the same way, Mr. Jenkins,
that the constitution requires action on the part
of the legislature anywhere else. It's the same
thing here. I'm not certain that I know precisely
how to respond to your question. My impression
is that what the legislature requi.res, the legis-
lature must do.

Mr. Jenkins So in other words, if we required
single member districts in the Legislature Article,
a court could come along and redraft single member
districts and place us in those, so you think
maybe under this a court could come along and de-
vise an economic security plan; put it on the
legislature, possibly even impose taxes to pay
for it; is that correct?

Mr. Rachal No. Well, I don't know how far court
cases can go but it provides for the. ..as long as
the legislature complies by providing a system, I

don't know that the courts could interpret the,
whether the system was adequate or not. I would
think that the legislature would have the wisdom
to provide a system rather than have the court to
insist that they do provide one.

Mr. Hernandez Mr. Rachal, 1 just want to get one
thing straight. Wasn't it the thinking of the
committee that this entire program. .. each one of
the economic securi ties . . . soc ial welfare, unemploy-
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ment compensation. . .was entirely dependent on the to adjust what is necessary as the years come

program established by the federal government so ahead of us.

I think what we did was just make a provision in

here for the legislature to establish these pro- Questions
grams and they could change with the federal pro-
gram when it was necessary to do so. Am I correct Mr. J. Jackson Dr. Weiss, can you differentiate
in that? 'for me in a definition of economic security between

constitutional status for retirement systems of

Mr. Rachal Right, we did not want to preclude firemen, policemen, teachers, judges, assessors,

the legislature from complying with or taking sheriffs, and between ... 1 et ' s say aid to the blind

advantage of assistance from the federal govern- and needy? Is there a difference of economic
ment. I think, however, that I should point out, security?
Mr. Hernandez, that the committee has changed
nothing as it presently exists. The only way in Mr. Meiss Well, Delegate Jackson, first of all

which a change will take place in the provisions as a delegate to this convention, my experience
as required here would be at the subsequent prior to this has been limited to the field I

session of the legislature when they might change specialize in, medicine and surgery. I am not an

it. attorney and I would suggest you speak as I do to

some of the attorneys to define these words...
Amendment "economic security." I know what it means to me,

but it might even need according to our chairman
Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up by Dr. Weiss reads: who in July... on the 5th of July, I remember so

"Amendment No. 1, on page 1, delete lines 8 vividly said that many of the things that would
through 18 both inclusive in their entirety." be passed in this constitution will be really

interpreted by the state Supreme Court. So, I

Explanation don't know that anyone is aware of economic security
and its definition that you and I can agree upon.

Mr. Weiss Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
this is an extremely simple proposal which intends Mr. J. Jackson I was just basically asking your
...a floor amendment rather which intends to interpretation, because your amendment called for

delete the committee proposal as presented since the repeal of the section, and I want to know
it adds nothing to the constitution. I would like personally what's the difference between a retire-
to remind you that the preamble to our constitution ment system and aid to the needy and blind in

does spell out the intent of our legislature and terms of economic security, as far as you are able
our constitution and the government. If you will to define,
recall, the preamble reads "We the people of
Louisiana" ... and so on. .. "promote the health, Mr. Weiss Yes, well as far as the present state
safety, education and welfare of the people." In of Louisiana defining it, they have retirement
other words, it specifically spells out and suggests systems which are still and I hope will continue
to the legislature what the intent of this consti- to remain in effect, the aid to the needy which
tution is meant as well of the will of the people. is not only state but federal requirements, and I

This proposal will create, I'm afraid, only many might point out that before we can accept federal
hours of unnecessary argument and perhaps some aid we have to meet certain federal requirements
very powerful special interest group trying to and this is all being complied with at the present
persuade this group to do something which is not time, and you as a legislator I am certain are
in the best interest of the people of the state aware of the definition of economic security better
of Louisiana. It is only necessary to see what than I and I would suggest that you, perhaps, could
has happened to education under the influence and define it to this body,
just from this podium a moment ago or an hour or
so ago some of those who spoke on special privilege Mr. J. Jackson But that's not my amendment to

congratulated not only the L.S.U. system which is repeal it. Doctor; that's what I'm trying to say.

one of the most powerful and greatest of the state You're asking us to vote to repeal to a section
of Louisiana but also the labor people. ..Mr. Bussie, and you're not sure one way or the other if economic
Mr. Flory, and those who had special interest in security means, you know, what it says, and at the

this because of perhaps some union associations same time we have as a body of delegates constitu-
te affiliate themselves in making the passage as tionalized the economic security for assessors,
close as it was. In any event, I think that this sheriffs, judges, etc., and I'm just trying to
is best kept out, and physicians certainly agree see. ..don't you see there's a discrepancy?
that we believe individually in a hundred percent
consumerism. The consumerism being direct. ..one Mr. Wei ss Can you define economic security because
hundred percent with patient and doctor. This is you've asked me that question and I think that
as far as the medical aspect goes and there will speaks in behalf of deleting this committee propo-
be amendments if this floor amendment fails to sal. No one can define economic security and I

bring up some other concepts as to medical care. can assure you that if this floor amendment fails
As to social and economic care these are such vague there will be those i n ... presentations on other
words and big words that no one can define them floor amendments to debate this in length. I would
adequately. I don't think there's any question suggest that we save time in this convention and
amongst any of the delegates that we in Louisiana leave this to the wisdom of our legislature and

have the finest system of social welfare and un- those that have created a fine system in our state
employment compensation and public health that for not only economic but social welfare, unemploy-
exists in the nation today, and that we can ment retirement systems and public health,
attribute to our citizens, to labor, to manage-
ment, and to all of the special interest groups Mr. Velazquez Dr. Weiss, do you realize that the

in the state who have contributed to care of effect of your amendment would be to delete the
both those that can afford and those that cannot effect of Article VI, Section 12?
afford care either medically or because of unem-
ployment or because of social pressures of some Mr. Weiss No, I do not think that will be so,

type that do not make them equal to making a because the confidentiality and communication
living. So, I see no reason that we should have between patient and medical practitioner of which
this proposal in the constitution. I can only you refer to, I hope will be substantially sub-
say that we will spend many hours debating this, stained in our Declaration of Rights. Incidently,
and I would suggest that we accept the floor you are right. Delegate Velazquez; I wanted to

amendment to delete this proposal. It adds nothing spell that into the constitution, but the Declara-
to the constitution, and there is sufficient tion of Rights members suggested that we make it

statutory law to see that it will be enforced broader and so we have it in our Declaration of
hopefully as we have had by our fine legislature Rights. Hopefully, the Supreme Court will not only
making its mistakes and making its fine decisions stand up for confidentiality of communication but
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incidentally will allow for those of us who have
confidential information infringed upon, whether
it be doctor, attorney or your bank accounts or
your credit systems to have the right to sue for
infringement of this right it it's misused.

Mr. Velazquez So, you think that anything having
to do with the confidentiality of a doctor and his
patient is constitutional material, but protection
of the people against sale, bought or gift or use of
injurious or adulterated drugs, foods and drinks
isn't constitutional?

Mr. Weiss That is all in statutory law. Delegate
Velazquez, and it is being enforced at this time
in our criminal code.

Further Discussion

Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman and delegates, when I

morning I said to several of the
I walked around, "I felt like I was
After the educational proposal, I

came in this
delegates as
at a wake.
heard many eulogies and then we turned to the sec-
tion of health and the welfare of our people, and
it does not deserve constitutional status. When
Dr. Weiss was here speaking, he reminded me of the
little boy who found a gold coin and he threw it
away because he thought it was dirty money. We
at P.T.A. have been fighting for a comprehensive
health plan for our children across the state for
a number of years. Dr. Weiss intends to kill it.
Some questions were asked from the floor... "Is this
going to make the legislature have to do this that
and the other?" I say to you, I look at the leg-
islature, maybe you don't look at it the same way
I do, but I'm going to describe it in the way that
I understand it, as the great father of all the
children of the state of Louisiana and must look
out for their health, education and welfare. I

don't say that it would take suits, but I do think
that when they go to doling out money they ought
to decide that they want to have something for
welfare. If you are a father in a family, you
provide for your family according to your means and
to the best of your ability. This is what we're
going to ask. Yes, Dr. Weiss, you can ask me any
questions that you would like to ask me; I might
not answer it like you want me to answer it, but
I'll try to answer i t

.

re from Orleans
A . ; what i s the

Questions

Mr. Weiss Delegate Warren, you
Parish and you mentioned the P.T
Orleans Parish Medical Society's stand on compre-
hensive health planning?

Mrs. Warren Dr. Weiss, I am from Orleans Parish,
and may I make this clear to you; I'm not talking
about Orleans Parish. I'm talking about the state
of Louisiana and all of the parishes.

Mr. Weiss What parish?

Mrs. Warren I am from Orleans Parish.

Mr. Weiss What is the attitude of the Orleans
Parish Medical Society in reference to your P.T.A.
concept of comprehensive health planning?

Mrs. Warren I really don't know. ..hold it Dr.
Weiss, let me say this to you. I was on HEAL. I

was invited to one of their meetings, and the next
time they had meetings they decided they would not
invite Mrs. Warren so how do you expect for me to
know their position on it. Now, I would like to
know from you, you gave it to me, but I'm not
trying to give you their view about it. I'm trying
to give you mine. Now, if you want mine, I'll
give it to you.

Mr. Weiss Are you familiar with any doctor's
concept of health planning in your area?

Mrs. Warren Dr. Weiss, I just said to you, I'm
not concerned about the doctors and their views on

it; I'm concerned about the children of this state
and the people of this state. Now, you might be
able to give me what the doctors think about it,
and I've had some letters from them and what they
thought about this, that and the other, but you
want to know something: I had my mind made up,
and I'm concerned about the health and welfare of
our children and I ask you to vote against this
amendment .

Mr. Velazquez Mrs. Warren, do you think that
doctors are the only ones who get sick. ..that they
should have complete authority over all comprehen-
sive medical care?

Mrs. Warren No, Mr. Velazquez, they're not the
only ones to get sick, but I want to say to these
people before I leave this podium, all of are going
to wish that we had taken care of the health of
our people because if our people get sick there are
some diseases that our health is going to be en-
dangered if we don't take care of their health
conditions.

I ask you to please vote against this amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in

opposition to the amendment and I hope I can do
so without too much emotion, but if you read the
proposal carefully all it says is that the legis-
lature shall establish a system of. It does not
say for all of the people. It just says a system
and that system shall be determined in the wisdom
of the legislature contingent upon the resources
available to the legislature to fund those systems,
you know it's unfortunate that everybody can't be
a physician and everybody can't charge prices and
if the patient doesn't have anything to say about
it and they are not as resourceful as those people
but yet they have to depend somehow upon the rest
of us who are fortunate enough to be able to earn
a decent standard of living and they depend upon
us to provide some system of economic security for
them. It's unfortunate but it's true. All this
does is a continuation of the present welfare
program, the present unemployment compensation
program, the present mental health program, etc...
that's all it does. Its people and yes. Dr. Weiss,
I represent a special interest; those special
interest are people. I plead guilty to that. I'm
proud of it, and I'm proud to be. ..to have been on
the committee that developed this proposal. You
say we don't need it. I say that we do, because
it's a firm statement of public policy of this
state that we are willing to take care of those
who can't take care of themselves. That's how
simple it is. If you oppose that then you vote
for this amendment. You vote for it. I cannot
vote for it for that reason.

Questions

Mr. Nunez Mr. Flory, establishing a system of
social welfare, which we already have, economic...
unemployment compensation and public health. ..how
do we establish a system of economic security?

Mr. Flory I would imagine just as they have in

the past. Senator Nunez, in establishing the
welfare program in this state.

Mr. Willis Mr. Flory, the proposal uses the
phraseology that "the legislature shall." The
staff indicates to us the "the legislature is

authorized" by virtue of the old constitution.
The old constitution says "the legislature may
establish a system of economic security." Now,
one is "shall," the other one is "may," and the
other is "authorized." Now, which do you prefei—
"shal 1

" 1 i ke you got i t?

Mr. Flory Yes, I do, because as I appreciate the
constitution, when it was developed in 1921 many
of these services did not exist at that time and
the legislature was authorized to enter into these
types of programs. Now that the legislature has
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seen fit to do that, they, I think this states, ment, and don't open up something that we don't
as public policy, they shall continue that. know the effects of which will be.

Mr. Willis Well, my point is that. ..what you say Questions
that has nothing to do with the price of eggs in

China. There is a difference between the... Mr. Avant Mr. O'Neill, you're assuming, do you
not, that that refers to economic security for a

Well, I'm not buying eggs in China, given individual, are you not, sir?Mr.
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defeat of this amendment.

Ques ti ons

Mr. Tate Dean Rachal , is it my understanding that

what you're doing here is replacing a number of
articles in the present constitution which autho-
rized the legislature to create certain programs
which they have created, and when you say that
"they shall do it," in effect, you're ratifying what
they have done?

Mr. Rachal Right.

Mr. Tate Second, is it my understanding that the
probabl e reason--asi de from a statement of general
principle, with which presumably most of us must
agree--is to assure old age recipients, all the

people having the benefit of these programs already
created, that the enactment of the new constitution
will have no ef feet ... adverse effect on them? Is

that my understanding?

Mr. Rachal That is right. It is in providing
that programs will continue. But, the positive
side, for those who are in disagreement. Judge
Tate, is that we do not mandate a specific formula,
we do not mandate a degree of aid, leaving that to

the kinds of programs which this country and this
state will see fit to provide for the people.

Mr. Tate Is it my other understanding that do

you have no intention by this to mandate anything
further than it has already been done, in effect?

Mr. Rachal No. In fact, our provision really
gives extreme liberality to the legislature. In

fact, the sessions of the legislature following the
adoption of this constitution, could, in fact,
reduce what is there.

Mr. Tate So, then, the issue before us is: should
this general statement of principle be contained in

the constitution to allay the fears of those who
might regret its absence or is it appropriate for
the constitution to have the statement of principle?

Mr. Rachal That is right. We felt for the confi-
dence of the people, and so forth, that such a

provision should be in the constitution. But, a

great deal of verbiage was not necessary to define
it.

Mr. Kean Mr. Rachal.

Mr. Rachal Yes.

Mr. Kean You've made the sta tement--and I think
Judge Tate sought to elaborate on it--that there
was really no substantial difference between this
proposal and what's in the present constitution.
Did I understand that correctly?

Mr. Rachal Well, there is a difference in that
the present constitution authorizes and says that
"the legislature may." This article says that "it
shall ."

Mr. Kean In other words, the present constitution
says that the legislature may establish these
types of programs, doesn't it?

Mr. Rachal We are. ..this article purports to

require to change what the legislature has in the
past established.

Mr. Kean So, you are now mandating the legislature
to provide these programs?

Mr. Rachal Yes.

Mr. Kean So, there is a substantial difference
between this proposal and what's in the present
constitution?

Mr. Rachal We're mandating that the godliness of
what we say will exist without this article, that

it in fact will continue to exist, but exist with
even greater flexibility to the legislature than
they now have. Any change in the present, as you
know, would call for constitutional change. We're
leaving any change now to the legislature.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Mr. Velazquez Dr. Rachal, wouldn't you say that
in the Education Article we tried to provide
schools for all the children of Louisiana?

Mr. Rachal Yes, that's my understanding.

Mr. Velazquez Wouldn't you think that in this
particular amendment they're trying to make sure
the kids don't even have shoes to get to the schools
they provided them in the other article?

Mr. Rachal I didn't quite get that, Mr. Velazquez.

Further Discussion

Mr. Womack Mr. Chairman, fellow del ega tes--Judge
Tate, in parti cul ar--Judge Tate, if I came in and
filed a suit on behalf of my mother who had a two-
hundred-doll ar-a-month doctor bill, who needed
nursing care around the clock, and when you added
all the other factors to it, it took five, six or
seven hundred dollars a month to provide it, and
I proposed in that suit that this constitution of

Louisiana guaranteed her that economic--what does
it say--securi ty , I just wonder how you would rule

as to what it would take to give her economic
security. Now, the next thing: If you get caught
in a trap to where the court would tell you that
economic security's term is much broader than we

have been led to believe the intent of this article
is, and it would take far more money from the
state treasury to do it than is provided today,
then who will you take it away from? I want to

know that. You're going to take it away from
education; you're going to take it away from
security. Somewhere you've got to take it away.

Now, the difference, then--and there's a lot of
difference between giving the legislature the
authority to provide it and mandating the legisla-
ture. Now, there's a lot of difference between
mandating a legislative system of education be-

cause a legislative system of education is broad
and covers all of the children of the state--and
rightfully so. But, economic security is an indi-
vidual situation, and every individual in the state
is different. What is economically secure for me

is certainly not economic security for some other
individual. When we guarantee each individual eco-
nomic security, I don't know how you can put it.

I don't know how broad it is. I don't know where
it would start. I don't know where it would stop.

I do know this: that there's no way, if we're
going to use--and Mr. Flory, you know, I'm a friend
of you all's and bent over backwards to help every-
where I can, and I have enjoyed a very friendly
relationship--but, if the AFL-CIO's wage scale is

something that they consider necessary to provide
economic security for the employees of the State
of Louisiana, then what standard will we use for

economic security when they are no longer employees?
It's going to take just about as much for them to

live then as it does now. What I want to know is,

is what this kind of a figure would be, and where
would we be, if we woke up one day with a suit--
and don't kid yourself; you're going to have one--

if we wake up one day with a suit that says we

have guaranteed this individual economic security,
and they have every proof in the world: medical
information on top on medical information, every

minister in the community signing affidavits, and

all the politicians, too--which we all do--that
that is absolutely needed to take care of this

individual, then where is the money coming from?

This is the question I raise. I'm for what they

say the intent is, but I want somebody to give me

a definition of this "security." As of now, I

can't vote for this section with that phrase in it.

If you will authorize the legislature to provide

it, yes. Don't kid yourself; these programs are
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not going to cut down. You say that v/e've had the On the o

authority all these years. We've got the greatest you, wil
health care programs, I would say, considering our legislat
overall economy, of any place under God's green as Deleg
earth, and we've done it under "may"--and the leg- provide
islature's done it. I ask yo

So, I would urge you some way--I don't know that further
deleting the whole section's the answer; probably that can
isn't--but, deleting that particular part where it is prese
says, "you shall provide economic security," as regulati
far as I'm concerned, will have to come out or be unemploy
modified for me to vote for it. Thank you. income m
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[^Record vote ordered . Amendment
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Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment sent up by Delegate
Abraham as f ol 1 ows

:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 16, immediately
after the word "legislature" and before the word
"establish" delete the word "shall" and insert
in lieu thereof the word "may".
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Ques tions

Mr. Roy Mr. Abraham, don't you think we just
resolved that issue by saying that we mandated it
because you amendment means absolutely nothing?

Mr. Abraham Well, Mr. Roy, the authorization
in the present constitution means absolutely
nothing, if you want to put it that way.

Mr. Roy That's my point, so that when we just
discussed this issue in terms of mandating or not
mandating and voted to defeat the amendment to
remove it, then obviously, the majority here felt
in favor of mandating; don't you believe that?

Mr. Abraham I don't believe that. No, sir.

e

,

heir
ie

e

,

nance .

Mr. Mire May I move the previous question on
your amendment, if you have no objection?

Mr. Abraham No objection.

Mr. Casey We have other speakers on the list,
Mr. Mire, and I didn't recognize you for that
purpose.

Further Discussion

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentle-
men, I'd just like to say again, if you're going
to put something into this constitution, let's
make it mean something. If you're just going to
use the word "may," we should have adopted
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Dr. Weiss's amendment and left it out altogether,
because you just as well leave it out if you insert
the words "maybe" because the only thing in the
world you are doing is taking up space in printing.
Because it doesn't mean a thing in the world. Now,
if you want this type of legislation, you should
say "shall", or you should tell the legislature
they cannot do something. I ask you to vote down
this amendment. You need many other changes bad,
it will be different. But, let's don't mess it up
by putting the word "may" into this constitution.
The legislature can do it without it.

Questions

Mr. O'Neill Senator De Blieux, if we put the
word "may," it will conform it to what is basically
the law right now. Is that correct, sir?

Mr. De Blieux Well. ..those words may be in the
constitution right now. That's the trouble with
our present constitution because we've got too
much of that stuff in it.

Mr. 0' Nei 1

1

Well, Senator, you do want to mandate
the legislature to do this.

Mr. De Blieux That's right. Exactly correct.

Mr. O'Neill Now, 0. K. Well, you want to mandate
the legislature to do this. You haven't been up
here before, so let me ask you, how do you mandate
economic security?

Mr. De Blieux Well, that's something the legis-
lature will have to tussle with in that problem.

Mr. O'Neill, we're not trying to solve the
problems. We're only trying to lay down the guide
rules

.

Mr. O'Neill Well, Mr. De Blieux, I want you to

represent me as an attorney when I sue the state
for economic security.

Mr. Anzalone Senator, don't we have "may" in the
constitution now?

Mr. De Blieux In many places, yes. ..I think. ..we
should have left that out.

Mr. Anzalone How much. ..is the State of Louisiana
spending this year on these separate, several items
that are included here with the word "may?"

Mr. De Bl ieux I don't know. But, I think it's
unnecessary. . .

Mr. Anzalone Wouldn't you say it would be close
to a bill ion dol lars?

Mr. De Blieux Well, I couldn't say that much.

Mr. Anzalone Yet, they are spending this even
though the word "may" is in there rather than the
word "shall."

Mr. De Blieux Mi ght ... probably so.

Mr. Anzalone Do you think that if we don't change
it to "shall" that they're going to quit spending
this money?

Mr. De Blieux No, but I just think we ought to
leave it out altogether if we're going to use the
word "may." Just as well leave it out.

Mr. Tate My question is along the lines of Mr.
Anzalone ' s , but a little more friendly. What your
...what the authors of the amendment said when they
said the legislature "shall" provide, they said
since the legislature has already provided under
the "may" authorization of the previous constitu-
tions, they are just sort of ratifying what has
been done and not intending to provide new rights.
If that is the case, would it not be better as a

matter of style to keep this as a meaningful thing

rather than as an unnecessary authorization?

Mr. De Blieux Yes, Judge Tate, that's what I

think, too. I certainly feel like that putting
in there "shall" it means. ..it makes it mean some-
thing while on the. ..and also confirms what we
are already doing under the permissive situation
of the legislature rather than putting words that
are, you might say, meaningless, by the use of the
word "may."

Mr. Tate Senator De Blieux, do you think politi-
cally, it's any possibility that the very great
programs of economic security, etc., of our state--
unemployment compensation, old age pensi ons--al 1

the things we have that have made a humane state.
Do you think there's any possibility that any
future legislature would change them?

Mr. De Blieux I doubt it very seriously. Judge
Tate.

Further Discussion

Mr. Rachal Mr. Chairman, delegates, I feel com-
pelled to point out some further information. In

the concern over mandating the legislature to pro-
vide for economic security, we have repeatedly
stated, and I have failed to correct, that all of

the services being called together under Article
XIV here do not have the "may" in their language.
In. ..Article VI, Section 11, regarding the Boards
of Health, which is included in this consolidation,
it states "the legislature shall create for the

state and for each parish and municipality therein
boards of health." Under Article VI, Section 12,
again regarding public health, the present--the
1921 Consti tution--states "the legislature shall
provide for the interest of state medicine in all

its departments, etc." The... to put into this lan-

guage "may" in regards to all of the provisions
which are provided for here, it is not correct to

state that the language in the present constitution
is. ..made as is being argued. The only place in

which. ..it is stated that the legislature may, or

the legislature is authorized, is under Article
XVIII in regards to economic security. I think
that the. ..that this information should be brought
out. Further, under Article VI, Section 30,
regarding boards of institutions which have now,
for the most part, been consolidated under the

Louisiana Health, Social and Rehabilitative Services,
stated that "there is hereby created and established
the Louisiana Board of Institutions" which includes
the various kinds of boards and services which are
included. So, it is not correct to state that the
legislature now--I mean the constitution now only
says that the legislature "may." If we are going
to maintain consistency, we would need to go back
and eliminate in the articles that we have--because
the state has always provided education, it has

always had a legislature, and executive department--
and if we are to say that we have provided these
and so we don't need it in the constitution, we
could have finished this constitution long ago
and have retired.

I urge your rejection of the... of this amendment.

Questions

Mr. Wil 1 is Mr. Rachal, I'm not afraid that the

constitution and the course of Louisiana would have
any trouble with either the words "shall" or "may."
In view of the fact that in the Bill of Rights,
you can only sue the state in contract and in tort.

You understand that--the thrust?
Now, let us play with the marbles we have. The

marbles we have are that we have a double system
of government. We have dual citizenship, and that,
if a citizen of Louisiana feels aggrieved, he can

go to federal court. That's where there's a

difference between "may" or "shall." He can say

that the government of the State of Louisiana is

not, and should, because it shall, provide him
with economic security. That's the difference.
He can't get into a Louisiana court. But, he can

hit that federal court, don't you think?
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Mr. Rachal No. Because I don't see tat a person
can sue--I've said that over and over aga1n--the
state to provide more in terms of economic security
because this is in the constitution, any more than
he... a person could sue the state and say that the
state, under the article having to do with educa-
tion, has not educated him properly, and he has
not developed to his full potential. I. ..while
I on the one hand admire those of you who resort
to these tactics of debate, I'm not impressed by
them, really.

Mr. Puqh You do see the difference between telling
the legislature that they shall create a board of
health, and telling the legislature that they shall
provide for economic security, do you not, really?

Mr. Rachal Wait, let me ask you that again. ..that
they shall provide a board of health, and they
shall provide economic security?

Mr. Pugh Wasn't that the example that you gave
a few minutes ago that you found there that they
"shall" have a. ..board of health?

Mr. Rachal Right. I was stating that because
some had said the present constitution only says
that it "may."

Mr. Puqh It said "may" in reference to this
economic security.

Mr. Rachal Economic security, right. That's
what it does. In the same--if I might carry that
further, Mr. Pugh--that in saying that the state
"shall" provide a board of. ..a State Board of
Education, it does not have any, it does not
quantify, or define; in fact, it does do more than
we are now doing. We are leaving the quality, the
extent to which the number of branches and all of
that, to the needs of the times.

Mr. Puqh But if it says they shall create a

board of education, the board can consist of one
or a dozen people. Once they create a board or a

garner of its compensation, you have complied with
it.

Mr. Rachal That's right.

Mr. Puqh But, how do you comply with economic
security? I can't understand how you can conceiv-
ably do that. That's why I'm for "may" if anything.

Mr. Rachal Well, by the same way that it is
presently. It seems that those who argue against
the article. . .are arguing about its definition and
the fact that it isn't needed because it is
already provided. This article does not purport
to change it--to suggest that there's more than
is presently provided--it wants to assure that it
will, in fact, continue to be divided.

Further Discussion

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman and ladies and gen-
tlemen of the convention, you know, oftentimes,
it appears to me in the debate on this particular
committee proposal that there seems to be some
question as to what is meant by economic security--
particularly in the connotation exhibited by this
proposal. I suggest to you that we're very clear
what economic security means. My mind reflects
upon an article that we've adopted that provided
for economic security for a certain class of
persons in this state. I remember an article that
gives consti tutonal sanction regarding the pensions
of a certain class of people of the state. It
just seems to me when I made that kind of compari-
son, that those kinds of systems--and I was talking
about, particularly, retirement system and pension
funds--talk about economic security, but not only
...not just economic security, but economic security
for the future. The people who are going to be
affected by this particular committee proposal,
are more concerned about economic security of the
present--no matter how, or in what fashion that you

design it. I do not find, personally, the kinds
of major objections over the word "shall" because
I've heard and I respect the comments of delegates
here who constantly say that, one, even if you
say the word "shall," it depends upon the ability
of the legislature, the financial resources of
the state, to provide for such. I know presently,
under the commi ttee--i f nobody raised the
question about public health--I know that there is
not a system of treatment of hypertension care
in the State of Louisiana. I suggest to you that
the mortality rate of hypertension, which is a

public health matter, is higher, or probably the
second number one cause of death in the State of
Louisiana. But, we are not alarmed to say that,
"Wow, are we mandated in the legislature to
spend tremendous amounts of monies for public
health." I say for those who use the rationale
that we cannot define economic security--!
suggest you take some of these other terminologies.
0. K. I say, under the social welfare, words in
here that. ..that would give me the opportunity
to file suit against the State of Louisiana--
either in the state court or the federal court--
because the state did not provide me with a guar-
antee, or with a sufficient amount of money, to
protect the welfare of my family and my friends
and other citizens. Can I file under the public
health thing to say that because thousands of
people die a year of hypertension care, that the
state is liable to suit for providing that ser-
vices? I suggest to you that we ought not attempt
to cloud the issue about Committee Proposal 14.
What your economic security is may be very well
different from those. I suggest to you that we
are not talking about, as most people who get
up here very violently when you talk about going
into their sys tem--thei r retirement system, their
playpen, their medical fees, their lawyer fees--
because that's economic security to them. To a

large degree, that's economic security for the
future. I want to suggest that the economic
security, as I mentioned before, are the concerns
of people who, of the present day, rather than
of future life. I think that the committee
proposal holds much merit and does not do tremen-
dous violence.

If there are no more speakers, Mr. Chairman, I

move the previous question and ask for favorable
adoption .

Question

Mr. Nunez Mr. Jackson, if I interpret what you
are saying about the various fees and compensa-
tion, etc., if this passes with the legislature,
"shall provide for economic security," and we get
over there and fifty-one percent of us say that
economic security means at least a five thousand
dollar minimum wage, or minimum income annually--
everybody--tha t would be economic security. Is
that what you are saying?

Mr. J. Jackson No, that's not what I'm saying.
Senator.

I'm going to ask... I want to respond that when
I present this argument, if you've got problems
with economic security, that I think you ought to
have problems with public health, I think you
ought to have problems with social welfare, I

think you ought to have problems with the other
categories that are mentioned here. It just seems
to me that I truly recognize the limits and
abilities and capabilities of the legislature
to do and not to do.

[Record Quorum Call: 90 delegates
present and a quorum. Previous
Question ordered.

1

Closing

Mr. Abraham Let me just point out two things.
First of all, the Article XVIII says that "the
legislature may establish a system which may
provide for the following". Now, I think we
probably do need to say the word "may," if for no
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other reason, than 1n Committee Proposal No. 15,
which deals with revenue and taxation, states
that "nor shall any appropriation be made except
for public purposes." So, this will be the author-
ization for the legislature to do this.

In answer to Mr. Roy's question that we wanted
"shall," I submit that only fifty-three people
voted against the Weiss amendment. That's about
forty percent of this convention. So, I don't
think that's any mandamus that we have to have
the word "shall" in there.

\_Record vote ordered , Amendment
adopted : 53-38. Motion to re-
consider tabled.']

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 iby Mr. Jenkins}.
On page 1, line 10, delete the words and punctua-
tion "economic security,". That same amendment on
page 1, line 14; page 1, line 17.

[^Amendment withdrawn.]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 iby Mr. Flory]. On
page 1, delete line 18 in its entirety, and insert
in lieu thereof the following:

"(portion of the word) -tion public health and
comprehensive physical and mental health care."

Explanation

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman, delegates, what the
amendment does is add to the proposal the follow-
ing language: "comprehensive physical and mental
health care." That's simply all it does. It was
the feeling of some people that we ought to, in
order to maintain and continue the system that
we have in the in-patient/out-patient facilities,
the half-way houses, the mental health centers
throughout the state, in order to be absolutely
sure that what we were talking about were these
facilities rather than just the words "public
health" which might could been have. ..been construed
to mean only the parish public health units, in-
spection departments, etc., that they would add
this language in order to insure the continuation
of the types of programs that the state now supports.

I would ask for the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Conroy Mr. Flory, is this amendment in any
way intended to lay the groundwork for some sort
of system of socialized medicine? What is it
designed to do?

Mr. Flory Mr. Conroy, I thought you were a better
attorney than that.

No, indeed, it does not. The thought never
entered my mind. As a matter of fact, the request
came from your city to include this language--
from the Metropolitan New Orleans Council on the
Aging. I have the letter here. The letterhead
asking for this language to be put in there to be
perfectly clear as to what was intended by the
proposal. There's no connotations of socialized
medicine whatsoever.

Mr. Goldman Mr. Flory, in your opinion, does
mental health include emotional health? Or, is
there a difference?

I didn't understand you. I'm sorry,

Does mental health include emotional
is there a difference between mental

Mr. Flory
Mr. Goldman .

Mr. Gol dman
health? Or,
health or mental well-being and emotional well-being?

Mr. Fl qry Well, ! don't think it makes a great
deal of di fference.

It is my understanding that the state now has
programs for the emotionally disturbed children in

this state. I would think that this would. ..in
the comprehensive medical ... physical and mental
health care, it would be included in that language,
Mr. Goldman. They have a very good program, as a

matter of fact, for emotionally disturbed children.
The state doesn't finance it to its fullest as
perhaps they should, due to the limitation of
finances available. But, it's hoped that they
would continue the program and expand it.

Mrs. Warren Isn't it true that emotional health
leads to mental health?

Mr. Flory Well, I'm not a qualified physician.
I'm not a physician, and I really can't...

Mrs. Warren Usually, if they get emotionally
and if it's not taken care of, it

This is the way we defined it in P.T.A.
di sturbed ,

goes worse

Mr. Flory That's my understanding... yes.

Further Discussion

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Vice Chairman and delegates,
I rise in support of the Flory amendment. This is
only an amendment to clarify what our intention
was--what exactly we meant by public health
when we passed ... deci ded to leave in this Proposal
No. 14 in the first place. We now have programs
for the emotionally d

i

sturbed--programs trying
to lead toward mental health. This would allow
us to retain those programs and be an expression
of philosophy that we think it's a good thing to
have those available to our less fortunate citizens.

Let me point out to you that by the end of
February, we may all be eligible for this sort of
care. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Weiss Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I

would like to take the opportunity to try and
explain to you a problem which I think comes well
within my domain as a physician. I can assure
you that for many, many years in this country,
there have been attempts in behalf of physicians
to define such things as mental health. There
have also been attempts to define what comprehen-
sive health care is. At the same time, there have
even been in all fairness to you, attempts to de-
cide who is dead and who is not. This being for
the purpose of donating very vital parts of the
body without legal complications that could ensue
if a part was removed from someone who is still
alive, and yet their parts had to be used in

another individual. I can assure you, as I stand
here, that there are many, many definitions of

mental health; there are equally many definitions
of physical health; and there are tremendous numbers
of individuals who are totally confused as to what
comprehensive health care is. At the same time,
I am proud to say that in the State of Louisiana,
even before this amendment, even before this
Constitutional Convention convened, there has been
operating in our s tate--thanks to our governor now
who has been very active in this regard--area
pi anni ng . . . even health pi anni ng . . . whi ch is present
in all areas of this state, and I can assure you
very active and very efficient. The physicians,
the people who are involved with social welfare,
the attorneys who are concerned with proper remu-
neration in economic opportunity for the deprived,
have done well to provide for our people this
service.

Now, we have deleted the word "shall" and have
made optional the type of coverage which the legis-
lature will provide. This has been the situation
throughout the past many years as a result of our
present constitution. I do not see where the

words "comprehensive physical and mental health
care" will either add to or encourage anyone to

do anything other than reports that I have that
this might be used as a foot in the door for further
opportunity to seek whatever an individual elects
to consider comprehensive physical and mental
health care.
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I regret to bring up at this time, but I can
only see in all fairness to this convention, and
telling you honestly, an opportunity for represen-
tative union leadership to step in and define what
this term means. We have now representative govern-
ment--the 1 egi si ature--who will define and help us
define what we mean by comprehensive physical and
mental health care. This body has deliberated for
over two weeks now on what good education is. I

ask you, have we decided what quality education is?
May the Lord help us, for you people, for legisla-
tors, and for representative union leadership to
stay out of what they think is comprehensive physi-
cal and mental health care. May it rest with you
and the one you select to take care of you. May
you also be blessed with the type of services--
medical, union, legi sla ti ve--tha t are concerned
with you as individuals, and with the people of
the State of Louisiana. I think in regards to
physical and mental health, you have been, and will
continue to be blest. Now, it is the concern, in
all fairness to this group, you must be informed
that the federal government has taken many steps.
They have decided, in certain areas, what they con-
sider comprehensive physical and mental health
care. This federal government is run by a group
of legislators. Senators and Representatives like
here, and like our state Representatives who repre-
sent us. They are politically oriented, and at
one time, they may consider abortions favorable,
and at another time, unfavorable. Other nations
of the world have found this to be true. After
five years, a legal abortion suddenly becomes an
illegal abortion. After twenty-five years, legal
whiskey suddenly becomes illegal whiskey. I ask
you to leave these phrases out of the constitution
to prevent people from being confused, to keep the
wool from being pulled over their eyes, to misrep-
resent to people what they are not going to get no
matter what you write in here. Although I think
this is a wel 1 -i ntended floor amendment, I must
ask you to vote it down. It is only dangerous and
can create serious problems in the future.

{^Motion to limit debate to ten minutes
adopted without objection.

1

Further Discussion

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates, we don't
need this amendment. We already have in this pro-
vision that the legislature may establish a system
of public health. There's no need to go on and
itemize and list every conceivable public health
program. Now comprehensive health care, and com-
prehensive mental health care are particular terms
of art. They deal with particular programs that
are being established in this state. They are
controversial programs--parti cul arly among our
physicians--! f we start endorsing and recommending
programs like that, we re going to upset a lot of
people unnecessarily. We don't even need this
section, much less this amendment. The legislature
has this authority under this constitution, to
enact these types of programs. I just don't see
why we should get deeper and deeper and deeper into
all this sort of thing. When you talk about compre-
hensive physical health care, and comprehensive
mental health care, you're talking about dealing
with every possible, conceivable human ailment--
not just for the poor--but for every person in this
state. Now, the only possible thing that can lead
to is socialized medicine. So, we are endorsing
a concept here that I'm sure a majority of the
people of this state would disagree with. So, let's
just leave this section like it is with public
health, without getting more and more involved in
unnecessary and controversial concepts.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion

Ms. Maybuce Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, aside
from being an elementary school principal, who at
many times I am concerned with the mental health
problems of our children and their parents. I am

also a volunteer for the Baton Rouge Mental Health
Association and the Louisiana Mental Health Associ-
ation. I would ask those who question this amend-
ment, if you would look at East Louisiana State
Hospital for the mentally ill. Mandeville is the
only place where our children who are mentally
ill can go. If you have every been there, you
wouldn't question this amendment, you would add
the word "adequate." I rise to support this
amendment.

[^Previous Question ordered."]

Closing

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, in closing,
just let me say that I hope you adopt this amend-
ment. You know we buy comprehensive insurance on
our automobiles. If we can't provide comprehen-
sive, physical and mental health care in this
state, then I just don't believe that we have come
to that point yet where the human body is not equal
to the wealth and so forth of an automobile. But,
let me say this to those who. ..it's been stated
perhaps that someone has tried to mislead this con-
vention, or that I have no right, or particular
people have no right to define what is meant by
comprehensive, physical and mental health care. I

know what I think comprehensive means--that what-
ever it takes to restore the human body and the
human mind to a well being, then that's what's
included. If you have objections to the restora-
tion of the human body and the human mind to its
proper place that it was intended, then I suggest
that you vote against the amendment. But, I

would ask that you do adopt the amendment in the
light of what has already been adopted so far.
Then, let's go forward and adopt this section and
put it into the constitution of this state. It's
a people's amendment. It's a people's section.
It's the people's constitution.

Questi ons

Mr. Weiss Delegate Flory, have you every had an
automobile accident, sir?

Mr. Flory Unfortunately, I haven't had one in

about twenty years. Dr. Weiss.

Mr. Weiss You mentioned comprehensive automobile
insurance. Do you think the people of this state
feel they always get their moneys worth from the
insurance companies after they have their compre-
hensive policy analyzed after an accident?

Mr. Flory Under comprehensive, if my memory serves
me correct, there is no deductible, at least on
my policy.

Mr. Weiss Do you think they are satisfied with
whatever they receive after an accident in other
words?

Mr. Flory I don't think they are satisfied with
their insurance in the automobile field, nor do
I think they are satisfied with their insurance
i n the med ica 1 field.

Mr. Wei ss Who makes that decision, sir?

Mr. Flory What's that?

Mr. Weiss Without their satisfy...

Mr. Flory Whether they are satisfied or not?

Mr. Weiss Yes, sir.

Mr. Flory Well, the individual makes up his
mind whether he is satisfied or not. But, if
you'll shut up long enough I'll answer it. Dr.
Weiss. But, the individual makes up his mind
whether he is satisfied or not. But, yet he
doesn't have a determination as to the type of
service that he bought in the first place because
the dictates of that policy are spelled out by some
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insurance company, and he doesn't have the right
a lot of times to decide whether he wants whatever
type coverage; he has to take what they offer him.

Mr. Weiss If your amendment were to pass, wouldn't
that be the exact situation that the individual
would not be able to decide whether he had quality
medical care, but only based upon the legislative,
the union, or whatever decision is made for com-
prehensive health care be provided for the indivi-
dual? He may be berserk as as far as he is con-
cerned. But, if he were told that he were sane by
a union doctor or a legislative doctor so appointed,
he would be healthy; is that correct, sir?

Mr. Flory Dr. Weiss, I was an operating room
technician, spent four years working in hospitals.
I helped treat a lot of people in emergencies and
what have you. I always found that if a person
didn't recuperate to his fullest extent, he was
dissatisfied with the services that he got.

Mr. Goldman Mr. Flory, this is not facetious, and
I hope it doesn't arouse your anger. But, I do
have a question for you.

Mr. Flory You couldn't arouse my anger, Mr.
Goldman .

Mr. Goldman It's conceivable to me--and I've
seen it in effect--that in using the word "compre-
hensive health care," and the definition you gave
as to your conception of what comprehensive care
is or comprehensive health and mental care, that
there may be some person or some individuals who
can only be completely cured by the elimination
of another individual. Would that be. ..could that
be done in order to completely cure the ill of
that person?

Mr. Flory I don't follow your line of questioning,
Mr. Goldman.

Mr. Goldman Well, there are some people who are
so emotionally disturbed because of someone else,
that the only way the emotional disturbance could
be taken away is by the elimination of that other
person .

Mr. Flory I can't say that, because I'm not
qualified to answer that. Mr. Chairman, I ask for
the adoption of . .

.

Mr. Juneau Mr. Flory, you know I've taken a look
at the roll sheet that you keep, and I think your
amendment is going to pass.

Mr. Flory Thank you, Mr. Juneau. I ask for a

record vote, Mr. Chairman.

{^Record vote ordered . Amendment
adopted: 49-32. Motion to
reconsider tabled.

1

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Mr. Jenkins has amendments here.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 18, in Floor

Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Flory and
adopted by the Convention on today, delete the
word "comprehensive".

Expl anation

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, this amendment simply
deletes the word "comprehensive" from Mr. Flory's
amendment so that it would still say that "the
legislature may establish a system of health care
and mental care," but not comprehensive. He was
talking about the definition of what he meant by
comprehensive and as I understood it, he said that
It meant whatever it took to make a person well--
apparently any person in this state. I don't want
to see an endorsement of the concept that the
State of Louisiana ought to be trea ti ng--di rec tly
or 1 ndi rectly--every possible ailment, physical or
mental, by every person in this state. I think we
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will look foolish if we endorse that concept and
put it in the constitution. We provided here that
the legislature may establish a system of public
health. We can, with the adoption of this amend-
ment, say that we will establish a system of health
care and mental health care. But, my goodness,
that word "comprehensive" is undefined, and I

think it could really cause a lot of problems. So,
I urge the adoption of this amendment.

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered. Amendment adopted;
43-39. Motion to recons ider
tabled. Motion for the Previous
Question on the Proposal rejected

;

18-56. ]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Next set of amendments sent up by
Delegate Pugh:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 18, in Floor
Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Flory and
adopted by the Convention on today, line 1 of the
text after the word "health" delete the comma ","

and the word "and" and insert in lieu thereof the
word "including".

Point of Information

Mr. Dennery Mr. Clerk, wouldn't you have to add
the word "and" where it was deleted by the Flory
amendment? Would you have to add the word "and"
where it was deleted by the Flory amendment in

order to have this make sense?

Mr. Poynter I'm not sure I follow you, Mr.
Dennery, why don't you come up to the desk and we
can look it over.

Expl ana t i on

Mr. Pugh Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, in

connection with Mr. Flory's amendment, my amendment
would strike the conjunction "and" and replace
therefore the word "including." I suggest that
for your consideration because the words "public
health" are ones of common usage. The words
public health appear in many, many federal and
state statutes. I want there to be no doubt that
if the federal government provides funds for public
health and they mean those to relate to physical
and mental health, I want no doubt that we would
qualify for those funds under our definition of
public health. If for any reason any moneys are
ever available for public health, then I want them
to be available for the usages under Mr. Flory's
amendment. I think the words physical and mental
health obviously are within the connotation "public
health" which does have a common meaning and usage.
I recommend to you for that reason, that we include
them within that phrase and in doing so delete the
conjunction "and."

Mr. Henry All right. Mr. Clerk, are you going
to make some changes in that amendment?

Mr. Pugh Mr. Chairman, Mr. Dennery has indicated
the need for a conjunction "and" before public
health, there is no question about that.

[Amendment withdrawn and resubmi tted
with correction.}

Mr. Poynter All right. It would read as follows:
Sti 1 1 beginning

On page 1, line 18, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Flory and adopted today, in

line 1 of the text of the amendment--here ' s the
insertion--immediately after "tion," and before
the word "public" insert the word "and", and after
the word " hea 1 th" --pi cki ng back up and--after the
word "health" delete the comma "," and the word
"and" and insert in lieu thereof the word
"including".

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
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adopted: 75-8.
tabled.

1

Motion to reconsider

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Rachai]. On

page 1, line 17, after the word "security" and
before the word "social" delete the comma "," and
insert in lieu thereof the following: "as defined
by the legislature, "

.

Expl anation

Mr. Rachai Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
is an effort to salvage the work of the committee
and to retain some meaning. The committee proposal
as it presently stands amended really doesn't give
to the legislature any more than it can already do.
It seems that the difficulty with the proposal as
submitted was with the definition of economic
security. It is for that reason that the suggested
language is made. It seems that I could not be
convincing enough, that the committee took no issue
with the present provisions as made by the. ..all of
the services which are now being brought under this
one article. The wishes of the committee were that
the systems would, in fact, continue. There are
those who propose that the individuals might sue
the state and demand an economic security against
the nebulous kind of definition. By the same
token, with the manner in which the proposal has
presently been amended, the legislature could,
when it chose to do so, eliminate any of the
services. The committee's concern was that although
it was not concerned with tampering with the present
provisions, it wanted to assure that in fact the
services rendered by whatever form necessary in

the future would in fact be continued and there
would not be permission that they be discontinued.
The present language would make that possible. The
intention of the committee was that economic
security would be either as the intention was--al-
though it was not stated--that economic security
would be as defined actually by the legislature
or by the board, commission, or whatever was estab-
lished to define that program. If this proposal
is to have any meaning whatsoever, as intended by
the committee, the word "shall" needs to be remained
to insure the continuation. This amendment is

intended to allay the anxieties that those who
objected to the lack of a definition or a specific
indication as to how economic security was to be
provided. I urge your adoption of the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Tobias Tony, I'm reading your amendment. The
provision of the proposal says that "The legisla-
ture may" provide these various things. Now, the
legislature makes laws. Therefore, is it not
logical that if the legislature is going to make
laws, they are going to define what economic etc.,
security or whatever the word is in this proposal,
isn't that true?

Mr. Rachai That's right.

Mr. Tobias So, why put this in, it makes no sense;
it's just excess verbiage? We in Style and Drafting
have a heck of a time editing it out again because
you have added it as a substantive change.

Mr. Rachai I'm glad you asked that question,
Mr. Tobias, because evidently I didn't explain
what I was trying to say well enough. I honestly
feel that the proposal, as presently amended, is

excess verbiage; it has no meaning in the constitu-
tion. What I'm trying to do is to amend the propo-
sal as submitted such that if this amendment that
I have submitted is adopted, we will return to the
language which states that "the legislature shall
establish a system of economic security as defined
by the legislature," and then proceed with the
following language. There is a considerable
difference between the use of the word "may" and
"shal 1 "--wi thout "shall," it is meaningless.

Mr. Tate Dean Rachai, as circulated, it does not
include that amendment of "shall" for "may "--that '

s

what the questioning is concerned with. It only
includes the amendment to add "as defined by the
legislature" following "economic security".

Mr. Rachai Probably that's an error in the
drafting of the amendment by not stating that it

was, as amended, this was intended to apply to
the committee proposal on page 1, line 17, etc.
It does not state the proposal as amended. Now,
if that's technically incorrect to submit it that
way, I certainly would be willing to correct it.

That's why I wanted to explain that mine is not
an amendment to the amendment, but an amendment
to the proposal as submitted.

Mr. Tate Then, Dean Rachai, perhaps what we are
...some of us are confused with, is the instruc-
tions should be to do whatever you do to delete
all previous amendments and go back to the original
committee proposal and add these words. But, the
instructions that we have here don't show that.

Mr. Rachai I regret mine. ..if the delegates
understand my intention, than if that's what it

takes to amend it, then I'm certainly not going
to object to that.

Mr. O'Neill Mr. Rachai, now tell us exactly what
you are trying to do.

Mr. Rachai What I'm trying to do is to amend
the proposal as submitted. To state it another
way, I'll say that the amendment that I suggest,
if adopted, would have the Section 1 to read:
"the legislature shall establish a system of
economic security as defined by the legislature,
social welfare, unemployment compensation, and
public health," and include the other amendments
that were made to it.

Point of Order

Mr. 0' Nei 1

1

Mr. Rachai is trying to amend the
committee proposal with an amendment that has no

words to do quite that, as I see the amendment.
I would like to find out if he can do that. I

don't think he can. I think he would have try
and delete all floor amendments and insert those
words back in there again, and then that would
be out of order.

[Amendment withdrawn and resubmitted
with correction.']

Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman, I think the reason
Mr. Rachai got confused is because his amendment
was on there before anything was deleted, was out
on the floor. They didn't call for his amendment
in order as it was put on the table.

Mr. Henry Mrs. Warren, I beg to disagree, but

I don't think you know what you are talking about
there, because ... wel 1 , O.K. Well, then, it might
have gotten to your desk. But, I don't think the
contrary is true.

[Quorum Call: 75 delegates present
and a quorum. Motion to adjourn to

2:00 p.m., Sunday, November 18, 1973,
rejected : 25-46. Motion to table
the entire subject matter. Record
vote ordered. Motion rejected: 36-46.]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Rachai]. On

page 1, line 16, strike out the word "may" added
by Convention Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by
Delegate Abraham and adopted by the convention
today, and insert in lieu thereof the word "shall"
and on page 1, line 17, after the word "security"
and before the word "social" delete the comma ","

and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"as defined by the legislature,"
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iMotion to revert to other orders
rejected : 32-49

.

]

Explanation

Mr. Rachal Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the
action is so fast on the floor that my efforts are
obviously futile at this point. I think it's more
fitting that I let you know that I know that you
know that the action is tantamount to defeating
this amendment. Let me state, however, that the
recent development since I submitted it--I submitted
my amendment in answer to what I fi gured .. .con-
sidered to be honest objections, and probably...!
thought that the...! got the impression from the
debate that the objection to the use of the word
"shall" in this proposal had to do with the
nebulousness of the term "economic security"--!
found that since submitting this amendment that
there are other reasons why there is opposition
to the amendment--al 1 of which I certainly cannot
overcome. I recognize, also, that with seventy-
seven delegates here, that certainly at least ten
would be opposed to this amendment regardless as
to what might be submitted. I thought that !

should point out to you my willingness to try to
find a means by which we could get together. !

repeat again, that the proposal as it presently
stands amended is of no consequence, and we're
just taking up space in the constitution. I would
urge your adoption of the amendment as submitted.

Questions

Mr. ' Nei 1

1

Mr. Rachal, in effect, your amendment
puts the word "shall" back into this section which
has been amended by Mr. Flory--which is a substan-
tial difference, by the way--and it deletes Mr.
Abraham's amendment when he inserted "may." Now,
do you know the vote by which Mr. Abraham's amend-
ment was accepted?

Mr. Rachal I don't recall it at the moment, no.

Mr. O'Neill Well, it was a substantial majority.

Mr. Rachal Nevertheless, Mr. O'Neill, I thought
it was based primarily upon the fact that economic
security could not be defined. That was the under-
standing that I had.

Further Discussion

Mr. Arnette Ladies and gentlemen, this amendment
seeks to put back in exactly what this convention
took out less than an hour ago. I therefore think
it's a bad amendment to replow the same ground.
Second, by Mr. Rachal 's own admission, this section
means absolutely nothing without "shall" in it.
So, in that case, what I think we ought to do is
move the previous question on the entire subject
matter, and vote on this thing one way or the
other, and let's get it over with and go home.

{^Motion for the Previous Question on
the entire subject matter rejected;
26-52.

]

Further Discussion

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
men of the convention, !, too, like Mr. Rachal,
don't believe that we have enough votes to pass
the committee proposal. But, I. ..you know, I

believe, particularly if I'm going to argue against
something, that I ought to present to the delegates
of this convention some sincere, legi tima te--wel 1 ,

I'll take out the word "sincere" because I don't
want to question anybody's motives--but at least
some rationale that attempts to approach the word
"legitimate." Mr. Rachal has said in his amend-
ment, in effect, that the legislature shall provide
for economic security as defined by the legisla-
ture. Now, I understand when I talked to some of
the folks, that was the major objection because it

was so broad, and that we ought to let the legis-
lature define. But, you know the thing that con-
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corns me about the word. ..about Mr. Abraham's
amendment is that no matter how you feel about
economic security, you're really tampering in the
area of unemployment compensation. You can say
that the legislature may provide for a system of
unemployment compensation, and you get somebody
up in there--a lobby

i

st--represen ting bid industry
in here, and you're going back and tell the man
who's got hurt on the job that it's a possibility
that the legislature may or may not provide for
some sort of unemployment compensation. So, it
just seems to me, very seriously, that--and I

recognize that he cannot pass the proposal --but I

think Mr. Rachal's amendment at least addresses
itself to the objection of defining economic
security. Now, for those opponents of the propo-
sal, I have to get some kind of explanations and
justification as to, you know, what does it mean
when I say that the legislature may provide for
unemployment compensation, knowing the kinds of
tremendous battles that are in the legislature
every time we attempt to increase or decrease
unemployment compensation. I think that is the
dangerous aspect when you use a word like "may,"
'cause the 1 egi sla ture--and I'm saying whatever
influenced you on it could very well be influenced
to the degree that they can decrease or may not...
or take away from the benefits presently enjoyed
by the working people of this state. So, I ask
that you don't take this proposal lightly. My
motions were not a tactical motion to do away with
the opposition, but at least to ask us to return
to the regular order of business so at least we
can come up with one that would take away the
concerns as people have about economic security--
which I think Mr. Rachal's amendment has--particu-
larly, my concern about using a word like "may"
when we talk about unemployment compensation. I

ask for your favorable adoption of the Rachal
amendment.

questions

Mr. Chatelain Delegate Jackson, you stated at
the outset when you began to talk that there's
a short House. Is this right, sir?

Mr. J. Jackson Right.

Mr. Chatelain All right. Do you remember the
vote, sir, when we took the final vote on the
passage of the Committee Proposal No. 7 that we
just voted on? There was a hundred and thirteen
people here, then. I don't know if you remember
that number or not, but they seemingly got what
they wanted and left. So, you don't fault the
rest of us that stayed here, do you, sir?

Mr. J. Jackson No, sir. That's why I'm here,
too. I'd like to go home; I'd like to drive the
hundred miles, but I don't want to kill the propo-
sal. I don't think the proposal can pass, but I

don't want to table or kill the proposal on one
issue, and I think that's another great concern
embedded in the committee proposa 1 --unemployment
compensa ti on

.

Mr. Pugh Johnny, I only ask this because I think
we are dealing with something very serious when we
talk about whether or not unemployment compensa-
tion, social welfare and public health are in the
constitution. Isn't it possible that we can
resolve this problem by providing that the--and
this is just a question I'm asking, you understand
--the legislature shall establish a system of
social welfare, unemployment compensation and
public health, and then provide it as also autho-
rized to establish a system of economic security?
Can you live with that?

Mr. J. Jackson I would, but I'm suggesting to

you, Mr. Pugh, that I think there are some dele-
gates that don't even want that compromise in.

For those of us who do want to go home, maybe the
best thing that we can do, because it's such a

complex proposal, that we ought to just go home
and just return to regular orders of business.
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Mr. Tate Representative Jackson, do I understand
your fear to be this: the legislature has already
created unemployment compensation, welfare and
public health, and there's not a chance in the
world that anyone here is against it or that the
legislature would repeal it. Your fear is among
some of the people that you represent that appear
before the Health and Education Committee that
they may take it as a step backward when no one
here has any intention whatsoever to repeal those
great programs of this state. Is that your fear?

Mr. J. Jackson I think it's that. Justice Tate,
but it's also my concern about by using the word
"may" as it relates to unemployment compensation.
What does that provide in terms of legal suits
about whether a person is going to be protected if
he's hurt on a job or not, and he ought to be

compensated for it.

[^Motion to withdrau the amendment

.

Record vote ordered . Motion adopted

:

66-20. Motion for the Previous Ques-
tion on the Section . Subs titute Mo-
tion to adjourn to 2:00 p.m. , November
18, 1973, rejected : 37-48. Motion
for the Previous Question adopted

:

44-41

.

]

Closing

Mr. Rachal Mr. Chairman, delegates, I realize
that the hour is late and nerves are frayed, but
this committee proposal as it presently stands
doesn't do anything. We are making a farce of the
people to have them believe that taking up ten
lines in the constitution at this point means
anything, and as it presently stands, I am forced
to urge the rejection of this committee proposal
and save space in the constitution.

Questions

Mr. Flory Mr. Rachal, isn't it true that we need
this section in light of the Revenue, Finance and
Taxation's proposal where we stated that you could
not appropriate funds except for a public purpose,
and the purpose of this section is to allow the
state to make payments to welfare recipients and
also, when the state takes over the funds contri-
buted for unemployment compensation, to make pay-
ments to private individuals? Isn't that the
necessity of this section?

Mr. Rachal I have to honestly say I really don't
know, Mr. Flory, but I'd ask for the Parliamentarian
to answer that question, or the. .. someone who can.

Mr. Henry Go ahead, Mr. Poynter, let her rip.

Mr. Poynter I'd love to, but I think I better not.

Mr. Rachal All right, let me say I certainly
don't want to jeopardize a continuation of this
program, the contrary is true. My only concern is

to have a "may" in the constitution is of no conse-
quence unless what you say, Mr. Flory, is true.

Mr. Jenkins Isn't it true, Mr. Rachal, that we
haven't even adopted the Revenue, Finance and Taxa-
tion Proposal regarding the use of public funds,
and that anyway, the courts have held time and time
again that welfare programs are public purposes,
and that to spend funds in that way is not prohib-
ited?

Mr. Rachal I think I can answer yes to that ques-
tion.

Mr. Tobias Mr. Rachal, isn't it true that even
if the proposal is defeated, and even assuming that
the convention decided to lay that motion on the
table, that you could come back and move for a

suspension of the rules to call from the table the
motion to reconsider and, therefore, it would be
open again? Is that not true?

Mr. Rachal I think that's right. With a two-
thirds vote it could be. ..67 votes, rather. I'd
like to make one correction to Mr. Jackson's
statement. He mentioned when a person is hurt on
the job when he referred to unemployment compensa-
tion. It's really when he is laid off or for some
reason is not employed other than because of
injury.

Mr. Sinqletary Mr. Rachal, I believe under
Committee Proposal No. 15, Section 16, which pro-
hibits appropriating the funds, etc., of the state
to any individual, I believe that we do need this
proposal .

Mr. Rachal Well
,

I would purport to get it in-
cluded in another way. If that's true, Mr.
Singletary, I would propose to get such guarantee
to the citizens through another means other than
throught what I feel has happened to this proposal.

[section failed to pass; 44-38.
Record vote ordered . Motion to
table the motion to recons ider
rejected : 33-52. Motion to re-
turn the Proposal to the calendar.

"i

Point of Order

Mr. Nunez We just had the previous vote; we
didn't reconsider it, so it automatically comes up
the next day. Isn't that right?

Mr. Henry But, you can still return it to the
calendar.

Mr. Nunez Well, I don't see where it makes a

great difference whether it's on the calendar or
it's reconsidered.

Mr. Henry It really doesn't, but the man made the
motion. Senator. It's six of one and half a dozen
of the other.

{^Record vote ordered . Motion
adopted: 67-21. Motion to take
up other orders adopted without
objection

.

]

Point of Information

Mr. Stinson Would you advise the convention as
to what we have done this afternoon in furtherance
of the adoption and preparation of the constitution?

Mr. Henry Well, Mr. Stinson, I'd be glad to give
you the floor for about five minutes and let you...

Mr. Champagne I had something along those same
lines. I was wondering if there's really any
point in coming here at all tomorrow, if we're
going to accomplish as much as we did this after-
noon .

Mr. Henry Well, gentlemen, I'm going to recognize
Mr. Avant in just a minute for the motion.

Mr. Avant, inasmuch as I'm going to exercise
my prerogative now, I will give you equal time if
you don't mind when you make your motion.

Mr. Avant's going to make a motion, I assume,
for adjournment, which he believes in, and in all
fairness to Mr. Avant he's been one who sat back
there everyday as far as I can recall in this
convention and has been willing to work. It's
extremely exasperating now--wait just a minute,
take your seats, please, and we'll get out of
here in just a minute--but I've listened to all
this and I'm just about like some of you all, and
I appreciate you staying. Mr. Stinson, I'm sorry,
I can't tell you what we've accomplished this
afternoon, but I thank God that we can do it like
this in a free country; it does get a little
nauseating at times. But, we're worked hard and
we've worked well here for about ten months, and
when you look around on Saturday afternoon late
you see the same faces every time. We paid one
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hundred and twenty-one people today fifty dollars every one of them. You didn't have to ask a lot
a piece. Some people are making more money than of redundant questions. We're goinn to have to
others, and I realize that we all can't stay and begin to restrain ourselves. We're going to have
we all can't come every time. But, we all have to begin to control ourselves, and we're going to
made a commitment, and I think we're going to have have to begin writing the constituion that the
to start encouraging some of the other brethren to people want and will accept. Now, I give this to
live up to that commitment more than, perhaps, we you and I guess it's like the preaching in the
have in the past. church on Sunday nights, you all might not be

It's my considered opinion that we need to work. the ones that need it, but that's the way I feel.
Granted we did not accomplish anything insofar as and that's what I think. I recognize Mr. Avant
adopting a proposal this afternoon, but ladies and for a motion. Wait, Mr. Avant, he's got to do one
gentlemen we have a number of proposals that are little thing then, I've got you. I'm sorry. I'm
going to have to at least be considered before it's treating you like the stepchild I always treated
over. Now, it's not a question of whether or not you.
we're going to accept or reject these proposals;
healthy, plausible debate is good, but there is Report of the Secretary
so much nonsense that goes on, so many unnecessary [n journal 855-857]
remarks, so many squirty little questions like,
"Did you know Mr. So and So that I like your amend- Motion
ment", and that's absurd. Now, it's time for us
to either decide whether we want a new constitution Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman, I've been impressed by
in this state or not; I think you want one. It's what you said and I'm with you all the way. 'I

not going to be like you want it when we get through move that we adjourn until nine o'clock Monday
and it's not going to be like I want it, but unless morning.
we're willing to shut our mouths at times, and not
to talk until we've got something to say we're [substitute Motion to adjourn to 2:00
going to be here until the 19th of January or the o'clock p.m., Sunday, November 18,
20th of January as long as the legislature will 1973. Record vote ordered. Motion
allow us to meet, and you can say what you want to rejected.- ij-76.]
about the legislature; you can say all right, if

the legislature decides that they don't want to Point of Information
give us extra time, we'll just keep meeting, and
the legislature will cooperate with us, I'm sure Mr. Smith Before we vote on this motion, Mr.
of that. But, you know the legislature could shut Chairman, is there any way we get these members if
it down; I don't think that's the problem, but we ...I'll be here, but if we're not going to get
acted too much like legislators here in the past any more than we've got today it looks like in the
few days. rules there we have that--I hate to see it carried

We have got a number of proposals that must out--but the sergeant-at-arms can go out and get
be considered before we get to the alternative these members in; I think we ought to have enough
proposals that Mr. Goldman was talking about this here to do business tomorrow,
morning. I don't have any proposals, I've not
suggested a thing to this convention insofar as Mr. Henry Mr. Smith your point is well-taken. I

what I think we should adopt, but you have and I'm think there's something under the rules that will
insisting that we work so you can have the time to allow us to scent [send] for folks,
debate and discuss your proposals that I know you Read Rule No. 6, Mr. Clerk,
think are right. Now, if you want to go home--and
I know you do, and I know I do--and if you think Mr. Poynter Rule No. 6 reads as follows: "Absent
that's best and you think we can come back here Delegates"
after these holidays and after this session, and "At any time the convention is in session whether
sit in our seats and use good common judgment in upon first convening of the day's session or at any
debate, and can wrap this thing up, and can give time after the hour has arrived to which the conven-
it all the time we need, then adjourn, and let's tion stood adjourned, the Chairman is authorized
go home, because that's what we should do. But, to send the sergeant-at-arms for any or all absent
if you don't believe that we're not going to move delegates as a majority of such delegates present
any faster than we've been moving, then I'm going shall agree."
to tell you this, we're going to go through the
same thing up around Christmas. We're going to \_Substitute motion to adjourn withdrawn.'^
get here on the Saturday before Christmas and we're
going to be behind, and everybody is going to say, Mr. Stagq Mr. Chairman, I think the application
"Well, it's Sunday and then Monday is Christmas of that rule has to be done during the session in

Eve, and then there's Tuesday is Christmas and we which there are absent delegates. So, the rule
can't come back Christmas night because of too could not be enforced until tomorrow afternoon
much traffic so we'll come back the 27th, and then after two o'clock,
there's going to be the New Year's weekend and the
football games, and we will want to be home then." Mr. Henry I think your point is well-taken.

You have sacrificed, you wouldn't be here this
afternoon if you hadn't sacrificed, but don't give Point of Information
up now for goodness sake. Mr. Avant is sincere in

the motion that he's going to make as he can be; Mr. Ourso What you're saying is, is if I don't
I think he believes that way. Mr. Avant, I haven't show up tomorrow because I have some personal
tried to stampede you in what I'm saying because business to take care of in my office or anything,
you've been fair with me, and you've been long you're going to send someone to come get me?
suffering with the rest of us. We have not finished
a job and the real gut work is to come between now Mr. Henry No, sir. Not at all. Sheriff,
and then, and we can finish it, and it ain't nearly
as bad as it might look sometime when we get here Mr. Ourso Well, good because I was going to tell
late on Saturday afternoon. But, for goodness you if you would, send someone to come get them
sake, if you've given up, go ahead right now and when you bring them,
resign so we can get somebody in here to run in

your shoes for a few days, and, God knows, I don't Point of Information
believe any of you have given up or you wouldn't
be here today. But, think about those things and Mr. Stinson Mr. Chairman, as you know, those of
think, for goodness sake, about the time we're us that come two hundred and seventy miles, we
wasting with a bunch of nonsense, and there was don't get paid any mileage, and these down here
nothing nonsensical perhaps about the amendments this roll out of bed and walk over here don't either,
afternoon or the section; you might not have liked but if they send for us, then the rule says that
them, but you didn't have to get up and talk on we have to pay for that sergeant-at-arms going up
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or do we get a free ride?

Mr. Henry That's correct, Mr. Stinson.

Mr. Stinson Oh, we have to pay for them.

Mr. Henry You have to pay for them.

Mr. Stinson Oh, that's bad, isn't it.

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, Mr. Stinson touched
on what I was thinking about. Of course, what Mr.

Stagg says that it has to be during the session
before you can send for them, but if the members
of the convention know that they will be sent for

and will have to be up here without a sufficient
excuse at their expense; before the session, noti-
fication to them of that might bring them here
so we won't have to send for them.

Mr. Henry I think that's the way we're going to

be able to resolve it too. Senator De Blieux.

Point of Information

Mr. Landrum Mr. Chairman, in reading the rules,
I believe he stated the last words, "shall agree."
Am I right?

Mr. Henry That's right, sir.

Mr. Blair Mr. Chairman, I had full intentions of

returning tomorrow, but when. ..if you vote, if

this convention votes to force someone to come here
tomorrow, I just sent for a day of leave of absence,
and just as the sheriff said, "Somebody come after
me because I ain't coming."

Mr. Henry I don't think anybody is going to have
to send after anybody tomorrow or any other day.
Senator, but these rules are rules that were adopted
by you, as delegates to this convention, and I think
that's the point that is being made, sir.

Mr. Blair The poi nt . .

.

shouldn ' t you wait to see
if you need to send after someone?

Mr. Henry Now, I think that's the point that's
being made. Senator, is that if business doesn't
pick up, yes, sir.

Mr. Derbes Mr. Chairman, enforcement of Rule No.

6 would be after the fact of our not having a

quorum. I wonder if it would be in order at this
time to move to suspend the rules so that the
machine might be opened for us to indicate, of
those present, who intends to be here tomorrow.

Mr. Henry It wouldn't require a rule suspension,
but I think we're going to have enough here
tomorrow now, Mr. Oerbes.

[^Record vote ordered . Motion to
adjourn to 2:00 o'clock p.m.,
Sunday, Sovember 18, 1973, adopted:
76-7. Adjournment to 2:00 o'clock
p.m.g Sunday, November 18, 1973,2
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Sunday, November 18, 1973

ROLL CALL

[84 delegates present and a quorum.
Quorum Call: 78 delegates present
and a quorum. ]

PRAYER

Mr. Willis Almighty Father and eternal God, it

is right and proper that as the first order of

business, especially on this Sabbath, that we
should give You thanks and praise and petition
Your blessings. Shower Your mercy upon us. Grant
us the necessary blessings to make proper judgment
on all issues requiring decision. Strike fear in

our consciences to shun wrong and embrace righ-
teousness. Grant us the grace to proceed with
deliberate speed. Deepen our faith, hope and char-
ity. Make us love what You have commanded. Keep
us keenly attuned to reality. Shield us from sin

and finally guide us in presenting up Your plan
of government to our people. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

{^Motion to take Committee Proposal 18
out of its regular order adopted with-
out objection.^

Reading of the Proposal

Mr. Poynter "Committee Proposal No. 18, intro-
duced by Delegate Aertker, Chairman on behalf of

the Committee of Education and Welfare, and other
delegates, members of that committee.

A proposal making provisions for human resources
by prohibiting compulsory arbitration."

At present, the proposal contains but one sec-
tion reading as follows:

"Section 1. The legislature shall pass no laws
requiring compulsory arbitration."

Expl anation

Mr. F 1 ry Mr. Chairman and delegates, the present
constitution had a provision. Article III, Section
36, which required the legislature to pass laws to

settle disagreements with the consent of the par-
ties by arbitration. There was some discussion in

our committee as to the real necessity for having
this provision, so that what we really came out
with was the language "the legislature shall pass
no laws requiring compulsory arbitration." Inas-
much, I personally feel that that is a quite con-
troversial issue as to whether or not you compel
arbitration I have some amendments that would put
it back in a permissive nature insofar as the leg-
islature may pass such laws as may be proper and
necessary to decide differences with the consent
of the parties by arbitration. Mr. Chairman, if

there are no questions...

Questions

Mr. Landry Mr. Flory, don't you feel that Com-
mittee Proposal No. 18 is far superior than Com-
mittee Proposal No. 13, because under this propos-
al the legislature could pass laws for whenever
parties would like to...

Mr. Flory You mean under...

Mr. Landry Under this particular proposal you
are saying that you cannot pass laws to force com-
pulsory arbitration. Is that right?

Mr. Flory That's correct.

Mr. Landry So, I think it would be better than
Conmi ttee Proposal No. 13, because the legislature

coul d . . .

Mr. Flory Number 13?

Mr. Landry Number 13, which reads "the legisla-
ture shall pass such laws as may be proper and
necessary to decide differences with the consent
of the parties by arbitration." Don't you feel

that if we adopt 18 the legislature could still
do that?

Mr. Flory No, sir. What I think. ..they could
sti 1 1 do i t in the area of... with the consent of
the parties, however, as you well know this has

been a very controversial issue on the national
level, etc., and rather than get into that contro-
versial issue I'd rather see the present constitu-
tion sustained rather than to get into that area.

Mr. Roemer Gordon, I'm trying to understand your
presentation. Are you talking on behalf of Com-
mittee Proposal No. 18?

Mr. Flory Well, I said. ..I was explaining what
the committee had done and said that I had some
amendments that would put it back in a permissive
nature to let the legislature to legislate in the
area of settling differences between parties by

the process of arbitration.

Mr. Roemer I thought that's what you said, so in

other words, you're not recommending that we adopt
18 as is; you're going to present us some amend-
ments?

Mr. Flory That's correct, but the committee did
propose the language that is here.

Mr. Abraham Gordon, I'm a little bit confused.
We're dealing with 18 and then Ambroise mentioned
a Committee Proposal No. 13; is that an official
committee proposal, or do you know?

Mr. Flory What happened was, the committee had

agreed to submit it in its original form, when it

was introduced back in July sometime, I guess, Mr.
Abraham. When it was referred to committee it

came out in the way of a substitute proposal and
'then took the number of Proposal No. 18.

Mr. Abraham I see. Well, let me ask you this
then. If this is going to be permissive or how-
ever way we decide on it, is there any real need
to have this thing in the constitution, in your
es timati on?

Mr. Flory In my judgment there is no need really
based upon the information that I haveto have i t

,

been given by the attorneys, but there was some,^

disagreement, I might tell you, as to the inter-
pretation by attorneys, Mr. Abraham, but I would
say that the majority of them said, that they really
didn't feel that there was any necessity for even
havi ng it.

Ms. Zervigon Mr. Flory, is not this one of the
issues that you and Mr. Lennox discussed at great
length on this committee?

Mr. Flory At two or three different occasions,
Mrs . Zervigon , we did discuss it. At first, we

both agreed to submit the original intent of the
present language of the present constitution. Af-
ter that he met with some attorneys that I presume
represent him and told him that they didn't need
it at all. Rather than have the language, then I

agreed to go with him and to report the substitute
that's now before the committee of the convention
out of the committee.

Ms. Zervigon He agreed with you that it was prop-
er to submit this language? He would have agreed
with this language, as you understand it, taking
Committee Proposal No. 13 and substituting "may"
for "shall" in Committee Proposal No. 13?
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Mr. Flory I don't want to speak for Mr. Lennox, Mr. Flory Dr. Weiss, I would have no objection
Mrs. Zervigon. I'll just tell you that originally either way, but I think if we are going to put
he and 1 both voted to submit to the convention in language in the constitution that we might want
the way of a Committee Proposal No. 13. to provide some procedure whereby if you could

settle disputes by the process of arbitration un-
Ms Zervigon And then on 18 you both voted to- der guidelines established by the legislature.
gether on that one as well?

Mr. Arnette Gordon, what's the difference be-
Hr. Flory That's right, because he, as I said, tween your amendment and the committee proposal?
had met with some attorneys who represented him,
and I had checked with some attorneys that repre- Mr. Flory Well, if you look at Committee Propos-
sented me who both said that they didn't feel there al No. 18, Mr. Arnette, No. 18 would mandate the
was any need at all. Rather than put it in the legislature to the extent that they could not pass
form of consent by the parties that at that time laws requiring the parties to get together, submit
we were willing to say that we didn't want. ..he the issue to an impartial arbitrator and then would
didn't believe in compulsory arbitration nor did be bound by the decision of that arbitrator whether
I. But, to get into that area I agreed then to go or not that arbitrator knew anything about either
back, without discussing with him since he left side or not.
here. ..to put it back as it basically is in the
present constitution. Mr. Arnette Right, and what would your amendment

do?
Ms. Zervigon Well, since there is no representa-
tive of industry here, would you tell us what your Mr. Flory My amendment would put it back like
understanding would be of the possibility of the the present constitution and let it. ..the legisla-
legislature passing laws in the instance where ture decide. .. pass laws to regulate the settlement
there is no consent of the parties to arbitration? of differences by the process of arbitration with

the consent of the parties.
Mr. Flory Well, as you know, the National Chamber
of Commerce and the National Manufacturers' Asso- Mr. Arnette Well, Gordon, the thing that disturbs
ciation, many of the industrial groups throughout me about your amendment that you are going to pro-
the country have had program on in this country to pose is that it doesn't forbid compulsory arbitra-
pass laws requiring compulsory arbitration. On tion so therefore, the legislature can have and
a national level, we have opposed those measures force compulsory arbitration under your amendment.
and the Congress has not acted in that area. Rather That's what worries me about it. Do you understand
than get into that fight in this convention I was that?
willing to put it back into the permissive state
and let the legislature take whatever course it Mr. Flory Well, they could do it under the pres-
deemed wisest after hearing both sides, if they ent constitution if they had chosen to do so.
chose to get into it at all.

Mr. Arnette Do you know the difference between
Ms. Zervigon So, it's your feeling that by and our old constitution and the new one in that...
large management does like compulsory binding ar-
bitration and labor does not? Mr. Flory What I have proposed is basically the

old constitution by the way of amendment, Mr. Ar-
Hr. Flory I'm sorry; I didn't hear you, Mrs. nette.
Zervigon .

Mr. Arnette Right, but in the old constitution
Ms. Zervigon It's your feeling that by and large it was a granting constitution whereas we're doing
management does like compulsory binding arbitration something just the opposite here. We're saying
...management likes it and labor does not. the legislature can do anything that is not for-

bidden to them, which is exactly the opposite phil-
Mr. Flory Well, I think management wanted com- osophy. In other words, your amendment would al-
pulsory arbitration as a means to stop disputes low the legislature to force compulsory arbitration
when they get to the point of work stoppage. on parties that didn't want it. I'm wondering if
Rather than have a stoppage they would want to that's your intent because that's what your amend-
force it to a compulsory arbitration and that the ment does,
parties would then be bound by whatever the arbi-
trator said. There are some people in industry Mr. Flory Well, Mr. Arnette, as I said earlier,
who I think do not agree with that as there are in what my amendment does is leaves the field open
the field that I'm in. It's a very complicated, to let the legislature regulate the process of
controversial issue. settling of differences by arbitration so long as

the parties agree to arbitration. As in the past,
Hs. Zervigon And would you agree that any of these the legislature could have entered into the field
three proposals that we're talking about would ap- and said that you would have to submit issues to
ply to public employees as well as private employees? arbitration and you would be bound by the arbitra-

tor's decision, under the term "compulsory arbi-
Hr. Flory It could apply. tration." They've had that authority since the

'21 Constitution.
Ms. Zervigon Thank you.

Mr. Henry All right, Mr. Flory. You've exceeded
Mr. Flory I think that they are employees by the your time.
very fact that they work, regardless of who their Now, in effect, what you apparently were doing
employer may be. was talking on your amendment to this rather than

the proposal itself and we never have introduced
Mr. Weiss Delegate Flory, I gather from what and read the amendment. It appeared to me that
you've said that this is permissive law and there- most of your questions and answers were. ..as per-
fore has no basis in constitutional law since there taining to this amendment; were they not?
is no reason to enforce it or any method of imple- All right, go ahead and read the amendment, Mr.
mentation in the proposal that you intend to sub- Clerk,
stitute for this proposal, that is floor amendment
...you intend to substitute for this proposal. My Amendment
question is, could we not save time if we voted
and called the question on this proposal and there- Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Flory], on
fore delete the entire matter without going through page 1, line 15, after the words and punctuation,
floor amendment. Would you feel that that was in "Section 1." delete the remainder of the line and
order? delete line 16 in its entirety and insert in lieu
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thereof the following: "the legislature may pass
such laws as may be proper and necessary to de-
cide differences with the consent of the parties
by arbi tration .

"

Expl anat ion

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman, the only point that I

want to make, when the question was directed to
me as regards industry, labor, etc., I just want
to call to your attention that you're not only
talking about these matters, you're talking about
the differences of i ndivi dual s ... i ndi vi dual s vs.
corporations .. .whatever differences might exist
between two parties, so you're not talking, nec-
essarily, labor-management relations; you're talk-
ing about human relations insofar as differences
might exist in whatever structure and this is why
I say that I wanted to put the constitution back
in the framework that it was in the 1921 Constitu-
tion more or less making it permissive upon the
legislature even though some attorneys, a majority
of whom, have told me they don't think it's nec-
essary to have it period.

Questions

Mr. Lanier Mr. Flory, do you believe that the
present law is that a state constitution as dis-
tinguished from the federsl constitution is a

document of limitation in that if there is no lim-
itation in the state constitution that the state
legislature may pass any law unless limited by
the federal constitution?

Mr. Flory That was my understanding, Mr. Lanier.
That's wny I say a majority of the attorneys have
told me that they didn't think it was necessary
period, so that the legislature could act in the
area of the settlement of differences in any man-
ner it deemed wisest even if it were silent. That's
why I said that they told me they didn't think the
section or the article was even necessary. But,
in the event ... s i nee we have come up with this and
the attorneys, I might say in all fairness did not
appear before the committee. It was reported what
Mr. Lennox. ..had met with his attorneys and what
I had met with my attorneys which they agreed that
there was no real need, but in order to avoid the
controversy as far as compulsory arbitration is
concerned I was willing to put it back like the
present constitution is today.

Mr. Goldman Mr. Flory, this is a technical ques-
t i n and P^d like to get what your intention was.
The way I read this, where the commas are placed,
to me it seems that the legislature couldn't pass
any laws even without the consent of the parties.
Was that the intention?

Mr. Flory In the process of arbitration, Mr.
Goldman, a s I know it, under the law today in Lou-
isiana, if you have a disagreement with someone
else you as one party agree to submit that differ-
ence to an arbitrator. The other party also has
to agree to submit it to an arbitrator. Then, both
have to agree before it's submitted to the arbitra-
tor whether or not his decision will be final and
binding upon both parties at that time. After he
renders his decision and you have agreed then that
decision becomes binding, but you can do it also
in the fashion of arbitration merely being a fact-
finding body.

Mr. Goldman I'm speaking df the word "laws"...
in speaking of the word "laws" would that be a

general law that would be a procedure for that or
would a law have to be passed with each such arbi-
tration?

Hr. Flory Well, I can only tell you off the top
of my head of one particular statute whereby I

believe it was in about 1936 where the legislature
did act in saying that when they established the
State Mediation Board that they did provide a pro-
cedure whereby labor disputes could be mediated

between the two parties wi thout . . .but offhand, Mr.
Goldman, that's the only statute at the moment
that I can recall, and since that time the legis-
lature has seen fit to abolish the Labor Mediation
Board .

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Flory, I know that you've stated
that this was like the old provision in the consti-
tution, but you realize that there are some changes
in it? If you may recall, the present provisions
in the constitution say the legislature shall pass
laws which may provide for compulsory arbitration.

Mr. Flory No, let me tell you what the present
language of the constitution says. Senator DeBlieux.
It says that it shall be the duty of the legisla-
ture to pass such laws as may be proper and nec-
essary to decide differences with the consent of
the parties by arbitration. That's what the pres-
ent constitution says, and in my explanation I

said that it's basically the same as the present
const i tuti on

.

Mr. De Bl ieux Wei 1 , as you well know, the
legislature can do anything it's not prohibited
from doing, so if you just change your words like
you have it here in this amendment, why should we
have it at all? Why not just delete the whole
provision out of the constitution?

Mr. Flory Senator DeBlieux, I've said three or
four times that all of the attorneys that I've
talked to told me they didn't see any necessity
for having it, but if we were going to put some-
thing in the constitution I felt like we ought
to stick with the language that was In the exist-
i ng consti tut ion .

Mr. De Blieux Well, why not word it exactly like
it's in the existing constitution if you're going
to have it?

Mr. Flory I have no objection to that either. I

was trying to shorten it and to make it permissive
as to what the legislature could and couldn't do;
that ' s all.

Mr. De Blieux Would you support an amendment to
delete the who le business?

Mr. Flory I have no objection to the deletion
of the whole thing. Senator DeBlieux, but if we're
going to adopt anything I think we ought to stay
within the framework of what the old constitution
did. That's all I'm saying.

Further Discussion

Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise
in favor of this proposition. But, I just want to
make one point and then I'm going to sit down be-
cause all the questions and answers so far have
been in the area of labor and management disputes.
But, that is not the only area that is involved;
and, I want you to clearly understand that. This
provision would apply not only to those type of
cases but to other cases where the parties may
agree to arbitrate their differences and where you
wouldn't want to make them do it if they hadn't
agreed to do it. I can point out various types of
contracts. Insurance policies, well, you can...
anything you can think of. So, I just want to
make It clear that this deals with other things
than the one item that has been under discussion
so far.

Questions

Mr. Kean Mr. Avant, if we adopted the committee
proposal which says that "The legislature shall
pass no laws which require compulsory arbitration,"
that would not mean that private contracts couldn't
be made with regard to compulsory arbitration,
woul d It?

Mr. Avant But, there might not be anyway to
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Implement those, Mr. Kean.

Mr. Perez Mr. Avant, the thing that concerns me

is that if we have no provision in the constitu-
tion--either the committee proposal or the Flory
amendment--isn 't it true then that the legislature
could require compulsory arbitration?

Mr. Avant I think they probably could, Mr. Perez,

because the legislature can, as you know, can do

anything that is not prohibited by the constitution
or the federal constitution.

Further Discussion

Mr. Arnette Ladies and gentlemen, I really don't
know whether I'm in favor of the committee propos-
al or not; I don't know enough about it. But, I

want to point out a couple of things to you, that
I think are very, very important. I hope you lis-
ten closely. The first thing is: Whether you
adopt Mr. Flory's amendment and put it in the con-
stitution or not makes absolutely no difference be-
cause if it's in the constitution it means exactly
the same thing as if it's not in the constitution.
His language is totally meaningless. Now, Commit-
tee Proposal No. 18, however, is very meaningful.
It's very meaningful because it prevents compulsory
arbitration. Now, I don't know whether you want
it or not; I don't know whether I want it or not.
But, the only thing we've got before us that means
a thing to put it in the constitution or not, is

Committee Proposal No. 18. Now, decide whether
you want this language or you don't want it. Like
I said, I don't myself, but Mr. Flory's language
means absolutely nothing because the legislature
can do that anyway if it's not in the constitution.
So, therefore, they don't need it to be permitted
by the constitution. But, this, however, is a

limitation on the 1 egislature--the committee pro-
posal. So, think about it, whether you want to
put it in or not. That's all I have to say. I

haven't made my own mind up on the matter. But,
for gosh sake, we don't need Mr. Flory's language
in there because it's meaningless.

Mr. Drew Greg, particularly referring to Mr.

Flory's amendment, you say that there would be no

difference whether it was in the constitution or
out of the consti tution-- I mean it's silent.

Mr. Arnette That's right.

Mr. Drew Don't you really believe that the phrase
"with consent of the parties," if it were silent,
would not be binding on the legislature? I think
that's the meat of the amendment and...

Mr. Arnette No, but the whole thing is, Mr. Drew,
IS that this does not forbid compulsory arbitra-
tion. So, therefore, the legislature may pass laws
regarding compulsory arbitration.

Mr. Drew That's the point I'm making. If you take
the phrase "with the consent of the parties" out,
then, the legislature can demand compulsory arbi-
tration whether the parties want it or, can't they?

Mr. Arnette Well, yes, Mr. Drew, they can, of
course. But, even if this is not in there, they
can. ..even if it is in there, they can still pass
laws regarding compulsory arbitration. This lan-
guage does not, in any way, at all, forbid compul-
sory arbitration. It just permits the legislature
to have noncompul sory arbitration. But, it doesn't
forbid compulsory arbitration, so, therefore it's
meaningless. I hope you understand what I'm say-
ing to you. Now, I don't know whether I'm in

favor of compulsory arbitration or not. I just
want you to know what you are voting on.

Mr. Singletary Greg, in connection with what Mr.
Drew said, it seems to me that although this amend-
ment is phrased so as to be permissive, it uses
the word "may." However, it does use the words
"with the consent of the parties," as opposed to

compulsory. So, it would seem to me that that
would mean that. . .

Mr. Arnette Well, Alvin, let me ask you a ques-
tion. Is there anywhere in there any word in there
that would forbid compulsory arbitration? It does

not say "there shall not be compulsory arbitration";
it does not say "there shall not be arbitration
without the consent of the parties." It just says

they may pass this class of laws, but it doesn't
say they cannot pass another class of laws, which
they may do under this constitution.

Mr. Singletary I would imply from the use of the

words "with the consent of the parties," that the
legislature could pass those laws and only those
kind of laws and could not pass compulsory arbitra-
tion laws, but I don't know...

Mr. Arnette Well, Alvin, are you in favor of

compulsory arbitration?

Mr. Singletary I'm not taking a position one way
or the other, I just...

Mr. Arnette Well, all I'm saying, is if you are
in favor of not having compulsory arbitration, vote
for the committee proposal. If you are in favor
of having compulsory arbitration, vote against the
committee proposal. I just want you to know what
you are voting on. But, Mr. Flory's language, I

think, is totally useless.

Mr. Weiss Delegate Arnette, in the Committee of
the Declaration of Rights, I learned early that
the word "may" is permissive. You pointed out
that whether this is in the constitution or not,

this floor amendment, it means the same thing.
Can you help me to understand why we are spending
all this time today and spent all day yesterday
debating material of this na ture--whi ch is not of
a constitutional nature--that is being presented
before this group?

Mr. Arnette I really don't know. Doctor. But,
I may be wrong--I don't think I am--but, I just
think Mr. Flory's language, whether it's in the
constitution or not, it means exactly the same
thing. Now, whether you want compulsory arbitra-
tion or not, vote on the committee proposal. But,
Mr. Flory's language, I don't think, means anything
at all .

Mr. Weiss I think that the question is: Is this
any different in or out of the constitution? You
said it meant the same thing, so, why are we de-
bating this material to be put into the constitu-
tion, if it means nothing when it's left out? Let's
leave it alone and leave it to statutory law as we
did all day yesterday, and go on with the business
of this constitutional convention. I don't under-
stand why men who have such advisers and legal
help cannot appreciate what I think I understand
to be true. If this is not so, please help me un-
derstand it.

Mr. Arnette Well, Dr. Weiss, I have to agree with
you. I think it's unnecessary to put permissive
language in the constitution because it might as

well not be in there because it means the same
thing. Now, I don't know why. ..I just want you to

know what you are voting on.

Further Discussion

Mr. Abraham Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I

rise in opposition to the Flory amendment. I rise
in favor of the committee proposal. I think that
the legislature should not pass any laws. I think
the legislature should be prohibited from passing
any laws requiring compulsory arbitration. Arbi-
tration to me is a matter between the parties in-
volved. If the parties involved agree and want to

submit themselves to compulsory arbitration, I

think that it should be their choice. But, I don't
think that it's a matter for the legislature to
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get into, to try to make this decision as to
whether these two parties--whomever they may be--
must submit themselves to compulsory arbitration.
Now, while I realize the Flory amendment says
"may," I just feel that this whole matter is not
a matter for the legislature to decide. Therefore,
I am very much in favor of the committee proposal
which places a flat prohibition on the legislature
so that they cannot pass any laws requiring com-
pulsory arbitration. Now, this says just that.
It does not mean that people cannot submit them-
selves to compulsory arbitration if they so desire.
But, let's leave it up to the parties involved as
to whether they want to do this or not. Therefore,
I ask that you reject the Flory amendment. I think
it would be very wise and very good to put this
Committee Proposal No. 18 into the constitution
which is a prohibition against the legislature; it's
definite, they are no permissives to it, and it's
right to point. Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, delegates, I want to
concur with Mr. Arnette and Abraham. I would like
to look at Mr. Flory's amendment. It says "The
legislature may pass such laws as may be necessary
and proper to decide differences, with the consent
of the parties, by arbitration." Now, what laws
might those be? You don't need any special laws
to decide differences by arbitration with the con-
sent of the parties. If the law is silent then
that's just the case you want because arbitration
is a voluntary thing which comes about without
laws. The only pertinent law is the general law
of contract which would require the parties to do
whatever they agreed to do or else suffer damages
of some sort. So, to say that the legislature
may pass laws to decide differences by arbitration
is nonsensical, there are no such special laws
which should be or could be passed, only the gen-
eral law of contract is pertinent. I want you to
also note that the interpretation given this sen-
tence, I think, is absolutely correct by Mr. Ar-
nette previously. When he says "The legislature
may pass such laws," certainly that doesn't say
the legislature may not pass such laws. It doesn't
say the legislature may not pass laws contrary to
that concept. It says "The legislature may pass
laws to decide differences, with the consent of
the parties." But, it doesn't say they have to;
it doesn't say they can't pass laws to decide dif-
ferences without the consent of the parties. Now
read that carefully, and I think you will see that's
what it says. Compulsory arbitration is really
another contradiction in terms--arbi tration is a

voluntary thing. Thus, if arbitration were made
compulsory, it would not be arbitration, that's
why laws should not be passed compelling compulsory
arbi trat ion--compel 1 i ng a contradiction of terms.
We should here prohibit such laws. If people want
to sit down and get together and work out their
disputes, that's good and fine. If they won't, or
can't, they should suffer the consequences. But,
to require compulsory arbitration is really to
attempt a specific performance of a personal con-
tract for personal services. When you start talk-
ing about things like that, you're getting into a

...what things .. .questions that raise serious con-
stitutional problems, I think, with regard to in-
voluntary servitude. We shouldn't have laws that
might attempt to enforce such contracts by a per-
sonal service. We certainly shouldn't, in the ab-
sence of contract, attempt to enforce people to
perform services that they haven't agreed to per-
form. So, the proper approach is the committee
approach, prohibiting compulsory arbitration. The
approach that Mr. Flory suggests, I really think
would be meaningless and would open the door to do
just the opposite of what the committee proposal
suggests. So, I urge the rejection of the amend-
ment and the adoption of the proposal.

Questions

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Jenkins, would you agree with

me that the way the amendment is written, it's un-
clear as to whether the parties must consent to
the legislation or consent to the arbitration?

Mr. Jenkins I think that's absolutely true and
obviously even under this, the parties could be
compelled to come together. Even if you took the
approach that they couldn't be compelled to agree,
they could be under this, obviously, compelled to
come together, which I think is in derogation of
their liberties as well.

Mrs. Zerviqon And, would you argee with me that
since the author of the amendment has said that
the amendment itself is really meaningless and un-
necessary, that if we want to discuss the issue
on its merits, what we ought to do is kill the
amendment and vote on the proposal itself which
says "The legislature shall pass no laws"?

Mr. Jenkins I agree with you, Mrs. Zervigon.

Mrs. Ze rviqon I believe I heard you to say that
you believe, as someone who has studied law, that
just because this says "The legislature may pass
laws to decide differences, with the consent of
the parties," it does not say that it may not pass
any other sorts of laws on the subject.

Mr. Jenkins Well, that's correct because under
the theory of this constitution, the legislature
can do whatever is not prohibited to it and nothing
else in this constitution appears to me to prohibit
compulsory arbitration and this certainly doesn't;
so, the legislature could pass such a. ..laws.

Further Discussion

Mr . Chatel ai n Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

stand in strenuous opposition to this amendment.
I would like to ask you to please--on this bright
beautiful Sunday af ternoon--to stop and think what
we are voting on. This is a sleeper. This is a

ringer. This is something that's entirely differ-
ent from the Committee Proposal No. 18. Never kid
yourself, there is a great difference between this
...Committee Proposal No. 18 very strictly and
strenuously opposes and forbids the legislature to
do anything about arbitration, whereas the amend-
ment is entirely different. I urge you to defeat
the amendment; it's not needed and certainly not
needed. I wish that you would consider it very,
very strongly and vote against it.

[previous Question ordered.

1

Closing

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, this is not
a ringer, or a sleeper, or anything that I know of
--it's been in the constitution since 1921. But,
I guess it's because I offered it,- that there is

so much controversy. As someone said just now
back there, "If you were as bad as they say you
are, your wife would leave you." Not only that,
my mother would probably disown me. But, really,
what we are talking about is a very simple thing
...when you are talking about allowing the legis-
lature to pass laws regulating the settlement of
differences by the procedure of arbitration, so
long as it contains the consent of the parties--
that's all we are talking about. Now, I would
like to see the amendment adopted because I have
been told by an attorney back there--that I have
great respect foi— that you need it... the language,
"with the consent of the parties." I have no pride
of authorship in this amendment, just to say to
you that I think it represents what we ought to
have in the way of settlement of differences, in
allowing people to settle their differences through
the procedure of arbitration so as long as they
agree to submit their problems to an arbitrator--
that's all, that's simply what it is. I would ask
that you adopt the amendment.

Questions
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Mr. Willis Mr. Flory, do you know that we have,
in what is revered in this state as a Civil Code
which comes from the French, that there is a chap-
ter in our Civil Code numbered ... ti tl e numbered
19, which is of arbitration, which reads in it's
first article, and which does exactly what you or
the proposal wants, as follows: "A submission is
a covenant by which persons who are in a lawsuit
or difference with one another, name arbitrators
to decide the matter and bind themselves recipro-
cally to perform what shall be arbitrated." Did
you know that we have a chapter in the Civil Code
on arbitration?

Mr. Flory I knew there was other reference in
the revised statutes to arbitration, but I was not
familiar with that, Mr. Willis. But, I was told
by a number of attorneys that we did not need this
provision, that we had proper authority for the
resolution of dispute by arbitration in Louisiana
and that--I so stated earl ier--when I presented
the amendment.

Mr. Willis Well, do you know that the provisions
in our Civil Code were first written in French and
has been translated into English and incorporated
in our Civil Code since the birth of this state?

Hr. Flory No, sir. I'm not a French historian.

\_Record vote ordered . Amendment re-
jected; 43-51. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Mr. Chairman, there is a technical
amendment at the desk which I asked them not to
run the distribution copies--it's strictly a tech-
nical amendment sent up by Mr. Aertker to correct
the title.

On page 1, delete line 14, in it's entirety and
insert in lieu thereof the fol lowi ng :--al 1 in caps
--"ARTICLE VII. HUMAN RESOURCES"--and on a sep-
arate line--

"Section 1. Arbitration"

{^Amendment adopted without objection
Motion to return Committee Proposal
18 to the calendar subject to cali.]

Explanation

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Chairman and delegates, I know
it seems that we are grinding around and not get-
ting any place much. I have the same feeling that
you do about that. But, let me make a point about
returning this amendment ... thi s proposal to the
calendar. When the legislature drew up Act 2 set-
ting us up, they incorporated into the bill repre-
sentation from labor and from industry. This is
jn issue that we are discussing that affects both
labor and industry. Labor is very ably represented
here. The delegate on wildlife and fisheries knows
a little bit about labor. But, very few of us
here know a whole lot from the industry point of
view. Mr. Lennox came to me some time between
January and July--I don't remember when--and said
"Would you believe it, Gordon Flory and I agree
on one thi ng--compul sory arbitration? I didn't
ask him at the time what they agreed on about com-
pulsory arbitration. I wish I had, because I would
know now whether it was Committee Proposal No. 13
or Committee Proposal No. 18 which are very, very
different in their nature. We have just defeated
an amendment which is, in essence. Committee Pro-
posal No. 13. I would like to get more feedback
from somebody who knows something from the manage-
ment point of view before we vote on Committee Pro-
posal No. 18. It's not something I know enough
about to be able to vote on now. Mr. Lennox is
not here to speak his point of view or to reenun-
ciate the point of view he enunciated in the com-
mittee. I, therefore, suggest that we return this
to the calendar until such time as the governor

appoints someone to represent industry or until
such time that some of us can speak to someone
who knows something about industry. There is al-
most nothing that I know less about.

Questions

Hr. Avant Mrs. Zervigon, I just want to ask you:
Do you realize that this subject matter affects
anybody and everybody who has a dispute with an-
other person, whether it's because of a contract
or any other type of dispute? Do you realize and
understand that?

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Avant, I appreciate you speak-
ing to my motion that way. If it's even more com-
plex than I realized it was, it's all the more
reason for putting a little bit more study on it
before we go forward.

Mr. Nunez Mrs. Zervigon, isn't it true that Sat-
urday we argued practically the whole day on one
committee proposal and then returned it to the
calendar after. ..by some maneuver or another? Now,
we are on this one and because someone isn't here
to explain it properly--as you say--you want to
return it to the calendar. As we return these
things to the calendar, don't you agree we still
have to dispose of them?

Mrs. Zervigon Not necessarily. Senator Nunez, be-
cause the discussion that is about to ensue on the
Planchard motion--which is a motion to delete--is
whether to have the thing in the constitution or
not. If we return it to the calendar, we have in
essence accepted the Planchard amendment unless we
pull it back off the calendar. So, we have acted,
and we have gone on. But, it seems to me that
there was a member of my committee who kept saying
"Let's do something, even if it's wrong." He was
joking when he said it. But, there are a lot of
people here that are saying it seriously. I don't
want to do it in such a way that we can't undo it.
It seems to me that the best way is to accept the
Planchard amendment in spirt by putting it back
on the calendar. Then, if we find we really do
need it in the new constitution, pull if off the
calendar, discuss it, debate it, and pass it.

Mr. Nunez 3ut, don't you agree that if we. .that
we continue to put these proposals on the calendar
we have not disposed of them? We'll end up in
January or in the latter part of December with
forty or fifty proposals on the calendar, they are
subject to be heard. Anybody can bring them off
and debate them, they are still active. Don't you
agree that while we have these things, we should
dispose of them and not keep setting a precedent
every time we bog down, we send it to the calendar?

Mrs. Zerviqon Senator Nunez, what I believe about
the cal endar--and you can correct me if I'm wrong
--is that there is almost no way we can adjourn in
January without some things on the calendar. Prob-
ably Committee Proposal No. 54 on Education will
be on the cal endar--ei ther the committee proposal
on civil service or Mr. Dennery's proposal will be
on the calendar. I urge the adoption of the motion.

[previous Question ordered . Motion re-
jected: 19-79.']

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Mr. Planchard sends up the following
amendment

:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 10
through 16, both inclusive, in their entirety in-
cluding all Floor Amendments thereto.

Explanation

Mr. Planchard Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

think this amendment is self-explanatory. We are
just taking it all out of the constitution. If
you do not feel it is needed, the way the committee
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proposal has it written, there is no sense in hav-
ing it in there at all. I think that the matter
of compulsory arbitration is going to be taken
care of by the legislature anyway, and that's where
it should be left. So, let's don't clutter up
the constitution with these extra words and extra
sections for compulsory arbitration; it's just not
needed. I would like to ask for the machine to
be opened, Mr. Chairman, and see if anyone wants
to join in the amendment.

[25 coauthors added to the Amendment .1

Questions

Mr. Jenkins A.J., you said it's meaningless.
Isn ' t it actual ly meaningful? Don't these nine
words mean something? Don't they, in the future,
prohibit and prevent the legislature from passing
laws which would attempt to force people to come
to a contract when they haven't actually agreed
on a contract? Doesn't it do somethi ng--accom-
plish something? Isn't it meaningful?

Hr. Planchard It's an absolute prohibition against
compulsory arbitration, but I think you said those
two words are in conflict themselves.

Mr. Jenkins Right. So it prohibits a contra-
dictory idea from being passed through the legis-
lature.

Mr. Planchard It would. Yes.

Hr. Jenkins Well, so, then it is meaningful.
It's not meaningless. It does accomplish some-
thing, doesn ' t it?

Mr. Planchard If you want an absolute prohibi-
tion against compulsory arbitration from ever be-
ing considered, you would have to feel that you
have to have it in there. I think it's between
day and night whether you want this kind of a lan-
guage--compl ete prohibition against it in the con-
sti tution--or whether you don't think it is needed
at all and just take it out.

Further Discussion

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I rise in support of Mr. Plan-
chard's amendment. First, let me call your at-
tention to the exact provisions in the present
constitution. This doesn't say "the legislature
may." It says "the legislature shall have the
right by general laws to provide for the... it
shall be the duty of the legislature to pass such
laws as may be proper and necessary to decide
differences, with the consent of the parties, by
arbitration .

"

Arbitration is just, you might say, a between
issue of medium insofar as court procedure is

concerned. Our courts are getting pretty well
clogged up now with decisions. If we can provide
some method by which we can take these issues away
from the court and get them decided, we ought to
do that. As you've heard Mr. Willis read to you
and refer to a few minuted ago, we've got pro-
visions in the Civil Code now with reference to
arbitration. Now, if we pass this particular pro-
posal as it is right now, I'm afraid that we have
the effect of repealing everything we've got on
the books insofar as arbitration is concerned.
Those laws have worked for us in the past. I

think they'll work for us in the future. The best
thing to do is to go ahead and delete this partic-
ular provision. The only reason I voted for Mr.
Flory's amendment a few minutes ago is because it
will at least leave on the statute books what we
have got now pertaining to arbitration. I cer-
tainly think that we have no need of nullifying
our laws we presently have on the books for arbi-
tration and trying to prevent the legislature...
for all time in the future, with ever trying to
pass something to help to settle disputes. There-
for, I ask you to support the Planchard amendment.

\_Previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered. Amendment adopted ; 68-10.
notion to reconsider tabled.

"^

Mr. Poynter I have no further amendments that
would propose additional sections.

Mr. Henry Now, that puts us in the most unique
situation I recall us being in. We have a proposal
with no sections.

[previous Question ordered on the Proposal.^

CI osi ng

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, since we have taken out every-
thing that this proposal means, therefore, I ask
you to vote against the proposal, and that will
clear the whole board.

[;Proposal failed to pass: 1-94. Motion
to reconsider tabled.

j

{^Quorum Call ;

quorum

.

J

Recess

86 delegates present and a

Reading of the Proposal

Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 31 introduced
by Delegate Stagg, Chairman on behalf of the Com-
mittee on the Executive Department, and other dele-
gates, members of that committee. A substitute
proposal for Committee Proposal No. 19.

A proposal making provisions in the schedule
provisions of the constitution for mandatory re-
organization of the executive branch of government.

The provision. .. the proposal contains only one
section.

"Section 1. Mandatory Reorganization of State
Government

Section 1. Paragraph (A). The legislature shall
allocate, within more than twenty departments, the
functions, powers, duties, and responsibilities
of all departments, offices, agencies, and other
.instrumentalities within the executive branch, ex-
cept those allocated by this constitution .

Such allocation, which shall not be subject to
veto by the governor, shall become operative not
later then December 31, 1976.

(B) Should the legislature fail to make such
allocation, the governor shall prepare and submit
to the legislature at its next session, regular or
extraordinary, an allocation in compliance with
this section. The legislature, by a majority vote
of the elected members of each House, may disapprove
such plan, but may not substantively amend it. In
the event the legislature does not disapprove the
plan prior to the sine die adjournment of the ses-
sion of the legislature at which submitted, the
plan shall become effective at twelve o'clock noon
on the ninetieth day following sine die adjourn-
ment. "

Explanation

Mr. Stagg Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, if
you had in your desk papers the first enrollment
of Committee Proposal No. 4 on the executive branch,
in Section 1 (B) this language appears; "All of-
fices, agencies, and other instrumentalities of the
executive branch of state government and their re-
spective functions, powers, duties, and responsi-
bilities, except for the governor, offices of gov-
ernor and lieutenant governor, shall be allocated
according to function within not more than twenty
departments .

"

Now, this is the language that stipulates that
the executive branch of government shall be com-
posed of only twenty departments. Those depart-
ments will include the department occupied by the
secretary of state, and by the attorney general,
the Department of Justice, the Department of Trea-
sury, the Department of Agriculture, the Department
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of Insurance, and the Department of Elections and
Registration. Having said that in the constitution
in Article I of the Executive Branch, it becomes
now necessary that the constitution provide for
how that shall be accomplished. Because it is a

onetime accompl i shment--the first reorganization
of the state government as required by this article
in the executive branch--we have come up with a

schedule provision. To refresh your memory on
what the schedule provisions do, that's in the
nature of a footnote to the constitution which,
when accomplished, is no longer a part of the
constitution itself. It will drop out after it

has been accomplished as required in the reorgan-
ization under the schedule.

In Section 1 of Committee Proposal 31, the com-
mittee gave the job of reallocating, or allocating
the functions, powers, and duties, and responsibil-
ities of the branches of the executive department
--the legislator is given the job of accomplishing
this reorganization. When they have done so, it

may not be vetoed by the governor. It is, then,
the way that the executive branch will be consti-
tuted. We felt that this was--in the committee
we felt that this was the job properly ascribed to
the legislative branch.

In this proposal, in Number 31, the legislature
is given until December 31, 1976, to accomplish
the basic reorganizational structure. It would
work like this. Upon the adoption of this consti-
tution, the presiding officer of the House and
the presiding officer of the Senate would form a

joint legislative committee on reorganizations to
undertake the study and the recommendations to the
legislature as to how it shall be accomplished.
They will have the balance of 1974 in which to
work, 1975, and 1976--a period of some thirty
months within which to deliberate and to decide
how the various boards, agencies, and commissions
would be allocated into departments. In the Sec-
tion (B), since this is a mandatory reorganization
of state government, if the legislature should, for
any reason, fail by December 31, 1976, to accom-
plish the reorganization, then the governor shall
prepare and submit to the legislature an alloca-
tion into twenty departments as required by this
section of the constitution. Yet, we retain with
the legislature further control. They may not
amend or substantively change that submitted by
the governor. But, if they dislike it and disap-
prove it, then the governor has to go back to the
drawing board and start over again, and at the
next regular session, or extraordinary session,
again submit a plan of reorgai nzation into twenty
departments. Once it has been presented to the
legislature and approved, then in ninety days it
will become effective.

This committee proposal does carry into effect,
according to a time schedule, the command of Arti-
cle IV in the executive branch that there shall be
no more than twenty principal departments in the
executive branch of the state government.

Mr. Chairman, I'll be happy to yield to any
questions.

Questions

Mr. Perez Mr. Stagg, do I understand your pro-
posal correctly that if the legislature, by Decem-
ber 31, 1976, does not act, then we would turn over
to the governor the authority to actually legis-
late by giving him the authority to completely re-
organize?

Mr. Stagg The department involved is the execu-
tive branch of state government. We have built
safeguards into those people who are elected to
head a department. That cannot be allocated, re-
allocated, or fiddled with either by the governor
or by the legislature.

Mr. Perez The only way...

Mr. Stagg The governor would, then, present to
the legislature a plan of reorganization, but only,
Mr. Perez, if the legislature failed to do the

duty carried to it by Section (A) of this article.

Mr. Perez If for Some reason they haven't done
it by '76, it would require both houses of the
legislature to veto that which the governor's done,
so to speak. Is that right?

Mr. Stagg Both houses, by a majority vote, would
FaveToturn down what the governor proposed. Yes,
sir.

Mr. Perez Again, the legislature, if they didn't
like some part of it, could not substantively amend
it, would have to take it just like the governor
gave it to them in substance.

Mr. Stagg Again, Chalin, that only comes to pass
under the circumstances that the legislature shall
have not done the duty commanded of it to do by
this constitution.

Mr. Perez Mr. Stagg, don't you have any faith in

the legislature carrying out the mandate of this
constitution?

Mr. Stagg I do, sir. ..but, in this bill, when
the constitution says there shall be twenty depart-
ments, then if the legislature does not do it,
then the governor is empowered to do it, and the
legislature can. ..turn down what he does.

Mr. Tobias Tom, I address my question to Section
( A) . Assumi ng the legislature does enact an allo-
cation among twenty departments, at some later date,
the. .. supposing the legislature decides that it
wants to reallocate one of these departments and,
say, merge two departments, would this same thing
require. . .woul d this require the vote--I beg your
pardon, the signature of the governor?

Mr. Stagg We have in Section 22 of the bill of
Committee Proposal No...CP4, which this convention
adopted, a plan for the futher reallocation of
functions and powers allocated by this constitution,
and then that says it shall be done as provided by
statute. What we are doing now is the basic, orig-
inal going-in allocation and. ..of department agen-
cies and commissions iiito twenty departments. We
did not feel that it should be frozen in that state,
but that by statute it could be reallocated as
years go on, needs change, times change, duties
change, departments come and go, and duties of
government come and go. There is, in Section 22
of CP 4, that permanent provision for regular re-
allocation as the legislature might conclude to be
necessary.

Mr. Roy Mr. Stagg, I don't like the loaded ques-
tion you got about legislating. The fact that the
governor. .. the fact that the legislature would not
fulfill its duty for two years is not giving the
governor legislative power by allowing him, then,
to consolidate all these different agencies that
we have voted on as being surplusage and should be
under the executive branch. Don't you agreee?

Mr. Stagg Yes, I do. But. ..and also, if you
will note, in the present constitution the powers
of reorganization are stated somewhat the same way.

Mr. Roy That's what I mean. We. ..we're not. ..by
voting for this--which I think is good--saying that
we're going to allow the governor the power to
legislate, are we?

Mr. Stagg No, sir. Not at all.

Mr. Avant A couple of questions, Tom.
What happens if you go through this little pro-

cess here, and then the legislature disapproves
the plan? Where are you--the governor's plan--
where are you?

Mr. Stagg If the plan that the governor sent to
the legislature, an allocation in compliance with
this section, and it was turned down, he would
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still have the duty to prepare and submit to the
legislature at its next sess ion--regul ar or extra-
ordinary--another allocation of functions and du-
ties.

Mr. Avant In other words, it's the intent of this
that he just keeps on submitting them as long as
they don't do anything, until he finally gives
them one that they will approve, or at least not
disapprove.

Mr. Stagg That's correct. Once these twenty de-
partments have been formed and the duties allocated
among them, then in the further years down the road,
the legislature by statute can do the same thing,
or make such changes as are needed in the future.

Mr. Avant All right, now. The next question is:
Did you consider the prov idi ng . . . at what point
in the legislative session he must submit this
thing? Because, you don't say at what point. It
just says he shall submit it to the legislature
and if they don't disapprove it before they ad-
journ, then it goes in.

Mr. Stagg Well, I think the legislature has a

sure and certain defense against that. Jack.

Mr. Avant Well, tell me what it is, then.

Mr. Stagg If it comes in too late for them prop-
erly to act upon it, they vote no. Then he brings
it in the very first day of the next session, or
six months before the next session. The legisla-
ture is not without a defensive mechanism all of
its own.

Mr. Avant I don't necessarily agree with that.

Mr. Hayes Mr. Stagg, why. ..I wondered why did you
put an absolute deadline of December 31, 1976?
That's my first question.

Mr. Stagg Let me answer your first one, then.

Mr. Hayes All right. Go ahead.

Mr. Stagg Considering that this constitution will
go to the people in the early part of 1974, the
legislature can begin then, say by the appointment
of a joint legislative committee on reorganization,
and study it all during the balance of '74; and
maybe by '75 session they're not ready, they can
study it for another year. Then in the '76 session
they can undertake to vote on it. If they haven't
got it finished by then, they can call themselves
into session before December 31, '76, and form, or
make the allocation and do the reorganization.

Mr. Hayes As stated, it presupposed that the
constitution had already passed. That's the way
it reads. That's why I asked the question.

Now, where did the magic figure of twenty come
from? I don't know. In other words, I am trying
to see how you arrived at twenty. I understand
you have about how many departments or agencies
now that you're trying to consolidate into twenty?
Do you know?

Mr. Stagg At the moment, there are in the neigh-
borhood of a hundred and ninety-nine to two-o-two,
depending on whose figures you read.

Mr. Hayes All right. Good. Now, then, where
the magic figure of twenty? Why would you try to
put them into twenty?

Mr. Stagg Mostly that's because of a span of
control , Dewey. A governor in charge of this
state government, now, as it sprawls all over the
landscape, has to deal with a goodly number, over-
large number of agencies, boards, and commissions,
or the heads of those agencies, boards, and com-
missions. We felt that if it was made twenty de-
partments--and that's what this convention has
voted to do--then the governor, by having contact

with the heads of twenty departments, can more ef-
fectively, more efficiently, and more responsibly
manage the business of the executive branch, which
is what he is elected to do.

Mr. Hayes I'm in sympathy with whatever is...
you're trying to do. But, what happens in case we
tie this down and they need twenty-five, or they
don't need but fifteen? That's my only problem
at this po i nt

.

Mr. Stagg Well, on my desk I have. ..I can show
you a plan of reorganization that only uses eleven
of them. So, there is some room to grow on there.

Mr. Derbes Tom, I'm curious about the phrase,
"the legislature may not substantively amend."
Would you explain the wisdom of that provision to
me?

Mr. Stagg Yes

.

The legislature, we felt, was being given a

clear, clean shot at reorganizing the state govern-
ment. That's the way it will be done. In my opin-
ion, I think that's the way it will come out. But
if it didn't, then somebody ought to be in charge
of doing it. The only other fellow in line to do
it would be the governor. When he presents a pro-
posal to the legislature, it, having in that in-
stance failed to do it, then they ought not to be
able to take his, turn it completely around, ball
it up, and hand it back to him and say "This is it,
whether you like it or not."

Mr. Derbes Well .but, by the same token, you
are assuming that the legislature has the wisdom
to effect the reorganization in the first instance.
I don't quite understand why there can't be an
interplay between the governor and the legislature,
should the plan originate with the governor. It
seems to me you ' ve . . . ef f ecti vely precluded that
i nterpl ay

.

Mr. Stagg Well, Jim, the basic philosophy of our
committee was that this was a job for the legisla-
ture to do. It is properly a legislative function.
Having properly being given to the legislature to
do, we had to have a fallback position if, for any
reason, the legislature did not do it. This is a

fallback provision. The governor could do it by
executive order under the present constitution.
We felt the governor ought to present his work to
the legislature, since it's got to fund it and
pay for it; that they ought not, having failed to
do it themselves, then turn around and fiddle with
that which is presented by the governor.

Mr. Derbes 3ut, finally, by the same token, if
the legislature has a choice of either complete
approval or complete disapproval of the presented
plan, and the legislature can't substantively
amend it, then what you've actually done is you've
delayed reorganization until the next special or
ordinary session of the legislature, haven't you?

Mr. Stagg That's correct--which may not be a very
long delay because the legislature can call itself
into session under Legislative Committee Proposal
No. 3. The legislature is in charge, you see?

Amendment

Mr. Hardin [^ssistant cierk} Delegate Perez sends
up the first amendment:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 22
through 32, both inclusive in their entirety.

Explanation

Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, this amendment is very simple,
and that is to delete all of the provisions which
would give the governor the authority to proceed
to reorganize and just give to the legislature the
veto power, so to speak. I don't believe that we
have done this anywhere else in the constitution.
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We have adopted provision after provision which
says the legislature shall do this and the legis-
lature shall do that. Why should we single out
just this one particular situation and say the
legislature shall do this, but if they don't do
it, we are going to let the governor do it? I

don't believe that it is wise, constitutionally,
legislatively, or for the good of the people to
give to one man the right to reorganize state gov-
ernment instead of requiring that the legislature
have a hand in it. I realize you give the legis-
lature an opportunity. But, we can always remem-
ber that there is a possibility, and a probability,
that if one of the houses of the legislature does
not pass the particular reorganization by 1976,
then it would give the governor the absolute right
to reorganize. I don't believe it's wise. I don't
believe it's wise, again, to require or to provide
for any other situation where we say the legisla-
ture shall, because we have so many other places
in this constitution where we say the legislature
shall do this and do that.

I'll yield to questions.

Questions

Mr. ' Nei 1

1

Mr. Perez, without this section, do
you believe that the legislature and the governor
will have allowance for interplay so that, between
them, they can come up with a workable solution?

Mr. Perez I would hope so. But, again, again I

repeat, we have many, many cases in which we are
mandating the legislature to do certain things.
We don't have a so-called penalty clause--which
this would be--if they don't do it, in any other
case that I know of.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Perez, I'm looking at the Section
(B) , and T'm also looking at a proposed amendment
by Delegate Pugh. Suppose the governor really
didn't want a reorganization? Don't you think he
could annually present a real badly drafted reor-
ganization plan--one that would not be acceptable
by the 1 eg isl ature--and , in this means, avoid the
reorganization which is contemplated?

Mr. Perez There's no question about it. That
could be accomplished; or, if there was a differ-
ence between the governor and the legislature as
to how it should be reorganized, we might never
get the reorganization.

Mr. Stagg Chalin, I don't mean to stay up here
too much today, but when you say we are giving in
Paragraph (B) the absolute power to reorganize,
to the governor, would you look down on line 25
where it says "the legislature, by a majority vote,
may disapprove such plan." How does that bespeak
of absolute power?

Mr. Perez "The legislature, by a majority vote
of the elected members of each house"--it's very
difficult for me to conceive or believe that both
houses of the legislature would veto something that
the governor came up with. I mean it in the sense
that only the governor can do the proposing. Both
houses of the legislature would have to veto it.
So, it is virtually absolute.

Mr. Flory Mr. Perez, can you visualize a plan of
reorganization being put in a concurrent resolu-
tion and dropped in the legislature at the eleventh
hour, and then not having time to act on it, and
then the governor's plan would automatically be-
come the reorganization plan?

Mr. Perez That's what I'm concerned about. We
never know in these sessions of the legislature
how much other business the legislature may have.
It may be deeply involved in the energy crisis or
in something else and may not have the opportunity
to adequately consider a reorganization plan any
particular year.

Mr. Cannon Mr. Perez, the concept of some depart-

ments which are already included in the constitu-
tion would remain stable and in this constitution
without interference by the legislature or by the
governor if this entire thing were deleted?

Mr. Perez Well, if you remember the Executive
Department, there are provisions with respect to
the reorganization and making certain officers
nonelected with the two-thirds members of the
house, etc. But, they remain in effect until that
particular occasion may come about, if the legis-
lature does so.

Mr. Cannon But, by the del etion--the entire dele-
tion of this committee proposal, this would in no
way effect those that were constitutionally created?

Mr. Perez No, I think it's adequately taken care
of already, and I don't see why we need Section (B).

Mr. Nunez Mr. Perez, Mr. Stagg started out by
saying that this is the primary responsibility of
the legislature. Wouldn't your amendment make it
the primary responsibility of the legislature?
Wouldn't your amendment do it, then they shall take
the blame for not doing it?

Mr. Perez That's correct, and, again, we have
many, many other areas where we say the legisla-
ture shall do this and shall do that. I don't see
any reason why, in this one particular case, we
put a sort of a penalty clause on the thing whereas
we don't do it with regard to the legislature in
all of the various other areas where we say the
1 egi si ature shall.

Mr. Nunez Isn't it also true that because of the
various methods of passing a bill, say, in committee
hearings, that you could stall it, but because of
the lateness of the hour, or time, etc., and just
let it die there, and the other plan would become
effective?

Mr. Perez Well, it all depends on the business
before the legislature. Again, I say we have some
serious problems confronting us like the energy
shortage. That may take up virtually an entire
session of the legislature. There are many very
important bills which do, and those of us who know
something about legislative processess realize
that in many cases important bills never do get
out of both housed, particularly one which would
be so complicated as reorganization.

Mrs. Brien Mr. Perez, we set the time that it
has to be done by the 1 egi si a ture--December 31, 1976.
Do you think that the legislature really would not
do it?

Mr. Perez Well, I have great faith in the legis-
lature, Mrs. Brien. I'm sure they'll do it.

Mrs. Brien You have? Well, so this Section (B),
maybe, don't even have to be done.

Mr. Perez That's why I don't see why we should
need that provision.

Mrs. Brien If the legislature don't do it, don't
you think it should be the governor what going to
do it?

Mr. Perez Well, Mrs. Brien, we have many, many, many
other cases where we've said to the legislature,
"You shall do this, and you shall do that, and
you shall do something else." If we pass this, I

think maybe we ought to have that same provision
where the legislature does not do these other
things which we tell them to do, then we'll let
the governor do it.

Further Discussion

Mr. Dennery Mr. Chairman, delegates to the con-
vention, the Committee on the Executive Department
felt--and I strongly feel--that our executive
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branch of the government of the State of Louisiana
is one of the most poorly organized from the point
of view of operations of any state in the union.
We've studied many states. Reorganization is an
absolute must. Now, the previous speaker and some
of the questions to the previous speaker, I be-
lieve, have thrown up some straw men. Let me put
this in context, if I may. We have approximately
two hundred departments right now in the State of
Louisiana. We have looked at charts that were
given us by the present governor and by previous
governors. We have looked at the study on the or-
ganization of the executive branch which was made
by a committee appointed some years ago composed
of members of the legislature as well as previous
governors and experts on government. All of them
seem to agree that we can bring the executive
branch down to a number of total departments that
the governor can easily oversee. This is not the
true cabinet form of government which we discussed
when we discussed the executive department--Pro-
posal No. 4. But, it is getting close to it. It
gives the governor the power to oversee what is
going on without having to have two hundred people
report to him. There are many heads of depart-
ments, commissions, and agencies who never, during
the four year term of a governor, get to even con-
sult with the governor. The governor, frequently,
cannot know what is going on in those agencies.
Obviously, he should. The Executive Department
Committee felt that it was very, very important to
reorganize the executive branch of the government.
That is the reason that we put in this clause that
Mr. Perez objects to. We provided, first, that the
legislature should have the right to reorganize
for a reasonable period of time. If you think
that's too short a period, it's all right to extend
it if the convention wants to. Senator Rayburn has
such an amendment. If by that time, though--what-
ever time this convention agrees upon--the legis-
lature has not acted, reorganization is still ex-
tremely important, so we have, therefore, in this
scheduled provision, provided that the governor
shall persent a plan of reorganization. We don't
want that plan of reorganization killed immediate-
ly and just delay the question of total reorganiza-
tion. We intended to have it reorganized within a

reasonable period of time. We agreed that it
should be reorganized within a reasonable period
of time, and this is the reason we put this one
in this one section where in all other sections the
legislature may or the legislature shall. We
haven't put a penalty on the legislature. We
have said the State of Louisiana needs reorganiza-
tion. If the legislature doesn't reorganize, the
governor shall reorganize. Remember, though--
remember--that in Section 22 of Proposal No. 4,
which was adopted by this convention, further re-
allocation may be made at any time by the legisla-
ture. We had originally proposed that the governor
should propose further reallocations. This conven-
tion, in its wisdom--I believe it was an amendment
by Representative Casey, as a matter of fact--it
changes to provide that the legislature should do
it. The whole theory of this scheduled provision
is to require a reorganization within a reasonable
length of time. I ask you to defeat this amend-
ment.

I'll be pleased to answer questions, if I have
any time.

Questions

Mr. Nunez Mr. Dennery, the more I read this, the
more I believe we just should have said that the
governor--period--shal 1 reallocate or reorganize
state government because what you have done here,
effectively, is just eliminated the legislature if
they don't act immediately. Let me just point out
to you: in the event the legislature does not dis-
approve the plan prior to sine die adjournment,
which means it can be in commi ttee--and it's very
easy for a governor to stop something from being
passed in the committee; I'm sure you realize that,
or maybe you did not or the committee did not--1f
it isn't disapproved or it dies in committee, to
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my thinking is it becomes law--it becomes the plan.

Mr. Dennery Senator Nunez, you may be hundred
percent correct, but if you will refer to the sec-
tion to which I just referred, at the next session
of the legislature, the legislature can reallocate
at any time it wants. It always has that right to
reallocate. But, somebody, somewhere--ei ther the
legislature or the executi ve--shoul d reorganize
our executive branch of government.

Mr. Champagne I have two or three questions. One
of them is: Can you feature a private business In
which the head of the government would have nothing
to say about his departments--the head of the busi-
ness?

Mr. D e nnery No, Mr. Champagne, that was the rea-
son our original proposal called for the governor
to recommend it.

Mr. Champagne Okay, now it seems to me that if
you don't accept this proposal very much as it is,
you're not going to get up with any reorganization
because you're mandating the legislature, but they
say, "Well, we can't," or "we won't," or "we..."
So, if they don't then you do have a provision
whereby the people who voted unanimously to consol-
idate will get an opportunity to have it done. Is

that right?

Mr. Dennery That's correct, Mr. Champagne.

Mr. Drew Moise, about Section (B), actually,
haven't you set up the mechanism for a complete
stalemate to where there may never be reorganiza-
tion if one house went with the governor and one
house went against the governor?

Mr. Dennery No, I think the way it reads, Mr.
Drew, is that the legislature, by a majority vote
of the elected members of each house. ..it would
require both houses, in effect, by a majority tc

disapprove. It is true; I don't know of any way
that you can avoid completely the possibility of
a stalemate.

Mr. Drew Well, what would be the situation, Moise,
if the Senate approved and the House disapproved?

Mr. Dennery It would go into effect.

Further Discussion

Mr. Anzalone Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, one of the many functions of the Department
on the Executive, or the Committee on the Executive
Department, was to review the countless agencies
located within the Executive Department of state
government. Now, you've had two distinguished mem-
bers of our committee get up, and the question was
asked them: "How many departments do we have in
state government at the time?" They couldn't tell
you because we never found out. We don't know
where they are, where they are located, who works
for them, what they do, where they get their rev-
enues, and an awful lot of other things. It's sim-
ply just not any way to run an airline. Now, the
committee came up with the proposition that this
is something that most necessarily needs to be
done--unques t ionably . There were those of us who
felt that it should be done by the legislature.
The committee agreed with this, but, yet, we came
to the proposition of what's going to happen when
the legislature begins to tackle a problem of try-
ing to condense, not to fire anybody--reorganiza-
tion doesn't mean that somebody is going to lose
their job; reorganization simply means that it's
going to be a better way of doing what you're do-
ing now with two hundred agencies: To give the
legislature the authority and to give them a time
limit. But, as Senator Rayburn has said a hundred
times during this convention, what happens if "the
legislature shall" don't? Well, that's just it.

If "the legislature shall" don't, you continue
year after year after year with the same mess that
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you've got now. So, we thought that it would be a

good idea that in one spot in the const i tution--
just one, I might mention--tha t you do hang some-
thing over the legislature's head to give them
just a slight bit of incentive to begin to reor-
ganize government, as it should be done. This is

the only reason that it's here. If you. ..we felt
that if you don't do it this way, then you don't
get it done--it's just that simple. Now, there
are some safeguards built in if the legislature
doesn't act. I will admit that they are not as
great as maybe some of you would like, but there
are safeguards. The greatest safeguard of all is

that if the legislature will accept the responsi-
bility that it has been asking for in the article
on the legislature, then it will get the job done,
and there will be no problems. I ask for your
support .

Questions

Mr. ' Neil 1 Joe, I'm a little worried about the
mechanics of this thing. Now, what if the gover-
nor sends to the legislature his bill or what have
you, but he sends it after the day for filing
bills, and the legislature can take no action on
it. Yet, they are going to be adjourned sine die.

Mr. Anzalone Mr. O'Neill, you are presupposing
the fact--and Mr. Rayburn does have an amendment
to extend the time to December 31, 1977--you are
presupposing the fact that the legislature is go-
ing to sit on its haunches for a period of over
two and a half years and not do one earthly thing.
I don't want to take that...

Mr. O'Neill I've seen that before.

Mr. Anzalone That's right, you certainly have.
But , in this particular case, they know that if
they sit on their haunches, something will happen.

Mr. O'Neill What form will this reorganization
take in the form in ttie 1 egi si ature--a bill, a con-
current resolution, or what form? That's another
thing that's not in this section, here, that you
propose.

Mr. Anzalone Well, I really couldn't tell you all
of the mechanics because I don't know how all of
the departments have been set up.

Mr. De Bl ieux Mr. Anzalone, do you recognize the
fact that we have similar provisions like this in
the federal law; isn't that correct?

Mr. Nunez Mr. Anzalone, evidently your committee
keep... you keep quoting two hundred and some odd
agencies. Where .. .where did that figure come from?
Was that before the recent reorganization of our
state government that we did in the past session?

Mr. Anzalone No, sir, that was after. I under-
stand that there were two hundred and fifty-nine
before that.

Mr. Nunez Did you know that...

Mr. Anzalone I sure do.

Further Discussion

Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, delegates, if you read
Committee Proposal No. 31 carefully, you will note
that it is the only proposal by our committee which
bears the name of each member of the commi ttee--in-
cluding me. This is the first time I have added
my name to a proposal by that committee. Of all
branches of our government, the executive branch
is the most in need of reorganization and consoli-
dation. Now, we have over two hundred agencies,
boards, commissions, and departments--i f we really
know how many we have--in the executive branch. It

results in inefficiency, overlapping, and duplica-
tion. Though the governor is responsible in law
for the executive branch, this many agencies makes
it impossible for him to be responsible, in fact.
Let us face facts, delegates. You keep saying the
legislature is going to do it. Well, they've been
going to do it since 1921. The legislature has not
reorganized; it has no intentions of reorganizing.
More than any other issue, reorganization and con-
solidation of the executive branch is the key to

good government and efficiency and economy, for it

will make the executive branch responsive to the
governor and, thus, make him accountable, in fact
as in law, for the administration of the executive
branch. Without (B), we might as well forget re-
organization and kill the proposal. The purpose
of (B) is to force the legislature to act, and I

know of no other way of forcing them. I've watched
them act for thirteen years--they didn't act. So,
this is an alternative. The legislature still may
disapprove. We have till 1976 for the legislature
to act. I urge you to reject the amendment to the
proposal .

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[previous Question ordered ,"]

Further Discussion

Mr. Anzalone That's what I understand.

Mr. Oe Blieux It's worked fairly well in the fed-
eral government, hasn't it? That is--what I mean
--it hasn't caused any problems in the federal...

Mr. Anzalone If you asked me how well the federal
government has worked, you better ask me statute
by statute.

Mr. De Blieux Well, what I mean, this particular
procedure hasn't caused any problems in reorganiz-
ing the federal government at any time.

Mr. Anzalone Senator, I don't see any problem
with it at all because the primary responsibility
rests in the legislature, which is where it should
be.

Mr. De Blieux Then it gives the legislature the
right its duty to do it first. If they fail
to do it, then the governor can do it; isn't that
correct?

Mr. Anzalone If Senator Rayburn's amendment is
adopted , it will give them two and a half years
to make an exhaustive study, and then come up with
some legislation--not that the governor feels is
correct--but that the legislature would feel is
correct .

Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, again, I just want to remind
you that we have many, many, many cases where we
have required the legislature, where we say "the
legislature shall do this and do that." I just
cannot understand why, in this one particular case,
we want to mandate the legislature or say, "Well,
if you boys don't do it, then we're going to penal-
ize you by letting somebody else do it." I just
don't think that's proper government, and it's cer-
tainly not proper constitutionally.

\_Record vote ordered. Amendment adopted:
52-41. Motion to reconsider tabled.']

Mr. Poynter
On page 1 , 1 ine 21

Amendment

Amendment No. 1 [iy Mr. Rayburn].
after the words and punctuation

"December 31," delete the figure "1976" and insert
in lieu thereof the figures "1977."

Explanation

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
the purpose for this amendment is to grant a little
more time to the legislature to carry out the pro-
visions of this proposal. In the event that our
work is submitted to the people--and if it's not
submitted before May of next yeai— that means that
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there will only be one legislative session, unless
we have a special session, that we'll have an op-
portunity to look at this. If this proposal or
the proposal of this convention would be submitted
in the next congressional election, which will be
in August, it means that there will only be one
session that the legislature will have a chance to
look at it--it'll be the '75 session. Well, the
'76 session, in my opinion, will be a new session.
What I'm saying here, now, it's not fair to saddle
a new legislature and give them only one session
to do what you're telling them to do here. You
could have a new governor--who knows. You're say-
ing to them that they've got to come down here, and
they've got to take the oath of office in Kay--and
you may have a tremendous turnover, which has hap-
pened in this state--and you're telling them that
the first session you're there, before you leave
and go home, you've got to adopt this. If you
don't, it becomes effective as of sine die--nine-
teen days thereafter. They will only be here one
session, Mr. Stagg, and if this proposal is suc-
cessful when the people vote on it, if they don't
vote on it before this coming session in '74--
which is highly possible, it won't be submitted to
the people before May of '74 'cause we might not
be through with it by then by the time we're go-
ing--then you'll only have the '75 session that
we'll have a chance to do something about it and
it will be what's commonly known as a "lame duck
session." I can really see them and the governor
fixing this thing up for their successors. I don't
get too worried about whether if the legislature
don't adopt a plan, the governor will. I've seen
them come down pretty, sweet, and rosey, and then
we'd get the word they don't smell so good. I've
seen them leave there with all the flowers you
could put on them out of the governor's office,
and then a little word will whip around to the
legislature, "This thing is not as good as I

thought it was, but I was trying to satisfy the
Picayune or the Morning Advocate or somebody like
that." Then, we"Tl go ahead and kind of put it
to rest. We'll lay it on the calendar or we'll
leave it in the committee, and then just get busy
and overlook it. I've seen all those things hap-
pen. But, I think, and we have in the legislature
been trying for some time--and I served on the
beam commi ttee--we had all the executives we could
find. Industry furnished us with all the personnel
we needed, and we tried to consolidate in this
state. There's room for consolidation, but every
time we consolidate one or two or three or four
agencies we get a new governor, and under these
federal programs, he's got to create another agen-
cy to get new federal funds. We had about. ..in
1950, I believe we had about a hundred agencies,
and every year they've increased, increased, in-
creased and increased. But, there's a lot of times
you have to create an agency to comply with your
federal government because they see that a certain
agency will have to operate or participate in the
programs to be able to get the funds. I'm just
trying to do what I think is best--to give the
legislature a little more time. I move the adop-
tion of the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Shannon Senator, you made the statement that
a new legislature would get this to fool with down
there--probably , perhaps maybe a good turnover
like '72 was. Weren't we caught in that same po-
sition in '72 when a lot of us created that um-
brella agency that we really did not know in depth
what we were doing? It turned out, according to
the publicity, that it's created more problems--
maybe not more problems, but a lot more expense to
this state.

Mr. Rayburn I believe, Mr. Shannon, the. ..we
created an umbrella agency and composed some sixty-
seven agencies under one so-called umbrella. It
was a grave economy move. The first budget they
submitted to the Budget Committee, they asked for
about a three million dollar increase and about
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three hundred additional employees. So, that um-
brella had to be expanded.

Mr. Derbes Senator, in the absence of Section
(B ) , the date really doesn't make a whole lot of
difference, does it?

Mr. Rayburn Well, yes; it does in my opinion.
Let me briefly tell you why. Suppose that this...
that our work or the product of this convention is
not submitted until. ..not submitted to the people
until the fall of next year--I'm just surmising...

Mr. Derbes I under. ..I listened to your remarks,
and I agree with you. I don't oppose your amend-
ment, but just by way of bringing the discussion
to a head, here, it seems to me that unless there's
something to force the legislature into action, and
as long as we're essentially relying on their good
faith, that whatever deadline we put into the con-
stitution is more persuasive than it is mandatory.
That is; it's more advisory than it is mandatory;
isn't that correct?

Mr. Rayburn You're correct; yes, sir.

Mr. Derbes And while you're up there, let me ask
you one question with respect to this last sentence
of Section 1 that you seek to amend. As I read
the sentence, it says: "Such allocation which
shall not be subject to veto by the governor shall
become operative not later than December 31st,"
and you want to change "1976" to "1977." Does that
mean that if the legislature fails to act within
the deadline, and acts subsequent to the deadline,
that their action would not. ..would be subject to
veto by the governor? Do you understand what I...

Mr. Rayburn Well, this language says that it will
not be subject to veto by the governor. If they
act. ..I'm sure that if they'd waited till the last
session to do it, then the governor would have no
alternative; he'd have to live with It; he couldn't
veto i t

.

Mr. Derbes But. ..but what I'm suggesting to you
is that there's some ambiguity in the last sentence,
and I was wondering if you had considered it. That
is, that if the legislature fails to act within the
deadline, that their action after the deadline may
be subject to veto by the governor. Do you under-
stand that question, and do you agree with this?

Mr. Rayburn No, I don't follow you. It can...

Mr. Derbes Okay, well, I'll talk to you privately.

Mr. Rayburn Yes, because it says, "Such alloca-
tions which shall not be subject to veto by the
governor shall become effective," which my under-
standing is that the governor can't veto it.

Mr. Rayburn Of course, knowing the governors like
I ' ve known them in the past, they'll have it fixed
when it gets down there; they don't have to veto
it. They'll take care of that.

Mr. Abraham Sixty, is it your understanding that
the primary purpose of the allocation within the
twenty departments is in order to make the various
agencies a more manageable type of organizations?
When you brought up the point that there may be
additional agencies created, that this could be
done, but they would be allocated within a partic-
ular department so that there would be a department
head who would oversee the activities of these
various agencies?

Mr. Rayburn That's correct.

Mr. Abraham So, would it not be true, then, that
the sooner you gtt the allocation made, the sooner
that these department heads can work with the leg-
islature on this type of. ..as to whether or not
there's any consolidation or anything involved?
That '.here's no intent to consolidate, as such, but
more or less to allocate.
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Mr. Rayburn Well, that's. ..you are correct in

that, but the way these federal programs have been
coming into this state and all other states in the
last year or two, a member of the legislature,
we've got a staff trying to keep up with them.
They create them faster than they can tabulate
them. You just can't keep up with them.

Further Discussion

Mr. Anzalone Ladies and gentlemen of the conven-
tion, I would like to call your attention to--what,
here it is--Section 1, Subparagraph (B), of the
first enrollment of the article on the executive
branch. It says, "All offices, agencies and other
instrumentalities of the executive branch of state
government, their respective functions, powers,
duties and responsibilities, except for the office
of governor and lieutenant governor, shall be al-
located according to function within not more than
twenty departments." That is going to be the law
upon the adoption of this constitution. Now, I've
heard around the floor a little bit that since we
have eliminated (B), we shouldn't even have (A) at
all. I choose to think that that may not be true.
We have used and fought for the word "may" instead
of "shall" all throughout this constitution for
the simple reason that there were those of us who
felt that "shall" may carry with it the possibility
of having a mandamus proceeding. The "if"--and I

don't say that it will, I'm just saying that a

speculative "if"--the word "shall" does carry with
it a mandamus, then what is going to happen if the
legislature does not do this in the first year or
the first two years after the adoption of this
constitution? What I'm trying to say is that I'm
deathly afraid of getting into a judicial reorgan-
ization of the Executive Department. It was hard
enough on the Executive Committee to get legisla-
tive. ..get the legislature to be in a position of
doing this. It was argued many, many times that
the governor should do it since it was his depart-
inent--ain't that right, Mac? The only thing that
I'm saying is, is that, please adopt this Subsec-
tion (A). At least we are saying that the legis-
lature does have the time to do it; the legisla-
ture does have the authority to do it, and that we
are at least giving them a good two and a half
years to digest the problem and come up with an
answer. Now, if they don't do it by 1977, I don't
know. Maybe you've got big problems, then. But,
it will only be their fault after that time. I

just don't want to not adopt this and preclude them
from having the opportunity.

[previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered. Amendment adopted : 91-3. Mo-
tion to reconsider tabled."]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 \_by Mr. Gravel, et
ai .] . On page 1, delete lines 15 through 16, both
inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu
thereof the following:

"Section 1. (A) The legislature shall allocate,
within not more than twenty departments, including
the departments created by this constitution, the
functions, powers, duties,"

Further Discussion

Mr. Dennery Mr. Chairman and delegates, the pur-
pose of this amendment is to make it quite cleai

—

and we didn't think the language within the commit-
tee proposal was completely clear--that there should
not be more than twenty departments, including those
created by the constitution.

We also wanted to make certain that the legis-
lature could not reallocate any functions, powers,
duties, and responsibilities which were allocated
by this constitution, to any other department. The
purpose--the way it was wri tten--i t ... there was
some confusion as to whether or not it would mean
twenty-six departments. Our proposal was that
there should only be twenty departments. So, in

truth and in fact, this is sort of a technical
amendment. But, I wanted to explain it to you
first before making that statement.

I'll be glad to answer any questions, Mr. Chair-
man .

Questions

Mr. Perez Is this what might be called the Water-
gate amendment?

Mr. Dennery Not even the Rivergate amendment.

Mr. Perez The reason I ask that question is be-
cause I iTnow that we had the discussion earlier,
and we agreed that the attorney general's depart-
ment was not to be included within the executive
branch of government...

Mr. Dennery Oh, no it is.

Mr. Perez ...and I'm trying...

Mr. Dennery You're wrong.

Mr. Perez Well, I beg your pardon, sir. That's
not the way I read it. My question is: Are we
trying to come in through the back door with that
which was rejected earlier by the convention and
to put "including the departments created by this
constitution?" Now, what I want to know is what
are they? Does it also include the attorney gen-
eral ' s department?

Mr. Dennery Mr. Perez, the Executive Proposal
No. 4 provides that the attorney general's office
is an executive department. It doesn ' t . . . his
duties are set forth in a different article. But
the Executive Article by agreement at the time--
I don't remember the exact section; I think it's
Section 5 or 6--included it as one of the executive
departments .

Mr. Perez Well, I disagree with your interpreta-
tion. But is this. ..then this would attempt to

include the attorney general back in? Is that
right?

Mr. Dennery No, it was to keep it in.

Mr. O'Neill I had a similar question. But, my
other question is if you think this section need
be included as an article in the constitution?

Mr. Dennery It should be in the schedule, Mr.
O'Neill, because it only has one. ..effect on one
occasion. The only purpose of it now is that it

uses the word "shall." It says that "the legisla-
ture shall reorganize."

Mr. Lanier Mr. Dennery, perhaps I don't recall
correctly, but, as I recall it--I've been looking
for my enrolled copy of the Executive Article--
but, as I recall, the attorney general was listed
there as one of the statewide elected officers. Is

that correct?

Mr. Dennery I believe so. Yes, sir.

Mr. Lanier But, that during the course of the
debate, there was an amendment, and my understand-
ing of the amendment was that the attorney general
would actually be included under the judicial branch.
Now, is that correct?

Mr. Dennery I'll have to check my article. But
it was my recollection that, although the duties,
powers, and functions of the attorney general are
set up in the judiciary section, the attorney gen-
eral's office was included as one of the executive
departments. I'll try to find that for you.

Well, in other words, if you look at Section 8,
it says "there shall be a Department of Justice
headed by the attorney general who shall be the
state's chief legal officer." That's in Committee
Proposal No. 4 which is the Executive Proposal.
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So, that is one of the twenty departments.

Mr. Lanier Well, it. ..perhaps I'm confused; but,
as I understood it, when we put the attorney gen-
eral in the judicial branch, did that not take
that department out of the executive department?
Now, is that correct or not?

Mr. Dennery Well, my recollection of it, and I

suppose the Journal would reflect it, but my rec-
ollection of it was that by agreement, by common
consent--and I think Mr. Gravel handled this; he
may--Mr. Gravel, check my recollection on this:
It's my recollection that we took the duties,
powers, and functions out of the Executive Article,
but we retained in the Executive Article the De-
partment of Justice, so that the Department of
Justice, headed by the attorney general, would be
one of the twenty executive departments.

Mr. Perez So that all the delegates can under-
stand exactly what it is we're talking about, I

would refer you to Section 1 (A) of the article
which says, "The executive branch shall consist
...of the governor, lieutenant governor, secretary
of state, treasurer, commissioner of agriculture,
commissioner of insurance, superintendent of edu-
cation, commissioner of elections, and all other
executive offices, agencies, and instrumentalities
of the state.

Mr. Dennery That's correct, sir.

Mr. Perez Again, I ask you, sir, whether your
amendment, now, would not try to come through the
back door and try to put the attorney general back
in, when we specifically took the attorney general
out of Section 1 (A)?

Mr. Dennery Well, Mr. Perez, my recollection is
that--and you are quite correct; we originally had
attorney general in 1 (A)--it was deleted from 1

(A); but, by common consent, it was kept in Sec-
tion 8 under the executive department: "Powers and
Duties of the Attorney General. There shall be a

Department of Justice, headed by the attorney gen-
eral, who shall be the state's chief legal officer."

Now, all of these duties, powers, and functions
were put in the judiciary section. But, we re-
tained him--and my recollection is that it was
clearly discussed on that occasion that he would
be deleted in Section 1 (A), but would be included
in Section 8.

Mr. Perez You don ' t . . . recal 1 the very heated de-
bate and the long discussion we had? I don't be-
lieve there was any consent on this at all. This
is. ..it was one of the very hotly debated issues.
It was decided by this convention that the attorney
general would not be a part of the executive de-
partment .

Mr. Dennery Well, Mr. Perez, all I can tell you
is that our recollections differ in that regard.
He was not included in 1 (A); he was included in

Mr. Abraham Mr. Dennery, would you not agree that
we did delete the word out of Section 1 (A)? But,
in Section 2 (B), we put the words in that "the
attorney general shall be the state's chief legal
officer, and shall have been admitted to the prac-
tice of law, and head the Department of Justice,"
etc. We put it back in in 2 (B). We also put it
1n in Section 3 (A), did we not? Then, we also
kept it in in Section 8.

Mr. Dennery That's correct, sir.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Dennery, in Section 1 of the Ex-
ecutive Article, it lists the members of the ex-
ecutive branch as the governor, lieutenant governor,
secretary of state, treasurer, commissioner of
agriculture, commissioner of insurance, superin-
tendent of education, commissioner of elections,
and all other executive offices. We left out

specifically naming the attorney general there,
did we not?

Mr. Dennery That's correct, Mr. Lanier. It's
absolutely correct. I would further state to you,
members and to delegates of the convention, that
I somewhat resent Mr. Perez's suggestion that we
are trying to come in through the back door. We
are not trying to come in through the back door.
We argued the point when the Executive Department
Article was first argued. I will be the first to
agree that everything in the Executive Department
Article is not as clear and concise as I had wanted
it, or as our committee had wanted it. But, we
are not trying to come into the back door. It is

clearly set out in the Executive Article that the
Department of Justice is part of the executive
branch of government, and it is one of the twenty.

Further Discussion

Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I hope that you heard the first
question that I asked a little earlier because I

think that you should think long and hard about
what this amendment really means. The question I

asked is: was this the Watergate amendment? We
know that on a national level today, the problems,
the crisis which our nation faces, because of the
fact that we have an appointed attorney general,
appointed by the president. When there are ever
any problems with regard to the executive branch
of the government, we have the very, very difficult
problem of not having an independent attorney gen-
eral who can move independently, wherever the needs
arise, to accomplish justice and to support the
law. I suggest to you very, very forcefully that
we had, and debated long and hard, the questions
as to whether or not the attorney general should
be in the executive department; he was taken out
of Section 9 (A). It is true, later on, the De-
partment of Justice was created under the same
article, but that arti cl e . . . bu t that provision
does not put him under the executive branch. It's
just his provi s ions--that is, the provisions with
regard to the Department of Justice--are in that
particular article. But he was not--and again I

repeat--he was not made a part of the executive
branch. This is strictly a back door, Watergate
amendment. So, I urge you to defeat it.

Questions

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Perez, since we are all in

agreement that we will have an elective rather
than an appointive attorney general, and that's
not one of the offices that could later be made
appointive by a two-thirds vote of the legislature,
how, exactly, could he be subjected to the gover-
nor's will? What, exactly, is the effect of the
difference of opinion between you and Mr. Dennery?

Mr. Perez I have to reread that article. But,
if he's a part of the executive branch, it's my
recollection he--by a two-thirds vote of the legis-
lature--his .. .position could be made appointive.
That was my recollection.

Mrs. Zerviqon No, sir, that's only certain named
...certain named officers. He is not one. So,
exactly, what would be the ef

f

ect--assuming you
are right and Mr. Dennery is wrong, and both are
acting in good faith--what, exactly, would be the
effect?

Mr . Perez We all know that the power of the purse
string controls quite often. If there is a reor-
ganization, just as we had a reorganization not
too long ago and took just about everything but
the man's desk away from him, that that effective-
ly dilutes the position of his office.

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Perez, wouldn't that have to
be done by the legislature under the last amend-
ment you passed?
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Mr. Perez Yes

.

Mrs. Zervigon Wouldn't it have to be done by the
legislature--gi ving and taking of desks? Whether
he is in the executive department or he is a de-
partment unto himself, the legislature has the
power of the purse strings over the attorney gen-
eral?

Mr. Perez Yes.

Mrs. Zervigon Not the governor.

Mr. Perez Well, upon recommendation of the gov-
ernor, Mrs. Zervigon.

Mrs. Zervigon Well, the governor may recommend
one way or another about his budget, whether he
is a separate department or whether he is a de-
partment of the executive department. Is that not
the case?

Mr. Perez I didn't understand the intent of your
question.

Mrs. Zervigon The governor may recommend a budget
concerning the attorney general's office, whether
or not he is considered to be one of the branches
of the executive department. Is that not the case?

Mr. Perez Yes.

Mrs. Zervigon The legislature may take his ad-
vice or not, as they see fit. Is that not the
case?

Mr. Perez Yes.

Mrs. Zervigon So, there's very little effect,
really, of the difference that you point out be-
tween what you would like and what Mr. Dennery
would like in the way of wording, whether you
pay attention more to paragraph ... Secti on 1 of
the Executive Department or Section 8. There's
really, in practicality, very little difference.
Isn't that the case?

Mr. Perez Well, Mrs. Zervigon, one thing that
bothers me--and I haven't had a chance to check
to see what all the other departments are that
we're talking about--it says, "including the de-
partments created by this constitution." I'm not
sure which other ones we are talking about, other
than the attorney general. But, I do know the
attorney general would be included here, whereas,
before, he is not included as a part of the ex-
ecutive branch of the government.

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Perez, I know this whole dis-
cussion is centered around the attorney general.
But, isn't this amendment much more broad and far-
reaching than that? For example: all the work we
did on the Education Article. Wouldn't this allow
the legislature to come back and transfer all pow-
ers over education to the Board of Regents, for
example?

Mr. Perez Well, that's one of the things that
bothers me. I'm not sure what he means by "in-
cluding the departments created by this constitu-
tion." I would assume that the Education Depart-
ment is one of those created by this constitution.
I think it's called the Education Department.

Further Discussion

having a qualified leader in the office of state
superintendent, and his professional qualifications
being judged by the voters of this state. I don't
want to see that the legislature should be able...
I don't think that the legislature should be able
to change what has been mandated in the constitu-
tion. I think that if this amendment is passed,
it will certainly do this. I think that it. ..if
we should allow this, this would be an insult to
the intelligence of this body. I do think that
this has applications on other elected officials
who head up departments created by... this consti-
tution. I would certainly like to see the defeat
of this amendment.

I'll answer one question. I'll recognize you,
Mr. Lanier in the absence of a chairman.

Questions

Kr. Lanier Mr. Cannon, as I read this Committee
Proposal No. 31, it says it's to make a schedule
provision for mandatory reorganization of the ex-
ecutive branch of state government. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. Cannon Of which the State Superintendent of
Education is included.

Mr. Lanier But, to get back to this attorney
general tFing, if the attorney general is in the
judicial branch, then, of course, he would not be
affected by this reorganization--Is that correct?
--in accordance with this proposal?

Mr. Cannon There's some question in my mind about
that. . . but , I'm not as knowledgeable about the
judiciary since I got in. I came back from my
illness on the tail end of that. I missed the ex-
ecutive deliberations entirely. I have read it,

and I rai se. . . agai n , I think that this will create
more problems than it does...

Mr . Lanier In other words, if he's in the execu-
tive branch, and they start putting all of this
stuff under different department heads, they could
put stuff under him that's presently not there in

the Judicial Articl e.

Mr. Cannon I can see that. I don't necessarily
think that is a good idea. If, in our delibera-
tions, and if approved by the people of this state
that it should be a certain way, I don't think that
this should be tampered with. I think that's the
purpose of this constitution.

Mr. Goldman Mr. Cannon, I hate to open up this
kettle of fish, but you opened it up by saying that
we are now, by what we passed the other day, going
to be guaranteed a highly qualified superintendent
of .. .

Mr. Cannon To be judged by the people of this
state .

Mr. Goldman .of education. There are no qual-
ifications in what we passed the other day for a

superintendent of education at all, are there?

Mr. Cannon Which the judgment must be made by
the people of this state.

Mr. Goldman If I had an eighteen-year-old daugh-
ter, she could be elected state superintendent of
education or even I could. I have no qualifications
for that.

Mr. Cannon Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of
the convention, I'd like to rise to strenuously
oppose this amendment. I think that after long
and hard deliberations and hammering out a lot of
things in the. ..with respect to the State Superin-
tendent of Education, who shall be the administra-
tive head of the Department of Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education, I think we've at last arrived
at something which can benefit the children of
this state. I think that this is our hope of

Mr. Cannon She might be. ..no, sir. Twenty-five
years old, but, and she...

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Cannon, could you explain to me
exactly what is meant by this amendment when it

says "the legislature shall allocate within not
more than twenty departments, including the depart-
ments created by this constitution"? Now, does
that mean that the amount of departments that were
created by this constitution will be included in
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the twenty figure? Or, will they be excluded from is determined that the attorney general is in the
the twenty figure? executive branch, then he would be subject to this

reorganization; and, conceivably, some types of
Mr. Cannon That would be included in that twenty agencies could be put under his department, where
figure. they are not presently under the judicial branch.

If he's in the judicial branch, of course, the re-
Hr. Rayburn Well, will that mean the five boards organization can't touch him.
that were adopted here, plus all the other consti- Further, the way this amendment is drafted, as
tutional provisions that we passed? Would they be I understand it, it would include "including the
included in that twenty? departments created by this constitution." That

language is a lot broader to me than saying some-
Hr. Cannon It appears to me that way. thing like "the departments created in the Execu-

tive Article of this constitution." I believe when
Mr. Rayburn They are... they were created by this you just say "this constitution," you may well be
constitution, then. Well, that won't leave much transcending just those that exist in the executive
left for us to... y branch.

I think we have a very confusing situation here.
Mr. Cannon No, sir, it wouldn't. I believe we'd better get this thing straightened

out because, otherwise, to me, we are going to have
Mr. Rayburn I'm just trying to figure exactly a big inconsistency right smack in the middle of
what are we talking about. I thought maybe you our Executive and Judicial Articles,
mightknow.

Questions
Mr. Cannon I have a lot of doubts, myself. That's
one of my reasons for objection. Mr. Kilbourne Mr. Lanier, assuming that the ar-

gument that. ..about the way the attorney general is,
Mr. Rayburn Well, if it would say "which includes assuming that he is in the executive branch, my
the departments created by this constitution," I'll recollection is that his powers, duties, and func-
know. But, it just says "including the depart- tions were specified in the Judicial Article. Now,
ments." So, according to the way I read it, if we wouldn't thi s . . .woul dn ' t this amendment allow those
have seven or eight offices, then we've got five powers and duties and functions to be... to come un-
boards; there's not too much left. der some other branch--al located say to the execu-

tive branch?
Mr. Cannon Well, I wouldn't see any objection to
deleting the entire article. Mr. Lanier I really don't know, Mr. Kilbourne.

Quite frankly, as I recall, when I voted on this...
Mr. Sin gletary Mr. Cannon, did I understand you as I recall, we had a real floor fight over where
to say that you were afraid that under this amend- the attorney general was supposed to be. At the
ment the Education Department could be reallocated? time that I voted, it was my intention that he

would be under the judicial branch, where he is
Mr. Cannon The functions, powers, and duties of now, independent of the executive. With this amend-
the State Board of Elementary and Secondary Educa- ment drafted as broadly as it is, I quite frankly
tion--this is the body that I have particular con- don't know where he would be or what could be done
cern about because this is going to deal with the to him.
children of the people of the State of Louisiana. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates.
Their being out from under the Board of Regents, I

think, is a fine thing. But, I do believe that Mr. ' Nei 1

1

Walter, the discussion has been cen-
there is enough ambiguity in the whole section--! tered on this judiciary question with the attorney
think it creates more problems than it solves. I general, but would you agree with Mr. Cannon's
think I know my English language. I. ..I'm not sat- analysis that the whole entire structure of educa-
isfied that it does what the proponents of it says tion could be affected by this?
it will do.

Mr. Lanier Very possibly. At best, I think we
Further Discussion would have an inconsistency between different pro-

visions. Quite obviously, from what Mr. Dennery
Mr. Lanier Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I and others say as to their interpretation of the
think we've got us a real problem here, which, I Executive Article, we got a real inconsistency as
think, goes back to something very basic: that is, to where the attorney general is.
whether or not the attorney general is to be con-
sidered a part of the executive branch or a part Mr. Dennery Walter, what are the departments
of the judicial branch. I haven't had a chance to within the judiciary?
go back and review the Journals of the debate at
the time, but my recollection, generally, is that Mr. Lanier Well, on Section 26 in the judicial
we had a big fight over whether or not to put the branch, which is. ..I have a copy of the enrolled
attorney general in the executive branch or in the thing there. It says "Article V. Judicial Branch,
judicial branch. Part of my recollection is that Section 26 says "Department of Justice." That's
under the present constitution, he's under the the way I thought it was.
judicial branch.

Certainly, in the judicial branch, in Sections Mr. Dennery So, there is a conflict, then, be-
26 and 27, we define the Department of Justice, tween the present Executive Article IV which has
composition, attorney general, elections and as- been adopted by the convention, and Article XXI
sistants; under Section 27, we define the attorney which you refer to. Is that correct?
general, his powers and duties, and vacancy. Now,
of course, if the attorney general is not in the Mr. Lanier I don't recall the articles. This is..
judicial branch, then why do we have all of this
stuff about him in the Judicial Article? So, to Mr. Dennery Well, Article I V ... Proposal No. 4.
me, this is quite confusing. But it has a great
deal of bearing on this proposal and on this amend- Mr. Lanier This is Article V...
nent because, as I understand the proposal, in the
top, if you look at lines 8 to 10, it says this is Mr. Dennery Committee Proposal 4, and Committee
"making provisions in the schedule provisions of Proposal No. 1.
the constitution for mandatory reorganization of
the executive branch of state government." Mr. Lanier Right. Committee Proposal No. 21.

Now, of course, if the attorney general is not That's correct,
in the executive branch, then this would not affect
the attorney general in any way. However, if it Mr. Dennery Both call for a Department of Justice.
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Mr. Lanier But my understanding ... as I recall,
the way this thing developed was that we were talk-
ing about statewide elected officials, and the
attorney general was going to be a statewide elec-
ted official, but his powers and duties and depart-
ment would be established in the judicial branch,
which is exactly what we did.

Mr. Dennery Well, now, Walter, where would his
budget be? Isn't his budget historically within
the executive budget of the state?

Mr. Lanier I really don't know, Mr. Dennery.
I'm unable to answer that.

Mr. Dennery Well, if I were to tell you that
normally and historically it comes within the ex-
ecutive part of the budget which is adopted by the
legislature, you would not disagree, would you?

Mr. Lanier Knowing you, Mr. Dennery, I'm sure
you have your facts correct.

Mr. Dennery Thank you.

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered ,"]

Closi ng

Mr. Dennery Mr. Chairman, delegates, I believe
there is some confusion about this entire Committee
Proposal No. 31. Let me first point out to you
that, as an article for the schedule, we have al-
ready adopted an article which says that "the re-
allocation of the functions, powers, and duties of
all departments, offices, agencies, and other in-
strumentalities of the executive branch, except
those functions, powers, duties, and departments
allocated by this constitution, shall be as pro-
vided by statute." I don't think that there's any
question in the world but that Mr. Cannon should
have no fear. The legislature can't change what
the constitution has allocated. As far as the De-
partment of Education is concerned, as far as the
education ... educational branch is concerned, there
cannot be any possibility that the legislature can
change it. The same thing is set forth in the
Schedule Article. The only purpose of my amendment
was to clarify that there should only be twenty
departments, and not twenty-six. Now, please re-
member that when you vote on this amendment, all
you are voting on is whether there should be twenty
departments within the executive branch of the
government, or whether there should be twenty-six
departments within the government. In Committee
Proposal No. 4, we have already said there shall
only be twenty. The whole purpose of this amend-
ment was to clarify it. Now, if you want to pick
up on the argument that Mr. Perez made, Mr. Lanier
made, and some other gentlemen made, then argue
about the committee proposal itself. But, at
least before you get to that argument, adopt this
amendment which merely clarifies that we are talk-
ing about twenty departments, and not twenty-six.

I ask your favorable consideration of the amend-
ment.

[Amendment rejected : 34-58. Motion
to reconsider tabled.']

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Pugh]. Page
1 , 11 ne 21 , after the word "than", delete the re-
aminder of the line and all amendments thereto, and
insert in lieu thereof the following:

"January 1 , 1978.

"

law. It's inconceivable to me that an agency would
be created in the fashion where it started its
business on the last day of a month. Frankly, I

think we ought to start it on the first fiscal day
of the year used by the state. But, certainly it
ought to be January 1 instead of December 31. It's
inconceivable to me. ..that a man gets paid for one
day by one department, and he gets paid for four-
teen days--since they get paid twice a month--by
another department. I merely ask you to move it up
one day, and for those rather obvious reasons.

Questions

Mr. Derbes Mr. Pugh, did you ever consider wrap-
ping a diaper around this amendment and calling it

the New Year's baby?

Mr. Pugh What is that? I didn't hear you.

Mr. Henry It wasn't worth a whole lot.

Mr. Arnette I think that you're missing the idea
of that cutoff date. That cutoff date is not the
date that the new agencies are formed. That's just
the last day to make sure the legislature has done
something by that time. It doesn't say that these
things have to start on that day.

Mr. Pugh Yes, sir, but I have a little experience
watching the legislature, if not being in it. I

believe it will be the last day. If it's going to
be the last day, let's make it the first day of
the year instead of the last day of a calendar year,
for the reasons I've set forth.

It says it will be operative no later than that
day

.

Further Discussion

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, in
the event the legislature does adopt the provisions
of this amendment, they are going to have to adopt
them and appropriate the money while they are in
session. They are going to have to start when the
money is provided. Now, I cannot see and all you
would have to do--you can put it January 1, or
December 31, or any date that you want--but all you
have to need is just add one little sentence to the
General Appropriation Bill. "There funds have be-
come available not later than midnight the thirty-
first day of December or not later than midnight
the fifteenth day of January" that's all you've got
to do. I don't know, I doubt if we could ever get
a date in here to satisfy some of these lawyers.

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
rejected: 39-44. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Anzalone,
et ai . ] . On page 1, between lines 21 and 22, in-
sert the f ol 1 owi ng :

"(B) Should the legislature fail to make such
allocation, the governor shall prepare and submit
to the legislature at its next regular session, an
allocation in compliance with this section. The
legislature may disapprove such plan but may not
substantively amend it. In the event the legisla-
ture does not disapprove the plan prior to the sine
die adjournment of the session of the legislature
at which submitted, the plan shall become effective
at twelve o'clock noon on the ninetieth day follow-
ing sine die adjournment."

Point of Order

Explanation

Mr. Pugh Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the
purpose of this amendment is to move forward Mr.
Rayburn's proposal by one day. I have absolutely
no experience in the legislature. I have some
small experience as. ..in both accounting and in

Mr. Perez Point of order, Mr. Chairman.
It's my appreciation of this amendment that it's

virtually verbatim with that which was previously
deleted from this section by the amendment which I

offered .

Mr. Anzalone Mr. Chairman, I could argue the
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point.

Mr. Henry Well, Mr. Perez, it appears to me--
looking at the amendment--the changes are insig-
nificant. Now, I have ruled from time to time,
during this convention, that if there is any change
at all, that it's a different amendment. This is

a different amendment although it's got the guts
just like it was. But, it gets back to what we
were talking about yesterday--this dog's been
whipped once. If we are going to keep on, on, and
on it's going to get a little ridiculous. But,
it's not the same amendment because ... i

t
' s just

difficult to tell. Now, we will decide this one
if you like the way we have some others and let
you all decide by a vote now as to whether or not
this amendment is one that's already been consid-
ered.

Point of Order

Mr. Nunez Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Henry State your point.

Mr. Nunez You're right, it's not the same amend-
ment , it's worse than the other one.

Further Discussion

Mr. Champagne Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle-
men, I'm not one of those who usually comes back
once you are beaten. But, I discussed this amend-
ment with a number of people on this floor. They
were not aware of the significance of this amend-
ment when it was first presented to delete Section
(B). If you delete Section (B), you may as well
delete the whole thing and forget about reorgani-
zation, because I don't think you can accomplish
it. Now, Mr. Chairman, I guess that's about all
I can say. I don't want to debate the merits of
it. But, I think we deserve to hear the merits of
this amendment, because I discussed it with several
people on this floor and they were not aware at
the time--perhaps it's Sunday, the day after Satur-
day--and they weren't quite as alert as they might
have been. But, I do feel that we need to discuss
this amendment.

Questions

Mr. Fulco Mr. Champagne, haven't we already made
...taken into consideration or made provision for
the consolidation of these agencies in the Execu-
tive Article?

Mr. Champagne Yes, sir. But, I think it was
pointed out--I'm not fami

1

iar--but , I think it
said. . .

Mr. Henry You are supposed to be debating, gen-
tlemen, whether or not this is. ..this amendment is

in order or not, Mr. Fulco.

Mr. Champagne I think it said "may" or "shall."

Mr. Fulco All right. Then, have you checked this
with the proposal that we amended to delete exact-
ly what you have got in your amendment? Have you
checked it?

Mr. Champagne Yes, sir, I have. It is different.
In a few words ; I'll be honest with you, it's just
about the same thing. The only thing--the point
I'm trying to make--Mr. Fulco, is that some of the
members were not aware of the significance of the
amendment to delete it at the time.

Mr. Fulco But, you will admit it is the same in
substance--only a few words are switched?

Mr. Champagne I never argued that point in the
least. I just think that some people were not
aware of the significance of the amendment to de-
lete it at the time.

Mr. Chatelain Mr. Champagne, in a good sportsman-
ship, sir, why don't you withdraw it, sir?

Mr. Champagne Mr. Chatelain, after the deal on
the education, this is the last time I'm going to
try it. But, I really think that we should try it.

Mrs. Warren Mr. Champagne, on this beautiful Sun-
day afternoon, are you trying to avoid trying to
pull it back from the table--get a two-thirds votes
to bring it back to see if they want it--this is

all you would have to do on a beautiful Sunday af-
ternoon?

Mr. Champagne Mrs. Warren, I enjoy the afternoon,
too

.

[Amendment declared out of order: 44-44.
Chairman voted nay breaking the tie:
45-44. Motion to recons ider tabled.
Motion for the Previous Quest ion on
the Proposal rejected: 10-76.1

Further Discussion

Mr. Champagne Thank you, ladies and gentleman.
I want to suggest that the close vote--the tie
vote--on the 44-44 did indicate that some people
did not understand the significance of the amend-
ment when it was presented. I rise to tell you
that if you are in favor of reorganization, I

would have hoped you would have done so. But, on
this proposal, you have no assurance that you will
ever have it. I think you are fooling the people
if you vote for it. I am against it, because I

will stand and tell them that I had an opportunity
once to provide for it, but this proposal does not
...this does not provide for reorganization be-
cause I want to point out to you that if you are
in the legislature, it shall be extremely difficult
for you tell a good and powerful friend at home
why you should consolidate his department with
another when he tells you, "Remember, Joe, I sup-
ported you for this position you now have." In

all practice, it shall be impossible for them to
approve reorganization and consolidation of forces
...which in the last election for governor there
was no opposition to it whatsoever. The people...
all candidates for the position, voted unanimously,
time and time again, that this state needed reor-
ganization, that it needed consolidation. But,
you have missed the boat here. I urge you to vote
against this proposal because, if you do vote for
it, you're not providing any. You're simply pro-
viding a last hope that maybe you might have. But,
you are fooling the people, you have it in the
legislative proposal. Let's go ahead and defeat
this proposal as it is. I thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Stagq Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, with
all due respect to the previous speaker at this
microphone, I can understand much of the debate
which went on this afternoon. But, what I don't
understand is the opposition that is stated in
terms quite demeaning to the members of this com-
mittee who confected this proposal some three or
four months ago. It is a companion measure to the
section of the Executive Department requiring that
there be twenty departments in the executive branch.
Somehow or other this has got to be brought to
past; it's not going to happen by osmosis; it's
not going to happen by having no direction in the
constitution as to how and when it shall be done.
I think most of the speakers at this microphone
are as convinced as I am, that there has to be a

companion measure. I did listen with interest to
the debate that stated that maybe the governor
ought not to have a shot at it even if the legis-
lature didn't do it. But, somehow or other this
reorganization has got to take place. I think
that December 31, 1977, is a fair date toward
which to work. I think it gives the legislature
a considerable leeway in time to perfect their
work, and to thereby give a meaningful reorganiza-
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tion to the government of Louisiana which badly
needs it. I have thought, while we were debating
this afternoon, of the course of this convention
when the first article came to the floor--led by

Senator Blair on the legislative branch. You would
be amazed to go back and read your Journal to find
out how well we adopted, and how well we worked
before we started learning some parliamentary pro-
cedure. I think we were lucky in those days.
Then, we adopted the executive branch without a

great deal of ranker and without a great deal of
demeaning the work of the delegates who presented
it. We did well in the Judicial. Then, we started
to bog down. But, at no time at this microphone
did any delegate arise to speak and suggest that a

delegate was doing something by the back door, or
by indirection, or by any devious means. That
statement was made at this microphone today. I'll

be a number of days at this convention before I

forget it or the man who said it. But, we do have
an important problem. We must direct the work of
this legislative branch of the government in

achieving the reorganization of the executive
branch. I think it can be done, in what is left
of the Committee Proposal No. 31. I do seriously
urge that it be adopted, and that we go on to the
next important matter to face us the rest of this
Sunday afternoon.

Questions

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Stagg, it may not surprise you
that I'm a little bit confused by what's happened.
Would you say that the main utility of the propos-
al, as it stands, would be to set a date for the
reorganization?

Mr. Stagg Yes, Mary, I would.

Mrs. Zervigon Which, in effect, delays it for a

year from now or so--or a year from passage or so
--so that it can be done in a well considered
manner, rather than having to hurry up and do it
in an ill-considered manner, if it becomes law on
the day of passage.

Mr. Stagg That's right. I voted for the Rayburn
amendment to extend the time until the end of 1977.
I thought he had a good argument and that a better
bill would come out of a further time for consider-
ing it by the legislature.

Mrs. Zerviqon Thank you.

Further Discussion

Mr. Drew Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I

rise in support of this proposal as amended. If
you will look in the executive proposal--of which
you are already familiar with--it says... it pro-
vides for the consolidation into the departments
as stated in that article. It further provides
that the governor which, of course, is the chief
executive officer of the state. Now, this propos-
al gives you the very clear decision to make. Do
you want the governor alone to reorganize the Ex-
ecutive Department, or do you want your Represen-
tatives and Senators to have a say-so in that re-
organization? For that reason, I think that--as
it is now written to where the legislature has
some authori ty--that we are in better position than
if we left it up to one individual. I certainly
hope, as amended, you will adopt this committee
proposal

.

Questions

Mr. A. Landry Mr. Drew, isn't it true that the
same legislators who are charged with the respon-
sibility of reorganization would be facing the pub-
lic less than a year after the deadline?

Mr. Drew That is correct.

Mr. A. Landry Don't you think if the people on
reorganization they'll know what to do when they

come up for reelection?

Mr. Drew I certainly think so, Mr. Landry. I'm
not fearful of those who may be damaged slightly
by the reorganization.

Mr. Goldman Mr. Drew, if this amendment is adop-
ted, it then becomes, at that time, a part of the
constitution; doesn't it?

Mr. Drew Right, sir.

Mr. Goldman All right. Contrary to what Mr.
Champagne said then, wouldn't it be true that this
is not poppycock, because if it becomes a part of
the constitution then there is an element of blame
on the part of the legislature because--by consti-
tutional mandate, or whatever you want to call if
they are supposed to do this. If they refuse to
do it or don't do it, then the public will know
that they refused to do it even though it was told
them to do it in the constitution. Whereas, here-
tofore, these past forty years that suggestions
have been made to consolidate the executive branch;
there really hasn't been any mandate for them to
do it; it hasn't been constitutional.

Mr. Drew Not only that, Mr. Goldman, but if this
proposal is not adopted the authority to do it is
more or less in limbo and it could be easily kicked
back and forth between the governor and the legisla-
ture.

Mr. Gol dman ...The way it's been all these years;
isn't that true?

Mr. Drew Right. I move for the adoption of the
proposal

.

{^Quorum Call: 85 delegates present and
a quorum. Previous question ordered on
the Section ."]

Point of Information

Mr. Tobias We have to vote twice, don't we--once
on the section and once on the...

Mr. Henry Yes, sir. We are going to vote on the
section first; you are correct sir.

[_Section passed: 81-10. Motion to re-
consider tabled. Previous Question or-
dered on the Proposal . Proposal passed:
83-8. Motion to reconsider tabled ."]

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR FOR APPROVAL
OF FINAL STYLING

Commit tee P roposal No. 3

Mr. Henry What we are going to do now, as I told
you earlier, is to look and start working on this
report of the Committee on Style and Drafting on
the legislative proposal. Now, let me tell you
why I'm suggesting that we do this. It shouldn't
take a great deal of time to go over the report
of the Committee on Style and Drafting, but it's
time now that we find out. So, this is sort of a
little trial run for us this afternoon to see how
we work on this. The rules of the convention pro-
vide, of course, that we've adopted each section
of this proposal heretofore, and that we have re-
considered the vote and laid the motion on the
table. But, as I appreciate the rules of this
convention, we also have to refer each of these
proposals to the Committee on Style and Drafting--
that the Committee on Style and Drafting makes
its report back to us in the form of these amend-
ments. As much as these amendments are not sub-
stantive, but are as to Style and as to Drafting,
then that's the way we can consider the amendments
to this. ..these sections to the legislative pro-
posal. They are not subs tanti ve--supposedly sub-
stantive amendments--but they are amendments as to
Style and as to Drafting. Now, we are not going
to be able to accept floor amendments as to Style
and Drafting because it would be in violation of
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the rules of the convention unless you suspend
the rules and reopen the section, or unless you
call from the table the motion to reconsider. Now,
I think I have tried to make myself clear. But,
Mr. Clerk, you might cover up or clear up what I

have said, if you will?

Mr. Poynter All right, that's probably the key
thing. As you had distributed to you several days
earlier on the request of Judge Tate--and he made
comments to you--the amendments have been prepared
and as it's going section by section, and at times
paragraph by paragraph reflecting those changes.
Those amendments are totally divisible and it's
certainly going to be--I know from conversations
with Judge Tate--his intent to totally diviae the
question so that you would vote amendment by amend-
ment, rather than voting in globo on the ameNd-
ments. Thay way, or course, it would be in order
if you all wanted to speed it up and take two or
three together at one time. But, they are totally
divisible, so if you've got a problem with Amend-
ment No. 12, but no problems with the others, you
can vote on that separately. In addition, the com-
mittee has transmitted to you primar i ly--what prob-
ably will be the most useful document to you for
your cons idera t ion--i s this, the green and yellow
copies. Now, the green and yellow copies set forth
for you on alternate sides of the pages, the pro-
posal on the left as you adopted it in the conven-
tion. On the right, you can tell what the propos-
al would. ..or the section, or paragraph--as the
case may be--would look like if you accepted the
proposed amendments. So, you have rather conve-
nient source of reference there, to be able to
distinguish between the two. In addition, there
are a number of places the committee has exercised
some sel

f

-restrai nt-- 1 would say, and has several
recommendations for your consideration, which they
feel, in fact, may perhaps be deemed substantive,
and have so indicated by caveat notes. Those notes
reflect--and the various amendments ref 1 ect--some
concern on behalf of the committee with particular
language that has been adopted in particular ef-
fects, but realizes that the amendments might be
substantive. Therefore, they have tried to make
that as clear to you as possible by the notes in
the formal amendments and by. ..also these will
contain the changes and the caveats are contained
on this yellow sheet. They would propose to take
those amendments last; in fact, they constitute
the last amendments set out in the formal amend-
ments themselves. Those are, perhaps--coul d be
construed at least by some of you--to be substan-
tive and that's why they have been so done, but
are all offered for various reasons which the com-
mittee feels important in keeping with a consis-
tent constitution and trying to keep consistent in
language with what they thought was the intent of
the convention. Finally, as the Chairman said, the
rules specifically exclude or provide for perhaps
the offering, in effect, of amendments by Style and
Drafting. However, individual floor amendments
proposed by delegates would be out of order, unless
by one of the procedures you affected the recon-
sideration--and for most likely a suspension of
the rul es--af

f

ected the reconsideration of one of
the sections to be offered.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, this has come suddenly
to the convention. I am a member of the Committee
on Style and Drafting, so I do know what is being
done. I suggest to the Chair a ten-minute recess
so perhaps the members can look over the proposal.
I think that was . .

.

Mr. Henry We were going to call a recess. But,
I just wanted to explain what was happening prior
to taking the recess. Your point is well-taken.

Point of Information

Mr. Asseff May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
On the vote will it require a record vote, Mr.

Chairman--on the amendments?

Mr. Henry No, it doesn't require a record vote,
sir.

Personal Pri vi

1

ege

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, as you
know by the rules, the Committee on Style and
Drafting was entrusted with the obligation to pre-
sent in a consistent literary form all of the adop-
tions of this convention. We have, in each in-
stance, worked through the staff and then through
the Committee as a Whole, to provide a consistent
format for all of the articles, not involving any
substantive change. In each instance, the recom-
mended amendments have been sent over to the Sub-
stantive Committee for their contemplation and
study to see if there were... if they concurred in
the amendments and if there was any changes of
substance. Senator Blair will mention it in a

minute, I'm sure, when the recess Is over, of what
the legislative branch has done. But, to famil-
iarize yourself with what you have before you, the
first enrollment was passed out earl i er--what
passed the floor. The amendments are to the first
enrollment, the amendments in that package of
papers you got the other day. But, for your con-
venience, in the green sheets on the right side is

the first enrollment text; on the left side is the
stylized draft according to the manual and the
judgment of the committee. At the bottom of each
section or subsection is an explanation of the
reasons. I always get my left and right mixed up
--it's on the left side, thank you, Ambroise--on
the left side, on the port side. On the left side
is the first enrolled version and on the right side
is the stylized version in the green sheet. When
you get to the yellow sheet, we will talk about
that later. Those are the few questionable amend-
ments that we thought required some reference to
the body of the 1 egi si a ture . . . the convention as a

whol e

.

Mr. Chairman, have I confused the matters enough
for the recess?

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Personal Privilege

Mr. Blair Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates,
we think--our Committee on Legislative Powers and
Funct ions--we think that the Committee on Style and
Drafting did an excellent job after we suggested
they get out of their substantive changes and they
took a few of our suggestions. But, after it was
all over--after we went over it--we did meet after
they had finished, and we had a few suggestions.
We got together; as of this time, we have no objec-
tions. We think they have done an excellent job.

Recess

Chairman Henry in the Chair

{^Quorum Call: 83 delegates present and
a quorum .

]

Mr. Poynter Mr. Chairman, at the pleasure of you
and the convention, I guess, I can read each one
of the separate amendments, or not read them for
that matter, if you want to, and you can move to
adopt as many presumably confined to, I suppose,
at least one section as you want to at a time.

Mr. Henry Well, since the rules provide we move
section by section, let's take them up section by
section and once we get through with the amendments
to a section if anybody wants a division of the
question insofar as the amendments to that section
are concerned, we'll act accordingly then.

Amendments

Mr. Poynter All right. Mr. Chairman, In that
light. Amendments Nos. 1, 2, and 3 affect first
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the title to the whole proposal, changing the word
"department" to "branch" and Amendments Nos. 2 and
3 affect Section 1. You want me to read them?

Point of Information

Mr. Dennery I have a question, Mr. Chairman, if

that's permissible?

Mr. Henry Yes, sir.

Mr. Dennery ...In view of your previous state-
ments to me I was not sure I would be permitted to
ask a question. However, do you propose, Mr. Chair-
man, to take these up section by section and sub-
paragraph by subparagraph in order, or do you pro-
pose to change the rule as you did earlier today?

Mr. Henry I think we'll take them up section by
section, Mr. Dennery, and take the amendments up
in order in which they come in those sections.

Mr. Dennery Thank you, sir.

Amendment No. 1

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1. On page 1, at the
end of line 16, delete the word "department" and
insert in lieu thereof "branch".

\_Amendment No. 1 adopted without objec-
ti on .

]

Amendment No. 2

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 2. On page 1, delete
lines 17 through 23, both inclusive, in their en-
tirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 1. Legislative Power; Composition,
Continuous Body

Section 1. (A) Legislative Power of State. The
legislative power of the state is vested in a leg-
islature consisting of a Senate and a House of
Representatives. The Senate shall be composed of
one Senator elected from each senatorial district.
The House of Representatives shall be composed of
one representative elected from each representative
district. "

Point of Information

Mr. Abraham Mr. Chairman, what I'd asked for--
can we waive the reading of all of these amend-
ments in the interest of saving time?

Mr. Henry Why don't we do it by each section?
You waive the reading of the amendments to Section
1?

iMotion to waive reading of Amend-
ments to Section 1 adopted without
objection. Amendment Nos. 2 and 3
adopted without objection.

1

Amendments Nos. 4, 5, 6

Mr. Poynter All right, next amendments would be
Amendments Nos. 4, 5, and 6, respectively, all
dealing with Section 2, respectively. Paragraph (A),
Paragraph (B) in Amendment No. 5 and Paragraph (C)
in Amendment No. 6.

IMotion to waive reading of Amend-
ments to Section 2 adopted without
objection . Amendment t.'os . 4, 5, 6
adopted without objection .']

Amendment No. 7

Mr. Poynter Next amendment will be Amendment No.
7 which affects Section No. 3 in its entirety.

[Amendment No. 7 adopted without ob-
jection . ]

Amendments Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11

Mr. Poynter Next set of amendments would consti-
tute Amendments Nos. 8, 9, 10, and 11, all affect-
ing the four paragraphs of Section 4, respectively.

Questions

Mr. Dennery Mr. Chairman, I suppose this should
be asked of Judge Tate.

It's clear from this. Justice Tate, that the
date of qualification is the final date at which
a man can qui ai fy . . . not the date of his actual
qual i f ication?

Mr. Tate Mr. Dennery, we thought it was clear,
we needed some clarification because. ..we thought
it was clear that it meant at the time that he
qualifies as a candidate for office, he meets the
qualifications needed for the office.

Mr. Dennery No. My question is, sir: do you
mean at the actual date on which he personally
qualifies or the last date on which he is permitted
to qual i fy

?

Mr. Tate I understand your question. We didn't
think that was a problem because if he didn't have
it the first day, he would qualify on the last date,
Mr. Dennery. We didn't think it was a real prob-
1 em.

Mr. Abraham Justice Tate, now isn't Section 4 (D)
here is where we had a substantive change?

Mr. Tate Mr. Abraham, on Section 4 (D) we have an
amendment later. Amendment No. 60, which you will
see will come up. ..will bring up a possibility
that some members of one of the commi ttees . . .and
of both committees thought the floor might need to
clarify. But, Section 4 (D), as stylized here,
represents a stylized version saying exactly the
same thing that the floor passed. But, there is

an ambiguity that we will call to your attention
by Amendment No. 60 that you may wish to clarify
1 ater

.

Mr. Sinqletary Judge Tate, in Paragraph (A) of
Section 4, you say "has been actually domiciled
for the preceding year." It seems to me that
that's not a clear requirement that he actually
be there one year, but actually. ..only reside there
or be domiciled there during the previous year.

Mr. Tate The... as it passed the floor, we had a

little trouble with the phrase "actually domiciled."
As it passed the floor in 4 (B), it says "he must
have been actually domiciled in the legislative
district within which. ..from which he seeks elec-
tion for one year immediately preceding qualifica-
tion for office." When you say "has been actually
domiciled for the preceding year in the legislative
district from which he seeks election" the feeling
of both committees was that it means the same thing.

Mr. Sinqletary It doesn't seem to me that it's as
clear as what the convention adopted.

Mr. Tate Yes. Now, I will say that there is a

little problem there because actual ly .. .what does
"actually domiciled" mean? You're either domiciled
or you're not. But, "actually domiciled" is what
passed the convention. It's a phrase that has been
interpreted in some procedural statutes, and where-
as strict accuracy might have been to leave "ac-
tually" out, we thought it unwise to change the
convention language in that instance, even though,
in the view of some, it's not...

Mr. Sinqletary The words "actually domiciled"
don ' t give me any problem; it's "for the preceding
year." Whereas, we said the convention adopted
language, it says "actually domiciled within the
legislative district from which he seeks election
for one year immediately preceding qualification
for of f i ce .

"

Mr. Tate Well, ...all I can say is that I think
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"for the preceding year" means the same... if he's
been domiciled in the. ..been "actually domiciled
for the preceding year in the legislative district,"
all I can say is I think it means the same thing.
He's got to have been actually domiciled in that
district for the year preceding his qualification.

Mr. Flory Judge Tate, do I understand you to say
that if we adopt Amendment No. 60, this will clar-
ify the hiatus between (C) and (D), when we say
that " a member of the legislature shall be elected
for a four year term" and I know we were talking
about the original election, but then we get into
(D) in the "election to fill an unexpired term
because of death or vacancy for other purposes."
But, you think Amendment No. 60 will clarify the
(C) and (D)?

Mr. Tate No, Mr. Flory, the committee felt
there's no ambiguity because it says "...vacancies
will be filled for the remainder of the term"
meaning for the remainder of the four year term,
and that is the way it's been construed under the
present constitution. The Amendment No. 60 deals
with the fact that some members of the committee
thought there might be a problem because it
doesn't spell out that it's an election by the
people, and that's what Amendment No. 60 is about.

Mr. Flory Well, then my question then to you is:
that if a member is elected to the legislature...
a member of the legislature is elected, his term
of office under (C) would be four years.

Mr. Tate Yes, sir.

Mr. Flory All right. But, I'm asking you again,
is., .woul d 60 clarify it if he's. ..the Amendment
No. 60 would clarify the situation regarding the
number of years of the term even though it may be
for an unexpired period?

Mr. Tate We thought, Mr. Flory, and as it passed
the House, it uses a thing, the remainder of the
term refers to the remainder of the four year
term for the seat that's vacant. It did pass the
floor that way, and we didn't think there was an
ambiguity in that respect, sir.

Point of Information

Ques ti ons

Mr. Goldman Judge Tate, in Section 6 (B) which
has to do with subpoena power, is there a limita-
tion since it reads "the production of books and
papers"? Is that a limitation on just books and
papers, or would they be able to subpoena other
materials such as tapes, and other materials that
are not described or defined as books and papers
that might be pertinent to an investigation?

Mr. Tate Mr. Goldman, of course, .by the way, in
delayed response to Mr. Burns, so far as we know,
there are no substantive changes on the green amend-
ments. The House passed it "books and papers".
In retrospect ... i n Watergate retrospect, perhaps,
we should have called it to the attention of the
convention .

Mr. Goldman Even before Watergate, I remember a
dentist in Shreveport that had a lot of. ..there
was a lot of controversy over tapes a few years
ago. ..with our own legislature.

Mr. Tate Just shooting from the hip now, really
shooting from the hip, I think that "books and
papers" probably means "all records," but I just
don't know, frankly.

{^Amendments Nos . i5, 16 , 17 adopted
without objection,

\

Amendment No. 18

Mr. Poynter Next amendment stands by itself.
Amendment No. 18 affecting style and drafting of
Section 7.

{Amendment No. 18 adopted without objec-
tion.^

Amendment No. 19

Mr. Poynter Also, Amendment No. 19 stands alone,
affecting the reorganization of Section 8.

{Amendment No. 19 adopted without objec-
tion. ]

Amendments Nos. 20, 21 , 22

Mr. Burns Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to ask a

question: Would it be possible as we go along that
the Clerk or Judge Tate would call the convention's
attention to any substantial change? It might
save a lot of time and make it easier to follow.

Mr. Henry I believe that ' s . . .you ' re going to do
that, are you not. Judge Tate?

All right, sir. Thank you.

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, there are only about four
or five instances where we were worried, and I

will call your attention when we get to them--all
of those come back on yellow amendments later .

{Amendments Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11 adopted
without objection.^

Amendments Nos. 12, 13, 14

Mr. Poynter All right, next would come Amend-
ments Nos. 12, 13, and 14, respectively, all deal-
ing with Section 5, dealing with Legislative Re-
apportionment.

[amendments Nos. 12, 13, 14 adopted
without objection ."i

Amendments Nos. 15, 16, 17

Mr. Poynter Next group of amendments are Amend-
ments Nos. 20, 21, and 22, respectively, dealing
with the three paragraphs of Section 9.

{Amendments Nos. 20, 21, 22 adopted
without objection ."]

Amendment No. 23

Mr. Poynter Next Amendment would be Amendment
No. 23, which stands alone, dealing with Section
10, Mr. Chairman.

[Amendment No. 23 adopted without objec-
tion . ]

Amendment No. 24

Mr. Poynter Next amendment would be Amendment
No. 24 which deals with Section 11.

{Amendment No. 24 adopted without objec-
tion. ]

Amendment No. 25

Mr. Poynter Next amendment is Amendment No. 25
affecting the redrafting of Section 13. Stands
a1 one

.

Mr. Poynter Next set of amendments would constl-
tute Amendments Nos. 15, 16, and 17, dealing with
the amendments to Section 6, dealing with judging
qual if ica tional elections, procedural rules, dis-
cipline, and the like.

[Amendment Wo. 25 adopted without objec~
tion .1

Amendments Nos. 26, 27, 28
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Mr. Poynter All right, next amendment or group

of amendments would be Amendments Nos. 26, 27, and

28, which as a group affect the three paragraphs
of Section 14.

Question

Mr. Dennery Justice Tate, is there any reason
for using plural in Sections (A) and (B) about
"the state, its agencies, and political subdivi-
sions" and in (C) "for suits against the state...
a state agency, or a political subdivision," etc.?

Mr. Tate We slipped. There's no reason. ..we

slipped. I'm sorry. Maybe, we might be able to

catch it on the final go-round on the thing.

Point of Information

Mr. Perez I just wanted to raise a question:
The Judge says we may be able to catch it on the
final go-round. It was my understanding that this
is the final go-round, and I just wanted to raise
that as a point of information.

Mr. Tate This is the final go-round. This is

really the final go-round for Executive, but we
will have to come back when all of the things are
through, as I understand it, and report back to

you with the connection .. .wi th perhaps--just for
example today, what we had. ..that little dispute
whether the attorney general and the Department of
Justice is in the Executive or the Judicial Depart-
ment--we may have to come back under another rule
when all of the proposals are through and cut
through a final version.

Mr. Henry Judge Tate, this is it, really, except
for final organization of the entire document, as

I appreciate it, under the rules.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Perez Well, Mr. Chai rman , . . . i f there's some-
thing wrong, I don't believe we ought to adopt...
knowingly adopt something which is not grammati-
cally correct. I would suggest that we might pass
over this amendment now and find a way to correct
it a little bit later. But, if there is something
wrong, I don't believe that we should knowingly
adopt a provision which is not correct.

Mr. Henry You want to then... your motion will be
to temporarily pass over section or Amendments Nos.
26, and 27.

Mr. Perez Yes. If there's agreement by Judge
Tate that it's not grammatically correct,...!
really haven't checked it, but I just want to be
sure that when we proceed we know what we're doing.

Mr. Tate Now, Mr. Chairman, there is no. ..it's
grammatically correct. It's not following the
rule of the singular that we've generally followed.
There's nothing exactly wrong with one place in

the thing not following the rule of the singular,
and that's all we're talking about.

Mr. Henry
over It.

There's nothing wrong with passing

Point of Information

Ms. Zerviqon Mr. Chairman, could he withdraw
that amendment, make the changes, and resubmit it
without permission?

Mr. Henry Since it was in the form of a committee
report, I think there's a way to accomplish it.
But, I think Mr. Perez's motion to pass over it
would allow us to go ahead and rectify the change
that needs to be made, although I can't tell you
the mechanics right yet, but I'm sure there's a

way to do it.

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, my mind has been refreshed

on this thing. It was not. ..it's not an inadvertent
departure from the rule of the singular. In an

attempt to use the singular, it got more clumsy to

state the thing, and so our rules are not iron-
bound rules; they're stylistic guides, and it was

a considered departure from the consistent rule of

the singular we usually use. I'm sorry, Mr. Den-
nery, for confusing the matter. I thought I would
end the discussion; instead, I created more. I'm

sorry.

Mr. Henry All right. So, what you're saying is

that it's done the way your committee intended to

do it. Judge Tate?

Mr. Tate Yes, sir.

Mr. Perez Inasmuch as we're trying to move rap-
idly--and I don't want to hold anything up, but

on the other hand, there seemed to be a question
on Mr. Dennery's part, and some others--with re-

spect to it I would like to suggest that we do

temporarily pass over it. If the delegates are
satisfied later, then we can come back and adopt
it. So, I insist on my motion.

[^Motion to pass over Amendments Nos. 26,
27 , 28 adopted without objection,

1

Amendment No. 29

Mr. Poynter The next amendment is Amendment No.

29 which affects Section 15. Stands by itself.

lAmendment No. 29 adopted without objec-
tion .'\

Amendment No. 30

Mr. Poynter Next amendment stands by itself.
Amendment No. 30 affecting Section 16.

[Amendment No. 30 adopted without objec-
tion . ]

Amendments Nos. 31-37

Mr. Poynter Next set of amendments constitute
Amendments Nos. 31, through 37, respectively, all
affecting Section 17, Paragraph (A).

Moti on

Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman, I was the author of an
amendment which would make it clear that both bills
intended to have the effect of law and constitu-
tional amendments h-ad to be introduced during a

session of the legislature. Unfortunately, it

appears that with respect to the joint resolutions
introduced during a session of the legislature
would not have to be introduced during a session
of the legislature under the committee proposals.
Therefore, I would move that we suspend the rules
in order to take from the table Section 17 for the
sole purpose of considering the amendment which I

would offer in order to straighten this matter out.

Mr. Henry Let rae just sort of rephrase your mo-
tion for you.

The gentleman now moves to call for a suspension
of the rules for the purpose of calling from the
table the motion to reconsider the vote by which
Section 17 was adopted for the sole purpose of
considering the amendment that has just been passed
out.

Judge Tate, you don't object, do you?

Mr. Tate No, Mr. Chairman, we don't object. In

view of the committee, we didn't need this change,
but I think it does. ..would sol ve . . .addi ng these
three words--if they'll solve Mr. Perez's doubts--
I personally have no objection, although this will
be a terrible precedence if we do much of this.

Point of Information k
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Mr. Abraham If I understand Mr. Perez's amend-
ment , it does the same thing as what we approved
in the committee report, and what Style and Draft-
ing has done has left out some of these words. So,
we don't have to call anything from the table, do
we?

Mr. Henry Yes, we do, because what we're doing
is effectively reopening this. ..and it appears to

be necessary at this particular point, Mr. Abraham.
We're limiting it, we're tying it down to that
purpose.

I don't bel i eve. .. Judge Tate, your committee...
you have no objection to this?

[Motion to suspend the rules to recon-
sider the vote by which Section 17 was
passed adopted without objection.']

Reconsi deration

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Technically, now we are on. ..if you
have your first enrollment of the bill, we're on
Section 17, dealing with passage of bills, and
Mr. Perez at this time sends up floor amendments
which read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 7, delete lines 19

through 29, both inclusive, in their entirety and
insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 17. (A) Introduction; Title; Single
Object; Public Meetings. The legislature shall
enact no law except by a bill introduced during
that session, and propose no constitutional amend-
ment except by a joint resolution introduced during
that session, which shall be processed as a bill."

I think the rest of it is the same, isn't it,
Mr. Perez?

"Every bill, except the general appropriation
bill and bills for the enactment, rearrangement,
codification, or revision of a system of laws,
shall be confined to- one object. Every bill shall
contain a brief title indicative of its object.
Action on any matter intended to have the effect
of law shall be taken only in open, public meet-
ing."

Explanation

Mr. Perez Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, you might have recalled that
because of the fact that we said that the legisla-
ture was a continuing body, that it was necessary
to have language which would provide that a bill
be introduced in every session of the 1 egi si ature--
both a bill and also a joint resolution which would
have the. ..which would become a constitutional
amendment. Now, when the Committee on Style and
Drafting redrafted or reprepared the provision,
they did take care of the first part by saying "a

legislature shall enact no law except by a bill
introduced during that session." But, in the
second portion where they say "and propose no con-
stitutional amendment except by a joint resolution
which shall be processed as a bill," it does not
make it clear that the bill. ..that this joint res-
olution would also have to be introduced during
that session. Of course, that is what we adopted,
and I believe it's necessary to make it clear that
no constitutional amendment could be proposed ex-
cept by a joint resolution introduced during that
session. It's exactly what we adopted by the con-
vention earlier.

Questions

Ms. Zerviqon The way you have drawn your amend-
ment in the 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5th line, it's not clear
to me that it isn't the session that doesn't have
to be processed as a bill. Would you agree to
withdraw your amendment, put a period "." there,
and then insert the phrase "a joint resolution
shall be processed as a bill." Would that be
clearer?

Mr. Perez Well, I still.. .1 missed a couple of
the words you said Ms. Zervigon, and again, I'll
read to you--and it seems to be clear to me--"the
legislature shall enact no law except by a bill
introduced during that session, and propose no con-
stitutional amendment except by a joint resolution
introduced during that session which shall be pro-
cessed as a bill." I don't quite understand what
you mean.

Well, my main purpose...! can understand now,
Ms. Zervigon's suggestion, and I think it's pos-
sibly something else that Style and Drafting might
have been able to do, but I wanted to be sure that
we included that the resolutions intending to be
introduced as constitutional amendments be intro-
duced also during the session of the legislature,
which is exactly what...

Mr. Puqh Is there any reason why the word "an"
does not appear between the words "In" and "open"
on the last line?

Mr. Perez I had... I did not even look at the
last part of this. This was Style and Drafting's
business and the only thing that I was. ..my only
objective in this particular amendment was to take
care of the words "introduced during that session"
to make it clear that constitutional amendments
had to be introduced during a session of the legis-
lature. I did not attempt to correct any other
verbiage of the Style and Drafting Committee.

Mr. Flory Mr. Perez, isn't it really mandatory
that you put that in there in light of the fact
that we took. ..by amendments, we've already adopted
from Section 1 (B), we deleted the word "automati-
cally withdrawn from its files" and which was the
intent. Under the rules, as I appreciate them, in

the House and Senate, when a Senate bill gets to
the House, you don't withdraw them, it's indefi-
nitely postponed and vice versa. So, you really
need what you're putting in here to clarify it

that the bill has to be introduced in that session
before it can be acted upon.

Mr. Perez It's not only what's needed, but it's
exactly what was adopted by this convention almost
unanimously .

Point of Order

Mr. Abraham I think my question is more to the
Chair. Would I be in order to move that we pass
over this section in order for Mr. Perez and Style
and Drafting can straighten this thing out, and
then we can move on to other things?

Mr. Henry We're sort of in a bad situation to

pass over it right now.

Point of Information

Mr. Juneau You're going to take a recess because
I can just ask you up there?

Are we in recess now?

Mr. Henry No, we're not in recess.

Questions

Mr. Juneau Chalin, maybe I don't understand either
proposal. The only concern I would have in the
changes we are making, would it any way affect, if

we were to have a process whereby a constitutional
amendment to be put on the ballot would have to go

to two separate sessions of the legislature before
it got on the ballot, what would this do to that?

Mr. Perez Well, all I can say to you, again, I'm
not. . . I don ' t think we ought to get into the merits
of that because all I'm trying to do is to put back
into this proposal exactly that which the conven-
tion previously adopted.

Mr. Tate Mr. Perez, do you know. ..that we had
the Style and Drafting staff and Vice-Chairman go
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over the amendment, and it is in accord with our
rules? Some people would say you need another
comma; I personally think it's. ..all right as it

is. Do you know that I have no objection to it.,
if that. ..is that how you say it?

Mr. Perez Thank you. Judge.

ticklish.

Mr. Juneau I don't want to be too insistent
about this, but we just finished say ing--we ' re
talking about finality. The concern that I have:
I know there is a delegate proposal --it ' s not mine,
but I just say it; it's Mr. Bergeron ' s--which re-
lates to the specific problem I was talking about:
that is, with regard to constitutional amendment.
I just want to. ..trying to clarify it. Chalin,
for either proposal. What does this language do
to the kind of proposal which would say that a

constitutional amendment would have to go through
two separate sessions of the legislature?

Mr. Perez The only thing I can tell you is that
I'm not trying to make any change. What we've
adopted, we've adopted. Now, if the convention
later adopts something else, it will be up to the
convention at that time to straighten it out, but
all I'm trying...

Mr. Henry Mr. Perez, let. ..what he's concerned
with, I believe, is somebody, somewhere along the
way, is going to recommend that before a constitu-
tional amendment can be put on the ballot that it
has to pass through successfully two sessions of
the legislature, as I appreciate it. This propos-
al would have nothing to do with that because Joint
Resolution No. 33 that passes the '74 session would
come up as Joint Resolution No. 48 next year, so
it woul dn ' t . . . thi s wouldn't affect that at all, has
nothing to do with it.

Point of Information

Mr. Avant I want to ask a question of the Chair
because I'm beginning to get a little confused
when people start talking about the final go-around
and all that business. We still have parts of
this constitution, or proposed constitution, that
we haven't considered. Now, in the event that
later on we should adopt something that says black
is red, when we've already said black is green,
it seems to me that there's got to be a procedure
for straightening that out. I think that was the
point Mr. Juneau was trying to raise. So, I would
like to know at this time: we do have a procedure
to straighten out any inconsistencies that may
develop between what we have adopted and what we
may adopt in the future, don't we?

Mr. Henry Well, we can do just like we've done
on this amendment. We can come in here, and as-
suming that on most days we're all reasonable and
rational people, we can do just as we've done.
We've already had the final go-around, for all
practical purposes as you are aware, on Section
17 of this proposal. But, apparently there was
some mistake, some error, that we... that somebody
thought should be rectified, and so we suspended
the rules to raise that from the dead. So, that, I

think, is what you're looking for.

[Amendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered on the
Section. Section passed: 86-1. Mo-
tion to reconsider tabled ."l

Point of Information

Mr. Nunez Mr. Chairman, it may or may not be im-
portant, but just for the record, are these record
votes?

Mr. Henry The vote we just took was a record
vote; but these other votes, we've been doing them
by, you know, if there's no objection, we adopt
them. So, there's no. ..but, you know, if we lost
a quorum or something like that, it'd get sort of

Point of Information

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Chairman, in line with my other
question, does this section now go to Style and
Drafting?

Mr. Henry No, ma'am.

Mrs. Zerviqon Why is that?

Mr. Henry Because the rules don't provide it.

Now, Mrs. Zervigon, there again, assuming we're
reasonable people, I'm certain Judge Tate and his
group will look at it, and if there's a material
def ect--agai n , there's got to be some sort of an
unfinal finality in this, and if there are any
problems, I'm sure that folks like you and Mr.
Casey will help us resolve them. So, we just sort
of have to play it by ear.

Mr. Poynter No, Mr. Chairman, we hadn't...! think
Judge Tate is going to probably either need to
move to either withdraw or defeat, as the case may
be. Amendment No. 31.

[Amendment No. 31 withdrawn without ob-
jection. Amendments Nos . 32 through
36 adopted without objection.

1

Amendment No. 36

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 36 sent up dealing with
(F ) : Concurrence in Amendments.

Questions

Mr. Asseff I'm on the Committee on Style and
Drafting, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted at the
great confidence shown in us. However, I am
wondering, sir, in view of trie fact of the prema-
nency of what we are doing, whether we should move
as fast as we are? I have no objections. It is a

unanimous report. I just simply raise the ques-
tion, Mr. Chairman. Now, if they are happy, I am
too , sir.

Mr. Henry Well, it appears...

Mr. Asseff I'm just worried, Mr. Chairman; that's
all .

Mr. Henry Well, there again. Judge Tate--I mean.
Dr. Asseff --these were passed out for the delegates
to read; and whether they read them or not, I'm
not certain. Again, we're not reconsidering votes
and lyi ng . . . 1 ay i ng the motions to reconsider on
the table. So, I think if we make any drastic
mistakes, we're going to be able to come back and
correct them.

Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, I join the committee
in the unanimous report. I'm not that. ..I simply
said it, sir, for the record.

Mr. Henry I understand; I understand, sir. I

guess it's just evidence that this convention has
a great deal of faith in that committee, obviously,
and which I think is a compliment.

[Amendment No. 36 adopted without objec-
tion . ]

Amendment No. 37

Mr. Poynter The next amendment would be Amend-
ment No. 37, dealing with Paragraph (G): a Majority
Vote; Record Vote.

[^Amendment No. 37 adopted without objec-
tion .1

Amendment No. 38

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 38 which goes to Para-
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graph (A) of Section 18.

{^Amendment No. 38 adopted without objec-
tion . J

Amendment No. 39

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 39 dealing with (B) of
Section 18.

[^Amendment No. 39 adopted without objec-
tion. ]

Amendment No. 40

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 40 dealing with Para-
graph (C) of Section 18: General Appropriation Bill;
Limitations.

[^Amendment No. 40 adopted without objec-
tion . ]

Amendment No. 41

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 49--41 , excuse me--
deals with Paragraph (D) of Section 18: Specific
Purpose and Amount.

[^Amendment No. 41 adopted without objec-
tion .1

Amendment No. 42

Mr. Poynter The next amendment is Amendment No.
42 deal ing with the same Section 18: Extraordinary
Sessions, Paragraph (E).

Question

Mr. Dennery Are there any members of either
house who are not elected. Justice Tate? In ac-
cordance with your rule about omitting needless
words, why do you need "elected members of each
house"?

Mr. Tate Because it means total membership. They
wanted to be sure that it meant three-fourths of
the total membership instead of three-fourths of
those present that day.

\^Amendment No. 42 adopted without objec-
tion.^

Amendment No. 43

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 43 deals with Section
19, Paragraph (A): Signing and Delivery of Bills.

Questions

Mr. Dennery No, I just have a question. You say
that it should be signed by the presiding officers.
Now, I believe, previously, you said that the Sen-
ate had to elect a permanent presiding officer.
Is that correct? I forget what section it is.

Mr. Tate Mr. Dennery, we took the language as it
passed the floor about the presiding officers and
assumed that that's what it meant.

Hr. Dennery In other words, it must be the perma-
nent presiding officer of the Senate?

Hr. Tate We assume that that's what it meant
when it said. ..when the convention floor passed it.

\_Amendment No. 43 adopted without objec-
tion . ]

Amendment No. 44

Hr. Poynter The next amendment is Amendment No.
44 deal ing with Paragraph (B) of Section 19: Reso-
lutions.

[^Amendment No. 44 adopted without objec-
tion. ]
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Amendment No. 45

Hr. Poynter The next amendment is Amendment No.
45 which deals with Paragraph (A) of Section 20:
Gubernatorial Action.

[^Amendment No. 45 adopted without objec-
tion .1

Amendment No. 46

Hr. Poynter The next amendment is Amendment No.

46 dealing with Paragraph (B) of Section 20: deal-
ing with the veto.

Expl anation

Hr. Tate Mr. Chairman, on this section as you
have it here, we stylized it in accord with the
language of. ..as it passed the floor. As you will
see, there--when we get to Amendment No. 56--we
raised a possible ambiguity, and we'll suggest it
to your consideration at that time, in the event
you agree with us that it's ambiguous. But, Amend-
ment No. 46 is a stylized version in accordance
with the manual on drafting of what passed the
floor. But, I want to alert you that when we do
come to Amendment No. 56, we'll point out a possible
ambiguity in this section.

Question

H r . Perez Do I understand. Judge Tate, that we're
going to have two versions to decide upon? Is that
correct?

Hr. Tate Yes, sir. This is. ..this version is as
it passed the convention floor, stylized. When we
get to 56, you will have... we will report to you
what both committees thought was an ambiguity and
how it should be clarified. The commi ttee . . . the
convention will either stay with 46 or adopt 56.

Moti on

Hr. Perez Well, then I'd move that we pass over
this amendment at this time, and then consider the
two at the same time. We'll decide on which one
we want at that time.

Hr. Henry You want to. ..let me ask you this, Hr.
Perez: do you want to pass over it or do you want
to move to. ..well, I guess that would be better.

Hr. Perez I'd move that we pass over it at this
time, and let's wait and get to the controversial
things later.

Hr. Tate Hay I ask...Hr. Chairman, may I ask
Mr. Perez... may I say something to Hr. Perez and
ask him to ask me a question?

Hr. Henry Proceed.

Hr. Tate For the purposes of the floor considera-
tion, we had prepared Amendment No. 56 to replace
Amendment No. 46. Do you not think that it would
be just as convenient to adopt this stylized ver-
sion now, and then either stay with it or not when
we get to 56?

Hr. Perez If the Chair rules that that's appro-
priate and proper procedure, I'd have no objection.

Hr. Henry I think we could do it that way be-
cause it would be. ..it's always the last amendment
which is adopted. So, it wouldn't cause any harm,
Hr. Perez.

\_Motion withdrawn . Amendment No. 46
adopted without objection.

1

Amendment No. 47

Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 47 which deals with
Paragraph (C): Veto Sessions.
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Question

Mr. Dennery Judge Tate, I know you and I disagree
sometimes on the meaning of a split infinitive, and
I will not raise the question; but do you not find
split infinitives throughout these amendments?

Mr. Tate You and I disagree on what an infinitive
means, and you looked in the dictionary and you
showed me I was wrong. But, anyway, I always thought
that splitting the infinitive that people don't like
is: "to infinitely go" or "to immediately do." I

never thought "has immediately done" violated the
rule against split infinitives. But, anyway, we'll
be consistently splitting that latter type of
infinitives .

[^Amendment No, 47 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 48

Mr. Poynter The next amendment is Amendment No. 48
dealing with Section 22 in its entirety.

Explanation

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, this is, again, an amendment
on which both committees found some ambiguity which
we will, in Amendment No. 59, ask you to clarify it.

The amendment before you, however, incorporates the
concept as it passed the floor and is restyled in

accordance with the rules of drafting.

Question

Mr. Singletary Judge Tate, I noticed that you
didn't put a br i e f title.

Mr. Tate May I apologize to the sister and brother
delegates? I'm confused, as usual. It's in another
section.

Mr. Henry Well, would you tell us why you are
apologizing. Judge Tate?

Mr. Tate Because I'm confused.
All right, to answer the questions that have been

raised, the reason we have no subtitle on this one
is that we didn't delete Section 19 in the first
enrollment, so the title is still there, Mr. Single-
tary.

[^Amendment No. 48 adjopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 49

Mr. Poynter The next amendment is Amendment No.
49 deals with Section 23.

\_Amendment No. 49 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 50

Mr. Poynter The next amendment is Amendment No.
50 which deals with Section 24, Paragraph (A):
Persons Liable.

Question

Mr. Perez I question whether or not the language
as adopted is not better than the suggested changes
by Style and Drafting. I'm not sure what that last
clause modifies, "during his term of office."

Mr. Tate The. ..this, if I may comment, Mr. Chair-
man . . .

Mr. Chairman, as soon as this passed the floor,
the author of i t--whoever . . . who was the author of
it--several people came and pointed out and some-
one, in fact, asked on the floor if they could not
change where that "during the term of office"...

"During the term of office" had to refer not
only to gross misconduct, but also for conviction
of a felony or malfeasance during the term of
office. It was suggested to us to clarify it, to
remove the "during the term of office" to refer to

"commission or conviction, during the term of office,
of a felony, malfeasance, or for gross misconduct"
because, otherwise, it was liable impeachment for
commission or conviction of a felony, malfeasance,
which could have meant at any time. You know, one
of us that did something bad years ago could be
impeached, you see, and only for gross misconduct
during his term of office. So, this was a floor
amendment--! mean, this was brought out during the
debate, and suggestions were made at the very time
it was passed. They said, "Well, leave it to Style
and Drafting," and that's why we did what we did.
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Mr. Tate The point is halfway well taken.

Mr. Henry Why don't we pass over this one. Judge?

Mr. Poynter Well, in that light, Mr. Chairman, do
you want to pass over 51 too, which is Paragraph
(B) of that same section?

Mr. Henry I think that was included in the motion,
there--50 and 51 .

[wotio/i to pass over Amendments Nos

.

50 f 51 adopted without objection."]

Amendment No. 52

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 52. On page 11, delete
lines 19 through 24, both inclusive in their en-
tirety. It deals with removal by suit; officials
subject thereto.

[^Amendment No. 52 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 53

Mr. Poynter The next amendment is Amendment No.
53 dealing with Section 26.

[^Amendment No. 53 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 54

Mr. Poynter The next, 54, deals with Section 27,
Paragraph TA), Mr. Chai rman--Amendment No. 54.

{^Amendment No. 54 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 55

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 55 deals with Paragraph
(B ) of the same section.

Expl anation

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, I'm not used to talking
in a microphone .

Mr. Henry You'd never know it. Judge.

Mr. Tate But, again on 54 and 55, which we just
passed, you will see in the yellow amendments we
have a... we have something to correct a floor mis-
take that we want to bring to your attention.

l_Amendment No. 55 adopted without
objection

.

]

Mr. Poynter Mr. Chairman, the next five amend-
ments, now, are the five amendments which bear
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committee notes or committee caveats, if you will.

At your pleasure and the convention's pleasure we

also have. ..we passed over, now, three, I believe,
or at least two sections we've passed over. I

don't know if they are ready or not. I have two

or three other amendments up here by Mr. Tobias
which go back to prior material.

Recess

[^Quorum Call; 81 delegates present and
a quorum .

J

Amendment No. 56

Mr. Poynter Next amendment is Amendment No. 56

which goes back. . . af

f

ecti ng the veto provision--
Paragraph (B) thereof.

Explanation

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, as it passed the floor,
and as it was stylized, the third sentence of this
article reads: "If the legislature adjourns before
he--meaning the governor--vetoes or returns one or

more bills, he shall return them with his veto
message as provided by law."

The commi ttee . . . some members of the committee
felt that this might mean that if the legislature
...adjourned before he had vetoed even one bill,
then he should return all of them, or something,
with his veto message as provided by law. To make
It clear that the intent of the convention body
was that if. ..is the following, we recommended
this change:

"If the governor returns or vetoes a bill after
the legislature adjourns, he shall return it, with
his veto message, as provided by law." In other
words, some members felt that was an ambiguity
that should be--possible be clarified by the House.
We. ..other members just think it's a stylistic
amendment. But, in the excess of caution, we pre-
sent it to you separately.

Mr. Chairman, I'm open to questions. If there
are no questions, I. ..whatever I'm supposed to do.

I move for its favorable adoption.

[Amendment No. 56 adopted without objec-
tion. Motion to pass over Amendment
No. 57 adopted without objection.'\

Amendments Nos. 58 and 59

Mr. Poynter Next amendment is Amendment No. 58,
deal ing with Section 27, Paragraph (A). I guess,
almost, that's got to be considered in globo with
59, which is (B). Doesn't it all go together.
Judge Tate?. ..58 and 59 really go together as a

team to. ..on the problem raised by the original
Drew amendment. Isn't that correct?

Explanation

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, in connection with that,
my yel low sheet just disappeared with the official
extract of the .. .debates of the day. But what...
here is what happened.

You see before you in the green sheets .. .what?
On the green sheets we stylized 27 (A) and (B) as
the Official Journal of the convention reflected.
However, it was discovered that Mr. Drew had two
amendments that day. Through mechanical error,
the first enrollment reflects an amendment he did
not present; but the yellow sheet you have here in

Amendments 58 and 59 reflects the actual amendment
he did present. We took the. ..we have an extract
of the verbatim transcript of the proceedings of
August 1, 1973, and it shows the following: the
Clerk reads the amendment--he reads the amendment
that you see now in the green sheets in the first
enrolled copy. Then, Mr. Drew says, "Mr. Clerk,
we are confused again on amendments. The amendment
that I am offering this time reads...". Then he
reads to the Cleric the exact amendment that's on
your yel 1 ow. . .yel 1 ow copy as true...

Section 27 (A) and (B), instead of the 27 (A)

and (B) as stylized and as reflected by the Jour-
nal. There is no question of thi s . . . tha t ' s a

transcript, that's a recollection of the desk and

it's recollection of everybody. It was thought
that the qui ckest .. .most quickest, convenient way
to clarify this inadvertent error and slight changes
in language, was to report to you these amendments
of 27 (A) and (B) to reflect the true amendment
that passed .. .that did pass the house. I have here

the transcript if anybody wants to look at it.

Questions

Mr. Pugh Justice Tate, what benefit does the

Style and Drafting Committee think the phrase,
"and other officials elected statewide" adds to

it? What does that do for it?

It says, "The members of the legislature shall

take office on the same day as the governor."
What does "and other officials elected statewide"
do for it?

Mr. Tate Mr. Pugh, we were, in this instance, in

the peculiar position of having to recommend to

you something that the Journal did not show you had

passed. We did not wish to complicate it further

by stylizing section ... styl i zi ng it further, as I

understand our position on the thing.
Incidentally, in the final rearrangement--that ' s

the only thing that's left--this would be moved up

to Section 2. But, we wouldn't do that tonight.
We'd do it at a 1 ater date.

Mr. Pugh What. ..would the committee be able to

remove that language? Can we do that?

Mr. Tate We. ..need an amendment now, Mr. Pugh.

I don't think we should. ..if you wouldn't mind.
Ihere's a lot of merit in what you say, but let's

...I'm inclined to say let's take it as it left

the floor. It's not very bad.

[Amendments Nos. 58, 59 adopted without
objection

.

]

Mr. Henry All right. Now, Mr. Tobias has got an

amendment that's going to have to be treated, if

we treat it at all, like we did the Perez amendment.
I don't know the purpose of it. So, Mr. Clerk, you

or Judge Tate or Mr. Tobias better ... sort of lay

the ground work so that we can decide what we want
to do.

Amendment No. 60

Mr. Tobias Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the

amendment that I am talking about is the one that

reads, on page 3, deletes lines 29 through 31.

Amendment No. 60 of the Style and Drafting Com-

mi ttee--there are two small errors in that amend-
ment. There should not be a comma at the end of

the second line; there should not be a comma after

the word "district" in the third line. In other
words, all that my amendment does is, in effect,
delete those two commas.

Mr. Henry These are just super technical amend-
ments? Is that correct, Mr. Tobias?

Mr. Tobias That is correct.

Mr. Henry All right. Judge Tate.

Explanation

Mr. Tate I should report, though, first on the

merits. ..the merits of the thing was, some members
...this section 4 (D) provides that a vacancy in

the legislature shall be filled for the remainder
of the term only by election as provided by law.

Some members of the committee felt that we

should specify that it's only by election by the

electors--by the people. Other members were not

sure that it was necessary. But we... because of

the concern of some members of both committees, we

present that to you. We're not. ..some of us are
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not sure it's necessary. But, if it's necessary,
I guess Mr. Tobias' amendment without commas is...

[^Amendment No. 60 adopted without objec-
tion. Motion to suspend the rules to
recons ider the vote by which Section 4

of Committee Proposal No. 3 was adopted
for consideration of Amendment No. 60
onl y .

]

Reconsideration

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Tobias'\. On
page 3, delete lines 29 through 31, both inclusive
in their entirety. Mr. Tobias, just in an abun-
dance of saying a lot of words--maybe we don't
need to again--but I'd like to say, and delete
Committee Amendment No. 60.

Mr. Henry . All right. Now, all this does is

eliminate those two commas in Committee Amendment
No. 60. Is that right, Mr. Tobias?

mi nutes?

Point of Information

Mr. Tobias That is correct.

[Amendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered on the
Section . Section passed: 78-0.
Motion to reconsider tabled ."l

Point of Information

Mr. Guarisco Mr. Chairman, I think maybe some
time could be served, possibly, if we could. ..I
move that we recommit these amendments to the Com-
mittee on Style and Drafting so that these changes
can be made, rather than doing them on the floor.

Mr. Henry Mr. Guarisco, that's what I'm talking
to Mr. Poynter about here, now. We. .. apparently
there have been some grammatical errors, or some
...errors of punctuation made that there are about
four amendments here to correct. Now, I don't
think--and then I'm exercising my prerogative--!
don't think it's very wise for us to continue to
do this by separate amendments as we are. I think
it would be appropriate for us, now, to recommit
the proposal to the Committee on Style and Draft-
ing. I don't think it'll take but just about fif-
teen minutes of you all meeting.

Judge Tate, you might comment to that.

Mr. Tate All right, if we can get a quorum. Ac-
tually, these four little amendments--two of them
are to take care of the rule of the singular that
my friend, Moise Dennery, raised that I tried to
sweep under the rug: one is to add two words,
"prior thereto," into something; and one is to
restore the floor language on gross misconduct. I

don't think any of them are controversial. I

think we can. ..either way we do it, I think we can
do it right away because I don't think there is
anything controversial about them. ..All issues
have been raised.

Motion

Mr. Perez I move that we return to other orders
of business, and we can, hopefully, take care of
this matter tomorrow morning.

Mr. Henry Well, if. ..let me suggest that we do
one of two things. If we can... if you all want to
wrap them up, let's wrap them up, or, either, just
recommit the whole thing. I hate to leave these
amendments dangling like this, Mr. Perez.

Mr. Perez Are there any of these sections that
we.

.

.apparently will become controvers ial ?--Par-
ticular the Jenkins thing, I'm thinking about.

Mr. Henry I think we've resolved that. I under-
stand that none of these are controversial. Do
you think we can dispose of them in ten or fifteen

Mr. Blair Just a point of information or sugges-
tion.

I wonder if Style and Drafting couldn't meet
for about three minutes? I think they are together
already. All they have to do is just get their
amendments together.

Mr. Henry I think I misjudged the amendments
here. Senator. You've got to go through the pro-
cess of recommitting it, then having a committee
report. So, perhaps we'll do well to go ahead...
if they are just technical little amendments, let's
go ahead and see what we've got here.

[Motion withdrawn.}

Amendments

Mr. Poynter All right. The next set of amend-
ments are the Tobias amendments that go to Section
14. There are two amendments. Now, as I'd appre-
ciate it, these would be in lieu of what. ..about
26 and. ..26 and 27. We passed over earlier...

Mr. Henry We passed over 26, 27, and 28, if I'm
not in error, Mr. Clerk.

Mr. Poynter That's correct, Mr. Chairman. This
would be just for 26 and 27. Right, Mr. Tobias?
In effect. ..so that he would move to withdraw them
if these were adopted.

He sends up amendments, Mr. Chairman, and again
he'd have to ask for, I guess, a suspension to do
that. ..to reconsider Section 14 like we...

Mr. Henry Well, let him say what the purpose of
it is, before we make the motion here.

Expl anation

Mr. Tobias Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the
purpose of these two amendments is to meet the ob-
jections which Delegate Dennery had to the plural
words, "its agencies" or "political subdivisions."
All that these amendments do--at least Amendment
No. 1 does--is singularize "agency" and "subdivi-
sion". With respect to Amendment No. 2, the word
that is changed, on line 3, is. ..we changed the
word "and" to "or" to conform to Amendment No. 28
which uses the phrase "or a political subdivision"
to make it consistent throughout. That was the
sole intent of those two amendments.

[Motion to suspend the rules to recons ider
the vote by which Section 14 of Committee
Proposal No. 3 was passed.^

Point of Information

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman, are these typographical
errors, or is this some disagreement among committee
members? I see the people that served on the com-
mittee up here with these amendments. Are they
typographical errors, or...

Mr. Henry Well, the first one that we adopted
a while ago, in typing it, I understand it was a

staff error of putting two commas in the wrong
pi ace

.

Now, this 26--Amendments 26, 27, and 28--there
was some concern between Mr. Dennery and Judge
Tate as to what was what. ..this just gets some
grammatical changes made in there.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Asseff Mr. Chairman, when changes are made
in the report of the commi ttee--and I am a member
of it--I am reluctant to proceed without a commit-
tee meeting. I mean, I feel that we ... fol 1 owing
your original advice, we could have settled it in
a few minutes. I mean I'm in agreement with the
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Senator. We are moving like this, and we are
changing a committee report. We do not have the
chance to look at it.

O.K. with me.

[fiuies Suspended without objection ."l

Reconsideration

Expl anation

Mr. Tobias I think most people understand what
the purpose is. It's just to singularize the
words "agency", "subdivision"; in Amendment No. 2,
to change the word "and" to "or".

{^Amendments adopted without objection.
Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 79-0. Motion
to withdraw Amendments Nos , 26, 27 of
the Report of the Committee on Style
and Drafting adopted without objection.
Amendment No. 28 previously passed over
adopted without objection ."]

Point of Information

Hr. Dennery I think the Journal might be con-
fusing. I think we have already adopted Section
14, and now we have adopted an amendment to Sec-
tion 14

.

Won't you have to now readopt Section 14?

Hr. Henry Well...
No, sir, because what we did on the Tobias

amendments . .

.

Hr. Dennery Sections ... that was Paragraphs (A)

and ( B ) , and you just adopted an amendment to
Paragraph (C), did you not?

Hr. Henry Well. ..this twenty-eight is a Style
and Drafting amendment, Hr. Dennery, as opposed to

the amendments offered by Mr. Tobias which were
floor amendments. It makes a difference. I know
it seems confusing. But, for us to comply with
the rules, that's about the way we've got to do
it.

Amendment

Hr. Poynter The Tobias amendment--and you may
want to compare that to the green copy there--
reads "Section 19 (A) Signing; Delivery.

A bill passed by both Houses shall be signed
by the presiding officers and delivered to the
governor within three days after passage."

Explanation

Hr. Tobias Hr. Chairman and fellow delegates, if
you will look at Amendment No. 43 of the Style and
Drafting Committee Proposal, you will note that
there is a comma after the word "governor" in the
third line. Hy amendment would delete the comma.
It's unnecessary. It was an error. If you will
look on the green copy with respect to that Sec-
tion 19 (A), you will see that in the green copy
there was no comma.

Hr. Henry Well, what this is is just a change in
punctuation?

Hr. Tobias Correct. It just deletes a comma.

Mr. Henry That's in Section 19. Right?

Mr. Tobias Correct.

Hotlon

Hr. Henry Mr. Tobias now moves for a suspension
of the rules for the purpose of reconsidering the
vote by which Section 19 was adopted for the spec-
ific purpose of considering this floor amendment.

[/?u2es Suspended without objection.']

Reconsideration

Amendment

Hr. Poynter I'm making a change for clarity's
sake again, like I did before.

Amendment No. 1. Page 9, delete lines 10
through 14, both inclusive in their entirety, and
Committee Amendment No. 43 adopted by the conven-
tion on today, November 18. Insert in lieu there-
of the language.

[Amendment adopted without objection.
Previous Ques tion ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 81-0. Motion
to reconsider tabled.]

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Judge Tate has passed out an amend-
ment, now. That amendment is in lieu of a.. .or

he would like for it to be in lieu of Amendment
No. 57, which is one of the amendments containing
a note. It's found on page 11 of the white copy--
or the original amendment was--and on your yellow
sheets, I guess on the second page. Was it second
page, Judge Tate? Yes, the second page of your
yellow distribution.

In lieu of that proposed language. Judge Tate
would like for a suspension of the rules to offer
the proposed amendment--the floor amendment that
bears his name.

Expl anation

Mr. Tate All right. Hr. Chairman, as the Sec-
tion 21 passed the floor, it was through amend-
ments by Representative Jenkins. He concurs in

the final revision with which we are presenting
to you. It said, "all laws shall be published in

the Official Journal. The statement shall take
effect on the sixtieth day ... thereafter shall take
effect on the sixtieth day after final adjournment."
In other words, it will take effect on the sixtieth
day after publication.

There were two defects in this--two serious de-
fects. One is, for instance, if the Official Jour-
nal was on strike or ceased publication, the law
wouldn't become effective, or if the publisher
didn't do i t

.

Second is, to figure the date that it came into
effect, you'd have to keep a permanent record of
the State Times. The laws have come on different
effect according to publication. That was not
Representative Jenkins' intent. So, to reflect
the true intent, and the intent of the body, we
are proposing that you say "all laws shall take
effect on the sixtieth day after final adjournment."
--that gives you a final. ..a definite date--"and
shall be published prior thereto ... shal 1 be pub-
lished prior thereto in the Official Journal of
the state as provided by law." The law, of course,
could provide in the event of some emergency ... in

the event of some emergency, it would regulate the
situation we are worried with. I understand that
Hr. Jenkins has no objection to this amendment. It

reflects his basic intent which is that no law
shall take effect unless first publ i shed .. .unl ess
in dire circumstances.

There is, of course, the exception that was on
the f loor--passed the floor--that says, "however,
any bill may specify an earlier or later effective
date." That should take care of emergency bills.

Mr. Chairman, I'm open for questions. If there
are no questions, I make the...

Motion

Mr. Henry You moved for a suspension of the
rules for the purpose of reconsidering the vote
by which on calling from the table, the motion to

reconsider the vote by which Section 21 of Commit-
tee Proposal No. 3 was adopted. Judge Tate?
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Mr. Tate That's exactly the motion.

Mr. Henry For the specific purpose of consider-
ing your amendment?

Is that right?

Mr. Tate Yes, sir. That's exactly my motion.

[^Motion adopted without objection ."i

Questions

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, and. ..I'd like to ask
this question of Judge Tate. I'm a little bit con-
cerned about the way ... because I do think that
this particular amendment, as he's redrafted here,
makes a substantial change in the law--that is, in

the original proposal as we had it--that the amend-
ment, as I take it, that no law can become effec-
tive until after it has been published except those
that provide for a different date.

Mr. Tate ,.or except as provided by law.' I

would anticipate that you in the 1 egi si ature--when
you pass your statute on it--you will say, "they
shall be published in the Official Journal, etc.,
etc .,"... say , "however, in the event the Official
Journal of the state is on strike"--or something
like that--I would anticipate you would provide
for the emergency. Senator.

M r. De Bl ieux Well, the thing is, if that's not
provided in the law. ..now, let's take a situation.
I'll give you an example. Suppose that the laws
were passed, that ordinarily would become effec-
tive on, we'll say the thirtieth day of September
--just using that date, the thirtieth day of Sep-
tember. Now, the laws are submitted to the Offi-
cial Journal for publication. Somehow or another,
they get down to around about the twentieth day
of September, and they've got a strike, or some-
thing of that sort. Now, we could not anticipate
that at the time we passed those laws. We'd just
pass them ordi nari ly--rel at i ve . Now, if those
laws are not published, they don't become effective
on that particular date. That's why I think that
you--that this particular amendment you have--that
you are making a substantial change in what we
originally publ i shed . . .or passed. Now, as I see
it, the proposal that you originally proposed is
much, much better than what this amendment is

coming up with.

Mr. Tate Senator, I wish you would study. ..Oh,
the one we originally proposed--yes . But, Repre-
sentative Jenkins called to our attention that it
was his intent that it shouldn't become effective
until published. As it passed the floor, it says
it will become effective only sixty days after it's
published, which will be an impossible job in fig-
uring the effective date of 1 aws--criminal statutes
and all that. Depending on whi ch--Monday , Tuesday,
Wednesday, you know, Friday--whi ch week they are
published in the State-Times . We were trying. ..in
our original proposal, we did not think he meant
that. We thought he just meant that laws should
be eventually published. But, he. ..and pursuant
to his request, and in view of the fact that the
...it was closer to the original meaning of the
floor, we. ..I personally agreed to sponsor the
amendment that says, "it shall not take effect
prior to publication as provided by law", which,
I think--it's never happened before. Up to now,
they have to be published within thirty days. The
new constitution gives. ..I mean they become effec-
tive thirty days after enactment. Now, they be-
come effective sixty days after the session. This
gives more time. I think that this gives enough
flexibility. Senator, to take care of Representa-
tive Jenkins' concept that was ... somewhat incor-
porated in the floor amendment. Also, the very
practical objections of it was applied literally.

Mr. De Blieux Well, I just don't think it's--rm
not going to argue the point because I just don't
think it's that important. But, I just wanted to

say that I think we are making a change. I can see
some time possibility there.

Mr. Tate Senator, frankly, I agree, also, with
the committee thing, it reflects my concept more.
However, the. ..as a matter of fact ... Senator , Rep-
resentative Jenkins said--and the literal wording
does say--it shouldn't become effective until after
publication, so it looks like...

Mr. Jenkins Judge Tate, let me make one correc-
tion in what you said about the thing we originally
adopted .

The proposal we originally adopted said, "and
thereafter shall take effect on the sixtieth day
after final adjournment of the session."

Mr. Tate After publication...

Mr. Jenkins No. It doesn't say that.

Mr. Tate Well .. .

Mr. Jenkins It says, "on the sixtieth day after
adjournment of the session." It says, "all laws
shall be published in the Official Journal of the
state as provided by law, and thereafter shall take
effect on the sixtieth day after final adjournment
of the session." So, it would have to be sixty
days .

Anyway, the point that I am making is that, the
original proposal by the committee did, in fact,
make a substantive change which would have been
prohibited. What you now have is merely a technical
change clearing up any ambiguities, and thus retains
the same intent and effect as the original for all
purposes .

Mr. Tate Thanks, Mr. Jenkins. I accept your
suggestion .

Mr. Willis Mr. Justice Tate, don't you think
that the. ..an explanation of the distinction be-
tween promulgation and publishing would be edify-
ing to understand what you are driving at?

Mr. Tate Yes. Would you ask it in the form of a

question because . .

.

Mr. Willis Well, let me ask you this question.
Isn't it a fact that the secretary of state promul-
gates the laws?--and that you are talking about
publishing in the State-Times , and that there is a

distinction between the two?

Mr. Tate Yes, sir. That's exactly right.

Mr. Willis The promulgation required is that
which the secretary of state does?

Mr. Tate The. .

Mr. Pugh Judge, I appreciate the distinction as
indicated by Delegate Willis. If we eliminated the
words "prior thereto," do you not think that all
of the problems would be resolved?

Mr . late Mr. Pugh, that was our original amend-
ment. But, Mr. Jenkins pointed out--and I think,
correctly--that that would be a substantive change.
We thought that it was not a substantive change,
or at least it was so ambiguous that it deserved
the attention of the floor. But, I am more than
willing, myself, to say that the amendment with
the words, "prior thereto," more nearly reflects
the intention of the floor than what our committee
did--al though I think what our committee did, and
what the legislative committee did--was better.
But, I think Mr. Jenkins' amendment--the amendment
that I'm proposing now--with "prior thereto" is

more styl is ti cal ly . . .more stylistic and less sub-
stantive and I'm willing to go with it.

Mr. Pugh But, to get down to the law, to strike
"prior thereto," then there can never be a question
about the validity of the law in Louisiana. Whether
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or not it's ever printed, it's a valid law.

Mr. Tate Mr. Pugh, I agree with you that's what
it ought to be. But it seems to me that the con-
vention, whether it. ..whether after full delibera-
tion or not, did accept the idea that it wouldn't
become effective unless it was publ

i

shed--unti 1

after it was published. However, with the amend-
ment "prior therto as provided by law," I think
we've given some flexibility to the thing so that
we can live with it.

to take up Committee Amendment No. 57 and move to
withdraw it in light of the passage of this last
one, Mr. Chai rman--No . 57 on page...

^Amendment withdrawn.']

Mr. Poynter The last thing pending at the desk:
the convention, so far, has passed over Amendments
Nos. 50 and 51 that affect Section 24. Mr. Avant
does have an amendment to affect the Paragraph (A)
of Section 24.

Mrs. Zerviqon Mr. Tate, from what I understand
of your comments, what you are trying to do is

avoid the case in which the publisher sets the
effective date of the law by grinding his wheels
to a halt.

Hr. Tate Right.

Mrs. Zerviqon You say, "shall be published prior
thereto." What is the "prior thereto" referring
to?

Hr. Tate The sixtieth day.

Mrs. Zerviqon It's referring to the sixtieth
day. It is not referring to the taking of effect
of a law?

Mr. Tate Both.

Mrs. Zerviqon Then the publisher can still set
the effective date.

Mr. Tate No, no. ..well, as provided by law...

Mrs. Zerviqon Well, it seems to me that the "as
provided by law" means on yellow paper, in five
columns, let by public bid, but that you can't
make an exception to this "prior thereto" because
that's a constitutional deal by statute.

Mr. Tate Mrs. Zervigon, in a minute I'll let
Mr . Fl ory bail me out. Mrs. Zervigon, I. ..person-
ally, if I were able to vote over again, I would
leave out "prior thereto", but I do think that if
you read what passed the floor, it said it won't
take effect until after publication. Whether that's
wise or not, we did not. ..I'm willing to accept
Representative Jenkins' suggestion that we may have
exceeded what we should have done when we recom-
mended leaving that out.

Mrs. Zervigon In other words, what you are say-
ing is while you would like to bail us out of the
box of the publisher setting the effective date
of laws, you see no way to do it without substan-
tive change?

Mr. Tate Yes ... al though I do think that "prior
by 1 aw" ... i f your choice is between my amendment
and the floor amendment, it's even worse, because
the date it becomes effective is...

Mr. F1ory Judge, what we found ourselves in the
position was that the convention wanted it pub-
lished, but they didn't want the publisher to de-
termine the effective date of the law. Also, what
you are doing in this clarification amendment is
that the law can provide for the Official Journal
to be a different publisher in the event of certain
extenuating circumstances is the reason it clar-
ifies and gives the flexibility.

Mr. Tate
vide. . .

Yes, sir. I would say it can also pro-

[Previous Question ordered , Amendment
adopted : 72-8. Previous Question
ordered on the Section . Section passed:
79-1. Motion to reconsider tabled."]

Amendment No. 57

Mr. Poynter Judge Tate would now, I'm sure, want

Motion

Mr. Henry Mr. Avant now moves for a suspension
of the rules for the purpose of reconsidering...
for the purpose of calling from the table the mo-
tion to reconsider the vote by which Section 24
was adopted, for the specific purpose of consider-
ing his amendment.

^Motion adopted without objection.]

Expl anati on

Mr. Tate Mr. Chairman, this is the Avant amend-
ment. It's simply to clarify the objection that
Mr. Perez rai sed--which was a good objection. As
it passed the floor, it was ambiguous where only
the gross misconduct had occurred in office, or
also the commission or conviction of a felony had
to be in office. Mr. Avant is proposing it, this
amendment, to make it clear that both the commis-
sion and conviction of a--during his term of of-
fice, has to be during the term of office--a1so
the gross misconduct has to be during the term of
office, subjecting an official to impeachment. I

think that's clearly the intent; it's the intent
of the floor amendment as it. ..the floor as it
passed. It was our intent to end that ambiguity
that created a new ambiguity.

Questions

Mr. Champagne In other words, he is subject to
impeachment only if it occurred during his term
of office.

Mr. Tate Yes, sir.

Mr. Champagne Thank you, sir.

Mr. Tate Whether it's a gross misconduct or con-
viction or commission, yes.

Mr. Alexander I notice you corrected that. Judge
Tate . But , I'm wondering it is not clear here
whether the language would infer that the offense
may occur other than in connection with his office
or employment.

Mr. Tate Mr .... Reverend Alexander, neither was
the floor amendment. In other words, if a fellow
had a burglary of an opposition party's offices,
it might not technically be in connection with his
office but, he still might be liable if he commit-
ted or is convicted of that. It doesn't have to
be.-.be might steal. ..from his client if he is a

1 awyer and all.

Mr. Alexander That explains it; thank you.

[Amendment adopted without objection.
Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 78-0. Motion
to recons ider tabled. Amendment No.
50 withdrawn . Amendment No. 51 adopted
without objection.]

Personal Privilege

Mr. Tate Listen, really, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Style and Drafting, we do appreciate
very much your courtesy and your study and your
willingness and your suffering through this hour
...these hours. Thank you so very much for your
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help.

Mr. Henry Thank you. Judge Tate.

Personal Privilege

Mr. Rayburn That in the future, that if we have

some technical amendments that's really not basically

changing the law, that we refer the proposal back

to the committee or we either suspend the rules and

not require a record vote. We have spent about

eight hundred dollars here tonight doing some

things, in my opinion, that maybe will just clarify

the technical amendment. If it is something that

changes the law or basically changes it, I think we

should recommit it back. We can save quite a bit

of money and quite a bit of time, in my opinion. I

just offer that as a suggestion because it is my

understanding that each record vote costs, to print

in the Journal, fifty dollars plus.

Mr. Henry Your point is well taken. Senator.
The reason . .

.

Mr. Rayburn So, what we have done here tonight

with the little technical amendments, which the

committee could have straightened out; we would

have come back and everything would have been

lovely. Every time we had to redo a little some-

thing, we spent about fifty dollars on each record
vote--it had to be published in the Journal--if
my figures are correct.

Mr. Henry Your point is well taken, and your
figures are not quite correct--it costs about
fifteen dollars, but that's still. ..we spent
seventy-five dollars doing that. In all fairness

to the committee, I think this was the first report

they were making, we were having a trial run. But,

your point is well taken. We're not going to do

this because there are other problems like if we

open up one of these sections and it doesn't get

reclosed, then we've got some very serious problems.

Personal Privilege

Mr. LeBleu Judge Tate and his remarks sounded as

if this was going to be the last bout with the

Committee on Styling and Drafting. I just wondered
if he had planned to leave us any time soon.

Personal Privilege

Mr. De Blieux I just wanted to give Senator
Rayburn the correct figures on the cost of a record
vote. It's eighteen dollars, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Henry And, the correct cost is fifteen dol-
lars, Senator De Blieux.

Point of Information

Mr. Perez Point of information.
I would like to know what we will be consider-

ing tomorrow or what the Chair suggests that we

shoul d. .

.

Mr. Henry We are going to take up first of all.
Delegate Proposal No. 23 tomorrow--bal anced budget,
after we get through with that. Delegate Proposal
No. 12, which is uniform compensation for members
of all state boards. We will start with those two.

Mr. Perez And what after that?

Mr. Henry Well, there is a good chance we are
going to get into these provi sions . .

.

the Delegate
Proposal Nos. 67, 71, and 72.

{^Motion to take up other orders
adopted without objection.

i

Report of the Secretary
[x Journal 875]

[^Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m., Monday^
November 19, 1973.}
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Monday, November 19, 1973

ROLL CALL

[,71 delegates present and a quorum.']

PRAYER

Mr. Burns Our heavenly Father, we pray this morn-
ing that Thou would give us wisdom, courage, and
faith: Wisdom to decide what is right, courage to
vote our convictions for what we know is right,
faith in You that You will reward our efforts if
we but act diligently and sincerely. As we approach
this Thanksgiving season, we express our gratitude
and thanks for all that You have done for us this
past year. We ask. Father, that You would be with
us this morning and speed us through our work. In
Jesus name. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

\_Motion to call Delegate Proposal
No. 23 from its regular order adopted
without objection.]

Reading of the Proposal

Mr. Poynter Delegate Proposal No. 23, introduced
by Delegate Abraham.

Which is relative to appropriations by the leg-
islature for the state budget.

Constitutes one section. Article III, Section 8.
Appropriation-- in particular one paragraph of said
Section 18 (F): Total appropriations for the year
shall not exceed anticipated annual revenues as
projected by the governor in the operating budget.

Expl anati on

Mr. Abraham Fellow delegates, when we went through
the Executive Article--and we had provisions in the
Executive Article that the. ..for the governor to
prepare the operating budget for the state and that
the governor must prepare a balanced budget--we put
a provision in there in Section 5 that the governor
must balance the budget; that he either had to veto
line items or use other means that may be provided
in the bill and/or that the total appropriations
for the year would not exceed the anticipated reve-
nues. In the article on revenue and taxation. Com-
mittee Proposal No. 15, we state that "The total
appropriation made by the legislature for any fiscal
year shall not be greater than the anticipated rev-
enues for the state." Well, in comparing all this,
I find that we have not done anything in the Leg-
islative Article which requires the legislature to
present a balanced budget to the governor for approv-
al or to keep the appropriations in balance with
the anticipated revenues. In order to avoid having
to go through various articles in the constitution,
I think that we do need, in the article dealing with
the legislature and appropriations, that there does
need to be language in there which will require the
legislature to present a balanced budget--that in
making their appropriations for the year that these
appropriations should be in balance with the antici-
pated annual revenues. Now, if you will recall,
there was a discussion earlier--I think it was on
the Legislative Article--as to whether or not the
revenues would be those as projected by the gover-
nor or by whom, and that I will not quarrel with.
This delegate proposal was submitted prior to this
discussion coming up. But, I do think that it is
necessary that in the Legislative Article dealing
with. ..in the section dealing with appropriations,
that there should be some limitation on the legisla-
ture so that they must present a balanced budget,
rather than having to make up a budget that is out
of balance and send it on to the governor and depend
on the governor then to veto various items in order
to bring the budget back into balance. I, there-
fore, ask your favorable consideration of this
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proposal .

Quest i ons

Mr. Alexander Mr. Abraham, was not a similar pro-
posal adopted with the Executive Committee...! mean
the Committee on the Executive Department before?

Mr. Abraham Yes. This report was reported favora-
bly by the Committee on the Executive Branch.

Mr. Alexander And it was adopted, was it not?

Mr. Abraham Yes.

Mr. Alexander So, what you are trying to do is get
it from both ends--both the Legislative and the
Executive?

Mr. Abraham Well, we provided that the governor
must veto line items in order to bring the budget
back into balance. But, I think that a limitation
does need to be in the Legislative Article to re-
quire the legislature to do this before it ever
submits it to the governor.

Mr. Alexander I see, sir..

Mr. Abraham This is what I am trying to accomplish
here.

Mr. Alexander You are trying to prevent the leg-
islature from directing salary increases, etc. with-
out appropriating the money. Is that correct?

Mr. Abraham Whatever it may be.

Mr. Munson Mr. Abraham, I'm all for what you are
trying to do, of course, which is to have a balanced
budget. But, can you give me in a little more de-
tail how this would be accomplished?

Mr. Abraham Well, I think it provides that before
the appropriation bill goes to the governor for his
signature, that it must be in balance.

Mr. Munson 3efore it goes to the governor, it
must be in balance?

Mr. Abraham Right.

Mr. Munson Well, that's my point. A majority of
the legislature can vote--as you well know--on any
appropriations just like any other matter, so what's
the penalty? Suppose it's not? How would it actual-
ly be accomplished is what I am trying to find out.

Mr. Abraham Well, Bob, how will anything be accom-
plished? What's the penalty to the governor if he
does not veto line items to bring it back into
bal ance?

Mr. Munson Well, let me say this, too, that we
also have a legislative auditor. Now, we get esti-
mates of anticipated income from about six or seven
difference sources. Which estimate are we going to
abide by?

Mr. Abraham Bob, if you will recall, this proposal.
I said, was drawn up prior to the language which
came out of the Committee Proposal No. 15. I would
not quarrel with who is going to project the antici-
pated annual revenues because in Committee Proposal
No. 15. .

.

Mr. Munson I know you wouldn't quarrel with it;
but, since we have several projections, don't you
think you should. ..in order to accomplish what you
are trying to accomplish, you should say what esti-
mate is going to be used as a basis for a balanced
budget because, after all, it is an estimated In-
come.

Mr. Abraham Well, the language that we have used
in both the Executive Article and in the Committee
Proposal No. 15, we just said "anticipated revenues.
This is why I say I will accept an amendment to
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reword this that it will not exceed the anticipated
revenues. The language that is in here now was what
was originally proposed. Since that time the con-
vention has agreed or has decided that we would
simply say "anticipated revenues."

Hr. Hunson But my point, Mr. Abraham, is, for
Instance, that this last session the Division of
Administration, which represents the governor and

is a part of the governor's office, actually that
is the figure that we were using in making 1 say
we, the Budget Committee and the Appropriation Com-
mittee and the Senate Finance Commi ttee--i n making
appropriations. However, the legislature showed
an incl ination--at least some of the members did--
to use an estimate that was projected by the leg-
islative auditor, which was some six million dollars
over and above what the Division of Administration
has estimated. So, don't you think we should say...
you should say, at least, what estimate we are
going to use as anticipated income?

Hr. Abraham Bob, in Committee Proposal No. 4, we
used the language that "total appropriations for
the year shall not exceed anticipated revenues for
the year." In Committee Proposal No. 15, which is

the one on Revenue and Taxation, we state "the
total appropriations made by the legislature for any
fiscal year shall not be greater than the anticipated
revenues of the state." Now, I agree that the
language ought to be consistent. I will accept
amendments--! n fact, I will prepare one to make
this language consistent with what we have already
said. The point I'm trying to make here is that
rather than having to chase all through the various
articles of the constitution to find this, that if
this particular thing should be in the Legislative
Article.

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Abraham, Representative Munson
touched on what I was interested in. You make these
figures absolutely subject to the governor's pro-
jections in this particular article. Now, wouldn't
that, in effect, have the governor--you might say--
deciding the budget himself? Then, too, if he
wanted more money than the legislature thought that
they had available, all he has to do is just set
the budget higher so that they would have the leeway
to appropriate it; isn't that correct?

Mr. Abraham No, Senator De Blieux, I'll say again
that the language should be. ..in this proposal
should be amended to agree with the language that
we have proposed in Committee Proposal No. 15 and
what we have already adopted in Article IV, you
see.

Hr. De Blieux Well, wouldn't it be better that we
just not pass this particular proposal right now,
and take up that particular section in Article XV?
Wouldn't that be a better procedure?

Hr. Abraham No, because I think that we need to
have this particular language in the Legislative
Article, since it does deal with the legislature.
We should not have to chase through various arti-
cles of the constitution to find out this particu-
lar limitation that mi ght. .

.

that ' s on the legisla-
ture.

Mr. De Blieux Financing the government deals with
the legislature too. So, isn't that the appropriate
place to put it--where the legislature is making
the appropriations?

Hr. Abraham Well, we have in the Legislative Arti-
cle a section dealing with appropriations. We also
have an article in the. .. sect 1 on in the Article XV
...or Committee Proposal No. 15 dealing with appro-
priations.

Hr. De Blieux Well, isn't that the proper place
for this article because that's the article that's
going to be making the appropriations for the opera-
tion of the government?

Mr. Abraham Then, why would we have anything

dealing with appropriations in the Legislative Arti-
cle? Why should It not all be in the Revenue and
Taxation Article?

Hr. De Bl i eux All you would need In the Legisla-
tive Article is the power of the legislature.

Mr. Lowe Mr. Abraham, what I'm concerned about
is your wording. I understand what your Intent is.

But, do you realize what you are saying is that
"total appropriations"--and you're using the term-
inology "total appropriations for the year shall
not exceed anticipated annual revenues"? Now, when
you say "anticipated annual revenues," and you
identify that "as projected by the governor in the
operating budget," well, now the operating budget
isn't going to take care of total appropriations,
because you not only have your operating budget,
you have capital expenditures, and capital expendi-
tures is part of a total appropriation, but it's
not in the operating budget. You also have debt
retirement; you have to service your bonds and
your interest; and that's not part of your operating
budget. The operating budget is identified with
the year-to-year operations of the state, as I

appreciate it. I think there is some problem with
your wording that Is going to get us in trouble,
because you're saying the total appropriation that

we can make is that amount that's in the operating
budget. Well, how do we get into our total appro-
priation capital outlay and debt retirement?

Mr. Abraham Well
,
Bob, the money to retire the

bonds comes out of the operating budget, comes out
of the general revenues; does it not?

Mr. Lowe As I appreciate it, the operating budget
is just the operation of the state. As I appreciate
it, the capital outlays and debt retirement is sep-
arate from the operating budget. Well, that's my
appreciation. Mack, and I'm a little concerned about
the wording; do you realize that?

Mr. Abraham Yes, I appreciate that. As I said,
I will accept amendments to this to reword this
thing to bring it into conformity with what we have
already agreed on in the Executive Article and what
is being proposed on in the Committee Proposal No.

15.

Hr. Jenkins Hack, with regard to Honday Lowe's
question, isn't it true that what you've said
that the total appropriations during the year cannot
exceed the total revenues anticipated in the budget,
not the total spending anticipated in the budget,
because the spending in the budget will probably
be less than the revenues in the budget--si nee you
have a lot of other appropriation bills--but, total
appropriations could not expend total revenues in

the governor's budget. That would be workable,
wouldn't it?

Mr. Abraham That's correct.

Further Discussion

Hr. Rayburn Hr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise
in opposition to this proposal because I really
can't understand it. It says "anticipated annual
revenues as projected by the governor"--by the
governor, if you please--"1n the operating budget."
Now, let me briefly tell you how the Budget Commit-
tee prepares the budget now, and certainly the gov-
ernor of the state has the final say: We prepare
it, along with the Division of Administration and

his personnel, and submit it to him for final approv-
al to submit to the legislature. We have been for
several years calling in the legislative auditor;
the Division of Administration, who is the governor's
right arm; the state treasurer, who is very familiar
with the financial structure and the finances of

this state; PAR--we bring them before our committee.
We also bring the Department of Revenue; we also
have L. S. U . to send someone and also L. S. U. of

New Orleans; we also call in the Department of Con-

servation. We get their projections on how much
additional revenue will be available to be used or
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spent In the next fiscal year. After we have heard
all of these people, then we reach a happy medium.

Point of Order

Mr. Dennery I rise to a point of order, Mr.

Chairman. I understood that the usual procedure was
that after the proponent explained a proposal, that
the Chair asked if there were any amendments to the
proposal; then people spoke against it.

Mr. Henry Mr. Dennery, there are no amendments
that I know of, and you're abolutely correct.

Point of Information

Mr. Rayburn It was my understanding, Mr. Chair-
man, that you had no amendments at the time.

Mr. Henry Beg your pardon?

Mr. Rayburn I say it was my understanding there
were no amendments at the desk at the time.

Mr. Henry I was not aware that we did. If you
will, let us go ahead and take care of this amend-
ment right quick, please, sir.

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Mr. Abraham sends up a technical
amendment, Mr. Chairman.

On page 1, delete line 8 in its entirety and
insert in lieu thereof the fol 1 owi ng : -- i n caps--

"ARTICLE III. LEGISLATIVE BRANCH"
Next line: "Section 18. Appropriations"
Then, three asterisks (***) indicating that there

is material to be passed over that this proposal
is not affecting.

Mr. Henry All right. It's more or less a techni-
cal amendment, is it not?

Mr. Poynter Oust clears up the title of it, Mr.
Chair man,online8.

\_Amendment adopted without objection."]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter I don't have the distribution copies,
but the desk copies [are] sent up by Pugh, Stagg,
and Abraham. They read:

On page 1, line 11. ..delete line 11 in its en-
tirety and insert in lieu thereof "legislative
auditor. "

Expl anati on

Mr. Abraham This amendment changes the word "gov-
ernor" to the "legislative auditor." I think the
legislature uses the legislative auditor in order
to help them determine what the anticipated reve-
nues would be; and since the legislative auditor
is an arm of the legislature, then, I think that
this would be more properly put in the Legislative
Article.

Questions

Mr. Bol 1 i nger Hack, it was my interpretation of
David's reading the amendment that it deleted all
of line 11. If so, you're not just changing the
word "governor" to "legislative auditor," are you?

Mr. Abraham Well, it's projected by the legisla-
tive auditor; that's right.

Mr. Bollinger But, I mean...

Mr. Abraham But, we deleted all of line 11; that's
true.

Mr. Bol 1 i nger The operating budget which was a

problem of Delegate Lowe's, right?

Mr. Abraham Right.

[2524]

Mr. Munson Mr. Abraham, I said a few moments ago
that the House had shown some inclination on using
the estimates made by the legislative auditor's
office. But, did you know that the legislative
auditor's office actually does not have the staff
or the wherewithal, and they don't live with the
budget processes on a day-to-day basis at all, like
the Division of Administration does? It would be
very difficult for the legislative auditor's office
to--without a great deal of additional staff--to
make these day-to-day estimates of the economy of
the country in order to determine what the antici-
pated revenue is going to be.

Mr. Abraham Well, Mr....

Mr. Munson Out of all of the estimates that we
get from different agencies, I would say that the
...I think Joe Bards would tell you himself that
they are not set up to make these kind of estimates.

Mr. Abraham Well, that may be true, Mr. Munson.

Further Discussion

Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I

rise in opposition to the amendment. Certainly the
auditor knows considerably what's going on in this
state, but after all, he just audits the expendi-
tures. If you are going to leave it to one person,
I would lot rather see it left to someone that
knows more about the revenues than the auditor.
The auditor just audits what is spent in this state
from year to year. However, he has been very help-
ful in us reaching the amount of revenues that were
available. I think, in Proposal No. 15, that we
pretty well covered it. Revenue, Finance, and Taxa-
tion went over and over and over this, and we final-
ly agreed that we would leave the words that "The
appropriations shall not be greater than the antici-
pated revenue of the state." If we can continue to

get the estimates from these five, six, or seven
different people, it will help us to get a better
estimate, in my opinion. That's why I would be

opposed just to any one individual giving us that
est imate--whether he be the governor, the auditor,
or anybody else--when, in the past, we have had the
benefit of about eight different people who were
'well versed on finances and revenues of this state
giving us a figure that we could solve, but what
we thought would be the anticipated revenue.

Questions

Mr. Pugh When you had all that information, how
many times did the legislature exceed what the pro-
posed budget was?

Mr. Rayburn They have, in some cases, exceeded it,
Mr. Pugh , and then a lot of time they haven't ex-
ceeded it. A lot of times I have seen the governor
tell us we had "X" number of dollars when the bill
was introduced in the House. When it would get
over in the Senate and they needed a few votes, you
would find fifty more mi 1 1

i

on--that happened not
too many years ago.

Mr. Pugh Who would you recommend? What name
should be here?

Mr. Rayburn Well, I don't really think that we
need to tie it down by name because in the past we
have been using, as I said, the auditor; the Divi-
sion of Administration, who is the governor's voice
in state government; the state treasurer, who is

certainly knowledgeable; PAR; the Department of

Revenue: L. S. U. here; L. S. U. in New Orleans;
and the Department of Conservation, who is very
familiar with out revenue from oil leases and

bonuses. We have been bringing all of them in and
getting all the estimates and then comparing them,
and then reach a happy medium that we could all

agree on and use that figure. I have seen it work
for many years. I know of no better way to do it.

I really don't. I'm not trying to cripple this

article. But, we did go over it in the committee.
We finally came up with the language that "the
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appropriations shall not be greater than the anti- wait a minute; it's on page 6, on line 22, says
cipated revenue." We didn't decide that any one "Total appropriations made by the legislature for

individual should set that figure because in the any fiscal year shall not be greater than anticipated
past it had been reached by about eight or nine revenues of the state."
different people or different organizations.

Mr. Dennery When do we anticipate reaching that,

Mr. LeBleu Senator Rayburn, isn't it true that Senator?
the governor has the privilege of either a line
1tme cut or a percentage cut, which he generally Mr. Rayburn I hope we'll get it. We have it in

exercises in order to. ..I believe it's a fifteen our committee. I don't think we have any more real

percent cut that he can go across the board? problems with the proposal. I think at our next
meeting, we will be able to report it out, Mr.

Mr. Rayburn You're correct. Dennery.

Mr. LeBleu ...which he generally does in order to Mr. Dennery Thank you.
balance the budget?

Mr. Rayburn I feel certain we will.
Mr. Rayburn You are correct. Representative LeBleu.
When you are dealing with a two billion dollar plus Further Discussion
budget, there is no way that none of us know exact-
ly how much revenues are going to be available. Mr. Lowe Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen
We have, in the past several years, wrote in the of the convention, I rise to support Senator De

general appropriation bill and give the governor Blieux and Senator Rayburn's amendment which will

authority that anytime that he and his staff feel delete this Delegate Proposal No. 23. I hope that
that the revenues are not going to reach the pro- I won't take much time to explain why I take this
jected figures that he will have the right to apply position. I feel that we have in Delegate Proposal
five or ten, or even one year we put fifteen percent No. 23 a proposition that's completely unworkable,
cut at his discretion in order that we could have a If you run a business yourself, you know it's diffi-
balanced budget. cult. If you take three members of that business

which is not as sophisticated as the operation of
Mr. Blair Senator Rayburn, after we listen to the State of Louisiana, that three individuals
all of these estimates by these different agencies would come up with three different projections of
and departments and all, how close do we usually what the revenues will be for that year. That just
come on the anticipated funds? has to be, because we're not dealing with an exact

science when we're dealing with revenues--antici pated
Mr. Rayburn In the past several years, we have revenues. There's no way that one person can come
been less than one-tenth of one percent in the pro- up with that one exact figure; it's just impossible,
jected figures that we have used. Now, we can't say that we're going to let the gov-

ernor decide what that figure is going to be. I

Mr. Nunez Senator Rayburn, isn't the likelihood remember when I was in the legislature that we shut
of us making errors, or the legislature, or the things down for about five hours one day because
governor making errors would be to tie down the we had about six different figures. The governor
one source? Isn't the best way, from your experience had a figure, and PAR had a figure, the Appropria-
and the experience of the people who have handled tions Committee had a figure; Pappy Triche and I

it in the past, would be to take the composite of stayed up all night, and we came up with our figure,
all of them and average it out? Then, you have a We confused things so badly that we had as many
better idea, rather than saying one source which, people believing us as anyone else. It's just not
in many cases--you know and I know--haven ' t they possible for one person to come up with the antici-
been wrong on the one source, regardless of who pated revenues for one year for the State of Louisi-
it was? ana that where we can hang our hat on it and say,

"This is the figure we're going to pin down being
Mr. Rayburn That's true. Senator Nunez. That's used for our appropriations." We have one hundred
the reason I would be against this amendment that and five Representatives and thirty-nine Senators,
leaves it to one individual. and I think they have a little wisdom as to what

the revenues are going to be after they get around
lAmendment withdrawn .] and talk to a few people. I'm opposed to trying to

say that the governor can tell us--any governor.
Amendment now and in the future--can tell us what the project-

ed revenues are. So, I submit to you that the word-
Hr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Rayburn and ing in the Committee Proposal No. 15, which is the
Mr. De Blieux']. On page 1, delete lines 8 through Revenue, Finance and Taxation Proposal, it says:
11, both inclusive, in their entirety. "Total appropriations made by the legislature for

any fiscal year shall not be greater than the anti-
Explanation cipated revenues of the state." I think that's

broad enough and specific enough with the subject
Mr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I matter that we're dealing with. We can't get more
offer this amendment to delete this proposal. I specific. For that reason, I ask you to support
think we have the proper language in our proposal. this amendment and to do away with Committee Propos-
I will ask that you now vote for the amendment. al No. 23.
I'm doing this in an effort to keep us from having
to reconsider and maybe take another record vote Questions
tomorrow and all. I just don't think that this
particular proposal will work. That's why I'm Mr. Munson Monday, isn't it also true that, re-
offering an amendment to delete it. gardless of what figure you use on anticipated in-

come to appropriate during the legislative session.
Questions that that figure, oftentimes, has to be revised

duri ng the year. . .

Mr. Dennery Senator Rayburn, would you be good
enough to tell me where in the Revenue Article Mr. Lowe Absolutely,
your language is, so I can read it?

Mr. Munson ...because of such intangibles as may-
Hr. Rayburn It's in... be a strike or any kind of recession or, on the

other hand, there could be an increase in revenue;
Mr. Dennery The one we haven't gotten to yet? isn't that true?

Mr. Rayburn ...in Proposal No. 15 that has not Mr. Lowe That's exactly correct,
been acted upon yet, Mr. Dennery; it's on page 7...
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Mr. Hunson That's the reason for giving the--in
the appropriations bill--for giving the governor
the authority to make across-the-board cuts in case
there is a change; isn't that right?

Mr. Lowe That's correct, yes, sir.

Mr. Jenkins Monday, with regard to the Revenue
and Taxation Proposal where it says, "total appro-
priations made by the legislature for any fiscal
year shall not be greater than anticipated revenues
of the state," isn't that intended to be a limita-
tion on the legislature?

Mr. Lowe Yes, sir. Well, actually, the only way
we're going to end up with appropriations, as I

appreciate it, is those that are approved by the
1 egi si ature.

Hr. Jenkins No, but I mean that statement is in-
tended to limit the authority of the legislature,
is it not?

Hr. Lowe But, isn't that where we get our appro-
priations from, Mr. Jenkins, is from the legislature?

Mr. Jenkins Yes, well, that's a grant of power--
the right to appropri ate--but , this is a limitation
on their appropriation power: the right to appro-
priate no funds in excess of anticipated revenues.
Is that not correct?

Hr. Lowe I would agree, and I think that would
take care of balancing the budget. When you tell
the people that are making the appropriations that
they can't appropriate amounts in excess of the
total anticipated revenues, well, then you end up
with a balanced budget.

Mr. Jenkins But, if you intend to put a limitation
in the constitution on a body such as the legisla-
ture, and then you give that same body the right to
do the anticipating with regard to revenues, you
are, in fact, providing no limitation whatsoever,
and you might as well not have it in there. Aren't
you?

Hr. Lowe Well, now, Mr. Jenkins, you're reading
something into those three lines that isn't there.
You said that we're going to give them the right--
the legislature the right--to set the anticipated
revenues, and we're not. ..that's not said in there.

Mr. Jenkins Well, they're going to decide which
of many estimates, I suppose, they would accept,
wouldn't they?

Mr. Lowe Well, if we were almighty and could de-
cide which of the five or six people had the best
estimate, well, then today we could put something
in this constitution. But, we're not almighty,
and we can't sit here today and say whether Joe
Burris has the right figure, whether the treasurer
has the right figure, whether the governor has the
right figure, whether PAR has the right figure, or
whether some sophisticated legislator has the right
figure. There's just no way of saying that; and if
there's no way of saying that, I don't see how we
can sit here and say that we can say it.

Mr. Jenkins Couldn't we provide, when we get to
the Revenue and Taxation Article, a system for
having such an estimate: for instance, by saying
that the governor, the state treasurer, say the
legislative auditor, maybe one or two other persons
would come up with an estimate, and those estimates
would be averaged? Then, the legislature could not
exceed that total. Wouldn't that be workable, you
think?

Mr. Lowe That's a possibility; but you know. Woody,
when you get in politics, if someone wants to in-
flate a figure so that the average will be affected
by it, I guess that would be possible, also.

Mr. Champagne Mr. Lowe, don't you agree that it
would be in the interest of the legislature not to

appropriate more than revenues?

Mr. Lowe I don't know of any legislature that
wants to overappropriate and put themselves in a
deficit position. I don't think the type legisla-
ture or the responsible legislators we have are
even thinking about that.

Mr. Champagne Because if they didn't, they'd have
to face it the following year, would they not?

Hr. Lowe That's exactly correct. They're just
pyramiding something that's going to catch up with
them.

Hr. Champagne So, we really don't have any fear
here, even though they are really, actually decid-
ing what figures they're going to face, because if
they don't do it right, they will be faced with it
the fol 1 owi ng year?

Hr. Lowe That's correct, Walter. What we need
is a more sophisticated method of reporting revenues
for the state, and that will help us.

Further Discussion

Mr. Abraham I simply want to point out that we
have already adopted language in the Executive Arti-
cle that "the governor shall veto items in order
that total appropriations shall not exceed antici-
pated revenues." We have language proposed in the
Revenue Article saying, "total appropriations made
by the legislature for any fiscal year shall not
be greater than the anticipated revenues of the
state." I simply think that we need to have some
language in the Legislative Article directing the
legislature to do this, and that is the intent of
my proposal. I have an amendment coming which will
read exactly the same as the language in Committee
Proposal No. 15. So, if we have no quarrel with
15, then we should have no quarrel with the language
in the amendment that I am proposing. I therefore
ask that you.. .we reject the Rayburn amendment. I

have one coming up, I think, that will satisfy the
language that is needed. I just feel that we need
to have something in the Legislative Article, where
we are dealing with appropriations, to spell this
but.

[previous Question ordered on the
Proposal .

]

Closing

Hr. Rayburn Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
let me just take one minute to briefly tell you
where I think we are making a mistake. We had a

committee that took this subject matter up. We met
for months and months and months and got all the
information we could. I hate to see a delegate pro-
posal that is being discussed and being acted on
prior to the time you have an opportunity to at least
read and hear the committee's proposal. I hope
that in the future, where there is a delegate pro-
posal that's in direct conflict with the committee's
proposal and the committee's proposal has not been
heard at that time, that we defer action on it un-
til we at least hear the committee's proposal.
Then, if a delegate wants to put his amendment or
consider it, I think we could save an awful lot of
time. That's what I'm trying to do with my amend-
ment.

Questions

Mrs. Zervigon Senator, you're speaking of Commit-
tee Proposal No. 15?

Hr. Rayburn I was speaking of all committee pro-
posals, Hrs. Zervigon. I feel like, where there is

an individual delegate proposal in direct conflict
with a committee proposal, that we should not take
the delegate proposal prior to the time of hearing
the committee's proposal. Then, once we hear the
committee's proposal, then if the delegate wants
to amend it or come forth with his proposal, good
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and well. But, here, we have, this morning, argued in each statute as it's adopted, that the legisla-
for a considerable amount of time; and, finally, ture may adopt one statute which will fix the per
Mr. Abraham has said he's agreed to come back with diem compensation of any board member or commission
another amendment that says what the committee pro- member or authority member that the legislature
posal says. So, I'm just mentioning that in a chooses to authorize receiving a per diem. It ex-
manner to expedite time and to save a little time. eludes any members who are on a regular salary basis.

In other words, the legislature, in some instances,
Mrs. Zervigon I don't see Committee Proposal No. will provide for no per diems; in other instances
15 on the calendar. it may provide for per diems. The final sentence

of the proposal says that all per diems shall be
Mr. Rayburn It's not on the calendar, but we have the same. Now, the purpose of this is in recogni-
several others that are. I was speaking of anytime tion of the fact that although there are some boards,
one is on the calendar that we should discuss it commissions, or authorities which are not as impor-
prior to discussing individual proposals, only where tant as others--the meetings of which do not last
there is a direct conflict. as long as others--neverthel ess , if a man lives in

Vivian or Shreveport or New Orleans and has to come
Mrs. Zervigon When can we expect to see it on the to Baton Rouge for a meeting, whether that meeting
calendar so that we can consider it and act on it? takes fifteen minutes or eight hours, it normally

means a day away from the man's earning capacity
Mr. Rayburn As soon as we get enough time to have at home. It seemed to me--and the Committee on
a committee meeting, if you please. the Executive Branch agreed--that all of those per

diems should be the same. Now, I have. ..there is
Mr. Alexander Senator, is your opposition to the no way that I can tell you exactly what it would
proposal--I mean to the committee proposal --based cost the state if all per diems presently provided
on the fact that you oppose the concept basically were lifted to the maximum. I believe that the
or that you oppose it because you think it's pre- average is somewhere slightly under fifty dollars
mature? a day. There are some boards whi ch.

.

.members who
receive twenty dollars a day; some, fifteen; some,

Mr. Rayburn Well, I think it's premature at this twenty-one; some, thirty-five; some, fifty. It
time, and we do have a committee proposal that I seems to me that the legislature could very well
think pretty well covers it. However, I think we adopt a uniform rule so that all members of any
should discuss the committee's proposal, who studied boards or commissions of the state who receive per
this proposal for a long time, before we take up diems--now, mind you, the legislature has to pro-
an individual delegate's proposal. vide that they do receiving a per diem, or the con-

stitution must provide that--that they will all re-
Mr. Alexander The committee's proposal embraces ceive the same amount. Now, I discussed this with
the same concept? some of the members of the legislature, and they

have suggested that we delete the last phrase that
Mr. Rayburn Yes, sir. There's just some difference, "the amount shall be determined by the legislature"
Well, this has changed three times since we started and, in the legislature's wisdom, it may or may not
with it. I don't know what it will finally be, be the same for the members of all such boards. I

Reverend; but it was first the governor, and then assume that an amendment will come up to that effect,
there was a member for the auditor, and now I under- Personally, I believe that an individual's time is

stand they are agreeable to take the same language worth the same as any other individual's time,
that was in the proposal. whether he serves it on an important board or an

I now move the adoption of the amendment, Mr. unimportant board, whether the board meets for fif-
Chairman. teen minutes or for eight hours. It's a day out of

his life, and I think he's entitled to the same
[Record vote otdezed. Amendment adopted: compensation as anyone else is entitled to. Now,
72-9. Motion to reconsider tabled. Pro- it is quite true that some Of these boards and com-
posal failed to pass: 0-80. Motion to missions arrange to meet in Baton Rouge on Friday
reconsider tabled.'] night Or Saturday morning, when there is an impor-

tant football game, and meet for ten minutes, and
Recess then the members go to the football game. The leg-

islature, in its wisdom, could provide that they
loaorum Call: 73 delegates present shall receive no per diems on days when there's a

and a guorum.] football game. This is left entirely up to the
legislature. I don't believe we should fix per

Reading of the Proposal diems in the constitution. I believe that the leg-
islature should fix the per diems, and I further be-

Hr. Hardin [Assistant clerk] Delegate Proposal lieve that all of them should be the same.
"RoTnTTTntroduced by Delegate Dennery: I'll be pleased to answer any questions.

A proposal to provide uniform compensation to
members of all state boards, commissions, and au- Questions
thori ti es.

"Article IV, Section 1. Compensation Mr. Hayes Mr. Dennery, would this include the
Section 1. The legislature may provide that dock boards? This would include the dock boards...

unsalaried members of any state board, commission,
or authority may be compensated for each day devoted Mr. Dennery It would include the dock board if
to the work of the board, commission, or authority. the dock board members are entitled to a per diem.
The amount of compensation, if any, shall be deter- My recollection is that the dock board members in

mined by the legislature and shall be the same for New Orleans--and that's the only ones with which I

the members of all such boards, commissions, and am familial— receive no per diem,
authorities."

Mr. Hayes Well, this would then. ..would exclude
Explanation them?

Mr. Dennery Mr. Chairman and delegates, throughout Mr. Dennery No, if the legislature were to provide
the present constitution and throughout the present that they should receive a per diem, then they will
statutes, various provisions are found dealing with receive it. If the legislature does not, then they
compensation of members of boards, commissions, and won't.
authorities on a per diem basis. There are many
board and commission members who receive no compensa- Mr. Hayes If the legislature does, then, they can.
tion per diem. There are others who receive only
travel; there are others who receive per diems and Mr. Dennery And they get... my theory is that they
travel. The purpose of this amendment-- thi s pro- should all get the same amount, whether they are
posal--is to set forth that instead of placing this the Baton Rouge Dock Board or the Lake Charles Dock
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Board. If they're going to spend one day, they
ought to get paid the same thing.

Hr. Hayes I want to make sure that I'm clear.
If the legislature decides they can, they can. Is
that correct?

Hr. Dennery Correct.

Hr. Hayes Well, then, I'm for your amendment, if
that' s the case.

Hr. Champagne That some of these boards are really
neighborhood boards, and some of them you have to
go meet in Shreveport or Baton Rouge, etc., is that
ri ght , sir?

Mr. Dennery I would assume that that's true in

some instances, yes, sir, Hr. Champagne.

Hr. Champagne Well, the real part that I object
is when you say "the same," because going to a board,
for instance, meeting in Krotz Springs, when I

live in Port Barre, for instance, is not the same
consequence as attending a board meeting in Baton
Rouge or a board meeting in New Orleans. I feel
this "same" could only cost the state more money,
and for that reason, I would be opposed to that
part of it, sir.

Hr. Rayburn Hr. Dennery, I'm not quite clear, here,
in the language where you say, "shall be compensated
for each day devoted to work of a board, commission,
or authority." Under this language, does that mean
that if you devoted some time, in your office or in
your home to some commission you was a member of,
that you would get pay for that time you devoted?

Hr. Dennery Hy recollection. Senator, is that the
ruling of the attorney general has provided it must
be at a formal board meeting or at a time authorized
by the board. In other words, if a board sends a

member to attend a meeting outside of the state,
he would be entitled to receive his per diem even
though the board is not meeting. If the board did
not authorize that attendance, he would not be en-
titled to receive it.

Hr. Rayburn I know, but I don't believe this lan-
guage is quite clear, Hr. Dennery. It says, "for
each day devoted to the work of the board or commis-
sion," which means, in my opinion, that if I devoted
some time at my home, as Chairman of the Budget
Committee, which I do--I receive no compensation
now unless we have a meeting, and I have come to
Baton Rouge to attend meetings and got here late,
and I still didn't get any money if I didn't attend
the meeting--but , this says, "time devoted," so I

would be devoting my time if I was on the way over
here.

Hr. Dennery I would think. Senator, that the pro-
vision that the legislature would adopt, because
it provides that the amount shall be determined by
the legislature, etc., that the statute could very
well provide exactly what the legislature wanted.

Hr. Fulco Hr. Dennery, I had the same thought in
mind that was expressed by Senator Rayburn, but I

do know what you're. ..the intent of the proposal
is. But, according to the verbiage it certainly
is understandable as Senator Rayburn explained;
that's the way I would interpret it, too. But,
the question I wanted to ask, also, was this: Why
didn't you include mileage in your proposal along
with the per diem or the compensation?

Hr. Dennery I would have no objection to including
mileage, Hr. Fulco, except that the present statutes
normally don't specify mileage. In some instances
they do, and there are fixed travel regulations
provided by the Division of Administration which
call for mileage. As you will recall, it is only
because Act II provides that we don't get anything
but fifty dollars a day that we don't get any mile-
age. And I would further answer you, sir, by saying
that this is all "may"; there is no "shall." It

provides that "the legislature may provide that
unsalaried members may be compensated for each day,"
so that in the statute by which it is provided, the
legislature could make it quite clear exactly what
the compensation is, and for what period of time
it must be, etc. It seems to me that to put all of
this kind of thing in the constitution would be too
legislative.

Hr . Ful CO Well, I was thinking, if you're going
to put compensation in there, that it wouldn't hurt
a bit in the world to add mileage because it is
terribly unjust for anyone coming a long distance
to these meetings to have to provide his own trans-
portation or his own expense for mileage. I know
that we don't want anyone to have to suffer that
consequence. I do believe that if we're going to
give them compensation, that we ought to include
mileage. Hy question is: Would it be difficult
to. ..for you to just add mileage in here?

Hr. Dennery Well, I don't think I can because
this proposal was prepared this way. If you choose
to submit an amendment, I'm certain that it would
be satisfactory.

Hr. Burns Hr. Dennery, Senator Rayburn asked one
of the questions that I was a little concerned
about. The other question is: Do you have any
statistics as to how many boards and commissions
would be affected by this proposal? It seems like
it could be very, very far-reaching.

Mr. Dennery Well, Mr. Burns, my answer to that..
I can't give you any specific figures because I

don't believe there are any specific figures which
are in existence. Nobody has made a tabulation of
this. But, this provides that the legislature has
the right to decide who shall and who shall not
receive a per diem, so that if the legislature feels
that too many people are receiving per diems, and
it's costing the state too much, it merely provides
that the members of boards A, B, and C shall work
without per diem. But, if it provides for a per
diem, I think all per diems should be the same.

Mr. Burns The other question is. ..I understood
you. ..in the first part of your remarks, I believe
you referred to some boards or commissions would
just, perhaps, meet for maybe an hour or a half
an hour just to approve what the staff had done or
something, whereas another board or commission may
work all day and actually work the things out them-
selves at an open meeting. Now, would those two
different types of boards or commissions or meetings
be paid the same per diem?

Mr. Dennery I would think so, Hr. Burns, the
same way as each of us is paid fifty dollars if
we're here for five minutes or ten hours. If we
come in here for part of the day, we get paid a

per diem.

Mr. Burns Especially if you add mileage on there,
it would seem a kind of an unjust situation.

Hr. Nunez Hr. Dennery, evidently a lot of our
regulatory boards, which are self-generating reve-
nues, don't pay anything; and under this proposal,
my understanding of it--and evidently there are
several proposals out--under this proposal it says
"the same." You would make those people take the
same per diem that you pay other board members and
use their own funds, even though they don't have
the funds.

Hr. Dennery I'm not sure I understood your ques-
tion. You said that some of these boards do not
pay per diems. Is that correct?

Hr. Nunez That's correct.

Hr. Dennery They don't get salaries either; is

that correct?

Hr. Nunez That's correct.
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Mr. Dennery Well, the legislature is not required
to say that they shall receive any per diem. The
proposal provides that "the amount of compensation,
if any, shall be determined by the legislature."

Hr. Nunez Well, that's a different proposal than
I have. It says: "The amount of compensation which
shall be the same for all members."

Hr. Dennery Do you have the yellow copy of Delegate
Proposal No. 12, reprinted as engrossed?

got a yellow copy of Delegate Pro-
, sir.

Mr. Nunez I ' ve
posal No. 12, yes

Mr. Dennery I mean No. 12. Well, on line 11,
Senator, doesn't it say, "if any"?

Hr. Nunez Someone has brought a different one
to me just now.

Hr. Dennery Well, to answer your question, I be-
lieve the way it is now before the convention, it
says: "The amount of compensation, if any."

Hr. Nunez Even after reading the other proposal--
the darker one--why do we need this in the constitu-
tion at all, Hr. Dennery? Why should we place
something in the constitution that we can handle in

the legislature?

Hr. Dennery Well, Senator, the purpose of putting
this in the constitution is that there are some
proposals already before this Constitutional Conven-
tion which provide for per diems. Now, I don't
think that's constitutional material. I think it
should be left to the legislature. I quite agree
with you that it should be left to the legislature,
and the whole purpose of this was to leave it to
the legislature. However, there was one itme that
I thought belonged in the constitution, and that
was that if the legislature made a provision for
per diems, that that provision should be the same
amount as for any other citizen of the State of
Louisiana who is devoting his time to this state,
whether the work of the board on which he serves
is as important as others or not. His time, I be-
lieve, is just as valuable. At present, you have
varying amounts of per diems, which I think is
grossly unfair.

Mr. Nunez Well that was the point I had made be-
fore, Hr. Dennery. A lot of self-generated revenue
boards regulate their own industries, draw no per
di em at all.

Hr. Dennery Well, I. ..there are many boards which
don ' t draw per diems. Senator, whether they are
self-generating boards or not. I don't believe the
Board of Supervisors of L.S.U. gets paid for attend-
ing meetings. I'm not sure about that, but I know
there are many boards that don't get per diems.
This does not require them to get per diems. It
merely says if they do get per diems, they shall
be the same.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Hr. Lanier Hr. Dennery, I note that this apparent-
ly applies to all state boards. Would I be correct
in saying that it does not appear that this is in
any way intended to apply to boards, agencies, or
commissions that are created by or through local
governmental authorities?

Hr. Dennery You are quite correct, sir.
cifically says "state."

It spe-

Hr. Lanier Now, with reference to your last sen-
tence--the one that starts on line 10 and ends on
line 13--as I intend ... understand your intent,
that if a per diem is authorized, it must be a uni-
form per diem for all such boards, commissions and
agencies. However, if no per diem is authorized,
that is still within the prerogative of the legisla-
ture. Is that correct?

Hr. Dennery Yes, the legislature has the preroga-
tive, under this proposal to determine whether or
not compensation is paid in per diem form to mem-
bers of these state boards, etc. --does not require
it.

Hr. Lanier This is not to be construed to mean
that if a per diem is authorized for one board,
that you must pay the same per diem for all boards?

Hr. Dennery No, sir. It says, "The amount of
In other words, it is notcompensation, if any."

required that all boards receive compensation be-
cause all boards don't, at the present time.

H r . Lanier Okay, now, my next question, then--
this was brought up by one of the previous question-
ers--is: do you have any idea what the present
spread in the variation of per diems from boards
to boards throughout the state are? In other words

Hr. Dennery Hy recollection is that the lowest
is about twenty dollars, and I think the highest
is fifty dollars. I'm not positive about that, but
I think the vast majority of per diems are fixed
at fifty dollars.

Hr. Lanier Well_ one of the things I was thinking
about: the last time I recall checking it, the
Greater Lafourche Port Commi ssion--whi ch , I believe,
is a state agency or commi ssion--had a ten dollar
per day per diem.

Hr. Dennery
about that.

You may be correct, sir; I'm not sure

Hr. Lanier Hy thought was: suppose those people
don't choose to pay, or don't want to pay, any more
than ten dollars per day? Would they then be re-
quired to have to go to fifty if that was set as
the per diem by the legislature?

Hr. Dennery Yes, sir; I would think that would
be true. That would not prevent them from making
a contribution back to the levee board, though.

Hr. Lanier So that, for example, like the Greater
Lafourche Port Commission is only domiciled and has
jurisdiction in the Tenth Ward of Lafourche Parish;
those folks would get the same per diem as, say,
the Dome Stadium Commission or the Port of New
Orleans or some other such agency?

Hr. Dennery Yes, sir.

Hr . LeBleu Hr. Dennery, my questions were primarily
the same as Mr. Lanier's. I just wonder, when you
specify "state boards, commissions," etc. --since
police juries, municipalities, and everything are
creatures of the 1 egi si ature--whether this might
not be passed on down to be construed as every port
commission, whether it's created by the legislature
or whether it's created constitutionally or, say,
every water board, sewerage board, garbage board...

Hr. Dennery I would think that would be a purely
local rather than a state board, though.

Hr. LeBleu 3ut, in any case, say, as port commis-
sions, some of which are created by the legislature
and as I understand it, each creation considers the
per diem for its members--Hr. Lanier said ten dol-
loars; ours says no per diem...

Hr. Dennery They vary.

Hr. LeBleu It would. ..but the legislature would
have to come back and set a per diem for all port
commissions in the state?

Hr. Dennery It would just set a per diem for all
boards, whether they were port commissions or other.

H r . Blair Hr. Dennery, I'm afraid we could be
opening up a Pandora's box. I'll give you a for
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example, and 1 want you to answer me would I be
eligible. Today, for instance, I'm attending the

convention until 11 o'clock; I have to go to a Bud-
get Committee, at 4 o'clock this afternoon I have
to attend the Legislative Council. Under your amend-
ment--or your proposa 1 --woul dn ' t I be eligible to

receive all per diems?

Mr. Dennery Well, Senator, if the legislature
adopted a statute which said that you were, yes,
you would. But, if the legislature, in its wisdom,
were to adopt a statute saying that no individual
could receive more than one per diem per day, then
I don't think you would. I think. ..what I've tried
to do--please understand--what I've tried to do is

leave this entirely in the hands of the legislature.
I don't think it should be in the constitution that
the members of Board A receive "X" dollars a day.
I've tried to say that all board members, if they're
going to receive a per diem, should receive the same
amount. Your time is worth fifty dollars, or what-
ever it is, to you just as much as my time is worth
fifty dollars to me.

Amendment

Mr. Hardin This is a technical amendment [by

Mr. Dennery] correcting the title as in the two
prior proposals.

On page 1, delete line 6 in its entirety. At
the beginning of line 7, delete Section 1, and in-
sert in lieu thereof the following:

"Article IV. Executive Branch.
* * *

Section Compensation
Section .

"

Expl ana ti on

Mr. Dennery Well, this is the same technical
amendment that we passed before. It's purely tech-
nical in nature.

[Amendment adopted without objection.]

Amendment

M r. Hardin Amendment sent up by Delegate
Reeves

.

Delegate Proposal No. 12 by Delegate Dennery,
amend reprinted as engrossed proposal as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 6

through 13, both Inclusive in their entirety.

Explanation

Mr. Reeve s As you can see, this is a very simple
amendment. It simply deletes the entire section.
This can be. ..the legislature may prov1de--as it Is
said here--anythi ng it wants to do. The legislature
can do anything it wants to do as long as we do not
prohibit it by this constitution. What we are doing,
if we adopt Mr. Dennery's amendment, is cluttering
up the constitution again with legislative and sta-
tutory material. I think we do not need to do this.
We need to get back in the saddle of writing a con-
stitution and quit trying to be legislators. I

think this is a simple amendment; it's a good amend-
ment, and it simply deletes Mr. Dennery's entire
section because the 1 egi si ature . . . 1 1 doesn ' t . . . hi

s

amendment is possibly a good amendment. It has some
flaws. But, his. ..what he's trying to do can be
done by the legislature anyway, because they may do
anything they want to do.

Questions

Mr. Dennery Mr. Reeves, I would agree with you
except for line... the last clause which says "and
shall be the same." Now, that Is mandatory, is it
not , sir?

Mr. Reeves It says the amount of compensation,
if any, sTTall be--if any--shall be determined by
the legislature, and shall be the same for the mem-
bers of all such boards, commissions, or authorities.
Hell, they can do this anyway, and I think they've

pretty well done it.

Mr. Dennery But, they are not mandated to do it.
Right now, per diems are different. This was the
point I was making, sir. Do you not agree that per
diems are presently different?

Mr. Reeves Some per diems are different. There
are reasons for them being different.

Mr. Dennery Well, now, the purpose of this amend-
ment, though, despite what you said, was to mandate
the legislature to make them all equal. Now, if
you disagree with that, that's fine. But don't
say--at least, I don't think you should say, and I

hope you will agree with me--that it does not mandate
the legislature, at least, in one respect.

Mr. Reeves Possibly in one respect it does. But
I. ..again, I think It's statutory material, and it

could be left out of the constitution.

Mrs. Zervigon You agree that the per diem paid
various boards in the state is different one from
another. There's good reason for it. Can you tell
me what the reason is?

Mr. Reeves The same reason, Mary, that certain
Individuals in different professions are paid dif-
ferently. For instance, we have a watchmaking com-
mission; we have strawberry commissions; we have
etc., etc

.

--vari ous and sundry commissions. Their
duties are very... are different from other commis-
sions, such as the Port of Orleans, and, I would
hope that you even agree that the members of the
board of the Port of Orleans, have a stronger, or
a more important job than possibly the members of
the board of watchmaking of the State of Louisiana.

Mrs. Zervigon The members of the Port Commission
of the. ..of New Orleans don't get a per diem. They
get none.

Mr. Reeves I agree with that.

Mrs. Zervigon You agree that they are less Impor-
tant than the strawberry commission?

Mr, Reeves I didn't say that either...

Mrs. Zervigon Do you think that the legislature
has established a rational policy among all these
boards?

Mr. Reeves Mary, what I am saying is this is

statutory material, and it should not be in the con-
stitution. I think you agree.

Mrs. Zervigon You told us that your. ..in addition
that you are not trying to be a legislator?

Mr. Reeves This is correct.

Mrs. Zervigon Would you say that again for the
record, Mr. Reeves?

Mr. Reeves I'm not trying to be a legislator on

the Constitutional Convention, for the very simple...

Mrs. Zervigon Oh! I'm glad you cleared that up.

Mr. Reeves For the very simple. ..for the very
simple reason that I am a constitutional delegate.
I am not a legislator.

Mr. Roy Mr. Reeves, other than Mr. Dennery having
thought up this proposal --and obviously considered
it maybe a day or so ago, or many weeks ago--have
you ever seen It before, or considered this matter
in any detai 1

?

Mr. Reeves No.

Mr. Roy Do you think any of the other delegates
have considered, essentially enough, to make a judg-
ment in the constitution that we should mandate
the legislature to, in the future, say that all per
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diems must be the same?

Mr. Reeves Absolutely not.

Mr. Roy Don't you think the legislature should
be able to determine that matter in its own wisdom
after due deliberation, and not us make a determina-
tion that is, at best, a judgment call?

Mr. Reeves Again, as I have said many times from
this mike, I trust the Louisiana Legislature, for
I think if you have people that you cannot trust
in the Louisiana Legislature, you can get rid of
them through the election process.

Mr. Burns Mr. Reeves, Mr. Dennery called your
attention to the fact that there wasn't an authority
in here that the legislature, perhaps, would not be
bound by in that they all shall be paid the same
per diem. Do you agree that that's the most objec-
tionable part of this proposal? That regardless
of the time spent by the different commissions, or
the different boards, difference in importance of
their work, and the time that they have to devote
to it, that they all should be paid the same, regard-
less?

Mr. Reeves I agree that this is probably one of
the most objectionable, and I do not agree with
what Mr. Dennery. . .

Mr. Burns Did you hear Mr. Lanier's question that
he has a board that's being paid ten dollars a day?
Under that, they would have to be paid fifty...

Mr. Reeves Right.

Mr. Burns ...whether they wanted it or not, if
the legislature should so provide.

Mr. Reeves Right. I agree with what you say.

Mr. Lanier Mr. Reeves, don't you think that this
proposal really affects seriously the flexibility
of the legislature to fashion per diems to fit the
agencies involved?

Mr. Reeves Absolutely.

Mr. Lanier For example, do you think that neces-
sarily the latt Lake Conservation Commission, which
I believe is domiciled in your district, should
necessarily have the same per diem as, say, the
Dome Stadium Commission?

Mr. Reeves I agree that they shouldn't have the
same per diem.

I think this Is a good amendment. I just hope
that you will come back and approve this amendment
for the very simple reason that I think you know
that you are constitutional delegates and you are
trying to write a constitution, not statutes. We
need to take extraneous material such as this out
of the constitution.

Mr. Champagne In furtherance of your support of
this amendment, do you ... agree. .. and everybody, I'm
sure, would agree. ..that you don't have to take an
appointment on one of these boards, if you don't
think you are adequately paid. Right?

Mr. Reeve s Absolutely.

Mr. Smith Mr. Chairman, I think this is a good
amendment. I think we're all ready to vote. We've
argued it back and forth for about an hour. So, I

now move the previous question.

[previous Question ordered. Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

61-19. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the
Proposal. Proposal failed to pass:
2-77. Motion to reconsider tabled."]

Mr. Casey Mr. Pugh, why do you rise?

Motion

Mr. Pugh To move to suspend the rules to provide
that anytime that a delegate calls for a record
vote that his name be reflected in the Journal.
Also, to provide that when a proposal has one sec-
tion, we can vote on it one time instead of twice.

Mr. Casey Mr. Pugh, I think those are separate
matters to handle, to start with. If you wish to
cake up . . .

Mr. Pugh The first motion.

Further Discussion

Mr. Nunez Mr. ..Mr. Acting Chairman, if Mr. Pugh
wants to amend the rules, I think he should follow
the regular procedure that we usually follow and
put that in the form of an amendment and send it
to the Rules Committee, and then report it back to
the convention.

Mr. Casey I think your. ..Mr. Nunez, I think your
point IS well taken. Normally, when we suspend the
rules, it's just something temporary that we handle
on a certain day. For instance, the. . . rel at 1 ve to
limit debate to ten or fiften minutes on a particular
proposal, or a particular section. I think that's
something of a permanent nature, and would require
action by a wri tten . . . proposa 1 , referral to commit-
tee, and then action on that.

Point of Information

Mr. Bollinger Mr. Casey, being that we have a

little time, I'd like a little further explanation
on why the Journal cannot reflect who requests a

record vote. The way I read it In the Journal,
the Journal states "a record vote was requested
and ordered by the convention." Why couldn't it
have "a record vote was requested by so and so, and
ordered by the convention"?

Mr. Casey Mr. Bollinger, your point's well taken.
The parliamentarian is here. We'll let Mr. Poynter
...O.K. Mr. Poynter, a request was made by one of
the delegates, when a record vote was requested,
that the name of the delegate requesting the record
vote appear in the Journal because there is an ex-
cessive number of del egate . . . of record votes re-
quested. I indicated that I thought it would require
a suspension of the rules In order to reflect the
name, unless there is some other way that it can be
done.

Would you give your explanation on that?

Mr. Poynter Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry to come in a

littlecold from a committee meeting, but I know of
no reason--1f the majority of this convention wants
to vote that the Journal be organized or styled in

such a fashion to do that; it's not traditionally
the way we've handled it--but, I know of no reason
that the convention would so order by motion that
it could not be reflected in that manner. I don't
think it would take a suspension of the rules in

that sense. I think it would just take a direction
from this commi ttee. .. convention , in essence, to
me as to how they felt it should be styled.

Further Discussion

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman, I believe the rules
stated that if a delegate requests a record vote,
and twenty-six members join him, a record vote will
be ordered. If we are going to put into the Journal
whoever requests a record vote, then I suggest we
also include the twenty-six names that join him.

Further Discussion

Mr. Champagne That is, in fact, exactly what I

think. If you're going to start putting one, well,
let's all, have all of 'em's names in there. I ob-
ject to this mentioning because, frankly, I'd pay
a hundred dollars for a record vote that was held
yesterday if we had it.
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Point of Information we have always yielded to the wishes of the authors
of the proposals. If the convent ion. .. i f the authors

Mr. Perez Point of information, again, Mr. Chair- wish to make a motion that they take their resolu-
man, because this is a highly irregular procedure tions up at this time, we'll let the convention de-
where we are breaking early for lunch. Would you cide. If they're not ready, we have not been in
please tell us exactly what it is that we propose the position of forcing anybody to take a resolution
to do this afternoon, and why we can't begin doing up until they are ready,
it now?

{^Motion to stand at ease until 12:30 p.m.
Mr. Casey Mr. Perez, I was advised by the Chair- substitute motion to stand at ease until
man of the convention, when he departed, that after l:00 p.m. adopted: 62-17.']
lunch the convention would consider Committee Pro-
posals 12 and 14--after lunch. It is my understand- Recess
ing that, as he announced yesterday, those Delegate
Proposals 67, 71, and 72, the author of those pro- Chairman Henry in the Chair
posals was not ready to move at this time. That's
the only explanation I can give. Isuorum Call: 73 delegates present and

a quorum. Motion to take Committee Pro-
Further Discussion posal 12 out of its regular order adopted

without objection.]
Mr. Goldman Mr. Chairman, on this record vote and
recording the name of the person who requested, and Reading of the Proposal
also the twenty-six delegates, I'm agreeable to
that, too, because I think many times I've counted, Mr. Poynter Committee Proposal No. 12 introduced
and I haven't seen twenty-six hands go up. I'm not by Delegate Aertker, Chairman on behalf of the Com-
criticizing the Chairman. But, there have been many mittee on Education and Welfare, other delegates,
occasions like that. I think many, many record votes members of that committee.
have been called for that have no reason for being. A proposal making provisions for human resources
I think it not only saves money, but I think it'd by prohibiting the leasing of convicts and the em-
be a lot faster moving, if we could adopt that. ployment of convicts in competition with private

enterprise and by providing for reimbursement to
Mr. Poynter Mr. Goldman, again, now I'm strictly parishes for expenses incurred resulting from crimes
going to do, and I don't think there's any depart- committed in penal institutions,
ure from the rules or anything like that with re- The proposal consists of one section:
spect to your comment, of Mr. Bol 1

i

nger ' s--but , I "Section 1. (A) State Penal Institutions: Re-
think it'd be only fair of me to point out: if you imbursement of Parish Expense. In parishes in
want and would so move, and this convention adopts, which are located penal institutions of the State
a procedure by which I have to open the machine of Louisiana, the expenses incurred by the parish
and then print the yeas and nays of who wants a arising from crimes committed in such institutions
record vote, you've got to record vote to get a or by the inmates or employees thereof shall be
record vote; if you get one, you're going to have reimbursed by the state.
a second record vote--if you follow me. Now, if (B) Convict Labor. No convict sentenced to the
that's what you want to do, there is nothing to my state penitentiary shall ever be leased, or hired
knowl edge--and perhaps I'm i ncorrect-- there is to any person or persons, or corporation, private
nothing to my knowledge that would be improper about of" public, or quasi -publ i c . No convict sentenced
such a procedure; there would be nothing involved to the state penitentiary shall ever be employed
that would take a suspension of the rules. I would in any enterprise in competition with private en-
appreciate a direction from the convention one way terprise."
or the other about it. But, I would point that out
to you that, in effect, if you are going to open Explanation
the machine and require a record vote to get a record
vote, you're going to be spending some more money Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, what the
there, and kind of doubling up on the process, if Committee Proposal No. 12 does, in Section 1 (A),
you will. retains the present constitutional provision that

provides for the reimbursement of expenses incurred
Point of Information by a parish as a result of crimes committed in, or

by the inmates or employees of the penal institu-
Hr. Lanier Mr. Chairman, Committee Proposal No. tions located in that particular parish. As I

14 is thi s proposal dealing with human resources appreciate the present constitutional provision,
that we took up Saturday, that's up for reconsidera- this was put in there to protect, or to make re-
tion. What is the reason why we can't take that stitution to, the parish of. ..where Angola is lo-
up at this time? cated and also the other state penal institutions

in the event that they sustain losses because of
Mr. Casey I don't believe the author is available, crimes committed by inmates escaping or something
to tell you the truth, Mr. Lanier. If he's ready, °^ that nature,
it's fine with me. Section (B)...what Section (B) does, retains

the present prohibition in the constitution against
Mr. Lanier Well, there's a whole. ..it's a whole the leasing of convicts. It adds a prohibition
bunch of authors. It's the Committee on Education against the employment of convicts in any enterprise
and Welfare is the author. Secondly, on these dele- that's in competition with free enterprise. Now,
gate proposals by Delegate Abraham, he has advised "e bave heard from the director of the Department
me that he's ready to go except Kendall Vick has °'^ Corrections, that there was some question about
something that he apparently would like to present the Section 1 as to whether it ought to be retained
on it. But, I was wondering on that... as it now exists in the constitution. All of the

information that we had before the committee was
Mr. Casey I think that, Mr. Lanier, all I can tell that it should be retained in order to reimburse
you IS, if Mr. Abraham wants to go now, that's fine parishes or local government bodies that sustained
with me. But, I was advised that he was waiting a loss because of something committed by the em-
on some additional information. ployees or inmates of a penal institution. The

reason for the addition in the present, or the pro-
Mr. Lanier My thought was maybe we can get started posed, article in Section (B) is to be sure that
with this reconsideration. If we get through with there will be no factories, etc., instituted or
that, then go to Mr. Abraham's, and then if we get begun at Angola that would sell products on the
through with Mr. Abraham's presentation, defer until open market in competition with free enterprise.
Mr. Vick is here to say whatever he wants to say. '^''- Chairman, that is the explanation. I'd be

Mr. Casey Mr. Lanier, all I can tell you is that
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Questions with the rehabilitation program nor the work release
program.

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Flory, why has the committee
omitted. . .why has the committee omitted the present Mr. Munson Gordon, Mrs. Zervigon has already
language that would allow employment of convicts asked one of my questions; I was concerned about
under state supervision on public roads and other the work release program. You will offer an amend-
public works? ment on the first sentence of this Section (B) be-

fore we are called on to vote on this; is that
Mr. Flory Well, it was the feeling of the commit- correct?
tee that the state ought not to get into the use
of prisoners on upkeep of highways, etc.; there- Mr. Flory I have an amendment that would rewrite
fore, they deleted it. Mr. Lennox and myself, who Section (B). But, I was trying to explain the pro-
were on the committee were, and the committee was posal before. .. wi thout getting into the language
in total agreement in that regard. of the amendment.

Mrs. Zervigon The authorization that now exists Mr. Munson What about the manufacture of automo-
in the constitution that the legislature may autho- bile license plates?
rize such a thing. Is that in use now, or convicts
that work for the government? Mr. Flory Would not interfere, nor do we intend

for it to interfere with that, Mr. Munson.
Mr. Flory The notes ... there was a time--I might
give you this expl anati on--that under the present Mr. Munson Well, the way it's written now, though,
language of the constitution, I believe it was in it would; wouldn't it?
the 1952 session of the legislature where they
authorized the use of patients in mental institu- Mr. Flory Well, it could be interpreted to that
tions and persons who were serving time at Angola extent by some of the people that I have talked to.

and other penal institutions to do construction They believe that it could be, it was not intended
and repair work, the legislature has, since that to do that,
time, repealed that authority. To my knowledge,
no convicts work on any public projects in this Mr. Munson Do you intend to offer an amendment to

state, at this time, based upon legislature author- correct that, also?
i ty now in existence.

Mr. Flory Yes, sir. Yes. And, the statutes pro-
Mrs. Zervigon Well, there are two additional things vide that they can do that, Mr. Munson, but that
that trouble me about this: One is it's effect on they cannot sell their wares or merchandise on the
work release programs. It says that "convicts may open market,
not be hired," which means that you couldn't have
work release programs; isn't that so? Mr. Mire Gordon, would this stop--like for in-

stance, Jackson Barracks in New Orleans, from using
Mr. Flory No. Under the language, the question prisoners as domestics in the homes there and to
arose in the Department of Corrections, as we said, do work for individuals in the compound?
"in competition with free enterprise." Under the
work release programs that I am familiar with--and Mr. Flory Mr. Mire, I had that same question arise
I've had some contact with both parolee rehabilita- insofar as the cooks at the governor's mansion are
tion and the work release program--if, when they concerned. I believe, with the amendment that will
spend the night in the penal institution and then be clarified, was no intention to stop that at all.
they work outside the penitentiary during the day. But, it would stop, if it existed somewhere, con-
they work in the free enterprise system for private struction work by inmates in mental institutions
industry, which this does not prohibit nor did we which the legislature has repealed, or inmates in

want to prohibit that. the penitentiary from cons tructi ng--as they did at
one time--a three or four million dollar project,

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Flory, I'm addressing myself which the legislature subsequently repealed that
to the first sentence of Section (B) "No convict authority,
sentenced to a state penitentiary shall ever be
hired to any person or persons, or corporation, Mr. Lani er Mr. Flory, I'm concerned about this
private or public." That would not affect the last sentence. As I understand your presentation,
work release program? That would not be a person this would not be construed to prohibit convicts
hired by a private corporation? from being used to do things at the pen 1 tentiary--

like say, paint buildings, or repair buildings, or
Mr. Flo ry There was some question about that in things like that--is that correct?
the mind of the Director of the Department of Cor-
rections. I have an amendment, I think, would Mr. Flory No, not so long if it's within the pre-
take care of that. But, I was trying to explain sent public bidding statutes, so long as it doesn't,
the proposal without getting into the amendment. I believe, it's fifteen hundred or twenty-five

hundred dollars--! forget which the figure 1s--1n
Mrs. Z ervigon One more question: Would this stop Title 39, Section 2211, I believe, which, under the
any sort of rehabilitation program which would in- public b1dd1ng--and I had it on my desk back there--
volve convicts freely within the penitentiary doing is either fifteen hundred or twenty-five. If it's
useful work and being paid therefore? under that, they can do It, nor do I intend to in-

terfere with that because when the legislature re-
Mr. Flory It does not interfere with the rehabili- pealed that authority, it was understood that they
tation program that now exists, whereby they work would continue to do minor repair and maintenance,
in the penitentiary on the manufacture, for example,
of soap, license plates, etc.--I think they are Mr. Lanier But, if there is anything over that
paid two to five cents an hour--so long as they amount, it would have to go under the public bid
distribute those products to the state itself, or law...
the state agencies, and they are used within those
agencies. Hr. Flory Under the public bidding statutes.

Mrs. Zervigon That is not a person hired by a Mr. Lanier ...and, the convicts couldn't do it?

public corporation?

Mr. Flory Well, I say this is what the Department
of Corrections felt like did Involve itself with Mr. Giarrusso Mr. Flory, a couple of questions,
the work release program, etc. That was the reason Would you please define for me what a penal instltu-
that I had prepared the amendment, in hopes that it tion is, and how many of them do you know that
would correct, because I did not want to Interfere there are in the state?
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Mr. F1ory My understanding, and what the committee it was something with more of a protection to local
meant, they didn't want to get into the parish pri- government, where state caused damages by whatever
sons, if that's your question; it was no intent to means to local government-- thi s would, then, be the
do that--only on state penal institutions, which authority for repayment. That was simply the rea-
was Angola, the one at DeQuincy, and the one, LTI son for the continuation of the language in this
in Scotl andvi 1 1 e , I believe, and one in Monroe. constitution.

Mr. Giarrusso O.K. How would you determine the Mr. Nunez That same authority for repayment could
cost of a crime that's committed in a prison? be gotten from the statutes though; isn't that

correct?
Mr. Flory I don't know, Mr. Giarrusso, that's been
in the constitution since 1921; and, I'm sure there Mr. Flory You're a member of the legislature; and,
is jurisprudence on it. I 'm sure you know what you are talking about.

Mr. Giarrusso Well, there might very well be. Mr. Nunez Well, let me tell you. ..well, then, it
But, I was just interested in what formula that is correct what I'm saying is true, it can be?
they use, whether it's on a time basis or what.
The next question is: Do you believe in the rehabi- Mr. Flory I would think so, yes.
litation of prisoners? Do you think prisoners
should do something meaningful with their time and Mr. Roemer Gordon, will this prohibit or in any
perhaps earn some money while they are doing it? way restrict the attempts to rehabilitate these

prisoners by giving them useful tasks, etc., etc.,
Mr. Flory Well, there is a program of rehabilita- etc.? Could you address a few remarks to that?
tion, right now, that the legislature had authorized
for the prisoners, and so forth, and this would, in Mr. Flory No. It would in no way affect that be-
no way, interfere with that. cause the statutes specifically provide for that,

Mr. Roemer. This would, in no way, interfere with
Mr. Giarrusso One other question: Don't you be- that at all.
lieve that this material, if it's going to be, should
be statutory rather than constitutional? Amendments

Mr. Flory No, I think there is a long history Mr. Poynter Amendments sent up by Delegates Roy,
of this type of language in the constitution since Gauthier, and Tobias.
1921; and, I think we ought to retain it. Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 18

through 23, both inclusive, in their entirety.
Hr. Giarrusso Well, Mr. Flory, I have seen you Amendment No. 2. On page 1, delete lines 24
consistently advocate change here in many of the through 29, both inclusive, in their entirety,
articles. I can't subscribe to the concept, simply Amendment No. 3. On page 1, delete lines 16 and
because something has been in the constitution since 17, both inclusive, in their entirety.
1921, it should be in the 1973 Constitution.

Explanation
Mr. Flory No, let me clarify, Mr. Giarrusso, if
1 indicated just because it was in the existing Mr. Roy Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentleman of
constitution that it ought to be retained. I think the convention, we have put this particular amend-
the merit of the issue is that it's of sufficient ment into two sections so that it can be divided
magnitude that it ought to be retained. in case the convention feels that one of these parts

should be retained and not the other. It is my
Mr. Nunez Mr. Flory, would you give the conven- feeling, and the feeling of the coauthors, that
tion. ..give the group some specifics as to why (A) neither of these particular sections should remain,
--which is already in the present constitution and that we ought to take them both out. Now, let me
has been there since '21--what reasoning behind give you some background and some disagreement with
the logic that we should keep this provision in Mr. Flory with respect to the argument that the
the.. .write it the new constitution? Is it that present section is similarly provided for in the
much of an expense to parishes that have these in- 1921 Constitution. If you will think back at the
stitutions that they are being incurred that there turn of the century and prior to the turn of the
is such a grave financial burden on them? Is that century, prisoners were some type of animals. They
the problem? were to be abused, lent out, indentured, tortured,

whatever have you, by certain people. As a result,
Mr. Flory Well, it was my understanding. Senator I think, history found that when the Constitution-^^
Nunez, that there has been some occasions in the of 1921 was written, the delegates there too felt
past, whereby the state did have to reimburse that it was necessary to ensure that this would not
parishes for this very thing, and that as recently, recur. I think in this modern time there is no
I think, they have had to make reimbursement on question but that that is not anything we have to
some of these... of this one provision. worry about. Besides that. Section (A) is very,

very ambi guous- - just for i nstance--when it speaks
Hr. Nunez And, you believe... of the expenses incurred by the parish arising from

the crimes committed in such institutions, are we
Mr. Flory I can't give you the specific example... talking about the fact that the repair to the build-

ing is located in the prison? Does the parish have
Mr. Nunez O.K. We don't need the specifics of to make some type of reimbursement there or not?
i t. Evidental ly it's here and there must be a re... Are we talking about when it says "or such are corn-

Do you believe that the state could not reimburse mitted by the inmates or employees thereof," are
them unless it's in the constitution? Is that the we still talking about committed in the prison corn-

logic behind putting it in the constitution? We pound itself or maybe committed outside? Are we
could not statutorize this material and say that talking about court costs, the pay of a D.A. for
the state shall reimburse these parishes in the having to prosecute the prisoner to find him guilty
statutes rather than putting it in the constitution? and what have you? It's just much too ambiguous;
I think that's what I'm trying to get. ..the validity it's archaic; it's not needed; it's not in keeping
for putting it in the constitution. with modern penology. I think we should take the

whole matter out and let the legislature deal with
Hr. Flory Well, it was the authority, I presume, it since there are so many items in it that need
when they put it in the constitution, based upon to be clarified by more deliberation and spell out
the location of the facility at that time for pro- in more detail than we have here in the constitution,
blems that arose and for the repayment of damages With respect to Section (B), I don't see that at
in that particular area--Angola was the one institu- all- I see that that's the worse type of penal
tion mentioned at that time. I would have no ob- provision we could have because, in my judgment, it

jections. Senator, for taking it out. But, I thought prevents work release programs; it prevents the
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whole notion of rehabilitation that we have. Now,
let me say this, the other day I was listening to

the radio and heard Paul Harvey--who is not one of
my favor commentators--but in any event, Paul Harvey
was talking about that it appears to him in Congress
that in this day and time when we talk about rehabil-
itating prisoners and/or reimbursing victims for
crimes committed against them, we are imposing taxes
on law^biding citizens to help those who have been
injured by criminals. Now, I'm still for that in

any event. But, Harvey's comment was, "Why not make
it so that the person who does the injuring may be

in a position to reimburse the person who he has
injured?" He pointed out that in one particular
case a federal judge had, instead of sending some
doctors who were guilty of income evasion to pri-
son, he made them work for six months in a charitable
institution and, thereafter, he made it mandatory
that they repay the government for their income
tax evasion. All I'm saying is that, we may in

the future--as some states are looking now--feel
that imprisonment is not the answer; that it doesn't
reimburse the victim at all and that in a lot of
cases what ought to be done is the particular crimi-
nal ought to be able to pay back the person who is

injured. So, for those reasons, I think that we
ought to take both of these out. One last comment:
It just seems silly to me that in a prison system
where we are supposed to be teaching prisoners some
type of trade--maybe carpentry and what have you--
that we would provide that even within the system
itself, the prisoners will not be allowed to make
repairs to the various buildings and what have you
and try to learn a trade, because they may be in

competition with private enterpri se--whi ch brings
up the question: What the heck is competition with
private enterprise? It's too broad a term, and I

think we ought to take both of these particular .

sections out.

Questi ons

Mr. Roemer Chris, I have a friendly question for
you. I would like you to hit a lick on the idea
that some have proposed here that it's the wrong
thing and it's something we should take up in this
constitution: that is, the danger that Angola or
some other state prison, might undertake a private
enterpri se--such as a paint factory, or a furniture
factory, or something like that. Do you think that's
something we should address in this constitution?

Mr. Roy No, I don't. In the first place, I think
that it would be unconstitutional even without any
provision in the constitution where Angola would
get engaged with private enterprising in certain
areas of private enterprise. So, we don't know what
we are saying when we say "What is competition with
private enterprise?" That's so nebulous it could be
any number of things. I think it's up to the leg-
islature to deal with that more succinctly than we
can.

Kr. Perez Mr. Roy, in view of the fact that we
have the provision in the Bill of Rights with re-
gard to the prohibition of involuntary servitude,
don't you believe that it is likely that the courts
would hold that you could have no work program of
any kind for convict laborers because it would , in
effect, be involuntary servitude with respect to
the work?

Mr Roy No, I don't, Mr. Perez. I think this:
That if the work is being done for the benefit of
the prison system, the Arti cl e. .. Section 3 of the
Bill of Rights provides "slavery and involuntary
servitude are prohibited except in the latter case
as punishment for a crime." So, I think they could
make them work in the prison system. Now, with
respect to a work release program, it may be that
a prisoner would say, I don't want to go work for

a particular person even though it teaches me a

skill." He could probably get out of doing that,
but if that's his own. ..if that's what he wants,
if he doesn't want the benefit of getting out of
Angola, well, then, let him make his choice. I

don't think as a practical matter, we would find

too many people who would say, "I dfln't want to get
involved in a work release program.

Mr. Perez In other words, you believe that only

those who would want to work could be made to work,

and those who decided they did not want to work,

those convicts could be allowed, then, to sit around

do nothing?

Hr. Roy No, no. No, Chalin, you're missing my

point. When you say a work release program, you

are talking about outside of the system in some

type of rehabilitative capacity. I think that a

prisoner would have the right to say, " I don't

want to engage in that." But, insofar as being

incarcerated in the prison and working there, I

think they can make him work because it explicitly

says that they may do so.

Hr. tlunez Mr. Roy, during the past session of the

lecislature, we reimbursed several municipalities

and parishes for work that their deputies, and their

sheriffs, and etc., and even the state police had

done because of the same conditions that have arised

out of either prisoners, or riots, or etc. We didn't

have no constitutional authority to do it; we did

in the statutes through an appropriation. Don't

you believe we can do the same thing without this

provision to the various parishes that have penal

institutions in them?

H r Roy Right. I think it's good point, Sammy,

in that the legislature would be in a position to

adjudicate whether that parish should be reimbursed.

Let's take an example where the officials of that

parish are just flagrant in not doing certain...

having certain safeguards, and as a result, some-

thing happens. Well, maybe that particular parish

ought. . .police jury ought to have to pay for its

own negligence and not impose that upon the rest

of the citizens of the state. So, it leaves it

up to you all, which is the way I think it ought

to be.

H r. Slnqletary Chris, if a prisoner volunteered

for a work release program, that wouldn't be invol-

untary servitude, would it?

Mr. Roy That's right, it would not.

Sinqletary But, under the committee proposal

night be prohibited possibly from volunteering.

Mr. Roy In my judgment, there is no question,

Alvin, but that you can't volunteer for that type

work.

Further Discussion

Mr. Avant Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise

to speak against this amendment--parti cul arly , and

most emphatically. Amendment No. 2. Now, I'm some-

what surprised, really, to see Mr. Roy as one of

the authors of these amendments because if my

memory doesn't fail me, he was the gentl eman--and

I mean no disrespect when I say this--who from this

podium some months ago referred to what he called

a law and order paranoia. Now, I don't necessarily

agree that there is any law and order of paranoia.

I'm certainly for law and order and all reasonable

and proper steps to preserve law and order. I

think we all are. But, I want to tell you that

this provision that he seeks to delete, has been

in the constitution of this state since 1898. I

hate to get up here and tell you what my father

told me, but I'm going to do it, because I think

it's pertinent, because I happen to have a little

first hand information about this type of situation.

My father was born in 1884, and he was a sawmill

man. He worked a number of years in the State of

Florida where they leased convicts to the operators

of sawmills--like you lease cattle, or you lease a

piece of equipment. One very interesting thing it

was no crime to work a man to death; the most

serious crime was to let him escape. Needless to

say, there were very few escapes because there was

a financial penalty imposed upon the employer in
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those cases if that convict escaped. Now, I say incurred by the parish, for instance, jurors fees,
to you that the only reason you put provisions in transcribing testimony--al 1 of those things run

a constitution, or one of the reasons, is to keep i nto--wi tness fees, expert witnesses, all of that.
things from happening that have happened in the Any expense in connection with their trial is paid
past, and that you want to make sure don't happen for by the state--as it certainly should be. I

again. I know this with respect to certain other will be glad to answer any question. If anyone has
provisions in here that Mr. Roy seeks to delete. any.
But, I am sure that many of you have ridden about
the southeastern part of the United States, and in Questions
some of our states, seen on the public highways,
convicts in highway department trucks manacled Mr. Alexander Mr. Kilbourne, so that the other
together with leg irons and hand irons and trans- delegates who are not familiar with what goes on
ported before the eyes of the public to work on up there will know about some of the expense in-
those public roads. Now, that may be in the minds curred, do you not--of course this is West Feliciana
of some people the way to restore law and order, --I think you are familiar with West Feliciana,
but certainly not according to my judgment. I think also--that the judge goes onto the grounds of the

that unless we put some provisions in this constitu- penitentiary and tries some felony cases. Is that
tion to insure that those things don't happen in not a fact?
this state, that they may well happen in this state
because they have happened in other places at other Mr. Kilbourne I'm sorry. Would you repeat it?
times, and they were done by people, people just I didn't understand the question. Reverend Alexander.
you and I. That's all I have to say.

Mr. Alexander The question is that: are you
Questions familiar with the system under which the judges

sometimes go to the penitentiary and try some felony
Hr. Roemer Jack, in regard to this Paragraph (B) cases--not necessarily capital, or what used to be
it reads: "State penitentiary." What about other capital cases--but assaults, etc.? Is that not a

institutions in the state, for instance, at Jackson fact?
where I think they do some work on their own shop
and that sort of thing? Mr. Kilbourne Your question is that they are

going to prison and are tried for felony cases, not
Mr. Avant Mr. Roemer, let me say this. I'm speak- necessarily capital cases?
ing on this particular amendmen t--there will be
other amendments, some of which I may be for, pro- Mr. Alexander Right,
bably will be for--one, in fact, I'm pretty sure I

know that I'm going to be for. There is nothing Mr. Kilbourne Yes. They are tried for all felony
intended here to stop a bona fide work release pro- cases, and such as escape--any crime--; Just like
gram for the purpose of rehabilitation; nobody wants the same crimes that are committed on the outside,
to stop that.

Hr. Alexander Which means that whenever that
Mr. Roemer Well, I just want you to know that's happens, then the whole court moves onto the. ..into
my concern. I share many of your same fears, but the penitentiary.
I. . .

Mr. Avant Nobody want to stop that. What we want
to do. ..what I want to do is stop the leasing and Mr. Alexander Yes.
hiring of human beings to other human beings like
you lease cattle, bulldozers, tractors, and automo- Mr. Kilbourne Oh,
biles.

Further Discussion

Mr.
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Hr. Hernandez That had not been brought out. I

just wanted to be sure that that was brought out
in testimony.

Mr. Kilbourne Thank you, sir.

Hr. Gauthier Rich, I agree with you in principle,
but I'm trying to distinguish. It says in the...
on lines 21, 22, and 23, "in such institutions by
the inmates or employees thereof." In other words,
if a person employed by Angola commits a crime,
they. ..the parish has to be...

Well, what distinguishes this employee? He is

a state employee, is he not?

Mr. Kilbourne Well, that's correct. He's a state
employee, and the incident would take place at the
institution. Now, bear in mind that's a big place.
It's twenty-five thousand acres.

Hr. Gauthier Well, what distinguishes this particu-
lar state employee, say to another employee, possi-
bly in the welfare office, who works in my parish
that would commit a crime? Would my parish be re-
imbursed for it?

Mr. Kilbourne No, it would not. But...

Hr. Gauthier Well, I have trouble...

Hr. Kilbourne The. ..point is simply this, Mr.
Gauthi er , that Angola is the largest prison--one
of the largest prisons in the country--and it's
located in a small parish. Now, we. ..we seldom
have problems with employees, except this: that
we've had quite a number where they would smuggle
contraband into the penitentiary. We've had quite
a few trials like that. That would be in connec-
tion with the. .. operation of the institution. So,
I presume that's the reason. But, those expenses
are reimbursed to the parish.

Hr. Gauthier But, do you not agree that it would
be possible for my parish, like any other parish,
to incur some expenses because of the action of
state employees?

Hr. Kilbourne Oh, I certainly agree with that.
But, not on the magnitude it occurs at the peniten-
tiary.

Further Discussion

them in Angola. Consequently, the man on the out-
side who's committed no crime whatsoever, who has
to pay the taxes to sustain Angola and keep him in

Angola, has to sit on a bench; his children have to
starve; they don't have the clothes to go to school.
Yet, you are worried about the prisoners in Angola?
I tell you, let's worry about the people who haven't
committed any crimes.

Just a few years ago, they wanted to put up a

paint factory in Angola. They wanted to sell all
of the paint to the Highway Department. They had
a paint factory in the city of New Orleans that
would have gone completely out of business. Only
through the good will of the governor was it stopped.
I think there's a time and a place to draw the line.
I heard Mr. Roy and those people on the other com-
mittees when they talked about law and order--put
them in the penitentiary, punish them for the crimes.
Let me tell you something else, Mr. Roy, I've been
working on parolee rehabilitation since 1956. Where
have you been? How many of those people up there
that are lawyers are you willing to let out and
practice law during the day and go back to Angola
at night? I have no objection. I'm strong for
work release programs so long as they work for pri-
vate enterprise, and the state don't get the money.
Let them stay in the penitentiary at night, work
outside for private enterprise, private industry,
during the day, but let them get the money--or let
their family get it. Don't let the state lease to
somebody, and let the state get the money. That's
what this is all about. If you've got more concern
for the prisoners in Angola than you have for the
honest worker on the outside, or the honest business-
man, then I suggest you vote for this amendment.

I remember the furor caused in this convention
because they was worried about the state going into
the printing busi ness--not talking about Angola--
just talking about the Division of Administration
doing the printing, and all the hell that was raised
because they didn't want to get into the printing
business, because they had private enterprise doing
the printing for the state--printi ng the Journal,
printing the calendar. And now, we are willing to
say "it's O.K. if you do it at Angola. It's O.K.
if you do it with the prisoners. But, don't take
care of the private citizen." I am amazed at what
I hear from this microphone in this regard--absol ute-
ly amazed.

I ask you to defeat this amendment.

Questions

Hr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in
opposition to the amendments. I hope you'll give
me just a moment of your time, if you will, to let
me, if I can in a few words, summarize how deeply
I feel about this particular subject that we're
talking about now at the moment.

I can remember in the thirties when you could
go to the parish farm or the penitentiary, and you
could get somebody out of the penitentiary, and
you could bring them to your home and keep them and
work them, and do anything you wanted to them so
long as you fed them. I remember as a child, during
the thirties, waking up around three o'clock in the
morning, and a man that had one of these prisoners
at his house two doors down, had housed him in a
one room about 8 x 10 in a little garage that was a
frame building; the building was on fire and that
man burned to death in that fire. I stood by there
as a child and smelled the flesh burning from a
prisoner who ought to have been in the prison, pro-
tected at the time.

Secondly, I want to tell you this: What this
1s all about is simply this. There has been repeated
occasions--repeated occasions--when prisoners at
Ango1a--and just the last few days ago, I am told,
a man sentenced up there for aggravated rape. . rai si ng
hell because he wants some factory put in Angola
to build furniture where he can put him up a little
nest egg when he gets out.

Now, let me tell you what that does. All the
people involved in the furniture industry in this
state are displaced because they can perform the
services cheaper than you can do it on the outside
because they only pay them what they want to pay

Hr. Nunez Mr. Flory, I'm not going to say I'm
amazed at what you said, probably you've got very
good reasons for saying it. But, do you know of

any instance where we are competing with private
enterprise with Angola and any other prison right
now? Besides all the thinrs that people wanted
to do, is there one instance that we are now com-
peting?

Hr. Flory Yes, sir. You, as a member of the leg-
islature, appropriated three and a half million
dollars for a new facility at Angola and you let
the prisoners construct it. Then you came right
behind and repealed that authority. It got so
fouled up, no private contractor could go in there
and straighten it out. No, it's wrong. Senator
Nunez, to take people off the. ..in the penitentiary
and construct a three and a half million dollar
facility when you've got people on the outside
who have committed no crime, who are paying their

run Angola, and who can't get a job. Yes,
as a member of the legislature did that.

taxes to
sir, you

Further Discussion

Hr. Abraham Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
I rise in support of this amendment because I think
all of this is just purely statutory material that
could go in the statutes just as well. But, let

me correct a couple of impressions that were given
from this microphone. One is that this language
in Paragraph (B) is the same as in the present con-
stitution. Let me read what the present constitu-
tion says. It says: that "no convict sentenced
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to the state penitentiary shall ever be leased or

hired to any person, or persons, or corporations,
private or public, or quasi-public or board, save
as herein authorized."

Now, the first portion of this Article III, Sec-
tion 33, states, "The legislature may authorize the
employment under state supervision, and the proper
officers and employees of the state, of convicts
on public roads or other public works, or convict
farms, or in manufacturers owned and controlled by
the state. Under such provision, restrictions may
be imposed by law, and shall enact laws necessary
to carry these provisions into effect." So, the
legislature has had the authority to employ these
people on public works in the past. I ask you:
have we seen any road gangs on this state, as been
mentioned as occurring in the southeast portion of
the United States? In my lifetime, I have never
seen any in Louisiana. I just don't think that
this language is necessary in the constitution.
I am very much in favor of work rehabilitation for
people who serve time in penal institutions. But,
because it is such a complicated problem, I don't
think that we are in a position to try to deal with
this here in this convention. Therefore, I think
it must be left up to the legislature. It needs
to be flexible enough so that the legislature can
change it, if it does need to be changed. For these
reasons, I am in favor of this amendment.

Further Discussion

Mr. De Blieux Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, I had not had any intention of
saying anything about this amendment until I heard
llr. Flory. Then, he kind of got me a little bit
upset about it. I thought I'd better give you my
views. Mr. Flory and I have had some differences
about this type of program for a long, long time.
Some people feel or think that convicts ought to be
sent up there to Angola to stay there and do nothing
about. That has been the situation for a long time.
As a result, what do we have? We have a college for
crime because they are not taught how to do anything
whenever they go up there. Whenever they come out,
they are in a worse position than when they are
sent. Yes, Mr. Flory, and other members of this
convention, I am thinking about the people on the
outside because those are the ones who suffer be-
cause of the fact that we haven't done anything
for the inmates that we have sent to Angola. One
way to do something for those inmates is to teach
them how to do a job when they get out of there,
so they can become self-sustaining citizens. We
don't want to send them up to Angola where they
will be doing the same identical thing which caused
them to go there. Let's teach them a trade. You
can't teach them a trade with this type of legisla-
tion in our constitution. It ought to be taken out,
and the legislature ought to be given a chance to
work out proper work-release programs, proper re-
habilitation. If necessary, if they are engaged in
something that they can have a little pride in and
a little dignity for them to help the state and its
cost of keeping them up there and training them,
they ought to be allowed to do it. So, therefore,
1 ask you, let's don't put this type of legislation
into our constitution. It has no place in it. Cer-
tainly, it has no place for it if we are thinking
about the good, honest, law-abiding citizens on the
outside that we don't want to foster those who go
to Angola and learn how to commit crime because
there is nothing else there for them to do. Let's
put the type of programs in Angola where we can
help these people. Yes, if it's competition for out-
side industry, let's have a little competition to
that respect. It won't hurt us that much, as long
as we're teaching people how to do something. You
take. .. there ' s nobody hardly objects to a license
plant that we have up there. Yet, I say, that's in
competition with private enterprise. You have li-
cense plants throughout the United States that are
not run by convict labor. But, we have ours. We
do business for other people other than the State
of Louisiana up there. It helps to provide some
sort of an income, as well as a little rehabilita-
tion for those who work up there. We have... do have

a small amount of training, but not near enough.
We need more of it. Maybe, if we keep this out of
the constitution, we can get more and help ourselves
help the state, and help the inmates that we send
up there. I ask you to support the amendment.

Questions

Mr. Flory Senator, have you ever heard me say, as
any time, as long as you've known me, that that's
all I wanted them to do was to stay up there and
not do anything? Have you ever heard me say that?

Mr. De Blieux Well, Mr. Flory, I can't say that's
the... I heard you use those exact words. But, yet,
nevertheless, if you don't let those convicts learn
how to do a job, that's all we are for.

Mr. Flory You inferred that, though, didn't you?
Can you show me in this language where it would

prohibit them from carrying on vocational training
in that- insti tution--or any institution? Can you
show me that?

Mr. De Blieux Well, let's make it worthwhile voca-
tional rehabilitation.

Mr. Willis Senator, don't you think that as "idle-
ness is the devil's workshop," that in order to have
some program conducive to rehabilitation, that they
must perform some constructive work in the rehabili-
tation program? If that construction is construction
itself, then it's a worthy cause, isn't it?

Mr. De Blieux Certainly, Mr. Willis. If there's
something that whenever the inmate gets through
with it he can see it and have some pride and digni-
ty because of the fact he has done so, yes.

Mr. Willis Satisfaction indeed.

Further Discussion

Mr. Jack Mr. Chairman and members, I rise in sup-

port of this amendn.ent. This whole matter should
be subject of legislation and not in the constitu-
tion. Different people say whether they are quali-
fjed or not to talk on rehabilitation. I believe
I know a little about prisoner rehabilitation. I've
handled as many pardon board and parole board cases,
probably, as any lawyer in the history of Louisiana.
I've been handling criminal cases all of my practice.
Primarily, I'd say I am a civil lawyer. But, I'm

interested in anything to do with human beings, and

humanity, and trying to help people. My civil prac-
tice concerns contact with people. I don't like

abstracts, titles, those things. Every case I've

ever handled where I've got the man on parole, if

possible, I've kept up with that person. I believe,
since I've practiced since August 2, 1932, I know

something about prisoner rehabilitation. It's not

a question of whether you are going- to take prison-

ers, keep them for life. You're not going to do

it. The question involved is not being namby-pamby
and treat them lightly. But, they've got to learn

someway to make a living, to have some pride when

they get out. We've got to live with those people.

If they're going to put them off like the old days

of Devil's Island, keep them there forever, that's

one thing. But, they're going to be back here; it

behooves us to do all we can to rehabilitate them.

Now, the reason I'm against Section 1, this is

a matter for the legislature. Now, we've started

with local and parochial affairs and education of

putting too many things in this constitution that

were really statutory. I don't believe in a techni-

cal thing on those. But, where it's clearly some-

thing that's liable to change from time to time,

you can be wrong about, and it can just as well be

in the legislative matters, let's don't put it in

the constitution. I notice in one--and somebody
will probably, if they get time to ask me a ques-
tion, will say, "Isn't Section 1 more or less like

that in the constitution?" It's not the question.
This says i n . .

. "rei mburse the parish for crimes
committed in the i ns ti tution" --by anybody-- that

could be a visitor. Why should they be reimbursed
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for that? Certainly that's debatable. Let the ment, and that that's why this provision was put

legislature decide that. Inmates or employees, in this. ..our constitution in 1898 to outlaw that

where they commit them. I don't know wny for em- practice? Isn't that a historical fact?

ployees. I agree there ought to be some reimburse-
ment on the inmates. But, this don't say what type Mr. Nunez llr. Avant, there are irany historical
of reimbursement. This is not clear. We don't want facts. There were many things that we did before

to load this constitution down with things just be- the Civil War and during the Civil War that are

cause you want it there and not willing to take your now prohibited. I think you know it.

chance with the legislature, if the thing is sone-
thing that's subject to change. Mr. Avant I'm talking about after the Civil War.

As to Section (B), I don't think, Mr. Flory, you
have any worry about those convicts being able to Mr. Nunez Well, after the Civil War. I think if

outdo skilled people and good people. I don't want we are going to write this constitution based on

something in (B), that passed, to interfere with the what was done during the Civil War, we are in bad

work-release program and those type of programs. shape. Do you know of any instances that, in the

I say this is entirely a subject for the legisla- past ten years, that. ..or the past twenty years?
ture--just like on juvenile jurisdiction. That I don't know any, and let me be positive about it.

thing is changed from day to day, and the same about I don't know anywhere where we are leasing convict
prisoners. What's good this year might not be labor to saw mills to cut down trees, to do private
proper method next year. That's why this should be enterprise. I don't know of any. The only one I

sustained--thi s committee amendment, this floor know of and I think it is historical in this state,
amendment--and let it be a subject for the legisla- I don't think ... don ' t even know if they are doing
ture. it any more--is to make the license plate. I don't

In conclusion to say, if it needs changing from know of any instances in recent history--in recent
year to year, you can do it. So, I say sustain it. history--if we want to start talking about what
Thank you. happened fifty years ago, I think we are in the

wrong place. Certainly we should base some of our
Further Discussion facts on historical data that we have. But, I don't

know of any recent history that we have had instances
Mr. Nunez Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I in this state that has been practiced is to lease
rise in support of these amendments. I don't be- convict labor out to private enterprise. Now, if
lieve that the material placed before you in Com- you or Mr. Flory's, or anybody else know, I wish
mittee Proposal 12 is constitutional material. you would get up here and expose them.
I think it can aptly be handled in the statutes.
I think it has been handled in the statutes before. Mr. Avant Didn't it continue in certain of the
I believe that Section (A), when we talk about re- southern states until as late as the 1920's?
imbursing the various penal institutions throughout
the state, we can make that applicable to the various [Division of the Question ordered. Pre-
parishes. A crime is a crime whether you serve it vious Question ordered. Record vote
in Angola, or serve it in parish prison, or serve ordered. Amendment No. 2 reread and
it in reform school, or where you serve it. I think adopted: 63-29. Motion to reconsider
if the state has an obligation to take care of those tabled. Record vote ordered. Amendments
crimes committed within an institution by an inmate nos. l and 3 adopted: 48-44. Motion
in Angola and other state institutions, it has that to reconsider tabled.]
same obligation to take care of those crimes com-
mitted by inmates, upon inmates or on other people Amendment
in other places.

I believe in Section (B), when you talk about Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Fiory]. On
convict labor, I think if you'd read the last sen- page 1--I guess we'll just simply say--at line 18,
tence, it says, "No convict sentenced to the state insert the following:
penitentiary shall ever be empl oyed"--shal 1 ever be "Inmate Labor." (There are some. ..two changes
employed in any enterprise in competition with free in the text) "No person (need to insert the word
enterprise, or private enterprise." What does that "whi le" ) . .

.

"No person while confined in a state
mean, when he gets out he can never be employed in correctional institution shall ever be leased, or
competition with free enterprise, because he's a hired by the state to any person or persons, or
convict? I think if you'd read it, that's what corporation, private or public, or quasi -publ ic

.

it means. I don't think it's necessary. I think No person shall ever be employed in any enterprise
that we can aptly handle it in the statutes. I in competition with private enterprise, except for
believe that if the. . . bi ggest thing we can be accused the productions of goods used or consumed, or main-
of in the legislature is saving the state three tenance services performed, in state or parish in-
million dol lars--which I can't recall, Mr. Flory, stitutions." (The words "or parish" need to be
I can't recall at all appropriating three million added--"in state or parish institutions.")
dollars to build new constructions at Angola--I
think that the statute you quoted to me s^ays "main- Explanation
tenance repairs and renovation." If that's all we
can do for those people up there is allow them to Mr. Flory Hr. Chairman and delegates, as I had
do a little job on the side, I think we're doing indicated earlier, in the explanation of the artl-
them a favor. I also think we're doing this state cle, that I had this amendment that I believed
a favor when we can save three million dollars. would correct...
Let's hope we might be able to save ten, eleven, or
twelve, or what have you. Point of Order

So, I ask you to vote for the amendments. I

think they are good amendments. I don't think this Mr. Tobias A point of order, Mr. Chairman. Amend-
is needed in the constitution. ment No. 3 deleted the, in effect, title of this

section, and, in effect, defeated the whole proposal.
Questions Is this amendment .. .woul d this...

Hr. Avant Senator Nunez, I want to direct your Mr. Henry No, sir; it didn't, in effect, defeat
attention to Amendment No. 2, I believe it is, which the whole proposal because you've still got the
would delete lines 24 through 29. I want to ask you
this question: Isn't it a historical fact that

committee proposal. So, technically speaking, you
could add a bunch of sections to it and go on with

following the Civil War and with the end of slavery it, Mr. Tobias, although it. ..well, anyway, you
as an institution, that it became the practice in can do that.
many southern states--i ncl uding this state--to lease Why. ..did you have a point of...
gangs of convicts, or hire them, to private indivi-
duals in saw mills, on pi antations-- jus t turn them Point of Information
over to those people like any other piece of equip-
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Nr. Chatelain
Mr. Cha1 rman?

Would it take sixty-seven votes,

Mr. Henry It will take sixty-seven votes to adopt
any section to this, and then to adopt the proposal.

Mi-

Explanation continued

Fl ory As I had stated earlier, I had no in-
tention to do away with the rehabilitation programs
nor the work release programs inasmuch as we had,
for many years, worked with the Department of Cor-
rections, with many governors that have served,
with public officials in trying to help rehabilitate
the prisoners at Angola, and that I had the amend-
ment coming. I believe that this amendment does
clarify it; does not interfere with those programs,
nor does it interfere with the production of goods
that are sold to the parish penal institutions for
the maintenance of prisoners on the parish level.
It was not our intention to do that. When it was
brought to my attention, we attempted to correct
it, and I hope that this would correct it. I do
believe that this is constitutional material and
would ask for you to consider its adoption.

Questions

Hr. Lanier Mr. Flory, when you say,
rectional institution," could that be
construed to apply to parish prisons?

"state cor-
in any way

No , sir.

ilr. Flory,

Mr. Flory

ii r . u r s ,\r . Flory, now, since you put in here,
"in state or parish institutions," does that mean
that the sheriffs or the police juries throughout
the state can still purchase their mattresses and
pillows, parish uniforms, and signs, etc., and such
as foods that they use in the jail from the state
prison? Is that correct, sir?

r.r. Flory That's correct, and it was not our in-
tent, at the beginning, to disturb that. It just
was not brought to our attention; when it was brought
to our attention, more than happy to correct it
because we did not intend to disturb that.

Hr. Munson Gordon, on line 1 where it says, "No
person while confined in a state correctional in-
stitution," which I agree with, but down on the
second sentence, it says, "no such person." Do you
think it's clear enough there that we're still talk-
ing about a person "while confined"?

Ml". Flory I think that's clear because the only
person we're talking about is a person "while con-
fined. "

Mr. Munson I just wanted to clarify that point.
Now, let me ask you the same question that I asked
you earlier, and that is in regard to the license
plates. Will this have any effect on that whatso-
ever?

Mr. Flory Well, it spells out specifically that
that could continue because it said, "goods used or
consumed, or maintenance services performed, in state
or parish institutions." This is no way ... there ' s
no enterprise in this state who is in competition
with them as far as making of license plates.

Mr. Goldman Mr. Flory, when you say there is no
private enterprise in competition in making license
plates, are there private enterprises in this state
that stamp out words on metal?

Mr. Flory That do what?

Mr. Goldman That stamp out words or letters on
metal . They may not be called license plates, but
they make that type of product; don't they?

Mr. Flory Well, I don't know if they make license
plates In competition with Angola. That was my
statement.

Mr. r.oldman Well, they couldn't do that because
they couldn't make license plates unless they could
contract with the state for the state to sell those
license plates to the public. But, those license
plates are sold to the public, and doesn't your
last sentence prohibit the manufacture of anything
that's sold to the public?

Mr. Flory Not intended that way...

Mr. Goldman I realize that.

Mr. Flory ...other than the production of goods
other than the license plates, and those goods that
are sold to state or penal institutions in the
parish 1 evel .

Mr . Denni s Gordon, I heard you say something
about work release, but I missed your explanation.
How can you have a work release program under this
provision? You say that "No such person shall ever
be employed in any enterprise in competition with
private enterprise." Don't you realize that's where
they work? They go out and work for private enter-
prise.

Mr. Flory If they work outside for private in-
dustry, they're working for private enterprise and
not in competition therewith. The only enterprise
that can be in competition with private enterprise
is the state enterprise--the public enterprise--
and that's what you're talking about in competition.

Mr. Dennis Don't you think that this is going to
be interpreted to mean that they can't work for a

private employer who is in competition with another
private employer who doesn't have work release
labor?

Mr. Flory No, I didn't say in competition with
private firms, I said, "in competition with private
enterprise." They are a part of private enterprise,
and that was to protect the work release program.
I think it specifically protects the work release
program. That's what we intend to do.

Mr. Dennis Don't you think it should be clarified,
though? Don't you think there's a danger that it

might be interpreted to mean that a man cannot go
out and work in a job where he is competing with
somebody else in private enterprise?

Hr. Flory Judge, I think it's as clear as I can
make it in the language here, and certainly in the
intent. If it's adopted, then certainly you can
offer an amendment to correct... I wanted to finish
one more statement, Mr. Chairman, just to say that
the only purpose of this is to protect the private
enterprise system and to stop the prisoner competi-
tion with private enterprise. That's solely what
it is, and not to disturb the existing programs of
rehabilitation and the work release programs that
now exist.

I would ask the adoption of the amendment.

Mr. Fulco Mr. Chairman, that was the question
I was going to ask, the one that was asked by Judge
Dennis. But, it still isn't clear. I heard Gordon
say something about inmates are. ..will be allowed
to work for private enterprise, but then, again,
when you read it in here, it says, "not in competi-
tion with private enterprise." So, it's got to be
clarified...

Mr. Flory Well, Hr. Fulco, let me say this: if

you read it very carefully, it says, "No person
shall ever be employed in any enterprise in competi-
tion with." Now, the only enterprise that's in

competition with private enterprise is the state
enterprise, is the public enterprise. There is no
other, to my knowledge.

Further Discussion

Hr. Jack Hr. Chairman and members, I rise in oppo-
sition to the amendment. This does not do--the
wording--what , in my opinion, what Hr. Flory wants
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it to do. Now, I personally don't want the prison- bring a suit in that parish court, over there where
ers to form a big company in competition with Richard '(ilbourne is from, to be kept from making
private enterprise, but that isn't. ..this amendment license plates because it would be patently uncon-
doesn't do that. This amendment-- just like Judge stitutional under the language of the Flory amend-
Dennis asked--it's very clear. It interferes with ment. I think that language needs to be repaired,
the work release program. 1 don't know whether I hope that during the time this constitution is
you understand it. A work release program is sim- in effect they take Angola and plow it back into
ply this: you can have prisoners at Angola, and surarcane, and that we use a more regional method
they release them to stay in jails in various par- of housing prisoners so they can receive the services
ishes at night. During the day, they work for dif- of proper rehabilitation, proper training, proper
ferent business in private enterprise. So, they teaching. With Angola being twenty-five miles
would be working in competition with private en- down a little narrow road off in a remote corner
terprise. If we pass this amendment, you're going of the state, nobody wants to go there much less
to kill the work release program which is one of be kept there in prison. But, that's not what this
the finest methods that I know of to rehabilitate argument is about. This argument is about this
prisoners. You're going to kill the halfway houses amendment on this floor this afternoon, and it's
and all those other programs like those that come not a good amendment,
from DeQuincy and somewhere near Al exandria--a lot
of them. They work under a program as individuals; ^Amendment withdrawn .^
they are paid; the state doesn't get the money.
The state may have to designate how many. This is Amendment
the perfect example, as I said earlier on the other
amendment, why this matter should be left up to Mr. Poynter The Flory amendment reads as follows:
the legislature. If they make an error, they can Amendment No. 1. At the beginning of line 18,
correct it the next year. They have yearly sessions insert the following: (Mr. Flory, I believe we
of full sixty calendar days if they need it. Now, need to strike out that (A) and insert a Section
we haven't met. ..since 1921. This is a new conven- 1 there since all that's been deleted.)
tion and none of us, probably--it may be a hundred "Section 1. Inmate Labor. No person while con-
years before this meets again. Now, we don't want fined in a state correctional institution shall
to go off on a tangent and start putting a lot of ever be leased, or hired by the state to any person,
these things in the constitution that clearly the entity, or corporation, nor employed in any public
subject should be dealt with by the legislature. enterprise in competition with private enterprise,
I think Mr. Flory and I agree; I don't want them except for the production of goods used or consumed,
competing in the sense of a big factory or that or maintained, or maintenance services performed in
with. ..in private enterprise. But, this is danger- state or parish institutions. Nothing herein shall
ous the way it's worded. To me, it's worse than be construed as prohibiting the employment of such
the other material in it because this definitely persons in work release programs authorized by law
provides that you would lose your work release pro- "f" i" the manufacture and sale of vehicle license
grams. So, I say, "Let's defeat it and let the plates."

Explanation
legislature legislate.'

Questions
Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, what the

Mr. Wi 1 1 is Mr. Jack, I am averse to the amendment, amendment does is to attempt to correct some of
but for a different shade because I believe that the objections--or most of the objections, if not
the amendment is self-destruct. Don't you think all of them--that I had heard. We inserted in line
that any production of goods used, or consumed, or 4 the word, "any public enterprise in competition
maintained, or performed for parish or state insti- with private enterprise" so there'd be no quarrel
tutions--no matter what they are--are in competi- as to whether or not we were talking about public
tion with private enterprise? I give you this ex- enterprise versus private enterprise. We added
ample: if you take a plumber from Angola to go the last sentence, and I'd like to read it to you.
repair plumbing at a school in East Baton Rouge "Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting
Parish, he is competing with the plumbers in East the employment of such persons in work release
Baton Rouge Parish, isn't he? programs authorized by law nor in the manufacture

and sale of vehicle license plates." 1 believe
Hr. Jack Well, he'd probably be worth something, that it's clear now what the intent is, and I

but I don't see how it has anything to do with would ask for the adoption of the amendment.
this. I don't believe the churches and all those
nonprofit companies should compete in things with Questions
private enterprise, and this group agreed with
that. But, we are dealing, here, with a thing Mr. Chatelain Delegate Flory, I see you inserted
that's even more so. I don't think prisoners who the word "state enterprise." I mean, I'm still
get their food free and everything should be leased looking at the old one; it's got the last one.
out by the state, or the state should build factories Does that mean inside or outside of the penitentiary,
up at Angola--like a shirt factory or a suit fac- sir?
tory, making of shoes and every kind going, forty
different kind, that would have free labor. No, I Mr. Flory No, I inserted the word, "in any public
don't believe in that. enterprise," Mr. Chatelain.

Further Discussion Mr. Lanier Hr. Flory, why did the. ..why was the
sugarcane harvesting terminated up at Angola? Do

Mr. Staqq Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I Vu know?
rise in opposition to this amendment more out of
disappointment than opposition because it does not Mr. Flory Why was what?
do what the proponent wants it to do, and it needs
to be repaired. If you look, beginning in line 4 Mr. Lanier We used to have sugarcane havesting
where it says, "No such person"--all right, that's going on at Angola. Do you know why that was
a person who is incarcerated in Angola--"can be terminated?
employed with private enterprise." But, it says,
"except for the production of goods"--in place of Mr. Flory It's my understanding that it wasn't
"goods" put license plates--for the production of a profitable venture.
license plates "used or consumed in state institu-
tions." Well, license plates aren't used or con- Mr. Lanier Okay. Suppose they went back to that
sumed in state institutions; they are used or con- practice at Angola. Would that be in competition
sumed out on the highways of this state. It's with private enterprise?
quite likely that an inmate in Angola who was sick
of making license plates after twenty years could Mr. Flory Not so long as they use the sugar of
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what have you from the cane in the public institu-
tion .

Mr. Lanier Now, when a person goes to Angola,
isn't he sentenced to hard labor?

Mr. Flory It depends upon what the judge gives
him, I guess.

Mr. Lanier If he's not sentenced to hard labor,
he doesn't go to Angola; does he?

Mr. Flory I'm not an attorney, Mr. Lanier. I

can't answer that; I don't know.

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Flory, are work release pro-
grams, to your knowledge, established by law or
are they established by department policy?

Mr. Flory At the present time?

Mr. J. Jackson At the present time, right.

Mr. Flory I believe I know of. ..I have something
back on my desk there in the statutes. I believe
there are some provided by the statutes, but I

think the legislature ought to establish a uniform
work release program, whatever kind it may be, and
I don't think it ought to be at the whim of whoever
is the warden of the institution.

Mr. Abraham Gordon, would any of this language
in any way prevent an inmate in an i n<;t i tut inn from
learning a trade such as welding or pipe fitting
or automobile mechanics or electrical work?

Mr. Flory No, sir; in no way.

Mr. Abraham Well, in learning this trade, would
it prevent them from doing construction work with-
in the confines of the institution?

Mr. Flory No, sir; in no way, no way. I can also
say to you, Mr. Abraham, that when ... because of
finances, the vocational instructional classes were
discontinued at Angola. We were one of those who
strongly recommended to the governor that they be
reinsti tuted , and they were reinstituted at our re-
quest in 1964.

Mr. Nunez Mr. Flory, you evidently changed it

around considerably, the way I'm reading it, and
I noticed that when you said, "or maintenance ser-
vices performed," the present statutes authorize
maintenance repairs and renovation which would be
in line with Mr. Abraham's question about a welder
if there was some renovation or some repairs to
be done, evidently he couldn't do it without...
with the language you have left out of here--number
one. Number two, it looks to me like you're doing
exactly what you don't want to do--"except for pro-
duction of goods used or consumed, or maintenance
services performed, in state or parish institutions."
For instance, they can lease a convict out, evi-
dently, to do this if it was consumed by parish or
state institutions; is that not right?

Mr. Florv No. Mr. Nunez. What it savs. if vou
read it carefully, is that they can continue to do
maintenance work, etc., in these institutions be-
cause the orohi bi tion . . . vou have the orohibition
and then you have the exception. It allows them
to continue to do not only the vocational training,
etc., but whatever maintenance work there, so long
as it's done within that institution.

Mr. Nunez The exception, "except for production
of goods used or consumed, or maintenance," and I

would rather see repairs and renovations along with
the maintenance and services performed--"maintenance
services performed in state or parish"--you added
"parish" to this which was not in the other consti-
tution or in either of your other amendments; is

that not correct?

Mr. Flory No, this was in the other amendment.
We added it at the desk. Senator Nunez, because I

am told that Angola--in the production of canned
goods--sells to the parish sheriffs, for example,
for the parish jails, food that they feed the
prisoners in the parish jails. So, in order not
to interfere with that, we included that language
at the desk, and it was announced from the desk.
Also, they sell, from Angola, mattresses, bed cloth-
ing, etc., and we did not want to interfere with
that.

Mr. Giarrusso Mr. Flory, I'd like to preface my
question by saying that I want you to know that
I'm not anti-labor, and I'm pro-labor in the sense
that I'm thankful for the progress that labor has
contributed to the welfare of the workers in this
country. Sn, with that in mind, T a^k vnii thi=;

niip<;t inn--and I hate to repeat myself. But, don't
you think that your amendment is statutory and that
you are anticipating, perhaps, what a penologist
might possibly do, what methods they might employ,
in time to come, as to various work programs that
might be brought up? You're putting them in a very
inflexible position in that they can't move; where-
as, if you make this statutory, the legislature, at
any time, can go ahead and make the changes to fit
the conditions at that particular time. In princi-
ple, I'm for what you're trying to do, but I'm not
for trying to lock something in the constitution
that I feel doesn't belong there.

Mr. Flory Well, bear in mind, Mr. Giarrusso, for
many years in this state we've had prohibitions in

the constitution as to what they could do with in-
mates in penal institutions. I think that is true
in the majority of the other states of this nation.
There still is a trend in this country not to allow
the leasing and the use of convicts on private en-
terprises. All this does is carry forward the
prohibition on the leasing of convicts to private
interests, but still allow for the use so that
there'd be no quest ion--the use of work release
programs as a means of rehi bi 1 i tat ion . It's that
simple.

Mr. Giarrusso Well, again I just say I repeat
myself is that don't you know that there have been
very many studies that have been made by various
federal agencies and state agencies trying to im-
prove our situation reaardino nenal institutions
and that . .

.

Mr. Flory Yes, sir; I know that we have attempted
...have been many studies made on the improvement
of penal institutions throughout this country. I

think there are many improvements that ought to be

made, both in the physical plant and the way that
they are run. I also know, on the other hand, the
experience that has been on the attempts that have
been made in this state to put factories in penal
institutions to produce goods in competition with
free enterprise. That, I want to prohibit.

Mr. Giarrusso Well, I'm not against that; I'm for
you along those 1 ines.

Mr. Hernandez Mr. Flory, most of my questions have
already been answered, but there's one thing that
I've heard discussed quite a bit. Aren't all these
work release programs covered in the laws?

Mr. Flory Well, I hesitated to answer that cate-
gorical ly awhile ago, Mr. Hernandez, because I'm
not absolutely positive. I do know Senator O'Keefe,
several years ago, handled a whole series of bills
dealing with parolee and inmate rehabilitation. I

know there are some--whether they are all in there
or not. I further added I think that they ought to
be by law, and that they ought not be at the discre-
tion of a particular warden of a particular insti-
tution .

Mr. Hernandez Now. that. I hardlv agree with on
...that's the point I wanted to bring out that these
work release programs...! know of no work release
programs that's established up there that isn't
covered by the law; do you?
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Mr. Flory I don't know of any; no, sir.

Hr. Hernandez I don't know of any. This, I be-
lieve, I just would like to comment that this, I

believe, conforms to the unanimous opinion of the
committee that worked this thing up, too.

Hr. Chatelain Gordon, you're coming back in this
new amendment, you put the work "entity" after the
word.. ."to any person, entity, or corporation."
Now what is. ..why do you put that word, "entity"?
What does that mean, sir?

Hr. Flory I'm told that that is the legal term
usea for a partnership, etc. It's a legal term,
and it was put in there to shorten--we cut several
words out, the quasi -publ ic , etc. --and used the
word "entity" because it had certain legal meanings
as it relates to partnerships.

Hr. Chatelain Now, you also refer--down later on
--"except for the production of goods used or con-
sumed, or maintenance services performed, in state
or parish institutions." When you say a "parish
Institution," are you referring to a parish jail?

Mr. Flory Yes, sir.

Hr. Chatelain In other words, if a...

Hr. Flory Or any parish penal institution.

Hr. Chatelain I know, but a parish jail--you say,
"parish institutions." That's the reason I want
to--for the record--to know if you mean a parish
jail?

Hr. Flory Yes, sir.

Mr. Chatelain Do you mean that if we have inmates
who are qualified journeymen in some trade, that
he cannot repair the plumbing or the electrical or
whatever it is in that parish jail, or do any paint-
ing or anything in there insofar as the maintenance
of that jail?

Hr. Flory What it means is that an Angola inmate
could go to a parish jail and do the maintenance
work, under this amendment.

Hr. Chatelain Are you referring to Angola or any
state. .

.

Hr. Flory Yes, any state correctional inmate.

Mr. Chatelain The only thing I'm fearful of--I
join Delegate Giarrusso--! think that you're hastily
writing a constitutional amendment, here, that's got
some dangers. I think it's doing some things you
don't want it to do, here.

Hr. Flory No, sir; I don't believe that I am. I

think what I am doing here is prohibiting the
Angola Penitentiary from competing with private
industry on the outside and, yet, providing for real,
meaningful work release programs and rehabilitation
programs as the legislature may deem, in its wisdom,
to be wi se.

Hr. Willis Mr. Flory, focusing upon your first
independent clause, isn't it a fact that a convict
could be leased to another state agency? You don't
exclude state agencies, and the Highway Department
is an agency. Isn't that correct?

Mr. Flory Well, I think it says, "in any public
enterprise in competition with private enterprise,"
Mr. Willis, and I'm told that under that language
they could not do that.

Hr. Willis Well, now, let us assume that the ware-
houses of the state or parish institutions are either
gorged or the don't want the merchandise from the...
from Angola. Don't you think that the hard labor
to which those convicts are sentenced will be reduc-
ing to making small rocks out of little ones, and
dehumanize the convict beyond the poor privilege of

rehabi 1 i tation?

Mr. Flory No, sir.

\_Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected:
37-57. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

Hr. Poynter Amendment sent up by Delegate Kilbourne
as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 18, insert the
f ol 1 owi ng

:

"Section 1. (A) State Penal Institutions; Reim-
bursement of Parish Expense. In parishes in which
are located penal institutions of the State of
Louisiana, the expenses incurred by the parish
arising from crimes committed in such institutions
or by the inmates thereof shall be reimbursed by
the state."

Expl anation

Hr. Kilbourne Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this
is almost the same as the amendment ... the proposal
we've already voted on, except I have left out em-
ployees. I can only reiterate what I told you al-
ready. I think this is very necessary, and it's
been pointed out to me that. ..under present Article
IV of Section 12, without this being in the consti-
tution, these expenses could not be reimbursed by
the legislature. So, I think it. ..and I think that's
why it was in there. It's very urgent that we put
that in there because these people that commit these
crimes, and believe me, it's a real serious situa-
tion in Angola. There's nowhere else you can try
them except in the parish of West Feliciana, unless
there's a change of venue. It's a terrific expense,
and it will simply mean that the parish just simply
could not carry the burden. These people could not
be tried. For the protection of the inmates, them-
selves, it is certainly necessary that we have them
tried for the crimes that they commit against one
another at Angola. I certainly hope that you will
see fit to pass this amendment. I believe some of
the delegates may have become confused on the other
matter when the other vote was taken--I hope so,
and the manner in which it was voted on.

I'll answer any questions that I can.

Questions

Mr. Kean Mr. Kilbourne, as I understand your ex-
planation, the present constitution. Article IV,
Section 12, prohibits the granting of public funds
by the state to any person or corporation--publ ic
or private. If this provision is carried over In
the new constitution and we don't have the provi-
sion that you are here presenting for reimbursement
of the parish, under those circumstances, the leg-
islature couldn't act to make reimbursement, could
it?

Hr. Kilbourne That's my understanding, Mr. Kean,
and I appreciate your pointing it out to me. Let
me say this: West Feliciana is. ..I think that the
population--excluding the population, the inmate
population of Angola--is about between twelve and
fourteen thousand people. Angola, you know occu-
pies about twenty ... between twenty-three and twenty-
five thousand acres of land which isn't on the tax
roll. It. ..it just isn't any way that these matters
...that these crimes could be handled in the courts
in West Feliciana without this amendment.

Mr. Nunez Mr. Kilbourne, do you have any idea
what we are talking about in actual dollars and
cents or cost to the Judiciary Department in that
pari sh?

Hr. Kilbourne Well, Hr. Nunez, one trial--if it
goes all the way to the Supreme Court, and most of
them do now--can cost anywhere from two thousand
to three thousand dollars--one trial.

Mr. Nunez I realize that, Mr. Kilbourne, but I
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thought you might have had some idea that in 1971
and '72 it cost the state a hundred thousand dollars
to do this service for that parish because of that
institution, 'cause it's presently covered. I don't
recall of ever . . . voti ng for an appropriation of
that sort. That's why I'm. ..I'm trying. ..and if
it is justified, I'd be glad to vote for it.

Mr. Kilbourne I don't know how, Mr. Nunez. ..I

don't have the figures here because I didn't know
this was coming up today. I could have easily
gotten them. But, we have had trouble in the last
...with the change of adnini strati on of the new
attorney general that we had an argument about the
repayment of these expenses because they didn't
know any authority for it. I had to go dig up this
constitutional provision because I don't know just
how it's taken care of, whether it was a general
fund or some of it's paid for by Angola. Incident-
ally, Mr. Nunez, we got a bill in 1956 in the leg-
islature to reimburse attorneys who represent these
inmates, which is also a very, I think, a very pro-
gressive thing. It worked out. ..it worked very well
indeed which, of course, had nothin to do with this
particular phase of it, but I recall, one time,
spedning about two weeks, myself, defending inmates
at Angola and didn't get a penny for it--not even
in expenses.

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Kilbourne, I'm trying to. ..I
understand you do have a problem as it relates to
judicial expense. Let's say, if an inmate from a

parish prison escaped from West Feliciana and com-
mits a crime in East Baton Rouge Parish. Are those
same kind of reciprocal agreements made from parish
to parish, that maybe the parish of East Baton
Rouge would then be subject to--I mean the parish
of West Eel i ci ana--woul d be subject to bear the
court costs of that inmate?

Mr. Kilbourne You are asking whether. ..if an in-
mate in the parish jail in West Feliciana escapes
and goes to Baton Rouge and commits a crime, well,
that woul dn ' t . . . thi s wouldn't have anything to do
with this. This only covers the state institution.

Mr. J. Jackson But, I'm trying to find out in
terms of some rationale, do we have that kind of
agreement or that kind of understanding on parish
levels?

Mr. Velazquez Delegate Kilbourne, since the people
at Angol a come from all over Louisiana, and since
when they cause a problem at Angola the East Feli-
ciana Parish has to bear the burden of that,
shouldn't the entire state be willing to reimburse
East Feliciana Parish for disturbances caused by
citizens from all over Louisiana?

Mr. Kilbourne I would certainly hope so, Mr.
Vel azquez .

Mr. Giarrusso Mr. Kilbourne, don't you think this
is discriminatory in that the parish of Orleans--
where the parish prison population is about a thou-
sand--when crimes are committed with the confines
of the parish prison, and these prisoners are brought
to trial wherein they are state prisoners, is that
Orleans Parish is not reimbursed for the trial ex-
pense whereas, your parish is?

Mr. Kilbourne I'm sorry, sir, I didn't...! couldn't
here all of your question, and I can't answer it.

If you'd repeat it, I'd try to answer it.

Mr. Giarrusso Okay, I said, don't you think tKat
your proposal Is discriminatory in that East and
West Feliciana...

Mr. Kilbourne This is West Feliciana...

Mr. Giarrusso ...All right. West Feliciana is

reimbursed for these expenses, whereas in Orleans
Parish, in parish prison where the population is

about a thousand, crimes are committed there just
as in Angola, they go to trial, but Orleans Parish
i s not reimbursed . . .

Mr. Kilbourne You mean . .
.
pri soners from Angola

commit crimes in the prison in New Orleans, and
the parish is not reimbursed.

Mr. Giarrusso
commit crimes.

No. I said state pri soners ... or

Mr. Kilbourne Well, that's a parish prison. No,
sir, I don't think any parish prison. ..no provision
...that's not a real problem. It may be in New
Orleans. Let me say this: in my experience the
worst prisoners they have at Angola came from New
Orleans .

Mr. Kilbourne I'm not aware of that, Mr. Jackson.

Mr. u r s Mr. Kilbourne, you have the state in-
stitution for the prisoners in your parish; I have
the state institution for the prisoners in my parish
for women--you have it for the men. This is a

friendly question. It's a question with a statement.
Do you know that we had a disturbance over in St.
Gabriel at the women's prison farm, and at that
time, we didn't have a public defender. Three at-
torneys were appointed to represent these inmates,
and they sent a bill to the police jury of about
eighty-five hundred dollars? Out of the fund for
the parish, they are still paying off that bill.
That's just one distrubance that they had over
there. Now, through the public defender's system,
thank goodness, that they don't have that anymore.
But, they are still paying a bill for what they
had before. I think that that happened in a state
institution that the state should pay for that.

Mr. Kilbourne I wasn't aware of it. Sheriff, but
it certainly is becoming more of a problem all the
time, and I believe we'd be taking a step backward
If we didn't have this in the constitution.

Mr. Chatelain Mr. Kilbourne, I'm certainly sympa-
thetic with your problem, but could not the legisla-
ture provide for this also?

Mr. Kilbourne Well,. ..I think I pointed out, Mr.
Chatelain, it's my understanding under the present
constitution. Article IV, Section 12, which. ..will
like to be carried over into what we're working on
now, they could not without this provision; and I

think that's the reason it's in there.
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Mr. Giarrusso No question about that.

Mr. Sinqletary Mr. Kilbourne, doesn't this amend-
ment refer to state institutions?

Mr. Kilbourne Yes, sir. That's the intent of it.

and I bel ieve it's speci f i cal ly . . . and it's just
exactly what is in the present constitution with
the omission of one word. It hasn't caused any
problem in all these years; it worked very well in-

deed, and I certainly hope you will vote favorably
on it.

Mr. Sinqletary Well, it's not referring to parish
pri sons?

Mr. Kilbourne No, sir.

Mr. Sinqletary All right. Well, it seems to me
that it is implying that the parish has to pay other
expenses of state institutions except the ones
caused by crimes committed in such Institutions.

Mr. Kilbourne Well...! don't quite understand
that, but what you are exactly .. .getting at...

Further Discussion

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of

Mr. Kilbourne's amendment, and I think there are a

number of facts that haven't been brought out that

the convention ought to be aware of. The main ef-

fect of this amendment does deal with West Feliciana
Parish because the state prison is located there.

It also, though, would deal with other state...
penal institutions such as the various locations of
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Louisiana Training Institute, and the Woman's people out of tlississippi in Louisiana; you can't
Prison in St. Grabriel. Now, I want you to take find nobody here?
the Parish of West Feliciana Parish, as an example,
to see the injustice that might occur if we don't Mr. Jenkins Well, Mrs. Warren, I think that's
adopt this provision. West Feliciana has a popula- another question entirely, I have no reason for it

tion of probably about twelve thousand people. one way or the other; I'm just telling you the

There are, in turn, about four thousand inmates up facts and the facts that...
in the upper northwest corner of the parish, very
isolated from the rest of the parish. Of the peo- Mrs. Warren That's the reason I didn't want to

pie who work at the prison, the employees, most of come here, but I wanted to ask you the question;
them either live in Mississippi, in Avoyelles Parish, and I didn't want anybody to think I had a secret,
or on the prison grounds itself. In which case,
they contribute nothing in the way of taxes--proper- Iprevious Question ordered. Record
ty taxes--to the parish of West Feliciana, nothing vote ordered. Amendment rejected:
in the way of sales taxes to that parish. Only a 65-28. Motion to table rejected

:

handful of the employees live in West Feliciana i8-7i.]
Parish itself. The prison itself contributes nothing
in the way of finances to west Feliciana Parish. Point of Information
Yet, the children of the employees who do live on
the prison grounds, and those few who do live off Mr. Kean A question for the Chair, Mr. Chairman,
the prison grounds, go to school in West Feliciana I know you have ruled it twice now, but we are now
Parish and use the services of that parish. Now, offering amendments to this proposal. The amend-
every crime that is committed in the prison itself ment has to have sixty-seven votes in order to pass?
has to be tried in the Twentieth Judicial Court
which sits for these purposes at at St. Franci svi 1 1 e . Mr. Henry Well, it says. ..the rules provide that
There's no rationale or justification for forcing to add a new section, you have to have sixty-seven
the people of West Feliciana Parish who benefit not votes, and to adopt a section you have to have
at all from the existence of this institution, and sixty-seven votes; so that's the problem,
who are not a particularly a rich parish at all, to
have to bear this expense. Now, the problem that [Motion to reconsider adopted: 74-lB.
arises if we don't have this in here, is the fact previous Question ordered. Quorum call:
that in years past before this provision was in 92 delegates present and a quorum.
the constitution, occasions arose when the legisla- Amendment adopted.- 79-12.']

ture refused to pay these expenses; and it's just
and right that the legislature would. Now, Chief Amendment
Giarrusso raised the question of parish jails and
the fact that there is no reimbursement for those. Mr. Poynter Amendment No. 1 [by Mr. Flory], On

That's not a legitimate argument, I don't think. page 1, at the beginning of line 16, and immediate-
The people in the parish jail, even though they're ly before the language added by Convention Floor
sent up for state offenses, are there because they Amendment No. 1 proposed by delegate--we have to
committed an offense in Orleans Parish, if they're now change that Kilbourne, and adopted by the con-
in the Orleans Jail. So, it's just that Orleans vention on today, insert the following:
Parish would pay the expenses of trial of those "Article VII. Human Resources, Section 1. Penal
prisoners, just as the people who are in the West Institutions and Convict Labor"--you want to knock
Feliciana Jail in St. Franci svi 1 1 e , their expenses out the "Convict Labor" now, Mr. Ki 1 bourne-- just
are paid. ..their trials and so forth--if they com- make it "Penal Institutions",
mitted crimes from West Feliciana Parish--are paid
for by West Feliciana Parish. But, there's no Point of Information
justification for forcing the people of West Felici-
ana Parish to pay for crimes--the trials of crimes-- Mr. Sinqletary This is with regard to the techni-
which are committed on the grounds of a state in- cal amendment; is that correct?
stitution by people who were sent there without
their consent and without the consent of the people Mr. Henry I can't hear you, I'.r . Singletary, speak
of West Feliciana Parish. Now, the question was in the mike, please,
raised of the fact that there were twenty capital
offenses which had to be. ..which are now pending in Mr. Sinqletary All right. This is with regard...
West Feliciana Parish that occurred in the last six we're on the technical amendment right now, Mr.
months at Angola. This represents a tremendous ex- Chairman?
pense for a small parish, and it's just not right
to put that expense on the people of that parish. Mr. Henry Yes, sir, that's right.
So, I urge you to do a just... do justice here and
adopt this amendment. Mr. Singletary I was just wondering why it refers

Ques t i ons
to convict labor?

Mr. Poynter We took it out. That was drawn for
Mrs. Warren Mr. Chairman, somebody else might Mr. Flory 's amendment, and I just swapped Flory's
want to know what I want to know, but I was trying name with Kilbourne and struck out "and convict
to save time; but I will ask him. He mentioned the labor",
fact that we had people from Mississippi that was
working at the prison, and that they were not con- [Rmendment adopted without objection.
tributing anything, but their children were going Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
to school here. Now, I would like to know... wait tion. Section passed: 87-10. Motion
...I would like to know how many people are employed to reconsider tabled. Proposal passed:
here in our institution from Mississippi or any 86-10. Motion to reconsider tabled.
other state. Motion to call Committee Proposal No.

14 from the calendar adopted without
Mr. Jenkins No, that isn't what I said, Mrs. objection. Motion to reconsider the
Warren . Tsaid that a large number, a majority of vote by which Section l failed to pass
the people who work at the prison either live on adopted without objection. Motion to
the grounds in Mississippi or in Avoyelles Parish. Jimit deiate on Committee Proposal 3,
I think there is a distinct minority that live in section l to five minutes for each pro-
the parish itself. But, as I said, the children nonent. Substitute motion to limit
of the employees who live on the grounds and out- debate on each amendment to committee
side the grounds, but in West Feliciana Parish, do Proposal 3, Section l to fifteen minutes
go to the West Feliciana Parish schools. adopted: 6«-iO. section I reread as

Mrs. Warren Well, what is the rationale for hiring
adopted . Pending amendments read.}
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Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment reads as follows by Mr.
Jenkins and Mr. Roemer:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 14

through 18, both inclusive, in their entirety and
all floor amendments thereto.

Explanati on

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, I want to withdraw that
amendment because I have another one that I want
to try to pass as a compromise to hopefully satis-
fy most people.

[^Amendment withdrawn.'}

Amendment

Mr. Poynter Amendment reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1 \_by Mr. Jenkins}. On page 1,

delete lines 14 through 18, both inclusive, in
their entirety and all floor amendments thereto,
and insert the following: --Now, Mr. Jenkins, with
your permission I think we need a couple of techni-
cal changes-- that Article VII does not need to be
at the beginning of that, and since we just adopted
a Section 1 to this article, make this a Section 2.

"Section 2. Economic and Social Welfare; Unem-
ployment Compensation; and Public Health

Section 2. The legislature may establish a sys-
tem of economic and social welfare, unemployment
compensation, and public health."

Expl anation

Hr. Jenkins Mr. Chairman, I had an amendment to
delete this section. The only reason I'm not of-
fering it is the fact that I'd like to try to have
a provision that will satisfy a majority of the
people without extending the debate on this subject
for even longer than we've already spent on it.
There's several problems that I see with this sec-
tion. One deals with the word "shall" another
deals with the concept of "economic security". If
you look in the old constitution, you'll see that
it says "the legislature may establish certain pro-
grams." It doesn't attempt in any way to put the
onus on the legislature or the state government to
provide any undefined or undefinable programs or
concepts. Now, with the provision of "may" in our
constitution we have developed into what amounts
to the biggest welfare state in America. We have
more in terms of social services and give-aways on
a per capita basis than any other state. Now, we've
done that with "may". It's been permissive, and I

certainly don't think we need any stronger language
than that, which might allow someone to come in and
try to get more money, sue for more money, or in
some way say that the state has not been giving him
his due. Now, Mr. Pugh has an amendment talking
about mandamus, and the fact that the legislature
might not be mandamused to do certain things. But,
there's nothing in his amendment, or in the scope
of it, that would, for instance, discourage someone
from going in--if we cut out a given program in this
state--from going in and trying to get an injunction
to prohibit an official from cutting off any funds
under that program, or any other sort of system
that might interfere with the elimination of that
program. The idea being--and my firm belief is--
that when this state undertakes a given program to
help the needy, it does not do so because that per-
son has a right or a claim on other citizens, but
because the citizens of this state do it in their
own goodheartedness and out of a sense of charity
and brotherhood and help for their fellowmen; and
not because there is a substantive right that
someone might sue under in this constitution. Now,
that concept of "economic security" which has been
proposed in the committee proposal is not the same
as that wording in the present constitution. The
present constitution says "the legislature may esta-
blish a system of economic security and social wel-
fare," and then it defines those terms. It defines
those things as "unemployment compensation, old
age assistance," etc; it defines what it means.

Now, in the committee proposal, though, we have the
language "economic security, social welfare, unem-
ployment compensation and public health." Unemploy-
ment compensation which was formally part of the
definition of social. ..of economic security is thus
put on the same plane with it, as though they are
different things. Thus, it seems to be that if we
include that wording, "economic security," we are
somehow endorsing a vague concept which I can see
used as being justified to implement programs like
guaranteed annual incomes, thousand-dol 1 ar-a-year-
grants, all sorts of exotic schemes. Now, the
legislature has all the authority in the world to
enact such schemes right now, and under this amend-
ment that I'm proposing, surely, when we say
"economic and social welfare," they would certainly
have such authority, as well as the authority when
we say "public health," to enact with regard to
programs relating to physical and mental health.
But, I certainly wouldn't want us to undertake in

this convention to specifically endorse any particu-
lar concepts of "economic security." That has never
been the function in this state to guarantee any-
thing to anybody unless he's in dire need, in which
case we have established certain programs in that
regard. I think this amendment gives all the
authority that the legislature needs; it has that
authority anyway; it ought to satisfy people; and
it doesn't allow this convention to be used by
those who have certain philosophical principles that
they want this convention to go on record as en-
dorsing. We could sit here for hours and hours
and hours and debate these philosophical concepts,
and proposed and potential programs that various
people would like us to adopt. But, we're not
going to be, by doing that, furthering the work of
this constitution. That's for the legislature to

do. Let's don't get involved in these philosophical
discussions. Let's simply give this authorization
here, and then allow the legislature to worry about
these problems and enact these programs on an issue
by issue and merit by merit basis. So, I urge the
adoption of this amendment.

Vice Chairman Roy in the Chair

Questions

Mr. Aertker Woody, I see that you left out the
word "security," and yet I see that, actually, the
exact wording, "the legislature may establish a
system of economic security," is in Article XVIII,
Section 7, of the present constitution.

Mr. Jenkins As I said, Bob--and maybe you weren't
listening at the time--it uses those words, and then
if you read what follows, it defines what it means
by "systems of economic security and social wel-
fare." It defines it as "aid to dependent children,
old age assistance," so forth and so on. Here, we
are not--we are obviously changing that concept be-
cause we are putting economic security on par with
unemployment compensation which, under the present
constitution, was one of the definitions of economic
security. So, it seems to me that under the commit-
tee proposal, we are undertaking to do something
more--somethi ng bigger, something broader than the
1921 Constitution would do. So, that's why I don't
think that we need that term "economic security".
Let's put in there "economic and social welfare".
That's cl early ... means social services as well as
financial assistance, but not "security". That's
not something the state can guarantee to every citi-
zen. We shouldn't try to raise false hopes here
that somehow we are going to try to grant security,
or that the legislature would ever try to grant se-
curity to every person in this state.

Mr. Aertker But, it is a fact, though, that the
...present constitution follows that up and then
says, "It may provide the aid to the. .. persons over
sixty-five and the dependent mothers and welfare,
etc .

"

Mr. Jenkins That's correct. I think that the
context and meaning of that, 1n that context. Is

entirely different.

Mr. Goldman Woody, I just want to get something
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straightened out. I am holding your amendment. I

think I've got the right one up. On top it says,
"Committee Proposal No. 18." You mean 14 there,
don ' t you?

Mr. Jenkins That is fourteen. Yes, sir.
I want to urge this convention, if we don't take

out either the... both the "shalls" and the "economic
security". We shouldn't go along with this section.
The only valid, legitimate purpose of this section
is to give an authorization to the 1 egi si ature--not
to be involved in false hopes or false promises.

Mr. Nunez Mr. Jenkins, would you not say that the
termi nol ogy or the definition of economic security
was quite different when the Constitution of 1921
was drafted, than it is today? For instance, I

don't think that there was any such thinking as in

economic floor-such as was proposed in the last
presidential election of five thousand dollars, per
individual or per househol d--as being a minimum
amount of. ..poverty level, so to speak. I don't
think that was defined in those days of 1921. If

we don't. ..if we leave it in there, possibly that
definition would be carried forth as today, rather
than spelling it out the way you have here in your
amendment.

Mr. Jenkins I think you're right, Sammy. I think
if you look at the results of the presidential
election last year, and you look at public senti-
ment in this state, you will see that the people of
this state overwhelmingly opposed such concepts.
They wouldn't appreciate something like that being
in this constitution.

Mr. O'Neill Woody, if your amendment passes, will
you vote for the final section as it. ..as your
amendment?

Further Discussion

Mr. Flory Mr. Chairman and delegates, I just rise
briefly to state that, if you recall in the Revenue,
Finance and Taxation proposal, there is a provision
that says you can only appropriate monies for public
purposes. You must have this authority in order
to appropriate monies to pay old age benefits, wel-
fare benefits, unemployment compensation, etc.

Now, you get down to the 1 anguage . . . the argument
that we had the other day--and I have no quarrel
whether you say "may" or "shall", because I think
the legislature does have to have the authority in

some fashion. But what Mr. Jenkins is attempting
to do, is to delete something from the constitution
that's been there for many, many years. When it
says "economic security and social welfare," it then
lists the things that can be considered in that
fashion as economic security and social welfare.

My quarrel with his amendment is--and I ask you
to reject it--is on the basis that he has deleted
the language that was adopted in the amendment on
Saturday when we say, "public health, including
physical and mental health care." Now, this is the
language that I have objected to deleting. As I

told you the other day, I had offered the amendment
for the metropolitan New Orleans Council on the
Aging. They felt, and still do, that in order to
be absolutely sure that when you mention public
health, you are not merely talking about the in-
spection of sanitation facilities, etc., or res-
taurants-- that you are actually talking about phy-
sical and mental health care.

I ask you not to delete that language from the
proposal as it now stands.

Questions

Mrs. Zervigon Mr. Flory, as the passage now stands,
with Saturday's amendments in it, it's permissive.
It says, "may", doesn't it?

Mr. Flory That's correct. That's all the authori-
ty that the legislature needs in order to make
appropriations to pay welfare recipients, ADC pay-
ments, old age benefits, etc., unemployment compensa-
tion, etc.

Mrs. Zervigon So, we don't need to allow ourselves
to be 'rightened by the spectre of five thousand
dollars, per family, per year, do we? That's up
to tlie legislature, isn't it?

Mr. Flory That's correct.

Mrs. Zervigon But, we do need something in there
to give the authority to the legislature that they
need, because of the prohibitions in the old Article
IV, Section 12, which have been carried forward in

Committee Proposal 15, Section 16. Isn't that
correct?

Mr. Flory That's correct.

Mrs. Zervigon Thank you.

Mr. 0' n e i 1

1

Mr. Flory, what distinction do you
make between public health, including physical and
mental health? What distinction is there? It would
seem physical and mental health would be inclusive
of publ ic heal th.

Mr. Flory It just puts it in a positive framework,
Mr. O'Neill, to say that public health does include
physical and mental health care. That's all it is.

Just plain layman's language.

Mr. Jenkins Mr. Flory, isn't it true that the
provision as it presently stands without this amend-
ment, does include the term "economic security"?

Mr. Flory That's absolutely correct,
quarrel with that language.

I have no

Mr. Jenkins Now, also, do you really think it's
advisable for us to state, as a concept, the idea
that the legislature ought to establish a health
care system for this state, apparently for all the
people of the state--not just for the poor people?

Mr. Flory The proposal doesn't say that, Mr.
Jenkins. It doesn't say that. It says that it

may institute a system leaving to the legislature,
in its wisdom, to define what the system is and to

what extent it shall go.

Mr. Jenkins But, we have in there the words.
'public health," and that really would include any
sort of health programs that we wanted to adopt,
wouldn't it?--without endorsing this particular
concept of. ..a health care system for all of our
peopl e.

Mr. Flory As I told you, there are those who be-
1 ieve that inclusion of the words "including physical
and mental health care," is a clarifying phrase to
be absolutely sure the term "public health" does
include that for the continuation of the charity
hospital system, the mental retardation centers,
the half-way houses, etc. That's all their interest
i s

.

Mr. Jenkins You have some doubt that "public
health" includes those things?

Mr. Flory I don't have any doubt, Mr. Jenkins, at
all. I stated that. I told you that I offered
the amendment in behalf of the Metropolitan Council
on the Aging. It was their belief, and this con-
vention adopted it on that basis.

Point of Information

Mr. Puqh I could easily be in error, but it was
my understanding that we were going to discuss all

three of them, and then vote on them one, two, three.
I don't care.

Mr. Roy My understanding was that we'd discuss
each one fifteen minutes and vote on it as we went.

l_P revious Qiestion ordered. Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

57-32. Motion to reconsider tabled, i
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Amendment

Mr. Hardin lAsslstant cierkj Delegate Pugh sends
up the next amendment.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 16
through 18, both inclusive in their entirety, in-
cluding all the floor amendments adopted, thereto,
and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 2. "--it's a technical change, Mr. Pugh
--"The legislature shall establish a system of
social welfare, unemployment compensation and public
health, including physical and mental health care.
It shall also offer. ..also authorize to define and
provide for a system of economic security. Mandamus
shall not lie for the enforcement of any of the
provisions hereof."

Expl ana ti on

Mr. Pugh Fellow delegates, I suggest to you your
favorable consideration of this amendment, and in
that connection would like to explain to you the
differentials between this, what was discussed
Saturday, and what was just adopted.

I do not believe that to say "may" says anything
when it comes to the legislature. Now, heretofore,
the constitution used the word "may". In that con-
nection, it did not attempt to define economic
security, nor did it attempt to limit economic
security to the provisions therein set forth. It
said it may have those provisions. Questions were
raised last Saturday relative to the word "shall"--
if that would authorize or allow anyone to go to
state court for the purpose of trying to sue the
legislature. To resolve that question, I have pro-
vided in the last sentence that mandamus would not
lie insofar as the provisions of this section are
concerned. When you talk about mandating the leg-
islature, you're talking about whether or not you
in turn can bring a mandamus proceeding to require
them to perform a ministerial act, that is the
establishment of these programs. This eliminates
that problem.

Also, as to economic security, I join with those
who are concerned about its definition. I join
with those who have some concern about saying they
shall establish one of economic security. For that
reason, I have provided that the legislature may
define and provide for economic security. The rea-
sons for that are that I believe that unless we
provide in our cons ti tutional ly . .

.

consti tut i on sub-
stantially as I suggest to you, this provision,
there are those who will say that we didn't want
to keep up old age and we didn't want to keep up
these other programs. I don't think that's our
intention. If that's not our intention, I think
we ought to say so. I believe this amendment does
so.

Mr. Pugh Mr. Jenkins was concerned about an in-
junction. Mr. Jenkins, if he doesn't know, he
ought to know that you can't bring an injunction
proceeding against the state.

I will now yield to questions.

Mr. Perez Mr. Pugh, you had made the statement
that the word "may," that it means nothing if we
say "may". But, don't you realize that the problem
is that the present constitution has a provision
which I will read to you in just a moment...

Mr. Pugh I have the proposal.

Mr. Perez ...Article IV, Section 12, and there
also is a proposal both by Local Government and by
the Revenue Committee which would read substantially
as follows: "The funds, credit, etc. ..the funds,
credit, property or things of value of the state,
shall not be loaned, pledged, or granted to or for
any person or persons; "and that the purpose of
having a provision such as the Jenkins amendment
would be to make an exception to the rule that those
funds could not be granted to. ..and the funds of the
state could not be granted to any persons. Do you
realize that?

Mr. Pugh I realize that both his amendment and
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mine would afford that protection.

Mr. Roemer But, Bob, in addition to affordinp
that protection, doesn't your amendment once again
change the word "may" to "shall?" Aren't we back
to "shall" under you?

I'r. Pugh Yes, Buddy, there is no question about
it. I think we waste our time when we tell the
legislature you may do something. They have that
authority anyway.

Mr. Pugh If you want them to do it, tell them
they shall do it.

Mr. O'Nei 1

1

Mr. Pugh, if you tell them they shall
do it, and then you won't let a mandamus lie--you
know--what's the effect of having it at all? What
proceeding can be taken against the legislature
under your amendment?

Mr. Pugh - I don't think you can mandamus then. I

don't think you can bring a proceeding against them.

Mr. O'Neill Now, another question...

Mr. Pugh ...figure on the "may" either. Now, the
"may," you might be able to bring a proceeding.
Under mi ne you can ' t

.

Mr. O'Neill I don't want. ..them to bring a pro-
ceeding. My other question is: "By saying, "manda-
mus shall not lie for the enforcement of any of
the provisions hereof", are you implying in other
places where we have said the legislature "shall",
that a mandamus will lie?

ilr. Pugh No, sir.

Mr . O'Neill I disagree.

Further Discussion

Mr. J. Jackson Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen
of the convention, you know I guess this appears to
be the issue that we were discussing, particularly
on Saturday, as it related to the human proposal
article. The amendment that we recently just
adopted--the Jenkins amendment--did , in effect,
remove the language "economic security", I come
before you to say that I don't know if this amend-
ment is going to pass, but I rise in support of it
because I think that this amendment takes care of
Mr. Jenkins' reservations about mandating the state
to provide an economi c . .

.

provi ded for economic se-
curity in such a broad language. At the same time,
takes care of a significant portion of the delegates
who feel that we ought to continue our system of
aid to the elderly, to the blind, and to the needy.
As provided here, it says that, when it relates to
economic security, that the legislature shall define
what is "economic security." I, as a delegate, in

opposition of the Jenkins amendment, feel. ..that
that portion of the Pugh amendment does provide
the latitude for the legislature to determine
economic security.

In addition, let me say, that about.. .the ques-
tion about we are mandating the 1 egi si ature--as it
originally appeared in the human resource proposal--
that if you look at the last sentence it says that
"mandamus should not lie for the enforcement of any
provisions thereof," so that it attempts to address
itself to the problems that was raised originally
by Mr. Jenkins on Saturday. I think that the Pugh
amendment, in my estimation, is the closest that
we can get between persons who felt that economic
security was so broad, and persons who felt that
we ought to insure that those persons who receive
some form of economic securi ty--al though they are
not retirement system and pensions for the future,
but for the present--that . . .you know, we can agree
on the Pugh amendment.

So, therefore, I ask your serious consideration
and support of the Pugh amendment. I'll answer
any questions.

[_P revious Question ordered ."l
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Closing I would certainly hate to see the. ..that program
held back in any way. It is extremely important.

Mr. Pugh Mr. Chairman, I'll only state the ques- Thank you very much, ladies and gentlemen. I

tion was raised: Could you go to the federal will be happy to answer any question that I can.
court? I explained to the gentleman that the state
must waive i ts. .. consent insofar as being sued in Questions
a federal court.

Mr. Roemer Pete, I agree with you that I don't
[Record vote ordered. Amendment think there is a person here who wouldn't deny that
rejected: 25-64. Motion to re- these matters are matters of public concern. So,
consider tabled.} I salute that portion of your amendment. However,

isn't your amendment guilty of the same basic flaw.
Amendment in my opinion, that we just voted down a minute

ago, and that is it has the word "shaH"--"the
Mr. Poynter Mr. Hernandez, did you want your legislature shall", I just can't understand why
amendment, sir? you, personally, can't live with the way it is in

All right. the old constitution. We seem to have progressed
The amendment reads as follows: under it--"the legislature may."
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete line 9 in

its entirety and insert in lieu thereof the follow- Mr. Hernandez Buddy, the legislature shall deter-
ing: mine--that is the main thing. It shall determine--

"Relative to the". that's the first thing--it shall determine, and
Amendment iio. 2. On page 1, delete lines 14 they must do that in order to conform to the federal

through 18, both inclusive, including all floor programs. Then, after they have made their determin-
amendments thereto, in their entirety and insert ation, then they shall enact programs to cover that,
in lieu thereof the following:

"Article VII. Human Resources. Secti on" --again Mr. Roemer All right. Well, this says, "shall
we are making that. ..have already made that 2... determine and enact"--not just "shall determine",
amended Section 1 to become Section 2--Economic
Social Welfare; Unemployment Compensation; Public Mr. Hernandez Well, but they must determine, they
Health shall determine and then after they determine the

Section 2. Economic and social welfare, unem- program that is needed--and it will conform to the
ployment compensation and public health, including federal program--then to enact their programs
physical and mental health care are matters of public accordingly. They can change it anytime it's
concern and the legislature shall determine and outmoded or outdated.
enact appropriate programs therefore."

Hr . O'Neill Mr. Pete, I, too, you know, agree
Explanation with sort of the concept of your amendment. But,

I have a problem, too. You say "economic security"
Mr. Hernandez Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen again. That's a. ..phrase that we've all been con-
of the convention, I am a member of the subcommittee cerned about. None of us quite knows what it means,
that developed this proposal. I offer this amend-
ment as a compromise between the original proposal Mr. Hernandez Wait a minute. Before you get too
and the expressions that some of the people in here worked up over that, you have the wrong one, Mr.
have made to me. I tried to cover everything that O'Neill. It says "economic and social welfare",
the committee wanted covered in this proposal --that
is, economic and social welfare, unemployment com- Mr. O'Neill Well, I'm. ..I do apologize then,
pensation, public health, including physical and
mental health care--and the statement is that they Mr. Hernandez So, don't work yourself up to a

are matters of public concern. I doubt very little frenzy over that, now. It's outmoded.
if there is anyone in here that would not admit
that these matters are of public concern. Now Mr. O'Neill All right. I'm sorry. I had your
this proposal authorizes the legislature and says, wrong amendment,
"the legislature shall determi ne"--and please read
that careful ly--"The legislature shall determine Hr. Jenkins Mr. Pete, when you say this language
and enact appropriate programs therefor." The rea- about matters of public concern, don't you think
son for that language being simply this, that the something like that would probably be taken out by
federal government designs these programs, provides Style and Drafting as being needless words? I mean
most of the funds for these programs, and this will is this real ly . . . i sn ' t this really more statutory,
give the legislature the authority to determine our when you say something like that, than constitution-
need, based on the federal programs who provides the ^1?
money. Now, any time these programs are no longer
needed--just a minute, please, sir--anytime these Mr. Hernandez You wouldn't say that you.. .don't
programs are no longer needed, the legislature have concern about those things, Mr. Jenkins. I

can terminate them. Any time they need any changes think everybody...
to conform to the federal program--upon which all
of these state programs are dependent for financial Mr. Jenkins I wouldn't say it in the constitution.
support--then it can be handled. Now, I have tried
to cover those things that so many people have told Mr. Hernandez Well, this is a constitution. It's
me that they wanted covered here. I would like to-- the basic. ..it's to be the basic law of the land...
for the purpose of emphasis--I would like to call that we are admitting that these are things of
your attention again, to the fact that the legisla- public concern. Therefore, the legislature shall
ture shall determine and enact appropriate programs determine the programs we needed and enact their
therefor. Now, I believe that that latitude is programs to conform to this,
necessary because any time that our program does not
conform to federal regulations, then our program is Hr. Jenkins Well, let me ask you: when it says
out and over because they are not going to furnish that "the legislature shall enact appropriate pro-
the money. This is liberal. I will admit that. grams," doesn't this leave it open for someone to
A lot of good can come for it. I think that none 9" into court and say that a given program is not
of us here would deny that--like this amendment appropriate for providing for economic welfare or
points out--that it is a matter of public concern. physical care, or something like that?
We are going to have these programs. We might as
well make the best of them. Hr. Hernandez It puts first, Mr. Jenkins, "that

Now, I included heal th--mental health care-- they shall determine, and enact...;" but they must
because there is a lot of progress being made in determine first. There is no question about their
mental health care right now. It is of utmost legislature has a perfect right to determine what
importance. There is a lot of progress being made. is needed, "lobody can argue with that.
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Mr. Fulco Pete, this is friendly.

Mr. Hernandez Oh, thank you.

Mr. Fulco You and I are not attorneys, are we?

Mr. Hernandez No, sir.

Mr. Fulco But, we do understand that if it shall
be determined that it would be necessary, and it's
in keeping with the government program--whatever
1t may be--then, after it has been determined, the
legislature will then act; isn't that right?

Mr. Hernandez That is absolutely correct.

Mr. Fulco So, you and I are not attorneys, and
even you and I can understand that; can't we?

Mr. Hernandez Yes, sir; I can't understand why
the attorneys can't understand that, Mr. Fulco.

[Amendment rejected : 37-49. Motion
to reconsider tabled .]

Amendment

Mr. Poynter The technical amendment--al 1 it needs
to include reads:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1 [by Hr. Aertker'i,
insert the following immediately before Committee
Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Jenkins and
just adopted; then it would simply read:

"ARTICLE VII. HUMAN. RESOURCES"

[Amendment adopted without objection.
Previous Question ordered on the
Section. Section passed: 71-21.
Motion to reconsider tabled. Pre-
vious Question ordered on the Pro-
posal. Proposal passed: 82-10.
Motion to take up other orders of
business adopted without objection.]

Report from the Secretary
[ll Journal 885-888]

Announcements
[jJ Journal 888-889]

[Adjournment to 1:00 o'clock, p.m.,
Tuesday, November 20, 1973.]
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Tuesday, November 20, 1973

ROLL CALL

[fl2 delegates present and a quorum.}

PRAYER

MR. STOVALL
Let us pray.

Eternal God. we give thanks to You for the gift of this day.

for the heritage that is ours, for all the blessings of life.

As we come together in this Convention, we pray tliat we might

have courage to make those decisions that will enable us to have

a better Louisiana, a new future. We pray that You will give

to us Your wisdom that we might make the right decisions. We

are grateful for the faithfulness and the concern of each of

these delegates. We pray that You will continue to be with us

that we might make those decisions that will help us to have

a new future in our state. For we offer our prayer in Your

name as the One Who was, and is, and ever shall be. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Reports of Committees
III Journal 890^

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

[Motion to call Delegate Proposal No.

72 from its regular order.]

Point of Information

MR. PEREZ As I would understand it, you tell

me that Delegate Proposal No. 72 would delete from the Judiciary

Article the authority and powers of the attorney general. My

question is: as a matter of rules, ordinarily it would take 67

votes to suspend the rules to take the matter off the table in

order to change what we have already done; now we can do this

through another means by having a delegate proposal and just

take the matter up without having to have the 67 votes?

MR. HENRY
Well, the way we'll have to treat this delegate proposal,

Mr. Perez, is as a delegate proposal. It'll take 67 votes to

adopt it. Then, we have, I think, momentarily discussed such

situations heretofore. Then, if there is a conflict between

this and what we already adopted, then we are going to have to

resolve that conflict.

MR. PEREZ
I want this clarified because we may have other areas

where some of us might want to reopen some of these other issues,

and what you ....

MR. HENRY
I don't think we are reopening anything that we've already

adopted. It's just like some of these amendments that we've

discussed heretofore. This is a delegate proposal. If we

adopt this delegate proposal, even in the light of what we've

already adopted in another proposal, then we are going to have

to make arrangements for the conflict to resolve that conflict.

But, this Is a separate proposal from either the Judicial or

the Executive Proposal, which we have heretofore discussed.

MR. PEREZ
In other words, what you are saying, that under the rules

that you can, by a delegate proposal or any other committee's

proposal, reverse the action which we have previously taken....

MR. HENRY
I'm not saying that's true under the rules. But, for

better or for worse, the rules of the convention allowed delegate

proposals to be introduced. For better or for worse, we've got

to discuss this proposal and do something with it—dispose of it

or reject it or adopt it , one way or the other. If the gentleman

who got it out of the committee, because the committee reported

it out, and now we... .we're obligated to dispose of it some way

or the other.

All right, while you all are thinking about that, Mr. Aertker

says he's got a school board meeting later in the afternoon. He

would prefer to go with Committee Proposal No. 30 first—Committee

Proposal No. 30 first. So, we'll go with Committee Proposal No. 30

to facilitate Mr. Aertker here.

\_Motion to call Commi ttee Proposal No

.

30 from its regular order adopted
without objection.l

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 30, introduced by Delegate Aertker,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Education and Welfare,

and other delegates who are members of that committee: A proposal

to provide for the transition of membership on boards of education.

It deals with proposed Article XIV, Section I, Board of Regents.

"Section 1. On the effective date of this constitution, the

members of the Louisiana Coordinating Council for Higher Education,

whose terms will not have expired, shall become members of the

Board of Regents until their respective terms expire. The

governor shall appoint such additional members as are required

to complete the full membership of the board in accordance with

and for the purposes of effectuating the provisions of Article IX,

Section 7. Then there's a second section.

Expl ana tion

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, as

you can see by this Committee Proposal No. 30, this is providing

for the transition of the members in compliance with the act

of the legislature which requires that the members of these

various boards have got to be transferred or taken care of so

that their terms are not affected. Actually, then, of course,

according to Committee Proposal No. 7 , we have created four

boards involving education—actually five—one, of course, since it

has no members at the present time when this started, wouldn't

be involved in this at all. That would, of course, be the

LSU Board of Supervisors.
Technically, our Committee Proposal No. 7, as you must

realize , has created two,what I consider, superboards , or

major boards of education; and that, specifically, is the Board

of Regents and the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education,

because both of them have pretty well the same power. One just

has the power of financial power and budgetary problems, power

in program, etc., over higher education. Of course, the other one

would have it over K through 12. The first board that we are

going to... that we are dealing with, of course, is the Board

of Regents, as we have it proposed here; and you'll see that

we are taking care of the present Coordinating Council for

Higher Education in stating that that is the board that we

feel should be the one that should be transferred over to the

Board of Regents. Our rationale there is quite simple: that is,

that this is the present board dealing with higher education.

We felt that all of the people on this would be knowledgeable In

that direction. I will admit that it is quite possible and

quite probable that many members of the State Board of Education,

as presently comprised, certainly also had that type of knowledge

and background. But, you see that we have given them really the

choice of going into the direction of the Board of Trustees, or

actually going and retaining that position on the present State

Board of Education. But, for our purposes liere, and of course
the LSU Board of Supervisors would -- the onlv thing that

really has happened to them .vould be that their terms, of

course, liave been shortened from fourteen years to six. By

1 matter of attrition, 1 tlunk tiiat, eventual! v, that would
resolve itsel f

.

But, the section that we are dealing witli right now,

Section 1, has to do strictly with the Board of liegents.

The proposal that we liave tliere is that the members of the

Coordinating Council would be transferred or would become
members of the Board of Regents until their tern expired. Nov,

at the present time, we have fifteen members on tlic Coordinating
Council; thirteen of those fifteen members are actually appointed
to that board. These are the ones tliat we are t.ilking about,

since they are the appointed members. The other two members of

that really served at the pleasure of the board~-the State
Hoard of Education had usually its president and the LSU Hoard

of Supervisors liad its president, just serving on that—but it

wasn' t . . . . tlicy weren' t appointed bv tlie governor . So , the

amendment tliat you will liave coming to you very shortly will

be one in wliicli we will state that the members of the Coordinat-
ing Council vlio liave been appointed bv the governor shall be.
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tlien, of course, relegated or moved over to the Board of Regents
until the — and so serve— until the expiration of their term.

Now, that, basically, is what is being proposed in the
first section on the... Board of Regents. This is the recommenda-
tion of the committee that the transition of this ... .members
on this board be handled in this manner. I so recommend it to
you for your favorable consideration.

Questions

MRS. ZF.RVIGOX

Mr. Aertker, if you covered this material, I didn't hear
you. How many members are on the present Coordinating Council?

MR, AERT-KER

At tlie present time, actually appointed by the governor,
there are thirteen appointed. There are one from each of the
congressional districts, Mrs. Zervigon, and five at large.
In addition to tliat, the LSU Board of Supervisors and the
State Board of Education had a representative also on that
commission representing— this was in the form, for instance

,

Mr. Bankston and Mr. Swanson are presently serving and represent-
ing LSU. .the State Board of Education and the LSU Board of
Supervisors respectfully—but tlie appointed members , really ,

are thirteen in number.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, the ones you are trying to provide an orderly transition

for are the thirteen.

MR. AERTKER
That 's correct

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
What are the lengths of their terns?

'IR. AERTKER
Six years.

>tRS. ZERVIGON
Six years. Thank you.

MR. AERTKER
They , of course . are serving staggered terms as you would expect.

For instance , there 's one , two , three, four, Mrs..., in '74 will have
their terms expired . Then, they go '76 and '78. So, by '78 ttiey will
all have had their terms completed.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Aertker, am I correct in evaluating this proposal in

not in any way limiting existing terms of office of any of

these elected or appointed people?

MR. AERTKER
That 's correct

.

MR. LANIER
Is It not true that under Section U of Act II of 1972 that

established this convention, that theoretically we could limit the

terms of these people to not later than 1976.

MR. AERTKER
Theoretically, yes. But, our proposal is not. ...the proposal

that the committee felt... .it was in fairness to all of the people who

serve and that they would be allowed to serve out their terms....

MR. LANIER
But, specifically, for the face of the record here, you

feel , and your committee feels, tliat this would not be the fair

thing to do or the wise thing to do, to exercise that authority,

but that all of these persons should be continued in office,

and transposed into other boards in accordance with their present

appointments or elected status.

>m. AERTKER
That's correct, and for two basic reasons, Mr. Lanier: one, we

felt in the spirit of fairness; and second is that we felt that these

people were knowledgeable and that their presence in any new board

that we created as a result of this constitution would have an

advantage by having them present.

somewhere in this proposal to make a technical amendment, particularly
when there is no reference to presently the Board of Supervisors for
Southern Unlversitv.

MR. AERTKER
Well, I think that perhaps, Mr. Jackson, that if we would

handle that, that perhaps, maybe—you might even handle it when we
complete the proposal, if we wanted to, or right before we complete
It, it would be... but it doesn't pose any problems since the proposed
Board of Supervisors has no membership on it.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER Amendment No. 1.

Copies are being passed out now.
On page 1, delete line 15 in its entirety and insert in lieu
thereof the following:

"Education appointed by the governor, whose terms have
not expired, shall become. "Education appointed by the governor,
whose terms have not expired, shall become."

Explanation

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen , I.. ..this is almost

technical in nature. It's just the inclusion of the fact that
these people have been appointed by the governor so that we would
clarify just the very question that 1 was talking with Mrs.
Zervigon a little while ago about—to make sure that we are
under the understanding that these are the thirteen members of

the Coordinating Council who have been appointed by the governor.
This is what we have reference to.

\_Previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted : 91-9. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr, Aertker, you've got technical amendments.
The amendments Mr. Aertker has, these are technical

amendments like we've been doing in the last few of these delegate
proposals—in essence, straightening out the title.

On page 1, delete line 12 in its entirety and at the beginning
of line 13, delete "Section 1." and insert in lieu thereof the followinf

"ARTICLE XIV. SCHEDULE
* * *

Section 2. Board of Regents
Section 2."

I might say that the staff Is trying to keep a consistent basis
of this thing. The purpose of the first part of that,
making it "Article XIV. Schedule," is just to stay consistent in form.
The reason for making this Section 2, as opposed to Section 1, is the
convention on yesterday adopted Committee Proposal No. 31 of the
Executive Branch on mandatory reorganization, which provided for a
Section 1 of the schedule. So there's the feeling that we ought to
try to stay consistent—not keep adopting a bunch of Section I's—and
would propose to make this a Section 2, and the next section a
Section 3, Mr. Aertker.

Point of I nf ormat ion

MR. DENNERY
I'm sorry. Are you adopting the changes of all of the sections

at this point?

MR. POYNTER
No,... the only change on this one would be just to change

Section 1, then make it Section 2, and straighten the title.

Then, I've got another one coming to make Section 2, Section 3.

Point of Information

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, this is a typical Zervigon troublemaklng

question. But, wouldn't it be more logical to make this Section 2 (A),

2 (B), 2 (C) . since these are all related and they are all completely

unrelated to what we did yesterday?

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Aertker, this may just be a technical question, but

based on the present posture of Section 9 of the Education Article,
do you feel that it would be necessary— I noticed just a transfer
of.... to the respective board8--do you feel that would be necessary.

MR. HENRY
Well» you know, we could probably do it a number of ways.

I think that, probably again. Style and Drafting will have ultimately

something to do with the way this Is set down, Mrs. Zervigon. But,

we... just don't want to have several Sections 1 and 2, etc.
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[Amendment adopted wi thout objection.
Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 97-8. Motion
to reconsider tabled .j

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 2. Board of Supervisors, Louisiana State University

and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Section 2. On the effective date of this constitution, the

members of the Board of Supervisors of the Louisiana State
University and Agricultural and Mechanical College, whose term

will not have expired, shall become members of the Board of Supervisors
of Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College
until their respective terms expire. The governor shall appoint such

additional members as are required in accordance with, and for the

purpose of effectuating the

provisions of Article IX, Section 9.

Section 3. State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education;
Board of Trustees for State Colleges and Universities

Section 3. On the effective date of this constitution, each
member of the State Board of Education whose term will not have
expired shall have the right to elect to become a member of the State
Board of Elementary and Secondary Education or the Board of Trustees
for State Colleges and Universities and to serve until the expiration
of the term to which he was el-ected. The legislature shall establish
procedures by which the right herein granted shall be exercised, and
by which the Secretary of State". . (I've gone on to Section 3. You Just
wanted 2. I'm sorry. I was getting a little carried away there.)

Expl anat ion

to be an er.emy of L.S.U., and I just find it basically unfair,as
I do the mathematics and I'm slow at it, it takes me a long time; he
might by some stretch of the imagination get control in his second term
the last two years or the last year of his second term. But,
every other governor succeeding him in the State of Louisiana w?uld
get control of the L.S.U. Soard within his first term and appoint
the entire L.S.U. Board before tvc terms would be up. I think that's
unfair to this man in showing a lack of trust that he doesn't deserve.

iPrevious Quest ion ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 83-21. Motion
to reconsider tabled.

^

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 3.— I've read about half of it, I think.
On the effective d-^te of this constitution, each member of

the State Board of Education whose term will not have expired shall have
the right to elect to become a member of the State Board of

Elementary and Secondary Education or the Board of Trustees for
State Colleges and Universities and to serve until the expiration
of the term to which he was elected. The legislature shall establish
procedures by which the right herein granted shall be exercised,
and by which the secretary of state shall be notified as to those
elections which must be held, and by which the governor shall be
notified as to the appointments which must be made, to complete the
full membership of the boards mentioned herein. Such elections and
appointments shall be made in accordance with and for the purpose
of effectuating the provisions of Article IX, Sections 4 and 8."

Explanation

:?.. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention. Section

, of course, is ...deals specifically with the L.S.U. Board of

:pervisors. L.S.U. at the present time has fourteen members on the
-S.U. Board of Supervisors. They have fourteen members and their

term of office is fourteen years. They have a method of selecting
or appointing, or they have been in the past, that every two years
two members of that Board of Supervisors go out of office. So,
you could see that under that setup with two of them going out on
a period of every two years that the last term that some of these
members would have would be the year 1986, which is the latest term...
the last to be appointed would be serving. Every even year they lose
two members, and so it would be starting in '74 losing two members
up until '86, they would actually have lost all of their membership.
The terms of the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors, of course, have been
reduced to six years, and so by a method of at lirition .gradually these
members, if they were appointed, or as they served out, even if they
were reappointed, we would recognize the fact that they would be
reappointed to actually a six ye \r term and this is the... again the
thinking of the committee that these people are on the present
board » and that it would be our intention to let them remain, and
when their term expired,whether it be two years from now or
acf.rtlly twelve years from now, that at that time the then, governor
would be in position to appoint the replacement or renew the person to

that particular board, and I recommend the approval of that recommendation.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Aertker, that technical amendment page 1, line 21,

again on line 23 change "Section 2. to Section 3."

lAmendment adopted without objection.^

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MS. ZERVECON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I have great reservations about

this particular section,and no other of this proposal .purely on
the basis of fairness, and on the basis of trying to carry through
the obvious wishes of this convention as expressed in the Education
Article. When we voted on each of these boards, except for the
Board of Elementary and Secondary Education, in the Education Article,
we made it plain that our policy was that the governor should control*
these boards and express his policy there through. We turned down
resoundingly an amendment that would have made ten year terms for
the members of the L.S.U. Board and .therefore , isolated them from
control by any one governor. I have not been a blind follower of
the present governor as my voting record shows, but it
seems to me grossly unfair, and in conflict with our policy as
earlier stated in the votes taken on this floor, to say that every
other governor may control the Board of L.S.U., but not the present
governor. I don't think that the present governor has shown himself

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

this deals with the final existing board and that is, the present
State Board of Education. At the present time, the State Board
of Education has a ... has eleven members on it and they also serve
staggered terms into which every two years members of them go off.
For instance, in 1974, three of the present members of that board
will be going off. In 1976, three more go off, in 1978,
three more, and in 1980, the last two will have gone and completed
the present terms that they're presently serving at the present time.
The difference here is that actually these people are given a choice
as to whether they wish to go into the new State Board of Education
dealing with K through 12, Education or whether they would

, perhaps

,

wish to move over into the Board of Trustees for dealing with higher
education. The thinki.ig behind that was that some of these folks perhaps,
felt themselves more interested and more inclined to concern themselves
with the matters dealing with higher education; if that would be the
case, we'd have to presume that they would wish to indicate that their
preference would be to go to the Board of Trustees. Those who felt that...
or feel that they would like to remain concerned with the problems dealing
with Elementary and Secondary Education, and of course, would... I

would have to presume would so indicate that they would wish to continue
to be and become a part of the members of the new State Board of Education
in that direction, and that's the recommendation on how these
are handled. This is the conmittee recommendation, and we recoimnend
it to you for your approval.

Questions

MR. ROY
Actually, Mr. Aertker, that's also in compliance with Act

II which says that we can't knock out any officers at this time.
Isn't that correct?

MR. AERTKER
That's correct. We have to take care of these people for

the duration of their term.

MR. JENKINS
Bob, you know, thinking about the three board members that

are going to be elected next year to the State Board. They would
be elected on November 5, 1974, in the general election, and thus
the effective date of this const itution, wh?.tever it might be, could
be very important in determining whether we held those elections or
not, and vhether or not the people had taken office before tlie effective
date of this constitution. What is your viewpoint on the effect of
this provision with regard to that election?

MR. AERTKER
I would have to presume or my thinking would be that if they

were elected for a six year term that those three members would be...
would have the same option to them when the constitution vas
adopted, that they would be... they would have six years ahead of them
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MR. JENKINS
For example, suppose this constiCuticn were voted on, say, In

March of 1974, and Decame effective several months later then,
the effective date would be before those elections so there would
be no election then for State Board of Education?

MR. AERTKER
That's correct.

MR. JENKINS
If the election then, on the other hand, were, say, in

November 5, 1974 on this const i tut ion that we're adopting—we 're

trying to come up with, which it could be—then, if the people who
were taking office for the State Board, took office before this

constitution went into effect .they would serve for six years; but

if they did not take office before tlie effective date, then they

would not be... have a right to serve, is that correct?

MR. AERTKER
That's correct. In fact, as I pointed out, we have three

ripe at the present time who... well, who would actually have four

rears. These actually would have six years to go.

MR. JENKINS
So, if we do not take care then in selecting the effective

date of this constitution, and the governor does not take care
in calling this the date for the election for this constitution,
we might have a situation arise where people coul.' go through an

election campaign, be voted on and then never actually be able to

serve . I sn'tthat correct?

MR. AERTKER
That's correct, and I think that's something we're going

to have to keep in mind.

Point of Information

MR. AERTKER
Point of information. I question whether this amendment is

a part of a transitional matter. I don't have any objection to the
anendinent, David , but I just would like to get a ruling....

MR. CONROY
Well, it refers to making... the concepts *.hat will apply in

making the new appointments which I think is part of the transition.
That's the way it's dra-m.

MR. AERTKER
Is that the ruling, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Chairman, is that your ruling?

Explanation continued

MR. CONROY
As I said, the fact of the matter is at the present time

the L.S.U; Board in our efforts to try to insure representation

by L.S.U.-N.O. on a board with what was it, seventeen members or

fifteen, however it wound up with it, didn't have anybody representing

directly an institution that has some thirty percent of the total

enrollment of the system. So, as I said, this amendment Is simply

designed as a statement of principle that would apply in making a

new appointment so that these institutions that do not have

presently have people on the boards would be assured that this

would be considered in making the new appointments to the boards.

I yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Aertker, maybe you're more familiar with It than I am,

doesn't Act II set the date that this constitution will take effect,

and isn't it either December 31st, 1974 or January 1, 1975?

MR. AERTKER
Not that I'm aware of ....

MR. O'NEILL
I think there is a date in there.

MR. AERTKER
I thought that there was a date that they had to vote on i

t

prior to sometime, but I didn't know there was a date that it went

into effect.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I had that technical amendment changing it from .... the two

places from"Section 3. to Section 4."

[Amendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Quest ion ordered on t he Sec-
tion. Section passed: 96-9. Motion
to reconsider tabled .

}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegate Conroy as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 17, add the following section:
"Section 5. Boards; New Appointments
Section 5. In making new appointments to a board created

by Sections 7, 8 or 9 of Article IX, the governor shall consider
appropriate representation on the board by graduates of the institution
under the control of the board."

MR. KEAN
David, do I understand by putting this In... this particular

proposal which is a transitional proposal that the new appointments
that this speaks of are those tliat would occur by reason of the
transitional proposal?

MR. CONROY

Well, I think in its present posture that's about as much
effect as it could legally have. But, I would hope that the principle
would apply in the future as well, but unfortunately I couldn't get

it in the constitution so I'll just have to settle for trying to get
it in the schedule.

MR. DUVAL
David, I'm trving to understand the intent of your amendment, and

of course, applies to the Board of Regents?

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. DUVAL
Now, the Board of Regents has all institutions of higher

learning under its auspices...

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. DUVAL— .and does that mean that there would at least have to

be fifteen representatives.... what's the meaning?

MR. CONROY
Wouldn't change a thing, it would just be that that would

definitely be a factor that wuuld be considered in making the

appointments, that it wouldn't be loaded up with all graduates of
,

say, one institution, that it would be... that the fact that there

were other institutions would be considered.

Expl ana t ion

MR. CCMmOY
This amendment had originally been prepared as an amendment

to the Educational Article, but in the stampede to call the question

on that article on Saturday, it didn't ever get before this body.

Its purpose... Ita basic purpose, quite frankly, is to try to give

L.S.U. -N.O. a wedge in getting representation on the L.S.U. Board. This

W9S discussed with a number of the delegates In connection with the

Educational Article. I got the impression at that time that there was

no disagreement with the philosophy that this amendment represents.

MR. DUVAL
What would occur if there were no graduates of any institution

in Louisiana on the Board? What could one do legally under your

amendment?

MR. CONROY
There's .... It is not enforceable. I had attempted in

discussions with others to make some sort of enforceable pattern or

formula, but this was not acceptable to the people I spoke to, and

I felt that a statement of principle was better than nothing at all,

and I couldn't get anything better than that that was acceptable to

people

.
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MR. BERGERON
Dave, what this amendment simply does as you said, it*

a statement of principle, correct?

MR. LANIER
Mr. Conroy, if this provision is not enforceable, then, really

why do we want to put it in here ?

MR. CONROY
That's correct.

MR. BERGERON
It's not a mandate to the governor to appoint?

MR. CONROY
No, I don't think... no, that's the thing we ran into problems

with in trying to make anything mandatory. It's just a statement

or principle that I think would, at least, help somewhat in some of

the feelings that I think were badly hurt by the L.S.U. -N.O. people,

and I think this would help somewhat in that regard.

MR. BERGERON
It's just a statement which says the governor shall consider?

MR. CONROY
That's right.

MR. BERGERON
Right. Thank you.

MR. MUNSON
Mr. Conroy, in your remarks you've only mentioned L.S.U. -N.O.

,

there are other schools under the L.S.U. system besides New Orleans,

aren't there?

MR. CONROY
I think I just answered that in the question that Mr.

Willis asked, is that I think it is helpful from those who urge
the appointment of people from unrepresented institutions to have

this in their hand to say to the governor , "Look we don't have anybody
from this institution, you're about to make a new apointment, don't
you think you ought to 'ive consideration to what the Constitutional
Convention says?'

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Conroy, do you believe that this language in the

constitution even thoug!., you put it in there— sort of window
dressing—and it makes people believe that maybe if you got a chance
at it would ^o any good, if the governor wants to do that. I thin!v.

a governor would give consideration to a graduate if there was a

graduate of such that would qualify to serve on a board.

MR. CONROY
Senator Nunez, I've been assured that he probably would too,

but I don't see how this can hurt those circumstances. This is

not a part of the body of the constitution, this is in the schedule,

and I think it's an appropriate place for it to be. As to what

the feelings of this convention is would be with regard

to new appointments, I think this is the appropriate time and place

for it to be handled.

MR. CONROY
Yes, there are.

MR. MUNSON
Such as L.S.U. -Alexandria?

MR. CONROY
Such as what?

MR. MUNSON
L.S.U. -Alexandria?

MR. CONROY
Yes, and it was a problem of trying to devise a formula that

emphasized anything that got us into trouble in making it mandatory,

that's why it was put in just.... this salutatory fashion.

MR. NUNEZ
How many. . . would you answer another question? How many

graduates from L.S.U. are now on the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors?

MR. CONROY
I understand that all but one of the members of the L.S.U.

Board of Supervisors are graduates of L.S.U.

MR. NUNEZ
All right. Now, how long have the other institutions in

this system such as, N.O. —and I'm an N. 0. man as you know

l*Zi a graduate of L.S.U., but N.O. is my base over there in that

area-- like Alex, and Opelousas, how many graduates from those other

institutions have ve put out so far, do you think....

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Conroy, don't you think we d-?preciate the discretion

we attribute to the governor in allowing him to appoint
in tlie first place by setting forth these guidelines?

MR. CONROY
Mr. Willis, I'd say that if L.S.U. -N.O. had a representative

on the board at the present time that I'd have to agree with you,
but it doesn't. So, I think that something further is desirable
to be stated.

MR. WILLIS
But, the desirability you have there I don't think is

achieved by mere suggestion in a constitution.

MR. CONROY
Well, I think it would give those, when an appointment comes

up, who would be in a position of trying to urge the governor
to make a decision. I think that the fact that it's in this
schedule would be helpful in their winning their point that it
should be somebody from L.S.U. -N.O.

MR. WILLIS
That's a weapon for those who would urge the governor to

use this consideration.

MR. CONROY
Well, I don't think Alex, and Eunice would qualify under

any circumstances, but L.S.U. -N.O. has some rather significant
graduates around now, and 1 think that it's time to give them a

good representation.

MR. RIECKE
Mr. Conroy, isn't it true that if this is in the... in there

that it's going to help pass the whole constitution in the light

of so much opposition from the L.S.U. -N.O. group now, don't you

think this might help us to pass the whole constitution?

MR. CONROY
Well, Mr. Riecke, I feel that it is at best a bone, but

it seems to me that we at least ought to give a bare bone to the

people who don't otherwise have anything to point to. Yes, I do

think we could. . .

.

MR. RIECKE
I agree, I'm sorry we couldn't get it in the main roll.

MR. CONROY
Right. I think it could help.

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. WILLIS
You think it's an appropriate place to put it, in

constitution?

MISS PERKINS
Mr. Conroy, if your proposal was adopted, would you support

an amendment to tiiat proposal that changed the word "graduates"

to"alumnl " so that L. S.U. -Alexandria and Eunice would also be

included for consideration?

MR. CONROY
Well, this isn't in the constitution,

in the transitory schedule.
this is in the schedule

—

MR. CONROY
Well, I don't know exactly the distinction you'd make between

alunni and graduates, but I felt that graduates were people who
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would have the greatest interest in the institution as a continuing

inst itut ion.

MISS PERKINS
Do you realize that L, S.U-Alexandria and Eunice are

two year schools and we'd like to assure representation for them

as well, and we must delete "graduates" and insert the word "alumni "?

Could you support such an amendment?

MR. CONROY
Well, I don't know which is the better way to do it would

be. Alumni means the same thing to me, frankly, from my concern,

I don't know what...

Mi:SS PERKINS
You can go to a school for one year and be an aluim-.ae without

being a graduate.

I-ffi. CONROY
I see .

MISS PERKINS
Could you support such an amendment?

MR. CONROY
Well, I would certainly vote for it if it would help in any

way in getting greater representation into this,... the whole concept

here is to spread out representation. I'm not... really not in a

position to quibble about the words. I thought I'd discussed tliis

with a number of people, and thought I had words that would satisfy

everybody.

found out what the fans at the stadium meant when they would
say, "Tiger bait, tiger bait." But, in all seriousness, this
is not an attempt to open up the door which we had closed on

the Education Article. This is simply a statement of principle.
It's not in the. . .will not be in the constitution, it will be
in the transition—in the schedule. This will allow all universities
of the L.S.U. system to be considered. You're talking about
Alexandria, Baton Rouge, Eunice, Shreveport ^ etc. It will also
allow all the universities in the Southern system to be considered
when they're making their appointments. So, what we're doing is

we're simply saying that the governor shall consider the various
colleges in the system of L.S.U. while making his appointments.
It's not a mandate saying that he shall appoint one from each
branch of L.S.U. It's simply a statement of principle which says
he shall consider the various colleges in the system. I think,

as Mr. Conroy has brought up, that it will be, . .it will make
the article and things we have done in education a little bit
more easier to live with in terms of speaking of other universities
within the L.S.U. system. I would urge for the adoption of this

amendment. Thank you.

Questions

MR. MUNSON
Mr. Bergeron, I'll ask you the same question Miss Perkins

asked a moment ago. If this amendment is adopted, would you
support an amendment changing the word "graduates"to "alumni"?

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Munson, I really. . .1 believe Miss Perkins gave the

definition of "alumni ' and I'm not sure how. . .what the difference

is between ''graduate" and "alumnus."

but does not Section 8 have*

MISS PERKINS
Thank you.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
... center around L.S.U.,

to do with other schools also?

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
In other words, the impression I get in this assembly is,

the only concern is L.S.U. In other words, what about the University
of Southwestern and all the others we're talking about them too,

in this amendment.

MR. MUNSON
L..-.U. Alexandria is in the L.S.U. system

^
but they are a

two year commuter college. They don't have graduates except in

the nursing school.

MR. BERGERON
And they have alumni?

MR. MUNSON
They have alumni, but not graduates, except for the nursing

school.

MR. BERGERON
All I can say, Mr. Munson, is if the majority of the delegates

wish it, I certainly would have no objection.

MR. CONROY
That's right. It would be an important factor in appointing

the new members of that entirely new board to be sure that tliey

do have representation on the board, very important factor.

Further Di scussi on

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I'm

not opposed to the principle which Mr. Conroy has stated in this
amendment, but I certainly think that it is a needless amendment
to be placed into our constitution. This is just like one of these
amendments that says, "the legislature may" do something which
everybody knows the legislature has the authority to do. This
amendment just says "the governor shall consider graduates from
these other. . .from the various institutions." There's no
mandate that he has to appoint anybody. Therefore, I think it's
just needless verbiage that we'd be placing into our constitution.
1 think it's unnecessary, and I think that if we would put something
like that into an act of the state legislature that it would be
a whole lot more influential upon the governor than putting it into

our constitution. Therefore, I just oppose to filling up our
constitution with meaningless verbiage. If we keep on doing this

,

we'll have a constitution as long as the one ve are presently
trying to rework. I ask you to defeat the amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. BERGERON
Mr, Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, you know, the other day

I offered an amendment which would have made it mandatory to

place at least one representative on the Board of Supervisors

from L.S.U.-N.O. Well, you know, I've been going to all the

L.S.U, Baton Rouge football games, and I've been sitting in the

stands and cheering. It took me all this time, but I finally

MR. MUNSON
I was asking Mr. Bergeron.

MR. BERGERON
Pardon.

MR. MUNSON
I was asking you, would you support such a change?

MR, BERGERON
Yes, sir, I would, because we'd simply say that "they shall

be considered." We would not be saying that they will have a

representative. We're simply saying, "they shall be considered,"
while the appointments are being made.

MR. ROEMER
Phil, I didn't hear your answer to your support or nonsupport

to amend this proposition to read "alumni" rather than "graduates,"

What was your position on that?

MR. BERGERON
Buddy, I simply said that if there was. . .Mr. Munson had

brought out, and so had Miss Perkins, that alumni would enable

the two year schools to have representation because they do not

have graduates. Now, what I'm simply saying is that I would see

no reason to object to it because we are not mandating the

governor to make an appointment from that school. We are simply

saying he shall consider making an appointment.

MR. ROEMER
Well, do you understand the difference between an alumnus

and a graduate? An alumnus is one who just attended the university

or the school. A graduate is one who matriculated therefrom

So, I don't see any objection to making the change. It's broader

with"alumni"than it Is with"graduates.

"

MR. BERGERON
Correct

.
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Further Di scussion Further Di scussion

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates , I rise In support of this

amendment as being eminently fair to all concerned. I think it

allows the institutions under the L.S.U. Board the opportunity to

receive some representation. It allows the institutions under the

Board of Regents the opportunity to receive some representation.

It allows. . -it neither mandates nor it requires. It expresses

in constitutional language—which is which will be placed in the

following part—this particular right. It hurts no one and it

still allows the governor wide latitude. This will be in the

schedule itself, and it will allow all the component institutions
of the various systems the opportunity to receive some represen-
tation without tying the governor's hands. I urge your support
for this amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered .}

Closing

MR. CONROY

I just wanted very briefly to reiterate that this is a

statement of principle. It goes in the schedule which kind of

phases out after awhile, and it is not part of the permanent

constitution. There should be no concern about voting for this

in this regard. On the other hand, it is not proper matter for

legislation because these are constitutional boards appointed

by the governor, and you could not have appropriate, effective
legislation in this area. This is the place to put it if you
believe the principle should be enunciated at all. This is

where it should be. I urge your favorable vote.

[Amendment adopted: 68-37. Motion to

reconsider tabled .j

Amendment

MR. POYNTER Amendment No • 1.

On page z, line 17, in Floor Amendment No.

1 proposed by Delegate Conroy and adopted by the Convention on

November 20, 1973, on line 5 of the text of the amendment.

Immediately after the word "by" and before the words "of the"

delete the word "graduates" and insert In lieu thereof the word

"alumni."

Expl anation

MISS PERKINS
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I urge your support

of this amendment. This would allow L.S.U. Alexandria and Eunice

to be considered with reference to representation on the L.S.U.

Board of Supervisors, I won't go into detail because we argued

this thoroughly. As Mr. Conroy pointed out, this is not a mandate,

but if we're going to consider the other schools, let's also
consider the two two year schools within the L.S.U. system. So,
I strongly urge your support of the amendment of changing the

word to "alumnus."

Question

MR. WILLIS
Lynn, I have. . .this is a friendly question, and it might

be approaching a holy one. Don't you think that we ought to have

an amendment whereby the governor would be directed to have a

moment of silent prayer before he makes these appointments?

MISS PERKINS
I imagine so.

Further Discussion

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates , I rise in support of this

amendment because it widens the governor's latitude. It helps
the presently existing two year institutions, and In case there
are ever any other two year institutions established, it would
give them some assistance in receiving representation on this

board at the discretion of the governor. I urge your favorable
vote on it.

[previous Question ordered . Amendwen

t

adopted : 92-13. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered on
the Section . Secti on passed : 76- 30

.

Motion to reconsider tabled.^

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, possibly I'm just a little

bit confused about this whole thing. I don't intend to do it

myself , but I think from the publicity that the Article on

Education has received in the last week or so, that there may be

some attempt by one of the delegates to come back and change, maybe,

the whole concept of the educational board . Now, if we go ahead

and adopt this, it's my understanding that even though it's not

a part of the constitution, if we did change—and we did it with

the State Superintendent of Education—if we did change, we would

then have to come back and possibly make some changes along these

lines. Like I say, I'm kind of confused on it. Maybe Mr. Aertker

can explain the whole thing when he closes , but I just wanted to

throw that out for your consideration, and see what you thought

about it. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I'll be brief. I just want to say that I think

the only criteria that should be used in choosing people for these

boards are: Who are the best qualified people, and who will do

the best job? That has nothing to do with what particular college

or university a person attended —rhat's the first thing. The

second thing is that you shouldn't have people appointed to the

board with the idea that they're going to be lobbyists for a

particular college or university, or that they're going to be

representing their interests there. We should have people who

are going to be above that and try to keep the interest of the

whole system at heart. So, I'll have to speak against and be

against this particular section.

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates , I have no objections to Section 5.

However, I am gravely concerned about the fact that we are reopening

the constitution through the schedule. I would like for the Chair,

during the recess, to reconsider how far we can go in this type of

thing. I again repeat, I have no objections to Section 5. I do

object to putting it in the schedule, and for that reason, 1 must

vote against the proposal. Thank you.

{^Previous Quest ion ordered on the Pro-
posal. Proposal passed: 88-21. Motion
to call Delegate Proposal No. 32 from
its regular order adopted wi tbout ob-
ject! on . ]

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 32 by Delegate Drew:

A proposal to provide with respect to courts of appeal,

circuits and districts.
Being adopted by the convention. It provides for an:

"Article V, Section 9. Courts of Appeal; Circuits and Districts,

Section 9. Each circuit shall be divided Into at least

three districts, with at least one judge elected from each. The

present circuits and districts and the number of judges as elected

in each circuit are retained , subject to change by two-thirds vote

of the elected menbers in each house of the legislature."

Lxpl anati on

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, in our

Judiciary Article, in Section 9, there was inserted the sentence,
"After January 1, 1975, no judge shall be elected at large from
within the circuit." Now, let me clarify one misunderstanding,
I am violently opposed to at large judges. Let me remind you this:
that in the First Circuit and in the Fourth Circuit , the judges

—

every judge—is elected from districts. In the Second Circuity
you have five judges, two who are elected from one of Che
three districts; three who are elected from a district each;
two who are elected from a district at large. In the Third
Circuit, you also have three districts as provided in the consti-
tution. You have three from districts and three at large. Now

^

if you still have the map of the circuits of the state before you,
you will notice that the Second and Third Circuits include the

entire state with the exception of the boot—the toe of the boot

—

so to speak. The Second Circuit runs from Natchitoches Parish *

to the Arkansas line. The Third Circuit runs from Natchitoches
and LaSalle Parish to the Gulf of Mexico ; and we are requiring
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three Judges in the Third Circuit to run at large. We're requiring

two Judges in the Second Circuit to run at large, which, in the

Second Circuit, particularly, although the districts are more

equal in population that in any other circuit , it Is an utter

impossibility from any attorney from Monroe east to the Mississippi

line to be elected as an at large judge. Some people have

misinterpreted my amendment, and have said that I am for at large

judges. I am one of the proponents of doing away with at large

judges. My objection to the committee proposal—and Ruth will

take the podium here, and she has agreed with us on it—is that

January 1, 1975 Is too short a cutoff date. This will leave

the provision applying to the Court of Appeal the same as to the

Supreme Court. I can assure you, when I have the adequate informa-

tion, consulted with the Judges, consulted with other people

who can render an awful good advice to where we'll be doing the

least damage to the least number of judges, I will submit a bill

to where each Judge will run from a district within his circuit.

Ruth and I have discussed it; I had originally agreed to go with

her amendment of a cutoff date of January 1, 1975, until I

suddenly realized at that time that it was totally unworkable.

You have five at large Judges. Should this constitution not be

submitted to the people in time for the '74 legislature to take

action, there could be no legislation before the cutoff date.

In the event of retirement or death of any of these five at large

elected Judges, there would be no procedure to fill their vacancies.

Ruth has agreed with me that January 1, 1975 is too early a cutoff

date. I have assured her that we will work out in the legislature

a redistrictlng—not put part of one parish one district and

another part in another district—and let these Judges run on an

equal basis, as near as possible, from districts within their

circuit. I'll be glad to answer any of your questions, and 1 will

ask your approval of the amendment.

Questions

MR. NEWTON
Harmon, isn't the preBent situation that some Judges run in

districts and some run at large?

MR. DREW
In the Second Circuit, you have three by district, two at

large. In the Third Circuit, you have three by districts, and

three at large. In the First and Fourth, they all run by

district.

MR. NEWTON
All right, as I appreciate the present law is that in our

First Circuit, here—which includes East Baton Rouge Parish and

my parish, Tangipahoa—that our. . .we have six judges now, and

they've got three appointed Judges serving on there, and they're

getting ready to provide for some new Judges. Then we'd have

six Judges running in districts, and possibly three judges running

at large. Would that be right?

MR. DREW
That could develop, yes.

MR. NEWTON
Now, there's another thing that I was curious about , and I'm

asking you, really, what the present law is. As I appreciate it,

if a vacancy occurs in the Court of Aopeal Judgeship, somebody

has to be appointed to fill that vacancy who is not in the district.

Is that correct?

MR. DREW
Autley, that applies to district judges. I don't remember,

offhand, whether it applies to Court of Appeal Judges or not.

I'd have to check the article to see.

MR. NEWTON
Well, would you believe It if I told you it was true? So,

that if there was a vacancy in one of these at large Judgeships ,

they would have to go completely out of the circuit to get a

judge to fill that vacancy, wouldn't they?

MR. DREW
That is correct.

MR. DREW
What was the last

,

Joe?

MR. ANZALONE
Well, what I'm saying is, is that suppose we've got six

Judges, two from three districts within the circuit. Now, we
come up with the idea that we want to create another Court of

Anpeal Judge. We wculd have to create three at one time, wouldn't
we— a completely new panel?

MR. DREW
Not necessarily, Joe, because if you would look at this

—

if you have this paper—you will notice in the Fourth District
they elect three Judges from the First— I mean, in the Fourth

Circuit. They elect three from the First District, five from

the Second District, and one from the Third District. So, you
would not have to have three Judges every time you created
another Judgeship.

We've got three districts in

MR. ANZALONE
You're not getting the point,

our circuit.

MR. DREW
That's right.

MR. ANZALONE
All right, we've got one over where we live, Terrebonne

has got one down in there somewhere, and they've got one further

out west— in the never, never land. Now, if we've got. . .if

the legislature has got to create another Court of Appeal Judge,
and he can only run within a district, which one of those

three districts is going to get that Court of Appeal Judge?

MR. DREW
If you leave this amendment in, your proposition is correct.

There could be no such thing as at large Judgeships. I am not

trying to maintain the at large judgeship concept. I am trying

to do away with it, but I am trying to get enough time to do

it where the least number will be hurt the least. January 1, 1975

is too close a deadline on the thing. In your instance , Joe, of

course, they do not have to, so far , be equal in population.

In the Fourth District, you have five judges from 593,000 people.

You have one Judge from 149,000 people in that district. So, I

think we could add by districts, if necessary.

HR. ABRAHAM
Harmon, as I understand It, the only thing you're really

objecting to is the date that's In the proposal, and not with the

concept that there would not be. . .

MR. DREW
I am not opposing the concept of having the right to change

it. I think we need that; we had this same provision for the

Supreme Court, in case it's needed in the futv re. We now would

have this for the Court of Appeal. We do not nave the at large

problem on the Supreme Court, but I am very interested in creating

districts—which we will be able to do under this proposal— to

where you will not have a few Judges running at large and others

by small districts.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, as I appreciate it, though, the only difference

between your proposal and what we have already adopted is the. . .

MR. DREW
....the cutoff date.

MR. ABRAHAM
....the one sentence, and say that nonewill be elected at large.

MR. DREW
That's the only difference. Right now, you have a cutoff

date of January 1, 1975, which is too soon. There could not. . .

there's a good possibility that there will not even be a legislative

session before the cutoff date after the adoption of the consti-

tution.

MR. NEWTON
I really support your amendment.

MR ANZALONE
Mr. Harmon, after this thing goes Into effect, are you

saying that every time that a new appellate court judge position

Is created that you're going to have to create at least three of

them?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, then why not leave the cutoff date in. . .leave It

out—just leave the date out—and, Just say that "no Judge shall be

elected at large." Why couldn't you do it that way?

MR. DREW

That would take effect thirty days after the constitution is

adopted. That would move the cutoff date up, even.
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Further Discussion

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, Mr.

Drew and Justice Tate and I have been agonizing, really, over

these at large judgeships. It seems that we're not really at

odds over the philosophy of the fact that it's a very unfair

situation to have judges—some judges—running to very small

areas and small populations, and some judges running to very

large areas geographically, anc! very large populations. We have

this unbalance on the Supreme Court, and you all didn't see fit

to change that. When we did adopt the amendment in the Judicial

Article to cut out these at large judgeships, we put the cutoff

date so that it would not take effect too soon after the adoption

of the article. Since we've debated this thing several times, I

have talked with Representative Drew, and he says he believes the

legislature Is very much aware, now, of the unfair problem; and

that with his amendment, it still leaves a great deal of flexibility.

He, for one, is prepared to do the best that he can in the

legislature to effect some equitable changes. In view of this,

but even if we delete that sentence, we do leave a great deal of

flexibility to the legislature. We believe that their attention

has now been directed to the unfair situation of at large

judgeships, and that they will possibly be able to work out a

better system. For that reason, I withdraw my objection to the

Drew amendment. In philosophy, I think the at large judgeships

are very, very bad; that the people do not have an opportunity to

get to know a man when he's running In such a large territory.

Plus the fact that you have the unfair situation of one judge

having to raise or spend so much money to get elected and serve

with judges on the same bench who
^
possibly, have a very easy

time of It, or at least only have to advertise over one or two

T.V. stationsf and ten or fifteen radio stations, and maybe eight

or nine major daily and weekly newspapers. But, I think this

is something that Mr. Drew assures me can be taken care of in the

legislature, and that the legislature will direct their attention

to it. For that reason, I withdraw my opposition to Mr. Drew's

amendment. Thank you.

MR. HENRY
We have an amendment, Mr. Clerk?

Who offers it?

Mr. Drew? Well, read it, please.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
A technical amendment.

On page 1, delete line 8 in its entirety and insert in lieu

thereof the following;
"ARTiaE V.

* * A

Section 9. Courts of Appeal; Circuits and Dia-"

[Amendment adopted without ob jection .j

MR. HENRY
Well, I think in the report of Style and Drafting that in

all probability when they make their report they will point out

what was adopted and what has been adopted. What has been adopted

at that point will be, I would assume, be offered as an amendment

to that proposal, in that manner. That's. . .

[previous Quest ion ordered . Proposal
passed : 107-1 . Motion to revert to
Reports of Commi ttees adopted without
objection .

]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[it Journal 895-896]

Report of the Secretary
[ T I Journal 896^

[Motion to make financial report through
October 31 a part of the Journal adopted
without objection .]

Persona 1 Pri vi 1 ege

MR. ASSEFF
Since there is some confusion about conflicts, I thought I

would read a portion of the rules relating to it, so there would

be no misunderstanding.

MR. HENRY
All right.

MR. ASSEFF
The rules say, that "where a proposal referred to the Committee

on Style and Drafting Is inconsistent or in conflict with a

proposal already acted on favorably by the convention, the

Committee shall so notify the convention of that inconsistency

or conflict and await its Instructions." However, Mr. Chairman,

In view of the fact that I feel there may be many provisions of

this sort, that I urge the delegates if they know of a conflict,

to call it to the attention of a member of the committee.

MR. HENRY

Certainly, your point is well taken. Dr. Asseff. Thank you.

Announcements
III Journal 89?]

iMotion to suspend the rules to al low
a meeting of the Style and Drafting
Committee without giving a twenty- four
hour notice adopted : 69-28. Adjourn-
ment to 9:00 o'clock, a.m., Wednesday,
December 5 , 1973

.

\

MR. DREW
I think you understand the problem, what the intent is to

do away with at large judgeships, put them on an equal footing^
and I ask your support of the proposition.

Closing

[Prev ious Question ordered on the Sec-
tion . Section passed : 10 5-2 . Moti on
to recons ider tabled . Motion to adopt
Delegate Proposal No. 32.]

Point of information

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, just as a matter of information ^ if we approve

this proposal , as I assume we will , as I appreciate it , we then

have a delegate proposal we have approved which says one thing,

and a committee proposal section which we've approved which says

something else. How do we resolve that conflict?

MR. HENRY
I think we're going to be able to resolve that by the

recommendations that will be made by the Committee on Style and

Drafting as a result of the conflict , Mr. Kean. We're going to

have to touch it very carefully, but we are going to have to

address ourselves to that

.

MR. KEAN
Well, w!iat comes

.

what gets voted last?
.how are you going to resolve it—by
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Wednesday, December 5, 1973

ROLL CALL

[69 delegates present and a quorum.']

PRAYER

MR. STOVALL
Let us pray.
Oh, Lord, our Lord, how excellent is Thy name in all the

earth. Before the heavens were made or ever Thou hadst formed

the earth and the world, even from everlasting to everlasting.

Thou art God. We bless Your name for our creation and preserva-
tion and all the blessings of this life. We are grateful for

our return here this day, and we would look to You for Your
wisdom and Your guidance that we might make those decisions

that will mean the best for our state and for our future. Bless

us with Your presence and be with us in our deliberations, for

we offer our prayer in Your name, as the One Who was and Is and

ever shall be. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

MR. HENRY
Gentlemen and ladies, in the event you don't know what took

place relative to the extension of time for the convention, the

legislature, last night, voted to extend the life of the session

through the nineteenth of January. There is a provision in the

bill—and I don't think that any of you can fault this provision

—

that says that the convention should not work, in effect, from

the Sunday before Christmas through the Wednesday after New

Year's. That was to give you folks and us some time off during

the holidays. Therefore, the convention, unless we wind up

before then, will be closing down on the nineteenth of January.

Insofar as our work schedule this week, if I had only known

that we'd be in till midnight last night, I would never have

suggested that we come back this morning at nine o'clock. I

Just wasn't thinking. I apologize, especially to you legislators,

for that. When we entered into this contract with this hotel to

use these facilities here, there was one exclusion, and those

were the days of, I think, Thursday and Friday and Saturday of

this week. I believe that we have a sufficiency of work to do,

and we can meet in the House chamber; and unless you all adjourn,

that's where we will be meeting from Thursday through Saturday.

It will be my suggestion that probably we work through Saturday,

middle of the afternoon, and then start working a Tuesday morning

through Saturday afternoon schedule, and just sort of seeing how

that works. If you all have any suggestions or ideas, I'll

appreciate hearing from you, but not right now, please. Let's

try to have a nice quiet day.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[ll Journal 898-901]

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

[wotion to call Committee Proposal No.
11 from its regular order adopted
without ibjection.]

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER

Committee Proposal No. 11, Introduced by Delegate Aertker,
Chairman on behalf rfthe Committee on Education and Welfare,
and Delegates Carmouche, Come, and other delegates, members of

that committee.
A proposal making provisions for human resources by providing

for retirement and survivors' benefits.
As I appreciate it, Mr. Aertker, this proposal has but one

section. Is that not correct? One section.

Motion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I want to move that we and before Mr. Aertker

starts explaining it—that we consider this proposal by letters,
with A, B, C, since it is so long and purports to be only

one section; that we consider these letters as though they were
sections and vote on them accordingly.

MR. HENRY
Now, when you say "consider," do you mean to adopt them

paragraph by paragraph?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, that we consider them just as though they were sections.

MR. HENRY
That would require a suspension of the rules, and you so move,

Mr. Jenkins?
Mr. Jenkins moves for a suspension of the rules for the

purpose of considering Committee Proposal No. 1] paragraph by

paragraph. Is that correct, Mr. Jenkins? Capital-letter paragraph

by capital-letter paragraph.

MR. POYNTER
Designated paragraphs.

Point of Information

MR. RACHAL
I did have a question, Mr. Chairman. When Mr. Jenkins mentioned

that these would be handled as though they were sections , does

he mean by that that they will also require a vote of 67 in order
to pass each?

MR. HENRY
Yes, it would, sir.

Point of Information

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, I rise to ask Mr. Jenkins if he would withdraw

that request until after it is presented by Mr. Aertker, and we

might have a better idea concerning the content and would be

able to make a better decision on this matter.

[Motion withdrawn.]

Explanation

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, perhaps

an explanation of why we are going Into this section dealing with

retirement before proceeding with the matter on civil services is

in order at this time: I would like to explain to you that it

is' my plan, later on today, to ask you all to allow a suspension

of the rules so that the Committee on Education and Civil Service

and Welfare can have a meeting immediately after recess today,

with the hope that we can come together with an agreement that

will considerably shorten the proposed delegate— the Committee

Proposal No. 9 and 10, which is close to fifty pages. We

are hopeful that we can come back to this convention with, perhaps,

maybe three or four pages that would make us and give us a little

bit better idea of what we're proposing, plus saving this conven-

tion, I think, almost a day in time by having to amend some fifty

pages of a proposal that we got out of committee. So, that s the

reason for this. The proposal that we have. ..it would be my

intention, after explaining this proposal to you, I think that

Mr. Jenkins's point is well taken. I think that it should be

broken up into those sections dealing with, specif ically, the sections

that we have which are four basic points in this proposal, and

that deals first, of course, with the retirement system for all

public school employees. The second, so-called part B, which

would deal with all of the retirement system for state officers

and employees; and, then, the third proposal which deals with, of

course, law enforcing and providing financial security for the

surviving spouse and children of law enforcement officers in

certain cases. Then, finally, the last one is a general statement

about the retirement system itself and how it Is to be handled

and how amendments to the retirement system could be possibly

be proposed. I think all of us would agree that those are four

distinct basic Issues and points and should, perhaps, be discussed

by themselves. The proposal, as presented, actually. .. the proposal

that we have to you right now actually, of course, provides for

a retirement system and a proposal for handling a retirement system

for both public school employees and also state officers and

employees. I think the way it Is presented here that it could

and does, perhaps, even suggest that the possibility might be

down the road one day that this state might actually operate one

basic retirement system for all employees—school employees, as

well as state employees. This is not the proposal in this here,

but I think it does provide that that possibility could exist,

since the reconmendatlon and the matter of dealing with retirements

is basically the same for the school employees as It Is for the
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state employees. So. the suggestion Is In Inherent in this
proposal; and what we really are saying, I chink, in this
proposal, the basic issue about retiren»ent is, is that both
public school employees—and I think all of us recognize the
fact that we have a varied assortment of retirement systems
dealing with publ-lc school employees; we've got the school
bus driver employee, the School Lunch Employees'Retlrement
System, the Schoolteacher Retirement System; and hopefully,
as a result of this, one day again we might incorporate all
of those into one retirement system, dealing with all people
in this area* Just as we deal with the matter that Just came
before the legislature where we granted a 5.5 increase to
all employees, I think that, perhaps , maybe we ought to give
some consideration to dealing with retirement systems for
all of the employees. But, under this proposal, we are actually
stating that the retirement is a contractual agreement, and it
means exactly that—that it Is a basic contract between the
state and that person in which the state, of course, enters
into a contract, and the last part of both of the state employees
and the school employees state specifically that there is a
guarantee of all benefits payable to a member of the system
or his beneficiary at his retirement or at his death. This
is what the committee felt should be incorporated Into the
proposal. The other part of the proposal dealing with the
financial security for surviving spouses and children of
law enforcement, the basic point that we have changed there
is that—under the old constitution is— this person was paid
only if he suffered death while in the direct apprehension
of a person during the course or the performance of his duty.
This changes it to the fact that this is the public policy of
this state to provide this, and while he Is engaged—whether
on duty, off duty, and so forth, in the certain categories

—

but it states "while he Is engaged in the protection of life
or property," not as the old constitution states "just in the
direct apprehension of an individual." So, this could be,
certainly, much more far-reaching and,we feel, much more
inclusive In that. Pretty well, the other parts of it. the

the only thing that ..we have changed some law enforcement
Inclusion, and excluded on some of them, and so forth. The
procedure is pretty well the same way as before. The attorney
general, of course, is the one vho proceeds to file the suit
In favor of the spouse and the children. It's a ten-thousand-
dollar appropriation for the spouse, five thousand dollars
for any of the children that remain after that. The fourth
section deals actually with the matter of requiring the ways
to amend the matters dealing with the retirement system.
Basically, the main point that I can see in our proposal is
that we are requiring publication in the Official Journal on
two separate days, whereas at the present time we do require
that the notice be published on three separate days, and at
least thirty days prior to the convening of the legislature
In regular session; and ours changes it to at least thirty
days before the introduction of such bills in the legislature.
So, it could, of course, come after the legislature actually
convenes. These are the basic changes ,and it is my considered
Judgment that these represent an improvement over the present
matter of retirement ; and I so reconmend them at this time for
your favorable consideration.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Aertker, what is the purpose of including this

proposal in the constitution? Why do we really need it, rather
than in the statutes?

MR. AERTKER
Well, Mr. Jenkins, It was the feeling of the committee,

and after listening to people talk to us, that this matter of
a retirement is quite a sensitive issue and that this would
provide for many people a comfortable feeling that in the
constitution of this state they felt that they had a provision
which stated that their retirement actually represented a contractual
relationship with this state, and that they had the full faith and
credit of this state back of it to make sure that they, when they
got old and dotterlng and feeble, that they were going to get that
check every month and make sure It kept coming in, and they just like
to see it written down in the constitution.

MR. JENKINS
So, the Justification then of Paragraph (A) and

Paragraph (B) would be the fact that we are stating that this
is a contractual relation—not any sort of social program or
gift to teachers, but a contractual relation. But, that would not
pertain then to Paragraph (C) and (D) , would it?

MR. AERTKER
That 's correct .

MR, CONROY
Mr. Aertker, was any study made or any effort made to

find out whether this would have any effect at all on the state's
bonding ability. or whether this addition of an additional full
faith and credit obligation would have any effect on that?

MR. AERTKER
I don't believe the matter really, to my knowledge ... I

don't remember it being represented as an issue in the committee
proposal, Mr. Conroy. It certainly, of course— as I appreciate
It now— it certainly, of course, could have, perhaps, have
an effect on it If it meant that they, for instance, had to provide
a more— a larger base than they presently are, in order to
actually make the thing actuarially sound.

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Aertker, I have just a technical question. On page 3,

Subparagraph (4), lines 13 and 14 refers to conditions described
in Paragraph (A) above that seems... Paragraph (A) seems to
be dealing with school employees .Isn.'t that... shouldn't that
be Paragraph (C) , Section 1?

MR. AERTKER
Yes, I would think so, and we'll so have to amend

that as we get to it, I think.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Aertker, I call your attention to page 1, line

26, where it says that 'the legislature may provide for retirement of
officers and employees of the State of Louisiana, its agencies
or political subdivisions." The city of New Orleans, and I imagine
other cities as well, have retirement systems set up for their
employees. What does this do to our employment systems... I mean,
retirement systems; excuse me.

MR. AERTKER
I don't see where it does anything to It. I Just say

that it's my understanding here is that anyone who is not in...
vho Is not provided for In another retirement system would have
to be provided for by the state under this retirement.

MS , ZERVIGON
Mr. Aertker, does It say that here?

said, "the legislature shall provide".
I thought It Just

MR. AERTKER
Well, that's what I say; but If it provides for one

and the person is already provided for in another system, I would
have to assume that that would be allowable to them to have that
excluded, since they have that.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, then, you wouldn't object to an amendment that

says "not otherwise provided for by that political subdivision,"
or some such phrase that makes it clear, and those who have
contributed to a retirement system may remain In Its

MR. AERTKER
No. we'd have no objection to that.

MS . ZERVIGON
On page 2, lines 11 and 12, it refers to "officers sustaining

death or injury while on or off duty." It's my understanding
that many police officers hold down second Jobs as employees
of private security firms. Would the state, in effect, be establishing
retirement systems for those private security firms, since those"
off-duty police officers would be protecting life and property, but
they would be off duty and in somebody else's employ at that
time?

MR. AERTKER
Well, I think the statment right above it says "official

duty. "and so I think the interpretation would be that unless they
were actually In a.... officially doing something for the state
or for itself that it would not apply.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Aertker, when you're off duty, how does someone

establish what your official duty is?

MR. AERTKER
Well, the committee had in mind such things as, for Instance,

if there would be a person off duty and he would actually be trying
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to make an arrest, or If he were trying tOtsay,help in the assistance
of stopping a riot or something. This was the thinking that that
would ... while he was not officially on duty, that certainly he
was in the performance of preserving and protecting life and property,
and so, therefore, it should apply to them ; and that was the inclusion
of it. But, as you will notice as I say, this is a change from
what It presently Is, which is... which would cover your other point

—

and the ofher point was, of course, that he actually be... had
to be apprehending someone in the arrest for our process.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Aertker, let me ask you one riore overarching question.

I would like to have the benefit of your thinking, if you will,
on why this should be in the constitution at all. We wrestled,
if you'll recall, for a great deal of time over the judicial retirement
system and stuck It in on the margin of one vote, If you'll remember,
largely on the rationale that the judiciary was a third branch of

government and ought not to be subject to the whims of one of the

other two branches. These people mentioned in these retirement
systems are not in a third branch of government, a^^d as I understand
it as my attorneys Informed Eoe—the retirement systems are already
a contractual arrangement which cannot be harmed. So, since we only
stuck the judicial retirement system in by a one-vote margin
why should these retirement systems go in?

MR. AERTKER
I don't think. I don't believe that's ...that's the

present law on it

.

MR. LANIER
So, you're adding this responsibility In the new constitution

on, say, the state or the local political sudvlslons; is that
correct?

MR. AERTKER
That's correct.

MR. LANIER
Now, these retirement systems, are they supervised or

administered by the local units of government?

MR. AERTKER
They are... they are supervised by—retirement systems

—

by... by boards of trustees.

MR. LANIER
But, does the local unit have any control or authority

over this retirement system that it is going to be responsible
for?

MR. AERTKER
Well, I explained to you that they were in the constitution

already and that people felt that, this being such a matter,
that they just felt that we ought to have it Included in there
to make the people who are the employees of the state and who
are in the school system have that assurance that it was a contractual
agreement with the state, and that their benefits were guaranteed
by the full faith and credit of the state, rather than just allow it
up to the whim and fancy of the legislature. They... we felt that
it ought to be included in the constitution.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, would it not be sufficient then to say that

retirement systems established by the state or Its political
subdivisions are declared to be contractual arrangements,
without going into all of this?

MR. AERTKER
Well, it ... it might be sufficient, but it just sounded

better to the committee, and it was... the committee felt more
comfortable with the wording that they had down here, rather than
the wording that you just proposed.

MS. ZERVIGON
Did your committee take a lot out of the present constitution

that was in there before, or did you largely^ in your various
articles, stick everything back in?

MR. AERTKER
I would have ... I would have to say that they pretty well

tracked the present retirement system.

MS. ZERVIGON
Thank you.

MR. CASEY
We have other questions, Mr. Aertker, but before moving

on, we'd like to point out to the delegates that Staff Report
No. 30 was handed out a couple of weeks ago; it's a good digest
of this proposal which may answer many of your questions in
advance

.

MR. ABRAHAM
Bob, the... the present constitution states that the

legislature shall provide a retirement system for the... for
state employees. But, it says that it shall have authority
to provide it for these political subdivisions. It doesn't
say that it shall provide it; It says it shall have authority
to provide it. My question Is: Why are we saying in here
that it shall provide for the political subdivision? This is

a change from the present constitution; why the change?

MR, AERTKER

Mack, I really couldn't... couldn't give you the answer
to that because I really think that they had planned on

certainly allowing present retirement systems to coatiaue. So,

this might be something that we might have to amend as we go

on.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Aertker, this guaranteeing of the retirement by the

political subdivision. Is chat Che present law?

MR. AERTKER
They have the authority, of course, of seeing to it

that the proper appropriation is made to make the operation of

it actuariarly sound, but ... I know what know what you're saying.
No, they do not control, for instance, the investments that they

make, etc. That's done as... through the board of trustees.

MR. LANIER
So, if the board of trustees made some unwise investments,

the political subdivision would be responsible for it, even though

they could not control the actions of the board of trustees;
would that be accurate?

MR. AERTKER
I would say that presently that is the situation; however,

I don't see anything in... in here that would prohibit the

legislature from making certain restrictions on the operations
of the board of trustees. I don't see anything that would stop

them from doing that.

MR. LANIER
Well, let me ask you this: For example, say — I believe

that police officers, or the chiefs of police —in municipalities
recently got a retirement program set up by the legislature—how
would all of the municipalities around the state be able to

protect their local interests under this type of a situation?

MR. AERTKER
If it were.... frankly, under this situation, I don't

see how they could if — and that was the point I think that

we were talking with Ms. Zervigon on —is that, if they decided

to go into that type of retirement system, I think that they

actually would be forfeiting the guarantee that they would have,

because I don't believe the local... that this would say that

the local subdivision or political subdivision guarantees it.

MR. LANIER
Now, let me ask you, for example— like my good friend, A"*>roise

Landry, is a clerk of court—would Lafourche Parish Police Jury
be responsible for the retirement of the clerks of 0)urt, or
would that be a state... the state guaranteeing that?

MR. AERTKER
It ... would depend upon what the state actually provided

for in this; it would have to be one or the other. It would
have to be provided either at... if it were not provided at the
local levels»my appreciation of it is that the state would have to
provide for some system of retirement.

MR. LANIER
Then, we'd have the same problem with the sheriffs and

the ci.ssessors?

MR. AERTKER
Yes, certainly.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Aertker, we have in the Bill of Rights a provision

prohibiting Impairment of the obligation of contracts. Probably,

later on, we're going to include a provision similar to Article

IV, Section 13, of the present constitution saying that, "Vested
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rights shall not be divested without the payment of just compensation.

Wouldn't those two provisions really protect the people who've been

under retirement systems in the past, and in the future, in our

state?

MR. AERTKER
It... it might, Mr. Jenkins, but I really believe the

committee had in mind the provision in the Bill of Rights that

the state could not impair the contract, and that's why they put

the word in there "contractual relationship," with the understanding

that if they put this and included it in the constitution, even

in the Bill of Rights the state would not be able to impair it in

any way, and that, therefore, it would be a contract that everyone

understood what they were operating under.

Moti on

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, after going over this proposal, as well

as 'Committee Proposal Nos. 9 and 11... no, 9 and 10, I see
that the Education Civil Service Committee has submitted proposals
which do not seem to conform to the form and style being followed
by the convention in that each of these three proposals is
one section in length- One, forty-seven pages for one section;
one, seventeen pages, one section; and one, four pages, but still
one section. In order to allow us to continue in the same manner
that we have in the past, I'd like to move for a suspension of the
rules in order that we could consider the paragraphs which are
indicated by capital letters as though they were sections, and
vote on them, and can discuss them accordingly.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Jenkins now moves for a suspension of the rules for

the purpose of considering Ccmmittee Proposal No. 11 by lettered
Sections (A), (B) , (C),and (D) . Is that right, Mr. Jenkins?

Point of Information

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, I want to know if the motion is debatable?

MR. CASEY
No. A suspension of the rules is not debatable.

MR. FLORY
May I ask a question of the Chair as a point of order

then? If we consider.... if this motion is adopted, what vote
would be required on amendments to the particular subparagraphs
mentioned in Mr. Jenkins's motion?

MR. CASEY
Well, assuming, first of all, you had an amendment to

Paragraph (A), we would^ under our suspension, consider that,
for instance. Section 1. It would require just a majority of
those present and voting for the adoption of an amendment^ unless
it's a new lettered paragraph. Then, under the suspension we
would have to rule that it would take sixty-seven votes, for instance,
to adopt a new Paragraph (E)

.

MR. FLORY

But, if.... if we have an amendment to a particular section,
let's say (C) , are you saying that that would only require a
majority of those present and voting?

MR. CASEY
An amendment to (C) . But, when we adopt (C) . . .

.

MR. FLORY
All right. What if we rewrite (C) then ?Would it still

take only a simple majority of those present?

MR. CASEY
That's all that it would take, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY

It would take sixty-seven votes?

MR. CASEY
That's correct, unless you submit a new... new lettered

section.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Flory, It takes sixty-seven votes to aaopt (C)

as amended, once that you amended it, under the suspension. In
other words, to be treated like a section, once all the proposed
amendments were completed, and--let's say for the sake of the
argument—some of them adopted, once someone moved final passage

of the paragraph. Paragraph (C) , it would then take sixty-seven
votes to adopt the Paragraph.

MR. FLORY

So, in effect, what we're doing is changing the entire
rules of the convention as far as voting is concerned?

MR. CASEY
We are changing the rules, Mr. Flory.

Point of Information

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, as I understand it, this is not a debatable

motion; is that correct?

MR. CASEY
That's correct- suspension of the rules is not.

Motion

MR. DENNERY
Then, I would move as a substitute motion that the Chair

be permitted to permit debate in order to discuss... to suspend
the rules for the purpose of permitting the Chair to allow
discussion on, ultimately, the motion made by Mr. Jenkins.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Dennery makes a subsidiary motion that there be

an additional suspension of the rules for the purpose of debating
the first motion offered by Mr. Jenkins.

Point of Information

MR. DE BLIEUX
As I understand the rules, a motion to suspend the

rules is not debatable, but the after the rules are
suspended, the motion that Mr. Jenkins made would be debatable,
whether or not we'd adopt that or not. I don't think you can
couple a motion with a rule suspension like that and cut off
debate, it's just not right.

MR. CASEY
Well, Senator De Blieux, first of all, it is my understanding

of the rules that when we suspend themiwe suspend them for a particular
purpose, and once that's adopted, it is a one-shot deal. However,
I think we're going to achieve the same thing that you're mentioning
right now through Mr. Dennery 's motion, whereby he moves specifically
to suspend the rules to permit argument on the first suspension.
So, let's just handle it that way.

[_Subsidiar y mo t ion adopted without
object ion

.

J

Expl ana t ion

MR, JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, if you'll notice committee proposals

Nos. 9, 10 and 11, you'll see that they are not in the same form

that all other Committee Proposals have been in. Tf you look at

Committee Proposal No. 9, you'll see that it Is seventeen pages

in length, and yet, it is only one section. If you look at 10,

you'll see that it 's forty-seven pages in length, and yet, it is

only one section. In Committee Proposal No. 11, which we're on

now, is four pages in length, and yet, it is only one section.
Now, the subdivisions ,which seem to be equivalent to
sections in these proposaJc ^correspond with the capitalized
letters: the capital (A), capital (B) , capital (C) . Now,
these are lengthy provisions, and if we're going to consider them
Intelligently, it just seems to me that we ought to continue
the same process that we have before considering the relatively
short provisions that deal with a single subject matter. Even
doing it this *ay , some of these lettered paragraphs arc going to

be too long for us to consider, and they may need to be further
subdivided. But, what I want to suggest is that we go ahead
and do it that way. I'm asking to suspend the rliles, but in effect,
what I'm really doing is saying let's just keep the same rules
we have. Let's consider these section by section, because these
particular subdivisions are equlvelent to sections. It will require
sixty-seven votes to adopt one. If you want to amend it, it would
require a majority of those present and voting; everything
would be just like the adoption of a section. I think that's really
the only reasonable way to do it, and that's why I want to start
with Committee Proposal No. 11, since I think we'll sort of set
a precedent on 9 and 10 with it.
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Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, and delegates to the convention, I hesitate

to rise to oppose Mr. Jenkins' motion, but I must tell you that

it appears to me on the surf-.ce of the motion that what we're doing

is heading in the wrong direction, insofar as the rules of this

convention are concerned. It was the thought of the Committee on

Education, Health, and Welfare, as I understood It, in proposing

Committee Proposal No. 11, to try to condense Into one proposal

several subject matters: one dealing with retirement of state

systems, the other of local systems
,
plus carrying forward the....

taking forward the present constitutional provision as it relates

to compensation for officers killed while In hot pursuit. Now,

as I understand, the suspension of the rules is directed specifically

to the consideration of paragraphs in the proposal, and if granted,

then what It would take is a sixty-seven vote In order to adopt

a paragraph. Now, this convention has never done that on any proposal

that's come forward, even on taxation, in the homestead, for example,

we didn't even agree to allow that to be done. I have no objection

whatsoever to a careful consideration paragraph by paragraph,

and then adopting It with the — under the rules —with the sixty-seven

vote . 1 think it ought to take a simple majority In order to

amend a particular paragraph. Let's consider It separately; let's

amend it separately, and then go on to the next one; then vote

overall with the sixty-seven votes to adopt the proposal. 1 think

that is the normal rules of the convention, and I would ask that

you not suspend the rules, and to get us Into the posture of changing

the voting procedures of this convention. 1 suggest to you that

what it's directed at, perhaps. Is in the consideration of the next

two proposals which are somewhat detailed; and under the present

constitution .this was the procedure used in the '21 Constitution,

later amended to include the civil service provisions. All of it

was contained In one section and lettered Paragraphs (A) through

whatever It was; the same thing with fire and police. So, that

what we're talking about is a vote change in the voting procedures

of this convention, and not necessarily a suspension of the rules

in order to consider paragraph by paragraph. If the maker of the motion

would like to have consideration paragraph by paragraph, fine; I

agree to that; but I do not agree to a suspension of the rules which

would carry with it a change In the voting procedures of this

convention. I would ask that you not agree to suspend the rules.

[previous Question ordered. Motion to

suspend the rules for the purpose of

considering Committee Proposal No. 11

by lettered paragraph adopted ; 62-27.]

Point of Information

MR. DENNERY
Would you announce that vote again, Mr. Casey?

MR. CASEY
Yes, sir.

62 yeas
, 27 nays.

MR. DENNERY
Well, with 62 yeas, you can't suspend the rules, can

you?

MR. POYNTER
.... sixty-seven or two-thirds present and voting,

whichever is lesser.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Mr. Aertker.has been distributed.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete line 12 in its entirety

and Insert In lieu thereof the following:

"ARTICLE VII. HUMAN RESOURCES

Section 1. Retirement and Survlvora' Benefits" —technical

amendment to correct the title.

[Amendment adopted without oijection.J

Reading of Paragraph (A)

MR. POYNTER
Section 1. Paragraph (A) .Retirement System; Public School

Employees'

The legislature shall provide for the retirement of teachers

and other employees of the public educational system through the

establishment of a retirement system or systems for employees

of the public educational system. Membership in such retirement

system or systems shall be a contractural relationship between

the employees and employer, the accrued benefits of which shall

not be diminished or impaired, and the state guarantees all

benefits payable to a member of the system or to his lawful

beneficiary at his death or retirement.

Expl anat ion

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I think

the point that was raised relative, of course, to political subdivisions,

certainly has some real merit to it. I think that .perhaps, inadvertently.,

when we drafted this, that perhaps that we 1 know that it was not the

intention of the committee to change the wording of the present constitu-

tion, which, of course, states that the leglslatu-e shall have the

authority to provide for the retirement of officers and employees of

the state. I think that it we would continue with that type of wording,

and perhaps, maybe, amend this section to that effect, that we wouldn't

have the inconsistency of having these separate retirement systems being

provided for at the local level, and also at the state level. I think

we would provide for the proper coordination that if we would provide

the legislature having this power. I have asked for an amendment to

that effect to see whether we could change the wording to that effect,

to where It would clarify it, that for instance. In the case of a

local— for Instance, In the case of the, say, the sheriffs, who might be

under a retirement system In which all the tax recipient bodies of

the local political subdivision are contributing toward that retirement

system, that this would not then make the state liable for the full

faith and credit of that retirement system. So, I think that If we

would change it to that effect, and I , as I stated to you, I have an

amendment coming up to that effect that I think will clarify this

whole thing. This is exactly as the present constitution reads on

it— that the state— the legislature shall have the authority to provide

for this type of retirement system, and that this would be the type of

arrangement that it would etlll be the contractural agreement between

the state and the full faith and credit of the state would be back of

the retirement system. So, I don't know, Mr. Chairman, where that

leaves us right now. Whether we want to....

Questions

MR. CONROY
Mr. Aertker, do I understand your amendment would relate to (A)

as well as (B)

?

MR. AERTKER
Yes.

MR. CONROY
The effect of It will be to say that whoever provides the fund,

in effect, guarantees the payment and puts its full faith at>d credit,

but that the state doesn't enter Into an area where it hasn't been

before. Is that right?

I don't really believe that we
MR. AERTKER

Well, just a minute, Mr. Conroy.

have a problem in as far as Section (A) goes. I'm really getting

ahead by saying but the problem really is in the state area.

I don't believe that we need to change the wording on Section (A)

dealing with public school employees, because we don't have a

separate setup different than—all of these are at the state level,

so, we wouldn't have that problem there.

MR. CONROY
Well, that's what I—then I'll go on with the question I started.

The school retirement system Is, presently, provided entirely

by the state. Is that right? Is it funded entirely by state funds?

It's not funded by any local funds at all?

MR. AERTKER
No, the local school—for Instance the local school system-

contributes a certain share. But that, of course, is required by

statute that they contribute "X" number of dollars to it.

MR. CONROY
Who has control of what the benefits will be? Just the legislature?

MR. AERTKER
Just the legislature. Yes.

So, Mr. Chairman, in view of that, I think that we are ready, then,

to go with Section (A), because that—the amendment I have reference

to actually has reference to Section (B) . Since we are dealing with

these—my understanding is we did vote to deal with them by section.^

So, we'll just stay on Section (A) right at the present time, and we 11

get to (B) later, then.

So, I have no amendment to Section (A).
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MR. ABRAHAM
Bob, I'm concerned about the last clause that says, "the state

guarantees all benefits payable to a member of the system or to his lawful
beneficiary at his time of retirement."

Now, does the state have any control over the management of the
retirement funds now? Will you explain to me how these trustees work,
etc.?

MR. AERTKER
These trustees, of course, are people who operate and are responsible

for the investment of all of the funds, etc. But, the legislature has
this control over them that they could legislate certain types of

investments that they have. Let's be more specific; I think they are
right now in the process of developing something that would prohibit
them, for instance, from making loans on, say, properties of different
kinds, as they have—as both retirement systems, as you know, have. I

think that this is a matter that addresses itself to the legislature.
The actual mechanics of the operation, though, is done, of course,
by the Board of Trustees.

MR. ABRAHAM
All right. Now, is the Board of Trustees appointed by the legisla-

ture or by the members of the retirement fund?

MR. AERTKER
By the members of the system.

MR. ABRAHAM
Now, under the present system now, if the Board of Trustees makes

a bad investment and loses money,which depletes the funds of the
retirement system, is the state now obligated to make up that difference
and pay those funds?

MR. AERTKER
I don't—I really don't believe that they are. I think that the

state probably will feel that they have to in order to make the payments
of what they guarantee. They would be obligated to it if they have
agreed that pensions, or that retirements are of.... on such a formula.
I think the faith and credit of the state would have to guarantee that
that formula be implemented when that person retires.

MR. ABRAHAM
But, now, this language right here. If I understand it correctly,

does obligate the state that If this retirement fund goes busted, the
state, then, will have to guarantee the retirement benefits that are
being paid out to the retiree.

MR. AERTKER
Yes.

MR. ABRAHAM
Is that correct?

MR. AERTKER
That's correct.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Aertker, I noticed that the language contained in Section (A)

and Section (B) is very similar, except that it just pertains to
different personnel. Is there any reason why that those two paragraphs
could not be combined into one, and, therefore, eliminate the,... what
I would consider just excess verbiage in the constitution?

MR. AERTKER
Well, one of the reasons for it is, as we pointed out, is that

when you get into state employees, we have included in. ...there that
the matter of

MR. DE BLIEUX
What is it that's contained....

MR. AERTKER
well, we've got the matters in there—Included in there— for

instance, the other areas. The first one deals strictly with teachers.

MR. DE BLIEUX
What is this contained in Paragraph (B) that could not be put into

Paragraph (A)?

MR. AERTKER
Well, for one thing is that we are talking about political

subdivisions in Section (B) . We don't have that included in (A).
That's why we are amending Section (B) , because it deals with it.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, the legislature has to set up both of them. Why couldn't

the legislature, if it's going to be provided by the legislature.

why can't you say that In Paragraph (A) that it shall provide that
and just eliminate that excess verbiage?

MR. AERTKER
Well, that would imply that they would all be under one system,

too. Senator De BUeux. As you know, at the present time, the formula
for state employees is different from that than that is utilized for
school employees. For instance, the formula has a two and a half percent
clause in it as contrasted to a two percent clause for public school
employees

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Even that's true. But that may be true at the present time. But

isn't it also possible that the legislature, since it's going to pro-
vide it, it doesn't have to provide for them in the sane act,

MR. AERTKER
Well...

MR. DE BLIEUX
Couldn't it still, under the provision. If you just added in the

necessary offices and employees, in the Paragraph (A) that's contained
in Paragraph (B) , couldn't the legislature still legislate and make
the various retirement systems they have?

MR. AERTKER
I think they could. But, the committee felt that there was... that

there were problems connected with state employees that were not
that were not problems as far as school employees were concerned; that
school employees were a specific category that you could go ahead
and make a retirement system on, and that, therefore, they ought to
be dealt with separately, even though they might be under the same
retirement system and the same benefits.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Aertker, I'm not quite sure I understood something you said

about—what does" the accrued benefits of which shall not be diminished
or impaired" ,mean? What I'm getting at, sir, is, suppose we have a

real recession or depression in the future. Does that mean that future
contributions would not produce lesser benefits, etc., or what?

MR. AERTKER
Well, again, this is strictly my opinion of what the word "accrued"

means. That means that if you have accrued benefits two ways, one of
course ,1s that if you have made contributions into the retirement fund,
that's guaranteed that you will be paid back those accrued benefits.
But, I go even one step further, in my understanding of accrued benefit
actually is that if you are in a retirement system that guarantees a

certain formula for implementation, and you have accrued that benefit,
and have paid into that system on that basis, that the state does
guarantee that that formula—and your point about If something happened,
I think the state does state that that type of benefit will be paid
because it has accrued up to that time. They could, in case of something
happening financially, or something, certainly change that. Any person
then joining that system would then join under the new provisions of that.
But, my appreciation of the other would be that It does guarantee that
that would be the benefits paid.

MR. DENNERY
In other words, future contributions, after the legislature would

change the method, let us say, future contributions would only apply
to new employees. An old employee, regardless of what the contributions
are, either by the state or by the employee, would retain the same right
that he had then accrued as to benefits. Is that correct, sir?

MR. AERTKER
That's my understanding of it.

MRS. CORNE
Mr. Aertker, coming back to the question of the people who make

up the Board of Trustees of the Teachers' Retirement System, do we
not have state officials on the board that are not elected by the

teachers, or by the employees—school employees?

MR. AERTKER
That's correct.

MRS. CORNE
Also, isn't it a fact that in the State Teachers' Retirement

System, we do not have any political subdivisions, or any kind of

local government involved in the Teachers'Retlrement System? There-
fore, it's completely a state retirement system?

MR. AERTKER
That's right, Mrs, Corne. That's why I was explaining to Senator

De Blieux we felt we should not combine (A) and (B),even though
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they both might end up with the same retirement system, that we do

not have that matter of political subdivisions that confuse ours.

Ours is.... and does include every teacher and every employee who is

employed in the public school system.

MRS. CORNE
All right. Now, this is a question that I have not asked before.

For many years I Aould have known this, and I'm sure that you would

know the answer.

For instance, a state official like the Secretary of State is a

member of Che Board of Trustees of the Teachers' Retirement System.

Is his appointment to the retirement system an act of the legislature?

Do you know?

MR. AERTKER
Yes, that's how he's on there. Then there are other state

officials— I believe the treasurer is on there, too.

MRS. CORNE
I think 80.

MR. AERTKER
Yes.

MRS. CORNE
Yes, sir. Thank you.

MR. LOWE
Mr. Aertker, my question has to do with the wording of the

accrued benefits of which shall not be diminished or impaired". I

have a difficult time trying to find out what we are trying to say

here when we say"the accrued benefits shall not be diminished or

impaired". What does that mean, actually, you think?

MR. AERTKER
Well, to me it means something, maybe to you. as an accountant, it

might mean something else. To some of these lawyers, I'm sure it

means a third thing. But to me, it actually means. .. .accrued means

to that extent that you have made contributions in there that you

are guaranteed that return of that money that you've made in the

contribution.
Impaired means that if you have a contractural basis that you

are contributing on the basis of a salary at such and such a basis

and formula, that that is, and would be an impairment if you tried

to reduce that formula in some way to reduce the amount of your retire-
ment in future years.

MR. LOWE
So, actually, then, if it reached the point that paying the current

retirement to the payroll of the retirees—if you were to make that
payroll, the retired funds 'payroll, and it actually impaired some of

the funds that some of these others that weren't retired, then they

would be prohibited from paying the retirees that are now drawing a

pension. Is that what this would do?

MR. AERTKER
Well, it wouldn't prohibit it. It would just tell them that they

had to get this little fund up and pay it out first. But it wouldn't
tell them that they couldn't go somewhere else and pick up some more

money in some other sock that they might have hidden away.

MR. LOWE
No. I believe you misunderstand my question. Bob. Let's assume,

and the Teachers' Retirement System, I'm not sure, hadn't reached this

point, that the only funds that are left that are available are the

funds that have been contributed by those teachers that are now presently

working and have not yet retired. The funds that have been contributed
by the state are pretty much depleted, I believe. So, what we are saying

is, that we are not, we shall not diminish or impair the accrued liability

—

the accrued benefits. So, If the only thing we have left are the accrued

benefits of those people that are working, we have no funds to pay the

people that are retired, because we say, "We shall not diminish." I'm

not sure that this is good. I'm afraid that writing into this constitution
things about retirement systems— that we have thirty-six In the state;

we don't know what kind of condition they are in, I believe we are being

a little premature to try to expand too much, and end up getting ourselves
in trouble. Do you know that I really believe that we could be in shape

with this wording that it would be impossible to pay some of the retired

teachers in the state today, because I'm afraid that the payment to those

teachers may impair and dlminlBh the accrued benefits <*'f those people that

are presently working?

MR. AERTKER
Well, I'm not really sure that we have exhausted that amount

that the. .. .actual amount put In by the state. I'm not.. ..I know that

actuarially they have been told that they have certain deficiencies In

the operation. But, my understanding of It is is that if this is
involved, that the state would have to come up with some more money in
order to make it that way.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Bob....when Moise Dennery asked you a question as to what "accrued"

meant, I think you answered him to say that those people who were
presently in the system could not have their benefits changed. It
was my understanding, when we discussed this in committee, that the
word"accrued"meant those benefits which had been earned up to that
time. Now, that did not prevent the legislature from changing it
for everybody in the future. But, those benefits which had been
earned up to that time .before the change,would be accrued. Now,
is this not correct?

MR. AERTKER
That's correct. I thought that's what I had stated at

that time. ...and I thought I'd answered that to Mr. Lowe that stated
the legislature would, in case of financial difficulties have
the authority, then, to change it from that date on.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Wasn't the real gist of it that the committee did not want

the legislature giving a lot of benefits without making sure there
was sufficient money to pay those benefits?

MR. AERTKER
That's correct. Yes.

[^Quorum Call :

a quorum. ]

8 5 delegates present and

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendments by Senator De Blieux as follows:
Amendment No. 1. Page 1, at the end of line 17, delete the

word "membership" and delete lines 18 through 32 in their entirety.
On page 2, delete lines 1 through 3 in their entirety and insert
in lieu thereof the following:

"It also shall provide for the retirement of officers and State
of Louisiana, its agencies and political subdivision"(shouldn' t that
be subdivisions. Senator? Shouldn't there be an "s" on the word
"subdivision" there?
All right. Make that correction, if you would, please. )"political
subdivisions, including persons employed jointly by state and
federal agencies other than the military service, through the
establishment of retirement system or systems."

Amendment No. 2. Page 1, line 13, immediately after Section 1.

and before "retirement"delete Paragraph (A).

Amendment No. 3. Page 1, at the beginning of line 14, immediately
after the partial word "ployees" change the period to a semi-colon
and add the following:

"State Officers and Employees."
Mr. Chairman, Vice-chairman, Senator, if you'll look with me,

I believe that we are going to need some corrections to these amendments
to make them conform to the rules suspension, inasmuch as the rules
suspension requires us to go paragraph by paragraph. Unless I misconstrue
this, this would delete more than one paragraph at a time. Aft I not
correct?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, I don't

MR. POYNTER
I think the only .thing that we could delete under this rules

suspension is through line 22 on page 1, and then presuming the adoption
of this amendment, you would certainly want to propose subsequent amend-

ments, it would seem to me.

This new amendment was adapted before
MR. DE BLIEUX

That's correct, Mr. Clerk.
we adopted chat rule.

MR. POYNTER
That's correct.
All right

MR. DE BLIEUX
So, I'd like to just change Che words. ...it would be Co line 22

rather than line 32.

MR. POYNTER
Right.
The Inatruccions for AmendmenC No. 1 should read as follows:

Anendnent No. 1. On page 1 at che end of line 17, delete th«
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word "membership" and delete lines 18 'through 22 in their entirety.

Scratch out everything up to "an Insert in lieu thereof". It would

read. On page 1, at the end of line 17, delete the word "membership",

and delete lines 18 through 22 in their entirety and insert In lieu

thereof the following. Everyone follow me on that? Thank you.

Senator.

Explanation

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, as I had

previously queried Mr. Aertker about this, since Paragraph (A) and

Paragraph (B) are so similar in language, except that they Just apply

to different retirement systems, I cannot see why we can't combine

those two paragraphs and eliminate. Just by the addition of the words

in this amendment, to Paragraph (A); eliminate Paragraph (B) altogether.

I don't think we ought to see how long a constitution we can write.

We ought to just put into the constitution what is the necessary

verbiage, and leave it that way. This amendment would just combine

Paragraphs (A) and (B) , and give the legislature the right, since it's

going to do it in both sections, to set up the various retirement

systems as needed. I think that's all the language we would need

Insofar as these two particular paragraphs are concerned. It doesn't

change the rights or anything else of either one of them except that.

So, I ask that you adopt that particular language. Of course,

they'd have to have an amendment later to delete Paragraph (B)

.

Questions

MR. FLORY
Senator De Blleux, I think I understood you to say that the only

change it makes. It combines the two paragraphs together. Is that

right?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's the biggest change it makes, Mr. Flory.
Now, there's one thing that I'd like to take out, insofar

as Paragraph (B) is concerned, that I don't agree with. I don't think

that's contained in Paragraph (A). That's with reference to. .. .wait I

take it back; it is also In Paragraph (A). That's the right, to the

state and in the event that we should have a recession, something
like that, that they couldn't change these retirement benefits, I

think that's up to the legislature to decide that, as to how much the

retirement benefits should be. It should ... .it 'd have to be based

upon the amount of the funds that are actually paid into. .. .otherwise,

we'd be in a position of whether we couldn't operate the state government.

MR. FLORY
Senator, do I understand you to say that you believe that If a

man for twenty years makes his contribution to the retirement system,

and as a depression, the state ought to have the right to use that

money and take it away from that employee, and that that money ought

not be there when he gets ready to retire? That's what your amendment

does

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, the amount that the retiree has put Into It. But, you must

remember this, Mr. Flory, that most of the retirement systems of the

state puts as much. If not more, than the retiree does. It's the question
of whether or not the state could reduce its contribution to a retire-
ment system.

MR. FLORY
But, under the committee's proposal, what it mandates Is that the

benefits earned up to the time that the legislature makes a change,
which it has every right to do, you can't change those benefits earned
up to that point. But, you could abolish the system after that, under

this language. But, what you are doing by your amendment, is taking
away the vested right that that employee has once he puts his money
In that system. That's Immoral.

MR. DE BLIEUX
No. What I take out of that is the guarantee that the state's going

to guarantee that that retirement system will always be at that level.

That may not be possible for the state to do.

MRS. WARREN
Senator De Blleux, there was a time when the state had plenty of

money with the.... if retirement benefits go up.

MR. DE BLIEUX
They have been doing that, Mrs. Warren.

MRS. WARREN
Whether they paid It or not, they....

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's been over.... the years since I've been In the legislature.

We have been increasing benefits of retirement systems practically

every session of the legislature.

MRS. WARREN
So, it'd be according to the cost of living they would be paid.

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's right.

MRS. WARREN
Wonderful.

Further Di scussi on

MR. LOWE

Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, the

matter of retirement systems is a highly technical problem,

particularly when you consider the number of retirement systems

that we have in the State of Louisiana and some of the chaos

that we have had in these retirement systems through the years.

The thing that concerns me about locking Into the constitution
some of the things that we are getting ready to lock in, if we
pass this proposal, Is that we are trying in one hard fell sweep,

suddenly, to cure all of the problems that have accrued over

years and years and years of the operation of retirement

systems. I don't think that anybody in the State of Louisiana

is going to deny the fact that there Is a great deal of research

that needs to go Into the study of retirement systems. There Is

a great deal of research that needs to go into the investment of

funds of retirement systems. There is a great deal of research

that needs to go Into giving some uniformity to the type of

benefits that are paid to the various people that come under

the retirement systems of the State of Louisiana. Now, when you

get down to the problem we are addressing ourselves to in part

(A), we are talking about the funds and the accrued benefits
and the accrued liability of these funds. Now, when we talk about

preserving the accrued benefits, we are talking about how do

we want these retirement systems funded, because that's exactly
what we are talking about. When you talk to people that know

retirement systems, they are not in agreement as to whether you

should fund a retirement system one hundred percent, or whether
you should fund It to the extent that you Just have adequate

funds to meet current payrolls. I would say that if we today,

in the State of Louisiana tried to fund all of the retirement

systems one hundred percent, it would be virtually impossible.

As I mentioned to you before, the State of Florida had a survey

made of their retirement systems over a period of years, and

they are finally getting them in shape. They found out that they

had an unfunded accrued liability of 1.8 million dollars. Now,

who is going to sit here and tell us that we know best how to

fund these systems today ,to say that they have to be funded to

the extent that if they are not funded, that we can't pay any-

thing out of them to meet current retirement benefits because

it might impair those benefits that presently accrue to some

of the people that have paid in funds. Now, I can't disagree

with the logic of that. The only thing that I have to disagree

with is that we are trying to cure years and years and years

of problems with one sentence In this constitution. It may take

years and years and years of study before we know enough about

the thirty some odd retirement systems In the State of Louisiana,

before we can make a one statement presentation of what it's going

to take to protect the citizens of the state and also to assure

that the retirees are going to receive their benefits without

overnight bankrupting the State of Louisiana. I say we need a

general statement in this article that there will be retirement

systems. I think Mr, De Blieux's amendment takes a step in that

direction. You can't sit here and say that it's best for the

State of Louisiana to come up with eight hundred million dollars

and put in these retirement systems, and let them get invested In

some five percent bonds and turn around and have that money

laying idle when it could be used for other purposes in the State

of Louisiana. We Just can't say that right now. There is no

doubt that every retiree is going to get paid. The state is

going to live up to their moral obligations. The municipalities

that are subdivisions of the state—those people are going to get

paid because the state is going to live up to Its moral obligations.

Let's not make the mistake today of saying that we know what's

best over some emotional feeling that some person that's put in

some benefits may not get them back. It's easy for us to take

that route; it's easy for us to feel that way. But, you and I
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know that every person that contributes to a retirement system
In the State of Louisiana, their funds are not In serious
Jeopardy. There Is some study that needs to be made so they
will be handled efficiently, that we will get the most out of
the Investments In theni, that there will be some equity In the
amount of retirement that Is paid to the various people from the
retirement funds. But, we don't need to say today that we know
what we need to do with retirement systems. I ask you to cut out
the expansion that's been made on the retirement systems that
would be locked Into the constitution for all time and to
allow some time to deal with retirement systems. So, I ask you
to support Senator De Blleux's amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY
I rise In support of Senator De Blleux's amendment as did

Monday Lowe—all three of us having been members of the Revenue,
Finance, and Taxation Comnlttee. I think It Is from that
direction that the concern Is most obvious. The problem of
retirement plans and the state's fiscal responsibility In connection
with retirement plans was discussed a great deal, particularly In
the Public Finance Subcommittee and Informally by members of the
Revenue, Finance, and Taxation Committee. There was considerable
speculation and thought given to the possibility of some sort of
provision In the constitution that would deal with this problem

—

the problem of the state's fiscal responsibility in connection
with retirement plans and what effect retirement plans could
possibly have at some tljne or another on the state's bonding
capacity and the state's general ability to operate government.
1 think the conclusion of those of us on the conoittee who con-
sidered this problem was that it was not possible to deal with
the problem appropriately In the constitution. For that same
reason, I opposed the language In the comnlttee proposal. It

attempts to deal with the problem from a different respect,
from a different viewpoint; it approaches it and ignores—

I

think—the state's fiscal responsibility and position in connection
with retirement plans and places a guarantee on the part of the
state that I think is totally unwarranted and Inappropriate In

connection with retirement plans. I certainly concur and agree
with the desirability of retirement plans. I certainly recognize
the state's moral obligation to provide the funds to pay
employees for anything that they have earned. I think that
trust funds and retirement funds should be administered in
such a fashion as to insure the greatest possible benefits
for the employees. But, when there is a problem, and when
things have fallen apart, I think that this provision—as
written—would place the state's retired employees In a
position where they would benefit, but you may not be able
to pay the state's current employees any salary; you may not
be able to meet the state's bonding obligations; you may not
be able to Issue any more bonds. You may reach that point long
before you have any problem at all—fiscally—as people who
have to deal with the state and Its fiscal responsibility and
see a broad guarantee of the state behind retirement plans
and the benefits of retirement plans, which can be Increased
in the future, would certainly have serious questions as to the
state's fiscal responsibility to pay bonds because note
what this does; It says "the state guarantees the benefits" and
if the legislature, after the bonds have been issued, suddenly
greatly Increases retirement benefits for employees, that those
Increased benefits—future benefits—would be guaranteed by the
State of Louisiana, I assume to the detriment or possible detriment,
of bonds that would be Issued or could be issued. I think that
the entire subject matter is ore that is remarkably Inappropriate
to handle in the constitution. It is a problem; it's a changing
problem; it's in an area where a great deal is developing, but,
I Implore you to support the De Blieux amendment— to delete this
sort of requirement from the constitution of this state.

I'll yield to any questions.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

in bitter opposition to the De Blieux amendment. With all due
respect to him, he is just completely doing away with this
proposal. Now, my Interest In this Is purely because of the
fact that I think the teachers and all of the school employees
are Just not being treated exactly fair at this time. Now, let's
go back: The State of Louisiana has been recruiting teachers
and they have had a shortage of good efficient teachers for a
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long time. Now, one of the Inducements that these people have
had to enter the teaching profession is the retirement system.
They were told what they would pay, the benefits that they'd
receive; and they have a right to expect just exactly that.
Now, if they are assured at the time that they enter the teaching
profession that they will receive these benefits, they should, by
all means, receive these benefits; it is a contract, they thought
It was a contract, and they have a right to expect everything that
they have paid for that's all In the world this says that it
should do, that"the state shall guarantee the accrued benefits."
Now, that is the benefits that they have accrued under a system
that they accepted and have paid toward. If the state is not
going to live up on that, then the state is in violation of
their contract with that. Mr. Lowe pointed out that we were
trying to establish a system. We are not trying to establish
a system with this proposal. We are merely saying that if the
state employs teachers under this agreement, that it is a contract
and they shall be liable for it. Now, the teachers themselves do
not change the payments made by themselves or by the state; they
do not govern their own retirement; it Is left entirely up to the
legislature. If the legislature Is going to con.:rol this, there
is nobody else that can guarantee it except the legislature. They
have that responsibility that when they see fit to change the re-
tirement system, in any way— that is, to give greater benefits,
shorter retirement, or anything else— it is their responsibility
and their duty to also determine the payment into this system that
will tolerate that. Now, at one time, the teachers and the State
of Louisiana had the strongest retirement system in the State of
Louisiana. There are so many teachers, right now, that still think
they have a strong retirement system. Now, the thing that worked
me up on this thing and got me started on it Is the fact that I -had
an opportunity to read this memorandum on the funding of the
Louisiana Teachers' Retirement System prepared by George B. Buck,
Consulting Actuaries, Inc. of New York. Now, they pointed out
clearly that something must be done with this retirement system and
be done now, or else this retirement system will be defunct. Now,
it is not now; it can be saved. But, the only one that can save
this is the legislature. Now, I realize that Senator De Blieux
has pointed out that that's the legislature's prerogative to do
that. It is not only their prerogative, it is their duty to see
that they do have a sound retirement system. Now, they have not
done so in the past. Now, I.... I know I'm about to run out of
time, so I want to refer you to two paragraphs in this report pre-
pared by George B. Buck, Consulting Actuary. Now, please listen
to this, if you don't listen to anything else; say this is I'm
going to read this from this report: "The assets of the system
currently amount to seven hundred and eighty-five million dollars,
but perhaps five hundred and sixty million dollars is now reserved
for retired teachers, leaving two hundred and twenty-five million
dollars on account of active teachers. Since the accumulated
contributions"—and please listen to this—"since the accumulated
contributions of those active teachers now on duty amount to two
hundred and sixty million dollars, no employer contributions are
now being held reserved by the system on account of active teachers,
and there is a deficit in the amount of assets held for retired
teachers, if it is considered that the first claim on the assets
is for members to receive their own contributions." In other
words, ladles and gentlemen, the teachers that are now paying Into
the system have contributed two hundred and sixty million dollars.
Now, in addition to that, the state has made Its contributions
and there have been earnings from Investments. Yet, there is
thirty-five million dollars less in there available to the active
teachers now. In spite of all of these other contributions, there
are thirty-five million dollars in this fund less than they them-
selves have contributed and that is in Itself, proof that this
system is going down all the time. Now, the only thing this pro-
posal does—and it does not try to tell the legislature how to run
their business— it just says that "they shall guarantee all
benefits payable to a member of the system or to his lawful bene-
ficiary at the time of his death or retirement"— that Is, the ac-
crued benefits. Now, that is not fair. They went into this system
with the understanding they would pay in a certain amount, the
state would pay in a certain amount, and they would get certain re-
tirement benefits. We are not trying to tell the legislature

—

contrary to what my friend, Mr. Lowe, said—we are not trying to
tell the legislature how to run their affairs. We are just telling
them to run their affairs so that the teachers will have a sound
retirement system. I urge you to please defeat this De Blieux
amendment and give the teachers the protection that they are en-
titled to. We are not asking them to get any new benefits. Just
those benefits that have already accrued to them In a system that
they elected to join because that was a part of their profession.
They went Into this teaching profession with that understanding.
They have a right to expect the benefits, and all this does is
guarantee those accrued benefits that they went Into and they
have a right to expect. There Is only one group that can correct
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this situation— that is, the legislature—and this just tells

them that they must correct this situation so that they will not

lose these benefits.
Thank you very much » and I urge you

Questions

MRS. CORNE
Pete, is it not true that the Teachers' Retirement System

has been an enticement for young teachers to come into the
system? But, also, that the retirement system ought to be an

enticement to retain good teachers?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That is very true. I pointed out, Mrs. Come, at the very

beginning that this is an Inducement for young people to go Into
the teaching profession. We need good, efficient teachers. This
brings them in, and we hope it will keep them in the system. But,
anytime this system goes bad, there are a lot of them that are
going to leave then, and It's headed In that direction.

MRS. CORNE
One more question: Do you know that to contribute to the

retirement system is a condition of employment?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, ma'am, that is a condition and It was explained to

these young teachers at the time they joined the system, what
they would pay, what the state would pay, and the benefits that
they would receive. That's all we are trying to do, just let
the state live up to its agreement with the teachers.

MRS. CORNE
Correct. If a teacher refuses to join the system, then

she cannot be employed?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That's right.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise In opposition to the

amendment. Let me see if I can explain to you, as I appreciate
the thinking of the committee and the development of this

proposal, which—as I recall it—was either unanimous or nearly
unanimous in the committee's vote. What we were attempting to

do here is to protect the vested rights of the employee; when
he gets ready to retire, to Insure him that when he retires,
whatever he is paid towards the retirement system at that time
he retires, that money will be there when he gets ready to retire.
This guarantees that whatever the system called for, that when he
retires there would be sufficient moneys in the system to pay his
benefits— that's what it means. He has vested rights in whatever
he's paid towards, plus the state's contribution. Now, as you
well know, there is a national problem in this country as
relates to retirement systems in private industry. It's estimated
that fifty percent of the employees, when they get ready to retire
in this country today, the systems have either gone bankrupt, or
through misuse of the funds, etc., the money's not there to pay
the benefits to those fifty percent of the employees. Now, all
this proposal says is— in its original form— that if you pay Into
the system with the understanding that the law provides, let's say,
two percent per year for every year that you have served in state
government, that whenever you retire, the legislature, the day
before you retire, or nobody else can come in and say, "We are
going to reduce that benefit to one percent and all you paid
these twenty years, you paid with the understanding you were
going to get two percent a year for every year of service."
Nobody can depreciate what you have paid toward as far as that
two percent is concerned; nobody can reduce those benefits; that's
all this says: accrued benefits are guaranteed when you get ready
to retire—whatever you have accrued, not what happens in the
future. The legislature still under this proposal has the
full authority to meet, to change the provisions of the retirement
system anyway it sees fit, even to the extent of abolishing the
system in the future. But. they can't tamper with It—what's in

the past—that's what it means. You can't take away from those
people who have paid into the system with the understanding that
when they get ready to retire that money is going to be there.
That's all this proposal does; it does not take any prerogatives
away from the legislature. All it does Is protect the system
that exists and the benefits that have been accrued by the
participants in the system up to the time any change might be
made in that system.

I'll be happy to yield to any questions, Mr, Chairman.

Questions

MR. WEISS
Delegate Flory, could you help me understand "Why one must

be guaranteed—as you point out—accrued benefits when these

funds are invested? Now, if the funds are invested, there are

two possibilities— they can either go up or down; of course,

they may remain the same. But, if they go up then, of course,

the individual who has the benefits of these funds benefit by

them. But, if the funds depreciate, if they go down— such as

a stock market decline at this time— then, someone has to

backup that and, I believe, now you are asking the state, or

this proposal asks the state, to make good any defaults in

investments that go on in this situation. My question then is:

How can one be accrued benefits. .. guaranteed accrued benefits

when they are Invested funds? In other words, retirement funds,

therefore, should not be invested— It would seem to me—if we are

to guarantee or if the constitution of this state is to guarantee

benefits to people. There would be no reason to invest funds.

Now, these retirement funds are Invested, are they not?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir. I think it would be terribly imprudent not

to invest those funds because at the present market, even

in government securities, you can earn substantial interest

on the funds invested.

MR. WEISS
But, what happens if the funds are lost? That's my question.

MR. FLORY
I didn't understand you.

MR. WEISS
What happens if these investment funds depreciate or are

lost?

MR. FLORY
Well, I don't know of any situation, to my knowledge.

Doctor, where the Investments have been lost, of any consequence

whatsoever, because. . .

.

MR. WEISS
Have you seen the stock market in the past month?

MR. FLORY
All I can tell you is, based upon the past, in the retirement

systems they have been very prudent and under very strict

regulations as to the type of investments they can make with

those funds. Now, it has been liberalized, and I might say this:

the legislature had a serious quarrel with one of the retirement

systems in the past because it was so stringent in the method

in which they invested their funds; their portfolio was only

yielding about three, three and a half percent. They asked

the system to make some changes in their investment portfolio.

So, they did, and they are now yielding about eight percent,

which means, of course, that the state doesn't have to put up

near as much money to keep the system actuarially sound. Now,

the whole center of this proposal is that. ..let's say today

the legislature has agreed and passed a law to cut off all

retirement benefits for any employees in the future. But,

let's say that all the employees in the system decided to

retire— they all could retire today—but there were not

sufficient funds in the system to pay those benefits; then,

the state would have to make up the difference because, some-

where in the past, the state—under its financial obligations

and the law—did not meet its financial responsibility and make

substantial contributions to the system to keep it actuarially
sound at that time, and that's happened in the past. We are

trying to prevent this from happening in the future.

MR. WEISS
How could they do that? In other words, it was not

actuarially sound, then, for everyone to retire at once; is

that correct?

MR. FLORY
What happens is. Dr. Weiss, it's my understanding, that of

course, they depend upon an actuary to tell them whether or

not the fund is actuarially sound. You can get variations of

opinions from actuaries, just like you can economists, as to what

is and what is not actuarially sound. So, consequently, if the

state gets an actuary to say that the fund today is actuarially

sound, when, in fact. It may not be, the state can reduce its

contribution rate. They have done that in the past when, in

fact, the system was not actuarially sound and the state should
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have, at that time, increased its contribution rate; but, due to
financial conditions of the state, they did not do that. I can
recall on one occasion, they took from their contribution rates
twenty-eight million dollars in one year to one system, used it
for state purposes, which should have gone to the system to make
It actuarially sound.

Further Discussion

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, I have no quarrel with the desire

to try to have the state guarantee what these various retire-

ment benefits might be. This is nice to have, but I question...

I do quarrel with whether or not we can actually accomplish

this. Now, I don't think that this type of thing should be

locked in the constitution. All of us contribute to social

security, but what constitutional guarantee do we have that

we are going to receive the benefits that have accruad to

us through social security. Mr. Flory pointed out that he

did not want the legislature to be able to tamper with things

in the past that would change the amount of the retirement.

What is to prevent the Congress of the United States from

changing the amount we receive from social security? We have

no constitutional guarantee there. We have no constitutional

guarantee that federal employees—to which the federal govern-

ment contributes money to their retirement system^-that these

federal employees are going to get what they think they are

going to get, whenever the time comes for them to retire.

Many of us have no constitutional or any other type of guarantee

that we*re going to receive our benefits from any private

annuity system that we may belong to. I just don't think that

it is wise to try to lock into this constitution any guarantee

that the state is going to pay these benefits, particularly,

and even more so, if the state really has not that much control

over the investment of these funds. I think the De Blleux

amendment is all right because it deletes a lot of unnecessary

language.,. a language that I don't think that we can live up

to necessarily. I rhink that it should be further amended

to, conform to something we have in the present constitution.

But, 1 would urge the adoption of the De Blieux amendment,

and let's delete the language that we have in this particular

committee proposal because I just don't think that we can live

with this type of language locked into the constitution.

Question

MR. J. JACKSON
Delegate Abraham, a lot of us... lot of the delegates here

are concerned about maintaining a stable retirement system.

But, at the same time, there are some of us who feel that one

of the prerequisites for a person to even get a job as a teacher

in the state is that he or she agrees to participate in the retire-
ment system, if that's so, no matter what the stock market

may do in terms of investments, one way or the other; let's say

it fails. If the state makes that kind of commitment, or

that kind of requirement on a teacher, is it not fair and just

that that teacher ought to hold the state to provide funds

no matter If there's an adverse effect In terms of investments

of the stock market?

MR. ABRAHAM
No, Johnny, because I have to make a commitment to contri-

bute to the social security system, but I have no constitutional

guarantee that the federal government's going to provide for

my social security benefits.

[_Prev ious Quest ion ordered .^

Closing

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I might state at this particular time that I have no intentions
of taking away something which the employees of any retirement
system have already earned and has accrued to them. Therefore,
if the convention will agree, I would rather withdraw this

proposed amendment and resubmit It in a different form which
will accomplish what I had intended to do: that is, to shorten
the constitution, but yet preserve the very things which I

think the committee proposed in this particular proposal. If

it's all right with the convention, I would withdraw that amend-

ment and resubmit my amendment that I have that I think that

accomplishes the same, identical thing. It leaves the accrued
retirement to all chose who already have earned it, and

It's thore for them. I don't want to take away anything which
the retired employees of the state have earned or those who are

working for the state have already placed into the retirement

system. That's not my idea whatsoever. I just don't want to
get into the constitution the fact that the state has to guarantee
every employee of the state that his retirement system will be
the same as it is now throughout the rest of his lifetime, in

the event we should get into a depression or something of that
sort

.

[Rules Suspended to allow withdrawal of
the Amendmen t . Amendment withdrawn.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Conroy sends up the following amendment

:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 17, after the words and

punctuation "system." delete the remainder of the line and delete
lines 18 through 22, both inclusive in their entirety.

Expl anat i on

MR. CONROY
This amendment does what the first part of Amendment No. 1

of the De Blieux amendment had proposed to do. It Is what those

who spoke in favor of the De Blieux amendment—other than Senator

De Blieux—addressed themselves to. I think that the debate...

it's also what those who spoke against the De Blieux amendment,

spoke against. 1 think all the debate has occurred. What this

amendment does is delete everything after the first sentence

In Paragraph (A) so that it eliminates the guarantee of the

state to it. It also deletes the references to contractual
relationships and accrued benefits, both of which I think are

unnecessary to refer to. They are contractual ;to the extent

they are contractual rights; they, of course, cannot be taken

away. So, I move the adoption of the cimendment—and frankly,

I don't see why there should be any lengthy discussion because
we have already debated this issue at length already.

Quest i ons

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Conroy, don't you agree that when a teacher enters the

teaching profession, and they accept the retirement system,

elect to go into it, make their contributions—they make those

certain contributions, determined by the legislature, and for

certain benefits, which amount to "X" number of dollars a year

—

don*t you think they have a right to expect that when they retire?

MR. CONROY
Yes, I think they would. If it's a contractual right already,

they'd have It as a contractual right.

MR. HERNANDEZ
All right. That's all this does, is expect the state...

MR. CONROY
I don't agree with you, with the particular phrases that

are used here. Now, normally, when a retirement plan is set up,

the rights in It says that the employee has rights attributable
to a particular fund, and that the payments will be made out of

a particular fund for that purpose. It does not put the employer's

full faith and credit, I think is the term used, as far as the

state goes, behind those things. It sets up the fund. The

contributions go into Che fund. The employee has a voice in the

management of the fund, in this case in some form or another, so

that if the fund falls apart, the employee is partly respon-
sible for it, too. But, I don't think that the state should en-
danger all of its fiscal responsibility for the sake of one parti-
cular portion of what the state is obliged to do. I do think it

should administer these funds properly. It should help in the

proper administration of the funds, but I do not think that the

guarantee of these benefits is a proper thing for the state to

do in this constitution.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Isn't the legislature the only one to determine what shall

be paid in by the employee, by the state, and determine the

benefits that the teacher shall receive? Isn't the legislature

the only one that can do that?

MR. CONROY
Well, Che legislaCure provides It, Mr. Hernandez, but, I think,

in our system of government we expect the legislature to be

democratically responsive to what the teachers may want and what

the people In the state may think is proper. So, yes, the legis-

lature does, but Chat's saying Che people determine Ic. I

Chink Chat's the proper place for it to be determined. Is by the

people.
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MR. HERNANDEZ
Wouldn't you agree that the legislature had actuarial informa-

tion on this* and knew that the trend that it was taking?

MR. CONROY

The risk of the correctness of the actuarial determination
should be on the fund and those who expect to benefit from It,

Mr. Hernandez. That is my very point. I think that actuarial
assumptions and actuarial projections are a very dangerous thing

for this state to go behind and say that it's going to guarantee
the correctness, in effect, of these actuarial assumptions and

decisions that are made because 1 know an awful lot about actuarial
assumptions, and 1 don't think that that's any place for this
state to be risking all of its fiscal responsibility behind some
of these actuarial assumptions. You can get two or three actuaries
together and they can sort out their different assumptions and
presumptions and come up with all sorts of different figures.
That's basically one of the problems we've got to deal with that
I think the legislature should be given as free a hand as It can,
to deal with as this area develops, and this Is a developing area.
The concepts are changing. The problems are just becoming more
obvious now. I don't think that we should run the risk of putting
the state In a position where it will be totally unable to meet
Its other obligations by putting this sort of guarantee In the
constitution.

MR. HERNANDEZ
One final question, Mr. Conroy. Don't you believe that when

a teacher enters this system they have a definite figure given by
the legislature what they shall pay, the state shall pay, and they
shall receive a certain amount. Isn't that, in your mind, a contract
that should be lived up to by the state?

MR. CONROY
The salary, Mr. Hernandez, or what?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No... they determine the salary. . .but, the payments to the

retirement fund, by the employee and by the state. The state, also,
...the legislature also determines the benefits to be paid from
that.

MR. CONRDY
Well, that's.. .1 don't think that's the way it*s set up now.

That's what we're going to change It to. Right now, I think the
employee understands that his benefits are payable out of a fund,
which hopefully will be adequate to meet those obligations. But,

the legislature certainly could, if It chose, abolish the fund,
and make definite contractual conmitments with employees to pay
them so much out of the state's general fund in ensuing years. It
could do that... the deletion of these provisions wouldn't preclude
the legislature from doing what you say that you think the
legislature ought to do. It would just leave It open.

MR. HERNANDEZ
They haven't done it.

MR.

Thank you, sir.

LOWE
Mr. Conroy, don't you think that the.. .some of the delegates

are confusing what I said before and what you've said into feeling
that we're not interested in protecting those contributions that's
been made by the teachers. We're all for that. Don't you agree
with that?

and diminish the funds of the people that are left. So, what we
are saying here.. .we have a mandate, telling the legislature,
"Get these systems fully funded because if they are not fully
funded, any payment that you make is going to impair and dimin-
ish the benefits of those people that are left in it." Don't you
agree with that?

MR. CONROY
Mr. Lowe, I agree completely with that. I have tried in

my arguments to stay away from what I considered some of the more
involved explanations of how retirement plans work. I think that
your point is well taken, though, and I think that some present
employee of the state school system could bring a suit and say
'you cannot pay out any further benefits until this plan Is fully
funded for my benefits in the future. You simply have to suspend
the pajnnents until the thing is fully funded." I think from a...
public employee's plan should really not be fully funded. I don't
think it's to the best interest of the way to operate a public
retirement plan, to have it fully funded. I think it would impair
the state's really proper allocation of its funds if you tried to
fully fund a retirement plan of this kind.

MR. LOWE
I agree with that a thousand percent. Don't you also agree

that realizing the teacher system is probably seven hundred
plus million short of being actuarially sound, or being fully
funded, don't you agree that we probably, if we studied and got

all the Information in on our thirty some odd systems that

we'd probably be in the same shape that Florida is in and be,

maybe, 1.8 billion, not million, but 1.8 billion dollars short
of being fully funded of the accrued liabilities that now exist?
Wouldn't It be impossible for the State of Louisiana to fully

fund the systems that are mandated by this wording?

MR. CONROY
That's certainly part of my concern, Mr. Lowe.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Mr. Conroy. are you aware of the fact that politics plays

a great deal with the decisions that the legislature makes?

MR. CONROY
Well, I certainly expect them to. Mr. Sutherland.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Right, and because of that fact, isn't it a fact that in

the past, the legislature has granted pay raises to teachers
and has not funded those pay raises?

MR. CONROY
Yes. They have done that. They've given retirement benefits

that haven't been funded either.

MR. SUTHERLAND
That's correct. Then, so, as long as the legislature is

going to be a political body that's subject to the pressures
of people bringing pressures on them, don't you think that they
should have the fiscal responsibility of funding those benefits
that they agree to?

MR. CONROY
Yes. I think they should be responsibile enough to fund

them themselves, as they see fit.

MR. CONROY
Yes. I think that both you and I share serious concern

about protecting those contributions, future contributions, and
the responsibility of the state. I think that our overall con-
cern is one of fiscal responsibility, and fiscal responsibility
of the state Is what's going to mean most to the people who look
to the state to pay its obligations. Including those who have
retirement benefits to be paid through the state.

MR. LOWE
Right. Now, let me ask you another question. The thing

that concerns me probably more than the full faith and credit
of the state being behind the retirement system is this sentence
that says,"the accrued benefits of which shall not be diminished
or impaired." Now, there's not a single system in the state of
the thirty some-odd we have, that's fully funded. You won't
run into any actuaries that will tell you that it's wise to
fully fund a system because you just tie up tremendous amount
of funds that could be used for other purposes. There are formula
to determine what's reasonable and what's not reasonable. But,
wouldn't you agree that anytime that a system Is not fully funded
that any payments from that system would, by necessity, impair

MR. SUTHERLAND
Now, if in the future these benefits are Increased, the

legislature should then have the sufficient funds, or see that
there are sufficient funds to pay those benefits.

MR. CONROY
The legislature, as a responsible body, should do that...

should foresee that that has to be done. That's correct.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Now, up to the point that they make that decision to increase

benefits or to reduce the time for retirement, which is another
way that they do it. They reduce it from thirty years to
twenty-five to twenty to fifteen years of service, which increases
the obligations of the system. It has nothing to do with what
Dr. Weiss says, the investment of the funds. These are increased
benefits that they are granting, and not funding, and this is what
we're trying to accomplish, to prevent them from doing that.
As the social security system of the federal government, constantly,
the Congress uses this as a political football; constantly, increasing,
but not caring where the money's going to come from. We want this
system to be financially sound. The only one who can control it
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Is the legislature. So, if they're going to increase the benefits,

they should see that there are sufficient funds to do It. That was

the purpose of the comnittee's recoimiendatlon.

MR. CONR0Y
Mr. Sutherland, if I understand that explanation of the conmittee'

objective in this, I think they've gone about It in the wrong
way because 4 think that in order for that objective to be
properly served, you'd have to have an actuarially sound plan
now, and I don't think you do. That's what gets into Mr. Lowe's

question,is that given the objective you just recited about no
benefits being increased unless the legislature could, at that

time, fund it, if this would have that effect... if this provision,

as written by the committee, would have that effect, then Mr.

Lowe is absolutely correct in his suggestion that someone right

now could bring a suit to prohibit any payments being made out

of the retirement fund until it was made actuarially sound, I

don't think you intended that, but both results would flow from

the language which is used here ; if the one that you said should

flow, the other one would flow equally quickly.

MR. SUTHERLAND
I don't necessarily agree, David. As long as they can make

the payments that are due, and have accrued, there would be no

right that anyone would have to contest it.

MR. CONROY
Well, then, he could contest the payment out of that fund

of any further benefits to others. I think they probably would,

from what you've just said as far as what the objective of this

was.

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Conroy, in your presentation, you implied that your

amendment was... didn't really do very much violence to the pro-

posal that the conmittee proposed. Actually, what you

—

MR. CONROY
I didn't say that.

MR. AERTKER
Oh, you didn't. .

.

MR. CONROY
No, I said it did what Senator De Blieux's. . . the first part

of his an^ndment did. ..that he has withdrawn now, what it did.

That's what it did. I just came behind the De Blieux amendment;

it did the same thing as that.

MR. AERTKER
You would agree, then, that your amendment, if adopted, would

completely destroy the Intent and purpose of what the committee

proposal was attempting to do?

MR CONROY
Insofar as it related to a guarantee of the full faith and

credit of the state behind retirement funding, yes. That's exactly

what it's intended to do because I think that that's an expansion

that the committee is suggesting far beyond anything that this

state has at the present time, and far beyond what I think is

fiscally responsible on the part of the state.

MR. AERTKER
But, you don't believe that it's right for people to expect

that when they enter into an agreement with the state, that they

are going to have a certain type of retirement, that that ought

to be guaranteed to them?

MR. CONROY
I think that's a desirable objective of any employee for any

company or for any institution or for anything else that when they

set up these retirement funds that it will be forthcoming at the

end of the road. But, I say that if they're not providing enough

funds ... let 's take an assumption, Mr. Aertker, Let's say that

you have a retirement plan that's set up, and it's set up on the

basis that you're going to get benefits of, let's just say, five

hundred dollars a month when you retire. For that purpose, you're

asked, as an employee, to contribute a dollar a month and the

state's going to put up a dollar a month. Then, when you get to

the end of the plan, you discover that what was projected was

totally erroneous. .. that really, you should have been contribu-

ting five dollars a month, and the state should have been con-

tributing five dollars a month, and the actuary made a mistake,

so that the amount of benefits which are available there just

aren't properly produced. Well, this says "the state guarantees

the correctness of those actuarial assumptions on which your

contributions were based, on which the state's contributions were
based. I say no; I don't think that that's right. I don't,
because the employee does contribute on certain assumptions, just
as the state does. If those are wrong, I don't think the state
should be obliged in the constitution to guarantee the correctness

I of those assumptions made by the legislature and by actuaries.

MR. AERTKER
You think, then, it's wrong for a person to expect to receive

a certain benefit at the expiration of his life span, and that
this is asking the state too much to provide that type of guarantee?

MR. CONROY
No, Mr. Aertker, I don't think it's wrong for him to expect

it. I agree that the state has a moral obligation—and probably,
one it would adhere to and follow through with. What I'm saying
is I think it's a mistake to create a binding legal obligation
on the part of the state in this constitution that would make
that effective guarantee that you're saying is right or wrong.
Morally, I agree with you. Ethically, I agree with you. But,
I'm saying that legally we should not impose such an obligation
on the State of Louisiana in this constitution because I think
it will disparage and cause trouble with the state's other fiscal
responsibilities.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Conroy, you've made a great point of fiscal responsibility-

the state's fiscal responsibility. Isn't it a fact that in the

retirement system that's mentioned in this proposal that the state
is the one who enacted the provision or the retirement system to

begin with?

MR, CONROY
Yes. I assume so. The legislature did, yes.

MR. FLORY
That's the first responsibility of the state. By law, they

have enacted a retirement system.

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. FLORY

All right. Secondly, if you espause fiscal responsibility,
don't you think it wise, fiscally speaking, for the state to

make adequate compensation to fund their legal obligation that

they have enacted into law as it progresses through the years,
rather than waiting at some late date? Do it on a current, fiscal
b'as is

.

MR. CONROY
No, Mr. Flory, 1 do not agree with that concept from the

standpoint of a public employee's retirement plan. I don't

think that properly speaking, that a public retirement plan
can appropriately be funded the same way a private retirement
plan is. I certainly think that from the standpoint of a

private employer who runs a risk of going out of business and

so forth, that it's desirable for it to be actuarially sound

on a year-to-year basis, based on the contributions that are

being made. I do not agree that that Is so, with a public,

retirement fund. I think that most people that study in this

area agree that it is not normally expected, nor necessarily
desirable for a public fund to be actuarially sound, just like

the social security system in the federal government level,

is certainly far from actuarially sound.

MR. FLORY

Well, what you're saying, then, is it's all right to have

a retirement system on paper. Just don't fund it.

MR. CONROY
No. It should be funded, and it should be expected to be

paid as the funds are available, as people retire, just like

our social security system is based on that basic concept, Mr.

Flory. You know that. That's the concept of our social security

system. If... we couldn't pay everybody right now; if we didn't

take any more money into the social security system, you couldn't

pay the benefits to retired people that the social security system

of the federal governmtmt provides. You know that.

MR. FLORY
No, 1 don't know that.

MR, CONROY
Well, it's a fact. You look for further funds to come in

as the economy grows; you expect and hope that there will be

more money to pay for retirement benefits on a public basis.
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MR. FLORY
My last question, Mr. Conroy: In truth, in fact, what your

amendment does Is take out of the proposal the provision that

gives to that employee his vested rights on what he's paid for.

That's what your amendment does, isn't it?

MR. CONROY
No. It doesn't refer to the term "vested rights." I would

have felt a lot more comfortable if that particular phrase had

been used because I'm more familiar with that phrase than I am

the phrase "accrued benefits." To me. strictly speaking, as an

attorney, the two things may be different. "Vested rights" is

a phrase I'm used to, and I don't see how we can take away

vested rights.

MRS. CORNE
Don't you think, Mr. Conroy, that a restraint should be

placed on the legislature to prevent it from granting additional

benefits for political expediency?

MR. WINCHESTER
Well, then if it has that power, that's why I think I'm for. .

I'n against the amendment because I think that it should be a

guarantee. I've worked forty-two years, and I am now on retirement.

I'm certainly think of the people who share. . .and that was how

my whole retirement centered around the amount of money that I

would receive from the Assessor's T^tirement Fund.

MR. WEISS
I fully agree with you, and I think that the legislature, as

any other body, is morally sound, although legally, it may

present problems in the future. It's for that reason I would
leave it to the legislature as the Conrny amendment so allows.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Dr. Weiss, don't you agree that the legislature has always

had that right, and it has been their duty and their responsibility

to make the laws needed to keep this retirement system sound?

Isn' t that true?

MR. CONROY
Mrs. Corne, I don't disagree with that desirable goal. As a

matter of fact, as I suggested previously In my talk that I felt

that those of us who worked with this problem on the Revenue,

Finance, and Taxation Committee, worked very hard to try to find

such a restraint, or a proper restraint to place on the legislature.

Ultimately, iry conclusion was that this constitution really, at

this stage of development of the concepts of retirement plans
couldn't come up with an appropriate restraint to place in the
constitution on the legislature. But, if this is intended, if

this provision is Intended as a restraint on the legislature
in the future, in what the legislature does In the future, then
I think it's Improperly worded. If this committee, or anybody
else, can come up with an appropriate restraint on future acts
of the legislature, I would think...

Further Di scussion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I take the podium in support

of the Conroy amendment and feel rather strongly that this is an
honest, a moral—and from what I can appreciate— legally sensible
approach to this retirement system. I feel very strongly because
as a physician, I've been in the midst of this medicare confusion.
Several years ago, the chief actuary ... for thirty years, the
chief actuary of the retirement system of the United States, spoke
here in Baton Rouge, and has since been retired from that system
voluntarily—of his own will—because the federal government has
failed to adhere to an actuarially sound medicare system. At
the present time, without question, there is no actuarially sound
medicare system that is existing in the United States today. I

feel that if such were to be promised to the people of the state,
such as this coiranittee proposal promiset, that we would reach
havoc just as you are seeing now in the medicare operation of
the federal government. When we ran for this office, most of us

delegates promised that we would prevent constitutional amendments.
I can foresee that if this committee proposal is accepted as written,
will be within short order many constitutional amendments to try
and bail out this system as written. It cannot be proven actuarially
sound. As Delegate Flory has pointed out, there are too many opinions
as to vrtiat is actuarially sound. It is a dynamic system. It Is
influenced by many, many factors, both within our state, outside
of our state, and even internationally. It's highly important
that we leave a flexibility to the legislature, and I would suggest
that the Conroy amendment is a very good one, and fiscally sound.
Mr. Conroy, serving on the Revenue and Finance Committee, has
spent many months studying these matters, and I feel certain that
the proposal that he has rendered is an excellent one. I consider
it a good one, will vote for it and hope you will do the same.

Questions

MR. WINCHESTER
Dr. Weiss, are you saying that you do not have confidence in

the ability of the legislature to regulate benefits by its right
to dictate to the retirement funds as to how funds must be invested?
It also has the right to audit these funds; the legislature also
determines the amount of the benefits, and how the monies to pay
these benefits shall be raised.

MR. WEISS
Dr. Winchester, I can answer that best by asking you: Is

there anything in the Conroy amendment that would prevent the
legislature from doing that? I see nothing, because the legislature
has that power, under the Conroy amendment.

MR. WEISS
Yes, and I think they will try to do so.

MR. HERNANDEZ
They haven't done it, have they?

MR. WEISS
Well, now that's a problem that is not necessarily their

responsibility. Sometimes, it's the administration of the laws.

Sometimes, it's the nature of the investment of these funds ,

which 1 think, in many instances, could be considered unsound.

This is a problem beyond the legislature.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Don't the legislature make all the laws regilating these

retirement funds?

MR. WEISS
It makes the laws, but it doesn't implement them.

[^Previous Quest ion ordered . Amendmen t

rejected: 37-55. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Recess

\_Quorum Call: 67 delegates present and
a quorum. ]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Senator De Blieux as follows

:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 13, after the word and

punctuation "System;" delete the remainder of the line and on

line lA, delete the partial word and punctuation "ployees." and

insert In lieu thereof the following:

there "State Officers and Public Employees."
Amendment No. 2. On page 1, delete lines lA through 17,

both inclusive, in their entirety and Insert In lieu thereof the

following:
"The legislature shall provide a retirement system or

systems for all public employees of the state and its agencies.
It may authorize retirement systems for its political subdivisions.
Membership"

Amendment No. 3. On page 1, at the end of line 20, change
the comma "," to a period "." and del-^te the remainder of the

line and delete lines 21 and 22 in their entirety.

Expl ana ti on

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, as

I explained to you on the previous amendment that It was my

only intention to combine Paragraphs (A) and (B) , and I did not

intend to take away anything that had already accrued to any

employee. Now, it was also called to my attention that many of

the political subdivisions have retirement systems which are

authorized by the legislature, but which are not founded by the

legislature. Therefore, I made the correction and changed in

it where the legislature would have the right to authorize
retirement systems for political subdivisions . This also

eliminates words which 1 think are excess insofar as Paragraph

(A) is concerned, and that is: after the words guaranteeing the

accrued retirement system of the employees, we eliminate the

rest of that where it says that all benefits payable to members
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from the system will be payable on a death or at retirement.

That, to me, is automatic, and therefore, you don't need that

excess verbiage in the article. I just have an amendment to

eliminate that. That's Che purpose of this amendment^ to

consolidate and reduce and make the necessary authorization for

the legislature to enact legislation in regard to these retirement

systems. It guarantees the accrued retirement of any employee

where they have already made a contribution, the state has already

the contribution. I don't intend to take away any of that, and

I think that meets Mr. Sutherland's objection to my previous

amendment. I ask for adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MR. HERNANDEZ
Senator De Blieux, If you don't object to this, why do you

want to take it out of this proposal where it , after line 20,

'the state guarantees all benefits payable to a member of the

system or his lawful beneficiary at his death or retirement"?

If you don't object to that , why do you want to leave that out?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, it's. . .the only objection I have is just excess

verbiage, Mr. Hernandez, and we don't need it. I just don't
believe we ought to just stick words into the constitution which,

you might say, don't mean anything.

MR. HERNANDEZ
You mean to take inalienable rights away from. . ,

MR. DE BLIEUX
You're not taking any rights away from anybody by this amend-

ment because, after all, if that benefit has accrued to them,

they are entitled to it; and they owe it, but then, they're going

to get it. But. . .

MR. HERNANDEZ
This is only two lines. Senator.

MR. DE BLIEUX
It's just excess verbiage which I Just don't think we need.

That's the only reason I suggest we take it out.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Do you think that two lines of excess verbiage is going to

ruin this proposal?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, we. . .1 don't think that that ruins it or helps it

any. It just eliminates unnecessary verbiage; that's all it

does

.

MR. DENNERY
Senator De Blieux, isn't it true that when you put in. . .

when you add in your Amendment No. 2 that the legislature may

authorize retirement systems for its political subdivisions," if

you do not delete the three lines that you Just spoke of, the

state would have to guarantee those benefits as well as retirement

systems of state employees?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I don't think under the provision, Mr, Dennery , that the

state, at the present time, I don't think it guarantees in the

retirement system of political subdivisions. The only part that

the state is absolutely responsible for is that portion which

the state contributes to. But, you know, we have numerous

subdivisions that have been authorized for their own retirement

systems. In fact of the business, it was called to my attention

by Delegate Abraham that that's the provisions of the present

constitution—that they authorize political subdivisions to

have retirement systems. They don't guarantee retirement systems

for political subdivisions.

MR. DENNERY
Now, my point was, though. Senator, if you do not delete

these lines and you add your language, this would require the

state to guarantee those systems, would it not?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, in essence of the word yes, that's true If they. . .

if the retirement systems are already in existence, they are

entitled to that accrued leave and accrued benefit.

MR. n-ORY
Senator De Blieux, in referenc* to what Mr. Dennery asked you,

my question is: We had proposed In the committee that the local

governing bodies who had established through law retirement

systems, would guarantee the accrued benefits to those participants
in that system. But, if I appreciate your amendment ^ by the

deletion of the last two lines of that paragraph, you're not
then guaranteeing the accrued benefits of a local system by

anybody , are you?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, Mr. Flory, as I understand this , it would have the

same effect Insofar as the state is concerned because you

guarantee the accrued—that portion which they have accrued,

they get it. I don't intend to take anything away that they've

already earned, and worked for, and the state
has already contributed to.

MR. FLORY
I appreciate that, I appreciate that. Senator, but I

think it's a matter of mechanics and coni>ining the two paragraphs

where you are willing to guarantee the accrued benefits by the

state for state systems. But, by the deletion of the second

paragraph, you have taken away the guarantee to the local

municipal, for example, employees in a retirement system that

the municipal government would guarantee the accrued benefits.

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, I don't necessarily agree with that because we leave

in the words saying^ "the accrued benefits which shall not be

diminished or impaired," so that in essence, that's what you

are doing. You are guaranteeing that.

MR. LANIER
Senator De Blieux, does your amendment, as it's presently

drafted, have any effect on the (B) part of this section?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, if my amendment passes, Mr. Lanier, I don't think (B)

part would be necessary. If this passes, I have an amendment to

eliminate (B) part because everything that's in (B) part will
be covered in (A) part.

MR. LANIER
Now, in the (B) part, don't you think we have a very

definite problem here with this last sentence of the (B) part

that says that "the state or political subdivisions shall

guarantee any benefits payable to a member of the system"?

•MR. DE BLIEUX
I don't think it creates a problem because if you can't

diminish it or impair it, it means that If. , .in essence, it's

guaranteed.

MR. LANIER
Well, what I'm concerned about is, for example, as I under-

stand it with clerks of court and sheriffs and assessors, that

all of the taxing bodies in the parish contribute to their

retirement systems. Is that not correct?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I don't know exactly how it's made up, but I do know, in essence,

they do through a portion of the tax revenues that are collected.

So, you might say they do, yes, in that sense, because you take

a little portion of each political subdivision^ revenue.

[Previous Quest ion ordered . Amendments
rejected : 34-47 . Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 19 , immediately after

"employer " delete the words "the accrued" and delete line 20

in its entirety and Insert in lieu thereof the word "and ".

bxpl anati on

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention , I

have very serious reservations about what this particular wording

does to the retirement systems of the State of Louisiana. I

firmly believe that anytime a payment is made from a retirement

system to a retired employee that if that system ia not fully

funded, well, then the accrued benefits of all of the other people

in that system—retired or otherwise—would, to some extent be
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diminished or impaired. Now, you just have to think with me for

a moment. If we are funding a system and it takes so much funds
to fully guarantee the payment of all of the employees in that

system, and anytime that system is not fully funded to take

care of all of the accrued liability that's accrued to that point

in time, well, anytime a payment is made to any other individual
and a pro rata payment is not paid to the others in the system^
well, those that have remained in the system that are not paid
on a pro rata basis have by necessity had their portion diminished
and impaired. Now, I don't know all there is to know about retire-
ment systems; I have been exposed to them. I can frankly say to

you that we're laboring under some serious misconceptions if we're
sitting here thinking that it's appropriate to fully fund governmental
retirement systems. Now, I'm familiar with the Studebaker Case
where the company couldn't meet the retirement of the employees,
and in Industry and commercially the companies can go bankrupt and
leave the country and not be there when the employees retire.
We don't have the same situation with government. Government isn't
going anyplace. I wouldn't be a bit surprised, as I mentioned
at this microphone before, that we're in the same shape that
Florida is in, and maybe worse. We may be two billion dollars
short of fully funding our retirement systems—the thirty-some-
odd systems that we have. I think it would be ridiculous for
us to feel that we should, overnight, try to solve the problems
that's been created for years and years and years with the
retirement systems in the State of Louisiana. Now, you saw fit
not to take out the full faith and credit of the state as it
applies to the retirement systems. I hope that you will go along
with me and take out the words, "the accrued benefits of which
shall not be diminished or Impaired." By taking this out , we
still leave in the full faith and credit of the State of Louisiana.
I don't know that we want to give much more protection than that.
The wording that we have in here could place in serious jeopardy
the funds of the State of Louisiana if we have to, overnight,
try to fully fund the retirement systems . So, with that in

mind, I ask you to go along with my amendment and the wording
I think is unnecessary. Without it , we can still give full
assurance to the retirees and those that will retire, that they
will receive that benefit.

Questi ons

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Lowe, what is your definition of "accrued"?

MR. LOWE
"Accrued ," to me, means that that's anything that inures to

the right of an individual at a specific date.

nothing to do with what a person will draw or won't draw except
that when it comes time to draw whatever has been set up by the
legislature for him to draw will be guaranteed by the full
faith and credit of the State of Louisiana. Now there's been
some changes made in retirement systems because of political
pressure, I would think, that have wrecked these retirement
systems. Maybe the teachers, probably, now should be paying
seventeen percent into the system for the benefits that they
will receive, and they're only paying seven. But, that's not
the issue here right now, Mr. Aertker. I believe that issue
that you address yourself to can be handled better by the
legislature in a flexible nature rather than locking it into
this constitution.

MR. AERTKER
Well, that Is the issue. I think that's the issue that the

teachers would have. But, let me ask you a still further question.
That is: It Is a matter of interpretation as to whether the
Board of Trustees would be able to use a certain amount of funds.

It is a matter of interpretation as to what really "impaired"
means as far as their investing funds go. It would be possible
for them to invest all of the funds if another interpretation
was forthcoming, right?

MR. LCWE
Mr. Aertker, I'm not an attorney, and it's difficult for

me to put in legal context the meaning of words as far as how
they would be interpreted by the Supreme Court. But to me,
"Impaired and diminished" means that anything that you would do
that would decrease what a person had before you made the

payment below what they had after you made the payment would
impair It or diminish it. That's what I am concerned about,
that any of the payments that are made out of a system that's not

fully funded would automatically impair or diminish that person's
rights to what he had before the payment was made, and I think
we'd end up with serious problems.

MR. AERTKER
Well, couldn't you carry your interpretation just one step

further and actually say that if they made any type of investment ,

regardless of what condition the fund was since both the state
makes its contribution and the employee makes his contribution,
but both of them are of the net result of what he's going to have
to expect to get in the retirement. Actually, under that inter-
pretation, they wouldn't be able to actually invest any of it

on the possibility that they might make a bad investment and
Impair the total picture on it.

MR, AERTKER
Well, actually. . .

MR. LOWE
If something accrues to me, that means I.

there for me with the retirement system.
.it's built-up

MR. AERTKER
Well, it does also mean that it's the total amount of benefit

that has developed to that person's account up to that time and
date. Right?

MR. LOWE
I'm not sure that that's what it means ^ no, sir. Accrued doesn't

mean you can draw it—accrued does not mean that you can
draw it. Accrued has a different connotation than payable.
Payable means it's payable to you. Accrued means it's building
up to your benefit , and some point in time you can draw it. We
have accrued taxes when we close out a set of books. If we close
out books on June 30th and the taxes are due on. . .in December,
well, those taxes accrue to June 30th, but are not payable till
December. If an employee is building up benefits^ certain benefits
accrue to him that may be payable at the time that he retires.
I think your question brings out a good point. I think we're
dealing with words that we don't really put in the proper
context.

MR. AERTKER
But, actually, if this amendment that you have proposed

passes, it would possibly, actually be possible to actually
reduce the amount of retirement that a person had that was
supposedly due to them as of a certain date. Isn't that correct?
That would be impairing it, wouldn't it---impairing the accrued
part of his retirement?

MR. LOWE
I really don't know if it would do that or not; I guess

it's possible. But, the point that I'm interested in has

MR. LOWE
Well, as I appreciate your question, that's why I'm against

the wording, because if we don't have "diminished or impaired"
in here, we don't have to worry about the flexibility with which
these funds operate and make investments and make payments to the
retirees. So, I agree with you that we come up with serious
problems with investing. If you invest something and lose on It
you've impaired the rights of that individual. So, maybe you
shouldn't have made the Investment. So, we have some problems.

MR. AERTKER
But, we wouldn't have a problem if the Interpretation was that

impairment did not mean that that prohibited them from making
investments of funds.

MR. LCWE
Well, Mr. Aertker^ I'm not sure what question you're trying

to ask me, but I think I'm clear about my position on how I

stand as to the fact that if the funds are not fully funded—the
retirement is not fully funded—and payments are made to a
particular individual while no payments are made to other individuals

,

the individuals that do not receive payments while others receive
payments—the ones that do not have had their funds diminished or
impaired. That's clear, to me.

MR. AERTKER
Well, did you know that really the reason for my question

was that I was really trying to show that the committee felt that
the accrued portion of any individual was and should be included
in the constitution, and that that word is very pertinent to the
whole meaning of this whole matter on retirement? That was what
the committee felt—why they thought it should be included in It.

MR. LOWE
With all due respect, Mr. Aertker, I understand what you

told me; I understand you understand the meaning of "accrued";
and I know what you want in here. I just think it's a mistake
for us to put it in here. I know that you want to tell every
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teacher and every employee in the State of Louisiana that nothing

will be paid to anyone else if it in any way effects what you

have coming to you. If we pass this particular proposal , we

just have to stop sending out retirement checks tomorrow because

we won't be able to do it. It's impossible, because when we

mail the retirement checks, we've impaired and diminished some

of the funds of some of the people that are left in the system.

I think it's wrong. That's not the way governmental retirement

systems work.

MR. AVANT
Monday, I'm trying to understand this thing, and 1 hope

you can help me but... a man or woman comes to the state... one

of these covered agencies that we're talking about and he

applies for employment, so they tell him, "O.K., we're going to

pay you so much money. Out of that you're going to contribute

so much to a retirement system. We're going to add so much.

If you stay with us X number of years, you will be able to retire,

and then aren't the benefits always based upon a certain per-

centage rfa certain number of years, the highest years ' salary ..

,

the three highest years or something like that?

MR. LOWE

That's the way I appreciate it, Mr. Avant.

MR. AVANT
Alright. Now, doesn't all this thing mean that when that

day rolls around they can't—or is approaching— they can't come

back... the state can't come back and say, "You know, we made a

mistake way back there twenty years ago when we told you we were

going to do these things for you, so we're not going to pay you

that; we're going to pay you something less than that." Isn't

that all these words mean?

MR. LOWE
No, sir. I think they mean a lot more than that.

MR. AVANT
Well, if you take these words out though, couldn't the state

then do that? Couldn't they come back and say, "Well, we said

we were going to pay you fifty percent of your average salary for

the three highest years within this twenty-five year period that

you've worked, but we've decided that we can't do that now, so

we're going to pay you thirty percent of the three lowest years."

Wouldn't they be able to do that if you don't put this guarantee

in here?

MR. LOWE
Well, I don't know, Mr. Avant, but the wording to accomplish

what you've just enumerated for me is done very poorly if this

language is expected to do it, because it has serious side effects

in the meantime.

MR. AVANT
Well, you object as I understand ... .1 've been listening to

you, and I don't really know anything about this, but it seems

to me that your objection is more to the word "impaired" than it

is to the word "diminished". Is that right?

MR. LOWE
You know I'm not an attorney, as I've told Mr. Aertker, and

it's difficult for me to put in legal context, but I'm concerned

about both words, "diminished" and"impaired" . You know, Mr. Avant,

if you have money in the savings and loan, the Interest accrues to

you as of a certain date, but you may have to leave your money in

to X date before you can draw that interest, and it's the same

thing with an employee in a retirement system. Certain things

accrue to him, but if he leaves before the time when all of it

is payable to him, he can't draw everything he accrues.

MR. AVANT
I understand that, but when I put my money in the savings

and loan, and they say if you leave it here for five years,

we'll pay you seven percent interest on it. If I leave it there

for five years .they can't at the end of that time say, "Oh, we

made a mistake, we're only going to pay you four percent." If

you take these words out of here then I think that's exactly
what you're doing— the state can tell these people, "Even though
we made a deal with you years ago and promised you certain things,
we find we made a mistake, so we're not going to do what we
promised ."

MR. LOWE
Well, I don't agree with what you said because even in

a savings and loan, as tight as they are. If you have over twenty
thousand dollars— if you have a hundred thousand--it 's possible

that you can't get it all if they go broke. I think we're protec-
ting the employees by saying the full faith and credit of the

State of Louisiana is behind it to pay off whatever we owe you.

I think that's strong enough in this constitution, Mr. Avant.

MR. AVANT
But , Mr . Lowe, isn 't

contract with an insuranc

ten tliousand dollars toda

sixty-five they promise t

a month the rest of your

they say, "Look, we made
than we thought you did,

good as we thought it was
less money." Now, they c

contract.

it the same thing as if you buy an annuity

company, and you say, "O.K., I give you

y, I'm thirty years old." The day I'm

o pay you, say, a hundred and fifty dollars
life, and then when you reach sixty-five
a mistake, you're going to live longer
and the stock market hasn't been as

going to be so we're going to pay you
ouldn't do that because they had made a

MR. LOWE
That's right, they've made a contract, and I'm glad you brought

up a contract, because you know what happens, Mr. Avant? We're

dealing in a different framework and a different ball game. When

you buy an annuity, you get exactly what you say you're going to

get. The teachers that entered this system ten, fifteen, twenty,

thirty years ago may have been looking for one percent of their

highest income for a year's service then it goes up to two, then

it goes to two and a half. When that happens, it's impossible

overnight to fully fund a retirement system as a result of the

fluctuations and additional benefits are added. So we're not

talking about the same thing in the private sector that we're dealing

with in the governmental sector.

MR. AVANT
Well, 1 think. . .don't you agree that we are. Insofar as the

time the original arrangement is made and the employee is told

that certain things will be done?

MR. LOWE
I have no objection to saying that whatever agreement was

there when they originally came in, they would be guaranteed

a hundred percent.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Lowe, I hardly agree with your definition of accrued

benefits. Just like accrued interest ... if you loan me some

money even though it's not payable because if at the end of

six months, you have so much accrued, but there's nothing I

can do then to keep me from owing you that money. Well, that's

dll we're saying about the state. Won't you agree to that?

MR. LOWE
No, sir, I don't agree. A time or two I've been able to put

some money in a building and loan, and 1 collect the interest on

December 31, and I might need it on October, so 1 go draw my money

out, and I've had accrued interest to it, but it's not payable

until December so when I draw my money out, I don't get the interest,

Mr . Hernandez

.

MR. HERNANDEZ
That's right. That's right, but the accrued at this time...

it's not payable until they are retired or died. All we're asking

for is that they get that that is accrued- to them. ... isn ' t that

about what it is? When you violate that, you have violated the

contract. Won't you agree to that?

MR. LOWE

No, I don't agree with that. We have a problem, Mr. Hernandez,

and the fact that I've explained that I think it's impossible to

issue any checks out of retirement system when it's not fully funded

without diminishing or impairing the people in that system who

are not drawing on a pro rata basis at that time.

\_Previous Question ordered .j

Closing

MR. LOWE
Well, Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I don't come before you often. When I come before you, I think

I have a point that 1 want to make to you. 1 don't have an ax

to grind with anyone. 1 think I understand a little bit about

retirement systems, and I think I understand a little bit about

the terminology that's written into this article. I'm just

going to say one thing to you, and I'm going to sit down, because

the biggest part of my time when I was here with you before, 1

finished my remarks and 1 let the opponents question me at will
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whichever they wanted. If you've been bored, you may have been

bored as much by the opponents to this measure as you have been

by myself. Now, I may have bored you fifty percent of the time,

but they may have bored you the other fifty percent of the time,

and that's one point that I rise to make with you. I'm going to

say what I have to say fast and sit down, and not allow you to

get bored the other fifty percent of the time in my closing. But,

I can tell you that I deny anyone from getting up here and saying

that they are positive, they are positive—and I'm not saying

that I 'm positive, but I believe that if a fund retirement system

Is not fully funded that you cannot make payment from that system

to retired people without impairing and diminishing what is

accrued to and would eventually be payable to the people that

are left in the system. Now, if you are here telling me you want

the legislature to find two billion, two billion dollars overnight,

possibly, to fully fund every retirement system in the State
of Louisiana, you vote for this, and I'm not going to be upset.
I'm going to vote against it in good conscience knowing that I'm

not doing violence to anyone except that we are here as a

deliberative body; that some of us feel like we have expertise

in some area; that we have something to offer. I've given you

what 1 think I have, I hope I've convinced you. If I haven't,

we'll live with what's here, and I doubt seriously if the state

will fold up. But, it will work a hardship to implement what

we're working with with this verbiage. I ask that you go along

with my amendment.

{^Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

53-44. Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER

Mr. Abraham sends up amendments at the present time. We've

got to change the instructions in light of the passage of the Love

amendment. It would read:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 19. immediately after the

word "employer" change the conma to a period and delete and insert

the word "and" added by Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by

Delegate Lowe and adopted by the Convention on today. Strike

out the words "the remainder of the line" and pick up with

and delete lines 21 and 22 in their entirety."

If this amendment is adopted maybe this will make it a

little bit clearer, but if you adopt the Abraham amendment now

coupled with the Lowe amendment just adopted, on line 19, you

would place a period after the word "employer" and strike out

everything else... the rest of line 19 and all of lines 20 through

22 contained in Paragraph(A) , That would be the net result of

the adoption of both amendments.

Expl anati on

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, what kind of people are we to think

that the state, simply because it's an employer who contributes
to a retirement system for its employees ,must guarantee for all
time that the employees are going to receive the benefits from
this retirement system? If the state were to place this
retirement premiums, purchase annuities through an insurance company,
would we still expect the state to have to guarantee that this
insurance company is going to pay off? Those of you who've been
employed in the private sector of business who have contributed
to a retirement plan, and had your employer contribute to a

retirement plan where annuities were purchased from an insurance
company, what guarantee did you have that this insurance company

wasn't going to go busted, and that you were always going to

be able to get this money? Those of you who are professional
people, some of you have purchased your own annuities—your
own retirement plans—what guarantee do you have? We have to

contribute to Social Security? What guarantee do we have that

we are going to receive the benefits of Social Security? 1

just don't see how we can expect the state to guarantee that

it's going to be able to fund the retirement system in the event
that the people who manage the system do a poor job of managing
and aren't able to meet their obligations. That is the purpose
of my amendment, is to delete this requirement. Now, I don't
have any doubt in my mind whatsoever that the state is going
to do everything possible to meet its obligations , any more so

than 1 have of the federal government meeting its obligation
toward social security, but I do not think that we need to lock

this type of language in the constitution. 1 think that it's

going to bring on serious problems in the future. I therefore
ask that we simply delete this language, and we leave it up to

the state to provide the retirement system, and then go from there.

Questions

MR. DERBES
Mac, it occurs to me that the language that you point

out—and I think correctly point out in the committee proposal
as being a guarantee in the committee proposal— is in conflict
with work that we've already accomplished; namely, that no

judgment shall be exigible, payable or paid except from funds

appropriated by the state. Do you have any opinion on that?

Do you understand my question?

MR. ABRAHAM
Yes, I understand what you're talking about, but 1 question

whether or not that there is a real conflict there, or whether
this would supercede the language. .. the point that you just

brought out, because we're saying here in this constitution
itself that the state is going to have to guarantee these funds.

MR. DERBES
No, my point is that what Is a guarantee? If you were

saying on one hand that you were guaranteeing such benefits

—

if the state stands behind the benefits—and then you were
saying on the other hand that no judgment shall be exigible ,

payable or paid except from funds appropriated by the legislature,

then what kind of a guarantee are you really undertaking?
Aren't you just essentially fooling yourself and creating a

conflict within the constitution itself?

MR. ABRAHAM
No, because the other deals with a judgment against the

state, and I question whether this would be a judgment.

MR. DERBES
Ultimately, Mr. Abraham, isn't any claim for benefits

—

if there were a problem with appropriation— isn't any claim
for benefits what a court would allow, and what a court would
enforce against the state?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's true. 1 see your point.

MR. DERBES
You see my point?

MR. ABRAHAM
Right.

MR. DERBES
So don't you really think that the committee language is

therefore unnecessary for a previously established position
that we have already adopted in this constitution?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's correct. I agree with you.

MR. MUNSON
Mr, Abraham, doesn't your amendment have the same effect

that Senator De Blieux's amendment would have had that he
withdrew?

MR. ABRAHAM
1 don't know whether it would have the same effect because

his dealt with other matters also. Bob, and this only deals with
this one thing right here.

MR. MUNSON
Well, do you really think that it's really right and proper

that a state employee or schoolteacher should have to pay
into the retirement system his money, and the state put up
their money, and then that employee is not guaranteed anything?

MR. ABRAHAM
It's just as proper as it is for me to have to pay Social

Security, Mr. Munson, and I'm not guaranteed anything from
Social Security, nor am I guaranteed anything from any other
private annuity that I may have.

MR. MUNSON
Well , don ' t you think if your amendment passes , we might as

well take the whole thing out of the constitution? There will
be no purpose in it whatsoever if this amendment passes.

MR. ABRAHAM
1 don't really see the need for this language at all in

the constitution. I agree with you there. But, if we're
going to put some language in the constitution dealing with
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retirement systems, I don't think we need to have all of it in

here. I think all we need to say is simply that the state

shall provide for a retirement system.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mac, I understand what you have in mind, but I'm a little

bit confused in that—as Mr. Munson just stated—we have a

retirement fund with an insurance company—a big insurance
company. They guarantee that we're going to get certain benefits
if we put our money into this retirement situation. What real

objection do you have for the state guaranteeing these people this?

MR. ABRAHAM
I beg to differ with you, Mr. Chatelain. You have no

guarantee that that insurance company is going to pay off. If

it files for bankruptcy tomorrow, you're out of business.

MR. CHATELAIN
But, I mean what objection though, really, do you have that

the state should not guarantee this, because they could conceivably

raid this retirement fund or loan it out to some people who

are unable to pay it back?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, to begin with, the state does not manage its retirement

system the way that this insurance company does. Secondly, the

state is not in business for itself— it's not a private enterprise

—

so if it has to meet these requirements or these funds... put up

these funds, then it's going to have to levy additional taxes in

order to raise the funds. Now, if it had to go out and sell some-

thing in order to raise money, it might be different.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman, and delegates to the convention, I rise to

object to the amendment on the same basis that I did this morning

when Senator De Blieux offered to delete this precise language.

Let me say this: one of the reasons that the state today can employ

personnel is because of the retirement systems that they do have.

Certainly the pay that they receive is not commensurate with their

counterpart in private industry. Now, if you just want to say

they are entitled to a retirement on paper, and you're not willing

to fund it then I think we're being less than honest with the

employees of the State of Louisiana. It's just that simple. It's

Immoral to tell people—and let them pay fifty percent of the cost

into a retirement system— that you can have the system, but we're

not going to fund it so that when you get ready to retire there's

going to be sufficient funds there for you to draw your benefits.

Now, I can't reconcile in my conscience, the people that say on

one side, we're for retirement, and yet they say on the same time

on the other side, we don't believe in funding it, and we don't believe

in guaranteeing it. It's very simple to me; very simple.

If a man pays into a system for certain benefits, he ought to

be guaranteed if it takes the full faith and credit of the state,

or whatever it takes, that when he gets ready for retirement,

he meets all the conditions of the law for his retirement that the

money is going to be there when he gets ready to retire. That's

what this whole proposal does. Nothing more. Nothing moret I

ask you to reject this amendment. This is a good proposal. It's

in behalf of the people who pay into retirement systems to guarantee

them their benefits are going to be there when they reach that

retirement age. 1 think that we as employers—members of the

state. . .citizens of this state—owe it to our employees to

guarantee them that right that when they put their money in

there and the state matches it, the money is going to be there

when they get ready to retire. 1 ask you to reject the amendment.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, if one of the systems did go bust for, say,

a hundred million dollars or something like that, where would

the money come from to make up this difference?

MR. FLORY
Well, I can't visualize any system going burst as you say

for that amount of money, Mr. Lanier. But, let me say to you

what this will do. It will force upon the legislature, whoever

creates the retirement system, to exercise fiscal responsibility.

In that every time a bill comes before the legislature. .. take

for example, they want to pass a law to include one individual

Into the system who can't qualify under the law today. The bill

doesn't carry a fiscal note. Nobody knows what it's going to

cost because they don't know how many people can meet that

qualification to qualify for retirement benefits where they

could not qualify before. Whatever the cost is, is a drain on

the system, and yet the legislature at that time does not add

additional funds to compensate for that additional financial

burden on the system, so that in the future, I would suggest

to you that the legislature would be extremely hesitant in passing

improvements and increased benefits in retirement systems

whether they be for the local level, whether they be for the

state or whatever retirement system it might be without a fiscal

note from an actuary saying exactly what it's going to cost and

at the same time providing the fund for that additional increase

in benefits. I think this is going to mandate fiscal responsibility

Insofar as retirement systems are concerned. I want to see

that. I believe in it. I believe in guaranteeing to the

employees their benefits whenever they get ready to retire.

I don't think anybody has the right to take away from them

something they had paid into, and was a part of their work contract

during their work life.

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Flory , presuming that you agree that when the legislature

enacts a law it is a contract with the people that allows them

to do something or allows them not to do something, then don't

you agree that a retirement fund which is enacted by the

legislature is a valid contract ,also?

MR. FLORY
In my judgment it is, Mr. Winchester. Absolutely.

is

MR. LANIER
Is the reason that this is constitutionally set up as

a contractual relationship to comply with our provision in the
Legislative Article that the state does not have Immunity from

suit with reference to breach of contract? Is that the reason
this language is used here?

MR. FLORY
It was never considered in that light, Mr. Lanier.

It was never discussed before the committee as you well know.

At the time this language was developed by the committee,
I don't believe we had adopted at that point—we may have,

but we certainly ., .at least I didn't and I don't recall it

ever being discussed in the committee, the legislative
proposal as to the part that you mention of it.

MR. LANIER
Well, would that not be true that this would be— if this
a contractual relationship— that this is one of the

exceptions to the sovereign immunity of the state, and that

the legislature would have no control over suits brought under

these contracts to secure this money? Is that correct?

MR. FLORY
I can't answer that, Mr. Lanier. I'm not an attorney, and

I can't answer that.

Further Discussion

MR. MORRIS
Mr. Acting Chairman, delegates to the convention, I listened

to Mr. Lowe's explanation, and I didn't altogether agree with it

and I did vote against it, but this amendment really does exactly

what Senator De Blieux's amendment did this morning. This says,

as I view this article, that if an employee comes to work for

the State of Louisiana, and he puts up seven percent of his money

over thirty, forty years, this article says that he'll get

that money back plus the interest, plus the state's portion,

plus the state's interest, and guarantees him a certain amount

of money to live on. If you believe that's right, you should vote

against this amendment. If you believe that's wrong, then

you should vote for Mr. Abraham's amendment. Now, he was saying

something In connection to Social Security, and something in

connection with the private sector which we have no control over.

We're not writing legislation or constitutional any thing for

Social Security or for the private sector. We are in a position

to do something for public employees, and If it's wrong to say

that you're entitled to a certain benefit when you retire that

you preagree upon, and you have no opportunity not to join the

system; you have to Join the system; the state puts up a certain

amount of money, you do, and the interest brought in is supposed

to arrive at certain benefits then you would have to vote

for this amendment. But, surely, surely, working people who work

on salaries all their life have no opportunities to save much
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money. Most of the monies that they would save are in a retirement

system or in their home, and if they can't be assured in later

life when they can't earn or their earning capacity is far

below what it was a few years ago, this is the only thing they

have to count on. Certainly, I would hope that we would guarantee

our state employees that the full faith of the state is behind their

retirement system. Thank you.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Is this provision in the present constitution?

MR. MORRIS
No, ma'am. I didn't have an opportunity, at any time,

to vote on that constitution or a constitutional amendment;

I think It should have been, Mrs. Zervigon.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Have the employees of the state been wholesale cheated out

of their retirement benefits as they reach retirement age?

MR. MORRIS
No, the legislature has been very generous to them. I

might say this: when I vote for this article, it's certainly,

I'm not voting against the governor, the legislature, or anyone

else, I'm voting to say "Yes, we think that you should be

gtiaranteed a certain annuity when you retire," Mrs. Zervigon.

MRS. ZERVIGON
One more question: Mr. Flory said rather in passing in his

remarks, that employees put up fifty percent of the fund and the

state put up fifty percent of the fund. Do you know that to be

a fact of the teacher's retirement fund?

MR. MORRIS
Yes, ma'am, I do know that to be a fact.

MRS. ZERVIGON
E"xactly fifty percent and no more?

MR. MORRIS
No, it's not exactly fifty percent. Two years ago, the

teacher was putting up more than the state was putting into

the system, at that time.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So that it can be unequal in either direction?

MR. MORRIS
Yes, ma'am.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Morris, under the present. .. .as I understand this

Section (A), Is that correct, that it only applies to teachers
and other employees of the public educational system. Is that
true?

MR. MORRIS
Very quickly, I believe Section (A), that*s what It applies

to. 1 maybewrong, but as I read it, I believe that is what it

applies to.

MR. LANIER
Right. So, this particular type of protection here, as far

as this section is concerned, does not cover other people outside
the educational system?

MR. MORRIS
No, that's wrong. It includes all public employees en^loyed

by the State of Louisiana.

MR. LANIER
O.K. So, this is an added protection that we are talking

about now?

MR. MORRIS
Yes, sir.

MR. LANIER
Would it be correct ... .well, let me ask you this, would...

if this went into effect, would it require the state putting up

some money at the present time into this system?

MR. MORRIS
Not to my knowledge, at this time, I listened with a great

deal of interest to what Mr. Lowe said. He is working with the

coonittee on retirement, looking into all retirement systems.

I'm not an actuary. However, I follow the retirement systems

very closely. With the language that was in there, the language

that was taken out, there may have been a possibility. I don't

know. I'm not an attorney; you. are. I don't think so now, at

all; no, I wouldn't think so.

Further Di" scussion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise again for the sole purpose of reminding you that this is
a contract between the employee and the employer . When the
State of Louisiana lays down the guidelines and tells a teacher
that you shall pay a certain amount, we will pay a certain amount,
then when you are ready for retirement, when you have earned your
retirement, you will receive so much money per month the rest of
your natural life—that is a contract. To pass this Abraham
amendment in conjunction with the one that Mr. Lowe passed a
few minutes ago, it gives the state the right to go ahead—like
they have been doing in the past—and just completely ruin the
teachers' retirement system; it is going down. The teacher's
retirement system, right now, is paying out more money than is

going in and everybody knows that that is not fiscal responsibility
I would like to answer Mr. Lanier's question a while ago. Mr.
Lanier, there is only one motive behind this and that is to stop
fiscal irresponsibility in the legislature with these retirement
systems—that is the only purpose of this amendment. This will

—

even with Mr, Lowe's amendment— it will protect the teachers who
have been paying all of these years into this retirement system
looking forward to that day that they could draw it. Now, the
state cannot, the state will never want to be a party to not
living up to its agreement like that and there Is no danger of it

in the immediate future. But, if it keeps going down—as it has
in the last few years, paying out more than is going in—somebody
is going to have to feed the kitty or it's going broke and that's
just simply all there is to it. Well, this just will prevent the
legislature from awarding benefits—awarding retirement benefits

—

to teachers and not put something in the kitty to take care of it

Chat's all in the world it is. There is no intention of doing
anything other than guaranteeing these people what they have paid
for, what they are entitled to and have a right to expect.

Questions

MR, CHATELAIN
Pete, a question was raised a few moments ago as to what

percentage the State of Louisiana pays toward the teachers'
retirement and it was mentioned it's about half now; is that
correct?

MR. HERNANDEZ
It is about half, Mr. Chatelain, of course, this has nothing

to do with it. The legislature determines how much the teachers
shall pay and how much the state shall pay. Right now, if I

remember correctly, the teachers are paying seven and a half
percent and the state seven percent.

and

MR. LANIER
The (A) part?

MR. MORRIS
No, I'm sorry; I'm sorry.

MR. LANIER
O.K. Now, under the present law of Louisiana—not this

proposal—does any retirement system have this type of

guarantee—this type of protection?

MR. MORRIS
Evidently, you didn't hear me. I just said to Mrs.

Zervigon, no it didn't.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, let me ask you a further question that's tied to this

What percentage of the state school teacher's salary did the

state pay across the board, you know, average of the state?

MR. HERNANDEZ
It's my understanding about seven percent.

MR. CHATELAIN
No, I'm talking about the actual pay of the school teacher,

the teachers themselves.

MR. HERNANDEZ
You mean the retirement?
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MR. CHATELAIN
No, no, not the retirement, the teacher's salary. Doesn't

the state pay the majority of it?

MR. HERNANDEZ
What percentage? That I can't answer, Mr. Chatelain; I don't

know.

MR. CHATELAIN
I mean it would be a great percentage of It; don't you think?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, that's what I was trying to see. So long as the

employees, being the school teacher or the employee of that

system, it doesn't make any difference what.... it's still part

of the total.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
Let me ask you one other question; Does.... Is the State of

Louisiana behind the bonds of the dome stadium? Do they have the

full faith and credit of the state behind those bonds?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That's my understanding, yes, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
Thank you.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Hernandez, I wanted to ask this question of Jimmy Morris.

Someone asked him if Section (A) provided to all employees? First,

he said "yes," and then said then "only to school personnel." But,

isn't it a fact that (B) applies to the other states, so they will

all be in the same category; won't they?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir. We are dealing now entirely with Paragraph (A).

MR. STINSON
I know, but (B) says "the same for other state employees"

too; doesn't it?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir,

MR.

(B) says "the same thing for other employees.

HERNANDEZ
Thank you very much. I would urge that—let me in closing

—

urge that you defeat the Abraham amendment; it would be a violation..

could be a violation of the contract the state has entered into

with many, many school teachers who have been looking forward to

this retirement for a long time. I ask you, please, defeat the

Abraham amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Acting Chairman, delegates, ladies and gentlemen, I rise

in opposition to this amendment for the following reasons: (1)

when an employee pays into a system, in effect, he signs a contract.

Now, this is a.... this retirement system, rather, is a form of

insurance and it's similar to a contract between an individual

and an insurance company. Now, prior to about 1948 in the state, in-

surance companies could lapse a policy and subsequently paid the

policy holder nothing if.... no matter how long the policy holder

had held that policy. Now, in effect, that's exactly what the

proponents of this amendment want to do. They say to say, in

effect, that you pay for thirty years and If we so desire as the

other party to the contract, we will terminate the whole thing

because It's convenient to us. Now, someone has alluded to the

fact that suppose a system becomes actuarially unsound. Well,

if the system has been established on an actuarially sound basis

in the first place, then it will not become actuarially unsound
at any time in the future because when an employee retires, if

the system is actuarially sound, then the necessary funds to pay

his pension for the natural remainder of his life—usually ten

to fifteen years, if the system is sound—is invested at that

time and placed in escrow, so, there is no reason for the system
becoming unsound. Now, I submit to you that In this instance ,

as the contract says "the party of the second part and the party

of the first part, "the state is the party of the first part or the

employer. The employee, or the teacher, or the school system

Dertinent

employee, of course, is the party of the second part and both par-

ties have certain responsibility. I say to you, that you
will render the whole system unsound if this amendment is

passed. You will say to the teachers out there—who number
in the thousands in this state, something like fifteen thousand
or more and their families— that this system is unsound, it is

not guaranteed and the state may at its design. Its convenience,
terminate the whole thing and kick you out. I'm asking you not
to go along with the idea which, in effect, says "we are for

retirement" as one would say to an individual "I think you should
live, but I must cut your heno off. I must separate your head

from your body, but I want to see you live that's a contra-
diction, ladies and gentleman. I'm asking you to defeat this
amendment

.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. DERBES
Ladies and gentlemen, I won't take up much of your time.

I just like to point out something to you, which I think is

Important, and, that is, the provision that we adopted in the

Legislative Article. It says in Section 14 as follows: in

part, that is that— "the legislature shall provide for

a metliod of procedure in the effect of the judgments which

may be rendered in all cases against the state, its agencies,

and political subdivisions" and finally and most importantly

that "the public property and funds of the state shall not

be subject to seizure and no judgment against the state, its

agencies or political subdivisions shall be exigible, payable,

or paid except out of funds appropriated—except out of funds

appropriated—for payment by the state, its agencies or political

subdivisions. That provision applies to all judgments. I suggest

to you tliat there is no guarantee of any benefits provided in

Committee Proposal No. 11 unless that guarantee is legally

enforceable, but by virtue of a judgment. We have said else-

where in our previous deliberations that such guarantees will

not be enforceable by judgment, unless specifically appropriated

by the legislature. So, what are we saying in Committee

Proposal No, 11? We are making a promise which is not self-ful-

filling. We are making a promise which, in fact, in my opinion

conflictswith provisions previously adopted by this convention.

If we want to make the promise and we want to put teeth in the

promise, let's put a provision for automatic appropriation in

the constitution. Now, maybe you don't want to do that. I

don't want to do that either. But, otherwise, it seems to me

to be just an empty promise—an empty promise—which is not

ultimately enforceable in a court of law. A promise which

Is' not ultimately enforceable in a court of law is merely

discretionary on the part of the legislature.

I move the previous question. Thank you.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Derbes, if you feel that it would more or less be an

empty promise because maybe the state would be forced to raise

additional money, could not the employees also be taxed? Could

not the rate of taxation be raised on employees, so that the
system could remain actuarially sound?

MR. DERBE3
Yes. Reverend, I have no argument with the points that you

made. I simply want to say that ultimately the problem rests
with the legislature and the phraseology that has been suggested
by the committee in Proposal No. 11 is nothing more, ultimately,
than discretionary phraseology. It is not, in fact, ultimately,
legally enforceable phraseology— that's my point.

MR. ALEXANDER
Your position, then, is that the language is not strong enough?

MR. DERBES
To accomplish the purpose that the proponents suggest should

be the purpose, in my opinion, the language is not strong enough;
the language merely represents an empty promise. I do not support
that particular point of view. I express to you what I regard as
a sound, legal opinion and nothing more.

{^Previous Question ordered.^

Closing

MR. ABRAHAM
I Just want to make a couple of points. First, there is no

language in the present constitution which says that the state
is going to guarantee these retirement benefits. Why do we need
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to have it in this present constitution? Secondly, if we were to
go out and purchase an annuity from a private insurance company,
we would contract for a certain amount—we would pay a certain
amount, we would get a certain amount. All right, this is a

contract we have entered into, the same as the state would enter
into a contract with the teacher that they are going to have a

retirement plan but, that's as far as that contract goes. This
insurance company is not going to guarantee that it's not going
to go broke tomorrow. The point was made up here that the state
could say "All riglit, we are going to collect money from you
people all these years, then, thirty years from now we are going
to take it away from you." Well, I disagree with that. Once the

state has contributed its funds to the retirement plan, the state
can't take that money away. Once the employees contributed, it

can*t take that money away from them. It may have to discontinue
the plan or something like that, but it can't reach out and get
that money back and take these benefits away. The people will
not lose these benefits unless something happens to the plan

—

that's the only way they can lose them— the same as it would
happen anywhere else in this economy. But, the point is this
also, what we are doing is we are saying to the public employees
that we are going to guarantee you something that we don't
guarantee to any other citizen of this state. The state does
not guarantee to any other citizen that if the retirement plans
that Chey belong to are going to be backed by the faith and credit
of the state. Why should we do the same thing here? We are giving
these people preference over others. Now, we talk about giving
the public employees something, what about the rest of the citizens
of the state? Why don't we give them the same benefits? Now, if

we really want to treat all citizens alike, if we want to put a

stop to the finagling with the retirement system—as some of you
have said has happened in the past—then, let 's let the state
get out of the retirement system from the standpoint of having
them manage the funds or be a part, possibly, of managing the

funds and let the money go to a private insurance company. Let
the contract be entered into and then the employees would get
their retirement benefits from that insurance company. The
legislature would not be able to come in then and raise
automatically or arbitrarily raise the benefits unless
negotiations were held and the thing were done in a proper
business like manner; then, you would get some fiscal responsibility.
So, I urge you to adopt this amendment. I don't think that this
language has any business in this constitution. I don't think
it's enforceable, I don't think it can work in any way. I ask
you to adopt this amendment.

[Amendment rejected : 32-73. Motion to
reconsider tabled. ]

by pension fund representatives. Occasionally, someone has made
the suggestion that it would be wise for the State of Louisiana

to purchase a seat on the New York Stock Exchange. One member's

fee would probably take up enough commissions to save hundreds
of thousands of dollars that are being spent on commissions

otherwise or even, currently, to help state employees that

retire before their time to collect interest—which they are

not currently collecting— if they retire before their retirement

date is established. I'm sure you realize that people

retiring today before their retirement date are allowed to

collect the amount of funds they put into the system, but

do not collect any interest on those funds that they have put in

over the many years. If this amendment was to be adopted, then

only federal, state, or municipal obligations would be allowed

in the retirement system fund investments. In this way, a

predictable amount of income could be made available from the

most secure source of investments at this time. The most

stable, and secure, and monetary, and fiscal investments are

state, federal, and municipal funds. I ask that this amendment

be adopted to Section 1, Article VII.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Dr. Weiss, under the provisions of your amendment you would

limit investments to federal, state, and municipal government
bonds. Now, suppose I was involved in a system where I took
Che highest bidder, if I could get four and a half percent and
these municipal or state bonds would only yield three, then 1

Cook the private bonds or whatever I could buy. Now, supposed
the system can purchase or invest at a higher rate of interest,
you would still prohibit them from getting the higher rate of
interest?

MR. WEISS
The highest rate of interest ... .of course, are you interested

first in security or investments? The retirement system, as I

say, I present this to this body because it is my feeling from
the votes that have occurred that you—and you are one of the
ones who spoke in this regard—are more concerned with security
than investment. Now, which are you speaking of at this time?

MR. ABRAHAM lAlexander]
I'm speaking about .. .well, both security and investments,

course.
of

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, between lines 22 and 23, insert

the following: "Investment of funds of retirement systems created
under the provisions of this Paragraph shall be limited to
federal, state, and municipal obligations."

Explanati on

MR. WEISS
Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates, the tempo of the

present convention is such that from the past votes it's quite
apparent that the retirement system—as spelled out in this
proposal—is intended to be one that is both actuarially sound
and fiscally stable. For this reason, I propose this amendment
for your consideration In that I feel that both of these re-
quirements are met by this simple Introduction at rhis time
under this section concerning the retirement system. First of
all, actuarial soundness, as it has been pointed out, is much
in the eyes of the beholder sometimes. But, it does depend upon
two things: a front and a back end. The front end being the
number of people in the retirement system that will be alive
at a stated date. Secondly, the amount of funds that will be
available to pay these people. Both of these are unpredictable
at this time and this, of course, is what creates such instability
in actuarial determinations. We cannot determine who will be
alive or who will not be, at a certain date— this depends upon
many, many factors and is quite unpredictable— this is not con-
trollable. On the other hand, we can in great manner predict
what funds will be available and by estimating two, to four, to

eight, to ten percent, or whatever the investment may be, we
can be assured of what this income will be in the retirement
system rather than turning It over sometimes to faulty Investments

MR. WEISS
Well, as you know, it's difficult to obtain both security

and investments. As your security increases, the investment
Income declines. As your security decreases, Chen your investment
income increases so, it's in reverse proportion. I think chat would
answer your question.

MR. ABRAHAM [Alexander]
Of course. Dr. Weiss, as you are speaking about a ten or

fifteen year period then you may . . . . I chink you would tie the
hands of any board or commission that would be handling this
when you prohibit them from....

MR. WEISS
No.

MR. ABRAHAM lAlexander]
don't you think so?

MR. WEISS
I don't think so at all. I think it would enhance the

position of any board that makes Chese decisions by providing
for them the finest type of security and investment and
fiscal responsibility that any board could provide in any
system.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Dr. Weiss, since we are asking the legislature to guarantee

the benefits that are accrued to the school teachers and employees
don't you think that we should give the legislature the right to

rule as to how these funds should be invested?
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MR. WEISS
I asked you that same question. Delegate Hernandez, and

whether we should not allow the legislature to determine the

retirement system benefits, and you are the one who opposed

It. You thought it should be constitutional. I feel for the

same reason that this, too. should be constitutional matter.

MR. HERNANDEZ
I was not in favor of leaving it to the legislature because the.

but, we are asking them to guarantee it. If we are asking them

to guarantee it, don't you think that we should let them write

the rules as to how the money will be invested since they do....

MR. WEISS
This Is the most secure method of investment that anyone

could be offered today—investment in government securities.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you, sir.

MR. AERTKER
Dr. Weiss, you will agree that certainly this is the type of

material that really is completely statutory; wouldn't you?

MR. WEISS
No. I feel that the entire retirement system is statutory.

I find that this body feels otherwise. So, I think then this, too,

should be in the constitution.

MR. AERTKER
Do you realize that if we, in the retirement system, had been

operating under the provisions of this amendment as you propose

that right now, this retirement system would either be practically
bankrupt or else the employer and employees' contribution would
be about doubled what it presently is in order to make up the

income that we would have lost all of this time on investments

that this retirement system has made?

MR. WEISS
I do not believe that to be a true statement. I think that,

at the present time, if the economy goes in the direction it is

now,many of these retirement funds themselves will be economically

bankrupt. If they were funded in government, and state, and

municipal securities, they would be far better off than in private

investments at this time. For that reason, the people of the State

of Louisiana would have less to pay back to these funds than if they

were left in the hands of federal government and state municipal

securities.

MR. AERTKER
Well, I.. Dr. Weiss, I really would suggest that you check

the history of the investments to verify the remarks that I

made to you.

MR. WEISS
Are you speaking of the past twenty .-r thirty years of

history of inflation?

MR. AERTKER
Yes, yes.

MR. WEISS
Have you considered all the history of depression and the

loss of funds which may be in the offing at any time in the
future?

MR. AERTKER
Well, of course, we haven't experienced too much of a

depression in the last twenty years.

MR. WEISS
There were no retirement funds in the '30's, I believe,

though, of any consequence.

MR. AERTKER
That's what I'm saying, I'm talking....

MR. WEISS
Well, this is a new problem. I would suggest that this be

a new solution.

MR. AERTKER
I said the last twenty years. Yes.

MR. GOLDMAN
Dr. Weiss, I hope you can hear me... wouldn't your

amendment prohibit the Investment of these funds and certificates

of deposit in banks up to the amount insured by the United

States Government?

MR. WEISS
No, for wee these are obligations of the U.S. Government.

If they're obligations secured by the U.S. Government they would

be. . obligations

.

MR. GOLDMAN
I've spoken to several people and they think that this

would prohibit that unless the wording of your amendment was changed,

or that added to it.

MR. WEISS
I'd be glad to accept an amendment in that

you think the CD's are that significant, sir.

regard, if

MR. MORRIS
Dr. Weiss, I had written down here U.S. Treasury

notes and time certificates that I was going to ask what Mr.

Goldman did. The language is very ambiguous, and I just wanted
some clarification as to what you were really talking about.

MR. WEISS
The research staff has worded this, and it's my understanding

the federal obligations would certainly include federal bills,

federal bonds, federal notes, and the like.

MRS. CORNE
Dr. Weiss, do you know that investments have not heretofore

caused the problems in the Teachers' Retirement System, but that

fiscal irresponsibility in the granting of benefits, for which

no contribution has been made, and no funding has been provided

by the legislature has caused these problems?

MR. WEISS
I don't see how you can say that, Mrs. Corne, if

that was the law, then the legislature would have acted according

to the law. I think what you're saying aren't you, is that

the legislature has not done what the retirement systems wanted them

to do; is that not so?

MRS. CORNE
Correct. The legislature has .heretofore, granted benefits

to certain persons in this state who have not contributed to the

retirement system to the extent that they are collecting from the

retirement system today, and that is what has ca-sed the problem.

As far back as I can remember, we have had no problems with

investment.... up until this period.

MR. WEISS
The retirement system for teachers is matched by these

state funds at this time, is it not?

MRS. CORNE
Correct.

/

MR. WEISS
I think it would be wise to see that these funds are properly

invested, fiscally, don't you think?

MRS. CORNE
Oh, yes, of course, I....

MR. CASEY
You've exceeded your time Dr. Weiss,

Further Discussion

MR. MIRE
Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates, I hate to rise in

opposition to Dr. Weiss' amendment. I know his intentions are

very well Intended here. However, when... in managing a retirement

system today—and I can only say for the assessors' retirement

system— you need daily investments; you need to be able to invest

this money practically on a dally basis, and to get your best

possible revenue for your monies you cannot invest on a daily

basis in government bonds and come out with a best possible

return for the monies that you have to invest. Many times, your

government bonds, or your municipal estate bonds are selling

at a very low rate of interest. You can maybe contract with a bank

for a... a ninety day or for a... six month certificate of

deposits up to a hundred thousand dollars. Right now, banks are

paying us nine percent, and they are also giving us .. .guaranteeing

these deposits with municipal bonds, or state bonds, or federal

bonds. In our... particular... laws governing our retirement

system we can't Invest in anything if it's not guaranteed by the
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federal government, one vay or the other. So, we make them give us

a letter guaranteeing our investments, even in banks, but,

presently we're getting as much as nine percent on something like

this. I don't know of any government bonds right now that you can

buy for even six percent, and these are the kind of things ...unless

at specific times, sometimes you can buy them, but you may have to

wait six months. You may have to wait a year for a specific

issue, for, say a ten, or fifteen or twenty year duration or maybe

a forty year duration; this is a highly, highly , complicated ....

system of investment. I don't think you can constitutionally—
or put it in the constitution; I think you should leave it to

the statutes. We can't do anything with our system without getting

permission from the legislature; they have to first give us permission

to do it. I would urge you to vote against this amendment , and leave

it to the legislature to govern these retire-nent systems as a

state. Should they ever go on a one system basis, then, they can

do it on a one system basis, I'm not saying what stand I take

on that, but I think it's their responsibility.

Questions

MR. WEISS
Delegate Hire, isn't it true that there are daily issues

on treasury bills that could be bought on any given day?

MR. MIRE
Yes, sir, they... you can buy fed funds everyday, a bank

can do this you see, but you're not— you're not setting out
that that retirement system has that authority here. You're
saying the only thing we can invest in is in federal, state,
and municipal obligations, and this doesn't give us the permission
to, you've got to be an association organized under the banking
laws to be able to do what you want to do.

MR. WEISS
Do I understand then, that in the retirement system programs

that they are more interested in the investment income than anything
else?

including persons employed jointly by state and federal agencies
other than the military service, through the establishment of
a retirement system or systems. Membership in any retirement system
of the state or of a political subdivision thereof shall be a
contractual relationship between the employee and the employer, the
accrued benefits of which shall not be diminished or impaired,
and the state or political subdivision shall guarantee any benefits
payable to a member of the system or to his lawful beneficiary
at his death or retirement. "

Explanation

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

as I explained to you this morning, this Paragraph (B) actually
deals— does the same thing for the state empl.-iyees as what we
just approved for the school employees. We recognize that both of
them do operate under different provisions and different formulas
for retirement, and so , therefore, we felt that they should be kept
a part and at the seime time, we felt that by the introduction of this
with the same statement , and the same guarantees and the same benefits
that we feel should be guarantees to them, that this would allow in
the future for a one system of retirement if the... if in the

judgment of the legislature and the various groups that this would
be the proper thing. So, in view of the fact that we have discussed
at some length the teacher retirement and all of the points related
to that, I'm not going to take any more time of this convention to

go into that. So, I would ask for the favorable consideration, and
I would have to presume that we will have similar amendments, such
as, Mr, Lowe made to ours which would pertain to this one that
would make it consistent, and be the ... be the same as far as the
reading of this goes. I ask for your favorable consideration of
this Section (B)

.

Questi ons

MR. MIRE
Well, this is exactly what we're interested in, and

this would not give us maximum income.

MR. WEISS
Well, wouldn't that conflict with the degree of security that is,

in concern with retirement system?

MR. MIRE
All real... all retirement systems that look to have

a good security to their funds demand that every nickel of
it is secured by federal, or state, or municipal bonds, and this
can be gotten from any state agency, from any bank, anybody who
has money to loan, if you look for it.

MR. CASEY
Have you concluded .

MR. MIRE
Thank you very much, and I urge the defeat of this amendment.

iPrevious Question ordered . Amendment
rejected : 8-88. Motion to reconsider
tabled . Previous Quest ion ordered on
Paragraph (A) .']

Point of Order
MR. PEREZ

It's my understanding that we adopt a section, not a paragraph.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Perez, earlier this morning the convention suspended

the rules to consider these paragraph letters by paragraph.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Aertker, you and I have been discussing this little

problem that I notice in the (B) part here. Why did the
comi.'ittee on line 32 of the first page, and line one of the
second page, require that the police juries and municipalities
guarantee the retirement systems along with the state, and with
reference to education, the (guarantee is only by the state and not

by the school boards.

MR. AERTKER
Well, I ... really would think that they ... they just

felt that the state employees '^ould probably be more ... well,
really more under the jurisdiction of... or ... have more

responsibility for at the local level In many instance? . I

think the very fact that we talk about various other employees...
other retirement systems that we have in operation might have had
something to do with that. That was one of the things that wis
brought up this morning on it, the fact that teachers just have
one retirement system and that is at the state level and they have
no other choice of other retirement systems that that was the
reason why they did not include and make the provision that the local
school board had to guarantee this . I presume, that that might
have been some of the rationale back of it.

MR. LANIER
Well, do you feel that with reference to these other systems

that if they had the guarantee and protection of the state as
the teachers do, that that would be adequate protection?

MR. AERTKER
Would you state that again, Mr. Lanier?

MR. PEREZ
I apologize, I wasn't here this morning.

^Paragraph (A) adopted : 87-14 . Motion
to reconsider tabled. ]

'' Reading of Paragraph (B)

MR. POYNTER
Paragraph (B)

"(B) Retirement System; State Officers and Employees.
The legislature shall provide for the retirement of officers

and employees of the state, its agencies and political subdivisions.

MR. LANIER
I said if we treated these people in Paragraph (B) the

same way that we're treating the teachers. I.e., give them
state protection for their retirement system, do you think that
that would be fair treatment and adequate?

MR. AERTKER
I think that that would be consistent with what we did

with the other, yes.

MR. LANIER
Now, did your committee do any type of a study with local
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governmental units as to what effect this requirement of a

guarantee by the local governmental unit on the retirement system

have on their capacity to secure bonded indebtednesses?

MR. AERTKER
I don't believe any local groups appeared before our committee

to call this to their attention, and so, therefore, I don't

believe that they did give very much deliberation to that point.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted without objection

.

]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments to be sent up by Mr. Abraham.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Aertker =ends up amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1. line 24, after the word "shall"

and before the word "for" delete the word "provide" and insert

in lieu thereof the following: "enact laws providing".

Explanation

Set of three amendments.
Amendment No . 1 . On page 1, line 25, after the word "Louisiana"

and before the word "its" delete the comma "," and insert in

lieu thereof the word "and".
Amendment No. 2. On page 1, at the end of line 25, delete

the word "and" and at the beginning of line 26, delete the words
"political subdivisions"*

Amendment No. 3. On page 1, at the end of line 28, add
the following: "It may also provide for the retirement of officers
and employees of anv political subdivision of the state, including
persons employed jointly by the state and any political subdivision
thereof."

txpl anati on

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, actually

I think this is kind of technical in nature and that is, instead

of just saying"the legislature shall provide" all we're doing is

just adding the words "shall enact laws providing" for the retirement

of officers. I don't believe that we've d*;stroyed any meaning there

except that we just gave a clarification of what we did mean on it.

I don't believe that we would have too much objection to the changing

of the wording of this, and so I recommend its approval to you.

Question

MR. PEREZ
Under the present Parochial Qnployees' Retirement System

no parish or municipality is required to participate in that

system. My question with respect to your particular amendment

—

which by the way, I'm in favor of— is whether or not you would be

opposed after this amendment to another amendment which would make

it clear that the laws passed by the legislature could not

mandate any parish to participate in these particular systems.

MR. AERTKER
I would have no objection to it, Mr. Perez.

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted without objection.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Lowe sends up amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 31, after the word

and punctuation "employer," delete the remainder of the line

and delete line 32 in its entirety and insert in lieu thereof

the following: "and thestateor".

Explanation

MR. LOWE
Mr. Vice-chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

1 hope that we can dispose of this amendment without any objection.

Even, if you objected to it originally, I think you'd probably go

along with it now for the sake of consistency, so that we would

make the same application in the state employees that we made to

the teachers. So, I'm not going to belabor the point; this merely

Is a consistent amendment and does the same thing in this section

it did in Section A. I ask you to go along with it, without any

objection either because you agree, or for the sake of consistency.

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen. Paragraph (B) of the article

proposed by the committee states that "the legislature shall

provide for the retirement for employees of the state, its agenices

and political subdivisions." The present constitution now provides

that the in section... Article XVIII, Section 9,

that "the legislature shall provide for a retirement system for

the employees of the state." Section 9.1 provides that it shall

have authority to provide for this... for the employees of the

political subdivisions. It is a permissive thing in the present

constitution as far as the employees of political subdivisions
are concerned; it does not require the legislature to provide

for this. My language here simply intends to correct the proposed

language, so that it is in conformity with the present constitution,

where the legislature shall provide for the retirement, for the

officers and employees of the state and its agencies, but that

it may provide for the retirement of these various people who are

employees of the political subdivisions, so that the requirement will
not be mandatory. I ask your adoption of the amendment.

[^Previous Quest ion ordered . Amendment
rejected: 38-61. Motion to reconsider
tabled.

1

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Lanier sends up amendments at the present time.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, at the end of line 32,

after the word "state" delete the word "or" and on page 2,

at the beginning of line 1, delete the words "political

subdivision".

Explanation

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I think the convention

has pretty well spoken that you wish to shape the (B) part

substantially the same as the (A) part with reference to what

would be covered and what types of guarantee should be given.

I would like to point out to you that in the (A) part there is

no provision that school boards guarantee the retirement systems,

the guarantee is the guarantee of the state. However, in the (B)

part, on line 32, in the top of line 1, on page 2, you will note

that the political subdivisions ,which would include your

municipalities, police juries— and I might add, under the definition

in local and parochial government also includes school boards,

drainage districts, lighting districts, ports and all types of other

litical subdivisions—would be included in the term "political

subdivision." I asked Mr. Aertker the question when bo was

presenting this article as to whether or not the protection of

the state would be adequate for these people as it Is for the teachersj

and I believe, he agreed with that proposition. If tlie state

guarantees itt then it should be safe. If we leave "political

subdivisions" in there we're going to get into all kinds of problems

for several reasons: first of all, if you will recall under Section

16 of the Local Government Article, the local governmental subdivision

have a right to approve legislative increases in pension and

retirement benefits with the exception of firemen and policemen. Now|

I think that local governmental subdivisions would be more reluctant
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to support those types of increases, if they were required to guarantee

the systems. If the state is required to guarantee it , there is

substantial protection and this would not be an inhibition to the
local governmental units who would have to also share this
protection to veto the increase in retirement benefits. You have
another problem here >as I see It, with reference to securing of
selling bonds. If the local governioental subdivision Is required
Co guarantee the system, then, if the system was to default, how
would you pay that which was required to be paid? The way this would
be done, I assume, would be that the local governmental unit or
the political subdivision would have to float a tax to make up the
difference. Now, I believe this would be in the nature of a lien
on all of the taxable property in the district to protect these
retirement systems. But, if you go to sell bonds ... a bonding
attorney would have to take cognizance of this provision and advise
anyone who was a prospective purchaser of the bonds that the taxable
property in the district would be subject to this requirement that
the local governmental subdivisiorv or the political subdivision
guarantee these bonds. Now, quite frankly, I don't know what effect
that would have on the interest rate, and that was why I asked Mr.
Aertker whether or not any research had been done on that point»
as to what effect such a guarantee or hold harmless would have on
Interest rates on the bond market. But, I think it is certainly a fac-
tor that would have to be considered by any bonding attorney in
certifying the bonds for sale. So, for this reason, I believe
that these people who are covered in the (B) part should be given
the same protection as the people in the (A) part. I.e., the
protection of a state guarantee. I think we're courting a lot
of problems if we try to extend the guarantee to the local governmental
subdivisions themselves. If we're going to remain consistent between
(A) and (B),then I would suggest that since we haven't required the
school boards to guarantee the teachers' retirement systems, that we
not require the political subdivisions to guarantee their retirement
systems. The guarantee of the state is adequate, and I would move
the adoption of the amendment. I'll be happy to answer any questions.

Questions

MR. HAYES
Mr. Lanier, could you clarify this distinction between the

school boards being the political subdivision of the state?

people's retirement benefits, as I understand it, are paid for
as a percentage from all of the taxable bodies in the parish that
they are domiciled in, which could lead to the conclusion that
every taxable district in the parish would have to guarantee the
retirement systems of the sheriff, the clerk of court and the
assessor. For example, Lafourche Drainage District Number 12 in
Lafourche Parish, or the city of Thibodaux, or the Lafourche
Parish Police Jury, I think this would lead to a very unusual
situation if we try to do this. Now, as I understand it from
my conversation with you, it was the intent, when this was written,
that the unit that had the retirement system, would be the one to
guarantee it. But, quite frankly, my feeling, Mr. Sutherland, is

that the way this thing is written. It does not accomplish that.
I think the best way to cure the problem would be to treat the
(B) people like the (A) people, and just take out"polltical sub-
division, "and let everybody be protected by the state.

MR. SUTHERLAND
I would agree with you, Walt, except for the fact that the

state may not want to enact laws providing for a system that
they don't have control over it, and they don't want to guarantee
it.

MR. LANIER
I believe they are now mandated to do so by the language of

this thing, as it's presently written.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Well, again, how do you mandate them to do something? Do

you go in there and say, "You've got to pass a law"?

MR. A. LANDRY
Mr. Lanier, I chink you said something about that the school

boards have been placed in the Local Government Committee as a

political subdivision. Is that correct?

MR. LANIER
That's my understanding. I think Jack Burson was the one

that had the amendment. I'm not sure, but my recollection is

is that they were classified as a political subdivision under our
definition. That was by floor amendment, I believe.

MR. LANIER
I believe, Mr. Hayes, we had an amendment to the Local

Government Article that Included school boards under our definition

that we had in Local Government that they would be a political

subdivision under our Local Government definition. That's my

recollection.

MR. HAYES
So. this would not affect the school boards in no ways?

MR. A. LANDRY
Is it also true that the percentage of taxes which goes to

the retirement system of the clerks, the sheriffs and the
assessors also comes out of the school board taxes?

MR. LANIER
I'm not personally aware of that, but Sheriff Martin advised

me of that. Knowing Sheriff Martin, I'm sure Chac chat's accurate
since he collects them.

MR. LANIER
I don't see how It could affect the school boards because

the school boards are covered. The teaching people, and the people

in education are covered in (A). The school boards are not

required to guarantee these systems. All I'm asking for is

that the other units be treated the same way.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Walt, do you make in reference, in the statement to the fact

that the school boards do not have to guarantee a retirement
system, do you know of any school board that has its own retire-
ment system, other than the state retirement system?

MR. LANIER
I have no idea. In other words, I have no personal knowledge,

but, as I understand it from the debate, that there is only one
retirement system for schools, and that's the state retirement
system for all education.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Do you know that it's a fact that other political subdivisions

may have retirement systems that are not state retirement systems?

MR. LANIER
I'm sure that's possible, but another problem here—and I

discussed this with you on this particular point—about the
sheriffs and the clerks of courts and the assessor. They are
constitutional state officers under the present constitution, and
will remain so under our new constitution. We say in this (B) part
that "the members that there shall be a contractual relation-
ship between the employer and the employee." I think that raises
first a question as to whether these sheriffs and clerks and the
assessors, who are they an employee of? They are constitutionally
sanctioned officers who are elected by the people. Further, these

MR. A. LANDRY
Well, I can assure you chat It is, and therefore, if we

insert "political subdivision" wouldn't it also make the school
board responsible for guaranteeing our systems?

MR. LANIER
I hadn't thought of that, Mr. Landry, but it may well be

doing that by the back door.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Lanier, I'm assuming chat you have equated "school boards"

with municipalities and police juries. But, isn't there a distinct
difference in that police juries and municipalities may tax; they
may sell bonds unlimited. Unlike school boards, which may not
legislate the tax, there are many things that they may not do
without the direct authorization of the legislature. I think it's
a distinct difference— is it not true—that a municipality, which
is more or less independent ... school boards, for example, get
most of their or much of their revenue from the state, whereas
municipalities do not. So, isn't that a distinct difference , and
municipalities should be made to guarantee that system?

MR. LANIER
There is this distinction. Reverend. Between municipalities

and parish governments, police juries in Chat under the Local
Government Article, the municipality and the parish government
is classified as the local governmental authority which has sub-
stantially more powers than single purpose districts. But, I

believe that under the term "political subdivision," as defined

in the Local Government Article and which I am seeking to

take out of this provision, in that definition you would have
drainage districts, lighting districts, sewerage districts,
port connlsslons, levee districts, which are single-purpose
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districts, like school boards, and like school boards would
be covered by this provision.

MR. ALEXANDER
Of course, the distinction I'm trying to make is that

a teacher In Union Parish is guaranteed a minimum wage by
the state, whereas the mayor or councilman from Farmerville
or from Rayville may not guaranteed a salary other than by
the municipality itself, or by the parish. That is the
distinction I wish you would take into consideration.

iPrevi ous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 8 3-17, Motion to reconsider
tabled . ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegate Perez as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 30, between the word "be"

and the word "a" insert the words "optional and".

Expl ana t ion

MR, PEREZ

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,
if you will recall a little earlier, I asked the question with
respect to whether or not under (B) it was intended that all
political subdivisions of the state would have to get into these
retirement systems because under the present law, the political
subdivisions have the option as to whether they get in or get
out. Under the present system, there are many, many political
subdivisions, police juries and so forth that are not members
of the parochial employees retirement system. Therefore, all
I have done—and there shouldn't be any objection—on line 30
added "optional and" so that the retirement system of a political
subdivision would be optional.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Perez, you recognize the fact that each one of these

retirement systems would have to be provided for by legislative
act. Isn't that true?

MR. PEREZ

Yes.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Couldn't the legislative act provide whether or not it's

optional or not?

MR. PEREZ
Well, I don't know from the reading of this. That's what

bothers me. Senator, because it makes it appear as if it's mandatory
everybody get in the system, and as the system is now organized,
it is not mandatory with regard to political subdivisions, with

regard to parishes; they get into the retirement systeiu, if

they want to, or they don't if they don't want to. But, I'm
concerned about the wording as to whether this would require
everybody to get in.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, if the legislature doesn*t provide for the retirement

system, you wouldn't have any. Isn't that correct?

MR. PEREZ
Well, if you'll read from line 24, It says "the legislature

shall enact laws providing for the retirement of officers and
employees of the state, and its agencies and political subdivisions."
So, in my Judgment, that could be construed to mean that every
political subdivision of the state would have to get into the
parochial employees' retirement system. That's what I vranted...

just wanted to be sure that it would conform with the present
situation which provides that you get in if you want to get
in. if you elect to get In.

MR. A. LANDRY
Mr. Perez, in an attempt to protect the political subdivisions,

maybe you are doing something a little different as we already
have In retirement system for clerks, sheriffs and assessors.
Membership in those systems are mandatory. They have to belong.
I'm just wondering, when you read the sentence, "membership In

any retirement system of the state, or other political subdivisions,
thereof, shall be optional." Then, wouldn't you automatically
do away with the mandatory provision that we now have in our
retirement system?

MR. PEREZ
Well, with regard to,.. I don't believe that you are a

political subdivision as such. I wouldn't think it would apply
to you.

MR, A. LANDRY
We're not a political subdivision, but it says, "Membership

in any retirement system of the state, or of a political sub-
division thereof, shall be optional'.'if we adopt your amendment.

MR. PEREZ
Well, I'll tell you, sir, as a member of Style and Drafting,

if there's any question about this, I'll be glad to clear it up
when we get in Style and Drafting and get it straightened out
so that it applies only to the parochial system.

Further Discussion

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Acting Chairman and delegates, I am opposed to this

amendment. I spoke to the research staff, and they agreed that

this amendment would adversely affect the assessors' retirement,
the sheriffs ' retirement , and the clerks ' retirement fund. I,

therefore, ask for the defeat of this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr, Chairman and delegates to the convention, I ask that

you reject this amendment and pay very close attention to it
because what it does is to say that the employees of the state
who now belong to the state employees' retirement system. For
example, it's optional as to whether or not they are going to
participate in a retirement system. It is now mandatory that
they participate in the retirement system. Let me tell you
something: I've had some thirty years of experience in the
negotiation of retirement systems. As a young man when I first
started, I could never see the wisdom of a retirement system.
In order to make it actuarially sound, you almost have to make
it mandatory that if you're going to have a system, that you
have to have it mandatory that everybody participate in that
system. As the people grow older, as they belong to the system,
they then begin to realize the value of the system. But, that
first step is an extremely hard step to make so that if you
make it optional, the only people that are going to participate
are those who approach the age of retirement. Now. what
he says is that he wants to make it optional for those employees
on the local level. I submit to you that make It optional as
to whether or not they have a system, but if they have a system,
then it's mandatory and that the benefits provided in the system

j^u
j^

are guaranteed to the recipient at the time he gets able to

retire. I ask you reject this amendment. This is a very serious
amendment. I don't believe that Mr. Perez intended it to be
this way, I hope not. But, that's what it does. I ask you to
reject the amendment.

[^Amendmen t withdrawn ."]

[previous Question ordered on Paragraph
(B) . Paragraph (B) adopted: 89-11.
Motion to reconsider tabled .]

Reading of Paragraph (C)

MR. POYNTER
(C) Financial Security for Surviving Spouses and Children

of Law Enforcement Officers in Certain Cases.

[jfot ion to waive reading of Paragraph
(C) adopted without objection.}

Explanation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, Mr. Aertker had to go to an

important meeting at the school board office and asked me if I'd
explain Paragraph (C) . Those of you that recall several years
ago there was a number or several police officers killed in this
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state in the performance of their duties in the apprehension of

of criminals. The legislature in its wisdom saw fit to submit

to the people a constitutional amendment to appropriate funds

or set up a procedure whereby the survivors could be compensated

by the state in these instances. What this Paragraph (C) does

is to carry that forward in the same atmosphere with these

changes. It adds to the law enforcement officers the capitol

security police, the guards at the state-owned hospitals, the

security officers on the campuses of state-owned colleges and

universities, guards at state penal institutions, law enforcement

personnel of dock boards and levee boards, and persons on the

payroll of the state or of any political subdivision of the

state in training to become a law-enforcement officer, as defined

in this subsection, and other state employees whose primary
responsibility is the fulltime protection of state property.

Those are the people that have been added to the existing con-

stitutional provisions in the constitution today. The requirement

in the past constitutional provision was that they had to be

killed while In hot pursuit or the apprehension of a criminal.

What this does Is to change that requirement to say that If

he*s killed in the course of the performance of official duties

or activities , while on or off duty, undertaking In the protec-
tion of life or property. That's the changes that are in the

present constitution as proposed by Paragraph (C) of Proposal
No. 11. There was some discussion in the committee as to

whether or not this should be put into the statutes. I think
the final conclusion was we needed some authority to appropriate
funds through the legislature to private citizens in these
particular instances. I think that basically at that time, also,
we didn't have the vehicle by which to put it in the schedule,
and to carry it forward in that fashion. That's the reason that
it appears in Conmittee Proposal No. 11 in the fashion In which
it does. Mr. Chairman, I'll be happy to answer any questions.

Questions

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Flory, there are presently constitutional provisions

similar to this?

MR. FLORY
Almost identical with the additions that I've mentioned,

Mr. Newton.

MR. NEWTON
Now, you say it was the conmittee 's feeling that it was

necessary to have some, sort of, authorization in the constitution?

MR. FLORY
Well, if you remember, the language, I believe, we have

already adopted, that the legislature can only appropriate funds
for public purposes, so that the authority to appropriate to
private Individuals is necessary somewhere in the constitution

,

in my judgment.

MR. NEWTON
Well, did you know, I would disagree with you on that, but

even if that were true, do you think it's wise to put dollar
amounts in a constitution? Isn't that the sort of thing that
leads to constant amendments to the constitution?

MR. FLORY
This is one of the things that we considered: recommending

that it be put in a statute. But, this was the dollar amounts
contained in the present constitution. There was a great hue
and cry in the state at the time this was adopted by the people
by an overwhelming majority, and we chose to carry It forward
in this fashion.

MR. PEREZ
I'd like to know why in lines 28 and 29 you take out, as one

of those type officers who covered, probation and parole officers
Including juvenile probation and parole officers because isn't

it true that many times, they are subjected to the same dangers

of enforcement of the law that an ordinary policeman would?

MR. FLORY
I can only tell you that the connittee followed the present

constitutional language, I believe, Mr. Perez—and I don't have
the present constitution before me—but, I believe that's in

the present constitution, that they wanted to exempt,honorary. ..

.

these some parishes. . .some places have honorary law officers,
and they chose not to include those people, and as to the

juvenile probation and parole officers, I can't answer that.

MR. PEREZ
Well, I had no objection, of course, to the honorary law

enforcement officers. But, my question to you was that didn't
you know that state probation and parole officers, including
juvenile probation and parole officers, many times are called
upon to enforce the law and are put in just as much danger to

their life as might be a regular policeman or sheriff's deputy?

MR. FLORY
I wouldn't argue that point at all, Mr. Perez.

MR. PEREZ
But, would you have any objection to the deletion, so that

if in the event they were killed in enforcing the law, that

chey, too, ...that their widows would also have the benefits?

MR. FLORY
No, sir. I wouldn't have any objection because what we're

trying to do is to protect those people who are charged with
the responsibility of law enforcement, and if they are killed,
their survivors suffer the same hardships as any other law
officer's, in ray judgment.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Flory, I probably should say "do you know," but the

fact is that I am in complete agreement with doing something
for these people's families. The only thing I disagree with
is that by listing individually which what, I would rather
"leave, provide, and mandate"the legislature to do so, and
by doing so and not stipulating a dollar figure, then we don't
have to change it every time we might get a new type of individual
that would be something in the next ten years, we might have
some other people who deserve to be in there. Simply mandating
the legislature to do this in this instance, and provide for
it, would probably take care of it rather than have it listed
and itemized in the constitution. Do you have any objection?

MR. FLORY
Mr. Champagne, as I recall the present constitutional

provision and the jurisprudence on those provisions, there has
been some question in the minds of the court and the attorney
general of this state in certain cases where law enforcement
personnel were killed, as to whether or not they were actually
in hot pursuit, etc. and who was and who was not covered by
the broad terminology used in the present constitutional pro-
vision so that the committee chose to, more or less, enumerate
those situations, those personnel who we knew were charged
with fulltime responsibility of law enforcement.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir. But, you understand that the. ..I'm not In

objection to all law enforcements, whether they're in hot
pursuit or not. I think they ought to get it. But, the point
is when you started enumerating it, you may run into the
possibility of leaving somebody out or having somebody that
shouldn't be in there. That's the question I have.

MR. FLORY
I agree. We considered that, and that's one of the reasons

for the very numerous additions of categories that we list in
the proposal.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, did I understand you correctly to say that '.here

was a constitutional problem with not explicitly covering police
officers like this?

MR. FLORY
No, I said, as I recall the present constitutional provision,

the language in the constitution, I believe there's some jurisprudence
on whether. . .who was covered, who was not covered and whether
or not that a person killed was actually in the hot pursuit of
the apprehension of a criminal at that time. For example, let's
say that a motorcycle officer chasing someone speeding, and his
motorcycle slipped out from under him and he was killed. There's
been some question as to whether or not he was actually In pursuit
of a criminal because the person had not been convicted of
speeding, etc.

MR. LANIER
But, that's under the present law.

true under our new constitution.

MR. FLORY
No, sir.

MR. LANIER
As a matter of fact, this article is entitled

Survivor's Benefits," isn't it?

That's not necessarily

Retirement and
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MR. FLORY
Yes, sir.

MR. LANIER
Why wouldn't these police officers be covered under the (B)

part dealing with state officers and employees?

MR. FLORY
I don't recall any specific reason, Mr. Lanier, other than

the committee considered this in a separate fashion. Actually,
it vas a separate proposal, and we incorporated this in order
to present to the convention a more concise proposal.

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Flory , do the words "Financial Security for Surviving

Spouses and Children," do they carry any obligation other than
the ten thousand and the five thousand in this?

MR. FLORY
No, sir.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Amendments

MR. ABRAHAM
Woody ^ your, . .the last line there says, "or while engaged

in the protection of life or property while on or off duty."
Now, would this include officials or a patrolman or someone
who may be working, say, for a private agency^or may be working
for. . .directing traffic after a football game, or something
like that, that are protecting life and property? I mean
that, . .1 don't think that's the intent of your amendment.

MR. JENKINS
The intent of it. Mack, is to allow the legislature to

define and explain under what circumstances law enforcement
officers would be entitled to such protection on or off duty

when engaged in protecting life and property. It's not to

say that in every circumstance involving protection of life

or property on or off duty they would be covered , but to allow

the legislature to establish a system, which system would pro-
vide that under certain circumstances they would be covered.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, would not your intent be served, then, by simply

saying, "or injuries sustained in the performance of official

duties"—period—and leave that last part of the sentence out?

Then the legislature can decide whether the official
was on or off duty, or however it may be.

MR. POYNTER
The first set of amendments sent up by Delegate Jenkins.

One change in it

.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 4 through 32, and
insert in lieu thereof the following:

"(C) Compensation for Surviving Spouses and Children of Law
Enforcement Officers. The legislature (and here's the change

—

change "may" to "shall") shall establish a system for compensating
the surviving spouses and dependent children of law enforcement
officers and personnel, as may be defined by law, who suffer
death as a result of injury sustained in the performance of

official duties or while engaged in the protection of life or

property while on or off duty."
Amendment No. 2. On page 3, delete lines 1 through 29,

both inclusive, in their entirety.

Expl anation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates , the purpose of this amendment is to

take out the lengthy detail which is itemized in (C) on these
pages 2 and 3. Really, the only purpose of (C) , I think, is to

provide an exception to the section in the Rev*mue, Finance and
Taxation Article which prohibits the use of public funds for

private purposes. It appears that this compensation to surviving
spouses and dependent children might be considered a gratuity
and, thus, perhaps, some constitutional authority is needed. But,

certainly , the authority that would be needed would not extend to

the detail of defining law enforcement officers and defining
specifically how their remedies are going to be enforced, etc.

So, what this attempts to do is simply to establish the authority
for such a system without going into great detail. It leaves
the definition of law enforcement officers and personnel up to

the legislature. I think it leaves, really, all of the details

—

particularly as regard to, say, off duty personnel and things like

that—up to the legislature because it will be up to the legislature
to define with precision what sort of system would exist under
this provision. This is a good program under our law for
comperisating these survivors. It's worked very well in the
past, and just in order to insure it and in order, particularly,
to reduce this length, I'm offering this amendment.

Questions

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Jenkins, the only question I have is that when you say*

"The legislature may establish a system for compensating surviving
spouses," I'm concerned as to whether or not public funds could
be used unless it's more specifically stated. So , my question
Is whether or not you would be agreeable to an amendment after
the word "system" which would say, "Including the use of public
funds"?

MR. JENKINS
I wouldn't object to that, Mr. Perez, I think that it's

Implicit in this. I don't know that It's necessary, but I

wouldn't object to that.

MR. JENKINS
I think the legislature could do that, yes, by defining

official duty; I think the same purpose could be served—either

way.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Jenkins, am I assuming that the legislature may unify

the system unlike the way it is now where it may favor one and
,

you know, not favor the other? Is It possible?

MR. JENKINS
Well, as I understand the system now, Reverend, it works

so that the attorney general sues the legislative auditor to

get these funds on behalf of the surviving spouse and any dependent

children. I think that that is the system —chat method of

initiation of suits by the attorney general. I think that would

continue. Now, if it has worked in some sort of arbitrary

fashion in the past, I'm not aware of it. But ^ I think that

the attorney general, probably, is going to be looking out for

these law enforcement personnel fairly well.

M^. ALEXANDER
Well, may I inform you that sometimes it works and sometimes

it doesn't? There's some cases now. But, would it not also

be better if the system could be underwritten by an insurance

company?

MR. JENKINS
I think that would be a very reasonable thing to do , and

this allows the flexibility for that, as I appreciate it.

So, I urge the adoption of the amendments.

[^Previous Quest ion ordered , Amendment
adopted: 93-1. Motion to reconsider
tabled.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I have one amendment. I don't have the copies. This has

just been previously discussed. Mr. Perez sends up an amendment

to the Jenkins amendment.
Amendment No, 1. On page 2, in Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed

by Delegate Jenkins, and adopted by the Convention on December 5,

on line 3, after the word "system" and before ihe word "for"

insert the following:
", including the expenditure of public funds,"

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

if you were listening a little earlier when I asked a question
with respect to the use of public funds for the establishment

of a system for compensating these people; in my judgment, the

words, "The legislature may establish a system for compensating"

is not sufficiently clear in light of the fact that we will have

the absolute prohibition against the expenditure of public funds

for private purposes under what is now Article IV, Section 12,

1
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of the constitution. To make it abundantly clear and to be sure

that the public funds could be expended in this system, after

the word "system" in the Jenkins amendment we'll just add the

words, "Including the expenditure of public funds," to make it

clear that public funds could be used in such a system that was

developed by the legislature.

Questions

MR. CONROY
Mr. Perez, I agree with your objective, but don't you really

confuse the situation as a result of 1 (A) and (B) , each of which

dictates that the legislature shall establish retirement systems

and say nothing about funds? Don't you create a cloud on what

we've done in (A) and (B) if you insert this language with .-egard

to funds here, because we don't say anything about funds in (A)

and (B)?

MR. PEREZ
Well, those are quasi-public bodies, and I believe that this

is possibly in a little different category. But, 1 do believe

that we should make this abundantly clear, and if we feel

there's a necessity to make the other ones clear, we might do

It also. But, I'm concerned when you say that you're going to

establish—this Is a system for a direct payment which Is

much different than a retirement system. This is a payment

to one particular surviving spouse or a group of people which

is a little different than a general system of retirement benefits.

1 just believe it's necessary to make it perfectly clear.

MR. CONROY

Well, 1 believe that you'll find that under (A) and (B)

they both contemplate. In addition, payments to widows. It

says, "lawful. . .payments to lawful beneficiary at his death

or retirement," and I just didn't see the distinction.

MR. PEREZ
Well, I just believe that because of Article IV, Section 12, or

Its counterpart, that it should be made clear that these words

should be in there.

{^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted: 82-10. Motion to reconsider
tabled

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Velazquez, Jack, Warren, Miller^

Maybuce, Martin, Johnny Jackson and Ourso.

The instructions have to be changed. It was passed out

with just Mr. Velazquez' name on it; a number of other people
have joined. The instructions need to be changed. I think

it would work basically like this;
In Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Mr. Jenkins and

adopted by the Convention on today , on line 6 of the text of

said amendment, immediately after the word "death" and before

the words "as a" insert the following:
"or who suffered death before the effective date of this

constitution, but not earlier than July 1, 1972," (that's inserted,
now) .

Explanation

persons would still have to go through administrative or

judicial treatment to be declared eligible for this thing. I

had a letter from the attorney general which I didn't bring,

unfortunately, because I didn't think we'd cover this particular

committee proposal today. But, he said it appeared that three

people would definitely be covered, perhaps five, but no more

than ten persons. The overall effect is to allow these

individuals to get justice if a court of competent jurisdiction

or proper administrative procedure supports it. I urge your

favorable adoption of this amendment.

Questions

MRS. ZERVICON
Mr. Velazquez, I would just like to understand as nearly

as I can exactly what the intent of your amendment is. The

intent of your amendment is to include in the coverage that we

are specifying cadets and other police personnel. Is that

correct?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Yes, ma'am, who died retroactively to July 1, 1972,

which is the only date which I can find relatively reliable

figures. Beyond that date, the figures become somewhat garbled

as we've left the fiscal year.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, you said you didn't bring the attorney general's letter

with you, and I sympathize with that because it's tough to have

things brought up at the last minute. But , let me ask you a

little something about the phrasing of that letter. As I

understood Cadet Barrel's widow's position, she was disqualified

under two parts of the old constitution. Number one ,
Cadet

Harrel was not an officer, and It specified that they be an

officer. But , in addition to that , Cadet Harrel was not in hot

pursuit. He was shot from an alley as he just kind of stood

there. He wasn't pursuing anybody and didn't really know

there was anybody out there, as I understand it. Did you, in

your letter, ask the attorney general how many people would be

covered by the two changes that you are making, or did you only

refer to the change in the status of the police personnel?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
I made as specific a statement as I could. But, I feel

this way: this man is a policeman; he's Just as dead whether

he was standing in an alley or whether he was in hot pursuit.

His wife is a widow, his children arc orphans no matter whether

he was in hot pursuit or whether he was scratching his head

at the time.

MRS. ZERVIGO.N

I understand that, Mr. Velazquez, but the question is: the

three to ten people that you are talking about, I was just

wondering the figure that you got three to ten people is in

response to what question?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
It vas in response to a question directed toward this

particular incident , but wanting to be broad enough to get

specific coverage; in this case it is July 1 date which gave

some specific data. If I tried to go beyond that date, as I

felt I should have, the data became very confused as to numbers.

With this date, I have a relative idea of numbers. I thought

It would be unfair to come before the convention with a date

and not be able even in relative terms to give you a number.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this Is a relatively simple

amendment that attempts to correct several injustices that are

prevalent right now in the state. At the time of the Howard

Johnson incident in New Orleans , a young man was killed who was

a police cadet. He was not a law enforcement officer as defined

by the 1921 Constitution, so the statutes written pursuant to

that constitution did not apply to him. At this date, his

widow and his children have not yet collected the amount stipulated

in the 1921 Constitution. Now, when State Representative Connor

introduced. . .attempted to introduce special legislation to

extend the benefits specified in the 1921 Constitution to this

particular individual, he was told it would require a constitutional

amendment and a statewide vote. Since constitutional amendments

were catching hell, he decided the best thing to do would be to

wait until C.C./'73 and attempt to do it this way. As it Is

written, it extends. . .it makes retroactive the period of time

which this money could be collected under. . .as defined in

our present proposed constitution to July 1, 1972. By this

means, it would include from three to ten Individuals. The

MRS. ZERVIGON
It mentioned that we were changing the concept from hot

pursuit to scratching your head?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
That would be taken care of ^ I'm quite sure, by the legis-

lature, if they wish to handle it that way. But, I feel that

if we don't have the specific retroactive act, then these. . .

this gentleman in particular ^ who died, his widow will get

nothing and his children will get nothing. I feel this is

unfair; it's also unfair to similar officers in the state. I

think the number is approximately ten, but if there are more,

I think that ten thousand dollars for losing your father is

only a nominal and token amount

.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen, as much as I regret,

1 think that I have to oppose this particular amendment. I
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understand what Mr. Velazquez is trying to do. He's trying to

take care of a situation and give benefits to a person who did

not have any benefits at the present time, under the present

constitution, or even at the time that this particular consti-

tution would be adopted. This is retroactive legislation is

what It amounts to. If we're going to give benefits to this

particular person, why not go back to some of those other

people who were killed earlier than before this was enacted

Into law? I certainly would feel like that those people

that were In this particular category which could not receive

benefits at the time that he was. . .actually suffered death

should be taken care of in the future. We should correct our

laws for the future. But, I don't feel like we can afford to

go back. This would be setting a very bad precedent going back

and drying to pick up somebody who didn't have any benefits

at the time. I Just feel like that this Is bad. It's in the

form of legislation, and we should not do it. It's a matter

of principle of what we can do with public funds. Now, this

is payment out of the public treasury, taxpayers' money or

public funds. I just don't feel like the taxpayers would

meet this with approval.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and members, I arise in support of this amendment

of which I am a coauthor. I first want to answer Senator

De Blieux's argument in which he's against it. If you will

note, the coverage for this cadet or any others goes back to

July 1, 1972. Now, bear that in mind for this simple reason:

this is not going way back to like a net catching a lot in the

past. Ordinarily, any death action, there's a lawsuit; you

got a year from when It happens. As I understand from listening

to Mr. Velazquez and talking to him before I became a coauthor

on this, action was taken in the legislature. Nothing could be

accomplished because of him being a cadet. That carried on for

the others that may be in it, as high, I believe, the. . .Mr.

Velazquez said of maybe up to eight or ten. Now, ladles and

gentlemen, that's a small amount to pay—ten thousand dollars

—

to widows and children of officers or cadets — law enforcement

people who lose their life. It's in Jenkins' amendment, "who suf-

fered death as a result of Injflry sustained In the performance

of official duties or while engaged in the protection of life

or property while on or off duty." Now, that Is not like the

remark made of while scratching their head. That's while

protecting your life and protecting your property. I'm surprised

somebody hasn't objected to It being when they're off duty.

Let me tell you, if somebody is after me to shoot me, I sure

want that off duty policeman to Intervene and protect my life.

Now, this Is a good amendment, and I hope you'll pass it.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

join Mr. Velazquez In authoring the amendment. I don't know

—

and I would like for someone to explain to us as a coauthor,

does the Jenkins amendment really allow the legislature to

provide a statute whereby the kinds of coverage that we are

seeking would be available? I understand an objection. . .to

one objection raised by Senator De Blieux that we cannot as a

constitutional body do anything retroactively, as such. I

wanted to ask him the question. I understand In terms of

retroactive legislation, that refers to the legislature or

any body such as this not being able to take away a right,

retroactive, and It's limited to that rather than affording a

right becaxise I would assume that if that was possible, that

some of the legislation, particularly on a national level

that we have existing today, would not exist. Now, If. . .

I believe and I've said constantly that I do have some

problems with the administration of the criminal justice system.

But, 1 do believe in fairness to everybody; if you're going to

allow a cadet in training to be placed in a posture whereby

he's going to perform certain duties—he's going to ride in

patrol cars, he's going to, in most cases , be used for under-

cover work—and If he's married or if he has heirs , then

you ought to afford to his family and his heirs those same

rights given to law enforcement officers. 1 remember the bill

well because I coauthored with Mr. Connor , and I do under-

stand that there was a constitutional limitation that prevented

us from introducing the statute. I would have no objection,

and I guess Mr. Velazquez would have to as lead author, you

know, give his point, but if we can get some sort of assurance

that the Jenkins amendment does provide or enable the

legislature to do It, then I say. But the question I raised in

opposition to that, or I raised as a question^ If we can
constltutlonalize the surviving. . .the benefits of members of

law enforcement—so called legally defined law enforcement

officers—if we can constltutlonalize that , then I just wonder
if we run into some problems legislatively, if we don't
provide within this constitution. Those are my concerns. But,

I just wanted to clear up an understanding that you can , and

the legislature can pass retroactive laws provided that they

don't take away a right. But, they can extend a benefit.

[previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendment adopted : 87-10.
Notion to reconsider tabled.

"i

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Flory sends up amendments as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 4, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Jenkins and adopted by the Convention on

December 5, on line 2 of the language added by that amendment

after the word "Enforcement" delete the word and punctuation

"Officers." and insert In lieu thereof the words and punctuation

"Officers and Firemen." and on line 5 of the language added by

that amendment after the word "enforcement" delete the word

"officers" and insert In lieu thereof the words and punctuation

"officers, firemen,"

Explanat 1 on

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this amendment merely adds the

word "firemen" wherever you have the words "law enforcement

personnel and firemen." The firemen now enjoy a similar

provision, but it's in the statutes so that they were satisfied

to leave the details of their benefits In the statutes of the

state. However, if there is a question—as I believe that there

Is—upon the authority of the legislature to appropriate funds

to the payment of private individuals, all this then does is

give to the legislature the right to continue those payments

that had been made under the statutes as now prescribed in the

law—all it does is add the word "firemen."

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, some of what we are doing troubles me. We are

applying it to these people on and off-duty protecting. ... in the

protection of property. It doesn't say "it necessarily when

you are off duty it has to be an official action" it Just says

"protecting life and property." Isn't it the case that some of

these people when they are off duty are in other people's employ?

MR. FLORY
That's correct and would not be covered.

MRS. ZERVIGON
It doesn't say they wouldn't be covered if when they are

in other people's employ, they are doing something to protect

property.

MR. FLORY
It says "while in the performance of official duties."

MRS. ZERVIGON
Or

MR. FLORY
Or

MRS. ZERVIGON
Or, is disjunctive.

MR. FLORY
Or while engaged In a protection of life or property.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Or Is disjunctive, it doesn't say "and" it says "or."

MR. FLORY
It says "or in the performance let me read it.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, the official duty doesn't....

MR. FLORY
"Injury sustained In the perforoance of official duties or
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while engaged in the protection of life or property while on

or off duty." I presume in the legislature—and I know in the

firemen's statute now—provides that. I'm sure that the

legislature would provide that same— .carry forward that

same provision. The problem coming, Mrs. Zervigon» is that

If a person—let's take a law enforcement officer who is off

duty and who.... a uniformed officer is in the process of

apprehending a criminal and he calls on help and the off-duty
officer joins with him and is killed in the process, tnen he

likewise would qualify. The same thing would affect the fireman

who is.... who goes in in the protection of property in the fire

or in a riot situation, even though he may be off duty, he would
then qualify for the same provisions as he does now.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I have no objection to that, Mr. Flory, so long as It's your

opinion when you say "the legislature shall provide a system" that

the guidelines and rules within that system could say that it

doesn't apply to people who are, at the time, in someone elses
employ.

MR. FLORY
I would not think that.... and the reason for the latitude

given to the legislature in defining the system, on or off duty.
Is to take into consideration the questions that you raised. I

would not think that the legislature would allow payment or

appropriate funds to survivors who were—let's say a person was
killed while in the employ of a private individual— let's take

a grocery store, for example, who hires a guy off duty to protect

his private property—and I'm sure that the legislature would not
allow that to. . .would not appropriate funds to compensate those

survivors. So, this is within the latitude of the legislature
to prescribe the limitations under which these people could
qualify for Che appropriations.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, is it also your opinion that with regard to off-duty

officers and firemen, the legislature could say that if they

are being negligent in some kind of way, their survivors are
not taken care of?

MR, FLORY
I looked at your amendment and the thought that struck me

was a case that happened in your city, and I would have to object
to it on the basis that I don't know who would determine in the

case of a motorcycle officer chasing someone could qualify to say

at the point that the motorcycle slipped out from under him and he

was killed, whether he was negligent in the operation of that

vehicle—in that motorcycle.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, I'm talking about off-duty officers.

MR. FLORY
Well, I'm talking about on or off. Let's say he's got a

motorcycle he owns privately, and he rides in it and joins in

it, theoretically. Then, the question comes in to determine

whether or not he was negligent in the operation of the vehicle.

Now, this is the only question that it raises in my mind. I

agree in concept with what you are attempting to do; I don't know
how to phrase it.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, it's your opinion that the legislature could set guidelines

like that if they weren't susceptible to proper interpretation, and
they could change them over the years. But, they could say that
you don't have to be reimbursed if it's clearly though your own
negligence that you were injured.

MR. FLORY
Well, I think the legislature could do that without question

and would without question.

MRS. ZERVIGON
....because isn't it true that the various insurance companies

have guidelines that say the same thing and manage to enforce them?

MR. FLORY

Absolutely correct, there are limitations in practically all
life insurance policies to my knowledge.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, in LaFourche Parish, we do not have any public

firemen—every firemen in Lafourche Parish is a volunteer firemen.
Does your amendment proport to include volunteer firemen?

MR. FLORY
To be honest with you, Mr. Lanier, I did not.. ..the question

didn't come into my mind at that time. There are two major
systems in the state to my knowledge that are volunteers your
area and in the Gretna area, I believe. Under the language as
it's drawn, yes, I think they could if defined by the legislature.
It was my intent that It be paid firemen as the law now says under
the supplemental pay, etc.

MR. LANIER
So, it's not your intent to include volunteer firemen?

MR. FLORY
It was not my original intention, although, I think if the

man was killed in the performance of his duty that would then be

a question of the legislature to define whether or not they wanted
to appropriate funds in that manner.

MR. LANIER
Now, my second question is: As I understand your amendment

to the Jenkins amendment, line 5 would then mean or say "enforcement
officers, firemen and personnel." Since enforcement would no longer
include per ... .define personnel, who would be the personnel that we
are talking about if you stick firemen between "enforcement officers
and personnel"?

MR. FLORY
I can't visualize at the moment, I'm thinking of the radio

alarm people, etc., but they would not be called out or be

subjected under normal circumstances to fighting fires or in

a riot situation unless it were in extreme cases where, however,
it's possible that they could be. I'm talking about those people
who operate the alarm systems.

MR. LANIER
Don't you think that maybe this might more properly be

written as "law enforcement officers and personnel and firemen,"

rather than "law enforcement officers, firemen and personnel,

because that leaves personnel unmodified?

MR. FLORY
Well, I think we are really quarreling over words; I don't

think it makes a great deal of difference because If you look

at the intent of it, it's to let the legislature set the guidelines.
I think in the definition established by the legislature, they

could easily define the situation which you are talking about.

I don't see any problems.

MR. LANIER
Under your amendment, as drawn, could the legislature direct

local units of government to pay these benefits?

MR. FLORY
No, sir this is state appropriations.

MR. LANIER
These are intended to be state appropriations....

MR. FLORY

Yes, sir.

MR. LANIER
. . . .and, not financial burdens jpon local government?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, it was never intended. The program now in existence

in the constitution and in the statutes as relates to firemen and

policemen are state appropriations.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Flory, I know that you have good intentions here. But,

let me cite you a situation in Lafayette Parish. We have six
incorporated cities. Of those six, there is only one city that
has a paid fire department and that's the city of Lafayette.
The five other cities have all volunteer fire departments. I

can see a problem, as Mr. Lanier sees, in our volunteer fire
department because when a fire comes about, any public spirited
citizen—whether he is employed or not by the city—will jump
to the cause of the volunteer fire department. What is your
intention, Insofar, as these volunteer firemen are concerned?

MR. FLORY
Let the legislature define as to whether or not, in their

wisdom, they want to cover them or not. Let me give you one of
Che problems as it relates to the volunteer firemen that I'm
aware of— there are some in this parish. One of the problems
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is that there has been a legal question as to how you go about
providing workmen's compensation even in the event that the man
is killed, although he may be a fireman in the performance of
his official duties as a firemen fighting a fire, killed or
injured while performing that service. Now, the question has
come up legally as to how do you go about providing workmen's
compensation benefits for him and his survivors of that? I

think under this the legislature could, perhaps, I don't know
I haven't really given any study to it and haven't discussed
it with my attorneys. But, I think they could in those particular
situationsmake statutory provisions for these types of coverage.
I think it's something that the legislature, in its wisdom, ought
to go into and make an intelligent study on whether or not they,
with state funds, want to appropriate these funds for volunteer
firemen.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, I understand that the Jenkins amendment—just passed

by this convention— is, in fact, a permissive provision, not a
mandatory provisions, is that correct , sir?

MR. FLORY
No, sir. He changed the word "may" to "shall."

MR. CHATELAIN
In other words, then you.... the legislature shall provide for

a system then?

proposal to amend the constitution. Every such bill shall contain
a recital that the notice has been given."

Expl anat i on

MR. MORRIS
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, this section has to

do with intent to change the retirement system and the procedure
which you should follow in making the changes. The proposed
constitution says that "yuu must advertise twice in the Offlcal
Journal on two separate days, the last day which would be thirty
days prior to the introduction of this bill." It retains the

requirement that "such notice states the substance of the contemplated
law or proposal contained in the notice that shall be given." The
constitution today provides that 'kny change in the constitution
must be advertised on three successive days, thirty days prior
to the regular session." This just changes it to twice, thirty
days prior to the introduction of bills for intent to change
the retirement system. It's a very simple thing and it is

contained in the present constitution.
I will be glad to answer any questions.

Quest i ons

MR. GOLDMAN
How can you publish it in the Official Journal without

cost to the state? Isn't the Official Journal the State Times
and Morning Advocate or something like that?

j

MR. FLORY
A system. .. .and let the legislature, in its wisdom, determine

what kind of system and to what extent and to who shall be covered
under that system in the broad category of "law enforcement officers,
personnel and firemen."

MR. JENKINS
Gordon, really, if you are going to maintain the intent of

the amendment that I put in there, you are going to have to take
that "firemen" and put it after "personnel" because the intent

was to say "law enforcement officers and law enforcement personnel "

By putting that "firemen" in between them, you make the word
"personnel" ambiguous. It just seems to me if you are going....
I know this is a pretty bunged up section as it is with these

amendments. But, I think to be logical and consistent you need
to do that.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Jenkins, I have no objections to doing what you're saying.

But, the amendment really places "firemen '*in two places in the

amendment and in order to pursue it, I would have no objections
to withdrawing it and doing it in that fashion, other than, the
problem you run into as far as the withdrawing and resubmitting
the amendment. But, I don't think it makes a great deal of
difference because what you have done here is to give to the
legislature the authority to make the definition as to the boundaries
of the system and who shall participate in the system. So, I don't
really see any problem where you put it before or after—that's
why 1 would have no objection if you come later, change it from
where it Is in my amendment to put it after the word "personnel,"
because I know what we are talking about when we talk about
firemen, even those people in the radio alarm system wear uniforms
and are firemens as such; so, I would have no problem in that
area. I think what you are talking about, perhaps, is secretaries,
etc., which you do not vant to cover—nor do I—nor would they be
subjected to these types of situations we are talking about, in my
judgment

.

[_Pr ev ious Quest ion ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendment adopted : 93-6.
Mot i on to reconsi der tabled . Previous
Question ordered on Paragraph (C)

.

Paragraph (C) adopted : 103-3. Motion
to reconsider tabled.]

Reading of Paragraph (D)

MR. POYNTER
"Paragraph (D) Retirement Systems; Notice of Intent to

Propose Amendments or Change; Publication. No proposal to
amend or effect any change in existing laws or provisions
of the constitution relating to any retirement system in this
state shall be Introduced into the legislature unless notice
of Intention to introduce such proposal shall have been
published, without cost to the state, in the Official Journal
on two separate days, the last day of which is at least thirty
days prior to the introduction of such bill into the legislature.
The notice shall state the substance of the contemplated law or

MR, MORRIS
Anybody, Mr. Goldman, that wishes to make a change they

do so— the advertisement—at their own expense, rather than
the state's expense.

MR. GOLTOIAN
Oh, I see it's done by the person that proposes the

change?

MR. MORRIS
Yes, sir.

MR. WINCHESTER
Why do you think that this publication is necessary?

not objecting, I'm just trying to find out the reason.

I'm

MR, MORRIS
Mr. Winchester, someone asked me that a while ago. Someone

in my office, prior to the legislative session, collects these-

things so that we will have some idea of what is contemplated
change wise with the retirement system—particularly in the

teacher retirement system, which I know best—so, we have some

understanding, some knowledge of what is contemplated in changing
the retirement system. I think it puts people on notice.

Particularly, the public on notice that there is a change contemplated

and what section they are contemplating changing.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Morris, what we did in this particular provision was

to make it coincide with the legislature session, I believe it
was, where you have to give notice of publication fcr passage
of local and special laws. This really, in effect, is to put
on notice local governments who have retirement systems that
you are going to introduce into the legislature, changes that

might affect the actuarial soundness of the funds or make it

increase the benefits so they will know ahead of time what Is

going to be proposed and this ties in with the other provisions
that we have already adopted.

MR. MORRIS
Yes, sir.

MR. BROWN
Mr. Morris, why does this have to be in the constitution,

it Just seems to be just as statutory as it can be, and why....
what is the importance of putting this in the constitution?
Why are you so locked In on that?

MR. MORRIS
Senator Brown, I hate to say just because it's in the

previous constitution. But, we do think that it Is a good
safeguard that at least it gives people who watch this sort

of thing the opportunity to be on guard for it and It could
be, probably, handled by statutes. But, we felt like it should

be in the constitution.
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MR. J. JACKSON
That provision would allow not only for persons who want

to adversely eifect a retirement system^ but also those- persons
who may want to—let's say a legislator—who may Just want to

on the spur of the moment, increase one which would ultimately
result in really throwing the retirement system out of balance,
further out of balance. Right?

MR. MORRIS
It very easily could be. Representative Jackson.

MR. J. JACKSON
Right.

{^Previous Question ordered on Para-
graph (D) . Paragraph (D) adopted

:

98-3. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the
Section . Section passed : 91-14

.

Motion to reconsider tabled . Pre-

vious Question ordered on the Pro-
posal . Proposal passed : '92-15.
Motion to revert to Reports of
Comini ttees adopted without objection .^

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[jl Journal 908-909']

Report of the Secretary
[iJ Journal 909]

Announcements
In Journal 909]

{^Adjournment to 11:00 o'clock a.m.
Thursday, December 6, 1973.]
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Thursday, Docetnber 6. 197j

ROLL CALL

[93 delegates present and a quorum ,^

PRAYER

MR. LAiNDRUM

Our Father, we thank Thee once again for all Thy blessings.
Being so good and kind, enable us to rise once again to come and
to work on what is supposed to be a document for our people. We
pray that Thou would give us understanding—not only understanding,
but give us the will to do what is pleasing in Thy sight. Look
on the families of eacli and every delegate here— not only delegates,
but everyone connected with this convention. Ulcss our state as
a whole and our nation. In the name of Clirist we pray. Air.en.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Persona 1 Pri v i

1

ege

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Cliairman, delegates, since 1 was caught gambling by

winning two hundred dollars on tlie football pot, I'm giving a
birthday party this afternoon around 3:15 for the sixteen

delegates of the convention who admit they have a December birthday,
and for the staff of the convention. We'll have a birthday cake,
homemade nut cakes and date rolls made just for you, toasted pecans

and sandwiches. If you want anything else, you better tell me
before this afternoon. Thank you.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[ll Journal 910]

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

I Mot ion to call Commi ttee Proposal No

.

9 from its regular order adopted wi thout
object! on .

]

Reading of the ProDOsal

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 9, introduced by Delegate Aertker,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Education and Welfare, and
other delegates, members of that committee:

A proposal making provisions for human resources by providing
for state and city civil service.

The p> oposal has, as I appreciate it, but one section. I

presume you all want to w.->ive reading that for the time being.

[^Motion to wai ve reading of Section 1

adopted without objection
.

^

Expl ana ti on

MR. RACHAL
Mr. Chairman and members. . .delegates to the constitutional

convention, I consider it an honor and a privilege to have this
assignment this morning and to discuss with you the workings of
the committee which led to the proposal which is before you.
While the details of the various sections will be discussed as
the sections and subsections are considered, an overview of the
committee's proposal and a background of the events and the
considerations which went into the development of this proposal
seems to me to be necessary. Let me begin by stating that
few individuals are neutral on civil service. Either you are
for it or against it, and then the differences begin. Of course,
if you are against a civil service or a merit system, of course,
you see no need for its Inclusion in the constitution. If you
are for a civil service system, then the disagreement comes as
to what extent should detail be outlined in a constitution to
guarantee its continuance. The development of the civil service
system in Louisiana has great similarity to the establishment of

the federal civil service system. By that, I mean that the
federal system was formally and permanently established by the

Civil Service Act of 1883. That act's passage followed several
attempts on limited basis by various agencies and authorities.
However, the passage of the Civil Service Act of 1883 was
enhanced by the increasing disgust with the "spoils system."
While I'm not as familiar with the details of the development of

the formal civil service system in Louisiana, Louisiana, too,

had made several attempts at merit systems with port authorities,
police systems in New Orleans and several others. She experienced
terminationsby the legislature, all of which preceded the

establishment of the civil service by constitutional amendment in

1952. In spite of the fact that the civil service and the merit

system are common words, there are many different concepts
regarding what they, in fact, mean. While it may be generally
agreed that either the combination of words mean employment
based on merit, and that it should be a guarantee against the

mass firings that comes £ilong with the motion with changes of

administration, actually, the operation of a ci*'il service system

and the problems caused by inept operations lead to the basis of

attacks for the system and not actually the principle of a civil

service system itself. Making a differentiation has been the

challenge of the subcommittee which considered the civil service

system for the 'Constitutional Convention '73. In our subcommittee's

deliberations we heard from many. We heard from individuals
representing the present. . .the operation of the present system,

individuals representing personnel organizations, personnel

associations and personnel councils. Individuals appeared before

us who were responsible for the setting and monitoring of the

policies of civil service as it now exists in the states. Those
were the commissioners of the present system. Individuals who

are responsible for carrying out the policies, the personnel

directors— the state personnel directors, the personnel directors

for the city civil service in New Orleans, personnel directors for

the Jefferson Parish system—and we heard from individuals repre-

senting employees. Without a doubt, and as they stated, all

wanted a continuation of the guarantee of a civil service system

in the State of Louisiana. While they differed on the amount

of details, that is the verbiage that would be in the new consti-

tution, they nevertheless felt that constitutional guarantee

was necessary to avoid the undesirable past practices. A study of

the testimony that was presented to our committee identifies

several rather common pertinent issues in regards to civil service

syst-em. They are as follows: the concerns dealt primarily with

the membership of the commission—the number of members and the

representation of that commission of the citizenry of the state

and of the city where city civil service existed. There were

expressed concerns about the nomination of the commissioners to

the commission, the autonomy of the commission— its rule-making

powers. The differences came on the degree to which the commission

should have absolute rule-making power. Another issue mentioned

to us several times had to do with the rule of three in regards to

the certification of persons for consideration for the filling of
vacancies. Tremendous criticism was made of the testing and
certification procedure, but primarily testing and the means of

identifying the person allegedly to be the best qualified to fill

a vacancy. There were concerns about the relevancy of the tests
to the jobs, and the validity of the tests in predicting the

success of individuals on the job. The other of the more pertinent

issues had to do with the appellate system. A study of the

testimony and the discussions with those appearing before us

indicates that as a minimum, or to some degree a maximum, consti-

tutional coverage should be a creation and establishment of the

system and the commission; that these factors should be in the

constitution; that the constitution should not only guarantee the

continued existence of a civil service system, but that it should

point out the commission, the nonpolitical appointment of

commissioners, the protection of commissioners from arbitrary
removal, the powers of the commission— that is the degree and the

absoluteness or like thereof of the commission—and a uniform

pay plan, and an appeals procedure as well as the guarantee of

funds for the administration of a merit system. There were strong

opinions on several issues by many, and although not volunteered

in, statements by others were concurred in such as the necessity

for the expansion of the commission, or at least make commissioners

more representative of the citi7enry. Another issue had to do

with the administrative officer—making the administrative officer

of the commission qualify under the classified service. It was

against that background, fellow delegates, that Committee Proposal

No. 9 was developed. I would like to, for the sake of enhancing

discussions, hopefully, on the proposal, it seems imperative that

we point out the. . .what in totality the committee's proposal

does. In answer to the discussions and the pleas of the persons

appearing before us in our own deliberation. Committee Proposal

No. 9 establishes, or In another way guarantees the continuation

of a civil service system in the state. It defines its intent

for both the state and city civil service systems. It establishes
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or continues state and city civil service conunissions, but

changes the composition of those conunissions and the nominating
authorities. It provides for the compensation of the commissioners

and the filling of vacancies and the removal of the commissioners.

It changes the name of the chief administrative officer and places

him in the classified service. It provides for classified and

unclassified positions with listed exceptions. It provides for

the appointment and promotion, continuing veterans preference.

Provides for layoffs and for diciplinary action for the violation

of regulations, with the rulings of the commission subject to

the review of the court of appeal in which the commission is

located, and it continues the rule-making power of the commission

along with the restriction against political activity. It pro-

vides for the acquisition of permanent status by employees,

the continuation of all existing laws which are not inconsistent

with those changed in this proposal. It fu.^ther guarantees the

appropriation for the operation of the system, and it provides

enabling rights for cities and parishes to establish civil service

systems of their own. 1 must point out that this proposal finally

cleared the Committee on Education and Welfare after most of the

items escaped the subcommittee with votes of four to three, with

some boing broken by the vote of the chairman. Subsequently, this

proposal passed the committee by a vote on individual subsections

of ten to nine. I suggest to you that in the discussion of this

proposal, that we attempt to differentiate between what is

necessary to be in the constitution to guarantee a civil service

system in the state and of that which it is felt must be in the

constitution, to what extent must it be spelled out in detail.

Against that background, Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, we

are prepared to discuss the Committee Proposal No. 9 on human

resources having to do with civil service. I would like to suggest,

Mr. Chairman, that we discuss the proposal by subsections beginning

with Section 1, Subsection (A).

MR. HENRY
You want to suggest that we discuss it or handle it like. . .

Are you suggesting we handle it like we did the retirement

proposition, yesterday, or you just want to discuss it?

MR. RACHAL
I would like the differentiation from the retirement one

of yesterday, since that required sixty-seven votes.

MR. HENRY
So, you want to discuss Paragraph (A) of Section 1 at this

time?

MR. RACHAL
Right.

Expl ana ti on

MR. RACHAL
Under Section 1, Subsection (A), the committee's proposal,

for the most part, retains the definition that appears in the

present constitution—the 1921 Constitution. It retains the

service. . .it defines the state civil service and the intent

and the agencies to be included, and the positions therein.

That is: under Section 1, Subsection (A), number (1) having to

do with state civil service. I don't think, Mr. Chairman,

that I need to read that particular subsection.

Amendments
MR. POYNTER

Amendments sent up by Delegates Flory, Rachal, Toca, Haynes,
Wisham, and many other coauthors.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, following the word
"Service" and before the period "." insert the word "Commission"
and delete the remainder of line 14 and delete lines 15 through
28 of page 1 and in lieu thereof substitute the following:

"There is hereby created and established a State Civil
Service Commission to be composed of seven members who are citizens
and qualified voters of the State of Louisiana, Five members of
the Commission shall constitute a quorum. The seven commissioners
shall be appointed by the governor for a term of four years as
follows:

The presidents of Louisiana State University and Agricultural
and Mechanical College at Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Centenary College
at Shreveport, Louisiana; Louisiana College at Pineville, Louisiana;
Southern University at Scotlandville, Louisiana; and Xavier
University at New Orleans, Louisiana, shall each nominate three
persons, and one member of the commission shall be appointed by
the governor from the three persons norinated by each such
president. Two members of the commission shall be appointed by
the governor by his own selection. Vacancies by expiration of

the terra of office or otherwise shall be filled by appointment of

the governor from nominations made in like manner by the president

(or his successor) of that institution . . .

who nominated the member whose place is being filled

or by the governor on his own selection in cases of a gubernatorial

appointee. It shall be the duty of the presidents of Xavier

University and Southern University to, within thirty days after

the effective date of this constitution, make such nominations,

and thereafter within thirty days after any vacancy occurs, it

shall be the duty of the presidents of each of said institutions to

make such nominations. Within thirty days of the expiration of

the terms of the members of said commission previously nominated

by the presidents of Loyola University and Tulane University and

serving at the effective date of this constitution, it shall be

the duty of the governor to fill such vacancy by his own selection.

All appointments as hereinabove provided shall be made by

the governor without confirmation by the Senate."

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 29, following the word

"Service and before the punctuation period "." insert the word

"Commission" and delete the remainder of line 29 and on page 1

delete lines 30 through 32 and on page 2, delete line 1 and in

lieu thereof insert the following:

"There is hereby created and established a city civil service

commission for each city having a population in excess of 400,000

according to tlie latest decennial census of the United States.

Kacli such city civil service commission shall be composed of five

citizens who are qualified voters of tlie city in which they serve,

three of whom sliall constitute a quorum. One member of each city

civil service commission shall be appointed by the governing

authority ol the city by its own selection and one member of

such commission shall be elected by the employees of the city in

the classified service from their membership. In the city of

New Orleans, the presidents of Tulane University, '..oyola University

of the South and Dillnrd '.'niversity shall each nominate three

persons and one member of the commission shall bo appointed by the

governinjx authority of the city of New Orleans from the three

persons nominated by each pr.-sidcnt. In other cities subject to

the provisions of this section, three members of the commission

shall be nominated from any of the three universities named in

Section 1 in acrordanco with the procedure therein provided.

The terms of tlie members of the city civil service commission

shall be four years. Within thirty days of the effective date

of this consti Lution, it shall be the duty of the president of

Dillard University to make sucli nominations lo tlie governing

body of the city ol New Orleans. Within thirty d.iys from the

effective dale of this constitution an election shall be he^ld

within tlie classilled servic of the city of New Orleans for the

purpose ot naming n member, of said commission. Vacancies by

expiration of tiie term of office or otherwise shall be filled

by appointment of the t;overning body, or by election, or by

nomination as herein provided in the same manner as the original

appointments were made , and it shall be the duty of the

govcrninj; body tt> make sucli appointments or conduct such election
ol the said presidents to make sucii nominations within thirty

days after the occurrence of any vacancy.

(1) Coverage, Exclusions, Amendments. Except as may be

inconsistent with tlie provisions of this ^irticle, ail of the

provisions of Article 14, Section 15, of the Constitution of 1921

providing for a system of classified civil service for the

state and for cities are hereby retained and continued in force

and effect. The legislature upon the favorable vote of two-thirds

of the elected membersliip of each house may amend, repea-l or

otherwise modify any of the provisions of Article XIV, Section 15,

of the Constitution of 1921, which are continued by this article

or amend, repeal or otherwise modify any provision of this

article except that the legislature may not abolish the system of

classified civil service in tlie state and in the cities of over

400 ,000 popul'ition according to the latest decennial census of

the United States nor may it include in the classified civil

service system of such cities ,employees of the fire and police

departments, who are expressly excluded from said classified

service.
Amendment No. i. (tn page 2, delete lines 2 through 32 and

delete in their entirety pages 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, H, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13, 14, 15, 16, and 17.

Recess

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

{^Quorum Call :

a ijuorum. ]

98 delegates present and

Expl anati on
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MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, we've come now to a point in the

convention that I consider to be, perhaps, one of the most grave
matters of concern for some sixty-thousand state employees in

this state, as well as the thousands of employees of the city
of .'Jew Orleans, and the thousands of firemen and policemen through-
out this state who have enjoyed for a number of years the consti-
tutional protection of civil service. At the present time, under
the state civil service, the Civil Service ("ommission is com-
posed of five members, appointed by the governor from a list of

nominees. . .At the present time, the Civil Service Commission is

composed of five members, appointed from a list of three names
submitted by tlie following five colleges and universities in

t!ie state: Centenary College, Louisiana College in Alexandria,
Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, Tulane University
in New Orleans and Loyola. The amendment that is before you
at this time clianges tliat composition of the commission to be
as follows: instead of a five-member commission, it sliould be
a seven-member commission. The three colleges and universities.
Centenary College, Louisiana College and Louisiana State University
are retained as three of the nominating organizations. In place
of Tulane and Loyola, 1 submit the Southern University in Baton
Rouge and Xavier University in the city of New Orleans to be

the five nominating colleges and universities for appointment
to the commission, with the addition that the governor can
appoint from throughout the state, two persons to compose the
seven-member commission. In the. . . and that 's the change it makes
in the present civil service commission. The second change that

the amendment makes is in the composition of the commission and
those municipalities over four hundred ttiousand in population.
At the present time, there is a three-member commission: two

appointed by lists from colleges and universities in the city,
over four hundred thousand; one by the city council. The amend-
ment before you proposes to make that, instead of a three-member
commission, five-member commission. What, then, would constitute
the commission would be: Tulane University would make a nomina-
tion; Loyola University would make nominations; Dillard University;
tlie city council would continue to make an appointment from whom-
ever they chose in that area; ^nd, the employees in the municipality
over four liundred thousand—which is New Orleans—would elect a

member of the Civil Service Commission. That is the change within
che City Civil Service System in the city of New Orleans, with
one exception, that's the only change that it makes in the City
Civil Service System governing all municipalities over four hundred
thousand. The other change is that it excepts those employees
in the fire and police department from the coverage of the City
Civil Service System, which is now covered under the City Civil
Service System. In the proposal. Committee Proposal No. 10, I

have amendments prepared—which is a forty-eight page document

—

the amendment is one paragraph long, which brings into the

state fire and municipal police civil service, the employees
in the fire and police department in the city of New Orleans
into the rest of the state service of the niunicipal fire and
police civil Service throughout the state. Lastly, what the
amendment does: It says that the legislature, by two-thirds
vote, can change any provision of civil service, including the
composition of these commissions by a tvo-thlrds vote, with
the only prohibition being that the commission ... that civil
service, both in the state and in municipalities over four
hundred thousand, cannot be abolished. I call to your attention
the fact that there are thirteen states that have civil service
system in their constitution, Louisiana being one of those
thirteen states. Most of them—eight states—there's Just
simply a definition of a state merit system and an authorization
for the legislature to implement such a system. Only Louisiana,
California, Colorado, Georgia and Michigan specify the establish-
ment of the organization of a state commission to administer
the program. Now, California has a five-member commission, and
the governor appoints these members with the advice and con-
sent of each house of the legislature. Colorado, the governor
appoints three persons, with a known devotion to the merit
system, to the state commission. A recent amendment to that
constitution permits the classified employees to elect two
additional members. Georgia has a personnel board of

three citizens of known interest In the improvement of
public administration, appointed by the governor and confirmed
by the legislature. Michigan has four members of the commission,
appointed by the governor. Among the fifty states that have
the civil service commission range normally in size from

three to eight, most of whom are all appointed by the governor.
Some states do require confirmation by the Senate or the House
or both, most of which just require the governor to make the
appointment, and some specify that the commissioner of labor,
for example, as well as the president of the board of education, etc.

might serve as members of the commission. I suggest to you
that what is proposed in this amendment is, in the interest pf

brevity, it would substitute for the entire seventeen page
document that's before you in the way of Committee Proposal
No. 9. It guarantees to the people of this state and to the
employees of this state that there shall always be a merit
system in this state, but that the legislature in its wisdom
by a two-thirds vote, can change the provisions of civil service
as the times dictate, and as personnel policies throughout this
country change, in the way of public employment. I do not
believe, in my judgment, in any way, that this is,.. or could
be considered, as detrimental to those who believe in the
civil service system of this state. If you'll notice in the
comments that Public Affairs Research Council made, in their
booklet distributed to you yesterday, their basic conclusion
was on civil service, that the entire matter be turned over
to the legislature, with a two-thirds vote, allowing them to
change the provisions of civil service as the legislature deemed
wise. Let me suggest to you one of the things that I believe
that the legislature. . .one of the reasons the legislature ought
to have, at least, some method, some procedure whereby they
might have some voice, both in the Legislative and Executive
branches over the personnel affairs of their employees. I

don't believe any prudent businessman in this convention would
submit to the theory that they would hire an outside consulting
firm. . .management firm to handle their entire personnel relations.
Yet, that's what the state does as it relates to their sixty
thousand employees by the appointment of five peonle who can only
be removed after formal charges and public hearings. They are
the only five people that have any final voice over the personnel
policies of the sixty thousand public employees in this state.
Most of you read just recently of the just-adjourned special
session of the legislature. The legislature was called upon
to vote to pass additional taxes. Subsequent to that, which
was adopted, they appropriated some fifteen million dollars
for pay raises for the state employees. Yet, when all was
said and done, the taxes were voted, the appropriations were
made, the legislature could not say how that money was to
actually be applied. It was left in the hands of five people,
and I do not want to, in any way, question the integrity or
the motives of the members of the commission. I don't mean
that. But, there is a basic disagreement, sometimes, between
human beings as to philosophically what's right and wrong,
and where money should be applied, whether at the lower level,
the higher level, across the board, or whatever it may be.
The point that 1 make to you is that although the legislature's
required to appropriate the money, vote, if necessary, to
raise taxes, yet they have no voice in how that money is to
be spent to their employees ... given to their employees. I

believe that what's before you in the way of this amendment
is honest, just and in the best interest of this state, and
is certainly in the best interest of the public employees
of this state. I ask for the adoption of the amendment. I'll
be happy to answer any questions?

Questi ons

MR. ROEMER
Gordon, could you explain to us in terms of the .composition

of the board... the state board... the State Civil Service Commission,
what exactly, now, is the change from the present board that

you ' re reconmiending?

MR. FLORY

Presently, the Civil Service Commission now...

MR, ROEMER
And why.

MR. FLORY

...has five members. The amendment propose? to make it

seven. The nominating colleges under the present system are:

Centenary, Louisiana College, Louisiana State University, Tulane
and Loyola. The amendment says: Centenary College, Louisiana
College, Louisiana State University would continue to be nominating
organizations. But, in place of Tulane and Loyola, on the state

system, we submit Southern University and Xavier University...

then, let the governor appoint two additional members, which

makes a total of seven members on the commission. The commission

now is five.

MR. ROEMER
So, you exp^^nd the commission by two...

MR, FLORY
By two members.

MR. ROEMER
...make both of those new members appointed by the governor.
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MR. FLORY
Both of them appointed by the governor.

MR. ROEMER
You make two substitutions in the present appointments. You

take away Tulane and Loyola, and add Xavier and Southern. Is that
correct?

MR. FXORY

That's correct.

MR. ROEMER
Now, Gordon, would you agree with the proposition, then, that

what is left is a seven-man board: two appointed directly by

the governor and two from universities, the boards of which are

completely appointed by the governor. That is, LSU and Southern.

Is that correct?

MR. FLORY
Southern, at this time, doesn't have a board, but in the

future, under the article that has been adopted, that would be

true.

MR. ROEMER
But, under. ..if this new constitution...

MR. FLORY
However, I'll point out to you that LSU, since the inception

of civil service, to my knowledge, has been one of the nominating
organizations. Remember, now, that the president of the university
makes that appointment, and if the three names that he submits,

the governor does not appoint one of those three names, then at

the end of thirty days, the top name on that list automatically
becomes a member of the Civil Service Commission.

MR. ROEMER
Well, but, perhaps, you choose to ignore my point. I hope

not. But, is it not true that what we have left is the potential

four of the seven—a majority—controlled by the governor. Is

that not right, or aia I just looking at ghosts.

MR. FLORY
If you hold to the theory, Mr. Roemer—which I do not hold

to—that the presidents of the universities at Southern and LSU
would be submitted to the dictation of the governor, you would
be correct. That has not been the history of the appointments
made by. . .nominations made by Louisiana State University in the

past. I can only tell you what the history has been.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I appreciate that. I don't know the history, and I

appreciate learning it. But, you will have to admit that before
this provision can become law, the constitution has to pass. When
that constitution passes, all these other provisions pass, also,
wherein, for example. Southern University will be run by a board
appointed completely by the governor. Number 2, LSU will be run

by a board appointed completely by the governor for terms much
less than fourteen years. So, that board will now be more embroiled
in politics, not less. So, I submit to you that the danger here
is that four of the seven of the Civil Service Board will be
directly controlled and appointed by the governor. Now, that's

my fear. You and 1 probably disagree on that. Another question:

why do all appointments, as here and above provided shall be

made by the governor, without confirmation of the Senate. I

know that's the present law. You didn't want to change that, or

does that bother you any?

MR, FLORY
No, that doesn't really bother me. But, that was the present

law, and I think that's the same,.. in the majority of the states
that have civil service, that's the procedure used by those
states that the governor makes the appointment. I've read to
you some of those states which do require confirmation, but not
a majority of them require that.

MR. ROEMER
I have one final question. Why was it necessary to change

the board from its present composition? Why the expansion, why
the substitution?

MR. FLORY
One of the reasons for the change in the composition of the

board: many of the problems that have existed over the years is
a result of the attitude and actions of the board in that the
comnisslon is given the authority to establish rules which have the ef-

fect of law. No recourse is given to the members of the commission or

to the public-at-large on the actions of the commission. Conse-
quently, the testing procedures, the policies, the rules of
the commission are not what many people throughout this state
believe that they ought to be. In order to establish some
semblance of a more responsive commission to the people of this
state, a change in the composition of the board was proposed
in this amendment , with the full realization that the people
will vote upon it , and if they adopt it, then they, of course, . .

.

the legislature even thereafter, may by a two-thirds vote
change any portion of this amendment or the present provisions
of the constitution. But, it was to give to the people of this

state at least a choice to make of whether or not thev wanted
to expand the commission in the future because many of the
problems I say to you that have existed in the state civil
service is believed to have resulted from the policies set by,

and the rules adopted by the Civil Service Commission. The only
way to change those rules is by a change in the composition
of the coninission.

MR. ROEMER
Well, you think that by changing the composition, we 're

going. ..I didn't understand your answer. I'm just sorry. But,

let me see if I can pick it out. By expanding this board, and
by making it dominated by the appointments of the governor,
we're going to make it more responsive to the people. Is that

it?

MR. FLORY
Well, let me say this, Mr. Roemer, and I don't subscribe

to your statement—and I let it go a moment ago— that this was
going to be under the dictation of the governor. I've got more faith
in the presidents of the LSU system, the Southern system,
and as a matter of fact, in the governor of this state, that

whatever he does in the way of appointments is going to be in

the best interest of this state. I do not believe that there should
ever be a return to the Spoils System in this state. X

don't believe that there'll ever be a time that you and I'll
live to see, with the modern media the way it is, that civil
service would be tampered with to the extent and detriment of
the state employees of this state. 1 do not share your view
that the commission, as proposed in this amendment , would be
dictated by the governor in no way.

MR. ROEMER
Well, do you know the old axiom that"power corrupts and

absolute power corrupts absolutely"?

MR. FLORY
I don ' t see the power in this amendment that you see, Mr.

Roemer. I'm sorry,

MR. CASEY
Mr, Lanier has a question. Then, Mr. Chatelain, Roy and

O'Neill.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, you and I discussed previously this little

problem of the part 3 of your amendment dealing with the trans-

position of the present provisions in the constitution into

statutory law. When you used the word "retained," it says here

that all of the provisions of Article XIV, Section 15 of the

Constitution of 1921, providing for a system of classified

civil service for the state and for cities are hereby retained

and continued in force and effect. Would it be accurate to

say that it is your intention that these provisions would be

retained as statutes rather than be incorporated into the

new constitution by reference?

MR. FLORY
What my intent was, Mr. Lanier—and you and I, I think, are

in agreement upon this point—was to be absolutely certain that

between the time that this document was adopted by the people

and the legislature might take action, that the provisions of

the '21 Constitution plus this amendment, would be carried for-

ward in effect. There would be no void whatsoever during that

period of time that we would not have civil service. That's my

Intent In titis amendment.

MR. LANIER
But, specifically, your intent is not to incorporate all

this language, .

.

MR. FLORY

Not incorporate it in detail in the new constitution. No, sir.
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MR. LANIER
It is to transpose it as a statute, subject to a tvo-thlrds

vote of the legislature.

tm. FLORY
That's correct; but to retain the provisions guaranteeing

the procedure whereby the legislature can amend it, and that the

legisl ature cannot abolish it

.

MR. LANIER
Isn't there an amendment being drafted right now to add the

language " retained as a statute"?

MR. FLORY
It's being drawn, but I have not seen it as yet. That's my

understanding, that the staff is working on it. But, I want to

see it when it's completed. I have not looked at it yet.

MR. LAJ^^IER

Now, the second thing: up here in this "2" part, it says,

"in other cities subject to the provision of this section, three

members of the commission shall be nominated from any of the

three universities named in Section 1 in accordance with the

procedure therein provided. " These cities that you're referring

to would be other cities over four hundred thousand. Is that

correct?

MR. FLORY
That is correct.

MR. CHATELAIN
All right, sir. In Section 3, I*m concerned also with

the word "retain." As I understand it, the city of Lafayette
and many other cities in the South Louisiana arc now operating
on the statutory civil service. Is that correct?

MR. FLORY

Yes, they hive statutory, and I recall specifically when
the legislature adopted the system of civil service for the

city of Lafayette, this provision in no way affects that whatsoever.

MR. CHATELAIN
In other words, the word "retained," then, means retain...

that what we now have, we'll ke^-p, and will be no violence done

to what we now have. Is thst correct?

MR. FLORY
No, sir. No, sir. No, sir. It does not mean what you now

have will be retained because it has no reference to what you now

have. The provision that you're reading is the state civil service

and in cities over four hundred thousand are retained and continued

in force" and effect so that my amendment in no way affects pro or

con the civil service that you might have on a local basis in
the city of Lafayette.

MR. CHATELAIN
In other word. . .that 's fine. ..in other words, we're not

changing what we now have except the legislature, of course, in
the future could come do what they want.

MR. LANIER
This would not apply, say, to a city like Thibodaux that

has a little over fifteen thousand.

MR. FLORY
No, sir. That civil service is statutory , and this in no

vay affects municipal civil service thT-cughout the state, other
than those municipalities who have a population in excess of

four hundred thousand.

MR. LANIER
Now, one other question for the record; we have just recently

adopted in Thibodaux a statutory civil service system. Am I

correct in saying that your amendment, if adopted in our con-

stitution, would in no way affect the present system of civil

service as it exists in the city of Thibadoux?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, in no way.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Flory, just for the record, to get the record straight,

on your second page of your proposed amendment, this first part 2

really and truly deals with the city of Orleans only at the

present time. Is that correct, sir?

MR. FLORY
At the present time, but it was worded whereas it would not

name specifically the city of New Orleans being the only one

because in the present constitution it's classified by population,

In those municipalities over two hundred and fifty thousand,

believing that some of the municipalities in the state might

in the future reach three hundred. .. two hundred and fifty thousand,

I believe it was, in the present constitution. It was changed

to four hundred thousand because some of those municipalities

that are approaching that point now have their own city civil

service systems. They have it by statute and we did not want

to disturb what they now have.

MR. FLORY
Well, in the city of Lafayette, for example, the legislature,

by a simple majority vote, can change your civil service system,
or abolish it. This could not change that one way or the other.

MR. CHATELAIN
Would you have any objection to considering the fact that

one-third of the population of Louisiana is in what is known as
Acadiana—those thirteen parishes in and around' Lafayette? Would
you have any objection to perhaps putting in USt pr McNeese or
some of the other universities there as one of the nominating
universities for this?

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chatelain, let me say this—and I certainly gave con-

sideration to that point—there was a division among some of
our committee. There is a division in this convention as to
philosophy as to whether or not all of the nominating organiza-
tion ought to be a private college with no public supported
funds. There was some thought that the colleges ought to be
more geographically located throughout the state. At the present
time, there are four private colleges and one public-supported
university making nominations in the Civil Service Commission.
In order to give some geographic consideration to the nominating
colleges and universities, some to the racial balance in this
state as far as appointing. .. the appointive process is concerned,
and all of the private college versus public-supported colleges,
it was ^ny considered opinion that the geographic and other
factors taken into consideration, these nominating organizations
were better than expanding into the area in which you mentioned.
Certainly, I have nothing against USL. But. it was just thought
that this was the better approach from the factors that we con-
sidered in the drafting of this amendment.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, I appreciate your statement on that...

MR. FLORY
I would oppose such an amendment in short.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, that's one of my problems. I wanted it to be clear

on this. For instance, if the city of Lafayette, which is one

of the fastest growing cities In the South, should in the next

ten or fifteen years reach a population of four hundred thousand,

then, the recommendations for our civil service would then, of

course, come from the universities In New Orleans and Pinevllle

and Shreveport. Is that correct?

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Flory, Number 1, I want to state to you that I believe

conceptuafly that you're shooting in the right direction with a

shorter document, and I'm In accord with that. The only thing

I'm trying to get some... I represent South Louisiana, and my

parish, and I'm trying to get some justification. You have

three privately endowed universities: Centenary, Louisiana College,

and one other one...

MR. FLORY
We said. I believe, from three of the universities llBted

in Section 1. That's correct. It was not anticipated in the

drafting of this amendment that there was any municipality in

the state approaching the four hundred thousand figure in the

immediate future.

MR. FLORY

Xavier.

MR. CHATELAIN
Xavier, yes. You have two black universities, or predominately

black universities: Xavier and Southern. I don*t see any French
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universities or any Acadiana universities involved, and that's
one of my concerns.

MR, FLORY
One of the factors , of course, considered in that, Mr.

Chatelain, was that, if I remember correctly, in the adoption
of the Civil Service System for the city of Lafayette, Southwestern
does, in fact, make more If not one, at least, ...more than one
nomination to the Civil Service Commission in the city of
Lafayette.

MR. CHATELAIN
Thank you. I see the Judge here said that you don't even

have one for red necks in North Louisiana.

MR. FLORY

I think those in Shreveport with Centenary
disagree.

MR.

College would

ROY
Mr. Flory, if I understand your explanation, the fact of

the matter is, that by a two-thirds vote of the legislature
in the future to take care of all these little parochial questions
you're being asked about my city and this and that that we seem
to be getting down in the constitution every time, Lafayette could
be given, or U.S.L., ana Natchitoches, and everybody else could be
given the right to make the three appointments to the governor;
isn't that true?

MR. FLORY
That's correct, they could amend and change it any way

that the legislature saw fit by a two-thirds vote, but they
could not abolish the system.

MR. ROY
Now, don't you think with people like Mr. Chatelain

complaining and you know, representing that area as he is here,
that the legislature would probably see to it that in Acadiana
that the local schools get to have something to say with respect
to the appointments?

MR. FLORY
I would... I have heard it said, that those in Acadiana

have very much influence in those places where the appointments
are made

.

MR. ROY
You understand that there are some Acadianas who live other

than in Acadiana; don't you?

MR.

th2

FLORY
Yes , sir , and there
city of Lafayette.

s more graduated from U.S.L. than just in

MR. ROY
Now, getting to something which I think is serious, and that

the rest of the convention ought to appreciate, if they'll look
at page 359 of the book we have on the present constitution,
in essence all of the provisions from page 359 to page
376 with respect to causes for termination, layoffs, methods of

making the list and vhat have you, that will all be retained, subject

a two-thirds vote of the legislature to change it; isn't that true?

MR. FLORY
That 's absolutely correct.

MR. ROY
So, that what we have done, if we pass your amendment, is

to reduce a proposed document of some seventeen pages to two,

and reduce about twenty pages from the present constitution;
isn't that true?

MR. FLORY
That's correct, yes, sir.

MR. ROY

Thank you.

MR. O'NEILL
Gordon, I'm curious why, all of a sudden, these people who

were on the committee proposal which have these five colleges
in it all now seem to have changed their mind, and are on

this amendment. Could you explain why this change has been made
from the committee proposal which you originally had your name on?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir. Let me point out something to you that Mr. O'Neill

brings out what I think is a very pertinent point at this time.
In the consideration of the proposal on civil service by our
committee, we felt like that there ought to be constitutional
protection of civil service retained. There was a short division
among our subcommittee as to how much detail that ought to be
continued in the new constitution, so that the committee finally
recommended to the overall committee and the overall committee
adopted it pretty much the same detail with four or five changes
in the present constitutional provision guaranteeing civil service.
When the committee met at that time to consider for final adoption
a proposal on civil service, I suggested at that time that perhaps,
we ought to shorten our state civil service system drastically,
and that if the convention adopted a shortened version, I would then
submit a much shorter version of the provision of the municipal
fire and police civil service. So, that yesterday, after I had
been given the privilege of reading the preliminary report that
Public Affairs Research Council made some weeks ago, I determined
then that there was sentiments in this state and in this convention
after talking to a number of you who really wanted a shortened
version of civil service. So, we had this amendment drafted and
I met with the Committee on Education yesterday; gave them copies,
explained to them what the amendments did, and then said to them
that if they agreed with these amendments, I would appreciate it
if they would act as coauthors with me on these amendments. You
will notice by the amendments that there is a majority of the total
conmiittee on Education who are coauthors of this amendment. That's
how the Chang? from the present proposal on Committee Proposal
No. 9 comes about now with a majority vote of that committee supporting
the amendments before you at this time. There are others whose
names do not appear here, but who are in support of this amendment on
that committee.

MR. O'NEILL
I think we all applaud your efforts toward shortening this

article, but let me direct you to the point of why was the
composition of the State Board changed from the committee proposal
to your amendment, specifically on that point?

MR. FLORY
Mr. O'Neill, I think you have to understand the controversy

and the makeup of the Committee on Education at the time that this
matter was considered, that on both the sub-ommittee and the overall
committee the votes were on many occasions tied, with the Chairman
breaking the tie—one time the Board vas of a different size
and different composition— so that in the final analysis, by a one
vote margin the... it was decided to leave the commission as it was
in the present constitution. But, after having discussed it with
many of the delegates here, then the change came about in the makeup
of the commission. But, at one time in the committee's proposal
if you recall— I believe it's In the original introduction of
committee proposal—and I forget the number of it, but there was
one to be elected by the employees or appointed by the governor
from the employees of the state that so long as he remained as an
employee of the state, but if he left the employee of the state
in that position, was automatically vacated.

M£. ZERVIGON
Mr. FLory, as you're aware of , I've sat and listened to some

of the cora-iittee deliberations on the idea of civil service and
one of the things you said at that tlme.w.is tliat you thought
employee representation on the Civil Service Commission was very
important in cities over four hundred thousand because you said
there was an appointment by the city council which was management.
As you're aware, —I've argued with you at that time—saying the
city council was the representatives of the people, not management,
that the mayor and the chief administrator officer were management.
But, in any case, you stuck a... In your recommendation stuck an
employee representation .... representative on the Civil Service
Commii^sion in cities over four hundred thousand. Would you explain to
me— that being your argument— why in state civil ser-/ice you give
the governor who is clearly management two representatives directly
appointed on the board and none elected by the employees?

MR. FLORY
Well, first: it was hoped that at ... in the appointive process,

that the governor would take into consideration both, employer
oriented representatives to serve on the commission: secondly,
employee oriented representatives to serve on the commission selected
from somewhere throughout the state. Secondly, the point that you
make as it relates to city civil service, there are many raunicipalities-
and I can't recall a figure—but I know just day before yesterday
in the city of Baton Rouge they held the election to elect the employee
representative on the cfty system of civil service. So, that in
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somt municipalities tliere is a precedence for employee representative

on the city civil service commission, as well as, in the municipal

fire and police civil service throughout the state, except for the

city of New Orleans. It is a constitutional an-f statutory provision

requirement that in the firemen elect one meipber and tlie policemen

elect one member on municipal fire and police civil service so that

there is ample precedence for the change from a state civil service

to the city civil service.

MS. ZERVXGON
Well, Mr. Flory, if you argue it that way, you can say there

is ample precedence for representatives of employees on civil

service commissions, and then, tlierefore, you could put them on

the state civil service commission; isn't that correct?

MR. JACKSON
Mr. Flory,

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir.

MR. JACKSON
I just want to make it clear in ray mind that on the

last page... on page 2, 1 guess with the last sen'i.ence that

firemen and policemen arc being exempt from the city civil service

as we know it today in the city of New Orleans.

MR. FLORY
That is correct

,

and I so stated.

MR. FLORY
As far as that goes, Ms. Zervigon, there is ample precedent

to have named the commissioner of labor in here as one of the

members. But, I didn't do that, 1 chose to leave it open to allow

the governor the discretion to select from throughout this state

citizens devoted to the public civil service system to serve on

that commission

.

MS. ZLRVICON
Well, would you consider withdrawing your amendment and

changing "cities over four hundred thousand"to allow the mayor to

have two appointments on that board rather than the city council

and the employees, and give them that same discretion you trust

the governor to have.

MR. FLORY
No , ma * am

,

I would not.

MR. PLANCHARD

Gordon, I hope you consider this as a fr'lendly question, because
you know I believe in civil service being directly connected for

years in the city of Sulphur, but I want to ask you a question: There
seems to be some problem with the last sen;.:;nce in that first
amendment on the rirst page where the governor does have the

authority now to appoint two people, and that the... this will
be without the consent or the confirmation of the senate.
Now, I think in the old constitution cne wording is et^actly the

way it is here. . .

.

MR. FLORY
Correct

.

MR. PLANCHARD
... but, I don't think that the governor had the two appointments

at that time, and I believe thit the reason for the wording....

MS. ZERGIGON
Why not?

MR. FLORY
Because there is ample precedent throughout this state

for the employees and municipalities to elect their own representati

on the civil service commission in the municipalities

.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Flory, would you admit that there is ample pre-

cedence for a whole lot of things that may or may not be

a good idea, like acts,murders and rape and stuff like that

and then that isn't the only way in which we decide things.

Would you admit that if it's good for tlie governor, it's good

for other administrative officials?

MR. FLORY
Wliile you say there may be ample precedent for rape,

etc., I've never chosen to go that route, nor did I choose to

go that route here. I chose to go the route in which I've gone

because I believe it's the proper route in which to go.

MS. ZERGIVON
Well, would you consider withdrawing your amendment and

putting two people on the Ttate Civil Service Board one appointed

by the legislature, and one elected from the employees.

MR. FLORY
Technically, he made the appointments, but he was limited as

to the names that he could consider for appointments.

MR. PLANCHARD
Right. It seems to me to quell some of the objection that

may be an amendment might be in order for these two appointments
to be by the consent of the Senate and not the rest of them.

MR. FLO?.y

Mr. Flanchard, I certainly ... as I said, have full faith
in the legislature, however, if you want to come with an amendment
after that that will require a confirmation by the Senate as
we do in the other articles, I certainly have no objection to that.

MR. PLANCHARD
Thank you.

MR. FLORY
To only to "ihose two appointees because the provision

relating to appointment otherwise state that if the governor doesn't
make appointments from the list submitted to him by the nominating
organizations, the top name on that list at the end of thirty days
automatically is appointed to the commission.

Further Di scussion

MR. FLORY
No, ma'am, I would prefer to go with it as it is.

MS. ZERVIGON
Can you explain to me exactly why you don't want the employees

to have a representative on the Civil Service Commission of the

state?

MR. FLORY
I said, I believe that I have enough faith in the

appointive process in this state that whoever the governor may

appoint, they would take into consideration the employees' viewpoint

on the Civil Service Commission.

MS. ZERVIGON
You don't see any conflict there?

MR. FLORY
... I would take it... I'm willing to stand upon that with

the thought In mind th-a the legislature, if they .lisagree -..'ith

that In the future, can by a two-thirds vote change.. if they

want to make It in the future the legislature shall appoint one

they certainly have that prerogative under this amendment.

MR. DENNERY
Mr.. Acting Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the delegates,

I rise in opposition to Mr. Flory's amendment. I would first

give you a little of the history of Louisiana Civil Service,

because although I don't think we should be bound completely by history,

I think history does teach us lessons, and from these lessons we can

learn and should learn. The first statewide civil service system in

Louisiana was adopted by statute in 1940, the first effective one.

At the same time, a constitutional amendment was proposed which was

adopted later that year which provide... which confirmed, ratified

and approved the state civil service statute and a city civil service

statute which governed only New Orleans at the tim. , and it provided

that any bill or bills amending or repealing eithei of these laws

directly or by implication may be passed, and become laws only when

adopted by a two-thirds vote of the members elected in each 'ouse

of the Legislature of the state. At that time, everyone felt that

the two-thirds vote would be sufficient to protect civil service

which was by virtue of its very terms an a political organization,

not nonpolitical, but completely removed from politics as far as

it could be removed. In 1948, however, the legislature adopted'

a bill which effectively killed the civil service system which was

then in effect, it did not repeal it, but It amended it so that it

was no longer a true merit civil service system. Now, 1 don't...

I hope ....
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I sincerely believe and I certainly hope and pray that
we will never again be in the position that we were in 1948. Neverthei^^ss

I am constrained to say that as far as civil service is concerned,
and I speak unfortunately with some experience in this field because
I served on the state comnission for six years... for ten years
was its Chairman for six years, and I learned that there are many things

that are done by civil service commissions both in the city of
New Orleans and in the state with which the legislators do not
always agree. But, the legislature and the city council are poHcical
bodies and they should be political bodies. Civil service on the
other hand, in my opinion should be completely removed from politics.
For this reason, I could not conceivably support a constitutional
provision which would permit the legislature to amend or in effect
repeal—even though Mr. Flory's amendment says it cannot repeal

—

effectively repeal a true merit system of public employment. I would
urge you to go back in history and remember what has happened,
let us avoid the possibility of that happening again as far as
civil service is concerned. Now, with regard to Mr. Flory's
specific amendment, I would point out to you that in the beginning
of it in his first amendment —as pointed out by Mr. Roemer— he
has provided the possibility, mind you I say only the ppssibility,
of a civil service commission controlled by the governor. The
civil service commissions over the years have never been controlled
either by the governor or by the legislature, they have been
completely independent bodies and they should remain such. The
present terms of commissioners are six years—and I notice Mr.
Flory has reduced them to four, I don't know the exact reason
for this—but I do not believe a six-year term is too long. Now,
wheiT we get to the second amendment of Mr. Flory's we are speaking
primarily of the city of New Orleans. The present constitution
provides that when a city reaches a population of two hundred and
fifty thousand then the present city civil service provisions of
the constitution will apply. It was the belief of those who drafted
the original constitutional amendment in 1952, that until a city
reached two hundred and fifty thousand, it did not have the need
nor the resources to support a full-fledged merit system. However,
upon reaching two hundred and fifty thousand it certainly wouj.d.
By changing this to four hundred thousand we would effectively
prevent the constitutional civil service which offers two things
mind you; two things: a merit system of public employment and protection
of the employee. It would prevent those cities from getting the
benefit of this type of merit system and political protection for the
employees. One member of the city....

One member of this commission, of course, would be named by
the mayor or rather by the council and one member would be elected
by the classified employees. It seems to me that this would permit
an appe^:! from Caesar to Caesar in effect.

ihe idea of an elected employee sitting on a commission which
rules on his fellow employees 1 think is an unsound idea. I believe
we should not permit that. I do not believe that the voice of
labor should be prohibited from being heard or being members of
the commission, but I do not believe an elected employee should serve
on a civil service commission which will rule on his fellow employees
in appeals. Now. the other thing in the Amendment No. 2 which is
included, which would affect the city of New Orleans directly, is
the last sentence which says that it"shall not include in the
classified civil service system the employees of the fire and police
departments." Now, in New Orleans, the employees of the fire and
police department are one-third of the totJ'l employees of the city
of New Orleans- We have a merit system. In other words, if a
person deserves it, he can be promoted regardless of questions of
seniority. Under the municipal fire and police system the primary
basis for a promotion is seniority. It seems to me that we are
thereby depriving the city of New Orleans, and any other cities
who would later come under this provision, of the right to promote
people in the fire and police departments who deserve promotion;
who would benefit the city by that promotion; who could becorne
top-ranking officers in both the fire and police departments other
than by pure seniority. We, in New Orleans, do not think that that
is a sound idea. We believe our merit -ystem has served us well
over the last thirty odd years now, because we've had it since 1940.
Now, one point that Mr. Flory made I believe in answer to a question,
was the problem of listening to the legislature when it came to
pay raises. The whole theory of a civil service system is to have
equal pay for equal work. The i/hole theory behind the present civil
service system, and I believe it should be behind any future civil
service system should be based on the same thing. I t is true that
the state by virtue of having a civil service commission and department
does put the burden of determining how these funds which are
appropriated by the legislature should be spent upon the commission.
Nevertheless, I think it better there where you have a non or...
noncompletely nonpolitical body than to leave it in the hands of the
legislature who would be under certain circumstances subject tc
lobbying to benefit certain groups or classes of employees. Mr.

Flory stated that the
not subject to amendme
if the rules are impro
and this has happened
improper, the courts h

to me, and I urge this
provision for civil se
not be subject to legi
I, therefore, urge you
I have an amendment wh
which will cover it

rules of the civil service commission are
nt by the legislature, that is trae. But,

per, they are subject to appeals of the court

on a number of occasions when rules were
ave corrected the rules. By and large it seems
belief upon you, that a self-executing
rrice should be in the constitution. It should
slative amendment even by a two-thirds vote.
to defeat the rlory amendment. As you know,

ich I believe is completely self-contained.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr- Dennery, there's just one thing that you said, that

I wanted to ask you about and that was the four hundred thousand
provision as opposed to the two hundred and fifty thousand provision
which is in the present constitution and which I think is also in
your proposal. Now, the city of Baton Rouge has a civil service
or merit system of employment. I believe its source is the plan
of government of the parish in the city of Baton Rouge. To the best
of my knowledge it's working reasonably well. In othe: words,
I know that as anything, some people are going to complain, but overall
presumably it's satisfactory because nobody tried to get rid of
it. It's different from your system, it's different from the one
that's in the constitution, but it is another such system. Now,
a special census was just made, completed last week in this city
that shows that our present population is a hundred and eighty-
two thousand people; seventeen thousand people more than it was
in the decennial census in 1970. Presumably, within approximately
five or maybe six years we're going to hit that magic figure
of two hundred and fifty thousand. Now, then, we're ^ust going to have
to junk our system no matter how well it's working, no matter how
satisfactory it is, and just go in under some other system; is
that... isn't that what's going to happen?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, Mr. Avant, that's exactly what would happen, and if

you had no civil service system vou would automatically have
one, that is the reason for putting a figure in. Now, whether it
should be two fifty, three hundred, three fifty, or four hundred
is a matter for this convention to determine. It maybe that two
fifty is too low. It seems to me, however, that it is a fair
figure because at that time most comuunities would have the resources
and the required number of employees to support the type of civil
service system that we have presently in the constitution, or will...
hopefully will have in the constitution.

MR. AVANT
Well, my question then is this: that we have the resources

now and we have a system and it is working, and it seems to be

satisfactory to everybody concerned. Now, why should we just
arbitrarily junk all that and move under some other system in
the ne::t few years just to satisfy somebody?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I don't think it's a question of satisfying somebody,

Mr. Avant, and I don't think there would be much junking required.
I think certain changes probably would have to be made, but basically,
the two systems are similar in many respects, if not in all.

MR, ROY

Moise, I don't understand your harum-scarum argument on
returning to the spoils system by adopting Cordon Flory's
amendment. I wish you would explain how requiring a two-
thirds vote of the legislature to implement some changes
which I think are necessary, I have dealt in civil service
cases, is a return to the spoils system when there was no
civil service system whatsoever,

MR. DENNERY
When there was no what, Mr. Roy?

MR. ROY
When there was no civil service systems, you know, days

when the governor would come in and fire everybody who's in

office— that's a spoils system.

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Roy, let me point out to you, sir , fortunately,

for you, you're younger than I am. But, in 1940 we had a very
complete civil service system almost as... if not as complete
as the one we have now and that is what was gutted in 1948
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by a two-thirds vote of the legislature— tnat is exactly what

happened.

MR. ROY
Was it in the constitution?

MR. DENNERY
There was a provision very similar to the one that Mr.

Flory has, it could only be changed, amended, or repealed by

a two-thirds vote of the legislature—yes, sir—that was in

the constitution, that phrase.

MR. ROY
. and, in 19^0, they emasculated the whole constitutional

provision you say?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir

a legislative
in 1940 ratif

one for the s

constitution
repealed by a

So, in v-'ew o

civil service
the two-third
service.

It's not the amendment, Mr. Roy, the law was

enactment. The amendment to the constitution

led, approved , and affirmed those two laws

—

tate and one Cor the city and provided in the

that these two laws could only be amended or

two-thirds vote of each House of the legislature.

f that, it required a two-thirds vote to amend the

law—a constitutional provision required it. But,

vote did—as you point out—emasculate civil

MR. ROY
Well, don't you think* though, that if the governor or if the

civil service folks in 19A8 couldn't get fourteen senators to

block some type of provision that obviously the people of Louisiana

must have wanted some type of change?

MR. DENNERY
No, sir, I don't believe that. I think that was proven

by 1952 when the state civil service amendment, which was adopted,

was adopted by an overwhelming majority of the people of the

state—an overwhelming majority.

MR. ROY
Would you tell me what's your authority for your statement

that the 'AO amendment provides that "the legislature by a two-

thirds vote"could go back and do all of these things?

MR, DENNERY
Yes, sir. If you will turn to page 110 of the West

Publishing Company volume of the constitution dealing with
Article XIV, Section 15, you will see there the following
amendment. If you would like me to quote it, I will be
pleased to. . .

.

MR. ROY

No, there are other people who want to ask questions ;I 'm

going to go look it up.

MR. DENNERY
I'll give you a copy of it.

MR. WEISS
Delegate Dennery, not only is the appointment at the will

of the government, but as the Flory amendment reads, isn't it

also possible that there can be removal of these civil servants

at the will of the government? According to the reading:

"Vacancies by expiration of the term of office or otherwise

shall be filled by appointment of the governor" and so on.

Is it not true, then, he could remove these appointees as

well as appoint them at will?

MR. DENNERY
Dr. Weiss, I would think that's probably true, an argument

could be made that by virtue of Section 3 or of Amendment No. 2

—

I don't know exactly what they means—but it's on the second

page it says "except as may be inconsistent with the provisions

of this article, all of the present provisions remain in effect."

X would image, however, that a court might well hold that it is

inconsistent to the extent that it does not mention this.

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Dennery, did I understand you to say your main objection

to this amendment was the fact that It gave the legislature

authority to overrule things by a two-thirds vote?

HR. DENNERY
Yes, sir, that's my principle objection to it, Mr. Shannon.

I believe it should be a completely self-executing provision in
the constitution which could only be changed by the voice of the
people.

MR. SHANNON
Well, let me ask you this: Where does the money come from

to support all of these activities?

MR. DENNERY
It comes from the people of the State of Louisiana and is

appropriated by the legislature of the State of Louisiana.

MR. SHANNON
It's appropriated by the legislature?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

MR. SHANNON
But, yet, you do not want to have the legislature to have any

say whatsoever in what it should be?

MR. DENNERY
Well, that's not completely true, Mr. Shannon. As you know,

the budget must be submitted—the civil service budget is submitted—
and the legislature has the perfect right to control that budget.
When it comes to pay increases, I would say you are correct that
it must be... the pay increases, the pay scales of the employees
of the State of Louisiana are recommended by the Civil Service
Commission—after public hearing—they do not become effective
until after the governor approves them and that is never done
until after the legislature has appropriated the money so,
that the legislature normally knows exactly where those raises
are going.

MR. SHANNON
Do you recall several years ago when the legislature voted

a pay raise for the state police?

MR. DENNERY
You're speaking about the overtime provision?

MR, SHANNON
Yes.

MR. DENNERY
Yes, I recall that quite well. As a matter of fact....

MR. SHANNON
They were overruled by the czar commission?

MR. DENNERY
No, sir, they were not overruled by the Civil Service Conanlssion

at all. at that time.

MR. SHANNON
Well, they went...,

MR. DENNERY
As a matter of fact, the Civil Service Commission amended Its

rules in accordance with the recommendation made by the legislature.
But, the department of the State of Louisiana did not pay that
money to the state police. I was involved in the lawsuit, which
was very recently settled, which permitted that pay.... or rather
required that pay to be paid by the State of Louisiana through
the department—and it was not the Civil Service Commission.

MR. SHANNON
But, what you—in your proposal or your amendment—you are

proposing to retain the coimiission as is now with the authority
that they have at this time?

MR. DENNERY
Basically, yes, sir, Mr. Shannon. Of course, I'm not

discuss....! haven't discussed my amendment yet, I've only .

MR. SHANNON
You did discuss it* you discussed that part of it.

MR. DENNERY
No. I merely said, I had one. I said I had one.

MR. SHANNON
Yes, but you said....
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MR. DENNERY
Well, go ahead, I'll be glad to answer any questions on

it , Mr. Shannon.

MR. SHANNON
Well, for your information, it was the Civil Service

Conunission that stopped the pay raise to the highway police.

MR. DENNERY
Are you speaking about pay raises, or are you speaking about

overtime, that's the question I'm asking?

MR. SHANNON
I'm speaking of pay raises.

MR. DENNERY
You are quite correct, sir, because pay raises could only

be done on a uniform pay plan which was approved by the governor

and the money, therefore, appropriated by the legislature. When

the legislature attempted to appropriate additional salary

raises for one class of employees, the Civil Service Commission

—

and in my opinion it was quite correct—refused to agree to this

because they felt it was unfair to the other state employees.

In that regard, you are a hundred percent correct, Mr. Shannon.

I think the Civil Service Commission was also a hundred percent

correct

.

MR. SHANNON
In other words, you lean toward the czar commission?

MR. DENNERY
If that's what you choose to call it, rather than the

czar legislature. Yes, sir.

Thank you, sir.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion

MR. REEVES
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we are faced once again

with the decision as to what we are going to place in the

1974 Constitution for the State of Louisiana. We are faced
on a decision, whether we are going to conceptualize again
what we have had in the 1921 Constitution—a constitution
that does not trust the Louisiana Legislature; a constitution
that does not want to give to the Louisiana Legislature—even
by a two-thirds vote—the power of reforming and restructuring.
Ladies and gentlemen, I have looked at the legislature, x-ven

though I am only twenty-seven years of age, I have watched the

legislature all of my life—since I was a little kid. I watched
the Louisiana Legislature grow, just as I grew. I have watched
the Louisiana Legislature in the past two days of the last ten

day session. I watched them conduct business as businessmen,
even with the small amount of frivolity, but frivolity is necessary
in a long extemporaneous debate by individuals. I watched this

legislature under the helm of a governor that I respect and a

speaker of the house, and a lieutenant governor that I respect.
Put together, an organized group of individuals that I feel
are doing a great job for the State of Louisiana. Now, what we

are faced with now if three concepts essentially. We have the

Committee Proposal—Proposal No. 9—in reference to civil
service. We have Mr. Flory's proposal, and we have the concept
that Mr. Dennery proposes. The concept that we are presently
debating is the Flory amendment. Again, it is not perfect— I

will admit that; I think Mr. Flory will admit that because he's
not a perfect individual. I don't think any of you delegates
are, and I, definitely ,am not. But, what we are faced with
is looking at a committee proposal that is depth in detail,
does not leave anything to the Louisiana Legislature to take care

of and reform in the later years. We are also faced with the

Dennery proposal, which is nine pages long, and still doas not
trust the Louisiana Legislature and holds them down. The day
that the State of Louisiana in the future will depart from
civil service is... I happen to agree, is in your imagination.
We will never—in the State of Louisiana—get rid of Louisiana
Civil Service System. I hope, to God, that we are going to

reform it somewhat. We are going to reform it somewhat to the

Louisiana Legislature can implement pay raises to groups of

individuals, because they put up the money, because this money
belongs to the people of the State of Louisiana, and they should
be able to decide where they spend this money. Also, we are

faced with a situation on the present Civil Service Commission

—

and let's admit the facts— in which black people sometimes are mistreated
and held down in position. This proposal by Mr. Flory will
eliminate this this problem that we have had in the past

—

because the great State of Louisiana is growing up. You should

grow up; the legislature is growing up and we've got to realize

this. Please, realize that we have a new state. We are not

back in the days of Huey Long, and Earl Long, and the days that

were .. .happened across the history and pages of this state. We

are in a new era. The Louisiana Legislature can be trusted. I'll

assert one other thing to you: If they cannot, you have the power

—

the greatest power—that anyone has ever given you, the power of the

ballot box to correct this. Let the civil service system remain
within the State of Louisiana. But , at the same time , let ' s let

the Louisiana Legislature be able to reform this system. Mr.

Flory has told you—and I agree— that these individuals on the

Civil Service Commission should and may be confirmed by the

Senate— I believe he will agree to this amendment. Please vote

for this amendment for the betterment of the State of Louisiana

and the civil service system that these individuals—your friends

and neighbors—have to serve under.

Further Discussion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

in opposition to the Flory amendment for a number of reasons. The
first place, I came down here to this convention dedicated to the
support of a strong and a permanent civil service. I think that
Mr. Flory's amendment makes it possible that civil service will
be of short duration. I'm not saying it will be, but it certainly
makes it possible and eve:^. pi.c^^able that it will be. You know I

lived back. . .and I worked for the state before civil service was
ever enacted. There are very few of you in here, I imagine,
knows anything about this, but, I paid these deducts. We worked
on a small salary and it was pretty hard to pay deducts out of your
small pay. But, we had to do it or else we didn't have any pay
coming in from the state because it would be cut off shortly. I

also sold a Louis iana Progress . I wonder if there is any of you
ever saw a Louisiana Progress , but I sold them. I had to sell
them at night because I wasn't making enough money to pay for
these Louisiana Progress like some of the higher paid ones. So,

I got out and sold my Louisiana Progress papers at night—certainly
with not with any degree of pride and let's get that straight.
Now, I just can't imagine Louisiana going back to such days as
that when you had no civil service to protect the state employees
and to protect the State of Louisiana too because civil service
has proven that it is good for the state because you get dedicated
and trained employees they can stay there and learn to do their
jobs much better than when they started. It gives these employees
protection and an incentive to try to stay on state jobs, because
they have. ... their jobs are protected and they can look forward
to a retirement and enjoy those days of their declining years.
So, civil service is good and it's good for everybody. The
whole State of Louisiana profits by it and certainly the employees
profit by it. Now, at the beginning of these committee hearings
back in January of this year, we started hearings on civil service.
Now, Mr. Flory and I were both on the subcommittee that heard all
these presentations. We heard a lot of them. I never knew of
anybody being turned down when they made a request to appear
before the committee or the subcommittee on civil service— that
was just unheard of. We listened to many, many hours of

presentations— that is something that very few of this convention,
other than the members of the committee, had an opportunity to
hear. Now, we had every chance in the world to learn everything
that we possibly could about civil service. Most of us on
that committee took advantage of this, and I do think that we
did learn a lot about civil service. We learned what the
people of the State of Louisiana wanted in civil service. Now,
yesterday at noon, a committee meeting was called of the Health,
Education and Welfare by Chairman Aertker, we meet right back
here at noon for a few minutes. We were presented with this
long amendment that you have on your desk today by Mr. Flory
and a number of cosponsors. Now, we have no way of having seen
this amendment before... had no opportunity to read it and actually
while this amendment was being handed to us and discussed for a

very few minutes, one of the members of the committee offered a
motion to approve this by the committee. Now, it was just that
absurd. We had not even had an opportunity to read this
amendment. Now, as all of you can see if you read this amendment,
that it's going to take some time because if you will look at the
last paragraph. Paragraph 3, under Coverage, Exclusions,
Amendments: "Except as may be inconsistent with the provisions
of this Article, all of the provisions of Article XIV, Section 15,
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of the Constitution of 1921 providing for a system of classified

civil service for the state and for cities are hereby retained

and continued in force and effect." Now, you are going to have

to take these amendments and take time to see which of these...

just what part of the original constitutional amendment on

civil service is in effect and which one has been changed by

this amendment; it's going to take a little time in which to

do that. Now, it just can't be done in a few minutes, there

is no way to do that. I'll tell you another peculiar thing is,

I had hoped we would take the Committee Proposal No. 9—which

you have had for some time—and that we could take this and take

it up paragraph by paragraph, just as we have done everything else

—

and you had the right to amend, delete, change, do anything you

wanted to with it. But, we should go through it paragraph by

paragraph. Well, now, if the Flory amendment is adopted that

will stop all that; you can just write it all off. All these

many months of hearings and arguments about this will be' just

tossed out the window. If it can be done that way, I don't

know why we spent six months attending committee meetings

—

it just simply doesn't make sense. I want to point out one

thing. . .

.

As Mr. Dennery has so aptly pointed out, we Iiad civil

service put in the constitution in 1940 with this same

provision that Mr. Flory has in his amendment it can

be amended by a two-thirds vote of the legislature. Well,

in 1948, it was rendered absolutely effective—as Mr. Dennery

pointed out—and in the subsequent special session of the

legislature it was completely abolished. Now, we only

say that we can judge the future by the past— that is the

only way we can judge the future or you can say history
repeats itself either one. But, you can see that there is

a strong possibiJity that civil service may be of short

duration in the event that this amendment is adopted. So,

there's a lot of thing that 1 could point out, but. ...two-

thirds of the same,... that was a downfall of the constitution.

I'ow, in 1952, it was put back in the constitution; it has worked
well regardless of what you hear, civil service has worked well

for the employees; it's worked well for all of tlie State of

Louisiana; it has reduced a cost of operation; it's stopped a

lot of deadheads—not all of them and I don't think any of us are

poing to see all the deadheads cutoff from the State of Louisiana

—

but it lias greatly reduced it. Now, it has been said here that

the Flory amendment will greatly reduce the length of a civil

service provision, that is, not necessarily true. I think you

are going to have to see what this will effect, see what's left

over, because he winds up that if it's not in conflict with this

then it will still be in effect. So, I'm not sure that it's going

to be any sliorter at all, it does not necessarily ... .will not

necessarily be any shorter. Besides that, let's go back....

brevity is not necessarily virtuous. How many people are interested

in whether there Is ten pages in a provision or whether there is

eleven pages? There is not one person out of every ten thousand

in the State of Louisiana that will know and will care whether it's

that short or not. So, I think tiiis has been greatly exaggerated

is the importance brevity. Now, the only thing tliat I can ask you

to do—and I do appeal to you—and please understand that in fairness

to the consnittee and to everybody concerned, 1 ask you to defeat

these amendments. Let's go back to Committee Proposal No. 9 that

was completed after a long liearings and lots of study were given

to it. We had input from everybody that wanted to put anything

into tlie constitution. Let's go back and defeat these amendments

and take this Committee Proposal No. 9 paragraph by paragraph. If

you want to delete something, you can amend it; you can change it;

you can add tilings to it, do anything you want to with it. But,

let's give it a fair sliake— it deserves tliat. Thank you very much.

Questions

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir.

MR. FULCO
Pete, you speak as thougli Flory's amendment will abolisli

the civil service plan. Is there anywhere in the Flory

amendment a provision that will provide that possibility?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir. Mr. Fulco, you will find that it says that

"it can be amended by two-thirds vote of both tlie Houses."

That is the same way that this same civil service provision

was actually rendered ineffective in 1948. Now, it also says

"it cannot be abolished," but it could be rendered so ineffective

and be so worthless that tlie cats wouldn't have it after it

got through with those amendments.

MR. FULCO
But, that would still depend upon the action of the

legislature, would it not?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir, and let's all admit this: That the action of the

legislature, especially that first session after a new governor

goes in, that's a honeymoon session. Now, another thing— let me

add this—under Mr. Flory's amendment here— I'm trying to cut

these shorter—but the governor can easily gain control of

civil service under Mr. Flory's amendment—remember the terms

are for four years—he will appoint two and that is not to be

confirmed by the Senate. He will have two and then there will

be two by state supported institutions, which we all agree, are

greatly influenced by the governor—I'm not talking about the

present governor, but any governor. Now, they only serve

for four years, so it would be very easy for a governor to

control the Civil S-^rvice Commission and when that happens, you

are going to have politics back in that lias killed every civil

service system that we have any record of.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Hernandez, you said when you began speaking, that you

came here to write a permanent civil service proposal. Now, would

you tell me what you call permanent? How long is permanent?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, let's put it this way, I don*t believe anybody can...

would say that a civil service that's permanent can be forever

but that's what the name would imply. 1 said that I came here

dedicated to support a nound civil service system on a permanent

basis . Yes, ma'am.

MRS. WARREN
All right, since it can't be permanent then who is supposed

to make the changes—by a constitutional amendment or by the

legislature?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Under this Committee Proposal No. 9,

constitutional amendment

.

it would take a

MRS. WARREN
How hard is it to get a constitutional amendment today?

MR. HERNANDEZ
It depends ....

MRS. WARREN
....and just change in this still changing world?

MR. FLORY
Mr, Hernandez, you said that it was absurd that this long

amendment was presented to the committee yesterday and then a

motion was made. To set the record straight: Didn't I say at
that time, that 1 was not asking for a vote? That I thought
I owed it to tlie committee as a courtesy to present tliem with
the amendment to let them know what I proposed to do on this
and that I did not ask for a vote? Isn't that correct?

MR, HERNANDEZ
It depends on the people. In the last four years, a

constitutional amendment has been hard to get through. Before
that time, for many, m..-.ny years, you couldn't defeat a

constitutional. .. .a proposed constitutional amendment—it

depends on the way the people feel at the time. But, If the

people want to change or alter civil service, they have that

prerogative if the need arises for a change.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir, that is absolutely correct. But, tliere was a

motion, Mr. Flory, to adopt this by resolution.

MRS. WARREN
So, in other words, everything should be by a constitutional

amendment instead of by the legislature?

MR. FLORY

Wasn't that motion withdrawn when I made tliat statement?
MR. HERNANDEZ

I didn't understand that.
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MRS. WARREN
,

So in essence, everything should be by a constitutional

amendment instead of the legislature. Then, we will have a

permanent constitution, unless we call another one; am 1 right.

MR. HERNANDEZ
^ ^ ^^

Let me say this: That's the way it s Intended. The

members of the legislature would do well—and I've been in

the legislature—and it's mighty easy to see when you have an

influence group come to you that you.... want you to do something

that you don't think you should do. Instead of having to yield

to their pressure, you can say "We have civil ser/ice in the

constitution, and I cannot do it." It would take i lot of

pressure off of the members of the legislature.

MRS. WARREN ^ , ^u .

Mr. Hernandez, one more question: Do you believe that

if all the amendments had of passed, we would have been writing

a constitution today?

MR. HERNANDEZ
I'm sorry; I didn't understand that. You are speaking too

close to the mike.

Do you believe that if every amendment that had been

on the ballots had passed, that we would be here today writing

a new constitution? If you could have gotten all passed,

do you think we would be here now?

m. HERNANDEZ
I don't know, I guess I have been here too long, but I

cannot understand you.

MRS. WARREN
I would really like for you to get this. Do you believe

that if all the amendments to the constitution had of passed,

do you believe we would be writing a new constitution today?

Do you think it would be necessary, because I have seen that

is what hamstringed the legislature—they couldn't get nothing

through— so, we are here now trying to write a new constitution.

Now, what do you think— this is what I am trying to say— I wanted

to put it in the form of a question.

MR. HERNANDEZ
This constitution has lasted over fifty-two years, so you

can't say that it wasn't a pretty durable constitution. I would

say one thing additional: There is nothing in this present

constitution that we, the people of the State of Louisiana,

didn't want in there—nothing in there that we, the people of

the State of Louisiana, didn't want.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Delegate Hernandez, Mr. Flory's amendment does more than

just shorten the committee proposal. It puts in certain things,

and then has a broad paragraph at the end incorporating every-

thing that went before. Now, if the convention is only interested

in shortening this provision. Delegate De Blieux has a proposal

which will adopt everything in the present constitution and

allow two-thirds of the legislature to change it. So, if they're

only Interested in the shortness. Delegate De Blieux's proposal

is a lot shorter than Delegate Flory's proposal. Is that not

correct?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That's correct, sir. I tell you, In Delegate Flory's, he's

going to incorporate everything in this new one that's in the old

one not affected by this amendment here. It's going to take just

a little time to see what's affected and what's not affected, and

I'm not sure,when you get through with that, it's going to be any

shorter. There's no indication that it's going to be shorter,

but if it did shorten it, that still doesn't add anything to

the value.
Thank you very much. I would urge you, please defeat these

amendments, and let's give the committee proposal the chance it

deserves. Thank you very much.

Further Discussion

MK. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of this convention, I

rise in support of this amendment. I do so because I believe that

if we are going to make significant progress in the area of pro-

viding jobs by state agencies for all of the people, that we have

got to make some changes in the structure of the Civil Service

Commission. Now, I've heard arguments that this amendment is

designed to return politics to civil service. I see no such

intention included in the words of this amendment. 1 think what

this amendment will do is to provide an opportunity for all of

the people to be represented. At the present, the Civil Service

Commission has made rules and has used devices by way of

standardized tests that will do one thing: that will exclude

people from the opportunity to serve in state government. Now,

I do not believe that simply because you're going to have some

public educational enterprises making appointments from which

the governor can select an individual to be a representative on

the Civil Service Conmission, that you're going to bring politics

into the matters of the Civil Service Commission. I believe that

what is going to happen is that people are going to believe that

this coimnission is serving all of the people. At the moment,

black people in this state do not believe that civil service

represents them. They do not believe that civil service is

acting in their interests, and I do not believe that civil

service is acting in the interests of black people. My reason

for saying that is that when I walk over to the State Capitol

and 1 look at all of the people pouring out of there at about

four-thirty every afternoon, I see very few black people. When

I go across this state and I look at the state agencies and I

look at the upper echelon, I look at management, I look at the

people at the decision level—policymaking level— I do not

see black people. They all tell me it's because civil service

is making the decisions. Now, I know of all of the reasons

and all of the arguments that can come forth about why black

people aren't hired. But, I tell you that I believe that if

we are going to restore confidence in the Civil Service Com-

mission, that there must be some sort of guarantee to ensure

that there is significant black representation on the Civil

Service Coiranission. So, I believe that the changes by way of

the composition of the Civil Service Consnission is in the

Interest of this state because it's going to democratize

that structure. Now, some individuals are saying that "Well,

what you're going to do is going to make changes that are

going to destroy the Civil Service Commission." I stand here

to tell you that significant changes ought to be made, that

significant changes must be made. I stand here also to tell

you that you have nothing to fear from the legislature of this

state because the legislature of this state is going to guard

very carefully and very jealously those policies and those

procedures that are in the interest of maintaining an inde-

pendent body and an independent commission. A few months

ago, a significant change was tried by some individuals

interested in trying to do something that I thought was in

the interest of this state, and that was to change the

selection procedures from three to five; and the legislature

turned that down. I didn't think that that was too much of

a change, but they turned it down because people were saying

that they didn't want to interfere with the Civil Service Com-

mission. So, I don't think that anybody can make the argument

that the legislature is going to haster: to make changes to

destroy the Civil Service Commission. It simply is not true.

Now, I heard people stand here and said that civil service

has worked well, and therefore, we ought not to make any

changes in it. I do not at all subscribe to the notion that

civil service has worked well because if civil service had

worked well, we would have representation at all levels of

state government. We would have job opportunities in greater

numbers for all people in this state. The truth of the matter

is that civil service has not acted well because it has not

acted in the interests of all of the people, and it has not

acted in the interests of all of the people because you have

not had representation from all of the people included

on the Civil Service Commission. I think that this conmission

is a significant step forward, and I would ask your support for

it. It does not make any changes, but it will, 1 believe,

democratize the Civil Service Commission in a manner that will

redound to the benefit of this state. I urge the adoption of

this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, you know, I think we've made a lot of mistakes

so far in this convention, but 1 still think we have a basically

good document. But, if I wanted to devise a way to kill this

constitution, I couldn't think of a better one. The public

sentiment, today, is for more honesty, less favoritism, less

politics in government. They're concerned at the national

level, at the state level, at the local level about these things.

The people are not going to tolerate any tendency in the opposite

direction. Now, what would it be like if we went to the people
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of this state with a system of civil service that could allow

a return to the old spoils system? That'll be the final nail

in the coffin— the last nail in the coffin. Now, how does

this do that? It does it in several ways. First, it packs

the Civil Service Connnission. It's basically a nonpolitical

body right now, a very independent body; but it would be a

seven-member commission controlled by gubernatorial appointees

—

two outright by the governor, and one from the president of

LSU and another from the president of Southern University—who

more and more are going to be political animals, I think, by

virtue of the Education Article that we adopted, since the

boards for those institutions would be appointed by the governor

for short periods of time. So, you can see that, starting out,

a majority of the commission— four out of the seven—are likely

to be much more political than in the past. Then, this two-

thirds vote in the legislature to change any aspect of civil

service, that's no protection at all. You might as well not

have a civil service system because 1 honestly don't believe
that the legislature is sensitive to the delicacies of the

c>vil e;ervice system. How could they be? State employees
represent a big voting bloc. The legislature is not in a

management position. They're subject to too many political

influences. The Civil Service Commission serves as a buffer

to those political inf Inences ; it has in the past. It's

worked very well in that respect. It has represented the

public fisc, protected the taxpayer, in a way that the legis-

lature, because of i ts political makeup, simply cannot do.

It's impossible. iNow, I'll tell you what's going to happen

if we adopt this provision and someliow the constitution were

adopted—which I don't think it would be—every timewe had a

new governor coming in who was not a reform governor, we'd

have a return to the spoils system, because the legislature

by a two-thirds vote could allow any amount of political

activity: deductions of salary for political purposes, cam-

paigning by civil service employees. They could completely

do away with the merit system, for all practical purposes;

could do away with the rule of three, make it the rule of

twenty or the rule of anything. Appointments could be com-

pletely at the vhim of the local legislator or the local

political power, whoever he might be. That won't fly. Now,

I'm not one that's come up liere every week and said that this

or that is going to kill this constitution. I haven't done

that, but I'm telling you this will— this will. Civil service

is on a pedestal in the public's mind right now; it is sacred.

The public will not tamper with it, and they're not going to

by means of this constitution. 1 guarantee it; I don't have

any doubt in my mind about that. Now, certainly the committee

report is longer than I'd like to see it—seventeen pages

—

but for us to work througli it would be preferable to adopting

this amendment. But, 1 think the best approach is Mr. Dennery's

amendment. It works out to about nine pages—eight or nine pages.

It includes most of the real constitutional, gutsy material of

civil service and leaves the rest to the legislature, as it ought

to be, but it would maintain the basic principles and concepts

of the civil service system. Now, Mr. Dennery has served on

this commission. He understands the problems; he understands

what we're confronted with, and I think he has a good proposal

if you would give it some consideration. We can ' t take the

chance of returning to the spoils system. If we tried to,

it would be a fruitless endeavor because the people aren't going

to let us. So, I urge you, let's reject this amendment and

consider either Mr. Dennery's or the original committee proposal.

Further Discussion

MR. ALEXAiNDER

Mr. Chairman, delegates , ladles and gentlemen , I rise to

support this amendment, but with modifications or witli some
reservations. First, I want to say that for those who are
saying that civil service is a sacred cow, to those who say
that it must not be altered or changed, 1 say to you that any
system devised by man is subject to change. Any system that
any group of individuals may write should be changed from time
to time. Let me give you this example. Since 1950, every mayor
of the city of New Orleans has told me personally that blacks
could not be hired on a large scale because of civil service.

With the exception of one, every governor of this state since

1956 has said to me that the reason there are so few blacks

In the civil service system of this state is because of civil

service. Now, 1 say to you civil service people that somebody

Is lying, and I say to you that we would like to get to the

bottom of this issue and find out where the problem is. Now,

let me say specifically that in the city of New Orleans the

mayor had to go to a white university and ask them to appoint

a black to the Civil Service fxnnmission, or name a black, in

order that we would have one. Now, I say to you that that's

a bad system. I'm asking you to do this. The Dennery amendment
which, in my opinion, solves the problem better than any one of

the three propositions before us— I would ask the sponsors of

the Flory amendment to withdraw it in favor of the Dennery
amendment because the Dennery amendment includes all the pro-

visions that are in the Flory amendment. It also safeguards
the civil service system in the state, and I am for civil

service. It prevents the exclusion of any of the appointing
institutions, as are indicated in Section 9 of the provision.
It Includes the provision that smaller cities may have civil
service systems. It reduces the number, or the size of the

population of a city to qualify, from 400,000 as indicated in

the Flory amendment to 250,000. I'm asking those of you who

are for civil service to vote for the Flory amendment, and if

it fails, then please vote for the Dennery amendment.
Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. STINSON
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, due to past experience in

the legislature, I'd have to say "amen" to those statements that

were made by Mr. Hernandez and someone else. It was before 1940

—

we thought we had a new... In 1940 we thought we had a new era in

Louisiana; it never would go back to what it was before. We put

in the civil service thinking that the legislature, certainly by

a two-thirds vote, would protect the people. But, in 1948

Governor Long controlled the legislature. The legislature from my

parish, when our group for good government would go see him, he

says, "Well, Governor Long hasn't told me what to do yet." Well,

Governor Long told him, and the people told him in '52, and he

didn't come back. Anybody that thinks in public office that

you're going to be politically strong by firing everybody and

hiring everybody, you're making a very foolish mistake and

decision. If that controls your vote, and you think you're

going to be a candidate for office and you want to kick every-
body out and put your friends in, you're making a mistake. In
1952 I was again in the legislature, and we put in the present
provision, and I think it should be continued. I don't think
any governor should be given the power to appoint and control
the board. That makes good men bad men when they have power.
Power goes to people's heads. That's the reason so many kings
had their heads chopped off because that's how they got rid of
them—power crazy. This is going to create it under this.
Please, do not give this control ^o any governor. I'm not
criticizing Governor Edwards; anybody knows he doesn't control
the legislature. We have just had a special session. He
didn't control it; they did what they wanted to—by two-thirds
vottS too. If they don't look out, the people might remember
that someday. Now, I have faith in the civil service. If
you don't like civil service, well say so and vote it out.
Don't put a lot of window-dressing like you're trying to do
with this amendment. If you do, you're wasting your time.
Now, I'd like to read from an article that was in the State-

Times . It shows through the ages what our founding fathers
thought of the constitution and why things of great importance
was placed in the constitution. Now, I'm quoting from Daniel
Webster. It says "The American Constitution was not written
to limit the people—not to limit the people. The people
are always free to change it by their vote. It was written
to limit the lawmakers, those people who love the government.
They love the government because they want to govern." And
he concluded, saying "The constitution was made to guard the
people against dangers of good intentions. Good intentions
will always be pleaded for every assumption of power." Any
time anyone assumes power— look at Cuba, the liberator

—

he liberated them. The only ones he liberated there were
those that he executed. There are men in all ages who mean
to govern well, but they mean to govern. They promise to

be good masters, but they mean to be masters. Let's put this
in the constitution. Protect the people that have those jobs.
I'm not trying to protect anyone. I don't have one member of
my family on any state payroll under civil service, or any
federal payroll. But, let's protect them. In 1940 when I

was first elected ?tate Representative, they tried to fire
everybody. I think ours was one of the few parishes that
they didn't do it. They fired them. ..and whenever you don't
have civil service, that's the danger that you have. It will
haunt you, if you think It's going to help you politically
to get rid of the civil service. We've got to protect those
people. Someone said, "Well, they're not dedicated. They
may abuse it." Well, if it's abused, try to strengthen It;
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don't try to destroy and get rid of it. I ask you to please

vote down this amendment, and let's vote for the committee

and make it an independent. Pressure's been tried to be put

on the civil service a lot of times. My thought and my belief

—

it*s been a good commission and certainly should not be torn

down as this amendment will do. Please vote it down, and

let's accept the committee report. Thank you.

Further Di scussion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, if I can have your

attention, I'll try not to spend five minutes in speaking on

this amendment. I think that the length of the material in

CP 9 and CP 10 as it came from the committee is absolutely

appalling. The total number of pages of material in the

Executive, the Legislative, the Judicial, Local-Parochial,

Bill of Rights, Revenue, Finance and Taxation—everything

we have done in this hall since July the fifth totalseighty-

three pages. The total on civil service as it is presently

before this house totals sixty-three pages. Is the civil

service tail going to wag the whole damn dog? I am for a

system of civil service. When Mr. Flory stood at this

microphone to explain his amendment, he said he was speaking

on behalf of sixty thousand state employees, of thousands

of employees of the city of New Orleans, and thousands of fire

and policemen across this state. If those dedicated

public employees could but read the Flory amendment and,

having read it . understand it, I doubt you would find that

his remarks were on their behalf in their opinion. It

would be nice in some departments, I think, that when an

employee was felt by his employer not to be doing all

that he wanted him to do, to just say "Carry your frame,

buddy; you're fired." But, it doesn't happen that way

because the employees of our goviirnment at all levels are

protected in their employment against that kind of supervisor

or that kind of official. Mr. Flory said "Business wouldn't
let an outside consultant hire all your employees." Well,

Mr. Flory, I can say to you the employees of this state are

not employed on the basis of that nature, and you dum well
know it, and it should not be. When Representative Jackson
was at the microphone, I could tell from his remarks that

he was solely concerned that the system as it presently

exists has resulted in fewer black employees than he thought
was proper. Well, I say to Representative Jackson, "Don't

burn down the whole house in order to cure those deficiencies
which can and will be cured." I don't even like the two-thirds
amendment by the legislature, or the two-thirds provision by
the legislature; maybe three-fourths would be better. I

don't often talk on the same side of the question as my friend

from East Baton Rouge, Mr. Jenkins, but I certainly agree with
what he said today. And being so fully in agreement with it,

I ask that my name be placed on the list so I could urge this
convention, with all the strength in my command, that you do
defeat the Flory amendment. Do not turn over the system
of civil service to control by the governor, by his influence
on four of the seven members of that commission, and that

you preserve and protect the system of civil service by which
this state government has prospered in the past. I do urge
its defeat; and if you have not made up your mind, for goodness
sakes, think what you're doing before you do it.

Recess

{^Quorum Call : 105 delegates present
and a quorum

.

J

Further Di scussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I appreciate this

break because I think maybe we'll pay a little more attention.
I don't have a whole lot to say. I don't get up here very often;
the only time I do Is when I think it's something worthwhile.
I am for good government. I 'm a hundred percent for civil service.
In 1952, when I was in tne legislature, I voted for this civil
service; we put it in the constitution; it's now in there and
I think it's worked good.

I don't think we should tamper with the civil service, I

feel, though, we may shorten it. I think Mr. Dennery has an

amendment that will probably keep all the essentials and may^e

cut it down, but still keep in the civil service what we need in

there. However, this particular amendment we have now, I think,

will have the effect of putting the bill. The legislature by two-

thirds vote can... may not be able to repeal civil service, but

they'll make it so ineffective that it will not be worthwhile. But,

I say, I feel like we ought to go ahead and vote this amendment down,

shorten the present law perhaps, but let's keep civil service,

gentlemen. You know how it was before we got it* We don't need to

try to do anything to hamper civil service, so let's go ahead

and defeat this amendment , and go on and adopt iiaybe a shorter

version—Mr. Dennery 's amendment—and go on and have a good civil

service. I thank you.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Further Di scuss ion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

really thought that I had gotten off on the right foot when Tom

Stagg got up to talk because I thought he was going to talk

in the direction I am; and .low and behold, after making the greatest

arguiM,nt for saying that sixty-three pages is too long to have

for civil service, he comes out and is against the amendment and

suggests nothing better—not that he probably doesn' t have anything

better, he just is against the amendment. I rise in support of this

amendment. For all you people who get up and talk about return to the

spoilSsystems and some of the younger fellows who have talked, unless

you have represented a bunch of these civil service employees,

you don't realize that the Civil Service Commission, as it presently

Is constituted, is just not cutting the mustard; it's not adequate.

I have a late opinion here that Moise happened to give me to read

something else in it: what happened was this person was terminated

because she didn't.... she procrastinated and a few other things like

that; ultimately the commission put her back on. But, let's get

to the issues of what has been raised with respect to the control

of the governor. Some of you fellows who are a little older than

I am, or my age, will remember some of these things. Back there when

Governor Long was at the height of his power, he attempted to make

Lether Frazier, who was either president or vice-president of McNeese,

president of L.S.U., and he failed. Governor McKeithen who had

appointed a bunch of people on the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors—

I

don't say that he was definitely interested; I don't say that he

went out and really tried to get it—but the word was he was wanting

to be president of L.S.U. , and he failed. Now, where is all of this

rhetoric we hear then; where is the proof of the fact that the governor

controls the autonomous body of the Board of Supervisors of L.S.U.?

Where is it? I dare say that neither Woody nor Buddy can tell me

In the last twenty years whom L.S.U. has recommended for appointment

to the Civil Service Commission and who the governor appointed.

I bet you that a bunch of you all can't even say who really was appoint-

ed by L.S.U. and, more than that, whether that person was a friend of

the governor or not. We're just talking in general vague terms when

we say, all of a sudden, the governor is going to control Che appointment

of the L.S.U. Board of... of the L.S.U. president nomination because

the governor will somehow or another get complete control of the

fourteen-man board of the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors .Well , that's

just hard for me to swallow. I can't swallow either that the governor

is going to control the president of Southern University with respect

to the appointment he will make, particularly when these appointments

are going to be on a staggered basis. Now, let's talk about some

of the other things with respect to the protection that is afforded

by Mr. Flory's amendment, and particularly the two-thirds vote re-

quired in the House and Senate to change anything. Recently, there

was an attempt, a move made, to make the burden of proof on the

appointing authority with respect to the firing of a state employee:

that is, that the poor little guy who is fired doesn't have to prove

that he was not incompetent—that's always hard to prove—but that the

appointing authority who fired him would have to prove, in fact, that

he was. The burden of proof is on the employer at this time. The

House and Senate thought that that was wrong—that's a civil service

rule—so, they tried to get a two-thirds vote of the House and Senate

to submit to the people of this state a change with respect to the

burden of proof. They failed miserably. Now, you want to tell me

that all of a sudden, a good legislature is going to do a flip-flop

and destroy the merit system and destroy the civil service system,

and that the Civil Service Commission and the people who are supporting

it will not be able to get at least fourteen senators to prevent

that? I just don't buy that. I am for shortening this particular
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proposal. If you don't like some of the things in it, if you think
that the appointees should be appointed for a terra of six years
rather than four — that's six of one, a half dozen of the ccher

—

change that. But, let's not argue the old harem-scarem tactics
of the spoils system. Let's get down to the meat of the coconut
and pass this amendment, and then dress it up a little more if you choose

too.

Further Discussion

MR. JUNKAU
Mr. Cliairman and fellow delegates, I'll make my remarks very

brief. You know .at Llie commencement of this Constitutional
Convention, I guess that most of us who ran for this office ran

on certain platforms. I don't recall anyone, to my knowledge,

in this entire convention who had a mandate to change civil service.

Now, ^'m not talking about changing the language, or the detailed,

meticulous language in this convention; I'm talking about changing
the basic principle of civil service. Again, I say, I defy

anyone to say tliat they liad a mandate from tlie people of this state

to change civil service . Secondly , I don' t recall anybody giving a

mandate to anybody in this convention to give the governor of this

Stat': more power. I find It a little interesting when we come up

here and say lot's don't talk about the spoils system when three

weeks ago wc were saying, you better not fool with this because

you're talking about the spoils system. ^^ we're going to adopt

that philos^T-y, let's be true. Civil service unquestionably is

needed in this state -We went through a tumultuous time in the
earlier years of this state which we do not want to relive. I

tell you, and in my sincere opinion, if you tamper with civil

service—the basic philosophy of civil service as it's known to the

people in this state— I tell you we are tampering with something
that can mat.;rially affect this constitution. To me, that's just
a fact. Before we got involved in tliis convention, we could tell
tlierc were four or five items that we were going to fool with
that were very touchy: Civil service— everybody says you better watch
that one; you go tampering with that one, you're going to really mess up;

property tax—you better be careful; and education was another one.

I'm telling you— and 1 liesitate to talk on this subject—but

it just got to me that it looked like we were lulling ourselves into

a sense of false security. So, in summary, I'll implead with you,

and 1 will not go over in detail wliat other speakers have told you,

but I tell you in all honesty that the changes that are made by this

amendment are not mandated by the people; it's not necessary; and

it's certainly not consistent with what I think we're trying to do

in rewriting this constitution. I implore you and implead with you

to reject this amendment

.

Quest i ons

MS. ZEKVIGON
Mr. Juneau, since the convention> in its wisdom, didn'

t

allow me to ask this question of Mr. Roy, I'll as', of it you.

He was referring to the very independent L.S.U. Board of

Supervisors wlio has appointed a very independent member to the

Civil Service Commission all those years. Didn't we change that

Board of Supervisors to some extent, maybe sliortened their terms
or something, right before we went on recess?

MR. JUNEAU
In my recollection, the terms are sliorter, yes ma'am.

MS. ZKRVICON
They are like less than half as long as they are now, which

may mean then they are not quite as independent as they used to

be—or at least, that's a possibility?

MR. JUNKAU
That 's correct

.

MS. 7,KRVIC0N

Tliank you.

MR. CHAMPACNK
Mr. Juneau, did you know, since you and 1 '.oth represent

a portion of the same parish, that I Buoke about the spoils system

and was concerned the other day, and I am still am now; so I'm

not one of those who flipped over. I just wanted you to know tliat.

MR. JUNhJVU

I'm glad you're not one of those, Mr. Champagne.

MR. A. JACKSON
Delegate luneau, are you aware that in House District No. 2

in Caddo Parish there is a great clamoring to change civil service?

MR. JUNEAU
As I said, Mr. Jackson, to my knowledge, I don't... I think

if you were to take a poll in this entire state— I can't speak
for fhat district, Mr. Jackson in, response to your question— but
I think if you would take a poll in this state, my own personal opinion
is that the overwhelming majority of this state would reject any
substantial change in civil service, which I think this proposal
does.

MR. A. JACKSON
Yes, but you made an emphatic statement that no one ran

as a candidate to change civil service. That was incorrect. I did.

MR. JUNEAU
I said I didn't know of anyone, '-Ir. Jackson- If you did,

maybe you're one. I'd like to know how ever many did on that

same platform.

Further Di scussi on

MR. RACHAL
Mr. Acting Chairman and delegates, this is a very difficult

time to rise. I realize the hour is growing late, and I had thought

of not rising until I was surprised by Mr. Juneau's remarks. It's

rather interesting, and I wonder if he was trying to say something to

us when he said if there were three things that the people did not want

tamper with or mess with, it was civil service, property tax,

and education. Well, we've already messed with property tax

and education, and I suppose he's suggesting that now we're on

civil service. So, if two out or three isn't much different from

one hundred percent. Let me add also that I sincerely admire the

members of the Civil Service League and other persons who are so

vehemently in defense of the civil service system as it is. 1 believe

that many of them are genuinely sincere. What discourages me so much

is that in speaking with many of these people, I cannot seem to

get across the idea that nothing is really perfect, and that there

are times when there must be consideration for change in keeping

with the times in which the present... in which we exist. I cannot

support the fact that the statements that are made many times that

Louisiana has the best civil service system in the world, or in the

country, but I don't know what there is to back it up. I hear just

as many who say that civil service is... operates no better in terms

of the results than it does in others. I feel that we do need to make

some changes. In suggesting that we need to make changes, I do not

mean to suggest that I want to gut the Civil Service Commission--

I would like to make provisions whereby the system can be responsive

to the needs, not only of the people, but to the managers who must run

the federal agencies efficiently, as well as for the employees we eay

we're trying to protect. 1 wonder sometimes just what are we trying

to protect. In the testimony that I've heard, 1 heard many managers

in this government who complained about the inflexibility of the '.

system to make some of the selections which they chose to make to

better run their operations. I have also observed these are times when soiMl

of the flexibilities were made to operate when it was convenient,
;

and yet, at other times it could not operate. Now, as I listen to ,

the testimony today, I hear those who, like rtlyself, support this ,;

amendment be admonished to have confidence in the system as it presently

exists because it's going to change. I've heard those same people

say, too, let's have confidence in the legislature, and then now we

say can't trust the legislature. If there is anyone who should mistrust

the legislature, I think I should head the list. I'm not as knowledgeabl

as many of you, nor as experienced as you in having observed the

workings of the legislature, but I have known enough not to be interested

for many years because the operations of that legislature meant no

good to me. But, I have noticed a change, and I am willing to

stake some of the future and the principles for which I stand upon that

legislature; and to relegate provisions whereby wc can be flexible

to provide a civil service in keeping with the late seventies and

the eighties, I'm willing to give some of that confidence to the

legislature, as you have asked me to do in other instances. Civil

service is a personnel operation. In addition to protecting employees,

as I've said, it is and supporting good government— it also must

promote the efficiency of governmental operations. No one with

managerial experience, who come into positions of government, is

going to arbitrarily remove all people if he expects to continue to

run an efficient operation. It just doesn't make senee. I think

that the caliber of persons we have in the legislature—and I

certainly hope that in the governors we'll have in the future— that

such irresponsible behavior will not take place. I would say that for

those of you who have concerns about appointments f two persons by the
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governor, it has been admitted by the proposer of this amendment that a
certification by the Senate would be accepted as an amendment. If

that's the only objection, why not amend the nominarions so that
we may move forward. The objections by appointments by the governor,
I take issue with. There have been those before me who have referred
to their experiences in the past. I've had some experiences too. I

have noted in the federal civil service example... for example, where
the commissioner of the federal civil service are appointed by the

presidents, that such a procedure whereby some influence could have been
brought to bear has called for some progress having been made in the
federal government, in terms of the civil service —because of
the pressures brought to bear, if you will—but which changes and
flexibilities have not been in violation of a merit system. A merit
system which calls for seeking ways by which individuals chosen for
employment are those supposedly best qualified.

Mr. Chairman, I'll end by asking the delegates to support
the Flory amendment, and I call for the previous question.

{^Previous Question ordered . 2

CI osing

Motion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I think we need a little soul-searching.
I move to reconsider

.

^m. HE^mY
Well, now, Mr. Flory had moved to reconsider. Mr. Flory, do

you insist on the motion.... on reconsidering at this time?
All right.
Now, here 's the position we find ourselves in. The fact that

the previous question has been ordered on the three amendments.
I think we are going to have to, under the rules, go ahead and
take a vote on the remaining two amendments unless we otherwise
suspend the rules. You could insist on reconsidering, as I

appreciate it—as we appreciate it right now—but, I don't think
you can go further than doing anything until we vote on the

other two amendments, Mr. Jenkins.

[Record vote ordered. Amendment No. 2
adopted: 60-54. Motion to reconsider
Record vote ordered. Motion rejected

:

55-58. Record vote ordered. Amendment
No. 3 adopted: 64-49. Motion to recon-
sider. Record vote ordered. Motion
rejected : 57-58 ."j

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, we now

approach the time we're about to vote for something that's
extremely crucial to the employees of this state and some of

its political subdivisions. I want to clarify the record if I

can, for the benefit of some of those who stated from this
microphone one or two things, and I recognize that the... they
perhaps may not have heard exactly what I said, and I hope they didn't
deliberately try to misconstrue something that 1 might have said
in my explanation of this amendment. Specifically, 1 did not say

—

nor do I propose— that i speak for the sixty thousand state employees
of this state, nor all of the thousands of firemen and policemen in
this state. My remarks were—and I repeat again— nothing that you
could do in this convention will aid that sixty thousand employees
of the state, or the firemen and policemen throughout this state,and
the employees of the city of New Orleans more than by the adoption of

this amendment. That's what I said. 1 honestly and conscientiously believe
that, but at no time did I try to convey that I spoke for those
people. I can say to you without any reservation whatsoever that
I do speak for many, many thousands of those that I mentioned, but
never would I say that 1 spoke for the total amount. Now then,

I

do not believe that the Public Affairs Research Council, who is

financed, 1 presume, primarily from management sources .would come to
the conclusion that they trusted the legislature by a two-thirds
vote to amend or change civil service, if they thought for one second
that it was going to be detrimental to the civil service system, or
to the security of the state employees, or those covered by civil
service in this constitution. I don't believe that. You know, the
whole process of negotiation hinges on one point, and that's good
faith— good faith between the two parties. If you have no faith
in the legislature, if you have no concern for the sixty thousand
employees in state civil service and the other thousands of firemen
and policemen, then you ought to vote against this amendment. Another
remark was made that in relation to the fire and police civil service,
that it was purely by seniority. I suggest to you that that's not the
case. You first have to pass a qualifying examination and make a

passing grade on that, and then you have... the senior man gets it.
That's the way we pick the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of
this state, solely and purely by seniority, adopted by this convention.
I urge you to search your conscience in the best interest of the
thousands of public servants of this state and adopt this amendment.
I beg of you that, Mr. Chairman, I ask for a record quorum call
and a record vote on the amendment.

MR. HENRY

Now. .. .alright , Mr. Flory. Do you want to reconsider all

of this at once, or you want to reconsider them one at a time?

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, I think in fairness to the convention, in light

of the way they just voted, that they ought to be considered
separately, as they were voted upon separately....

MR. HENRY
All right,

then?
We've got to vote to reconsider first, that's right. So

take the vote on Amendment No. 1 first, and then 2 and 3, or
do you want to vote on them all at once?

Do you want to begin discussing Amendment No. 1,

you want to

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, I had wanted originally, to vote on all of them

at one time because I think what's Involved is the entire civil service
system. So that but my appreciation, when the delegate asked for
a division of the question, under the rules, there was a question in
my mind whether I had a right to object at chat time to a division of
the question because I think they are all intermingled with each
other. Really, it

MR. HENRY
Well, Mr. Flory, the gentleman had come up here earlier and had

asked both the Clerk and myself If the amendments were divisible. Of
course, looking at them, it appeared to me— it appeared to Mr. Poynter

—

that they were. When, under the rules, a gentleman requests a division
of the question, if, in the opinion of the Chair, the question is
divisible, then the gentleman or the lady who makes the request auto-
matically has a right to have the question divided.

MR. FLORY
Well, under that, Mr. Chairman, if the delegate has the right

to request that, and you've ruled that the question is divisible,
then I think I would proceed to discuss them one at a time.

MR. HENRY
You want to talk on your motion to reconsider?
All right, sir.

Mr. Smith, why do you rise, sir?

Substitute Motion

Chairman Henry in the Chair

{^Record Quorum Call: 111 delegates
present and a quorum. Record vote
ordered . Division of the Question
ordered . Amendment No . 1 adopted

:

57- 55 . Moti on to table reconsider-
a tion rejected : 5i -59 .

]

MR. SMITH
1 was going to make a motion that we consider this tomorrow.

1 don't see what good it would do to go over all of this again today. I'd
like to make a motion that this be postponed until tomorrow morning.

MR. HENRY
Well, we haven't even voted yet to reconsider, Mr. Smith.

There's just a motion to reconsider, don't you see'

MR. SMITH
All right.
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Expl anat ion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, we're In a parliamentary procedure

at this point where, under the rules, the motion to reconsider and

lay on the table, was a mere formality as far as the rules of the

convention In laying something on the table to say that we have

decided the issue, and go on from that. So, that, the position that

we are now in, that if you want to sustain the vote that we Just took

on an adoption of this amendment, then we have to vote because the

objection was raised and carried on the issue. I think if there is

that concern among the delegates, in not wanting to lay it on the

table, it's of such magnitude that we ought to further debate the

issue. But, I, personally, of course, would have liked to have seen

the vote laid on the table because I think we could have then gone

on with this proposal and adopted a proposal and gone into Proposal

No. 10 because the people would have decided the issue insofar as

civil service is concerned— that is, basically speaking. So, I

would ask that you vote Mr. Chairman, if we reject if we vote

no to reconsider at this time, what's the parliamentary status?

MR. HENRY
If you vote against reconsidering, then, all three sets of

amendments are adopted, sir.

Explanation continued

MK. HENRY
Well, Senator, if you want to speak on it, ccme down front,

but you're making a statement, now.

Point of Information

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Chairman, if we vote not to reconsider,

we could reconsider it at a later time?

does that mean that

MR. HENRY
All right, I'm going to explain that.

But, gentlemen, now Mr. Singletary has asked a very interesting

question, which is indicative of the fact that some people are not

paying any attention at all to what's going on in here.

The motion before the delegates now is whether or not we're going

to pass over this until tomorrow or not. Mr. Flory had moved to

reconsider the vote and lay the motion on the table. You refused to

table the motion to reconsider.
Therefore, the discussion was taking place on the reconsideration

of the vote, on Amendment No. 1, to which motion Mr. Smith has made

a substitute motion that we defer any action on Amendment No. 1 until

tomorrow. What was before us right now is whether or not we are golng|

to reconsider the vote on Amendment No. 1 now, or tomorrow. That's

what we should address ourselves to right now.

Point of Information

MR. FLORY
So, I would ask that you reject the motion to reconsider at this

time, so that the amendments that have been adopted would stay adopted

Let's then go on about the work of the convention. So, I ask you

that when the vote comes, to vote no.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, maybe we ought not to take this into consideration

trying to write the best constitution we can, and all that kind of

stuff. But, if we pass over this until tomorrow, what will we do the

remainder of the afternoon?

Questi ons

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Chairman, I listened to what Mr. Flory.... Mr. Flory you've

still got the chair. Would you please—I mean the podium—would

you please explain again what your opinion is of our position right

now? In other words, what happens if we vote yes, and what happens

if we vote no?

MR. FLORY
My position, as I appreciate it, and I hope the chair will listen

carefully to correct me if I'm wrong, the three amendments have been

adopted. Is that correct, Mr. Chairman?

MR. HENRY
That's correct, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY
All right. If we vote to reconsider at this time, then that

undoes the adoption of the amendments so that the position that we

want to take at this time is to vote no on reconsideration to let

the adoption of those amendments stand.

I ask you to vote no.

Substitute Motion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make a substitute motion that we consider

this on the next succeeding day, and not take it up now.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman now moves as a substitute, that we reconsider the

vote on Amendment No. 2.... on Amendment No. 1, tomorrow.

Personal Privilege

MR. HENRY
We could, if the delegates were of a mind to, I would assume begin

debate on Committee Proposal No. 10. We could adjourn. If we did,

hopefully, some of those committees that need to meet could meet. Or

we could Just adjourn. So, we don't have. ..we are in an awkward

position with respect to the fact that I question the wisdom of leavingl

this proposal and going to another one until we have resolved it.

Point of Information

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, if I understand it, if we don't reconsider the

amendment, then it's before us, and then it's open to further amendmentj

and further discussion. Do I understand that correctly?

MR. HENRY
If we don't reconsider it?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir.

MR. HENRY

If we well, of course, we are not to that point yet. We were to

it a minute ago. If this body votes to reconsider, then it opens the

whole business to discussion again.

MR. TATE
All right.

MR. HENRY
If this body votes not to reconsider, then the amendments are

adopted.

MR. TATE
All right. Then, once the amendments are adopted, are they not

open to further amendment?

MR. NUNEZ
I guess in confusion, Just like a lot of other people are, and Just

like a lot of other people are trying to do the right thing, and pass

this, in what we believe is the best interest of the public at this

time; I think we've made a number of mistakes, and we don't have many

left. I think it must be Indicative, If we read that vote, fifty-fifty

right on down the line. Maybe a lot of us would like to look a little

closer and come up with the right decision. I think that's what, maybe,

somebody Is trying to tell u» in this convention.

MR. HENRY

If they're not ... .you've got to ask me your question again.

MR TATE
All right. Let's say we had voted we had tabled the motion

to reconsider. So now, we've adopted the amendment. Then, we can

have further amendments to the amendment....

MR. HENRY
That's correct. Judge Tate.
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Point of Information

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chainnan, if Mr. Smith's motion to reconsider the amendments

on tomorrow is adopted, will that mean we pass over the section, or

just the amendment? Won't we still have the section before us, and
can't we continue to work on the section?

MR. HENRY
We're still going to have to determine the section. There's not

but one section to the proposal, as I appreciate it. Consequently,
it would be somewhat, I think, unnecessary for us to begin considering
other amendments before we determine what we are going to do with the
amendments that are before this body. Judge Dennis.

[/fotion for Previous Question on the
substi tut e motion

.

]

Point of Order

MR. ASSEFF
Point, too.

For ten minutes, Mr. Chairman, I have sought recognition from the
chair to speak. I don't know what to do. I want to speak, please, sir

MR. HENRY
Dr. Asseff, I apologize for not seeing you. With everybody stand-

ing up like Mr. Duval, and Mr. Anzalone, and Mr. Roemer, and Reeves,
it's hard to tell who wants to do what. I apologize. I'll put you
on the list if we ever get to that point.

[_RecoTd vote ordered . Motion for the
Previous Question rejected: i9-93.]

building, can you Imagine how It's going to be tonight? Can you
Imagine what consensus will be pulled together and by whom? I think
we ought to reconsider—and today.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'd just like to rise and

point out a few points that I'm sure that all of you know. But, I

think it's time for us to stop for a moment, pause, and reflect on
some of the things that's happened since July 5 this year, when
I attempt to try to write a better constitution for the State of

Louisiana. One of the three gut issues is now before us. The
Number 1 gut issue was property tax. In the property tax proposal
when it was finally adopted by this convention ^y a very narrow
margin. New Orleans, Shreveport, and north Louisiana supposlngly
were hurt by the final adoption of the exemptions, etc., that we

adopted. So, some of those pecple already are disgruntled in these
areas because of what happened in property taxes.

Education was the second very vital gut issue that we had to
debate. On final passage of the education proposal, which was
adopted by this convention by seventy-two votes, you must have
sixty-seven votes, by a narrow margin of five votes, this convention
adopted the education proposal.

In the area of Louisiana that I live in, that's all I hear
when I walk in the streets of south Louisiana, is that, "What In

the world else are you going to do to us?" We are being bombarded
by a very narrow vote on the outcome of the education proposal.
I ask you to stop and think awlille. I don't care if you reconsider
this afternoon, or tomorrow morning. But, I think that you ought to

reconsider this, and reconsider It well . Civil service is the
last gut issue that we have to debate. I submit to you that we

better not make too many mistakes. T pointed out to you that New
Orleans was hurt in the property tax proposal. It seems to me that
New Orleans is going to be hurt in this proposal—in the civil
service amendment before us now. I would suggest to you fellow
delegates, that you reconsider this, and reconsider it well. Thank you.

MR. HENRY

Mr. Roemer is recognized on the motion,
to defer action until tomorrow.

to speak on the motion

Further Di scussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I just have a few comments.

I don't know all that much about civil service. I've learned some-
thing today. But I did observe just a few coramonsenslcal things

as I walked about the floor during the debate today. That is that

most of you weren't either interested, or didn't give a damn because
you were not listening. It was obvious. I talked to some people
about football ;I talked to some people about the cotton crop; I

talked to some people about how long this convention lasted; I talked

to some people about the pressure it put on us ; I talked to some
people about what we are going to do this weekend; I talked to some

people about how bad the weather's been. The point is, it seems
that on a question of this importance, that we could have listened
more—perhaps myself included. I think that Senator Nunez hit this

convention right between the eyes, and right on the head, when he

said we have made enough mistakes. We can ill afford to continue
what has to be considered a blotchy performance up to now in many,
many respects. It seems that when the pressure Is put on, we seem
to do our worse. We seem to backtrack— get bogged down in petty
arguments and, most of us seem to turn our minds off in the hopes
that by not listening to the facts and just listening to a few
pressure groups, we won't have to think about it. We won't have to

make up our mind. Somebody else can make up our mind for us. That's
what it comes down to.

I have a simple point to make. I think we ought to reconsider
the vote. To be honest with you, I was not in favor of the adoption
of these amendments. I don't think it's in the civil service best
interest. I think we ought to reconsider. Not just because I

voted what turned cut to be by a narrow majority the wrong way, but
because most of you didn't hear the argument. I just have enough faith
in the facts, as I understand them, that If you heard them, and if

you digested them, and if you can believe in them, then we won't adopt
amendments like this.

One final comment. There are those who want to wait until
tomorrow. Twice before in this convention, I've waited until tomorrow.
I was amazed at the mandate, at the consensus that was pulled together
overnight , after a tomorrow. I don't think we can afford another
tomorrow on something this important. Because, if you think the

pressure is on this afternoon in the security and safety of this

Questions

MR. STINSON
Mr. Chatelaln, I think you've already asked, but I'd like to

reemphaslze: Don't vou agree that of the three, that this is the

most important Issue insofar as the future successful operation of

our state and municipal government—this question of civil service,
to have a strong civil service to protect employees?

MR. CHATELAIN
I certainly do. Mr. Stinson. 1*11 put It in the same category

with property tax, education because It Is vitally important to many,
many working people in this state.

MR. STINSON
Would you estimate in your area, and I'm sure that that it would

be the same in ours what... in the more than fifty percent of the

people in favor of civil service that will protect the dedicated state

employees?

MR. CHATELAIN
What percentage, sir?

MR. STINSON
Over fifty percent.

MR, CHATELAIN.
Yes. sir. Definitely.

MR. STINSON
In this constitution to be passed, has to be passed by over fifty

percent.

MR. CHATELAIN
That's right. I don't know of any group that's going to be more

vocal than those people who have been on civil service, and are....
have to look forward to working for the rest of their lives on a
state job, or a teaching prof ession.or some other profession that's
so vitally interested to the welfare of this state.

MR. FULCO
Mr. Chatelaln, who told you that our section of the state

was hurt by the tax formula, or the property tax . .

.

MR. CHATELAIN
The farmers in nortl) Louisiana, sir.
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MR. FULCO
I say, who told your

MR. CHATELAIN
The fanners did, sir— the delegates here.

MR. FULCO
The delegates? I'm from Shreveport; I didn't tell you.

MR. CHATELAIN
Yes, sir.

know that this request is for personal reasons. But, I felt
compelled to come up here and tell you how I felt about this.
I would like to be given an opportunity—and I believe the
people from Lafourche Parish, Mr. Ambrolse Landry and Boysie
Bollinger, feel the same way—if we're going to cast a vote
that's going to affect somebody close to home, we want to, at
least, be given an opportunity to know what we're doing when
we do it. That's why I ask that you vote for the substitute
motion of Mr. Smith. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Further Discussion

MR. FULCO
Well, let me tell you— Tom Stagg's the only one that might

have told you but, our police jury, our city commissioners,

our tax assessor, and our school board said "no; we are satis-

fied; vote for it." I don't care what Tom Stagg told you.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Fulco, 1 can only state what was publicly stated

in the Shreveport Journal

—

and the mayor of the city of Bossier

City and the mayor of Shreveport, which I think is a duly elected

officer in your area who are very vocal on this I'm using

it as a reference.

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Chatelain, I'm going to ask the same kind of question

that Mr. Fulco asked. You mentioned north Louisiana was hurt.

I just came back frorr. there, spent two weeks there, and I've

been called and given a lot of compliments by a number of public

officials on the property tax. I couldn't find anybody that

thought we were hurt. I think even Mr. McDaniel,on our television

station in an interview that I saw him on, said that although at

first he thought that this was very bad, after thinking about it

a while and deliberating on it, he thought the property tax
articl** was a pretty good article now.

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I wasn't going to comment on CP 26

and CP 7 until some of the delegates did. I, too, represent
Caddo, and I want to take Mr. Stagg off of a spot ,and Mr. Chate-

lain. I, too, say that CP 26 and CP 7 are unacceptable to my

area as they now stand. I did not wish to say that, but I will,

though I should be talking about reconsideration. Everybody

else did.. In my opinion, what we decide on civil service will
determine the fate of the proposed constitution. There is little

hope of ratification now. We cannot make another mistake. We

must consider carefully before we decide. I urge you not to

make a quick decision. If we do, we might as well adjourn and

go home. let us wait until Friday. Let us think about it. It

is that important. At the moment, no one can obtain sixty-

seven votes, anyhow. We might as well wait until tomorrow,

contact people, think about it, and then decide because, in my

opinion, if we gut civil service, I am through with the proposed

constitution. It was in my platform I don't know about anybody

else's— that I would support the civil service provision basically
as It now stands. Thank you, delegates.

IPrevious Question ordered on the sub-
stitute motion

.

]

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, Mr. Goldman, I'm sure glad to see there's some rays

of hope yet for this constitution. I'm certainly he 'ing that

it continues to be those bright rays.

Further Discussion

MR. LANIER
Mr, Chairman and fellow delegates Mr. Chairman, in particular,

X consider this a very important issue that we're on right now,

and the reason for it is that in the city of Thibodaux we have

just started a civil service system. This was done by Act No. 97

of 1972. Now, when I came here this morning, I had a Committeee

Proposal No. 9 and a Committee Proposal No. 10 and a Delegate

Proposal No. 27. But, after the debate started, I'm suddenly

presented with a floor amendment signed by many of the people
from the Education Committee, that I understand was discussed
only yesterday, that I didn't even see a copy of until this
morning. I've also been, through the courtesy of Mr. Flory,
given a copy of an amendment that would =^pply to the parish
and fire protection districts and the fire and policemen
municipal civil service that I didn't have an opportunity
to see until today. Since we're just getting started in the
field of civil service where I come from, naturally we're
very concerned about what impact and what effect the actions
of this convention will have on the system that we have
created. I've spent all of today talking to people who I

consider knowledgeable in the field of civil service, like
Mr. Flory, Mr. Dennery, Tony Rachal , trying to figure out
what in the world is going to happen to my town where I was
born and raised, and went to school, and married, and am raising
my children right now. Now, I favor reconsideration. But,
I also wish to have some time to, at least, have an opportunity
to consult with the people on my Civil Service Board and as
many people at home that know something about this, so I'll
know where I stand when I vote on this issue. I think this
is very important. That's why I think we need to have some
time to consolidate our thoughts. That's why I concur in
Mr. Smith's motion that we defer action on the reconsidera-
tion until tomorrow. I've stayed on the telephone half the
day trying to talk to different people. I have a young
attorney right now, who's on our Civil Service Board. doing
some research for me so that I'll know and be able to cast
an intelligent vote. Now, for those of you that have had. long
experience with civil service. that are familiar with it, perhaps
this is a much easier decision for you than it is for me. I

Closing

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I didn't make this motion

facetiously. I feel like we've talked on this thing today.
Some of us want to talk to some of our people back home and
others that are interested in this civil service, because this
will gut the whole bill, as I think I may be wrong—but I

feel like it won't hurt anything to put it off till tomorrow
morning. We've put everything else off from time to time, and
I think this is a very serious thing, and I don't see any
reason for going ahead and trying to pass it. It will probably
be the same vote; I don't know. But, I ask that you all go
ahead, and let's defer this thing. 1 think we would be doing
a great thing for the people of our state.

[_Record vote ordered . Substitute motion
rejected : 32-82 ."l

MR. HENRY
Mr. Jenkins had insisted on the motion for reconsideration

at this time.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I want to urge you to vote in

favor of reconsidering this question and reopen it to debate.
I want to reemphasize how important and how serious this issue
is. Not once during our election campaigns to this convention,
not once since then have I heard from the public any dissatisfaction
of a substantial nature with our civil service system. It has
been a system that has worked well in comparison with other
systems that are available to us. If there's anything we need

to do, it's to strengthen that system, to take out what political
Influences are In it. not to do anything that could weaken it.

Now, the only thing that I can see that could come about by
packing this board with more gubernatorial appointees, or people
subject to gubernatorial Influence, and the only thing that I

could see by leaving these questions to the legislature* by

two-thirds ote. would be the possibility that civil service
employees would be able to go out and run for election, campaign
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for office, take part In political clubs, have deductions taken
out of their salary to go to the political hack who got them
in office. The only thing th-t I can see would be things like
that or things where political influence was the sole measure
for getting promotions or where the whole merit system were
changed to one of seniority- that 's the sort of thing that can
happen. Or where the rule of three becomes not the rule of
three for hiring purposes, but the rule of five or the rule of
twenty .whereby a department head can reach down the list and
get the twentieth person, ahead of nineteen others who scored
better on examinations ^.nd on the basis of ability than those
ahead. Those are the things that can happen. Why don't we
learn from history? History tells us that the two-thirds vote
provision was tried before— 1948. What happened? We did away
with civil service for all practical purposes. It took a new
administration, a reform administration, to give it back to the
people. You know what's going to happen if we leave this up
to a two-thirds vote of the legislature? We're going to have a
system where the nonreformers come in; they politicize state
employment; then the people are going to get outraged. A
reform governor's going to be elected. They're going to have
to restore it— probably put it back in the constitution. That's
if the people would adept such a system, and I say again, 1

don't see why they would. You haven't had people, I don't suppose,
in any number, coming and suggesting we change civil service.
That hasn't even been a bone of contention. It's been one of
the few things in state government that's worked fairly well.
I urge you to keep it in substantially the same foiTti, not water
it down or leave it subject to a reversion to the spoils system.
So, I urge you to vote in favor of reconsideration, and when we
reconsider it, I urge you to defeat Mr. Flory's amendments.

Questions

MR. STINSON
Woody, you heard some reference to the fact that the governor

couldn't control the LSU board. But, isn't it a fact that that
was a fourteen year board and not a six year that's provided for
in the future, maybe?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, sir. But, that was Mr. Chris Roy who had made that

statement, Mr. Stinson.

to trust that august body with the decisions affecting its own

employees. I can understand losing and wanting to come back

and try and try again. I can understand that. I don't believe

in using scare tactics, bringing in irrelevant issues. I have

presented to this convention today the issues in this amendment

,

versus the present constitutional provisions, to the best of my

ability, as honestly as I know how and as truthfully as I

know how. I haven't in no way tried to pressure anybody into

voting one way or the other. I have discussed it— intelligently,

I hope— in attempting to convince some of the delegates the

wisdom of this amendment. That I have done. I thought that

was the democratic process. I hope that it remains as such.

I ask this convention now to stand by its decision that we

made earlier, even though it was by a slight majority, and

vote no on this motion, to let these amendments stand adopted

as the convention by a majority vote has voted. I nsk you to

vote no on the motion before you. Mr. Chairman, I ask for a

record vote.

Questions

MR. STINSON
Mr. Flory, how do you think

better the civil service system?
by reducing the terms will

MR. FLORY
Just as I believe that it would better the judiciary as

we reducedthe term of chief justices or justices of the Supreme
Court; we reduced the terms of the court of appeal; we reduced
the terms of the Board of Supervisors, and I might say here,
Mr. Stinson, that you talk about .. .someone talked about givir
to the governor additional powers, I remind you that we have
stripped from the governor many of the powers of appointment
that he had—particularly in the filling of vacancies on local
levels or in public office—in prior articles, so that by
the mere. . .giving him merely two appointments does not increase
his powers. Overall, we have taken from him many of the powers
the governor of this state has enjoyed since 1921.

MR. STINSON
Only local appointments, not state appointments. We haven't

stripped one from him. In fact, we've given him more, haven't

MR. STINSON
Well, for once, he told the truth, though, about saying they

couldn't control it, and that was because it was a fourteen year
board, wasn't it?

MR. JENKINS

MR. FLORY
No, sir, because, I believe, under the law for statewide

officials elected, where there was a vacancy, the governor could
appoint to fill those vacancies. We have provided in this con-
stitution that the first assistant shall take and fill that

Ye«, sir. That's right, and it'd be only a six year term under the vacancy in case of a vacancy in those statewide elected offices.
present proposal we're talking about.

MR. SHANNON
Woody, you made reference to 1948 that they did away with civil

service; how was that done?

MR. JENKINS
It was done by vote of the legislature.

MR. SHANNON
What kind of vote?

MR. JENKINS
I believe it was a two-thirds.

MR. SHANNON
It was a majority vote, for your information.

MR. JENKINS
Well, I'm mistaken, but I'm sure that a two-thirds In those

circumstances would have been just as easily attainable.

{previous Question ordered .^

Closing

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise to ask you to vote no

on the motion before this convention at this time. I ask you
to consider, if you will, how hard It is for me to believe
and to understand a member of the legislature who's not willing

So, we have taken that away from him on a statewide basis that
I can recall.

MR. STINSON
One more question, let me ask: Why do you think it will

better the act or the civil service system by changing. . .by
giving two appointments to the governor, and also by changing
the people who will recommend. . .or the colleges?

MR. FLORY
I believe, as I said earlier in my remarks, Mr. Stinson,

that the commission that I have proposed in this amendment is
by far better able to represent the broad community of this
state. and all of the interestsof this state, rather than have
five private colleges making nominations governing the full
sixty thousand people employed in this state. I just believe
sincerely that the state ought to have some voice in its own
personnel relations. I just believe that. If they are going
to have to finance it, then I 'think they ought to have some
voice in its personnel relations. I ask you to vote no on
the proposal.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Flory, in your amendment, I'm somewhat puzzled on

Amendment No. 2, You have a Section 3. There appears to be no
Section 1 or 2, unless it's in the original, and that original
talks about city civil service. Yet, when you talk about, in
your amendment that's numbered "?'— although it's not Amendment
No. 3; it's part of Amendment No. 2— you give the legislature
the right to change in a two-thirds vote, and you also add the
problem about fire and police in cities over four hundred thousand.
Was there any specific reason for including it in that manner?
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MR. FLORY
Yes, sir, there was ^because if we transfer to the statutes

the present constitutional provision on state and city civil
service, there is a provision, as you well know, in state and
city civil service—whereas in cities or municipalities over
two hundred and fifty thousand, all of the employees come under
that one system— so that I had to take that from the present
constitutional provision to carry it forward to exclude the fire
and police officers in the city of New Orleans or in municipalities
over four hundred thousand.

MR, DENNERY
Well, what I'm getting at is: is it your intention to

provide that the two-thirds vote could only amend or repeal...
rather, amend but not repeal... no, it says "including repeal"

the city civil service provisions?

MR. FLORY
No, sir... nor does it say that. It says that they can

amend any... or change any provision of state or city civil
service ... the only thing, they cannot abolish it. It's my

intent that the legislature, by a two-thirds vote, can change

anything In the present constitution that relates to civil

service, plus what this convention adopts, but they cannot abolish it.

MR. DENNERY
Except the provisions about fire and police in the city of

New Orleans.

MR. FLORY
That's correct. There will be two systems: one for the state

and city, and one for municipal fire and police over thirteen
thousand— for those municipalities that have in excess of thirteen

thousand population.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you.

Point of Information

MR. DUVAL
Yes, Mr. Chairman, there's some confusion as to whether

we vote to reconsider. Are we voting to reconsider each amend-

ment separately, or. .

.

MR. HENRY
That's the way we voted on them, and that's the way the

motion was made...

[^Record vote ordered . Moti on to recon-
sider the vote by which Amendment No . 1

was adopted , adopted : 60-53. Motion
to recons i der the vote by whi ch Amend-
ment No . 2 was adopted , Previous Ques-
tion ordered on the motion. Motion
adopted : 57-56. Motion to reconsider
the vote by which Amendment No . 3 was
adopted . Previous Question ordered on
the mot ion . Motion rejected: 54-61 . ^

Recons iderati on
Expl anat Ion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I know the hour is late, and I

know that in the deliberations here today that a great deal of

thought has been given to the amendments that I have proposed.

I want to tell you I sincerely appreciate that consideration. I

think that the amendments that 1 have proposed—and I want to

speak now on Amendment No. 1— is the changing of the Commission

of Civil Service. 1 believe that—and I have said earlier— there

were some who objected to not having the appointees—all of

them, or at least two of them—confirmed by the Senate. I said

then, I would have no objections to the confirmation by the Senate,

when, in fact, I would have no objection under the articles that

we've already adoptedi as far as confirmation, having them all

confirmed by the legislature—by the Senate—as is the practice.

If this would give to those who object to and who believe that

by the appointive process it gives to the commission appointees

some extraordinary power that they would not have if they were

nominated by some college or university—even though, under that

procedure, the governor would continue to appoint them from a

list.. I don't know of a great deal more that I could say In

support of the amendment that I have proposed in Amendment No. 1,

only to tell you that in the last years that the civil service
system has been in existence—since 1952— there's never been, to

my knowledge, a person that served on the Civil Service Commission
that I could consider as employee oriented, knowledgeable
about the problems of the state employee, or the average employee,
working in public service. I don't say by that that those people
that were serving in the position as a commissioner deliberately
set out to do things that were detrimental to the employees. I

don't mean to infer that at all. I just mean that by experience
in their field that they were not attuned to the many problems
of the public employee as the problems existed then, and do today.

I believe there are many things that ought to be changed in civil

service. There are many things that ought to be changed to

improve the system. I thought that by transferring to the

legislature the authority to make these changes, with a two-thirds
vote required, that that was a proper forum in order that every-
body could come before a legislative committee and be heard in

regard to whatever changes might be proposed, in a calm, deliberative

atmosphere. It's been said that the decisions made today—and

one of the problems that we have with the commission is that even

though they hold public hearings and vote in public on the

development of a pay plan, or upon the adoption of rules, that in

truth and in fact, the decisions are made behind closed doors,

and that the public hearing is mere formality. I have no way of

knowing whether that be true or not. I can only suggest to you

that incorporated in Amendment No. 1 was a vehicle whereby, I

believe, that the state employees could have some input into the

affairs of the commission, in the development of a pay plan, in

the development of rules, and even in the development of a

diciplinary action and ruling upon that. I might say, here and

now, that in those systems that have employee representatives

elected by the employees—so that I might put to rest the fear

that exists in somebody's mind—that automatically, if a man is

elected by his peers, he's going to rule with that employee if

diciplinary action is taken against that employee. I can only tell
you from history, throughout this state, in a majority of the

cases, it's just been to the contrary—been to the contrary—and
that member has voted against the employee and upheld the
administrative action taken, based upon a case that was presented.
I know there are those of you, here, that sincerely feel that the

governor ought not have the appointive power. I know of no one
else to trust in this state, except the chief executive, in the

making of appointments. I look back over the years when the

appointments have been made by the many governors of t!ie state
from recommendations by the private colleges and L.S.U., and
again say to you, to my knowledge, no one has ever served on that

cdmmisslon who, I think or I believe, was employee oriented in

their views and philosophy. I ask you to reconsider your vote
in light of Amendment No. 1 in that it does not— it does not

—

destroy, disturb, or take aw^y from the statue of civil service

in this state. It does give 60,000 state employees—and the many
thousands of others—some input into the final decisions made by

the Civil Service Commission. I just believe that a man ought to

have some voice, however small, in his own destiny. 1 really

don't care, myself, as an individual, how large the commission
is. I would not object if there were fifty members on the

commission; but if there were only one, small voice behind those

closed doors who could represent, philosophically, the employee
viewpoint. That's how serious I consider the question of civil
service in this state. Yes, I think civil service is sacred,

because I think the protection given to employees who work for

this state and the political subdivisions, their security is

sacred. But, I happen to have that faith that it takes to

trust people to do what they believe, honestly, is the best in

the interest of the employees of the public bodies, of this state.

I trust the legislature; I trust the governor, in their wisdom

to do what they think is right. I don't mean to tell you that

I've always agreed with either— I haven't. But, it's the

democratic process, and I know of no better way. I ask you to,

once again, vote for this amendment, and let's move a step forward

in the treatment of our public employees in this state.

I'll be happy to answer any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. CONROY
Mr. Flory, I'm trying to make sure I understand the effect of

these amendments. The first amendment sets up a commission and

says how it's to be selected. Is that right?

MR. FLORY

For the state.
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MR. CONROY

For the state. The second amendment contains a similar pro-

vision with regard to the city system. Then, this Paragraph (3),

as I read it, coming down into the second sentence says that "the

legislature may repeal or modify any of the provisions of old

Article XIV, Section 15." Then, it goes on to say, "or amend,
repeal or otherwise modify any provision of this article." Now,

does that mean that the legislature, by two-thirds vote, could

decide to totally ctiange the composition of the State Civil
Service Commission?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir.

MR. CONROY

That's your intention, is that the legislature could decide

that all members were to be appointed by the governor without any
nomination; that the legislature could do that?

MR. FLORY
That could happen, or it could require that Tulane University

make all the nominations.

MR. DUVAL
Cordon, 1 think some of us are at cross purposes,

and there's varying rnasons for the objection to your amendment.

1 think that the civil service. . .1 agree that the civil service

law f'.oes need some changes, but I think some of the basic objection

is that the board you have composed, here, seems to lose a great

deal of its autonomy, possibly, in that you have appointments by the

. . .two appointments by the governor, and no employee, for instance,

is elected from the employees—state employees. Don't you think

that this board, maybe, would have less autonomy that it could have

by the way it's composed?

MR. FLORY
Mr. Duval, I, from a personal viewpoint, would prefer, and

had proposed in committee, that the additional representative be

elected by the employees, and require that they maintain their status

as employees of the state in order to serve on the commission, or

vice versa. If they chose to leave the employ of the state, tlie

office would automatically be vacated. 1 met with some strenuous

objection in the committee on that, who did not believe that the

employees ought to serve on civil service commission. But, yet, 1

tell you in all fairness that from a viewpoint of sixty thousand

employees, they want a voice of some kind, which they've never had.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Flory, isn't it so that employees serve on city. . .on

your municipjil ci ,'il service commissions?

MR. FLORY
Oh, yes, indeed, almost throughout the state in the municipal

civil service.

MR. NUNEZ
Would you not believe that the most direct approach would be

to put it in here that this is what you want, and this is what

ought to be done? If this is what you're saying that you want

to do, then maybe that should be the way it is. I. . . .to
put an employee representative on the board. But, it's not

in here, and I don't think you guarantee that you're going to

get it that way.

MR. FLORY
Well, no, sir; I don't have any guarantee that I would get

it, nor have I discussed it vith him—the governor—whether or

not I would get it, or anything about this. But, I can only say

to you, I had the faith, in order that he might have the opportunity

that he would take that into consideration—the governor, whoever

he may be.

1, personally, would rather write it into the constitution
and leave it that way where nobody could change it— that the

employees would have a right to representation. I thought, in

the preparation of this amendment, that it was a compromise
between those who believe one way, who believed another way; it

was some sort of medium ground that we could get a consensus of

this convention on. That's why I took this approach.

MR. ROY

Mr. Flory, do you agree that the board hardly meets enough
or represents a broad enough spectrum of the people of this state
to represent all the problems and views of sixty thousand state
employees—the board, as presently constituted?

MR. FLCPY
I don't want to be critical of the commission as it is

constituted, Mr. Roy. If I were serving as a member of the

commission, I'm sure I would do some things different than the
way they do it, I've never been privileged to sit behind the
closed doors that. . .with them, so that I don't really understand
fully, the problems that can come before them to determine—in

order to answer your question—whether the time that they spend
is adequate in the solving of the solutions and the problems
confronting the state employees, who they are charged with representing.
I cannot give you a yes or no.

MR. ROY

But, nobody can find out, and nobody can—not even the legis-

lature—can do anything about it, if, in fact, they're not spending

the time, and if this autonomy that we are talking about is really

amounting to aloofness, can we?

MR. FLORY
I don't think there's any requirement in the present constitu-

tion requiring them to meet any number of times, and if they chose

not to meet at all, I think they would have that authority; I

don't know. I'd have to check the writing. . .the actual consti-

tution.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I'm just suggesting to you that perhaps your amendment

might have more success in the event that the composition of the

board was slightly changed.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Flory, I'm trying to find in your amendment— in Amendment

No. 1— a provision that would allow an employee to be represented

on the board. 1 assume, that you're assuming that the governor or

one of the new universities you are placing in here to appoint

someone ,would appoint an employee orientated board member. Is

that correct?

Ji\ FLORY

,/ I St ated earlier, Mr. Nunez. .

MR. NUNEZ
I didn't know what you stated,

but was that. . .

.1 didn't hear you earlier.

MR. JENKINS
Gordon, in discussing this point, you keep saying the civil

service commission is supposed to be representing employees, or. . .

I seem to get that from your remarks. Actually, they're not

supposed to be representing state employees, are they? Aren't

they supposed to be representing the state government in

administering the employees of the states? Aren't they, really,

in a sense, the boss of many of our state employees, aren't they?

MR. FLORY
Mr. Jenkins, it's my appreciation of the civil service system,

has two functions: One, is to protect the interests of the

en^loyee; the other is to protect the interests of the public at

large, in this state. I say to you that in the consideration of

past history in civil service, in my judgment, I don't beliove

that the commission has given adequate consideration to the

many problems of the employee. I think they are charged dual, with

two responsibilities. One, protecting the rights of the employee;

second—and I don't know which order you put them in—but, it's

protecting the overall interests of the public.

MR. FLORY
I said that it was my hope, and I had the faith in whoever

made the appointment—whoever the governor may be—that he would

take into consideration in his two appointments, at least, someone
that was employee oriented and, perhaps, even someone who was

totally management oriented; and that I was willing to trust,

whoever the governor may be, to make that appointment in that

fashion, without requiring him to do it in that fashion.

MR. JENKINS
But, they are supposed to be, then, impartial, not favoring

one group or another. They're supposed to sit there., I mean, after

all, there is no interest in favoring management in t.is case

because management is state government. These people don't have

any benefit from helping shareholders or anything else, like they

would in management. Aren't they supposed to be sort of impartial

arbiters In this situation?
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MR. FLORY in the municipalities over A00,000. That's the only prohibition.
My point, Mr. Jenkins* is that some of those who have served ^nd that. . .the reason for that, of course, being I do not

on the coiranission, perhaps attorneys representing corporations only, believe that you'd ever get two-thirds vote of the legislature
philosophically get to believing the corporate philosophy and, ^° tamper with the security of the individual employees of this
therefore, can't understand the many problems of the employees. state. There were many, many delegates who told me, though,
I don't fault them for that; I don't mean to say that. I only '^hey did not want to jeopardize that possibility in allowing
say to you that the employee viewpoint—the employee viewpoint— ^^^^ possibility that it could be abolished.
has not been considered because the employees have never had the

right, behind the closed doors, to express that viewpoint. So Mntin
that, if you served as an attorney representing only corporations,
it would be very difficult for you to serve in my best interests
as an employee. That's my point. ^K- GRAHAM

In view of the hour, and in view of the fact that this will

MR. HENRY probably go on for several hours, I believe there are a number

Are there any other questions? of delegates who would like to research some of the local effects

Mr. Juneau. ^^ ^^® amendments. I would like to move that we revert to other
orders.

MR. JUNEAU
Gordon, I'll apologize if this is somewhat repetitious, but

I might have missed it in the original presentation of this thing. [Motion adopted : 67-35 1
What was the philosophy for changing the universities that we had
in the present law to this list that you have here? Some were
deleted, you know, and some added, obviously. Report of the Secretary

[ll Journal 920]
MR. FLORY

As I told the convention, earlier, there was a division of

opinion within our committee and within the delegates here, some Announcements
who believed that all of the nominating colleges and universities [jj journal 920'\
ought to be from the private sector, and that even L.S.U. ought to

be taken out as a nominating organization. There were those who
thought it ought to be more or all of the colleges of the state system

—

whether it be L.S.U. or the state college and university system
making the nomination. There were some who believed that there
ought to be a completely, entirely different method of nominating. \_Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
So, as a means of compromise in trying to draw together a consensus, Friday, December 7 , 197 3 .'\

after talking for months with many of the delegates here and on
our committee, I chose to go with the three private organizations

—

Centenary, Louisiana College, and Xavier—and take Tulane and
Loyola off and let them be the nominating universities in the

state. . .in the city civil service system in the city of New
Orleans, by name in the constitution or in the statutes. In their

place, then, put Xavier and Southern University to give some sort
of racial balance in the appointive process in this state. All
of these factors, though, were taken into consideration: geography,

and all of the other factors that I mentioned; and realizing
that the state colleges make appointive recommendations on the

municipal level in their area, generally speaking.

MR. JUNEAU
Now, pursuing a little further one of the questions that was

asked you by Mr. Conroy: What was the philosophy. . .or what is

the philosophy of your amendment with regard to the composition
of the board? Do you think it is such that it not be changed?

Do you think that's important enough not to be changed, or that

it ought to be subject to change?

MR. FLORY
I think that it ought to be subject to change, and I say that

for this reason: when this provision was put into the constitution,

the personnel policies throughout this country were entirely
different than they are today. I don't know what the public
personnel policies will be thirty years from today. Some of

those here may know what it will be thirty years from now. I don't

know. So, that what I'm saying is—and I refer you to some of

the comments that PAR made in their booklet— that in order to

adapt the changes necessary, that we ought to have some vehicle for

that change without having to go the route of a constitutional
amendment. Let some deliberative body—which would be the

legislature— have that authority to make that change

based upon what was required from the public consensus at that

time.

MR. JUNEAU
But, you would have that change go so far as to completely

change the philosophy or structure of the very board that you're
talking about; is that right?

MR. FLORY

Yes, sir. Again, I don't want to say. . .1 didn't want to

infer even by saying that they couldn't change that, that I

didn't trust the legislature. X think that if I'm willing to

trust the legislature in this whole provision, on one part, X

ought to be willing to allow them to trust it in the other. The
only prohibition I put in there on the legislature was: they
could not abolish the system of civil service in the state and
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Friday, December 7, 1973

ROLL CALL

184 delegates present and a quorum.}

PRAYER

MR. SMITH
Let us pray. Oh gracious, heavenly and merciful Father,

we worship Thee as a giver of light and life and as the revealer
of a saving and upbuilding truth, and as the giver of every good
and perfect gift. We thank Thee for Thy love and Thy mercy in
Thy manifold blessings. Be with each of us here today. Guide and
direct us in our decisions in this conventioi.. Be with those
that are not here for whatever their reason. Help us in all that
we do, or say, or think. May the words of our mouths and the
meditations of our hearts be accepted in Thy sight. Oh Lord,
our strength and our Redecrer. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
All unfinished business is Connnittee Proposal No. 9,

introduced by Delegate Aertker, Chairman on behalf of the
Committee on Education and Welfare.

A proposal making provisions for human resources by

providing for state and city civil service.
One section presently under consideration: Section 1

of the proposal. The status at the present time is the convention

has adopted a set of three amendments proposed on yesterday by

Delegate Flory and thereafter voted to reconsider the vote by

which Amendment No. 1 .and Amendment No. 2 were adopted, which
are presently before the convention at this time.

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. GUARISCO
Some time ago, I asked several. .. .went around and asked

the delegates if they would like to visit the only persons
in the state, so far, who have not had the opportunity to
visit or see the Constitutional Convention— that is, the

prisoners at Angola. I had some fifty names on the list

—

that was about a month ago—anyway, since that time, arrangements
have been made with the warden and the timetable would be this
way. Next Wednesday the convention, hopefully, would try to

break around 2:30 or 3:00. We have made arrangements to have
a bus out in front of the White House Inn and those of you who
would like to go, I'll pass a tablet around, just sign your
name and pass it to your neighbor. The cost will be about....
it's eighty-nine dollars per bus—one bus holds forty-six
people—so, it will be from two to four dollars at the most

—

five dollars per person—round trip. So, if you would like to

go, the convention will be in adjournment. We will have an
opportunity to see something, maybe, that a lot of us haven't
seen. Thank you.

Reconsi derat i on

MR. HENRY
All right. We are in the midst of the reconsideration on

the Flory amendments to Committee Proposal No. 9,

Further Discussion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I appreciate that we are

discussing the floor amendment by Mr. Flory and other delegates

to the human resource proposal, civil service system. I, like
other delegates, am not too familiar with constitution law
until we became involved in tiiis. After a hundred odd sessions
of committee hearings and convention meetings, I've learned a
little something about these type of amendments. I think that
yesterday many of us who sat and listened were a bit confused
yet with the wisdom of the convention, we've reconsidered this
very important amendment. I must confess to you at the onset, being
from Lake Charles and Calcasieu Parish, that I am definitely
committed to the people in that area and to the former governor
of Louisiana, Governor Jones, who was responsible for the
Introduction of the Civil Service Article and the civil service
operation in the State of Louisiana from the 'AG's on. There
is no questinn in my mind; I don't think there is any question
in most of yours that the civil service system must perpetuate
itself. However, in reading this amendment and listening to
the discussion, I find that in close analysis—and I would ask
you to bear with me or to help me understand if you feel
otherwise—why this is an extremely poor floor amendment.
I hope that the convention will definitely vote it down for
the following three reasons in close analysis: First of all>
it has been discussed that the spoils system is a very dangerous
one and has been in the State of Louisiana. There is no need
to elaborate on that, I'm sure you all are well aware of the
history of Louisana—the Long Regimp and others who have usurped the
power of the governorship. "Vacancies "—according to the central
portion of the Amendment No. lr-"by expiration of the term of office
or otherwise shall be filled by appointment of the governor from
nominees" and so on. This expression "or otherwise," I've learned
what one or two words can mean "the vacancies otherwise created"
to me suggest that there may be removal, at will, by the governor.
There may be resignation enforced upon those people who have been
appointed to this commission. I can see no other possibility but
a strong governor usurping this power by creating a vacancy and
reappointing to this position. I think that this alone is sufficient
to kill this entire floor amendment. I see no good point, whatsoever,
and I do see many good points in this. For example, the sugar-
coating on this bitter pill is the five members for four years;
the dispersion of the seven-member creation as it is outlined.
There are many good points in this floor amendment, I'm sure
Mr. Flory and his staff, who spent many, many days and hours
and weeks on it, have done well in many respects. But, there are
things in here that disturb me a great deal and those of you that

feel that you want to perpetuate civil service without the influence
of the governor, I think by voting for this will be doing a

disservice to the people of the state ,and perhaps Mr. Flory and
his staff have overlooked this one or two words. If the other
objection, which I bring to you attention, is true, then certainly it

is possible to completely eliminate the civil service in the

State of Louisiana by an act of the legislature. The two-thirds
vote argued one way or the other, I don't think is too significant
at this time; it's simply stated in words at the end of the third
section on Amendment No. 2 that "which are continued by this

article or amend, repeal or otherwise modify any provision
of this article" and so on amend, repeal or otherwise modify

—

repeal is the key word in here. Obviously, the entire Civil

Service Act, as we can appreciate it, could be completely removed
from the people of the State of Louisiana by repeal of the vote

of the legislature by a two-thirds vote. I consider this,too,
something that I cannot vote for, and I hope you will appreciate
the significance of these one or two words as they present them-

selves and as I have had the experience now of sitting with out-

standing attorneys on my committee in the Declaration of Rights
as attorney Guarisco, Roy, Jenkins, Vick, and the like who point
out the significance of one or two words. In the wisdom of this

convention, it was also pointed out that this has shortened
tremendously—and I think this was the desire of all of us

—

that we shorten these articles and make them simple and allow
some leeway for some consideration by the members of the board
and others to adjust to a situation over the years. But, this has not

shortened one bit—not shortened one bit—the Civil Service

Act and article as we appreciate it. It has simply incorporated

the entire Civil Service Article in this article and it reads

as follows: "all of the provisions of Article XIV, Section 15,

of the Constitution of '21 providing"—and so on—"hereby retained

and continued in force and effect." This does not shorten the

article one iota; this has incorporated another fgrty, sixty
pages in these two pages; this is not shortening the article
one iota. I have to object to this floor amendment on these

three bases. Those that can point out to me otherwise, I would

be happy to listen. But, I consider this in the terms of many
who have come to this microphone before, a bad, bad amendment.
I hope I have convinced two of you, at least, to vote against
this and let's go on with the consideration of a good civil
service amendment in the future.
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Quest i ons

MR, AVANT
Dr. Weiss, in your critical analysis of this provision

that you made, the sentence, "Vacancies by expiration of the term
of office or otherwise shall be filled by appointment of the
governor from nominations made in like manner by the president
or his successor of that institution who nominated the member
whose place is being filled." Did you bother to check and find
the source of that particular statement—where it came from?

MR. WEISS

I did not investigate it, but I did question other attorneys
as to what vacancies otherwise are created. I asked this at the
microphone yesterday, if you were listening. Mr. Dennery said
it was in conflict with the other portions of the articles that
might be retained, so this is

MR. AVANT
Would you believe that that is the exact language of

Article XIV. Section 15 of the Louisiana Constitution of 1921
that famous Civil Service Amendment we have been talking about?

MR. WEISS
Well, we have been asked to rewrite a constitution that we

understand. There are many things in the 1921 Constitution which
I don't think anyone understands.

MR. ROY

Dr. Weiss, do you understand that the schedule will not
incorporate the present constitutional provisions and that will
not go into the new constitution but will simply be some other,
like statutorial material?

MR. WEISS
Yes.

MR. ROY
Well, don't you realize that then it will cut down the length

of the constitution by some forty or fifty pages?

MR. WEISS
But, this is part of the constitution, as I appreciate it.

This is not the. . .

.

Point of Information

MR. FLORY

I have some amendments that I would like to propose that
I believe that could take much of the objections from what is

before this convention at this time. With the permission of

the convention, I would like to withdraw Amendments Nos. 1

and 2 at this time and have it redrafted to incorporate the

changes that I propose to make, which I believe will satisfy
many of the objections and would, thereby, save much of the

time and debate of this convention. If I would be allowed
to withdraw them at this time and have it retyped to in-
corporate the changes for redistribution to the delegates.

MR. HFNRY
Mr. Flory, if you've got something that will improve the

quality of the work and also speed up the process, I certainly
wouldn't object to it, but you are going to have to make that

in the form of a motion.

considering the Amendments Nos. 1 and 2 that this body decided
to reconsider on yesterday. So, it's in a posture of not
necessarily being adopted and susceptible to being withdrawn

—

Amendments Nos. 1 and 2 are, Mrs. Zervigon, as I appreciate it.

Point of Information

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, will we be given an opportunity to study the

changes before the convention considers them? If so, I have no
objection.

MR. HENRY
I'm certain that. . .

.

MR. ASSEFF
I'm not saying we won't, I'm just asking for a

MR. HENRY
No, well, I would certainly think that this convention would

not adopt any amendments that it hadn't looked at and thoroughly
discussed. I would assume that's what you would consider.

MR. ASSEFF
I would like fifteen or twenty minutes to look them over

before we consider them, Mr. Chairman, if he is going to make
substantial changes.

m. til-NKV

1 Ihiiik ydiir point is well taken, sir.

Motion

Mi;. Fl.dUV

Mr. Ch.ii rri;iii. I lio purpos*.- in the motion to withdraw the
.imi'ndnoni s, I ilu'ii \%fonld propose to stand in recess to have
t he .imendmi'ni s i n<orporated and changes incorporated in the
amendmcni l hat 1 s ubmi tt cd yesterday , so that thov would have
U hefore them for the consideration under debate.

^fR. Hi:NUY

AH ri>;ht.

Nos. 1 and 2 fc^r

them.
'. Is there ol>j

>dii oh jee I

,

Mr. I'lory now moves to withdraw Amendments
the purpose of redrattinp and resubmitting

eccion?
Mr. Dennery?

Point of Information

MR. DKNNKKV
Mr. Chairman, 1 don't object at all. I think it's fine

th.it Mr. Klory wants to withdraw those amendments. 1 assume,
therefore, tlial wlion they are wi thdrawn.my amendments will

eome before this hody.

MK. iiKNKV

VJell, as I appreciate what Mr. Klory is moving lo do, Mr.

Dennery, is lo redraft those amendments witli somi' changes.
Now, it's my appreciation if lliis motion is aiiopted, that

you are incorrect, that we would wait and consider tliosc

clianj;es to his amenilments.

MR. FLORY
I so move

,

Mr. Chairman. Point of Information

MR. HENRY
You move to withdraw Amendments Nos. 1 and 2?

Mrs. Zervigon, you object?

Point of Information

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, Mr, Chairman, I'm just trying to figure out what's

going on; I thought we had adopted these amendments.

MR. HENRY
We adopted them, and then we turned right around—and for

all practical purposes—unadopted them because we are further

MR. DKNNKKY
Wi' 1 1 , Mr. Chairman, as you will recall on vesterdav, we

had a meet inj; with you—Mr. Klory and 1 did—at wliich lime 1

agreed to let Mr. I'lory proceed. ll seems to me 'hat under
lliese circumstances, Mr. Ilory—not deliberately— is taking
somcwhal an unfair advantage of me. I have not soon his new
amendments. 1 do not know what Ihey contain. Mv amondnonts
have been filed, and 1 do not think It would ho quite proper
to delay the proceedings of this convention in order for Mr.
Klory to make these changes i-fltl)out at least the opportunity
to consider t he ones I have f i led

.

Point of Information
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MR. KI'I.I.Y

Mr. (Mtairmnn, li.isn' L it bi-cn tin* normal pract let- tif this
convention— like when wt* want to draw an aitipnilitifni dowr. just
to make a ft-w changes in it— that we submit that amendment
right back and continue with the arguments?

MR. HKNRY
Well, Mr. Kelly, while that's been the case insofar as

teclinical amendments are concerned, I assume t he t the amendments
that Mr. Flory is discussing are not technical amendments, as
such. 1 don't think we have run into a particular situation as
we have right lierc before us.

Mot ion

MR, WILLIS
I want to express my agreement witli what Mr. Dennery said,

Mr. Chairman, that is, to say that to allow Mr. Flory to embellish
his amendment to attract sufficient votes is quite an unfair
advantage to he taken of Mr. Hennery's proposal which is well
thought out— in my opinion.

Subs t i tute Mot i on

Personal Privilege

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and delegates, if Mr. Flory will just accept

my amendment that I iiave proposed, I think it would clear up

everything, because the only tiling Amend:i;ent No. 3, is just
repeal what's included in mine—we could all get it straight.

MR. HENRY
Well , gentlemen, rather than trying to complicate tliis,

let's decide what we want to do now, this body can decide.

Point of Information

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Chairman, would not it be a good idea if we took a

short recess and got copies of the proposed changes and looked

them over before we voted on Mr. Flory's motion?

MR. HENRY
Well, I think perhaps the delegates would be able to vote

more v.-isely if they knew what was going to be in the amendments.

But, we are going to have to decide here in just a minute. Do

you have copies of those changes that you propose to make, Mr.

Flory?

MR. WEISS
If I'm in order, 1 would like to make a substitute motion

at tliis tine that to prevent delay of this convention, tliat we

go on with the Dennery mot ion ... now.

MR. HENRY
Until we decide what we are going to do with reference to

the Flory amendments, unless there was. . .

.

MR. wiass
Tliis is an amended motion.

MR. HENRY
Sir?

MR. WEISS
This is a substitute motion.

MR. HENRY
Well, Dr. Weiss, you....

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir, I have. The staff has prepared them in the form

of five amendments to the amendments that were adopted yesterday.

My purpose was not to take unfair advantage of Mr. Dennery, but

more in trying to give to the delegates the amendments as they

would be incorporated in the one that we adopted yesterday so that they

would have the total document before thera, so they could

consider it in that light. But, if there is objections to the

withdrawing of my amendments, I will proceed with the five

amendments and try to get those adopted into my amendment

that 1 was considering yesterday rather than yield my amendments

at this time for consideration o*" Mr. Hennery's. 1 was merely

trying to expedite the work of the convention.

MR. HENRY
I understand, sir.

I'm going to ask that... Mr. Hardin says those amendments

are available. I'm going to ask that the sergeant-at-arms or

the Clerk pass those amendments out. We will stand at ease

just for a few minutes to let you look over the amendments.

MR. Wl-.ISS

This is not in order? A substitute motion, I believe, is

in order.

MR. HENRY
What we have now is the Flory amendments up on final passage,

if you will.

MR. WEISS
Isn't he... he has made a motion. I would like to make a

substitute motion.

MR. HENRY
He is moving to withdraw the amendments and, quite frankly,

1 don't think your motion to.... then as a substitute to his

motion is to consider the Dennery amendments is actually proper,

quite frankly.

Point of Information

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Chairman, In other words, we are letting Mr, Flory

withdraw his amendments.

MR. HENRY
No, sir, we haven't done that at all. There is a motion

to allov him to withdraw the amendments which will have to be

acted upon.

MR, ARNETTE
So, in other words, what we are going to do is we are going

to read these new sets of amendments; then, we are going to vote

on it to see whether we want to hear these before Mr. Dennery's;
Is that what we are talking about?

Point of Information

MR. CRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, hasn't Mr, Flory made a motion to withdraw

Amendments Nos. 1 and 2 of his amendment -but, that still leaves
Amendment No. 3? Wouldn't it be quite complicated if suddenly
we jumped to another amendment to this same proposal after having

adopted Amendment No. 3 of the Flory amendments?

MR. HENRY
We are going to pass these amendments out so that the

delegates will have an opportunity to look at the amendments,
so they can more properly determine how they want to vote on

the motion to withdraw the present Flory amendments that we

are considering. There have been several suggestions that the

delegates would like to know before they vote, and I don't know

of any other way to accomplish it. So, I will ask the pages....

MR. HKNRY
Well, it would appear to me that the delegates are going

to have to decide one of two things—whether they want to proceed
to the adoption of the Flory amendments or whether they don't

—

and that's It because we are going to have to stay to do some-
thing to clean up with we did yesterday afternoon before wn go

to another different set of amendments that won't blend into

what we presently liave before us,

Se na to r l)e B 1 ie ux

.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, the reason I was just kind of.. ..the reason I was

objecting to this procedure is Mr. Dennery has had his amendments
filed for days and he told us, even before we came upon this

proposal, that he was going to propose those amendments. We

had copies of them; we knew what they were....

MR. HENRY
Mr. Arnette, all I'm trying to do is assure that we proceed
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in an orderly fashion, as logically as possible, and as smoothly

as possible. It seems that there's a great deal of confusion

before this body right now and if taking a five-minute recess

to let folks read these amendments will expedite our proceedings,

I don't see any reason not to do It. So, we will stand at ease

for five minutes.

Recess

to remember those times, will remember this well. 1 cannot

emphasize too much to you that the two prime important factors

in a true civil service merit system of public employment are

an independent commission, completely independent, and a strong

political activities prohibition. I urge you to vote against

Mr. Flory's amendments.

Questions

\_Motion withdrawn.}

Further Discussion

MR. DENNERY
Delegates to the convention, I appear before you for the

purpose of opposing the adoption of Mr. Flory's Amendments Nos.

1 and 2, which are before the house at this time. 1 will not

repeat all of the arguments 1 made yesterday. But, I would

point out to you several things. In the arguments that were

made in support of Mr. Flory, much was said about the flexibility

of civil service in Louisiana. Much was said about the advantages

of permitting the legislature by a two-thirds vote to bring this

state up to date as far as personnel practices were concerned.

Now, I feel much In the same light—and I hope you don't think

I'm blowing my own horn—as did Mr. Monday Lowe the other day

when he told you that he considered himself to have some exper-

tise when it came to accounting and to pension problems. I

feel the same way with regard to civil service. I would point

out to you that the flexibility of personnel practices has never

been determined by the law as set forth In the 1952 amendment

to the constitution. But, the flexibility of personnel practices

is based solely upon the ability of the commission, the respective

coimisslons.to amend their rules which have the force and effect

of law. It is a lot simpler and a lot more flexible to permit

a commission which meets regularly every month, and can meet much

more often, if nece-sary, to amend its rules, than it would be

to await a session of the legislature, which is held normally

only for two months during every year. Furthemore, certainly,

the commission has developed a little more expertise In personnel

practices than the members of the legislature as a whole. Now,

it will be argued that this has not been proven true in practice.

Nevertheless, my amendment which will come up later provides for

a change in commissions; provides for a seven-man state commission.

Just as Mr. Flory's a:nendment does. It provides for two of the

members of that commission to be appointed by the two private

universities in this state which are predominately black. It

provides for one to be appointed 'oy the only private university

in the state which is predominately female, so that we have a

complete input from those fields into a new commission. Therefore,

it seems to me that flexibility as an argument in favor of Mr.

Flory's amendment is a false argument, a fal lacious argument

.

The two prime factors, the two prime features of the system which

we have had in Louisiana since 1952—which have established it

as one of the better if not the best state civil service system

in the United States—are the Independence to the commission

and a very strong prohibition in the constitution against political

activities. Now, the prohibitions against political activities

and the prevention of use of political pressures on employees

have been the bill of rights for the classified employees in

the state and in the city. As you were so well told by the mem-

bers of the Bill of Rights Committee, those are things which

should not be left to the legislature. Now, if you will glance

at Mr. Flory's set of second amendments which have now been circu-

lated, you will notice that he has provided for a strong political

activities prohibition—very similar; I didn't check it word for

word, but I believe very similar to the present one. However,

you should also look at his original amendment, and his original

amendment permits the amendment, repeal or other modification

of any provision of this article, not only of the portions of

the constitution which he is making statutory, but any provisions

of the Constitutional Article. He can say that the legislature

can, therefore, change the whole composition of each of these

commissions which are mentioned in here. It can completely

change the political activities prohibition. It seems to me

that it is foolish to assume that a political body is not going

to be apt to look at questions of political prohibitions when it

strikes home. The political activities prohibition must be

retained in the constitution, not subject to change by legisla-

tive action. The little Hatch Act was the state employee's and

the city employee's bill of rights. It is the act which protected

and freed these employees from the political pressures which they

underwent In years gone by. For those of us who are old enough

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Dennery, something that I have been wanting to know for

quite a long time; I had some experience with this a few years

ago: the merit system. A young lady took a test. She didn't

pass it. She got the job. It caused a lot of confusion. She

wrote a note and she said, "You've got to know where the grease

is." If I had known this was coming up, I could have brought

it and let everybody seen a copy of it. I would like to know

under that merit system, how did she get a job when she didn't

pass it, when she only said she knew where to get the grease

from?

MR. DENNERY
Mrs. Warren, without knowing all the facts invol"ed in that

case, it's impossible for me to answer it to you. However, I

can assure you that the best constitution we write will do no

good if you have people elected under it and appointed under it

who do not follow It. I don't care what you put In the consti-

tution, it's only as good as the people we elect to office, and

the people that those people appoint to office. It's up to us

as citizens of this state, to elect the proper people.

Mr. Chairman, I do not often ask for additional time. I've over-

looked one item, and 1 would appreciate about thirty seconds.

I very strongly commend to you the Projet'of the Constitution,

Volume 3, which all of you have. On page 500 and following, is

a statement by Mr. Charles E. Dunbar, Jr.,who is recognized as

the father of civil service in Louisiana. As to the reasons for

the adoption of a merit system of aonstitutional civil service,

I could not improve on Mr. Dunbar's language. He is revered in

the United States as one of the great civil service leaders of

all times. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Further Discussion

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of this convention, I

rise in support of Amendments No. 1 and 2, and I do so very mind-

ful of the fact that we need a strong, independent Civil Service

Commission in this state. I rise in the full knowledge that

men who have served on this commission have made valuable contri-

butions. But, I do not believe that any person In this room can

deny that there is great need for change on the part of this

Civil Service Commission. I do not believe that any man or

woman in this room can overlook the fact that personnel policies

are changing all over this country, and that the central question

before us today is not whether or not the governor is going to

make appointees to this commission because I believe that that

rather simple question can be solved by way of the amendments

offered. I do not believe that tiie question is whether or not

the new structure, as suggested by this amendment, is going to

return the civil service structure to the old Spoils System

because I don't believe that anyone in this room can believe

that that can ever happen in Louisiana c.gain. I think the

central question before us and one that I would ask that you

would consider at this time is: what kind of civil service

structure can we provide that will be responsive to the needs

of civil service in this state? What kind of structure will

respond to the needs of the people who are working for state

agencies all over this great state in which we live? I stand

here today to tell you that people all over this state are

saying, people who work at civil service are saying to me as

I tiilk to them that the present Civil Service Commission is

not responsive to their needs. I'm not talking about dismissals;

I'm talking about the day-to-day decisions that this commission

makes that affects the life, the bread and butter and the future

of these people who work for state agencies. That's what I'm

talking about. Mr. Dennery' s correct when he says that it Is

Impossible for the legislature or for any court to make the

decisions so needed, that it is necessary and important that

the commission is able to make the decision. He Is correct.

The decisions must be made on a day-to-day basis by the Civil

Service Commission. That's why the structure that we include

in this constitution is so important. That's why I am supporting
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this amendment; because I believe that the structure that is

provided by this amendment will allow us to make the kind of

day-to-day decisions that will redound to the benefit of this

state in terms of the people having greater faith and having
some belief that the Civil Service Coraaission is going to

act in their interest. Now, I'm not suggesting at all that
the men who have served are not honorable because they are.

But, I am suggesting to you that oftentimes, many times, people
who are civil servants believe that the. ..or fail to ; .-. ierstand
the rulings and the rules and the policies and the procedures
of the Civil Service Conmission. So, I believe that it's

necessary that we change the structure, that we change it in

the light of the new personnel practices and policies that
are so prevalent across this country. Yesterday, I heard
someone suggest that people aren't concerned, that people aren't

asking about civil service, that they aren't concerned about
changes, that they aren't really clamoring that we make changes.
I would ask that those of us who serve in this Constitutional
Convention would turn your most sensitive ear to the thousands
of people who have been denied the opportunity for jobs in

state agencies. I would ask that you turn your most sensitive
ear to those dedicated civil servants who feel—maybe not rightly
so, but who deep in their heart feel— that the Civil Service
Conmission has not acted in their best interest. I ask you

to turn your most sensitive ear to the fact that as long as a

large segment of people in this state feel that they are not
a part and parcel of a powerful structure like the Civil Service
Commission, that this state is not going to move ahead. I ask
you to listen to the voices that cry out today for representa-
tion, for someone to be there to at least interpret to them. .

.

to the people who make the decisions, their hopes and their
aspirations. That's not happening today. As long as we have
a large segment of our population not believing in a powerful
structure such as the Civil Service Commission, this state is

not going to move ahead, and it's not going to serve well all
of the people. It is important that we make a change. It is

important that we move ahead. It is important that we have
representation on the Civil Service Commission—representation
for all people, representation that people can believe in. That's
why it's necessary to have representation from some of the public
colleges. I had no argument—and I am a strong supporter of
private education; try to make some contributions to it every day
But, most of the private colleges in this state...

Most of the private colleges in this state and in this nation
are restrictive, and are desiring to exclude. While they serve
a great and noble purpose, I think we are talking about the
people of this state receiving representation from a structure
that they will have some input in... that they will have some
volce^ in; that they will have some power over—power in terms
of making some determination about their destinies. Ladies and
gentlemen, this is a crucial decision. It's a crucial decision
for this state. It's a crucial decision for this convention.
More importantly. It's a crucial decision for the future. It's
a crucial decision for democracy. Whether or not we're going
to democratize this structure, rests heavily with your decision.
I would ask that you would vote in favor of these amendments
because I believe that these amendment democratizes this commis-
sion in a manner that it's not had before. I believe that this
amendment will restore the integrity to this commission that
is so vitally needed. I believe that these amendments will
restore our confidence and belief and faith on the part of
civil servants all over this state in order that their morale
can be lifted, and they can better serve the people of this state,
and we can get the full benefit of the tax dollars expended
by way of salaries. I would urge your support of these amend-
ments.

Questions

MR. ROEMER

Alphonse,! listened as carefully as I could to your speech,
and you made some statements that I'd like you to explain. They
sound good, but I don't understand them. For example, you said,
"We will never return in this state to the Spoils System," On
what do you base that feeling?

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, I base it, Mr. Roemer, on the simple fact that I do

not believe that the media will allow this state to return to
the yesteryears. I do not believe that the people of this state
will stand idly by and allow us to misuse civil servants. I think
that the past events, that the whole inertia that we have in terms
of public life now, is so intent that no one can escape the scrutiny
of the people. So, therefore, I do not believe that it Is possible
for the Spoils System to return to this state.

MR. ROEMER
Well, m^ybe you and I disagree on what the Spoils System is.

Would you agree that the Spoils System is any system for the
selection of people based on anything other than their merit,
that is, friendship, color, location, anything else?

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, I think that that's part of a Spoils System, and I do

not believe that this amendment would permit that.

MR. ROEMER
It looks like to me it institutionalizes that. The second

question is. .

.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, we disagree.

MR. ROEMER
...you say there are new personnel practices in America that

we have to be cognizant of. What are those new personnel practices?

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, I think that we could stand here for hours, Mr. Roemer,

and talk about them. But, I think that, for example, the whole
business of how we select individuals. .. the whole testing procedures
ought to be reevaluated as it relates to civil service. I think
that the whole business ... .of seniority , while I know it's sacred
to some individuals in this room, I think that we need to take
a new look at it in some cases and in some of the categories.
I think that the oral devices used by the civil service coinnission
are not related and not relevant, and ought to be placed under
some new scrutiny. I can go on and on, but that's the kind of
vein in which I was addressing myself.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I have one final question. I don't want to be argumen-

tative, and I won't. My final question is: what is the job of
civil service? Is it not.. -it's not to appoint people; isn't it
just to test and certify them?

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, as I appreciate the function, Mr. Roemer, it is to

administer the personnel policies for civil servants. It's
certainly, . .that 's certainly a part of it—testing, but I

don't think that that's the full extent, as I appreciate it,...
the extent of the responsibility of the Civil Service Commission.

MR. ROY

Mr. Jackson, do you realize and do you know that the civil
Sarvice Commission not only makes its own rules, but also inter-
prets its own rules, and that the Supreme Court of Louisiana,
nor the legislature, can by any vote. . .excuse me... the legislature
cannot tamper with any rule that it makes?

MR. A. JACKSON
I'm very much aware of that, and that was the basis of my

statement when I said that it is so Important that we have a
Civil Service Commission that reflects the interests of the
people because this commission makes day-to-day decisions.

MR. ROY
Do you also realize, though, that the legislature, by a

simple majority vote, can reverse or change a ruling of the
Supreme Court of Louisiana as long as it was not based on a
constitutional interpretation of the Louisiana Constitution?

MR. A. JACKSON
Yes.

MR. ROY
Can you rationalize in your own mind how the legislature

may change the decision of a body of seven lawyers and judges
who are the Supreme Court of this state, and yet, is not by
any vote, allowed to change the ruling or the decision of a
body of five people which is appointed by a closed set of
institutions?

MR. A. JACKSON
Oh, I think it's unfortunate, but as I Indicated earlier,

this is a very powerful, powerful structure in this state. As
I indicated to someone last evening, if I had my choice, and
somebody wanted to give me something, I would ask for civil
service.

[2621]
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Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I am in complete agreement with

Mr. Dennery, and in complete disagreement with Representative
Jackson. In my opinion, the purpose of this amendment is to
correct inequities which are said to exist. I realize. that
there are inequities and that we should correct them. But, to
jeopardize our civil service system is not the answer. There
are two basic criticisms: one, the state police do not receive
the same supplementary pay as sheriffs and their deputies, and
municipal police; and two, black universities are not listed
among those to recommend names for the Civil Service Commmisslon.
I cannot agree chat a complete change is going to bring a new
light to Louisiana, or improve anything. Of course, it may.
It equally may bring the taster. As you know, I introduced
Delegate Proposal No. 1, to correct the first, and will offer
an amendment at the proper time to assure fair treatment for
the state police. I certainly think the black universities
should be added to the list of colleges to recommend names for
the commission. However, I am unwilling to jeopardize civil
service to accomplish the above purposes, or to vest control
in one area of this state, or to give control to the governor.
It is said that we should trust the legislature. If we really
trust the legislature, will someone be so kind as to tell me
why the proposed constitution is so long, and so much detail is
included? CP26, CP7, the Bill of Rights, Local and Parochial
Governments and others—it is apparent that we trust them
when it serves our purpose, and don't when it does not. Check
the voting records, delegates. I don't trust the legislature
in this area. I'm frank about it, and I intend being a member
in 1976. The Civil Service Coramission~yes, I'm brazen—the
Civil Service Commission, as set up in the Flory amendment,
gives control to the governor. If the governor cannot control
LSU or Southern, then he certainly cannot control Southeastern
and Nlcholls.We should let those colleges recommend. South
Louisiana is ignored. Again, it is argued that we are reducing
the length of the constitution. Who's kidding who? We have
reduced nothing, for the amendment incorporates by reference
Article XIV, Section 15 of the constitution by stating this:
"Except as may be inconsistent with the provisions of this
article, all of the provisions of Article XIV, Section 15 of

the Constitution of 1921, providing for a system of classified
civil service for the state and for cities are hereby retained
and continued in force, and effect." Constitutional status
is, therefore, given to that provision. We have not reduced
the length or pages

.

But, we will be adopting one of the chief defects of the
'21 Constitution—incorporation by reference. Also, it is

contended that the two-thirds vote will be difficult to obtain.
It is apparent that we have forgotten the lessons of history.

By a little sugar, the governor has obtained a two-thirds vote
for taxes. Earl K. Long and Jimmy Davis obtained the two-thirds
easily to remove able officials from office because they differed
from them. Two members removed by a two-thirds vote, sit in this
convention, delegates. I watched legislatures and governors
from behind the scenes for over twelve years, and we kid only
ourselves if we do not accept facts. There is argument about
the attitude of sixty thousand state employees. All are guessing.
I add mine, I say the state employees would defeat this amend-
ment three to one, and if it weren't for a possible pay raise
for the state police, they'd defeat it by three to one. Are
you willing to jeopardize your security, state employees, for a
possible salary increase? The political history of this state
indicates it would be most unwise. It is said that the Shreve-
port Times and the Shreveport Journal are unfair to us. The
Journal stated that we vould need three conventions to draft
an acceptable constitution. I'm beginning to believe them. I

have no reason to love the press, delegates, for they endorsed
my opponent and actively fought me, and they will do it again.
I never have received fair treatment from the press, and do not
expect it. However, .. .and the press can't beat me, incidentally.
However, the press is influential on the issues. All the press
will need is this amendment, with a coalition of interest groups
passing it, to have a field day. I can justify my "no" vote. I

hope, delegates, that you can defend your "yes" vote, if you
have a political future because your opponents will call your
record to the attention of the people, as I have every intention
of calling the vote of my legislative opponents in 1975. I beat
every interest group represented in this convention, the governor,
and the press, and three defeated candidates; and I'll do it
again in 1975. I urge you to reject the amendment, and let us
correct the inequities. Of course, they exist. I want to correct
them, as we consider the committee proposal on civil service.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[2622]
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MR. JENKINS
Mr, Chairman, there was some discussion yesterday about

what happened In 1948, and whether or not civil service could
have been changed by a two-thirds vote or a majority vote. I've
since checked, and found that at that time. It took a two-thirds
vote to change it. Of course, you know what happened; the
two-thirds vote was easily gotten by Earl Long in his first
session there, and civil service was gutted. Let m^ give you a
good example of what we're going to face if this convention
ignores history, ignores politics and goes along and returns
to that system, just like happened in 1948 when the legislature
could have changed it by a two-thirds vote. 1 want to call your
attention to this morning's Times Picayune , the news article on
the front page: "Civil service's fate undecided." Now, this
is a news article, and I want you to consider the first paragraph,

"Baton Rouge, Louisiana. CC73 trembled on the brink, Thursday
night of leaving the fate of civil service to the whim of the
legislature, which a quarter of a century ago destroyed it."
Now, that's what the news articles say. You wait till the edi-
torial writers get a hold to it. You just wait for that. Ladies
and gentlemen, we can't go back, when you talk about basic reforms
in this state, the reasons that held true then are just as true
today. The political tendencies of politicians to want jobs
and Influence over public employees is just as true today as
they ever were, and they always will be. Now, look at the
appointments in this amendment: one from Southern, one from
LSU, as well as the two from the governor, or two elected

—

whatever it may be. Will the governor control that appointment
from LSU and Southern? Well, already, there Is considerable
influence. You may remember that when the last vacancy occurred
on the Civil Service Commission, Covernor Ldwards demanded that
the president of LSU submit the name of a black as one of his
three nominees. A black was indeed named. Now, T don't know
whether that was coincidence, or not. But, it could have been
bowing to pressure. Now, tliat's what the LSU Board of Supervisors
does . It has fourteen-year terms now. Perhaps, there is some
control and influence over the LSU president right now. What
will happen when you have six-year terms or four-year terms
for members of the LSU Board? I don't know. Now, not that we
shouldn't have qualified blacks on this commission; certainly,
we sliould. We should have qualified people on this commission
at all points. That's why 1 think that we should go along with
Mr. Uennery, and have the president of Dlllard University, and
the president of Xavier submit nominations. But, 1 don't want
to see any system whereby the governor can put pressure on
presidents of public colleges and universities to choose the
sort of appointees that he might want.

MK. HENKY
Would you yield to a question?

MR. JENKINS
No, I've got some other things to say. Now, you notice the

civil service provision in the present constitution is long.

That's true. So what? Has it been the focus of a lot of amend-
ments? Had there been countless amendments on the ballot amend-
ing the civil service provisions in our 1921 Tonst i tut ion? No.

It hasn't been tampered witli at all. The amendments have been
in other areas. There's been no demand on the part of the legis-
lature or the public to change the civil service system. The
only time there was an amendment was last year to add Dillard
and Xavier, and that was defeated. I think it should be done,
anyway. But, I think clearly there's no need to change our basic
system. Now, look at the politics, If you would, for just a

minute. I think this convention has done a pretty good job
so far—writing a basic document and accommodating the interests
of all the people of this state. Think how many votes this

constitution is going to gain for it if we emasculate civil

service, or leave it up to the legislature to do that. How
many will we gain? I submit, not one, not one, not one. If

we do this, though, we have an opportunity to lose thousands and

thousands and thousands of votes for what would otherwise be a

pretty good document. Let me read you some things. We got a
memo back In March of this year. A little pamphlet sald,"Clvll
service must be protected." It was from the chairman of the
Louisiana State Personnel Council, the president of the Louisiana
Chapter of the International Personnel Management Association,
and the chairman of the Civil Service Liason Committee. It

said this: " The greatest safeguard for the preservation of
the merit system is, of course, its perpetuation through embodi-
ment in the state's constitution. Experience has bitterly

demonstrated that where a merit system Is established in the
form of a legislative act, it continuously deteriorates from
weakening amendments which are often adopted during times of
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political tensions, and for reasons not clearly logical or

pertinent to the achievement of good government. On the other

hand, a system whose basic and vital provisions are firmly

entrenched in the constitution, will survive the periodic attempts

to frustrate the principle of merit in public employment through

the hurried adoption of unsound and ill-fostered, disabling

and crippling legislative amendments. Likewise, when the

civil service system, as provided for in the constitution, it

can better be defended and protected by the courts, and of

course, by the people themselves, for it is the people who

decide whether or not they want such a system, in the first

place. Of course, even the author of this amendment, I think,

should recognize the dangers in it. 1 quote for you. The Spokesman
,

a newsletter from the Society of Louisiana Public Employees, of

August, 1973, it quoted Delegate Gordon Flory. It said this:

On April 11, Delegate Gordon Flory an AFL-CIO official and

member of the subcornmittee, stated that "We'll be making a

real serious mistake if we were to radically change civil

service as it now is contained in the present constitution.

We would run the chance of defeating the whole constitution."

I think one of the arguments being raised by a number of

our black delegates here is a fallacious one, and 1 want to

talk about it.

Many politicians have used civil service as a scapegoat to

deny jobs to our black citizens. They have said,"Civil service

won't allow you to be hired," when it wasn't civil service at

all. Civil service only tests and certifies the qualifications

of people. The appointments are done by other authorities,

agency heads, etc. All civil service does, insofar as

appointments of people is concerned, is test and certify the

top three; that's all it does. Now, earlier this year Governor

Edwards requested that the Civil Service Commission allow select-

ive certification of certain black app]icants for certain civil

service jobs, and what he meant by that was that he wanted the

Department of Education to go out and hire scores of people

based primarily on race, not on the fact of whether or not

they had scored in the top three on the test. He requested

this, appeared before the Civil Service Commission. Now,

the Civil Service Conmission rejected his request, and Harry

A. Johnson, Jr., the Chairman of the CommisBion, sent him a

letter. I want to read a little bit from that letter about

what he said. He said—and this was to Governor Edwards

—

"The problem faced by Superintendent Michot is one which is

neither new or unique. In response to the problem the Department

of Civil Service recommended and the Civil Service Commission

adopted the following rule"—which he spelled out. He said*

"You have suggested in your letter, as you did in your appearance

before the Commission on February 7, that we might direct the

suspension or elimination of some of the test requirements

for specific positions and the substitutions of more appropriate

requirements for these positions. Your letter of March 8 and

your statement on February 7 suggested that the Commission

should examine the tests being administered by the Department

of Civil Service to determine whether they are adequately

job oriented. On that occasion you posed the rhetorical

question, 'What difference does it make if a clerk typist

knows the names of the first five presidents of the United
States?' And the implication fairly to be drawn from that

question is that the test for clerk-typist qualification con-

tained such a question." Now, Mr. Johnson in his letter said,

"No such question nor any similar question appears on that or

any other examination administered by the Department of Civil

Service. Rather, we have carefully reviewed a substantial

number of the examinations which are administered by the

Department of Civil Service, and we declare emphatically that

we are satisfied that these examinations are job oriented and

professionally constructed fairly to test the qualifications
of persons seeking employment in the state service. These
examinations have repeatedly met the criteria of federal agencies,

which inquire into such matters. The examinations are under

continuous review, and where needed, revision. These examinations
are not theoretical. Their content is determined in large measure
by what the supervisory personnel in the various state agencies
outline to the Department of Civil Service as the requirements
of knowledge and skill in persons who are to perr'orm a specific

needed function. V He goes on; he says ,"The crit.' cism that these
examinations reflect , cultural or racial bias, is a broad and
sweeping charge completely lacking in specification. Our review

of those examinations searched for any such bias, and in this

the Commission had the assistance and counsel of the most

capable black member appointed by you, W, S. Finister, Jr.

This review did not reveal any such bias, and if anyone will

specify in what way any examination does reflect such bias,

you can be assured that further review will be made, and if

deemed to be justifiable, appropriate action taken." Then

he discusses the rule of three which is also coming under

attack. He said,"The State Civil Service Commission has on

other occasions been urged to alter or do away with the rule

of three, and so far, they have rejected that." He says,

"The Commission adheres to the view that the State of Louisiana

is entitled to have each opening in the state service filled

by the most capable person available. Even with the rule of

three, opportunities exist for an appointing authority to m^ke

some selection based on factors other than the test,

such as interviews, etc.',' as he points out. The submission

of an entire list of eligibles...

Well, I don't want to bear on the convention. Just let me

conclude by saying thisrthat he points out that if there has

been discrimination in the hiring of blacks, it has...

Now, let me go on with what the commissioner of civil

service said. He said, "A great many black persons are

presently employed in the state service. A substantial

number of them hold responsible and well-paying jobs. To be

sure, there are not as many blacks employed as there are whites,

and there are not as many employed in the higher paying jobs, as

many would like to see. This situation has improved in recent

years, and hopefully, it will continue to improve. But, the

best interests of the State of Louisiana will not be served by

putting less qualified persons in the service in lieu of better

qualified ones, be they black or white. The public is entitled

to the best value that it can get for the tax dollar spent for

salaries." Now, then he points out, "The number of black persons

employed in the state service is not governed entirely by the

scores made on tests given by the Department of Civil Service.

Then, he points out that when civil service gave lists to an

appointing authority in which at least one black was included

on the list, forty percent of those instances resulted in a

black being appointed. Now, the average would be thirty-three

and a third percent, but when a black was included on the list,

the average was forty percent— instead of thirty-three and a

third percent— were being appointed by the appointing authorities.

Now, he pointed out further—and I'm going to paraphrase it a

little bit— that the problem, if it existed, has been essentially

on the appointing authorities, not on civil service, and altering

the makeup of civil service will not change that. But, he adds

this—and after some lengthy, statistical information—"We do

not consider that this whole problem is a mere matter of statistics,

but we feel that you should be made aware that many eligible blacks,

certified by the Department of Civil Service as qualified to hold

certain jobs, are not being appointed by the appointing authorities.

These statistics should be a clear indication that the limitations

on the employment of more blacks in the state service are not

being imposed by the action of civil service, but by the appointing

authorities." He emphasizes "Appointment is outside the province

of civil service. It can only test and certify." Now, what are

the new personnel practices that Mr. Jackson referred to earlier? He

said "There are many new personnel practices around the nation."

The only one I can think of would be the imposition of quotas

t

which is exactly what I've been talking about— selective certi-
fication- I don't know. But, I certainly don't want to see

any system like that. I think our system has worked well in

the past in regard to civil service—maybe not the appointing
authorities—but civil service has worked well in the past.

There have been no complaints. You look around the state.

Ninety-eight percent, I'd bet you, of our civil service em-
ployees are quite well satisfied with the general makeup of

the civil service system. It will be our civil service employees,
as well as the good government groups around this state, that

get up in arms if we tamper with civil service in this constitu-
tion and leave it to the whim of the legislature.

So, I'll try Co answer some questions.

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair

Questions

MR. HAYNES
Delegate Jenkins, you refer to quotas. You've had a hundred

percent quotas all the time, and this is what you want to retain.

Am I correct in that?

MR. JENKINS
No, I don't think we've had quotas in the past, Mr. Haynes,

but I'm concerned, as you have been, about past discriminations,
most of it legal in fact....

MR. HAYNES
Could I ask you to look at the state police, and haven't

you had a hundred percent quota there?

[2623]
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MR. JENKINS
I don't know of any legal quota, Mr. Haynes, but I certainly

think that as long as we have fair testing procedures, that
test those people who come and apply—and we can't make any-
body come and apply who doesn't want to— I think that that's
the fairest, best way to get qualified people for these state
positions.

MR. HAYNES
You refer to letters from the governor. Isn't it true that

Governor McKeithen wrote a letter to the employing agencies
and to civil service some several years ago during his ad-
ministration asking that people be employed without regards
to race and other superficial factors that are barriers to
maintaining a system that keeps people from having life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, he did, Mr. Haynes. In fact this letter is very

critical of Governor McKeithen for making such requests and
then having department heads, in some cases, that did not do
that. But, that's the fault of the appointed department heads,
not civil service. Civil service doesn't make the appointments.

MR. HAYNES
It so happens that President Woodin and the black appointee,

to whom you referred, are from the same section of the state

—

from Sicily Island, as I appreciate it. Was your resentment of
the letter from the governor asking that somehow we get some
representation on this committee, or was your objection to the
fact that the governor appointed Mr. Finister, who happens to
be a black man.

MR. JENKINS
No, my objection was—and certainly not to Mr. Finister because

so far as I know he's done a fine job and has a good background.
My objection was that the governor would put, as a prerequisite to

appointing someone, a racial qualification— the fact that he
would come and say that the first thing I want is somebody of a

particular race. I think that's wrong.

MR. HAYNES
Would you say that up until that... time of that appointment

MR. JENKINS
I think the best way is to

selected private colleges to ma
that the proposal that Mr. Denn
allows for some of the colleges
past, plus St. Mary's Dominican
or all woman's college, plus Di
predominately, if not all, black
will give fair representation
member committee, and yet there
stigmas. I think a commission
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influence. I think that's the

allow presidents of certain
ke nominations of three. I think
ery will make does just that. It

that have been on there in thf
College which is a predominately
Hard and Xavier which are
colleges. I think that that
o everyone. It will be a seven
won't be any racial quotas or
like that could do a good job
rnatorial influence or legislative
best way.

MRS. WARREN
Number three: How often does a Civil Service Commission

meet now?

MR. JENKINS
How is it made up now?

MRS. WARREN
No, I said how often does it meet?

MR. JENKINS
I'm not sure about their meeting schedule, Mrs. Warren. I'm

just not sure about that.

MRS. WARREN
Is it open to the public?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, it is open to the public.

MRS. WARKEN
Thank you.

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Jenkins, are you aware of tlie fact that the testinp

companies themselves have declared that all tests—all tests

—

are culturally biased?

MR. JENKINS
Well, I'm not sure what testing companies you're talking about,

and I'm not sure....

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Jenkins, do you believe that there is any way to keep

politics out of civil service, or anything else today?

MR. JENKINS
No, I don't think there is, but I think that we can minimize it.

MRS. WARREN
Thank you. I want to save your time, now, 'cause I asked a

question. I want you to answer it.

MR. A. JACKSON
I don't care. Any that you think about or any that you're

aware of— that there is a voluminous amount of research to
substantiate. .. .are you aware that there is a ....

MR. JENKINS
No, I'm not aware of that, but if they were, I don't know

what that would prove. We live in this culture; we have to
be able to function in this culture, and we certainly want our
civil service employees to be able to function in this culture.

MR. JENKINS
Well, let me answer it. Let me answer it to my satisfaction, just

as you asked the question to your satisfaction. I don't think there
is any way to keep It out completely ,1^"^ ^ certainly think we can
minimize it. I think that in the past twenty-one years, under
the new constitutional provision, we have minimized it insofar

as we could, constitutionally. I don't want to see any revision
and reversion to former practices, which, leaving it up to the
legislature. I don't see how it can strengthen it. The only
thing it can do is deteriorate it. That's the only thing I
can see because it's about as strong as you could make a civil
service system right now.

MKS. WARREN
Number two: Wliat would you suggest that they bo, appointed

or run for it?

MR. JENKINS
I think that Mr. Dennery's proposal. .. .You talking about

commission members?

MRS. WARREN
I'm not talking about Mr. Dennery's proposal. 1 have alrt-adv

read it. I'm asking you a question, Mr. Jenkins, and I don't
want you to discuss Mr. Uennery's proposal. I'm going to get to
it when he comes to the floor. I want to know from you: how do
you suggest that we get these commissioners for civil service -

U't them run for It or let them be appointed--per iod?

MR. A. JACKSON
It proves, Mr. Jenkins, that your statement, that the tests

used by civil service are not culturally biased, is not true.
That's what it proves.

My second question is are you aware of tlie fact that in
the constitutional amendment offered that the university....
Southern University and Grambling College were included, and
that this constitutional amendment received more than forty
thousand votes? Therefore, your statement, that the changes
that included these state colleges would not get the constitu-
tion a single vote, is not true.

MR. JENKINS
No, I don*t see that, Alphonse, how it's going to get any

additional votes other than what it's going to get already.

MR. A. JACKSON
You said that it wouldn't get it a single vote, and we

had such a proposition and it received over forty thousand votes.

MR. JENKINS
Well, I don't understand what difference that makes. I

think that this constitution is— if you're talking about black
people, for example— I think this constitution is acceptable
to black people right now because it's a very liberal, pro-
gressive document.

MR. A. JACKSON
I'm not talking about black people. I'm talking about this

state. Are you aware, Mr. Jenkins, that the courts have already
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declared in several cases that the tests ought to be job

oriented?

MR. JENKINS
Well, that's exactly the way these civil service tests are;

is job oriented.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, why is it that they have declared that many of the

tests used by employing agencies aren't valid instruments?

MR. JENKINS
Testing companies have so declared, in general, about all

tests, you said? Is that what you're talking about?

MR. A. JACKSON
I said the courts ha>/e declared.

MR. JENKINS
Well, I don't know what court decision you're talking about,

and how that pertains to Louisiana Civil Service.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, you must be aware of the chicken-plucking case?

MR. WEISS
Delegate Jenkins, would you not say that there is considerable

confusion in the minds of some delegates as to the definition of

the civil service system, which is a merit system—not a quota

system. Would you elaborate on the difference between a quota

system and a merit system as it pertains to the Civil Service Act?

MR. JENKINS
Well, I think any system, other than one based on merit, would

be a return to the spoils system because it would be a means of

rewarding people for past political support or hoping that they

will support you in the future. I think that that's what the

great reform of the civil service system in this state amounted

to, and I think any retreat from the concept of a merit system

would be definitely a reversion to the spoils system, whatever

current guise it may be under.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Madam Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I spoke at length yesterday, and I'm going to try not to repeat
myself. But, I am so thoroughly convinced, firmly and honestly
convinced that this amendment will do more harm to more people
and to this proposed constitution than any other amendment
presented to this convention by destroying the very foundation
on which our present merit system is founded. Any true merit
system must of necessity be based on competitive examinations,
ability to perform, fairly and impartially administered, re-
moved as far as possible from political influence and any
outside pressure. This amendment does not adhere to this
basic philosophy. You will no doubt recall at about the time
this convention started practically every major newspaper in

this state vigorously and staunchly supported our present merit
system editorially. There were a lot of editorials. Unfortunately,
I went off and left some of these editorials that I would like to

present to you today, but they were good ones, and they staunchly
supported our present merit system. Every state —now, Mr. Jackson,
I'm going to direct this remark primarily to you—every state
civil service employee, without exception, that I have talked to,

has asked me to support the present provision that they know
provides the protection they desire, they deserve and need to

assure them of their rights. These people that took these state
jobs have applied themselves— they have paid into the retirement
system—have a right to expect to draw their retirement pay when
they have earned it and to live in comfort. They do not want
to take. ... they, when I say... I don't claim to represent every
employee in this state; don't misunderstand me. But every
single one that has talked to me wants to keep this present
merit system that we have to assure them of this retirement that
they have earned. That is without exception. Now, Mr. Jackson
made the statement earlier—and I don't question his integrity

—

but he says we will never return to the spoils system. I truly
and honestly feel that this is the first step, that this amendment
will provide the first step for this return. We can only judge
the future by the past, and it's often been said that history
repeats itself. Now, in 19A0 they pressed. .. almost the same
provision that's in the present constitution was put in the
constitution at that time, and they had practic.illy the same
provision that Mr. Flory has in his amendment— that by two-

thirds of the vote that it could be amended or changed. In

1948 they did just exactly that thing. They did not repeal
it, but they butchered it up so bad the cats wouldn't have it,

and at a subsequent special session, it was abolished. Mr.

Dunbar, the father of civil service in this state, didn't even

object to it because it had been so badly butchered up by this

same two-thirds vote of the legislature. Please keep that in

mind. We have no assurance, Mr. Jackson, that that can't

happen again, and I do believe that this amendment clearly
provides the vehicle by which it can be done. Now, ladies
and gentlemen, if you listen to nothing else that I say today,

I want you to hear this. Each time the people of this state
have had an opportunity to express themselves about our merit
system, they have voted overwhelmingly in favor of it—each time
overwhelmingly in favor of it. I believe that today they would
give it even a stronger vote, for civil service has proven that
it is successful. It's good for the employees of the state

—

all the employees of the state that are under civil service

—

and it's good for the State of Louisiana as a whole. It saves
the state money. It is not, as I said yesterday, going to do
away with all the deadhead jobs. I don't believe we'll ever...
those of us in here will ever see the time that there will
not be some. But, it has greatly reduced the number of dead-
head jobs.

Finally, I'm going to ask you to remember this—and the

reason I point this out, and the only reason— I despise any

politician's effort to capitalize on the racial issue for

political achievement. Now, I still am bitterly opposed to

any attempt to do that. I just want to call your attention

to the fact that we came here to write one constitution

for all of the people of this state—not for blacks, not for

whites, but for all the people of this state. Please, keep

that in mind.

Yes, ma'am. I'm ready to answer questions.

Quest ions

MRS. WARREN
It's a quick question, too. How many civil service em-

ployees does the news media have?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That I have no way of knowing, Mrs. Warren.
I have no way of knowing.

MRS. WARREN
Thank you. Well, I mean, they put to you what they want you

to know. That's the reason I want to know how many do they have
in their employment. They have a way of getting over to the

people, the vehicle for ^ich to get over to the people what
they want to sell—period. So, I would like to know how many
do they have? Now, I'm going to ask some of them. You see, I'm not
worried about any political career of mine. It's already made
from the beginning.

MR. HERNANDEZ
I have no idea—no way of knowing.

Thank you very much. I urge you: please, defeat this proposed
amendment. It is not good for the people of this state.

Further Di scussion

MR. STAGG
Madam Chairman, fellow delegates, I will not repeat myself

from yesterday, nor will I take the full five minutes. There
are a number of delegates who seek changes in the civil service
system of Louisiana for reasons to them that are absolutely valid.
Some of their reasons address themselves to the procedures and
the rules of the commission, which they feel to be unfair to
state employees. Their changes do not necessarily address them-
selves to the makeup or the appointment of the members. Some of
those objections are to the methods of testing, as Representative
Jackson has so eloquently stated. I'd like to repeat for emphasis
that when the Health, Education and Welfare Department of the
federal government had occasion to judge those tests—and the
makeup of HEW is well known to all of you their findings as
to those tests were not... were that they were not unfairly
drawn nor unfairly administered, and that point needs, repeatedly,
to be made. I only want to make two other very inportant points.
Yesterday, a number of delegates alluded to the power of the
governor and what this convention may have done to limit those
powers. Mr. Flory's amendment grants to him an important addition
to the powers of the office of governor. The press did adequately
report that the governor sent a letter to the president of LSU.
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To refresh your memory, that letter "suggested',' I think, to the
president of LSU that in his list of three for a new appointment
to the commission that a black be named. A list was produced
by the president of LSU. A black was included on the list; a
black was appointed to the commission, and let me say, paren-
thetically, it was high time. His name was Watson Finister,
and he's the Director of Financial Aid at Southern University,
and from all I hear, a gentleman of exceptional quality. The
point is not the qualities of Mr. Finister. The point is the
power of the governor to make the suggestion to an appointing
authority, which was instantly complied with, and you tell me

—

those of you who support Mr. Flory's position— that the governor
has no power to influence the makeup of the commission. The
point is absolutely otherwise. He has the power; he will have
further powers under the Flory amendment, and I don't believe
those powers ought to be given to any governor. The second point
I wish to make has to do with the power of the legislature— that
power in the Flory amendment which states that *'(EJ. They can
amend, repeal or otherwise modify any ... provision of Article

XIV, Section 15," or"amend or repeal or modify any provision" of
this new constitution by a two-thirds vote. I think that if
each of you would reflect on your knowledge of the history of
Louisiana for the past forty years, you will know that the adage
that says "those who do not remember the lessons of history are
conderamed to repeat them." The repetition of history of that
nature in Louisiana is not desirable to this convention or to
the people of this state. My preference would be to eliminate
all of the matter in the Flory amendment under the (3) on the
second page. As an alternative, perhaps, we might suggest to
the delegates that maybe sixty-seven members of this body would
vote to make that three-fourths of the vote of the legislature
so that they can act, but they can act only when there is a
powerfully good and adequate reason to act, and a three-
fourths vote would be required. It has been said from this
microphone or the one in Independence Hall, that if it is
not necessary to change, then it is necessary not to change.
Let us, therefore, address ourselves in this debate only to
those remedial changes that the passage of time has shown
positively to be needed. The Flory amendments are not the
answer. The Dennery amendments, with some further changes of
a minor nature, will well serve all of the people of Louisiana
and all of the employees of the people of the State of Louisiana.
Madam Chairman, whatever time 1 have, I yield back to the next
speaker.

Quest! ons

MR. AVANT
Mr. StagR, I wanted to ask this to Mr. Jenkins, and then to

Mr. Hernandez. But, I address my sole question to the so-called
extreme satisfaction of the employees in the classified service with
the system. I ask you this question. How can an employee in the
classified service publicly express his dissatisfaction with the
system, and publicly suggest changes in it, when that, in itself,
under the terms of the civil service amendment is prohibited political
activity?

MR. STACC
Mr. Avant , 1 have not, at this microphone, acclaimed the satisfaction

of the classified employees with tlie system, so that question is not
properly directed to me. But, in asking your question, you raised the
point tliat the dissatisfaction of the employees expressed in a public
manner would be a violation of the political activity clause of the
present constitution. That's why this convention Is here, Mr. Avant.
A number of civil service employees can contact the delegates that
represent them. I don't believe that that's a prohibited activity for
one citizen to suggest to another who happens to be a delegate to this
convention that there are needed changes tiere.

I believe the state employees who have a difference with the way
civil service Is being carried on in this state have adequate representa-
tives in this chamber at these desks. I wouldn't want an adequate

—

more adequate cliairman, or champion, than Mr. Jackson who's on his seat
with his microphone in his hand speaking on behalf of the public employees
of this state—be they black or white. Chris Roy, who handles civil
service cases before the commission is an adequate speaker on behalf of
tlie people that are In this classified service.

Neither of those gentlemen would he violating the civil service law
by so speaking.

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Stagg, did the appointment of Mr. Finister in any way diminish

or Jeopardize the Civil Service Commission?

MR. STACC
In no way

.

MR. A. JACKSON
Thank you, sir.

MR. STACC
In no way. I'm going to further answer It to sav, in case you

missed what I said a while ago, it was high time that a black was a
member of the Civil Service Commission. My point was that the governor
used the power of his office to put him there. That was what I thought
was an inadequate circumstance, not Mr. Finister. He is totally
qualified from all I can understand.

MR. A. JACKSON
Was there any other vehicle for a black t„ get appointed at that

time?

MR. STAGG
I should have hoped that one of the appointing authorities

whether it were Dr. Woodin, or any of the other appointing authorities,
would be as sensitive to that problem as you have caused this convention
to be, and would have acted in a responsible manner on his own motion
without having to be kicked in the tail to do it by the governor.

MR. A. JACKSON
It's unfortunate that I haven't had the opportunity to work on

them to the extent that I have on some of these.

Further Discussion

MR. FULCO
Madam Chairman and fellow delegates, I only want to briefly

comment on some of the comments that have been made before this mike
this morning. I may touch on a variety of things very briefly. If
you will just be patient.

Now, I've been a strong supporter of civil service throughout mv
many years, not only in the legislature, but also In government. That
goes back, perhaps, forty years. Civil service should be a strong
vehicle for the good of the employees of the state. It should be
strong for the good of the state. I know something about the spoils
system. I saw it work.. I was old enough to see it in action. Surely
it was chaotic. It was tragic. But, I'll tell you one thing. I don't
think that will ever come about again in the future. The people of
today— the minds of today, the influence of today, the press, th-» media

—

will not permit it to come. The good government, the good people of
the state will not permit it to come about. Just like we have not
permitted a lot of things to come about that are not in keeping .... that
are in keeping with the spoils system.

-Now, the two-thirds vote is good for taxes, but, it's not good
for civil service. If, in principle, I can't see any difference. I

think if it's good for.. ..as an anti-tax measure, I think It's good as
anti-violence to the civil service program. Now, if it still isn't
satisfactory, I would favor, personally, anyone submitting an amendment
to make it three-fourths, or even, submitting, or making changes by
a constitutional amendment. I would gr for either of those amendments,
or for both.

i^ow, I wanted to comment, we've heard so.... many delegates—and
not so many—some delegates get before this microphone and tell you
about what's going to happen to the constitution when it's presented
to the people for a vote because of what they are displeased about in
certain articles that we have already adopted. We've found that when
we were discussing the Bill of Rights that the sections of the Bill of
Right—certain sections—would definitely kill the convention. If

there were— if certain sections were adopted, some of the
speakers made the statement that they would definitely fight the
constitution. Some of those same people have made the same remarks
concerning other articles of this constitution. So, I only wanted
to say that they're not ... .because they feel themselves as experts,
or the authorities, they can anticipate the outcome of the constitution.
Now, if anyone will kill the constitution—which. In my judgment, will
be better than what we've got, and should be passed by the people and
recommended that it be passed by the people— then, they are the delegates
themselves

.

I just wanted to make these few brief comments, but let you know,
too, that as far as the matter before the House is concerned, I will
vote my own conviction as I see it. ...not because of being Influenced
by anyone. Thank you.

Quest ions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Fulco, I'm concerned about your logic on the issue of the

press and the people not allowing the gutting of the Civil Service
System. Would you agree that under the Flory amendment, this is
a possibility, because there's no prohibition against many of the
protections that should be there?
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MR. FULCO
As far as the opinion of the press, or as far as the opinion of

the Individual is concerned, I respect that person's opinion. I

respect the opinion of the press. But still, I have a right to my
own. In my judgment, I will determine that when the time comes. I

don't know whether we'll gut it or not. My observation of certain
sections of the amendments, of certain paragraphs of the amendments
right now, is that some are good, and some are bad. I will vote
for the one that I think is good, and not vote for the ones that I

think are bad. But, it will be, in my opinion, in my vote, as to
whether or not I would consider it gutted or not.

MR. LANIER
The point I'm getting to, Mr. Fulco, is why should we take a

chance on a possibility when there is absolutely no possibility of
this happening under Mr. Dennery's proposal.

MR. FULCO
Well, that's your opinion, Walter.

I have a right to my own, too.

I respect your opinion. But,

MR. SMITH
Mr. Fulco, why do you think the legislature, by two-thirds vote

should have a right to do away with this civil service in fact,
that's what they would do, don't you think, if ?

MR. FULCO
No, I definitely do not think, Jasper, that it would do away with

civil service. I don't think anything anybody will do will do away
with civil service. I think there are enough good people left who
appreciate the value of civil service, who will always protect that.

MR. SMITH
Don't you think if we came up with a good civil serv ce—Mr. Dennery's

amendment, say—and put it in the constitution, why should it need any
changing? Why should ... .don' t you think. ...let legislature having
the right to two-thirds vote to change it would probablv gut the whole
thing?

MR. FULCO
No more than I think it's going to pass. And speaking of the two-

thirds vote, the only way we've ever.... the legislature will ever get
a two-thirds vote against a good and honorable and just issue, will be
at the cost— financial cost—of the state government. It will be
trading projects for a vote. That's the only way. Of course, it can
happen even in a three-fourth vote.

MR. SMITH
Well, don't you think it's easy to get a two-thirds vote. It's

been done in taxes in this administration, and the last administration,
if we get enough power behind it ,it can be done.

MR. FULCO
Well, if we are going to judge the future by the past, then yes.

It can be done. But, I don't think you can necessarily Judge the
future any longer by the past. This is a new world—a new day, a new
era—we're living in.

MR. SMITH
Well, why should we leave It to the legislature to change it?

Why shouldn't we pass a good one here, put it in the constitution,
and get the.... let the legislature go on to other matters ... .not civil
service?

MR. FULCO
Because, Jeff, 1 rather trust the representatives of the people,

the legislature, than five men who could really create catastrophe in
the rules of the civil service.

KR. ROY
Mr. Fulco, I don't know If Mr. Lanier or Mr. Smith have bothered

to read the latest Amendment No. 7 by Mr. Flory, but it says unequivocally,
that the legislature may not change any provision herein set forth with
respect to the state or any city civil service commission covered by
this section. Now, doesn't that mean that to make any changes of anything
we do here today in this article, that we do, that it will take a
constitutional amendment to do it?

MR. FULCO
As I understand the amendment, it will not permit the abolishment

of the Civil Service Commission. But, of course, two-thirds votes can
change your rules.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. WILLIS
Madam Chairman—Chairperson—and fellow delegates, I hope that time

has made more converts to reason, and that time can bring about todav
what reasoning could not yesterday. Reasoning is useless where all is
a dream. The amendments we have under consideration supplant a
committee proposal by a member of that committee and some others after
the proposal is submitted. What must that Indicate? The skill to
propose what will not happen does not give me sufficient assurance when
it could happen under these amendments. It's tantamount to promising
me a bridge where there is no river. General Science teaches us that
a lot of charcoal and a most precious diamond are made of the same thing

—

carbon. The only difference between them is the arrangement of their
atoms. Political Science teaches us that we must have civil service in
our constitution—experience does likewise. But, it most certainly
cannot be re'rarding if the service is uncivil, and because of disservice
—and becomes disservice because it is political and partial—we must
never forget that we must never say never unless we say never. What
we are partially told by this amendment Is not the full explanation of
its length, breadth, and depth. As we courageously fight this battle
of time, our purpose must be pure. This amendment establishes seven
members, four of whom you know what, and four of whom is a majority

—

fight to arithmetically say. What is not so trite to say is that no
man Is sagacious or good enough to be trusted with unlimited power.
The goat of the power, the more dangerous the abuse, only founded on
folly, the folly of this amendment, can this power cone to be. I tell
you that I am not for one for the money, two for the show, three to

get ready, and four to go. I am for defeat of this amendment, and
deliberation on either the Dennery or De Blieux amendments because
this amendment allows termination of civil service by a cattle-like
vehicle towards the spoils system by other than the people who are
going to establish this constitution.

Thank you. Madam Chairman.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Willis, you mentioned in your opening remarks about building

a bridge where there was not any water.

MR. WILLIS
No.... where there was no river, madam, you didn't

MRS. WARREN
No river. No river. ... that 's what I'm trying to say. Thank you

for helping me out.
Don't you think that if the people in the time of Noah had of

built a bridge, or a boat where there was no river, some of them would
have been saved?

MR. WILLIS
Madam, in the time of Noah, as I am apprised in the Bible, there

would have been no shores upon which to rest either end of that bridge.

MR. STAGC
in your remarks you said that charcoal and diamonds are made of

the same substance.

MR. WILLIS
Carbon. Yes. General Science tells us that. I can't prove it.

MR. STAGG
Is it not heat and pressure that changes carbons to diamonds? Isn't

that some of what's happening on this floor today?

MR. WILLIS
How so eloquent you put it, and scientifically so —and political

scientifically so.

MR. FLORY

Following Mr. Stagg's question and your answer aboyt the pressure
upon the carbon in making the expensive gem of a diamond, isn't it
true that after that pressure's applied, it's far more valuable?

MR. WILLIS
Well, the value very well may be there. I'm not conversant with

the value of the one vis-a-vis the other. However, it Cakes a
considerable amount of time to convert carbon to a diamond. It takes
a lot of pressure and a lot of heat—ages. It ain't done by revolution
—evolution.
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MR. ROY
Mr, Willis, I'm really enjoying all of this ... .these hyperboles

that Mr. Stagg and you have been getting into. But, I really think

that one of the issues you made is very serious. You said that the

where you have absolute power that that, you know, that corrupts

almost absolutely. Then one person should run the show. Right?

MR. WILLIS
No, I didn't say that. I can repeat what I said, if you want me

to.

MR. ROY
Well, let me, then, say, what I thought you said.

In other words. .

.

MR. WILLIS
I can't think for you....

MR. ROY

I 'm glad you don't

.

In other words, your point I thought you were making was that you

felt that a five man commission would be better if it's completely

disassociated from any pressure or heat from the governor.

MR. WILLIS
No, my point is that—and I say it with. ...try to arithmetically

say— Is that four is the majority of seven, and that I made no mention

about my preference with respect to seven or five. It makes no

difference to me. There can be nine.

MR. ROY
Well, then, what you are saying, is that you'd rather have seven

people rule on something, maybe, than two-thirds of a hundred and five

or two-thirds of a hundred and thirty-nine. You think that that's

a better— that just because you have four of seven, that we should

accept their judgment better than, maybe, two-thirds of a hundred and

thirty-nine— a hundred and forty-four, rather?

MR. WILLIS
Where is the hundred forty-four?

MR. ROY
One hundred and five members in the House, and thirty-nine in the

Senate is one hundred and forty-four. I would think that a hundred

and forty-four minds a lot of times Is better than four out of seven

minds

.

MR. WILLIS
I understand that. Rut, then, if you project your principle, let

me say tha,t three million Is much better than a hundred forty-four.

The first three words of the constitution are "We, the people", and

that's what 1 like.

Further Di scus s i on

MR. ROEMER
I might say at the onset that on the question of coal versus

diamonds, it depends on the time as to what the value are; and today's

energy crisis, I think coal is worth more than diamonds. I think the

whole principle that we are talking about here is that times change

and needs change. But some things remain true. I think that the one

thing that should remain true in the system of government that we have

in this state is the importance, the power, and the necessity of an

independent, efficient Civil Service System. I hope this is what we

are putting our cerebral matter to today—how best to Insure that in

the stormy months and years and decades that face us, we will continue

to have a Civil Service System that works. One that is free from the

heat of the moment, of the power of a single man. The question that

I pose in my mind the last two days of debate—and I ask here in the

few minutes that remain of this morning—what is the purpose of civil

service, and why or how has our system failed as we have it today?

I submit for your consideration that the system has not failed in

Louisiana^ but quite the contrary, has been an outstanding success.

Not in all respects, it is not perfect. It was devised and designed

by men and women and run by the same. Although we are made from Cod,

He made us with the foresight to allow us error. We have done that

in civil service. But, by and large, and day in and day out, civil

service is a source of pride to every citizen of Louisiana.

I once again quote from Marlborough, as I did some months back,

"When it's not necessary to change, it*s necessary not to change.

I don't see, and I have not heard from this podium or any other this

week, any necessity for change. So, I submit to you it's necessary

not to change our Civil Service System in Louisiana. Some say it's

failed. Why, I ask? Why do you say it's failed? Has it failed

because thera are only twenty-five percent black people in the civil

service system? Well, I ask you, would you say it was a failure if

it was seventy-five percent black? I say you wouldn't, because the
percentage of black is not important in civil service. It is the
percentage of people who deserve their job and do their job well
regardless of whether they be black or white, short or tall, or
from Bossier Parish or Calcasieu. You know that's the problem—not
what their color is, or not what school they went to, or not how '

they earned their living, or not who their parents were. Has the '

system failed because it's beyond the control of the governor? I say
no. I say that's the mark of its success. Has it failed because
the legislature cannot willy-nilly change the rule of three to that
of five? Do not forget what the purpose of civil service is. The '

most deserving person gets the job. I would rather have the top
three be considered, and the best chosen, than the top ten of the
top twenty. The system works. It works to the disadvantage of those
who are not qualified. Don't forget that; and so it ought to. It
works to the advantage of those who are qualified; and so it should.
Some people have gotten to this microphone and said we will never
return to the spoils system in Louisiana. Poppycock. What is the
spoils system? I submit to you that it's any system that selects men
and women for employment on reasons other than their service or their
ability ,to serve. That includes their geographical location; that
includes their friendship with the governor, or the commissioner of

administration; or anybody else in the administration. That includes
any quality, whether it be physical, or of their brain, or of their
spiritual matter that does not relate to the job to which they are
applying. Now, that Is the spoils system. We can go back to it in
Louisiana, You know how? Not with one job leak, but with baby steps.

Like cat feets, we creep In the fog and we wake up on a sunny day and

we have in 1980 what we had in 19A0—a system that will not work—

a

system that does not meet the needs of civil service.

An additional point was made from this mike, that is that there

are new practices of personnel In America. Well, you know what those

new practices are? They are the quota system. I submit to you that

it's no more freedom to exclude people on a basis of race, than it

is to Include people on the basis of race. Now, perhaps I'm wrong,

but that's my personal opinion, and that's why I will have to vote

against amendments like this which tamper with the overriding princlplj

of civil service; and that is that it takes the best people—the best
|

people—regardless of any other consideration.

Thank you.

Recess

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. ROY
Madam Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I just wan

to explain that I was in error when I thought that the amendments that

Mr. Flory has put on the desk were before the convention. I just doni

want to be misinterpreted and Matt Sutherland came up and said, "Man,

you're misleading." I didn't mean to. I was not paying attention.

I was upstairs talking to these kids and didn't realize that Mr. Flory

had withdrawn his motion to withdraw his amendment. So, to the extent

that I said that Mr. Flory 's amendment would provide that you could

not tamper with what we do in this article—even by a two-thirds vote—

^

and it would take a constitutional amendment, that is incorrect.

The amendments on my desk.... that we are not at that point, yet.

Mr. Bollinger showed me my error, and I just wanted to tell you that

I was not trying to mislead anybody in my questioning Mr. Fulco. Thanlj

you.

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ I was deliberating whether
to sit in my chair and be a pressurized diamond and remain so, or get
up here and allow myself to be cracked, tarnished, or what have you.
But, after ten days of the special session, let me assure you, if

pressure makes diamonds, we all became one. i

It is a difficult problem. But I think because it Is difficult,
I've decided that I should say what I believe and in hopes that It '

would help some of you in making a decision which.... I think a decision
is imminent that we make in this particular difficult problem; and
especially in lieu of the fact that there are many friends of all...,
from the firemen and police who want consideration—which I think
they should have—a number of the state police are back here looking
for considerations, and I think that they should have. Certainly I

believe that the civil service, as we have known it In this state over
the past years, has worked. I believe it has worked well. Let me
tell you from a personal standpoint, and I would venture to say
that any legislator that got before you today, or had the opportunity
to get before you, would say the same thing. If there Is one agency
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in this state that I . as a senator, and this is my twelfth year—or

going on twelfth year—has not been able to tamper with, has not been

able to interfer with, has not been able to get one bit of consideration,

that's civil service as we know it today. I've called, and I stand

here guilty before you, and tried to find out—we get calls, and I guess

by the very nature of our political being, you try to help people when-

ever you can, and when someone calls me and wants to know can I help

them?—1 try to help. I have never, at one time, been given consider-

ation in helping a person, either—and I'm not saying I try to move

them up or down the list—but I've tried to find out where they were,

and why they were there. The best anawer I can get is they are seventh,

they're eighth, they're ninth, or tenth, and they're not the top three

or they won't be considered. Now, if this is bad, if this is wrong,

we ought to change it. But, if you want to get the best qualified

people, if you want to get people that have been tested properly, if

you want to get people that can do the Job, I think we should not

tamper with it. The many tests that I've taken and come out on the

lower end of it, I was dissatisfied with the test and said there was

probably something wrong with the testing procedure. But there were

people higher than me on there, and I had a right to complain, I thought.

I think that's probably what we're hearing from. I believe that the

selection process that goes on in civil service is a good one. I

should not— it would have been very easy for me to sit in my chair

and vote the way I possibly could have made a lot of friends—but I

just could not sit there and see a system that I believe that has

worked for this state, that has done this state a tremendous service,

be destroyed or tampered with, without saying what I feel. There were

times—and I understand this in recent history—where to get a promotion

in this state, you had to have political recommendation, I can tell you

I haven't had that experience in the past eight or nine or ten or twelve

years. I don't think it's going on today. Whether we change it, and

It goes back, I think it's speculative. I think only history will tell.

But, whether you want to take that chance or not, I think it's going to

be incumbent upon you and I to make that decision here today. Pardon?

So, I would ask you. I don't know what the solution is. I'm sure

there are some things in the civil service proposal that we should

change. I, personally, believe that is the firemen and policemen from

the New Orleans area, or any area, want to be under State Civil Service,

we should give them that opportunity. I mentioned the State Police.

We vote, the legislature voted a raise for State Police several years

ago. We found the money. Civil service turned those people down. The

courts upheld civil service and said we were going to abide by the

court's decision. Now, maybe we should allow the legislature to raise

certain groups of people in civil service without the civil service

board concurring. I did it. I'd do it again. We ought to consider

those type of things. But, I just don't believe we should radically

depart from civil service as we know it in this state today, and take

a chance ..,, and take a chance. I think we have to compromise all of

our positions. I heard your chairman make a speech before my Chamber

of Commerce the other night, and I was amazed to find out, to discover

that out of two hundred and fifty people, there were only about ten

said they were going to vote for the constitution. I was just amazed.

It was in my district. Maybe I was at fault. I was waiting until we

finish to try to sell it. We have made some errors. I think we can

correct them. I don't think we are going to be allowed too many more

errors. I think this is one place,... one place where we are again,

are tampering with the basic grassroots feeling of the people of this

state. I hope we can come up with a solution to our problem that will

be acceptable to the various groups that are involved in it— the

various segments of our society—and something that would be acceptable

for the people because I don't think we are going to be allowed too

many more . . ,

.

Further Di scuss ion

MR, HAYES
Ladies and gentlemen, I've heard a lot about the civil service

of the state, and sometimes I don't know whether it's the civil
service system or whether this is a civil war. It appears that
somewhere back in the '40 's or sometime or another there was
one spoils system that caused some political problems, and that we
have substituted for that spoils system another spoils system
that's guaranteed by the constitution of the State of Louisiana

—

that is the civil service system that we have now. I've heard a

lot of speakers speak on this: if you are on a pretty fair end
of it, you can't find anything wrong with it. I've studied the

civil service system; I've gone down to the civil service system,
and I've found, and I looked it over for every parish in the state.
I found one black person making eight hundred dollars— I should have
his name; I don't have it—in the entire civil service system.
About the average salary you'll find is around four hundred dollars.
It appears that this guar;»jiteed system of spoils is a social club
that discriminates based on academic excellence. That is: some

test or something that's prepared by somebody because, number one.

you don't have enough jobs. Now, simply because you don't have
enough jobs, now, suppose, let's say, this was picking cotton.

You wouldn't have a test for that because almost anybody could

pick cotton, and then you wouldn't have to discriminate. This
i^hole thing of jobs is based on survival. Now, had a. . .it

will show itself up if come to the question of rationing gas.

You will see its true picture. You'll find out, then, exactly
who will get gas; it will be just like jobs when you don't have

enough. You'll find some way to keep people from getting these

jobs, and you're going to eliminate them based on something you've done

to them at some other time. Now, predating the constitution of

the State of Louisiana, black people were prohibited from being

educated. At the same time, our good civil service system, in

its wisdom, decides that you're going to now have to take a test

that's equal to everybody else. So, this is supposed to be a

good system, so everybody defends it on that basis. You can't

have a fair testing system starting now based on an entirely
unequal educational system up until two or three days ago. So,

now, we have one amendment after another, I don't know if 1

had to vote on either one of these just which one would be the

best one. What we need is a slice of the pie— the same thing

we'll need when the gas is rationed, you'll need some gas in the

tank. I would like to see some jobs for everybody in the State

of Louisiana, and whatever method we can come up with that will

guarantee that, that is what I would like to see. Thank you.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. KILBOURNE
Madam Acting Chairman, fellow delegates, there isn't much

that 1 can say here that hasn't already been said. But, I, in

listening to this debate, it occurred to me that there are a

number of younger delegates here who might feel that the things

that happened thirty years ago are ancient history. I would

have the feeling that thirty years from now you might not feel

that way. This is a very vexing question, 1 know. Those who

say that things that have happened in the past cannot or will

not happen again are surely naive, or they are simply deluding

themselves. I haven't ever had any experience with civil service,

but I have been an observer of our government for many, many

years. I know this from the slight knowledge of history that 1

have, that there are some things that will always be with us, as

long as there are human beings on this earth: among them are

greed, avarice, the love of money, and the love of power—most

of all, the love of power. In the book of Proverbs we note that

it says that "the love of money is the root of all evil," But,

I think, perhaps, the love of power is even greater. George

Washington warned in his farewell address about the love of power

and proneness to abuse it that predominates in the human breast.

My feeling is simply this—and I've never been what you would

call an enthusiastic supporter of civil service—but the people

of this state have spoken when they have had a chance, and I

believe that they. . .1 believe it is near and dear to the hearts

of the majority of the people. I note that the last time—and

this may be ancient history to some, too; '.wenty-three years

ago— I note when they voted on this present constitutional

amendment that's in the constitution at this time, the vote was

306,000 for and 90,000 against, which was quite a vote at that

time. I do feel, if Mr. Flory's amendment is adopted, that you

just as well take civil service out of the constitution altogether.

Now, if the majority of this convention feels that we should take

it out of the constitution, let's be forthright and take it out

—

leave it to the lawmakers of the future. But, I certainly

hope that we won't be. . .won't do it by indirection, by putting

something in here that we will, . .the people will be told that

civil service is protected in the constitution, when in reality,

in my humble judgment, it will not be worth the paper it is

written on. Thank you very much.

Chai rman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, most of the people who have gotten

up and spoken before you, today, have spoken against Amendment No.

1 of Mr, Flory's. I'd like to speak, primarily, againt Amendment

No. 2 because very little of it has been brought to your attention.

Amendment No. 2 is aimed solely and only, as I read it, at New

Orleans. What it would do to the present constitution is to

raise the ceiling on a mandatory city civil service from 250,000

to 400,000. Now, the reason for that that was expressed by Mr.
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Avant in a question the other day was Chat if you left it at

250,000, you might make changes in the Baton Rouge city civil

service system. Rather than do that, because they knew that the

citizens of Baton Rouge would object to changes in their city

civil service system, they raised it to 400,000, and then proceeded
to make vast changes in the city civil service system of New

Orleans. For example, if you will read carefully Mr. Flory's

Amendment No. 2. paragraph (3), you will notice that anything

—

anything—in the old constitution or in Mr. Flory's proposal may

be changed—anything except a separate fire and police m.,tnicipal

civil service for New Orleans. Now, who wants a separate fire

and police municipal service for New Orleans? As far as I have

found out, as far as anyone has ever told me, it is certain

firemen and policemen, only. The sanitation workers don't care

to have the fire and police separated out from our system, nor

do the rest of the municipal employees. The policemen and firemen

are, by no means, unanimous on this. Another thing that was said

earlier this morning is that civil servants were at a disadvantage
because they couldn't lobby. Let me tell you, they can lobby,

and they've been doing it pretty heavy. I've gotten a whole

bunch of phone calls at my house from widows of firemen who wanted
to make sure their pensions were preserved, from firemen who wanted

to make sure that they could go to the legislature for a pay raise,

from firemen who wanted a municipal fire and police civil service.

But, that's who wants this separate system, is certain firemen and

policemen in tlie city. Now, do the citizens of the city of New

Orleans want this system? I think not. All of the mail that

I've gotten from just plain old regular citizens on this subject

says, "Let's keep our system more or less as it is." Not the

commission; almost everyone I've talked to wants black represen-
tation on the commission, but the system, the system which
specifies hiring on merit, promotion on performance, prohibiting

from politics of employees, prohibiting of pressure being brought
on employees to put them into politics, prohibiting of discrimination
on race, sex, or other non applicable bases, impartial commission

hearing appeals from job firings with appeal to the court, and

that sort of thing. The system, they want more or less the same.

Now, has the system, in the past, discriminated against the blacks,

or against the poorly educated, and, perhaps, against the elderly?

Yes, it definitely has; the system, itself, has. The tests for

job positions in New Orleans are now being combed to make certain

that there is as little cultural bias as possible . Mr. Jackson

made the point this morning that all tests are culturally biased

and, yet, if you're going to claim that you're hiring on merit,

there must be some sort of a test. If all tests are culturally
biased, then, let's, as Mr. Kilbourne said, do away with the

civil service system and not institute a different system, call

it by the civil service name, but have it not be civil service.

So, I ask you, please don' t do this inf lamatory thing to the

citizens of the city of New Orleans. They're satisfied with the

system. They don't mind a few changes to insure certain racial

representation on the commission which they have now, but

would rather be assured. That's no problem. But, to make

basic changes in the system, to take one-third of the employees

out of the system makes no sense at all. There's nobody asking

for it, and I urge you to defeat Amendment No. 2.

Further Discussion

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I would like to follow along

with Mrs. Zervigon on Amendment No. 2, first, by saying that I am

cpposed to the idea of policemen and firemen having a separate

system. We do not grant the same thing for garbage workers in

New Orleans, for nurses in New Orleans, so, by no means could I

stand here and say to you that I am for giving firemen and policemen

a separate civil service system. Now, many things I've heard

said here today and yesterday talking about qualifications.

I'm for having black representation. We have talked about the

past. Let the past be a lesson for us, but let the past, also,

be a lesson to guide ourselves, today. Let today 's action—and

when I say today's action, I'm speaking about the convention, now

—

the action of this very convention. Suppose this convention was

the civil service commission. If this convention, or rather, if

the personnel staff was the civil service commission, I stand

here today and say to you, we would have very, very few black

representation. Now, that is quite obvious, here, with this

convention. I say even further, we would have even fewer blacks

here today, employed with this convention, had there not been

some black representation on that committee. Now, when I speak

to you about black people, understand mc clearly. I don't believe

there is one man or woman in this building, or in this state,

more concerned or more patriotic towards this state and this

country as I , I love Louisiana; I love America, and as one

gentleman asked a question: What would tlie attitude be if we had

seventy-five percent black? Yes, I would fight that system
because I think it would be a wrong system. We've spent our time

talking about pleasing labor, pleasing the press, pleasing the

governor, pleasing our constituents; but, seldom do we hear anybody
say anything about pleasing God. I believe that you should think
about your God, and most of us are serving the same God. If we
serve the same God, then we ought to ask ourselves, sometime,
"Am I pleasing God?" Now, maybe the news media might not like it;

maybe some of your constituents might not like it; maybe labor
might not like it. But, I'd rather to please God, any day, than
to have labor, my constituents, the news media—I'd rather have
God standing with me, any day, than to have all combined standing
behind me.

Further Discussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, 1 had my say, yesterday. I'm

a hundred percent for civil service. 1 think we should go ahead
and defeat this amendment. If we want to do away with civil
service, then go ahead and vote for this amendment. It's a bad
amendment, particularly. Section 2, giving the legislature the

power to change it. They may not be aMe to repeal it, but
they'll gut it so, it just won't be any good at all. So, I say,
let's go ahead and adopt Mr, Dennery's amendment when it comes up
and defeat this amendment.

Mr. Speaker, do we have anymore. . .many more on the list?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. There 's several speakers, Mr. Smith.

MR. SMITH
Of course, I think we are. . .if some of them will yield, I

think we've heard enough. We are ready to vote; we're just killing
time. That was my main getting up here, and go ahead and move
the previous question. But, if there are others, I'm not going
to cut off debate. But, if the others would yield, I'll move
for the previous question. But, I won't insist, if they want to

talk.

Further Discussion

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, when 1 came down to this

convention, I was convinced in my own mind that many things could

be cut out of the constitution, and should be cut out. One of the

things I felt should be taken out should be all of the language

of the Civil Service Article because I felt it was too long. I

thought it could very easily be shortened. When I received

Committee Proposals No. 9 and 10, 1 was unhappy because it contained

all of the information from the existing constitution. I still

thought it was too long. When the debate began yesterday, 1

thought maybe that the Flory amendment would be a reasonable solution

to this, and at first. I was in favor of it. But, after listening

to two days of debate on this particular amendment, I find that

the debate has centered along two lines. One line of argument dealt

with the composition of the board, the other line of debate, dealt

with the structure, or whether or not the structure of civil

service should be in the constitution. I think that what we need

to do is to, first, address ourselves to whether or not we're going

to structure civil service in the constitution, and then we can
decide from there what the composition of the board will be. After
listening to two days of debate, it seems to me that our choice

lies, actually, between two ends—two extremes. One would be the

De Blieux amendment which completely takes it out of the constitution
and leaves it in the hands of the legislature. The other would
be along the lines of the Dennery amendment which sets up the

basis structure within the constitution. I have become convinced
from the debate that has occurred that the Dennery proposal is the

right way to go, that we do need to structure the framework of

civil service in the constitution. My recommendation would be

that we proceed along these lines; and then, when we start talking
about the composition of the Civil Service Commission, we tackle
that problem in itself and not try to handle both Issues right
now, because I don't think the amendment before us deals or can

handle both of these issues. I, therefore, think that the
proper way to go would be to go along with the Dennery amendment.
Then, we can debate the merits or demerits of how the commission
should be structured.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, wliat is the issue before us?
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Well, I think that in all sincerity—and I doubt if anyone would
dispute it» even though they would be very unlikely to admit it

—

this is that the one question that is presented by this amendment
is whether labor will be able to unionize civil ser-.-ice in this
state. I don't think any of us are kidding ourselves when we
think that that's not one of the underlying reasons for this
amendment. Historically, in this state, one of two groups has
controlled this legislature. It's either the governor, or it's
labor—organized labor. If the governor is a weak governor or
owes a lot to labor to cut for his election, you know whose back
is going to get scratched. If you don't think that what I'm saying
is true, I suggest you look at Amendment No. 6 of the Flory
amendments that he proposes to introduce if this amendment is .

adopted, and read that last phrase. Does this state believe, or
do the citizens of this state believe that civil servants should
strike? I don't know; I honestly don't know. But, I know that
a lot of people would consider it very inconvenient if their garbage
was not picked up on time inside the cities of this state, or if
they don't get their mail or something like that. Historically,
civil service has been a major issue in this state. In the early
1950 's, during the Kennon administration, civil service was
placed in the constitution based on a long history thereof. You
can. . .if you know the history of this state, it's absolutely essen-
tial that we do it at this time, also. The amendment before us
offers no protection whatsoever to civil service, to civil servants
In this state.

Further Discussion

MR. BURNS

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, there's nothing I can say
or add to what's been said this morning and so far this afternoon.
I certainly don't intend to take up anymore time by trying to add
something to it. But, there is one incident that happened today
at lunch that, to me, was more impressive and brought to my mind
what the present condition is in the State of Louisiana with
reference to state employees than all the words I heard this
morning put together. A group of us went out to a restaurant for
lunch and we had to stand in line. It just so happened—I don't
know whether that's one of the things that in divine providence
that provided for, or not—but, there were six or seven state
employees in uniform was in line right behind us. One of our
group turned around while we were waiting and asked these fellows
did they believe in civil service. They said, as one, ''very much so."
They asked him next, was he satisfied with the present civil
service. They said they were. It could be strengthened it a
little here and there, but that, otherwise, they were prefectly
satisfied with it. Then, the third question—which I thought was
the most important, in the light of what we have been discussing
and debating all morning—they asked them, would they like to
see it changed so that the legislature, by two-thirds vote, could
change the present system around any way they saw fit. They said,
"absolutely not." They wanted it left like it is. So, I just
pass that on. It's coming from the men who are most affected by
this proposed civil service.

Further Discussion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, Mr. Burns just made a

statement why he came to this mike, and I want to tell you that's
why I'm here too. It was more than one, it was more than tvo,
and it was more than three—and I didn't do it. We went to lunch
at the Welfare Building, and as we walked in, Mr. Jackson decided
that he would make a kind of a poll of all the workers coming in

—

black and white. The answers he got was appalling. They thought
it was lousy. I had heard people talk about civil ser-/ice; I

had heard them express their opinions and what they thought about
it. As a person, I like to live one day at a time. I'm not a
civil service worker, and I don't hope to ever be. I think about
what Reverend Landrum said over there when he came up here. He
said, "We should strive to serve God." That would be great. All
we would have to do would be incorporate the Ten Commandments, and
then we all could go home. But, I know that this is not true—not
here, not in government. We're going to have a few compromises
here and a few there. Some is going to want some things, and some
is going to want another. As I thought, I thought about what my little
girl said to me once when I went and bought her a pair of shoes.
I felt them, and I told her, I said, "These shoes fit, and they
are pretty." She says, "Well, okay. Momma, buy them." So, I

bought them, and I carried them home. They sat up on the closet
shelf. She kept Saying she wanted another pair of shoes and
hounding her daddy about more shoes. He said, "You've got shoes

on the closet shelf, and you don't wear them." She said, "Momma
bought them, they fit her, and she wear them." I asked a question
this morning about the news media and how many people did they
have in civil service. I was asking to help me to find out a
little bit more about this thing—civil service—because I had
had some experiences with people who thought it was lousy. In
some Instances, it was rotten. If I had time, I would bring it
out. I am from the city of New Orleans, and I want you all to know
it. I've been there for a number of years, and I'm not ashamed
to say it, over in. . .probably close to thirty years or more. I
don't plan to leave; I'm a part of that city, and I don't go along
with everything that Reverend Landrum or Mrs. Zervigon says because
I have words, and I walk the streets and I talk to people. When I
come In here, I'm not going to represent the city, the administratio:
I'm going to represent people, and I'm going to vote my conscience.
I'm not going to let anybody lobby me, and I'm not trying to lobby
you. You vote your conscience, and let God be your judge.

Thank you.

Quest ion

MR. LANDRUM
Mrs. barren, do you know that my remarks had nothing to do

with representing no city, no mayor, no governor, no newspaper,
no labor group, but representing, first of all, God? That's
"ho I represent, first of all. Now, representing people, trying
to do things that I believe God would be pleased with in my
action with people—not the mayor. I'm sure you should know
better than that.

MRS. WARREN
Reverend Landrum, I say to you, if you're saying that I said

it, you're wrong. I just quoted you and what I thought was. But,
if that shoe fits your foot, then you wear it.

Further Discussion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, Isdlcs and gentlemen of the convention, let me

say that just because I'm for this amendment does not make me
anti-civil service or anti-merit system. I think there's been
some statement made that if you're for this amendment, you're
for doing away with civil service. Now, let's look at the issue
head-on. This amendment is going to— is going to—be amended
later, but we've got to pass It to make it as good as it should
be. Mr. Dennery's amendment, in my judgment, is not nearly as
good as the committee proposal, much less what we could do with
the other amendments that Mr. Flory has before us, provided that
we vote favorably on this one. The purpose of civil service is
twofold, as Buddy Roemer said. One, to protect the classified
employees, and two, to insure the state that it getj good people
in positions. I disagree with him when he says the best, because
no test, no little grade score, can tell me who's the best man
in here. No I.Q. test would be any basis for me saying that I
will vote for Buddy Roemer as judge because his I.Q. is much
better than Greg Arnette's, if it is. There's. . .The point that
I want to make is that when you talk about a test, only, you
provide for—and you older gentlemen know it, and everyone else

—

what is known as institutionalized discrimination. I don't speak
for the blacks; I speak for all working people in this state who
are subjected to institutionalized discrimination fostered and
perpetuated by the people in power who happen to be much more
intelligent than the guys who are working and carrying the load.
You all know what I mean. There is no way that a closed institutioi
which of itself keeps out the average citizen by virtue of fees
to be enrolled, can in any way select or represent to the governor
people who are in the system and who have worked for it. Sure,
Governor Edwards had to finally ask the president of L.S.U., "Put
a black so that we can consider him." But, he may have to, in
the future, say, "Let's consider a working man, black or white.
Let's consider the people against whom we are writing these rules."
Institutionalized discrimination is something that we can all
accept because we say, "I'm not discriminating against this poor
guy because he doesn't have the ability I have. After all, he had
the chance, he just didn't make it." Of course, -there's a lot of
other people that made it possible for Chris Roy to be standing
here. You didn't get talked to by any little guy on the street,
and you're not going to. Did they talk to you about the judiciary?
Did any little people talk to you about the Bill of Rights? Did
they talk to you about the Education Article? No. Who talked to
you? The people who are in power. All I'm saying is that when
you tell me that a commission that has the power to make rules and
regulations and then interpret them can consider the plight of
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sixty thousand people in this state and what they do; I say, "Phooey,

there's no way." There is no way that closed institutions are

going to recommend to the governor, a bricklayer, or a carpenter,

or a truck driver, or anybody else to consider for an appointment

to the '^ivll ?ervice 'Commission. All we want to do here is to

make it better. I've been in the arena with civil service. It

can be a lot better. If it can't be better, then l-2t's throw

away Dennery's amendment, too. Let's throw away the committee

proposal if, as all those people have said, the thing has worked

so beautifully, and it is so great. It is not great. It's good,

that's as best you can say for it. It can be made better, but

it can't be made better by people who represent, maybe, a hundredth

of one percent of the population of this state in education,

intelligence, and wealth, sitting back and saying, "We're not going

to change it. It's all right because we're not getting complaints

from the people who need it changed." Well, you go talk to the

people who know; you go ask the little fellows on the street.

Our purpose is to write a better constitution. . .

and that constitution will be written only, only. . .

MR. HENRY

You've exceeded your time, Mr. Roy.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I must sit here in dismay

as many of you have, not necessarily with regard to the civil

service amendment, but the decorum of this convention. I would

like to attribute that to the issue... of the severity of the

issues, seriousness of the issue of civil service, but I think a

lot has to do with the House... the Chamber itself. But, aside from

that, I think it is befitting that ve do have the decorum; we do

have the silenci^,and we do have the attention that for the

first time that I think we've had in the course of this convention

on this issue, because I think the magnitude of the issue justifies

listening, deliberation, and soul-searching thinking. I'm not going

to reiterate all of the things that have been before you, but merely

to put in perspective as I've found it is so necessary to do during

the course of this convention. We tend to explain things after

we argue to put it... should I vote red, or should I vote green,

or am I voting for Mr. Jones, or am I voting against Mr. Jones. That's

the issue I'd like to put before you. In my personal opinion, I

think that the majority of the people in this state feel safe,

secure in the present civil service system. To me, it is the one

shining light that we've had in this state. That is my own personal

opinion. I think, my personal opinion in., this view is shared by

the overwhelming majority of the people of this state. I submit to

you that when you tamper with the one thing— the one thing— that

I think that the people feel is secure and just and good for this

state, we're treading on dangerous water. The issue to me is very

simple, and this is, basically what you're going to be voting on.

If you like the present civil service system like it is, then you

should vote against the Flory amendment. On the other hand, if you

do not like the present civil service system and you want to subject

that entire system to total possible change in this state, well,

then vote for Mr. Flory 's amendment. That's the issue, because that's

the issue I think, when you get to the nutshell is going to be

presented to the voters of this state. It's my personal feeling that

we would make a drastic mistake in tampering with something that the

people feel very secure and confident with. I hope that you sincerely

reject whatever personal pressures, whatever personal thoughts or

inflictions liave made upon you, and that you base your decision on

what you think is good for this state. Thank you very much.

Further Discussion

MR. RACHAL
Fellow delegates, I don't really know where we are

at this point, but so much debate has taken place and as I tried

to listen to it and decipher it and separate what might be truth

and fact from oratory and wild statements, I don't really know

where we are. But, I felt compelled since I've also been asked

as to why I have been supporting this amendment and what is it

that I want out of civil service. Let me first of all say that

the... any suggestion that you might have that I'm for gutting the

civil service system, please remove that from your minds. At the

same time, because I'm concerned about what I think are necessary

needs to improve a civil service system in keeping with the true

principles of merit, let that not be arguments to say that the

system Is to be gutted. If I had to give any resistance to arguments

to perpetuate the system exactly as it is administered in Louisiana

at this time, the debate of those supporting that has done more

to turn me from it—and let me give you a few instances why— I

was appalled this morning to listen to speakers at this microphone
suggest, for example, that the only reason there are no more blacks in

the civil state ...civil service ii. Louisiana is because we've had

a fine merit system and we've selected people on merit, and then go

on to suggest to me that thy should continue to support that fine

operation. Well, first of all after the first statement is made I

can no longer ;;,o on any recommendations made by those people, although
I know most of you know better,! 'm afraid that you're being influenced

by it. Most of us know, that the reason many blacks are not in

civil service in this state—probably why I am not in it— is because
I could not get in it regardless to what qualifications I have. I

remember years ago going to the state civil service building and

was made quite clear that I was not welcomed there to solicit an

application, let alone submit it. We know that blacks were not

welcomed, regardless to qualifications that they may have had. So,

don't now tell me that the conditions are like they are because

we've had a fine system, that is not true. I am willing to discuss

with you, if you're willing to admit, the evils of the past and

let's talk about what we can do about them in the future. Sure, I

appreciate history, but I think history should teach us also to avoid

the mistakes .of the past, and not to have fine statements rationalizing

some of the actions which have taken place. We find ourselves caught

many times between this failure to appoint by an agency head and the

civil service system. Wnat has come through to me rather clearly,

especially from representatives and from a senator or two, is that

the civil service system stands as some kind of protection between them
and wild promises they may have had, and so we depend upon the civil

service system to give them an excuse to back out of it. That's not

what civil service is for. Civil service just is a personnel operation.

It is to assure the government, municipal or state, that it has the

best people qualified to do the job, but therein comes the rub. I

defy anyone to tell me that we're going to have any kind of testing proce-

dure that we can stand behind and say absolutely this system identifies

clearly the best qualified person for the job. That is not possible.

To say that the only means of determining the best person for a job

is through a written test; that is not true. I, too, have had some

experiences, not as great as most of you probably, but it has been

with civil service and operations whereby we've tried to do something

about the misrepresentation of the people. If I adhere to persons

who this morning, for example, talking about this constitution in which

it says "we the people,"— I'm not a political scientist—but more ac-

curately we need to state that in the past it has been" we, some of the

people." When we talk about representation not only in the

deliberative bodies like these, but on commissions and others, we

are trying to make it such that the high-sounding principles that

we expound in fact, are given a chance to act... to be put into

practice. Why all the clamor about the representation on the commission;

are we afraid? What great difference will two black representatives
on a seven member board have? I recognize that this argument has

not come out too greatly, but as someone else suggested about something
else, it is an underlying concern of many of us. Yet, we want to talk

about all of the people of Louisiana; are we continuing to perpetuate

the social club of some of the people. I don't know how much more

calmly I can make such statements without getting reactions of

radicalism or whatever you might suggest.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, delegates of the convention, I guess it's been

very obvious for the last two days that I have not personally come

before you to address you about any concern at this... at any

previous point concerning civil service, because I, like Mr. Rachal,

was sitting back just observing the kinds of arguments for and against

certain proposed and needed changes within our civil service system.

First of all, let me say that on yesterday, I raised... I raised the

motion to divide Mr. Flory 's amendment, not in an attempt—and

I stated very clearly to him and prior to me making that motion

—

not in an attempt to defeat the amendments because there are some

aspects of it I strongly agree with, and there are some aspects of

it I disagree with. When we talk about the question of minority

representation on the civil service commission whether that be

state or city civil service, I don't see what the big clamor is all

about. I suggest for those who may, and whatever motivation that they

embraced, are suggesting that that is a concern to them, but at the

same time get up here and suggest that —look at Mr. Dennery's

amendment— I suggest that you look at Mr. Flory 's, Mr. Dennery's,

and the committee's proposal because they all provide for some

degree minority representation. I do not agree with those opponents

of the Flory amendment who say that everything in the civil service

system is okay, it's great, it's working well. I say very candidly.

It depends on what side of the fence you're on. I agree with Mr.

Haynes when he got up this morning and said, what's the difference
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in talking about quotas when in effect you do have in practical

and in effect, you wind up with the situation that maintains the quota

even if that quota happens to be absolute—and I'm saying there are

some *gfi"cies where that happens. My objection primarily is to

Amendment No. 2. As a member of the legislature, I do trust to

some degree the legislature and its ability to exercise sound judgment.

I was seriously concerned wr.en some arguments were raised—particularly

by Mr. Avant— who said that we raised— he was concerned about if

we kept it at two hundred and fifty thou:^,-.nd tu^n that would affect

the city civil service of the city of Baton Rouge, but yet instead

we're going to raise it to four hundred thousand dollars... four

hundred thousand population. But, there was no consideration what-
soever about what effect that was going to have upon our present

firemen and police civil service. We trust the legislature to make

all the changes and to that, I agree, but there was one exception, —
and I've got to agree with Ms. Zervigon—if we trust them, then let's

make that exception apply across the board. Let it apply also whether
New Orleans firemen and police are going to be allowed to remain in

the system or leave the system. Let me suggest to you one of my

other concerns: seniority is good, and it's just like if you know,

—

it's according on which side of the fence you're on—in those parishes
where blacks have had to ingress into the system at the same time,
seniority equally works for everyone. But, presently under the
city civil service we don't have that it's a criteria. So,
we're going to move our system out into a seniority system where
less than seven percent or four percent of the force, particularly
of the police department ,ar e the minority group. That's one
of my strong objections to it. I candidly say that without any
reservation. Now, one of the otaer things kind of— I throw out

—

is that I voted when I could not get the same consideration for
my sanitation workers, and my garbage workers, and my health nurses,
and all the other civil servants. When I couldn't get that
consideration to allow them to come to the legislature I said, "Well
I will support the firemen and policemen that come to the legislature,"
and the records will show that. I, also, by that same token allowed
the legislature to increase the burdens of... well, not the burdens...
but increase the financial expenditures of our city, I voted for that.
But, I am at this point concerned as to what kinds of input will
the governing authority and the people of the city of New Orleans have
in terms of our firemen and policemen when we give them total
economy as expressed in the last paragraph of the second... amendment.

Mot i on

MR. CHATELAIN
I would like to offer a proposition to those gentlemen. .. .ladies

and gentlemen, if they would agree to yield, I'd like to move
the previous question. I think all of us have heard enough in the

last two days of this rhetoric. I can certainly speak for my five-
minutes allotted and probably not make any points, but it would make
a lot of noise. I would certainly ask that those yield.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I feel that after two days of debate
on this very important subject that we should move the previous
question.

Move the previous question, Mr. Chairman.

IPrev ious Question ordered .^

the civil service of this state, I submit to you, I couldn't organize
any employee of any employer unless they were dissatisfied with
the treatments that they were getting. I now have i.i the unions
of this state in excess of twenty-one thousand public employees
of the State of Louisiana with contracts throughout practically
every department of the state. But every time we negotiate a

contract as a provision nothing herein shall conflict with the

provisions of civil service; nothing. A great deal has been
said about Amendment No. 2; Amendment No. 2 is necessary if we're
going to take the firemen and the policemen in the city of New
Orleans, and place them in the same type of system that the

other firemen and policemen throughout this state in all municipalities
over thirteen thousand are now under. That's the issue. To put
New Orleans with the rest of the state. But, New Orleans would
still have its own five-member board for firemen and policemen, and
it shall have its own board of the city employees, and the city
council would have to prove everything they did. . .everything they
did. A lot's been said about Mr. Dennery's proposal— if you want
to give the commission more power than they've got today, you vote
for Mr. Dennery's proposal. If you want to retain the burden of proof
on the employees instead of the employer, you vote for Mr. Dennery's
proposal. But, I for one happen to believe, that an individual is

innocent... innocent if you will, until he's proven guilty. But,
not under civil service in this state, and we're the only state in

the nation... the only state where the burden of proof is on the
employee instead of the employer, and the civil servant is guilty
until he proves his innocence. If you believe that a man ought to

be innocent until he's proven guilty, vote for these amendments.

You believe that the employer... that the burden of proof

ought to remain on that poor employee, vote against these amendments
and vote for Mr. Dennery's proposal. I'm willing to incorporate in

these amendments before you now, if they're adopted, I propose to

come immediately right behind it and strip these amendments out and

incorporate what I have proposed to you: six year terms, the five

colleges that the classified employees elect two members, put in the
Hatch Act, and all of these provisions in these amendments could not
be changed by the legislature with any vote, but the rest of it

could be changed with a two-thirds vote—of if you want a three-
quarters vote, I don't mind that, I don't mind that—and I want to

say something to Mr. Tobias. I think it's an insult to the integrity
of the governors who have served this state and the fine men of
the legislature and ladies of the legislature, to say that they
have been controlled in the past by labor or by anybody else. I

suggest to you, Mr. Tobias, that if they've been controlled by labor,
there are a great many things that would be much better in this
state today than they are...

much better. I ask you to adopt Amendments Nos . 1, and 2

so that I can then come back and make changes

[Record vote ordered . Division of
the Question ordered.]

Point of Information

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, are we voting at this time

reconsider or on the amendments themselves?
on the motion to

Closing MR. HENRY
We're voting on final passage on the amendments.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I will try to be brief. Let me

start out by saying to you that I had hoped to propose this morning

some amendments that I thought would correct many of the
objections that many of the delegates had in having taken away the
appointments by the governor, letting the civil service... the
classified employees elect those two people, retaining the five
colleges that are named in the state civil service system and then
going and putting in that, a Hatch Act changing it to six year
terms instead of the four that's in the proposed amendment. Then
saying further that nothing that was contained in this article
could be changed by the legislature. But, the detail as to
civil service would be transferred and could be by a two-thirds
vote, and I really don't care whether it's two-thirds or three-
quarters vote of the legislature, so long as we have some vehicle
over and above the ivory tower that the commissioners sit in on
the Civil Service Commission to review their decisions which the
state... as controls the state's amployees personnel policies. Now,
let me— the amendment that's before you has been designed, or else
it's been stated that it's black in nature, that it's anti-God,
perhaps, that it's strictly for the unions to control and unionize

[Amendment No. 1 re jected : 45-61 .

Motion to reconsider tabled . Record
vote ordered . Amendment No. 2 re-
jected: 48- 59 . Mot ion to recon-
sider tabl ed

.

]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Dennery. O.K.

I want to say this: The pages are getting ready tg pass out
the Dennery amendment. Heretofore, a previous set of amendments
have been passed out. Mr. Dennery, as I appreciate it, has
made some changes with respect to the first two pa^es only of

those amendments. However, to make sure that there is not any
confusion or try to hopefully reduce it, the set that's being
passed out now is the Dennery amendment in its entirety and
including a reprint of the seven pages, I believe, that didn't
change. You can tell them apart real easy because they got

two staples in them.
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Point of Information

MR. ABRAHAM
I have a question for the Chair.
I just want to clear it up, but as It stands now, we have

Conaaittee Proposal No. 9 now which only consists of the first
page still on the books and everything else has been removed
by the third Flory amendment; is that correct?

MR. HENRY
As I appreciate it, that's generally correct; yes, sir.

Point of Information

MR. ARNETTE
O.K. So, in other words, Mr. Jenkins wouldn't have to go

through the suspending the rules idea. All he would have to do
is offer amendments to this amendment— if it is adopted; is that
not correct?

MR. HENRY
Well, that's. .. .what he Is talking about is an alternative

approach. If he gets the rules suspended, he can do that and
that was his question; don't you see?

MR. ARNETTE
Well, I was just thinking we could do without suspending

the rules, but that's...

MR. JENKINS
Point of information, N'.- , Chairman. If we were to adopt

Mr. Dennery's amendment, would it be appropriate at that time
for me to move that we suspend our rules to consider it lettered
paragraph by lettered paragraph as we did before; In other
words, so if we adopted it, it won't finally be adopted but
rather that we can then consider it part by part; would that
be appropriate if we adopted this?

MR. HENRY
I'm not sure that I... you said, if we adopt the amendment,

then could we consider it letter pargraph by letter? Well, it's
already adopted, and I don't understand what you are talking
about, Mr. Jenkins. Did you not say, "If we adopt the Dennery
amendment or if we take it up"?

MR. JENKINS
You see, it's being considered as a single section now.

MR. HENRY
That's correct.

MR. JENKINS
But, we will certainly want to analyze It in more detail

than we are going to be able to give it as a nine-page amendment.
What I'm saying that . . . .wouldn' t that really be just like an
original committee proposal once we adopted it? Couldn't we
then move to suspend the rules to vote on it paragraph by
paragraph, so that we could amend it paragraph by paragraph
and. . . .

MR. HENRY
Well, we're not to that point yet. I think we are climbing

the mountain before we get there. We can take care of that
once we ever get there.

Persona 1 Pr i v i

1

ege

MR. JENKINS
Let me, just by way of explanation. You remember on the

previous proposal, I moved that we suspend the rules and
consider it letter by letter. But, on this particular proposal,
I knew that Mr. Flory had an all encompassing amendment; and I

knew that Mr. Dennery had an all encompassing amendment. That's
why I didn't at the beginning of this thing move that we suspend
the rules to consider it letter by letter. But, that does seem
to be the ap[iroprlate way and that's why I asked that question.

MR. HENRY
Well, with all due respect, that's fine but what we need

to do is go ahead and start the work, then when we get to the
point if this amendment Is adopted—the amendment may not be
adopted, if it is adopted; then, we can decide then how we
want to treat it. So, if you will, Mr. Clerk, and if the folks
will have a seat and give you their attention, we'll be
on our way again.

[wotion to waive reading of the Amend-
ment adopted without objection.^

MR. HENRY
If you suspended the rules, you could do that, Mr. Jenkins.

Yes, sir.

Point of Order

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, as I understand the parliamentary situation,

we have already adopted the third Flory amendment which has, in
effect, taken away the committee draft. So, presumably, the
Dennery amendment is— if and when we adopt it—will be the major
item of business. Now, the only other approach that seemed to have
been submitted in the amendments was the De Blieux approach

—

the one paragraph. I'm just wondering as a matter of enquiry,
if there would not be.... It wouldn't be sensible for us to...
someone to make a motion to advance the De Ulieux amendment,
vote on that one way or another. Once it's out, then the
Dennery amendments are before us.

MR. HENRY
Well, if someone vants to make that motion, the motion would

be in order. But, now yesterday, in talking about Mr. Flory and
Mr. Dennery, Mr. Dennery said that he had no great objection to
going with the Flory amendment first; but, he did want to take
up his amendments after that.

Point of Information

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Delegates, let me point out what

Mr. Champagne was worried about; on page one. In Section 1
in the sixth line I have added the three words "local governmental
subdivisions," so that state civil service does not Include
local governmental subdivisions. On the second page in the
section which begins with a nine in parentheses, I have switched
the language somewhat now to make it read "employees, deputies,
and administrative officers." There was some concern that
administrative officers and employees might restrict it to
administrative employees alone. Those are. the only changes I have
made, and they were purely for the purposes of clarification.
I can only give you the broad picture of this amendment. It
is an attempt to put in as what I consider to be as short a
form as possible, a completely self-executing civil service
provision into our constitution; it covers state civil survice;
it covers city civil service In cities over two hundred and
fifty thousand. Most of the provisions of the present civil
service law are retained in one form oi' another, although I have
shortened the language. The princlpie differences are that
as far as the commissions themselves are concerned In the
state conmisslon, I have provided that the nominations be made
of seven members Instead of five and that the nominations be
made by the presidents of the only seven private universities.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Chairman, is not the case if we adopt this particular

amendment, people can offer any amendments to this amendment as
they wish? Is that not correct before it's finally adopted as
a section?

MR. HENRY
That's right.
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Explanation continued
MR. O'NEILL

But. . .

.

MR. DENNERY
I would be glad to, Mr. Fulco. On page two, I have the

provisions for the State Civil Service Commission; instead of

a five-member commission, it is a seven-member commission.

Instead of the nominees being nominated by Tulane , Loyola,

Centenarv, Louisiana College and L. S. U. , I removed L. S. U.

as a public university and inserted Dillard, Xavier, and St.

Mary's Dominican, which are the three other private universities

in the state. This has two advantages, I believe, and one

sonewhat might be called a disadvantage. The advantages are:

that the two predominately black universities now have the right

to nominate people which, although not automatically, will probably

guarantee black input into the commission. A predominately female

university will undoubtedly provide a female on the commission

The commission is divided .... the universities are divided approxima

equally as far as religion is concerned based upon the population o

the state, approximately as race is concerned on the population of

the state. The only disadvantage is that five of these universitie

are situated within the city of New Orleans, but that is a fact of

life. On the premise that we would have private universities

making the nominations, we were forced to that position. I

would point out that most of these universities have alumnae

and alumni scattered throughout the State of Louisiana and there

is no reason to believe that the presidents of these universities

wjll restrict their appointments to purely local people. On

page three in Subsection (D) , I provide for the City Civil

Service Commission; it remains three as it is in the present

constitution. The only change, insofar as New Orleans is

concerned, is that instead of the city council appointing
one or nominating one group of appointees, I have substituted
Dillard University. I allowed Loyola University and Tulane

University to remain as far as New Orleans is concerned. When

it comes to other cities in the state if they reach two hundred

and fifty thousand. .. .as they reach two hundred and fifty

thousand, the governing body of that community has a right

to select any three of the universities—which are the seven

private universities which were named on the previous page.

The prohibitions against political activities which are found

in Section (I) on page five are basically the same as the present

prohibitions against political activities. On page six, the

section dealing with rules and investigations has somewhat broad-

ened the power of the corranission in order to make the com-

aission more flexible. We have run into situations—both

in the state and in New Orleans—where agencies based upon federal

funding and matching funds were concerned, where it was impossible

to get classified employees within the standard pay rate range

effective at that time. In order to permit flexibility, the

commission has been given the power to increase the unclassified
service but may later decrease it as funds are found to meet the

proper pay plans or as employees are found. In case any city

under two hundred and fifty thousand or any city parish form of

government chooses to come under this type of civil service,

they have the right to do so; that is provided on page seven,

eight, and nine of the amendment. There are excluded from the

classified service—and I would call to your attention that I

have used the technical language. Civil service technically means

anyone in the employ of the state, "ih' and I today are civil

servants. We are not classified civil servants, we are unclassifie

civil servants. There are certain unclassified civil service
positions which are set forth in my amendment which are basically

the same as the present unclassified service. All.... I have

reduced the language, however, considerably by referring, for

example, to the Judiciary Article V and saying that the employees

of all offices mentioned in that article will be in the un-

classified service.
Mr. Chairman, I think, basically, that's the overall picture

of this. X would be pleased to answer whatever questions I am
able to.

tely,

MR. HENRY
Well, I'm advised by the Clerk that something like this is

very difficult to administer, insofar, as the desk is concerned.
Now, the Clerk might address himself to those problems.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, if it's too much trouble, 1*11 withdraw my motion,

Mr. Chairman, but it looks like it's going to be pretty difficult
to consider all at once and to get questions answered in full

scope of it, so 1 was just trying to ease matters.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Clerk, you might state the problem that you're going

to have.

MR. POYNTER
Maybe I. . . .as for as just considering it section. .. .paragraph

by paragraph, I don't think you create a problem at all. It's
when you start wanting to vote on them and "delete," and you
reach some real technical problems on what follows what and
what the efficacy of certain votes are, but certainly in terms

of procedure of going paragraph by paragraph in consideration....
you know, in offering amendments if you want to to Paragraph (A)

,

for example, and then when that's concluded going on to (B)

,

perhaps that even facilitates the desk, Mr. O'Neill.

Point of Information

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, up until now, we haven't considered things

section by section until they are adopted. Now, assuming the

Dennery amendments are going to be adopted—which I just assume

it's going to be—might it not be then more appropriate to

consider a motion?

MR. HENRY
That's exactly right, Justice Tate, at that point it would

be more appropriate to consider it In that fashion—In my judgment.

All right, gentlemen, Mr. Dennery had....

Personal Pri vi lege

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman, Judge Tate, I just don't know; I don't agree

with Judge Tate on that. I believe

May I ask. .. .may I suggest...

MR. HENRY
No, sir. Now, gentlemen, we've got to start considering

this at one time or the other. If you want to make a motion

to suspend the rules, fine and well and good, let's try it

that way. But, we have handled provisions—rather lengthy
provisions of a nature—considering them en globo, then you

can come back and offer the amendments. But, there is no

sense in us getting in a philosophical argument as how we

should handle this right now. If we want to try it the other

way. move to suspend the rules. If not, let's go ahead and

discuss it, sir.

Point of Information

Point of Information

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Chairman, my question Is directed to you. Would I be

in order to move for a suspension of the rules so that this

amendment could be considered section by section. . -paragraph
by paragraph. . .numbered paragraph by numerical paragraph?

MR. HENRY
Mr. O'Neill, you would be in order to make such a motion,

yes, sir.

MR, LANDRUM
Well, Mr. Chair, would I be in order now for the motion

that we will take a vote on it now because what I see here

as far as all the universities from New Orleans, I think we

will be wasting a lot of time.

MR. HENRY
Well, that's never been any problem so far with this convention

insofar as time is concerned. Reverend Landrum. I'm not trying
to put you down, but I think we can handle this thing if we sit

in our seats and we pay attention to what's going on but, other-
wise, we will be here through Christmas Eve.
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Point of Information

MR. HERNANDEZ
In the event that we do care to amend this proposal of Mr.

Dennery's, at which point should we submit our amendments?

MR. HENRY
Well, in the event that you want to amend it, it has to be

adopted. Once it is adopted, then amendments to it would be in

order, Mr. Hernandez.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you, sir. I just wanted to be sure.

Point of Information

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman, couldn't we follow the procedure we've followed

in the past, perhaps, if we adopt his amendment and not lay it on

the table, and we could come back and....

MR. HENRY
Well, if you all will just let us get started on this thing,

I believe we can take care of It just right.

Questions

to do so, and that right has been upheld. I did not make any

change in my proposal, nor in my amendment.

MR. DUVAL
Thank you.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Dennery, Thlbodaux just got civil service by Act No. 97 of

1972. We have a one board system since we have a volunteer fire

department. We don't have paid firemen in Thibodaux; it's completely
volunteer. Would your proposal in any way affect the civil service system

that we presently have established in the city of Thibodaux?

MR. DENNERY
When Thibodaux reaches two hundred fifty thousand, the answer is

yes. Until then, no.

MR. LANIER
0. K. Good.
Secondly, I note in your proposal, that for the boards of other

cities, that they shall be composed of three, and that they are

nominated by these universities in New Orleans.

MR. DENNERY
No, any three of the first seven universities named. The govern-

ing authority selects those three.

MR. LANIER
Well, what I'm getting at is, the board that is set up in Thibodaux

under Act 97 is a five person board rather than a three person board.

Would we still be 0. K. in our five person board? Or would we have to

go to a three person board?

I

MR. DENNERY
When you reach two hundred and fifty thousand.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Dennery, the first question I wanted to ask you is that

the present constitution deals with tire and policemen in Article

XIV, Section 15.1, of the present constitution. You, in no way, this.... MR. LANIER

and, as I understand your amendment, it in no way affects this provision When we reach two hundred fifty thousand,

of the present constitution; is that correct? this provision....

But, prior to that time.

MR. DENNERY
That's correct, Mr. Duval. The present constitutional

situation as far as firemen and policemen are concerned is that

in New Orleans they are covered under the general city civil

service provisions; they would remain covered under these general

civil service provisions. The balance of the state would come

under the provisions of what is now 15.1, known as the municipal

fire and police system as amended or enlarged, I believe, by

certain legislative acts.

MR. DUVAL
Now, Mr. Dennery, I'm interested in looking over this

trying to determine the powers of the commission, insofar, as

wages are concerned. Now, one thing that concerns me if the

commission were to make a ruling on wages, would this supercede

any act of the legislature? Would they have predominance

insofar as wages over the legislature?

MR. DENNERY
Well, it goes in exactly the opposite, Mr. Duval. The

commission recommends a pay plan and amendments to that pay

plan. They are recommended to the governing authority, which

in this case of the state would be the governor; in the case

of the city to the mayor. Until they are approved by the

governing authority, they do not become effective and as a

practical matter they will not be approved unless and until

the legislature finds the funds and appropriates the money to

meet the pay plan.

MR. DENNERY
This has no effect until you are at least two hundred and fifty

thousand, Mr. Lanier. After that, it would become effective.

MR. LANIER
Thank you.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Dennery, my question addresses itself to your Section (J) , or

Paragraph (J), which is on page 6 of your amendment. Now, that, as

I understand it, is a restatement in whole, or in part, or maybe with
some additions of what was Paragraph (I) , or is Paragraph (I) , of the

present Article XIV, Section 15, is it not, sir?

MR. DENNERY
I think basically that is a correct statement.

MR. AVANT
Now, that vests in the commission rule-making powers in certain

areas, and In those areas those rules have the effect of law.

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

MR. AVANT
In those areas where the commission is given the right to make

rules under the jurisprudence and the decisions of the Supreme Court,

the legislature has no authority whatsoever, do they?

MR. DUVAL
Now, what I'm interested In a legal matter if the State

Civil Service Commission recommends they pay a pay, for instance,

and the governor approves; is the legislature. .. .is, then, it

becomes a force of law at that point?

MR. DENNERY
That's not completely correct, Mr. Avant.

MR. AVANT
All right. Tell me.

MR. DENNERY
Yes, I believe it does. I think there have been some

cases to that effect, Mr. Duval.

MR. DUVAL
Now, what if the legislature passes a law raising the salary

of let's say state policemen? Would the Civil Service Commission

be able to block the implementation of that wage?

MR. DENNERY
Under the present constitution, they would be in a position

MR. DENNERY
Well, for instance, as far as retirement and pension provisions

are concerned, a civil service rule has been held invalid because it

goes against what the legislature....

MR. AVANT
All right, now. . .

.

Specifically, it was under Section (I) that the Supreme Court was

able to say that a minimum pay scale for state troopers, adopted by

the legislature, was unconstitutional because the Civil Service Commission

refused to implement It. Is that not correct?
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MR. DENNERY
Well, it didn't change its pay plan. 1 wouldn't say implement it,

but the pay plan.... it did not change its pay plan.

MR. AVANT
Now, in addition to the many, many areas in which the commission

was given the right under Article XIV, Section 15, to make these rules

that have the force of law, I notice in your section, you have added

an area which I don't find in the present constitution. That is, to

enact rules with respect to employee training and safety. This is a

rather long constitutional provision in our present constitution, but

I have read it a number of times. I cannot now, and do not remember

having ever seen that particular area in there. Is that new?

MR. DENNERY
Let me see which one.

MR. AVANT
Yes.

.oh, employee training and safety provision?

MR. DENNERY
I believe it is new, Mr. Avant. I would have to go check my

earlier drafts to see. But I believe that was added.

MR. AVANT
It*s not in the present constitution, is it?

MR. DENNERY
No, I don't think It is. I think you are correct, sir.

MR. AVANT
Well, this would give to the Civil Service Commission, would it

not, sir, and take away from the legislature, an additional area beyond

that dictated by the present constitution; that is, with respect to

employee training and safety? Is that not so?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Avant, I'm not sure that the commission hasn't done

this already. As a matter of fact, those rules for employee training

and safety would just be guidelines for various departments to use.

Now, I take it, to the extent that they conflicted with a general

statute, similar to the pension ruling of the courts, the same thing
would apply

.

MR. AVANT
Well, we would be taking a calculated risk in that area, would

we not. If we left this employee training and safety in there?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I... .if you choose to call it a calculated risk. I would

choose to call it a method of making more flexible the present Civil
Service System, and more useful to the administration.

MR. AVANT
Well, to get right down to it, to take again the case of the

state police— if the legislature , or the superintendent of the state
police, in their wisdom, instituted a particular program dealing with
the safety of those troopers, say certain equipment that had to be
on the vehicles, or the fact that they couldn't make patrols one man
to a vehicle (they had to have two men to a vehicle), or if they
required that they had to go a certain period of training—say on
the pistol range or the submachine gun range, or whatever they do--
if the Civil Service Commission didn't agree with it, then under this
provision it couldn't be done, could it? Isn't that a fact?

MR. DENNERY
I take it that's a fact, Mr. Avant. I can't conceive that that

would occur. But I take It that that is a fact that it could occur.

MR. AVANT
Is that any more inconceivable than. .. .conceivable than the idea

that the legislature's going to wake up one day and gut the Civil

Service System?

MR. DENNERY
To my mind, it is less.. ..it is more ... .excuse me, it is less

conceivable.

MR. WEISS
Those of us not too knowledgeable about the details rely a great

deal on the committee report. Could you point out the exact difference
between your report as abstracted—hasically you say the committee
proposal—all the changes that your report renders that is different
than a committee proposal?

MR. DENNERY
Dr. Weiss, I suppose I could do that , but it has been done by

the staff. They have a complete report which compares Delegate
Proposal 27 which is basically the same as this amendment and Committee
Proposal No. 9. I think it would be far better to pass that out among
the delegates, than to take the time of this convention to try to go

through it.

MR. WEISS
Could I have a copy of that?

MR. DENNERY
I'm sure we can afford you—or all delegates, if they want them

a copy.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Dennery, I see. ...I see what's supposed to happen In case the

governor does appoint someone. But, what happens in case the particular

university fails to submit the names?

MR. DENNERY
Well, that is the. .. .hiatus in the present law, Mr. Hayes. It is

never .... that situation has never occurred. I did not feel it was

necessary to place this in here—any solution for that possibility.

I would not object if you chose to place an amendment in there. You

see, what happens, actually, as a practical matter, is that an

appointee remains in office until his successor is duly appointed

and qualified. I do believe that the other members of the commission,

the Civil Service League, the governor, the man, or whoever it night

be, would certainly get on the president of the university in question

and require him to submit the nomination.

MR. HAYES
The next question was, in the event one of the universities would

close— I didn't see any provisions for that—but I guess ... .anything

that can happen,will. Based on that, I thought since you put it in

on the governor, I just wanted to bring it to your attention that it

wasn' t in there.

I have implicit confidence in your

MR. HAYNES
Excuse me. Delegate Dennery,

knowledge of civil service.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you, sir.

MR. HAYNES
1 have three very quick questions and then, I have an amendment

I wish to offer to reinstitute the system we had prior to 1863, which
I think would satisfy a lot of the problems that confront us in this
convention.

Would you have any serious objections to adding Grambling College
so that north Louisiana could be represented in the nominations for
these positions, since we have it all skewed in the direction of New
Orleans—and I can understand that very clearly, too.

MR. DENNERY
Well, I would have no personal objection, no. sir. But, I think

it would— I believe Grambling is a state university, is it not?

MR. HAYNES
It's a state institution.

MR. DENNERY
So I have my proposal was to have all private universities.

I would have no objection at all. But, I chose to use private
universities because I feel very strongly that we should keep the
appointment of the commissioners as far removed from politics as is
humanly possible.

MR. HAYNES
I can appreciate that. This is one of the things I resented.

We've impeached every governor that we've had since Huey Long, here
today, in the debate— in this convention.

My second question, since New Orleans is approximately fifty
percent each way, now, and about seventy-seven percent of the students
in the New Orleans public school system represent the predominant
minority in the state, would you have any objection to adding Xavler
University to sort of equalize the nominations from the... for the city?

MR. DENNERY
You mean in the New Orleans commission?

MR. HAYNES
In the New Orleans commission.
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MR. DENNERY
Well, of course, that would give four people on the Civil Service

Commission. I don't think it should be four. I would have no

objection, sir, if you chose to make it five and added both Xavier

and St. Mary's Dominican. That would give five.

MR. HAYNES
We'll do that. We'll make those....
My third question. In discussing with you. It seems that we

have thirty—thirty-nine—persons qualified for the state police accord-

ing to the civil service requirements. I have my serious concerns

about those qualifications, of course. We have five hundred thirty-
nine certified—by civil service— for welfare. Yet, these people can't
get Jobs. Would you accept an amendment to either make it statutory, or

mandate that the governor, through executive order, would require fair

employment, or employment in these positions without regards to race?

MR. DENNERY
Well, of course, the amendment contains exactly the lack of provision.

It does not mandate the governor, but it does say that there shall

be no discrimination when It comes to employment—no discrimination

because of race, because of religion, or because of political affiliations.
Now, you are suggesting, as I understand it, that the constitution contain

a provision which would mandate the governor to cause all of the depart-

ment heads to appoint, in view of that, in light of that nondiscriminatory

provision, in a nondiscriminatory manner. It seems to me that our Bill

of Rights already requires the governor to do exactly this. I should

think that the governor, and all of the state appointing authorities,

are under an obligation, or will be, when this is adop'.ed, and the

constitution is adopted, under the Bill of Rights, and under this, to

be completely color-blind when it comes to appointments.

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Dennery, tell me, don't you t.ilnk that with all the universities

coming from New Orleans, making up this commission, don't you think you

are creating enemies for the city? In my opinion, I believe New Orleans

—

many people across the state bear ill-feeling toward the city now—now

to have the Civil Service of the State of Louisiana with all the universlti

located in the city, don't you think that's creating more enemies for the

city?

that it is a little more difficult to prove a negative than to prove

a positive. However, you must remember this, that when the employee

appears before a comnission and denies that he has done what he is

alleged to have done in order to cause his dismissal, and this cause

must be expressed in writing as the constitution requires; as soon

as he has done this, the burden of going forward immediately shifts

to the appointing authority who must then prove his case. Now, it

is my considered opinion, after having served on this commission for

ten years, that the employee is in a much better position under this

setup, than if we permitted the state, with all of its assets, and

all of its legal counsel and everything else, to present a case on

the day of the trial, which the employee was not really in a position

to defend.
Furthermore, I would call your attention to the fact that although

Mr. Roy, in his discussion on the previous amendment, used the word

"Innocent until proven guilty," this is not a criminal case. Remember

that. There is no crime associated with civil service dismissal. An

employee is dismissed for cause. That cause must be expressed in

writing. It must be a Just cause. The burden of proof is to.. Is

placed on the employee .. .although it may sound ridiculous to so state,

it benefits the employee, in my opinion, and has so proven.

MR. Lj^^RUM^^
^^^^ "cause" is used in the '21 Constitution too. I Just

....disagree with you.

MR. DENNERY
Well, of course, the courts have interpreted what cause for

dismissal is. It's got to be pretty good cause before you can

dismiss

.

MRS. WARREN
Reverend Landrum asked you one of the questions I wanted so I

won't go Into it about a person having to prove himself when he is

accused of something.

MR. DENNERY
It wasn't "accused, "Mrs. Warren. Let's use specifically, now.

;s

MRS. WARREN
Well, 1 mean, maybe I used the wrong word. But he said it.

MR. DENNERY
Well, Reverend Landrum, I had to make a choice, I suppose, based

upon a philosophical problem. I felt that I should keep removed from

any political taint, whatever, the appointment of the commission as to

the Civil Service Commission. I felt that the best way to do that was

to use private universities. It is a fact of life that of the seven

private universities in Louisiana, five happen to be located in New

Orleans. I would point out to you that alumni from Tulane, from Loyola,

from Xavier, from Dillard, and from St. Mary's Dominican, are scattered

throughout the State of Louisiana. I do not believe, sir, that the

presidents of these five universities are so provincial as to appoint

only people from their localities. I do believe that they would seek

advice from their alumni throughout the state, all of whom are quite

loyal to their universities, and seek advice as to what people might

be capable from those particular areas to be named as nominees to be

presented to the governor. Now, I mentioned— I stated in the beginning-

that that on its face appears to be a disadvantage. I do not believe

it to be. I think it is the lesser of two evils if you choose to put

it that way.

MR. LANDRUM
Now, the.... one other question I would like to ask you, I mean,

I disagree with you on that. The burden of proof on appealed—now

I know you are considered as one of the best legal minds in the

country

—

MR. DENNERY
Thank you. Pretty broad statement, but I thank you.

MR. LANDRUM
Well, and I mean I agree with that, but now the burden of proof

on appeal as to the facta shall be on the employee.

MR. DENNERY
All right. Reverend, let me answer that question. It's a very

Interesting question and I've discussed it at length with some of the

delegates here—Mr. Roy mentioned that he and I had discussed it. In

the first place, the burden of proof has been placed on the employee

in Louisiana since 1952. That's the present state of the law. There
has been no change in the law. Based upon the fact that the burden
of proof Is upon the employee, all Civil Service Commissions' rules
require that if a civil service employee is to be fired or demoted
or punished In any way, the exact reasons, with date, place ^ and
everything else, must be set forth, because it is well recognized
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MR. DENNERY
All right.

MRS. WARREN
I would ask this question, and I am ignorant. Somebody else

wanted to know it so I'm going to ask it. Does garbage people have

to take examinations?

MR. DENNERY
Does garbage people have to take examinations?

MRS. WARREN
Right. To work

MR. DENNERY
It is my recollection that the position of garbage collectors in

the city of New Orleans is what is known as a noncompetitive class

and they do not have to take examinations. Approximately fifty

percent of the employees in the State of Louisiana and I believe
almost the same percentage in the city of New Orleans do not have

to take competitive examinations.

MRS. WARREN
One more question.
When the garbage. .. .since you are familiar with New Orleans and

I am, too—when the garbage people went out on strike, why is it none

of them lost their Jobs?

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, Mrs. Warren, you are going to have to ask the mayor

of the city that question. I can't possibly answer that.

MRS. WARREN
Well, I don't mind asking him. He looks Just like you. I'm

sorry you can't.

MR. DENNERY
Well, I can't possibly .... well, I can't answer that question.

MRS. WARREN
I'm Mr. Chairman, I was Just asking him a question.

MR. DENNERY
All right. Go ahead, Mrs. Warren.
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MRS. WARREN
The next thing I wanted to know is, why classified civil service

workers and unclassified ones, some can participate in political

processes some can't.

MR. DENNERY
Well, my understanding of the law, Mrs. Warren, is that an

unclassified employee is does what he wants. He is selected by

his employer—maybe because of the color of his hair, of his skin, of

his political affiliations, or what have you. He can be fired at will.

He has no job security. It's not a merit system. That individual,

the unclassified person, can participate in political activities. The

classified emplovee mav not participate in political activities. The

reason for that is grounded in historical fact, particularly in Louisiana,

but not only in Louisiana. If you recall, there is a Hatch Act in the

federal government that says basically the same thing. Any classified

employee, in order to have security of his Job, should be prohibited

from participating in political activities. Otherwise, his ultimate

employer can force him to participate.

MRS. WARREN
Yes, sir. But, with the political spoil that we've got in our

Executive Branch today, it could easily work that way, too, couldn't

it?

MR. ABRAHAM
The other question I would have is that if we agree in text with

the text of your amendment ... .if we agreed in principle with the

general text of your amendment here, we could go ahead and adopt that.

Then, if there is any particular item in here that were not satisfactory,

it could be amended, could it not?

MR. DENNERY
That's correct, Mr. Abraham.

MR. STAGG
Mr. Dennery, in the bottom of page 1 and the top of page 2,

there is a considerable listing of people who are exempt or are not

under the classified service. In about line 12, it mentions the

offices of the governor. If I'm not too far wrong on my facts here,

in recent months, the Centrex operators were changed from, I think,

classified service, to be a part of the Division of Administration.

I believe in addition to that, the guards out here on the parking

lot may have similarly, or some other groups of employees were moved

to the Division of Administration and, therefore, I presume, out from

under the classified service.

When you say here simply, "the offices of the governor," how far

does that extend and what is the ability of the governor to move people

who are protected by being classified employees and shoved over into

unclassified positions, and, thereby, able to be fired without cause.

MR. DENNERY
Not as far as classified employees, Mrs. Warren.

MR. ABRAHAM
Molse, 1 have several questions.
First of all, on page 2 where you talk about the terms, is it your

intent that these terms would be for overlapping—would be overlapping

terms?

MR. DENNERY
Mack, I've decided that that shouldn't be specifically in the

constitution. It's in my delegate proposal. I think it's Number 28

or 29, which is a transitional article. It takes care of the over-

lapping terms. I would, however, have no objection to an amendment

which uses the word "overlapping." As you know, if we are.... if the

convention is kind enough to adopt my amendment ... .amendments to it

may be....will be submitted.

MR. ABRAHAM
When a... another question, now, where we are talking about the—

.

nominating procedure from these various presidents, if we wanted to

set statewide distribution here, we could simply amend this to read

-hat not more than one member could come from a congressional district

and that would handle that, would It not?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Stagg, the only way I can answer that question is to refer

you to a case in New Orleans many years ago when the mayor of the city

at that time did exactly what you suggest could be done. The court

slapped him down and said you could not enlarge "the office of the

governor" by taking In extraneous divisions and say they are part of

his office. It means the office of the governor in a normal sense of

the word

.

MR. J. JACKSON
Now. Mr. Dennery, in that the commission has the right to set

rules which have the effect of law and I understand you provide that

there is an appeal to the commission, but is there any place within

your provision that would allow for a judicial review of a commission's

ruling?

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Jackson, the let me find it . . . . the. . . .it 's in here. I just

don't remember exactly where it Is—on page 7? Yes. That makes

the decision of the commission final on the facts, but subject to

review on any question of law, court of appeal.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Dennery, I'll get back to the burden of proof on appeal—the

facts shall be the burden shall be on the employee. Would you

please explain to this convention how a complaint is filed, how it

is subsequently tried, and how the shifting of the burden is trans-

ferred from the employee back to the commission?

MR. ABRAHAM
The other question I have where we.... on page 4, we talk about the

departments of civil service. It's not your intent that these would

be one of the departments in the.... one of the twenty major departments

in the Executive Article that we specified, is it?

'••R. DENNERY
Not necessarily. It could very well be. But it's not necessarily

one of them. I believe it's set up in that chart we had in our

committee to be one of the departments.

•«. ABRAHAM
It would be a department Itself— if we use the word department.

On page 5 where you say that the number to be certified shall be

not less than three, as I.... if I Interpret this correctly, does not

prevent the commission, in adopting Its rules, or setting up its rules,

to certify more than three if it so desires, would it?

'R. DENNERY
That's quite correct. That's the law right now.

MR. DENNERY
Well, not to the comnlssion, but to the appointing authority.

The normal procedure that has been followed through the years,

Mr. Anzalone. . . .Mr. Anzalone, excuse me the appointing authority

has to write a letter of dismissal. In this letter of dismissal,

he sets forth the cause for the dismissal, or for whatever other

disciplinary action is taken. Within a certain period of time fixed

by the rules, usually thirty days, the employee has a right to appeal

by writing a simple letter to the commission in question , setting

forth why those facts are not true, or why if true, they do not

constitute cause. The commission then fixes this matter for hearing.

At the trial, the adversary parties, or the employee'.'appellant"

as he Is called, and the department head or appointing authority

"appellee." At the beginning of the trial, it is incumbent upon the

employee to show either one of the two things I just stated—either

that the facts are not true or that the facts, if true, do not

constitute cause for dismissal. All he needs do is make a prima facie

case of this ,at which point the burden of going forward immediately

shifts to the appointing authority, who must establish beyond per

adventure of a doubt, that these facts are true.

>tR. ABRAHAM
Where we say "no person shall solicit contributions for a political

purpose from any classified employee," that is the law right now. But,

if I understand you correctly, there are unclassified employees which

come under civil service, are there not?

MR. DENNERY
No. ...the unclassified employee is as if you were not a civil

service employee in the normal sense of the word. Technically, any-

body who works— the governor is a civil service employee, but he's

unclassified

.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Moise, a great deal of criticism has been given to the

Civil Service System because complaints can be filed by people who

are never known to the person who's going to be fired. Is this true?

MR. DENNERY
I don't quite follow you, Joe,

MR. ANZALONE
Well, for Instance, if I were to file a complaint against you,

who would be a fellow civil service employee
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MR. DENNERY
Are you talking now about a complaint of violation of, say, a

political activities law, or something like that?

MR. ANZALONE
Well, any reason to get you fired.

MR. DENNERY
Well, now let me see if I can explain it in this way. There

are two types of hearings before the Civil Service Commission. They
can make an investigation of a violation of the civil service law,

and any citizen can file a complaint on that. But, if he files it,

he's got to sign his name to it, and all of the facts are there for

the employee who is charged with having violated the civil service

law. Otherwise, the appointing authority is the only person who can

actually sign the letter of dismissal. Now, it may very well be true

that that particular Individual is not personally known to the

appointing authority, or vice versa. If it's a particularly large
department, quite frequently the department head does not know all
of his employees.

MR. ANZALONE
We still seem to be escaping what I'm trying to get after. If

I want to report you, a fellow civil servant, for some activity which
would cause you to lose your job, do you have the right at any stage
of the proceedings, to know who I am and have the right to cross-
examine me?

MR. DENNERY
If it's for a violation of the civil service law, the answer

would be yes. If, however, the department head receives information
from a fellow employee, I do not know that he is required to give
that information out. Joe, I just can't answer positively yes or no
on that particular point.

MR. ANZALONE
Do you think it should be?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I think you have the same problem, I suppose, that the

police departments have—probably should be to a certain extent.
Possibly not completely.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

MR. TAPPER
Number one, Moise, for the life of me, I cannot understand

how we arrived at the theory or principle or what-have-you that

the private schools should be the ones nominating the people

on the board. Don't you know that I believe that there are

more students In the public institutions in this state than

there are in the private institutions. Didn't you know that

I believe that at least Louisiana State University and Southern,

and possibly some of the others, have an equal right to nominate,

if any one of them has a right to nominate to the Civil Service

Commission.

MR, DENNERY
Until you just told me, I did not know. I do now.

MR. TAPPER
Mr, Acting Chairman, I had asked the question, and Mr. Dennery

was not afforded the opportunity to answer it. Do you remember

the question, Mr. Dennery, or do you want me to put it to you

again?

MR. DENNERY
You mean about the private and public institutions.

MR. TAPPER
Yes. Why just private Institutions and not public institutions?

MR. DENNERY
Well, the reason, Mr. Tapper, is my firm conviction that one,

if not the most important features of a good civil service system

In this state is to have as independent a commission as can be

arrived at. I felt that the college president method, having

worked since 1952 pretty successfully with four private universities

and one public institution, there was no reason not to continue

with the university president theory. I chose to enlarge the

number by two, to make it seven. It happens that there are seven

private universities. Therefore, It seemed to me that this would

remove it one step further, possible, from any complaint that

politics was Involved in the appointment.

MR. TAPPER
In other words, Mr, Dennery, you're telling us that there

would be... or there is less politics in private institutions
than there are in public institutions; so, you're telling us
that you'd have less discrimination and partiality and favoritism
by having the private institutions recommend, rather than the
public institutions. That's what you're telling us.

MR. DENNERY
What I am saying, Mr. Tapper, is that I believe I have

removed It as far as it can be removed. I did not say it

was one hundred percent removed. But, I felt that it was as

far removed as it could be,

MR. TAPPER
But, did you know, Mr. Dennery, that the private institutions

represent only a small segment of the people in the population in

this state, whereas the public institutions represent the large
majority of the people in the state?

MR. DENNERY
Well, when we talk about colleges, Mr. Tapper, there Is a

difference; obviously, there have been more students at the

public institutions than there are in the private institutions.
To that extent, your statement is correct. Neither public nor

private universities really represent a vast majority of the

people In the state of Louisiana.

MR. TAPPER
Well, then, don't you believe that we should just exclude

all of these institutions, per se, and let's have some other

body or maybe the governor or someone else appoint these people,

instead of singling out just the private Institutions to do

this. What is it... this is an archaic thing, isn't it, Mr.

Dennery? What I mean is... you know, this is a hold-over from

the old days, so to speak. Do we really need this type of
government in Louisiana?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Senator, let me put it this way...

MR. TAPPER
Thank you, I'm not a Senator, but I appreciate it.

MR. DENNERY
I mean Representative. Excuse me. I don't know whether you

should thank me or not. There have been many arguments made on

that, and there's good logic on both sides.

As you know, Mr. Tapper, there have been suggestions made

over the years that the governor by himself appoint the members

of the Civil Service Commission. But, this has never become
very popular. At the present time, the governor appoints the

members of the commission from lists of three names submitted by

each of the five university presidents. As a practical matter,

on maay occasions throughout the years in the State of Louisiana,

the college president has not named, or has included in his

nominees, other than his own college graduates. Now, it Is

true that they do not represent as many people. But, they are

further removed from the possibility—I don't say the actuality

—

but the possibility of political control, than are the state

universities ...

MR. TAPPER
I understand that. They're also further removed from the

people, also, Mr. Dennery, don't you think? Let me ask one

further question? In your proposal, as I read it, once the

charges are made against an employee, then the burden shifts

from the employer to the employee, and the employee then has

to disprove the charges made against him. Don't you think

that that's a little harsh?

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, I'm sorry you didn't hear my explanation of that

before, Mr. Tapper. But, my explanation was based upon the

fact that if, as you know, if the prosecution—If you wish to

call it that, although this Is not a criminal matter—has the

right to bring all of Its forces to bear the first go-around,

and has the ability to present all sorts of facts that the

employee knew nothing about, it becomes very difficult at that

point for the employee to disprove, even though the department

must carry the burden of proof. The system, as it's presently

used, provides that the appointing authority or the dismissing

authority. If you will, must set up chapter and verse in his

letter of dismissal, the cause for vhlch the disciplinary

action is taken. Once a prima facie case Is made by the

employee, the burden inmediately shifts back to the appointing
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authority, who must then fully prove beyond any doubt the

allegations which are contained in his letter of disciplinary
action. Over the years we have found that this favors the

employee much more than the employer.

MR, TAPPER
Mr. Dennery, one final question, would you object to my

putting an amendment on to do what you said your proposal

does because I don't think it does that. Would you agree to

allow me to put an amendment on which would shift the burden

back from the employee to the employer?

MR. DENNERY
I would argue against it,

let you submit it.

but I would certainly agree to

MR. A. JACKSON
According to their ruling, there is a prohibition. But, I

have one other question. On page 8, on the Section 0, is it
correct that local governing bodies could place employees that
are now exempted from civil service under a civil service system?
For example, suppose a local school board wanted to place all
of the school teachers under civil service. Wouldn't this be
possible under your Section 0?

MR. DENNERY
I think that's the same provision that's in the present law.

I think...

MR. A. JACKSON
That's not my question.

MR. TAPPER
Well, why would you argue against shifting the burden to

the employer, Mr. Dennery?

MR. DENNERY
Because I think it's much safer for the employee as it

is, Mr. Tapper. I have told you that.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Dennery, I refer you to that passage which states that...

I had it underlined here...which states on, page 6, "rules adopted

pursuant hereto shall have the effect of law." In the Legislative

Article, and pursuant to good conmon sense, the laws are promulgated.

Now, if these rules have the effect of law, where is the provision

whereby the rules of the Civil Service Commission will be promulgated?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr, Willis, as a practical matter, what happens is a

rule can only be adopted after a public hearing, as It states in

here somewhere. Once the rule is adopted, it is filed with the

secretary of the coimiission. That constitutes the promulsation.

There is no specific provisions for promulgation, per se.

MR. WILLIS
Well, isn't that a defect insofar as that's concerned

with respect to universal applicability throughout the state?

MR. DENNERY
No. It would have to be filed with the secretary of

the commission. It's available to everyone at that time.

MR. DENNERY
No, no, I'm trying to—if you'll pardon me. Representative

Jackson—I'm trying to recall if there have been any rulings
on this to my knowledge. It is my recollection, sir, that the

legislature has always had the right to do this, although, I

believe that the civil service system would be applicable to

any or all parish employees. I do not think that would include

the school board employees.

MR. A. JACKSON
It says, though, sir, "or by the respective local governing

bodies ."

MR. DENNERY
Well, I would assume, sir, if the school board...! don't

think the school board could do that. As I understand, the

school system is set up with a teacher tenure law, anyway.

MR. A. JACKSON
But, it says "nothing in this section shall prevent the

establishment by the legislature, or by the respective local
governing bodies, in any one or more parishes." Then, he goes
on to say, "including those herein and above exempted."

MR. DENNERY
Well, do you,. .would you include, sir, school board employees

as employees of the parish? I would think not.

MR. A. JACKSON
Of course, they are.

MR. WILLIS
Well, talking about that availability, I tell you that

I wrote to the Civil Service Commission, about seven or eight

days nine or ten days ago, asking them for some information

to which I have received no response.

MR. DENNERY
Well, I'll have to ask Mr. Sexton, who's in the audience

somewhere, to answer your letter today.

MR. WILLIS
Well, he has already told me he would, but after some

coaxing.

MR. DENNERY
I would think they are employees of the school board, rather

than of the parish, as such.

MR. A. JACKSON
That's a local governing.. a school board is a local governing

body.

MR. DENNERY
I don't know that I can answer the question any more than

that, Mr. Jackson. I do not believe this has ever been done,
nor do I think it's ever been contemplated, nor do I think it's

possible.

MR. DENNERY
O.K.

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Dennery, did you Intend to Include, or keep in your

proposal the prohibition against civil servants to make a

contribution to politicsl parties, as is described in this

circular? In that it is now a part of the Internal Revenue

Code, as I read the language on page 5, it prohibits them from

making the check-off. Is that correct? Did you intend to

include that in there?

MR. JENKINS
Mr, Dennery, as I've said before, I think that you have a

good overall approach to civil service here. There are one or

two things that I might disagree with and want to change. But,

really, what you're asking us to do, if we vote for this amendment,
is to accept this as a working draft. Then, you would expect

us to go back lettered paragraph by lettered paragraph, debate
it on its merits, offer amendments, and by sixty-seven votes,
adopt or reject each given lettered paragraph. Isn't that

correct?

MR. DENNERY
Well, at the time 1 included it in it, the language was

taken from the present section. I was not aware of the letter

which is the circular which went out on the date of April 2,

Mr. Jackson, until just now. I just received a copy of it.

MR. A. JACKSON
But, you do agree that it prevents civil servants from

making the check-off?

MR. DENNERY
It would appear to unless the conmission has ruled that the

contrary since that time. I'm not sure whether the commission
has ruled on this.

MR. DENNERY
I would think so. Yes, sir.

MR. JENKINS
So, even though we may disagree with parts of it, that's not

a reason to vote against this if we think this would be a good

working draft.

MR. HENNERY
That's correct , Representative Jenkins.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Dennery, I notice here... I think I have the answer,
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but I Just want to be sure that I'm correct In this. On page

2, where it says "the lieutenant governor, each mayor and

city attorney of the several cities, of police juries, of

school boards, of assessors, and all offices provided for in

Article V of this Constitution except the clerks of court, and

so forth." Now, is the reason that you didn't list sheriffs,
deputies, clerks of court deputies for the reason that they
are listed in Article V of this constitution?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir. I believe they are all covered there, and I

thought it would shorten this language considerably by referring
to another article in the constitution.

MR. HERNANDEZ
I thought it was correct. Just wanted to be sure, sir.

Thank you.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Dennery, I'm looking at your Paragraph (N) , Acceptance

of Act; Other Cities, Parishes, City and Parish Governed Jointly.

If one of these units of government would elect to choose the

provisions of your proposal, they could do so under this pro-

vision. Is that correct?

MR. DENNERY
That's correct, sir.

MR. PLANCHARD
Well, I wanted to know if you Included or considered them

as parish employees, or if you would consider putting them in

the unclassified section.

MR. DENNERY
Well, as I understand it, from the way I have this drawn,

if they are a local governmental subdivision, they are not

covered under the state civil service. That would include
a parish, for instance, and a city, except that the cities over
two hundred and fifty thousand are specifically Included—their

employees are. Therefore, if the registrar of voters in your

particular parish is a parochial employee, then his people
would not be included in the classified service ... they wouldn't
be part of the state service. On the other hand, if they

happened to be a state employee, only the registrar would be

exempt, or in the unclassified service.

MR. WINCHESTER
You did not think schoolteachers could be included in the

civil service organization? Does that also apply to employees
of an assessor's office?

MR. DENNERY
Oh, yes. There's no question about that, Mr. Winchester. It

clearly states that assessors are excluded and all deputies, employees,

and administrative assistants of deputies

.

MR. WINCHESTER
But, in this where it says that regardless of these exemp-

tions, that would not let you then put them back in?

MR. LANIER
However, am I correct in saying that under your Paragraph (0),

that if they chose not to go under these provisions, nevertheless,

these units of government cou.'d get a legislative act which would

create a different form of civil service than that provided ^for

In this proposal.

MR. DENNERY
That's correct, Mr. Lanier because there are many communities

which might want to have a civil service system, but not to the

extent of the one set forth in here, which is designed primarily

for a larger community and for the state. Many communities would

not have the financial ability to support a complete civil service

system of this type. They might well have their financial

responsibility and desire to have a smaller type civil service

commission which they could present to the legislature, and thereby

have it enacted.

MR. LANIER
Therefore, this last paragraph really gives you the flexibility

legislatively to mold a civil service system to fit the needs of

particular parishes or municipalities under the required amount

of your proposal.

MR. DENNERY
That's correct, sir. That was the purpose of it.

MR. LANIER
Now, the other thing, if a city were to elect to come under

the provisions of your proposal, after they have adopted civil

service, could they by a similar vote, elect to get out of civil
service?

MR.

Yes, sir.

DENNERY
I'm sure they could, i

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Dennery, some of my questions as to some of the unclassi-

fied employees has been answered, in particular about the sheriffs

and the assessors. But, 1 notice on page 1, we have exempt from

the unclassified service, the registrars of voters. Does that

also include the employees of the registrar of voters?

MR. DENNERY
I would not think so, sir, unless the parish wanted to. Now,

if the parish wants to put the assessors under a parochial civil

service system, that's the parish's problem. That's not under

this act, under this law. It would have to go to the legislature,

or else they would have to adopt it themselves.

MR. WINCHESTER
You could not do It under this?

MR. DENNERY
No, sir.

MR. WINCHESTER
Thank you, sir.

MR. CASEY
That's all the questions, Mr. Dennery.

MR. DiNNERY
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank the delegates very

much for their kind attention, and I trust you will see fit

to adopt this amendment.

MR. CASEY
I see Mr. Willis has a question.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Dennery, may I ask you one question with respect to

that last question asked you by Mr. Winchester? I refer you

to the next to last line on page 8. which says, you have

excluded sheriffs, assessors and so forth, which says that"the

civil service Is not prevented from establishing, "and so forth,

"including those here and after exempted from the state cl^issifled

service, "so that you could put under civil service, deputy assessors

and deputy sheriffs and deputy clerks; could you not?

MR. DENNERY
The legislature has always had that power, Mr. Willis.

The legislature has always had the power to add to the classified

service.

MR. DENNERY
No, sir.

MR. PLANCHARD
Do you consider them as employees of the parish?

MR. DENNERY
Well, In some Instances they are, sir; if they are parish

employees, they're excluded. In some area, for instance, in

New Orleans, as 1 recall, they are city employees. . .oh, they

are in the state service In New Orleans. , .some of them are

parish employees, and therefore they would be excluded, anyway.

MR. WILLIS
Well, It says here, "or by the respective local governing

body." That's an addition, isn't it? The legislature?

MR. DENNERY
No, sir. No, sir. The parishes always have that right,

also

.

>m. WILLIS
Thank you.
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Further D1 scussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentlemen, there's two philosophies

here before us with reference to civil service. I'd like to speak

to vou and ask vou to listen carefully. Either you believe that

the present civil service provisions which we have in the consti-

tution are adequate, and need no changes and should not be changed,

or else they can be improved upon. That's it, and that doesn't

make anv difference whether you are for the Dennery proposal, or

for the De Blieux proposal, or for some other proposal. Now, the

difference between what I have set before this convention in ray

proposal, and what Mr. Dennery has, he believes that this conven-

tion and this convention only, should have the right to make any

improvements in civil service. We've got one hundred and thirty-

two delegates in this convention. Sixty-seven of them can adopt

any amendment and make any change in the civil service proposal

that we have. Now, there's one hundred and forty-four members

of the legislature. It takes twenty-six senators and seventy

representatives, or a total of a hundred and six people before

siny change can be made in civil service under my proposal. Now,

if the civil service needs improvement now, why shouldn't it

maybe need some improvement four, five, ten years from now?

I think civil service has worked for us fairly well. But,

I do think that it can be improved upon from time to time.

I don't want to make any changes now because the vast number

of people I talked to have said, "Don't change civil service."

But, yet, then I ask them the question, "Do you think it should

ever come a time when we might want to change it?" Oh, yes,

but don't change it now. I dare to say that the most of the

people you talk to, will probably tell you the same thing.

So, I don't want to change it now. But, I'm not saying it

should never be changed, and I'm not the one to say that the

convention and only the convention has the wisdom to know

that what should be in the civil service law and nobody else

should have that Intellect, or has that intellect. Now, so,

I ask you to search your conscience as to what you want in

that constitution. Do you want something that cannot be changed

whatsoever, except by a constitutional amendment? Then, if you

do, you are going to be opposed to what the committee has pro-

posed. You are going to be opposed to what Mr. Dennery has

proposed. You are going to be opposed to what I have proposed

because you want to incorporate what we'presently have and put

that in the constitution as we have it now— twenty odd pages

in our constitution, and make no changes except by constitutional

amendment. , ^ , , ., , . ^ j j
All right. Now, if you feel like that it can be improved

upon, but you don't want to make any changes now, then you ought

to be for my proposal. If you feel like this 'Constitutional

Convention is the only one that has the wisdom to make suggested

changes, and then you don't want any changes after the Constitu-

tional Convention makes them, you feel like that we are all

omnipotent, and have the Intellect to know what should be done

in the future. Then, you'd be for Mr. Hennery's proposal be-^ause

he doesn't want any changes after he gets adopted what he wants.

I'm not one of those individuals that feel like that I've got

all the knowledge and nobody else Vnows anything. So, I want

to give the people t^ho come after me the right to make some

suggestions, too. That's why I propose in my particular amend-

ment that we keep what we've got, t^at we make no changes now,

but give the legislature ,who will require a greater number of

votes to make a change, than this Constitutional Convention

needs in order to make whatever necessary changes that might

be fit.

I ask you to vote against the Dennery amendment, and adopt

my amendment when it comes up.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Oi scussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I urge the rejection of

Mr. Dennery's amendment. Now, let me make one thing perfectly

clear at this point. That is, that I believe in a strong

civil service system, but we've got to define—
I say, let me make this clear; even though I rise to

urge, as strongly as I can, the rejection of Mr. Dennery's

amendments, I do favor and believe in a strong civil service

system. But, I think that we must define our terms. To me,

and this is just my opinion, and what I believe, the object

of civil service is to secure career employees, the best employees,

who will make a career of service In government, to Insure that

those people will be initially hired on the basis of merit.

They will be promoted on the basis of merit, and that they will

not be arbitrarily treated and fired, to give them job security.

I have worked with the present civil service provisions in the

constitution since they've been there, and they do far more than

that. This amendment of Mr. Dennery's even goes further than

the present provisions of the constitution. It is an advocation,

a complete advocation by the one hundred and fortyi-four elected

representatives of the people of this state to five or seven

appointed individuals of the entire personnel system of this

state. That, to me, is unsound. It's bad. It is bad for the

people of the state. It is bad for the state employees. Now,

I was most surprised and shocked to see added to the present

provisions of the constitution—the new provision which Mr.

Dennery, very frankly, admitted was new— that when it comes

to employee training and safety now, no official of this state,

and the legislature of this state will have any say-so about

those things except the Civil Service Coiranission. Now, I

respectfully submit to you, whether you agree or whether you

disagree with the recent legislation that purported to establish

a pay plan for state police officers—whether you thought that

was good or bad—that you have got to recognize that times do

arise when the legislature of this state, and the governor of

this state, acting through the processes of law for the enactment

of legislation, have got to have the right and they have got

to have the power to address themselves to a particular problem

because they are the elected officials of this state, the

elected representatives of this state, and they are the people

in whom the people of the state have placed their confidence

and responsibility. Now, you look about, and you ask yourself,

we cannot get a physician at Angola. We cannot get psychiatrists

at East Louisiana State Hospital and the other state hospitals.

Why? I say, because of the present civil service system and

the fact that the legislature cannot do anything at all, insofar

as the pay of those type of people are concerned. I tell you

that when you come along and you engraft upon the provisions of

the present constitution, this additional provision, that when

it comes to the question of employee training and safety, that

the duly constituted elected representatives of the people, the

governor and the heads of the various departments have no say-so,

no say-so, whatsoever in those particular areas. All of that

power, in addition to the power they already have, is vested in

an appointed body, completely unresponsive and isolated from the

day-to-day facts of life, that you're making a terrible mistake.

I admire Mr. Dennery. I know he believes in civil service. I

think I believe in civil service. I think we just don't quite

agree on what civil service is. But, when he got up here and

admitted, as I understand it, that If this amendment is adopted

and became the constitution of this state, that neither the

legislature, nor the superintendent of the state police could

say that a state police patrol car had to be occupied by no less

than two troopers, without the approval of the Civil Service

Commission. If we do that, then I think we're doing a damn

fool thing.

Further Di scussion

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in support of the

Dennery amendment. May I take this opportunity to explain my

unusual votes on the Flory amendments of yesterday and today. I

supported Amendment No. 1, but I opposed the others. I suppose

that's why my position was a little confusing to you. But, let

me say what the Dennery amendment does, or the Dennery amendments

do. There has been quite a bit of discussion, here, about politics

in the civil service system. Well, if we are worried about that,

I think the Dennery amendment, or amendments, negate the possibility

of a governor, or a sheriff of a parish, or the mayor of a

municipality manipulating or controlling either a state civil

service system or a local system. It takes out the possibility

of spoils because under the provisions of this amendment, if it is

administered correctly, there could be no spoils system. Now, I

have been among those, who over the years, to complain about

discrimination in employment in this state. I know that there has

been discrimination, and so do you. Anyone in here over forty

years of age can remember when there were no black employees on

any payroll, other than menial positions. Is that to say that there

were none qualified? Yet, there were none. Now, you know that,

and I know it. But, I say to you at this time, that I'm willing

to let bygones be bygones on that score, since we cannot correct

everything. I say to you that this amendment does make pro-

vision for blacks to be represented. I'm not a pessimist; I don t

believe, as a friend of mine told me, that the opposition of many

of you out there is based on the fact that certain black institu-

tions are being included. .1 don't believe you're that racist.

I have more confidence in human nature than that. Now, let me
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warn those of you, especially those of you black delegates who

are talking about Southern and Grambling, remember, there are

eleven state institutions controlled by the Board of Education—

I

think there are eleven; I've counted them. Now, if we must

include Southern, or if we must include Grambling, then there's no

reason why we shouldn't include Northwestern, and Tech, and

Southwestern, and Southeastern, and on down the line, is there?

So, we must be logical about this thing. If we're going to turn

around, now, and discriminate against some other institution in

order to include a black institution, then, I think we're going

to defeat the whole thing. Now, why does the Dennery amendment,

or why do the Dennery amendments stipulate that only private

schools, in effect, will be included? For the same reason. What

must we do if we're going to include all the institutions in

Louisiana, of higher learning? If we leave out just one—I heard

somebody say, "Well, Nicholls State was left out"—if we leave

out just one, then that one has a right to complain and to

oppose the constitution, and to oppose everything we do—just

one can claim discrimination, and I would go along with them.

May I ask you to vote for the Dennery amendment, I have many

other reasons. I'll be glad to answer questions, if you'll give me

a few more minutes, Mr. Chairman—just to answer questions.

Questi ons

constitution. We are left lurking somewhere. The De Blieux

amendment, or any other amendments we want, which has the approach-

personally, when the time comes, I hope to vote for it— to take

it all out of che constitution subject to a two-thirds vote. But,

as I see it now, we have very little other alternative, to me,

to study civil service and to vote on it, than to adopt the

Dennery amendment right now, and then take out of it what we

don't like. Hopefully, the very first amendment that will come

up will give us a chance to vote on the De Blieux amendment. Now,

that's my analysis of it as a very bewildered parliamentarian.

I've been giving it a lot. . .by the way, Mr. Speaker, if Linda

Lovelace would please stop sending me those letters about some

recent, other opinions I've written, I would have a little more

confidence in making expressions of bewilderment than I have

right now.

Quest ion

MR. CHATELAIN
Judge Tate, it seems that we kind of bogged down on who. . .

what universities, if any, should be the nominating group to

nominate the members of the civil service commission. Judge,

would you go along with an idea of the Louisiana Supreme Court

nominating all seven of them from one congressional district

—

not more than one from each district?

MRS. WARREN
Reverend Alexander, I heard you mention—and I've heard this

mentioned quite a bit—the spoils system. Now, we're talking

about spoils system, and the only thing I see who to prevent a

spoils system is a classified civil service workers. Could you

tell me how we could write something in this constitution that

would prevent an unclassified spoils system?

MR. TATE
If you would take away our jurisdiction over pornography, I

think I would be very. . .with regard to that, for instance, I

think that could be amended out if. . .different methods could

be provided by amendment than is there provided, if we are

dissatisfied with it. Well, I hope I've contributed to your

bewilderment. Thank you very much.

MR. ALEXANDER
I don't think we can do that, Mrs. Warren, if you're talking

about unclassified employees, because unclassified employees are

elected officials and appointive officials. I don't think we

can do that.

MRS. WARREN
Reverend Alexander, 1 only have reference to those that are

appointed, and I think that they should be on their merits. I

don't think we would have as much spoil at the top as we got

in the middle, if we did something about it.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, there's nothing before us, now, to change the unclassified

personnel.

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman, I have some amendments up there. Let me ask a

point of information? Are we speaking on the final passage of

this amendment, aren't we?

Now, aren't there some amendments on the desk to this amend-

ment, or we have to adopt this first?

MR. POYNTER
You'd have to. . .before they'd be offered, you'd have to adopt

this, Mr. Tapper. There were, in similar vein, there were a number

of amendments at the desk to the Flory amendment, had it been

adopted, you know. So. . .

MR. TAPPER
Reverend, I just have one simple question, and that is—really,

I don't know why you've taken the position you have. But, my

question is: Why private institutions, or why institutions of

higher learning, at all?

MR. ALEXANDER
I think the original concept was to take politics out of the

civil service system when higher institutions were utilized,

originally. I'm speaking about twenty and twenty-five years

ago. Okay? Now we've come to the point where we find that if

we utilized public institutions, in effect, to my way of

thinking, we would give control of the civil service system, or

we could give it to the Board of Education, because the Board

of Education controls the eleven colleges. Then, we must expand

the whole thing, maybe to twenty people, in order to cover the

eleven institutions and all the others.

MR. TAPPER
I understand that. Then, what you're saying is that it's

better to have a small segment of the people that are really

representative of big business and big money and industry to make

the decisions of putting people on this civil service commission,

instead of the people at large. Is that what you're saying?

Further Di scussion

MR. TATE
I've consistently been wrong, so I just want Co tell you,

as I see the situation, what I intend to do and hope someone with
some question will tell me why this analysis is wrong. We adopted
the third Flory amendment which, in effect, destroyed the committee

proposal. We are now left with the Dennery amendment which is

a detailed, but considerably less detailed approach, to regulation

of civil service than the committee proposal, and the present

Further Di scuss i on

MR. TAPPER
Well, in that event, then, I rise in opposition to the cunendraent

for several reasons. One of the most glaring is that the burden of

proof is placed upon the employee on appeal. Now, I have an

amendment—if this is adopted—then I have an amendment to change

that. This is one of the reasons that I'm opposed to it, and I'm

opposed to it on another very glaring reason. This archaic

business of the private institutions of ttiis state making the

recommendations when they only represent a small segment of the

people of this state. The Reverend was very able when he spoke

about it and explained his position on it. But, you know, when
we talk about politics. Reverend, you don't get to be president

of a university, whether it be public or private, unless you're

a good politician. I know you know th.4t»too, don't you, Mr.

Jackson? You've never been president? But, when we talk about

politics, there's politics in every walk of life, and you don't

find anymore politics than you do in a private institution

when somebody is trying to get to be president. Those people

have power. But, my main objection is the employee— the employee

—

having to prove that lie didn't do anything wrong. You know, the

employer says, this is what he did. They don't prove anything

—

submit a prima facie case. You know what that is? Those of you

who are not lawyers and some of you who are maybe don't know

what a prima facie case is. They say that you did thus and so.

That's a prima facie case. You're removed; you appeal it. On

appeal, you have to prove that you did no wrong. Beautiful.

Mr. Dennery says, "It's been working for years. This is in the

welfare. . .for the welfare of the employee that he has to

prove that he hasn't done anything wrong." That's beautiful.

I oppose the amendment ; 1 hope you do. At this time, if

I'm in order, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to move to return the

amendment ^nd the proposal back to the committee. Is Chat proper?
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MR. HENRY
What did you do? You moved to do what?

Now, you gentlemen get your heads together because the

motion is not In order to. . .

All right, gentlemen, let's hold it down.

Motion

MR. TAPPER
I move to table the amendment, Mr. Chairman,

MR. HENRY
The gentleman now moves to table the amendment.

MR. TAPPER
The reason I do that is because the next motion is going to

be to recommit the proposal.

[Record vote ordered.
'\

Point of Information

Further Discussion

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I feel

that we need to get before us some vehicle through which we can
express our specific desires concerning civil service. I think
there are two or three ways to do this. One is to adopt the
Dennery amendment; another is to recommit. I think that all of
us, here, are interested in a viable and meaningful civil service
system for the state. I think that the two extremes have been:
one has been concerned about flexibility In the present system.
I have been concerned about this; at the same time, I am concerned
about maintaining a very strong civil service system. So, some
of you have been, possibly, more concerned with stability rather
than flexibility. I think what we need to do is to vote either
to recommit or to vote on the Dennery amendment. I think that
rather than express further views concerning the civil service
amendment by Mr. Dennery, which is before us, that the next
speaker will make a definite motion, and will have definite
suggestions. That's all that I'm going to say about it at this
time.

Further Discussion

MR. DUVAL
A point of information, Mr. Chairman. Wliat will be the effect

of this amendment if it is tabled? How can the convention, then,

hear it again?

MR. HENRY
How can it do whet?

MR. DUVAL
How can the convention hear the amendment in the event it's

tabled?

MR. HENRY
Call the amendment from the table.

MR. DUVAL
What vote would that take?

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, I think that the convention has already

spoken. I think that we are just wasting a lot of time, here. I

think the proper thing for us to do in order to get something before
this body and keep our work moving is to go ahead and adopt

the Dennery amendment. Use this as the same as a committee
proposal, if we should want to, and let's go through it paragraph
by paragraph and offer whatever amendments we want because, to me,

this gives us the structure or the framework that we need that we

can work on. There are many things in here which may not be good,

but let's just treat it as a committee proposal. It won't do us

any good to recommit because we're going to come right back out

with a proposal and have to go through this same thing all over

again. So, 1 would suggest that we do it now. 1 would like

to move the previous question, if the other speakers would waive,

but 1 won't insist on it.

MR. HENRY
A two-thirds vote of those present and voting, or a suspension

of the rules.

Point of Information

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman, if we table this thing, would Mr. Dennery be

able to make a few minor changes and come back with the same thing

again, with the changes?

MR. HENRY
If you table the amendment, and he can't get his amendment

off the table, and he comes up with another amendment that's not

identically the same, yes, sir.

[Substitute motion to call for the
Previous Question on the entire
subject matter.]

Point of Information

MR. DE BLIEUX
If the motion to table should be carried, that would not

prevent the taking up of other amendments to this particular. . .

MR. HENRY
No, sir; not at all.

Moti on

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to move at this time that we adjourn

until tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock.

[ifotion to adjourn withdrawn. Motion
to table withdrawn.

1

Further Discussion

MR. KELLY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

think I've sat here for the last two or three days as patiently

and tried to listen as hardly as anyone in this convention, because

I am the first to admit that I don't know that much about civil

service, exactly what it stands for, what its functions are,

what its duties are, or the operations of the system at all. I've

tried to learn what I could, but it's obvious that there's been

battle after battle, here, for the last two days. It's been

argumentative; there's no question about that. People are

advocates, and I don't deny them that right. But, at the same

time, 1 think what we are primarily concerned in is the stability

of the working people of this state, not only with their stability,

but with the stability of state government, which goes right along

with it. Now, we've got to hit a happy medium, here, somewhere.

I don't know what the answer is; I don't have the answer, at this

particular time. I'm not an expert, but I know one thing: we

have got to do something. What we do at this particular point

in this convention, better dam sure be right. This has been

expressed up here before, because someone has said many times

before, we've made about as many mistakes as we can make.

Therefore, what I plan to do, within the next few minutes, 1

plan to make a motion to recommit this entire article back to

this committee. We have heard the arguments, here, for two

days, and that the pros and the cons have been brought out. They

can take this back into committee, and they can bring us some

working document back out of that committee. I think it's clearly

understood, within this convention, that people want something

shorter than what we've got. Yet, at this particular moment,

we don't even have a working document before us. All right. Now,

here's what you're cast with, with the Dennery amendment—and

there are a lot of good things in Mr. Dennery's amendment, from

what I've read. There are a lot of things which I don't necessarily

agree with. What I have got to do, and what I'm going to be forced

to do, and what you're going to be forced to do Is to vote either

yes or no on this entire nine page document. Quite frankly, I

don't want to have to do that, at this particular time. We're

going to spend the next days and the next weeks sitting here,

coming with amendment after amendment. I bet you there's a hundred
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and fifty amendments laying back here in this room, right now,
just in case this particular article or this particular amendment
passes. So, what I submit that we need to do is to get this
proposal, this article, back into the committee. Let these people
who have definite interests in this try and work out some of

their problems. Let's bring it back to us sectionalized, where
we can take it step, by step, by step.

In order to do that—and let me explain this, and this is

noChingt trying to cut anybody off, trying to play dirty, or anything
else. But, under our parliamentary rules, the only way that this
can be accomplished, at this particular time, is to make a motion
to table Mr. Dennery's amendment. Now, once that motion is made—
I don't think that that is doing anything unjust to the Dennery
amendment, anything unjust to the cause which he promotes—all it's
going to do is put us in line to come back and make this motion to

recommit. We've got to table this amendment, first.
Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I make a motion to table Mr. Dennery's

amendment.

MR. HENRY
Present and voting, sir.

MR. FULCO
Thank you.

Poi nt of I nf orma t i on

MR. DESHOTELS
That applies also to referring it back to committee, that

you need a two-thirds vote?

MR. HENRY
No, sir. You don't need a two-thirds vote.

MR. DESHOTELS
What will we need to get it back to committee?

iMotion to table the Amendment.]
MR. HENRY

Well, you've got to dispose of the amendment in some fashion
or other. It's a majority of those present and voting to recommit.

Substitute Motion

MR. PEREZ
I know that this matter needs a lot more consideration,

but I don't see any purpose in returning it. I'd like to move
at this time as a substitute, that we adjourn until nine o'clock
Tuesday, when we can return to the convention hall and have something,
machine to vote with.

[substitute motion rejected . Subs t i tut

e

moti on to adjourn to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Friday , Dt^cember 7 , 197 3 rejected

:

46-47 . Record vote ordered on motion
to table . ]

Point of Information

MR. NUNEZ
If we table the amendment, then what is before the

convention?

MR. DESHOTELS
In other words, after it has been tabled, we can move to

have it recommitted?

MR. HENRY
After the... well, you could have the proposal... you

could move to recommit the proposal, you see.

Point of Information

MR. KELLY
Point of information, Mr. Chairman.
If... say you ... the motion carries to table, and the amendment

is tabled and then a motion is made to recommit the entire
proposal to the committee. Of course, when that committee proposal
comes back onto the floor... I meant an amendment just such as

Mr. Dennery's, could be resubmitted at that time, though; is that
correct?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. That's absolutely correct.

MR. HENRY
If we table this amendment, we have numerous other

amendments up here we could consider.

MR. NUNEZ
If we table the amendment and if we want to reconsider

the amendment, the author could not just pull it from the

calendar, it would take a two-thirds....

Poi nt of I nf orma t i on

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Chairman, maybe I misunderstood something, but I

thought once an amendment was tabled like this it could never

be brought up again unless it was ;ulled from the table; is

that not correct?

MR. HENRY
He would have to move to call it from the table. It would

take a two-thirds vote of those present and voting or either

a suspension of the rules.

MR. NUNEZ
A further point of Information, Mr. Chairman.

Will the machine be working tomorrow?

MR.
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then you would have a different ball game altogether.
Mr. Roemer, why do you rise, sir?

MR. ROEMER
Point of information.
That would be true also about the Flory Amendment that

we defeated.

MR. HENRY
Absolutely. That's true.

MR. ROEMER
It could be brought back exactly like

MR. HENRY
That's right, it certainly could.

[wo t ion to table rejected: 39-55.
Motion to adjourn to 9:30 o ' clock
a.m., Tuesday , December 11, 1973.
Substi tute mot ion to adjourn to
9:00 o'clock a.m., Saturday, De-
cember 9 , 1973. Motion for the
Previous Question on the Amend-
ments ruled out of order . Mot ion
re jected

.

]

Point of Order

MR. NEWTON
Am I in order for a motion?

MR. HENRY
Well, you're in order for a motion, but I don't know that

your motion is In order until you make it, so proceed, Mr. Newton.

MR. HEWTDN
All right. Well, it seems to me that a lot of the objection

to the proceedings on the Dennery amendment the way it's presented

is that it's not in very good form for us to be able to work on.

Therefore, I would ask for a suspension of the rules in order to

call from the calendar, Mr. Dennery 's Delegate Proposal.. I believe

it's No. 27; is that right, Moise? Make that the next order of business.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Newton, there's really no way to even do that under a

suspension of the rules because we have the Dennery amendment before

us and there's something that we've got to do one way or the other

with the Dennery amendment, and the proposal; don't you see?

You can't even suspend the rules under those circumstances.

[Subst i tute mo t ion to adjourn to 9:00
o'clock, a.m., Saturday, December 8

,

1973 adopted . Ad jou rnment to 9:00
o' clock , a.m., Saturday , December 3

.

197 3.
'I
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Saturday, December 8, 1973

ROLL CALL

[72 delegates present and a quorum.
"[

PRAYER

MR. ALEXANDER
Most holy and eternal God, we come this morning again to

thank Thee,Father ,for the blessings that Thou has bestowed upon
us in days gone by. Bless our efforts here today and throughout
this Convention. Bless the participants and those who are in

positions of leadership. Hay whatever we do here redound to Thy
glory and Thine honor. In the name of Jesus we pray. Amen.

Motion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, in the hopes of expediting the convention, I

move— if in order— to suspend the rules in order to take up the

Dennery amendment paragraph by paragraph.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Duval, the Clerk advises me—and I think he is absolutely

correct—that because of the manner in which this amendment is

drawn, it Just makes it nigh impossible. If it were numbered and

so forth, but It's not; it just about makes it impossible to

consider it and do anything at all with it, insofar as adopting

it paragraph by paragraph. If we ever get it adopted, we could

handle it such a manner.

\_tiotion withdrawn.]

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE Point of Information

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

MR. AVANT
It Just seems to me that it would be a lot faster if we took

the time for somebody to sit down and number these things, if that's

the big objection, one person could do it in probably fifteen

minutes, and then rexerox and distribute the thing, and then proceed

page by page and line by line.

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 9, introduced by Delegate Aertker,

Chairman on behalf" of the Committee on Education and Welfare,

and other delegates, members of that committee.

A proposal making provisions for human resources by providing

for state and city civil service.

The proposal has one section. One amendment has heretofore

—

the third Flory amendment—has been adopted which had the effect

of deleting the proposal past the first word on page two. Presently

under consideration are amendments sent up by Mr. Dennery on

yesterday and still under consideration, Mr. Chairman.

MR. POYNTER
Once this happens—if it does happen to be adopted— I don't think

there is an overwhelming problem of doing it that way. But, to

try to come in now and vote paragraph by paragraph, and it's been

suggested, of fer amendments, you are in the posture of offering

amendments to something that's not adopted—an amendment that's

not adopted. Right now, you've got one pending amendment that

has no efficacy at all until this convention gives it some

efficacy. If you ever give it any, one way or the other, then

I think you can start proposing amendments to it. But, now,

you are putting yourself in the posture, if you want to do it by

a suspensioi% of amending something that's not there.

Point of Information

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFP
Mr. Chairman, delegates, first, I am representing fifty

percent of DeSoto, so I don't know that I'm anything but a

hybrid relative to representation. I would say very little

except 1 think some of us are going to be placed in a very

awkward position if we are asked to vote on Mr. Dennery's

proposal in its entirety. I fear that if I vote yes, it may

be construed that I am approving it all. If you vote no, you

are opposing it all. I think very highly of Mr, Dennery. I am

in general agreement with him. I was adviser to the legislature

when he prepared the Civil Service Act of '52 and Senator

Ainsworth—now U. S. Circuit Judge Ainsworth—introduced it

into the Senate in 1952. But, I must add that Mrs. Dennery

is as much an authority on elections as Mr. Dennery is on

civil service. I am reluctant to vote for an entire proposal,

as I have indicated. I prefer voting by paragraphs. I think we would

all be taken off the spot if that were done, and it would save

time. Though I am a college professor, generally, I oppose

presidents appointing anything because presidents do not reflect

the views of their faculties-— I thought you might like to know

that. I will vote for Mr. Dennery's proposal with two reservations

at least. I am unwilling—and Mr. Dennery is aware of this— I am

unwilling to agree to a Civil Service Commission with five colleges

from the New Orleans area. And, two, as you know by my Delegate

Proposal No. 1, I feel that provisions should be made for fair

treatment for the state police. I think that much of the criticism

of civil service has been the fact that Inequities have existed.

We have not taken care of those Inequities; one is the black

colleges represent, ,, ,recommendlng for the Civil Service Commission;

and two, the state police There are probably others, I think we

would mlnlmlnlze objections if we would face the facts of life

and try to solve them. As I said, I shall vote for Mr, Dennery's

proposal with those reservations. Thank you.

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, in the past we have divided. I don't see that

what the Clerk has said is a problem. If we divide It, then we

are voting as we have done in the past nominations to the civil

Service Commission, etc.—we are adopting it amendment by amendment.

Why can't we make it Amendment No. 1, Amendment No. 2, Amendment

No. 3?

MR. HENRY
Well, you could do that, but the amendment has already been

offered in the fashion that it's in, Doctor.

MR. ASSEFF
The request is that the author do that. If he is unwilling,

then, of course, we would have no choice.

MR. HENRY
Well, he is going to have to withdraw it to do that though.

Dr. Asseff, because it's not drawn like that right now.

Point of Information

MR, DUVAL
Mr, Chairman, Just a point of information, I was wondering,

the proposal, apparently, is lettered (A), (B) , (C) , (D), but

in the opinion of the parliamentarian,would that also be a

problem if we take it letter by letter rather than paragraph

by paragraph -like (A), (B) , (C) , (D)~would that be also

equally as difficult? I'm Just trying to figure out some way

to get out of the trap we are in right now.
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MR. HENRY
Well, the problem that you get into when you do this—and

I know it sounds absolutely ridiculous to you all—but there
is a reason for having amendments drafted one, two, three

—

for having proposals in one, two, three order. Now, it gets
awfully difficult to administer up here to decide , all right,
we are going to go and just do away with what we have done to

this point; we are going to start adopting it paragraph by
paragraph, and you are going to adopt a paragraph and offer
amendments to other paragraph that are not even adopted. I just
don't know how we can administer it up here. If we make one
mistake up here on a very critical circumstance, I know what's
going to happen from out there, and it just puts us in a very
difficult situation, Mr. Duval . Now, Mr. Dennery wants to. .

.

just a minute, Mr if this group wants to make a gentlemen's
agreement to let the man withdraw his amendments and prepare an
Amendment No. 1, Amendment No. 2, so forth, and then come back

with them, that's one thing. But, I don't see how we can handle
them like this.

MR. OiAMPAGNE
That's my point of order; that'swhat I'm asking. The point

MR. HENRY
Wliat is your point?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
The point is that I don't see any big reason why we have

to divide this thing up because if we do, we are going to
have. ... .

MR. HENRY
Well, now, but you are speaking on how you fcl about

it. Now, all right. We've got the Dennery delegate proposal
which, as I appreciate it, is the same thing that he's offered
in this amendment.

Mr. Dennery, is that correct? Does your delegate proposal
contain exactly the same thing as your amendment?

Further Di scussi on
MR. DENNERY

No, sir, Mr. Chairman, it does not.

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, since this is the only vehicle we got to

amend or do anything with, I would like to make a motion to

go ahead and adopt this amendment tthen go ahead and amend it—
that's the only way I see to go.

MR. HENRY
That's the motion that's pending right now that we are

debating, Mr. Smith.

MR. SMITH
I would like to move the adoption of this amendment.

MR. HENRY
Well, Mr. Dennery, has already moved.

MR. SMITH
The previous question on it.

MR. HENRY
All right. Mr. Smith moves the previous question on the

Dennery amendment. There are six other speakers.

Point of Information

MR. A. JACKSON
Could we have a gentlemen's agreement that we wouldn't lay

it on the table if we adopted the amendment?

MR. HENRY
Well, if that's what you agree to, Mr. Jackson, yes.

Point of Information

MR. ABRAHAM
Point of information. Even if we were to divide this

thing up, paragraph by paragraph, would it not be true that
we would first have to adopt a particular paragraph before we
could amend it; isn't that correct?

MR. HENRY
That's exactly what part of the problem is with suspending

the rules; you're right.

MR. ABRAHAM
So, we could accomplish the same thing, right now, by

ado;>ting the whole thing—could we not—and then coming back
and amending it paragraph by paragraph.

MR. HENRY
You re right. By the same token, we are not going to

accomplish a thing at all talking about "what if a," So,
we might as well go ahead and. ...Mr. Dennery.

Point of Information

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, in connection with what Delegate Alphonse

Jackson said, it would certainly be one hundred percent agreeable
to me, if the convention chooses to adopt my amendment, not to
move to reconsider and place on the table, but to immediately
thereafter permit amendments to be made.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, I'm asking, I'm asking the author and the delegates

if we could have such an agreement.

Point of Information

MR. CHAMPAGNE
The question that T want to pose is that since a number

of amendments have been offered to it, as it is now, I don't
see anything wrong with simply adopting it. Those of you who
feel compelled to explain your reason why you did or did not
vote for it can simply submit your literature to it and have
it included in the minutes— I mean, simply have It included
in the Journal. If you feel compelled to explain your reasons—
they have done this before— simply submit your literature to
them, and they will be on the next day's explanation of what
went on. So, you're really not in any kind of a trap; you
simply feel that you must explain your position on it; simply
vote for it or against it; explain it: have it in the minutes.
It doesn't really present a.. ..I can see that if....

MR. HENRY
Mr. Champagne, I asked you to..

of order or a point of information.
. . I thought you had a point

Point of Information

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman, did Mr. Smith move the previous question?

MR. HENRY
Well, I didn't know whether he was going to insist on his

motion or not. All right. But, Mr. Juneau, you have to under-
stand, with all of these points of information and so forth, we've
got to recognize these people.

MR. JUNEAU
I sympathize with you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. HENRY
Thank you; I certainly appreciate it.

Point of Information

MR. RACHAL
I don't know whether it's a point ot order, but I would

like to suggest 1 would like to make what I think is mis-
information. Someone suggested that the only course is to
adopt this amendment and then to amend that. I would like to
suggest that we could also. reject the amendment and proceed
to amend what remains of the committee's proposal.
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MR. HENRY
That could happen, too, Mr. Rachal,

Poi nt of Information

MR. MUNSON
Mr. Chairman, wouldn't it—as you said, 1 believe, a moment

ago—wouldn't it simplify the whole thing if Mr. Dennery would

just withdraw his amendment and let us recess for a few moments and

get it in a proper form to which we could vote on it? There

is a lot of us don't want to vote on this thing and be recorded as

voting for it, and I certainly ... .many portions of it that I agree

with, but some of it I don't. I don't want to be recorded
as voting on something that 1 don't agree with, just to please

somebody.

MR. HENRY
Well, if the gentleman wants to withdraw his amendment,

sir, that's his prerogative. I'm certain it would speedup

things if the gentleman would withdraw his amendment; it would

probably speed up things if we would withdraw the proposal,

but that's up to the gentleman who's offered the amendments.

Point of Information

It provides for the proper type of prohibition against political
activities by as classified employees and the ability of un-
classified, patronage- type and elected officials to push the

classified employees. I would point out to you only one other
thing and that is to correct the statement Chat was made by
Delegate Hayes on yesterday concerning the salaries of black
employees in the classified service. As of October of this

year, there were fifty-two black classified employees in the

state who were making one thousand dollars per month or more;
one hundred and sixty-eight who were making eight hundred or

more. In the classified service, the average salaries of blacks
per annum is twelve thousand, five hundred— excuse me~-it's four

hundred , thirty-seven dollars per month. There are approximately
twelve thousand, five hundred classified employees in the state

service who are black, which represent twenty-five percent of

the state service. I would tell you that in those positions
which are unclassified and in which blacks can be appointed
without any examination, the figure is far less. I sincerely
trust that you will vote favorably for this amendment. As I

stated before from the floor, if it is adopted, I will not move

to tarde a motion to reconsider.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, delegates.

{^Record vote ordered . Antendmen t

adopted : 64-27

.

]

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, regardless of what happens to the Dennery

amendment, would my amendment be next?

MR. HENRY
Senator De Blieux, we've tried to put two or three in front

of it, so I just don't know; I think it will be, t lOugh. After
the way you talked to me in the elevator this morning, I think
it will have to be. We can talk to you on this business all day.

Motion

MR. BURSON
I wanted to move the previous question since Mr. Smith, as

I understood, had done it already, maybe that's superfluous, but I

would like to urge the previous question at this time.

MR. HENRY
Well, Mr. Burson, as we have done throughout this convention,

when people rise and have questions to ask because the folks get all

het-up as you know what I mean—sometimes when you don't recognize
them.

[previous Question ordered: 54-33.]

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
Is it not true that it takes sixty-seven votes to adopt this

section?

MR. HENRY
No, sir, that's not true; it's an amendment. It takes sixty-

seven votes to adopt a section or the proposal, but this is an

amendment.

MR. TAPPER
Then, it would be a majority of tliose voting?

MR. HENRY
Present and voting, yes, sir.

Personal Pr i vi lege

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, two days ago, the section

was adopted on the retirement system. 1 wasn't here, and there
will be some other days I won't be here; maybe I should apologize.
But , in that section, as I interpret it—and I haven ' t gone into
it too deep , yet— I believe that puts the full faith and credit
or the responsibility for guaranteeing the payments of a

retirement system on the general fund of the State of Louisiana,
and on the legislature to appropriate the money. Now, that's on

municipal and local systems where the state is not involved. To

show you what effect that would have in the case of Alexandria

—

to where they have no funded system— they appropriate each year
enough money out of the fund, out of the general fund of the city,

to pay those retirees who have a check coming under the system.
It raises from that on a low to a high—as far as funding is

concerned— the East Baton Rouge Parish system, which is very,

very well funded and a very lucrative system. When you go back
and look at what the court has ruled in the case of the Port of

Baton Rouge, located across the river—whereby four adjoining

parishes had the obligation of paying off the bonds, but in order
to make the bonds more saleable, they put the full faith and credit
of the state behind them* When these four parishes refused to

pay the bill, then the general fund of the State of Louisiana
has been paying that bill all these years, and we're going to

continue to pay it. No suit was ever brought against the
parishes, or no claim was ever presented against the parishes,
and we've been saddled with that. So, if that provision is not
changed—and I'm going to prepare amendments and offer them to

this convention— if that provision is not changed, then, any
city in the state that refuses to come up with retirement funds
and just says, "well, we decided we're not going to do it," then
I believe the general fund of the State of Louisiana will be
saddled with that local, municipal responsibility. I don't think
that that was the intent of this body, and I don't believe that
that's what you want to do. I don't believe these parishes and
local governments--from all of the crv that I've heard about
get out of our business and leave us alone"— I don't believe

they want us to do that.

Questions

Closing

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, delegates to the convention, I would point out

to you that the amendment before you is basically the same as the

present civil service law. I have attempted to make it slightly

more flexible than the present civil service law, I would tell

you that since 1952, since this relatively long amendment has

been in the constitution, there has been but two changes, and

they add to Che classified service. I would tell you that my

amendment guarantees, in my opinion, an Independent commission
which is a necessity for a decent, good civil service svstem.

MR. NEWTON
Lantz, don't you think anybody buying bonds from the State

of Louisiana would have to look at all the indebtedness that

the state might have to local employees before we'd be able
to sell our bonds?

MR. WOMACK
Well, I think it would naturally be a responsibility of

state government If it'd be looked at. However, I don't really
think, Mr. Newton, It would affect the sale of state bonds
because the liquidation of the state debt claims the first
credit on the state money. Certainly, they would all be always.
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they even come ahead of the employees of the state, I believe,

and any other—education, everything else. The first call

on the state treasury is for debt liquidation. But, the point

that dist'irbs me is the fact that any day a municipality says

we don't have the money—and don't think they won't be doing it

—

then, you're going to go back and pick up their retirement

system. You've already guaranteed it under this provision,

and when the first city does it, then every other city in the

state is going to do it; so you're automatically Transferring,

then, to the state responsibility the municipal responsibility

of their city police and city firemen. I just want to call

your attention to it because I do plan to get into that

section and try to come up with some two, three or four

amendments that I think will do what needs to be done to keep

them in the shape they should be.

MR. TATE
Mr. Womack, would it allay your fears, somewhat, if I

told you that Representative Casey and Representative Thompson
had called our—Style and Drafting's—attention to the fact

that the inadvertent wording that seems to have the state

guarantee local retirement systems was the result of a Lanier
Amendment that did not have that intention, and that Style
and Drafting intends— if the committee agrees— to report this

to the floor as a yellow amendment to clarify the floor intent

that the state would only guarantee state retirement systems

but not local retirement systems. Would that be of some help

to the problems?

MR. WOMACK
Well I tell you, I think that's what we're getting at. Judge

Tate. Of course there's some other things in it. In the wording
of it, that because of the definitions today that's carried forth
in many retirement systems, there's some other things that need
correcting; but that was Gne of the flagrant ones that I saw
that looked like— just >y all means—had to be looked after.

MR. LOWE
Lantz, did you know that when this came on the floor, that

there was an amendment that tried to take out of this particular
proposal, the guarantee of the full faith and credit of the state,
that failed?

MR. VOMACK
Mr. Lowe, that may be right. You know sometimes in a body

of this kind—as complicated as this retirement system, especially,
and that's probably one of the most complicated things we have in
the state—quite often people may not really realize what the
impact is on some of these things. I can understand that.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Womack, do you realize, as far as a parochial employees'

retirement system is concerned, that is strictly and one hundred
percent controlled by the state legislature, and local government
has absolutely nothing to do with its terms and conditions?

MR. WOMACK
The system that I had reference to—and I don't think I

mentioned parochial—I said municipal systems, fire and police
in particular.

MR. CANNON
Mr. Womack, I would like to just raise a point with you that

1 think that you're probably in error when you're talking about
the Port of Baton Rouge, and it not.... I think the case you're
talking about is the Kliebert Case , and that has to do with the
South Louisiana Port Commission. This was one of the things
that we considered on our Subcommittee on Ports and Transportation
Special Districts. The South Louisiana Port Commission was not
in its constitutional status given full faith and credit of the
state behind the sale of its bonds. The Port of Baton Rouge was

—

specifically behind their general obligation bonds. The Kliebert
£afifi said that by the virtue of their authorization for the
South Louisiana Port Commission. .. .by virtue of the fact that
they were in the constitution and their bonding authorization
was there, this gave full faith and credit behind South Loui-
siana Port Commission bonds. That was the wording of the
Kliebert Case , not the Port of Baton Rouge.

MR. WOMACK
The first responsibility—and if you want to just really

get into it— the first obligation of the bonds of the Port
of Baton Rouge was the city of Baton Rouge, That's the first
obligation. Then, the next obligation was the adjoining

parishes that I mentioned, and since they, neither of them,
saw fit to put up their money, then they came back and the
full faith and credit of the state was put there. It's just
one of these things that helped the sale of the bonds, but
the state picked it up.

Personal Pri v i 1 ege

MR. ISAYES

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to apologize for using
this minute, but I wanted to.... I didn't need any correction
on what I gave yesterday. Mr. Dennery has a computer print-
out for 10-31, where he reports his statistics from,on the
civil service for black people in the State of Louisiana.
My computer printout sheet was January, 1973, which showed
what I had told you yesterday. But, I didn't know that
civil service would have a better sheet for the convention
by the time that this bill would be discussed here on the
floor. But, in fact, they say an average of four hundred
dollars. That means that the people are getting, not four
hundred dollars, but around three hundred and thirty-five.
Now, Mr. Dennery put that on my desk, and most of those people
get three hundred and thirty-five dollars. Most of them work
at Charity Hospital; so they really don't make four hundred
dollars. You take the sheet and look at it. When I looked
at the sheet, I saw one making eight hundred dollars. He
doesn't need to correct that, but his sheet does show what he
says. But, my sheet still shows what it had on it, one making
about eight hundred dollars. Now, his sheet, today, at 10-31
is showing an average of four hundred and twenty-seven dollars;
but in fact, most of those people are making three hundred and
thirty-five dollars. That's what they're making under the civil
service system that he's trying to project as being so good. I

don't know anything worse. It's not really a spoils system as
I see it; it's really a rotten system.

Thank you.

Motion

MR. JENKINS
Earlier I mentioned—seems like about a week ago, but I think

it was yesterday— that I'd like to move at this time that we
suspend the rules for the purpose of considering the proposal, as
it now stands, lettered paragraph by lettered paragraph, with
each such lettered paragraph being considered as a section re-
quiring sixty-seven votes for adoption.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman moves for a suspension of the rules....
We can do that now because the amendment has been— the Dennery

amendment has been adopted. We do have something that we can
administer.

Point of Information

MR. DE BLIEUX
I just want to know how that motion would affect my amendment.

MR. HENRY
Well, it depends on where you. . .what section or paragraph your

amendment would apply to. Your amendment would be first, I would
assume, because It would take everything else out, as I appreciate
it.

Point of Information

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, that was exactly my question. I thought that

the De Blieux amendment came up first. If it should lose, then
it may be appropriate to divide the Dennery amendment, but the
first order, I thought, is....

MR. HENRY
I think, probably, you're right, because. . .

.

Mr. Jenkins, would you hold off and let us get through with
this De Blieux amendment?

All right. Read the De Blieux amendment.

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair
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Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Senator De Blieux on yesterday. Now,

there have been a lot of amendments passed out that go to various

portions, presuming that the De Blieux amendment, I presume, doesn't

pass. The staff, incidentally, is preparing a new set—not a

new set—but they're going to redo the Dennery amendment and send

you another copy of it with the lines marked on the pages. You
ought to be getting that shortly. Senator De Blieux, we're going

to have to change your amendment to, in effect, just strike out

the Dennery amendment and insert in lieu thereof your language.

The instructions need to change; the text would not. The effect

of the Dennery amendment—we'll reword it at the desk— the in-

structions of it will be to: strike out the Dennery amendment

just adopted in its entirety and insert in lieu thereof:

"Section 1. The provisions of Article XIV, Section 15, of

the Constitution of 1921, providing for a system of classified
civil service for the state and for the cities are hereby re-

tained and continued in full force and effect. The legislature,
upon a favorable vote of two-thirds of the elected membership
of each house, may amend or otherwise modify any other provisions
of Article XIV. Section 15, of the Constitution"~Now, you had

a change there, didn't you? It should read—I'm not sure;

maybe you have a corrected copy; it should read "any"—strike
out the word "other" and the word "provisions" should be

singular. "may amend or otherwise modify any provision of

Article XIV, Section 15, of the Constitution of 1921, except
the legislature may not abolish the system of classified civil
service."

of the legislature to make those changes, than we would by

only requiring sixty-seven votes here in this constitutional
convention to make those changes. I'm not saying that the
provisions in the Dennery amendment are not good; I'm not
saying that at all. But, I do feel like that it would be
better to incorporate those particular changes at a later date,
rather than this constitution going to the people with those
changes at this particular time, and they feel like that there's
nothing else can be done. For that particular reason, I ask
you to go along with this amendment. I think it's a good
move. It will certainly shorten the constitution tremendously,
and everyone is looking for a much shorter constitution. I

talked to some people last night, and they told me— there were
remarks that w^re made by several people—"look like you all
are putting back in the constitution everything that we want
to take out. For that particular reason. It says, it looks
like it might not pass." When I told them that that was not
true, then they said, well they would take a second look at it.

But, that's the reason that a lot of people on the outside now
feel like the constitution is going to fail because we're
putting right back in it, everything that we ought to be taking
out of it. I just feel like that we ought to eliminate the

long provisions with reference to civil service, which con-

stitutes at least twenty pages—it's dependent upon what
volume you look at— twenty to twenty-six pages of our con-

stitution. I certainly feel like that we ought to take that

and put into our statutory law with the right of the legislature,
upon two-thirds vote, to make the needed and necessary changes
as they may occur.

Madam Chairman, I'll be glad to answer questions.

Explanation

MR. DE BLIEUX
Madam Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I believe I stated yesterday in the argument on the Dennery
amendment that we have to determine which philosophy that we
want with reference to civil service: that is, if we think
that the present provisions of civil service that we presently
have in our constitution are good and cannot be changed, then

we don't need the Dennery amendment; we don't need the De

Blieux amendment; we don't need any other amendment. We just
adopt and incorporate what we've got in the present constitution,
and that would be it. But, by this convention you have shown

that you believe that the constitutional provisions of civil service

can be improved upon. Now, the question you have to determine in

your particular minds is:do you think that this constitutional

convention is the only one who can improve upon it, or do you

think the time will come, sometime in the future, when we may

need some other adjustments to that provision? If you do, then

you're going to let the legislature or somebody decide what

changes will be made in those provisions with reference to civil

service. I think that civil service is with us here to stay, and

there's no possible chance of anybody abolishing it—at least,

I hope not. I have incorporated that into this particular amendment

that we would not abolish civil service. But, if it can be im-

proved upon, somebody ought to be able to make that improvement,

and I certainly feel like that the legislature would be in a

position to do that without having to have a constitutional amend-

ment each and every time that is made. This particular body

can make changes in that by only sixty-seven votes out of a

hundred and thirty-two. The amendment which T have brought

before you, states that the legislature can make changes but

only as a result of two-thirds of the vote of each House,

which means it would take twenty-six Senators and seventy House

members, or a total of a hundred and six people out of a hundred

and forty-four to make a change,' Therefore, you have built

into that amendment the security and stability which I think

we need, because at all times, I believe, you'll at least find

fourteen rational members of that Senate and thirty-six

rational members of the House of Representatives to keep some-

thing from being changed willy-nilly, as somebody has stated

from this mike before. Now, if we're going to leave something

to the whims of the convention by six or seven votes, I don't

see why the words "whims of the legislature," with two-thirds
vote wouldn't be a little bit more stable. I happen to feel,

at this particular time, because of the very touchy nature

—

and the reports and remarks that I've heard from people on

the street, people in civil service, voters, constituents, etc.

—

that we should not tamper with civil service at this particular

time. That's why I want to take the present provisions of civil

service and leave them as they are with the right of the legis-

lature to make the changes as the time and progress that we
make, would see fit to do. I Just feel like that we'd have a

whole lot more stable situation, if we required two-thirds vote

Ques ti ons

MR. CONROY
Senator De Blieux, sev.^.ral times you've referred to, in

your argument, to saying that sixty-seven delegates to this

convention could change civil service here. But, isn't it

a fact that whatever we do here has to be submitted to and

approved by the majority of the voters so that the delegates

here can't really do anything to civil service without the

approval of the voters?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Conroy, that is right that the constitution has to go

to the voters for ratification, but the voters will not have

the privilege of changing anything which we propose to them.

They either have to take it as we give it to them or reject

it in its entirety.

MR, TOBIAS
Senator De Blieux, would you be willing to change your

amendment to provide for a three-fourths vote of the legislature,

rather than two-thirds?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's all right with me, Mr. Tobias. I'm not locked into

the two-thirds rule. I just felt like that most of all of

the other provisions we have that to where the legislature

can make changes, we put the stability, we've put two-thirds,

like tax changes, etc. I felt like that that would be good.

The only provision that I know of that we have in the proposed

constitution, with reference to three-fourths vote, is that

where that there's a special session of the legislature appro-

priating money immediately preceding an election for governor.

I feel like that this is sufficient to lend that stability,

which I think civil service should have and would need. Some-

times it's pretty dif f icult. . . it 's a situation to get two-

thirds vote of the House or two-thirds vote of the Senate on

certain measures.

Further Discussion

MR. A. JACKSON
Madam Vice-Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of this convention,

I rise in opposition to the De Blieux amendment. I do so not un-

mindful of the fact that this amendment provides for the ability

of the Louisiana State Legislature to nake some changes In the

policies and procedures and rules of the State Civil Service

Commission. We sorely need to make changes in the personnel

procedures of the Civil Service Commission, but I cannot

support this amendment because It maintains the present, re-

strictive, discriminatory structure of the State Civil Service
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Commission. 1 do not believe that it is in the interest of
this state to continue in 1973 an important and powerful
structure that excludes black people from representation on
the Civil Service Commission. Therefore, I cannot support it.
I believe that all of the fair-minded delegates of this con-
vention would agree that it is high time—and I have heard
you express the same view from this vantage point— that it is
high time that we would have full representation on this im-
portant structure. Now, you have criticized the efforts of
the governor of this state to include black people on the
Civil Service Commission. You said that this was undue
pressure and that he should not have this kind of power. Yet,
by way of this amendment, you lock in the same system that
forced him to make the kind of decision that was made and to
exert the kind of effort that was exerted to see that the
voices of black people would be heard and would be considered
as we make decisions about Louisianians. So, 1 would suggest
to you that we would vote down this amendment because it is
undemocratic, because it is unworkable, and because it will
maintain a structure that emanates from the past history of
this state that would suggest that all people aren't full
citizens. Therefore, I do not believe that it is In the interest
that we would adopt it. I would ask that you would vote against
this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. FULCO
Before 1 call the previous question, I just wanted to say

this: that the De Blieux amendment guarantees the existence
of civil service. Secondly, it provides for a change in the
rules by a two-thirds vote, and as 1 maintained yesterday, I

do so today, that the two-thirds vote is sufficient and fair
for either confirming or denying any amendment or any change
to the rules. So, gentlemen, I think that it would be ad-
visable for us to provide for ourselves in the future a
method by which we could make necessary changes in the civil
service rules and regulations, but at the same time, guarantee
the fact that the civil service will continue to live and exist
in the State of Louisiana.

Madam Vice- Chairman , if there's no other speakers, I'll move
the previous question.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Fulco, there are three speakers on the list,

want to insist on the motion?
Do you

MR. FULCO
No, I won't. I'll withdraw the motion.

Questi ons

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Fulco, you made the statement yesterday about being

concerned about the passage of the final document. Now, don't
you think as the system now stands with civil service pertaining
to black people, what do you think of the passage— the chances
of the passage—of the document?

MR. FULCO
Well, I would hope. Reverend, that you'd look at the overall

document rather than any particular part about it. I think the
future is going to be good for everybody. If it's been unfair
and unjust in the past, I think it... I have faith in humanity
that the future is going to be just and fair to all people.
I could go into a long discourse about how you feel or how
the black people feel because I know how you feel. I know how
I have felt in the past, but I'm willing to face up to the future.
I'm willing to try and make. .. .contribute to America, toward
making a better America for everybody, and that includes race,
religion, creeds, nationalities, and otherwise. So, I don't

MR. LANDRUM
Don't you think it would be a good time now to start. Don't

pass it on to another generation, but let's start now. Wouldn't
you think that would be the best answer?

MR. FULCO
I think we've already started. Reverend, and I think it's

going to continue very well in the future.

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Madam Chairperson and delegates to the convention, in the

hope of trying to speed up the deliberations of this body, I,
at this time, would just like to note that this amendment is
essentially the same amendment that we debated very lengthily

—

the Flory amendment—and I don't believe that we should unduly
discuss this particular matter. Therefore, I would ask that
if the other two speakers are willing to waive— I understand
there are only two more— I would move the previous question.

[previous Question ordered,']

Closing

MR. DE BLIEUX
Madam Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

Mr. Jackson, I would particularly like to address these remarks
to you. If you will notice my amendment giving the right of
the legislature to make changes, I recognize the points which
you have made about civil service at this particular time. I

recognize the fact that it can be improved upon. If I did
not think that the Dennery amendment could be Improved upon,
then I would not be in favor of the provision that I have here.
I'd be willing to take it and lock it in, and say that we
will not make any changes, but since we have recognized
the fact that there can be improvements made in the civil
service system, by the very reason of the adopting of the
Dennery amendment, then I recognize the fact that we can
improve on it, and that's why I want the legislature to have
the right to do that from time to time. The only difference
between Mr. Dennery's approach to the situation and mine is that
I just don't feel like that this is the only body who can make
those changes. I feel like that we ought to have the right to
look at it further. I don't even know how the Dennery amendments
will work after we put them into effect. We might find that
we've got things that we did not anticipate at that particular
time, and we need some other changes. The only way in the world
you could make them is by a two-thirds vote of the legislature
and a constitutional amendment to the people, and I think that
would be most difficult to do, as you well know, because of
the past history of civil service. So, therefore, I'm not
locking into the law and the constitution all of the things
which you spoke about. I'd like to say with reference to the
statement that we did somewhat debate this a little bit yesterday,
but my amendments are entirely different from those as submitted
by Mr. Flory. I think it's a better approach; it's a new approach
to the situation. It's something that I think we can go ahead
and adopt and get along with the rest of our business here. I,
therefore, ask you to approve of these amendments because it will
allow the needed changes which ought to be made at the time that
they should be made.

I ask. Madam Chairman, a favorable vote on my amendment.

Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Senator, should the Flory amendment have passed

yesterday, would you have withdrawn your amendment, sir?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No.

MR. ALEXANDER
Senator De Blieux, you have expressed some opposition to

discrimination in the past oh many occasions. Is not your position
a little inconsistent with your past to now come up to perpetuate
a system that is obviously discriminatory in its very nature, and
in all of its operations, to come up with an amendment like
this?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, Reverend Alexander, no, I think you've misread the

amendment. If I was for perpetuating the discrimin , tion in
the present system of the civil service, I would not want any
changes in it whatsoever, and that's not what I'm advocating
here. When I advocate here that the legislature has the
right by two-thirds vote to make those changes. I want to
take out any discrimination that might be. I think you know
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me well enough that I'm opposed to discrimination in any of

its forms; I don't care how it raises its ugly head. This

would allow the legislature to remove those very things which

you object to.

MR. ALEXANDER
But when you throw the ball to the legislature— for example,

in the body where you serve , there are thirty-five white,...

thirty-nine members and thirty-nine of them are white. Is

that not a fact? Do you expect... are you optimistic enough
to believe that they're going to improve something like that?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Certainly, we've got enough. Reverend Alexander, . .I'm white,

but I don ' t discriminate.

MR. ALEXANDER
You're discriminating now.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I don't believe, if the facts are found, there's anyone who has fought

harder to get them their rights than I have. I have suffered
as a result of that, and I know that there's enough other
people in that legislature that feel the same way I do about it.

We don't like it; the majority of the people don't want dis-
crimination. I'm real convinced of that. The majority of the
whites don't want discrimination. They want a good, fair deal
for everybody, and I think that we can get it just as well
in that body as we can in this particular body. Those things,
of which you spoke about and you were opposed to, they are not
going to continue to exist. I can tell you that if....

MR. PEREZ
I really don't know enough about it except that they are presently

exempted under the present Civil Service System. I imagine that there
must be a good reason for it. I have no idea except that that is what
is in the Dennery amendment. That's what's in the present constitution.
I just carried it forward. I just wanted to clarify the language. Thank
you.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Perez, in the second line of your amendment, the third word

reads "of f icers .
" My amendment savs'off Ices'.' Is that not a misprint,

sir?

MR. PEREZ
Yes, it is, and I will at this time move to withdraw the amendment to,

and to reintroduce it to change the wQrd"officers','to"of flees ."

[Amendment withdrawn and resubmitted
with correction .^

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Challn, as I understand it now, it was the intent originally of

Mr. Dennery's amendment to have this joint state phrase, join with not
only federal agencies but parochial agencies, municipal agencies, etc.,
just like you have it more spelled out. Is that correct?

MR. PEREZ
Yes.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendmen t re-
jected: 25-69. Motion to reconsider
tabled .

]

Personal Privilege

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I was going to make that motion on suspending the

rules, but we have such a short house that I think it might be
difficult to get sixty-seven votes on anything. Maybe the way to do
It would be to just go through in order line by line in this thing, as

the amendments come up, rather than trying to do it section by section.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The first amendment, then, is sent up by Mr. Perez. Now, this is

the one. ...he's had several amendments. It's by a full.. ..the text is
a full paragraph long setting forth a different definition of State
Civil Service.

Amendment No . 1 . On page 1 of Amendment No. 1, proposed by Delegate
Dennery and adopted by the convention on December 8, delete lines 1

through 7 of the text of said amendment, 1 through 7, and insert In

lieu thereof the following: If you look at

the Dennery amendment, the effect of the Perez amendment will be to

knock out the first paragraph of the text of the Dennery amendment.
"(1) State Civil Service. The state civil service includes

all officers and positions of trust or employment in the employ of

the state, or any Instrumentality thereof, at any Joint state and

federal agency. Joint state and parochial agency or joint state and
municipal agency, irrespective of what funds are used to pay for

such employment. It shall not include municipal boards of health or

local governmental subdivisions."

Expl ana t i on

MR. PEREZ
Delegates, this is just a technical amendment. I have checked

the amendment with the author, Mr. Dennery, and he is agreeable to

it. It's only to clarify, first, the fact that in the State Civil
Service System, It does not Include municipal boards of health or

local governmental subdivisions. It also makes it specific with
regard to the joint state and federal, etc. As far as I know, there

should be no objection to the amendment. It's simply to clarify.

Questions

MR. NEWTON
John, why are the boards of health exempted? I'm just curious.

lAmendmen t adopted without objection .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. Sent up by Mr. Flory. This is the short one

that's got four hundred on it.

On page 1, line lA in Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed by Delegate
Dennery and adopted today, on page 1 of said floor amendment at the
end of line 10,delete the word "two" and at the beginning of line 11

delete the words "hundred fifty" and insert in lieu thereof the
following

:

"four hundred"
Now, in Paragraph (A), that's in the middle of the second

paragraph which is Subparagraph (2 ),State Civil Service. City Civil
Service, excuse me, in the middle line, in the third line of that (2),
you take out the word "two" and then come down to the next line and
take out "hundred fifty" and Insert in lieu thereof "four hundred"
so it 'd read :

"of each city in the state with over four hundred thousand popula-
tion and every instruTaentality thereof".

Expl anat ion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, as you know, in the committee's

proposal, they had taken under consideration the present constitutional
provision which is that the city civil service in the constitution
should apply in municipalities over two hundred and fifty thousand.
The committee. In their deliberations, decided that it would be better,
based upon the population growth of the municipalities throughout the
state, some of whom are now approaching the figure of two hundred fifty
thousand population, and have their own city civil service system, that
it would be better to go to the four hundred thousand population, which
originally was Intended to cover the city of New Orleans. What this
amendment does is to incorporate that figure of four hundred thousand

,

so that the city civil service provision of the constitution, as
originally intended to affect New Orleans, would continue to only
affect the city of New Orleans.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Then, Mr. Flory, what you are telling us Is that you are doing this

because you really don't believe in changing anybody's city civil service
system. You want to leave them all alone?

MR. FLORY
I'm not doing any such thing, Mrs. ZervlKon.
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MRS. ZERVIGON
You mean there's only one

to leave all the rest alone?
that you want to change and you want

MR. FLORY
No, I'm not saying that at all, Mrs. Zervigon.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, would you tell us what is your philosophy about changing

local city civil service systems that have been established over a
long period of time?

MR. FLORY
I would be happy to. In some municipalities in this state,

approaching the figure of two hundred fifty thousand population, the
city employees are under one system, the fire and police officers are
under a separate system. I'd like to see that maintained.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Why is that?

MR. FLORY
Because I think the two systems are better the way they are—one

for the city employees which operates under one fashion, the fire
and police officers throughout the state, except the city of New
Orleans, under another system; and those municipalities over thirteen
thousand have a different system that's worked for some thirty-odd
years that.... and during our hearings in the committee, not a single
mayor who had ever worked under the municipal fire and police civil
service testified before our committee seeking any changes whatsoever.
All of the people that serve under the system were totally satisfied
with it, which only can say to me that they are satisfied with the
system as it exists, based upon the experiences that they have had
with the two types of systems in those types of municipalities.

MRS. ZERVIGON
The mayors from cities over four hundred thousand came and did

ask you for changes?

MR. FLORY
The mayor of the city of New Orleans came to the committee and

asked that the system that he had be retained the way it was. Yes.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you very much.

MR. FLORY
He said, 1 believe, also, Mrs. Zervigon, he did not object to the

change of four hundred thousand or did he object to seeing any change
in the going of the commission to five. There were some other changes
he also suggested that he thought that the city civil service employees,
state civil service employees ought to be able to engage in political
activities insofar as constitutional amendments , ad valorem elections,
tax referendums, etc. He also said that.

MR. TATE
Mr. Flory, if your amendment is not adopted, then cities such as

Baton Rouge and Shreveport will have a civil service commission chosen,
I see, under on page 3, by from panels submitted by the universitie
provided on page 1 which, for instance, would on page 3, Section 2,
it says, "In other cities subject to the provision of this section
the presidents of three of those universities will nominate panels'.'
Could you not have the situation that up in Shreveport, or up in
Baton Rouge—or here in Baton Rouge—you'd have some... the Civil
Service Commission nominated by people totally unfamiliar with
conditions in that city? That's a friendly question.

MR. FLORY
I think it's absolutely correct. Judge Tate. I think it's

possible that it could be. I, of course, I object to the constitution
of the commission as proposed in this amendment that's been adopted.
I hope to get some changes made in it. But....

One of the things that I might say that Mrs. Zervigon relates to
Is that once you have had the system, and then to combine it under....
after abolishing one system is something else. The issue that she
raises in bringing the New Orleans fine police officers into the rest
of the state under the same type of system is something different
entirely, in my opinion.

I ask you to adopt the amendment which merely changes the figure
of two hundred and fifty thousand population to four hundred thousand
population.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and fellow members, I notice everybody gets shocked

by this microphone. I'm used to holding on it. I'll have to hold my
hands back of me, I guess, and start off.

As Mr. Flory explained, the reason for this change in the figure
to four hundred thousand instead of that two hundred and fifty
thousand. Baton Rouge, Shreveport, and then there'll be other cities
that would be, in a few years, placed in the civil service along with
New Orleans. Of course, it's apparent, as Judge Tate so well pointed
out, which I was going to mention, that in selecting, if we got in
that position, for our commission in Shreveport, we'd have to select
three colleges; we would select Centenary, I presume, and then two
others. They are all in south Louisiana. Five are in New Orleans.
That certainly wouldn't be fair to our city. So, this is an excellent
amendment. The reason it used to be two hundred and fifty thousand
was back when there wasn't any if's or and's, and I imagine that
figure first started in 1940. At that time I remember Shreveport was
ninety-six or seven thousand. So, I hope you'll adopt the amendment.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mrs. Chairperson and delegates, I have no objection to changing

the number from two hundred and fifty thousand to four hundred thousand
so as not in a back-handed way to affect Mr. Jack's hometown, or
Baton Rouge, or something like that—if that's really the Intention.
What I do object to is the dual position of, "Mary, you wouldn't want
to change their systems because it would make them uncomfortable, angry,
and it would be politically inflammatory. But, we do think there are
a few little changes that need to be made in your system. So, let's
isolate you. Let's isolate New Orleans to four hundred thousand, and
then every change that's made in the remainder of the article, affects
only New Orleans."

So, I Just wanted to tell you that I, personally, am going to
vote for the four hundred thousand because I have no intention of
changing anybody else's system. I would hope that you delegates from
the areas that are approaching two hundred and fifty thousand that
have your own civil service systems, that like them the way they are,
will give some consideration to the Orleans delegates when the time
comes to pass on our Civil Service System which has also been in
operation a number of years and has worked successfully. By no means
is it perfect, and I argue with New Orleans Civil Service, I supppose,
as often, as loudly, and languorously as anyone you can name. It's
a bone of contention in City Hall. But a lot of the things that we
object to in the Civil Service Commission—in the Civil Service Depart-
ment—cannot be corrected by the methods that are being suggested here.
We get annoyed sometimes that the tests are too inflexibly administered.
That some of them are too broadly drawn. One of the questions, I under-
stand, on the Clerk-Typist exam is "how many staples can you make from
so-and-so many yards of wire." One of the applicants told me that if
she had to make her own staples, she didn't really want to work for
the city anyway.

That sort of thing, you don't change by changing the make-up of
the commission. Those tests are drawn by the members of the Civil
Service Department, who are civil service employees themselves, and
can't be fired—or can't easily be fired. So, you run into problems
that you are trying to solve by methods in which they can't be solved.
As someone pointed out to you yesterday, black employment was too slow
in coming to the city—far too slow. The main reason for that was when
blacks tested in the top three, the appointing authority would hire
one of the whites who was also in the top three. It took a considerable
amount of sitting on some of the department heads to have blacks hired.
The department heads in New Orleans have now been sat on. We are getting
blacks hired now. But don't stick us, our fire and police departments,
in the Fire and Police Municipal Civil Service where you are promoted
only on seniority, when it took us so many years to get blacks hired in
those departments in the first place. You'll now stick us in a place
where we can never recruit again because they know that it will be
twenty or thirty years before they get promoted. That sort of change
Is the sort of change that we don't need. The kinds of changes that
are needed will not be accomplished by the sorts of things that are
being suggested to you, so, put the tour hundred thousand in. It makes
sense. But after that, leave us alone. Please leave us alone.

Thank you very much.

Question

MR. WEISS
Delegate Zervigon, I Just wonder whether we shouldn't go ahead

and leave the figure at two hundred and fifty thousand in light of
the fact that the larger a community, the more need for civil service
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Is the real Issue, rather than who will appoint them, and from what
area. This can be altered later in the course of handling this amend-

ment, don't you think?

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, Dr. Weiss, I don't. I don't think that's the issue. That

was your original question. I don't think that's the issue because
as I understand it, the cities that are approaching two hundred and

fifty thousand have city civil service systems now with which they

are relatively satisfied. There is nothing in the way of personnel

practices that's always totally satisfactory to everybody. .. .nothing. ..

.

ever. That sort of system doesn't exist and can't be devised. But,

those cities have civil service systems, so I don't believe that's

what's at issue.

Further Discussion

MR. J. JACKSON
Madam Chairman, delegates to the convention, again today I rise

to bring something to your attention.As it relates to the amendment,
I have no objections to it because based on some conversation,
particularly two days ago, I do recognize that if you kept it at

two hundred and fifty thousand, that that may have some effects on
some existing civil service system which I don't know the ramifications
of. But I do know that when you do raise it to the four hundred
thousand, that any amendment addressing Itself to municipal and fire

—

municipal, fire, andpoliceman system will directly relateic, as Mrs.

Zervigon said, to the city of New Orleans.
Now yesterday, I attempted to,very briefly, to explain to you the

kinds of problems that I had with the original amendment as introduced.
I'd like to also bring to your attention that presently, there is a

suit filed against our present municipal and fire. .. .municipal, fire

and policeman association, concerning what you have heard in this
convention as relates to civil service at all—you know in toto

—

problems of hiring, and problems of, particularly, promotions. I

suggest to you that ultimately that question has to be decided by
this four hundred thousand dollar.... I mean this four hundred thousand

population limit. There also was an action by the City Council,
and I stand corrected If someone here would like to do so, but the

City Council, recognizing the need for minority representation, particularly

at a high level in our fireman and policeman association passed a city

ordinance saying something to the effect that for future employment
within the fire and police. .. .department ... .and most civil service
departments, that it will be relegated to the residents of the city.

I am saying to you presently, our population is about fifty-fifty,

which was another avenue to allow municipal—allow for blacks to get

Involved in the Civil Service System—to make it begin to work from

other areas. I'm seriously concerned, now—and I'm not a lawyer

—

so I guess If the system is taken out and placed with another ... .with

the state system, we might just have to transfer the suit. But, I am
particularly concerned as to why now, after so many years, that if

It worked, particularly after hearing so many delegates across the

state saying that we've got to raise this figure because I don't
know the impact on our City Civil Service. When you get delegates
from the city of New Orleans saying to you what It is going to do,

there seems to be maybe not the kind of parochial commitment or not

the same kind of even consideration that we are attempting to give

those civil service systems with populations approaching two hundred

and fifty thousand.
I suggest to you seriously, that I have, as a delegate to this

convention, and I guess I am going to repeat It when it comes up

again, supported all kinds of moves and amendments to enhance the

position of firemen and policemen, particularly from the city of

New Orleans. I think, as a delegate, I think as a person charged
with some sort of responsibility, that I've got to create the kinds
of balance that's necessary between that of the labor movement, and

that of the City Council and the government and the people of the

city of New Orleans. I suggest to you seriously that you vote for

the four hundred thousand amendment; because I don't want to do any

adverse things to affect your Civil Service System. But, I think
there are too much at stake, particularly as relates to our firemen
and policemen, to all of a sudden just come and say, were, we are
going to transfer them only In the name of uniformlty--oniy in the

name of uniformity and one state system. I'm saying that we want It

uniformity and let's go back to two hundred fifty thousand. But,

I know in this case, uniformity Is not the question.
So, I ask that you support Mr. Flory's amendment as Introduced.

and for these reasons. I think the Dennery amendments been pretty
well accepted by most delegates here. If you will go back to what
we did in Local and Parochial Government, under Section 8 (D) , you
will find that when two or more cities in a parish want to join
together, they can. In fact, create a local homerule government.
I suggest to you, fellow delegates, that in the years to come, that
the fast growing population that we now have, that you are going to

find many, many areas of Louisiana, particularly in south Louisiana,
desirous of taking advantage of the new provisions of the Local and
Parochial Government, that will be accepted by the people of this
state. I believe that with these views in mind, and the fact that
under the Dennery amendment which was adopted here this morning, if

you will turn to page 7, under Section 2, which says "Cities," then
you go on down to (N) which you see there ."Acceptance of Act; Other
Cities, Parishes, City and Parish Governed Jointly," you will
find that in that area, in that section of this amendment, that any
city having a population exceeding ten thousand, but not exceeding
two hundred and fifty thousand, and any parish, or any parish governed
jointly with one or more cities In the plan of government, they
may take advantage of this. I don't know exactly what this would do
to this provision in the Dennery amendment. I believe by increasing
to four hundred thousand, that you are going to preclude a lot of

people who might want to .in the very near f uture ... .perhaps take

advantage of this.
Now, I discussed this with Mr. Dennery. I'm not quite sure that

I want to strongly oppose my New Orleans friends. But, I do believe
that we can't go wrong by leaving It at two hundred and fifty thousand
because we are only dealing with one area of our state, and that is

the city of New Orleans, in the foreseeable future. I don't see any

reason why we should leave out other sections of the state just to

take care of this situation. I would only urge that you strongly

look at this before you cast your vote. Thank you.

Questions

MR, ALEXANDER
Mr. Chatelaln, let me see if I may get a little clarification here.

Originally, I felt that this provision, of course, applied to New
Orleans, and the only other cities that could be affected eventually
would be Shreveport and Baton Rouge. Now, you raise another question.
You Infer that, for example, Lafayette and St. Landry may combine

to form a unit where you may have at least two hundred thousand

people now. Is that the angle from which you may be discussing this?

MR. CHATELAIN
That's exactly right, Reverend Alexander. It's a possibility

that according to provisions of local government, that you can.... more

than one parish can join together. I see no need of just arbitrarily

reducing it from two hundred fifty thousand....! mean , increasing it

from two hundred fifty thousand to four hundred thousand.

MR. ALEXANDER
Is there any basic reason for the fear of the cities of Baton

Rouge and Shreveport, that they would exceed two hundred and fifty

thousand and arbitrarily be thrown under the state system without

their consent?

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, no, sir, I don't think so because the provision of the

Dennery amendment, they may elect to do so. It's not obligatory,

MR. ALEXANDER
They may elrct to do so?

Tirnk you.

MRS. MILIER
Mr . Fontenot , you wanted the floor?

MR. FONTENOT
I move the previous question.

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

71-12. Notion to reconsider tabled .^

Amendment
Further Discussion

MR. CHATELAIN
Madam Chairperson and fellow delegates, I rise not strongly

opposed to this amendment. However, I am going to vote against it,

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments, also sent up by Delegate Flory,

coauthored by Mr, Jack and Mr. Fulco.
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Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment
No. 1 proposed by Delegate Deanery and adopted by the Convention
on December 8, (it's listed 7; it needs to be 8) on page 1 of
said floor amendment, at the end of line 12, after the word and
punctuation "thereof." change the period "." to a comma "," and
add the following:

"except paid firemen and municipal policemen, who are
hereby expressly excluded."

{^Amendment wi thdrawn . 1

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
These are lengthy amendments. Go on for . . .these are two

page amendments—Kelly and Roemer.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention on
the 8th, on page 2, line 23, following the word "of" and before
the word "members" delete the word "seven" and insert in lieu
thereof the word "five ".

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line lA, in the amendment adopted
on the 8th, Mr. Dennery, on page 2 of the amendments, line 24,
following the word and punctuation "state," and before the word
"of" delete the word "four" and insert in lieu thereof the word
"three "

Amendment No. 3. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention on
December 8, 1973, on page 2, delete lines 25 and 26, both inclusive,
in their entirety, and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"(1) Appointment; Election. Four members shall be appointed
by the governor as hereinafter provided, for terms of six years.
One member shall be an employee in the classified service of the
state, elected to the commission by classified state employees.
The employee member shall serve a term of six years."

Amendment No. 4. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention on
December 8, 1973, on page 2, delete lines 28 through 30, both
inclusive, in their entirety, and insert in lieu thereof the
following:

"Louisiana College, Xavier University of Louisiana, and
Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College
at Baton louge,"

Amendment No. 5. On page 3 of the amendment between lines 8

and 9, insert the following:
"The election of the members representing classified city

employees shall be called by the governor and heli< at least sixty
days prior to the expiration of that term. In the case of a

vacancy prior to the expiration of a term in the office pf the

member representing classified employees, an election to fill
the vacancy for the unexpired term shall be held within thirty
days after the vacancy occurs.

Amendment No. 6. On page 5 of the amendment, line 25, after
the word "office" and before the word "semicolon" add the
following:

"except to seek election as a classified state employee
serving on the State Civil Service Commission ".

At this time, prior to the actual submission of it, he wishes
to withdraw 5 and 6 which were intended to be technical in
nature to implement the provisions of 1 through 4 with the view
that he would offer those later on. They go to pages further
into the proposal, as amended, at any rate. So, he, at the present
time, is just going to offer the first four amendments, deleting,
at the present time. Amendment No. 5 and Amendment No. 6.

[^Amendments Nos , 5 and 6 withdra 1

Expl anation

MR. KELLY
Madam Chairman, members of the convention, this amendment is

directed solely at the makeup of the State Civil Service Board
and, in essence, what Amendment No. 1 does, it substitutes a five-
man board in lieu of the seven-man board as provided by Mr.

Dennery. Of course. Amendment No. 2 is more or less conditioned
upon whether Amendment 1 and 3 pass, because if we're going to

have a five-man board, we've got to have a three-man quorum.
Amendment No, 3, in essence, this is what this plan is going to

do: you're going to have five members, four members of whom
will be appointed by the governor for six-year terms. They will
be appointed just like through the process in Mr. Dennery's
amendment, except the three names will be submitted by Centenary

College, Louisiana College, Xavier University, and Louisiana State
University. Now, to make up the fifth member of this board, we
have provided that there be some employee input into the board,
and the fifth member of the board would be an employee in the
classified service of the state. He would be elected, or she would
be elected to the commission by the classified state employees.
That's the essence of it. I think that this is something that
everyone can accept. We've heard a divergence of opinions, here,
within the past tvo or three days concerning the makeup of this
board. 1, for one, don't particularly like to necessarily look
at something from the standpoint of representation, and necessarily,
well, how many south Louisiana schools do you have? How many
north Louisiana schools do you have? How many black universities
do you have? How many white universities, etc.? I think that
this amendment will take care of most anyone's problems concerning
that. We have the Louisiana University located here in Baton
Rouge; we've got Xavier University which is a predominantly black
university; Louisiana College there in Alexandria; Centenary
College on up in the northern part of the state. One of the most
important aspects of the amendment, as I see it and as I feel it,

is the fact that one of the employees in the classified service
of this state will serve on this board. Apparently, we have
sat here for two or three days and rejected the idea of the

rules and regulations of the commission being changed by any vote
within the legislature. That's the way it stands right now. Mr.

Dennery's amendment, so to speak, is the law, at this particular
time. Accordingly, I think if that board is going to have that
much power, as apparently they are going to have, and continue with
the power that they've had in the past, then we, in fact, need for
the working people of this state to have one of their people on
this particular board.

I'd ask that you adopt the amendment.

Point of Information

MR. DUVAL
I'm just trying to understand how the amendments fit into

Mr. Dennery's amendment. I note that on the amendments it says,
"page 1, line 14 of the Dennery Amendment adopted December 7."

V"ll, I don't understand how it fits into ....

MR. POYNTER
Keep on going on. That just identifies where the Dennery

amendment came in. They'll go on and say, on the page of the
amendment and the line of the amendment.

MR. DUVAL
1 see. Thank you, thank you.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Kelly, don't you think that the method of selecting members

of the commission has worked well in the past, insofar as having
fair and competent people on the commission?

MR. KELLY
I'm not here. Woody, to say that the people who are now

serving on the commission are not fair and competent people. But,
I meant, they deal primarily with the lives of the classified
employees of this state, and I see no reason whatsoever why those
classified employees can' t have at least one voice on that
particular board.

MR. JE.NKINS

But, they're not representing, they're not there to represent
the employees, are they? They're there to administer the employees
on behalf of the state, aren't they?

MR. KELLY
They're there to administer and to represent, as far as I

see this thing. I think it's a two way street, and I said that
up here yesterday afternoon. 1 think that you've got the interests
of the state to be concerned with, with fairly administering the
services that are provided by the state and the employees who
work through these services. Yet, at the same time, if we're going
to be dealing with sixty thousand employees of this state, I think
that they have got to be treated fairly and equitably. I'm not
saying that they have or they haven't, at this particular time.
I'm simply saying that this will give them a voice on the
commission.
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MR. JEN-KINS

Well, don't you think If we have the civil service employees

of the s;ate Involved in an election for one of their number to

be on this commission, that you're going to have the following

situation arise: you're going to have the candidates running

for that spot, making promises to civil service employees, and

then once that person is elected, that he'll be engaged in

reclassification efforts, changes in Job descriptions, promotional

efforts in order to placate and satisfy those who helped him

get elected?

MR. KELLY
I don't necessarily see it that way. I think, quite frankly,

that most of the employees within this system would be just

happy to have a man sitting there, that they would really know

exactly what was going on. They could say that they had some

true employment representation there on that board. Now, what

a man does concerning his political promises, and what he does

concerning his political obligations, of course, that is something

that I can't answer, at this particular time.

MR. KELLY
Well, 1 don't understand your question,

about ?

What are you talking

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, you are saying that employees need representation or.

the commission. You agree that ther- are at least two other

sides of these questions. One, the taxpayers side, and the

other, the management side. I asked you who represented them, and

you said something about when you're talking about the state, you're

talking about management. I wasn't talking about the state. 1 was

talking about the management part of the state and the taxpayers

part of the state which is not necessarily management oriented.

There are plenty of labor folks in that taxpaylng body.

MR. KELLY
This isn't a question. Let me answer

MRS. ZERVIGON
It's not a question of representation?

MR. JENKINS
But, the way it is with private college presidents selecting

and nominating these three who, one of whom are selected by the

governor, they don't have any obligations to any particular group.

They don't have any commitments; they don't have to worry about

a constituency that they are doing favors for or that they're

currying favor with, do they?

MR. KELLY
No, that's true. Woody. They don't have to worry about

anything. But, at the same time, there are four people going

to be on this commission who are not necessarily going to be

employee oriented. I meant, that's, in essence, what you're

saying. At this particular point you're saying that the

commission, as it's set up, as I understand what you are trying

to say through your questions. Is that these people are not

necessarily interested in what the employee think?, and all this,

strictly concerned with administering the system. Well, maybe

that's true, but when you're administering the system, you

necessarily affect the lives and the livelihoods of all of these

various employees. What is wrong with them having one member on

that commission?

MR. JENKINS
Well, when you say that it's been done fairly and competently

in the past, to me, it seems like you endorse the present system,

rather than taking a chance of getting a political factor into

it, both from, of course, that you would maintain the L.S.U.

appointee even though the L.S.U. board members would be appointed

by one governor, probably; and then allowing this politicking

within the classified service.

MR. KELLY
You know, you misstated what I said. I said 1 was not here

to say whether or not that the present commission, as it's made

up, had handled the business of the commission in any other

manner than fairly and competently. I don't know whether they

have or whether they haven't. That was my statement. The point

being is I would like to see the sixty thousand various employees

that are certified through this particular system, I'd like to

see them have one representative on that particular board, I

mean, if you're against the concept, you're just against the

concept

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Kelly, in assuming that the employees need representation

on the commission, you're assuming that there is another side,

at least. Would you concede that in questions before the

commission there are often two other sides? One, the taxpayers

at large, to make sure that their money is being well spent.

The other, the management side of the labor-management relations.

MR. KELLY
Yes.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, who represents those two other sides?

MR. KELLY
Well, it's not a question, Mary. 1 would say that when

you're talking about the state, you're more or less talking

about the management. As far as I'm concerned. . .

MRS. ZERVIGON
Who, who Is talking about the state, and in what context?

MR. KELLY
It's not a question, necessarily, of representation. You're

sitting there trying to distinguish between what's management,

what's the taxpayers' interests, what is the state. Well, it's

obvious. We all know what the state is. I meant, all I'm saying

is that there's two sides to this thing. You've got the state's

side which includes the taxpayers' side, if you want to look at

It that way, and then you've got the lives and livelihood of

some sixty thousand people within this state that are covered

under this particular system. I meant, if you want to disregard

those sixty thousand people, vote against the amendment.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, nobody has been questioning who ought to be regarded

and who ought to be disregarded. You just said that they need

representation. I was wondering if there were another side

whether they didn't need representation as well.

MR. KELLY
Well, I think that the state is adequately represented. The

governor is making four appointments under this. . .under my

proposal.
Pardon.

MRS. ZERVIGON
He's limited to among certain nominations.

MR. KELLY
Well, of course. I meant, Mary, let's don't play games

about those nominations, etc. going to the governor. I don't

think any of us are that politically naive.

As I understand what
MRS. ZERVIGON

Well, let me ask you another question,

civil service. . .the civil service system is all about, number

one, it's open to the public. Aren't all meetings open to the

public? So, it isn't that they are secret and the employees

can't know what's going on.

MR. KELLY
It's a matter of having some employee input into this

commission. If you're against that concept, you Just have to

vote against the amendment. That's all I can tell you.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But they are open to the public?

MR. KELLY
Pardon.

MRS. ZERVIGON

The meetings are open to the public?

MR. KELLY
,

The meetings are open to the public, I assume, and that s not

even the point. The point is. In other words, you're dealing with

these people, this commission. Now, you can look at it from the^

state's side. I'm going to look at it from two sides—the state's

side and the employees' side. That's the two sides that are

involved. I want to see the employees' side at least have some

input Into this commission. That's all I'm asking.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, let me ask you one more question. Let me ask you one
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more question. As I ' ve always seen it described in the literature
about civil service, the commission is called a <^asl-judicial
body; they are appealable to the court and that sort of thing.
They are passing Judgment on employee appeals, which make them
quasi-judicial. That would be the description of a quasi-judicial
body. So, when you say that employees need representation,
isn't that akin to saying "I assume that the judge, being an
employee of the state, always represents the prosecution, who is

also an employee of the state, and therefore, the defense should
always have a representative on the judicial bench of this state?"

MR. KELLY
No, that 's not the issue at all, Mary. You're trying to

confuse the issue. It's obvious that you're against the amendment.
Let me tell you something about judges: in other words, you're
talking about you've cast this thing into a situation of where
you say, all right, you've got a five-man court which performs
quasi-judicial functions. That's fine. 1 meant, I try lawsuits
everyday, throughout this state, and some of those judges we
think are plaintiff oriented, some of them we think are defense
oriented. I meant, that's just something that we all live with,
within the system. That's something that we're going to live
with, within this system. Now, let me tell you something: the
state, or the almighty state which you seem like you are so
worried about is going to have four members on this commission. All
I'm asking is that these sixty thousand employees out here at
least have someone who can express their views within the commission.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Kelly, do you feel, as I do, that the biggest problem that

we have with civil service and public service, in the United States

today. is that too often the interests of the particular bureaucracy

involved as over against a particular state management interest

become predominant, and the public, who is supposed to be served

and the service of whom civil service was created in the first

place, seems to be forgotten in the whole process?

MR. KELLY
I would have to agree with you to a certain extent.

MR. BURSON
Well, then would you further take that concern and apply it

to this particular situation and feel that what we ought to aim

for on the Civil Service Commission is a type of judicial body

that would be fit to look at the thing relatively objectively,

and hopefully, reach decisions in accordance with the public

interests as distinguished from the employee interests or the

interests of the management of the particular governmental body

involved?

MR. KELLY
I have no argument about that. Jack. I think that the way

you get to the public's true interests is you got, possibly, one
side represented here, you've got one side represented over here,
and somewhere— I meant—with the two inputs into the system, they
are going to come up with something which is good, or which is

best, in their determination, for the public. I meant, you're
dealing with human decisions, here, let's face it; just like in

the judiciary. I meant, those are human decisions. Maybe they are

based on law, some of them are based on fact, some of them are
based on nothing, sometimes. But, I meant, that's neither here
nor there. These people do strive to do what's right. We're not
only concerned, here—we jumped off on the quasi-judicial functions
of this particular commission, but as I understand, and I don't
claim to be an expert within the field of the service, here. But,

as I understand the makeup of the present commission, they have
vast rule making powers, etc., policymaking powers, etc. We're
not just concerned, necessarily, with whether or not—when this

thing is judged—whether a man loses a job or whether he doesn't
lose his job. Besides, I meant, this one employee oriented person
Is liable to be just as hard on his coworkers as anyone else. You'd
have to assume that everyone is going to approach this thing in a

fair and equitable manner. I'm not asking that the employees be

granted anything extra. I am simply asking that they be allowed to

have someone on that commission which could put some employee
ideas, some employee oriented thinking into the commission. That's
all.

MR. KELLY
I agree with that. In other words, I think what we've got to

do is you've got the public's position to be concerned about, but
let's don't forget the employee that's being tried, if you want
to put it like that. I meant, his interest has got to be considered,
too. Now, let's say this: this employee member of this commission
is not going to be an advocate, he's going to be a judge. I would
assume that the employee that's having problems and is appearing
before the commission is going to have his own lawyer or his own
advocate. So, I mean, all I am looking for is to see some
employee input on to this board.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Kelly, are you aware that in the body of my amendment, on

page 2, line 31, specifically, that the presidents of the seven
universities named are directed to give due consideration to
representation of all groups in the making of their nominations, sir?

MR. KELLY
Yeah, Moise, I see that written in there, and that's. . .

quite frankly, I meant, that looks nice on paper, but it just. . .

It says that they are to give due consideration." Once agiin,
that's a judgment call. I meant, who is to say that what they
give consideration to and what they don't give consideration to?
I'm not doubting that they will; I'm not doubting that they won't.
All I'm doing with this amendment is that I'm guaranteeing some
employee input on to this commission—one out of five. I cannot
understand, for the life of me, why that frightens people.

MR. DENNERY
Well, may 1 ask you this question, please, sir?

MR. KELLY
Yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
Are you aware that that particular provision was placed into

this article, or this amendment, after It was originally drafted,
as a result of some conversations had between representatives of

labor and me, in an effort to guarantee an employee viewpoint,
with the understanding that the labor representatives more or

less agreed that in the trial of appeals, it might not be a good
idea to have an employee sitting on the board? As a matter of

fact, at one time it was suggested that they be recused in such

a situation. This is an attempt, at least on my part, to accommodate
this to the very problem that you suggest. Are you also aware,

sir, that there is nothing in this amendment, to my knowledge,
nor is there anything in the present civil service law which
prohibits a state employee from being a member of the Civil
Service Commission?

MR. KELLY
That's beside the point, Moise, and I think, possibly, that you

have made an effort to guarantee these things. I'm not going to

stop with an effort. If my amendment passes, it's going to be.

We're going to have some employee input on to that commission.
It's not going to be a matter of some president of some college,
some representative giving due consideration to the employee
oriented person who recieves a nomination or not. There's going

to be no efforts. If my amendment passes, the effort part is

nil . We're going to have employee representation on this
commission. It's that simple.

MR. DERBES
Don, haven't you, in fact, created a statewide elective

office with a limited constituency?

MR. KELLY
No, I don't necessarily think so. I don't look at this from

the standpoint of an office. I think these people. . .there's

a limited constituency, you might say. I meant, I don't care
how. . .that's the reason I deleted Amendments 5 and 6, because
we can determine how the election process would be held, etc.,

and that needs to be worked on. Mrs. Duncan is working on it

for me at this particular time.

MR. BURSON
Do you get. . .do you agree with my general basic point that the

public interests. . .that an attempt, at least, should be made to
define the public Interests as distinguished from competing parties
at a particular hearing, and that that is what should govern the
decisions as much as possible?

MR. DERBES
But, in any case, the election that would occur would be

statewide among those who would be able to vote, namely, those

members of the system. Isn't that correct?

MR. KELLY
That 's true

.
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MR. DERBES
What do you envision as the platform of the various candidates

who would be running? This may seem a bit premature, but. , .

MR. KELLY
I guess you've answered your own question. I can't answer

what their platform would be. I'm not concerned about what their
platform would be.

MR. DERBES
No, but as Mr. Jenkins, I think, correctly pointed out,

wouldn*t you think it would be a matter of, perhaps, promising
certain specific reclassifications of certain jobs, trading off

of support statewide? Wouldn't you see that as a distinct
possibility?

MR. KELLY
Well, if that's part of the idea of bargaining and negotiations,

etc., I meant, whatever promises that man wants to make, that's

his business. If he wants to come on to that board advocating
some changes within the system which are valid changes that need
to be made in view of the interests of the employees throughout the

state, there's nothing wrong with him doing that. He's simply
one man out of five, once again. That's the whole idea, is the

input on to the commission. This man can promise the moon. Now,

whether he can deliver it or not, that's his problem.

ought to have input on this commission; yet, he reduces the
membership. That is contrary. Now, everybody in this room would
admit that we have some policies and some rules and some procedures
that ought to be changed, and that the day to day operations must
be supervised, and these changes must be made by the commission
itself. Then, that if this is true, then we need a broader
representation than we have. 1 think Mr. Dennery recognizes
this, and this is why he has expanded the commission. I think the
fact that we have excluded Southern University—and I don't want
to stand here repeatedly and sound like a racist, but 1 just have
to remind you that if we are talking about a structure that's
going to be making decisions for all of the people, then we
cannot rely entirely upon private colleges. We cannot rely on
representation from Institutions who have not, in the past,
demonstrated their sensitivity for the needs and to the needs of
all of the people. I certainly sympathize with the position
that state employees ought to have representation, but I cannot,
for the life of me, understand why we have to provide the

representation by reducing the membership of this important structure
I think it is contrary to what we have set forth as democratic
ideas and ideals for this important structure. I would urge
the delegates to vote against it, and see if we can't move on

and solve the problem in another fashion and leave the commission
broadly structured so that we can have the input necessary to

change the restrictive policies and procedures and rule making
authority of this important governmental structure

.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Kelly, it's my appreciation of the concept of the civil

service nominations through the various presidents of the
universities that through their nominations, the representation
would be completely, we would hope, unbiased and unprejudiced.
Is that really not the concept of it, as it has been in the past?

.that is the idea behind.

MR. KELLY
There's nothing.

MR. CASEY
That's the ideal.

MR. KELLY
That ' s the ideal situation.

MR. CASEY

Now, through your recommendation of appointing someone to

represent a certain special interest, are we not then going in
a one hundred and eighty degree direction from that concept?
Instead of representing three million eight hundred thousand
people in Louisiana, only four of those members will, and one
will represent sixty thousand, with a limited constituency,
as pointed out by Mr. Derbes. Is that really what's happening?

MR. KELLY
If you want to analyze it in that manner, Tom, that's fine.

MR. CASEY
I have to.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Quest! ons

MR. WILLIS
Delegate Jackson, don't you think that all of the commission

members were, once upon a time, employees? Don't you think they
started at the bottom?

MR. A. JACKSON
All of the commission members?

MR. WILLIS
Yes, the members of this Civil Service Commission.

MR. A. JACKSON
No, not necessarily

.

'MR. WILLIS
Well, then they must have inherited something. They got

to work, and they got to work for somebody.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well. . .

MR. WILLIS
I'm not talking about under civil service. They had to have

been employees.

MR. KELLY
Well, that's fine, and I have no objection to you analyzing

it in that manner. In other words, you take your four people
that are going to be representing the state, and you can talk
about three hundred and something thousand people all you want to.

1 don' t know that much about the commission. But, just apparently,
I meant, these people are concerned with the state's business
a little more, possibly, than they are the employees well-being.
All I'm asking is for one member on a five-man commission so

that the employees—the certified employees—of this state can
have a true, active voice on that commission. That's all.

MR. A. JACKSON
Oh, yes, I. . .you know, except for some of you rich folk

like you, have always been self-employed.

MR. WILLIS
My dear fellow, 1 remember my first pair of shoes. 1 started

with bare feet, but I endured them for a longer time than some.

Don't you think that the so-called employee viewpoint which is

mentioned, which may be laudatory, but, which if taken to its

final point may be contrary to the public interests, or ultimately

stiffle it?

Further Discussion

MR. A. JACKSON
Madam Vice Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of this convention,

I rise in opposition to this amendment. I do so because I believe
that It does violence to the whole concept of trying to provide a

commission that would have sufficient representation to make the
changes that are needed in order to have this important structure
responsive to state employees. Now, I'm certainly not opposed to

state employees having representation. But, I cannot vote for
this amendment because it reduces the number of people that are
going to be on the Civil Service Commission. For the life of me,

1 cannot understand the logic of Mr. Kelly when he says that we

MR. A. JACKSON
No, I don't agree with that, Mr, Willis. I can't stand

here and say that I agree with it. My primary objection to

this amendment Is that it restricts the ability of the commission

to be responsive to the needs of the state employees. That's

my primary objections to it.

MR. WILLIS
Well, 1 embrace all your objections, and I feel as you do.

But, my point was that under the guidelines established by Mr.

Dennery, further in the proposal, the institutions chosen to

choose these seven members can take into consideration these

so-called employee viewpoints without carrying it to their full

point

.
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MR. A. JACKSON
I would agree with that.

you've said. Let me ask you, how much do the members of the

conmission get paid? Do you have any idea? Are they paid on

a per diem basis or salary?

MR. ROEMER
In reflection, don't you think you share or, at least, are

more in sympathy with these amendments, and the proponents of

them, than you are with the opponents of them, in light of some

of the questions you're just answering?

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, Buddy, I think that I've got a primary and a fundamental

objection to the concept set forth by the amendments. I certainly

share with one of the objectives. I certainly sympathize with
them, and I think that this convention ought to give due considera-

tion to it. But, I cannot vote for it because it does violence
to something that I believe to be fundamental in terms of

a change by way of the structure of the commission. That's my

primary objections.

MR. ROEMER

Well, I have one final question is that, I respect your

view, but I would call your attention to a statement that you

made that in effect, Mr. Dennery's amendment had broadened
the board. I suggest to you, it has not. If you look at the

composition of that, it vould broaden it from five to seven,

but they seem to come from the same neighborhood.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, I quarrel with the named Institutions, and If you

will move among your sheets there , you will find an amendment
by me that I think will make some significant changes that I

hope that you will consider. But, what I'm saying is that the

overall structure as proposed by the Dennery amendment, provides
for the kind of broadened representation that I think to be

important, is what I...

Further Di scussion

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Acting Chairman, delegates, ladles and gentlemen, I

rise in opposition to this amendment for the following reasons:

Number 1, the sponsor of this amendment has expressed the opinion

that politics would not be brought into the civil service system

as a result of the provision to add a member through election

by civil service employees. Most of you here are elected meniers

of this body. Some of you are also elected members of the state

legislature. Now, how many of you can honestly say that you

don't receive communications, telephone calls, or some other

kinds of pressure from your constituency? I say to you that if

we adopt this amendment, then the sixty thousand classified

employees of this state would become the constituency of one

member of the commission. I can't understand, for the life of

me, how we could ever conceive that these employees would not

call that man, would not demand of him, that he stand up for

certain principles, and that he become susceptible to all of

the pressures that any other political elected official would

be susceptible to. Now, we know that to be a fact. I can see

that as a fact. That's a definite fact. Now, you're talking

about anticipating anything. I can anticipate that if I jump

from the top of this building, then I don't think I would be

no more. I don't have to argue about that. I don't think even
the lindertaker, or the physician would refute that fact. So,

I know that there will be pressure. Now, let me say this: the

provisions of. . .under the provisions of this amendment, the

anployee would become a politician to some extent. Why? Now,

we have denied this right to the teachers. We'll say that a

teacher. . -this convention has said that a teacher in the parish

of Avoyelles cannot run for the school board because he will be
controling his own employment, etc. and etc. Now, why are we
going to permit an individual who is employed in state civil
service to be a member of the state civil service system? Now,

the next bad feature of this amendment is that it reduces mem-
bership. Now, whenever you reduce membership, whenever you
constrict, then there's the danger of excluding somebody, and
that's exactly what this does: it excludes somebody. It excludes
one of the black colleges. Now if that's going to cause somebody
to vote the other way, then I'm sorry. I'll yield to questions.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Alexander, I agree very much with some of the things

MR. ALEXANDER
I understand they are nonpaid persons.

MR. ABRAHAM
So, if this employee were to be elected, he would have

to be elected on a statewide basis, would he not?

MR. ALEXANDER
Right.

MR. ABRAHAM
In order to get elected, he probably would have to travel

statewide, in order to get support, would he not?

MR. ALEXANDER
No doubt about that.

MR. ABRAHAM
Where do you think the finances for this type of campaign

would come from?

MR. ALEXANDER
From someone who wants to Influence him,

MR. SCHMITT
Did ve decide earlier that all of our state judges were to

be elected?

MR. ALEXANDER
In effect, yes.

MR. SCHMITT
I think we did, didn't we?

MR. ALEXANDER
We did. Yes.

MR. SCHMITT
Now, do these state Judges decide cases from districts other

than those within their jurisdiction?

MR. ALEXANDER
Yes.

MR. SCHMITT
No, they don't. .

.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, what about a Supreme Court judge...

MR. SCHMITT
Would you like to see us go back and allow the people from

Jefferson Parish to elect the judges from Orleans, and the people

from Orleans elect the judges from Plaquemines? Do you think

that would be a fair situation?

MR. ALEXANDER
That would not be fair, Mr. Schmitt, but suppose we go

back to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court decides decisions

that may. . .one may be elected from Orleans, but a case may

originate in Shreveport.

MR. SCHMITT
That's correct. In other words, their jurisdiction Is the

entire State of Louisiana. So, then, do you favor that we should

elect judges who are not domiciled to the State of Louisiana to

the Supreme Court, so they could be completely objective?

MR. ALEXANDER
No, I don't think we should.

MR. SCHMITT
I don't think that's a rational argument that you're bringing

forward.

MR. ALEXANDER
I don't think we should. But, I'm not saying don't elect

people from the state I'm not saying that anyone from outside
of the state shouldbe elected. The only thing I'm saying is

that if you elect a civil service employee to the Civil Service

Board, you subject him to political pressure, and you make him
a politician.
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MR. SCHMITT
Do you realize...

MR. CASEY
You've exceeded your time. Reverend Alexander.

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I have restrained my well-

known impulse to speak on this topic until now. But, it seems

to me that this amendment should be opposed because it is grounded
in a fundamental misconception that I feel infects the whole
idea of civil service in our time. That is, that the civil

service system is organized for the benefit of the employees,

rather than for the public whom they are supposed to serve.

This is the reason why I voted yesterday to allow the legislature,

by two-thirds vote, to change the system because I feel that the

legislature, far more than any bureaucracy , represents the Interests

of the man on the street who's forgotten in all of this stuff.

Bureaucracy has a life of its own, and too often, civil service,

in my opinion, is used as an excuse or a shield for people who

are not doing their jobs. I an sympathetic to Mr. William Buckley's

contention that In New York City, you may date the decline of

city services such as garbage collection, from the date when

the appointment of garbage collectors was tal-en away from

Tammany Hall leaders and given to civil service because when
your garbage didn't get picked up in the old days, you called

your ward leader and told him, "If it doesn't get picked up,

I'm going to vote against you in the next election,'' and he

immediately got something done about it. Today, by the time

you get through the review boards, and the other mechanisms
that we have used to insulate people from being corrected for

malfeasance, the garbage rots in the street. I'm just offering
the simple proposition to you, that in all the rhetoric that

we've heard up here so far on civil service, we have heard very

little to point out that civil service has some disadvantages as

well as advantages. I am wholeheartedly In favor of the advan-
tages. I think there's no r^uestion but what the civil service
system has guaranteed a better quality of public employment. I

am in favor of insulating civil service employees from being
thrown out every time there's a change of administration. But,

I submit to you that you cannot on the one hand, ask for the

protection of civil service, and then, still want to retain the

right to full political participation because the two are incon-

gruous. I submit in conjunction with this amendment, that you

cannot ask to retain the protections of civil service, and then

on the one hand, ask to elect the judge on the court that's

going to hear your case, and that's what this amounts to in my

view. I feel that, as Mr. Dennery pointed out, that If you

allow people who are outside of the political process to have

a primary voice in making these selections, that they will in

good conscience see to it that all intere3ts in the society are

represented. But, most of all, the public Interest , that thing

which Is so hard to define, and so elusive at times, should be

the dominant interest on the Civil Service Board. I'm not con-

vinced, by the way, that it has been the dominant interest on

the Civil Service Board In Louisiana up to date, as a lot of

people apparently are. But, be that as it may, I'm quite sure,

that if we start holding elections by the people who will be

before the boards, that we are asking that person who is elected

to "represent"the public employees on that board, to perform an

impossible task. He would not be human if he could be elected

by a group, and not be partial to their Interest when they

appear before that board. That simply isn't in accordance

with human nature. That, regardless of what we do in this

convention, will not change. I'll answer any questions.

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair

Questions

MR. E. J, LANDRY
Mr. Burson, don't we elect the Judge now, to hear my case?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir. That's right, and the judge hears the appeals

from the Civil Service Board, and there's your election right

there, that ultimately insures that the public Interest at the

highest level of the Judiciary will be maintained.

MR. E. J. LANDRY
Well, we elect him now, and he hears my case, doesn't he?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir, but he hears both sides, and both sides get to

vote on him.

MR. DERBES
Jack, all the people elect the judges, right?

MR. BURSON
That' s correct.

MR, DERBES
Just civil litigants don't elect ci"il judges, or criminal

defendants elect criminal judges; isn't that correct?

MR. BURSON
That's right, and plaintiffs don't elect judges or defendants

don't elect them; they both do.

MR. KELLY
Jack, to carry out this philosophy that you've expounded on

there, concerning the election of the judge who's going to be

hearing the case, and so forth. ..
I
'mean if we carried that to

the logical conclusion, then we really shouldn't elect any

judges in the State of Louisiaaa. They should be appointed,

and let me give an example. I'm Involved in an automobile

collision in Natchitoches Parish, ^nd I sue the Traveler's

Insurance Company. I'm a voter there. I voted for my judge.

Now. did Traveler's vote for him? No. I think that we see

equity within that system. If you win, you win; if you lose,

you lose.

MR. BURSON
...The lawyer represents Traveler's, and the agents who

sell Traveler's elected him.

MR, ALEXANDER
Mr. Burson, judges usually rule on the law, do they not?

MR. BURSON
They're supposed to, the law and the facts.

MR. ALEXANDER
But, in the case of a criminal, who in most Instances is

a lawyer... I mean a layman, would he be permitted. . .who's

charged before the court, would he be permitted to sit on

his own jury?

MR, BURSON
It's not the custom, as far as I'm aware. No, sir.

MR. ALEXANDER
Would not the effect of this amendment be to place a

civil servant on his own jury, on his own case?

MR. BURSON
That is exactly the reason why I, as you. Reverend Alexander,

oppose it.

MR. WILLIS
Jack, in legal parlance, this commission that we're talking

about, is what is known as an administrative tribunal. Isn't

that correct?

MR. BURSON
Or quasi-judicial.

MR. WILLIS
Well, I'm coming to that.

Generally, it's an administrative tribunal, and it is one

vith quasi-judicial and quasi-legislative functions.

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. WILLIS
Rule-making is legislative, and Judicial is when they decide

that the controversy is as between the employee and the state,

so to speak. It's the employee, himself, whether he did or did

not. Now, In... to your knowledge, do you know of any such tribunal

established by any civilized government whereby part of them are

appointed in a manner, and another part is elected by part of

the people?
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MR. BURSON
I know of no administrative tribunal at all that has any

elected members.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Burson, isn't it true that when a judge hears an appeal,

he only hears the appeal on the points of law?

MR. BURSON
Well, in Louisiana, he has a right to review the facts, also.

MR. FLORV
Not in civil service. Did you read the civil service law?

MR. BURSON
No, I thought you were talking about judges in...

MR. FLORY
No, we're talking about civil service now.

MR. BURSON
No, I think you're correct. In other words, the board is

the finder of fact, and then he reviews and sees whether they

applied the law correctly...

MR. FLORY
And, the decision of the commission is final as to the

facts. Is that not correct?

MR. BURSON
As far as I'm aware, that's generally true, yes.

MR. FLORY
Isn't it also true that the commission has other functions

than as the development of rules and the administrative procedures,

particularly with reference to the development of pay plans?

MR. BURSON
Well, Mr. Flory, again, now, as far as...

MR. FLORY
Is it true, or not?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir, but in my view, in making those rules, again, the

dominant interest should not be whether the employees want them,

or whether the employer wants them, but whether they are good for

the public interest because the public, the taxpayers, are paying

the bills for public service.

MR. FLORY
But, don't you think that that employee ought to have the

right to at least say what he thinks in that regard?

MR. BURSON
I certainly do.

MR. FLORY
Behind that closed door.

MR. BURSON
I think he ought to have the right to express his views, but

it seems to me that this can be taken care of by the procedures
and statutes by which you set this thing up. I don't think that

you necessarily have to have a member to have the employee views

expressed.

ffi. FLORY
Do you, as an attorney, have the right to any say-so as

to t'le minimum prices you charge in legal cases?

MR. BURSON
We are all supposed to follow, generally, a minimum fee

schedule which is set by the Bar Association.

MR. FLORY
But, you're a member of the bar?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. FLORY
You have a right to participate in that?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. FLORY
Thank you.

MR. ROEMER
Jack, did you read the research done by the research staff

on civil service, and other state constitutions?

MR. BURSON
I did.

MR. ROEMER
Well, then, you know that Colorado has two members elected

by the state civil service employees on a five member board; do

you not?

MR. BURSON
That's correct.

MR. ROKMER
Well, you failed to bring that out in your talk. You also

showed, probably, some nonknowledge about Natchitoches Parish.

You know that Traveler's Insurance has never won a case there.

MR. BURSON
The only thing that I would say about the Colorado incident

is; I recall that research from reading that memorandum yesterday,

most of these states don't have all this stuff... all this detail

in the constitution, either. They've got it in primarily as a

statutory matter.

MR. AVANT
Jack, did I understand you to say in response to a question

by Mr. Willis, as I was walking in the door, that you knew of

no administrative tribunal which had an elected member on it?

Did you make that statement?

MR. BURSON
That's exercising a quasi-judicial function. I can't think

of one right offhand...

MR. AVANT
Well, what do you call the Public Service Commission?

MR. BURSON
I don't think that that's partly elected and part appointed.

I think it's all elected.

MR. AVANT
Well, that's right. I may have misunderstood what you said.

Now, there's one other thing that I want to ask...

MR. BURSON
Well, the first question was did I know of any that were

part elected and part appointed.

MR. AVANT
Now, there's another thing that I want to ask you. There's

been a lot of talk about letting the defendant sit on the Jury

because what Mr. Kelly's amendment would require would be that

there would be a classified employee on this. Now, that's not

a good analogy. at all, is it?

MR. BURSON
No, it really isn't, but it's not an analogy that I

made. It's one that someone made to question.

MR. AVANT
Well, I understand that. But, you are familiar with the

provisions of the uniform code of military justice, are you not?

MR. BURSON
Not really specifically.

MR. AVANT
Well, you do know that under the uniform code of military

justice, if an enlisted man is tried before a court-martial,

that there must be representation of enlisted men on that

general court-martial; don't you?

MR. BURSON
I've heard that, yes, sir.
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{^Quorum Call: 73 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

Moti on

MR. DENNERY
Madam Chairman, it seems to me, we have a very small house

today. We are talking about awfully important matters. I would

hate to see us make a mistake. I would, therefore, move to

proceed to other orders of business.

appointees from Tulane University, from this university, some
professors, some lawyers, are they going to really look after
the interest of this working man? You answer that and then

I'll tell you what you do; You vote against my amendment; and
you go back home; and you explain in each and every one of your
communities that you voted against the civil service employees
of this state having a representative on the commission. Now,
if you want to do that, and you can explain it, then you vote
against my amendment and go back home and tell them that.

Questions

MRS. MILLER
The previous question has been called, Mr. Dennery.

MR. DENNERY
Then, I move we adjourn. Madam Chairman.

[Motion to adjourn to 9:00 o'clock
a.m., Tuesday f Decembe r 11, 1973.
Record vote ordered. Motion rejected

:

38- 39 . Amendment s declared not
di visible ."j

Point of Information

MR. ROEMER
Could it not be possible for this body to agree to reduce

the membership from seven to five, but not agree on its actual

composition? Therefore, couldn't we put "1" and "2" together and see

if we' can reduce it ^o five, then "3" can stand alone—and
that is the employee—and then "U" could stand alone—and that

is the colleges.

MR. POYNTER
I would certainly say the convention could decide to do

that. But in terms of the divisibility, he sent up to effect

the changes set forth that he has proposed; I still don't think

they are divisible because it would put the present proposal in

the posture of having reduced the membership, yet, having

appointments and nominations— if you will—still coming from

seven sources. Again, in my opinion, and, of course, these are

fine line things at times it would not be....

MR. ROEMER
I'll abide by your ruling if that's it; I just wanted to

discuss it , fine

.

MR. POYNTER
Of course, I would say this, if you voted, you know, if

you voted for it you could always.— the amendments can be

amended, that's the second point I want to make.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Kelly, are you going to close on this?

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Kelly, there have been those that objected to our

amendment because they said it's unprecedented to have
employees represented in a board like this. Is it not

true that across America now in corporation after corporation,

that employees are represented on the board now, that that s

the coming thing in this country?

MR. KELLY
There's no question about that.

MR. ROEMER
Isn't it also true that those who say that we are trying to

reduce the base representation by having the commission at five

members, don't know the history of the commission? Isn't it

at five members already?

MR. KELLY
That's correct. I might add that under this particular plan

which we have proposed here. Buddy, in other words, it's not all

concentrated into the south Louisiana area, you've got Louisiana

State here in Baton Rouge, some out of New Orleans, one out of

Alexandria for central Louisiana, and Centenary College in

Shreveport. Now, that's pretty across the board representation

as I see it.
Before I answer Mr. Duval, too, I would like to say that

concerning employee representation on boards and so forth, it's

been brought to my attention that state employees already engage

In statewide limited elections: (1) the Louisiana State Employees*

Retirement System; the Louisiana Teachers' Retirement System; and

the State Troopers' Retirement System. It has been brought to my

attention that this has all worked very well in the past.

m- DUVAL
Mr. Kelly, do you know that I'm not certain, in my infinite

wisdom, how to compose this board. But, I wanted to bring out
something in this question that has not been brought out before,
and I think to be equitable it should be brought out. Are you
aware that for all cities from thirteen thousand to two hundred
and fifty thousand—involving firemen and policemen—that there
are two representatives of the firemen and policemen on those
boards that are elected by the employees and the other three
are appointed; did you know that?

MR. KELLY
Yes.

Closing

MR. KELI^Y

Yes, ma'am. Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, we've
heard a lot of talk up here about the state and this unbiased

body that we are dealing with here. I have heard for the last

two or three days scare tactics used at this microphone about

those sixty thousand employees out there that are going to

vote on this constitution when it comes up. Everybody seems

concerned, "Oh, we've got to come up with civil service. We've
got to do it right." I'm concerned. I said that from this

microphone yesterday. Let me tell you something: If you are

really Interested in those sixty thousand employees out there;

and If you are really interested in making them happy; and if

you are really interested In providing something in this document

that will put sixty thousand people

—

fifty thousand of them maybe,

forty thousand of them—at the polls to help us pass this

constitution, then you vote for my amendment. For those of

you who want to sit up here and oppose these sixty thousand
people throughout the state— laboring people, working people,

people that go to work at 8:00 and get off at 5:00, or go to work

at 7:30, they are not self-employed—who else is going to take

care of them; who's going to take care of them? Are these

MR. DUVAL
...that it's in our constitution now and that it's worked

actually pretty well.

MR. KELLY
I might also add that this is done in Colorado; it's also

done in Maine.

MR. DUVAL
I'm talking about Louisiana in this one that it is done.

MR. KELLY
Right, I understand and your point is well taken.

MR. BERGERON
Don, I believe you have answered my question. But, I

will direct you to Amendment No. 3 and reading "One member

shall be an employee in the classified service of the state,

elected to the committee by classified state employees." Well,

it's not so much the board member elected from the classified

employees that I'm concerned with, but the manner in which he

is elected. 1 believe you just answered that, but would you

clarify that?
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MR. KELLY
Well, he would be elected by the classified state employees

In other words, within a limited. . .only classified statewide

employees could vote on this particular man; it would be a vote
within the system, you might say.

MR, BERGERON
Such as the retirement...

MR. KELLY
That's correct.

MR. BERGERON
Thank you.

[_Record vote ordered . Amendments
rejected : 33-47. Motion to re-
consider tabled . Moti on to adjourn
to 9:00 o ' clock a.m., Tuesday

,

December 11, 1973. Substitute
motion to adjourn to 10:00 o'clock
a.m., Tuesday, December 11, 1973
adopted : 50-19 . Adjournment to
10:00 o'clock a.m., Tuesday

,

December 11 , 1973
.

j
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Tuesday, December 11, 1973 Ques ti ons

ROLL CALL

l67 delegates present and a quorum. ]

PRAYER

MR. ALEXANDER
This morning, our Heavenly Father, we come again to thank

Thee for all of Thy blessings bestowed upon us. We pray that
Your presence will go with us, gu^de us, and keep us. Develop
among us that love that Jesus displayed while He was here on
earth when He said to us, "Love one another as ye have....
as I have loved you." Bless our efforts here today and through-
out this convention. Bless the leadership of this convention
and of our state. Bless all participants herein. Guide us in
our deliberations, both today and In subsequent days, and when
we shall have terminated our toils and our struggles in this
world, we pray that You'll admit us into Thy presence where we
shall praise Thee forever. In the name of Jesus, Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

loath of Office administered to Louis
Jones . II Journal 932,"]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
Regular Order No. 1. Unfinished business. On unfinished

business, of course, is Committee Proposal No. 9 introduced by
Delegate Aertker, Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Education
and Welfare, and other delegates, members of that committee;
a proposal making provisions for human resources by providing
for state, city. .. .state and city civil service.

Of course, the status of the proposal, the convention first
adopted Amendment No. 3 proposed by Mr. Flory which deleted the
bulk of the proposal. Subsequently, on its last day of meeting,
December 8, adopted the Dennery amendment ... .adopted the Dennery
amendment to the proposed amendment. In addition thereto, two
amendments have to date presently been adopted to the Dennery
amendment; in particular, an amendment proposed to Subparagraph 1

of Paragraph (A) proposed by Delegate Perez, and adopted on the
eighth; also, an amendment to Paragraph (A) proposed by Mr....
going into Subparagraph 2, proposed by Mr. Flory and adopted by
the convention on December 8.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Champagne, Mr. Abraham, and Mr.

Chatelain.
Amendment No. 1. Page 1, In Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed

by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention Saturday:
On page 2 of the amendment, at the end of line 2A, Immediately

after the word and punctuation "quorum.", add the following
sentence:

"No more than one member shall be from each congressional
district."

Expl ana t ion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, this is a very ... .simple

amendment, and I think there should be a very little cause for
objection. What it does is that it assures that no more than one
member shall be fr^m each congressional district. This.... to those
of you who feel, as some of us do, that the appointing universities
are, in general, centralized in New Orleans, this assures that
while they recommend that eventually the seven member board, or
whatever members we eventually decided should be, shall.... no two
shall be from the same district. This gives us representation
spread over the state. I think It's a good amendment, and I urge
your adoption of Che amendment.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Champagne, I'm not sure if I'm for or against your amend-

ment yet. but by placing it in Subparagraph (C) , do you not possibly
destroy the concept of seven members; or, if not, destroy the concept
of seven members, destroy the way that they will be appointea
in the future in the rest of the article; should I say?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No, sir, Mr. Bollinger, what this does is it allows seven

members, but simply that no more than one of those members can
eventually be appointed from each district. Now, in making their
suggestions, the presidents of these universities would attempt
to get people who are from various ... .congressional districts.
Of course, we all know that the metropolitan area of New Orleans
would reflect three congressional districts in general. So,
you would still have three people from that general area. The
other members would have to be In other areas of the state. I

think it's a good amendment for those people who might feel that
certain areas would get. predominantly, the members from that area.

Any other questions, I'll be glad to answer them. Otherwise,
I urge your adoption of the amendment. I honestly think it's a
good one. I don't see any reason why you should object.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Champagne, in providing the.... for the constitution. ,. .of

the board here, are you assuming with your amendment that the
composition of the commission will remain as presently in
Mr. Dennery 's amendment?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
It wouldn't make any difference, Mr. Flory, if it was five,

seven, nine, or whatever membership it would be. Of course...
nine, you would have a problem. That's correct. Assuming It's
seven or eight or less.

MR. FLORY
Suppose this convention adopted a commission that called for

two members to be elected by the classified employees. What would
be the case in that situation?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I see no reason why they shouldn't be from different

congressional districts.

• MR. FLORY
You wouldn't think that the employees ought to be able to

select whoever they anted irrespective of congressional districts?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I would think so. But on the other basis, then I would allow

the appointments to be from other districts than those elected.

MR. FLORY
But let them elect whoever they wanted to from whatever

congressional district they may be in.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I would ... .agree to that.

MR. FLORY

So that if the convention ultimately adopts the proposal to
allow two members of the commission to be elected, you would then

be willing to go back and change your amendment in order to

accomplish that end?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No appointment. That's right, sir. I would be willing to

do that.

{^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 63-13, Motion to reconsider
tabled , ]

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
The next amendment sent up by Mr. Hayes and Mr. Chatelain.
Amendment No. 1, In Floor Amendment No. 1 by Mr. Dennery,

adopted Saturday, on page 3 —page 3— line 8, at the end of
the line, add the following:

"Should one of the nominating authorities fall to submit
nominees in the time required, or should one of the named Instltutlo
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cease to exist.
conmlsslon."

the governor shall make the appointment to the

Expl ana ti on

MR. HAYES
Ladles and gentlemen, this Is a, , .thls^mendment ,1 feel ,1s

technical In nature. The.... there are provisions for the appoint-
ment heing made in case the governor fails to perform. But, there
are no provisions In the amendment In the event the institutions
fall to perform, or, in the event the Institutions fail or cease
to exist. So, we decided to offer this amendment; I think, for the
most part, there appeared to be no objection from the.... from
Mr. Dennery on this. T think it's more or less technical. There
would be some provisions for continuity. In the event some
institution would cease to exist, or would fall to perform, then
there would be a way to fill these positions without amending the
constitution

.

So, I would urge you to support the amendment.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Hayes, as you so stated, you realized you were correct

in stating 1 had no objection. 1 would point out to you that on
page 4, line 9, a similar amendment should be inserted with regard
to the city commission. In other words, you have. ...your amend-
mend refers only to the state commission. T ask, do you propose
to submit a similar one with regard to the city7

MR. HAYES
Well, I could do that. That's an oversight on my part. Yes.

I could do the same thing. Yes.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14» in Floor ^endment
No. 1 proposed by Dennery and adopted by the Convention on
December the 8th, page 2 of said amendment, at the beginning
of line 28, delete the words "Dillard University" and insert
in lieu thereof "Southern University". Similarly, in the Dennery
amendment, on page 2, line 29, after the word and punctuation
"South," delete the words "St. Mary 's Dominican College" dnd insert
in lieu thereof the following: "Louisiana State University".

Explanation

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment does not

affect the total number of the composition of the board which

is seven under the Dennery amendment. What it does do, and what

I want to be very candid about. It changes the concept of an

all private institution- type board to include public institutions.

It does not affect that portion of the composition which would
have to do with the representation of the blacks. By the same token,

it was my own personal feeling and that of Mr. Jackson that it

would be important at least from the public standpoint to have input

from the public institutions. What we did was, was pick the institution

which was the biggest in the state, which was L.S.U., and by the same

token pick the biggest black institution which was public in nature,

and that was Southern. We put those in the lieu of St. Mary's of

New Orleans ,number one, and Xavier. SeconJarlly Jt:he reason for doing

this, it gives more diversification, I think, thoughout the state

as opposed to totally centralization in the New Orleans area. I'd

be open to any questions.

Questions

MR. RIECKE
You state In your amendment "during the time required". Is

there anywhere else In this thing that tells you what the time

required Is?

MR. HAYES
During the....what you say, now? I don't get you?

MR. RIECKE
You say if the... If any of the nominating authorities fail

to nominate in the time required. What do you mean by "the time

required"? Thirty days, or sixty days?

MR. HAYES
There are no provisions at all that I can see....

MR. RIECKE
Well, they ought to have some time in there; don't you

think?

MR. HAYES
As I appreciate it, they didn't have anything for the

nominating authorities. It's only that the governor was the

governor had a time limitation. But there were no requireirents

for the nominating institutions.

MR. RIECKE
0. K.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Hayes, just previous to your amendment where it would

fit in there, it says that "within thirty days after a vacancy

occurs, the appointing. . .the president must submit his nomina-

tions to the governor, and that the governor must act within

thirty days."

MR. HAYES
Right. Within thirty days. That's correct.

MR. DENNERY
So, there is a thirty day provision, is there not?

MR. HAYES
There is a thirty day provision for the governor. That's

right

.

MR. BOLLINGER
Pat, could you tell the convention the reason, or your

interpretation of the reason,why university presidents are used to

appoint rather than, say, the governor appoint him, or someone else

appointing members to the Civil Service Commission?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, as I understand, the thrust of the position as it is now

under the present law is just to bring it one step further removed

from the body politic . That's why they get university presidents.

MR. BOLLINGER
Is that not the reason that private universit.es are used

rather than public university heads—to remove it from politics?

MR. JUNEAU
That, of course, is the philosophy that Mr. Dennery talked

about. He indicated it just depends what philosophy you want

to adopt. It just seems to me though, Boysie, that— I think

that the public institutions of this state, when we're talking

about public money and public employees, that it wouldn't do

violence to that concept to have the public institutions in some

way involved in that determination.

MR. BOLLINGER
But, why ,in your opinion, would university heads be more

capable, say, than the Public Service Commission or the House

of Representatives or the Supreme Court tOr anybody else, to appoint
meQd)ers. Since.... I think it's been pretty well established that

public university presidents are not.... or have not divorced themselves
from politics.

MR. JjNEAU
Well, let me answer the question this way: I'm not attacking

in this amendment, nor any of the previous amendments, the concept
of college presidents. That's what the present law is; I'm
not tampering with that. By the same token, I'm just saying it's
a matter of philosophy, I think, that the private... that the public
institutions in this state at least should have some role in determin-
ing the composition of this Civil Service Commission. Additionally,
I think, this amendment gets it all out of an all Orleans appointment.
I think it gives a little bit more for diversification within the
state.

[Amendmen t adopted w i thout objection.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Mr. Alphonse Jackson, Mr. Juneau,

as follows:

MR. JENKINS
Pat, isn't it true , though ,by the amendment we just adopted,

we're going to have people from throughout the state on this group,

since no two can be from any one congressional district?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, that may be true. and you'd probably end up with people
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who went to school at those particular institutions vbo live elsewhere
in the state. I'm just thinking... I say that if an individual went
to the public school system—be it Southern or be it Louisiana State
University—that I think that the broadening or the concepts Chat they
may have may be a little bit different than what they got through
that private institution.

MR. JENKINS
Don't you agree though that in the past the appointments

from the private schools have not necessarily been from among
their own alumni; in fact» they've been, in probably most cases
people from other schools and from other parts of the state?

MR. JUNEAU
I really don't have any particular violence. Woody, to the

people that they have appointed. I'm just saying, as a matter of
philosophy, I just don't adopt the principle that it should be all
private schools in this state.

MR. JENKINS
Also, isn't it true that college presidents are likely to

be even more political... public college presidents are likely to
be even more political in the future, than in the past, under the
Education Article we've adopted, inasmuch as each particular board
would be appointed by, theoretically, one governor during his terra
of office.

MR. JUNEAU
I really don't know if he would be more . I guess

it would just depend on the individual. Woody. What would be
true today might not be true tomorrow. I really can't answer
that.

MR. JENKINS
One other question: Isn't the concept of having these

nominees submitted by presidents of private colleges— isn't the
idea behind that the fact that you're likely to get people of
quality who are not going to have a political axe to grind or
any special interest one way or the other in the civil service
system?

MR. JtNEAU
Well, I wouldn't agree with that. Woody. The inference

would be that a public institution is not capable of appointing
people of quality, and I don't subscribe to that philosophy.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Pat, I noticed in your first amendment you're substituting

Southern University for Dillard University...

MR. JUNEAD
Yes, sir.

MR. SUTHERLAND
... and we just finished adopting an amendment saying that

if any institution ceases to exist, the governor will fill the
vacancy. Now, there is a possibility, as you well recognize,
that Southern as an institution may cease to exist.

MR. JUNEAU
As would be the case, as I understand, the plight of private

institutions would probably be the same.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Well, I think there'a bigger chance of the public

institution, as such, being discontinued than the private institution.
I just point out to you that there is this possibility. We
don't know what we*r2 going to finally wind up with, but if we
start having the governor make a couple of appointments and then
filling vacancies with this, we could have a problem.

MR. WILLIS
Pat, don't you think that the concept of attributing

to the private institutions the power or the capacity tc

appoint these members to the commission, that your amendment derogates
from the... what we impute to them in that we assume that they won't...
that they will appoint somebody who graduated from that college?
For Instance, and to exemplify my question: Do you think that
St. Mary's Dominican—which you wish to strike out and supplant with
someone else, like Southern— do you think that St. Mary's
Dominican would always nominate, of the three that It nominates
to the governor, someone who graduated from the Institution?

MR. JUNEAU
Not necessarily, but by the same token, Burt, It would

seem logical to me that If a corporation that I was the president

of were charged with the responsibility of designating someone, that
would be someone who in the sphere of my corporate business I've
come in contact with. I'm just saying I'm trying to broaden
that horizon which would be somewhat limited under the proposal
that's before this convention. I might add, we've expanded the
concept of this board from five to sevei. Now, I might leave it alone
at five, but we have gone to seven; and if we have gone to
I'm not talking about changing the majority vote of the bo.

seven,
board.

Further Discussion

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this amendment is not one that

I feel tremendously strong about, but I just want to point out to
you that it's based on some false assumptions , in my mind. For
example, one of the objections to the Dennery proposal as drawn
is that most of the colleges are in New Orleans. We have tried to
correct that by passing an amendment offered bv Mr. Champagne,
for which I voted, saying that there must be a geographical distribution
of the members of the commission. Or, will there be a geographical
distribution of the institutions? It seems to me that doesn't matter
a whole lot so long as the people whom they appoint are geographically
distributed, because the false assumption ..pon which wanting Che
institutions to be geographically disbursed is based is that, number
one; they will appoint one of their alumni and one of their alumni
that is geo... tied, at least in their sympatliies, to the geographical
area in wliich the institution exist; and, number two, chat the president
who is making these nominations it- from that area. Now, that 's

absolutely not so. The president of Tular.e is not from New Orleans;
the president of Dillard is not from .New Orleans. The president
of St. Mary's Dominican is not from New Orleans at this time. They
all came from outside to be appointed to that post. There is almost
more traveling from job to job, from state to state, among college
presidents as tliere is wi th oil company execut ives , telephone company
executives; there's jusi a whole .ot of moving around because there are
not Chat manv college presidencies within one town. That's a false
assumption. That these folks will be more responsive to the people
is, in my mind at least, a questionable assumption. If you will remenoer,
ttiere i*as a tremendous amount of unrest a year or two ago,accusing
the president of Southern in Baton Rouge and the president of SouthernJ
in New Orleans as being unresponsive to the people. There hasn't
been much of that in the private colleges in Louisiana, more by luck
Chan for any other reason. But, college presidents on all campuses,
both public and private, are accused from time to time of not being
responsive Co the people. That is not a unique thing that happens only

[

in private institutions. While it may be true of public institutions
that there is no weeding out or selection as the freshman class
enters, you better believe there is a loc of weeding ouC after chat.
Ttie figures are almost horrifying. So, wliether the weeding out of
students takes place right after the high school graduation or right
after the freshman year, as far as I'm concerned, is a distinction with
a difference. So, as you cast your vote on this amendment, please
cast it on the basis of whether you want private institucions or
public institutions on a realistic basis chat has nothing to do with
geogr-.'hy, notliing necessarily to do with responsiveness, but really

j

a more philosophical thing; should this power be all in the hands of
presidents of private universicies or not? Let me point out to you
one more thing just so you won't be disappointed, because ^sone of youj
may have been expecting me to say tills. When you remove St. Mary's
Dominican College from tlie appointing bunch, you're removing the only]
female college president that has the power to appoint under the Denn(|

plan. Now, it may be that she will not always be a female, but as
the thing now stands—and there may someday be a female president of
Soutliern in Baton Rouge; I think it's i.ind of way down the line; I

couJd be wrong— as it now stands,that's the only female with appointlvi]
powers under the Dennery plan. Under the Juneau plan, there are no
females appointed. So, I just... there are other under-represented
groups besides north Louisiana and the blacks, and I thought I would
point one of them out to you. Thank you very much.

[previous Question ordered. ]

Closing

MK. JACKSON. A.

Mr. Chairman and ladies an' gentlemen
amendment is designed to add significantly
Civil Service Commission to respond to the
Now, I know of all of the arguments that h
to the need Co keep polici'-s out of the Tub
I mean out of Che Civil Service Commission,
to see the comiiission steer clear of politl
adding the public colleges and universities
are embroiling the commission In politics.
is making it possible for a true representai
and Southern University as additions to the

just briefly, this
to the ability of the
needs of public employees*^
ave been made relative
lie Service Commission...

I, for one, would like
cs. I do not believe by

to the panel Chat we
I think what we are dolng^

tlon. I think that L.S.U.
panel will provide for
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the first time a kind of representation from the general public that

is sorely needed. I think, you will have from these two institutions

individuals that will be sensitive to the problems that confront

public employees. So, 1 would urge in the name of democratizing

this panel, that we would add these two institutions to the panel

that is responsible for appointing members to the Civil Service

Commission. This does not preclude women from participating.

I think that these institutions will be sensitive to the fact that

we need women on this conniission. I support it, m/ record is rather

clear on the inclusion of women in all strata of government. So,

I would not stand here and suggest that we ought to have any sort of panel

that would preclude women from true representation. I believe that

they ought to be there. 1 believe that the institutions that will

make up this panel » including Southern University and L.S.U.,will

be sensitive to the fact that we need women as a part of the Civil

Service Commission. l urge your adoption. I think it will add

to the quality of the decision. It will make the "ivil Service

Commission sensitive; it will democratize it, and state government

will be much more efficient because we have made these changes. I

urge the adoption of this amendment.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Jackson, assuming that Southern University and L.S.U.

are public institutions, and they supplant St. Mary's I>ominican

College and Dillard University, which are private institutions,
now, the first question— I'm going to ask you both of them so you
can answer— the first question is: How do you justify mixing private

institutions with public institutions in this way and still exclude
all the other public institutions like Northeast, Northwest, Southvest,
etc.?

MR. JACKSON, A.

Well, I justify it on the basis that we ought to balance
the interestsacross this state and that we have two university
systems in the state, the L.S.U. system and the Southern University
system. Since we have given this kind of status to these two educational
enterprises at the higher education level, 1 think it is appropriate
that we would use them as part of the ... as part of the panel to

select the commission members.

deals primarily with the same concept that we debated and argued,
I think rather thoroughly last Saturday. I won't make any bones
about it. In other words, the primary consideration and the primary
thing that I'm interested in is to have one employee representative
on the commission. Now, last Saturday morning we went with a five-
man board. This amendment gives the seven-man board, of course, which
would reduce; you might say, the representation of the employee onto
this particular board. It would be six nominated by the various
college presidents: namely. Centenary, Louisiana College— we substitute
L.S.U- in— Southern University, Tulane^and Xavler which makes up the

six universities making the nomination. Then, the seventh member

would be the employee commissioner who would be elected by the

classified employees of the state. As I attempted to argue last
Saturday morning, I just think that it's an absolute necessity
that we give the employees some representation onto this board.
This reduces, you might say .his percentage of representation as

related to the amendment that was offered last Saturday. I just
can't conceive of how this convention or the people throughout
Che State of Louisiana would object to the employees who are governed
by this very system having one spokesman on this commission. I

heartily urge that you support this amendment. As I stated last
Saturday morning, if you want to give this constitution a little boost,
then I think this would be a good place to do it, because I think
that we can safely say that there is some sixty thousand employees
throughout the State of Louisiana, covered under this particular
system, that would heartily endorse this amendment, and possibly this
proposal with this amendment included in it.

Quest i ons

MR. TOBIAS
Don, I'm reading your amendment. It does basically three

things; it would change two of the colleges to two state universities?

MR. KELLY
That's correct.

MR. TOBIAS
It would also allow one member to be elected by Che

employees of civil service?

MR, ALEXANDER
The second quick question: I think you asserted the fact

that women should be represented here. ...

MR. JACKSON, A.

Yes, by all means.

MR. ALEXANDER
... by appointment. Now, since ... so far as I can remember

in the history of these institutions and the boards that have
governed them, there aren't any women now, and there hasn't been.

[Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

2 8- 54 . Mot ion to reconsider tabJed.]

Amendment

MR. KELLY
That's correct.

MR. TOBIAS
Now, have ve not in effect rejected the concept just a few

moments ago with respect to Louisiana State University and Southern
University as representing the appointing agencies on the board?

MR. KELLY
Well, I think that's apparent, i think that was Che amendment

earlier, but that's neither here nor there.

MR. TOBIAS
Do you have anocher amendment that would just simply allow

for one of Che seven members Co be elecCed by Che members of
civil service?

MR. POYNTER
NexC sec of amendmencs sent up by Delegates Kelly, Roemer,

and A. Jackson.
Amendment No. 1. In Floor Amendment No. 1. proposed by

Delegate Dennery and adopted by the Convention, Saturday, on page
2 of the amendment, strike out lines 27 through 35, both inclusive, in

their entirety, and on page 3, delete lines 1 and 2 in their entirety
and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"(2) Nominations. The presidents of Centenary College at

Shreveport, Louisiana ; Louisiana College at Pinevllle, Louisiana;
Louisiana State University at Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Southern
University at Scotiandville, Louisiana; Tulane University of Louisiana
at New Orleans, Louisiana; and Xavler University at New Orleans,
Louisiana, after giving due consideration to representation of all

groups, each shall nominate three persons. One member of the commission
shall be appointed by the governor from the three persons nominated
by each president. One member of the commission shall be elected
by the classified employees of the state from their number as provided
by law. A vacancy for any cause shall be filled by appointment or

election in accordance with the procedure or law governing the original
appointment or election, aid from the same source. Within thirty days".

Expl anation

MR. KELLY
I do not have such an amendoient drawn at this time.

MR. ABRAHAM
Don, as I understand, the thrust of Che various argumencs

Chac's been proposed on Che makeup of the commission was that

to cry to remove it as much as possible from the arena of direct
politics. My question is: Why, if assuming we do want employee
representation, why should he not be appointed the same as the
other menders, racher than elecCed?

MR. KELLY
Well, I see noChing wrong... I'd see nothing wrong with Che

employees in a limited election. I mean it's not like we're making
this a statewide election with the people of the State of Louisiana,
or Che entire constituency of the State of Louisiana, voting upon
this particular representative, but I meant I see nothing wrong with
having the civil service employees themselves decide who is going to

be their representative onto this commission. No, I wouldn't be in

favor of an election, you might say, within Che entire sCaCe tor

all Che eleccors of Che sCaCe to vote on. Don't really have any

objection Co one of them being appoinCed.

MR. KELLY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and genClemen of che convencion, Chis

I

MR. RIECKE
... there's sixty Chousand employees ; they would have to
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have an election of sixty thousand people to vote on one employee —
one iDember of the commission? Wouldn't that be rather cumbersome?

MR. KELLY
I wouldn't think so. It's my understanding that the Louisiana

State Police Association does it within their retirement system
for the representatives. There are two or three others that... the

Teachers' Association, I think, has representatives on the retirement

systems that are elected by the — I guess, the L.E.A. or the L.T.A.— the

local organizations.

MR. RIECKE
How would these sixty thousand people scattered all over the

state know of the qualifications of a person in order to vote

intelligently on them without a campaign by that man for that position?.

This would put it into politics, wouldn't it?

MR. KELLY
Well, it would put it into politics within the political realm

of the people that are governed by this very commission,

Mr. Riecke. I see nothing wrong with that.

MR. BERGERON
Don, we have one member on your amendment which Is elected

by the members of the civil service throughout the state

MR. KELLY
Would you speak just a little louder? I'm having trouble

hearing you.

MR. BERGERON
All right. I said we have one member under your amendment

which would be elected from the civil service members throughout
the state. If, for some reason or another, this man was to resign —
for reasons of health or other reasons— who would do the... would

this vacancy be filled by appointment or election?

MR. KELLY
It says that "a vacancy for any cause shall be filled by appointment

or election in accordance with the procedure of law governing the

original appointment or election, and from the same source within thirty

days,"so I guess ....

MR. BERGERON
So, he would be elected.

MR. KELLY
He would be elected again. Right.

MR. BERGERON
Thank you.

MR. JENKINS
Don, don't you really make a bad analogy when you make

an analogy between this and the retirement systems of the

state, because in the case of those retirement systems, you're
not dealing with public funds at all, but funds belonging to those
employees? The board that administers those fund is simply like
the board of a credit union. It's not a controversial thing where
people get out and campaign and spend a lot of money and have
favors to pay off, and things like this. But, under your system,
wouldn't that just be the case?

MR. KELLY
No, Woody, In other words, there is a distinction, and it's

not a complete or exact analogy, but let's just say this, that when
we put this representative, this employee representative, onto this
commission, X think they... the employees of this state have a vital
interest in what goes on within that commission. I meant, we're
concerned with their wage Increases at this particular time, what
they start, how they are employed, how they are terminated—just
a barrage of things—and their own job security. Now, what is wrong
with them having some vital interest in those Items?

MR. JENKINS
Well, isn't....

MR. KELLY
To me, that is more important than the money that you

refer to within the retirement system.

MR, JENKINS
Isn't the purpose of having people appointed from these

private colleges the Idea that you're going to try to get fair
and impartial people with no axe to grind? Wouldn't this person

who would be chosen in this way be really almost like a lobbyist,
a spokesman for a group, always trying to lead the commission in

one particular direction rather than trying to be what the Civil
Service Commission is—a fair and impartial body with no interest
one way or the other?

MR. KELLY

Let me tell you something. Woody; you can look at this
thing from two respects. You say that you're concerned about fairness
and impartiality. Okay. Maybe that an employee might be employee-
oriented. Quite frankly, I've seen other occasions and other
analogies where people a lot of times bend over backwards to make sun
that they do not receive criticism, say, along those lines. At the

same time, are we to understand that some professor from Tulane
University or somewhere else who, quite frankly—or some of the

other private institutions—does not have the relationship with the

working class of people within this state and are we to say that

is fairness and impartiality for a man that is so separated from the

working people of this state? 1 just can't see your argument...

MR. JENKINS
Well, hasn't it worked well in the past; and if it hasn't,

why haven't we had state employees calling us? Did you know that

the state employees in my district have told me that they're

well satisfied with the system the way it is?

MR. KELLY
I think, when they talk in terms of that, the employees

of this state are interested in one thing and that's job

security. That's the ones that are already covered under this

commission, Woody. I don't think that there's any employee in

this state covered under the Civil ServiQe Commission who wnuld not

readily agree that anywhere that there can be improvement toward

the working people of this state, that they would be against that.

T<ov, as far as letting the legislature tamper with their

job security, I think it's evident that they don't want the

legislature being able to tamper with their job security which

they enjoy at this particular time under the present system.

{^Previous Oldest ion ordered. Amendmen t

rejected : 36- 49 . Mot ion to reconsider
tabled, ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Dr. Asseff as follows:

Amendment No. 1. In Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by

Delegate Dennery and adopted on December 8, Saturday, on

page 2 of said amendment delete lines 27 through 32, both
inclusive, in their entirety, and Insert in lieu thereof the

following:
"(2) Nominations. After giving due consideration to

representation of all groups, the presidents of Centenary

College, Louisiana College, and the University of Southwestern

Louisiana, each shall nominate three persons; the presidents

of Dillard University and Xavier University of Louisiana,
acting jointly, shall nominate three persons; and, the presidents

of Tulane University of Louisiana and Loyola University of the

South, acting jointly, shall nominate three persons. One mem-"

Explanation

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, in the view of the fact that the

convention is in the "no" mood, it might be well for me to hold

mine over until next week. I agree with Mr. Dennery that the

Civil Service Commission should be independent. I also agree
with the concept. But, I cannot agree with the change he is

making in the composition of the commission. Since he stated

that the present setup has worked well, it is difficult for

me to understand the increase from five to seven members with
five of the seven nominating colleges being located in New

Orleans—regardless of the residence or sex of the presidents
and regardless of how well they may do. I cannot support this.

My amendment retains the present setup—f ive-member commission

—

but I make two changes to correct inequities: (1) We, in the

present composition, we do not Include black universities on

the list of nominating universities; and we do not list a south

Louisiana University. I retain Centenary College, Louisiana

College; I combined Loyola and Tulane for one; Xavier and Dillard

for one; and I add the University of Southwest Louisiana—the

principle is the same. Under the present provision, L.S.U. is

a public institution. I am replacing it with U.S.L. I an rather
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reluctant to decide whether to include Loyola or Tulane, or
Dillard or Xavier; I would be willing to accept either. But, I

don't want to give the impression I'm showing favoritism, and
that is the purpose of the amendment. As it now stands, I am
willing to accept the civil service provision. I am unwilling
to accept the composition of the conmission. I think many
people will not accept five nominations being made by universities
located in New Orleans. I have nothing against New Orleans nor
against the universities involved. X do object to five from the
same area» whether they are from my area or your area.

Further Discussion

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman and delegates, the delegates to tliis convention

have spoken repeatedly on this issue. First, the delegates have
said, in no uncertain terms, that they are desirous of increasing
the number from five to seven. I think that's definite and
positive. Expanding the commission is one of the best ways
to give wider representation. Second, the delegates to this
convention have said without equivocation that they want women
represented on this commission. The original Dennery amendment
guarantees that, in that, St, Mary's Dominican College would be
one of the appointees. Thirdly, the convention has said, in no
uncertain terms, that blacks should be guaranteed representation.
This aoiendment, in my way of thinking, does violence to all three
concepts. I think all of these concepts have been adopted and
any attempt to change or alter them has been rejected repeatedly
by the delegates to this convention. 1 say to you that since
this is the worse of the worse and since this one does more
violence than all the others combined, I am asking you to vote
against this one, if possible, unanimously.

Thank you so very much.

iPrevious Quest ion ordered . ^

Closing

KR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I would like to answer Reverend

Alexander, because I feel that he has not stated the facts
correctly. The present commission is composed of five members.
The burden of proof to increase it to seven is therefore upon
the person who sponsors it. I have no opposition to seven, if
we can find colleges and universities outside of the same city.
(2), We do have a black representative from either Xavier or
Dillard. That is one out of five or approximately twenty percent
which is about what the black population is. it would vary five
or six percent about twenty-five or twenty-seven percent. Well,
you can't represent everything. Women can be represented, as
I see no reason if we are going to say these universities are
so objective, so fair they are going to take everything into
consideration—and that is what has been said—why can't they
take sex into consideration? I see no reason why they cannot.
If you wish to reject it, reject on the facts and not on the
basis that it is being unfair to anyone because I think that
the amendment is fair. I don't believe that many people. ...I
know I am unwilling to accept the entire proposal if five
colleges nominating come from the city of New Orleans, and I

think that will be true of many people. Thank you.

Questions

MR. GINN
Dr. Asseff, you said you wanted to be fair with this

amendment and all of that. I read Southwestern in that bill.
What happened to Northeast, or Louisiana Tech, or someone like
that?

MR. ASSEFF
I have no objections; I simply selected one, and U.S.L.

because it is the largest in south Louisiana. I would have no
objections to Southeastern; in fact, I included that first, I

have no objections. I just want so'ith Louisiana to make its
own nomination; that is all. Thank you.

MR. ALEXANDER
I'm sorry. Since you have stated that women possibly could

be represented under your amendment—with possibly one exception
throughout the history of civil service—do you know whether any
women have served?

MR. ASSEFF
I'm sorry, I cannot hear your question. Reverend Alexander.

MR. ALEXANDER
I say do you know without .. .with one exception, do you know

of any women who have been appointed by any of these institutions?

MR. ASSEFF
I have no idea who's been appointed. Reverend Alexander.

I have no assurance that five to seven will correct anything.
Hasn't the argument been made that the present system has worked
well? If it has, why increase the membership? I see no reason
why these universities may not nominate a woman. I see no reason
why St. Mary's Dominican could not nominate three men. Now, you
give me a college outside of Orleans, and I'll go along with you.

MR. ALEXANDER
Dr. Asseff, are you aware of the fact that there is an

amendment pending to disperse memberships so that no more than
one individual can be appointed from a congressional district?

MR. ASSEFF
Are you aware of the fact that it takes it exactly one month,

under a U. S. Supreme Court decision, to acquire residence in any
congressional district. Reverend Alexander— so that is meaningless?

[_ Record vote ordered. Amendmen t rejected:
1 5-70 . Mot ion to rccons idcr tabled.^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment reads as follows: In Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention
on December 8, page 2 of the floor amendment, line 22,
immediately following the partial word and punctuation
"nation." delete the remainder of line 22, de^.r-r.L ]Jnes 23
through 35, both inclusive, in their entirety, and on page 3,
delete lines 1 through 8. both inclusive in their entirety
and insert in lieu thereof the following: "There is hereby
created and established a State Civil Service Commission to
be composed of seven members who are citizens and oualified
voters of the State of Louisiana. Five members of the commission
shall constitute a quorum. The seven commissioners shall be
appointed by the governor for a term of six years as follows:
The presidents of Louisiana State University and Agricultural and
Mechanical College at Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Centenary College
at Shreveport , Louisiana; Louisiana College at Pineville,
Louisiana; Southern University at Scotlandville , Louisiana;
and Xavier University at New Orleans, Louisiana, shall each
nominate three persons, and one member of the commission shall
be appointed by the governor from three persons nominated by
each president. Two members of the commission shall be elected
by the classified employees of the state as provided by law.
Vacancies by expiration of the term of office or otherwise shall
be filled by appointment of the governor from nominations made
in like manner by the president (or his successor) of that
institution who nominated the member whose place is being
filled, and by election, as provided by law, for members representing
the classified employees. It shall be the duty of the presidents
of Xavier University and Southern University to, within thirty
days after the effective date of this constitution, make such
nominations, and thereafter within thirty days after any
vacancy occurs, it shall be the duty of the presidents of
each of said institutions to make such nominations. Within
thirty days of the expiration of the terms of the members of
said conmission previously nominated by the presidents of
Loyola University and Tulane University and serving at the
effective date of this constitution, an election shall be held,
as provided by law, to elect two members to represent the
classified employees.

All appointments as hereinabove provided shall be made by
_the governor without confirmation of the Senate."

We need a technical change here to the instructions to
clarify, with respect to the amendments previously adopted.
With respect to page 2 of the amendment, it ought to include
deleting all amendments thereto. It's my understand being that
if this amendment adopted, a similar amendment would be proposed
but somewhat different. But, stop short on page 3 of deleting
the amendment added by the Hayes amendment— the Hayes amendment
which reads: "Should one of the nominating authorities fail to

submit nominees in the time required, or should one of the
institutions cease to exist, the governor shall made the appointment
to the commission" would stay in.

t xpl ana t i on

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, last week when
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we first started consideration of the civil service proposal, I

had submitted three amendments, one of which was adopted and left
only page one of the committee's proposal. The other two related
to the appointment* procedures, and numbers of the commission
both as it relates to the State Civil Service Commission and the
City Civil Service Commission in municipalities over four
hundred thousand. What this amendment does. ..is an amendment that
I had asked that, and to be allowed to withdraw the other two
amendments the other day in order to make some corrections inasmuch as

I had talked to a number of delegates who were opposed to the governor
having the appointive power to appoint two members of the commission.
Parlimentary rules being what they were at that time—and still are

—

Mr. Dennery objected to me withdrawing the amendment for the purposes
of making changes—and I don't fault him for that. It was a
parlimentary move in his behalf, which I think was entirely his
prerogrative. As a consequence, I had to withdraw that motion

and go ahead on the merits of the amendments that I had submitted.
The discussion that was held on the floor of the convention at
that time, related to the—as I said— the power of the governor
to make the appointments insofar as two members were concerned
from state civil service. What this amendment does is retains
five colleges, three of which now make nominations and the
governor appoints from those nominations. The three colleges
that are retained—as is the present constitution—Louisiana
State University, Louisiana College, and Centenary College.
Those three colleges are retained as to make nominations. I

have added Xavier University at New Orleans and Southern
University at Scotlandville to comprise the five nominating
universities. The other two members would be elected by the
classified employees— which there are some forty-nine thousand
I understand, in the state of the sixty thousand employees that
the state has. The election would work basically the same as it
does with the State Employee's Retirement Board, with the retirement
board— in that case—which sends out the ballots to each participant
in the retirement system and they then mail their ballots back and
they are tabulated in public. The same procedure here would be
used, whereby, the Department of Civil Service would be the one
that would send out the ballots to employees in the classified
service—all of whom the department has on record, their names
and addresses— they would be allowed to vote secret ballot and
then they would be tabulated in public. A great deal has been
said about the employees having the right in order to elect a
member of the commission or two members of the commission. Some
say that it would politlcalize the commission; some say that it
would be expensive for a state employee to campaign for this
particular office. I submit to you that that is not true.
Politics and campaign in this type of an election are not done
as in civil politics. If the members—and I don't recall exactly
how many of them are elected; I think five on the State Employee's
Retirement System, as well as the Teacher Retirement System, also
elected—and they are able to police the investments and control
of the funds of in excess of a billion and a half dollars. Then,
I see no reason why they couldn't conscientiously administer the
affairs of the Department of Civil Service and the implementation
of pay plans, the development of rules, and the hearing of the dis-
ciplinary cases. This Is not without precedence In that the
employees elect representatives for the Civil Service Commission
almost throughout the state on the municipal level without—the
except rather of the city of New Orleans. I would ask that
you adopt this amendment to give the employees of this state
some voice in the development of a pay plan, the development of
rules which govern them in their everyday work. Now, they say
that an employee sitting on the Civil Service Commission would
be proned.on disciplinary cases, to vote for the employee who
had been disciplined. All I can tell you is— based upon those
systems where the employees do elect a representative— that has
not been the case. I would venture a guess to say that in the
majority of the cases, the employee representative that had
been elected by his peers normally follows the administrative
disciplinary action that has taken place, and upholds the
administration based upon the facts developed in the case.
So, you will not find that the employee just unholds the
employee who has been disciplinedmerely for the sake of being
an employee representative and upholding the employee. I ask
that you adopt the amendment. Mr. Chairman, I will answer any
questions.

MR. FLORY
No, my purpose was to make it apply only to the appointed

members. I asked Mr. Champagne at the. ...I have not done that
in my amendment. I think the desk has made the technical
correction. If my amendment were adopted, it would do that
to say that only the appointed members.. no two appointed
members could come from the same congressional district.

MRS. ZERVIGON
How can that be done at the desk?

MR. FLORY
I say that no two appointed members could come from the

same congressional district.

MRS. ZERVIGON
You mean, we are going to have to amend it again?

MR. FLORY
No, if my amendment is adopted, it's my understanding that

the desk has made the technical corrections to do that if the
amendment's adopted.

MRS. ZERVIGON
May I ask the desk that question? You left the Hayes

amendment, but other than that you said, "deleting all amendments
thereto"; didn't you?

MR.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, first a point of clarification. Is it your

intention to delete Mr. Champagne's amendment which demanded
that the representation be dispersed geographically throughout
the state?

POYNTER
As I understood what you asked, Mr. Flory, would be to keep

the Hayes amendment but it would be necessary for Mr. Champagne
to reoffer his amendment. Now, if you want to withdraw this,
we can insert that language in the text of your amendment,
whichever you prefer.

MR. FLORY
I thought the desk had made the correction. My amendment

does delete the Champagne amendment based upon the fact that he
agreed at the time that he had his amendment under discussion,
that if this was adopted, that it would apply only to those
that were appointed. I would have to come back with an amendment
to provide that only the appointed members, no two of which
could come from the same congressional district.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, in addition to that, would you point out to us

exactly the differences between this amendm&nt and the various
Kelly and Roemer amendments and other amendments t'-at went the
route of adding public as opposed to.... private as opposed
to public colleges. It seems to me yours combines two
different philosophies: one, the inserting of public Institutions,
and the other, electing from the employees—which we beat several
times both Saturday and today. I was just wondering what exactly
you had done in the way of making your amendment different that
would make it more acceptable to the body,

MR. FLORY

No, this amendment has been on file, Mrs. Zervigon, since
the first. — when we discussed and I offered a motion to withdraw
the amendments the other day to make corrections. Ti^se amendments
were before the convention at that time. This is the only time I

have had an opportunity to present these amendments. Therefore,
what it does, is exactly what you said in that you have three
private colleges, two state universities making nominations,
and you have two members of the commission being elected by
the classified employees of the state.

MR. JENKINS
Gordon, I have been trying to compare your amendment to

some others. It seems as though yours is exactly the same as
Don Kelly's amendment, insofar, as adding L.S.U. and Southern.
The only difference is you take out Tulane and put in another
elected employee so that you have two employees; is that correct?

MR. FLORY
I have two employees elected, Mr. Jenkins. As I said the

other day, there were many who objected to the governor. In my
original amendment it called for seven members and it called for
the governor to make two appointments—five nominating colleges
and two to be appointed by the governor. What this does is to
allow the two to be elected by the employees in the classified
service.

MR. JENKINS
In the past— I noticed you take out Loyola and Tulane

—
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in the past haven't Loyola and Tulane both presented the

commission with good commissioners that have served well?

MR. FLORY
They have made.... they have complied with the constitutional

provisions and made nominations to the governor and the governor

has made those appointments.

MR. JENKINS
Let me ask you another thing: Under your amendment really

four out of the seven would be from either public colleges or

public employees; isn't that correct?

MR. FLORY
Mathematically, that's correct.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Flory, how will you estimate that the two members of the

civil service, throughout the state, would be elected? I see
you have five to be appointed by the governor, and two members
of the commission to be appointed by the governor from recommen-
dations of the civil service. How do you think this would go
about, or what would be the mechanics of this, sir?

MR. FLORY
Of the election?

MR. CHATELAIN
Yes, sir.

MR. FLORY

1 say, as provided by law, and I think the election procedure
could be set up by law, as 1 mentioned, as it is done in the
same manner in which the state employees* retirement system,
elects, I think, it's five members. I'm quoting from memory
now, but I think it's five members, elected statewide from all
of the participants in the retirement system. The civil service
department has on file every classified employee's name and
address who works for the State of Louisiana. They would be
nominated in accordance with the provisions of the law. The
department would mail out ballots of those running in the
election. The employee, when he received it, would cast his
ballot, place it in a blank envelope, place that envelope in
another envelope. It would go back to the commission, they
would be opened in public. The first envelope would be opened.
They would be co-mingled then together In the blank envelope,
they would then be opened and counted.

MR. CHATELAIN
You don't think that the hierarchy of the association

would have any influence on anyone, then, in your opinion?

MR. FLORY
Not in my judgment. A man gets his ballot at his home.

He casts his ballot at home, and puts it back in the mail.

[^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered. Amendment rejected:
34-54. Motion to reconsider tabled.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I have another set of amendments sent up by Delegates

Kelly, Roemer, Bergeron, Alphonse Jackson.

Amendment No. 1. In the floor amendment proposed by Delegate
Dennery, and adopted Saturday, page 2 of the amendment, delete
lines 27 through 35, both inclusive in their entirety. On page 3,
delete lines 1 and 2 in their entirety, and insert in lieu thereof
the following: "Nominations. The presidents of Centenary College
in Shreveport, Loulsianapillard University at New Orleans, Louisiana;
Louisiana College at Pinevllle, Louisiana; Loyola University of
the South at New Orleans, Louisiana; Tulane University at New
Orleans, Louisiana; and Xavier University at New Orleans. After
giving due consideration to representation to all groups, each
shall nominate three persons. One member of the commission
sh=-ll be appointed by the governor from three persons nominated
by the, president. One member of the commission shall be elected
by the classified employees of the state from their number, as
provided by law. A vacancy for any cause shall be filled by
appointment, or elected in the course or procedure of law governing
the original appointment or election, and from the same source.
Within thirty days."

Explanation

MR. KELLY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, we're

back with the same concept of trying to get an employee representa-
tive on to the Civil Service Commission. Now, there are no public
schools listed in this particular amendment. We're dealing
primarily with private institutions, and the only one...

Point of Information

MRS. BRIEN
Mr. Chairman, isn't that the same amendment the convention's

been rejecting, two or three times, already?

MR. HENRY
Well, it's the same concept, but it's not the same amendment,

Mrs. Brlen. Some people just keep going and going. You know
how Mr. Gravel and Mr. Kelly get, some days. So, I guess
we'll have to listen.

Proceed.

Explanation continued

MR. KELLY
I tell you what, Mr. Chairman. ..

I
' 11 tell you and I'll tell

the rest of this convention, you all can go back home if you
want to, and tell these people that are employed under this
particular commission that you denied them a voice on this
commission. Now, you can do that. But, I'm not going to, not
at all. So, back to the amendment as it stands. In other
words, we've got six private institutions. Now, this is the
same thing that has been passed by this convention at this
time. We're taking out one private college, and that's the
St. Mary's Dominican, or some small private institution there
in New Orleans. We're removing that institution. We are leaving
Centenary in north Louisiana; we are leaving Dillard, Louisiana
College, Loyola, Tulane, and Xavier, and then asking for one
thing: that you give the civil service employees of this
state the right to elect one member to serve on this commission.
That is the only change, aside from what has already been passed.
In other words, you've got a seven-man board that has already
been passed by this convention. You've got seven private
institutions that are going to make the nominations. Now,
what is so wrong with saying, all right, lot six of these
private institutions make the nominations, and let the civil
service employees of the state elect one of their number to
serve on this particular commission. Now, this is a definite
change from what was done earlier, and some people have valid...
not necessarily valid objections, but in their own mind they
were valid objections, as to placing public institutions as
one of the nomination members of the group. There are no
public institutions. Southern University is not included.
Louisiana State University at Baton Rouge Is not included.
There's no Southwestems, no Northwesterns , no Southeastems

;

there are no public institutions. There are six private
institutions, just like has already been passed in the Dennery
amendment, with one exception. One person who would sit on
this commmisslon would be a certified employee of the state.
I ask that you give this amendment your favorable consideration.

Questi on

MR. TOBIAS
Don, would you be willing to accept an amendment that would

state that the elected member of the commission would be ineligible
to ever be reelected to that office?

MR. KELLY
That's fine with me. I have no objection. In other words,

I think that possibly that might even be a good amendment. That
would mean that there would be no certified employee of the
state that would become so entrenched, in other words; it would
give different people, different certified employees throughout
the state, a chance to serve in this capacity. I would personally
have no objection to such an amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, I won't rise

before you and tell you that I'm an expert on civil service in
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the State of Louisiana. I voted for the Dennery amendment, and

If you'll check my voting pattern, I haven't voted to change

any of the colleges, private institutions which will be doing
the nominating for the members of the Civil Service Commission.

Yes, we did change St. Mary's Dominican College, an all-woman
college. But, we did provide for one member to be elected.

Now, who's to say this member will not be a woman? Why not

allow the employees of the civil service system throughout

the state to have one member on this board—one member who

represents the views of sixty thousand workers. Now, previously,

we set the precedent of electing officials throughout the state.

I feel it's a good process. I feel this is one case where we

should have an election. I've heard from this platform that

you want public institutions to do nominations to the Civil

Service Commission because they are closer to the working
class throughout the State of Louisiana. Why not have a member

who's elected? How much closer can you get to the working

class of the people of Louisiana, than one from among their

own ranks? I also feel that this one member, one member, we're

not talking about a majority, or a controling factor; we're

talking about one out of seven. I feel he could be helpful

in relating the views of the people in civil service to the

commission. I won't take up any more of your time because I feel

this matter has been discussed thoroughly. I feel we've heard

all aspects of it. I would simply urge you to let the working

class of this state have a voice in the system which governs

them. Thank you.

Further Di scussion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Reeves got up here and asked everybody to

think about what they're doing, and tried to equate It with what

was done on the election of the statewide elected officials.
Then, he said that the delegates sitting out there in front of

them were possessed of hypocritical, little minds. I wonder if

that's the way you get people to change their minds. I move

the previous question on his amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered.]

Closi ng

MR. KELLY
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I just want to

reiterate one thing because this is the issue involved. There's

one issue involved here. In the past in some of these other
amendments that have been up here, there have been more than

one issue. In other words, whether you're going to substitute

public institutions for private institutions, etc. There's one

issue involved in this amendment. We're leaving Mr. Dennery's

proposal as it absolutely stands except we're removing one of

the private institutions, and giving the people, the civil servants

of this state, the right to elect one of their members to serve

on a seven-man commission. I ask that you support it.

Further Discussion

MR. REEVES
Mr. Chairman and members of the convention, I realize many

of you aren't listening to what's going on, and you've made up

your mind, and it's become a solid, concrete wall. No amount

of screaming by me or listening to the intelligent debate by

some of the other delegates could dig into this solid concrete

wall that you have. Well, let me just for a moment. Involve

you with what you've done in the past. In you, good government,

excellent government, pseudo-governmentT-lndividuals pitting

out there, listen just a moment. On the Executive Article,

you voted, along with me, and you debated continually, and

from this podium, many, many delegates came forth and said that

people of the State of Louisiana must not be dented representa-

tion, must not be denied the sacred right to vote on certain

elected officials. We were able to place these elected officials

back In the hands of the elected... of the electors, and rightfully

so. But then, your hypocritical little minds, all of a sudden,

just change when it comes to civil service system. You don't

want sixty thousand civil service employees to have any repre-

sentation. Now, you explain this to me. In your little explana-

tion, the only thing that you've been able to say is: "woo, woo,"

we don't want the civil service system to be involved in politics.

I say to you that's hogwash. The civil service system has always

been involved In politics. It always will be Involved in politics

because the political system is either a political system behind

a closed door, with individuals that are trying to put forth their

own ideas across, or it's out there in the ballot box, and sixty

thousand civil service employees need one representative on a

Civil Service Conmisslon. That's all Mr. Kelly and Mr, Roemer,

and Mr. Bergeron, and Mr. Jackson are asking, that these individuals

be not denied the most sacred right that there is, the right of

simple representation. Now, as Mr. Kelly said before, you may

go home and tell these people, no, we thought you didn't have

the intelligence; we thought you couldn't get up and figure out

an individual to represent you on a civil service system; we

thought the technicalities were just a little bit too great, as

Mr. Riecke said. Now, how in the world, is sixty thousand people

going to get together and elect somebody to be their representative?

Novr, you've Just said that, I think here, the technicalities are

too much for these people. W-^ll, I'll say that the technicalities

are not too nut,n, and my voice and my vote is going to be for

having the people of the civil service system having a right to elect

a representative to voice their opinion on the Civil Service

Commission. That's all we're asking. I think that this is all

that any intelligent human being could ask. But, again, I

realize that some of you're sticking up your hand, and you're

saying, "Oh, no; oh, no, we can't give representation to people

because you know what they'll do." Representation to people's

wrong. Well, you're just little people, just sit back with your

hypocritical minds, and think about it. You gave representation

once to people because that was you. Let's give it to all the

people. Including the people of the civil service system. Let's

give them a voice in their representative.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

S2'41. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I have a set of amendments that go to both (C) =nd (D), sent

up by Mr. Avant.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line lA, in Floor Amendment

No. 1 proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the Convention

Saturday, on page 2, at the end of line 26, immediately after

the word and punctuation "years." add the following: "No person

shall ever be appointed to serve for more than one term of office

on the commission.

"

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment

No. 1 proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted on the eighth,

page 3, line 15, immediately after the word and punctuation

"provided." and before the word"The" insert the following sentence:

"No person shall ever be appointed to serve for more than one

term of office on a city commission."

Explanation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this is a very simple amend-

ment, and I think the reasons behind it should be rather obvious.

This entire system, supposedly, is nonpolitical , nonpartisan,

disinterested operation of a personnel system amongst state and

city employees by individuals who are appointed upon the recommenda-

tion of the presidents of certain private Institutions, primarily,

until this most recent amendment was adopted, which gave one member

in the State Classified Service the right to be on this board, so

as to insure a completely nonpolitical system. Now, under those

circumstances, and in line with that philosophy, if you accept that

philosophy, it seems to me that it is necessary that we add the

provision that no such individual shall serve more than one six-year

term on this commission, so as to prevent the system becoming
frozen by lack of input and contributions from a wide and varied

body of individuals who may be appointed by this process t rom

time to time. 1 think that, perhaps, some of the objection and

some of the dissatisfaction that has been expressed as to the

present system, would have been avoided if we had this provision

In the present constitution. Now, that, without any disrespect

or any criticism of any member of the conmiission, past or present,

who has been on there and has served. But, I do know of a number

of members who have served on that commission for at least twelve

years, and maybe, some longer—at least two terms. Now, it seems

to me that that is directly contrary and at odds with what you

are trying to accomplish with this philosophy that's expressed.

I won't take any more of your time. I think that you understand

the purpose of the amendment. I think that it will actually screngther

the system rather than weaken it. 1 ask your favorable vote.
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Questions

MR. ROEMER
Jack, as I read your amendment, it does not apply to the

elected person. Is that correct?

MR. AVANT
No, it does not, Mr. Roemer. As far as I am concerned, I

would have no objection, once my amendment is adopted, if someone
wanted to amend my amendment. But, I didn't want to withdraw it

and gee into all that, get bogged down and all that process.
My amendment goes to the appointed members and provides that "no
person will be appointed to more than one term on either a State
or a City Civil Service Commission.

MR. ROEMER
I understand. Yours was prepared before it. . .

MR. AVANT
It was prepared before the Kelly amendment was adopted, and

I just didn't want to get bogged down in all of that withdrawing
it and resubmitting it and all. . .

MR. ROEMER
But, if adopted, you're saying that you will support to make

it all inclusive?

MR. AVANT
I said I wouldn't object to it. I won't be up here fussing

about it. I've got to think about it a little bit.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Avant,'in line with what Mr. Roemer was saying, why would

you treat the elected member different than the appointed members?
They're all members of the same board.

MR. AVANT
I'm not treating him any different, Mr. Lanier. My amendment

was drawn—I thought I answered that question—ray amendment was
drawn and had been up there before the Kelly amendment was ever
adopted. I just didn't want to withdraw it and resubmit it and
go through all that malarkey. If somebody wants to adopt. . .

offer an amendment to my amendment, if it's adopted, to make
this restriction apply to the elected members, I promise you,

I will not be up here fussing about it.

indicate that this person is pretty well qualified and roust

be doing a pretty good job on the commission. I just don't see
any reason that we should automatically rule out that expertise.
Now, as far as these people being involved in politics and
things like that, putting a one term limit does nothing to

further limit their political activity. Under Subsection (I)

of Mr. Dennery's proposal, you'll see that no member of any
Civil Service Commission can be a candidate for political office,
or engage in political activity, or serve on a political party
committee, or contribute to a campaign, or anything like that.
So, these people are not going to be involved in partisan politics
either way. I just don't see why we should say that good people
who understand these problems, who have some experience, and who
might be appointed by a different governor should be ruled out
of serving on these commissions. So, I urge you to vote against.

Quest i ons

MR. LANIER
Mr. Jenkins, these people on :his Civil Service Board, they

won't have staggered terms, will they?

MR. JENKINS
I thought that they would, Mr. Lanier, but I'd have to check

it to be sure. I'm just not sure about that.

MR. LANIER
Well, if they don't have staggered terms, that means that

they'd all go off at the same time. Is that right?

MR. JENKINS
That would be true, if they didn't have staggered terms.

MR. LANIER
So, the governor would have all these appointments at one

shot, if they don't have staggered terms?

MR. JENKINS
That would be correct.
You could have a revolution in the commission and have no

expertise remaining, if that were the case. But, I'm not sure
whether it is or not.

MR. LANIER
Now, secondly, don't you feel that your amendment would

create the situation that where a person has been there for six
years and was getting some expertise in the job, that suddenly
they would have to be removed?

l^Previous QiJsst ion ordered . J

Closing

MR. AVANT
Mr. Lanier, it's my understanding that these people are

appointed to this thing, supposedly, because they already have
this expertise. I think that expertise from various sources would
be desirable, rather than to create a bureaucracy that kind of
becomes frozen in itself and gets stultified and doesn't have
any new thoughts or any new ideas. I think that the entire
system, in accordance with the philosophy of the people who
promote that system, will be improved, if you adopt my amendment.

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Avant, are you aware that I have an amendment that

would require that the elected member would not be eligible for
reelection?

MR. AVANT
I know you asked me if I wanted to pull mine down and put

that on it, and I said no. But, I didn't know that you
actually had sent up an amendment to that effect. But, I promise
you, you won't see me up here opposing it.

Further Di scussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I want to urge you to vote against

this amendment for this reason: you have some good people
serving on the commission, now. For example, the chairman, Mr.
Harry A. Johnson, Jr., people who have built up some expertise,
who understand these problems. I don't see any reason that
their experience and knowledge should be thrown out the window.
Normally, anyone who is appointed to this position is going to
have to be reappointed by a different governor. If a different
governor saw fit to appoint this person, it would probably

MR. AVANT
I'd like to answer the so-called criticism — I don't mean

that disrespectfully—made by Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Lanier. In
the first place, it's my understanding the provision calls for
staggered terms. But, the idea that the governor is going to
stack the coiraaission—even if they don't provide for staggered
terms—is absolutely ludicrous to me, because the governor has
got to pick from three people, none of whom he has any voice in

naming. They are named by the presidents of these colleges. Now,
one thing that I want you to bear in mind is that if a given
college president has named an individual previously, and
nominated him, and he has been appointed by the governor and
has served on this commission, the best way in the world to

insure that he goes back is when you submit the three names again,
submit his name, and two people that you know are completely
unacceptable to the governor. That way, you will insure that

your choice will continue to serve on this commission. Now,

I have not got up here and made any charges that anybody who
has ever served on this commission has participated in politics
or tried to politicalize the commission. My point is simply
this: that you need to change—on a commission of this type

—

you need to have new input, you have to have a fresh point of
view. For that reason, because of the very nature of this

commission, a six-year term Is long enough for one particular
individual to serve. They are appointed, originally, based
upon their expertise and knowledge of personnel matters. Certainly,
no one person is indispensable; and certainly, college presidents
can find a number of people. They've got to appoint three, in

the first place—they've got to nominate three, in the first place.
So, they've got to find at least three that they are willing
to recommend. I think that the entire system will be strengthened
and that many of the criticisms of the system will be silent
by this simple amendment. I strenuously ask you to support it.
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[Amendment rejected : 30-59. Motion
to reconsider tabled, ]

Recess

LCuorum Call : 68 delegates present
and a quorum.

]

Amendment

commission. There has to be some means of insulating this
employee from the pressures that may be brought to bear upon
him by his fellow employees. It is true that his fellow
employees, while he is working, cem more or less not talk to
him—give him the silent treatment—and pressure him in that
respect. But, at least, it will in some small way— this amendment-
will take him directly out of the political limelight, or whatever,
that may develop because he sought election to the Civil Service
Board. I urge its adoption.

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Abraham sends up amendments. Mr. Abraham.

Amendment No. 1. In Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by
Delegate Dennery and adopted Saturday, on page 2, line 26 of the
text of the amendment immediately after the word "for" and
before the word "terms" insert the word "overlapping."

Expl anat i on

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, I think it's the intent of most of

us, or the understanding, that these members do serve overlapping
terms. However, the way the proposal reads, it simply says that
they shall serve "for terms of six years," without anything to
signify whether or not they would be overlapping or not. All
this amendment does is insert the word "overlapping" to insure
that these members will serve for overlapping terms, and that
there will be some continuity to the commission. I ask the
adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MR. FLORY
Mr. Tobias, are you saying, in effect, that the. .

amendment only the elected representative can' t succeed
himself?

, by your

MR. TOBIAS
Right, I'm trying to insulate him from his fellow employees,

in other words, to take him out of the political. . .the politics
of being elected to a board. I think that as long as he is a
. . .it will provide the independence which we are hoping that
the appointed members of the board appointed by private institutions
will have.

MR. FLORY
You think that's all right, but just leave the appointed members

to serve as long as they can play politics and get reappointed?

MR, TOBIAS
I have voted for the other. . that amendment

.

Questions

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Abraham, I'm basically in agreement with your amendment,

but I'd like to know how you propose to implement it.

MR. ABRAHAM
I have not placed any provision for implementation in here.

However, I think that we would have to provide in the schedule
or somewhere for the implementation of these type of terms, the
same as we have done elsewhere.

MR. NEWTON
You propose to put it in a scheduled provision. Is that

right?

MR, ABRAHAM
Probably so.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Abraham, are you aware that Delegate Proposal No., 28,

which can be pulled from the calendar, provides for the transition
of State Civil Service Commission members and City Civil Service
Commission members, in order to answer the question which was

just put to you?

MR. ABRAHAM
I remember now that you reminded me of it. That's true, yes.

\_Amendment adopted without objection .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Tobias sends up amendments at the present time, which

read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment No. :

proposed by Delegate Kelly, adopted by the convention on today,
on line 13 of said amendment after the word and punctuation "law."
insert the following:

"The elected member shall be ineligible for reelection to
the commission."

Expl anat ion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman* fellow delegates, this amendment is different

from the amendment which Mr. Avant offered in this respect: a
member of the. . .a classified employee of the civil service
system still must continue to work while he's a member of the

MR. ROEMER
Max, it seems that we are inclined to look with suspicion

on a lot of these potential appointments and people who have been
elected, and it seems that's what you're doing here. What about
the other side of the coin. Max, that if the guy spends six years
and does a good job, gains experience and is representing the

employees? We're going to deny him the right to run and get

reelected by the people he served so well?

MR. TOBIAS
I am attempting, by this amendment, to limit him and to

protect him from the pressures—some of the pressures—that may
be brough to bear upon him. In other words, to keep him from
having to vote on an issue on employees merits. . .on the merits
simply because he is the elected employee, . .elected representative
and feels that in order to get reelected, he's going to have to

vote that way.

MR. ROEMER
I understand that, but what about when the guy runs for the

office the first time. Doesn't he realize that there are going
to be these pressures on him? If he can't take it, then he
won't run for reelection. I just cannot see, you know, protecting
a man who doesn't need protection. He ought to know when he
runs for the job what it entails.

MR. TOBIAS
We disagree.

MR. BERGERON
Max, you're just trying to keep this one elected member to

the commission in an independent position. Am I correct?

MR. TOBIAS
As much as possible; definitely.

MR. BERGERON
You just want him. . .more or less, you want the changeover

every term?

MR. TOBIAS
Right.

MR. BERGERON
Right; I agree with you.

MR. TOBIAS
In other words, sort of as a lay judge on a commission. In

other words, the voice of the servants. . .of the civil servants
of the state.
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MRS. ZERVIGON
Max, to follow up on Mr. Roemer's questions, if the member

nominated by Loyola University wanted to be renominated by Loyola

University, what sorts of favors could he do for that university

in line with his job?

MR. TOBIAS
Possibly have better garbage collection or something. I don't

know. I don't think he has anything.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, if an elected member wanted to do favors to be reelected,

there are certain things that he could fudge on?

MR. TOBIAS
I think he definitely could.

Further Di scussi on

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in objection to the

amendment for singling out the elected representative of the

classified employees of the state, and say that he can be elected

and he can serve one term, but that he can't succeed himself; or

that he could, perhaps, fill an unexpired term, and he couldn't

succeed himself. Let me say to you this: that I voted to have

the appointed members limited to one term, and I would not have

voted against this amendment had that other amendment been

adopted. But, when you choose to leave the appointed member to

play politics to get appointed and to keep being appointed and

reappointed, and then say to the elected representative, "No,

just because you do a-good job and you're elected by your fellow

workers, we're going to deny you the right to run for reelection,"

now, I say, let's be consistent. If we're going to adopt this

and put it in there as regards the classified employee, then I

think it's good for the appointive members, also. But, this

convention has already spoken on that issue In rejecting the

limitation of one term to the appointed officials. So, I

suggest to you that we ought to reject this amendment, and I

ask you to reject this amendment. It's unfair to put the

employees who are elected in one category, and those who are

appointed in a higher category; to say that just because they

are appointed, they don't play politics, and particularly when

they are appointed upon the recommendation of a private college.

But, if that man is elected by forty-nine thousand state employees

and does a good job, he can't run for reelection. I ask you to

reject the amendment.

[^Previous Quest ion ordered .^

CI osi ng

MR. TOBIAS
Ladies and gentlemen, I think that one must realize that when

you assume that someone doesn't vote with you, you assume he must

be representing the other side. I think that that's a false

assumption that some people might make. All I'm saying is that

if we're going to have an elected member of the board who is

elected by the civil service employees, he should function simply

as a lay judge, and he should be insulated as much as possible

from his. . .the pressures of his fellow employees and the pressures

of reelection. I urge the adoption of the amendment.

{^Amendment rejected : 28-57. Motion
to reconsider tabled.

1

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments is sent up by Delegates Casey and

Dennery.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention on the

8th, on page 2, line 27 of the text of the amendment, in Floor

Amendment No. 1, proposed by Delegates Kelly, et al , and adopted

by the convention on December 11, (now if you follow this, this

amends the Kelly amendment) on line 6 of the Kelly amendment,

immediately after the word and punctuation "Louisiana;" and before

the word "and" insert the words and punctuation "Louisiana State

University and Agricultural and Mechanical College at Baton Rouge,

Louisiana;" and on line 11 thereof, immediately after the word

and punctuation "president." delete the remainder of the line and

delete line 12 in its entirety and on line 13, at the beginning of

the line, delete the words and punctuation "their number as

provided by law." and on line 14, immediately after the word
"appointment" and before the word "in" delete the words "or election"
and on line 15, immediately after the word "procedure" and before
the word "governing" delete the words "or law" and on line 16,

immediately after the word "appointment" and before the word and

punctuation ", and" delete the words "or election."

Expl anation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I feel quite strongly that the

convention erred in adopting the Kelly amendment earlier providing

for the appointment of six members of the Civil Service Commission

through nomination by the presidents of various universities, and

a further provision for the election of one member. There was

much discussion on.... there was much discussion on Saturday,

particularly, referring to the fact that this is the board of

managers for the personnel department of the State of Louisiana,

that that particular board or commission should not contain an

employee who, in fact, provides not only for regulations, but is

also a judge—is a judge, judging other employees where complaints

are lodged, where grievances are lodged to the Civil Service

Commission. What is done by this particular amendment is to merely

provide that in lieu of this particular employee who might be

elected by the classified employees of the State of Louisiana, to

satisfy a small group of the citizens of Louisiana—approximately

forty thousand people—as compared to the three million, eight

hundred thousand that we have in the State of Louisiana today,

that this board of commissions should rightfully represent .This

attempt is to take that one particular representative out who is

elected, and substitute in lieu thereof someone nominated by

LSU, Baton Rouge. That's merely the intention of this particular

amendment. As you know, LSU-Baton Rouge is contained in today's

constitution. So, in some small respect , we are returning most

of the commission to the status that the Civil Service Commission

enjoys today

.

I would urge you, very strongly, to reconsider the position

which you adopted by adopting the Kelly amendment, and change at

least that part of it to eliminate the election of an employee

which rightfully should not have a position on a board that governs

employment practices, hiring, firing, various regulations and

procedures for the entire personnel department of the State of

Louisiana for the classified service of civil service. I urge

the adoption of this amendment.

Questions

MR. KELLY
Tom, how did you vote this morning on the amendment which

would have placed Southern and Louisiana State University into

a nominating position? The Louisiana State University is a public

institution. Is it not?

MR. CASEY
It is. Frankly, my main philosophy is that we should not

have a public institution, frankly.

MR. KELLY
How did you vote? ... .How did you vote....?

MR. CASEY
1 just finished answering it. But, this is far better as

far as I am concerned. I submit to you my humble opinion. That's

all it represents, that this is far better than having an election

process whereby one of seven members is an elected Individual where

there's an elective process through the employees of the State of

Louisiana.

MR. KELLY
I'm going to press you to answer my question.

How did you vote this morning when we tried to place LSU into

a nominating position? You voted against that. Did you not?

MR. CASEY
I have.. ..Mr. Kelly, I have consistently voted to maintain

as far as possible, private institutions on the nominating list

of those nominating individuals for the Civil Service Commission.

First, Mr. Kelly, if I could just answer your question, we

had not adopted your amendment at that time, Mr. Kelly, when we

were so voting.

MR. KELLY
I'm going to ask you one final time. Did you vote for or

against placing LSU into a notainating position this morning?
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MR. CASEY
Well, my answer was that I've consistently voted to maintain

private institutions. So, I think I voted more than once against

LSU being on this nominating commission. Right.

MR. KELLY
So. you voted "no." Is that correct?

MR. CASEY
If it was this morning, last Saturday, last Friday, any

other time, I voted "no" consistently.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I arise to oppose this

amendment. Let me explain again, perhaps in more clear terms than
Mr. Casey did, exactly what his amendment does. It, in effect,
negates those directly opposite to the amendment—the Kelly amend-
ment that we passed Just a few hours agOjWhich gave us a seven-
man State Civil Service Board, six of them appointed from educational
institutions in this state, and one, only one of the seven elected.

This amendment would take that elected person, eliminate them, and
replace them by an appointee from the Louisiana State University
System. I am not opposed to LSU having the power to, or the right
to nominate someone to this most important board. That's not my
reason for opposition. I'm opposing it because it eliminates the

hard work that we put in, and the clear vote that we made this
morning, in allowing one of these seven members to be elected from
the people that are most effected by civil service, and that is

the civil service employees.
I don't wish, and I don't think you want me to rehash all

the arguments that we use to successfully pass the election of

one man this morning. But they center around the fact, not only
the importance of the board, but also what's done on other boards
and in other scates. For example: in Colorado, in their State
Civil Service Commission, they have two members elected. What
we've done today in this convention is not unprecedented. What
we've done today in this convention is, at least to the majority
of us , a step forward for civil service in this state . I don't
think that it's in our best interest as a body, or in the best
interest of the state that we represent, to undo now what we did
just a few hours ago after several days of debate, and after
several attempts at reaching a fair compromise. I urge you to

stick by our decision of early this morning, and allow for a

meaningful board composed of seven members, six of whom are

appointed from educational institutions, and one as elected by

the civil service employees of this state. I think that Mr. Casey,

when he makes the argument that the one elected representative

is of a narrow base, fails in that argument quite clearly in the
sense that you see on your desk now, an amendment from Mr. Casey
which just affects the railroad employees of the state. If you
talk about narrow amendments and narrow boards, how more narrow
can you be? I think that what we did this morning is a step
forward for civil service. I urge you to vote against this amend-
ment, and let's stick with our better judgment and a positive
vote that we've already made.

Questi ons

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Roemer, you're opposed to taking votes on amendments,

the concept of which is already lost?

MR, ROEMER
Say that again.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I say, you're saying you're opposed to taking a vote on an

amendment, the concept of which has already lost at one point or

another In time?

MR. ROEMER
No. I'm not opposed to taking votes,

vote no.

I just urge you to

not opposed to him bringing it up, I'm just opposed to you voting
for it.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Let me ask you one more question.
Did you submit an amendment to have a teacher representative

help on each school board?

MR. ROEMER
No, I did not.

MRS. ZERVIGON
As a matter of fact, the new constitution, as we've written,

forbids that, doesn't it?

MR. ROEMER
Yes.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Do we have an A.A.U.P. representative on the LSU Board?

MR. R0EM£R
No.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, not all boards are really constructed to be representative,

I sn ' t that not so?

MR. ROEMER
That's definitely true.

MRS, ZERVIGON
Did you . . ,

,

MR. ROEMER
We're just trying, Mrs. Zervigon, to make this board representativ

MRS, ZERVIGON
Did you submit an amendment that there should be one elected

from the unclassified service as well?

MR. ROEMER
No.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Did you submit.... an amendment saying there should be a

representative of the department heads?

MR. ROEMER
No.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, you only want one group represented. You also did not

submit an amendment that would make this one per congressional

district appointed or elected from congressional districts.

MR. ROEMER
Well, Mrs. Zervigon, to answer your question about just having

one group represented, the one group that we now have represented,

happens to be the clear and overwhelming majority of the group

involved. I hope you realize that.

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, sir. I believe that the overvhelming majority of the

people affected by the Civil Service Commission is the taxpayers

of this state. Would you not agree?

MR. ROEMER
It's certainly true. I have considered

MRS. ZERVIGON
It seems to me that you have brought up amendments with

this concept In it a number of times and been defeated, I was

just wondering how this last vote that you finally brought It

up again, fits In with your philosophy along these lines.

MR. ROEMER
Well, it's a good point, and understand the difference. I'm

MRS. ZERVIGON
You have considered nobody,

MR. ROEMER
Let me tell you something, Mrs. Zervigon, out of the seven

representatives that we have on this board, there Is no guarantee

that any of them are going to represent the taxpayers, and you

know that

.

Further Discussion

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise to oppose this

amendment. I think that we've been trying to strive for balance.
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and the Kelly amendment earlier today was an attempt to try to

put some balance into the problems that we've had of the people
who are arguing whether we should have state institutions, or

private institutions; whether the institutions should be north or

whether they should be south, I think that by going ahead and

putting LSU in—which is a fine institution, an institution
which I have nothing against—an institution which )ias done

a great Job here in Louisiana, that we are insulting all the

other fine state institutions. What about USL, what about
Louisiana Tech, what about Northwestern, what about Southern, what
about Northeastern, what about Southeastern, what about Nicholls
State, what about Grambllng? If we're going to have a public
institution in here, let's try to figure out some way to balance
It. We just can't be, every time you have a hole somewhere, or
there's a job available, or an appointment available, you're
going to give it to LSU? 1 think that Mr. Kelly, this morning,
tried to balance out the warring factions here in this convention.
1 think that we have to try to have that balance; that by putting
LSU In and deleting the man who represents the classified employees
themselves, we destroy the balance that we got in the amendment
this morning—the early amendment by Mr.... Kelly.

I urge you to vote against this Dennery-Casey amendment.
Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. DENKERY
Mr. Chairman, delegates to the convention, I rise in support

of this amendment. 1 have studiously avoided taking the floor
this morning because I thought you had heard enough of me the
other. .. .several days. However, I think that the Kelly amendment
which was adopted this morning is, as Mr. Perez would call it,
a bad, bad, bad amendment. It seems to me that we are overlooking
the true nature of civil service. Don't forget that civil service
in one phase, protects employees. But, in another phase, at least
the equal of that, if not the greater, it installs in the state
service a merit system for the benefit of all of the citizens of
the State of Louisiana. Now, it seems to me that the fair method
of appointing a commission, is to get as independent a commission
as it is possible to get. I thought that the method that we had
adopted originally, with the seven private universities, was
exactly that. This morning, the convention in its wisdom, removed
one of those seven universities and substituted in place thereof,
a representative to be elected from the classified service by
the members of the classified service. As Mrs. Zervigon pointed
out in her questioning of Mr. Roemer, and as I don't believe
Mr. Roemer successfully answered, the entire state should be
represented on this commission. This should be no one group,
specifically required to have representation. As I stated In an
answer to a question the other day, there's no objection to an
employee being appointed to the coiranission. There's no objection
to have the voice of the classified employees represented on the
commission. There is, in my mind, an objection to requiring that
one group of citizens In this state, even though they be the
employees of the State of Louisiana, be required to have representa-
tion. Management has no formal representation; the limployee should
have no formalized representation.

Inpu^ into the commission may be gained by the employees,
and is, as a matter of fact, and not behind the closed doors that
have been mentioned. All of these meetings of the commission are
open. The law requires them to be open. The employees and their
representatives have a perfect right, and as a matter of fact, do
appear before the commission and give input into the rules.

When it comes to trying a case, however, don't forget, an
employee normally is the one who appeals to the Civil Service
Commission to determine If his disciplinary action, which was
taken against him, either In the nature of dismissal or suspension,
was proper. It seems to me that it Is exceedingly difficult to
permit another classified employee to pass upon this, and to require

another classified employee to pass upon this. I repeat,
the important one of the very corner atones of a good civil
service system, a sound merit system. Is to have a completely
independent commission.

I urge you to adopt this amendment.

Questi ons

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Dennery, have you ever had employees under your

supervision?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

MR. SHANNON
How many?

MR. DENNERY
Well, when I was a member of the State Civil Service

Commission, I suppose you could say forty thousands, but, other
than that, in my own personal business, relatively few,

MR. SHANNON
Then you have no input as far as an employee is concerned?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I did when I was on the Civil Service Commission,

Mr. Shannon, that's exactly....

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time.

Further Di scussi on

MR. KELLY
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise in opposition to this amendment. This convention spoke
clearly earlier today. We've worked hard since last Saturday
to try and reach what we all felt was agreeable to all interests
within this convention. We finally ended up with six private
institutions making nominations for appointment by the governor.
We finally saw fit to give the people who are really concerned
adequate representation on this board. We did not do further
violence as has been alleged by some people in this convention,
to the entire concept by replacing a number of these public
Institutions. .. .private institutions with public institutions.
In fact, the very authors of this amendment, fought all morning
and voted against the idea of substituting these public institutions
for private institutions. Now, all of a sudden, they want a public
institution to make an appointment. They say "to heck with the
working man." To heck with the sixty-something thousand employees
throughout the State of Louisiana who I guarantee you are happy
with what has been passed here so far. I ask us one more time,
let's vote this amendment down. Let's forget this. The employees
of this state are satisfied at this point. They have adequate
representation. The other side, the state, the taxpayers, etc.,
they are adequately represented on this board by six members being
nominated by private institutions. So, let*s vote this amendment
down ana move on with the business of this convention.

Questi ons

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Kelly, I wanted to ask this question of Moise Dennery,

but his time ran out. Mr. Hennery stated that management has
no representation on this commission. Would you consider the
presidents of universities managers?

MR. KELLY
I certainly would,

ment oriented.
I would think that they would be manage-

MR, GOLDMAN
Would you consider the governor of the state as the manager?

MR. KELLY
Yes, I certainly would,

manager of the state.

MR.

I would say he's the greatest

NUNEZ
Yes. Your consideration of the people mentioned—manager

—

stems from what source of....what do you consider that they are
managers—as elected officials they are managers?

MR. KELLY
I'm sorry, Sammy, I don't understand your question.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, I'm trying to get out.... I'm trying to determine....

you made a statement when they asked you a question, would you
consider the appointments of LSU managers. Does It have to be
a manager in fact? You mentioned, I don't

MR. KELLY
No, I think you misunderstood his question. I think he

stated I think Mr. Goldman said would I consider the presidents
who make these nominations to be managers? Of course, my answer to
that was yes, because they quite naturally manage the particular
institution of which they are,...
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[previous Question ordered . ]

Cl OS! ng

MR. CASEY
Thank you» Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I will attempt to be very brief

in closing, and I'll certainly yield to questions thereafter,
Mr. Roemer.

But, I do want to impress upon you this thought. That I'm
not sure, I'm just not certain that the convention has spoken that
clearly on this particular issue. I think we ought to just try it
once more* or, as they say, once more with feeling, because I

think the composition of the commission is that important that
we should give completely thoughtful process to this particular
problem. The idea of the Civil Service Commission, and the
idea of nomination by the presidents of the colleges and universities,
is to have a completely, as far as humanly possible, a completely
unbiased and unprejudiced board that can intelligently regulate the
personnel affairs of the State of Louisiana for the employees in
the classified service.

It also has a quasi-judicial function as shown on page 6,
Section (L) where it says, "not only is a regulatory body, but also
hears appeals on personnel matters." I just don't understand how
you can have an employee working as an employee, receiving wages
as an employee, subjected to the regulations established by the
commission who in turn, then, runs for election and acts as a judge
on the very rules that he is operating under. The Civil Service
Commission is the Board of Directors for the personnel section
of the State of Louisiana. How many corporations, Mr, Roemer,
how many corporations, Mr. Kelly, have employee representation
on their board of directors?

Also, it was well pointed out by many of the speakers on
last Saturday, that what kind of animal do we have here? As you
may recall, it was attempted to have five appointed members and
two elective members last weekend. This time, we have six
appointed and one elective. What kind of creature do we have
here? Who has ever heard of a mixture of this type as I think
was appropriately pointed out by, possibly, Delegate Willis on
last Saturday. Whoever heard of a mixture of appointive and
elective body of this type?

Also, as Mr. Tobias pointed out last weekend, what kind of
platform is this gentleman going to run on? Is he going to work
on pay increases, easier suspension regulations from employment,
tougher demotion regulations, greater employment conditions for
the employees for the State of Louisiana? This is the function
of the commission. I can imagine It could lead to all sorts of
problems and chaos if we would have a mixture of this type. I

urge you, in all sincerity after giving careful, thoughtful considera-
tion to this problem, that we make an Intelligent decision on this,
and that we vote for this amendment and eliminate the election
process for a classified employee.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendment re j ected :

35-66 . Motion to reconsider tabled .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1, sent up by Delegate Casey: On page 1, line lA,

In Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted
by the convention on the eighth, on page 2 of that amendment, line 18
of the text of that amendment, immediately after the word "machines",
change the period to a semi-colon and add the following:

"Railroad (and this word is incorrect. It should be employees)
employees whose working conditions and retirement benefits are
regulated by federal agencies In accordance with federal statutory
law."

Expl anati on

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, as somebody mentioned earlier,

I should have gotten one of our new delegates to coauthor this
by Mr. Jones who just joined the convention today. So, this could
be called the Casey-Jones amendment....

MR. HENRY
Oh, Mr. Casey, just explain It. Hear?

MR

I 'm surprised

.

CASEY
But, this is submitted merely in an attempt to clarify what

is felt might be a technicality. At this time, there are problems
in the area of the Port of New Orleans with the New Orleans Public
Belt Railroad which may, eventually, and there Is some discussion

in this area, may eventually be taken over by the operation of the
Port of New Orleans. Railroad employees at this time, as
probably Mr. Flory could indicate, have the right to strike or
organize the unions, and things of this type. It's merely submitted
to clarify the possibility that if railroads if the New Orleans
Public Belt Railroad would be taken over by the Port of New Orleans,
that the employment practices of railroad employees would not be
affected. That's the only purpose of this.

[_Amendment adopted without objection.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up goes to Paragraph (C)

,

sent up by Delegate Abraham. Now the copies are not out yet.
But, they have gone to the pages to be distributed at the present
time.

Amendment No. 1. In the Dennery floor amendment adopted by
the convention on December 8, on page 2, line 27, In Floor Amendment
No. 1, proposed by Delegate Kelly and adopted by the convention on
Decemberll, today, on line 11 of the Kelly amendment, immediately
after the punctuation. .. .word and punctuation "president.", delete
the remainder of the line. Delete lines 12 through 17 in their
entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"One member of the commission shall be appointed by the
governor from a list of three nominations made by the president
of LSU, the Agricultural and Mechanical College in Baton Rouge,
such nominees to be selected from the classified employees of the
state. A vacancy for any cause shall be filled by appointment
in accordance with the procedure governing the original appointment,
and from the same source period within thirty days."

Expl anati on

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, I have no real objection to an

employee being represented on the Civil Service Commission.
However, I do object to the situation of having to elect this
employee because I think this really is going to put this
person on the Civil Service Commission in an unfair position.
Here he is, is going to be an elected member of the commission,
and he's going to have to be dealing with six members who are
appointed. What my amendment attempts to do, it provides for
a member from the classified employees, but this member will
be selected through the same nominating procedures as the other
members of the commission. What I have done here Is sinq)ly

said that the president of LSU will make three nominations
from the classified employees, and the governor, then, will
select one. I think that we really are going to put this person

in a bad position in having to deal with the commmission because
he's going to be the lone elected member, having to deal with
six appointed members. I think this would be a much better
way of handling it. This gives those of you who want representa-
tion from the employees, this gives you the representation.
Now, some of you may say there is no way for the president of
LSU to know whom to select. Well, this president of LSU can
select a representative here just as well as the employees of the

state can because the employees of the state are going to have
to vote on people, and they're not going to know just who
they're really voting on. So, I see nothing wrong...

Questions

MR. FLORY
Mr. Abraham, isn*t it true that under your amendment, the

president of LSU, whose employees are under civil service, could
pick those three names from among his employees at LSU, and
submit them, and the governor would have to appoint somebody
from LSU?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, under the present system right now,

of LSU could ))ick some employees from LSU.

the president

^m. FLORY
Yes, but under what this convention's already adopted, we're

not under the present system. We've provided that an employee
be elected from the forty-nine thousand other classified employe'is;
haven't we?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, this person could be appointed from the forty-nine

thousand employees.
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MR. JENKINS
Mr. Abraham, under Che provision as it stands now, we have

a situation where one of these members will be elected by the

classified employees. But, we also have, later on, in Subsection (I),

the prohibition against political activities. How can you possibly
reconcile having an election among classified employees, apparently
involving campaigning, expenditure of funds, solicitation of votes,

with the prohibition against political activities in Subsection (I)?

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line lA, in Floor Amendment
No. 1 proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the Convention,
on page 2, at the end of line 24, delete Floor Amendment No. 1,

proposed by Delegate Champagne, and adopted by the convention
on the eleventh, insert in lieu thereof the following: —Mr.

Abraham, the Champagne amendment has been gone so it*s just a

process of inserting this language someplace. It went out the

door with the Kelly amendment that was... the Flory.

MR. ABRAHAM
You can't reconcile it. This amendment attempts to take

this election process out so that the person will not have to

campaign. He will be appointed.

MR. ROEMER
Well, Mr. Abraham, is it not true that what you are

doing with your amendment is agreeing that one of the seven
members of the board will represent the employees,but you're
insuring that he doesn't have to represent anybody but the

person that nominates him? Isn't that not true?

MR. ABRAHAM
No, I'm not agreeing. I'm conceding the fact that the

convention apparently wants to have some representation on
the board from the employees. Even though I don't agree with
it, I will concede that fact. What I am attempting to do is

take the election out of it so that the person will not have
to campaign; he will not have to make campaign promises that
he may not be able to keep. This puts the appointment process
back in where he has more independence, and he can represent
everyone without any worrying about whether he's going to run
for election or not.

MR. ROEMER
Well, Max, do you think that everybody that runs for office

makes false promises in this sort of context? I mean, did you
run for your office?

MR. ABRAHAM
I didn't say that. Buddy. To answer your question, no, I

didn't run for my office. But, I didn't say that he made false
promises. I said he may make some promises he may not be able
to keep.

MR. ROEMER
Well, looking at it as objectively as we can, if we're

going to have one of these members an employee of the civil
service system, you'd rather have him appointed from a list
of three nominees , than elected by the employees. Is that correct?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's correct,

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Abraham, if your amendment is adopted, then the legislature

will not have the ordeal of providing for an election code for

those type of employees—the sixty thousand civil service, which
will be statewide—and you'll save, and you'll protect the public
purse; won't you, to save the cost of that election?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's correct.

MR. WILLIS
That's a tremendous saving, isn't it?

MR. ABRAHAM
Correct.

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Abraham, doesn't it quite often take more politics to get

appointed than it does elected?

MR. ABRAHAM
I don't agree with that. You're probably in a better

position to answer that than I am.

[previous Question ordered , Amendmen

t

rejected : 2 7-66 . Motion to reconsider
tabled.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next amendment's also sent up by Delegate Abraham.

Expl anat ion

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, this actually is, more or less, a

technical amendment from the standpoint that we have provided
now for an elected member. We also have already adopted a
provision which states that there shall not be more than one
member from the each congressional district. Well, this brings
up the problem, that if you've already got six appointed members,
then it limits the districts from which the elected member can
come. So, this simply says that no member may be... no more than
one may be appointed from each congressional district. It allows
the elective member to run statewide.

Expl anation

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I just wanted to get up and say that I had no objections

to this amendment, that actually, when you otart electing
and appointing, then you are, by its very nature, indicating
that there is a difference. So, for those of you who feel

we are making a difference, for those who are appointed, we

are. Now, we are saying that no more than one appointed
member can be from any district. The elected one could be

from the same district as an appointed one is. I would have

no objections to this, and this was in response to the question
that Mr. Flory asked me when I first presented my amendment.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Champagne, would not this amendment correct the so-called

abuses that some had complained about, that the Dennery amendment
would favor New Orleans or some other section where there is
a concentration of colleges, and disperse them?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's right. Reverend. The only thing is, the only difference

in this amendment and the one that we adopted is that we inserted
the word "appointed" so that the people who are going to elect
him, might elect one from a district that already has an appointed
delegate. So, that's the only difference—the word "appointed ".

MR. ROEMER
Walter, do you share my concern about this amendment—If

you' 11 look at it closely—in that, it really leaves it up to

the governor to make these political appointments, in effect,

statewide, one from each congressional district. I mean the

various colleges appoint the best people they see how, right?

MR, CHAMPAGNE
Right.

MR. ROEMER
It might be that most all of these appointments are from one

or two areas. They're good people; the colleges think they're

the best people; and there's only one or two left from these

certain districts, and the governor just gets to pick them with
no basis whatsoever, except geographical spread. Don't you see

that there's a danger in the enforcement of this amendment?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
The danger In the here , Mr, Roemer, that you have,

though, I have to agree, is that we've spoke a lot about people
from all over the state. I do believe that this would provide

them from different areas of the state. You do face the possibility

that you may not get... you may lose a real outstanding individual

because they already have an appointment from that district, but

I think that the majority of the people of the state would feel
better if they did have this dispersion throughout the state.

MR. ROEMER
I agree. I'm just worried about how you enforce the thing.
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Further Di scussi on

MR. RACHAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I must rise in opposition

to this amendment. It slipped by this morning while I tried
to get some data rather than speak from some personal feeling.
Some of... let me say first that I'm very much in sympathy with
those who are concerned that all of the commissioners might well
come from one district. I would not want to see that happen.
By the same token, I would not want to have a commission that
was forced to have representation, and to pass up persons whom
the nominators would like to give. In speaking of that concern,
I note that the present commission of five members are not all
from New Orleans. Three of the present five commissioners are
from other cities than New Orleans. I would hate to see a
restriction that would mean, for example, that if LSU ends up
when we finish here in being able to nominate, could not nominate
an alumnus from New Orleans, for example, because the nomination
of Tulane is already serving from that area. At the present
time Louisiana College's nominee is not from Alexandria, but
from Lafayette. I think that the colleges which now nominate
could be asked to take this into consideration. But, I would
hate to think that we would force the college to move to another
area. In the case of having added new nominees to the list of
nominators, it would mean that New Orleans is automatically
eliminated, Baton Rouge would be eliminated, and the other cities
now represented were automatically out, and you would force the
nominator to nominate persons from other districts. Let me
repeat that I sympathize with the objective of this amendment,
but I sincerely believe that it would be unduly restrictive to
the colleges which will make the nominations. On that basis,
not one of a bias, that 1 strongly urge that you defeat this
amendment which would be a very difficult one to enforce, and
one which I think could lead to the kinds of practices which
Mr. Roemer pointed out. I urge the defeat of this amendment.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
re jected : 37-51. Motion to reconsider
tabled.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegates Flory and Jack: this goes

back to Paragraph (A) at the beginning of the Dennery amendment.
In the Dennery amendment, adopted by the convention Saturday,

on page 1 of the Floor Amendment, at the end of line 12, after
the word and punctuation "thereof." change the period to a
comma "," and add the following: "except paid firemen and
municipal policemen, who are hereby expressly excluded."

Point of Information

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, I was under the impression that we ^rere going

at this on a lettered paragraph by lettered paragraph formula.

Now, we're going back to Paragraph (A)?

MR. HENRY
This is one, as 1 understand it, he withdrew earlier, and

it's the only amendment that we have in (A), (B) , or (C) now

before going on, Mr. Dennery. That's why we're doing it. Of

course, we've got ourselves in such a predicament here, without

being able to adopt these paragraphs, that we'll probably be

Christman Eve getting through here.

Explanation

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, if you will look at page 1

of the Dennery amendment, beginning at line 8, we've already
changed the two hundred and fifty thousand to four hundred
thousand. So, with this one-and-a-half sentence amendment. It
will make that Paragraph 2—give me your attention, please—
it will make it read as follows: on line 8 of the Dennery
amendment, page 1, will read. "City Civil Service; The city
civil service Include? all offices, and positions of trust or
employment in the employ of each city in the state with over
four hundred thousand population, and every instrumentality
thereof, except paid firemen and municipal policemen, who are
hereby expressly excluded." This simply will place the firemen
and policemen in New Orleana, and if there were any other cities

over four hundred thousand in the same constitutional position
as the firemen and police, municipal police, in any other city
in Louisiana over thirteen thousand. Back in 19A0, when we first
started these three civil services, the city of New Orleans
employees, the state employees, and the state firemen and municipal
police, we wanted—and the police and firemen in New Orleans wanted

—

to be included with the other firemen and police. You couldn't
do it with the great number of legislators in New Orleans. At
that time, it took two-thirds. Now, the vast majority of the
firemen and police in New Orleans want to be in the law, in this
constitution with the other firemen and police in this state.
On each of your desks, you have a letter from Clarence J. Perez,
president of the New Orleans Firefighters Association, that attests
to that fact. Now. Proposal No. 10, which will come after the
Proposal No. 9, that is the state and municipal firemen's proposal
for all cities of not less than thirteen thousand. Before we
reach that Proposal No. 10, we have to Include the firemen and
police in New Orleans, we have to take them out of the Dennery
amendment, which replaced Proposal No. 9. As you know, and the
best example I probably can give you on why all police and
municipal. . .all firemen and municipal police, within these
populations, should be together, is like, for instance, my profes-
sion. If you are a lawyer, under the law in Louisiana, you must
be a member of the State Bar Association. Now, suppose we
had this situation: that all lawyers outside of New Orleans
had to be members of the State Bar Association, and nobody else
in that State Bar Association would be lawyers. But, in New Orleans
suppose we had a law that down there the lawyers could not be a
member of the State Bar Association, but they had to be in New
Orleans a member of a New Orleans association that was made up
of lawyers in New Orleans, doctors in New Orleans, real estate
people in New Orleans, dentists in New Orleans, and a lot of
other trades and professions. That would not be right to the
lawyers in New Orleans, and to the lawyers in the rest of the
state. They should,all lawyers, where it's a compulsory require-
ment they belong to the State Bar Association, that they all
belong to it. and not some of them exempt because we are subject
to punishment under the State Bar Association and other things.
Now. the same applies to firemen and police. You shouldn't
have part of them in New Orleans not under it, and the rest
of them under it. They want to be under the "tate Firemen and
Police Association. Now, that in a nutshell is the situation.
We've got lots of amendments here, and I have refrained from
speaking on the others. But, this has been a thing for years
that should be decided, so I ask you to adopt this amendment,
and then, when we reach Proposal No. 10 that we adopt that. Now.
in order to carry out the full effect of taking the firemen
and municipal policemen out of this Proposal No. 9, which is

the Dennery amendment, you will have, Mr. Flory, after this
one, will take up two short amendments at the latter part of
the Dennery one because there is still the wording "two hundred
and fifty thousand," and also, it's to meet another little
requirement of the optional civil services for cities smaller
than the four hundred thousand. So, I ask you to go along with
this amendment. Thank you.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Jack, I'm a little bit confused now. Apparently, we

agree that we should have a state civil service system and a

city civil service system, which I understand is to take care
of these cities over four hundred thousand.

MR. JACK
To take care of what?

MR. ABRAHAM
To take care of the cities over four hundred thousand

population. Now. this amendment here will take out the firemen
and the policemen. I don't understand why you're taking out
that particular segment of the employees. Why don't you just

take all the other employees out also, and do away with the
city system? I thought the purpose of the city system was In
order to take care of all of Its employees.

MR. JACK
The firemen and policemen really have no more business being

In the New Orleans city employees* civil service, than a state
employee does. They're just a different type of the employee.
For instance, as I said, 1 hate to go over these academic
things. I've said them so much here. But. a fireman and a
policeman to begin with, the policeman enforces city laws.
federal laws, state laws. He is paid an additional salary
by the state. A fireman protects and puts out fires on city
property, on federal property, on state property, on everybody's
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property. They are just not like the ordinary run of city employee,
and if you will read the present constitutional provisions regard-
ing the firemen and police, you'll find it is different, their

civil service from the New Orleans civil service. All of them

should be able to be under... all firemen and police, in my
opinion. .

.

MR. ABRAHAM
Don't the garbage workers In New Orleans pick up garbage

from the federal buildings, and the state buildings, also?

MR. JACK
What's that?

MR. ABRAHAM
Don't the garbage workers, wMch are city employees, they

don't pick up the garbage from the federal or state offices or
anything like that?

MR. JACK
I'm not going to say anything about anybody, but I think

that's a ridiculous analogy on it—where the garbage Is- picked
up. I don't want to low rate them. 1 wish we could find some
that would pick up some garbage.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Jack, I noticed here a couple of days ago we got

this amended from two hundred and fifty thousand to four hundred
thousand. It was said by Mrs. Zervigon and others, "It's all
right to go.... exempt the city of New Orleans." It, of course,

precluded all the other parishes and cities in the State of
Louisiana even for the immediate future. You just made a
statement that the city of New Orleans is different from any
other city. You referred to the letter that was sent out by
Mr. Clarence Perez. The statement .the letterhead here is
that it's ^ local AFL-CIO union letterhead and he represents
the local AFL-CIO unions in the city of New Orleans; is that
correct, sir?

MR, JACK
I don't know who all everybody represents, I just call your

attention to where he says this, "Our association represents
virtually a hundred percent of the members of the New Orleans
Fire Department. The members have voted ninety-eight percent
in favor of being included In the fire and police civil service."

MR. CHATELAIN
On the one hand you are talking about a union organization,

which this gentleman heads, and on the other hand we are talking
about civil service in the constitution of Louisiana. I'm
confused there , sir.

the promotional schedule on the qualifications. He sets the
qualifications, and he comes under the state civil service
system and is hired by them and is under civil service himself.
Now, what this does is exclude from the city civil service
system those paid firemen and municipal policemen who are
expressly excluded from that provision on page one. Now, I

ask you to adopt the amendment. You ask me, "Why do the New
Orleans firemen and policemen want to come under the state
municipal fire and police civil service?" They want to
join the rest of the state; they want to be under the same
type of system, governed under the same rules , same regulations
as are the other firemen and policemen throughout this state
in those municipalities that I have mentioned and in the fire
protection districts, the parish fire districts, etc. So, I

ask you to adopt this amendment.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, how would this affect a municipality that had

paid policemen, but volunteer firemen?

MR. FLORY

This will not affect them in any way, Mr. Lanier, in this
particular section. Later on, on page, I believe it's eight or nine
I'll have an amendment to take care of that situation which

clearly specifies those that would be included. But, I had to
put this in as an exclusion in the city civil service system
on page one—and I don't have my proposal with me—but, I could
tell you where it fits in the— .but, what you are talking about

—

where it has the paid fire and police department, I don't
propose to change that at all. What this does, though, is except
from the city civil service system these paid firemen and
municipal policemen.

MR. LANIER
Well, is it your intention by this amendment that this

would apply to the situation where the municipality, or the
parish, or the combination therecf had both paid firemen and
paid j>olicemen?

MR. FLORY
It only applies to those, yes.

MR. LANIER
This would not apply to the situation where you only had

paid policemen, but volunteer firemen?

MR. FLORY
No , no

.

MR. JACK
This has, as far as I'm concerned, nothing to do with unions

or nonunions. This thing goes back to where 19A0 when a lot of
you wasn't even bom; of course, you were and I was. They should
have always been in the regular state police and firemen civil
service— that's my position— it has nothing to do with union
and nonunion, but everybody has the right to express their
opinion, whether it be an employee, or lawyer, or doctor, or
union, or nonunion. This letter was placed on people's desk
because it shows what the firemen and police in New Orleans
want.

MR. CHATELAIN
Weil, Mr. Jack, isn't it a fact, though, that this cunendment

will, in fact, bring about a union and civil service merger in
the city of New Orleans contrary to the wishes of the people in
the city of New Orleans, is that correct, sir?

MR. JACK
Well, I don't know what the people in the city of New Orleans

Further Discussion
MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise to ask you to support
this amendment. What it does: at the present time, the
constitution provides that in municipalities having a population
of thirteen thousand or more, but less than two hundred and
fifty thousand, that they shall come under the municipal fire
and police. .. .state municipal fire and police civil service.
That system was spelled out in the constitution and has three
appointed members, one elected from the firemen and one elected
from the policemen. The state fire examiner conducts the
examinations in all the municipalities for the municipalities in

MR. LANIER
....and, in particular, by this you are not intending to

affect a situation like the city of Thibodaux, for example,
which exists under Act 97 of 1972 where we have one civil
service board because we have paid policemen but volunteer
firemen?

MR. FLORY
No, I do not propose to tamper with that whatsoever.

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Flory, are the other firemen and policemen in the

state under the state civil service system or under their
respective city civil service system?

MR. FLORY
They are under state municipal fire and police civil service

if their municipality is over thirteen thousand and less than
two hundred and fifty thousand,

MR. ROEMER
I understand. So, what all of this would do would be to take

those.... the only city affected is New Orleans, that would put
them like the rest of the state; right?

MR. FLORY
That's correct

.

MR. ROEMER
Thank you.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, under the state municipal fire and police

civil service are only uniformed firemen and policemen affected
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or are the other employees of those departments affected as

well?

MR. FLORY
For as the uniform. . .

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
...for an example, are secretaries affected or which service

are they in?

MR. FLORY
I don't believe that the secretaries are in.... under the

civil service systems; 1 don't believe they are.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, you would have an anomaly in which a secretary In the

Department of Sanitation would be in the classified service.

But, a secretary in the Department of Fire would be an un-

classified employee of the city.

MR. FLORY
If a secretary worked for the chief of the fire department,

the chief's not under civil service

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, sir, I understand that. I'm not asking you that. I'm

asking you other secretaries in the department; they must
have other correspondence that goes out other than from the

chief.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Dennery, I see, has handed you the constitution, perhaps

you would be kind enough to read it.

MRS. ZERVIGON
It says "There is created in the municipal government a

classified civil service embracing the positions of employment,

the officers and employees of the municipal fire and police

services." That sounds like all employees, doesn't it?

MR. FLORY
I didn't understand you.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I said that sounds pretty well like all employees of the

department.

MR. FLORY
Well, it sounds that way.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Flory, there are substantial differences between the

civil service as it presently exists under the city civil
service system and the so called civil service that is

provided for under the municipal fire and police civil service

system, are there not?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir, there is substantial difference in the city civil

service system as it relates to municipal fire and police civil

service , particularly, in the field of examinations. For

example, in the city of New Orleans we've got one man that's

been thirteen years as an acting captain and he's got no credit

for that whatsoever and he has been working at a lesser rate of

pay. The real problem that's brought about in the city civil
service system is they don't give an examination but about
every five years* the list is only good for three years. So,

when the list ... .comes up time for an appointment, there is nobody
on the list. The chief, or whoever it is .details a man in there

and says either you perform the job—and you don't get any raise

in pay for it. Then, when it comes up and he does take the test,

after four or five years, and if he has refused it under those

conditions, he is bypassed automatically— that's part of the

problem.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, delegates to this convention, let me say that

I don't intend to come up here and constantly try to beat over

your heads my strong opposition to this amendment because I have

talked on two occasions. I believe in true conscience that no

one can say whatsoever that if the cause was righteous, whether

it was for labor, whether its for a municipal government that I haven't
supported it, I think in cases of firemen and policemen,
contrary to what people feel that my inclinations towards,
particularly policemen, my record will show that I have
supported every move to enhance the retirement systems and

the benefits for firemen and policemen. But, like I told you
on Saturday, there comes a point where we must have, in my
opinion, some balance. I believe that this amendment, as

proposed, would do serious problems and create more serious
problems for some of my concerns. I do not think that we ought
to have within the city of New Orleans one civil service system
for one class of employees if you are not going to extend that

to the others. I do not believe, in light of the present action
going on in the city of New Orleans relative to suits filed
against our local firemen and policemen about, not only the
hiring practices but their promotional practices, that we
ought to, at this point, change the system and go under another
system. I do not believe, in light of the city council ordinance
to enhance more black participation in the police force in the
city whose population is presently approaching fifty-fifty, that
we ought to change and set up a new civil service system within
the city. But, more so, I'm concerned about the kinds of effects
that are presently also going on in our city. As I look at the
city council's budget and I look at where the money is going, and
I look at to where it is being taken away from. I can see in the
future, particularly if this board has the power of: (1) of pro-
viding salaries—and I want to suggest that I would think that
this board would most likely be firemen and policemen orientated,
that I can see an increase in cost at the expense of other clas-
sified employees in the city of New Orleans. In the area of

discipline, I'm not saying that presently right now the present
system works adequately. But, don't let me. ...and I don't want
to even imply that I am in full agreement with the way civil
service works now. But, when it comes down to the area of
discipline, particularly of certain actions of certain police of-
ficers, I'm doubly concerned when we talk about having a board
that's going to be composed that's going to be set up strictly
for firemen and policemen. I think that based on the actions that
we have done presently in allowing them to come to the legislature;
allowing the legislature to increase the benefits; that we have
given the kinds of latitude where grievances need to be addressed,
particularly in the fact that every ruling of the Civil Service
Commission—even the present one— is open to judicial review. In
addition, the fact that we are going to allow—as I understand

—

some flexibility on the part of the legislature to make certain
timely adaptations to the civil service system. I say to the
people in Baton Rouge, I mean if we are going to be fair about it,

let's lower this percentage back to two hundred and fifty thousand.
I say to the people who find it's working in your part of the state,
I say to you, "Right on." But, in the city of New Orleans the pro-
blem is too complex. I personally as one delegate, I'm not going
to come up here any more. But, I personally believe that this is

not the way to correct the problems of the present civil service
system as it relates to firemen and policemen. Personally, I do
not think, I do not feel, that we ought to create such an imbalance
between other classified employees and other employees of the city

of New Orleans. I know that this is primarily aimed at the city
of New Orleans. I recognize that at some points we have got to have

uniformity. But, at some points where something has worked—like

in the city of Baton Rouge—it ought to be allowed to work and the

people within that locale resolve their problems. Finally, let me

say that on the seniority problem where it has worked throughout

the State of Louisiana without any problems, when you have a

police and a firemen force that's less than six percent and you
take somebody out of the present system and put them under the

seniority system, I suggest to you that when it comes down to the
motion and mobility within the department that, as far as minorities
are concerned, that that's seriously going to hinder our....

Further Oi scuss ion

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, delegates, Mr. Juneau asked me a while ago

if I felt somewhat like a battleship that was running through a

field and having torpedoes shot at it. I must confess, I'm
gradually getting that feeling. This is a very bad torpedo
which has been fired, specifically at the city of New Orleans.

Now, let me straighten out something that the delegate from
Caddo Parish said. There is no one, one single statewide
fire and police civil service. There is an act and under
that act there are a number of boards. Every city that has
one of these has its own board . What does this amendment do?

It takes those who are under a board in New Orleans and puts

them under an entirely different board; it messes up the whole
pay plan of the city of New Orleans. We have had firemen and

policemen in the city of New Orleans under civil service since
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1942 when the Sam Jones administration adopted a civil service
law applicable to municipalities. The firemen and policemen
in this state came two years later and got a fire and police
municipal system. But, it didn't apply to the city of New
Orleans and there is no reason for it to apply to the city

of New Orleans. There's no statement .. .no basis for Mr. Jack's
statement that firemen and policemen are a different kettle of

fish; they are municipal employees just like everybody else is.

Are you going to mix up the budget of the entire city of New
Orleans? And, mind you, this law only affects the city of
New Orleans. Mr. Chairman, .. .Mr. Jack knows full well that

I don't have to belong to the same bar association that he does

in the city of Shreveport in order to practice law in New Orleans.
There Is no reason for the firemen and policemen In New Orleans
necessarily to be under the same fire and police system as the

ones in Baton Rouge or elsewhere are concerned. Now, what kind
of a system is it compared to the one that we have? In Nev

Orleans we have a merit system; it's based upon the constitutional
merit system which has been in effect since 1952 statewide and
since 1942 as far as the city of New Orleans is concerned. I'll

answer your questions when I've completed, Mr. Jack, and I'm

delighted to see you're paying attention now. I don't have
there are no firemen and policemen in this state who have to

belong to a statewide system they are governed by individual
boards. Now, we in New Orleans have a very fine system; we are
very proud of it. Despite what has been told you, we've given
many, many promotional tests. In the position of fire captain
alone, for example, since 1962 through 1973, we've had about
eight of them. We give all the promotional tests that are
necessary. Furthermore, we promote based upon merit. We do

not promote based upon seniority alone. Now, it is true that

in a municipal fire and police you have to take a qualifying
examination and a promotional examination. But, if you pass
that promotional examination, the appointing authority must
select the senior person. You cannot select anyone else,
despite the fact that the other person might be more meritorious
and might be of greater benefit to the city fire department or
Che city police department. You have received a document sent
out by the Fire Fighter's /.ssoclation in New Orleans. I would
point out to you that on Friday—while we were arguing civil
service up here— the civil service league had a luncheon at

home to present the Dunbar awards, which is done annually for
many, many years. At that particular luncheon, twenty-five
percent of the entire audience was composed of police officers
of the city of New Orleans. Now, don't tell me that the police
officers in the city of New Orleans don't like their civil service
system; they do. The city of New Orleans likes their own civil

service system. I urge you, I urge you with every fiber in my

being to defeat this amendment.

Further Di scussi on

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I'll attempt to be brief, but

I just want to reiterate what I said to you on Saturday when
I supported Mr. Flory's amendment to raise the ceiling to
four hundred thousand. The reason for submission of that
amendment, Mr. Flory said, was because we don't want to change
the systems in Shreveport and Baton Rouge. 0. K. Let's don't
change their systems. But, let's don't come and make vast
changes in our system either. You have heard from some firemen
on this who claim to represent about ninety-eight percent of
the firemen and ninety-eight of the firemen in New Orleans are
union members. You have not heard—and the committee heard very
briefly— from the policemen. The police union has not nearly
the representation proportionately of the police department.
Therefore, this you have also not heard from the Fraternal Order
of Police, which is an association, not a union, or any others.
You haven't heard from the Black Police Officer's Association on
this. They don't like it, but they are not as good at lobbying
as some of the other folks from whom you have heard. Now, it's
my opinion that what a good union officer does is to come and
ask for things—just because he asks doesn't mean we got to give
it to him, no way. As I was telling Mr. Roemer earlier, my
children ask me for candy all the time, but I only give it to
them part of the time. There are certain things that we want
that would be unfair to everybody else. It seems to me that it
is unfair to split off two departments of city government in
New Orleans—containing about a third of the employees—separate
them out from the system containing two-thirds of the employees
and treat them differently. It's not easy these days in a large
metropolitan system to recruit firemen and policemen. If a
really bright young person wants to join the system and advance
quickly because he thinks he is very talented, this fire and
police municipal civil service stops him; he'll go do something

else. In addition to that, it leaves open the possibility in

New Orleans that a secretary working from eight to four in the
fire department will be paid on a different salary scale than
the secretary working from eight to four in the Sanitation De-
partment. Why? It doesn't make any sense at all. The whole
idea behind the uniform pay plan is it is to be uniform. In

addition to that, the firemen and policemen are now some of the
best paid employees we have. The average Income of people work-
ing for the fire department is higher than any other income of

any other department in the city government. So, they are not
being misused. The source of things that Mr. Flory is talking
about— the exam for sergeants—not being given often enough in

their.,.. in the police department and lieutenant in the fire
department is by no means stopped by having a separate commis-
sion; it's by no means stopped. How are you going to staff

that commission? Are you going to staff that commission by

and large with civil service employees? They could bog down
the same way. The commission— there's no way to tell how it's

going to work, but there are certain things that do not happen
because of how a commission is appointed, but it just doesn't
bear on the facts. So, please, leave us alone. Leave us with
our recruitment programs intact. Leave us with our college
program at Loyola intact; it gives someone an impetus to go

there that may go....

Further Di scussi on

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think just about everything

has been said. I believe we all know what this is about. I rise
in support of the amendment. I would like to make one observation
Mrs. Zervigon, we are not talking about ice cream and candy, we
are talking about people who risk their lives every day. I don't
think they should be on the same level as those people who work
in offices. I hope that you will adopt the amendment. I will
not answer any questions. I move the previous question.

Further Discussion

MR. CHATEUVIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I really don't know why

I stick my big nose in other people's business in many ways. But,
I feel sometimes that other people's business becomes mine. I

said I rise in opposition to this amendment, and I think you will
too if you think about it awliile. Let's try to think about it
together. State civil service is good. We're trying to hammer out
n good stale civil service for the people of this state. I

think we're doing a good job. This afternoon, after many votes,
we finally gave out of a seven man commission, the state employees
one member of that commission and this is fine. I had no great
opposition to this, but what we're trying to do now goes far
beyond this. This is really not an issue anymore of civil service.
This becomes a union issue; an issue that involves union people
in the city of New Orleans, and if we let them get by with this
amendment, you're going to find it will do violence to the entire
program of civil service. 1 say that the inanediate goals and
immediate problems of the people of the city of New Orleans is
a problem that will eventually hurt all of us in the State of
Louisiana. Their problem is merit system versus seniority system.
This is the crux of the whole thing. This is what we're talking
about, and I say to you if you vote for this amendment

, you 're
voting against the good for the majority of the people of the*

State of Louisiana. I urge you vote against this bad, bad
amendment, and then you will be voting for the state civil
service employees in this state. 1 urge you vote against this
amendment

.

Questions

MS. ZLRVKION
Mr. Cliatelain, Mr. Tapper was referring to these people as

being people who put tlieir lives on the line every day. 1 don't
question tlint, but do you realize that the people most liable
to injury and death on tlie job in New Orleans are the sanitation
workers?

MR. CHATKI.AIN

1 do.

MS. ZKKVICON
Do you realize that in Jefferson Parish it's the street's

workers who are most liable to injury and death on the job?

MR. CHATLLAIN
1 do, Mary.
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MS. ZtRVlCON
Do you know what the primary cause of death on the job of

a fireman is?

MR. CHATELAIN
I do.

MS. ZERVIGON
A heart attack.

MR. BERGERON
Mr. ChampaRne, it's been brought up before that the policemen

in New Orleans haven't been heard from on this issue. Do you
know that there's a gc»ntleinan in the audience in the back who
is a legal spokesman for "PANG" which is a patrolm;^nfe association;

"SANO" which is an association of supervisors in the fraternal
order of police, and he advises—and the fraternal order of police
is not a union—would you know that this gentleman informs me that
these organizations are in favor of this change?

MR. CHATELAIN
I certainly am sure that that organization would be, sir.

But, I'm speaking now for the majority of the civil service employees
in the State of Louisiana, Mr. Bergeron, and I feel this is not
good for the majority of the people of the State of Louisiana.

MR. BERGERON
I'm just speaking for the majority....

[^Previous Question ordered .}

Closing

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, in closing let r\e say this;that

it is a little bit surprising to have a man from Lafayette
come before this mike and ask you to vote against this amendment
when his municipality has been operating under State, and Kire,

and Municipal Police Civil Service for about thirty-five years.
Let me tell you this: Not a single mayor, city councilman, came
before the Committee on Education and -^fered a single suggestion
of improvement for the municipal ,. .State Municipal, Fire, and
Police Civil Service. Not a single mayor, not a single city
councilman! The only mayor that came before the committee was
the mayor of the city of New Orleans who was opposed to it. I've
made no bones about that. They don't want to because they don't
want to pay these people when they put them in a higher bracket.
They don't want to pay them! Tliey want to make the examinations
on a routine basis. The chief testified before the committee.
He said that they now give examinations about every two years
because they don't have the money to fill the positions. Now, is

that fair? Is that fair? Merely because they uon't have the
money to fill the position, yet they want to make a man work
in a higher classification but they don't want to pay him for
that extra work. Now, you're talking about merit versus seniority;
the city of New Orleans gives credit for seniority when they
do give the examinations. Remember this: Even though the city
of New Orleans would come under the State, Municipal, Fire and
Police Civil Service, they would still have a local Fire and
"olice Civil Service Board. It would be in the city of New
Orleans, of New Orleans residence, and the city council of

New Orleans would have to approve any budgetary items passed
by that group. The city council of New Orleans retains sole
authority as to the establishment of pay scales, etc. That
board doesn't have anything to do with setting salaries and
so forth. Now, the only chief other than the city of New Orleans
that came before our committee said any knucklehead could pass

the qualifying exam. The qualifying score in his particular
case was seventy-five, and yet he said any knucklehead could pass

it—he made eighty-three—and they hired him from out of state
and he wasn't the high man. I ask you to adopt this amendment.
We're going to get into—when we complete this proposal--on
State, Municipal, Fire, and Police Civil Service, and if Mr. Jackson

has reservations about this amendment, it's my proposal to

turn that matter over to the legislature, to let them take and
make whatever change is necessary with a two-thirds vote.

I ask you Co adopt this amendment. Yes, the firemen—almost
unanimously— the patrolmen, supervisors, police officers are
all for it in the city of New Orleans. They've asked for it.

To answer Mrs. Zervigon's question she asked me a moment ago
about secretaries in the civil service in the fire department,
they don't have secretaries In those departments except on an
assigned basis. They're not within that fire department, and
In a lot of areas throughout the state In the municipal services,
they have unclassified secretaries in the fire departments, or

the chief has the option to put that position under civil service
if he wants to. He can ask the board to put that classification
under civil seryice. Now then, Mr. Dennery said that this was
going to mess up the entire budget for the city of New Orleans.
Nothing could be further from the truth—nothing whatsoever

—

because if that budget is going to be messed up, the City
Council is going to do it because they've got sole authority
to run that budget— the City Council and the mayor of the
city of New Orleans. This doesn't c'.ange that one iota—one
iota. I ask you to adopt the amendment.

Quest! ons

MS. ZERVIGON
The other police chief who testified before your committee,

from what city was he?

MR. FLORY
The police chief?

MS. ZERVIGON
Yes, sir. You said the New Orleans Police Chief testified

and one other police chief?

MR. FLORY
One other police chief testified; he was from Lafayette.

MS. ZERVIGON
Where is Mr. Chatelain from?

MR. FLORY
He's from Lafayette.

MS. ZERVIGON
Not everybody in Lafayette is satisfied, would you say?

MR. FLORY
But the chief that testified had only been in .afayette about

six months, I believe, when he testified.

MR. RIECKE
I'd like to move that the gentleman be given two minutes

more to answer the questions.

MR. HENRY
You're the only one that has a question, Mr. Riecke. Proceed.

'MR. RIECKE
All right. Is it true that... isn't it true that it was

testified before our conunittee that the average fireman's salary

was eleven thousand dollars a year in New Orleans?

MR. FLORY
Who testified to that?

MR. RIECKE
Do you agree with that?

MR. FLORY
No, sir. I don't agree with that.

MR. RIECKE
They showed the information to our committee that that was

the case.

MR. FLORY
I don't believe. I didn't see those figures, Mr. Riecke.

You, maybe, had access to the information....

MR. RIECKE
The mayor got that out and circulated it among us.

MR. FLORY
Well, he didn't give it to the rest of the committee members.

He must have just gave It to the New Orleans delegates.

MR. RIECKE
Probably. One other question: the chief of police of the

city of New Orleans has stated that if the seniority system
were put into effect, that these young men who go to college
and study crime courses and adjust themselves for better
policemen and study this crime problem, they would not be

able to get promotions under the seniority system; is that

correct?
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MR. FLORY
No, sir, it is not correct. It would help them pass the

examination better.

MR. RIECKE
But they would have to get in line with seniority with the

older policemen?

MR. FLORY
First, they'd have to pass the examination. They'd have to

qualify in that respect, and then the senior man under the

Municipal Fire and Police Civil Service gets the job.

MR. RIECKE
Regardless of the qualifications?

MR. FLORY
No, he's qualified already because he passed the examination.

Mr. Chairman, I suggest the absence of a quorum and ask for

a record vote.

[^Quorum Call : 93 delegates present and
a quorum . Record vote ordered . Amend-
ment adopted : 61- 38 . Moti on to recon-
sider tabled

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Mr. Flory read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14 in the Dennery amendment

adopted Saturday, on page 3 of the amendment, delete lines 9

through 35, both inclusive in their entirety, and on page 4, delete

lines 1 through 9, both inclusive in their entirety, and insert

in lieu thereof the following:
"(D) City Civil Service Commission; Nomination; Appointment;

Vacancies; Transition
There is hereby created and established a city civil service

commission for each city having a population in excess of four

hundred thousand according to the latest decennial census of the

United States. Each such city civil service commission shall

be composed of five citizens who are qualified voters of the city in

which they serve, three of whom shall constitute a quorum.

One meniber of each city civil service commission shall be appointed

by the governing authority of the city by its own selection

and one member of such commission shall be elected by the employees

of the city in the classified service from their membership.

The terms of the members of the city civil service commission

shall be six years.

(1) New Orleans; Nomination and Appointment. In the city of

New Orleans the presidents of Tulane University of Louisiana;

Loyola University of the South and Dillard University shall

each nominate three persons and one member of the commission

shall be appointed by the governing authority of the city of

New Orleans from three persons nominated by each president.

(2) Other Cities. Nomination and Appointment. In other

cities subject to the provisions of this section, three members

of the commission shall be nominated from any of the three

universities named in Section 1 in accordance with the pro-

cedure therein provided.

(3) Vacancies. Vacancies by expiration of the term of

office or otherwise shall be filled by appointment of the

governing body, or by election, or by nomination as herein pro-

vided in the same manner as the original appointments were

made, and it shall be the duty of the governing body to make

such appointments or conduct such election and of the said

presidents to make such nomination within thirty days after the

occurrence of any vacancy.

(4) Transition. Within thirty days of the effective date

of this constitution, it shall be tiie duty of the president of

Dillard University to make such nominations to the governing

body of the city of New Orleans. Within thirty days from the

effective date of this constitution an election shall be held

within the classified service of the city of New Orleans for the

purpose of naming a member of said comnission."

Explanation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, when that lion answers that

telephone, that's when Mr. Goldman is really in trouble.
The amendment that I have here at the present time— the

employees in the city of New Orleans in the classified
service have a commission comprised of three members: one
from nominations made by Tulane and Loyola, and the city

council makes one upon its own motion. This amendment
changes that, increasing the commission from three to five

members, to have Tulane, Loyola and Dillard University each
nominating three people and the city council appointing one

from the list submitted by those organizations. The city

council still retains its rights under this amendment to

appoint one from whomever they choose, and then the classified
employees in the city of New Orleans, exclu^'ing the fire and
policemen, would vote to elect one member, which is precedent
for what we did this morning in the state. Bear in mind that

in those municipalities throughout the state, many of whom

—

and just as I said here the other day—if you noticed in the

Baton Rouge Morning Advocate, the city of Baton Rouge, the

employees, just elected this past week their representative on

the city commission here in East Baton Rouge Parish. It also

provides that in those mxmicipallries.who in the future might

exceed four hundred thousand, that the nominating universities

would be any of the nominating universities in Section 1

already adopted by this convention, and one would be elected.

It further provides that if the nominating university fails

to make nominations, th«.t the governing authority of the city

of New Orleans would make the appointments. It also provides

in the transition that within thirty days after the adoption

and effective date of this constitution, Dillard University

would submit three names for nomination to the city council,

would make the appointments, and they would proceed to conduct

the election among the classified employees then covered under

the city civil service system.
I ask for the adoption of the amendment.

Further Di scussion

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman , delegates to the convention, I'm forced to

take the floor again to oppose this amendment. This changes,

basically, a civil service system which has existed in its
present form since 1942. The amendment which was adopted on

Saturday made one change in that system by adding one other

university as a nominating authority and removing the right

of the city council to name someone. This amendment leaves

those same three universities, and now adds one to be appointed

by the governing authority, and one to be elected by the

classified employees. I can only tell you that, as someone
who has been Involved deeply with civil service for many,

many years, I find this to be a bad amendment. I think we

are losing the whole idea of having a completely independent

civil service commission. What disturbs me, probably a little

bit more than that, is that there are those in this convention
who feel that they know what's best for New Orleans even

when they don't live there. You have shown that insofar as

the fire and police are concerned, and now you want to change

our own system which we have had in operation since 1942. Yet,

you ask us not to fool with your systems; don't touch the

systems we have; don't let the constitutional form of civil
service stay at two hundred and fifty thousand. Change it

to four hundred thousand so our civil service systems will

remain inviolate. I can see no earthly reason to change
just for changes sake, and yet, that is what this amendment

proposes to do. We have a system which has worked. You have

taken the firemen and the policemen out of it. No one can come

here and say the other employees ,in the city of New Orleans

have voted against what we have now. No one can make that

statement successfully, and no one will. The citizens of the

city of New Orleans adopted a charter some years ago, which

has a standby provision in it in the event, through some

unforeseen circumstances , the constitutional civil service

were repealed. It provides what is presently before you, not

what is in this amendment. The citizens of New Orleans adopted
that charter by an overwhelming vote. I can see no conceivable
reason for this convention to want to change what has been in

existence successfully for this length of time. I urge you

to vote against this amendment.
Thank you.

{^Previous Question ordered . J

Closing

MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, in closing let me say this: that

this Is in keeping with the amendment adopted as far as the con-

stitution of the State Civil Service Commission this morning, in

that it provides for the election of one member of the commission
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by the employees in the classified service in the city of New
Orleans, It goes one step further and gives to the governing

authority the right to make an appointment, as they have always

had, from whomever they choose to serv* on a city civil

service commission. I think that's wise in that the city governing

authority needs input into the commission as well as I'o the

employees, and that's the reason it's drawn in this fashion. The

mayor of the city of New Orleans, when he testified before our

committee, said he had no objection to increasing the size of

the commission from three to five; so that the size of the com-

mission is no problem whatsoever. I know some of the people

that have served in the past on that commission. This does

not disturb that except that it does continue the appointment of

Tulane, Loyola; it adds Dillard as an appointing university, and

it retains the right of the city council to govern or to make

an appointment from whomever they choose, and all<5ws the election

of one from the classified service.

Mr. Chairman, I ask for the adoption of the amendment so

that we might pattern city civil service as it is done, not

only in the rest of the municipalities. . .in a lot of the muni-
cipalities throughout this state, and also as we have already

constituted the commission on State Civil Service. I'll be

happy to yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. CASEY
Mr. Flory, without the adoption of your amendment, is it

not possible that through the nomination process an employee
can be nominated for a position on the Civil Service Commission?

MR. FLORY
My understanding, Mr. Casey, there's no prohibition in the

law at this time from one of the presidents of the university
or the city council from making such appointments. However,
I know of no such appointments having been made in past years.

MR. CASEY
In your reference to the mayor, was that only that he did

not object to a five-member commission, but there was not
conversation relative to the election of a classified. . .

.

\_Previous Question ordered .^

CI osi ng

MR. J. JACKSON
So as there will not be any misinterpretation, Mr. Chairman,

about my familiarity with the amendment, let me suggest to you
that presently the composition is Dillard, Tulane, Loyola. What
I attempt to do, as Mr. Dennery, when he first introduced his
amendment, suggested that in order to provide for representation
of all segments of the population, including females, we added
the addition of Xavier and St. Mary's Dominican College. We
would bring the commission from three up to five.

I ask your favorable adoption of the amendment.

lAmendment adopted : 79-12. Motion to
reconsider tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Hayes as follows:
Amendment No. 1. Page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted on the eighth, page 4,
line 9, at the end of the line add the following:

"Should one of the nominating authorities fail to submit
nominees at the time required, or should one of the named
institutions cease to exist, the governing authority of the city
shall make the appointment to the commission."

Expl anati on

MR. HAYES
Ladies and gentlemen, this is just a technical amendment to

the Hayes-Chatelain amendment of this morning. It did not include
the cities. This amendment would just include the cities. So,
I urge your favorable support of this amendment to further include
the cities.

MR. FLORY
I made it only to the size, and I did not discuss specifics

with him because we had not formulated specifics at that time.

MR. CASEY
I just wanted to clarify that point. Thank you.

MR. FLORY
I ask for a record vote, Mr. Chairman.

[^ Record vote ordered . Amendment re jected :

39-55. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Johnny Jackson.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, in Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed

by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention on December 8,
1973, on page 3, line 13 of the text immediately after the word "of"
and before the word "members" delete the word "three" and insert in
lieu thereof the word "five" and on line 14 at the beginning of the
line delete the word "two" and insert in lieu thereof the word
"three" and on line 19 Immediately after the word and punctuation
"South," and before the words "and Tulane" insert the following:

"St. Mary's Dominican College, Xavier College of Louisiana,"

Explanation

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, this

amendment was drawn on Saturday of last week. I understand as
a result of the convention's action this morning, that St. Mary's
Dominican was taken off the State Civil Service and was moved,
and in place of that, an elected representative.

I suggest to you that in light of the fact that the convention
has rejected the Flory amendments, that what this attempts to do
is to expand the commission from a three-member commission to a
five-member commission, providing for representation of Dillard
University ... .providing. .. .adding back St. Mary's Dominican College.
yeah.... and Xavier University. I ask that you favor adoption of
the amendment.

^Amendmen t adopted without objection .}

Amendment

.MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Abraham.
On page 1, in Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate

Dennery and adopted by the convention on Saturday, on page 3 of

the text of the amendment, line 14, at the end of the line, after
the word "serve" add the word "overlapping".

Expl anation

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, this is a companion amendment to the

one we adopted earlier on the state commission which simply
provides for overlapping terms for the city as well as for the
state.

[Amendment adopted w ithout objection ,^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The first set of amendments to (G) sent up by Delegates

Alphonse Jackson, Anzalone and Rachal.
Amendment No, 1. In Floor Amendment proposed by Delegate

Dennery and adopted by the convention on the eighth, on page 5

of the text, line 2, after the word "than" and before the....

semi-colon, delete the word "three" and insert In lieu thereof

the word "five."

Explanation

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

amendment deals with the long-standing rule that you've heard so
much about of three in the Civil Service System. Basically, what
it proposes to do is not to leave it up to the Civil Service
Commission to decide whether or not to increase the number to a

number that they would decide; but to constitutionally provide
that there will be a rule of five, rather than three. In attempt-
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Ing to explain why we are offering this amendment, the rule of
three means that if ten people take an examination, even though
all ten are qualified, seventy percent of these people are going to
be rejected. You may say that this is good—good for employment

—

good for the people of the state. But, let's view the rule of
three as opposed to other qualifying tests that are given across
the state.

Now I am an attorney by profession. We are different from
lawyers because we don't make as much money as they do. Mr. Champagne,
we smile, where bond attorneys never smile. But, seriously speak-
ing, I am qualified to practice law in the State of Louisiana,
not because I hold LLB degree, but because I happened to have
passed the State Bar Examination. I can't tell you the grade that
I made on that test. I don't care. They sent me a little piece
of paper and they said, "Joe, you passed. Come be sworn in." That
was fine with me. Dr. Weiss, you and your group, wherever you are,
you don't practice medicine because you hold an M. D. degree. You
practice medicine because you have passed your State Board. I'll
wager that Dr. Weiss doesn't know the grade that he made on his
State Boards, either.

Some may think that this is right and just, this rule of three.
The most important, it's fair for all concerned. Now, in the cases
of lawyers and doctors, you passed the test, and you practice. In
the case of the lawyers, you are entrusted with the care, protection
of your client's basic legal rights, their businesses, their
properties and as some of us hope to feel, entrusted with making
civilization just a little bit better because we are here. Why
we are able to practice in our chosen field is because we passed
the tests. After successfully completing the State Boards, the
doctors of medicine are entrusted with the care of our personal
health. Why? Because they passed the test.

Now, let's take the case of a college graduate who aspires
to be a welfare visitor—maybe not so high an ambition, but
nevertheless an ambition. Of necessity, he or she cannot be
self-employed. In most cases, they have to work for government.
So they take a test—not a bar examination, not a State Medical
Society test, but a Civil Service Examination and passes it. Now,
I would assume that if a law student passes a State Bar Examination,
and a senior medical student passes the State Medical Board, and
they are qualified to practice in their chosen profession, why
not a college graduate who wishes to be a welfare visitor? But,
this is not the case.

Suppose we went into the law school senior class one year
and say, "Now boys, seventy percent of you all are all that we need
out of this year's graduating class— thirty percent are not going
to be able to practice law next year. Or suppose we told the
doctors that we don't need all of you all— twenty percent are not
going to make it. I bet you they'd raise so much hell you'd never
hear the end of it. But this is exactly what we are doing in
other areas and with other college graduates. Only a percentage
—only a percentage. Now I wish to remind you that you have heard
many, many times over the past, that every politician who runs
for office is going to begin to run the state on sound business
procedures. I think sometimes that maybe the reason that business
has come so far, and government is always promising to adopt these
sound business procedures, is that government has got all of the
tests to get all of the brains. In the business world, only some
of us do-dos are left to run it. I submit to you that the government
that runs the people will never be appreciated by demanding a
fictitious and super-qualifying procedure which is oriented to
the textbook and away from the people that are seeking the
employment. You can scream politics, favoritism, nepotism, but
nowhere in this proposal with the rule of five, does it say that
an unqualified person is going to be hired—nowhere. Every
person who passes the test is qualified, is entitled to go to
work. I would remind you that there is a story that Albert
Einstein once failed algebra, and I personally know an imminent
surgeon who thinks that Shakespeare invented a fishing reel.
I submit to you that it is not all in the textbook test. It is
a great deal to do which cannot be tested on paper, that has to
do with the man himself whom you are attempting to employ.

The government of this state Is getting larger. You are
getting more and more applications. You are going to have more
and more competition. Why not raise the number from three to
a more realistic number of five? I ask your favorable adoption.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Anzalone, traditionally my problem with Civil Service

has been that when a black, or blacks, take examination, and they
fall, or one falls within the three, he may be the top man. But
he's still not hired by the hiring officer. Now, I'm just
wondering what will your amendment do to remedy a situation of
that sort?

MR. ANZALONE
Well, Reverend Alexander, my.... your question Is geared to

a racial Issue. My amendment is not. My amendment simply Is
proffered for the purpose of saying that with more and more
competition for state jobs, I think that we should take a realistic
approach and Increase the number of persons who can be hired from
three to five. Now, this in no way guarantees a hiring practice
based on a racial equivalent, or a racial quota, or something like
that. It's not intended to do that at all. It's just simply
Intended that I can't see any reason where ten people would take
a test, and seventy percent of them would be automatically excluded.

MR. ALEXANDER
All right, now. If you were going to substitute the word

five for three; which means that instead of three eligibles from
whom the employing agent may select, he may select from five. Now
traditionally, this has been my problem that he lets— If a black
is among those three—he refuses to hire at times, and permit
the list to expire six months. Now, may he not do the same thing...
would not this aggravate my problem?

MR. ANZALONE
Well, I don't think so.

MR. ALEXANDER
Even though it is not designed to, .. .discrimination, ... it

would aggravate my problem.

MR. ANZALONE
What you are trying to say now is that you've got one shot in

three, and you don't particularly want one shot in five.

MR. ALEXANDER
That's right, because there will only be five eligibles left

on the pole to die.

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Anzalone, isn't it a fact that industry used to clamor

for the high grade students In the colleges, and now they are
coming down and they are getting some of the B's and C's?

MR. ANZALONE
Yes, sir. They are looking for us common folks now, as

I understand It.

In further answering your question, Mr. Shannon, I always
heard that the guy that made the top grade of the class wasn't
worth nothing to nobody.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Anzalone, as I understand this amendment, it would

certainly make the local legislators In a better position to
get jobs. Isn't that one of the primary purposes of this amend-
ment?

MR. ANZALONE
Well, not unless they applied for It and they were not

qualified under the three ruling, they could come qualify it under
the five rule. Yes , sir

.

Are you saying, Mr. Stanwood, that some of our legislators
are in need of increasing this rule because they are not smart
enough to pass the test now? Shame on you.

Further Di scussi on

MR. JENKINS
Mr, Chairman, I rise in opposition to this amendment because

I think it allows more political influence to be exercised in the
selection of people for civil service jobs and promotions. The
larger the list you have, the more opportunity there is for
influence. For one thing, more people will be on the list, Includ-
ing those that some politician is promoting. Those who the
politicians are promoting are more likely to be on the list, the
bigger the list is. Moreover, standards on the average are likely
to be lower because, whether we like it or not, in general, the
civil service testing system is a pretty good indication of the
qualifications of a person and his likelihood to perform successfully

In the job. If we allow lesser qualified people to be chosen
over higher qualified people, then all we can do Is help
deteriorate the system.

Now, let me give you an example of how increasing the list
will work to the disadvantage of minorities. I think that minority
groups have been some of the people who have been trying to see
the rule of three expanded to a rule of five or a higher number.
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I want to explain how that works. Many people say the civil service
system is discriminatory. I defy that statement. Here's some
statistics to prove it. Right now, 2A Let me give you an
example of how a weakening of the rule of three can help discriminate
against minority groups. At present, 2A.9 percent of all civil
service employees are black. That's compared with the population
In the state of maybe twenty-nine or thirty percent, compared
with registered voters lists of about twenty percent. Now, it's
true that on the average, these employees make less money than
people who are not black. But remember, too, that in the population
at large, those statistics are much greater. There's a much greater
disparity between the amounts made by blacks and whites in the
system at large and under civil service. In fact, the disparity
Is about half as large under civil service as It is in Louisiana
society at large. But the most interesting statistic I've found
would compare the Civil Service System to a noncompetitive system.
Look at the State Highway Department, if you would. I checked
with civil service last week and they told me that seventy percent
of all highway department employees are chosen on a noncompetitive
basis. Seventy percent of the employees of the Highway Department
are selected on basically a political criteria—not on the basis
of civil service. Now, does that help minority groups? Well,
I found out this, that of those seventy percent of the Highway
Department employees chosen on a noncompetitive basis, less than
one percent are black— .6 percent are black. Now, that's if you
put things on a political basis. A merit system is the best friend
of anyone who's going to be discriminated against because it reduces
discretion. Now, under the Civil Service System, when a black
person has been included on the list of three, forty percent of

the time, a black person has been chosen. On the average, it
vould be thirty-three and a third. Anything that expands the
list and grants more discretion to the appointing authority,
increases the chance for unjust discrimination.

But, more importantly, I think any expansion of the list
again will lead to a deterioration of the civil service—of our
public employees. If the fifth man on the list can be chosen
ahead of number 1, 2, 3, 4, and the 5th man may have made a 70 on
the test and scored low on Interviews and other things, it's
going to hurt morale of people, because they are going to know
that the best qualified are not chosen. . .

.

and it's going to overall lower the quality of civil service
In this state.

discretion In appointment—as has been shown—the blacks do not
fare as well.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Dennery, I believe If I read your proposal correctly,

you have changed the present constitution to exclude, in the
exclusions. In that now your proposal Includes common laborers.
Laborers I, II, Utility Workers I and II, this sort of classification.
Isn ' t that correct?

MR. DENNERY
You mean in the classified service?

MR. FLORY
Yes, and also in the competitive field.

MR. DENNERY
No, it's not necessarily in the competitive field, I don't

believe, Mr. Flory

.

MR. FLORY
Well, Isn't It true In the present constitution, they are

exempt from civil service?

MR. DENNERY
No, they are not exempt at all. They might be exempt from

competitive examination.

MR. FLORY
I think you'll find they are exempt, but that's not my question.

MR. DENNERY
No, once.... I beg your pardon, once they are employed, they

are under the Civil Service System.

MR. FLORY
Once they are employed. But, they don't have to be in a

competitive examination, and the laborers per se are excluded in

the present constitutional provision. I'll show it to you when
you get back.

MR. DENNERY
Yes, from competitive examination.

Further Di scussion

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I would only point one thing out

to you, and that is that the provision that is sought to be
amended provides that the list shall contain not less than three
names. It does not mean that in the event it's necessary to

Increase that number, that a commission could not so Increase it.

Thus far. In the history of civil service in Louisiana, and the
rule has always been a rule of not less than three, to my knowledge
the commission has never increased it. But I do not believe that
the Increase is required. It seems to me if it is required, any
commission will certainly recognize this and thereby increase it.

Furthermore, if there are more than.... if there is more than one
position to be filled, the list is increased so that it's three
or four or five, as the case may be. What this amendment seeks
to do, is to say that in every Instance, at least five names must
be certified to the appointing authority. As was so ably pointed
out by Mr. Jenkins, this allows for more—not less—political
Influence. It provides for less merit rather than more merit.
This is a merit system of public employment that we are trying to
adopt here. I, therefore, urge you to defeat this amendment.

Questions

MR. HAYES
Mr. Dennery, you refer to what Mr. Jenkins, I guess. .. .don't

you believe that the blacks could make it about as well if we
didn't have a Civil Service System under the system since the mode
of what they get is about three hundred and thirty dollars?

MR. DENNERY
I don't quite understand your question.

MR. HAYES
Don't you believe that the blacks would fare just about as

good if we didn't have a Civil Service System since the mode Is

about three hundred and thirty-five dollars?

MR. DENNERY
No, sir, I do not because without a Civil Service System,

there is unlimited discretion in appointment. With unlimited

MR. FLORY
Now, how long has that been In the present constitution, "not

less than three?"

MR. DENNERY
As far as I know, it was in the present constitution, it was

put in there in 1952. But, even before that in the 19A2 amendment
which was a statute which was later changed, it was a rule of

three

.

MR. FLORY
Are you familiar with the fact that the legislature, by Con-

current Resolutions the majority of the voters of the legislature

asked the Civil Service Commission to change the rule of three to

not less than five?

MR. DENNERY
I believe that was done, yes, sir. I don't have a copy of

the Resolution, but I believe that was done.

MR. FLORY
Do you know that the Civil Service Commission has not consldere

that as yet?

MR. DENNERY
No, I do not know that they had not considered that as yet.

I would assume ....

MR. FLORY
Well, they haven't adopted it, have they?

MR. DENNERY
I would assume.... I would assume. .. .no, I don't think they

have adopted, Mr. Flory, and for the very reasons that were
pointed out by Mr. Jenkins.

MR. FLORY
Could you tell me the difference between a Utility Worker I

and a Utility Worker II, for example?

MR. DENNERY
No... can I tell you that? No, sir, T don't have the

classification plan in front of me.
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MR. FIORY
All right, they say that the only difference....

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time.

Further Discussion

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Chairman and fellow members, l*ve saved back a little

time. I think this is the first time I've been up here in about

a week or ten days, two weeks. I rise in support of this, and

I'm going to give you a few reasons why. Number one is 1

question the statement that Mr. Jenkins made that almost three-

fourths of all the highway employees came up through the noncompeti-

tive route, when I go and look and I find that only just about

three classifications of jobs —when you get out in the field,

that's labor, utility, bridgeman, etc—is chosen without civil

service competition. A crew of seven, nine, or eleven people

out in the field only is permitted one of that classification.

Now, it is true that a number of these people are chosen at

that level because of the promotional factors and policies that

the Highway Department has. I like the promotional practices.

You not only save a lot of money, but you give people advancement.

If an individual is qualified, then I like to see him promoted

when a better job is offered. But, there's no promotional

policies on secretaries, clerks—all of those jobs—engineers,

engineering aids. All of those start off classified from the

word go. Now, let me tell you a few of the things you run into.

On a field of three to be selected, and civil service walks in

—

in the.. I will use Franklin Parish as an example; we have a job

in Franklin Parish as a highway patrolman or State Police—they

walk in and said, "We will make Troop F competitive.' That

covers everything from Arcadia, Louisiana, which is two-thirds

across the state, to the Mississippi River and comes from the

Arkansas line halfway or one-third of the way down the State of

Louisiana. In that, we have three colleges and universities; a

lot of urban population. When you add military service of ten

points under certain categories, it is almost utterly impossible

for ever a citizen of Franklin Parish to become an employee of

the Louisiana State Police, because by the time we fight Louisiana

Tech University, Northeast University and the urban population

where they quite often have some advantages, you'll never get

the one that you can hire locally. "Well, we'll send you a good

one in from somewhere else." That sounds pretty good. Now,

let me give you another example. You have a clerical job. They

come back, and we're going to have that on the district basis.

So, that goes from the west side of Winnfield Parish, two-thirds

across Louisiana, to the Mississippi River. One of the clerical

positions you've never heard of, and if they take one fifty or

a hundred miles away from home, they're taking it as a stopgap

to stay there long enough to find another job. When you look at

a list and you find two from Winn Parish looking for a job in

Franklin Parish and you find one from down in the lower end of

LaSalle Parish say, "Well, we want to come up there because we

have nothing else to do right now." Where, on the other hand,

you could have an individual number four or number five on that

list as local, established, out of a good citizenry, one-tenth

of one point, and 86.3, where the number three person is an

86.4, well, you're not qualified'. Now, as far as saying this

works against minorities, I'm not worried about minorities. If

they meet. . .if they are on that list and they are capable of

having the job, 1 want to offer it to the best person for the

job. I don't care who he is. I feel that. . .and I have fought

this civil service hierarchy or whatever you want to call it.

Any day you walk into that Civil Service Commission, you walk in

there as a peon, as a political degrate that's in there looking

for something that shouldn't be done to start with. That's the

way you're confronted when you walk in. I really think if you

want something done with civil service, the best thing to do

is to get an individual in the political figure and walk in and

say, "For God's sakes, don't do it," and the odds are, you're

going to get it. So, I'd urge the support of this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, 1 could

not resist, after hearing Mr. Womack and his argument, because I

think that's the best argument that's been advanced all day today

against this particular provision. He's made a very good argument

why we shouldn't expand it. If you want to politicalize civil

service, just expand it to three. If you want to try to get

the best employee and cut out all the political shenanigans,

you ought to cut it down to two. No«^ you can just pay careful

attention to what he's just told you, and use your good judgment

whether or not you want civil service to work or not. 1 ask

you to vote against this amendment.

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Senator, I applaud your argument, but in projection of it,

don't you think that as we remove ourselves from the rule of

three and go beyond to the rule of five or seven, that we go

from the merit system to the demerit system?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Absolutely. That's what you're doing. The more you expand

it, the less. . .the more you can discriminate and the less

qualified employee you're going to get.

MR. WOMAOC
Senator, realizing that this country, as a political country,

that government is the biggest thing we have, since when did it

get so corrupt for politics to be politics in this country

what we have?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Womack, as you well know, a lot of times politicians do

things purely for politics. I think sometimes that we can

separate the politics from the good of the country and start

working for the good of the country and the community which we

are supposed to serve, we will ultimately be better politicians

rather than working for how we can get more votes.

MR. WOMACK
Senator, have you ever heard of a number three, number four,

number five man on the list being a hardworking individual that

was dedicated, where the number one and number two person might be

one that's been laid off from every job in the country, that's too

lazy to work?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I believe civil service works better than that, Mr. Womack.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Senator De Blieux, going back to your mathematical projection,

you say that having two would be better than having three?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I believe that we would have a better system. It would be

less discrimination if we're working only from two rather than

from three. Yes, I did.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Okay, then, going along mathematically as you said, wouldn't

having one be better than having two?

MR. DE BLIEUX
It might be better than that, too, Mr. Velazquez. That might

be the best system.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Continuing mathematically, then, if one is better than two,

if two is better than three and one is better than two, it would

seem to me that zero would be the best answer you could get.

That way, you wouldn't have to hire anybody.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, you've got to have some selection.

MR. ANZALONE
Senator De Blieux, when was the rule of three first placed

as a rule of the Civil Service Commission?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I believe it was placed in there when it was first adopted,

Mr. Anzalone.

MR. ANZALONE
What year was that, sir?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That was adopted. . .1 think the civil service that we are

presently operating under was adopted in 195A.

MR. ANZALONE
Would you say that today there are a great deal more applicants

for the open positions in this state or less applicants?
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MR. DE BLIEUX
I don't know. There probably may be, percentage wise, may be

less because we have a whole lot more. . .

MR. ANZALONE
I didn't ask you "may," Senator, because I know the answer.

I just want to see if you know it.

MR. DE BLIEUX
The. . .we have more population now, than we had in the. . .

the qualification. . .that is, the pay of individuals, usually,

are better outside of civil service than they are in civil service.

At that particular time. . .

MR. ANZALONE
Senator, I'm talking about applications . .

MR. DE BLIEUX
At that particular time when it was first adopted, things

were harder and tougher to get a job, and we had a lot of civil

service applications.

MR. ANZALONE
Applications per job. We have more now than we had then. It

would seem to me, don't you think, that If in 1952 where you had

an average of five and the rule of three, that where you now have

eleven to thirteen, that a rule of five makes just a little bit

more sense?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Not necessarily so. You're still trying to get the best qualified

employee

.

MR. ANZALONE
What is the best qualified employee. Senator?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I would feel like that the ones within the top three would be

the better qualified.

MR. ANZALONE
On the basis of what?

MR. DE BLIEUX
The basis of grade.

MR. ANZALONE
Do you think that a doctor of medicine who is a surgeon

should be qualified in engllsh?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, I don't know what reference your question has to civil

service, Mr. Anzalone.

MR. ANZALONE
Look at one one time, and you will see.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Senator, do you know of anything that prevents a person who

possibly missed the first three going back and studying and get

ready and come back again and try next time?

[^Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. A. JACKSON

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I ask you to vote for

this amendment because I believe that we need to say to all of the

people of this state that we care about them, and that the Civil

Service Commission is going to operate in the interest of all of

the people. Now, I've listened very carefully to the arguments

made against this amendment. Someone suggested that minorities

ought not to be concerned about Increasing the number because they

fare better under the present rule. I'd simply like to point out

—

while I don't think that this is a racial consideration at all

—

what is the central question, here, is whether or not we're going

to provide a greater opportunity for the selecting agencies to

find the very best person for a position. Now, 1 think that Mr.

Anzalone is correct when he said that in 1952 we could afford to

be selective, and that we could talk about having three. But, when

we have three times as many applications, it would seem to me that

we ought to have greater latitude, and we ought to be able to look

at all of the people who have qualified, all of the people who

have made high scores, and look at some of the other qualifications.

We have individuals who are secretaries who have scored high on

the tests, but can't get along with people, simply because we are

confined to the rule of three. We have individuals in high

positions who know nothing at all about how to deal with some of

the day to day in-house operations, although they are able to

pass tests because they are test-wise and because they have been

taking tests. But, they still can't do the job. So, what we

ought to be able to do is to select individuals, all of whom. . .

from a list that will reflect the kind of needs that we have

based on the individual who can best do the job. Now, when we

talk about minorities, yes, we have about twelve thousand

minorities employed in this state, but they all are out at

Southern University and Grambling College and in the charity

hospitals and intra-level jobs. Mr. Jenkins talks about the

fact that this will allow for political interference, and he

talked about the fact that the higher we go, the fewer blacks

we receive. . .we find. Well, you know, the higher we go in

civil service jobs, the fewer blacks we find. The fact is that

blacks are not being considered because of the closed nature of

the civil service rules and regulations that we have in this

state. Now, I think that this amendment is in the interest of

all of the people, both black and white. I believe that this

amendment will democratize the Civil Service Commission. Now,

the committee's proposal recognized this problem and increased

the number from three to five. If we had been considering the

committee's proposal, you would have had a chance to see this

recommendation. So, I think that these gentlemen and ladies

recognize that we ought to make changes, that it was in the

interest of this state to make changes. Now, let's put aside

the racial question, and let's look at the increased number of

applications we have. Let's look at the kinds of needs that

we have in state government, and let's look at the importance of

having all people feel good about the Civil Service Commission

and vote for this amendment

.

Questions

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Jackson, the way I understand, you want to take the top

three and make it the top five?

MR. DE BLIEUX
What is that?

MR. A. JACKSON
Right.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
If they missed the first three, they can go home and study

and come back again in a while.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, you can take another examination, yes. That's right.

You can always try to improve your grade. That's why I think

that the rule of three is much better than a rule of five, or

six, or seven.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Do you know. Senator, that one individual thought maybe I was

something like a legislator or. . .

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time.

MR. NUNEZ
I understand, if you recall, I think there was a resolution

in the legislature to go a little further than that. Am I right

on that?

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, I think the resolution simply urged and requested the

Civil Service Commission to make the change. The Civil Service

Commission, up to this day, has refused to do so. . .has failed to

do so.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, let me ask you one more question. If you. . .

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time. Senator. He's exceeded

his time.
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[_Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

37-58. Motion to reconsider tabled,^

Personal Pri v i 1 ege

MR. WOMACK
Mr, Chairman, fellow delegates, maybe 1 was in error a while

ago when 1 said that seventy-one or two percent wasn't right. It

could be right because everybody that's been there as many as

eighteen years—and there's a good many thousand of them—took

absolutely nothing. They were blanketed in without any civil

service, without any passing or anything else. So, that factor,

if you add those thousands to it, that percentage factor could be

a little higher than I had anticipated.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Jenkins to

the proposal.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line lA, in Floor Amendment ^o. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention, Saturday,

page 5 of the text of the amendment, at the end of line 9, insert

the following:
"No distinction shall be ..lade among applicants on the basis

of their affiliation or nonaf filiation with any private organization.

{^Amendment wi thdrawn - J

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Flory.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line lA, in Floor Amendment No.

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted Saturday, on page A,

line 3A, immediately after the word and punctuation "efficiency,"
delete the remainder of the line and insert in lieu thereof the
following:

"fitness, and length of service, as"

Expl anat i on

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, this is in the

way of a technical amendment in that it's the present policy of

the Civil Service Commission to give consideration to the length
of service. I believe I'm correct that it's sixty percent versus
forty percent which consideration the forty percent being given

in the way of length of service. All this says is that in the

development of the competitive examination, the person being
promoted will be given. . -at least consideration will be given

to length of service. That's all it says. I ask for the adoption

of the amendment.

Questions

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Flory, the one thing that disturbs me in this is that if

civil service gives consideration to It, that doesn't mean a thing

in the world—absolutely nothing.

MR. FLORY
Well, no, sir; I can't enter into their minds and thoughts,

but 1. . .all I am saying here is that they'll take into
consideration the man's length of service, or the lady's length
of service, in the development of competitive examinations.

MR. WOMACK
Well, now, the only thing I can use is my criteria for feeling

this way. I'll ask you to comment on it. If you'd care to, that
in the prevailing wage deal It also said that the Commissioner of
Labor shall take into consideration the prevailing wage. He went
ahead and established it, and when he was questioned, he said,
"1 considered it. It makes no difference, I considered it." So,

I mean. It didn't mean anything. He didn't use it, he just said
he considered it. I'm just wondering if this would be another
situation of that kind.

MR. FLORY
1 would hope not, but that's to the extent that all 1 asked

is that it be given consideration.

MR. STAGO
Mr. Flory, does this implead into the merit system of civil

service an additional consideration on longevity of service?

MR, FLORY
No, all it says is that they will take into consideration

a man's length of service In the competitive examination to be
given for promotions, etc. Of course, he can't have length of

service as a consideration for hiring purposes. They do that
now, Mr. Stagg.

MR. STAGG
For promotions, then, we would be impleading Into this an

element of seniority . Is that correct , under this amendment?

MR. FLORY
Call it seniority, length of service, how many days or

how many years you've been on the job. It's Che same thing
they do today.

MR. JENKINS
Now, Gordon, on this amendment, you don't say anything

about consideration will be given. You say, don't you, that

the system will be based on merit, efficiency, fitness and length

of service? You put length of service as a coequal standard

there with merit, don't you?

MR. FLORY
No, sir. It says "under a general system," Mr. Jenkins. A

general system based upon merit, efficiency, length of service

and fitness in length of service. All of them.., all it means is,

that all of them be given consideration when you get right down

to it, under a general system of that type.

MR. JENKINS
Well, when the Civil Service Commission determines something

like merit, or efficiency or fitness, it naturally would and

does normally consider experience Insofar as that is related to

merit and fitness. But, simply length of service has no merit

at all does it?

MR. FLORY
Why, certainly it does, has about forty percent today.

Yes, sir.

MR. JENKINS
No, but I mean it is not a plus factor, the fact that

someone has served a length of time should not be a plus factor,

unless, that in some way is reflected in his own fitness or

efficiency or merit.

MR. FLORY
Well, Mr. Jenkins, I don't know how you could say that a

man served on a job for fifteen years that that experience would not

at least, improve his ability to perform that particular function.

MR. JENKINS
Well, then In cases where that is correct, then it is covered

by the words "merit, efficiency, and fitness," Isn't it?

MR. FLORY
He may be there one day; he may be there ten years. The

two people competing against each other—all this says is that

length of service will be given consideration. A lot of times in

the taking of an examination, with experience—four years of

experience— you could offset four years of college, one year of

college, two years of college, etc., and, in order to qualify

for the examination, to take the promotion. This is a consideration

of length of service. This Is what we're talking about.

\_Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 4 5-44.']

Persona 1 Privilege

MR. VELAZQUEZ
I challenge the vote of Delegate Vesich, I don't believe

he's here.
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MR. HENRY
Delegate who?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Vesich.

MR. HENRY
Vesich Is not here, that's correct. Was his machine

voted?
Now, gentlemen , this is the second tl"ie In about the

last fifteen minutes that somebody has voted a machine of someone

who Is not here. There's suppose to be some honor, and some Integrity

amongst this bunch. These are the rules that you adopted, and I'm

going to Insist that nobody vote anybody else's machine, let alone

someone who Is not here. Thank you for pointing that out, Mr.

Velazquez

.

let's say that they should at least give it consideration,

all the amendment does

.

Personal Pr i v i 1 ege

That's

Quest i ons

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Flory, I'm little confused about one thing In the amendment.

The wr.y you have It drawn, it would read: "under a general system

based upon merit, efficiency, fitness and length of service" as

determined by. ...as ascertained by examination. How do you

ascertain. . .

.

MR. FLORY
Insofar as practical, I believe

some of it, didn't you?

that you forgot to read

MR. TOBIAS
Well, I realize that, but what I'm saying is,

determine length of service by examination?
how do you

MR. WOM/.CK

Mr. Chairman, you overlooked the fact that there's also

some pork in pork and beans; didn't you?

The Chairman was talking about all the honor, I just thought

maybe he wanted to add sarcastically, there's a little pork in

pork and beans, too.

MR. HENRY
And, there's a lot of bull in some members of ....

All right. Mr. Roemer.

Point of Information

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman, what does, in light of the allegation and your

substantiation of that allegation just made. In light of that,

what does that do to our vote?

MR. HENRY
If Mr. Vesich is recorded as voting yes,....

MR. ROEMER
Which he is.

MR. HENRY
. . . then that would mean that the amendment is defeated

because the vote would be 44 to 44. So, the amendment is

defeated.

[Amendment rejected; 41-44. Motion
to table reconsideiation .']

Personal Privilege

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I want to apologize to all

this delegation. I thought I was at my desk and I was at Mr.

Vesich 's desk, and I inadvertently voted his machine. When I

didn't see my light change, and I came up to my machine, so I'm

the guilty party, but I apologize to the convention. But, it was

not done on purpose.

{^Motion rejected: 43-46. '\

Motion

MR. FLORY

I now move to proceed with the vote on reconsideration.

MR. FLORY
Wel-1, you'd use length of service as a means of qualifying in

order to take the examination in many occasions, Mr. Tobias.

To give you an example, if a particular job classification
requires a college degree, you can substitute, if you've
had four years of experience you can substitute chat for, for

example, one year of college.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question from Mr.

Gentleman yields.

Willis?

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Flory, rather than burden the commission with that

consideration, don't you think that if a person has longevity

or length of service that that will show up in the exam?

MR. FLORY
Perhaps it will, perhaps it will not, Mr. Willis. Insofar

as a person just completing a college degree may not be .because

of changes in curricula and updating of curricula , that person

who's been on the job for ten years who r.ay have had the same

type of degree may not have had access to that updated curricula

as a man just coming out of college taking that examination.

MR. WILLIS
Well, now if he doesn't have that, do you think that should

be given merit when he has served and has not learned on the job

with the same degree?

MR. FLORY
Well, to give you an example, Mr. Willis, if you take the

classification as an administrative assistant; the classification

as an administrative assistant requires a rather comprehensive

examination in order to be a supervisor, if you will, as the

admins t rat or 's assistant. It's the same classification whether it

be in a department head a department with six employees or six

hundred. So, that the material they give you to study in order

to be an administrative assistant is so extensive, if you pass

that examination—you made a hundred on it—you could be the personnel

manager for General Motors— whereas, you may not be required to

fill a position only supervising five employees.

Point of Information

MR. CHATELAIN
I'm opposed to the amendment. I want to vote as strong as I

can against the amendment; on what's happening now, how must

I vote, sir?

MR. HENRY
All right.

Recons i derat i on

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, I ask you to vote yes on this

notion because all we're talking about—one of the four factors

that will be considered, will be a man's length of service—that
he devotes to public employment to the State of Louisiana. That's

all I ask, is It be given consideration. The commission can consider

It, the department should consider It and reject It. But, at least,

MR. FLORY
Just look at my light and vote the opposite way.

MR. HENRY
Well, you would vote "red". You don't want to reconsider

it, sir .because the amendment is dead unless we vote to reconsider

It.

CHATELAIN
Well, that's what I. how soo.i can I do that, sir?

HENRY
As soon as you'll quit talking.
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Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I wish you would look at this

proposal as it would read with Mr. Flory's amendment. It

says ."Permanent appointments and promotions in the classified
state and city civil service shall be made only after certification
by the appropriate department of civil service under a general
system based on merit, efficiency, fitness and length of service."
Now, Mr. Flory says that will allow the commission to give consideration
to length of service. Does that also mean the commission can cive
consideration to merit , and consideration to fitness? Well , now
much consideration? Will they give almost all consideration maybe
to length of service, sind just a little bit of consideration based
on merit? I guess so. If all that means is they're going to give

consideration to these things. It doesn't say that though; it says
it's going to be based on four things: merit, efficiency, fitness,
and length of service. We could have a situation arise where in

order to he promoted in the state service you have to .....it'd only

be eligible to people who had served an extremely long period of time.
We could make merit a minor factor. Now, we're talking about the

guts of civil service. The guts of civil service is that it's a

merit system. Seniority is important only as it pertains to merit,
not Independently. So, let's don't gut the civil service system. Let's
don't allow length of service to be highly emphasized and merit
de-emphasized. So, let's vote against reconsidering this amendment.

Questions

amendment would not necessarily have length of service relate to
iBerit ; it would be an independent factor , unrelated to it.

MRS .WARREN
Mr. Jenkins, if your statement is true—and I'm trying

to ask a question—you just said that we have certain merits, I mean
certain qualifications that they have to set up under other agencies
other than the state. So, I'm really trying to find out what makes
the difference. If they have experience in the state, and they've
done a good job, what makes it so much better to have the experience
of coming from some other place?

MR. JENKINS
Well, there's no way that experience with the state is going

to hurt them, it's going to be a plus factor. But, to make it
one of the major criteria would be a mistake, I think.

Further Discussion

MR. J, JACKSON
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, I'll make my

remarks very short . I am concerned to the extent that we do
have problems with the civil service system. If you put a constitution
of status in there for its length of service, then in effect what
you're doing is rewarding a system that has discriminated in the past

when it comes down to promotion, and those are my concerns.

Further Di scussion

MR. LANIER
Mr. Jenkins, did you understand Mr. Flory as I did, that

length of service could be used as a criteria for taking the

examination?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, Mr, Lanier, that's what I understood.

MR. LANIER
Now, if you make length of service of equal status with these

other types of qualifications constitutionally, would it then not
be possible for the board to say that unless you have fifteen years

service you can't even take this test?

MR. JENKINS
I don't see they couldn't?

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I just want to ask

you to please direct your attention just for a moment to Section(J)
of Paragraph(j)of this provision. It's on page 6, which deals with
the rule-making powers of the State and the City Civil Service
Commission. As you know, this commission has the power to make
rules under the system interpreting any provision of the system
and that those rules had the effect of law. Now, all this amendment
does, and it's all that it does, is say that they will consider ...,

they will consider length of service in connection with promotion
in the system. Now, what they choose to do under their rule-making
power; how they choose to handle it is entirely within the discretion
of this independent coramic^ion. The only reason I got up here is

because I just don't see how any intelligent human being who's read
this proposal can get up here and tell you that this amendment guts
the system. That just ain't so.

MRS. WARREN
Maybe, I'm getting a little bit confused about a question

that Mr. Lanier asked, but the one that I had in my mind:when a
person has been selected for civil service, he's been selected
on merit; am I right?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, ma'mam. Supposed to be.

MRS. WARREN
I'll grant you that. Now, if he's been already selected

on merit and he has had a nur-ber of years of experience because
he's been in service for a number of years; does he think that
would give him a plus?

MR. JENKINS
Well, experience may give a person a plus, it may not. If

the experience is related to merit, yes. Some people have a lot
of experience and have no merit related to that experience. But,
certainly the Civil Service Commission considers experience now.
They may, for example, require that a person have ten years' experience
in a certain field, but not necessarily with the state. We're not
talking there about length of service with the state. They may
require experience, but that experience can be with the federal
government or private business, or whatever.

MRS. WARREN
Well, what makes it so different that their experience will

be demanded from some other agency other than their state, or
our state?

MR. JENKINS
Well, the system that it's important to preserve here is

a merit system, Mrs. Warren, based on the abilities of the person,
not upon any mere length of time that he may have served with the
state — or with anybody else for that matter—as these things
relate to merit they are valid considerations. But, Mr. Flory's

Questions

MR. HAYES
Mr. Avant, this will... this involves promoting people

in the system; is that correct?

MR. AVANT
That's right. I don't know how you would consider length

of service in determining uho you were going to appoint from
outside the system to come in the system when they had never
been in the system before, Mr. Hayes.

MR. HAYES
It has nothing to do with people who are not in the

system, I mean bringing people into the system.

MR. AVANT
I see no way in the world for it to apply to that situation.

IPrev ious Q^^st ion ordered ."]

Closing

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I'll try to be very brief

because—and I rfant to make one point to you— it was tried... if

someone tried to construe what I said that length of service could
substitute in lieu of an examination, that is absolutely not true.

What I said was, and me>.nt to infer, if I didn't make it clear was:

in order to qualify... in order... he might take the examination.
He can substitute length of service sometimes for so many years of

college or a degree in order to give him the right just to take

the examination. This is one of the considerations that could
be given to a length of service. The second consideration that

might be given; is if there became a layoff, then it would be used
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in the inverse order in that the youngest man would be laid off
and the oldest man would stay on the job. This is merely asking that

a consideration be given to length of service. Mr. Chairman, I ask
for... I suggest....

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Gordon, Mr. Avant said that this would pertain only to

promotion and not to initial hiring. But in fact, couldn't this

be used to make sure that any time there is a vote... an opening
in a given classification, it is filled by promotion and not by

some new outside person? For example, suppose there's a position
called "surveyor five" and it requires ... the civil service system

says that it requires five years of experience with the state.
That would mean that a person with twenty years of experience
who doesn't work for the state would not be allowed to take

the examination and fill that position, but only someone with ^

certain amount of experience with the state; isn't that true?

MR. FLORY
Mr. Jenkins, if you can foresee that commission that you

said was so outstanding and nonpolitlcal making
that type of a judgment, that theoretical possibility exists.
But, at the same time, it also means that in the case of an

Auditor I or II, that they could take from the outside and hire a

person who's had two or three years of experience just out of

college working for Sears, Roebuck, and put him in the Division
of Administration as an Auditor II. It also means that.

Mr. Chairman, I suggest the absence of a quorum and ask for

for a record vote.

[quorum Call: 88 delegates present and
a quorum . Motion to reconsider adopted

:

48-47 . ]

Further Di scuss 1 on

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I'm not going to bore you again, but this is the

guts of the civil service system. This would allow it to be destroyed,

and so I urge you to vote against this amendment.

\_Previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered. Amendment adopted : 49-46. j

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Landrum,

Delegate Tapper, Delegate Schmitt.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, in Floor

Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted
by the convention Saturday, page 5 of the floor amendment,
delete lines 10 through 20, both inclusive, in their entirety
and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"(H) Appeals. (1) Disciplinary Actions. No person who has
gained permanent status in the classified state or city service shall
be subjected to disciplinary action except for cause
expressed in writing. Any classified employee subjected to

such disciplinary action shall have the right of appeal to

the appropriate commission. The burden of proof on appeal,
as to the facts, shall be on the appointing authority.

(2) Discrimination. No classified employee shall be dis-
criminated against by any reason of his political or religious
beliefs, sex, or race. Any classified employee so discriminated
against shall have the right of appeal to the appropriate
commission. The burden of proof on appeal, as to the facts,

shall be upon the employee."

Explanation

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chalnnan, fellow delegates, I will only be here a couple

of minutes because I know you are tired and you want to go home

and so do I— at least go to my room anyway, or eat, or something.

But, this amendment attempts to divide the adopted amendment of

Mr. Dennery's into two parts because we feel that it should be

In two parts. The first part dealing with the disciplinary
action of the employee that the burden of proof should rest

with the employer. If the employer is going to take out

disciplinary action on employees, then that employer should

be able to show cause why such action is being taken. In

the second part of this amendment with the discrimination part
of race, color, and religious beliefs, if an individual is

going to say that someone or that the appointing authority is

discriminating against him, then he should be able to prove

himself. He should be able to prove that charge. I believe
it is in keeping with our standard of procedures in the courts
that one is innocent until proven guilty. We never have a man
to prove himself innocent in a court of law, but rather that
he has to be proven guilty, and until such time he is proven
guilty, he is assumed innocent. We cannot allow people to be

out of a payroll. .. .out of salary while they are trying to gather
up information to prove their own innocence. I don't think it

should be their responsibility to prove their innocence. I

believe it should be the responsibility of those who are bringing
such charges against him, just as I believe ttiat it should be

his responsibility if he is going to claim that someone

discriminated against him. We ask for a favorable adoption.

Questions

MR. KELLY
Reverend, actually, the only change that you are making is

regard to the disciplinary action? In other words, you're not

changing Mr. Dennery's proposal with regard to the discrimination,
and by political, religious beliefs, sex, or race? You're making
no change tliere; is •:hat correct?

MR. LANDRUM
That is correct.

MR. KELLY
Your only change is that when a man is charged with a

disciplinary action, and he is presumed innocent until he is

proven guilty; is that correct?

MR. LANDRUM
That is right, Mr. Kelly. Mr, Dennery's amendment locks

both sections together; I mean, on disciplinary action and
discrimination and the way the two were so locked, you cannot say

tliat you are for it or against it. So, that's why I believe

that it was necessary to separate the two.

MR. FLORY
Reverend Landrum, 1 don't have any quarrel with your

amendment. My question is: Will you explain again—and perhaps

I missed your explanation—where in the disciplinary actions you

put the burden of proof on the appointing authority, yet, under

the classification where if a person is discriminated against

—

let's say, in the taking of a test, or in a promotional process,

or on a lateral transfer— if discrimination exists, why you then

put the burden of proof on the employee?

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Flory, you see many times a man could just say that "I'm

being discriminated against." Well, all right, if you are going to

say, "I'm being discriminated against', well then, how? That

should be the next question. How an i being discriminated?

How are you discriminated against? X don't believe it should

be the one who is giving the exam. The burden shouldn't be with

him to say that "I'm going to defend myself from this charge."

I don ' t believe that

.

MR. FLORY
Well, maybe I'm not getting through. Reverend, but...

MR. LANDRUM
Maybe you're getting through, maybe I'm not getting

through. ...

MR. FLORY
....where it says "the burden of proof on appeal." Now,

we have already had the classified employee had the right

of appeal to the appropriate commission. So, what we are

talking about here is the appeal on the facts to the court.

Now, then, you are placing still the burden of proof on the
employee in the court to prove that he was discriminated against
rather than placing the burden of proof on the employer who
actually did the discrimination. He ought to be able Co.... he

ought to have to be forced to prove that he didn't discriminate.

MR LANDRUM
Mr. Flory, maybe you are correct,

I disagree with you.

but I disagree with you.
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MR. A. JACKSON
Reverend Landrum, how does the first part of your amendment

interfere with the governor's executive order against discrimination
in.... or state agencies? How does it interfere with the
affirmative action programs under the Civil Rights Act?

MR.

MR.

LANDRUM
Mr. Jackson, would you remind repeating that again?

A. JACKSON
Well, my question is: When you place the hurden on the

employee, as it relates to discrimination, I'm asking you
isn't this contradictory to the governor's executive order
as it relates to discrimination in state agencies? Also,
isn't this contradictory to the affirmative action programs
that have been i-iplemented under the Civil Rights Act, Title 7?

MR. SCHMITT
I can't hear you.

MR. KELLY
Is not the logic behind Reverend Landrum's amendment to the

effect that whoever makes the accusation has the burden of proof?

MR.

MR.

SCHMITT
That's correct.

KELLY

All right , i.e. , in the first case, in case of disciplinary
actions the conmission itself would be

MR. SCHMITT
That's correct.

MR. LANDRUM
Mr, Jackson, what I'm simply saying is this: That if I

accuse an employer of discrimination, then I must be able to say
how, how did he discriminate?

MR. A. JACKSON
But, shouldn't this... my question really is shouldn't this

burden be on the agency?

MR. LANDRUM
Well, maybe you could tell me how? Well, how could he prove

it? I would like a answer from you, if you have the answer.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, I think that now under the Title 7 action that is

being brought the person simply makes a charge. .. files a charge
and it's up to the agency to prove that they have not
discriminated.

MR. LANDRUM
But, the agency is not bringing the charges there, Mr.

Jackson, the applicant is making the. ,. .bringing the charge.
But, now, that part of it is not really my amendment to start
with; I was dealing with the first part of it, on a disciplinary
action. I do feel that disciplinary action should not be the
burden of the employee to bring about... to prove his innocence.
1 believe the burden should rest with the employee .

Further Di scussi on

MR. SCHMITT
Reverend Landrum was quite correct with reference to

disciplinary action. The question is: Who must prove what?
I would just like to give you one little example. If Sally
Mae hollers that Billy Joe stepped on her foot, under the
present system, which would be in effect without the amendment
which Mr. Landrum, myself, and Mr. Tapper have introduced

—

Billy Joe would have to come into the hearing and prove that
he never did it. So, the issue before us is if there is
doubt, or reasonable doubt, does the person who is the employer
get the benefit of this doubt, or does the employee? I think
it should be the same as it is in private business with the
employee getting the benefit of the doubt . In normal types
of arbitration proceedings, the company has to come in and prove
that it has good cause for dismissing an individual; I think it
should be the same way in this type of case. Next, with reference
to the discrimination in the Title 7 action— that's under the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission rulings and so forth— and these
do require proof upon the part of the employee that some
type of discrimination has been brought against the individual,
and he must gather facts in order to show this; he initiates a
charge—some federal agency might go and investigate it—but
ultimately, whichever way is decided upon, he must go into court
and prove his case. So, all this Is is the enactment of the
present law which is in effect at the present time with private cor-
porations and employees hired by these individual private corporations.
Now, I think what is good in the private business world and works
very well there will also work well within the civil service
structure.

Questions

MR. KELLY
Mr. Schmitt, I think you would agree that there has been some

misunderstanding concerning these two burdens of proof in relation
to Reverend Landrum's amendment in essence and the logic behind
his amendment, and is this not true?

MR. KELLY
....the people in authority would be making the

accusation against the employee i they would bear the burden
of proof.

MR. SCHMITT
That is correct

.

MR. KELLY
....the discrimination angle if I, as an individual, holler

discrimination then I am making an accusation against the system,
so to speak; therefore, I have the burden of proof.

MR. SCHMITT
That is correct.

Further Discussion

MR. DUVAL
There may be some confusion for those few of us who are still

here as to what this amendment does— I would just like to bring it

out. I'm primarily interested in the first part of the amendme..L
which changes the law in reference to the burden of proof. Of
course, we do things sometimes that sound good, but we don't know
but what this might affect years of jurisprudence on the subject.
How does it work mechanically? What does it mean? What does it

do? Have we thought in any depth about it? I've handled several
cases like this and in order for the employer, the appointing
authority, to terminate the employee: (1) the employer has to

give specific written reasons—now, specific written reasons.
And, of course, the burden of proof on appeal is on the employee,
but the written reasons must be proved and the commission must
find as a fact that the employee did, in fact, violate certain
rules. Now, in private business— I might point out—you'd be
fired because somebody doesn't like the way you blink your eyes
or the way you wear your glasses and, generally, people are not
terminated unless they are not performing their function in a

certain way or not; civil service protects them; civil service
makes you have to prove, makes specific written reasons have to

be outlined. Now, I think when you switch this around and make
it like a criminal case where the burden of proof is on the

employer, it's going to be very.... even more difficult to

terminate people. Sometimes people should be terminated because
they are not doing their job and it's mighty difficult, right
now, if the cases are read to terminate somebody under civil

service. They have to be guilty of a pretty flagrant violation.
I don't see why we should make any more difficulties. It is

not a criminal proceeding but the orderly operation of state

government. I see no reason why we should hamstring it more
by making the burden more difficult. It sounds good; it makes
you feel good, but practically, it doesn't function very well.

Practically, the employee's got plenty of protection under tVie

law right this minute.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I just want to point out

what I consider to be errors in what Mr. Duval has told you.
This Idea of the burden of proof being on the employee is one
of the basic inconsistencies in the present civil service
system. Now, this. .. remember this, under this system an
employee to acquire permanent status, first, he has to pass
a written examination; he has to be within the top number;
and he has to secure the appointment. Then, he has to undergo
a probationary period. Only after he undergoes a probationary
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period, during which period of time he can be discharged for

any reason, does he secure what is known as permanent

civil service status. Now, thereafter, he can only be

discharged for cause. If he violates some rule, he's incompetent,
etc., etc. Now, there is no question of converting this

thing into a criminal proceeding or a quasi criminal proceeding,
as Mr. Duval said. If that permanent status is going to mean
anything, if that civil service status is going to mean anything,
it must mean that when the appointing authority points its finger
at a given individual who has gone through this test and probationary
period, and has permanent status, and says»"You are being fired
because you did or you did not do thus and such, or because you
are incomp-»tent ," it simply means that they have to establish
that he actually did those things or that he is, in fact,

incompetent— that's all it means. It doesn't mean as in a

criminal case that it has to be proven beyond a reasonable
doubt. All you have to do is prove it enough tn where it's more

probable that he is guilty of the violation charged than it is

that he is not guilty; you don't have to prove it beyond a

reasonable doubt. Now, if you accept the idea of civil service
at all, then you have got to accept the concept that if you
can only be discharged for cause, then the burden is on the party
doing the firing to prove the cause. Under the present law, the
burden is on the employee to prove that he didn't do certain
things. Well, you know, it's almost impossible for anybody to

prove that they didn't do certain things. So, it seems to me,

that this is a burden of proof situation under the present
constitution, which puts the burden of proof on the employee^ is

a '^asic inconsistency within the system itself; it's absolutely
inconsistent with any idea of not being able to discharge except
for cause. So, for that reason, I urge the adoption of this
amendment

.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Quest i ons

MR. FLORY
Mr. Avant, isn't it a fact that Louisiana is the only state

in the nation where the burden of proof is on the employee?

MR. AVANT
That is correct, Mr. Flory.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Avant, is the burden of proof on the employee an

inconsistency with legal jurisprudence in Louisiana?

MR. AVANT
I'm sorry. Reverend Alexander, I'm having trouble hearing

you.

MR. ALEXANDER
I say, "Is the fact that the burden of proof rests on the

employee inconsistent with jurisprudence in Louisiana— legally?"

MR. AVANT
Well, no, it's not inconsistent with jurisprudence.

Reverend, because our present constitution— the civil service

provision—says that "the burden of proof on an appeal in a

discharge case is on the employee." I say that it shouldn'

t

be there; it should be on the employer if the system is to mean

anything.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, I know, you're speaking about the system as it is now.

I'm speaking about under the penal code in Louisiana. Is not

the burden of proof

MR. AVANT
Well, it's contrary not only. ...but, it's contrary to

the general principle that anywhere that anybody who's making
an allegation or supporting the affirmative side of a proposition
has got the burden of proving that side. The fellow who says*

"I didn't do It," he's not supposed to have to prove anything.
You're supposed to have to prove that he did do It.

Further Discussion

MR DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, those delegates who are present—and I'm glad

to see that at least acme of us remained here— the question of

the burden of proof is a very delicate—or rather a very technical
question. This is far, however, from a technical amendment. The
law has been In this state now since 19A2, and again in 1952, that

the burden of proof is on the employee. Now it has been said that

this makes it difficult for the employee to establish that the
employer is wrong. You may be interested to know that since 1955,
up to date, there were thirteen thousand four hundred and twelve
employees In the State Civil Service who were removed for cause.
Of those thirteen thousand almost five hundred , only eight hundred
and eighty-two filed appeals* because they knew the cause was present.
Of the eight hundred and eighty- two, four hundred and seventy^ three

,

or over half, have had their appeals sustained. So, it is not as

difficult as some of the speakers might have led you to believe.
Let me read you from the decision of the court ... .courts ... .decisions
of courts of this state, which require the appointing authority to

make specific certain and definite charges as to their nature, as

well as to the date, time, and place of their occurrence. Now this
protects the employee. It is very simple for an employee, when
he knows the exact thing for which he has been dismissed, or

disciplined, to dispute it. It is very simple for him to do this

because he knows that the appointing authority can bring no other
evidence than to substantiate what they have alleged as cause. If

you put the burden, and this is not a criminal case, this is not

a question of someone being guilty until proven innocent; this is

a case where the State of Louisiana, through its duly designated

appointing authorities, has determined that a particular Individual

should be discharged. Now, this is basic to the merit system, to

permit the state to get rid of nonmeritorious employees. It's to

the advantage of the people of the state to permit the state to do

this.

Eighteen thousand ... .excuse me .... thirteen thousand, almost

five hundred people have been removed since 1955. If we shift the

argument, if we shift the burden of proof, what we are doing. In

effect, is saying to the State of Louisiana, "We are trying to make

it almost impossible for you to discharge a nonmerltorius employee."

When the employee comes in and presents his evidence that he was

not guilty ... .excuse me.... that he did not do what the appointing

authority said he did, or what he did do was not just cause for

dismissal, the burden of going forward immediately shifts to the

state, to the appointing authority, and they have to prove it.

The only time that the burden of proof becomes important, is if

you have an extremely close case—an extremely close case—where
the commission is unable to determine whether Mr, A is lying or

Mr. B is lying. In those few Instances, the burden of proof

becomes important. That's the only time it becomes Important.

I urge you to defeat this amendment.

Questi ons

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Dennery, you said thirteen thousand dismissed. Of that

thirteen thousand, how many appealed?

MR. DENNERY
Eight hundred and eighty-two.

MR. LANDRUM
What was your statement about the remainder?

MR. DENNERY
The others obviously must have known that their cause was

not just, or they did not appeal.

MR. LANDRUM
Do you think that they could have felt that they had

no power; that they were fighting the power structure that

they just could not win even if they would appeal; that they

did not have the money to offer to hire an attorney to fight

an appeal?

MR. DENNERY
Reverend Landrum, I have been.... I sat on that commission

for ten years. I never saw anyone complain to that effect.

People have appeared without attorneys. The coraraisslon has

acted, in effect, as their attorney and protected them.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Dennery, isn't It.. ..didn't you say that those who

did appeal, that over fifty percent of them were successful in

their appeal?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

[previous Question ordered . Quorum
Call: 78 delegates present and a

guorum .

]
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Closing Point of Order

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Assistant Chairman, ladles and gentlemen, just about

everything has been said. I think you understand it. For fear
that you don't fairly, let me just reiterate that what we are
doing here is not changing Number (2) of (H) .because that is the

way Mr. Dennery had originally proposed it. We are changing onlyNum-
ber (1) of (H) which deals with the dlscriplinary action, and
not the discrimination. Now, we've changed it, changed the burden
from the employee to the employer, and that is the only change.
That is what this amendment is about. I think that in all fairness,
you believe that that's the way it should be also.

Now, Mr. Dennery says they've had so many thousand cases of

dismissals, and only about eight hundred appeals. Well, maybe that
could very well have come about as a result of the particular provision
that we're trying to change. Maybe the employee felt that it was
no use because the employer was more acquainted with the commission
than he, or she, could ever be. I'm not saying that's the case.

But that could very easily have been the case.

For the life of me, I cannot understand, nor can the other

proponents of this amendment understand, why those who are so

bent on retaining the Civil Service System as it is, to protect,
allegedly, the civil servants of this state; why they, the same

people who say they want to protect the civil servants, insist

that an employee has a greater right and is more protected when
he does not have the right to say, "I am innocent until proven

guilty." Now, whether you call it criminal, civil, call it what
you may, it isn't a criminal prosecution. No. You don't have
to prove it beyond a reasonable doubt. No. A preponderance of

the evidence—not even that—more or less a prima facie case is

all they have to prove in the appeal. Ladies and gentlemen,
to me, this vote is on the ridiculous. Why. ...why does the

employee have to prove he did not commit an infraction? For

the life of me, I cannot understand that. I urge.... I urge that

you adopt this. If we want to protect the civil servants of

this state, then let's do so, and let's do so one hundred percent.
I'd like to know the answer to why they don't want this to be

done. I haven't heard it yet. Please, adopt this amendment.
I ask for a record vote.

MR. TAPPER

Is it not a fact that the vote we just took was on reconsidera-
tion?

MR. POYNTER
No. Reconsideration at the present time,

MR. TAPPER
No, the vote we just took was whether or not we would reconsider

it today. Isn't that right?

MR. POYNTER
That's correct.

MR. TAPPER
So, now, it's up for a vote on the amendment today. Isn't

that correct?

MR. POYNTER
Except the motion on the floor right now is to reconsider.

MR. TAPPER
You haven 't. .. .called the vote, yet?

MR. POYNTER
No. The motion under the rules of the convention is debatable

so there could be discussion on whether....

MR. TAPPER
The Chair put the question—those who are in favor of

reconsidering today will vote yes. Those opposed will vote no.
Will you open the machine.
The machine is open.
The vote isn't counted.
If the vote carries, then it's up for reconsideration today

to be voted on. Is that not right?

{_Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted:
42-40 . Mot ion to table reconsideration
rejected: 3 6-40 . ^

Motion

MR. CASEY
Mr. Tapper, I thought the Clerk, I believe the Clerk, in all

honesty, had tried to clarify the point that we were merely voting
on the time element of reconsideration. The matter up for discus-
sion at this time is the motion to reconsider. I would suggest
that we go through the steps of voting yes or no on that, and then
if we wish to again discuss the amendment, let's do that.

MR. TAPPER
I now move that we reconsider till the next legislative day...

the convention day.

MR. CASEY
Mr, Tapper now moves to reconsider the Landrum amendment on

the next convention day which is tomorrow; will have the effect,
then, of passing over Section. .. .Paragraph (H) and going on to (I).

Is there any objection to the motion to reconsider on the next
convention day?

Substitute Motion

MR. DUVAL
As a substitute motion, I move that we reconsider it now.

Point of Information

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Chairman, Mr, Duval's motion was not that we consider

the motion to reconsider. It was that we reconsider. That was
the motion as I understood It. It was very plain. Not that we
consider the motion to reconsider, but that we actually reconsider
that vote. That's the way it was put to the house.

MR. CASEY
I believe the Clerk made it quite clear that it was the

time element. If there was any question about It, I would suggest
that the convention go through the process of voting on the motion
to reconsider at this time—just to solve any problem, Mr. Arnette.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Duval now offers a substitute motion to reconsider the

vote by which the Landrum amendment was adopted on today.

MR. POYNTER
Just want to make it clear. The motion, or the group of

motions, counting the original motion, all have to do, not with
reconsideration, but when you are going to reconsider,

Mr. Tapper moved to defer the consideration of the motion
to reconsider until the next convention day and to which a
substitute was made by Mr. Duval that you reconsider at the
present time. So, what you are disposing of now is the time or
juncture that you will vote to reconsider, not the motion of
reconsideration itself

.

[_Mo t i on w i thdrawn ,

adopted : 64-1 5 . ]

Subst i tute mo t ior.

Point of Information

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Acting Chairman, I wonder if you all would adopt a

terminology along the line of a farmer's terminology and leave
the lawyer's terminology out of it; and I think maybe we'd under-
stand it better.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
I want.... this is a point of information because

this has confused me other than just now. We vote on the
motion to reconsider and then to table the motion. 0. K. So
we say well we don't table the motion to reconsider.

Then, we vote on whether we are going to reconsider ... .right?
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All right, now, then suppose we vote not to reconsider? The
vote on that motion is zero. What does that do to the main
proposition? Is it then in the same position it would be if we
had voted to table It?

MR. CASEY
Except that it would take a two-thirds vote to remove that

motion to reconsider from the table.

MR. AVANT
No, no, no, no, no. We vote on the motion to table, and we

don't table it. So, then the question is, are we going to reconsider
it? So, we vote that we don't want to reconsider it after we have
refused to table the motion to reconsider. Then, I want to know
where we stand at that point insofar as the main question is to-
wit : the amendment—can we.... do we ever again ?

MR. POYNTER
If amendments were adopted, it stays adopted. The amendments

were rejected; it stays rejected. We're just in the same posture.

Motion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, 1 don't like to cause

obstruction in the wheels of the convention. But I think we have
a very short house. This is a very serious issue. I don't know
to whose advantage it is— the proponents or the opponents—but
I would like to move that we return to other orders of the day
rather than speak on the merits of this right now because I just
think we decided we are making a drastic change here one way or
the other . I would like to move that we return to other orders
of the day.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

[notion adopted: J7-J6.]

Point of Information

Point of Information

MR. DERBES
Point of ignorance, Mr. Chairman.
Is there a motion on the floor?

MR. POYNTER
The motion to reconsider is pending.

MR. DERBES
I move the previous question.

[Motion for the Previous Question
rejected: 32-44.]

MR. JENKINS
What will this do to the motion to reconsider?

MR. HENRY
Well, we are debating the motion to reconsider at this time.

So, we'll continue the debate on that, first order of business
tomorrow. I mean, the first order of business when we get on
unfinished business.

Announcements
[ll Journal 942]

[Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.
Wednesday , December 12, 1973.]
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Wednesday, December 12, 1973

ROLL CALL

[7J delegates present and a quorum.'}

PRAYER

MR. HEIIIE

Let us pray.

Our dear heavenly Father, we thank You for this day and for

all the blesnings that Thou has given us. Lead, guide, and direct

us now as we deliberate on the constitution for our state, and

that the decisions that are made here will be for the best Interests

of the majority of the people. Lead, guide, and direct us now,

and forgive us of our many sins, for Christ's sake. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Reconsideration

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 9, Introduced by Delegate Aertker,

Chairman on behalf of the Coimnlttee on Education and Welfare,

and other delegates, members of that committee.

A proposal making provisions for human resources by pro-

viding for state and city civil service. The status of the

proposal: the convention has adopted a number of amendments;

primarily has adopted a set of comprehensive amendments pro-

posed by Delegate Dennery, which were adopted last Saturday,

December 8, 1973; at the present. . .presently considering

amendments thereto; and in particular, on yesterday, prior

to adjournment, an amendment was adopted by—as proposed—by
Reverend Landrum, dealing with Paragraph (H) dealing with

appeals; adopted 52^ to 50. The motion to table was defeated;

presently have under consideration,before the convention,

the motion to reconsider the vote by which the Landrum amend-

ment was adopted.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in support of the

amendment

.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Flory, now, we're on the question of reconsideration,

the motion to reconsider.

Point of Order

MR. FLORY
I understand; and my position at this time, if I'm

correct, Mr. Chairman, is if we want to sustain the adoption
of this amendment, we have to vote no. Is that correct?

MR. HENRY
That

MR.

would be correct.

Further Discussion

FLORY
So, if we're in favor of this amendment, we have to vote

no because the motion Is to reconsider. If we defeat the motion
to reconsider, then the amendment automatically stands adopted.
So, I ask you to vote no on the motion to reconsider. Our
Committee on Education discussed this matter on changing the
burden of proof from the eiiq)loyee to the employer at considerable
length, both in the subcomalttee and in the overall committee.
I can tell you, if there was anything in our committee that

was by a unanimous vote, it was on the changing of the burden
of proof from the employee to the employer. When this amendment
first came up yesterday, I had some reservations about the second
portion of the amendment, placing the burden of proof on the

employee in those cases where discrimination was brought about

on political, religious beliefs, sex or race. I am convinced
now that that is the proper procedure, that whoever makes the
accusation ought to have to prove the charges ,so that I would
ask you to vote no on this motion to reconsider so that we
can leave adopted the question of whether or not the burden
of proof is going to be left on the employee or the employer.
I think that it rightfully belongs on the employer who takes
the Initiative in bringing about a disciplinary action against
a particular employee. Again, I say to you that Louisiana is

the only state in the nation with a civil service who has the
burden of proof on the employee. In the rest of the states
the burden of proof is on the employer. It is a mere question
of whether a man is Innocent until he's proven guilty, or
whether he's guilty until he's proven Innocent. If you place
the burdenof proof on the employee, that means that he's guilty
until he proves himself Innocent. But, if you change the
burden of proof to where It rightfully belongs, on the initiating
party, then that man is innocent until he's proven guilty. I

ask you to vote no on the motion to reconsider.

Further Di scussi on

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, again, I want to say

to you that we must take into consideration the welfare of a

man dismissed from a job. That man lives off of money that
he earns, whether he's paid weekly, iDonthly,or semi-monthly.
To have this man to spend his savings, should he have any, hiring
an attorney to defend him, or whether this man should be placed
in a position of being guilty, not having any income, and then

at a later date he's proven innocent, what has happened to him
while the time he was waiting? He probably has borrowed. . .made
a loan. You have set the gentleman back, or the lady, which-
ever the case may be. I believe that we should put the burden
of proof on the employer. In the case where, for disciplinary
action In the areas of discrimination, if I charge someone
with any offense, then 1 should be able to back up that charge
with proof. The burden of proof should be on me at that time. I

urge that you would defeat the proposal. . .not the proposal, but
for reconsideration.

Further Discussion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think it again time that

we exaalne whoa we represent here. We're writing a constitution,
again, I think, for the people of Louisiana, not for small seg-
ments of the people. We seem to have fallen to the tendency
that it's very popular and very nice to do things for certain
groups of people. But, you're putting this into a rigid docu-
ment: that is, your constitution. If you do something that
isn't well considered, you have to live with it until the

constitution is amended. We've already composed a board which
Is, supposedly, which should be much more employee oriented than
the present board. I think that's without question that the
composition of the board that we have proposed will certainly
be more employee oriented, which is fine. But, I do not think
we should set up a system in this state which makes it more
onerous to terminate employees of the civil service system. I

think you heard Mr. Dennery 's statistics yesterday that over
half the appeals taken were won by the employee. It's all fine

to sit here and wave our banner and say, "Oh, they should be
protected," when no other employee in industry is protected except

by discrimination. I'm not talking about the discrimination
portion of Reverend Landrum's amendment. I'm talking about the

everyday running of state business. Now, when are we going to

start being concerned with that, ladies and gentlemen? When are we

going to start being concerned with how government operates?
And, when, it's hard as heck right now, I can tell you—it's
hard to dismiss people under the present civil service system.
We talk about efficiency in government. Inefficiency has many
times been perpetuated by people who are causing disharmony
in a department, but cannot be terminated because of the pro-
tection, and there should be some protection in the civil service.
The main purpose of civil service is to achieve merit, and to

do away with the spoils system, and then to give some job security
to state employees. But, you don't want to give them a lifetime
appointment. Now, what effect will this have? If the cases
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are carefully read. If the cases are carefully read in Louisiana,
it can be found that the employee has been mighty doggone pro-
tected by the courts and by the lav, and we want to do it more.
Ue want to put on our hat and say look what good guys we are.
But, have we thought in depth about the effect our actions are

going to have on the jurisprudence of this state, on the machinery
of state government? Have we really thought about it? It's

wonderful and popular and quite demagogic to come up here and

say, "We want to help the poor employee who's oppressed by the

evil state." Now, that's just wonderful. That's just great.
But, what does it mean? The employee is mighty protected right

now. They certainly are, and if the cases are read, that can

be seen. But, we want to do it more because we want to be

the fair-haired boys, but we're not being responsible to the
people who elected us. It's high time we stop writing a consti-
tution to please other people rather than the taxpayers of

Louisiana. Just let me read you from a couple of cases—I've
just gone through this in a second—"Civil service require-
ment that discharge of employee come from appointed authorities
to be strictly construed. An absence of proper notification
is fatal to employee's actions. Mere fact that civil employee
has disagreements with fellow workers, is unpleasant to work
with, experienced difficulty in adjusting to change, lacks
adaptability, and demonstrates Inability to work with others,
is not sufficient cause for removal." Now, that's the case
I'm reading from, right here, Carr v. New Orleans Police Depart-
ment . That's what the cases have said. Now, I defy that person
to work in a regular job. I defy him to keep his job. He can't,
but he's protected under civil service. So, I recommend to

you that we do in fact reconsider this, and think about what
we're doing in a little depth, and hear a little discussion.
Thank you.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Duval, would you say it was more important for a com-

mission to be able to get rid of employees, than justice to
prevail?

MR. DUVAL
Mrs. Warren, I think justice prevails in our system now. I

think injustice will prevail when people who should be terminated
cannot be terminated. When we change our law, vhy change a law
when I think justice is being done right now? I don't think you
can con^lain if you look at the cases and the operation of the
commission. Also, Mrs. Warren, the way the commission is composed,
now, it's going to be pretty employee-oriented to begin with. So,
I don't think you have to worry about justice.

MRS. WARREN
Even at that, Mr. Duval, you went on to elaborate on it, so

our position is really different. You think one way, and I think
another. But, I asked you the question. Now, tne question is: if
you are accused of something— I accuse you I should be able
to prove what I say, and that goes for the commission or anybody
else ; wouldn ' t you think?

MR. DUVAL
Mrs. Warren, if the cases are read, you'll find that anytime

an employee was terminated under Louisiana law, the employee
had to have a lead-pipe cinch.

come before this powerful Civil Service Board, which has at
its disposal persons with all kinds of expertise—attorneys,
labor relations men, certified public accountants—in order
to determine our rates of pay, and etc, the board has at its
disposal all of these people. Yet, there's one, poor single
individual who may be working for six hundred, five hundred
dollars per month, comes before this board, and the whole
burden of proof is on him when he is charged with insubordina-
tion, or some other breach of the rules. Now, I say unto
you, ladies and gentlemen, to do that is a violation of the
spirit of the criminal court of Louisiana and of the Constitu-
tion of Louisiana and of all the laws of Louisiana which
pertain to any kind of criminal or civil activity before a
bar of justice. Now, I'm asking you to vote against— to vote
against—reconsideration and remember that you're talking
about people—our people. We're talking about a law that should
have been reformed and changed a long time ago. If civil
service has had any weakness—and I don't know so much that
it has—but, if it has had any weakness, then that weakness
has been that the burden of proof has been on the employee,
the one who's least able to bear it. Now, if you want to
do this, and if you're thinking of England, where common law
prevails and you're guilty until proven innocent, then I say
to you, naturally, if we were in England, I would go along
with you. But, we are in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, United States
of America. I'm asking you to vote against the motion that is

before us. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, of course, we've been

through all of the pros and cons. However, Mr. Duval brought
up some of the decisions and reasonings, and I'd like to comment
on that. I believe that's very commendable on the part of the
courts and the commission to make those decisions. However, we
are here writing a constitution. The next time these provisions
are Interpreted, and there's a hearing before the commission or
before the court, those decisions might go just the opposite.
We are here to write a constitution that we hope will stand up
in the face of litigation. It's a very simple thing, and I

want to reiterate what was said yesterday; In spite of the fact
that some of the proponents of the motion to reconsider feel that
this is not only to— or rather, civil service is not only to
protect the employee, but it is also to protect the employers
and state government. To a certain extent, they may be correct.
But, they expound very ably that we need civil service for the
protection of the employee so that we will not revert to the
spoiLs system that we had in this state years ago. I agree with
them to that extent. I agree with them even further that the
only reason for civil service is for the protection of the civil
servant; and let's make no mistake about it; the people who are
there urging that we have civil service, I believe, are very
sincere that they want to protect the civil servant. But, when
they say that he must prove that he has not done something for
which he can be removed, then again, I have to—as I said yes-
terday—doubt their sincerity to the extent of one hundred
percent. I hope and pray that we will not go so far afield
that we will, in the view of protecting civil service as such,
take away a basic right of the civil servant that we are trying

to protect with civil service. I urge that you defeat, and vote
red on the motion to reconsider.

Further Discussion Further Discussion

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman, delegates, ladies and gentlemen, I rise to

oppose the motion to reconsider for the following reasons:
One of the previous speakers alluded to people. Who are these
people? These people are sixty thousand employees of the
state government of Louisiana. They are people like you and
me. They are people who work for a living. They are not
all black people, Indians, Japanese, or white. They are people
like us. Now, fundamentally in Louisiana, we operate under
a legal system. Now, if you will recall, under the jury system
which, more or less, originated a long time ago back in Europe,
especially In Greece, the original system applied only to
criminal cases. But, eventually, it evolved, and now we have
a Jury system, a criminal Jury system, and a civil Jury system.
Now, what am I saying? That to say to an employee who does
not ait in an ivory tower, who is not an executive, who is

classified, not unclassified—which indicates that his salary
la not in the highest bracket— to say to him chat you must

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I urge you to vote in favor

of the motion to reconsider. We've had a lot of speakers up
here extolling the merits of civil service. You know, to give
a full hearing to anything, you need to look at both sides. Of
course, in my view, and in the view of a lot of people, civil
service is a fine thing that does have a few bad features, and
one of the bad features is it's very difficult to get rid of
somebody that's not doing his job. You know. Walker Percy, who is a

native of Louisiana, wrote a novel called Love in the Ruins
that I highly recommend to any of you that haven't read It.
It's a story that occurs in the 1980*8 in Louisiana, where
there are motels and public buildings that are in ruins, auto-
mobiles stalled along the road. It's the ultimate end of the
civilization of the half-done job. I feel that in public
employment, perhaps more even than in the private sector, the

philosophy of the half*done job, the philosophy of more pay for
less work has got us In a pickle today. I submit to you, ladies
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and gentlemen, that there Is no constitutional right to employ-

ment by the state. I submit to you that the way the civil

service system works today, and the hearings that I've been In

on both sides of the fence, Is that this burden of proof that

rests on the employee Is discharged quite simply when he takes

the stand and says"lt ain't true. I didn't do what they said I

did." Then the burden shifts Immediately back to the public

agency. If you think It's all that easy to discharge a public

employee, let me tell you It's not, whether It's a teacher

under the teacher tenure law or a civil service employee. I've

sat In hearings where, for Instance, it was proven beyond the

shadow of a doubt that a fireman told the fire chief that he

Jost was not going to attend fire drills, and that fireman was

not dismissed. He was reprimanded, suspended for two or three
days. I submit to you that In private employment. If you told

your employer you weren't going to attend when he was taking

inventory, he'd fire you, and there's no burden of proof anywhere.
You're gone. I submit to you that the system, as we know it today,

has worked well to guarantee the employee all the rights that he

ought to have. When you go to changing it, and you go to meddling
with it, you're creating a situation where you're going to make

It even more difficult than it already Is to get rid of somebody

who's not doing his job. I submit to you that If somebody's not
doing his Job, you ought to be able to discharge him—whether
he's a public school teacher or a civil service employee or other-
wise. You know, I've heard a lot of comments from the podium,

pro and con, about lawyers as a profession. But, there's one

thing about being a lawyer; you don't have tenure; you don't
have civil service; and if you don't do your job, then the public

is the jury, and they just don't walk in through the front door.

If you do your job, they keep walking in through the front door.

I happen to believe that some semblance of that standard Is needed
in public employment, just as well as In any other type of

employment—that you ought to pull your load. If you're not
pulling your load, if you're guilty of the kinds of things that

the civil service system says that you can be discharged for

today, that off at the end, somewhere, you ought to be able
to be discharged. I submit to you that we ought to retain the
burden of proof as it Is under the present system because we're
not talking about a criminal charge. We're talking about whether
or not a person ought to continue to get a check, to be paid,
when he's not delivering. or if he's not delivering,because
remember in the end—and I bring to your attention again—that

when you talk about civil service, you're not just talking about
the rights of these sixty thousand employees that people keep
talking about. You're talking about two and one half million
citizens of the State of Louisiana who are paying the bills —
who, through their state Income taxes, through the other taxes
that they've paid on gasoline and the other state taxes, are
paying the bill...

FurtherDiscussion

MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, you've
heard a lot of lawyers get up here, and I just want to explain
one thing to you. In deference to Mr. Duval and Mr. Burson, I

know they didn't mean to mislead, but the issue is not causes
for termination^ tne issue is burden of proof. Now, when Mr.

Duval read this case history and said that they did not fire the
person for the causes enumerated, that didn't mean anything with
respect to burden of proof. It just meant that the commission
said, "Irrespective of the reasonsfor which you say this person
did these things, those are not causes for dismissal." We are
talking about burden of proof, here. We're talking about a basic
question of law. Should a person who discharges another, who
wants to change the status quo on the basis of certain allegations,
should he be bound to prove those allegations, or should the
person against whom these charges are made be bound to disprove
them? Now, you get Into a real problem when you start trying to

talk about disproving a universal negative. I'm sure many of
you have had a few little spats with the spouse, one way or the

other—a person accuses you of being dishonest. What do you
say? How do you prove you're honest? Do you say that I've been
dealing with fiuzzie Graham for fifty years, and he can say I'm
honest? That doesn't prove or disprove the notion that on a

particular case you were or were not dishonest. But, the burden
should simply be on the person who said you are dishonest because
on a certain day you stole something. You can get a hundred
witnesses to say Chris Roy didn't steal anything on a certain
day. Unless they're with him at every moment, he hasn't disproved
anything. But, it ought to be pretty easy for the employer—the
appointing authority— to prove that he, in fact, stole It. That's
burden of proof. You can listen to all this other gobbledyduke and
gook about that's not grounds for termination, that the employee
is protected and all that. I agree with you on that, but that's

not what the Issue is at this particular time. In those crimes
Involving the most serious issues of life and death, the state
is bound to prove a person guilty of murder beyond reasonable
doubt—bound to prove every element of the crime and everything
else. But, when it comes to some little guy who is working, maybe,
for the appointing authority who is an employee of the state
himself and may be just as prejudiced and biased as the most
bigoted person in this country—when it comes to that little guy's
job, for being terminated, the big-shot employer says, "Baby,
you've got to prove to that commission that I was not wrong in

discharging you, that you did not do these things." it's just
like Reverend Alexander said, you've got all this power behind
the Civil Service Commission, and you've got one little fellow
up against it who has got to, generally, go hire some attorney
to represent him on a contingent fee basis because he's got

nothing. If the attorney wins his case for him, the man is

relnstituted, his salary is given back to him if the commission
decides that it will do so. Of course, he's got to pay his

attorney out of it. So, this thing is not strong enough. What
ought to be done is when a person is terminated, he ought to

automatically shift the burden of proof on the employer. The

employer ought to have to prove that the guy was guilty, that he

did these things. If he doesn't, then the employee ought to get

back on the payrolls. Not only that, he ought to be paid an

attorney's fee, because you can say it like you want—and I said

it yesterday: "I've been In that arena." I've seen them take

game wardens and ship down here to take care of the big hunters
out on the coast who live in Avoyelles Parish. They can't say

too much about it. What are they going to do, say, "I'm not
going to go work on the coast, I'm not going to go do these things?"
Heck no, they can't say that. They'll be fired for insubordination,
and the burden of proof will be on the poor little game warden
to disprove it. Vote against this.

Further Discussion

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I only

want to point out one thing to you. We are now voting on whether
or not we should reconsider. When we voted on this motion
yesterday, there were 82 delegates present. Today, there are 9^.
The vote yesterday was 42 to 40. I think it is only fair to
this convention, therefore, to reconsider the matter. I urge
you to vote to reconsider.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I agree completely with Mr. Dennery.

Many delegates seem to forget that all of this Is in the present
constitution, and most people are happy with it. In order to

retain it, all they need do is defeat the proposed constitution.
Frankly, I am more pleased with the present provision on the
composition of the commission than I am with the proposal. Too
many people are trying to get the "whole hog," and they may
end up with none of it. This is a crucial issue, and regardless
of your position, I urge you to reconsider and discuss the
matter in greater detail before making a decision. Certainly,
a 42^ to 40 vote is not indicative of anything except disaster.
To prove Incompetency, for example, is almost impossible. Have
you ever been on that side of the fence? I have. To transfer
is usually political. I, therefore urge you to reconsider the
issue and to vote on the merits after you have heard it discussed
in greater detail than we have heard it today. Thank you,

delegates.

MR. FLORY
Would you explain the vote on this issue, Mr. Chairman.

MR, HENRY
Well, it's my understanding that the amendments were adopted—

the Landrum amendments were adopted—upon which Mr. Duval moved
to reconsider the vote by which they were adopted. If you are
happy with the amendments, you vote no. If you're unhappy with
the amendments, you vote yes. The Clerk will open the machine.

[previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Motion to reconsider rejected:
39-58.]

Personal Privilege

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr, Chairman, I just wanted to make my objection to your
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explanation of the vote —of what the vote would do—because it

seems to me, a vote to reconsider allows you to reconsider^ . .

allows you to make up your mind, especially those of us who had

to go off on public information jaunts last night. I just. . ,

Mr. Flory understood very well, I believe, what the vote to

reconsider did. For the rest of us, I think, if you say you

want to vote again on this issue, you vote yes. You don't want

to vote again on this issue, you vote no, rather than whether

or not you were happy on the amendment. You cast your vote on

the amendment, on that basis. I just wanted to raise that objection.

MR. HENRY
Your point Is well taken, Mrs. Zervigon. I just assumed that

everybody did understand. I thought I understood what Mr. Flory

was doing, and I was just trying to make it as brief as possible.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Copies of the amendment will come out. This amendment sent

up by Delegate Jenkins. We've been holding it because it would

amend the Landrum amendment which we just refused to be

reconsidered.
The amendment would read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line lA, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted Saturday, on page 5, line

10, in Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed by Delegate Landrum, and

adopted yesterday, on line 10 of the floor amendment—that is line

10 of the Landrum amendment—after the word "of" and before the

word "his" insert the following:

"his affiliation or nonaf filiation with any private organization,

Expl anat i on

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, Reverend Landrum 's amendment prohibits certain

kinds of discrimination. If you look at his amendment, it says,

"No classified employee shall be discriminated against by reason
of his political or religious beliefs, sex, or race." I've been
following this article very closely, and I've been concerned
about it because I think I see a systematic attack upon the

concept of civil service, and the principles that have made it

work in this state in the past. We provide. . .provided for an

election of a classified employee to serve on the board, whom
I think will be a lobbyist, an advocate, not an objective arbiter.

We've now put the burden of proof and dismissals on the state,

even though almost nobody is dismissed, now. We've provided that

seniority will be a measure of determining appointments and
promotions, although I say, "We're not through with that issue."

We've had attempts to do away with the rule of three, and if we

did that, of course, that would deteriorate the quality of people
being hired and promoted. There will be attempts forthcoming to

enlarge the political activities of civil service employees and to

...other attempts to have the legislature involved in setting
pay scales and establishing promotion policies Instead of

allowing an Independent Civil Service Commission to do it. One

of the things that I am most concerned about in all of this

discussion is who is going to control the employment policies of

this state in the years to come? I don't knew, but I am particularly

concerned that some of our civil service employees might be

discriminated against if they're not a member of a labor union.

That's why I propose this amendment: to provide that a person's

affiliations with a private organization—and I'm particularly
thinking here of unions—could not be a reason for favoring or

discriminating against him. I am thinking in terms of hiring,

in terms of promotions, in terms of pay. In terms of transfers,

and all of these different things. I don't know how familiar you

are with the situation we had in the Highway Department earlier

this year. We had a very unfortunate situation. When the Highway
Board voted to designate the AFL-CIO, or an affiliate thereof,

as the sole bargaining agent for Highway Department employees,

even though only about twenty percent of the workers of the

Highway Department were members of that union, and the overwhelming
majority of Highway Department employees were totally opposed to

designating that union as the sole bargaining agent—that agreement

that the Highway Board entered into against the wishes of the

employees, against the wishes of a large number of my own
constituents was later thrown out by the courts, and 1 think

rightfully so. But, I have a feeling there will be future

attempts to make it more onerous for people who aren't members of

unions to be in state service and get a fair shake. The civil

service system is a system that's supposed to be based on the

individual merit of the employee Involved—not his group

affiliations. He's supposed to be hired on his own merits, pro-

rooted on his own merits, paid on his own merits. As government,
we have to be particularly fair in that regard. We shouldn't
be allowed the leeway that private business is allowed. We need
to protect our employees in this way, particularly in view of
some of the changes we're making in this article and some that
will be proposed in the future. So, I urge the adoption of this
amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Jenkins and I have

been on opposite sides on many major issues in this convention,

but I rise to support his amendment one hundred percent. I, too,

have a large number of constituents that were offended by the

actions of the Highway Board. I, too, share his fear that some

of the changes that we have made, here, may be injecting into

the equation of civil service in this state a new factor, a

factor with which we have not had to deal prior to this time,

a factor which could see in this state the same situation that

you have had in other states, such as New York City, where vital

city services—vital city services, mark you—such as garbage

collection, where hospitals—public hospitals—have been shut

down in the face of court injunctions prohibiting the strikes. I

feel that we should never require in a so-call merit system,

such as civil service is supposed to be, membership in a private

organization as a prerequisite to employment—no more than we

should require that an individual be of a particular race or

religious affiliation. Supposedly, in civil service, the sole

criteria is merit—the score that the individual makes on a

particular test, which is supposed to be indicative of his ability

to perform the particular job. That should remain the sole and

only criteria. I heartedly urge your support of this amendment.

I ask you on this vote, if you have not done so in the past, to

give at least equal weight to the public interest—the interest

of the two and a half million people of this state—as you give

to the particular wishes of an organization or to any particular

future political consideration that you may personally have.

I think you know what I'm talking about. Therefore, I ask you to

support this amendment.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in opposition to this
amendment. Mr. Jenkins, last night I watched the ten o'clock
news, and I was. . .listened to the television where Mr. Jenkins
was quoted as saying my efforts in this convention in regards

to civil service was a move to destroy the system of civil service

in this state. I don't believe, sincerely, that Mr. Jenkins

believes that. I believe my actions prove to the contrary, that

I'm a firm believer in civil service. But, the amendment before

you right now—Mr. Jenkins knows what he's doing. Even though

he didn't talk about what type of an organization he's talking

about in here, you know and I know the type of organizations

that he's talking about. I think this is a free society; It

ought to remain a free society. The amendment that's now before

you is plain and simple, directed at one group, one ty^ie of an

organization, regardless of what it says. I ask you to reject

this amendment. This is a very, very serious amendment, even

though it sounds innocuous and reads that way. It has very

serious and far-reaching ramifications. I ask you to reject the

amendment.
I'll yield.

Questions

MR. BURSON
Mr. Flory, my only question is: Do you think that a civil

service worker or an applicant for civil service employment

should be required, as a precondition of employment, to belong

to a union, even though he has, otherwise, the highest qualifications

for the job, in order to be employed?

MR. FLORY

No, sir, I do not believe that, Mr. Burson. Under the federal

law of this land, you cannot require that, and you know that.

MR. BURSON
Well, then what is the objection to this amendment?

MR. FLORY
Well, in what its purpose is.
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MR. BURSON
Well, as I understand it, that would be the only purpose.

MR. FLORY

No, sir. It is not. What

cannot be designated as a sole

group, even though you may rep

membership of that particular

Under the federal law of this

a person belong to any kind of

employment —no way, shape, fo

can you require his continued

as a condition.

this amendment says is that you

bargaining agent for a particular
resent 99.9 percent of the

department. That's what it means.

country, you can't require that

an organization, prior to his

rm or fashion. Only by agreement,

employment in private industry.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Flory, if I thought that this amendment prohibited a

majority of a group of workers from adopting a particular

organization as their bargaining agent, I would not be for it.

But, I disagree with your interpretation of that language.

MR. FLORY

Well. Mr. Burson, I've had long years of experience. All

you've got to do is change the word "affiliation" or "nonaf filiation"

to "membership" or "nonmembership," and you've got the same

thing as "right- to-work." That's what you're talking about, right

here

.

MR. JENKINS
Gordon, of course, I did not give any interviews, yesterday,

and so any remarks that were reported in the news media had to

have come from something I said at the mike. I never said at the

mike what I was quoted as saying, yesterday. I simply didn't say

that, what you heard on the ten o'clock news. I want you to know

that.

MR. FLORY
Well, X heard it on the news, and In the same breath, Mr.

Jenkins, I said I don't believe that you believe that I would

do anything that I thought. . .

MR. JENKINS
No, and I didn't say that, either.

MR. FLORY
All right.

MR, JENKINS
Now, Xet me ask you: How can this amendment be construed as

prohibiting the designation of anyone as a bargaining agent for

anyone ?

MR. FLORY
Because, let's say, for example, that I had an agreement

mutually entered into as the designated bargaining agent for a

particular groui^ of employees within a department. We've never

and would never. . .have never attempted to get a union shop

agreement, and this is what we're talking about, Mr, Jenkins. You
know that. You mentioned your objection to the Highway

Department situation; that case is still in court. What you're

doing here and In your other amendment that you have is trying
to decide an issue already in the court.

MR. JENKINS
No, well, I have no intention of offering the other amendment,

if this one passes, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY

I ask you to reject this amendment.

Further Di scussi on

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman, delegates, ladles and gentlemen, I come to t'uis

microphone at this time admitting that despite my appearance—and
I weigh about 250 pounds— I am frightened. I am frightened almost
to death. I am afraid because of the apparent trend that this
convention may take, if we pass this amendment. I know that you
are students of history, and you remember the rise of Mussolini
in Italy, the rise of Hitler in Germany. The first thing they
did was outlaw labor unions. Then, of course, in present day
Russia, the labor union is supposed to be in power, in control,
which is a farce. What I am saying, here, is when you go to
the extremes, one way or the other, you destroy the whole thing.
This country—that is the constitution and all of the statutory

laws of this country are based on checks and balances. The three
departments of government more or less check and balance each

other. I would vote one hundred percent against anything that

would come—any resolution or amendment—that would come before
this convention to give all power to labor unions, to give a labor

union the right to state or to stipulate who is to be hired and

who is to be fired, etc., etc. I would vote against that, and
so would I when it comes to the employer. I say to you that what

we need in Louisiana and what we must have in Louisiana and continue

to have is a good system of checks and balances. I say that the

adoption of this amendment would be the beginning of the end of
that system. When you hear people talking about right-to-work,
you know that right-to-work does not mean what it says. Now, I

say that it may not be an out and out labor versus management
fight, but any large employer will tell you that he would rather
run his plant with a good contract with a responsible labor
union than to struggle along in the chaos of an open shop situation.
Now, we are not asking for that. The only thing I'm asking you to
do is vote against this amendment. If you defeat this one, then
the next one will not come up, which will more or less stipulate
out and out right-to-work. That is the thing that frightens me.
Please vote to defeat this amendment.

[previous Quest ion ordered .^

Closing

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I really should have risen to a point of order

because the last couple of speakers apparently weren't talking

about my amendment. This amendment is an amendment to Reverend
Landrum's, the second paragraph of it. In his amendment, he pro-

hibits discrimination because of rac« , sex, religious or political

beliefs. I would add to that list of things which the state can-

not discriminate against among the classified employees, their

affiliation or non-affiliation with any private organization, and

I certainly didn't attempt to mislead anyone, because the purpose

of this relates to unions.
Now, just the opposite from outlawing unions, this gives

unions constitutional protection because it says that no clas-

sified employee could be fired simply because he is a union

member. No classified employee could be discriminated against

in promotion policies, or pay scales, simply because he's the

union member. But by the same token, no classified employee

could be discriminated against if he's not a union member in

any of these ways. Now, that's all we're talking about here.

Whether or not an affiliation with a private organization can be

a basis for hiring or promoting people In the classified service.

To my way of thinking, it has not been in the past. I fear that

it might be in the future because of some of the things that are

being suggested here in this Civil Service Article. Now, really,

it's kind of ridiculous to. In any way, equate this with a rlght-

to-work law. I am adamantly opposed to right-to-work laws because

those abridge freedom of contract. What we are talking about here

is discrimination. We have said, "you can't discriminate on the

basis of race. You can't discriminate on the basis of political

ideas." Why in the world should the state be allowed to discrimi-

nate on the basis of what organization you happen to belong to or

not belong to. There is no reason. We can't do justice to the

state employees of this state if we allow any such discrimination.

If you think that you are doing what the employees want, if you

vote against this, you are badly mistaken. In my district in

North Baton Rouge, which Is almost adjoining the capitol grounds

here, I suppose I have more civil service employees than anybody

in the state. When this event happened at the Highway Department,

y phone rang off the hook. It was a hundred to one against the

actions of that body in trying to impose a group on that group of

employees. They don't want it. They don't want it without their

free choice. They certainly don't want to be discriminated against,

whether they are or are not In the union, because they have a right

to join it, and they have a right to stay out of it.

So, I urge you to vote for this amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to ask for a record vote.

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Woody, have we not spent approximately two weeks, or the better

portion of them, trying to protect the rights of the individuals
when employed by the state?

MR. JENKINS
That's right, Boise.
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MR. BOLLINGER
Does this not further that protection so that the hiring people

cannot discriminate for any means when hiring except by the basis

of merit in service and tests and this type of thing?

MR. JENKINS
That's right, Boise.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Jenkins, you are aware of the fact, are you -not, that

by law, every practicing attorney In the State of Louisiana

must be a member of the Louisiana State Bar Association?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, I'm aware of that.

MR. AVANT
If your amendment is passed, it would, in effect, do away

with that law, would It not?

MR. JENKINS
No, it would not.

MR. AVANT
I think it would.

MR. JENKINS
Well, I'll be glad to tell you why it would not. First of

all, the Bar Association Is not a private organization. It is

a quasi-public organization. That's the first reason. The

second reason Is that the only way that a person can practice

law is if he's licensed by the state. So, obviously, no one

licensed by the state could be hired as an attorney by the state.

\_Record vote ordered , Amendments
rejected : 47-53. Motion to recon-
sider tabled ,}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegate Flory reads as follows:

Page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate

Dennery and adopted on Saturday, on page 5 of the Dennery Floor

Amendment, line 25, after the word "public" and before the words

"or be" delete the word and punctuation "office;" and Insert in

lieu thereof the following:

"office except to seek election as the classified state

otployee serving on the State Civil Service Conmlsslon;"

Explanation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this is a technical amendment.

As you recall, the convention decided on the establishment of

the conmlsslon being appointed by the governor from nominations

submitted by six universities. We required In the past that those

members and no state employee could run for office; no member of

the commission could run for office. Since the convention has

decided decisively to allow the classified employees to elect one

member of the commission. In order for that provision to be valid,

this amendment has to be adopted to make an exception that a

classified employee can run for that sole public office, being

a member of the Civil Service Conraisslon.

I ask for the adoption of the amendment.

[Amendment reread. Previous Question
ordered. Record vote ordered. Amend-
ment adopted : 87-8. Motion to recon-
sider tabled . ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next amendments also sent up to Paragraph (I) sent up by

Delegate Flory; amendment ,If you are looking for It, that would

set forth a new Subparagraph (3)—sets forth a new Subparagraph (3).

Amendment No. 1, in the Dennery amendment adopted In the

convention Saturday, on page 6 of the Dennery amendment between

lines 1 and 2 Insert the following:
"(3) Political activity Is defined as an effort to make

made to Insure the election of a candidate for political office

or the support of a particular political party in an election.

There shall be no prohibition against support of issues Involving

bonded indebtedness, tax referenda, or constitutional amendments

or the participation or membership in an organization which Is not

a political organization but which may from time to time

express its opinion on political issue.... on a political issue."

Expl anati on

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, when we had under consideration

in the Coimnlttee on Education, Health and Welfare, this question

of civil service and all its ramifications, it was a long discussion

held, particularly in the authority of the local governments and the

state, and the responsibility of public servants to those political

bodies. There was no effort in our committee to bring about any

change in the political activitly, or to grant additional political

activity to members of the Civil Service System except that there

was a strong feeling in the committee that the members of the city

Civil Service Coimnlsslons, employees, ought to be able to participate

In the types of Issues going before the public in the way of bonded

Indebtedness, tax referenda, etc., constitutional amendments. If

you recall when the campaign was held to elect candidates to this

constitutional convention, there was a ruling issued, and I believe

it was by the court, that no classified employee could run as a

delegate, could be elected as a delegate to the constitutional

convention. We have not still changed that by the adoption. ... if

we adopt the language. It's in (H) , I believe it is, and (I).

In discussion with the mayor of the city of New Orleans and some

of the others representing local government, the question came up

as far as pay of local people, when they go before the city council

and state government to try to secure additional benefits In the

way of added retirement benefits; additional pay; whatever might

be a cost item, the city council or the governing body might agree

that it was meritorious. But, there would be a lack of funds in

order to provide those Increased benefits.

The mayor of the city of New Orleans very emphatically stated

he thought that they ought to have the right to participate In an

election to help raise the fund to pay for those benefits on other

Issues that might come before them that affected their basic

structure of government, or on constitutional amendments that

affected their basic constitutional rights. That's what this does,

is guarantee them that right to participate only in these types

of electlons;and further say that participation, membership in an

organization which is not a political ... .allows them to belong to

an organization which is not a political organization, but might

from time to time express Its political views. I ask for the

adoption of the amendment, Mr. Chairman.

I'll be happy to answer any questions.

Questions

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Flory, would unions be considered one of those things

that this last subparagraph would exclude?

MR. FLORY
Would It be?

MR. O'NEILL
'^

Yes, sir.

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir. Just like any other organization. Knights of

Columbus or any other group

.

MR. O'NEILL
Now, take for example state employees who belong to unions.

The dues that they collect will go into the union treasury. Is

that correct, sir?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir.

MR. O'NEILL
Now, this union will use those monies for political activities

supporting candidates—well, they do, Mr. Flory, yes, sir.

MR. FLORY
No, sir, they don't, Mr. O'Neill. I beg to disagree with you.

MR. O'NEILL
So the state employees will be having money coming out of

their salaries, going into the union which will be used to support

candidates for office, and support political activities. Is that

right?
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MR. FLORY

No, sir. Not under this, and not under what is the existing
practice.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Flory, I understand the first part of your second sentence

about bonded indebtedness and tax referenda, etc., but it is not

clear to me what an organization is which is not a political organize

tlon, but which may, from time to time, express opinion on political

issues. I understand you would include a union in that. But

supposed you had the employees* social club? Wouldn't that organiza-
tion, then, simply be a means by which you could completely avoid

the prohibition of this section?

MR. FLORY
It could, Mr. Kean, and I have no strong feeling about that

last sentence "or the participation." I have no strong feeling

because I think that. that's the situation under the law today.

But I have no strong feeling and would be willing to delete it.

My major concern was trying to give some relief, in particularly,

local communities where these types of issues come up. The question'

been raised about, you know, in the past, where we don't have the

money, what can you do to help us secure additional funds? This

is a major portion. I'd be more than happy to delete that— .

MR. KEAN
If you'd be willing to delete the last part of that, of your

proposed amendment, Mr, Flory, I'd be happy to join with him.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, with the permission of the convention, I'd be

happy to withdraw it and resubmit it, the end of the sentence

where It says that.

lAmendment wi thdrawn without objection.^

Recess

[_Ouorum Call: 87 delegates present and
a quorum, ]

MR. HENRY

Read the Dennery amendment the Flory amendments,

Mr. Clerk.

Amendment

the microphone, there is no particular reason why you have support

or oppose'as It applies to the candidate, but only"support"as it

applies to the particular political party. You really mean

"support or oppose" in either case. Isn't that right?

MR. FLORY
"Support or opposed "in either case. Judge Tate suggested

the language "support" or "oppose" in lieu of the word "insure"
to make It better, more easily.... to understand ... .we are
constantly aware of support or opposition to a particular
candidate. The same holds true as to a particular political
party. I don't think you could have.... in opposing a political
party, you'd have to do it by the support of another political
party,

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, It's not your intention to create a loophole by which

a classified employee can say I 'm not supporting no one because
I'm just opposing the Democrats.

MR. FLORY
No, ma'am.

MRS, ZERVIGON
0. K, The other thing I wanted to ask you is, are you

aware that It's my opinion that this is different from the present

constitution in that the present constitution just says "political
activity

,

"but doesn't really define it, which leaves it up to each
commission at present, as I understand that.

MR. FLORY
I wasn't sure whether we had taken it—the committee had

taken it from the present constitution, or some proposal that

was recommended. We had a.... I don't know how many proposals
submitted to the committee. But, it was either taken from that

the present constltion, but I know this language was taken
directly from the committee's proposal.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I think Mr. Duval thinks I'm wrong. It would change our

regulations in New Orleans, I'm sure you are aware of, but my mayor
does not oppose this sort of amendment. Are you aware of that?
That's what you're referring to in the earlier part of your
remarks

.

MR. FLORY

Yes. Mr. Landrleu. .. .Mayor Landrieu was In favor of this
type of amendment that would allow the city employees in the city
of New Orleans to take part in these types of elections. He so

stated publicly before our committee.

MR. POYNTER
He's made the following changes with respect to the amendment.

On the second line of the text of the amendment ... .second line.

—

strike out the third word "insure", insert In lieu thereof "support

or oppose" ,, ."support or oppose"ln lieu of the word "Insure."

In addition, on the seventh line, beginning with the portion

of the word "constitutional", "tlonal" put a period after the word,

the first full word, "amendment". Delete the remainder of the line

and the remainder of the text of the amendment so the text will

now read

:

"(3) Political activity Is defined as an effort made to

support or oppose the election of a candidate for political office

or the support of a particular political party In an election.

There shall be no prohibition against the port of Issues involving

bonded indebtedness, tax referenda, or constitutional amendment."

Expl ana t ion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, what .this language was taken from the committee'

proposal and, I presume, the definition is baslcially that as in

the present constitution as far as political activity. I'm not

sure. But, this was taken directly from the committee's proposal,

and with this changes, all it does now is prohibit, it defines

political activity and allows the civil servants to participate

in these types of elections to help the local governmental subdivision

and the state In these types of issues.
I ask for the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, In order to clarify what you and I discussed at

MR. JENKINS
I have a number of questions, Mr, Flory. I want to know what

this does.
What you are really doing In this provision, you are

defining what the term "political activity" means as stated earlier

under Part No. 1 of Subsection (I). Isn't that correct?

MR. FLORY
Let me go back and get the....

MR. JENKINS
Where it says that "no member of any Civil Service Commission

of any officer or employee of the classified service shall participate

or engage in political activity." Then, really, in Number 3 here,

you are defining what political activltly is, isn't that correct?

MR. FLORY
Yes.

MR, JENKINS
Now, I'm interested to know, for example, would this allow

a civil service employee, since you delimited the definition of

political activity—it's pretty broad now—say, to raise funds

for COPE, the political arm of the AFL-CIO.

MR, FLORY
To do what?

MR. JENKINS
Raise funds for COPE, the political arm of the AFL-CIO.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Jenkins, if you can show me how you can read that in there,

I might agree. But I, that's the furtherest thing from my mind

that ever entered Into this, but I believe that this changes the
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existing provision at the present time. The present law says you

can't contribute funds to political candidates. We don't change

that. I haven't changed that at all.

MR. JENKINS
No But I did a lot of preliminary work that wasn't

campaigning, like polling, for example, and compiling information.

MR. JENKINS
But by defining political activities so narrowly, don't you

open the door for things like that?

MR. FLORY
No, sir. No, sir.

MR. JENKINS
Let me ask you further. Would this permit a civil service

employee. . .

.

MR. FLORY
You read, you read Subsection 2, Mr. Jenkins, it says, "No

person shall solicit contributions for political purposes from any

classified employee, or official; or use, or attempt to use his

position or state to publish or harrass the political actions of

any such classified employee, and I didn't change that at all.

MR. JENKINS
No. Now, that deals with soliciting from employees. I'm

talking about an employee going out and soliciting funds—not for

a party faction or candidate, but for an organization.

MR. FLORY
I can't read that in there, Mr. Jenkins, in no way

.

MR. JENKINS
Well, is there anything that prohibits that here?

MR. FLORY
Is it what?

MR. JENKINS
Is there any provision of the subsection that prohibits such

activitly?

MR. FLORY
I don ' t know

.

You'll have to ask Mr. Dennery. He wrote it.

MR. JENKINS
Well, I would say, "Yes." The terra, political activity—"to

engage in political activity", under (1) of Subsection (I)

would prohibit it now. But by defining political activity

this way, it doesn't seem like it would be prohibited, would it?

MR. FLORY
But that was towards your election, was it not?

MR. JENKINS
No, it was research. I may not have run.

Let me ask you another question.

Suppose the governor told all classified employees to go out

and support a two-terra amendment that would be on the ballot, like

we had in what was it, '66. They could go out, and under

duress and coercion from a governor, go out and campaign because

they can campaign on constitutional amendments. Isn't that correct?

MR. FLORY

That's correct. They could campaign any way they want to,

Mr. Jenkins, which I think is a basic, American right. It's some-

thing that affects the basic law of this state. They ought to

have a right to .1 think the Supreme Court of the United States

Is changing that

.

[Motion to suspend the rules to allow
additional time adopted ; 58-28,}

MR. JENKINS
Now, you say there shall be no prohibition against support of is-

sues involving these things: tax referendum, constitutional amendments,

etc., "support" apparently includes contributions; does it not?

MR. FLORY
I don't know, Mr. Jenkins, but if my memory serves me

right, I believe that there is a statute prohibiting the expenditure of

funds either in support of or opposed to constitution.il amendments

by certain classifications. I'm not sure exactly what that is,

but I do believe there's law on that subject.

MR. JENKINS
Yes, but this would supersede it.would it not?

My question is in more particularly; couldn't a governor

or say a superintendent of education or someone go around in

the education department and dun each employee to support a committee

to go out and campaign say for making superintendent of education

appointed instead of elected? Couldn't a civil service employee

under this be put in a position where he can be subject to coercion

either to support or oppose a particular proposition appearing on

the ballot?

MR. FLORY
I don't believe that it could be construed when you say,

that you can't solicit funds for political purposes from any

classified employee or official; I Just don't believe that

that was ever intended, nor do I believe that it would be

allowed , Mr . Jenkins

.

MR. JENKINS
Would this permit, by narrowly defining the term "political

activity," would it permit classified employees to go out and

assist certain political organizations—not at election time

—

but in the interim, for instance doing polling, making calls,

compiling Information and lists and things like that. If this

were to support or oppose any candidate or political party In

an election. . .

.

MR. FLORY
Well, that could be construed, Mr. Jenkins, and I think the

court would have to ultimately make a determination; I can't

make that determination on the hypothet that you raised because

I'm not a lawyer, first ; I'm not a judge, second . But, I think

the court would have to make that determination based upon the

fact that if they did that, and that that organization ultimately

supported a particular candidate, his efforts then, would.... no

questions would be ruled that he was taking part in politics and

political activity. I don't think there's any question about

that.

MR. JENKINS
„

But, you defined political activities strictly as at election

time." You say, "defined as an effort made to support or oppose

the election of a candidate, or support or oppose of a party in

an election."

MR. FLORY
Mr. Jenkins, as a candidate for public office, when you ran,

did you Just start campaigning when you qualified?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, not in view of Subsection 2 of Section I.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Flory, it's been inferred by a delegate that maybe

labor unions do give money to political campaigns from the treasury.

Now, is it not a fact that under the terms of Taft-Hartley, Landrum-

Griffin and many other congressional acts that labor unions are

definitely and positively prohibited from giving money from their

treasuries for any political campaign? Do you know of any violation

of that rule?

MR. FLORY
The federal law as I appreciate it. Reverend Alexander,

prohibits the use of union funds in any federal election. It does

not prohibit the use of union funds in state or local elections.

MR. ALEXANDER
But, it is a practice to violate the spirit of that law

in Louisiana?

MR. FLORY

I know of no people even charged with violation let alone

convictions

.

Mr. Chairman and delegates, all I was trying to do here was

tc try to give some relief to the local governmental subdivisions

who have to raise the money to pay the benefits to their employees.

I ask for the adoption of the amendment.

[_Prev ious Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendment adopted : 89-12.
Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. First set of amendments have been sent up by
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Delegates Singletary and Willis, Singletary and Willis amendment.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment

No. 1 proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention
on the 8th, on page 6, of the Dennery amendment, line 22, immediately
after the word "shall" and before the word "have" insert the
following: "be published and available to the public and".

Explana ti on

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, this amendment simply

provides that Che rules of each commission shall be published and

available to the public. Presently, the commissions publish
the rules in pamphlet form which are available to the public. This

amendment would just insure the continuance of this practice. I

spoke to Mr. Forbes with the State Civil Service Commission, he

has no objection to the amendment. I move its adoption. I'll

yield to any questions, if there are any.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I don't see... as a matter of fact, I think that

one thing I've learned from the legislative delegates here is

that, they do watch the purse strings. I think>the ones I've seen

pretty closely would allow them to watch it. There's no... the

other way, they could at least put it through the grist mill and

see how it fits into the budget. This way it's not done, the

pay raise is implemented by the governor, and the Civil Service

Commission, and the legislature's sitting there going to have to

find the money somewhere. I just think it's a more intelligent

way of doing things than have the commission... have the effect

of law in essence, the appropriation. They can't modify it or

amend it; they either got to say yes, or no and hopefully, when they

say yes, they'll have the money for it.

MR. ROEMER
This is just a pretty substantial change in the law.

MR. DUVAL
Oh, it is.

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendmen t

adopted wi t hout objection . Mot i on to
reconsider tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Duval.
Amendment No. 1 . On page 1, in the Floor Amendment proposed

by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention on the 8th, on
page 6 of the Dennery amendment, line 31, of the the text, immediately
after the word "governor" and before the words "or the" insert
the following: "and the legislature".

Quest i ons

MR. DUVAL
Madam Chairman, fellow delegates, this changes the law.

Presently, the Civil Service Commission promulgates pay scales,

which when approved by the governor, have the effect of law. It's

my opinion that it's better for fiscal responsibility which is

something I think we should think about, for the legislature not

to modify or amend these pay schedules , but have to approve them

because the legislature has to appropriate the money. I think,

if we put this into the deliberative process and have some intelligent

analysis of the budget, perhaps, the Civil Service Commission working

together with the governor and the legislature involving all three...

involving at least two branches of government- Actually, if you

consider the bureaucracy, three branches of government, and have

a dialogue so that something can be worked out without the commission

and the governor going ahead and approving a pay plan, and then

the legislature sitting there having to find the money for it, and we,

the people to have to pay it, I just think it ought to go through

the same process as other things. The commission has a lot of

autonomy under the Dennery proposal. Their regulations and rule

making power have the effect of law. I merely think that their

appropriation power which is, this is tantamount to, should not have

the effect of law. It should require approval before implementation.

MR. ROEMER
This is a change in the present law; is it not?

MR. DUVAL
Yes.

MR. ROEMER
All right. This would in effect mean that no such raise or

change in pay scale could be implemented except during a session

of the legislature; is that correct?

MR. DUVAL
Yes,

MR. ROEMER
Do you see any problems there; politicially or pressure

wise? Would you like to comment on that?

MR. ROEMER
I just kind of wondered how much thought you had put

behind it, Stanley. I'm not questioning that you haven't put

any thought, I know you have. But, I'm just a little bit doubtful

as to whether it's a positive change in the law or not.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I think it is, because I think we ought to strive

for fiscal responsibility. I think that if a commission we've

got this commission—none of whom are responsible to the people

being able to promulgate a pay recommendation which has the effect

of law — the legislature which is certainly as the onus

of appropriation has to find the money. I think the legislature

should then approve the pay plan to make sure the money is there.

That's the thought I put behind it. That's my concept of government.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Duval, if the legislature decides to approve a pay plan

at a— I don't know whether it's an odd year or an even year
which is the year they cannot appropriate— the effect of that

approval; it wouldn't have effect in any event until the legislature

had an opportunity to increase taxes; is that correct?

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Dennery, It's my understanding, they could appropriate

each year.

MR. DENNERY
But, if the money is not there, is what I'm talking about.

You would make it ineffective until such time as the money were

available.

MR. DUVAL
If the money is not there, that's right, I would hope

they wouldn't approve.

MR. DENNERY
Now, if the money is there ... if the money is there, what

you're saying in effect is, thai until the next meeting of the

legislature, they cannot approve a new pay plan?

MR. DUVAL
No, sir. Of course, they can approve it; they can appropriate

money each year under our proposal.

MR. DENNERY
No, I don't think I made my question clear, Mr. Duval.

MR. DUVAL

Maybe, I didn ' t understand.

MR. DENNERY
Let us say that the legislature appropriates sufficient

funds in personnel to permit an increase in pay. Based upon that,

the Civil Service Commission then amends its pay plan, and the

governor approves it . We would either have to have a special

session or wait until the next year before that could go into

effect; is that correct?

MR, DUVAL
If, I understand your question, you mean this is when Che
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legislature initiates the pay plan itself; initiates the pay raise

Itself?

MR. DENNERY
No, it doesn't Initiate any pay raise; it merely says well,

now look fellows, this year we've got a lot more money than we

anticipated, so we're going to able to appropriate more funds for

personnel. Now, thereafter, the pay plan would be adopted presumably

by the Civil Service Commission after the usual open hearings and

studies, etc. Then It would be presented to the governor and if the

governor approves it, it would not be able to be placed into effect

until the following session. Don't you think that's a little

difficult?

MR. DUVAL
No, I don't because I don't think anything should be beyond

the purview of analysis. I don't think anything should have the

force of law... of this, where money is involved. Certainly , without

some legislative review in that the legislature is... has to

appropriate and find the money; in that the budget process should

be observed in that it complies with the basic system of checks

and balances that I think is necessary, especially with fiscal

responsibility. I don't think it's fiscally responsible to allow

an administrative agancy to in essence, appropriate funds without

legislative approval. That's the basic point of my argument.

MR. DENNERY
Well, you understand, of course, under the way the prcs,*nt

system works, Mr. Duval, is that the money... the pay plan

doesn't become effective in fact, unless the legislature appropriates

the money.

MR. DUVAL
It becomes effective in law though as I read it.

becomes effective in law.

It

MR. DENNERY
It could. But, obviously, the governor is not going to approve

a plan until the money is there to meet it.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I don't know if that's... I just say what could be

is one thing, but what should be, is another thing.

MR. DENNERY
Well, now let me ask you one other question, Mr. Duval. Do

I understand you to mean that the legislature then has the right

to amend or merely to approve or disapprove?

MR. DUVAL
Merely approve or disapprove.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Madam Chairwoman, Chairperson, Chairlady and fellow

delegates, I'm in the perhaps unenviable position of understanding
the amendment, but not really understanding what it's going to

do either for the state or for civil service. I'm confused as

to the need for such an amendment. Under the present law, the

governor approves such pay raises. He only approves it, of course,

when the money is available in his budget. He presents such

a budget to the legislature anyway for their approval. However,

it so happens that during the course of a year that surpluses

are created in the budget which allows some discretion on the part

of governmental spending. I'm afraid If we pass this particular
amendment, we're going to limit such pay increases, perhaps, long

deserved, to civil service employees only to those relatively few

times and those short periods when the legislature is in session.

That's what I see is the danger, and I'm just honestly concerned

about it. I asked Stanwood, a few questions, and he shed some

light on it, but as far as I'm concerned, to pass something that's

this much of a change and could be this important I think we need

more information, Stanwood. I would ask that you would withdraw

It, and perhaps do some research or talk to some of us on this

thing. Let's don't kill it or pass it without knowing what we're

doing. That's my only reason for being here. I won't take any more

of your time. I'm Just generally concerned about it.

Questions

MR. ROY

Buddy, I share your concern too, but mine goes a little deeper.

Isn't this... the effect of this amendment to do the following: Let's
say the Civil Service Comndssion and everyone has said they want
to be sacrosanct and aloof from politics—and we voted those things

down, as you know, in the last few days—determines after a lot of

consideration that a pay raise is in order. Now, as you pointed
out, the governor says we've got the extra money to do it; aren't

we subjecting the pay raises to people who deserve it? Let's

assume, for the sake of argument, to the whim and caprice of not

only having to get the civil service to go ahead with it, but to

get the governor's approval and thereafter the legislature, and

you could get into a political squabble between the legislature
and the governor, one trying to put the "b" on the other and prevent
something. To me, don't you agree that it just amounts to adding
another political arm that could result in some type of political
chicanery and/or subjecting this to the whimmy caprice of the
legislature.

MR. ROEMER
All right. Let me try to be evenhanded in my answer.

I see that as a danger. I'm sure that Mr. Duvnl did not mean

that with his amendment. I know he did not mean that. I think

what he was trying to do, and it's legitimate, is put the voice

of the people behind this pay raise. That is, our legislature.

I'm worried about the mechanics of it, and I'm also worried

about the politics of it. I think the system works adequately

now. I think some of the civil service employees were a little

bit upset when the latest pay raise wasn't implemented swiftly,

but the money wasn't there. But, the governor had the discretion

when he could accunmlatc the money to provide that pay raise. I

like that system, quite frankly, and I 'm a little bit doubtful;

well, I'm frankly very doubtful about changing it without more

research being done. I don't think, we as delegates, understand

the Importance of this change. I really don't think that.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Roemer, are you aware that as far as I have been

able to determine, there is no other state which would permit
the effect of Mr. Duval's amendment, all of the other states
provide that the legislature has no review of this sort of thing.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I didn't know that, and that just adds weight

to my doubt about it. If he insists on his amendment, I urge
that we defeat it.

Further Discussion

MR. WOMACK
Madam Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in opposition

to this amendment. This system has worked very well as it is.

The way it works now, the legislature appropriates money to every

budgetary unit in the state. It's line itemed in the legislative

appropriation with the exception of a few times. When a certain

amount of funds are made available and the departments are given

the discretion of coming back because of reductions , and changes

in the budget, and permitted to resubmit their proposal by line

item and then it requires the approval of the budget committee,

and the division of administration to change their budget after

it's once been submitted. After they do that, then there Is an

accumulation in a number of these line items to where they have

money left over that can't be spent without the approval of the

division of administration ... Lue Dudget Committee after a

change of allocation, transfer is requested of those two sections

of state government. In the particular item of personal services

which is where the most of the money usually is throughout the

agencies, and where that they usually have an accumulation because

of attrition and because of retirement of people—you retire an

individual at eight hundred dollars a month and replace them at

six fifty—and there's quite a saving involved in there, and

almost without exception, there is factors in these budgetary

units that quite often in tiie middle of the year they would have

almost enough money to implement a pay increase. The civil service

has the responsibility of submitting to the governor their proposal

in a new pay plan. It's up to the discretion and the wisdom of

the Executive Department to either accept or reject that plan. If

the Executive Department rejects the plan and sends it back to civil

service, as the usual rule, the governor will submit what he thinks

Is a better proposal. It may be and I know In one case—the

governor felt that the low paid employees weren't rated quite

enough it, and more consideration should be given. Civil service

agreed to it and they gave additional consideration to the low paid

employees. During the period of a year when inflation is running

rampant, you quite often have quite an increase in the Incone

that you didn't anticipate. By the same token, the expenses of

these state employees is coming up in proportion to that. It
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becomes necessary to give consideration to their needs for salary
adjustments in the middle of a year and not at a legislative seonion.
For that reason, the system has worked good under the circumstances
now, and for the most part, implementation of the salary schedule
can always be made out of the appropriation that is presently given
to the agencies. Keep m mind, that quite a number of times, in
fact at all times, a great portion of thos-^ salary adjustments
is absorbed in federal funds and in fund;; Lli^it 'loosn ' t come from
the general appropriation of the State of Louisiana. So, all of

those things can be weighted. The system is working good like- it

is now, and 1 think for the benefit of the employees bucause they
don't have to wait another year or wait until the legislative
session at which time we're usually bogged down and overworked in
order to get consideration. So, I would urge the defeat of this
amendment

.

[previous Question ordered, ]

Closing

MR. DUVAL
Madam Chairperson, fellow delegates, I haven't quite understood

the specific nature of the objection to this amendment. I might
just point out that these people who are worried about change. ..

changing the law have drastically changed the composition of the
Civil Service Commission; have drastically changed many other
things. I don't know why, all of a sudden, there 's a great deal of

reluctance to change now. What I'm saying is this, this Civil
Service Commission is, as wo say, completely detached from your
representatives. Its rulings and administrative regulations have
the force of law. It, in essence, is a separate branch of government.
It cannot be...... many of its regulations, which we're not fooling
with now can't be vetoed by a living soul. As a matter of fact,
the Civil Service Commission in its infinite wisdom blocked a pay
raise that the legislature found the money for for state police. This
is how awesome and powerful this commission is. We, have again,
we have made it more—we have changed the composition; we have
changed it drastically. I'm merely saying this, what other body
has a right to say, "This money is going to be spent. I don't know
where it's coming from"? and the governor—what's to say
why not put a check on the governor? The governor can say
the legislature is going to have to find the money, and me and you
can look good. The commisson and the governor can look real
great. "We're friends of the people; we've raised the money. Now,
you find it boys, you go find the money." Now, that can happen. All
I'm saying is that, all other appropriations are made during the...
in essence are made by the legislature during each session of the
legislature; after a review, study of the budget, after accord....
there should be a coordination between the commission, the legislature,
and the governor. This in my opinion, would produce a fiscal
responsibility. I think one thing the people of this state do care
about is achieving more efficiency in state government and more
fiscal responsibility. 1 don't see how this can hurt anybody,
I don't think the legislature's going to disapprove the plan unless
the money is not there. You know the legislature is not overly
reluctant to raise salaries, and you know they wouldn't they
wouldn't disapprove it unless there was some reason. You know
another thing—you know one other thing too— that ( Mr. Roemer's
antics) you know this: that the legislature are your representatives.
You don't know who's going to be on that Civil Service Commission;
you don't know who you're governor is going to be, but you do
have some communication with your legislature. Why strip them of
the appropriation power? Why strip them of fiscal responslbilitv?
If any business were run like this, It would go broke overnight.
I'm suggesting to you, it's about time we got responsible. Just
because they don't get their pay raise right away, I don't think
it's going to cause anybody a great deal of concern.
All unclassified employees, my friends,have to go through this
process. Everybody not in this system has to go through this process.
So, I suggest to you, that let's put it through the... why have
a Legislative Budget Committee that appropriates the money when
your budget's forced on you by the governor and the conmlsslon
beforehand. So, I suggest to you, you vote for the amendment.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Stanwood, I ask the age old question—particular of you

—

why is it necessary to change?

MR. DUVAL
It's necessary to change because I have seen in the past,

not being a legislator, but having followed it a little bit.

that there may be a thirty million dollar implementation and
then the legislature Is going to have to find the money; they
find it because once it's approved what the heck are they
going to do? I'm saying that's not a very intelligent
system. I'm saying it would be a better system

MR. ROEMER
You want it the other way? You want the legislature to

approve the pay raise and let the governor find the money;
right?

MR. DUVAL
No, I just assumed the legislature would have to appropriate

it, so they have to find it; the governor doesn't have to find it.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I think we understand how those politics are going to

work.

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Duval, (1) is: Do you realize that the budget committee

doesn't appropriate any money— that's number one?

MR. DUVAL
Well, the legislature appropriates the money; I realize

that; yes.

MR. WOMACK
(2) is: That the Civil Service Commission cannot spend one

dime; they don't even write their own checks.

MR. DUVAL
I understand that Mr. Womack. I also understand that once

a pay raise is approved under the present system it has the
force of law; I understand that.

MR. WOMACK
The only thing that the Civil Service Commission does is

make a recommendation of a salary schedule—that's the only
thing they do.

MR. DUVAL
I understand that. I understand cnce the governor signs

it under the Dennery proposal it has the effect of law—that's
what it says.

I Record vote ordered . Amendmen t rejected

:

2 2-7 . Motion to reconsider tabled .']

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Delegates Flory and

Hernandez.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14 in the Dennery

amendment, on page 6 of the Dennery amendment, line 14 of

the text immediately after the word and punctuation
"established." add the following: "Nothing contained herein
shall be construed to prevent the legislature from supplementing

these uniform pay plans for sworn, commissioned law enforcement

officers of the Division of State Police, Department of Public
Safety."

Expl anat ion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Madam Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise in strong support of this amendment for the reasons
that I firmly believe that this truly, fine law enforcement
organization—that is, the Lousisiana State Police—or the
real law enforcement agency of the State of Louisiana has
not been fairly dealt with under the present law. When a
state trooper is employed, he undergoes a rigid training sched-
ule to train him, to take his plade as anofficer and...
efficient and well-disciplined law enforcement organization.
He is expected to conform to the provisions of state police;
to uphold the dignity of the state police and in the performance
of his many duties, and he inay be called upon to perform and there
can be many and varied duties. I happen to know about some
unusual situations that have arisen in our part of the state

—

and they were unusual—had it not been for the state police,
I don't know what would have happened. I regret that all of
you do not live in an area, that has a troop with the efficiency
of Troop H. If you do, you can well follow my thinking in this
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matter. Thank God Troop H does have the efficiency and know-how
to handle all the many situations that arise due to the presence
of Fort Polk in this area. Frankly, 1 do not know how some of

these situations that have arisen could have been contained if

the state police had not taken over to properly handle the

situation. The legislature has enacted laws and appropriated
funds to supplement the pay of other law enforcement officers

—

both city and state—and that has resulted in their being paid
much more than that of the state police,- even though, many times
there is no comparison in the efficiency of the two. X would
like to cite as an example: a Lake Charles police officer

—

which is among the lowest paid in the state—possessing a college
degree has a beginning salary of six hundred and ninety-seven
dollars a month. After one year's service this officer's salary
will increase at least a hundred and sixty-sixty dollars and
sixty-six cents a month plus any merit raise earned. Therefore,
this officer's minimum pay after one year's service must be at

least eight hundred and thirteen dollars and sixty-six cents
a month. Now, Louisiana State Policemen possessing a college
degree has a beginning salary of only four hundred and eighty
dollars a month. After one year's service this officer's salary
will increase to five hundred and seventy-five dollars a month
due to salary adjustment and different classification promoted
from trooper to trooper first-class. Now, bear in mind, this
five hundred and seventy-five dollars compares to a Lake Charles
city policeman of eight hundred and thirteen, sixty-six.
Therefore, after one year's service a Lake Charles city police
officer possessing a college degree is making two hundred and
thirty-eight dollars and sixty-six more per month than a state

police officer possessing a college degree. This is definitely
not a good situation, for the state police receive no supplemental
pay, and under the existing laws cannot receive any supplemental
pay. The result is that the Louisiana State Police are among the

lowest paid in the entire nation. I sincerely urge you to support
this amendment that can provide for the correction of this gross
inequity. I do believe this is an inetjuity under the present law.

Thank you very much, ladies and gentlemen.

Questions

MR, DUVAL
Mr. Hernandez, I have some sentiment for what you are trying

to do here. But, what I don't understand is by a pretty large

vote this group decided not to give the legislature any

discretion at all. Now, why do we just give the legislature

discretion here as the state police and no other classified

employees? How do we justify that?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Duval, the justification is simply this: in the case

of city and parish law enforcement officers, which are not under

the direction of the state legislature, they have enacted a

program of supplemental pay. Now, if they are going to give

supplemental pay to those city and police officers over which

they have no control, why should they not extend this same

supplemental pay to the state police that are the real law

enforcement officers of this state around; it's just to

correct an inequity, that is all.

MR. DUVAL
Now, Hernandez, the state police are under the state Civil

service system; is that right?

MR. HERNANDEZ
The state police are under state civil service; yes, sir.

MR. DUVAL
But, none of the other employees in the state civil service

system will be able to be,,. their pay will not be able to be

supplemented; is that right?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That is correct; yes, sir, that is correct. But, Mr. Duval,

let me call your attention to the fact that the state does pay

the supplemental pay to other officers and if they did not, I

would not be here on behalf of this amendment. But. if they

are going to do it for other law enforcement officers, I do believe

that they should pay the state police the same supplemental pay.

We're not asking anything more for the state police than they

are already doing for the local—that is—the city and parish

law enforcement officers. I urge you to please give this your
consideration.

Further Di scussion

MR. DENNERY
Madam Acting Chairman and delegates, 1 hesitate to speak

against this amendment, but I am forced to do so. I know that Mr.
Hernandez is a great believer in the civil service system.
I know that he believes there is an inequity here that he is

trying to correct. The problem is, though, that there are
other law enforcement officers in the State of Louisiana besides
the state policemen. The pay plan, as fixed by the state under
the commission and approved by the governor, tries to keep all
of these people approximately on a par. Now, Mr. Hernandez
mentioned the difference in pay of college graduates. As a

matter of fact, I don't believe. .. .as a matter of fact, there
is no requirement— to my knowledge—that state police officers
must have college degrees; this is the fact, though, in many
municipal departments. The state patrolmen, right now, in their
entrance salary get a hundred and fifty dollars more per month
than any other entrance salaries which do not require college
degrees. Now, what particularly perturbs me about this is the

question that Mr. Duval raised. You know Mr. Dunbar, who was
the father of civil service in Louisiana, used to have an expression
that, "You can't be partially pregnant," and that's what happens
here if we permit the legislature to increase one particular
classification. Then, we are put in the impossible position of

not permitting the legislature to do this for all positions
and this is exactly what the whole civil service plan—as

presently before you-is aimed at. I urge you, therefore,
regretfully— I must confess—but, I nevertheless urge you to

defeat this amendment.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. RACHAL
Madam Chairman, delegates, like Mr. Dennery, I rise somewhat

reluctantly to speak against this amendment. I do so not because
I am opposed to what is the objective is, but because I don't
think that this kind of singularly identification is necessary.
I rise, too, because it gives me an opportunity to speak again,
about some of what I consider the inflexibility of the commission.
Based on my own experience, I don't see why it is necessary to
constitutionalize a particular group of workers in order to give
them a differentiation in pay that can if it can be justified.
The uniform pay plan—and I've heard it referred to many times
from this mike and the one in the Capitol—as if they are completely
inflexible and that is not the case. It is possible to give
increased pay to different category of workers based upon hazardous
duty and various other factors which can justify that differentiation
in pay. If it is felt by the commission that they are duty-bound
to some kind of rigid uniform pay plan which does not allow this

flexibility, then I suggest that what we need to do is to make
certain that it is clear to them that they can. But, to begin
to constitutionalize individual groups of workers in order to

make certain that they were will be considered for differentiated
pay—to me—is unnecessary and unduly burdening the constitutional
provision coverning civil service. So, I repeat again, that it

is not that I am against the state police given differentiated
pay if that's what is needed. But, I do not think that this is

the means by which it should be given because you begin to show
differences. If we are going to establish differentiated pay,

then 1 think we should do it in such a way that will give the

ability or legalize the commission to do it, but allow them to

do it to whatever groups of workers justify a difference in

consideration. So, on that basis, I urge that we defeat this

amendment and if necessary, let's put one in that is more in

keeping with the constitutional provision.

Quest ion

MR. NUNEZ
Yes, sir, Mr. Rachal, if you believe it's justified—and I

do— I think every statistic you find that it is justified. Then,

you have tried any other method to give them a raise—including

to the legislature, including finding the money—and then you

find the courts, because of a constitutional prohibition, they

have said it's unconstitutional; then, how else do you do it,

than remove the constitutional prohibition?

MR. RACHAL
Well, in my ignorance, Mr. Nunez, I just don't Chink there

is a constitutional restriction; I think it's another

instance. I'm glad this is an instance that doesn't have

anything to do with race, so maybe I can get... speak of it

or you can consider my remarks a little more objective. I

have always felt that... I've been concerned about what 1 consider

the inflexibility of the commission. In my experience, I have

never been able to understand why it is that a differentiated

pay could not be given. I think that within the power of
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civil Service Commission that it can be done. That was why

I stated that I would prefer if it is felt... if the connnission

feels the interpretation has been that the commission is restricted

from doing this, I prefer to have language in the constitution which
makes it clear that this is within their power, but that it be given

as a broad power to be used at their discretion and not one that's

restricted only to state police or only to any other particular

group of workers. I would think that we would find in other

categories that there are times, if not on a permanent basis,

there are times— another instance that comes to mind—I've heard

compliants from the administrators in the health department, for

example, of the difficulty iri getting psychiatrists; the difficulty

in getting other types of workers at Angola and other places.

The commission feels that they are duty-bound by the uniform pay

plan not to make any differentiation. I say that this, the

Civil Service Commission should not be that restricted. I am
all for making it clear that that kind of flexibility is within

their power. But, I don't want to see it given for one group of

workers. Let's make it... if they have it with all of the other
powers that the coninission has, I don't see that there should be

a fear for putting this within their discretion. I think this is

discrimination in another form. X doubt that the state police
are the only group of workers who are deserving of extra

consideration in their pay. So, what I'm asking then. Senator,

is the defeat of this specific indication of the constitution.

Let's work out something which will make it broader and remove

any doubt that the Civil Service Commission does have the

authority to grant differentiated pay when it is justified,

I urge the defeat of this motion and I would volunteer for

collaborating on one which would serve the purpose on a more
nondiscriminatory basis.

Further Discussion

MR. DREW
Madam Chairlady, ladles and members of the convention, I

rise in very strong support of this amendment. I agree with
some of the opponents that it is a deviation from the present
plan. I further agree with them that it has been and is within
the power of the commission to make these raises, but they have
not done it. Now, the figures that I have will vary considerably
from those that Mr, Hernandez has and were presented to you for
this reason. I am presenting to you the information that has
been furnished me as to the take home pay. Let me tell you
what the take home pay of a starting state trooper who lays
his life on the line every day when he even stops a speeder.
Prior to this last raise, his take home pay was approximately
three hundred and fifty-five dollars a month. With this pay
raise that they have been given—all civil service employees

—

I am further informed now that his take hame pay is approximately
four hundred dollars a month or a little over that. But, let me
bring this to your attention which Mr. Hernandez pointed out.
I don't believe that we have any law enforcement agency in this
state—and I'm not talking down on any other departments—but I

don't believe ve have any that compare with the efficiency with
which our Louisiana State Police work; I see it daily in court;
I see it daily in wreck investigations; I see it In every category
of their duties and obligations which they so well fulfill. Now,
if we are not able through some means—and I know of no other means
than this— to guarantee these men an increase^a living wage^to
where we will be in competition—just in competition—with local
law enforcement officers, how shall we maintain a Louisiana State
Police? Why should a man go to work for the Louisiana State
Police at a salary of a hundred or a hundred fifty dollars a
month less than he can go to work for a city police department,
a sheriff's police department and expect that he will eventually
get up to somewhere within their pay raise? I think that it is
time—and way pass time— that there was a change made to where
we can take care of this individual group of which we rely on
so much. Most of us, when we think of a state trooper, we think
of nothing more than giving a speeding ticket. Some of them have
been told that their occupation is no more hazardous than a
secretary's. At the same time, I don't see secretaries out
drawing the fire of snipers. I don't see secretaries out stopping
speeders, never knowing who they may be or what may happen as a
result of that, and this is hazard. , .complete hazard; it's hazard
every hour of the day that they are on duty and every hour of
the day that they are off-duty because they are subject to call.
If there ever was an exception that needed to be made, it is on
behalf of the Louisiana State Troopers. I urge you to adopt this
amendment

.

Further Discussion

MR. KELLY
Madam Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I,

too, rise in support of this amendment. I might possibly approach

it from a little different angle than has been argued by some
of the previous speakers. Quite frankly, what we've got to do
is to compare what has already been done in this convention.
The argument has been propounded against this amendment that it

makes an exception. I say that It does not make an exception.
To defeat this amendment would make the exception because this
convention, and even before, assuming that this Constitutional
Convention, or this proposed constitution Is not adopted, it's
obvious that the city policemen can receive supplemental pay
benefits. They can go to the legislature right now, with the

exception possibly of some of the charter cities, and receive

pay increases. Now, this convention has seen fit already to

make an exception for the city policemen at this particular time.

I say to do otherwise in the case of the law enforcement officers
of this state, would be a slap in their face. That's what we've
got to remember. The exception is already there. If we vote
against this amendment, that is where we are going to be making
the exception. The exception has been made the general rule

concerning law enforcement officers throughout this state. All
of them can go to the legislature. So, if that being the case,

then, let's let our state troopers also go to the state legisla-
ture, and concern themselves with pay increases there. Now, I've

had a little experience in this area, too, dealing with state
troopers, and so forth. If there's one thing that they cannot
understand at this particular time, and I'll dare say I've had
four or five in my office over the past four or five years that

just could not understand how some few years ago the legislature
adopted a pay increase for the state troopers, and it is my
understanding, actually appropriated the money, and then, they
were unable to receive it . Yet, at the same time, the city
police officers of the various cities throughout Louisiana have
been coming to the legislature and receiving pay increases *ind

supplemental pay. In view of this, I'm going to ask you to give

this your utmost consideration. I'm not asking you to be in-
consistent. I'm asking you to be consistent with what the law
is at this particular time, and what we have previously adopted
in this constitution.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
On the basis of the information that I have been given,

that we have been given, rather, state police salaries are

still in the category of domestic workers and field workers.

Now, what I'm trying to determine is how best to cure that

inequity and how do those salaries compare with other civil

service workers In the state system. I think that's the

primary concern of the delegates.

MR. KELLY
Of course. Reverend, I'm not in a position at this particular

time to answer exactly how a state trooper's salary compares with
all of the other certified employees of the state. I think Mr.

Hernandez explicitly brought that out. What we're concerned
here with is not necessarily the pay as related to a secretary or

to someone else that might be covered under civil service. But,

what... how is his salary related to that, say, of a city police-
man in the city of Lake Charles? I think Mr. Hernandez brought
this out explicitly, and that is the inequity which we are
dealing with here. In other words, it is absolutely necessary
that we have a program which is conducive to getting good state
policemen into the system. I'm not saying that in the past
we don't. In my opinion, we have an excellent Louisiana State
Police Department, but yet at the same time, in order to be
competitive in the future, we're going to have to provide these
people with some Inducement to go into this field. Otherwise,
a person would not be Interested. He'd rather go to Lake Charles
and go to work as a city policeman in Lake Charles as opposed
to becoming a Louisiana State Policeman.

MR. ALEXANDER
Or New Orleans.

Kelly?
Now, is this the best way to do it, Mr.

MR. KELLY
Reverend, this is the only way I know to do it, is to make

this exception. As I have said previously, this convention

—

and as far as I'm concerned right now—the exception is the

general rule anyhow when we are concerning ourselves with law

enforcement officers. So, in my opinion, we're not even making
an exception here. We're doing nothing more than being consis-

tent with what we have done in the case of all other law enforce-
ment officers.
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Further Discussion

MR, NUNEZ
Madam Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

you know, you try to be consistent in all your voting and all
your proposals in this convention, and I think many of us do.

I believe that's why we're running about fifty-fifty on all of our
votes in this convention on this particular matter. I started
out trying to keep civil service as pure as it is now, or it's

supposed to be now, because I have a strong belief In it. I

think basically civil service has been good for all of our
employees, and more particularly, I think they are getting the

cream of the crop, or were getting the cream of the crop when
it came to our state police. I think we should continue in this.

But, let me tell you what happened about 1970. When, after it

was brought to the attention of the legislature, that there
were certain inequities that existed in salaries in our law

enforcement personnel. I'm talking about inequities that

exist on the basis of comparative— comparatively speaking with
other states in this nation, comparatively speaking with southern
states. We were the lowest in the area. Then, around 1970,
we passed a supplemental pay for deputy sheriffs. We always
had supplemental municipal police, but in 1970, we passed a

supplemental pay for deputy sheriffs, giving a deputy sheriff,
a beginning deputy, about the same pay as a state police, and
I might add, with less rigorous training and with less rigorous
requirements for Intrance , that is, testing and etc., and I'm
not minimizing our sheriffs throughout the state. But, they

start on about the same thing. We supplement local deputies
if they make three fifty to the tune of a hundred and sixteen dollars

or a hundred and thirty-two dollars and a hundred and fifty dollars,
which puts them just about In the same category as our state
police. We also, about that time, were to determine that it was dif-
ficult to get your state police because naturally they were
going to the various deputies' or sheriffs' asso. . .sheriffs
throughout the parishes. We supplemented a pay scale for
the state police. We not only supplemented it, we implemented
it, meaning we found the additional funds to give them that

pay scale. That was done through licenses, brake tag stickers,
and etc., and there was enough money available. We thought
in the legislature that it was a good pay scale. That pay
scale was turned down by civil service, as you probably have
heard already. The courts upheld civil service. My whole
point is that maybe this i-5n't the way to do it, but I see
no other way because the legislature, the prime body that was
concerned with raising the funds for these s^^lary increases,
had done just that, but it was declared unconstitutional by
the courts , upholding the Civil Service Board. I have no concern
with that. They were legally within their rights, and their
rights to do it. I do concern myself with the fact that your
state police in this state are in the same category, and nobody
has seen fit to try to raise them, categorically speaking. I

don't think we can stand here today and compare a pay scale
for a secretary, for a clerk, for a geologist, for an engineer,
for a medical man, as you can with the state police. I think
they are completely different. Evidently, these other scales,
and these other people in these other categories, are somewhat
satisfied because I've heard no hue and cry from them, and
I've had nobody come to me and tell me,"W^ should be differently
categorized." But, I have with the state police. I think they're
completely justified. 1 think if you had, if you had the basic
information that we had when we voted to give them this raise,
that you would vote right now the same way. I see no reason
why we should not differentiate. I see no reason why we shouldn't
take a fine organization, like the Louisiana State Police—

I

consider them second to none, when it comes to law enforcement,
and I think you do also—I think it would be only right and
only fitting if this convention would include in this document.
We've adopted a lot of things that I don't think was necessary,
but we've adopted them, and we've changed civil service completely
as we have known it in the past. So, I see no reason, ladies
and gentlemen of the convention that we should not adopt this
provision, and give to our state police, if just—and it's more
than morale reasons because it means dollars in their pockets.
Let me tell you something. It was brought out at the hearings
that many of our state policemen —and I don't want to sound
melodramatic, but It was brought out, and it's a matter of
statement of fact—that many of our state police, on the begin-
ning salary schedule with large families, living In large
metropolltari areas where the cost of living went high, were
actually getting food stamps. I stand to be corrected, if I'm
not telling you the truth. I stand to be correct*»d.So, if

the Civil Service Board cannot differentiate or cannot make a

different classification for state police, and we are having
problems In that category of pay scale for state police, then

I believe, gentlemen and ladles of the convention, that we

should it be incumbent upon us that we should set that scale,

or we should allow them, through the constitution, to set a

different scale. So, I would ask you, please, to go along with
this amendment. I think it's a good one. I think it's something
that should have been done, and has not been done, and if we

don't do it, I'd venture to say, it will not be done. It's been
proven that.. .they've turned the legislature down, and the courts

have upheld the legislature. So, why shouldn't we do it here?
Give me one good reason, and I'll vote with you against it.

But, I stand at this point that I think it should be in the

constitution. I'll yield to any questions. Madam Chairman.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Madam Chairman and fellow delegates, as usu^.l, I'll be

very, very brief. I said that to see if you were listening.
Thank you for listening. Now, I believe in this amendment.
I never did believe that the police in New Orleans belonged
in the state civil service; I never did believe the state police
did. They're all in a different category as employees.
Now, that's where the trouble started back In 1940. All of
the state except Orleans had a state police and firemen's civil
service and the state police got put into the state employees.
Now, policing is just a different ballgame from any other kind
of employment. It's got to be treated differently to be fair,

to protect the people, and if you don't put them In a different
system, you're going to have to make an exception. They're in

the state employees system, and so we should make an exception.
To me, it's very clear we should adopt this amendment. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. woMACK
Madam Chairman, fellow delegates, and I wish you would

listen. I'm not going to rehash but a very little of what
has already been said. I will touch on it a little. In 1970
the legislature, I think in Its wisdom at that time— I know
I sponsored the bill in the House, and I think, with Carl Bauer;
I don't remember who in the Senate—but, we passed taxes. Now,
I want you to listen to this. We get terribly disturbed about
a two to one tax, or a two-thirds tax. The legislature, in
the last year that they could raise taxes, passed a tax on the
people thirty-two to one; not two to one; thirty-two to one,
to pay a supplemental pay to state policemen because they
realized that they were deserving of it, had earned it and
were entitled to it. Now, keep in mind, this is the year,
the last year you could vote taxes before you ran for reelection.
That's pretty hard, and thirty-two to one Is a pretty sizable
majority. One of those didn't know what he was voting on, and
two of them is against God. So, that was the three votes that
was there. That gives you an idea about what the legislature
thought. So, if we're going to say that the legislative body
should have the right to tell—and I've heard that this morn-
ing a good bit—how we're going to spend money, that was the
feeling of the legislature. Now, we passed a tax; we
got the money; we designated how it was to be spent, and as

you know, it was blocked. Now, we were very kind to the state
policemen after this was done. We didn't have enough cars to

go around, so we went in and took a portion of the money the

next year and bought them some car*^ so that the state policemen
would haven't to push some of these vehicles off to go to work,

with the job they have to do. Then, the next time, we came

back with a little of the money, and I handled the bill to help
supplement their retirement system. Do you know what kind of retire-

ment systemthey ' ve got? The poorest funded retirement system
supported by the State of Louisiana today. Now, you talk

about a group of people that's kind of halfway been stepchildren;
this group of people has been stepchildren. So, we fought that

out. This year we finally took this little supplemental pay

and added, and got each one of them his own automobile to where

he could work going home, work coming back. We're getting two

extra hours of patroling a day from the average patrolman, not

paying overtime, not paying normal time, not paying him for the

time. All we're doing is furnishing him a car to ride in. This

is his supplemental pay, and this is what he's supposed to feed

the family with, this two extra hours he's working without pay

for. You can just go on and on and on. Now, looking at the

table of organization, you say, well he can climb. Do you know

how fast he can climb? Our holier-than-thou Civil Service Com-

mission has set up a table of organization, and you can only

have one captain and so many proportions, and that fellow starts

as a trooper; he's going to stay as a trooper a long tine. As
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long as he stays as a trooper, he's going to get that twenty

dollars a year raise now, if he does real good. With inflation

going up about twelve percent, that twenty dollars will go a

long ways toward paying him, especially when the ducks get

through with it. He gets about twelve or thirteen dollars.

Then, you wonder why he's entitled to food stamps. If he's

got any family at all and he's a beginner, he's entitled to

food stamps. So, I would urge you at this time—and saying that

we're going to set an example—Mr. Rachal, I can understand
your being against it. New Orleans has a civil service system

that sets the pay of their policemen, but it doesn't prohibit

us from supplementlngthem in the legislature, and we supplement
your New Orleans policemen. But, we can't supplement our state
policemen. We can supplement the city of New Orleans's respon-
sibility, but we can't supplement the responsibility of the
state out of the state general fund. We're supplementing the

deputy sheriffs. My deputy sheriffs at home was making far

more as a beginning deputy sheriff than a state policemen
was that had been there twelve years, and we supplemented him
again. It's just a crying shame, and all in the world this

does Is authorize ; it doesn' t direct. It authorizes the

legislature in its wisdom, and if they don't feel like It's

there, they're not going to pass taxes to put it there. You
know, we in the past even had to go far enough, trying to get
a little money to state policemen that we could buy them a

uniform, and authorize them to buy a meal while they were out on

the road because civil service says, "No, sir. We can't pay
them. We've got to consider everybody across the board."
Even the military, when you go into combat, gives extra coniiat

pay. Every day a state policeman today hits the road, he hits
the road in combat. Let's don't kid ourselves. They're in a

class of their own. They're in a responsibility of their own.

They're doing a creditable job to It, and they're entitled to

what we're asking for in this constitution here, and that is

the right of the Louisiana legislature to supplement their pay
if they see fit. So, I'd urge the adoption of this.

{^Previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendment adopted : 98-8

.

Motion to reconsider tabled .^

Personal Pri vi lege

MR. DUVAL
Madam Chairperson, fellow delegates, I didn't think that I

would ever take the opportunity to rise on a point of personal
privilege, but today I feel that I must. I am rather befuddled
at the inconsistency of this group. We recently had an amend-
ment which I Introduced which would give the legislature merely
the power to approve pay recommendations made by the Civil
Service Commission. It was soundly rejected, and I understand
that. But, now, on the basis that the Civil Service Commission
is not political, it should be inviolate, etc., and now, however,
we say that ... and I voted for the Hernandez amendment, I might
point out; but, now we say, though, this group— and some of the
people who talked against mine, talked for this—now, we say,
fellow delegates, now, we say, it's all right, though, for the

Civil Service Commission not to have autonomy where state police
are concerned. In that Instance, the legislature, who are the

watchers of the purse strings of Louisiana, have the final
say. Now, you know, if you're going to be intellectually honest
with yourself—and it's about time we started—you know that's
inconsistent. You know you can't justify it. You know you
did it because there's a strong lobby here. You know you haven't
been consistent, and doggone it, it's about time. We hear
people saying we want elected representation. That's a big
cry. Yet, they let appointed commissions have the force of
law. Then, they say the st^te police are excepted from all
other employees, and the legislature has the final say here so
the whole theory, allegedly, of the Civil Service Commission
Is put to rest. Therefore, I'm complaining to you, and I feel
aggrieved because of the rather regular inconsistency that I

have witnessed. I suggest to you to watch what you do, to at
least, be honest about it, and not to succumb to every lobby
that occurs, and not to succumb to a strong vested Interest, who
is opposing this constitution to begin with. I'm going to say
it just like it is. I have been on the opposite side of organized
labor at times, and on the side of some of their proposals. But,
I hope and pray that organized labor will be for this constitution
after we have finished ,because they have dadgum well had their
say in it. I hope they, like me, can push to have it passed,
and I hope they will not be negative, and merely because we have
a sixty day annual session end fighting this. I hope they will
unequivocably come out and say, "We support this constitution,"
and I'll be proud then. Thank you.

Recess

[^Quorum Call : 92 delegates present and
a quorum .

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr . Avant

.

Hernandez, Riecke, Wattigny, Smith, Sjtherland and Conino

send up amendments.
These are the lengthy amendments ; your two page amendments.

\_Motion to waive reading of the Amendment
adopted : 53-18 ."j

MR. POYNTER
Madam Chairman, I

made

.

On the sixth line.

States" of the text of

after the word and punc

remainder of that line,

remainder of that line.

On the subsequent line

inclusive; or" . That 's

than the coauthors whlc

do want to point out one change that's been

on the sixth line which begins "United

the amendment sixth line of the text,

tuation "United States," strike out the

After "United States ."strike out the

Strike out the next line In its entirety,

strike out the word, punctuation, "dates,

the only change to the amendment other

h have been added.

Explanation

MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you very much. Madam Chairman. Ladies and gentlemen

of the convention, this amendment Is no play on words. It tracks
the present . constitution and restores veterans'preference into
the proposed constitution just as it appears in the present
constitution, with the exception that the Clerk pointed out. It
strikes out the words "after having served between the wartime dates
of April 6, 1917 and November 11 , 1918

,

"both dates inclusive. That
Is—that was taken out for the sole reason that a veteran that

served during that time cannot be hired on Civil Service. He's
just too old for that. So, we took that out, saved a couple of

lines, since everybody Is interested in conserving time and space;
that's all that that does. It ... .provides the dates that a person
must have served to be eligible for this five point, or the ten
point preference. It's,as I said, just as it appears in the

present constitution, provides for a five point preference to any
veteran who had served during these war periods, that had been
honorably discharged. It provides for a ten point preference for

any veteran that served in that time, that had been honorably
discharged; and it goes further to provide for the widow.... I mean
the wife of a disabled veteran who had served honorably during
these periods of time—or one of these periods of time, but was
so incapacitated that he was not able to do the work that he was
best fitted to do. So, therefore. If he was not able to work,
we wanted to fix this so that his widow.. ..I mean his wife ... .would

get this ten point preference;in the event of a veteran that was

killed in service, his widow, or, that is, his unremarried widow;
or his unremarried mother or father, but only one ten point
perference per veteran.

It also provides for preference in layoffs. But, it so

points out that if this veteran, or his wife, or whoever Is used
in this preference, must be equally capable of holding this job.

I would be happy to anwer any questions, I see sone holding
up their hands. I'd rather, rather than attempt to go through
all of this, I would rather spend this time answering questions.

Questions

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Hernandez, I've got ... .people asking me all these questions.

Evidently, there's a lot of questions they want to ask.... particularly
wanted to ask^what about veterans of future wars?—of course»I hope
we don't have any. But, assuming that we will have something, would
it require, then, a constitutional amendment to grant an exemption
to future veterans?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir. There is no provision made. The only provision

you can make, so far, is to these that have been outlined by the
federal government as having earned campaign ribbons during

these periods of wartime.
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MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Hernandez, I believe you said this is the same language

as Is in the present constitution, word for word?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That's right. Yes, sir. Research drew this amendment up from

the existing constitution, yes, sir. The only thing left out

—

these dates—because World War I veterans would not be eligible
for employment, now, on account of their age.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Hernandez, maybe it was because I wasn't listening too

good, but you took out the dates, April 6. 1917 to November 11,

1918. Right?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That was only for the reason, Mr. Avant , that a man of that

age would not be eligible for work.

MR. AVANT
Y^ah. I understand that. But are you sure that none of

those people would have spouses or widows who would be entitled

to some type of benefit which you are taking away from those

spouses or widows by taking that out of there? I mean it would

be, probably, unlikely, but, are we certain that in taking that

language out, we are not doing something to some unremarried

widow or spouse?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Avant, I think you have an excellent point. For that

reason, I deeply regret having struck out those two lines. If

the Chairman would go along with it, on account of the reasons

that you pointed out, Mr. Avant, I would like to offer a

technical amendment I'd like to withdraw this amendment...

offer a technical amendment to restore those ... .that back In

there on account of the very point that you have made, Mr. Avant.

Tt was frankly overlooked on my part.

[Amendment withdrawn and resubmitted
with corrections . J

Questions

MR. SLAY
Mr. Hernandez, could not the State Civil Service Department

do this on their own without an amendment such as this in the

constitution ?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir, they could not.

MR. SLAY
In adopting their rules and regulations to go by, they

could not. . .

.

MR. HERNANDEZ
They have no authority to make provision for veterans'

preference without this in the constitution.

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Pete, do you know, sir, that I'm in sympathy with what

you're trying to do? But do you also know, sir, that on page 6

of the Dennery proposal, that he has a provision which says

that the conroission shall adopt rules providing for preference

in original appointment, layoffs, etc. , reinstatements of veterans?

Do you also know that if we could keep... our language condensed

in line with what he has, and possibly. If you want to put

percentages, that you would have my wholehearted support?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Deshotels, to answer your questions, the veterans

service organizations have a strong desire for tliis same language

to be put back as a guarantee to the veterans. They are of

the opinion, and I share this opinion with these veterans organiza-
tions, that this is of sufficient importance to put in the constitu-

tion. They want to spell tills out in the constitution so there

can be no mistake about it. For that reason, is why. It tias

worked well, Mr. Deshotels. It is now in the present constitution
like you see this now. It lias worked well. Everybody's been

happy with it. The veterans* organizations feel like th^it this

should be put back in the constitution.

MR. DESHOTELS
But you will agree, though, however, that if we should happen

to have another conflict, such as the Viet Nam conflict, that
we would have to have additional amendments to your section to
have these veterans of the future given these preferences, don't
you?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That is exactly right. But we can't anticipate that,

Mr. Deshotels.

MR. DESHOTELS
Don't you think that we could possibly go along with not

necessarily the same language that Mr. Dennery has, but something in
line with that and what you have, and provide for those future veterans,
also, and also protect the ones that we have now?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, the federal government hasn't gone to that end. This

is copied from the language handed down by the federal government.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Hernandez, I'm trying to figure out exactly what the

philosophy behind this is. You have a benefit on original
appointment, but no preference on promotion. Is that correct?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That is correct

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I 'm assuming you removed the three point preference there

used to be on promotion, right?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, ma'am. I didn't. The committee did, and I didn't want

to .since I sat on this committee, I didn't want to go back,

MRS. ZERVIGON
But I mean it was in the old constitution and it isn't in

your proposal.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, no, ma'am, it isn't. But, let me tell you why. The

employers felt like that if a veteran was given this preference
in hiring, that they should be able to, on their own, get the

promotions that they were entitled to.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Right. The theory behind that is that you are trying to

reassume a person Into the work force. Right?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Sorry. I didn't understand you,

MRS. ZERVIGON
You are trying to take someone whose life has been disrupted

back into the work force. Isn't that so?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That's exactly correct. Yes, ma'am.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Pete, are you certain that we should extend this to veterans

of World War II? Do you not feel that if they have not come back

Into the work force that very little can help them?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Avant called my attention to the fact, which I would like

to say now that I appreciate his so doing, because there are wives

that are still eligible for work.

MRS. ZERVIGON
No. sir. That Isn't really what I mean. I'm saying that If

a person has had a job in the private sector for these twenty-five

years or so since World War 11, what is your philosophy behind

giving him a preference in Civil Service in 1973. '75. '76?

MR. HERNANDEZ
So that in the event he has a wife that is working, she will

be eligible under the provisions of this for other employment, or

that preference in being retained on the job.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, let me ask you one further question. If a man sits

at a desk in El Paso, Texas. In a uni form.dur ing one of these periods—

that's the way Nunez was--durlng one of these periods you have

listed in your amendment, he is eligible for the veteran's preference/

right?
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MR. HERNANDEZ
If he served honorably during these periods of time spelled

out here.

MRS. ZERVIGON
He didn't have to go overseas?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, ma'am.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, if lie sits at that desk just one year later, between

these periods, he is not eligible for that preference. Isn't

that right?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, ma'am, that is...

MRS. ZERVIGON
Even though he may have been drafted. Isn't that correct?

.•IR. HERJJANDEZ

Even thougli he may be drafted, it was not during wartime

service.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Can you explain to me the philosophy for hiring. .. rewarding

one man doing tlie same job as another, and not rewarding the

second person?

MR. HERNANDEZ
I can explain only this way, that this was first Intended,

a man tliat was taken out of life there... out of his civilian life,

and put in service, this gives him the preference that the federal

government has recognized that he deserves, and the state has

adopted those same dates.

.MRS. ZERVIGON
But only if Ills life Is disrupted during wartime. His life

could be disrupted any other time, and he doesn't get the preference?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, T.a'am, he does not get the preference for any other period.

Thank you very much. I deeply appreciate your consideration

of tills amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. REEVES
Madam Chairperson, and members of the convention, you are

sitting there now having filled yourself with a tremendous lunch

and some of you are talking, and others are just reminiscing over

the good company that you had during lunch, and the things that

you discussed, but what we are discussing before you Is a

constitution for the greatest state In the United States of

America; we are here discussing the future of the State of

Louisiana. Mr. Hernandez has been in the legislature. I

understand he served well. Maybe he will go back some day.

But this is not the place—not the place—not the place— for

legislation. If I've got to get loud enough to wherever you

can hear me, and you'll listen, I want to get loud enough,

because I will not ever support meaningless, extemporaneous

legislation to be placed in a constitution that's going to be

voted on and held in the State of Louisiana for the next fifty

years. I will go on record now as being for the veterans that

have lived in my past lifetime, and are responsible for me

being here today. For if we hadn't had the armed forces of the

United States of America, we would not be a free nation. But,

I will not go on record as supporting material such as this.

This, my friends, is legislation. This, my friends, is the

problem we have in the Constitution of 1921. We have, are

beset right now, with a three volume, huge, thick constitution

that was placed here by my and your predecessors because they

were looking to protect special interests. I think nowhere in

the future legislatures, or future legislators of the State of

Louisiana, will we ever see the five point percentage, or five

points given to veterans taken out. But, we should not place

all of this material—have you looked at it? Read it. The

United States of America is a great nation. But we are

a warlike nation—whether you want to believe it, or whether

you don't. We're going to have wars in the future of this

country. I don't care how many Tricky-Dickies we got in

Washington or not, we're still going to have wars. We're going

to be in a war within the next ten to fifteen to twenty years,

most probably, according to the statistics. You know what you're

going to have to do to protect the veterans of that war? You're

going to have to bring on to the citizens of the State of Louisiana

another constitutional amendment to protect them. Fifteen more

years later, approximately, according to the statistics, you're

going to have another war. So, you're going to have to protect

these veterans, too. So, you've got to put them in there. Because,

see, our wars stopped with the Viet Nam war. The last thing
Mr. Hernandez says is "both dates Inclusive, or who served in

the Viet Nam Theatre between July 1, 1958, and the date the govern-

ment of the United States declares to be the date of termination

of service." This has already been declared. What we're going

to have in the future is a constitution laced with amendments .This

ain't the way it ought to be done. Now, I realize you have gone

againi^t what I—we—hope—or some of us hope is the principles

of an idealistic government, and an idealistic constitution. But

what you have now Is more legislati.;n . I say concretely to you out

there, if you vote against this amendment, you're not voting against

the veterans of this state. You are not. You are simply voting

to exclude this from a constitution where it shouldn't have been

to begin with for we, as mature individuals, trust a legislature,

elected in a democracy, able to go before the voters, and able

for us to have a vote on.

I ask your favorable opposition against this amendment. I

realize it's going to take guts—hard, down guts—to sit out there

and vote against the veterans, or what you think is the veterans

of the state. But it doesn't. It takes guts to be able to say,

"This is not— this is not constitutional material." Be it proclaimed

throughout the State of Louisiana, that we, as the younger delegates,

are looking for a new day in the State of Louisiana—a new constitution

for all the people of all the time. I will not support this type of

legislation within our constitution. It's going to take you some

hard, down, gut-looking fighting to come up and vote against this

amendment. But, if you've got it in you, and this is where we're

going to find out if you've got it in you or not, we're going to

find out if you have the ability to sit down and decide that this

is legislation. It belongs in the legislature which meets twice

a year right now, or once a year, over in the capitol. This ain't

the capitol. We're not the legislature. We are constitutional

delegates. If you want to be legislators, there's a campaign coming

up in the future. Run and get elected. But, let's don't have

legislation in our constitution. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Madam Chairperson and delegates, first I want to tell you

I am not a veteran of any war outside the boundaries of this

country. So, I don't exactly have an ax to grind. I wouldn't

get any benefit under this, anyway.

I'm rising in opposition to the amendment, not only for the

reasons Mr. Reeves mentioned, which I think are good ones, but

also, I wonder whether we should freeze this concept into the

constitution because I question the coircept. I think a veteran's

preference within five years of service, or if it's the first job

a person acquires after service, is a good idea. Reassimilate

the person into the work force. That's a good idea, and the

government takes the lead on the "Hire the Veteran^' campaigns

is fine. But I say to you, if a veteran has not had a job since

World War II, there's no helping him—absolutely no helping him.

If he has had jobs since World War II, then he has alreadv been

reassimilated into the work force and needs no benefits. Now,

if you are just going to reward this person because he's been

under duress, then, perhaps you only ought to reward the person

who has served overseas. If you are just going to— if you are go-

ing to reward someone because he has given service to his

country, then perhaps you ought to award only the veteran

preference only to those who volunteered to serve, and not to

those who were dragged off, kicking and screaming under the

draft. If you are going to reward service, then, boy, I want

mine. I had a Girl Scout Troop. If you think that's not combat,

you've never had one. One of the other delegates had an eighth

grade Sunday School class. That's worse. I'll give it to him

before I take it myself. But I'm telling you, this is not

constitutional material. The concept of it, I question.

Questions

MR. NUNEZ
Mrs. Zervigon, I would have preferred to ask Mr. Reeves some

of the questions that I wdnted to ask, but he's gone, and you're

\
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there. You question the concept of giving a veteran additional
points* or preference points for.... on his test.... or for his
grade, or what have you....what we are doing here? You question

the concept of that, or the lengthy amount of material we are

putting In the constitution?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Senator Nunez, I question both. I don't question giving

preference to someone immediately out of the service. I think

we want to assimilate those people back into the work force. I

question giving it to him twenty-five years after the war has

ended when he sat at a desk in El Paso, and he didn't want to go

in the first place, but he was drafted. I just don't see what

good it does the state, nor do I see why that particular person

deserves a reward from us

.

MS. NUNEZ
Did you question the giving of the homestead exemption to

the veterans?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes. I can, and I did. I think for a first purchase of

a home Imnedlately out of the service, that's fine. Twenty-five,

thirty years later, if that person can't make it on his own and

be a productive member of the society, then it seems to me there

Is Just no helping him, as I've said before. It seems to me that

there are plenty of things that society might want to give rewards

for—many different kinds of service. To pick only this kind,

and to give it to those who gladly volunteered their time, as well
as to those who went under duress, to those who were in danger,

as well as to those who were not, I just can't understand the

concept

.

MR. SINGLETARY
Mary, Isn't It true that under the Dennery amendment, veterans

could be given preferences In promotions? But under Mr. Hernandez's

amendment, they could not?

MRS. ZERVIGON
They could never be unless the constitution was amended.

Nor could you extend the dates of the wars, nor could you make

It applicable only to those overseas, or applicable to everyone

who's ever been in the service, or applicable to only draftees,

or only volunteers. There's no way to make it either more exten-

sive or less extensive, or more logical, no way at all under this

without a constitutional amendment.

MR. ROY
Friendly—It's friendly, Mary.

Do you agree that the purpose of civil service tests, of

course, is to get as far as possible the best person for the job?

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's supposed to be the concept—merit hiring.

MR. ROY
Do you realize, then, that if, let's say, the standard for

a particular job status was a score of eighty or above, and that

anybody didn't get eighty or above, just really couldn't hump it

most of the time? That is a veteran with a grade of 71 who got

ten points, he would bump out the top three who may have eighties

on a job—even after you say, like, twenty-five years from the

time of the war?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Chris, I don't think that you can apply the veteran's preference

to pass a test. But I do believe you can apply the veteran^

preference in order to get In the top three when you weren't really

In the top three. As you say, it goes against the merit principle,

as far as I'm concerned. Now, if we want to violate that principle

for the good public purpose of reasslmllating someone into the

work force, I'm for It. But for other reasons, I just can't

see It.

MR. RIECKE
Mary, what difference does it make if a man is drafted or

not, as long as he risks his life for his country? Does the fact

that he was drafted make that much difference?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Rlecke, It's Just that we can't take that into consideration

here. I think it makes a heck of a lot of difference whether he

was assigned to El Paso, Puerto Rico, or whether he was in the
Japanese Theatre. I think it makes a heck of a difference. There's
no flexibility under this thing.

My uncle went to El Paso, and he got a beautiful suntan....

didn't particularly like being away from home. But, he had his
whole family with him. I don't know whether he needs a reward,

MR. RIECKE
But you said it made a difference to you whether he was drafted

or whether he volunteered. I don't think that should make that

much difference.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I could argue that either way, Mr. Rlecke. I could

argue that if a man volunteered to go , he was making a choice
himself. The choice was not being enforced on him, and, therefore,
he deserves no reward for it. My own personal opinion is that
if a man was dragged off kicking and screaming, that..,. and didn't
volunteer to go, and didn't voluntarily risk his life, then he
really deserves no reward from us.

For one thing, it discriminates against the elderly, against
women who are not drafted, against people with trick knees and
flat feet, because those folks are not drafted. It makes no sense
to me.

MR. RIECKE
I happen to be one of those delegates who don't have any guts.

I'm going to vote for it.

[^Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. HERNANDEZ
Madam Chairman, ladles and gentlemen, I took the mike again

primarily for the purpose of being able to answer any questions.

That's what I was doing back here. I do urge you to seriously

consider this.

I had occasion to go through the War Veterans' Home the last

part of last week—well, it was last Saturday—and I believe that

if I could take some of you people through one of these war

veterans' homes, or through some of these veterans' hospitals,

that I could get a little bit more consideration from this group.

Some of those are still pitiful cases. They are very pitiful.

T deeply appreciate Mr. Avant calling my attention to the fact

that some of the wives are still eligible for these benefits. We

would not, under any circumstance, want to prevent those wives

from taking advantage of this. Now, this, as I said before, is

almost the same provision that was in the present constitution.

We left out promotions for the reasons that one of the veteran's

service organizations, and, some of the employers, felt like that

after a man gets on, that he should be on his own from there on

—

that if he deserves a promotion, he will get it. So, that's why

we left out this three point preference for a promotion, Mr.

Singletary. That was the only reason. The Veterans of Foreign

Wars, which I represent, did not favor leaving out the preference

in promotion. Some of the other veterans service organizations,

and employers—and I can understand why the employers felt that

way—they shouldn't have to promote a man unless he has earned it.

If there are any questions, I would be happy to attempt to answer

your questions.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Hernandez, is not this concept consistent with federal

laws in the same field?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir; it's taken from that. Reverend Alexander; It's

taken from the federal law.

MR. ALEXANDER
Right. Now, the other complaint is the World War 1

veteran would be too old for employment. But, isn't it possible

that a seventy-five year old man could have married a thirty

year old woman and she would still be in the work force?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir; that's why we reinstated those dates of World

War 1, Reverend Alexander. Mr. Avant called that to my attention,

and we put those dates back in for the very purpose that you have

pointed out.
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MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Hernandez, in your opinion, without your amendment could

the legislature provide for the veteran's preference?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir; the legislature could provide for some preference,

I think without a doubt, Mr. Graham. But, you can readily under-

stand that these veterans that are Interested in this and the

veteran service organization want to put these provisions in the

constitution to assure that they will not be tampered with.

MR. GRAHAM
One more question, Mr. Hernandez. Subject to the provisions

already contained in the Dennery amendment, could the Civil
Service Commission provide for this veteran's preference?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir.

MR. HERNANDEZ
The veteran service organizations you can well understand

want this spelled out in the constitution, Mr. Graham.

MRS. MILLER
Would you yield to a question from Chief Giarrusso?

MR. GIARRUSSO
Mr. Hernandez, don't you believe that a man that had his

education as well as career Interrupted when he had to go to

war while other people stayed at home and had an opportunity
to make big money and when he came back, he had a very difficult
time to get a job, and that he is entitled to some consideration
if he takes an examination?

MR. HERNANDEZ
I truly feel that this veteran is deserving of special

consideration.

MR. ANZALONE
Do you think that we would ever, the people of the State of

Louisiana, elect a legislature that would take away veteran's
benefits?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir; I do not.

MR. ANZALONE
Now, you mentioned a few minutes ago that this was a part

of the federal law... that it was tracked from the federal law,
I ask you, is this in the federal constitution?

MR, HERNANDEZ
No, sir; it's in the state constitution though.

MR. ANZALONE
Now, Mr. Pete, I ask you one further question: that as

constitutionalists, rather than legislators, do you think that
it is fair to put these people in a position to say that if

they vote against this, that they would definitely be voting
against veteran's benefits?

MR. HE7JIANDEZ

That question is something like what you answer yes or no
if you've quit beating your wife.

MR. ANZALONE
Yes, sir.

MR. HERNANDEZ
That's about the same thing.

MR. ANZALONE
That's what it was intended to do.

MRS. MILLER
Would you yield to a question from Mr. Stovall?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, ma'am.

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Hernandez, if your amendment is passed, would you then

support an amendment stating that "the legislature shall give
the veterans' benefits through the Civil Service Connnission"

and leave it to them to incorporate the details that you've
included here?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Wait a minute. The first part, if this passes? Well, if

this passes, no, sir, I'm going to leave it right where it is.
I like to quit a winner. Reverend Stovall.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Dennery, I hope this is a friendly question.

MR. DENNERY
I hope it's friendly, Mr. Pete. You're not suggesting

that the amendment, as it stands now without your amendment,
does not require veterans' preferences; are you?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Dennery, I'm sorty, but I couldn't understand you,

and I tried.

MR. DENNERY
I say the amendment .. .my amendment, which was adopted, and

presently in lines 15 to 21 on page 6 " requires the commissions
to adopt rules providing preferences for original appointments,
layoffs, and reinstatements for veterans"; is that not correct?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir; that is correct.

MR. DENNERY
And they may adopt rules providing for other veterans'

preferences; is that not correct?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
The basic difference between your amendment and my amendment

is that you list all of the dates and so on and so forth and the
number of points; is that not correct?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That is correct. As far as the reason, Mr. Dennery, that

these veterans that enjoy these preferences definitely want it
spelled out in the constitution; the veteran service organization
do and there is quite a movement back of it to put this Into the
constitution.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you, sir.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Ladies and gentlemen, I do urge your consideration of this.

I ask you to give it your consideration. I appreciate the time
you've given me.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

I Re cord vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

60-45. Motion to reconsider tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment

No. 1 proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted on Saturday,
page 6 of the amendment, at the end of line 21, immediately
after the partial word and punctuation "ences." add the following
sentence: "No rule, regulation, or practice of the commission,
any agency or department, or any officer of the state or any
political subdivision shall favor or discriminate against any
applicant or employee on the basis of his membership or non-
membership in any private organization."

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, you have three amendments, probably,

on your desk by me . I want to be sure you have the right one. I

wish you would just throw the other two away, because I am not going
to offer those. This one is the one that begins "No rule,
regulation, or practice..,." and it's at the end of line 21.
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Let me read this one more time: "No rule, regulation, or

practice of the commission, any agency or department, or any

officer of the state or any political subfUvision shall favor

or discriminate against any applicant or employee on the basis

of his membership or nonmembership in any private organization."

So, what we are saying there, is regarding civil service employees

in this state or people who are applying to be civil service

employees, tRe fact that they are in a union or not in a union

will not be taken into account whenever they are either hired,

or promoted, or whatever; it says they will not be favored;

it says they will not be discriminated against. Now, I don't

know how we could do anything that would provide more justice

or fairness than that; it certainly is not anti-labor; it's

not anti-union, in fact. It protects unions; it protects the

right of people to be in unions and not be discriminated against.

It also protects the people of this state, who work for the state,

from being forced or discriminated against if they don't join a

union— that's all this thing does. The vote this morning was

very close, it lost by six votes. Two machines were voted no

on that and the people were not here. I don't think that we

ought to let that go by without having another opportunity to

vote on this matter. I think a lot of people this morning did

not understand it. I think that written in the way it is now

that it is understandable. The thing that scares me, and the

reason I'm offering it again, is because of the opposition expressed

to this principle this morning. Why are people afraid of this

concept? Do they plan to discriminate against certain persons

in state employment because they are not in the union? Is that
what we are looking forward to and is that why we didn't want
that amendment this morning? I don't know; but, I'm afraid

of that. This is fairness and justice. If a person is in a

union or not in a union, fine, just leave him alone in state

employment; don't promote him; don't hurt him; don't discriminate
against him; don't be favorite toward him because of it. So,

I urge you to adopt this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I rise in opposition to this

amendment. This morning when Mr. Jenkins came with that

amendment I told you then it was the forerunner to this

amendment which, in effect, is nothing but a right-to-work

law for state employees—purely and simply, that's exactly

what it is. I ask you to reject this amendment and to leave

the area of employee-employer relationship open to discussion

between the employer and the employees. I ask you to reject

the amendment

.

Questions

MR. O'NEILL
Gordon, would you define the right- to-work law? My

impression is that it is abrogation of security clauses under

federal law; would you define it?

MR. FLORY

A right- to-work. .. .what it does is appears in many forms,

Mr. O'Neill, but whether its membership or nonmembership in any

organization is a prerequisite as are its condition of employment.

Also, it prohibits the certification of a particular one bargaining
unit.

MR. O'NEILL
How would this prohibit the certification of one bargaining

unit?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, nor have we practiced that. Under the present

civil service provision and in Mr. Dennery's proposal it could

not be granted as a prerequisite as a condition of employment;

that's already taken care of in the proposal as it now stands.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, if you don't believe that people should be

discriminated against, why are you against this then?

MR. FLORY

Because you say, Mr, O'Neill, that I can't in this sign a

contract as a sole bargaining agent.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, can't you sign the contract as a sole bargaining agent

and yet just not discriminate against those who don't belong to

the union? I don't see where it prohibits the signing as the

sole bargaining agent; that's done now.

MR. FLORY
Perhaps you don't understand the law and practice as far

as what is meant by the term "sole bargaining agent," insofar

as the processing of grievences, etc. If I'm the sole bargaining

agent in private employment , for example, under the federal

law, whether he belongs to the union or not, I still have to

represent him. If you take his case to arbitration, I have

to pay the cost and yet I can't require him to be a member of

the union—that's under the federal law.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, wait now, does the federal law apply to governmental

employees?

MR. FLORY
Not in the instance I just mentioned, no. But, if I am

recognized as a sole bargaining agent, then in the processing

of grievances if they come to me and want me to process his

grievance, take his case to arbitration, if I'm the sole

bargaining agent, I believe they could require that I do so

under the law.

MR. O'NEILL
O.K. Let me ask you. A point was brought up this morning

by Mr. Duval, what prerequisites is it going to take for you to

support this Civil Service Article? How much more are you going

to ask us to do?

MR. FLORY
I'm not asking for this, Mr. O'Neill. Let me say this in

reference to your question that Mr. Duval raised this

morning. As always has been the case, when this convention is

over we will make a determination as to what the contents of

this document and based upon that, the delegates to the convention

of our organization will make that determination, I won't make

that as one individual. I'll only have one individual voice in

making that determination.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Flory, is it my understanding that you are saying that

at present it is legal for the State of Louisiana to discriminate

against its employees based on whether or not they are in the union;

is that the present law?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, that is not the present law; the subject is silent

in that regard as long as he belongs to the... he is a classified

employee. . .

.

you can't require him, as a condition of employment, to belong

or not to belong to a union—that's the law today.

MR. FLORY
Because you couldn't discriminate. . .you couldn't sign a

contract as the sole bargaining agent, although you might

represent a hundred percent of the employees.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, I'm not sure that it says that.

MR. FLORY
Well, 99.9 percent.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, let me ask you, would you believe in discriminating

against people on Che basis of whether or not they belong to a

union?

MR. JENKINS
Well, isn't that all this says, is that

,
"No rule, regulation,

or practice of the commission, or any agency shall favor or dis-

criminate against any applicant or employee on the—basis of his

membership or non-membership in any private organization"?

MR. FLORY

It also has to do, Mr. Jenkins, with the certification
procedures as far as certifying bargaining agents. The only

reason for having a sole bargaining agent is that the employer

doesn't have to deal with three, five, ten, or fifteen different

organizations.

MR. JENKINS
How does this pertain to sole bargaining agents?
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MR. FLORY
Mr. Jenkins, I've been over that about three times, in

that I think what you do is preclude me by your amendment from

signing such an agreement. You stated from this microphone that

that's the sole purpose in this amendment and the one that you

had before ,is to correct the situation you didn't like at the

highway department.

MR. JENKINS
No, did you know that's not correct? I said that that's

one of the problems that has arisen when too much power is given

to certain groups. But, I certainly don't think that this pre-

cludes it in any way. What this says is that no person shall be

favored or discriminated against because he is either a member

of the union or not a member of the union in state employment;

didn' t you know?

MR. JENKINS
Wasn't it nineteen hundred out of seventy-five hundred?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, that is not correct; if you didn't look at the

union, as the description of the unit.

MR, JENKINS
Well, is there anyway that this can be construed to prohibit

unions in this state and state employment?

MR. FLORY
To prohibit unions?

MR. JENKINS
Prohibit people from joining unions.

MR. FLORY MR. FLORY
That's all right;the work says that you can't favor or discriminate j don't think you could prohibit unions by any state law,

against a man because of membership or nonmembership in the union. ^r. Jenkins.

MR. JENKINS
Are you of the opinion, right now, that a state employee

can be forced to join a union as a prerequisite for employment?

MR. FLORY
No, sir.

MR. JENKINS
Well, then this could not be a right to work law because

this doesn't change that; does it?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir, it does because you put one....

MR. JENKINS
All this does, . .

.

MR. FLORY
...even if it's a constitutional provision.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't, simply, the thing that this does is prohibit discrimination

in favor of or against any employee....

MR. FLORY
"

And, I think it precludes any department head, any state
government from signing such an agreement; yes, sir, I do believe

that.

MR. JENKINS
How?

MR. FLORY
I've said that about three or four times, Mr. Jenkins. I

think what you are doing is put up a barrier to me signing such

an agreement. I know that your sole motive in this is to try to

prohibit a certification as a sole bargaining agent—whether it

be my group or anybody else. I think it's much better for an

employer to deal with one organization than it is fifteen, as I

have seen that happen time and time again.

MR. JENKINS
In other words, what you are saying is, that the way this

goes against that principle is if the highway board designated

the AFL-CXO as the sole bargaining agent for highway department

employees, even though only maybe twenty percent of highway

department employees are in the AFL-CIO, that the other eighty

percent could not, say, organize in the Teamsters and also

negotiate if you have a sole bargaining agreement; is that

right?

MR. FLORY
No, but your mathematics are entirely incorrect, Mr. Jenkins,

in that we represent a majority of those eligible to join the

unit as described by the contract ,and it wasn't forced upon them,

it was agreed to by the directors of the Department of Highways
and entered into by agreement with the highway department board...

the board ....

MR. JENKINS
But, not by the employees, right?

MR. FLORY
What?

MR. KEAN
Mr. Flory, I'm trying to understand your opposition to this

amendment. You told Mr. Burson, as I understood the answer to

his question, that you did not feel that there could be required

membership in a union as a prerequisite to employment in the

state service; did you not?

MR. FLORY
That's correct. I don't think you could do that under

federal law, Mr. Kean,

MR. KEAN
Now, if you have a contract as such as you had in the highway

department, would it be your position then that employees in the

highway department could be required to join the union under that

contract or have to forfeit their employment if they did not?

MR. FLORY

No, sir. I don't believe I could sign such a contract with

the State of Louisiana under no circumstances in light of the

civil service provision as is present or as proposed in Mr.

Dennery's proposal.

MR. KEAN
Then, 1 don't understand—perhaps you can tell me again

—

what you think this would do insofar as your union contract?

MR. FLORY

Let's say I got 99.9 percent of the members signed up and

represent those employees in a particular department. I am

designated by agreement as a sole bargaining agent. If that

one employee that may not belong wants to go out and get some

other organization to represent him, he could claim discrimination

under this provision which would then nullify a certification as

a sole bargaining agent.

MR. JENKINS
But, not by the employees, right?

MR. FLORY

In that the majority of the employees in the unit asked for

it, yes, sir, they voted on it.

MR. KEAN
Would that employee—that one employee you're speaking about-

have to pay union dues even though he didn't belong to it?

MR. FLORY
No, sir.

MR. JENKINS
The agreement by those majorities is the ones that define

the parameters of who would be included, right? But, it was

only twenty percent of highway department employees; Isn't that

correct?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, that is not correct; it is not correct.

MR. KEAN
And the only thing you are concerned about is that under this,

that he could go out and ask some other union to represent him

other than the one you had signed up....

MR. FLORY
And discriminate against the 99.9 other employees; yes, sir;

that's discrimination in reverse.
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MR. BURSON
Gordon, this Is neither friendly nor unfriendly, I'm trying

to make up my mind on this. Now, do I understand your position

correctly that—forgetting about compulsory unionism which I

think is probably taken care of by the law—but would it be

your position that what you are concerned about here is how

to operate as a bargaining agent primarily?

MR. FLORY
Correct

.

MR. BURSON
So that, this would lead to my next question. Would it be

your Interpretation that your power as a bargaining agent could

extend to contracts which might place, let's say, as a condition

for qualifying for promotibns, let's say, membership or non-

membership in. . . .

MR. FLORY
No, sir, because in every contract that we have in existence,

to my knowledge, where a public body is concerned—and there is

also civil service in existence— there is a mandatory provision

that we require that they sign in there that says "nothing

contained herein shall supercede a conflict with any statutory

or constitutional civil service provision."

MR. BURSON
So that if the civil service provision says the three highest

on the list shall prevail, that's still the law, regardless?

MR. FLORY
In that particular top three, that's correct.

MR. NEWTON
Gordon, are there any state agencies now that you are the

sole... that there Is a union that's a sole bargaining agent for?

titracts in existence where
MR. FLORY

Oh, yes. We have a number of cont

we are the sole bargaining agents with both local government,

state government, colleges, and universities.

MR. NEWTON
Would you explain to us what a sole bargaining agent is?

I still can't see why this would keep you from being a sole

b.argaining agent.

MR. FLORY

Well, if I am designated as a sole or any—let's take any

organization who might be designated as a sole bargaining agent

for a group of employees, it means that the employer has to

deal only with that group. The only thing that they can negotiate

on is-where you have civil service- is grievance procedures In

those sorts of things, so that, you can only deal with one

organization instead of a multiplicity of organizations—eight,

ten, or fifteen whatever the case may be.

Questions

MR. ROY
Woody, I've got a couple of questions, and I'm trying to

understand what Gordon was talking about. I'm going to ask
you some questions to see if you agree. Let's assume. .. .wouldn'

t

you agree that if you have a labor organization named as the
bargaining agent for a subdivision or for the commission
and the commission says 'Since you represent ninety percent of

the employees and ten percent are not members of your organization,
we will deal exclusively with you, with respect to wage increases."

Don't you agree, then, that if ten percent say "We do not want to

be bound by the final determination on the issue of wages because
it would be implicit that you would be discriminating against us."

You would, in effect, nullify what Gordon is saying may come
about; isn't that what this is all about?

MR. JENKINS
In order to answer your question, Chris, I'm going to have to

give a little bit of background, and I think I will be able to

answer it. You must remember that at present under the Taft-

Hartley Act, federal law, private employers are subjected to a

situation whereby if you have an election among employees and

a majority vote In favor of a certain union, then that union
can be designated as a sole bargaining agent. Now, Taft-
Hartley does not apply to government. Thus, you do not have

to have elections among public employees in order to designate
a union as the sole bargaining agent. What was attempted to be

accomplished at the highway department was that without an election
by the employee, just by fiat of the board, a sole bargaining
agent was appointed—namely, the AFL-CIO affiliate. Now, that

would mean if a sole bargaining agent were appointed that say

the teamsters would not be allowed to negotiate with the highway

department even though they had more employees affiliated with

that union than with the AFL-CIO affiliate. In fact, the situation

is, that there are a number of teamster employees over at the

highway department. By designating an AFL-CIO affiliate as the

sole bargaining agent, then you prohibit the highway department

from negotiating with the teamsters. If we had a provision in

our law requiring an election, that would be a different matter

but there is no such law and probably there never will be. The,

thing that I'm trying to say is that civil service, first of all,

is an individual matter dependent on the Individual characteristics ,

the merits of the individual civil service employee. No group

should be able to be the ...designated as the sole bargaining agent

for any employee without his permission.

MR. ROY
I understand all what you are saying. Let's forget the

highway problem that came about. Isn't it a fact, though, that

if your amendment passes and there was a provision which respect

to a bargaining agent being appointed that one or two people could

say "We will not go along with the increase that ninety-nine other

employees want in our wages because you are discriminating against

us by virtue of letting a group speak for me when I don't want it

[^Previous Question ordered.}

Closing

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, this is really a very simpio

amendment and it does exactly what it says-that a person

cannot be favored or discriminated against in state employment

because he is either a union member or not a union member.

That's not a right to work law; it's not anything related to

that. In fact, Mr. Flory admits that under state law you

could not have a closed shop right now. My theory is that

because of the change in -composition of this commission,

the emphasis on seniority and other changes, that we might

have a day arise when some governor or some commission is

going to try to impose a situation where you have to be a

union member to get a Job, or preference will be given to union

members, or the situation might even be reversed; it might even

come so that a person would be discriminated against if he is

a member of a union, forbidden from getting a job. It may be

a situation where you have an anti-union administration take

office that would try to hold back the union, try to fire them

capriciously and discriminate in promotions. This would prevent

both such practices; it's fair and Just. I urge you to vote in

favor of it.

MR. JENKINS

No, it doesn't say anything like that, Chris. There has never

been a situation where an Individual employee has been prohibited

from negotiating. I want to make sure that that does not

con. ...that that continues, so that in the future no voice of an

employee can be snuffed out, and you will tell him that he can't

negotiate. Now, whatever Is agreed to, he is going to be bound to

whether he is in a union or not.

MR. ROY

No, he won't because he can then say he is being discriminated

against by virtue of his nonmembershlp in the union.

MR
sten, what you must remember, Chris, is that civil service.,

mission sets pay scales, the highway department doesn't. I

JENKINS
List

the commission sets pay

mean there is very little to negotiate about in the first place

most all of these decisions are made by civil service. The civil

service decision of pay scales is going to be what all employees

are bound by

.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Jenkins, I understand Mr. Flory's argument to be that

the word in our seal "union Justice and confidence" means labor
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union. Now, my question is this: As I understand his arguments,

he contends that it's all right to discriminate against employees

so long as you don't discriminate against unions; isn't that the

thrust of his argument?

who aren't affiliated at all. But, that is not what this amendment
pertains to. It pertains to the more general question of whether
or not the state can discriminate against its employees because
they arc affiliated or not affiliated with a given union.

MR. JENKINS
I'm not sure, Mr. Willis. But, I think that no person in his

right mind who believes in fairness and justice can believe that

the affiliation with a private group by one of our state employees

should have anything to do with his hiring, his promotion, or anything

else.

MR. WILLIS
I agree with you that that is the height of discrimination

and the bottom of that judgment, not to vote for the amendment.

{^Motion to suspend the rules to allow
for additional time adopted : 60-21.}

MR. BURSON
Mr. Jenkins, I'm still trying to make up my mind on this

question. One statement that you made in your conclusion here
interested me. Are you saying that under the law, as it exists
at the present time, that a majority of the workers in the
bargaining unit, i.e., for example, a highway worker or some
other civil service bargaining unit need not approve of a union
before they could become the sole bargaining agent?

MR. JENKINS
That is absolutely correct, Mr. Burson, and that is exactly

what the highway department did. There was never an election
or anything else and only twenty percent of the highway department
employees were affiliated with this particular union that was
designated the sole bargaining agent. In fact, we had a situation
when this board met over here where the whole building, of the
highway building, was full of employees against the thing. We
had five hundred and some odd out of seven hundred workers working
in that building sign a petition against the AFL-CIO affiliate
being designated the sole bargaining agent. But, the Highway
Department Board for reasons—which I am sure are their own

—

voted to designate this group the sole bargaining agent. There
was never any election; there was never any legal requirement
that there be an election.

MR. BURSON
There is such a legal requirement in the case of private

business.

MR. JENKINS
There is in private enterprise because that's covered by Taft-

Hartley, but governmental units and employees are exempted from Taft-
Hartley.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Jenkins, are you aware of the fact that the ruling of

the court in this case that you referred to was based upon the
fact that the union represented only about forty-five percent of
the employees in the bargaining unit and not a majority, that
that was the sole basis for the ruling of the court? Are you
aware of that fact?

MR. AVANT
All right, now, Mr. Jenkins, you have indicated in your

remarks that you had quite a bit of knowledge concerning the facts
of that particular case. 1 tell you that there's about a thousand
page transcript of the proceedings in that case in my office, and
you are invited to come by and read the transcript of testimony,
and after you read that, I think you will be in a much better
position to correct some of the inaccurate statements that you have
made.

MR. JENKINS
Well, Mr. Avant, when I was at the hearing that day—the public

hearing—when you had, probably, seven or eight hundred Highway
Department employees there testifying against the action of that

board, 1 learned about all I wanted to learn about that unbelievable
travesty of justice that occurred at the Highway Department that

day the Highway Department employees overwhelmingly against it.

That's. . .that, really, is the motivating factor for me in

proposing this change to be sure that in the future we don't have
any sort of blatant discrimination against any of our employees in

this state based on their affiliations with unions or not.

MR. AVANT
Well, since your mind is closed, I don't suppose it would do

any good for you to come and read the facts.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Jenkins, as I understand the law, is it not correct that

there is no legal machinery, at the present time, by which you could
hold an election for municipal, state, or other governmental
employees to designate a bargaining agent for them?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

MR. KEAN
So, that all you have now is purely a byplay, a political

arrangement between some board or agency and some union purporting
to represent some portion of the employees?

MR. JENKINS
That's right; not necessarily a majority,

of the employees.
frequently a minority

MR. KEAN
This would insure that those employees who did not select to

join the union would nonetheless have a I'ight to have their voice
heard by that agency or the Civil Service Cotmnission or other
agencies that might have some jurisdiction over them, without having
to rely solely on the union for that spokesmanship?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct, Mr. Kean, and that's the only way that we can

have a viable civil service system, is the people are treated as
individuals and granted these rights.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Avant, it's been a period of time since I've read the opinion.

I did look at it. But, I don't know that. No, I don't know that.

MR. AVANT
Well, 1 can tell you that that's true.

MR. JENKINS
But, 1 do know that of the Highway Department employees, that

this union has the affiliation of about twenty percent of them, and
that there never was an election among the employees.

MR. AVANT
Now. one other thing. Are you aware of the fact that as of

right now, insofar as the designated bargaining unit is concerned,
that the union has over a majority?

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Avant, I don't know. If you write your rules so that you

so limit who is in the bargaining unit, I guess you could write
your rules that way. But, I have no objection to someone being
designated a bargaining unit for employees. What I do object to
is designating them the sole bargaining unit, even though you may
have fifty percent of the employees affiliated with another
union, and twenty percent with another union, and twenty percent

\_ Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

57-50. Motion to reconsider tabled.
'\

MR. POYNTER

Amendment

Amendment No. 1.

On page 1, in the Dennery amendment adopted
by the convention Saturday, on page 7 of the Dennery amendment,
delete lines 8, 9, and 10 in their entirety, and insert in lieu
thereof the following:

"nesses. The decision of a commission shall be subject to

review on any question of law or fact upon appeal to the court of

appeal wherein such commis-"

Explanation

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, if I could have your attention

for just a few minutes, I would like to explain the reason why I

offered this amendment. As it stands now, any one of you sitting
out here can try a case in district court—in a civil district
court. If you appeal that case to the court of appeal, your case
will be reviewed on the record of the facts and the law—the facts

and the law. The Civil Service Commission upon hearing a case,

if it's appealed, that appeal is sent to the court of appeal.
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As it stands now» if you hear a case before the Civil Service

Commission—and let me say the Civil Service Commission does

operate under the Civil Code of Procedure— if you appeal that case,

that appeal goes to the court of appeal. So, therefore, the

status of the Civil Service Commission is more or less that of a

civil district court because the appeal goes to the court of appeal.

Anyway, upon that appeal going to the court of appeal, your case

is reviewed upon the law. Not upon the law and the facts, but the

law. Now, reading my amendment, it changes the wording so it

would read, "The decision of a commission shall be subject to

review on any question of law or fact upon appeal to the court of

appeal." So, what we're. . ,1'm trying. . .simply trying to do

with this amendment is afford a person who goes before the Civil

Service Commission the same right that each and every one of you

sitting out there has now. Well, you may say, "Well, what's the

difference between the law, and the facts?" I am trying a case

before the Civil Service Commission. I have proof that I was on

the job a certain date, at a certain time. If this decision is

ruled against me, either unintentionally or intentionally, and

I appeal this case— 1 go to the court of appeal— I cannot introduce

that evidence before that court. I cannot say I have documented

proof that I was on the job, at this place, at this time, on that

day. This is not new, this review on law and facts. Out of the

twenty-one states which presently have civil service, four of

them review cases on the court of appeal by law and facts. Ladies

and gentlemen, as 1 said, I'm not going to take anymore of your
time. It's a simple amendment. It's geared at giving every

person—each and every person, just like yourself and I— the

opportunity to have his case heard and have all of the facts brought

in. Now, once this case goes to the court of appeal, I cannot

introduce any new evidence, I can just have the record introduced

of the law and the facts. I would urge the adoption of this amend-

ment. Thank you.

I'll yield to any questions.

of the review of the fact. Isn't that correct?

MR. BERGERON
I would presume that's correct; yes. I don't know what type

of gap it would leave. Tony, let me say this: I feel that the

Civil Service Commission is an important commission. I feel that

its decisions and the defendants in those cases should simply have

the opportunity to have both sides of the law heard—the facts

and the law. That's simply what I'm trying to do with this amend-

ment.

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Bergeron, it looks to me like this convention has been

stampeding along here just hell-bent for the rights of the employee,

etc. What's happened to the rights of the employer?

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Abraham, nothing is happening to the rights of the employer,

if he is right in dismissing a man or taking disciplinary action
against him in a civil service case. Nothing has happened to his

rights. I just simply want to afford this gentleman who is the
defendant in the case the same rights that you would have, sir, or

the same rights that I would have in any type of civil case.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Bergeron, would it be all right with you if Mr. Lanier

and I joined you as coauthors, and ask the Clerk to open the

machine to see if there would be others who would join you?

Questions

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Bergeron, did you know that I agree with you a hundred

percent? I would like to go on here as a coauthor, if you'd let

me.

MR. BERGERON
Well, it would certainly be agreeable to me. It might take

up some of the convention's time, but I have no objections to

allowing. . .

MR. BERGERON
Thank you, sir.

[_36 coauthors added to the Amendment .^

MR. TATE

Mr. Bergeron, in other words, you want the same burden of
proof in a Civil Service Commission appeal as there is in an
ordinary civil proceeding. . .1 mean, the same review by the
courts on the law and the facts? Is that what you are after?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir; that's correct, Judge Tate.

MR. ROY

In other words, Mr. Bergeron, you feel that if a court of appeal

can review a jury's findings—a twelve man jury's findings—of fact

in civil cases on personal injuries and what have you, that surely

it should be able to review the findings of five men who have been

appointed by some presidents of different universities with

respect to the findings that they make as a matter of fact? Isn't

that true?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Bergeron, did you know that in view of the stand that this

,

convention took on appellate review of facts in the judiciary, that,

really, this is the only logical way that we can go on this
particular point?

MR. BERGERON
Thank you, Walter; yes.

MR. GUARISCO
Mr. Bergeron, I also agree with you a hundred percent. But,

I*m faced with this particular problem. First of all, I argued
till I was blue in the face that the administrative agencies
should also. . .should have no greater import upon the populus

than the district court has. But, now, I think, with

your amendinent--whlch I support and will vote for—it's going to
' leave a gap or anomaly In the law in that there are other
administrative agencies in the state that will not have the benefit

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Bergeron, all I would like you to do is to explain to

me why you asked the convention to adopt your amendment in view

of the provisions that we adopted in the Judiciary Article which says,

"as provided by law in the case of review of administrative agency

determinations." In other words, other administrative agency

determinations are primarily reviewe'd only on the law. Is that

not correct?

MR. BERGERON
If you say so, Mr. Dennery, and if I had that copy right there,

I could probably also agree with it. I don't question that.

1:R. DENNERY
Well, I'll read it to you, sir. It says, "except as limited

to questions of law by this constitution or as provided by law

in the case of review of administrative agency determinations, its

appellate jurisdiction extends to law and facts." So, why should

the Civil Service Commission rulings be distinguished from others?

That's the only question I'm trying to find out.

MR. BERGERON
Well, the only way I can. . .let me answer you this way, Mr.

Dennery, as I answered Mr. Guarisco and Mr. Abraham: I just feel

that this commission is of such importance and that each and

every one of us are due our justice in this country as the next

man is. I feel that we should be afforded the same right as the

average citizen on the street has. When you hear a civil service

case, you don't go before a civil district court where you can have
your case brought to the court of appeal and can have that case
reviewed on the law and the facts. You have no facts in your
appeal to the court of appeal. I feel that the justification is

there. I feel that every person should be afforded the right to

have his case reviewed on the law and the facts, Mr. Dennery.
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MR. DENNERY
Isn't it true, Mr. Bergeron, that in cases before the civil

district court or other district courts that the laws of evidence
prevail, and you have judges who sit on those cases, and they
know which facts to admit and which to refuse admission to; whereas
in administrative agency determinations this is not always true?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
Has there been any dissatisfaction, to your knowledge, with

the state of the law which has existed since 1952 in which appeals
to the courts of appeal or the Supreme Court have been limited
to review only on the law from civil service cases?

MR. BERGERON
I can't accurately answer that, Mr. Dennery. I haven't gone

back and checked into the records and seen if there's been any
dissatisfaction. But, I will say this, pertaining to the Civil
Service Commission on appeals: they have had cases overruled and
just dealing with the law. I'm sure it would be most helpful for
the judges if they had the facts and the law. I feel that some of
the cases could be solved very quickly.

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Bergeron, you realize, of course, that all of the

facts are before the court of appeal. They are not deciding
this case in a vacuum. They have the same evidence that they
would have in any civil case. The only thing that this says is
that as to a review as to whether the facts as found by the
commission, and as found by the court; presently, the appellate
court can reverse on facts alone. In a civil service case, they
cannot overturn the facts as found to exist. That's all that
means

.

Further Di scussion

MR, DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, it's

difficult to appear when thirty-six people have already coauthored
an amendment, but I feel I must call to your attention some of the

problems that this will create. At the present time, all of the

facts as found by the Civil Service Commission, which must make a

finding of facts, are sent up to the court of appeal. They have
the entire record; they also have the findings that were made by
the Civil Service Commission. They then determine whether based
upon those facts the commission has applied the law correctly. They
further have the right, in the event there is no evidence to

support the facts as found, to overturn on the facts in that instance.
But, in the ordinary instance, just as in any other administrative
appeal, the facts as found by the administrative agency are
presumed to be correct, and they are not subject to review unless
there are no facts in the record to support the findings that the
commission makes. Now, it seems to me that since we adopted, in
Committee Proposal No. 21, Section 10 (B) , exactly this concept
for cases of review of administrative agency determinations, that
there is not reason to change it here. Furthermore, I see no reason
to change something that has worked properly and well, to the best
of my knowledge, since 1952. There hasn't been any hue and cry
raised to change this type of law which is in effect in many, many
states, as Mr. Bergeron told you. There are only four states in
the whole United States which have review of the facts on civil
service cases. I urge you, therefore, to defeat this amendment.

Questions

MR. ROY
But, Mr. Dennery, in the other states that do allow the review

of facts, they don't even allow review of facts in civil cases
at all, though, do they?

MR. DENNERY
I'm not certain whether they do or they don't, Mr. Roy.

MR. ROY
Isn't Louisiana the only state in the union that allows an

appellate court to review the facts of a district court or a
district jury in civil cases?

MR. DENNERY
I think that's probably correct.

MR. ROY
Well, then, the point is that in those states even where they

don't allow a court 's review of facts to be made by an appellate
court, in some they do allow a Civil Service Commission's facts
to be reviewed primarily because, as you pointed out, they listen
to a lot of hearsay garbage, and a lot of times they make their
opinions on stuff that is not valid evidence. Isn't that true?

MR. DENNERY
I don't think that's true; no, sir.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Dennery, isn't the reason that we have appellate review of facts

in Louisiana a theory which I understand is based on the continental
philosophy in this regard, because we feel that it is better justice
that if a mistake is made on the facts that this mistake can be
corrected on appeal?

MR. DENNERY
I think that's probably true, Mr. Lanier, but I don't think

that necessarily applies in cases of administrative bodies as it
does in an ordinary lawsuit. That's my whole point, here. The
theory of administrative law is not the continental theory that we
have adopted. The theory of administrative law has built up,
primarily in this country, in the last. . .relatively recent number
of years. The whole theory of administrative law is to permit the
administrative body to find the facts. This saves the court an
untold amount of time. If the facts are obviously wrong, an
appellate court has a perfect right to overturn them. If there
is not enough evidence to support what the civil service found to
be a fact, the court does not have to accept it as a fact. But,
if there is evidence there, then it does have to. That's normally
what a court does, as you well know, even in a civil case. If
there is evidence to support what the trial court found, under
normal circumstances, the appellate court accepts those findings.

MR. LANIER
I believe the rule that you're referring to is the manifest

error rule, isn't it, Mr. Dennery?

MR. DENNERY
I think it's called that; yes.

MR. LANIER
I believe that is distinguished from the rule, as I understand

it, in administrative cases that there must be an absence of
facts. Is that not correct?

MR. DENNERY
No, that's not true, sir. not under. . .there've been a number

of cases. . .civil service cases i4iich have been overturned on
the basis of. . .not on the absence of facts, but on manifest
error . . .

MR. LANIER
But, really, don't you believe that justice will be better

served if we have appellate review of facts in this type of a

case? Further, do you see any great policy reason that would
overturn this approach, or that would justify overturning this
approach?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Lanier, the only answer I can give to that. . .to

those questions is that if something has worked well this long. I

see no reasons, particularly, to change it. As far as any
overriding policy question is concerned, no, I can't say that
there's an overriding policy question. I think the courts would
be better able to answer that than I would.

[^Previous Question ordered . ]

Closing

MR. BERGERON
Ladies and gentlemen, I won't take up much of your time. I'd

just like to bring this out: in the civil district court, a judge
hears the facts, he hears the law. If it's appealed, it can be
reviewed on the law and the facts which is brought to the court of

appeal. On the Civil Service Commission, the members of that
commission are actually acting as judges, because they decide on
the case. It is then in turn, if appealed, brought to the court
of appeal. They do not have review on the facts—review of the
law. I would just simply ask you to give the rights to defendants
in these type of cases the same rights which are afforded to you.

I would urge the adoption o£ the amendment. Thank you.
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[Amendment adopted : 80-27. Motion to
reconsider tabled.']

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments at the desk goes to Paragraph (M)

,

and are sent up by Delegate Shannon.

Amendment No. 1. In floor amendment proposed by Delegate

Dennery adopted Saturday, on page 7 of the floor amendment, delete

lines 14 through 23, both inclusive, in their entirety and insert

in lieu thereof the following:

"(M) Appropriations. (1) State. The legislature shall

make adequate annual appropriations to the State Civil Service

Commission and to the Department of State Civil Service to

enable the coiranission and the department to carry out efficiently

and effectively the provisions of this Section, and the amount so

appropriated by the legislature shall not be subject to veto by

the governor."

Expl anation

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, 1 have

objections to this as is written because it mandates a specific

appropriation for an agency and they do not have to line item it.

1 understand that they have never exceeded this, but actually, it's

been a violation of the constitution that it has not been appropriated.

That is my reason for offering this amendment at this time. This

will do no violence to civil service, and at the same time will

give them adequate monies to operate on. At the present time, and

in this proposal, it designates seven tenths of one percent of the

entire amount of the classified employees payroll to run that

agency. I have talked to some people on the Budget Committee and

they said that it never has reached that yet, and they never have

asked for it yet. But, actually, he told me at the time that it

was a direct violation of the constitution. Now, they can ask for

this in a lump sum, if they so desire, and they can use this money,

as far as I know, in any way that they see fit. Because they

could ask for it in a lump sum, it would not be a line item budget,

strictly be a lump sum budget. This is the reason that I had for

introducing this, also, recently, at the last session of the

legislature, we gave a raise of 5.5 percent to the employees of

this state. In effect, what this raise would do would be raising

the budget of the Civil Service Commission when they would have

no more personnel to deal with, or no extra duties to perform. 1

have made this so it will not be subject—after the legislature

approves it— it will not be subject to the veto of the governor to

take it out of the political realm. So, 1 ask for your favorable

support of this amendment.

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted: 67-31. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Motion to revert to other
orders of the day adopted without
objection

.

]

Announcements
[jj Journal 949]

[^Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.

Thursday f December 13, 1973.
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Thursday, December 13, 1973

ROLL CALL

174 delegates present and a quorum ."i

PRAYER

MR. ABRAHAM
Our Father, we thank Thee for this day. We ask that Tou

watch over us in our deliberations today. Guide us in our
efforts. Help us to do what is best for the people of
Louisiana. Direct us in our work, and may all our efforts
be to Thy end. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 9, introduced by Delegate Aertker,

Chairman on behalf of the Coiranittee on Education and Welfare
and other delegates, members of that committee.

A proposal making provisions for human resources by pro-
viding for state and city civil service.

The status of the proposal is that the convention is still
considering amendments, and in particular, amendments to the
lengthy Dennery amendment adopted on Saturday. Mr. Chairman,
the status of the proposal at the present time with respect
to the amendments is that there are a number of amendments
now pending to the next paragraph which is (0)

.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Mr. Alphonse Jackson as follows:
Amendment No. 1. Page 1, line 14, In Floor Amendment No. 1,

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted on Saturday, on page 8
of the floor amendment, line 32 thereof, after the partial word
and pimctuation "islature," and before the words "in one or"
delete the words and punctuation "or by the respective local
governing body,".

Explanation

MR. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I do

not believe that there is any serious objection to this amendment.
I have talked to Mr. Dennery, the author of the amendment, and
he indicated that he had no objections to it. All I'm trying
to do is to clarify that state employees or parish employees
that are now exempted from civil service will not be placed
under civil service if the parish authority— local authority

—

decides that they want to make some change in their status. I

don't believe that that has ever been the intention of civil
service, nor the Dennery amendment, and I Just want to clarify
that. I would ask that you would adopt it—simply clarifies
the fact that employees that are now exempted and that are
not now subject to civil service would not be subjected to
it in the future by a decision of the local governing authority.

I ask for the adoption.

Questions

MR. LANIER
If you take out this language, would that then mean that a

local authority—say under a home rule charter—could not do this?

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, 1 think it would mean that, those employees that are now

exempted, that they would not be able to do it. What I'm talking
about... I'm expressly concerned about assessors and school teachers
employees in that category— in those categories— that are now
employees of local governing agencies, not being subjected to
civil service. They've not been in the past, and I don't think
that any of these groups are desirous of being placed under civil

service. To be honest with you, I'm concerned about professional
educators. I think the way the language is included in here
that a local school board could decide that they wanted to place
teachers under civil service, and that's my concern.

MR. LANIER
Well, when we say "local governing authority" or "local govern-

ing body" under the Local Government Article, we're only referring-
is it not correct— to parishes and municipalities. Isn't that
the definition in the Local Government Article?

MR. A. JACKSON
Yes, but I think that when we discussed it and when it was

debated, we decided that a school board was a local government
body.

MR. LANIER
Didn't we say it was a political subdivision? I think it

was Mr. Burson's amendment that put the term "school board"
under political subdivision. So, I believe the words "local
governing authority" have a different meaning than political
subdivision under the local....

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, it may or may not, Mr. Lanier. I think we're really

cutting fine hairs here. As I appreciate the situation, you
could go either way. There are other categories that I think
certainly would fall under this provision that concerns me.

MR. LANIER
Well, let me ask you this. Delegate Jackson. Is it your

statement, on this microphone for the record, that it's your
appreciation of the definitions under the Local Government
Article that "school board" is included under the term "local
governing authority "?

MR. A. JACKSON
As I appreciate it and as I understand the language, I

would think so.

MR. LANIER
Now, if I was to tell you that that is not accurate, would

you agree or disagree with that statement?

MR. A. JACKSON
You know, that's not the first time you've told me something.

I mean, I Just have some doubts about It. I think that a local
school board is a local governing body. I would ask for the
adoption of the amendment.

[Previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted : 42-34. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Delegates Anbrolse Landry, Mire, et al.
Amendment No. 1. Page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention on
Saturday, on page 8, line 34, after the word and punctuation
"employees," delete the remainder of the line in its entirety
and on line 35, before the word "or" delete the words "from
the state classified service".

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 14, in Floor Amendment
No. 1, proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the con-
vention, on page 9 of the text of the amendment, line 14,
at the end of the line, add the following: "However, nothing
in this paragraph shall permit Inclusion in the local civil
service of officials and employees listed in Paragraph (B)
of this section."

Amendment No. 3. In the Dennery amendment on page 9, at
the end of line 4, add the following sentence; "No law
enacted by the legislature establishing a civil service system
applicable to one or more parishes or to one or more municipal-
ities having a population of less than four hundred thousand
shall be effective in any parish or in any such qiunicipality
until approved by ordinance adopted by the governing authority
of the affected parish or municipality."

Explanation

MR. A. LANDRY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, in

order to be consistent with what has been done in the Local
Government Article, as you re;all in Section 8 under the
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home rule charters, we exempted the sheriffs, the assessors,

and the clerks, the district attorneys, the coroners, parish

school boards, and the city school boards from being placed
under these home charters. This amendment—especially No. 1

and No. 2—only guarantees that if a local parish goes into a

civil service system, that the officers listed in Paragraph (B)

of the Dennery amendment will be exempted from the classified
service. Amendment No. 3 only permits the local governing

authority, that if the legislature adopts a civil service

system for any of the parishes, that it has to be approved by
local ordinance. I don't think the first two for sure are

not controversial. I spoke to Mr. Dennery on those two, and

he has no objection to include or to make it clear that those

officers were listed in Paragraph (B) of his amendment should

be excluded from local civil service if they are so adopted.

I ask, Mr. Chairman, for a favorable vote.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Landry, does this amendment have the effect of forever

exempting from civil service employees such as those of the

sheriffs department, the clerks of court, or assessors?

MR. A. LANDRY
1 would say that it would not preclude, unless you would

come in with a constitutional amendment.

MR. DE BLIEUX
In other words, that's the only way you could have civil

service for it is by constitutional amendment.

MR, A. LANDRY
That's correct.

MR. HENRY
Do you have a question, Mr. Winchester?

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

hope that most of you heard the questions that I propounded to
Mr. Landry when he was explaining this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I don't know whether anybody is listening to

ma or not on this, but I think it's very important....
If you know what this amendment does, it forever exempts the

sheriffs' employees, the assessors ' employees, the clerks ' of
court employees, and the coroners' employees from civil service.
I might tell you what happened a few years ago when Sheriff
Cronvich was originally elected sheriff in his parish. He
wanted to have a civil service only for the sheriff's em-
ployees of his parish. The rest of the sheriffs throughout
the state fought it because they thought that would be bad
for them because eventually they might be subject to civil
service for their employees. They defeated that proposal.
Now, I just don't think we should block out and say the leg-
islature could never have civil service employees for a
sheriff's office, or a clerk's of court office, or some other
office if they wanted it. The only way in the world you can
get it, if you adopt this constitutional amendment, is by a
constitutional amendment to the new constitution. I just
don't believe that is good, and I ask you to vote against
this amendment.

Questions

got together throughout the state and defeated It in the legislature.
It was a proposed constitutional amendment. That's true.

MR. NUNEZ
Excuse me. It passed the House, and you all defeated it in

the Senate. That's correct.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, maybe that might have been the fact, but as soon as

they found out what it was about, they loaded down on us.

MR. ROY
Senator, is there anything in the present constitution with

respect to such a broad prohibition?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I don't think that it applies at the present time in the

constitution. You could not have civil service for those employees
by a legislative act—I'll put it that way—as far as I remember
the provisions.

MR. ROY

Well, I missed your response.

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, I don't believe there's a broad prohibition against it

that's contained in the present provision. In other words this....

I don't believe the legislature could put in a civil service
amendment for those. I'm not sure about it; I might be in error
about that.

MR. ROY

At this particular time you don't think the legislature could
provide that clerks of court and sheriffs and what have you will
have civil service for their. . .

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I'm not sure, Mr. Roy, whether or not that they could do it

by a simple legislative act or not, but I do know that the

proposal that we had in the legislature, some nine or ten years
ago, was defeated.

MR. ROY
You don't see any need, then, for this broad prohibition in

the constitution, I take it

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, the only reason to do that is to be sure that you would

have to have a constitutional amendment to have classified
service for those employees. I can understand the reason thev

were opposing this particular amendment to this provision is to

be sure that the only way they could do it is by constitutional
amendment.

MR, STINSON
Senator De Blieux, are you in favor of those employees being

under civil service or not?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes, I would be in favor of their being under civil service.

I think they ought to.

MR. STINSON
Why?

MR. DE BLIEUX
For the same reason I'm in favor of state people being under

civil service. I think that way the jobs would be handed out

upon merit rather than as a political favor and how many votes
they had in the family.

MR. NUNEZ
Senator, you mentioned civil service for Sheriff Cronvich*a

office. If I remember right, that was passed; wasn't It?

MR. STINSON
Don't they get elected by how many votes they get— the

sheriffs and all?

MR. DE BLIEUX
What is that?

MR. NUNEZ
Wasn't that statute passed? Didn't that pass the legislature?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, it did not pass. I don't believe it passed. Senator Nunez.

I might be In error about that because the reason it didn't pass

—

If I recall correctly— Is that because the rest of the sheriffs
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MR. DE BLIEUX
That's true of the sheriff, but he's elected as an adminis-

trative officer. He should be able to do a job with classified

service If we see fit to....

MR. STINSON
Well, isn't it a fact, though, that the state elective

offices have a number of unclassified employees that don't come

under civil service?
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Further Discussion

MR. DENNERY
Mr, Chairman and delegates, I did not plan to speak in regard

to this amendment, but I was unable to ask a question of Senator

De Blieux. I wanted to be sure that everyone understood exactly

what this amendment does. Under the present constitution, as

it presently exists, the legislature has the right to increase
the classified service at any time. Therefore, although these
officers—viio are forever exempted by virtue of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Landry—are presently unclassified, the legis-
lature has always had the right to classify them. I think the

act to which Senator De Blieux referred was... an act was in-

troduced by virtue of the present provision in the constitution.
As a matter of fact, that's one of the few sections that's ever
been amended to the 1952 law, and that one was amended so as to

have a period of notification before you could put people in

the classified service. Now, the present amendment would
remove from the legislature the power to add to the classified
service. The amendment which you just adopted would remove
that from the power of the local governing body. This amendment
would remove it from the power of the legislature as well, and
I'm speaking neither for or against the amendment. I just
want to be certain that you all understand exactly what is

going to happen. This would change the present law, which
permits the legislature to put sheriffs, clerks, etc. in the
classified service, and would prohibit the legislature from
doing that.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
No, I misunderstood your question. It includes parishes, cities,

or state civil service.

MR. ABRAHAM
The present constitution does?

MR. DENNERY
Yes.

MR. ABRAHAM
But, doesn't this particular paragraph deal only with the

city and parish civil service systems?

MR. DENNERY
That's, of course, what we're talking about here. These

are parish officials.

MR. ABRAHAM
I realize that, but 1 thought this only dealt with where you

established a city civil service system or a parish civil service
system, not state

.

MR. DENNERY
Well, that's correct, but I still think that under the terms

of my amendment as it stands, and in (0), that the legislature
could increase the classified service.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, now what about the language on page 2? It says

"additional positions may be added and revoked by rules adopted
by the commission..."

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Dennery, in your amendment on page 2, line 19 and 20,

"additional positions may be added," what does that mean in
reference to deputies?

MR. DENNERY
That has no effect whatsoever. That's additional positions

may be added by the respective Civil Service Coimnissions to the
unclassified service—not to the classified service— to the
unclassified service. In r-ther words, the State Commission can
say that certain positions don't have to take tests in order to
get state jobs, but it does not refer to these people at all, Mr.
Winchester.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Dennery, under your amendment as it now stands, how would

employees of these offices be placed in the classified service,

or how could they be placed in the classified...

MR. DENNERY
That's the question I just answered Mr. Winchester. I

just answered that question to Mr. Winchester. That merely
says that you can add additional positions to the unclassified

—

not to the classified—but to the unclassified, and after you

add them, you can take those positions out. But, you cannot

make those positions, which are unclassified in the amendment,

subsequently classified— the commission cannot. Only the legis-

lature or by an amendment to the constitution could they be

made classified.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Dennery, my question is relative to Amendment No. 3. Is

it not true that at the present time there is statutory civil

service for firemen and policemen in municipalities between
seventy-five hundred and thirteen thousand, and those munici-
palities in the future that would come into that category of

population would all be nullified if this Amendment No. 3

were adopted, if the city council did not approve such a system?

Isn't that correct?

MR. DENNERY
If who did not approve it? I'm sorry.

MR. DENNERY
Well, they could be placed in the classified service, of

course, by constitutional amendment. In addition to that, the
legislature could create a particular system which could
classify these people.

MR. AVANT
Under the terms of your amendment as it now stands?

MR. DENNERY
That's my understanding of it. Yes, sir, Mr. Avant.

MR. FLORY

The governing authority didn't first adopt the ordinance.

MR. DENNERY
Well, of course. Amendment No. 3 refers to an act of the

legislature, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY
I know, but it says those are statutory systems now.

MR. DENNERY
Yes.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question from Mr. Abraham?
The gentleman yields.

MR. ABRAHAM
Moise, as I understand the present constitution, the legis-

lature can add to the list of classified employees for the
state civil service system; is that right?

MR. DENNERY
Yes.

MR. FLORY
So that this would, in effect, be repealing those present

statutory systems of civil service unless the governing

authority, by ordinance or resolution, approved that system

as adopted by the legislature; isn't that correct?

MR. DENNERY
Well, it may be. I'm not prepared to answer what the

effect would be on systems already in effect. I doubt seriously

that those systems presently in effect would be affected by this

amendment.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, now doesn't this paragraph deal only with city or

parish systems and not....

MR. FLORY
But, any group that wanted a civil service system in a

municipality in the future couldn't get it, unless they went
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the referendum route, without the approval of the governing
auChorityi isn't that correct?

MR. DENNERY
I think you're right, sir. Yes, sir.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Dennery, in your opinion, do you think that classified

civil service, iis under the assessors and the clerks of court and
so forth and so on, would be better than the unclassified for
the state and for the employees?

MR. DENNERY
Mrs. Warren

I think in some

classified; some

don ' t think you
all of them. Fo

to Baton Rouge t'

classified servi
regard to the as

legislature. It

office may be be
may be better cl,

fied. But I rea

that's a very difficult question to answer,
areas some of those positions r-.ould well be
others might not be as well classified. I

can make a broad statement that would cover
r instance, just as Sheriff Cronvich came up
o try to get his employees placed under the

Mr. Chehardy did the same thing with
sessor's office, and that was defeated in the
may well be that employees in the assessor's
tter treated— I don't mean better treated—but
assified for the state as a whole than unclassi-
lly can't answer that question.

MRS. WARREN
So, one is really a merit system, and one is not?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I believe in the merit system. If I had....

MR. WARREN
I mean, I didn't ask you that. I asked you: one of these

is a merit system and one is not?

MR. DENNERY
Why is one in the merit system?

MRS. WARREN
No, no, I said I'm trying to clarify this now. One is a

merit system, and one is not. The classified is a merit system,
and the unclassified is not.

MR. DENNERY
That's correct.

MR. STOVALL
Yes, but you're saying that if the assessor and the

sheriff and all of these, that they are exempt; isn't that
what you're saying?

MR. A. LANDRY
They are excluded, yes, sir.

MR. STOVALL
They are exempt. But, this does not mean that the

employees should be....

MR. A. LANDRY
The employees are also excluded under the classified

system—under unclassified. In Section (B) , if you'll read
it, you'll find not only all of the officers, but their
employees also are unclassified.

MR. ROY
Mr. Landry, the only thing I'm concerned about is that If

ever we decide that we would like to have these deputy clerks,
and what have you, in some type of merit system, it would re-
quire that we go to the people with some type of real detailed
constitutional amendment that would, in effect, just balloon
up the constitution, would it not?

MR. A. LANDRY
Chris, I think you'd have to look at Section (B) . This

only deals with local civil service. Now, I do not know whether
we would have to really go with that constitutional amendment or
not, but if you'll read Paragraph (B) , there's a possibility that
we could become unclassified—or reclassified, I should say.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Landry, if your amendment is adopted, wouldn't it re-

quire two elections—one for the constitutional amendment; and
then, if that amendment is passed, then the local governing body
would have to vote on it?

MR. A. LANDRY
That's if all of my amendment is adopted, but we've divided

the question. I don't know what the convention is going to do
on either one of than. It's up to the delegates.

MRS. WARREN
Thank you.

{^Previous Question ordered."]

Closing

MR. A. LANDRY
I just wanted to call your attention to to the fact that

under Paragraph (B) , which has already been adopted by the
convention, the various offices such as clerks, sheriffs,
assessors, governor, lieutenant governor—all those offices
in Article V of the constitution, which means the courts, the
Supreme Court, the district courts—have already been exempted.
The only thing we're asking you is that if a local parish or
a local municipality adopts a civil service system, that
these offices be excluded from that particular civil service
system; therefore, 1 ask for a favorable vote.

Questi ons

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, it would require two elections, if your amendment is

adopted , for the local. . ,

.

MR. A. LANDRY
As far as the local government is concerned, yes.

MR. DE BLIEUX
For instance, suppose our local parish here of East Baton

Rouge would want to have one of their either the clerk's office
or the sheriff's office—whichever one it'd be—the assessor or

the sheriff or the clerk might want to give civil service to his

employees, and he wanted that were done, he'd have to come to the

legislature first and get a constitutional amendment passed,

wouldn* t he?

MR. A. LANDRY
I would think so.

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Landry, the governor of the state is exempt from

civil service, isn't he?

MR. A. LANDRY
Yes.

MR. STOVALL
On the basis of your argument, you're suggesting that

all of the employees of the state ought also to be exempt.

MR. A. LANDRY
No, sir, you've already put them in the constitution.

Reverend Stovall. At the present time, these offices that we
are asking to be excluded from local already have been excluded
from state civil service. They are unclassified.
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MR. DE BLIEUX
And then after that, then we'd have to have a vote of all

the electors of the parish of East Baton Rouge, wouldn't we?

MR. A. LANDRY

No, 1 don't think so.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Under your amendment

,

wouldn't that be.

MR. A. LANDRY
I think it says that an ordinance—not a vote of the people.

If you'll read it. It's "No law enacted by the legislature estab-
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llshing a civil service system applicable to one or more parishes

...shall be effective in any parish or in any municipality

until approved by ordinance adopted by the governing authority"

—

not by a vote of the people.

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, this is one parish; this is one parish, and the language

above that says there has to be an election for that.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Landry, aren't you saying, in Amendment No. 3 especially,

that the only way that the local governing authority would have

civil service under their jurisdiction—which would mean garbage

workers, sanitary workers, secretaries, or what have you—would

be simply to adopt an ordinance and the legislature pass an act?

That's all you're saying in here, isn't it?

MR. A. LANDRY
That's correct. 1 ask for your favorable vote.

[^Division of the Quest ion ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendments Nos . 1 and 2

reread and adopted : 76-16 . Motion to
reconsider tabled. Record vote ordered

.

Amendment No . 3 adopted : 71-2 4. Motion
to reconsider tabled.^

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Delegate Flory as follows:
Amendment No. 1. Page 1, line lA , in the Dennery amendment,

on page 8 of the floor amendment, on line 30, after the word and

punctuation "creation." change the period "." to a semicolon ";"

and add the word "Prohibition."
Amendment No. 2. In the Dennery amendment, page 9, delete

lines 3 and 4 in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the

following: "a population of less than four hundred thousand, in

any manner now or hereafter provided by law, except that paid

firemen and paid municipal policemen, in a municipality which oper-

ates a regularly paid fire and police department and which has a

population in excess of thirteen thousand, in all parishes, and

in all fire protection districts with paid firemen, are hereby

expressly excluded from such civil service system."

Expl anation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, if you recall, earlier in the

week, we adopted an amendment excluding from the city of New Orleans's

city systCTi,the firemen and the policemen. What this does is to

carry forward that prohibition to say that when the city or the

parish civil service system opts to come under the civil service

provisions, that it will not include firemen and policemen in

those municipalities under four hundred thousand. We've already

taken care of the New Orleans situation, and we have constitutional
and statutory civil service for the fire and police officers through-

out the state—also in parish fire districts and in special fire

districts, as we have here in Scotlandville and where the boards,

etc.... the civil service is already established, and this a carry

forward from the other amendment. I ask for the adoption of the

amendment.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, as 1 understand this amendment, this would apply

only in those situations where a municipality that falls in this

category has both paid firenen and paid policemen; is that correct?

MR. FLORY
That's correct, Mr. Lanier.

MR. LANIER
This would also cover parish firemen and special district

firemen who are paid?

MR. FLORY
That's correct.

MR. LANIER
This proposal here would not apply to a municipality that did

not have paid firemen; is that correct?

MR. FLORY
No, sir. It would not in any way, or a fire district that had

volunteer firemen.

MR, LANIER
And, as you and I previously discussed on this point, what I'm

specifically driving at is that in the city of Thibodaux, pursuant

to Act 97 of 1972, we have one civil service board because we had a

volunteer fire department, so...

MR. FLORY
Correct. This does not disturb that in any way because in

your situation it would create a four-member board which would not

be a workable board. So, this excludes that situation. Unless

you have a paid fire and police department, you would not be covered

under thl& provision.

MR. LANIER
So, if this is adopted, the present civil service board in

places like the city of Thibodaux, and others that are similarly

situated, would not be affected by this proposal,

MR. FLORY

You are absolutely correct.

MR. LANIER
And, in situations like we have several fire protection dis-

tricts that are all volunteer in Lafourche Parish—this would not

apply to them either?

MR. FLORY
No. sir.

MR. LANIER
Because, quite obviously, you can't make civil service apply

to volunteer people.

MR. FLORY
That's correct.

MR. LANIER
Thank you very much, Mr. Flory.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Flory, what would the effect of your amendment be with

regard to Jefferson Parish, which right now has a parish fire

department? Does it....

MR. FLORY
This covers parish fire districts and special districts, Mr.

Dennery.

MR. DENNERY
In other words, if the Jefferson Fire Department is presently

under the Jefferson Parish civil service, this would remove the

firenen from their present civil service system and move them over

into the fire and police civil service?

MR. FLORY
It puts all firemen and policemen under the state municipal

fire and police service except where they do not have a paid fire

and police department.

MR. DENNERY
So, it would remove the ones in Jefferson?

MR. FLORY
If the situation you mentioned is correct, yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, what would be the effect of your amendment if

Thibodaux should ever decide that they needed a paid fire depart-

ment? Would their systan then automatically be split into two

systems?

MR. FLORY
Yes.
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MS. ZERVIGON
Thank you.

MR. FLORY
I nresume, in order to be constitutional. I ask for the

adoption of the amendment, Mr. Chairman.

[^Previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendments adopted : 65-26,
Motion to reconsider tabled. ]

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Lanier sends up amendments as follows:
Amendment No, 1. On page 1, line lA , in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted Saturday, on page 8 of said
amendment, delete line 32 in its entirety, including any amendments
thereto, and insert in lieu thereof the following: "islature, or
by the respective parish governing authority, in one or".

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line lA , in the Dennery amend-
ment, on page 9 of the amendment, in line 1, immediately after the
word "respective" delete the words "local governing" and at the
beginning of line 2, delete "body," and insert in lieu thereof the
following: "city governing body,"

Expl anation

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment applies to

Paragraph (0), which is on pages 8 and 9. It's designed to make
it absolutely clear what authority in the parish or the munici-
pality has the authority to create a civil service board. Now,

we had the amendment by Delegate Alphonse Jackson this morning
where he was concerned about the language "local governing body"
being construed to mean a school board, therefore giving a school
board the authority to set up a civil service system. By taking
out all of this language—and the language he took out was "or by
the respective local governing body"—we are left with the situ-
ation in Paragraph (0) where it could easily be construed to mean
that the parish governing authority does not have authority to

establish a civil service system. But, if you'll read the clause
that starts with the word "or," on the last line, you will see
where a city still has the authority to establish a civil service
system, so we have a rather anomalous situation where the parish
can't do it and the city can do it. My amendment is designed
to do what I think Mr. Dennery was trying to do and solve the
problem that Mr. Jackson had with the vagueness of the term "local
governing body." Now, in local and parochial government, we used
the term in our definitions—and it's definition number one under
Section 51— "local governmental subdivision" means "any parish or
municipality." With reference to the general term affecting all
units—and, in particular, school boards— we used the term "polit-
ical subdivision." So, the language that 1 have here, referring
to the respective parish governing authority— that clearly shows
that this is not the school board or any special district; this
is the governing authority of the parish. With reference to the

city, we have "city governing authority," and this is intended
to mean the city governing authority, and not any other special
district or district of that type. I think that this solves the
problem, and I would respectfully urge your adoption of this
amendment. I'd be happy to answer any questions. I believe Mr.
Jackson has one, Mr. Chairman.

MR. LANIER
Well, it may be how you define your terms. If you construe

them to be employees of Che parish governing authority, they are
not. If you con. .

.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, aren't schoolteachers employed by local school boards?

MR. LANIER
They are employees of the school board, which is a single-

purpose special district of the parish, but it operates indepen-
dently of the parish governing authority. I think that's under
the present constitution; and I'm not real sure about this because
I wasn't on the Education Committee, but I believe they're set up
independently—also constitutionally—under the education provision.

MR. A. JACKSON
But, this language, as it is included in this amendment, says

that—and if your amendment is adopted— it says that any respective
parish governing authority could place all parish employees, in-
cluding those exempted, in a civil service system. I don't see
how your amendment cares for my concern. I mean my real question
is that: Isn't it true novv that even if the school board didn't
do it, if the police jury wanted to place some parish employees,
that are now exempted, under civil service, that they would have
the right to do so under this amendment?

MR. LANIER
I think that's true, Mr. Jackson, but I think the problem

here is not. . .

.

MR. A. JACKSON
And, wouldn't this include schoolteachers?

MR. LANIER
I don't see how the police jury can put schoolteachers under

police jury civil service. But, let me point this out: I think
that perhaps the problem here deals with other language than that
which you and I have been dealing with. I think the problem that
you raise probably, in my judgment, directs itself to the term
"any and all parish employees." I don't think that, really, you
and I are quarreling over the authority of the police jury to set
up civil service for police jury people.

MR. A. JACKSON
I'm not quarreling at all with that, but I am quarreling with

the fact that you are designating a power to a local government
agency, or a local government agent, and the language here which
says "of all parish employees" certainly, in my opinion, includes
schoolteachers. I don't think that that's your intention, nor
Mr. Hennery's intention.

MR. LANIER
Well, to further expand on my answer, I believe what we need

to do here is, instead of striking out "local governing authority,"
I think we need to clarify this language of "to any and all parish
CTiployees" to show that the legislature could do it for the school
people and the parish can do it for the parish people, but that
the parish can't do it for the school people. I think that's what
both you and I—and Mr. Dennery—want to do, but I think....

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, would you agree that we have not solved the problem by

way of your amendment nor my amendment?

MR. LANIER
Well, I think my amendment leaves us in a posture where we can

get to the heart of the problem and solve it, whereas your amendment
just takes all of this authority away from the police jury to set up
a system for their own people and leav.es, in the city, the authority
to set up a system for the city people—which, in my judgment, is

not right. I think we should clarify the language about the police
jury being the parish governing authority; then, perhaps you and I

and Mr. Dennery can put our heads together and clean up this other
language. But, by just striking this authority from the police jury,
in my judgment, is not the proper approach to solve this problem.

Questions

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Vice-chairman, I have several questions. First of all, I

would like to ask Delegate Lanier: Would you agree that school-
teachers are parish employees?
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{^Previous Question ordered . Amendments
adopted; 64-32. Motion to reconsider
tabled.]

Amendment 1

MR. POVNTER
j

Next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Avant read as follows:
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In the Dennery amendment adopted Saturday—and, in particu-

lar, in the F]oor Amendment No. 3 proposed by Delegate Ambroise

Landry and adopted by the convention today—on line 1 of the Ambroise

Landry Amendment No. 3, immediately after the word "legislature"

and before the word "establishing" insert the following: "after

the effective date of this constitution".

It would make, Mr. Vice-Chairman, that last paragraph added

—

Mr. Ambroise Landry's Amendment No. 2 added a paragraph, and then

the third amendment added a paragraph— it would make that last

paragraph, or last sentence, read, at its beginning:

"No law enacted by the legislature after the effective date of

this constitution, establishing a city service system applicable

to one or more parishes" etc.

It would make, Mr. Vice-Chalrman, that last paragraph added.

Mr. Ambroise Landry's Amendment Number 3—Amendment 2—added a

paragraph and, then, the third amendment added a paragraph. It

would make that last paragraph, or last sentence, read as it's

beginning:
"No law enacted by the legislature after the effective date

of this constitution establishing a civil service system appli-
cable to one or more parishes, etc."

Explanation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, there is some ques-

tion in the minds of some people, as to whether or not Mr. Landry's

Amendment No. 3 would affect presently existing statutory civil

service systems. Specifically, there is a statutory civil service sys-

tem for municipal firemen and policemen in cities having a pop-

ulation in excess of seventy-five hundred but less than thirteen

thousand. All this amendment is intended to do is to make it

abundantly clear that Mr. Landry's Amendment No. 3 was not

intended to affect those presently existing systems and to require

that they be abolished unless they are ratified by the local gov-

erning authority in the particular municipality affected. I've

discussed it with Mr. Landry and he has no objection to it. I am

so authorized to state thafs all it does. So, I ask your favorable

support of the amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered . Amendmen t

adopted without objection.

^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendments will be passed out at this time.

In the Dennery Amendment adopted Saturday, on page 9, at the

end of line A, add the following:
"(P) Legislative Authority. The legislature, by the favorable

vote of three-fourths of the elected members of each house, may
amend or otherwise modify any provision of this Article, except
that it may not abolish the system of classified civil service."

Explanation

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, we

have seen fit since we have been discussing this civil service
proposal to make numerous changes in it. Some of these changes
have been made by a majority vote with just a very little over a
quorum. 1 think that we have all—by the votes that's been taken
here—agreed that some of these changes should have been made.
Now this proposal of mine would just allow the legislature to, by
a three-fourths vote—three-fourths vote—to make changes if they
should discover that some changes should be made in the future. I

would venture to say because of the newness of this proposal, that
we are going to find times wherein that some changes should be made.
Therefore. I just feel like that it would be a burden upon the
electorate to have to submit a constitutional amendment to make
those particular changes—particularly if you have to wait until
a congressional election sometimes to do it and therefore delaying
the time when the changes could be made by... over a year or more.
With three-fourths vote of the legislature, I believe that you can
certainly be assured that there will be enough stability there to
keep some changes from being made without sufficient reflection.
Because any ten senators could defeat it in the Senate and a whole
lot... with very little more than that of the House of Representatives
could do the same. We have got a hundred and forty-four members of

the legislature and when you require a three-fourths vote of those

in the Senate, plus three-fourths of those elected to the House

—

not just the majority voting, as we have done here—but three-
fourths of those elected to each house or three-fourths of those
elected to each senate—to the senate— I think you've got enough
stability to be sure that the changes would be needed changes and
that they will be logical, otherwise then we would not make those
changes. I ask you to approve this amendment.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Senator, as you know, or did you know, that I was opposed to

your amendment—the philosophy of your amendment? I think that

the legislature should not have an opportunity to amend whatever
this convention adopts.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Did you say that you were opposed to this amendment?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir. Are you aware that I am opposed philosophically to

permitting the legislature, under any conditions, to amend the civil

service law?—whatever we adopt.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, Mr. Dennery, letfe put it this way. I just don't feel

like I am one of those persons who knows exactly what we should do

at all times and that nobody else should have a right to pass upon

our judgement.

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, do you agree that the— .obviously what you said

is correct and I join in that, not only as to you, but also as to

BK, But, I believe that the people can change this amendment if

it is wrong.

MR. DE BLIEUX
If this particular body here can see the need of changes,

I think that a legislative body could also see need of changes.

I certainly say this, that where we have changed provisions in this

proposal by less than a majority of the elected members of this

convention, that I certainly think that with three-fourths vote of the

elected members— the direct representatives of the people of the

State of Louisiana—should have a like right and privilege.

MR. DENNERY
Are you aware, sir, of the vote yesterday in connection with

the state police and the right of the legislature to add supplerrental

pay? Do you recall the vote on that particular amendment? Do you

recall that it was ninety-eight to eight?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, I don't recall the votes on the particular issues that

were cast, Mr. Dennery. I'm not...

MR. DENNERY
Well, the journal reflects this and I assume you will accept

it.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, you may be correct; I'm not disputing your word about that.

MR. DENNERY
My point is, sir, that on that particular amendment there were

five speakers for the amendment— three are present members of the

legislature, two were former members of the legislature. I take

it therefore that the legislature would be subjected to certain

pressures in certain areas of civil service. Do you agree with

that?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Just like the members of this convention are subjected to the

same pressures.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you, sir.

MR. DESHOTELS
Senator De Blieux, you keep harping upon the fact that the

convention is divided on the vote on this thing here. Now, won't
the people of the state of Louisiana have to vote on this consti-
tution before it is adopted?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Certainly, they will.
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MR. DESHOTELS
All right.

MR. DE BLIEUX
The difference between this and the legislature

and this convention and the people is that there won't
be enough chance for them to get together and discuss the various
issues as we have done here In this convention or as the legislature
does in It's deliberations.

MR. DESHOTELS
Fine. Now, haven't we argued for two days in the House of

Representatives as to whether we would have a constitutional civil
service or a legislative civil service? Haven't we argued that for
two days? Didn't we also resolve that we would have a constitu-
tional civil service, and began working on Mr. Deanery's proposal?

Isn't that correct?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That is what we have been arguing here is...

MR. DESHOTELS
All right. Don't you think two days is long enough to argue

on this one issue? Don't you feel that we have spoken on it, and
that we have made up our minds?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, Mr. Deshotels, it just results back to this: If you

think that you know what's going to happen in the future and that
there will never be any need for change, O.K. I would say this:
If we think that we are smart enough that we can judge for all
of our people at all times and that we shouldn't have any changes,
except through a constitutional amendment, then I say vote against
this amendment. If you think that somebody else can have a good
judgement sometimes, too, and that we are not the smartest people
in the world, I'd say vote for the amendment.

MR. DESHOTELS
Well , what about the judgement of this convention; don' t you

defer to it whenever it has decided an issue? Wouldn't you defer
to it?

MR. DE BLIEUX
We have to do that because it's the power.

MR. DESHOTELS
Then, let's do it.

MR. CONROY
Senator De Blieux, in your last sentence you say it may not

abolish the system of classified civil service. What do you mean
by that, that it couldn't abolish the system? If it restructured
it all together, wouldn't It be abolishing it?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, no; I don't think so, Mr. Conroy, because it could change

It, but it couldn't abolish it. That means that we should always
have a system of civil service in the state.

MR. CONROY
What...m\' question is really, how do you define what a system of

civil service is if you don't put any guidelines in as to what it

is? Such as, an independent governing... I mean, the appointing or
nominating authorities being nonpolitical and independent—at
least having that in, and at least having some prohibition against
political activities. Aren't those the heart and core of what a

civil service system is? Wouldn't you need some definition of
what a civil service—classified civil system is —that you say
you can't abolish? I don't understand how you can Just say we
won't abolish civil service.

legislature abolished—at one time in this state— the entire
civil service system?

MR. DE BLIEUX
At one time, but that was thirty years ago. Dr. Weiss. I

think that the changes in our political make has changed tre-
mendously since then.

MR. WEISS
You don't think history will repeat itself?

MR.DE BLIEUX
I just don't feel like that we could ever. ..that this state

will ever be without a civil service system again.

MR. WEILL
Do you know I've had more calls, personally, by individuals

on this matter than any other in the constitution that we've dis-
cussed. Every one of them are interested in the legislature
and the governor staying out of civil service. Don't you think
your floor amendment would put the legislature back into this
system again?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, I do not. I would say this, that you would have a whole

lot better chance of having constitutional amendments on civil

service with a two-third vote than you would with three-fourths vote

if we leave it to the legislature— three-fourths vote. I just

think it would be a whole lot harder to change with a three-
fourths vote of the legislature than it would be with a con-
stitutional amendment.

MR. NUNEZ
Senator De Blieux, you just made a statement that the leg-

islature would never tamper with civil service. Didn't isn't it

not true at the last regular session, that the legislature passed
a resolution suspending the action of the commission with the
rule of three and saying they shall use the rule of fivf? I think
at one time they wanted to go down as far as seven. Now...

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Nunez, I never did say the legislature wouldn't tamper.

I said the legislature would not abolish it. That's a difference,
a lot of difference.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, don't you think ther'^ are some things that are... when

you set forth without guidelines, if we sit here there is about
four or five things in civil service that we all consider sacred.
When you start tampering with those sacrecies like the
rule of three or five—or whatever you want to and, maybe, picking
from additional sources—con't you think that's just for all prac-
tical purposes abolishing civil service.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Senator Nunez, haven't we tampered with civil service here?

Haven't we made changes in it here? Don't you think those changes
that we voted on— those that you voted—don't you think they were
necessary and good changes?

MR. NUNEZ
Senator De Blieux, we are here to make those changes. I

think the changes we've made have been for the better. But, I

think once we get the civil service where we—historically speaking

—

we get it where it's better than it has been. ..don't you think there
should be some stopgap or some place we should say, ''Well this
is going to be civil service and it shall not be tampered with."

MR. DE BLIEUX
That ' s the very reason I put In the three-fourths provision.

Senator Nunez, to be sure that it wasn't tampered with, as you say.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, I think, as we all understand civil service, that It's

a merit system. I believe that that would be the courtIs interpre-
tation of it. For that particular reason, I don't think... and
furthermore we have passed those days where that the employees of
the state were politicallzed. I just don't feel like that you
would ever find a legislature that would want to abolish a merit
system for its state employees. I just can't conceive of that.
That is the only thing that I think that I have enough judgement
to predict as to what is going to happen.

MR. WEISS
Delegate De Blieux, hasn't"with legislative authority"the

MR. inJLCO

Senator, hasn't the biggest gripe on the part of the people
been about too many amendments—constitutional amendments—that
they have to vote on every general election?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's correct. A lot of good amendments were turned down

for that particular reason, Mr. Fulco.

MR. FULCO
Isn't this one way to help solve that problem that the people

are having?
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MR. DE BLIEUX
That I thought was the whole purpose of this convention,

to eliminate the necessity of having to submit numerous constitu-

tional amendments to the people for a vote. They just got

fed up and. .

.

MR. FULCO
And one more question.

MR. DE BLIEUX
...and this would eliminate the necessity for that.

MR. FULCO
Isn't a three-fourths vote just about as close as you can

get to a constitutional amendment? Won't it make it that—or

almost as difficult to pass any changes? So, shouldn't the leg-

islature have that right?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I certainly think so.

MR. JENKINS
Senator De Blieux, you think that three-fourths votes will

be a pretty good protection, is that correct?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I certainly do, Mr. Jenkins. I think it would be a lot of

protection because in that particular case any ten members of the
Senate could block it, or any twenty-six members of the House

—

twenty-seven members of the House—could block it.

MR. JENKINS
Well, isn't it true in 1948 there was a two-thirds re-

quirement. Governor Long got—easily got—a two-thirds vote.
I don't know, maybe, he even got more than two-thirds—maybe
he got three-fourths. Isn't that true?

MR. DE BLIEUX
The first time it came up, it failed— it failed to pass.

He threw a special session and through that, well he did get a

two-thirds vote, that's true.

MR. JENKINS
Don't you think...

MR. DE BLIEUX
But now that... let me tell you this. That was almost

thirty years ago and we didn't have "Woody Jenkins" in the

legislature at that particular time. So, I think you would have

a difficult time of getting something like that through now.

MR. JENKINS
Senator, thank you very much. I guess that was a compliment;

I don't know. Don't you think that a new governor in his first

term—generally very popular— if he concentrates on an issue like

this, which after all is somewhat of a marginal issue from a po-
litical standpoint—not like taxes or other things that he

could get a three-fourths vote on something like this, and dras-
tically alter the nature of civil service?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, Mr. Jenkins, I don't because I just feel... and furthermore

I feel like any governor, now, would be committing political

suicide to attempt to do something like that.

MR. ROY

Senator, just to set the record straight— I don't know how
I'll vote on your amendment—but isn't it a fact that when Earl
Long was elected in 1948, we did not have single member districts
and Earl Long ran on a ticket and had with him everybody down to

the constable level. It was common knowledge that if they voted
for Earl Long and his ticket and his representative or his sen-

ator they were going to end up doing that to civil service and
actually that was almost a vote of the people.

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's correct.

MR. STINSON
Senator De Blleux, you were speaking of the house... now in

the Senate,don't you think that if you really put all your power
behind any issue you could get—easily get— three-fourths vote in the

senate.

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, I don't. Mr. Stinson.

Further Discussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise against this amend-

ment. I think we should put a good civil service law in the con-
stitution and leave it there and not by any fractional portion
there, allow it to be amended. A strong governor can get in eind

get three-fourths votes. You've seen him get two-thirds on many
occasions on taxes. You get a real strong governor—we've had
them before—could get almost unanimous legislative approval on

anything. We've seen it way back in years and while I was in the
legislature. I don't think we should tamper with civil service,
once we get it in the constitution, by two-thirds, three-fourths,
or five-eighths— it don't make any difference what amount it is.

I don't believe we should put that in the constitution be-
cause the legislature is going to tamper with it. I believe if

we want a good civil service, just leave it where we put it in

there and leave it alone. That's... I say let's go ahead and defeat
this amendment, go ahead and get a good civil service law and put
it in the constitution, and don't have any amendments at all on it

to how you can change it in the legislature. I put a two-thirds
law in the constitution, myself, and it had been changed on... the
taxes have been voted. It can be secured you know it can, and the
three-fourths can— if you get a real strong governor and the legislature

would go along with him. So, lets go ahead and keep the. ..like it

is and leave out the three-fourths and two-thirds.

Questions

MR. FULCO
Mr. Smith, weren't you the author of the two-thirds law?

MR. SMITH
Yes, sir, I certainly was.

MR. FULCO
Didn't you consider that a safeguard?

MR. SMITH
No, sir. The first time I put it in, I tried to get a three-

fourths law and it failed. So, I came back the next year with a

two-thirds and it passed.

MR. FULCO
Well, why are you opposed to a three-fourths now, if you

were in favor of a three-fourths law in regard to... in the pas-
sage of tax measures.

MR. SMITH
Now, I'm a meiid>er of Che convention and not of the legis-

lature, Mr. Fulco. It is a little different.

MR. FULCO
Wouldn't you consider it more dangerous at that time than it

is today?

MR.srn:rri

No, sir.

MR. FULCO
You don't consider that we have better government today than

we had when you introduced the two-thirds law?

MR. SMITH
I think you could get a three-fourths, if you need to.

\_Ainendment withdrawn without objection.]

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Vice-chairman, that's the only amendments, then, which pro-

pose to add paragraphs. We have six amendments which affect various
paragraphs heretofore considered and a seventh one by Delegate
Alphonse Jackson which we don't have but one copy of yet. Delegate
Jackson. That's seven, plus there are two amendments at the desk
which are in globo propositions with.. which would substitute the

text of that amendment for the entire Dennery amendment, as that
amendment has been amended. It would be up to you and the pleasure
of the convention whether It wants to consider those two in globo
amendments first or to go back and start picking up the other seven
amendments that we've got.

\^Motion to take up the in globo amendments

.

Substitute motion to take up the amend-
ments section by section .^
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MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I want to speak in favor of Mr. Jackson's

motion that we consider the amendments section by section first,
rather Chan Che in globo amendments. The reason is that I thiak
we ought to be given an opportunity to make this proposal as good
as we can and perfect it before we consider proposals that would
do away with it completely. For example, T think Mr. Jackson has
an amendment; I have one that would change that seniority thing
that we did earlier. So, that that way we'll have an opportunity
to have a true comparison between these various in globo amendments
versus this article as we have perfected it.

[^Previous Question ordered on the motion

.

Substitute motion adopted: 77-12. '\

MR, POYNTER
Unless someone has some objection. Mr. Vice-Chairman, I pre-

sume you just want to start back with (A). Now, we don't have
amendments on every paragraph, but there's a total, I think, of some
seven or possibly eight on their way. But, unless someone has
some objection, I'll just start back on (A) and run through it
again

.

Amendment

MK, POYNTER
All right. In that light, the first amendment .. .The first

amendment is sent up by Delegate Dennery— 1
'11 get all...I've

been holding a good number of these so that you just wouldn't
get too much paper on your desk. We'll get all cf these amend-
ments out now—sent up by Delegate Dennery:

Amendment No. 1. In the Dennery amendment adopted I'y the con-
vention on Saturday, on page 1, line 12, of said floor amendment,
delete the language added by Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed by
Delegate Flory and others, and adopted by the convention on Decem-
ber 11, and insert in lieu the following:

"including firemen and policemen" .

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
My amendment would delete the amendment that was adopted

by this convention a few days ago which was offered by Mr. Flory.
It refers to civil service in the city of New Orleans only. Mr.

Flory's amendment changed the two hundred and fifty thousand to four hundred
thousand which effectively limits it to the city of New Orleans.
Then, excepted from the city civil service "paid firemen and municipal
policemen who are hereby expressly excluded." Now, the purpose of

that amendment was ao that the firemen and the policemen in the city
of New Orleans would be covered by a separate board under what is

commonly known as the statewide fire and police municipal civil
service system. That system provides for individual boards in

each community over thirteen thousand and presently up to two hundred
and fifty thousand which has a paid fire department and a municipal
police department. The city of New Orleans since before there was
a municipal fire and police act, has had its firemen and its policemen
under the city civil service law which is still in effect, and has been
in effect since 19A2. Now, tiie language of Mr. Flory's amendment
follows the language that's contained in the present fire and police
act. It talks about paid firemen, and the only firemen we have in the

city of New Orleans are paid firemen— I don't "think we have any

volunteer fireman at all— and it applies to municipal policemen,
and of course, we have no parish policemen In New Orleans since the

parish and the city are coterminous. The present provisions of the
fire and police civil service law seems to indicate that all members
of those two departments are under the classified system, including
the chiefs of each department. It's not too clear whether they are under
the police because apparently something was left out of the law with
regard to police. The city of New Orleans has a fire department which
is headed by a superintendent of the fire department, and that

historically has not been a classified position, but has been a position
in the unclassified service. The same is true In the police department.

The firemen and the policemen In the city of New Orleans operate under
a pure merit system of public employment. The fire and police municipal
civil service law is not a pure merit system, but is based primarily
upon seniority, which thereby prevents the promotion of anyone to a

higher position in that department unless he happens to be the senior
person In length of service. Our administration in the city of

New Orleans is strongly in favor of retaining the present system. The
fire department is almost unanimous in not wanting to retain the

present system. The employees of the fire department have voted on

this. The police department is not as strong as the fire department
in favor of the Flory system. It seems to me chat it 111 behooves

this convention to change what has been successful in the opinion
of the administration of all the city governments that have been
in effect since 19A2. We have a city charter which was adopted as a

home rule charter which recognizes the fact that firemen and policemen
are covered under the general civil service laws applicable to all
city employees. The people of the city adopted this. There was
no question involved at the time. The purpose of my amendment, therefore
is to specifically include firemen and policemen in the city of
New Orleans in the city civil service system which governs all of

the other employees in the city. These people represent approximately
one-third of the employees in the city of New Orleans. I feel
that is quite important from our city's point of view that we continue
the system that has proven so successful in the past. I respectfully
request that you adopt this amendment. Thank you.

Questions

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Dennery, when I ran for this office I made a pledge

to the people that I would abide by their wishes. I've received,
I m sure as you have, and many of us here have received much
Information, phone calls, letters, etc., stating that the police and
firemen wanted to go under the state municipal fire and police
civil service system. The thing that beholds me is I can't
understand, if the system has been so successful, why are these
gentlemen up here from the fire department; this gentleman over
here from the police department representing the. . . for the
majority of their membership calling for a change?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I suppose the only answer Co that, Mr. Bergeron, is

that I suppose you mighc as well get down to the nitty-gritty of
It the fire and police civil... Tnunicip*'! civil service system
Is basically a union type system. The city civil service system
is basically a merit type civil service system. The only reason
I can assume that they are in favor of it is that they prefer
the union system. I just disagree with them on that. However, the
letters that I have gotten and the phone calls I have gotten from
Che firemen and from the policemen are , as you say, almost all in
favor of changing. But, the phone calls and the letters I have
received from other citizens in the city of New Orleans are almost
unanimous in not wanting this change.

MR. BERGERON
Weil, Mr. Dennery, I read a little column in my... I don't

want to go too far afield. I read a little column in the newspaper
area, local newspaper, which is distributed weekly, and I...
every week I put my phone number in New Orleans, and Baton Rouge

—

my address; I tell them what we're doing up here every week; I

told them we were on the civil service commission dealing with
police and firemen. I have not received one phone call or one
letter from any citizen who was opposed to putting the police and
firemen under the state municipal fire and police civil service
commission. Furthermore, the organization F.O.P., Paternal Order
of Police, is not a union organization. They are also in favor
of the change from the system. Thank you, sir.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Dennery,! 'm going to make this short because I was

here this morning asking you about the merit system when we were
talking about the assessors and the clerks, etc. Now, this
merit system that you're talking about—is it good for the goose?
Is it good for the gander?

MR. DENNERY
Oh, I dc.i't think there's any question about that; what's

good for Che goose is good for the gander. What's good for the
rest of the people in New Orleans ....

MRS. WARREN
All right. Well, we'll go a little bit further with this.

Since we have the municipal fire department for state with Chis

exception of New Orleons, whaC makes us so dlfferenC?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mrs. WarreQ, the thing that makes us different, I

thlnk--there are two things that make us different: Number 1, Is

Chat, we have had our firemen and policemen under a specific
system since 1942 and the other system wasn't even in effect then.

So, we have protected these people since 'A2, if you want to look

at it from the point of view of protection of the employee, and
we have also protected the ciCy —and I speak now of you and me
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as citizens of the city— in having a merit type system. The second

thing that differs... thaL I think is different, is that I

don't think a department in a city of four hundred... over four

hundred thousand people which Is infinitely larger than those fire

departments and police departments In cities of thirteen thousand

need be the same. As a matter of fact, I can see ample reason for there

to be difference.

Further Discussion

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Acting Chairman, and delegates, I didn't come up here to repeat

what I said the other day. I still feel very strongly the same
way. 1 just came to bring up a couple of points that I don't believe
were mentioned the other day in opposition to excluding fire and police
from our civil service system in New Orleans. In the first place,
it's often referred to as a state system. It is really not a state
system. It is a municipality by municipality system with a different
commission in each municipality. If it were in truth, a state system
with a statewide pay plan, I would have less objection to it. If

the municipal firemen and policemen in New Orleans wanted to go under

a uniform statewide pay plan witn all the firemen and policemen

in the state, that's beautiful. But, that isn't what's being

asked. In the second place, let me in answer to some of the questions

Mrs. Warren was asking Mr. Dennery, give my opinion on the goose and

gander question—Does New Orleans have to be treated exactly like

the rest of the state? I'm speaking only for myself— I'm not

speaking for Mr. Dennery and I'm not speaking for any other citizen

of New Orleans—but this is ray opinion on the subject. If you will

look at my voting record on the judicial system in New Orleans, I

voted consistently to bring them into the state system because

judiciary officers are paid with state money and there is a reason

for uniformity. I voted for the six year term. I voted for the

Juneau amendment to leave it open to a change by majority of the

legislature as all other lower courts are, rather than two-thirds

or a referendum of the people, partly because there's a judicial

district of the state, and partly because there are times when the

rest of the state is right, and New Orleans is wrong, and that's

clearly one of them, in my opinion. There are times it seems to me

when what's good for New Orleans doesn't affect the rest of the state

because we foot our own bills when it comes to fire and police and when,

at least for us, what's right for New Orleans is right and what's right

for the rest of the state is wrong for us. It is completely illogical

as far as I'm concerned, to set up two different systems within a

city for different employee groups. If they want to continue it

in other cities, that's fine ; we don't want to in New Orleans. I

considered introducing an amendment that said, "Wherever there is a

city civil service , the governing body with a vote of the people may

opt to have a unified city civil service system, and thereby, bring

fire and police.... or keep the option open to bring fire and police

into other city civil service systems." But, I don't believe in going

around interfering with other people's business that way, and

so I didn't do it. I would like you all to return the favor, and

don't interfere in our business. Now, why do the firemen in New

Orleans and the police want this system? There are a multitude of

reasons, but I'll give you one of them: It favors the men presently

on the force in that anyone that applr'es for the job and is hired

after them must take their place in line after them for promotion,

regardless of competence, regardless of training. As T told you
the other day, this affects the city severely in our ability,
in my opinion, to recruit new men, both black and white, if you say,

"Look, come on now, but you can't expect a promotion for fifteen years

because all these guys are in line ahead of you. It also affects,
in my opinion, the degree program for policemen at Loyola University

in that we can give the people who passed that course and get a

degree in criminology, absolutely no benefit for having taken that

training. So, we're not trying to impose our system on the rest of

the state, even though we do think, at least for New Orleans , it is

superior. All we're asking is to be able to maintain this system.
Let me make one more point to you. When the fire and police municipal
civil service was established , there were no other city civil service
systems that I know of. The majority of the employees—fulltime
employees—in other municipalities were fire and police. There was

a reason to set up a system just only for them. Now, there are

other city civil service systems besides New Orleans , but at that

time ours was the only one, so our system was set up for all employees,

an inclusive system. As far as I'm concerned, for our people that's

the only logical way. I don't question the firemen and policemen
who come down here saying, "We 've got it pretty good. But we want more."
That's the function of union officials. But, it seems to me that

aside from that you should think about the other employees and about
the other citizens of the city. The other citizens of the city who
are not fire and policemen, without exception, have spoken to me to

keep the system as it is. Are there bugs in it? My God, I could talk
to you for hours about the bugs in the city civil service system

in New Orleans. But, let's not replace it with something worse
because we don't like what we have. Thank you very much.

Further Di scussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we passed on this very

same question yesterday. By a vote of 61^ to 38^ this convention
of delegates voted to place the paid firemen and paid municipal
policemen under the state police and firemen civil service for

cities over thirteen thousand. We're back to the same question

—

I don't know how long we can keep going over the same question

—

nothing seems to get finalized under our rules. You can change your
"a" to "the" or some little thing and reconsider it. Now, Mr.

Dennery, as I recall, in his own statement stated the firemen
down in New Orleans overwhelmingly wanted to be under the state
firemen and police civil service, and by not as big a vote, the

police. I don't know where's the information. My information
is, no "ifs" or "ands", both those groups want to be under, clearly,
unequivocally, under the state fire and police. I know they wanted
to be back in 1940, when I was in the House and was a coauthor of

the original state firemen and police civil service, and at that time

I also spoke in favor of the state employees. We went into it. I

went into all of this stuff yesterday. So, I don't know of any
reason to rehash it, except to say, "Remember , yesterday , you voted
61 to 38 to bring these police and these firemen of New Orleans

—

that is, cities, with the amendment , over four hundred t!'.ousand-- into

the state police and firemen's civil service." We've gone over

this; tliey're entirely different from other city employees; they

belong in this other one. Now, I ask that you reject this
amendment. If there are any questions, I'll try to answer them.

Question

MR. BERGERON
I said, "I'm having some problems getting an answer to this

question." I've been hearing a lot about the merit system... the
merit system in New Orleans. What I would like to know, and
maybe you could tielp me out of this question: isn't the merit system
as presently exists in Orleans, isn't it based on the formula of
seniority and merit a formula similar to sixty merit, forty seniority?
Or, 1 don't know the correct statistics or correct figures; that's
what I'm looking for.

MR. JACK
I don't know the figures down there. I do know that as

I said ever since 1940 that's a long time, it's older than you
and a lot of you are that they all, municipal fireman and police,
belong under one bill. That's the way I feel.

;iR. BERGERON
Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. D'GEROLAMO
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, we have heard

the problem of civil service with policemen and firemen here now

for many days. It has been quite evident for the past, on thr^e
different occasions, that the membership of this committee has
spoken, and spoken loudly and clearly, that the policemen and

firemen of the city of New Orleans who are under the joint civil
service system that they have with other Orleans policemen, these
firemen and policemen want out. They want to join the state system.
The policemen and the firemen in the parish of Jefferson want out.

They want to join the state system. These are the people that we
are trying to work for. Civil service is a protection, not only
for a city, for the employer, but primarily for the employee. I

believe this convention would do an unjust thing to all of they
firemen of the State of Louisiana, and including New Orleans, if the

go and undo the things that they have spoken clearly for. Go on and

reject this amendment. I believe, that we have heard about all
we need to know about what Is going on, and for that reason, I ask
for the previous question, Mr. Speaker.

[^Previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendment rejected : 32-70.
Motion to reconsider tabled. ]

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments. Madam Chairman, are being passed out
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at the present time. Going in order, they're sent up by Delegate Casey
and Johnny Jackson. Amendments read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, in the Floor Amendment proposed
by Delegate Dennery, adopted on December the 8th, on page 1 of
that Floor Amendment, at the end of line 12 of the text, delete
Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed by Delegate Flory and adopted by
the convention on December 11th, and insert in lieu thereof the
following:

"However, paid firemen and municipal policemen may be
excluded if a majority of the electors in the ci'y affected voting
at an election held for the purpose consent thereto."

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Madam Chairman and delegates, I believe, that the convention

has certainly spoken loud and clear, as many might express it,
that firemen and policemen in the city -of New Orleans should be
excluded from the usual civil service system that we have now
and put under a separate system. However, as has been clearly stated,
the system that exists at this time in New Orleans is a time-honored
system that has been in effect since 1942... since 1942. We, here,
are going to legislate, and I use the word in the sense that it's
intended to mean, "legislate", not write a constitution, but to

legislate the city civil service system in a different fashion than
it exists today, and remove one-third of our employees from the svstem
we have now into a completely separate system. You know, and I know,
that that is just not right. Mr. Reeves, yesterday, spoke of guts and
courage; I think that's something we have to express and show here
right now that the... we're going to recognize the different systems
that exist in Louisiana today, that we're going to honor them, re-
cognize them for the good job that they have done, and not disturb
them and use a completely different system under our new constitution
thaa exists today. You know, and I know, that is just not right. If
you read the PAR booklet that came out, that was distributed to you
and placed on your desk yesterday or day before yesterday when we
started discussing civil service, there's a paragraph in their
report says this: "It is questionable whether New Orleans fire
and police personnel should be separated from the city civil service
system by including them in the municipal fire and police system
since this could fragment the present city personnel structure, a
system that has operated effectively in the past. Now, why does this
body want to do this to the city of New Orleans; I'll never understand.
But, if a change is necessary, and let's assume that maybe perhaps,
a change might be necessary, maybe not today, but ten years from now.
As the Honorable Burton Willis always uses a phrase that
sticks very vividly in my mind: "we the people." If that cliange .

is necessary, let "we the people" in the city of New Orleans decide
If a change is absolutely necessary, not a handful of delegates
in the constitutional convention affect an effective structure that
has existed in the city of New Orleans for over thirty years. You
know, and I know, in your own heart that's just not right. I upliold

the privilege and the right of these fine gentlemen liere in tiie

back of the room in the audience who have effectively lobbied the fire
and police amendment. I certainly will fight for their riglit and
privilege to do that lobbying whenever and wherever possible. But,
we delegates have to sometimes say no, and it's very difficult to
do that. It's very difficult to remain courageous and tell people
Chat we're very fond of, "No". It's particularly difficult to tell
police and firemen no at sometime, the most difficult people in
the world to tell no, but we have got to do it. We have got to
sliow courage and wisdom. I, personally, resent the attitude, not of
individual delegates, but of the convention as a body in agreeing
to haphazardly change a time-honored system. I urge you to
approach this with wisdom, with intelligence in a very mature manner
and say"No, we're not going to change the system, but if it's
necessary, we'll permit the people in the city of New Orleans to
do it." I urge adoption of this amendment.

system. I want to say I know you've asked the question constantly,
"Does seniority come into play?" It is my understanding, that it is

certainly a factor, but merit... it is also my understanding, that
merit is the prime factor and consideration. We want the best possibl
civil servants that we can get today. I think the method we have
today in the city of New Orleans is the best.

MR. LANIER
Tom, does this only apply to the city of New Orleans, or

could any city decide that by a vote of their people, to have
one or two boards?

MR. CASEY
I think this is in the paragraph that pertains to

cities over four hundred thousand, Mr. Lanier, I don't
envision that any other city or municipality in the State of
Louisiana has that problem.

MR. LANIER
Okay, but you would not be opposed to the people of any

municipality making their own self determination on something
like this?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Lanier, I'll wholeheartedly support your amendment, if

you would introduce that.

Further Di scussion

MR. BERGERON
Mrs. Chairwoman, fellow delegates, I hesitate to rise on this

issue, and come before you so much calling for the same thing.
Now, let me ask you a question. What did we vow to the people of
this state when we proposed writing a new constitution? We
vowed that we would go and seek the opinions of every citizen in
the state. We would abide or try to see their views; see their
opinions; find out what they wanted; find out what they wanted
changed, and if possible, change it. Now, I have said before,
and I will say again—which has been said many, many, many times
before you— the policemen and firemen in Orleans are citizens
of the state. If the system has worked so well, why are they
calling for change? Why? It's been in existence twenty-five
years. We, the people, want to keep it in existence in New
prleans. But, we the people, are also the firemen and policemen.
I've heard from those "we, the people."

We've heard a lot about the seniority and merit system. The
merit system,basically, is what we're under now in the city of
Orleans. The last speaker was quite correct. He said seniority
does come Into play, which It does, which It does come Into play.
We do not operate strictly under a merit system now. You know,
we've decided on this issue many times in the last few days,
and I hate to keep posing the question up before you, but the
people of New Orleans have not come to me. Not one "we, the
people" have come to me, except the gentleman in those stands
behind you, and the one-third of the civil service employees
in New Orleans. Now, those "we, the people" have come before
me and asked for a change. Ladies and gentlemen, that's what
I'm going to do. I'm going to abide by their wishes. I'm going
to grant them that privilege of change. I would simply urge the
defeat of this amendment. Thank you.

Questions

Questions

MR. BERGERON
Tom, it's a question.
Tom, I'd like to ask you this question: why, for what reasons, are

you opposed to bringing the policemen and firemen under the
municipal state police and firemen civil service commission?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Bergeron, as I understand, under the police and municipal

fire civil service system. If ten or fifteen people take an
examination, seniority... you have to pass the exam to be considered
for the position. It is my understanding, if the senior party places
fifteenth on the exam, that is the prime method of hiring. Whereas,
under our present system that we have today, it's more the merit

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Bergeron, I assume that you received postcards such as

I did, which were printed and read, "Dear Constitutional Delegate,
As my elected constitutional delegate, I am calling upon you to
vote in favor of placing New Orleans police and firemen under
the Municipal Police and Fire Civil Service Act. I support both
the Patrolman's Association in New Orleans, Local 641-NUPO, AFL-CIO,
and the Firefighters Local 632 AFL-CIO, and their presidents
Mr. Irvln L. Magri, Jr. and Mr. Clarence J. Perez, in their
efforts to have their police and firemen placed under this muni-
cipal police and fire plan. Thank you for your courtesy and
attention to this important matter." Is this the type of post-
card you got?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir. I have received that type of postcard.
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MR. DENNERY
You notice, it says, in their efforts to have their police

and firemen placed under it. In other words, Mr. Magri and Mr.

Perez seem to think that the firemen and policemen in New Orleans

are their firemen and policemen. Do you agree with that?

MR. BERGERON
No, sir. I don't agree with that. I feel that the police-

men and fire. ..they are speaking on behalf of their organization

as the representative or chairman for that organization. I'm

saying "organization"; I'm talking about groupsof police and

firemen, and they would simply like to express the views of

the people which agree with them, which is by far the majority of

the system in New Orleans.

MR. DENNERY
Now, Mr. Bergeron, you asked several people the question

about whether or not seniority had anything to do in the merit

system, and I believe you wanted to know whether the sixty-forty

percentage was approximately correct.

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir. I had spoken to you yesterday about it.

MR. DENNERY
Now, do you believe, sir, that if seniority is considered,

it should be considered for all practical purposes exclusively

in connection with proKOtion"!

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Dennery, I feel that seniority plays a big part in the

system. I feel, also, that merit plays a big part in the system.

But, I do feel this: I feel if a man has been on the job for

four, eight, ten years, whatever, he knows the operations of

that job. He knows the procedure, the ins and outs. Now, he

may not be a college graduate; he may not have the book learning,

and he may not be able to whiz through the test as effectively

as others, but he does know his particular jobs and duties. I

do feel. that that is important. Yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
Now, do you believe that that—which I agree Is important

—

do you agree that that is the sole test for the ability to lead,

and the ability to manage men under you?

MR. BERGERON
I feel that it is one of the factors that come into play.

Yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
I agree with you, sir. It is one of the factors. But, do

you agree that the present fire and police civil service system

in New Orleans uses that as one of the factors, but that the

fire and police municipal plan, which would create an entirely

separate board in New Orleans, would not consider that, but would

only consider seniority?

MR. BERGERON

Yes, sir, I'm aware of that.

MR. DENNERY
You would believe that if you wanted to be a fireman, knowing

that the only way you could be promoted was to serve in that

department four, eight, ten, fifteen years, you would be willing

to start at this time?

MR. BERGERON
I would be willing to start, yes.

MR. DENNERY
Without any possibility of being promoted, even if you

were the greatest leader and fireman in the world?

MR. BERGERON
Well, Mr. Dennery, let me say this:...

[wotio/i to suspend the rules to allow
for additional time adopted : 56-19. ]

MR. DENNERY

I have one other question, though. Why do you object to

giving the right to the people of the city of New Orleans to

vote on this?

MR. BERGERON
I do not object to giving the right to the people of New

Orleans, the voters. I'm just saying that the people have had
their chance to come here and express their views, just as

everyone else had. They could have five hundred people in

New Orleans sitting in that stand screaming for the objection of
taking the police and firemen out of the Orleans system. I do
not see any of them; I do not see one of them, I feel It's my
reasons for supporting this are justified, and I feel it's the
right thing to do.

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Bergeron, Messrs. Casey and Jackson's amendment allow

the...would allow the electors of the city to vote in an election,

to consent to the change in the status of the police and fire

department. Is there a provision here to call that election?

Wouldn't that be up to the city council, and if they decided not

call it, there wouldn't be one?

MR. BERGERON
I was just about to pose that question to you, Mr. Goldman.

I see no set time, no set date in that amendment which would

call the question to a vote. It could last fifty-two years

without being called to a vote.

MR. DERBES
Phillip, I'm a little unclear about your basis for supporting,

or rather, for opposing the amendment. Are you saying that your

primary or exclusive basis for opposing the amendment Is because

the firemen and policemen have spoken to you about it, and you

wish to represent their wishes?

MR. BERGERON
Well, I wish to represent their wishes in this manner; I

wish to represent their wishes in the manner that they are

qualified citizens and voters in the city of New Orleans. They,

not looking at their standings as police- anJ firemen, have

spoken on this issue, as had every other... the opportunity
of every other citizens, and on that grounds, yes. I do sup-

port it.

MR. DERBES
Well, if we take the position that city civil service repre-

sents more of a merit system, and statewide civil service repre-

sents more of the seniority system, as the two compare, what is

your basic principle, apart from representing the wishes of the

people as you think they have been expressed, what is your basic

principle in opposition to city civil service, apart from what

you regard as the wishes of the people? In other words, what

is the real issue here? Do you understand the question?

MR. BERGERON
I understand the question, but I've Just stated the real

issue. I'll state another point, too. You know, everyone's
been saying, and I guess it relates back to what I've just

said, that the systems worked so beautifully for twenty-five

years. Jim, you know as well as I do, when a system's working

well , you don ' t have the amount of complaints , the amount of

animosity towards the system as you have now. If you're looking

for a formula, whether it be sixty-forty, merit-seniority,

or sixty-forty-seniority or merit...

MR. DERBES
Well, tell me about the complaints, then. That's what I'd

like to know. If you tell me that state civil service represents

a merit system, or represents a seniority system, and city civil

service represents the merit system, then we can sit here and

argue about the advantages of one system over another. But, I

would like to know the specific complaints that have been leveled,

apart from the obvious difference in the systems, I would like

to know the specific complaints that have been leveled against

the city civil service system, and maybe I'll vote against it,

too.

MR. BERGERON
Jim, I'd just say the main complaint is the displeasement

with the system. If you...

MR. DERBES
But, why? When people tell you that they oppose something,

don't you ask them why? Don't you. ..do you understand what I'm saying?

MR. BERGERON
Right. I understand what you're saying. If I had the

opportunity, I would ask you the question, why are you opposed
to taking them out of the" system?
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MR. DERBES
Because I'm under the Impression that it works well.

MR. BERGERON
Well, these gentlemen aren't.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Questions

MRS. BRIEN
Mr. Bergeron, do you agree that this amendment is more like

a compromise, to leave it up to the people affected, to vote for

what they really want?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, ma'am, but it's like an— it's an indefinite compromise,

an undefined compromise. It's like, I guess, serving a life term

In prison. You don't know when the compromise would be brought
about. You don't have any specific date. 1 would say it's some

sort of a compromise, but not one that I would agree with. Yes,

ma'am.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Bergeron, as I understood you earlier, you Indicated you

would have no objection to this matter being left to a vote of

the people in Orleans Parish, if they happen to be the only one

affected. Did I understand you... that correctly answer Mr.

Dennery?

MR. BERGERON
No, sir. I said I felt that the people should have a voice

in what's done in the system. I said that this is the opportunity,

time and place for that voice to be viewed.

MR. KEAN
Well, do I understand that when we talk about the voice of

people, that we're talking about the voice of only the firemen

or the policemen, and we're going to not pay any attention to

the rest of the voters and people in Orleans Parish when we

consider this question?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir, but that's the question. They had had the opportunity

to cast their voice, to cast their ballot one way or the other. I

haven't heard their voice, and I've had open ears, Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
Well, have you made any effort to contact the mayor of New

Orleans who won by, say, a seventy percent vote in the last

election, and discussed with him his feeling about this?

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Kean, I've made a constant effort to contact the people

of my district. Those are the wishes that I will abide by in

my decisions in the convention— the wishes of the people who
elected me to this position—and I have heard from their voice,

sir, in the... what you see back here on the rails, the police

and firemen. I have not heard anyone opposed to this, and let

me say, 1 have my phone number and address in Baton Rouge and

New Orleans in the little local newspaper weekly. They have

had the opportunity to contact me. They have not on this parti-
cular issue.

MR. KEAN
Do I understand, Mr. Bergeron, that on a matter of this kind,

simply because other people in Orleans haven't contacted you,
other than the firemen and policemen, you would deny the people
of Orleans the right to vote on this particular Issue, should
they desire to do so?

MR. BERGERON
No, sir. I do not deny them to vote their opinions

on this particular issue. My number's 242-6362. They can
call me any time they wish.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Bergeron , Isn' t It true , under what the convention's

already adopted, that people are going to have a right to vote
on it, when they vote on this constitution?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, Mr. Flory, and in the end result, if the people are

not pleased with this, they will have the final voice. As it's
been said, we're not legislating; we're handing to them a

document which we've composed. If they do not like it, if

they do not want to adopt it, they can simply vote against the

constitution. That 's their prerogative.

MR. FLORY

Isn't it further true, Mr. Bergeron, that the passing grade
in the city of New Orleans is seventy, and in the state civil
service , municipal fire and police , it's seventy- five , so that
you've got to be more qualified to pass the state examination
than you do in the city of New Orleans?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir. That is correct,

MR. FLORY
Isn't it further true that some of the problems that ... the

reason that the firemen and policemen want to be in the state
municipal fire and police system, is because under their present
conditions, they're mandated to work in a higher classification,
but yet, they don't get the benefit of the higher pay, but as

under the state system, they do get it?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir,

MRS, WARREN
Mr. Bergeron, did you only receive postcards?

MR. BERGERON
No, ma'am. I've received postcards,

and personal contact.

letters , telephone calls.

MRS. WARREN
So, and you received none from nc one else?

MR. BERGERON
No , ma ' am

.

MRS. WARREN
Do you think that all the controversial issues that have

been in this convention should be a matter of the vote of the

people before they are accepted, or do you think that they

should accept the vote of their elected representatives that

they sent here?

MR. BERGERON
Do you mean in the end result?

MRS. WARREN
Right.

MR. BERGERON
I think that the people should have the final say in the

end result, I think that is their right, and I would not agree

to any other system which we might work out. I think they

should vote yes or no on it. Yes, ma'am.

MRS. WARREN
If this is going to be an alternative, it should be statewide?

MR. BERGERON
Yes , ma ' am

.

MRS. WARREN
Thank you.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Bergeron, do I understand your position correctly that

you don't wish to see the people of New Orleans have the right

to determine for themselves the way that this thing should be

set up?

MR. BERGERON
No, sir. You have completely misunderstood my opinion,

and that's unusual for you, Mr. Lanier.

Further Discussion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the issue before us again

is firemen and policemen in the city of New Orleans. 1 ask each

delegate from outside of the city of New Orleans to ask his or
herself why he or she has been voting to exclude firemen and
policemen from city civil service in the city of New Orleans.

May I suggest to you that the only reason is to appease one
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special interest—the AFL-CIO. Historically, they have opposed
constitutional revision in this state. This convention Is

beginning to look like a ship of fools, and the ship is

sinking, fast. What could be more reasonable than to let the
people of the city of New Orleans decide whether they want
the policemen and firemen Included under their own civil
service system. Is that asking too much? I think not. It

really makes me sick to think that we're being led down a

primrose path by one special interest in this state.

Personal Pri vi

1

ege

MR. BURNS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, in the last few days,

our Chairman has very properly, and I think of necessity, has
admonished us. He's warned us, he's begged us, and he's plead
with us to move this convention on, in view of the constantly
shortening of time to the deadline. I say to you that there's
no way, there's no way that we can finish this convention by
January 19, if we're going to day-by-day constantly bring
up the same issue to be argued and debated, and it's always
the same length of the debate; it's always exactly the same
subject matter that's brought to our attention. Now, we're
starting at the beginning of this proposal, and going through
the exactly the same things that this convention has previously
decided in many instance by a substantial majority. There's
nothing that I can say except that perhaps we're just sitting
back there, and not reali-zing this. I plead with you fellow
delegates, that once we have affirmatively decided on these
questions which are not statewide in importance, you might
say, if just affects either certain parts of the state, or
certain elements. But, they are not of the seriousness of
statewide import that should justify this much waste of time
on repotition. I don't object to anything being argued here
and decided, and then go on to something else. But, what
we've spent the last three days doing is going over and over
exactly the same thing. I plead with you, along with our
Chairman, let's decide these issues once and for all, and then
go on to something else. Otherwise, we're never going to
finish. Thank you for your time.

Further Di scussion

MR. SUTHERLAND
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I ran for this constitu-

tional convention because I thought it would be a historic
moment in the history of this state, that I would have an
opportunity to come and participate in writing a document that
would be the basic law of our state. When I ran for this posi-
tion, I promised my constituents only one thing, that I would
give independent thought, that I would not yield to special
interest groups, and I would adopt a constitution that in my

opinion was in the best interest of all the people of this

state. Now, I happen to serve on the Education and Welfare

Committee, and long before we ever started meeting, we received
cards asking us to support police and firemen in the city of

New Orleans being excluded from the city service system of

that city. You people, when you've considered the civil service
system decided that two hundred and fifty thousand was too close
to your particular cities, and you wanted to limit it to the
city of New Orleans, so you increased it to four hundred thousand,
and you carried that pretty well. So, you wanted it to be limited
to the city of New Orleans, but now, you say, well, why shouldn't
the city of New Orleans be similar to everybody else in the state?
By gosh, you, by your own vote, made them different. I cannot
understand why you are listening to Mr.— I won't mention names,
but a delegate from New Orleans says he heard from the people,
and he heard from the firemen and policemen, and I did, too. But,
now. by this amendment, you're being asked to give the people
of New Orleans a chance to express themselves. Now, if you're
interested in passing this constitution, you're going to have
to have more people vote on it than the police and firemen of
the city of New Orleans, or the state police, or any other
special interest group. You're going to have to convince the
majority of people of this state. Now, if the majority of the
people of New Orleans don't approve of this, then, by gosh, do
you think they're going to vote for this constitution? I don't.
I'd like to give them an opportunity to vote for it because
I think that there are some people here who want this constitution
prepared so that it will be in their interests, and if it's not
in their interests, then they'd just as soon not have a new
constitution. But, I'm interested in a new constitution, and
I want to give it every opportunity to pass, and I want to be
able to go out to the people and say, I am convinced that this

is a better document, and I want to say that we operated as
an independent group. When I first came to this convention

,

I was impressed with the delegates of this Constitutional
Convention because I could see that there was a lot of independent
thought going on. But, in the last few weeks and the last month,
I have not seen that independence, and I believe you're making
a serious mistake. You say offer alternatives to the people of
the state. Yet, you admit that this affects only the city of
New Orleans. We're right back to what you say. You want the
state to vote what is good for the city of New Orleans, or do
you want to give the people of New Orleans a chance to say what
is in their best interest? I mean all of the people of New
Orleans, not just some, not just those who happen to belong to
a different organization. While I'm on that point, I might say
that this issue has been lobbied more than any other issue, both
on the floor and in the balcony. I think that some things
ought to be looked at, and this is one of them. I resent the
lobbying on the floor of this convention, b;-- whomever it's done.

Quest ions

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Sutherland, are you of the opinion that no matter how

much more talk goes on here that no more votes are going to be
changed?

MR. SUTHERLAND
Well, you may be right, Mr. Shannon. I don't know. But, 1

would hope, I would hope that some of these delegates are not so
tied up with a special interest group that they won't listen to

debate

.

MR. SHANNON
I wondered if you would ask the other speakers that are on

the list in there if they would waive, and you'd move the previous
question.

MR. SUTHERLAND
I have no objection.

MR. BERGERON
Matt, I th^nk you for not mentioning my name. I'd like to

ask you, can you gather from the remarks that I made, don't
you feel that the people of Louisiana, and by far, the people
of New Orleans through our public information meetings, through
the media, and the information we've distributed, don't you
feel that they have had ample opportunity to express themselves.

MR. SUTHERLAND
No, sir.

MR. BERGERON
Don't you feel the people who had the final say as to whether

they want this provision adopted, whether they vote for the new
constitution or not? Don't you believe that?

MR. SUTHERLAND
I tell you this, Mr. Bergeron: I have talked to a lot of

people, and the talk I'm getting right now is that this consti-
tution doesn't have a chance, and I want to give it a chance.

MR. BERGERON
I want to give it a chance, too.

MR. SUTHERLAND
All right.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Do you know, sir, that I am not from New Orleans, but that

I feel that if I were in your position in voting on this issue
I put myself in the place that if this affected my area, that
I would want to be able to make that decision ourselves. I

wouldn't want it made by people who have nothing to say about
it.

MR. SUTHERLAND
I ask you to support this amendment, please.

Further Di scussion

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, when we came into this

convention, I think we were all in agreement that one of the
things 'e wanted to do in this constitution was eliminate the
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necessity for the rest of the state voting on issues which

affected a local subdivision, or a parish, or a city, and I

think we in the adoption of the article on Local and Parochial

Government, we reaffirm our purpose here. We adopted a strong
local government provision. Throughout here we have said we

would give the people involved a chance to vote on the things

that affected them locally. We did it in the Judiciary Article
with the districts; we did it in the Local Government Article.
Right now, I feel that this convention is meddling. We' re

meddling with something that we don't have anything to say
about, or we should not have anything to say about. Now, I'm
from Calcasieu Parish. If the people of New Orleans want to

have their own civil service system, I think that and we had
provided for that in this constitution, and I think it should
be up to them to decide which people they're going to include
in it. Now, the remark has been made that we're going to give
the people of New Orleans a chance to vote on this vhen they
vote on the constitution. Well, no, you're not giving them a

chance to vote on this issue when you vote on the constitution
because they're going to have to vote on something that affects
the whole state. They're not just voting on this one issue;
they're voting on all the rest of Jt. Ladies and gentlemen,
I just think we're meddling here. This don't apply to any of
us outside the city of New Orleans. Let's let them fight
their own battles. Throughout this convention, we've talked
about giving the people a right to vote, giving them a chance
to express themselves. Well, how can any of us stand up here
and say that we're not going to give the people of New Orleans
a right to vote on what they want to do on something that applies
strictly to them. So, I'd say let's get out of meddling in Cbelr
affairs, and let them do what they want down there. I urge the
adoption of this amendment.

{_Quorum Cal 1 :

and a quorum .

J

Recess

76 delegates present

Further Discussion

MR. DERBES

Ladies and gentlemen, if I may have your attention for just
a few minutes, I would like to put my two cents in on this issue.
I have not been at this microphone very much lately, primarily
because many of the things that we have been talking about are
not within my particular sphere of knowledge. I have listened
rather carefully to the debate that has occurred thus far. I

would like to make the following point primarily as a matter of
logic, and I do not submit to you a great deal of factual knowledge.
I merely draw conclusions or inferences from data supplied by
other delegates. It would seem to me that basically the question
at hand is whether or not Orleans Parish shall be governed by a
civil service system which puts more emphasis on merit than on
seniority. That, to me, seems to be the nuts and the bolts of
this particular problem. It has been expressed to you that those
people who are specifically affected, that is. those employees

—

namely, the firemen and policemen in Orleans Parish—would prefer
the state Civil Service System. 1 believe that the preference is
based, primarily on their desire to see more emphasis placed on
seniority rather than merit. I'm going to steal a little bit of

Mrs. Brien's thunder here and say to you that I think it's time
to hear, perhaps from the Devil's advocate, perhaps from a
representative of consumers in this state and by consumers, I

mean , those of us who have use for and need for such very
important city civil services as fire and police. I simply want
to make one point to you, a point that I have experienced for
some time in my brief career as an assistant district attorney
in Orleans Parish. I have seen in that period of time the caliber
of our police department in Orleans Parish improve, in ray view,
markedly; I attribute that, basically, to a sound civil service
system. I suggest to you that when you pick up your telephone
and your personal residence may be afire, or when you have need
for police services in order to protect yourselves, your family,
or your home, I ask you to think about that moment, ladies and gentlemen
when you are selecting a person. .. .when you are calling a person
to answer a specific need, to solve a specific problem. I ask
you very clearly and very pointedly if, at that time, you would
prefer some person whose promotion has been essentially based
on seniority or would you prefer some person whose promotion has
been more characteristically based on merit? I thlnk*as
consumers, as people who are using and have need for very
distinct, very important, very personal needs for those city
services which are at issue here. Very clearly I , as a
consumer of those civil services, would like to see a person
come to my door, or answer my fire call, or help me to protect
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my family, if that person's promotion; if that person's position
in the department is based more on merit than on seniority. I

am not opposed to givii.g some consideration to seniority. But,
basically, the question at hand is whether or not the Orleans
Parish Civil Service System is functioning adequately. I say
to you thar as far as I know it is; it is functioning adequately.
If the only criticism, if the only substantial criticism that
can be levied against it, is that it puts too much emphasis on
merit rather than seniority, I suggest to you If you were hiring
someone to do a job for you—and that is indeed what you were
doing here—how would you base your choice? Would you base your
choice on seniority or on merit? The answer to me is clear and
unless very specific, very well documented arguments can be
advanced against a city civil service system which is functioning
quite adequately, I see no reason to disturb It. This convention
has seen fit to do otherwise. I suggest to you now that the
persons who are affected, namely those persons who have need
for city civil services should be permitted to decide how those
city civil services are administered; that is the specific point
of this amendment. I very strongly urge your support of it.
Thank you.

Question

MR. BERGERON
Jim, I just have one point to bring out since we are

discussing Mr. Casey's amendment. You know I'm quite in favor

of letting the people have a voice as to whether .. .when a matter
pertains to one particular locality. But, before other delegates
in this convention— in New Orleans and outside of New Orleans

—

have decided to do otherwise. Take a look at the judicial
system. When we elect.... in New Orleans we were the only parish
in the state which had twelve-year terms for district court

judges. We, delegates of the convention, lowered their terms
to six-year terms. Now, it was strictly a local matter strictly
a local issue. Why weren't the people in Orleans allowed to

decide whether their judges in the district courts should have
six or twelve-year terms?

MR. DERBES
Well, frankly, I don't think that germane to the subject

matter. I'll say to you quite frankly, Mr. Bergeron, that I

voted to give Orleans Parish control over its existing judicial

structure. In fact, I voted against six-year terms for Orleans

Parish judges. I simply believe that when a system Is functioning

adequately and efficiently and until specific criticisms are well

documented and levied against it and advanced in support of a

system that would reform that, I see no reason to disturb the

existing system.

Further Di scussion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

guess outside of Jasper Smith—if you want to speak geographically,
I live as far away from New Orleans as any member of this convention.

In spite of the previous debate that we've had on this matter,
I had some reservation in my mind whether I had voted right or
wrong before. I must say in all sincereness that I am not one
of those who makes up my mind and asks you not to give me the

facts because you might confuse me. I think I have learned
today from the debate from this podium a lot of facts that I

needed to know to honestly make up my mind and know that I was
voting correctly. I am not in any way disparaging on those who
may be opposing this amendment. But, I must frankly tell you,

when I look at the statute of gentlemen that I see supporting
this proposal—and without singling out particular. .. .all of

them—but our people like Tom Casey, that I served with In the

legislature; Matt Sutherland, that I have enjoyed sitting back
there since the fifth of July with; and other members. I have
found them to be people who were conscientious, looking for a

constitution for the people of the State of Louisiana and not
for any special interest group. That has had a lot to do with
.my decision in addition to the facts that have been furnished
'to me both by those proponents and by the opponents of this

bill. It is my opinion, after hearing the debate from this

podium today, that we would be making a serious mistake if we

did not adopt this amendment. I think that the old saying
about the preacher when he said, "We are going to have to cut

all this whiskey drinking out," and the old lady in the audience
says, "Amen;" and says, "We are going to have to cut out all

this cigaret te smoking ," and she says , "Amen ;" and he says , "We

are going to have to cut out all this snuff dipping," and she

said, "He had done quit preaching and started meddling." Well,

I think we are meddling now, ladles and gentlemen. I seriously
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and earnestly urge you to support this amendment that has been
offered by Mr, Casey. I think it will be for the welfare of the
entire city of New Orleans and not for some special group.

Further Discussion

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, to grasp the better course

of an issue, we must always endure with becoming and ejemplary
patience—those whose manners annoy us, whose ideas disturb us,
whose practices offend us, whose contentions bore us, and whose
facts frighten us; otherwise, we dwell at odds with each other
and with ourselves. The frail human tendency to build a wall
that shuts out those who differ from us is imprudently to box
ourselves in. No matter what minority interest we choose to
safeguard—and I don't refer to races or religions. We are, at
the same time, members of a larger society and these larger and
more inclusive loyalties must be preserved if we are to have pqual
protection, or for that matter, any protection of the laws—or
that kind known as law and order—because the majority of us
belong to some minority group. The part is never greater than
the whole; it is easier to square a circle than to contend other-
wise. Civil servants should enjoy equal status regardless of
their type of service. No service is unimportant; it is a dis-
service to good servants to pretend or provide that some services
should be preferred or segregated. That would be the height of
discrimination and the bottom of bad judgment. Equal justice
under the law means more than that. To cajole for power is no
virtue. The best assurance for acceptance of our document is
that its provisions are above reproach of favoritism for some.
Everything serious is difficult and civil service is serious.
The problem challenging us now, on this amendment, should not be
what may be popular or make us popular but what is right and
proper. We hold within our hands that which is more precious
to our people than personal popularity, power or political ag-
grandizement. It is called equality. No time is a good time
to make differences amongst employees of our state or give
more privileges or preferences to some. They should be an
indivisible and undivided group because they are similarly
situated from the standpoint of civil service protection.
There should be no last, there should be no first amongst
civil servants. Civil service remains removes the civil
servant from the political arena; it insulates him from the
political pressures, but it does not relieve him of service
to our state civilly. The allegiance of civil servants should
be to the people; it is a poor servant who fears the voice of
the people. The public servant who fears the people is to be
feared. I applaud the system in New Orleans which was the first-
born in our state and wish it for every municipality. I deplore
the denials of any people the right to decide their destiny. I

support the amendment because it is wholesomeness in govemoent.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Further Discussion

Questions

MR. BERGERON
Walter, I just like to bring out this one point. If this

was offered to the people in the form of an amendment and they
were to vote on it, someone would have to campaign on one side
or the other.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Right.

MR. BERGERON
Now, we*re talking about policemen and firemen. Policemen

and firemen are under civil service. Does not civil service
prohibit any type of political activity?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's correct, Mr. Bergeron; but, I've had some pretty

good phone calls and suggestions and so forth from a lot of people
in my area

•

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Champagne, isn't it so that Mr. Bergeron's assertion

would have been true before the adoption of this new constitution?
But, with the Flory amendment of yesterday, we have changed that
and while they may not campaign publicly for candidates, they
may campaign for or against public issues; is that not the case?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's true.

MRS. ZERVIGON
And, isn't it also the case that they have lobbied pretty

effectively on a citizen-to-citizen basis which is also permitted
presently at this very constitution under the old civil service,
isn't that correct?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That 's correct

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you, Mr. Champagne.

Further Discussion

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, the main objection seems to be

that there is no guarantee that there will be an election called.
I have prepared an amendment which would require an election within
one year of the effective date of this constitution. I now request
permission to withdraw this amendment and submit a new amendment
calling for an election within one year.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I simply want to make one

or two very brief remarks. It has been said that this proposal
has been offered to us numerous times. This proposal has not
been offered to us previously. This is one which says the
people of New Orleans themselves would decide whether they want
to be— have their people, their representatives, their firemen,
and their policemen in the city of New Orleans remain in a
separate system or join the state system. I think that what we,
as delegates not in the city of New Orleans, have to think about
is how would we in our position, in our area, how we would react
to such a proposal? Would we welcome it, or would we prefer someone
in New Orleans to make the decision for us? This is the thing that
I'm trying in my own mind to rectify. This is an opportunity, and
I would bring it out even further, and I think they may do this
if they will provide that within a certain period of time the
people of New Orleans shall be offered the opportunity to make
such a referendum. I said so when I first came in here; when I

first spoke to you as a delegate, I was urgently in opposition to
anything different from New Orleans and the rest of the state.
I was a fundamental in that opinion. I have since found out, and
I appreciate very much that this is a New Orleans function. 1

think that th*»y should make the decision. I think the people of
New Orleans are entitled to that, just as I think the people in
my district are entitled to make certain sections. I think this
is too far-reaching for us to dictate to the people of New Orleans
what they shall do. I also fear that we are putting the con-
stitution on the line If we choose one way or the other. But,
by doing this, we are allowing them to make their own decisions.
I thank you.

lAmendment withdrawn without object ion .^

Amendment

Johnny Jackson now

12at the end of line
.^endment No. 1

opted by the convention
he fo 1 low ing : "However

,

be excluded if a

cted voting at an

re to, provided said

authority of the
ffective date of this

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Casey, Mr.

reads:

In the Dennery amendment, on page 1,

of the text of the amendment, delete Floo
proposed by Delegate Flory and others, ad
on the eleventh, insert in lieu thereof t

paid firemen and municipal policemen may
majority of the electors in the city affe
election held for the purpose consent the
election shall be called by the governing
city affected within one year after the e

constitution."

Expl anat ion

MR. CASEY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, I'm sure this eliminates all
opposition to the amendment. I ask adoption.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I rise in opposition to the

amendment. We've decided the issue about three times in this
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convention already as to the uniformity of the system of fire and
police civil service throughout the state in those municipalities

over thirteen thousand. 1 ask you to reject this amendment. I

know this sounds as a democratic process. But, let me suggest
to you that if it were only those people that actually were
affected working under the system voting, that would be one
thing. But, the way this is, that's not the case at all.

What you have is the resources of the entire city, the parish
of Orleans, could get out and use in public literature and buy
space on television and in the newspapers in this election,
whereas, the employees could not because of lack of resources.

The people would not be on an informed election. I ask you to

let's staywith the proposal as we have it now and go forward.

But, I ask you to reject this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR, JACK
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I'm going to talk on

this addition about this election amendment— the one here. Now,
we've gone over this same thing time and again. New Orleans ought
to be like the rest of the state, a lot of us have been saying
that in the legislature for years. We couldn't do it because
they had about a fifth of the House members. This is a different
ball game with the constitutional convention with a hundred and
thirty-two members. New Orleans, as a rule, is looking after
New Orleans and not thinking about the rest. Now, I want you
to consider this amendment as I interpret it. It provides for
an election within a year after the effective of this con-
stitution and that means as to all cities over four hundred
thousand. I'm net sure of it, but there is going to be a lawsuit
later when other cities get to be four hundred thousand. If you
are going to treat one one way, you treat the others another way.
If it turned out I was right on it that other cities^when they
got to be four hundred thousand, could have an election on it,
you're going to have a pretty silly situation. You would have
Shreveport and other cities that because four hundred thousand
that has been under this statewide firemen and police civil
service for years and years and say it was working good, then
there could be an election there in that city for it. I'm just
saying we ought to just quit tampering with this thing. Get
the police and firemen that are paid under the statewide civil
service where they belong. Let's defeat this amendment.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jack, let me just get your position clear if I may.

Are you saying that if we introduced an amendment saying that
all cities over thirteen thousand would be Liandated to hold
this election within a year, you would be able to support it?

MR. JACK
Now, I didn't say under thirteen thousand. I'm thinking

about this whole thing mainly as applying to cities over four
hundred thousand,

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, you didn't like singling out cities over four hundred

thousand because that treats one city differently than the
rest, I'm asking you to pick a figure which would treat all
cities alike which you could support.

MR. JACK
I'm just trying to take up, Mrs, Zervigon, what's before

this chamber. I don't quite follow you; you're giving me a
hypothetical question or what?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I'm just asking you whether or not It's that we are

singling out one city that you are opposed to it or whether
you would be opposed to this referendum in any case? I'm
saying municipal fire and police includes in it all cities
over thirteen thousand and whether or not you could support
an amendment, if 1 drew it, that said "all cities over thirteen
thousand would have their own civil service system shall hold
an election within a year after the effective date of this
constitution." Could you support such an amendment?

MR. JACK
Mrs. Zervigon, I take up things as they come, but I

want to answer you this way. I don't think this is the subject
for voting by the electorate. People send us down here to do our
duty. They send people to the legislature. Now, when the
first civil service was passed back in 19A0, the legislature

is the one that passed those bills. They were not submitted
to the people; it's not a type of thing that's submitted to
the people. We didn't have voting on the others. You people
that are opposed to the firemen in New Orleans and the police
there being in the statewide civil service—firemen and police

—

you keep losing, so now you want to holler this old thing
that's been hollered for years, "Let the people vote on it."
Now, the people vote on certain things- This is one thing they
have never voted on. The only time they did was when the civil
service for the state employees got gutted in 1948 and I, along
with others, coauthored those bills to put them in the con-
stitution where they could not get gutted by the legislature.
I'm not bad-mouthing the legislature. I was a member of it for
twenty-four years. But, I know what pressure is and how people
can vote there and a popular governor—what he can do. This isn't
a subject matter to be submitted to the people— that's my opinion

—

you can have your opinion,

MRS, ZERVIGON
But, the people did vote on those original amendments, didn '

t

they? You can't amend the constitution?

MR. JACK
In '48? Yes, ma'am; that was the only way to handle it and

they sure voted for it. I just don't....

MRS. ZERVIGON
One more thing: you were referring to a statewide system

of fire and police; would you be for a unified statewide pay
plan for fire and police?

MR. JACK
Look, you just try to Just ask me what all in the future

I would stand for, I take the things up as they come, Mrs.
Zervigon. . .

.

[previous Question ordered . Quorum Call:
9 5 delegates present and a quorum .]

Closing

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I would certainly appreciate

your attention in this matter because, although, some members
may think that this is a matter which is Insignificant by
comparison to the problems that we have statewide, the problem
of civil service generally is certainly important. I believe,
I firmly believe that the problems that each individual
municipal and parish has is of also statewide importance.
We should give equal dignity and consideration to those problems;
give proper consideration to them and, with courage, give a

proper vote that we in our hearts know is right. I would submit
to you that if you had a private business, as has been aptly
pointed out—a corporation, Mr. Roemer, or a small business,
Mr. Willis, your law office, for instance— that you would hire,
or fire, or promote, or demote on the merit system, not on
seniority. Seniority is certainly a consideration and you don't
want to lose those people who have experience ,who may have some
seniority. But, you don't put somebody at the top that is not
the best man or the biist lady to do the job—you use the merit
system. Now, under state, municipal , and police, and fire system
the test is given on a pass-fail basis. If fifteen take the test
and the senior person is fifteenth on the list, they are the

ones that get the original appointment—it is my understanding.
However, under the merit system, you have the system of three:
those who are the three highest who place on the examination
are those that are considered for appointment to the position.
This is the system that has existed in the city of New Orleans
since 1942 and here we are today lightly considering that
particular system which has been in existence for so long
and at the twist of a hand which controls a button, which
controls the light, which controls the decision—we are lightly
taking that responsibility. I submit to you, ladies and gentlemen,
that we should not haphazardly change anything in today's
constitution but give thoughtful reflection to everything. As

Mr. Roemer asked yesterday, I distinctly remember, you happened
Co be against an amendment because you asked the very question,
"Why is the change necessary? Why is the change necessary?" and

there has not been one iota of evidence which indicates that

this particular change is necessary, has been no sound reasoning
whatsoever given to this recommended change. Delegates, I cannot

urge you strong enough, with every fiber of my being, that you

adopt this amendment and give the people in the city of New Orleans,

the people in the city of New Orleans, the opportunity to determine

their ovm future for their own police and firemen. I urge adoption

of this amendment

.
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Questions

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Casey, I have two questions. Don't you think that

democracy is bitter only when it is denied?

MR. CASEY
Absolutely, Mr. Willis.

MR. WILLIS
And, don't you think that counting heads by election is

a better way to govern than breaking them or allowing them to be
broken?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Willis, you have urged from the beginning of this

convent ion, "We the people," and we can do no better job than

let, "we the people of a local area, affecting only them, to

decide what their future Is." I know that's your philosophy,

and I certainly submit that philosophy for decision by this

convention.

MR. BERGERON
Tom, I just have a few questions. One of my questions is:

This system has been in operation since 1942. Why is it in the

same situation as it is now? By next question—I'll let you
answer them both at one time—under our city system for police
and firemen, we do not have a set date when promotional tests

are to be given. Under the state system—you know which we are

hearing all about the merit system it's fine—but there is no set
date or period of time when the tests are to be given. Under
the state system, every eighteen months a test must be given.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Berger-n, you are a delegate to this convention. You

have a right through the various amendments and proposals in

this article, if there are deficiencies—or if you think there

are deficiencies, to recoimoend changes to those deficiencies.

If you feel that set, periodic times for examinations are the

biggest fault in our system of civil service, I think you can

require, though some sort of amendment , that that be corrected.

You have the opportunity, Mr. Bergeron, and you correct the error

if there is.

MR. BERGERON
Tom, I'm just saying, the merit system can be the best

system in the world. But if the tests are never implemented,

it's hardly going to do any good for the system.

MR. CASEY
It may also be required by need. If there are not positions

open, there may be not a necessity for the test.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Casey, could you tell me what the qualifications are

that a man has to have for the position of superintendent of

police, or the fire chief of the city of New Orleans?

MR. CASEY
It is my understanding, Mr. Flory, that that rests with

the prerogative of the mayor, the chief executive of the city of

New Orleans to make the appointment. Whether there are require-
ments set down in any law setting forth what guidelines he should

follow, you might have to point those out to me because I don't
know.

MR. FLORY
That, and the position of the assistant chief, both, are

both political appointments, are they not?

MR. CASEY
If you wish to say that political means that an appointment

rests in the prerogative of the mayor, or I noticed many delegates
here have rested the future of the State of Louisiana through
appointments with the governor. If that's political, yes,
Mr. Flory.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

51-47. Mot ion to reconsider tabl ed .^

Amendment

MR. POYNIER
The next amendment goes to (B), and it's sent up by....

Delegate Vick.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, in the Dennery
amendment, on page 2 of the Dennery amendment, line 12,
after the words and punctuation "lieutenant governor,"
before the words "each mayor" insert the words "attorney
general"

.

Expl anation

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this is a technical

amendment in its classic form. The attorney general was
in.... is in the Constitution of 1921 in this provision. He

is in the committee's proposal. Mr. Dennery assures me that

it was an oversight that he was left out. Unless there are

questions, I ask your favorable adoption to restore what was
a clerical mistake.

[^Amendmen t adopted without objection.]

Amendment

MR. FOYNTER
The next amendment sent up by Delegate Champagne, This

goes to Paragraph (C) . There needs to be a technical correction

to the instructions of it. It reads "In the Dennery Amendment

adopted on. .. .adopted last Saturday, on page 2 of the amendment

at the end of line 24, immediately after the word and punctuation
"quorum," and here's where we need to add the insert, strike out

"Convention Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Champagne
and adopted on the eleventh of December',' and Insert in lieu

thereof the following sentence. . .

.

"No more than one appointed member shall be from each
congressional district."

Explanation

MR. CHAMPAGNE
This is a technical amendment. As you will recall, you

adopted the previous amendment by a vote of 63 to 13 which is

the ratio of five to one. At that time,you all agreed it was
a good amendment, in majority, and Mr. Flory questioned of me
that if one of the ....one of the members would subsequently be

elected, one or more, which we decided to do, the majority of

this convention did elect one of the members of this commission.

He asked would I have at that time, come back and make
an amendme.1t to say that no more than one appointed member
shall be from each congressional district. This is what this

amendment does. I think that it's a good amendment. I think

it may have some weaknesses, but certainly it will strengthen,

in the eyes of a lot of people in this state, that these
appointments shall not be dominated by the colleges that exist in

New Orleans, but shall be divided throughout the state. All of

the organizations that I belong to statewide have representation
on this basis. I think we should encourage representation to this
conmittee. I offer your.. ..I suggest that you adopt the amendment.
If you don't do so, then you are going to require that the elected
member would have to run, possibly, from only one district. This
would be wrong.

I urge your adoption of the amendment . I should see no
reason for opposition. I would answer any questions on the subject.

[^Previous Quest ion ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendments adopted .- 9 3-3,

Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegates Flory and Dennery

together.

Set oi three amendments; in the Dennery amendment, page 3,

end of line 11 in the Flory amendment, delete the word "to".

At the beginning of line 12, delete the words "hundred fifty"

and insert in lieu thereof "four hundred".
Amendment 2. On page 4 of the Dennery amendment, line 22

after the partial word "ceding", delete the remainder of the

line and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"four hundred thousand."

I've got a third amendment makes the same change, on page 7,

at the end of line 30.

MR. HENRY
It's an ecumenical amendment.
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Explanation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this is a joint amendment, you

might say. Mr. Dennery said he wanted to ask me to put on there
"under duress"—his name under duress. All it is, though, is a
technical amendment where the figure, two hundred and fifty
thousand appeared in the proposal. We've changed that figure in
the other places to four hundred thousand. This just makes it

coincide with those other provisions.

lAmendments adopted wi thout objection .^

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments are sent up by Delegate Johnny

Jackson

.

MR. HENRY
Is Mr. Jackson here? Delegate Johnny Jackson?
Pass over It.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Chairman, I might say it's my understanding that these

amendments were worked out between Mr. Jackson and the staff, and
I understand there may be some controversy about them. They
were technical and necessary in some measure to implement the
amendment that Johnny Jackson did pass on a previous day.

MR. HENRY
Is anyone familiar with these amendments?
All right. Let's pass over them for a minute and maybe someone

can get familiar with them.
Mr. Dennery, are you familiar with them?
Would you like to handle them?

Expl ana t i on

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, the purpose of this amendment

Is to correct an Inconsistency now that there has been a previous
amendment as far as the city commission in New Orleans is concerned.
The provisions of the city act now say five instead of three
members. The way.... my amendment reads, it permits .... it provides
that three of the college presidents mentioned in the previous
section, "which three members shall be selected by the governing
body of the city, which is over four hundred thousand, shall be
the appointing agents and make the nominations for the appointment."
Mr. Jackson wants to change that so that there will be five members
of other commissions as well as that in New Orleans.

Now, the second part of his amendment, however, is slightly
different. I think it will accommodate the people from outside
of New Orleans because it permits them to select any five universities
In the State of Louisiana, whether they be public universities, or
private universities. Since these presidents will nominate city
officials, in other words, members of the City Civil Service
Commission, the necessity of private universities is not as great
as It was with the state. It will permit the individual communities
to select those five universities that that community desires to
select. I think It is a very sound amendment. It certainly should
be changed to provide for five commissioners since the balance of
the amendment deals with five commissioners, and I should think
that the authority granted to the governing body of the particular
city to select the five universities is a sound one.

Questi on

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Dennery, unlike the other systems, under the terms of

this amendment, the governing body would be permitted to select
any five Institutions in the state?

MR. DENNERY
Of higher learning. Yes, sir.

MR. ALEXANDER
Is that right?
Then, If that governing body decides to discriminate and

exclude certain institutions, it may do so. Is that correct?

MR. DENNERY
Reverend Alexander, I would agree with you, but I assume

that Mr. Jackson considered that—since he drew this. I didn't
see It before today.

MR. ALEXANDER
You didn't see it?

MR. DENNERY
No. I mean I saw It when it was passed out, and Johnny

had told me he was going to draw an amendment. He didn't mention
that he was going to change the universities.

If any question Is on that, Mr. Chairman, I think It would
be better to wait until Mr. Jackson returns because he may have
had reasons that he didn't tell me about.

MR. ALEXANDER
I think so. Unless there is some clarifying language,

somewhere.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, I suggest that since there is a question about

this, that we may pass over it until Mr. Jackson returns. I didn't
think there was any problem.

Motion

MR. HAYNES
I move that we pass over this until Mr. Jackson is here.

MR. HENRY
Why don't we just withdraw it for the time being? Would that

be fair enough, Mr. Haynes?
Would you mind doing that?

MR. HAYNES
I'll be glad to accept.

\_Amendmen ts withdrawn w i thout ohjection.'\

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next amendment goes to Paragraph (G) sent up by Delegate

Jenkins

.

Amendment No . 1 . In the Dennery amendment on page 4, line 3A
of the text of the same, delete Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by
Delegate Flory and adopted by the convention on December 11 and
Insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Fitness, and experience, as"

Expl anat ion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman and delegates. If you'd turn to page A of

Mr. Dennery's amendment, at the bottom, you'll see where originally
he provided that civil service appointments and promotions would be
based on merit, efficiency, and fitness. Then Mr. Flory included
the term, "length of service," so that there would be four bases for
promotions and appointments. This amendment would delete Mr. Flory's
terms, "length of service," and insert in lieu of that the word,
"experience," so that you'd have it based on four things: merit,
efficiency, fitness, and experience. Now there is a big difference
between length of service on the one hand, and experience on the
other. I think when the convention, if you will remember, by a
very narrow vote, it was a forty-four to forty-four vote at first,
voted in favor of length of service being included. I think the
convention was thinking In terms of experience—that we were saying
that experience will be a factor in promotions and appointments In

civil service. Certainly, experience Is now a factor, and should be
a factor In civil service appointments and promotions.

But, length of service is something different. Length of
service is strictly seniority. That pertains to whether or not
a person has been working for the state for a certain length of time;
and, not only for the state, but for a given department, and some-
times, even a given unit within a particular department. I think
here, we're really talking about the guts of civil service when you
talk about seniority. Civil service is a merit system. It has, in

the past, been based on merit, efficiency, fitness and experience.
It has not been based on length of service because length of service
and experience are two different things. If there is one problem
that I think many of us have with the article. It Is this: the fact
that we are Including seniority In here.

You notice the way this provision stands, the Civil Service
Commission could, by rule, put all emphasis on length of service.
They could make civil service wholly based on seniority; In fact. If

you would examine the contract entered into between the AFL-CIO and
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the highway department, you would see there that In promotions, a
person would first of all have to be employed by the department in
a given unit; and, if there were no other qualified person in that
unit, then as long as he was qualified, he would have to be hired,
and no outsider could be hired. In fact, they could not even go
outside a given unit such as a gang—a work crew—for a promotion.
Now, that's the sort of arbitrariness that we're faced with if
seniority becomes a factor in civil service appointments or promotions,
or, in fact, it would even be worse if seniority became the key thing
that's emphasized.

So, what I'm saying is, let's take out "length of service" and
put in "experience." That will allow us to go out and, if we can,
get a man with ten years' experience or twenty years' experience;
that that will outweigh the fact that a man has been serving with
the state for a year or two. Experience is really the point if
we are going to base it on merit—not length of service. So, I urge
you to adopt this amendment.

Questions

MR. ROY
Mr. Jenkins, could experience be a.... an Indefinable type

of word, though, in that context? Or, are you talking about If
a person came in from the army and had experience in a particular
field, he would automatically have more fitness for the Job than
a person who had been with the department more number of years.

MR. JENKINS
No, I don't think that it's an arbitrary or indefinable

thing. What they normally will say Is, for example, they will
consider the fact that a person has maybe ten years' experience
working as a carpenter, if it's something like that. Or, two
years' experience as a physician, or whatever it may be under
the particular classification. But the Civil Service Commission
does not require that that experience be just with the state. Now,
state employment will count as experience, but it would not be in
and of itself superior to other experience. You see, what .... the
way the thing stands right now, you could have a state employee
with six months service, who could be given preference over a man
with five years experience outside of state service. That wouldn't
be reasonable.

MR. ROY
No, but you could very easily have a man with ten years'

service being bumped by somebody who has eleven years, In the army,
of experience, couldn't you?

MR. JENKINS
Well, certainly, if all other factors were equal, that could

be a possibility. But if there was any other difference in test
scores, or whatever; efficiency, or other fitness characteristics,
certainly I don't think that would apply. But remember, too, we
are talking here about these people being in the top three. If
they are that close together, they are all going to be in the top
three, and the appointing authority can choose whomever the appoint-
ing authority wanted to.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in opposition to the amend-

ment to say to you that what we are talking about are factors, and
factors only, which civil service takes into consideration in the
....promotional field. Now, when you talk about experience versus
length of service, I think everybody understands what length of
service refers to. But, when you get into the area of experience

—

and certainly the state wants the experience— I don't mean that, but
let's take for example, and we've had a number of these happening
In recent yearsr-not only here, but everywhere else—where a man,
let's say, is retired from industry; or let's say he is retired
from the federal government, then, in a particular field, what
Mr. Jenkins is saying is that he wants that person to have credit
and consideration for that experience even though he may be on a
twenty thousand dollar a year retirement from the federal government,
in the state employment here. What you are doing by that is depriving
the faithful servants of this state, who have given their life and
dedication of service to this state. Now, all I had said the other
day, and I've had some co:i.?ersatlon with people in civil service;
I know what they do with regard to length of service today, they do
give credit, they do give consideration to length of service. All
we were doing the other day was constitutionalizing what is the
actual practice in the Civil Service System today. I am told that
in practically every system to my knowledge, that consideration is
given to length of service; so that I ask you not to substitute the
word"experience,"and leave the word "length of service" in there.

because everybody knows exactly what that means; and, it refers
to the years of length of service that person may have had in his
particular position, or in his particular employment with the
State of Louisiana or with a local governmental subdivision.
I think it's extremely Important, as a factor in keeping the dedicated
employees that we have in this state. So, this is one of the incentives
that they have to retain in state employment, is to know that they're
going to be given some consideration. If they give their life to
state government— that they'll be given some consideration when
a promotion comes about, in order to be considered for that position.
I ask you to reject this amendment.

Questions

MR. ROY
Mr. Flory, where you have length of service in a particular

position, would you agree with me that that is something that we
could all understand since it deals with a particular work project?
Would you agree with that?

MR. FLORY

Absolutely.

MR. ROY
Now, when you talk about the word "experience" though, as for

example Mr. Jenkins used with respect to a carpenter. It could be
that we'd be looking for a finished carpenter—a guy who does
cabinet work—and the commission could, in its discretion, say
that a rough-out carpenter had the experience equivalent to ten
years; which would bump a guy in length of service who maybe had
only three years as a finished carpenter. Isn't that....

MR. FLORY
That's correct, because he may serve ten years as a carpenter,

and still not be able to be a carpenter superintendent as it
requires him to read blueprints, supervise people, etc., yet he
has the ten years' experience .

MR. ROY
The point is

MR. FLORY
But, if he were.... had ten years as length of service as

that superintendent, in that particular employment of the state,
doing that type of work, then that could be considered.

MR. ROY
The point is that the word "experience" will be at the

whim and discretion of some people who may want to favor a guy
and say he's got the experience over somebody who's had a lot of
length of service.

MR. FLORY
That's absolutely correct; particularly, let's take the

electrical fieid where you said that you had experience in the
electrical industry. Well, there are hundreds of different
positions in the electrical industry, even though he may have
basic knowledge of electricity, and yet he couldn't qualify for
a particular position as an electrician or a classification of
that type. So, there Is a great deal of difference between
actual experience In a field, and the length of service in the
particular employment.

I ask you to reject the amendment.

MR. WEISS
Delegate Flory, would you envision an equalization-type

formula which would include merit, efficiency, fitness, length
of service and experience in this type of selection process
whereby merit is the predominant factor?

MR. FLORY
Mr. Weiss, if I understand your question correctly, I have

no quarrel with Just adding the word "experience , "but leaving in
there as a consideration, the man's length of service. Because
as I've said before, this is one of the strong factors in keeping
good, faithful employees in state government. But, I think to
take out the words "length of service" and substitute the word
"experience" is detrimental to this provision of the constitution.

[^Previous Question ordered.^

Closing

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I want to read to you briefly from the
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agreement entered into earlier this year between the AFL-CIO and

the Department r.f Highways so that we can show, really, the

issue in question here. Take the question of promotions; Article VIII

of that agreement says this

:

"It is the policy, wherever practicable to fill vacancies

or new jobs by promotion of employees from the next lower level job
class on the basis of their, one; seniority, and second; qualifications."

Now, listen to this further. "Any vacancy in a parish maintenance
gang below the highway maintenance superintendent level shall be filled

by promotion of the best qualified employee with the greatest depart-
mental seniority, working within the work unit where the vacancy
exists. If there are no qualified employees (in other words, if

nobody passes the test) in the work unit, employees working in other
work units within that maintenance unit will next be considered."
In other words, if there's anybody with any length of service, if he

is. ...meets the bare, minimum requirements, he's got to get the job.

I think that's the goal we are talking about here. Let me show you
just how far that goes. It even goes so far as to say, employees
shall not be transferred from one work unit or gang to another work unit

or gang for the purpose of promotion."
The whole concept of making length of service—or seniority

—

as one of these standards, is contrary to the basic philosophy of

civil service which is based on merit. Now, insofar as length of

service is part of someone 's experience , it's total , overall
experience, sure it has to do with merit. But the fact that a

person has merely served, to give him advantages over others who
have more experience, is illogical and can only lead to a deter-
ioration of our merit system In this state. Experience includes
length of service, but is not limited to length of service. It

includes many other things. Let's—so often in our discussion,
we have got off the track. The train we're supposed to be riding
is the one that says we get the best qualified people we can to

serve the people of this state in state employment. That's why
we should base it on merit factors such as experience, and not
length of service.

So, I urge the adoption of this amendment.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Woody, what «'Hd the old constitution, or the present civil

service provisions read In regard length of service? Anything?

that meets the bare minimum standards, who's presently working, he
has to be promoted ahead of all the others.

MR. FLORY
That's where there is no people available that are....

MR. HENRY
The gentleman's exceeded his time.

\_Record vote ordered . Amendmen t rejected:
4 4-48 . Mot ion to recons ider tabled .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments goes to Paragraph (J), sent up

by Delegates Newton and Flory;

Amendment No. 1. In the Deanery amendment, on page 6, line

21, of said Dennery amendment, at the end of the last line in

the Floor Amendment Proposed by Delegate Jenkins and adopted
by the convention on December 12, immediately after the words

"private organization" change the period '." to a semicolon ";"

and add the following: "provided that this shall not prohibit
any state agency, department or political subdivision from
contracting with an employee organization with respect to wages,

hours, grievances, working conditions or other conditions of

employment in a manner not prohibited by any civil service law

or valid rule or regulation of a commission."

[^Motion to pass over the amendmen t

adopted wit hou t object ion ."j

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments, then, is sent up by Delegate Alphonse

Jackson, Delegate Lanier, and Delegate Dennery. Relates to

Paragraph (0)

.

Amendment No. 1. In the Dennery amendment, on page 8, line

34, immediately after the word and punctuation "employees," insert
the following: "except teaching and professional staffs, and
administrative officers of schools,"

MR. JENKINS
No, 1 think it was silent on that.

MR. ROEMER
Aren't what you are trying to do is to Insure that merit

will have as great a place in the civil service promotion regulations
as possible? Is that not true?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, really what I'm trying to do is to see that there's

no drastic alteration in civil service. It's been based on merit
before. I don't want to see that changed and make it a seniority
system in any way, shape, or form.

Expl ana tion

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen , this amendment clarifies

the questions that were raised this morning by way or for the

decision relative to whether or not school teachers would be

required to become a part of civil service by a local governing
authority. I think that we've worked it out, and I think that

this language clarifies the question, and I would move the adoption.

{^Amendmen t adopted wi thout objection .]

Amendment

MR. ROEMER
In addition, in your opinion, isn't it true, that you're trying

to draw out, to make clear to us, that the relationship between
merit and experience is a much closer one than the relationship
between merit and length of service? Is that not also true?

MR. JENKINS
That's right. Buddy. I think when the convention acted on

this before, they thought they were putting experience in there
because we didn't talk about the subject that much. But, length
of service is not broad enough. It ought to be experience.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Jenkins, didn't you say that provision read that the man

with the most. ...the best qu*»llf Ications , and the most length of

service would be filling the poslf-ion? Isn't that what you said?

MR. JENKINS
That was one part of it. Of course, that in and of itself

is ambiguous because, unless you have a man that meets both those
things, it wouldn't be relevant. But, later on it says that

promotion shall be based on the fact that a person meets the

seniority requirements. Because If there's any qualified person

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments would be the Newton amendments

we just passed over, and the distribution copies just arrived
here, and the pages will have them passed out in just a minute.

Amendments sent up by Delegates Newton and Flory, just

read.

Explanation

MR. NEWTON

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I,

bring this amendment to the floor because I think possibly
yesterday we went a little too far when we adopted the Jenkins

amendm'*nt. Now, I think that you would agree with me that

no union should be allowed to have what we call a union shop

In this state, which would require union membership as a

condition of employment. Originally, I supported...! was

in favor of the Jenkins amendment when he first brought It

forward because I did not want any possibility of the require-

ment of a union shop In the state. However, I do believe

that under the proper conditions, that is— I don't want to

have to set those out here either—but, I do believe that If

the employees of a proper bargaining unit want to have the

union to be their bargaining agent, then I think they have that
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right, and I think that the union has the right to be that
bargaining agent. Now, this amendment is designed to be
assured that there is a possibility that the union could be
bargaining agents for proper bargaining units within civil

service. I'll be glad to yield to any questions; if there

are serious technical questions on it, I would ask, Mr. Avant
to come forward

.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Newton, can state employees collectively bargain on

wages and hours at present?

MR. NEWTON
I'm sorry, I can't hear you.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Can state employees collectively bargain as to wages and

hours at present?

MR. NEWTON
Mary, I asked that very same question, and it's my understanding,

as far as state employees, civil service employees, no. But, that

there are unions that are bargaining agents and bargain for hours
and wages with some of the city employees and things of this

nature. Yes, that is being done, in certain instances.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I know that that's not true in my city. They may not

bargain for wages and hours- but...

MR. NEWTON
No, and I don't believe they would be able to under this

proposal, either, I-tary; it's my understanding that they would not.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, tell me why the words "wages and hours" are in there,

then.

MR. NEWTON
Because if we under some statutory civil service systems, it

would be necessary to include tnis language because that is the

way they are presently operating.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, It's your opinion that in some of the other city civil

service systems, they may presently bargain for wages and hours.

MR. NEWTON
That is my understanding. Maty.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Newton, isn't it correct that nothing in this proposal

applies to any of those systems, that this applies only to the

state and cities over four hundred thousand, mandatorily? Isn't
that correct?

MR. NEWTON
Mary, I'll have to check on this a minute, and try to answer

your question then,

MRS. ZERVIGON
Because I believe if you want to change those statutes, the

way to do it would be statutorially , and that what you're doing
now is making a substantial change in the state civil service
system.

MR. NEWTON
I don't have the Jenkins amendment in front of me right now,

but I do believe this language is necessary.

MR. DREW
Autiey, the way you have this amendment drawn, it does not

in any way, take into consideration the wishes of the employees,
does it? It's strictly the right of a employee organization to
say a union, to enter into a contract with the department of
the state, without the employees having anything to say about
it one way or the other. You are ratifying that type of procedure
by this amendment , aren' t you?

MR. NEWTON
This amendment does not say anything about the requirements,

the procedures for setting up the bargaining unit, no.

MR. DREW
But, what you are doing is you are granting the right for a

political organization to enter into the contract with a depart-

ment to represent its employees without ever consulting the

employees in any manner. Isn't that what it does?

MR. NEWTON
I don't think that that's what this does. I think the legisla-

ture could set up the proper procedures, or the Civil Service

Gonmission, for determining how these things would be worked out.

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Newton, would you please explain to me again how this

does not provide for a union shop?

MR. NEWTON
This does not. .

.

MR. TOBIAS
Doesn't this, in effect, require it? I mean that's the way

I read it.

MR. NEWTON
No, this does not require a union shop. A 'inion shop

requires that the membership in the union is a condition of
employment. There are other provisions in the Dennery proposal
which would prohibit this.

MR. TOBIAS
Let me ask you this : What does the phrase . . .what is an

"other condition of employment"? Couldn't that apply to any-
thing? In other words, couldn't the state agency get together
with the union, and say, "This is a condition of employment?"

MR. NEWTON
I don ' t think that the state agency could do any such

thing, Mr. Tobias. I think it could come from the legislature;
I think it could happen. It could happen now.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Newton, as I read this in conjunction with the Jenkins

amendment, which was adopted, it seems to me that it has the

effect of completely negating the prior provision against dis-

crimination because it first says you can't discriminate, and

then it goes on to say that provided this shall cot prohibit
and so forth. But, in the circumstances, wouldn't you think...

MR. NEWTON
I don't follow that, Gordon, at all. It says that you

can't discriminate, but that you can have a contract. Now, if

you think discrimination is having a bargaining agent and a

bargaining union, well, then, I hope it does.

MR. KEAN

My question is that the first part says you can't discrimi-
nate, and then you say that "provided this shall not prohibit
any state agency from having a contract with respect to these items,

not prohibited by any civil service law." So, it seems to me that

if you had a contract, you could, under those circumstances,
discriminate; could you not?

MR. NEWTON
I disagree. I disagree. This is an exception to the so-

called discrimination rule. I regret the necessity to bring
this forward, but I think that the Jenkins amendment went too

far, and I think we've just gone completely overboard on it.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Newton, this... the way this language reads, it says,

"in a manner not prohibited by any civil service law," and so

forth. Now, what we have so far adopted is a provision that

the commission shall fix the pay plan, and the pay plan is

then approved by the governor after the legislature has

appropriated the necessary funds. So, that is no prohibition

against the negotiation, and yet, how can you provide for

a negotiation for wages and hours when those are fixed by the

commission? It seems to me that this is a direct conflict

with the theory of the law, not only as it stands today, but

as we have thus far adopted a civil service law. Furthermore,

would this not permit a negotiated contract which would require

length of service to be ninety-nine percent, and merit, efficiency,

and fitness to be one percent? Would that also not cut at the

heart of the merit system?

MR. NEWTON
I certainly don't think so because it says,

with any valid..."
"not inconsistent
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MR. DENNERY
No, no , no. It doesn't say "not inconsistent''; it says

"not prohibited," and that's what the question is I'm asking

you. Why should you use the language "prohibited"?

KR. NEWTON
I'm sorry, Moise, I didn't follow you.

MR. DENNERY
Your amendment says, "in a manner not prohibited." Now, you

just said it's not inconsistent, but that's an altogether different

word f rom"prohibited." Were it"inconsistent" I might be able to

go along with it.

MR. NEWTON
Well, not at this time.

MR. JENKINS
I'm still not clear on what "other conditions of employment"

-neans. Does that mean like that a condition of employment might

be whether or not a person is in a union?

MR. NEWTON
Well, of course, I think that your amendment would keep

that from happening, Mr. Jenkins.

MR. JENKINS
Well, but you... is this intended to be an exception to my

amendment, or a clarification of it, or what?

MR. NEWTON
It's supposed to be an exception to your amendment.

MR. JENKINS
Well, then, if it's an exception, this would be an exception

to it, that you might require people to be in a union. Wouldn't

that be an exception to it?

MR. NEWTON
Well, like I said, I told Harmon a minute ago, there are

othei provisions in the Dennery amendment which would prohibit,

in effect, membership in a union being a condition of employment.

MR. JENKINS
Which provisions are those?

MR. NEWTON
I don't know; I don't have it in front of me. I talked to

Moise about this yesterday, and he assure* me that it is in there.

I also have assurances of Mr. Flory, that he would aot make any

effort to change that provisions.

MR. JENKINS
You mean, in other words, we're supposed to... Mr. Flory's

not going to be around, maybe, for fifty years, you know, writing

contracts for state employees.

MR. NEWTON
I'm talking about in this convention, to change the pro-

hibition against membership in the union as a condition of

employment

.

MR. JENKINS
Well, aren't wages, hours, and grievance procedures ail

established by civil service rules?

political subdivision shall favor cr discriminate upon the

basis of membership or nonmembership." Now, what that says,

in effect, is, as I tried to convey to the convention yesterday,

would prohibit me from signing any type of an agreement, even
though they may be willing to sign such an agreement covering
certain conditions of work. Bear in mind, again, that what

the Jenkins amendment applies to is both those employees in

civil st?rvice and those employees outside of civil service, so

that, I'd have some contracts in existence today, in those

subdivisions that do not have civil service. Consequently,

it's necessary that we place into the contract the hours of

work, the rates of pay that are negotiated between the employees

and the employer. But, we said in the final conclusion there

of that amendment, anything that's not prohibited. . .employment

,

in a manner not prohibited by any civil service law, or valid

rule or regulation of a commission, so that if you have a

Civil Service Commission, and they have rules to set the

working conditions, and the city council, for example, set the sal-

aries, under the procedure, this would not affect that at all.

The only type of a contract that I could sign would be those

items not covered and mandated by civil service. But, when
you adopted an amendment yesterday, you covered both civil

service and noncivil service, so that what you have done by

the adoption of the Jenkins amendment yesterday is prohibited

me from signing any type of a contract or an agreement. Now,

I don't believe this convention has the authority, or would
try to abrogate contracts, even those that we have in existence

today. But, further yet, are those in existence, that might

come into existence in the future, particularly those where

you do not have civil service. But, under the Jenkins amendment,

and we researched this quite thoroughly, it's our consideration

that you have prohibited us from signing any type of an agreement

when you say that they cannot favor a group by the signing of

a contract. That, then, would be prohibited. So, I would ask

you to adopt this amendment. I did not delete, or did I attempt

to delete, the Jenkins amendment. 1 understood yesterday, and

Mr. Jenkins in his line of questioning, and it was statements

made from this microphone, no one wanted to stop us from making
legitimate contracts. Yet, that's exactly what, I think, the

amendment did do, although I do not believe that it was the
intention of the author to do that, so that I ask you to
adopt the amendment, to clarify, to mean exactly what I think
the intentions were. I'll be happy to answer any question,
Mr. Chairman.

Questions

I^. JENKINS
Mr. Flory, under Subsection (J), the rule-making authority

of the commission, provides there that the commission and the

commission alone shall have authority to adopt a uniform pay

and classification plan, and regulate employment conditions,

and so forth. What could an agreement between an employee

organization and a state agency agree to with respect to those

things?

MR. FLORY
Primarily , grievance procedures , some orderly process

whereby they could process their grievances.

MR. JENKINS
Well, now, there is a method of appeals set forth under

Subsection (L) , appeals to rulings of the commission, and

also of... there are appeals procedures for people who are

discriminated against, or whatever. Don't those cover grievances?

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Jenkins, I explained that a minute ago. It's my under-

standing that they are not in certain instances of, in some city

employments, and I'm not terribly familiar with this. Mr. Avant

is, and I'm sure he could answer that question.

MR. JENKINS
Well, why don't you, make this, then, applicable just to

city civil service, not to state, if there...?

MR. FLORY
No, we're talking about everyday grievances that never

get to the appeal level, and never get to the commission. This

Is grievances within the day-to-day operation of state govern-

ment within a particular department or agency.

MR. JENKINS
Well, then, inasm-ich as pay scales and working conditions

and so forth, are covered by civil service...

Further Di scussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I ask you to adopt this amend-

ment. It does not do what some people have, in their line of

questioning, at tempted to convey to the convention that it

would do. Let me call your attention to the language of the

.amendment adopted yesterday, proposed by Mr. Jenkins, when it

says that "no rule, regulation, or practice of the ccMonisslon,

any agency, or department, or any officer of the state, or any

MR. FLORY
r couldn't contract for that under any circumstances.

MR. JENKINS
So, then, you don't need that language. Why don't you

just say "grievances ," then?

MR. FLORY

Because your amendment covered I^oth civil service and non-

civil service workers, Mr. Jenkins.
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I ask for the adoption of the anendment.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Flory, I asked Mr. Newton the question, is there any

reason why that word "prohibited" in the second to last sentence

couldn't be changed to "inconsistent"?

MR. FLORY
I didn't understand you.

MR.

I'm sorry, Mr. Dennery.

DENNERY
In the second to last sentence of your amendment, you pro-

vide"in a manner not prohibited by any civil service law, or

valid rule or regulation." Would that be just as satisfactory

for your purposes if it said, "in a manner not Inconsistent

with"?

MR. FLORY
No, I think in all fairness, Mr. Dennery. what we're

talking about, of those standards and rules and regulations

that are former rules and regulations that are of a Civil

Service Conmlssion. Now, when you get into the term "incon-

sistent therewith," of course, you get into an area of

question, and consequently, it winds up in court . We took

this from the same concept that Local Government used in

their article, and said that they could do It unless it was

prohibited by general state law, so that, I think It's in

the same concept that we have adopted in the other articles
of this convention.

MR. DENNERY
Well, what you are suggesting, then, is that a Civil Service

Commission could then adopt a rule which would say that anything
inconsistent with the rules of the civil service law is pro-

hibited. So, you achieve the same results. Is that correct?

MR. FLORY
I'm not an attorney, but I'll take your word for it and

all the contracts, as I stated yesterday, that we signed that

cover classified employees has a stipulation: nothing in

that contract can be inconsistent or in conflict with state

or constitutional civil service.

a contract that's in conformity with civil service. It says

I can't find anything in contrary to it.

MR. DENNIS
As I read Mr. Jenkins' amendment , you might not be able to

do that. If you didn't have your amendment.

MR. FLORY
That's correct, and that's the reason for the amendment, to

make it clear.

\_Quorum Call : 92 delegates present and
a quorum. Amendmen t wi tbdrawn wi thout
objection .

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The change Is on the second to last line of the text: strike

out the words "prohibited by", and insert in lieu thereof ."incon-

sistent with this constitution or", po, it would read, "provided

that this shall not prohibit any state agency, department of

political subdivision, from contracting with an employee organi-

zation with respect to wages, hours, grievances, working condi-

tions or other conditions of employment in a manner not incon-

sistent with this constitution or any civil service law, or

valid rule or regulation of a commission."

Expl ana tion

MR, FLORY

Mr. Chairman, delegates, at the suggestion of Mr. Dennery,

when he was at the microphone, take out the word "prohibited,"

and add in its place "inconsistent with," and also they had

asked that we put in there "not inconsistent with this consti-

tution or any civil service law, or valid rule or regulation
of a commission." I think this takes care of most of the objections

that I know of, and I would ask for the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Well, that's why, Mr. Flory, I had made the suggestion.'

If it were possibly for you to change the word "prohibited"
to "inconsistent," it seems to me that this amendment would
be satisfactory, but otherwise, I'm afraid I'd have to argue
against it.

MR. FLORY
I'd have to consult. . .get some legal advice, a? I'm not

an attorney, as you well know, and you are, so you have me at a

disadvantage in this particular instance.

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Flory, could you explain to me the phrase "other conditions

of employment"? In other words, the way your phrase reads, it

says "provided that this shall not prohibit any state agency,"

etc., "from contracting with an employee organization with respect

to other working conditions." What's an "other working condition"?

MR. FLORY
Well, other conditions of employuKint might be that; let's

take in a.. .this is now relative to the noncivil service area,

particularly where they had to report that they're working, let's

say, in a parish road system, and that the people required that

they report at the barn every morning, and yet they worked twenty

miles away, that'd be one thing. But, if, on the other hand, they

required that the job was twenty miles away, and they required those

people to drive their own car that twenty miles, back that

twenty miles without any compensation, this would be a negotiable
item. This would be another condition of employment. That's
just one example.

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Flory, as I read your amendment, with regard to civil

service workers, all It does... it doesn't give you the right
to get the state to enter a contract in violation of civil service
rules; it simply gives you the right to sit down and talk with
the state agencies. Ideally, before the rules are passed, so

that they will know what the employees feel about this.

MR. ROEMER
Gordon, what about the objections to"hours and wages" being

in there? Would you like to address a few remarks to that?

MR. FLORY
That'

MR. FLORY
Well, as I said earlier

actually, at the present time

system, and the commission es

hours, those wages, itself, w
authority. What we're referr

adoption and the language of

applies to noncivil service,

negotiating for hours, wages,
talking basically about those
personnel.

Mr. Roemer , all
if you have a

tablishes those

ith the approval

ing to is necess
the Jenkins ameni

so that when we

working conditi
conditions of

this applies to,

civil service
conditions , those

of the governing
ary, due to the

dment where It

're talking about

ons , etc. , we're
noncivil service

correct. Gives me only the right. Judge, to sign

MR. ROEMER
I understand. One final question: in regard to the senti-

ments of the employees themselves, what's your. . -how does what

we do in your amendment affect chat; for instance. Delegate

Drew asked you from this mike, if we adopted this amendment,

the one prior to yours, we would In effect, negate the wishes,

perhaps, of employees who desired not to belong to a union.

Would your amendment affect that, their wishes, in any "way?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, nor would I want to impose upon those who don't

want to belong, a requirement that they do belong. This strictly

leaves it up to the individual and that's where it ought to

belong.

MR. ROEMER
Would this allow... vour amendment allow the commission to

bargain or to determine a sole bargaining agent, and deny the

right to the individual employees to try to get representatives

from another bargaining agent?

MR. FLORY
Well, first, let me say this that the commission, I don't

believe that you'd conduct negotiations with the commission. I

think it'd have to be with the department head or with the

municipality, or whoever it may be, so that you wouldn't actually
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negotiate with the commission. But, you could not negotiate
on those items or any items which were contrary to the rules and

regulations of a connnisslon.

MR. ROEMER
All right. But, let me make my question more specific,

then. Could a department determine that they wish that their
employees have, as their sole bargaining agent. Union XYZ?
Could a group of employees in that same department determine
that they wished to have another bargaining agent, and so have
that agent? Would you prevent that?

MR. FLORY
I think the Jenkins amendment allowed that, and I don't

change that,but I think he also... what he did do was prohibit
me or anybody from signing an agreement, and that was a
necessity for this.

MR. ROEMER
Thank you.

MR. FLORY

1 ask for the adoption of the amendment, Mr, Chairman.

MR. JENKINS
Well, if the Taft-Hartley doesn't apply to governmental

units, then. .

.

MR. FLORY
I'm not sure it doesn't in that particular case, Mr. Jenkins,

and that's the reason I asked you before, but I think under
the federal law, you cannot sign a closed shop agreement.

MR. JENKINS
But, that's only for private employment, is it not?

MR. FLORY

I can't answer that, but categorically.

MR. JENKINS
Well, can you categorically tell us that if the sheriff's

department systematically discriminated against nonunion deputies,

or would that be legal?

MR. FLORY
I think it would be in violation of the constitution and

your amendment

.

MR. JENKINS
Gordon, does this mean that with regard to noncivil service

employees that some state employees or local employees could be

required to join a union because of a contract entered into

between a political subdivision and an employee organization?

MR. FLORY
I'm not sure, Mr. Jenkins, what the situation would be

if there is no law on the subject, where you don't have a Civil

Service Commission, etc. As you know, there is at this time in

the Congress, legislation pending which would bring governmental

employees under Taft... under the National Labor Relations Act.

Whether that comes about or not, I don't know. That's something

for the future. But, I'm not sure, legally speaking, whether
you could or could not in the absence of any prohibition at this

time.

MR. JENKINS
So, in other words, let's take, like, say, the East Baton

Rouge Parish Sheriff's Department. Those deputies, I don't

believe, are under any form of civil service. If the sheriff

decided to enter into a contract with, say, an affiliate of

the AFL-CIO, making it a prerequisite for employment, that a

deputy would have to belong to the AFL-CIO. You're not sure

whether or not. .

.

MR. FLORY
Oh, no, I'm positive he can't do that.

MR. JENKINS
Why not?

MR. FLORY
Because a closed shop's illegal.

MR. JENKINS
Under what?

MR. FLORY
Under the federal law.

MR. JENKINS
As it pertains to governmental employees?

MR. FLORY
I think the closed shop's illegal, period.

MR. JENKINS
Under Taft-Hartley?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir.

MR. JENKINS
Well, Taft-Hartley doesn't apply to governmental units.

MR. FLORY
I think when you're talking about a closed shop, that's

illegal. You said it as a prerequisite for employment, and...

Further Di scussion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I have

to rise In opposition to this amendment, and if you'll give me

a few moments of your time, I think I can show you a sound basis

for opposing it. The criticism with the... that has been made

against the Jenkins 'amendment which was adopted was that it

might prohibit a union from representing state employees. There

is nothing in the Jenkins 'amendment that would do that. The only
thing the Jenkins 'amendment does is says that no agency or

department shall have a rule or regulation which will discriminate

or favor an individual because he does or does not belong to a

labor union, and that's all it says. That's the Jenkins 'amendment

right there. Now, I have been told by one man in particular, and

a couple of them back of the rail, that I'm anti-union. Well,

let me set you straight on that. I am not anti-union, but we

have a little different idea of what a union is. In my book the

union is those men and women who are paying the dues to that

union organization. That is the union to me, not the men sitting

behind the rail in this House in the convention here today. Now,

let's get on to the amendment under consideration. Under this amend-

ment, do you know who's been left out? Do you know who's been

left out? The most important person involved in. the whole thing,

and that is the employees. The employees are totally disregarded,

and if this amendment is adopted, either Mr. Flory's union—or

if some other union came in here—they could enter into contracts
with every agency and department of this state government without
the consent of one employee of that department and be the

bargaining agent for the employees of that department. Under

this amendment, it constitutionalizes the authority to enter into

a labor contract without ever consulting the important people

—

the working men and women of the state. That's exactly what this

amendment does. I'think if you adopt this amendment, you will

have done more violence to this whole proposal. Let's take a

look—as I said—at the people who are ultimately and most Impor-

tantly involved, and that is the employees, the members or those

who may not care to be members. The Jenkins'amendment does not

prohibit joining a union. It says that if you join one you cannot

be discriminated against. Likewise, it says if you join one, you

cannot be given favors because you belong to a union, and that s

all it says. Let's take a look at the welfare of the people,

the employees, and defeat this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr, Chairman, fellow delegates, I agree fully with what Mr.

Drew just stated. I would point out this: the phrase, "other
conditions of employment," under the terms of this if there

is no constitutional prohibition, law or regulation of a

coOTnission prohibiting a condition of employment that would say

that you cannot become an employee unless you're a member of a

union, then that would be perfectly proper under this. In other

words, it allows a state agency, or the head of that state agency,

to conspire—and I regret to have to use that word—but to con-

spire to restrict employees to those who are members of a union.

That's a condition of employment. That's a condition before

they can be employed. It's as simple as that.
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Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm going to ask you to

do just two things. . -three things—listen and read and think.

Now» the Jenkins 'amendment, if you will recal] during the course

of the debate on that amendment yesterday, various people who

were proponents of that amendment were asked not once but several

times, as I recall, if it was the intent of that amendment and

the purpose of that amendment to outlaw any type of collective

bargaining contract —just do away with them; make them uncon-

stitutional —and time and time again they said no, that's not

what we want. That's not what we want. Well, if you read

that amendment carefully—very carefully— I think that you

will be forced to come to the conclusion that there is a very
substantial likelihood that that is exactly what it does. So,

acting in complete good faith and taking these gentlemen at

their word, I tried to prepare an amendment that would eliminate

that possibility and yet not disrupt the idea of civil service or

do anything that what appeared to be the majority of the sentiment
of this convention didn't want to do. So, I ask you to simply

read this amendment. This simply says that this Jenkins' amendment
"shall not prohibit any state agency, t?epartment or political sub-

division from contracting with an employee organization—all right,

now look down here—"in a manner not" prohibited by "any civil

service law or valid rule or regulation of a commission." Now,

all of these... now we changed that. We thought—again in good

faith, I did— that if we took out that language "not prohibited
by" and said "In a manner not inconsistent with this constitution
or any civil service law or valid rule or regulation of a com-
mission," that that would satisfy the objections, but it didn't.
But, let's look at what we have done and the way it reads now.

They can make a contract only so long as it is "not inconsistent"-
(1)
—

"with any provision of the constitution," (2)"any civil
service law or valid rule or regulation of a commission." Now,

that means either the State Commission or any city commission.
Now, I just want to ask you in all candor and all honesty and
all fairness, do you for one minute think that the Civil Service
Commission or the legislature is going to allow these dire things
that people seem to be concerned about to happen? Certainly not!
Absolutely not! This amendment has one purpose and one purpose
only, and that is: to permit and recognize the right of collective
bargaining insofar as it is not inconsistent with the constitution
or the law or any "rule or regulation of a civil service conanlssion.

"

Now, I want to tell you something else while I'm up here. I happen
to know a little bit about these contracts that we've been referring
to. I'd like for you to read them. Practically every section,
every clause, every page—not once, but fifty times— says "insofar
as is permitted by civil service rules and regulations; so long
as not in conflict with civil service rules and regulations."
Every single one of those contracts before it's ever entered into
is submitted to civil service, and their opinion is sought as
to whether there is any provision that conflicts, and do they
have any objections thereto. Now, those are facts, not fiction.

Further Di scussion

MR, ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemenof the convention, this is

not the time for rhetoric, and I'm going to be as precise and brief

as 1 can be. Yesterday when Mr. Jenkins came up with his first

amendment to this section—the little short, one-sentence version

—

I voted for it because in reading that I could see that there was

no way that collective bargaining was prohibited. Contrary to

Mr. Flory's opinion, and others, I said you all are seeing bugger-

bears when there are none there. There's nothing wrong with this;

it's innocuous. It was defeated. The next time Mr. Jenkins came

up with the amendment, that is sought to be amended at this time,

I read it more closely. Gordon Flory got up here and said on

several occasions, in his opinion, it violated the concept of

collective bargaining. When he was asked to explain it, he

really couldn't because it was hard to see. I sat back and
I started reading it. Finally, when you all moved for the

question, I realized that, in my judgment, seven out of ten times
I would think a court would conclude that it did prohibit col-
lective bargaining to the extent that when Woody closed, I

asked him from the mike "don't you believe that in the end a
person who refuses to join a union—and by which union's efforts,
a contract is entered into with the Civil Service Commission
for certain job work conditions and all— that he could get up
and vitiate that contract, not on the basis that he was not a mem-
ber of the union, but on the basis that this language when
you read it says that he can claim some type of discrimination;
that is: he says this union agent bargained certain conditions
for me which you civil service people concluded and agreed to

and with which I disagree; therefore, I'm discriminated against.

Now, in my judgment I think it would knock out collective bar-

gaining, but Woody and all the folks who voted for it said

that's not our intention. So, Mr. Avant comes with something

that clearly, on its face, all it does is say we will make sure

that Mr. Jenkins 'amendment yesterday does not abrogate the idea

or the concept of collective bargaining, and that's all we're

dealing with here because it says that any time this agent is

dealing with anything thatfe "inconsistent with this constitution,"

with"any rule or regulation of the commission," it will not

be tolerated. At that point, I ask you, what is the concern

of those, who said they were not opposed to collective bargaining,

asking you to vote against this? I ask you to vote for it

because, in my judgment as an attorney and in good faith, I believe

that Mr. Jenkins' amendments yesterday—even though he didn't

mean for it to—will preclude collective bargaining being en-

gaged with the Civil Service Commission by anyone, and they will

have a right to get it knocked out. If I am wrong— if I am wrong

as a matter of law— then, what's wrong with this particular pro-

vision that allows specifically for collective bargaining. I

ask you, I urge you, that, on the basis of that, to please vote

for this amendment because it does nothing more than clarify

what we did yesterday;and that is what you thought, clearly,

you were doing yesterday; and there's no mistake about it at

this time. Thank you.

Questions

MR. DREW
Chris, by the Jenkins' amendment merely stating that an agency

or commission cannot discriminate whether you belong to a union

or don't belong to a union, how do you Interpret that as pro-

hibiting collective bargaining?

MR. ROY

Very easily, Harmon. I say that when that employee— that

one out of a hundred—who says that you, my employer, the civil

service people entered into a contract with all these other
people, and you provided that I'm going to have to wear safety

equipment on the job because that's what the collective agents

bargained for, that's discriminating against me; and I don't

want to do it. Now, let me say, Harmon, I'm not absolutely
positive that a court would interpret it that way, but it's

my judgment that the language, as you read it, says that, that

he could contend he's discriminated against as a result of

yourbargaining with the particular group of people that he

did not belong to.

MR. DREW
I think you're stretching it real far, Chris, when you go

that far on it, but let me ask you this: do you know of any

constitutional provision or any rule of any commissions or

agencies in this state that prohibit unionization or collective

bargaining?

MR. ROY
No, I don't, but there's no such provision as the Jenkins'

provision in any present constitutional provision either.

MR. DREW
But do you think that the fact that it says that you can't

favor or discriminate just because they do or do not belong to

a union, do you still say that would prohibit unionization?

MR. ROY

That's not what it says. It says that the one individual
who does not belong, who says that he's discriminated against

because the contract was entered into between the union people

and the employer, in his judgment, disfavors him. He doesn't
like it so he knocks out or vitiates the whole agreement.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Roy, I know you're very well versed on this amendment

and civil service and so forth. I'm trying to find out this: my
clerk of court back home and my assessor's office is not involved

with any kind of civij service. According to how I interpret this.,

in other words, a union can walk in there and tell these employees

that's a condition of employment; is that correct, sir?

MR. ROY
No.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, what is the facts, then?

MR. ROY

This, Mr. Chatelain, deals with our present civil service
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provision that we passed, which is Mr, Dennery's work, and does

not deal with clerks of court and what have you.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, you say here that any political subdivision. . .it "shall

not prohibit any political subdivision',' Mr. Roy, insofar as if

it's not "Inconsistent with this constitution." It seecs to me
like— I'm just an old country boy—but it seems to me like you're
opening the doors to the clerks of court throughout this state
and to also the assessors' office to move in and say look we
want to bring civil service to you.

MR. ROY

Well, no, the civil service. .. the local governmental body

—

as I understand this last amendment that was passed—would have
to— the clerks of court provided that they couldn't be forced
to go into civil service.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, it's been said that the amendment adopted

yesterday somehow precludes collective bargaining. That's not
true at all. What that amendment says is that no "state agency
or department, nor the Civil Service Commission, nor any political
subdivision can discriminate against or favor any employee by
virtue of his affiliations or nonaffiliations with any organization.
With regard to collective bargaining, certainly, collective bar-
gaining is permitted under that. The only caveat— the only thing
I would say—would be, in relation to the remarks that have been
made, would be that if one group of employees gets to bargain

with the department, then the other employees of the department

also get to bargain, and that no one little clique, or group,

or union, or whatever it may be in the particular circumstance,

would be the only one that would get to bargain. If you're going
to have a meeting between employees and the department head,' then

just the representatives of the union would not be the only one

that would be allowed to sit down there and bargain. Now, if

you don't discriminate— if you allow all elements of the employees
to come and be represented there, or to come themselves— then

you're riot discriminating. It vould be within the purview of

my amendment, but if you said that one little group of employees
gets to come and bargain and nobody else, yes, that would be

prohibited because that would be discriminating against a group

of employees by virtue of their affiliations or nonaffiliations
with a union. Now, it's said somehow that this amendment, that

we're considering now, allows collective bargaining. It does

not. Nowhere is there any collective bargaining in this amendment.
This says that a political subdivision or a department or agency
of the state can enter into a contract with an employee organi-
zation—can have two employees in it; it can have twenty percent

of the employees, as at the highway department. That's bar-
gaining with a small group of employees' representatives, but

that's not collective bargaining on behalf of all employees.
Notice that there's no requirement that a majority of the em-

ployees be represented. Now, it's been said that well, under

court decision, if a majority of the employees of the particular

work unit are in the union, then that union can bargain on behalf

of all the employees. But notice it may just be a bare majority
of the union members who even favor that sole bargaining agent.
They may want to join the union, but they may not want to preclude

their fellow employees who are not in the union from also bar-
gaining. So, if you had fifty-one percent of a particular
category of employees in the union and twenty-six percent or

half of them were in favor of this sole bargaining agent agree-
ment, then they could force the other seventy-four percent of

employees to be bound by whatever they'd come up with. Now, I

asked the question earlier whether or not in the local sheriff's
department a small handful of people could claim to represent
all employees and can go and bargain with the sheriff and
require that you must be a member of a union in order to work
as a deputy there. I got no answer to that. Certainly, perhaps
they could bargain to say that everybody would have to join the

union within thirty days after the agreement was reached. That's
not the way we should run this state government or its political
subdivisions. Civil service is something that ought to be based
on individual merit. All our employees ought to be recognized
as individuals and have a right to appear before their super-
visors or their department head, state their grievances, state

their demands and be dealt with. But for somebody to be desig-
nated to speak for them, without even a voice on their behalf.
Is basically unfair and unjust.

So, I'd urge you to vote against this amendment.

[^Previous Question ordered. "}

Closing

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, in closing, let me ask you to vote

for this amendment. In good faith I withdrew the amendment, and it was
stated that this would take out the objections some of them had
if I inserted the words "not inconsistent with this constitution
or any civil service law or valid rule or regulation of a commis-
sion." Now, Mr. Avant said that when these contracts are submitted
to civil service, and they have suggested changes— I hasten to
tell you where they have suggested those changes—we have gone
back and made those changes in accordance with the requests of
civil service. Now, I don't know how much fairer I can be than
just that want to abide by the civil service rules and regula-
tions, believe in them, help promote them, but yet here you are
faced with scare tactics on theoretical propositions that might
come about and try to create doubt in the minds of the dele-
gates of this convention. I sincerely tell you this is needed
in light of the Jenkins 'amendment of yesterday, if you expect
us to have any right whatsoever in order to sign any type of a

contract, even with those politcal subdivisions that do not
have civil service. I ask you in good conscience and good faith
to adopt this amendment so that we can keep faith with what was
stated from this microphone yesterday, that there was no intent
to abrogate contracts or was there any intention to prohibit the
signing of contracts. In that light, Mr. Chairman, I ask for
the adoption of this amendment.

I suggest the absence of a quorum and request a record vote.

[^Quorum Call : 94 delegates present and
a quorum , Record vote ordered . Amend-
ment adopted : 51 -4 8 . Motion to recon-
sider tabled: 51-59.']

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. In the Dennery amendment on page 2 of the

Dennery amendment, line 11, immediately after the words and
punctuation "deputies, and" and before the word "officers"
strike out the word "administrative".

Expl ana t i on

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, it was pointed out to me that

the word "administrative" really doesn't mean too much in the
location in which it is found, and I agree with that. I think
it got in there inadvertently because there was a previous word
"administrative" in connection with the schools and the colleges.
I, therefore, urge the adoption of this amendment. It's more
or less of a technical nature.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

[Amendment adopted without .objection. J

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment reads a6 follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, in the Dennery amendment on

page 3 of the Dennery amendment, delete lines 27 and 28, both
inclusive in their entirety, and insert in lieu thereof the
following: "dents of any five institutions of higher education
in the state, which five institutions shall be selected by the
govern-".

Explanation

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, delegates to the convention, on yesterday I

passed an amendment which allowed to increase the New Orleans
Civil Service from three members to five menUsers. Inadvertently,
in making this change , there was some reference to other cities
who had reached the population that would require that they would

set up a civil service, and where I had increased it to five in

New Orleans, we still left a figure of 3. What this was intended

to do is to technically correct, as it related to other cities

who were going to reach a stage to select a civil service system,

that said that they can select— I mean, the presidents of the
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five institutions in the state and which institutions should be
selected by the governing authority. So, technically, I'm changing
it from three to five to correspond with the amendment that I

introduced and was passed on yesterday.

Questions

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jackson, I can't find my copy. The only change you're

making is from the number 3 to the number 5?

MR. J. JACKSON
Right.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, may I ask you a question, please, about the thing as

it would stand in either case, and that is: how often may the
governing authority change these choices once they've made them?
Suppose in a college nearby submitted a list of three that the
governing authority didn't particularly like, could they then
change that college and replace it with another college to get
a different three na

MR. J. JACKSON
I'hat's not my understanding, Mrs. Zervigon. Under the

Dennery amendment as written, it would allow the colleges to select
three, and if one of those three did not want to submit the names
that the governing authority so desired, they could say well,
substitute it. So I don't think that's the Intent, but technically,
I was attempting to correct the figure from 3 to 5.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Jackson, whereas, in other sections of the Dennery amend-

ment, the institutions are named, but here you don't name the
institutions, and you stipulate that any five institutions in the
state—which could be almost any kind-r—there's no restrictions;
so it could be five white institutions without black representation;
isn't that right?

MR. JACKSON
I gather that it could. Reverend Alexander, but I think if

you read the Dennery amendment when it relates to three, it
doesn't necessarily spell out those three institutions. It gives
the governing authority, who may not want to select from thf>se

five in New Orleans—maybe want to select a combination of some
in New Orleans, some in Lafayette, particularly like Lafayette,
like if they wanted to... well, they've got, as I understand it, an
approaching civil service system—but let's say some place where
you have a local college and they may not be included under the
five that's mentioned in the city of New Orleans, it gives the
governing authority of that locality the latitude to select a
combination of universities.

MR. ALEXANDER
Of course, in the Dennery amendment, the institutions are

named. Whereas, in yours they are not named and they may be
either private or public because it says that "which five
institutions shall be selected by the governor." That's any five.

MR. J. JACKSON
By the governing authority.

MR. ALEXANDER
Yes, right.

MR. J. JACKSON
Yes, right. I recognize that. Rev.

MR. ALEXANDER
You recognize that as a real problem; don't you?

MR. J. JACKSON
I would hope that they would. I'm just saying that if you

look into the future...

MR. ALEXANDER
I'm afraid they wouldn't.

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, Reverend, that's a possibility that exists, but I

don't know if 1 could mandate that forever and ever—every
civil service system that's created— that the New Orleans
universities are going to be the nominating body. I'm not
prepared to do that.

MR. ALEXANDER
Not necessarily New Orleans.

MR. J. JACKSON
They could very well make it public and say well, we'll take

USL, we'll take two from New Orleans; we may take LSU; and we may
take Southern.

MR. ALEXANDER
No, now not necessarily New Orleans ilniversities , Mr. Jackson,

don't you think? I have reference to black universities anywhere.
See, there are two other black universities that are public in
Louisiana.

MR. J. JACKSON
Rev. ,1 recognize that's a problem. If you want to amend it, I

would have no objection, but I did not see it as a serious problein
that you have pointed out. Really, the intent of this Is really
to be more technical than to be substantive.

iPrevious Quest ion ordered .^

Closing

MR. J. JACKSON
To belated fears of those delegates that feel as though

we may be excluding, in the future, some other black colleges, I

would like to just bring it to their attention that presently
under the Dennery amendment with three colleges, it closes the
field more narrow. So, I suggest to you that this is basically
a technical amendment rather than a substantive amendment. I ask
your favorable adoption of this technical amendment.

{^Amendment adopted : 69-18. Motion to
reconsi der tabled .

\

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments .. .finally getting dovu to the two

amendments which were in globo proposition. Now, Senator De Blieux,
your in globo amendment was up here first. I presume you want
the Pugh-De Blieux amendment, as opposed to the first one you sent
up. Is that correct? The Pugh-De Blieux amendment first. Isn't
that right?

I might point out. Delegate Pugh has sent up two amendments to
this amendment in the event that his basic amendment should be
passed. So, you might want to make sure that you do have the
correct amendment which was passed out on yesterday. It's two
pages— three pages in length—a short paragraph on the third page,
just passed out , I believe , perhaps , they're still in the process
of passing them out, were two proposed amendments by Delegate Pugh
to this set in the event it should be adopted. Reads as follows:

On page 1, delete lines 13 through 32

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, I don't necessarily see it as a problem. I can't neces

sarily say that If in Shreveport that they reach the point where
they want a four hundred thousand. ,. .and they want to select a
civil service system that they must be selected from the five
universities in New Orleans. I'm not prepared to force that
on them.

{^Moti on to waive the reading of the
amendment adopted without objection

.

Motion to limit debate on the Amend-
ment to thirty minutes adopted wi th-
out objection

.

]

Expl ana t ion

MR. ALEXANDER
Yes, but suppose Lake Charles sets up a system, do you think

it's possible that they would reach over to New Orleans and
select one of the black institutions, or to Baton Rouge, or to
Grambiing?

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, Tuesday night I dictated

what you now have before you. Senator De Blieux assisted me In
that endeavor. What y.ou have was Indicated on the cover sheet.
I suggested to you that we might do one of three things relating
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to civil service: 1. To place all of the present civil service
provisions as contained in the 1921 Constitution within the 1974
Constitution. I suggested another alternative might be to amend,

as we have been doing since this was dictated » not knowing* in

many instances, the effect of those amendments. Lastly, or

thirdly, I suggested to you that we might consider doing this;

take the commission, as they were then passed by this body. The
structure of the commission, leave it alone. In addition to that,

to lock in the appropriations at seven~ tenths of one percent of

the salaries. Then, I suggested your consideration in taking all

of the present 1921 Code of Statutes, correction, 1921 Constitutional
Provisions, and create in Louisiana a civil service code. To lay

the fears of those who felt that the legislature might do something
relating to civil service, there is a provision prohibiting the

legislature from abolishing civil service. It also requires a

three-fourths vote of each member of the total House—not those

present—but the total House, before this code could be amended.
I suggest to you that if you take three-fourths of each House,
that's three-fourths of the legislature, that, in effect, you are

insuring civil service perhaps even in a better manner than were
it in the constitution. I do not believe we can put all of this
in the constitution. I believe that for three days we have passed
amendments, or worked on amendments, that, as a person who I think
has a fair knowledge of the law, I've found myself concerned with
what they meant.

As an illustration. We had a situation where Delegate Jenkins

comes up with one amendment, then Delegates Newton and Flory come

up with ^mother amendment. I listened to both of them intently.
I'm not satisfied what either one of them do. I think I have a

fair grasp of the law. In addition to that, since Saturday,
gentlemen, we have passed four amendments by more than sixty-seven
votes. Look at this article. This article was presented to us by

means of a Dennery amendment, which I have no quarrel with; instead

of section by section, it was presented as alphabetical subparagraphs.
By alphabetical subparagraphs, all you needed was a majority vote.

Man, wouldn't it have been nice when, we were dealing with Local
Government, when we were dealing with Taxation, when we were dealing
with Executive, if they had all been alphabetical subparagraphs?
Then we could have amended and amended and amended merely by a

majority. Now the four amendments which got more than sixty-seven
votes or more, were two of Mr. Flory 's, and two of Mr. Landry's.

Those four amendments are on one of the sheets that was just passed

out. If you will join with me in resolving this octopus, by placing

It in a code where it belongs, the simple amendment will take care

of the four things that you thought enough of to vote in excess of

sixty-seven votes. The only other provision you thought enough of,

was the one of Mr. Champagne's. I have it on a separate sheet

because It relates to the creation, and the matters relating to

the commission. By this amendment, you will lock the commission
In the constitution. You will lock the concept of civil service

in the constitution. You will lock into the constitution the

appropriations and the requirements that the local commissions

appropriate. You will lock everything that's in the present

constitution into a Civil Service Code—all of the jurisprudence
that we have relating to the existing constitutional provisions
will remain the same. They'll all be applicable to it. We'll
have in one neat, little volume, everything that there was and

Is relating to civil service. Those of you who are concerned
about whether or not the legislature can change it, conscientiously
think if it takes three-fourths of each House, or a total, therefore,

of three-fourths of the legislature, is it conceivable that the

legislature that so few people trust can do anything with this?

I suggest to you, gentlemen, that you are doing this state a great

service by freezing into a code, the law that they know. We can

go to everybody and say, "We left you where we found you." As

far as civil service is concerned, we took what you had and we
left what you had. We don't have to try to explain to countless
thousands of state employees whether or not something they are

interested in has been monkeyed with, tampered with, amended,
changed, resolved. All of those questions are out of the way.

I am not unmindful of the fact that something not too dissimilar
to this, you have considered unfavorably.

In connection with that consideration, I call your attention
to the fact that the concepts embodied here were not in there.

I have waited two days to discuss this with you. Therefore, those

of you who felt strongly about your earlier position , I beg your

indulgence. I do so because I think this issue Is important

enough for a resolution In this matter. How proudly can we go

back to these people and tell them, "We left you where we found

you." We decided that civil service, through the years, had

developed to the point where we did not have the expertise to

monkey with it. I'll publicly admit it that I don't have that

expertise. I'm grown enough to recognize that the people through

the years have developed what Is known to be one of the best

<*lvil service systems in the world. I'm willing to take it today

at face value. I'm willing to leave it the way I found It.
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I make no apologies to anyone about my inability to treat this
subject in a porcupine method. I believe what we have done in
the last four days, by less than what any other section would
have required, is less than adequate for our task. I believe we
owe the people more when we took our oaths saying we would do
what we are now called on to do as a Constitutional Convention.
If we had three or four years where we could work out all of

these delicate problems, how nice it would be. Unfortunately,
we do not. For three or four days we worked to the Dennery
amendment ....

As I was stating to you, gentlemen, in all sincerity, I would
not be here If I were not as serious as I am about where we are
today in civil service. I'll candidly admit to you that I'm
opposed by some people in this endeavor. I respect them for their
views. I disagree that this convention should, tonight, or to-
morrow, or sometime soon, lacking the passage of this amendment,
have thrust upon the question to It, "Do we take the Dennery amend-
ment as now hodgepodged and vote it out as an article?" I suggest
to you that had we had the opportunity, and I fought no one on
this—had we had the opportunity to consider this in the cool light
of a sixty-seven go, less than sixty-seven fail analysis, we wouldn't
be at the problem where we are today where so many people have
candidly told me, "I just don't believe I can vote for this article
in the shape in t-/hlch it's in. I don't imply. I don't suggest.
I'm not an alarmist. I, personally, have a great deal of
reservation and difficulty in pushing a green light for this
article as it stands. If you wish to take those provisions
that you, in your wisdom, thought enough of to vote at least
sixty-seven for, then it's easy enough to take my concept, and
with my concept, put those amendments In it . It wouldn't take
five minutes. If you wanted to take the Champagne one, also,
which is nothing more than kind of making It a little easier
to understand, you can put that in there. I'm not suggesting
to you that if you pass my amendment .that you've got to go
through all of this again. That will not be necessary. You
may take my amendment, if you are willing to do so, and on
that foundation, we can build a house with a roof on it this
evening. We can be completed with the Civil Service Article
before we go home tonight. Short of that, it's anybody's guess
if the finger of fate says "no" instead of "yes" on this article
as a whole, where we—or for that matter, this convention, or
the people of Louisiana—will be. I know that many of you have
had this matter discussed by not only myself, but others. I

have tried to basically leave you alone except run around and
explain it to each person. Since then, people have asked me,
"When's it coming up?" I say, it's coming out of the chute when
they allow it to come out. It's here, gentlemen. I don't want
to Impose upon the opponents by taking more than my allotted
time. I appreciate the courtesy and the consideration and the
willingness that you have expressed by listening to me because
I can look out there and see that you have given me your
attention. I appreciate it.

I will be happy to yield to any questions for what little
time I have left

.

Questions

MR. HAYES
Mr. Pugh, how many amendments have we added since you drew

this up?

MR. PUGH
Mr. Hayes, we have.... I can't tell you the total number....

but I can tell you that there have been five that got sixty-seven
votes ....

MR. HAYES
Since you 've. . .

.

MR. PUGH
I can tell you that we had a Jenkins one that went flfty-onei

I think; we had one a minute ago that went fifty. I can tell you we pul

the Orleans policemen and firemen in; I can tell you we took them out.

I can tell you both of those actions were done with less than

sixty-seven. I can tell you we can raise an open shop and close

the shop with less than sixty-seven. .. .all in a matter of twenty-

four hours

.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Pugh, about twice you made the statement that you could

go home and tell the people that you left them where they found
them. But yours is not exactly that way, the way I read it here.

It provides for a seven-member commission, six to be appointed
by the governor, and one to be elected from the menberahlp. That

la a departure from the present constitution?
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MR. PUGH
That's absolutely correct. If 1 misled you, I certainly

didn't mean to because 1 prefaced my remarks with the fact that
I had taken the commission structure as this group had passed it
and took it from there. If I had misled you, I apologize.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you

.

MR. PUGH
I don't mind telling the people that's what I did.

Further Discussion

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, I listened

very carefully to Mr. Pugh's talk. 1 would first tell you that
Mr. Pugh's idea was one of the first ideas I worked with when I

discussed civil service as far as this constitution is concerned.
Obviously, the shorter the provision, the better. But, after
much soul searching, I came to the conclusion that we should imbed
in our constitution a Civil Service Article. That we should not
leave this article subject to being amended even by a super majority
of both houses of the legislature.

Now, 1 have sat here very attentively since my amendment was
adopted last week. I voted against some of the amendments to my
amendment. But I can tell you in good conscience, that although
there are some things In the proposal as it now stands, with which
I do not agree, nevertheless, 1 think that this proposal, as it
now stands, as amended," is a viable and good Civil Service Article.
It is the type of article that I think people who support civil
service can, in good conscience, support. I do not agree with
Mr. Flory that "it has been terribly cut up." There are a few
sections in here, that there is only actually, as far as I am
concerned, the only amendment which x»as adopted which violates
the basic principle of civil service as I see it, was one which
was adopted about ninety-eight to eight. That dealt with the
state troopers' pay plan. But, I don't think that will kill civil
service. I think the enlargement of the commission to seven rather
than five by having one of these people elected by the classified
employees is not as good as having all seven named from nominations
of the presidents of the various universities. But, I don't think
it is inimical to civil service. I think all of these amendments
are well considered. They come from people with good conscience.
I do not think that the article as it presently stands, is a bad
article. I, in good conscience, can vote for this article.

I do not believe, however, that I can in good conscience vote
for the amendment as proposed by Mr. Pugh. Because, I cannot in
good conscience vote for any Civil Service Article which is not
completely within the confines of the constitution. To me, that
is a basic necessity as far as this state is concerned. I, there-
fore urge you to vote against the Pugh amendment.

I'll be pleased to answer any questions.

Questions

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Dennery, how many other states have civil service

Imbedded in their constitution?

MR. DENNERY
I'm not sure I can answer that, Mr. Graham. I don't think

there are too many

.

MR. GRAHAM
Isn't it a fact that it is a small minority of the states?

MR. DENNERY
I would think so. Yes, sir,

MR. GRAHAM
If this amendment passes, would not we still have civil

service in our constitution?

MR. DENNERY
No, we would have the type of civil service in our constitution

that we had in 1942, which was a Legislative Act which by subseqrent
constitutional amendment, could only be amended or repealed by a
two-thirds vote of the legislature. In 1948, it was completely gutted.

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Dennery, one other question, realizing that the members

of the legislature are elected by the same people that are elected
....the majority of this delegation here—don't you think that
the members of the legislature will be responsive to the wishes
of the general public to the electorate, and with the coverage by

the press now, and the vast emphasis that we have on civil service,
that the chance would be almost zero that more than two-thirds, or
Chat three-fourths of the legislature would vote to violate the
general principles of civil service?

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Graham, the best way I can answer that question is to

tell you that on yesterday, by a vote of, I think, ninety-three to
eight, one of the prime principles of civil service was violated
by this constitution.

MR. GRAHAM
By this body.

MR. DENNERY
Yes. By this body.

MR. FULCO
Delegate Dennery, you're talking about your amendment with

all of the amendments that have been adopted today, would be
a viable article for civil service, and that it would be acceptable
to you?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

MR. FULCO
That you....would you recommend it to the people in an attempt

to pass the constitution. Delegate Dennery?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir, Mr. Fulco

MR. FULCO
Well, I'm glad to hear it. I didn't know it. ...I wanted

to be sure I understood you. Thank you.

MR. DENNERY
In good conscience, I can do that.

MR. FULCO
Thank you

.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Dennery, I may be Incorrect, but I think I heard you say

that you didn't agree with me. That I said that it had been cut
up. I think you are....

MR. DENNERY
No, no. No, no, no. I didn't use your name, Mr. Flory.

But, I just wanted.

MR. FLORY
You used my name.... I think it was in error.

MR. DENNERY
Well, if I did, I didn't mean to, Mr. Flory.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Dennery, when we state that three, that it could only

be changed by three-fourths vote of the legislature, do you really
feel like that we would have more than ten people in the Senate,
or twenty-seven people In the Rouse, that would be....would not
be responsible people to, therefore, keep from gutting civil service,
or something of that sort? Isn't it an indictment upon our whole
electorate, in electing our legislature? Aren't you saying that
the legislature is not to be trusted?

MR. DENNERY
Mr. De Blleux. .. .Senator De Blieux, let me explain that a little

further. I don't believe any legislature would pull the guts out
of this Civil Service Article in one fell swoop. I would agree with
you there. But, I think they would nip at it—yes, sir. I think
that when pressure groups come to the legislature, and they have
something which seems to be inequitable, they could very well get
a three-fourths vote. I think that ultimately would serve to gut
the whole system....

MR. HENRY
You've exceeded your time.

Further Discussion

MR JENKIKS
Mr. Chairman, I certainly agree with Mr. Pugh that a provision

like this really shouldn't be In the constitution. The only thing
is that history has shown us that unless it is in the constitution,
civil service can be gutted. It happened right here in Louisiana.
The year was 1948. It took a two-thirds vote then. I don't see how
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a three-fourths vote now would make any difference. We have debated

civil service at length. I think this body understands more about

civil service than any legislature probably does because we have

debated it point by point, item by item. You know, in the

legislature, we have not had many of the advantages that we've

had here in this convention. If we were debating civil service,

we wouldn't debate it for a week. We'd debate It for a half

hour, or an hour, maybe. You know, in the legislature, when

a bill is proposed and it goes to committee and it's amended,

do you know on the floor of the legislature, you never see the

changes made by the committee. The only copy you have is the

original bill as introduced. Then, when an amendment is proposed,

it's not printed and distributed like it is here. It's read one

time. People vote repeatedly on items that they've never even

read, amending a document that is not a document they have before

them. Now, if you think that leaving it to the legislature means

that it's going to be studied, and considered thoughtfully, and

only after long, serious consideration, is a single change going

to be made, you are mistaken. Things rush through there late one

night when everybody's in a good mood like that. Three-fourths

of a vote is nothing to get. The past has shown us we need

constitutional protection for civil servants. Now listen, I haven't

gotten everything I wanted in this civil service article. I*m not

completely satisfied with it. But I think it retains most of the

principles of civil service. I think we can live with it, I think

that what we have now is much better than what we are likely to

get from the legislature, because the interest, the political

interest of a legislator is opposite from civil service. The

interest of a legislator is to be able to get jobs for his constituents

to have state employees helping him in his campaigns; to have his

friends promoted and get pay raises. All those things are contrary

to the principles of civil service. Entrusting civil service to the

legislature is like giving cookies to a child to safeguard. It's

something you shouldn't expect. So, I'd like for us to take what

we have here, we still have a chance to make some modifications and

refinements and perfections, but take what we have here and run with
It. That's the best we are going to do in civil service in this

state. If we don't, a powerful governor will come along like in 1948,

one late one night an amendment will come up to a bill, and civil

service, as we know it in this state,will be radically changed—fatally

altered. So, I'd like to ask you to reject Mr. Pugh's amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I'm going to be very

brief. Maybe it's because I 'm a member of the legislature that

I kind of resent the implications that you cannot trust the

legislature. Let me remind you, that legislature is composed of

people just like you and I. The difficulty with this constitutional

convention is that we want to legislate rather than constitutionalize.

I remind you of that once more. Now, let me say this. In checking

over these amendments, there is not one single amendment that we

adopted to the Dennery proposal where there was an objection, it

was adopted by three-fourths of the members, the elected members

of this convention. Not one single one. Now, if we can't come to

any conclusion on it any more than that, I just can't see how one

hundred and forty-four members of the legislature—Just like people,

you and I—can make any changes that we wouldn't approve of in the

legislature. I believe that we can trust this convention, and we

have by making these amendments. We ought to be able to trust the

people we elect to the legislature. Let's don't indict every

legislator that's elected from here on out by saying we've got to

put this in the constitution because three-fourths of the legislature

may change it. That's wrong. That's wrong. Now, ladies and

gentlemen, I suggest in your good conscience, decide whether or not you

are going to trust people that you elect to office or don't trust them.

That's what's involved In this amendment. I ask you to support it.

{^Previous Question ordered.}

Closing

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, Mr. Bergeron reminded me

that his amendment which provided for review had more than sixty-

seven. His, also, would be on my list. Several people told me

that if I had that in there, they would vote for me. I am pleased

he told me. Let me tell you that every, everything in the

present 1921 Constitution relating to civil service, originated

in the legislature. Every constitutional provision necessarily

originates in the legislature.

Mr. Jenkins says,"! can tell people that most of it's alright.

I would prefer to tell people all of it is alright. I prefer to

tell them, "Ladies and gentlemen, we left you where we found you."

I don't believe the legislature, requiring a three-fourths vote

of both Houses, will lightly treat civil service. There are too

many people affected by it. I don't consider that a problem.

Let me tell the people all of it's alright. Not just most of it.

Tell them we left you where we found you.

Thank you again for your consideration.

[Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected :

47-56. Motion to reconsider tabled .}

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
We have an amendment just sent up by Delegates

Lanier, Alexander, Chatelain, and Willis.
Amenament reads as follows: In the Dennery amendment on

page 9, in Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed by Delegate Flory

and adopted by the convention on the thirteenth, on line 2 of

the Flory amendment after the word "law" change the comma ","
'

to a period "." and delete lines 3 through 9, both inclusive,

in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"However, in any municipality having a population in excess

of thirteen thousand which has a regularly paid fire and paid

municipal fire department, and in all parishes and fire protection

districts having paid firemen, the said firemen and policemen

are expressly excluded from a civil service system so established

unless a majority of the electors therein, in an election held

for the purpose, consent to their inclusion. The election shall

be held in accordance with the provisions of—establish pursuant

to Article VI, Section 26, of this constitution."

Explanation

MR. LANIER
Mr, Chairman and fellow delegates, you have previously voted

for the city of New Orleans or the people of the city of New Orleans

to have the right to vote on whether or not they would have one
civil service system for all employees in the city or a separate

one for municipal fire and policemen. This amendment is designed

to extend the right to vote on that same issue to municipalities
of a population in excess of thirteen thousand but less than

four hundred thousand. In other words, if the people in New
Orleanshave a right to vote on this issue, I feel it is only

fair that the other people in the state, in the other municipalities

or other parishes should have the same right. Now, the way this

thing is drawn up it provides that the election will be held in

accordance with the provisions of Article VI, Section 26 ,of this

.constitution. Now, this is in the Local Government Article and

that particular provision provides for a uniform procedure for

calling, and conducting, and canvassing the returns of certain

special elections and is designed to have a uniform procedure

for all elections that are noncandidate elections. In other

words, this would be a yes or no proposition and would be done

in accordance with that procedure, which is a uniform procedure
for bond issues, etc. This thing is set up so that there is no

automatic inclusion; there must be an election. In other words,

right now, all across the states you have many municipalities

that have two civil service boards; they have one for the firemen

and policemen and one for all of the other employees. It is

not the intent of this amendment to disturb that situation

where they are already existing. But, it is designed to give

those municipalities the right to have an election if they so

desire, to determine the inclusion of the firemen and policemen

into the city system or for new cities that are coming under

this program; at the time when they come under the program

they can put on the ballot whether or not there will be two

boards or one board. Since we have chosen to give the people

in New Orleans the right to do this, I feel that it is only

fair to do this with other places and this is the purpose of

this amendment, I will be happy to try to answer any questions,

Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Walter, you*re trying to do by.... you're trying to undo

the present system; right?

MR. LANIER
No.

MR. ROEMER
Well, you have done that; right?

MR. LANIER
I do not think so. 1 think the Article XIV, Section 15.1,
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will stay in effect. However, if the people of a municipality

say... desire that all employees would be handled under one

system, such as the system in New Orleans, they can vote to

do so. If they do not vote to do so, they will automatically

have two systems—one for the firemen and policemen and two

for everybody else.

MR. ROEMER
Just as they do presently?

years has had a system that they have worked with and what

you are trying to do now is to give to people who never had
any semblance of the New Orleans system, the right to choose
that in lieu of what we have given them for the past twenty

years?

MR. LANIER
Yes, I think the people should have the right to choose

if New Orleans has the right to choose.

MR. LANIER
Yes.

MR. ROEMER
All right. Now, why are we given the right to merge? To

what advantage is this? I don't understand the logic of your

amendment, it seems.... the way the system is now^do you have

a list of compliants about that system, or do you have

personal

MR. LANIER
As I understand it, there are certain advantages and dis-

advantages to both systems. What I*m saying here is that we

do have two systems, this will not disturb the two systems.

All we are doing is let the people, themselves, decide which

system they wish to have.

...and, quite frankly to me, that's very logical, Mr. Roemer.

MR. ROY '

Mr. Lanier, where is the limitation
thousand level?

at the four hundred

MR. LANIER
That's included in the stuff that comes above

this is inserted in.

:his where

MR. ROY

In other words, you don't think there is any ambiguity, then,

once you say that....

MR. ROY
But, New Orleans is not choosing; New Orleans has....

Isn't it a fact that New Orleans would merely have the
right to continue with what it has and has worked with for
many years and it's not the same situation as where you are
trying to give other people the right to utilize the New Orleans
system?

MR. LANIER
Quite frankly, Mr. Roy, I never thought I would see the

day when you would be against giving people the right.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Lanier, in following up on Mr. Roy's question. Isn't

it a fact that what you are doing is setting out some consistency
here in our article in that any city—if your amendment is adopted

—

any city which has its own city civil service system has the right

to choose whether it's a unified system or not?

MR. LANIER
That 's correct.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, that in other cities where there is not a city civil

ser\-ice system and the main body of the employees happen to be

firemen and policemen it will stay municipal fire and police ,

until such time as they adopt a municipal city civil service.

MR. LANIER
Not at all, Mr. Roy.

MR. ROY
...and, not even for parishes when you* re talking about

fire protection districts? That wasn't in the one above was
it?

MR. LANIER
That is correct; they are automatically in the dual system

unless they vote affirmatively not to be in the dual system.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, it is consistency. What you are aiming at is consistency

and uniformity?

MR. LANIER
Yes; this was the Flory amendment this morning—you have

some situations where you have. Now, with reference to the

parishes that have paid firemen or the fire protection districts
that have paid firemen, of course, there could well be no other
system for them to merge in, so there would be no necessity for

an election. But, if there was another system, then you could
have an election to merge them if that was the will of the people
in that particular district. But, you see, this applies in two

different situations; it applies in the municipality that has

regularly paid firemen and regularly paid policemen. It would
not apply in the city where you only had paid policemen and

no paid firemen; I think we brought out that point this morning
with Mr. Flory. It also applies—and Mr. Flory brought this to

my attention, quite frankly— in the situation where you have a

parish paid fire department or a fire protection district that

has paid firemen, it would not apply in a fire protection district
that does not have paid firemen—where you have volunteer firemen
in a fire protection district—which, as you know, is quite
prevalent in your parish or your home parish and my parish.

MR. LANIER
Yes.

MRS. ZERVIGON
...from city to city. Thank you.

MR. JACK
Mr. Lanier, since the New Orleans one passed, have you had

anybody phone you or outsider come up here to get you to introduce
this, or is this just you doing it on your own hook?

MR. LANIER
I would say, primarily, this is the brainstorm of myself

and my cosponsors of this matter. However, in my opinion,

Mr. Jack, I think that we should try to be consistent in what

we are doing and have a constant strain of philosophy in this

article. I know sometimes it's been difficult for us to do

that but, in my judgment, if the people of New Orleans are going

to have the right to vote as to which way they want to go, I,

quite frankly, feel everybody else should.

MR. ROY
Well, how many people are we trying to accommodate with

another exception to the general rule that we have been trying
to apply to all people In this state by this amendment, now?

MR. LANIER
Quite frankly, Mr. Roy, I think what I'm trying to do here

is be consistent in our philosophy that we have established in

the situation of New Orleans. I voted to bring New Orleans into
the state. I saw no reason why they should have one system and
everybody else had to be under another system, and I voted that
way. This convention has now decided that New Orleans has the

right to vote which way they want to go and what I'm saying is,

I believe everybody else ought to have that same right.

MR. JACK
All right. You answered the question, you are running

off there and I'm going to be out of time if you don't watch

it; I have other questions. Now, where you are from—Thibodaux

—

you have a population of about fourteen thousand—that's right,

isn't it?

MR. LANIER
A little over fifteen.

MR. JACK
...and, you don't have a paid fire or police department?

MR. ROY
But, isn't that because New Orleans for some thirty-odd

LANIER
We have paid police but not fire.
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MR. JACK
All right, not the fire one. Are you about to get a paid

policemen and this would give you an election; is that the
idea?

MR. LANIER
Sir?

MR. JACK
Are you about to get paid firemen?

MR. LANIER
I really don't think there is any chance of us having paid

firemen in Thibodaux because, quite frankly, we feel we have the

greatest volunteer fire department in the State of Louisiana.

MR. JACK
O.K. Then, you are just trying to decide for the other

people of Louisiana that they want this, whether they want it

or not; is that right?

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, I hestitate to rise at this
point to oppose this amendment on the basis in which I tend
to do so. But, the amendment that Mr. Lanier proposes to

amend is one that I went to him with, checked it with him word
for word, got his approval on it before I had even proposed the
amendment. It was my understanding he was in accordance with
the provisions of that amendment. Be that at it may, let me
tell you what this amendment does. At the present time, you
have state and municipal fire and police civil service in
municipalities between seventy-five hundred and thirteen thousand
today—statutory civil service. This amendment says that when
they reach the population bracket of thirteen thousand, then
they got to call an election to see if they want to abolish
that system or not. What you're doing by this amendment Is

providing a vehicle, whereby, you can abrogate a system that
is now in effect in the statutes of this state. I ask you
to reject the amendment.

Record vote[^Previous Quest ion ordered .

ordered . j

Closing

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, in response to what Mr.

Flory pointed out, I wish to confirm to the convention that

he did confer with me in his amendment, and I did check it

over word for word. We actually counseled on it several times

and got it in language that we thought was appropriate and it

is not my intent by this to change the concept that we were
discussing at that time. However, I am adding to that concept
a concept that was adopted by this convention, which I think is

only logically consistent, that if New Orleans has the right
to choose, why shouldn't somebody else have the right to choose?

Now, if there are statutory systems that exist below thirteen
thousand, then, quite frankly, we could easily amend this to

provide—instead of thirteen thousand—seventy-five hundred

.

I was not aware of those statutory systems,quite frankly, at

the time that I drew this up. But, to me, in order to be
logically consistent, I believe, that we should make the right

available to people in municipalities to vote on this type of a

thing if they are going to have that right in the city of New
Orleans and this is really basically what I am saying and, en that

basis, I would urge your adoption of this amendmr^nt.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Lanier, Is it not a fact that this convention has given

to cities of a population In excess of four hundred thousand the

right to choose by referendum?

MR. LANIER
That's my understanding. Reverend Alexander.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, do you feel it would be discrimination against those

with a population between thirteen thousand and four hundred
thousand if they could not do the same thing?

MR. LANIER
I think in order for us to be logically consistent, quite

frankly , they should have the same rights.

MR. ALEXANDER
And anybody who votes against this, naturally, is in-

consistent; would he not be?

MR. LANIER
That's my judgment. Reverend.

[Amendment adopted : 57-4 4 . Motion
to reconsider tabled.^

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, this is the first time

I've taken the floor during the debate on this entire civil
service proposal. I've asked questions ; I 've lobbied, but

now I would simply like to say a couple of things. Yesterday
in a series of amendments certain motives were ascribed to

the majority of us which were not our motives at all—we

had anti-labor; we had right-to-work labels hung upon us

when we weren't for those things at all, and I resent that
very much. I take issue with it and I deny being either of

those things. When I voted yesterday, I voted with one intent
in mind, to try and do the right thing. I hope that you will
do the right thing now. That's all X have to say. I have no

other intentions than honest ones, and I hope that yours are

at least the same.

{^Quorum Call.
a quorum

.

]

Recess

96 delegates present and

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. To cut to brief: In the Dennery amendment

and in particular in the Lanier amendment adopted thereto

to page 9, on the third line of the amendment just adopted by

Mr. Lanier, after the word "municipal" and before the word
"department" strike out the word "fire" and insert in lieu

thereof the word "police ";that's right in the middle of the

third or almost In the middle of the third line.

Explanati on

MR LANIER
Mr. Chairman, this was brought to my attention after I

got back down that the word "fire" the second word "fire" on
line 3 should have been "police "; this is to be "paid municipal
police department." In other words, the regularly paid fire
and paid municipal police department and this is a technical
amendment to make that change. I move it's adoption,

{_Airtendment adopted without objection *

Previous Question ordered on the entire
subject matter. Motion to recess re-
jected: 30-60.

'\

Closing

MR. RACHAL
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I suppose X should start by

saying, "Do you remember, I was the one who introduced this

proposal to the convention?" I am closing, technically, because

the first twelve lines still remain as the committee's proposal.

But, I rise to close on this proposal in favor of it—let me say

that first—and to urge its adoption. When I started, I mentioned

that a few people are neutral about civil service—either they were

for it or against it, most probably violently one way or the

other. As I listened to the discussion and the result of it, I'm

still not sure that we really understand what civil service is

really supposed to be. Although many of the things that I

personally had hoped to achieve have been achieved in this article,

much remains if we are to have the kind of personnel management

operation in the state that is desirable. However, I think that

we have done well. In my opening remarks I pointed out the
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salient Issues that we have identified from the discussions in
the.... on civil service one had to do with the membership of
the commission—that efforts should be made to make it more
responsive to the people which it served; we have done that.
The nominators of the members of the commission was an issue.
We have made a change there. Another issue had to do with the

autonomy of the conaaission and this is one area in which I'm
not certain we have done very much about. On the other hand,
I'm not certain that we should attempt to constitutionalize
what the commission should do. I am hopeful that the change
In the composition—and with some of the other amendments which
are now parts of the article which we have passed—will help to

bring about a kind of flexibility and a response to the needs of
the government in this state to bring about a system of civil
service that will both meet the principles of civil service, as

well as give to the people and to those who lead in the agencies
confidence that the system is to the best of the stability
attempting to carry out the principles of a merit system while,
at the same time, serving the personnel needs of the state. Some
of the other salient issues, which I question as being con-
stitutional material, of course, we did nothing about— that
had to do with testing. Some questions were raised about
certification and while we discussed this to some length, it

remains that the certification of the three best qualified
among those who have competed. Several other Items have been
attached. We have Included items pro allegedly, to be in

the interest of employees. We considered, at some length, the
burden of proof, another one of the salient issues and, in fact,

have placed the burden of proof on the employer. While there

—

as I said—much that remains to be done to make— the kind of

civil service system I would like, I recognize that all of it

can not be done through constitutional provisions. I feel that

in spite of the fact that not as much has been accomplished as

I would like that, in fact, we have an article with which we can

live and an article which If followed by those who will monitor

Its life in the future, that we can improve upon many of the

compllants and criticisms that were given to this committee

and that have been expressed upon the delegates during the course

of debate. With that as a background and without going into much
of the debate regarding some of the Issues because they were on
the floor today and

1 would urge the adoption of this section.

tions of the amendment, but by and large, I assure you that it is
a good article. I urge its adoption. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, Chairman, before I leave the podium, I would also like to per-
sonally thank the delegates for the attention they have shown this
matter over the past several days. It has been a very difficult
article to discuss because of the nature in which It has occurred.
I personally want to express my deepest and slncerest appreciation
to the delegates of this convention for the attention they have
shown to it. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. ANZALONE
Mr- Dennery, would you direct some of your comments, please,

to the possibility of the civil service system in the State of

Louisiana being a statutory provision, rather than a constitutional
one, in view of the defeat of this article and in view of the time
schedule of this convention?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Anzalone, I have already expressed myself on the

proposition that, philosophically, I think the Civil Service

Article should be in the constitution and should not be a legis-
lative provision. I would hope that even in the event the dele-
gates do not vote sixty-seven votes yea at the next vote, that,

nevertheless, the conmittee will come back with a constitutional
type of civil service.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Dennery, would you say that perhaps the one thing

we have a fair amount of unanimity among the group on is that
there should be something with regard to civil service in the
constitution?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, ma'am, I certainly would say that.

MS. ZERVIGON
You don't find this the perfect article, do you?

\^Section fai led to pass : 66- 36 . Moti on
to reconsider the vote by which the
Section fai led to pass . Previous Ques-
tion ordered on the motion

.

]

Closing

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I just think that this is about the best we're

going to do. We've hashed this out for a week now. There's some
good things about it and bad things about it. Or, we could go on
endlessly. We've got other things to do—we've got natural re-

sources; we've got taxes; we've got general government; constitu-
tional revision—and I think that this is a compromise proposal

that makes a lot of improvements In some ways, yet at the same
time it does not do any violence to the nature of civil service.
So, I want to urge you to vote in favor of it,

[^Record vote ordered . Quorum Call :

101 delegates present and a quorum

.

Motion to reconsider adopted : 65-36.^

Reconsi deration
Expl anation

MR, DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, we're going to vote now

on the Civil Service Article again. It lacked one vote of passage.

There were sixty-six votes in favor of Section 1, and Section 1 is

the entire proposal for civil service. What disturbs me is, that if

this article does not pass at this time, we will be without any
article concerning civil service; the committee will have to come

back with another proposal, presumably; and this, I tell you—as I

said before— is now a viable civil service system for the State of

Louisiana and for municipalities over four hundred thousand. I

think it is a good article as it is now written, I think it is the

type of article that I can, in good conscience, support, and I will
support it. The delegates have shown that a vast majority, in any

event, are in favor of civil service in the constitution. I urge

you to adopt this proposal as it is now. There are many people
in here who have certain faults to find with certain specific por-

MR. DENNERY
No, Ms, Zervigon, I don't think any of our articles are

perfect.

MS. ZERVIGON
Could you conceive of an article other than this one that

it would be very easy to get sixty-seven votes for?

MR. DENNERY
No, I do not; I cannot conceive of such an article.

MS. ZERVIGON
So, perhaps the best thing to do is sort of live with it?

MR. DENNERY
I hope we do,

MR. DENNIS
Moise, is it true that, as this article now stands, it will

allow municipalities in excess of thirteen thousand and under
two hundred and fifty thousand to take their firemen out of civil
service?

MR. DENNERY
Judge Dennis, I'm not a hundred percent certain that it will.

As I read the Section (0), which was the section affected by
Mr. Lanier's amendment, Section(O) provides for future munici-
palities adopting a civil service law—either by the municipal-
ity or the parish, or through legislative action. I do not know,

and I do not qualify as an expert to tell you that Mr. Lanier's
amendment affects any fire and police system which presently is

in effect in a municipality which presently has its own civil

service. I do not believe it will.

MR. STINSON
I refer you to the Lanier amendment. Mr Lanier came over

and says—it says that those who have a civil service are excluded
from "a" civil service—he says it should have been "this" civil
service. But, when it says "a," don't you agree that they don't
have any?
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MR. DENNERY
It could mean that, yes, Mr. Stinson.

MR. STINSON
In other words, my Bossier City policemen—if I vote for

this— they possibly would not have a civil service. Is that
right?

MR. DENNERY
Oh, no, I don't mean that. I think if you vote for this

as it stands now, the present fire....

MR. STINSON
Why couldn't Style and Drafting change it where they com-

pletely reverse the meaning; it couldn't possibly do that?

MR. DENNERY
I'm not sure I understand your question, Mr. Stinson.

MR. AVANT
Now, Mr. Dennery, it's a fact—is it not, sir —that at

the same time the civil service amendment was placed in the
constitution. Article XIV, Section 15—which Is the state civil
service and civil service system in New Orleans— that at the
same time there was enacted a state fire and police civil service
system, which is Article XIV, Section 15.1? .7

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

MR. AVANT
And, ever since that date, all municipalities with a popu-

lation in excess of thirteen thousand and under two hundred and
fifty thousand, which operate a paid fire and police department

—

their firemen and policemen come under that system; is that not
right?

MR. DENNERY
As far as I know, that is correct, Mr. Avant.

MR. AVANT
Now, is it not a fact that Mr. Lanier's amendment will have

the effect of removing those firemen and policemen from any civil
service system until an election has been called and a majority
of the electors in that municipality vote to include them in the
system, which they have been under for some twenty-five years?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Avant, that's not the way I understood the amend-

ment. Now, it is conceivable that the amendment does read that
way, but I did not believe it read that way.

Further Discussion

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman, delegates, ladies and gentlemen—and I'm

going to speak as I do in church and say brothers and sisters

—

I come to you at this time in the spirit of the Christ, in the
spirit of the prophets, and those who have spoken religiously.
I'm not going to preach a sermon, but I just want to talk a
little common sense, as Thomas Paine did a long time ago. If
you will read through this section and the amendments, and if
there are any of you out there who know me, you know that I
have hated— I have detested— the civil service system in this
state from its inception because I believed, deep down in my
heart, that It discriminated against blacks. I'm not sure that
that's not true even now, but all of that is beside the point.
Let me ask you. How many of you out there have what you want?
How many of you get everything you want and everything your
heart desires? How many of you don't settle for the second best
and the third best, and even the tenth best sometimes? Now,
there's an old saying: all or nothing. But, how many of you
are willing to go along with all or nothing? You know what no-
thing means? Death. Let me further say there isn' t a one of you
out there who would not march to this microphone and admit that
there's something in this article that you don't like. I'm sure
every delegate to this convention can find something in this
article he does not like, or she doesn't like; and everyone most
likely will find something that you do like. But, now, don't
do as the kid who, when he dropped out of the game, wanted to
take his ball and go home. We're not writing a constitution
for one group of people. I know there's sections In here that
blacks don't like; I know there are sections in here that labor
doesn't like; I know there are sections that the city of New
Orleans and its mayor don't like; I'm well aware of those facts.

But, we're not writing a constitution for the city of New Orleans,
for labor, for blacks, for women, or any one particular group;
we're writing a constitution for three million, six hundred
thousand people from the Gulf of Mexico to the Arkansas border,
and from Mississippi to Texas—for all the people of Louisiana. Since
we're only one vote short, I plead with you, I beg you, not
to ditch us at this point. Don't despair; don't give up the
ship; don't quit now, because if we don't pass this article,
we're going to lose time, and we may not finish this constitu-
tion. If we don't finish this constitution, all of us are going
to be in trouble, and 1 don't want to be in that kind of trouble.
Please give us that one vote.

Further Discussion
MR. STAGG

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the Journals of the last
five days will show that I am manifestly unhappy with many of
the things that we were presented to vote for or against; but
we do no longer have the luxury of time with which further to
manicure this article. There are many things about it I don't like;
there are many things equally that I do like. But, there are
reasons to vote yes, and there are reasons to vote no; and some
of the reasons that I have heard in the last fifteen minutes
for voting no absolutely are appalling. If you have some narrow
interest that you are here to serve, so be it; but, if you view
the general interest of this convention and of the people of
this state, then I wish you would reconsider your no vote, as
you should, and vote to pass this bill. Let's go on to the
other pressing matters before this convention.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, as I stated to Mr. Den-

nery in my questions of him and as he stated to you when the
civil service system was put in the constitution— 1 believe it
was In 1950—Article XIV, Section 15, covering state employees
and providing a constitutional civil service system for the city
of -New Orleans, at the same time there was placed in the consti-
tution Article XIV, Section 15.1, which created the state munici-
pal fire and police civil service system. Now, that system applies
to every municipality in the state having a population in excess
of thirteen thousand and maintaining a paid fire and police de-
partment. It does not apply to the city of Thibodaux, from which
Mr. Lanier hails, because they don't maintain a paid fire and
police department. That system is administered by a local board,
three members of which are appointed, and two members of which
are elected: one from the fire department and one from the police
department. This amendment permits any city presently covered
under that. ...it doesn't permit it; this amendment does away
with that system in its entirety, unless and until an election
is called in which the people vote to include their firemen and
policemen in that system. Now, that's what this amendment does.
That's why I cannot vote for this section. All I ask you to do
is to read the amendment.

Questions

MR. KEAN
Mr. Avant, as I understand Mr. Lanier's amendment, that

amendment added additional language to Section (0), or Subsection
(0), of this section; did it not?

MR. AVANT
Yes.

MR. K£AN
And Section (0) of this section provides a means by which

a governing authority of a city could establish a city civil
service system; does It not?

MR. AVANT
Yes.

MR. KEAN
And, Mr. Lanier's amendment, under those circumstances,

would make it possible to include fire- and policemen in that
system if a vote was held and the vote was favorable to such
inclusion; would it not?

MR. AVANT
But, they are already covered, Mr. Kean, under the state
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system— Chat's the point I'n

out frcMD under that.

trying to make—and it takes them

MR. KEAN
As I appreciate it, though, they remain in the state system

—

the XIV, Section 15.1—would stay in that system unless the city
established a civil service system under this section, and there
was an election held which decided to include them in that city
civil service system.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Kean, I don't interpret it that way; I'm sorry. 1 just

disagree with you, sir, I think it definitely does not do that.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Avant, did 1 understand you to say that in the event

a municipality or parish over thirteen thousand adopted a regu-

lar civil service system, that under those circumstances the

fire and police people would not be under any systan?

MR. AVANT
I say, as I interpret this, Mr. Dennery, they are not going

to be under any system, period, unless the city has an election
and votes to include them.

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, Mr, Avant, it would be true—would it not — that

those people....! will assume that we will adopt a fire and police
civil service system similar to the one we presently have. Now,

on that assumption, the firemen and policemen in such a community
will be covered, will they not?

MR. AVANT
If it's adopted.

consideration this subject matter. 1 gave a lot of hours of
work, a lot of hours of thought, a lot of hours of consultation
with people in authority—people with concern of civil service.
1 am a dedicated believer in the system of civil service; but
when you take, from existing circumstances, six or so munici-
palities that fall in the category from seventy-five hundred
population to thirteen thousand and say that, when they reach
that population figure, then the governing authority. .. they 're
not under the civil service system they're now under, which is
statutory fire and police civil service— identical to that in
the constitutional provision, except for the size of the board

—

and say chat they were then going to call an election to de-
termine whether or not they're going Co be under that same
system they may have been under for twenty or thirty years,
and we're going to create a unified systan whereby we're going
to put all the employees under one, where the problems are not
the same, 1 can't vote for this article. Yet, I gave that much
time to its consideration. Don't be misled; don't be misled
into believing Chat if Chis arcicle is defeated, that civil
service in this state is dead. That's not true. Mr. Dennery
himself has got Delegace Proposal No. 27 on the floor of this
convention up for consideration tomorrow morning— if this con-
vention wants to do it—almost identical with the amendment that
this convention adopted last week. So, don't be misled into
believing that if you vote against this arcicle, you're againsc
civil service, or you're for killing civil service in Chis state.
That's just not true. I ask you to reject this proposal. They
said they want to keep New Orleans like it is; Che convention
decided that issue. I was willing to swallow that, and that is a
biCCer pill—a bitter pill. Yet, 1 was going to vote for this
proposal. But, when you turn around on the same basis— the same
people—and say we want Co Cake something away from Chose rounic-
ipalicies Chat now have it, I don't buy that philosophy; I don't
buy that at all.

I ask you to concur with me and reject this proposal.

Further Di scussion

MR. DENNERY
No, no, no, not if ic's adopCed—well, if the constitution's

adopted, yes. Now, if the constitution's adopted, that partic-
ular parish or city which wants Co have iCs own civil service
system can have it; right?

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, a suggestion was

made a minute ago that If you voted against this, that you
had some interest. I shall vote against it, and I have no
interest. 1 took an oath as to my duties and that is the reason
I will cast my vote against it.

MR. AVANT
Not insofar as fiv&aen or policemen are concerned, if the

present system is continued, Mr. Dennery.

MR. DENNERY
Correct. In other words, if they adopt their own system,

firemen and policemen are specifically, by this amendment, ex-
cluded from such a new system—unless the people in Chat area
subsequently vote to include them. Is that correct?

MR. AVANT
I don't agree that that's correct, Mr. Dennery, not as you

have stated It. No, sir, I do not.

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Avant, it says the firemen and policemen are

expressly excluded from a civil service system so established.
You'll agree that they are therefore excluded from such a city
civil service system; cherefore, if they are excluded from that,
they will remain under their present one. Then it goes on to

say "unless a majority of the electors in the particular area,
in an election held for that purpose, consent to their inclusion
in the overall system." Is that not correct?

MR, AVANT
Let me just check one thing in the amendment. No, I don't

agree with that, Mr, Dennery, because this goes beyond just mu-
nicipalities.

MR, DENNERY
Thank you very much.

Further DI scuss ion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, delegates, until Che Lanier amendment was

adopted, I had proposed to vote for this arcicle. 1 spent Che
last eight or nine months working on the Committee, on Che Sub-
committee, of Education, Health, and Welfare, which had under

Further Di scuss ion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, 1

want to just discuss briefly where we are and then ask for your
consideration a certain way, and maybe even for the consideration
of Mr. Lanier and Alexander, Chatelain and Willis. The amendment
to allow the fire and police people in New Orleans to be an exception
to the rule passed by only four votes. I voted againsC ic, buc I

didn't make any talk against it because it was close enough where I

felt that I didn't really know the answer to it, but I Just thought
New Orleans should be like the rest of Che state—thought Tom
Casey did a good job and once it passed that was one thing, but
as usual in this convention—and there was a reason that you could
justify that we did that to New Orleans. For thirty years they've had
a special system and they've gone along with it, and it was kind of
hard to say that maybe we should take them out of what they had. But,
the old thing comes along, you scratch my back, I scratch yours. If
you've got something, then I have to have the exact same thing, and low
and behold, out of the blue without any request, without anybody asking
for it, without any clamor for it, with nothing, we get the Lanier
amendment which says, in essence, well. New Orleans has it; of course,
some of those voted to give it to New Orleans that way ; therefore, let's
do it to the rest of us. Let's do it to the rest of these firemen
and policemen, nothwithstanding that they didn't ask for it. Nothwithatand-
ing that no ciCy people came here and said chey wanted it or anything
else, let's go ahead and force upon them the option Co make a choice
Chat will be determined by the elecCorace of Che local governmenCal
body as to whether they stay where Chey have been for years, and years,
or whether they are going to go under some other system that the
city fathers will choose for them. I say that in all honesty, because
you know that firemen and policemen are not permitted under their rules
to engage in a heck of a lot of political activity with respect
to electing mayors and city councilmen. Now, where are they going to

be when the mayors and the city councilmen with the money and the
political finesse they've got, call the election before the electorate
and spend the money and say vote to take your firemen out of Section
15.1 of the present constitution, and bring them in under Chis ciCy
agreemenC that we have because it may cost the city people less money
and a bunch of other things. You know what's going to happen; you
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know it, durn good and well. Those firemen who have been under a
system for years and years are going to be under something totally
new. I'm against that, there was no need for this. I went and
asked, Mr. Lanier, would you please agree then, if you're going to
allow this change, why not let the firemen and policemen of those
cities of over thirteen thousand and less than four hundred thousand

—

why not let them vote to whether to come out of the system that they're
presently in or stay in it — after all that's kind of democratic
It's their system; it's for them. It has nothing to do with whether
they fight fires good or bad or whether they protect you or not. But, no

compromise again. No, we won it and we're going to keep it. Well, if
that's the way it's going to be, 1 ask you, and I've only said it once
before because I don't believe in voting against something, after all
the good work we've done in this proposal, I ask you to vote against
it, or vote to wait until tomorrow to consider it, and maybe,
maybe we can prevail upon the authors of the Lanier amendment to do

one or two things: to pull it so that we can get this thing passed
fully or to at least allow the firemen and policemen to make the
choice. Thank you.

Further Di scuss i on

MR. VICK
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates. I want to say from the

outset, thar I am for, very affirmatively, for the concept of
civil service. But, I am now and have been since the onset of this
constitution or this convention, a constitutional purist, and what
does that mean? I am against, vehemently against the plethora
of statutory material that has been placed in this constitution, and
this article is a classic example of it. I urge those of you who
have not read the PAR analysis, to do so. I do not think that PAR
could ever be considered anticivil service. I have listened to Mr.
Dennery's arguments on the subject and I respect them, but I do
not share them. He does not trust the legislature in this field.
That's where Mr. Dennery and I disagree. I think it is almost
insulting to say that if a three-fourths vote is required that the
legislature should not be trusted. That's an extraordinary statement.
Mr. Chairman, I think that the debate on this subject, if debated,
can be called, as evidenced, a deep-seeded unhappiness, frustration,
contempt for civil service as it has operated for the last number of
years in this state. I am not sure why, never having been a civil
servant in the classified service, I am not sure why but there is

an underlying complaint of the delegates that I have talked to on
this subject. Some attributed to arrogance, arrogance of the commission,
arrogance of the administrators. I don't know if that's the case, but
nevertheless, there is such unhappiness with the Civil Service Commission
as presently constituted or as they do business that I think someone,
perhaps, Mr. Dennery, who is our in-house expert on this area, should
perhaps come up and give us a catharsis, and tell it like is. What's
wrong with civil service as it operates in this state? I don't know,
and I have heard very little on the subject from this podium, but there
is something wrong somewhere. I want to conclude by saying I am
for civil service, but I am against this proposal. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman and fellow delegates.

Motion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, I move the previous question, and I suggest

the absence of a quorum.

[_Quorum Call: 8 8 delegates present and
a quorum . Motion for the Previous Ques-
tion rejected: 36- 55 . Motion to limit
debate to fifteen minutes. Substitute
motion to limit debate to the speakers
on the list. Substitute moti on adopted

:

57-37 .1

Further Di scussi on

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and members, I'm against the adoption of the

section because I'm afraid after the Lanier amendment, we're
going to really. If we leave that, gut civil service. Now, this
thing— I want you to listen carefully to it. We've had the
New Orleans policemen and firemen under the New Orleans city for
years »since 19A0 . We've had the other firemen and police under another
one, the same number of years. I never did think the New Orleans
police and firemen should be under a city one. We tried in the
legislature, as I explained—and I have to hurry along—we couldn't
change it. Now, all of this got off on the track of trying to put
the New Orleans firemen and police under the state firemen and police
civil service; that was tried out. New Orleans or those supporting
that view won; that ended that matter. We had a vote on it. Now,
I'm not— I have to use Che name to call the amendments—then came

Mr. Lanier's amendment which was not asked for. He has no way of
knowing whether these people and all these other people want his
amendment. I had talked to him; he's going to talk; he can tell
you that. His city is fourteen thousand—Thibodaux. We fixed
the amendments and all so it wouldn't bother his volunteer fire
department he keeps bragging on. Now, he's inflicted the Lanier
amendment that's gutting the civil service, that's why I am not
going to vote for this section. I am not going to vote. I'm
going to vote no when that machine's opened. Now, ladies and gentlemen.
If- me tell you this, if we defeat the adoption of Section 1, it
goes back to committee. It'll get straightened out; you bet your boots.
There was another proposal defeated, the one on taxation. It got
straightened back in the committee ,and this will. But, we want
to come up with a good civil service for state employees , city
employees, police and firemen. We can do it, if we defeat... adopted
this whole section, get this back to committee, work until midnight,
if necessary. One trouble is, we're not... it's killing us doing
it, but we can survive it— if we'll just keep plowing on and get down
here in the morning— I notice every day an hour is lost on everything.
Now, let's just defeat adoption of this section, defeat this
reconsideration, get it back into committee, and I feel sure that
committee will take out the Lanier amendment. It'll be fine. Now, if
you leave in this Lanier amendment, and you adopt this section, then
these cities like Shreveport, and others, if they'd had the city... the
civil service there for all those years, if they've ... changed by
election, there's no provision to change back. Those things were
overlooked. This thing is not clear, so I hope you'll go along with
that. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I am very concerned

about the question that has arisen about the fate of the firemen
in cities of over thirteen thousand population, if we adopt this
section. Now, Mr. Avant says that it might lead to throwing them out
of any kind of civil service system. Mr. Dennery and Mr. Kean
in their questions indicate that's not so. When I asked Mr. Dennery
the question earlier, when he was on the microphone, he seemed unsure.
I have since talked to him and he says reading it all in context, it

won't endanger these jobs being taken out of all civil service systems.

However, and I think he may be right, but it's hard to follow all

of these amendments the way they've come on. I think he's right, but
I'm not absolutely certain, and I think many of you may have doubts

in your mind. So, Mr. Chairman, if I'm in order at this time, I'd

like to move that we defer action on this section until tomorrow,
and that you request the staff, if possible, to get us all a cut and
clip copy of the section as it stands at the present time, also
if possible, ask the staff to digest the section as it stands at

the present time with all of its amendments.

MR. HENRY
You'd move to defer action until tomorrow. Judge? '''

The gentleman now moves to... well, then Judge Dennis,
is your motion to adjourn or to defer action or temporarily
pass over it? I'm not.... I had some ....

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman, what I would seek to accomplish is simply

laying this matter aside until tomorrow and asking the staff

to prepare a cut and clip copy, and if possible, a digest of the

section and proposal as it stands right now.

I Mot ion to return the proposal to the
calendar re jected : 3 3-6 3. Quorum
Call: 94 delegates present and a

quorum .

]

Point of Information

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman, there's so much confusion here this afternoon,

or this evening rather, how in the world can you... you have something
up for final passage, and now here at the last minute come up with
an amendment to the thing. I want you to explain it to me, please,
sir.

MR. HENRY

I'm not sure that I can understand it for you, Mr. Chatelain, but
the gentleman had moved the adoption of Section 1. There was
debate on Section 1. We didn't have any additional amendmunts on
Section 1. Mr. Flory has offered amendments to Section 1. The previous
question has not been ordered on Section 1, consequently, amendments
to Section 1 are In order. That's exactly the way it happened, sir.

Mr. Chatelain.
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iMotion to adjourn to 9:00 o'clock
a.m., Friday, December 14, 1973
rejected : 19-70. Motion for the
Previous Question on the entire
subject matter rejected: 35-55.

"}

Point of Order

MR. SCHMITT
The amendment deletes what we've previously adopted. Does

it attempt to substitute anything, therein? Therefore, I would
suggest that we take a two-thirds vote before we can even consider
this.

MR. HENRY
I would ask that the Clerk read the amendment and give me

a copy of It, please, sir.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. Page 1, line lA , in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery and adopted by the convention on the

eighth, page 9, delete Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegates
Lanier and others, and all floor amendments thereto and restore
the language of Convention Floor Amendment No. 1, proposed to
said page by Delegate Flory and adopted by the convention on today.

MR. HENRY
Now, Mr. Clerk, if you will look at your copy and give us

Just a minute, please, sir.
It's my appreciation, Mr. Schmltt, that what the amendment

does Is undo what the Lanier amendment did, plus it undoes his
technical amendment

.

Now, am I correct, Mr. Clerk?

MR. POYNTER
That's correct, and restores back, then, language of the

Flory amendment which was earlier adopted In the day. So, It

undoes two amendments and restores a third amendment previously
adopted.

MR. SCHMITT
This is not reconsideration. then?

MR. HENRY
I think your appropriate concern would be a point of order

as to whether or not these amendments are In order at this time.

precisely is your objection to the Lanier amendment. I realize
it's stringent and serious, I'd like to know what is your
objection to the Lanier amendment. How do you think It's going
to Injure civil service?

MR. FLORY
Mr. Duval, at the present time, in the municipalities between

seventy-five hundred and thirteen thousand, they now come under
statutory fire and police civil service which is statewide. All
municipalities within that population bracket.

If there is a municlpnlity that doesn't have a city civil
service system, when they reach that population of thirteen thou-
sand, what they do is.... come under this provision. Then they
have to call an election within one year, and then take those
people out from under the system that they've been under for

maybe thirty or forty—thirty years.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Flory. , .

.

MR. FLORY
....unless they have, I am told, some ramifications In those
municipalities above thirteen thousand. That, I'm not quite sure
of. But I know it affects those between those population brackets.

MR. DUVAL
Now, there's been some confusion, this amendment wouldn't

in any way take these people out of civil service, would it?
The Lanier amendment would not take anybody out of some civil
service system.

MR. FLORY
I think it could very well do that, Mr. Duval, for the period

of at least until they called the elections.

MR. DUVAL
Wouldn't they be under that system, sir, until they had

another system through an election?

MR. FLORY
That, I'm not sure of. I have reason to believe that they

would be under no civil service provisions so long as the municipality
opted to come under this section of the constitution and thereby
calling an election until such time. Then, I think that T....
I'm not sure that it would have any civil service.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I don't know where you see that in here. But It seems

to me, sir, that isn't it the basic intention here, of the amend-
ment, as to whether cities would either have the right to have
their own systems, or go under fourteen. .. .what Is now Article XIV,

Section 15.1? Isn't that the basic thrust of the amendment?

Ichair decl ined to rule. Question put
to the Convention. Previous Quest ion
ordered. Amendment reread . Amendment
declared in order : 54- 39 . ^

Explanation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, what this amendment does basically.

Is to delete the Lanier amendment and reinsert the language that
he and I had both together agreed upon in the earlier amendments.
I said earlier when I spoke, I was prepared to vote for this
article under those circumstances on what he and I had agVeed on
in that particular subject matter. I still am prepared if this
amendment is adopted to vote for this article. I want to vote for
it. I believe in civil service. I believe that when you tamper
with the municipalities that now have fire and police civil service.
In that category between seventy-five hundred and thirteen
thousand, that you are being totally unfair. I don't believe that
that's what this convention wants. I ask you to seriously consider
this amendment and put It back in the framework which Mr, Lanier
and I agreed upon and adopt this article. Because, I believe in
civil service. I believe in what has been adopted, even though
I don't agree with all of it. I know that it's the work of this
convention. I know you put a great deal of time and effort into
the consideration of this most serious subject matter; serious of

nature to the employees of this state and of its political subdivisions
so that I ask you to adopt this amendment.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Flory, just so we can. ...I'd like to understand what

MR. FLORY
The basic thrust of the amendment,

above thirteen thousand, is that.
as it relates to those

MR. DUVAL
But you don't have, as I understand you are objecting to then,

is not giving people the right to determine what type of civil
service system they want to be under. That's not your objection,
then?

MR. FLORY
My objection is that they've been working under that system

for thirty years and are happy with it, why change that system?

MR. DUVAL
Well, why did we change the Civil Service System completely

here— the composition of the board, the burden of proof, and many
other things? Why did we change those?

MR, FLORY
Because those people are not satisfied;

Mr . Duval

.

they were not satisfied.

MR. DUVAL
One more question and I won't belabor this, Mr, Flory. But,

then, why not give the people that we're talking about the people
—why not give the people in the municipalities a right to choose
their own system, then? What about those people that we've for-
gotten?

MR. FLORY
If you limit the election to those people who have to work

and live under civil service, I would have no objections.
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MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Flory, I *m trying to get straight on this thing. Your

original amendment provided that in areas over thirteen thousand,
fire and policemen were excluded. It seems to me that all the

Lanier amendment, it does. Is say that they are excluded unless

there is an election to include them. Is that right?

MR. FLORY
But, It goes further, Mr. Singletary, that when that

municipality comes up to that population, you have to bear In

mind they'd been operating for years under an already statutory
civil service system which Is, In as far as the provisions, are

Identical with the exception of the board structure so that then,

when they reached the population bracket at thirteen thousand,

then the only way you can do It Is that the municipality calls

the election to have established a unified system for the other

city employees and put them all under that system, and take

them away from that.

MR. SINGLETARY
I'm still having trouble following your thing--'-^ don't

know.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, you are saying you are afraid what this might mean.

You're not saying that you think it definitely does mean....

MR. FLORY
No, I didn't say I was afraid of what it might mean. I said

"I know in my judgment what It means in certain municipalities,"
The question was raised , and I said I 'm not sure about that question.
There's no question in my mind about what the Lanier amendment
does in certain situations that I have mentioned.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Flory, isn't it correct that not one city in this

state, other than New Orleans, has a constitutional city civil
service system? They are all statutory—all the others?

MR. FLORY
I'm not arguing that point, Mrs. Zervigon....
They do have constitutional fire and police civil service,

though

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr . Flory , Mr. Lanier 's amendment applied to those cities

voting to go under the civil service—constitutional civil service
system as it applies to other cities. Isn't that correct?

[Motion to suspend the rules to allow
for additional time adopted : 55-14

.

]

MR. FLORY
I didn't understand you, Mrs. Zervigon.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Lanier's amendment goes to that paragraph describing

the civil service systems of those cities who vote to go under
a constitutional city civil service. Is that right?

MR. FLORY
I can't hear you I can't hear you, Mrs. Zervigon.

I 'm sorry.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I'm saying that Mr. Lanier's amendment went to that paragraph

describing city civil service for other cities who choose to go

under this constitutional city civil service system. Isn't that

correct?

Questions

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Flory, the name Lanier, you've constantly mentioned the

Lanier amendment, yet in your amendment, you use an "all floor
amendments, thereto." Now, If you were just concerned about the
Lanier amendment, why would you have that clause there, and all
floor amendments thereto?

MR. FLORY
It Is my understanding that he offered a subsequent

technical amendment to his own amendment. So, I have
to delete that, also. In order to reinstate the language as it

actually was that he and I agreed upon.

MR. LANDRUM
What about the Casey and Jackson amendment?

MR. FLORY
It's for those municipalities who ought to come under this

provision of the constitution.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes. Many of the cities— in fact, most—who have their own

city civil service systems have statutory systems. Isn't that

correct? Therefore, are not under this, but are set up separately.

Isn't that so?

MR. FLORY
I don't tamper with that at all.

MR. LANDRUM
In other words, the only amendment Is the Lanier amendment

and ....

MR. FLORY
His technical amendment.

MR. FLORY
That's correct, but if they opt to come under It, then they

can take the firemen and policemen out from under statutory

firemen and police civil service, or out from under this constitutional

provision. If we adopt a constitution. .. .fire and police civil service.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Now, the next proposal that we consider is going to be Proposal

10 which deals specifically with fire and police municipal civil

service. Isn't that correct?

MR. FLORY
I presume that that's what's on the docket for consideration.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Now, If you read this with your fears and mine, wouldn't the

place to cure your fears be in that proposal? Couldn't we add

a clause in that proposal that would say that 'If a city opts to

come under constitutional city civil service, then the fire and

police are treated by the voters as they please, but must be Included

either in that city civil service, or in 15.1—the old 15.1—not

giving the option to abolish civil service for fire and police

altogether. Isn't that the appropriate place to cure your fears?

MR. FLORY
No, ma'am, because I don't believe in having two conflicting

provisions, that we know are conflicting, when we adopt it In the

constitution.

MR. LANIJRUM

and another amendment by Lanier?

MR. FLORY
That's correct. I do not tamper with the Casey-Johnny

Jackson amendment at all. I said I was going to vote for the
proposal even though I had to vote with that amendment on
there. But, I was in a position to do that even though it

was a bitter pill for me to swallow. But, I don't, by this

amendment. Reverend Landrum, don't tamper with that at all.
The only thing this does is delete the Lanier amendment and
the one that he offered subsequent to that which was a

technical amendment to his own amendment, and reinstates the

language that he and I had both agreed upon.

MR. ROEMER
Gordon, Is it your understanding of the Lanier amendment,

that under systems now in cities thirteen thousand up, exclusive
of New Orleans where the systems are split, they would remain
separated except by a vote of the people? Is that correct?

MR. FLORY
There is some doubt on that point, Mr. Roemer; and that's

the question that was raised earlier is that I said that I'm not

sure about. I have reason to believe, and I've been told that

they do, it does affect those about thirteen thousand to four

hundred thousand. I'm not sure of that.
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But, I*m sure it would in a parish fire district, or in a special

fire district where you havp, let's say, in a you wanted to

set up a parish. .. .police Jury wanted to set up a system of civil

service for its employees, and you had a parish fire district

there. I think It could come under Mr. Lanier's amendment.

Is there. . .

.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to one question from Mr. Lanier, and this

will be it?

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, did you taiow that I now know what it's like to

be in the eye of a hurricane?

Did you also know that I've talked to three....

MR. FLORY
I thought you'd been in a hurricane before, Mr..,.

MR. LANIER
I have.
I have talked to two of my coauthors. I hadn't had a chance

to talk to Reverend Alexander. But the three of us—Mr. Willis

and Mr. Chatelaln—rather than be obstructionist, are willing to

go along with your amendment to delete our amendment.

MR. FLORY
I commend you for your generosity. I propose to vote for

the article.

\_Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

85-16. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Moti on for the Previous Question on
the Secti on . Substitute motion to
adjourn sine die . Substitute motion
rejected : 5-94 . Motion for the
Previous Question on the Section
rejected : 3 8-59 ."}

We're worried about this special interest group; and that special

Interest group; and some other special interest group. I—I'm

really, reaily worried about the fate of this constitution. I

was going to support it practically no matter what we put in it

as long as it was a little bit better than what we had before.

But now I'm worried that it's not going to be any better. I'm

worried that it's actually going to be worse. The delegates to

the convention aren't what they were when they started out. They

aren't independent. They're just following suit. Might

....worry about the state, please. That's all I'm asking you to
do.

Further Di scussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm going to make a motion.

But, before I do, I want to say with all my command, I resent
what Mr. Arnette has said. I think it's out of order. I don't
appreciate It. I 'n about as Independent as anybody here and I

think he ought to come up here and apologize to this body. He
gets mad—people do—and go bad-mouthing the convention, and bad-

mouthing the delegates. I think you were out of order, and I

certainly think you should apologize.
But this time, I think you are about ready to quit.

I now move the previous question.

{^Motion for the Previous Question on
the Section adopted: 52-41 . Pre-
vious Question ordered . Section
adopted : 83-19. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered
on the Proposal . Proposal adopted

:

80-22. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Personal Privilege

Further Discussion

MR. ARNETTE
I wish to thank those of you who have voted to give me the

privilege of speaking now. I'll try not to take up too iquch of

your time. I've remained quiet throughout this Civil Service Artlcle-
or relatively quiet. I think I asked a couple of questions. But,

more, and more, and more I am worried—greatly worried—about what
is going to happen to this document. I am greatly, greatly worried
about some of the things that we are doing. This particular proposal
failed for one reason, and one reason only the first time it came up

for a vote. A certain special interest group only got ninety-nine
point forty-four one hundredths percent of what they wanted in this

particular article. There was one thing extra they wanted. Now

they got that, too. They came in the back door. They didn't go

through the normal procedure of taking it off the table. No, they

came in through the back door to get an amendment in to change
something back from what we had already laid on the table. Now,

they are going to pass this particular proposal to my great dismay.

I really can't understand It. I voted for this article the first

time it came up because I thought this was the best the people of

Louisiana could get In spite of what had been done here. But, I

think this last particular thing that has been done is getting to

be the last straw. We started out in this article possibly making
some good changes—changes for the better I thought— I voted for

several of them. The composition of the board needed to be changed.

That was a good change. Several other things needed to be changed.
But the thing that worries me more than anything, and I've been
seeing it coming for the last couple of months, is the independence
of these delegates in this convention is no longer. They—we are

as independent as one delegate said—a bunch of jelly beans. That's
about right. We're as Independent as a bunch of jelly beans.
Somebody pulls the string, and there's the vote. It goes right

up on the board. Ladles and gentlemen, I tell you, if this
convention doesn't get back to being independent again, the people
of Louisiana— its got damned little chance now—it's not going

to have a snow ball's chance in hell of passing, if they find out

that all we do is one guy pushes his button, and everybody else
follows suit. I'll tell you, that's what's happening. If you
people can go along doing this and look yourself in the mirror in

the morning, that's fine. But I tell you, if I would do it, I

couldn't stand to see myself. I would suggest that many of the

delegates here. Instead of worrying about a few votes they might
get in the next political race, would start worrying about what
is good for the State of Louisiana. I thought that was the reason
we were here. But, it seems we are no longer worried about that.

MR. JACK
I'll be brief on personal privilege. I'm not going to call

names, but the time is long past due for people when they get

mad, get dissatisfied, lose a vote, to get up here, run down

the constitution—as I use the term, and Jap's been using it

since—bad-mouthing it; that's the best term going. All that

does without any facts, gets in newspapers; they write edi-

torials. Like a member of the House of Representatives, he

bad-mouthed the constitution. They had an editorial in one of

the Shreveport papers, not a single fact stated. Now, ladies

and gentlemen of this convention, nobody could possibly approve

of everything or disapprove of everything. The thing to do is

for us to keep our "cool." We're working awfully hard; everybody

Is. Now, next time I hear somebody get up here, talk against

this just because they didn't win the thing—I've lost a lot

of them— I'm not going to listen to them. That is just—
we are down here to come up with something good. The present

constitution won't work, and it's up to us. it's not like a

super salesman but to get the true facts. When you say those

ugly things about this without any foundation, it's just not

right. We are all In a bad humor tonight; we're overworked

—

all that—but we've got to quit running down the work we're
doing. All it does Is get in the papers and a misinterpretation.

I think to date these delegates have all shown that they're hard

workers, they 're knowledgeable; come from all walks of life, that

to date 1 think we've got a constitution we later can be proud

of, and i figure the rest of it is going to be. So, let's

just quit running it down without rhyme or reason. That's all

I want to say.

Personal Privilege

MR. ARNETTE
To my knowledge, I have not gotten up here any time before

and said anything bad about this constitution or its chances of

passing or failing. I still hope we can pass this constitution;

that's always been my hope. I think we can make some significant

changes. The reason I got up here was not because I was dissatis-

fied with any particular article or anything else. What I got

up here and what I talked about was the attitudes of the delegates

and how they seemed to have changed in my eyes. I may be com-

pletely wrong, but I don't think I am. I'll stand by what I

said before, and I don't think I need to make an apology to

anyone. Thank you.
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[Motion to revert to other orders of
the day adopted vithout objection."}

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 964]

Notice of Motion to Discharge

^Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Friday, December 14, 197 3.}
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Friday, December 14, 1973

ROLL CALL

[_72 delegates present and a quorum.^

PRAYER

MR. BURNS
Our heavenly Father , Thou giver of all good and perfect

gifts, we pause at this time of the year to thank Thee for

the greatest gift of all. Thy sor .Jesus Christ. As his

birthday approaches, we ask that you would make us more and

more aware of the great significance of that event. We ask

that you would be with us again today in our work and our

deliberation. May with Thy help it be in the spirit or

atmosphere of harmony and good will. We ask all these things

in Jesus name. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

authority of the municipality Involved selects a person or

appoints a person. The members of the fire department in that

area elect a person to the board. Also, the police department
in that municipality elects a person to the board. The others,
without going into a great deal of detail, the provisions are

also provided for the filling of vacancies which, of course,
repeats the original manner in which the person was appointed;
it picks up the election of officers and spells them out.

The remainder of the proposal really is a repeat of what

exists in the present constitution. Mr. Chairman, I would like

to suggest that ... .rather than an hour and a half lecture here

on the Conmittee Proposal No. 10, which from this point actually
tracts the provision provided in the present constitution, that
much more may be gained by a discussion through questions that

the delegates may have about Committee Proposal No. 10. If

there is no objection to that procedure, I would like to stop

my presentation and yield to questions.

Questions

MR. JUNEAU
Tony, it might help, though, if you would just basically

tell us what changes were made in this proposal from what the

existing law is; could you do that for us?

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL MR. RACHAL
I think that's what I've done; I could repeat those.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

{^Motion to take Commi t tee Proposa 1 So .

10 out of its regular order adopted
wi thout object ion .']

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 10, introduced by Delegate Aertker,

Chairman on behalf of the Coranittee of Education and Welfare,

and other delegates who are members of that comoittee.

A proposal making provisions for human resources by providing

for a municipal fire and police civil service—as I appreciate it

once again, this proposal, a lengthy proposal, setting forth one

section dealing with municipal fire and police civil service.

[Moti on to waive readi ng of the Proposa

1

adopted wi thout objection .

]

Expl anati on

MR. JUNEAU
Well, I've heard them, but I think that's the important

thing that a lot of as are interested in.

MR. RACHAL
All right. Let me repeat those. The changes as I can best

ascertain them, as I understand them, is that the present con-

stitution provides for a municipal fire and police for all

municipalities of not less than thirteen thousand nor more than

two hundred and fifty thousand. Committee Proposal No. 10 removes
the limitation of the two hundred and fifty thousand, which means
then, that this proposal advocates a municipal fire and police

for all municipalities over thirteen thousand. Mr. Juneau, that

basically is the change from the present constitution which is

also, of course, repeated in the statutes. But, that basically
is the change and from that point all of the provisions in the

present constitution are repeated in this committee proposal.

MR. RIECKE
Mr. Rachal, as I understand it, the firemen and policemen

of New Orleans are now under the regular Civil Service
Commission; is that correct?

MR. RACHAL
That's right.

MR. RIECKE
And, you're taking them out from that regular Civil Service

Conmission and creating a board... a commission board just for those,

for the firemen and policemen; is that correct?

MR. RACHAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this morning we continue

with civil service but with a committee proposal which
though, continues with state as establishing a municipal fire

and police civil service and each municipality operating a

regularly paid fire and police department and has a population
of not less than thirteen thousand. The present constitution,
the Constitution of 1921, provides for the same, but with
municipalities with a population of more than thirteen thousand

but less than two hundred and fifty thousand. This proposal
before us extends that limitation to. .. .eliminates any limitation
which then includes all municipalities which have paid fire and police
departments. However, you are aware that that will be in conflict
with a provision which was passed yesterday? I should also point
out that like the Committee Proposal No. 9 establishing the state

and city civil service, the municipal fire and police is self-

operative in that all of the necessary provisions in order to

operate are included in the constitution. There are no references,
otherwise, or there are no further provisions to be provided by

the legislature or otherwise. A review of the 1921 Constitution,
as well as Committee Proposal No. 10, will show that except for the

removal of the limitation on the population that the other
provisions of the 1921 Constitution providing for municipal fire

and police has been repeated in Committee Proposal No. 10. It

provides for a board, a five member board, which gets its membership
by having an institution of higher education nominate four persons
from which two are appointed to serve on the board. The governing

MR. RACHAL
That's what this proposal does; yes-

MR. RIECKE
All right. Now, what institutions recommend that board

and how are they appointed?

MR. RACHAL
Well, now in New Orleans, of course, it doesn't....

MR. RIECKE
I know what it is now; what is it under the new proposal?

MR. RACHAL
No. Let me make that clear, you see, now that New Orleans

police and fire are under the city civil service, it does not

come under this at all.

MR. RIECKE
You are taking it out from that?

MR. RACHAL
No. Oh, now yesterday we voted to maintain that— the convention

did.

MR. RIECKE
Yes.
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MR. RACHAL
What I was trying to explain that presently, by the constitution.

New Orleans is exempted from the municipal fire and police.

MR. RIECKE
1 know that.

MR. RACHAL
...so, there is no institution now nominating because there

is no board in New Orleans for fire and police. Now, if we were
to... if this provision prevails, and over the vote of the convention
yesterday, it would mean that an institution in the New Orleans

area would submit four nominees from which two would be appointed

to the board.

MR. RIECKE
What institution?

MR. RACHAL
Well, that would have to be decided.

MR. RIECKE
By whom?

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 12, following the word

and punctuation "Section 1 (A)" delete the remainder of the line

12 and delete lines 13 through 21, both inclusive, in their

entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"There is hereby created and established a system of fire

and police civil service which, notwithstanding any other

provision of this article, shall be applicable to all municipalities

with a population in excess of thirteen thousand which operate a

regularly paid fire and municipal police department and all

parishes and all fire protection districts which operate a

regularly paid fire department. Except as may be inconsistent

with the provisions of this Section, the provisions of Article

XIV, Section 15.1 of the Constituion of 1921, are hereby retained

and continued in force and effect as statutes. The legislature

upon the favorable vote of two-thirds of the elected membership

of each house may amend or otherwise modify any of said provisions

of Article XIV, Section 15.1 of the 1921 Constitution except that

the legislature may not abolish the system of classified civil

service for such firemen and municipal policemen or make it

inapplicable to any municipality which has a population in

excess of thirteen thousand according to the latest decennial

census of the United States or to any parish or fire protection

district having a regularly paid fire department."

MR. RACHAL
By the governing authority of New Orleans.

MR. RIECKE
Does that say so in the amendment?

MR. RACHAL
It doesn't, but the general provision for all municipalities

has it that an institution and in any... and that that... where there

only one, of course, has no selection to be made but where there

are more than one the use of an institution is decided upon by

governing authority of that municipality.

there are five on that board, correct?
MR. RIECKE

As I understand it,

MR. RACHAL
Right.

MR. RIECKE
One representative of the police and one of the employee

—

police employees—and one representing the fire employees, and

the other three appointed by selection from an institution
recommendation?

MR. RACHAL
Now, one is selected by the governing authority on its own

choice.

MR. RIECKE
Yes.

MR. RACHAL
The other two are selected from among four nominees from an

Institution of higher education.

MR. RIECKE
So that the whole Civil Service Commission, then, would comprise

two selected by the employees and one by the governing authority?

I thought you said that some educational institution would recommend.

MR. RACHAL
Right; that's right. The governing authority appoints one

from whatever source It desires. Then, it also appoints two from

four nominees made by an institution of higher learning. So,

the governing authority actually does appoint three; two of them,

though, are appointed from among four nominees from an institution

of higher education.

MR. RIECKE
There's five all together?

MR. RACHAL
Five, all together—two employee representatives and three

otherwise.

1 would move the adoption of Committee Proposal No. 10.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Bergeron offers it.

Expl ana t ion

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I'm offering this

amendment to Proposal No. 10 of the Committee on Education

and Welfare dealing with civil service. The reason I offer

this amendment is to set up, create and establish, and contain

—

I should say retain— the system of municipal fire and police civil

service in Louisiana. What we have done is take out the prohibition

of any municipality with a population of over two hundred and fifty

thousand having a municipal fire and police civil service system.

So, I tell you now, that this would include New Orleans into the

system. I've sat down and I've listened to the debate for the

past few days as most of you have; it's been long; it's been hard.

I want to extend my gratitude to you, the delegates of the

Constitutional Convention, for sitting down and paying the interest

youhave in the debate which is going on and as a matter of fact,

listening to me over the past few days in what I had to offer.

Sure we have problems In civil service. Sure we have problems

in the police and fire municipal civil service system. But

nothing we can do will completely correct It ;nothing we will do will

completely correct those inequities. Now, I'm sure that everyone

sitting out there will agree that there are Inequities in our

system because the system that—any system we devise—is only

as good as the people who maintain and operate that system. As

I've said, I've sat there and listened to the debate over the

last few days and, in my judgment, I have not been pleased or

have not been satisifed, I should say, with the outcome thus far.

There Just hasn't been valid or enough valid arguments and points

as to why we should retain the New Orleans fire and policemen under

the Orleans civil service system. Now, what I'm going to try to do

is give you a few examples of why I think this system should be

changed—maybe I can bring some new points into the situation; maybe

I can bring some things up which haven't been discussed. But, if

some of this has been discussed, I would appreciate it if you could

b^ar with me because this is most important. I know we all realize

that this is a very, very important situation we are dealing with

here. Let me first go back and go through my amendment and show

you some of the things we've done. We have created the system

for municipal fire and police throughout the State of Louisiana.

We've also added... or we've also deleted the two hundred and fifty

thousand prohibition which would enable Orleans to come under this

system. I have added that "the legislature upon a favorable

vote of two-thirds of the elected membership of each House may

amend or otherwise modify any of said provisions of Article XIV,

Section 15.1 of the '21 Constitution except that the legislature

may not abolish the system of classified service for such firemen

and municipal policemen or make it inapplicable to all

municipalities which have a population in excess of thirteen

thousand." So, what we have done, is we've allowed for change

in the future— if the need arises. We have set out a prohibition

that the system cannot be abolished which I'm sure that e^ch and

everyone of us knows that tlie system of municipal civil service

for police and firemen in the State of Louisiana will not be

abolished. Now, Article XIV, Section 15.1 simply deals with

a municipal police and fire civil service; it has their duties,

their regulations, their powers, their terms, the board, and so

forth. So, this provision, this proposal only deals with

Article XIV, Section 15.1. So, that's all we are trying to

tamper witli here. Yesterday we adopted a provision In Proposal

No. 9—of Mr. Dcnnery's amendment I should say—which calls for
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an election by the people of New Orleans as to whether their police

and firemen should stay under the municipal. ... should stay under

the city civil service system or be transferred into the municipal

fire and police state system. Now, let me just point out a few,

a few, now this Is only a few problems which may arise from this

system. First of all, we are going to have to educate the public

as to the workings of civil service. Now, we know—and I consider

all of us here highly intelligent people—we know and we've sat

down and we've read and discussed civil service for over nine

months—nine months—and we are still not clear in most instances

dealing with civil service; we still are not as fully informed as we

should be about the operations of the system. Now, we're talking

about educating the city of New Orleans which has a population of

over five hundred thousand people as to the workings of civil

service—that's the basic step if we are to have an independent

vote which is based on the facts. The second problem that I see

could arise—it's more or less in the same line of explanation

—

we're going to have to inform the people the difference between

the city civil service system and the state municipal fire and

police service system. So, not only are we going to have to

go back and tell them first of all how civil service operates;

we're going to have to go back and explain the difference between

the two systems. I can see this problem: we're going to have two

years before the ballot is brought to the polls so we can just

inform the public of what we are doing. Third, but not last, the

problem which has confronted me is we are going to have to explain

them. .. .explain to the people of New Orleans why there should be

two systems for civil service. Why should the rest of the State

of Louisiana be under one system and why should New Orleans be

under a separate system? By the very adoption of the amendment

yesterday which put in this—calling for the election—we have

set in some problems with the constitution. First of all, we're

going to cause, I feel, a political issue. Now, you don't think

they are going to call an election for just this one issue on the

ballot. We had an election in New Orleans last month; we dealt

with the mayoral candidates; we dealt with all our parochial
offices, the district attorney. We had a very, very light turn-

out io New Orleans; it was predicted about fifty to sixty...

about sixty percent. .. .sixty-five percent. So, we're not going

to have this one issue on the voting poll. We're going to have

it thrown with other issues at the polls,maybe even political

offices which I can foresee easily. So, the first thing that's

going to happen is a candidate is going to be running for an

office and he's going to say»"l'm for the city of New Orleans,

the police and firemen going under the state municipal firemen

and police civil service system," and right away you are going

to make it a political issue although, in many cases, I feel It's

been a political issue for many years but the problem that will

cause is that I do not feel that the firemen and policemen in

New Orleans would have adequate funds. 1 don't feel that our

provisions would allow them adequately to carry out this campaign

—

the provions we've adopted thus far. Sure, they can campaign on a

person-to-person basis, but you are dealing with three hundred....

over three hundred thousand people when you are dealing with just

the city of Orleans. You know, I would like to just point out some

of the specifics that I see, some of the inequities that I see ,and

maybe you will see under our city civil service system as opposed to

state fire and police municipal city civil service system. Well,

first of all, let's go back to what we*ve been calling the proposed

merit system which has been in effect. The merit system—well,
let me tell you something about this merit system. A man has to

—

in New Orleans now— a man has to be on the police force for three

years before he is even eligible to take the merit system test

which, also, seniority comes into play on that merit system test.

But, he has to have seniority, I'll say, before he is eligible

to take that test; he has to have three years seniority; he

has to be there three years.

{^Record Quorum Call: 85 delegates
present and a quor^uw. Motion to
suspent the rules to allow additional
time adopted: 64-9 .'\

Explanation continued

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for allowing me the

opportunity to continue with the explanation of my amendment. I was

explaining the so-called merit system that we operate under now
in Louisiana. Under the city system which our policemen and

firemen in New Orleans are in or operate under, they have to

be on the force for three years before they are eligible to

take the so-called merit test which is based on a percentage,
some of it to sixty-forty— I don't know the exact percentages,

they vary from time to time—merit and seniority. Under the

state system there is no seniority until an applicant first

passes his test; he has to pass this test before there is any

consideration of seniority—that's the first step. A passing

grade is seventy-five under the state system; under our city

system it's seventy. Now, we had a big call yesterday for

the most qualif led. . . . the past few days for qualified men, for

qualified people in our office as police and firemen. I think

if we have a man who passes the test with a seventy-five, as

opposed to one passing a test with a seventy, I feel that it

is some difference; maybe under the state system we do have the

most qualified men. Even though the test in Orleans is seventy

for passing and seventy-five under the state system, the policemen

and firemen still wish to go under this system. I suggest to you

this; I suggest to you as a colleague has suggested to you before,

when there is no need for change, do not change. But, when there

is dissatisfaction with the system; when there is compliant with

the system, there is no other alternative than change. Now, you

hear the argument: "Well, sure, but why can't we do it under our

present system? Why can't we change it, the inequities, under our

present system?" I'm sure any of my distinguished colleagues will
suggest that there are inequities in our present civil service
system in New Orleans; they know that as well as I know that.

We've had the system for thirty-one years, bu*. has it been changed?
Have there been laws set up guaranteeing that every eighteen months,

or every two years, or a specific said amount of time»there will
be a promotional examination given, so the men who pass that
examination may qualify for a higher position? No. So, under
our merit system, after we are on the force for three years....
It could be ten years before a promotional examination is called;

it could be five years; it could be three years there is no

set time period. Under the municipal firemen and policemen civil

service for the state there is a set period of eighteen months;

every eighteen months a promotional examination is to be given.

If there are open promotions available, those who qualify for

those promotion will surely be considered. You know one other

thing just caught my eye when I was looking over our proposal

last night; let me explain it to you this way. Under Proposal

No. 9. we have allowed for a municipal fire and police representative

from the ranks of the state to be elected to the commission. Under

city civil service, we have no such representative—no such rep-

resentative. Ladies and gentlemen, let me just put the question

to you this way: We have been... this issue has been before me

for the last nine months—nine months. I've studied the facts

on both sides. I've looked over the question . I've come up

with a decision that there is sufficient information to justify

change. The people who operate under this system are the people

who have to live under this system. The firemen and policemen

in New Orleans have to be operated under this system. Why, why

will you not allow them the opportunity to come under a system

which they deem more desirable; which they and I both feel will

be more beneficial to the people of the state and to the policemen?

I would urge the adoption of the amendment. Thank you.

Quest! ons
MR. JUNEAU

Phil, 1 want to see if I understand your amendment. It

does, does it not, change a vote which we just took in the past
two days with regard to the people of Orleans Parish determining
whether or not that's what they want? Your amendment does that,

°"'' doesn't it?

MR. BERGERON
Well, I feel that this amendment*if it were adopted, what

would happen was it would be probably sent first of all to Style
and Drafting to see if there is, in fact, a direct conflict.

MR. JUNEAU
Well, let me ask the question a little more direct, then.

Isn't the intent of your proposal to reverse what we did the

past two days with regard to the amendment concerning the people
of Orleans to determine whether they wanted it or they didn't
want it?

MR. BERGERON
Well, let me say this, Pat. We haven't done that in the last two

days; that amendment was offered last night. Now, I tried and I

was all set to offer an amendment last night which would have
sat i si f led the problem. Unfortunately, I couldn' t get the

amendment up. We have adopted that amendment last night; it

hasn't changed what we've done in the last two days. My intent,

and I feel the intent of the amendment is to put Orleans police

and firemen under the state municipal fire and police service

system. Yes

.

MR. JUNEAU
All right. More specifically then, if your amendment was

adopted, then we would, have something contrary to the amendment

which you said was passed by this convention last night?
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MR. BERGERON
Now, I answered your question that way.., the first question

that way. I said if this amendment were adopted, it would be
sent back, I'm sure, to the Style and Drafting Committee first
of all to see if there is a direct conflict. Second of all, I'm
sure it would come back to the people of the convention. I'm
sure we would abide by the Style and Drafting Committee's views
and we would have to settle the conflict.

MR. JUNEAU
Well, don't you have language in there that says "nothing in

this article notwithstanding!' that this shall occur ? Wouldn't
this be a subsequently adopted amendment or the latest expression
by this convention which, in essence, it wouldn't even be a

question for Style and Drafting; you would be asking this
convention to reverse what it did last night?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, that's probably what would happen and I would say this:

That... I'm glad you brought that out, it would be the latest
concurrence of the convention, and I've said that all along.
I said when I came up here—my opening statement—this amendment
would bring Orleans police and firemen under the state municipal
fire and police civil service system; that's what this amendment
would do. It would also create, and set up, and constitutionalize
our present system in this constitution which we are adopting
now, which we are writing now.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Bergeron, your amendment makes no provision for a

referendum to the various towns as they reach this population
of thirteen thousand.

MR. BERGERON
I can't hear you, sir,

MR. HERNANDEZ
Your amendment makes no provision for a referendum to the

people of any municipality that reaches the thirteen thousand
requirement.

MR. BERGERON
A referendum?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, to the towns and cities that reach the population of

thirteen thousand. In other words, they have this system regard-
less of whether they want it or not.

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir. That is correct,

MR. HERNANDEZ
There's no provisional. . .That 's a change from the present law;

is it not?

MR. BERGERON
No, sir, that's not a change from the present law. This

system is implemented now In every municipality with a popu-
lation of thirteen thousand or over.

MR. HERNANDEZ
But, there is no provision in the present law for a referendum

for a city to determine whether or not they want civil service.

MR. BERGERON
No, sir, not to my knowledge, as there also is no provision

in the present law which would allow a city who has polite and
fire city civil service to change to that state system. No, sir,
the only way to make either one of those changes, as I see, is
through constitutional amendments.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Bergeron, my question is somewhat similar to Mr. Juneau's.

I see in this proposal a definite reversal of what was adopted
yesterday. Would you agree with me? In other words, let's not
talk about style and drafting. Let's just say, is it...

MR. BERGERON
I'll stop you right here, Mr. Champagne. I agree. The intent

of this amendment is to put the fire and policemen of New Orleans

under the state system, and I've been fighting that for the last

three days. Yes, sir. That's been my viewpoint all along.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I see. In other words, what we're trying to do is rehash what

we did last night; is that right?

MR. BERGERON
When we say rehash what we did last night, let me suggest to

you, sir, that we had a fifty to forty-seven vote on this. It
was a very close decision, and I feel that the decision is of
such importance that maybe someone did not sit down. Maybe
someone had something else on their mind and was not listening
to the facts, was not listening to all the arguments and points
brought out.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Okay. Do you realize my only purpose In getting up is to

raise a red flag to this convention to say that, in case someone
didn't notice it, what we're trying to do is reverse what we
did last night? Thank you.

MR. BERGERON
Thank you, Mr. Champagne.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Bergeron, is this the first time in the history of this

convention that you have heard that we are trying to reverse
something? Have we not reversed and went forward, and reversed
and went forward, and reversed?

MR. BERGERON
Mrs. Warren, you're quite correct; I'm sure all of us here

will agree to that. We never know what's going to happen from
day to day. That's been the way we've operated in the past, and
as I said when I first came up—I'm sure you were listening

—

the intent of this was to put Orleans police and firemen under
the state system. That is what I brought out in my very opening
discussion, and you're quite correct. There has been no pro-
hibition against reversing a decision, at least as far as the
way we have operated thus far.

MRS. WARJ^EN

It's been reversing, and everybody seems to be upset about
another reverse. What does that suggest to you?

MR. LANIER
Mr. Bergeron, I'm looking at your amendment here, and it

refers to all municipalities with a population in excess of
thirteen thousand "which operate a regularly paid fire and
municipal police department." By using the conjunctive "and"
there, do you mean that both of these conditions must exist
in the municipality before they come under this system— i.e.
they must have both a paid fire department ar<' a paid police
department?

MR, BERGERON
Yes, sir. That's the way I view the system.

MR. LANIER
And this would not be construed to apply to a city that

would, say, only have a paid police department but not, say,
a volunteer fire department. It would not apply to them; Is
that correct?

MR. BERGERON
I believe you're correct, sir,

MR. LANIER
In other words, for example, a city like Thlbodaux, that has

an all volunteer fire department and has a single civil service
board under Act 97 of 1972, would not be affected by your
amendment. Is that correct?

MR. BERGERON
That's correct. sir.

MR. LANIER
In other words, this is, as I understand it, intended to apply

to parish and fire protection districts that have regularly paid
fire departments. It would not apply to situations like In my
parish where they have fire protection districts that are all
volunteer.

MR. BERGERON
Yes, you are correct, Walter. If you would deem it necessary

to correct this to correct your system, I would have no objections
to it.
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MR. LANIER
You would have no objections to me tacking on an amendment to

say that this would not apply to a municipality that only has
a paid police department but a volunteer fire department?

MR. BERGERON
No, sir. I was referring back to the "and". Police depart-

ment and—wait, let me find the exact language—operates a

regularly paid fire and police municipal department." That's
the language I was referring to.

MR. LANIER
Right. This is not intended to apply in the situation where

you have a paid police departnent and a volunteer fire department?

MR. BERGERON
No, my intent was that.

MR. LANIER
To apply to a town like Thibodaux?

MR. BERGERON
My intent was to make it apply to a municipality irfiich had

a paid fire and police. . .municipal police department. My intent
was to make it apply to Thibodaux, which Thibodaux is part of
the rest of the state. But, being from New Orleans, I am not
as familiar with your problems, as you are not as familiar with
ny problems. If you said that there is a conflict or a problem
created with this language, well certainly, offer your amendment.

MR. LANIER
Well, now, quite frankly, you've got me confused, Mr. Bergeron,

because originally you said by using the conjxmctive "and" that
both paid departments have to exist before this was applicable;
is that correct?

MR. BERGERON
Walter, that's what I said in the very beginning.

MR. LANIER
Well, if you have a volunteer fire department, they're not

paid; are they?

Further Discussion

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I think this is not the ordinary

case of fighting and losing and coming to fight again. We've
done that time and time again in this convention, and I believe
it's legitimate. What this is a case of is fighting, reaching
a reasonable compromise, and trying to overturn that compromise.
Once we reached our compromise on the elected officials, we
didn't come back and cvertum that. Once we reached our com-
promise on the split session of the legislature—leaving it
up to the wisdom of the legislature—we didn't come back and
compromise on that. We didn't revote the sovereign immunitv
compromise. We didn't revote the police jury powers compromise
leaving that to a vote of the local area. This is a viable
compromise. It's really very similar to putting an alternative
on the ballot, but that alternative will appear within a year
of the adoption of the constitution and will only appear in the
area affected. Now, let me give you a little bit of information
about the fire department in New Orleans because you've heard so
much in the way of criticism of this department in recent days.
For example, are exams for promotion ever given? You'd better
believe it. In the past thirteen years they've given promotional
exams twenty-two times. For the rank of fire captain, they 've
given promotional exams seven times for that rank alone. Now,
the reason they had to give that exam so often is that there is
an in-time service requirement in a lower grade. As soon as
they get enough people eligible, they give the exam again.
There is a reason why the exam is not given more frequently, and
that is: that when a register is made up, instead of retesting
those guys every six months, they just keep them on the register
until they promote them. It's the same sort of giving of a
benefit to a guy, who is presently in the service of the fire
department, that is being recommended to you. But, I may suggest
to you: it is a little bit more reasonable because the register
is made up on the basis of other qualifications other than
seniority. As I say, in-time service in a particular grade is
one of the things taken into account, but not the only thing.
My major point here is that exams are given and are given
frequently, as frequently as are necessary. Now, what sorts of
benefits do the firemen get from the city? In the first place,
we just signed a collective bargaining agreement; so the city

hasn't prevented unionism, as a matter of fact. We think it's
a good idea. It helps us know what the people in the department
are thinking. It gives us a mechanism to work out disagreements
so that they may become agreements. But, in addition to that,
there've been two five percent pay increases in the past two
years. All city employees receive the tenure award if they
are continuous employees of the city. Their safety equipment,
paid for by the city, the city allows deductions from union
members' pay checks on a sign off of that union member. In
other words, the city Is the dues collecting agent for the union.
The Blue Cross payments have been increased over the years, and
now it's forty dollars a day room coverage and unscheduled out-
patient coverage. There's been increasing compensatory time
off from straight time to time and a half. There's a yearly
uniform allowance. The fire fighters work week has been reduced.
It's presently twenty-four hours on and forty-eight hours off.
In addition to that the fire fighters get what's called a"Kelly
Day," A "Kelly Day" is one twenty-four hour period with pay

—

off. The employees are allowed to convert sick leave to cash
payments on his termination from the department. The sum to
be computed for total retirement is the highest consecutive pay
in a thirty-six month period rather than a sixty month period,
which as you can see would raise it. An employeefe vesting rights,
or an option to stay in the retirement system despite resigning
or in some cases dismissal, has reduced from fifteen years to
ten years. The city combines an employee's annual leave and
sick leave, along with workmen's comp, to provide full payment
to employees while incapacitated. There's no requirement to do
this; that's just one of the things the city does for its employees.
If the employee exceeds the amount provided for workmen's compen-
sation, the city picks up the remainder to protect its employees.
Now, what are the firemen dissatisfied with? Well, I imagine
they want more. Don't we all? But, still compared to other
sorts of employees, the benefits received by these departments

—

members of these departments— is considerable, including special
millages levied to give police and firemen bonuses at the end
of the year, special uniform allowances, special committees set
up to negotiate differences with the cities which don't exist
in other departments, and that sort of thing. In addition to
that, let me make one more point to you that's been made before,
but as far as I'm concerned, it's one of the crucial points.
New Orleans is a large metropolitan area, forty-five to fifty
percent black, with a long history of racism—not the overt kind,
but just the kind whtre you don't go out and try and overcome
past decades of doing bad to folks. It's only within the past
few years—past few 5*ears— that we have been actively recruiting
black policemen and black firemen. At present, one of the top
three officers in the police department is black, and his prede-
cessor was also black. That man did not work his way up through
the ranks. He's a very qualified guy, but he did not serve
twenty-five years on the department before he got that job. He's
doing a creditable job, as did Mr. Case that preceded him. I've
heard absolutely no criticism of these men. What I hcsve heard
is that, in the first place, it helps black recruitment, and in
the second place, black kids have somebody to identify with in
that department. It doesn't look like the big white papa figure.
We haven't yet achieved this in the fire department. We don't
want to just stick anybody in the top ranks, and of a thousand
and twenty members of that department, only twenty-six are
black. But, we've got an actively. . .an active recruiting
program which is federally funded, and we hope in the near
future to have someone at the top of that department. So, I

urge you: vote down this reconsideration.

Further Discussion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, last night I read over

again CP 10, which is the subject matter of today's deliberation.
At that time, there were in existence in this hall, or in the
machinery of this convention, an amendment to CP 10 proposed
to be presented by Mr. Flory, and there was another amendment
proposed to be introduced on today by Mr. Dennery. In comparing
the two proposed amendments, I note that Mr. Flory 's amendment
was not presented, but a slight change was made in it, and it
was proposed by Mr. Bergeron. The effect of that slight change
was to eliminate one of the significant things we did on yesterday.
This you should be aware of. But if you would take out your copy
of CP 10 and look at only two or three provisions of it with me,
you would see that there is and will be when we finish here today
a significant amount of stuff that is a]n:ost unable to be explained.
If you would look on page 8 in line 23 and 2A and 25, which allows
this municipal board to employ a part-time secretary for "not to
exceed twenty dollars a month, "are we going to send this over
to be part of the statutes? If you would look at a more glaring
inconsistency on page 16, you'll find that this so called fire
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and police civil service provision only covers firemen. It does
not cover policemen by its own language. If you would look
further In the proposal, beginning at line 20 on page 26 where
it sets out various departmental classifications, as I understand
it from our local fire and police civil service commission or
board, the only way they've been able to work around these
problems of these classifications is to get some trumped up
opinion from the state attorney general allowing them to operate
their system outside these exact words. Yet, Mr. Bergeron's
amendment and other amendments send this into the statutes bodily
without change. More importantly, by the very language of this
Bergeron proposal, you'll find that by a two-thirds vote of the
legislature they can amend or otherwise modify any or all of
the provisions of this document. Gentlemen, I think that while
we must do something, the route to the doing of it should not
and ought not begin in the Bergeron amendment, and I urge its
defeat.

Further Discussion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise again today to speak

against this particular amendment. Yesterday evening the dele-
gate, who is appointed to this convention, rose and said—who
was appointed to represent labor—rose and said he accepted
defeat on the New Orleans issue. I wonder if he's going to

stick with that today. We've considered this issue five, six,

seven times—a number of times—and I don't think anybody here

has not made up his mind on it, or hasn't had someone make up

his mind for him. We're running out of time, ladies and

gentlemen, and I'm using up part of it now which I hate to do.

I urge the defeat of this amendment.

Further Di scussion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I tell you in all ''due

candor the issues involved in the civil service articles are
almost beyond my comprehension. They've been very meticulous
and very detailed, and for that reason, I really haven't taken
a participation in it because I dldn*t think that I had enough
knowledge to impart to this convention that would be of great
value. But, by the same token, you don't have to have any
knowledge about civil service to know what is right and wrong,
and what is fair play and what is not fair play. I do recall
last night that we were embroiled in a controversy over Mr.
Lanier's amendment--—an amendment which was adopted by this
convention , and I do recall that subsequently we could not get

final passage—and Mr. Lanier and his coauthors said in an

effort to get this convention rolling we will accede to what,
apparently, this convention wants to do, and we will withdraw
that amendment. The response, as I recall, was from the people
who opposed that amendment, we are satisfied with the context
of the proposal which is before this convention. Now, I am
not completely satisfied with the article that we adopted
last night, but I accept it. As Mr. Dennery says, in his
opinion he thought it was an acceptable compromise on the issue
of civil service and retained the general principles of civil
service. Then, today I submit to you: we*re playing foul ball.
Those who said yesterday it's acceptable, say today we want
another crack at the apple. We want to destroy what you said
yesterday was fair and equitable. I want to clarify one gross
misconception in my opinion. When you use language in an article
which says, nothing in here which will be inconsistent with
the article, that is not, ladies and gentlemen, anything for
Style and Drafting to tamper with. That is a substantive change
which is a backdoor language which is used when you want to
reverse something that Is done previously. What I am telling
you here: we are running out of time. I, and many of you here,
have accepted the will of the majority of this convention, and
I'm merely asking you to move this convention on and reject
what I consider to be an attempt to reverse what we did only
as close as of last night. Thank you very much.

Questions
MR. BERGERON

Pat, in the very beginning when I offered my amendment, didn't
I say that this amendment will bring Orleans into the municipal
police and fire civil service system? Did you not hear me
make that statement?

MR. JUNEAU
That's absolutely correct.

MR. BERGERON
All right. Let me just ask you one other question. Pat,

someone brought out that this would this vote by the legislature-
would only be applicable to firemen. Don't you realize...
Do you know that the constitution and the statutes have more
or less been combined, and that they are incorporated; therefore,
we take care of the police and the firemen?

MR. JUNEAU
In all due candor, Mr. Bergeron, I'm not exactly sure what

the answer to that question is, but that's not what concerns me
about your amendment. What concerns me about your amendment is
undoing, specifically, what we did yesterday. What further
concerns me is the answer to your question that this is something
to be referred to Style and Drafting, which Style and Drafting
has nothing whatsoever to do with. It's a substantive change
to completely reverse the one amendment we passed yesterday
which is a compromise amendment.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. E, J. LANDRY
Mr, Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, if only I could get your

attention for a minute. How much I have enjoyed your discussions,
you'll never know. Up to this point, I have not missed one dis-
cussion; I have not missed one vote. The only thing I'm asking
for you to do at this time for me is to listen to me because
you have taught me—you have taught me what to say at this time.
So, I'm going to give back to you what you've given to me if
you'll just listen. What it takes to have you listen is a
miracle of some kind that I wish could be worked at this time.
I've enjoyed the rules of the game. I have nothing to say
adversely against anyone who tries to win a point. The fact is
I admire Casey. When Casey comes to bat and he uses compromises
to overturn, I have nothing but admiration, as long as the man
plays the game by the rules. Those of us who disagree with what
you are doing or what some of you are doing, still want to play
by the rules. Ladles and gentlemen of the convention, this point
at this particular time is a point having to do with human re-
sources—human resources, people—people who are dissatisfied.
That's the issue. I'm on this committee; I listened for six
months to people—many, many people who came out of this system
are dissatisfied. I realize that something needs to be done,
and this is the time to do it. It's not too late; it's just
the right time. Now, let me tell you something. I happen
to belong to a group of people involved in the system—a state
system. There was a time when we were Involved in parochial
systems. You've heard a lot about the city of New Orleans.
There was a time when they operated separately in the school
system of the State of Louisiana. But, there came a time when
they wanted to belong to the State of Louisiana—when things
were rough, when finances were low. Now, let me tell you some-
thing. I'm doing a service to the State of Louisiana when I
help to put the state, the police and firemen of the city of
New Orleans into a system that can be upgraded. We have upgraded
to a great extent the teachers of this state into a system that
requires qualifications for all of the teachers of the State of
Louisiana into one system. There was a time when you had
parochial considerations, different systems, different pay
scales; that was no good. It was only by collective bargaining

—

some of you are adverse to it; some of you think it's wrong. It
is only a principle of social justice that comes about by col-
lective bargaining. The people have to have a right to do what
they're doing In order to get attention. Now, the basic concept
here, people, is the last opportunity to give these people an
opportunity to become part of a state system that will upgrade
human resources, morale. This state has not served well
when the morale is low, when the employees and the workers
are not satisfied. This state has not served well. Help the
State of Louisiana; help New Orleans; help all of these people
to get what they deserve. This amendment attempts to do that.
Yes, it is a reconsideration under the rules. I'm not against
that; I'm for it. Otherwise, I never would have had an oppor-
tunity to talk to you. People, vote for this amendment and give
these people an opportunity to become part of the state.

Further Di scussion
MR. J. JACKSON

Mr. Chairman, delegates to the convention, It seems like— and

I Just can reflect just on yesterday—with the advent of the

Lanier amendment, there was a situation whereby people in other

parts of the state felt that there was some drastic action that

was being taken to affect their civil service, their firemen,

and policemen. I tnink we heard some great oratory on yesterday

«8 to the wrongness of.... the vast wrongness of the Lanier amend-
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ment. I heard It said that on yesterday, we ought not have

conflict In amendments ... .conflict in provisions. If this passes,

truly this will be a conflict in provisions as opposed to that

which we have now in Committee Proposal No. 9.

Now, on yesterday, I've got to admit to you, I was late. But,

I came back, and I was informed that our local firemen and police-

men will remain in the system provided that the people of the city

of New Orleans would have the opportunity to vote whether they

wanted them to go into the state system or not. As someone said,

you know It's a bitter pill on both sides of the fence. It's a

bitter pill for me because you presently take a force—and particularl

I am concerned about what we are presently trying to do to enhance

minority participation. You take a department which is primarily

based—promotion is based on the merit system, and you put them in

a system where if, upon examination, seniority is the prime factor;

it seems to me if It's good for the goose, it ought to be good

for the gander. If people in Caddo Parish, and people throughout

the state say that their civil service system has been working

effectively for thirty years, and that it ought not be tampered

with, then, I say that although I have serious problems with our

present civil service as it exists in New Orleans, that it is a

city system. I ask that you give the same sort of consideration

and reject then, the Bergeron amendment. Because, I cannot conceive,

particularly, I think, that we've reached some sort of compromise.

We'll let the people decide. But, I cannot see coming back again

this way to rehash the issue which this convention spent at least

two days—three days—resolving. I think by the vote on yesterday

by fifty-seven plus, we resolved that. If the firemen and police-

men and the people of the city of New Orleans want to put their

money in the state system, then they can so do it. I suggest to

you that I could very well see someone coming behind after this

amendment, introducing an amendment and suggest that the firemen

and policemen of the parish of Caddo, or those where, even in

Baton Rouge, that they also that the people there could take

a vote to decide whether they remain in the state system.

I Just think it's highly unfair. I think we've debated

this issue. I think we've reached what I'm pleased with. I under-

stand that although all parties may not be pleased with it, at

least it lets the people decide. So, I ask you to reject the

Bergeron amendment. I yield to any questions.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jackson, how many letters or post cards did you have from

firemen? Maybe twenty—twenty-five?

MR. J. JACKSON
I don't know If I got that many, Mrs. Zervigon. I did talk

to the captain of the fire department—you know.

MRS. ZERVIGON
There are a thousand men in that department. Is that correct?

I mean that's what my figures show.

Then how many contacts did you have from policemen on this

subject?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, let me ask you one more question.

How many citizens of the city asked you to change—split out

the fire and policemen from the system?

MR. J. JACKSON
None . None

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, generally, we're listening to a fairly small number,

would you say, of employees as opposed to the vast majority of

the employees who have not contacted you and asked you to do this

thing. Is that correct?

MR. J. JACKSON
I would assume so. But, I've got to recognize in earnesty

that they are represented here by their lobbying organization.

But, regardless of even that, Mrs. Zervigon, my concern is

that particularly, I wanted to make sure that the Civil Service

System is responsive to the employees of the city. For me to ccme

up here and particularly fight for minority participation, and

then tie the hands of the commissioner that says that this person

must be promoted on seniority rule, negates every effort that I've

done here in this convention.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, let me ask you one more question.

The point has been made that the firemen are here to speak to

us, and there aren't any other citizens here. Isn't it correct

that some of these people are here—on pay— from their organizations;

and that there are other people who Just find It very difficult

as plain old citizens to come up here—especially if they are

satisfied with the system? Isn't that consistent with the kinds

of lobbying we've had on other articles that people who were generally

satisfied and have Jobs to do elsewhere, just don't quit their Jobs

and come up here?

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, Mrs. Zervigon, I could say that you're true. But, I

don't want to hassle about the operations of the union and the

manner in which they lobby. You, know, I think....

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, it's a good thing. I believe it brings us plenty of

information, but it doesn't necessarily bring us all the information.

Would you agree?

MR. J. JACKSON
Yes. Right. Right.

MR. E. J. LANDRY
Mr. Jackson, isn't it a good thing that we have representation

from all forces, including Mrs. Zervigon, who represents the mayor,

Mr. Flory, who represents the working man....

MR. J. JACKSON
There's no doubt in my mind.

MR. J. JACKSON
None.

MR. E. J. LANDRY
....people like myself who represents just ordinary people?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Neither did I. So, even assuming there's something like

five hundred people in that department that would agree with
this. Let me ask you this question. Of the eight thousand five

hundred other city employees in New Orleans, how many of them

contacted you and asked you to change civil service?

MR. J. JACKSON
There were some that had contacted me about attempting to

correct what they felt were some of the inequities. I think we
did some of that in Conmittee Proposal No. 9.

MR. J. JACKSON
Right. There's no doubt in my mind.

MR. E. J. LANDRY
.... legislators and a cross section of everybody?

MR. J. JACKSON
Yeah I

MR. E. J. LANDRY
Isn't It true?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Representation on the commission, primarily?

MR. J. JACKSON
In fact, I'm glad it's that way.

MR. J. JACKSON
Right

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, not this fire and police business.

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, Just let me say this, now....

MR. E. J. LANDRY
Isn't that a wonderful thing, now.

Getting to the real point, Mr. Chairman, Isn't It.... I have

been.... have you and I been made fully aware now of the fact that

the state system is an upgraded system. .. .that the state system

Is much superior .... from all I've learned in six months in

committee, you have to take a test, first, Mr. Jackson, You have

to qualify. Seniority is not the main factor.
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MR. J. JACKSON
Well, that's the same way presently, but It's based on the

merits. You take the examination, the promotion....

MR. E. J. LANDRY
You have the.... the state system is a far superior merit

system, as I understand It. Then, seniority plays a part. Now,
all the delegates have to understand that, Mr. Jackson. They don't
fully

Point of Order

Point of Information

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman, how many more speakers on the list?

MR. HENRY
Two more speakers

.

Motion

MR. KEAN

Questions ought to be questions,
and not for the purpose of making another speech. Mr. Landry
spoke out his time, and I think he ought not be allowed additional
time to speak again.

MR. HENRY
Your point Is well taken, Mr. Kean.
I'd ask that you just ask a question, Mr. Landry.

MR. E. J. LANDRY
Well, did you understand that all these things that I have

heard during the six months period of time are the main essentials
in this argument?

MR. J. JACKSON
I can understand that, but I can state it to you that...

I've lived in the city of New
Orleans for thirty years, and I'm familiar.

Further Discussion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and delegates, and as one of our speakers said

yesterday—brothers and sisters— I can remember once, It was on
a very, very sad occasion when a lady said to another lady when
she had lost her husband, "I feel so sorry for you because I know
exactly what you are going through."

The lady wiped her tears and looked at her and said, "I don't
know how you can know what I'm going through with cause you ain't
never traveled this road before. Your husband is still alive."

I say that to you. I said once before at this microphone,
I did not come here for a compromise. I did not campaign on a
compromise. I'm going to repeat something that 1 said when I

got a loaf of bread, "When you are bogged down to your ass in
alligators. It's hard to remember that your original purpose was
to drain the swamp." I want the Times-Picayune to print It.
1 am an Independent. I vote my convictions. I have heard justice,
and I have heard political justice. I don't want anybody to get
confused on where I stand. Not that I don't have faith to believe
that things will be changed. I say to you today, "A little child
shall lead them." I want you to read It one day. I want to tell
you where you can find it—a little child shall lead them. I've
heard many come to me and say I 'm talking about you voting for this
because this is going to help blacks, you vote for this because this
is going to do this, that, and the other for you. I say to you,
those things are going to be changed according to a little black
book that I know that these things are going to happen. Don't
you be confused, delegates, about whether we are coming back once
again. It has been set a pattern In this convention that If once

you don't succeed, then you try and try again. Why it's
so unfair that one who is with strong convictions would not try to
try again. I say to those who say that I represent the city, and
I want them to have a chance to vote on what they want to, read
the Tlmes-Plcayune this morning on the voting, asking us to vote
In the election tomorrow. It tells you how the Tlmes-Plcavune
thinks about their candidates. But other organizations are not
quite up to them. I say to you, if you want justice, if you don't
want child abuse—and this is one of the greatest forms of it— to
single out one city's fire department and police department
from the rest of the state. If this Is not segregation or child
abuse In Its worse form, I want you to tell me. Please let Justice
prevail. Then, if you want justice, and you want all the cities
to have the same thing, put it in there that they have the same
thing, and let's us all go home and be happy. But don't kid your-
self about the fact that you are trying to get justice. You are
trying to get political justice. I'm not so naive as not to know

what political justice is all about.
I yield to any questions from anybody. Thank you.

MR. SHANNON
I move that we vote on this after those two....we limit It

to two more speakers

.

MR. HENRY

1.... there are three speakers on the list—there are three
speakers on the list.

MR. SHANNON
Well, I move that we limit it to those three people on the

list.

[wotJon adopted without objection.']

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I had not intended to speak

except for something that one other speaker mentioned. I think
we all know how we're going to vote. But one speaker was of the
opinion, from what he said, and what 1 gathered, that on Proposal
No. 9, would vote. .. .would bind you on Proposal No. 10. Well,
that Is just not correct. They are two different things—just
like—suppose Proposal No. 9 was a lawsuit, I or any other lawyer
had filed, and Proposal No. 10 ^as another one. Now If I settled
one case for a client, even If it arose out of the same wreck,
that wouldn't mean that the other one had to be settled. Now,
without going into a lot of detail, you remember it was agreed,
so to speak, and by me and different others, remember the
passage of the section was in danger. It couldn't pass. Now, when
Mr. Lanier withdrew, or acceded, to getting his out of there, that
amendment he had, then we all, nearly, almost unanimously voted
to pass the whole section. Now, that had to do with what originally
was Proposal No. 9. We are dealing with No. 10. There were people
even absent. They certainly couldn't be bound by something when
they weren't even there. We are representing 'people in
Louisiana under Proposal No. 9, which been disposed of by more
or less a compromise. This Is an entirely new thing, ball game, if
you want to say, or like another law suit. We are dealing with
it now. I'm going to vote just like 1 voted on the other....my
own conscience. .. .and I'm In favor of this amendment because I've
always believed from 1940, when we first started fooling with civil
service, that the New Orleans firemen and police should be under
the same one with the rest of the police and firemen of this state.
They are entirely different from the other employees. That's the
way I am. I Just wanted to express this because there's no settle-
ment of Proposal No. 9—10—by what was done on 9. So, I'm in
favor of this amendment. Thank you.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Wellborn, you were clearing up mistakes, or at least what

you thought was a mistake made by previous speakers. Is that not
correct?

MR. JAC3C

What's that?

MR. ROEMER
Didn't you address your remarks to the misconception of a

previous speaker, as you termed it?

MR. JACK
That Is correct. That is my idea.

MR. ROEMER
I understand that.
Didn't you also hear a previous speaker talk about "Caydo"?

Would you like to clear up where "Caydo" is?
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MR. JACK
Well, now, the Indians used to call it "Caydo", I understand.

We mispronounced it, called it Caddo, and there's more of us than
the Indians, so we called it Caddo.

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Jack, 1 don't quite understand what you said. You said

there is no connection between what we are voting on now, and
what we voted on yesterday. I call your attention to the amend-
ment wherein it says "notwithstanding any other provision in this
article. Now, isn't it true, Mr. Jack, with that language in there,
that it would definitely have the effect of negating the amendment
which we passed last night, relating to the city of New Orleans'

MR. JACK
Well, yes It would. But that's what—listen, this Proposal

No. 10 has been down here as material. If we did our duty, which
I have, 1 have discussed Proposal No. 10 which covers all cities

—

thirteen. .. .over thirteen thousand. Now, I've told people I'm
for Proposal No. 10. Now, if you don't think that not just
having experience, but being a lawyer and knowing something
about compromising cases and claims, that I'm going to tell
people I'm for Proposal No. 10, and then have something down
here where that It was on Proposal No. 9, like another
lawsuit, that that's going to settle their Lawsuit No. 10.
That would be ridiculous for me to be there.

MR. JUNEAU
Well, Mr. Jack, I just wanted to make this point, you're

not telling this convention that the language I just quoted to
you does not have the effect of changing something we did yester-
day. That's....! just wanted to make that clear.

MR. JACK
It does have effect; but, also, the No. 9, of course, we've

changed it, we're trying to change that, you know, to get the
police and firemen out into the regular system. They were under
the state and city one. But, there are entirely two things. In
ray opinion: Number 9 is one lawsuit, so to speak; Number 10 is
another one, and we weren't bound by what happened in nine.

Further Discussion

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates. Initially I'd like to say that

I certainly appreciate the straightforwardness and forthrightness
whereby Mr. Bergeron has readily admitted that this amendment
completely changes the amendment submitted by me on yesterday.
He pulls no bones about it, and answers without hesitation. So,
this is not a sneaky approach at all. It is open, forthright,
and there is no question about it, that to put it plainly, it
guts us completely from what we did yesterday.

I appreciate, also, the support rendered by many people out-
side of the city of New Orleans, who spoke for my amendment on
yesterday; for Instance, Mr. Champagne, Mr. Willis, and Mr. Drew,
who, without hesitation, came to our assistance and submitted for
yo""^ for your decision, the idea that we should not change
that we should not change a system of civil service for our
fire and police in the city of New Orleans, that has been in
effect since 1942. There has been little, and preferably no,
evidence submitted to you, to indicate why, in Heaven's name, the
state system for municipal, fire, and police Is a better system
than at the city civil service system which is in existence today.

As we discussed yesterday, and as I explained yesterday,
the city system of civil service is merit, whereby you take a
person or an individual for a position from the three highest
that have scored on a test or examination. Under the state system
for municipal, police, and fire, as I said on yesterday, you can
have fifteen people taking examinations. Because of the factor
of seniority, if the senior person places fifteenth on the examination,
that is the person that is chosen for that position. You know, and
1 know, that is no way to run a business, and this is no way
to draft and sculpture a constitution. This is not the way to do it
to completely gut to the detriment of a certain area, a system
that has been in existence for thirty years. You know in your
heart it's Just not right. You know, and I know, that it's
extremely difficult to tell the fine gentleman in the rear of this
convention hall, one word, when one word has to be used sometime.
That word is "No!" You have got to say "no" sometimes. It's
awfully difficult to tell these fine people who have every right
to be here, to lobby for their cause, you have got to tell them
"no." Any politician—let's face it, everyone of us here are
politicians. That's why we're here. Any politician who doesn't
know how to say no, isn't worth his salt as a politician. Now,
those who believe in all honesty that a yes vote. In principle. Is

the best thing to do, I respect your vote. But for God's sake,
don't be committed in advance on something that can be extremely
detrimental to a certain area of your fair state. A lot of
people complain, I know, about dealing only with matters that
affect the city of New Orleans. That's absolutely ridiculous.
I don't mind dealing with matters that affect Lafourche Parish,
or Caddo {or Caydo), however you want to say it, Mr. Roemer.
Those matters are my matters. I am a representative to a state
body. Whether It be here, or In the legislature, I am delighted
to assist and deal with matters that affect any area of our
state. I want to impress upon you, also, that one of our fair
delegates, Mr. Willis, has tried to Impress upon you consistently
that there is nothing wrong with the concept of'we the people."
That's what we are gutting. We are taking away from "we the
people" of tne city of New Orleans, the right to determine its
own fate in the matter of its own municipal, fire and police
civil service system.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise In support of this

amendment. A great deal has been said from this microphone this
morning regarding a statement that I made yesterday in reference
to Committee Proposal No. 9. I said then that I was in a position
to support Proposal No. 9 until the Lanier amendment went on it

—

even though it was a bitter pill for me to swallow. I did that,
after the Lanier amendment was removed. But I, at no time, said
that I would not try to the very bitter end to try to change that
particular provision, even to the extent that when Style and
Drafting comes back with its final report, I still have that
prerogative. I didn't ask anybody else to give up their rights
under that system. I didn't Intend to give up mine. Now, the
question's been stated from this microphone, that you keep
coming back and keeping coming back; but, let me suggest to you
the facts that this convention, on two or three occasions, adopted
the fact to bring the city of New Orleans into the rest of the
state with the fire and police civil service. But it was the city
of New Orleans who kept coming back, and kept coming back, until
they finally, by a fifty-one to forty-seven vole, were able to
sustain their position. I don't quarrel with that. That's
the name of the game. But to say that I am wrong when I attempt
to do It, I think. Is not giving me the same advantage in which
they take.

Now, Mr. Casey said something about "don't get committed in
advance." Well, I can say to you from this microphone that a
number of the delegates from New Orleans were committed when they
came to this convention on that Issue. And they haven't walvered
one lota--not one.

Now, Mr. Lanier, this does in no way affect your situation
in the city of ThIbodaux. The way this amendment is worded, it
could not apply to the city of ThIbodaux because you do not have
a paid fire department. You have a volunteer fire department,
and consequently, the city of ThIbodaux is fully protected in
this amendment. That's what was intended. That's exactly what
It does. The bottom phrase refers to those types of situations
so that what this amendment does is to take care and put all of
the firemen and policemen in this state, and municipalities over
thirteen thousand. In the same type system—identically the same.
Nov, remember this, in those municipalities between seventy-five
and a hundred and thirteen thousand, their system Is statutory
and is verbatim, word for word, as the constitutional provision
for cities of thirteen thousand to two hundred and fifty thousand,
with one exception—one exception—and that is the size of the
board. In the municipalities of thirteen thousand and more, a
fireman representative, and a police representative sit on those
boards. That's the entire difference. The city of New Orleans,
the firemen and policemen want to come under this system because
they would be given representation on the fire and police civil
service board. The firemen would elect one, the policemen would
elect one. A great deal has been said by Mrs. Zervlgon about the
delegates, or the people here representing the firemen and police-
men, are paid, perhaps, by their own people. That, perhaps is
true. But I suggest to you that the city of New Orleans has had lob-
byists sitting up there paid by the city of New Orleans ever
since this convention started. Nothing wrong with that. Nobody
said a word about that. But, it's wrong when a private, poor
little old fireman, who's risked his life every time he puts that
uniform on, or a policeman comes up here to represent himself. It
seems to be some stigma attached to him when that happens. But
I suggest to you, that that's not the case.

Let me say to you again. In all of the weeks and months
our committee studied this subject, not a single mayor, not a
single public official elected, came before that committee and
offered any opposition to the fire and police civil service of
a municipality that served under this system. Not a one—not
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one. That's on the basis of some thirty years
I ask for the adoption of this amendment.

Closing

of experience. [Quorum Call: 102 delegates present
and a quorum. Record vote ordered

.

Amendment rejected : 5 2-54 . Motion
to reconsider tabled : 60-46 .^

MR. BERGERON
Ladies and gentlemen, I'd like to bring out a few facts In

closing.
You know, I respect my good friend, Mr. Burt Willis. I

served oa the Judiciary Committee with him. I've found him to

be a most knowledgeable person. But you see, the problem is, Burt
is not from New Orleans. Now, let me bring this out to you. In
New Orleans last month, we had an election. Our mayor was reelected.
Our mayor was against the policemen and firemen going under the

State Municipal Fire and Police Civil Service Commission. Now,
let me pose this question to you. How are the fire and policemen
of New Orleans going to fight the administration? How are they
to have enough pull and enough votes, and enough time, and effort
and funds to oppose the admlnistratibn? That's one year away after
this constitution's adopted. We'll still have our present administration.

I pose it to you. Can they do it? I think not. I think not. What
we're doing Is involving civil service employees in a highly political
question which should not be a highly political question. Ladies and
gentlemen, we have a big decision to make here. This decision was
made yesterday by a vote of sixty-one to thirty-eight saying that

we should go under the police the State Municipal Fire and Police
Civil Service Commission. The so-called compromise we agreed to,...
we agreed to.... falls very short of a sufficient compromise. Those
problems I present to you, I would please ask you to search your
conscience and give the people who operate, who work, who support
their families by the salaries they make, give them a chance to go
under the system which they would like to operate under. I would
simply urge the adop-" -^ of the amendment.

Thank you very much.

Quest i ons

MR. LANIER
Mr. Bergeron, when our little discussion was terminated when

you made your initial presentation, there was some confusion over

the language of your amendment. Now, to get the record straight

on this, when you say "a regularly paid fire and municipal police

department," you mean this to apply to a municipality that has

both of those?

MR. BERGERON
Correct, Walter. It has to have. . .the municipality has to

have a regularly paid policemen and fire department. If the

municipality has one paid and one more voluntary, this will not

apply to them.

MR. LANIER
Now, further, in the bottom, here, it says that "the legislature

may not abolish the system of classified civil service for such

firemen and municipal policemen." You're referring there, I assume,

to the paid firemen and the paid policemen. Is that correct?

MR. BERGERON
That is correct.

MR. LANIER
Then, when you say "or make it inapplicable to any municipality

which has a population in excess of thirteen thousand," what you

a* >. referring to by the word "it" is the system dealing with the

paid firemen and the paid policemen. Is that correct?

MR. BERGERON
That is correct.

MR. LANIER
So, in no way would this be applicable to a municipality that

had, say, paid policemen and not paid firemen?

MR. BERGERON
You are correct.

Mr. Chairman, I think we've been up here and we've discussed

the problems of civil service in state and police systems for

three days, now. Mr. Lanier had posed his question to me earlier,

and I said I would straighten it up. I will not yield any further

simply because I believe that we've heard as much as we're going

to hear. The delegates have made up their minds, and they know

what decisions they will cast. Thank you very much.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Dennery sends up amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 16, after the word "thousand"
and before the word "according" insert the words "nor more than
four hundred thousand ".

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, at the end of line 21, after the
word and punctuation "services. " add the following:

"However, in cities over four hundred thousand, if a majority
of the electors voting at an election held for the purpose consent
thereto, the paid firemen and municipal policemen may be included
in the municipal /ire and police civil service."

Amendment No. 3. On page 1, delete lines 22 through 32, both
inclusive, in their entirety.

Amendment No. 4. On pages 2 through 46, delete lines 1

through 32, both inclusive in their entirety.
Amendment No. 5. On page 47, delete line 1 in its entirety

and on line 2, delete the paragraph enumerated "(A-5)"and insert
in lieu thereof "(B)."

Expl anati on

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this amendment is basically, really,

almost the same as Mr. Bergeron's, except it provides that. . .it

limits it to four hundred thousand so it would include New. . .

exclude New Orleans, and it provides for the New Orleans vote, which
we agreed upon yesterday. It keeps in the law— the present law

—

for firemen and policemen. Now, this is often an attempt to do

basically the same thing as Mr. Bergeron wanted to do, remove

the mass of language from the constitution since it is already
in a statute. I submit it for that purpose. Be pleased to answer
any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Dennery, just for emphasis' sake, what you are saying in

your amendment is, in effect, deleting most of the pages of this

Committee Proposal No. 10, but still adhering to what we passed

yesterday, vis-a-vis New Orleans. Is that not correct?

MR. DENNERY
To keep those pages, or to delete those pages?

MR. ROEMER
To delete them.

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

MR. ROEMER
Okay, but you still have our provision for an election in

the city of New Orleans?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

MR. ROEMER
That being the only such election to be held in this regard?

MR. DENNERY
Unless another city comes over four hundred thousand; yes, sir.

MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask if we could have about a

one -minute recess?

[Quorum Call : 98 delegates present
and a quorum. Amendment withdrawn.]
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Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Delegates Dennery and Flory.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 12, following the word and

punctuation "Section 1. (A) " delete the remainder of line 12,

delete lines 13 through 32» both Inclusive, in their entirety
and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"There is hereby created and established a system of fire and
police civil service which shall be applicable to all municipalities
with a population in excess of thirteen thousand which operate a

regularly paid fire and municipal police department and all parishes
and all fire protection districts which operate a regularly paid
fire department. Except as may be inconsistent with the provisions
of this Section, the provisions of Article XIV, Section 15.1 of the

Constitution of 1921, are hereby retained and continued in force
and effect as statutes. The legislature upon the favorable vote
of two-thirds of the elected membership of each house may amend
or otherwise modify any of said provisions of Article XIV, Section
15.1 of the 1921 Constitution except that the legislature may not
abolish the system of classified civil service for such firemen
and municipal policemen or make it inapplicable to any municipality
which has a population in excess of thirteen thousand according to

the latest decennial census of the United States or to any parish
or fire protection district having a regularly paid fire department.
However, in municipalities with a population in excess of four
hundred thousand paid firemen and municipal policemen shall be

included if a majority of the electors in the city affected voting
at an election held for the purpose consent thereto, provided such
an election shall be called by the governing authority of the city
affected within one year after the effective date of this constitu-
tion."

Amendment No. 2. Delete lines 1 through 32, both inclusive,
in their entirety, on pages 2 through 46, and on page 47, delete
lines 1 through 16, both inclusive, in their entirety.

(Amendment No. 2 deletes the remainder of the proposal.)

Explanation

MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, yesterday we had a technical
amendment—Mr. Dennery and Mr. Flory and Mr. Dennery did. Mr.
Dennery was under duress, he said. In this case, it's Mr. Flory
under duress. What this amendment does is to transfer the existing
provisions of the constitution relating to fire and police civil
service to the statutes, allowing the legislature, by a two-thirds
vote, to change the provisions thereof. It does not disturb the
New Orleans situation. It excepts the language. . .it includes the
language of the Casey amendment of yesterday, and said that they
have to have the election within one year, and if a majority of
the voters vote in favor thereof, then chey come under the state
fire and police civil service system.

Amendment No. 2 deletes the rest of the entire forty-seven
pages of the proposal.

Questions

bracket seventy-five hundred to thirteen thousand has a three
man board. The consideration being that under seventy-five hundred,
you don't have enough employees, really, to establish a civil service
system. This was the original logic, I understand, in arriving at
the figure of population of seventy-five hxmdred, because you only
have about eight or nine, ten, perhaps, firemen and about that many
policemen. . .

MR. ALEXANDER
The legislature is freer to tamper with them than with the

other systems. Is that correct?

MR. FLORY
We. . .this doesn't affect those systems at all.

MR. ALEXANDER
But, the legislature can. . .which means that the legislature

can . . .

MR. FLORY
They can do it today with a simple majority vote.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Flory, it seems like that we're getting closer and

closer together, and someday we may vote together. But, the point
I'm concerned about. . .

MR. FLORY

I welcome that day.

MR. CHATELAIN
Thank you. As we. . .you and I spoke a few minutes ago. When

I speak. . .when I relate to the city of Lafayette, of course, I'm
concerned with the whole south Louisiana sections. Many of our
cities are comparable to ours with the problems of ours, above
thirteen thousand. As I understand your amendment, it would keep
the copy of the 15.5 as is. It would not change any of the operation
of my fire department or police department?

MR. FLORY
It would retain 15.1 of the present constitution, which is

fire and police civil service, as statutes, and would not change

it in any way unless t'ae legislature, at some future date, by a

two-thirds vote of the legislature of both houses changed it.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, that would be all. . .in other words, what you see in

this 15.5—15.1—would be retained in statutes until changed by

two-thirds of the legislature?

MR. FLORY
That is correct.

MRS. CORNE
Mr. Flory, referring to your. . .the very last sentence of this

article where you refer to the elections, after an election has been

held and voted by the majority of the people, then does this decision

remain final forever?

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Flory, since the. . .in this last line, here, the last

sentence, "shall be called by the governing authority of the city
affected vithin one year after the effective date of this
constitution," would that preempt any other city that reaches four
hundred thousand from having an election like that if it. . .maybe
it would be ten years after this constitution is adopted?

MR. FLORY
No. No, they would already be under the system, Mr. Goldman,

because they would have been in the system when they reached. . .

by virtue of the fact that they were within the population bracket
of thirteen thousand to four hundred thousand.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Flory, for more than a week we have been talking about

four hundred thousand, which means New Orleans, and over thirteen
thousand. Is there any logical reason why cities under thirteen
thousand are almost forbidden to have a civil service system?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, Mr. Alexander. As a matter of fact, they do have

civil service. It's statutory today; it's verbatim as the consti-
tutional provision. The only exception is that the constitutional
system in municipalities thirteen thousand to four hundred. . .or
two hundred and fifty thousand has a five man board. The population

MR. FLORY
I would presume so, unless the legislature, at some future date,

changed it by a two-thirds vote.

MRS. CORNE
The legislature could mandate the municipality to have another

election, periodically; is that it?

MR. FLORY
I believe they could change the provisions, but I don't know

whether they could take them out from under it because there's no

vehicle, Mrs. Come, to do it, because we say that they can't abolish

the system of civil service.

MRS. CORNE
Yes, that is correct.

MR. DREW
Gordon, down in the prohibition it refers to not abolishing

a system of classified civil service. But, I'm wondering what the
significance of leaving the 'ilassifiecf' out in line 2, in the. . .

MR. FLORY
I can't hear you, Mr. Drew. I'm sorry.

MR. DREW
In the delegate proposal it says "there shall be a classified
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civil service." Now, chat "classified" has been left out in the
first sentence of the amendment. Is there any significance to
that? It does use it as to what may not be abolished, but it does
not use it in the first two sentences, there. Should it be included?

MR. FLORY
Are you saying in the first sentence, "There is hereby created

and established a 'classified'system?"

MR. DREW
It's used. . .that's the way it is in the committee proposal.

"There shall be a classified civil service for fire and police."
Now, we are not using the word "classified" in creating. . .

MR. FLORY
Evidently, it's just a technical error, Mr, Drew. If you

notice in the second sentence, we use the term "a system of classified
civil service—may not abolish the system of classified civil service
for such firemen and policemen."

MR. HAYES
Mr. Flory, you said, here, that having"municipalities with a

population in excess of four hundred thousand that paid firemen
and municipal policemen shall be included if a majority of the
electors in the city affected voting at an election held for the

purpose consent thereto, providing said election shall be called
by the governing authority of the city affected within one year .

"

Now, it appears that this depends upon whether or not the city
calls the election. Is that correct—only if they call it?

MR. FLORY
No, this mandates, in my judgment, that to say that the city

of. . .we're talking about the city of New Orleans, and within one
year after the effective date of this constitution, they would
have to call the election

.

MR. HAYES
"Provided said election shall be called by the governing

authority of the city affected within one year," does that mandate
the city to do something?

MR, FLORY
In my judgment it does; yes, sir. That was the intent, as I

understand it, of Mr. Casey's amendment.

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Flory, in effect, what this amendment does. . .Can you

hear me all right?
In effect, what this amendment does is take the municipal

civil service for cities over thirteen thousand up to four hundred
thousand out of the present constitution and put it in the statutes,
changeable with a two-thirds vote? Is that, in effect, what it

does?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Flory reintroduces or reoffers amendments.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right, there are three changes. In the text, two changes.

On the second line, after the words "system of" insert the word
"classified."

On the fourth to last line, strike out the word "provided"
at the end of the line.

The third change, add Mr. Chatelain as a coauthor.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, there have been a number of them ask to open

the machine and wanted to coauthor it, if it would be permissible.

I now ask for the adoption of the amendment.

iTbree coauthors added to the Amendment .^

Further Di scussi on

MR. LEBLEU
Mr, Chairman and fellow delegates, I just want to bring this

to your attention, and see if you see this amendment as 1 understand
it. Presently, the municipal civil service is in the constitution.
It takes a two-thirds vote for a joint resolution through the
legislature plus a vote of the people to change it. This amendment
would change all that and put the present requirements of the
constitution in the statutes and require only a two-thirds vote
of the legislature to change those. The convention voted
overwhelmingly, yesterday, against a three-fourths majority of the
legislature to change the provisions of the state civil service.
I just wonder if you realize what we're about to do, and if the
people who are concerned with the municipal civil service really
want this taken out of the constitution and placed in the statutes.
I just throw that out for your consideration, and ask you if you
understand this amendment the way I do.

Questions

MR'. DESHOTELS
Mr. LeBleu, why do you think that we have in this instance for

firemen and policemen a suggested legislative civil service, whereas
for the other civil service employees we've just adopted a constitu-
tional civil service?

MR. LEBLEU
Well, that was the point that I was bringing up, Mr. Deshotels,

I wonder why we're requiring that the state civil service be placed
in the constitution and, yet, the municipal civil service we are
leaving to the whims of the legislature.

MR. FLORY
That's correct; yes

,

sir.

MR. STINSON
You don't agree that if you don't delete that word "provided,"

you're not going to have anything? Why you. . .you don't need
"provided." Don't you think you should say that 'the municipalities
shall call"? "Provided" is a condition on the fact that if they
call it. If you don't leave it in there, there's no. . .you can't
force them to call the election, can you?

MR. FLORY

I think you're correct, Mr. Stinson. It was my understanding
that Mr. Casey and Mr. Jackson were agreeable that the election
should be called,was mandated, it was my understanding that their
intent was to mandate the council to call the election in order
to resolve the issue, once and for all. I'll be happy to withdraw
the amendment, Mr. Chairman, with the permission of the convention,
to strike that word "provided," and to add the word that Mr. Drew
suggested in order to be sure that there's no misunderstanding
about what we're talking about.

MR. CHATELAIN
May I ask Mr. Flory: if you withdraw this, sir, and come back

with it, could I become a coauthor of your amendment?

MR. FLORY
That would really be a combine.

[^Amendment withdrawn .^

MR. DESHOTELS
Do you know that I don't know the answer to that question

either?

MR. WEISS
Delegate LeBleu, isn't the most important state operation that

anyone can think of, the firemen and the policemen?

MR. LEBLEU
Yes, sir.

MR. WEISS
Why is it, then, that they should be separated from the other

civil service employees by allowing the legislature to control
their civil service operations?

MR. LEBLEU
I can't answer that. Dr. Weiss, but I think under this proposal.

Amendment No. 2 would take all of the committee proposal and delete
it, which I. . .as I understand it, is some of the provisions of
the present constitution. So that it, in effect, would shorten
our constitution. All right, but I just wonder whether that's
really what the convention wants to do.

Further Discussion

MR. WEISS
I know the hour is late. I don't mean to delay anyone. This

looks like an ideal amendment, but poor legislation is passed in

haste. I wonder if this is poor legislation. Now, Delegate LeBleu

Is also a Representative from our area. He's been unable to

answer this question, and I thought this body voted, without question.
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that this civil service that we have in Louisiana would not be in

the hands of either the legislature or the governor. I believe the

article as passed, previously, specifically spelled that out.

It is constitutional material. This, although constitutionally

written, is controlled by the legislature, and I would like some

comment and discussion in this regard from those members in this

body that can tell me that this is not now a legislative matter

rather than a constitutional one.

[previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendment adopted : 97-13.
Motion to recons ider tabled.]

in our system; it's necessary to guarantee that within this new
system, the minorities and youth will have a chance of advancing
their ideas and ideals into the future. 1 feel that without this
amendment, we will be seriously castrating the possibility in
the future of our legislature changing this particular section.
I feel that without this amendment, there is no chance for change,
there is no chance for progress in the particular system in which
this is concerned. I feel that seniority will continue to be
the main criteria, if not the sole criterion for even the possibility
of taking an examination within the system. I, therefore, urge
your adoption and consideration of this amendment. Thank you
very much.

Recess Further Di scussion

[Quorum Call

:

a quorum .

]

69 delegates present and

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments is offered by Delegate Jenkins:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 12, in Floor Amendment

No. 1 proposed by Delegate Dennery, and adopted by the convention
on today, at the end of the text of the amendment, add a new
paragraph

:

"(B)"

[Amendment withdrawn .^

MR. FLORY
Mr, Chairman and delegates, I ask you to reject the amendment.

The theory of the amendment that we adopted earlier was to just
contain a short, concise statement in the constitution relative
to the fire and police civil service, and to say that they could
not abolish the classified system of civil service, and let the
legislature take care of the details and provisions of the civil
service system as it relates to firemen and policemen. I ask
you to reject this amendment, and let the legislature take care
of these types of things where both sides can be heard, vrtio are
affected by this type of an amendment. I ask you to reject the
amendment

.

[previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Schfflitt, do you want your amendment?
Amendment reads as follows: (It amends the Dennery amendment

adopted today.) On page 1 of the floor amendment, at the end of

Che seventh line, add the following: "Permanent appointments
and promotions in municipal fire and police civil service shall
be made only after certification by the applicable Municipal
Police and Fire Civil Service Board under a general system based
upon merit, efficiency, fitness, and length of service, as

ascertained by examination, which, so far as practical, shall

be competitive.''

Explanation

MR. SCHMITT
I do not feel that seniority should be the sole criterion

for advancement within this system. When seniority is the sole
criterion, injustice and inefficiency can result. A young
person or a person newly eligible, particularly the minorities,
to apply for a position on civil service, would be prevented from
advancement. If this amendment is not adopted, that would result.
This amendment would allow new Ideas in the minorities to enter
into the system. The original amendment, as proposed by Mr.
Flory and Dennery, would require a two-thirds vote of the legis-
lature to change any of the provisions which exist in the 1921
Constitution in Section 15.1. This will drastically prevent
any possible change to the system in the future. You've seen
how labor has prevented this Independent body from adopting a

proposal by denying it the two-thirds vote necessary to complete
the other proposal. This is with a larger minority representation
than presently does exist, or probably will exist in the legisla-
ture for a long time to come. It will be easier, in my opinion,
for labor to rally one-third of the votes in the legislature
to prevent a change in this particular aspect, than it was for
them to obtain the one-third vote before the Constitutional
Convention. If my amendment, or a similar one, is not adopted,
the minorities will get the worst of two worlds. They'll get
the worst of the present one because it will essentially prevent
any minorities from getting ahead, other than in the parish of
Orleans, into positions of power for the next ten or fifteen
years. In the future, when the minorities will eventually have
the opportunity to come ahead, labor will then have the opportunity
of pushing forward and getting the two-thirds vote to change it

so it'd be based on the merit system, and thus, perhaps, still
preventing blacks from getting their necessary part of control
in our future In the ?tate of Louisiana. I feel that this amend-
ment is a necessary amendment. It's necessary to prevent injustice

Closi ng

MR. SCHMITT
This is the same section which we adopted in Committee Pro-

posal No. 9, Section (G) . I feel that it Is a fair and an

equitable situation. It will give the minorities and the youth
the opportunity to get in positions of control, and to allow
them to have the same rights of advancement as others do within
our system. I believe that justice demands that we adopt this
amendment. Otherwise, they will not see the chance to even
participate in the future of our state in this system for the

next five, ten or fifteen years. Thank you.

Questions

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Schfflitt, is not this basically the same amendment that

was adopted in Committee Proposal No. 9?

MR. SCHMITT
It is verbatim the same.

MR. J. JACKSON
So, why can you... why are we hearing at present that there

is some opposition to putting it now in Committee Proposal No. 10?

MR. SCHMITT
Because I think that what has happened in the past, that

these areas have been primarily segregated throughout the state,

and this would. . .actually , without this amendment. It '<ould

prevent blacks from getting into positions of power in the police
and the fire departments.

MR. ROEMER
"Jay," what's done now on these types of promotion under the

system?

MR. SCHMITT
Under the present system, if you don't have a... the person

with the highest seniority is first on the list. Once you
pass, everyone is put into the same ball park, no matter what
your score was on the examination, or what other qualifications
that you might have.

MR. ROEMER
So, '/hat your trying to do is make sure that merit and

efficiency and these sort of things get equal footing with
seniority; is that not true?

MR. SCHMITT
That's correct, and this also allows for seniority to
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be placed in there as one of the criteria, but not the sole

criterion.

MR. ROEMER
Isn't this exactly what we did in the other committee pro-

posal?

MR. SCHMITT
Yes, it Is.

MR. ROEMER
Thank you.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Schmltt, isn't it a fact that your amendment provides

for both combination of merit and seniority?

MR. SCHMITT
That's correct.

MR. CHATELAIN
In other words, if a person has... want to be promoted, and

he's been on the force a good while, it would give him some
advantage to be promoted.

MR. SCHMITT
That's correct.

MR. CHATELAIN
That's correct. I think you've got a fine bill here, Mr...

MR. SCHMITT
Thank you, Blr.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Schmitt, isn't what you mean to say in this aiKndment

,

that the appointments and so forth—a certification by the
applicable Municipal Police and Fire Civil Service Board under
a general system based upon merit, giving consideration to
efficiency, fitness, length of service and experience—you
don't have it here—as ascertained by examination? In other
words, based upon merit, primarily, giving considerations to
those four ingredients, and ascertained by an examination.

MR. SCHMITT
I think this allows the flexibility there for them

to make the necessary changes that I feel will be important
to prevent seniority from being the sole criterion, and if
we reject this amendment, seniority will be the sole criterion.

MR. WILLIS
No, if you've made your answer clear, my question is not

clear, then. Is it what you mean that you want merit to be
primary, instead of demerit, and that the consideration to
determine merit are those three ingredients of efficiency,
fitness, and length of service, and that the ascertainment
of that merit, the final drop of the axe,will be the examination
itself. Isn't that correct?

MR. SCHMITT
Yes, sir.

MR. WILLIS
It doesn't quite say that. I'm going to vote for you though.

MR. SCHMITT
Thank you, sir.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Schmltt, do you know of any integrated fire departments

in the state anywhere?

MR. SCHMITT
Orleans Parish.

MR. HAYES
Do you know of any other one?

MR. SCHMITT
No, sir.

[Amendment adopted: 50-45.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Avant has amendments at this time.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 12, in Floor Amendment

No. 1 proposed by Delegate Dennery, and adopted today, at the
end of the text add a new paragraph:

"Nothing in Article VII, Section 1 of this constitution au-
thorizing cities or other political subdivisions to be placed
under the provisions of said article whether by election, act
of the legislature, or ordinance of the local governing au-
thority shall be construed as authorizing the inclusion therein
of firemen and policemen in any municipality having a popu-
lation in excess of thirteen thousand and less than four hun-
dred thousand and which operates a regularly paid fire and
municipal police department or in any parish or fire protec-
tion district which operates a regularly paid fire department,
which said firemen and policemen are hereby expressly ex-
cluded. .

.

"

Expl ana t ion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm not going to tell

you that this is a technical amendment because it's not a
technical amendment. I would hope that it would be a noncon-
troversial amendment, however. The purpose of this amendment
is to permit us to undo something that was done yesterday by
inadvertence. Now, the present constitution, as you all
now should be well acquainted with this fact, contains a
constitutional civil service system for the state, and also
in that same provision of the constitution. Article XIV,
Section 15, provides for a city civil service system for cities
over two hundred and fifty thousand. Then, in Article XIV,
Section 15.1, there is provided a constitutional civil service
system for municipal firemen and policemen in cities having a
population in excess of thirteen thousand, but less than two
hundred and fifty thousand. So, I think you got the picture.
I hope you got the picture. Now, in the present constitution.
Article XIV, Section 15, Subparagraph (U) , there is a provision
whereby any city or parish having a population exceeding ten
thousand but less than two hundred and fifty thousand, may,by
election called by the governing authority of that parish, vote
to come under this civil service system that Is provided In
Article XIV, Section 15, that is the one which applies to the
state and to the city of New Orleans. However, now, the present
constitution provides that if they so vote to do that, that all
of their employees, whether they had previously had any type of
civil service system, or hadn't had one, will come under this
new system except—and this is what I want to read to you

—

except those coming within the provisions of Article XIV, Section
15.1 of the Constitution of the State of Louisiana. So, what
the present constitution provides, then, is that if there is
a city with a population of more than ten thousand and less than
two hundred and fifty thousand people, that opts to come under
this system, votes to do it; they go under it, all of their
employees go under it except those firemen and policemen that
are covered by the municipal fire and police civil service
provisions of the constitution. Mr. Dennery 's proposal, which
we adopted yesterday. Incorporates this provision of the
present constitution except there was omitted therefrom this
exception which applies to municipal firemen and policemen
that come under the municipal fire and police civil service
system. I did not detect that, in the midst of all of the
debate and furor that we had yesterday , until last night. I

talked to Mr. Dennery about it this morning. He told me that
he didn't intend to do that. It was not by design. It was
Just apparently an oversight. It just happened in soot fashion.
He doesn't really know how it happened. I discussed with Mr.
Dennery the amendment that you have before you. I also dis-
cussed it with Mr. Casey. I discussed it with several other
delegates, and Mr. Dennery and ...well, I won't say Mr. Casey,
but Mr. Dennery has authorized me to state that he has no
objection to my amendment, and that this was something that
just happened. So, what I am asking you to do, since we have
now adopted Committee Proposal No. 9, and It's laid on the
table, I'm asking you to adopt my amendment to Committee
Proposal No. 10 which will put this exception back so that
if a city should elect to come under the state system, or
the New Orleans system, or whatever you want to call It

—

the system that's incorporated in Mr. Dennery 's proposal.
Committee Proposal No. 9—that they will not carry with then
those municipal firemen and policemen who have been covered
by the municipal fire and police civil service law, which Is

the subject matter of this committee proposal that we are
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on now. That will provide, then, a conflict which we will

have to reconcile later; in other words, that will have to

be pointed out by the Cotnmittee on Style and Drafting to the

convention, "Now, look,you've got these two conflicting pro-

visions. Which one do you want?" You would have the privilege,

at that time, of voting on that. But, since this was done by

inadvertence, it was not Intended; I missed it; Mr. Dennery

says he didn't intend to do It that way, and it's never been

considered by the convention, I would, at this time, request

that you adopt my amendment which would put this exception

back in, in this proposal. I'll answer any questions that

anyone may have.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Avant , I*m looking about in the middle of your amendment,

and it says "firemen and policemen," but it doesn't say "paid

firemen and policemen". Is what you intend to refer to there

as paid firemen and policemen?

MR. AVANT
Yes, sir, and I would have no objection, and I at this time...

I did this rather hurriedly, Walter, I mean, in view of the

circumstances. But, at this time, I would. . .well, I don't think

it's necessary because if you'll read further down, I put it

in. It says, "who operates a regularly paid fire and municipal

police department". So, it is in there in one place.

MR. LANIER
Well, for the sake of the record,

by using. .

.

though, what you're meaning

MR. AVANT
I mean a regularly paid fire and police department. I don't

mean Thibodaux; you're not under it; I*m not trying to put you

under it.

MR. ABRAHAM
I appreciate it. I'm trying to reconcile what we've adopted

as compared to what you're proposing here because in Paragraph
(N) of the proposal, we've got a place where they can take...
except the provision of the act, but in Paragraph (O"* there is

the exclusion in Paragraph (0) saying that the firemen and
policemen are expressly excluded, and I'm confused as to where
this would fit in.

MR. AVANT
Well, Paragraph (0) deals with the legislature placing those

people under a civil service system that would be a legislative
civil service system which they would do by legislative act, or
the council, as I understand it, could do by ordinance. In that
particular regard, this problem was taken care of. It say?, if

they do that, you don't put the firemen and policemen under it.

But, the provision that I'm talking about is where they do it

by election, in— as provided in Paragraph (U) of the present
constitution. Article XIV, Section 15. 1.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, to put it simply, then, what you are trying to do here

is put the exclusion into Paragraph (N) of what we adopted yes-
terday. Is that right?

MR. AVANT
Yes. . .

MR. ABRAHAM
It said the s-ame as we have in the exclusion in Paragraph

(0).

MR. AVANT
Paragraph (N) corresponds with Paragraph (U) of the present

constitution.

MR. ABRAHAM
Right.

MR. LANIER
Now, let me ask you something else. This amendment actually

goes back to affect, as I understand it from what you say, this

paragraph in that we've already adopted in Article VII, Section 1.

MR. AVANT
That is correct.

MR. LANIER
Now, if Article VII, Section 1 is... Section 1(N) is left

alone, would that mean that these people between the thirteen
thousand and the four hundred thousand could vote to have all
one civil service system, and would not be subject to the pro-
visions of having a separate system for the firemen and police-

MR. AVANT
The present constitution has the exception, but Mr. Dennery's

proposal doesn't.

MR. ABRAHAM
I realize that.

MR. AVANT
It was inadvertent, so I*m told.

MR. ABRAHAM
All right. So, we have the exclusion in (0) .. .Paragraph (0)

of *rtiat we adopted yesterday. We don't have it in Paragraph (V),

and what you are trying to do is put the exclusion into Paragraph (K)

,

in effect. O.K.

MR. AVANT
It does mean that. That's why I came with this amendment, be-

cause it was my understanding that's what the convention wanted to

do was just keep the status quo In this area.

MR. LANIER
They would be voting to do that which actually would mean

that, in a way, the Lanier amendment is back in effect; is that
correct?

MR. AVANT
Now,Walter ,as much as we discussed your amendment yesterday,

I forget exactly what it said. But, I think, in a way, it is

back in effect, yes.

MR. ABRAHAM
Jack, if you can clear this up for me, I understand that the

purpose of your aaendment now is to say that if a city does avail
itself of the provisions of this Proposal No. 9, that the firemen
and policemen are excluded. Is that correct?

MR. AVANT
If they are a city which is covered by that law. In other...

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, I appreciate that.

MR. AVANT
That's right. Maintain the status quo.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Avant, as you know, in the parish of East Baton Rouge,

in the city of Baton Rouge, we have a personnel system that's

provided for in the plan of government, is it not?

MR. AVANT
Yes, sir.

MR. KEAN
As you know from the litigation we engaged in, the fire

and policemen in the city of Baton Rouge are under the state
fire and police system because it's provided for in the plan of
government, isn't it?

MR. AVANT
Correct.

MR. KEAN
Under those circumstances, if the people of the city of

Baton Rouge and the parish of East Baton Rouge wanted to amend
their plan of government, and bring the firemen under their
regular Civil Service System, up to this point in time they
would have a right to do that, wouldn't they?

MR. AVANT
It's to make it just like the present constitution in that

particular regard.

MR. AVANT
I would not necessarily agree nor disagree with that, Mr.

Kean, because I think you are asking me now for a legal opinion

—
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In view of the peculiar plan of government of the parish of

East Baton Rouge, the constitutional provisions that led to its

adoption—a rather difficult question to answer, and I'm not

going to stand up here and say yes or no.

MR. KEAN
All right. Assuming that I'm correct, that it could be

changed by amendment to the plan of government, as I read this

proposed amendment, referring as it does to Article VII, Section 1

of the constitution, since East Baton Rouge and the city of

Baton Rouge do not come under that article and section, then

this would not affect the right of the people of Baton Rouge

to change their plan if they had the legal authority to...

MR. AVANT
That is correct because if... their right would emanate

from the plan of government, not from Article VII, Section 1,

and if they've got the right now, this wouldn't affect it. If

they don't have it, it wouldn't give it to them.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Avant , why did you include on the fourth to last line

the words "or in any parish or fire protection district"? I

thought we were talking about municipal firemen.

MR. AVANT
Well, the municipal fire and police system covers those,

as I understand it, Mr. Perez.

[previous Question ordered. Amendwent
adopted: 88-9. Motion to reconsider
tabled . ]

MR. VICK
...utilizing the 1040 checkoff?

MR. JENKINS
Right.

MR. VICK
Would this affect that in any way?

MR. JENKINS
I can refer to the existing constitution—and by the way

—

you would find the same provisions on page 42 and 43 of the

committee proposal and it prohibits contributions to candidates,

so I'm sure that it would; yes.

MR. VICK
Well, do you think the state civil service can tell a civil

servant what to do or what not to do with his 1040 tax return?

MR. JENKINS
Well, we're not talking here about state civil service, of

course, we are talking about municipal fire and police civil

service. No, I don't think that it is those bodies that are

doing that. I think what we are talking about here is a con-

tractual matter. The fact is that when an employee comes to

work for the state or the fire and municipal civil service

they are agreeing, thereby, to not do certain things in return

for this protection that they are being given under civil

service. I don't think it's in any way an infringement of their

rights. Moreover, we have adopted this principle for state civil

service. I think we ought to be consistent and adopt it here for

municipal fire and police civil service.

Amendment
MR. VICK

Well, I don't know if you answered my question, but it

didn't sound like it.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins sends up the following amendment:

Amendment No. 1. Page 1, line 12, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Dennery, and adopted by the convention on

today, at the end of the text of said amendment,—and we need to

insert, now, "and following the language added by the Avant

amendment", Mr. Jenkins—add a new paragraph:

(B) Prohibitions Against Political Activities. Article XIV,

Section 15.1 (34) of the 1921 Constitution is retained and con-

tinued in force and effect."

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
No. I said I think that in all likelihood that ruling would

continue.

MR.- A. JACKSON
Delegate Jenkins, would this prevent city employees under

city and municipal civil service from participating in issues?

MR. JENKINS
Issues, what do you mean, Mr. Jackson?

MR. A. JACKSON
Constitutional amendments, bond issues.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, as you know, under the amendment adopted

earlier deleting the whole proposal, we have adopted Article

XIV, Section 15.1 and provided that that can be changed by a

two-thirds vote of the legislature. However, there is one

provision in that part of the constitution dealing with civil

service for municipal firemen and policemen that, under no

circumstances, do I think should be changed by the legislature

and that is the Hatch Act provision of it with regard to political

activities. So, this provides that Subsection 34 of Section 15.1

of Article XIV of the 1921 Constitution would be continued and

retained in full force and effect and would not be subject to

being changed by a two-thirds vote of the legislature. I've

talked to Mr. Dennery about this and heagreeswith it; I've

talked to Mr. Flory and his groups agree with this. I think

this will provide us with the sort of protection that we need

with regard to political activity, so I urge the adoption of it.

Questions

MR. VICK
You saw the tick-tock circular that was passed out to all

the delegates in the House Chamber concerning the 1040 checkoff;

did you not?

MR. JENKINS
No.

MR. VICK
.the prohibition against the civil service.

MR. JENKINS
Oh, yes, I did.

MR. JENKINS
Well, this pertains not to all city employees but to

municipal fire and policemen and under the....

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, would it prevent policemen and firemen from participating

in bond issues?

MR. JENKINS
I think that it would; yes.

MR. A. JACKSON
Thank you.

MR. JENKINS
And, let me say this: I favored really originally—in fact,

the first amendment that you see on your desk would have provided

that municipal fire and policemen would be subject to exactly the

same rules as state civil service employees are. However, some

of the representatives of the municipal fire and policemen in

the back ,said that they really preferred things to remain Just

like they were, that they were accustomed to the legal rulings

on those provisions in the present constitution and rather than

change them, they would like to see them Just kept the same.

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Jenkins, your amendment here is three lines on this sheet

of paper, but it would run better than a page. I wonder if it's

possible for you to reword that particular section and present it

in the fashion that you would like to see it in rather than the way

it is now.

MR. JENKINS
Well, in order to retain exactly the same legal effect and

connotation, we would have to adopt exactly the same wording.
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So, the only way we could do that is to put that page in there
and it just seems like this would be the simplest way to do it.
It's not the way I probably would like to do it, but I think that
probably this would satisfy most people this way.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

MR. HAYES
Mr. Jenkins, my objection probably was the same as that

expressed by Reverend Landrum. I wondered why did you indicate
by reference? I could understand better what you were doing if

you would have stated here what it is that you don't want done.
and 15.1 probably spells out exactly what it is you want done,
but it's not on this page; I've got to go to Article XIV,

Section 15.1 of the Constitution of 1921 when I could well
read it right here.

MR. JENKINS
Well, we are just trying to save length; that's the only

reason , Dewey

.

MR. HAYES
But, In the process of doing it.. .before the people who

are trying to act on it—I'm trying to say, it's a lot of
unnecessary work for us to try to go and tell them, I'm not
good at research, and I have to do all the research. You
already know what it is, and I don't,

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Jenkins, I really think that you answered the question

—

mine was concerning what we had already passed relative to that

they could participate as far as the bond elections and so

forth were and, of course, when you finish, I want the floor,

HR. ROENER
Woody, what does this section say about prohibitions against

issue involvement in political campaigns, not personality in-
volvement? Would you like to address a remark to that?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, I think that's what he intended to do, however, this

does not say that, Mr. Roemer. I can't see where he said the
legislature could not make a change in this particular provision.
I ask you to. .

.

MR. ROEMER
I'm afraid, though, that if we put this particular language

in we have circumvented the two-thirds vote, and we constitutionalize
this thing.

MR. DE BLIEUX
It might well be and that's one of the reasons I'm opposed to

it, too.

MR. ROEMER
And, aren't you also opposed to it on the concept that these

men and women are prohibited from getting involved in the issues
much less a personality of politics? Don't you think they have the
right to get involved on issues that affect their daily lives?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr, Roemer, as I see the situation, we need more people to

take an interest in our political affairs rather than less.

Further Discussion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm going to be

very brief. I'm sorry that I had to come before this mike
again, but it is really hard to believe how one could enjoy the
full participation of politics and then be able to ask that others

be denied even a small bit. This is very unfair, and I'm going
to ask you to vote against this amendment. Thank you.

[previous Question ordered

.

]

MR. JENKINS
Yes; Mr. Jackson had asked that question. I think that

this continues the present law and it would prohibit involvement
in public issue elections.

MR. ROEMER
Would prohibit?

MR. JENKINS
Yes.

-MR. ROTMER
Do you favor that; obviously you do with this amendment, I

would guess?

MR, JENKINS
Yes, I do; I favor it. I think that municipal policemen and

firemen, by and large, favor it, too.

Further D1 scussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

this morning we adopted the Dennery-Flory amendment which said
that "all of the provisions of Article XIV, Section 15.1 would
be retained." Now, I can't see the benefit of this particular
amendment because that also contains paragraph 34 of Article XIV,
Section 15.1. So, I just can't see that we are accomplishing
anything by adopting this, particularly in view of the fact
when it contains the provision that the legislature can make
changes in the law if they see fit to do It. This does not
say the legislature could not change anything in paragraph 34.
I just believe this is excess verbiage, and we are just hatching
something up which we have already adopted which, I think, is
fairly well. I just ask you to reject what I consider is an
unnecessary amendment.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Well, J. D.. do you know that it seems to me that it's more

than unnecessary? Doesn't it. in effect, do away with the two-thirds
vote provision? Doesn't this constitutionalize this particular
article and section?

Closing

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, it was said that the purpose of this amendment

—

someone charged—that it was the purpose of this amendment to
Circumvent the two-thirds vote of the legislature. Well, yes,
of course, that's exactly what the purpose is; it's to provide
that the prohibition—the constitutional prohibition—against
city policemen and firemen being engaged in political activities
is continued in full force and effect. That's exactly what it is.
I don't see why in the world the legislature of this state ought
to be changing that. Now, Mr. Flory as representing those
individuals. . .have said that they can certainly agree to that;
I think that's fair and just. When we give people certain tenure,
and certain preferences, and certain privileges under the state
or city governments there is no reason that by contract they should
not be willing to give up certain of these activities; we've already
establish that that... the principle, the Hatch Act principle is not
in question. We've already adopted that principle under state and
city civil service earlier. But, what I simply want to do is to
continue that, just as it has been, for city policemen and firemen.
I urge the adoption of the amendment.

l_Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

61-41. Motion to reconsider tabled .^

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, I hate to rise

at this time and oppose the section as it now stands, but I just
do that. I know that what Mr. Schmitt did, he did in sincerity,
but he also did it without the full knowledge of how this system
operates throughout the rest of the state. When you look at his
amendment on the face of it, itlooksgood because that's exactly
what we did in the state civil service and city civil service
system. If you look at the fire and police civil service system
in the. constitution and in the statutes today, there is about
three or four pages dealing with testing, promotions, and what
have you, and how you get those promotions. You must bear in
mind, and I don't know how strongly to impress upon you, that
when you are talking about fighting a fire, chasing a criminal.
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apprehending somebody, it's not a grade that you make on an

examination that determines whether or not you can save your

partner^ life or not. When you are working in a burning building,

you want to know that the man working with you in that building
has had sufficient training, sufficient experience to know that

he is going to be with you and under the most difficult of

circumstances. The only way you learn that fighting of fire

is by practical, every day experience. Can you Imagine a man

out of college made a hundred points on the test operating a

ladder truck working at that height with another man, both of

whom's life depends upon it? I ask you to seriously consider what
we are talking about here. We are talking about the lives of

human beings and not only the firemen and the policemen, but the

people that they are charged with to protect, and that protection

depends upon the kind of service that they give. As I said to

you earlier, I trusted the legislature. I was willing to turn

this all over to them. If there was some quarrel with some of

the provisions, let the municipalities come In and be heard.

But, let the other people be heard who know what the system is.

But, let's don't sit here today and legislate on something that

most of us don't know what it's all about. I'm talking about the

details of fire fighting, police work, and what it depends upon—
whether or not a man lives or dies—that's wnat we are talking

about. I ask you to reject this section until we have had time

to clarify this matter, because we are dealing with human beings

and it is serious. I know you don't want to do something today

that would jeopardize the fine fire fighting system we've

got throughout this state and the fine police systems we've

got throughout this state. No one can say that 1 have not been

the best friend the blacks have had in this convention, on every

issue I've been with them because 1 don't believe in discrimination.

But, this is not what we are talking about here; we are talking about

the lives of human beings—black and white. 1 ask you to reject

the amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I had hoped not to rise

and speak on this subject, but I am compelled to do so for this

reason. In my section of Louisiana, I have been confronted by

more city mayors, councilmen, and others who are in the business

of hiring and promoting firemen and policemen. As I understand

it, if someone is wrong they can correct. ... if I am wrong, someone

can correct me. If at ten o'clock in the morning you hire a

policemen, and another one at eleven o'clock in the morning,

and another one at twelve o'clock at noon, you hired three

policemen. Several months later when you are ready to promote

these people, under the system of seniority, then you must

consider the person you hired at ten o'clock in the morning

simply because he has seniority over the two others. The man

you hired at eleven o'clock in the morning could have been a

man who had, in the meantime, taken more interest in the business

of being a policeman and he wanted to advance himself; he went to

night courses; he studied; he learned the business of being a

policeman; he worked hard at his business; and he was denied

an opportunity for promotion for advancement several months

later because of Che seniority system. I ask you, since we are

in the business of dealing with the lives of people and with

the rights of people, is this fair? Is this the kind of system

that this country was built under? Hasn't the most industrious

person In this nation been the one who has advanced the most? I

ask you this question: search your mind—have not those of us

who worked harder, put In longer hours and prepared ourselves

for our life's work—haven't those of us who have done this,

both black and white, have Ij^een those who have advanced in this

country? Is this unreasonable then In this business of civil

service that you would deny a person this right? I ask you to

search your minds. Don't vote on someone else's suggestion. Vote

on your own minds. You are individuals. You came here re-

presenting your people and. I say to you, search your mind and

let's be fair to our fellow citizens. Thank you very much.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion
MR. HAYES

Ladles and gentlemen, I rise in support of this proposal.

Mr. Flory said he is for the black people. Well, you are looking

at a black man; if he is for black people, then I'm for the

proposal. If he Is for black people, then vote for the proposal.

I don't see any reason why he was opposed to the proposal; I m

for It, but I don't care, this Is a test to Itself. In this

state, as I can appreciate it, I don't think. .. there' s a lot

of people in this audience who has never seen a black fireman. I

think if you wanted to put one on display, you would have to

either go to New Orleans—you might find one—and you'd probably
have to come to Scotlandville to find the other one. I know that la

helps us a lot. If you wanted a black plumber to unstop your

sewage, you couldn't find him in the state. Of course, labor
helps us, I know; I vote with labor all the time. I do the very
best I can because I don't have no other place to go because
they help us just about as much as civil service; they help us

fill up Angola. Angola is full of people—black people—because
they can't get jobs; they don't have no other jobs. The only

way they can live sometimes is to go to Angola. Now, they have
a... we can't go aroxind every time labor gets ready they say that
they want to change; every time something gets in here they don't
want, they want to change; and they want to amend, and they want to

amend and want to put out, and want to put out. Now, he is

up and he say he loves black people. If he does, I would like

to see him support this amendment ... support this section. I'm
for the section, and I'm black; you're looking up here at me.

Further Di scussion

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, if you have questions

about Mr. Hayes being black, there is a possibility it could

be understood. But, I'm sure, looking at me, there is no doubt

whatsoever what I am— I am one hundred percent black; I am one

hundred percent a man; I am one hundred percent American; I am one

hundred percent a citizen of this state. But, I am not one

hundred percent behind nobody but the Lord and I fall there some-

times. I'm not one hundred percent behind labor. When labor, when

I can, I'm going with labor. When I cannot, I'm not going with

labor. I mean I don't have to hide about it or beat around about

it. But, Mr. Flory, when you tell me about you're the best friend

that blacks have ever had, I've heard that for a long time, and

I've found you coming up short, too—just as I found it s'lort in

many others down through the years. There could be a real,

real understanding of people and of my really doing a great

thing for this convention and for the people of this state,

when you could really think about the people of this state.

But, don't you tell me about you're the best thing the blacks

ever had, because I don't believe that—no way will I believe

that—and I have a great deal of respect for you. You have

helped me on amendments; I've helped you; I intend to help

you further. But, I don't intent to follow everything that

you do and that's all there is to it. I urge that you support

the amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I think

that it is very obvious that there is some contradictions here

in opposition to this amendment, I, too, live in the city of

New Orleans; my district is A5-55. When lives are burning

when homes are burning and criminals need to be caught, that s

not the Issue here because a policeman is a policeman whether

he is a sergeant, a patrolman, a captain as such, that has

nothing to do whether or not he is going to get the service.

What we are talking about here is a more fundamental issue.

If we can provide and say that merits efficiency and length

of service are going to be some of the criteria for promotion

within a department for the city of New Orleans where we have

fires and we have criminals, then they ought to be the same

thing for the rest of the state. If we are going to say that

just because a man got here five years before I did, that he has

the edge on me, no matter how much merit, no matter how much I

go to school, no matter how much I prepare myself, but just

because he.... I've been discriminated and not been in the system

and he has and has free access, that I ought to be denied, then,

I say that is wrong. I'm willing to say to you very publicly

that I'll take my chances on a system based on merit,ef f iciency

rather than trying to say that I'm going to do it on seniority

because I know down the road there ain't no way; there

just ain't no way. I wonder very seriously why our position did

not come up when the compromise amendment came up to add length

of service, efficiency and merit— I just wonder why; why now?

It leaves me.... can someone...! just have two questions and I'll

sit down. My first question is: tell me how seriously can we

have promotions and access in the system when you take an

examination that Is totally based on seniority, when we have

promptly gotten up here and said that one of the problems of

civil service is that it has excluded blacks from participation
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in the system. How can we justify that? My second question I

raise to you. How can you say that in one civil service system

—

regardless of how many fires and how many criminals exist—that

you can have promotions based on merit, efficiency, and length

of service, but for another system you cannot? How can you

agree one time and the other time you disagree—it concerns me?

I suggest to you very seriously that if you are going to vote against

the amendment, do not vote on it because it's been smoked-screened,

the fact that some partner riding in the car with him; it*s strictly

on the basis of that fair treatment, the equal treatment for every-

body. I don't see how someone can say when seniority is the sole

factor, that is fair to everybody. I ask your favorable adoption of

It.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Representative Jackson, aren't we between the devil and the

deep blue sea on this issue when... as it's based on seniority,

an individual only has to be there a period of time and he cannot be

passed over? On the other hand, if it's based on efficiency

and etc., he has to be evaluated by someone and if that person

has discrimination in his mind, he still can be passed over.
Aren't we kind of in a dilemma there....

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, I know that in cases in other organizations where

seniority was a factor and when at the point where blacks who

were in positions to get the next in line, a ruling came over

or a charge was lodged against him to knock out his seniority. So,

I'm just saying that if we want to be fair in considering all

people—not only black, but people who go out and prepare

themselves to participate in the system—that it ought not to

be on one sole factor. I'm saying that this provision, as

offered by Mr. Schmitt earlier, allows a multitude of factors

which can be criteria. But, if presently, the system is

solely on one factor—examination....

MR. ALEXANDER
Is your position predicated on the fact that blacks are

the last to come into the system?

MR. J. JACKSON
I think that's obvious about the efforts of minority

delegates in this convention when we talked about it.

MR. ROEMER
Johnny, haven't we already passed in this convention a

provision that secretaries, for instance, in the civil service

system have to be have some measure of efficiency, fitness,

and be meritorious ; haven't we done that?

MR. J. JACKSON
Yes, we have, Mr. Roeaer.

MR. ROEMER
Well, don't you think it's also incumbent upon us to state

clearly that the firemen and the policemen of this state have

to be meritorious, fit, and efficient as well?

MR. J. JACKSON
I agree with you wholeheartedly, and I'm willing to say

this very publicly. I think if that's the criteria, then I'll

take my chances

.

Further Discussion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I didn't conre up here to

speak in favor of this amendment or to speak against it. I

came up here after hearing the many solos about I am black

—

can't you see that I an blacker than the other in essence? I

am not going with labor; I am not going against labor. For the

record, I did not vote for Mr. Schmitt 's amendment; I had some

questions in my mind. I didn't go for Mr. Jenkins' amendment;

I didn't like it. It's not a matter of labor or no labor; it's

a matter of my conviction; I'm not going to vote black, and I'm

not going to vote white. I want you to know that whether labor

voces for this or against it, I am against it and you vote to suit

yourself. The only reason that I'm not going to sit there and not

vote at all is because I'm not going to break what these people call

a vote record. But, I'm not ashamed of anything that I do.

[^Previous Question ordered . ]

Closing

MR. RACHAL
Mr. Chairman, delegates, if there was ever a difficult act

to follow it has been the debate that has preceded this closing.

I am afraid that I could never muster the excitement that has

taken place and I can't lay claims to some of the personal attributes.

Let me just point out, however, that from the committee proposal

with which we started this morning", we now have what amounts to a

little more than a page, versus forty-seven pages .guaranteeing,however,

the provisions basically that were in the committee's proposal. However,

the distinct differences are that New Orleans... by, ... well,

municipalities over four hundred thousand have the option of deciding

whether or not the fire and police of that municipality will be

included in the state service. A more controversial issue is, of course,

the debate which just ensued that has to do with the criteria for

determining the best person qualified for the job. Earlier, we had

in passing the compromise amendment of Dennery and Flory—

I

really thought it was all over but the shouting. In fact, I had gone

around mentioning during the course of that discussion that it was

all over, but the shouting, but I was wrong as you now know. The...

I might point out that as I said earlier, that in the... with the

exception of the salient issues of controversy which was brought up just

before I came here th=it have to do with the criteria for the best

person qualified for the job, and for the permission of the electorate

and municipalities over four hundred thousand to vot-e,that the other

provisions are protected, but with the allowance that with two-thirds

vote of the legislature, they may be changed. However, the Jenkins

amendment having to do with political activity is another addition

to the Dennery-Flory amendment, of course, and does constitutionalize

the matters regarding political activity. With that, I would urge

your adoption of the conmittee proposal as amended,

[^Section failed to pass : 55- 54 . Mot ion
to reconsider on next Convention dat/. ]

Further Di scussion

MR. SCHMITT
I believe that we should resolve this issue at the present

time. There is a strong possibility that tomorrow, which is

Saturday, there'll be a short house, and this is the time when we
should decide these important issues which have been presented before
us. We've seen once again, how labor has come forward and attempted

to thwart their will upon this constitutional convention. I reiterate,
that if it's so easy for labor to prevent us from getting a two-

thirds vote, how easy will it be for them to prevent any type of

constructive change in the civil service system once it gets to the

legislature? Labor will have a lot stronger pull when it gets to

the legislature because these people have to come up for reelection
once every four years. We must make a stand at the present time,

not for labor or against labor, but for justice and against injustice.

In very few parishes in the State of Louisiana have minorities or

you've been given the opportunity to advance in the system based upon
their merit. I feel that this is one important criteria. Merit
is the ultimate criteria in other related matters or the number of

years which a person has been on the service. However, Mr. Flory pointed

out that this is something that's io^ortant because life and death is

at stake; I agree with him. However, does it make any difference to

you whether the person who's saving your life has been on the force for

fifty years and might be sixty-five years of age or that you have a

twenty-five year old person who, because of his physical fitness, etc.,

is better qualified to do that particular job. I think we have some
iaportant issues before us at the present time, and that we should have

the gumption and the guts to go forward and to make up our minds one

way or the other whether we are going to make this a constitution with
justice built into the system, or one in which we will allow special
interest groups to pervert the intent of the majority of this convention.
I feel that it's time that labor step forward and support us in this

move to give equal justice to all the people of the State of Louisiana.
I would wish at this time that Mr. Flory would come forward and join
me in support of this proposal because labor is supposed to be one of

the ones who have stood in the past, for equal justice for all. I

feel that Mr. Flory should come forward and take that stand, and

support this proposal. Why can't they stand up for what they believe?

What's the matter with labor? What's the matter with these people?
I believe that this is the American system and the system based upon

justice for all the people, not just for those who happen to be in

the position of power because they were working in a particular job

for the longest nun^er of years, not based upon their merit, not based

upon their physical fitness to obtain that particular job. This is
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the time for justice, and I would request that we overrule Mr. Flory's
motion to have this passed on until tomorrow when there's a short
house and he can more easily prevent this from being adopted, and that
we attempt to have this adopted today. I thank you for your time.

Further Di scuss ion

MR'. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I made the motion to reconsider

it on the next convention date because of the nature of the subject

before this convention is of such serious nature you can't attack

it on a momentary basis and there is some time that needs to be given.

What was done by the Schmitt amendment affected about five or six

pages of law on the testing and promotion within the fire and police

civil service system. You have to remember, that once the man gets

promoted that he's on a working test period of not less than six

months and not more than twelve months, which means that if he can't

cut the mustard they bump him back down, and somebody comes up who

can qualify, who can perform the service; ail of this is involved.

That's the reason that I ask you to let's go on with our business,

and consider it on tomorrow. I want to support it. As I said, this

is the heart and soul of the fire and police service of the state

in the civil service system. I don't want to kill the civil ser/ice

system, no way, but I don't... on a spur of the moment want to come

up with something that's going to be detrimental to the fire and police

service of the state,and Idon' t think anybody else does. If we don't
consider it tomorrow, what we're going to be doing for the next two
or three hours is hearing amendments drawn hastily within five or ten
minutes in order to take up the time until it can be worked out. That's
the reason I didn't want to take up the time of the convention by
reconsidering it at this moment. So, I ask you to vote favorably for

the motion, and let's consider it tomorrow when we have had time to

study it and to come up with some sensible approach to the problem.
No, I don't want to discriminate, Mr. Schmitt, I don't believe in it

as I said from this microphone. It has nothing to do with the hiring
policies, nothing whatsoever,when you talk about civil service. So,
I ask you, in all fairness let's consider it on the next convention
date.

Point of Information

MR. ABRAHAM
...If we were to reconsider this tomorrow, do we have anything

else to work on today?

MR. HENRY
If we vote to do that, we've got plenty of work we can do...

whatever we start on next or whenever we start on something it will

be Committee Proposal No. 15.

Further Discussion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I hesitate to rise and take

your time. I know we all are concerned about time, but Mr.

Flory stood before you a few minutes ago and said he did not

want to fight this; he waan't against this section. At the same

time, he would not agree to ask a question .... answer a question

of mine. I want to know this, is he willing to give some kind of

consideration or some compromise in the area of some kind of merit?

If there's any way of compromise, well, then I'm willing to wait

until tomorrow. But, if he's ...he got his way last night on the Lanier

amendment; we pulled it down trying to hasten this convention. We're

trying to be conciliatory In every way we can, but how far can you

go? This is the only question I want to know; I want to compromise,

I'm not against a compromise, but for goodness sake, we're talking

about houses burning awhile ago. We spoke a great deal about the

firemen, I'm not only concerned about firemen, this is a firemen and

a police civil service situation we're talking about. There's many

problems In the many cities of this state of today, and you well

know It. I'm concerned about the merit of what quality of a policeman

we have in the cities of this state as I am the firemen. I think,

if I had to put them In a certain category, I would certainly put

the policeman first; he's in the front line. If one or two homes

burned, it's a great loss to many people, but we're talking about

policemen also. I'm vitally concerned in the type and quality of

policemen we have in this state. I will not yield, Mr. Roy.

to get a delay overnight on the proposal so that everybody could
think about this thing and see if we could work out something today
rather than gee it done right on the spot yesterday afternoon?

MR. CHATELAIN
We certainly did. We did everything humanly possible.

MR. LANIER
Do you recall what Mr. Flory's position was yesterday on

whether or not we should delay?

MR. CHATELAIN
He was opposed to it.

MR. LANIER
Since we weren't able to ask Mr. Flory any questions, are

you... do you have any idea why Mr. Flory was so eager to get
things disposed of yesterday and yet, today, wants to have it

lay over?

MR. CHATELAIN
Because he thought he... certainly, he thought he had

the votes yesterday; he doesn't think he's got them now. He

thinks he may get them tomorrow. That's how simple it is.

MR. HENRY
Will you yield to a question from Mr. Roy?

MR. CHATELAIN
I hesitate to because he's a trial lawyer, and I'm an

old farm boy, and I hate to...

MR. HENRY
I think you'd be more appropriate to say he's a criminal

lawyer, Mr. Ch ate lain.

MR. ROY
Mr. Chatelaln, do you have any criticism against the

present firemen and policemen of this state in that you think
that they're not adequate and they're not competent because they
have been operating under a system that has been here for twenty
ye^rs?

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Roy, let mc say to you right now, I came to this

convention back in January, was sworn in and I was... one of the
things I was the strongest on v^as civil service..,

MR. ROY
I didn't ask you that.

MR. CHATELAIN
I'm one hundred percent for civil service.

MR. ROY
I didn't ask you that, I said, do you have any criticism

directed at the personnel of the state pol... of the city police
and the firemen in this state, and is it based upon the fact that
you say the methods by which they had been promoted in the past
is not proper?

MR. CHATELAIN
I will take the fifth amendment on that, Mr. Roy.

MR. LANIER
E. J.,

Questions

am I correct in my memory that yesterday, you tried

MR. ROY

Well, you better because then you're asking us to change It
and you don't have any criticism about it.

MR. CHATELAIN
The only thing is, I can say this, Mr. Roy, that Mr. Flory

and many of his ilk have stood before us. or his type.and they have
been the champions of the people. I., this is, I can say they've
been champions of the people. This is a "people" situation we're
talking about right now. The only thing I want to say is, that I

think that we certainly have a right to speak. I don't like these
hasty deals either.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Chatelaln, don't you think that in his didactic declamation,

in expressing his aversion to the proposition before us now, that
there was a confusion by the speaker of the distinction between
experience and length of service?

MR. CHATELAIN
Right, sir.
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MR. WILLIS
That there Is a big difference between the two?

MR. CHATELAIN
Certainly.

MR. WILLIS
That experience is preferable to length of service? ,

MR. CHATELAIN
Absolutely.

MR. WILLIS
That that same gentleman refused to supplant length of

service by ... with the word "experience" in Mr. Jenkins' amendment

yesterday?

MR. CHATELAIN
Absolutely right, sir.
I appreciate, Mr. Willis, your craning to my rescue on

that.

[^Previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Motion adopted : 62-43. Quorum
Call: 88 delegates present and a quorum.
Moti on to return Commi ttee Proposal No

.

10 to the calendar pending reconsideration
adopted without objection . Motion to
take Committee Proposal No. 15 out of
its regular order adopted without objec-
tion .^

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 15, introduced by Delegate Raybum,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee of Revenue, Finance and Taxa-
tion, other delegates, members of that committee.

A proposal relative to the tax structure of the state and
the public finance.

Mr. Chairman, it's my understanding Mr. Roemer wanted to

make some general comment before we got Into Section 1,

Brown and, of course, "Sixty" Rayburn. Monday Lowe, who served in
the legislature and is a C.P. A., David Conroy, who's worked long and
hard in the area of bonds and bonded indebtedness, and I could point
to committee member after committee member. They include Jap Smith,
who introduced the original two-thirds vote provision in the
legislature. PAR has issued a critique of our proposal; it'll be
on your desk in the morning, as I understand it. I want to read
a few paragraphs from that critique. "Committee Proposal No. 15
as submitted by the Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation would
greatly reduce the length of the constitution on financial matters,
exclusive of the property tax which is dealt with in another proposal.
Financial provisions in the present constitution are spread throughout
several articles, and much is obsolete and restricted. This proposal
would not only streamline these provisions but, more importantly,
would initiate and give constitutional status to many sound principles
of good fiscal administration, and these include—and please listen
carefully because this is the guts of our proposal—Number 1,

expansion of the application of the two-thirds vote for tax increases;
Number 2, elimination of tax dedication; Number 3, elimination of
several constitutionally frozen tax rates; Number 4, elimination
of constitutional exemptions; Number 5, mandate for a long range in
comprehensive capital budget; Number 6, improvement in Louisiana's
already excellent debt- issuing procedures; Number 7, improvement
in the method of financing of Interim emeigencles; Number 8, enhance
central cash management investment system; Number 9, requirement for
a balanced state budget; Nund)er 10, continuation of the prohibition
against the state or its political subdivisions lending or giving
anything of value to persons, associations or corporations whether
public or private or of purchasing stock of any corporation or
association." Now, PAR did not agree with everything that we have
done. Two things I want to point out they disagreed with: Number
1, with a three dollar auto license plate being in the constitution;
Number 2, they disagreed with the ceiling that we placed on the amount
of state debt that can be issued, for they say this could encourage
issuance of debt up to the ceiling. We happened to disagree
in committee with those objections, but perhaps you will raise them on
the floor and we will entertain them at that time. Once again, 1 am
proud of our committee. I am proud of the work we've done. PAR labels ours

as one of the best to come out of this convention. I hope you agree
with them. Listen carefully, and amend it as you see fit, but have
the facts at hand when you want to change what we*ve done. Mr. Chairman,
If it's in order, we will go Into Section 1.

Reading of the Section

Explanation

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'd like to ask you to

turn to Committee Proposal No. 15. That proposal is introduced
by your Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation, and comprises
the second part of our presentation to this convention, the first
part being the proposal on ad valorem or property taxes. I want
to make a few introductory comments and then, of course, we'll go

through the proposal section by section and entertain amendments.
I know it's an almost impossible task to do so, but I ask for your
attention for just a few minutes. It just so happens that In the
next few days we're going to be talking about the finances of this
state. Perhaps, it's too much to ask some of you to sit down and
listen to what this committee of twenty-three men and women have
done now for over six months to insure that the free society that
we live in in Louisiana will be financed adequately.

The chairman of our committee was "Sixty" Raybum; he cannot
be here today, and I'm acting on his behalf as acting chairman in
making these general comments to you. Each of you, or none of you,
rather, will probably agree with all of the Issues that we present
in Committee Proposal No. 15, and we certainly welcome your sugges-
tions, your questions, your interest and even your amendments. How-
ever, I do want to say that we have worked long and hard on this pro-
posal, and in almost every case this proposal represents a near unan-
imous vote of our committee. Unlike other committee reports and unlike
even some of our own, this committee report ... .this Committee Proposal
No. 15 represents the clear majority thinking of our committee.
I can assure you that we will be hesitant to accept amendments
that strongly change what we recommend without some fairly good
logic on your side, and that's not to say that you won't disagree
with come things and try to £unend it; that's your right; we welcome
that. But, we do ask you to listen to our reasons first and then
come with your amendments. We don't know it all, but we have debated
it at length. I might further point out that the members of this
committee, and I'm one of the exceptions, by and large have a great
deal of experience in state government and with state finances. I

point out people like John Alario and Senator Nunez and Senator

MR. POYNTER
Section 1. Power to Tax.
Section 1. The power of taxation shall be vested in the

legislature, shall never be surrendered, suspended, or contracted
away, and shall be imposed for public purposes only.

Explanation

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I would

hope that we could start off our Committee Proposal 15 without
a great deal of controversy, because I don't believe that Section 1

could bring about any controversy. Inherently, the legislature
has the power to tax. This proposal merely reaffirms such authority.
Every state in the nation places this taxing authority in the
legislature. So, I ask for your favorable approval. I will tell
you that we do have an amendment that's being offered by Delegate
Perez that says that except as otherwise provided In this constitution,
and I know of no objection that any committee member has to this
amendment. So, I hope that you will accept It without any opposition,
and then go on and accept Section 1.

That completes my remarks, Mr. Chairman.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendments read as follows.. if not already .. .now here

they come. They are being distributed at the present time.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 15, Immediately after

the word and numeral "Section 1," delete the word "The" and
insert in lieu thereof the following: "Except as otherwise provided
in this constitution, the" .

Expl ana t ion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, if

you will recall on the local government article, we had provisions
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with respect to local government having the authority directly from

the constitution to Impose sales taxes upon vote of the people,
to impose ad valorem taxes. I just wanted to make it clear that
these are exceptions to the general rule tliat the power of taxation
shall be vested In the legislature exclusively and shall never be
surrendered. I don't believe there should be any objection to the
amendment

.

[Amendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered on the
Section

.

]

Closing

MR. LOWE
I merely ask you to accept Section 1 as amended.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Smith, perhaps 1 ought to ask you this when your amendment

is under consideration. But you are also removing the provision
that would take a two-thirds vote to pass— conference committee
reports on this subject?

.explain.

MR. SMITH
What I was going to.... soon as they read those.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Smith as follows:

Amendment No. 1. Page 1, line 22, immediately after the word
"legislature" delete the comma "," and insert in lieu thereof a

period "," and delete the remainder of line 22 and all of lines 23

through 25, both Inclusive, in their entirety.

[section passed: 107-0.
reconsider tabled. ]

Motion to

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 2. Power to Tax; Limitation
Section 2. The levy of a new tax and any increase in an

existing tax and any repeal of an existing exemption from a tax

shall require the favorable vote of two-thirds of the members

elected to each house of the legislature, as evidenced by a

recorded vote. A like vote shall be necessary for the adoption

of amendments to bills proposing the same and to reports of

conference committees

.

Expl anation

MR. SMITH
I think they are self-explanatory. These lines were taken

out because the legislative article that we've already passed
in concurring amendments, took care of that. So we don't need it.

So, I ask that you adopt these amendments

Quest! ons

MR. BOLLINGER
You might have explained this earlier, I was drawing an

amendment. But, on line 22, when you deleted the words "as

evidenced by a record vote, "this is covered in a legislative
article, therefore you are just deleting repeated verbiage. Is

that correct?

Explanation

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm like Mr. Lowe said

about Section 1. I don't think there should be any opposition
to this. It's like voting against motherhood and apple pie and
that kind of thing.

I was given the privilege of handling this section, which
I appreciate since I was the author of the two-thirds law in the

State Legislature in 1955. This law was placed in the constitution
by the people in 1956, and it has proven most effective in our
state in keeping down unnecessary taxes. I do not think there
was any opposition whatsoever to the passing. .. .out of this act...
out of our committee. It was unanimous, I believe. This section
is self-explanatory. I don't think it needs any explanation.
The people of our state will want this kept in the constitution
of our state. If it's not kept in there, I feel that our new
constitution might be in a lot of trouble. I feel that it's a

good law; it's needed. I ran as a delegate to this convention
in District No. 1 on this particular platform, and no other. I

was elected overwhelmingly in the first primary. I think that's
some indication of what our people think about It. I feel all
of you have heard from your constituents . I also think it's been
shown in the legislature that this two-thirds can be obtained,
just like in the recent special session, if necessary taxes are
needed. Before this law was passed in 1956, as most of you know,
whenever any new governor went in, we had a new tax shortly
after he went in. I thought this was needed. I had it placed
in the constitution by the people. I ask that you now retain
this good law.

Questions

MR, CASEY
Mr. Smith, what I'd like to determine is, the. ...on line 23,

where it says a like /ote shall be necessary for the adoption of

amendments to bills proposing the same. Is that the present law,

now, insofar as amendments are concerned, as distinguished from

conference committee reports?

MR. SMITH
Mr. Casey, we are going to amend that out. That's what

this amendment Is. I'd also like to add, of course.... it adds

to exemptions, also, which wasn't in the law that 1 Introduced in

1956. I ask the Clerk to read these amendments.

MR. SMITH
Yes, sir.

Gentlemen, I ask for your unanimous adoption. This is a good
law and I think the people of our state will be well pleased if
you' make a unanimous vote on this like you did on...

MR. JENKINS
I'm sorry, Mr. Smith. I guess you explained this, but why

is this amendment necessary and desirable? I don't understand?

MR. HENRY
This is the third time the question has been asked, Mr. Smith.

Would you explain it real loud?

MR. SMITH
The legislative article took it out, Mr. Jenkins. We don't

need it in here. So, this was written up, I think, before the

legislative article was passed. So, it's not needed any further.

MR. JENKINS
It deals with regard to conference committee reports that is

in the legislative article?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Clerk, why don't you read the amendment?

Read..., the legislative proposition. Do you have it before

you there?

MR. POYNTER
Yes. I had to ask for a copy of it. It's in Section 17,

Paragraph (F) , Concurrence and Amendments. No bills.... no amend-

ment to a bill by one house shall be concurred in by the other.

No conference committee report shall be concurred in by either

house except by the same vote required for final passage of a bill.

The vote thereon shall be by record vote.

(G) Incidentally, requires final passage shall be by record

vote.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Smith, I know this wasn't your intent, but it seems this

language might be interpreted to mean that you have.... that a two-

thirds vote is only required when you want to do all three of these

things: levy a new tax, increase an existing tax, and repeal an

existing exemption. It seems like "all" would have been a more
proper word to put In there.
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MR. SMITH
I don't believe I understood your question, Mr. Arnette.

MR. ARNETTE
My question Is, you Intend that when any of these things get

done, it requires a two-thirds vote?

MR. SMITH
Yes, sir.

MR. ARNETTE
Not when all three of them are done at the same time?

MR. SMITH
Right.

MR. ARNETTE
I just want to make sure that 's ... .your intent to get it

in the record.

\_Amendment adopted without objection.}

Recess

[Quorum Call: 88 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

MR. HENRY
Read the Conroy amendments, Mr. Clerk.

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No . 1 . On page 1, line 22, after the period "."

added by Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Smith and adopted

by the Convention on December 14, insert the following:

"Notwithstanding any other provision of this constitution,

any law Imposing taxes may define or specify the subject, amount,

or provisions of such tax by reference to laws of the United States

as then existing or thereafter amended, and may prescribe exemptions

or modifications thereto."

txpl anati on

MR. CONROY
This matter was brought up before the Revenue, Finance and

Taxation Committee, was also mentioned before the Legislative Powers

Committee that a proposal of this kind was in the mill. The reason

it wasn't brought forth as a part of the committee proposal was
that at the time the committee proposal took its final action on

Committee Proposal No. 15, I explained to the committee that I

had no intention of proceeding with this without some expression
of feeling from the present collector of revenue, as to whether
he thought such a provision was desirable or not. It was my
understanding that he did. But I felt that it was important to

have such a statement of position.
It was this afternoon that I received a letter from Mr. Tralgle

advising that he felt that this provision would be desirable to

permit the legislature to adopt tax laws of this kind. Very briefly,
all that this does is authorize the legislature to take certain
action. It does not require the legislature to do it. It authorizes
it. The reason it is necessary as an authorization is that the
present provisions in the legislative powers proposal, prohibit
adoption by reference—prohibit adopting any laws by reference to

other statutes wherein, in general terms, prohibit any delegation
of legislative authority. The effect of this would be to permit
the legislature. If and when it decided it was appropriate to do
so, to say to the people of the State of Louisiana that your taxable
income in the State of Louisiana, you can just figure out what your
taxable Income was on your federal return, and apply the state
percentage to that figure. Or, as the latter part of this provides,
you could prescribe exceptions or modifications, and say you take
the federal income as reported on your federal income tax return,
and adjust it by adding to it your capital gains, or one-half your
capital gains—whatever adjustments have to be made—so that you
wouldn't have to report at length the full computation of the two
ways in which you presently have to compute your income taxes. It

is an approach which is now used in, I think it's thirty-four states.
The United States Government has indicated that It is willing, in

some cases, to even undertake to assist the states in collecting
taxes in this fashion. As I said before, it wouldn't put the state
in the posture of having to do any of this. But, if the state,
at some future date, should decide that this was an economical
way in which to collect taxes, to proceed with the collection of

taxes, that the state would not be precluded from doing it. The
state would be precluded from using this method of collecting taxes
without this permissive authorization in the constitution.

Therefore, I ask your favorable approval of this amendment,
and will answer any questions.

Questi ons

MR. HAYES
Mr. Conroy, since you said "may" in here, then, what would

be the effect? Wouldn't it be just as well if you didn't have it?

MR. CONROY
It would not be permissible without it, Mr. Hayes, because

the legislative proposal, as adopted by this convention, prohibits
the adoption of a code of laws by reference. The use of the

Federal Income Tax, or the Internal Revenue Code by reference,
is presently prohibited under the Legislative Powers Article as

we have adopted it. So, the purpose of this Is to make an

exception to that prohibition.

MR. BURSON
David, I'm just wondering why in the world the Louisiana

State Legislature would ever want to adopt by reference some-
thing as god-awfully drafted and.... as the Internal Revenue
Service Code, or any portion thereof?

MR. CONKOY
Well, for two reasons, Mr. Burson, one for the ease of

the taxpayers of the State of Louisiana in computing their income
taxes, because they are having to compute It under the Internal
Revenue Code, whether they like it or not; and, secondly, to
reduce the c^st of collecting the Louisiana Income Taxes because
it could, as I Indicated earlier, in some cases the Internal
Revenue Service, the Federal Internal Revenue Service, has
entered agreements with states to undertake the actual collection
of the state Income taxes, and the cost of collections can be
reduced considerably in both ways. Because if the laws are
similar, the state can follow, or use the federal administrative
services in being able to reduce their own expenses of collection.
It's this latter point that has led some thirty-odd states—over
thirty states, Mr. Burson, presently use this approach in collecting
their Income taxes, because they feel it's a significant saving to
the state to be able to use this approach.

MR. BURSON
Well, then, do they merely adopt the schedule without all

the morass of . . .

.

MR. CONROY
They don't..., all they do is say that you use the adjusted

gross income as reported on your tax return for the purposes of
your state Income tax computation. In other words, you take that
and apply the state percentages.

MR. BUKSON
Well, what this then implies, however , what bothers me, is

would this then imply that the state legislature could adopt some
particular exemption or method of computing a particular deduction
as set out in the internal revenue code.

MR. CONROY
They can, and do, now. They don't do it by reference. But

they usually track the language a couple of years later, in most
cases, and this would continue to permit exceptions to be made....

MR. BURSON
Well, I*m glad that in Louisiana we never have tracked some

of the language that's in the internal revenue

MR. CONROT

So aa I.

Further Di scussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, we're all glad to pay

taxes when they are needed. Now, when a person pays taxes the

legislature passes, seems to me the least they can do is set out

in Louisiana law books what the tax is going to be. I certainly

hope I won't have to see what taxes I pay by not referring to
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what the legislature does, but look to see what the U. S. Congress
did. I'm pretty sick and tired already of being ruled by a

federal court; where they can overrule our Supreme Court and

everything else. Now Mr. Conroy is a smart lawyer. But he didn't
tell you we need this thing now. We've listened closely—said
we may need it some day. Now, let's don't put in this constitution
something we don't need now, we may need some day. If legislature
has this thing to operate on, takes the short course of putting
taxes on us by what was said by Congress, and a Congress that has
got us in debt over the years—a national debt. ...I don't know....
five hundred billion dollars—we operate within a budget. I don't
want our tax laws drawn by them. I don't know whether under this
that the amendments that Congress would make would affect us in

paying taxes. I say, I'm representing the public. I don't believe
the public wants to be,— have the tax passed by the Louisiana
legislature, that nothing Is in it but you are taxed according
to section so-and-so, subsection so-and-so of USCA—which. . .USC .. .which
means United States Code.

Now, another thing, we've made by reference to our own constitu-
tion, to save time. But, that's because all— to get the constitutional
convention people have promised—as thin a constitution as possible.
But, when it comes to the legislature, when they want to pass a tax,
I think the people are entitled to look at that bill the legislature
has and read it and see' what it is instead of saying "House Bill No, 250
—and so be it enacted so forth there is hereby levied a tax on
every individual in Louisiana in four hundred...."

MR. HENRY
Wind up your remarks. Mr . Jack, please.

MR. JACK
....Can I have a minute more, please? I move for that. Out of

Section 400. Now, you do what you want. I think this is a bad
amendment. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, those of you who are not

lawyers or tax men, and who have never had the questionable

pleasure of having to try and find out what the federal tax law

is about anything, by wading through large volumes of regulations
written so that nobody in his right mind can understand what they

mean, are trying to figure out which interpretation of a particular

section of the Internal Revenue Service ... .of the Internal Revenue
Code is the law, when the top court has one interpretation, one

circuit has another interpretation, and yet another circuit has

another interpretation, cannot fully appreciate the great opportunity

that you are being offered by this amendment. I certainly hope

and pray that our state legislature will have sufficient Intelligence

to adopt its own tax legislation without being asked to adopt in toto

anything that I've ever read In the Federal Tax Law; because, in my
humble opinion, anything that they adopted would have to be an

improvement. It could hardly get worse. I'm talking about just

the sheer archiac. Incomprehensible phraseology, of ninety-nine
percent of the federal tax law. If you wanted a model of how not

to draft a law so that people could read it and understand it,

then it would be the federal tax law. I for one, am not going to

vote for anything that would permit our state legislature to adopt

any part of that tax law by reference. I think it's poor practice;
I don't think we want to adopt any part of it by reference, and

I think you would automatically get inadequate consideration of

something affecting taxes. I don't care whether it's how right the

taxes are to be collected, or anything else to do with it.

We ought to make those decisions here. I certainly urge the

rejection of this amendment. I find it significant that it's not

in the committee proposal.

Questions

of tax law. I just think that opens up a chamber of horrors, as

far as I'm concerned. If thirty other states have done it, then
God bless them. But, 1 hope we don't make that mistake,

MR. TOOMY
What I'm saying. Jack, more or less in agreement with you, is

that should the legislature want to incorporate reference to an

existing federal law, they could just go ahead and adopt a statute
that would track that law, rather than leaving its objective to

federal change.

MR. BURSON
There is no question about that. No question about it.

MR. DREW
Jack, while I appreciate that your interpretation is a

possibility, do you understand that the purpose of this amendment
is to provide that we would possibly be able to attach our federal
income tax return to a4one sheet form, take the net adjusted
income, our state deductions, and that would be all that was
necessary, instead of making out two complicated returns?

MR. BURSON
I understand that to be the purpose, Mr. Drew, and if somebody

came up here with an amendment that said that, I'd have no objection
to it. But, that's not what this amendment says. It says that we
can adopt. . .

MR. DREW
It permits that, though, doesn't it? I mean, it would permit

it.

MR. BURSON
That's correct, but it would permit a lot of other things, too.

It's the other things that I have objection to.

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Burson, as I understand it— I don't know, perhaps Mr. Conroy

can answer it, or perhaps you—the thirty states that are using
this now have had very little experience with it. They've just

started it. They don't know, yet, how much of the money that the

United States government collects for the state is going to be

returned to the state. The United States government has a great
history of keeping most. . .you know, some of that money and not

returning all of it.

MR. BURSON
Their pension is for draining off a considerable amount of

it, as far as I'm aware of.

Further Discussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm opposed to this amendment.

1 don't know the merits or demerits of it. I didn't know anything
about it until just a few minutes ago. I'm on the committee. Of
course, Mr. Conroy said he had—and I don't doubt his word—that
he had brought it up before, but it's some possibility it could be
adopted by this convention. I don't think it would be, but I

don't like to see this section endangered, or put in jeopardy by
this amendment. So, without going into the merits or demerits, I

think they ought to put this somewhere else, if they can, in this
article and not here. So, I ask you all not to adopt this amend-
ment, but vote against it.

[^Previous Question ordered .j

MR, TOOMY
....laws. Couldn't they track it by statute rather than
Just by reference to the federal laws? You know what I mean,
just track the federal law by statute rather than by reference.

MR. BURSON
This amendment, Mr. Toomy, though, says "by reference to laws

of the United States as then existing or thereafter amended;" so

that they would be adopting— think about that— they would be

adopting a law by reference, subject to amendment by the United

States Congress, not even by the state legislature. Now, is

that what we want to do? Not to mention the fact that I'd like to

know what the word "laws" means, here. With regard to tax law, it

could mean Internal Revenue Service rulings, regulations, as well

as the statutes themselves, because they're all part of the corpus

Closing

MR. CONROY
My only purpose in closing is to clarify what may have been

some misunderstanding. This amendment does not require that the

legislature do anything. As a matter of fact, in order for the

legislature to take advantage of this provision, would take the

two-thirds vote that it's required for imposition of taxes, generally,

and for any repeal or anything else of a tax. The purpose, here,

is to make it possible for the state to do something in the

future which it may wish to take advantage of. If the legislature
doesn't feel it appropriate to do so, it certainly doesn't have to

adopt such a provision and may decide that it's never appropriate

to do so. The purpose is to make an exception to what is presently

a prohibition In the constitution against the legislature ever
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being able to take this course of action. That's all it's designed

to do. Is to relieve or make an exception to a present prohibition.

I ask your favorable vote.

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 28, immediately after the

word "provided" insert the words "by law."

\_Amendment rejected : 33-69. Motion
to reconsider tabled

.

J

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page. . .(we didn't run the distribution

copies. These are the technical amendments, several of them we're

talking about.) Page 1, line 19, immediately after the word "tax"

strike out the word "and" and insert in lieu thereof the word "or ".

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 20, right after the word

"tax" strike out the word "and" and insert in lieu thereof the

word "or "•

Explanation

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'd appreciate you adopting

this technical amendment. Mr. Arnette called it to my attention.
I'm sorry I didn't catch it, but it would help the meaning of this.

So, I'd appreciate it if you would adopt this technical amendment.
I ask for the previous question.

[Amendments adopted without object ion

.

Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 106-0. Motion
to reconsider tabled. ]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 3. Collection and Refund of Taxes
Section 3. The collection of taxes shall not be restrained,

and procedures shall be provided for the recovery of illegal taxes
paid."

Explanation

MR. MCDANIEL
This section is very similar to the provision that's in the

present law on the procedure for collecting taxes, and the

recovering of money that was illegally collected. Mr. Chairman,
at this time, I'd like to withdraw this amendment for the purpose
of making a technical amendment on line 28, after the word "pro-

vided," adding "by law." This is just simply clarifying it.

Questions

MR. STINSON
For a question. While you're correcting that, Mr. McDaniel,

I'm a little concerned. Don't you have "illegal" in the wrong

place? Should it be paid. . .say "taxes illegally paid," instead

of "illegal taxes paid?"

Amendment

MR. MCDANIEL
This section is very similar to the section that's in Article X,

Section 18, of the present constitution. What is referred to there

is for. . .nothing should be done to restrain the collection of

taxes, but adequate provision would be provided by law for the

taxpayer to recover those taxes that are illegally paid. I think

this particular article is necessary, and it's pretty much self-
explanatory. I move for its adoption.

MR. POYNTER
Where did you all want, "by law

technical amendment.
I'll just draft you a

Expl anation

[^Amendment adopted without objection

.

Section reread as amended . Motion to
temporari ly pass over the Section
adopted without objection . Quorum
Call: 80 delegates present and a

quorum . J

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1, proposed by Mr. Singletary.
On page 1, delete lines 26 through 29, both inclusive, in

their entirety (we need to add including all floor amendments
thereto) insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 3. Collection of Taxes; Process to Restrain;
Refunds

Section 3. The legislature shall provide against the issuance
of process to restrain the collection of any tax and for a

complete and adequate remedy for the prompt recovery by every
taxpayer of any illegal tax paid by him."

Expl anation

MR. SINGLETARY
Ladies and gentlemen, I've just been told by the committee

that they support this amendment. It's the exact wording of the
1921 Constitution, Article X, Section 18. It seems to have
served well. I move its adoption.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
On this amendment, it was the intent of the committee—although

we tried to do it with less verbiage—to as much as possible track

the old constitution on this particular provision. So, if there's
any confusion about our shortage of words, here, we would accept
this amendment to adopt the language of the old constitution. It's

only one line longer.

l^Amendmen t adopted wi thout object ion .

Previous Quest ion ordered on the Sec-
tion . Section passed : 104-3 . Motion
to recons ider tabled. ]

Motion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to ask Mr. McDaniel and Mr. Roemer

that in the title it says, "Collection and Refund of Taxes " ,yet

the body of Section 3 has nothing in it about refund of taxes.

No refund is mentioned.

MR. MCDANIEL
What we were attempting to do, here. . .

MR. HENRY
Wait, Mr. McDaniel. Let's get our amendments drawn. Now, we're

sort of proceeding in a. . .

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates. Section A is next in order,

but we of the Revenue, Finance and Taxation Committee would like

to ask the convention to pass over Section 4 at this time. It seems

that a number of the delegates just read it some moments ago and

have amendments they wish to offer. It's a complicated section;

we'd like them to have the opportunity to discuss those amendments

with us without going into your time on the floor. Perhaps we can

save you some time. So, if it's in order at this time, Mr. Chairman,

I move we pass over A and go to Section 5, which is the three

dollar license plate.
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Questions

MR. JACK
Mr. Roemer» when you were calking. . .now the Chairman said

temporarily, but you said to discuss them. I want to find how

long are they to be passed over before I vote.

MR. ROEMER
Right. Well, we had no intention of bringing Section 4 up

today, if that answers your question.

MR. JACK
Well, when do you intend to?

MR, ROEMER
Well, in the normal course of events, whenever we get through

discussing the amendments. Do you have amendments that you'd
like to discuss?

{^Motion to temporarily pass over Section
4 adopted w it bout objection . Motion to
1 imit debate on Section 5 to one-hal

f

hour . Subst itute motion to limit debate
on Section 5 to one hour . Substitute
motion adopted without objection .^

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
The next Section 5 reads as follows:
"Section 5. Annual Motor Vehicle License Tax
Section 5. The legislature shall impose an annual license

tax of three dollars on automobiles for private use, and on
other motor vehicles, an annual license tax based upon horsepower,
carrying capacity, or weight, any or all. No parish or municipality
may impose any license fee on motor vehicles."

MR. JACK
Yes, but when are we going to discuss them?

MR. ROEMER
At your pleasure, Mr. Jack.

MR. JACK
Well, can we discuss them right after this session?

MR. ROEMER
Yes, sir; I can assure you that the committee won't take it

up until we discuss your amendments with you.

MR. JACK
Weil, I know, but I. . -it looks like I've got some emergency,

and I'm not going to be here Sunday. I'll be here all day tomorrow,

all today, back Monday. I would like to be sure to be here. 1

have an amendment to Section 4. Can we discuss them after we

recess this evening?

MR. ROEMER
If you'd like to make that motion tomniorrow, we can support

that; yes, sir.

MR. JACK
No, this evening, when we adjourn.

MR. ROEMER
Oh, with me?

MR. JACK
Yes.

MR, ROEMER
Yes, yes, sir. I'd be glad to.

MR, JACK
Well, it's not a motion. Who do we discuss it with? You, or

your committee, or what?

MR. ROEMER
The answer is yes to both of those questions—me and the

committee.

MR. JACK
All right, well, you're the acting chairman. Can we discuss

them when we adjourn?

MR. ROEMER
Be glad to; yes, sir.

MR. JACK
Where abouts? In the Treaty Room or the what room?

MR. ROEMER
Can we find you?

MR. HENRY
Gentlemen, let's. . .Mr. Jack, the gentleman will accommodate

you, please, sir.

MR. JACK
All right, okay.

Explanation

MR, CHAMPAGNE
Messieurs, mesdames, ladies and gentlemen, that's an attempt

to get your attention. I want to tell you that the reason why I'm
up here to present this proposal is because it's completely non-
controversial, and that the committee, we had a real argument
about who was going to handle it, and I won. But, really and
truly, in the absence of our chairman who was strongly for it, I

Inherited the position. I want to be very frank with you on
this question. It is not constitutional material. Let's not
argue that point. I agree with you that it is not. I further
submit to you that it is in the present constitution, and we
submit it to you, in essence, the same way in this constitution.
I would suggest to you that most of you are politicians, and if

you were not when you got here, then you should be, by now, I

also submit that this constitution will be submitted to the
people for their vote. Now, you will, possibly, some of you
who will argue that by so doing, we are limiting the monetary
results of license plates being sold in this state. I suggest to

you that that is no limit whatsoever, because all they have to do
is raise the license to drive an automobile, which has been done
on occasion, and they can get much more money than they can with
the three dollar license. I further agree that the legislature,
in all probability, will never raise the three dollar license,
if you take it out of the constitution. But, I do submit to you
that all of those individuals in this state—and let's hope there
are few of them—but I suggest there may be a number of them
who would like to destroy the adoption of this constitution. Here
is ready-built information for them if you leave this out of the

constitution, because it should be a very good voter appeal to

those people who may or may not vote on this constitution. But,

If suggested to them that the reason why it's being left out of

here Is because we Intend, as a bunch of money raising individuals,
to plunder the little man and make him pay an exorbitant license
for his automobile. I suggest to you that that material will go

like wildfire, and if we do not put it in the constitution, you

shall have people flocking to the polls to vote against it. Now,

I'm not suggesting that I would do it; I know none of you here

would do it. But, I think there are possibilities of some people

in this state who would use that measure to inflame a vote anti-
constitution, in that measure. I, therefore, those of you are

going to argue and say it's not constitutional, I admit it. Most

of the committee admits It. This is one of the controversial
issues on the. . .on our committee. Those are one of the possible. . ,

one of the only ones other than the other proposal we had on

property tax. I, at one time, voted—we voted three or four times

on committee—I'm the first to admit at one time 1 voted to leave
it out of the constitution on the basis that it was not constitutional
material. I want to submit to you that we are writing the best
constitution that we can get the people to adopt. I feel that this

is the kind of measure that will appeal to the little man and the
big man and the middle man, because I happen to drive a Buick. I

like the three dollar license. I'm frank enough to admit to you

that I pay enough other taxes—gasoline, motor oil, all the other
taxes that I pay—that I feel this is a privilege the people of

Louisiana are entitled to, something that no other state in the

union enjoys. For that reason, I suggest you adopt it, and I

suggest that you do so and be proud that you're doing so. Do not

try to be a perfectionist—simply a constitutional writer. But,

in it also, a politician.
Any questions, I'd be glad to answer.
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Questions

MR. HAYES
Mr. Champagne, how long have we had the three dollar license

plate?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
It's been a number of years, way back. . .1 think that Long,

the Governor Long first instituted it. That's many years ago.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Charapagne, do you know where the license plate is made?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir; I do.

MR. HAYES
Where?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
At Angola.

MR. HAYES
At Angola. Would you accept an amendment to Increase that

license plate to six dollars and supplement the prison farm at
Angola?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Hayes, the committee either went for the three dollar

license or none at all. I think if you're going to raise it. . .

I think if you're going to raise the license figure, then you
might as well leave it out of the constitution. I think the
people are ready for a three dollar license.

MR. HAYES
I didn't get your question. I said, were you willing to

accept an amendment to increase it to six dollars, and let's
supplement the prison at Angola where they make it?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No, sir. No, sir, I would not.
Any other questions?

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Champagne, would you have any objections to saying

"shall not exceed three dollars," instead of saying "shall be
three dollars"? I ask this simply because, in the future, we
never know what will happen, and maybe licenses for cars will
be abolished or just sooiething like that. I think It may be
a technical amendment.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I notice the committee. . .the staff report which said, in

essence, it was the same as what's in the present constitution.
I, personally, have no objections to that.

MR. ROY

Mr. Champagne, I agree with you for all the reasons you said.
What you're saying, in essence, is that probably this is the first
thing we get to put in the constitution which really inures to the
benefit of and is most prevalent in the minds of the average little guy
on the streets. Isn't that true?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's correct, sir. I think that it would help sell this

constitution, and I'm the first here to admit that 1 have no
resentments whatsoever, if we can write a constitution that would
sell itself to the people.

MR. JL^CtAC

Mr. Chaap£gT.= , I understooc viuiz vcu s«.ic tbouC thac It nay
be acceptable, bur ir was the phiicsc;,hy that this was definitely
statutory material?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Positively. I'm the first to admit that, Mr. Jxmeau.

KR. JUNEAU
I can Justify my vote on that basis, then?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's fine. I aight suggest, Mr. Juneau, that it might

—

like soae of cy friends advised with me from St. Landry, have

threatened they're going to vote against it, and told then

if they want to be for the xipper crust, that's fine; I'm
for the little man.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Champagne, don't you think it would be advantageous to

prospective legislators to put it in there rather than letting
the legislature do it because they're going to not raise it
anywhere as you said, and if they put it in there, then they
can take credit for it and not let the legislators do it?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I can't see any possible reason for a legislator not wanting

to put it in here because it simply does not force him to make
the decision later on.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Champagne, don't you think, that because of the license

plates being so high in this state, that we should change the
language of this section to read "may impose an annual license
tax not to exceed three dollars", so that ve could give the
legislature an opportunity to reduce it?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I would even be glad to let the legislature play with that

politically, Mr. Anzalone.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Newton sends up amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, delete lines 8 through 13, both

inclusive in their entirety.

Explanation

MR. NEWTON
It's a very simple amendment. It strikes out Section 5 entirely.

The first argument against having this in here is that it's clearly

statutory. I think, while the three dollar license tax is

presently not revenue producing, and it might not necessarily
be necessary to have it revenue producing because we can
raise license taxes on all other kinds of vehicles except
private passenger automobiles, but as I understand It, It

probably cost at least four dollars and fifty cents to

manufacture and distribute the passenger car license plates.
While it's not revenue producing, it at least serves a public
police function in identification of automobiles, and I think
at the very minimum it should be self-supporting to provide
for the police function that it serves. You're going to hear
a lot of little man speeches," I'm sure, but I don't think that
this is really so much of a help to the little man because I

think that the legislature, in its wisdom , could provide for
a graduated license tax, which... this is really helps the man
that drives the Cadillac a lot more than it does the man that
drives the Ford. Of course, one of the main reasons for taking
it out, frankly, is because it may be one of the necessary
sources of revenue in order to provide the highways that the
people of the State of Louisiana are going to want in the
future. I urge the adoption of the amendment. I'll be glad
to yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Newton, I realize that a lot of people are going to

seize upon this issue to make "little man speeches," but the
way it is now the guy who drives the Cadillac pays the same
thing as the poor guy who drives the Model T Ford; is that
right?

MR. NEWTON
You're absolutely right, Stan.

MR. DUVAL
And therefore, if the state needs revenue, they can't have

a graduated tax on their license; is that right?

MR. NEWTON
That's absolutely right.

MR. DUVAL
So, if the state does need revenue, they might pass a tax
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which is not graduated, which actually really does hurt the

little man more than the license tax; is that rightt

MR. NEWTON
It certainly does.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Newton, are you aware that I said It helped the little

man, the middle man, and the big man?

MR. NEWTON
You're right.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Do you know that I have no objection to help that one man

with a Cadillac if I can help a hundred fellows with a little
bitty car, or a small used car?

MR. NEWTON
Thank you, Walter.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Newton, about how many license plates are made in the

State of Louisiana a year?

MR. NEWTON
Oh, 1 don't know. I think, probably, several million.

MRS. WARREN
Several million? And you say it costs about four dollars

and something...

MR. NEWTON
I'm sorry, Mrs. Warren. Mr. De Blieux says there are about

two million license plates made in the state.

MRS. WARREN
About two million? And it costs four dollars and something

to

MR. NEWTON
That's my understanding. It costs about four dollars and

fifty cents to manufacture, and of course, then you have to
distribute those license tags.

MRS. WARREN
Now. what about the other license plates that are made that

sell higher according to the fuel that you use?

MR. NEWTON
Well, of course there's no restriction on the increase in

the rates for those licenses, Mrs. Warren,

MRS. WARREN
Beg pardon?

MR. NEWTON
There is no restriction. Those can be increased by the

legislature.

MRS. WARREN
Well, that's what I'm saying. This is what I was trying to

find out about how much money was spent in producing these
license plates because the question came to me—I'm asking
this—because they said that they made them out there at no...
You know, they didn't make any revenue on it, and so I was just
wondering. Some of them sell for different prices.

MR. NEWTON
Well, they sell for different prices is right, but some of

them are— for trucks, for Instance— are extremely expensive, I don't
know what the revenue is for the state from these things, but
assuming it costs four and a half for two million of them, well,
you're talking about ten million dollars to manufacture and
distribute license plates.

MR. WEISS
Delegate Newton, don't you think this body should weigh the

significance of the criticism we've received repeatedly on
legislating matters, and therefore, consider your proposal
favorably because anyone who cares to kill the constitution can
likewise say, this is not a constitutional body but a Ivgislative
body?
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MR. NEWTON
Well, we certainly deserve that criticism.

Further Di scussi on

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, this issue probably

created more discussion and debate in our committee than any
other we had. There was hardly a single member of the committee
that thought that this was constitutional material, but yet for
some reason or another, they wanted to include it in the con-
stitution. Now, let me tell you in all good respect to the

statements that were made by Mr. Champagne. . .Mr. Chairman, I

would just like to have a little attention.

MR. DE BLIEUX
In all deference to the statements that were made by

Mr. Champagne, you don't help little people by placing the

taxes on them. The only way you can help little people is by

letting the big man pay his just portion of taxes. Mr. Champagne

you've got a lot of people with pickup trucks, trying to make

a living, but they have to make up the difference what that

man driving that Cadillac and Imperials don't pay for licenses.

Just remember that. You don't have to tax little people

if you can tax big people. But when you've got a limitation

what you can put on big people, then Lord knows, the only people

that can pay the tax is the little people.

We recognize that this is not

constitutional material. Let's not make the State of Louisiana,
which is the only state in the union that has this type of
provisions in the constitution, the laughing stock of the nation
by putting it in the constitution. I ask you to approve the

amendment

.

Questions

MR. GOLDMAN
Senator De Blieux, all this talk about worrying about the

little people, would you say that they're worrying about the
little people with the excessive gasoline taxes that are put on
for driving these cars that have the three dollar license tags?

MR, DE BLIEUX
Not a bit in the world. Mr. Goldman.

MR, GOLDMAN
Senator De Blieux, do you know that I feel ashamed every time

I get in my Cadillac and Toronado and only have to pay three
dollars for the license tag, where my son in Texas has to pay
about forty dollars for his?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's what they're trying to protect— that fellow driving

that Cadillac, tnd that Imperial, and that Continental. They

don't want those to pay their just share because that's where the
taxes will go—not on that persons who's driving that small car.
You know that; the legislature is just as responsible as this
convention is, and I would think more so because they come up
for election every four years.

MR. JENKINS
J, D. ,

you know the state still accepts donations, and if

any of you fellows who feel so guilty about it want to, you can
always make a donation in lieu of an increase in these licenses.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, I think that we're making a donation to the Cadillac

drivers now on this.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Senator, about that tax on those pickups, that's a legislative

tax; is it not?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Champagne, it takes a necessary amount of money to operate

our highways and pave them. As Mr. Taylor can tell you, he's
having a most difficult time at this particular time financing
our highway program, I would say this. .

.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. BURNS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm not going to take up
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your time arguing about the little man or the big man or the

rich man or the poor man or the owner of a Ford or the owner
of a Cadillac. I will say that human nature is a funny thing.
When I was active in politics, people used to worry me or bother
me about getting them a pass to the fairgrounds in New Orleans.
I think, at that time the general admission was either fifty cents
or a dollar. Those people wanted that pass, but yet, they would
go there and bet on races and lose five or six hundred dollars
and never bat an eye or never think about it. I know people
that take advantage of these free hotel trips out to Las Vegas,
and yet, they'll go out there and lose five or six thousand
dollars and never think about it. So, it's not a question of

dollars; it's not a question of taxes; it's not a question of
what kind of automobile you drive. I know people who have
Cadillacs and who have Continentals, but there's just something
about it they want that three dollar automobile license

—

not because it's the question of the money involved. Now, if it
wasn't in the constitution— this three dollar automobile license

—

I'd say we're just wasting our time even discussing it. But,
the fact that it is in there, and the people expect it to stay
in there. I can frankly say that I've had more people talk to
me about "don't do away with the three dollar automobile license"
than I had to talk about all the rest of the constitution put
together. I'm not going to get up here and try to sell you on
the idea of whether it's constitutional material or not, but I

will try to sell you on the idea that this is the best selling
point of getting this constitution adopted that I know of. I

think—as I say again— the fact that it's in there, and the
people expect it to stay in there, I think we'd be making a

grave mistake as far as selling this constitution to the people
in taking it out.

Further Discussion

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, you see that this is probably

one of the most emotional issues that we'll run into in this
convention, I say that this is not only as emotional as, but
as important as, to this constitution as the homestead exemption.
Everyone understood and they understand what a homestead exemption
is. They understand what this three dollar license fee is, and
if you change that, you're very badly endangering the passage of
this constitution. As Mr. Burns says, people are funny, but
they're going to be people no matter what we do. Now, we can
be purists. I've spoke to many clubs, and I ask them the
question each time, "What would you do if you were a delegate?
Would you take out the three dollar license fee?" And everyone
of them on the first poll will say yes. Then, I ask them each
time: I say "I want you to reappraise your situation and the
answer of that very question." If you were the man on the
street, if you were some of these old people that have an auto-
mobile— they've known this limitation for many years—ask your-
self again how you would vote on it. In each instance, to the
man, they would vote to keep it in the constitution. Now, we
say this is not constitutional material? Of course, it is if
it's that important to the people of Louisiana; it's got to be.
Now, I ask you this. We've gone through some very tough times
in this convention, and each time you've heard people get up
to the podium, and they say that this constitution can be
defeated because of what we've done here today. Well, I'm
going to say to you that the same individuals, the same groups
will come back at you loud and strong if you take this provision
out because they'll use this to beat you to death when you go
out to talk to the individuals and try to convince them to vote
for this constitution. They won't use the ammunition or the
provision that you've cut them out. They won't look at that,
and they won't argue that point. No, sir, they'll go directly
to this kind of thing that people understand. So, when we
last hear about the three dollar license, we think that maybe
we go out of state and someone says»"Ha, ha, ha, you have a
three dollar license fee." You know what I say to them? "By
God you'd like to have one, too." I'll mention something else.
How many times when you were in the service outside the State
of Louisiana, how many times did you come back home to get
your license plate if you were using your car in some other
state? Sure, you want that three dollar license tax. I think
that that limitation is very, very important, and I won't bore
you with any more of my rhetoric, but by crackey, think hard,
ladles and gentlemen, before you get rid of this provision in
Che constitution.

Further Discussion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is indeed a gut issue,

and I would like to speak for the new constitution of Louisiana,

for the new people of Louisiana. You know, we're not a bunch
of backward Cajuns anymore, in case you don't know it. We've
got one from Southwest Louisiana that made the governor this
past year. Besides that, there're too many people that tell a
story about us backward folks here in Louisiana. Well, you
know there's a story going around that some city slicker came

down our way in Southwest Louisiana and wanted to pass out
twelve dollar bills. He misprinted them. The cajun back
there quickly replied, "How do you want them— three fours,
four threes, or two sixes." That's kind of change we expect
the people of Louisiana to know. You've got an entirely
different cosmopolitan type operation in this community, in

this country, in this state, and there's no reason to try and
fool people with three dollar license plates. I think it's
the most ridiculous thing that we could put in this constitu-
tion,, and you're not fooling anybody but yourselves. Are
we trying to make a good constitution, or are you trying to

run for office? This is absolutely absurd, and I would suggest
that we go along with the Newton amendment, delete it, and

let the legislature handle a legislative matter. This is
nothing to be put in a good, new, sound constitution for the
people of the State of Louisiana. I think we ought to tell
them the way it is. There's no sense in fooling them. They
know dam good and well that if they pay three dollars here,
they are going to have to pay much more for some other item.
Let's go ahead and give them their money's worth. Let's give
them what they deserve—a good constitution with no frills
and trimmings for reelection or for election of officers here
seated. Let's go ahead and vote the Newton amendment in.

Further Discussion
MR. ALARIO

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, it's been said here that
the three dollar license plate is too low. That's probably
true, but let's look at the necessity of a family having an
automobile today when in most families today, both the husband
and wife are having to work to bring enough Income into this
state to make ends meet because of the high cost of living,
and the high cost of food just to help their families along.
You say the three dollar license plate is too low. Let's look
at the other taxes that a person has to pay on his automobile,
and at the same time look at, also, the taxes that the rich
man has to pay on his big Cadillac or Lincoln Continental and
see if we're letting him escape at the same time. Look at
the sales taxes a person has to pay on an automobile when
he buys it: the sales tax he pays on the repairs and the
accessories to repair it, the excise tax on the tires—not
to mention the federal gasoline tax of which we don't know
what that figure might be in the next few months— the state
gasoline tax that's put on him. He's more than amply paying
for the use of that automobile, for the building of the high-
ways that are necessary in this state. 1 don't think he's
undertaxed in any which way on that automobile, but he is
aware of that license plate that he's paying. I, like Mr.
Bums, had a lot of people tell me, "Don't tamper with the
three dollar license plate." Now, we're not talking about
only the taxes he pays on that automobile to make ends meet.
Look at the normal repairs and upkeep for keeping that car
going to make sure that he makes that living. Let's look at,
when they talk about raising revenues in this state, just
where the legislature's going to look then because the three
dollar license plate does exist. I suggest to you that there
are not enough Cadillacs; there are not enough Lincoln Conti-
nentals; there are not enough Paul Goldmans in this state to
tax to make any substantial difference in the income of this
state. I don't know just how much the legislature might have
to raise the tax on Mr. Goldman's car in order that we might
have enough revenues to do whatever the legislature thinks
is necessary because they are going to raise the taxes. I'll
tell you what they're going to have to do, just like every
other tax in this state that goes to affect the smaller man
in this state, they're going to have to tax and raise the tax
on that three dollar car to bring it up of the millions of
people who are not driving those Cadillacs, to bring it up
to some figure that might be realistic as far as raising
revenues. I suggest to you that we should leave it just the
way it is so that person might know that his car would not
be taxed away from him.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. GUARISCO
Ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I rise probably not

in support of the amendment, nor speaking for the committee
proposal. I just take this opportunity, I suppose, on this
amendment—and you might call this the brooding and reflecting
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of a constitutional convention delegate. If this vote had bepn
held in July, I'd have had no problem with this amendment. I

would have voted to delete it iinnediately. Now, some six or

seven months later, some strange metamorphoses has taken place,
and I really don't know whether we should vote for or against
the three dollar license plate. It's a strange situation where
the most important item, supposedly, in the small man of Loui-
siana is evidently the small mentality of the most Important
thing being the price of his license plate. One speaker said
that he didn't know anything about his homestead exemption,
but he knew how much he paid for his plate. It seems to me
to be some sort of misplaced priority somewhere along the

line that he don't care anything about his home, but he's
worried about what he's going to pay to get in that Chevrolet.
But be that as it may, I suppose that this is one of the things
that we probably have to keep in the constitution, although we
might understand that to take it out is certainly not tantamount
to raising the tax.

Question

in the constitution years ago as a political glmaick. It is still
in there. I ran, and I came down here to write a good constitution.
That's what I'm trying to do. I think in putting the tax rate in
a constitution is ridiculous and I believe you all do, too. But,
you're going to prob-ibly vote for it for the fact that it might...
people might not vote for the constitution. Well,! hope they do,
bat I've got to vote my conscience down here. I think this is

statutory material; I think it should be left to the legislature.
I had passed a two-thirds law and we have just recently adopted
it, which I think is fine. I think that will take care of it . I

think we should let the legislature raise it. I don't think they ever
will raise it, but 1 think we ought to put it where it belongs

—

in the legislature. If I was there, myself, I would not vote to
raise the three dollar tax. I'd have never voted, in my sixteen
years in the legislature, I never voted for a tax. But, I think
they should give it place where it belongs. I say, I'm sincere
and conscientious in my belief. I think we should put it where
it belongs, but I'm sure it's going to be defeated. But, I could
not let the time pass without coming up here and saying what I

thought. So, I close with that.
Thank you.

MR. A. LANDRY
Tony, isn't it a fact that what a person is for belongs in

the constitution, and what they're against belongs in the statutes?

MR. GUARISCO
That's what they say.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question from Mr. Riecke?
The gentleman yields.

MR. RIECKE
Mr. Chairman, how many speakers do we have on the list?

[wo t ion for the Previous Question
rejected : 23-66 . ]

Further Di scuss ion

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates. It is amusing to hear the

concern that we have for those who are in the lower income

bracket. One of the things that the governor of this state stated,

during the opening of the convention, in talking about some of the

things that are in the constitution that should not be, I believe, was
this particular section that we are dealing with now about the

license plates. Many other organizations have spoken against
this idea of a three dollar license plate in the constitution.
It reminds me of a newspaper that I have the day after Huey Long
was buried when you had—and that was only four years before
when we started this new license plates. .. four years after

—

that newspaper you had urges one cent apiece; silver bells, five
for a pennyi sirloin steak, twenty cents a pound. Now, that
paper was in 1936. You have had the three dollar license plate
since 1940. I believe that this particular section should be
removed from the constitution because of the fact that it just
don't belong in the constitution. I believe that it has re-
mained there because of the fact that some legislators have
failed to be responsible legislators. I think some times this
convention we are following in that same pattern. We have
criticized the legislators so badly over the past months, but
I don't think we can stand in that position to criticize them,
nor must we criticize ourselves either. But, let's try to do

a good job. I think you know—you don't really need to be
told— that it just don't belong there. Now, if the legislators
feel that we want to maintain a three dollar license plate, well

—

as we have on so many other things—leave it up to the legislature.
Let them do it; let them impose a three dollar license plate; let
them put it in the statutes where it belongs. I urge that you
support this amendment.

Further Di scussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen, I was in the House of

Representatives in 1940. This three dollar plate is not a polit-
ical gimmick. When I ran in... for that election—and was elected
to serve starting 1940—in my platform and on my campaign matches,
I had printed three dollar auto plates. The reason I did that at

that time, we had horsepower what regulated private passenger
cars. A Ford gearshift car costs about twenty dollars then. By
having a three dollar plate a person, at that time, could buy five,
ten, one thousand public liability and that's the reason I was hav-
ing that three dollar plate. Now, today, with plates gone up in
other states Mr. Goldman was pointing out in Texas, he's right
it's sixty dollars; California, it's a hundred in the city out there
nr more—and V>y us keeping three dollars instead of getting it in-
creased like California to a hundred on a private car and fifty or
sixty in Texas, these people here can carry public liability so if
they injure somebody and it isn't their fault, that person can be
paid for it. Now, let me tell you talking about selling this con-
stitution: I have people ask me about these things. I point out
to tliera: "Here's where we are going to help you,we are going to".,,
let's take a person that's over sixty-five, we are going to give
him a homestead exemption of five thousand dollars, if he's a
veteran it's five thousand, the others it's three thousand. We
are going to have the two-thirds tax in the constitution still to
pass a tax. People are interested wheth-^r their tax is going to
be increased or new ones on them. We are also—and I have an
amendment drawn on the sections passed over--;^oing to provide that
federal income taxes paid shall be allowed as a deductible item in co:

puting state income taxes paid during the same period. There's
four good things that people are going to get; if nothing else it's
going to put frosting on the cake. Let me tell you, if you have
those four in here, you are going to sell this constitution when
you explain the other good protections they get. If you defeat
these—and right now we passed the two-thirds, we passed the home-
stead, we are on the three dollar auto plate, and tomorrow we
going to take up my amendment on the federal income tax paid to

be deductible on... item on your state income tax. Those four
things are things going to help the person that's old and the
person that's in need in keeping people from worrying. I say
let's go on and defeat this amendment.

Thank you.

Questions

MR. STINSON
Mr. Jack, if any indication this past special session, if

we don't put It in the constitution, we'll be paying five hundred

dollars for each automobile license, won't we?

MR. JACK
What's that?

Further Di scussion
MR. SMITH

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I know I'm not going to change

anybody's mind, but 1 felt impelled to come up here and give you

my... what I thought. I am for this amendment; I know it's not

popular; I know it's not political expediency, but I feel con-

scientious and sincerely that I should say what I have to say.

I am always in the minority most of the time anyway. I will prob-

ably be again today. But, this three dollar car license was put
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MR. STINSON
If this past special session is any indication as to what the leg-

islature thinks about taxes, It we don't prohibit this and limit

it to three dollars, we'll be paying five hundred dollars for auto-

mobile licenses, won't we?

MR. JACK
I don't know how much, but I know thls.that California—

I

was talking to a lawyer out there— is a hundred dollars. That's
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the state tax on private passenger, is what he told me, and on

city ones he couldn't tell me in Los Angeles because he lived out

of it. But, I'll bet you the total in California and Los Angeles

will be a hundred and fifty in plenty other places. That's enough

to pay that public liability and that's one of the things I'm

interested in.

MR. WEISS
Delegate Jack, if we could legislate, don't you think we ought

to be able to cut the high Louisiana gasoline tax and in two weeks

these people could save three dollars— six dollars a month, if

we could cut the high Louisiana gasoline tax imposed by the leg-

islature on the people of Louisiana?

MR. JACK
Dr. Weiss, you talk about if we can legislate; I am not in

the legislature. When I was there I still couldn't promise that

I one person could pass a thing. I'm saying th'^se four things

I've quickly outlined—call them goodies, whatever you want—will

be a great help.

{^Previous Question ordered . ]

CI osing

MR. STOVALL
Do you think it's equitable to charge three dollars a li-

cense plate for a man who drives a Cadillac and then charge five

cents for a sales tax for a poor family?

MR. NEWTON
Of course, I think that is a problem, but I think it's not

ethical or anything else to charge less than what it costs to pro-
duce and distribute a license plate.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Newton, as far as you know do we have set out in this proposed

new constitution any other specific tax?

MR. NEWTON
To my knowledge this is the only tax that is imposed in the

constitution. We tried in committee very hard to get rid of
all of the taxes that were imposed in the constitution. There were
gasoline taxes and things like that; we took all of those out of
our committee proposal. This is the only one that, to my knowle:?ge,
that has been retained.

[Amendment reread . Record vote ordered

.

Amendment rejected : 34-70. Motion to
reconsi der tabled .}

MR. NEWTON
I'll be as brief as I can. There are cer.. .couple of things

I'd like to point out. First of all I'd like to say that I've had
a lot more people come up to me at home and say, "l think that
three dollar license tax in that constitution is the most ridicu-
lous thing I've ever seen", then 1 have people asking me to leave
it in there. Secondly, I believe it's my understanding that the
Composite Conmittee when it was traveling around the state, only
one person—one person in Shreveport—came to that committee and
said, "Please keep the three dollar license tax." The third thing

I'd like to point out is what we are doing with this three dollar
license tax is we are subsidizing people that are driving large
cars and could well afford to pay their fair share of the cost of

maintenance and building of highways in this state because the license
tags cost more to make and distribute than we are collecting

for them. If that's not wrong, then I don't know what is. I urge
your adoption of the amendment.

Thank you.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr.. Newton, did you know that I agree with your amendment?

MR. NEWTON
Thank you, Walter.

MR. LANIER
But, let me ask you this question, 1 didn't get a chance to

ask Mr. Jack this question, but did I understand him correctly to
say that the three dollar license was not a political gimmick, but
that he did have that put on his match covers when he ran for of-
fice?

MR. TOOMy
Mr. Newton, doesn't your amendment also delete the last sen-

te^ice to this section which is the limitation. . .prohibition against
cities and parishes inqioslng license fees?

MR. NEWTON
No, I don't believe.

MR. TOOMy
I think It does. Does you amendment delete the entire sec-

tion? The last sentence is a prohibition against cities and par-
ishes imposing a license fee on motor vehicles,

MR. NEWTON
I believe you are right.

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Newton, do you feel that taxes should somewhat be equi-

table?

MR. NEWTON
I think they should, Mr. Stovall; I surely do.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The first..,we have two sets, one by Delegate Newton and one

by Delegate Hayes. The second Newton amendment which has been
dlstri'.uted reads:

On page 3, line 9, change the word "shall" to "may".
Amendment No. 2, on page 3, line 10, immediately after the word

"tax" and before the word "three" delete the word "of" and insert
In lieu thereof "which shall not exceed".

[Amendmen t witbdrawn.j

Amendments

^^R• POYNTER
Just Mr. Hayes is offering the amendment. Real briefly it

raises the.., from three to six dollars and dedicates the monies

thereto to Louisiana State Penitentiary to be used only for the

administration and Improvements for said penitentiary.

Explanation

MR. HAYES
Briefly, ladies and gentlemen —we only have five minutes and

—

what I'm saying here Is that the license plate is processed at Angola.

The reason why we are able to receive a license plate so cheap here

in Louisiana is because the license plate itself Is made at Angola,

1 don't think you could even buy that license plate for three dol-

lars on the open market. So, what we are doing is using prison

labor. If you would go up there and look at the prison, then you
would be happy to approve this amendment so they could get some

money at the prison to operate the prison with. I think if we

would dedicate an additional three dollars to offset some of the

expense at the prison we would be doing a justice here and we

would be including the inmates in the state of Louisiana into our

constitution. I don't believe that this would affect the passing

or the election of anybody as a delegate to anything that he's

going to run for. I think any one who is afraid of being elected

or afraid of the people back home, should check his people back
home when you go out to these area meetings. I don't think that

any one produced hardly over twenty members at these meetings back

home, when they say they are Koing b»ck home to some of the people

back home. But, now, most of those people at the prisons up there

a.-e sent there by judges from all over the state of Louisiana and

almost you don't have another place you can send one. I think the

prison needs to be expanded and needs to be improved. We are re-

ceiving our license plates from that prison and bringing them down
and registering all the cars in the state at the expense of the

inmates at Angola. So, what I think we need to do is increase the

license plates enough to cover the expense, dedicate that fund to

where the license plates are being ma:'e. I think we could, right

here, ijiprove the entire facility in the state of Louisiana, I

yield to any questions.
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Question

MR.LEBLEU
Mr. Hayes. I think what your amendment Is Crying to do is

for a worthy cause but 1 just wondered it you knew... are you

aware that after next year all license plates will be permanent

and when you apply for your license each year thereafter they'll

just send you a little plastic sticker which costs about five

cents?

MR. HAYES
This would not nullify the fact that what we are trying to

do now is set up many prisons throughout this state where you can

stop some of these overcrowded conditions like we have at Angola.

I figured a place like New Orleans and other places in the state

would need their own institutions. With this additional funds, they

will be able to set these places up throughout Louisiana.

I ask for a record vote because IM
like to send this vote...while we was up there, I promised the In-

ates I'd do what I could for then. Now, If this is all I can do to
send them a record vote, I'd like to do that.

l_Record vote ordered . Aiuendmen ts re-
jected: 20-60. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered
on the Section , Section passed

:

88-16 . Moti on to reconsider tabled .]

Personal Privilege

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I just would like to make

a point clear. My name was on that amendment. When it was brought

to my attention about the perpetuation of Angola, then I asked that

my name be removed. Mr. Hayes made mention of the fact that we

promised the prisoners that we would try to help. Well, perpetuat-

ing Angola isn't a help. So, in my.... and for that reason I voted

against Mr. Hayes' amendment.
Thank you.

Question

MR. WEISS
Delegate Landrum, can't we now be assured that this will never

be called the governor's constitution because he went on record

opposing this particular section, is that correct?

MR. LANDRUM
Dr. Weiss, you asked a question, so I'm going to answer you.

From the beginning, and even to this point, I've always maintained

one fact; I believe every citizen in the state of Louisiana should

be concerned about the constitution. I would think very little of

a governor or a mayor or a sheriff or a constable or a district at-

torney, if he would fail to show any interest in it. So, I mean I

never felt that it was the governor's—well I can only speak for

myself. I've told. .. .as I stated earlier, nobody claimed that I'm

one hundred per cent behind—if I feel that you are right, well '

then I'm behind you one hundred per cent, but if I don't think you

are right, well, then, I'm not with you.

[^Quorum Call: 69 delegates present
and a quorum .

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Next section, Mr. Chairman—Section 6. Forestry

Section 6. Forestry shall be practiced in this state, and

the legislature shall enact laws therefor.

Expl anation

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman, I'm not going to try to explain it; I'm not

sure what it means or why it's there.

MR. HENRY
Gentlemen, please take your seats.

MR. ROEMER
When I don't want anybody to listen, you get them.

MR. HENRY
Proceed, Mr. Roemer.

Motion

MR. ROEMER
It was decided in our committee that we would have Mr.

Planchard explain six. That would be an interesting explanation
even for me, but at this time the committee wishes to pass over
six. Our reasoning being that six relates to four—four being the
provision for severance taxes. We would like to hold six open,
Mr. Chairman, till we see what we do with four.

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, there is an amendment to delete this and it's

to delete, then I think we should go ahead and vote on it.

Further Di scussion

MR. ROEMER
Now, I'm doing this.. let roe make it clear. Reverend Stovall,

that I'm not asking to pass over it because I'm in favor of six.
I'm asking to pass over it as a courtesy to people who asked me
to pass over it because they rightfully feel— I believe— that it
relates to four. They would like to see what we do with four
until we vote on six. It makes sense to me and as a courtesy to
them, I asked you to pass over it.

Question

MR. THOMPSON
Buddy, why not—it's not but two lines—why not leave it in

there for the time being? If we do away with four we can always
do away with that section. I don't see any reason to pass it over;
we can go ahead and leave it in there.

MR. ROEMER
Well, my feeling was that some people might not want to vote

on a simple statement that forestry shall be practiced in this
state

.

[^Previous Question ordered

.

adopted : 65-18

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 7. State Debt; Full Faith and Credit Obligations
Section 7. (A) Unless otherwise authorized by this con-

stitution, the state shall have no power to contract, directly
or through any state board, agency, or commission, the in-
curring of debt or the issuance of bonds except upon the affir-
mative vote of two-thirds of the members elected to each house of

the legislature, and then only if the funds are to be used to
repel invasion; suppress insurrection; provide relief from nat-
ural catastrophes; refund outstanding indebtedness, but only to
obtain a lower effective rate of interest; or make capital im-
provements, but only in accordance with a comprehensive capital
budget, which the legislature shall adopt.

(B) If the purpose is to make capital improvements, the nat-
ure, location, and if more than one project, the amount allocated

to each and the order of priority shall be stated In the compre-

hensive capital budget which the legislature adopts.

(C) The full faith and credit of the state shall be pledged

to the repayment of all bonds or other evidences of indebtedness
issued by the state directly or through any state board, agency,

or commission.
(D) The legislature, by two-thirds affirmative vote of the

members elected to each house thereof, may propose a statewide
Dubllc referendum for the incurrence of debt for any purpose for

which the legislature is not herein authorized to incur debt.

Expl anation

MR BROWN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates. Section 7 primarily deals

with the purposes to which debt can be Incurred in this state.

There are four paragraphs, as you can see and they are fairly
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complicated. You i&l^t want to listen because we've got a few

amendments coming up and it's a little technical. Paragraph (A)

on page 3 of the committee proposal, basically lists the three...

rather lists the five purposes for which debt may be incurred.

Now, in the 1921 Constitution there were three purposes for
which debt could be incurred: to repel invasions, supress in-
surrection, and make capital improvements. The committee added
two additional purposes: provides relief for natural catastrophes.
It was felt that with our flooding conditions, with hurricanes

—

this type of thing—we might need to put this extra provision in

there. Also, a fifth provision was added which would refund outstand-
ing indebtedness only to obtain a lower effective rate of in-
terest. In other words, if we could refinance our bonds and get
a lower rate of interest, then we are authorized to incur further
debt. That's Section (A). At this time, Mr. Chairman, there are
two amendments that I have to offer to Section (A). I believe they

are being passed out right now and I'd like to,weil. . .Mr. Chair-
man I*d like to suggest that we go ahead and offer these two
amendments right now, or what's the wishes of Che chair. .. should
we go ahead and explain all four sections?

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. Amendment reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1, on page 3, line 20, inroediately after the

word and punctuation "agency," and before the word "the" delete
the words and punctuation "or commission," and Insert in lieu

thereof the following:

"commission, any quasi-public entity, any private person,

or any body created by the let^lslature,"

Explanation

MR. BROWN
The purpose of this amendment .. and let me state that I'tb

offering this amendment; it's not a committee amendment, but

several of us got talking just a little prior to this and we

thought we ought to make it a little broader because as it reads

right now, it just talks about any state board agency or commission.

This wouldn't give this protection to—say a commission who would

contract with a private individual. So, just to make it a little

bit more inclusive, we added this additional language, to make

the protection a little broader—to include a quasi-public entity

or a private person or any body created by the legislature. We

threw that little broader provision in there. I don't think there

is any controversy and I would ask for adoption of the amendment.

[Amendment adopted wi thou t objection .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next one is sent up by Senator Brown, reads

as follows:
Amendment No. 1, page 3, line 29, immediately after the word

and punctuation "adopt." add the following:

"Legislative approval may be obtained only daring open ses-
sions except as otherwise provided in this constitution."

Explanation

MR. BROWN
Let me tell you again this is my amendment , not an amendment

of the committee. I have talked it over with several members of
the co:iciittee and I want to explain it to you, but I don't want you to

think this is a part of the overall coimnittee package. Now, what
this amendment is doing is trying to let this legislative ap-
proval be obtained when the legislature is in session. Right now
the legislature has been called on by the governor to approve eight
million dollars, additionally, for the funding of the dome stadium.
Under Che 1921 constitutional provisions, the governor has a way to
do this by written ballot. He sent to each member of the legisla-
ture a written ballot. What we are in fact doing, is issuing an
eight million dollar addition in funds, without any discussion,
any committee hearings, or any of this, in terms of the regular
open session provisions. So, what this says is, that if we are
going to incur additional debts, it's got to be done when the

legislature is meeting in general session. Now, we*ve got a provision coi

ing up after this that creates an Interim Emergency Board which
replaces the old board of liquidation. There is an exception you
will notice on here, "except as otherwise provided by this con-
stitution." The purj'ose of that is to allow legislative approval
on funds issued by this Interim Emergency Board, which we'll ex-
plain in Che next section—that's why that is in there. But, if
the governor feels that it's necessary to issue additional bonds,
it's got to be done when the legislature meets, and not by a mail
ballot. That's the purpose of the eimendment. 1*11 be glad to
answer any questions.

Questions

MR. THOMPSON
You answered part of my question about the Board of Liquidation,

but, now, this means bonds only?

MR. BROWN
No. Well, this incurs any debt where it takes a vote of

the legislature. In ocher words, the only time Chat we can
be called on to give approval for incurring debt would be if

it dealt with what we're going to call the Interim Emergency
Board, which replaces the presenC Board of LlquidaCion, if

we get Chac far. But, go ahead.

MR. THOMPSON
I can think of times, and Louisiana's one of the sCaCes

—

unfortunate as that may be—that has hurricanes , and we need
to act iimnediaCely in Cimes like this, and I can see where this

could cause a pretty bad hardship on the people, particularly
in south Louisiana.

MR. BROWN
Representative Thompson, if you look at Section 7, it

states particularly that one of the purposes of incurring this
debt would be for relief from natural causes, catastrophes.
Now, what you're saying is we should be able to do that by
a written... by just a written ballot. I think if we had a
natural catastrophe that would incur expending great sums of
money—and let me remind you that in the next section, we* re
authorizing two million dollars, an annual fund for the
governor to spend for emergency purposes, two million dollars;
plus there are all of the funds -Aich are appropriated to the
National Guard, to the ScaCe Police; all of these funds are
available—if we've got to go above seven, eight, nine million
dollars for a hurricane, I chink we'd beCCer call a special
session of the legislature, and get Into ic in some decail.
If chere's no further questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Senator Bro%m, if this fails, would you be willing to submit

it in the form that would say "legislative approval for bonds

for capital iiqirovements may be obtained only during open session,

except as otherwise provided in this constitution"?

MR. BROWN
I'm sorry.

MRS. ZERVIGON
In other words, if this failed, don't you think it would

help meet Representative Thon^son's objection, if you limited
Che effect of this to capital improvement; the other emergency
things could be done by the mail ballot. But, capital improve-
nencs could only be done in open sessions of the legislature.
Do you understand my point?

MR. BROWN
Well, if this falls, that would water it down a little bit.

But, as I say, if there's an emergency, we have millions and

millions of dollars to any number of agencies that are available
to come to for. We had a very strong flood here this past year,
and we didn't even touch the resources we had Co help combat
this particular siCuacion.

MRS. ZERVIGON
You're saying moscly emergencies can be Caken care of out

of the operating budget, racher Chan che capital budget. That's

what you're saying. Rather than issuing bonds, and going into
debt, you can Cake it out of regular operating funds some sort
of way.
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MR. BROWN
That , plus the fact that the governor has a two million

dollar fund that is going to be talked about In the next session,
if this body. .

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Right. That's the emergency money. I mean that is operating

money»itself . That is not bonded indebtedness, and this applies
only to bond indebtedness.

MR. BROWN
No I agree with you.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Brown , this question is really , I suppose , aimed at

your interpretation of the amendment which we had previously
adopted. I'm somewhat puzzled. I don't know exactly. . .the
city of New Orleans was created through a constitutional
amendment. It is a home rule city. There are others in the state.
I take it your amendment does not prohibit the state to contract
directly, or through the city of New Orleans. In other words,
it could contract through the city of New Orleans for the Incurring
of debt and so on and so forth. I'm sure that's not your inten-
tion, but it seems to me that every timewe put a lot of words
In the constitution, we open the door to the possibility of

forgetting something. Could we not have gotten the same result
by saying directly or indirectly?

MR. BROWN
Well, at what location?

MR.

I don ' t .

.

DENNERY
Well, you see, you now have, ""nie state shall have no power

to contract directly or through any state board, agency, commission,
any quasi-public entity, any private person, or any body created
by the legislature." Now, a home rule city doesn't fall within
any of those. I'm sure you didn't intend to leave them out, to

permit the state to get around this prohibition.

MR. BROWN
Mr. Dennery, I'm not sure I understand what you're asking.

You're stating that under your interpretation of this provision,
it would still be all right for the state to contract with a
municipality, or a..

MR. DENNERY
Through a municipality which has a home rule charter for the

incurring of debts without the affirmative vote of two-thirds of

the legislature, and I'm sure you didn't Intend that, did you?

MR. BROWN
Well, I would think that the word "entity" would incorporate

the home rule charter concept—
MR. DENNERY

No, that's your quasi-public entity you said.

MR. BROWN
Do what?

MR. DENNERY
You say a quasi-public entity. A home rule charter is a public

entity; It's not a quasi-public entity.

MR, BROWN
What you're saying is we should have Included public entity;

Isn't It?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I'm not sure what I'm saying ...what I'm really asking

you is, couldn't you put all that in one word , say, "directly,"
or "indirectly."

MR. BROWN
Well, I think you have a point, Mr, Dennery. We were real

concerned about, for Instance, what went on with the state building,
the Louisiana Building Authority, which Is a private entity, and
that's why the amendment was offered.

MR. DENNERY
I understand the problem. I'm Just wondering if we may have

forgotten Bomeone after putting all of these in there.

MR, BROWN
Sure. I follow you.

I think you may have a point, and just speaking off the top,
I think that if you wanted to put an amendment together to say
"directly or indirectly," I can't see why I would object to it.
That wouldn't hold bearing on the amendment that I have right
here, though, right now, I don't think. We've already adopted that
amendment. You're asking me, in effect, could you come back
and amend the amendment I've already put on. I don't think it
has any bearing on this particular amendment which I've offered,
which is the one offered on page 3, line 29. If there's no
further questions, Mr. Chairman, I'd ask for adoption of the
amendment

.

{^Amendment adopted without objection ,"]

MR. JENKINS
I have a question that relates to (D)

.

floor again on (D) , or should I ask it now?
Will you take the

MR. BROWN
Representative Jenkins, I'm going to go to (B) , (C) , (D)

,

in the normal order of the alphabet, and yes, I will. I'm
just discussing (A) now, and taking the amendments to (A), trying
to do it in that order if there's no objection. But, we'll go
into great detail into the other sections coming along.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Mr. Gravel read as follows:
Amendment No. 1, On page 3, line 19, immediately after the

word "power" delete the remainder of the line, delete line 20 in
Its entirety and on line 21, Immediately before the word "bonds"
delete the words "curring of debt or the Issuance of" and insert
in lieu thereof the following: "directly or through any state
board , agency, or commission, to incur debt or issue".

Expl anat i on

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, it's

not the Intent or purpose of this amendment to in any way adversely
effect the proposal that has already been adopted by the conven-
tion, submitted by Senator Brown. I do think,however , that this
does have that effect because my amendment was drafted before
his was adopted. Primarily, let me explain to you the purpose
of the amendment that I have. I have some concern about just
exactly the intention of Section (A) as it's drawn. As I read
it, it provides that the state shall have no power to contract
directly or through any state board, agency or commission, the
Incurring of debt , or the issuance of bonds. Now, that language
to me, the prohibition against the power to contract the issuance
of debt... I mean, the incurring of debt, or the issuance of
bonds, is at the very least, clumsy, and doesn't articulate what
I believe is the intention of the section. I believe that the

Intention of the section is to prohibit the incurring of debt
or the issuance of bonds. Now, if I'm wrong in that, I've
talked to the authors and some other people, I'd like to be
enlightened. The effect of the amendment, therefore, that I

would propose is that the state shall have no power to incur
debt or issue bonds except upon the affirmative vote of two-thirds
of the members of the legislature, and so forth. I think that
clearly says what I understand to be the Intention of the committee,
and I would move the adoption of the amendment. I'd like to try
to respond to any questions. If I'm In error In my appreciation
of this language.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Camllle, apparently you had a problem, or the staff had a

problem, In drawing the amendments. It did not delete the word,
or portion of the word "curring." Could you read it as It would
be amended. If your amendment is adopted?

MR. GRAVEL
If my amendment passed, subject to the amendment by Senator

Brown, It would read this way: "unless otherwise authorized by
this constitution, the state shall have no power, directly or
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through any state board, agency, or conmlsslon to incur debt or
issue bonds, except." Now, it's my understanding that that's the

Intention and purpose of the proposal.

MR. ROEMER
A couple of questions, Camille: what would your amendment

do to Senator Brown's previously adopted amendment?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, actually, I would like to conform that portion of my

amendment to the change that was effected by the adoption of

Senator Brown's amendment because It was not my intention to

conflict with it.

MR. ROEMER
All right. Now, the second question is: before you

withdraw it . .

.

MR. GRAVEL
...Senator Brown says that if we have thirty seconds with

Mr. Dennery , that we can get this whole thing worked out, in-

cluding Mr. Dennery 's amendment.

MR. ROEMER
I think we can; that's my point because he would add a

much broader prohibition. I think that's what we're all after.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, In view of that, I would like to ask for a

two-minute recess, and see if we can compose our differences.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Expl anation

MR. BROWN
I think we've gotten everybody together who had objections to

the provisions in Section (A), but the amendment's being prepared

right now. There's no other amendments on the rest of this section,

but I think there will be some questions, so I'd like to go on

to Paragraph (B) at this time and discuss Paragraph (B) . Para-

graph (B) discusses. . .Paragraph (B) instructs the legislature to

incur debt by making capital improvements only—and this is im-

portant; this is a change—only if it's included in a comprehen-
sive state capital budget, which the legislature shall adopt. Now,

this is statutory right now; this is in our statutes. However, we

had testimony from our state treasurer, from the commissioner of

administration who said it's just not being followed right now.

It's just not being followed, and they were enthusiastic about the

fact that we would make this a constitutional prohibition, so that
we could get into some long-range planning, some comprehensive
planning. Therefore , we put this section In as Paragraph (B) . Are

there any questions to this particular paragraph? If there's no

question, Mr, Chairman, I move on to Paragraph (C)

.

Paragraph (C) puts the full faith and credit of the state
behind all state debts. Now, this is a change. What this effectively

does is abolish revenue bonds. As a lot of you know right now,

we have revenue bonds which might finance dormitories in some of

our colleges or universities. They are not supported by the full

faith and credit of the state. Therefore, they don't get a good

break on its interest because It doesn't have the full faith

and credit of the state behind it. But, I think if you look at

it, that it's still a state obligation. The state certainly is

not going to let a dormitory go up for a sheriff's sale, or any-

thing like that. We effectively put the full faith and credit of

the state behind all of our bonds. As a consequence, we have

abolished these revenue bonds, if you look at what we have in

the 1921 Constitution, and that's the purpose of the provisions

of Paragraph (C) . Are there any questions?

Questions

MR, BURSON
Senator, do you think that by including the revenue bonds in

the full faith and credit provision, that you would be in any
way impairing your other bonds In the sense of maybe making a

higher rate of Interest on them because you would be having more
bonds definitively backed by the full faith and credit.

HR. BROWN

Mr. Burson, all I can tell you is that we had a number of

bonding attorneys come before us, and in every instance, we would
ask them this question, and they said invariably that the revenue

bonds just don't get as good a rate of interest, and that when

you look at our overall balance in terms of what we had to sup-
port our state debt, this is no problem. In effect, we can get

a much better interest rate if we put the full faith and credit

behind the state, as we are In effect doing. We've never let

a road go back or a dormitory go back, or anything like that.

I don't think we ever will. As a consequence, we're just costing
ourselves a lot more money.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Senator Brown, if I'm not mistaken, this was a part of your

article that was commented on in your preliminary draft by
saying, this is intended to abolish revenue bonding. You don't
mean to abolish it statewide. There are certain special districts
of local government that issue revenue bonds. It wasn't intended
to abolish revenue bonding for all units of government, was it?

MR. BROWN
Mrs. Zervigon, this applies only to state, and not to local.

In fact, just to make sure there's no question about it, I believe
Mr. Perez has an amendment coming up that will be Section (E)

,

of which we have no objection, which will state specifically
that this is not applicable to local political subdivisions. I

think that would be taken care of.

MRS. ZERVIGON

Thank you very much.

MR. KEAN
Senator Brown, I just want to see if I understand this proposal

correctly. If the State Board of Education, for example, wanted
to issue some bonds to build dormitories at Northeast, for example,
and felt that they had revenues from dormitories up there to pay
for those bonds, you would have to have a two-thirds vote of Che
legislature in order to issue those bonds. Then they would become
full faith andobllgations of the State of Louisiana?

MR. BROWN
For the bonds to be approved right now, Mr. Kean, we still

have the Board of Liquidation. Therefore, the bonds have to be
approved by the Board of Liquidation at the present time. I

think your question is that what we're doing is, in effect, adding
the two-thirds vote provision. The answer to that is yes.

MR. KEAN
You can only do that when the legislature was in session, and

if two-thirds of the legislature voted in favor of those bonds,
they, then became full faith and credit obligations of the State
of Louisiana.

MR. BROWN
That's correct.
Excuse me. I might add, we still have a Bond Commission

that must give approval before the bonds are issued, as we do
now.

MR. KEAN
In othei words, even after the legislature has approved

the bonds with a two-thirds vote, you still have to go to

the State Bond Conniission in order to issue those bonds?

MR. BROWN
Mr. Kean, that's exactly the way we do right now In terms of

issuing of bonds. They have to be approved before the Bond

Commission at this present time. We've got a lot of bond issues that

have been authorized by a two-thirds vote of this legislature

—

some highway bonds for many millions of dollars that have never

been sold because they've not been approved by the Bond Commission,

as I understand it.

MR. KEAN
Well, Senator Brown, the only reason for having the two-thirds

vote at the present time is to give the full faith and credit of

the state to the bonds. They don't automatically have the full

faith and credit of the state. The legislature, by a two-thirds

vote, can give the full faith and credit. As I read this, no

bonds could be Issued without a two-thirds vote of the legislature,

and then they become full faith and credit bonds of the state, and

under those circumstances, I just don't see where the Bond Conanission

plays any part.

MR. BROWN
Well, I don't know just what kinds of bonds you're talking...

Number one, the vote by two-thirds of the legislature doesn't mean
they're going to be authorized. It doesn't direct the Bonding

Commission to authorize those bonds. Now, you're raising the point
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about some bonds Issued by the State Board of Education. We're
getting into large bond Issues, 1 personally think, and I think
it's the feeling of our committee that this should bring about
the approval of the legislature, and the Bonding Commission.

MR. FLORY
Senator Brown, on Section (C) , do I understand this to mean

that the.,. all of the bonds that have been issued to date, whether
they were given the full faith and credit of the state or not,

in the future would carry the full faith and credit of the state?

MR. BROWN
I don't interpret this provision to state that it has the

effect on bonds that are presently being issued or presently

being paid on. In other words, if there's a revenue bond

that is being issued; it's being paid upon at this particular time.

Unless we adopt an amendment that transfers these obligations over in

some way, its my interpretation of this that the bonds would
stay revenue bonds until they're paid off, or until they were
taken over by a revote of the legislature and reapproval of the

Bonding Coranission, That's how I read it. Now, I see nothing
in here that makes that an automatic transfer. There's a

revenue bond supporting a college dormitory. I read this as

saying that it's going to stay a revenue bond'til it's pulled

off. In the future, there'll be nothing new added.

MR. FLORY

My second question then is: in those cases where the legis-

lature has created port commissions and various other political
subdivisions with authority to issue bonds, in the future, whatever
bonds they issue, then—even though they have to be approved by

the bonding commission—will then carry the full faith and credit

of the state under this provision.

MR. BROWN
That's correct, Mr. Flory, and as I say, one of the reasons

that we put this in was because we made it a point to talk to

every bonding attorney that came before our committee, and

there were many of them that did so. We raised this question

and we invariably got the answer that, number one, whether we

put it in there or not, the state was still behind those bonds,

with its full faith and credit because they certainly weren't going

to let, as I say, a dormitory, or a major public facility go up

to a sheriff's sale. It's never been done in the history of this

state, so we're told; and nxjmber two, we're going to get a much

better break in terms of our interest, thus saving the state

considerable sums of money.

MR. FLORY
I do believe I understood you to say that this would not

detract from the present rating that we get on our bonds; it

wouldn't harm us in any way in the future?

MR. BROWN
We're told it will do nothing but make it easier to sell our

bonds at a better rate. Any other questions?

MR. TOOMY
Senator, in Subsection (A), you're talking about refunding

Indebtedness only at a lower effective rate. If you remember in

the finance provisions for local government, we provided that you

may refund at the same or « lower rate. Would you have any objection
to making that the "same or a lower rate," because you do require

a two-thirds vote?

MR. BROWN
As I understand it, what would be the advantage of refunding

at the same rate?

MR. TOOMY
I would think that possibly you might want to make a change

in the time payment, somehov^...

MR. TOOMY
...you don't allow the legislature to do that at all the way

it's written here.

MR. BROWN
Well, your point's well taken. In other words, as I understand

it , you' re saying. .

.

MR. TOOMY
Under your provision you cannot refund at the same effective

rate.

MR, BROWN
So, what you're doing is to either extend or shorten the time.

I guess that the converse of that is you may want to cut it down,

if we're in good financial shape, instead of paying forty years,

then, refinance it to cut down to ten. You might go up.... Well,

right off the top, it doesn't sound objectionable. I think 1

can speak for the loose-knit group that's been trying to put

this together, and say there'd be no objection. If you want to

offer an amendment to that effect, I don't see any problem with

it.

MR. KEAN
I hate to pursue this point, but under the present constitution,

the two-thirds vote is only required where you're going to dedicate
a tax imposed by the state to the payment of those bonds. My
point is that it seems to me that where we're going to require the
two-thirds vote in all instances, and that automatically carries
with it the pleasure of the full faith and credit of the state,
I think we're going to do two things. One is we run the risk that
we might have some revenue bonds that ought to be issued that can't
be issued until the next session of the legislature. Secondly, we
may have some revenue bonds that we think we ought to issue, but
as to which we don't want to pledge the full faith and credit of
the state. Your proposal, as presented, as I read it, would create
both of those problems. Don't you agree?

MR. BROWN
Mr. Kean, you've raised two questions, and I can answer them

as best I can like this: I don't see that there would be an
emergency situation that couldn't be dealt with seven or eight
months from now—whenever the legislature happens to meet. If we
adopt this constitution, we're talking about sixty days. So, we
can't conceive... 1 can't, and I don't feel the other members of
the committee could see the situation where there would be an
emergency to have something like this. It would be of such a
magnitude that it must be done immediately. Number two, you
talk about the necessity of revenue bonds. All I can tell you

—

and you're a bond attorney, and maybe you have a different view
on this—but, we had found no bond attorneys that would give
us one good, valid reason why we should keep revenue bonds. All
it seems to do is cost us money. It costs us money, and we don't
get any benefit from it because whether or not we say the full
faith and credit of the state is behind those bonds, in fact it

is. I just can't conceive of the fact that we're going to have
a sheriff's sale which seizes and sells a dormitory at Nicholls
State College. The state's going to step in and pick up that
obligation. So, in answer to your question, no, we can't have
revenue sharing. .. rather , revenue bonds. One of the reasons is

it just costs us too much money, and that's our feeling.

MR. ROEMER
Senator Brown, isn't it true that in answer to Mr, Kean's

question, we can't assure him, or anybody else, that the
interest rate will go down as a result of our action here?
It's the opinion of some bonding attorneys that It might. But,
however, we can assure hin* that there will be more control over
such bonds because they do apply two-thirds vote under this new
provision. Since they will have the full faith and credit of
the state behind them, hopefully, the legislature will give them
some scrutiny which oftentimes has not happened in the past.

MR. BROWN
Extend the time from twenty years to forty years?

MR. TOOMY
...Such as was Just done in the special session on the

Superdome, some to that effect, might be at the S£UDe effective

rate, but spread out the payment, or make shorter time periods.

I just questioned why you...

MR. BROWN
Your point's well taken.

MR. BROWN
Well, I certainly agree with you, Mr. Roemer, and I point out

the fact again that we have a number of issues which have been
authorized by the vote of the legislature that haven't been sold
yet. We've got a lot of authorizations floating around right now
to sell some bonds, and we haven't done so. So, yes, we're
tightening up what we've done in the past. We're tightening up

for what we think are good reasons because we need the tightening
up. Are there any additional questions?

We'll move on to Paragraph (D) if there are no additional
questions on (C)

.
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MR. BROWN
As I mentioned to you now, we've listed five reasons for which

the state can incur debt. We're now adding in Paragraph (D) the
fact that a public referendum can be called by the legislature to
incur debt for purposes other than those five reasons listed. If

you want to go beyond those five reasons, call a referendum; let

the people vote on it. I'll be glad to answer any questions.
Mr. Clerk, has the revised amendment been passed out now? I

think it has my name on it, I believe.

MR. LEBLEU
Senator Brown, I talked with you a minute ago, and if we get

back to Section (A) , your amendment added that this would have to
be approved by the two-thirds vote of the legislature in open session.
I believe that's what Mr. Kean was talking about. But, two of these
items suppress insurrection, and provide relief from natural
catastrophes, to me, might put the legislators in a position

where you might not even get a quorum, if a special session were
called, to provide for these emergencies. I just wondered, your
amendment that you offered first, I believe, passed. I don't
know whether you were going to withdraw that amendment on your
new proposal for Section (A) , but I just wondered what you thought
about that.

MR. BROWN
Well, Mr. LeBleu, I see what you're saying. If we're going to

have a disaster of such a magnitude that we can't get a quorum
of the legislature together In a special session, then we're going
to have a heck of a time getting the mail through to mall those
ballots back and forth. Now, I see your concern, but again, I

personally, as a legislator, am very concerned about the fact
that I'm voting by mall ballot for eight million dollars on the
Domed Stadium. You're having to do it; I don't know if yoa've
sent your ballot in yet; I haven't. But, we're going to do that
within the next thirty days, or so. I don't like that kind of
procedure. I think we ought to have some safeguards. No reflection
on the present governor, but we might have a governor that wants
to come back with a hundred million dollars, or two hundred,or
three hundred million dollars. He comes on down your way and
has a private chat with you, and by one means or another, gets
you to sign that sheet of paper. Nobody knows how it's done,
and it's done that way, and the vote's taken, and there's no
public hearing; there's no chance for debate; there's no chance
for any citizen of this state to appear before any committee,
and voice any objection. I, personally, think that's wrong because
there's no limitation. Under the old constitution, the governor of
this state could come up with a billion dollai issue, and by that
provision, come through, and without any public hearing or debate,
whatsoever, bring about a major bond issue. This is just a drop
in the bucket to me, but to me it points out the abuses that could
be brought about. I Just don't like that kind of procedure In
any new constitution. That's why I feel so strongly about it.
Now, that's Jim Brown talking now. That's not the committee.
So, that's why we felt the way we did. You've talked about the
fact that maybe we couldn't get a quorum. I hope that never
happens. It'll probably be a national disaster that comes about
but if we can't get down here, I don't see how the mail's goinft.
to get to us, especially, we're not getting much mail now as
it Is anyway. So, I think the thing balances off, at least In
my mind.

MR. ANZALONE
Jim, would you consider the issuing of a bond Issue, probably

the last way in the world that you would raise money to suppress
an insurrection?

MR. BROWN
I think your point's well taken, Joe.

MR. ANZALONE
You could foresee the need for, just a few days before you

could pass a bond issue and sell them. Would you not agree with
that?

MR. BROWN
Very much so.

MR. ANZALONE
Now, we've heard some remarks about public catastrophes and

the Issuance of bonds to cover public catastrophes. You would not
say that you were going to Issue the bonds to prevent the catastropht
would you? But , you were going to issue the bonds at some times
after the catastrophe had happened to pay off the debt. So, you
wouldn't be wanting to do this within two or three days of a
catastrophe. You would want to do this only after sufficient

study to know what you would need to pay these people for what
they had lost.

MR. BROWN
I think your point's well taken. I might point out, after

the most recent flood, up In my part of the state, both state
agencies and local agencies, are just in many Instances, getting
their checks now, of which they might have been entitled to
from the federal government. I know that our local govemmentnl
bodies have done this. They've gone out and charged a lot of
things, and said, "Look, when we get the money back in, we'll pay
you." So, I think your point's well taken.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments read as follows; sent up by Delegate

Brown.
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 19, Immediately after the

word "power", delete the remainder of the line. Delete line 20
in its entirety.

Senator Brown, I presume that includes your Floor Amendment
previously adopted. Isn't that correct?

MR. BROWN
That's correct.

MR. POYNTER
All right. I'll add that in for clarity.
On line 21, immediately before the word "bonds" delete the words

"currlng of debt or the Issuance of" and Insert In lieu thereof
the following ", directly or indirectly or through any state board
agency comnlsslon or otherwise, to Incur debt or to issue".

Expl anation

MR. BROWN
Mr. Chairman, delegates, this Is what we worked out between

Mr. Dennery's concerns, and Mr. Gravel's concerns. I understand
that they arc both satisfied with it and I think It cleans up the
problem we had in defining Just who was Included In this particular
section.

So, If there's no objection, I'd ask for approval of the
amendment

.

Questions

MR. KEAN
Senator, when we talk about state board, agency or commission,

are we talking about, we'll say, a school board or some local

MR. BROWN
No, Mr. Kean. As I explained to you earlier the next thing

coming up is Mr. Perez's amendment to state specifically that
this does not apply to local political subdlvlaions. So, this
only applies to state agencies as such.

MR. KEAN
So, that, under this, if any state board; as for, example,

the welfare board, or we'll say the Public Works Board wanted
to issue some bonds secured by some revenues available to that
board, it would be necessary to have a two-thirds vote of the
legislature in order to Issue those bonds, and then those bonds,
even though no one wanted them to be full faith and credit bonds,
would become full faith and credit bonds of the state.

MR. BROWN
Mr. Kean, you couldn't have summed it any better. Yes, sir,

that's exactly what our committee wanted. You couldn't have
stated it better for us.

MR. BROWN
Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Perez has an amendment now that

once he offers that, then I think that will present what the
committee has to present. Then, of course, anyone else has
amendments or wants to speak.

iAmendment adopted without objection ."]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 4, between lines 10 and 11 Insert

the following paragraph:
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"(E) Nothing contained in this Section shall apply to any
levee district or to any political subdivision unless the full faith

and credit of the state Is pledged to the payment of the
bonds of such levee district or political subdivision."

Expl anat i on

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, there

have been many decisions which have held, for instance that levee

districts are state agencies, and yet, in these situations, the
full faith and credit of the state is not pledged for the issuance
of bonds, for instance, in our area where we want to build hurricane
protection levees. We go to the people, we get a tax imposed,
we have the procedure set out in our local government article as
to how the bonds shall be issued. They require the approval of

the state bond commission. There is no full faith and credit

of the state behind the issuance of those bonds. As I understand
it, the committee is agreeable to the adoption of the amendment.

Question

MR. KEAN
Mr. Perez, in Article IV, Section 2 of the present constitution

dealing with this same problem, it provides that this prohibition
shall not apply to cities, towns, villages, parish school boards,
or any other local political subdivision of any kind. Now, as I read
your amendment, we are simply taking care of levee districts and
it leaves all the rest of these particular local governmental
subdivisions kind of hanging out in the breeze as to where they
stand with respect to this proposal.

MR. PEREZ
No, sir. That's not correct. If you will read the amendment,

it says to any levee district, or to any political subdivision so

that they are all taken care of, Mr. Kean.

[Amendment adopted without objection ."j

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Toomy read

as follows:
Amendment No. 1. Page 3, delete line 26, in its entirety

and insert In lieu thereof the following:
portion of the word "edness at the same or at a lower effective r;

of interest ;

"

Explanation

MR. TOOMY
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment simply

provides that the refunding of indebtedness could be provided at
the same interest rate, as well as at a lower interest rate. I

understand that the committee has no objection to It . I wish to
move the previous question on It, Mr. Chairman.

lAmendment reread. ]

MR. HENRY
We don't have distribution copi

If you will.
es . Mr. Toomy, hit Just again,

MR. TOOMY
Fellow delegates, the amendment simply provides that the

legislature could refund outstanding indebtedness at the same,

as well as a lower effective rate of Interest. As the committee
has It, the legislature can only refund Indebtedness at a lower
effective rate of Interest. This only provides a little more
leeway In the area of fiscal responsibility, I think, that they
could extend the time periods or shorten the time periods of the
bonded indebtedness, although the effective rate of Interest would
not be any higher.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Toomy, doesn't this just parallel what you did in Local

and Parochial Government?

MR. TOOMY
Exactly, Mr. Roemer.

MR. ROEMER
Did you also know that the Revenue, Finance and Taxation
Committee has no objection to your amendment?

MR. TOOMY
Thank you.

[Amendment adopted without objection.}

Further Di scussi on

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I don't have any particular

objection to making Issuance of bonds more difficult, but I think
we ought to understand a little bit about the background of the
present constitutional provisions, and the difference between them
and this provision.

Under the 1921 Constitution, there was a provision that
there could be no general obligation bonds of the state unless
it was by a vote of the people as an amendment to the constitution.
As a consequence of that, we had issued over the years a number of

limited obligation bonds—the courts taking the position that

since they were limited obligation bonds, they were not prohibited
by the constitution, as for example, certain bonds which were
supported by sales tax pledge. They found over a period of years
that where that situation existed, and they were limited obligation
bonds secured by a pledge of a portion of a tax, rather than being
designated general obligations of the state, that we got an interest
rate that was higher than might have been otherwise the case.

As a result of that, CABL, back about four or five years ago,

in 1964 and 1965 made a study. They recommended the adoption of

Article IV, Section 2, of the present constitution, which stated
that the legislature could not Incur debt or issue bonds involving
the dedication of all or any part of tax revenues Imposed or collected
by the state, except upon a two-thirds vote, and then, under those
circumstances, those bonds became full faith and credit bonds of
the state. I think that is entirely proper. This proposal, as 1

pointed out in my questions to Senator Brown goes further. It

would require that any, any kind of a bond issue, regardless of how it was

secured — through dedication of taxes or otherwise—if it was
ite issued by a state agency, excluding the political subdivisions,

would have to have a two-thirds vote of the legislature. If it

had that two-thirds vote of the legislature, they would become
full faith and credit bonds of the State of Louisiana.

Now, it seems to me, particularly In the field of education

—

particularly the State Board of Education—that there might well
be instances where that state board could issue revenue bonds,
as we understand them, secured by a pledge of revenues from that
institution, or secured by a pledge of some funds available to

that institution, and you wouldn't want them to be full faith and
credit bonds of the State of Louisiana. Yet, you couldn't Issue
those bonds without a two-thirds vote of the legislature. If you
got a two-thirds vote of the legislature, under those circumstances
they become full faith and credit bonds of the state. I think
we're simply putting an impractical limit, or restriction upon
the state's bonding capacity, or requiring a two-thirds vote and
full faith and credit which is going to make it difficult in

some instances, to perhaps issue bonds that need to be issued,
I simply think we ought to take a further look at this section
before you adopt It in the form in which It is now presented to

you. I think we've got a short house here tonight. I think we

are all tired. I think it raises some very serious issues. In
my opinion, we'd be much better off to defer this matter until
tomorrow, have some chance to look at it, and then see whether
or not we want to make any changes in it.

[previous Question ordered .

}

Closing

MR. BROWN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I've heard what Mr. Kean

says, and all I can tell you Is, I think we*re talking about where
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our money Is. We're talking about control. We're talking about

getting our business all together. I agree, this will have to go

through the legislature. But what kind of situation are we

going to be In If we, as If the legislature Itself doesn't

even know what the state Is doing In terms of Its financial

situation. If we allow all of these agencies to go out and

issue a bond In this direction—Issue bonds in this direction

—

and not have any central point to where we can put the thing in

its proper prospective; this gives us control. It makes the

legislature vote, go to the bonding commission, gives full faith

and credit. Gives as good control over Just where we stand, to

give us good, overall management. I think it's a good section.

I ask your favorable approval.

Question

MR. BLAIR
Senator Brown, the real reason that you wanted a two-thirds

vote of the legislature, didn't we run into some situations where
they were using revenue bonds, and building dormitories? Also,
on those same campuses, they had empty dormitories?

MR. BROWN
That was a good point. Another point is, you know you build

a small dormitory, the bonding fees in many Instances are just
the same on a small Issue, or proportionately higher, than on
a big issue. So, you Issue small bonds here, and snail bonds
there, and you Just don't know where you are going. It costs you
a lot more money. Might also mention that also a part of this
program is the capital budget. It's going to force us into long-
range planning. We can't think about Just next year or the year
after. We are going to have to look fifteen, twenty, thirty years
down the road. That's Just good, solid noney Banagenent . I ask
adoption of the section.

[^Section passed; 72-19. Motion to
reconsider tabled. Motion to take
up other orders adopted vitbout ob-
jection . ]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[jj Journal 985]

Notice of Motion to Discharge

MR. POYNTER
We have two notices given in similar fashion. Yesterday,

Delegate Vlck sends up notice required by Rule 86. On the next
convention day he will move to require the CoDmlttee on Judiciary
to return with or without amendments. Delegate Proposal No. 44
to the convention.

Mrs. Miller sends up notice of the next—as required by
Rule 86—on the next convention day she will move to require
the Committee on Revenue, Finance, and Taxation, to return
with or— .not Revenue—Judiclary~to return with or without
reconmendatlon. Delegate Proposal No. 35 to the convention.

Report of the Secretary
[jJ Journal 985-988']

Announcements
III Journal 988]

[^Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.
Saturday f December 15, 1973.]
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Saturday, December 15, 1973

ROLL CALL

[75 delegates present and a quorum.']

PRAYER

MR. ROEMER
Our Father, t'nis morning we pray for inner and outer peace

in the name of Him who lived and died and lived again that we

might live forever, Jesus Christ. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
III Journal 989-990]

MR. POYNTER
The first proposal. Delegate Proposal No. 20, Introduced

by Delegate Jack.

A proposal limiting the number of proposed constitutional

amendments that may be submitted to the voters at any one

election. Comes from the Committee on the Bill of Rights

and Elections. Reported unfavorably.

[Motion to withdraw Delegate Proposal
No. 20 from the files of the Conven-
tion. Substitute motion to engross
and pass to its third reading .]

Expl anation

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, this

delegate proposal provides no more than six proposed amendments

shall be submitted to the electors of the state at any one

election. Now, you recall one of the reasons we have this

convention people got fed up on having forty, and fifty,

and numerous constitutional amendments submitted to them.

Now, 1 think we ought to have a definite number and not too

high. I suggested to the committee we amend this to ten,

which we did. Of course, with an unfavorable report, the

bill Is as is. But, if I pass this proposal, I will offer

an amendment to make it ten, so you can consider it when you

vote on it that it will be increased to ten. Of course, the

legislature, under the law, would have a right to fix the

priority on it. Now, this came out of the committee—Bill

of Rights Committee—four yeas and five nays; it was decided

by one vote and there was two or three— I've forgotten which

—

that abstained so it was very, very close. Now, this is strictly

a matter up to you;with a new constitution if we do our work

right, they shouldn't have to be continually amending—that's

one of the reasons we are down here at this constitutional

convention. Now, if you ever got in a jam—say, you can't

have but ten amendments submitted at any one election— there

could be a special election called. Something is going to

have to be done to limit these amendments, whether it's done by

this at a later date; it's self-explanatory really. I

ask your favorable report to engross it and pass it to its

third reading. Thank you.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jack, 1 don't particularly like the lengthy ballot of

amendments except that my older brother comes around and asks

me how to vote and it makes me feel good. But, how would these

six or ten amendments be chosen?

MR. JACK
Well, unless... if there was over ten—you can just count

on it being ten, I think everybody would agree if it passes

to amend it to make it ten. I just took the number six, could

have taken a number a little higher... you usually start and

you know somebody would raise it; it would be chosen by the

legislature where this don't provide it, the legislature

has the right to do anything that is not prohibited to them

In the constitution.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes, I understand that. I was just wondering how you

picture in your mind the legislature doing this—first come,
first served or. .

.

MR. JACK
No, ma'am, they would work it out where they would vote on

it, just like they vote on bills.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Is it conceivable to you that there might come a year in

which there are eleven really important issues or only eight
really important issues, but they would stick ten on the ballot
because they had ten places?

MR. JACK
I don't think so. I haven't, since I've kept up the legislature...

beginning in 1940, ever seen over ten that were really. .. .really had to

be there. I just don' t ... .almost impossible.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Jack, I certainly agree with you that we shouldn't have

too many. But, don't you know that whoever the governor is, if

he's got ten, it's going to be his ten and nobody else's and no

member of the legislature could put it on If the governor

wanted his ten?

MR. JACK
That's one thing I don't necessarily believe would be true,

just like down here the governor's taken some setbacks .pretty

rough ones, and other governors have.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, this delegate proposal was

Introduced by Mr. Jack and the committee reported it un-

favorably. It's true the vote on whether to report it un-

favorably was five to four, but the five to four vote was not

because there was a division on whether it was a good proposition

or riot. The division was whether or not we wanted to report it out

at all. Some of us didn't even want to bring it to the floor

because we thought It was going to waste the convention's time

to consider it at this time rather than when we get to constitutional

revision. Delegate Jack's proposal would limit the number of

constitutional amendments to six. We held hearings on this

subject in the committee when we were working on constitutional

revision. We heard a lot of testimony on it; the testimony was

unanimously against it; unanimously against it from all the good

government groups like PAR, and CABLE, and League of Women Voters,

and things like that .because although it has a certain superficial

appeal, it becomes apparent as you look into it that it s no

solution at all. If you set an arbitrary limit on the number

of amendments that you can have, in all llklihood what will happen,

is the governor will simply control which amendments appear on the

ballot. Even though the legislature might want to have some others,

if they are in the lower priority, if they aren't in the top six

or whatever, the people never get to vote on it. But, more

importantly, the committee looked into why we have had so many

amendments in the past. The reason we have had so many amendments

in the past has nothing to do with whether or not there is an

arbitrary limit on the number that can be submitted. The reason

we've had so many in the past is because our constitution is so

long, so detailed, so complicated, and so restrictive that if

the legislature wanted to do anything, it had to amend the con-

stitution. If you look back at our history in recent years, at

the constitutional amendments proposed, you will see that very

few of them were unnecessary. They were necessary if you wanted

to accomplish the end in view. They could not have been accomplished

by statutes. But, now, with the new constitution there will be very

few things like that that you have to have constitutional amendments

for because we've taken most of that detailed, complicated material

out of the constitution. The answer to limiting the number of

amendments is not to set an arbitrary limit ;rather It is to have

a good constitution that doesn't need to have a lot of amendments.

But, there is one period where you might have to have a number

of amendments over six or ten and that is this first year

after this thing is adopted; we will have made some mistakes

and it may occur that we need additional amendments to correct

what mistakes we've made during the first year or two. But,

in any case, Mr. Jack can offer this same concept as an amendment

when we get to constitutional revision. The committee has reported

this delegate proposal unfavorably. I would like to ask that you

sustain the committee and vote against Delegate Jack's motion to
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engross it and pass it to its third reading. Then, if that fails
to go on and go along with the motion to remove it from the files
of the house.

Further Di scussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I disagree with the delegate from

East Baton Rouge. Many amendments have been adopted to give the
provision constitutional protection. I, myself, have drafted
hundreds of amendments that were not necessary—they were not
necessary—there were no prohibitions in the constitution. But,
the advocates as for the three dollar car license plates wanted to
give the provision constitutional protection against change by
future administrations. The people do not want fifty-five
amendments or more on the ballot. We do not have to adopt
Mr. Jack's provision. All that he is asking is that we pass
his proposal on to third and final passage so that we later may
consider it on its merit; at that time, we may decide that twenty
is a better limit. But, certainly, we should put some limit on
it or at least this convention should discuss it on its merit.
I urge you to pass the proposal to its third and final passage.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

Further Discussion

MR. FULCO
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I want to join Delegate

Jack In his request that you engross this thing and pass it on
to third reading. I, like Dr. Asseff said, agree that you don't
have to take action on particular numbers of constitutional
amendments or action on whether it should pass or fail at this
time; we can consider it later on on its merit. But, the
people are the ones that have got to be concerned in this
proposals; they are the ones who are sick and tired of fifty
amendments. In my years in the legislature, I have always wondered
why we had to have so many amendments and how frustrating and
confusing this has been to the people in voting in general
elections. Now, the real reason for us having had so many con-
stitutional amendments in these general elections was due to
the antiquated laws that we had in the constitution itself.
We have had such things in the constitution as an old jail
site in the city of Shreveport, that before they could do any-
thing with the jail in Shreveport they had to have a constitutional
amendment passed; before you could have any water districts or
any special district considered, you had to have a constitutional
amendment. Those were the ones that caused to be so many amendments
in general elections. Now, under the new constitution, we are
arranging it in such a manner that we will not have a necessity
for all of these constitutional amendments. So, how this matter
can be settled will be left up to the legislature; a form of
priorities can be considered. Furthermore, an equal consideration
of parishes throughout the state can be considered. In the past,
most of the constitutional amendments have come from a particular
area in our state and really insignificant to the rest of the
people over the state. We won't have that situation again
in the future and, therefore, it will be easy to limit the
number of constitutional amendments. I ask you to Join Delegate
Jack in having the minority committee>or the comuittee's report,
engrossed and passed to third reading. Thank you.

Questions

MR. CONROY
Mr. Fulco, don't you feel that the worst thing that this

convention could do at this time would be to refuse to even
consider limiting the number of amendments to be put on the
ballot? Don't you think that would hurt us in the public's
eye if we say we won't even consider limiting the number of
amendments to be put on the ballot?

MR. FULCO
Yes, sir, very much so, because as I stated in the

very beginning of my remarks, this is the one thing that the
people are counting on and the one thing that the people under-
stand about this whole convention—the one thing that they talk
about,"Are you going to limit the number of constitutional
amendments that we have to vote on in general elections?" They
don't ask you about anything else in the constitution; this is
the one thing they understand. If we do this, I think this will
be the greatest inducement in selling a good constitution to the
people

.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Fulco, during the many, many years that you were in the

legislature and knowing that the people objected, have you
ever, at any time, voted against one of those, putting it on the
people?

MR. FULCO
Ford, I didn't hear you... or your last part, because it is

difficult to hear.

MR. STINSON
Have you ever voted against a constitutional amendment, knowing

that the people didn't want that many?

MR. FULCO
Well, certainly, not only voting against it because the

people didn't want it; I voted against it because I didn't
want it.

MR. STINSON
You have?

MR. FULCO
If I didn't want it, sure.

MR. STINSON
I thought you all wanted all of them.

Further Discussion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I would like to call to

your attention that today is our hundredth day; we are meeting
our centennial day here and we've completed about a hundred
pages in our new constitution. I think we have done basically
a good job, certainly Thanksgiving and going back over the
records, it's been an excellent and refreshing experience for
me; and I hope someone in the future will continue with the
endeavors that I've tried to put forth along these lines. But,
I want to call to your attention, at this time, and I'm worried
about what's going to happen if this sort of thing continues.
Let me give you a little perspective on this delegate proposal.
There are too many people that are now in the process of trying
to legislate in this constitution. We have been sticking to a
constitutional writing process, I thought, until this past week
or two. Now, we have personal interests, special lobby groups,
prevailing upon this body to introduce at the end of the game
constitutional amendments on legislative matters. First, let
me Inform you that Delegate Jack's proposal can, in no way, be
obscured In the fact that he may introduce this as a floor
amendment to the connittee proposal. This has been discussed
at length, the arguments that you have heard are only some of
those that could come before you. But, I would like to call to
your attention that Delegate Jack's proposal—if this is voted
out as he Is now proposing it to be voted in— if it is voted out,
he still will have an opportunity to present his thoughts
to this convention in the committee proposal on constitutional

>

revision. This is simply, as I see it, a waste of time, of our
time, valuable time in completing matters on which he, before our
committee, testified was one of his two platforms in being elected
here this being a point to limit constitutional revision articles,
which all of us hope will be limited by virtue of the good and
better constitution we have written. But, it is not a matter
to be brought up at this time. I hope that you will vote down
this delegate proposal which was reported unfavorably from our
committee. Secondly, it is a technical maneuver from an excellent
legislator, such as Mr. Jack, who is aware of the procedural
technicalities which have confused us on the committee. By that,
I mean, there are some committees who have tabled matters—and
therefore, locked them in committee, preventing them from coming
to the floor in a delegate proposal form such as this one. On
the other hand, these matters will certainly be introduced as
floor amendments by the delegates who desire them introduced
in any given article to be proposed in this constitution. So,

this is a procedural maneuver used by an excellent legislator,
Mr. Jack, to call to your attention a matter which does not
deserve attention at this time, which can be considered. I

%rould suggest that we vote this proposal down, go on with our
business, and consider Mr. Jack's proposal at a later time. If

he cares to introduce it then, the committee will certainly give
you an opinion on this. We all have our opinions; we all feel
as he does that legislative that constitutional revisions
should be minimized. But, there are some dangers in his original
proposal of six limitations; so, he upped it to ten. This, too,
we think Is dangerous because a strong governor can control this

and it will be out of the hands of the people who really want to

have constitutional revisions for necessary matters whether it
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be one or twenty-one. I urge you to vote against this committee

proposal.

[previous Question ordered

.

]

Closing

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, please give me your attention just

a few minutes, I believe I'm going to say something that's new and

will be iielpful. Now, like Dr. Asseff said, let's pass this to

third reading. Let's get -t directly before you on the floor.

Now, in the campaign, the two things that I saw people were

most interested in was cutting down the number of amendments

—

this is what this is to do. Another thing that they were
furious about is under the last administration when they passed

the law by two-thirds that your federal income taxes should not

be allowed as a deductible item in computing your state income

tax they were furious on those two subjects. Now, it's going

to be a slap in the face of the voters if you don't give this

an opportunity to be passed to third reading and final passage

and be given a full hearing in this house. Wlien 1 campaigned,

I went all over my district ,and since then. Now, there are five

major selling points to this constitution .which is going to be

a good constitution and to date is: three dollar auto plates;

the homestead exemption—five thousand to veterans and people

over sixty-five and three thousand for the others; the two-

thirds vote necessary to pass or increase a tax, that Mr, Smith

handled, put in the constitution this federal income taxes

that you pay shall be allowed a deductible item on your state

return; and then this limitation on constitutional amendments.

Let me tell you, you've got to offer the people something in a

constitution. They are not just interested in a short one;

they want something that's not only going to protect them but that

will help them. I'm giving you an opportunity to pass to third

reading this fifth thing that will help to pass this constitution,

and that everyone of you knows ought to be there ; the only reasons

given would be by Mr. Jenkins who simply says the governor will run

everything. Now those five things, you give those to the people;

you are representing them; Dr. Weiss, this is one of them. I know

you can do like you say and thank you for saying I'm knowledgeable

on that stuff; everybody's as knowledgeable at that; we all
know the different ways. But, I'm doing it this way because I

want the people to know that this thing is being considered.

I don't want a jumped-up looking floor amendment like you're talking

about. I want the people—and I'm sure it will be mentioned in the

papers that they 've got this before this constitutional convention.

Now, if you want the convention to get a constitution that passes by

the people, you better at least consider this vital little amendment

that I'm offering here.
....and I hope you will understand that. I'll be through

in a minute and yield if there is time. Now, this is to pass it

to third reading. 1 hope you will vote yes in my favor. Thank you.

[substitute motion adopted: 47-45.
Motion to reconsider tabled.

2

This is a very gross inequity. Now, it. . .1 submit this in basic
fairness to the people of this state. We are trying to write a

document that is not favoring incumbents, that is not putting too
much burden on the legislature to have to make decisions. Now,

you will say that under the proposal as it already stands in the

constitution, the legislature can make changes and have more
districts. But, you and 1 know that in all. . .in the political
facts of life that the legislature is going to have two hurdles to

meet if it decides to do it. In the first place, the legislature
will have to have the desire to make the change, and that is a

hard thing to come by in the legislature. Second, then they will
have to draw the lines. All this is saying is we're relieving
the legislature of one step, and that is that they will have to

make up their minds to do something about it. Under this, they
will have to do something about it. Then, it's still up to the

legislature to draw the lines and to play fair with the judges
and with the people. My request is to you that I think this

speaks for itself. It addresses itself to your fairness, your
sense of fair play, your sense of trying to do what is right for

the state, not to favor incumbents. We are not writing— I have
had Mr. Tobias stand up at this microphone time and again, and
he was the champion of the cause to not devote the writing of this
constitution just to six, seven judges, to let a handful of judges

control what we put in this constitution. Now, we might just have
to go back in the Journal and then reread Mr. Tobias's statement.
Yet, yesterday, he was one of the ones trying to keep this thing

from coming before you again. I say that this is basically fair;

it's right that the legislature should be mandated to go 6n and

do something and to grapple with the question. I think it's wrong
to leave the provision as it stands, and I ask that you let this

thing go on and be passed on to the next reading.
I ask your support of this proposal.

Further Discussion

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to my

dear friend Mrs. Miller's proposal that you require the committee
to report once again upon a proposal that was rejected in committee

deliberations four times before we came to the floor, that on this

floor you had four or five amendments attempting to do the same

thing as is now attempted to do. To refresh your memory, you, in

your wisdom, took out of the constitution the districts that have

been in existance since 1920, which I think was a great idea. You

made them subject to change by two-thirds vote of the legislature.
You provided the flexibility for orderly transition, for orderly
adjustment of the interests of competing segments. Now, traditionally,
for fifty years, the Orleans-Jefferson complex—metropolitan complex

—

has been one district with two judges, with about twice as many
people as any other district. It comes out about the same represen-
tation per judge, if that were a factor, as it would as if it were
divided in one-half. Now, I'm asking you— I. . .it seems to me
like that poker playing is getting to my vocal chords—but, I'm
asking you, in the interest of efficiency and economy, at this point,
having rejected the thing five times on the floor, five times in

the committee, to once again just vote "no" and let's get on with
it. We've got a lot of things we have to finish before long.

Mr. Chairman. . .

\_Mot ion , under Rule 86 and with prior
notice , to require the Commi t tee on
the Judiciary to return , with or with-
out recontmenda tion. Delegate Proposa 1

No . 33 to the Convention .^

Explanation

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

proposal is to require that the state shall be divided into seven
Supreme Court districts. The districts shall be determined by the

legislature, and one judge to be elected from each district. You
have on your desk copies of the present Supreme Court districts
which I passed out, and I'm sorry I forgot to sign my name to them.

But, they were distributed at my request. On this sheet it shows

you the population within each Supreme Court district; and you
will note that in the six we have the six districts, but in District
No. 1 you have a population of over a million people. You have
two judges, each running to a million people. In District No. A,

you have only three hundred and sixty-nine thousand for the judge
that runs there—only runs to three hundred and sixty-nine thousand.

Point of Order

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman, I rise to a point of order. I believe that my

good friend the Justice is arguing on the merits of this thing,

and not on the rules of the committee.

MR. HENRY
Well, Mrs. Miller, I thought both of you were. I thought

that both of you were, and . . .

MRS. MILLER
No, it's just the way you look at it, Mr. Chairman.

MR, HENRY
Well, I look at it like both of you were. So, you all act

like grown-ups, and let's go.

Mrs. Warren you have a. . .you want the floor?

All right. Have you completed your remarks. Judge Tate?

Further Di scussion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm glad Mr. Henry said

what he did. because I'm going to say the same thing. This morning

Mr. Roemer came to the mike and he said a prayer. I really wanted
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to go over and shake his hands. As he. . .if you can remember

what he said, that we could have peace within and peace without.

We*re in the great yuletide season, and this was very appropriate.

I think this should be a year-round thing. It has been said that

'6ne picture is worth a thousand words." This is not the only time

that we have had things come before this convention that was not

favorable according to the committee. If this district Is divided

up in two, where we have over a million population, it is not

going to say but one thing; that it was just divided into districts.

You can still have judges from the various districts. But, I cannot

see why this thing should remain like it is, because it has been

in effect for twenty years. We have had things in our constitution

since 1921, and they have been removed. I think, on merit—and

I*ve heard much talk about merit—this is the time that merit

should come into play, and not because one or two wants to keep

the thing just as it is. So, in good conscience, to have peace

within and peace without and have favor with God, let's go on and

let this thing come to the floor, and let this convention decide

what it wants to do. Thank you very much.

Further Discussion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to this

proposal to force this out of conmittee. Yesterday, in committee,
the Judiciary Committee by a 9^ to A^ vote tabled this delegate
proposal. It was tabled because we have considered it on the

floor of this convention a number of times. I supported the concept
of seven districts, originally on the floor. But, this conven-
tion has spoken on the subject, and I accept defeat. The

committee proposal, as adopted—the proposal as adopted by the

floor of this convention—allows for flexibility. It says that

"there shall be at least six districts, and that the legislature,
by a two-thirds vote, can expand it to seven." What can be more

simple than this flexibility? I urge you—we've got other
business to take care of—let's continue, and let's defeat this.

Questions

MR. WEISS
Delegate Tobias, is the Judiciary above the concept of

representative one man, one vote?

MR. TOBIAS
I don't believe so, but I. . .

HR. WEISS
Well, why such malproportion in the number of judges to the

population?

MR. TOBIAS
Well, it's historical. These districts were frozen into the

constitution, and as time went on, the districts became malapportioned.
The United States Supreme Court recently ruled that malapportioned
districts for judges—justices of the Louisiana Supreme Court

—

was not unconstitutional under the United States Constitution. So,
in effect, the system is frozen the way it is. We have provided
in our Judiciary Article to unfreeze these districts, and that
the legislature can, by a two-thirds vote, unfreeze it, apportion
them on a one man, one vote principle, and go to seven districts.
I think that this is something that we should not try to do in
this convention, but let the legislature handle it.

MR. WEISS
You say this is traditional. How many sacred cows do you

think the constitution that we present to the people should
maintain?

MR. TOBIAS
I don't think it should contain any, but it's got a zillion of

Point of Information

MR. DESHOTELS
A point of information, first, Mr. Chairman; then a point of

order, possibly.
Under the rules, can we be talking about the merits of the

particular proposal at this time?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Deshotels, actually, we ought to be discussing whether

or not we're going to require the committee to report this proposal
out. It's difficult to discuss something of this magnitude without
getting into the merits, to some extent. You just about have to
open the main question.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Tobias , I can ' t state the exact rule, but under the rules

of this convention, are you not supposed to report it out favorably
or unfavorably?

MR. TOBIAS ^.

No, we do not have that obligation. The committee doesn't. . .

does not have to consider it. This is the way you get it out.
I don't know what we would do to untable the motion—untable this
proposal in committee. If you report. . .1 don't know what we
do.

MRS. WARREN
So, you just conveniently fix it up to suit yourself with

that. . .

MR. TOBIAS
I think the convention has spoken upon it.

MRS. WARREN
Right.

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, we are discussing the merits of the

proposal. Insofar as I'm concerned, we are out of order. That
is not the question before this convention. The question is

this: Is it fair to permit a committee to bottle up a proposal
regardless of what that proposal is? Surely the committee should
report action so that the author can take whatever recourse the
author wishes to take under the rules. As the committee has

acted, Mrs. Miller is left helpless. The committees would become
too powerful, because by a 6^ to 5^ vote, a coimnittee could tell
this convention that we could not discuss a particular matter.
When it is reported to the floor of this convention, the convention,
if it feels we have discussed the matter long enough, can refuse
to pass the proposal to third and final passage. I think it would
be most unfortunate if we leave an author of a proposal helpless.
I, therefore, urge you to direct the committee to report its actions
to this committee—convention—for the convention's determination
as to whether it wishes to proceed further. Thank you.

[^Previous Question ordered , ]

Closing

MRS. MILLER
Ladies and gentlemen, 1 do appreciate Dr. Asseff's remarks

on this, because 1 think this is at the heart of the question,
is whether four or five people in one conmittee when the.... or
maybe six, when they had a short committee. . .short, almost not
a quorum, can table something and, therefore, keep all the rest
of you from hearing this thing again. I ask you that you join me
in my efforts to have this reported out of committee.

Mr. Chairman, would you please explain in terms of green
and red and yes and no how to vote on this, if you want Mrs.
Miller's proposal reported out of committee?

[Motion rejected : 39-53. Motion^ under
Rule 86 and with prior notice to require
the Commi ttee on the Judiciary to return ^

with or wi thout recommenda tion , Del egate
Proposal So . 4 4 to the Convention .

]

Expl anation

MR. VICK
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I will try and stick as

closely as possible to the procedural question involved. Yesterday
at noon, while the committee was having lunch, I attempted to

present my case on Delegate Propo.sal No. 44, which was to add only
two words to the proposal adopted by this convention, which was
to restore, in part, some of the powers stripped from the office
of the attorney general. Now, I rise strictly on a procedural
point, because the treatment that Mrs. Miller and I got on
yesterday was cavalier and in violation of the rules of this
convention, as far as I'm concerned. It's in violation of Rule 61,
which says, among other things, there are only certain ways that

matters can be reported out of conmittee—favorably, unfavorably,
without action, with amendments. This committee tabled my
proposal and Mrs. Miller's proposal. Now, all I'm asking you this

morning is to order that committee to obey the rules of this
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conventirn, and to report it out, as they're very likely to do,
unfavorably. Then, give me an opportunity to stand up before
you and ask for a much greater vote than a mere majority vote,
to ask you for a much. . .for consideration on the merits at
that time. I'll be happy to yield, if there are any questions.

Questions

MR. JONES
Are you merely asking the convention to consider your

proposal so every member \/ho is a delegate to this convention has
an opportunity to be heard, if they so care to do so? Is that
correct?

MR. VICK
Well, Mr. Jones, we adopted a free speech article in the Bill

of Rights which. . .in answer to your question, yes. I think
that the, , .1 think the Judiciary Conmiittee, to my knowledge, Mr.

Jones—and I may be wrong, and I'll be happy to stand corrected
if I am wrong—to my knowledge, the Judiciary Committee took
action, yesterday, that no other committee has taken. That is:

they tabled a proposal instead of complying with Rule 61, and
reporting it in some fashion or form as set forth In that rule.

MR. JONES
You mean on Rule 86?

week or so ago that I had a delegate proposal before a committee
and they voted to defer action on it at the last. . .almost the
last day?

MR. VICK

In committee, Mr. Bums?

MR. BURNS
Pardon me?

MR. VICK
In conunittee?

MR. BURNS
In a committee of this convention.

MR. VICK
I stand corrected.

MR. SANDOZ
Mr. Vick, didn*t the attorney general come before us, and

we resolved into a Committee of the Whole where he presented this
same issue, previously?

MR. VICK
The same issue of the power to initiate prosecutions?

MR. VICK
No, 61 sets forth the form under which the committees must

report out proposals. They followed none of those—they tabled it.

MR. JONES
Delegate Vick, when you come, would you ask for a record

vote on this, please?

MR. VICK

Fine, Mr. Jones. Thank you.

MR. DREW
Mr. Vick, with reference to your remarks about the committee

eating while we heard you yesterday, were you in the committee
when this same proposal was presented by Mr. Guste, previously?

MR. VICK
I was there, Mr. Drew, when he made his initial appearance

while the committees were meeting between January and July 5. He
asked, at that time, for nothing more and nothing less than he
has in the Constitution of '21.

MR. DREW
Were you also on the floor of the convention when this same

matter was debated for two days before it was adopted?

MR. VICK
I don't think it was debated for two days, Mr. Drew. That. . .

I -'ould like an opportunity to respond to that, because Mr. Burns,
yesterday, in discussing the juvenile court's jurisdiction,
discussion the matter Mrs. Miller brought to the convention this
morning, the attorney general didn't get that heated and controver-
sial sort of treatment. He got very quick justice.

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Vick, this is mostly for Mr. Jones's benefit. But, as

a matter of being heard, what you're talking about has been
discussed in our committee for months, and then was argued, as Mr.
Drew said, over here on the floor of the convention for several
days, was it not':

MR. VICK

Mr. Deshotels, I can't disagree with you, but 1*11 tell you
quite candidly—and I think that I want this sort of thing recorded-
I don't think the convention really knows what it's done to the
Department of Justice. I really don't believe that. If I believed
that, I wouldn't be pushing for Delegate Proposal No. 44 to
come before this convention again. I really don't believe this
convention knows what It's done.

MR. BURNS

Mr. Vlck, you said that the convention had never taken a
similar action on a delegate proposal. Do you know that just a

MR. SANDOZ
Yes, sir.

MR. VICK

Yes, he appeared here for fifteen minutes, Mr. Sandoz. I

don't know the point you're trying to make.

MR. SANDOZ
But, did not the convention listen to him, and then ultimately

vote against his contention?

MR. VICK
Mr. Sandoz, let me repeat, again, for the record. I am con-

vinced, after talking to a number of delegates on the floor of

this convention, that they did not know, nor do they know today,

that they stripped the Department of Justice of the power to

initiate prosecutions in this state. I really don't believe the

majority of the delegates know that. That's why I'm here this

morning.

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Vick, hasn't the spirit and intent of this convention to

be fully democratic and open in every sense of the way, and for
a committee to take this kind of arbitrary action is not in keeping
with the spirit of fair play that we've tried to manifest?

MR. VICK
All I can say to that. Reverend, is "amen,'' in addition to

the fact that they have avoided the application of the rules.
If there are no further questions, Mr. Chairman, I move for

the favorable move. . .favorable adoption.

{^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Motion re jected

:

4 5-49. Mot ion to reconsider tabled

,

]

RECONSIDERATION
[ll Journal 990-992']

MR. POYNTER
Under reconsideration, a motion made on yesterday, is the question

of reconsidering the vote by which Section 1 of Conmittee Proposal
No 10, introduced by Delegate Aertker .Chairman on behalf of the

Committee on Education and Welfare.
A proposal making provisions for human resources, providing

for municipal fire and police civil service.
The motion to reconsider the vote by which Section 1 of this

proposal failed to pass on yesterday. Section 1 dealing with
municipal fire and police civil service.

{^Motion to call Committee Proposal No.
10 from the calendar adopted without
objection . Reading of the Section

,

as amended

.

3
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Explanation

MR. RACHAL
Mr. Chaiman, delegates, I would just like to call to your

attention that we're at a point of having made considerable progress
I think, with the consideration of the Committee Proposal No. 10 which
has to do with the establishment of municipal fire and police in
municipalities over thirteen thousand. There were a few salient
issues that had to do with whether New Orleans would be included or
not, and that has been worked out by offering an option to the
voters in order to vote. The other issues which were of not, well,
were not insurmountable, in that they were worked out, and we find our-
selves this morning at a point of finally trying to work out one
part of this proposal and I would hope that the discussions that we'll
have this morning can lead to an agreement whereby the Committee Proposal
No. 10 can be finalized. I would beg your attention to the debate
which will follow so that we might complete the deliberations and vote
out Committee Proposal No. 10. I would suggest myself to questions,
Mr. Chairman, if anyone feels prone to raise any at this point.

Amendment

MR. POYOTER
Amendments sent up by Delegate Flory read as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 12, in Floor Amendment No.

1 proposed by Delegate Dennery, and adopted by the convention on
December 14, delete Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate
Schmltt and adopted by the convention on the 14th, and insert in
lieu thereof the following:

"Permanent appointments and promotions in municipal fire
and police civil service shall be made only after certification
by the applicable Municipal Fire and Police Civil Service Board
under a general system based upon merit, efficiency, fitness, and
length of service as provided in Article XIV, Section 15.1 of the
1921 Constitution."

Explanation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, yesterday %ihen we considered the

section on Coimnittee Proposal No. 10 for its final adoption, I asked you
to reject that section because by the adoption of the Schmitt
amendment it radically, radically changed the process of promotions
within the fire and police service to the extent that could be
most detrimental to the entire state and particularly the local
municipalities. I think if you understand that the fire Insurance
rates that you enjoy on your home and your commercial establishments
in this state are predicated in great part at least by the type
of fire service, etc., and which is provided within a given municipality.
Whatever you do to the detriment of that service reflects upon the
insurance rates due to the hazard involved in the protection of homes.
What I have done by this amendment is to delete the Schmltt amendment
leaving in the consideration of merit, efficiency, fitness, and
length of service, but deleted the remainder of that sentence which
read as follows: "As ascertained by examination which so far as
practicable shall be competitive," and left It up to the discretion
of the Article XIV, Section 15.1 of the present constitution to let
the legislature define and weigh those factors within those four
categories. The reason being that if you use, insofar as practic-
able, competitive examinations—let me give you one prime example as
to what could happen in a particular fire department, and that is,
that if you had the opening for a position of captain or district
chief or assistant district chief, and you gave an examination and
the people from the outside were allowed to compete on that examina-
tion, it's quite possible due to the weight given to that competitive
examination that the person from the outside with no experience what-
soever in the fire service of the type that we're talking about, could
be placed in a position of a fire captain and placed in charge, of a
fire company which has jurisdiction over perhaps as many as six fire
stations within a particular municipality. Then, you get a major
fire as was done at Howard Johnson's in New Orleans, or a general
alarm, and that man's on duty at the time in charge of those companies
and he's there directing that fire fighting procedure without the
full knowledge of experience, the years of service necessary to have
attained that position under the past system, he could well endanger
not only the lives of all of the firemen that he was directing and
the personnel attendant to the trying to bring that fire under
control, but to the people that might be in that building, in trying
to rescue them at that time. Now, this is some of the considerations
that I told you that in the subject matter in which we were dealing,
even though the firemen and policemen throughout this state felt like
It merited constitutional status that they were willing to turn the
entire subject natter over to the legislature, to let the legislature,
if change was needed, to let them hear whatever change was proposed
so that all parties could be heard, thoroughly knowledgeable in the

field of fire fighting or police protection. What this amendment
does Is retain those four categories, but to allow the legislature
to weigh it and the primary reason for the amendment was, I did not
want to entirely delete Mr. Schmitt's amendment to say that I didn't
want to give consideration to merit, fitness, and experience, although
I personally feel that that was the proper approach to make, that
my actions might be misinterpreted as not being in favor of those
considerations so that the only alternative as a legal matter that
was left to us was to pursue the course in which I have done in this
amendment, to still allow the legislature by a two-thirds vote to
handle those matters within the framework as contained in Article XIV,
Section 15.1 of the present constitution. I suggest to you that if
this amendment is not adopted, that then we pose some very serious
problems within the fire fighting and the police protection services
of this state. I ask, Mr. Chairman, for the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, the clause "as provided In Article XIV, Section 15.1

of the 1921 Constitution," is that intended to modify only length of
service or is it also Intended to modify merit, efficiency, and fitness?

I think it is all encompassing under all four categories,
Mr. Lanier.

MR. LANIER
Well, then if it is intended to apply to all four, and merit,

efficiency, and fitness were not set forth as considerations in
Article XIV, Section 15.1 that means that they would not be considered;
is that correct?

MR. FLORY
So, I think they're all set forth In some fashion, Mr.

Lanier.

MR. LANIER
Now, my second question is: By making this specific reference

to the 1921 Constitution, won't we be Incorporating by reference
these provisions with reference to these matters in our new
constitution?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, what I think we'd be doing is letting the legislature

take care of the subject matter just as we did in a general
sense yesterday when Mr. Jenkins proposed his amendment Insofar as
the Hatch Act provisions were in the '21 Constitution. I didn't
look at his... I don't have his amendment before me, but this was the
philosophy under which the amendment was drawn.

MR. LANIER
Well, Mr. Flory, this says "shall as provided in,

that mandate that it be done this way?
now, doesn't

MR. FLORY
I didn't change the first part of Mr. Schmitt's amendment,

Mr. Lanier; all I did, as I told you,was strike out the language
"as ascertained by examination which so far as practicable shall
be competitive," and inserted that language"ln length of service
as provided in Article XIV, 15.1 of the '21 Constitution." As I told
you yesterday, there were about five or six pages of the present
law dealing with this area, and that's why that It was of such serious
nature that on the spur of the moment I did not think that we ought to
be legislating in that area without the advice and counsel perhaps
of all of the people involved, both from an administrative and from
the fire fighting and police protection services. That's why I was
willing to turn the entire subject matter over to the legislature where
all parties could be heard when change was proposed...

MR. LANIER
Well, but...

MR. FLORY
. . . recognizing that there were some people who were desirous

of change in these areas, both from our side and the other side perhaps,
so that the proper forum would be the legislature where the facts
could be developed in an open atmosphere.

MR. LANIER
But, wouldn't this mean, say if I was a young attorney twenty-

five years from now and I wanted to know what this meant, I'd have
to have a copy of the 1974 Constitution as well as a copy of the
1921 Constitution, wouldn't I?
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MR. FLORY
No, sir, because I think the legislature could adopt the

statute that we continue them forward as statutes, and I think the

legislature by statute could do that. That's what's intended.

MR. JUNEAU
Gordon, I'm trying to understand your amendment. In your

reference to Section 15.1—as you well know 15.1 is a rather
long section—could you identify for me the specific provisions that

you are primarily relating to in 15.1, because obviously a lot

of them wouldn't be germane to what you're talking about?

MR. FLORY
Well, but they are scattered throughout in some areas,

Mr. Juneau, and the reason I did not specifically point to a

specific paragraph was that they were more than one, and I did not

want to be accused of singling out that application to particularly

the seniority section of the thing.

MR. JUNEAU
Well, would I be correct then in stating that what you're

trying to do is refer to those provisions of 15.1 which deal with

seniority, and is that a general....

MR. FLORY
Well, all of them—merit, efficiency, fitness and length of

service—all of them would be factors which the legislature could

weigh. Give weight to as they do today, let's say in the city of New
Orleans where they, I understand weigh at sixty-forty as the state

does in their examinations, they weigh it to a certain degree. I

think this is what we're talking about in the allowing of the legisla-
ture to establish by statute these types of situations after

full hearing and open debate.

MR. JUNEAU
Well, let me ask you this question: As you understand the

present 15.1, is merit, efficiency, and fitness specifically mentioned

in 15.1—as we now have it?

MR. FLORY
I know merit is, and I know

examinations are prerequisite in

Now, experience, I can't answer
1 might point out to you, Mr. J

part in this service because as

to fifty, to sixty years of age

depending upon the type of servi

the fire service or in the polic
maintains a criteria insofar as

in other words, what I'm saying
old man climbing a hundred and f

somebody off because this is wei

promotion of policies, etc.

that fitness is... physical

the practice, I know that also,

that categorically offhand because

uneau, fitness plays an important

a man reaches, let's say forty-five,

then fitness does come into play,

ce that he performed, whether it be in

e service, so that fitness always

position is concerned . So, that

you wouldn't want a sixty-five year

ifty foot ladder in order to get

ghed, is given consideration in the

MR. JUNEAU
Okay. Well, to get down to what I consider the real

issue, Gordon, the net effect of your amendment changes what in

Schmitt's amendment? What do... I mean, tell us what you're really

trying to do, that's what 1 want to know?

MR. FLORY
Well, my amendment takes out the language "as ascertained by

examination which so far as practicable shall be competitive," and

I again point to the situation I mentioned where you could go on the

outside. Now, the promotions are filled within the service because

the training... there's very little training that you could get and

experience that you could get outside of the actual fire service, so

that the promotions are made from within the fire service. You follow

me up to that point? What I think Mr. Schmitt did by his amendment,

and I think by design, was to allow you to go outside of the service

and you had a position of a captain open, a vacancy there, then a man

with a college degree in other areas may get the highest score. He may

make a hundred out of a possible hundred on the examination. It

would be possible then for the board to certify him the top nominee,

the appointing authority could appoint him even though he did not

actually have, he may be physically fit, but he did not actually

have experience and length of service, so that you would have a

man who was mentally capable of handling the position had he been

trained in it, but he had not had the training so that when a major

fire comes or a riot or something of that type, you put a man in a

position in the top level to where he is in charge of a group of men

either in a riot situation or in a major fire situation directing

people who have had some experience, but he doesn't know what direc-

tions to give them, so that you're endangering not only the lives of

the people in the service, but the lives of the people he's supposed

to be trying to protect, and this is the great danger. That's why

I said yesterday, and I asked you to lay over until today to give us

real time to consider the matter, to come up with something that would
at least maintain the concept that he was talking about without doing
violence to the present structure of the system and let the legislature
then, by a two-thirds vote, change it.

MR. JUNEAU
Would your amendment permit, in determining a promotional status

within the firemen and policemen the considerations of merit, ef-
ficiency and fitness on an equal basis with seniority?

MR. FLORY
On an equal basis? I think that would be a determination that

the legislature first would have to make and then the local board
would have to apply it.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Flory, I have three questions, sir; one, you just al-

luded to the fact that these various—efficiencv. fitness, length of

service would be a weighted situation—and Mr. Juneau's question to you,

he asked you point blank—were in fact, you considering length of

service above the others? Do you or do you not, sir?

MR. FLORY

I didn't change that; that was the order in which the amend-

ment was originally, Mr. Chatelain. I didn't change that.

MR. CHATELAIN
But, would you consider in your amendment a weighted situation

where there would be some, in fact, consideration given to the fit-

ness and all the other—merits, etc.; would you in fact, do this?

MR. FLORY
Would I change my amendment?

MR. CHATELAIN
I mean, would you.... is It your interpretation that your amend-

ment would do away with that?

MR. FLORY
Do away with those considerations?

MR. CHATELAIN
Yes.

MR, FLORY
No, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
Okay. Two: isn't it a fact .sir, that the average policeman

in an average city retires- at age— after twenty years service?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
All right, sir.

MR. FLORY
There's a very good reason for that,

MR. CHATELAIN
All right, I'm not going into that, sir. How many cities with a

population between thirteen thousand and one hundred thousand that*

in fact, have a joint police and firemen civil service situation?

MR. FLORY
I think they all have it in that cat

with the exception of one, to my knowledge

who does not have a paid fire department

they don't comply ..• they don't reach the

constitution. consequently they have a se:

city of New Orleans which is over the pop

cities and municipalities and districts w

of thirteen thousand to two hundred and f

by the constitution to be under that syst

seventyfive hundred and thirteen thousand

required to have that type system.

egory , Mr. Chatelain,

, and that is Thibodaux,
and that's the reason
criteria set forth in the

parate type... then, in the

ulation bracket. But, those

ithin the population brackets

ifty thousand today are mandated

em. Those that are between
are statutorily, statutorily

MR. CHATELAIN
All right, sir. Let me ask you this. On your second sentence

of your— I mean, second line of your amendment — you have the word

"shall." Would you consider amending that to "may"?

MR. FLORY
No, sir.
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MR. CHATELAIN
Thank you, sir.

MR. ABRAHAM
Gordon, I'm trying to understand what the effects of this

amendment will be. Now, the original amendment we adopted, the
Dennery-Flory amendment states that the provisions of Article XIV,
Section 15.1 of the Constitution of '21 are hereby retained and contained
in force and effect as statutes. Now,irhen we come back and state
in this particular amendment that it's under a general system based
upon merit, etc., as provided in Article XIV, Section 15.1, does
not that negate then the possibility of the legislature being able
to amend those provisions because they're no longer statutory; they
become constitutional here by putting this language back In. You see, be-
cause we specifically spelled out in the original amendment that these
would be statutory.

MR. FLORY
That was correct and that was my intentions, Mr. Abraham,

originally, but when Mr. Schmltt came back and Inserted this as
a constitutional provision, then I had no alternative except to
offer this in order to clarify the situation.which I've done.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, now, looking at the constitutional provision of the

Schmltt proposal... based on merit, efficiency, fitness, length of
service,but all this fits in with 'he statutory material, and does
not the statutory material provide in Paragraph 23 that the omission
to test shall be from the next lower classification? Would not
that limit it, or prevent, say an outsider coming in to take the test?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, because what he said in his amendment was "Insofar

as practicable by competitive examination." He don't define where
that competitive examination was or who was to participate in the
competitive examination and that was the danger in the amendment.
That was the reason why 1 had to come back and to try to change that,
and to put it back in the context in which it was originally.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, I'm not quarreling with that; the only thing I'm concerned

about is, whether we're actually putting it back in the context or
we're locking the 1921 Constitution back into this constitution.

MR. FLORY
Well, Mr. Abraham, I said earlier, perhaps you missed it.

My original thoughts were and that my first preference was to delete
the Schmitt amendment in its entirety. In order to do exactly what this
convention voted to do was to transfer the whole matter to the statutes,
and let the legislature after an open debate reach a firm conclusion
after hearing all of the facts as to what ought to be done. 1 was
willing to leave that entirely up to the legislature, but when he
tries to lock In a particular ... a particular provision which says
that it shall be by competitive examination without describing who
can take the examination, then I tell you, sir, that it could go from
the outside— you could have a aan from California take the examination,
never fought a fire in his life, never served a day as a policeman, yet
was very intelligent and could pass an examination and make a hundred
on it and could theoretically and possibly get the appointment in a
most responsible position which would be detrimental to either service.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, now, just... just to argue the other side of the coin since

you brought up that example; could not it work both ways where you might
have a man who got the promotion strictly on seniority who, at the
same time, still may not be qualified and could be detrimental to
hold the Job?

MR. FLORY
I think you have to understand, Mr. Abraham, that in the

promotional policies set forth in the constitution and in the
statutes, that even though you talk about taking the senior man after
he has meritoriously qualified to get in that position that he still
has a test period he has to serve...

MR. ABRAHAM
1 appreciate that.

MR. FLORY

... and his appointing authority, if he can't cut the mustard,
has full authority, constitutional and statutorily to put him back
to where he was, and put somebody else who can cut the mustard.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, you appreciate, I hope, my concern that by blocking

this back in we might be locking the entire subject matter back
into the constitution rather than by making it statutory.

MR. FLORY
I can appreciate anybody's concern with this matter, Mr.

Abraham, because as I said yesterday, it was of such serious
consequence that I didn't believe that we, as laymen, could sit
here without expertise in the police area and in the fire area and
could really legislate these types of conditions. Consequently,
in order to put it into an area which could receive full and open
debate where all parties could be heard who had expertise in the
area. A real legitimate change could be brought about if it was
needed to improve the service. That's where I thought the problem
lies and I still believe that that's the appropriate body ,which
is the legislature.

MR. JENKINS
Gordon, is there any way that this could do away with the

veterans* preferences that are granted?

MR. FLORY
No, sir.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Gordon, I'd like to just make a qualifying statement before

I ask you a couple of questions. I recognize that experience should
be a factor in considering a man for promotion, but what 1 would like
to know, are you saying that because a man serves time in a job,
that this automatically qualifies him for a promotion?

MR. FLORY
No, I didn't say that.

MR. GIARRUSSO
No, I'm asking, I never said you did, I'm asking a question.
Well, you alluded to that a few minutes ago when you said that

a man has to have experience In a particular field if he's going
to be able to do a job? Aren't those provisions .

MR. FLORY

No, I didn't say that What I said was that In the
fire service in particular that there was very few places where a
man could get experience in fighting a fire except in the fire service.

MR. GIARRUSSO
1 think that that's true with police service as well. I think

that there are ample provisions that are made in the qualifying for
an examination where experience is a factor, but is not the all
encompassing factor that has to be considered by the appointing
authority for a promotion. One other question:

MR. FLORY
Tint's the reason I was willing to turn it over to the

legislature to let them determine in their judgment what weight should
be given to those factors, Mr. Giarrusso.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Well, do you feel, Gordon, that there are intangible factors

that are present whenever you consider a man for promotion?

MR. FLORY
1 can't hear you, sir, I'm sorry.

MR. GIARRUSSO
I said, do you feel that there are some intangible

factors that an appointing authority has to consider that do
not come out with experience, do not come out in an examination?

MR. FLORY
I think there are some considerations, if you're talking

about politics; yes, I'm sure there are some political considerations
some people would give in making appointments. Yes, sir, I agree
with that.

MR. GIARRUSSO
No, sir, I didn't say that, you did, but ... I t.ldn't mean it

that way at all because there are factors that are present many times
that do not show up in examinations, do not show up In experience. Forexample,—and this might be considered to be minor—but neatness,
integrity, you could talk about a man's attitude, you could talk about
his demeanor on a job; these are all things that don't come out in an
exam that you know exists. I'm asking again, is that... what I'm
trying to say is that, 1 think there should be some weight given to
experience, but not the all encompassing factors as I understand
what you re trying to place it on.

MR. FLORY
That's not what I'm doing. Chief. I don't know whether you

were here yesterday and heard the debate on the issue or not,
but that's not it. I know that what you're talking about Insofar
as determining a man's honesty when you hire him, or when you promote
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him as a policeman, is whether he takes bribes or something of this nature,

you would use that as a consideration. I don't think you can
constitutionalize that. I don't think you could legislate that,

and yes, I would admit, a man's character, certain attributes that

he might have^ would be taken into consideration. His ability as far
as being able to make judgments on a aplit second decision; yes, sir,

these things I'm sure are taken into consideration. I think that's
all done too, particularly after you have put the man into a work
test period.

MR. GIARRUSSO
I think this is true, you know, a probationary period.

Gordon, the only thing I'm really trying to find out Is
that I just don't feel that experience alone, is what I'm say-
ing, should be all of it. If I misunderstand you, well, I
stand to be corrected. That's all I'm asking.

MR. FLORY
All I'm saying here is that the legislature—and I said

yesterday was— that if there are those who feel that that is
not the criteria that ought to be used, as now is the practice
and has been for some thirty years or more in all of the majority of
metropolitan areas of this state, then I think the proper
place to change it is in the legislature where people with
expertise—such as yourself, in the police area—could come
and be heard and give testimony as to your experiences and
what it takes to run that type of a service. That's the way
you develop orderly change is by people who testify, who have
expertise in certain areas on certain matters; and then laymen,
such as myself, can make a considered judgment based upon the
testimony heard.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Thank you, Gordon.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr, Flory, you are saying that the provisions of your amend-

ment would be able to be changed by a two-thirds vote of the
legislature?

MR. FLORY
Yes. I don't think they could change the language in this

amendment, no.

MS. ZERVIGON
Your amendment refers to the general system of deter-

mining merit, as contained in Article XIV, Section 15.1.

MR. FLORY
Which is the entire forty-seven pages that we had before

us yesterday and let the legislature then give its consideration
to whatever change was proposed.

MS. ZERVIGON
In other words— in answer to Mr. Juneau's questions, you

said that the exam and then seniority system was, by and large,
the system that is specified in Article XIV, Section 15.1—the
change of that would be left to a two-thirds vote of the legis-
lature. This would not be something that could be changed only
by constitutional amendment, would it?

MS. ZERVIGON
That particular process. The other thing is, Mr. Flory

—

I want to give you a little chance to defend yourself—you are
not criticizing the fire- and policemen in New Orleans, are you?

MR. FLORY
And nowhere else.

MS. ZERVIGON
They're not chosen by this system, but they are competent

at their jobs; don't you agree?

MR. FLORY
I haven't criticized anybody, to my knowledge, Ms. Zervigon.

I used a hypothetical situation.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, under your hypothetical example of the man from

California who'd never been a fireman, wouldn't he have a little
bit of time on the job in which he could be fired if he were
found totally incompetent as well?

MR. FLORY
I'm sorry; I can't hear you, Ms. Zervigon.

MS. ZERVIGON
I can't remember who your questioner was when you brought

up that hypothetical example of the fireman from California who
had taken the exam, never fought a fire before, qualified because
he was bright—and was hired. You were saying that under the
seniority system, a man has a certain amount of probation time
in the new position; isn't that correct?

MR. FLORY
That's correct.

MS. ZERVIGON
Wouldn't that be true of the interloper from California as

well that he would be on probation in the new job?

MR. FLORY
If those provisions were retained, yes,

MS. ZERVIGON
Thank you.

MR. FLORY
Within that six-month period,

situation occur.
they could have a disastrous

MR. KELLY
Gordon, let me see if I've got the overall picture of this

thing. First, we've already transferred everything that*s in

Section 15.1 of the constitution into the statutes; correct?

Then, we turn around and we say that by a two-thirds vote of the

legislature they can change this; all right. Then, in your

amendment, you're simply referring back to Section 15.1 of the

1921, and that would be a statute; is that correct? Is that cor-

rect? All right, now, and then, in your amendment, you refer to

"merit, efficiency, fitness, and length of service." Now, these

are the criteria upon which permanent appointments and promotions

would be made; is that correct?

MR, FLORY
This could only be changed by constitutional amendment

—

this language—but 1 think what we transfer to the statutes
can be changed by a two-thirds vote of the legislature.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, I'm the chairperson of Legislative Liaison.

We're going to have to decide what is statutory material and
what is not. Your committee, of course, has to tell us what
your committee considers to be statutory in light of the pas-
sage of this, and what is constitutional and may not be changed
by a two-thirds vote of the legislature. What I'm asking you
is, in light of having to make that decision in trying to vote
on this amendment: Is the system whereby a man on the police
force takes an exam, passes, and then the most senior man who
passes the exam is automatically promoted—would that be trans-
posed into a two-thirds statute, or would that be considered
constitutional material?

MR. FLORY
I think it's transposed into the statute. It would be

carried forward under that as a process now used but, subject
to a two-thirds vote of the legislature, could be changed.

MR. FLORY
That's correct.

MR, KELLY
All right. Now, can this be changed—not the wording neces-

sarily of this, but, say, the percentage of dominance that would

be lended to each one of these criteria—could that be changed by

the legislature?

MR, FLORY
I think with a two-thirds vote they could give whatever

weight, percentage-wise, to it they wanted to.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Flory, there's only one point that concerns me about

your amendment. Under Article XIV, Section 15.1, as it now stands
the seniority requirement is only applicable to the promotional
examination, is Ic not?

MR. FLORY
That's correct.
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MR. KEAN
As to the competitive examination, the appointing authority

has a right to take from the three names that are submitted to him
without any reference to seniority; does he not?

MR. FLORY
That's correct, in the appoint,

process, yes, sir.
.yes, sir... in the hiring

MR. KEAN
As I read your amendment, it could be construed as injecting

these various factors, including length of service, even into a
certification for a competitive position. Would you speak to
that point?

MR. FLORY
State your question again, Mr. Kean, so I'll be sure I have

it correct in my mind. Are you talking about initial appointments
or promotions after....

MR. K£AN
In the case of the chief of the fire department or the chief

of the police department, those Jobs are filled by competitive
examination, are they not?

MR. FLORY
That's correct. Within the service.

MR. KEAN
Or, you can have anybody who can apply for that take that

examination, can't they?

MR. FLORY
For chief?

MR. KEAN
Yes.

MR. FLORY
Yes, I believe you can. In that position, yes—with the

exception of the city of New Orleans.

MR. KEAN
All right. But, in the fire and police civil service system,

the chief's job is a competitive examination; and, therefore, length
of service in the department is not a factor to be considered?

MR. FLORY
Not today, and it would be carried forward and only could be

changed with a two-thirds vote of the legislature.

MR. KEAN
Well, the thing that bothers me Is that you say that the

appointments will be made"only after certification under a general sys
tem based upon merit, efficiency, fitness, and length of service
as provided in Article XIV, Section 15.1." It seems to me that that
might be construed as now injecting into the competitive examination
a seniority consideration.

MR. FLORY

No, because that is one of the conditions in the present
constitution that we're transferring into the statutes: that is,
the practice that is the situation today—that would be transferred
into the statutes. Now, I can't tell you, for instance, what the
legislature might change in the future. I can't tell you either,
if it would all remain in the constitution, what the people might
change in the future.

MR. KEAN
Well, the language of your amendment, as I read it, says—you

make certifications as provided in Article XIV, Section 15.1—and
the language in between, it seems to me, would raise the question
that seniority could now be a factor in a competitive examination,
and I simply want to find out whether or not that was your inten-
tion.

MR. FLORY
No, sir, that's not what my intent is. My intent is to con-

tinue forward in the new statutes the provisions of the existing
constitution, with the letting the legislature change that by a
two-thirds vote.

MR. KEAN
So that if the present law says that, in the case of compet-

itive examinations....

MR. FLORY
They'll remain the same.

MR. KEAN
They'll remain the same.

MR. FLORY
That's correct.

MR. DENNERY
Gordon, what I want to be sure of here is that under the

present system, which we would continue in effect, the only time,
really, that seniority has any importance— the only times, let us
say—are when you have laid off somebody or demoted somebody or
something of that nature and the position above opens up, you
have to bring one of those men back....

MR. FLORY
Or, if someone retires .... to that extent, yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
Right. Now, that phase of seniority doesn't disturb me a

bit. The one that disturbs me is the case of a promotional exami-
nation. As 1 understand a promotional examination, you have no
fear of bringing someone in from the outside because, by the very
nature of it, a promotional examination is one which promotes from
within the service. As I understand your law, if you pass... if you
get your seventy-five percent and there are ten people on the list,
the appointing authority is required to appoint that one who has
seniority. Is that correct?

MR. FLORY
That is the correct system, but would be subject to change by

the legislature.

MR. DENNERY
Right. Now, that man has to serve a working test period of a

minimum of six months, according to the law.

MR. FLORY
Not less than six months and not more than twelve months.

MR. DENNERY
No more than a year. The only thing that disturbs me: I

would say that in ninety-five percent of the cases the person who
is senior is probably the person best fitted for the Job; the five
percent of the cases—and those are the five percent that I think
Chief Giarrusso was asking you about—you may run into a situation
where you have certain intangibles. After all, you're promoting,
normally, to a position of leadership. Leadership, I don't believe—
and I think you would probably agree—cannot be adjudged purely by
seniority or purely by a test, for that matter. Do you agree with
that?

MR. FLORY
That is cc-rect, Mr. Dennery. I don't think you could—you

get into the are^ of leadership abilities— I don't think you can
find that out by examination, by demonstration unless that man's
had the opportunity to demonstrate leadership, and you don't find
that out until within the working test period as to whether a man
really meets the criteria to be a leader. But, this is the area

—

and the area of responsibility and his ability to accept responsi-
bility and discharge it— is the reason for the working test period.

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, Mr. Flory, if you look at your amendment and look

at Mr. Schmitt's amendment, if you put a period after the word
"service"—after "length of service"—don't you think that would
take care of your problems and also take care of Mr. Schmitt's
problems?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, I don't.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you, sir.

MR. DUVAL
Gordon, my questions are not directed to the merit of your

amendment, but to the legal effect they have. I realize you've
been asked questions on this before, but I'd like a clear under-
standing. As I understand it, the thrust of your amendment— is
it not?— is to incorporate into the proposed constitution the line
appearing on page 392 of the copy of the constitution we have,
which says, "The appointing authority shall select and appoint, to
the first vacancy to be filled, the one person certified to him
who has the greatest seniority in the departmental service."
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Isn't that really what you want to insure is in the proposed

constitution? Am I correct?

MR. FLORY
Not in the proposed constitution, but in the carry-forwdrd

position in the statutes to where the legislature could take into co

sideration all factors and make a determination.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I understand your intention, but it appears to me,

Gordon, that by placing this language in the constitution as it

is, that we might be adopting by reference the provisions of the

constitution that cannot be changed by a two-thirds vote, as you

recall the amendment Mr. Jenkins had in reference to political

activity. That could not be changed by a two-thirds vote; won't
you agree with that?

MR. FLORY
I don't have his amendment before me,

again, Stan. I can't answer that.

and I'd have to read it

MR. DUVAL
Well, my concern is that what we're doing is constitution-

alizing all the provisions of Article XIV, Section 15.1 again.

Do you see any problem that perhaps by... as provided in order...

here's a constitutional provision saying this shall be the way,

as provided in the constitution, of Section 15.1. How's that

going to be changed unless there's a constitutional amendment?

MR. FLORY
You have certain factors to be considered, and the legis-

lature can determine what weight to be given to those factors.

MR. DUVAL
Well, it's just my opinion that it could be stated a little

clearer. I would hope that, perhaps, you'd maybe take a little

recess....

MR. FLORY
Well, it could've been extremely clear, Mr. Duval, if we

hadn't of had the Schmitt amendment adopted yesterday to begin
with, because then the legislature would 've had the full author-

ity without question—a two-thirds vote, they could change it.

MR. DUVAL
I understand. Your intent is to make the law as it was...

the convention in the status as it was before the Schmitt amend-

ment. I understand your intention.

Schmitt's amendment, even though from a position of clarity. So

that everybody would understand what we were doing, the best thing,

in my judgment, legally and otherwise, was to delete the Schmitt
amendment in its entirety. That way we would know that we were
transferring, in its entirety, the entire system of fire and
police civil service, except Mr. Jenkins had wanted to retain the

Hatch Act provision where it could not be changed; that was his
intent—Mr. Duval raised the question a while ago— so, that's the

reason we took this approach. But, I say that If we had done
that—and deleted the Schmitt amendment—everybody would know
exactly what we're doing; and everything contained in the provi-
sion, with the exception of that, would be subject to a change
by two-thirds vote of the legislature. So that, yes, the proper
thing would have been to delete the Schmitt amendment.

MR. RACHAL
Thank you,

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Flory, in view of the fact that Article VII takes all of

Article XIV, Section 15.1 of the 1921 Constitution and puts it into
the statutes— it can be amended by two-thirds vote of each house of
the legislature—why would it not be satisfactory, then, to end Mr.
Schmitt's amendment with the word "service" and not accomplish the
same thing? You told Mr. Dennery that it wouldn't be satisfactory.
I'd like to know why it wouldn't. What would make the difference?

MR. FLORY
Because I think it would carry the connotation of equal

stature to the four categories, and I don't think that that

would allow the legislature the proper... the discretion to make,
or to give the proper weight that they may need after hearing
expert testimony in the area.

MRS. BRIEN
Mr. Flory, on the end of your line there, when you put

length of service as provided" etc., couldn't you just put

provided by law"?

'and

MR. FLORY
I think, when you do that, then you put it into the frame-

work of a simple majority vote of the legislature. That, I think,

is something that would not be in the best interests of the fire

and police service. Perhaps— I'm not sure about that—but, per-

haps, that's what we'd be doing.

MRS. BRIEN
Yes, 1 think that's what we're doing right now.

MR. FLORY
That's correct.

MR. DUVAL
I'm just afraid we haven't done this. If there's any way

to do it any other way, I'd appreciate it.

MR. FLORY
As I said, if I'd had my druthers, I'd rather delete the

Schmitt amendment. Then, there'd be no question about where we

stood.

MR. RACHAL
Gordon, you do know that I recognize that this is a guts

issue of this proposal; and in our previous conversation, I'm

sure you also realize the difficult time I'm having in my own
conclusions. One of the questions I wanted to ask was... has been
asked by Mr. Abraham—and I've noticed since that it seems to be
intertwined in the questions others are asking—and that is that

in really trying to come to a decision on the merits of a system

based on seniority as a major criterion, even if agreeing to

that, I get concernment about constitutionalizing it, which is

what others have brought up. I notice Mr, Dennery asked a ques-

tion about placing a period after "length of service ",which was

not satisfactory. It then seems to me that if we were to really
consider this, many of the anxieties might be allayed if we

could delete the Schmitt amendment, rather than amending it as

you are suggesting. I must apologize that I don't remember your

response to that earlier—as to why you decided against deleting,
versus the amending,

MR. FLORY
If you recall the other day, I proposed—when we had Pro-

posal No. 9 up, and then there was a question raised as to the

parliamentary procedure as far as deleting something, I had. In

c'der to do that at that time, make a technical correction also

—

I did not want to be accused of not wanting to consider the factors

.... let the legislature consider the factors mentioned in Mr.

[^Motion to limit debate to 15 minutes
adopted : 56-36

.

]

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to suggest that we take about a five-

minute recess. I think, in view of what Mr. Duval has said and

raised the issues, and some people—Mr. Champagne—are worried
about whether the legislature will be able to change the effect of

length of service, at this time in the present constitution, by a

two-thirds vote, Mr. Flory is going to pull the amendment and put

an exception there that the legislature may change these criteria

by a two-thirds vote also.

{_Amendment withdrawn ,}

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
At the end of the original Flory amendments, which were just

withdrawn, after the word "constitution" change the period "." to

a comma "," in that amendment and add the following language:

"subject to change by law enacted upon the favorable vote of two-

thirds of the elected members of each house of the legislature."

Expl ana t ion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, there was some... Mr. Duval and

some of them had questioned whether or not we were locking into

the constitution certain practices in the fire and police service.

In order to clarify the situation to make certain that's not what

we're doing, the following language has been added to the amend-

ment as it appears before you: "subject to change by law enacted
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upon the favorable vote of two-thirds of the elected members of each
house of the legislature." So that, there is no question but what
it could be changed by a two-thirds vote of the legislature. Let
me make one point that I couldn't hear a moment ago when Chief
Giarrusso was asking me a question about whether or not experience,
etc., were the only criteria: Certainly, my answer to him should
have been, had I heard him properly, was that that is not the only
consideration to be given, but that a man has to first qualify

—

and not only that, but he has to keep requalifying, under this
provision of the law, every eighteen months so that it is a con-
stant process of qualification in the process of promotion—so
that experience is not, is not, the only criteria.

Point of Information

MR. CHATELAIN
The motion that we had previously adopted—about the fifteen-

minute limitation—is that still in effect, sir?

MR. HENRY
No, sir, it's not.

MR. CHATELAIN
This is a brand new ball game?

MR. HENRY
It's a new amendment, yes, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
O.K. Well, I want to speak later.

Further Discussion

MR. HAYES
Mr. Chairman, and ladles and gentlemen ^f the convention,

I'm very much in agreement with Mr. Schmitt. The same thing
happened—it happened to me yesterday. It takes a little more
than one minute to get sixty-seven votes. I think that's what
happened yesterday.

I am against this amendment. I'll tell you why I'm against
it: Number One, is because it... it is by reference. . .you are
referring to the Constitution of 1921 by reference. Now, if
you look on page 376 of that Constitution on your desk, just
turn to page 376, you'll find twenty-three pages. There's
about four hundred and twenty-five words on each page. You
multiply that and you'll find more words than you find in the
United States Constitution. You adopting by reference a
consitutlon, as long as the United States Constitution, in
order to overturn one little amendment that was put in here
yesterday by Mr. Schmitt.

If this can be done away with, with two-thirds of the
legislature, why put it in here in the first place? The
best way to adopt the Constitution of 1921, is to adjourn
sine die, and it will be adopted. We don't have to do it by
reference

.

Further Discussion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I think this issue

has been fully debated; it's been fully disclosed. I think by
now you are either for the concept of some type of seniority,
being one of the more important criteria used for determining
promotions in the end. Now, you heard Chief Giarrusso....
you heard Chief Glarrusso's dialogue with Mr. Flory, you know
a couple of things that every eighteen months, people in the
classified service must continually meet test requirements
for promotional advantages in the future. There is nothing wrong
with favoring someone, all other things being more or less
equal, because of loyalty and seniority. I'd much rather
have a fireman who made seventy-five on an exam, and who has got
guts and experience and knows what to do, or to come rescue my
child out of a burning building, than some kid who made, maybe,
ninety-five, and just doesn't have the experience to know what
to do. That's what this whole thing is about. Now, the
legislature may change it, there's no question about it. If
you remember yesterday, I asked one question to a speaker who
has been adamant about wanting to change something that for
thirty years no one has complained about. There have been,
certainly, some few cases where somebody should have gotten
a promotion maybe was a little better than the other guy. But,
that's how the army works. It's on a seniority basis.

When I was in the service, I saluted captains, and stuff.
I saluted the guy who was ahead of me in rank merely because

his commission was ahead of mine by a week or so. That's just
the way it works. There's nothing wrong with the system we
have. There's nothing against it. There's no reason for
changing the status quo by us. Let the legislature do it if
it needs to be done. But, for God's sakes, let's move on, let's
move on, let's go on to something else. Let's get this
constitution adopted. Thank you.

Further Di scussion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to

this amendment. I just wish this, that fellow delegates....
that on this Saturday morning, that you would give me your

attention for a little while because there's nothing that's
come up in this Constitutional Convention that's more important
to one-third, or at least one-third of the citizens of this

state who live in cities that have a population between thirteen
thousand and one hundred thousand.

Now, we spent a great deal of time on this same subject
matter as it pertained to the city of Orleans. I just wish that you
would give me the courtesy to listen to my appeal to you. My

appeal is sincere; my appeal is justified. Now, let's look at

these things objectively. Let's look where we stand today.

The Schmitt amendment is a constitutional amendment. It provides
for merit, efficiency, fitness, and the length of service or

seniority as the condition for promotion. Let's look at this

and listen to this awhile. This, my fellow delegates, please...
let this sink in; this is a constitutional amendment. We are
here for the purpose of writing a constitution for years to come.

We are here for the purpose of writing a constitution for the

day's needs, and many years to come—not to take. ..to shirk our
duties and turn these things over to the legislature.

Let's look at another fact. The Flory amendment does
just that. It shirks our duties and turns it over to the

legislature, I say to you, let's listen to my remarks. Please,
please pay attention, and please give me the courtesy to listen,
fellow delegates. Let me cite a situation in... the city of

Lafayette. Eighteen months ago, we had to appropriate by

extraordinary emergency session, three hundred thousand dollars
to beef up our police department. We hired twenty policemen,
and bought twelve new police cars. Those twenty policemen were
brought here to Baton Rouge at LSU and underwent an extensive
six-months course In modern police technology. Those people nave

to grapple and cope with problems of today, not problems of ten

or fifteen years ago. I want you to think for a while,what we
are doing in this constitution. We are considering problems of

today. Our Chief of Police is a citizen from the State of

California. He came to Lafayette two years ago because we could
not select anyone from the ranks that would....who could cope with
the problems of the day. So, let me ask you a question, then; what....
just think for a while, how in the world can you consider these
facts? How can the mayor, the council, go about the business of hiring
a police chief; number one, which we just did. The police chief,

in turn, has to hire the policemen from a list offered by the civil
service board, which is fair, and which I agree to. All right,
then the civil service system has to do with the promotions of the
amount of money they are paid, the regulations, and all the rules
that they may work under. But still, that chief of police must
hire and promote those officers in due time.

Now, how can a chief of police promote an officer— for the
best efficiency of the police department we're speaking of now

—

how can he promote those policemen based on the best efficiency
of the police of the city, and the police department. If seniority
la the criteria? Just think about that for awhile.

I also want to ask you three questions before I sit down.
One is, what has happened to those words that we've heard all
through the ages, words like industries, as they apply to the
individual. A person who goes out and works and studies and
sacrifices to learn. What has happened to those words that
mean so much in organization—be it a public police department,
or any organization— the words esprit de corps? What has happened
to those phrases and words? What has happened to the words of

loyalty, dedication. .. .that we have heard so much in the past?
Don't they apply to police departments, and fire departments?
Don't they apply to those departments? I say to you, why do you
have a police department and fire department? It's to protect
the life and safety of the citizens of our various cities through-
out this state. That's why we have police departments and fire
departments. I ask you, who should be responsible for the safety
of those people in these various cities that spread out all over
the state? As a matter of fact, from the city of Lake Charles,
Louisiana, the city of Houma, Louisiana—there are over twelve
cities that have a population of over thirteen thousand people.
There Is one-third of the people of this state living in that
area, ladies and gentlemen. I would say to you, who has a right
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to control the lives and safety of those people? Is it the
local people? Or is It Mr. Victor Bussie and the AFL-CIO who
wants to refer everything to the legislature , so they can go
there and use the same tactics that they are using here today,
is to put the muscle on the delegates, and the members of the
legislature.

I say to you, let's leave it to the people who live in these
cities. Ask people who have the responsibility of taking care
of their own health and safety. I ask and plead to you, please
turn down, vote down this amendment of Mr. Flory's. Let's keep
the Schmitt amendment in there where the people in this state
can serve themselves rather than by being dictated to
by some organizations in this state. I thank you very much.

{^Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. FLORY
I should waive I guess , but I wanted to answer one statement

that was made about muscle, and just tell you that the way I feel
this morning with this fresh cold, there just is no muscle available.
There has been none to my knowledge

.

Mr. Chairman, just to make certain that everybody understands
what we are doing, we are transferring this entire matter into
the hands of the legislature. If change Is needed, people with
expertise in both areas from all sides, can come and be heard,
and the legislature make an intelligent decision as to what change
ought to be made, if any. I ask you for the concurrence In this
amendment, and let's adopt this section.

this state. I would certainly suggest to you that this amendment,
in fact, does give consideration to seniority. It spells it out,
Mr. Flory, in no uncertain terms.... it spells it out. It says
"it shall give consideration to length of service." I don't see
where you could go wrong with this. If you v*ant to represent
the people of this state, how in the world can you go wrong? This
is an awaited amendment. It's wedded to the fact that you have
to consider a situation such as efficiency, fitness, merit, and
the length of service. What is wrong with an amendment like this?
I appeal to you fellow delegates, that you will vote for this
amendment and really serve the people of this state as you were
elected to do or appointed to do.

Mr. Chairman, I suggest that we have a roll. .. .record vote
on this amendment, please.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, 1 hate to rise again, but again
we are getting back into the posture of legislating in much too
important an area. If you look at the amendment very carefully,
he deletes the amendment we Just adopted. But he doesn't.. and
that, then, in effect, leaves then, the Schmitt amendment, and
then we are right back where we started, plus the fact that what
you are doing here and putting into the constitution, something
that can't then be changed by a two-thirds vote of the legislature,
I suggest to you, let's defeat this amendment. Let's vote on
the section, and let's vote on the article. This is too important
an issue to play politics with, to try to resolve here without
the expertise required. I ask you to reject this amendment and
let's adopt the section.

{.Quorum Call: 107 delegates present
and a quorum. Record vote ordered

.

Amendment adopted: 83-31. Motion
to reconsider tailed.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTF.R

The amendment reads as follows:
Amendment No . 1 . On page 1, line 12, In the Floor Amendment

proposed by Delegate nennery, et al, and adopted by the convention
yesterday, delete Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Flory
and Just adopted and Insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Permanent appointments and promotions in municipal
fire and police civil service shall be made only after certification
by the applicable Municipal Fire and Police Civil Service Board
under a general system based upon merit, efficiency and fitness, and
which also shall give consideration to length of service."

[Amendment reread."]

Expl anat i on

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I know the mood that

this convention's in this morning. I know it is Saturday morning.
1 know that we have problems. I know you want to go on about the
business of ending this section. I know that you've got some
people like Delegate Roy, who Is ready to pounce upon me because
I'm here trying to represent people in this state. But fellow
delegates, please look at this amendment for a little while and
compare it to the Schmitt amendment, and compare it to the Flory
amendment. This Is a constitutional amendment. This is what
we're here for this morning, is to write a constitution for the
people of today, and the people yet unborn in this state, who want
protections in the constitution. Since July 5, we've heard it
time and time again that we want to write a constitution to protect
the people In this state. I say to you, for the people who live
In the cities of this state, with Its population of thirteen
thousand upward, deserve certain constitutional protection.
I say that this Is a good amendment. It is an amendment that
faces it squarely in the face. It's not a black issue, it's not
a white issue. It's not a south Louisiana Issue, and certainly
not a New Orleans Issue because we have already resolved the
problem of Orleans. We had to go in through the back door, the side
door, and all doors to finally resolve the situation where we
could give the people a rJght to vote upon it. I want you to
think about these things for awhile. All I'm asking you is,
that you consider those people who live In these cities from
thirteen thousand upward, below the population of Orleans. This
is what I'm appealing to you for, is to give us constitutional
rights, as you have given in many other areas of government In
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Questions
MR. CHATELAIN

Mr. Flory, it's a lot of noise going on back here. I had
a little difficulty understanding one of the remarks that you made,
sir. You said something about "If I'm correct, please correct me
if I 'm wrong.

"

I think I heard you make a statement, sir, "let's not play
politics with this." Am I correct, sir?

MR-. FLORY
I said that this is too Important a subject to play politics

with or try to legislate in the area that's so serious and so
cor:Heated. Period.

MR. CHATELAIN
You didn't infer, of course, that I'm trying to play politics

with it, sir?

MR. FLORY
That's exactly what I said—what I just repeated to you.

I didn't mention your name at all, Mr. Chatelaln.

MR. CHATELAIN
Because if you inferred, sir, that I was trying to play politics,

I think that's the exact opposite from that, sir.

MR. FLORY
I said, as a broad statement, Mr. Chatelaln, I said this is

too important an area.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Smith.

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, I think we've whipped this dog to death. I'd

like to move the previous question on the entire subject matter.

{.Previous Question ordered on entire
subject matter: 58-39.]

Closing

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm going to close in a

most unusual way. Mr. Newton and Mr. Perez, if you'll Just listen
a little while, I'm going to show you how I'm going to close this
one.

This is my closing remark. This is my closing remark . Vote
your conscience.

[Amendment rejected : 35-71. Motion to
reconsider tabled. Section adopted

;

97-13. Motion to reconsider tabled ."]
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Further Di scuss ion

MR. SCHMITT
You've seen in the last several days how the will of the

niinority, special interest coalition has broken the back of the
will of the majority of the convention. Just giving into the
minority was done in a spirit of compromise. Yet, their
compromise is out as soon as the labor coalition obtained its
objective. Labor then sought to obtain, almost immediately,
those things which allegedly were bargained away to obtain the con-

cessions it had previously desired but had failed to obtain.
For the life of me, I cannot understand why labor—through Mr.
Gordon Flory—has fought so hard to deny justice to those who
have cried for it and if not given it shall one day justifiably
demand it. Those who have in the past fought for the protection
of the disenfranchised, for youth, for justice, for efficiency
in government, suddenly desert the ship of the ideals and leave
the choppy waters of the open sea of freedom for the safety of
the sheltered harbor of labor's demagoguery. It is time when each
delegate must decide whether you shall allow those ideals, which
so many of our country's great leaders have died for, to be
championed by each of us or shall we choose the death of those
dreams, the dashing of those hopes for some temporary gain which
may have been promised us. This convention has been a great
education to me. I have seen those for whom I have a great deal
of respect bow to the desires of labor when those desires were
often questionable in nature. But, this former issue was
no such issue. The issue was not a foggy one, the choice was
clear. Shall the number of years of service be the sole criterion
for advancement in the civil service or in the alternative, should
some other factors be considered? Should this be allowed to be
decided by a simple majority vote or to allow labor to prevent
its adoption by a simple coalition of one-third of the votes in
the legislature? Should this system have the chance for infusion
of new ideas which may create untold benefits in the fields of
opportunity for youthful ideas—not necessarily youth—and for
efficiency in government, or should those who do not have the
most years of service—which is not necessarily the most
experience —have no opportunity to even get the chance to
advance themselves. I do not understand how those of you who
have prostituted your ideals to curry favor of labor
can or will ever be able to get a good night's sleep again. How
can you stand to see the face in the mirror which is a mask
to hide the horror of a soul which has not been true unto
itself? I would request, at this time, that you wipe away
that scar from your soul; you stand up for justice and you
defeat this proposal, at the present time, so that we might get
through the necessary changes. I thank you for your time.

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman and delegates, ladies and gentlemen, this

is the first time I have taken this microphone on special
privilege. I felt myself compelled to do so because I believe
that there has been some expressions here that are inconsistent
with our democratic system. Mr. Schmitt is a friend of mind,
and I know that Mr. Schmitt has political aspirations. I know
he is a very upstanding, honest, young man. I think, however,
that the voice of experience should be able to say to him at
this point that he may be traveling the wrong road. I don't
think that labor need apologize for anything labor has done.
If labor, through its political muscle, can elect a majority
of the delegates and come up here and dominate the convention, then
labor does it; if the Chamber of Commerce can do it, also
well and good; if anybody can do it, in fact. But the delegates
to this convention consist of all kinds of people, of all
views— I have watched their voting habits. There are no really
strong coalitions here. I'm black; I'n labor; and, incidentially,
I'm a businessman; I employ people. Now, with whom should I vote?
But, I'll tell you how I vote. I vote for the best interest
of the people. Now, I know there are many complaints by all of
us. I have had times when I believe that you have voted racist

—

when I thought you voted racist. But, then I thought and I reflected
and I said, "I don't believe a majority of those delegates are
racist out there." I found out over a period of time that you
are not. I don't believe you are prolabor or antilabor, or
promanagement or antimanagement. I believe you are just

delegates elected by the people and appointed by the governor
to represent the people here writing a convention. I Implored

Mr. Schmitt to refrain from these outbreaks and these attacks
on labor because if labor can be singled out—and this is very
serious—if labor can be singled out as the culprit in drawing
up this constitution, then the campaign to approve the constitution
will be prolabor and antilabor. If labor can be singled out,
eventually blacks will be singled out, or Italian-Americans will

be singled out, or Jewish-Americans will be singled out. So, I'm
asking you and I'm hoping that this kind of attack will stop and
that we will not have to discuss this kind of thing any more.
Thank you.

[_Previous Question ordered . Committee
Proposal No . 10 passed : 9 9-11. Motion
to recons ider pending

.

]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 15, introduced by Delegate Raybum,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Revenue, Finance, and
Taxation, and other delegates, members of that committee.

A proposal relative to the tax structure of the state and
to public finance. Status of the proposal— the convention has

adopted the first seven sections of the proposal as amended
with the following exceptions; Those being that Sections 4 and 6,

respectively, were passed over on yesterday.

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 8. State Debt; Interim Emergency Board
Section 8. (A) The Interim Emergency Board hereby is created

and shall be composed of the governor, the state treasurer, the
legislative auditor, the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
and the chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, or their
designees.

(B) During the interim between sessions of the legislature,
whenever it is determined by majority vote of the Interim
Emergency Board that an emergency exists, and then only for a

purpose for which the legislature may appropriate funds, after
having obtained, as provided by law, the written consent of two-

thirds of all members elected to each house of the legislature,
the Interim Emergency Board may appropriate from the State General
Fund, or borrow upon the full faith and credit of the state an
amount of care for an emergency, which is an event or occurrence
not reasonably anticipated by the legislature.

(C) The aggregate of indebtedness outstanding at any one
time and the amount appropriated from the State General Fund
for the current fiscal year under the authority of this section
shall not exceed one-tenth or one percent of the total state
revenue receipts for the previous fiscal year.

(D) Each fiscal year, as a first priority, there is hereby
allocated from the State General Fund an amount sufficient to pay
any indebtedness incurred during the preceding fiscal year under
the authority of this section."

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Explanation

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I presume that the

reason that I was selected to handle this particular section is

because I'm having financial emergencies most all the time
and that's what this section of the constitution relates to

—

financial emergencies. We make the following proposed changes:
at the present, we have what we call the Board of Liquidation.
That board is composed of seven people at the present time; it

is composed of the governor, the lieutenant governor, the speaker
of the House of Representatives, the chairman of the Appropriation
Conmittee, the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, and the

comptroller. At the present time, it is limited to a total
appropriation of one million dollars per year with the provision
that the Board of Liquidation cannot appropriate more than one
hundred thousand dollars to any budgetary unit. Now, that in

gist is what we presently have in the constitution. There is

a provision, of course, that this Board of Liquidation can borrow
up to two million dollars, but that provision has hardly ever been
used or exercised. Our proposal will change the makeup of the
Board of Liquidation to the governor, the chairman of the House
Appropriation Conmittee, giving representation by the House of
Representatives, wherein that these appropriations must come
from and have some knowledge as to what should be done and, likewise,
the counterpart, the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee; together
with the state treasurer » who certainly should know the balances
in the state budget at that particular time, and the legislative
auditor. The reason for these particular individuals is because
it's partly the duty and' responsibility of the governor to have
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the overall situation of state government in hand and knowing
whether or not that this is a real emergency or not. Also, the
treasurer knowing what the situation ,or the financial situation,
of the state is at the time, together with the chairman of the
Finance Conmittee of the Senate and the House Appropriations
Comnittee because in the proposal we have, it must be something
that the legislature could not have anticipated. Therefore, those
two Individuals would know whether or not it is that type of an
emergency. Of course, the legislative auditor who has a check
upon these various agencies of the state and knows whether or not

that that is actually an emergency insofar as they are concerned
,

with their particular finances. There are two very significant
changes in making these appropriations which is not contained in

the present provision of law. One is that it must be something
which the legislature could not reasonably have anticipated.
The second is that it must be a real emergency. Under the present
provisions of the law you can make appropriations without there
being an emergency by the Board of Liquidation. As a legislator
I can tell you, that I have seen numerous instances wherein
appropriations were made which I did not consider any emergency
whatsoever; they could have, certainly, have well waited until a

meeting of the legislature. In fact of the business, I know of

occasions where they did not want to bring it before the legislature
because they thought they might not have as good a chance of getting
the money as they would from the Board of Liquidation. There is

another significant change in this proposal. As I first related
to you, the present law limits appropriations to one million
dollars a year for all emergencies. This proposal limits it to

one-tenth of one percent of the total state budget, which means
as the state budget goes up the amount that can be appropriated
for emergencies can go up. There has been no change in the million
dollar figure since 19.... since we originally had the proposal—as

far as I know. This will allow a fluctuation insofar as that

particular amount, because it can only be one-tenth of one percent
of the preceding year's budget. At the present time, our state
budget is approximately two billion dollars which would mean that

we would have an appropriation that could be made up to two million
dollars in this particular category. One other significant change
in this is that, as I previously related, the present law limits

limitation of the appropriation to a budgetary unit of one hundred
thousand dollars. I have seen on a number of occasions wherein
that the amounts of the emergencies in the needed appropriations
amounted to more than a hundred thousand dollars, and so the

Board of Liquidation would get around that particular way by

appropriating two different budgetary units the amount of funds
necessary to meet the particular emergency so that the budgetary
units could consolidate those funds and meet the requirement.

Those are the chief changes and provisions of this proposal.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to answer any questions that

might want to be asked about this proposal.

MR. BLAIR
O.K. I passed a bill; I passed a bill creating an agency

and the funds are not supplied at that time and then I can declare
an emergency later and get' it through the Board of Liquidation?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Not under this proposal. Senator Blair, you can't do that

because that's something that the legislature could have anticipated,
the need of those funds by the very passing of that bill.

MR. BLAIR
Is that in line 20? Is that where it's... where you have

the protection?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, I would say in line 26 and 27; it says "for an emergency,

which is an event or occurrence not reasonably anticipated by the
legislature,"

MR. NUNEZ
Senator, how long has this Board of Liquidation we now have

been in effect?

MR. DE BLIEUX
It was last amended In 196A, but I think it's been in the

constitution since it was adopted in 1921.

MR. NUNEZ
Will you tell the constitution how many emergencies you

feel we have actually had where we had to appropriate emergency
funds through this board?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Oh, I say less than half of them I would consider actual

emergencies—a whole lot less than half of them.

MR. NUNEZ
I would say you are being very liberal with your estimate ,

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, I feel that way. Senator Nunez,

MR. LEBLEU
Senator De Blieux, are you aware that in the past there have

been bills. .appropriation bills in the legislature to increase the

Board of Liquidation's amount from one million dollars up to three
and nonehave been successful?

Questions

MR. BLAIR
Senator De Blieux, why did you leave the lieutenant governor

out and why the legislative auditor?

MR, DE BLIEUX
Why did we substitute the legislative auditor?

MR. BLAIR
Yes, for the lieutenant governor.

MR. DE BT.IEUX

Yes, I realize that but. ...well, we had two-thirds. ... this

is one reason why we have done this is because we think we've got a

much tighter reins on the meeting of emergencies in this particular
one. Then, after all, even after the Board of Liquidation passes

it, it still has to receive a two-thirds vote of the voting members

of the House of Representatives—before we only had a majority
vote, as you well know—this tightens it up much further and makes

it much tighter.
...and, I think possibly because of the previous reason when

It was so liberal is why that they didn't increase the amount.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, for the reason of that is that the executive department

is really represented by the governor. We saw no particular reason

or particular input that the lieutenant governor or really the

speaker of the House could put in at that particular time since

this was the emergency matters. We put in those particular people

that we thought it would be necessary for their information to

meet their emergency requirements.

MR, BLAIR
Let me quote you a case, and I want you to point out in this

section where we could be absolutely protected in it and the case

is this: suppose 1 have a bill and I create an agency; I don't

have the funds; I can't get the funds during a legislative

session. You know and I know that time and time again we have

created agencies through the Board of Liquidation. Do you have

it spelled out In this section that that cannot happen?

MR. DE BLIEUX
If it's not an emergency, Senator Blair, under this particular

provision of the constitution, if it's not an emergency which

could have been anticipated, then you can*t get those funds.

MR, LEBLEU
...but, the state budget is now two billion dollars and by

your figures here the legislature would have to appropriate two

million or one-tenth of one percent every year to begin with.
By this section you would be increasing the money now appropriated
to the Board of Liquidation by one hundred percent.

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, Representative LeBleu, that is not exactly correct because

they can only appropriate the funds which are surplus in the state
treasury at that particular time to meet that emergency. Now, they

have the privilege of also borrowing that amount of money on the

succeeding year's revenues; they have to pay that money that's
borrowed—if they did have to borrow any—first before they can

go ahead and make any appropriations— that's as a result of

Paragraph (D) that has the first priority in paying those funds

off.

MR. LANIER
Senator De Blieux, is what we are doing here...what we call

at home "setting up a slush fund, "so to speak?
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MR. DE BLIEUX
No, we are tightening up on the slush fund, Mr. Lanier,

that's what we are really doing, we are tightening up on it.

MR. NUNEZ
Senator De Blieux, you just admitted that it was a slush

fund, I assume.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, sometimes I think that's what Mr. Lanier was talking

about; I certainly think that it has been used for that and....

MR. NUNEZ
Well, why have you—another question—why have you taken

the amount which was some limitation on the slush fund of a
hundred thousand dollars and then just taken it out altogether
which means, Chat if an agency comes in and wants to complete
two million dollars they can get it?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, Senator Nunez, let's take this example. As you well

know, I think, it was during the hurricane, Betsy , that we had down
in your particular area, at the time that it took more money than
that to meet the needs of the guard, and repairs, and so forth
down there. We had to make appropriations of two different
agencies in order to get enough money to meet that requirement.
Under this particular proposal, as we have it here, that if such
a situation came up to where it was actually an emergency, as
declared by the Board of Liquidation, and we had the money available,
that we could appropriate what was the needed funds to that
particular event. Now, you must remember this, it requires
two-thirds vote of the elected members, not just a majority as
we have at the present time.

MR. NUNEZ
Senator, Isn't there other provisions in the law, whereby

an agency that runs into an emergency that they're allowed some sort

of deficit spending or spending that would allow them to borrow
on next year's revenues if there is a dire emergency ,rather than
setting up a two million dollar fund?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, that's in our present law that we allowed Chat. But,

now I don't know whether or not that's going to be in the proposal
when we finally get through with it—being able to borrow money
that way or make up definite appropriations. I don't believe we
can do that under the present provisions we have in this proposed
constitution ,that you can go beyond your budget.

MR. ROEMER
Senator, I've heard a couple of people who have questioned

you refer to this as a slush fund. Well, It might have been that

In the past, but haven't we put some teeth in it in our committee?

For example, don't you agree with me that haven't we Increased the

vote from a majority to two-thirds; haven't we done that?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's right, Mr. Roemer; not only did we increase the vote that

it takes to appropriate these funds, but we have even tightened
up the reasons for what they can be used. It must....

MR. ROEMER
Exactly.

MR. DE BLIEUX
....actually be an emergency which could not have been

anticipated by the legislature,

MR. ROEMER
And, the question by Senator Nunez about these agencies

and things, hasn't our whole proposal emphasized capital budgeting
and planning and, hopefully, we can reduce these needless
expenditures like that and use this fund for real emergencies?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's right, and I might say in reference to yours that

this is one of the particular provisions in our proposal that
PAR—Public Affairs Research—were particularly praising us
for having done... It's that type of proposal; we have tightened
it up and made a much better management of our state finances.

MR. O'NEILL
Senator De Blieux, how much of the million dollars a year

do they usually spend now? Do they usually spend right up to
the million?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes, practically all of it. They usually have some agencies

that they will defer until the latter part of the fiscal year.
Then, if they have any funds left over, they will go ahead and
make the appropriations to them.

MR. O'NEILL
Now, following Mr. Roemer's question, would it be adequately

defined as saying now we have a slush fund with teeth?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, that's not right because this is not going to be that

type of fund; I can assure you on the provisions we have in this
proposal.

MR. SINGLETARY
Senator, is this necessary to be in the constitution?

could you tell us briefly why?
If so.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes, Mr. Singletary, I think it is because we have to have

some way to meet emergencies if they should happen. What
this is, this is the meeting of emergencies only between sessions
of the legislature. If the legislature can be called into session
and taking care of something if it's a serious emergency, then you
don't need these particular provisions. But, sometimes, you run
into matters that only involves maybe fifty, sixty, or seventy
thousand dollars. But, it cost over a hundred thousand dollars
to call a special session of the legislature, so, therefore

, you
need this particular

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, could this be provided by law?

MR. CASEY
I'm sorry. Senator De Blieux has exceeded his time.
Are there any amendments, Mr. Clerk?

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 4, delete lines 13 through 16, both

inclusive, in their entirety, and Insert in lieu thereof the
following:

"created and shall be composed of the governor, the lieutenant
governor, the state treasurer, the presiding officers of both
houses of the legislature, the chairman of the Senate Finance
Conoilttee, and the chairman of the House Appropriations Committee,
or their designees."

Explanation

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, let me see If I can explain

this to you precisely. This board, of course, replaces the Board
of Liquidation of State Debt. The present. . .on the . . .in the
present Board of Liquidation of State Debt, the lieutenant
governor and the speaker of the House of Representatives are on
the board. The committee proposal deletes the speaker of the
House of Representatives and the lieutenant governor. In my
opinion—and, of course, the legislative auditor is on the board

—

its my opinion that the legislative auditor is put in a very
ticklish position being on a board that makes policy decisions
and political decisions, since he is supposedly insulated from
the political arena. In other words. If a legislator puts the
pressure on the legislative auditor, he's In a position where
he shouldn't be In, because this Is a very Important office.
Certainly, the legislative auditor can advise this board, as he
should, and give his recommendations. I don't think he should
be voting on the board because it puts him in a difficult
position and subjects him to political pressures which 1 don't
think he should be. He should be able to give his recommendations
without worrying about having to vote on the recommendation.
Furthermore, I think that the lieutenant governor, under the
Executive Committee proposal, would be on this board anyhow,
because he's a member of any committee that the governor is on,
I think we should give some specific duties to the lieutenant
governor. Furthermore, I think the speaker of the House—we've
inserted the speaker of the House of Representatives back on
the board, in addition to the presiding officer of the Senate, and
Chat the leadership of both houses of the legislature should be
on the board in order to keep track of the financial situation of
the state and to provide the leadership that these people are
providing in the House and the Senate. I respectively submit to
you that this is a better composition than the committee proposal.
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We don't do. . .this amendment does nothing to the basic context

of the committee proposal except changes the composition of the

board. I think it's more like the present Board of Liquidation.

It retains the speaker of the House and the lieutenant governor

and adds the president of the Senate. Of course, the legislative

auditor's advice would be used, but I think he's in a difficult

position if he's on the board.

Questions

MR. BLAIR
Mr. Duval, what you're doing here, though, are you not creating

an eight man board?

MR. DUVAL
No, sir; it's a seven man.

MR. BLAIR
Seven. Well, the lieutenant governor was automatically on

there, already, because of Section 6, Article IV, of the Executive
Branch. So, you had a six man board there, and you've added two

more since I . . .

MR.

It

DUVAL
No, we've taken the legislative auditor out, so it would nake

seven.

one-twentieth of the total budget would be appropriated, which,
in effect, would be right near one million dollars as it stands
today, rather than doubling the fund as is proposed in the amendment.

Questi ons

MR. O'NEILL
John, don't you think by putting this hundred thousand dollar

limitation on it that it will stop some new agency from being
created and coming to this board to have that agency funded, rather
than going through the regular legislative process?

MR. ALARIO
Gary, I don't think It will stop an agency from being created.

It will just control it from becoming a giant agency. I've seen
them established in the legislature in my first few years when
I didn't really understand, to be honest with you, what they were
doing and just how they were financing. At the time they're
presented on the house floor, they tell you, "Well, this is just
creating the agency, and then next year we'll appropriate the

money." Lo and behold, here comes the first ballot for us to

vote for the funds to set up this agency, and at the same time,
it looks like they're setting up directors, assistant directors
and attorneys, and they're putting in twenty and thirty thousand
dollar salaries. So, at least it will have some minimum amount
of control In that respect.

MR. ROEMER
Well, originally, I would be opposed to your amendment, Stanley,

but it's just come to my attention that under the Executive Article

that we've previously passed in this convention, that the lieuten-

ant governor is an ex officio member of all boards that the

governor is on. Is that not true?

MR. DUVAL
Ves. sir.

MR. ROEMER
So, we have to do something to balance it out. Isn't that

also true?

MR. DUVAL
Yes, sir.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I support—personally— I support your amendment in that

MR. ABRAHAM
John, when you spoke of the hundred thousand dollar limit,

and you said that's exactly what the present law is today, well,
now, is this the statutory law, or is this in the constitution
that it's a hundred thousand dollar limit?

MR. ALARIO
I understand that to be the statutory limitation.

MR. ABRAHAM
What's that?

MR. ALARIO
Well, I'

MR

m informed it's in the constitution.

ABRAHAM
Oh, it is in the constitution, now? It's not statutory?

Could not it be handled by statutory law just as well, without
having to write this type of thing into the constitution?

\_Previous Question ordered

.

Amendment
adopted without objection

.

Quorum
Call: 82 delegates present and a

quorum .

]

MR. ALARIO
Possibly. I think it.

MR. ABRAHAM
Don't you think it would be better to make it statutory?

MR. CASEY
The Clerk will read the Alario and Nunez amendment.

Amendments

MR, ALARIO
No, personally I think it's better here 'cause then it gives

that protection that we're looking to guarantee, that there won't

be any excessive amounts given in any particular agency.

MR. POYNTER

Two amendments and they are relatively short.

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, line 27, after the word and

punctuation "legislature," add the following sentence:

"The maximum amount which may be appropriated for any

agency during any fiscal year shall not exceed one hundred thousand
dollars."

Amendment No. 2. On page A, line 31, after the word "exceed"
and before the word "of" delete "ona-tenth" and insert in lieu
thereof the word "one-twentieth ".

Expl ana t ion

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Vice Chairman, members of the convention, all these two

amendments simply try to do is to bring the Interim fioergency

Board more in line of what the lav is today, in the effect that

the appropriations in this Amendment No. 1 would be limited to

one hundred thousand dollars. That's exactly what it is today.

I don't think we've had any serious problems with that in the

past, and I think we ought to put some limitation so that these. . .

It has been admitted by the authors and by the proponents of this

section that this is a slush fund, as such, and we want to make
sure that we're not exceeding these amounts in any one particular

agency. The Amendment No. 2 also tries to bring the section in

the line of what the present law Is, in saying that no more than

MR. JENKINS
I think you have a good amendment, John. I want to ask you:

Have you ever seen one of these mail ballots where something was
rejected?

MR. ALARIO
No, Woody, I sure haven't.

MR. JENKINS
They always pass. don't they?

MR. ALARIO
In all fairness to the proponents of this section. Woody, I

think the committee has strengthened that procedure in that they
are providing for a two-thirds vote. In the past, it's been a

simple majority. I have seen where one or two sections may have
been In a little trouble had they required a two-thirds. But,

at the same time, you and I know what type of politicking goes
on in this type of procedure. If I'm interested in a particular
appropriation for something In my area, and it looks like I might
have trouble passing it, then I'll get on the telephone and have
others call around to different Representatives and Senators. So,

It's just a routine matter.

MR. JENKINS
One other thing, just a technical thing on your amendment.

You say that—and I certainly agree with it— that no more than
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a hundred thousand dollars should be given to any agency during
a given year. You know these things are also appropriated to

political subdivisions. Do you think maybe you ought to put that

in there too, so that it would not be in excess of a hundred
thousand dollars to either to any agency or to any political
subdivision?

MR. ALARIO
I wouldn't have any objection to you coming back with an

amendment after. . .and clarifying that. Woody. I would prefer to

adopt these two amendments, though, so we might move on.

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Alario, Isn't it true that under the present law it

takes a simple majority of the legislature voting on the mail
ballot Co approve these appropriations?

MR. ALARIO
That's right, Mr. Newton.

MR. NEWTON
Isn't it true that under this proposal it would take a two-

thirds vote of the legislature?

MR. ALARIO
That's right, Mr. Newton.

MR. NEWTON
Now, isn't it also true that the city of Amite has just

suffered a tornado damage—serious tornado damage—and isn't it

true that they need an emergency appropriation of approximately
a million dollars, and there's no way for them to get that now?

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Newton, I don't know the particulars of what the hurricane

situation is in Amite. I can assure you, though, at this particular
time in the year, as we go along, that depending. . .you would
probably have to have your tornado strike sometime In early July
to make sure that your city could get that whole amount, 'cause
I can assure you all of that money is just about committed, now.

MR. BLAIR
Mr. Alario, the thing that worries me—and maybe correct me,

I'm trying to find now—as far as state revenue is concerned, I

think our last year's budget amounts to just approximately one
billion, five hundred thousand dollars—five hundred million.
Wouldn't you be cutting this a little short by dropping it down
to one-twentieth?

MR. ALARIO
Senator, as I appreciate the section, we're talking about

—

when they say one-twentieth—we're talking about of the total
budget which also would include federal revenues. . .

MR. BLAIR
I don't believe that you can count federal.

MR. ALARIO
It doesn't exclude federal revenues In this section,

MR. BLAIR
It says state revenue; 1 don't believe that includes federal.

Anyway, I'm wondering, Mr. Chairman, if we could ask him to
divide the question, if and when. . .

MR. ALARIO
Senator, it says "state revenue receipts." and the staff tells

me the interpretation would mean receiving from the federal
government. They were considering that it would include federal
funds, and as I can recall in committee, that's exactly what they
were trying to do.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Alario, this is an emergency board, I gather. Is that

correct?

MR. ALARIO
That's the title given on it. I have other words for it, Mr.

Hayes

.

MR. KAYES
Then, how can we predetermine what the emergency is going to

be and put it here in Xhe constitution by. . .at some undetermined
time?

MR. ALARIO
You and I can't predetermine what any emergency is going to

be, Mr. Hayes. I can only look at what the past actions of

this board has been.

MR. HAYES
Well, then, wouldn't it be better that If we were to leave

this for the legislature or some other body to do since we don't
know what an emergency would be; by fixing It in the constitution
that it might be a hundred thousand dollars, when it might, in

fact, be a million, like someone just said?

MR. ALARIO
I don't know.

MR. SCHMITT
What would happen in a situation, as happened In the past,

with reference to the flooding of St. Bernard Parish, or flooding
of Plaquemines Parish in which an emergency would be created
and the National Guard would have to" be called out? Would this
hundred thousand dollar limitation apply In that case? In the
future, wouldn't it require a constitutional amendment in order
to increase this hundred thousand dollar limit?

MR. ALARIO
That's correct.

MR. SCHMITT
Wouldn't it be necessary, then. In order to have the money

appropriated, to have a special session?

MR. ALARIO
I think there are other ways, Mr. Schmitt

.

MR. SCHMITT
Well, according to what we have adopted, there won't be

any other ways. Isn't the cost of a special session something
like ten times this amount that you're talking about—in the
ball park of a million dollars for the special session?

MR. ALARIO
Well, I'm sure you're not. . .well, it would seem to me

what you're talking about also is an emergency that's not
necessarily a hundred thousand dollars. It's probably ten times
the hundred thousand dollars.

MR. SCHMITT
Okay, that's a million dollars, so you're going to call a

special session for a million dollars so you can appropriate a
million dollars? Isn't that a waste of money—fifty percent of
your money?

MR. ALARIO
It would be, Mr. Schmitt, but I would think an agency of

that type may also be allowed some deficit spending, in which
the legislature would have no problem.

MR. SCHMITT
But, there is no deficit spending allowed under this

constitution. It would be an unconstitutional act for them to
go ahead and do that.

MR. ALARIO
That's correct, but I think they probably could get around

it.

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Alario, isn't It true that one hundred thousand dollars

is the present limitation on it?

MR. ALARIO
That's correct.

MR. LEBLEU
In case of an emergency, these appropriations can be made

by the Board of Liquidation to different agencies,, such as the
State Police and National Guard, the Department of Public Works?

MR. ALARIO
That's what I'm talking about when they can get around any

particular problem, Mr. LeBleu. But, at least there's some
limitation there.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't it true, Mr. Alario, that really rather than costing
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more money for the state, like some of the apparent opponents of

this amendment have suggested, that this is going to save a lot

of money for the state because it's going to make sure that you're
dealing with smaller amounts of money, and that if you have to
appropriate larger sums, that more scrutiny is going to have to
be given to it during the regular session of the legislature?

MR. ALARIO
Woody, I think the past actions of the Board of Liquidation

certainly prove out what you say.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'd like to represent the

wishes of the committee. It's clearly stated, here, in our
Section No. 8. We'd like to ask you to vote against this
amendment. What they're trying to do, here, I think, completely
circumvents the whole intention of our rewriting of Section 8.

Now, let me tell you what the problem is. When the legislature
is in session, it's their right and their obligation to access
the budgetary needs of this state and provide the monies needed
to carry out that budget, as they see fit. We're not changing
that at all. We also have in this constitution a prohibition
against contingency financing. That is financing subject to

something happening—that's a contingency finance. But, what we
do in Section 8 is allow for the reasonable expenditure of money
when there is an emergency —in other words, when the legislature
is not in session. Now, this is a good provision; this is a good
article, because inevitably , emergencies that were not reasonably
anticipated do arise. Now, don't be fooled by the proponents of
this amendment. Section 8, as we have written it, tightens up
the old Board of Liquidation, and tightens it up very strongly.
Let me point out what we have done. Not only have we, for the
first time, put in there the provision that instead of a majority
vote of the legislature, it will require a two-thirds vote of

the legislature. We've also put the limitation in there that if

this expenditure could have been reasonably anticipated by the
legislature, it can't be made; and unless it's an emergency, it

cannot be made. Now, I don't think this convention wants to

go on record as denying a small fund for the legitimate expenditures
to meet emergencies in this state. What this amendment would do,

by limiting the expenditures to a hundred thousand dollars for
any such emergency, is trying to tell us, in their wisdom, that
we can define how great the emergency will be. We cannot do that.

How can we sit here and say that the emergency won't be two

hundred and fifteen thousand dollars, or it won't be three hundred
and fifteen thousand dollars? We can't say that. Sure, there
are emergencies that amount to only fifteen thousand or thirty
thousand. But, I submit to you that for the own well-being of

this state, we should be able to meet emergencies that are greater
than a hundred thousand dollars. If you read Section 8 carefully,

I think that you will find that we do have a limitation on the
aggregate dollar amount. That limitation is one-tenth of one
percent of the total state revenues. That amounts to something
less or around two million dollars, in any one year, at the present
state revenue level. As the state revenues grow, so will that

grow. If we get to the three billion dollar stage in our budget,
we'll have the three million dollars that we can spend. But,

these are for legitimate emergency purposes, and when we try to

limit and define an emergency as something a hundred thousand
dollars or less, I just don't see how in good conscience, or good

logic, or good planning we can foresee the dollar amount of

emergency. I ask you to defeat these amendments and stick with
the committee report. It's a good report in Section 8. It has

been praised by not only the members of our committee, but by

outside people who have studied this. For example, PAR, in their

report of yesterday, one of the things that they praised most
highly in our whole report was Section 8. If you know anything
about PAR, you know one of their most vehement criticisms in the

past has been against the Board of Liquidation. They praise our

committee for straightening it out. I ask you to defeat these

amendments and stick with us in straightening out the Board of

Liquidation.

Questions

MR; LANIER
Mr. Roener, what is an trsency?

MR. ROEMER
It can be a number of things—a natural catastrophe or an

unnatural catastrophe. We debated, Walter, as you probably
know, in our committee at some length in trying to come up
with a definition of emergency. But, it's Just like putting a

dollar limit on it. We couldn't possibly provide for all the
kinds of emergencies. We decided that we could stick with the
wisdom of these five, or now seven men and women in determining
an emergency, number one. Number two, the two-thirds vote of
the legislature would give some teeth, rather than a simple
majority vote.

MR. LANIER
Well, wouldn't you admit that since the term"emergency" is

not established by any fixed criteria, that this is, perhaps, the
weak spot in the proposal, and the reason for the amendments
being proposed is to protect in that type of a situation? Would
you agree with that?

MR. ROEMER
Yes, I do. Let me point out two things, Walter, to you. On

lines 26 and 27, it says "an amount to care for an emergency, which
is an event or occurrence not reasonably anticipated by the
legislature." I think that is some step. In addition to that,
this amendment does not correct the flaw that you point out. It
doesn't define emergency, either. All it does is arbitrarily say,
"Well, at least no occurrence will be greater than a hundred
thousand dollars." They don't correct what you point out. They
just put an additional limitation on it.

MR. ANZALONE
Buddy, let's take the not so hypothetical situation of an agency

that was created for—and I understand we have five people on

this Interim Emergency Board— for a brother-in-law of one of them,

and they came up with a budget of, say, seventy-five, eighty
thousand dollars, sixty-five of which was salary. The legislature
decided, in its infinite wisdom, that they were only going to

appropriate thirty thousand dollars for this. Well, of course, to

keep the legislative auditor's brother-in-law in a happy job, or

something like this, they go along with the proposition that all

he needs is eighty-five thousand dollars, when three months later-

—

as Alario says, in July it's all promised—he comes back and he
says, "Well, I told you all I didn't have enough money." They
said, "Well, don't worry about it, because we've got the Interim
Emergency Board." Would this be classified as an emergency, just

because somebody ran short of money? It was heard by the

Appropriations Committee, it was heard by the Finance Committee.
They knew they were going to run short of money; they knew that
they were not going to have enough, but, yet, your giving the

Interim Emergency Board the authority to give them up to one
million dollars, if they so decided?

MR. ROEMER
Well, I think you answered your own question. In no way, under

lines 26 and 27 could that be interpreted as an emergency. I'll

read you the line again. It says, "an event or occurrence not
reasonably anticipated by the legislature." If ths legislature
created the agency, then they obviously knew it was going to need
money to fund it. So, they had reasonably anticipated that.

We discussed this specifically in our committee; it would not be

an emergency. It's just a scare tactic.

MR. DUVAL
Buddy, you pointed this out, but I don't know if people are

really cognizant of the fact that under the present law, it doesn't
have to be an emergency, does it?

MR. ROEMER
That's exactly right. We have tightened it up.

MR. DUVAL
So, people can come around with little bits and pieces and

just eat the fund to death under the present law; isn't that right?

MR. ROEMER
Exactly right. Let's don't undo what we've done here. I

can tell you this, Mr. Duval; if we were talking about the old

Board of Liquidation, 1 wouldn't want to put a million dollar

limit on It or a hundred thousand dollar limit. I'd want to take

it out altogether. But, we're not talking about the old way of

doing business. We're talking about the new Louisiana, here, and

the new way of doing business.

MR. STINSON
Under the new Louisiana, who's going to pass on whether it's

an emergency or not? The board is set up, isn't It?

MR. ROEMER
Two bodies would pass on It. The Interim Board, number one,

and the legislature Is number two. It would take both, and the

second one would be by two-thirds vote.
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MR. STINSON
Don't you know in the past it, supposedly, was supposed to be

emergencies, but at least ninety-five percent of them were not.

MR. ROEHER
In the past, that's absolutely correct. I would say this, Mr.

Stinson: in the tuture, they might try it again. But, we have tried,

by that two-thirds vote, to let people like you who might be in

the legislature have a chance to vote no and have it mean something.

MR. STINSON
In the past, usually, most of them were those that couldn't

get it through the legislature and were afraid to even try. They

used this as a means to prevail by calling around to the people
to vote.

MR. ROEMER
That's right. In the past, that's absolutely been the case.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I just wanted to further bring out this by asking you this

question: We are still talking about two-thirds of the legislature

pemitting it. We are also talking about members of that legis-

lature on this board saying that they agree to it. So, by what
means do they think that they could possibly limit it in the

legislature as a whole, if they get two-thirds to vote for it?

MR. ROEMER
Exactly. Somebody brought up a fact about an agency that was

passed by a simple majority, and they're going to get the money
by a two-thirds vote? That's ridiculous.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I can't add too much

to what Mr. Roemer has said, but I want to point out to you, very

strenuously—and Mr. O'Neill, I want you to listen to this because

you did ask this question after I had repeated it two or three

times—this is going to absolutely cut out the creation of agencies

without appropriations, and then coming to the Board of Liquidation
and getting money. That will not happen anymore if we pass this

proposal. It will stop the business of going around and fencing

places to where that ever. . .as Senator Blair and a lot of us

know that has happened in the past, where that we build fences

out of the Board of Liquidation's money. That will not happen
anymore if we pass this particular provision. As I see this

particular provision, based upon my experience as a legislator, we

possibly will be spending a lot less money from the Board of

Liquidation than we have been spending—not more, less. I say

this: whenever we expend the money this time, you can bet your
bottom dollar it will be an emergency. Take the proposal and

look at lines 25, 26, and 27, again, very carefully. I want

you to read those lines. It says, "for an emergency which is an

event or occurrence not reasonably anticipated by the legislature."

There is no provision like that in the present law. I ask you

CO defeat the amendment.

Questions

MR. KEAN
Senator^ as I appreciate this proposal, the Interim Emergency

Board could borrow money for the purpose of meeting these emergency
situations, could it not?

MR. DE BLIEUX
The Board of Liquidation can do that now, Mr. Kean. We did

not take that provision out for this particular reason: if we
have appropriated all the money that's in the general fund, that's
the only place this money can come from. There's actually. . .

suppose we have a hurricane or tornado, or something that destroys
an area, and we need two or three hundred thousand dollars, and
that amount of money is not in the state treasury at that particular
time. The Board of Liquidation can borrow that money and use it
for that particular emergency. That is. . .and this particular
board. The Interim Emergency Board could borrow that amount of

money. But, that money would have the first priority and claim
on next year's revenue receipts, according to Paragraph (D) of
this proposal.

MR. KEAN
Well, I'm not critical of its authority to borrow. I simply

want to clarify whether or not, under Section 10, dealing with
the State Bond Commission, the State Bond Commission would have
to approve any borrowings that the Interim Board might undertake.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I don't think under this particular circumstance that It

would be necessary to do that, Mr. Kean. Now, I haven't compared

the two provisions; I'm not sure about that. But, here's one

thing about it: the State Bond Board and this particular board,
it constitutes practically the same people.

MR. KEAN
Well, under Section 10 (B), it says "No bonds or other obligations

shall be issued or sold by the state directly or through any state

board, agency, or commission unless prior written approval of the

State Bond Coomission is obtained."

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, this would not be bonds, in my opinion. This would

probably be a note or obligation of the state, if they had to

borrow money. But, we've never had to exercise that particular
provision, in the past. I don't anticipate that it would be, but

at least we. . .in the event that that emergency should come about,

we have this particular provision.

MR. ROEMER
What about the case of some agency like the Atchafalaya Basin

which went before the legislature to try to get some money, and
they failed to get it? Could they come back before the general
board and get it?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Not under this board, Mr. Roemer. They could not. No, sir.

MR. ROEMER
Not a bit, could they?

Further Discussion

MR. LOWE

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, as

you know, when we get involved in particular articles that

many of us aren't familiar with, things get extremely confusing.

I've experienced that the last few days with civil service, and

I had a great deal of difficulty with that particular article

because you want to vote properly. It's difficult to make a

decision as to what is proper and what it not proper because

the opponents can confuse the issue to such an extent. 1*11

tell you that this particular provision is a problem. No one

likes to give the purse strings to anyone, and if we didn't

have to give the purse strings to anyone, we would not. But,

just reason with me for a moment now. When we set up an

appropriation for the State of Louisiana, we do it for a twelve-

month period. That appropriation says, line by line, item by
item, what each expenditure will be for the next twelve months.

When we get to the bottom for that agency, we can't say "contin-

gency." This might happen In the next twelve months, so we're
going to give you fifty thousand or a hundred thousand dollars.

That is prohibited in the appropriation bill. There is no
way that you can anticipate something that may happen. You

have to say In the appropriation bill, we'll spend "X" dollars
for salaries; we'll spend "X" dollars for office supplies; we'll

spend "X" dollars for rent, and on and on and on. That's the

way our appropriation bill that allocates the 1.5 billion dollars

is set up. Now,.. .two billion; O.K., Senator Nunez. That's
the way our two billion dollars is spent. Now, it's big

business to try for the hundreds of agencies in the state to

say exactly what each agency will spend during the next twelve

months. There's no way that that can be done. You couldn't

do that at your house, as familiar as you are with your expen-

ditures, it would be impossible for you to set up a budget

and not plan for contingencies. Now, I hope at this point

we're convinced that we're going to have contingencies. There's

no way we can get around it. I hope at this point that you

agree that you don't want to say that we are going to allow

this agency in the beginning of the year, fifty, or a hundred,
two hundred thousand dollars for contingencies. If we do,

what will happen? They'll soend it; they'll find a way to

spend it. You know they will. Now, there's no other way, then.

If we can't allow for contingencies, if that system won't work,

and if we're going to put item by item what they will spenH,

and we're not going to leave any leeway, how do we take care

of emergencies and contingencies? Well, your committee dealt

with that long and hard because none of us liked the old board.

We knew what happened in the old board. So, we questioned
everyone that we could question, and we did what we thought

was best for the State of Louisiana. I worked with the old

board, and it upset me so bad until, anytime I got a mail ballot

in the mail, I threw it In the garbage. I said, well, what's
going to happen? The vote's already lined up, and it's going
to be approved. But, we've done something here now, and we
said that if the occurrence, the event or occurrence not rea-
sonably anticipated by the legislature. That is good wording
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because I've seen in my tenure in the legislature a person
go before the Appropriation Committee and before the legislature
and lose his battle to get funds, then come back during the

course of the year and be able to get the funds as an emergency.
1 submit to you that any delegate in this convention can come

before you and confuse you because this is an emotional thing—that

we don't want to give the purse strings to anyone. I submit to

you that this committee has done a good job, that they've ques-
tioned everyone that they can possibly question. If you want
to support this committee and the work that they've done, and

the diligence that they've had, not just because they are a

committee, but because they've worked hard, and they've talked
to people that you aren't able to talk to right now. I don't
know of anyone that we could have talked to that we didn't
talk to. So, I ask you to defeat Mr. Alario's amendment I

know he means well In wanting to take care of the affairs of
the state—and adopt the committee proposal as is because
the committee proposal as is, I submit to you, is better than
the amendment.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Question

MR. WEISS
Delegate Lowe, you made a very effective presentation, and

I enjoyed it, but what is the objection to reducing the term
"one-tenth" to "one- twentieth"?

MR. LOWE
Well, you know, we could get to playing with figures. Dr.

Weiss, and we could say what's wrong with reducing it to

one-thirtieth, and I couldn't tell you that except that the

safeguards of a two-thirds vote by the legislature, the safeguards

of the vote that we have by the board, and the safeguards of the

fact that which is an event or occurrence not reasonably anti-
cipated by the legislature, builds in enough safeguards for us

to provide a fund to meet emergencies. There are going to be

emergencies. This convention would have had to shut down if

we had not been able to go and get ninety thousand dollars.

No one was able to anticipate what would hapj-en in this conven-
tion. We went before the board last year, an J I submit to you

that we spent our money wisely.

iPrevious Question ordered

.

]

CI osing

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, first

let me say that the people who oppose this on the committee would
make you believe that the committee is just composed of them. I'm
a member of that committee, and so is Mr. Alario, and so is a lot
of other people. If you know the history of a committee, and you
know that the vote that we just made yesterday and the day before
yesterday at thosenoon hour recesses we took to get the delegate
proposals, it was just historical that all the votes were 9-9,
10-10, 11-11, and I'm telling you, it's been Chat way the whole
time . So, don' t say" the committee , the committee, the committee,"
because there were two committees. I don't want to dwell on that.
I want to get to the meat of... the heart of what we're doing.
Absolutely right, absolutely right that this is an Improvement
on what we had in the past. It's a tremendous improvement, and
PAR is absolutely right. But, don't think that we don't,
give us the opportunity to improve an improvement. Believe me,
what we are doing is trying to improve on what the committee
has improved upon. I believe if P A R had the opportunity
after we adopt this amendment, to rewrite their analysis, they
would say that the convention proposal is better than the
committee proposal because what we are doing is absolutely im-
proving upon this committee proposal. We're not changing any of
the good Improvements they've put In the Board of Liquidation.
We're just adding two additional improvements: number one, we're
limiting the amount of spending to a hundred dollars, a thousand
dollars for an emergency; number two, we're limiting the total
amount of dollars that they have. This is comparable to what
is in the present constitution. The state budget Is rising at
a tremendous rate. You're putting it on a percentage factor

—

one-tenth of the total state budget. That's one or two billion
dollars, two million dollars. In five years from now that
state budget might be three billion. We just cut that down
to get it comparable to what it is today. We Just left a hundred
thousand dollars because we thought it was adequate. It's a
safeguard; it's a protection. I can tell you about the abuses
that have gone on in the past, but I think you know about them.

In the past ten years—and I talked to many legislators here

—

they rarely voted on these things unless the legislator who
went before the Board of Liquidation called them, or unless I

called. Out of the fifteen or twenty proposals we get each
week or each month or each three months, you can bet maybe one
of them was a real emergency. All this business about hurricanes,
I'm from the hurricane area. The state doesn't appropriate
money to us as hurricanes. They don't rebuild our buildings;
they don't rebuild our levees; they don't rebuild any of that.
That's all for the fact, that's all for the National Guard, the
State Police and the other state agencies that are involved in

that. I've never got an appropriation, and I've been ravaged
twice. We have never got an appropriation from the state through
the Board of Liquidation or from anywhere else. So, don't be
lured into the fact that this is.. if we don't have this, we're
going to leave cities and towns, and that without water, and
without etc. It's not true. I'm telling you that we are
improving tremendously on a good proposal. Personally, I would
probably like to see this out of the constitution, and to deal
with it in some other way. I believe PAR would also. But,
the fact of the matter that it's here, and the fact of the
matter is that we've done a tremendous amount of improving. So,

what's so wrong with us trying to do additional improving?
You know, when they first put this in the constitution—a million
dollars— they would have tried to get a lot more, and I'm sure
during the past history you heard Mr. LeBleu mention the fact

that they've tried to raise it legislativewise, and the legis-
lature turned them down each time. Now, these are legislators
that vote on this, and I can tell you, every time there's a vote,
somebody's on that phone calling legislators, "vote for this, we

need another vote." It will be the same way with the two-thirds.
You don't have benefit of debate, and that's the big problem
where I look at this. There's no benefit of debate; there's no

presentation. You don't get two sides to a story. All you get

is a piece of paper saying ten thousand dollars to this agency,
twenty thousand dollars to this group, forty thousand dollars
to this group. What it's for? What it's about? Certainly,
four or five men now can declare the emergency, and I think it's

better. But, I think the real safeguard in a democracy and

a legislative body is the benefit of debate, which you're getting

right here on this particular article—benefit of debate. Is that

wrong? Should we not have that?

Certainly, we should. We're trying to do something that I

think was a good article, and improve it. I resent, certainly,
the fact as a member of the committee, that we can't even touch
this. But, I think we'd done it to...

But, I'm telling you I think we've got a good idea here. I

think we're trying to do something that would improve upon a

good article, and I ask you to go along with it.

MR. HENRY
You've exceeded your time.

MR. NUNEZ
There's another provision in there that says that doesn't need.

MR. HENRY
You've exceeded your time. Senator.

{^Record vote ordered . Division of the
Question ordered . Amendment No . 1

reread and rejected : 49-50. Motion
to table reconsideration adopted

:

51-47. Record vote ordered . Amend-
ment No . 2 reread and rejected

:

45-56. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section adopted : 95-5. Motion
to reconsider tabled. MotioQ to
revert to Section 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Motion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to ask the delegates to turn to

Section 4 in their CP-15, and listen to a motion I have. I'd
like to move for a suspension of the rules for the purpose of
considering this Section -i of our Committee Proposal No. 15,

lettered paragraph by lettered paragraph, with a view that all
the rules and precedents of the convention applicable to the
section, by section consideration of proposals, shall be applica-
ble to the consideration of each proposed lettered paragraph of

Section A. That's my motion. I'll explain it If It's in order.
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Point of Order

MR. CHAMPAGNE
A point of order: is there any explanation of why we

want to do this?

MR. HENRY
A motion to suspend the rules is not in order. I assume

that why the gentleman wants to do it is because there are so
many amendments, but I don*t know.

Point of Order

MR. JACK
I want to ask this point of order—I'm against suspending

the rules—but, if they are suspended, then we don't get to
say anything, and we go that section by section. You need
sixty-seven votes for each section.. for each parargraph, I

mean?

MR. HENRY
You would need sixty-seven votes to adopt each paragraph,

sir; that's correct.

MR. JACK
In other words, that's to knock us down that's got amendments.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Jack, now, you're not going to discuss the thing right

now.
The gentleman has made the motion...
You certainly can discuss each of the lettered paragraphs;

they'll be open for debate, questions and amended and so forth.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Just want to be sure, even though we adopted a lettered

paragraph, and then it was laid on the table, we've still got
to come back even though we go through this procedure and adopt
the section by sixty-seven votes; do we not?

MR. HENRY
That's correct.

sections. I thought maybe we might just go ahead and proceed
with the amendments Section (A) through (D) , as we normally do.
Section (A) deals with the income tax; takes out the present
rates that are referred to in the constitution for income taxes.
It does, however, limit the tax on personal income of ten thousand
dollars for single persons, and twenty thousand dollars for joint
returns to the present limitation of two percent. It does not
mention any of the rates for incomes above that amount. Section (B)
has to do with the taxes on natural resources severed from the
soil or water, and it says that no further additional tax or
license shall be levied or imposed upon gas or sulphur or oil,
other than the severance at the place of severance. Section (C)
deals with the prohibition of local governments levying severance
taxes. It also prohibits them from levying income taxes and the
committee felt strongly, I think with the exception of maybe one
or two, that income taxes should be reserved for the state, and
not for any of the political subdivisions. Section (D) tracks
the present constitution, also as far as the distribution of funds,
from the severance tax. I know there are several amendments, or
one particular amendment up you might want to consider when the
time comes.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
John, what was the thinking of the committee in leaving the

base rate in for the personal income tax?

MR. ALARIO
Mack, the feeling of the members of the committee—now, I

might go back a little bit with you and tell you that we had
several discussions, and rather heated discussions on the rates
on income taxes. Some members of the committee felt no rates
should be included. Some had felt, at one point, that we should
exclude all rates. Some felt that we should include them just
as they presently are. At one point, we had passed in our committee
an amendment that said that no incomes up to ten thousand for
single and twenty thousand for joint returns would be taxed, and
that passed. We came backward on reconsideration and put in
this particular feature, keeping the rates lower for the lower
income brackets—or what we figured were the lower income brackets

—

in order that we might protect what normally we consider the
wage earner in this state, so that he wouldn't have to worry
about the rates going up on him. It's merely a compromise to
which. .

.

Point of Information

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Chairman, if we don't suspend the rules, we will consider

amendments, though, paragraph by paragraph, as we normally do.

MR. HENRY
Well, then, I would assume we would do it as we've been doing

so far.

Point of Information

MR. JENKINS
I have two amendments: one to (A), and one to (E)

,

to create a new (E) . But, I wouldn't offer the one to (A), if
the one to (E) passes. Am I going to be able to come back and
offer something to (A) after (E)?

MR. HENRY
If the rules are not suspended, and we debate this as a

section rather than as subparagraphs or lettered paragraphs,
you would be. Otherwise, you would not be.

\_Motion to suspend the rules rejected

:

3 3-55 . Mot ion to waive reading of
Section 4 adopted without objection."]

Expl anation

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, members of the comnittee, Section 4 deals with

income taxes, taxes on natural resources, prohibition on political
subdivisions of certain taxes, including severance taxes. Income
taxes, taxes on motor fuel. It also deals with the distribution
of some of the funds arrived with from the severance tax—that's
Section (D). If you would bear with me, I will just go ahead
with the highlights of what the committee's thoughts were generally
on these particular sections,and I know we have a number of amend-
ments up before the convention to come on Section A and the various

MR. O'NEILL
John, my question was along those lines, but I wanted to

specifically ask why the levels of income taxes for higher incomes
were not Included. It doesn't seem to make much sense to me to
include one and then not Include the rest of the scale.

MR. ALARIO
Gary, again, I'll say that it was a compromise worked out by

the committee in order to satisfy all sides. There were those
who felt by Including the larger Incomes, that you would be
protecting those who are better able to pay and limiting them
to four or six percent on income taxes where possibly they should
be paying a little more, if the legislature so desires, and of
course, by a two-thirds vote of the legislature. That provision's
still retained.

MR. TOOMY
Mr. Alario, where you have the two percent limitation on the

ten and twenty thousand dollars, you're referring here to taxable
income. I believe the present law Is "net income". Is it your
understanding that the committee meant to change that to taxable
income?

MR. ALARIO
No. ..we didn't mean to change It, Joe. We meant to keep the

same percentage as presently exists.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Mr. Kean read as follows-i—the Kean amendment:
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 3, 4 and 5 in their

entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following: "and joint
Income tax schedule of rates shall never exceed the rates presently
set forth in Title 47, Section 32 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes."

Explanation

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, if you'll look at page 2,
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of the Committee Proposal No. 15, you'll find that my amendment
is only applicable to individual and joint income tax returns.

The background of the amendment is that at the time the Louisiana
income tax was originally approved in 193A, the legislature

adopted Act 339 of that year, and subsequently in that year, an

amendment to the constitution was approved which, not only validated
the provisions of Act 339 of 193A, but provided that the schedule

of rates applicable with respect to the income tax should not at

any time exceed the schedule of rates which was set forth in

Act 339 of 1934. Now, those rates were as follows; two percent
on the first ten thousand of an individual, four percent on the

next forty thousand of the net income, and six percent on any

amount of net income in excess of fifty thousand dollars. My
amendment would simply provide, that with respect to the state
individual and joint income tax schedules, that the rates
authorized by this provision would not exceed the rates which
are presently in effect under the provisions of Title 47,

Section 32 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes, which is the

present schedule of rates, and it follows from Act 339 of 1934.

My amendment does not place any limitation upon the percentage
with respect to corporate income tax which was the case under
the 1934 provision. My amendment is limited solely and simply
to the individual and joint income tax and would be retained,

in effect, the rates which have been in effect since 1934. Now,

you might ask^well, why should those rates be retained? There
is no limitation insofar as the federal income tax is concerned.

I think that the redactors, the people who put this in the con-

stitution in the first place, felt that we should not leave it

openend insofar as the state income tax was concerned, and then

have two income tax structures which could compete one with the

other insofar as individual income taxation was concerned. I

say to you that this, as Is now proposed by the committee,
leaves the two percent on the first ten and twenty, but creates
open season on those above. I think it ought to be obvious to

the members of this delegation that, as inflation continues and
income rises, that it will not be unusual at all for even the

working man to be outside of the ten thousand individual and
the twenty thousand joint. I think this offers to that person
a protection which they have enjoyed since 1934; it prevents
rates from going up in competition with federal rates. Under
the circumstances, 1 ask your favorable consideration of the
amendment to put back in the individual tax limitations that
have been in force in this state since 1934 and ought to be
continued. Otherwise, I think we have put into this consti-
tution a built-in means by which tax increase can occur in

the state individual income tax field, and I don't believe that's

what the voters sent us here to do.

I'll be glad to answer any questions.

Questions

MR. KEAN
That's correct, Mr. Juneau. As I appreciate it, this is a

limitation which the individual taxpayers have enjoyed since the
time the Louisiana income tax was approved. I assume it was a

selling point at that time for the constitutional amendment that
authorized the income tax, and I think if we take it off, we're
taking something away from the individuals of this state who
pay income tax that they've enjoyed for many years and ought
to continue to have.

MR. JUNEAU
If you take it off, you would logically be telling a sub-

stantial number of the citizens of this state that it's open
season in taxation in the field of income tax; wouldn't you?

MR. KEAN

In my opinion, you will. Yes, sir.

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Kean, why do you follow this approach rather than stating

specifically the rates here?

MR. KEAN
Dr. Asseff, I simply followed the approach that was used in

1934 in the 1921 Constitution,

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Kean, on yesterday on the three dollar license, I ad-

mitted it. . .would I be right in assuming that possibly what
you mean here is that the individuals vote but the corpo-
rations do not?

MR. KEAN
No , sir . I had no thought in that regard , Mr . Champagne

.

I simply think that when we're dealing with the individual
income tax return that it's more important to give to the ind-
ividuals the continued protection that they've had than it

would be to the corporations. They can take care of themselves.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Kean, do you share my belief here that nothing we could do

here would align the voters more than anything that we would do

to create the prospect of an increase in income taxation?

MR. KEAN
Mr. Burson, I don't know about the voters, but it alarms me.

MR. BURSON
That was going to be my next question. Did you know that

it alarms me, too?

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Kean, to amend the limitations would take a constitutional

amendment?

MR. KEAN
Yes, sir.

MR. AVANT
Gordon, I want to make sure that I understand the thrust of

your amendment. If your amendment is passed, then the rate of

individual income taxation that is in the present law of the

State of Louisiana is frozen, and to raise income taxation on

individuals beyond that would require a constitutional amendment?

MR. BOLLINGER
You say this limitation would apply to individual income

taxes, and there would be no constitutional limitation on

corporate income tax; Is that correct?

MR. KEAN
That's correct.

MR. KEAN
That's correct.

Mr . Avan t

That's just for the record.

Further Discussion

MR. BOLLINGER
Why the distinction?

MR. KEAN
I simply felt that we wanted to take what we could to protect

the Individual insofar as the tax return was concerned, Mr. Bollinger,

and if somebody wants to offer a further amendment to continue

the limitation insofar as corporations are concerned, I'd be
willing to support it. But, I felt it was more important to deal
with the individual tax than it was to be concerned with the

corporations.

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Kean, the philosophy of your amendment is consistent

with what we did in property tax, that is: to assure the indi-

vidual people of this state that they would know that they

would have some limitations in taxation in those two fields;

isn't that right?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I would very much

like it if we could pass a provision here and state that we
would have government without taxation because that seems to

be what we want. But, you know and 1 know that you cannot

operate a government without revenues. The only reason in the

world that the federal tax exemption was taken off in 1970

was the fact that that was the only way that we could get

enough money at that particular time to operate the government.

Now, we are passing provisions in this constitution limiting the

legislature upon being able to operate this government to the

point to where we are not going to be able to provide the type

of government which is going to be demanded by the people. I

know some of you are running for office, but when you get in

that legislature and you have to try to find the finances to meet the

demands of your constituents, you're going to have to look hard

and long with the provisions we're locking into this constitution.

At the present time, we have a dwindling resource that we're
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getting a large portion of our revenues out of oil and gas. In

a few years that won't be there. The state's going to have to

look elsewhere for money. Where are you going to find it?

Where are you going to find it because we've put too many

limitations in this constitution? I just feel like that we.

Instead of doing the state a service, we're going to be a

disservice, and particularly, if we adopt an amendment of this

particular kind. We should leave the taxing authority to the

legislature. Those people are elected every four years, and

they've got to face the people. They know what they've got

to do in order to meet the demands of the people. Let's don't

hamstring them where they can't operate, and putting a provision

like this in the constitution, does just exactly that. You'll

make it to where a legislature won't... he won't have too many

problems because you've taken them all and solved them for hla.

This is not the place to try to solve the future problems of

government. I ask you in all good conscience if you're going

to do the job which we are sent here to do, let's vote down

this amendment. It's not good for the state. It might be

good for some upper echelon taxpayers, but it's not good for

the State of Louisiana.

Questions

MR. WEISS
Senator De Blieux, in the deliberations in your committee,

could you tell us what the policies of the other states are

percentage-wise on state taxes In regards to corporations

and individuals?

MR. DE BLIEUX
They're not. ...those rates are not placed in the constitution

of other states. Dr. Weiss. That's what we're trying to do—put

the rates in the constitution. That's bad constitutional law;

it*s bad policy; and it's bad anywayyou look at it.

isn't it a fact that a power to tax is a

MR. CHATELAIN
Senator De Blieux,

power to destroy?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Certainly, It Is.

MR. CHATELAIN
Isn't it also a fact, sir, that somewhere along the lines

that the taxpaying citizens of this state are going to have
to be looked out for by someone, either this constitution or
someone else?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes, sir, Mr. Chatelaln. Let me tell you this: It's pretty

doggone tough to get a tax through the legislature. Those leg-
islators are just as responsible as we are. That's the thing
that I objected to— to think we're the only responsible people
In the state.

Further Di scussion

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

speak in opposition to the proposed amendment. I don't think
that there's a whole lot that I can say in addition to what
has already been said by Senator De Blieux. This amendment, very
frankly, just affords tax protection for the affluent. I don't
think that we should hamstring the constitution, even though
there is a similar provision in the present constitution, by
putting a schedule here that is absolutely unrealistic, and
in my judgment, may very well work to the disadvantage of
most of the people of the State of Louisiana in the future.
The only generalized kind of taxes that seem to hit almost
everybody are the sales taxes and the income taxes. Now, it
just seems to me that the choice here is relatively clear.
Are we going to provide an opportunity for the legislatures
of the future to levy fair taxes on those who are most able to

pay, or are we going to limit the activities of the legislature
in the taxing field to require that taxes be imposed upon the
poor and those who are less able to pay? I submit to you that
that Is the primary central consideration that you should keep
in mind in considering this proposed amendment. I ask that
you defeat it because I do think this is an area that the
legislature can act in responsibly and sensibly, and that the
legislature should be permitted to do so.

Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Gravel, you made a statement that this is an amendment

directed In the direction of the affluent.

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
Sir, would you tell me whether or not a hardworking man who's

out working every day of his life and earns ten thousand dollars

a year—he has a wife and one child, and he pays fifty dollars

state income tax*-i8 he an affluent person, sir?

MR. GRAVEL
No, not necessarily. I wouldn't think so.

MR. JENKINS
Camille, now you talked about fairness. Now, I want to

raise for you some statistics, and these were given from Mr.

Edwin Cohen, the Undersecretary of the Treasury, in 1972,

testifying in Congress. He said this: "Those people who

make more than fifteen thousand dollars a year in this

country comprise about thirteen percent of all those who

filed federal Income tax returns, and yet, that thirteen

percent of the people"—those who make more than fifteen thousand
dollars—"pay more than fifty percent of all the federal income
taxes." Now, do you think that's fair?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I don't know whether you're talking about the aggregate

amount of payment or the percentage of payments.

MR. JENKINS
No, I'm saying that they paid more than half of all federal

income taxes. More than half of all the money that the federal
government gets in federal income taxes is paid by those who
make more than fifteen thousand dollars a year, the upper thir-
teen percent of those who filed tax returns.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, let me just say this: I believe that people who earn

a substantial amount of money should pay substantial taxes.

MR. JENKINS
But, don't they already?

MR. GRAVEL
Sometimes they do, and sometimes they don't. There are

instances of people who have made substantial amounts of money
in the last two or three years who pay very little Income tax.

MR. JENKINS
But, despite those isolated instances, isn ' t it true that

on the average those who make, say, over fifteen thousand dollars
pay far more than their share of the taxes?

MR. GRAVEL
I don't agree with that. I think that the benefits, the loop-

holes, the exemptions, all benefit the af fluent .. .generally,
benefit the affluent.

MR. JENKINS
One other point I'd like to ask you. Mr. Cohen also said

that "the bottom half of all those who pay taxes— the bottom
fifty percent of all taxpayers who file tax returns in this

country—"p^y less than ten percent of all federal taxes."
In other words, half of the people are paying ten percent. Do

you think that's fair?

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I've heard people get up here

since July the fifth and talk for the little man until they were

blue in the face. But, I haven't heard anybody get up here and

speak for the average middle class citizen in this whole question

of taxes, who's the man who pays all the income tax. Let's not

kid ourselves. The federal tax system in the intricate mish-

mash of exemptions and exclusions offers to those who have the

means to hire adequate legal and accounting talent numerous ways

to avoid paying taxes. The poor don't pay any taxes, and it's

continuing to be developed an intricate system of welfare, food

stamps, and other means of taking care of these people, and

that's all right with me. But. the middle income man who depends

on earned income, rather than income from property or Income

from trust funds that his grandfather may have set up.... Have you
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ever noticed how most of the people in Congress who are most

liberal in their ideas about how to spend your money are people

who usually have had a trust fund set up for them by a grandfather

that made his in the free enterprise system. I submit to you

that if you go out on the streets in this state today, you're

not going to find people complaining much» if any, about the

property tax that they pay in the State of Louisiana, but I

guarantee you you'll find loads of people complaining about the

income tax that they have to pay to the federal government and

to the state government. I submit to you that anything that we

would do to create the slightest suspicion on the part of that

man that he had an Income tax increase in prospect for him in

the future could defeat this constitution faster than anything

I know. Let's do something, for a change, for the man in the

middle— the average hardworking man who pays the bills in

our society—and let's support this Kean amendment and insure

him that, at least in the area of state income tax, that he

won't have a tax on his earned income to the point that utterly

deprives him of initiative to get out and progress in his

business and to do well and, coincldentally, to help our

society do well. I urge in the strongest possible terms

your support of the Kean amendment.

Questions
MR. WILLIS

Mr. Burson, did not, very recently. In the space of ten

days that there was a particular tax known as the severance

tax—tripled?

MR. BURSON
That's correct.

MR. WILLIS
Isn't it a fact that the guardian angel of a barricade against

increased Income tax is only up to ten and, for two, twenty

thousand , here ?

MR. BURSON
I didn't understand your question.

MR. WILLIS
Isn't it a fact that the purpose of putting a barricade

against the legislature or any ruler, or any of the branches
of government, is properly in the constitution?

MR. BURSON
Absolutely.

MR. WILLIS
And that the barricade should not be partial. That it

should be complete and whole?

MR. BURSON
As far as I'm concerned. It definitely should. I don't see

why the committee proposal has a barrier with regard to certain

categories of Income and not to others. That seems to me

grossly inequitable.

MR. WILLIS
That's the thrust of my question. Isn't it a fact that if

we leave it wide open and we get the same treatment on income

taxes as we got on severance taxes, that we destroy initiative?

MR. BURSON
No question about it, and I think, frankly, when you boil

It all down, when you talked about property taxes, you're talking
about a once a year tax. When we talk about Income tax, we're
talking about something that affects everybody In his left

back pocket once a month in most cases, or twice a month,
whenever he gets paid.

Further Discussion

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

really believe that Mr. Kean's amendment is about three times

as bad as the committee proposal. The reason why I believe that

is the connnlttee proposal locks in the two percent, and Mr.

Kean locks In the four percent and the six percent. He just

locks in everything. Now, I know we can sit here and do what

we think is best for the State of Louisiana. When we start

dealing with the finances of the state, we're dealing with

something that's highly complicated and sophisticated today,

and I don't know how complicated and sophisticated they're

going to get some period from now. Now, let me tell you what

we're doing. 1 hear Delegate Burson get up here, and he's

well-neanlng in what he says. He's concerned about earned

Income—the people that go out and with their hands and with

their brain produce income by exerting a great deal of effort.

Well, if he's concerned about those people, by being for this

particular amendment, he's locking in once and for all the

ability to be able to do something for them. Now, the federal

tax law recognized the same problem that Mr. Burson recognizes,

and the federal tax law has built into It a minimum tax. You

only pay a minimum amount of tax on earned income, and that

makes sense. That makes a great deal of sense to me. Then

I have a man that comes to me that has nothing but earned in-

come; he might save five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten thousand

dollars in taxes, as opposed to a man that's sitting back and

drawing interest and dividends. Now, I don't think that we

can deal with every situation and put a percentage on it—not

today, not fifty years from now, and not a hundred years from

now. It's impossible. By Mr. Burson's own admission, I think

that he said that, and by Mr. Burson's own admission, I think

that he said that if you vote for this, you are once and for

all going to prohibit us from taking a look at the highly
sophisticated complicated tax system that's built into our

economy on the federal and the state level. You're doing some-

thing else by doing what you're doing here today. We have a

highly complicated tax collection system in the State of

Louisiana, and some states have already seen fit to say that

their state would take the taxable income for the federal

return and take "X" percent times that figure. I don't know

if that's good or that's bad. It may be good today, and it

may not be good today. It may be good twenty years from now.

By doing that, you've taken out all of the confusion on the

state level. Once you've gotten your federal taxable income,

all you have to do is take a percentage of it. You've done

away with your problems of having to go out and enforce col-

lection because once the federal collects it, the federal

already exchanges Information with the state. If they go out

and find a tax deficiency, they notify the state. So, we can

get extremely simple in that particular area. It can be sim-

plified very easily. By building in tax rates based upon cer-

tain amounts of taxable income, it's impossible to use that

avenue. Now, there are people that make a great deal of in-

come, and because the people that administer the tax laws and

say what the deductions are and how certain income is taxed,

some of those people don't pay a great deal of tax. The

federal government also recognized that. So, the federal

government came up with a preference tax. Even if you paid

no tax at all on taxable Income because you had none, you

were still required to pay a ten percent tax on certain deduc-

tions such as interest, on certain deductions such as the

fifty percent capital gain. Now maybe the state will have to

go into that someday. We cannot take something complicated

and try to make it simple; it's going to get more complicated

as years go by. Let's leave this flexibility to the legislature,

and I'm sure they'll handle it wisely, I hope you defeat this

amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, 1*11 make the remarks

very brief. It seems to me that Mr. Kean has a good amendment

for this reason. If you don't adopt this amendment, it seems

to me that—it's not a question of suspicion—you might as well

say that it's going to be open duck season the next session of

the legislature. Once the people of this state who earn a living

—

and it's very easy at this day and time, as you well know, for

one individual to earn over ten thousand dollars; that's not

very hard to do. You're going to tell the individual who works

and tries to better himself that we're not going to give you

the protection that you've had in the 1930's, but we are going

to subject you to the duck season every time the legislature

needs money. It's going to be a very easy thing to vote for

politically. It seems to me the two areas we're talking about

is property taxation and income tax, is the two areas in this

state where an individual is going to draw that tax dollar,

and he's going to write it out of his checkbook or pay cash

for it. You tell the people of this state who make a living

—

we've had it since 1930, but we're going to give this limit

to "X" amount of dollars— that you're over that. If we're

going to start looking for revenue, guess where it's coming

from. I just think that that's poor policy. I think we should

follow and be consistent with what we did in the property taxa-

tion section and leave the limitations which I think are necessary.

Quest i ons

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Juneau, you say if we don't have these limitations when

the legislature is looking for more money to run government, it
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will coioe out of the income tax. Suppose we do put in all
these limitations and the severance tax declines, as we under-
stand It's declining at present, where is the money going Co
come from to run government?

MR. JUNEAU
I would seek, Mrs. Zervigon, personally, to go to other modes

of taxation rather than to go through the modes of the Income
tax and through property tax to achieve that.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr Juneau, as I understand it, there are three main

sources of taxes, and every other kind of tax is some kind of
a form of these three taxes—one is ad valorem tax, a tax on
the value of something; one is income tax, that's the money
coming in; and one is sales tax, that's the money going out.
The value added tax is just a sales tax, and a wage tax is
just an income tax, and that sort of thing. So, if you're
limited to property tax for the state to five and three quarter
mills to these certain specific percentages that we have—and
we do that up to the limit in sales tax, I think you
would agree; we're as high as any state in the natlonv-and
you also put this limit on income tax, where is state govern-
ment going to get its money. You don't even leave them the
freedom to soak the riph. You know you could have it so that
you could soak the rich granddaddy folks like me; it's okay.
I don't mind, but you don't even leave the legislature the
freedom to soak the rich.

MR. JUNEAU
I think that through your uses and your sales taxes and

your corporation taxes you can achieve that end, Mrs. Zervigon.

I might further submit, Mrs. Zervigon, it was not to my knowledge
until this administration where we made drastic changes in the
collection of what is now collectible in this state, and we're
now achieving tremendous sources of income that were on the
books but were never collected. I don't think that the full
source of the Income tax under its present system has even
been tapped in this state.

MRS. ZERVIGON
You think, as the severance tax declines, this will be

sufficient to give the citizens of the State of Louisiana
the services to which they've become accustomed?

MR. JUNEAU
X said that I thought there were other sources through the

uses and sales taxes, corporation taxes, to get the revenues
that would make up for the severance tax, which is a depleting
source.

and those who didn't want a schedule at all. Frankly, I personally
voted for this proposal because I thought that we were going to provide
for the lower Income people of this state between ten and twenty thousand
in the case of a joint return that most of us do file on, twenty thousand
a year. X personally feel that those people in that category probably
should get some limitation, but frankly, I simply cannot understand that

the way some of these people vote one day against a limitation that

brings peanuts in the treasury, the three dollar license or ten dollar
license or twenty dollar license,when this brings a big amount of

money, and frankly, I feel that If there's anybody , and I '11 make
this statement to anybody, that if they make it, I think it's a good

thing; you pay for it. But, when that three dollar license
,
you pay

that, whether you can afford the automobile hardly at all; you pay it and
if you pay thirty, you might not be able to afford to drive It, but

we're not arguing that point, but simply that... the reason I mentioned
this is I cannot understand the consistency of these things. I feel

that people who make money deserve to pay money. I feel that this

State of Louisiana is one of the lowest in the United States on income

tax, that I think it's a good place. If we ever need the money, to allow

the legislature to raise it. If we don't put these limitations in here,

then they won't have to take away your federal income tax off of your

state which they did a couple of years or a year ago and allow a lot

more revenue to the state than a little slight Increase in percentage
would allow. This increase wao set soiae thirty or forty years ago,

and now we're going to this percentage ;and now we want to lock it

In the constitution on all categories for the next fifty years. I

think that's unjust and really, I think, reasonable people would under-

stand that. Thank you.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Champagne, I'm sorry to have to ask you this; I tried to

get recognition when Mr. Kean was up there. In this it says "set
forth in Title A7, Section 32 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes."
New, everybody else in here might know that, and if I'm ignorant
I'm not going to apologize. Would you tell me what's in that Section
47... Title 47, Section 32 because I'd like to know before I

vote on it

.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, that's two percent, ten to twenty thousand joint return

and then they go to fifty thousand and they can pay four percent.
Then when you get above that, they might even charge you six percent.
That's what is in there.

MRS. WARREN
Thank you.

DR. WEISS
Delegate Juneau, could you help me understand this? On

a hypothetical question that twenty years from now, if this floor
amendment of Mr. Kean passes, and the people of Louisiana need
funds to run their state government— we've run out of gas now,
the natural gas situation declining—which would the people of
Louisiana vote for to eliminate: the license plate tax or the rate
of tax on individuals? In other words, to Increase their license
plate tax or to increase their rate of tax on themselves?

MR. JUNEAU
You're asking me to speculate what the people would do

twenty years from now? I have no idea what they'd do. Dr.
Weiss, I really don't know. If the vote of this convention is
indicated, they certainly wouldn't vote against a three dollar license
plate, I'll put it that way. I might add in answer to your question,
this very convention has decided —Senator De Blieux argued on this
point— if you wanted a source of revenue, you just went... yesterday...
to lock in the three dollar license plate which was a typical point
to, or ideal point to get revenue for this state, and if you had wanted
to get it to the rich who bought a... or someone who bought a
new Cadillac or a Buick e"ery two years, you could have gotten it
right there, but we decided not to do that.

MR, WEISS
Delegate Chaflq)agne, let me just clarify my reasoning because

yesterday you were so honest about this you said that the license
plate matter should not be in the constitution and that issue passed.

MR. CHAMPAOiE
Correct.

MR. WEISS

You're now saying that this Issue should not be in the
constitution, therefore, we in effect, should really put it in?

MR. CHAMPAGHE
Frankly, what I'm saying. Dr. Weiss, if you'd listen very

carefully* is that the whole thing should not be in there. The...
and you wait and see what I'm going to vote on the committee :

two percent. In other words, that is the objection, the two percent
is, it's a compromise, the lower limit and frankly. I was trying to

get Mr. Kean to say that, but he wouldn't. I 'm admitting that this
is most of the people we're appealing to, the two percent—ten to
twenty; I'm very frank on it. In other words, I didn't admit it
maybe the first day, but I admit now that most of us here are politicians

-

Further Di scussion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, my only reason in getting

up here is because I really don't like to be on the winning side
all of the time. Now, the reason I'm here is to oppose this amendment.
It's really somewhat of a mystery to me that some of you can sit out
there and vote against the three dollar license in the constitution,
then the next day you come up here and you want to include all of these
limitations on the income tax. Now, this committee proposal is
a compromise, it is between those who wanted to put in all the schedule

MR. BURSON
Mr. Champagne, I have a hard time understanding the philosophy

that motivates your remarks. Do you think that it's Immoral for

I^ople who make more than twenty thousand dollars to get to keep some
of the money they make after they pay the bills for the rest of the

people on supporting the society?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No, I wouldn't take it all, Mr. Burson, because I wouldn't

even have any left if I make that much.
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Further Discussion
MR. JENKINS

Mr. Chairman, you know if there's anything Chat there are
a lot of misconceptions about it's taxation. We constantly hear
that taxes are so low in Louisiana. Well, that's just not true.

Take the income tax, for example; a large number of states in this
union don't even have an income tax. Most southern states don't
have an income tax. Our sister states surrounding us don't have a

personal income tax. So» don't talk about how good our income taxes
are. Our overall tax levels are not that good either. In fact, the

average family of four pays more in local and state taxes in the State
of Louisiana than any other southern states except Florida and Virginia,
according to Commerce Clearing House of Chicago. We don't have
such low taxes. Nationwide taxes have become a tremendous problem.

The average person supposedly spending now between thirty-five and forty-
five percent of his income in some form of tax. Where will it end?
Who is paying the taxes? Well, according to the federal government,
it is a very it... the people who are paying the taxes are the very
ones that will be most hurt if we don't adopt this amendment, namely,

the people with incomes over, say, fifteen thousand dollars, who now
under federal law pay more than fifty percent of all the income taxes
in the country, the people who make more than fifteen thousand dollars
who make up thirteen percent of all those who pay taxes on the federal
level. The bottom fifty percent of all taxpayers pay less than ten
percent at the federal level . Now, that 's of those who file returns

,

that's not even counting the ones who don't file returns. Now, you
know, we were sent here to write a new constitution, and nobody ever
talked to me about raising taxes. Nobody ever came to me and said,
we need to take off those limits on the income taxes. Now, already
we've provided that property taxes which had limits on them before,
now have no constitutional limits and can be increased by vote of

the people. Sales taxes have no constitutional limit. Certainly,
we need to maintain the present limit we have. There is no shortage
of state revenues. In fact, we saw the largest increase in taxes
in the history of this state within the last few weeks with zero
demonstrated need. Taxes increased with no need demonstrated at all.

The State of Louisiana is not short of money. It hasn't been for some
time, and there's no prospect that it will be under the present
tax structure of the state. Now, we don't need to go to the people
and ask them to vote for a document that will take off limits on income
taxes. That's one of the good things and one of the few good things
about our present constitution, so we don't need to change that. So,

let's adopt Mr. Kean's amendment.

[^Previous Question ordered.]

CI osi ng

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, if this restriction was not

in the present constitution, I would not be before you today urging

that we continue. I think that it was placed in the present constitution

for a good reason. It was placed in the present constitution in

recognition of the fact that the federal government was already in this

field; already in the field with the right to levy a tax without any

restriction. Therefore, if the state had the same tight, we could In

effect .end up with two income taxes levied against the people of this

state resulting in confiscatory action insofar as the large portion

of the tax-paying public was concerned. Now, there's been some talk

—

Mr. Monday Lowe, delegate Lowe raised the question about these

sophisticated programs that we wanted to tie in with the federal income

tax. You may recall, that Mr. Conroy had an amendment on yesterday ,which

would have permitted a further tylng-in between the federal and the

state income tax, and this delegation resoundingly rejected that idea.

It seems to me here that there's no more reason to take the limit off

of our state income tax in order to enjoy the doubtful benefits of the

federal income tax administration through this device than it was

yesterday, than the one advanced by Mr. Conroy. I read an article

Just recently that stated that the people in this country that are having

the greatest difficulty in making a go of it are not those in the

poverty level, not those in the upper brackets, but the person with an

income between fifteen and thirty thousand dollars, who had to support

a family; put children through school. This is the type of individual

that I think, this restriction Is designed to protect. I urge you

under the circumstances that we continue this restriction in effect;

it applies only to the individual tax returns, and I believe it would

be in the Interest of this state and Its people to continue that

restriction as it has continued since 193A. 1*11 be glad to answer

any questions.

MR. KEAN
Senator De Blieux, I haven't seen any complaint over the years

about this particular restriction. There's never been a constitutional
amendment offered that I can recall that would have changed it and
It seems to me that it comes at a rather late date, for us to now
In this convention decide we're going to take the restriction off without
ever having indicated to the people of this state, that was our intention.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, do you realize also that this will not mean that you're

going to have an increase in those rates; it Just means that the

legislature would have the opportunity to do It as they saw fit?

MR. KEAN
Well, Chat's exactly the reason I want to put the restriction

back in.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, do you know how much income that a family of man and

wife with two children would pay on a twenty-five thousand dollar

Income . state Income tax?

MR. KEAN
I think it would depend on a lot of factors, Mr. De Blieux;

it would depend on what kind of deductions they have; what kind
of income they had.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, on the standard deductions,., do you know on Che

standard deductions he would only pay two hundred and fifty-two
dollars? Is that too much for a man on twenty-five to count on?

MR. KEAN
As far as I'm concerned, a man in that bracket, that's

Just about all he could afford to pay.

MR, WILLIS
Do you know, Mr. Kean, in further projection of his question,

that if we leave the door wide open he may pay ten times that much?

MR. KEAN
That's exactly right. Mr. Willis.

MR. WILLIS
Now, don't you think that everything has a limit?

MR. KEAN
Yes, sir.

MR. WILLIS
Taxes should have a limit, and that the proper limit for

taxes should be in the constitution? Did we not limit the property
taxes?

MR. KEAN
Yes, sir.

MR. WILLIS
Should not the income taxes be limited?

MR. KEAN
That's the purpose of my amendment.

MR. WILLIS
Now, the sales taxes— there are three kinds of taxes: taxes

on property you have and property you receive, notably Income,

and property that goes away, notably sales taxes. Now, we don't

talk about sales taxes because that applies equally to everybody.

MR. KEAN
That's correct.

MR. WILLIS
Now, but we put a limit on property taxes what you have,

but there's no limit on what comes in.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Kean, do you realize that those rates were put into the

constitution during the depression days and that was the only way
that they could get the bill through for homestead exemption?

iRecord vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

57-J6. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

MR . POYNTER
Mr. Newton had sent up amendments which were four sets of
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amendments. He just wanted to go with the first amendment so

to simplify, we've taken the Gravel amendment .. .take the Gravel

amendment and just change the name. Mr. Gravel does not wish to

offer an amendment; Mr. Newton does, and it would be the same as his

amendment. No. 1. Just take the Gravel amendment—Mr. Newton's name.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 2, immediately after the word

"income" change the semicolon " ;" to a period "." and delete the

remainder of the line and delete lines 3 through 5, both inclusive,

in their entirety.

That should include all amendments thereto.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, in view of the adoption of the Kean amendment,

I've prepared another amendment that I want to submit to the convention,
but I just was able to give it....

MR. HENRY
Mr. Gravel, all we're talking about is the present amendment

that we have right now. We're not about to....

MR. GRAVEL
I beg your pardon, sir.

Explanation

MR. NEWTON
Well, of course, what this amendment does is delete all of

the limitations on the income tax, takes out the two percent and it

also takes out the four and the six that were added by the ICean

amendment. Perhaps some of you were in favor of the Kean amendment
because you felt that if we were going to keep any at all, we ought
to keep them all. I offer you the alternative of deleting them ail.

urge the support of the amendment.

Further Discussion

HR.BURSON
Mr. Chalnian, fellow delegates, I assume everyone in here

is amply aware of the fact that if we adopted this amendment we
would undo all the good that we've just done by adopting the Kean
amendment. I strongly urge that we defeat this amemfanent and any

other attempt to take out of here a limitation on the tax on incomes

of the people of this state.

Further Oi scussion

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
reread . Record vote ordered . Amend-
ment rejected : 28-64. Motion to
reconsider tabled

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Jack, joining him as coauthors are

Messrs. Smith, Shannon, Fulco and Velazquez.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 5 after the word and

punctuation "percent ." add the following:
"Federal income taxes paid shall be allowed as a deductible

item in computing state iacone taxes paid during the same period.

Point of Information

MR. DENNERY
Point of information directed to the Clerk.

Don't you have to change that now that the Kean amendment is

adopted, there's no longer any word "percent" in there?

MR. POYNTER
Should be after the word now, I believe, "stat!utes"added

by the Kean amendment

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, my remarks are going

to be very brief. We have put a limitation on taxing property,
now we're putting a limitation on the taxing the income. There is

nothing else for us to tax now. Now, I'm telling you, trying to tell

you as much as I possibly can, you're putting this state in the position
of where it's not going to be able to operate. Now, if that's what
you want, vote against this amendment. If you want to let the state
operate and have a basis of being able to operate its government,
vote for this amendment.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Senator, you made one statement so many times that you've

about convinced me that unless the Kean amendment passes, we
Inmediately are going to have a raise in state income taxes.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Not necessarily, Mr. Burns, but at least you fix it to where

we can't

MR. BURNS

You said it about three times.

MR. DE BLIEUX
... we can't increase any taxes if the need should arise.

That's what I'm talking about, even if regardless of the need.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, after yesterday's license

plate episode, I don't think there's any question that a body as

deliberative as this is more responsive than our legislature who is

an absolute political body by definition of its legislators and from
the experience we've seen here today, and for the past hundred meetings.
If we don't put a limit on what the people of Louisiana are going to
have to pay, no telling what the politicians will have us paying.
We must go ahead and counterbalance the three dollar license plate
which we're giving to the people with the fact that we're not going
to take from them the major source of their income through state
sales taxes... the state income taxes. Don't worry, there'll be a lot
of gas and oil left in this state long after we're gone, and there'll
be plenty of sales going on, and I'm sure the state will get funds
from sales taxes. I urge defeat of this amendment.

Explanation

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this simply provides,

and I'm sure you've read it— it's short— that federal income taxes
paid shall be allowed as a deductible item in computing state income
taxes paid during the same period. Now, during the last adioinistration,

you will recall when they were trying to pass taxes, and they couldn't
get two-thirds, then they did. Instead of passing the tax they got a

two-thirds vote to keep you from deducting as a deductible
item on your state return, the amount you had paid in federal income

taxes. Now, I don't see how anybody can be for this, or be

against this. Now, it's true the legislature at the special session

passed a similar one, but remember, the same legislature by two-

thirds, it kept the federal income taxes paid as being the deductible,

so we want it in the constitution. Now, I might add this, if you'll

listen carefully, this doesn't — I believe Senator De Blieux
will vote for this one— because this doesn't set out. Senator De Blieux,

the amount. It says, "Federal income taxes shall be allowed as a

deductible item," Senator De Blieux. They wouldn't have to allow the full

deduction even. So, this one, I believe, everybody can be forT Now,

this is the thing that has stuck in the craw of the people in

Louisiana— I heard and am hearing, more comment against that passage

of that at the last administration because the people were paying a

tax on a tax, paying a state tax on money they never felt, smelt, saw,

or even got near. It was withholding tax and those things. Now,

these are the kind of things — I won't go over it a lot, but along

with the things I mentioned yesterday on the three dollar plate

are things that the people know you're thinking about them. I say this

is good legislation, I'll hope you'll pass it. If there are any

questions, I'll try to answer them.

Further Di scussion

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. It's very difficult to get

up and oppose an amendment of this type Mr. Jack is offering, which
would allow for the constitutional provision that the federal
taxes would continue to be a deductible Item on the state income
tax. I voted for, supported, and coauthored legislation that took
away—or that removed—or gave back to the people, rather,
that deduction this past session, because we did find other means
of financing or replenishing the state treasury for those sixty

million dollars. That's the only reason why we didn't do it earlier in

the legislature, because there had to be some means to find that
sixty million dollars to replace those revenues.
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Now, let's look at just what might happen If the legislature
is looking for additional funds. Sure, there's going to be a
constitutional prohibition, now, to the legislature doing this

—

putting the federal tax, or taking the federal tax exemption away.
But, there are other exemptions that are allowed that the legisla-
ture has the control over, that are not constitutional. They could,
then, take away the F.I.C.A. deduction, for instance, that's get-
ting to be just as high, now, for the average working man as his
income tax; it's starting to rise even greater, year after year.
All they've got to do at the legislature is go to that deduction
and say, "Now we are going to disallow that." Or, they could say
that we will no longer have any itemized deductions; get away
from that. You might even look at the amount that you are allowed
for personal exemptions —get away from that—raising the tax,
thusly. Don't think we ought to put this one prohibition, even
though I don't personally intend, and I think by the stipulation
we have in this proposal now, that the only way the legislature
could take away that exemption in the future would be by a two-
thirds vote, thus requiring them to raise that tax by that vote.
I think we wouldn't be doing any real good by putting this in
the constitution at this point.

Quest ions

MR. WEISS
Delegate Alario, what percent of the revenue last year

—

or this coming year—to Louisiana, comes from federal sources?

MR. ALARIO
Oh....I'll guess I would say about twenty-five percent.

That's just figuring over my...

MR. WEISS
Twenty-five percent. So, we have a pretty good income from

them, too, even though they take it?

MR. ALARIO
Yes.

MR. WEISS
Don't you think the people of the state should be entitled

to a deduction on what they are giving to the federal government,
for Louisiana schools?

MR. ALARIO
I certainly do think they ought to be entitled to the

deduction. Doctor, but I don*t think it ought to be in the

constitution.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Alario, In view of the fact that we put all these

limitations—you know, on the higher income people and all
that—do you feel that when they took this federal tax deduction
away from the people, they hurt the smaller paying individual
more than they did the big one? Did they not?

two-thirds vote of the legislature to take away the federal in-

come tax?

MR. ALARIO
If this new constitution passes. yes, sir.

MR. GOLDMAN
Well, I'd like an explanation on that.

When they take away the deduction from federal income tax,

is that a tax that's not considered passing a tax, is it?

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Goldman, you are a member of the Revenue, Finance, and

Taxation Committee. I believe if you look in Section 1....which
you are a part of that committee, you will see that the prohibi-
tion against removing exemptions would require a two-thirds vote.

I wish you would pay attention to the work that you do on that

committee.

MR. GOLDMAN
Removing exemptions or paying taxes?

MR. ALARIO
Removing exemptions, also. Mr. Conroy handled the

amendment in committee.

Further Di scussion

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise to support this

amendment because it seems eminently fair to all. It serves
the ordinary citizen who never sees this money because it's
withdrawn from his pay envelope before he even gets it. The
fact that I like best about this amendment is that while It

makes the basic statement that federal income taxes shall be
allowed as a deductible item in computing state income taxes
paid through the same period, it does not say the deduction
will be a dollar for dollar deduction. The legislature can
determine the percentage. If times are good and the money
is rolling in, the legislature could allow a total deduction.
If times get tough, the legislature could make the deduction
fifty percent, twenty-five percent, or ten percent of the
amount paid in federal taxes. There is extraordinary amount
of leeway here. The concept. Itself, is good and is worthy
of constitutional inclusion. The deduction— the basic
deduction—should be here. Between now, and the time they
vote, every citizen will have the privilege of filling
out his state income tax form. He'll see this key rela-
tionship and he will know that this constitutional convention
was looking out for his interest and his well-being. This
federal income tax deduction on state income taxes helps
the little man proportionately more than it helps anyone
else

.

I urge your favorable adoption of this amendment.

MR. ALARIO
They certainly .... they hurt the bigger man, Mr. Champagne,

when they take a federal tax exemption away 'cause he does pay
a larger amount of federal taxes. Therefore, six percent of
his larger amount is a heck of a lot more than two percent of
the smaller man's amount.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Proportionately, though, they hurt the. .. .percentage of

the little man's income much harder. Did they not?

MR. ALARIO
Well, they hurt more little people than they do big ones,

naturally, because there are more little ones.

MR. GOLDMAN
John, you didn't mean really, seriously, to suggest that

the legislature might take away the F.I.C.A. deduction , or
the personal exemptions of Louisiana taxpayers, since there are
so many of them, as contrasted to those who have a federal income
tax problem, did you?

MR. ALARIO
If they took away the federal tax exemption, Tom, I don't

know what future legislatures might do. We've got a real good
one now, and I don't think they would do—stoop that low.

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Alario, did you say awhile ago that it would take a

Further Di scussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in support of this

amendment. I'm one of the coauthors. I'm also on the

Revenue, Finance, and Taxation Committee. I think when this

law was repealed by the legislature a short while ago, it

showed that it was inequitable. You are paying a tax on a

tax. I think you should have taken it off, I don't even think
you should have put it on there. That showed then that they

realized their mistake. It raised a lot of money at that

time that, I think, now that we've got other sources—but

anyway I don't feel like that you should pay a tax on a tax.

I think we should put it in the constitution even though we

have a two-thirds vote now on exemptions—I feel like in

the future some governor may come along and say, "I need more

revenue." I think they have got plenty of sources of

revenue without trying to get this inequitable source that's

paying a tax on a tax. I think we should freeze this in

the constitution, that no further—that we have to pay tax

on a tax like we have done in the past,

I ask you to support Mr. Jack's amendments.

Question

MR. JENKINS
Jasper, you know the last session of the legislature—or

rather, the last term of the legislature—when that tax was

originally Imposed, of course most legislators voted for It.

But, did you know that sixty-five out of a hundred and five
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representatives did not come back? Most of those that did not

come back, voted for that tax. Don't you think that's a pretty

good Indication of how the people feel on this Issue?

MR. SMITH
I think this was so In our own parish. I feel like If

they did It again, the same thing would happen.

MR. HENRY
Do you realize that It didn't kill everybody, though,

Mr. Jenkins?

[^Previous Quest ion ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendmen t adopted

:

6 5-24 . Mot ion to reconsider tabled

,

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Bollinger.
The amendment reads as follows:
Page 2, line 3, In Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by

Delegate Kean and adopted by the Convention on December 15,
at the beginning of line 1 of the text, before the word "and"
insert the punctuation and word ", corporate"

.

Expl anat ion

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think this Is in the

nature of a technical amendment. Mr. Kean said he had no

objection to its adoption, upon my questioning while
he was explaining his amendment.

Title 47, Section 32, of the Revised Statutes includes
corporate Income taxes at a limit. In Mr. Kean's ^endment , we
have referred to that revised statute in an effort to limit

the amount of Individual income taxes and Joint income taxes.

I think this amendment just simply Includes corporate Income

taxes to where If you wanted to have a raise In the tax structure,
that it would take a constitutional amendment, which would Include

all of them.
We sat here all during the Revenue, Finance, and Taxation

Article with regards to property taxes, and listened to the

pros and cons of Incentives for industry to come to Louisiana.
I think it's no incentive when a corporation looks at Louisiana

and says, "Constitutionally you protect the limit of individual
income taxes, however, the legislature at Its whim can raise
corporate income taxes." I think this is an incentive for Industry

In Louisiana.
I move the adoption and yield to questions.

Further Discussion

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I

know I have been before you a lot today, and I'm not going to

be here for long this time. I just appeal to you, let's not
make this mistake of locking In the four percent on corporations.

Many of our corporations are large corporations with out-of-
state shareholders. There's a choice as to whether you want
to Incorporate or whether you want to operate as an individual.
I Just can't imagine locking into the constitution the four
percent limitation on corporate income tax. I appeal to you,
let's not make this mistake.

Further Di scussion

MR. SINGLETARY
Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in strenuous opposition to

this amendment. It's far from being a technical amendment. It

would lock in four percent as the corporate tax— four percent of

net income. So, I strenuously urge you to defeat this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, the reason I am supporting this amendment Is

as follows: if you look at the federal tax structure, I believe
the federal tax rate on corporations at present. If they earn
more than twenty-five thousand dollars, is fifty-two percent.
That's a flat rate the corporations pay in federal income taxes.
So, at most, forty-eight percent of what they make can be distributed
to shareholders. Then, when shareholders get it, it's income. It's

taxed again—both federal taxes and state taxes. Corporate income

tax is double taxation right now. It's taxed at the federal level;
it's taxed at the state level. Now, it seems only reasonable if

the federal government is Imposing such a tremendously high tax

on corporations»of fifty-two percent, that we shouldn't risk an

Increase at the state level, because with state taxes at four percent
that's fifty-six percent from the very beginning, before you ever

distribute it to shareholders. So, look at it right off the top.

You're looking at fifty-six percent taken off at the corporate
level; you're left with forty-two percent. Then, when it gets
to the shareholders, you have federal and state income taxes

against that—which probably would amount on the average at

least a fourth of that, so that of a profit a corporation makes,
at most, about thirty percent is going to untimately go into the

pockets of the shareholders. Now, certainly, I think we need to

preserve this limit. Four percent is plenty. I don't see why we
should Impose a limit on individual income taxes and not go

ahead and impose It on corporate income taxes. Just as we have
in the past in this state. So, let's keep it the way we've had
it, and adopt this amendment.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Jenkins, this two-thirds vote to raise corporate income

taxes it would apply to corporations, wouldn't it? It would
require a two-thirds vote, wouldn't it?

MR. JENKINS
I think every tax would. Yes.

MR. AVANT
And, of course, salaries paid to officers and directors

of a corporation are chalked off before you figure the Income

tax , aren ' t they?

MR. JENKINS
That's right. I think so.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Delegate Jenkins, did you know that any amount that a

corporation pays in state income taxes is deductible on their
federal income taxes?

MR. JENKINS
Well, it's deductible on the personal income taxes,

1 believe.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
It's deductible on their federal corporate income taxes?

MR. JENKINS
But, even if it were deductible, that would not be a tax

credit. That would Just mean that you would not pay taxes on

that amount. It wouldn't mean that you would have that amount

taken off of your federal tax bill.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
So, the actual effect of a corporate tax Is not in proportion to

the actual amount the corporation pays because it is a deductible
item.

MR. JENKINS
Well, it's certainly in.... it's a pretty high amount right

now, Mr. Velazquez, and I certainly don't want to see any increases

In it. You can bet. If we take this limit off, there will be

increases in the next few sessions of the legislature.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Haven't we already protected the corporations by the base

that we've put on the property taxes? ....Doesn't the base that

we have put on the property tax in Louisiana already guarantee

a protection to corporations operating in Louisiana?

MR. JENKINS
No, Mr. Velazquez, what we....

MR. VELAZQUEZ
....Just the ordinary citizen

MR. HENRY
Let's settle down now.

MR. JENKINS
What we did, was we Imposed more taxes on business and
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Industry under the property tax structure we created. You
can't take it off the homeowner, keep the overall level of

taxation the same, and not have the tax picked up by business
and industry. We've already Increased their taxes there.

I certainly don't want to see us chance increasing them anywhere
else.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Jenkins, do you know that, number one, a small

business man does not have to incorporate; number two» if he
does, he's got the option of going to Subchapter (S) which will
protect him Insofar as paying a lot of taxes. 1 am a business
man! I'm involved in both types of corporations. I would say

I think you've got a bad amendment here, sir.

MR. LOWE
Mr. Jenkins, did you know that I think maybe that I was

wrong in opposing this, because if we keep on the way we
are going, and we adopt all of this, it may be in my favor. 1

think we'll never get sixty-seven votes to adopt the section.
That may be good. So, I'm all for it.

MR. JENKINS
Well, Monday, you know what? The people of this state right

now have a constitution that limits the amount of income taxes
levied against their personal income and against their corporate
Income. I don't believe that they sent us here to raise those
taxes ....

MR. HENRY
You've exceeded your time, sir.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise to oppose the

amendment to put yet another rate in the constitution. You know,

a little while ago I got up here and tried to suspend the rules
so that we could take Section 4, paragraph by paragraph, and adopt
it paragraph by paragraph. Wasn't trying to fool anybody, or

circumvent our normal rules. I was trying to point out something
to you that's going to become clear before we get through with
Section 4, that is, that Section 4 is very complicated and the

paragraphs deal with many diverse subjects— this being the first

—

income tax. Wait until we get to (B) and the severance tax; wait
until we get to (C) and the limitation on local taxing authority.
1 think that a comment made a few minutes ago, that when we get

through with 4, if it gets 67 votes, it's going to be a miracle.
We are going to debate it for two days, get through with it, and

not get 67 votes, and have to start all over again. But in your
wisdom, you decided not to suspend the rules, and take this whole
grab bag as one. Now, with this particular amendment, all we are

doing is following up your illogical step of a few moments ago, in

terms of individuals, and put yet another rate in the constitution.
Our committee debated at length about specific rates in the consti-

tution. We felt it was not in your best interest, our best in-

terest, or the state's best interest. We thought that our protec-

tion would be the two-thirds vote. As a compromising committee,
we did agree to limit the small man's income to the two percent

tax rate. I urge you to let's defeat these amendments, try to keep

these rates out of the constitution, and keep this document flexible.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Roemcr, since part of your speech dealt with subject matters

other than this amendment, my question goes to that same thing.

Don't you think that we should consider this thing in its

entirety so that we can keep a constant thread of thought through
it, and make a package out of it, rather than taking it apart piece-
meal and putting together some building blocks that don't fit?

MR. ROEMER
You could be right. Most of the delegates agreed with you.

I Just don*t.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Roemer, you brought out something that I tried to, also.

But do you know that the way— in other words—what I really think
about this thing Is, if we pass this section* it would be a super
miracle, not a miracle.

MR. ROEMER
I agree with you. In answer to some questions that, perhaps,

are in everybody's mind, you might need to know that the franchise
tax incorporation is not limited in this section. You can limit
corporation taxes all you want—there's no limit on franchise
taxes and that gets at the guy who has no money whatsoever, and
he's just getting started in business. So, this amendment doesn't
even help the guy you are trying to help.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Roemer, I agree that we shouldn't lock in the

rates. But, don't you think it's just equitable since we did
adopt Mr. Kean*s amendment, that we should make it applicable?
Doesn't the 1921 Constitution do exactly this?

MR. ROEMER
Yes, it does. It's hard for me to argue with your logic.

It's going to be interesting to watch the votes of these delegates
who Just locked rates in a minute ago, to vote against your amend-
ment. I agree with you. I hope they do vote against it. But, if

they do, they'll be illogical as heck.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Roemer, is it your observation that representative bodies

like to raise taxes on people?

MR. ROEMER
Oh... they do not like to raise taxes on them.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Wasn't it true that McKeithen had to twist a whole lot of

arms and finally put a flag on the top of the capltol for one
of the legislators, in order to get enough votes together to

raise the sales tax?

MR. ROEMER
I don't know about that, Mrs. Zervlgon. I'm younger than you,

I don't. . .

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
A whole lot ....

MR'. NUNEZ
Maybe on personal privilege, and I should be up there. But,

that flag was put on top of the capltol at the request of the
veterans of this state.

MR. HENRY
That* exactly right. It had nothing to do with taxes.

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON ^-
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we have heard in the last few

minutes, an example of a phenomenon that we've observed a few times
In this convention; that is, when you lose on a crucial vote, the
other side is automatically wrong. I submit to you, is there any
doubt in anybody's mind, that if you put this question to a vote
of the people of the State of Louisiana, that you would have an
overwhelming mandate to put limitations--meaningful limitations

—

on personal income tax? As far as the concern expressed for the
logic, or lack of it in the following vote, I would rather be right
on my vote, as far as I see It,than be logical or consistent in

someone else's view. I think it was Samuel Johnson who said

that "consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds". I will let that
statement stand on its own merit.

As far as the two-thirds vote In the legislature, we all

know Just about how much protection that has been as far as passage
of new taxes is concerned. We had an outstanding example in the

legislative session that's just concluded where the severance taxes

were tripled. We've also had some good examples In recent years

where, as Mrs. Zervlgon pointed out, we had about five tax increases
in one session. That's neither here nor there. I think it might

be well for some people here to realize and these are—in most
cases this is puzzling if we are talking about consistency— the same

people that were determined to deprive local government of the

ability to levy almost any meaningful property tax, but now

want to be real sure that the state government is going to have

ample access to my left back pocket in the years to come. As fsr

as I'm concerned, then, it becomes a question not of whether to

tax or not to tax, but that a tax is all right as long as it's

levied at the state level, but not all right if It's levied at the

local level. I can't draw any other conclusions. I submit to you

that If we're talking about sixty-seven votes to pass the section,

there's some of us that believe Just ss strongly that these Incon*
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tax rate protections for the Individual belong In here that maybe we

could do a little bit about sixty-seven votes, or a lack of it.

I certainly, for one, would intend to do just that. So, let*s

keep that clearly in mind, too. I think we are a little late in

the game to be playing that kind of game. I submit to you that

the two questions are separable. Because, as Mr. Avant pointed
out in his question, corporate income is what is left over after

the salaries of a particular corporation are paid. In most small
corporations in this state, I would expect the prudent business
man to pay out most of what he makes as a salary to himself. I

wouldn't be confused by that. I simply felt compelled to comment

on the logic, or lack of it, of the arguments we heard.

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Burson, focusing on this matter of consistency, isn*t

it a fact that although a corporation from a legal standpoint,
or in legal parlance, is a person, when you come to elections,
they don't vote?

MR. BURSON
That's certainly true.

MR. WILLIS
Additionally, the corporations whose stockholders live

outside of Louisiana, they don't vote here, do they?

MR. BURSON
That's true, and it's not an unreasonable argument, it

seems to me, that perhaps they ought to pay something for the
government of the state that they are operating in and benefitting
froa.

MR. WILLIS
So that there is no inconsistency in my having voted for

Mr. Kean's amendment, and my intention to vote against Mr. Bollinger*
Is that correct?

MR. BURSON
I hope not .because I Intend to do the sane thing.

[^Previous Question ordered .^

CI osing

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'd like to quote to you

from Article X, Section 1, of the 1921 Constitution, referring

to those taxes. It says: "The said income tax schedule of rates

shall never exceed the schedule imposed in House Bill No. 339,

of the regular session of the legislature of 1934", which, as

Mr. Kean referred to it, was Article XLVII. Section 32. So, this

is not a change in the law. It's not a change in the constitu-
tion. It's just being consistent with the provisions of the

1921 Constitution. I'd like to, in closing, leave the thought of

this. We, in the Property Tax Section have allowed veterans with
homes valued at fifty thousand dollars to be exempt from property
taxes and other individuals with homes of thirty thousand dollars
to be exempt. We have extremely lessened the amount of taxable
base for the local governing authority, except that they.... all

the tax burden is going to go on industry. Now, we are going to

allow the legislature, with no limit, to tax industry again.

Where does it stop?

[Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

19-6? . Moti on to recons ider tabled

.

Mot 2 on to take up other orders adopted
ui tbout object ion .^

Report of the Secretary
[ll Journal 996'}

\_Motion to ad journ to 2:00 o' clock p.m.,
Sunday, December 16, 1973. Substitute
motion to adjourn to 1:00 o ' clock p.m.,
Sunday , December 16 , 1973. Motion
adopted : 6 3-6 . Adjou rnment to 2 : 00
o ' clock p.m., Sunday , December 16 , 197 3 .^
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Sunday , December 16 , 1973

ROLL CALL

\_74 delegates present and a quorum. ]

PRAYER

bfR. E.J. LANDRY
Mr. Chairman, honorable delegates, members of the press,

visitors, the working force of the convention, I have never in

my life been given a more privileged opportunity by the Chairman
than was given to me this morning. I'm speaking to a point of
personal privilege and prayer which is unique in this convention.
I say that so that you \Jill understand why we begin as we do this
morning... at Christmastime. You sav fit last week to send me
to visit murderers on death row. You saw fit to make it possible
by dismissing this convention early; had you not done that, I

would not have been in a position to do what I am going to do
today. So, please, if I am just a little bit longer than normal,
bear with me because I represent today forces that are bigger than
I, bigger Chan you, bigger than the State of Louisiana and that is

the reason why I am taking the route that I am taking, Tliirty years
ago a chaplain, a good friend of mine, who handled the condemned and
the murderers was killed in World War II and left me this prayer and
asked me to pray for him. I'm going to ask you to join with me
after you've heard this simple prayer. I looked into the eyes
of the murderers; I looked into the eyes of human beings, God's
creatures; and I've studied over the lessons that I have learned
over the years and thought about what was said this morning when the
minister, the representative of God, of Christ spoke to me and
asked me to witness that it's my duty and your duty. So, I come
to you with two parts of a petition, two parts of a prayer that
has to do with the business of witnessing. I would ask you
in your hearts to think about the words, since words have such
tremendous meaning in the writing of a constitution. The Lord
has given us a tremendous constitution made up of words that we
need to be reminded often about— this is very simple and stated
simply by a sim7le man facing you. "Qear Lord, you taught us

and reminded us often that what we do for the least of man that
we do to You, that You live in that person. You, also, reminded
us often that to forgive, forgive others just as we want You to

forgive us. For example. You taught us to love all men, even
sinners, even murderers. You did this by example, by Your death
on the cross for our sins when You forgave a murderer at that
instance. Now, Dear Lord, at this season of Your birth give
these delegates the understanding, the compassion, the will to

search for means to alleviate the inhumane , the prolonged cruel
suffering imposed by our society on Your creation which gives
no hope to Your creatures that have sinned and who have been
condemned by man and forgotten forever with no hope." Now, Father
Malloy, who spent a lifetime helping sinners and murderers, a good

friend of mine was killed after he gave me this note in World
War II and he said—and he signed it, addressed it to me—and
he said ,"Pray for me;" and, I'm sure he said, "Pray for hope
for all of the people who have nobody to represent them,"

This is what he said in the prayer: "Soul of Christ santify
me. Body of Christ save me. Blood of Christ inebriate me.

Water from the side of Christ wash me. Passion of Christ
strengthen me. O,good Jesus, hear us. within Thy wounds
hide us. Suffer us not to be separated from Thee. From the

malignant enemy defend us. In the hour of our death call us

and bid us come to Thee that with Thy saints we may praise
Thee forever and ever." Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 15, introduced by Delegate Rayburn,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Revenue, Finance, and
Taxation and other delegates and members of that committee.

A proposal relative to the tax structure of the state and
to public finance.

With the exceptions of Sections 4 and 6, the convention has
adopted the first eight sections of the proposal reverted, after
the adoption of Section 8—back to Section 4, previously passed
over which is presently still under consideration.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Set of amendments send up by Delegate Gravel and passed out

on yesterday.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 3, 4, and 5 in

their entirety, and delete all amendments adopted thereto and
Insert in lieu thereof the following: "Income tax rate on the
first ten thousand dollars of taxable income for single return
or twenty thousand dollars taxable income for joint returns shall
not exceed two percent and no portion of taxable income shall be
taxed at a rate in excess of twelve percent."

Expl anation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, that amendment was prepared yesterday and so

was another amendment which I meant to supercede it. I wish to
withdraw that particular amendment. I don't know whether the
one I prepared yesterday subsequently is at the desk or not; I'll
hand the copy to the Clark and we can check it.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to withdraw the amendment
that has just been read. I understand there is another
amendment, if we could go with it, then the amendment that
I would like to present the body can be circulated.

{^Amendment wi tbdrawn . ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Tobias has amendments at this time.

Amendment No, 1. On page 2, line 5, in Floor Amendment
No. 1 proposed by Delegate Jack and adopted by the convention
on yesterday, on line 3 of said amendment delete the period "."

at the end of the line and insert in lieu thereof the following
punctuation and words: ", but the deduction shall not be
allowed to corporations." Now, this is the Jack amendment
which read as follows: "Federal income taxes paid shall be
allowed as a deductible item in computing state income taxes
paid during the same period." This would delete the period "."

at the end of that text and add the text Just read of the Tobias
amendment

,

Expl anation

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, yesterday Mr, Jack's amendment

which read: "Federal income taxes paid shall be allowed as a

deductible item in computing state income taxes paid during the
same period." This statement, as written, would apply to people,
corporations, any type of legal entity. The purpose of my amendment
is to restrict it strictly to people— it would restrict the Jack
amendment strictly to people. Now, the phrase... Mr. Jack's
amendment is self-executed. That means that it will go into
effect whether or not legislation is enacted pursuant thereto.

What my amendment does is state that this provision would be...

shall not be allowed to corporations. This does not mean that

the legislature could not authorize this to corporation; it just

says that the deduction would only be allowed to persons. The
legislature still, at some future date, could allow this deduction
to corporations.

Questions

MR. ALARIO
Mr, Tobias, your amendment says "shall not," and you've got

me somewhat confused as to the difference between "shall" and "may,"
when you say "deductions shall not be allowed to corporations,"
It we put this in the new constitution, wouldn't that then mandate
the legislature or the legislature couldn't allow the deductions to

corporations as we have just done in the special session?

MR. TOBIAS
No, I think that's inaccurate. The reason I say that is

because the Jack amendment is self-executing. Therefore, if we
changed "shall"—the word "shall" in my amendment—to "may" it

would remove the self-executing feature of the Jack amendment.

MR. ALARIO
Couldn't you accomplish the same thing, then. by going back
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to the Jack amendment and saying "shall not be linposed on personal
incomes taxes?"

MR. TOBIAS
That is another way of approaching it; yes.

MR. ROEMER
Max, don't you....would you be agreeable to taking the

suggestion of Representative Alario and perhaps doing what you
are trying to do in a more straightforward fashion by inserting
the word "personal" as to that deduction in the Jack amendment?
There seems to be some confusion over this self-executing thing
in "shall" and "may."

MR. TOBIAS
Well, the problem with using the word "personal" is that it

would only apply to people. What do you do, for example, with
a partnership—that's a separate legal entity? What do you do
with a trust— that's another type of entity? All of those are
in a sense, a person; so, if you say "personal" I don't know
what accord. I would rather just tie it down... take the
restriction out and restrict it to corporations.

MR. ROEMER
Being not an expert in the field, but being interested in it,

I can tell you that partnerships do have to file personal income
tax returns.

MR. TOBIAS
That's true.

MR. ROEMER
...so, you do the same thing.

MR. TOBIAS
What about a trust?

MR. MUNSON
You do think it was the intent of the legislature to limit it

to individuals,do you not?

MR. TOBIAS
I don't know.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question from Mr. Smith?
You'll be next, Mr. Velazquez.

MR. SMITH
Mr. Tobias, it "need not," would that leave it up to the

legislature or to the collective revenue and revenue department?

MR. TOBIAS
It would leave it to the legislature.

MR. SMITH
But, it don't seem to say that.

MR. TOBIAS
That's what it would do.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Did you know that what you are doing is exactly the intent

of the Jack amendment, we meant to protect the individual,
ordinary taxpayer of Louisiana not to protect the corporations?

MR. TOBIAS
I didn't understand that to be the intent of the Jack

amendment, I thought It was....

MR. VELAZQUEZ
But, we are glad that you are supplenenting this thing and

aaklng It much clearer.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I mean, eventually when it comes to the income they

have to file a personal return; now, you know that.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question from Mr. Willis?

MR. WILLIS
Max, don't you think that you could accomplish what you

want by instead of using the word "shall" use the word "need?"

MR. TOBIAS
Need?

MR. WILLIS
"Need not be allowed," that is permissive and it's a better

word than "may"—"need not be allowed"— that would give them the
flexibility that"may"would be in other circumstances; don't you
think?

MR. TOBIAS
I agree.
Mr. Chairman, I move to withdraw the amendment and change

the word "shall" to "need."

^Amendment withdrawn .^

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
....virtually the same fashion—changing the word "shall"

to ' need" so that the additional language proposed to be added
to the Jack amendment would now read: ", but the deduction
need not be allowed to corporations."

Questions

MR. MUNSON
Max, exactly what did the legislature do during the special

session? Was it limited to individual and joint returns or did
it apply to corporations?

MR. TOBIAS
I'm not sure. I was not in favor of the Jack amendment, but

I feel that we should limit it in this particular Instance. I do
not know what the legislature did.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Tobias, are you aware that the legislation passed by

the legislature applied to both individuals and to corporations
and it was intended, as such, to give relief to both groups?

MR. TOBIAS
I was not aware of that. I would assume that what this

provision would do is allow that portion of the act, that was
enacted by the special session, to continue in effect but at
such later time, the legislature could go back and say, "No,
this execution shall not apply to corporations."

MR. CHATELAIN
Max, I think I know what you are trying to do, but I'm somewhat

confused myself, the Jack amendment read that "federal income taxes
paid shall be allowed as a deductible item in computing state income
taxes paid during the same period or paid to federal government."
What you are trying to do is to fix it so that the state legislature
could or could not allow this same deduction to the businesses; is
that right?

MR. TOBIAS
That is correct; or, corporations rather than businesses

which would be personal income to certain individuals, in certain
cases—sole proprietorship, for example.

\

MR. SINGLETARY
Max, the section only refers to individual and joint returns.

So, nowhere in it, as far as I know, with all the amendments does
it mention corporations at all.

"MR. TOBIAS
As I read Mr. Jack's amendment, it goes much further than that

It says "for. . .

.

MR. SINGLETARY
But, would Mr. Jack's amendment be tied in with the previous

language?

MR. TOBIAS
I think there is a very strong possibility that it would not.

I think that the clear statement is that the....when it says
"federal income taxes paid shall be allowed as a deductible
item." It doesn't necessarily restrict It to joint and single
income tax returns.
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Further Di scussi on Further Discussion

MR, LOWE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I*m

a little disappointed that we are really taking off on the tangent
that we are taking off on. It appears at the moment that we are
attempting to write a tax law. You know and I know that we didn't
really come here to write a tax law. I agree with you that the

matter of deducting federal income taxes has gotten highly emotional
in the State of Louisiana. But, just because this matter has
gotten emotional and the legislature realized that it was emotional,
they corrected it and that tells us that the legislature is

sensitive to what goes on in the State of Louisiana and that

when something happens that they realize was bad; and they have

that flexibility to deal with it that they will correct it; they
had a mandate. They recognized that mandate and they acted.
Now, someplace down the line they are going to want to react
to a mandate and aren't going to be able to because we, in what
we feel is our wisdom, have locked something into this constitution
that deprives them of that flexibility. Now, I can't for the life
of me understand why we would want to come here and try to wiite
a tax law, particularly, when none of us are really expertise in
that particular area. I don't mean to talk about any delegate,
because if I get up here and say things and I make mistakes, I

think people should point them out to me. The author of this
amendment is concerned about partnerships taking deductions on
a tax return. Well, even the most elemental , elementary person
in tax law knows that a partnership pays no federal income tax
and pays no state income tax, so how could they take a deduction?
The only reason why I point that out is to point out that we are
talking about things that we know absolutely nothing about. I'm
sure some of you read what Mr. Traigle had to say in the paper
this morning, that he has some long-range plans to try to accomplish
some things for the people of the state. By our action yesterday,
we deprived him of the opportunity of implementing some of the
things that he has in mind that he wants to place in effect that
would be beneficial to the people of the State of Louisiana. Now,

this reminds me of what Delegate Wall started to do sometime
back to bring out a point about retirement systems. He had an
amendment that covered every retirement system in the State of

Louisiana which numbered thirty some od-J . He was going to give them

the same break that some other system had. Now, if we try

today to come up with amendments to assure that those deductions
that people were enjoying now would not be infringed upon, we would
have paper stacked all over your desk. I submit to you that the
five thousand dollar personal exemption that is allowed an individual.,

a married individual filing a joint return in the State of Louisiana
is much more important than deducting the federal income tax that's
paid. So, we are going to say that we are going to leave here

telling the people that we have done something for them in allowing

them to be sure that for all times that they can deduct federal
incomes taxes. The little man may pay two hundred dollars of

federal Income taxes but the legislature, because you locked
this in, may have to take his five thousand dollar personal
exemption away from him and they can do it; and they may have to

do it. So, we are not doing a thing here except kidding ourselves;

we're window dressing; we're trying to go back home and tell the

people that we have given them something. I'm here to tell you
that that's just not fair to try to fool the ^-ublic on one hand

and tell them that we have given them something when we haven't
given them anything, not anything at all because we can take it

right back away from them in the form of another deduction. The

only way we can give them something is to lock all of the deductions
in—everyone of them. I would say that we are taking a serious

course here to take off with this sort of thing; it's not the type

of thing that we were sent here to do. I really don't believe that

this is the type of thing that we want to do. Now, let me address
myself to this amendment even though I don't think it's worthy of

the time, and I say that with all due respect that I don't think
that this convention should spend five minutes on this terrible
amendment. You're worried about individuals. Who owns corporations?
Individuals own corporations. What happens to the income from those
corporations? They pay tax on the income and then what happens?
What's left Is distributed to the individuals. So, then what
happens? They pay tax again; so, they are double taxed. So,

what you are saying is, that we believe over here that maybe you
ought to have something but In this area where you are double
taxed, well we are just going to tax you a little bit harder because
double taxing isn't enough. We will double tax you but, at the

same time, we won't give you a deduction for the tax that you've
already paid the federal government. Now, if you can put that in some
kind of logical order, well, I would say that you are a lot better
delegate than I am. I hope that we don't discuss this thing In

great detail, and we just vote it down.

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, I'm real disturbed; I'm aggrieved;

I'm disappointed. You've seen in the space of about five minutes
a classic example of what we've done here time and time again
when we start trying to legislate things into this constitution.
The amendments are poorly drawn; they have to be rewithdrawn,
rewritten, and this type of thing. We're in an area here where
we have no business, and the further we go, the worse it gets.
I think it's just sheer hypocrisy on our part to put such things
in this constitution in order to try to sell it. We're going
to sell it with a three-dollar license plate; we're going to

sell it with a limit on income tax; I have to repeat what
Monday has said: "Who are we kidding?" The legislature has

the right to tax. We've said that in the first paragraph of

this article. It's going to take so much money to run state
government. They're going to have to get it from one place or

the other. We are in an area here where a lot smarter people
than us have tried to write tax laws and have been unsuccessful.
I don't see how we can come up here through amendments In the

space of a few minutes, and start trying to revise the tax code.

I beg of this convention, let's put a stop to all this foolish-
ness. Let's leave this thing as simple as we can because we're
going to foul it up so bad where nobody will be able to salvage
it. I'm just real disappointed that we've come back this morning
and started doing things like this. I beg of you, let's put a

stop to it.

Further Discussion

MR, RIECKE
Mr. Chairman and delegates, 1 rise in opposition to this

amendment. I think it's a very, very bad arendment. There are

many, many hundreds of small, family corporations in this state

who, as it was pointed out Saturday, pay as much as fifty-two

percent federal income tax on their earnings, and on top of that,

pay about four percent to the state. That's fifty-six percent

of a small, family corporation's earnings going to taxes. The

legislature, as Mr. Monday Lowe said, is sensitive to the will
of the people. 1 think that we ought not to alienate the votes

for this constitution by making an exception to these corpora-

tions. For some reason or other, so many people believe that

because you've got a corporation, it's a great big wealthy outfit

that ought to be taxed and taxed and taxed. Well, there are

hundreds and hundreds of small corporations in Louisiana. I

don't think we ought to penalize those people by passing this

amendment. I'm very much against it. I think it's a very, very

bad amendment, and I hope you'll vote it down.

Question

MR, TOBIAS
Mr. Riecke, this is a friendly question. I agree with you

one hundred percent. What I am attempting to do by this is to
undo in part what we did yesterday, I think we made a terrible
error when we froze into this constitution this type of deduction.
Do you not agree that perhaps some sort of amendment would be
desirable that would at the end of my amendment, perhaps, say
after the word "corporation," say, "or persons "? In other words,
but the deduction need not be allowed to persons. The reason I

say this is because I don't think we could get sixty-seven votes
to call from the table the motion to reconsider. Do you agree
that that would be another way of reconsidering it?

MR. RIECKE
I don't know. The persons' corporations are comprised of

persons. I think when you exclude them from that exemption, you

are making small corporations pay taxes that you are allowing to

partnerships and ownerships, and I don't think that's fair.

Further Discussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, Mr. Jack couldn't be here

today. He had to go to Shreveport; he won't be back till

tomorrow. But, the last thing he said, "Don't let them mess with
that amendment we've passed." So, I'm up here In behalf of my
colleague, and also myself. I was a coauthor of this amendment.

So was Mr. Fulco, and Mr. Shannon, and Mr. Velazquez, This

amendment which was a good amendment yesterday was passed
6 5 to 24. It just said "Federal Income taxes paid shall be

allowed as a deductible it&a in computing state Income taxes.'
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I don't see why in the world corporations can't remain in there.

It could say most, or a lot of small corporations need the

deduction as well as individuals. Usually, you think of a

corporation as a big giant. Most of them are not. But, anyway,

it is an Inequitable tax to begin with—tax on a tax as I

said yesterday. I don't see why it shouldn't be allowed to

everybody. This comes at a late date, and I ask you all since
my colleague that instigated this matter is not here to talk, I'm talking
in his behalf. Like I say, we've passed one by a tremendous vote
one day, and then you come back and want to change it all up.

Let's don't fool with it. Go ahead and defeat this amendment
and leave it like it is.

Further Di scussion

undo part of what we did yesterday, and I admit it. I would hope
that someone would came with an amendment to amend my amendment
which would take... which would add after the words "corporation,"
the phrase "or persons," which would, in effect, negate the whole
first part—in other words, Mr. Jack's amendment. I think that
this is a point where we've got to realize that we are running
out of time, and that we're trying to enact a revenue code for

this state, and that's just something that should be left to
the legislature. I remind you that we are trying to constitu-
tionalize something with respect to the Jack amendment that Is

not now in the constitution and that Che legislature has just
returned and given back to the people. I agree with Mr. Lowe,

Mr. Riecke, Mr. Abraham, but I still urge that we ought to undo,
in part, what we did yesterday, and enact this amendment.

MR. ARNETTE
Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in support of this amendment,

and the reason I do support it is it does give the legislature
some leeway. It says that this is not necessarily. . .your federal

income taxes are deductible by a corporation. Let the legisla-
ture decide this particular matter. That's all Mr. Tobias's

amendment does is make it clear that the legislature has some

leeway. Now, Mr. Smith got up here and talked about small cor-

porations, and Mr. Riecke talked about family corporations. I

realize these are in existence, and they are much more numerous
than, probably, the very big corporations. But, I'd also like

to point out to you that most family corporations, depending
on how they're run, pay absolutely no federal income taxes because

all the earnings are distributed in salaries, or either it's

under a partnership-type of tax— I forget the federal income tax

section—but, they treated it as a partnership, and only the

persons who have stock in this particular corporation pay taxes.

The corporation itself pays absolutely none. So, this isn't

going to hurt the small person, the small corporation, or the
family corporation. All this does is let the legislature, if

they need to, put it in there so that these taxes, the federal
income taxes, are deductible by a large corporation. That's all
Mr. Tobias's amendment does. It doesn't say that this is the
way it is, and nobody can change it. It says,well, let the
legislature decide. I think that's what we need to do. I think
we need this amendment in there to make it clear that the

legislature has that option. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, I would urge you to

vote against this amendment. Yesterday, I opposed putting in

the deduction for federal income taxes against the state income

tax because I didn't think you were doing anything at all for the

people. The legislature, as Mr. Lowe pointed out to you, has other
ways of raising that income tax on them—by taking away the per-
sonal deduction, by taking away other itemized deductions, and
it's also true with corporations. Ue can raise the corporation
taxes simply by raising the corporation franchise tax. So, there's
no problem there. But, if you've got one of them in, then let's
go ahead and be consistent, and also leave the deduction in for

corporations, and let's not get raveled here in all kind of mess
that we really don't understand.

Question

MR. BOLLINGER
John, I guess you know I agree with you wholeheartedly, but

don't you think we were inconsistent yesterday when we adopted
Mr. Kean's amendment to put a limit on personal income tax?
However, we didn't see fit to put a limit on corporate income
tax when, again, you could have raised the franchise tax, if

you decided to. .

.

MR. ALARIO
You're right

,

Mr. Bollinger.

\_Previous Quest ion ordered . ]

Closing

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, several months ago Senator

Rayburn stood at this microphone and said that this convention
was acting like a bunch of people at a wild cow milking contest.
Well, I think yesterday when we enacted Mr. Jack's amendment,
that's what we did. The purpose of my amendment is in part, Co

[_Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

19-7 6 . Mot ion to reconsider tabled

.

Motion to suspend the rules to call from
the table the mot ion to reconsider Con-
vention Floor Amendment No . 1 by Mr

.

Jack rejected: 29-65.]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Gravel, which

read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 32, immediately after "(A)"
delete the remainder of the line and on page 2, at the beginning
of line 1 delete the word "upon" and insert in lieu thereof the
following: "The legislature upon the favorable vote of two-thirds
of the elected members of each house may levy equal and uniform
taxes upon individual and corporate".

Amendment No. 2. On page 2, line 2, Inmediately after the word
"income" change the semicolon ";" to a period "." and delete the
remainder of the line and delete lines 3, A, and 5 in their entirety
Including all floor amendments adopted thereto and insert in lieu
thereof the following: "The income tax rate, however, shall not
exceed twelve percent on any portion of individual or corporate
net income."

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, like

Mr. Lowe and Mr. Abraham, I'm very, very much disturbed about
i^at we did on yesterday, and what we appear to be doing
to Committee Proposal No. 15. Instead of trying to write a

constitution, it looks like we're trying to build into a pro-
posed document technical procedures that relate to the revenue
collection processes of the State of Louisiana. I'm very much
disturbed also about the fact that we are going to get ourselves,
perhaps, in such a position that there will be serious limitations
upon the power of state government to raise at the state level,
adequate revenues to run the government for much of the time

that is going to be left during the remainder of our lives and
for many, many years thereafter. I looked at Committee Proposal
No. 15 and thought that in general the committee had done a very
good job. There has been removed from the proposal certain
provisions in our present constitution that made it difficult,
if not almost impossible, to adequately prepare a legislative
program that dealt both with revenues and services. The purpose
of this amendment is, hopefully, to try to respond to some con-
cern that some of the delegates seem to have with respect to
the possibility that the legislature may go way too far in
imposing income taxes on individuals and corporations. It seeks
to delete the Kean amendment adopted by this convention, which
freezes into the constitution a totally unrealistic schedule
that was imposed in the depression years, or placed into the
law in the depression years; and at the same time, to put some
limitation upon the authority that. the legislature may have to

levy income taxes. What the amendment seeks to do, Mr. Chairman
and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, is to give to the
legislature authority to impose income taxes on individuals and
corporations, but imposes a ceiling of twelve percent of the
net income as being the maximum that can be imposed. It seems
to me that this would be a fair compromise in lieu of the pro-
visions that have been heretofore considered and adopted by
this convention, proposed both by Mr. Kean, and by Mr. Jack.
We should not, we should not be structuring the tax program
of the State of Louisiana in this constitution. We should only
lay down in the proposed document the broadest possible guide-
lines that it will permit of an orderly control of state govern-
ment and an orderly process for the collection of revenue. I
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submit to you that we should go no further than is suggested

by this amendment. I ask your favorable support for it.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Gravel, the effect of your amendment, would it not be

to eliminate the Kean amendment of yesterday which imposed the

rate as we now have it in the constitution? Is that right?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct, yes, sir.

MR. ROEMER
But, wouldn't it also have the effect of undoing what the

committee tried to do in limiting the rate on the lower income

people? That would be eliminated also, wouldn't it?

MR. GRAVEL
That would be eliminated to the extent that it would be a

matter for the legislature to determine by a two-thirds vote.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I don't know whether you know it or not, but I find

parts of your amendment in its effect of eliminating the Kean

amendment very helpful, but the effect of eliminating that two

percent, very dishelpful. I'm just at a problem there.

MR. GRAVEL
I understand that. But, my whole point, Mr. Roemer , is that

within the limitation. . .well , within the span of from zero to

twelve percent, the legislature should be given authority to

act and it will have to act by two-thirds vote. It seems to

me that that's as much limitation as we ought to place on the

imposition of the income tax in this constitution.

MR. SMITH
Mr. Gravel, didn't you say your amendment would have the effect

of eliminating both the Jack and the Kean amendment?

MR. GRAVEL
Yes, sir.

MR. SMITH
And any other amendments we'd adopted yesterday, too?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct. That's the effect of this amendment.

MR. SMITH
What is the purpose of your amendment?

want to eliminate all of these?
I mean, why do you

MR. GRAVEL
Well, the purpose of the amendment is to leave to the legis-

lature, subject to the twelve percent ceiling, the right and the
authority to determine what income taxes should be paid, and
what deductions should be allowed. It's just inconceivable to

me that we can be here writing a constitution for the State of

Louisiana and spending most of our time on placing into the
constitution what should and should not be deductible.

MR. SMITH
Well, don't you think we, as delegates, should do this?

MR. GRAVEL
No, sir. I do not.

MR. SMITH
They put the three-dollar car license in the constitution.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Smith, the three-dollar car license is an emotional

issue that I think is set off by itself. Most of the delegates
of this convention don't agree that it should be in the consti-
tution, and most of us feel that if we don't put it in it. It's

going to spell death for the document.

MR, SMITH
Well, don't you think federal taxes should be deductible from

your state income tax?

MR. GRAVEL
I certainly do. I certainly do. But, I don't think that we

should for all time freeze that concept into the constitution. I

think the question of deductions for state income tax purposes
are purely within the scope of the legislative process and should
not be built into the constitution.

MR. SMITH
Well, don't you think, though, if we don't freeze this in the

constitution, and there was some governor that would come along,

that was able to get two-thirds vote, and do it all over again?

MR. GRAVEL
If it's absolutely necessary to be done, I think, perhaps

,

it should be done. Let me explain one thing to you. The reason

why we were able to remove this particular .. .well, to reinstate

this particular deduction at the special session, was because

we were able to get additional revenues for the State of Louisiana

from the severance tax on oil and gas. I think someone pointed

out yesterday that the gas resources are being depleted at a

rate of approximately three percent per year, and our oil

resources are being depleted, or reduced by about eight percent

per year. I don't know what structure is going to have to be

created during the next decade or the next two decades by the

legislature of Louisiana in order to obtain the necessary
revenues to run this government. I don't believe that we ought

to prohibit at all times in the future the legislature from

utilizing this deduction if it becomes necessary.

MR. SMITH
Thank you, sir.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Gravel, as I appreciate it, if we adopted your Amendment

No. 1, and didn't adopt your Amendment No. 2, then there would be

no restriction upon the right of the legislature to levy the

income tax.

MR. GRAVEL
If you adopted No. 1 and did not adopt No. 2, that's correct.

MR. KEAN
If we adopted No. 2, then the legislature could raise the

percentage on income from ten to twenty by six times, could they

not? In other words, they could go from two percent to twelve

percent. Is that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
That's the ceiling. However, it does permit the legislature

to impose income taxes on a graduated basis. I mean that language

is still in here. Mr. Kean, I think it's very clear what...

I

said this: I said that the legislature under this amendment

could impose income taxes from zero up to twelve percent on such

basis as it in its wisdom might determine.

MR. KEAN
And, if it went all the way to the twelve percent in its

wisdom, then it would increase the ten to twenty thousand by

six times; it would increase the twenty to forty thousand by

three times, and it would double the income tax of those forty or above.

MR. GRAVEL
If it did that, and conversely, if it said that the income

tax should be two percent on all income, then it would reduce

some of the taxes that are being presently imposed.

There could be no change in the present law; there could be

no change in the present structure except by a two-thirds vote of

the legislature. The present structure would still be the law

of Louisiana as it is now in the revised statutes.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Gravel, at the present time, the ceiling on state income

tax, the rate is six percent, isn't it?

MR. GRAVEL
Yes, sir. for everything over fifty thousand dollars.

MR. BURNS
Your Amendment No. 2 would double that.

MR. GRAVEL
It would authorize the legislature to go up to twelve percent.

MR. BURNS
Do you know, I went home yesterday afternoon, and left there

after church today, and this is the first weekend I ever have

received a favorable comment on what we were doing over here
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because of just what you want to delete?

MR. GRAVEL
No, X didn't know that.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Gravel, why twelve percent? You talked about not putting

any limitations at all, and you come up with a twelve percent
figure. Number one and number two, you're not only doubling the

six percent factor, you're allowing the legislature to double
or triple or quadruple any of the three factors that we now
use.

MR. GRAVEL
For two reasons. Senator Nunez. Number one, I think there

should be some limitation; number two, I think that the income
tax is the fairest of all taxes and the legislature should have
some flexibility. I don't know what the legislature might
decide to do in its wisdom, but at least to give them the

latitude in the area within which they could operate, I

thought that a twelve percent celling would be realistic, and

the legistlature then could make a determination within the
limitations as to what taxes should be imposed, and what gradua-
tions should be made.

MR. NUNEZ
Did you know you were absolutely right in your prediction

or your statement that the oil natural resources are being depleted
at eight percent per year? But, what you didn't add was that we
have been taxing them at the rate of an.additional hundred percent
per year for the past three years.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, relatively, though, when the tax was Imposed, the

proportion on the present tax in relation to the value of oil is

about the same—just a little bit different, not much.

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Gravel, I'm going to ask you if you've heard this

quote by Benjamin Franklin, and then I'm going to ask you to
comment upon it. "It would be thought a hard government that
should tax its people one-tenth part of their time to be em-
ployed in its service."

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I believe both the church and the government are not

necessarily bound by that.

Further Di scussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to

the Gravel amendment—both of them. I have to say that the amend-
ment is not without some worthy aspects. We in the committee

—

and I'm not speaking for the committee as a whole; I'm speaking
for myself, but let me tell you about the committee deliberation

—

we in the committee did believe in flexibility when it came to
these rates. We didn't feel the constitution was the place to...
for us to legislate for all time, as it were, what the specific
and exact rates of income tax and severance taxes would or might
ought to be. We also believed in the integrity of the legislature,
but we didn't believe that they should have a free reign, and we
inserted the two-thirds rule. We also, however, unlike Mr. Gravel,
felt the need to protect the men and women of this state that made
a fairly small amount of income from the willy-nilly imposition
of high tax rates on them. I think, and I hope that you'll see
after now, the second day of debate on Section 4, why we came up
with Section 4(A). It makes good sense. It makes sense both
politically—that is, what the people want—and it makes sense
fiscally—that is, what's in the best interest of the state. If

you look again at what we did originally in Section 4, Paragraph (A),
we put a two percent limit on individual income up to ten thousand,
and two percent limit on joint returns of up to twenty thousand.
After that, we left it up to the legislature. After you see
amendment after amendment that does nothing more than try to
legislate tax rates, I hope you will realize that the comnittee
was not out in left field on this thing. We spent a lot of time
looking at it, and I hope you will realize that what we came up
with is truly in the best interest of the citizens of this state.
I ask you to defeat this amendment, and to consider an amendment
that we have coming in a few minutes which will, in effect, go
back to the original committee report. I think that's in our
best interest.

Questions

MR. FULCO
Buddy, don't you think we owe Mr. Jack the courtesy of at

least considering his amendment in his presence, and withholding
consideration of this thing today until his return tomorrow?

MR. ROEMER
Well, I think we gave Mr. Jack a hearing, and I supported his

amendment, Frank. You know that. But, I don't think we can stop
the deliberation of this body for one man, whether it be Mr. Jack
or myself. I wouldn't ask that, and I don't think Wellborn asks
that.

MR. FOWLER
Mr. Roemer, don't you think Mr. Jack could have been here

today, just like we are?

MR. ROEMER
Well, I don't have a comment on that. I think Mr. Jack does

what he has to do. I've found him to be a hard working delegate ,

and I know if he could have been here, he would have.

MR. HENRY
Yield to one quick question from Mr. Bollinger?
The gentleman yields.

MR. BOLLINGER
Buddy, what do you find wrong with the first amendment?

MR. ROEMER
What do X find wrong with the first amendment?

MR. BOLLINGER
Amendment No. 1.

MR. ROEMER
Nothing, with the first amendment. As I understand it, though,

there was not a call to make the question divisible, yet. They
were presented as a package, Boysie. I opposed them.

Further Discussion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, by a quirk of fate, I

see they're having a party up in Boston today to celebrate a
two hundred-year anniversary of the Boston Tea Party. The
ability to tax is the ability to destroy. We know that. This
issue is coming before us again, and I would like to look at it
with you in perspective and explain it to you as I see it. I

think there are two groups, here, and I'm afraid the coalition
of this both good and bad group may do a great deal of harm to
this constitution. First, the good group—and I think most of
us try to fit in this group. We are trying to represent the

people. Who are these people? These people are the poor, the
workers, the workers'incorporations and not incorporations, the
shrimpers, the farmers, the doctors, the attorneys and any
category you care to put us into, we are all people. But, at

the same time, we're like the blind man and the elephant. We can
only perceive one aspect as we see It. So it is to the benefit
here of all of us combined, that we give to the people of the
State of Louisiana our combined decision. On the other hand,
there have mixed among us, a group of bad people. I've noticed
this, and several of you have referred to them with great distain
in coming to this microphone, labeling them all types of names

—

hypocrites and the like. But, really, I watched them carefully,

and I believe that the intent is to kill this constitution. I'm
very disturbed that these people are acting at this time to

overload the camel with the straw that's going to break its back.
I'm most disturbed that a coalition of the uninformed and this

bad group will get together and create a faulty document which
we are in the process of trying to complete, and thereby defeat
this constitution in the name of the voters of this state trying
to decide whether we did a good or a bad job. Now, let me show
you—Buzzy, can I have that newspaper—let me show you what the

people back home said in the Sunday edition.

Further Di scussion

MR. WEISS
Here's what the people in one section of the state think

about our action yesterday. Although X did not go for the three
dollar license plate, because I thought it was nothing more than
a political gimmick. Those of you that are running for office
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and writing this constitution presented a very important aspect

—

that's voter appeal. This is what the folks back home woke up to

this morning: "CC/'73 Blocks Income Tax Hikes." If you don't
think that's going to sell a constitution, you tell me somebody
that's against this. Now, that's about as far as we can go, I

think, and that's as far as I think we should go. We've got to

face reality, and those members of the committee have come before
you and told you that there's voter appeal on one hand and reality
on the other, and where 's the state going to get the funds. Let's
cut out this foolishness and go on with this convention. I don't
believe that the floor amendment here proposed is doing anything
but messing up, confusing the issue again. We are not tax
attorneys. We're not trying to write tax legislation. Let's go

on with the committee proposal as it is and as it stands.
Hopefully, those of you that are running for office, if you so

desire to keep the three dollar license plate in, we'll do so.

Hopefully, we will restrict the income tax hike to the two, four,

and six percent, as outlined on personal income. In conclusion,
let me say, the legislature, as you all know, has the power to

tax. If they're not going to get it from one direction, they'll
get it from another. So, we don't have to worry about the state
going broke. But, 1, like many people in this state, think that
the state has plenty of money. More than that, they're giving it

to a lot of people right here that are making their livelihood
on the name of the state. That's too much money that the state is

getting—your money and mine and everybody else's, little people,

big people, and in-between people. Let the state function on
what it needs to function on and do a good job. I think those of

you that sit here know that we have a fine state, we're doing a

good job, and there's no reason to horse around with this tax

structure. Let's leave it be to the legislature, but at the same

time, let's leave some of these amendments in that have been presented.
Let's give the people of the state what they deserve and keep them
from hiking the income tax. If you want to leave the three dollar

license plate in, throw that in the boot.

Questions

MR. LOWE
Dr. Weiss, this may seem like a facetious question, but it's

not, really. It's merely to make a point. I have a lot of

respect for you. But, how would you like to perform an operation
after a tax man had walked through the operating room and decided
which tools you would use to perform that operation with?

MR. WEISS
No, sir, Mr. Lowe, I respect your question, because that Is

not either facetious or otherwise; it's a fact. Today, the

medicare operation—which is a complete flop and now being revised

—

is exactly what the federal government tried to do to the doctors.
They've not succeeded; they don't understand the problem; they

don't understand people. Of course, they tried to do it and failed.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I was just wondering, Dr. Weiss, did the three dollar license

make any little headlines in your paper?

MR. WEISS
They made smaller headlines. Did you see what made the front

page Sunday edition? You're right, it did.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
It did make some, though, didn't it?

MR. WEISS
It made small, and your name was in it, and mine was too.

MR. CHAMPAO^E
In my area. Dr. Weiss, it made the big headlines. I live

in a very poor area, sir.

MR. WEISS
Well, I happen to be from Governor Jones's hometown, and

they made it small print, fortunately, because I opposed what he
started, forty years ago.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to Mr. Gravel's amendment

and also in opposition to the amendment that Mr. Roemer referred
to that the committee might offer with regard to reinstating the
section to the original shape that It was In. Mr. Gravel said
that, you know, we have a declining tax base with regard to

severance taxes. Thus, we need the authority to impose additional

income taxes. I want to refer you to some remarks made by Mr.
Traigle, the collector of revenue, in this morningis paper, with
regard to severance taxes. Here's what he said: State revenue
collector, Joe Traigle, said Saturday 'the recently signed two
hundred and ninety-eight million dollar severance tax laws will
serve Louisiana as an effective hedge against the specter of
dwindling petroleum resources. The key to advantages in the

new legislation," Traigle stated, "is that oil will be taxed on a
percent of value rather than a per barrel basis. This means" he
said, 'that as the value of oil increases, the state will share in

the increase in the value because we will receive a flat percent
of that value." Then, he said, "More than likely, oil quantities
derived from Louisiana will continue to decline, but just as

likely, the value will continue to increase significantly, as it

has in the past six to eight months. The increase in value will
surpass the decrease in quantity, which means that the State of
Louisiana will stop losing money from oil severance tax and will
begin reaping increases in the oil severance tax from this point
on." So, Mr. Traigle's statement certainly contradicts Mr. Gravel's
Something else Mr. Traigle said in the paper, though, I want to
disagree with. He said in another article, he said—with regard
to what we did yesterday on income taxes—he said, "pointing out
Louisiana income taxes are currently the lowest in the country,"
Traigle said, "the administration needs the flexibility to make
administrative changes without a constitutional amendment." Well,

the fact is, Louisiana's income taxes are not the lowest in the

country. In fact, thirty states either don't have income taxes
at all, or if they do have income taxes, they are no higher than
ours in Louisiana, at that six percent figure. Now, with regard
to the proposal of Mr. Gravel that the limit be twelve percent
on state income taxes, let me inform you that there are only four

states in this country that have income taxes as high as twelve

percent. Those are on very high incomes, and those states are:

Deleware, Minnesota, New Jersey and New York, which have some

of the highest taxes per capita in the country. There seems to

be this myth continuing that our taxes are so low in Louisiana.
Well, on a per capita basis, we rank twentieth in the nation in

taxes, per capita. Yet, we're forty-sixth in the nation in

per capita income—forty-sixth In the nation in per capita income,

twentieth in the nation in per capita taxes. Our taxes, as a

relation of our income, is very high in this state. Of course,

a number of folks have said, "What are we doing here, trying
to make all these amendments and changes in C'nis proposal by the

Revenue and Taxation Article, trying to lock these things into the

constitution just like they have been before?" Well, I'll tell

you what we're trying to do: we're trying to represent the people
of this state who are fed up with increased taxes, who certainly
don't want to see them any higher than they are now. If that's
not what a constitutional convention is for, I don't know what it's

for. So, that's what we're trying to do here. I think this

subsection is all right like it is. We 've continued the present
limitations; we've put in this prohibition against taxes on taxes.
I think we ought to move on to the next subsection.

Further Di scussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. I'm inclined to begin my

speech by reciting the Latin words of the mass that I used to

hear before we started the vernacular, "Mea culpa, Mea Culpa,
Mea Maxima Culpa," because it seems that the general tenor of
the debate that I hear, here, is that one should apologize and
do penance for proposing that people who make more than twenty
thousand dollars receive the same constitutional protection as
those who make less. You know, lost in the rhetoric that you
have heard up' til now is the fact the committee proposed to

keep the very same limitation on lower income taxes that is In
the constitution, now. They were going to offer this protection
to everyone up to twenty thousand dollars. Well, now, why is
that? Why is that , indeed? Because the committee, as many
sagacious politicians before them, know that as long as you take
care of those, or rather don't disturb those who are in the
majority, you can sock it to all of them above and make them
pay the bills. Don't you think for a minute that this wouldn't
have been the end result of this tax scheme of the committee If

we'd let it stand like It was. You know, there's another thing
you want to remember about the legislative process in taxation.
There are a lot more pressure groups wanting increases in taxes
for various reasons—the reasons may be very legitimate in

particular cases—then there are pressure groups up here lobbying
against taxes. In other words, you have a lot more people that

don't want the new taxes, but the people that don't want them are
not nearly as well organized as those that do want them. If you

stop and think about that awhile, I think you'll conclude that's
true, in the main. I submit to you the state is not going to
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run ouc of money, and If the state gets in such bad shape that it

has to up the income tax rates, well, then, certainly that should

be obvious to the citizenry. They could propose a constitutional

amendment and come in and alter these limits at that time. We

must not be in that shape now, because I read the other day in

the paper, after the severance tax increase, that a large percentage

of what was going to be collected under the increase couldn't be

budgeted. There was nothing to spend it on. They're going to

have to stop and figure out something else to spend it on. I

didn't see anybody propose that the excess be used to pay off bonded

Indebtedness, or anything as archaic as that, though. That seems

to be entirely out of fashion, much like here in the United States

of America, we've believed for so many years that we could borrow

and borrow and borrow because we only owed it to ourselves. Of

course, we all know about the dollar drain on the country, now,

and the shape we find ourself In in the international community

on that situation. I submit to you that the people of this country

believe, childlike as they may be—what I read in the civics book,

I can well remember when I was in high school— that when your

total tax structure takes more than thirty-five percent of your

income, it's confiscatory. All the statistics that I read show

a range between thirty and forty-five percent. If you're in that

above twenty thousand bracket, and you got hit with a twelve

percent state income tax lick, then you would be, I would'guess,

well in the fifty percent range. A system like that kills

initiative; it's basically unfair to make the man who's got the

initiative to get out and earn his income pay the total bill for

the society, because as I mentioned yesterday, the very rich

—

the very rich—have ways of avoiding paying any taxes at all, as

we are all well aware, including, apparently, the president of

the United States. I submit to you, in the end, that the tax

schedule that Mr. Kean has frozen into the constitution in his

amendment is not unrealistic at all. It's served us quite well

up to date, and if and when it becomes "unrealistic," then we

can change it by constitutional amendment. The tacit assumption

on all of the reasoning I have heard up here is that taxes—the

rate of taxation—must continue to rise. I ask you, ladies and

gentlemen, answer me this question: At what point do we reach a

limit? I guess we may be getting to the point where we'll be able

to just endorse the check on the back, send it to the state, and

get our coffee money back, because with the raise we've had in

social security rates, which are up to ten percent now, the federal

graduated income tax rates—that's another thing nobody mentioned

—

even the state schedule is graduated. You're taxed on a higher

level If you earn more money, although, thank goodness, it's not

graduated nearly to the extent that the federal tax schedule is.

I submit to you it's time, for once, to think of all of the

citizens who go to work every day, hold two jobs in some cases,

to see to It that their children can get a good education, and who

pay the bills in this country. Let's give them the kind of

protection that they need, that they want, as reflected in that

headline in the Lake Charles paper. If you think we ought to

accept this amendment, think what that headline will look like

tomorrow, if we reverse ourselves today.

{^Previous Question ordered .^

dosing

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

again urge you to support this amendment, primarily because we

have, within the proposal, adequate limitations to safeguard

any abuse whatsoever with respect to the imposition of income

taxes on individuals and corporations, by the legislature. 1

don't think it's realistic for us to freeze into the constitution

a schedule that was devised in the depression years, at a very,

very low rate, applicable to income taxes. The primary reason

that this amendment has been offered is in order to afford some

latitude to the legislature, which is not being afforded by the

proposed section, in its present form. I urge that you adopt

the amendment.

Questions

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Gravel, assuming your amendment is defeated and Mr.

Kean's amendment stays in. what is your objection to the people
having an opportunity to vote on constitutional amendments which,
in the future, might rearrange the tcLX schedule?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I just. . .I'm trying to keep the people from having

to vote on a lot of amendments, and I think most of us are doing

that in the effort that we're making to write a new constitution,
to make it as broad and comprehensive and with sufficient latitude

so that it doesn't have to be considered for amendments from time

to time.

MR. HENRY
Yield to a question from Mr. Goldman?
The gentleman yields.
You're next, Mr. Smith.

MR. GOLDMAN
As usual, this probably doesn't bear directly on this, but

it does bear on amendments. Isn't the idea of writing a new

constitution to eliminate the necessity of the general population

of the state voting on amendments for particular localities? But,

when it's necessary to vote on constitutional amendments that

affect the entire state, then I think we should be able to vote

on those constitutional amendments.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I think jou should b* able to, alao.

[Record Quorum Call .- 103 delegates
present and a quorum. Division of
the Question ordered

.

]

Point of Information

MR. KELLY
I'd like to address this question to Mr. Poynter.
It was my understanding from a question that was directed from

Mr. Kean, that even though Amendment No. 1 were to pass and Amendment
No. 2 were to fail, that this would still wipe out all those

amendments yesterday. Is that correct, and actually leave nothing?
Could you answer that. Mr. Poynter?

MR. POYNTER
No, the first amendment just deletes language on page 1. line 32-

I mean, on page 2 at the beginning of line 1. So. it would not have
the effect of going further than those pages and lines, in my

appreciation. Mr. Kelly.

{^Record vote ordered . Amendment No. 1

rejected : 39-62 . Motion to reconsider
tabled. Amendment No. 2 reread and
rejected : 28-74. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Mr. Gravel and reads as

follow?

:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 2 through 5,

both inclusive, in their entirety, including all floor amendments
thereto and insert in lieu thereof the following: "ing to the

amount of net Income. However, the state individual Income tax
rate on the first ten thousand dollars of taxable income for a

single return or twenty thousand dollars of taxable income for

a joint return shall not exceed two percent, and any additional
tax levied on additional taxable income shall not exceed twelve

percent. Federal income taxes paid shall be allowed as a

deductible item in computing state income taxes paid for the

same period."

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, the

very first thing I want to say about this is that this proposed

amendment retains for the proposed constitution the Jack amendment.

So, I don't want to get in any trouble with Mr. Smith, Mr. Fulco,

or anybody else at this time about the fact that Mr. Jack isn't

here to protect his interest because his amendment is incorporated

In and made part of this proposed amendment. Another thing that

the proposed amendment does is that it continues the provision,

in effect, that the committee adopted to insure that the persons

of minimum income, so to speak, are not prejudiced by any income

tax schedule. So, those individuals whose taxable income does

not exceed ten thousand dollars cannot be taxed more than two

parcent. What we are proposing to do by this amendment is to

authorize the legislature by a two-thirds vote to increase the

tax rate of those persons who make in excess—and make sure I

have the statutes here so I get the exact amount—in excess of

ten thousand dollars per year, up to such amount as the legislature

may determine not to exceed twelve percent. This would also

authorize the legislature to tax corporations not more than twelve

percent. As you all know under the present statutes, the corporate
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ceiling is four percent. Now, what this does, then, is to permit
the legislature to increase the income taxes on those people who
are making a substantial amount of money. I don't think that we
should freeze into the constitution for the benefit of those who
have reached levels of affluence in excess of ten thousand dollars,
those particular minute percentages that were adequate for the
1930's. I urge you to adopt this amendment.

Questions

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Resubmits the amendment: the second line of the text, the

second word, strike out that word "individual." So, it reads
"However, the state income tax rate on the first ten thousand
dollars" , and so forth.

Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Gravel, when you mentioned those names of Mr.

Smith and others back here, you forgot to mention my name.
I would like to ask you this, sir: Would you consider exempting
those small corporations who earn ten, or fifteen, or twenty
thousand dollars a year? Would you consider exempting them
in the same rate that you exempted the small individual?

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chatelain, it's my intention—and I believe the result

of the proposed amendment—is that these percentages would apply
to taxpayers, both corporate and individual taxpayers. I don't
intend to make and don't think I made..,.

MR. CHATELAIN
You have no reference here to.. .it say "individual income."

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

MR. CHATELAIN
Would you go along with the amendment and you can gain my

vote if you do that?

MR. GRAVEL
I would. In other words, I think that a corporation should

be subjected to the same schedule a^ the individual for state
income tax purposes.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, that gives a lot of we delegates here, Mr. Gravel,

a problem as you well know because of many, many small corporations
in this state domestically own or solely own the local communities,
and do have a problem in this area.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chatelain, I think, just to further answer your question

I'm not sure, I would want to check it with the staff—but, I think
perhaps to accomplish what you suggest and want I really had intended
that we might only have to leave out the word "individual" that's
on the second line of the proposed amendment; I'll have to check
that and see.

MR. CHATELAIN
Thank you very much; I really appreciate you doing that,

sir.

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Gravel, we had the same problem in our Revenue and

Taxation Committee in trying to word these different amendments
that we had and trying to get our ideas incorporated in the
proposal. But, is there any significance,Mr. Gravel, in the
use of "and any additional tax levied on additional taxable
income shall not exceed twelve percent." My question is: If

we redefine income or taxable income as the gross income rather
than net income, would that have any effect on the two percent?

MR. JENKINS

Mr. Gravel, I believe the main thrust of your amendment is
it takes out the four and six percent limitations on incomes above
ten and twenty thousand dollars; is that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
It does that and then additionally, also, it would put a

constitutional licit on the imposition of corporate income taxes
of twelve percent which I don't think was done by.... was touched,
in anyway, by the Kean amendment.

MR. JENKINS
I want to ask you this: Do you know of any other southern

state that allows income taxes to be taxed in excess of six
percent, our current maximum limit?

MR. GRAVEL
I've made no study of it, Mr. Jenkins. But, I started to

ask you the question when you were making that observation because
I think there is a vast difference between our tax structure in
Louisiana and the tax structure of most other states because most
all of our taxes are selected at the state level and there are no.,
there are a lot of services in the other states that we provide at
the state level that are provided for on a parish or county level
by the imposition of tax.

MR. JENKINS
But, then, we have the severance tax and most other states

don't have that; don't we? So, we have....

MR. GRAVEL
No , no that's not correct.

MR. JENKINS
Most of the southern states, besides Texas?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, producing states most. .. .almost all of them have severance

tax.

MR. JENKINS
But, you don't know of any other southern states that tax

their incomes in excess of six percent at most; do you?

MR. GRAVEL
No, sir. I don't know what any of the others tax for. All

I'm doing here is trying to authorize the legislature to impose
the tax, there is no tax imposition by this proposal at all,

Mr. Jenkins.

MR. JENKINS
Do you know that there are no other southern states that

tax in excess of the six percent that we now tax?

MR. GRAVEL
I don't know; sir, I do not.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I think it would. But, I was trying to be consistent

with the language that was utilized by the committee and, as I

understand it, the tax... the two percent application was the net
income and this was to be consistent with the language that you
had already utilized.

Mr. Chairman, I would
like to ask permission to withdraw the amendment simply for the
purpose of deleting the word "individual" on the second line of
the proposed amendment, so that there will be no question but
that the entire provision would relate to both personal and
corporate Income tax.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
withdrawn: 78-13

.

]

MR. WEISS
Delegate Gravel, how much more funds would this amount to

in the total state revenues if this was doubled as you suggest,
sir?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, let me see if I can do a little calculating for you.

I don't know the brackets in which the Income taxes are....
from which the income taxes derive.

MR. WEISS
Right not it's nine percent of the total state revenues,

MR. GRAVEL
Well, there's about a hundred and eighty to a hundred and

ninety million dollars currently. ... that were currently being
collected as corporate and individual income taxes in the State
of Louisiana— that was before the last session of the legislature
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at which the federal tax was permitted or reinstated as a deduction
from state taxes which cost approximately sixty million dollars.
So, 1 think the total income taxes that are going to be collected
in the State of Louisiana, under the present structure, would be
in the neighborhood of about a hundred and twenty million dollars
or so.

MR. WEISS
Which is less than five percent of the total revenues in the

State of Louisiana at this time; is that right?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, it would be less than that.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Ullo,

MR. ULLO
Mr. Gravel, could you tell me how you derive this twelve

percent figure?

MR, GRAVEL
1 doubled the six percent that was in the Constitution

of 1921 that was adopted during the depression years.

MR. ULLO
I see.

MR. GRAVEL
That was I doubled the maximum statutory celling.

MR. ULLO
You feel it's very nice to double the middle Income people,

but leave the other people throughout this state under twenty
thousand at the same rate?

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Ullo, as I've said many times, I want to say it again.

I think there is a choice soioetimes that the legislature has
got to make as to whether or not they are going to impose—let
us say—an income tax or a sales tax. Now, we've got to impose
taxes in order to provide services. My own personal philosophy
is if you're going to have to comfort the afflicted sometime, it
may be necessary to afflict the comfortable. I think that the
middle income people o/jght to bear more of a burden proportionately
than the poor.

MR, ULLO
All right. Do you think it is possible that they could

double this taxation at the next session of the legislature
following the passage, the proposed passage, of this new con-
stitution?

MR. GRAVEL
If the constitution is adopted, it would be within the realm

of legal possibility. But, I don't think that you are going to
be able to impose any taxes, by any legislature, for a long, long
time to come in view of the additional revenues that are being
obtained at the present time as a consequence of the increased
severance taxes imposed at the last session.

Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to this

proposed amendment not only because it has the effect of eliminating
the amendment which X offered yesterday, but it seems to me to raise
some very, very serious questions concerning the income tax that
might be paid by the people of this state above the minimum
level that's set forth in the amendment. First of all, as I read
the amendment and in light of the little experience I have had
with the legislature, it seems to me that we are looking at a
twelve percent income tax. Now, that means in the case of the
persons who are making between twenty and forty thousand dollars
that they are going to have their income tax rate tripled. In
the case of the corporations above that level, their rates would
be tripled. In the case of those who make above forty thousand
dollars, their rate would be doubled. I don't think you can read
this amendment and come to any other conclusions. But, beyond
that, I ask that you look at this amendment very carefully because
it reads: "any additional tax levied on additional taxable income."
Now, the present constitutional provision and the provisions of
Title 47, Section 32, that we referred to yesterday deals with
the maximum tax on net income. Now, as I read Mr. Gravel's
amendment, it would be possible through this device to label
all income as taxable income—that is, gross income as taxable

income and then put a percentage factor against that income not
to exceed twelve percent. Now, I don't believe that's what this
convention would want to do. I don't think you would want to
triple or double the existing income taxes of this state even
if we stay with net income. But, clearly, we don't want to adopt
an amendment which would leave it open for the legislature—by
whatever vote, two-thirds of otherwise—to say that we are now
going to impose this twelve percent tax on gross income. I say
to you ladies and gentlemen, that this amendment would clearly
permit that to be done. I suggest that we reject the Gravel
amendment, that we move forward with the section as we now have
it, and I ask for your consideration in that regard.

Further Di scussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates, this is about the

one thousandth example of a phenomena we have seen many times
since July 5, "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again
until everybody gets fed up and adopts an idea." The Kean
amendment was adopted 58 to 36 yesterday. Mr. Gravel's first
attempt today was rejected 7A to 28. I hope that the vote on
this is so overwhelmingly against it that naybe they will give
up trying. But, again, this whole idea is grounded in a
fundamentally false, erroneous and unjust assumption, that is,
that the fundamental premise of government in Louisiana should
be "soak the rich," The rich, by the way, that have reached
what Mr. Gravel somewhat, 1 would say, exaggeratedly called a
level of affluence of ten thousand dollars. In the light of
the present day economy how anyone in the name of heaven could
call a ten thousand dollar income a level of affluence escapes
me entirely. It is the level, however, that which most of the
upper middle class and middle class citizens who support the
state and local governments operate because don't forget the
same people who pay this income tax in the main are the ones who
pay the property tax to support local government. The only
difference is and it's a big, big, big difference, they can
vote whether or not to impose the property tax upon themselves.
There is a second big difference, they are much more likely to
be able to have a direct and powerful Influence on how that
money will be spent and to approve, even in most cases, specifically
the project for which it will be spent when they approve the tax
levy—that is an enormous difference. I submit to you that the
real reason why the proponents of this amendment decry sales
taxes is not that the sales taxes are regressive, but that sales
taxes affect everybody. So, if you vote for a sales tax in the
legislature, you are likely to have to go back home and face a
totally enraged electorate, whereas, if you just vote for an
increase in the income tax rates on people who make—let's say

—

more than twenty thousand dollars, that's likely to be only a
small part of the electorate. If you figure you can bring
home enough watermelon, or cantaloupe, or whatever else they
happen to be slicing up at that time, then you may
be able to buy enough votes, locally, to overcome that small
amount of taxpayers who pay on an income of more than twenty
thousand dollars. But, if you pass that sales tax, you better
be able to justify totally the purpose for which you pass that
sales tax because everybody's got to pay it- I don't think it's
such a bad thing offered at the end that there is some tax that
everybodys got to pay after all. I submit to you that it was
admitted that the three dollar license plate was emotional.
Well, if you think the three dollar license plate was emotional,
you let that paper in Lake Charles that printed that headline
yesterday about us maintaining the barriers against higher
income taxes on the people of this state come out with a headline
the same size tomorrow that say that "C.C./'73 flipped- flopped
and permits double the tax rate that you have right now." I

would be interested to hear the explanations back home, I really
would be. I submit to you, we ought to reject this and every
other amendment that would undo the good we did with the Kean
amendment.

Questions

MR, ANZALONE
Jack, do you believe that five percent of a man's income

who makes four hundred dollars a month is worth more to him than
five percent of man's income who makes twelve thousand dollars
a month?

MR. BURSON
I certainly do.

MR. ANZALONE
Well, Jack, you can't qualify your sales tax; you better

try again.
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MR. BURSON
Joe, I think the answer there is that the sales tax is the

one tax that would fit in that category you are talking about,

whereas, you have property tax which is the main basis of support

of local government that is paid almost exclusively by the man
in the second category that you talked about. Somewhere in the

end, people have got to pay part of the bill so they will realize

that there ain't no free lunch.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Burson has exceeded his time, gentlemen; I'm sorry.

Senator De Blieux is now recognized.

Further Di scussi on

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen, I just want to mention

a few thoughts to you that I'd like for you to keep in mind when
you vote upon this particular amendment. First, in spite of what
might have been said from this rostrxnn, the tax rate upon the
individual taxpayers of the State of Louisiana are the lowest of

any place in the United States. 1 want to repeat that, the taxes
that the individual pays in the State of Louisiana are the lowest
of any taxes of any individuals in the United States. If you
don't think I'm correct in that, you compare your property taxes
to those of any state around you or any place else. You compare
your rest of your taxes. We are high in sales taxes, yes, that's
the easiest tax for the legislature to pass and sometimes was
probably the only tax that we could pass because of the limitation
on the income tax and others. Due to the fact that a large portion
of our money comes from severance and royalty payments, we have been
able to have that low income tax... low tax rate on the individuals.
However, as you have already been reminded, and I repeat again, that
is a depleting resource. In ten or twelve years from now, I doubt
very seriously that the revenues... that the amount of money that that
brings into the state will amount to one-tenth of its total revenues
vrtiile now, it amounts to approximately one-third or a little more. We
haven't tried to put any limitation on the sales taxes that the
individual pays. Yet, in most of the state, the sales tax rate,

local and state sales taxes amount to six percent. Now, isn't it

much harder for an individual trying to live off of three and four

hundred dollars a month to meet a six percent rate than it would be for
somebody who's making twenty and thirty thousand dollars a year? To

me, the rate of ten percent, if we did have to go that high in your
income tax rate. But, let me tell you this, we are not passing taxes
in this Constitutional Convention, at least, we shouldn't be. Why
not leave that to the legislature and let them decide. The thing is

that the legislators, they have to face their constituency every four

years. Any time that a legislator does not follow the wishes of his
constituents and raises their taxes beyond what they think he ought
to raise it, you can bet your bottom dollar, he won't be back. So,
why should we try to make judgment for him. Why not let him make that

judgment, and decide whether or not it's necessary. There is only place.,

the only place 1 know of that where the legislature can get money
to operate the government is from the taxpayers. You can realize that

they've got a responsibility just as much as we have here. I certainly
feel like that in all due deference to the headlines that Dr. Weiss
held up a few minutes ago, that a similar headline that would have said

that this Constitutional Convention outlawed all future taxes possibly
would have been more enlightening to the taxpayers than what his headline
was. But, as I think that we realize, as constitutional delegates, that

would have been most imprudent to put into our constitution. But, yet,

similarly we're trying to do that, we're trying to say that there
will be no additional taxes. That should not be our function. So,

let's leave to the legislature the duties and responsibility of running
this state and deciding the amount of taxes. Therefore I ask you
to let's support this Gravel amendment. At least, you do put a limitation
up to twice to what it is now. That's twice what it was during the

depression days. I ask you to seriously think about it. You're
not imposing that tax ; don't get me wrong ;

you're not imposing that

tax, but you're just saying that they can't go any higher than that.

I think that's sufficient. We have a limitation for property taxes,
we ought to have a limitation for income taxes, and I should say we
ought to have one for sales taxes, too.

[previous Question ordered,^

Closing

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the

convention, let me close by making one very serious, and I think,
pertinent observation with respect to this amendment and hopefully
suggesting that it will give you a reason to support It. If we
limit in this constitution, as we have done by adopting the Kean
amendment, the unrealistic percentages that were adopted back

in the thirties, we're going to leave only one alternative to the
legislature, if in the future, the demands of the state require that
revenues be increased and that the income tax be considered as a
vehicle for that increase . If we don't give to the legislature the
latitude permitted by this amendment, the legislature is going to

be forced to either reduce or do away with the personal income tax
exemption, the five thousand dollar exemption that applies at this
time or the legislature is going to be forced to curtail some other
exemptions that are presently permitted by law. Now, all I'm saying
is this, is let's have some latitude, both at the top and at the bottom
whereby the legislature can act. This is a reasonable amendment. It

has adequate safeguards in it, it has an adequate ceiling and a

constitutional floor, and yet, it will safeguard to a large extent the
interests of the poorer people of this state. Certainly, no one can
complain if persons who are making enough money to have a net taxable
income in excess of forty or fifty thousand dollars, that they pay
some more income tax than they're paying at the present time if the needs
of the state require the imposition of such additions. I strongly
urge that you support this amendment.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
1

Mr. Gravel, isn't it true that we've provided that if
sales taxes are going to be increased on the local level, the people
have to vote on it, or if property taxes are going to be increased !

on the local level, people have to vote on it?
^

\

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Jenkins, we've provided that, but we're not talking about

even the imposition of taxes now. All we're talking about is the '

constitutional authority for the legislature to act. We haven't ,

provided, we certainly haven't provided that all taxes Imposed by
the legislature shall be subject to a vote of the people. \

MR. JENKINS
\

Well, isn't it reasonable though that if we've done that, i

that we ought to go ahead and say here that we'll put these tax
limitations in the constitution on income taxes, and if the
legislature wants to increase those then the people would have to vote
on it?

MR. -GRAVEL :

In answer to your question, in n^r judgment that would not be
reasonable.

j

MR. JENKINS ';

Mr. Gravel, another question: Senator De Blieux stated and some '\

others have said that we have the highest tax... lowest taxes in the '

nation, or do you agree with the figures from Commerce Clearing House
|

that say that the average family of four in Louisiana pays one thousand '.

three hundred and twenty-four dollars a year in local and state taxes
which is sixty dollars a year more than the same family would pay if

in Texas, and a hundred and forty dollars a year more than if he lived
;

in Arkansas, and three hundred and sixteen dollars a year more than
I

in Mississippi^and that is personal taxes on the family?

MR. GRAVEL i

X don't know whether... what taxes that includes and I don't
know either your figures or Senator De Blieux's, but it is my

understanding, that as a general rule, taking all taxes into consideration
that the people in Louisiana pay generally less taxes than do the

individuals of other states.

[Record vote ordered , Amendment rejected

:

43-58. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

MR. POTOTER
Amendment No. 1^ On page 2, line 11, Inraediately after the

word and punctuation "severance." delete the remainder of line

11 and delete lines 12 through 25, both Inclusive, in their entirety.

txpl anat ion

MR. NEWTON
I think the amendment is self-explanatory. It's a..,.

Well, it takes the restrictions off of the legislature in

being able to tax mineral resources and tiiaber resources. It's

very simple amendment. (*11 be glad to answer any questions.
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Questions

Ma. BERGERON
Autley, is this language maybe not in the same structure It

is now in the Conmittee Proposal, but is the language in our present

constitution?

MR. NEWTON
Well, some of it is, and some of it isn't.

MR. BERGERON
What are the reasons why you'd like to delete it from

the Coamlttee Proposal?

MR. NEWTON
Well, because I don't know what the economic future of

this state is going to be. I mean it say be that right now some

states are taxing timber in place, some states are taxing oil and

gas in place. I... want us to be able to stav in a competitive

situation with other states, and with these restrictions on there, I thought

we might not be able to do that.

and twenty thousand persons who own forest land has purchased sixty

million dollars worth of timber each year. Now, those are independent

landowners, and they're producing this timber and selling it to the

others and they, from theirs have reached a determination of sixty

million dollars a year. In addition, many service industries rely

almost completely on the forest industry for their existence. Louisiana

is now one of the nation's leading producers of forest products. Third

in plywood production, third in paper and paperboard, tenth in production

of hardwood lumber, and thirteenth in all lumber. Our state ranks

fourth nationally in number of acres certified as tree farms, and fifth

in the nuirf>er of tree farms, and much of this ... much of this

growth has occured during the last ten years. For the small landowner,

the single most important factor is that, growth was the stabilization

of taxes on forest land provided by the Forest Land Taxation Law.

Landowners needed assurance that the tax burden on their timberlands

would not become so great that they would be forced to clear it for

other moneymaking purposes before the trees became merchantable

that is, in fifteen or twenty years.
Ladies and gentlemen, I urge you to .^efeat this amendment which

will do serious damage to this large segment of our economy. Thank

you very much.

MR. BERGERON
But, the question is, these restrictions are in our present

constitution, am I correct?

MR. NEWTON
Some of them are and some of them aren't. There are some

of these more comprehensive than they were. For instance, upon

oil, gas or sulphur leases, all right, so that was added—could

be no tax on a lease right or a royalty Interest.

Further Discussion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise in sincere opposition to this amendment for several reasons.
The first and nmst Important being that it seriously affects the

economy of the pine timber area of Louisiana and especially the
western Louisiana area in which I live, and with which I am best
acquainted. Now, I realize that his entire amendment is not

directed at that, but if you will look on line 22 of the committee
proposal it states clearly, "likewise severance taxes shall be the
only tax on timber," and that Is what I am trying to preserve, that

is about the severance tax on timber and it being distributed to

the parishes or that is, seventy-five percent of the tax is about
the only thing that the committee salvaged for us out of the entire
Forest Land Taxation Law and that is the law that made it possible
and induced the large landowners to plant western Louisiana, aid it

has been successful. The Forest Land Taxation Law which was adopted
in 195A by an overwhelming vote of more than three to one of the

people of this state provided for a severance tax in lieu of a property
tax, or that is, on timber. This has definitely been proven to be
a very wise decision. No longer is a landowner reluctant to plant his

land to timber because of the possibility of your accumulated taxes

during the years required to grow timber to merchantable size, making
such a program financially unsound. To the contrary, this provision
has encouraged the planting of the nuded pine lands. The fact that

a landowner .will pay the same tax on timber whether or not it is

in production—and understand, that's the part that we, or that

area are discussing— we want all of this land put in production because
you can remember that the soil... the production of the soil is the

basis of your economy. When we had hundreds of thousands of acres

of unproductive lands, and had just cut over pine land producing absolutely
nothing, it provided for a very poor economy. Now, with this Forest

Land Taxation Law in effect which began in 195A, and the landowners
were protected against accumulated taxes during the growth of this

land, practically everything in that parish— and I will say that we
have more pine timberland in Vernon Parish than any parish in the

State of Louisiana. It is practically all in production, and it has

changed the economy of that area tremendously. In fact, in the State

of Louisiana, more than one million .three hundred and fifty thousand

acres have been planted and are now in production since this Forest
Land Taxation Law went into effect. Pine timber is the only renewable

natural resource that we have in the state. It has now been restored

to the extent that we are producing enough pine timber to support many
large wood-using industries. Now, please keep that in mind: these
Industries that are supported by this forest land are new as far as

the State of Louisiana is concerned. I would like to read something

right here in this effect— and if you don't listen to anything else,

please listen to this as this is something we're all Interested in.

At present ,forty-two thousand families— and that's a lot of families

—

forty-two thousand families earning two hundred and forty million dollars

a year are directly dependent on this industry. Another hundred

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Di scussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, Mr.

Newton's amendment just entirely guts or takes out the provision
that we had worked so hard to place in in the comnittee— that is,

in substance, the same provision that is in the present constitu-
tion. There was tremendous reason for that provision being in

the constitution, and that reason, moreso today than ever, is

still valid, and we certainly hope you would defeat this amendment.
Number one, the question becomes a legal question. The legal
question being in years past, they had several additional taxes

on gas—gas gathering. It ran into some interstate commerce
problems. As you know, it's a problem to determine—gas and oil
especially; Mr. Hernandez spoke of timber, and I'll speak of

gas and oil because we'll try to cover both fields and there

might be some people that want to speak on gravel and etc.

—

but, it's very difficult to determine the amount of tax, and
where to tax. Gas and oil, before it's severed, nobody really
cwns it because nobody knows if it's there. It costs a tremen-
dous amount of money, and you know it's a fact because all you
have to do is check the amount of wildcats or the amount of

rigs, or the amount of holes,what Is commonly called dry holes
that are drilled, that are nonproductive. You don't know whether
you're going to strike oil or strike gas or hit oil or gas, and

it becomes an economic producer. So, it was determined years

ago that the best way to place a tax on oil and on gas would be

at point in time of severance. At point in time of severance
rjeans that when you actually hit that well, and you start pro-
ducing it, it's actually measured there not by a choke or by

a counter right past what is particularly called a choke. Now,

historically, Louisiana has taken this fact into consideration
when we tax the oil Industry. It's been historically that we

place all of the taxes at the point of severance on the oil and

gas industry taking into consideration that this is the only tax.

Now, if you compare this tax that we have in Louisiana with the

taxes in Texas and Alabama and Mississippi and all the oil-
producing taxes, you're going to find that it's not only com-

parable, that it's probably higher. It works a lot better
because it's an uncomplicated tax. It has a lot of jurisprudence
behind it, meaning that it's been in court a number of times,
and it's been proven that this is... that we can do it this way.

I think all you have to do is look at what we did this past
session. We doubled the gas-gathering tax, or the severance
tax on gas from 3.3 percent to 7 percent. We more than qua-

drupled the tax on a barrel of oil from twenty-three cents a

barrel to twelve-and-a-half percent, meaning on value. This
naturally was taken into consideration the fact that the price
of oil and gas has risen in the past few years. This isn't the

first time we did this. In 1970,,. '72 we raised it from 2.3

to 3.3. So, within the past four years, we've actually raised
the price of gas... the severance taxes on gas from 2.3 percent...
cents to 7 cents—a tremendous increase . This , I feel , and the

committee felt, and I think that the state feels, is a fair

and equitable tax on the oil and gas industry. I think the

proof of that is the fact of the matter, if any of you have these

little booklets put out by the revenue department ,before this

recent increase, over forty percent of our revenues In this

state were derived from the oil and gas industry, mainly on

severances and on royalties and on etc. Now, we decreased the
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sales tax and we decreased the income tax, and we don't have

those figures yet, but I'm sure we'll have them after the next

year, and I'm sure you're going to find that at least fifty-five

to sixty percent of the revenues of this state, ladies and

gentlemen, are derived from severance taxes, from royalty taxes,

and from taxes on the oil and gas Industry. I believe if you

search your conscience and you search your mind, and you search

the legal history of this, you'll find this is a tremendous

burden for one industry to pay. It's a tremendous burden, but

they are paying it. I don't know how long we can continue to

keep this industry as being the major revenue-producing industry

ot this state. I can tell you this: If we take this out of

here, if we take this out of here—and I think this is where

the dire consequences come in— then we start levying ad valorem
taxes on oil and gas and freight, and only the most astute
geologist or reservoir engineers can tell you what's down
in that ground, only the most astute. I think we're going to

run into some legal, very serious legal problems. I think if

we allow local government to go ahead and tax oil and gas, or

the state, in place, or any other tax that we don't know
whether we will be held constitutional, I believe we'll be

seriously jeopardizing the entire revenue structure of this

state. You've got to realize, some of the statements you hear

up here, and what I'm telling you is you can check any of the

revenue books of this state. You've heard statements that

we're the lowest income tax state in the nation. I don't know

if that's quite true. I've heard we're one of the highest.

You've heard statements that we have the lowest property tax

in the nation. I was told that we're thirty-six and thirty-

seven. We've heard many of these kinds of statements, and

you don't know whether it's quite trye, I'm telling you that

this is a factual statement. I'm telling you that the oil

and gas industry pays the majority of the revenues of this

state, and it's on a decline. It's on a decline and we don't

know, we don't know where we'll be able to find additional

revenues. I feel very, very concerned, and I think you should

be also that if we ever lose. ••if the great oil industry of

this state ever finds ourselves in the next fifteen or twenty

years or ten years, where it's producing twenty percent of the

revenues in this state, do you know we'd have to raise at

least a half a billion dollars worth of revenues? Would you

think about that for a minute? A half a billion dollars

worth of revenues to just replace half of it. It's fantastic

when you think about it, but it's a fact. Everything I'm

telling you up here is factual Information. So, I would ask

you, I would ask you that the constitutional provision...

If there's no objection. I would seriously ask you that

you do not do this: that you do not take this provision out.

Mr. Chairman, I don't have much to add... that this constitu-

tional amendment is not a deterrent, is not a deterrent to the

state raising additional revenue for the oil and gas industry,

and I submit to you the fact that we just have raised it on

gas, on severance tax on gas by one hundred percent, and we've

raised it almost three hundred percent on the barrel of oil.

So, if this is a deterrent, then I don't know what we've got

to put in here to stop the legislature from continually, or to

continue to increase the taxes in this industry. We can do it now.

We can go ahead and raise it and raise it and raise it. There's

no limitation on what we can raise. But, if you constitutionally

open the door whereby other subdivisions of the state, and other

taxes can be levied on this particular industry, I believe you'd

be seriously jeopardizing the entire financial structure of this

State of Louisiana. I'll yi^ld to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Question

MR. NEWTON
Sammy, I really hated to interrupt you while you were going

so good there, but I'd like to move to withdraw the amendment.

[Amendment withdrawn

.

]

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Newton, I felt I was doing good, but I didn't think I

was doing that good.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. LeBleu sends up the following amendments:
Amendment No. 1. Page 2, line 26, at the end of the line

after the word "levy" delete the partial word "sever-" and at

the beginning of line 27, delete the partial word and punctuation

"severance taxes,".
Amendment No. 2. Page 2, line 27, after the word "fuel."

add the following: "A parish governing authority may levy a

severance tax if authorized by law enacted by the favorable vote
of two-thirds of the elected members of each house of the legis-
lature, and approved in a referendum in the political subdivision
affected.

"

{^Amendment wi thdrawn .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegates Kean and Conroy reads as follows:
Page 2, line 27, after the word "fuel" delete the period "."

and insert a comma "," and add the following: "except that the

legislature may authorize a local governmental subdivision to levy
an income tax, subject to such restrictions as the legislature
may impose, with rates not to exceed the schedule of rates for

the state income tax, and to be levied and collected in the same

manner as the state tax, by an act passed by at least two-thirds

of the vote of the elected membership of each house of the legis-

lature. No such tax, if authorized, shall be effective until a

proposition for imposition thereof is submitted to the electors

of the affected local governmental subdivision and approved by

a majority of the electors who vote in the election held for that

purpose."

Expl anat ion

KR. CONROY
Throughout this convention, we have tended to look back

to the past to see what has happened in the State of Louisiana,
what it's history has been, what the historical significance of

certain events in Louisiana have been. But, I think at times,
unfortunately, we have spend very little of our efforts in

projecting into the future and thinking about what the future

may bring to this state, and the municipalities and parishes
in this state. This provision, with as many safeguards, as I

think you can possibly put into a provision, is designed to

permit local governmental subdivisions, with a vote of the people,

in the local governmental subdivision, and with a two-thirds vote

approval in the legislature, to adopt an income tax. Let me

explain the significance of those two procedural steps which
require the votes. It's all the steps that are required in a

constitutional amendment except requiring the approval of voters

throughout the state to vote for approval of one area's desire to

impose an income tax. That's essentially what this does is to

preclude the necessity, say, for the people in Shreveport from

voting on whether or not people in Jefferson parish should have

an income tax. The state presently, as has been said by a

number of people, the state presently funds a greater portion

of the services that are provided in this state than most states

do. We have little funded at the local level. The state's

income is primarily from the oil and gas industry. As the

state revenues from the oil and gas industry decline, I think

that something's going to have to happen with regard to this

method of funding services in the State of Louisiana. I tfiink

that more of the burden is going to shift down to the local

level, particularly, now since we really can't increase state

income taxes. For example, it was conceivable that prior to

the adoption of the amendments which have occurred In this

proposal, it was conceivable that the State of Louisiana might

have chosen to increase income taxes and use that money to fund

local services. But, that possibility doesn't exist. My belief

is that at some point in the not-too-distant future, in order

to provide the services that people in an area will want and

need and be willing to vote for, that we will have some areas

desiring to have local income taxes. I say again, remember,

it's something that they're going to have to want badly enough

that they're willing to vote to impose it upon themselves because

it does require a vote of the people in the local governmental
subdivision. I can't think of ... frankly , I can't think of any

reason why there should be any objection to permitting a local

governmental subdivision from deciding to impose a tax upon...

I mean the people in the area deciding to impose a tax upon
themselves, if they want and need the services that the money

will have to provide. I think that realistically, we just

simply have to come to grips with the problem that at some point

we're going to be needing to look for money. We're at the limit

of the sales taxes; the ad valorem tax we've imposed a very

large homestead exemption on, so that the revenues will not be

available from that source. Logically, necessarily, local

governmental subdivisions will require some source for money,

and I don't think that you should require or look forward for

the necessity for a local governmental subdivision to appeal

to the whole state at that time for a constitutional amendment

to impose a tax in its own area. I urge the adoption of the
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amendment . I'll answer any questions.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mr.Conroy, didn't we In committee reject this idea?

MR. CONROY
No. As a matter of fact, when I brought It up. It was

tabled.

MR. ROEMER
I took that to be the same thing. Thank you, Mr. Conroy.

MR. CONROY
Well, I wasn't sure whether it was Just a lack of desire

to come to grips with it, but at that time, it did not have

this restrictions in it. Buddy. At that time, the other pro-

visions that have now been adopted Into this constitution were

not adopted either. So, I don't feel It appropriate to say

that it was rejected by the committee.

MR. TOOMY
Mr. Conroy, this amendment requires a vote of the people

in the governmental subdivision.

MR. CONROY
Right.

MR. TOOMY
Does that necessitate that the tax would only be applied

to persons or residents of that subdivision?

MR. CONROY
No. That is intended to be dealt with up above in the

third line where it says, "subject to such restrictions as the

legislature may impose." Actually, what this would invisage

is taking something like the metropolitan New Orleans area

where the various parishes would jointly want to each impose

an income tax. I don't think it would work, frankly, if one

parish in a metropolitan area attempted to Impose It, the

legislature presently prohibited, and I think there's sound

logic in that, and I don't think that that's possible. But, I

think that not too far down the line, it may well be that both

Orleans and Jefferson, and possibly the other parishes in the

area would want to impose such a tax.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Conroy, I understood you to say that you couldn't

imagine how anybody could be against this tax inasmuch as the

electors of the local governmental subdivision affected would

have to vote on it. Is that correct?

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. BURNS
Do you realize that possibly over h.

voters in those different governmental S'

any income tax?

that possibly over half of the qualifle<!

erent governmental subdivisions don't pa;pay

MR. CONROY
Well, .that would depend...

MR. BURNS
Yet, they'd have the right to vote an income tax on the

other forty-five or forty percent?

MR. CONROY
Mr. Burns, that would depend on how the tax was imposed.

But, I think one way or another, they do have income that could

be taxed.

MR. LANIER
Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I was in a heated debate with Mr.

Duval who's not thinking correctly today, apparently.

MR. HENRY
As usual

.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Conroy, on this part (C) here, it says "political sub-

divisions of the state". Is that intended to apply to local

governmental subdivisions, or does it mean state agencies like

levee districts and ports, etc?

MR. CONROY
Mr. Lanier, that's a very interesting question. That does

not really relate to my amendment. In a sense, it may. At the

time this committee proposal was drafted, the committee did not

have before it the Local and Parochial Government Committee's

definitions and terminology. So, it may be that this terminology

as presently worded would not preclude a local governmental

subdivision from imposing an income tax. Is that the point

you were suggesting?

MR. LANIER
Would you agree with me that it probably does not include

local governmental subdivisions as presently drafted?

MR. CONROY
Well, no, I will not agree with that because I think it's

only when you pick up the definitions that your committee

used that that problem generates because I think it's fair to

say that in a broad context, political subdivisions means local

governmental subdivisions, as you all have defined them. "Of the

state" just is not... it is a geographic reference is what I

think it is here, not a reference to being agencies. I think it

means political subdivisions in the state, in effect.

MR. LANIER
Why would you want to prohibit a local governmental sub-

division from levying a motor fuel tax?

MR. CONROY
Well, this does not relate to my amendment. I trust you

understand that, Mr. Lanier ,because that's Paragraph (C). I'm

not explaining (C) . I'm explaining my amendment. The reason

for that, I believe, was to prevent warfare as far as sale of

gasoline at various filling stations throughout an area that they

wouldn't have different taxes on it in the different areas.

Any other questions?

MR. SLAY
Now, the city of Alexandria would be a local governmental

subdivision under this?

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. SLAY
Now, the parish of Rapides, also?

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. SLAY
Now, we were concerned about Mr. Gravel's twelve percent

—

if I lived In Pineville, worked in Alexandria, then I could be

subject to three six percents or a total of twenty-four percent.

Would that not be correct?

MR. CONROY
Mr. Slay, I just didn't feel it necessary to spell out all

the possible restrictions that could exist. I said here that it

required a two-thirds vote of the legislature, subject to such

restrictions as the legislature might impose. I think it very

likely to assume that if the legislature did permit any Income

taxes in a particular area, and it would require the vote of the

legislature to permit it, that it would impose restrictions

comparable to the restrictions that apply to the occupational

license tax in any area where you had

Further Discussion

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, I rise to, of course,

oppose this amendment. I'm very surprised at this time to see one

of the authors who are offering this amendment who fought so

vigorously at this microphone because he was afraid that we might

be doubling the Income tax rates for certain people, to now be

proposing that there might be just that—the doubling of rates

tor all people In this state. I can't for the life of me see

where we need to provide for another tax on the wage earners of

this state. Those that are earning in the incomes at the end of

the year, just get a W-2 form they get to have his taxes filled

out, and don't have any of these shenanigans to bypass the taxes,

are going to be further taxed on his wages, the money that he

takes home, even further than what he is now. This amendment

would, in effect, allow local governing authorities to bring the

income tax up to the same rate as state income taxes, and at the

same time, not only tax those who are voting on this issue, but
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tax residents of another parish who work In that particular area.
To me that would be a very unfair tax. Those people who work in
that particular city are spending taxes in that area by the money
they spend in that area—the sales taxes, gasoline taxes, cigarette
taxes that they pay, and of course, not to mention the property
taxes that are paid by the business in ^rfiich they work in.

It says, in ef feet , "subject to such restrictions as the legislature
may impose." Now, just what does that mean? Just how high might
these taxes go? Let's take for instance, if a particular area
voted for this tax. They say, well, now, we're going to put an
earnings tax, but we're going to give you a credit on that tax
for all your property taxes or taxes paid within the city if you
live in that city. In effect, what you're going to be doing
then is only, only taxing the nonresidents, the people who live
out of that parish or out of that city, and making them pay for
all the taxes, and I'm sure it's going to be popular to those local
politicians to be able to raise the taxes on others, but at the
same time, not taxing their own. I' tell you this would certainly
be another unfair tax on the working people of this state, and
I ask that you would certainly oppose it and vote it out.

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Alario, I want to revitalize the questions that Mr. Burns

asked Mr. Conroy. Bearing those In mind, I want to point out
another venomous tentacle of this octopus of an amendment. Who

would be the custodian of those tax returns in the local govern-
ment, and where is the confidentiality of those returns? What
would you think of the confidentiality of my returns filed in

the courthouse?

MR, ALARIO
Mr. Willis, of course, it says in here that the tax would be

collected the same as the state tax, so I would Imagine it would
be filed at the same time.

MR. WILLIS
But, I would have to file three income tax returns?

MR. ALARIO
I thought I read here someplace where the tax would be col-

lected by the state ("levied and collected in the same manner as
the state tax," so evidently, it would be collected...

MR. WILLIS
In the same manner, but it doesn't say by whom.

MR. ALARIO
Well, you're right. It may require them to file an extra

return.

MR. WILLIS
In other words, the secretary to the police jury can be the

tax collector and say, "You file the tax returns with me," and he
has custody, Where's the confidentiality of those tax returns?

MR. ALARIO
There's a possibility there. I don't just exactly know what the

authors had in mind as to an extra form, or what.

Further Discussion

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I rise to strongly

oppose this amendment. This amendment would, for example, allow
New Orleans to Impose an income tax on individuals working in

New Orleans and living in St. Tammany Parish. Several months
ago, each of you got a unanimous resolution from the Slidell
city council opposing the concepts set forth in this amendment.
The people in my area are very strongly opposed to this amend-
ment, and I believe that if this amendment is adopted, it
would greatly jeopardize the passage of the constitution in
St. Tammany Parish. So, I urge you to defeat this amendment.

Question

MR. BROWN
Mr. Singletary, you said that the Slidell city council w^s

vehemently against it and so were you, but why? What does this
do that's so crippling to Slidell or St. Tammany Parish?

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, it would allow Individuals that live In Slidell and

work in New Orleans to have their Income taxed, and they're
opposed to that.

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

you know, many of us would have liked to have taken the state
out of the income tax business and just let the federal government
be in the income tax business. Lord knows they're heavier
enough in that business. Now, we have an amendment, here, to
put the local government in the income tax business, and not only
to put them in their own area, but to allow one parish to tax
across parish lines. Let me tell you the complications this
would set up. If you take, for example. Senator Brown, the
question you asked of Mr. Singletary. Take the great fishing
industry in coastal Louisiana where you have about two hundred
thousand people engaged in fishing throughout coastal waters.
They might leave St. Bernard Parish and end up in Cameron Parish
with about three or four—used to be hundreds—but maybe fifty,
sixty barrels of shrimp that's worth a hundred dollars a barrel.
They get a voucher for, maybe, five or six thousand dollars.
Where is that Income earned? Is it earned in the Gulf of Mexico;
is it earned in Bay Catalina, or is it earned where you sell it,
in Cameron Parish? We have got an opinion that it would have to
be paid in Cameron Parish, if they had this tax. Take another
example. If you want to take Cameron, or take Plaquemines
Parish that has twelve thousand offshore oil workers that live
in Shreveport, Mississippi, Alabama, all over the country, and we
put an income tax on. Now, those people would pay taxes where at?
They'd pay it in Plaquemines Parish where their check was issued,
if the home office was there, or they'd pay it out of New Orleans
where many of the home offices are. There's a great. . .1 think,
legally, we're talking about something that we're not going to

be able to accomplish, and, I think, probably wasting a lot of the
convention's time. It's a. . .1 think it's a bad amendment simply
because it's placing another income tax. But, I think from many,
many standpoints we should defeat this amendment. If they want
all of the big metropolitan areas. . .when they come in and shop
from West Baton Rouge and East Baton Rouge, and they pay that
sales tax, if they pay cash, they don't send the money back to

West Baton Rouge. When the people of Jefferson go into Orleans
Parish and pay that six percent sales tax, that money doesn't go

back to Jefferson Parish. It stays in Orleans. They ought to

be thankful that we have these big areas, that we're flooding our

dollars into these big metropolitan areas rather than trying to

tax the people that might work there. I'll tell you, Mr. Conroy,

or anybody else who's submitting this amendment, if you look at

it a little harder, and you realize that there are many people
in your areas that work in the outlying areas, you might be at

a disadvantage passing this amendment. I think it's a very bad
amendment and it 's detrimental to a consistency in income tax

provisions of this state. So, I would ask you to defeat the

amendment, ladies and gentlemen.

Further Discussion

MR. HAYES
Ladies and gentlemen, maybe I need to explain the votes I

have made so far. I had voted with the Kean amendment twice,
but it looks like this is getting ridiculous. I didn't think
that we'd come up. . .1 was trying to stop the state from imposing
taxes, the main reason being that it was about 1913, I believe,
they passed the Sixteenth Amendment to the United States Constitu-
tion. Up until that time, an income tax, itself, was unconstitu-
tional. But, now, the federal government will almost tax you
out of your house. You don't have to worry about a person getting
rich. They're going to see to it that you don't get rich. The
problem is you have to find some way to get that money back into
your community. Now, this is the reason I voted like I did. They're
already going to get the money. No matter how much money you
make, you will not get away with it. They're going to take it

back. Now, the state, then, if they limit the amount of money
that the state is going to take, I thought you would have enough
money, then, left to have an incentive to do something. What. . .

When a person is in business, you must have an incentive and
you must have a profit. You people in business know you're going
to have to have a profit and a loss statement. If you have a

loss statement, you're not going to stay in business. So, my
reason for voting this way was to make sure that you would have a

profit and not a loss, you would have an incentive to stay In

business. That if you would make any money and the state didn't
get it, the federal government would, and you would put it all
back into salaries or something else. Whenever you pull it out,
somebody would get the money, and the people that are rich are
not going to get richer. The poor people that we keep talking
about—and you're looking at one—the poor people are going to

pay the tax, no matter what you do. That's what you have;
that's who's going to pay the tax. The more you try to save
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them> the more you're going Co sink them. So, you don't have to

worry about that. Every time you attempt to try to sink the

rich, they're not going to pay anything. I don't care what you

do, they're not going to pay it. It's the poor people that are

going to pay it, because you had a majority of the people are

poor, that's who are going to pay the tax. Please defeat this

amendment. You're ridiculous, here, now, talking about subdivisions

and all these people in the state going to impose an income tax,

I never heard anything like this before.

{^Previous Question ordered .j

Closing

MR. CONROY
I'm going to try to straighten out a few misconceptions

that appear here at this rostrum. In the first place, there is

not, at this time, any constitutional prohibition against local

governmental units having an income tax. There is a statute which

is on the books which precludes one parish or city from imposing

taxes on residents of another. This does nothing to disturb that

situation. I think that's a sound statute. As a matter of fact,

this provision recognizes that by saying that it's "subject to

such restrictions as the legislature may impose." I think it'g

wonderful that we can sit here and think and believe for one

minute that there can be government without taxation. There cannot

be government without taxation. The money has to be provided.

All I'm asking is that you not Impose restrictions for the future

that do not exist at this time. Leave it open. If you want to

put restrictions in, put the restrictions of the kind that are

mentioned here, where the people in the local area can vote to

impose the tax on themselves if they need it. I don't know how

we can sit here and assume that we can forejudge the future and

assume that there will be no need for such taxes, and that we

will not have to ever have them to support government in this

state. I urge the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MR. WEISS
Delegate Conroy, what is the primary source of income for

local government ?

MR. CONROY
Right now, I think it's probably the sales tax, would be my

guess which is. . .

MR. WEISS
I think it's the property taxes. Didn't we give a .

MR. CONROY

I'm not sure whether that's so. But, it would be property
taxes and sales taxes. We're affecting, possibly, the property
tax in some areas, and local government units are at the maximum
on sales taxes in many areas right now.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Conroy, is it not correct that the whole problem existing

with this particular section of this proposal is that we're

proposing to do something in the constitution—our new runstitution

—

that all we have today is statutory prohibition on, which can be

changed by the legislature? Rather than embedding this in tho

constitution, would it not be better just to stick with statutory

prohibition to have the flexibility in the future?

MR. CONROY
Yes, Mr. Casey, I believe that very strongly. But, sensing

the attitude of this convention, I didn't think it appropriate

to pull out altogether the prohibition against income taxes. Instead,

I permit them, but only with very severe restrictions on what

circumstances income taxes could be imposed. I think it's an

entirely appropriate amendment.

MR. AVANT
David, this is a question that goes to, I guess you might tall,

a technical point. But, the phrase "to be levied and collected
in the same manner as the state tax," does that mean that if they
enact a tax, that then all of the little technical rules as to

exclusions, deductions, exemptions, capital gains, losses, carry-
overs, and all of that stuff that fills many libraries has got

to be just like the state law so that once you learn the income

tax in Louisiana, then you will know it, no matter what city

may impose one?

MR. CONROY
Precisely. Yes, sir.

MR, AVANT
I wanted to make sure that that's what Chat meant.

MR. CONROY
Right, that's exactly whac it's intended to do. Not so

that the thing won't be anymore complex, it will just be a matter
of another agency being able to collect money.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendment re jected :

22-76. Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Landry, let me read it so they'll know which one it is.

This is an amendment sent up by Mr. Ambroise Landry and many other
coauthors.

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 6, after the word "exceed"
strike out the remainder of line 6 and insert in lieu thereof

the following:
"five hundred thousand dollars to".

Now, there are two amendments with two dollar amounts. This

is the five hundred thousand dollar amendment.

Explanation

MR. A. LANDRY
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I'm

not going to tell you that this is a technical amendment, because
when you change the word "two hundred thousand" to "five hundred
thousand," it's more than a technical amendment. But, I believe
that it is a fair amendment. If we look back just a couple of

weeks ago at the special session of the legislature, the legisla-
ture increased the severance tax on gas from 3.3 cents per
thousand cubic feet to 7 cents per thousand cubic feet, which
means approximately a hundred and twelve percent increase. Then,

we see what they did with oil. They raised oil from twenty-three
cents per barrel to twelve and a half percent of the value of the
oil. I understand, at the present time, oil is selling at four
dollars and thirty-five cents a barrel, which means an increase
to 54.37 cents per barrel, or an increase of one hundred and thirty-
six percent. Now, remember that the proposal carries on the same
amount of severance taxes given back to the parishes as it did in

the 1921 Constitution. I want you to realize that in the coastal
parishes and in the parishes that have oil development, that because
of that development, we do have problems that is created by that

development. For instance, I've explained to you very simply that

in my parish, alone, we have a courthouse that is bulging at the

seams; the people will not vote taxes to build a new courthouse
for the simple reason they feel that we should get some money from

the severance taxes that has created the oil industry, that created
the problem. If it wouldn't be for the oil industry in LaFourche
Parish, it would not be necessary to build a courthouse. We wouldn't
have enough papers to fill it up. But, it creates a problem. I

hope chat you will see fit to voce for chis amendmenc. I underscand
ChaC there are some of you people who have the timber tax. I am

noc changing anyching. Ic is noc my incention to deprive you of

continuing to receive your severance tax on timber. 1 underscand
chac If my amendmenC passes, that there will be an amendment to make
sure that the severance tax on timber to the various parishes will
be retained. I hope you will consider this amendment very seriously
and vote for it to help those of us, and It will not hurt anyone
in the State of Louisiana. I hope that you will vote favorably
for my amendment. Thank you very much.

Questions

MR. ANZALONE
Oh, Mr. Peeper, would you tell me what happens to the excess

of chis two hundred thousand dollars, now?

MR. A. LANDRY
The excess, now?

MR. ANZALONE
Yes. All that you all don't get above two hundred thousand

dollars that are collected more than two hundred thousand dollars,

where does it go?

MR. A. LANDRY
It will go Co local governmenc.

MR. ANZALONE
No, I mean, where does it go, now?
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MR. A. LANDRY
It stays in the state treasury, I would imagine.

MR. ANZALONE
Into the state treasury?

MR. A. LANDRY
I hope it does. I don ' t know.

MR. ANZALONE
Well, now, let me ask you this question: being as I am from

Tangipahoa Parish, and last year I think we collected something

like fifty-nine thousand dollars; if we tried to get something

out of the state treasury, you are depleting our resources just

a little bit, are you not?

MR. A. LANDRY
No, I don't think we're decreasing yours; we're increasing

yours, somewhat

.

MR. ANZALONE
No, sir, you couldn't possibly be, because if it's going

into the state treasury—all over two hundred thousand dollars

—

and you want to make it all over five hundred thousand dollars,

then you're taking three hundred thousand dollars away from some

of us country parishes that like to come to Baton Rouge to get a

little money every now and then.

MR. A. LANDRY
Oh, I doubt seriously. Don't you forget that they just raised

it more than a hundred and thirty-six percent. So, there will be

a lot more money coming in.

MR. ANZALONE
Yes, sir, but they took some other ones off.

MR. FAYARD
Mr. Landry, let's assume that the legislature would come back

next year and repeal the severance tax and go right back to where
we were before the imposition of the new tax. What would happen
under your proposition? You would continue to get the excess over

two hundred thousand?

MR. A. LANDRY

Mr. Fayard, the way the proposal is written, you're entitled

to twenty percent of the severance taxes or one-fifth on oil and

gas, not to exceed five hundred thousand. So, if the revenues

drop, yours drop too.

MR. FAYARD
But, your proposal is based on the premise that since the

severance tax had been almost doubled, you're entitled to a doubling
of what you presently get.

MR. A. LANDRY
That is correct

,

sir.

MR. FAYARD
But, if it was reduced, you would still be allowed to get up

to five hundred thousand.

MR. A. LANDRY
Providing that we collect that much, yes.

MR. FAYARD
So, in effect, you would be taking some additional away from

the state revenue general fund. Is that correct?

MR. DE BLIEUX
You would be taking this additional money outside of the state

treasury?

MR, A. LANDRY
How is that, sir?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I say, you would be taking this. . .that is, reducing the

state resources by this sum of money—ten million dollars?

MR. A. LANDRY
Yes, sir. I think we'd be getting a little share of what we've

been putting into the treasury.

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Landry, you were asked a question about what happens to

the excess over the five hundred thousand dollars, and you answered
that went into the state treasury. That's correct. 1 want to ask
you: v^at happens to seventy-five percent of the timber tax?

What happens to seventy-five percent of the timber severance tax?
Where does that go?

MR. A. LANDRY
That goes to the parish—individual parish who collects it.

MR. LEBLEU
The local governing authority.

MR. A. LANDRY
There's no limit on that, Mr. LeBleu.

MR. BURNS
Ambroise, did I understand you to say there was amendments to

be introduced that would take care of the severance tax on timber,
too, such as you're doing in this one?

MR. A. LANDRY
In other words, Mr. Burns, as I read the proposal, there might

be a question. I did not prepare the proposal; the committee did.
All I changed was the 'two hundred thousand"to "five hundred
thousand." Now, if the timber people feel—and I don't think so,
I think they're protected. But, to make it clear, I certainly
would not object to such an amendment, Mr. Burns. It was not my
intention to deprive the parishes with timber of any of their
severance tax.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Landry, would not the effect of your amendment be to

double the amount the parish retains?

MR. A. LANDRY
In some parishes, not all, Reverend.

MR. ALEXANDER
Not all. How would this affect Tangipahoa?

possibly, instead of getting sixty-nine thousand,

a hundred and thirty-eight thousand?

Would it not,

now, we'll get

MR. A. LANDRY
Let me say this: it will affect Tangipahoa to this rate, that

they're now, according to the 1972 figures, they receive $57,875
and under—not under this amendment—under the present constitution,

they will get an increase of up to $66,502. So, they lose no

money. Reverend

.

MR. ALEXANDER
Good.

MR. A. LANDRY
I think you just heard this morning. . .this afternoon, that

Mr. Tralgle has advised that because of the increase in the value
of oil that it doesn't seem like it's going to decrease, even
though oil decreases.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Landry, do you know how much money that this is Involved

chat you. . .the total amount of money involved throughout the

state?

MR. A. LANDRY
I don't have the exact figures, Mr. De Blieux, because I had

asked the staff to get that for me, and I don't think they've been

able to do it. But, I would say, probably ten million dollars.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Landry, am I to understand that you understand that the

two hundred thousand in the committee was before the state increased

the tax so gracefully? So, what you're trying to do, here, is to

compensate that the parishes retain a larger portion of this great

additional Income thtft the legislature, you know, threw around

quite liberally, just shortly? Is that right?

MR. A. LANDRY
That is correct, Mr. Champagne.

MR. A. LANDRY
Sixty-eight, yes, sir. The staff did make one error. They

put Mr. Glarrusso, and it was Guarisco, not Glarrusso. They put

Giarrusso, once, and Guarisco, once. So, I have sixty-nine, but

it's really sixty-eight because I didn't talk to Mr. Giarrusso.
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Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr, Chairman and ladies and gentlemen* I don't know whether

anything I say is going to make much difference in this, but

nevertheless, I want it on the record recording you. This is

just like making an appropriation out of the general funds of

the State of Louisiana. We're already in enough difficulty as

it is, in trying to meet the obligations that call upon us by

local government as well as state government. Now» if you want

to put the state in a very serious bind in being able to meet

Chose commitments, go ahead and vote for this amendment. This

constitutional convention, I don' t believe, was called for the

purpose of appropriating money. But, yet, nevertheless that's

what you're doing. You're appropriating out of the general

funds of the State of Louisiana to certain local governments—not

all of them—just certain ones, by this amendment, some of our
funds. I just tell you it's a bad proposition. I think you're

going to get severely criticized for it if you vote for it.

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, and

Senator De Blieux» yesterday you presented an amendment that

appropriated two million dollars to the Board of Liquidation.

Some of us thought it was wrong, but still and all, you were

appropriating, evidently. All we're doing in this amendment is

giving justice back to the parishes that are paying the severance

tax and the royalty tax of this state. Let me tell you, you

just heard me get up here and explain the reasons why we should

not place additional taxes on the oil industry, that is, local

taxes. Well, one reason why this amendment is necessary is

because local industry or, I mean, local subdivisions cannot tax

the oil Industry, as such. What we are doing is compensating

them in some small manner for the. . .what goes on in that parish.

Well, the legislation we passed this past session that was

designed to increase drillings and increase production; it's going

to increase activity in those parishes. Let me tell you, you

people who live down in the coastal areas of Louisiana, you know

that some of the damage done is irrepairable. Some of the

pipelines that are cut through the marshlands of our area will

never be restored. The economy of that area, of those areas,

was based on fishing, shrimping, crabbing, trapping, etc. In

Mr. LeBleu's area, on catching alligators. Evidently, that's

coming back. But, when we deplete our natural resources, and

we're out of natural resources and we don't have any more, our

economy will have to go back to one of fishing, shrimping, crabbing,

trapping, etc. So, this is small enough compensation for the

damage—and I'm not saying the oil companies do the damage, but

in the course of drilling and dredging, etc., in the course of

all the activities, in the course of providing services for the

many people that they bring down, this is far enough compensation

for those parishes. Let roe tell you the amount of money some

of the parishes give to this state in the form of severances:
St. Mary's Parish, Mr. Winchester, forty-five million dollars;

Terrebonne Parish, about forty million dollars. Now, I, personally,

would like to see us rebate back to those parishes a lot more. I

would like to see a limitation where the legislature could make a

sliding scale. We're not asking for that; we're just asking for

a fair—not even a fair amount.

Just a small token amount back to that parish that you are
severing their oil and their gas. We're giving back to the

timber parishes seventy-five percent, and nobody objects to that.

I'm for that; I think it's a good provision.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
I just wanted to hit that point again. We didn't mean to

take away the timber severance income, did we?

MR. NUNEZ
Not at all, Mr. Roemer. I think you agreed to accept an>

amendment that would make it on parity with what we're doing.
They get seventy-five percent. The law now provides that the oil
producing parishes get twenty percent. But, if you took and

applied that twenty percent to those forty-five million, you'd
give nine to ten million. That's why the state cannot afford that,

so we limit it to two hundred thousand, and now we're raising it

to five hundred thousand. I think it's a good amendment.

MR. ROEMER
Senator, do you mind if I tell the convention that you're the

recognized authority on severance taxes in our committee?

MR. NUNEZ
Is that on raising them or lowering them?

MR. ANZALONE
Sammy, how much revenue did St. Bernard get out of this tax

last year?

MR. NUNEZ
Out of this tax?

MR. ANZALONE
Yes. How much over that five hundred thousand dollars did you

all actually get?

MR. NUNEZ
I want to tell you. Let me. . .if you give me an opportunity,

I'll tell you, exactly. St. Bernard Parish got a hundred and

eighty-two thousand dollars, Mr. Anzalone. Now, let me. . .we paid

—

excuse me. . .

MR. ANZALONE
One million eight hundred and eighty-two thousand dollars?

MR. NUNEZ
No, we paid just about. , .St. Bernard Parish is west of the

Mississippi. . .east of the Mississippi River. From a geological

standpoint, there's very little production ot oil and gas east of

the Mississippi River. It's all mainly west of the river. We

are not a high producing parish when it comes to oil and gas. So,

you can use other parishes if you're trying to. . .

MR. ANZALONE
Sammy, if you were me, and you were from a parish that collected

thirty-six thousand dollars last your, well, do you think that I. . .

that you would vote yes or no on this particular amendment?

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Anzalone, I've known you to be a fair man, and if you'd

paid in forty-five million from your parish, I think you'd vote
yes

.

MR. ANZALONE
If I paid in thirty-eight thousand, how would I vote?

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time.

[^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

88-15. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

MR. FOYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 29, after the word and

punctuation "tax," and before the word "one-fifth" insert the

word "and" and at the end of line 30, delete the comma ","

and delete line 31 in its entirety and at the beginning of

line 32, before the word "shall" delete the words "owned
property" and on page 37, between lines 7 and 8, add the

following paragraph:
"(E) Ten percent of the royalties from any mineral lease

or agreement heretofore or hereafter granted by the state on

state owned land and water bottoms or from such land or water
bottoms the title to which is in the public for mineral develop-
ment shall be remitted by the state treasurer to the governing
authority of the parish from which the minerals were severed
to be used by such parish exclusively to construct roads, high-
ways, bridges and tunnels in such parish, and to operate and

maintain automobile ferries in such parish. The governing
authority of such parish is authorized to fund into general
obligation bonds of the parish its portion of the royalties."

Explanati on

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the conmiittee proposal as

it stands now, allows the moneys from the royalty road fund

to go into the general fund of the parish. The concept behind

the royalty road fund, when it was devised, was to rebate to

the parishes money in order to build roads. The reason for

this was that traditionally the oil and gas severance tax

producing parishes have a weaker foundation, have a greater

expense in the construction of roads. We just adopted an

amendment which increased the severance tax limit allowed to

parishes. This goes into the general fund. 1 honestly feel
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that if we would retain the present provision which is in the

constitution, that the concept behind the royalty road fund,

that is: the construction of roads, is retained. Many questions
have been asked me in my talking to delegates about the royalty
road fund, "Why isn't maintenance included?" The 1921 Constitu-
tion in its royalty road fund provision leaves the word "main-
tenance" out, and this has worked fine. Parishes have, in in-

stances where it's necessary, overcome and overlaid roads where
it was necessary. However, I think if we include maintenance
in the royalty road fund provision, we lay open the possibility
of each individual parish establishing a small highway depart-
ment or a maintenance department. The second part of the amend-
ment deals with the bonding of these moneys. The 1921 Consti-
tution allows the proceeds from the royalty road fund moneys
to be bonded for the construction of roads. The last sentence
of this amendment does the same.

Mr. Chairman, I yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Conway, I would consider and I will, Mr. Chairman, with-

draw the amendment to include the word "purchase" of automobile
ferries. I tracked the original language, and it wasn't included.
But I see that it is in error, and I would like to include it.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Bollinger, are you aware that the committee, in my opinion,

thought that our language was less restrictive than the one you
have?

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes, sir. That was the purpose of my amendment.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
We feel that local government says, "Let us run our own local

government, "and in the event these people would not do what the

people want, they are subject to being replaced in office, are
they not?

MR. ROEMER
Just a quick question, Boysie, on this second part of the

amendment. This is more restrictive than the committee language,

is it not? We didn't restrict the use of these funds, did we?

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes, sir, Mr. Roemer, it definitely restricts the use

of the money.

MR. ROEMER
I see. To such things as automobile ferries, right?

MR. BOLLINGER
Well, automobile ferries would allow the operation and maintenance.

Usually you can use this money to operate and maintain
automobile ferries, but you cannot use the money to maintain
highways, and that's why the distinction was put in there.

MR. FLORY

Mr. Bollinger, isn't this a change from the present law in

that the money is not rebated directly to the parish?

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes, Mr. Flory, it is. In the 1921 Constitution, the provision

is that the money is placed in the treasury of the state, and it's

credited to the parish for the purpose of constructing roads.

MR. FLORY
And isn't thcT contract let by the State Department of High-

ways for the construction of highways, etc., in the parish in

which the money is to be credited?.

MR. BOLLINGER
Only upon the request of the local governing authority.

Yes, it Is, but only upon their request.

MR. BOLLINGER
They are, Mr. Champagne. As you know, we cannot change the

bonded indebtedness, but from past history, and if you look
at the bonded indebtedness of parishes that receive royalty
road funds, they are bonded to the hilt right now. The neces-
sity to continue bonding these funds for the purpose of con-

structing roads is necessary. This is the purpose of my
amendment.

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Bollinger, if you're going to withdraw the amendment,

would you consider changing the word "automobile" to'Vehicular"?

MR. BOLLINGER
To what?

MR. TAPPER
To vehicular, to include also trucks because, according to

this amendment, only automobiles will be able to use the ferries if

this money be spent for it, and also passengers, because you
know there are a lot of people that walk on a ferry to get

across the river .

MR. BOLLINGER
Well, Mr. Tapper, how do you refer to a ferry if it's not

an automobile ferry? I was under the assumption that all ferries

were automobile , except for railroad or this type. If there's

a problem, I have no objection, but I would assume that"automobile
ferry "included ferries that carry passengers and trucks, but

not exclusively passengers.

[Amendment wi thdrawn ,

]

Amendment

MR. FLORY
That's correct. The money can only be used upon their request,

but the contract itself is let by the Department of Highways.

MR. BOLLINGER
Well, that would not destroy this, Mr. Flory. 1 think the

local governing authorities realize that the highway department
has the professional staff to judge contracts, and as far as I

know, they always go through the highway department in this

type of letting of contracts.

MR. POYNTER
All right, the following changes have been made.

On the fourth to last line of the text of the amendment, it

should read—the fourth to last line in its entirety

—

"parish, and to purchase, operate and maintain"—scratch out
the word "automobile"—"ferries" .-• "parish, and to purchase,
operate and maintain ferries". Add the word and punctuation
"purchase,"before"operate; "strike out the word "automobile".

Questions

MR. FLORY
This amendment would not change that procedure?

MR. BOLLINGER
No, sir, it would not.

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Bollinger, I wonder why you are restricted to the opera-

tion and maintenance of ferries. In Cameron Parish we have one
large ferry that crosses the Calcasieu Ship Channel, which cost

one million dollars, and the parish paid half of the cost of

that out of the royalty road fund. I can see no way, for the

rest of my life, how we're going to ever get a bridge across
there. Now, if you restrict this just to the operation and
maintenance of ferries, you'll prohibit us in the future from
using some of the royalty road funds to build a new ferry in

case we need it.

MR. DERBES
Boysie, isn't it basically the premise of this amendment

that the local governing authority is not the best judge of

how it uses this revenue?

MR. BOLLINGER
At times, very often, Mr. Derbes, and that is the purpose

of my offering the amendment.

MR. DERBES
Further, isn't the amendment also, essentially, restrictive

in terms of the types of transportation that it encourages? In

other words, we've reached a point now where the state legislature

has seen fit to create an energy commission and to make specific

provisions for energy conservation. Yet, what we're doing here
is we're not making any general provisions by way of encouraging
mass transit, general transportation provisions, other than roads

and highways and ferries; isn't that also the case?
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MR. BOLLINGER
I didn't understand the point of your question?

that it would be remitted to the parish. So, I Just tracked

the language of the committee proposal in that respect.

MR. DERBES
Well, in other viords, -if we're going to provide for trans-

portation for.. ..if we're going to use these funds to provide

for transportation, don't you think it would be more futuristic

and better planning to make a more general statement requiring

that the funds be used for transportation, rather than a re-

strictive one, in order to give us an opportunity to develop

better types of transportation?

MR. BOLLINGER
No, Jim, I think as I explained in my first explanation,

the reason for the royalty fund road— the way It's construed

—

is because the areas that produce the minerals have weaker

foundations and cost more money to construct transportation

facilities, meaning roads, not broadly. Now, I think it would

very easily be construed to think that these parishes wasn't

any better deserved than any other parish to buy a train

or a bus or anything of that sort. That's why I don't think

it should be that broad and should be limited to the uses

herein provided.

MR. SCHMITr
What would be the present cost to the State of Louisiana if

this is adopted?

MR. BOLLINGER
What would be the present? Whatever it is today; it wouldn't

change.

MR. SCHMITT
How much money is involved? How many millions of dollars?

MS. BOLLINGER
I really don't know. It's the same as it is. It's no

additional cost to the state, if that's what you're asking.

MR. SCHMITT
If they're losing ten percent of the revenues, there has to

be some kind of cost to the state. How much is the total am'ount

of revenues which are received from these sources at the present

time, yearly?

MR. BOLLINGER
Jay, I really don't know, but it's the same as it is today

under the present law. I don't know the figure.

MR. SCHMITT
Also with reference to the "heretofore or hereafter granted,"

does that mean that a lease which existed prior to this time

that the parish has a right to go in and collect for back years?

So, If they'd been ten years paid, they'd get a hundred percent

the first year.

MR. BOLLINGER
I think you're misunderstanding me. They have been receiving

it; they're receiving it now—today. It's all-inclusive, but

it's been.... the law is now, exactly as it is stated in here,

with regards to leases on state-owned lands and revenues derived

from those leases.

MR. SCHMITT
If the state should happen to establish some type of a pipe-

line and would charge a rental from that, would that be charac-

terized as a royalty?

MR. BOLLINGER
No, no, I don't think it could be at all.

MR. ABRAHAM
Boysie, I understood you to say that you were trying to track

the language of the present constitution, but isn't this a

radical change from the present constitution in that you say that

"the money shall be remitted by the state treasurer to the govern-

ing authority of the parish;" whereas, the present constitution

states that it "shall be ..."the state treasurer shall place it

in a special fund, and it may only be withdrawn by the State

Department of Highways" for the construction of these roads?

So, this would be a radical change, would it not?

MR. BOLLINGER
I have no objection to that. Mack. My only reason in using

the language was that Coinnittee Proposal 15 used this language

MR. ABRAHAM
Committee Proposal 15 used this language?

MR. BOLLINGER
Itsays that the money will be remitted to the parish, and I

just kept that concept in this amendment.

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Bollinger, what you're actually saying here is about the

eight or ten parishes down there that have most of the minerals

that these parishes will benefit by it, but the other, say,

fifty-four—it's going to probably cost the state two million

dollars for this,won't it? Then, if you take the money out of

the general fund of the treasury of the state, then where are

you going to get it from— tax the people to put it back?

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Thompson, this will affect approximately about thirty

parishes. It's been in effect, and the reason it's in effect

is because to construct roads in these areas is much, much

more costly. This Is a way for the state to subsidize the

parish for the extra money they have to spend for the construc-

tion of highways and roads.

MR. THOMPSON
You say it's going to affect about thirty parishes; I think

it's going to affect all sixty-four, probably fifteen or

twenty of them to the plus side and the rest of them to the

minus side, because when you take the money away from the treasury,

you're taking it away from the state.

MR. BOLLINGER
It only affects those parishes which have state-owned

lands with the production of minerals on them. That's the only

parishes that receive it, but traditionally, these parishes are

the parishes with the weaker foundations and need more money

for the construction of hardsurface roads.

MR. THOMPSON
I understand what you're saying, but it affects all the

parishes when you take money away from the general fund of the

state. You're saying it affects these parishes because they'll

get more money, but the rest of them don't realize that this

money has to come from somewhere.

MR. BOLLINGER
Well, every time the Education Department gets a seven hundred

million dollar budget, it affects the rest of the state also, or

any other thing that's budgeted to a department, it affects the

whole state.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Bollinger, the change pointed out by Mr. Abraham that both

you and the connittee are making, isn't the effect of that to keep

this money out of the central cash management that the committee

has later on in the proposal?

MR. BOLLINGER
It's not my intention, Mary. I really have no objection to

leaving it like it Is: that it would stay in the state treasury

and be credited to the parishes, as long as the parish is the

recipient of the funds. I Just used the comnlttee proposal

because they had been having hearings on the subject matter,

and I thought it was a modernization.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Bollinger, can you tell us once again exactly

what the effect of your amendment is. It's to more carefully

channel how the money will be spent once it reaches the parish?

MR. BOLLINGER
Most definitely,

the uses.

MS.

It spells out how it can be spent and limits

ZERVIGON
And that's the only effect that your amendment is intended to

have is to limit the parishes to these particular uses of the

funds?

MR. BOLLINGER
Exactly. .

.
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Further Di scussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, let

me see If I can clarify some of the questions....
The Bollinger amendment would simply reword the existing

provisions of the present constitution. It would take away nothing
from the state any more than has been in existence for many, many
years. The only purpose, the only purpose of the Bollinger amend-
ment,was to make the use of the funds more restrictive on those
local parishes. Now, let me say, for instance, in my parish that
we have used over eighty percent of these royalty road funds
moneys in building state highways so that in doing so we have
relieved the obligation and burden of the state in building
those highways and have freed funds to be used elsewhere.
All that the Bollinger amendment does is to reword the existing
law with one exception, and that exception is that instead of
the funds being managed by the highway department, they would
be managed by the local government. I say that that was done
for two reasons: first, the highway department itself, as ex-
pressed to me personally by Mr. W. T. Taylor, who is the head
of the highway department, has stated that they want to get
away from having to manage these funds, and secondly, because
the committee proposal itself provided that the funds went
directly to the parishes. So, this Bollinger amendment is

strictly nothing more and nothing less than a restatement of

the present constitutional principles with the one exception
that I just mentioned to you.

I'll yield to questions.

Questions

MR. TATE
Mr. Perez, now the committee proposal turns the same amount

of funds over to the governing authority of the local subdivision?

MR. PEREZ
That 's correct.

MR. TATE
So as to relieve that matter of putting it in the state treasury.

One of the things that I was curious about, it says that they're
only going to be able to use the funds to construct roads. It

doesn't say construct and maintain roads, just for example...

MR. PEREZ
Well, for instance, that is true, and that's what the present

constitutional provision has in it—strictly for the construction
and not the maintenance. It's strictly an attempt to retrace the
existing law.

MR. TATE

As a local government man— I was just curious—what would happen
if the day ever came, which I guess is visionary, that they had
all the roads they wanted, all the roads and bridges and ferries
they wanted, what would they do with the money then?

MR. PEREZ
Judge, I might say to you that the big problem we have, and

one of the reasons I'm in favor of this amendment, is because
of the fact that there has been a drastic reduction in many
parishes— I know in my parish—in the amount of royalties. We
have already bonded these funds very, very heavily, and I would
like to see to it that these funds will be available strictly
for this purpose in order to be sure that we will be able to
take care of the funding of those bonds as the time goes along.

MR. TATE
Well, one last question: the committee proposal, as I read

it, doesn't stop you from bonding it for that purpose.

MR. PEREZ
No, no it would not.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Perez, just to make it abundantly clear to the convention,

I'd like to ask you one question. This does not take any money
away from the staCe , It's just In the present law, isn * t that

right?

MR. PEREZ
This Is a restatement of the present constitutional provisions

and does not attempt to take anything away from the state.

MR. DUVAL
And something else, someone asked a question about the com-

mittee's central cash management theory. In the committee
proposal, isn't this money directly appropriated to the local
government subdivisions?

MR. PEREZ
Yes, it is, and I might say to you this is a more restrictive

provision than the committee proposal.

MR. ROEMER
Chalin, I just want to follow up on those questions. I

think it's good to bring out the facts, and I think you're
trying to do that and let people vote their convictions on it.
To repeat again, the Bollinger amendment is more restrictive
than the committee proposal in that you delimit the uses of
this money; is that true?

MR. PEREZ
That's absolutely correct.

MR. ROEMER
You know it was the desire of the committee, and it was

our feeling that we should not delimit the use of this money,
that it was the parish's money and the local governing authority
ought to be able to use it for what they saw fit. But, you
do not increase the amount of money, nor did we. Is that not
true?

MR. PEREZ
That 's correct.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Perez, you mentioned bonded indebtedness as a specific

consideration in passing the amendment, but isn't it also a
fact that what this convention does cannot affect the current
bonded indebtedness?

MR. PEREZ
That's right. They could not affect the present bonded

indebtedness; you can't impair the obligation of bonds.

MR. DERBES '"" *^
''"' ''-'

How would dedicating the use of funds, as far as the parish
is concerned, in the new constitution encourage or perhaps enable
you to further bond?

MR. PEREZ
It would require the use of the funds for this limited,

particular purpose rather than to allow it to be used for general
purposes.

MR. DERBES
Are you saying that you couldn't bond... you could not sell

bonds for that purpose were this provision not in the constitution?

MR. PEREZ
It's one of the problems, I believe, that we presently have

with the committee proposal is that it does not have the last

sentence which is in the Bollinger amendment, and that is "the
governing authority of such parish is authorized to fund into

general obligation bonds of the parish its portion of the royalties.

I don't believe that it could issue those bonds unless you had that

provision.

MR. DERBES
Now, suppose the funds were not dedicated for specific usev

that is, they were simply remitted to the local governing authority,
and we coupled onto the existing committee language a sentence
which would permit the local governing authority to bond those
funds. Wouldn't that take care of your problem?

MR. PEREZ
Yes, it would definitely help.

Further Discussion

MR. DERBES
Ladles and gentlemen, I rise in opposition to the amendment

basically on a principle of fiscal and budgetary efficiency.
Let me explain something to you in as precise terminology as I

can. Our coomiittee, the Natural Resources CoTnmittee, was con-

cerned with the problem for some time, and we did, by way of

committee proposal, adopt specific language which I do not
support either. Essentially, what this amendment does is it
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restricts the use, I am certainly not opposed, and indeed I

support, the concept of remitting to the local governing

authority a certain percentage of the revenue derived from

minerals on state lands in the parish or area of the local

governing authority. I support that concept; I think it's

good. I Just don't think—and I don't think it's sound govern-

ment--! don't think we should tell the local governing authority

how specifically to use the funds, particularly in the area of

transportation. You have seen, no doubt, and heard about an

energy crisis in this country which completely changes the

complexion of transportation. In the future, hopefully, we

won't have to do without personal transportation, but we don't

know. We don't know whether we will or not. It may very well

be the fact that mass transportation may be required in areas

where it is not presently being undertaken. To restrict the

use of these funds to building highways, to maintaining high-

ways, and to building ferries, may not be the most efficient

and highest and best use of the funds. I say only to you that

the local governing authority, particularly after we labored

long and hard over local and parochial government, the local

governing authority should be and indeed is the best judge of

how to use the funds. The local governing authority may want

to use the funds for education, may want to use the funds for

sanitation, for police and fire protection, and the like. To

tell the local governing authority that it has to use the

funds for transportation just to protect the bonded indebtedness

of the parish, to me does not reach the issue. Mr. Perez has one

particular criticism of the committee proposal, and that is that

there is no specific permission for the local governing authority

to bond these funds. I say to you that that's a problem easily

solved by one sentence: namely, that the local governmental

subdivision may bond these funds—something very easily solved.

But, to say how the local governmental subdivision has to spend

the money, to me, violates the basic principle of local govern-

ment which we labored long and hard over, and to me is essentially

nonfuturistically oriented concept. We don't know what the

future holds, and it seems to me that the local governmental

subdivision is indeed the best judge of how to spend the money.

So, I say to you support the committee proposal, reject the

amendment. If you're concerned about bonded indebtedness,

let's put an additional sentence on the committee proposal which

will permit the local governmental subdivision to bond the funds.

But, let's not restrict the use—not in a constitution that I

hope will be alive in this state for many, many years.

Thank you.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Derbes, let me ask you this question: first of all,

as it is presently worded in the constitution, the money

—

the royalty road fund—Is kept in the State Highway Department.
It's worded this way in the constitution. Now, what I would

like to know, if you know the answer, would be, does the

Highway Department invest this money under the <^ash Management
Act of the state , investment of idle funds? If they do , if

this amendment is adopted, then this... this would be taken

out of that particular area of state control.

MR, DERBES
I, frankly, don't know the answer to your question. I

would assume that they do invest the money. I understand that

the money can only be used... under the direction of the local

governing subdivision, but only for the purpose of construct-
ing roads, and the other limited purposes specified in the
existing constitutional language.

MR. LAMBERT
All right. My next question is this. I don't know the

answer, and I don't know whether you know. I don't know If

anyone here knows, but I wonder why the highway department
was given the control and management over the release of the

money? Would it... could it possibly have been so that they could
supervise the construction of the roads, supervise the letting
of contracts, supervise the standards ot the roads, etc?

Further Discussion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I rise

in opposition to this amendment. I submit to you that.... it

is properly taken care of in the committee proposal. This
amendment does only one thing: it further states in the

constitution what local governments have to do. I feel that

these people are entitled to the privilege to spend that

money, since it is for those local parishes. I feel that it

is time for this constitution to stop limiting various parishes
simply because some individual parishes may not have complete
confidence in what their local governing body will, or will
not, do. I submit to you that if they do not agree with
what they do, they have ample provisions the next time around
to throw them out of office and put people that will respond
to the wishes of that local government. As a member of this

committee, we spoke on this at great length. This amendment
is unnecessary. I feel that if you reject it and adopt the

coiranittee proposal as submitted, you will have a much better
proposal.

I'll answer any questions.

Question

DR. WEISS
Delegate Champagne, would you not call this, then,

dedicated funds?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Positively. This is dedicating to the ultimate.

Further Discussion

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment, in

certain instances I have objections to, but, overall, I think

it's what we would like to do and intend to do. One of the

objections I have to Just making an overall gift to the parish
governing authority is that It doesn't restrict them. I

think the idea behind the original constitutional amendment
was that it allowed a governing authority to collect some

money from the state to replace taxes which they could not im-

pose on state-owned property within that parish. A good

example is Cameron; we have about thirty percent of the

parish in game reserves, waterways, lakes, etc., that are all

owned by the state. If the parish decides to impose a road

tax, which we did a number of years ago to build a cause-

way over to Port Arthur, Texas—across the Sabine River.

It was a parish-wide tax, but thirty percent of the eligible
property In the parish was restricted because we could

not Impose a tax on the state property. I think that was

the original intent behind the whole bill. Now, if we go

a little farther and Just give the money to the parish
governing authority unrestricted, it would allow them to use

money, say, for garbage districts, hospital districts, and

all of you know what problems we are having with ambulances
now. But, it would allow the police juries to spend this

money for those purposes. Like I say, I just don't believe

the original intent was behind it. It would force the police

Jury to bow to pressures which the public could Impose on

the Jury. So, like I say. there's some of the restrictions
in there I'm opposed to, but, the o''-erall concept, I think.

Is good. I believe if we go ahead and adopt this amendment , it 's

going to work out. It will be Just about the same as it has

been since 1950, I believe, when the constitutional amendment

was adopted. So, I urge your favorable vote on this amend-

ent.

{_Previous Question ordered .']

Closing

MR. DERBES
That would seem to be the case. That would seem to me

to be efficient and advantageous. I can't answer for the

Committee on Revenue and Taxation. My only concern. Senator
Lambert, is in the limitation on the use of the funds—not
the central management of the funds— I think that's fine.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, all I ask you to do

is think about the reason that the parishes received the monies

from the royalty road fund. The reason is, that the foundation

Is weaker in these parishes; it costs more money to construct
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roads in these parishes. The money should be used for that

reason, and that reason alone.

Questions

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Bollinger, will you define roads for me, please?

MR. BOLLINGER
A street—if you are referring to our previous conversation-

a street is a parish road.

MR. LANDRUM
A street is.

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes. This applies to streets if it's within the parish.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Bollinger, do you really think that having oil wells

stuck all over your parish is a liability?

MR. BOLLINGER
No, Joe, it's not. But, the reason. .. .the structure

of the area around the oil wells causes it to be very expensive
to construct roads in that area. The heavy equipment from

these oil wells do tear up the roads considerably.

MR. ANZALONE
These people don't pay any other kind of taxes down there

or anything?

MR. BOLLINGER
Which people?

MR. ANZALONE
The people that are drilling for these oil wells.

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes, they pay taxes.

MR. ANZALOt;E

Do thty hire people?

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes.

MR. ANZALONE
Wouldn't think so.

MR. WEISS
Mr. Bollinger, isn't it Inconsistent with your reason-

ing to say that the roads need to be maintained, and yet

not include it in this floor amendment? That is, construct

and maintain roads

.

MR. BOLLINGER
Doc, almost all of these local governing authorities

have a levy.... a property tax to pay for the maintenance
of the roads. But, it's extremely expensive to construct
these roads. There's the purpose for the amendment to

limit the use of the monies.

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Bollinger, is it not true that the Committee on

Natural Resources has jurisdiction over this subject natter?
Or is that incorrect?

MR. BOLLINGER
Well, I would think it would be joint jurisdiction.

Senator Lambert. But, we did deal with it in the committee..,,

MR. LAMBERT
You're on the Committee on Natural Resources. We devoted

much, much, much, time to this subject matter.

Is that not correct?

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes, sir. The language that we adopted is similar to

this language.

MR. LAMBERT
The language is similar, except that the questions that

were brought up on transportation, I think, were clarified
and the money was left In the state, to be administered by

the highway department; makes a lot of changes. That's the

only thing I wanted to point out to you.

MR. BOLLINGTR
I did point out. Senator Lambert, I have no objection

to the distribution of the money to remain the same. If

this amendment passes, I will support an amendment which
would leave it like it is in the present constitution.

I have no objection to that.

MR. LAMBERT
I just. ...want to say. ...I'm not asking a questlon--

I want to make a statement if I can. I am for the royalty

road fund, but I'm concerned about the way this amendment
is drawn up

.

MR. CASEY
Senator Lambert, you're not allowed to make a statement.
You are only allowed to ask a question.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Bollinger, this is the royalty road fund. Is that

right?

MR. BOLLINGER
That is exactly what it is.

MR. DUVAL
Your amendment is to keep the present law so that roads will

be built. Is that right?

MR. BOLLINGER
That's exactly what it is.

MR. DUVAL
Also, these roads are parish roads. Isn't that right?

MR. BOLLINGER
That's exactly what they are.

MR. DUVAL
This money is parish money. Isn't that right?

MR. BOLLINGER
That is correct.

[_Record vote ordered , Amendment rejected

;

36-67. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No . 1 . On page 3, line 5, immediately after the

word "all" and before the word "natural," insert the word

"other.

"

On page 3, line 5, immediately after the word "resources"

and before the word "severed," insert the following:
"except timber."

Explanation

MR. KELLY
Mr. Acting Chairman, and ladies and gentlemen of the

convention, I have just been instructed by the conanlttee that

I can refer to this as a technical amendment in their behalf,

and that they have no objection.
What this simply does is, it would make the last sentence

at the top of page 3 read as follows: "and the amount of

severance tax on all other natural resources, except timber,

severed from the soil or water, so remitted, shall not exceed

five hundred thousand dollars to any parish for any year."

The thought behind this being—and it was my understanding

it was the Intention of the committee—that the severance

tax relating to timber, which is seveaty-five percent, would

be distributed and remitted back to the parishes. In order

to make completely sure that this happens, and that It is

not considered part of the five hundred thousand referred to

In the comnlttee proposal. It's necessary for this amendment.

It nay be. It may not be. Quite frankly, from an interpretation

point. It certainly does no violence to any of the substantive

meaning within the proposal. It simply clears it up, and makes

it abundantly clear that the timber severance tax will not be

Included within the five hundred thousand limitation set in

the proposal.
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Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Kelly, you do know, I think you stated It; I want to

restate It, that this was the conmlttee 's Intent to do Just

what you're doing now. We thought we had done that, and you

just questioned whether we did or not. Is that correct?

MR. KELLY
Yes. I don't question actually whether you intended to

do it; I know you Intended to do it. But, I think this

makes it abundantly clear, under the language, that this will,

in fact, happen. In other words, the severance tax which Is

remitted back into a particular parish, will be remitted

regardless of whether they usurp the limits of their five

hundred thousand dollar limitation on all other natural

resources severed from soil or water.

MR. ROEMER
Well, isn't this also true that to do it this way is

very important to many local and parochial governments across

this state who get income from this particular source?

MR. KELLY
That's absolutely correct.

MR. ABRAHAM
Don, are there any limitations now on the amount of

severance taxes remitted?

MR. KELLY
I wouldn't know of any.

The fact being is I'm not... I'm not messing with the

coiranittee proposal lr» that regard. In other words there

is none within this committee proposal, and it was their

Intent not to have any limitation on timber severance

tax.

MR. ABRAHAM
I appreciate that. What I'm trying to find out, is

there any limitation now in the present constitution?

MR. KELLY
I can't answer that. I don't know.

The committee members over here say there is not. But,

I don ' t know

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Kelly, do you have any idea about how much money

we are talking about here? .... How much additional money
would come out of the state treasury as a result of this

amendment?

MR. KELLY
I don't know, but we're getting it right now. Senator

De Blieux, and I don't want to see 'that changed. I think

under this particular committee proposal, there is a

possibility under judicial interpretation that this could

exclude—or make encompassed within the general limitation, the

timber severance tax. That was not the intent of the committee.
So, I just want to make that abundantly clear.

MR.
'other" as

CONROY
Mr. Kelly, your amendment puts in the word

well as the wording "except timber."

MR. KELLY
Yes, sir.

MR. CONROY
Do you understand what that does in addition to dealing

with the timber problem?

MR. KELLY
I think it would... I'm sure the other would refer back

to the ....sulphur and some of the other things that are

mentioned up above there.

MR. CONROY
Are you aware that the present constitutional provision

is that if you've got sulphur, that you only get a total

of two hundred thousand? If you put the other in here, the

effect of that is the parish with sulphur gets a maximum of

the five hundred, I guess it is, now, plus a hundred thousand
for sulphur . Are you aware that that would be the effect of

your amendment?

MR. KELLY
If it does that, yes. If it, in fact, does that, then

I still have no objection to that either. That would be part

of the Intent because I can't see any difference between
a parish that's got sulphur production and one such as my

parish, which has a great deal of timber production.

MR SHANNON
Don, isn'Don, isn't it true that what you are trying to do here

is protect these little poor parishes that do not have any-

thing other than timber revenues?

MR. KELLY
Yes, sir. There are a great number of parishes that

have little or no oil, and other natural resources, and

depend almost entirely upon their severance tax an their

timber. That's not the case in my parish in many of

the parishes it Is. In north Louisiana.

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Kelly, to answer Senator DeBlieux's. .. .statement—

.

question that he asked you, it should have been no money would

be taken out of the treasury. Of course, now, we are getting

all of it. This is just to help these poorer parishes. You

know I'm for your amendment?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Unless I'm wrong in this, the way that I read this

amendment, this excludes the sulphur tax from the severance

tax, but it includes the timber tax.

MR. KELLY
No, sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, well, that might not have been your intention, but

you'd better take another look at it and see.

MR. KELLY
Well, I just don't see how it could. Senator De Blieux.

It says "and the amount of severance tax on all other natural

resources, except timber, severed from the soil or water so

remitted, shall not exceed five hundred thousand dollars."

That's about as plain as I know how to say it.

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's not the way that I read the article,

got it in the mong place.

Further Discussion

Maybe I 've

MR. CONROY
I think that before the convention votes on this, it

should understand exactly what it's doing. The present

constitutional provision for a parish which has sulphur,

gives that parish a total aggregate of a maximum of two

hundred thousand dollars. The conmiittee proposal was to

retain that same concept that the sulphur had to be included

within the total amount that was rebated back to a parish

in severance taxes

.

That amount has been increased by this convention from two

hundred thotisand to five hundred thousand. This would permit a

parish with sulphur to get five hundred thousand, plus a hundred
thousand, or a total of six hundred thousand, placing

sulphur on the same level as timber. I think that

conceptually that that can be justified and maybe entirely

appropriate. But I do think that the convention should

understand that that is what's before it, is, in addition

to clarifying the situation with regard to timber— and to

which I have no objection whatsoever— the convention should

understand that the effect of this amendment, in addition,

is to give to a parish with sulphur, an additional hundred

thousand dollars, which it does not presently get under

the constitution. That. ..as I said that can be justi-
fied on its own basis. But I think it should be justified

on that basis, and understood by the convention before it's

adopted

.

Questions

MR. KEAN
Mr. Conroy, as I read this proposal before the

amendment was offered, the parish has got"not to exceed

five hundred thousand dollars from all severance tax

on all natural resources." Is that correct, sir?
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MR. CONROY
That 's correct

.

MR. KEAN
By the language that Mr. Kelly would propose to add»

they would get a hundred thousand dollars for the severance
tax on sulphur, and they're not to exceed five hundred
thousand on all other natural resources.

MR. CONROY
On all other natural resources other than timber,

right. That's the way it's amended.
That's

MR. AVANT
Mr. Conroy, wouldn't that only have any significance if

you had a parish that had both sulphur and timber?

MR, CONROY
No, it would have significance only if you had both

sulphur and oil and gas.

l_Previous Question ordered . Amendmen t

adopted : 82- 14 . Motion to recons ider
tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. Page 3, between lines 7 and 8, Insert

the following:
"(E) A state tax revenue limit shall serve as a check

on uncontrolled increases in state tax revenues. The state
tax revenue limit for any fiscal year shall be twelve
percent of state personal income. State personal income
is the dollar amount that is reported by the United States
Department of Commerce, or its successor agency, as total
income by persons in the State of Louisiana for the
calendar year in which the fiscal year commences. State
tax revenues include sales , severance. Income , gift

,

Inheritance , excise , property , license fee, corporation
franchise, and all other taxes collected by the state during
the fiscal year. The legislature shall establish a system
whereby all state tax revenues collected in excess of twelve
percent of state personal income, and the interest thereon,
shall be placed in a tax surplus fund which shall be used
only for annual tax refunds, or reductions as provided by
law.

Expl anat ion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, this amendment was passed out yesterday

and If you don't have a copy, they have some copies on the side,
and I think they can get you one. This is a proposal that I have
been working on for several months. You may recall about a month
or so ago. Governor Edwards held a press conference and indicated
his strong support for it. It attempts to put an overall limit
on the amount of taxes that can be levied by the State of Louisiana...
I think if you listen closely It may cut down a lot on the number of

questions and misunderstandings that might result from it. What
this attempts to do is to put an overall limit on the amoiont of
taxes that can be levied by the State of Louisiana during any given
fiscal year. It attempts to do that by tying the taxes that the

state levies to an overall economic indicator. In this case, we've
chosen state personal income as an indicator. State personal income
is a dollar amount that is reported annually by the U. S. Department
of Commerce and it includes just about everything that individuals
receive; it includes wages, salaries, dividends; it Includes payment
from government, such as, welfare, social security, and so forth.
This particular economic Indicator is chosen because—well, really
for this reason. If you have a copy of Louisiana

,
the State of the

State on page 21 It says "Total personal income is frequently used
as the best single available measure of economic well being. When
the income per person in a state is growing rapidly, it usually
means that the standard of living of the population is improving."
So, what you do If you take a typical year like 1971, you see that
state personal Income in Louisiana if added all together amounted
to about twelve billion dollars— that's all the salaries, all the

dividends, all the payments from government from all the citizens
added up together amounted to twelve billion dollars. The state
during Chat year levied taxes that amounted to about one billion
eighty-two million dollars and that was about 9.0 percent of total
personal income. Now, as a result of the special session that we

Just had, we had there the largest tax Increase in the history of the

state. The taxes levied by the state now amount to about 9.8

percent of total personal income. What this proposal would do
would be to set a percentage limit on the amount of taxes that
could be levied. The percentage limit chosen is twelve percent.
Originally in our proposal, we had agreed to make it ten percent.
If you noticed the news release from the governor, the figure of
ten percent is mentioned. But, in talking to the delegates in
the convention, a number of them said that they felt that this
would be cutting it too close and rather they liked the concept
but they would rather leave a lot of leeway, so that's why the
figure of twelve percent is included. Now, this means that
taxes could increase and would increase in proportion to the
economic growth of the state, population Increases, and inflation.
In fact, it could increase if the taxing authority existed from
the nine percent, 9.8 percent or as high as the twelve percent.
But, if taxes in this state ever exceeded twelve percent, then
the excess funds— the excess over the twelve percent— would have
to go Into a tax surplus fund that could be used only for tax
refunds or reductions. Originally, we said only income tax reduc-
tions or refunds, but we've taken that out. The legislature
would have authority to decide what kind of tax refunds or
reductions. So, here is a practical situation: suppose in
1971 the total personal Income were twelve billion dollars,
the tax revenue limit at twelve percent would have been one
billion four hundred and forty million dollars. Now, the taxes
actually levied were one billion eighty-two million. We were
two hundred and fifty-eight million dollars below the limit.
But, suppose instead, that the taxes levied had actually been
one billion four hundred and fifty million, in which case, we
would have been nine or ten million dollars over the tax revenue
limit and that circumstance, that nine or ten million dollars,

would have gone not to the general fund but to a tax surplus fund.
That fund, then, would be used for income tax reductions, sales
tax reductions, refunds of some sort, rebates, credits, or whatever
the legislature decided to use it for. As an example, they might
say everybody got five percent off his next year's income tax.
Or, he might say that... the legislature might say that the sales
tax would be... certain exemptions would be had on the sales tax
for the next fiscal year, in which case, the funds would be
transferred from the tax surplus fund back to the general fund
to make up for that but still to retain the limit.

Let me give just a little bit more information on it, then

I'll try to answer questions. Now, when we talk about state tax
revenues , we ' re talking about strictly the taxes that are levied
by the state. We are not talking about local taxes. We are not

talking about federal funds. We are not talking about self-
generating nontax revenues, such as, oil royalties. We are not
talking about tuitions from state colleges and universities. We

are talking strictly about state taxes. Now, why is this needed?
There are two reasons that it's needed. One is; The taxpayer
needs some overall protection and overall protection is much more
important than the protection with regard to any one tax, like

the income tax or the sales tax or whatnot. Overall tax level

is really the most Important factor in the whole economy. We

have found by analyzing the situation that state and local taxes
in the last five years have increased nationwide twice as fast

as wages and salaries have increased and there needs to be some

check on that. Another thing that we think that this proposal
would accomplish is that we think it would reform the whole
appropriation process by the state right now the state legislature
works in this fashion. The budget committee works very diligently
to come up with a budget and they try to be fiscally responsible
and generally they are. But, individual legislators and special
groups come up with new proposals, new programs. The legislature,
when presented with a bill for some such proposal, looks at it,

we like it, there is no way we can object to it and frequently
we vote for it without any consideration of how it fits in with

the other priorities in the budget. We tend, when we have a state

budget and there is a new proposal, we tend to put it on top of

the existing budget. Seldom do we kick out something of equal

amount and put that in and that's why it seems like the tremendous

increase lias been had without any relation to economic growth.

What this proposal would do, though, was if we ever reached the

limit—and I hope we never would—but if we did and we have a

budget and someone comes up with a great new program, we are going to

liave to get that person to show two things— not just that it*s a good

program but that there is something in the budget of equal amounts

that can be kicked out that's of a lower priority. Now, what this

will likely do is to allow a constant reevaluation of the budget

in a much better way than in the past so that legislators always

will be trying to find out what is being done that's inefficient,

what's unnecessary, what's of low priority, and we can get rid of.

So often when an agency head or a department head goes before the

budget committee or appropriations committee, we simply ask him

"Well, liow much did you get last year and how much increase do

you want?" This will force a questioning of whether or not what

he is doing is any good at all and whether or not we need his
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services at all and that of his agency or department. Now, this

proposal has one similarity to the proposal that was on the ballot

out in California by Governor Reagan about a month ago. That pro-

posal was defeated 34 to A6 at the polls, but it was quite different.

Out in California they take in state taxes about 8.75 percent

of the people's. . .of the total personal income of the state in

taxes. What Reagan would have done would have been to reduce

that percentage by one-tenth of one percent a year for sixteen

years until it was stabilized at 7.15 percent. Well, that really

was asking an awful lot because everyone who got a piece of the

pie whether it was education, whether it was welfare, whether

it was highways, whatever it might be started questioning and

asking, "Well, even though the budget is going to increase

tremendously, perhaps, it will be my part of the pie that gets

cut." c 1. -

This proposal does not threaten anybodyte piece of the pie

because we are not cutting back at all; it's about 9.8 percent

right now; we would limit it to twelve percent. Everyone who's

getting a portion of the state budget, right now, certainly

would would retain it without any troubles—presuming he

wouldn't be cut normally anyway—but it would say that when we

reach, if we ever do that twelve percent limit, then that's

about the most that the people of the state can be asked to do.

Out in California it was after the returns were in it was

shown that of those who voted against the proposal, sixty-nine

percent did so because they were under the mistaken assumption

that it would increase taxes; it was so complicated and so

detailed, it was fourteen legal pages that would have been put

in their constitution ^nd that, certainly, was too much detail.

The proposal we have here is very concise and it leaves the

mechanics to the legislature. So, now. let me try to answer

questions. I know you, probably, will have a lot of them.

Questions

MR. DERBES
Mr. Jenkins, let's assume for purposes of argument that we

have reached the point contemplated in your amendment, as I

understand it, where the total amount of tax revenue produced

in the state during any given fiscal year is now twelve percent

of personal income. O.K.? At that point, suppose the

legislature acting indifferently to this amendment raised

the severance tax, a tax not ordinarily associated with the

little man or with personal income but. although, it might be

indirectly associated therewith. Suppose the legislature acted

to raise the severance tax, at that point, or to raise the

corporate franchise tax, at that point, and the total tax

revenue exceeded twelve percent of personal income. What would

happen to the additional revenue produced by the increase in

taxes?

MR. JENKINS
Now, here's what would happen under those circumstances, and

1 explained this a little bit before. If the taxes actually
collected by the state exceed the tax revenue limit, then the

excess amount goes not to the general fund but to the tax surplus

fund which can be used only for tax refunds or reductions in the

discretion of the legislature. So, let's suppose that twenty

million dollars was levied in taxes above the tax revenue limit

—

that would go into the tax surplus fund. The legislature, either

before or after it, could enact laws deciding how that twenty

million dollars would be disposed of. They could say that, for

instance, that all income taxpayers will get a five percent

reduction during the current fiscal year or during the next

one. They could say that the sales tax will be.... an exemption

on the sales tax will be granted for certain items purchased,

and during the next fiscal year that twenty million dollars would

be transferred from the tax surplus fund to the general fund to

make up for that loss of revenues. In other words, it doesn't

natter what source the money comes from, the excess is going to

have to be returned to the taxpayers, not to any particular

taxpayers, to whatever taxpayers the legislature decides is in

need of tax relief

.

MR. SLAY
Mr. Jenkins, you've got a pretty deep amendment here, now...

and you're looking at the overall picture here. But. suppose
the governor of this state looking forward to four years from
now and he would not reduce the collection of any of these taxes.
But just before the election, he would take all the money that he

had in excess of the twelve percent and he would say to me and to

you and everybody else, "I'm going to give you a hundred dollars
back here on your income taxes." By this amendment, then, we
would be making it possible for the legislature and the governor
to set up one of the biggest slush funds this state's ever seen;
would you not agree?

MR. JENKINS
No, not at all for this reason. If you notice in the last

line, "annual tax refunds" are required if there is any amount

in the fund. Now, let me try to answer and then I'll answer the

next one. But, I contemplate what would happen under this

proposal is that we would very seldom have any surplus at all

because people would know what the limit would be and they would

certainly closely scrutinize legislators who would vote to go

beyond the limit. But, in case the limit was gone beyond, then

in any given year it would have to be refunded or a reduction of

some sort would be granted. But, certainly, it would be self-

defeating to have an excess in the fund rather than just reduce

that particular tax. If the legislature, for example, saw that

you were going to be beyond the limit during a given year, the

thing that would in all likelihood do is they would.... if they

wanted to give income tax relief, is just reduce the income tax

for that particular year rather than going through the expensive

and costly procedure of collecting it and then giving it back.

MR. SLAY
Yes. I..

MR. JENKINS
Let me further answer that there is... there would be no

political advantage to returning to someone what you've already

taken. The tax surplus fund is the mechanism by which the

legislature is controlled on this point. I don't know that

there is any way that we could say that the state simply can't

collect in excess of the limit. So, what we have said instead is

that if the state does collect in excess of the limit and that...

some of that, all of the excess is going to have to be returned

to someone who paid it.

MR. SLAY
Yes. I get your point and all, but with the energy crisis

being what it is and suppose we have vast oil discoveries here

and with the new severance taxes we bring in large amounts of
money. Now, then this could easily become a political issue

because the man running for the governor could say "I'm not

going to reduce these severance taxes and all these other

taxes, but I'm going to give every person who pays income tax

a refund each year when I get to be governor." So, my point was,

that with this we could very easily be setting up a slush fund

for politicians and the bureaucrats don't mind sending that money

back every year—you know how they work, they love to get credit

for it and that's the point I was trying to get across.

MR. JENKINS
No. But, don't you see that a gubernatorial candidate faced

with tremendous increases in oil revenues could just as easily

say, "Well, I'm going to eliminate the income tax or do away with

it," and the political effect would be no different from what you

are saying. So, I don't think that that's a 1 honestly don't

think that's a legitimate argument because either way the political

impact would be the same.

MR. TOOMY
Mr. Jenkins, first of all, would you tell roe if any other

states have such a similar state tax limits at present ?

MR. JENKINS
No, this is a new concept and it's a concept that was created

in an attempt to give some overall perspective to what governments

doing to reform the appropriation process. If we did it, we would

be the first, and I think we would be making a good step forward.

MR. TOOMY
You sort of gave an impression before... you mentioned about

income taxes that this surplus would come back to the people who

paid the taxes. I bring your attention to the last line when

you talk about annual tax refunds, it would come to the people,

I would assume, who paid taxes?

MR. JENKINS
No, no. In other words, the legislature decides what kinds

of tax refunds or reductions would.... for example, if the severance

tax is raised and if that's what makes you go over the limit, you

don't have to return it to the severance taxpayers; you return

it to whoever you want to but they have to be somebody who paid

a tax; there would be some system for the sales tax, the income

tax, or whatever.

MR. TOCMY
But, I don't think they necessarily have to be anyone who paid

any tax.
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MR. JENKINS
Well, it says "tax refunds or reductions," so it has to be.

the only way if no one paid a tax, then he couldn't get a tax

refund or a tax reduction, so you couldn't give it to him if he

paid no tax.

....but, in order words, you can pick out income taxpayers,

you could pick out sales taxpayers, whoever you wanted to pick

out to give the surplus to.

MR. TOOMY
But, a tax reduction would apply in the future, it wouldn't

necessarily help the man who paid too much in the past.

MR. JENKINS
The tax reductions would apply in the future. The tax....

that's why I said earlier that in the case of a tax reduction
for the future that in that case the taxpayer would get no money
himself, the funds would be transferred from the tax surplus fund
to the general fund to make up for the lost tax revenue—the general

fund, then, receiving no dollar amount over the tax limit.

MRS. ZERVIGON
You don't really expect to be taking twelve percent of anyone'

income. What you really say is that when you add in corporation
taxes, seTerance taxes, and other things that don't come out of
anyone's personal.— directly out of anyone's personal pocket
that is like twelve percent. But. couldn't it be the case as...

MR. JENKINS
No, Mary, what I was going to say—let me answer—because

you are— in your question you're saying something that isn't
true. You see, this has nothing to do with the individual income
of any given people, nothing to do at all.

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's what disturbs me about it, Woody. .. .something disturbs

me about it— the rebates, or reductions, or refunds could be on
corporation taxes, could be on severance taxes, could be on gift
or inheritance taxes.

MR. JENKINS
Well, it can be that way now,

tax we want to right now, Mary.
I mean, we can reduce whatever

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jenkins, can you tell me the logic of including the

severance tax in? As I understand it, the effect of severance
taxes is not as directly personal as say—personal income tax
or sales tax, but a lot of it is paid by taxpayers outside of
the State of Louisiana; is that not correct?

MR. JENKINS
The reason for including it, Mrs. Zervigon, is because we

are trying to make an overall correlation between total personal
income and the amount of taxes collected. Now, first, total
personal income includes many things, such as dividends from
corporations; such as welfare payments, social security payments
just as all taxes include severance taxes, income taxes, and so

forth. The point Is to set a limit that the state can get for
revenue purposes. The reason the state levies taxes is because
it needs money, obviously. The point for including severance
taxes is because that's one sort of tax that it levies. Now,
you see, we're not giving any benefit to the severance taxpayer
here; we are not helping the severance taxpayer because the last
thing the legislature is going to do is grant a refund to the
severance taxpayers. What they are going to do, though, is to

use the severance taxes paid and computing the twelve percent
so that beyond the twelve percent that extra increment can be
returned to whatever taxpayers the legislature desires to. So

,

the reason for including all of these taxes is because that's
part of the money that the state receives in taxes, that's why.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jenkins, can you tell you how this is going to be made

equitable? For example, can you explain to me how this refund
fund can't be rigged in such a way that one person will be paying
twenty-five percent of income to the state and another one five

percent and the average would be twelve?

MR. JENKINS
Well, I mean, you ask that question, ... that's like saying

how do we know that whatever taxes we levy aren't going to rigged
that the income tax, or some other tax?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Supposing the.

MR. JENKINS
It's because we have laws, you know, we have equal protection

clause in this constitution and things like this. The thing that

the legislature will do and frankly I don't foresee any tax

surpluses because when the legislature knows that it has this

limit there is no political advantages in levying taxes beyond
the limit. But the thing that the legislature undoubtedly will
do,will be to make a refund of probably what's most politically
popular and that would probably be either the sales tax or the

income tax. So, I mean, the thing that they are going to do, I

can't foresee what kind of tax relief they are going to give
any more than I can suggest what kind they might give if we
don't have this. But, probably, it would be like everyone gets
five percent off his income tax, or everybody gets a ten dollars
credit against his income tax, or the sales tax for a given year

will not be levied against certain types of exchanges, or the

gasoline tax might not be. It would be whatever the legislature

in its discretion decided to give the tax relief in the amount of

that excess.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I'm just wondering how much protection this is to the

person you are trying to protect in that case.

MR. JENKINS
Well, the protection is the fact that you elect people to the

legislature to decide which, in their discretion, where tax relief
ought to be granted. But, let me. .. .because your question
indicated a basic lack of understanding of what this proposal
does; I want to try to explain one little aspect of it again.
Total personal Income is the dollar amount of all income by persons
in the state—wages, salaries, dividends, welfare, and so forth.
We are not talking about any specific tax or any specific person's
income. You know, you have gross national product. Personal income
is a factor of gross national product; it's a complicated formula
but if you took gross national product and took away capital
consumption allowances, you would find net national product.
If you took away indirect business taxes and business transfers
and added surpluses to government, you would get then national
income. If you would then subtract from that corporate profits
and government and add governmental transfer payments, you would
then get national personal income....

State personal income is part of national personal income
relating to. . .

.

Further Discussion

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, fellow members of the convention, I rise to

oppose Mr. Jenkins amendment not because I'm against the concept
of what he is trying to do but because the only exposure we have
had to it is the fifteen or twenty minutes that he has had to

present it to us; it's certainly a far-reaching concept looking
at new systems or a limitation on the financing of our state.
We have not had the benefit of any hearings in committee of this
proposal. I suggest to you that you just look at the criticism
we received in a ten day legislature session on the new concept
and, yet, in fifteen or twenty minutes we are expected to absorb
this whole new concept, I don't know just how far-reaching we
might get into what Mr. Jenkins is proposing here. You've heard
some other—Mr. Slay, I believe—bring up what happens if we find
some new resources in this state and are we prohibited from
collecting what is rightly and jus^tly belongs to the people of this

state to maybe build new schools that are so badly needed throughout
the state; maybe to start new programs in our state that are really
needed. I don't think we are giving the people in this state every-
thing that we possibly could give to them, but the two-thirds taxing
power that's restricted in the legislature by a vote of two-thirds
of the members of the legislature keeps down the spending in this

state to somewhat. I wonder what happens if personal income goes

down to a certain point for a depression or recession if we would
be prohibited from collecting again the oil and gas severance taxes
that we are collecting. Will we then have to close our schools and

hospitals in this state because we would not be able to collect up

to a certain percent of personal incomes and those personal incomes

would have thus dropped? Will we have to reduce the taxes on our

oil and gas in this state? I don't know where... Just how far-

reaching it is. What about the refunds? Who do you refund to?

Do you refund to the people who were just paid over that excess
amount? Or, do you refund to everybody in this state regardless
if he paid a penny or two of taxes? I don't understand the full

effect. I certainly would be willing to work with Mr. Jenkins in
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the future, in the legislature, if he would want to refer it to

some join legislative conanittee that we might study this proposal

and in the future present it to the people. It scares me very

much that the people of California would have voted down the same

type of concept when it has been presented to them, I'm sure, over

a period of time; and it's hard to believe that people will vote

against just keeping taxes down, there must be other effects that

are here that we can't get in this fifteen or twenty minutes. So,

I ask that you will defeat it at this time. If Mr. Jenkins wants

to bring it in some fashion before one of the connittees of this

convention, possibly, we may be able to get it some other place,

I don't know, I don't think we even have time in the month that's

left in this convention to study this full proposal. I think what

he is trying to do is a good thing. We need to have some controls

over state spending, but I don't know if we need to do it right

now in this constitution without a full hearing and without full

explanation.

Questions

MR. MIRE
Mr. Alario, to further substantiate what you were saying,

your argument against the amendment, isn't it a fact that when

it was first mentioned to us that we were talking about a ten

percent limitation and we have now gone to a twelve percent

limitation?

MR. ALARIO
That's right, Mr. Mire. I've just heard, as you have, a clipping

in the press about this thing, but I haven't had a chance

to study it or look at the full effect and I see it changing

already.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Alario, I don't know whether you understood this or

not— I know I didn't, but I asked if you did—the state tax

revenues would include all revenues that the state takes in;

is that correct?

Woody means by all... when he
MR. AUUIIO

I don't really understand what
says state tax revenues....

MR. DENNERY
Does it also include....

MR. ALARIO
....that's part of my contention, does it include revenues

from the federal government or what does it actually include,

1 don't know at this point?

MR. DENNERY
Therefore, it would include the amounts that are rebated

to the various parishes—

.

MR. ALARIO
Uell, that's correct.

MR. DENNERY
....which It all states. Now, that amounted in 1971-72 to

some fifty million dollars. So, if you are going to put a limit

on the state and then take fifty million dollars of it away, how
are we going to operate the state govemnent?

MR. ALARIO
Well, I just don't know where.... how far-reaching this thing

is and that's why I'm asking that we not go into it; you are

absolutely right, Mr. Dennery, you certainly have a right to

look It over.

MR. JENKINS
John, you know there have been many, many things brought up

here that we didn't have committee hearings on. Don't you think
the proper approach would be to let's discuss it now and decide
whether it's reasonable and makes sense? The problem I see is
so many people don't understand it and apparently aren't making
an effort to understand it. Don't you think the thing is to go
ahead and discuss it and understand it now and make the decision?

MR. ALARIO
Woody, I don't know if we have brought anything before this

convention that is as far-reaching as what, you've proposed here

and that's the only thing I'm asking that we have time to look

It over and study it sometime; and I really don't think we can

do it in the short time we have in this convention, frankly.

Further Discussion

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I'd

like to spend two and 3 half minutes for this proposition, and two

and a half minutes against it; that doesn't make too much sense, but

it's about true. What Woody is talking about is a concept of limiting
the taxing power of government which I think, is a good concept. But,

where it begins to fall down is that he's setting the rates

of taxation.
Now, Woody admits that at the present time we are taxing

at the rate of 9.8 percent of the state income for all persons
in this state, but yet, he's going to set the limit at twelve. Now,
Mr. Slay pointed out, and I think very truly, that you could use
this additional 2.2 percent to set up one of the biggest slush

funds that you've ever seen in the state, and, of course, maybe it will.
But, one thing you have to take into consideration that this does

include ail revenues which presently make up about ten percent of the

annual income of the state other than federal sources. So, when this

ten percent is depleted, as we seem to think that it will be within
the next twenty years or so, then this ten percent is going to be

added to the personal taxes that you're going to have to pay. Now,

what I'm saying is, is that if you had a realistic approach percentage-
wise to where you were going to place some type of realistic limit

on governmental taxing power then you would have something, but it doesn't
make any sense to go inf'o a doctor's office and him tell you that

you've got to lose weight'and give you a diet anywhere between one

and five thousand calories a day, and that's what this does. You
just can't exist on it; if you're going to limit, make it a realistic

limit. Now, as I understand his argument in the case of the California
constitutional amendment, the reason that it didn't pass is because

it had a reduction every year for so many years, but at least it

started out at the limit where the state was spending at that particular
time. We're not starting out there; we're starting out with the

limit 2.2 percent in excess of there, plus the fact that we're taking

into accountability the severance taxes which account for approximately

one and half, or a hundred and fifty or so million dollars a year in

the state which has got to be absorbed by personal taxes of some sort

or the other. So, where the concept may be good, the realistic percentages

are just not there, not in this proposal. Now, on the other side
of the coin, if you like the concept, maybe this is the place to start.

You put in a twelve percent limitation now by constitutional amendment

—

every four years maybe the citizenry wants to reduce it. I don't think

that there's any doubt but that if you had something like this in

a constitution, it would make the spending arm of government just a

little bit more responsive to the taxpaying citizen, and this,

I don't think, is bad at all. But, yet, you are starting out with

the twelve percent, you are starting out with Mr. Slay's slush fund.

I hesitate to say yours, Mr. Slay, but it's a possibility that you

are starting out with a tremendous slush fund, but this is maybe

not realistic for enforcement at the present time. But, if you like

the concept, maybe this is the place to start. You would definitely,
I believe, if the citizenry of the state had this kind of axe to hold

over state government as we have over local government, I think that

you would get the same degree of responsibility in state spending

that most of us are proud that we have in local government at the

present time. That is for, and that is against. Now, I don't want

to answer any questions because 1 honestly don't know where I stand,

I just thought I would convey a few ideas to you.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, there seems to be a lot of misunderstanding

about it, and I have a proposal that can be amended in the
Revenue and Finance Taxation Comcaittee on this, so I want to withdraw
it and let folks realize that I have it pending, and I'd like them

to study this material and at the appropriate time we'll come back
with it.

[Amendment wi thdrawn

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, between lines 7 and 8, insert

the following: "(E) Individuals, partnerships, companies and corporations

paying royalties or other monies derived from oil, gas, or other

minerals shall file with the state annual reports of. funds so paid

attributable to minerals produced in Louisiana. Such funds which are

unclaimed shall be deposited with the treasurer of the state and

held or disposed of according to law."

Explanation

MRS, MILLER
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

is to try to bring in ... maybe I should say this is to close a
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loophole that now exists in our law whereby monies are held unclaimed
and are not deposited either with our treasurer or with the public
administrators in the parishes where property is held... is found,
but is sent out of state and then held as unclaimed accounts by the
oil companies. Now, this money is derived from producing royalty
and minerals... from producing minerals in the State of Louisiana.
When this money goes out of state and is held, the state loses the
float on the money which we should be entitled to, it loses income
tax on the money, but most important of all, if no effort is made
to find the real owners of that, as the state would do if it were
unclaimed property, and where a Louisiana citizen would have a better
chance to find out if something is held in their name. In the long
run, the citizens themselves lose* to whom this is due and owing.
Then, in Louisiana, if you had property unclaimed for a certain length
of time, when the money is declared unclaimea you have a procedure by which
the state then, can become the beneficiary of this unclaimed fund.

We do have the uniform disposition of unclaimed property act.
You'll find this in Title 3 of the Civil Code, 9:151-182 and you will
also find a statute in the Revised Statutes 1585 that deal with
the uniform disposition of unclaimed properties. Now, if you have
banks , trust companies , businesses , stock companies , all kinds of

financial organization; life insurance corporations and utilities
that hold money that is unclaimed, they come under the uniform
disposition of unclaimed property, but at this stage we have no

way of keeping this money that is due to people that may owe income
tax on it in Louisiana or to whom it may be due and owing, to
keep it in the state so that we can dispose of it. I see
no reason at all why anyone, any citizen of Louisiana, should be
opposed to this act. If the oil companies do not have any unclaimed
funds, they will not fight us on this,would they? If they do
fight us on this, then we know they do have the unclaimed funds.
It's just a simple matter of logical deduction . In the last
analysis the money we recover may be our own. I can see no reason
why anyone should have any opposition to this. What we're trying
to say is that these are unclaimed accounts, we want to keep control
over them, we want to keep them in the state, we want the legislature
to be able to provide for the collection of income tax due on
it and also for the final disposition if the citizen of Louisiana
does not claim. I will read you an opinion that was written to
Breazeale & Sachse firm on February 10, 1969. They were inquiring
of the attorney general and I will say this was under our last
attorney general, Mr. Gremillion, whether ... monies held out of
state by companies had to be deposited with any public administrator
or the treasurer of Louisiana. The opinion says, "Although we have
no court proceedings in point, it occurs to us that where money is
being held as payment for royalty, such money would not be construed
as incorporeal immovable property for the purpose of administration."
In other words, any money on deposit anywhere in the State of Louisiana
resulting from a mineral lease or royalty would appear to be governed
by the situs of the money so far as the owner is concerned, or for
administration to tranfer to the Collector of Revenue. Therefore,
if the money is located and under the control of a person or a corporation
in the parish where there is no public administrator, it would seem
that the money should be transferred to the Collector of Revenue. Be
that as it may, if this money is under the control of an oil company
out of state and the money is out of state, we know of no authority for
holding that such money should be paid either to the Collector of
Revenue under R.S. 9:151 or to the public administrator under R.S. 9:1581.
He concludes that this is a rather vexatious problem. I'm asking you
to close this loophole, to do this favor to the citizens of this state
to whom this money may be owed. You're not going to hurt any company
that is really entitled to it because the company is not entitled to
it. We're entitled to it, our citizens are entitled to it and the
State of Louisiana is entitled to have the final control and
disposition. I'll answer questions, if I have time.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mrs. Miller, I'm trying to understand how it would work mechanically

This is... you're trying to in essence have an escheat law for oil
royalties; is that correct?

MRS. MILLER
Right, for money that has... is due and owing citizens from

oil and mineral revenues.

MR. DUVAL
Now, I'd like to get into the legal part of it. Now, where ...

these are royalties due from oil extracted from Louisiana; now would
It... does this only apply to Louisiana citizens?

MRS. MILLER
Only applies to monies that come from minerals extracted in

Louisiana.

MR. DUVAL
But, the point is that, the state would receive the unclaimed

monies; is that correct?

MRS. MILLER
The unclaimed monies.

MR. DUVAL
Now, what if the royalty owner was a non ... not a domiciliary

of Louisiana, and the money was due that royalty owner. Would
under your amendment would the state then have the right to claim
that money?

MRS. MILLER
What I have said in this is that it will be held and disposed

of as provided by law, I'm sure that the legislature would provide
by law very much as it does in the uniform disposition of unclaimed
accounts in which they give a prescription of ... in some cases, of
two years, sometimes ten years, but it always reads: "where the
last known address is in Louisiana."

MR. DUVAL
Mrs. Miller, did the attorney general's opinion go into the

conflicts of law problem which might arise here?

MRS. MILLER
You know how the attorney general's opinions used to read

when Mr. Gremillion was writing them, Mr. Duval.

MR. DUVAL
I see.

MRS. MILLER
I think you know that whoever wrote,... asked for the opinion,

wrote the opinion he wanted to get and had it signed.

MR. DUVAL
I see. I'm just trying to understand how it's going to...

I understand the thrust of your amendment, but where does the money
originate? I mean, the funds themselves come from out of state, but it's
in reference to minerals produced within the state; is that right?

MRS. MILLER
Actually, the money is generated in this state; the minute

the oil comes out of the ground the price is converted to money...

MR. DUVAL
I see.

MRS. MILLER
... under most mineral leases. Then when it's converted to money

they send it out of state. Of course, it's all a bookkeeping problem,
I'm sure. It's nothing, ..

I 'm sure they don't physically transfer those
funds

.

MR. DUVAL o
One other question. Are you satisfied then that as a legal

matter we can achieve this , notwithstanding any attorney general's. .

.

we haven't had a recent attorney general's opinion saying that we
can? We do have the legal authority to do this?

MRS. MILLER
I'm convinced that it probably could have been done under

the uniform disposition of property if the corapan^Ies had been
named specifically. Since they weren't and since this is such an
important matter, and It involves such huge amounts of funds, I think
that it behooves this convention to address itself to this problem.

I ask for your favorable vote on this amendment.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mrs. Miller, is there any possible way to do this through

the statutes?

MRS. MILLER
Ms. Zervigon, when it comes to lobbying that legislature,

I don't believe there's any way you could do this under the statutes.

MS. ZERVIGON
But, legally, it would be possible?

MRS. MILLER
Yes. I would think It would be possible, but I don't think

it would be very probable.

MS. ZERVIGON
What Is your estimate of the total number of delegates

who have listened to any five words you've said?
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MRS. MILLER
Well, I Chink we've had pretty good attention because

when you start talking about mineral revenues, people kind of

pay attention.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, do you think it would be wise to adopt something that

could be done legislatively when only Mr. Dennery is listening?

MR. WINCHESTER
Mrs. Miller, on the"report that is made annually of funds

so paid"that's referred to in the first sentence, what would that

report contain?

MRS. MILLER
I would imagine the legislature would provide very much as

the federal income tax regulations provide, that you furnish, you

know, as you furnish through businesses when all accounts ... amounts

or interest paid, income paid, dividends paid, that there would be

a very simple process that this information on royalties that have

accumulated or paid out will be furnished to the state. This would

just be a matter of income tax regulations very similar to income

tax regulations.

MR. WINCHESTER
If I now receive oil royalties ray name would appear on that

annual report; is that correct— as receiving them and the aiKount?

MRS. MILLER
If you were under... of course, if you're a known royalty owner,

you would get your regular statements from the company. This would

only apply to those that are unknown and unclaimed, and so instead

of the company sending to you because you are known, it would send to

the state the statement of account of those who are unknown and
unclaimed; they'd just keep it.

MR. WINCHESTER
All right,

names that the.

correct?

then that annual report would only contain those
, .. that have royalties that are unclaimed;is that

MRS. MILLER
That's correct. There would be no need for other private

people who are getting theirs, because they get theirs through
different forms.

MR. WINCHESTER
It wasn't very clear; it is now, though. Thank you.

MR. BROWN
Mrs. Miller, I wanted to follow up with what Mr. Winchester

said. Is it your intention that anyone who would receive any royalty

check at all that this would all be public record, that their names

be listed with the state that you and I could go look and see just

to so. .

.

Further Di scussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, as much as I hate

to, 1 can't help but oppose Mrs. Miller's amendment. Although I

think she has a very good idea and I'd like to see that enacted

into law as legislation, but we are writing a constitution ^ladies

and gentlemen we're not writing out legislative provisions, at

least, we should not be. I find that that's what we have been doing
to a great extent here of late. I think this is a matter that

certainly should be left to the legislature to do, and I ask you

in all good graces, let's stop writing in legislation in this

constitution, and write the provisions which are necessary and leave

to the legislature those problems to solve which ought to be solved

by the legislature.

{^Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

46-43 . Motion to table reconsiders tion
rejected : 31-58, Motion to reconsider

.

Previous Question ordered . Motion
adopted: 56-39.1

Reconsideration

MRS. MILLER
Ladies and gentlemen and Mr. Chairman, I'm so glad

that something brought you to your feet because I know that you

sit down so much and don't stay there that you needed the little

exercise. I will say again, this thing cannot hurt any of you or

anyone you know. The money you reclaim may be your own. It certainly

might be your neighbor's. There is no reason why this need not be

in the constitution. I implore you that if you want to do a service

for your friends and for the citizens, this amendment will be a vehicle

by which you can do it. There is absolutely no reason for these

funds to float out of state,for some company to get the float on the

funds, that Initself would bring revenues to the State of Louisiana.

I agree with Senator De Blieux this thing could be in the statutes,

but I will reaffirm that it has not been put in and the likelihood

of it being put in is very, very slim indeed. I'll answer questions.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Question

MR. NEWTON
Mrs. Miller, isn't there some question about the constitutionality

of this provision in view of the conflicts of law problem?

MRS. MILLER
No, there isn't, Mr. Newton, because the i ther uniform

disposition of properties has been held constitutional, and there's

no reason why this should apply to insurance company funds,

utility funds, banks, and all other businesses. ,- .It s absolutely

the same principle; it's just that one whole set of revenues managed

to escape In the act.

MRS. MILLER
Oh, no.

MR BROWN
Well, that's what it says to me, and that's why I was

concerned. It says that., "shall file with the state annual

reports of funds so paid." You would not interpret this as filing

a list showing everyone receiving any kind of royalty check, exactly

how much they received?

MRS. MILLER
Actually, there would be no conflict under the present laws

regarding the statements you get ordinarily anyway from your....

you know, the collector of Revenue and your income tax collector gets

statements anyway that you file with your returns. You can provide

by law the method in which this will be done.

[^Amendment wi thdrawn . J

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. The change is resubmit.. . amendments resubmitted

as follows: The fourth line, right after the words "reports of"

and before the word "funds" , insert "unclaimed" , the word "unclaimed".
It would read: "Individuals, partnerships, companies, and corporations
paying royalties or other monies derived from oil, gas, or other

minerals shall file with the state annual reports of unclaimed funds
so paid attributable to minerals produced in Louisiana."

Further Discussion

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, as my good friend from the north who

is not present today , says, "I'll be brief". I hate to oppose Mrs. Miller,

but I will on this issue. Mrs. Miller says that this can be done

through legislation. I don't understand it at all, so I urge all of

you who don't understand it or haven't listened, to vote with me

against the Miller amendment, and I believe the vote will be mostly

red. I move the previous question.

[Motion for the Previous Question
rejected : 40-42

.

]

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I'd just like to say that

I think that what Mrs. Miller has in mind and wants to do is a good

idea. If she is willing in the next session of the legislature,

I'll be glad to sponsor legislation, but it requires setting up the

procedure by which this can be done. It requires a hearing so that

we will know exactly what the score is and whether or not the amount

that would be recovered would be worth the administration.

I just don't think that we ought to put this type of legislation into

our constitution because this is strictly legislation, it's self-

executing and there would be no procedure whatsoever set up as to how

it's to be operated and done. I just think that we're going too far

in attempting to put this In the constitution. I ask you to vote

against it.
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Further Discussion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I know we're in a hurry, but

this is significant. I think it brings up a very, very important
point of principle here, and I don't think that good legislation is
made in haste. Let's stop a moment and consider that we're representing
the people of Louisiana. I hate to direct these questions to people
who don't listen or who are legislators, but I am specifically speaking
to those parties now. First of all, if you haven't listened, it's
very simple, very simple. If you want more taxes then vote against
Mrs. Miller. If you don't, then vote for her because the State of
Louisiana will only be getting what it's due. Now, the legislators
arc in a hurry to tax ua more, but they will not fight to see that
we keep in Louisiana the funds that are due Louisianlans. This is
oil taken from the ground of Louisiana that's due to Louisianlans
and for some reason through default of our legislature , no doubt, these
statutory matters have not been enacted; this is a constitutional
matter in my mind. When the legislature defaults ,which it has done
in this instance for years, then it's time for the constitution and
this body to take action when it's due the people of the State of
Louisiana. Mrs. Miller is an expert. She sat on the mineral board,
she saw what has been happening, and in a sense, it's a rape of the
lands of Louisiana that is being kept in hands where it does not belong.
The people that own this land are the ones to which these royalties are
due. Now, when they decease or are gone, it's only logical that
the state should be entitled to these funds. I see no problem for
those of you who have not listened, simply vote yes if you have
any question in your mind, to keep the taxes of the State of Louisiana
down and the people of Louisiana getting their due.

Questi on

MR. AVANT
I just want to make sure I understood what you said,

and I think what you said in effect was this; that when these
people are deceased or gone that it's only right that the state
step in and razoo that money?

MR. WEISS
I don't know that it belongs to anybody else, Mr.

Further Discussion

MR. E. J. LANDRY
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of tlie convention,
... now I don't quit; 1 don't quit and 1 don't see why

you quit. Now, when you get to an important, very important
part of this convention you quit; that's wrong. That's very wrong.
Now, here's one of the most important Issues in this convention for
money. If there ever was a time that you could listen to someone who
has been fighting this fight, if you've read what Mrs. Miller has
been trying to do, you would realize that she is trying to do the
right thing. Now, there was some confusion. Every time you vote to
reconsider, there's a tremendous amount of confusion and many of you
vote wrong. Now, you did vote right when you voted with Mrs. Miller
a minute ago. She is trying to do the right thing. There is no big
problem. There is no problem here. She is trying to recover monies
for the State of Louisiana that need to be recovered, and this is the
way to do it. I didn't vote for the three dollar license plate
because it was not constitutional material. I'm telling you, ladles
and gentlemen, that this is constitutional material because the things
that affect this state revolve around the revenues that we get from
oil and gas and that's the big issue, because Louisiana is oil and gas.
So, put into that constitution any recovery that you can make from
oil and gas. So, I'm asking you to put this in the constitution.
It'll be worked out according to law. Thank you.

IPrevious Question ordered. Record
vote ordered , Amendment rejected

;

45-47.]

You might could ask it; I don't know what kind of answer
you'd get, Mrs. Miller.

MR. XliXEZ

I'm volunteering to do what she just requested.

MR. HENRY
There's one. Senator De Blieux's another. . .Let's give them

a big hand.

Amendments

Mrs. Warren joins as

after the word "property'
' ," and add the

MR. POYNTER

.Amendment sent up by Delegate Dennerv
a coauthor.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 32,
and before the word "shall" insert a comma
following:

"and three-fourths of all state sales taxes."
Amendment No. 2. On page 3, line 1, after the word "occurs"

and before the word "or" insert a comma "," and add the following:
"in which the taxes are collected,"
.Amendment No. 3. On page 3, line 4, after the word and

punctuation "year," and before the word "and" insert the following:
"the amount of sales taxes so remitted shall not exceed one

million dollars to any parish for any year,"

Explanation

MR. DEXNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, the purpose of

this amendment is twofold. Number one, I wanted to point out to
the convention what I believe we have done in the last two days
with regard to reducing the areas in which our state will be able
to operate. I think we have successfully reduced the areas in which
our state can collect revenues, and I think we have seriously
damaged the ability of the state to operate. If this convention
sees fit to do this, however, my second purpose comes forward.
We, in New Orleans, do not have too many natural resources. In the
year 1971-72, the three-fourths of the timber severance tax which
was collected in New Orleans amounted to zero. Pulpwood, though,
we got S25.79. In oil, we got twenty-one thousand five hundred;
in distillants, S35.31; in gas, some eighty-seven hundred dollars;
and in all other severance taxes, twenty-eight thousand three hundred
and aighty-four dollars. Now, that was what was collected from
the parish of Orleans. But, the sales taxes which were collected
from the parish of Orleans were some fifty-one million dollars.
Now, if every other parish is going to be protected under its
natural resources, and since this convention has seen fit to
deprive the city of New Orleans from taxing its best natural
resource —namely, its own citizens and the citizens of its
neighboring parishes, as Mr. Nunez points out— then I think the
very least we can do is permit the parish of Orleans and the city
of New Orleans to get back some of the sales taxes which it remits
to the state. Therefore, I have introduced this amendment. Now,
out of that fifty-one million dollars, which is a sizeable amount,
I'm willing to limit us to three-fourths, or one million dollars.
1 don't want to appear greedy on behalf of the city. I'm perfectly
willing to limit it to a million dollars. If you wanted to limit
it to seven liundred and fifty thousand, I wouldn't object to that
either. My point is twofold, I repeat. 1 want to point out to
this convention what I think we have done in the last two days, and
I tliink we have made some serious mistakes. I think we should
look back, tonight, and see exactly wliat we have done. We have
legislated to a great extent on the ability of this state to
operate. I seriously believe we've made a mistake. On the otlier
hand, if we're going to do that, by golly, the city of New Orleans
is entitled to its share. Therefore, I urge the adoption of this
amendment.

Questions

Point of Information

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chaimian, I'd like to ask if it would be in order, if I

could move that all the legislators in this convention who think
that they could put this kind of thing in the statute would go on
record that they would coauthor this bill to bring It into the
Uniform Disposition Act?
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MR. DUVAL
No, Mr. Dennery, 1 just was wondering, how much did New Orleans

get on the revenue sharing proposal we adapted?

MR. DENNERY
Oh, I didn't put income tax In here, Mr. Duval. 1 don't

want any of the income taxes back. We get that back in revenue
sharing. But, sales taxes, we don't get anything back.
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MR. DUVAL
I was wondering, also, Mr. Deanery, in what way have we

changed the present constitution to limit the taxing power of the

state?

MR. DENNERY
Well, for one thing, we have put. . .we have denied the

legislature, for example, the right to knock out as the deduction

the federal income tax.

MR. DUVAL
That's the only way we've really prohibited,

anything. Is that about right?

. changed

MR. DENNERY
I don't believe that's completely correct, Mr. Duval. I think,

for instance, in the question of severance tax on sulphur, the

parishes which presently have sulphur were limited, previously, to

two hundred thousand dollars. Now, they're going to get five

hundred plus a hundred instead of two hundred, including the hundred.

We've increased the amount of severance taxes that go back to the

various parishes. No, we have made a number of changes in here,

Mr. Duval.

MR. DENNERY
Also off the royalty checks.

MR. A. LANDRY
Also. But, isn't it true that the Individual landowner who

had production on his property will also pay either one-sixth or
one-eighch of the increase in that tax?

MR. DENNERY
If he owns it. Of course, a lot of the individual landowners

have sold their royalties, you and I very well know.

MR. A. LANDRY
We know that, but a lot of them have kept it. I hold in

my hand right here, which I just took out of my courthouse this

morning, where I have four htondred people involved in a lawsuit.

Their royalty interests for .375 was a check for $1,342.70, of

which $236.96 was taken off of that check because of the severance

tax. Do you realize by doubling the severance tax that this will

take another two hundred and thirty-six dollars off of that check?

MR. DENNERY
Oh, yes, sir. I certainly do. Delegate Landry.

MR. DUVAL
I'm talking about the prohibition against the state from

this. There's nothing stopping the state from. . .on the severance

tax—on a limit on the severance tax. We did not change the

law, isn't it correct, on the income tax? We didn't change the

law, did we?

MR. DENNERY
No, but, Mr. Duval, I think. . .

MR. DUVAL
That's the only point I wanted to make.

MR. A. LANDRY
Now, let me ask you this: Do you know how much money New

Orleans contributes to the State of Louisiana in, not only in

your income tax, but all other taxes?

MR. DENNERY
No, I don't believe I can give you the exact figure, there.

MR. A. LANDRY
Do you know how much they receive from the State of Louisiana?

Would you accept an amendment that New Orleans will not receive

anymore than they put into the state?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I realize that, but I think you have to recognize that

sooner or later we get to the end of the rope on the individual

tax. If we start putting limitations on the state's power to tax,
we are running into some very bad waters, it seems to me.

MR. BROWN
Mr. Dennery, are you trying to equate, philosophically, the

same purpose of giving you this rebate, when you talk about natural

resources, that are given back to the parishes involved in the

rebate for. ..rather, the break on the severance taxes on their

own gas and timber? Are you trying. . .am I correct that you're

trying to relate the two?

:m. DENNERY
I think to a certain extent they can be equated. Yes, sir.

Senator.

MR. BROWN
Well, did you hear the discussion by Senator Nunez and others

who talked about how, because of the taking of these natural
resources, that our rural roads were, you know, really worked
over, and it was a way of giving back something to you for what

was taken In terms of public facilities? Now, what's taken from

you in terms of natural resources when I come down where I live

—

and I often come to New Orleans and spend my tax money and give

you my sales tax money—what are you depleting down there? What

are you losing because I come down there and spend all that money

in New Orleans? How am I hurting you?

MR. DENTiERY

Well, I don't think you're hurting us a bit. I never said

you were hurting us. Senator. I think it's great that you ccme

down there.

MR. A. LANDRY
Mr. Dennery, I'm sure that you are familiar with the fact,

are you not, that severance taxes are collected, and the first

thing that is done is taking it off of the royalty checks? Is

that correct? It's taken from the top, isn't it?

MR. DENNERY
Oh, yes. It's taken. . .not off the royalty checks,

taken from the people who produce it.

MR. A. LANDRY
That's correct.

It's

MR. DENNERY
That New Orleans would not receive. . .1 think. . .

MR. A. LANDRY
Would not receive any more from the state than they put into

it.

MR. DENNERY
Well. I'll tell you this, Ambroise, I'm not sure of the

figure, but I ' d be almost willing, right now, to bet that we get

less than we put in.

MR. A. LANDRY
Well, I'm going to tell you that if you check it, you wouldn't

accept the amendment.

MR. DENNERY
I didn't say I'd accept it.

MR. CASEY
Did you know, in answer to Mr. Ambroise Landry's question, Mr.

Dennery, that New Orleans is the third to last per capita in the

State of Louisiana for parishes receiving revenue back from the

State of Louisiana?

MR. DENNERY
No, but I'm very happy to learn that in answer to his question-

not to learn it.

Further Discussion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I guess this is about the

first time that you have seen me and Mr. Dennery together. You

might think of the old quote, "Politics makes strange bed buddies."

How would you like to get your chance in bed? I knew 1 would get

your attention, then.

When I first saw Mr. Dennery's amendment, I went back and I

spoke to him. I said, "Mr. Dennery," I say, "I think I'd like

to coauthor this with you." He said, "If you do," say, "go up

in front and tell them." Thing came into my mind the same thing

that he saw. I thought of an old saying, once, many years ago

when I was in school. The. saying was: "Hold what you got, and

if you ain't got nothing, hold that too."
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As we were going on and we were talking about natural

resources. . .1 said our greatest resource is people. Our greatest

resource is New Orleans people. Unfortunately, they eat.

Just a few days ago, my husband, you know, he called me on

the phone and he told me he had an article that he had taken out of

the paper, and he thought I would be interested to see it. It was

talking about a group that had appeared before our city council.

They were talking about welfare people, and the city's needing

more funds to take care of their needs. I know in that area that

we had an organization of which I was a member of. I'm chairman

of it. Emergency Aid Committee, where we raise money to try to

supplement our people in that area in that situation. So, when

Mr. Dennery came up with his amendment, I thought about that. I

said if we could get some of our taxes back, that's just about

all we can get. Mr. Jerry spoke to us one night about Louisiana

politics. The thing that was interesting, he said, was pine tree

lands. It made me think about at home. We had pine trees, and

when we cut all the timber off it, if you wanted to grow anything

on it, you were just in hard luck 'cause there wasn't nothing going

to grow there. That's the way it is in New Orleans. All we got

is people. If you all want to give us some of our natural resources

back, all we can claim is some of the taxes that the people pay.

I ask you to please vote in favor of Mr. Dennery's amendment.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, since you would not let me ask

Mr. Dennery a question, I'll have to ask it this way: two-thirds

of what we have done to date is legislation, and so a few more

sentences won't matter. However, before I decide, I would like

to ask Mr. Dennery a question. Since wy parish, DeSoto, gets

little out of the severance tax, can you please tell me what De-

Soto will get from the sales tax, in order that I will know how

to vote? Thank you.

[previous Questi on ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendments rejected

:

2 3-69. Motion to recons ider tabled . ^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 5, after the language added

by Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Jack and adopted by

the convention on the fifteenth, add the following:

"The tax to be assessed, levied, collected and paid upon
the net income of every corporation shall be computed at a rate

not to exceed four percentum of the amount of taxable income up

to twenty-five thousand dollars. The legislature shall, by law

enacted by the favorable vote of two-thirds of the elected members
of each house, provide for the rate of taxation on corporate taxable

income over the amount of twenty-five thousand dollars, but such

rate shall be not less than four nor more than twelve percent of

taxable income."

Expl anat ion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I think most of us want to go

home, or get out of here and go to some place. . .other place.
But, here's a very good, good, good amendment. Now, you've been. .

in the course of the last six months, made many efforts to protect
the small people in this state. I say to you that this is an
opportunity for you to help the small business people in this state
who are the backbone of this whole financial structure in the State
of Louisiana. I want to, number one, say at the very outset, this

amendment does no violence whatsoever to the Kean amendment. This

amendment does no violence whatsoever to Mr. Jack's amendment.
Mr. Smith, and you over there, that does no violence whatsoever to

your amendment. It leaves Intact those two amendments. What it

does do is give an opportunity of constitutional protection to

the small business people in this state. I will define this small
businessman or business as a twenty-five thousand dollar annual

taxable Income. Now, think about that for awhile, a twenty-five

thousand dollar annual taxable Income. Why the limit twenty-five
thousand? Those of you who know—and many of you do, you attorneys,
here; you tax people, here, like Mr. Monday Lowe and Alarlo and

others—you know that the federal government makes a great
distinction at twenty-five thousand. Twenty-five thousand dollar
taxable Incomes are taxed aC twenty-seven percent, whereas if a

corporation Is making more than twenty-five thousand dollars a

year and up to a certain percentage, pays fifty percent. Then it

goes on up, up to about ninety percent. But, we're talking, here,

of small corporations. Lastly, I'd like to say that the legislature,

above twenty-five thousand dollars, will have the opportunity to

raise it, to raise the existence—the present four percent taxes

—

It will maintain the four percent taxes, but it will. . .it can

go upwards as far as twelve percent. But, it does give a protection

to a large corporation. It doesn't have the sky as a limit so

far as taxes on the large corporations above twenty-five thousand.

I say to you, this is a good amendment, and it is justifiable to

many, many small corporations in this state. Many corporations

are formed in small communities for the purpose of the local

people getting together, putting their monies together, and in many

cases involves families and local people who want to form a small

corporation for the purpose of bringing jobs to that community.

Then, they have to form a corporation to avoid the other liabilities

involved. I would certainly urge that you delegates give an

opportunity to that small businessman, that small business corpora-

tion in this state that he justly deserves. I urge your support

of this very good amendment.

Questions

MR. KELLY
E. J, , isn ' t this substantially the same amendment that

Mr. Bollinger tried to insert yesterday, by adding the word
"corporate" into the Kean amendment which had already been
adopted, and. . .

MR. CHATELAIN
Absolutely not, sir.

MR. KELLY
Well, is it close?

MR. CHATELAIN
No, sir. It's not even similar to that amendment. I'll tell

you why.

MR. KELLY
Well, I was hoping that you would be able to explain it,

because it was my understanding that you more or less spoke
against the Bollinger amendment, yesterday, and, in fact, voted
against it . Is that correct?

MR. CHATELAIN
I voted against it, and I'll vote against it again, sir,

because it has no. . .it has absolutely no limit on corporation. .

when you freeze in the constitution or the statute four percent.

It's a vast difference when we're locking in here four percent
and a maximum of twelve percent. I would vote against that type

of a concept again, and you know the reason I'll vote against it.

MR. ROEMER
Yes, Mr. Friendly Chatelaln. Don't you realize, or perhaps

you do not, that corporations can get around your little limitation

here, of twenty-five thousand dollars? All they have to do is

pay themselves more money, as individuals, and they won't have

any corporate Income. Isn' t that true?

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Roemer, you surprise me, sir. I don't think you. . .you

read the thing, because if you would have, as a man with a Master's

Degree in business, as you have, you would understand there's a

vast difference between "taxable," the word "taxable" income,

than income.

MR. ROEMER
Say that again.

MR. CHATELAIN
You heard me. You were listening to some of these other

people giving you bad advice.

MR. ROEMER
What about the proliferation of corporations* Mr. Chatelain?

Well, how would you handle that?
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MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Roemer, Che word "taxable income," means taxable income.

1 don't care if you've got forty deadhead men on the payroll,

we're speaking in terms of taxable income.

MR. ROEMER
Yes, but what about the idea that you can just form more

corporations and still get under the twenty-five thousand dollar

umbrella? Isn't that not true?

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, certainly you can form. . .but the federal law prohibits

this, and you know it.

MR. WEISS
Dr. Chatelain, isn't it true that the present constitution

contains a portion of what you're presenting as a floor amendment?

MR. CHATELAIN
No, sir. The present constitution, as I appreciate it, does

not. The four percent limitation Is in statutes. . .

MR. WEISS
No, it 's in the constitution, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
Yes, sir.

MR. WEISS

It is constitutional. In other words, as I understand, then,

is it not correct that a portion of your amendment is currently
in the constitution? That is: the four percent on taxable income.

But, you' re limiting it to corporations of twenty-five thousand,

that is: small corporations or less, whereas over twenty-five
thousand, you put an upper limit of twelve percent. Is that correct?

MR. CHATELAIN
That's exactly right.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chatelain, this question really involves some of your

answer to Mr. Roemer's questions. 1 do not understand the •

distinction between net income, in the second line, and taxable

income, in the fourth line and elsewhere. What is the distinction

that you draw between net income and taxable income?

MR. CHATELAIN
I didn't draw the distinction, sir. He questioned.

MR. DENNERY
No, in your amendment you draw the distinction. I want to know

why.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, I'll tell you why, sir. To be perfectly honest with

you, after it was. . .after the staff got it together, we had

noticed the word "net" had been brought in there for this

reason: if you. . .

MR. HENRY
You've exceeded your time, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
I'd ask for two minutes, please, sir.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that you give me two minutes for additional
expleination for this.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman requests a two minute extension of time.

Is there objection?

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, I'll tell you, I'll make a deal with you. Let me

have one minute and explain this.

MR. HENRY
Go ahead. Go ahead, Mr. . .

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Dennery, in the statutes, in Section 32, they use only, . .

they refer only to"taxable, "whereas the committee proposal uses

the word "net." That's the difference, sir. That's the reason
why that there was an omission. If you would be happy with this,

we'd be glad to change this only "net" from "net" to "taxable."
It's not a great deal of distinction, sir. I would urge your
support of this very, very, very good amendment.

Further Di scussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I want to support this

amendment. Now, let me give you a good reason why. Yesterday,

when we adopted Mr. Kean's amendment, he incorporated as a portion

of his amendment Section 32 of Title 47. That particular section

imposes a limitation of four percent upon the net income of

corporations. Under the Kean amendment, individual taxpayers would

pay more income tax than corporations would pay. This particular

amendment they have would restrict the limitation of four percent

to only that income of twenty-five thousand dollars or less, and

would let the legislature increase the income tax of corporations

making income above twenty-five thousand. We need that in order

to correct the inequities that was done by the Kean amendment, if

we're going to do anything about it. I just want to point that

out to you. We limited the corporate income, yesterday, by the

Kean amendment to four percent of the net income. Here it is; you

can look at it and compare it in your section.

Questions

MR. KEAN
Senator, if you read my amendment that I offered yesterday,

I think you will find that the only part of 47 and 32 that was

referred to had to do with the individual tax rates. Isn't that

correct, sir?

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, you incorporated in it Title 47, Section 32 of the Louisiana

Revised Statutes, which became a part of your amendment. That

includes the corporate income taxes in Sections (A), (B) and (C)

on corporate. . ."the tax to be assessed, levied, collected and

paid on net income of every corporation shall be computed at the

rate of four percent."

MR. LOWE
Senator De Blieux, do you know I believe this Is a bad amend-

ment because the federal government has already found out that

there was a terrible loophole by allowing multiple corporations.
I'm sure that this is what this would encourage in Louisiana. The

federal government is now phasing out their surtax exemption for

all multiple corporations. In 1974, if the brother-sister cor-

porations will get only one surtax exemption and do away with
this loophole. What we're doing here, now, is providing a loophole
to form a hundred corporations and keep your surtax. . .you keep

your tax down to four percent.

{^Previous Question ordered ,j

Closing

MR. CHATELAIN
Fellow delegates , there was a question raised by Mr. Dennery

and one or two other friends of mine, the inconsistency involved

in the second line, the word "net." I certainly have no objection

to make a technical amendment there— I mean, a technical correction

there. But, I don't think it's necessary, in the spirit of haste,

now, to go ahead and do this. So, if it is adopted, and I hope
it is, then we'll be glad to change this technical amendment.

But, 1 would like to ask that you support this amendment, and I'd

like for Mr. Bollinger, who has another amendment similar to this

one, here, to close for me. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'd just like to answer a

few questions that were raised that were really ridiculous. One

of those by a good friend, Mr. Roemer, who said that corporations

would split up and divide so as not to have an incpme of over
twenty-five thousand. 1 never heard of anything more ridiculous
ill all my life with regard to state taxes. When the federal

government taxes you at twenty-seven percent on under twenty-five,

and at fifty-two percent over twenty-five, I'm sure four percent
is going to affect what they're going to do. On paying themselves

larger salaries, I don't think state income tax is going to cause

that —federal, possibly, but not state. 1 hope you can vote for

this amendment because it is only fair in light of what we did

with the Kean amendment, yesterday.
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[Amendment rejected: 30-62,1

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Gravel sends up the following amendment:
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, at the end of line 5, immediately

after the word "all" and before the word "natural" strike out the
word "other" added by the floor amendment proposed by Delegates
Perez and Kelly and adopted by the convention on today.

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, the

present constitution provides for a maximum of two hundred thousand
dollars, that can be paid to any parish as a consequence of the
collection of the severence taxes on natural resources in that
parish. The committee proposal maintained that particular allo-
cation and limitation. In view of the fact that we had just...
have just practically doubled the severence tax on oil and gas, and
original proposal was circulated throughout this convention sug-
gesting that there be an increase in the minimuo participation by
the parishes of the severence tax from a limit of two hundred thou-
sand dollars to seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars. By a
compromise, it was generally worked out, that the limitation would
be increased from two hundred thousand dollars to five hundred
thousand dollars insofar as it related to the severence tax on
all natural resources. Now, I chink the motivation behind that
was the fact that the severence tax on oil and gas has been in-
creased. The amendment that was proposed by Mr. Perez and Mr.
Kelly seemed to relate to a limitation as to the... sought to re-
move any question about the limitation of the tax on timber. But,
what this amendment. . .but the Perez, Kelly amendment ended up
doing was to authorize a sulfur producing parish to tack on to
the five hundred thousand dollars an additional amount up to one
hundred thousand dollars, so that such a parish would benefit more
than any other parish even though there has been no change at all
in the tax rate on sulfur—and well there can't be because at the
present time, not under the proposed new constitution, but, at
the present time the tax is frozen into the constitution. So,
clearly what we've done here is to give a Christmas present, so to
speak, to the sulfur producing parish that was not included in any
way whatsoever in the severence tax increase that was put into
effect at the last session of the legislature. Now, maybe, that's
what you Intended to do. It's not what I intended to do. I think
that it's important that you clearly understand that the purpose
of this amendment Is to make it crystal clear that the maximum
allocation that can be made to any parish, as a consequence of
severence taxes on the natural resources within that parish

—

severed from the oil .. .severed from the water and land—would be
five hundred thousand dollars. I submit to you that that's what
most of us intended to do, and this amendment would carry out
the intent of that amendment

.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON

Mr. Gravel.you are saying there's only one sulfur producing
parish in the state?

MR. GRAVEL
I don't know whether there is more than one. I think there

is one major. .Plaquemines is the major sulfur producing parish in
the state. 1 don't know...

MRS. ZERVIGON
Should your amendment fail and the previous amendment stand

unamended, what would be the effect on the state budget?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, it would be allocating to the sulfur producing parish

an additional one hundred thousand dollars.

MRS. ZERVIGON

It would take one hundred thousand dollars out of the state
budget, Is what you are saying, approximately?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

MRS.ZERVIOON
Considering what we've done, to date, to the state budget, in

the way of limitations and deductions and that sort of thing, do
you think this Is a particularly significant thing? Can you ex-
plain the significance of it?

MR. GRAVEL
The significance of it is to... is we've got a ceiling and a

limitation on all of the parishes up to five hundred thousand
dollars. I think that by this amendment that was adopted, that
very few, if any, of the delegates to this convention realize that
possibly one parish would get six hundred thousand dollars and the
rest of them would get five hundred thousand.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, you are just only giving us a chance to sort of consider

it with all of the facts before us.. that you are not attacking a"y-
body; is that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
I'm not attacking anybody; I'm not opposed to it because I

think that the ceiling that was intended as the present constitution
provides, that there be a maximum limitation in the constitution
of the participation by the parish in the severence tax up to five
hundred thousand dollars. That's the present constitution, except
that the amount is two hundred thousand dollars and we increase
it to five. The consequence of the amendment was to give at least
one parish six.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Gravel, is ray memory correct, but wasn't this very point

about the effect of the other asked of Mr. Conroy while he was up
at the mike and I thought quite well explained? You didn't hear
that?

GRAVEL
I didn' t hear it; no, sir, I did not.

MR. ROEMER
Camille, if you want to bring out all of the facts, let's

bring them all out. Isn't it true that in addition to the five
hundred thousand dollars that many parishes will also receive
three quarters of the severence income from timber; is that not
true?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct, but none of those .incidentally , at the present

time, even approach two hundred thousand dollars.

MR. ROEMER
I realize that, but sulfur would only be a hundred thousand

under that proposal; isn't that right? So, why do you get the two
hundred thousand dollar figure? I mean, if we give it to timber,
and you're making a cpmparison, if we give it to sulfur, it's only
a hundred thousand; is that not true?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

But, the difference is, I think that there. .. clearly this or
other needs to be spelled out so that you will understand exactly
the effect that it has.

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Gravel, are you aware that a lot of the industries that

came to this state, came to this state just because of the sulfur
that we have Were, and that we also have a lot of sulfur over my
way?

MR. GRAVEL
Let me just say this, Mr. Planchard, to all of you; I just

want it clearly understood that we are not.... we do not have the five
hundred thousand dollar limitation that many of us thought we had as
a consequence of the first amendment that was passed. The purpose
of this amendment is to clearly separate, separate the Perez-Kelly
amendment insofar as it dealt in part with timber, and in part with
the other natural resources.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Gravel, isn't it true that under the present constitution

that in addition the two hundred thousand maximum, that the sulfur
producing parishes can also and have in fact been receiving that
hundred thousand dollars you are talking about now?
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MR. GRAVEL
It's my understanding

—

rhac's the poin*, Mr. Burson—It's ny

understanding that the two htnidred dollar limitation included the

one hundred thousand dollars allowed for sulfur. That's exactly

the point I*m making.

MR. BURSON
X would have to say that iny reading of that provision doesn't

come out Chat way.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, that's clearly ory understanding of it. I think, if you

are willing to do it, I 'd like to look at the constitution with
you. .

.

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

is what might be called the dirty pool amendment because all of us

know and realize that when the amendment was placed on just a little while
ago, which would have provided some additional funds from the timber
tax.. timber severence tax. It also provided for a little additional

for those parishes which produced sulfur. I would say to you that

this would be most unfair and unconscionable, if we passed a situa-
tion where we had severance tax both provided for, with respect to
timber and with respect to sulfur, and then all of a sudden we
are going to say: "Well, we passed it as a package, but we are
going to take one of them away." So, therefore, I strongly urge
you to defeat this amendment.

MR. PEREZ
I think this was explained to you If you look at the way the

provision reads that it was oversight that that word was not in-
cluded in there by the conmlttee. Most of the menders of the com-
mittee understood, when it was reported out from the committee,
that that one hundred thousand was an addition.

MR. GRAVEL
But, my question directed to you, Mr. Perez, is that this

amendment that I propose, whether it passes or fails, clearly
poses the issue for the convention. They can decide whether
they want to include sulfur In it or not. Isn't that correct?

MR. PEREZ
I think it was clearly posed to the convention when they

voted on it the first time.

MR. GRAVEL
But, they were both In the amendment; were they rot?—vith

timber.

MR. PEREZ
I don't care to argue the point with you, sir; I just gave

my opinion.

MR. KELLY
Chalin, concerning the Intent of the committee. It was

our understanding of the intent of the conBoittee—and I think
you've already explained it—but.ii that had not been the intent

of the connittee, there would have been no reason to have placed
any limitation on sulfur at all within the conmlttee proposal,
as I understand it.

Questions

MR. A. LANDRY
Mr. Perez, isn't it true that they are not limiting any-

thing on timber, isn't that correct? This amendment would not
remove the timber tax.

MR. PEREZ
No, what it would do would be to say we've passed an amend-

ment which covered timber and sulfur, but now, we've passed them

both together and then we are going to take the sulfur part away.

MR. A. LANDRY
In other words, take a parish like Webster Parish who will

collect twenty-seven thousand, five hundred twenty-one dollars

worth of timber and five hundred thousand dollars from oil, will

be collecting five hundred twenty-seven thousand, five hundred
and twenty-one dollars. Parishes like Plaquemines who is going

to be contributing ninety-one million dollars to the state will

be collecting five hundred thousand dollars; Is that correct?

MR. PEREZ
That's correct, but I think we worked out an amicable and

a reasonable situation and I sure hope that this delegation
will stay with its decision.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Perez you suggest that this amendment Is dirty pool;

as a matter of fact doesn't the amendment that I have clearly
put before this convention an alternative that the convention
did not have when it voted on the Kelly amendment?

MR. PEREZ
No, sir. It was clearly set forth to the convention

exactly what that amendment meant at the time.

MR. GRAVEL
But, it was... the amendment. It was one amendment that In-

cluded both concepts: timber and other resources besides oil and
gas?

MR. PEREZ
That's correct; when the committee said one hundred thousand

dollars on sulfur, it meant that. I think, as it was explained

too by representatives of the committee, they Intended for that

to be extra just as they did with regard to timber.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Perez, following Mr. Gravel's logic don't you think that

if we were to follow that logic, that the convention should have

a clear shot at timber, also?

MR. PEREZ
Well, no. I don't think we want to get into that, but I'm

sure that the delegates to the convention knew when they voted
that... what they were voting on.

{_Previous Quest ion ordered , Record
vote ordered . Amendment re jected

:

20-69 . Mot ion to reconsider tabled

.

Previous Quest ion ordered on the
Section

.

]

Closing

MR. ROEMER
I'll Just make a few brief coanents. 1 think that you see

our problem in corvoittee with Section 4. It has to do with the

monies and obligations of this state to the parishes and the peo-
ple of the state. I don't agree with all that we have done la
Section A, but I think you've done a good job of considering it.

I hope, even with its limitations, that you can see fit to vote
for It.

Thank you.

[sect ion passed : 7 5-18. Mot ion to
reconsider tabled . ]

Announcements
[iJ Journal 1007-1008}

^Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Monday, December 17 , i 97 J.

]
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Monday, December 17, 1973

ROLL CALL

[67 delegates present and a quorum .^

PRAYER

MR. CASEY
Oh my God, we offer You today all of our thoughts, words,

deeds, and actions; and in particular, we offer to You our efforts
in sculpturing our new constitution. We ask You not only to guide
us in our deliberations, but in guiding us, give. us understanding,
compassion, and love of our colleagues and our fellow citizens.
Remind us also that if anyone wishes to rank first, he must
remain the last of all and the servant of all. Remind us also
that in some special way each of us is Your delegate here, and
each of us is Your representative in these deliberations. During
this season of Christmas remind us constantly also that this is
a special time of year of the birth of Your Son, and that during
this season, give us some special understanding and love for
our fellow citizens to do an extra special job on Your new con-
stitution. Amen.

committee that this was absolutely the only fair way to tax the
timber industry, and the oil and gas industry. So, consequently,
it was best to leave open this section until after we had com-
pleted Section 4 to properly and fairly treat the forestry in-
dustry. These are but a few words, but they definitely had
the meaning and the reason that they were there. Another reason,
and nonetheless, I did make a promise to one of my fellow
delegates here if you will remember when we were talking about
the ad valorem property tax. He was concerned with their acreage
taxes, and I told him that the proper place to bring up his
acreage tax was under the Proposal No. 15. He was gracious
enough at that time to withdraw his amendment and to wait until
this time. Rather than take it out by the committee action, I'd
prefer for this convention to hear the amendments to this sectioo,
and then if you feel In your wisdom that we should take it out
altogether, then so be it. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. CHAMPAGNE
The committee did remove a number of pages from the old

constitution by simply putting this statement in here, did they
not?

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
Regular Order No. 1. Unfinished Business.
Comittee Proposal No. 15, introduced by Delegate Rayburn,

Chairman, on behalf of the Committee on Revenue, Finance, and
Taxation, and other delegates , members of that committee.

A proposal relative to the tax structure of the state and
the public finance. The convention has adopted and amended the
first eight sections of this proposal, save for Section 6, which
has been passed over.

iMotion to consider Section 6 previously
passed over adopted without objection.}

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 6. Forestry
Section 6. Forestry shall be practiced in this state, and

the legislature shall enact laws therefore."

Expl ana t ion

MR. PLANCHARD
Absolutely.

MR, CHAMPAGNE
The second part of the sentence, "and the legislature shall

enact laws therefore," is actually a mandate to the legislature
that reforestration, good f orestration, good forestry shall be
practiced in this state. Is that right?

MR. PLANCHARD
That 's correct

.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Actually, we have evidence, most of the older people can

remember and some young ones can hear some tales where it was
not always done in this state. Is that right?

MR'. PLANCHARD
Absolutely.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Thank you.

MR. PLANCHARD
Of course, another reason is I'm informed that the Natural

Resources Committee has come out with their proposal, and in
their proposal, they do treat forestry as an industry, and they
do have the many provisions that we had in the old constitution,
in the new constitution. Consequently, it was not necessary for
us to include it all in this particular section.

Amendment

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, as you remember there was

a few remarks made about this section the other day. Of course,
the question in your mind was, "Well, why in the world have
some statement like this?" It's not needed in the constitution.
But, I can tell you, it was in here for a purpose,and it does
have a meaning. The first reason that we have some expression
in Section 6 that forestry shall be practiced is that in the
present constitution we have this very language except in
the article it goes farther. It allows the parishes to levy a
two-cent acreage tax. In allowing that two-cent acreage tax
they also had to include an exemption or to have the acreage
tax included inthe homestead exemption. This was caused by the
fact that any ole constitution, in the exemption section, you
will remember that the wording is in the ad valorem property
section, that these exemptions and no others will be granted.
So, consequently, you had to have the homestead exemption in the
article referring to the acreage tax. Another reason that we
Included this section as it is, is we considered all of the
forestry questions, and individually we would refer it to the
statutes. But, this is such an important industry, we felt that
we should give sone expression as to our feelings in Revenue,
Taxation and Finance. Another reason, and not least, is the
fact that we didn't know what this convention's feeling would
be concerning the severance tax. It was almost unanimous in the

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Bollinger had amendments we had passed out several days

ago.
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, delete lines lA through 16, both

inclusive, in their entirety.

[Amendment wi thdrawn .

\

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Lanier sends up the following amendment.
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 14, after the word "Forestry'*

add a semicolon ";" and add the following: "Acreage Taxes; Homestead
Exemptions" and between lines 16 and 17 add the following paragraph:

"Acreage taxes and contributions for the benefit of the land
may be levied and collected within political subdivisions as
heretofore or hereafter authorized by law. These taxes and
contributions shall be listed on the assessment rolls as pro-
vided by law. However, property occupied as a homestead, as
defined in Article XI, Section 1, shall be subject to the home-
stead exemption from acreage taxes and contributions levied for
forestry purposes."
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Explanation

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment is basically

the same amendment that I brought up on this same subject under the

previous conmittce proposal from Revenue, Finance, and Taxation.

At that time, part of the discussion was where should this topic

properly be dealt with,whether it should be dealt with under the

ad valorem taxes section or under this section? If you will recall,

initially, this proposal passed by a vote of 72 to 20 as an amend-

ment, and then as the section failed by a vote of 64^ to ^, and

was brought up for reconsideration at which time I was asked by

Mr. Planchard to withdraw it since it was his opinion and apparently

the opinion of several members of the Revenue, Finance and Taxation
Committee that this subject matter was more properly treated under

this committee proposal rather than the other coimnlttee proposal.

Now, if you will look at the present constitution. Article VI,

Section 2 in your book, you will see that this language dealing
with forestry and the forestry acreage tax is contained at that

point in your constitution. The purpose of this amendment, first

of all, the first sentence is to consolidate the many provisions
in the present constitution authorizing acreage taxes. Specifically,
I would direct your attention to Article XV, dealing with drainage

districts; Article XIV, Section 14, Subsections (0), (P) , (Q)

,

(F) , (G) ; and there are also several statutes on the books dealing
with this type of thing. In my research on this, under the 1971

report concerning taxes in Louisiana, there were twelve parishes

that had levee district type acreage taxes or contributions for

the benefit of land, and there were thirty-five parishes that had

the forestry acreage tax. Now, the second sentence of my amendment

is designed to constitutionally require that these taxes be listed

on the assessment rolls. We have said, dealing with ad valorem
taxes, constitutionally that they shall be listed on the assessment
rolls. We're doing the same thing here for acreage taxes. Now,

you might say, "Well, why do you have one for ad valorem taxes and

one for acreage taxes?" The reason for that is that an acreage
tax is not an ad valorem tax. It is a tax on property, but it's

what's called a specific property tax as distinguished from an

ad valorem tax. Ad valorem means by value. Specific means by

quantity. In other words, so much per acre, instead of so much

per the value of the acre. The third sentence constitutionalizes

the present hcxnestead exemption dealing with the forestry acreage
tax. This Is under the present Article VI, Section 2. We have
constitutionalized the homestead exemption for the ad valorem
tax, and this constitutionalizes the homestead exemption for the

forestry acreage tax as we have at the present time. One thing

that is different between my amendment and the cooinlttee proposal
in the present law is that the tax itself of two cents per acre
is not included. This would be transposed into the statutes
where it could be subject to legislative action in accordance

with law. 1 feel that this is a necessary amendment to take

care of this problem of the acreage taxes and contributions

for the benefit of land. I might add one further point here.

In some of the statutes, these types of taxes are also called

local assessments. I did not use the word "local assessments"
here even though it is intended to include this type of a

situation. I did so because of a point raised by Mr. Dennery
when we discussed this previously that we do not want to get

this type of local assessment confused with the special assess-

ment like that for sewerage purposes, etc. But, the term

"acreage taxes and contributions for the benefit of land" is

intended to include those types of taxes that are referred to

in some statutes as local assessments, but is not intended to

include the types of special assessments, such as sewerage

assessments,etc. I would ask for the adoption of the amendment,

Mr. Chairman, and I would be happy to yield for any questions.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr. Lanier, I understand in conversation with you that your

interest is centered primarily in the drainage tax proposition,
and it would seem to me that with that thought in mind, that

you are sacrificing the timber acreage tax in favor of a larger,

perhaps necessarily larger, drainage district tax because, by
the very nature of things, the two-cent timber acreage tax
that's been in existence for so many years has been sufficient

to take care of the much lesser amount necessary to protect
forest land than it would be the tax necessary to take care of

drainage purposes, which would necessitate construction in
every other facet in connection with drainage that the forestry
tax doesn't require. Does not this wording "acreage taxes and
contribution for the benefit of the land may be levied and
collected within political subdivisions as heretofore, or

hereafter authorized by law"; does not that wording open up

a possibility or threat of the different political subdivisions

to be ?.ble to increase the present timber tax, say to five

cents an acre, or ten cents an acre instead of two cents?

MR. LANIER
I believe that could only be done by a legislative act,

Mr . Burns

.

MR. BURNS
I know it, but I ask another question: but, you're taking

the now constitutional protection of the two cents an acre out
of the constitution, according to you, and referring it to

the legislature?

MR. LANIER
This Is what the committee did also. Now, if those of

you from timber parishes wish to put in the two-cent limitation,
I have no objection to that one way or another because quite
frankly, it doesn't affect me in my parish. We have no timber
acreage tax in my parish. My particular interest, of course,

is with reference to the drainage district acreage taxes. The
particular act that affects my parish is Act No. 64 of 1971,
dealing with Lafourche Drainage District No. 12, which puts in

a two dollar and fifty cents per acre maintenance tax, but this

is done by law, and as provided in the act, it has to be also

approved by a vote of the people in that district—and I might

add, they overwhelmingly voted for this tax.

MR. BURNS
I understand all that, but I was just wondering if there

wasn't some way to word this to where you wouldn't lump the

present timber acreage tax in with the drainage tax, which

as I say, I understand requires a lot more money.

MR. LANIER
I think what you would want to do, if you feel that there

should be a limitation on the forestry acreage tax, then you

would make an amendment to this amendment putting in whatever

limitation you felt was appropriate if you deemed such a

limitation necessary. As I say, as far as my parish is concerned,

we have no timber acreage tax, but there are about thirty or

thirty-five parishes that do have the timber acreage tax, and

whatever the delegates from those parishes feel is in the best

interest of those parishes, is certainly fine with me.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Lanier, I'm not taking issue with your amendment because

that is for the benefit of your land down there. But, isn't
this a long ways out of place, putting it under the heading
of forestry? It has no connection with forestry whatsoever,
absolutely none.

MR. LANIER
Well, I think If you will look at the present Article VI,

Section 2, of the present constitution, you will see that the

forestry acreage tax and the homestead exemption for forestry
purposes is coupled with this language that forestry shall be
practiced in the state, and the legislature Is authorized to

make provision therefore . I expanded this language to Include
all of these types of taxes. Now, the question of placement
came up before, and as I recall, the committee felt that it

shouldn't have been placed in the previous committee proposal,
and suggested that it be placed here. I don't care where it's
placed, but I've got to place it somewhere, Mr. Hernandez, and
if we go by the layout with the present constitution, this

fits at that point in the present constitution. So, I put

it here.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Lanier, won't you agree that this two-cent acreage

tax on forest land is for the sole purpose of fire protection?
For the sole purpose of fire protection.

MR. LANIER
I think it's also used for reforestration, too, isn't it?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir. No, sir, purely for fire protection. It's just

like paying on an insurance premium. It's solely for fire

protection and there's a two-cent limitation on it, and it's

for that purpose and that purpose only. So, that's the reason

I feel like I'm not taking issue with your amendment at all

except that it is not in place, and it's about as far removed

as I can imagine because it has nothing to do with fire protection.

This two-cent acreage tax is solely for fire protection.

MR. LANIER
Well, with reference to the acreage tax for forestry purposes
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I think that's definitely connected with forestry. With reference
to the general authority for i he levying of this type of tax,

perhaps, the first two sentences could be put in a separate
section, than the homestead exemption for forestry. Another
possibility would be to make this a separate section and leave

the present Section 6 like it is. These are all possibilities.
This could, of course, be done by style and drafting. All I'm

saying is the way the present constitution is set up and the

indication that I got when I presented this in the previous
committee proposal, tliis was, to me, I felt this was the most
appropriate place to put it. Now, how you want to style it

around, as long as the substance is there, really...! have
no great concern over that.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Don't you think that is... that's entirely up to you to

where to put it, but it should be nearer in place than in this
section , Mr. Lanier

.

I«. ABRAHAM
Walter, since this says that it simply authorizes the

legislature by law to provide for these different things, what

do we really accomplish by putting this type of language in

the constitution. Can it simply be handled statutorially
just as easily?

MR. LANIER
Well, I think, Mack, we had the same argument here as we've

been having all the way through the convention. I think if you

wanted to really get down to it, we could probably stick civil

service in the statutes. VJe could stick all of the stuff dealing
with severance taxes in the statutes. My feeling is, since we

have constitutionally required that the ad valorem taxes be

listed on the assessment rolls, that it is entirely logically
consistent to constitutionally require that the acreage and

contribution taxes on property also be listed on the assessment
rolls , and in fact , they are today. We have constitutionally
provided for the homestead exemption for the ad valorem property

taxes , and to me, it is entirely, logically consistent therefore,
to provide the same thing with reference to the homestead exemp-
tion for the forestry acreage tax. With reference for the

authority to levy acreage taxes, certainly, this authority would
exist were this first sentence not in here. But, it's just a

question of how you do it. I think this first sentence consoli-
dates many, many provisions of the present constitution, giving
authority for this into one sentence, and I feel that it is

appropriate in this place. But, from a pure legal point of

view, yes, you're correct. All of this could be in the statutes,
just as many other things that we have constitutionalized can be

in the statutes.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, the real restrictions that you're after then are

that they will listed on the assessment rolls or that the home-
stead exemption will apply. That's what you're really trying

to accomplish; is it not?

MR. LANIER
Yes.

MR. HAYES
This is one of the shorter sections—this section that you're

amending here— isn't it, Mr. Lanier? This section that you're
amending in here is one of the short sections. It just says

that the legislature shall provide for forestry. Don't you think

that's one of the better sections that we have come up with so

far, leaving the legislature to do this?

MR. LANIER
Well, it depends on your point of view, Hayes . I ' ve

found—and I'm sure you have—all the way through this thing

if you're for something, it's constitutional; and if you're

against it, it's statutory. So, this is a question of judgment

that I think each of us has to exercise.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I ask for the adoption of the

amendri^ent.

Further Di scuss ion

allow such tsixes to be levied. The local governing body, the
police jury, already has the authority to levy such taxes. They
just need to get the people to vote for it. I don't believe in

giving the authority to a local subdivision, or a local political
body, to go out here and levy taxes on all the land within the

district without a vote of the people on it. I think they should
be accountable as to how this money will be spent, what it's needed
for, and everything else. You look at the constitution, and you've
said over and over again we need a short constitution. So, why
clutter it up with something that's not needed in here when the
legislature already has the authority? What we'll be doing Is

merely opening the door for more taxes— this is just opening the

door and from here on out these taxes will be allowed, and you
can increase them. This Is just a way of coming in the back door
and taxing the poor people and the land for things that's not
needed. I think they already have this authority, so I urge defeat
of the amendment.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Thompson, isn't it true that almost every acreage tax that's

presently levied is a direct grant of authority by the legislature,
or the constitution, and does not Involve a vote of the people?

MR. THOMPSON
The taxes that you're talking about , but this says "allow

local political subdivision." Well, they can do this if the legis-
lature grants it, but you don't have a blanket authority to allow
all the land to be taxed within your parish, say, for forestry or

for drainage or for recreation, or anything else. We're just open-
ing the door to allow this. I don't know why they haven't given
you permission to do what you want under the present constitution.

MR. LANIER
Well, doesn't Article XV give direct authority, for example,

to drainage districts to levy this type of tax?

MR. THOMPSON
Yes. With a vote of the people.

Nffl. LANIER
Do you say that Article XV requires a vote of the people?

MR. THOMPSON
Not Article XV, no.

MR. LANIER
Now, is the Red River and Bayou Pierre Levee and Drainage

District in your district—Rapides Parish?

MR. THOMPSON
Yes.

MR. LANIER
Doesn't Revised Statute 38:2028 provide for a five cent per

acre acreage tax and a sixty dollar per mile on the railroad tax,

which does not require a vote of the people?

MR. THOMPSON
Seven parishes voted on that Red River Waterway tax that you're

having reference to, and It was voted on by all seven parishes.
Right now, there's a lawsuit saying that it's unconstitutional

—

which I don't think it is because the people voted it on themselves.

MR. LANIER
Aren't you referring to the five mill ad valorem tax, and not

the acreage tax, when you're talking about the election?

MR, THOMPSON
No, I'm talking about this tax for the Red River Waterway.

MR. LANIER
Isn't it five mills?

MR. THOMPSON
Right.

MR. LANIER
But, I'm talking about the five cents an acre tax. Isn't

that a direct tax that the board of commissioners has the right

to impose?

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to this

amendment. The legislature already has the authority to levy or
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the legislature took the bull by the horns and limited them to

eighteen days a year—they paid the chairman of the levee board

over three hundred days and the others five hundred dollars a

month. When you get a surplus of money—taxing people for a sur-

plus of money—this is how your money is being spent. I'm opposed

to that. That's the reason I'm opposed to this.

MR. LANIER
Well, now, let me ask you: This amendment requires that the

tax be authorized by the legislature, doesn't it?

MR. THOMPSON
Yes, but I don't see any reason for giving the authority to the

legislature. They already have it if they need it.

Any other questions?

If not, I urge defeat of this amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
rejected : 25-42. Motion to reconsider
tabled. J

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Bollinger sends up amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, delete lines 14 through 16, both

inclusive, in their entirety.
That amendment was passed out the first time we were on 6. A

of you may not have copies, but the effect of it is just to delete
the entire section, Mrs. Warren; that's all it does.

few

Explanation

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I was told by Mr. Roemer

that the committee has no objection to deleting this section. It
was placed in the coninittee proposal to leave open the forestry
section for Mr. Lanier's amendment—which they had agreed on—and
possibly if any changes were made in Section 4. The Committee
Proposal No. 34 on natural resources and environment has a whole
section—Section 13—dealing with forestry. I can see no reason
why the Revenue, Finance, and Taxation Article should deal with
forestry, so I think we should delete this section and wait until
the committee proposal on natural resources comes up to consider it.

Questions

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Planchard, I think there are many delegates who are be-

coming more and more concerned with regard to the meaning of a

"state board, agency, or commission," because if you will look at

the Revised Statutes, you will see that there are pages and pages
and pages of "state boards, agencies, and conmissions," which ex-
tend all the way from those agencies which take care of the retire-
ment systems— and your local agencies, even the cities, etc. The
question that I'm very much concerned about is, when you begin to

figure your state debt, are we talking about the debt of your cities
and of your parishes, etc.? because there are decisions which say,
for instance, that a municipality is an agency of the state. Again,
I'm getting more and more concerned about what is meant by "state
board, agency, or commission." It even extends, for instance—

a

state agency is a pilot association which pilots ships up and down
the river; they're agencies of the state. Now, would we have to

take into account their indebtedness? I'm very much concerned about
what "state board, agency, or coiiinission" means and would like to

get some sort of a definition of it so we'll know what we're talking
about.

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Perez, when we are referring to local, we refer to the local

subdivisions or political subdivisions, and this is strictly the
state. Now, in answer to your question on the pilot agency: If it

is a state agency and if they have a right to issue the bonds. It

would be included.

MR. PEREZ
Let me again call your attention to the fact that this talks

about state debt, and not strictly the issuance of bonds. I'm just
trying to get an interpretation because of the fact that the terms

"state board, agency, or comnission" is so all-encompassing that I'm

not sure that the delegates understand and know or that the courts would

ever understand and know what a "state board, agency, or commission"
is. I'd just like an explanation of what it is. What are "state
boards , agencies, and coninissions"?

MR. ABRAHAM
A. J., I'm having a little difficulty understanding the

language here. As I read it, it states that the total debt service
requirements will not exceed"f if teen percent of the average revenues
from state sources available for debt service for the preceding three
years." Now, are you trying to say that your debt service require-
ment will not be fifteen percent of the total state revenues?

{^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted: 62-5. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Reading of the Section

MR. PLANCHARD
That's correct.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, as I read this, and maybe I'm... I must be interpreting

it wrong because It reads, to me, that it's fifteen percent of the
revenues available for debt service.

MR. POYNTER
Next section would be Section 9.

"Section 9. State Debt; Maximum Debt Service Expense for All

Purposes
Section 9. The legislature shall enact no law authorizing the

incurrence of state debt, whether contracted directly by the state
or indirectly through a state board, agency, or commission. If incur-

rence of the indebtedness would result in total annual debt service
requirements on all state obligations, whether outstanding or author-

ized and unissued, exceeding an amount equal to fifteen percent of

the average total revenues from state sources available for debt
service for the preceding three years."

MR. PLANCHARD
It seems to me, I think, that the idea is—and the way It will

be— is that all the revenues now will be open for the payment of

bonds, because it's going into the general fund, so you have to in-

clude all the revenue.

MR. ABRAHAM
The last sentence, then, as you interpret it, means that the

total state revenues could be completely available for debt service?

MR. PLANCHARD
They would be.

Explanation

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Section 9 is, as you can see,

a debt limitation on bonded indebtedness for the State of Louisiana.
You'll notice that we carried it to the. . .indebtedness. . .fifteen
percent of the average total revenues is the limitation on the debt
service. Of course, for those who do not know what debt service is,

that is your total principal and interest that you must pay each year.
This is only a limitation, and it is well within the bounds of our
present situation. I think our present situation is we're at about
nine percent, so we do have plenty of leeway, but the committee felt
that it was necessary to at least put some debt limitation so the
bonded indebtedness would not get out of hand. If there's any
question, Mr. Chairman, I'll be glad to try to answer.

MR. ABRAHAM
And, what you're saying, that this would be fifteen percent of

the total state revenue? The limit would be?

MR. PLANCHARD
That's correct. That's right.

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Planchard, is it not true— in answer to Mr. Perez's ques-

tion, and I think we all share his same concern— that when we refer
to the "state boards, agencies, or conmissions," we do not mean the
municipalities, for example, or the parishes? When we want to in-
clude that, we talk about any "political subdivision" of the state.
We don't mention that in this section. It's clearly a difference
than when we are trying to include it. Number two, in answer to Mr.
Abraham's question, isn't it true that if he were to read the other
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sections of this provision, he'll find that all state revenues would
go into the first here, the bond security and redemption fund, and
are available for debt service on bonds?

MR. PLANCHARD
Correct. Thank you very much.

MR. KEAN
Mr, Planchard, getting to the question that both Mr. Perez and

Mr. Roemer talked about, I would not have too much concern about it
either except for the fact that when we were dealing with Section 7,
which had the language "state board, agency, or commission"—perhaps
out of an abundance of precaution, but in any event, we did it—we
included a section which said that "nothing contained in this section
shall apply to any levee district or to any political subdivision
unless the full faith and credit of the state is pledged to the pay-
ment of the bonds." Now, would you— in order to clarify that point
again, in this Section 9, that we're not talking about that type of
indebtedness unless the full faith and credit of the state is pledged
to it—would you have any objection to a similar amendment in this
particular section?

MR. PLANCHARD
We would be happy to go with excepting the other political

subdivisions

.

Further Di scuss i on

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, as

you know, I generally get up and oppose placing percentages and
restrictions such as this in the constitution unless they are
absolutely necessary. Here I am again to oppose this particular
provision, because I don't see that it'll serve any useful purpose.
The fact is,l believe that it might work to the contrary and might
do two or three things. Number one: the first time you establish
a percentage for someone or a ceiling for someone, the first thing
we try to decide is, "Well, look how low we are, and really, where
we should be is way up here at' this other figure." The first reac-
tion is to say, "Well, we have a lot of leeway here now, and we
haven't issued all the bonds that we should issue, and we haven't
incurred as much debt as we should incur." You know that there's
always projects laying around .waiting for someone to pick them up
and finance them, in all of the sixty-four parishes that we have.
We'd have no problem selling projects. It's just a matter of

whether we have that latitude to go ahead and finance them. Once
we place in this constitution a twelve percent figure, I can appreciate
the legislature saying, "Well, the Constitutional Convention, in

their wisdom, established a ceiling for us of twelve percent, and
we're not nearly there now, so why not issue some more bonds?" Now,

this isn't a sophisticated figure that's going into this constitution
of twelve percent. I don't know of a great deal of study and re-

search that has gone into it. I don't believe any member of the
committee can come up here and say that we have come up with that
magic figure that we can tell the legislature that if you do this,
and you're under it, you're not in trouble. I submit to you that
there's more an automatic control on this sort of thing. The bond-
ing people that buy bonds aren't going to buy bonds when they feel
like the state has overextended itself. They're going to do that

in light of the current economic conditions and in light of the
current market and take into consideration all of those things that
are happening in the year 2000, or the year 2025, and not what's
happening in 1973. We're not dealing with any "mickey mouse" peo-
ple when you're dealing with bonding companies; they're sophisti-
cated. You'll know from the interest rate whether you've stepped
out of line or not and have too much outstanding indebtedness. I

submit to you that their approach will be a lot more sophisticated
than the approach that we've used in coming up with an arbitrary
figure of twelve percent that I doubt if anyone can place any logic
on. Now, that's my concern, mostly—of using this figure as a

barometer—and you know it could happen. We don't have such a

provision in the constitution at this time. I don't know of any
sound reasons to place it in; 1 think it works to the contrary; it

works to a disadvantage in dealing with our orderly development of

our state finances. I ask you to vote against the section; by so
doing, you'll delete it. We don't need an amendment to delete it.

Let's just vote it out. I ask you to defeat it.

Questions

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Lowe, would you... and I know you probably have these figures,

and maybe it'd be wise to give them to the conmittee. To my knowledge
there's quite a number of bonds that are not sold that are ready to
be sold or issued that are not issued yet I think it ranges from
maybe four hundred million to maybe six or seven If you include the

toll road, which is no longer a toll road, and various other things
we have in this state—and has not been issued. If the state went
ahead and sold all the bonds that were authorized by the legislature,
could you tell us what that figure would now be?

MR. LOWE
I don't have that. Senator Nunez, but I can tell you that we had

testimony before our committee that did tell us that there was
just a large number of bonds that had been authorized that had
not yet been sold. But, I can't give you the figure; I don't
have it with me. Senator, Do you have it?

MR. NUNEZ
Just an off-the-cuff estimate, and I don't have the figure

myself, but it's been tossed around quite a bit. I think it runs
something like six hundred and fifty million dollars worth of
outstanding bonds that have been authorized—not outstanding,
but have been authorized by the legislature, and this has come
about since we changed. .. there used to be a provision in the
statutes whereby , when you issued a bond or you authorized a

bond, you had to (and I'm asking a question) provide a revenue
for that bond. We changed that in 1970 because, to get lower
bond interest rate, that the general fund.... the state bond
redemption had first call on the general fund, which means every
dollar that this state had would be eligible to relieve bond debt.
Now, then we passed about three or four hundred million dollars,
but it's never been issued. I think we should have that figure,
because in my recollection it might come close to going near this
ceiling we're now trying to place on the debt.

MR. LOWE
Well, 1 don't have the figure, Senator Nunez, but 1 still

submit to you that we don't have a sophisticated percentage to

put in this constitution. It's no use coming up here and saying
that we have done adequate research to tell us what that percentage
is. It may be that what's outstanding now, if we issued it, may
go over twelve percent. I don't have any idea. Senator.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. ROEMER

, Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'd like to put in per-
spective, just for your information, what we're talking about in
dollars and cents here vis-a-vis the limit in Section 9. If you
read Section 9 carefully, you see we use total revenues from
state service for the preceding three years. If we take the last
three years, for example— that's average one billion, four hundred
million dollars for the last three years— if we take fifteen per-
cent of that, we'd have two hundred and ten million dollars avail-
able for debt service. Right now, our debt service expense is one
hundred and thirty-five million dollars. Under the provisions of
Section 9, the state would still have seventy-five million dollars
available for debt service. At the present rate of eighty million
dollars of debt service for each one billion dollars in bonds, we would
still have the state able to float an additional nine hundred and
thirty-seven million dollars in bonds. So, what we've done has not
crippled the state at all. What we're trying to do is put a reason-
able limit on how much debt service the state takes out of that bond
redemption or security and redemption fund. The point that I'm
trying to make is just information. You have to make up your mind
or not whether it's good government to put some sort of restriction
on the bonded capacity of the state. Most members of our committee
felt that it was good government, and is practiced in most other
states, to have some sort of debt ceiling on state government. I

just wanted to put it in perspective for you.

Questions

MR. LOWE
Mr. Roemer, isn' t it true that whenever you place restrictions

upon people, the first thing ;:hat you find that happens is they look
for ways to circumvent those restrictions or ways to get around them?
Isn't that normally the case, you would say?

MR. ROEMER
Right. However, just because things are thwarted doesn't mean

that the intention is not good and that we ought not at least make
it difficult for them to thwart it.

MR. LOWE
1 agree with tliat, but don't you think that one bad thing about

this particular restriction, the first thing that could be done to

circumvent it—you've made the statement tliat to hold the debt ceil-
ing down— now, don't you think it would be bad to start issuing
forty year bonds instead of twenty year bonds?
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MR. ROEMER
Yes.

MR. LOUT

Because if you issued forty year bonds, you

still be not much more than what it took to serv

bond. So, what I see with this particular restr

ing the legislature, "Look, go in debt, but make

long a period as you can because, if you do that

able to service it with the restriction that we'

Don't go into debt and pay it off right away bee

you*re going to soon have so much debt until you

percentage limitation that we placed." So, we're

lature, by all of these restrictions, to circumv

ting in here, and the result of circumventing it

it's bad

.

r debt service would

ice a twenty year

iction is we're tell-

it stretch over as

you're going to be

re placing on you.

ause, if you do that,
'11 be up to that

forcing the legis-

ent what we're put-

isn't always good;

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Gordon, I agree with you in trying to define what we intended

in committee. 1 do quibble though with putting the levee district

in that exclusion, why are you trying to for example, you know

that under a recent state statute the moneys and funds and fees

collected by the levee districts are sent to the state treasury

now; they are part of the state agency. I wonder why you have

to exclude those here?

MR. KEAN
Well, the only reason I did. Buddy, is because in the amendment

we adopted to Section 7, we did exclude levee districts in that

particular amendment. I was simply making this correspond to the

other section.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I agree with you completely. As you know, in cotmittee

you and I had the same position that we didn't really need Section 9.

I would share the feeling that Section 9 is more window dressing than

it is effective government, but I hope you also agree with me that

Section 9 as presently written, at least sets an example of what we

hope will happen and doesn't hurt the state at all.

MR. LOWE
Well, Mr. Roemer, don't you agree that it would hurt the state

if we had all forty year or fifty year bonds instead of twenty year

bonds?

MR. ROEMER
Well, you made the point in committee—and I think it's true

—

that the life of a bond depends on the circumstances of the time.

You know, you used to have a twenty year mortgage on your home; now

it's average thirty years. People do what they have to do, Mr. Lowe.

MR. LOWE
But, the condition of the times would be that in this time we'd

be placing that limitation. So, one of the things is about the times

we'd be in is that we're forcing a longer life for the bonds, which

isn't necessarily good.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I would like to think that what we're forcing the legis-

lature to do is to look closely at any bonds they authorized. That

would be a pleasant change.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Distribution copies are not here.
Mr, Kean has sent up amendments, however.

Amendment No. 1. On page 5, line 15, after the period "."

add the following sentence: "Nothing contained herein shall be
construed to include the indebtedness of any levee district or

political subdivision in the calculation of state debt, unless

the full faith and credit of the state is pledged to the payment

of the bonds of such levee district or political subdivision."

Explanation

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, when we were considering,

I think it was Section 7 which had to do with the issuance of

bonds, there was an amendinent offered and approved which made

it clear that that section did not apply to bonds of levee

districts and political subdivisions. This would follow that

particular amendment because with the language "state board

agency or commission" you could have a question without this

language, as 1 see it, that those references might include levee

districts or political subdivisions. If you add that in the

calculation of state debt, it seems to me that the formula that

the coinnittee has suggested might well be inadequate. This would

simply make it clear that nothing in this Section 9 would be

construed to include the indebtedness of any levee district

or political subdivision in the calculation of the state debt

unless the full faith and credit of the state is pledged to those

obligations and under... with that language added, 1 think Sections 7

and 9 read the same and have the same effect. I think this would

be helpful insofar as the formula that's suggested by Section 9

because it would avoid the question of whether or not this in-

debtedness should be included in the calculation of state debts

for the purpose of Section 9. For that reason, I suggest the

adoption of the amendment purely for clarification purposes.

MR. ROEMER
The reason we did in Section 7 exclude levee districts were the

unique characteristics as evidenced by Section 7. They don't have

those same characteristics though when you are talking about the

total bonded indebtedness of the state. I wish you could withdraw

the specific mention of levee district from Section 9 so we could

support you; we would like to support your definition here of

local political subdivisions. But, I don't think we can go along

with you on levee districts because we mentioned those in cononittee

explicitly in regard to Section 9 and Section 11.

MR. KEAN
You mean you would want to have the indebtedness of levee

districts includable in the calculation of state debts for

purposes of Section 9?

MR. ROEMER
Yes, sir, and specifically did you know the reason why in the

investigation of levee districts the very uneven quality of

the management of those districts? We felt, if in doubt, we

ought to include them in fiscal limitations and that's why we

wanted them in Section 9.

MR. KEAN
Well, I don't see that this has any reference to fiscal

limitations. I'm simply trying to provide here that you don't

include that Indebtedness in the calculation of state debts.

Whatever other restrictions you want to put on the levee districts

so far as fiscal limitation is concerned, 1 would share your view
In that regard.

MR. ROEMER
Yes, sir. Well, 1 just wanted you to know that in your

defense of levee districts in regard to Section 9, you might

jeopardize your other delimitation which I think is much more

important and, that is, local political subdivisions. I'm

just asking if you are not to consider to withdraw the

specific mention of levee districts from your amendment to

gamer support for your amendment and support your intention.

l^Quorum Call : 69 delegates present
and a quo rum

.

J

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Kean, I just want to be sure what you know in 1968

we passed an act creating the State Board Commission which has

authority over all bonds issued in the state. Now, what £:ffect

will this... your amendment have with reference to that particular

authority?

MR. KEAN
It would have no effect upon that particular commission

and the authority it has to approve bonds. This simply Is

designed to make it clear that in the. .. .applying the formula

that the committee has suggested for state debts that you don't

include the indebtedness of levee districts and political sub-

divisions in the calculation of the state debt.

MR. DE BLIEUX
In other words, your amendment would have the effect, you might

say, if we did not include those bonds of increasing the limitation

of bonds that could actually be issued by the state, where we

wouldn't have to take in the levee districts and the political

subdivision districts in determining how much of the total in-

debtedness of the state is because, you see, as it stands right

now—as I understand it—this would include those bonds and they

would make the total indebtedness of the state not in excess of

that sum.
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MR. KEAN
Well, if that was the intention of the committee, then I

think I could say without fear of contradiction that the percentage
formula that you have come up with would simply be unrealistic

because if you throw into that formula the indebtedness of levee

districts and political subdivisions, I would daresay that you

are out of business already. This is designed to make it clear

that you do not include the indebtedness of levee districts and

political subdivisions in the calculation of that formula unless

the full faith and credit of the state is pledged to those bonds.

Now, the full faith and credit of the state is pledged to the

bonds and, under those circumstances, that indebtedness would
be included. But, without that obligation on the part of the

state, they would not.

MR. DE BLIEUX
In other words, your amendment would be a more lenient position

and that, therefore, the state could issue more bonds or more bonds

could be authorized.

MR. KEAN
Well, my.... I don't know whether it would be more lenient;

I think it's realistic because if you include this indebtedness

I don't think your formula would enable you to issue any more bonded

indebtedness, and I don't believe that was the intention of

the committee,

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Kean, let me see if I can understand your amendment

because I believe it's a good one. Take, for example, I have

a levee district that's about to sell forty to fifty million
dollars worth of bonds with the local governing authority; they
are a state agency, but they don't have the full faith and credit
of the state. But, because the federal government is building
the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet, and we have to levee it,

some agency in the area—meaning the levee board—has to be

the agency that will accept the responsibility of those bonds.

Now, because they are a state agency, if this Section 9 passes
without your amendment, would not this total amount be credited
against the state debt?

MR. KEAN
That's correct. In other words, that fifty million dollars

will be added into the total, based on which you would apply
this fifteen percent formula. I think Mr. Planchard had some
figures which indicated about three hundred million dollar
leeway under the formula based on its presently existing in-

debtedness. If you throw in your fifty million and we throw
in the other millions that are presently outstanding on the

part of the levee boards and political subdivisions but not

secured by the full faith and the credit of the state, then I

don't believe the formula the committee has recommended is

realistic; I think it's simply already taken up. All my amendment

is designed to do is to make it clear that these bonds. .. .this

bonded indebtedness of levee districts and political subdivisions
such as the districts you refer to, to which the state has no
obligations so far as full faith and credit is concerned, is
not to be included in the calculations of the state debt. I

think that would be traditionally the case in all instances.

MR. NUNEZ
So, what I'm asking is whether they are against the section

or not?To make the section realistic your amendment should be
attached to it

.

MR. KEAN
That's correct. I'm not up here arguing for or against

the Committee Proposal Section 9, I simply think that in order

to make it realistic you have got to make this clarification,

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Kean, as you recall when we passed Section 7 of this

proposal, it was rather late at night, and I didn't give it my

best attention, to be frank. Mr. Roemer and other committee
members have agreed to reopening Section 7 for one single
purpose and that is to add the words "or local public agency" and

Mr. Perez's amendment to it—which was similar to this— for the

benefit of those agencies that do not have geographic boundaries
but who have a debt and whose debt is not a full faith and i;redlt

obligation of the state at this time. How would your amendment....

how would these agencies affect your amendment? If we managed to

amend Section 7 to that extent, would your amendment exclude them

from being figured into the total state debt or would they still

be figured in because they are not levee districts and they are
not political subdivisions in the strict sense of the word?

MR. KEAN
Well, if that type of amendment is made to Section 7, Mrs.

Zervigon, we probably need to come back and make this language
track whatever we put in Section 7.

MRS. ZERVIGON
In order to agree with Section 7?

MR. KEAN
Yes.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you very much. You would have no objection to that,

Mr. Kean?

MR. KEAN
Oh, no, 1 would have no objection to that.

MRS. ZERVIGON
You're trying to do a similar type thing to exclude local

debt which is not a full faith and credit obligation of the state?

MR. KEAN
That's correct; it grieves me that you didn't pay as

much attention to my late afternoon talk the other night.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I couldn't hear you, Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of the amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendmen t adopted

:

67-4 . Motion to reconsider tabled .]

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Cliairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

rel uctantly rise to oppose this section . I jus I can ' t conceive

why we should put window dressing in the constitution and make

a debt ceiling limitation of f i f toen percent wlien according to

ttte figures we now have tliat we arc at nine p€*rcfnt . Let mo

tell you what I feci is going to happen. You don't have....

there's not many school boards in this state that when you put

a debt ceiling on them, that tiiey don't go up to that debt

ceiling. Tliere's not many other local governmental autliorities

that you have a debt ceiling that they don't j;o up to that

maximum debt ceil in;-. We now have since 1970 where the bonds

of this state--when we created a state bond and redemption fund,

has the first call on the general fund of this state whicli means

that all the legislature has to do is come back in and start

selling bonds or author izing bonds and immediately, we will be

up to tliat fifteen percent debt ceiling. 1 think we are not

doinp. right by putting a ceiling that is far above what we now

have as for practical purposes of debt ceiling. So, 1 would ask

you to vote against the entire section. I don't think we need

it in the constitution. 1 think we were just trying to find a

maf.ic figure that would tell tlie people of this state tliat

this is the most outstanding indebtedness we can have. T think

by doing that, we are going to raise the outstanding indebtedness

tills state and not keep it at a constant level or lower it. So, I

think we should eliminate the section. 1 would ask you to vote

against it.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Senator, you probably know from talking from most of the

committee members that we agree with you chat it is nothing more

than window dressing and a few members of the committee really

wanted it strong, but I personal ly agree wi tli you; we reall

y

don ' t need this section

.

MR. CHAMl'AGNE

I just wanted to say the same tiling, that I've talked to a

lot of people and i liad an amendment to delete it, but simply by

voting it down we can eliminate it.

MR. Dt:NNERY

Mr. Nunez, don't you think tliis will have the same effect

as the theoretical debt limitation that's placed upon Congress,

it will just keep it... Don't you think this will have the same

effect as the theoretical limit on the national debt, wliich we

always reacli and have to increase anyway?
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«R. NUNEZ
That's exactly right, Mr. Dennery.

\_Previous Question ordered . Sect ion
failed to pass: 4-6 8. Motion to
reconsider tabled. ]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 10. State Debt; Political Subdivisions of the State;

Issuance and Sale of Obligations; State Bond Connnission; Approval
Required

Section 10. (A) The State Bond Commission hereby is created
and its membership and authority shall be determined by the

legislature.

(B) No bonds or other obligations shall be issued or sold

by the state, directly or through any state board

[_Moti on to waive read ing of the Section
adopted without objection .^

Explanation

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, in 1968 the legislature

passed an act creating the state bond and building. . .state bond
authority which handles all the issuance of all tne bonds m the

state regardless of the nature of what they are, you must have

the approval of this state bond authority in order to do that.

We have already adopted Section 7 which creates the full faith

and credit behind all the bonds.... the state bonds that are

issued. We also have the debt service of the state and we need

to give constitutional status to this particular state agency
so that we will always have it to properly manage our funds.

One of the things that you will notice in Paragraph (C) of this...

no. Paragraph (C) of this amendment it sets up the time in which you

can contest bonds. Now, as the bond attorneys tell us that you

must have some stability so that they... the bond buyers will know

when they have a valid bond. This requires the filing of

suits in order to contest the issuance of bonds within the thirty

days from the advertisement of the sale of those bonds so that you

can have the limitations as to when those bonds will become in-

contestable; that is one of the good features about this particular

provision so as to make the sale of bonds more saleable and,

therefore, limit the time which they could be contested. Also,

it requires—as I have stated before—the approval of this bond

authority so that the state will know exactly how many outstanding
bonds we've got and not let any of our political subdivisions or

the state get into any difficulty with the Issuance of their bonds.

I will be glad to answer any questions, if you need any questions

on it.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mrs. Miller sends up amendments:
Amendment No. 1. On page 5, line 26, "The attorney general

shall appoint one assistant who shall be the sole legal

representative of the state in all matters relating to the

issuance and sale of bonds issued by the state or any of its

political subdivisions. The district attorney or district
attorneys in the political subdivision affected shall assist

the assistant attorney general in matters relating to bonds to

be issued and sold by a political subdi»rision."

{^Quorum Call : 76 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

someone selects him. The argument will be that this will not

be. ..that this will be an impractical way to float bonds. ..to

have the bonds sold by the state. I say that it is the most

practical way. If you have an attorney, if you've elected an

attorney general who is going to attend to his business; he will
have to put people in his office who are qualified to do this

work. He will no longer be able to use the jobs he has to give

out just to repay political debts. He will have a job to do, and

he will do like his clerks and your assessors do in the local

parishes, you get the best people to work for you that you can

find. As you know, the state issues millions of dollars worth

of bonds, there is no reason in the world that this couldn't be

done by one qualified person in the attorney general's office who

is paid a salary and who gets no rake-off on this commission that s

paid. I think you will find this will be very popular with your

people back home. I don't know anyone that really likes to see

the lawyers get the big fat fees. I'm sorry that Representative
Wall is not here. I am sure that he would be for this one hundred

percent. I want to say that in our parish we have had an attorney

general who has picked up the ball and run with it when we have

bond issues. He has handled these things and we have not had to

pay big attorney fees to get some of our local bonds and municipal

bonds floated where the attorney general has been the ex officio

advisor for the board—our school board, our police juries have

had these services done and it saves money back to the local

government. As I say, I don't think this will be popular with

some lawyers. I do think it will be popular with the people. I

think it's something that is practical. I don't think it's impractical.

I believe it should be handled jy the attorney general. Now, I'll

mention one thing. Now, when the State Bonding Commission issue

bonds and when the local government issue bonds, the fee does have

to be approved by the attorney general. You are just going one

step further and letting the attorney general go on and handle this

through his office. I'll answer questions.

Questions

MR SMITH
Mrs. Miller, would this affect cities too? You said

political subdivisions; you said the district attorney would

have to handle the city bond issues?

MRS. MILLER
Well, usually, your district attorney is not the attorney

for your very local governments—like your city and municipal
things.

MR. SMITH
But, you said "all political subdivisions," that looks like

that's a little ambiguous there and it affects cities too.

MRS. MILLER
Well, I think. .. .assuming there that since we are talking

about the State Bonding Commission and your local subdivisions tha

came under your district attorney, that it would only apply to

those where he had the jurisdiction over the local governing

authority and not to any authority where he was not the ex

officio advisor anyway, by law.

MR. SMITH
Don't you think this is against home rule that the district

attorney would handle....

MRS. MILLER
No, I think this is for the people back home. I don't know

anything that incenses people more than to see that some big

fat law firm has grown fatter getting some commission off of their
bond issue and they get less in their buildings; they get less in

their building programs because so much has been skimmed off the

top for all kind of fees and professional services.

Expl anation

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I think

if you will read this amendment you will find it's self-explanatory.
I call this the anti-fat cat amendment. As you know so much of

the.... when our bonds are floated by local political subdivisions,
when they are floated by the State Bond Commission, and other
state agencies we have very enormous fees that often go to the

attorneys selected by the bodies floating the bonds. Now, I

admit this is a very good thing for the lawyers that get this

fee, but it's not a very good thing for the state and it's not
the most economical and not particularly the best way. You don't

necessarily get the best attorney to float the bond because

MR. STAGG
Mrs. Miller, let me say, first, that I'm not a bonding attorney,

nor have I ever been one, but I have been involved on behalf of

city subdivisions, the airport authority, and so forth in the

sale of bonds. What disturbs me about your amendment is the

lack of expertise in bond matters of the usual attorney general's
assistant and the usual district attorney and his assistants.
Is it not true that the sale of bonds depends to a considerable
degree on what the bond buyer thinks of the bonding attorney's
opinion on that issue of bonds and that matter of confidence is

what makes New York banks or Atlanta banks or New Orleans banks
or other people who buy municipal bonds put their good, hard

money down on a several million dollar bond issue, and they

depend on these longtime, long experienced bonding attorneys
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to keep their skirts clean? Can you believe that these same

amounts of money will be spent on the opinion of an attorney
general?

HRS. MILLER
Mr. Stagg, I would think that, you know, we have a lot of

myths and fallacies in this country. Most of them are perpetuated

and instigated by the people who benefit from having them. We

all know that no one has greater pride than these bonding

attorneys. They will go around all the tine and tell you that

they are the only ones that can handle this matter, and they've

sold us that bill of goods. I don't think it's true. I think

the attorney generals of this state, elected by the people,
certainly, would be capable of selecting someone with the

integrity, the expertise, and you know, I'm a great believer

in that anybody with intelligence who can read, and a lawyer

with intelligence who can read and study is perfectly capable
of becoming an expert in almost any matter. Now, if the attorney
general gets a bunch of idiots in his office, as we've seen sometimes

in times past, then I agree. But, who's going to say that the

municipalities necessarily select the best people? I know some

bonding attorneys that I don't think so much of, and I think
they've just built up this myth and perpetuated it for their
own benefit.

MR. STAGG
May I ascertain that you said that it wouldn't be unusual

for an attorney general to have some idiot in his office?

MRS. MILLER
I said it wouldn't be unusual, but I think that the move

has always been now toward having better people. Incidentally,

Mr. Stagg, I did vote for you for attorney general.

!m. JONES
Mrs. Miller, the first two lines read that the attorney general shall

appoint one assistant, and that he shall be the sole authority.
In other words, what you really mean is that vou want the

attorney general to take over as legal representative of the

state in bond matters. Is that correct?

MRS. MILLER
Yes, the ultimate authority. Now, you know that right now

the attorney general has to approve the fees, the attorney fees,
that are set by the State Bond Commission and other authorities
issuing bonds. So , ^''ou're just taking this one step farther
and saying that he is the chief legal officer for the state.
That's the way we have it in the Executive Department. Nothing is

more important to us than what's happened to our money, and you're
just putting all of this under the jurisdiction of the attorney
general. In a law firm, you just usually have the... the firm
may handle it, but a lawyer's name goes on that. I don't see how

.Mu- i.iwviM-'s nuch better than the other when it cones to this

kin.i .1! thing.

VK. ,'ONi:S

i just wonder about your language here. It souse's like
v.Mi'ro setting un an individual who might be able to make a

lU'vision which night be different from that of the attorney
•.UMioral. I just wonder if you couldn't amend it to say, "the
.ittorney general shall be the legal representative. ' Don't
tell bin how many la\iryers he's got to hire.

MRS. MILLER
Well, what we were trying to avoid is this business of the

attorney general delegating his authority to special assistants
who may have an interest in the cause. This has been done in

many fields under the attorney general's office. In other
words, we want this to be a full-time employee in the office

who is not having a part-time practice on the side, as is the

case with the attorneys employed for Mineral Board, and some
of the other departnents of the state.

MR. JONES
Well, I think that the attorney general could decide that,

but 1 just feel that the way your amendment reads, that this

individual's going to have authority that's separate and apart
and independent from that of the attorney general, and 1 really
don't think that's what you intend by your amendment.

MRS. MILLER
Well, if we pass this one, I'll be glad to have an amendment

to clarify that language, but I do think that the concept is

important to get across, and I believe we aan clear it up. I

urge vMur support of this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I want to object to the amendment.

It might be a good provision, but this is not something which
should be incorporated into our constitution. I don't know
whether it would work or not until after we'd tried it. The
only way that you can do things like Chat is by making it legisla-
tion where, in the event it didn't work, you could put the
necessary corrections to it to make it work. We can't do that
if we incorporate something like this in our constitution. This
is statutory material, and I certainly think that the legislature
ought to take care of it. I object to the amendnent.

Further Di scussion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to the

amendment. 1 stated in my question to Mrs. Miller that I was
not a bonding attorney, and I wouldn't want to be. It is an
intensely specialised area of legal oractice. It is an enormous
field of legal involvement. Bonding attorneys, not alone, have
to know the law of the State of Louisiana and its constitution
to the nth degree, but they have to keep up with the bond market.
They have to know when bonds are salable. They have to advise
the local subdivisions by wliom they are employed when night be

the proper time to go to the market with a bond issue, and when
not to do so. This requires a considerable expertise in the

financial maneuverings and banking and knowledge of the markets...
financial mark-^ts of this country. I would believe that that is

an area of knowledge of the law and of government that has become
so specialized that there are, in fact, very few capable practitioners
in it. I don't think you could have an assistant district attorney
in each of the districts of this ?tate who would have the qualified
knowledge and expertise to act under the aegis of Mrs. Miller's
amendment, and I do hope that you will reject it and not let this
become a matter of constitutional gravity.

Questions

>ai. ANZALONE
Mr. Stagg, does not this amendment in effect just about out-

law the private practice of bond law in the State of Louisiana

and turn it over to the State of Louisiana?

MR. STAGG
It would have that effect, Giuseppe, because if it states

that a... an assistant attorney general will handle it for the

state and the district attorneys will handle it in the district,

there would be only those people who were maybe city attorneys who

would have an axe or a bit to do for their city bond issues.

But, nobody else could touch it.

MR. ANZALONE
Well, now, Mr. Stagg, in connection with this, too, we know

that LSU has one of the finest agricultural schools in the state,

and can do a much, much better job with the dairy industry than

the private citizens are doing. So, wouldn't it be appropriate

that we should take that over, too, so that we could—
MR. STAGG

If we're going to follow that logic, Mr.

do so, but I hope that we will not.

MR.

Anzalone, we should

BURNS
Mr. Stagg, hasn't this always been the procedure, with reference

to sales of bond issues, that you have to have the approving opinion

of a recognized bonding firm, regardless of whether the attorney

general handles the bond issue, or his assistant, or the district

attorney; whoever it may be, you have to have a recognized bonding

attorney?

MR. STAGG
I would think that that would be an absolute necessity. People

in New York whose money comes to Louisiana to buy these bonds know

of our history, and they rate our bonds; they rate our politics;

they rate our government; they rate our ability to pay; and they're

not going to buy a set of bonds without being durn sure they're

going to eventually be paid. They are hard-nosed businessmen and

are not going to fool around with millions of dollars.

MR. BURNS
I didn't mean, of course, that it was a legal requirement,

but I meant It was a practical requirement that they get the opinion
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of a bonding attorney with whom they have h^d experience and in
whom they have confidence.

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Stagg, two questions: number one, insofar as the exper-

tise, if we accumulate all of the funds that are spent annually
by all of the political subdivisions and municips-lities on bonds
for bonding attorneys, don't you think that we might be able to

employ the best expert firm in the world, if you add up all that

money that's spent on bonding attorneys?

MR. STAGG
Mr. Tapper, I would think that that physically would be

possible to do. Then, no longer would Dr. 2-Iary be the highest
paid employee of this state because that lawyer would have
conmand of that kind of a salary.

MR. T/.PPER

Number two: you said something about having to have bonding
attorneys in response to Mr. Burns' question. Isn't it a fact that

generally, the bonding attorneys locally always have to have
the approval of bonding attorneys in New York, or someplace else
before those bonds are approved?

MR. STAGG
Not necessarily, Mr. Tapper. When the firm or the bank buying

the bonds has a Louisiana counsel in whom they have confidence,
they do not have to go to Chapman and Cutler or some of these
other big houses to get their legal opinions. In bond issues of
hundreds of millions of dollars, they will get a backup opinion
in durn near every case.

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Stagg,you know the members of our committee, by and large,

support your objection to this amendment?

MR. STAGG
I'm delighted.

MR, ASSEFF
Mr. Stagg, are you questioning the amendment on the basis of

the technical knowledge required, or are you questioning it on the
basis of whether or not it's constitutional material?

MR. STAGG
In it, I question it on both of chose bases, and on the

practical basis that it will not result in a favorable sale of

bonds by the subdivisions of this state.

MR. ASSEFF
But, wouldn't you agree that we have included much legislative

material already?

MR. STAGG
Unfortunately, Dr. Asseff. you are entirely correct.

MR. ASSEFF
My second question: I agree with you that it is technical,

but if a bond attorney can learn it, can't another attorney do it,
also?

MR. STAGG
It would be inept of me to say that the sale of municipal bonds

is a confidence game, but it is. The confidence that I'm talking
about is the confidence of the people with the money, that their
money will be properly spent on bonds that have been properly floated,

and they have to have confidence

MR. ASSEFF
You haven't answered -vty question. I'm saying if one attorney

c-=r. learn the technical art, cannot another attorney do it, also?

MR. STAGG
Yes, sir, but can he earn the confidence of the oeople who

are going to spend the noney?

MR. ASSEFF
That depends upon his knowledge, Mr. Stagg.

[amendment wi thdrawn ,

j

MRS. MILLER
Yes, I'd like to resubmit it with some deletions which I

think will meet the objections of particularly the district attorneys.
I do think it's important that the district attorneys keep control
of the local situation. We've had a very fine example in our
parish, and so if the Clerk would read the changes, I think they
would find that it's more palatable for them.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
You all might need to follow along on this.

Beginning "The attorney general," then strike out the
remainder of the first line. On the second line, strike out the
word "who." "The attorney general shall be the"—strike out the
word "sole"—"legal representative of the state in all natters
relating to the issuance and sale of bonds issued by the state."
Place a period after the word "state" in the fourth line. Delete
the remainder of that line, and delete the words "political
subdivisions" in the following line. "The district attorney or

district attorneys in the political subdivision affected shall",
strike out the remainder of the line, strike out the word "general"
at the beginning of the next line, and insert in lieu thereof
the words, "be the legal representative". So, it would read,
"The district attorney or district attorneys in the political
subdivision affected shall be the legal representative in matters
relating to bonds to be issued anc! sold by a political subdivision.

Explanation

MRS. MILLER
I think this should meet some of the objections. We saw in

the paper only very recently that the governor was thinking in

terms of having a state architect. Now, there was a time when
we hired engineers, and the highway department hired engineers
outside of the department. We have moved to close that rather
bad procedure. Now, we have our own engineers in the highway
department. The governor has announced that we're moving toward
this with architectural firms to do some of the state planning.
I am saying that for the fees .you will save when you skim a one
and a half percent, sometimes, off the top of a big bond issue,

you can hire plenty of legal talent in the attorney general's
office. There is no reason why the attorney general shouldn't
generate just as much confidence in the bond market as some law
firm. I don't know what makes one law firm think that it's so
great that only it can sell the bonds in New York.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mrs. Miller, it's unclear to me with your amendment, even

as redrawn, where the municipalities stand. Do the city attorneys
have no input into bonds issued by the municipalities? Would the
district attorney in the area have all the responsibility for
those bonds?

MRS. MILLER
I think as we left this, we have excluded the municipal

governments because we related this to the area where the district
attorneys are the ex officio advisors to the political subdivision,
which means primarily your school board and your police juries.

MRS. ZERVIGON
As defined in our . . . in the Local Government Article, Mrs.

Miller, doesn't political subdivision mean parish, municipality,
school board, or any other agency of government performing general
governmental functions?

MRS. MILLER
It does to some extent, but this is not including them in

this particular function unless they have to have the approval
of the State Bond Commission. Right now, when you have the

State Bond Commission issue that, the State Bond Commission
chooses the attorneys, but they choose them outside the govern-
ment, which is a great political patronage. It makes a lot of

fat cats out of some lawyers. I would say, you just have a

dozen top firms in the state who get most of the bonding business.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I don't really understand your answer to my question when

you say that the municipalities are included in that definition
to some extent, when you define a phrase in one part of the
constitution and then use it in another part of the constitution.
Doesn't that same definition apply throughout the constitution?

MRS. MILLER
Well, this applies only in two areas: where the bonds are
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being issued by the state through your State Bond Commission,

and where they are being issued by the subdivisions over ...for

which your district attorneys are your ex officio advisors. So,

it is silent in reeard to the municipalities.
...Which I would think would leave them to go on and do as

they've been doing.

MR. CASEY
Mrs. Miller, I don't really still quite understand it, and I'm

inclined to think that, for instance, in the city of New Orleans

the district attorney handles all matters relating to criminal

violations of law. The city attorney handles the civil business

of the city of New Orleans. It appears that the last sentence

would require that the district attorney of the city of New Orleans

be the legal representative in bond issues, whereas, in fact, the

civil responsibilities rest with the city attorney. This appears

to affect the city of New Orleans; does it not?

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Casey, this is just another example of why we should have

brought the city of New Orleans back into the state in the union

of the state because we might have a problem, and I'd be willing,

once we pass this, if we have to work out an exception because

of the structure you have in Orleans—which is different from the

rest of the state—in your...

MR. CASEY
The structure may happen to also be good ,too.

Don't you think?

Mrs. Miller.

MRS. MILLER
It might be that we should look, but we should not let the

one parish stand in the way of trying to structure this whole
state bonding program so that it won't cost the state so many
hundreds of thousands of dollars every year

,
just in fees. If

you like to give fees to lawyers, that's fine. But, I just wish
Mr. Wall was here because I know we could hear his eloquent
address. .address himself to that matter.

MR. DENNERY
Mrs. Miller, you did point the finger at New Orleans, but

isn't it true that there are many municipalities in the state

which issue bonds?

MRS. MILLER
That is true, Mr. Dennery. Where you've gone into—where

we have structured some of these parish governments a little

differently, we might have to change this, if this poses a problem,

which I'd be willing to do.

MR. DENNERY
In Jefferson, for Instance, as I understand it,

parish attorney and a district attorney.

there's a

MRS. MILLER
I do think it should be in the constitution because you and

I know the political realities of life, and we know that how
political campaign debts are repaid by, you know, shaking the

plum tree, and letting a little of' the plums drop around.

MR. DENNERY
That may be very true,

remove that

.

I don't think you're going to

MRS. MILLER
We're just trying to quit shaking the plum tree.

MR, DENNERY
You just want to quit shaking the plum tree as far as

attorneys are concerned.

MRS. MILLER
Well, I think we've done some things in this constitution

to try to effect some economies in state government.

MR. DENNERY
I agree with you. What disturbs me though, frankly, Mrs,

Miller, is that I think the important thing is to get the bonds
sold. I'm just not so certain that we'll be able to sell these

bonds if all we have is a city attorney or a parish attorney or

an attorney general's opinion, I just don't know whether the

bond market will absorb those bonds.

MRS. MILLER
I would say we have sold our bonds from Jeff Davis Parish

because we've had a conscientious, marvelous attorney general,
who has dedicated himself to effecting these savings in our bond
issues, and he's never encumbered us with fees.

MR. ANZALONE
Mrs. Miller, although you have these... the matters of bonds

turned over to the attorney general, do you realize that there

is still, as Mr. Dennery pointed out to you, nothing in this

section which would make it incumbent upon a buying agency to

accept the opinion of any of these political appointments that

you're talking about, that of necessity, for the salability of

the bonds, you're still going to have to have an opinion, and

what you're doing is running the opinion iiakers out of this

state and back up East where the people are going to be buying

the bonds?

MRS. MILLER
Or we could change it that the chief legal advisor for the

local municipal .. .you know, municipal government or the governing
authority.

MR. DENNERY
Well, are you suggesting that we adopt It and then amend it?

MRS. MILLER
Well, I think that we should adopt the concept and then amend

it; take a few minutes to study this and get our heads together
because I do think that the concept that the State Bonding Commission's
bonds will be Issued by the attorney general is very important.

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, isn't it correctly based on Subparagraph (A) of this

section, where it says "the State Bond Commission shall have such
a-ithority as is provided by law"that the State Bonding Commission
could be given the authority to determine that the attorney general
or that the various legal advisors of the local political subdivisions
should be the attorneys to pass upon the legality of bond issues. Is

that correct?

MRS. MILLER
That's correct.

MR. DENNERY
But, you think It should be in the constitution, rather than the

statutes?

MRS. MILLER
It's been my experience in

through, and also getting money
that no matter who you have in

some palms with silver and gold
was true when we were trying to

and we were told that, in our 1

to cross was In Dallas. We jus
know this is not the way it has

have to have. .

.

MR,

trying to get bond elections
out of the federal government,

the state, you're going to cross

somewhere along the way. This
apply for Hill-Burton funds

ittle town, that the palm we had

t bowed our neck and said, you

to be. We're still going to

ANZALONE
Well, Mrs. Miller, how is that going to... how are we going to

affect the people in Dallas with your amendment?

MRS. MILLER
The thing is there's always somebody... I think the attorney

general can handle this very well.

Further Di scussi on

MRS. ZERVIGON
I just want to point out two things if you didn't notice them

from the questioning. Number one, municipalities are Included

in the definition of "political subdivision." The words "political

subdivision" are included in the word describing the responsibilities

of the Bond Commission. So, municipalities irould be affected by

this. The other thing is I'm not certain that it accomplishes

Mrs. Miller's end because it seems to me that the city attorney

or district attorney could put on retainer for whatever amount of

money he wants, any bond attorney he feels is competent, or he

could pay him on a fee basis for each bond issue issued in order

to get his advice and counsel. So, whether he is paid through

the office of the administration, or of the agency, or of the

district attorney's office, or of the city attorney's office to me

matters not at all. It still does not accomplish Mrs. Miller's

end if she doesn't want high fees paid to bond attorneys. So,

I urge your rejection of this amendment.
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Further Discussion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm not going to be long.

I'm going to be real brief because time is money, and this is

what we have been talking about. I don't have the expertise as
many of you. When Mrs. Miller came out with her amendment,

I began to think back. I congratulate her on her efforts, although
I know it's going to fail. I'll tell you why in a little story.

It's a barnyard story, and I don't kncv if you've heard it

before. The pigs, and the chickens, and the ducks and all were

in the barnyard. So, the chickens and the ducks had a fight.

The other animals told the chickens, say, "You go to the city
council and put your problems before them." So, the poor little

chicken went on out to the city council and when he opened the

doors, he looked up and he didn't see anybody sitting on those

rows but ducks. When he came back, with his head hung down, they

asked him how did he make out?
He said, "I tell you brothers and sisters, when I looked in

there and saw all them ducks, I knew I didn't have a chance."

This is all I've got to say to you.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I know you all know what we

are talking about. I'll be very brief. I'd like to point out
Just two things; number one, as far as being able to employ an

expert in this field, this would be a very simple matter because
if you accinnulate all of the attorneys' fees that are paid to

all the bonding attorneys—I might say all of them—we don't
have many of them in this state. But, If you add up.... if you
total all of that money up from all of the bond issues, from
all of the political subdivisions in the state, we could employ
the greatest expert in the world in the field of bonding.

Secondly, insofar as Mr. Anzalone said, we're not here to

knock the attorneys out. No. We*re not. But, we're here to
write a constitution. When we see a blatant error, as I think
it is, in our way of doing business In this state where you
must have one of these bonding attorney firms, and you must pay
them a set amount—a percentage of your bonds—I think that it's
time for us, as a delegation to this convention, to attempt to

do something about it.

I really appreciate Mrs. Miller putting this amendment
forth. This may not solve all of our problems. But, as one
attorney in this state, I urge that we do, and you do something
about this here and now. I urge that you adopt this amendment
and let us begin saving the state a little money, because we
can do It here. We can save a lot of money for the state.

Questions

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Tapper, you acknowledge the fact to get a man that

would be qualified to do this job, it would cost a substantial
amount of money. You will agree, will you not, so that to
coimnand that type of individual would probably be Incumbent
upon us to come up with a salary which is at least three or
four times more than what the attorney general makes. You
think that is a practical thing that would occur in view of
the fixed limitation by the legislature, what the attorney
general makes?

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Juneau, number one, T did not acknowledge that it

would take so much to get the type of person we are talking
about. I didn't acknowledge that. That was something that
was said by someone else. The only thing I said was that if
It did cost as much as you think it might, we'd have that
much and a lot more if we'd save all this bond attorney
money that we're spending.

Secondly, as far as the limitation on the salary of
the bond.— the attorney general, I think this should have
nothing at all to do with it. We have Mr. Murray who was
being paid fifty-five thousand dollars a year, which is more
than the governor, for a particular ... .this is not a problem,
Mr. Juneau. I don't see it. The only problem is that we're
wasting hundreds and millions of dollars on bonding attorneys'
fees when they're not necessary.

MR. JUNEAU
All right. Let me ask you the second question. If we

would have someone from the attorney generafs office involved
in this, wouldn't we possibly be subjecting bond issues to
political considerations, that Is opinions from the bond

attorney who would, in reverse, be effected by what local
people want with regard to the passage?

MR. TAPPER
Well, Mr. Juneau, you have that possibility in every area.

But, it's a greater possibility now when the political subdivision
Just selects at random the bonding attorney firm. There's no....
bench put out for this bonding attorney firm.

[previous Question ordered.}

Closing

MR. VICK
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, at the fiscal session in

May when the attorney general appeared before the House
Appropriations Committee, he was questioned in some detail
about what the attorney generals do in other states, and what
the attorney general could do in this state to pass on the

efficacy of bonds. Primarily, their concern was how much
money he could save the state. Now, that study is still under
way. The report has not been submitted to the House Appropriations
Coimnittee yet, and probably will not be until the May session.
The Bond and Building Commission is very concerned. I think that
a vote for Mrs. Miller's amendment will most certainly give an
indication of the desire on the part of this convention. It's
a controversial issue. The study has not been completed, as
I say. But, the attorney general has the desire to serve. Our
office is being upgraded all the time by the legislature. 1

think in time, we will have an in-house capability to perform
the service that both the legislature--perhaps this convention

—

and most certainly the people deserve. Thank you.

Questions

MR. SMITH
Mr. Vick, say that this passes and is put In the constitution,

the attorney general and district attorneys will have the right

to issue on bonds.... to do the bond issues. Who would buy the

bonds after they were ... .after you all did then?

MR. VICK
Mr. Smith, you've heard Mr. Dennery and Mr. Stagg on this

subject. This is a matter of expertise. As I told the

Chairman, it's very much like a practice before the Federal
Power Commission, it's an area that It is not within my realm
of knowledge—personal knowledge. I would assume, Mr. Smith,

that as Mr. Stagg said If I understood him correctly, that

there would be back-up opinions by Standard and Poor , and Moody
and so on. I really don't know the answer to your question,
Mr. Smith.

MR. SMITH
You still would have to have bond attorneys,

after you are all finished with them?

wouldn't you.

MR. VICK
No, you would have to have an in-house capability,

Mr. Smith. There's absolutely no doubt about that.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Vick, isn't ... .doesn't this constitution provide that

the attorney general is a chief legal officer of the state?

MR. VICK
It so provides, Mr. Willis.

MR. WILLIS
Isn't part and parcel of the attorney general's job,

should that not be that he passes on the validity of bonds
for the state?

MR. VICK
As I said, Mr. Willis, there are attorney generals in

the fifty states that do so.

MR. WILLIS
My next question is, assuming pro arguendo , that means

for the purpose of argument, not to you I say that, for the
purpose of argument, that there is incompetency in your
office. Isn't it possible that this... .the other provisions
cures that bad opinion. After thirty days, no one has a

right of action to challenge them. Isn't that correct?
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MR. VICK
That is correct.

MR. WILLIS
So that you can make an error for a month, but after

that, error or not. It's still good.

MR. VICK
That, most certainly, would be true as well.

MR. WILLIS
Besides, that.... law firm.... they talk about those bond

attorneys, they're not the only pebbles on the beach, are
they?

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Vick, looking at this proposal, we .. .evidently we would

operate within the sphere of what we presently have as attorneys
for your office as attorney general of the state, and district
attorneys In their office. Would you believe that this would
cost any additional funds to the state In hiring staff to do
this? Or, could we do It within the present offices, or present
staff, that you now have?

MR. VICK
Let me answer your question. Senator, this way. When the

attorney general was authorized to pursue the gas litigation,
he attempted to build In-house capability. He promised the
legislature he would do that, both the Senate ... .and Senate
Finance Commltte, and the House Appropriations Committee. We
were attempting to do that. I think that the same thing would
happen—of course, you realize what's happened to our.... to the
attorney general's power to pursue the gas litigation—we're
out of that business now. But, I think that as we have attempted
to create In-house capabilities in other areas. I think this
could be done without an additional expense to the state;
because, as you know, the attorney general has reversed the
trend of sixteen years. We have gone from sixty part-time
attorneys, and ten full-time, to sixty full-time and ten part-
time.... on the....well, I'm not going to say on the same
appropriation. . .

.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Vlck, I'm not questioning the competency of the

attorney general's office, but you and I both know, and I am
on the Finance Committee, we have Increased your budget
considerably. I'm ready to do It again

we're just concerned locally....

iRecord vote ordered . Amendment rejected

;

24-55, Motion to reconsider tabled.']

Amendment

MR. FOYNTER
This is a handwritten amendment stent up by Mr. Roemer.
Amendment No . 1 . On page 5, line 28, immediately after

the word "Indebtedness" insert the words "of the state".
There should be a closed quote at the end of that.

Explanation

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, this Is Just a technical amendment. The

committee proposes, has no objection to it.

[Amendment adopted without objection .]

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Amendment

MR. FOYNTER
Mr. Dennery has a sen of amendments at this time.
Amendment No. 1. Page 6, line 2, after the word state,

and before the word "a" insert "as provided by law."

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Acting Chairman and delegates, you may recall that

when we were discussing the first committee proposal before
us, that of the Legislative Committee, the question was
raised about the effective date of laws when the as it
presently reads, it says "all laws shall be published In the
official Journal of the state as provided by law." The
reason for that, as I recall it, is that there was some
question whether the date of promulgation should depend

upon the publication of the official Journal, and if the
official journal burned down, or was oa strike or something,
there would be no way to do this. It seems to me we are
placing ourselves in much the same position here because
the issuing agency, after authorizing the issuance, has to
publish once in the official journal of the state, a notice
of intention. If something were to happen to the official
Journal, there wotild be no way to get these bonds Issued.
So, I suggest we merely insert the same language "as provided
by law," and permit the legislature to make that an
arrangement in the event the official Journal could not

publish. It's really technical in nature.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, the committee has no objection to this

amendment

.

lAmendment adopted without objection.
Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section adopted : 74-4. Motion
to reconsider tabled.]

Reading of the Section

MR. FOYNTER
Section 11. Collection of State Funds; Bond Security and

Redemption Fund
Section 11. All money received by the state or by any

state board, agency, or commission, immediately upon receipt,
shall be deposited in the state....

[Afotjon to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection.]

Explanation

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates. Section 11

places in the constitution what is now an act that was
passed several years ago by the legislature creating the
bond redemption fund. It provides that all money received
shall first go to the bond redemption fund to retire the
bonded indebtedness. I do have an amendment that I will
offer by Mr. Roemer and myself that I would like to send up at
this time which might clarify some of the language. There has
been some question as to how' far-reaching this particular
language went, as to whether it applied to all boards and commissions
and agencies in the state. It was not the intent of the committee
to do that. I do have an amendment that I would like to offer at
this time that I think would clarify that.

Amendment

MR. FOYNTER
The amendment sent up by Delegate Rayburn and Roemer reads

as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 6, the end of line 28, place a comma

after the word "associations" and delete the word and, delete lines
29 and 30 in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"the employment security administration fund or Its successor
retirement system funds and".

Expl ana t ion

MR. RAYBURN
These amendments want to make it crystal clear that we do

not Intend to take any funds that are now in the various retire-
ment systems, or any monies that are now in the Employment
Security Administration Fund and place them under the provisions
of this language. It was not the intent of the committee to do
that when we prepared this particular proposal, and it has been
called to our attention that it could be far-reaching enough to

include those funds. We certainly don't want to include them and
had no intentions of it. I'd move the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Senator, your amendment also takes out that provision about the

two-thirds vote of the legislature, doesn't it?
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MR. RAYBURN
Yes, sir. It does that, Mr. Dennery. It takes that out

because after we thought it over, it says this—"It's by a

two-thirds vote of the legislature in the future we could delete

them." But, we felt like we might be going a little too strong

there. So, It does delete that provision on lines 29 and 30.

It takes all that out where it says that "by affirmative vote of

two-thirds of the members elected to each house of the legislature.

That language has been deleted by this amendment, Mr. Dennery.

MR. LEBLEU
Senator Rayburn.

MR. RAYBURN
Yes, sir.

MR. LEBLEU
....not necessarily in connection with this amendment, but I just

wonder what this proposal would do to the conservation fund?

.'ou know a couple of years ago we changed, in the legislature tnat

it would provide that the proceeds at the end of the year would

remain in the conservation fund rather than be returned to the

general fund?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Rayburn, nobody can be against low Interest rates on

bonds. That's a really nice thing to have. But, let me ask you

about some of the effect of this.

When these agencies of the state turn over funds that they

themselves have generated to the state, how do they get anything

back?

MR. RAYBURJJ

Well, I'll just give an example. The highway department

who collects, I mean, they have a lot of dedicated funds. They

turn it over to the state treasurer, and then they draw against

it through warrants. Now, the interest that's derived from

investment of those funds until they draw the warrant, that remains

in the general fund and it's reallocated each year by the legisla-

ture when we meet

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I was really thinking of different sorts of things

like there are parks that have concessions of one sort or another...

MR. RAYBURN
I can't understand you, Mrs. Zervigon.

MR. RAYBURN
I believe. Representative LeBleu, that those funds are

dedicated to conservation funds, and that we did that we have tapped

it for several years. I don't think that this would have

any effect on that. I'm not positive, now, because I don't want

to say something here and really find out I said something that

didn't prove to be true. It was not our Intention to tamper with

that fund.

MR. DREW
Sixty, with reference to what Conway was speaking of, those

funds, the conservation funds, that was done by statute in the

1972 Legislature. If this provision is adopted, it would over-
ride any statute to the contrary, wouldn't it?

MR. RAYBUR.N

Well, I really don't know, Mr. Drew. It could. That's why
I told Conway it was not our intentions to do that because those

funds are funds that belong to the Wildlife and Fisheries Depart-
ment, and they have been using a certain amount of them each
year. They have accumulated quite a bit of surplus. They did

maintain control of that surplus until the legislature saw other-
wise, which a couple of years ago, we did take some of those
funds. Then, at the last—two years ago, I believe—we Increased

the amount of funds and said that they shall retain them. I don't

think this would supercede that. It's highly possible it could,

I really don't know.

MR. LANIER
Senator, if the provisions of this section are presently

covered by statute, why did the cormittee feel that it should now be

const itutionalized?

MR. RAYBURN
They are presently covered by statute, and as you know, the

reason for passing that statute was to give us a better bond rate
in this state. We had a very poor bond rating. When we passed

the statute, we did get a better bond rating. The Committee felt

like if we'd put it in the constitution, it would help us in the

future on our bond rating because the legislature could come back
at a later date and repeal the law, or amend the law, and the bond

people would not have the security that they have. We felt like

it would strengthen our bonds by placing It in the constitution.
That was the purpose of it. It has worked real well since we created

the bond redemption fund. We felt like we should place It in the

constitution.

MR. ABRAHAM
Sixty, I'm not sure how this is handled now, but the monies

received by the universities and things like that, does that

go in the general fund now or would this change that or ?

MR. RAYBURN
This exempts any grants or special donations of monies of

that kind. They won't be included in this exemption.

MR. ABRAHAM
the fees that they collect and this type of thing? The

tuition fees would not be included in here?

MR. RAYBURN
No, sir.

MRS. ZERVIGON
There are parks, for example, that have concessions. They

make money on their concessions. At present, the couple of parks

I'm thinking of, reinvest that money in the park. Suppose they

had to turn that money over to the state? How could they be assured

of getting that money back?

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman, could I have a little order here to my right?

I really can't understand the lady. I'm trying to answer her

question, but I can't understand what she's asking me.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Any agency or subdivision of the state that has self-

generated funds, would now, unless it's specifically excepted by

a few.... the language excepting a few different organizations,

would have to turn these self -generated funds over to the state.

What I'm asking you is, how can they be sure they get the same

amount of money back, or the same amount of money, plus interest?

How can they be certain that that would happen?

MR. RAYBURN
Well, the only way they could be certain is through their

budget each year by getting the necessary funds they needed for

operation of the agency. That's the only way they could be sure.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Rayburn, I have one particular

MR. RAYBURN
This is designed to only apply to the state agencies that

are now under budgetary control.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I think the definition of state agency is sometimes

a little hard to make. That's the thing that troubles me about

this concept

.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, this exempts trades, professional associations, and

others. That's what we tried to exempt 1 think what you're

speaking of we had hoped we had exempted them.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you very much. I'll come talk to you after your

explanation if that's all right.

MR. RAYBURN
0. K. Thank you very much.

MR. SINGLETARY
Senator, was it your intent, by deleting the two-thirds vote,

was it your Intent that the legislature wouldn't have any say-so

by a majority vote or otherwise?

MR. RAYBURN
No, without this language, I don't think the legislature could

delete any of them. We did have the language in there where if

the legislature so desired, by a two-thirds vote, they could delete

some of them. We felt like that that would more or less be putting

the section in the political arena, so to speak. If some agency

was to come up there and could muster enough votes that they
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could get out from under this, it would keep us in a constant
turmoil as to various agencies wanting to get out under the pro-
visions of this section. That was the reason we deleted it, Mr.
Singletary.

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Rayburn, isn't it true, Senator, that on. . .as far as

these trade and professional associations, with tlie language in
our amendment, they're out, now, aren't they? The . . .

MR. RAYBURiN

They are. That's true.

MR. ROEMER
Right. I just wanted Mr. Singletary to be sure and understand

that, that we've taken them out, now. The legislature doesn't
have to vote on It at all, because the feeling of the committee
was, if you remember, that oftentimes they are more a bother to
try to get them in than the money you get on the interest from
having them in.

MR. RAYBURN
That's true, and then you've got a certain amount of cost, there,

maybe trying to get a few dollars into this general fund. It would
cost more to get it in than it would if you hadn't attemoted to try
to get it in through the general fund with all the bookwork and
keeping up with the paperwork, etc. That's why that we decided
to exempt them.

MR. ROEMER
One other thing, Senator. Mrs. Zervigon questioned about these

self-generated funds. It was certainly the Intent of our committee
CO have funds that were generated as a result of state creation to
be managed by the state. Is that not true?

MR. RAYBURN
That's true, through budgetary controls and through the budget

and the legislature. Let me say this, while we're talking about
that. As far as the Wildlife and Fisheries budget, the legislature
would still have the right to appropriate to them, every year, any
amount of money they wanted to, that they felt like that they were
entitled to and that they needed to operate tlieir agency.

MR. DENNERY
Senator, did I understand you to say that all monies received

in the form of tuitions, for example, to state colleges would be
subject to the central cash management fund?

MR. RAYBURN
No, sir. If you will look, Mr. Dennery, it says that all. . .

"except monies received as results of grants, donations and other
forms of assistance where the terms and conditions thereof, or
agreements pertaining thereto, require otherwise."

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, what. . .let's talk about other types of monies

going to the universities. What about the money that L.S.U., for
example, receives from its football games?

MR. RAYBURN
Well, we have grants and donations.

MR. DENNERY
Well, that's not a grant or a donation.

MR. RAYBURN
Or donation or. . .

MR. DENNERY
I'm just trying to find out for my own information. Senator. I

don't object to this; 1 just want to be sure what it covers.

MR. RAYBURN
I believe you could argue it either way, Mr. Dennery. Under

the language of this provision, I think that you could argue it
either way, that it could or could not, because we did try to— the
thing that you speak of—we did try to leave them out of here.
Maybe we haven ' t gone far enough; I really don't know.

If there's no further questions, Mr. Acting Speaker, I now
move the adoption of the section.

Point of Information

MR. PEREZ
What's. . .1 just wanted to be sure what the Senator's motion

was

.

MR. RAYBURN
On the amendment. I'm sorry.

MR. CASEY
That's right. Just on the amendment.

[Amendment adopted without objection.

1

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Delegate Drew sends up the next set of amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 6, delete lines 22 through 32, both

inclusive, in their entirety and on page 7, delete lines 1 and 2

in their entirety.

Expl anat ion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, what

this amendment does is delete the first paragraph of Section 11.
From the questions that have been asked, you can see that there
are many questions that the committee cannot answer. Now, in 1972,
the legislature adopted a central cash management statute which,
apparently. Is working very well. A great deal of this is taken
from that. But, I think that this provision, probably— I was
trying to get a copy to compare it exactly, and I'd like to point
out one or two things that have already been mentioned that you
should consider. One, were the questions that Mr. Flory asked
about universities and colleges, as far as their funds. On the
question of the Department of Conservation, 1 don't think there's
any question but what a constitutional provision overrides a
statute. Therefore, that statute would become anullityif this
constitution is adopted. This is a good concept. It is in the
statutes. By being in the statutes, it is flexible. I think
that is all that we need. 1 notice that Mr. Newton's amendment
and Mr. Flory's amendment. If they Intend to go with them, both
provide or insert the provision "except as otherwise provided by
law." Well, a constitutional provision that can be changed by the
legislature would add nothing to the effect of the provision. It
would add no excess weight to the provision. 1 think we would do
well, in this convention, to delete this provision. The legislature
has made provisions for central cash management. We were confronted,
when the bill was introduced, with a bill that was so broad that
it covered everything from top to bottom. I think that there will
probably have to be amendments made as we go along, but the
concept of central cash management has worked well. It has earned
money for the state. Mr. Rayburn and Mr. Roemer removed part of
my objection when they removed the retirement systems from there,
because you must remember that if the money once goes into the
state treasury, the interest from that money is retained by the
state and does not go back to the agency or commission from which
the money came from. I ask that you adopt this amendment. Delete
the first paragraph of Section 1, and leave the matter up to the
statutes

.

Question

MR. CASEY
Mr. Drew, what concerns me, theoretically, I agree with what

you are doing, but practically speaking, what concerns me, is that
under the executive proposal, apparently all the funds are mandated
that they would go to the state treasurer. As I understand it,
the need for this paragraph is particularly the exceptions that
are made, and unless we have a paragraph of this type, then all
port funds and whatever Sixty Rayburn accomplished by his amend-
ment would. . .all those funds would automatically go to the
state treasurer. Now, I may be wrong, but that's my understanding
of what the conflict is that exists.

MR. DREW
Mr. Casey, I think you are correct on that, from what Mr.

Roemer tells me. I had overlooked that fact when I offered the amend-
ment. I understand that there will be an amendment to go ahead
and. . .or insert a clause, "except as otherwise provided." I

think that maybe that would still leave it would actually be
saying that we have a constitutional provision subject to
statute, but maybe we need that at this time.

Under those circumstances, Mr. Chairman, I'll withdraw my
amendment and hold it at this time.
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l^Amendmen t wi thdrawn .]

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Delegate Perez sends up the next set of amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 7, between lines 17 and 18 insert

the following paragraph:
"Nothing contained in this Section shall apply to any levee

district or to any political subdivision unless the full faith and
credit of the state is pledged to the payment of the bonds of

such levee district or political subdivision."

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman^ ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this is

the same amendment that was added to Section 7 and to 9, and I

don't believe that there will be any objection to the adoption of

the amendment

.

[Amendment adopted vithout object ion .^

Recess

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

{^Quorum Call: 79 delegates present
and a quorum. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I have amendments, at this time, sent up by Delegates LeBleu,

Rayburn; also added as coauthors, Mr. Munson and Mr. Newton.
The amendment reads as follows:

On page 7, line 16, immediately after "Thereafter," and before
the word "all" insert the following:

"Except as otherwise provided by law,"

Explanation

MR. ROEMER
Sixty, if we accept your amendment, we have not circumvented

the bond security and redemption fund, have we?

MR. RAYBURN
Not at all, no, because that provision is spelled out in the

beginning of the paragraph very clearly. This is after all of our
bonded indebtedness has been taken care of. Then, the remainder
of the funds will revert to the general fund unless "otherwise
provided by law." That's what the amendment does.

MR. DREW
Senator, although there are present existing exceptions to

this central cash management thing, actually, this does go a lot

further than our present law on this subject, doesn't it? I mean.

It's much more comprehensive as to the funds.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, I don't know, Mr. Drew. It does say that tf the law

now provides for special disposition of funds, that it will remain

in effect.

MR. DREW
The reason I'm asking this. Sixty, is because Mr. Dennery's

question as far as anything done in the future, the way the present

statute reads, this task force that's created in there can exempt
certain funds from this central cash management. It says, 'as

provided by law." Of course, at the time of the passage of that,

as I understand it, there was no exemption because it wasn't handled
on this same basis.

MR. RAYBURN
That's right.

MR. DREW
But, it would, possibly, prevent the. . . I mean, permit the

legislature to make other exemptions, wouldn't it?

MR. RAYBURN
That's my opinion; yes, sir.

[^Amendment reread . Amendmen t adopted
without objection . Previous Question
ordered on the Section . Section
adopted : 76-7. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

MR. RAYBURN

Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment proposes
to take care of funds that are now allocated or more or less dedicated
by previous acts of the legislature. There was some question about
the Rockefeller Foundation money, about the conservation fund, that
the law is now very plain on. This amendment is intended to not
disrupt the present law and the present use of those funds.

I move the adoption thereof.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Senator, I just want to be sure you mean "except as now provided

by law."

MR. RAYBURN
Yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
In other words, you don't anticipate that the legislature can

subsequently amend this section?

MR. RAYBURN
Well, I wouldn't think so, but, I mean, the past legislature

has now allocated or dedicated those funds. I feel sure, Mr.
Dennery, that in the future they might have the same prerogative.

MR. DENNERY
No, no, I don't mean it in that way. Senator. I mean if there

is something that is now set up, fine. But, do you anticipate that
the legislature may want to just go around this section completely,
in the future?

MR. RAYBURN
No, sir. Something that's now set up by the legislature and

is in the law today, I don't want to disturb it, Mr. Dennery. That's
the purpose of the amendment.

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 12. Expenditure of State Funds
Section 12. (A) Money shall be drawn from the state treasury

only pursuant to an appropriation made in accordance with law.

(B) Total appropriations . . .

[/fotion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection.^

Explanation

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Vice-chairman and members of the convention. Section 12

3eeks to provide some fiscal controls and good fiscal management
for our state in providing that no money shall be drawn from the
state treasury unless appropriated by law, and that the appropriations
made by the legislature shall not be greater than anticipated
revenues. This is to make sure and provide that the people of this
state can be assured that we would not have any deficit spending
and would not appropriate any larger monies than we anticipate
receiving. Section (C) provides that the. . .that a publication
of the revenues and expenditures of the state shall be printed, at

least, on an annual basis. Section (D) , and Section (D), I want
to point out to you at this time, that members of the committee have
agreed that we should, or we are going to offer an amendment to

delete Section (D) . It was our intention, at the time, to make
sure that there weren't any constitutional dedications of any
funds. It was not our intention that the legislature, by law, might not

be able to dedicate particular funds, and because, of course, even
if the legislature did dedicate them on. . .through law, then they
could change it annually, also. So, there's really no need for Section
(D) , and it was not our intention to curtail any dedications by the

legislature, itself.
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Questions

MR. HAYES
On (C) , did you intend"one"?

MR. ALARIO
On (C) we did intend"one". That's right; "no more than one year.'

MR. HAYES
You just intend to put one year, there?

MR, ALARIO
"At intervals of not more. . ." So, they would have to publish

it at least every year.

MR. ALARIO
Yes, Senator, I wish you'd pay attention when I talk. Senator.

We did say we'd go along with taking out (D).

MR. NUNEZ
Well, I couldn't, because I came in a little late. Senator.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegate Kean and Alarlo reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 7, delete lines 28 through 32, both

inclusive, in their entirety.

MR. HAYES
Once a year?

MR. ALARIO
Right.

MR. HAYES
You say. . .

MR. ALARIO
Well, we might be able to do it twice a year. I don't know,

three times. . .

MR. HAYES
But, you have "one year." That means just one time. Is that

what you mean, or. . .

MR. ALARIO
Well, it says, "of not more than one year," so that the legis-

lature wouldn't wait until every two years to publish it, or every

three years. It's trying to make sure that we, at least every
year, get to see what were the expenditures and receipts.

MR. HAYES
What I'm trying to say, did you mean you want to publish it

once a year, or do you just mean you want to publish it one year

and stop? That's what I was confused about.

Explanation

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Vice-chairman and members of the convention, all it simply

does is to eliminate Section (D) , because certain members of us

on the committee now feel that if we included Section (D) , it

would prohibit the legislature, let's say, like we're doing now
with the cigarette tax, where half of it goes to the city of New
Orleans, and the rest is distributed to other municipalities in the

state. We may be doing great harm to these municipalities by
including this in the constitution, and other specific dedication that

the legislature might provide on a yearly basis. Of course, this
would not prevent the legislature from changing that formula at

any time, 'cause they can do that with any statutory dedication.
We ask that you adopt the amendment.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Alario, I'm trying to see if this thing turns around and

works the other way. Would this prohibit the legislature from enacting
a tax and say that the proceeds of that tax shall be used for a

particular purpose?

MR. ALARIO
Would it prohibit the legislature from. . .if we take it out,

no-, we don't see where it would prohibit them.

MR. ALARIO
I don't really follow your question, Mr. Hayes.

MR. AVANT
I mean, if it's left in.

MR. HAYES
Did you want to publish it once and stop, or once every year?

MR. ALARIO
Every year, sir.

MR. HAYES
Well, wouldn't that be once a year?

MR. ALARIO
Well, it might be twice a year, Mr. Hayes.

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Alario, in answer to that question, isn't it true that it's

stated that 'the publication of a regular statement," that means
one, doesn't it?

MR. ALARIO
If it's left in, we're afraid it may prohibit the legislature

from dedicating that tax for a particular purpose. Yes, sir.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's somewhat the same question. You said some of the

legislators on the committee had thought about that?

MR. ALARIO
I said some of the committee members. . .

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Oh, I see. Well, I was wondering, you think maybe that would

help you all to pass a tax if you dedicated it?

MR. ALARIO
I don' t foresee any taxes in the near future , Mr. Champagne.

c^..

MR. ALARIO
That's correct.

MR. PLANCHARD
And not more than one year at a time?

MR. ALARIO
That 's correct

.

Mr. Clerk, I think there's two amendments up, both of them by
Mr. Kean. One would be unnecessary if we go ahead with eliminating
Section (D) . So, we go ahead and propose that we go with section. .

the one eliminating Section (D)

.

MR. NUNEZ
It was concerning (D) , Mr. Alario. It just concerns me that

if we pass a tax specifically saying we dedicate it to teachers
or highways, etc., under (D), we can't do it. I think that you've
agreed to take (D) out. I didn't hear you say that, and that's
why. . .

MR. FLORY
Mr. Alario, I'm going to read something to you from one of the

statutes, at the present time, and ask you, isn't it necessary that

this be taken out in order to comply with this?
"All monies which are deposited or paid into this fund are

appropriated and made available to the administrator for the set

forth purposes. " So, that. . .and we' re talking, here, about the

employment security fund, for the payment of unemployment benefits.

Unless you take this out, you couldn't do that, could you?

MR. ALARIO
That's right, Mr. Flory. We're afraid it may do harm in certain

areas, that certainly the legislature would see fit that those funds

should be spent for that particular reason, or even raising those
revenues for that dedicated specific purpose.

MR. FLORY

All right. These monies that are paid into that fund are in

the form of taxes levied on the employer for that specific purpose
to pay those specific benefits. This would correct that problem,

is that not correct?
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MS. ALARIO
That's correct, sir.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Senator De Blieux, where in this new constitution have we any

dedicated funds?

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Alario, is it not true that what the committee was attempting

to do was future dedication of revenues? That's what we really was

thinking about doing when we prepared this language. Is that not

true?

MR. te BLIEUX
They are not all. . .they are not all legislative dedications.

There's both ways. There's some of them are a legislative dedication

because that's the way we got the taxes passed to begin with, on

the basis that they were going to be dedicated to a certain service

or a certain function of government.

MR. ALARIO
I think they were also looking at. Senator, at really constitutional

dedications. In some kind of way, we got mixed up in the language,

here.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEDX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I'm opposed to this

amendment. What we have been trying to get away from and what has

been criticized by those who have been interested in government for

many, many years has been the extreme amount of dedicated funds

that we have in the State of Louisiana. I'll tell you one thing

else, it helps to provide additional taxes, because that's the way

you get some additional taxes, sometimes, whenever you dedicate

those taxes to the payment of a certain function of government.

That shouldn't be. If you need additional money to run the government,

it should go into the general fund and then allocate it and appropriate it

to where it should be for the necessary operation and function of

government. At the present tine, the amount of funds that we have

available that we can actually appropriate to the various functions

of govemiaent that are undedicated only amount to approximately

twenty or twenty-five percent of our total income. That's not

right. All of our funds are taken care of and decided where they

are going to go way before we get them. That's not the best way

to operate a government. I just feel like that this particular

provision that we had in this article Is. . .In this particular

section is a good one, and we ought to keep it. We were complimented

by PAR for having such a provision in here. I just think that

this is a bad amendment. I ask you to vote against it because it's

not good government management of your state funds.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Senator De Blieux, isn't It a fact that what's been hanging up

the flexibility that the legislature needs, recently, is constitu-

tionally dedicated funds?

MR. DE BLIEUX
1 didn't exactly understand your question, Mrs. Zervigon.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I'm saying, isn't the legislature restricted by constitutionally

dedicated funds? In other words, legislatively dedicated funds,

they could undedicate at any time they wanted to. Isn't that a fact?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, we are restricted both in constitutional dedication and

legislative dedication, because after we have made those dedications,

sometimes it's pretty difficult and hard to undedicate them.

MRS. ZERVIGOS
Well, Senator De Blieux, suppose in. . .this section stays in.

Wouldn't you still find informal agreements that are the same as

dedications, people saying, "I'll take a little of this, if you'll

take a little of that"?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's true; that happens quite often.

MRS. ZERVIGOS
So, what I'm saying, is, either way, isn't the legislature only

as flexible as it wants to be? If the legislature wants all of its

funds undedicated, it has only to luidedicate them.

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, we do have a lot of constitutional dedications of funds,

Mrs. Zervigon. They are not all. . .

.MRS. ZERVIGCK

But, Senator, under the new constitution, under the one that

ue are drafting right now, there are no constitutional dedications,

are there?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, that's why I'm trying to keep sone from being dedicated

through constitutional provisions. That is. to outlaw these

dedications even by the legislature; they shouldn't even be

dedicated by the legislature.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, the legislature, if it chooses to dedicate them, could

choose at any time to undedicate them. Isn't tnat a fact?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, it could, but it's most difficult to do. I tell you,

you have to be a member of that legislature and see the wheeling

and dealing that goes on sometimes,

difficult it is sometimes.

Then you ' d recognize how

MRS. ZERVIGON
You, yourself,

of informal manner;

told me that it could still go on in some sort

isn't that so?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, it's difficult.

MR. NUNEZ
Senator De Blieux, I think that probably most people here

agree with what you're saying, but not in light of what you're

trying to do here, because the way I read this, "except as

otherwise provided in this constitution, no appropriation shall

allocate to any object the proceeds of any particular tax," which

means to me, that if we sit down in this next session, and we say

we're going to have a one cent gasoline tax and that tax shall

be dedicated to building roads
—"X" number dollars of roads— in

this state. Then, those. . .that funds, the proceeds of that

tax will go towards those roads. Now, I think we want to do chat.

I think we want to leave the legislature that latitude to pass a

particular tax and dedicate it to a particular. . .proceeds to a

particular object, which means that if you want to pass a highway

tax for roads, or a welfare sales tax for welfare, or school teachers,

in particular, that's what I think the flex. . .Don't you agree

that the legislature needs that flexibility if we're ever going to

pass one, because most people won't vote for a particular tax if

it's not particularly dedicated. I don't blame them; I wouldn't.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Nunez, that's what I object to, because that's what makes

it so easy to pass taxes, is when you say you're going to use that

tax for a specific purpose. Then, afterwards, you. . .whether you

use it for something else or not. '«.e ought to use the. . .pass

taxes because they are needed for all purposes, not just for

dedicated purposes.

Further Discussion
MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise to speak in favor of the

amendment. Let me lay something before the convention as a specific

example of what we're talking about. If you remember in the

Executive Article, under the powers of the treasurer, we put in a

proviso that stipulates as follows: "There shall be a Department

of Treasury headed by the state treasurer who shall be responsible

for the custody, investment, and disbursement of public funds of

the state." We added the language, "except as otherwise provided

by this constitution," with the full knowledge we were going to

broach this subject when we got to it. Now, in Section 12, if

you read—even with the exceptions in Section 11 that we listed

—

Paragraph (.A) where it says, "Money shall be drawn from the

state treasury only pursuant to an appropriation made in accordance

with law." If you look at the Legislative Article, and remember

that the appropriation—that no money . .you have to have. . .money
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can only be appropriated for specific purposes and only on an

annual basis. So, that what I'm leading up to is this: that in

the employment security fund which is. . .was established as a

result of federal law setting up the standards in 1935, it is a

state program, and it is a state fund created. When the fund was
created, there was a stipulation put in the law that the funds paid
by the employers as a tax or a contribution rate was paid to the

fund and was automatically appropriated to the administrator for
the payment of unemployment benefits. So that when you get into

Paragraph (D) , you have to delete it if you intend to continue the

dedication of that tax to the payment of unemployment benefits.
Now, if you don't dedicate it, let me show you what you get into.

The employer's contribution rate or his tax rate is based upon his

individual experience; that is, the fluctuation of employment
due to the economic conditions of the state. So- that what. . .in

the last eighteen months, I guess, we've been paying out more

benefits than have been coming in in tax dollars. But, the fund

was set up on a sliding scale with a floor of one hundred and ten

million dollars; that if that fund went below a hundred and ten

million dollars, the tax contribution rate went from whatever it

was, to a maximum of 2.7 of the taxable payroll for all employers.

So, if you had not had the dedication, you had not received the

interest earned on that fund—which was last year about nine million
dollars, I believe— it would have fallen below the floor of a

hundred and ten million dollars. The contribution rate for employers

would have gone up. You would have had to assess an additional
twenty-five million dollars in taxes in order to keep the fund on

its level. Now, if the state doesn't want to dedicate those funds,

then in the years—as I just mentioned—where you pay out more than

you take in, the state is going to have to come up with those

appropriations in order to make up that difference. What we're
talking about, sometimes amounts to between thirty and fifty million

dollars a year, depending upon the economic conditions of the

state and of the nation.

So, I ask you to adopt the amendment and let the legislature

continue as it has in the past to automatically. . .or to dedicate

by automatic appropriation these types of funds.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Flory, isn't that money that you spoke about for the

security fund as a result of a federal program?

MR. FLORY
No, sir. It's as a result of a federal law setting up standards,

but it is a state program, a state fund.

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, isn't it required by the federal government?

MR. FLORY
The standards are set by the federal government and required

by federal law. But, it is a requirement that it be done on a

state basis.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Didn't we take care of that in the provision? We said, "when

required by the federal government for participation in federal
programs.

"

MR. FLORY
No, sir, because it is not a federal program. Senator De Blieux.

I keep trying to explain to you it is a state program operated under
federal standards.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I think that's the reason we put that particular language in

that section, to take care of what you are talking about.

MR. FLORY
That' s correct

.

MR. GOLDMAN
If it does, then it wouldn't really take care of this, would

it?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, because unemployment is sure not a capital improvement.

MR. ROEMER
Gordon, aren't what we're trying to do, we have to be aware

of the difference between constitutional dedications and statutory
dedications. I think the committee wisely prohibited, with one
exception— that's the severance tax—constitutional dedications.
All we're trying to do, here, is to say that statutorial dedications
would be then allowed, but they are subject to change by the legis-
lature. The objection to dedications when they are constitutional,
is the money is gone forever, and it can't be managed. Isn't that

right?

MR. FLORY

That's correct; ves, sir.

{^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 7 9-6. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr, Alario sends up technical amendments which at this

time, copies were not run, the amendment reads: On page 8,

at the beginning of line 1, strike out "(E)" and insert in
lieu thereof "(D)".

lAmendment adopted without objection .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I have one further amendment sent up by Mr. Roemer, and

others, I think. Distribution copies have not arrived yet.
You all may want to hold up until you get copies of the Roemer,
Alario amendment. That's what I figured. The amendment is short,
would read as follows : On page 7 , line 19 , immediately after
"(A)" delete the word "Money" and insert in lieu thereof the
following: "Except as otherwise provided in this constitution,
money".

Expl anation

MR ROEMER
Yes, sir. 1 submit this amendment with Mr. Alario to

try to make consistent the provisions of this article as between
Section 11 and Section 12 primarily. Section 12 as written prior
to this amendment would allow monies to be drawn frum the state

treasury only pursuant to an appropriation made in accordance with

law. While immediately above that in Section 11, Mr. Dennery,

and other delegates pointed out to me , we have monies going from the

state treasury to the bond security and redemption fund without

appropriation, so we... and we want that to happen. So, to make

the two consistent, we'd like for Section 12 (A) to read as follows:

"Except as otherwise provided in this constitution, money shall be

drawn from the state treasury only pursuant to an appropriation made

in accordance with law."

MR. FLORY
It doesn't do it though. Senator. I'm sorry.

MR. LOWE

Gordon, did you know that with this type of explanation there's

usually some confusion? I just wanted to get up and compliment
you for explaining it very well. I appreciate what you said, and
I hope that the rest of the delegates listened, because this is

something that we have to have in here to make sure that that

program works the way it does.

MR, GOLDMAN
Mr. Flory, also to clear up this confusion, in that Section 18

that Senator DeBlieux referred to, doesn't that just refer to

capital improvements—with federal government programs on capital
improvements?

{^Amendment adopted without object ion

»

Previous O^iest ion ordered on the
Section .

]

CI osi ng
MR. ALARIO

Mr. Vice-chairman and members of the convention, if,..

Just a short word or two. I ask you to vote for Section 12. If

you'll look in the report that PAR put out, on the last page

they've got a comment on balanced state budgets and the last

sentence they say "is contrary to a widely held belief, the

present constitution does not prohibit a deficit budget. Many
of us in the legislature — tr I was, anyhow—misinformed in the

past, or misinterpreted what the intentions were in the past and

didn't know that there wasn't a specific prohibition against deficit

budget, and I think, this would help strengthen that cause and make
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sure the people of this state can

not be spent than what comes in.

red that more money would

{^Section passed : 90-0 . Moti on to
reconsider tabled

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 13. Management of State Eun!j; Budgets

Section 13. (A) The govenor shall submit to the legislature,

at a time fixed by law, a budget estimate for the next fiscal year

setting forth all proposed state expenditures and anticipated

state revenues

.

\_ Mot ion to waive reading of the Section
adopted wi t hout objection .^

Explanation

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I would

hope that you would accept Section 13 (A) and 13 (B) because what it

does, it tends to tighten the purse strings for the Statu of Louisiana.
Section 13 (A) is new and mandates the governor to submit to the

legislature a budget estimate for the next fiscal year sotting forth

all proposed state expenditures and anticipated revenues, in addition

to a general appropriation bill. If necessary to give recommendations
in the budget, in the proposed budget for a new or additional revenues.

As you heard before, that there have been many budget estimates that

come around each year. This gives constitutional status to the budget
that the i^overnor is to send to the Budget Committee. Of course, the

Budget Committee holds hearings and rewoiks the budget, but ^L least

it gives the point of departure to start with as far as the budget

is concerned. Now, Section B also is now and it mandates to the governor

to submit in each regular session of the legislature a proposed five

year capital outlay program with the request for implementation of the

first year. Now, what we have here is nothing that is too different

from what is happening righ'' now. The only thing that is different

is that, we're giving it constitutional status, and we believe, that

by giving constitutional status to the... and mandating the governor

to submit a budget ... operating budget in Section (A) and also in

Section (B) to submit a capital budget that we are strengtening our
fiscal affairs for the State of Louisiana. I, frankly, don't see anything

controversial In it, but I submit myself to questions if there are

any

.

Questions

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Lowe, I *m looking at Committee Proposal No. 4 on the

Executive Department. As adopted on the floor of the convention,

it says, "the governor shall submit to the legislature at a time

fixed by law, a proposed state budget for the next fiscal year setting

forth all proposed state expenditures and anticipated state revenues."
Then, Paragraph E says, "the governor shall submit to each regular
session of the legislature a proposed five year capital outlay program
with the request for implementation of the first year of the five

year program." Why is this section needed then?

MR. LOWE
Well, Mr. Tobias, I would imagine, and when we were working on

this section it dealt with the finances of the state and we felt it

encundsered upon us to come up with the budgets in this particular
section.

MR. TOBIAS
Then, in other words, we could defeat this section instead

of... and delete it and it would still be covered; isn't that correct?

MR. LOWE
I haven't compared what we have here to what you have just

read to us, Mr. Tobias, but I would assume that if there is some

duplication and Style and Drafting seems to think that something should

be taken out, I ii^igine that could happen. I'm not sure whether this

should be in the article on Taxation. . Revenue , Finance and Taxation or

whether it should be in the article on Legislation.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Lowe, I may have missed what... something you said on this,

but the first clause in each of -hese subparagraphs is identical to

the clause in the executive department proposal which we have previously
adopted; is that correct?

MR. LOWE
What I said, Mr. Dennery, is that when Mr. Tobias read it,

I couldn't rollow whether it was exact or not.

MR. DENNERY
It is identical.

MR. LOWE
Then, if it's identical, I'm sure that we don't need the

duplication.

MR. DENNERY
That Style and Drafting can correct it.

MR. LOWE
I would think that they could, yes, sir; decide which

article it should be in and leave it there.

MR. LeBLEU
Mr. Lowe, presently the Budget Committee is made up of

legislators who meet before the sessions each year and go over the

recommendations of the governor. Now, I just wondered, by the

provision that you're explaining, if that Budget Committee would

necessarily be made up of legislators; couldn't the governor just

propose a budget saying the division of administration and present it

to the legislature on the first day that it meets rather than have

a legislative Budget Committee that meets to go over and make

adjustments as It sees fit in the budget?

MR. LOWE
No, sir, I don't believe that we, by any stretch of imagination

reconanend anything like that, Mr. LeBleu. What we've done here is

said that the governor shall submit budget estimates of revenues and

expenditures. Now, the Legislative Budget Committee would not be

affected by this particular proposal. Now, if the governor would

make recommendation and then the Legislative Budget Committee would

send back to the governor their recommendations after holding
extensive hearings. But, I think, what we're trying to say here
is that there's some constitutional status for the governor being

involved on submitting his estimate of revenues and expenditures

for the year. Then, after that,well, the Legislative Budget Committee

holds extensive hearings, and as a result of those hearings well, then,

recommendations are sent back to the governor of the final outcome of

what has happened as a result of those extensive hearings by the

Legislative Budget Committee.

MR. LeBLEU
Another question about the captial outlay budget: in the

past three or four sessions bond issues... a bond issue has been

presented to the legislature for the construction of a legislator's

complex, I mean, office buildings, conmaittee hearing rooms, etc.

I Just wondered by requiring the governor to submit a capital outlay

budget, wouldn't it prevent such a bill of— of this sort, the

appropriation bill or a bond issue from being enacted unless it was

previously added to the governor's outlay budget?

MR. LOWE
We would think that It would tighten up the capital outlays of

the state, Mr. LeBleu, from the standpoint that there would be a

five year budget. Number 1, and then, there would be a request by

the governor for implementation for funds in the appropriation bill

to implement the first year of that five year budget. We feel that we

would add some order to the capital outlay program.

MR. BLAIR
Mr. Lowe, along the lines that Conway was talking about, the

Budget Coimnittee is set up under statutes, and actually what the

Budget Committee... vl.at they do is they listen to all these agencies

and they submit theii recommendations to the governor and under

the constitution it's the governor's duty, and I think, you're

just tracking the old constitution and it's his duty to submit a

balanced budget to the legislature.

MR. LOWE
Yes, sir, that's correct. I think that what we've done here has

made it clear the governor shall. ..he's mandated to come up

with his estimate of revenues and expenditures.

MR. TATE
Representative Lowe,..

MR. LOWE
Thank you for the promotion. Judge,

stand four years ggain, though.

I don't kr.ow if I could
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MR. TATE
... once a Representative, always a Represent.itive. The

Executive Branch proposal and the Legislative liranch proposal also
had requirements as with regard to the budget estimate and the

capital outlay program. Do you know to what extent this duplicates
those proposals that have already passed the floor, or to what extent
it's in conflict with them?

MR. LOWE
Mr. Dennery , just asked the question and the substance of his

question was that the operating budget section in part (A) was

identical to the Legislative Branch, and I don't know whether the

capital outlay budget Section (B) is identical—he's shaking his head

and saying that it is identical—and my answer to him was that
I thought that if they were both identical, that Style and Drafting
could make a decision on the deletion from one section cr the
other, leave the provision in the article that they thought was
most appropriate

.

Amendments

MR, POYNTER
Mr. Lowe, you do have amendments? Alright.
Amendment No. 1. On page 8, line 7, immediately after the

word "shall" delete the word "submit" and insert in lieu thereof
the words "cause to be submitted".

Amendment No. 2. On page 8, line 10, iiranediately after the
partial word "mendations" delete the words "in the budget".

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
Mr, Acting Chairman and delegates to the convention, the

Acting Chairman has asked me to explain this amendment, to which
there is no objection raised by the committee itself. I, ... you
will note that the first amendment merely says that the governor
"shall cause to be submitted"rather than"shall submit". The second
amendment merely removes the words "in the budget" meaning that he
should merely submit his recommendations for any new or additional
revenues. It's basically a technical change.

lAmendment s adopted without object ion

.

Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
t ion . Section passed : 86-1 . Mot ion
to reconsider tabled. Motion to tem-
porarily pass over Sections 14 and 15.

\

Mk. CASEY
Mr. Koemer, why don't you hit a litk and explain to tlie

convention why you're pawsing over.

Expl anati on

MR. KOKMKK
We have an amendment to lb tliat we'd like to take up and

discuss at this time and we're trying to get 14 and 1^ in order.
If we have a few minutes to do tliat, I tliink, we can get by 14

and 15 without any major discussion, just for the sake of time, that's
all , Mr. Chai rman , we'll go right back to 14 and 1 5

.

[wo t ion adopted without objection.^

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTI'K

Section Ift . Management of State Funds; Proliibition of

Loan, Pledge , or Dona t ion of Publ ic Property ; Lxcept ions— and
tliat word incident al ly didn * t print - -l.xcept tons for Publ ic Purpose

Sect ion 16 . (A) The t unds , credi t , property or th ings of tliat ..

-

[_Mot ion to wa ive reading of the Section
adopted wi thou t objection

.

^

Explanation

MK. PLANCHARD
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, this section is

purely for the purpose to prevent the state or any of its agencies
from loaning our property of value or giving; away tlie monies
of the State of Louisiana; we can loan, pledge or donate it to
any private person or associ.ilion or corporation, nf course, it's
strictly for the purposes of preventing this type of thing occurring,
and I think it's self-explanatory in the article Itself. We also
went further in Section (il) , though, to say that nothing contained
in this section shall prevent the intercooperat ion between tlie state

and its political corporations, or between political corporations, or
between the state or its political corporations of the United States,
or between the state or Its political corporations in any public or
private association or corporation or individual for a public purpose.
We thought we fully covered every thing to be considered under
this section, but there was some question by some of the delegates
that we may be preventing ourselves from actually pledging the credit
of the state to back up our bonds. So, consequently, to avoid any

question we do have an amendment by Mr. Kean, and I think it was from

the conmittee proposal on Local Government which not only incorporates
what we have, but it goes further to make exceptions. So, without
any further ado, Mr. Chairman, I would like to go ahead and have the

amendments offered and we can discuss the amendments, and if there's
any questions at that time; I think, that they can all be answered

.

[_Ouorum Call ; 75 delegates present
and a quorum .

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent by Delegates Perez, Toomy , and Lanier

which read as follows ; Before I start on this, there 's been
one change in Paragraph (B) subparagraph 4 has been completely
deleted. Subparagraph 4 of Paragraph (B) has been completely deleted,
so that's about two-thirds of the way through the text of the amendment.

Subparagraph 5 is then changed to become subparagraph 4 of Paragraph
(B). Would then read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 8, delete lines 27 through 32 both

inclusive in their entirety and on page 9, delete lines 1 through
10 both inclusive in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the

following:
"Section 16. Management of State Funds, Donation, Loan,

or Pledge of Public Credit
Section 16 (A) Except as otherwise provided in this constitution,

the funds, credit, property or things of vale of the state....

[^Motion to wa ive reading of the Amend-
men t adopted without objection

.

j

Explanation

MR. PEREz.

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, the
Local Government Committee has its proposal No. 27 and the amendment
which has been offered is essentially the same, in fact, it's verbatim
with the exception of the deletion of this paragraph Number 4 under
(B) because there was some objection to that particular part of the
Local Government provision by the ... by some of the members of the
Revenue Committee. Now, let me explain to you, if I may, the extreme
importance of this particular article. There are over two hundred
pages in our present constitution as a result of what you would look
at as Section (A) of this new Section 16 which would be the companion
in the Revenue Proposal, because it is a prohibition and rightfully
so against the funds, credit, property or things of value of the state
from being loaned, pledged or donated. But, when you get yourself into
that position, then you have to make exceptions because of the fact
that you could never issue a bond unless you made an exception for
that purpose, and you could never have public welfare. You couldn't
have your retirement benefits. You could not have inteigovernmental
cooperation. The Revenue Committee Proposal contains essentially what
is in Section (A): that is, the prohibition against the funds, credit,
property, etc., of the state being loaned or pledged. But, in as far as

the exceptions to that rule are concerned, it basically only covers what
you see before you in... under (B) Number 1, that is, intercooporation
between the state and political subdivisions in the United States, etc.

I cannot impress upon you more the dire need for the inclusion of exceptions
under this article because this is the real reason, the main reason
that our constitution was amended so many, many times. This is the main
reason that you have had so many, many provisions on the ballot for

proposed constitutional amendments. Now, if I may go over these with
you in detail. Number 1 is the same as the committee proposal--and I

do not believe that there's any particular necessity in going over that

—

but if you will go to the exception under (B) paragraph Number 2, the

use of public funds for programs of social welfare for aid and support

of the needy; the prohibition against giving the funds of the state away

would certainly include giving away under a welfare program unless you

have an exception for that purpose. Under Paragraph (3) the contribution
of public funds to pension and insurance programs. There is some question
in that area where it might be said well, that may be extra compensation

to the public employee, and therefore, may be or could be permitted
under this prohibition. But, I do believe, it is the better part of

Judgment to go ahead and see to it that we have the paragraph Number

3 in there to make sure that we do not jeopardize any of the pension
or insurance programs for the benefit of public employees. With respect

Co Section 4 we've agreed to the deletion of answer of, skip the
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discussion of it, except that the Local Government Committee felt that

was the way that we give the legislature the authority to make further

exceptions, but if there's any serious objection to it, all it will

mean that we'll have more frequent constitutional amendments in the future.

With respect to Number 5 and this is the real key provision, the

legislature from authorizing the loan, or pledge of such funds, credit,

property or things of value for public purposes with respect to the

Issuance of bonds or other evidences of indebtedness. Now, that is the

area where we have had page upon page of amendments to the constitution

In order to authorize the issuance of bonds by the state and by the

public... the various subdivisions of the state. Paragraph (C) would

have as Its purpose the ratification of the existing authorities now

contained in the constitution and it would continue that existing

authorization unless such authorization is revoked by the legislature by a

two thirds vote of the elected membership of each House prior to the vesting

of any contractual rights pursuant to this section. I submit to you that

the Local Government Committee spent a tremendous amount of time working

up this proposal and gave It a lot of detailed thought, had a number of

witnesses who are experts In their particular field who testified with

respect to this particular proposal and I would like, therefore, to

offer it to you for your consideration. I'll be glad to answer any

questions

.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Questions

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Perez, I realize that Section 4 was a very broad article, but

let me place this proposition before you and see if this type of

a situation would authorize the municipality to do with most of the

municipalities in this state outside of that half a million dollar

boondoggle that we had yesterday, have to get out and scuffle for

an Industry. Now, we have an industry that wants to move into

Tangipahoa Parish we'll say a private concern, they're golnp to put

up a two million dollar structure and employ something like five or

six hundred people which is of great benefit to our parish. Now, in

exchange for them coming to our parish what we as a local government

municipality parish government or otherwise would agree to do that we

would buy the land for them on which they would construct this

building and Just give it to them. Now, is that type of activity pro-

hibited by Number 1?

MR. PEREZ
It is prohibited by (A) and I can't see where it's given

back In (B)

.

MR. ANZALONE
But, it would be given back by Section 4?

MR. PEREZ
Well, Section 4, we've agreed to take out.

MR. ANZALONE
But, 1 mean it would be given to...

MR. PEREZ
The legislature by two-thirds would have to approve something

like that. But, again, 1 say I've agreed to take It out although

I have some questions to whether it should be taken out, but I've

agreed that it should be taken out.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Perez, on your Number 5, if you read it starting with the

(B) at the top it says "nothing contained in this section shall

prevent — Number 5— the legislature from authorizing the loan, or pledge

of such funds for public purposes." If you leave out your "or pledge"

It says "nothing contained in this section shall prevent the legislature

from authorizing the loan of such funds with respect to bonds or other

evidences of indebtedness." Wouldn't that allow the ... any public

funds to be loaned so long as it... there is a public purpose, which

would mean most anything and in evidence of indebtedness given?

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Jenkins, I think that you're misreading, the real

meaning of the word "loaned."It 's a question of loaned by whom

and to whom, but I've already told you that if you have any serious

objection to that word, that I'd be agreeable to get another word

which would mean to borrow, but the main thing is that we've got to

give the right to put the r".~ht i-V. the legislature to authorize the

borrowing funds and the pledging in order to be able to issue bonds.

Otherwise, we're going to have one constitutional amendment after

another authorizing.

is no prohibition against borrowing private funds, the state

borrowing private funds, so you don't need to mention "borrowing" , do

you?

MR. PEREZ
No, but in connection with the borrowing, you have to pledge

by the Issuance of bonds because you have to. . . when you build

that public improvment, that sewerage system or whatever it is that

you're building, you have to be in a position to pledge, and you

can't pledge unless you borrow first to pledge.

MR. JENKINS
But, this here says that the legislature may authorize the

loan of public funds, does it not?

MR. PEREZ
I've agreed with you Mr. Jenkins, if you're concerned about

that word I'll be glad to have an amendment which would make it

clear that we're talking about the borrowing of funds by the public

and then the pledging of the assets which are used for construction

of that public ... or that Is where the funds are being used to build

a public facility you have to have the pledge of the ... in order to

secure the borrowing of the funds. You can't pledge unless you first

borrow.

MR. JENKINS
But, wouldn't it be illogical to substitute the word "borrow"

in that place because we're not talking about borrowing public funds.

That's what the word "loan" refers to ,as loaning public funds. So,

we're not talking about borrowing public funds, so we couldn't substitute

that, could we?

MR. PEREZ
I say, I agree with you generally, if you want to amend the provision

I don't see any serious objection as far as 1 can determine at this time.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Perez, this Section C does it have to be that length in

the constitution?

MR. PEREZ
I'm sorry; I can't hear you.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Section C, does it... in other words what it says is what

we've done already: we ' re not abolishing right now; is that right?

MR. PEREZ
That's correct.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Couldn't we say that in a lot less words than that many words?

Or Isn't that a transitional matter? In other words, if the state

has already entered a contract or an agreement, can we just cancel

that? I'm wondering why Is it necessary?

MR. PEREZ
Well, first it's necessary because of the fact that you have,

as I explained before, over two hundred pages of authorized bond

issues in your constitution at the present time. In order to be

sure that those authorizations continue in effect, we provided

that they would continue in effect, but the legislature by two-

thirds vote of the elected membership of each House could amend

those provisions provided that the bonds had not as yet been

issued or contractual rights had not actually gone Into effect.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
And you feel that you need that long a paragraph to say that.

Right?

MR. PEREZ
Yes, 1 just feel that we can't say it in fewer words. We

tried to say it in as few words as possible.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Perez, in order to get the record clear on the meaning of

this Paragraph 5— it was 5 of (B)—the last few phrases refer to

the issuance of bonds or other evidences of....

The last few words refer to the issuance of bonds or other

evidences of Indebtedness. Now, as I understand your explanation

of this, that refers to bonds or evidences of Indebtedness of the

state or of a political subdivision.

MR. JENKINS
But, isn't it true we're talking about public funds here? There

MR. PEREZ
That's correct.
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MR. CONROY
That this would not authorize the state to pledge funds or

credit or anything to secure the indebtedness of any private
entity.

MR. PEREZ
No, sir.

MR, CONROY
Thank you,

[previous QiJ&st ion ordered , Record
vote ordered . Amendmen t adopted

:

8 3-3. Motion to recons i der tabled .}

Amendment

MR. POYXTER
The next amendment is sent up by Delegate Rov, Delegate Pugh.
The instructions on this are going to have to change given the

adoption of the Perez amendment. The text would remain the same.
On page 8, in Convention Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed bv

Delegate Perez, just adopted, at the end of line 11— that's the
end of Paragraph (A)— inmed lately following the word "enterprise"
strike out the period ".*' and insert the following. '"; however,
neither the state nor any politic-'il subdivision thereof shall be
prohibited from entering into a contract for the purchase of
insurance from a mutual company or depositing money in savings
and loan associations or savings banks."

Explanation
MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, presently

under the old part of the constitution, there was a Supreme Court

decision that held in Public Housing Administration of Bogalusa

—

rather of Administration v. Housing Authori t y of the City of Bogalusa-

that it was unconstitutional for the city of Bogalusa to buy in-

surance, fire insurance, with a mutual insurance company even though
there was going to be a dividend paid back to the city of Bogalusa
of some several hundred dollars, thereby making it the cheapest
amount of insurance. The theory was—and you'll have to follow
this kind of closely— that mutual insurance companies, theoretically,
when you buy insurance with one of them, you yourself become a

stockholder or shareholder in it. Therefore, the state by
some real pretzel type of reasoning was becoming engaged in business
against itself with itself. Now, the decision probably should have

never been rendered, but in any event, that's the present state of

the law— that the state cannot be allowed to buy insurance with a

mutual insurance company even though it would make a great deal
of savings for the state because, theoretically, somev/here or another
the state is becoming a shareholder in a company and thereby is

competing with private enterprise. 1 don't see the rationale
behind it; I disagree with it. I think that it ought to be

specifically provided in the constitution tliat notwithstanding
anything to the contrary this particular type of transaction will

be allowed, and it does that. It also provides that the state

will be allowed to deposit monev in savings and loan associations

or savings banks. Now, the state is not at this time allowed to

do that, and I don't see the reason for that either. If the

deposit by the state is fully insured and protected just like

it would be in a regular banking institution, I can't see why

the state should not be allowed to deposit its money or the

city deposit its money in a savings and loan association and
draw more interest than it would if it were trying to deal

strictly with a commercial bank.

If there are any questions, I'll be happy to try to answer them.

Quest ions
MR. HAYES

Mr. Roy , does the federal government in some cases prohibit

the participation in some mutual companies?

MR. ROY

Does the federal government prohibit participation?

MR. HAYES
Yes.

MR. ROY

I don ' t know , Mr . Hayes

.

MR. HAYES
1 think they do.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Rov, don't we have a provision in one of the other articles

that the state cannot own stock in a private corporation?

MR. ROY
I don't recall right off hand if we do or not, Walter. Probably,

we may; I just don't know. This, of course, would be a specific
limitation only with respect to contracting for the purchase of

insurance in that particular situation.

MR. LANIER
Well, what I'm getting to is I believe the case that you cited

was based on the constitutional provision that we had in the old

constitution, and which I think we put in the new constitution,
that. .

.

MR. ROY

It's the same.... I talked with Justice Tate, and we both feel

that unless we do it—it's a heck of a way to have to do it—but

unless we put this in here, we're going to have the same Supreme

Court decision applicable to the future.

MR. LANIER
Well, what I'm getting to is that your amendment is designed

as an exception to the general rule that you cannot have the

state being a stockholder in the corporation.

MR. ROY

Right. That ' s correct

.

MR. LANIER
Now, the second thing is: what is the difference between a

savings and loan association and a savings bank?

MR. ROY

I'm not quite certain, Walter, what the difference is. I

just know that both of them, when the state would deposit the

money and be fully protected and maybe even draw better interest,

we're not allowed to do it at this particular time.

MR. LANIER
By what authority?

MR. ROY
Well, I think it's for the same reasoning that they would

hold that when you deposit ... .You see, if you deposit in a

savings and loan association, you become a member of it, theo-
retically; therefore, the state would be a member of a private
corporation, and thereby meet the same results that it met in

the Bogalusa case.

MR. LANIER
But what about a savings bank?

MR. ROY

I think a savings bank is more or less on the same basis. I'm

not quite certain. Mr. Pugh is much more of an expert in that field
than I am.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Roy, did you say that you had discussed this with Justice

Tate, and that he though it was necessary?

MR. ROY
Yes, Justice Tate felt that If we were going to obviate the

results of the Bogalusa case, we'd have to put something like

this in here,

MR. DERBES
Did you ask him if he was giving you a minority or a majority

viewpoint?

MR. ROY
Well, it's a de novo viewpoint because he was not on the

Supreme Court at the time.

MR. ANZALONE
Chris, in that suit that you cited a few minutes ago concerning

the ban against state governments and their subdivisions purchasing

Insurance from a mutual company, are you sure that that case did

not turn on the liability of any mutual company as opposed to a

liability In a stock company?

MR. ROY

No, for your Information let me read what the ^eadnote said

on it. "Where the mutual insurance company submitted to a muni-

cipal housing authority a bid for fire and extended Insurance

at an Initial premium of six thousand and seven hundred forty-

two dollars and an estimated dividend that they were going to

get back of one thousand and three hundred forty-eight dollars

and a stock company,"you see, which was bidding in competition
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with the mutual company, "submitted simply a bid for the same
coverage of six thousand, seven hundred and for"y-two dollars
with no estimated dividends, the stock company was able to
come in and vitiate the contract that had been awar<^ed to

the mutual investment company because it "aid that the state
was engaging in competition with it— the stock company. Now,
here the st^te lost out in that particular case an estimated
dividend of thirteen hundred and forty-two dollars because
of some theoretical position that the Supreme Court had to
take that the state -as engaging in competition with private
enterprise. So, this particular amendment strictly is an
exception— like Walter said— to the general rule that a state
or a political subdivision may not purchase stock in any company,
and it excepts it only in mutual Insurance company associations
where the state will get some type of dividend back.

1 move the favorable adoption.

MR. ANZALONE
Chris, I really want to thank you for answering my question;

I appreciate it.

MR. ABRAHAM
Chris, if supposedly the state became a stockholder of this

—

or the city in the case you mention there—became a stockholder
of the mutual company by purchasing insurance from them, what is
the law in regards to this type of situation? Are they liable
for any of the debts of the company or the savings and loan
association?

MR. ROY
No.

MR. ABRAHAM
That's the question 1 would ask. They must have ruled...

MR. ROY

No. When you invest your money in it, you're not obligating
yourself for any obligation of the company.

Further Di scussi on

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I don't claim to be an expert

on insurance, but in speaking to Mr. Graham, who Is in the in-
surance business, he informs me that it's possible for the
state to possibly enter into a policy where they can be assessed
if the overall company would happen to have a general lo^s in
an area. I think this is something that has to be considered
when discussing the possibility of the state investing in in-
surance with a mutual company.

I move the rejection of-the amendment, and let's u? clarifv it.

[previous Question ordered.^

n osi ng

MR. ROY

, In answer to Mr. Abraham's question, the funds are nonassessable;
the policy is. Therefore, the state can't be responsible for any
type of loss on it just to allay anybody's fears.

Quest ions

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Roy, there's no such provision in the present constitution;

Is there?

MR. ROY
No, sir.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Roy, Mr. Hayes just—who is a member of a credit union

—

tells me that there maybe a problem with this with reference to
the federal law, in federal credit unions. Are you aware of
any such proviso or restriction?

MR. ROY

No. Let me point out that, of course, any purchase of the
state has got to be in compliance with R.S. 4b:A7A which makes
it you have to deal with a nonassessable type situation. The
state can't get itself in any trouble.

I'll yield to any further questions.

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Roy, perhaps you just covered it in your last coiwnent.

but I was just going to ask if you knew that there were some
mutual insurance companies that are assessable companies?
Unless they say specifically that they are noitassessable, then if
the company did have an overall loss, they could come back and
assess their policyholders for an additional amount of premium
to cover their losses on an overall basis.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Roy, in further— with ''urther reference to what .>e.Tegate

Graham asked you, if a mutual company wants to levy an assessment
against its stockholders and the bank had five million dollars
worth of insurance with a mutual company, would they be liable
for that assessment that they wanted to place on all the stock-
holders?

MR. ROY
Run that by me again. Senator.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, let's take a savings and loan or a mutual insurance

company: if they had a bad year and they wanted to assess
their stockholders a certain amount of money, or a certain
percentage of their investments, and the state had some
business with this particular company, would they be liable
for that assessment?

MR. ROY
Senator, I don't know.

MR. RAYBURN
Would a savings and loan association—assuming that you were

governor of this state and you wanted to create a savings and
lean, and you wanted to deposit a lot of state funds in it, and
then the thing didn ' t . . . -you made some bad loans and you wasn't
doing too good, and you had to assess your membership to kind
of keep going—would the state be liable for that assessment
at the end of the year?

MR. ROY

I don't know. Senator. I better move to pull this.

MR. RAYBLTIN

I'm afraid I know, Mr. Roy.

MR. ROY
Well, if you have some doubt about It... Mr. Chairman, on

that basis I'll move to pull the amendment at this time.

[_Rules Suspended to allow amendment
to be withdrawn . Quorum Call : 80
delegates present and a quorum.^

MR. HENRY
Read the Avant amendments, Mr. Clerk.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1 reads as follows: Page 8, line 13 in Floor

Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Perez and adopted by the
convention today, after the word and punctuation "prevent;" delete
the renainder of line 13 and delete lines 14 through 18 In their
entirety, and on line 19, delete the word and punctuation "purpose;"

Now, the effect of all of that is to delete Subparagraph ] of
Paragraph (B) . It would just delete in its entirety Subparagraph
1 of Paragraph (B) . The second amendment then changes all of
the subparagraph numbers—changes 2 to 1 and 3 to 2 and changes
A to 3.

Amendment No. 3. At the end of the Perez amendment adopted
by the convention on Decen^er 17, insert an additional paragraph
to read as follows:

"(D> The state and its political corporations may, for a
public purpose, engage in cooperative endeavors with each
other or with the United States or its agencies, or with any
public or private association or corporation or individual."

Expl anation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the committee proposal, as

well as Mr. Perez's amendment, starts off with what on its face is
a prohibition against the lending or pledging or donating of public
funds to private persons or corporations. Then both of the

—

the committee proposal and Mr. Perez's amendment— in the next bi'eath
say, however, that that prohibition shall not prevent certain things,
or as they phrase it, they ^ay "nothing contained in this section":
that is, the prohibition shall prevent certain things. Well now.
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that simply means when you say "nothing herein shall prevent" it,
that means the same thing as except that. So, we still, then, are
faced with the proposition— if you read Mr. Perez's amendment.
Section (B) 1— that this inter cooperation, if it is intercooperation

,

whatever that may mean, that you can then pledge or donate or loan
public funds or credit to private individuals or to private cor-
porations. The purpose of this amendment is to permit the objec-
tives: that is, to permit the state and its political corporations,
if you will refer to the Paragraph (D) which we have added, to

engage in cooperative endeavors with the United States or its
agencies or with each other or with any public or private as5ioci-

atlon or corporation or individual but subject to this prohibition,
and that is that the funds, credit, property or tMngs of value
of the state or its political subdivisions cannot be loaned, pl'^dged

or donated to any private person or corporation. That is the
purpose of the amendment. In other words, this intercooperation
would be acceptable and permissible and legal and fine, but you
still can't under the guise of cooperation do what the con-
sltution has set out to prohibit, and that is: take public
funds and give them or loan them or otherwise dispose of them to
private entities. For that reason, I would ask your favorable
support of the amendment.

MR. ABRAHAM
Then, 1 don't see what we're doing. Why do we need, then, to

change this language because we're saying in this Perez amendment
"nothing contained shall prevent," and in your amendment we're
coming right back down the line with another paragraph saying
that they may do so? I don't understand the purpose of this.

MR. AVANT
I'll tell you why. As I read Subsection B, when you say

—

and this is where I started off, Mr. Abraham—when you come along
and say "nothing contained in this section shall prevent" that's
the same as saying "except that." In other words, (a) is a pro-
hibition; then when you come along in (B) and say "nothing in

this section prevents this, then you're saying— insofar as (A)

is concerned— that "except that." You can't do these things,
except that you can do them. Do you follow me? I wanted to

disassociate this concept of intercooperation and put it down
in another section so that it would not be viewed as an exception
to the prohibition contained in (A). In other words, they may
engage in these cooperative endeavors as long as they do not
pledge, donate, or loan public funds to private individuals in

order to accomplish that purpose.

Questions

MR. CASEY
Mr. Avant, I'm just concerned about— in Amendment No. 3—about

the use of the word that you're using for the—at least for the

first time I recall having seen it—a political corporation; whereas,
in Mr. Perez's (D) 1, he uses political subdivision. What is the
difference between a political subdivision and a political cor-
poration?

MR, AVANT
A political subdivision is a parish, a city, perhaps a school

board, but there are certain public corporations, as I understand
it, which would not qualify as political subdivisions— say, your
port commission— I don ' t think that is a political subdivision, but
it is a political corporation or board. I think, Mr. Casey, that
the word "political corporation" if you... I don't want to appear
to be real bright. I think I picked that up out of the committee
proposal. Doesn ' t it appear in the committee proposal?

MR. CASEY
I don't recall having seen it. But, is it your intention that

it be more encompassing and broader than the word "political
subdivision?" Is that your intention?

MR. AVANT
Yes, sir, but we went through that the other day if you recall

in some connection , I don ' t remember just .... But the word "political
corporation" is broader and more encompassing, I feel, than

"political subdivision.

"

MR. COMAR
Mr. Avant, I just wanted to make clear on one point here.

You say "except for a public purpose" in this amendment. I

would assume, then, that the state, under your amendment and under

the section as is contained, would still be able to contract with
various private institutions to take care of children, to take

care of old folks, and those types of things which the state

now does; is that correct?

MR. AVANT
I think that is a public purpose, and if you remember, I

rephrased this amendment to eliminate any possibility that that

would be prohibited, and I did it at your request.

MR. COMAR
Fine, thank you.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Avant, the way I understand your amendment is that both

the Perez amendment and your amendment allow intercooperation
between government and private agencies.

MR. AVANT
That's correct.

MR. JENKINS
The only difference is that the Perez amendment would permit

the state to give public funds to private corporations or private
associations in relation to this intercooperation whereas yours
would not.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Avant, right now in Delegate Bollinger's district they're

having a very serious problem with the Intercoastal Canal where

it's not bulkheaded, and the wave wash from the boat traffic is

eating into the property outside of the right-of-way which was
given to the United States government. Now, if your amendment
was adopted, would that prohibit the state bulkheading along
the Intercoastal Canal to protect this property that's being
washed away?

MR. AVANT
Is it the state's property?

MR. LANIER
The damage is being caused outside of the right-of-way which

now belongs to the federal government, as 1 understand it, for

the Intercoastal Canal.

MR. AVANT
Well, it seems to me, Mr. Lanier, that if..,. Whose property

is being damaged? That's what I want to.... first question I

would ask.

MR. ABRAHAM
Jack, I think I understand what you're trying to do, but what

is the difference between Intercooperation and a cooperative
endeavor?

MR. AVANT
Well, 1 see no distinction. It's just a matter of phraseology

where. .

.

MR. AVANT
That's correct.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Avant, my only question is in your Paragraph (D) where

you have public purpose. Along the coast of Louisiana you have
a tremendous amount of erosion and land that is washing away,
and there are some large landholdlng companies, and the state
as well, own property along here. Would the public purpose
conflict if say the state or one of these large land companies
got together and said, "well, both of our lands are washing
away; let's share the expense and go ahead and do something
to prevent this?" Wouldn't that be considered a public
purpose* or would that....

MR. AVANT
I think that it would, and to be honest with you, I think

about most anything the legislature decides is a public purpose
the courts probably going to say that that's a legislative
determination.

MK. ui;NNi-Ky

Mr. Avant, yotir amendment will not prevent thu continuation

of the free schoolbook and free school lunch nroj^ram; will it?

MK. AVANT
No, sir, 1 don't think It would because I think that's already

been upheld as a public purpose.

MK. DI'NNLRY

Tliank you.
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l^Amendments adopted without objection.}

Amendments

MR. HARDIN
Mr. Jenkins .

Amendment No. 1. On paf^c 8» lint 27 in Floor Amendment No.

1 proposed by Delegate Perez and adopted by the convention on

December 17, 1973, at the end of line 27 of the text of the

amendment, delete the words "loan or".

Amendment No. 2. On page 8, line 27 in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Perez and adopted by the Convention on

December 17, 1973, on line 30 of the text of the amendment,

immediately after the word "indebtedness" delete the period "."

and insert in lieu thereof the following, "to meet public obligations.

Expl anation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, this is an amendment to Mr. Perez's amendment.

You remember he started out with it in his Number 5; then it was

Number A; now, it's Number 3. This deletes the words "loan or",

so that the legislature may authorize the pledge of public funds

for bonds and so forth. It deletes loans so It makes sure that

we're not permitting here loans to private individuals. It adds

at the end after "indebtedness" the words "to meet public obliga-

tion" so that it's clear that we're not talking about just

issuing bonds perhaps to meet private obligations. But, it has

to be for public obligations. I urge the adoption of these

amendments. I understand the committee has no objections.

[Amendments reread. Amendments adopted
without objection. Previous Question
ordered on the Section.]

Point of Information

the table like we've done with ever^ other section. It passed 91^ to 1^.

Why let it stay open and linger open... I don't know the reasoning

behind it. If there is, we was open for discussion; we could take

any amendments that you had. If we're finished with it, let's lay

it on the table and get it out of the way.

Point of Information

MR. CHAMPAGNE
The only reason why I'm rising, I want to suggest that about

ninety percent of the people in here don't know what's in that

section now. That's why I think the man asked not to lay it on

the table. I'd like to see it in writing. Right now, I don't

think anybody could tell you what's in it.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Champagne expressed the same motion which I wanted.

MR. HENRY
Well, I think there was sort of a gentlemen's agreement not

to table it. Senator.

[^Motion to consider Section 14 pre-
vious! y passed over adopted without
objection

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. HARDIN
"Section lA. Management of State Funds; Public Record
Section 14. All reports and records of the collection, ex-

penditure, investment, and use of state moneys and all reports

and records relating to state obligations shall be matters of

public record, except returns of taxpayers and matters pertaining
thereto.

"

!^. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, 1 have no particular objection at this point,

but it seems to me that it's unwise to let the committee pass on

the closing of a section because there may be some questions

that have arisen that people will not have an opportunity to

answer. I do believe that the Chair should see If there are any

questions

.

MR. HENRY
You're point Is well taken, Mr. Dennery.

Mr. Planchard, you have the right to close.

Sometimes the Chair gets a little too impatient, Mr. Dennery,

and I apologize for my overenthusiasm.

Explanation

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Section 14 simply provides that

the public records shall be just that. The records and collection

and expenditures, and investment of state money shall
be Dublic to the citizens of this state. But, it does provide

that the tax returns of the citizens shall be held confidential

in those matters pertaining thereto, meaning the schedules and

attachments having to do with the tax returns shall remain confi-

dential.

Closing

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Chairman, I sincerely wish I knew exactly what we have said now.

I think we all mean exactly the same thing. It all depends on

what words you use to put it across. I think that even with

the amendments that we have, it's still plain to see that we

do not want to allow the loaning or pledging of public property

for private purposes. We have put in the necessary exceptions

in order to allow the bonding, we necessarily allowed for the

inner cooperation of the political subdivisions and the state,

and the United States. So, I really, personally, have no ob-

jection to it.

Question

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Planchard, if this amendment should pasf«,and I presume

that it will, would the committee have any objection to not laying

it on the table?

MR. PLANCHARD
No, I have no objection whatsoever, Mr. Singletary.

Question

MR. ANZALONE
John, is the reason that you all are always putting In here

that these income tax returns will be private, is because you

don't want theworldto know that all of the mistakes that people

like you make for people like us?

MR. ALARIO
That could be, Joe.

{^Previous Question ordered . Section
passed : 91-1 . Moti on to reconsider
tabled. Motion to consider Section
15 previously passed over adopted
without objection .}

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 15. Management of State Funds; Investment

Section 15. All money available for investment in the cus-

tody of the state treasurer shall be invested as provided by law.

[^Section passed: 91-1. Motion to

table reconsideration pending

.

J

Point of Information

MR. NUNEZ
I'm trying to find out why we've laid every section on the

table, and what objection there is to not laying this section on

Explanation

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, this simply provides

that the funds of the state shall be invested to make sure that

we get a return on those Idle funds in the state treasury, and

to provide the maximum return for the citizens of our state. I

ask that you adopt it.
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Questions

MR. DENl^ERY

John, will this permit the Investment of state funds In, for

example, bank certificates of deposit?

MR. ALARIO
I didn't catch the beginning of it.

MR. DENNERY
Would this permit the investment of state funds. If the

legislature so provided, in certificates of deposit issued by

banks?

MR. ALARIO
It says "as provided by law," Mr. Dennery, so that if the

legislature says that would be a procedure, then I'm sure it

wou2d be alright.

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, under Section 16(A), don't you prohibit the

lending of funds for any private purposes, for any private

organizations—excuse me? Isn't a certificate of deposit in effect

a loan to the bank, just as the purchase of a bond, wouldn't that

be a loan?

MR. ALARIO
I don't think it's a loan to the bank. Whenever the state

puts up monies for certificates of deposit, it in turn has to have

a pledge of certain assets equal to that amount.

MR. DEMNERY
Wouldn't that be a loan? That's my whole point. When you

buy a bond, that's an obligation. In other words, if a state

could invest in a certificate of deposit, I suppose it could also

invest in the bond of a private corporation.

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Dennery, I don't see any problem. We're following that

procedure now, and that's the current law, so I don't see any

problem with it.

MR. DENNERY
Well, let me go one step further then,

could invest in private corporate stocks?
Do you think the state

MR. ALARIO
I don't think the state could get into it, as such, Mr.

Dennery. There may be some cases where they do. For instance,

the retirement systems get into investing some of their idle

funds in common stocks, and they're doing that now.

MR. DENNERY
Well, the reason I asked this question—and that may be

the reason that it was a good idea not to table the succeeding

section— It seems to me you may have run into a conflict there.

MR. ALARIO
That may be, and we may need to look at it.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
When you deposit under certificates of deposit, you pledge

collateral. You pledge government bonds and such. So, is this

not Just a simple statement in the constitution of the good

practice that the law now has?

MR. ALARIO
That's right, Mr. Champagne. Thank you.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Representative Alarlo, when it says "as provided by law,"

could they provide certain exemptions from this investment policy?

MR. ALARIO
It could , Mary.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you.

\_Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 90-3. Motion to reconsider
tabled. J

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 17. Release of Obligation to State, Parish or

Municipal Corporation; Taxes on Confiscated Property
Section 17. The legislature shall have no power to release

or extineuish or to authorize the releasing or extinguishnent

,

in whole or in part, of the indebtedness, liability, or obli-
gation of any coi-poration or individual to the state, or to

any parish or municipal corporation thereof, provided, that

the heirs to confiscated property may be released from all
taxes due thereon at the date of its reversion to them; and
provided ..."

[^Motion to waive reading of the Section
adopted wi thout objection .^

Expl anati on

MR. CONROY
Essentially, this section carries forward into the proposed

new constitution two sections of the present constitution virtually

word for word. Article IV, Section 13 contains the basic prohibi-

tion against the authority of the legislature to authorize releasing

of indebtedness to the state, carries forward also the exception

contained in that particular section to that general rule, and

also carries the further exception -:i'ntained in Article X, Section 20.

I believe that both of these exceptions are largely historical. I

would hope that somehow we can get them into the schedule rather

than into the body of the constitution. At the tine the committee

net on this proposition, we didn't have a sufficient idea of how

the schedule would operate to deal with that oossibility. But,

the basic thrust of Section 17 is found in the first five lines.

The rest of it are exceptions , which, as I said, are historic

exceptions. The basic proposition involved in Section 17 is that

the legislature shall have no power to authorize the releasing of

debt to the state. I'll yield to any questions.

Questions

MR.. AVANT
For the record, Mr. Conroy, only, would this prohibit the

compromise of a doubtful and disputed claim?

MR. CONROY
Mr. Avant, I'm not sure this is just for the record because

the present policy, as I understand it , is that some basis has to

be found for a determination rather than making a compromise.

The attitude of the people in the department of revenue that I've

dealt with, for example, has been that you can... that the depart-

ment can agree with you that they will give up on certain issues

and will not on other issues. But, the department of revenue is

operated under a basis where they could not just agree with you

on a flat, say, across the board, twenty-five percent settlement

basis. This would continue in effect the same language in the

present constitution which precluded their just reaching str<iight

percentage compromises.

MR. AVA.\T

Well, this language is not limited to tax obligations.

MR. CO.NROY

That's correct.

MR. AVANT
l^at I'm wondering, say, they had an explosion. They fre-

quently do, and state buildings were damaged, and you had a

hot lawsuit going, and nobody could really figure out who was

responsible. Could you... would this prohibit you from compro-
mising that kind of a claim?

MR. CONROY
No, if you arrived at an amount, what you'd do in effect

is that the representatives of the state agree... in any case

where you have an unliquidated claim, the state could simply

agree that this is the proper amount of the claim, and that's

not really release of any debt or anything; that's just a deter-

mination that this is the proper amount that the state's entitled

to. So, it would noL preclude it under those sort of circumstances

MR. AVANT
That's why I said it was for the record.

MR, CONROY
For an unliquidated claim, it would not prohibit a compromise.
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ms. MILLER
Mr. Conroy , down on line 25 where it says, "it will be

presumed conclusively that such forfeiture or ac^ judication was
irregular and null" and that the property has been redeemed,
is this affecting title to property that was patented out by

the state years ago, and where some of that is in litigation
now?

MR. CONROY
No. No, this carries forward again the same language of

the present constitution in Article X, Section 20. It is exactly
the same language, and really doesn't deal with state titles.
What happened, Mrs. Miller, is that during the Civil War a great
niraber of tax sales took place in this state. In 1879 an effort
was made to try to straighten out and correct the situation
because, with regard to a number of those tax sales, the tax

debtor .. .supposed tax debtor had n«:ver noved off the property;
the records were not in very good shape; and there was some rather
serious fenllng about the impropriety of some of the tax sales

having taken place in the first place. So, that's what happened
in 1880.. or 1879— I can't remember which year it was— there was
an effort made to forgive these old indebtednesses and to wipe
the slate clean after the Civil War days. In order to do that,

this was necessary as an exception to the basic proposition
that the state could not forgive these debts, and it did in some
cases straighten out titles because there had been some subse-
quent tax sales involved while the property was presumably in

the state. But, I think in most of these cases, it involves...

it doesn't involve a claim by the state anymore, not since 1880.

r.t Just is needed to keep titles straight, but it hasn't involved
the state in the title since 1880.

MRS. MILLER
This is a continuation of what's in the present constitution?

MR. CONROY
Presant constitutional provisions—no change at all in that

regard.

MR. DENNERY-

Mr. Conroy, adverting again to the questions that Mr. Avant
asked, under the law which becomes effective on the first of
January when the department of revenue starts worrying with
the inheritance taxes, questions of valuation would fall within
the unliquidated claim of your explanation?

MR. CONROY
Yes. In the way in which I've seen it applied, Mr. Dennery,

yes; that would fall in that same category.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins sends up amendments at this time, reading as

follows

:

Amendment No. 1. On page 9, line 13, after the punctuation
"17." and before the word "The" insert the letter "(A)".

Amendment No. 2. On page 9, line 17, after the word and
punctuation "thereof," and before the word "provided" insert
the following: "provided, that the legislature may establish a

systen whereby claims by the state or political subdivisions
may be compromised, and".

Amendment No. 3. On page 9, between lines 29 and 30, insert the
following:

"(B) All taxes and licenses, other than real property taxes,

shall prescribe in three years from the thirty-first day of

December in the year in which such taxes or licenses are due,

but prescription may be interrupted or suspended as provided by
law."

Expl ana t ion

MR. JENKINS

Mr. Chairman, these amendments are an attempt to solve some problems
that I think are in the committee proposal. Amendments 1 and 3 go
together, and 2 is separate. Really, they deal with different
ideas, different concepts

.

Amendment No. 2 does this. It provides that the legislature
could establish a system whereby claims that the state might have
can be compromised. As I read the committee proposal, such
compromises are prohibited. Now, here's what that means. Let's
take an example. Suppose you are out on the highways and run into
a state-owned vehicle and do certain damages to it. Well, as I

appreciate it, if the estimate of damage would be, say, a thousand
dollars by the state, there would be no way that the state could
agree with you to accept less than that amount, even

though any other private individual could compromise such a claim.
Apparently, if you wouldn't pay the full amount, it would have to

go to court for final determination.
Supppose someone had a contract with the state and he got into

financial hardship and for some reason or another couldn't meet
all his obligations, there is no authority under this section to

compromise the claim.
The same is true in tax matters. The Internal Revenue Service

naturally compromises tax claims every day. It does so it has
the talent to do so; it has the efficiency to do so. Certainly,
in this state, we should he enlightened enough, I think, to be
able to provide a system whereby compromises can be agreed to. I

can cite an example of how compromises are just absolutely necessary
to insure justice fron time to time

.

There was a private school here in Baton Rouge that 1 know of

that was formed about ten years ago. They did not incorporate under
the nonprofit laws of the ntate. But, they were, in fact, not

a profit making organization, operated by the parents. They called
the Division of Employment Security when they opened their doors.
They were told that they did not have to withhold unemployment
compensation taxes. Time passed. Then, last year, they were
informed by the state that they owed all the back unemployment
compensation taxes as long back as prescription would allow them
to go —even though they had been told not to. Now, the Division
of Employment Security knew that it would be unjust to charge
them this twenty-five or thirty thousand dollars, but under the
law, there was no way they could work out an equitable compromise,
despite the fact that no one working at that school had ever
drawn unemployment compensation. So, there needs to be some
way to compromise claims. The legislature under this, would be
able to, either through some claims commission, or by approval
of the department heads, or whatever it wanted to work out.

Amendment No. 3 deals with prescription. It incorporates
Article XIX, Section 19 of the present constitution, which provides
that taxes prescribe after three years. The present consnltutional
provision has been interpreted to mean that the legislature
can pass statutes, which allow prescription to be interrupted or
suspended. So, that is Included in the last clause of this
amendment.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Jenkins, how would the three year prescription affect

severance taxes in connection with tldelands disputes?

MR. JENKINS
Because of the fact that we say, "prescription can be

Interrupted or suspended as provided by law, "It would not. At
present, prescription is not running. It has been suspended.

MR. DENNERY
Isn't there a special article In the constitution right now

rfhlch does that?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct. This allows that to continue in force.

We may need to put something in the schedule, I think, regard-
less of whether we adopt this, to make sure that that continues,
though.

MR. DENNERY
The second provision which leaves it to the legislature,

presumably that's to take care of those cases where there is
fraud in the filing of a tax return, or failure to file a tax
return. Is that correct, sir?

MR. JENKINS
In regard to Amendment No. 2?

MR. DENNERY
No, no. Amendment No. 3. The question about the prescrip-

tion.

MR. JENKINS
Now Amendment No you may have a copy of an amendment that

mentions fraud and late filing.

MR. DENNERY
No. I just want to know if the provisions that you have

which say that prescription may be interrupted or suspended; will
that take care of those instances where there is fraud in the
filing of a tax return, or complete failure?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, it would. That is the in fact, our revised statutes

specifically provides at present. .. .that prescription is interrupted
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and suspended in most cases, and enumerates about four or five

other cases. So, this would continue that authority.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Jenkins, in reference to the question Mr. Dennery asked

you regarding the tidelands settlement, isn't it true that under

the language of your Amendment No. 3, that if the tidelands weren't

settled for the next twenty years, that at the end of that period

of time, unless the legislature took some affirmative action, that

the oil companies owing the severance tax on that land which will

eventually be declared state property, would never owe but three

years in taxes?

MR. JENKINS
No, that's not true at all. As long as the tidelands question

is unsettled, we can provide that prescription will be interrupted
and suspended. That's the way it is at present. In fact, there

is a provision in the present constitution that so provides. I

don't know, if we don't put something in here, if that will still

be possible to so provide. That's why, one reason that this is

worded In this manner , to provide that that instance—fraudulent

claims, late filings, and things like that—prescription will not

run in those cases.

MR. FLORY

I know, but.... and I'm familiar with the 1962 Amendment that

was placed in the constitution in that regard. But, aren't you,

in effect, continuing the tax exemption for those corporations who

owe ad valorem taxes, once the tidelands issue is settled?

MR. JENICINS

No, we 're suspending it until it's settled , and at that time

,

they'll have to pay it.

MR. FLORY
But only if the legislature provides it— the interruption

for prescription. Isn't that correct?

MR. JENKINS
Well, that's true. But, it is so provided for now, and

I assume it's going to continue. Whether or not we adopt this

is not going to affect that. We're still going to have the law
continuing the interruption of prescription regardless of whether
we adopt this amendment. We've got to so provide.

for the committee. I can only speak for myself with regard to

both.
First, with regard to the prescription question, or this de-

limitation period. It is my personal feeling that it is not

necessary to deal with that question in the constitution. In the

Local and Parochial Government Article, there is a section referring
to the running of prescription against the state which I think was
intended to permit the legislature to enact appropriate laws

with regard to prescription. My personal feeling was that that
was adequate to handle the question of prescription. Mr. Jenkins
felt that it was still somewhat doubtful. 1 think the questions
that have been asked with regard to the effect of this provision
raised some of the questions that existed In my mind as to the

extent to which you have to spell it out if you start getting
into the question of prescription in the constitution. However,
frankly, I feel that as written. Amendment 3 should not be ob-
lectionable. It seems to me that it essentially carries forward

the basics of our present constitutional provisions and would
be an appropriate way to handle it. I don't think it is necessary,
but I think this is appropriate language to handle it.

With regard to the right of the state or political subdivision
to compromise claims, I think that that's a question for this body
to decide as a matter of theory or philosophy what it wants to do
and what it wants to permit. 1 think that the concepts in the past

have been that the right of state officials to compromise rights
of the state, or claims by the state, should be narrowly construed
as has been, I think, the theory up until now, that it was unwise

to permit public officials to be able under the guise of compromise

to decide how individuals could be treated. Because, after all,

remember, that this can be the subject of political pressures
or questions, and so forth, when you start a broad program of

being able to compromise state claims against individuals or

corporations. I think it was....I think the present constitutional

provisions are wise. 1 think that it unwise to have a broad grant

of authority to compromise claims. It could be that the legislature

under this program here would severely restrain the areas under

which compromises could be entered. I assume that's why Mr. Jenkins
did it the way he did, that the legislature may establish a system.

But, my personal feeling is that it's unwise— it's an unwise provision.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Conroy, would Mr. Jenkins' amendment permit the compromise

of a tax claim, including any penalties and interest which may

have arisen?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Jenkins, you realize in the year 1972 we passed an act

wherein the state could recover for inheritance taxes. That is,

our inheritance taxes would be like that of the federal government.

If you didn't file a return, they would not prescribe.
Now, under this particular provision here that you have,

wouldn't we go back to the old system where those taxes would
prescribe after three years, in the year in which they are

due, and , therefore, the state couldn't collect them?

MR. JENKINS
No, this, I hate to say 1

law. Amendment No . 3 is the p
which says that "all taxes pre
the legislature has passed cer
allowing the suspension or int

I 've included that in this las

authority to suspend the effec

tax cases than you have under

is some question under the pre
you can suspend prescription,
to suspend prescription from r

t again, J. D. This is the present

resent law in Article XIX, Section 19

ecribe after three years." But,

tain laws under the 1921 Constitution
erruptlon of prescription." So,

t clause. So, this gives greater

t of prescription in inheritance

the present constitution. There

sent constitution really whether
This gives constitutional authority
unning.

MR. CONROY
I assume so. The way it's written, I assume that it would

permit the legislature to set out whatever it wanted to with regard

to the system whereby any sort of claim could be compromised.

MR. DENNERY
Now, in a tax claim, suppose you get Into court with a tax

claim? Is it possible at that point, under the language of the

committee proposal, to then compromise based upon the hazards of

litigation?

MR. CONROY
As I understand it, not on the hazards of litigation. That

is correct. That is the precise problem or area that the state,

perhaps, has found itself in for some time as it is generally

felt that the state cannot compromise on the hazards of litigation

basis solely. They have to have some other basis upon which they

can settle issues, or find facts, or find issues of law that they

say, "This is the way it is in our judgment, this is the correct way..

disposition of this matter, and not just say that we have a twenty-

percent chance of success, or we settle it for twenty percent of

the state's claim.

o«

MR. DE BLIEUX
I'm just concerned about that because it looked like to me

you would be allowing some people to get by without paying their

taxes after a period of even

MR. JENKINS
No, this allows the statutory authority, presently in the

statutes , to continue in that regard . Whereas , there is some
question In the 1921 Constitution whether you can interrupt or

suspend prescription because the 1921 Constitution is unequivocal.
It says "all taxes prescribe after three years."

Further Discussion

MR. DENNERY
The committee's position is that that should remain the law.

Is that correct?

MR. CONROY
I. ...it's difficult for me to say what the committee's position

is on that. That's my feeling, yes, Mr. Dennery. But, I'm afraid

that this wasn't sufficiently discussed at the committee level for

me to speak for the committee.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Conroy, the present law is geared to the fact that the

state can only pay out your money and mine after a judicial interpreta-

tion in most Instances. Is that correct?

MR. CONROY
On these two issues, I am not certain that I can say I speak
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MR. ANZALONE
What this is going to do is turn around and say we are going

to be able to compromise in any Instance?

MR. CONROY
That's what It would open the door to. Yes. That's why 1 feel

it unwise.

MR. ANZALONE
Now, Mr. Conroy, in connection with that, have you ever seen

a thirty thousand dollar back that was settled for about seven

hundred and fifty dollars?

MR. CONROY
A what?

MR. ANZALONE
A thirty thousand dollar back that was settled for seven

hundred and fifty dollars?

MR. CONROY
Well, I guess anything is possible.

MR. ANZALONE
I have never filed a tort suit In my life for less than

a million.

t-urther Discussion

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I've

discussed this amendment, particularly Amendment "B" with
Mr. Jenkins. I'm not an attorney, but it's difficult for me to

understand how tax cases in the State of Louisiana can be settled

without, in some instances, settling them on the hazards of litigation.

Now, how we've gotten around that in the state, I don't know because

many cases at the federal level are settled purely on the hazards of

litigation. What happens—and then what happens is that the.... state

government accepts what's happened at the federal level. So by

accepting what's happened at the federal level, they have, in effect,

accepted that settlement based upon the hazards of litigation. As

a layman, I'll tell you how I appreciate It when I'm dealing with

a client. We may have a client that has a tax case with the federal

government, and the agent will come in and say that the salaries

that have been paid are excessive, and that instead of the salaries

being a hundred thousand, that the reasonable salaries are fifty
thousand. That the other fifty thousand is a dividend. So, the

agent at the district level cannot settle on the hazards of

litigation. It's either right or It's wrong. So. then, by the

time you get to the appellate level with the appellate conferee

—

that's the last step before you go in the tax court—he has the

authority to settle on the hazards of litigation. He might
decide, "Well, we've won half of these cases on reasonable compensa-
tion, and we've lost half. We have fifty thousand dollars involved

so we'll settle for twenty-five, because if we go vith the case,

we may lose it all. If we don't, we're sure we'll get half If we
settle on the hazards of litigation. The hazards of litigation
are flf ty-f if ty

."

So, at that point, the federal government agrees to a

compromise. That compromise in this hypothetical case is purely
on the hazards of litigation. So, then that taxpayer signs an

agreement. That agreement, due to exchange of Information between
federal and the state, goes to the state. The state accepts it.

The state assesses that taxpayer on the same basis that the federal

assessed them. So, in that case, I would submit to you that we are.

In the State of Louisiana, already settling cases and compromising
on the hazards of litigation. I don't think it's possible to settle
tax cases without some sort of compromise based upon the hazards of

litigation. I don't think that you would want to take every tax-

payer Into the courts. It's just not practical. Now, I'm not
an attorney, but I've given It to you the way I appreciate it. I

think that we do need some provision for compromise. So, I'm going
to support Mr. Jenkins' amendment.

[^Previous Question ordered . Division
of the Question ordered

.

]

Closing

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I want to emphasize that this deals not only

with tax claims, it deals with all sorts of claims that the state
has against people, whether it's In contract, in tort, taxes, you

name It. It would be somewhat absurd, really, to say that the

legislature could not provide a system whereby these claims can

be compromised. It's standard business procedure. It's efficiency,

it's good economics, to say that you don't have to go all through

every possible area of litigation before you can compromise a

claim. That's why this is needed. If we adopt it. it will save

the state money because it will save us court costs, time of

attorneys, and everything else. We'll be able to reach amicable

agreements to get the sort of funds that we deserve to the extent

that we can.
With regard to the last amendment, again I want to mention

this as the present law that we are retaining with regard to

prescription In tax cases. So, I urge the adoption of all three.

\_Amendmen ts Nos . 1 and 3 adopted : 67 - IS .

Motion to reconsider tabled . Amendment
No. 2 adopted : 45-41 . Motion to recon-
sider tabled. Quorum Call : 74 dele-
gates present and a quorum. J

MR. HENRY
Read the Avant amendments, Mr- Clerk.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 9. between lines 29 and 30, in Floor

Amendment No. 3 proposed by Delegate Jenkins and just adopted, im-

mediately after the language added by said amendment, add the fol-

lowing:

Now, that's the one that added Paragraph (B).

"No state, district, parish, or other tax, license, fee or

assessment of any kind or nature, with all interest charges and

penalties appertaining thereto, imposed, due or collectible, upon

any property, minerals or the severance thereof, or due or payable

by any person, firm or corporation upon any business operation or

activity within the Tidelands area in dispute between the state

and the United States and within the state's historic gulfward

boundary three leagues from coast, as established and defined by

the Act of Congress of April 8, 1812, which admitted this state

into the Union, and as re-defined in Act 33 of the 1954 Legislature

of Louisiana, shall prescribe until three years after the 31st

day of December in the year in which the controversy existing
between the United States and the State of Louisiana over its said

state gulfward boundary shall have been finally resolved and

settled in accordance with law; provided, however, no interest

charges nor penalties shall be assessed or collected on any such

tax, license, fee or assessment if such tax, license, fee or as-

sessment is paid within one year after the 31s': day of December

in the year in which such controversy is finally resolved and

settled."

Expl anat ion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, 1 think this is a technical

amendment, and that it is necessary at this point in time In view

of the adoption of the Jenkins amendment. I've talked to several

members of the committee. The ones that I've talked to say they

have no objection to it. I've talked to Mr. Jenkins. He has no

objection to it. I think that later on. it can be Incorporated

into the schedule, or something. But T did feel that as a technical

matter at this point in time, we had to take some action on this

particular thing in view of Mr. Jenkins' anendnent which says that

all taxes and licenses shall prescribe in three years, b'lt that

the legislature will provide how prescription will be interrupted

or suspended. As I interpret that, that requires some affirmative

act on the part of the legislature. Now this constitutional

provision which is presently word for word Article XIX, Section 1° (A)

was adopted in 1962 it was not objected to. In fact. T think it

was desired by both the petroleum industry and the people who are

engaged in business in the disputed area, and also the state. Because,

you are on the horns of a dilemma; the state, if they did nothing,

then these taxes would prescribe. Yet, the only thing they could do

was attempt to collect them, and then each year the companies would

have to be paying them under protest and bringing suits all over

the state to get it back. This was the solution that was apparently

agreed upon. It's vhat the people put in the constitution. 1

certainly wouldn't want us to do anything to jeopardize this

constitutional provision and to permit this vast amount of money

that may be due the state to prescribe.

So, I don't think there's any objection to it. It's technical

in nature, and 1 ask your favorable vote on the amendment. If

they want to put it in the schedule or do something like that with

It, well that suits me.

Quest! on

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Avant , would the words"the legislature is authorized to
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pass laws with regard to prescription"
Intent of your amendment?

would that accomplish the

MR. AVANT
No, sir. It wouldn't, because let me tell you the way I see it.

1 think that that requires some affirmative act on the part of the

legislature after this constitution becomes effective— if It becomes

effective. In view of that, I think that's just about the biggest log

you could roll and there ain't no telling where the coon's going

t o j ump

.

[^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered. Amendment adopted

:

7 6-6 . Mo tion to reconsider tabled .

Previous Ques tion ordered on the
Section . ]

CI osi ng

MR. CONROY
I think it's been discussed,

be happy to answer them.
If there are any questions, I'll

\^Sect ion passed : 8 5-9. Motion to
table reconsideration adopted: 64-20.

'\

Reading of the Section

. MR. POYNTER
Incidentally, there have been several requests, particularly

from Mr. Champagne, for a copy of what Section 16 looked like as
amended. We've just had passed out—which was prepared by the

Enrolling Room— a copy of that section as it has been presently
floor amended . Of course , again, that 's unofficial . I f any-

one wants to draft an amendment, don't do it to that, but go back
and draft it to the amendments adopted to the Section.

"Section 18. Legislation to Enable Compliance With Federal
Laws and Regulations to Secure Federal Aid in Capital Improvement
Projects

Section 18. The legislature may enact legislation to enable
the state, its agencies, boards and commissions and political
subdivisions of the state, and their agencies, to comply with federal
laws and regulations in order to secure federal participation in

the cost of capital improvement projects ."

Expl anati on

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I think I have one here

that's not controversial, except for those who have a philosophy
of not wanting to use any federal monies; but if you have that phil-

osophy, of course, you will vote against this and the state won't
use any. This grant,., in the old constitution—or in the 1921
Constitution—the legislature was granted the power to pass leg-
islati-m to enable cor.ipllance with fe-.ieral laws and reguations to

secure federal aid in capital improvement projects . This pro-
posed Section 18 represents no change in the present provision,
except for a modernisation of the language and a reduction of the

lineage. Tliere were thirteen lines of extremely small type in

the 1921 Constitution and this provides five lines of larger type
and i"educes the length of this particular article. I don't know
whether there will be any amendments to it. I hope not and I'd
like to move the adoption of this article.

\_Previous Quest ion ordered . Section
passed: 84-14. Motion to reconsider
tabled

.

]

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentler.ien of the convention, of

course I know no part of this particular proposal has been drafted
up so you can tell exactly what we've got in It, since we started

out. We started out with a very, very good proposal in my esti-
mation, but when we got to Section 4, we started chopping it to

pieces. Let me tell you some of the things we've done: in additU^n to

putting restrictions in this particular proposal, which benefits

only the high Income tax people, we've also put in this provision

taking nway quite a large sum of money from our dedication of funds

to school education, by increasing the allowable exonptions from--

I mean the allowable portions of the severence taxes to the various

parishes— from two hundred thousand to three hund-ed thousand dol-

lars. We also give another hundred thousand dollars to each one

of the sulphur parishes . i'e have exempted from this the timber
taxes which doesn't count insofar as the allocation of money con-

cerned for those parishes that have timber in them. We have ab-

solutely cut up this particular proposal where we just won't
know where we stand insofar as finances are concerned for this

state. We have little opportunity to correct them; I just want

to let you know that. When your schools come around and find out

they don't have enough money to operate because there wasn't
enough in the state treasury to allocate enough for education,
I want to let you know who's at fault for doing it. We are going
to have to answer for some of these problems sometime, and you may
not be runnii-g for public office, but yet nevertheless it will be part

of our work here that have done this particular job. I just want

to ask you now, Mr. Chairman, if I may, so that we may put this

thing in proper perspective, so that we can have a.,., Mr, Chairman,
I don't want to vote against the whole proposal, but if it stays
in this particular form I would be forced to do so. But, I'm
asking now in all good conscience and graces, I would like to
make a motion that we suspend the rules to reconsider Section 4,

so that we won't have to apol.^gize to our people for what we have
done. Whether that particular proposal is the only one that I'm
really concerned with... I'd just like to make that motion now

—

if I'm in order—to suspend the rules so that we may reconsider
Section 4.

\_Mot ion to suspend the rules to recon-
sider Section 4 re jected : 39-48.1

Motion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman, out of a matter of courtesy to one of our fellow

delegates, she asked during the discussion of one our sections
if the committee would have any objection to suspending the rules
for her to go back into the section for a specific purpose that

is her amendment. As j matter of courtesy, we have no objection
to doing that consideration on hsr behalf. In that light I so move

that we suspend the rules in order to go back into Section 7 for

the consideration of Mrs. Zervigon's amendment.

[Motion adopted : 60-2 7 .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1, on page 4, between lines 10 and 11 in Floor

Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Perez and adopted by the con-
vention on the 14th, on line 2 of the text of the amendment at the

beginning of the line, delete the words "or to any political sub-

division" and insert in lieu thereof the following:
", any political subdivision or local public agency",

Expl anation

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this is an amendment of

very liniited purpose. Mr. Roemer said that it was not his intention
that the full faith and credit of the state be pledged bond issues

Issued by local public agencies. The problem is there are agen-
cies—and I'm sure each of you will have agencies like this in your
parish that are not exactly districts—that you are not certain
whether or not they are covered in the definition of political sub-
divisions that issue their bonds and back up their own bonds, or

vour parish backs up the bonds, that don't require the full faith

and credit of the state and therefore you would like to be able to

issue them yourselves without the two-thirds vote of the legislature.
The example that comes to mind in my parish are tne housing author-
ity of New Orleans which issues bonds that are backed up by the city and

the Urban Renewal Agency of New Orleans which issues bonds in the same

way. They are not *5pecial districts really; I'm not exactly sure
they are political subdivisions. They are just agencies of our
local government and they would like to continue to issue bonds
In the same manner in which they have issued bonds and they do not request
that the full faith and credit of the state be pledged to them.

So, I ask that you adopt this amendment. I'm open to any questions
that I can answer.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mrs. Zervlgon, would not the dock board, the sewage and water

board and agencies of that sort also fall in tills category?

MRS. ZERVIGON
I think not, Reverend. I believe the dock boards, .

.1 'm "Ot
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certain about the dock boards to tell you the truth. It isn't

local totally, I don't believe, but what I'm trying to get at is

agencies that are purely local or authorities that are appointed

by the city council of New Orleans and that sort of thing. The

sewage and water board, as I understand it, is a drainage district.

Drainage districts weren' t meant to be covered by this section.

Special districts are excluded when you ust -lie word political sub-

divisions. There are other sorts oi a:;encios. Local public agen-

cies like the housing authority and like the urbai* renewal agencies,

which are cle\rly crciatures -f the city of NVv Orleans, vhich have

never asked to be Vackcd by the lull laith anu credit of the state.

It seems to me that any agency that is askin^^ to be backed by the

full faith and credit of the state has to subject themselves to the

requirenent of a two-thirds vote of the legislature. I have nj

quarrel with that.

MR. ALEXA.N'D- R

Even though you have "ew Orleans in rdnd, Baton Rouge, Shreve-

port, and other larger municipalities may be involved here also;

isn't that a fact?

:^RS. ZErvVIGON

I feel certain that they are .especiallv if they established

agencies of this --Vpe. The problem is--and I'm sure it is t'-iie oi

all of us—that I don't know nearly as much about other parishes

as I know about my own.

I move for adoption of this amendment , . r. C'r.airman.

[^Previous Quest ion ordered . Amendment
adopted: 87-1. Previous Question
ordered on the Section . Section
passed: 94-1. Motion to reconsider
tabled

.

]

Point of Information

MR. DEANERY
Isn't there one section which we haven't yet tabbed—Section

16?

:rR. HENRY
You are correct, sir.

MR. DENNERY
I believe I have an amendment up there for that.

public or private,
of deposit, in my
Now, it's true it

of state funds , ti

guape of this sort
political subdivis
of deposit which t

advantage of the s

an investment and

vision. That is t

ask for its adopt

Now, the investment of Junds and the certificate
humble opinion, is purely a loan of state funds.

s a secured loan, but nevertheless it is a loan

chnically. It seems to me that by not having lan-
in here, we will prohibit the state and its

ions from makini; investments in term certificates
he state customarily does. It's greatly to the

tate and its subdivisions to make this type of

I think we will prohibit it without such a pro-

he reason I have submitted the amendment and I

ion

.

Quest Ions

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Dennery, if you won't allow to be sure that there is no

doubt that time certificates of deposits are allowed to be invest-
ments by the state, why don't you just do that rather than just

gutting this complete section. Hasn't this been in our law a

long time and wouldn't by leaving it up to a two-thirds of the legis-
lature to give away anything in the state, you really gut the

effectiveness of it?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Jenkins, I'm primarily interested in the loan of

public funds. If you want me to delete "pledge or donation," I

would have no objection strenuously to that, but it seems to me
that in order to permit not only the loan and the certificate of

deposit, but this would prohibit the investment in a private

corporate bond, for exampletwhlch again is a loan and yet it

might be to the advantage of one of the pension trust funds to

Invest in that fashion.

MR. JENKINS
But, if we put loans in there, then the state could in effect

be a bank—lending money to anyone for any public purpose which the
courts -have interpreted it as just about anything. Isn't that

correct?

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Jenkins, I have no objection to changing the language, I

just pulled this language because that's the way it was. Now, if

you think that the language is too broad, I certainly have no

objection to changing. My purpose is not to prohibit the investing

of state funds in investments such as certificate of deposit of

banks.

.MR. HENRY
That's just what wc are trying to get straight, Mr. Dennery,

that there are amendments

.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Dennery has an amendment which was propcsed to 16 and

Mrs. Zervlgon has a further amendment proposing the addition
of a Section 19, I believe.

[^Motion to recon si der Section 16 adopted
without objecti on .

J

MR. JENKINS
One more question, isn't it a fact that we have had a

prohibition against the state loaning public monies, but, in fact,

ve have always had state investment in bonds, we have always had,

in recent years, state investment and time certificate of deposits

and there has never been any difficulty in that regard?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Jenkins, of course, a nuwh<*>- of our laws have been more

honored in the breech than in the observance,but if we are going
to do that, then I think we ought to correct it.

Reconsideration
Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Dennery at this time, now, sends up amendments.
Amendment "o. 1, on page 8, line 27, in Floor Amendment No.

1 proposed by Delegate Perez and others and adopted by the con-
vention on today, in line 30 after the amendment proposed by Delegate
Jenkins and adopted by the convention on today at the end of the line
insert the following:

''(A) the legislature by a favorable vote of two-thirds of

the elected members of each house from authorizing the loan,

pledge, or donation of public fun's in the furtherance of facilities
and other programs having a public purpose;"

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
This was the language which was originally in Mr. Perez's

amendment and he deleted. I think it's essential if we are going
to permit the state and Itg agencies to invest funds in certificates
of deposit, for example. Section 15 says that all money available
for investment in the custody of the state treasurer shall be invested
as provided by lav, "but then Section 16 comes along and says "ex-

cept as otherwise provided, "and I don' t think this is a sufficient
other provision. The funds of the state or any, of any political
subdivision thereof shall not be loaned, etc., to any corporation.

MR. TATi:

Mr. Dennery, when you say"enactcd by a two-thirds vote, "you
do mean"by law enacted by a two-thirds vote?"

>tR. DKNNERV
Yes, sir.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr . Chairman , I think that Mr . Denner

be advisable to make investment in time de;

a good point. If he wculd offer a proposa

that it would be acceptable even though we

in the past with regard to making investnei

and 1 don't think we will in the future bei

who can raise that issue in a court of law

gut the prohibition against giving away or

or pledging public funds Is far beyond the

ment. So, I think that in regard for this

our constitution for so long, that public

us-:d in these ways. We certainly should re

posits
1 to do

*ve had

nt in t

cause t

But

.

lend in,

intent

print ip
funds o'

ject lii

nt that it might
is certainly
that, I think

no difficulty
ine deposits,
here's no one
to completely

g public funds

of his amend-
le that has been
iiplit not to be

s amendment

.

Questions

•m. cHA.MPArN':

The provisions of (D) here. Woody, say that the state and

its political corporations may for public purpose engavie in
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cooperative endeavors with any public or private association
or corporation or individ'-al. Don't you think that tliey could
do this under this section? In other words...

MR. JENKINS
As far as tine deposits are concerned?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Right. Right.

MR. JENKINS
Yes. I think so.

MR. CRrVMPAGNE

1 think that's covered right here. You don't need anything
else.

as such. So, please consider this carefully. If you want a

rationally drafted document that allows the people in the future
to see exactly on what they're voting, and to ask for all the
explanations they need, please vote for this amendment. Another
benefit of it—Mr. Chairman, and I'll close in a second—would
be, for example, that the legislature could put on the ballot or
tax referendum "for a limited tine or purpose" if they wanted
to, not necessarily draft the law that way, but could identify
it that way to the people. The experience in the p.-=ist has been
when there are ten amendments to the constitution on the ballot,
for example, and the millage raise separate from those, that
more of the voters vote on the millage raise, than those who
vote on the constitutional amendment because they are certain
they understand it. They know exactly what It's going to do.
They know what's being done to them. I'll answer any questions,
Mr. Chairman

.

MR. JENKINS
I agree.

Further Discussion

^tR. PLANCKARD
Mr. Chairman,! think it's the feeling of the committee that

this would, of course, enlarge what our intent was in the first place.
If It is only to open the right to a specific type of loan for
a specific purpose, then I think It should be stated in this
article. But, otherwise, it is way too broad and far beyond
what we had anticipated in our original proposal. Therefore,
I would have to be opposed to it.

[^Previous C*uestio/i ordered . Amendment
rejected : 26-59 . Mot ion to recon si der
tabled , Previous Question ordered on
the Sect i on . Sect ion passed : S6-5.]

Amendment

MR. rOYNTER
Mrs. Zervigon,.do you want your amendments?
Mrs. Zervigon at this time sends up amendments, the last

amendment at the present time, pending at the desk which would
propose the addition of a new section.

Amendment No. 1. On page 10, line 6, add the following Section:
"Section 19. Increase in Taxes
Section 19. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of this

constitution , the legislature may increase the individual or

joint state income tax rate, the state motor vehicle license
tax on automobiles for private use, or the state ad valorem
property tax above five and three-quarter mills only by law
enacted by the favorable vote of two-thirds of the members
elected to each house and approved by a majority of the
electors of the state voting in an election called for the
purpose.''

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr, Chairman and delegates, and Mr. Guarisco, if you'll

listen, I'll explain to you what I'm trying to do. If you adopt
this section, it has two effects. Neither of them undo what we've
done over the past week. The first effect, I would hope, would be
to move the reference. .. to enable us to move the reference to
Title 47, Section 3'/. of the Revised Statutes, from the main body
of the constitution into the transitional measures. I'm not
an attorney, and I for one don't look forward to going home and
explaining what Title A7, Section 32 is. I don't even look
forward to going home and reading it so that I can try to explain
what it is. But, that would really be a side benefit and would
be open to your discretion later on when we come to styling this
particular article— the second styling of the article. The main
benefit, as 1 see It, Is that tax raises on the ballot would be
clearly Identified as such. A raise in automobile license tax,
for example, would not be Amendment No. 4 on the ballot identified
as an amendment to Article X, Section 5 on the left-hand side of
the ballot, for example. It would be on the right-hand side of
the ballot, and it would say, "We are changing your license plate
tax from three dollars to four dollars." The people could eas^'ly

ask the legislators why, how, how much, how did you spend the
last bunch we gave you, and that sort of thing. In my experience
when you mix tax increases with other sorts of constitutional
amendments, people become confused and angry and vote against
them all, not on the merits, but just because they don't want
something put over on them. This way we separate constitutional
amendments which change the structures or processes of government

,

and consider tax raises totally separately, clearly identified

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mary, this is the exact same procedure by which we have a

constitutional amendment; isn't that right?

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's right, but the benefit of it, Mr. Roemer, is that it

does not amend the constitution.

MR. ROEMER
Nothing personal meant by this, and truly nothing personal,

Mary...I just want you to know that personally I'm opposed to this.

r«S. ZERVIGON
No, it was drawn specifically for that reason because I do

not Int-nd to overturn the actions of the Constitutional Convention
in the past weeks. I don't agree with them, but I'm not going to
overturn them. What I'm trying to do is to enable the constitution
to remove that specific reference to that revised statute into the
transitional articles, and also to separate on the ballot in the
future the question of whether or not it raises your taxes from
the question of whether or not you're for a constitutional amendment.

MR. ALARIO
Mary, if we adopt your innocent little amendment here, and

somebody came back with an amendment after yours deleting the
last two lines, lines 10 and 11 in your amendment, which read,
"and approved by a majority of electors of the state voting in

an election cr.lled for that purpose," where does that leave us
then as in relation to Section U which would require a constitu-
tional amendment?

MRS. ZERVIGON
John, that's not going to happen because we voted again and

again that this is the process we want. So, I just really can't
see how that's going to happen,

MR. ALARIO
Wouldn't that give them means for those who wanted to delete

that, to come back and try it again, though, and open it up
again?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Alario, I really resent your implication that I'm trying

to backdoor something, and I got up here and said, "I'm not,"
and I'm not. What I'm trying to do is just to combine the
provisions of the constitution that call for a referendum on the
people on state taxes.

MR. ALARIO
Mary, you know, I wasn't trying to imply that you were going

to do it, but someone else could certainly offer the amendment.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, I'm not a gentleman. 1 yield, but I'm not a

gentleman.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mrs. Zervigon, I recognize what you are trying to do here,

and I think it's very meritorious, but let me ask you, wouldn't

it be a whole lot easier to accomplish what you want to do, not

by adopting this particular section here, but by rejecting
proposal until we took that portion out of the proposal?

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, sir. I really don't. To reject the proposal and take

those portions out of the proposal does something entirely dif-

ferent, entirely different. What you're talking about is removing
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those ceilings. I*m not talking about removing those ceilings. I'm
talking about trying to show the people in the future exactly
what they're voting for. All I'm talking about's a little bit,
just that much of democracy. As you know on constitutional
amendments, sometimes you've got as few as twelve percent of

the voters voting because they're all mixed up together, different
subject matters doing different things, affecting different parts
of the state. Now, hopefully, we won't have any local constitu-
tional amendments any more, but what I'm trying to do is to

separate out constitutional amendments over here, and if only
twelve percent of the people want to vote, and only those folks
know what's going on, fine, well, and good. But, over here will be
a tax raise, and we're going to have a tax raise and we're going
to have a turnout of fifty, seventy, eighty percent of the
voters on that because they're going to understand clearly what
they're voting on. That's all. It's not the same thing at all
as what you're talking about.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, do I take it that you want a special election In a

special place for raising of the limits of these tax issues?

MRS. ZERVIGON
What do you mean "place"?

MR. DE BLIEUX
On the ballot.

"Section 19. The legislature by law enacted by a favorable
vote of two-thirds of the elected members of each house may
authorize the investment of public funds in bank certificates of
deposit, corporate bonds, and savings and loan associations."

Explanation

MR. DENNERV
I believe the amendment was explained with my previous amend-

ment. I would only point out two things: Under Sect ion 15 , the

state funds may be invested in accordance with law. It says nothing
about the funds of the parish . Mr. Chehardy, for instance, in

Jefferson, this would authorize the parish of Jefferson to do this,
which 1 believe would be a good thing. The committee has authorized
me to say that they have no objection to this amendment. 1 ask
its favorable adoption.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Dennery, why is "corporate bonds" in there? That 's a big

gate.

MR. DENNERY
You want to take it out? Take it out. I'll be glad to remove

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes, exactly so. I want it separated on the ballots so

the people can see it, and not identified as a constitutional
amendment because it would not be a constitutional amendment.

MR. TATE
Mrs. Zervigon, if I understand your amendment, vou, along

with others of us who didn't agree with the philosophy of Section 4,
are willing to accept this, and that what you're trying to do
is provide a mechanism by which, if the people, by the same
voters that adopt the constitutional amendment, want to change
it in the future, they don't have to do it by means of a lengthy
constitutional amendment or a short constitutional amendment
that will keep on adding to the length of our present constitution.
Is that your general approach?

MR. ROEMER
Would you withdraw to take out "corporate bonds"?

MR. DENNERY
I'll withdraw and take out "corporate bonds."

l^Amendmen t w i t hd rawn , ^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
He resubmits the amendment , striking out, on the fifth line,

the comma "," the word "corporate" at the beginning of line 6,

I guess it is, the word "bonds" and the comma following it

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, it isn't, Justice Tate, but my main thing is that it

won't be mixed in with other constitutional amendments, totally
unrelated to taxes.

MR. TATE
That wasn't really a question I was making.

iPrevlous Quest ion ordered . Amendmen

t

rejected : 2 5-6 8. Mot ion to reconsider
tabled , Mot i on for the Previous Ques-
tion on the Proposa 1 rejected : 41-50.
Motion to take up other orders rejected:
37-55. J

Moti on

MR. BURSON
I move that we limit. . .we suspend the rules to limit the

consideration of amendments to the one amendment that is no\;

pending, so that nobody can think up anymore to stall here this
evening.

Point of Information

Ques t i ons

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Do you, by this means, limit the means in which they can

invest? Suppose they want to invest in something else? Suppose
they want to invest in government bonds? Where is that?

MR. DENNERY
There's no prohibition in the constitution about putting money

in government bonds. There is a prohibition in the constitution
about lending money or investing money in private corporations.
That's the whole purpose of this provision.

MR. CHA^tPAGNE

Do they presently invest in savings and loan associations?

MR. DENNERY
Well, my understanding is that in some parishes they do, and

the auditor has questioned that. Yet, it's quite possible that a

parish may be able to get better interest from a savings and loan
investment than he can from a bank investment.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Do you know that in my opinion a savings and loan investment

is much less desirable than a certificate of deposit?

MR. CONROY
If the Dennery amendment were adopted, would this preclude

amendmen t s to that amendmen t

?

MR. HENRY

All right, read the Dennery amendments.

^Motion rejected : 51-38
.

]

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Champagne, that *s why I left it to the legislature. I'm

not prepared to say whether it is or it isn't. Eut, I think the

legislature, by a two-thirds vote, could do something.

MR. SINGLETARY
Moise, wouldn't all of these investments be interest bearing,

so that the state wouldn't be favored?

Amendment

MR. DENNERY
That's the whole purpose of it, Mr. Singletary.

MR. POYNTER
The amendment previously read:

On page 10, line 6, it would insert the following;

MR. SINGLETARY
It wouldn't be favoritism or anything, but it would be a way

of earning money for the state.
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MR. DENNERY
The purpose of it is to permit the state and the local governing

authorities to invest where they can get the most interest.

MR, LAMBERT
Mr. Dennery, you mentioned that the legislative auditor

questioned the investment in savings and loans. Why? Do you

know?

MR. DENNERY
I don't know. I was told that. Senator^ by one of the local

clerks. I don't really know the reason.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Dennery, as 1 appreciate it , at the present time, when

someone deposits money in the savings and loans, they become members

of that savings and loan. Is that right, sir?

MR. DENNERY
I believe in most. . .

MR. CHATELAIN
. . .stockholder, I mean. You know, a stockholder.

MR. DENNERY
You become a member in the association, I think, under the

technical term.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, then the state would become stockholders or members of

the savings and loan, would they not, sir?

MR. DENNERY
Technically so, yes, sir.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question from Mr. Kean?

MR. KEAN
Mr. Dennery, do you know that there's a statute which presently

authorizes the investment in savings and loan associations up
to the amount protected by the FSLIC?

MR. DENNERY
No, sir, I was not sware of that. But, it seems to me that

the language that we now have in the constitution would prohibit
that, despite the statute. That's why I added it in here.

MR. KEAN
Well, there is a statute. The FSLIC is twenty thousand, and

they can invest to that amount.

[_Prev ious Question ordered . Amendment
rejected: 56-31. Mot i on to adjourn
to 9:00 o'clock a.m., Tuesday , Decem-
ber 18 , 197 3 rejected : 21-68 . Pre-
vious Quest ion ordered on t he Pro-
posal: 62-27. Proposal failed to
pass : 66-27 . Not i ce given for re-
cons idera t ion on next Conven t ion day

.

Mot ion to take up other orders
adopted wi thout objection.^

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[;/ Journal 1024'\

Announcements
\_II Journal 1024]

[_Adjour nment to 9:00 o ' clock a .

Tuesday, December IS, 1973.1
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Tuesday, December 18, 1973

ROLL CALL

\_78 delegates present and a quorum.]

PRAYER

MR. ABRAHAM
Direct us. Oh, Lord in these our doings. May all our work

today be in the interest of the people of Louisiana. Guide us

in our actions. Keep our minds and our hearts pure. Help us

to develop a good constitution for the State of Louisiana. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMMITlEES
[ll Journal 1025]

RECONSIDERATION

MR. POYNTER
On reconsideration today:

Committee Proposal No. 15, introduced by Delegate Rayburn,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Revenue, Finance and

Taxation, and other delegates, members of that committee.

A proposal relative to the tax structure of the state and

the public finance.

Mr. Roemer now moves to reconsider the vote by which

Committee Proposal No. 15 failed to pass on yesterday.

Motion

MR. JENKINS
I'd like to move to return it to the calendar subject to

call.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman now moves that the resolution be returned to

the calendar subject to call.

{^Committee Proposal 15 returned to

calendar subject to caii.j

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

[committee Proposa 1 34 called from
its regular order.]

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 34, introduced by Delegate Lambert,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Natural Resources, other

delegates, members of that committee.

A proposal making provisions relative to natural resources

and environment.
It's my understanding Mr, Lambert would like a few introduc-

tory consnents before we go into Section 1.

Expl ana tion

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

first of all I would like to express my gratitude to the members
of the Natural Resources and Environment Committee. We started
off with seventeen members. They all worked very diligently
in a most dedicated manner. We heard much testimony over the
past year, roughly. We came up with a proposal that we certainly
hope meets your favor. To the members of the Natural Resources
Committee I want to thank then once again for the cooperation
and dedication that they demonstrated in this endeavor. Secondly,
I would like to point out to you that the subject matter which
we were assigned contained thirty thousand and thirty-five words.
Through the process of deleting obsolete material, shortening
existing provisions and the introduction of new concepts we've
ended up with a total of fourteen hundred and eighty-eight
words. I thought I would point this out to you for your infor-
mation. I would also like to point out that in the area of

natural resources we looked at other recent state constitutions
that were either adopted or attempted, and that in that particular
area, with the exception of the State of Alaska. Basically,

the provisions are short. We have more or less tailored our

proposal along these lines. I would assume that obviously, we

had the shortest provision containing fourteen sections. At

this time I would like to briefly go over each section, after

which, I would ask the Clerk to read Section 1. We adopted a

public policy statement on the environment. We took this pro-

vision from the existing policy statement in the Wildlife and

Fisheries Article, and we expanded on it. What we tried to do

basically was to say in our constitution that the people of this

state are entitled to a clean environment, and it's our feeling

that we should protect, conserve and replenish insofar as possi-

ble, the natural resources of our state. We added a provision

mandating the legislature to implement this policy by appropriate

legislation. Secondly, we, in the light of the present energy

crisis, with the obvious problem that we're having with retaining

natural gas within the limits of our state, and at the suggestion

of Mr. Tom Lee, who we have come to recognize as an expert in

the field of natural gas litigation, we included a policy state-

ment on natural gas. We felt that it would be in the best interest

of the State of Louisiana to do this. We felt that it would be

wise to create a constitutional basis for Louisiana's right to

retain a sufficient amount of natural gas for use within our

state. We tried to do this without violating any federal laws.

In addition to this, we went into a new area—geopressure-

geothermal resources. We included a policy statement on this

particular subject matter, this new energy source that is rela-

tively untapned. We felt that it would be wise to have a state-

ment in our constitution to the effect that the state shall

conserve, manage and regulate the development of this untapped

natural resource. Geopressure-p.eothermal energy, for those of

you who do not know, is made up of hot, boiling water many, many

feet below the surface of the earth, has been tapped in some

areas—in California and Oregon. There have been some experi-

mental wells in this area, I understand, in this state. It

was a concept that was introduced to us by Mrs. Ruth Miller. We

heard testimony from numerous experts in this area. We also

were assigned a subject matter having to do with alienation of

state lands or water bottoms on the beds of navigable streams

and lakes. What we did in this area is basically retain the

source provision, making an exception dealing with reclamation

of state land, water bottom. We placed a prescriptive period on

this particular reclamation exception, and we also restricted

the use of reclaimed marshlands or water bottoms by public

bodies for public use. In Section 6 we went into a new area,

you might say. This is an area that I'm sure you would all be

interested and concerned about. I suggest to you that when we

get to Section 6 you pay close attention to it because it has the

effect of reversing our present jurisprudence in Louisiana con-

cerning the accretion, alluvion, dereliction provisions in our

Louisiana Civil Code, possibly would have the effect of reversing

a number of cases. We felt that it was an area that could

possibly mean the loss of many revenues— oil and gas revenues

to our state in the future. We felt that it would be wise to

offer this to you and let you decide, as a body, whether or

not you feel that it is inoortant enough to place in our

constitution and whether or not we should take this position...

this position on this particular subject matter. Section 8

deals with the Royalty Road Fund. We had lengthy debate and

hearings on this particular subject matter. Our committee

went on record as favoring the retention of the Royalty Road

Fund. We made some changes in the provision. As you recall,

several days ago Mr. Bollinger offered an amendment retaining

the Royalty Road Fund in the Public Finance Section of Revenue

and Taxation. At that time it was not retained, but we're going

to ask you to retain it in Section 8 of the Natural Resources

proposal. We also retained the language dealing with minerals

beyond a three-mile limit. There's some question as to whether

or not this is necessary, or whether or not this is obsolete

material. After listening to many speakers in this area, we

felt it would be wise on our part since there is obviously

some litigation that is still involved concerning minerals

offshore, off the coastline of Louisiana, we felt that we may

be derelict in our duty if we did not retain this provision.

Pending a possible settlement in the future, we felt it would

not be in the best interest of the state to take this out of

our constitution because it may be something that we can fall to

in the future in the hope of retaining some of the minerals that

are in litigation at this time, pending settlement with the

federal government. We also had jurisdiction over the commis-

sioner of agriculture. As you know, this horse has been whipped

a few times in this convention—give you one more chance. Our

committee felt that the commissioner of agriculture should be

an elected post. It was a close vote in the committee. It was

felt that it should be elective and not subject to being made

appointive by the legislature at any future time. We offer

this again to you for your consideration. We also dealt with
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Wildlife and Fisheries Commission. We took the existing provi-
sions in the constitution, which were very lengthy, and we cut
them down to twenty-one lines. There was some question at the
time as to whether or not the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission
should be retained in the constitution. Impersonally, and our
committee, took the position that it should for more than one
reason. One obvious reason being the many concerned members of
the various sportmen's leagues throughout the state, hunters or
fishermen who are interested in the preservation of our wildlife.
They felt, and they expressed this feeling to us either as a
committee or individually, that to keep constitutional language
in regards to the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission would not do
any harm to our attempt to pass a new constitution. We felt
that in the light of some of the things that have been kept in
the constitution that certainly it would be unwise not to give
this body as a whole the right to make a final judgment on this
particular subject matter. We did the same thing with the
Louisiana Forestry Commission. The material on the Forestry
Commission was lengthy. We reduced it in size but retained the
basic features that are presently in our 1921 Constitution.
The last area over which we had jurisdiction was the Public
Service Commission. Our committee made some changes in this
particular area, changing the makeup of the commission to five
members, also made some changes concerning jurisdiction, powers
and duties, and so forth. That basically concludes the substance
of Proposal No. 34 by the Committee on Natural Resources and the
Environment. At this time 1 would like to ask the Clerk to read
Section 1.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Jenkins, now we're going to consider it section by section.

I think he was just sort of going over the whole proposition.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Louis, I*d like to commend you and the committee on the work

you've done in deleting so much of this material. Let me ask
you, are there some other things you think that really could be
deleted further that need not be in here? It seems like some
of these things are similar to some codal provisions and statu-
tory material. Could we delete some of those, too?

!^. LAMBERT
Why won't you be specific? Uhat are you talking about?

MR. JENKINS
Well, I'm thinking. . .oh, say, like Section 3 and 6 and 7,

and things like that...

MR. LAMBERT
Well, Woody, I guess you could delete more of it. I guess

each commit tee that offered their material to this convention

,

I guess that argument could be made. I suggest to you that before
you make a final judgment on that to let us bring out the various
reasons why we did not delete it. Maybe on its face it looks
that way, but we may be able to point out something to you that
may change your mind. On the other hand, we may not.

Reading of the Section

MR. HARDIN
"Section 1. Natural Resources and Environment ; Public Policy
Section 1. The natural resources of the state, including air

and water, and health, scenic, historic, and esthetic value of
the environment shall be protected, conserved, and replenished,
insofar as possible and consistent with the health, safety, and
welfare of the people. The legislature shall implement this policy
by appropri.ite legislation."

Expl ana t ion

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, as I stated earlier,

in an attempt to properly organize a section on natural resources
to be placed in our new constitution, we tried to come up with
a policy statement on the environment, and we thought the proper
place for this would be at the beginning. We took a presently
existing statement In our constitution ... in our present constitu-
tion which reads as follows: "The natural resources of the
state shall be protected, conserved, and replenished." This
particular language is found as a preamble to the present consti-
tutional provision concerning the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission.
We took it from that particular area, and we placed it at the
beginning of this proposal. We expanded on it as you can see by

reading the section. What we attempted to do is to strike a
balance, or find a happy medium between the environmentalist on
one side, and the agri-industrial interest on the other side. We
feel that we have found, hopefully, a policy statement that does
this— that strikes a balance, that is not extreme one way or the
other. We heard amendments by members of our committee who wanted
to provide a citizen with the right to sue in our constitution.
In other words, the right to file a suit to clos_, for example,
to seek an injunction to close down some industry , let 's say, or...

The majority of the members of our committee felt that this was

an extreme position because there are provisions In our present
law, in our civil code, our nuisance laws, class action provisions
in our civil code... in our Code of Civil Procedure, that provide

this. Then, on the other hand, there were members of our

committee who felt that to flip the coin completely over and

have nothing, say nothing, we felt that a vast majority, and

after much discussion and much debate on this particular area

we came up with the language that you see here, and it was...

we had seventeen members on our committee, and there were very
few who voted no... who voted against this. So, I assure you that

we have debated this at great length and we have made a sincere

effort to come up with something that gives you more than whit

you had In the past, but yet is not so extreme as to jeopardize

the operation of Industries and businesses in our state.

Ques t i ons

MR. STAGG
Louis, I realize that Jerry Jones is back there, and Burt

Angelle, and others interested in the Wildlife and Fisheries
Commission area of the constitution, and that it is contained
In your proposal. In the balance of the constitution—and we
have as of today finally adopted ninety-nine pages of constitu-
tional matter; it would have been a few more if we had had an
extra vote yesterday, but we've got in the hopper now ninety-
nine pages— In none of those pages is there a board or a

commission like Wildlife and Fisheries. There is not a highway
board; there is not another board or commission of that type

—

It being, I suppose, the feeling, particularly the Committee
on the Executive Branch that such boards and commissions ought
to go into the statutes. I realize that Wildlife and Fisheries
h'as a number of adherents around this state. Can you explain
to the delegates why this among all commissions is retained
In the constitution?

MR. LAMBERT
Did we not retain some boards, Mr. Stagg? Hasn'

dent been set? Was the Pardon Board not retained?

MR.

t a prece-

STAGG
The Pardon Board was put as a five-member board in place of

the lieutenant governor, the attorney general and the presiding
judge. We did not eliminate a function of the penal institutions.
Now It's a part of the governor's office.

MR. LAMBERT
Let me just say this, Mr. Stagg: whether it's retained in

the form of a commission, the concept of a commissioner of

Wildlife and Fisheries, or whatever, I think it's a basic decision
that this convention is going to have to make. We may find it

necessary in the wisdom of this body, a majority may find it

necessary to keep it as it is in our proposal. The reason we
left it In that particular way was because we've received from
throughout the state. ..I'm just telling you the way it is, now.
I don't know if this is what you want to hear, but I'm going to
tell you just the way it is. We heard many, many people ... from
them, either individually, or as a group. They were concerned
about retaining something in our constitution to assure that
we would have a Wildlife and Fisheries Commission to see that
the wildlife, the game, etc. in our state were properly cared
for and taken care of. That is the reason we left it in.

MR. STAGG
In other words, they've got a good lobby.

MR. LAMBERT
You might say that.

MR. STAGG
All right, then, explain to those people who lobbied for

this to be In the constitution the effectiveness of the language
on line 20 on page 4--the functions, duties, and responsibilities
of the commission and the co^ipensation of its members shall be
provided by law." What have you done?
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MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, answer this question for me. Are we on—

the procedure that we're following, are we on Section 1?

MR. HENRY
That's right.

MR. LAMBERT
When we get to that section, why don't you ask that question?

MR. AVANT
Senator Lambert, in all due deference to what you just said,

but since Mr. Stagg made the point, I do want to ask you this

question: We did keep the Civil Service Commission in the consti-

tution, didn't we?

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct.

MR. AVANT
Did t,ot your hearing demonstrate that there were just as

many people in the state who very strongly felt that the proper

management of our natural resources was just as important as the

proper management of our public employees in our personnel systems?

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct.

MR. LEBLEU
Senator Lambert, also in response to Mr. Stagg 's question,

isn't it also a fact that at one time the Wildlife and Fisheries

Department came under the Conservation Department? It was

separated, in the forties, I believe, or fifties, and since

then has been doing a more admirable job?

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Is it not true that we kept the Board of Liquidation of the

state debt under a new name?

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Is it not true that we also continued the Bond Coninission?

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct.

MR. HERPiANDEZ

Senator Lambert, hadn't the many Wildlife and Fisheries
organizations throughout the state been very anxious to keep

this Wildlife and Fisheries Conmission in the constitution?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, sir. that 's correct

.

MR. HERNANDEZ
That constitutes a pretty large segment of people In the

state, doesn' t it?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, sir, it sure does.
Mr. Chairman, if there are no further questions, I move

final passage of Section 1.

MR. JENKINS
Louis, can you tell us, what does Section 1 really mean? It

says,"the legislature shall implement this policy by appropriate
legislation." What authority are we granting to the legislature

by this section?

MR. LAMBERT
Woody, obviously, you know that we cannot force the legisla-

ture to do anything. However, I think the intent of this conven-
tion is obvious by the statement that "the legislature shall
implement this policy by appropriate legislation." That means
that if the legislature in its wisdom should decide that they
want to beef up this provision and add a citizen's right to sue
to it, they could. I don't think they would do that.

MR. JENKINS
But . . .

MR. LAMBERT
For example that's an example of one thing they could do,

or they could. . .whatever they feel necessary to expand or make

—

to implement the policy, they could enact laws to that effect.

MR. JENKINS
Is it your view that we are by this section granting more

authority to the legislature than the legislature would have

without this section, or not?

MR. LAMBERT
I would say that probably we're not granting the legislature

any more authority than they presently have. We're certainly

not restricting them in that area, though.

Further Di scussion

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to make one quick point before

we in my closing remarks, if I might. Mr. Dennery asked me

the question, why did we leave out land in the policy statement.

Well, we did not leave out land. The natural resources of the

state, including air and water... this question was talked about

in the committee, and natural resources includes land, and he

was satisfied with that answer. I just wanted to point that

out.

[^Previous Question ordered on the
Section . Section passed : 98-0

.

Mot ion to recons i der tabled .^

Motion

MR. KELLEY
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to move to return Committee Proposal

No. 34 to the calendar and pull from the calendar....

MR. HENRY
Well, let's take them one at a time now.

Gentleman moves to return Comoiittee Proposal No. 34

to the calendar.

MR. LAMBERT
I do not object and the only thing I'd like to know is this.

As soon as this is completed we can get back to this proposal.

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir.

MR. LAMBERT
I think there's much concern in the body about completing....

what is it. Section 15?

[committee Proposal So. 34 returned to
the calendar : 79-16.]

Motion

MR. KELLY
I'd like to move at this time, Mr. Chairman, to recall from

the calendar Committee Proposal No. 15.

[committee Proposal So. 15 called from
the calendar : 79-16. Previous Question
ordered on the Proposa 1 : 6 5- 3 3 .j

Closi ng

.MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'll just take a tew

seconds to say that fte, in the committee ,worked long and hard and

you in this convention that stayed with us over the weekend worked
long and hard to do the best we could. I think we've done not a

perfect job, but a very human and decent job on this article. I

think it's a shining example of what we can do for the people of

Louisiana, and I ask your wholehearted endorsement of Article 15.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
I want to ask you something. The statement was made, at
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least I heard it, that If we voted no on this then we wouldn't have
any proposal at all and never could get one; is that correct?

MR. HENRY
Well, we wouldn't have any Committee Proposal No. 15, but ...

or it could be reconsidered on another day and all that business,
Mr. Avant.

Point of Information

MR. ROY
Could I move to suspend the rules so that Mr. Joe Traigle,

who is here, could address the convention as a whole?

MR. HENRY
That function would be out of order. The previous questions

have been ordered.

Point of Order

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, a point of parliamentary procedure, I suppose.

According to the Journal on yesterday a motion to reconsider was
pending at the time that the convention altered the other business,
so I assume that the only motion before the House now, correctly
speaking, is to reconsider.

MR. HENRY
No, sir, the first thing we did in Morning Hour No. 12

this morning was reconsider the vote by which it failed to pass
on yesterday, and that was....

MR. DENNERY
Today

.

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir, when we got into Regular Order No. 12 and it

was passed without opposition and then we returned It to the calendar,
Mr. Dennery

.

[proposa 1 Passed: 80-19. Motion to
call Commi ttee Proposa 1 No . 34 f rom
the calendar adopted without objection.']

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mrs. Miller, Delegate Tobias and Delegate Asseff send up

amendments which read as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, between lines 21 and 22, insert

the following:
Section 1.1. (A) The navigable water bodies and bottoms, the

sea and its shores, and lands, title to which is in the state,
arc hereby declared to be a part of the public domain. Title
to lands held by the state, its agencies and political subdivisions,
excluding municipalities, is hereby declared to be held in the public
domain for the use and benefit of each.

(B) No disposals, contracts , compromises , or leases involving
lands or interests therein, of the state and its agenicies and
political subdivisions, shall be made without the approval of the
state's chief legal officer, prior notice, and other safeguards of
public interest as prescribed by law.

CO Neither the lands, or interest therein, in the public
domain at the effective date of this constitution shall be subject
to loss through prescription. The wrongful act, misfeasance, or non-
feasance or any public official, agent or agency, or employee of
the state shall not act to divest the state of its title to property."

Expl anat ion

MRS. MILLER
We've been joined in this, Mr. Tobias, Dr. Asseff and myself

by Mrs. Warren as a coauthor. I put this in three sections so it
would be easily divisible, and I believe, Mr. Clerk, it is divisble
along those lines. In Section 1 where you have the statement of
general policy this is the law as it is today, that the navigable
water bodies and bottoms, the sea and its shores, the lands, title
to which is in the state, are a part of the public domain. I don't
think any lawyer here would argue that this is the law. But, this
puts it in the constitution rather than leaving it in the Civil Code.
I don't think you can have a meaningful policy on Natural Resources
until the person who is voting on this constitutic'o knows what is
the public policy... what is the public domain. I think it means a

great deal to a citizen when he picks up this new constitution and
looks at it and sees that he or she has a share in these navigable
waters and is entitled to use them, and in the rivers and streams,
etc. I think this is an important concept and, as I say, it is the

law. Of course, we know that it is the law that the title to all
of these things are in the state or in different agencies and politicall
subdivisions, so this is only a solidifying, I would say, of the public ''

concepts, jurisprudence in the law as it is, but I think it belongs
i

in the constitution as a general statement of public policy. Section
\

(B), I think is the most important thing that we need today. Ladies j

and gentlemen,! want to show you a book which is in your state I

library system. It contains the two horror stories that are the i

greatest horror stories ever written, one is termed Dra^ula and ,^

the other is termed Frankenstein . I want to show you two horroir
stories that compare with these; this is the Oil Act of 1972 passed j

without a dissent ing vote in the legislature. This act gave to
{

seventeen appointed men the right—the right to contract away the
j

state's oil and gas without public bidding, making the deals behind
closed doors, making the deals under the table. The members of that
Natural Resource Committee of which, Mr. LeBleu is one, sat up there !

and said they did not know they had given such unlimited, unbridled ;

authority to seventeen elected officials. Four of those members of '•

the committee sat up there and said they would bring acts before ,

the legislature to repeal this authority. 1 call this a "Dracula", i

a horror story ,because they can suck away the blood as the vampire ]

did in Dracula and take our oil before we even know we're dying
as the victims of Dracula died. This state can dry up before we have
known it's gotten away from us with this ability to contract the state's
oil and gas in which the Mineral Board is doing. This is the Monster -

Bill. It's called the Monster Bill by the press. It's called the I

Monster Bill by the members of the legislature. Half of the members
i

of the legislature will tell you and I've seen them on TV saying
]

it, "They really don't know what's in it." Well, read what's in it ^

and I will tell you that it is a Dr. Frankenstein creation because
In this bill you give the power to another non-elected, but appointed '

official to contract away this state's gas without public bidding,
without many safeguards and controls. So, between the two you have
a Dracula and a Frankenstein, and I am saying that this is not ;

restoring confidence in government that the people expect this ]

constitution to do. I urge you from the bottom of my heart to j

support the concept that the people of this state will be entitled !

to know what's being done with our resources, that there will be no
closed doors, that there will be no under-the-table contracts, that
there will be no siphoning off with private deals and little private
companies formed to take advantage of the liberality that the
legislature has given to this division of Natural Resources under the

Department of Conservation and has given to seventeen appointed
men on the Mineral Board. 1 say your Section 2 of my proposed
amendment is the most important thing that you can pass relating

;

to Natural Resources if you want to keep these things for the
people. On Section 3— and I ask for more time, please Mr, Chairman.
I know I have exceeded my time*

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair
\

MR. CASEY
You have not exceeded your time for explanation, so you

still have your time.

MRS. MILLER 1

Thank you. Then, I'll answer (questions after I have finished i

my explanation, feeble though it might be in the estimation of '

some. On Section 3—and I will say that this will give rise to !

questions—"neither the lands or interest therein, "that means your
mineral and oil and gas interests in the public domain at the effective
date of this const.... of the passing of this constitution shall be

subject to loss through prescription. "The wrongful act, misfeasance,
or non-feasance of any public official, agent or agency, or employee
of the state shall not act to divest the s^ate of its title to

;

property." We have never had this type of statement ur policy. But,

let me tell you what happens in the field of oil and gas and mineral
[

rights when you don't act; you lose; every lawyer knows this is the

principle of law. So, the way in which public officials can steal
and I say they can steal, or they can let their friends do it, they

j

cannot provide the legal services to the attorney general. They
\

cannot provide the legal services to the Mineral Board. They cannot
j

provide the legal services to the Department of Public Works,
j

the Department of Public Works has no legal advisor. By not providing!
the legal services you keep anything from being done and the state '

loses by prescription. It's that simple. Let us say that let's give
j

the right of action to the state to go in and claim regardless of \

the fact that one set of public officials as we had for sixteen years
,

when we had a non-functioning attorney general. By not functioning <

you can let the state's rights evaporate. I'm saying this is to
restore confidence in government by saying to the people of thle

]

state, "Weare protecting you; we're protecting you from your own
elected officials that you thought you trusted when you put them

]

in office, but you found they wanted wealth as well as power."
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Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Mrs. Miller, do you know that I chink you have a very,

very good ainendnjent, but my question is this: Why do you exclude
municipalities in the first paragraph because you include political
subdivisions of the stare excluding municipalities; I was wondering
why you had excluded then?

MRS. MILLER
Well, I was a little bit afraid to step Into that zone,

I tell you (because you do have so many regulatory agencies in your
municipalities and I believe it's such a form of government that

you have many safeguards already written into the municipality
sections, and that we don't need that additional safeguard. It's

the state's property that seems to be so subject to stealing by
various methods, and you know there are just as many methods to

steal as there is to go in and take somebody's — you know we think
of stealing as you coming in my house and taking my jewelry or

caking my silver or something like that. You can steal by not acting;
by acting wrongly, by misfeasance or non-feasance. You can steal by

making contracts under-the-table that make it profitable for someone
in public office to have a little silent partnership in some deal.

MR. AVANT
Mrs. Miller, I'm concerned about Section (C) of your amendment,

the last sentence. Now, I don't disagree with what you're trying
Co accomplish; I think, that it's laudable, but this is what
worries me. The state and particularly many of its political

subidivisons have been given authority under this proposed constitution

and, of course, under the old constitution to acquire property. They

also have the right to dispose of that property by sale, lease or

ocherwise. I'm thinking particularly under the present constitution
the parish of Jefferson has been authorized to reclaim certain portions

of Lake Pontchartrain. I understand that some of that land that has

been reclaimed has been subdivided and people have their homes on that

land. Now, we have a very strong public policy in this state and

always have had that Innocent people who deal on the faith of the public

record are entitled to rely on the public records and chat sequesc

equities and things that do not appear on the face of the public record

do not cut off the rights of people who in good faith, who are not

crooks themselves, have dealt with real property on the basis of

the public record. .\ow, my question is chis: If chis last sentence

is put in there, wouldn 't it be then the law that fifty years from

r.3w in the hands of some innocent person who had owned,say, a home for

maybe fifteen years, that the state or one of its political subdivisions

could come in and say"way back there fifty years ago when this property

was disposed of there was some crookedness. There was some shenanigans
that went on, and therefore, Mr. Innocent Purchaser you don't own

that property ;it belongs to the stateVand to cake that man's property

away from him; wouldn't that be what would happen?

MRS. MILLER
You say Section (C) or are you talking about Section (D)?

MR. AVANT
The last sentence in Paragraph (C). Now, I agree with what

you're driving at, but I'm also worried about people who deal in

good faith on the face of the public record, and I don't think...

I think we've got to balance the state's interest and we've got

CO balance che interest of people who deal in good faith on the

basis of vhat is of record in the courthouse. Do you see what I'm

talking about?

MRS. MILLER
I see what you're driving at. I do believe that Section (C)

gives some of Chose safeguards thai, kind of will cake care of some

of the things in Section (D) . Once you have examined titles and

things for forming legality you're going to look, if you know this is

in che conscitution, you're going to look first to the attorney
general's approval. You're going to look for all the requirements of

notary public duty.

MR. AVANT
Well, suppose the attorney general himself was a crook, suppose

he gave his approval and it was illegal and dishonest, and he

was in on some sort of crooked deal. How could you ever deal with

property on the basis of what's on Che public record, if you

put this sentence In here, "the wrongful act, misfeasance, or non-

feasance of any public official, etc., shall not operate to divest

the state of its property?" How could you ever rely on the public

record?

MRS. MILLER
Jack, I think that irhen you're examining a title and

you run across the fact that ,as we have done with old patents and

this type of thing,that we know when we examine these titles that
we have to look for certain things and the one thing we look for

is whether there has been a proper handling. I know that when I

look at any state lands and leases the first thing you look for is

whether the things have been done right on behalf of Che state.

MR. AVANT
Well, yes, ma'am, you look at the formal requirements of the

law; did they have the proper resolution; did they meet; did they
have a quorum? But, you... there's no way you can look to see if

somebody was pulling a shakedown or if somebody took a bribe or some-
body did something dishonest. I mean you can*C find that out on the
face of the public record. All you can do is see if the formal
requirements of the law were met. I *m very concerned about it.

MRS. MILLER
I don't think it would really pose any problems in looking

it would give the state... because before anyone is going to sell

something in which they question whether che state ever had an

interest they're going to look at whether the state has a right to

come and claim that interest. It will just be another step in your

Citle examinations, which 1 don't think would pose... it would mean

that you would clear up the titles before you would proceed any further

which is the first thing you do when you're approving a loan for ...

even for ordinary simple loans like for a house, you make sure chac

the land has had all the successions opened, all the tutorships opened,

and this type of thing.

MR. PEREZ
Mrs. Miller, again, I'd like to .... I'd like again to find

out why it is that you would Include parishes in your— in these

restrictions, but not municipalities; what's the difference? They're
both agencies of the state* they're both owned property, and wouldn't
the courthouse then become a part of che public domain, or every

piece of property say that the parish would own, and in the event

that it no longer needed it for public purposes unoer the public...
the act with regard to the sale of public lands you would have to advertise
it in the newspapers for sale? I just don't understand what we're

getting at.

MRS. MILLER
Of course, I really would have no objection to adding municipalities

because I think sometimes they do need help from the official agencies

handling these. But the reason I include these other subdivisions
under state agencies, we have millions of acres of state agency lands

and we have millions... well, I don't say millions, but hundreds of

thousands of acres of lands that are owned and controlled by your
political subdivisions like your school boards, your sixteenth
section lands and your police jury.

MR. PEREZ
The main thing you're trying to get at is what you consider

to be the abuse by the Mineral Board and compromises made with
regard to minerals?

MRS. MILLER
That's right.

MR. PEREZ
Don't you know that there is assigned to the Mineral Board

an assistant attorney general who is under the state's chief legal

officer and if we have had those problems it is directly attributable
Co che attorney general's office and I'm trying to find out what
we're going to accomplish by Paragraph (B)?

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Perez, what we're locking into the constitution and

this is what I meant by the Monster Bill. If you read the gas
act that was passed in the special session of the legislature, this

act attempts to bypass che actorney general. It is bypassing the

chief legal officer of the state. This is what I'm trying to say

and maybe I haven't made my point clear, but we're saying in this

constitution that no one can be lead down... no legislator can be

lead down the primrose path by a popular, effective, knowledgeable,
charming governor who can make them pass anything he wants passed.

MR. CASEY
You've exceeded your time, Mrs. Miller.

MRS. MILLER
Two-thirds vote is no control when you have a charming,

governor who can get anything he wants.

lovely.

MR. PEREZ
Mrs. Miller, don't you'realize that just about everybody's
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home property, their farms or whatever property they may own originally
came out of the State of Louisiana and that this would cast a cloud
on a title of everybody's private property because in the event there
was any wrongful act, misfeasance, or non-feasance on the part of
any public official when that property was divested from the state
it would create a cloud on the title to everybody's property in the
state?

MRS. MILLER
This is why I put the words in there "effective the date"

the"ef fective date of this constitution. ' It at least gives you a

point where in your title examination you go back to the point of

this 1973 or '74 Constitution. You're not going back all the way
to original patents under this. You would go back on original patents
and original titles under old constitutions as it stands. This is

only the effective date of this constitution, at this particular point.
I think what we're doing is saying to the legislature and saying to

the administration. Be careful what you try to put over on us."

MR. PEREZ
No, but isn't it a fact that If, in fact, there has been

a wrongful act, misfeasance or non-feasance the title is in fact still
in the state so, therefore, your first sentence would have no
effect with the second sentence which you include because of the fact
that the second sentence would, in ef feet ,say that the title still is

in the public domain, if in fact, there was any wrongful act, rairfeasance

or non-feasance by any public official when it was severed from the

domain... from the sovereign.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Tapper, I had you next on the list for a question,
Mr. Tapper, did you want to ask a question?

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Perez has covered most of the

questions I had except one. Mrs. Miller, I know and 1 feel that...

did you hnow that you're very well-intentioned in this thing, but

it seems to me that you're ... in order to take it out of the hands
of seventeen people you may be very well be putting it in the hands

of one person. 1 just ... I don't see what you're accomplishing by it.

You're saying that the attorney general would have the ... have to

approve anything that was done; is that correct?

MRS. MILLER
Well, this is to keep the attorney general in focus. In focus

as the chief legal officer so that he cannot be bypassed by special
acts and special creations of other little monsters. We don't

know what might come in the future. We sure got this in a hurry

without much warning and without much prior knowledge.

MR. TAPPER
You're talking about the so-called Monster Bill?

MRS. MILLER
Yes, sir, a little Monster Bill.

MR. TAPPER
Isn't that the bill that the people throughout the state

were overwhelmingly in favor of? Isn't it a fact that what you're

trying to do is to knock that legislation out by this constitutional
provision?

MRS. MILLER
No, what I'm saying is you can have this kind of legislation.

You can have it, but you're going to do it; you're not going to

give away any of the rights of the people to say this is going to

be open aboveboard. You're going to not bypass your chief elected

legal officer of the state who is the attorney general. I do not

think you should bypass the chief legal officer and give all hi-

functlons and his rights of either approval or rejection to some other

group of attorneys who are appointed by an appointed group of men in

government

.

I did say, Mr. Chairman, this Is divisible, it seems to be

Section (D) that gives the most difficulty and It is divisible so

if they would like to vote on it by sections, I would certainly

approve.

MR. HAYES
Mrs. Miller, you seem to be trying to protect the people

of the state and I would have to be for that, but now don't you

let them loose under Section (B) and at the same time, in (C) say

that whatever they do . . . regardless to what they do it would be

guaranteed and the only way that you can guarantee anything when you

have people performing that they have some type of performance bond

to recover under Couldn't people do anything they want to under

(B) regardless to this stopgap you have here?

MRS. MILLER
Well, what we've done, (B) is a general statement of

policy which is the law now.

MR. HAYES
All right. Now, what I'm saying is people can do wrong

under (B) ; they can do all the things that you don't want them to do
under (B) . Now, if they do wrong under (B) , wouldn't it be...
shouldn't we have some type of performance bond to guarantee us

a recovery in case they do wrong?

MRS. MILLER
Well, under (C) what we are saying,we're guaranteeing one

thing that you don't bypass the chief elected legal officer of the

state that he will have a chance to look at It. Two, that

you're going to have some type of public notice that this thing
Is being done; it's not closed doors. Three, you're going... it is

saying you're giving to the legislature the duty to prescribe by law

for other safeguards.

MR. HAYES
there is ... .

MRS. MILLER
Now, if they want to put before... I think this would be a

legislative matter, if they want to put up... if they want to require
certain kinds of bonds, etc.

MR. HAYES
That would take care of it if we had some type of performance

bond.

MRS. MILLER
Because you do that in your public ... even your leasing, you

have all kinds of safeguards in your public lease laws. But, what
we do want is to keep everything open . We don't want anything going

on behind closed doors, and I do not think you should bypass the

chief legal officer of this state in any kind of legislative act.
I urge your support ot the amendments.

MR. CASEY
Why do you rise, Mr. Velazquez?

MR^ VELAZQUEZ
Time to ask a couple of questions.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Velazquez, I have ten people on the list here.

MRS. MILLER
I thought it would be noncontroverslal.

MR. DESHOTELS
Mrs. Miller, I too—as Jack Avant expressed— I think that your

philosophy and your concept is laudable, but I also have problems

with Subsection (C) , and I have problems with Subsection (B) . I'm

considering, particularly, the middle language that you have:

"with the approval of the state's chief legal officer." I do work

for the school board and for the police jury as assistant D. A.

Right now, we have several actions of the school boards and police

juries pending for the declaration of lands to be no longer needed

for public purposes, for example, for leases that they have with

people on school property that they are now leasing that they don't

need for education purposes. I see a tremendous amount of work that

you would be putting onto the state's chief legal officer in approv-

ing all of these leases. Many of them have nothing to do with

minerals or natural resources. I'm wondering whether we couldn't

—

I believe in the prior notice; we have it in our statutes now; and,

of course, we want advertisements—but I'm wondering whether the

approval of the state's legal officer really has anything to do

with it, because he's not aware of what's going on In all of these

small subdivisions of government that we have in the state.

MRS. MILLER
Of course, we're dealing here primarily with the natural

resources that are an adjunct of the land itself—which I think,

primarily, we mean water resources, which is going to be a problem

later. Water resources has not been considered yet. We thought

we had as much subsurface water to last us as we thought we had

unlimited oil and gas; and now, in southwest Louisiana, we're

finding out we might be running out of fresh water. We're talking

about the natural resources that go with the land. Now, you all

have heard a great deal of criticism from me about the Mineral

Board, but I will say that once you set up a procedure—and we do

have a very fine functioning professional staff, and we have the

majority of the board that are trying, really, to realize the
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maximum benefit from the state's resources. Now, when it comes

to your school boards and your police juries, your political sub-

divisions and state agency leases, we have a lot of land put up

for minerals. Most of the time, these agencies come back to the

Mineral Board for help with their leases. They don't know about

overrides; they don't know about when they should have releases;

they don't know some of these things. They do an incredibly poor

Job on leasing their own properties most of the time. So, what

you're doing is saying that once you've set up the procedure,

this Is not going to be any difficulty for your attorney general.

This Is a form in legality matter that is very simply handled

once the attorney general has set up the legal staff, as the

present attorney general has been trying to do, and the legis-

lature has been giving him more funds now, to try to take care

of the state's oil and gas.

MR. DESHOTELS
Mrs. Miller, do you know that 1 and, I believe, a lot of

other delegates here are prepared to vote for the concept that

you have in this amendment, in my humble opinion, if we could

clear up this language— in particular, the subdivisions—and,

also, 1 think, if we could straighten out and clarify the

language in Subsection (C) , because I see that it invites a

tremendous amount of litigation, especially for title attorneys.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Deshotels, if you would prepare the suggestions, I might

be able to go along with you and withdraw this and resubmit it

with any changes. I want to say that Subsection (C) is in the

Alaskan Constitution. Now, 1 think it's important to realize

that Alaska's oil and gas interests are being developed some

seventy years after ours. They had a chance to look at the

mistakes that the other oil and gas producing states have made,

and they tried to write into their constitution some of these

safeguards. So, I did get Subsection (C) from the Alaskan consti-

tution. I think it's a good provision, and 1 think it came when

those people were wide awake, because we slept almost seventy-two

years too long before we woke up and began to do something about it.

Alaska may be able to manage its resources better, and this is one

of the provisions that they put in their constitution. 1 would like,

maybe, to pass either one or all of these and then let you all come

in with amendments that you think would clear up some of the language

and maybe accomplish better than I've been able to do, but I think

that you could amend it.

I urge your adoption of the amendments. Then, I would help you

with any clearing up of the language, it you think that would be

necessary.
Thank you.

with the... I suddenly have developed several coauthors, and we

plan to rework this and eliminate some of the things objectionable,

and resubmit it later as a later section. 1 appreciate your indul-

gences. Thank you.

Personal Privilege

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm really not aggrieved.

1 wanted to ask Mrs. Miller the question awhile ago, and 1 didn't

get a chance to. She said over the mike awhile ago that when we

voted on the monster bill in the legislature, that I said 1 didn't

know I was giving seventeen men the power that we gave them. I'd

just like to correct it. I believe— 1 thought I said— that 1 was

aware that we gave all this power to the commissioner of conserva-

tion—one man. 1 was a member of the House Natural Resources Com-

mittee that heard the bill. When we got through with it in our

committee, we made a inotherhood bill out of it; anybody could vote

for it. However, when it passed the House with amendments, the

Senate wouldn't concur. It went to Conference Committee, and a lot

of these objectionable items were placed back in the bill. Just

for Mrs. Miller's Information, I voted not to concur with the Con-

ference Committee report.

Personal Privilege

MRS. MILLER
This may be in the nature of a statement more than a question,

and I know it might be a little bit out of order to do this, but I

do want to correct. What 1 said is: when we were having a meeting

of the Natural Resource Committee of the legislature, before which

1 was testifying, when the bill came up that was passed in 1972

—

and I believe you were one of those that signified that you all

had no idea; I know several of the members of the conmlttee did.

You may not have been there, and I may have been mistaken; but

several members of the legislative Committee on Natural Resources

said that it was on that oil bill in '72 they did not realize they

had passed this act giving such unlimited powers to contract away

the state's oil without public bidding. You all spent several hours

discussing with the Mineral Board about that. My remarks run on the

monster bill, and I want to say I was real proud of what the legis-

lators from our Lake Charles-Calcasieu-Cameron area did when it

came to the monster bill. You all did raise voices of protest.

MR. LEBLEU
Thank you

.

Amendment

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Acting Chairman, did 1 understand that Mrs. Miller wants

to withdraw this and resubmit it?

MR. CHEHARDY
Mrs. Miller, is that your intention?

Mr. Tapper asked: Do you wish to withdraw and resubmit the

proposal?

MR. TAPPER
Because if she does, I want to wait until she resubmits it

before^ 1 speak on it because I don't knew how she's going to amend

it.

1 move for a five-minute recess so that we could let her get

started.

Delegate Chehardy in the Chair

[^Amendment withdrawn."]

Further Discussion

MRS. MILLER
I've withdrawn the amendment which has been. ..Is before us

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Derbes now sends up the amendment, previously passed out,

also proposing the addition of a new section;

"Section 1.1. Management Policy

Section 1.1. The legislature shall provide for the coordinated

management and administration of natural resources owned by the

state and for the regulation of other natural resources."

Explanation

MR. DERBES
Good morning. Basically, I think that this amendment needs

a home in our new constitution; and, therefore, I've put it up

for adoption. It is an attempt to state, by way of policy and

only policy, that resources should be coordinatedly managed In

a manner provided by law.. It does not create any substantive

rights. It is not self-executing. It is not a method by which

legislation can be challenged by environmentalists. It merely

states affirmatively, in what I hope will be a brief and concise

constitutional document, that there is a multiplicity of problems

associated with limited and nonrenewable natural resources and

that these problems should be resolved by the legislature in a

coordinated fashion, in a fashion consonant with good management,

and in a fashion which is cognizant of the fact that unless re-

sources are managed in a coordinated and efficient manner for

the benefit of all of us, the public will suffer. I suggest to

you that it is only a policy statement and, in fact, that is

really all we can and should say about natural resources in a

constitution. The state of natural resources in Louisiana, as

well as the rest of the world, is in such a state of flux that

there are very few actual affirmative rights and duties that we

can create in this constitution and that we should create in this

constitution. It occurred to us, after listening to a great deal

of testimony, that there are over thirty-five state agencies

—

and since the special session of the legislature, over thirty-

six state agencies—which are in one way or another concerned
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with the management, use, and rights to natural resources. So, I

suggest to you that a constitutional document should be one which
the legislature should periodically look to for direction; and
when it looks to this particular document, hopefully, it will
take cognizance of this provision, enunciated in this amendment,
which says that "The legislature shall provide for the coordinated
management and administration of the natural resources owned by the state
and for the regulation of other natural resources." It is a directive

to the legislature. It creates no substantive rights. I think it

is a justifiable policy statement, and I urge its adoption.
Thank you

.

Questions

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Derbes, I've read Section 1 that we've just adopted

—

unanimously, I believe—and if I read Section 1 correctly, every-
thing that you've just said is included in Section 1, including
the last sentence which says "the legislature shall implement
this policy by appropriate legislation." Second question: don't
you think. .

.

MR. DERBES
May I answer that question first?

MR. DESHOTELS
Sure.

MR. DERBES
The challenge to any regulation of the resources that you

refer to would be one in which the police power of the state,

which is implicit, would conflict with the rights of the individual
private property owner, and they would be resolved in court—with
or without this amendment. I don't think that this amendment would
give any further authority to the state; it would merely direct the
implementation of existing authority— if you understand the subtle
difference.

MR. JENKINS
If your real goal is to coordinate and manage, wouldn't you

really be better to put a period after the word "state" so that
you can coordinate and manage the "administration of natural re-
sources owned by the state (period)"? Wouldn't that accomplish
your purpose?

MR. DERBES
Well, it would to a certain extent, and then it wouldn't to

a certain extent. If one is trying, for example, to encourage oil
exploration, one would make certain provisions to give incentives
therefor, in order that there might be enough oil for the benefit
of all people. If one were trying to encourage crop planting and

harvesting, one would tend to do that. The same with recoverable
resources in the streams and on the lands. It is merely a directive,
Mr. Jenkins, and I do not believe, candidly, that it creates any

additional substantive rights of the state vis-a-vis the individual.

MR. DERBES
To a certain extent, you're right, Mr. Deshotels. I think

the legislature has ample authority and ample directive under

Section 1. I seek only to enunciate, as a matter of policy, in
the constitution the two phrases "coordinated management" and
"administration of." That's basically what I attempt to do,
merely by way of a directive to the legislature. The legislature
cLoes have authority under the section we adopted, and I'm grateful
for that. I'm merely trying to clarify that resource management
should be on a coordinated basis and with efficient administration.

MR. DESHOTELS
If I understand the thrust of your amendment, it's to conserve

and protect our natural resources, and allow as many people as pos-
sible to enjoy those natural resources. Isn't that correct?

MR. DERBES
Yes, but not to the detriment of private property rights.

MR. DESHOTELS
Of course. If you would be doing that, then you wouldn't

be doing it to their interests. Doesn't the language in Section 1,
which says that "natural resources shall be protected, conserved,
and replenished insofar as possible',' with the prior language that
the "aesthetic and quality of the environment shall be protected,"
cover everything that you've said— in fact, in more detail than
you've said it?

MR. DERBES
You may take that position—and correctly so. I'm trying to

merely enunciate two additional policies, particularly one of coor-
dinated management. I don't disagree with you entirely.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Derbes, the last phrase of your amendment says "and for

the regulation of other natural resources." When you talk about
regulation, the regulations that the legislature might pass could
only apply to people. You can only regulate people, can't you?
You don't regulate natural resources. Isn't that correct?

MR. DERBES
Well, to the extent that natural

affected in terms of the way they ar
yes. But, I would remind the convent
Implicit in this amendment which in a

property rights or gives any further
of the state. The individual's right
Bill of Rights and elsewhere in subst
able to him. I'm just trying to say
goes about the process of regulating
resources, they should do so on a coo

resources would only be
e used or owned by people,
ion that there is nothing
ny way disturbs the private
effect to the police power
s, as clearly stated in the

antive law, are still avail-
that when the legislature
and administering natural
rdinated basis.

MR. JENKINS
Well, you know, I'm not so sure that the legislature has

authority to regAlate everything in the state. Can it, for
instance, regulate crops? They're natural resources. Sunlight?
Timber? Sand? Gravel? Are all those things subject to regula-
tion now, or are we granting it by this amendment of yours?

MR. MliNSON

Mr. Derbes, you and Delegate Jenkins just touched on this,
but isn't this a mandate to the state to regulate other natural
resources, which could be agricultural crops? You are mandating
them to regulate other natural resources.

MR. DERBES
Well, first of all. It's arguable whether or not crops are

indeed natural resources. They are something that is created by
the act of man. In other words, he plants the crops, and he har-
vests the crops.

MR. MUNSON
He doesn't necessarily plant trees.

MR. DERBES
I beg your pardon?

MR. MUNSON
Tree fanning is an agricultural crop, and they're not neces-

sarily planted on a tree farm. That's an agricultural crop, and
it's a natural resource.

MR. DERBES
Well, to the extent that they may be renewed by the act of

man, Mr. Munson, .

.

MR. MUNSON
But, you*re regulating under this. Aren't you mandating the

legislature to regulate?

MR. DERBES
What I'm doing, Mr. Munson, is I am trying to anticipate, as

I think might be brought home by the problems of society that we've
reached at this point in time, that there very well may be an era of

scarcity in this country, where various types of natural resources
are indeed very much needed and, yet, are not available—both for
the producer and for the consumer—and I'm trying to direct the
legislature to regulate them in a coordinated manner so that

they might be available.

MR. MUNSON
One other question, Mr. Derbes. We discussed this at length

in the committee, as you know, and that is: we have in here "there
shall be a Department of Wildlife and Fisheries; there shall be a

Department of Conservation; there shall be a Department of Forestry
and a forestry commissioner." Are you trying to consolidate these
agencies into one?

MR, DERBES
No, Mr. Munson, and 1 wish you wouldn't give the convention

that impression...

MR. MUNSON
I'm asking a question. I'm not giving them anything,

MR. DERBES
I'm certainly not trying to do that, to the extent that. ..for
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exaiqile, we night have a provision in the Judiciary Article which
says there shall be a Judicial system; but, by the same token, we
create certain constitutional judgeships. We may create, in this
particular proposal, certain constitutional agencies; and, to the
extent that they are created and sanctioned in this constitution,
they could not be coordinated by the legislature or, in any way,
diminished in their power by the legislature.

MR. MUNSON
Let me read the first part of your one-sentence amendment:

'*The legislature shall provide for the coordinated management
and administration..." Doesn't that mean consolidate them, in

order to administer?

MR. DERBES
No, I don't see that, Mr. Munson. What I do see, however, is

once certain agencies or connissions are sanctioned by this con-
stitution, the legislature would be required to work around the
agencies that are sanctioned and anpowered by this constitution
so as to best coordinate and manage the natural resources. It would
be a given, a limited, factor which would have to be taken into
consideration; but, in conjunction with the constitutional agencies,
the legislature should take steps to manage, in the most efficient
possible manner, the natural resources of the state.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Derbes, you have this numbered Section 1.1. It appears

to be a part of the natural resources of the state. Is that cor-
rect? Wouldn't the line 20 take care of what you have—16 and 20

—

take care of what you have in Section 1.1? The natural resources of

the state would be the same as the... you said the resources owned by
the state or other natural resources, and you say the legislature
shall implement the policy .. .implement this by appropriate legisla-
tion. You seem to be covering the same thing again. Isn't that
generally the same thing?

MR. DERBES
Mr. Hayes, Mr. Deshotels asked the very same question, and

I answered it for him; I'll answer it for you. Basically, I do
think that the first section is a good, solid section; and I

think, to a great extent, it serves the purpose that I would like
to serve with this constitution. I just want to enunciate a policy
of coordinated managenent and administration of natural resources,
to emphasize that point to the legislature. That's really all we
need to say about natural resources in this state. I think when
the legislature looks at this constitutional document for directives
that that should be one of the directives given to It.

MR. WILLIS
I do believe, Mr. Derbes, that because of my inattention to

the questioning of Mr. Hayes—and, perhaps, you referred to some
other—that my question will be redundant. Nevertheless, do you not
think that from a granmatical, literary, or language standpoint.
Section 1 does the same thing as your proposed Section 1.1? Is that
the question that has been asked of you before?

MR. DERBES
Twice.

MR. WILLIS
Well, perish the thought. Let me ask you this question, then,

in projection of the question. Isn't it a fact that if you would
put the word "coordinated" and "administered" in the ukases set
forth in Section 1, vis-a-vis the legislature, that you would
accooplish your purpose? I think that what you are suggesting is

that, because the crucial words "coordinated" and "administered"
are not in Section 1, that you want to put Section 1.1. Don't you
think that if vqu were to put— insert

—"coordinated" you under-
stand my question now?

MR. DERBES
I understand your question perfectly, Mr. Willis, and I com-

pletely agree with you. However, as a practical matter, I did not
want to disturb in any way the conraittee proposal, which is now
Section 1. 1 didn't want to jeopardize its passage because I think
it's very important.

MR. WILLIS
I understand. I embrace the principle, as you do; but, if you

want to embellish it, I don't think that there would be any aversion
here if, as a natter of fact, the addition or the insertion of the
words "coordinated and administered" would do the onbellishment.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Willis, I have to disagree with you there, because I think

some of the questions that have been asked this morning indicate that

there is opposition. That's the very reason why I chose not to offer

it as single-word amendments to Section 1. Instead, I chose to offer

it as a sentence supplement to Section 1.

MR. WILLIS
You can't quarrel with strategy.

MR. DERBES
Thank you. I urge your adoption of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I think it's been adequately explained. I

don't see any particular reason to take up any more of the

convention's time. I'd rather not have my time enlarged to

answer additional questions. I would move the adoption of the

amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and members, I hate to oppose a fellow member

of the committee; but, listening to Mr. Derbes, as I understand

his explanation, this is covered in Section 1. However, I

don't think it is. I don't like— I'm like Mr. Munson—that part

for the regulation of other natural resources; that has a "shall"

in it. I know the legislature, of course, don't have to do what

we say they "shall" do—like, for years, we never reapportioned

—

but, this is to me a dangerous amendment: "the regulation of all

other natural resources." As we decided by the comnittee, a corn

crop is a natural resource—or any other kind of crop—not just...

most people think of minerals and oil and those things. Now, if

we pass this and the legislature takes us literally, it might be

an urging, on our part, for them to come up with laws and regulations

to plow under—like the federal government did—to plow up crops,

not plant them. I can envision with some people could even think

of a Louisiana soil bank—all those kind of ginmicks. I think we

have a good statement of policy here in Section 1. I'm on this

committee. We're in a new field on the natural resources and

environment. We set out a good policy for the legislature to go

into and to study. We shouldn't be dra^'ing binding things here,

as a constitutional convention, in this proposal on this section,

near as much as we would on certain other ones where we are dealing
with things that we've known of and legislated on for years. A lot

of this is a new field. I don't know exactly what he's talking

about when he says: "The legislature shall provide for the coor-.

dinated management and administration of natural resources." How

far will that go? So, I say this is too indefinite, could be very

dangerous. For that reason, I'm "agin" it. Thank you.

Questions

MR. O'MEILL
Mr. Jack, I feel the same way you do, but let me ask you

a couple of questions I didn't get to ask Mr. Derbes.
How would you think he would define natural resources?

Do you have any Idea?

MR. JACK
How he would?

MR. O'NEILL
Well, how it would be defined under his amendment?

MR. JACK
Oh! Well, if it's too indefinite. .. .but natural resources,

the way we feel in the comnittee and he is on it— it covers

agriculture. That's why we've got in there about the commis-

sioner of agriculture and those things.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, so

MR. JACK
It's Just everything is a natural resource that unless

it's like a man manufactures something. You can plant it, a

crop, and that's a natural resource.

MR. O'NEILL
So, under this amendment, then, the legislatore could start

regulating who grew what, and in what quantity, and everything

else. Right?

MR. JACK
Just like back during the depression. The federal govern-

aent told you how much cotton to plow up; how much to plant;

certain people in that Federal Soil Bank getting rich—probably

some of them wouldn't know how to plant cotton. Now, I don't
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want to see under here.... here someday telling us under Louisiana
Legislature what cotton to plant» to plow up, and if you don't
plant it, you've got a Louisiana Soil Bank. I just don't know.
It's no reason for this thing. We're in a new field on natural
resources. Let's just, as he told you, Mr. Derbes, I understand,
he said that the legislature, and I think he's correct, can do
what they want whether this was here or not, providing it was
under the police power. Of course, if it deprived a person of

his due process of law or equal rights, or all those things,
they couldn't do it unless it was of the police power.

MR. O'NEILL
0. K. Thank you, Mr. Jack.

MR. JACK
Let's leave good enough alone at this time.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Jack, do you think this amendment adds enough to the

policy statement contained in the committee proposal that would
justify adding another paragraph to this constitution?

MR. JACK
I don't ... .well, I'm not a bug on what's statutory and

what's constitutional. It increases the length. But, what
I*m saying, it could be a very dangerous thing. Senator.
That's the way I'm afraid of it.

[_P rev ious Question ordered . Amendmen t

re jected : 2 2-7 4. Mot ion to reconsider
tabled

.

]

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 2. Natural Gas; Public Policy; Interstate and Intrastate

Pipelines
Section 2. Natural gas is hereby declared to be affected with

a public Interest, and natural gas produced in Louisiana shall be
made available for utilization within the state as well as to the
citizens of other states.

No intrastate natural gas pipeline or gas gathering line shall
be in connection with an interstate natural gas pipeline, and no
interstate natural gas pipeline shall be connected with an intra-
state natural gas pipeline without a certificate of public
convenience and necessity issued by the Public Service Commission
after due application for such connection and hearing thereon.

Expl anat i on

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I would like to mention first

of all that I have an amendment to offer on line 32 which makes
a change in this provision brought about by the legislation enacted
in the special session, so that there is no conflict, so that this
provision, if you should decide in your wisdom to adopt It, which
I certainly hope you do, it does not make some of the legislation
adopted in the special session unconstitutional.

Basically, what this provision does is to recognize that
Louisiana has a problem with a natural resource, namely, natural gas;

that we produce about thirty percent of the natural gas that's used in

this country; that we have a problem today keeping enough of this
gas within the boundaries of our state, so as to enable full
utilization within Louisiana. This concept was developed by
Mr. Tom Leigh who Is not here because he is ill. Were he here, he
would be speaking on this matter at this time. Basically, what he

suggested and what our committee is attempting to do Is to recognize
in our constitution that natural gas is declared to be affected
with the public interest, and that It should be made available to

citizens of this state as well as to citizens of other states.
It also places in the constitution language to prohibit the

Interconnection of interstate pipelines with intrastate pipelines,
and vice versa, the obvious reason being because under recent
rulings in the federal system, if you inject interstate gas, which
is subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commission,
into an intrastate line, which this state Joes have jurisdiction
over, then you convert the intrastate line to an Interstate line.
We feel that this is something that is most important to an energy
producing state as Louisiana is. In order to do everything within
our power to preserve as much natural gas as we can for utilization
within the boundaries of this state, we felt that we should put

a policy statement in this constitution declaring that natural gas

is affected with the public interest and it should be made available
to our citizens as well as to citizens
throughout the north and eastern portions of this country. As you
know, the problem ve have today. Is that much of our gas, as much
as eighty percent, is being piped outside of Louisiana under old-
term contracts, to the northern, eastern, the mldwestern states,
because of Federal Power CommlBaion jurisdiction over these lines
we have no control over this.

This concept was developed prior to the special session. Some
of these ideas were included in Senate Bill No . 9 . I mentioned
earlier that I had an amendment that I planned to offer to delete
'Public Service Commission" , and in Its place, provide, "as provided
by law." The reason for that being the special session of the
legislature gave the powers and duties, regulation of intrastate
gas, basically, natural gas, to the Commission of Conservation so
as to avoid a conflict in our constitution with the legislation
that was enacted in the special session. I'm going to offer that
Amendment

.

Quest i ons

MR. JENKINS
Louis, you say here that natural gas is affected with the

public interest. KTiat does that mean?

MR. LAMBERT
It means that it is a natural resource that the public of

this state has a vital Interest In, and without which the State of

Louisiana, its economy, would be greatly jeopardized,

MR. JENKINS
We have an interest, as Individuals, in many things, don't we?

The soil of the state; the water of the state; the corn grown here;

the cotton. We don*t say that those things are affected with a

public interest in our constitution, though, do we?

MR. LAMBERT
No, we don't,

question

.

1 don't understand what's the point of your

MR. JENKINS
My point is, why do we need to say that?

MR.' LAMBERT
Because we have a problem. We have....we are involved in an

energy crisis. For years, obviously, there has been a lack of

programming on a long-range basis of the natural gas in our state

which has turned out to be something that is very valuable. At one

time, it was not. At one time, it was sold for four cents a thousand

cubic feet. Now it is selling for a dollar a thousand cubic feet. In

order to recognize this situation, we felt that this time, it would be

most appropriate, since it is obviously a depleting natual resource,

that we should recognize it in our constitution and, hopefully, lend

more credltibillty and weight to any attempt by the federal govern-

ment to further take over jurisdiction of all of the natural gas In

this state. You know, Mr. Jenkins, that that could happen. That

was one of the reasons that the special session of the legislature
was called--in an effort, hopefully, to take steps In our state to

show the Federal Power Commission, and the federal government, that

although we do have this gas in Louisiana, we don't have so much of It

that we do not concern ourselves with a program to conserve it and

utilize It to the best of our ability.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't the high price of gas in Louisiana doing much more to

conserve it than the low Interstate price of gas Is doing? Isn't

the free market in Louisiana doing more to conserve it than the

regulated market Interstate?

MR. LAMBERT
The problem, as I understand it today, one of the main problems

with the natural gas, is because it's under long-term contracts at

a very cheap price. The producers don't have the incentives and
the inducements to drill. This is what we were told. This Is what
we've been told.

MR. JENKINS
They don't interstate, but they do Intrastate because there's

no price regulation. Isn't that true?

MR. LAllBERT

That's correct. Woody, but If, I know you realize that once
the Federal Power Commission takes jurisdiction over^ a line, or

a reserve, a field, they never lose it. When that old contract
expires, we can't take jurisdiction. They.. ..the arm of the Federal
Power Commission never leaves. If they negotiate new contracts,
the FPC has jurisdiction In that area. So, as you know, what we
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attempted to do—and I don't know if we're off the subject or not

—

but in the special session of the leRislature, it was an effort to

set up a vehicle whereby we could hopefully induce private enter-

prise to develop new gas finds and set up a mechanism whereby we

could transport the gas. We don't have that now, as you know. We

have about five major intrastate lines in this state. Without

these lines, the sugar mills could not grind.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't it true in your second paragraph you prohibit anyone

who owns an intrastate gas pipeline from connecting with an

Interstate gas pipeline?

MR. LAMBERT
That *s correct.

"MR. JENKINS
Isn't It true that there's no incentive now for anybody with

aid intrastate gas pipeline to connect with an Interstate gas

pipeline, because if he did so, his gas would sell at one-half

to one-tenth what it would sell by keeping it intrastate? So,

why do we need to put this in here?

MR. LAMBERT
Are you familiar with the United Gas Pipeline Case—I think

they call it the Green System—where an entire pipeline system
was converted from an Intrastate into an interstate system? The
FPC took jurisdiction over what was formerly an Intrastate system
because of the injection of natural intrastate gas, I'm sorry,

interstate gas, into an intrastate line? Are you familiar with
that? That 's the reason for it

.

MR. JENKINS
Yes. But, we can't control the decisions of the FPC.

But, isn't it true that there's no reason, whatsoever,
economically, for someone to connect his intrastate line with
an interstate line, because he is going to lose money if he does
so?

>m. LA-MBFR'I

Well, if the federal government, through Nixon, President
Nixon, would decide to deregulate natural gas, the price of natural
gas at the wellhead, then, obviouslv, it may be advantageous to

interconnect because the interstate gas might be selling
at a higher price than intrastate gas. Wf don't know that,
you know.

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Lambert, you agree that Paragraph 2 of Section 2 is now

obsolete, don't you?

MR. LAMBERT
It's certainly not obsolete. In fact.

—

MR. DESHOTELS
Well, as far as the legislature's last act, you put someone

else In charge of that, haven't you?

MR. DESHOTELS
Well, Senator, I would agree with vou, that if you designate

a specific body with that authority to issue certificates, then you

have const itutionalized it. But, if you leave in there the

certificates and the granting of authority to do this, it would

be left up to tlie legislature, Chen you have actually taken away

the constitutional sanction over it, haven't you?

Wouldn't it be better to Just leave this whole thing out since

the legislature has already covered this subject, I think, quite
well?

MK. LAMI1KR1"

Leave what out?

MR. DKSHdTKLS
Tlic whole paragraph -tlie second paragraph of Section

UVMBKR'I

Wl'H, let me just say this, the legi slaturi' , tlu- special

se'nslon, took this material from this proposal, basically. Ihis

proposal had been printed before the special session. Some of

the material that was included in the special session came out

of the Natural Resources Committee. This was one of the provisions
that

MR. DESHOTELS
You will agree that the legislative— .the last legislative

session, and particularly its legislation, was pilot legislation

—

was new—in a new field so far as Louisiana was concerned.

MR. LAMBERT
I would just say this that it could be argued both ways on

the second paragraph—that it could be placed in the constitution,
or it does not have to be placed in the constitution. But, it is

something that it is so important, it affects whether or not
natural gas Is converted from intra to inter, and we lose control
over it within the state; we cannot regulate it. It's regulated
by the FPC, that this, because of the significance of the language,
that we should put it in our basic and fundamental law which is

our constitution.

MR. DESHOTELS
I agree with you....

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time, sir.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Mr. Derbes as follows:
Amendment N'o . 1. Page 1, delete lines 22 through 32 both

inclusive in their entirety. On page 2, delete lines 1 through 2,

both inclusive in their entirety.

Expl ana tion

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, that's no one was in charge of it. No one was in

charge of it. That was a constant ... .there is presently, in the

Louisiana Constitution, as you know, a prohibition against regulation
of sales of intrastate gas directly to industries by the Public
Service Comnisfiion. But, according to our present constitution,
thfL Public Service Conmiission could not do this, you see?

MR. DESHOTELS
I understand that. But, what I'm saying is that your last

legislative expression would go contrary to the provisions of this
proposal. Isn't that right?

MR. LAMBERT
That is correct. That is why I am offering the amendment to

delete the Public Service Commission.

MR, DESHOTELS
My second question is, your amendment, if adopted.

Paragraph 2 a legislative matter, would it not?
would make

MR. LAMBERT
You could say that. But I think you go back to the old

argument as to what Is constitutional material and what is not.
We discussed this in our committee, and Mr. Leigh felt strongly that
it should .... that it's so Important , that , and i t could , if there 's

controls over this, it could convert intrastate gas to interstate
gas. He felt that it was so important, and the committee agreed,
that It should be placed in the constitution.

MR. DERBES
Ladies and gentlemen, if I may liave your attention for a

minute, let me make a couple of points.

The Committee Proposal essentially enunciates the policy with

respect to natural gas . I don't tlink....first of all, I think

that that policy is amply covered in Section 1 of the ('ommittee

Proposal which you have already adopted. Thnt's my first point.

My second point is a rather technic.il one. If you will listen

to me carefully, I think I can clarify it for you. Does the

very fact of putting a public policy statement with respect to

natural gas only give. ...in the constitution give Louisiana

a greater claim to natural gas? I think not. I think not. 1

think that amply the legislature can provide for puhli' pollcv

with respect to natural gas.

Third: I think that in this particular area which Is

changing rapidly, we should not In any way put in spfc<ilic

restrictions on the supply and sale of natural gas In the

constitution. That can be properlv ( overud by the legislature.

Finally, I'd like to call your attention to something which

I regard as a basic problem of substantive l.iw; thai ts in tlie

first paragraph of the conmlttee proposal In Section 2. It says,

"Natural gas Is hereby declared to he affected with the publ it

interest , and natural gas produced in Louisiana shal 1 be made

ava.lable for utilization within th(; state as well as for liie

citizens of other states."
I say to you that tlils arguably creates a sul»staiil l vt- right

in the people of other slates to demand an allocatinn ol natural

gas produced in Louisiana.

For example: inn a natural gas [ilpellne coni|jany itomicilei! in
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Tennessee, or Mississippi, or even Maine, or New York coine Into this

state and argue that under the first paragraph of Section 2 of

the Committee Proposal, they are entitled to an allocation of

Louisiana natural gas? I think that is a very important consider-

ation. Although I do not necessarily agree that it is clearly
required by the language, I think it Illustrates— it illustrates

the complexities of the problem which make the problem insoluble

by constitutional provision. Therefore, T say to you. No. 1, that

public policy regarding natural gas, indeed a matter of great

consideration to the people of this state, and particularly at this

time, is amply covered in Section 1 of our Committee Proposal as

you have already adopted it. And that furthermore, the complexities

of the problem Indicate to me that It is something to be left to

the legislature.
By way of further argument, let me suggest to you that natural

gas is of such concern to the people of this state, that it is an

area where the legislature can be clearly trusted. The legislature,

in my opinion, will do nothing—will do nothing— to destroy the

availability of natural gas to the people of this state. It is a

matter of great concern. The legislature, in my opinion, will do

the job required.
Therefore, T suggest to you that all of Section 2—all of

Section 2, that referring to the Public Service Commission and

the certificate of convenience, and that proposing that natural

gas be affected with the public interest— is something which should

be covered in legislation, which has already been covered in the

legislation of the special session, and which should not be—should

not be, since it is a complex and difficult matter—covered in

this constitution.
I urge your adoption of the amendment which has the effect

of deleting the entire section.

MR. DERBES
Well, maybe we agree with each other for different reasons.

But, in any indication, to make it clear, we delete. .. .this

amendment deletes all of Section 2.

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Derbes, I want you to know this is a favorable question,

I'd like to ask you a question about.

MR. DERBES
I 'm relieved

,

Mr. O'Neill...

MR. O'NEILL
....about the section as it's written.

Now, if it requires, it says "shall be made available for

utilization within the state as well as to the citizens of other

states." Now, take a natural gas supplier within the state who

sells his gas only within the state. Wouldn't this be couldn't

this be an abrogation of his contract if he were made to sell gas

outside the state, and supply it outside the state?

MR. DERBES
As I explained to you in my argument in support of the amendment,

I think that technically and it is a technical consideration,

this creates a substantive right in out-of-state consumers to walk

into Louisiana courts and say that under the Louisiana Constitution

they are entitled to an allocation of our natural gas. I think that

that's very dangerous.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, you have a good amendment, Mr. Derbes.

Ques ti ons

MR. STINSON
Mr. Derbes, I notice that you are on this committee, and

one thing that puzzles me, is why there is no mention of oil?

MR. DERBES
Thank you, Mr. O'Neill. I appreciate your support.

Further Di scussion

MR. DERBES
Mr. Stinson, let me explain it to you as best I can.

Mr. Tommy Leigh of Monroe is an expert in this area. He, as all

of us, is concerned with the availability of natural gas. He

proposed the adoption of this section. Out of thought fulness

,

consideration, and courtesy to him, we reported it out. Unfortunately,

he is not here to defend It. But, frankly, I think that there are

many, many, natural resources in this state which have to do with

food and fibre, and transportation and heating, which we could all

Itemize and say that they are all declared to be affected with a

public purpose.

MR, STINSON
I know Mr, Leigh Is an authority, but even authorities can

overlook things. It seems obvious to me that It's just as important

to apply to oil, because the special session, didn't they say they

are going to build refineries. In the refineries, they are not to

use natural gas. That's to use oil.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Stinson, I agree with you completely. I suggest that my

amendment is the solution as far as this Constitutional Convention

is concerned,

MR. HAYES
Mr. Derbes, did you know I agree with you that I can see no

need for the rest of this after Section 2, guaranteeing the other

states gas, that's there is any need to put this in the constitution

at all?

MR. DERBES
Now, wait a minute, Mr. Hayes.

Section 2.... all of Section 2.

My amendment deletes all of

MR. HAYES
Absolutely. I agree with that. Because after you put in

that natural gas is hereby declared to affect public Interest,

it should be for this state as well as others, then there's no

need to put it in the constitution.

MR. DERBES
No, that Section 2, Mr. Hayes, I delete the language that you

Just read.

MR. HAYES
I understand that you are deleting the entire thing. For

that reason, I would like to see it deleted.

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to

the amendment proposed by Mr. Derbes. First of all, I would like

to point out -his primary objection appears to be that he is

concerned that the language in this in Section 2 would make
gas possibly give a right to natural gas from within Louisiana to

citizens of other states. The obvious answer to that is that we

discussed that at great length in committee . The obvious answer
is that if we passed a law saying that no other.... or put in our

constitution that no other states can use Louisiana's natural gas,

the obvious step by the federal government would be to nationalize
the natural gas In Louisiana, and they would take over all of our

intrastate lines. So, obviously, what we tried to do, was to

come up with language that could, hopefully, meet a constitutional
test. We didn't want to discriminate in the area of the inter-
state commerce clause . So , this was taken into great consideration.
The language was carefully worded so that, hopefully, we would be

enacting something that it could not be said by the Federal Power

Commission, the federal government , the federal courts , that we

were discriminating against the rights of other states to use the

natural gas in this state.
I may feel, and you may feel, that they should not have the

right to use it. But, unfortunately, you have about nine energy

producing states, gas producing states in this country. Four of

them export gas, and four of them, the balance of them, import gas.

They don't produce enough to use within their borders so they

import it, and one of the states that they import it from, obviously,

is Louisiana. So, the point that Mr. Derbes makes, as far as I'm

concerned, is exactly what we considered. If we did what he's

saying, of course he argues to delete the entire section, but

assuming we did not and we changed the language to read that natural

gas produced in Louisiana cannot be used by anyone else, obviously

we would invite the federal government to come in and take every-

thing over. That's why we didn't do that. The answer to that is

obvious

.

Secondly, I want to point out once again, Mr .Leigh, you might

say, was the architect of this particular provision. Mr. Leigh has
been involved in natural gas litigation for years. I'm sure there

are other attorneys in this hall today that also have been. He

felt he was not alone. I felt, and the majority of the members on

the committee felt that, if we are going to do everything within
our power to demonstrate to the people of Louisiana that we want

to make sure that they have a sufficient supply of natural gas to

use domestically; and when you talk about food Items and fibres

and you're talking about sugarcane grinding; you're talking about

the rice dryers; you're talking about soybeans, etc., we felt that

it might give us a stronger leg to stand on in court—natural gas

litigation— if we had something in our constitution that said
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natural gas Is declared to be affected with the public interest.
That was the purpose of it. 1 ask you for the reasons that I've
Just stated to oppose this amendment.

Thank you

.

Further Discussion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise to oppose this amendment. Now, let me first go into some
of the reasoning behind the amendment. I must say that Mr. fierbes
has some merit—and I say some merit— in his opposition to the
use of the phrase "within the state" as well as the "citizens of
other states." I think that can be cleared up with a very simple
amendment

.

Now, as to the question of the necessity of having this in
the constitution, it has been asked if we declared by the
legislature, as we have done, that it is affected with the public
interest, would it not carry the same weight?

Well, my answer to that question is, "No." Certainly a

constitutional provision carries more weight than a legislative
provision. We need this public interest provision so that we can
then.. ..it ties directly into Paragraph 2 where we require a

certificate of public convenience before these lines can be
interconnected. I think that this is a very necessary thing.

Now, as far as the.... Mr. Derbes' argument about allocation,
yes. It could be allocated. But I don't think you are going to
find the State of Louisiana, even as it is written today, allocat-
ing any more than is absolutely required. I don't think this would
require any percentages to out-of-state users.

In answer to Mr. Jenkins' questions awhile ago about why would
any interstate line connect with an intrastate line? The whole
problem in this state, in all of the hearings that we had in the
Natural Resources Committee, is not primarily the gas or the avail-
ability of gas. Our problem in the state of Louisiana is trans-
portation of the gas that we have. If you cannot transport that
gas inside of the state to purchasers and users of the gas, then
your only alternative is to ship it out of state where there is an
abundance of purchasers. This is a very essential thing that we
would keep it in the constitution.

I do hope that Mr. Stinson will go with his amendment to
include oil. I cannot see where we should distinguish between
gas and oil. They have almost equal Importance. But, I do feel
like that one of the questions that Mr. Deshotels asked, "If this
was not, by putting as provided by law, if this was not legislative."
What we have done, we have put a constitutional prohibition against
interconnection without a certificate of public convenience. The
only thing legislative is to determine what body should have a
hearing, and issue that certificate, or deny that certificate.
That does not make Paragraph 2 legislative. It is an absolute
constitutional prohibition subject to the legislature determining
what body shall have the hearing. That is all. That is the only
legislative aspect of Paragraph 2.

I ask that you defeat this amendment. I will, and I'm sure
others will have amendments that may help It a little bit and
answer Mr. Derbes' questions about the within or without the state.
But, I think it is imperative that we have this in the constitution
so that we will have more influence, more effect, on legislation
pertaining to gas. We, as I said, the hearings that we had in

the House and at the Resources Committee, indicated the transporta-
tion in Louisiana is the problem more than the supply.

I hope you will defeat this amendment.

Questions

MR. NUNEZ
Mr ... .Representative Drew, I'm sort of concerned because this....

If this is in cf)njunction with what Senate Bill P did, or the
Energy Commission we created, it looks.. ..it seems to me to be
the same thing. But, then, on the bottom down there, you have the
...."without a certificate of public convenience or necessity
issued by the Public Service Commission" which seems to be to me
in conflict with Senate Bill 9, and In conflict with the new
Energy Commission to regulate

MR. DREW
Sam, there's an amendment that will be offered that will

delete Public Service Commission and put as provided by law. That's
the point I was talking about awhile ago. The only legislative part
of this article—everything is constitutional except the fact that
the legislature designates the body to hold a hearing and issue or
deny the certificate.

The Public Service Commission under this amendment that will
be offered, will be deleted.

MR. NUNEZ
0. K. We are going to delete the Public Service Commission,

right?

MR. DREW
It will be offered. I don't know what the convention will do.

But, it will be offered,

MR. NUNEZ
That was one of my objections to the whole thing.
But, the other one. Do you feel in your opinion that we

absolutely need this in the constitution the way it is here?

MR. DREW
I think it definitely strengthens the position of the state

in the natural gas deal....

[^Previous Quest ion ordered. ]

Closing
MR. DERBES

I'd just like to say one thing in closing. There are many,
many items upon which we all depend for our livelihood—that is
for our sustenance, for our transportation, for our food and
consumption. Many are considered by Louisiana law to be fugitive
items; that is, items which are not ordinarily subject to private
ownership until they are reduced to possession. This may seem
irrelevant to you, but I'm driving at one particular point, and
that is that these. ... that items that are in this classification
are oil, gas, other minerals ... .other minerals. Items like fish,
for example, and game quadrupeds which may be needed for public
consumption. I suggest to you that if this constitution is to be
futuristically oriented, if we are making a constitution for the
people of this state, and we are going to effect only natural
gas with the public interest, then, perhaps, we ought to reconsider
and affect all of these materials with the public interest—affect
oil, affect other minerals , affect fish in the streams , affect game
and non-game quadrupeds which certain people. .. .have occasion to
consume for their very sustenance. All of these things .... this
argument that Mr. Drew is advancing, and which Senator Lambert is

advancing, is applicable to all such fugitive commodities. If you
are going to single out natural gas and affect it with the public
interest just because at this particular time in our history, there
is a definable scarcltv of it, then you are not writing a

constitution for the people of this state for future generations.
I suggest to you that scarcity of minerals, of foodstuffs, of
oil and gas, is something which can be amplv handled by the
legislature which changes in its complexities from time to time.
The best way to handle It In this constituion, is not to handle
it at all.

I urge your adoption of the amendment.

Question

MR. ABRAHAM
Jim, you've made some good points. First of all, on your

point of making gas available to citizens of other states, could
not that be handled by simply saying it's made available for
utilization within the state and insofar as possible to other
citizens, or maybe to say that it shall be allocated in the best
interest of the citizens of the state?

MR. DERBES
The basic principle that we have frequently run afoul of in

our deliberations in this convention is to try to do something with,

in one deft blow, in one fell swoop, as it were, that's going to
benefit all the people. 'Then you do it in a constitution, you

have to do it succinctly, and you have to do it clearly. When you

create a substantive principle like the one Mr. Leigh is proposing,

here, in this committee proposal, you're going to run afoul of

certain complexities which are going to change from time to time.

To answer your question specifically, yes, perhaps we can do that.

Perhaps we can clarify the language a little bit, but it's not
going to help matters very much. What Mr. Drew is suggesting to

you is that when the State of Louisiana goes to court and tries to

keep natural gas in this state, is it going to be of any significant
value or interest to the court that the policy on which the state

is relying is enunciated in the constitution of this state or in

the legislation of this state?

[^Arnendmen t rejected : 3 6-6 2 .

recon si der tabled ,

^

Motion to

Amendment
MR. POY.STER

Mr. Bollinger. All right, Mr. Bollinger sends up a floor amend-
ment. There needs to be one correction made to it.
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Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines(and here's the

correction, instead of 22, make that 28 ) delete lines 28 through 32,

both inclusive, in their entirety and op. page 2, delete lines 1 and

2 in their entirety.

Again, as passed out, it would have the effect of deleting on
page 1, 22 through 32, but the gentleman wishes to change it, prior
to introduction, to read: "delete lines 28 through 32,' to have

the effect of leaving the first paragraph of this section in the

proposal.

Explanation

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, 1 was rather surprised at the

vote on the Derbes amendment. I think we ought to stop and look

at what we're doing in the constitution. The points were brought
out and brought out well that the only reason this natural gas

section is in here is because the state is having a crisis with
natural gas. The legislature had a special session and tried to

deal with these problems, which is the proper way the state should
operate. But, we're going to constitutionalize a section on

natural gas; and in ten years, we might have trouble with fish,

so we're going to have a constitutional amendment that says the

fish are going to have to stay in the state—and shrimp, and crabs^

and oysters, and cattle, and horses. Where are we going to stop?

This amendment is going to take some of the section away and just

leave a public policy on natural gas. If you insist on having
something in the constitution on natural gas, let's just use our

heads a little bit and remember that we're not legislators, we're

not trying to solve the everyday problems of the state, but, we're
here to solve some of the future problems and to provide a consti-
tution chat ' s going to last, we hope, for years into the future.

I move the adoption of the amendment, and yield to any

questions.

Quest ions

MR. ^aI^"so^'

Mr. Bollinger, are you saying, in effect, that you believe that

gas should be co-mingled between intrastate and interstate lines?

MR. BOLLINGER
No, sir, Mr. Munson, I don't. But, what we do in this

constitution cannot override what the public. . .what the Federal
Power Commission is going to dictate to us. It's legislative
materials and should be dealt with by the legislature.

MR. MUNSON
N'o, the public. . . 1 mean, the commission—the national board

—

after it has been co-mingled, then they say it is interstate and
cannot be regulated by us. They don't have any regulation that it

shall be co-mingled. What this section does that you are eliminating
would prohibit the co-mingling of natural gas between intrastate
and interstate,

MR. BOLLINGER
Well, I think that Mr. Jenkins. . .

MR. MUNSON
The Federal Power Commission has no jurisdiction over it.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Jenkins brought up the point that it's obviously not

attractive for anyone to comingle gas. There's not an incentive
or anything. There's no incentive to put intrastate gas in an
interstate pipeline because of the price structure.

MR. MUNSON
It's an incentive to the people up east, isn't it?

.•iR. BOLLINGER
Of what?

MR, ^^JNSON

Up east, other parts of the country.

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes, they. . .

MR. MUNSON
Wouldn' t they like to see it all comingled?

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes, they would, but we're talking about Louisiana's gas with

Louisiana's production. The price up east is a lot cheaper than

when it's controlled within the state.

Poi nt of Order

MR. JACK
I have a point of order. As I read it, this is exactly like

the Derbes amendment , to knock out the same thing.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jack, he has changed that amendment, sir, to nake it

strike out only lines 28 through 32 on page 1. So, it would leave
that first paragraph in.

MR. JACK
Well, I didn't get the official notice or hear it.

MR. POYNTER
I had said it, but I. . .

{^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected:
24-71. Motion to reconsi der tabled

.

^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Lambert, and

Senator De Blieux has asked to be a coauthor of that amendment.
/\mendment No. 1. On page 1, at the end of line 32, after

the word "issued" delete the remainder of the line and on page 2,

at the beginning of line 1, delete the words "vice commission' and

insert in lieu thereof the words "as provided by law."

Explanation

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, what I'm trying to do here

is to delete the Public Service Commission. The reason for that
is that the authority— first of all, the Louisiana Constitution
that we operate under today, prohibits the Louisiana Public Service
Commission from regulating. There's a specific prohibition that

was adopted during. . .in about 1967 or 1968, I think it was

called a part of the Industrial Inducement Incentive Right to Profit
Laws. It prohibited the Public Service Commission from regulating
the sales of intrastate natural gas to industry. It did not, however,

prohibit some other agency from regulating the sales of Intrastate

natural gas. That is why, or one of the reasons, I assume, that

in the special session of the legislature, in Senate Bill No. 9,

this authority was given to the commissioner of conservation. So,

if the Public Service Commission were left in this provision, and

this had been drafted before the special session of the legislature

—

and that's why the amendment is necessary—Public Service Commission

needs to be deleted. Otherwise, X feel, and a number of other

people feel that it would have the effect of crippling some of the

legislation that was passed in the special session because the

authority to do this was given to the commissioner of conservation.

It was done. . .that was done in legislative act, and if the legis-

lature sees fit, that could be changed. But, what I'm asking that

you do is to go along with the removal of the Public Service
Commission and just put "as provided by law." That way, there

would be no conflict.

Questions

MR. SINGLETARY
Senator Lambert, do you know that as a member of the committee

1 think you have a good amendment?

MR. LAMBERT
I can't hear you, Mr. Singletary.

MR. SINGLETARY
As a member of the committee, I think you have a good amendment.

MR. LAMBERT
Thank you.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Senator Lambert, isn't it necessary that we have this amendment

in order to be sure that the legislation we passed during the

special session is valid legislation?

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct. I think it would have the effect of making

much of the legislation enacted in Senate Bill No. 9 unconstitutional.
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because it would be a direct conflict with — if this is adopted

—

this new constitution. I'm assuming it will be.

MR. DE BLIEUX
If the situation should ever arise where we wanted the Public

Service Commission to regulate it, it could be done by legislative

acts.

MR. LAMBERT
It certainly could. It leaves it up to the legislature, and

it does not preclude the Public Service Conunission from having this

authority. However, it is presently given to the commissioner of

conservation.

MR. DESHOTELS
Senator Lambert, 1 assuce that at the time the committee adopted

the particular portion of this section, it was adopted only after
debate and consideration. Isn' t that correct?

MR. LAMBERT
Much.

MR. DESHOTELS
All right . At that time, it was the committee' s feeling that

the Public Service Commission, being a body elected throughout the
State of Louisiana, would be the most appropriate body to do. . .to

issue certificates and have hearings. Wouldn't you say that was
correct?

would have made this change before it got to the floor. We were
asked not to cover this until the special session met. We had no
idea that the special session—just exactly what was going to be

done. We had some inclination, but not completely and totally.
But, I. . .go ahead.

MR. DESHOTELS
Of course, the legislature could appoint anybody that they

want to to issue these certificates. . .

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time.

MR. LAMBERT
I can't hear you.

[Prev ious Quest ion ordered . Amendment
adopted : 7 6-14. Mot ion to recons ider
tabled . ]

Recess

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

[C'uorum Call : 74 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

MR. LAI-BERT

At that particular time, yes. The reason that Public Service
Commission was put in there was because later on in the Public
Service Commission Proposal, which this committee had jurisdiction,
the prohibition against the regulation by the Public Service
Commission of sales and intrastate natural gas to industries was
deleted. That prohibition, if it were adopted later, would no longer
be there. That was one of the reasons that it was placed here.

MR. DESHOTELS
Your committee, at that time, considered and evidently

prepared a proposal for the convention that would require hearing
before issuance of a certificate of public convenience and necessity,
Isn' t that correct?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, and they still provide for that. That lias not been

deleted.

MR. DESHOTELS
Well, you're deleting. . .with your amendment, you're saying

that it will be "as provided by law." Isn't that correct?

MR. LAMBERT
No, I 'm not.

MR. DESHOTELS
All right. It says, "issued. . .

MR. LAMBERT
Read it to me; you have it in front of you.

MR. DESHOTELS
Well, my. , .1 think we can go on to the next question. But,

I. . .

MR. LAMBERT
It says this: "without a certificate of public convenience

and necessity Issued as provided by law after due application for
such connection and hearing thereon.'

Yes, that's all. In other words, you still have the hearing,
etc. In other words, it does not, at all, do away with that,
certainly not. That's not. . .

MR. DESHOTELS
My final question is: I'm a little confused with your philosophy

that you would seem to urge the convention to be adopting a pro-
vision to accommodate the legislature, and more particular, its
last legislative expression rather than to accommodate what you,
at the time of the consideration of this provision by the committee,
considered to be, I assume, a public interest of the state.

MR. LAMBERT
I'm not asking you to do that. I'm only pointing out to you

that if we do not. . .if our committee would have had a chance to
Bieet, and this proposal had not already been introduced, hopefully,
we would. . .Mr. Deshotels, you want to listen? Hopefully, we

Amendmen t

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 22 through 27,
both inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the
following:

"Section 2. Oil; Natural G5s; Public Policy; Interstate and
Intrastate Pipelines

Section 2. Oil and natural gas are hereby declared to be
affected with a public interest, and oil and natural gas produced
in Louisiana shall be utilized to the best interest of the
state.

"

Explanation

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, as

ment ioned this morning, it was the opinion of many in the convention
that oil should be included, as well as gas. We have inserted
that in this amendment, and because of the opposition to the
"without the state," we have changed that. . .1 have changed that
to read: "The oil and natural gas produced in Louisiana shall be

utilized to the best interest of the state.' I tliink that will
stand up. I think it better states the intention of this paragraph
of Section 2

.

I move for the adoption of the amendment

.

Questions

MR. ROEffiR

Harmon, as I understand it, oil and natural gas on private
lands, or from private lands are owned by the people that own said
lands, or who pump that oil and gas. Now, we're going to say in

this constitution that their rights are going to be abrogated, and

this oil and gas is going to be "utilized to the best Interest of

the state"? I mean, is the state just going to take over all of

the oil and gas? Is that it?

MR. DREW
I don't tiiink it could be interpreted that way. I can't see

at all how it could be interpreted in that manner.

?3?. ROEMER
Well, I just want you to realize. . .I'd hope you understand

that I think that oil and natural gas produced in Louisiana should
be used for the best interests of those that produce it. That's
my feeling, in a free society.

MR. DREW
Well, that's the reason I said "shall be utilized to the best

interest of the state." Now, Buddy, I think you iiave to read this

in connection with Paragraph 2, where you then have your certificate
of public convenience to prevent interconnections

.

I move the adoption of the amendment.

MR. SINGLETARY
Harmon, you used the language, "shall be ui^ilized to the best

interest of the state." I'm in agreement with the first part of
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your amendment. I think it's a good amendment. But, you change
the language a little bit to say "shall be utilized to the best
interest of the state," rather than say"it shall be made available
for utilization within the state." I think that I would, personally,
prefer that language. Would yod comment on that?

MR. DREW
Well, I mean, 1 would have no objection to an amendment like

that, of course, when. . .maybe I'm in error, but when I speak
of the state, I am speaking of the people of the state that make
up the state, is what I'm speaking of, I think that's the general
interpretation of that usage of. . .1 think if you say "state,"
you are certainly speaking of the people of the state.

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, Mr. Roemer says that he would prefer this language,

"available for utilization within the state." I think that would
tend to work more towards correcting the problem we're trying to
correct, rather than the language you use. I'd appreciate it if
you ' d . . .

MR. DREW
I would. . .like I said, Alvin, I would have no objection

if you wanted to offer an amendment to so read, but I think it, in
effect, says the same thing.

MR. PEREZ
Harmon, why did you include oil in your statement, because the

problem which confronts the state, today, is the control by the
Federal Power Commission with respect to the transportation of
natural gas in interstate commerce? But, I can't figure out why
wc want to include oil, which is not so controlled, and would make
it appear as if, again, as Buddy Roemer said, this may be something
which could be nationalized, so to speak, as I read this language.

think if you put a period "." after "within the state," I think
maybe you would run into a little problem there. Bob.

MR. MUNSON
You don't have any objection, then, to say, "to be made

available for utilization within the state," which is what you
say you intended to do, anyhow?

MR. DREW

With permission of the Chair, I'd like to withdraw it,

temporarily, and make that change, Mr. Chairman.

\_Aniendment wi thd rawn . Quorum Coll:
72 delegates present and a quorum. j

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
On page 1, line 26, immediately after the word "utilization"

strike out the remainder of the line and strike out line 27 in
its entirety, and insert in lieu thereof the following: "to
the best interests of the citizens of the state."

£xp1 ana t Ion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, what this does.... the coiranittee has asked me to

delete "oil" because this deals specifically with gas and, if
necessary, we can have a separate section on oil if it is necessary.
Whfit this does, it does away with the provision referring to "without
the state," and it will be utilized to the best int*>rest of the
state. I think that cures most of the objections that I've heard fron
the floor.

MR. DREW

Mr. Perez, right at this time, I don't think, as you've said,
what you've said is absolutely correct. 1 don't think that there's,
necessarily, any critical. . .1 mean, oil is not as critical as gas,
at this stage. But, I mean, it appears to me that it will probably
be just as critical in the very near future, if what we read and
what we hear is correct. But, I don't thing that there's any in-
tention or that this could be interpreted as socializing oil and
gas to where the individual rights would be abrogated.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Drew, just to clarify your language a little, who decides

what is in the best interest of the state— the legislature?

Poi n t of I nformation

MR. PEREZ
Point of information. Would the Clerk read the entire

provision as it would now read?

MR. POYNTER
Yes. It would read as follows: First two lines would be

the same: "Natural Gas is hereby declared to be affected with
a public interest, and natural gas produced in Louisiana shall
be made available for utilization." Then, you pick up with his
text which is: "to the best interests of the citizens of the
state."

MR. DREW
Well, I think you have to. . .of course, that is one of their

obligations, Mrs. Zervigon. At the same time, you have to read it

in connection with Paragraph 2, where we're speaking of the. . .

specifically of interconnection to let this gas get out of the
state.

MR. MUNSON
Harmon, would you consider temporarily withdrawing your

amendments and to say "shall be made available to utilization
within the state," as it is in the proposal?

MR. DREW

I'd be glad to. Bob, since there's some objection on that
with. . .

MR. MUNSON
One other question before you do that, then, Harmon. You

did intend to leave out that last part, "as well as to the
citizens of other states"?

MR. DREW
"Other states?"

MR. MUNSON
Yes, as it is in the committee. . .

MR. DREW
That was the purpose—main purpose—of this.

Ques ti ons

MR. J. JACKSON
So, I can fully understand the context of your amendment.

I know your previous amendment restricted it to the state, "made
available to the citizens of the state." I just want to make sure
in my mind that what you are saying that if it's in the best interest
of the state to provide gas to the citizens of the state and at
the same time provide gas to the other parts of the country, that
would be a legitimate interest working, I mean, legitimate process
working in the interest of the state. But, on the other hand, if

presently what's happening now where you got gas going into ihe
interstate system that if other parts are getting gas and Louisiana,
let's say, is not getting his fair share then your amendment would
kind of restrict that activity from continuing.

MR. DREW
What this does, Johnny, is pretty much what you said but the

way the committee proposal was written it would appear to me there
was an obligation to furnish state.. ..I mean, gas out of state. I

don't think we can prohibit interstate transportation of gas;
under this , it does not prohibit interstate but says "it shall be

utilized to the best interests of this state."
If there are no further questions, I move for the adoption. . .

,

MR. KEAN
Mr. Drew, as I appreciate your amendment, it would be the

responsibility of the legislature to determine what would be

utilization and the best interests of the citizens of the state?

MR. MUNSON
To add oil, and then to leave out that portion that refers to

the citizens of other states?

MR. DREW
I think it would have to be their obligation to take care

of it.

MR. DREW

Well, I mean, that's what I was trying to get out. But, I

MR. KEAN :

So , if the legislature felt it desirable to abrogate contracts,
j
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reallocate supplies under, this provision this would give them the

full authority to do so?

MR. DREW
Mr. Kean. I don't think that we could ignore constitutional

provisions against abrogation of contract. I don't think it would

go that far, although, the monster bill does go that far. I was

the chief proponent because of the abrogation of contracts in the

original bill.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Drew, addressing ourselves to future contracts that might

be entered wouldn't the provision, as you've got it now, make any

future gas contract subject to judicial review to determine whether

or not it was making gas available to the best interests of the

citizens of the state? You have....

MR. DREW
David, I never say that there won't be a lawsuit, I know

there can be lawsuits on anything. I think— I rather doubt that

there would be a serious problem of a lawsuit to questioning the

best interest. The whole purpose of this section is to try to

provide a means to where we can keep as much gas in Louisiana as

possible. I think we are opening the door for that type of

legislation, giving them a basis for that type of legislation

subject to your normal constitutional restrictions.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Drew, following up Mr. Conroy's question, if we adopt

this paragraph as you have suggested, and we had a contract which

was going to be executed sometime after this constitution was

adopted, would that contract not have to be subject to this provision

and, therefore, would the parties ever really know whether they had

a binding contract because either the legislature or the courts might

determine some change in that contract was necessary and the best

interest of the state?

MR. DREW
I think they would have as much grounds to stand on, Mr. Kean,

as any utility that's authorized to take action by the Public

Service Coinnission, I mean, that certainly is supposed to be

operating in the best interest of the state citizens of the

state, I don't think there would be any distinction there.

MR, LANDRUM
Mr. Kean, since we are living in changing times, your amendment

does give the legislature the right to make such changes when needed

that it also protects the rights of the people of Louisiana. Is that

right, sir?

MR. DREW
That's the purpose of the amendment.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Drew, I'm trying to understand what the legal effect of

your amendment would be, if adopted. We already have under the

Property Rights Section of the Bill of Rights the provision saying
that the police power of the state is protected and the right to

regulate the use of property is protected. What additional authority
does this give to the legislature, if any?

MR. DREW
I would think it would set a policy. Woody, I mean that's

about all we can do in the constitution is set policy and it

would certainly give the legislature, I think, to try to take the

proper action to insure as much gas used in this state as possible;
I think it gives them some constitutional foundation for that

action.

MR. JENKINS
So, your view is then, that this gives the legislature no

additional authority?

MR. DREW
No, it is not, I didn't say that.

MR. JENKINS
Well, what authority does it give the legislature?

MR. DREW
I said, I think it gives them the foundation for taking the

action or possibly some of the action that we took in this past
special session.

MR. JENKINS
Can you be more specific and tell me exactly what kinds of

authority? Does it give them authority, as Mr. Kean said, to

abrogate contracts or what does it give?

MR. DREW
No. I don't think it could be interpreted to abrogate

contracts. Woody, but I think you have to read the section as
a whole. We need the public interest in order to have the
authority for the certificate to prevent interconnections
and that is a serious problem, it's created already serious
problems on the thing. I think this is a directive to the
legislature to see that these matters are handled to our best
interest and that's all.

MR. JENKINS
But, I still don't understand. Does this or does this not

give any additional authority to the legislature? If so, what
specific authority does it give?

MR. DREW
I think it's a directive, maybe not authority, but I think

it's a directive. Woody.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Drew, if the first paragraph which we are dealing with

at the moment is, as you say, designed to tie in with the second

paragraph, would you have any objection to having the first

paragraph start off with language which would read: "For the

purposes of this section" and so forth? So, it would be clear

that the two paragraphs. .. .what we are talking about in the

first sentence relates itself to what's in the second sentence

and is not an independent declaration of policy as you have

indicated you didn't intend it to be?

MR. DREW
I don't think it would be such a major change that I would

object to it, Gordon.
I move for the adoption....

Further Discussi on

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I want to make several points

once again if I might. First of all, the provision as it stands

now, says nothing about abrogating contracts—has nothing to do

with abrogating contracts, nothing—that "as involved in Senate

Bill No. 9. There was a provision in Senate Bill No. 9 which

allowed the con. ...there was, I'm saying, it was taken out. The

commissioner of conservation to break contracts so as— I'm going

to tell the reasoning behind it as I understood it— to allow old

contracts that had natural gas selling for fifteen cents a thousand

cubic feet when it's for sale on the market today for one dollar a

thousand cubic feet. It would have authorized the conmissioner to

break the old contracts to let the price seek a competitive level

on the open market; this was taken out, there is nothing in Senate

Bill No. 9 and that's really not what we are here to consider today,

but for some reasons it's been brought up several times. There is

nothing in Senate Bill No. 9 now that allows abrogation of contracts.

There is a provsion , however, that allows the commissioner of

conservation to make allocations of natural gas. For example, during

grinding season when a sugar mill can't get any gas or soy bean or -"?

rice dryers cannot get gas to harvest ... .completely harvest their

crops, there is a provision to allow the commissioner of conservation

to go into a line and take up to ten percent only when the governor

declares an emergency— that's the way it's set up now. It also would

provide for a hospital if they could not get gas or for the town of

Opelousas if they could not get gas, for the conmissioner of

conservation to go into that line and give them enough gas. When

you are talking about gas, the sugar mills in Louisiana use one

percent of all of the intrastate gas, one percent, that's all

you're talking about. I might even point this out that many of

the industries involved agreed to that, they did not object to

that. They did not want the abrogation of contracts in it which,

I agree, was most distasteful. Mr. Kean is very familiar with

all of this because he was there during the whole special session.

In response to a question by Mr. Johnny Jackson and I saw an

amendment along the same lines by Reverend Landrum wherein they

basically are concerned, as I understand it, about mantaining

gas for Louisiana use first, cbviously, that is exactly what we

are concerned about. But, if you put language like that in the

constitution according to what I have been told by constitutional

lawyers, then you are interfering with interstate commerce clauses

and it's discriminatory. You see, that was the reason it was worded

to make gas available within the state we would liked to have stopped

there. But, we realize that if we don't acknowledge that other states

do have a right to buy gas under the free enterprise system in this

state and that's how they are getting gas now under that system
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because they have old contracts. The FPC, however, has come in and
taken jurisdiction and they are holding the ceiling down on prices
but that was the purpose, Johnny, for putting that in there. Right.
I don't think it's critical language, I mean, if it's removed that
portion of it, I don't think it really makes that much difference.
But, I will say this, that it was carefully worked on and the language
was carefully drawn and the committee studied it for a long time, in
my opinion, it's worded in a good manner. I would ask you, for that
reason, for the reasons I have stated to oppose this amendment because
it's just a play on words now that's all we are doing, as far as I'm

concerned.

Questions

m.. LANDRUM
Senator Lambert, do you know that my amendment will be withdrawn?

MR. LAMBERT
No, sir, I didn't mean. ...I just saw it and Tony had asked a

question along those lines.

MR. LANDRUM
Yes. Yes. But, I am interested in the Drew amendment.

MR. LAMBERT
Right.

MR. LANDRUM
I do believe that the adoption of that amendment would take

care of mine, do you know that?

MR. J. JACKSON
Senator, my concern was basically the concerns that you have.

I have no problem whatsoever in seeing to and having the desire that
Louisiana gas be given to Louisiana citizens on priority. But, I

did not want to at any point suggest, by any ways, that we ought
not forget that we are still a part of the country and there are
other places who may want to buy gas. I felt very seriously if
you kept it to the state with the way the language is presently
drawn on the amendment that 1 just want to very seriously. .. .did
that limit the state capacity to sell gas in case there was, let's
say, new fields explored and there was a sufficient amount to se'l
to the rest of the country; so, I was with you.

MR. LAMBERT
O.K., Johnny, let me just say this that I'm asking you to

defeat the amendment in an effort to keep the provision intact.
But, I will acknowledge this, that it's in my opinion, it's six
one way and one-half dozen the other.

Further Di scussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

would hope that you would pay attention to what I'm about to
tell you because I think we are embarking upon the possibility
of making some very serious errors which could have far-reaching
effects upon the most important single industry in the state, an
industry which provides for over half of the economy of this state.
I know that in addition to this amendment there will be many others
which will attempt to put in the constitution certain types of
restrictions. I want to plead with you, "Please, let's don't cut
off our nose to spite our face. Please, let's realize that this
question of the producing and marketing of oil and gas is a very
complicated subject matter and one which has been studied by the
legislature, by the courts for many, many years." I do not believe
that it would be in the best interest of the people of this state
for us to have someone to come up here and to offer an amendment
or a series of amendments which could have such far-reaching effect
upon the biggest industry of the state, the industry that supports
over half of the economy of this state. So, therefore, I would
plead with you, "Please, let's not adopt any amendments the total
effect of which we would not know and realize." We must recognize
that the oil and gas industry is the most heavily taxed industry
in this state, that it supports our public school system as well
as many other areas of our state, our highway program and so forth.
So, I ask you again, please before we vote to put anything more into
this constitution, let's know what we are talking about; let's be
sure that what we are doing is not going to seriously hamper or ham-
string the most important industry we have in this state. So, therefore,
I reluctantly rise in opposition to the amendment which is on *:he

floor now and would generally ask you, "Please, let's vote down
these amendments unless we are totally sure that they are not going
to do such great violence."

I'll yield to questions.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Perez, I want to comnend you for your comments, I agree

with them wholeheartedly. Don't you think that the danger the
convention at this point on this particular subject that the subject
now is making headlines daily across the nation and there's a lot of
excitement and some panic over this matter. I think what you are
asking us to do is let's not panic in writing a constitution that's
going to be dadgum difficult to change; isn't that what you are
saying?

MR. PEREZ
That's exactly correct, and I might comment that I am strongly

In favor of that part of the committee proposal which would attempt
to hold within this state the natural gas produced within the state.
I am very much in favor of lines 28 through 32 and so forth and going
onto the second page so that we can attempt to try to stop the
connection by these interstate pipeline companies of the intrastate
gas lines with the interstate gas lines which have the effect of
putting them under the jurisdiction of the Federal Power Comission,
that's the real battle, that's what we are really talking about.
Can we find a way to hold natural gas in this state? I think that
the committee has done a commendable job on lines 28 through 32
and onto the next couple lines of the next page in making an
attempt to try to hold the natural gas in this state and that
should be our objective and our main and sole objective, but
let's don't get too far beyond that, please.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Perez, along the same lines of your remarks, do you see

any intrinsic value in putting broad, sweeping policy statements
about oil and gas into our constitution that would be of any
particular advantage, let us say, over or against the statute
that could be passed by the state legislature if we got into
court with the federal government on this question.

MR. PEREZ
That's the reason I made the statement that I was in favor of

lines 28 and so forth because it would be a positive attempt to

try to keep the gas within the state now only to the extent that

is necessary to show a public purpose for that would be the only

reason that I would see that we should have to have any provision
in the constitution concerning the oil and gas industry.

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Perez, in other words,

amendment, right?
you would call this a bad, bad, bad

MR. PEREZ
No. I don't say it's necessarily a bad, bad, bad amendment

—

and by the way, you'll notice I haven't used that term in a long

while because there are so many others that have picked up on it.

I'm just cautioning the delegates, let's don't even adopt them

if we think they are fair amendments because we are dealing in a

very sensitive area and one which could cause headaches to this

state for many years to come.

Further Di scuss ion
MR. CONROY

I, too, with regret, join in opposing this amendment and
carrying forward the idea which Mr. Perez mentioned to this

convention. I want to point out specifically why I regard this

particular amendment as dangerous. It's my understanding that

the intention of this amendment is to authorize certain action
by the legislature, but the amendment does not say that. The

amendment simply says that "natural gas produced in Louisiana

shall be made available for utilization to the best interests
of the citizens of the state." Now, I believe that any attempted

future contract dealing with the sale of gas would be subject to

judicial review to determine whether or not that contract was

entered and made available for utilization of the best interest

of the citizens of the state, the gas sold under that contract.

I think that, again, carrying forward Mr. Perez's ideas we have

to be very careful in this area of dealing with oil and gas,

tremendous sums of money are involved in these contracts. People

are willing to litigate over the slightest thing when as much money

as is involved can be involved. I, too, urge extreme caution in

watching the precise language that's used because this will be the

subject of extensive litigation in which people are willing to fight

at great lengths over the significance of a single word used in the

document such as this; so, I urge you to reject this amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered . J
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Closing

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gcntlenen of the convention, I

respect the formidable opposition to this amendment, but let

me bring one thing to your attention that each of those speakers

have overlooked in their argument against the amendment. I don't

believe that I have ever seen, and I hope that I shall never see,

a constitution of this state or any other state that makes it

obligatory upon the State of Louisiana to furnish gas to out-of-

state consumers and that was the sole purpose of this amendment

maybe it's not perfectly drawn, maybe it is open to question, I

don't think there is cjny that*s not open to question and lawsuits.

But, when you say "shall be made available for utilization to

citizens of other states," are you not making it an obligation

of this state to furnish out-of-state con.-umers? That question

was raised earlier, that was the purpose " was hoping that I could

solve something rather than stir up a hornets nest. But, 1 think

that the provisions of this amendment— I'm sure there will be other

amendments to come behind it—but I think this—and in answer to

Mr. Johnny Jackson's question—this amendment does not prohibit

interstate transportation of gas, Johnny, that^s .... there's no way

to interpret it in that manner. What it does it says It's to be

used in Louisiana when it's to our interest ... -only thing but.... at

a lot of times and you may in the future see where it would be to

the Interest of the citizens of this state to sell to interstate

pipelines if the price gets right. We are not going to be forever bound

by these low prices— I sincerely hope we are not. I think we would make

a serious mistake if we left Paragraph One of Section 2 to read so it

would be made available, "shall be made available within the state

as well as to citizens of other states." We have no obligations to

the citizens of the other states to furnish them with gas if we have

use for that gas here. Like I said earlier, on one of the other

amendments, our biggest problem in the State of Louisiana is

transporting gas. If we can get the means, the pipelines—the

intrastate pipelines— to transport the gas, we can use so much more

of what we are producing. I don't think that this amendment is going

to do any harm. I think it is going to remove the obligation to force

us to ship gas out of the State of Louisiana. I sincerely hope you

will adopt the amendment

.

Questions

MR. JONES
May I ask you a question, Mr. Drew?

Mr. Drew, with that word "shall" and we owe an obligation as

one state of fifty to the United States and if it was divided on

a population basis assuming we have four million people in our

state over two hundred million in the nation, we would be entitled

to about two percent of our ^as ; isn't that correct?

MR. DREW
Just about.

MR. JONES
....ninety-eight percent would go to the rest of the nation?

MR. DREW
That's right, and we are making it mandatory that we—

.

MR. JONES
All right. Now, if they divided it up on the basis of need,

probably ninety-nine percent would leave the State of Louisiana
and one percent would stay here. One other thing I would like to

point out to you as I am in favor of your amendment. We are trying

to give a policy to the state as a direction to the legislature to

keep our gas in Louisiana without doing violence to the Conmerce
Clause of the United States Constitution. All right, suppose we

may be on close grounds here but assuming that we are wrong, and
we are in violation of the Conmerce Clause of the constitution, we

are right back to the same effect of the amendment, I believe, of

Mr. Derbes which is to eliminate lines 22 through 27; isn't that

correct and, our protection would be under the general policy
statement under Natural Resources? So, in effect, we really haven't
lost much but at the same time that we have directed from this

constitution to the legislature what we believe to be the sincere
public interest of this state; is that correct?

MR. DREW
I think that's correct, Mr. Jones, and let me add this. I

think the purpose of state government is to look out for the interest
of the citizens of that state. I don't think this word to the best

interest of the citizens of this state is any radical change of

government's obligation at this time.

MR. JONES
I agree.

[Amendment reread . Record vote ordered

,

Amendment rejected: 43-51. Motion to

recons ider tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Singletary reads as follows:

(words have been imposed around a little bit unusually...)

On page 1, line 25, after the word "interest" place a period
"." and delete the remainder of the line and delete lines 26

and 27 in their entirety.

txpl anat ion

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, all this amendment does

is put a period after the word "interest" on line 25, and it

deletes the rest of that paragraph. It doesn't change Paragraph

2 at all so that with this amendment the committee proposal would
simply read "Natural gas is hereby declared to be affected with

a public interest." I move its adoption, and if there are any

questions, I'll yield.

{_Amendment adopted without objection.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Avant sends up amendments reading as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, between lines 2 and 3, insert the

following: "Subsequent to the effective date of this constitution

no petroleum as natural gas produced from lands or water bottoms

owned by the state or its political subdivisions shall be

marketed outside the state of Louisiana except that in excess

of the needs of citizens of the state and manufacturing concerns

in this state. This provision shall not impair the obligations

of any contract in effect on the effective date of this consti-

tution. The legislature shall implement this Section.'*

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, there's a typographical error in the amendment.

The word "as" on line 2 between the words "petroleum" and "natura.

should be the word "or". I would like to withdraw the amendment

to make that technical correction.

[^Amendment withdrawn and resubmitted
with correction.}

Explanation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm satisfied that

there's substantial opposition to this amendment. I have been

told that I offer it only because of my ignorance of the oil and

gas industry, and that I just don't know what the score is, and

I just don't know what's going on, and this is a terrible, terrible

amendment. I don't buy all that. I think I do know what's going

on, and I think I have some understanding of what has gone on in

the past. Now, this is a very simple amendment. I think you have

to first look at this thing and try to analyze it. In the first

place, you have the question of production of oil and gas from

lands that are owned by the individual citizens of the state.

They bj'long to John Brown or Pete Smith or somebody else. I

don't think that you can without running into serious

federal constitutional questions—particularly with respect to

the Interstate commerce clause in the federal constitution—put

too many restrictions on what can be done with that oil and gas

because you can't legislate and tell a citizen that he does not

have the right to engage in interstate commerce if he wants to

engage in interstate commerce. Now, on the other hand you have

the question of oil and gas that is produced from state-owned

land or land that is owned by the political subdivisions of the

state. That oil and gas belongs to all of us; it belongs to all

of the citizens of the state. Now, we can't do anything about

contracts that have been made in the past. I believe «nd—of

course, this is the law— if you make a bad deal, you just made

a bad deal; you've got to live up to it. But, we can do

something about the future, and I think that the people in this

state are in this position. We are much like the farmer who is

in the position of producing food and there's a scarcity of

food, but he has tied himself up, although he's producing beef

and pork and eggs and all kind of foods, he has tied himself up

and got himself in a position where he doesn't have enough food

to feed his own family. Well, if he's made valid and binding

contracts, he has to live up to them. He may have been a foolish

man for having made them, but I'll tell you one thing: if he
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continues in the future, and when the next crop year comes
around makes those same contracts, he's a real fool; he's a

real idiot. Now, all that this amendment says is simply this:

that with respect to oil and gas that are produced from state-
owned lands that in the future the legislature is mandated to

see to it that those contracts, those leases, make some pro-

vision that before our gas and our oil can be marketed outside
of this state, that we have enough to take care of the needs of

the citizens of this state and the industries of this state. I

submit to you that there are no constitutional questions involved
in that at all because in the first place I know of no way that

the federal government can tell us that we've got to lease our

land for oil and gas exploration and production at all. I don't

think they can tell us you've got to lease your land.

State of Louisiana; you've got to go and produce that oil and

gas. As long as it's our land and our oil and our gas and we

haven't messed ourselves up with some contract in the past—I'm talk-

ing only abcut the future—we'll have a certain constitutional
right to say that if you want our oil and gas and you want
the right to produce oil and gas from our land, you've got to

agree that when you go to market your share of it» that we've
got first claim on it for the needs of the citizens of this state.

This has absolutely nothing to do with any type of contract that

any private individual or private corporation might want to

make with respect to their property. This Is the state's

property, and I think that we would be derelict in our duty if

we didn't say that in the future we're going to see to it that

insofar as this very, very important natural resource is con-

cerned, we're going to insure that the citizens of this state,

to whom It belongs, have enough of that basic resource for

their own needs before we start selling it or disposing of it

to strangers. That's all it does; it specifically says that

it will not impair the obligations of any contract that is in

effect at the time this constitution may become effective. I

don't try to spell out the details; we leave it up to the

legislature. This is simply a simple constitutional mandate
to make sure that the legislature, the mineral board, the
governor, all of the powers that be or political leaders of
the state know how the people of the state feel.

Questi ons

MR. STINSON
Mr. Avant, you said from land or water bottoms owned by

the state. . .

.

MR. AVANT
Or its political subdivisions.

MR. STINSON
Well, in view of the fact that the state has sold a lot of

land, patented it, and reserved the minerals, don ' t you think

—

you just say if they own the land and the water bottoms—don't
you think where they own the minerals? Because, a lot of it, they
don ' t own the land or the sur face

MR, AVANT
Well , I would accept an amendment to add that, Mr. Stinson. I

just didn't think about that. That would be other oil and gas
that belongs to the state— the right to take it belongs to the
state.

MR. STINSON
If this is adopted, I think that should be in there.

MR. AVANT
Well, I wouldn't object to that, and I think you're certainly

correct. I just didn't think of that.

MR. JENKINS
Jack, I'm trying to take your concept and apply it to real

life situations and see how it works. Let's suppose that I

have a mineral lease...

MR. AVANT
You, Woody Jenkins, has got one?

MR. JENKINS
Yes.

MR. AVANT
Okay.

MR. JENKINS
On state-owned lands, and I produce that oil; I extract it; now

I want to sell it: let's suppose it's natural gas.

MR. AVANT
AH right. Now, let me ask you one other question. Did you

get that lease and acquire it before this constitution became in

effect?

MR. JENKINS
No, after.

MR. AVANT
After. Okay.

MR. JENKINS
Now, I have different buyers for this gas, and to make it a

really competitive situation, we'll assume that there's no price
controls on gas. Now, I have offers outside the State of Loui-
siana to buy it, say, for fifty cents per thousand cubic feet

from one person and seventy-five cents per thousand cubic feet
from another and a dollar per thousand cubic feet from another.
Now, there's people in Louisiana who'll pay, say, twenty-five
cents a thousand cubic feet, twenty-eight cents a thousand
cubic feet . Do 1 have to sell it to those people simply be-
cause they're in the State of Louisiana?

MR. AVANT
If you signed a contract to that effect which you would have

to do after the effective date of this constitution, the legis-
lature would have to in some way implement this provision, and
if you signed that contract, yes, sir, you sure would have to

live up to that contract just like we have to live up to the
foolish ones we've signed in the past.

MR. JENKINS
So, in other words, if there were any person in the State of

Louisiana who would pay any price at all, I would have to sell

to that person ahead of someone out of the state.

MR. AVANT
Well, Mr. Jenkins, this is not... the purpose of this amendment

is not to gig anybody. It's not to take advantage of any of

these big oil companies; it's only to ensure that the people of

this state retain enough of their oil and gas to heat their homes,
to operate their sugar mills, and to take care of their other
needs. I'm perfectly willing to leave it up to the wisdom of

the legislature, of which you are a Liember, to work out the

details because I don't think that details can be worked out in

the constitution . This is a simple statement of principle, a

mandate to you as a member of the legislature and the other
members of the legislature, to the Mineral Board, to the Depart-
ment of Conservation, to any other state agency or body that has

anything to do with this particular subject matter to say that,

before you can take our oil and gas which belongs to the people
of the State of Louisiana and take it out of the state, you are

going to have to make sure that it is surplus and that we have

enough left to heat our homes and run our industries and run

our sugar mills.

MR. JENKINS
What you are saying here, chat you can't sell outside of

the state that which is produced inside the state unless it is

excess over the needs of the citizens of the state.

MR. AVANT
That is correct.

MR. JENKINS

But the concept of needs is a subjective thing. What one

person needs, he's willing to pay forty cents a thousand cubic

foot; what someone else says he needs, he's only willing to pay

five cents a thousand cubic foot.

MR, AVANT
Mr. Jenkins, that is no more difficult concept to deal with

than the idea of public convenience and necessity, which the

courts and the Public Service Commission deal with all the time.

You can't go out here and open up a freight line and carry freight

from here to Monroe just because you want to do It. You have to

get a certificate of public convenience and necessity. There are

many concepts in our law that are not just nailed down like two

times two equals four, and I'm willing to leave it up to the

wisdom of you and the fellow members. .. your fellow members in

the legislature to work this principle out in a fair and equitable

fashion to accomplish my goal. My goal and my aim is to make

sure that the people of this state who own untold quantities of

oil and gas— it belongs to them; it's managed by them for them

by a group of elected and appointed public officials— is to make

sure that those people have enough gas to heat their homes, to
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cook their food, to grind their sugarcane, to dry their soybeans,

and that sort of thing . I don't want to be like that farmer

who's starving to death because he sold everything he produced,

and it's scarce, and he can't buy it, and he and his family are

just up a creek.

MR. JENKINS
Just one more quick question, Mr. Avant. Isn't it true

without your amendment it is left up to the legislature, and
that the only thing your amendment does Is further hamstring
the legislature?

MR. AVANT
No, Mr. Jenkins, that is not true. It's been left up to the

legislature since the first oil well or the first gas well was
brought in in this state. The legislature has not done anything
about it for one reason or another; perhaps because they never
thought It was going to happen—until just recently. It's like
closing the door when the horse has done left the barn. We
want a mandate to continue that good practice, and I think that
it is good practice. I'm not familiar with all the technical
details of the bills, but I think that what the legislature
was trying to accomplish was a good thing. This is to make
sure that that remains the policy of this state, and that some
future legislature can't go back to the old way and forget the
people of the state and give all our oil and gas or market it
here, there and yonder without thinking of the needs of the people
of this state.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Avant, wasn't the interstate comnterce clause in the

Federal Constitution put in to prevent the restraints that took
place under the Articles of Confederation?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
But, in effect isn't one of Louisiana's basic problems, not

the fact that the gas is leaving Louisiana, but that the FPC wants
to restrain the way it is actually used In Louisiana, that some
of the uses in Louisiana are lesser uses than the uses in other
states?

MR. AVANT
But, they have done that, Mr. Velazquez, only because our

gas has becone comtlngled with interstate gas.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Avant, I certainly applaud what you're trying to do. I'm

just wondering what effect this has. When does the FPC regulate
the production of natural gas?

MR. AVANT
When? I don't know. I don*t know when they first did it.

MR. DUVAL
Well, you see there's a lot of things we don't know, and that's

what I'm suggesting to you is perhaps by putting this mandate in

the constitution, it might be totally unfeasible.

MR. AVANT
Well, I don't see how in the world it could be unfeasible,

Mr. Duval. It's a very 'simple proposition. Here we are with
the State of Louisiana. We have still future reserves of oil
and gas, I hope, that we have not yet leased. We are simply
saying that in the future when we lease those reserves or lease
those lands that we are going to make sure that we retain enough
of the production therefrom to take care of ourselves before
we start disposing of it elsewhere.

MR. AVANT
The Interstate commerce clause of the Articles of Confederation,

I think so, perhaps. Yes.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Okay.- Then, any time you restrain the total volume of a

product in interstate commerce, have you not gone against the
interstate commerce clause?

MR. AVANT
No, I don't agree with that, Mr. Velazquez. If I'm sitting

here in Baton Rouge, Louisiana and making shoes and making them
by the hundreds of thousands of pairs, there's no law in the
world that can be passed to tell me I've got to sell those
shoes in interstate coiranerce. If I can sell them all in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana and that's what I want to do, I've got that
right. I think that the State of Louisiana has got the same
right. There's no law says that the state has to engage in
interstate commerce.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Also, do you believe that there's a law that says you can

take extraordinary methods or extraordinary efforts to restrain
interstate commerce?

MR. AVANT
This is no restraint on interstate commerce.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Don't you believe that any time you decrease the total volume

available for interstate commerce you have in effect restrained
Interstate commerce?

MR. AVANT
No, I don't agree with that because if I'm running a sawmill,

and I'm selling lumber in interstate commerce,and 1 sold a hundred
million feet last year but this year I choose to only want to
manufacture fifty million feet ,and that's all I'm going to manu-
facture,and all I'm going to sell,and I decide that I'm going to
use half of that to build me a barn just for myself, I haven't
interfered with Interstate commerce one bit in the legal sense.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Have you not just now beginning to talk about allocation > and

that's not the FPC in their problems with Louisiana have a problem
of allocation?

MR. AVANT
This is not the type of allocation that you're talking about.

This is just a simple statement saying that if I'm raising mustard
greens, I'm going to keep enough mustard greens to eat myself
before I sell them all Co somebody else.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Avant, I guess you realize this is becoming real complicated,

but I was under the impression that you said this is state-owned
lands that you're talking about.

MR. AVANT
That's what my amendment says.

MRS. WARREN
That's what 1 thought. Now, aren't you really trying to say

that charity begins at home?

MR, AVANT
That's right, Mrs. Warren.

MRS. WARREN
Thank you.

MR. AVANT
In other words, the Lord looks after him who looks after him-

self. I believe that.

Further 01 scussion
MR. JACK

I rise in opposition to this amendment. I 'm a member of this
committee, and 1 believe, if not all, practically all of them are
against this amendment. To begin with, the amendment would not
stand the constitutional test. It would interfere in interstate
commerce, would be thrown out. We've done a lot of work on this
committee proposal, and I go right along with the committee. I

think you should. You know the purpose of all this material on
the gas in the proposal is to do all we can legally to see that
our gas goes to Louisiana people. You know that. If you are
going to put something in here that obviously is unconstitutional,
you're not going to get the chance that we do have of keeping here
gas that's strictly in the intrastate commerce. Thank you.

Further Di scussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, 1

hope that you were listening a little bit earlier when I attempted
to caution this convention against adopting amendments which
could have such far-reaching effects. Now, this is one of

those type of amendments which could seriously affect the future

leasing of state-owned property and the future production of

minerals in our area. The state is by far the largest single
landowner in the state, holding I'd say between five and ten

percent of all production. Now, if a producer were to realize

and to know that, If he took a lease from the state, he could

only market those products within the state, then it would
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depend upon the location primarily of a natural gas intrastate
pipeline as to whether the man would be willing or not be willing
to take a lease or to produce that well. You've got to realize
and recognize, particularly with respect to natural gas, that the

cost of transporting that natural gas is the larger part of the

cost that the consumer pays for the gas. For example, if you
have a well producing here, two or three miles away you may
have an interstate pipeline; thirty or forty miles away you
may have an intrastate pipeline. The cost of transporting
that gas the extra twenty to thirty miles in order to be able
to market that gas would make the production of that product
so costly that no one would be willing to drill the well because,
after all these people who drill these wells, they're in business
to make money, and they're also in business worldwide— these big
companies that have been referred to. Believe me, folks, we can
chase these people away from here, particularly in the latter
stages of production as this state is today as far as our inshore
production, we can chase them away awfully easy. They're going
to go where they can operate agreeably and where they are in a

position where they can make a fair profit off of their invest-
ment. So, let me suggest to you that this is one of these
amendments which could have tremendous far-reaching effects
which could cripple the biggest industry in this state which
produces over fifty percent of the income of the state. I, therefore,
strongly urge you: please let's reject this amendment.

Questions

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Perez, isn't it true that under Senate Bill 9 which the

legislature just passed, the commissioner of conservation has the
privilege of doing this very same thing? However, he is not
mandated to sell to an intrastate line where an interstate might
be more convenient.

MR. PEREZ
It's my understanding that that's correct. Of course, the

regulatory authority to do that, if used reasonably, can be a very
good thing for the state, and the purpose of this amendment is

good^ but the net effect of it would be very bad when you have
an absolute prohibition against these products going out of the

state.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Perez, don't you think that with amendments like this we're

getting into areas where we're not sure of the effect they're going
to have, and very possibly you're going to be doing some harm
rather than good?

MR. PEREZ
Well, hopefully, that most of the delegates were listening to

me a little bit earlier when I cautioned against passing amendments
unless we were absolutely sure that this was not going to do a
great deal of harm to the biggest industry in this state, I think
this is one— 1 not only think but I know that this particular
provision would seriously cripple the mineral industry, but more
important than that, seriously reduce the future income of the
state because people just are not going to be willing to drill
wells under these conditions.

amendment does is to tell those elected officials of our state,
who are charged with the responsibility of administering our
oil and gas resources, to say: administer those resources but
make sure in doing so that you retain enough of our oil and
gas to take care of our needs and dispose only of the surplus.
It's a very simple amendment. I don't see how it complicates
anything; I don't try to draw any details. I'm perfectly willing
to leave it up to the sound judgment of those people in the
legislature and on the Mineral Board, but it's a mandate. It's
a mandate that says these are our resources. They belong to all
of the people of the state, and we don't want to be, as Mr. Perez
says, one of the biggest oil and gas producing states in the
United States, and yet have a good friend like Mr. Sandoz come
in here two or three weeks ago and tell me that his city of
Opelousas was faced with an eminent shutdown of the natural
gas that it takes to run their utility plant over there because
of a shortage. Now, if that makes sense to you, then vote against
my amendment. But, that's the kind of thing that I'm trying to

prevent. 1 want to make sure that there's a mandate in our con-
stitution telling our officials to look after our interests in

that fashion.

Quest i ons

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Avant, you brought out some excellent points, and I think

the delegates all agree with you that we don't want that situation
to occur again. But, do you know, for one, that 1 didn't agree
with everything in Senate Bill 9 that you were referring to, and
I agree that nothing is inconsistent? But, if Senate Bill 9 is

not feasible and does not work, can it be changed?

MR. AVANT
Well, sure it can be changed. There's nothing in this amend-

ment that would keep it from being changed.

MR. BOLLINGER
But if we adopt this and this does not work and it does provide

a lot, a lot of heartaches for the state in the future, it's not
as easy to change this constitution; will it be?

MR. AVANT
' Well, Mr. Bollinger, in the first place, I don't see how it

could possibly say that there's anything in here that's not going
to work because there are no details, no mechanics provided In this.

This is simply a statement of principle and leaves it up to the

legislature and the Mineral Board and whoever has the responsibility
under the law to implement that principle in the way that they best
see fit at the particular time, and they can change it from day to

day or week to week or month to month as long as they operate
within that principle, and that is, that we're going to keep
enough of our oil and our gas to heat our homes and grind our
sugarcane before we start selling it to people in New York and
Maine and Chicago and elsewhere.

MR. BOLLINGER
Do yru not think that the legislature is responsive to the

needs since they did have a special session and did enact

Senate Bill 9?

Further Di scuss ion

MR. LAMBERT
Very briefly, Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, for a number

of reasons I ask you to oppose this amendment. Some of the reasons
are because the legislature did provide basically what Mr. Avant
is asking us to do in the constitution. This was basically done
in the special session of tlie legislature. It's an area, when
you talk about natural gas, where you need a basic concept; you
need some roots. I think we provided the root, but we need to
allow flexibility now so that the legislature can make the necessary
changes and add the flexibility as times change, as the energy
crisis changes, and so forth. For that reason, I ask you to
please vote against this amendment.

iPrevious Question ordered.}

Closing

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, there's absolutely nothing

in this amendment that ' s inconsistent with the concept of Senate
Bill 9. As a matter of fact, the whole purpose of this amendment
is to make sure that under the new constitution, if it's adopted,
that the legislature will have the authority to act in the public
interest as they have tried to do in Senate Bill 9. All this

MR. AVANT
I think they are now, Mr. Bollinger. I do not think that

they always have been, and the purpose of this is to make sure

that in the future they always will be.

MR. DREW
Jack, let me ask you two or three questions. Talking about

late in taking action, do you know that the legislature passed
the Louisiana Pipeline Authority Bill in 1972 which would have
provided for the construction of intrastate pipelines which
has never been appointed or implemented?

MR, AVANT
1 understand that. Yes, sir.

MR. DREW
Now, let me get to your amendment. Jack. You use the word

"needs." I had suggested "available market," but suppose you

found a large gas field in South Louisiana on state lands.

Shreveport, Louisiana was operating on fifty percent of their

needs; there is no intrastate line to get it to Shreveport.
Could that gas be sold to anyone else?

MR. AVANT
Now, wait a minute. Run that one by me again because....
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MR. DREW
You have a gas field... you discover a gas field on state lands

in South Louisiana. There is no Intrastate pipeline to Caddo
Parish who is running at fifty percent of their needs for heating
purposes. There's no way to get it to Shreveport to meet their
needs. Now, can that gas be sold or do those wells, under your
amendment, wouldn't they have to be capped and left there?

MR. AVAiNT

No, I think that there can be legislation that can provide
that the gas can be gotten there by means of a shipment through
an interstate line where you can withdraw it.

MR. DREW
You mean that the legislature can override the FPC?

MR. AVANT
If you put this particular provision in the constitution, I

think that they may well be able to do that.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Avant, take this at face value as my knowledge of oil and

gas law. I own a hundred acre tract of land, and I lease it to
an oil company. They give ne...at a one-eighth. They give me
one-eighth of the money, the net money, that they sell that gas,
less the cost, etc. of transporting it; isn't that correct?
Assume that to be true.

MR. AVANT
Yes. One-eighth.

MR. WILLIS
Why can't I not tell that oil company, "I don't want one-eighth

in money; I want my one-eighth in kind. That is called royalty
in kind. There ain't nothing wrong with that; is there?

MR. AVANT
No, and there's nothing wrong...

MR. WILLIS
That's what your amendment does.

MR. AVANT
And there's nothing wrong with this either, Mr. Willis, with

respect to the seven-eighths, putting a provision in the lease
and say, "We are giving you the right to market that seven-eighths
anywhere you want to subject to one condition: when we are
hurting, we can say we want three more eighths which we'll buy
at the going price, and you've got to put that in all your
contracts to take care of that....

[Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

23-79. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Chairman Henry in the Chair

{^Prev ious Quest ion ordered on the Sect ion

.

Sect ion passed : 9 3-6. Mot ion to recon-
sider pend ing .^

Point of Information

MR. BOLLINGER
He didn't ask for it to lay on the table, but why would we

reconsider the vote? Wouldn't that leave it open again, and
we're going to have to vote on it again to close it?

MR. HENRY
It leaves it open, so that it's susceptible. The motion is

hanging, so the gentletaan just moved to reconsider. We're not
going to dispose of it, sir.

MR. BOLLINGER
I don't understand why we moved to reconsider unless we want

to open it up again or unless we're going to lay it on the table.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman doesn't have to move to reconsider. We just

weren't going to take care of the motion. I just assumed
I thought I understood hitc to say he wanted to move to reconsider,
but not table the motion to reconsider. It's the same difference.
You make the motion to reconsider at some other time, Mr. Bollinger.
It's really not worth arguing about or wasting time on, if you
know what I mean.

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 3. Geopressure-Geothennal Resources
Section 3. The state shall conserve, manage, and regulate

the development and utilization of geopressure-geothermal resources
for the benefit of all people, including future generations."

Exp] ana ti on

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is a real simple section.

What it does is establish a policy for the state in a new area of

energy: that being, geopressure-geothermal resources. As you

know, we are in the midst of an energy crisis. For this reason

we find ourselves in a position to have to look to new sources

of energy—atomic energy, solar energy. Geopressure-geothermal
energy is another area that has not been tapped. It's located

many feet below the earth's surface, but it's within reach of

drillers. In an effort to establish a policy in the future in

this particular area, we have set up a separate section on this

particular subject matter.
I'm going to yield the balance of my time to Mrs. Miller,

who proposed this to our committee.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

do request your attention because you're going to ask questions

about this because it's a new field for all of us. We have in

Louisiana a very unique resource which is called geopressure-

geothermal energy. This is unique to the "orthern Gulf Basin.

Its region extends into Texas and to part of Mexico. In Texas

they are already beginning to look at the development of geo-

thermal energy. You have some. .

.

We have been looking at ...our geothermal team in Louisiana
has been looking at federal resources that we might bring info

the state to use to develop the geothermal-geopressure energy.
We refer to it as geopressure first to distinguish what Louisiana
has as being different from the geothermal resources that you've

heard about in California. Virtually all the electricity for

the city of San Francisco is now being supplied by geothermal

energy from their wells, from the geysers. This is not the

thermal energy that we have available. Theirs is a surface
type operation. They have a different legal regime because they

are not going deep down into the surface of the earth. We

are talking about a resource that is found at depths of fifteen

thousand feet, that to be utilized, will have to be brought up

in wells with much bigger pipes and casings than we have been us-
ing for conventional oil development. We're talking about maybe

seven and eight inch wells that flow a hundred thousand barrels

of hot, steamy water a day. We're talking about a resource that

has to be carefully structured because it is the nature of water

resources that the best well will ruin a well that it's close

to. The latest well will be the well that will put the first

well out of business. This is the nature of water wells. This

pressure was built up when the continent s;,lit off, and it left

a great basin in what we call the Gulf of Mexico. As the sedi-
mentation came down from the Rockies, it came with clays, with

all type of molds, and leaf molds, and trees which were capable

of holding vast quantities of water. These things settled and

resettled and more settled, and they held the water and cranpacted

chemical processes took place in all of this which solidified the

clays. So, what we have is a vast, I would like to say, hot

water bottle that extends over the North Gulf Basin. The part—
it might fluctuate as you squeezed out part, parts would leave

and go elsewhere. But, it might be that the knowledge it be...

it's more like a sponge with little pockets because you will

have some faulting as you have in your oil and gas areas. What

this means is that if we develop this resource, we may need a

different legal regime under our property laws. This is what I

would like to discuss with you for a few minutes because it's

very difficult to grapple with the legal problems that are going

to be attendant upon the development of the geothermal-geopressure

resources of Louisiana. This high pressure in itself constitutes

a resource. With high pressure, you can convert the pressure

itself to a form of energy to run the generators. The thermal

waters are a resource. By all of this the engineers have developed

the processes they know they can handle the high pressure. Already

some of the major companies and the Shell '^il Company own patents

for the process of developing these and converting into electrical

po\7er. They estimate there is enough of the geopressure-geothermal

resource to supply all of the electricity for it in Louisiana.

This would be a very important thing to us. We are not talking

about something that can be transported out of this state easily.

This is for us to consider, when we see how the Federal Power
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Commission has reached down and taken our gas because you do not

transport electricity the great distances that you do some of

the gas. On the other hand, the federal government is already
looking at the geothermal resources in the nation and is moving
forward in the field to develop the geothermal resources on the

federally-owned land. We are talking about a legal regime that

is different because you are not going to be able to put geothermal
wells down just every forty acres or unitize under conventional

forms of oil and gas. The engineers and the geologists think
of a geothermal plant as being a cluster of five or six, maybe
seven or eight wells flowing a hundred thousand barrels a day.

Now, that's a vast amount of water. You may be talking about

a million barrels a day. You are going to have, perhaps, subsidence

problems. You are going to have disposal problems. What are you

going to do with a million barrels a day from a plant? These

plants cannot be closer together than perhaps a hundred square

miles. So, under the conventional oil and gas regime .. .property

regime, you're thinking in terms of unitizing a hundred square

miles. I think every lawyer here can see that the transactional

cost . . .the administrative cost of getting leases from every

landowner in a hundred square mile unit would make the develop-

ment of this energy. . .make the cost prohibitive. The only way

this energy can be economically developed is if as many costs

are kept down as practical so that this will be competitive

with other forms of energy. We may come to the point, though,

that energy is so valuable and so priceless to us that we will

pay any price. In looking at the legal regime and which you

may develop, I will read a letter from Professor Yiannopoulos

at LSU Law School, which he wrote to me after studying the

problems of geothenaal-geopressure development. The professor

says:
"I believe that the new constitution of Louisiana may well

contain a provision declaring that geothermal energy is a wealth

that belongs to all the citizens. Perhaps geothermal energy ought

to be enumerated among the public things. In my opinion this

appropriation by the state of geothermal energy would not run

counter to the provisions of the United States Constitution.

Valid argument may be made that according to the fundamental

notions of Louisiana Civil Law, geothermal energy is up to the

present time re nullus, namely a thing that belongs to no one

in particular. This is like your fish and animals, which the

state long ago appropriated as a thing that belongs to all the

people and not capable of private ownership. Like running water

and wild animals, geothermal energy may be appropriated by the

state without payment of compensation to landowners under whose

land subterranean reservoirs are located. Moreover, valid

argument may be made that the subterranean lakes are public

things. If you think of this as a giant lake buried fifteen

thousand feet under the ground, vast resources of water...
These are public things."

I will finish reading Professor Yiannopoulos 's letter. Ex-

cuse me. That long, Greek name sure gives me a problem. 1*11

finish reading it because this is what he suggests to us, and

this comes from one of our authorities in civil law property

in this state.
"...Be this all as it may, I believe that it is not properly

a matter of constitutional law to justify the appropriation of

geothermal energy by the state. The matter might have to be

litigated all the way to the United States Supreme Court. How-

ever, a constitutional provision would only need to establish

the principle of appropriation of geothermal energy for use

by all the people. The legislature could be specifically author-

ized to enact a statute dealing *'ith all aspects concerning the

exploitation of geothermal energy." Now, I want to point out

to you delegates what you are voting on. You are not voting

on the section as it now stands, that this is a thing in the

public ownership. You're voting only at this time that the
geothermal energy is a resource that must be conserved and managed

and developed by the state for the benefit and use of all people.

I am proposing an amendment which I think has been distributed

to you, that when we get through voting... I v;ant you to think

about this—whether you want to put geothermal resources into

the public domain and make them insusceptible to private owner-

ship. So, after we finish discussing this article my amendment
will give you that choice. So, 1 think it's something you can
think about now. This is a matter for constitutional concern.

1 don't want to hurt the committee proposal that does not put

it in the public ownership. So, remember that the committee pro-
posal only asks for the control and regulation of the geothermal
resource.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mrs. Miller, just to get a few things clear, you referred

to Professor Hardy. You've read his article, I'm certain, from
your knowledge on the subject.

MRS. MILLER
Yes. Professor Hardy had looked at this problem and so has

our staff member. Dr. Lee Ha rgrave

.

MR. DUVAL
I understand you... are you advocating the public ownership

of this resource, rather than how we normally treat oil and
gas and other minerals?

MRS, MILLER
Of course, you know, I will answer it this way, too, Mr. Duval:

Having traveled with the geothermal team of Louisiana, composed
of Dr. Richardson of LSU School of Engineering; Dr. Billy Hise,
a petroleum engineer; and Dr. Durham with the geothermal school

—

Durham and... well, I can't think of all their names now. .a group
of mer.— the more we looked at this, we could see that if a lawyer
is asked by an electrical company to give an opinion on whether
the electric company is going to be able to build a geothermal
plant, I, as a lawyer would say, "it's too much of a legal under-
taking if you're going to have to lease everybody's property."
On the other hand, you are going to have— you know, we have

subsidence in Baton Rouge because of the removal of waters. I'll

get to your answer. We're going to have subsidence probably if

we don ' t handle this resource properly. They don ' t sue the

industries in Baton Rouge because Baton Rouge is sinking because there

are too many of them and they don't know who to put the blame on. But

you let great subsidence begin to take place, and they can see a

plant sitting out there that they know who they can sue, they
will sue. We know that. So, my point is that after all these
studies, I believe that the only way— in my ovn opinion— that the
only way we can accomplish the right kind of property regime for

the development of the resource is by having the ownership in

the state,

MR. DUVAL
Would this mean that the state could come expropriate one's

own land in order to drill a well and put a plant there? Is that

what that means?

MRS, MILLER
I think that would have to be .. .wherever they put the plant

would be a matter provided by the legislature. What I am saying
is that when I bring up a million barrels of water a day, you as

a private landowner a hundred miles away could cone in and say,
"You're draining me a hundred miles away; I want to be in the

unit."

MR. DUVAL
But, can you answer my question? If it is a matter of public

domain, does that give the state the right to put plants. ..to

come put a plant on someone's private property and appropriate
the property to extract the minerals? In other words, how are

you going to get to extract the minerals unless you have a lease

to begin with?

MRS. MILLER
You will have to have surface leases, like you do now because

you know when you bring in a conventional oil and gas lease, you
unitize things that are way below the ground that extend out for
miles and acres and acres. What I'm saying... I'm sure the legis-
lature will have to provide and we have to provide that.

tIR. DUVAL
When you say"for the benefit of all people," let's take the

committee proposal as it is. Does this committee proposal lay

the predicate to put into effect what Professor Yiannopoulos
and Professor Hardy talked about? Is that the intent of your
commit tee proposal?

MRS. MILLER
No, the Intent of the committee proposal—and I think as it

differs from what my amendment will be later— the Intent of the

comnittee proposal is that it recognizes the existence of this

energy resource and is really telling the legislature, please
do something to protect it, don't let it be dissipated and wasted

before we have a chance to harness it. I think this is what the

committee proposal says—protect it and take care of it; don't

waste it.

t-IR, CONROY
Mrs. Miller, I'm puzzled by your response to Mr. Duval. As

I read the last part of this after the reference to the fact

that"the state shall conserve, manage, and regulate the develop-

ment and utilization of geopressure-geothermal resources," if

you stop there, it would seem to me that the sentence would say
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what you just suggested. But, where the connnittee proposal goes

on and says that it will be for the benefit of all people, doesn't

the committee proposal as written already go a long way toward

the objective which you said, which that Is the public ownership

of the gdothermal resources?

MRS. MILLER
No, I believe... I think the intent of the coMBittee proposal

was to bring it in line with the first proposal. . .the general state-

ment that all of these things would be for the benefit of all the

people of the state, including the future generations which kind

of goes back to your first section. This seems to have been their

philosophy in committee. They were thinking In terms of all the

people and future generations.

MR. WILLIS
Mrs. Miller, 1 think that the trouble that the delegates

have in understanding the terTns"geopressure" and "geothennal."
May I suggest to you that "geopressure" means the pressure of

water from underground which comes through a pipe which was

dug in the ground. "Geothermal" means. .'.'thermal"roeaning heat;

the heat of that water under pressure makes It stean. Isn't
that correct?

MRS. MILLER
This is true.

MR. WILLIS
Now, I have a oil well well, I never had one and I don't

expect I will—but, assume I have a oil well on my hundred acres
of land. It ran dry, and all it "sputes" now is geopressure
or geothermal energy. Now, Isn't what you envision on a larger

scale that which I could do with my no-good oil well... that is

to say, harness that steam to a turbine and make that turbine
turn a generator which will generate electricity, and which can
be controlled. Isn't that what you envisage to harness the
energy?

MRS. MILLER
In the philosophy this would seem to be very... a very simple

explanation. Yes. Of course, as we know in practice these
geothermal plants are very large and will, you know, have to

cover large areas, plus the fact of your disposal.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins sends up the amendment that read? as follows:
Page 2, delete lines 3 through 7, both Inclusive, in their

entirety.

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, when I first read this section I thought it

was unnecessary because the legislature obviously has the power
to regulate these resources now. After hearing Mrs. Miller's
explanation I think it's absolutely imperative that we delete
it because of the philosophy behind her discussion of It. You
may notice she has an amendment coming that says"geothermal
resources are hereby declared to be In the public domain. The
state shall have the exclusive right to provide by law for the
exploration, production and distribution of these resources."
Now, if we had done that a hundred years ago to the oil and
gas Industry, all of that would be owned now by the state, and
I dare say that we wouldn't have near the production or explora-
tion that we have today because government when it comes to
operating enterprises doesn't seem to do too well or be too
efficient. We don't need this section because the legislature
has the authority to regulate these resources. In the past
it has been a superabundance of such regulation which has
put iis in the position we're in with regard to a shortage of
energy resources. It's been regulation of the wellhead price
of gas, curtailment orders by the Federal Power Commission,
restrictions on offshore leasing, environmental controls that
have restricted the exploration of natural resources, the
transportation of natural resources, the building of oil
refineries, the use at the consumer level. Government controls
and regulations have done that in the past, and maybe there would be
some benefit in the future of regulating geothermal power

—

maybe. Maybe not. That's a legislative matter, and we should
not try to mandate it here. In any case, how is the state going
to manage these resources? As I appreciate Mrs. Miller's remarks,
the state would appropriate all geopressure-geothermal resources
and large tracts of land—appropriate. That means take without
co«pensation, not expropriate; wouldn't even pay for it, but.

take over vast tracts of land and use it for the state. I don't
believe that would meet the constitutional requirements of this

constitution or the federal constitution because when private

property's taken, it has to be with Just compensation. Now,

all of the arguments raised that vast tracts of lands are involved,

and that drilling in one place and utilizing these resources can

affect other lands, all of that applies to the oil and gas industry,

and we've managed to work those things out through out mineral

law. We've worked out a very good system. It's a workable

system that can be applied, I think. In large part to geopressure-

geothermal resources when those are developed. The last clause
of Mrs. Miller's provision that says 'for the benefit of all

people including future generations," what does that mean? All

people, all people in the world, all people in the country, all
people in the state whether they produce it or not? If we're

going to take some of our private property owners' property, it

ought to be used for their benefit, not for somebody else. I

don't feel any right to the geothermal energy that might be on

the land of someone down there in southwest Louisiana. It's not

my property. So, it would be unjust to take it from them and

use it for my benefit. My benefit comes in if I want to buy
some of that energy from them, through electric power plants or

whatever. So, I just think we don't need this section. It's

a legislative matter. The legislature has authority to regulate
it if it so desires. But, we certainly don't need this concept
in the constitution and certainly not the amendment that Mrs.

Miller would submit about giving the state the exclusive right

to explore, distribute these resources

.

Questions

MR. O'NEILL
Woody, I only heard the letter from Professor Yiannopoulos

so I'm not absolutely sure of this. Under this section as it's
currently written would the legislature have the power to set up
the machinery to appropriate these vast amounts of land and then
go into the enterprise of taking this earth water from underneath
the earth and producing power with it?

MR. JENKINS
Even without Mrs. Miller's amendment—and she tells me she's

not going to offer it— I think that that's a possibility because
it says that the state will manage these resources"for the
benefit of all people." Well, I don't see how it could do that
for all people unless it owned It or took total... all the value
from it. I don't see what other purpose this section has other
than to do that.

:-IR. VELAZQUEZ
Doesn't the State of Louisiana have health regulations in

reference to restaurants for the benefit of all people? Yet,

the State of Louisiana has never made any effort to take over

all the restaurants in Louisiana.

MR. JENKINS
They don't conserve, manage and regulate those restaurants

for the benefit of all people, no; I don' t think that . That

Indicates that would indicate that the profits of the restau-

rants would go to all the people in the state, and 1 don't

think that that's what we do now In restaurants, and I don't

think that that's what we should do in the case of geopressure-

geothermal power.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Don't you think that many of the laws that we pass are

stressed for the benefit of all the people, yet,we have not

had any mass expropriations in the State of Louisiana?

MR. JENKINS
No, we haven't had a constitutional provision 1 iVe this In

that regard. I don't see how we need this. The legislature has
authority to regulate these things.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Do you think the Louisiana Legislature is going to go around

expropriating people's property on a mass basis?

MR. JENKINS
Well, under this provision It says "the state shall do these

things for all people." It says the state shall; It's a mandate

MR. VELAZQUEZ
It doesn't say the state shall expropriate anybody's pro-

perty, does it? It says the state shall make a due exercise
of its police power. That's all it says.
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MR. JENKINS
How Is it going to conserve » manage and regulate for the

benefit of all people unless it does that? That's what Mrs. Miller

said; she said that was the purpose: to grant authority to

appropriate geopressure-geothermal power in the state.

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Jenkins, one thing that concerns me in connection with

the appropriation: as I understand it, the theory of this thing

is that there are marketable minerals associated with hot water

that would be depleted when geopressure-thermal resources are

developed; isn't that correct?

MR. JENKINS
Yes.

MR. JUNEAU
All right. In essence. If we do that, and we appropriate these

minerals , we have ,in essence, indirectly taken away from the
landowner those minerals which he would now have which would be
subject to income to him, would he not?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

MR. JUNEAU
So, in essence .we're going beyond just geothermal appropria-

tions; we're affecting what the landowner now has with regard to

some marketable minerals. That's what concerns me about the

appropriation.

{^Previous Question ordered. Amendmen t

adopted : 69- 3 3 . Motion to recons ider
tabled . ]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Next section
"Section 4.

Section 4.

authorize the ali
except for purpos
recover land lost

fected within ten

This Section shal
water bottoms for

vided herein, no

reclaimed except

reads as follows:

Alienation of Water Bottoms

The legislature shall neither alienate nor

enation of the beds of navigable water bodies

es of reclamation by the riparian owner to

through erosion If the reclamation is ef-

years from the date the erosion occurs.

1 not prevent the leasing of state lands or

mineral or other purposes. Except as pro-

bed of any navigable water body may be

for public use."

Expl ana t i on

MR. LAMBERT
This particular subject matter is found in our present con-

stitution with the exception of a very few changes that were made

in committee. First of all, the legislature, this language is

as it is in the 1921 Constitution as follows: "The legislature

shall neither alienate nor authorize the alienation of the beds
of navigable water bodies." We retained that provision; that's
the same—no change. "Except for purposes of reclamation bv the
riparian owner to recover land lost through erosion." There was
a general exception in the '21 Constitution which said "except
for purposes of reclamation." In our committee, proposals were
offered to alter this language and qualify the term "reclamation."
For those of you who do not know the definition of reclamation,
I'm going to read It to you. The word "reclamation" has no
technical definition in Louisiana law. In the past the excep-
tion for reclamation In the present law has been thought to

extend to filling in of land on a water body. Black' s Law
Dictionary gives as one definition of the word" reclaim, in an

analogous sense, to reclaim land is to reduce marshy or swamp-

land to a state fit for cultivation and habitation. So, it

basically says in this provision that the state cannot alienate

the beds of navigable water bottoms except for purposes of re-

clamation by the riparian owner. The riparian owner is the

property owner adjacent ^to the water body. The riparian owner

would have this right to reclaim only land lost through erosion.

I'm sure all of you know what erosion is. This is a fairly

technical area, and I hope I'm explaining it properly. We

place a prescriptive period on the amount of time in which

a riparian owner can effect the reclamation, and the period is

ten years, and the prescriptive period starts to run from the

last known date of the erosion. Krosion obviously would have

to be determined as a factual matter. The section, to go

further along with the section shall not prevent the leasing

of state lands or water bottoms for mineral purposes or other

purposes. This is in the present constitution. We retained
that language. Then we have one sentence at the end: "Except

as provided herein, no bed of any navigable water body may be

reclaimed except for public use." Now, this makes a change in

the present law in that for example, a parish that governing

authority may want to reclaim land adjacent to their boundaries;

If they reclaim the property, the property reclaimed would have

to be used for a public purpose. In the 1921 Constitution It

did not restrict Its use to a public purpose. It could be used

for other purposes. I'll yield to any questions.

Ques ti ons

MR. SHANNON
Louis, you said the property reclaimed must be used for a

public purpose. Let me give you an illustration. I believe In

New Orleans the levee board has reclaimed oart of the lake bed

down there and subdivided it. Under this amendment here that

would not be permitted. Is that right?

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct. As I understand it, Mr. Shannon—correct me

if I'm wrong— in response to your question, the Orleans Levee Board

—

1 believe it was the Orleans Levee Board—did reclaim the property

in Orleans Parish, and I think what they did was they... I believe

they sold lots to... or they turned it over to private developers,

or they sold lots to private individuals for homes and so forth.

In other words, what It basically would do. ..it was debated at great

length in the committee, . .what it would basically do would say that

reclaimed property by a public body would be restricted to public

use

.

MR. SHANNON
I said it could not be reclaimed by a governmental agency

and developed and then sold for private property as residential
use.

MR. LAt!BERT

That's correct.

MR. SHANNON
Thank you.

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Shannon, it would not prohibit the leasing, however.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Senator, in reference to those lands in Orleans Parish that

were filled in by the levee board, did you know that they were
sold on a ninety-nine year lease at the end of which time all

land reverts back to the State of Louisiana?

MR. LAMBERT
No, I did not know that.

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
Mr. Bollinger sends up amendments, read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 12, immediately after the

word "erosion" insert a period "." and delete the remainder of

the line and delete line 13 in its entirety.

Explanation

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the effect of this amendment

deletes the words, "if the reclamation is effected within ten years

from the date when the erosion occurs." Let me read to you from

Article IV of Section 2 of the 1921 Constitution. It says, "nor

shall the legislature alienate nor authorize the alienation the

fee of the bed of any navigable stream, lake, or other body of

water, except for purposes of reclamation,"

The committee was concerned with the language because it left

open the possibilities of mass reclamations and destroying of the

lakes and streams and other bodies of water that are there for

the public good, and the alienation of these water bottoms. So,

we got together and devised the language, "except for purposes of

reclamation by the riparian landowner to recover lands lost through

erosion." This limits which lands can be recovered by private

Individuals or private people only to those lands that they have

owned and that they lost the ownership because the land eroded

away. I'm not sure which law itis, but one of the statutes says

that eroded land becomes the property of the state. We have

limited, to a great extent, the flexibility that is offered by

the present constitution and safeguarded the possibility of the
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legislature ever massly giving away land to private Individuals.

Then, further down, we explain that it can be reclaimed for public

purposes. Sow, the portion that this amendment deals with is

a prescriptive clause, which is almost impossible to administer.

How in the world can anyone say, "Well, this land eroded ten years

ago"? Mr. Poret, with the state land office said that he doesn't

see how that office could administer a prescriptive clause like

this. 1 just chink that the whole section would be much better

off; It would provide all Che limitations required if this

prescription was not in here, and it could be administered by a

state agency.

1 move the adoption and yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Bollinger, was there a reason why the commlctee put that

"ten years" in there?

MR. BOLLINGER
Senator, we even had more than that at one time. We had that

it could not be done except after the effective date of the

adoption of this constitution. They thought It was necessary to

have a prescriptive right now, but then It became evident that

It would be almost Impossible to administer. So, that's why, and

then we never did get to go back Into this section and discuss it

again, because we got around the time to have to report the

committee proposal out. I think, however. If we had gotten back

into it in committee, it would have come out before it hit the

floor.

Further Discussion

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Bollinger, If I understand what you are trying to say here,

before that, is if you own land along the banks of a river, and you

lose it through erosion—maybe not all of the property you own

—

by accretion, someone else may pick up some more property down

there, but later on through the years, by accretion, you may pick

some property up back here. Now, is that what this is trying to

say, that they still own that by accretion as it comes back?

MR. BOLLINGER
No, sir. I think you're trying to imply that we're changing

the law with regards to accretion and dereliction, and we're not.

We're not at all effecting that. I'm Just saying that If you have

land which is eroded away, the legislature may authorize you to

reclaim only that land that you have lost through erosion—only

that land. If you look at the whole section, it deals with the

legislature's authority to. . .or prohibition on the legislature

to alienate the state's ownership of any water bottom. This

just says if you have land that becomes water bottoms, you lose. . .

the law says you lose your ownership and the state retains your

mineral rights and the ownership of that water bottom. This only

allows, like the present constitution does, for an individual

to retain his property rights, to go back and reclaim his land,

to retain his mineral rights; because this, as you know, could

amount to a lot of money for any one individual, any corporation

or anybody's property rights.

Questions

MR. NUNEZ
So, by taking it out, what. . .there would be no time limit

on the reclamation of eroded lands by. . .

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Bollinger, the present law is not limited at all, is It

not?

MR. BOLLINGER
Well, no. There's no time liaic now. 1 read to you the

present constitutional provision, and this restricts it greatly

by allowing only the riparian landowner to reclaim land and

reclaiming only those lands lost through erosion.

tIR. LAMBERT
Mr. Bollinger, was it not your proposal to put this language

in our section. . .in this section?

MR. BOLLINGER
Pardon?

MR. LA.MBERT

Was it not your proposal in the committee, now—just for

clarification purposes so I can understand this—was it not your

Idea to put some language in this Section 4 dealing with

reclamation?

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes.

MR. LAMBERT
Specifically what you're taking out, now?

MR. BOLLINGER
No limitation whatsoever.

;«. DUVAL
Now, all your amendment docs is to take out the "ten years,'

is that right?

MR. BOLLINGER
That's all.

MR. DUVAL
What would happen, Mr. Bollinger, if the committee proposal

stood, and somebody's property had been eroded nine years and six

iBjnths ago before the date of this constitution? rie would only

have. . .under this proposal, he would only have six months to

reclaim his land. Isn't that right?

MR. BOLLINGER
It seems to me that's right.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
If your land has eroded away, in effect, you have no land.

So, it is now water bottom, and It now belongs to the state. Is

that not correct?

MR. BOLLINGER
No, Mrs. Miller. . .this was Mrs. Miller's language. My language

was to add the words "by the riparian landowner to recover land

lost through erosion," and Mrs. Miller added the prescription.

MR. LAMBERT
^

All right. Now, let me ask you this question: If you don t

place a prescriptive period on it, in other words, this right

would exist for a hundred years. Correct?

MR. BOLLINGER
If you could prove that you owned the land and that It was

eroded away, yes, sir. You had the right, and I think it's a

basic property right of every ciclzen in Che scate, that he should

have the right to own property and for no reason should he lose

his right to own property.

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Bollinger, doesn'c your amendment put the language in the

new proposed constitution just about the same as it is in the

existing constitution, and tnat has served us well since 1921?

MR. BOLLINCXR-
Baslcally, it does. Representative LeBleu. In fact, it even

limits what individuals can do and gives more probability of the

state getting land.

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes, under the present law that is correct.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Then, what the committee proposal as written, here, does Is

give you back—give you back—some of the state's land, because

Che land Is now Che scace's. The reason for puctlng this

prescription in was to limit the amount of the state's land that

we are giving the riparian landowner. Isn't that the purpose of

the committee amendment, to limit the amount of the state's land

that we are giving to the riparian landowner?

MR. BOLLINGER
We thought that was the purpose, Mr. Velazquez. We thought

that was the purpose, however, we. . .at least, I found out, I

don't know If you did anymore research on it, that it was almost

impossible to administer a prescriptive clause of this type and

almost Impossible to say how much land eroded within ten years.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
In effect, isn't what you're doing going to allow Che man Co

go ahead and reclaim more than he has a right to reclaim? Some

of these deeds. . .

MR. BOLLINGER
No, right now he haS a right to reclaim anything Che legisla-
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ture allows him to do. This says only the individual who is a

riparian landowner can reclaim and only that land which he lost
through erosion—no other land.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Did not the old. . .

Fu rther Di scussion

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, 1 just wanted to say that

as far as I'm concerned, this. . .we're not opposed to this amend-
ment. Basically, what it does is to expand on the rights of a
private property owner, in this particular case. So, we have
no opposition to this.

I'm speaking for myself. I haven't had time to poll seventeen
members of the committee, but if they disagree, feel free to come

up here and. . .

Questi ons

MR. CONROY
As a matter of fact, Lewis, isn't it so that the legislature,

if they wish to, could Implement this provision any way they want
it with whatever restrictions they wanted with regard to the time
limit or anything else, because this simply authorizes the legis-
lature to allow reclamation by the riparian owner, isn't Chat
correct?

MR. LAMBERT
That ' s correct

.

{_Prev ious Question ordered . Amendmen

t

rejected: 8 9- 4 . Mo t ion to recons ider
tabled.']

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Avant.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 27, delete the period "."

after the word "use" and insert the following language:
", and then only when authorized by law enacted upon the

favorable vote of two-thirds of the elected members of each house
of the legislature.''

Explanation

MR, AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this is, I think, a very

clear amendment as to what it does, so I'm going to be very brief.
The last sentence of this says that "except as provided in this

section—or herein"—which is this section, "no bed of any navigable
body of water may be reclaimed except for public use." Now,
first. It doesn't say who makes the determination as to whether
it's a public use. I would point out to you that our publicly
owned water bottoms and places that can be used for public
recreation—boating, hunting, fishing, and that type of thing—are
rapidly diminishing. So, the purpose of this amendment is to make
it clear that a public body of water, a navigable body of water,
which belongs to all of the people cannot be filled in, even for
a public use, except when it has been approved by a favorable
vote of two-thirds of the elected members of each house of the
legislature. I think it's a very serious thing when you start
filling in places like Lake Pontchartrain, Lake Maurepas, our
various rivers and lakes and streams in this state to do away with
them.

Further Di scussi on

MR. PEREZ
Well, unfortunately, we're dealing with matters of such grave

importance and to see an amendment just hit the floor like this
and have it go through without objection, I'd like to ask for

possibly a three or four-minute recess so we can take a look

at this thing.

MR. HENRY
All right, sir, we'll stand at ease for a couple of minutes.

Mr. Avant. I'm having all kind of problems today with you.

The gentleman has not completed his remarks.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
I'm not closing, but I just want Mr. Perez to know that

this amendment was sent up way early this morning. I apologize,

I mean, if it's not on your desk. It's been on my desk, Mr. Perez.

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

very much dislike having to get up here and oppose this amendment,
but, again, this is one of these situations where quickly we might
be doing something which we would very much regret, later.

You take, for instance, in the area in which we live, we have
been, for years, trying to develop hurricane protection levees.
In connection with the building of those hurricane protection levees,

it is necessary, at times, to use small parts of navigable bays
in order to be able to take a spoil area which, in essence, is

reclaimed because of the fact that we have to use certain materials
which are not available or which are not suitable for the building
of levees, and we have to have a place to dispose of that. They are

a small part of our lands—and by the way, we are ninety -five
percent water and marsh, and only about five percent highlands. We

have no other place to dispose of these things, and it is a good

thing and not a bad thing. Wlien you would require a two-thirds
vote of the elected membership of each house of the legislature,
it might have the effect, in my particular area, of delaying the

construction of hurricane protection levees which would give the

people of our area the protection they need to stop them from
these devastating hurricanes. I know that this could possibly

have a very serious effect in many other areas. I think we have

just gone too far when we add this language: "and then when
authorized by law enacted by a favorable vote of two-thirds of the

members of each house of the legislature." This is a very, very

serious amendment, as far as my particular area is concerned. I

ask you to reject the amendment. It could have the effect of

stopping the construction of all of our hurricane protection levees

which we have been working on for twenty years to try to develop

to give our people hurricane protection levees.

[^Previous Question ordered . ]

Closing

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, now, for the life of me, I

really don't understand why Mr. Perez is disturbed. I see nothing
in here that's going to interfere with his hurricane protection
levees. This refers to the bed of a navigable water body—not

marshlands or something like that, but, lakes, such as Lake
Pontchartrain, Lake Maurepas— there's many of them all over the
state. Let me tell you what you do. You do two things when you
reclaim that land . Number one, you. . .the title to that is in

the public. You are depriving the public of the right to use that

land for recreational purposes such as hunting, or fishing, or

boating. You are destroying the lakefront. There's another thing
that you are doing when you fill in a portion of a navigable water
body. You are raising the water level, and you are affecting the

rights of everybody, all the way around the periphery of that body
of water. It is a very serious matter, and the only thing that we
are asking, the only purpose of this amendment is to require that

before such a project is undertaken, that two-thirds of the

legislature be convinced that it is a public purpose, and it's in

the public benefit. That's all that it does. The legislature can

do that by a general law, I respectfully submit, saying that local

government, for certain specific purposes that they have declared
to be public purposes—such as a hurricane protection levee or

some other beneficial purpose— the legislature could pass a general

law saying, "You can do it for these purposes." So, 1 don't see

how it could possibly interfere with Mr. Perez's hurricane pro-

tection levees. It's not intended to do that, and as a matter of

fact, I respectfully submit, doesn't do that. But, it does

protect the interests of the people of the state.

Questions

MR. PEREZ
Do you know that the courts have held that anything that

you can float a pirogue in, under certain conditions, is navigable?

tlR. AVANT
1 know that the courts have held to the contrary, Mr. Perez.

MR, PEREZ
No, sir. Well, I'll be glad to show you an awful lot of

other cases . . .
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MR. AVANT
Well, Mr. Perez, I just happen to know that the Lnited States

District Court here for the Eastern District of Louisiana, is now the
middle division, held that a barge that exploded on an arm of False
River which was, in fact, being used co lay a pipeline, that that
was not a navigable body of water. We're getting into some legal
technicalities, and you just can't make the statement that anything
that can float a pirogue is a navigable body of water. That's a
euphemism.

MR. PEREZ
Did you know that that rule that you talk about applies to a

federal law? But, the rule that I'm talking about applies strictly
and only to the ownership of lands by the state, and that we have
had many Supreme Court decisions which have said, depending upon
the type of commerce in the area, including pirogue, that it's
navigable under certain circumstances. Water bottoms as little as
two and three feet deep have been declared to be navigable water
bottoms owned by the state. Did you know that?

1 won't argue with you. But, let

MR. AVANT
If you say s'^, Mr. Perez,

me answer your question. . .

MR. PEREZ
Old you further know that with respect to the program I'm talking

about—and I want you to know It—that in the event this amendment

passed, it probably will jeopardize the hurricane levee protection
program which protects thousands of people in my area?

MR. AVANT
Mr. Perez, I don't agree with that because I don't think any

legislature—if you have to do what you say you have to do—I don't

think any legislature in this state is going to keep you from doing

it or stop you from doing it if you've already started it. You're

going to have plenty of ways to protect yourself. What I'm trying

to do Is to protect the people of the state whose natural resources

in the form of public water bodies are fast diminishing, and fast

becoming unsulted for recreational purposes and to make sure that

when anymore of them are taken away from then, that it is truly in

the public interest. This is the only way I know to do it, Mr.

Perez. Nobody wants to Interfere with your business, or the

protection of your people. I think you know that, and I think you

know why this may be Inconvenient to you. It's not going to stop

your program.

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Avant, in effect, wouldn't your addition to the committee

proposal, your amendment, really do exactly the opposite of what

you intend to do? I mean, if some community wanted to go to the. . .

some local governing authority or wanted to go to the legislature

and reclaim some property on the navigable water bottom, they could

do so simply with a two-thirds vote of the legislature. I don't

believe you intend for your amendment to do that.

MR. AVANT
Well, no. It has to be a public purpose and two-thirds of the

legislature has to agree that it's a public purpose, Conway. Do

you follow me? In other words, I'm not taking out the requirement

that it be for a public purpose.

MR. BURNS
Jack, if Mr. Perez has a real critical problem down In his

section with reference to construction of levees for emergency

purposes or something of that nature, would you object to him

putting in an amendment which would take care of that particular

situation?

MR. AVANT
I certainly would not. I certainly would not. What I want

to do, Mr. Bums, Is to keep from filling In our public lakes and

streams that are used for recreational purposes by the general public,

that belong to the public.

MR. BURNSlURNS
, ^ . ,

When you mentioned Lake Pontchartraln, that s what stirred

Interest, sir.

[Record vote ordered. Amendment rejected:

4 3-53. Motion to reconsider tabled ^ ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set of amendments offered by Delegates Gauthier

and Conrov.

my

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 17, after the word

"except" delete the remainder of the line and insert in lieu

thereof the following: "as provided by law."

Expl anat ion

MR. GAUTHIER
Mr. Chairman and members of the delegation, the natural resoonse

whep I get up here a"d I say we h;»ve scratched the words"for public

use"everybody says, "Oh, you are going to steal all the river bottoms,

take all the land away from the state." I guarantee you this is not

our intention; quite to the contrary, it is to allow certain parishes

to continue to conduct certain programs that they have worked on for

many years. For instance—and I might add—we also presently have

constitutional authority to do this In the '21 Constitution; Lake

Charles has it; New Orleans has It; Jefferson has it and St. Charles

Parish. To give you an idea of how broad some of these programs are

—

in Jefferson we have expended approximately five hundred thousand

dollars working on a reclamation program for part of Lake Pontchartraln.

It's a ten year project that we have spent a lot of money and a lot of

effort on. We are now in the process of preparing a referendum to go

to the people of our parish so that they may vote on this reclamation

project. If you do not adopt this amendment, what you are in essence

doing is saying to our people that they do not have a choice as to

what they want done with property along Lake Pontchartraln, whether

or not they can use it for a reclamation project. This project Is to

be construed as such; they would reclaim part of it and develop it.

Now, this is where the conflict comes in— the part they first develop they

want to sell to raise money to finance the rest of the project which

would be recreation areas, marinas, parks, and things to be used by

the citizens, and other citizens of the state as well as Jefferson

Parish. So, by reclaiming part of the land and then subdividing It and

selling the plots if you put in this section, as Is, without the

amendment you would be denying us in Jefferson the right to consider

to go ahead with this project. I ask for your favorable adoption of

this amendment

.

Questions

MR. SINGLETARY
Wendell* is Jefferson going to.. ..their reclamation project,

I believe, they are reclaiming about twenty-five square miles of

lake, is that right?

MR. GAUTHIER
I wouldn't know the statistics, Alvin, I'm really not certain

as to how much they're reclaiming.

MR. SINGLETARY
All right. Well, let me ask you this, ig this reclamation

project going to be for a public use or is it going to be for the
development of a subdivision?

MR. GAUTHIER
All right, that's where the conflict comes in, Alvin. What

we want to do to lighten the burden on the taxpayer is reclaim a

portion of it, subdivide a portion of it and sell lots to individual

homeowners to finance the rest of the project. It's our intent to

save the taxpayer money by putting some of this use into.... some of

this land into private hands through sales, so that's where the

conflict comes in; part of that property will be sold for private

use. I'm being completely open with the convention in telling you

we will take some public land and then sell it for private use, but

we intend to do it at a profit to our parish and allow us to construct

a park, and a recreation area, and a marina that we ferl is very

important. We've worked on this project for about ten years now

and as I've said, we've expended quite a bit of funds.

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, frankly, the idea of the committee proposal was to try

to curb these reclamation projects for private development. That

was the idea of the conmittee proposal.

MR. GAUTHIER
I understand what the idea was, but I'm afraid it doesn't do

this. If we put in "as provided by law," it will allow the legislature

to examine each and every case. I'm certain that none of you in here

would want to deny another parish who may want to take just one block

in a reclamation project to establish a little marina. Yet, if we

leave it as Is by constitution, we have prohibited this.

MR. ABRAHAM
Wendell, in the reclamation of this portion of the lake and,

of course. It would apply to any other body of water, what would be

the effect on the neighboring parishes or the neighboring communities

who might border on that lake?
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MR. GAUTHIER
If they wanted to conduct a reclamation program, they would

have to get legislative approval and then they could do so.

MR. ULLO
Mr. Gauthier, do you know that I disagree with you? I feel

we have lots of land in Jefferson Parish; I can't see why we have

to go ahead and reclaim Lake Pontchartrain. As you already know,

about two or t'lree years ago we had a hundred million dollar bond

issue on the reclamation of Lake Pontchartrain that was voted down

by the people. I feel that the committee proposal, as is

MR. HENRY
Dr. Ullo, ask him the question, please, sir.

ask the question, please, sir, we've....

MR. ULLO
Do you not agree that the

Go ahead and

MR. GAUTHIER
No, I don't.

MR. ULLO
....the committee proposal as stated is much better than "a;

provided by law"?

MR. GAUTHIER
Jack, if I agreed with that I wouldn't be standing up here

with this amendment and I'm not at all shocked at your position.

Doc. I might add that apparently you weren't aware that a

constitutional amendment passed by this state overall, did pass

allowing the parish to do this.

MR. ULLO
Well, as far as.. .it didn't pass as far as I was concerned.

MR. GAUTHIER
We'll take that into consideration.

MR. BURNS
If you all keep filling in Lake Pontchartrain over on the

Jefferson side, you'll finally have the land coming all the way

over to St. Tammany, won't you? We won't have any lake.

MR. GAUTHIER
Well, Jim, that would alleviate the problem of another cause-

way .

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Gauthier, if you decide that you're going to do this, then

all the parishes should have the same break. You say the legislature
could decide who. Well, if the legislature decided to let one
parish have this break and don't let the other one have it, don't

you think that would be vrong?

MR. GAUTHIER
Well, it's hard to project whether it would be right or wrong

because right offhand you don't know the effect on that particular
coastline, on that particular area.

Further Discussion

MR. RIECKE
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I don't use very much time on

this microphone, but I speak in favor of this amendment because
if it is passed without this amendment, Jefferson Parish would be

precluded from creating this recreation district which they so

badly need. I happen to know, working with the chamber of commerce..-.

I'm on the board of the Jefferson Parish area—that the Jefferson

Parish people were asked to vote on this hundred million dollar pro-

ject, as was brought out by the doctor and, of course, a hundred

million dollars is a lot of money for the taxpayers to put out and

they voted it down. This project has been planned for years, vorking

with Tulane University architectural group and a beautiful recreation

area is being worked out, financed by a private institution which will de-
velop land for homes just as we have in New Orleans. Now, in Jefferson
Parish all they have on the lakefront is a horrible, messy,
swamp area. This we had in Orleans Parish too, until the

Orleans Parish Levee Board pumped in this land, financed it

with the sale to private residential builders. Now, in Orleans

Parish we have a beautiful lakefront which is enjoyed by all of

the people, that we have a swimming area; Jefferson Parish needs

this very badly. Although I don't live in Jefferson Parish, I

think it only fair to give them an opportunity to finance this

thing without a dime taxpayers 'money and to provide this recreation
in this lakefront area to the people of Jefferson Parish. Mr.
Burns, I don't think we got too close to your area when we pumped
the three miles of Lake Pontchartrain into Orleans Parish. I think
it's helped Orleans Parish so much that I want to help Jefferson
Parish, too. I hope you will support this.

Questions

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Riecke, I wanted to see if I understood something you

said- Did you say that if the amendment is not adopted that

Jefferson Parish would not be able to create a recreation area

by reclaiming some of the property. Did you say that?

MR. RIECKE
Yes. I said that because under the committee proposal you

say "except for public use." Now, some of this is going to be

for private use because they are going to sell the land for

residential area in order to finance it for public use.

MR. LAMBERT
Oh, I see. Well, I didn't know about the private part of

it, but I just wanted... for purposes of clarification, a recreation

area would certainly be considered a public purpose.

MR. RIECKE
It's a beautiful project, and we ought not to deprive Jefferson

of having it. Thank you.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Riecke, you realize that we are not writing this

constitution specifically to take care of the problem of Jefferson.
If we pass this the way it's been submitted, then all parishes on
all lakes can reclaim these lands for evidentally private use, and
I think it might be going just a little too far on this particular
one. Don't you agree if we suppose we.... look on Rigolets

they are reclaiming land for private use, across the lake —
on the other side they are reclaiming land for private use that

lake is just about a dead lake right now. How far do you think we

should go in killing it?

MR. RIECKE
Well, that ... .Senator , that depends on what part of it is for

private use. If it's all for private use, the legislature according
to this amendment can turn them down. But where so much of it is

going to be used for public recreation and public use— I believe

Lake Charles wanted to develop an area....

Further Discussion

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise to oppose this

particular amendment. It seems to me that if they want to

create a marina and some other facilities for public use, they

can do it without this amendment. Why do they want to have a

hundred million dollar project when, in effect, all they want to

do is have a marina and some other recreation facilities? Why

do they want to go ahead and build a huge subdivision and then

put the marina out beyond it? Why not just come there, make it

a smaller project and take care of the recreational needs that

they have? It seems to me that we have a problem, when you fill

in on one side of the lake, you mess up everybody on the other

side of the lake. Don't those people have some rights? Isn't

their property of some value to them? Why should they lose the

benefits that they have now because somebody is going to put a

subdivision in there and draw more untreated sewage in the lake

and further pollute it? What are they going to do after they

finish putting all of these projects on all sides of the lakes

—

give everybody a picture of the lake the way it use to be? It

seems to me we've got to kill this amendment otlierwise we are

just asking ourselves; we can destroy every large body of water

in the state.

Quest i ons

MR. CONROY
Mr. Velazquez, did you realize that the reason for the provision

for the private sale of some of this reclaimed area is to permit the

financing of these improvements for public purposes which otherwise

the state couldn't afford to do?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Conroy, I realize the people of Jefferson Parish voted down

your last bond issue when you tried a grandiose scheme like that.

I realize you tried to get around the wishes of the people over
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there in Jefferson who voted that bond Issue down. I didn't vote

that bond issue down; people In Jefferson Parish voted that bond

issue down. Take your argument to them.

MR. STAGC
Mr. Velazquez, isn't it true or have you heard about it, that

they had filled in so ouch of San Francisco Bay that they were about

to change the climate of San Francisco until they finally decided

they better quit filling it up with dirt? Isn't that same thing

likely to happen if each of these parishes around Lake Pontchartrain

has a worthy project that causes them to fill in the lake with some

more dirt?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
You're quite correct, Mr.

as soon as one person finds a

to find a "worthy" project.

Stagg, and worthy projects start...

'worthy" project everybody is going

MR. RIECKE
Mr. Velazquez, how in the name of common sense is filling

in three miles of the lake in Jefferson Parish going to affect

the other side of the lake seventeen miles away? Will you answer

that question?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Every time you fill in that lake it would get smaller and

smaller and they are having problems on the other side of the

lake right now around Slidell and the other side of the lake

they are thinking about limiting construction of other projects there

right now because the lake is not as good as it used to be.

MR. RIECKE
Well, do you or don't you believe that the fill-in of the

lake in Orleans Parish was helpful to all of the people? The

black people in that area have a swimming area where there are

thousands of black people that are enjoying the lakefront which

was formally swamp? Do you think that was vrong?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
I've gone to several funerals of good friends of mine who

went out In that beautiful area you provided for them and they

didn't make it out-

MR. ULLO
Mr. Velazquez, do you know that I feel this is strictly a

political* a sort of internal, political amendment as far as the

parish of Jefferson is concerned?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
You know, Mr. Ullo, because you are an expert on Jefferson

Parish politics, I'll have to take your word for that.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr. Avant, did you know that Lake Pontchartrain, the area we're

talking about, the further west it goes the narrower the lake gets?

MR. AVANT
Yes, I'm familiar with that.

MR. BURNS
....bounded by St. Tammany and Orleans, and by St. Tammany

and Jefferson, and then by Tangipahoa and St. Charles,but it

gets narrower and narrower. Now, if you fill in over on one

side and we take a notion we want to do the same thing over on the

St. Tammany side, we'd wind up with a ditch right down the middle

of what is now a lake.

MR. AVANT
Well, not only that, Mr. Burns, and somebody said,"Well, what dif-

ference does it make if you fill in three miles of the lakefront?"

Well, maybe it don't make any difference if you fill in three miles this

year, but then next year somebody's going to want to fill in another

three miles, and you keep on doing that and where are you going to be down

the road fifty, or sixty, or seventy years from now?

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Avant, even though this amendment says "as provided by

law," could It not be possible that someone who wanted to build

a marina or something over the lake could come to the legislature

and those people in north Louisiana that wasn't really concerned they

might vote for it and the people that lived in that particular

area might be bitterly opposed to it, but they could still be out-

voted?

MR. AVANT
That is correct. Senator Rayburn. That's why I wanted the two-

thirds vote.

MR. CONINO
Mr. Avant, do you realize that this little ditch that you are

talking about is twenty-four and three-quarter miles wide at this

particular spot that we are talking about in Jefferson Parish?

MR. AVANT
Well, Mr. Conlno, I don't know just how wide it is but every

time you fill up part of it it's going to be that much narrower and
you keep on, and keep on, and keep on you're going to have a ditch.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm not going to say much

but I'm going to say that with everything that I've got, "Please

don't vote this amendment on us." This amendment does away with

the requirement that the reclamation of the public's water bodies

be for a public purpose. It permits the reclamation and the

filling in of these water bodies for private purposes. I just

had to get up here because of the statement made by Mr. Riecke whom
I respect, and I disagree with him, but he talked about that stinking
boghole swamp, or something. That stinking boghole swamp plays

a very important part in the ecological balance of this area; it

plays a very important part. I wish that I was smart enough and

knowledgeable enough to tell you the part that it plays, but I'm

not. But, when you fill in a portion of that lake, you are destroying

that lake and you are upsetting not only just that particular area

but the entire area around the periphery of that lake. You are

damaging it, and you are damaging the people. I think that It

only makes sense to say that since that lake belongs to the people,

not just the people of Jefferson Parish but all of the people of

the State of Louisiana, that when you do that it's i;ot to be for a

public purpose. I urge you to reject this amendment. You did not

see fit in your wisdom to require that it be done only for a

public purpose. ... .by a two-thirds vote of the legislature. But,

please, please do not say that it can be done for private purposes:

to fill It in just so that you can sell it and make money, because if

you give every police jury and every local governing body around the

periphery of that lake or any other lake, the right to fill that asset

in,which belongs to all of the people ,for revenue raising purposes,

I think you would be making a terrible mistake. 1 beg you, please

don't do that.

[P revi ous Question ordered.}

Closing
MR. GAUTHIER

Mr. Chairman and members of the delegation, I'm glad to

see first of all that so many delegates are environmentalists.

I side with you in a lot of these efforts, however, I would like

to answer some of the charges made. It seems like to adopt this

amendment would be a tragedy to all land that was reclaimed for

public use. Now, ask youself this question: Are you sure that

you know what the definition is for"public use"? Are you positive?

Also, bear in mind that if you don't adopt this amendment you will

be hurting some parishes that have expended quite a large amount of

funds and undertaken a project for some ten years now. We are in

the process of now submitting it to the people of our parish in

referendum form for a vote. You will deny them the chance to make

this choice. The amendiBent simply does this: It deletes the last

three words and it puts "as provided by law." It will allow the

legislature to define first of all what"public use"is and second

of all, whether or not certain projects should be carried forward.

Now, really, stop and think a while. Do you want to now forever

prohibit any reclamation projects in this constitution? I ask

you, is that really what you want to do, or would you rather let

each particular case be examined on its own and then let the

legislature decide? I ask you if you think that you are in such

a position that you can foresee in the future that there should not

be any reclamation projects and, therefore, in this constitution you

are going to deny them,except by constitutional amendment. I don t

think this is what you want to do. I ask you to adopt the amendment.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Gauthier, do you feel that a parish of the state has some

rights,especially since the state has some rights relative to the
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sea? For example, Louisiana has been granted the rights at least
three miles out—we claim ten, but we have been granted three
miles—to do as we see fit along the Gulf of Mexico. Now, for the
last hundred years Holland has been reclaiming the ocean. How
long do you think it will take before the Atlantic Ocean becomes
a ditch? Now, that's facetious. Let's get back to.... this is my
question: Do you think that this project would endanger the ecology
of Lake Pontchartrain by additional pollution or do you think the

effect of what it will do similar to Orleans Parish which has re-
claimed some fifteen miles along the lakeshore. . .

.

MR. HENRY
Reverend Alexander, ask your question, please, sir. There're

still other people waiting.

MR. ALEXANDER
Do you think....! say it, Mr. Chairman, do you think. .. .don'

t

you think that would improve Lake Pontchartrain?

Questions

MR. CASEY
Senator Lambert, just for the record, I just want to clarify

one point. It's not intended that this would in any way .referring
to what we commonly call its patent titles. Under patent titles, the
state would retain the mineral rights. Is that correct? Where
you're talking about redemption from straight adjudications to the
state by the tax debtor.

MR. LAMBERT
Correct.

MR. CASEY
Is that correct?

MR. LAMBERT
Correct. Exactly right.

MR. GAUTHIER
I most certainly do. Reverend, and I th^nk you for the question.

MR. ALEXANDER
And, how long do you think before it will become a ditch?

MR. GAUTHIER
I would think It would take quite a number of years, and I

don* t foresee that happening ever , Reverend.

MR. AVANT
This authority that Jefferson Parish has now to fill in a

part of Lake Pontchartrain, which is what they are doing, was
obtained by a constitutional amendment; right?

MR, GAUTHIER
That's right.

MR. AVANT
Now, could you say you have an investment there that you

don't want to lose; right?

MR. GAUTHIER
That's correct. Jack.

MR, AVANT
Couldn't that provision be put into the schedule to let you com-

plete whatever authority you've got now and subject the future to

this requirement that it be for a public use?

MR. GAUTHIER
Jack, I would be very pleased, speaking for Jefferson Parish

only, if this body nlected to do that. Certainly, I would go along
with this

But, I'm not sure if we as delegates want to deny another
parish from at one time taking on a reclamation project. I'm

not sure if we are in a position to say, "From here on out we

don't want any more recreation projects except by constitutional
amendment." I don't think we are in that position now. I urge

the adoption of this amendment.

[_Amendment re jected : 37 -60 . Mot ion
to reconsider tabled . Previous
Quest ion ordered on the Section.
Section passed : 97 - 5 . Moti on to
reconsider tabled. ]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 5. Reservation of Mineral Rights
Section 5. The mineral rights on all property sold by the

state shall be reserved, except where the owner or other person
having the right to redeem may buy or redeem property sold or
adjudicated to the state for taxes."

Explanation
MR. LAMBERT

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this provision makes no change
in the present constitution. It provides that the state retains
the minerals on all property they own except where a person would
lose his property for taxes. When he redeemed the property, he
would have the right to get the minerals back with it. Other than
that, the state retains and reserves all mineral rights on its
property.

I yield to any questions.

MR. WILLIS
Senator, don't you think that the word, tax issued be modified

to provide ad valorem or property taxes?

MR. LAMBERT
I would have no objection to that 'cause that's exactly what

we are talking about.

MR. WILLIS
Well, I envisage a way that the state could, for income tax

lien, to get property, don't you see?

MR. LAMBERT
The only property, correct me if I'm wrong, the only property

that I can think of right now that you can lose the taxes would
be real estate. Isn't that correct?

MR. WILLIS
Ad valorem tax is the only tax....

MR. LAMBERT
I move final passage if there's no other questions.

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, at the end of line 18,. add the

following; '' Prescription"
Amendment No . 2 . On page 2, line 19, immediately after

"Section 5 " and before the word "The" Insert the following:

"(A) Reservation of Mineral Rights."
Amendment Ko . 3 . On page 3, between lines 22 and 23, add

the following"
"(B) Prescription. Lands and interests of neither the state nor

levee districts shall be lost by prescription."

Expl anat ion

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, this article gave the

state the right for all the prescriptions I think they needed. But

I wanted to make it crystal clear. This amendment only, in reality,

only adds a Paragraph (B) to what you have here, because on page 2

at the end of line 18, it just adds the word "Prescription" in the

title. Then come on down in this reservations of mineral rights

and we make it Paragraph (A) and (B) is what I'm making it. In (B)

,

everything stays the same except what I'm adding in (B) is

"Prescription", lands and interests of neither the state nor levee

districts shall be lost by prescription. In our Local and Parochial

Government, our definition of levee boards falls under "Governmental
Subdivisions," and I didn't want to use "Governmental Subdivisions*

here for the fear of including all of your municipalities of the

state. But, let's remember this , the only lands that the levee

boards of this state own are lands that were given to them by the

State of Louisiana. In reality, they belong to the State of

Louisiana. They were given to the levee boards in order to provide

some revenues for their use within the respective levee districts

of this state, and for no other purpose. In Caddo, we have had the

problems up there in the past of prescription applying to levee

district land

.

About five years ago, I believe, we had passed in the

legislature an act where this was not permitted to do.... to prescribe

any more. Prescription today, statutorily is not allowed. But I

think it is very, very important to this state, that the state lands—
and which this is a part of the state lands—be not allowed to...where

prescription might apply.
I would be glad to answer any questions.
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KR. LEBLEU
Can a levee board dispose of the property that It originally

received from the state as a grant?

MR. SHANNON
Under certain conditions, yes, sir, they can.

MR. LEBLEU
What are those conditions?

MR. SHANNON
In the past, they are restricted, well, they have to be

advertised, I believe, is about all that they can sell in the

range now. I believe that is the present law.

MR. LEBLEU
But, a levee board can advertise the land for sale and dispose

of them at whatever price that they determine? Or they advertise
subject to the approval of the vote of the people?

MR. SHANNON
No, not subject to the rule of the vote of the people. No.

MR. LEBLEU
In other words, the levee board can advertise them and sell

them and make their own deals?

MR. SHANNON
Yes, sir. That's correct.

Questions

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Shannon, did you know that in the Local Government

Proposal No. 17, Section 29, it reads as follows:

"Prescription against state: Prescription shall not run

against the state in any civil matter unless otherwise provided in

this constitution or expressly by law."

Did you realize that this had been covered already?

MR. SHANNON
That's the state, only. Senator Lambert. That does not

apply to the levee districts and municipalities.

Proposal, Committee Proposal No. 17, Is basically covered. I feel,

and I hope you can consider this position, that this is repetitious,

and it possibly could create situations where property owners,

private property owners, may be subjected to the loss of their

property because prescription is being locked into the constitution

specifically on levee board property. In the area where I live,

for example, the Pontchartrain Levee Board District goes into

Ascension Parish and St. James and so forth. The levee district

owns lands that's nowhere close to the Mississippi River—way out in

sections scattered all over. They got this land because at one time when

they were lost for taxes, the register of state lands would transfer

the property to the levee district. I certainly commend Mr. Shannon

who has worked in the levee board system for many years, for his

effort in this particular case. But for the reasons that I have

just stated, I'll ask you to please consider voting against this

proposal because it's already covered In the Local Government

Provision. There is sufficient flexibility in that provision to

allow the legislature to take care of specific instances I think

that Mr. Shannon may have in mind.

l^Prev ious Question ordered . \

CI osing

MR. SHANNON
Yes, sir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ladies and gentlemen,

may I read to you from the Local and Parochial Government Article,

Section 29. Prescription Against the State. "Prescription shall

not run against the state in any civil matter unless otherwise

provided in this constitution, or expressly bv law." This only

runs against the.... this is only protection for the state property,

and under definitions in this section; the levee boards come under

governmental agencies and is not covered. So, I wish that you

would think, and think hard, because as I said before, and I repeat

again, all of this acreage was given to the Itvee districts by the

State of Louisiana, and it should be treated as such.

I ask for your favorable support of this amendment.

\_Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

58-31 . Mot ion to recons ider tabled .\

Amendment

MR. LAMBERT
Let me ask you this question, then.

Suppose, and it concerns me, because in the area where I live

there are, in chains of title, they do show up, with the levee

district, for example: the Pontchartrain Levee Board at one time

owned a piece o*" land. And over a period of ten transactions,

the property changed hands. A person built a forty-thousand dollar

home on that property; they bought it in good faith; they had it

for over ten years. If this passes, that man would lose his house

to, the state. Is that correct? That's what I want to know. That's

what worries me.

MR. POYNTER

Amendment No. 1 . Page 2 , between lines 22 and 23, add the

following:
"A mineral servitude or royalty interest in land reserved

by a vendor shall not expire through the prescription of nonuse."

Expl anation

MR. GUARISCO
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, this is a technical

amendment

MR. SHANNON
That's the one that I've been advised by the staff that

is not correct. That this would not affect anything only from the

date of this constitution forward, as far as any sales like that.

MR. LAMBERT
Let me see, why Is this necessary? The legislature would

have the authority to handle this particular matter. Why do you

want to lock that .especially specif icially levee districts

In the constitution, because it could create problems that could

not be changed .... there was no flexibility.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Guarisco. .. .before we go on, I would presume, it's

difficult to say, but we ought to indicate one way or the other

whether this would follow the Paragraph (B) , and be part of

Paragraph (B) on prescription, or come before it. I would,

perhaps at second thinking, it might fit into that Paragraph (B)

on prescription and add it at the end of the Shannon amendment.

All right?

MR. GUARISCO
All right.

MR. SHA.NNON

Senator Lambert, I could give you one good illustration of

why I want this locked in the constitution; whereas, these minerals

would be retained. There are some levee districts in this state

in the past that have sold land to be delivered to them when the

purchaser wanted it. They waited until such time.... this was a

contract and they waited until such time as the mineral development

got good in that area, and then they called on them to deliver this

land to them. They had to do it. That was the time when minerals

went with the land. That's what I want to try to avoid in the future

is the sale of lands like this where the minerals go with it. I want

that reserved to the state in perpetuity.

Further Discussion

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, Mr. Shannon covers a particular

area that, in my opinion, that if you look at Local Government

\^Motion to limit debate to fifteen
minutes adopted: 58-24.

j

!K. GUARISCO
Mr. Chairman and members of the convention, the state of

the law now in Louisiana insofar as minerals and the land

thereon is like this.

A person who sells his land cannot reserve his minerals

for more than ten years, or ten years from which time bona fide

drilling operations cease. That is, I don't have the freedom

to sell my property, or to sell my minerals separately. If you

come to me as a vendee and say, "Tony, I want to buy your property,"

and I say, "No, I don't want to sell my property because of the

prospect of minerals..." I might have minerals on my property one

day so I think I'll keep it. You c?ji't pay me enough for the minerals

and the land. So that land remains in my hands. I'm able to hoard that

property. I don't have to sell it. I mean, 1 won't sell it because....

not because of the land, but for the prospect of drilling, and the prospect
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of oil wealth. Now what this amendment will do Is simply this; now, those

of you who don't understand this prescription, it works like this: suppose

the same fellow comes to me, asks me for that property, and I say,

"Look, I'll sell it to you, but I want to keep the minerals."

And the fellow says, "All I want is the land. I don't want the

minerals. You can have them. You can keep them. All I want to do

is build a subdivision, or what have you, on the land."

I look in the law book and it says, "I'm sorry. I would give

you I would keep the minerals and sell you the land, but 1 am

prohibited by law from

....I cannot reserve the minerals." After ten years, the minerals

are going to vest title in the new owner of the property, whether

or not I, in fact, wanted that to happen. I can put in the deed

that I want to keep the minerals for fifty years.... I want to keep

them for myself forever, or to sell them to some other party. I

cannot do that by law. I am not free to contract.

Now, what happens in this situation? First of all, let's

go back to why that's there. It's not there because the Louisiana

Legislature necessarily. .. It ' s there because that is in the Frencl.

Civil Code. In Fourteenth Century France, the French did not

envision futurtive wealth under the ground. Therefore, we are

stuck with that archaic law that in the Twentieth Century. Now,

what's happened is a practical result. Persons all over the

state, especially in south Louisiana where land is scarce—there's

a lot of water, but not much land in some places— industry wants

to own land. Tliey don't want to lease land. But the owner won't

sell his property because they may have minerals there one day.

Small owners, middle owners, large landowners, no one will sell

their property because in ten years they are going to lose the

minerals, come what may. What I propose to do here is to allow

a person to sell his land, and keep the minerals, if he, and the

contracting party agree. Like in any other contract. If he

keeps the minerals, he can either enjoy the wealth if it comes

one day, or he may decide to sell it to someone else sometime.

But, at least it will take this land and put it into commerce.

Now, someone might argue. Yes, but you are going to have

all the mineral wealth in the hands of a few. Well, that argu-

ment doesn't hold weight for the simple reason that now you

have.... that the precious few have the land and the minerals.

They have both. A classic example of that is in St. Mary Parish

near the community of Berwick. The Whitney Bank, years ago,

foreclosed on some property—tnousands of acres of land—near

the community of Berwick. The Whitney Bank has no reason to

keep that land. They don't want to develop it. They would like

to dispose of It. But they cannot dispose of that land because

of the possibility of its prospective minerals. So, what happens?

The bank has the minerals and the land. Now, with this amendment,

they could sell the land for whatever development that might

ensue, and they could keep the minerals, f^r they could sell

them, and what have you. The other forty-nine states have this

possibility. Now, some people are going to come up here and

say, "Yes, but what about title examination?"

Well, that's just the Job of the attorney. He can simply

check the title, parallel to parallel title of the minerals, or,

as opposed to the title of the land. I don't see any big

problem in that area.
I yield to any questions.

Further Discussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is not only a bad

amendment, it is a terrible amendment. I've practiced law for

forty-four years, and forty of those have been in oil territories

where I do a lot of mineral practice. If a vendor reserves the

minerals for ten years non-usage, they come back to him. But,

this will not only keep property out of commerce. When a person

buys a piece of property and it goes to a.... check the title....

a lawyer checks the title.... he can find out the minerals have

been reserved. He don't know, I mean, he never can get titles

straight. 1 don't think he needs any argument In favor of it

because I think this is a bad amendment. I think it will

we shouldn't have it in Louisiana. It'd be just like Texas and

Arkansas. So, I ask you all, please, to vote against this amend-

ment so we can keep titles to property straight In Louisiana.

Keep it like it is— ten years non-usage, and It will go out of

date.

everybody speaking on it is against it, don't you think that we

could move the previous question. We could move on to something

else?

MR. SMITH
Yes, sir. I'll do that. We don't want to be like Texas

and Arkansas. That's the way they are. So.... I now move the

previous question

[^Previous Question ordvrod : 59-27.
Record vote ordered. Amendment
rejected: 9-86. Motion to recon-
sider . ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, between lines 22 and 23, delete

Floor Amendment No. 3 proposed by Delegate Shannon and adopted
by the convention on the 18th in Its entirety and Insert in lieu

thereof the following:
"(B) Prescription. Lands and mineral interests of the state,

any school board, and any levee district shall not be lost by
prescription."

Explanation

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this amendment retains the

concept of the Shannon amendment, but makes two additions to it.

The first addition Is the change that we have discussed with
Mr. Shannon. It was his Intent that the interest he was speaking

about which could not be prescribed against, were mineral Interests,

so we add the word "mineral" to make that plain.

Secondly, we have added "school boards" to"levee districts",

the reason being, the same reason that Mr. Shannon set forth with

regard to levee districts, that the Supreme Court has stated in

prior cases that the state, although we have classified it in

this constitution, and although rationally it should be so

classified as a political subdivision of the state, we have

called It here a local governmental subdivision, did not share

the attribute of the state's Immunity from prescription. There

have been school boards in this state that have lost land as a

result of this Interpretation.
Therefore, I am asking you to put school boards in here to

make It plain, to leave no room for Interpretation.

In the local government article, we made the simple statement

that prescription would not run against the state in any civil

matter. We did that In Section 29. I'm afraid we would run Into

the same Interpretation, perhaps. In the courts again. But, since

you didn't specify school boards, that we are going to apply the

same law that existed prior to this time and say that school

boards are not Imnune from prescription.

Quest i ons

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Burson, you already stated that I agreed, but I would like

to agree to this full convention here that this is a good

amendment , and I approve of It

.

MR. BURSON
Thank you, Mr. Shannon.

MR. BOLLINGER
Jack, I think you have a good amendment, also. My question

Is this. If we Include school boards, do we have to Include

local government subdivisions and municipalities In every other

branch of local government?

Or does school boards have a special class that have to

be included?

MR. BURSON
I considered using the term, "local governmental subdivisions,"

but the problem there is, we Included "special districts" In that

definition. Frankly, I've never looked at the law in that

area. 1 don't know what it is now at all. I do know what

the law is in the area of school boards, just as Mr. Shannon

did with regard to levee districts, and that's why I felt

that the question would Include this.

Quest ion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Smith, because this amendment .. .1 'm asking you a question,

don't you think that this amendment is so bad, and such a terribly

cataclysmic change in Louisiana law, and actually, that almost
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Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 9. Minerals Beyond Three-Mile Limit

"Section 9. All revenues and royalties from minerals located
beyond the three-mile limit of the coastal waterways of the state
shall be the property of the state. All funds derived therefrom
shall be deposited in the state treasury and used in the purchase,
retirement, and payment of the bonded indebtedness of the state".

MR. WILLIS
Does that conform with the criteria used by the United

States Supreme Court in all of the tidelands litigation with
respect to the three-mile limit? It does; I'm sorry.

MR. LAMBERT
It does . Yes

.

MR.

Expl ana 1 1 on

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman » fellow delegates, as you know the... as I

understand it the United States.... the Supreme Court has ruled

that the State of Louisiana does not own any minerals beyond the

three-mile limit. We discussed this at great length in our committee
and thought it would be wise because there always is the possibilty
since this particular area is always centered around controversy and
in litigation, etc., that maybe one day down the road that this may

be changed. In an effort to take into consideration this possibility
out of an abundance of caution we voted, I think, unanimously, I

believe, X think I'm correct, to leave this section in. What it

basically does is dedicate any funds derived from minerals beyond
the three-mile limit if there should be some down the road in the future

to the retirement of the state's bonded indebtedness.

CHATELAIN
Senator Lambert, just a point of clarification, the first

line it says "all revenues and royalties from minerals located beyond
the three-mile limit." Isn't that a little ambiguous? Shouldn't
it be all state revenue.... looks like the word "state" should be
because we don't have any control over three miles beyond that
point. That's a question that has kind of got me bugged a little bit.

MR. LAMBERT
Well, I just... I prefaced my remarks by stating that the

U.S. Supreme Court as 1 understand it, has decided that we do not
have a claim beyond the three-mile limit. However, there are
times when positions are reversed and out of an abundance of caution,
and in an effort to be extra careful we didn't want to do anything
to jeopardize any possible future claim that the state may have down
the road. That's the reason we left it as it was.

Quest ions

MR. ABRAHAM
Why did you put in this specification of the dedication that

they must be used for the retirement of the bonds?

MR. LAMBERT
Because it was in....

MR. ABRAHAM
What particular reason for that?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Senator Lambert, I know this might be very far distantly

in ideas, but you didn't make any provision in the event that all
of these bonds indebtedness was paid off. What happens to the

funds if they're paid off?

MR. LAMBERT
I can't hear you,Senator. I'm sorry.

MR. LAMBERT
We didn't change.. we left it as it was. In other words.

MR. DE BLIEUX
1 say I see no provision in the article for what's going

to happen to the funds if all of this indebtedness might be paid off?
Now, I know that *s a farfetched possibility , but in the event that
it does happen looks like we ought to take care of that.

MR. LAMBERT
we shortened it somewhat, but we basically did not change the substantive If that happens we'll offer... you and I will coauthor a
meaning of the provision and it was just this way in the present constitutional amendment to change that provision. How does that
constitution and we left it just as it was. sound?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, I appreciate that, but in view of the fact that we

were trying to undedicate as many of these funds as we can and
in view of the fact that Revenue and Finance Article says that

the first monies received will go toward the retirement of the bonds;
do you feel that this language is necessary?

MR. LAMBERT
Well, I don't see any particular reason why we couldn't

leave it as it is unless you just want to amend that section....
that part out of It on dedication of revenues. As I said, and I'll
be the first one to admit, this may be unnecessary the entire
provision, but we didn't want to be accused of not taking sufficient
caution to provide for something that possibly could occur down the
road in the future, so we left it as it was.

MR. WILLIS
Senator, I, of course, applaud the provision; however,

do you think that"coastal waterways"is the right word? Would it

not be "coast" or"coastline" or "coastal boundary"? You know the. .

.

where the coastline is is also litigious matter. Do you understand
what I'm talking about?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, sir, I do and I think that

MR. WILLIS
"Coastal waterways"does not signify. Does that come within

the ambit of the word to use?

MR. LAMBERT
What we did is that we did not change the language that

was in the present constitution and that is the reason we left it
as it was.

MR. WILLIS
I understand, but that's

MR. LAMBERT
You may be correct, but it....

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, I have an amendment to do just that right now on that.

MR. LAMBERT
That would be a glorious day in our state when we have

no bonded indebtedness.

MR. STAGG
Senator Lambert, at glancing at this PAR analysis I found

something for the first time I did not realize that in the present
law that any monies we get from the settlement of the tidelands
dispute would be used to retire existing indebtedness and in their
comment they state that you could use this... these monies under the
language oT Section 9 to pay off current and new bonds; is that
the purpose of your section?

MR. LAMBERT
I think that it would put the state in a position to....

first of all the bonds, as 1 understand it, they would have to
be callable and redeemable. 1 don't think you can pay off just any
bonds that you want to pay off. But, I think it would place the
state in a position to be selective on choosing the bonds that would
be most advantageous to have paid off looking at the interest rate.
In other words, the higher interest rate obviously would be the ones
that I would like to see the state pay off first, and I'm sure you
would and I'm sure that's what would occur. If it's a three or four
percent Interest rate, of course, it would be to our advantage probably
to leave them alone.

MR. STAGG
I need to stretch your mind a little bit now and I know

what I'm about to tell you or say to you is a relatively
hypothetical question. There is litigation now.... I mean legislation
now going to be proposed mostly by states along the eastern seaboard.
Some of this legislation has been fomented by the governor's committee
on offshore revenues. The purpose of the legislation Is to get these
eastern states to allow drilling off of their shores and a part of
the package is going to be the thirty-seven and a half percent of
the revenues from those drilling operations will go to the adjoining
states. If such legislation passes the Congress under the current
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engery crisis that will redound to Louisiana's benefit and we will
get thirty-seven and a half percent of the revenues out beyond the
three-mile limit.-

MR. LAMBERT
Correct,

MR. STAGG
Under this set of facts,

too restrictive?
is your language in Section 9

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Stagg, I don't think it is. but I may be incorrect. I

think that it's, in my own opinion and from the people that I've

watched in government looking at it from a prudent standpoint , it 's

always wise, as I understand it, to put your first dollar on bonded
indebtedness if you're in a position to do that, because that would
obviously free more money to go into... that's not that doesn't have

to be set up in the... I think it's the Bond Redemption Fund and it,

of course, it would go into the general fund and free money to be
used for hospitals and schools, etc.

MR. STAGG
If in five years that source produced a billion dollars.

MR. LAMBERT
If that occurred....

MR. HENRY
Gentleman has exceeded his time.

Amendment

Expl ana t i on

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Casey is going to handle them.

Amendment No . 1 . On page 3, delete lines 8 through 14,
both inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the
following:

"Section 9. Tidelands Ownership
Section 9. Revenues and royalties obtained from minerals

located beyond the three-mile limit of the coastal waterways
of the state belong to the state,"

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I think it has been adequately

brought out already by some of the questioning that indicates
that the last sentence of Section 9 may possibly be too restrictive
in that, if we do have a windfall of money coming in from revenues
and royalties from offshore areas, that it may be, for instance, more
profitable to the State of Louisiana to invest that money and get
a ten percent return on it rather than being forced into a position
of retiring bonds at three, four, or five percent. So, it could mean
millions each year if we got a hundred million dollars in any one
year; it's certainly better to invest that at ten percent and get
ten million dollars a year rather than retire bonds at four percent
and, therefore, lose what's the equivalent of six million dollars
a year. I'd urge adoption of this amendment.

I understand the committee has no objection to it.

fine if the state were going to invest all of this money at nine
or ten percent, but in fact, won't this money simply be budgeted j

and spent lather than retiring these bonds if we delete this provision?]

MR. CASEY
]

Woody, 1 think the legislature would hesitate to spend
;

this type of money on frivolities. I think it would be.... it's
\

certainly good to retire bonds if at all possible, but to mandate
\

the retirement of bonds, I would question the prudence of doing...
j

mandating that requirement. Perhaps, it may be better to use money
|

coming in on capital improvements, for instance, and I think we '

must maintain the flexibility in order to accomplish that in the
'

future

.

'

"j

MR. JENKINS !

But, haven *t you seen a number of legislators propose and j

even pass resolutions and even acts in some cases dedicating this 1

money—particularly tidelands money—time and time again, and that I

hasn't been too responsible,has it?
'

MR. CASEY
I

Woody, there's no question that a legislature, whether it
i

be Louisiana or any other state can certainly act Irresponsibly,
;

but my point is we should maintain the flexibility whereby if the
funds become available, that wise use would be made and put to this
money that would come in.

FurtherDiscussion ]

i

MR. PEREZ
\

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,
I really do not have any strong feelings as to whether these funds '

be dedicated or not dedicated, but I would like to explain to you *.

the origin of this particular provision and to try to straighten '

out some of the language in it. This provision was included because
of the fact that we had the hope that someday we might receive some
settlement from the United States Government of the tidelands beyond
the boundary of the State of Louisiana. Unfortunately, that whoever
prepared the original provision lived under the misconception that
Louisiana has a three-mile limit. It has been the position of the
state from the very beginning that the boun*ry of the State of Louislanj
Is three leagues from coast and not a three-mile limit. I realize

j

that we have had our reversals before the United States Supreme Court,
but I do believe that it would be very, very bad practice on the
part of our constitutional convention if we know that the position of
our state is that we hold to the claim of three-miles from i

coast and we would put in a provision which would reiterate a

three-mile limit. So, therefore, I have no serious objection to |

the amendment provided the author is agreeable to striking the words
"three-mile limit of the coastal waterways" and putting in there ;

"beyond the boundary of the state" because I repeat again, that the ;

purpose of this provision was to use the funds which we might receive

from the federal government such as thirty-seven and half percent J

which is paid to some of the inland states for mineral production >

on lands owned within the state. Those are generally called in lieu
of taxation type of payments because of the fact that because the ^

federal government doesn't ^-ay taxes on the land it owns it in turr.

returns to the states at the local governments a percentage of its '

royalty income to compensate it for the taxes which cannot be collected:

The same theory was being used and that same claim is being made in

Congress today to attempt to receive from the federal government a

portion cf those royalties which are produced outside of the bo-indary
[

of the state. I would therefore, like to urge that if the author
is agreeable to an amendment to say "outside the ' cundary of the ]

state," I don't really care one way or another whether we dedicate
it or don't dedicate it, but please, let's don't put this cons titutlona]

convention in a position of not knowing what the claim of the state
is with respect to its offshore boundaries.

;

Quest i ons

MR. CONROY
I was just going to ask you, Mr. Casey, that doesn't

Section 11 of the Revenue, Finance and Taxation Committee proposal

already take care of allocating some of this to the appropriate

payment of bonds, so that this in a sense is unnecessary; the

language that was in here about bonding indebtedness?

CASEY
As I recall. I think, it does.

MR JENKINS
Tom, you said that it would be much better for the state

to Invest this money and get nine or ten percent than to pay off
these bonds that may be three or four percent bonds. That would be
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Questions

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Perez, I'm sorry this is not in the nature of a question,

but I do want you to know I think it is a true technical amendment

that makes us technically correct in oar verbiage here and I

certainly want to go along with you on that.

MR. PEREZ

All right. I might say to you that the United States Supreme

Court held in a case of Florida that because it did have a provision

in its constitution with respect to its boundary ,the rtate of

Florida ended up getting everything it claimed because it was in the

constitution. The one thing I don't want to do here is to have

something in the constitution which might take something away from

us, a very serious error.
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Further Discussion

^a. CASEY
Mr. Chairman, I chink, Mr. Perez is correct.!! see he has

an amendment up there to change the words "three-mile limit" to
"boundary." I think it would certain ... I think it would be
appropriate to withdraw the aioendment and merge Mr. Perez's wording
into this particular amendment, and I so

{^Amendment withdrawn . ]

Amendment

MR. ?cy:^ter

Would read the text as follows* —one change

—

"Section 9. Tidelands Ownership
Section 9. Revenues and royalties obtained from minerals

located beyond the seaward boundary of the state belong to the
state."

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman, I've already explained it. The wording "three-

mile limit of the coastal wacerways"has now been changed to the

"seaward boundary" of Louisiana for the reasons that were explained
by Mr. Perez.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Casey, when it says'revenues and royalties obtained

from minerals located beyond the seaward boundary." Does that

mean that all minerals out there belong to the state not to those
who explcit them and not to anyone else? What does it mean,
revenues and royalties obtained from minerals belong to the state?

MR. CASEY
That s correct. That's what it*s Intended to mean...

MR. JENKINS
All of them belong to the state.

MR. CASEY
... belong to the state.

MR. JENKINS
So, in other words, if the state or the federal government

grants a lease out there then those minerals belong* ... or the

revenues from those minerals belong to the state?

MR. CASEY
Yes, that's correct. Then what?

MR. JENKINS
Why would anyone ever exploit th^m if all the revenues

belonged to the state?

MR. CASEY
Well, Mr. Jenkins, as I understand it, that's the dispute.

They either belong to Che state or the federal government and
we're claiming them.

MR. JENKINS
How... you say"beyond the seaward boundary. "The"seaward

boundary",I suppose ,would begin where the sea begins; is that

correct?

MR. CASEY
Well, of course, chat's what Mr. Perez explained. That's

what he feels is still open to dispute and incerpretatlon and

may be another court decision is it three miles or is it ten miles?

MR. JENKINS
Well, hew far out does that boundary how far out does

the area go, the complete continental shelf or what?

MR. CASEY
I^ie boundary, as I understand it, even in the court

disputes has not really been permanently decided yet.

MR. JENKINS
Now, the United States of America claims territorial

Jurisdiction only to three miles, but here we are claiming all

revenues and royalties for minerals located as far out as you can

Imagine; I suppose the entire continental shelf, is that correct?

MR. CASEY
That's correct, Mr. Jenkias.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Casey, is not the intent of the last addition r.o the

amendment to clarify the question that Louisiana is not surrendering

between three and ten miles, that in effect, Louisiana is saying

as we've always said that Louisiana has a right to ten and half

miles out? Isn't that correct? Now, notwithstanding what Che

government said... the federal government said; isn't that correct?

MR. CASEY
Well, Revenend Alexander, there are two purposes in the

amendment. First, is to delete the second section of Section 9

so that there will not be a permanent requirement that bonds be

retired. That's primarily the reason for the amendment.

The Perez amendment was merged into the Derbes amendment, and I

just happened to be handling the Derbes amendment. The Perez amendment

deletes the three-mile limit and intends to use boundaries because

Che boundary line has not been definitely decided yet, and there's

some question about the use of the words "three-mile limit," and

that is even subject to a final decision by a court.

MR. ALEXANDER
But, if the federal government which imposes the three-mile

limit and Louisiana says, "No, it is not three, it's ten and half or

three leagues," isn't that right?

MR. CASEY
That's correct. Reverend...

MR. ALEXANDER
We're saying that in court, aren't we?

MR. CASEY
We're not giving up the ship yet.

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 8 8- 3 . Motion to reconsider
tabled

.

]

Point of Information

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairitian, would you be good enough to ask the Clerk

to read the amendment you just asked me to punch my machine on

because I'm not sure exactly what I voted on?

\_Section 9 reread as amended . Previous
Quest ion ordered on the Section . Sec-
tion passed: 91-3. Motion to recon-
sider tabled

.

]

Reading of the Section

you want to go on to ten. Senator— is that right?
MR. POYNTER

Next section
All right.
"Section 10. Offshore and Mineral Revenues; Use of Funds
Section 10. Funds derived from offshore mineral leases and

held in escrow under agreement between the state and the Un* tea

States pending settlement of the dispute between the parties

shall "be deposited In the state treasury. Those funds and the
interest from their Investment, except the portion otherwise
dedicated in this constirutlon to the Royalty Road Fund or to

public education, shall be used by the treasurer in the purchase,
retirement, and payment in advance of maturity of the bonded
indebtedness of the state.

If any of these funds cannot be so expended within one year,
the legislature may annually appropriate for capital improvements,
or for the purchase of land, ten percent of the remaining funds, not
to exceed ten million dollars in one year."

Explanation

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Section 10 headed....

entitled Offshore Mineral Revenues; Use of Funds. Section 10

deals with mineral revenues located not beyond. . .within the

three miles boundary. Presently, as I understand it, our state

is involved in litigation concerning the disposition of funds

located within the three mile limit. One of the issues or
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possibly the main issue that's involved, as I understand it,
is to determine actually where our coastline is so that we will
know where the three mile figure starts. What this does, it keeps
any funds that in the future we may get from a settlement of this
dispute, puts them in escrow under the agreement between the state
and the United States pending settlement of the dispute. It also
provides for the investment of these funds .except the portion
otherwise dedicated in this constitution to the royalty road fund
or to public education. It provides that the balance be used to
retire the state's bonded indebtedness as did the previous article.
It also provides that if any of the funds cannot be expended within
one year , the legislature has the authority annually, to appropriate
money for capital improvement or for the purchase of land, ten
percent of the remainding funds not to exceed ten million dollars
in any one given year. Basically what this does is retain the source
provision in our present constitution.

I'll yield to any questions.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Senator Lambert, as Mr. Smith says»"lt' s getting kind of late ,"

and maybe I'm kind of thick. Can you tell me exactly why you put

this in» in view especially of the fact that we took the dedication
out of the previous section? Is there any reason to pass this
section? Is there anything the legislature could do under this

that they couldn't do otherwise?

to do anything to tamper with the existing tideland dispute and
in an effort to not do this, we tried to keep intact as best
we could the existing, the source provision, in our present con-
stitution. We shortened it as much as we could and certainly this
is an area where we certainly .. -our ears are open, and we certainly
don't think we have the final answer.

MR. STAGG
Senator, isn't Section 9. ...doesn't Section 9 have to do with

those minerals that are beyond our seaward boundary and Section 10

have to do with those mineral leases and the revenue from them that
are within our seaward boundary?

MR. LAMBERT
That's exactly right; that's what I said earlier.

MR. STAGG
All right. Now, this refers in Section 10 simply to those

mineral leases that are held in escrow. Would it not be appropriate

to eliminate the distinction about offshore mineral leases and just

have"the funds derived from all offshore mineral leases to be

deposited in the state treasury and their useVor"as further provided "

in your proposed section?

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Stagg, what you say makes good sense.

I-®. LAMBERT
Why we put what in? The dedication?

MRS, ZERVIGON
Section 10.

MR. LAMBERT
The entire section? We left it in because it was in our

present constitution and the committee just did not want to do

anything to jeopardize the tidelands dispute or settlement. This
had been set up in accordance with an agreement between the, as I

understand it, the United States government and the State of
Louisiana ;pending any settlement it provided for a place to escrow
the money. We did not want to do anything to take away from the

intent of the constitutional provision . As a result of that , we

adopted it almost as it was. We tried to shorten it as much as

we could, and we shortened it quite a bit. But, we tried to retain
the substance that was in the source provision.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, it's your opinion, then, that the federal government is

going to care how we dedicate these funds after we get them-

MR. LAMBERT
No, the federal. .. .no, it's not. I mean I'm not. ...Look, if

you don't agree with the dedication of funds, that 's your prerogative,
certainly. Is that your objection, Mary? Is that your main objection
or is it just. . .

.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I'm kind of thick on this subject overall, but I just don't

quite understand why this particular section is here, that's all.

MR. LAMBERT
Because it's in the present constitution and there was a

purpose for it there. We felt that the purpose still existed,
so we left it the part of the section that deals with the dedication
of funds is certainly left up to the wishes of this body.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, now escrow would still exist even if we didn't have

this here; any such monies would still be going into escrow, isn't
that so?

MR, LAMBERT
Yes.

MR. ABRAHAM
In view of the fact that this whole section will become obsolete

In time, would not It be better to simply let the transitional
measures take care of transposing the present constitution into
the statutes to be... "could only be changed by a super majority of the

legislature"? The thing would still exist, would it not?

MR, LAMBERT
All I can say to that.... in response to that, Mr. Abraham,

Is this: You may possibly be right. But, we just did not want

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
First amendment sent up by Delegate Derbes, joined by Delegate

Casey.
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, delete lines 15 through 29, both

inclusive, in their entirety.

Explanation

MR, CASEY
Mr, Chairman and delegates

Derbes who submits this to deleti

It is my understanding that the
of Section 10—and I'll certainl
if the committee deems appropria
stand, is the dedication of the

that this provision be contained
of whatever agreement may exist
the United States and that the t

funds which we have already dele
urge the adoption of the amendme

I'm just handling this for Mr,

e the entirety of Section 10.

only purpose , or the real purpose

,

y stand corrected by the conmiittee

te— the true purpose, as I under-
funds, that there's no requirement
in the constitution for the purpose

between the State of Louisiana and

rue purpose is the dedication of

ted in the preceding paragraph. I

nt.

Questions

MR. BURSON
Tom, I can understand as a legislator that you have some

hostility to dedication of funds. But, don't you think it would
be a good idea that if the state gets a substantial amount of money
in the nature of a windfall that the first call on that money be to

pay off some outstanding indebtedness?

MR. CASEY
Mr, Burson, at the time of receipt of the funds if it would

be in the best interest of the state, I should think that would
be the first priority. However, as I mentioned in arguing on the

amendment on Section 9, rather than have this requirement contained i

the constitution it may 'not be in the best interest of the state

at that time to retire the bonds because of the possibility of

investing the money, first of all, at a higher interest rate because

of the importance of projected capital improvements that may be

pending on the legislative plans and proposals at the time; it

just depends. All I'm suggesting is that it may be better to

remain flexible. So, the answer is yes. That's the ideal, I

think, to retire the bonds, but is it the best five years from now?

I really don't know.

MR. BURSON
Well, would you see, also, the possibility though that the

money could be squandered, as it often is unfortunately when it's

not budgeted ahead of time?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Burson, I think Mr. Jenkins asked a similar question during

the argument on Section 9, and I'm the first to admit that maybe

the money may not be used prudently. But, I think on money of this
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type, on windfalls of this type, the news media and the people of

Louisiana are looking very closely over the shoulders of the

legislators. I think the legislators know full well that they

have got to use these funds prudently and Invest them properly.

HR. KEAN
Mr. Casey, as I read Section 10, it is talking about funds

held in escrow pending a dispute with the United States government

and no other funds, is it not?

MR. CASEY
That's my understanding. Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
And, it further provides that those funds and the interest

from their investment would be used for these purposes. As I

read that, it would permit the wise investment of these funds

if it was desirable to do so. All it does is commit the funds

ultimately to the retirement of these bonds. Don't you think

that's a reasonable approach to the handling of these one-time

funds?

MR. CASEY
Well, it's hard to determine exactly what this means, Mr.

Kean, because as I understand the reading of this requires that

the funds be used in accord with the requirements contained in

lines 21 through 24 and then maybe 25 through 29, as somebody

mentioned in my ear. The investment probably. ... the interest from

the investment might be just on those funds that are left over.

I'm not sure exactly what it means. I just don't think we need

it and, of course, if there is a need for it being contained in

the constitution, I'm the first to admit that leave it there,

but I just don't think that it's necessary.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I have two short questions, one is: Can we spend money that's

in escrow? And the money's in escrow; can you spend It?

MR. CASEY
Well, Mr. Champagne, that's the very question I have. If

money's in escrow I don't see how it is available to us.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
And, the next question I have is: If we did pay off the

bonds, do you think the legislature would have any trouble

creating others, so that we'd have something to spend it on?

MR. CASEY
Well, Mr. Champagne, I think you hit the nail on the head.

Let's face it, what you can't do through the front door can be

accomplished through the back door, so I think you are exactly

right, we are just kidding ourselves.

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, let

Be see if I can get this situation in its proper prespective.

Some many years ago when the tidelands controversy had been

hanging for many years, the State of Louisiana and the federal

govemment entered into an agreement in which they established

Zone 1, Zone 2, Zone 3, and I believe Zone 4. With respect to

Zone 1, it was acknowledged and recognized that the State of

Louisiana had title to all the water bottoms in there. With

respect to Zone 2, the area in which there was the greatest

controversy , there was an agreement that whichever agency, whether

the state or the federal government, was holding royalties attributable

to that particular area, that they would put those funds in escrow

and hold those funds until the final termination of the suit. Well,

as you know, the tidelands controversy is still in litigation, the

location of a coastline from which the boundary of the state is

measured is still in controversy. We have been working on that for

a number of years and it will probably be another two, three, or four

years before that's finally decided-. So, that the purpose of Section 10

was to say those funds which are being held in escrow—held by the

State of Louisiana or for that matter held by the United States,

because it says "and held in escrow under the agreement between

the state and the United States." So, it's possible either both

the state or the United States may be holding those lands. .. .holding

those funds;that any monies derived from this Zone 2 or possibly
Zone 3 upon the final settlement of the tidelands controversy would

be used for the retirement of the state debt. Now, that's basically

what this provision calls for. Lines 25 through 28 are an attempt

in three or four lines to shorten and codify what goes on for several

pages in the constitution — I'm not sure it really does it. But the

primary pupose of lines 15 through 24 is to say those funds in escrow

in the tidelands dispute, if and when we ever get any part of it, those

monies will be used for the retirement of the state debt. I,

therefore, suggest we should keep the provision. If this particular

so-called windfall ever comes or this particular large sum of money

comes, it would help tremendously in reducing the burden of the

taxpayers of the state with that high Interest cost.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Perez, I'm confused and I'm really seeking information.

You talk about an agreement on escrow funds and then. ... escrow funds

to me are funds that are idle, I mean, they may not be idle, they

may be drawing interest,but it's money you don't spend because you

don't know who it belongs to and you may sooner or later have to

give it to somebody else.

MR. PEREZ
That's correct.

MR. AVANT
And, yet, this thing. ..this section doesn't speak about spending

that money when there is a settlement and it's determined what we

get; it talks about spending it, and the way I read it, spending

it now. The only thing that bothers me or that I'm concerned about

is 1 wouldn't want to put anything in here that would be contrary

to some agreement that had been made with the United States so that

it would give them an excuse, then, to come in and say, "Oh, you've

violated the agreement, now we are going to take it over."

MR. PEREZ
Well, I must agree with you, sir. This is not as articulately

prepared as I would like to see it, but that's the meaning of it.

MR. AVANT
The meaning is then that it will only be spent when there is

a final settlement?

MR. PEREZ
There is no other way because they can't violate the provisions

of the escrow agreement.

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY
All right. I Join Mr. Perez In opposition to the Derbes-

Casey amendment. I think to understand the opposition you really

have to understand that Section 10 is vastly different from

Section 9 or from other revenues which the state has. The other

revenues which the state has are continuing matters. Section 10

explicitly deals only with one situation in which the state

will receive, hopefully, a great deal of money in one year; it

is not a continuing thing; it won't continue after that point

as far as what Section 10 deals with. Section 10 deals only

with the receipt by the state of a significant sum of money in

one year. What it says is when the state gets that money, the

first call on that money is going to be to retire state debt.

Then, thereafter, the state can spend off, if there is anything

left over, over a period of ten years at ten percent a year not

to exceed ten million dollars a year. The possibility is envisaged

here that it could be a really tremendous sum of money. I think we

cannot guess.... we can always hope that we have a fine legislature

but it may Just happen that in the particular year that that sum is

paid out of the escrow fund, that maybe that year we don't have such

a red-hot legislature and they may have some other ideas about how

to spend all that money that suddenly comes into their hands. I

think that this provision as written in the present constitution and car-

ried forward in Section 10 is a most wise provision. I think it

would be very unwise of this convention to adopt the amendment

before you. I urge you to reject the amendment that's been presented.

Questi on

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Conroy, in spite of anything I might have said, I agree

with you thoroughly; it's just the words I don't like.

MR. CONROY
Well, I think Mr. Perez and I would both say the same thing

about the wording here the wording in the present constitution

isn't all that great either. But, I think the Intent is clear.
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the intent is to avoid the possibility of a legislature expending
monies that are suddenly received in one year in a great windfall
for something other than first seeing to it that this state's debt
is taken care of.

Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'll be very brief. I rise

in opposition to the Derbes amendment. I voted against the Casey
amendment which, in effect, made Section 9 of no moment. The only

purpose that Section 9 really had to begin with was to

dedicate the funds. But, 1 can see a difference between Section 9

and Section 10. Section 9 was dealing with oil revenues and
royalties derived from lands located beyond the seaward boundary.
It seems to me there is some merit to the point that all of those
funds should not be tied up with bond retirement. But, in Section 10
where we are dealing with a special fund, then it seems to me that
the recommendation of the committee which carries forward language
in the present constitution which was placed in that constitution— and
a relatively short period of time ago— is a good use of the funds.
I would urge that you defeat the Derbes amendment and adopt Section 10
as recommended by the committee.

[Awendment wi thdrawn ."]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Stagg, you want your amendment, sir?

Mr. Stagg sends up amendments reading as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, delete lines 17 and 18 in their

entirety and at the beginning of line 19, delete the words "the

parties".

Expl ana t i on

MR. STAGG

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, at this particular time there

is a lawyer up in Memphis named Armstrong whom the Supreme Court of

the United States appointed to be a special master to determine
where the seaward boundary of the State of Louisiana actually
begins. In this litigation which has been going on since 19....

well almost twenty years, the State of Louisiana hasn't come out

too well. We have a certain area that is all ours. In the

amendment or in the provision in Section 10,as contrasted with
Section 9, remember Section 9 only deals with revenues that the

state might get from some future happenstance where the state would
gain from those parts of the federal domain way beyond our boundary
and that money ought not to be dedicated. But, I think the money
from the lands that are those of the State of Louisiana, not just

those that are in escrow, ought to be used for the payment of

bonded indebtedness of this state. The benefits from it will accrue

to every citizen because of the enormous amount of our annual
appropriations that go to pay interest on outstanding state bonds.
When those bonds have been paid off, then the state citizens can

gain a long needed tax break because a great deal of money would
be available for that purpose. The effect of the amendment which
I have offered is to make the sentence read beginning on line 16:

"that funds derived from offshore mineral leases shall be deposited
in the treasury and that, thereafter, those funds and interest shall
be used in the purchase, retirement, and payment in advance of

maturity of bonded indebtedness of the state." Now, you are going
to have a choice this afternoon as you have had since this convention
began because right behind the amendment which I have proposed comes an

amendment by Mr. De Blieux to knock out everything beyond line 19

which would cause the funds coming from offshore leases to go into

the state treasury to be used any way the legislature sees fit.

I don't agree with that amendment. I think this money which is in

the nature of a birthright of our people should be used for the

benefit of all the citizens by getting off of the backs of all of

the citizens of this state our enormous growing bonded indebtedness;
that's tlie purpose of my amendment, I urge you to adopt it.

Quest ions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Stagg, these funds if they are offshore funds, what do

you consider, how do you define offshore funds? Wouldn't it be

any money that we get outside of the boundaries of the state?

MR. STAGG
All of the monies received by the state in that area between

our boundary and it's three mile limit out from that boundary
which will be eventually determined by the Supreme Court.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I don't believe we have a definition to that extent, you see,

and that's where I think that what you have left in there is

important because we do have, as you know, don't we have a dispute
existing now about that? Isn't that those funds which we are
talking about? Shouldn't it be defined r.s to exactly what funds,

because otherwise, it looks like to me any funds we get offshore
would be included in what you say in this part?

MR. STAGG
You have understood my amendment perfectly.

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY
I, also, oppose this amendment because this does violence

to what was proposed by the coimnittee in a different way. The

proposal by the committee as I explained before was to take care

of a one-time situation and to dedicate that to the payment of

debt; I think that's appropriate. I think it's just as in-

appropriate to dedicate to the payment of all debt the continuing

revenues from all offshore revenues as I do the relieving of that

single fund. What Mr. Stagg does by this amendment is saying not

only the funds from the area in dispute offshore but all funds

from offshore leases, that's including a great number of leases

within the three mile limit that the state presently derives

rather substantial revenues f rom ,that all of that would first

be dedicated to the payment of debts; monies the state is presently

receiving and using for other purposes would now have to first be

dedicated to the payment of debt. I think that that is in-

appropriately restrictive on the legislature. I think that there

are other purposes that may suffer a great deal of violence in this

state, many projects which are funded by such revenues that

would suffer badly from the Stagg amendment. I, therefore,

to reject the Stagg amendment.

Questions

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Conroy, am I correct in assuming that Mr. Stagg's

amendment would provide that all revenues derived, whether

offshore or not— I mean offshore so to speak, whether beyond

the three mile limit or within the three mile limit, would have

to go to retire the bonded indebtedness of this state?

MR. cormoY
That's correct; that's what it would do. I don't know what

you all would do for money to spend for the.... to appropriate,...

I think

urge you

MR, RAYBURN
Let me ask you one other question. I know and I'm sure that

you know and I know the delegates know that it's awful nice and

awful good to say retire the bonded indebtedness. But, do you

know that we've got some bonds in this state that are bearing

a three and four-tenths percent interest, three and six-tenths,

three and eight-tenths, and the money today we have invested in

the banks is bringing into this state eight percent? Did you

know that?

MR. CONROY
Yes. I understand that. I don't think the committee proposal,

as written, would require this immediate disposition of it. But,

I think that Mr. Stagg's amendment, as broadening it, would really

cripple the state, I feel.

MR. RAYBURN
But, Mr. Conroy, don't you think that the state treasurer

or someone should have the authority. If you have a bond that is

now sold and is bearing 3.3 percent interest, what are you

doing for the people of this state if you pay that bond off

and draw money out of a bank that's drawing eight percent interest

and pay that bond off? I mean, do you think that's good business

or bad business?

MR. CONROY
No, I don't. I don't read the section as requiring that as

written.

MR. STAGG
Mr. Conroy, in deference to your views I would like to withdraw

my amendment.

[^Amendment wi thdrawn .^
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Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 3. line 21, immediately after the

word "constitution" insert a conma "," and delete the remainder
of the line and at the beginning of line 22, delete the words
and punctuation "road fund or to public education,"

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, I would like to withdraw that amendment at

this point but before I do so, I want to state the purpose of
the amendment and want to make sure that there is no conflict
with what this convention has done. The purpose of this amendment
was to delete the words "royalty road fund"and the dedication to
education. We do not have, based upon what we have done up to
this time, we do not have any dedication to the royalty road fund.
The royalty f-ond that was dedicated has no restriction on use for
road purposes or any other specific purposes such as are contained
in the present constitution, and we have not dedicated any funds
for education. Now, the reason I want to withdraw the amendment
is I*ve just talked with Mr. Perez and there is some question in
his mind about whether or not this would adversely affect the
royalty dedication that we now have in the proposal in Conmittee
Proposal No. 15, Section A (D). I want to satisfy hin on that and
make sure there Is no problem on it. But, I want to state the
purpose of the amendment; I'm going to come back with it in perhaps
sone slightly changed version.

l^Amendment wi tbdrawn . ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Senator De Blieux sends up amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, at the end of line 19, delete the

word "Those" and delete lines 20 through 29, both Inclusive, in
their entirety.

Explanation

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, we

took out a large portion of Section 9 and I think this is only
a dedication of these funds right here. Now, as Mr. Gravel told
you and it's been explained before that what we're actually doing
is handicapping the operation and management of our funds. Now,
I think that the present provisions that we have enacted into law give
us a very good management of our funds. I certainly feel like
that the proper portion of this is to get those funds and

deposit them in the state treasury and then let the set-up that r:e Uave
that we have enacted by a statute, now incorporated into our law by con-

stitutional amendment, manage those funds so that we can get the
best use out of them. Now, here. If you take these funds and use
them for the retirement of the state debt as has been indicated, as

Senator Rayburn told you, ve are just going to lose the management
of our funds and possibly lose a great deal of interest which the
state is now being able to get from these funds If they should ever
come into the state treasurer. So, I ask that you adopt this
amendment and, therefore, you might say undedicate these funds
so that we can get the best management out of our funds.

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY
I have explained my position on these amendments in the prior

two times I've been up here. This, again, totally undedicates
the funds that would be received in this lump sum disposition
out of a particular fund, I think it's a mistake to unfreeze
that particular dedication. It's a one-shot proposition, and I

think that it ought to be used, first, for the retirement of
debt.

I urge you to reject the amendment.

Questions

MR. THOMPSON
Don't you think this is wishful thinking when we have between

eight and nine hundred million dollars of indebtedness already?
I don't think they're going to get that bonded off. I don't know
what the purpose of an amendment like this would do.

MR. CONROY
Well, I don't know what it would do, either, except It would

undoubtedly be. . .1 think the danger is the money would be
used for some other purpose. It's well worthwhile to use it to
retire the debt.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Conroy, Mr. Oe Blieux has several amendments. This Is

the one to delete 19 through 29, isn't it?

MR. CONROY
That's my understanding, yes.

MR. JENKINS
If we delete that, do you really think that the political

factors in a legislature would permit the legislature to retire
bonded indebtedness, or do you think that they'd just spend this
money for sort of a slush fund operation?

MR. CONROY
Well, I think if there were great political pressures for

funds at that particular time, that they would probably welcome
the chance to have some money to spend on any number of other
projects for which they may have political pressures at that
particular moment.

MR. JENKINS
So, really, this is one of the few opportunities that we have

In this state, right here, right now, to insure that that money
will be used in a fiscally responsible way?

MR. COMROY
Yes, and I think we should remember that this is the basic

content of an amendment that was passed by the voters of this
state. I don't think we should undedicate these funds In a

fashion that the voters of this state had indicated they wanted it

dedicated.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Conroy, it's always been my understanding of one of the

main reasons why we are here is to not tie up state funds that
we have in the past. In the old constitution— that we undedicate
some of these funds. Don't you agree with that?

:«. CONROY
Well, I think that's true for continuing revenues. This Is

a one-shot disposition of funds. Senator. I think that, as I said,
I think the voters of this state have spoken on this one, and I

think we should respect those views and avoid the temptation in
just a one sum basis. That's all.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, Mr. Conroy, don't you agree, also, that for the first

time since January of this year I'm going to be able to vote with
Senator De Blieux? He's got a good amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, there has been some question

about the amounts of money in the disputed area that. . .in escrow
that Louisiana will eventually obtain. The findings by the special
master are not complete. In the back of the audience, one of the
lawyers on the tldeland team and I have been discussing these
things, and while the funds are not exactly ascertainable, for
the benefit of the delegates, we're calking about a sum somewhere
in the neighborhood in excess of a hundred and fifty million
dollars, at this time. Quite hopefully, on final settlement by
the Supreme Court, that sum might be double that amount, but
probably no more than that. For that onetime, windfall set of
monies, they ought to be as the people have voted in a constitu-
tional amendment applied to the state's bonded indebtedness that
can be called and paid. I do oppose Mr. De Blieux's amendment.

Questions

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Stagg, how much money did you.

figure again?

MR.

.what was that

STAGG
I stated that the funds that they may get out of those funds

on escrow will be somewhere in the neighborhood of a hundred and
fifty million dollars. If we are considerably fortunate by the
settlement given by the special master, if that's carried forward
and approved by the United States Supreme Court, it might be even
more than that sum.
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MR. LANDRUM
Well, at that figure, then, you're talking about around ten

percent?

MR. STAGG
1 don't know what the total sum is in the escrow right now.

Reverend Landrum.

MR. LANDRUM
Well, it's been stated that it's over a billion dollars.

MR. STAGG
I think that Louisiana's portion of the funds in escrow will

likely be in the neighborhood, if not in excess of a hundred and
fifty million dollars.

MR. LANDRUM
Well, so that would be somewhere near ten percent.

I^. SINGLETARY
Mr. Stagg, what about the situation where the bonds are three

and a half percent interest? What you're saying is those bonds
that the state only has to pay three and a half percent interest
on, you want those paid off, when the money could be deposited in
banks and draw eight percent for the state?

money when you don't have to. That's what you will be obligating
this state to do, here, if you place this particular provision in
this constitution. It just doesn't make good business sense. So,
therefore, I ask you to go ahead and approve this amendment and
let us get on and adopt this section and go on to other business.

Questions

MR, JONES

Senator, what I'd like to bring to your attention is insofar
as those bonds are traded publicly, I*ve got some of those bonds.
They are worth about sixty-five or seventy cents on the dollar.
As Mr. Champagne pointed out, you've got the right to purchase.
If you've got this money, you can buy your own bonds back at the
market value, and if you own them, then you don't have to pay a

hundred cents on the dollar. You're buying your own money back.
This idea of eight percent is ridiculous, because they' re all

traded in the open market. All you've got to do is move out and
use your money and buy my bonds—you can't buy mine, because I'm
going to wait until they go to a hundred and one. But, you can
buy these bonds on the open market at sixty-five percent of their

current hundred percent value. This idea you're going to get
eight percent is ridiculous, because what you do is—you live in

a free enterprise system—and what you do is use your money to

the best advantage and that is what you'd do, is you'd buy your
bonds back.

MR. STAGG
That was the point that Senator Rayburn made, but there is a

constitutional amendment passed by the people that that would be
what the monies would be used for.

MR. JE>JKINS

Mr. Stagg, isn't it true under the section, as written, that
the only requirement is that the funds and the interest have to
be used to pay off the bonded indebtedness? What could be done,
is if we get this lump sum, it can be invested so long as we use
the interest to pay off the bonded indebtedness. If we can get
nine or ten percent, then we can use that nine or ten percent
every year to pay off the bonded indebtedness, plus the interest,
and we can come out ahead just by keeping it in the bank, as long
as we don' t use. . .

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, you can buy them back.

them at that particular rate. . ,

.the reason that you can buy

MR. STAGG
That's exactly correct,

use of the funds.
Mr. Jenkins. That would be the proper

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Stagg, I agree with you that Senator De Blieux's would be

a bad amendment. But, are you aware that it says, here, that the
treasurer. . ."may be used by the treasurer in the purchase,
retirement, and payment in advance of maturity of bonded indebtedness.
So, there four percent deals, you could really make a good deal on
those. In addition to that, if you wanted tn further, you could
add at the end, "or invested,' and you would take care of this, . .

MR. STAGG
That is entirely correct, Mr. Champagne.

\_Previous Question ordered . ]

Closing

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I 'm

just trying to get some good management of our funds. You've
heard Senator Rayburn tell you here from this mike before, that we've
got a lot of our bonds outstanding at the present time that are
less than four percent. On our idle funds that we don't have the
necessary need at this particular time, we are making eight percent
or more on them. Now, to me—and I think anybody who has to borrow
money like I have to do sometimes— it's very foolish to take eight
percent money and go and pay off three percent money or four percent

MR. JONES
I'm supposed to say. "Did you know".

MR. DE BLIEUX
The reason you can buy them at that particular rate, Mr.

Jones, is because the people are not getting enough interest on

them. But, I don't know whether they would be salable to the

state for that particular interest, if we had to go ahead and '

pay them off. Now, what I'm saying is that we ought not to use

eight percent money—that is, money we could get eight percent
for, and we are getting eight percent on some of our money now

—

and use it to retire three and four percent bonds. It's just

not reasonable.

MR. BURNS
Senator, do you think that anybody had any bonds that you

could buy now for sixty-five or seventy cents on the dollar,

that if Che state got in that hxindred and fifty million dollars

that bond wouldn't come right back up to par or even higher?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I'm sure that it would, Mr. Burns. I agree with you. I'm

sure it would if they found out the state could buy them right

now, or would buy them. So, I. . .it's just good business

management, and I just ask you to go ahead and approve the amend-

ment.

\_Record vote ordered . Amendment
rejected ; 16-73. Motion to recon-
sider tabled . Motion to pass over
Section 10 adopted : 67-18. Motion
to revert to Reports of Committees
adopted without objection.^

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1036}

Report of the Secretary
[JJ Journal 1036-10381

lAdjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Wednesday, December 19, 1973,

"}
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Wednesday, Decenber 19, 1973

ROLL CALL

[S3 delegates present and a quorum.]

PRAYER

m. STOVALL
Let us pray

.

Eternal Rod, Father of us all, we look upon You not as a

distant Creator, but as One who comes to us and Is present with

us in every experience and every decision, V'e celebrate Your

presence with us in this moment, as the One who stands by us,

and with us, and for us; as the One who has given to us our past,

our present; and as the One ^'ho seeks to lead us into a new future.

Yet, in this moment, we confess that oftentimes we have tried to

hold on to the past, instead of moving with You into a new day for

ourselves, our state, and all mankind; that oftentimes we have

acted on the basis of expediency instead of principle: that often-

times we rationalize what we want by saying this is what the people

want. Make Yourself known to all who are assembled here this day,

and enable us bv Your grace, to move forward into the future You

desire for us and for all mankind. For we offer our prayer In

Your name , and for Your sake . Amen

.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTF.R

Committee Proposal No. 3A , introduced by Delegate Lambert,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Natural Resources and

Environment, and other delegates, members of that committee.

A substitute proposal for Committee Proposal No. 16, a proposal

making provisions relating to natural resources and environment.

The convention has adopted the first five sections, as amended,

a section of Section 3 which was deleted, passed over Sections 6,

7 and 8, adopted Section 9 as amended, considered Section 10,

voted to pass over said section.

MR. HENRY
1 believe Senator Lambert wants to go ahead and take it.

I think they resolved the problems. Am I right. Senator?

All right.
Do we have amendments to Section 10?

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Gravel sends up amendments. On page 3, line 21, immediately

after the word "otherwise", delete the remainder of the line. At

the beginning of line 22 delete "road fund or to public education,"

and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Allocated or dedicated in this constitution,"

Explanation

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Ladies and gentlemen, this is a simple amendment. Mr. Gravel

was up there at the same time I was to present it yesterday. He

called me and said he'd be a little late, and he asked me to present

it. This is more or less of a technical nature.

What it does, it says, it would read, "except a portion

otherwise dedicated in this con. .. .no. .. .otherwise allocated or

dedicated in this constitution shall be used by the treasury in

the purchase retirement, etc., in payment in advance of maturity."

What this does, it takes out to the royalty road fund, or

to public education. Now, public education, there is at the

present time no dedication in the constitution. The royalty road

fund has been taken care of— that's the five hundred thousand

dollars for each parish with, you know, some getting six, or the

possibility of six. So, some get more than that. But, that

has already been covered in Revenue, Finance and Taxation. There

is a royalty road fund in Section 8 here. But, it's a repetition

of what we've done already, and 1 expect that it will be deleted.

So, this simply says the same thing without referring to them

by name, except public education, there is no such dedication in

the constitution at present.
1 urge your adoption of the amendment. It's nothing other

than simply saying what we actually mean. There should be no

problem. Any questions?

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Champagne, this amendment could not In any way be

construed to affect the ability of the local units that receive

these royal road funds from making their own investments

in receiving the interest therefore? Is that correct?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Positively not, sir.

MR. LANIER
This is, in no way, intended to affect the dedication of

funds for the royalty road—what was the royalty road funds to

the local units?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Positively not. No,

MR

sir.

LEBLEU
Mr. Champagne, as I understand the section, it would take

those funds from oil in gas production offshore and put them

in escrow where there is some misunderstanding about who actually

owns them.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Well, they would be in escrow unt 11 . . . . they are in escrow

right now. Let's put It that way. Iflien they get out of escrow,

what we are saying here, those that are dedicated In this

constitution shall be given as dedicated, you see?

They are.... these funds are presently in escrow, as I

understand it.

MR. LEBLEU
Yes, sir. But, under the article that we adopted the other

day, ten percent of those funds in escrow would go to the royalty

road fund

.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That 's correct

,

sir.

MR. LEBLEU
But, under your amendment, you delete that portion, and since

there's no reference made to the royalty road funds, that would

deprive the royalty road funds of those escrow funds, as I under-

stand it.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No, sir.

In the other section that we had the other day, we said how

those funds would be dedicated to the parishes. Now, what we are

saying here is simply saying that that governs that governs....

any amount of this money that Is for those parishes, goes to

those parishes. This is what we are saying in this amendment.

There's no. ...In other words, it's Just trying to make it clear

that it is,by using less words and actually referring to. ...in

other words, the other sections of the constitution govern. That's

what we are saying.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Champagne, I noticed this Section 10 deals with offshore

mineral lease and money held in escrow. Do you know how much

money Is in escrow,or if there is any money in escrow, in fact?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I understand that....l understand that all of this money

is held, I don't ... .more than a billion dollars, they tell me.

MR. HAYES
Do you have any figures on that? Now, you say more than

a billion. I notice you've got some information there. Do you

have that information available? I've been trying to get it

even for the last year, and I have been unable to find any

money in escrow. It's my understanding that the government

spends that money. Now, if you have that information, would

you give me some of it, please. Let the research people give

me some of that information?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Well, you see, this is in. ...the federal government has it

in escrow. We don't have it. The suits that are filed, when
decided one of these days, we may get it.... we may never get it.

MR. HAYES
One question....! want to get the information from whoever

has it now. If you know, tell me, and I'll pick it up.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Right. Well, they have it right here— the research staff

has it.
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MR. HAYES
All right. I'll corae over and get it.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Champagne, as I read this, the original said that all

of this would go Into the retirement of bonds except the royalty

road fund and the public education. Now, what your amendment

Is doing, it says that all you bring out there that all of

it will be going to the retirement of bonds. Isn't that correct?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No, sir. This says, "except the portion otherwise allocated

or dedicated in this constitution."
That refers, in this case, to the royalty road fund which

we didn't call the royalty road fund any longer.

MR. STINSON
But what you are doing, then Is—what else Is dedicated In

here. .. .allocated and dedicated besides the royalty road fund?

MR. STINSON
Well, so all of that that's dedicated will go for that

purpose, and not for the retirement of bonds.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's right, sir.

MR. STINSON
Now, as written here, everything would be for the retirement

of bonds with the exception of royalty road funds and public
education.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
What we are saying is that those monies which are already

dedicated are going to be dedicated. That's what we would
want it to do, sir. The rest of It has to go to pay off debts.

MR. STINSON
Well, it doesn't read that way. It says "all dedications

would cover here the retirement" the way your amendment does.
For your information, it's my understanding that there is

no dedication for public education.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's correct. That's why we took it out, sir.

MR. STINSON
Therefore, under this, though, what dedications there are,

and I don't have that information, I don't know whether you....
do you have that information as to what is, or what will....?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Dedicated the royalty road fund as we'd wrote it up in

Revenue, Finance and Taxation.

MR. STINSON
That's the only dedication in the constitution?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
At the moment time. There may be some others, but as far

as I know, that's the only one, sir. That is it. That is it.

MR. STINSON
But, If there are other dedications, they would be used

for that purpose prior to the retirement of bonds.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
If there are other dedications of these funds, of which

I know none at all, they would positively be covered. Yes, sir.

Because that's what the constitution would say, you see.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Champagne, you mean you are taking these three or four

words out just to concise the language and make the constitution

smaller? Is that my understanding?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No, sir. Not at all. What we're doing Is, we're taking

those one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten,

eleven, twelve, thirteen words out because road fund or to public

education doesn't mean anything. We're making it clear that

what we say is otherwise in the constitution, is, an exception.

There is no dedication to public education in the constitution

any longer.

MR. NUNEZ
Don't you believe that it's a lot clearer when you leave

the words in rather than take them out?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Well, I don't know how you're going to say "funds dedicated

to public education" when you read it and you don't find it any-

where in your constitution.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, why don't you Just take public education out and

leave royalty road fund In? That makes it pretty clear to

me, doesn't It?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Because. . .Senator , In our committee, we didn't call it the

royalty road fund. We called it something else. You remember.

MR. NUNEZ
But, you still have Section 8 with royalty road fund in it,

and you don't know what the convention's going to do with that.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Whether you leave It in, or you take it out, this has no

effect, sir. But, it would be ambiguous, if you do take it

out, and you do adopt what we adopted in our committee, and you
don't call it the royalty road fund. Then, you refer to a

royalty road fund that is not called that, you see.

This does the same thing. .. .it 's not a.... It's nothing
sneaky. It's Just to clear up the language. That's all.

Further Discussion

MR. STINSON
Fellow members of the convention, as I see this, the only

explanation I can see is that if this amendment is put in here,

then, every bit of this can be used for the purchase of new

bond purchases, or issuance of new bonds. It says "purchase."

Purchase it means they can negotiate new bonds. Whoever the

governor may be, he can take every bit of that and issue a bond

issue and perspective, and use it for any purpose.

Now, public education. It Is my understanding, is not in

any way dedicated in the constitution at present ... .the new

constitution. But, on this royalty road fund, it is needed for

that purpose. This is taken away from that. If that's the

only thing that we need it for, I think It should be left in

there. Then, what's over, then, can be used for the Issuance

of new bonds, and maybe, for the retirement of the old. I have

my doubts on that. So, I think it's much more than what has

been explained up here. I think if they want to delete public

education because there is no dedication, then X certainly feel

that the royalty road fund should be left In there.

Questions

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Stinson, I want to refer to you the point you brought

out on line 23 that this would allow the state treasury to issue

bonds. As I understand It, and I may be wrong, but is it not

correct If you read that carefully, what it allows the state

treasury to do Is to purchase bonds that we've already sold— in

other words, buy them back.... in other words to pay . . . . to help

retire the state indebtedness?. It doesn't have anything to do

with issuing new bonds.... new bond issues.

MR. STINSON
Well, under this, though, couldn't they purchase any bonds

of any type? It doesn't say. It just says to purchase bonds.

MR. LAMBERT
So, the intent of It Is to allow tlie state treasurer to

purchase bonds that have already been issued, and that the state

owes money on. To buy them back.... in other words, like you'd

buy a note back. Do you follow me?

MR. STINSON
Sure. I followed all of it, hut the way it's worded, I

don't think It says to purchase the bonds ... .don' t you think?

[^Previous question ordered,

i

Closing

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Ladies and gentlemen, I really didn't think there was any

objections to it whatsoever, but I Just want to read to you what

it'll say. It says:
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"Those funds and the interest from their invesltoent , except
the portion otherwise allocated or dedicated in this constitution,
shall be used by the treasury in the purchase. .. .and so forth and
so on."

Now, the only thing we are saying is, we didn't refer hy
name to the royalty road fund or to public education. There is
no dedication to public education. In the Revenue, Finance and
Tax Comnlssion Proposal that you adopted, we definitely took
care of what was originally the road, royalty road fund. However,
we didn't call it that. Sow, you voted on that, and it takes
care of It. This says that that cones first. Then, after that.
what is dedicated in the rest of the constitution goes to the
retirement of bonds. It's very simple. If you have any trouble
with the rest of It, don't object to this portion. In other
words, if you don't like the words "purchase, retirement, and
payment In advance," this has nothinp to do with that. This
simply says that the first fund Is taken care of first because
we have a dedication and it's taken care of.

I'll answer any questions.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Champagne, as I understand it, this sect Ion is intended

to apply to the ironey that's presently in dispute between the
State of Louisiana and the federal government with regards to our
three-nile limit.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Right, sir.

MR. LANIER
Well, if that's correct, would the effect of this amendment

In this sentence that we are dealing with now mean that that portion
of the money which will ultimately go to the royalty road funds
cannot be Invested?

MR. CHA.MPAG\F

That is correct, sir. Absolutely.

MR. LANIER
Which means that the state will draw interest on their money,

but the local governments won't draw any Interest on their money.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
The local money

—

ve have already said, that those monies are
given to the local governments. We provided that.

MR. LANIER
But, not under this. They are held In escrow until the

matter is finally concluded. Right?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Well, that's right. But, when they are in escrow, you don't have

them. You see, you don't get them. Once you get them, then this
provides that those monies not dedicated will be invested. Nobody
has the money—but when you do get It, you see.

MR. LANIER
But. what I'm saying is that the state treasurer will be

Investing the state's and drawing Interest on it, but the local's
is going to be tied up interest free. Is that right?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No. sir. They are going to get theirs....

MR. LANIER
I know they are going to get it, but they are going to get

it without the Interest. Is that correct?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Oh, they'll get it and invest it as they want, sir, as they

wish.

MR. LANIER
Out of an escrow account?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's their money.

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Champagne, are you saying that ve took care of the

royalty road fund in Revenue, Finance a!.d Taxation?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's what I was trying to say. Yes, sir.

MR. ROEMER
That's what I thought you were trying to say.

of your amendment. It looks like good government.
I *m suspicious
Is that right?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Well, that's what I think It is.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Champagne, I just spoke with Mr. Gravel whose amendment

It is I think you are handling. He snid that eight is still pending
and the convention hasn't acted on eight. I wish vou would withdraw
your amendment. I think you are premature with It. If you take
«lght out, I don't think. ...I think you don't need it. If

you leave it in, then you might need it. So, if you would withdraw
it until we act on eight. T think you'd be acting wisely.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Senator, you were on that committee. Can you understand

how you'd have two sections in the constitution opposing each
other? Have you ever seen that?

MR. NUNEZ
Well, it's there, now, Mr. Champagne, and the convention

hasn't acted on it. So. I don't know why you want to do some-
thing prematurely. That's what you are doing.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Are you suggesting we pass over this section until we get

through with eight?

MR. NUNEZ
No, I suggested you'd withdraw your amendment until we

do something with eight. If you take eight out, then you take
out the wording, the language that you want to take out. and
I think you'd be consistent.

But, if eight stands the same way. then I think you're
inconsistent, and you're doing something that might destroy
the royalty fund.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir. Senator. But, I want to know how yot're going

to get back to this section after you complete it?

MR, NUNEZ
Just don't lay it on the table like we do everything else.

Mr . Champagne

.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I'd rather not withdraw the amendment. I think it's a

good one. Either vote for it or vote against it. I suggest that
it's a good amendment.

[^Amendment adopted : 64-29. Motion to
reconsider tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Champagne sends up further amendments at this time.
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 19, after the words

"the parties" and before the word "shall" insert the word ,

Amendment No. 2 the gentleman does not wish to go with.

Explanation

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Ladies and gentlemen, I hope you won't get tired of seeing

me, but the other one was not my amendment; this one is. I just
carried it for Mr. Gravel. The point here is what we're doing
is just explaining what the committee wanted to do. There was
some question yesterday how you can deposit money that's in es-
crow, because this is what it says— it says "deposited in the
state treasury." How are you going to do that when you don't
even have it? So, this "when received" after the word "parties"
will make It clear that you will deposit it when you do get it.

But, as it is now, it says it's in escrow and you'll deposit it.

Now, you can't deposit money you don't have. This Is a very
simple amendment. It just simply explains clearly that you're
not going to deposit until you get it. Everybody knows that.
You can't go to the bank till you have some money to put In it.

Any questions? Everybody agreed on this one. I talked to every-
one, and they were in complete agreement— that I've talked to.

[Amendment adopted without objection.^

Amendment
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MR. POYNTER
First of all, delete the first amendment, as it's identical,

is just adopted by the convention, proposed by Mr. Champagne.

Make Amendment No, 2 Amendment No. 1.

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 24, after the words "maturity

of" delete the remainder of the line and insert in lieu thereof the

following: "then existing bonded indebtedness of the state or

invested for such purpose."

L xpl dna t ion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yesterday, when it was discussed, there were some people who

were aware of possible possibilities that this money would be used
for other purposes than to retire state debt. There were others

—

1 think Senator Rayburn asked the question: Suppose you can get a

higher rate of percent than you can on retiring bonds at, for
instance—or at four percent—and you can get eight percent on an
investment? This provides that, beyond doubt, the bonded indebted-
ness will be retired first. In addition to that, it does allow the
state, if they so choose to invest this money, to make money in
which they have to retire the bonds of the state, or the indebted-
ness. So, this makes it abundantly clear that you're not going to

handicap them in any way. They can get all the money they can; but,
in making this money, it's for the purpose of retiring the state
debt. So, they could, in essence, if they had some unusually low
rates that they didn't want to pull out at that time, but they
wanted to invest the money for the purpose of making additional
money to retire those— this is just good banking policy that the
state could engage in—and I think there should be no objections
other than those people who might want to use this money, if we
ever get it, to just dish out for some other reasons other than to

retire the state debt. Now, the next paragraph, which we are leav-
ing alone from 25 to 29, explains how you might use it for other
purposes if you can't retire all the debt. 1 don't think that
there'd ever be that much money in this state, available, that we
couldn't retire debts— that we'd have a debt too small to retire

—

but that's neither here nor there. I'm only explaining. I don't think
there's any objection to this whatsoever, but I would answer
questions.

(Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Champagne, I think the sentiment in this convention and

in this state is that, whenever this money comes from the federal

government, that they don't want it available to the legislature

for pork-barrel projects. This amendment prevents it.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes sir. This amendment takes care of it.

I urge the adoption of the amendment.
Any other questions?

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I don't see any reason for

me to spend a great length of time on this particular section, as

this convention has devoted a lot of time, in the Executive Depart-

ment Article, on this particular subject matter. However, I want

to say to you that this matter was debated at great length in the

Natural Resources and Environment Conmittee. It came out of the

committee as an elective office, remaining elective. So, basically,

you might say that everyone here today is going to have an oppor-

tunity to vote on something that obviously, because of the contro-

versy involved over it, a subject of great importance—not only to

the delegates, but to the voters throughout the state of Louisiana.

We are affording you—and I cannot soeak for the committee as a whole,

because it was a close vote on the committee—you are being afforded

an opportunity to vote on something of significant importance, after

you have previously cast your vote several months ago. You have had

the opportunity to, I'm sure, get feedback from your constituency.

You may find yourself in a position today to make a decision opposite

from what you previously made; then, on the other hand, you may

have found that your previous decision has been since reinforced jy ti

feedback that you have received in your particular area. Without

belaboring this point— this subject matter—any longer, I'll close

by just saying that you have a philosophical decision to make:

whether or not you want to elect someone who has been elected for

many years in this state, the commissioner of agriculture; or if you

want to leave the position as it was finally adopted in the

Executive Department Proposal, which made it subject to being -

made appointed by a vote of the legislature. That's all I have at

this time. I'll yield to any questions.

Quest i ons

MS. ZERVIGON
Senator, 1 frankly don't remember. By what margin did we

pass that Section 23 of the Executive Article?

MR. LAMBERT
1 don't know, Mary, but that's a good question. We're

checking that for you.

MS. ZERVIGON
They're checking it twice?

MR. ROY
Senator, I appreciate the, you know, your disinterested

nianner in presenting the article; but I want to ask certain things

that'll make something clear, 1 believe. Isn't it a tact that,

since we dealt with this in the Executive Article and we did provide

for the superintendent of education and the commissioner of insur-

ance, as well as the commissioner of voting machines .. -of elections,

we have continuously voted: would be subject to the Executive

Article provision with respect to appointment, if two-thirds of the

legislature does agree to that, after 1976? Is that correct?

MR. HAYES
Mr. Champagne, 1 would assume that whatever bonded indebted-

ness you're talking about you would retire, you would also dispose
of whatever tax you have on the people at that time. You didn't

say that, but it is assumed, I guess, here; or do you think we

need to say it?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I really don't think so, Mr. Hayes, because you know, if you

had a bonded indebtedness that was created and a tax was done to

pay for it, I'm sure we can give that much discretion to the

legislature. I'm sure they would do it.

\_Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted: 91-1. Motion to reconsider
tabled . Previous Question ordered on

the Section. Section passed : 101-0.

}

Readint) of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 11. Commissioner of Agriculture

Section 11. The Department of Agriculture shall be headed

by a commissioner of agriculture who, notwithstanding Article IV,

Section 23, shall be elected every four years for a term of four

years by the electors of the state as prescribed by law. The

commissioner shall have the powers and perform the duties authorized

by this constitution or provided by law. Qualifications of candi-

dates for commissioner of agriculture, in addition to those in

Article IV, Section 2CA), shall be provided by law."

MR. LAMBERT
Yes sir. 1 don't think 1 said anything.

MR. ROY
No, I know you didn't, but I just want to remind the delegates,

by way of questioning, so that...

MR. HENRY
1 think they remember that, Mr. Roy. We've got something to

take care of that right now.

\_Motion to limit debate on Section 11

to thirty minutes adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Senator De Blieux: On page 3, delete

lines 30, 31, and 32 in their entirety and on page 4, delete lines

1 through 7, both inclusive, in their entirety.

Explanation

MR

Expl anation

DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, there's not much

explanation to be needed on this, as Sei.ator Lambert can already

tell you—or has already told you. We took care of this in the

Executive Article. To pass tiiis particular section of this pro-

posal as we have it would be inconsistent wita what we've already

done, and we'd have to go back and do one or the other. Since

we've already argued it at length and we were entered into a
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compromise agreement in the Executive Section, I just filed this

amendment that we delete this particular proposal so that we can

nave it in line with what we have already done and accomplished in

the Executive Section. That's all it is. I ask your approval of

the amendment

.

{^Previous Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendment adopted : 65- 38

.

Motion to reconsider tabled .^

Reading of the Section

:k. poynter
The next section is:

"Section 12. Wildlife and Fisheries Commission

Section 12. The wildlife of the state, including all

aquatic life, is hereby placed under the control and supervision

of the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, which shall

consist of seven members appointed by the governor, six of whom

shall serve for a term of six years and one of whom shall serve

for a term concurrent with that of the governor. Three shall be

electors of the coastal parishes and representatives of the

commercial fishing and fur industries, and three shall be electors

from the state at large.

No member who has served for six years or more shall be

eligible for reappointment.
Tlie functions, duties, and responsibilities of the commis-

sion, and the compensation of its members shall be provided by

law."

Explanation

:iR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I would say that. In my own

opinion, this is a roost important provision that we retained in

our proposal. 1 say that for a number of reasons, one of the

primary reasons being because of the great amoimt of concern

that was demonstrated before our coranitcee, and individually

—

I can speak for myself—a number of sportsmen and conservationists,

wildlife enthusiasts throughout our state, that have expressed

great concern over retention of some language in our constitution,

setting up a Wildlife and Fisheries Commission. In the coimnittee,

what we did was take a lengthy constitutional provision—very

lengthy—and I would estimate that we reduced it to about, pos-

sibly, one-tenth its original size. Basically, what we have here

is a policy statement, in the constitution, whereby we express to

the people of this state, in their constitution, that we care

enough to preserve the wildlife of the state, the aquatic life.

We care so much that we put in the constitution the Wildlife and

Fisheries Commission, to make sure that this most important area

is not forgotten and that it's covered as best as we are able to

cover it in a constitution. I might also point out that, obviously.

It's an area where we have many people involved, and they are con-

cerned to the point that it probably would give a great boost to

helping to get this new constitution adopted. I'm not suggesting

that you should vote for it on that premise, or on that basis, but

I think that, in order to be completely frank about, this is an

obvious consideration. As far as I'm personally concerned, I would

love to see the Wildlife and Fisheries Conanission left in the consti-

tution. We've done a lot to cut it down, to remove a lot of exces-

sive, unnecessary language. One of the arguments that may be made

against it would be the fact that we're keeping a commission in the

constitution, and I think Mr. Stagg asked that question yesterday

at the beginning of the proposal. Yes, we are retaining a com-

mission. We feel that it is an important retention— it's neces-

sary—and we ask you, when you cast your vote on this particular

section, to please give it careful consideration. 1*11 yield to

any questions.

Questions

MR. BERGERON
Louis, I'm just wondering— I don't have my old constitution

with me—are there seven members now on the commission?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes. We didn't change that.

MR. BERGERON
And we left their terms, etc., as they are in the present

constitution?

MR. LAMBERT
We did. Right. Correct.

MR. BERGERON
Thank you.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Lambert, as Mr. Bergeron just pointed out, there are seven

members. Then, on lines 15 and 16, you say "three shall be electors

from the coastal parishes, and three shall be electors from the

state at large." Shouldn't that last one be four—to add up to

seven?

MR. LAMBERT
The governor has the prerogative to select....

MR. CONROY
The seventh one could be a nonelector?

MR. LAMBERT
From at large, you see, David? The governor has authority

to select the seventh one from at large—anywhere in the state.

MR. CONROY
He doesn't even have to be an elector, the way this is

written. Is that correct? That's the way it is now.

MR. LAMBERT
We retained the source provision and stayed with it as best

we could.

MS. ZERVIGON
Senator, can you explain to us why this is a more important

commission than the Highway Board, for example, or the State

Market Commission or some of the others that we haven't even

thought of sticking back in here?

MR. LAMBERT
Mary, to be very frank and candid about it, I think I stated

earlief that, in my own opinion, it's an emotional thing, you might

say. There are many, many wildlife enthusiasts and conservation-

ists throughout this state; and when you talk about hunters and

fishermen and outdoorsmen and pleasure-boat people, etc., you're

talking about a lot of people. They are interested in conserving

our wildlife, etc. In order for me to say that it's more im-

portant than the dock board in New Orleans or it's more important

than the Department of Highways—retaining that board in the consti-

tution—or some other boards, I really can't say that it's more

important. I think that it is important enough, however, to de-

serve serious consideration for the reasons that I've stated pre-

viously. For those reasons, I think it should be retained.

MS. ZERVIGON
Did you travel the state with the Composite Committee?

MR, LAMBERT
What is that?

MS. ZERVIGON
Remember when the Composite Committee of this convention was

traveling the state? Did you travel with them?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes. I was in New Orleans.

MS. ZERVIGON
No, I'm talking about the rest of the state.

MR. LAMBERT
I traveled a number of times, yes. Why?

MS. ZERVIGON
Because, well, I traveled with them about three-quarters of

the way; and if my memory serves me correctly, not one person stood

up and asked to have this commission retained in the constitution.

Does your memory tell you the same about those hearings?

MR. LAMBERT
Let me just say this, Mary: if I had to base my decision on

what I observed on the tour of the Composite Committee, it would

not be anything like what I observe within my district and within

the state as a whole, from the people that I come in contact with.

I don't think that's a good rule to use to measure the importance

of this Wildlife and Fisheries Commission. That's my frank opinion.

You Ttnow as well as I do that not many people turned out for the

meetings of the Composite Comnittee—for anything. They didn't ask

many questions about anything, because there weren't that many

people there.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, I'll agree with you on that. We heard L.S.U. Board
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everyplace we went, but would it surprise you to know that I've
gotten not one letter on this subject?

MR. LAMBERT
Well, you're from New Orleans, and,,.,

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, I've got a vote to cast.

MR. LAMBERT
I know you do. You're from New Orleans; you're not in an area

where you have, probably, as many wildlife enthusiasts—as far as

hunters and fishermen, etc.—as they do out in the country areas.

MR. KELLY
Louis, to follow up on what Mr. Conroy was questioning you

about earlier, you have no objection to substituting the word
"four" in line 16, where it says "four shall be electors from the
state at large"?

MR. LAMBERT
No, I would have no objection.

MR. KELLY
All right. Now, would you explain to me one other thing?

What is the rationale of dictating that three of these coimnlssion
members be "electors of coastal parishes and representatives of
the commercial fishing and fur industry"?

MR. LAMBERT
The rationale behind that, as best as I can explain it, is

that this is an industry in the southern portion of the state that's
the fur-bearing and the commercial fishing. It's related to the
coast of the state, the coastline. It's off the coast of the state
of Louisiana. For that reason. It was placed in the constitution
a number of years ago, and we saw no particular reason—since that
is still an industry in that area, and we were told that it was
very important in that area—we left it as it was. We did not
receive objections, as far as I can remember, from other areas of
the state: that is, we retained the source provision in our present
constitution.

MR. JENKINS
Louis, I'd like to ask you,

status ot wildlife as stated in

to make a change from the presen
"The natural resources of the st

and replenished. For that purpo
are hereby placed under the Loui
Commission." When you say here,
including all aquatic life, is h'

and supervision of the Louisiana
you have no intent there to chan
wildlife? Is that correct?

with regard to the property
your first sentence, you seem

law. The present law saying,
ate shall be protected, conserved,

the wildlife of the state, etc.

siana Wildlife and Fisheries
The wildlife of the state,

ereby placed under the control
Wildlife and Fisheries Commission,
ge the property status of

Explanation

MR. POYNTER
Copies of this have not been distributed as yet. I have the

desk copies. It's a deletion amendment.
Amendment No. 1. On page 4, delete lines 8 through 22, both

Inclusive, in their entirety. (8 through 22)

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the Clerk has stated the

purpose of the amendment, and I knew that there are delegates in

this room who feel the strength of the efforts of the sportsman
and wildlife enthusiasts who want their commission left in the
constitution. I'm a paid-up member of the Louisiana Wildlife
Federation. . .

I'm a member of the Louisiana Wildlife Federation and of the
Sierra Club and the Wilderness Society, and a number of groups
whose Interests lie In the field of the preservation and proper
management of wildlife and the natural resources of this state.
But, that does not blind me to the fact that we are writing a

constitution to set up the framework of this government . In the
Executive Article, this convention voted, without change, those
portions of the executive proposal that concern the reorganization
of state government into twenty departments so that the functions
of state government could be by allocation and reorganization
made more efficient for the benefit of all of the citizens of the

state. In studying the constitutional provisions pertaining to

the Executive Article, we've left out a considerable number of

very important boards so that the reorganization could be made
without being hampered by constitutional provisions. The state
banking commissioner isn't in the constitution; the Bond and Tax
Board is not In the constitution; the Commerce and Industry Board
is not there, the East Baton Rouge Park Commission, the Board of

Highways and the director of highways is not there, the Pontchartrain
Sanitary District, the Orleans Levee Board, the Pontchartrain Levee

Board, the Market Commission, the Mississippi River Bridge Authority,
the Orleans Aviation Board, all of the port commissions, the Sewerage

and Water Board of New Orleans, the Stadium and Exposition District,

the State Parks Commission, the Tax Commission and the Vieux Carre
Commission, one after the other. We have eliminated from the

constitution such boards and commissions as being unnecessary

constitutional impediments to a proper reorganization of state

government. I share with the members of the Natural Resources
Committee the feeling that the wildlife interests of this state are

strongly representative and do strongly wish this matter to be

left in the constitution. But, I stronjrly feel that we are

writing a constitution for everyone in this state—those who tramp

the fields and marshes as well as those who walk the city streets.

When judged in the balance as to all of the interests of the

State of Louisiana, those covered by Section 12 of the committee
proposal do not outweigh the principles that we have already

written into this constitution.
I do, therefore, Mr. Chairman, move the adoption of the

{unendment.

MR. LAMBERT
That ' s correct

.

MR. JENKINS
You intend to maintain the property status of wildlife

exactly as it Is now.

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct, and 1 might, if you will let me, in

response to your first question, you refer to "The natural
resources of the state shall be replenished"— 1 forget the rest
of the sentence—but, that is the source. . .that was. . .before
we adopted Section 1, that had been our policy statement on the

environment, you might say. What we did was to take that out
of the wildlife and fisheries section and expand upon it and put
it in Section 1. That is now Section 1, and that is why we
changed that language.

MR. JENKINS
Your view of what the property status of wildlife is is that

it is res nulllus, property belonging to no one until captured
and taken under their control. Is that correct?

MR. LAMBERT
We make no change in the present status of wildlife.

[Motion to limit debate on the Amendment
to fifteen minutes adopted : 64- 31 ,]

Questi ons

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Stagg, do you realize that when this amendment was placed

in the constitution that we had a very strong coalition of the

commercial fishermen, the fur dealers and trappers, and the

wildlife sportsmen all over the State of Louisiana in definite
support of this, and the constitutional amendment was carried by
a tremendous majority when this was placed in the constitution in

1952? Are you aware of that, sir?

MR. STAGG
Yes, Pete, I am. We are faced with this amendment a vote

straight up or straight down. Do we put matters not necessarily
in the constitution in here in order to serve the particular
interests of several groups of people, or do we write a constitu-
tion worthy of the name? That's the question before the house

at this point. I understand where the support for this comes from.

I'm part of the operation, so to speak, and have paid my dues,

and I'm a regular member of those organizations. But, I don't

feel that this belongs In the constitution.

Amendment

MR. HENRY
Read the Stagg amendment.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Stagg, do you agree that some of the things that we have

put into this constitution is not. . .are not constitutional
material?
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MR. STAGG
Yes, Joe, and on a nunber of occasions I've sat In my seat

and just plain voted and not spoken. Today, I think we need. . .

MR. ANZALONE
Do you further agree that this would not hamper the reorganization

of the Executive Department?

MR. STAGG
This what, Joe?

MR. ANZALONE
The placing of the Wildlife and Fisheries Connission into the

constitution.

MR. STAGG
I don't know that it would, Joe.

MR. ANZALONE
It would not hurt it.

Do you agree that possibly that this constitution as it stands

today is in dire need of whatever assistance that it can get for

passage?

MR. STAGG
You are entirely correct.

MR. ANZALONE
Do you agree, Mr. Stagg, that If you wanted to. shall we say,

go out and do battle with the passage of this constitution that the

sportsmen of this state could have a wonderful time listening to

the arguments of why their Wildlife and Fisheries Commission was

not given constitutional status? Why such things as the Royalty

Road Fund, etc., were given constitutional status?

MR. STAGG
I think a good argument could be made for support of the

constitution without this section in there.

MR. ANZALONE
Do you think that in generations to come just because we have

put this into the constitution that all of us are going to have a

black eye, and we are not going to be known as constitutionalists?

MR. STAGG
Some of us. . .

MR. MUNSON
Mr. Stagg, if we're not writing a constitution for the various

groups of people of the state, who are we writing it for?

MR. STAGG
We are writing it for the state as a whole, Mr. Munson.

MR. MUNSON
Well, that's what I thought. But, in answer to Mr. Hernandez

just now, I believe you said group or groups of people.

MR. STAGG
I meant special interest areas as in the Wildlife and Fisheries

area.

MR. MUNSON
Well, don*t you think that a great majority of the people of

this state, since they've expressed themselves twice, are in favor
of leaving this in the constitution?

MR. STAGG
Bob, you know how many people vote on constitutional amend-

ments in this state, and it's a disgrace. So, you don't need to

use figures like that when we have a million six hundred thousand
voters and two hundred thousand of them vote on a constitutional amendment.
You can't tell ae a great majority of the people have voted on any

const itut ional amendment in this state—ever.

MR. MUNSON
Then we should just ignore the wishes of the people because

a majority of them don't vote.

MR. STAGG
We are writing a new constitution, Mr. Munson, not adhering

to the old one.

'K. NUNEZ
Mr. Stagg, who do you refer to when you talk about special

mtt-Tcst groups?

MR. STAGG
In different tines in this convention, Mr. Munez, when we

were on the fire and police civil service, that was a group that

was identified as being a special interest group.

MR. KITAEZ

Do you refer to the hundreds of thousands of small boat

owners who go out in the coastal marshes and earn a living trolling

and trapping, etc.? Is that special interest?

MR. STAGG
That's an industry in this state just like all the others.

MR, NUNEZ
Do you refer to the hundreds of thousands of sportsmen in

this state, for recreational purposes, that take their children
out hunting and fishing? Do you call that special interest?

MR. STAGG
Are we doing anything that damages them by eliminating this

article, Mr. Nunez? That's a good question to ask back to you.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, 1 think you very well might could do something to

damage that.

MR. STAGG
Why?

MR. NUNEZ
If I get the microphone, I'll tell you.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, 1 urge you most strenuously

to reject this amendment. 1 haven't said this about any single thing

that has been before this convention since it started, but in my

humble opinion, if you want to destroy any chance that this consti-

tution has got to be accepted by the people of this state, you take

the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission out of it and put it back in

the statutes. I'll tell you why. You heard what Mr. Hernandez

said. Well, not only is that true, but two times, at least two

times—and I ask some of the members of the legislature who have

been there all this period of time to tell you exactly when—but

at least two times since 1952 there have been constitutional amend-

ments on the ballot to take this commission out of the constitution,

and they were overwhelmingly defeated by three and four and five to

one. Now, let me tell you something, there's been some talk about

special interest groups. The people in this state who hunt and

fish— I'm not talking about conmiercial operations, and I'm not

casting any aspersions on people who are engaged in commercial

fishing operations because they're serving a very good purpose,

and I'm all for them—but, when you talk about the hunters and

fishermen of the state and people who like to use our fields and

streams, you're not talking about a special interest group,

because you're talking about a group that cuts across all lines

—

all lines. People from New Orleans, people from the rural

areas, rich people, poor people, white people, black people, all

kinds of people—hunting and fishing is the roost popular sport

in the nation. More people fish than engage in any other single

recreational activity in this country. If you take this out of

the constitution, let me tell you something, every newspaper in

this state, to my knowledge, whether it's a daily or a weekly,

has got a wildlife column in it, and I'll guarantee you every

single writer that writes one of those columns is going to

chastise us severely and raise almighty sin, if you take this

out of the constitution. Now, there are lots of things that are

in this constitution that I. individually, perhaps don't think

ought to be there. But, you take the question of civil service.

I don't necessarily agree that it ought Co be there, but I

believe the people of the state want it there. You take the

Vieux Carre Conmission in New Orleans; I think we've managed to

protect it in this constitution. But, if you're talking about

one single thing that will get more people stirred up and against

what we're doing, you take this out of the constitution.

Questions
MR. BURNS

Mr. Avant, you answered, in your remarks, my first question.
That is, that if there was a body of people in the State of

Louisiana that couldn't be referred to as a special interest
group, it was the sportsmen.

MR. AVANT
That is absolutely right.
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MR, BURNS
You referred to the hunters and fishermen. But, there's a

lot of other groups that would be interested in this Wildlife

and Fisheries Committee other than the actual hunters and fishermen-

the nature lovers, the bird watchers, the Kodak enthusiasts. . .

MR. AVANT
That's right,

correct

.

That's right, Mr. Burns. You are absolutely

MR. BURNS
In fact, every family in the state—would you say—was

interested in Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, one way or the

other?

MR. AVANT
Mr. . .1 agree with you, Mr. Burns. As I said before, this

is not a special interest group, but this is something that cuts

across any kind of line you can imagine and want to draw. You're

going to find people on both sides of that line that are interested-

and vitally interested—in this question.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

in opposition to this amendment. In addition to what Mr. Avant

said, let roe bring this to your attention: Certainly, the

wildlife sportsmen, the hunters or fishermen, are very much

interested in having some type of provision in the constitution.

But, in addition to that, you have your fish and fur industries

which are one of the biggest industries in the State of Louisiana

who are very much interested in having something pertaining to

wildlife and fisheries in the commission— in the constitution.

I will submit an amendment, later, which 1 think will remove

many of the objections that have been made at this podium to this

entire section. I think that the average sportsman in the State

of Louisiana probably confuses the commission with the department.

The commission is appointed by the governor with very little

requirement as to qualifications. The Department of Wildlife and

Fisheries is where you find the marine biologists, the wildlife

and management people, those with the expertise and know-how of

handling this situation.
I ask that you defeat this, that we go ahead and allow

these other amendments to be offered. I think that the amendment

I'm coming with will remove most of the opposition to this section.

One of the arguments of Mr. Stagg was that we had left no other

commissions in the constitution, or any other boards. In this,

there will be an attempt to remove the commission and leave the

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries or Agency of Wildlife and

Fisheries, if that would interfere with the reorganization Mr.

Stagg was speaking of. 1 earnestly urge you to oppose and vote

against this amendment, and let's proceed with the other amend-

ments.

If you give the complete powers and duties. . .or powers to the

commission who do not have the qualifications, then you are doing
away with the expertise and know-how of wildlife management by

doing it.

MR. ARNETTE
So, in other words, you don't want to put the commission in

here either?

MR. DREW
No, sir; I do not.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, why don't you vote against the section? Then we can

get the commission out, and we can put in what you want to put in.

MR. DREW
You are not. . .you are not listening to what I said, Mr.

Arnette. There is a very definite distinction between the

Department or Agency of Wildlife and Fisheries and the Commission
of Wildlife and Fisheries. The commission, I am violently opposed

to.

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Drew, I believe Mr. Stagg referred to this as a minority

group, and I'm trying to get out just exactly what constitutes a
minority or special interest group. Do you realize that there's
over eight hundred thousand fishing and hunting licenses sold each
year for sportsmen?

MR. DREW
I thought it was more, really, Mr. Womack.

MR. WOMACK
No, it's slightly over eight hundred thousand. Now, did you

realize there's another untold thousands given to those over sixty-
three and those under sixteen, free—or sixteen and under?

MR. DREW
I'm aware of that.

MR. WOMACK
So, that puts it up over the million mark. That doesn't

Include then, did you realize, the commercial fishing aspect?

MR. DREW
I expect you could add quite a few thousand more from your

fur and fishing industries; yes, sir.

MR. WOMACK
Now, the next thing—and I'm trying to educate the man that

I couldn't ask any questions to—do you realize the Wildlife and. .

the Wildlife Federation has gone on record supporting leaving the
commission in the constitution, or leaving this set-up in the

constitution?

Questions

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Drew, have you looked at the last line of this section?

MR. DREW
Yes, sir.

MR. ARNETTE
It says that there shall be. . . the functions, duties and

all the powers shall be defined by law. Is that not correct?

MR. DREW
Right.

MR. ARNETTE
So, in other words, we're putting a commission in here that's

got absolutely no power unless the legislature gives them something.

Is that not true?

MR. DREW
That would be correct. Yes, sir.

MR. ARNETTE
So, in other words, what we're doing is saying, "Yes, we've

got a Wildlife and Fisheries Commission holding out an empty promise

to the people of the state." Is that not correct?

MR. DREW
That could. . .it could amount to that, Mr. Arnette, and further.

MR. DREW

I understand that, Mr. Womack, but I have found in my
inquiries that there is a great deal of confusion among the

sportsmen, and probably among the Wildlife Federation, that they
believe that if the commission is abolished, the entire wildlife
and fisheries is abolished.

MR. WOMACK
There's some dissension among the legislators and convention

delegates, also.

MR. DREW
In other words, you can have an Agency of Wildlife and

Fisheries without the commission.

If there's no other questions, I ask that you defeat the

amendment

.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm against Mr. Stagg's

amendment. I'm not surprised to find a stag would be against

the hunters. They always have and always will be. How's that!

Now, I want you to listen to this because I'm going to give you a

little history of this. A lot of you wasn't even born. Back

in 1940 you had the forestry, the wildlife, and the oil and gas

was all under one governing body, a commission. If you don't

believe ,Mrs. Zervigon ,that the hunters and fishermen and the

others are interested in retaining a commission in this con-

stitution, you should come to North Louisiana. You should see
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the numbers of them all over the state. Now, in New Orleans you

may not see as many. They've got a different type of wild life

down there, maybe. But, I'll bet you there are plenty of hunters

and fishermen in New Orleans, in all seriousness. I believe

there're over a million people that have some type of license

for hunting and fishing. Let me tell you what has made Louisiana

go forward, with Ducks Unlimited, with oil conservation and rep-

lenishment of wildlife, is because of the vast numbers of people

that fanatically believe in having this coranission in the con-

stitution. It's a symbol to them. Take my word for it; I've

seen it. I've been a fisherman and hunter all my life. Today

the restocking of lakes, and the great numbers of lakes that

have been built—and let me tell you those things, hunting

and fishing, they're important to your health. Boating, all

those things, takes the stress and strain of life— the hard

work you do, the relaxation. Let me tell you: just for the

sake.Mr. Stagg.of being a professor and saying that is statutory;

this is constitutional. I don't buy that. If the people want

something in the constitution, it's their constitution. They

want this to stay in there. The progress has been made under

it being there. So, I say let's don't tamper with it, I don't

care what other umbrellas are there, and what other departments

and commissions are no longer there. This is one that's different

from the others, and I say let's defeat the Stagg-Abraham amendment.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I know the time is short.

We're about to run out of time so I just want to rise and object

to Mr. Stagg's amendment. I want to tell you this much, that there

are more people that hunt and fish and love their sport in the

State of Louisiana than will probably vote on this constitution.

If you leave this out, I think you're going to find one of the

bast reasons to vote against this constitution, I urge the

defeat of the amendment.

Questions

MR. CHEHARDY
Mr. Stagg» are you aware that we're talking about fishing

licenses and hunting licenses? Now, to ask you this question

I'm going to have to give you background. As long ago as fif-

teen years, there was a bond issue, for example, to float enough

bonds to raise money, hundreds of millions of dollars, to dig

a canal from Westwego to the Gulf of Mexico. Now, forget the

financial aspects. It was proven beyond a shadow of a doubt

had they dug this waterway that the natural habitat of the

wildlife and fisheries in that entire area would have been

destroyed—oyster fishing, shrimp fishing, etc. The agency

that provided the background for this fight to stop this

disaster in one community of our state—and this is almost

fifteen years ago—was Wildlife and Fisheries. Can you say

that an agency which has provided this type of service is not

valuable to this community? They have been aware and have done

things protecting the environment of our state for years and

for generations. It goes far beyond my fishing license or

hunting license. What I would like to ask you in view of this

knowledge now that probably you hadn't understood before, would

you just withdraw your amendment?

MR. STAGG
The answer to your question, Mr. Chehardy, is no.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Stagg, would your amendment abolish the Wildlife and

Fisheries Commission?

MR. STAGG
No, sir, it would not.

MR. je:;kins

Would it abolish the Wildlife and Fisheries Department?

MR. STAGG
No, it would not.

MR. JENKINS
Would it prohibit fishing and hunting in Louisiana?

MR. STAGG
No, it would not.
Mr. Chairman, I'm not going to take up any more time. I'd

like to comment to Lantz Womack that of the eight hundred thousand
fishing licenses issued last year, not one less will be issued next
year. Of the millions of people that I'm told by you that
hunt and fish and enjoy it, not one less will enjoy it. All you're

looking at is another sacred cow that you are preserving fron the

slaughter pen by the acts of this convention. If you fully

realize that that's what you're doing, then it's up to you. I

have given vou a vehicle by which you can do what we were sent

here to do, and that was to write a proper constitution. I

urge the adoption of the amendment.

[Record vote ordered. Amendment rejected:

17-86 . Motion to reconsider tabled .]

Amendment

YK. POYNTER
Mr. Drew sends up amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1. On page A, delete lines 8 through 22, both

inclusive. in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 12. Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

Section 12. There shall be a Department of Wildlife and

Fisheries. A director of said department shall be appointed by

the governor, with the consent of the Senate, for a term con-

current with the appointing governor. The department and the

director shall have control and supervision of the wildlife

of the state, including all aquatic life, and other powers

and duties authorized by this constitution or provided by law."

MR. HENRY
All right. I believe Mr. Drew wants to change the word

"department" to "agency" in there every time; is that right, ^r.

Drew?

MR. DREW
Yts, sir.

Each place where"departmert"is used, change it to "agency."

Expl ana ti on

MR. CREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I think

that this amendment will satisfy your sportsmen, your fish and

fur industries, for this reason: Under the constitutional pro-

visions as now existing, ,i scvr-r man commission is appointed

which is the Conmission of Wildlife and Fisheries. By that

amendment which created the commission, the Department of

Wildlife and Fisheries was placed completely under this com-

mission's control. This is another one of those blue ribbon

boards that we've had so many of in the past. Now, what this

amounts to, and the reason I am so insistent on this amendment,

is this—and I hope you will listen to it. In the department,

and I am making a distinction between the commission and the

department because to me there is an agency there— it formerly

was called a department—you have your director; you have

your personnel who are educated, trained, and have experience

in marine biology, lake management, all of the things that

are necessary for the proper carrying out of the purpose of

this agency. That is where your personnel, your Qualified

personnel, are situated. They are under the control, or ad-

ministrative control of the director, which is appointed by the

conmission. But, any decision irade by this personnel with the

expertise and know-how and experience can be overridden by a

comnission that is an appointed commission. Theie are nc

specific qualifications for the commission, and four of them,

even under the proposal as offered, only have to be elected of

the state; that's all. If you would look—and I'm very sorry

—

I had the makeup of the personnel of the present commission,

and I don't mean to say anything derogatory towards any of

those gentlemen, but as I recall the majority if not all of

the members of the present commission have one qualification
for having the final sayso over these people with the knowledge

and know-how, and that qualification was that they have a hobby

of fishing or hunting. Now, I don't think that that makes

sense. If a commission that is not trained in a particular
subject has the abpclute right to override the decisions of

trained, experienced, educated personnel, we either don't

need the trained personnel or we don't need the commission-

I think you'll agree with ire that we do need the trained per-

sonnel for our wildlife and fisheries management. For that

reason I am asking that we do put into the constitution, to

satisfy the million or so of people who are so interested in

this subject—and as I said when I was at the podium before,

there are sc many that are confused that If we abolish the

commission we have done away with wildlife and fisheries
entirely. Well, that is not so, and under this amendment it

certainly would not be so. We will have an agency of wildlife

and fisheries which will meet, I think, most of their desires.

We will have the qualified personnel who can m^ke the decisions.

We will do away with another blue ribbon board that is unnecessary,

and by naming it an agency rather than s. department as it v*as
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formerly called, we have not interfered with the probable re-
organization into the twenty departments. I urge that you
adopt this amendment. It will take care of the sportsmen; it

will take care of the fish and fur industries which is a tre-
mendous industry in this state; and it will give the people
with the experience, the know-how, the proper authority to

run the Agency of Wildlife and Fisheries. I'll be glad to
answer any questions.

MR. KELLY
Hartrcn, one of the things that bothers me is since you have

row changed your amendment to read "Agency of WilrlJife and
Fisheries." I surpos-e, instead of "Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries, "am I to understand that what you're trying to do
is to set this thing up in line with what was passed in the
txfcutive Artlc.'e to iJlov consolidation or iretger in the
future?

MR. DREW
I'm not... I made tl-; : change. Dor. for the purpose of not

being in conflict with that. As I understand it, if it is called
a department in the constitution, it constitutes one of the
twenty departments.

MR. KELLY
Yes, but I meant, by putting the word "agency", what's to

keep the legislature at a future date from running this agency,
or this department .into some other department and making it, this
all important agency here, a stepchild of some other department?

MR. DREW
It could be consolidated with another department, Don, but

with these constitutional provisions I don't think there'd be an'/
way to do away with it or with the powers that it would have,
as it's constitutionally provided.

MR. AVA.NT

Harmon, you've made the statement that the lay commission,
under the present law, had the authority and the right to
overrule the decisions of the professional staff. Correct?

MR. DREW
Right.

MR. AVANT
Well, this director, who's going to be one man rather than

seven who deliberate, will have the same authority, will he not?

MR. DREW
He would.

MR. AVANT
And you have prescribed no qualifications for the director,

have you?

MR. DREW
I understand that there is an amendment to be offered to set

qualifications for a director, Mr. Avant, which I would have no
objections to.

MR. AVANT
But your amendment provides no qualifications for a director?

MR. DREW

That is correct, but when you look at it this wav. Jack, when
you have a man who is in authority of an agency who has the right
to hire qualified personnel, I don't think he's going to hire
qualified personnel and ignore their opinions.

MR. AVANT
Well, wouldn't that same thing apply to a commission?

MR. DREW
Not necessarily.

MR. AVANT
Well, wouldn't the argument that you advance , then, be an

argument against any type of multimember commission , such as
the Civil Service Commission or any other commission?

MR. DREW
I ^ think you have a little different situation here. Jack.

I don't know, it may be the same as some of the other commissions,
but my objection is the fact that you have people with absolutely..
there s no requirement that they have any knowledge in the fi.-id.

MR. AVANT
Well, that's true of many other of these lay commissions that

are established, is it not?

MR. DREW
Yes, and I disagree with it. I certainly do.

IMotion to limit debate on the Amendment
to fifteen minutes adopted: 56-28.']

Point of Order

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Chairman, this is just a parliamentary inquiry. Are

these amendments germane to the section? One seems to have to
do with the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, and one has to
do with the Wildlife and Fisheries Department, which are two
entirely different things.

MR. HENRY
I think you'd be straining at a gnat to say that they weren't.

You're just chancing the word "department" to "agency," or
"commission" to "agency." I think it's sort of straining at a
gnat, Mr. Arnette, so far as this is concerned. So, I agree that
they're in order.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Harmon, if in the reorganization of the executive branch

there were a Department of Conservation created, could not this
agency and the Forestry Agency, and the Register of State Lands
Agency— all that could be in this one department, could .' t not?

MR. DREW
I'm sure that's where it will wind up. Mack.

MR. ABRAHAM
We don't have any qualifications anywhere else in this con-

stitution for other agency heads or offices, do we?

MR. DREW
Not that I know of, no.

MR. ABRAHAM
Do you see any real need why this needs to be put in this

constitution?

MR. DREW
I don't see that there's any serious objection to this amendment.

MR. HENRY
Will you yield to a question from Mr. Fulco?

MR. FULCO
Representative Drew, according to your amendment, and if the

legislature saw fit, couldn't they create an advisory commission?

MR. DREW
Certainly, certainly. You could always create that.
If there are no further questions, I move for the adoption

of the amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, 1 rise

in opposition to the Drew amendment. I regret that I have to

take issue with Mr. Drew on this because I'm sure he feels, as I

do, that there should be active management of our fish and game.
But I'd like to ask you to consider first the fact that our fish
and game, both commercial and sport , is a renewable natural
resource. Now before this constitution was. .. .Before this com-
mission was placed in the constitution, the Wildlife and Fisheries
Departmert, as it was knovKi then , had very little support all over
the otate of Louisiana. They could not possibly, ladies and
gentlemen, do the job that was expected of them without the
support of the people of the State of Louisiana. So, back in

1952, the sportsmen and the commercial fishermen, trappers, and
fur dealers, and all the seafood dealers, all got together in

a comnon effort to create a commission and place it in the con-
stitution.- Now, it had a psychological effect like I've never
seen before. I've never seen as many diversified interests in

all my life get together behind one common cause. They all got
together. If you think there's been some firemen and policemen
down here in this thing, you should have seen....
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MR. HENRY
Please take your seats, gentlemen, and let's hold down on the

noise. Proceed, sir.

MR. HERNAiNDEZ

You should have seen the number of sportsmen and commercial

fishermen, commercial trappers, and all these dealers, all come

to Baton Rouge in support of thi^ Wildlife and Fisheries Com-

mission. It had tremendous support; it carried, and the

people of the State of Louisiana, on every occasion it's been

presented, have voted strongly in favor of this commission In

the constitution. Now, they after this was placed in there,

this Wildlife and Fisheries Commission has enjoyed tremendous

support of all forms of all the different ones who take our

wildlife and our fish, the sportsmen especially. But, they

also have had the support of the commercial fishermen and the

coimercial trappers. The sportsmen have gone into programs

of propagation, and they have supported the Wildlife and

Fisheries Commission, and there has been excellent relation-

ship between the Wildlife and Fisheries Connission and the

sportsmen all over the state in propagating game. There are

a lot of areas in this state that have a lot of deer now, that

have deer on which they have open season. The same thing is

true of turkey; we have brought the turkey back. There have

been numerous attempts to plant feed. The sportsmen's group

go out and plant food for quail. They have brought those back,

brought the quail back in a lot of places. Just to make a

long story short, the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission has

enjoyed excellent support of the sportsmen and commercial

fishermen and hunters all over the state. Now, to take away

this commission from these men is going to be discouraging.

Frankly, I'm afraid it'll have the same psychological effect

on the sportsmen that they had when they put this commission In.

That Is, the opposite.

I ask you, please defeat this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Hr. Chairman, and members, I rise against this amendment.

This amendment does the same thing as Mr. Stagg's. It takes out

the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Conmisslon. Like Delegate

Hernandez says, there are a million people, a million sportsnen

in this state. That's a large, large segment of this state.

They are... want to take part in their government. Their spokesmen,

in their government on t'lldlife and various kinds, fishing, hunt-

ing, are the members of this commission. It's the very thing

that keeps their interest alive. It's a symbol also, like

Joan of Arc; she didn't win any war, but she was a symbol to

the French people. This Is very important. You remember we had

I believe, four constitutional blue ribbon commissions put in

the constitution under Governor Kennon. I was in the legislature;

I voted for those. Twice, different governors tried to take

those out. It went to the peonle. The people voted them down.

This... I'm sure Mr. Drew has good purposes in mind. But, the

people in north Louisiana—I'm thoroughly familiar with the

members of the wildlife organizations, and all the fishermen

—

they want this commission there. You'll be doing a great in-

justice to the people if you pass this amendment. I vigorously

oppose this one just as much as I did Mr. Stagg's amendment.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. KELLY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I, too,

rise in opposition hesitantly to Mr. Drew's amendment. But, In

essence, the way I read the amendment. If we were going to go

this far as may as well have Rone on and adopted Mr. Stagg's

amendment, which was overwhelmingly defeated earlier. I acknowledge

one thing that Mr. Drew does. He says that the department and

the director shall have control and supervision of the wildlife

of the state. The way this amendment is drawn, this could mean

that one man would have the control and supervision of all the

wildlife of the state. I think it's a bad amendment. Let's go

ahead and defeat this and let's come up with a workable system

somewhere down the line in line with what the committee has

already proposed.

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I want to ask Mr. Drew a question,

but I was not recognized for that purpose. Mr. Drew stated that

by changing the name from department to agency it would not be

Included in the reorganization of the Executive Branch. I suggest

that Mr. Drew read Section KB) of the Executive Branch and also

Section 22, which says, "reallocation of the functions, powers.

and duties of all departments, offices, agencies, and other

Instrtmientalltles of the Executive Branch, except those functions,

powers and duties and departments allocated by this constitution."

So, of course, agencies will be covered just as much. This pro-

posed amendment says less than the committee proposal. 1 agree

that the entire matter is statutory. There isn't any question of

it. But, the people want it in the constitution, and to leave it

out will jeopardize its adoption, and that is why I favor It. I

consistently favor provisions, though statutory, that will strengthen

the chances of adoption. There's no question that it's statutory.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, one

of the areas which I think Is so often overlooked in connection

with the functions of the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission is

the commercial end of the business. I think there are very few

people who realize that the area along the Louisiana coast is

the most prolific area in the entire world for the production of

seafoods. This has been substantiated by the United States

Chamber of Commerce. I'd like, for instance, to give you some

of the figures which show that the shrimp industry Is valued

over two hundred million dollars. The fur industry, another

twenty million; the menhaden industry, another hundred million;

the crab industry, another five million; and the oyster industry,

another twelve million. The point I'm trying to make to you is

the fact that in years gone by there has been little or no repre-

sentation in the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission with respect

to this. ..to one of the most valuable industries which we have

in our state. It was for that reason that some years ago that

the provision was included to appoint three electors from the coastal

parishes in order to represent the commercial fishing interests

and the fur interests. I suggest to you that this is most

necessary in order that we can continue to be able to produce

the hundreds of millions of dollars of seafood which have been

and will be produced off of the coast of Louisiana in the future.

So, I, therefore, urge you to reject the amendment in order that

the coastal parishes who have such a vital interest in the

continuation of this most important industry so that they can

have a voice in the continuation of the proper type of operation

by the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission.

Closing
MR. DREW

Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, let

me straighten out two mistakes. I'm sure they were honest mistakes

that were made here. One by Mr. Jack and one by Mr. Kelly when

they said that you may as well adopt the Stagg amendment as the

Drew amendment, there is no way In the world to relate those

two amendments. As presently constituted in the 1921 Constitution

as amended, had you adopted the Stagg amendment, and abolished or

deleted this entire section, you would have deleted the entire

wildlife and fisheries, period. You would have deleted the

entire wildlife and fisheries. Here we are not deleting the

wildlife and fisheries. What we are doing is we are removing

a blue ribbon board and putting the responsibility upon the

party who should carry the responsibility, the director of the

agency. As 1 said befort*, he hires qualified personnel to advise,

and I don't think any director would iKnore the .Tdvice of that

qualified personnel. I don't see too much merit to --h.-it ^Ir. Pere?:'s

argument Is because of the way the rirt reads; it says that you

have to Iiave tliree ot the coast.n] parishes and representatives

of the commercial industries, fishing and fur industries,and four

at large. So, you have four wi thout . . .wi th absolutely no quali-

fications, three that nerely have to be from the coastal parishes,

and supposedly represent the fur and fish imiustry. What does

represent *:he fur and fish Industry mean, >:entlemen? Look at

the composition of vour present board and tell me how many of

them are actual representatives of the f.jr and fish industry.

This is a blue ribbon board that wc can do without. We can put

the responsibility where it belongs—on the director—and do the

same job and do it in a better manner. I move for the adoption

of the amendment.

[Amendment rejected: 26-84. Motion
to reconsider tabied.]

Amendment

MR. PkYNTER
Next amendment sent up by Delegate Avant

.

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, line 10, after the word and

punct-uatlon "life," and before the word "hereby" delete the word

"is' and Insert in lieu thereof the following: "are recognized as
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renewable resources , belonging to the people. The right of the"
—and this is a change; strike out the word "people" in the second
line ; insert in lieu thereof "ci tizens of the State". Strike out
"people" and insert in lieu thereof "citizens of the State, "The
right of the citizens of the State to harvest these resources is

recognized, subject to private property rights and reasonable
regulation, as provided by law, to insure their preservation
for the future. They are"

Expl anat ion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this is, 1 would hope, a

noncont rovers ial amendment . It simply recognizes that these
resources. .. that is, aquatic life and wildlife are one renewable
resources, with the idea that they will be managed as such, and
that they do belong to all of the people of the state, and not
to particularly any nar ticular individual. It further—and this
is the main thrust of the amendment— at the rlp:ht of the citizens
of the state to harvest these resources is recognized subject to
private rights of property and to reasonable regulation as pro-
vided by law to insure their preservation for the future. Now,
the thrust of that amendment Is simply this : to recognize that
the people, the citizens do have the right to harvest these
resources because from time to time and in place to place, there
develops a movement to outlaw hunting, outlaw fishing for various

and sundry reasons, from well-intentioned people with whom, I

think, the vast majority of our citizens would violently disagree.
So, we want to recognize that the citizens have the right to

harvest this renewable resource subject only that they have to

recognize private property rights and they are subjected to

reasonable regulation in the form of management to make sure that

this resource is not destroyed or dissipated and done away with.
I'll answer any questions.

Quest ions
MR. NUNEZ

Mr. Avant, it would seem that the Section 12 as written would
probably cover what you're trying to do. Wliat concerns me...

MK. AVANT
I didn' t hear you, Mr. Nunez.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, it's hard to hear myself to tell you the truth.

MR. AVANT
Well, start over, would you, please, sir?

MR. NUNEZ
1 say it would seem like S

what you're trying to do. ^That

330 when we had wild oyster ree
almost depleted our oyster supp
and drudge and take oysters tha
We established a leasing proced
was able to lease "X" number of
plant his oysters and cultivate
fit. 1 wonder if you were prote
preservation for the future. A
allow anyone to go on his lease
under his cultivation?

ection 12 as written would cover
concerns me is in several years

fs all throughout the state, we've
ly. Anybody could go on any re^^sf

t they saw fit that were marketable,
ure whsreby an oyster fisherman
acres of ground, and thereby
them and harvest them as he sai/

cting his rights to assure their
re we doing something that would
and get his oysters that are there

If we constitutionally give everybody a right to harvest these
things... if we put in a closed season on something, wouldn't we
be building in a lawsuit every time we try and have a closed
season?

MR. AVANT
Now, Mr. Lanier, you're too competent an attorney to really

believe that. — is subject to private property rights and to
reasonable regulation as provided by law to insure their preserva-
tion for the future. So, if they think that it is a resource...
a particular species, it's going to disappear, they've got every
right in the world to put a closed season on it. I think you

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Avant, along with that same subject, you're referring to

the normal Louisiana hunting and fishing laws, aren't you^ sir?

MR. AVANT
Yes, sir. Those are those regulations that I'm referring

to; where they close the season here, they may open it there.
They say you can only kill six squirrels, or ten squirrels; that's
a reasonable regulation to Insure that this renewable resource
renews itself and doesn't become destroyed or lost.

MR. CHATELAIN
You don't take away the right of the legislature to pass

those reasonable laws.

MR. AVANT
No, sir, I'm not taking away that right...

MR. CHATELAIN
I think you've got a good amendment, Mr. Avant.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Avant, I would like to bring out that as provided by law

covers everything that the ...and gives the legislature the right
to regulate the taking closed seasons and to insure propagation
or anything else that they care to do. They are not limited.

MR. AVANT
It certainly does, and that was the Intent of the amendTixent

.

MR. HERNANDEZ
The statement that you made up there is one of the best

statements that I've seen made.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Jack, a little bit concerned about: suppose a nan is

doing some commercial fishing in a nonnavlgable stream. Are you
saying here that the property rights as to the riparian lando^mers

extending to the thread of the stream would force this commercial
fisherman into a situation of having to lease a particular area
from a riparian owner?

MR .AVANT
V/cll, I'm not changing the law. If it's a nonnavlgable

stream and the bed of that stream and the water in that stream
belongs to a private Individual, under the law now he's got no
right to go out there and start operating a commercial fishing
operation.

MR. AVANT
No, Mr. Nunez, we're not interfering with the lease system

with respect to oysters because that is a private property right.
The right has been leased by the state on state-owned land to
a particular individual to raise oysters at that particular place.
There's nothing In this amendment that is designed or intended or
will, in fact, disturb that system.

MR. NUNEZ
But, you state in the opening statement here "or recognizes

renewable leases belonging to the people, the right of the people
to harvest these resources is recognized."

MR. AVANT
"Subject to private property rights and regulations to insure

that they will be preserved for the future."

MR. LANIER
Mr. Avant, I'm very concerned about giving a constitutional

right to harvest this wildlife. In particular, I'm thinking about
the situation with alligators and snipe. For many years the
season was closed on these animals because they had been depleted
to a point where they were about to be hunted out of existence.

MR. ANZALONE
Oh, I beg to differ with you, just slightly because that's

not what the law says... and it's a serious question.

Further Discussion

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise to oppose this Avant

amendment. We've already taken care of this in our policy state-
ment in Section 1, which states that "the natural resources of

the state shall be protected, conserved and replenished Insofar
as possible and consistent with the health, safety and welfare
of the people." We've already covered this. There's no necessity
to cover it twice. I respect Mr. Avant's position, and I sympathize
with it, but we've already taken care of this. Let's not start
messing into the problems of the commercial fisherman and the
problems of the individual fisherman. It's all going to be taken
care of. This thing could lead to all sorts of problems, the
way it's written. 1 respect Mr. Avant, and I recognized he's
trying to fulfill his function as the delegate appointed to

represent wildlife and fisheries, but we've already done this
job for him in Section 1, and I urge you to vote against this
amendment. Thank you.
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Further Di scuss ion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, this

is a very, very dangerous amendment, and In spite of the fact that

Mr. Avant feels that this would not have any effect on our oyster

industry, I am certain, and I've asked and discussed this with

some other lawyers who have interpreted this language and there

is no question in my mind that... if all of these resources belong

to the people, that means that every oyster on every oyster lease

in the state belong to all of the people of the state. The right

of the people to harvest these resources is recognized, subject

to what? Private property rights, t>"t this is not a private property

right. A lease is strictly a personal right, not a property right.

In my judgment the words are so ambiguous that we're playing with

fire, and we should not Jeopardize or even adopt language which

could jeopardize one of the very, very Important industries in

the coastal area of Louisiana. I therefore strongly urge you to

reject the amendment.

Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Perez, what you're telling us then, if a person is given

a right to retrieve, we say, oyster shells from a body of water,
then anybody co^uld go in there, even though he had a right from
the state to retrieve these shells, sir?

MR. PEREZ
Well, I didn't quite understand your question.

MR. CH/.TELAIN

Well, if the state gives certain rights...

MR. PEREZ
The state, at this time, gives rights to certain people

to go in to dredge clam shells, yes, under applicable laws.

MR. CHATELAIN
That's what I mean. That wouldn't give If the state gave

Mr. Lanier that right, I couldn't as a private citizen...

MR. PEREZ
I don't know whether It would or not. It just depends upon

whether or not this savings clause. In the end "subject to
reasonable regulation" would adequately take care of It. I'm
not sure what the course would say about that. That's why I

say this is such a dangerous amendment when you adopt something
like this in such general terms that It's so very difficult
to try Co Interpret that it just possibly could do a tremendous
amount of violence to the fisheries* Interest of this state.

MR. CHATELAIN
But, you do agree, though, Mr. Perez, that the wildlife

and fish of this state belong... in fact, do belong to the people?

MR. PEREZ
We have all of the Civil Code Articles that we need on that

subject right now, and there's absolutely no need to have such
a provision as this in the constitution.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I agree with what Mr. Perez

Just said, but I would point out one further thing that this
amendment does which I don't think Mr. Avant Intended, and that
is that it goes much further in allowing certain people to hunt.
For example, presently, children the age of eight years of age
are not allowed to use firearms hunting—legally, that is. By
stating in here that the right of the citizens of the state to
harvest these resources is recognized, subject to private property
rights and reasonable regulation to insure their preservation
for the future .would have the effect of saying that anybody, no
matter what his or her ages, could hunt. I think that there's
some reasonable restriction that the legislature should be
allowed to put on this type of thing. I urge the rejection.
Mr. Chairman, how many further speakers are there?

{^Moti on to limit debate to five minutes
adopted wi thout object ion

.

]

Further Discussion

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, for many of the numerous

reasons previously stated, and due to the fact that our committee
debated this particular area at great length,and we were very

careful so as not to get into areas where we hopefully would
create many of the problems that are being mentioned at this
time, I ask you to oppose this amendment. The committee spent
a lot of time on this area. We tried to retain the source

provision in the present constitution in this particular area as

closely as we possible could so that we would not create some
unforeseen problems. For those reasons, I ask you to please
oppose this amendment. Thank you.

[ /IS men d me nt wi thdrawn .}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
These are the Duval amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 4, line 12, after the word

and punctuation "governor," and before the word "six"' insert
the following: "subject to confirmation by the Senate,"

Explanation

MR. Dtn/AL

Mr. Chairman, fello'v delegates , this anendraent merely
requires that the Senate confirm the appointments of the governor
on this commission, I think this Is a good thing and in keeping
with the balancing off of the branches of government and to insure

that you won't have a situation where you will have an appointment
where there may not be an income tax return filed, etc., because
as I understand It, the Senate Committee reviews :hese things.
Moreover, it certainly will insure the interest of wildlife and

fisheries because you might appoint someone, the governor might
appoint someone who has nothing at all to do with wildlife and fisheries

and this basically, this keeps a good balance and I think it's

necessary. I urge the adoption of the amendment

.

Questions

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Duval, in view of the fact that in some sections we

have said "confirmation" and in others "public confirmation"

I wonder what you mean by the terra "confirmation" public or ...

MR. DUVAL
y\y "confirmation" is how we've described it in the Executive

Article, whatever that amounts to.

MR. ASSEFF
We have included it both ways is why 1 asked the question,

Mr. Duval ; it's all right with me

.

[^Amendmen t adopted without object ion .}

Amendment
MR. POYNTER

Kelly and Bergeron.
Amendment No. 1. On page 4, line 16, at the end of the line,

delete the word "three" and insert in lieu thereof the word "four".

Expl anat ion

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Chairman, fair lady and men delegates, I've checked

with most of the committee on this amendment and it's met with
full agreement. It seems like it's in more or less in line of
a technical amendment. What we've provided for in the Wildlife
and Fisheries Commission of Section 12 Is a seven man board. As

I read this section. Section 12, I see that it only provides that
six members be electors from the state. This amendment would simply
provide that the seventh member be an elector from the state also.
If we pick up on line 13, "and one whom shall serve a term concurrent
with that of the governor; three shall be elected from coastal parishes
and representatives of commercial fishing and fur industries; and
three shall be elected from the state-at-large." This amendment

would simply provide that not six, but seven members would
be electors. That's simply the intent of the amendment, it's
more or less in line of a technical amendment, and I would urge
the adoption.

Quest ions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Bergeron, as I understand it, you would leave in there ...

as I understand it, you would leave in the committee proposal
the provision that three members should be representatives of the

commercial fur and fishing industry; is that correct?

MR. BERGERON
Yes, sir that is correct.
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MR. DENNERY
Now» under the recent ruling of the.... under the recent

ruling of the Ethics Commission, wouldn't that be considered a

conflict of interest if they had to vote on their own rules affecting

their industries?

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Dennery, I understand that there is an amendment coming

up which would take that out, following my amendment.

[Amendment adopted without objection ,}

Amendment

>tR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Burns.

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, line 17, at the end of the

line, immediately after the word "large" delete the period "."

and add the following: "other than representatives of the commercial

fishing and fur industries."

Expl anation

MR. BURNS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, my amendment was

classified non-controversial by the huddle up here a short while ago

and 1 may say in addition to that I discussed it with the chairman

of the committee and several of the committee members and they,

likewise, had no objection to it, so I hope you'll find it non-
controversial. The last sentence in the committee proposal provides

that three of the commission, three shall be electors of the coastal
parishes representing commercial fishing and fur industries and

three shall be electors from the state-at-large. My amendment sub-

stitutes a comma "," for the period "." after the word "large" and

provides that the electors-at-large shall be other than respresentatives

of the commercial fishing and fur industries. In other words, I think,

it's necessary because it could easily be otherwise that some governor

may appoint all of them from the fur and fishing industries or may

appoint two of the ones-at-large from the fur and fishing industries.

Now, I think that is certainly not the intent of the commission...

of the committee's proposal and I, therefore, ask adoption of this

amendment.

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Burns, I share your concern, but my question is this;

you're going to have three mandated to be representatives of the

fur and fishing industries; your amendment would say three are going

to be representatives of other than— that's one less if the governor

would appoint someone not associated—then you would have four people

not associated with the industry and three associated, the majority

controlling the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission may have no interest

at all with wildlife; don't you think it's a problem?

MR. BURNS
I don't think so. This amendment is solely intended to take

care of what I think the intention of the committee is or was in

preparing this which has been substantiated by my discussing this

with them. The only three members should be appointed from the fur

and fishing industries and the other four should be some other groups

or some other industry throughout the state-at-large and not

wind up with maybe seven members.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Burns, is it not true that your amendment, the way

it's written, doesn't make for any substantive change from the

present situation?

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

100-5 . Motion to reconsider tabled .]

So, this deletes the section that says that you have to be representative^

as such. from commercial fishing and fur industries because under

the recent decision of the Ethics Commission affecting the Mineral

Board, for instance; if you're in the oil and gas business, you can't

bo on the Mineral Board. It leaves that discretion to the governor

to balance on the Interest on this particular section, so that's

why it's put in. I ask for your favorahle adoption.

Ques t i ons

MR. NUNEZ

Senator Brown, you quoted a ruling from the Ethics Commission.

I haven't seen that ruling. I read about it, but the members of the
Mineral Board that have conflict of interest evidently are still

serving. Is that a ruling or was it an opinion or what's the

official action taken by the Ethics Commission on this decision?

MR. BROWN
Senator Nunez, my sources of information are Mr. Dennery

and what I've read in the paper. I see exactly what you're
saying, but I think that there is no doubt as to what's going
to be finally ruled; there would be a direct conflict. I haven't

read any definitive decision.

MR, NUNEZ
Well, from my knowledge and sources there's been no ruling.

It's just been rumors and opinions and some newspaper accounts

of what somebody said. Now, if in fact, we have commissions and

boards running these various interests of the state such as the

mineral Interest or the oil and gas interest and the seafood interest;

who do you think should serve on these things, people who are completely

unfamiliar with them, people who are In other lines of business, people

who 4o not have a background, or people who do have a background
that could rule intelligently on some of the decisions? I think

that's what we have got to decide here today, not what the Ethics
Commission has rumored they're going to do.

MR, BROWN
I think it comes down to monetary gain. I think is what

we're talking about; the question of monetary gain. If you make
your living off decisions handed down by a particular board
of commission then you shouldn't be a member of that. There's
some discretion involved. There's all kinds of people who are very

familiar with particular commissions such as what we're talking
about right now who have good solid backgrounds in wildlife and
fisheries, who could be excellent members of this commission who
don't have to have monetary gain from it. I think that's what
we're talking about, I don't think we should appoint someone who is

completely unfamiliar with the particular commission involved; I

think they ought to have... be good in experience in the background
and I feel confident that the governor will appoint people experienced
in these particular fields. But, you can't have monetary gain. I

think that's what we're talking about.

MR. DERBES
Senator Brown, you don't have to be involved in highway

construction to be a member of the Highway Board, do you?

MR. BROWN
Not at all, Mr. Derbes.

MR. DERBES
You don't have to be necessarily involved in oil and gas

exploration to be a member of the Mineral Board, do you?

MR. BROWN
You don't have to, but you can certainly be.... have a good

solid background with experience over the years in a number
of related fields to give you background to make good value judgments.
I agree with you.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment is sent up by Delegates Brown and Kelly.

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, delete lines 15 through 19,

both inclusive,—and we need to add now. Senator—"including

all Floor Amendments thereto".

Expl anation

MR. BROWN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, what this does is try

to alleviate the problem that Mr. Dennery raised earlier about

some of the recent decisions by the Ethics Commission stating that

it is a conflict to receive monetary gain by being a member of the

commission and also voting on policies that affect that commission.
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MR. DERBES
So, all your amendment does, is it creates a certain amount of

flexibility and it,, and possibly it anticipates what might

ultimately become, and I think, should become the public policy of

this state, namely, the people who have economic interests in certain
activities shouldn't sit on the boards that regulate them; isn't that
correct?

MR. BROWN
Definitely, I agree with you.

MR. GINN
Jim, why did you in your amendment include deleting lines

18 and 19 about "no member shall be reappointed after serving a

six year term." Am I correct that you included that, and why did
you delete it?
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MR. BROWN
David, I did and that wasn't the intention. That wasn't

the intention. I... so as to say if ... I'd certainly have no

objection to putting that provision on there, that just was not

the intention; that was an oversight.

HR. GINN
Well, would you consider withdrawing it and resubmitting

it hy leaving 18 and 19 in there—those lines?

MR. BROWN

If there is no objection, yes, I would withdraw it and

delete that, if there's no objection.

[Amendment withdrawn and resubmitted

with correction

.

j

Questions

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Chairman, or Senator Brown, I just wonder how far

you can expand this and I'm wondering if you, as an attorney, pass

laws in the legislature and then come back and make money defending

the cases as a result of those laws if this doesn't come under about

the san>e thing the Code of Ethics Commission ruled?

MR. BROWN
Wtll, I think it comes down to where you draw the line,

when your dealing with setting prices or, for instance, determining

who gets leases on oyster beds and you— or who gets a mineral

lease vhere you can drill a well and you give the mineral lease to

the you've got....

Further Discussion

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in opposition

to the amendment. I don't think you can compare the Wildlife and

Fisheries Commission to the Mineral Board, and for one major reason:

when you're talking about minerals you're talking about depletable

resources. Whe- you're talking about wildlife you're talking about

renewable resources. The decisions that the Wildlife and Fisheries

Commission makes reflect the future of the wildlife in this state

and reflect on these people who are in the industry. Without the

proper decision the industry could be short lived. I think it is

essential that someone representing the commercial fisheries and

fur industries is on this board because without this representation

their industry might be short lived. I move the rejection of the

amendment and yield to any questions.

Questions

MR ABRAHAM
Boysie, assuming that the three representatives from the

commercial and fur Industry might be prejudiced; would not the

four other mendiers of the board constitute a majority to protect
the interest of the people of the state in that respect?

Burns amendment that

MR. BOLLINGER
They would, Mack, and that was Mr.

just added that language.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Rollinc.pr, doesn't the committee proposal as written

strive for balancj between those who are commercial fishcnncn

and hunters and those who are hobby fishermen and hunters?

MR. BOLLINGER
Most definitely, Mr. Velazquez. I think without realizing

that that you can't understand the true meaning of what's written
into the coomlLtee proposal.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Since someone has discussed about benefits .would this

mean that nobody who is a hunter or a fisherman would be eligible,

and that nobody who Is a processor or a fisherman, or professional,

conaercial fisherman would be eligible? Who would be left to be

on this board?

MR. BOLLINGER
Very few people and the ones who would be left wouldn't care

much what happened to the wildlife.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
You think it would be good to have a board of seven bird

watchers?

Further Di scussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chaiman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, if

I can just give you a little bit of a history with regard to the

Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, for many years the people of the

coastal areas had little or no representation on the Wildlife and

Fisheries Coraralssion. The commission has generally two main functions:

one is to preserve the wildlife of the state for the sportsmen, and

I'm a sportsman myself, and an avid hunter and fisherman. I think

we need that and we very badly nee^ it, but we... what we also very,

very badly need is someone to look after the interests of those

thousands of people who make their living fishing in trawling and

shrimping, oysters, etc. The ... any provision of the Code of Ethics

could certainly not override any provision of this constitution. There

is no reason whatsoever that a person who is knowledgeable in that

field should not be qualified to serve as a member of the commission.

I, therefore, very strongly urge you to reject this amendment.

Further D i scuss ion

MR. DERBES
I'd like to rise in support of Senator Brown's amendment.

I think we've reached a point now in this country where we can

say that it has not always been in our best interest to have people sit-

ting in Important places where judgments are rendered and policies
are made when they have economic interests and in fact, when they make

a great deal of money or can make a great deal of money involved

in the economic activities which they regulate. It's nothing new to

this nation that judges, for example, should not be involved in the

cases that they have judgment over, and what this amendment does, is

it does not require, it does not require the origins of certain

appointments, it merely creates a certain amount of flexibility. With

this amendment, with the passage of the amendment appointments way

still be made from commercial fishing and fur people, but if we decide in

the future, if we decide in the future, that it is not in the best

interest of the state that such people should sit in regulatinn of

the activities in which they are engaged for profit, the appointments

can be discontinued, and perhaps more objective people can be appointed

in their places. I'm not suggesting that there is anything wrong
with the present constitution of the board, but I do think. Senator
Brcwn's amendment raises a good point of flexibility and creates

an atmosphere where people who are not necessarily Involved in the

system can sit In regulation of it. So, I suggest to you that the
amendment is a good one and I urge your adoption of it.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Derbes , since this would let the Duval amendment stand,

wouldn't it then be up to the elected representatives of the people
to make sure we had very well qualified people on this commission
and yet, they didn't have a pecuniary interest in their own decisions?

MR. DERBES
That's correct. I might add that in other Instances of

appointments throughout the state I know of no constitutional re-

quirements and not... and very few statutory requirements that

people who are appointed should be appointed from commercial Interests.

The Highway Board, for example, has a great deal to say about
awarding highway contracts. I don't know of any requirement that

says that people who sit on the Highway Board have to be actively
involved in highway construction. The Mineral Board is an excellent
Illustration of this problem where people who uit on the granting of

mineral leases over state lands are frequently also involved in oil

exploration.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Derbes, if we follow your rationale to Its conclusion,

would we have to conclude that the State Ethics and Grievance
Comnittee of the Louisiana Bar Association should not be composed
of lawyers?

MR. HENRY
Gentleman has exceeded his time.

[wotion to limit debate on the Amendment
to five minutes adopted: 41-37.]

Further Di scuss ion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, you

know we keep limiting debate on this particular subject, and I'm

going to take a minute of my time to tell you— it might be the last

proposal—but it's by far not the least important to us in this

state. In fact, I.... many of us consider it the most important.

You know how this came about; many people have started talking

about there is no representation from this section of the state,

there's no representation from the federation of sportsmen's

league, there's no representation from here, well, I think all
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these people should be represented. Let me read you the present
representatives of the board and let you make up your own mind.

There's a Mr. Luttrell from Delville; he's a retired principal.
There's a Mr. Thompson from Alexandria; he's a real estate and
banking man. There's a Mr. Dupuy from Marksville; he's an at-
torney; I don't know what his other interests are, but I'm sure
he*s a sports and fish fan. There's a Mr. Berry from Berwick
which is a south Louisiana area; he's a contractor. A Mr. Autin
from Houma who's a packer, I understand he's a seafood packer.
There's a Mr. Jones from Cameron who's an attorney and a Mr. Wille
from Bossier who is a newspaper editor. I don't even know if we're
complying with the present constitution, but I'm sure all these
people have an interest that qualifies them to meet the conditions
that is now in the present constitution. I think if we take these
provisions out, we no longer need a commission representative of a

particular segment of what we're doing in this state—what are we

going to put on there, people who are completely unfamiliar with
It— I just don't believe that if we go ahead and if we're going
to have a commission, we should have people managing or supervising
or making the rules of that commission that knows something about
It. Can you picture some people that have no Interest at all in

the dates of seafood trying to set the dates on the shrimp Industry
of this state; it's just ridiculous. We have enough confusion with
the people who know about It. I think if we don't adopt something
that would guarantee us, or guarantee the various Industries, or

guarantee the sportsmen, I think the federation should be represented
on it. There are hundreds. .. .you heard there's a million licenses
issued in this state. Mr. Burt Angelle informs me that their best
estimate is that four hundred and fifty million dollar industry is

Involved in the sports-fishing industry of this state. It's a big
Industry. You heard Mr. Perez—and I'll elaborate on that a little
bit— there's almost a half of billion dollar industry when it comes
to the commercial seafood, the bysters, shrimp, the crabs, the musk-
rats and this— I would say this industry is almost the largest
Industry of this state pretty close up to the top with tourism ana

the other Industry. .. .In the oil Industry, etc. It*s a great in-

dustry. It's a fantastic industry and the recreational business of

this state is expanding every day. I would say if we keep the com-
mission that we should.... we should spell out very clearly that there

should be commissioners that are representative of these various
groups. Whether they should be directly involved and have a finan-
cial interest, I think, we should delineate that part that they
should not have a.... but there should be some way we can say In this

constitution that the commission members should know something about

the business of which they are regulating. I think if we don't do

that, we're just making a mockery of the commission. So, with that,
I'll yield to any questions. I was against the amendment by the way.

Quest ions

MR. DUVAL
Senator Nunez, don't you think that all these people who

WL-rc in Mr. Stage's amendment came up and said how well the

commission had operated; don't you think all these people who
said how we]l it was won't know how it's going to operate now
i f this amendment passes?

MR. NUNEZ
Would you repeat that .please?

MR. DUVAL
I said, don't you remember all these people who said

how well that the commission operated when Mr, Stagg's amendment

came up. You remember that they said that, don't you?

HR. NUNEZ
Yes , you' re right , Mr. Duval

.

MR. DUVAL
This is a friendly question. Senator.

Now, sir, don't you know that when we change this commission

we have no idea how it's going to operate, do we?

MR. NUNEZ
You're absolutely right. I think the commission has operated

very well. I've disagreed witli them on a lot of occasions and I

don't have representation from some of the areas I'd like to see

represented. You heard you people from central and northern

Louisiana,you have four representatives on this commission right now.

There's a... from central and north Louisiana, you've got one from

Bossier, one from Marksville, one from Alex and one from Deville.

Now, I don't know where Deville is», but I think It's pretty close

to central Louisiana. You've got three from south Louisiana, but

I think it's working well.

MR. WOMACK
Senator Nunez, what I'm trying to get out to you now is

that the seafood industry in that area is south Louisiana's
cotton crop, soybean crop, sugarcane crop and timber crop, etc.

MR. NUNEZ
You can throw in a few squirrels,

like, but that's the fact.

Mr. Womack, if you'd

Further Di scussion

MR. BROWN
I want to briefly just say one thing. The intent of this is not

to hurt any industry, we've got a fine Industry that comes and

derives from our wildlife and our fishing and this is not tlie

intention at all. We're not iiere talklnp, about liurting any

industry whatsoever. We're merely talking about a conflict of

interest. Let me say that again. Senator Nunez. We're strictly

talking about a conflict of interest. Now, the Ethics Commission

recently ruled you can't serve as a milk processor and also serve

on the milk commission to raise prices of milk, it's a conflict
of interest, number one. Number two , Mr. Denncry just checked

with the Board of Ethics and they have rules. Senator Nunez, that

in a case here not too recently that an individual who owns an

oyster lease can't serve on the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission

it's a conflict of interest, there Is a monetary interest involved.

The governor has the right to appoint anyone he wants to look

after any industry he wants and definitely we have a very valuable

industry in our fishing industry throughout the coastal waters and

definitely they should be well represented, verv well represented but

not to the tune of having a conflict of interest, all this does

is do away with the conflict of interest. I ask your final passage.

[Record vote ordered . Amendment re jected :

33-68. Motion to reconsider tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegate Tobias, read as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 4, line 13, after the words "serve

for" and before the words "of six" delete the words "a term" and

insert in lieu thereof the words "overlapping terms"

Explanation

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this amendment continues the

Article VI, Section 1 (A) 2 of the 1921 Constitution which provides

overlapping terms; I move Its favorable adoption.

Point of Information

MR. PEREZ
Probably I'm not opposed, but I would like to see the

amendment, I just want to be sure it does what 1 understand
it does.

MR. POYNTER
It's been passed out, Mr. Perez.
Inserts on page 4, line 13, after the words "serve for" and

before the words "of six" delete the words "a term" and insert
in lieu thereof the words "overlapping terms"

[Amendment adopted without objection.]

Recess

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

{_Quoruai Call: 73 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Avant and Mr. Ginn sent up amendments at this time; it's

a set of three amendments if you are kind of searching through the

group there. Set of three amendments sent up by Delegates Avant

and Ginn.
Amendment No. 1. On page A, at the end of line 8, add the

following: " ; Director"
Amendment No. 2. On page 4, line 9, immediately after

"Section 12" and before the word "The" insert "(A) Wildlife and

Fisheries Commission"
Amendment No. 3, On page 4, between lines 22 and 23, insert

the following:

"(B) Director. The commission shai' appoint a director.

He must hold a degree in wildlife management or marine biology

from an accredited university and have at least five years of
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wildlife management or marine biology experience as provided
by lav. However, these qualifications shall not apply to the
director serving on the effective date of this constitution."

Explanation

MR. GINN
Mr. Vice-Chalnaan and delegates, we're talking still about

the Wildlife and Fisheries Comnission and the aspect I'm concerned
with is the director of the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission. I

want to tell you a little bit about what we want to do and what he
does and why I*m offering this amendment. What we are trying to

do is to provide that the director of the Wildlife and Fisheries
Cocnission have a degree and to have experience, and 1 want to

talk about that. In my opinion, the director has a very important
position, he manages all the staff and the personnel in conjuction
with civil service. He has the administrative responsibility and I

would say the supervision of the day-to-day operations of the
conmission. He also prepares a great extent of factual information
and recommendations on the current problems that the commission
deals with and in conjunction with that in making regulations and
certain policies. The director also prepares a reconmiended budget,
a budget, and I think that's a big responsibility you have to be
concerned with. He also has operations in carrying out the progiams
of the commission. Nov, under the director is another aspect that
you have to consider of his importance. He has two assistants, one
dealing with commercial and fishing laws and another assistant who
deals with wildlife and game laws. So, I'm trying to impress upon
you the importance of the position of this director. Mr. Avant
and I believe that the director should have a degree. We want
a certain degree of competency in his position. We feel like
he should have experience in the field of conservation and game
management, in that regard, he would have a better insight of
wildlife and fisheries problems. We feel like there is just no
substitute for experience. Now, the director has to consider
many, many state biologists reports and many studies that he
has to study, and he uses these reports in making certain
regulations that the conanission enforces. Now, if you look
over oft page 5, Section 13 (B) , you'll see that the Committee
on Natural Resources felt that it was wise to have the state
forester to have a degree and to have experience and this
Natural Resources Conmittee wants the forester to have a degree
and experience. We feel like the director of the Wildlife and
Fisheries should also. I just feel like that it's just a matter
of competency and experience. If you want to hire a math teacher,
you don't get a geographer. I feel like we need that experience
and that degree for the director.

Questions

,MR. ABRAHAM
David, do you believe that the director of Wildlife should

nave more technical qualifications than the superintendent of
education?

MR. GINN
More technical qualification?

MR. ABRAHAM
Yes, as far as degrees and this type of thing is concerned.

MR. GINN
I think he needs it. I want to remove .1 would say, I

would want to remove some politics, or this, or that; I just
want competency; I want experience in that position.

MR. ABRAHAM
So, he should be more qualified, experience wise and

education wise than the superintendent of education?

MR. GINN
No, sir, I'm not saying that at all.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, do you realize we haven't put that anywhere else,

all these qualifications, anywhere in this constitution?

MR. GINN
Yes, sir, it's in this.... it's over in the Forestry Comoilsslon.

We haven ' t

MR. ABRAHAM
We haven't done that yet, but we haven't put these type

of qualifications in for the coanissioner of agriculture or
superintendent of education, have we?

MR. GINN
No, sir, because the commissioner of agriculture is

elected and the superintendent is presently elected; this man
is appointed and if he is going to be appointed by the governor,
I want him to have some qualifications. I want him to have that

experience, that degree.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, don't you feel this could be handled statutorially

as well as it could constitutionally?

MR. GINN
Well, you're dealing. ... if you leave it up to the statutes

and put it in the hands of the legislature, there's no telling
what night.— could be done although I do trust the legislature.
I want this safeguard in the constitution and I'm trying to improve
this commission is what I'm trying to do.

MR. BOLLINGER
David, didn't Mr. Bergeron's amendment add the fact that

all seven of these individuals are going to be electors of the
state?

MR. GINN
Yes.

MR. BOLLINGER
And, isn't it very possible that we would have trouble finding

someone living within the state being an elector of this state
having the qualifications you are setting forth in the constitution
and who is willing to take the job?

MR. GINN
Boysie, I don't see that; I certainly do not. There are

many men that would like this job for political reasons and there
are many men that want it because they have careers in this field.
I don't feel like we \riXl have a problem. I think there are
adequate men who would want this position, quite a good number.

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Ginn, just because we might have—and remember— I said

might have made an error in the superintendent of education, is
that any reason to make an error here?

MR. GINN
Well, I don't think we are making an error; no, sir.

I understand your question; yes, sir.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Ginn, just for information, in your Amendment No. 3 and

No. 1, too, you refer to: "The commission shall appoint a director."
Now, is that a different director from the one Mr. Drew was discussing
this morning or would this be a director of the commission?

MR. GINN
I'm concerned with the director of the Wildlife and Fisheries

Commission who is selected, who is hired by the commission, by the

commissioners themselves. He served as executive officer and

administrative officer; he's selected from the commissioners.

MR. BURNS
Yes. Well, now what I'm getting at

MR. GINN
He's kind of an employee I might add.

MR. BURNS
Would this be a different director from the director that

Mr. Drew was talking about this morning in which it just provided
for one director, no coomission?

MR. GINN
No, sir, this is different because you will have the commission

and a director here; he is an employee of the commission; he is the
manager somewhat.

MR. BURNS
But, you wouldn't have a director of the commission and then

a director of the agency, too, would you?

MR. GINN
Well, the agency .no, sir.

Further Discussion
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MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise to oppose this

amendment, there is no need for this—this Is simple straight-
forward legislation— It can best be left in the hands of the
legislature. Like all of you, I want the best possible man
who is degreed and who has experience. But, who are we to sit
right here In 1973 and say that the degree must be in wildlife
management or marine biology. Many experts In this field have
other degrees. Some of the greatest experts in this field have
law degrees. Others have degrees in plain, simple, ordinary
biology. ethers have degrees in zoology. Others have degrees
in systematic parasitology. Others have degrees in comparative
zoology. Others have degrees in comparative vertebrate zoology.
Others have degrees in comparative invertebrate zoology, I mean,
this is just too confining this best can be handled in the
legislature. Now, some people have said this is going to take
it out of politics. There is no way this Is going to take it

out of politics. What's to keep a politician from having a degree
in wildlife management? In fact, if he's a good enough politician,
he'll get some school to give him an honorary doctorate in wildlife
management or an honorary doctorate in marine biology, and suppose
the best man only has four years, nine months of experience; suppose
he only has four years, ten months of experience; suppose he only
has four years, eleven and a half months of experience? I mean,
it seems to me that this thing can best be handled in the
legislature and that we are just running in circles trying to
Introduce something like this here. We need the best man, but
in no way does this amendment guarantee us the best man.

[_Moti on to limit debate or. the Amendment
to five minutes adopted: 4S-5i.]

Expl ana t i on

MR. LANIER
Mr. Hayes, I know you do a lot of fishing yourself and haven't

you net a lot of people who probably have never been to college in
these fields, but yet are quite expert in the area of wildlife
management and game control?

MR. HAYES
We have people, Mr. Lanier, teaching in our schools who do

not have degrees—our welders, air-condition men are practitioners
they don't have degrees, they make more than the teachers with
degrees ; that 's the only way you could get them; we call them
practitioners.

Further Di scussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, the

director of the VJildlife and Fisheries is more of a management
person, a person who has the direction and control over all those
under him. We already have many, many, many well-qualified
people working for the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission as
biologist and so forth. The technical knowledge comes from those
people, the general managerial authority comes from the director.
So, I, therefore, cannot see under what conditions we would have
to have a person with these technical qualifications. I, therefore,
urge you to defeat the amendment.

[previous Question ordered.^

Closing

MR. GXNN
Ladles and gentlemen, I have a committee selecting a list

of pallbearers, therefore, I withdraw the amendment.

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the time is short, so I

won't have too much to say. 1 think Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to this amendment, I think if we'll remember
back about four or five years ago we had a director that would
probably fit in these qualifications barely. We've liad some
others before and some after, and I just ask the general public
and the people in here to see which ones have made the best
director for the State of Louisiana. I urge defeat of this
amendment because education doesn't make a man qualified for
a job as big as this is. I think education, experience, know-
how, and to be able to cet along vith the general public is

what should be counted here. I urge you to vote against it.

Further Di scussi on

MR. HAYES
Ladies and gentlemen, just one minute, I rise In oppostion

number one. We are not "olng toward "' * degrees any more too

much, you go toward practitioners. Practitioners are people who can

actually do the work. I think a director of Wildlife and Fisheries
would be a person who can decide who that was that could help hin
do the job. 1 think we should go more toward practitioners rather
than people with degrees. A degree guarantees you nothing, no

more than in the Judicary Article. They put this in the Judlcary
Article, the only other place I know it Is and I even opposed it

there.

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Mr, Hayes, don't you think that the words "accredited and

experience" are flexible as a rubber band and that there's no

way in which to find out how far accredited. .. .who accredited
by who, what, and which? Isn't that correct?

MR. HAYES
I agree; you can't take a degree and guarantee anything with

it. But, you can take a person who is practicing in a particular
area, use them as a practitioner, I think, the word would be and a
p'erson could hire who they wanted to do, whoever could do the job

rather than saying a degree guarantees it.

MR, WILLIS
So, you agree with me, then, that that would depreciate our

appreciation of the attributes that the commissioner is expected
to have; isn't that correct?

MR. HAYES
That's correct.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

\_Motion for suspension of the rules
to al low withdrawal of the Amendment
adopted wi thout objection. Amendment
wi thdrawn

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Ginn.
Amendment No. 1. On page A, delete lines 17 in its entirety

and insert in lieu thereof the following: "shall be selected from
a list of names submitted by the Louisiana Wildlife Federation as
provided by law."

[Motion to limit debate to thirty
minutes on all remai ning Amendments
to Section 1 rejected; 33-50.
Amendment withdrawn

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Senator Rayburn has a set of amendments.

On page ^, line 17, in Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by

Delegate Burns and adopted by the convention on today, on line 2

of the language added by the amendment, after the word "Industries"
change the period "." to a comma "," and add tlie following:
"as provided by law."

Explanation

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, all I'm attempting to do....

it might happen in the near future or in years to come where we
might want to specify by law the qualifications of the members of
this commission. My amendment only says "as provided by law" in
the event we do want to establish some. You state out here in this
language that "three shall be electors of coastal parishes and
representatives of commercial fishing and fur industries." In my
opinion, I could buy a commercial fishing license and maybe have
never owned one before, and I think it would qualify me to serve
on the commission if I owned a commercial fishing license. The
others, it makes no references as to what their qualifications may
be. I feel that some day if the legislature sees fit, they should
have the right without submitting it back to the people to set up
the qualifications by law if it so desired and that's all my amendment
says "as provided by law."

Question
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MR. SCHMITT
It seens to me that you're really not changing anything

by putting "as provided by law" because it still would have to

be the connercial . . . .have the co!>»ercial recuirement in there

.

You could add extra requirements, but is that your understanding
of what you are doing?

MR. RAYBURN
No. Mr. Schmitt, you have seven members and it says three

of them shall be from coastal parishes and it don't say... make
any reference to where the others will be other than just electors
of the state. I'm thinking maybe some day if the Code of Ethics
or somebody says "This fellow can't serve or that fellow can't serve

fccccuse of a conflict of interest, then by adding this language
the legislature could set up the qiialif Orations.

....and, the Chairman of the connittee has no objection, he

so informed me before 1 offered the amendment.

[previous Quest ion ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendmen t adopted :

90-9. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the

Section . Section passed: 92-10.

Mo ti on to reconsi der tabled .

}

Reading of the Section

MR. POYyiER
"Section 13. Forestry Commission; State Forester

Section 13. (A) Forestry Commission. The practice of forestry

is hereby placed under the Louisiana Forestry Coimnission. The

commission shall consist of seven members, five of whom shall be

appointed by the governor for overlapping terms of five years

each, and two of whom, namely the head of the Department of

Forestry at Louisiana State University and Agricultural and

Mechanical College....

{^Motion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection.^

Explanation

MR. SINGLETARY
This section just has two subparagraphs. Paragraph (A)

sets up the Forestry Connission and Paragraph (B) sets up the

State Forester. Paragraph (A) provides the practice of forestries

placed under the Louisiana Forestry Commission and would consist

of seven members, five appointed by the governor for overlapping

and two, namely the head of the Department of Forestry at L.S.U.

and the director of Wildlife and Fisheries serve as ex officio

members. Two members are owners or executive managers of interests

owning and operating timberlands; one of owner of farmlands Interested

in reforestration; one of pulp and paper mill owner or executive

manager; and the fifth is an owner or executive manager of interests

manufacturing or treating poles, piling, crossties, or veneer. The

connission will appoint a state forester who must be a graduate

from an accredited school of forestry and have at least four

years of forestry experience, as provided by law. Basically,

what we did was slim down about reduced a page and a half

down to a short paragraph and just as we did in Section 12 under

Wildlife and Fisheries, we basically retained the constitution just

as it is, just eliminated some language.

I'll yield to any questions. 1 move it's adoption.

Questions
MR. DUVAL

Alvin, I*m sure it's clear, but 1 just want to make positively
sure, ex officio members they wouldn't be voting members; would they?

MR. SINGLETARY
Really, I'm not clear about that; it stays just as it is now

whatever the practice is now.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I mean, we don't know whether these are voting members

or not? When you say ex officio members, what does it mean?

MR. SINGLETARY
I don't believe they are voting members, Mr. Duval.

MR. DUVAL
If we could perhaps ascertain that information, it might help

us to understand the composition better.

MR. SINGLETARY
I'll try to have our staff find the answer to that question.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Singletary, I'n seeking information where you say "one

shall be a pulp and paper mill owner or executive manager." I

happen to know in a few cases where the company recommended, say,

the assistant forester to be on this commission. Would he qualify

if you leave the word "executive manager" in there if he were an

assistant forester? I'm just wondering if that would be better

if you would have an owner or'an employee....! just— .I'm wondering
did the cotmittee discuss the definition of executive manager?

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, just briefly. Senator. But, I don't think. ..I personally

wouldn't have any objections to an amendment if you want to send

one in.

MR. RAY BURN
I'n just seeking it for clarification. I don't know, but

it might be highly possible that a paper mill company would want

someone other than their executive manager on the conmission, they

Plight want their assistant forester or someone like that.

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, possibly. it's been suggested that maybe he could be

name! executive manager. I don' t know.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Singletary, did you know that a company can have more

than one executive manager? If someones an executive and a

manager, he is an executive manager and it doesn't mean there

only has to be one man but a vice-president could be a title

only but if he is considered an executive and a canager that

this would, I think, would comply with the provisions of this

article?

MR. SINGLETARY
Thank you, Mr. Bollinger, I didn't know that.

If there are no further questions, I move

MR. ALEXANDER
As I look at this section, I see everybody here is more or

less tied down to a position. Is there any room anywhere here for

the general public to serve on this coimnission?

MR. SINGLETARY
As it stands. Reverend, it would have to be in one of these

classifications that we have established, they would have to have

some qualifications that are.... as established in the section.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, I have no quarrel with the qualifications but my question

is: Is it possible for the general public to be represented on this

conmission in any way outside of the Industry?

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, you have the head of the Department of Forestry from

L.S.U. should presumably give some representation to the public.

MR. ALEXANDER
Is there any chance, under any conditions, any time within the

next million years for a black to ever get on this commission?

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, if he's in the pulpwood business or something like that,

I would think so.

MR. ALEXANDER
Or, if he's

MR. SINGLETARY
If he's an owner of farmlands interested in reforestation

or

MR. ALEXANDER
Or be the head of the Department of Forestry at L.S.U.?

MR. SINGLETARY
That's correct.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Abraham first, vhich reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 4, delete lines 23 through 32,

both inclusive, in their entirety, and on page 5, delete lines 1
through 10, both inclusive in their entirety.

Expl anation
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MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gen*-.lemen, you might call this a technical amendment.

Seriously, though, I just don't see the need for writing this type of
language into the constitution. All of this can be handled by the
legislature; they can set up the requirements they need for the
board; they can set up the requireuients if they want a state
forester. We have not mentioned any other office such as a
state forester in this constitution. We've taken out the fire
marshall; we've taken out the director of highways; we've taken
out a lot of other offices. But, even looking at the present
language here it says that one of these members shall be the
director of the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission. Well, we
haven't said anywhere in this constitution there is going to
be a director of the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission. In the
section above we simply provided for the commission; we didn't
provide for a director. We say that these various people who are
going to be on the conmission might be owners of timberlands,
owning and operating timberlands; owner of farmlands interested
In reforestration. Well, there might be all kind of farmers or
anybody around here that might be interested in reforestration
but may never do it. There's nothing in here about providing for
the people who operate sawmills, or for lumber dealers, or anything
like that, I just don't see the need for having to include this
type of language in the constitution. I don't think that our
forestry industry is going to suffer in any way if this is not
included in the constitution. We have developed over the years
the need for the practice of good forestry and this has been done
without a constitutional amendment ... .a mandate or a constitutional
sanction. So, I don't think there's any quarrel with the things that we
are trying to do. We all sit here and we all agree that we are

Interested in natural resources, preserving them and caring for
them, the statement has been made time and time again. Why do
we keep insisting that we have to put it in the constitution?
I think the language is unnecessary and could much better be
handled statutorially because then if there is any change that
needs to be made in the law it could be made very easily without
the need of a constitutional amendment. I urge the adoption of
the amendment.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr. Abraham, we just a few moments ago put the Wildlife

and Fisheries Commission in the constitution, didn't we?

MR. ABRAHAM
Yes, we did, much to nv regret.

MR. BURNS
Do you realise that the forestry industry is about the third

largest industry in the State of Louisiana in terms of
what it brings into the state and its products— timber, by-products
of ail kinds ....

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Burns, let me answer you this way. It's my understanding

that the agriculture industrv is much, much larger than any other
industry in this state. Nowhere in this constitution have we
provided for an agriculture commission; nowhere have we set up
specifications for who is going to be the director of agriculture.
I don't see any need whv we have to do this for the forestry
commission. What about the dairy industry , and the cattle raising
Industry , etc?

MR. BURNS
In other words, if there's an amendment introduced which

is beinR prepared right now giving a better diversification

—

better overall coverage--on the commission, would that make you
feel more favorable towards tiiis section?

yn. ABRAHAM
No, sir. Because I think one of the biggest single

expenditures of state money is the education systerr, but we
haven't really set up any specifications on which people are
going to be represented on the boards of education.

MR. BURNS
Well, leaving the composition of the commission itself out

of it, just tell me why you think—and I'm not against the
Wildlife and Fisheries Commission because T supported it—but
why do you think it should be in the constitution, and the

forestry commission should not?

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Burns, I don't think that the Wildlife and Fisheries

Commission should be in the constitution . I voted against that

.

But, simply because I lose on one thing, and it's in there, then 1

can't keep fighting that battle. But, this does not mean that
I am going to continue to put other things in there, simply because
one may be in there. I think we should still continue to try to
eliminate these things in the constitution.

MR. BURNS
In other words, Mr. Abraham, you are just against putting

all these coiranissions in the constitution?

MR. ABRAHAM
Yes, sir. Very much so.

I thought maybe you were just against the forestry commission.

MR. ANZALONE
Mack, do you know I disagree with your statement about a

conmission on agriculture, because to protect the agricultural
interests of this state, we do have an elected commissioner
of agriculture?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, I appreciate the fact

MR. ANZALONE
Well, you know how many millions of acres of this state

are covered by timber?

'•m. ABRAHAM
No , I don' t know.

MR. HENRY
Will you yield to a question from Mr. Hernandez?
Mr. Hernandez. Wait, Mr. Anzalone.

MR. ABRAHAM
Gee, I hope you can tell me how many billion of acres

are covered bv timber.

^m. HERNANDEZ
My question is, simply, do you realize that since this

present setup for the handling of the reforestation program In the
State of Louisiana has been placed in the constitution, that
Louisiana has made rapid strides.'

As was pointed out the other day, there are two hundred
and forty thousand families In the State of Lousialna. You
wouldn't want to affect that program in any way, would you?

MR. ANZALONE
Pete, I'm not after affecting the program in any way. But,

surely you don't believe that the strides that have been made
in reforestation, and conservation, has been done strictlv be-
cause you have some language in the constitution? It's all been
through enacting enabling legislation. T see no problem in
that respect

.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Forestry is handled In this state through the Louisiana

Forestry Commission, and the Louisiana forester, as ... .proposed
in this provision here... in this section. Now, they have been
carrying on this work a good long time. Don't you realize that
they have done a good job, Mr. Abraham?

MR. ABRAHAM
Pete, I'm not quarreling with the job they do. I'm saying

that the job will still be done through statutory law rather
than through constitutional sanction.

MR. HERNANDEZ
We're not sure of that, and the forestry industry wants it in

the constitution. They need it in the constitution for their
protection.

MR. ABRAHAM
Pete, I think you will agree with me that this program was

started long before you had all this stuff in the constitution.

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir. sir, I won't agree with that. Not a bit.

\^Mot ion to limit debate on the Amendment
to fifteen minutes adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Further Discussion
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MR. ARNETTE
I rise in support of Mr. Abraham's amendment for several

reasons

.

Probably the basic reason that I object to having thiF

particular coranlsslon in there is because we chose to take out

over sixty boards and commissions in the Executive Branch

Article already .. -over sixty we have taken out -. .many of them

much, much, much, more important than this particular board or

commission. We took out the highway board. We took out any-

thing having to do with welfare. We took out the commissioner

of conservation who is probably the most powerful man in the

state having anything to do with the major industry in this

state, which is the oil and gas industry; we took him out. We

don't have the mineral board In here, which has to do with all

the uses of minerals bv the state. My gosh, I don't see any

reason why we ought to have the forestry commission in here.

We've taken out people who are much, much, more important to

state government.
Now, when you take this out, that doesn't mean they're not

going to do their job anymore. That doesn't mean we're not

going to have reforestation, or we're not going to have forestry
conservation, and we're not going to have a state forester. It

doesn't mean that at all. It simply means they are going to

function under the statutes—which many, many boards and

commissions figure they could do a lot better, anyway, functioning

under the statutes.
Now, the argument of putting wildlife and fisheries, was

that you got so many people that are fishermen and like to go

hunting. Well, naybe that's a valid argument. But, my gosh,

let's don't put all these boards and commissions in here simply

because we think a lot of people might like to have then in

here. It doesn't do any good. It's not going to make any

difference In the law. We've already taken out many, many, much

more important boards. So, let's pass Mr. Abraham's amendment.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question from Mr. Burns?

The gentleman yields.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Arnette, you just made a statement that they had so

many people engaged in tne fishery industry that that should
have given it priority. That it should have been.... it should

be in the constitution.

MR. ARNETTE
No, Mr. Burns. You misunderstood me completely. I voted

against having that in there. I think It was bad to put it in

because it Is totally unnecessary. I agree with Mr. Abraham's
position on that particular thing. He said it was unnecessary;
I think it's unnecessary. But, the convention chose to put it

in. But, I say just because we put one bad thing in, let's not

put in two.

MR. BURNS
Did you vote to put the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission

in the constitution?

MR. ARNETTE
No, I did not, Mr. Burns. I voted against it. I voted

against the section, if you' 11 check the record

.

MR. BURNS
Your position is like Mr. Abraham's. You're against putting

all these in there.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Burns, I'm against putting anything in the constitution

which means absolutely nothing.

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Arnette, do you have any idea how many constitutions in

the United States have a forestry commission in them?

MR. ARNETTE
No, I don't. But 1 doubt that there were very many at all.

MR. STOVALL
Can you imagine our ever having a legislature in this state

that would do anything to weaken the forestry program of the
state?

MR. ARNETTE
I don't think the forestry program of this state will be

affected one iota by what we do here and now on having the forestry
commission in or out. I don't think it's going to make any

difference. You're still going to have forestry conservation:

you're still going to have reforestation; you're still going to

have a state forester. I don't think the legislature is going to

change that one bit.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Arnette, do you subscribe to the theory of government

which says that all commissions which are In the constitution
are doing a very good job, and all those ones which are not listed

in the constitution are doing a rotten job?

MR. arnette;

No, I don't believe that at all, Mrs. Zervigon. I believe
that the commission is going to do its job, and do It well whether
it's in the statutes or in the constitution.

Further Discussion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, 1 rise

In opposition to this amendment. Forestry was reborn in this
state a few years ago. Our virgin, long-leaf yellow pine forests
were completely denuded. We had no virgin pine forests left in

the state. Our hardwood had been, for the most part, used up.
So, in 1952 when this present program was started—or 1954, I'm
sorry—1954, when this present program was started, we had a

long ways to go. In spite of what Mr. Abraham says that this
started before this, there were hundreds of thousands of acres
of denuded pine land that was absolutely in no production at all

—

hundreds of thousands of these acres. Now, since this new
program has started, there has been planted one million, three
hundred and fifty thousand acres of forest plantations. Now,
that has reached the stage now, where this new, renewed natural
resource is supplying large wood using plants scattered pretty
well all over the State of Louisiana. It has made this
progress with the present set-up that we have.

Therefore, I beg you not to disturb this. I don't mean
that it's the whole thing is going to be shot out of the
saddle if this is taken out of the constitution. But the people
in the business definitely want this constitutional protection.
Remember, there are two hundred and forty thousand families in

the State of Louisiana that depend on this forest industry for

their livelihood. Since it has proven successful, nobody has
asked that It be taken out of the constitution. There has been
no objection. Actually, there has been no scandals of any kind
connected with the....with this progress that we have made in

this state. Nobodv has suggested that there has ever been any-
thing. ...any wrongdoing in it. It's worked well. It's worked
tremendously well. Therefore, since nobody wants it taken out,

I ask you to please leave this in there for fear that It might
be disturbed if we start making changes in the set-up. Remember
this, the Louisiana Forestry Commission, that we ask to be
left in this article, has, and is continuing to work with the

landowners. Another good thing about the Louisiana Forestry
Commission, there has been no dissension between the forest land
owners and the forestry commission. They have worked well
together. They.... even though the industry itself has supplied
most of the know-how, the forestry commission has cooperated to

the very fullest. They have helped with their research in

developing a better pine tree—one that matures— that grows to

merchantable size in shorter time. The forestry commission
has helped provide forest protection. , .the '^re suppression

—

because that is one of the deadliest enemies of forest production
is fires. They have all worked together.

I ask you, please don't disturb that. That Is a working
relation like we have not experienced with any other industry.
Please leave it just like it is. There is no need for a change.
It has proven to be successful. Let's let it continue to....
continue in this successful operation. Thank you very much,
ladles and gentlemen.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Hernandez, do I understand your argument correctly

that you feel that constitutional status is helpful to the forestry
industry?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Definitely it is. The people in the forest Industry

definitely want it left in the constitution.

MR. LANIER
Now, if we take the opposite, is it also your view that

if this commission were removedfrom the constitution, it would
have an adverse effect on the forestry industry?

MR. HERNANDEZ
I am fearful that it would have, yes. sir. I can't
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positively it would have, but, 1 am fearful it would have.

It might be discouraging to these people that are producing

these fine plantations.

MR. LANIER
Would you take the same point of view with reference to the

state mineral board?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Frankly, Mr. Lanier, I know nothing about the state mineral

board, and we are discussing forestry here.

MR. LANIER
Well, what I am getting to is if being in the constitution

is helpful to the forestry commission, don't you think that

being in the constitution might be helpful to the state mineral

board?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Lanier, I*m sorry, but I know nothing about the mineral

board. I couldn't possibly answer your question

Further Discussion

MR. BURNS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we're talking about an

industry now in the State of Louisiana which I don t know whether
it's second, or whether it's third. I think we all agree that

the oil and gas industry, possibly. Is the largest. But I would
daresay the forestry Industry is second ; or, if it's not second

,

it's definitely third. This has been in the constitution since it

had its inception in 1921. Mr. Hernandez said the actual

reforestation project began. I believe he said, around 1940. But,

this is a vital and most important industry to the State of

Louisiana. All that I'm asking—I'm not going to take up any

more time to present a line of argument as to the difference, the
importance of it. But, this is what I would like to present to

you, in all sincerity. Let's not be inconsistent. If we

provided for the wildlife and fisheries commission to remain

in the constitution just a few hours ago, here's an industry just
as important, and it's statewide, it's not confined to any

particular area of the state. Let's at least be consistent

and if we voted to keep the wildlife and fisheries commission In

there, let's at least vote to keep the forestry commission in

there.
Now, I know that with all due deference to certain of the

delegates, they are against this because as they truthfully
and properly said— not because it's the forestry industry, but

because it's just for putting. .. .against putting these commissions

in Che constitution, period. So, I ask all of you that are not

against that concept, and that did vote to.... keep the wildlife

and fisheries commission in, to at least keep the forestry

commission in, because it's just as important to the people In

the industry, and to the welfare and progress of this state, as

any other of these major Industries. So, I ask you to please

vote against this amendment.

l_Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

••K. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, if we follow along with Mr. Burns'

philosophy that we've got one in, we ought to be consistent
and put the other in, well, then, if we're going to follow this

policy, then I think we'd better go back and put all these
other boards in there which we do not have.

Let me make two points. First of all, I don't know of

any other state in this union that has a constitutional forestry
commission

.

Secondly, when the composite committee met in Lake Charles
in the spring, the President of the Louisiana Forestry Commission,
or the Louisiana Forestry Association, appeared before that
committee. On a direct question to him by me, I asked him whether
or not he felt the Forestry Commission or the state forester ought to be
in the constitution. His answer was, "Well, if all the other
commissions stay in, we'd like to be kept in, but if you take
the various other commissions and boards out, I see no need for

us to be in."

Thank you.

{_ Record vote ordered . Amendment re jected :

31-71. Motion to reconsider tabled .^

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegate Sandoz ; amendment reading as

follows

:

Amendment 1. Page 4, line 28, immediately after the word
and punctuation "each," and before the word "and", insert the
words and punctuation, "as provided by law,".

Amendment 2. Page 4, line 32, immediately after the word
and punctuation "members.", delete the remainder of the line. On

page 5, delete lines 1 through 6, both Inclusive in their entirety.

Explanation

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Ladies and gentlemen. Delegate Sandoz had to leave. He and

I had spoken about this amendment. We were in complete agreement.
I've discussed it with the people up here, and there are no

objections to it.

I want to explain to you the reason for it. It simply says, "a
provided by law" rather than specifying what each one of these

people would do. I think it eliminates a lot of explanation. It

also enables us not to have to amend this constitution in the

event a new industry is created within this field. I give you

just a very short example. Some of you may have read, and I have

been reading, about some very unusual materials being used at

this time in the feeding of livestock. Now, we may, at some day,

and I have been hoping on my farm, that we could feed cattle with
sawdust. Now, it's not impossible if you read the same article

I did. So, I want to suggest to you that that night be one of

the great segments of the forestry industry of this state. It

would mean at that time we'd have to amend the constitution. We

simply say, "as provided by law." I'm sure it's a good commission,

but this continues it. We had no objections that I know of. I'll

be glad to answer any questions.

Quest ions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Champagne, I notice that you have left in there the two

ex-offlcio members. Correct?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, do we know that there will be a director of

wildlife and fisheries?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir. This is still in there, sir.

MR. DENNEHY
No, my point is, that we have not provided in the constitution

for a director.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Well, Mr. Dennery . . . . this doesn't make any difference to me.

All I'm saying is these other people. .. .you see.... I'm not going

that far into it. I'm only talking about this amendment. It has

no change whatsoever.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr . Champagne , is it not true that the way the committee

proposal is written, and I just noticed this myself, that it's

possible to fill, the requirements specified in that section? You
could have all members of the forestry commission coming from

outside Louisiana?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Right.

[Amendment adopted without oJb ject ioTi . ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Duval sends up the following amendment.
Amendment No. 1. Page 4, line 27, Immediately after the word

"governor" and before the word "for" insert the words "subject
to confirmation bv the Senate"

Explanation
MR. DUVAL

This is merely like the other amendment we had to the wildlife
and fisheries commission requiring Senate confirmation of the

appointments by the governor. I move the adoption of the amend-

ment.
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[Amendment adopted without objection.
'\

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Delegates Hernandez, Burns,

Kllbourne, and others, reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page U, line 23, immediately after "13."

and before the word "Forestry" insert the following:
"Forestry; Acreage Taxes;"
Amendment No. 2. On page 4, between lines 23 and 24 Insert

the following

:

"Section 13. (A) Forestry shall be practiced in the state,
and the legislature is authorized to make provisions therefor.

The legislature may authorize the governing authorities of the

parishes to levy acreage taxes, not to exceed two cents per acre,
for the purpose of this Section. The provisions of this constitution
relative to the exemption of homesteads from taxation, are hereby
extended and made applicable to the tax herein authorized.

Amendment No. 3. On page A, line 24, at the beginning of

the line, delete "Section 13 (A)" and insert in lieu thereof "(B)"
Amendment 4. Page 5, line 7, at the beginning of the line,

change (B) to (C)

Expl anat ion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, you

will recall that back in the taxation proposal, Mr. Bollinger

pointed out very aptly that the phrase in there relative to

forestry was out of place that it should be in this proposal.

So, we eliminated this paragraph from the taxation proposal to

put it in here.
Now, this Section 13. (A) that 1 propose here, simply provides

for all of it replaces Article VT , Section 2, of the present
constitution, avi tracks it almost word for word. It reinstates
the forest acreage tax. Now, bear in mind this is a forest
acreage tax. I would like to make this clear to Mr. Lanier. It

has nothing to do with drainage. It's in the forestry section.
Now, thl<! money is collected from the forest la.idowners, two
cents an acre, and it's collected by the sheriff in each parish
that levies such a tax, and goes directly from the sheriff of
that parish to the Louisiana Forestry Commission who is obligated
to use that money in the advance of forestry. It's considered
as a contribution from the forest landowner to the forestry
cciranisslon to provide for fire suppression crews. Now, as you
know, the forest industrv must be protected from fire. F.ven

though all of the larger timber producers have their own fire
suppression crews, they work with the state fire suppression
crews. There has been a lot of harmony developed between the
large landowner and the small landowner. In fact, so much so,
that a lot of the large landowners are planting forty acres
a year at no cost to the small landowner. Now, they encourage
the practice of forestry because of the fact that the small
forester, or small landowner, will help with fire prevention.

Now, the fire suppression crews are necessary. U'hen a

big fire breaks out , of course, the large companies send their
fire suppression crews, and they join and work with the
Louisiana Forestry Commission fire suppression crews. Therefore,
in that way, they have been highly successful in their efforts and

they have reduced the amount of acreage lost by fires tremendouslv

.

I haven't seen any statistics on it, but there's ouch less loss by

fire now than there was before this cane to pass. It's only two
cents per acre. It goes directly to the Louisiana Forestry
Commission. It costs the landowner the two cent'- an acre. They
are not complaining about paying this two cents an acre. It

helps the forestry commission. They are free to use that in

any way they want, in the development of fire suppression. It's
copied from Article VI, Section 2. There is nothing new in it.

I ask you to please support this. In fact, it costs the state
nothing . It helps the state out because it reduces the amount
that is necessary to appropriate from the general fund of the
state to the Louisiana Forestry Commission.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Hernandez, as I previously discussed with you, the

forestry acreage tax authorized herein is not designed in any
way to limit the legislature in levying other types of contributions
for the benefit of land or acreage taxes. Is that correct?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Absolutely, in no way. This is the same verbiage that's

been in the constitution for a long time. It has not In the
past prevented your levying your type of acreage tax at all. It

has nothing to do with it. It takes away from it.. and neither

Cakes away or adds to it.

MR. LANIER
So, for drainage purposes or levy purposes, if the legislature

wanted to authorize say two dollars per acre, it certainly could

do so and would not be subject to this limitation.

MR .- HERNANDEZ
No, sir, this says clearly, for the purpose of this section.

MR. LANIER
Which is forestry.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Which is forestry, yes, sir.

MR. LANIER
The only other thing I'm concerned about here Is, if you

ever wanted to get an increase in this tax for forestry purposes

over two cents per acre, you would have to get a constitutional

amendment . Is that not correct?

MR. HERNANDEZ
That's correct, sir.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Hernandez, I don't think, perhaps

, you' ve brought it out

forcefully enough, but this two cents per acre forestry tax is

permissive in that only those parishes that want to vote it on
themselves, can vote it, if they see fit,

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir. That is correct, Mr. Burns. Only those parishes

that desire to levy this tax The pine producing parishes
levy that. I have not heard one single landowner object to it.

MR. BURNS
In other words, any coastal parishes, or any parishes that

don't want this two cents an acre tax for forestry improvement
and fire protection, do not have to vote it. Therefore, they
won't be affected by it one way or the other.

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir. They are not affected by it. It neither hurts

them nor helps them.

MR. BURNS
Is it not a fact that this two cents an acre provides fire

protection that saves thousands of acres of pinelands every
winter—every fire season?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir. I thought I pointed that out awhile ago . It, in

increasing the efficiency and the equipment in fire suppression
crews has greatly reduced the loss by fires.

MR. BURNS
One more question.
Have you ever known of a parish—a timber-growing parish

that voted down the two cents per acre tax?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir. They want it.

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Hernandez, does this two cent tax yield enough money

to carry out its intended use in the beginning?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Shannon, this is a tax that never goes into the general

fund or to the parish. Every bit collected is remitted directly

to the Louisiana Forestry Commission and they use the money

they get

.

MR. SHANNON
But, now, the forestry commission gets an appropriation

from the legislature, do they not?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir. This causes that appropriation to be less by the

fact that this is contributed by the landowners.

MR. SHANNON
0. K. Thank you.
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MR. DERBES
Mr. Hernandez, I've got several technical problems with this

amendment. First, it says, "The legislature may authorize the
governing authorities of the parishes to levy the taxes." Now,
how does this tax, if how does this tax get to the forestry
commission if it's assessed by the local governing authority?

I hope that you will vote against this amendment so as to let us

equalize it the way ve should, certainly, in view of the fact of the

way that we have been stripping the state of its right to have
revenue.

Questions

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir, it's assessed by.... you see as Mr. Burns pointed

out, this tax has to do only with the pine tiraberlands, . . . the
pine timber producers....

MR. DERBES
Well, how does it get to the local governing. .. .how does

it get to the forestry commission if It's levied by the local
governing authority?

MR. HERNANDEZ
All right. I thought I made that clear. Mr. Derbes, this

tax is collected by the sheriff from these landowners and remitted
directly to the Louisiana Forestry Commission. The parish gets
no portion of it at all.

MR. DERBES
Now, you also say that it's an acreage tax, but there's no

specific provision that it's a forestry acreage tax. Isn't....
I don't mean to be.... you know to be difficult here. But it
says"the legislature may authorize governing authorities to levy
acreage taxes." Now, an acreage tax doesn't have to be on
forestry acreage. It could be on. it could be an ad valorem
tax on any kind of land.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, Mr. Derbes, let me answer it this way. It*s for

the purpose of this section. This section has to do only with
forestry. This is the present provisions of the constitution.
It's in Article VI, Section 2. This is copied from that.

MR. DERBES
You don't see any reason to qualify the word acreage with

the word forestry acreage, or forest acreage?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir. I see no thing.... and there's never been a need

arise for that that I know of.

MR. DERBES
Finally

MR. HENRY
You've exceeded his time, Mr. Derbes.

MR. HERNANDEZ
I would deeply appreciate your support of this amendment

.

Thank you very much.

Further Di scussion
MR. DE BLIEUX

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I rise in opposition
to this amendment. The first thing it does.. .it puts back
the very language that we took out of this proposal just a few
days ... that is. Proposal No. 15 just a few days ago, when we
said that forestry shall be practiced in this state. We don't
say that plumbing shall be practiced. We don't say that medicine
shall be practiced. We don't say that dentistry shall be practiced
or law shall be practiced, so why is it necessary to say that
forestry shall be practiced. That would take care of the first
sentence. The second sentence says that the "legislature may
authorize". .. .well, if you don't prohibit the legislature from
doing it, certainly they may authorize it. They have the full
power to do it, so therefore, that particular portion is un-
necessary. Furthermore, with the reference to the election which
Mr. Hernandez spoke about ... there 's nothing in here to authorize
an election. It only authorizes the local governing authority
to pass such a tax. They could pass it, certainly, without any
need of an election if this particular article is passed. Another
thing about this particular section is, the amount of the tax is

locked in, and you cannot change it if it becomes necessary.
I certainly feel like that we ought to leave it flexible enough
in the event that they need to levy more than two cents. It might
happen. Just for your information I might tell you at the present
time the state treasury is supplementing and subsidizing the
forestry industry to the tune of about 5 million dollars a year.
That's how much It costs us over and above the amount that we
collect in the severance tax. I certainly think that it might come
anoccaslon when we need to change that allocation a little bit, and

MR. ROY

Actually, Senator, all this does is it prohibits the
legislature from ever... or the local governing body... from ever
getting some meaningful income from forestry lands by limiting it

to two cents. Isn't that true?

MR. DE BLIEUX
It does that and furthermore, you might say it handicaps

the legislature from ever having a meaniagful forestry program,
too.

MR. ROY
It probably would take all of the money that it would generate

just to advertise that they are going to do it, wouldn't it?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's right.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Senator De Blleux, you are correct about this is levied by

the local governing authority, but I have never heard an objection
raised by one of these timber. .. land companies yet to this tax.
That is their contribution to the assistance that they receive
from the state for fire.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Hernandez, there's a lot of things we have done up here that

we haven't heard objection to because the people haven't had a chance
to object to It before we did it.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you, sir.

MR. STINSON
Mr. De Blieux, did Mr. Roy say that if this amendment is adopted

that the legislature never could levy any tax? What in here pro-

hibits that?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, that wasn't his question. The legislature could never

increase the allocation of the tax. It's locked in at two cents.

MR. STINSON
But, they could put some other tax on there if they wanted to,

couldn't they?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, they couldn't put an acreage tax on something. They'd

have to find. ..I don't know where they would find it from. Every-
thing else is limited and locked in, just about.

Further Discussion

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I hesitantly arise to oppose

this amendment of my good friend, Mr. Hernandez, and his associates.
It just seems to me that this provision is just too confining.
We're going to sit here and say that this tax should not exceed
two cents an acre. Suppose they need two and one-half cents an

acre. Suppose they need three cents an acre... or four cents an acre.
Like everyone else I want fire prevention. We all need timber.
We are all users of lumber. It seems to me that this entire matter
could best be left in the hands of the legislature. Mr. Hernandez
and his associates bring out the point that this particular thing
is permissive. If it's permissive why do we have to have it in

our new constitution? All of this particular matter on exactly the
amount of the tax is legislative material, and the legislature
has shown no indication in the past that It is inimical to the
interest of our friends in north Louisiana or anywhere else
here in Louisiana who grow timber. So, there really is no need
to place this... to say that this tax should not exceed two cents
an acre. This particular tax doesn't raise the necessary funds
to do the job that is necessary to be done. The state still has

to spend sums out of the general fund. I'm sure the state is

willing to do so, but to put this two cent limitation in, just confines
it too much. It even confines those who are willing to permit them-
selves to be raised. Suppose the people who actually are in the area
want to have their tax raised to three cents or feel a need that
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the additional services tliat they require, require three cents.

We will then hiive confined tiiem to two cents and we will have to

face another constitutional amendment at an additional expense of

a constitutional amendment to all of the people. I ur^e you to

vote against tliis particular Hernandez amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. KILBOURNE
Mr. Chairman and fellow delcRates, 1 just want to say a

word in support of this amendment. I want to tell you that in

my experience it is my feeling that this is the best buy you get

for vour taxes that exist . I live in an area where there are lots

of forest lands, and I sec how It works. Now let me tell you what

these people do. When a police jury votes this acreage tax, they

come in... they build fire towers. They maintain watches In the fire

towers. They watch for these fires, and when they see a fire they've

got tlie equipment and the crews to go out and put it out. Not only

that, these foresters go out and assist the law enforcement officers

in apprehending these arsonists. At certain seasons of the year

they go out and set fire to the forest, and that's a very common

practice in some sections of the state, and 1 feel that this is

very important. f chink it's a real good thing. It's worked well

everywhere, and If the people don't want It the police juries can

take it off. But, they don't come in with the fire protection

unless the police juries vote for them to do It. In other words,

without putting this tax on they don't have the... they don't come

into a parish and build tliese fire towers and maintain this forestry

protection. So, I ask you to vote for the amendment.

Questions

MR. SCHMITT
How far can one of these fire towers cover? How many hundreds

of thousands of acres can one person watch in one of these fire

towe rs ?

MR. XILBOUR.NE

How many persons, what?

MR. SCHMITT
How many hundreds of thousands of acres can one person watch

from these towers?

MR. KILBOURNE
'/(ell, I can't answer that, but they put them wherever they

are necessary. They put them on a high place and they can certainly

see a long way, and they have a telephone,...

MR. SCHMITT
Twenty thousand acres?

MR. KILBOURNF-

I don't have any idea.

MR. SCHMITT
Well, let's assume it was twenty thousand acres. Then the

gross amount that you would receive from that tax would only be

S2 ,000 per year. That wouldn't even pay for that man's salary

for three or four months.

MR. KILBOURNE
Really. I'm sorry. ...T just can't follow you. T mean....

MR. SCHMITT
I am saying. . .what percentage of the gross cost will this two

cents per acre... acre generate?

MR. KILBOURNE

I don't have that information, I don't have any idea that

it pays all of it. But it is the material assistance to it. In

other words it....

MR. SCHMITT
How much

MR. KILBOURNE

....let me finish. It's a method for a parish to cooperate
with the forestry cooiDission. In other words....

MR. SCHMITT
... How many millions of acres are presently under this

system right now?

MR. KILBOURNE
I don't know that either. I just know we have it in the

parish where I am and two parishes 1 know of.... in fact I think

they have it In East Feliciana, West Feliciana, St. Helena, and

I don't know how many more. Surely

MR. SCHMITT
Well, If you had a million acres, this would only be twenty

thousand dollars per year. How many millions of acres do you have

under this?

MR. KILBOURNE
Mr. Schmitt, I would love to have that information at hand

but I simply do not have it. I'm trying to tell you I can't

answer your question.

MR. BURNS
Just one question, in answer to Mr. Schmitt 's question to you

doesn't It state forestry fire fighting service also have

spotter planes, helicopters that can look over miles and miles of

forest, and radio down to the appropriate fire tower

MR. KILBOURNE
That's correct, Mr. Burns. They have all of that; they have

telephones in the towers and everything else.

[previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I just

want to make a tew things clear. This tax— the reason a limit is

placed on this this provision in the constitution provides for

the governing authority of the parish, which is the police jury, to

levy this tax on these lando'-rrars. Now this tax, I want to make

clear again, is not kept by the parish, it is collected by the

sheriff and remitted directly to the Louisiana Forestry Commission

for them to use in fire suppression , or In any other work

that they hope to do with forestry. Now it's true that this does not

provide all the money that the Louisiana Forestry Coranlssion uses, but

I know of no department in the State of Louisiana that is not supported

by the appropriation from the general fund. It was never intended that

this should supply all the money that the Louisiana Forestry Commission

uses. It does contribute to It, and if the parish wants to not levy

this tax, that is left entirely up to the governing authority. They

just have authority to do it; that is all. Now, the fire suppression

crews of the Louisiana Forestry Commission operate all over the state.

Now, I don't know whether all of the parishes that produce pine timber

provide for this tax or not. We in Vernon Parish do; we feel like It's

a contribution that should be made by these large landowners and they

work together; it's a harmonious operation. They have worked together

well, and they have done a good job. We ask you not to disturb that.

Thank you very much.

Questions

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Hernandez, how long has this tax been in effect?

MR. HERNANDEZ
About 1954.

MR. STOVALL
What's happened to the price of timberland during that period

of time?

MR. HERNANDEZ
What's happened to the price of tlmberlands? Like everything

else, they've gone up.

MR. STOVALL
Well, shouldn't the legislature be free to raise the tax on

the land? The legislature since the value of it has gone up.

MR. HERNANDEZ
This does not hamper the legislature this only limits the

police jury of that parish the legislature is not limited in any

way, under the provisions of this agreement.

[Record vote ordered. Amendment adopted:

65-42. Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Hayes sends up amendments at this time.

",\mendment 1, on page 5, delete lines 7 through 10, both inclusive

in their entirety"—since that has been relettered now, better make

that "and all amendments thereto".
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Explanation

MR. HAYES
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, this amend-

ment is very simple. I want to delete Section (B) , where we have "the
commission shall appoint a state forester. He must be a graduate from
an accredited school of forestry and have at least four years of forestry
experience". What I am saying is that a degree and four years of ex-
perience in forestry guarantees nothing, and I think we will be making
a mistake If we write this into the constitution. If a degree from a

certain school would guarantee you so much, why do the lawyers require
you to take the bar exam? That means that they don't believe in the
degree so much. They want you to take the bar exam and if you don't
pass it, they don't let you practice. I'm saying again, the best way
to go about this is use your practitioners. Let's let the people in
the forestry, or let the people who are running this, appoint the best
people they think can do the job and this way T believe you will get
the best people to do the job and let's take out these qualifications.
It's a very simple amendment, and I ask you to support it. Any questions?

l^Previous Qi^estion ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendwen t rejected

:

41-60. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Oldest ion ordered on the
Section . Section passed: 93-19.
Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 14. Public Service Commission
Section 14 (A)

iMo tion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection .^

Point of Information

Mr. Nunez
Mr. Chairman, we've passed over Sections 6, 7 and 8. When will

we be getting to those, if I may ask?

MR. HENRY
Whenever the committee decides they want to take them up.

Senator. We handle this like we have every other. Usually the

committee determines the way to approach it and— .we handle it

that way.
Proceed, Miss Perkins.

Motion

MISS PERKINS
Thank you. Mr. Chairman, If there's no objection at this time

I would like to move that this section be considered paragraph by
paragraph. I think it will be

MR. HENRY
Lettered paragraph by lettered paragraph. Miss Perkins?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

[ Wo tion to suspend the rules to allow
consideration of Section 14 by lettered
paragraphs adopted : 8 3-10.^

Explanation

MISS PERKINS
Thank you, sir. Ladies and gentlemen of the convention. Section

(A) involves the composition of the Public Service Commission. There
is a change in that we currently have a three member commission, and
of course have three public service districts. This will make a
change to five. I'd like to state at this time prior to going any
further into the section....! was asked to present this particular
portion of the article to the convention and I would like to state
that I do not necessarily agree with all the contents therein and do
not know that I will vote with each and every part of the proposal.
However, I will do my best to answer any questions that you may have
as to the reasons of the committee for making these decisions. The
reason the committee decided to change the composition from three
to five members, is it was felt that there was a need for the members
of the commission to get in closer contact with the people.... of
these of their respective districts and this was pretty difficult
to do on the basis of three districts, because the areas were so large.
So they felt that this in fact could be changed to a five member board

and the legislature could reapportion to form two additional districts
I'll answer any questions.

Questions

MR. KELLY
Lynn, I hope this is a fair question. Now, you said the com-

mittee decided to go to the five man commission. Do you recall
what the vote was, in the committee, on that?

MISS PERKINS
It was not unanimous, but It had a very strong vote. I don't

remember the exact vote though, Mr. Kelly.

MR. KELLY
Well, being that you are at the mike. What is your personal

opinion on this?

MISS PERKINS
I'd like to reserve my opinion, and simply cast my vote.

MR. BURSON
Miss Perkins, do you share my view that the Public Service

Commission, perhaps as much or more than any agency of state
government in Louisiana, has done a good job protecting the public
interest?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, Mr, Burson, I do share that view and I think that the

members of the committee share that view, but, this.... the change
was made because they felt that the members might be more responsive
if the districts were smaller,

MR. BURSON
Well this is going to be my next question. Don't you think

they've been very responsive to the needs of the public up i'p now?

MISS PERKINS
To ray knowledge. Yes, sir.

>!R. BURSON
And don't think that when you neddle with something that works

well, that you always have the danger of messing it up.

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. JUNEAU
Lynn, in your committee did. — wasn't there some discussion

about how much money it would cost to staff two more commissioners?

MISS PERKINS
No. In fact, one of the members of the Public Service Com-

mission came down and stated his personal opinion with reference
to the increase in the. proposal, but no figures were ever given
to the committee as to additional cost.

MR. JUNEAU
Wasn' t . . . .wasn' t it projected that it very likely could cost

between seventy-five thousand and a hundred thousand dollars, just
to add a commission member? Wasn't .. .wasn' t that the figures they
were talking about?

MISS PERKINS
That might have been projected, but I was not aware of it.

MR. JUNEAU
Wasn't it brought out in your committee that the one problem

that the Public Service Commission has had, is not the number of
commissioners, but the lack of revenues to hire expertise in the
area of engineers, auditors, so they could get the knowledge to
make the decisions?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir. That was very definitely brought out.

MR. JUNEAU
Now, if that would be true and we don't have the staff and

we're using additional money just to add more elective positions.
Have we really solved the problem that the conmiission might have
had in reaching it's decisions?

MISS PERKINS
This is what this convention will decide.
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MR. BROWN
Miss Perkins, why the number five? What was the feeling of the

conaoittee to pick the number five?

MISS PERKINS
Well, actually the way five was determined is they felt that there

needed to be an increase. The connnittee also discussed the pos-

sibility of an increase to eight per congressional districts. But,

they felt that there should be an increase so that they would be

more responsive to the people. Sut yet they did not want an even

number of eight or as many persons on the conmittee as eight.

MR. BROWN
So the committee turned that,

would rather have five than eight-
. is that your view—that you

MISS PERKINS
No. sir.

chose five.

I'm going to reserve ray opinion. The committee

MR. BOLLINGER
Lynn, with reference to Mr. Juneau's question, possibly you

weren't there that day, but is it not true that the staff went out

and found out the salary of the Public Service Commissioners, that

they had an office here and an office in their home district, a car,

what staff they had? The committee did research what it would cost

approximately to add to comnissioners what the commissioners were now

getting; is that not true?

MISS PERKi:^S

Mr. Bollinger, as a member of that committee, I'm sure that if you

say it occurred, it did.

MR. STOVALL
Miss Perkins, are you aware that the Executive Branch Committee

also dealt with the Public Service Commission?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. STOVALL
Do you know that the members of the Executive Branch Committee

recommended at least five members of the Public Service Commission?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

Amendment

.MR. POYSTER
A set of amendments sent up by Delegates Ginn, Reeves, Kelly,

Roemer, Juneau^ Tobias and Jenkins.

Amendment .No. 1, on page 5, line 13, delete the word "five" and

insert in lieu thereof the word "three".

Explanation

MR. Girra

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, we're fixing to get into what
I think is a very, very important area. We're talking about the Public
Service Commission and, specif ically, the composition of the Public Service
Conraission. .. three , five, eight, nine. . .whatever it shall be. My amendment
retains it at three as it is today, and that's what I want to talk about.
Ladies and gentlemen, historically ,we have had three ever since the com-
mission's inception in 1898 when it was the Railroad Commission that had
three, and they have three now; and it's been that way for 75 years, and
I think it's worked well. Historically, the commission has also been
underfunded. As an example, in 1963 the budget was only $262,000, and
in 1972, alone, litigation—court costs exceeded the budget of 1965.
So, with inadequate money now,by adding new coimnissioners and all the

related expenses,it 's going to cost even more money— much more money.
Figures indicate that an additional commissioner would perhaps increase
the cost $144,000 or more. Now, the additional cost, if you increase
the conanission, is going to include many things. It's going to include
salaries salaries of the commissioners, of their assistants, of their
clerical staff, office rent and expenses, and all expenses related. I

think it's just better to put this possibility of this additional expense.,
put them on experts, on trained specialists instead of new comnissioners.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, the problems of the Public Service Comnission
are increasing, and I think that adding new commissioners is not going
to alleviate that problem, necessarily. What you're going to need...
you're going to need experts, trained specialists, engineers, career
people, people of this sort. Another aspect: it is my opinion as of now
the coordination of the commission is somewhat confused. It is extremely
difficult today with three with the coordination, such as emergency
situations, such as restraining orders and hearings and meetings and

decisions and decision dates, with three, and if you increase that number
it's going to be more confused. It's going to be more complicated.
Now, just a few years ago the Public Service Commission districts
underwent alteration, and if you create new districts, new commissioners,
you're going to have another redistricting — more cost, more money.
It's going to cost money to do that. You're putting more dollars on
those taxpayers. Another reason I'm a"gainst an increase and in favor
of three is because, if you increase the number^I'm afraid it's going
to inject more politics into it more sectionalism, more regionalism.
I would hate to see the day when we have the commissioners representing
certain areas of the state instead of the state at large. I don't want
to see that sectionalism injected into the commission. I'm also afraid
that if you get new commissioners, new districts, snaller districts— due
to increasing the number— that you're going to perhaps enable certain big
businesses or utilities or telephone companies or somebody .. .you might
enable them to elect one of their own someone to represent their interest
and not the interest of the people at large, even from a large district.
I'm concerned with that. Now, one of the main reasons. .one of the main
facts that 1 can give vou as to why I 'm against an increase is tliat

40 out of the 50 states. ...40 states have three commissioners or less.
Three out of that 40 have only one. It is the rule , not the exception

,

the rule that states have three or less commissioners . So, ladies and
gent lemen , it's going to cost a lot more money to increase it, so let's
keep it at three, I'm afraid of sectionalism or regionalism, and 1 will
reiterate, it is the rule—not the exception— to have three. I ask for
your favorable vote.

Question

MR. O'NEILL
David, the recent legislature passed the energy bill, and I'm sure

you probably know about it, and I'm sure you know that the new commission

they created was granted some powers that, you know, that the Public

Service Commission won't have. Don't you think that your amendment

is in keeping with, you know, the services that the Public Service

Commission now renders, and that maybe we should put some attention on

this other commission that will be created since it will have powers

as well?

y es , I do ag re e
MR. GINN

Yes, Gary. You can talk about that all day, but,

with you, and I think you're right.

Further Di scussion

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise at this time to oppose this

amendment for the following reasons. I think it has been a well known

fact in this state that when the Public Service Commission was created

some 70 years ago. . because it used to be the Railroad {'ommission; for

example, there was no trucking industry in the state. There was no

utility industry in the state. The telephone industry: that is.

communications was infinitesimal at that time , which means that its

workload was ver>' small. Now, the members of the commission say tliat

they need more funds, and they need more teclinicians . That Is true.

I would vote to do that. But, the major problem witli the commission

now is that it takes them sometimes as long as two years to render some

decisions. Now, why? The reason for that is the full three-man commission

must sit down every time there is a hearing and listen to the debate

and the evidence. Then, that same three man coranission must sit do\*'n

somewhere after taking the evidence under advisement and make a decision

among themselves. I'm saying to you that a five-man or a seven-man

commission would permit those commissioners to divide into subcommittees

—

at least two subcommittees—and hear cases separately, and then sit dcfwn

together and make decisions. It would accelerate their work. It would

cut, in effect, their workload in half. Nothing would prevent them even

from dividing into three subcommittees if they have seven members. Let

two commissioners hear a case and then sit down together and make decisions

based on the recommendations from their subcommittee. So, I say to you

that the population of Louisiana has increased; tlie technology of Louisiana
has increased; transporation has increased; the workload has increased;

and I say to you that the commission should be increased. Please vote

this amendment down

.

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in support of this amend-

ment. We have a Public Service Comnission in this state which in my

view has been one of the most responsive and responsible agencies of

government that we have. I have practiced before the Public Service
Commission. My law firm has quite frequently. In my experience they

do their work expeditiously, and they do it well. I see no warrant;

I've heard no demand, no outcry, from the public to increase the

members of that commission frqm three to five or any other number.
What would the consequences of this increase be? The immediate conse-
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quence, of course. Is a whole lot of new salaries and expenses for the

taxpayers to pay which I don't think we want to do. Another consequence

is we're going to be meddling with the situation of three presently

elected state officials of some influence who, if I were in their

place, I don't think I would appreciate it at all. I think it might

lead me very well to get out and oppose this constitution. Especially,

since I thought that 1 had been doing a good job, and didn't under-

stand why the Constitutional Convention would want to create new of-

fices. Of course, there is one explanation for creation of new of-

fices. This creates new offices for somebody to run for. I'm not

suggesting that this is motivating anyone, but it certainly might be

a motivation; I think you would agree. I don't think that the public

sent us here to create new offices for us or for anybody else to have

to run for. I happen to live in St. Landry Parish which is at the

very tail end of the Third Public Service Coimission District now

served by Mr. Kennon who lives way up in Minden, and T find that far

from being unresponsive that he has been extremely responsive to the

peculiar needs as far as utilities are concerned in the area in which

I live. It seems to me that if you boil this down, you consider that

It is the rule in most other states that commissions of this type

have small memberships and that, where you have had Railroad Com-

missions that have become highly pollticallzed , is where you inevit-

ably wind up with scandals in this area; that it is foolhardy and

extremely unwise on our part just to pick a number out of the air

—

whether it be five, eight, or twelve—and change a system that has

been working well. I submit to you we should not do it. I hope you

adopt the amendment.

Questions

MR. RAYBURN

Mr. Burson, I listened real intensely to your argument about

the number of Public Service Commissioners we now have in this state,

and I just happened to think while I was listening 1 wonder how

many judges we had back in 1921, and how many assistant D.A.'s, and

I wonder why they have been increased? Since, after all, some of

those don't even get increased and don't even have to run for office.

They just get appointed.

MR. BURSON
As far as I know. Senator Raybum, we only had seven Supreme

Court justices back then, and that's still the same number we have

right now, and I think they do an adequate job taking care of their

work. . .

.

MR. RAYBURN
I know, but is there any difference between they represent

the people of this state and, in this instance, three people re-

present the people of this state. It looks to me like there's quite

a bit of difference between seven and three.

MR. BURSON
I think that those particular three have primarily a decision

making duty much more attuned to the duties of, say, the Louisiana

State Supreme Court than district attorneys,which Is an entirely

different and really not a comparable situation.

MR. DESHOTELS
Jack, in reference to the Senator's question, actually, D.A.'s

have not been increased that much in the past years, but we have

given them more assistants; isn't that correct?

MR. BURSON
That's correct.

MR. DESHOTELS
And, couldn't we give the commissioners more assistants to

help them with their work if they are overloaded?

MR. BURSON
I think we could very well increase the staff of the Public

Service Commission.

Further Discussion

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I rise in opposition to

this amendment. My district stretches from the Mississippi to

Texas, and both committees—both the Executive Committee and Natural

Resources Committee—recommended five. I'd favor five or possibly

eight. But, I think the commission needs to be more representative,

and I'd like to see it at least stay as five, as the committee

recommended, or possibly eight.

Further Di scussion

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

in support of the amendment. I'll just make this very simple; I

just don't think that it's more politicians we need in this state.

1 think this commission has functioned very well. You've heard
very few complaints. I do say that you could use that money that

would go to financing two more, or three more, or four more

politicians, you could use it better—and I suggest this to the

legislature—giving them more professional help. Then they can

turn out the opinions faster. But the decisions are being well-
handled even now, and I say, it is not more politicians we need

and that the commission should be left at three.

I hope you will adopt the amendment.

Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Mrs. Miller, I'm sure you and I both supported amendments

here that would bring about. . .closer to the people, the districts. .

the court of appeal's judges and stuff like that. I think we did
a great, great thing for Louisiana, there. Right now, are you
familiar with the fact that the second Public Service Commission
runs from the Texas border to the. . .it takes in the upper. . .to

the Mississippi or the Florida parishes. Are you familiar with
that, ma'am?

MRS. MILLER
I'm familiar with that, but I think you have. . .1 don't

think you can compare apples to oranges or oranges to bananas.

I think you have an entirely different situation. In the judiciary,

we are trying to take judges out of politics; this has always
been the philosophy. This ever is a political job in the sense

that it's an administrative job in state government . I don' t think

it really matters how large or small the districts are. The people
that have been running for them have really not complained. If you

go into congressional districts, you're going to have some complaints,

if you make them concurrent with congressional districts because
then you'd be creating a little political domains that might be a

threat to the congressmen. So, then we might find ourselves

confronted with the situation that the congressmen in our areas

are opposing the constitution because we have something concurrent
with them which would be building up. In effect, competition for

them, perhaps.

MR. CHATELAIN
Let me ask you a question. . .

MRS. MILLER
So, I think at this stage you are not putting these people

where they are able to make tickets with anyone to run. You are

keeping them from being able to get in with a lot of local officials

on local races. I think the very size of it was helpful.

MR. CHATELAIN
Did we not discuss the cost of a candidate running in that large

of an area would be, really, a great cost on modern day costs,

wouldn' t it, ma' am?

MRS. MILLER
It would be a great cost, but this is not a problem when

you run for other political offices. As I say, I don't compare

it to the judiciary because we're keeping the judiciary out of

politics. We don't want them to have to go out and campaign in

big areas. So, I think it's entirely different, and that this

is a political race. We acknowledged this.

MR. DERBES
Mrs. Miller, is there any other state in tho United States

where you can go to a pay phone and call your elected public

service commissioner for a nickel?

MRS. MILLER
Well, Mr. Derbes, I have traveled all over the United States;

and I have called home on pay phones, and I've had to look for

dimes in other states, but I can always scare up a nickel in

Louisiana. I think that this has worked very well, and I think

that we would. . .the concept of three should be kept and retained.

MR. ANZALONE
Mrs. Miller, did you know that in my Public Service Commission

district I guarantee you that you can't call my public service

coimnissioner from Independence, Louisiana, to wherever he's
living over there around Texas, somewhere, for a nickel?

[previous Question ordered. Record

vote ordered. Amendment rejected:

40-69. Motion to reconsider tabled.}
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Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Anzalone. . .

Amendment No. 1. On page 5, line 13, Inoiediately after the

word "consists of" delete the word "five" and insert in lieu
thereof the word "eight".

Explanation

MR. ANZALONE
Ladies and gentlemen, to acquaint you with what this amendment

does, it changes only one little bitty word in this provision. You
have heard some arguments against having three public service
commissioners in this state. I would like to give you some of the
arguments as to why some of us feel that it should be increased.
The philosophy of the Public Service Commission is to have elected
and not appointed officials insofar as the regulation of public
utilities are concerned, to enforce the statutes and regulations
of this state to insure that the general public— I repeat, to insure
that the general public—receives adequate utility services at a
reasonable and just rate. Insofar as the regulation of your public
transportation, I submit to you, again, that it is the philosophy
of this state to have elected public officials to enforce the
statutes and regulations of this state to insure that the general
public—and I repeat, the general public—receives adequate
transportation services at reasonable and just rates. Now, let's
go back to 1921 when this original Public Service Commission was
created; it had three members. The areas of representation you
have on your desk, now, showing you three Public Service Commission
districts. The first is by far the smallest. It extends from the
tip of Orleans Parish to the tip of St. Mary Parish. My particular
Public Service Coiaaission district extends from Pearl River County
in Mississippi to Orange County in Texas. The Third Congressional
District goes from Port Allen to Texas. Now, if these people. . .

and we ought to maintain the philosophy of elected officials
protecting the general public in the areas of regulation of public
utilities and in the area of regulation of public transportation,
plus the other duties that we are going to give them in this particular
convention is to be maintained, I submit to you that the answer is
not to appoint more assistants, but to have more elected officials.
These are the people who are going to be responsible to the public,
not their assistants. We have gone over this time and time again
in this convention. We started out with three elected officials;
we got to five, and we now have nine. I think that it is the
philosophy of the people of this state as well as the philosophy
of the delegates to this convention that it is going to be the
elected officials of this state who are going to govern this state.
I would like to correlate the business of the Public Service
Conoission to that of the judicial districts and the judges as
contained therein. In 1921. we had a judicial district comprising
the Twenty-first Judicial District of this state composed of
Tangipahoa, St. Helena and Livingston Parish. In that district,
at that time, we had one judge. Now, we have four maintaining
the philosophy of an elected judge who Is going to decide lawsuits.
We did not appoint assistants; we got more elected judges. Now,
there's been some speculation as to why do we not tie into the
number of public service commissioners to the congressional districts.
A very simple reason: if we come to a point t^ere we are to gain
a congressman, then the number eight is going to be out of kilter.
We're going to have nine congressional districts and it's going to
certainly fall Incumbent upon the legislature to reapportion. If
we come up and we lose a congressman, the same thing is going to
happen. Ladies and gentlemen, I submit to you that those of us who
live in the southeastern part of the State of Louisiana who don't
even know nor have most of us ever seen—and I daresay that I'm
thirty-eight years old; I think my public service commissioner is
oaaed Clemett, and if I'm not mistaken, I've seen him one time in

y life. Now, this man does not have the interests of the people
that live around me at heart. But, I'll tell you what, if we had
eight, we'd have one a little bit more closely to home, and we'd
have somebody that would be a little bit more interested in getting
St. Helena Parish some light lines and the northern part of
Tangipahoa Parish a little better telephone service. That particular
area about two miles east of Amite where we've got fifteen or sixteen
people on one telephone line right now, we may be able to get down
and have some that's got only eight. What I'm telling you is that
the closer you bring government to the people, the better off you
are going to be. This is what this axoendment does, and this is
what I ask you to do.

MR. ANZALONL
The eight.

MK. BliRSON

Well, one thing that immediately comes to mind is: What are
you going to do when you get a four to four split? ilow are you
going to make a decision?

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Burson, as in the case of my police jury back home, we

have operated with ten members on the police jury for, if I'm not
mistaken, the past sixty-one years. One member serves as a non-
voting chairman, and we have never had any problem with it yet.

MR. BURSON
Is that contained in your proposal?

MR. ANZALONE
It is goin^ to be.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Anzalone,

seven amendment?

Questions

arc you going with the eight amendment or the

MR. BURSON
Oh. Now, my next question is: I assume you are familiar

with the mode of practice before the Public Service Commission.

MR. anzalo:;e

Slightly.

MK. BURSON
Isn't one immediate increase that's going to have to be

made is to increase the size of the table about three times to

get, in an administrative hearing, that large a group around there
together';

MR. ANZALONE
It would be just about the size of the bench on the Supreme

Court --one seat bigger.

MK. BURSON
Do you think that it is a proper analogy as all the discussion

here that's been carried on to a legislative function and representing
people and a quasi-judicial body—administrative body—which is

supposed to be reaching a decision on facts presented to them by

litigants?

MR. ANZALONE
Jack, I could take one or two ways of answering that question,

but I'm going to try to answer it to you in a country, practical
way. I've never yet seen a man wiio wanted a telephone that called
the telephone company and got it. IsTienever he was out of lights,

I never saw him call the light company and get it. But, by some

mysterious reason, if you had somebody that knew somebody that knew
the public service commissioner and you got in touch with him,

and you could convince him of that, then it got out of the realm
of rate-making and it got into the realm of telephone-getting.

MR. BURSON
Do you think it would be any more difficult for you to pick

up the telephone and call the man if you had eight rather than

three, as you do now?

:iR, AiNZALONE

No, sir; It would be a lot loss difficult, because 1 don't
even know who I got, now.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Anzalone, what are we going to do with the existing three

commissioners? How would they serve out their terms? Would they

lose their terms of office? Would we get all new ones? How are

we going to work out that detail— that problem?

MR. ANZALONE
Well, Mr. Perez, you are familiar with Act 2 of 1972 which

provides that we can't shorten anybody's term. So, what we're

going to have to do Is that we're going to get into the schedule
and make some type of a provision to. . .of necessity, retain

these people until such time as the transition period is over.

MR. PEREZ
Well, did you know that there was a provision in the present

constitution. . .in the *21 constitution which took the old

Railroad Commission provided that they would serve their terms

out? My question is: whether you would be agreeable, if this

amendment passes, to another amendment which would guarantee that
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the presently elected people serve their terms out, and they

would represent the district in which they presently reside?

MR. ANZALONE
I have no objection whatsoever.

MR. ROEMER
Hey, Joe, the problem was raised about the even number on

this board. Well, don't we have an even number in this convention,

a hundred and thirty-two, including the chairman?

MR. ANZALONE
Sure do. Yes, sir.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Anzalone, would a vote for your amendment be tantamount

to a vote to do away with the nickel telephone? Will it have any-

thing to do with the nickel telephone?

MR. AIJZALONE
Reverend Alexander, if we got this thing a little bit closer

to the people, we probably could ^.et two calls for a nickel.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Anzalone, further, did you know that I have an amendment

to neutralize the chairman, the man who is the acting chairman, for

one year so that he can't vote while he's chairman, and you'll have
an uneven number voting?

MR. /^ZALONE
Yes, sir.

MR. SMITH
Mr. Anzalone, with eight men on the commission, do you think

you'd ever be able to get any decisions from them?

MR. ANZALONE
1 would. . .

MR. SMITH ^
With eight members?

MR. ANZALONE
I would certainly hope so, Mr. Jap.

MR. SMITH
It would take a good while, wouldn't it?

MR. ANZALONE
Well, I don't see why it would take any longer than it's taking

now.

MR. SMITH
With eight men to decide it, don't you think that's way too

many? Three too many. . .Don't you tliink tiiat's three too many?

MR. ANZALONE
No, sir.

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected:
5 2-60 . Motion to reconsider tabled ,^

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I have

prepared the financial statement for the month of November and

for the period January 5, 1973 through November 30, 1973. Through

this date, we had budgeted a total expenditures of $378,000—excuse
me, that's for the month of November, $378,000. Our actual
expenditures are $257,000. So, we are under budget for the month

of November by $120,000.
Now, the budget for the year to date, the ten months or eleven

months* was $2,347,000. We have actually spent $1,645,000. So,

for the eleven month period, we are $702,000 under budget.

Mr. Chairman, I move that we make this financial report part

of the official record of today's proceedings.

[Motion to make the financial report
a part of the official Journal adopted
without objection .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page. . .sent up by Delegate Anzalone.
On page 5, line 13, immediately after the word "of and

before the word "members" delete the word "five" and insert in

lieu thereof the word "seven".

Explanation

MR. ANZALONE
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I cannot impress upon

you enough the problems of the rural areas insofar as your Public
Service Commissions are concerned. There may have been a great
deal of objection against the number "eight'" because of the
congressional districts, even number or what have you. I am now
offering an amendment that would create "seven." Now, if some
of you are concerned about how hard it would be to reapportion
the state into seven Public Service Commission districts, I

would offer to you the fact that there are one hundred and five
representative districts at the present time, based upon the
one man, one vote proposition. It's a very simple matter of
taking seven representative districts per Public Service Commission
district. You would have absolutely no problem in your reapportionment.
1 ask you once again, please realize the problems that we in the
rural areas have with our public service, in getting service, in

getting adequate service. I think too many people here are concerned
about the nickel telephone. In a lot of places where we don't
even have them, we'd like to get them. People are worried about
low rates on lights. There are a lot of places that can't get
it. I ask you, please realize the problems that we do have and
give me your favorable consideration.

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

45-66. Motion to reconsider tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next amendment is offered up by Reverend Alexander.
Amendment No. 1. On page 5, at the end of line 17, after the

word and punctuation "chairman. " add the following:
"The chairman shall have no vote except to break a tie."

Expl anati on

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman, my amendment was put in in the event the

Anzalone amendment of "eight" would have passed. I therefore
withdraw it and call for the previous question on the section.

[Amendmen t wi thdrawn . Motion for the
Previous Question on Paragraph A

rejected ; i 3-79 .

]

. MR. CASEY

The Clerk will read the Perez amendment.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Copies are being run. We do not have the distribution copies

as yet. The amendment reads as follows:

Amendment No, 1. On page 5, at the end of line 17, add the

following:
"Each commissioner serving upon the effective date of this

constitution shall be the commissioner for the new district in

which he resides and shall serve out the term for which- he was

chosen."

Expl ana t ion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, the

courts have many times held that an elective officer does not have

any constitutional right to that particular office. It would be

possible, by act of the legislature, to terminate the terms of

the men who are presently serving. If you will recall, Mr. Anzalone

offered his amendment, and the same situation applies here, where

you're increasing the number. It would be possible that these

people could lose their offices. All that I wanted to do was to

insure that they would serve their terms out. What this provides

is that 'feach commissioner serving upon the effective date of the

constitution shall be the commissioner for the new district in

which he resides and shall serve out the term for which he was

chosen.

"

I'll yield to questions.
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Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Perez, isn't it true that under the act that called the

convention that although we are prohibited from limiting any

term prior to 1976, that we are authorized to limit terms after

1976?

MR. PEREZ
That's correct, and some of these offices would extend beyond

that time.

MR. BOLLINGER
Chalin, my only question is this: Why wouldn't we have to do

the same thing in the article where we lowered the term of office
for the Supreme Court justice, because that would be after 1976,

some of these?

MR. PEREZ
I did not understand you.

MR. BOLLINGER
I said, if Mr. Lanier. . -if your answer to Mr. Lanier's question

was correct, why would not we have to go back Into the article on

the judiciary and put the same provision in because we lowered the

term of office for the Supreme Court justices? These, in some cases,

go into—after 1976.

MR. PEREZ
Well, as I would understand it, what has actually happened is

to reduce their terms of office, unless we had a provision such as
this. Of course, if somebody wants to go back into that office,
fine. But, in this particular case, these people should be
continued in office until their terms expire.

MR. DUVAL
>'r. Perez, I have no objection to your anendrcenc, but I just

thought we ought to get something clear. I think Act 2 prohibits
us from shortening the term of any official, not necessarily
limited to 1976. That's my understanding of Act 2. Now, I may

be wrong.

MR. PEREZ
This, however, would give the legislature certain authority,

and the legislature might be able to actually do away with the man's
office.

MR. DLTAL
I agree with your amendment. I'm just saying 1 think there's

some misunderstanding as to—like the Supreme Court justices.

MR. PEREZ
I move the adoption of the amendment.

MR. si:;gletasy

Mr. Perez, couldn' t something like your amendment be in the
schedule?

:1R. PEP£Z
No, sir; I don't believe so. We have a very comparable

provision. When we went for the Railroad Commission into the
Public Service Commission in the 1921 Consticution, it provided
that the members of the Railroad Commission would serve out their
terms of office and thereafter that the parties would be elected.
This is a ver>' similar provision when we transferred from the
Railroad Commission into a Public Service Cocmission. I do believe
that this should be in the constitution.

[^Amendment reread.]

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, I object to voting on these things or passing

on them before the amendments are passed out. I think we ought to

have them in our hand before we do anything with them.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Abraham, I can't argue with you on that.

Point of Information

MR. SriAIx'NON

Does. . -aren't we prohibited from shortening the term of

any elected official?

MR. CASEY
Yes, Mr. Shannon, under the act which established this.

MR. SHANNON
Yes, that's what I thought.

MR. PEREZ
I just wanted to answer the question that this gives the

authority to the legislature to provide the districts and terms, etc.
1 don't believe there's any prohibition against giving the legisla-
ture the right to do it. There is no such thing as a constitutional
right to a public office.

Questions

MR. BURSON
Mr. Perez, since this is the only reap':ortionnent that we've

done in the midst of this convention, don't you chink that it would

be only fair and appropriate that we inform the gentlemen occupying

those offices, now, that while we have reapportioned, we have

not gerrymandered them out of office, necessarily?

MR. PEREZ
I think that's a very good idea, and it's something that we

should definitely do.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Perez, do you envision any problem since they had to be

staggered—those commissioners had to be staggered—you know,
according to this section? They are to be staggered. Do you
envision any problem with that, sir?

MR. PEREZ

No, I don't see any problem whatsoever because as these terms
of office expire, then there would be elections in the districts.
These people would just be the commissioners for these new
districts until their terms of office expire.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Perez, it's true we are not gerrymandering them out of their

office, but doesn't this have the effect of gerrymandering them in?

MR. PEREZ
Well, these people were elected for certain terms, for certain

periods of time. I don't believe anybody here in this convention
would want to say, "Well, these people are elected and there were
three, now we' re going to increase to five, so let's take their
offices away froa them." I don't think anybody here would want to

do that.

MRS. MILLER
Yes, but aren't we pretty much making it possible, when the

new elections come up, be sure that they have a district they can
run in?

MR. PEREZ
I don't think that's necessarily so. That will be up to the

legislature to determine the five districts as opposed to the

present three districts.

Further Discussion

MR. SINGLETARY
Ladies and gentlemen, I just oppose this amendment for the

reason that I think it should be in the schedule. If Mr. Perez
would offer it at that time , I'd support it. 1 do n't wish to

gerrymander anybody out of office, but I just think that this

is not the proper place to put such a provision.

{^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted .-

98-11. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on Para-
graph (A). Paragraph (A) adopted:
90-22. Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Reading of Paragraph (B) .

MR. POYNTER
"<B) Powers and Duties. The commission shall regulate all

common carriers and public utilities as provided by law. It

shall adopt and enforce reasonable rules, regulations, and pro-

cedures necessary for the discharge of its duties, and shall

have other powers and perform other duties as provided by law."

Explanation
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MISS PERKINS
Ladles and gentlemen, basically, this provision is the pro-

vision contained in the 1921 Constitution, but is put in far more

general terms. However, one thing that is mentioned in the

'21 'Constitution that is not mentioned in this particular article

is the exclusion of regulation of the industrial sales of gas.

However, this would not be an issue at this time because it

would actually go down to Section (F) jurisdiction. But, I didn't

want to mislead you by saying there was no change when, In fact,

there is a change to that extent. I'd also like to point out

for those of you that possibly are a little bit unfamiliar with

it, as I was, that a common carrier would be a person or goods

for hire; and a public utility would include all utilities

except the limitation contained in Paragraph (C) , and that would

be a utility owned by a political subdivision. I'll be happy

to answer any questions.

Questi on

MR BOLLINGER
Lynn, is it not true that on line 19, where we have the

words "as provided by law" that these words were added because

we thought in the future some utility might be deemed .. .might

for the public good ,be deemed not controllable by the Public

Service Commission, or that some new utility we'd want to place

under, so that this left flexibility for the legislature to

dictate what would be controlled and what would not be controlled?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir. That's correct; it basically turns it over to

the legislature.

Amendments

MR. KEAN
In other words, that company would be regulated by whatever

other regulatory agent the legislature designated.

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct. It could be the Public Service Commission.

It might be the Agency Commission, or it might be some other
agency that would be specially designated by the legislature.

MR. KEAN
Then, you'd have to give that other agency all of the

authority that the Public Service Commission had to regulate
rates and to take into consideration profit factor and other
matters of that kind. So, in effect, the legislature could set

up two public service commissions: one that would be related
to natural gas and the transportation of natural gas; and then
this one that's established in the constitution. We've got
nothing in the constitution with respect to any restraint, with
respect to the organization and composition of this other agency
that's going to exercise all those powers, do we?

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Kean, the legislature really has to implement the authority

and powers of the Public Service Commission anyway under the pro-
visions of this proposal because the proposal here before us says
that the commission shall regulate all common carriers and public
utilities as provided by law. So, the legislature's got to, of

course, implement this particular provision. The purpose of my
amendment .... the clear purpose of it is to authorize the legislature

to devise regulatory procedures with respect to natural gas either
within the Public Service Commission or such other regulatory
agencies it may designate.

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Delegate Gravel at the present time,

read as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 5, line 18, iranedlately after the

word "Duties." delete the word "The" and insert in lieu thereof

the following: "Except for natural gas, the"

Amendment No. 2. On page 5, between lines 23 and 24, add

the following Paragraph:

"The legislature shall provide for the regulation of natural

gas by such regulatory authority as It may designate."

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the con-

vention, this amendment is proposed in order to make It perfectly

clear that the Public Service Commission does not have the con-

stitutional and exclusive authority with respect to the regulation

of natural gas. The amendment, in effect, will provide that the

legislature shall enact statutes and provide for the regulation

of natural gas by such regulatory authority as it nay designate.

The language of the committee proposal does not accomplish this

purpose, and the issue is precisely before you, I think, by

this amendment. The people 'Jho know a whole lot more about

this than I do tell me that clearly the Federal Power Commission

and other... and the jurisprudence that attends the activities

of that commissioner. . .commission have designated natural gas

as being a public utility. So, that there won't be any problem

with the language contained in Section 2 on Page 1, as we

finally amended and adopted it, and the provisions that are

contained in the section that we are now considering, this

amendment is proposed to make it clear that the legislature

shall provide the... shall designate the regulatory body that

shall regulate natural gas. I'll yield for any questions.

Questions

MR. KEAN
Mr. Gravel, suppose you have a pipeline company which

engages In the transportation of natural gas— doesn't own the

feas, simply transports it for a fee. Which agency would regulate

that pipeline company, the Public Service Commission, or some

other regulatory authority designated by the legislature?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, Mr. Kean, it was my intention, and I believe the

language of Amendment No. 2 would cover it by the provision that

says that "the legislature shall provide for the regulation of

natural gas by such regulatory authority as it may designate."

I think that. . .

.

MR. KEAN
What is your objecticn to simply leaving it in the Public

Service Commission as this would presently provide for?

MR. GRAVEL
The purpose of this amendment is to leave the option with

the legislature and not make It mandatorially controlled by the

Public Service Commission.

MR. KEAN
My point is.

Commission. .

.

assuming it is now under the Public Service

MR. GRAVEL
It's not now under the Public Service Commission.

MR. KEAN
All right. But, under this provision, would it not be under

the Public Service Commission?

MR. GRAVEL
In my opinion, under the provision as it presently exists,

it would be.

MR. KEAN
You are unwilling to leave it in that posture. You want it

to be up to the legislature as to whether they want to change it?

MR. GRAVEL
That's what I've been saying all along.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Gravel, 1 am in sympathy with your purpose,but I suggest

to you that your amendment doesn't do what you say it does. Let

me explain my criticism of it to you. As amended, the first sen-

tence of Section (B) would say "except for natural gas, the commis-

sion shall regulate all common carriers and public utilities as

provided by law." Now, as I read the sentence as it would be

amended by your amendment, the legislature could never invest the

Public Service Commission with the power to regulate natural gas.

MR. GRAVEL
No. I'll...

MR. DERBES
Do you see that?

MR. GRAVEL
I see your point, and I think I can answer that. My appreciation

of the language of the committee is that the commission shall regu-

late all coiranon carriers and public utilities which would Include

natural gas. That makes it mandatory. The legislature could only

provide methods and procedures within this particular mandatory
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direction. I think by utilizing the Second Amendment, it's clearly

stated that there Is no mandatory requirement that the Public Service

Comnlsslon regulate natural gas, but that the legisL'ture could so

authorize It. Now, I must concede that when you consider the amend-

ment and the language together that perhaps some question could

arise.

MR. DERBES
Let me try just by way of explanation say that essentially I

wrote the section as It stands, and checked it out with the staff.

Our position on It was that It permitted the legislature to authorize

essentially the jurisdiction, the length and breadth of the juris-

diction of the Public Service Commission, to either derogate from

it or suppleioent it. Now, If that's. ..If it's not clear enough

to you, I would have no objection to a provision which would say

"the legislature may essentially take away the jurisdiction of

the Public Service Commission over natural gas." But, I don't

like the language that says "except for natural gas"because it

seems to say that the Public Service Commission constitutionally
can never regulate natural gas.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Derbes, you may well have a point there. It might be

confusing. Let me say this: 1 think It's such an Important area
that I would hope that the persons representing the committee would
be willing to move that this section then be passed over until
we can come up with clear language at least by way of alternatives
so that the convention could act upon language that would be clear
and that there would be no misunderstanding. I want to be sure
that there's presented before this convention, and I want to

strongly support a provision that will authorize the legislature
to designate the regulatory agency that will control the trans-
portation and sale of natural gas. That's what I hope we can
do, and I believe we might better get off this and try to work
it out.

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Gravel, let me ask you this, then: your objective,

understand it, is not to forever prohibit the Public Service
as I

Commission, say, ten years from now from getting into this area.

That's not your objective, correct?

MR. GRAVEL
No, sir. My whole objective is to permit the legislature

to designate either the Public Service Coimnisslon or some other
regulatory agency to control the transportation, disposition,

and use of natural gas but, to leave it up to the legislature.

MR. LAMBERT
Well, the committee's intention was the same thing: to

provide the flexibility In the future.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I've got to agree with Mr. Derbes. I think there needs

to be some clarity of language here, and I would hope— as a matter

of fact, if you would permit me to do so, Mr. Chairman, I would

like to move at this time that we pass over this section in the

hope that we can devise some language that will clearly set forth

trtiat I believe might be the intention of most of the members of

this convention.

MR. LAMBERT
All right. Why don't you withdraw your amendment, and then

the committee would ask that we pass over this section and go to

the next one if Miss Perkins has no objection.

MR. GRAVEL
I move to withdraw my amendment at this time, Mr. Chairman.

[^Amendment withdrawn . Motion to take
up other orders adopted without ob-
jection . Adjournment to 9:00 o* clock
a.m., Thursday, December 20, 1973.^
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Thursday, December 20, 1973

ROLL CALL

[6ff delegates present and a quorum
.

^

PRAYER

MRS. MAYBUCE
Our Father* which art in heaven, hallowed it be Thy name. Thy

kingaom come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in Ht-aven. Give
us this day our daily bread and forgive us our debts as we forgive
our debtors and lead us not into temptation but deliver us from
evil for Thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory forever.
Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
Regular Order No. 1. Unfinished Business.

Committee Proposal No. 3A, introduced by Delegate Lambert,
Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Natural Resources and
and Environment, other delegates and members of that committee.

A proposal making provisions relating to natural resources
and environment.

The status of the proposal: convent ion has adopted the proposal

basically with these exceptions: Still has under its consideration,

at the time of adjournment yesterday. Section 14 dealing with the

Public Service Comnission. On yesterday, and under a suspension of

the rules, the convention voted to consider said Section 14 dealing

with the Public Service Commission, lettered paragraph by lettered

paragraph with the view that all the rules applying to section by

section consideration would apply to the consideration of each

paragraph and had, then, considered adopting Section (A), had

under consideration Section (B) . In addition two sections have

been deleted from the proposal, that being. Section 3 and also

Section 11, which dealt with the commissioner of agriculture.

The convention had voted to pass over Sections 6, 7 and 8 which

have, as yet, not been considered.

At this time, Mrs. Miller is going to make a motion in ilgnt

of the fact that neither Miss Perkins nor Senator Lambert is going

to be able to be at the convention for the first couple of hours

this morning. Mrs. Miller is going to move to revert and, in

particular, she will wish to take up a proposed Section 1.1 and

then in successive order take Sections 6, 7 and 8.

[Mot ion to revert to Section 1.1
adopted w i t hout objection,]

Amendment

MR POYNTER
All right. The lady at this time offers an amendment which

would propose the addition of a new section. Section 1.1, to be

Inserted between lines 21 and 22 on the first page of the proposal.

Copies. . . .

I
' 11 ask some of the pages to come up here and get the

copies from Mr. Lamar so they can be passed out.

The proposed text of the section would read as follows:

"Section 1.1. (A) The navigable water bodies and bottoms,

the sea and its shores, and lands, title to which is in the state

and its agencies at the effective date of this constitution, are

hereby declared to be a part of the public domain, and for the use,

benefit and enjoyment of the people, as provided by law.

(B) No conveyance, contract, compromise, or lease involving

lands, minerals, or other interests therein, title to which is in

the state or its agencies, shall be made without prior public

notice or public bidding, and other safeguards as prescribed

by law.

No transfer of a real right or of minerals taken in kind

belonging to the state and Its agencies which do not comply with
such requirements shall henceforth be valid."

Expl anat i on

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I do

ask for your careful attention on this. This is relating to the
Dracula and the Frankenstein discussion we had the other morning.

It Is an attempt to tell to the legislature....! know you all
don't want me to make the Dracula and Franenstein speech all over
again. I do point out that this is the thing we discussed the
other rooming, and we've been joined in this with several co-
authors: Miller, Asseff, Avant, Derbes, Tobias, Warren, Schmitt,
Amette and Mr. Carmouche. This has also been worked over by
several other delegates who have contributed to try to make it

say what we meant it to say. I think what we are trying to say
to the legislature is, "We're not going to interfere with your
management of the natural resources. You may manage, and regulate,
and do as you please for the good of the state." But, we are saying
that when you do tamper with the natural resources for goodness sakes

give public notice, have some public bidding, have some safeguards
as provided by law. I think this is very popular with the people.
I think, of course, this is the one type of thing that must be done
if we are going to ever have ccmpetence In government and in our
public officials. I don't think it's changing any basic laws. I

believe most of you have considered this and it doesn't need a lot

of discussion on my part and It speaks for Itself. 1 will answer
questions.

Ques ti ons

MR. BOLLINGER
Mrs. Miller, in reading Paragraph (A) and in its reference

to the water bottoms and then in the same paragraph at the end

you say "to be a part of the public domain, and for the use,

benefit and enjoyment of all the people." Could this, in any
way. Interfere with the state's leasing of these water bottoms

for drilling or any mineral purposes? My question being this:

If they would lease it, could a citizen come back and enjoin

the state for doing such because it was interfering on a fishing

right or a trapping right or some other right that he could claim

to this water bottom since it is part of the public domain?

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Bollinger, your point is well made, and I think it points

out really what the law is now. All mineral leasing in any kind

of top lease or service lease that you give to anyone. ... that the

state gives to anyone is going to interfere to some extent, you know
with other uses of the land. I think that the state through all

kind of environmental controls and through other of Its agencies

has to say, "Well, if you're going to have to put an oil well in

the middle of the lake, let's do It with a minimum amount of

inconvenience to the public in regard to the use of the land and

the public, I don't think this changes the basic law and jurisprudence

of this state as we now have it. I think it only solidifies and makes
concrete the concepts so that when the people of this state go to

vote on this document they see a statement of public policy. The

thing we are preventing—now, I said this the other morning, may I

reiterate— I want you to look again at the Dracula bill, that is the

blood-sucking bill whereby this is what the legislature said to the

Mineral Board—listen, ladies and gentlemen—the legislature said to

the Mineral Board, "This Board may contract under terms which it

deems to be most advantageous, to the state with persons or corporations

engaged in the storage, transportation, sale, or use of oil,

gas and other minerals. The Board is specifically authorized
to negotiate such contracts and public bidding shall not be

required. What we are saying, ladies and gentlemen. You may
let a board that is created by the legislature do things but

don't do it under the table; don't do it behind closed doors;

don't do it without notice, without giving the public a chance

and where it's a practical way to do It, do it with public

bidding." I think that if we don't do this that we are going

to destroy faith in government. We are going to have our oil

and gas sucked from under our feet just as the blood was sucked

from the victims of Dracula. I say only that what we are proposing

is to solidify the concepts that are cherished by the people of this

state that they will have a right to know and be put on notice what

is being done with their resources. I don't think it's really very

controversial. I know that the philosophy of almost all of you here,

if not all of you here. Is that you are protecting the resources of

the state and that you approve of the concept of public notice and

public bidding. I ask for the adoption of the amendment,

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mrs. Miller, I noticed In the last paragraph as compared to

the other Paragraphs (A) and (B) , the last part of (B) , you state

"real right or of minerals taken in kind belonging to the state

and its agencies" rather than "or its agencies." Shouldn't that
word "and" be "or" on the second line of that last paragraph
instead of as you have it?

MRS. MILLER
Well, I think you may be right, Senator, and I believe that's
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something that Style and Drafting could take care of» it might he
a better

MR. DE BLIEUX
Because I noticed that you used the different langauge above In the

Paragraphs (A) and (B) , 1 just wondered why you changed It in the
last part of Paragraph

MRS. MILLER
Well, I think it was possibly an oversight, but I do believe

that you are right, but that is something Style and Drafting will
pick up in their parallel constructions.

MR. DE BLIEDX
Well, maybe we could change it right now if you think so and

save that difficulty.

MRS. MILLER
Well, I'll be glad to withdraw it if you would make that

change for us with the Clerk and then to resubmit it.

lAnendment withdrawn and resubmitted
with cor rection ."i

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
There are two changes all of them in the third un-

lettered paragraph, the second paragraph of lettered Paragraph
(B) which would now read:

"No transfer of a real right or of minerals taken in kind
belonging to the state"—strike out the word "and" and Insert
in lieu thereof the word "or"—"or its agencies which"—strike out
the word "do" and insert the word "does"—"does not comply with
such requirements shall henceforth be valid."

Quest ions

MR. DDVAL
Mrs. Miller, I'm just trying to get your intent here, I

don't see any real objection with your amendment. But, I was
wondering just for your intent, as you know, the Civil Code divides pro-
perty into things either into common or public. The Civil Code
provides that the seashores, for instance, are common things and
other things perhaps are public things. By saying that the sea-
shore is a part of the public domain you don't intend, do you,
to abrogate the provisions of the Civil Code in reference to sea-
shores? I'm just trying to get your intent.

MRS. MILLER
I believe you will find. In addition to that, that there's been

a general statement that the seashore is a public thing, though, that
sometimes they may use the word "conmon" in relation to it. But, 1
believe the public domain concept of these things is pretty well
established in our law and not

MR. DUVAL
This isn't intended to change the law on that; is that correct?

MRS. MILLER
That's right. I think It just really brings these philosophies

together.

MR. TAPPER
Mrs. Miller, in Section 1.1, Paragraph (A), you haven't changed

that in your resubmission, have you?

MRS. MILLER
Well, we had in the beginning, we had the word "political

subdivisions" in the original ....

MR. TAPPER
No. I'm talking about In your resubmission of the present

amendment

.

MRS. MILLER
No, no, we did not change that. This has been only changed

from its original submission a few days ago.

MR. TAPPER
Well, is it now your interpretation that the phase after the

last comna and before the last period "as provided by law," in
effect, does away with everything that comes before it; Isn't that
true? Doesn't the last phrase "as provided by law" just delete
your whole paragraph and put it back to what the legislature might
enact from here on? What I'm saying. Isn't it a fact that this

Paragraph (A) is not really doing anything because you end up by
saying "as provided by law"?

MRS. MILLER
No. What we are saying, Mr. Tapper—and I think your point is

really well taken—but what we are saying—you know we have a great
many laws that apply to the use and benefit and enjoyment. You know.
If one person enjoys something they can interfere with the enjoyment
of somebody else. We are leaving to the legislature to provide
regulatory laws, which I think is the law now, that you
regulate the use of the waters, and the streams, the way you catch
fishes, to lease out these things. So, this is that they can
regulate the use of them for the benefit and enjoyment of the
people, but your protection is in Paragraph (B) in which you
say that when you get down to conveyances, and contracts, and
compromise, just give us some public notice and let us know what's
going on. Everyone can see rules and regulations, but the
legislature may provide for the use and enjoyment, you know,
those are published and you know whether you can go swimming in
this water or what you can do, you know. I think the legislature
has done very well in the past In regulatory laws pertaining to
the use of public things.

MR. TAPPER
One other question, Mrs. Miller. What you are saying is

that in the past there has not been this public notice that you
are requiring In this privilege?

MRS. MILLER
What I'm saying is that as recently as 1972 that by Act of

749, which was passed in your House and Senate without a dissenting
vote, the legislature did say that the Mineral Board could enter
into these contracts without public bidding. This is the point
at which, of course, my blood pressure rose and when I read that
I went Into really a tail spin, because I just don't think this
is in the public Interest.

MR. TAPPER
Mrs. Miller

MRS. MILLER
...and, neither did the Natural Resource Comnittee of the

legislature when they met and heard about it.

MR. TAPPER
Isn't it a fact that there is also another statute which must

be read in pari materia that there must be public bidding on all
public contracts?

MRS. MILLER
Well, you know, statutes are subject to change by the legislature

and this act of 1972, in effect, changed that by saying they didn't
have to have public bidding; this is what the act says.

MR. TAPPER
Don't we have in another place in this constitution that we

have already adopted a provision that requires public bidding for
all state contracts?

MRS. MILLER
We may, but this Is something of such Immense Important to the

people of this state, and I think they I think when they look at

this, they aren't going to be sophisticated people; they are going

to be the conmion man and woman of this state. 1 think this is

language they can read, and understand, and appreciate, and feel

that we've given them a few protections; it's been the mood of

this convention, I think, to protect the public.

MR. CONROY
Mrs. Miller, I had two questions:the first was I wondered why

this provision or something like it was not Included in the committee
proposal, because you are a member of the committee as I recall it?
I just wondered why this wasn't brought up and made a part of the
conniittee proposal.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Conroy, I i^ist say that when we began meeting in that

cosmittee, we had very little, very frankly, very few among us
knew much about the natural resources of the state. Most of our
work was spent on a form of education of trying to learn where we
stand. Now, I think all of the other people on all of your other
committees were experts in their fields.

MR. CONROY
Well, my second question r-ially leads from that because I

wondered whether we could get any clear Indication of what the
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effect would be of Paragraph (B) where you prohibit any contract
at all with regard to involving lands, minerals, or interests therein.

It seemed to me that prohibiting all contracts involving mineral lands

at all without public notice was a very broad prohibition. I wondered
if you had any information as to whether that would, in any way, affect
the routine operations of any of the state agencies. I don't know, and

I just wondered whether you or the committee had looked into that

aspect of this.

MRS. MILLER
No, I think it. I really do think this expresses the philosophy

now in the state and the existing statute. But, what terrified me
is that as late as 1972 we've had a very clear indication that

statutory provisions can just be waived and that the legislature
will absolutely give away its rights to supervise and control, and

we are saying, "Keep this right with the legislature. Don't let them

give away all their rights to supervise and control."

MR. LEBLEU
Mrs. Miller, I was concerned about Che seashore portion of your

amendment. I think you will recall in our committee some of the

folks from L.S.U. Law School testified that the Civil Code should
be changed In some instances that wouldn't be necessarily
advantageous to the state. Now, as I interpret your amendment,
even though you say "as provided by law" the Civil Code might not

be changed except if it were advantageous to the state. Am I

incorrect in interpreting your amendment in that fashion?

MRS. MILLER
Well, no, I don't believe...! wouldn't say incorrect, Mr.

LeBleu. I would say, though, we are leaving with the legislature
the authority to enact the necessary Civil Code changes or to re-
enact existing statutes to bring us in line with all these coastal
management agencies—our wet land agencies, our wildlife and fisheries
thing. You know, we are going to have to have some statutory changes
probably in order to come in line with some of the federal guide-
lines on wet land managements and marshlands and this type of
thing. But, we are leaving to the legislature all the room in
the world it wants to maneuver, and negotiate, and provide by
statutes for the good of the state, but we are just saying when
you do it. All we are saying is when you do it, for goodness
sakes; let us know it's being done; put us on notice. I think

is the concept that everyone accepts and is really needed in this
state to restore confidence in government.

MR. LEIGH
Mrs. Miller, in your Paragraph (B) you have "No conveyance,

contract involving state lands," any contract involving state
lands. Now, Chen, occasions arise continually where unitization
agreements have to be entered into involving leases where the

unitization agreements arise where state lands are unitized with
adjoining lands for a unit under a conservation program. Would
this require those unitization agreements to be advertised? That's

a contract.

MRS. MILLER
That is a contract, Mr. Leigh, and I tell you it's those

voluntary unitizations that also gave me this high blood pressure
for which I have been suffering from the last year and a half. But,
we are saying you can do it, just let the public know what you are
doing. I agree with you. What we are saying is, 1 don't care whether
lt*s a voluntary unit»or a letter agreement, or a compromise, the

Mineral Board is doing these kind of things all the time.

MR. LEIGH
Aren't they doing it in public session?

MRS. MILLER
If they are doing it in public section. .. .by public bidding,

and by public notice, and by the safeguards by law they have no

reason to complain.

MR. LEIGH
There is no public bidding Involved, but It's in public session.

You don't bid on a unitization agreement, you're just simply agreeing
on the division of the royalty within that unit; this has no bidding
involved; it's simply agreeing on a proper division. Are you saying
that that would have to be advertised and take public bids on it?

MRS. MILLER
Well, I think your point is well taken because. .. .and this does

not change what is the procedure now because when you have these

meetings of the Mineral Board, these meetings are not behind closed
doors. We are saying, "Let's keep it that way. Let's don't have

any meetings behind closed doors regarding unitizations, letter
agreeipent, compromises, and so forth," Docket meetings are supposed

to be open to the public and, as you know, when you ran the board
you had everything open and gave everybody plenty of notice.

MR. LEIGH
Well, isn't it open at the present time? I mean, there's nothing

secret about it

.

....its routine business.

MRS. MILLER
I must say, I know you see the board as the way it was when

you ran it and I can tell you that I heard your praises sung all

the time, and I wish you were often still over here. But, under

this Act of 7A9, this is saying you can do it behind closed doors

and that's how they were working up that refinery deal down in

New Orleans; all that was without notice; no one knew it really

until they had it pretty well worked up.

MR. LEIGH
Well, one final question, what I'm getting at: Do you construe

your amendment as requiring public bidding or public advertisement

for the Mineral Board to enter into a unitization agreement? It's

a contract.

MRS. MILLER
It might well be that the legislature as they look at more

and more of the unitization agreements— those are pretty big economic

agreements they are entering into as you and I know. You know, under

the name of voluntary unitization you can do an awful lot of things.

MR. LEIGH
But, this does require that, in your opinion?

MRS. MILLER
Yes, and it requires....

MR. LEIGH
And, it requires public bidding and...

MRS. MILLER
...and public notice. We worded this that it will be by 'public

notice or public bidding and other safeguards as prescribed by law."

MR. JENKINS
Mrs. Miller, once more for the record, that Subsection (A),

is it your view that that makes any change in the law or is this

the state of the law now?

MRS. MILLER
In my view this is the state of

think the purpose of Section (A) is

has..,, so that you know what Section
do this, it's kind of hard to define
are leaving the legislature all the

the resources. We're just saying,
give away all of our safeguards. Yo
set up the agencies. But, just keep
table, keep the doors open and let us

this Is the philosophy that you've e:

this convention.

the law now, Mr. Jenkins. I

to clarify it so that Section (B)

(B) is applying to. If you don't

what you're talking about. We

leeway in the world to manage
Don't give. .. .Legislature don't

u can provide by law. You can

things open and on top of the

know what's going on." I think
xpressed very well throughout

Further Discussion

MR, TAPPER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, let me begin by saying

that I certainly agree with the principle which Mrs. Miller
puts forth here at this rostrum. I disagree, however, violently,
with her accusations and insinuations, especially, with reference

to the last legislative session's Senate Bill No. 9.

Let me point out that this, yes, is already the law. There

is no chance for state realty without public notice and public

billing. .. .bidding. There are no state contracts without

public bidding today, and you all know that. The things that

are in this particular amendment are really not necessary, although

they are not onerous. In Paragraph (A), as I read it, it ends with

"as provided by law." Which means that the legislature could

provide anything they wanted. So, that paragraph really means

nothing.
Paragraph (B) also ends with the same phrase, "as provided.,

,

as prescribed by law...." changes it from provided to prescribed.

Then, of course, the transfer of minerals taken in

kind belonging to the state, any transfer thereof, is not valid

unless you conform with the requirements. Henceforth, I rather

give it a belt.
My main objection to this amendment; Number 1, it's not

necessary. It's additional language in the constitution which

is not necessary. But, the main objection is, the vein in which
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It was Introduced; the arguments that were put forth In the
Initial submission of this amendment before It was taken back
and changed very drastically; the arguments that were put forth
the second time it was Introduced, and then withdrawn because
there had to be some more technical amendments. Also, the so-
called Dracula, and so-called monster bills. I believe, ladies
and gentlemen of the convention, that if ve pass this amendment,
which. In my opinion, means nothing, if we pass it in the vein,
and because of the reasons that Mrs. Miller put forth, that we
are doing a terrible injustice to this state and to the legislature.
I know some of you.... some of the people don't trust the legisla-
ture, but, I think most of you here do. You have shown by your
votes on many, many of these amendments that you do by and large
trust the legislature. I think that by the adoption of this, you
are putting a cloud not only on the legislature, but on the
integrity of the people of this state. I urge that you defeat
this amendment. This is not necessary. If it were, for the
purposes that Mrs. Miller says that it is necessary, I wouldn't
be here opposing it.

Further Di scussion

MR. SINGLETARY
Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in opposition to this amendment

primarily because of Paragraph (A) which says that "lands, the

title to which is In the state and its agencies, from the effect

of this effective date of this constitution, are hereby

declared to be a part of the public domain, and for the use,

benefit, and enjoyment of the people."
Does that mean that the governor's mansion is part of the

public domain and that anybody can go play tennis on the

governor's tennis courts? So, I urge you to think about the

meaning of that language. I urge you to reject this amendment.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Singletary, isn't the words following that paragraph....

that is, the end of that paragraph, "as provided by law."
Couldn't that- be regulated in use? Doesn't It Just mean that
we should use it for a public. .. .for the public good? That
wouldn't necessarily mean that, as you spoke about the governor's
mansion and something else like that, that it was anybody's
right to go in any time. It'd be regulated by law, wouldn't it?
Couldn't we set up whatever rules and regulations for the use
of that property as we saw fit—which would be for the benefit
of this state?

MR. SINGLETARY
I don't know. Senator. It says that it's "declared to

hereby be a part of the public domain, and for the use, benefit,
and enjoyment of the people as provided by law", sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Wouldn't that "as provided by law".

it?
.wouldn't that govern

MR. SINGLETARY
I don ' t know

.

public domain.
It still is declared to be a part of the

MR, DE BLEIUX
Well, all lands, as I take it right now, that are owned

by the government are a part of the public domain.

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, it goes on to say it's "for the use, benefit, and

enjoyment of the people." So, I don't know. Really, I think
this is.... the intent is good in all three paragraphs. But,
really, I don't. ...I think It's statutory material and we
don't know exactly what the scope of this would be.

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY
I think everyone here agrees with the basic concepts of

Mrs. Miller's proposal. But, I have been trying to find out
from questioning on the floor, questioning to Mrs. Miller, as
to exactly what the effect of Paragraph (B) of this section
would be.... trying to ascertain to what degree this had been
studied or any investigation made of it. I am concerned about
the part... the breadth of the language that says "no contract
involving stateowned lands would be made without prior public
notice."

The terra— the prohibition against any contract at all.

seems to me to be broader than Is really intended. I don't
know whether it would affect, for example, the temporary
leasing of.... say, a state recreational area for a day, or
something like that where you let it out to some particular
group that they are able to use it that day. Or whether it

applies to contracts that Just relate to minor things pertain-
ing to state lands. I don't know. I was trying to find out.
I think the concepts are good. But, I think that the section
as written here, without some prior ... .some better assurance
of what it's effect would be on the state's day-to-day
operations with regards to its lands, I think is dangerous.
It's a good statement of principle. But, I think it's dangerous
as written, I urge you to reject the proposal.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

[previous Question ordered.

]

Closing

MRS, MILLER
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen, I do think the few

fears that have been expressed are without, really, any
foundation because, if the public agencies are doing right,
anyway, what does it matter to tell them they should do right?
If they are doing nothing wrong, this is not going to hurt
them. The mineral board now has always, under Mr. Lee, and
it still does, it enters into its voluntary unitizations, its
letter agreements, its compromises, by public notice. These
things are put on a published docket and the meetings are open
to the public. So, you are not going to have any serious effect
on the state's operations as they go.

But, you are saying to the legislature Yes, I agree
with Mr. Singletary. A lot of this could be taken care of in
the statutes. But, Mr. Singletary, I point out to you, what
the legislature did is it said, "Mineral board, you can contract
away fifty thousand barrels a day of the state's oil and gas
and build a refinery, and give a windfall for three years "

which it did....which it was working on. You can do it without
anybody knowing what you are doing; without any public bidding.
Don't give any other companies in this state a chance to come
in and bid on what they would pay for the fifty thousand barrels
of oil and gas a day. I tell you, the deal they were working
up in September, before the newspapers of this state began to
put the spotlight on them. They were working up the little deal
that they were going to contract away fifty thousand barrels
of oil a day at five dollars a barrel, for twelve years. Now,
what's five dollars a barrel. ..or fifty thousand barrels a day
worth over a period of twelve years? Sure, they were going to

get a little fourth of the net profits after the company had
figured what its own net profits were, and after it paid big
salaries and all to its own officials. I don't think that this
is what the people of this state want. If the state has fifty
thousand barrels of oil a day to contract away, it can put it

out on bids every year or two, and let these refineries bid on
It. We might be getting twelve, and fifteen, and twenty dollars
a barrel. dollars a barrel for our oil. So, what we are saying
to the legislature is, "Please, no more statutes like this. Please
Just remember that we want everything to be open. We want notice.
We want all the safeguards we can get."

I call for the previous question,

[Amendment rejected: 58-36. Motion to

table reconsideration re jected : 36- 52 . j

Recons i derat i on
Further Di scussi on

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I listened very

attentive to what Mr. Tapper had to say. One of his main objections
was the accusations that were made. I want to remind you that
pride goes before a fall. Whose fall? The State of Louisiana.
I'm going to ask you to search your conscience this day and vote in
favor of this amendment for the people of the State of Louisiana.

Thank you.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. LEIGH
Mr, Chairman, and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

I could not support the Miller amendment as it was drawn. I do
ask that you reconsider it and leave the question open. I think
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that the principle that Mrs. Miller is trying to assert Is sound.
I would like to see the principle placed in there in some fashion.
What I'm afraid of is that the amendment as it Is drawn will,
perhaps, disrupt the routine business of the mineral board. I

would very much urge you to reconsider the matter and let's see
if something can't be worked out that would attain Mrs. Miller's
purpose, and not disrupt any routine business of the mineral
board .

So, I ask you to vote favorably on the motion to reconsider.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Leigh, if we vote favorably now, we will have adopted

the amendment in its present form. I am wondering what are
you suggesting?

MR. LEIGH
I think If we vote favorably now, we will simply have

reconsidered the natter....

be Involved and concerned. We've got to protect it. We know from
different lawsuits that are pending,back forty and fifty years
ago mineral rights were taken away from the state that have
made millionaires, and it could have been used much better to
help the people of the state.

I'd like to urge you let's support Mrs. Miller in what she's
trying to do. She's been on the mineral board, and she knows
what is needed there.

Thank you.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

[previous Quest ion ordered on the
notion to reconsider.']

Closing

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm not going to waste

your time. I'm Just going to ask you to vote green on the motion
to reconsider. Let's dispose of it once and for all, and let's
go on to something else.

Thank you

.

MR. ALEXANDER
Reconsidered. .yes.

MR. LEIGH
and leave it open to a new amendment, or an amendment of

a different version which might straighten out possible objections
to it.

MR. ALEXANDER
The amendment will not be resubmitted at this time? Is that

what you 're ...

.

MR. LEIGH
It would not be adopted at this time. It would be open for

revision

.

MR. ALEXANDER
It could be adopted as resubmitted?

[Motion to reconsider adopted: 92-21.
Amendment withdrawn.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The lady now wishes to resubmit the amendment so it would

simply read:
"Section 1.1." The first paragraph. .. .unlettered paragraph

of (B).

"Section 1.1. No conveyance, contract, compromise, or lease
involving lands, minerals, or other interest therein, title to
which is in the state or Its agencies, shall be made without prior
public notice or public bidding, and other safeguards as prescribed
by law."

No Paragraph (A), and delete the second, unlettered

subparagraph of Paragraph (B)

.

MR. LEIGH
It can be adopted in a different form....

MR. ALEXANDER
Yes.

MR. LEIGH
If It is reconsidered.

MR. ALEXANDER
All right.

Point of Information

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman, on a point of information. If an amendment

were to be sent up to the desk involving only Paragraph (B) of
Mrs. Miller's amendment, would it be ruled out of order, or
whatever?

MR. POYNTER
No I

MR. ANZALONE
In the event that this amendment is defeated, would an

amendment tracking the language In Paragraph (B) be out of order?

MR. POYMTER
No, sir. I don't think It would be out of order because It

wouldn't put this same, exact question before this convention.

MR. ANZALONE
Thank you.

MR.

Further Discussion

STINSON
Fellow delegates, I'd like to urge you to support

Mrs. Miller. You know, this is one of the most vital. Important
assets the state has. I think in times like these, all the
precaution we can take to protect the right of the state, and
all the people, we should do it. It may not be worded the way
you like, but at least it gives some extra precaution. I don't
think it should be left up to this group, or the governor, or
the legislature, or the mineral board. I think everyone should

Expl ana t ion

MRS. MILLER
Mr. chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I ask your indulgence

on this because it is so very important. It seems to be trying
to solidify things in Section (A) that caused some of the problems
with some of the delegates. So, what we are doing Is to say we
are taking only the middle paragraph, your Paragraph (B) , that
starts with No conveyance" and ends "by law." I.... think that
this will satisfy some of the objections that we had previously
to perhaps Just repeating the civil code In the constitution.
I don't really think this would ... .anyone would find that their
philosophy were adverse to this to keep everything open and above
the table In all our dealings with these very valuable state
resources

.

I ask your favorable consideration of the new amendment.

Questions

MR. RAYBURN
Mrs. Miller, under the language here where it says that

"shall be made without prior public notice or public bidding."

Would that language let anyone or state agencies, Just as long

as they gave public notice, and then go ahead and do what they

wanted to do as long as they gave public notice?

MRS. MILLER
Along.... of course you still have the provision that

the public notice would be required or "as prescribed by law."

We've used public notice, or public bidding, or as prescribed

by law. This would still not prohibit the legislature from

setting up very stringent requirements, which I think the

legislature could do, and will do now.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, I was Just a little concerned about whether or not

if they Just gave public notice, whether they would be in

compliance with the law or not. They could disregard public

bidding as long as they'd given public notice.

MRS. MILLER
Well, I think your "or prescribed by law" takes care of

that. Because you all can, I'm sure when you draft a law

providing the procedure that's to be followed, you will say

that under certain circumstances prior notice has to be given;
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advertisements, and this type of thing. I can.... this Is the

form that's pretty much been followed by the legislature In

most of Its action.

MR. LEIGH
Mrs. Miller, I'm still concerned about the routine business

of the mineral board and the requirement that there be prior

public notice or public bidding.

MS. MILLER
Or as prescribed by law, now.

I'm not worried at all, Mr. Leigh, because I think that the

mineral board procedures do follow "as prescribed by law." The

part of the ....

MR. LEIGH
What did you cut out of the. .of Paragraph (B)? Anything?

MRS. MILLER
Nothing is cut out except the last paragraph "that no transfer

of a real nature". . .but that only repeats what the law In the

Jurisprudence is anyway. But if you've not conformed with form and

legality, things are null and void, anyway.

MR. LEIGH
Frankly, it's the second paragraph that disturbs me, when

you say that no contract shall be made without prior public notice.

The mineral board, every month, enters into contracts of unitization

and that type of thing, which is. .. .there's no prior public notice...

other than as adopted is distributed to interested parties. The

eetlng is public.

board conducts its business, would comply under existing laws
with the requirement that you have of prior public notice?

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Leigh, I haven't been over there examining those letter

agreements and those compromises, now, for several months. I

wouldn't want to commit myself right now and say that what they've
been doing is proper, because I think that's a matter for.. ..that
you have to examine everything they've been doing and make sure.
Because, I mean, I can't just off the cuff say what they've been
doing Is correct.

MR. CONRDY
Mrs. Miller, I'm still concerned about the broad language

that prohibits any contract involving lands of the state or any

of Its agencies without prior public notice.

For example, I would think that a port commission, or a

levee district would be a state agency. They have to make

routine contracts with regard to the lands under their administra-

tion. Now, wouldn't your provision here prevent, for example,

a levee district from taking a needed Immediate action with
regard to a levee, or a port commission from taking a needed

immediate action without public notice. Wouldn't your provision
prohibit that?

MRS. MILLER
If you stop and put a period after public notice, and

ignore that you have "or public bidding", or "other safeguards."

You have alternate you have three alternatives there. And

I *m sure that all these boards ....

MRS. MILLER
Right.

MR. LEIGH
I'm afraid that your provision of your section there would

proscribe,would prevent, the mineral board fro« carrying on its

routine business of that nature

.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Leigh, I Just don't share your fears at all. It's been

my observation in sitting there that the one thing you have that

lawyer to mineral board sitting there for is to examine everything

performed in legality. Any time anything is undertaken, whether

it's a letter agreement or voluntary unitization, he always comes

forward, and we have to have his opinion of whether the form

and legality have been observed. I Just don't think this is any

problem.

MR. LEIGH
Well, let me...

MRS. MILLER
,...We are following the procedures that the law prescribes. What

ve are saying is, "Please, legislature, don't prescribe some laws

that abolish all safeguards."

MR. LEIGH
Well, Mrs. Miller, for the record, is it your understanding

of this amendment that the procedure which you Just outlined
where a representative of the attorney general, an assistant

attorney general assigned to the board, passes on the form
and legality of the instrument, and the session— .the proceedings

are held in open session and adopted in open session. Is it your

thought that that would comply with your constitutional amendment

for prior public notice?

MRS. MILLER
I can't say in the future what the legislature might

prescribe as safeguards , which they will require the mineral

board, the conservation department, or anyone else to follow.

They might prescribe another form for type of things there. But,

what we are saying Is , whatever the legislature prescribes has

to be followed.

MR. LEIGB
What I'm asking.

MRS. MILLER
'Cause you know they might, the legislature might well

change what is being prescribed.. . .you know. .. .prescribed
for safeguards

.

MR. LEIGH
What I'm asking you, though, for the legislative history of

this convention. Is It your belief that the present procedures
of the mineral board, in open session, and the way the mineral

MR. CONROY
My copy says "and other safeguards."

MRS. MILLER
We had withdrawn that and then had It changed to "or".

—

the "and" , and it Just got typed up wrong again. I'm sorry about

this . . . .when we went through the amendment , we had it "or" . . . .had

It changed to "or," Mr. Conroy, so that there are three alternatives

there; prior notice, or public bidding, or safeguards as prescribed

by law. I'm sure that your dock boards and all now follow....

Point of Information

MR. CONROY
Could you read the amendment as it presently exists,

Mr. Pojrater?

MtS. MILLER
I didn't understand you.

MR. CONROY
I was asking the Clerk to read It 'cause that's not my

understanding the way he read it . But ....

MR. POYNTER
My understanding was youts . But the lady would move to

withdraw it so she could make that change.

{^Amendment withdrawn.}

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
May we have, once she submits It, this will be the fifth

time. May we have a copy at our desk so that we won't be so

confused as we are now as to what is really in it before we

begin arguing It again? I might be for It next time. I don't

know.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Tapper, let's don't go through that. That's Just

prolonging the agony. I'll get the Clerk to read it real

slowly this time. I hope we get the thing right because we

need to finish this section today.... I mean we need to finish

the propoaal today.

Personal Privilege

MR. LANCRUM
Mr. Chairman, now I know how close it is to Christmaa, but

I do believe that what Mrs. Miller is saying that we should pay
attention to her. I think we are kind of rushing her along.
I think we should hear her, even though if she has to submit a
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dozen ainendments to get what she's saying* 1 believe that It Is

needed and that we should hear.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. It would read as follows now:

On page 1, between lines 21 and 22, insert the following:

"Section... and I've added title to this Section 1.1.

Public Lands; Lease, Contract.
Section 1. No conveyance, public no conveyance, contract,

compromise or lease involving lands , minerals , or other interest

therein, title to which is in the state or its agencies, shall be

made without prior public notice or public bidding, or other

safeguards as prescribed by law."

Explanation

MRS. MILLER
I think we.... I think we've had really sufficient discussion

on this. I would be.... call for the previous question if there
are no speakers on the list, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. TAPPER
Mrs. Miller, in the event of a lawsuit Involving realty

of the state, let's say like water bottoms, or real estate of

the state, in the event of a lawsuit, where the attorney

general is defending the state. This, also, would require

public notice before any compromise could be made on it , and

any lawsuit, also, wouldn't it?

MRS. MILLER
What I'm saying is that th« "or prescribed by law" can

provide the procedure that the state is to follow when it's

defending its claims. I think this is what, as lawyers, we

like to have. We like to have the regulations promulgated and

know what we have.... know the steps we have to follow. .. .one,

two, three.

MR. TAPPER
The last question is. You have two "or's" in the present

amendment. Now, that means we could have public notice. We

don't have to have bidding if we have public notice. We could

have public notice. .. .let me finish the question. .. .we could

have public notice, or public bidding, or neither if it's

prescribed by law otherwise. Is that correct?

MRS. MILLER
This is only saying, I believe, Mr. Tapper, that we

expect the legislature to be alert to what it's doing. I don't

think that in 1972 the legislature was very alert when it passed

that Act 749.

operations within state government, that nothing In that

regard shall be made without either prior public notice, or

public bidding, or other safeguards as prescribed by law. Now,

I suggest to you that with the triple alternatives there, with

no mandate, with no criteria, with no direction, with no

standards, it's Just not necessary that we put this into the

constitution. I would urge that you would defeat this amendment...

laudable as I think Mrs. Miller's intentions may be.

I ask that you reject the amendment.

Quest io'ns

MR. CHAMPAGNE
You would agree, though, Mr. Gravel, that if the legislature

so desired to provide by law, they could require the whole thing.

In other words, they could have public bidding required, public

notice required, or any other thing they wanted to require.

MR. GRAVEL
Absolutely

.

In a definitive, well-planned statute that would set forth

directives, criteria and standards. Yes, sir. They could.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Don't you think, though, perhaps, that what Mrs. Miller

wants to do is to point out to the people that they want this

done, or they would like to suggest so In the constitution.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, 1 think she'd like to be sure that it is done.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Champagne, there is a public bidding

statute now. I don't know that what the problems might be in

connection with it. But, all I'm saying is, that you may have

to have more than one law. You may have to have one dealing with

the concept of minerals; you may have to have one dealing with

the concept of state lands where there are no minerals involved;

and you may have to have another law that might deal with the

procedures by which agencies can compromise matters involving

state land. You might have to have several laws to accomplish

what this kind of a proposal might lead to.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Camilla, what you are talking about is the absence of

the word "shall" in this provision? The legislature shall....

MR. GRAVEL
Well, there's no.... there is a mandate as an alternative

mandate to the legislature. The way the amendment now stands,

Mr. Anzalone, is that either you have to have a prior notice, or

you have to have public bidding, or you have to have some

legislative act. ...none of which, I think, meets the requirement
of clarity and deflniteness and certainty that we ought to have

in the constitution.

MR. ANZALONE
Well, do you object to the philosophy of the amendment?

Or do you object to the way that it's written?

MR. TAPPER
Yes, ma'am. Well, I don't agree with you. But did you

know that I 'm more opposed to your amendment in the manner in

which it's presented than I was before?

Further Discussion

MR. LEIGH
To say that with the "or", "or other safeguards as prescribed

by law," which, as Mr. Tapper pointed out, gives three alternatives,

I would go along with the amendment.

[/Motion to limit debate on the Amend-
ment to five minutes adopted without
object i on

.

]

Further Discussion

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I have

high regard for the intentions that Mrs. Miller has in offering

this amendment, and her efforts in behalf of well, in many

other amendments that she has presented to this convention. But,

I Just suggest to you that this is the kind of thing in a

constitution that can cause more confusion than almost any kind

of provision that we could put into the document. There are three

alternative possibilities which make this proposal meaningless,

and, as a consequence, should not be placed in the document.

As it ends up saying that "no conveyance , contract , compromise

or lease Involving lands , minerals or other interests of the

state, or its agencies" ... .and that can affect an awful lot of

MR. GRAVEL
I object to putting this in the constitution the way it Is.

I think we are talking purely about legislative matters. When

you are talking about procedures for public bidding, procedures

for public notice, and procedures that relate to safeguards in

the handling of contracts, compromises, and things of that nature,

I think you are talking about legislation.

Closing

MRS. MILLER
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I think .hat what we are -alking about is policy and

philosophy which should go Into the constitution. We are not

writing rules and regulations with this article. We are leaving

it to the legislature to write the rules and regulations and the

safeguards to which all state agencies must conform. We are

putting into this constitution, with this amendment, philosophy

and policy, and saying to the legislature and to the state agencies

"observe these safeguards." We are not saying that our elected

public officials could write very few or a whole lot. But, I do

say that the public bidding act was ignored In 1972 in Act 749.

It can be Ignored again. All the people of this state have In

coming to these minerals that are so very, very valuable is this

safeguard which says "watch out and beware." I say to you,

ladies and gentlemen, in the words of Shakespeare that Shakespeare

put in the mouth of lago and Othello. These safeguards are

necessary when it comes to great sums of money because nature does

fall. It does fall into disuse when gold becomes its object. We

are talking about black gold. We are talking about saving this.
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I say, this Is policy and philosophy. It Is constitutional

material. Put it in the constitution for the people of this state.

I beg you to adopt It. Thank you.

[Amendment rejected: 60-36. Motion

to take up Section 6 adopted with-

out object ion .]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 6.

Section 6.

Mineral Rights; Alluvion.

Mineral rights to land formed or exposed by

accretion or dereliction caused principally by acts of man,

on a water body the bed of which Is owned by the state, are

retained by the state."

Explanation

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I

really apologize for having to be before you so much at one

time, but our chairman could not be here for awhile and neither

could Miss Perkins, who were to explain some of these things.

So, I ask your indulgence to have to put up with me. You have

had distributed to you, I believe, several pages... a very thick

little document. Do you have it before you? They are being

passed out. This is a change from what Is in your present

constitution. It is in line with irtiat the jurisprudence of

the state has been until very recently in the Six-Mile Lake Case

and which very recently was affirmed, we think erroneously, by

the present Supreme Court in a 4 to 3 decision. You will have

before you a news article in which it says that the last court

decision which was handed down about two or three weeks ago, is

a disaster financially for the State of Louisiana. It's really

a catastrophe. This section comes in to try to correct the

errors unto which our Supreme Court has fallen by split decisions.

We are talking about hundreds of millions of dollars that are

being lost to the state as the Atchafalaya Basin is being filled

and built up through acts of man. It's going to be very difficult,

ladles arid gentlemen, those of you who are not lawyers, to try

to explain the laws of accretion and dereliction, the build up

of alluvial soil which is a full year's course in law school to

try to explain in a few minutes why this is so vital and impor-

tant to the state. What we are saying here to the Supreme Court

of Louisiana is that the Civil Code of the state means what It

says, is that accretion and dereliction apply only to rivers

and streams. Do you know that four members of the Supreme Court, tha

they don't know what a lake is? You know, a lake is different

from a river and a stream. Any fisherman in this state knows

what a lake is and knows that a lake is different from a river

and stream. But, evidently, we have had members of the court

who cannot make this distinction. If it were just one judge

it wouldn't hurt you so much, but when it's four judges %iho

evidently can't make up their mind to distinguish between a lake

and river and stream, then this section is going to be very

necessary for us, if we are going to save what Is known as the

Atchafalaya Basin area because this is basically where most of

this accretion and dereliction is now taking place In the state.

Under the Six-Mile Lake Case and the Cockrei; Case which was now

recently confirmed by the Placid Oil Case that the Supreme

Court handed down, we have the situation where the Corps of Engineers

of the federal government is changing the whole geology of the

basin. It's very easy for acts of man now to change rivers and

streams. They can cut through a river and leave a big bend

and leave it in a... they could cut through the Mississippi

Bends and leave part of Louisiana in Mississippi. When I was

a very little girl, and my father was building the levees

along the Mississippi, he used to take me to the Mississippi

River Works where there was a whole layout of the Mississippi

River from Cairo, Illinois, down to the Gulf. There 1 would

stand and watch the sandbars change as the velocity and the

currents of the rivers could be changed in miniature. It

was a complete layout, and you can see this happening now.

But, we are confronted with the fact that the Corps of Engineers

is constantly dredging, building all type of bulkheads, break-

ing up the ramps in the river, and by doing this they have

altered naturA way of making, maybe, these changes gradually.

We can just absolutely give away the land under the Supreme

Court decision if we do not adopt this article. Accretion

is easily formed. It can be formed in almost any body of

water by putting a bulkhead and building an obstruction out,

as Mr. Bollinger can tell you. You build it out and then land

is going to form up on either side. We have permitted a

riparian owner to reclaim land. 1 think this was good, and

I supported Mr. Bollinger in his amendment because I do think

that land that is lost along these bayous and all should be

reclaimed because in a way the landowner is protecting the

navigable rivers and streams, and we had many safeguards so

that this will not be abused. But, Is it our intention to

permit the whole Atchafalaya Basin to be drained, to be built

up with land, and to give these windfalls to a few, big out-of-

state corporations? There are some small landowners, but

most of the state's problems have been brought about not by

a few small landowners but by some big, big rich Influential

companies that are getting the windfall because the State

Supreme Court has not been consistent in interpreting the

laws of accretion and dereliction which should apply only to

rivers and streams. The Supreme Court doesn't know that a

body water. .

.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Explanation continued

MRS. MILLER
Ladies and gentlemen, it's been the problem in this con-

vention that when we understand very little about something

we're either for it a hundred percent or against it a hundred

percent. So, what we are voting is not really an appreciation

of the problem, but we're just voting either our Ignorance

or our greater knowledge. I do ask that you quickly look at

the ramifications of the recent Supreme Court decision that

has been handed down and read what was said in this news article

that is before you. This decision—and if you will look at the

article— involved a dispute between the state and private owners

represented by a large corporation to land that was built up in

a lake and what the Supreme Court decision says is that a lake

is not a lake if it has a little current running through it. I

say that the Atlantic Ocean is not an ocean because it has

currents and streams running through It. Evidently, there are

four judges that Just can't seem to recognize a lake when they

see one, and I wish the wildlife and fisheries people would take

them out fishing sometime and show them the difference between

fishing in a lake and a river and stream. But, under this

decision, we are going to lose the Atchafalaya Basin. This

has been something that's been recognized by the Atchafalaya

Basin Comilsslon. I do say that three judges dissented on that

opinion that was handed down, and those three included Justice

Tate of this convention and Justice Mack Barham wrote the dis-

senting opinion. I sub*lt to you that it was Justice Barham'

s

opinion that was correct. This amendment attempts to adopt

Justice Barham's opinion as the policy of the state. If we do

not adopt this accretion article, and if the opinion of the court

stands, the effects on the state are going to be devastating. It

will deprive the state and the people over the next few years of

nearly two hundred square miles of public land that was a lake

in 1812. We have no provision In our Civil Code for changing

the state ownership of the bottoms of lakes. The legislature

always took the position that the lake Is a lake. It's the

Supreme Court that Is changing the definition of a lake and say-

ing that a lake is not a lake. Under the Supreme Court decision

the only way you can have a lake is to have a dead sea with nothing

running in and nothing running out.

This is a... I know this is a very difficult concept for the

nonattomeys to grasp. I do ask that you support It. By supporting

this amendment you are not giving windfalls to a few big out-of-

state corporations who have had smart attorneys to walk in and

know where to stake their claims, and you're not taking anything

away from the people. You are giving this to the people of

Louisiana for all times. The committee asks for your support

of the article.

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
I guess It's a point of information, Mr. Chairman,

an amendment before us by Mrs. Miller to this proposal,

think we've adopted it yet, have we?

We have
1 don't

MR. CASEY
As I understand it, Mrs. Miller was Introducing Section 6,

Mr. Tapper, and was discussing Section 6. The amendments will

be coming up in due order.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. LeBleu sends up astfndments which read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 23 through 27, in

their entirety.
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Explanation

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I have an amendment

that would delete this section and also another amendment for...

to accomplish the same purpose with Section 7. The reason I

offered these amendments Is that all of these items are covered
In the Civil Code, and in the testimony that we heard In the

Natural Resources Committee, the people from the LSU Law School are. . .

are versed in these Items Indicated that some changes should be

made, but we can do that In the legislature. Now, I'm all in
favor of trying to help preserve the Atchafalaya Basin, but I

can't recall anybody from the Atchafalaya Basin Commission who
came and testified before our committee In behalf of an amend-
ment or a section as being offered here. Maybe Secretary
Martin did appear at one time when we first started our delibera-
tions, but he Is no longer with the commission. What 1 intended
to do In the next session of the legislature Is have our Natural
Resources Comnlttee, our joint legislative Committee on Natural
Resources conduct some hearings,which we are now allowed to do

by our changes In the legislative rules, conduct some hearings
where we could get some private landowners, large landowners,
the state people, the legal people from LSU and so forth, and
maybe come up with something that the judges will be able to
Interpret. I Just felt that if we make no mention of this In
the constitution, and settle it in the Civil Code that we'll be
accomplishing the purposes that we're most Interested In. I

ask you to support this amendment.

Further Di scussion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise In support of the

amendment for the following reasons: we are playing with the

law of Louisiana like It's a toy. Merely because we have a ton-
stltutlonal Convention in 1973 does not mean we should, because
of specific Instances, contrive provisions which overcome a

thousand years of jurisprudence and maxims. Now, let me tell

you, this area is presently covered in our Civil Code, Articles
509 and 510. The Civil Code provides, "the accretions which
are formed successively and imperceptibly to any soil situated
on the shore of a river or other stream are called alluvion.
The alluvion belongs to the owner of the soil situated on the

edge of the water, whether it be a river or a stream, or whether
the same be navigable or not." Now, Article 510 basically
holds that when a landowner's— when the water comes In on a

landowner's land, he loses it, and that's the equitable maxim
that the landowner loses when water erodes, when there's derelic-
tion that takes place and that the landowner gains when accretion
builds up. There have been many, many cases on this. It's

been... this is one Supreme Court case which Mrs. Miller certainly
disagrees with as she has every right to do. But, we can't In

this convention start monkeying around with the law of Louisiana

without really knowing what we're doing because of one Supreme

Court decision. This matter is covered in our code. I ask you
to please stop legislating. Now, there's going to be an amend-

ment to delete Section 7, and I'm going to support that, also.

In my opinion. Section 7 hurts the state, and it should be deleted.

Section 6, in my opinion, hurts the landowner, it should be
deleted, and we should let our courts and our legislature handle
this and not take advantage of this Constitutional Convention
by continuing to attempt to put in specific Instances that are
occuring right now. Merely because we have a Constitutional
Convention going on,we try to take care of it. I think that's
wrong. This is covered in the Code. Now, I want to point out
something else. The way this reads, here's the test, under
the section, "mineral rights to land formed or exposed by
accretion or dereliction caused principally by acts of man."
Now, how does this change the jurisprudence of our state? How
is one going to determine whether the riparian oimer has the

right to the accretion? As you know, accretion or alluvion
is the buildup of sediment along the banks. Now, how are
they going to determine what is principally the acts of man?
What's going to be the test—fifty-one percent? How are you
going to determine when the alluvion began to build up? It's

a long process. How are you going to determine at what point
the acts of man came in, what part of the accretion was built
up by a man from this point on? I think it's totally unenforce-
able. We've got law covering it. It's certainly a mistake for
us to fool with it. It's certainly a legislative matter where
you can have involved committee hearings, where you can under-
stand all the ramifications of what you're doing. Don't forget
we're putting these changes in a constitution which is a rigid
document. We don't know what we're doing. I suggest to you
that this is a dangerous change in the law, that It's for one
specific Instance that the legislature should deal with these

matters, and I suggest to you that we delete this section and
the next section.

Quest i on

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Duval, doesn't "6" and "7" deal principally or exclu-

sively with acts of man and not by normal accretion erosion
and etc?

MR. DUVAL
"Six" and "seven" changes the law completely, set forth

in Article 509 and 510 of the Civil Code and it deals with all

accretion and dereliction formed in the bed of a stream, and

said you omi It if it's not principally by the acts of man.

The present Civil Code says "imperceptible. . .successively and
imperceptibly," which Implies that if some catastrophic or

cataclysmic act happened which caused it to build up not

perceptibly, then It wouldn't be owned by the riparian owner.

Further Di scuss ion

MRS. MILLER
I rise in opposition of the LeBleu amendment, but for really

a very basic reason at this stage. There are several amendments
coming to this section, and I think you all should have an
opportunity to hear them before we just began to delete the
section. You will still have opportunities to act and to vote.
I ask that you vote against the LeBleu amendment. Give us time
to look at some of these problems a little more carefully. Right
now, ladies and gentlemen, what you are doing by not acting is

to permit four judges or a Supreme Court divided four-three,
four judges write the law and change the Civil Code and change
concepts of lakes. So, I think it behooves you as representatives
of your people to say, "Whoa, let's look at this a little bit
more." I think you owe it to the people you represent to say,
"Let's look at it a little more before we just strip it out and
toss it In the wastepaper basket." I beg you to defeat the

Lebleu amendment. Let's look at some of the other amendments,
and someone, of course, can always come with another one later.
So, I'll call for the previous question if there are no more
speakers , Mr. Chairman.

[previous 'juestion ordered . }

Closing

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, it's always been my

opinion that a judge interprets the law as it's written. I think

he's bound to do that. So, I can see no problem about these

judges interpreting the law one way or the other, in favor of

one person or another which he is not supposed to do; to me

the flaw is in the way the law is written. All I want to do

is remove this portion from the constitution and let the legis-

lature handle it through the Civil Code to clarify some of these

laws. Mr. Duval made a good point when he said that the Civil

Code's been in effect for a long time; it's been the basis of

a lot of our laws. I just think it's kind of a bad practice
for us to come up here and just on short notice, change something

without more study. I think we can do a good job in the

legislature as far as changing the Civil Code because we have

a lot of people who are interested, not only in the Atchafalaya
Basin, but other coastal areas in this state. Lord knows, we

have a lot of them in south Louisiana. Please adopt this

amendment

.

Questions

MR. CHEHARDY
Mr. LeBleu, idn't it true that If we passed this amendment

the section would be wiped out and then we couldn't consider

Mrs. Miller's amendment which in effect prevents the Atchafalaya

Basin and possibly hundreds of millions of dollars. Instead

of going to a few individuals, going to the entire state, to

all the citizens of the state? Wouldn't that be the effect of

passing this amendment?

MR. LEBLEU
I can't see it that way, Mr. Chehardy.

MR. CHEHARDY
Well, if this amendment is passed, will Mrs. Miller be

able to bring her amendment in ?
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MR. LEBLEU
What amendment? She's presenting the section. Are you

talking about the section?

MR. CHEHARDY
No. She is putting in an amendnent to the section which

you're proposing to. . . to your aioendment, which in effect knocks

out the section.

MR. LEBLEU
Well, I was not aware that she had another amendment.

MR. CHEHARDY
...are we out of order, Mr. Nunez? I think that objection

of yours . .

.

Further Discussion

MR. LEBLEU
I think this matter deserves to be considered by the legis-

lature in reference to the Civil Code, and that's all I'm asking

you to do.

Question

MR. BOLLINGER
Conway, don't you think this is a drastic change in the law,

in that the laws on accretion and dereliction are very, very,
very complex, very hard to understand, and that if we deal with
this at this time without the benefit of a lot of discussion
that we could be endangering some of the future of Louisiana as

far as the mineral laws and the accretion and dereliction laws

are concerned?

MR. LEBLEU
You're absolutely right. That's what I was referring to

about whose definition of a lake or a stream are we to take. It's
the law's definition, not my definition or Mr. Bollinger's or any
other person. It's a definition that's set forth in the law,
and I think that's where we need to make the corrections.

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
A point of information, Mr. Acting Chairman. Is it not true

that Mrs. Miller has proposed Section 6, or is it Section 7?

MR. CASET
We're dealing with Section 6. Mrs. Miller introduced the

discussion on Section 6, and we're working on the first amendment

right now which is a deletion amendment.

MR. TAPPER
Yes, sir. Then, Mr. Acting Chairman, isn't it a fact that

in answer to Mr. Chehardy's question that Mrs. Miller's amendment

which he's referring to comes after the period at the end of

Section 6? Isn't that correct?

MS. CASEY
Mr. Tapper, I don't know where Mrs. Miller's amendment

comes in. I'd have to ask the Clerk what Mrs. Miller's amendment

does, even.

MR. TAPPER
Well, don't you think we should know before we Just delete

it, in the event some of us want to go with Mrs. Miller's amendment,

which, of course, I don't think I do, but don't you think we should

know what we're doing?

^Record vote ordered. Amendment rejected :

48-56. Motion to table reconsideration
rejected : 31-68. Motion to reconsider .^

Point of Information

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Reconsideration
Further Discussion

MR. SINGLETARY
Ladies and gentlemen, I urge you to reconsider this vote.

The comnlttee was very divided on several of these sections,
and for instance. Section 6 only applies to acts caused by
principally by man. What about other acts? What about accretion
and dereliction caused in the natural course of things? So,

I urge you to please reconsider this vote.

Questions

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Slngletary, isn't it true, we are not changing the

Civil Code as It applies to accretion and dereliction that has

already been accrued. We're not hurting anyone. We're only

saying that henceforth, isn't it true that every time we've had

a constitutional change, there have been some very significant

basic changes in land law, and isn't it true that we've never

before in the history of the world been confronted with situations

where so many tremendous changes can be made by the Corps of
Engineers? What you're doing now is you're letting. . .aren't

you letting the Corps of Engineers write the land law of Louisiana?

MR. SINGLETARY
No, ma'am. I don't think so; in my opinion we aren't.

MR. BOLLINGER
Alvin, is it not true that in coomittee in one of our last

meetings that we very nearly deleted Section 6 and Section 7

and had they come to a vote probably these sections would have
not appeared in the committee proposal?

MR. SINGLETARY
I believe that's probably right, Mr. Bollinger, and I think

the committee just primarily reported these things out to get
them out on the floor because we were undecided and we knew that

there were going to be a lot of floor amendments so we just voted
it out to let the convention decide.

MR. BOLLINGER
Another thing I wanted to ask you, this is a large change

in the law, and did we have anyone in committee or from outside
the coomittee testify before the committee on this subject?

MR. SINGLETARY
I don't recall, Mr. Bollinger.

MR. CHAMPAOiE
Am I correct in saying that this version is not mentioned in

the present constitution?

MR. SINGLETARY
That's correct.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
So, this is an entirely new field in which you're asking...

the committee has asked us to decide on?

MR. SINGLETARY
As far as the constitution is concerned, yes, sir. This is

material that's covered by the jurisprudence and the statutes,

primarily the Civil Code.

MR. LANIER , ^ ,^ .

Mr Slngletary, these matters of accretion and dereliction,

etc.. have been treated in our Civil Code which comes from the

_

Code of Napoleon, which originates as far back as 1804; doesn t

it?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
If you wish to uphold the original decision of the body, how

do you vote?

MR. CASEY
If you wish to uphold the original decision of the body, you

wuld have to vote no. I would suggest you'd vote no if that's
your intention.

MR. SINGLETARY
Yes, sir.

MR. LANIER
This has always been a matter of statutory consideration

in our state; has it not?

MR. SINGLETARY
Primarily, Mr. Lanier, primarily.
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MR. LANIER
That is because of the nature of the beast that we're dealing

with here, you have to have the statutory flexibility; isn't that

true?

MR. SINGLETARY
Yes, sir. I would agree with that.

MR. LANIER
Don't you think we will be getting ourselves into very, very

serious trouble if we start to attempt to tinker with this problem

in the constitution and lock it in?

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, that's possible.

MR. CHEHARDY
Mr. Singletary, admitting the premise that the matters under

question are considered in the code and under statutory law, the

effect of recent Supreme Court decision, has it not been to. In

effect, throw over what these codal provisions provide for?

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, apparently not so in the view of the Supreme Court,

Mr. Chehardy.

MR. CHEHARDY
Well, in other words, it has been interpreted to where the

meaning is, we're being told it's intended. Is no longer the

case. That is no longer the present meaning or the intention
of these provisions.

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, I believe that the court tries to Interpret the law,

and tries to apply it as it believes the law is. If there's

a feeling that that's the wrong interpretation I think then that

the legislature should pass a statute to correct the situation.

MR. CHEHARDY
But, you are... are we not legislating even more basic law

than the legislature ordinarily legislates when we're preparing
a constitution to govern the enactment of laws? Am I correct
in that. . .?

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, the idea in my opinion of what a constitution is Is

It should be a basic broad document, and I think this goes beyond

that.

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Slngletary, I'd like to look at these things on both

sides of the coin. What do we los« if we take this out of the

constitution?

MR. SINGLETARY
I don't think we lost anything. Buddy. The legislature's

authority to deal with the situation would be Just as it is now.

MR. ROEMER
Right. So, it's not presently In the constitution now, but

if you take it out of the proposed new constitution, we won't

have changed the law any, will we?

MR. SINGLETARY
That's correct.

what have you. This is something that, from the beginning of time
In this state, has been handled by the legislature. Now, just be-
cause you may not agree with certain legislative acts, or just because
the court has a hard time interpreting some of these acts of the
legislature, is no reason to lock this in the constitution in its
present form. It's not in the 1921 Constitution, and it should not
be In this constitution. Ladies and gentlemen, I implore you, if

we leave anything out of this constitution, let's leave this matter
out of the constitution. I'd answer any questions that you might
have.

Further Discussion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we all recognize this is a

cataclysmic change in the law. It repeals 509 and 510 of the
Civil Code. How much have we studied the effect this is going to

have on all property owners in Louisiana? How many comnlttee meet-
ings have we had to determine all the ramifications here? There's
one instance. Now, if we're going to write this constitution for
every bad court decision, for every specific Instance, we might as
well just start supplementing the Constitution of 1921, rather than
to try and to modernize it. We're fooling around with basic stat-
utes. Everybody talks about the big man. What about the little
man who owns water .. .river front and.... Every property that lies
along streams and bayous is affected by this—and rivers. Every
piece of property. So, we're not only affecting the Atchafalaya
Levee Basin; we're affecting every landowner in the state who has
property along the stream. I suggest to you that we're making very
violent changes to the law. I suggest to you that we should not
put this in the constitution—that if, every time a situation comes
along we disagree with, we try to cure It in this constitution, it's

a mistake. Moreover, by this constitution, we cannot retroactively
have an effect on a decision which Is res judicata. I submit to

you it Is a dangerous mistake to do this. We are legislating. You
see the amendments that are going to be coming. Further legislation.
We have to ask: 1) Is this of constitutional sanctity? It might
be a good concept, but there are many ramifications. I suggest to

you that we delete this committee proposal. I yield to questions.

Questions

MR. ROQfER
Stanwood, If you were a legislator, you would hesitate to pass

favorably on legislation, the result of which you didn't know.
Isn't that true?

MR. ROEMER
But, isn't it paramount, as constitutionalists, that we don't

make the mistake, because it's compounded by the fact that it's
difficult as hell to change it?

MR. DUVAL
Buddy, that's just what I'm trying to say.

MR. BURSON
Stan, if we hadn't rewritten the Code of Criminal Procedure

in the Bill of Rights, I might give more validity to your puristic
constitutional argument. What do we do about the fact that—as in

this news release that's been handed out by Mrs. Miller—that Dow
Chemical Company is threatening to file a suit claiming thirty
thousand acres in the Atchafalaya Basin, because it owns a few
hundred acres In there?

[wotion to limit debate to fifteen minutes
adopted : 54-35. ]

Further Discussion

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in support

of the amendment and in opposition to returning this In the article.

I know we've put some legislative material in this constitution thus

far, but this is one of the things that just cannot be put in the

constitution. This is something that we, here, cannot predict what
the necessities will be in the future. When you're talking about
accretion and dereliction, you're talking about ownership of pro-

perty— the difference between the ownership on the part of the

state and the ownership on the part of the individual. This type

of law needs to be flexible because of what may come in the future

and the changes in the different streams and lakes and water bottoms.

This is something that will affect everyone who owns property in

areas where there Is water—whether It be rivers, lakes, lagoons, or

MR. DUVAL
Is that threatening to file suit? So they file suit—we don't

know what the court Is going to do, do we?

MR. BURSON
Well, we know what they did in the first case.

MR. DUVAL
All right. What were the facts of that case, Mr.

you familiar with the facts of it?

Burson? Are

MR. BURSON
The way I understand It, it simply said that the accretion and

alluvion, even though it is caused by a man-made dam or anything of

that nature, still goes to the adjoining landowner—which, if that

holds true, I would think that all the silt, etc., that got into

the Atchafalaya Basin in the last big flood; you'd have to reach

the same conclusion.
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MR. DUVAL
Let me ask you this, Mr. Burson: You haven't read the record

of the case, have you? Or the decision?

MR. BURSON
No, sir, I haven't.

MR. DUVAL
All right. Also, what concerns me Is that. If this Is a

cataclysmic problem to the state, certainly the legislature can

take care of It. But, I'm wondering how It affects every land-

owner who's got property along any river or stream, when It changes

the basic concepts set forth In 509 and 510. That's my concern.

I'm wondering about placing in a constitution a very complex subject,

a very esoteric subject, which we have not studied. I'm wondering

about, merely because the Supreme Court allegedly made a bad deci-

sion, overturning that In a constitution. I don't think that's

what we're here for.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Duval, another point here is: Can we, in the consti-

tution, retroactively divest somebody of a vested right?

MR. DUVAL
Mo, sir.

Further Discussion

MRS. MILLER
Ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Chairman, this is what we're talking

about. We're talking about landfalls, windfalls, that go to a few

people of this state, a few corporations. It's been my experience

in life that it doesn't take long for the little adjoining land-

owner to be gobbled up and have his little interests bought out by

some smart corporation who has plenty of lawyers looking at where

the money is. This is not divesting any present landowner of the

title to which he Is presently entitled, but this is saying: Your

title is established at this place now; whatever rights you have now,

you have them; but, from now on, we're not going to let the state

lose the rest of the last great wilderness area of this state: the

Atchafalaya Basin, composed of lakes that sometimes are eighteen

miles wide and thirty miles long, and which the Supreme Court of this

state doesn't seem to recognize as lakes. We're taking nothing

away from landowners, but you are going to save what is left that

is the state's for the state. Traditionally, historically, geolog-

ically and geographically, the Atchafalaya Basin has belonged to

all the people of Louisiana. The Roman law that is two thousand

years old, which we've adopted into our code, never anticipated

such an area as the great Atchafalaya Swamp. The Romans moved on

and on to greater and new territories; they conquered more; they

built roads, and they built aqueducts. Yes, they were builders,

and they knew how to alter, to some extent, the streams. No

country in the world has used their waterways more than the country

of Italy for transportation. They were doing it back in the fif-

teenth century, and the writers were writing about it; so they

knew that rivers could change their course, accretion could be

built off, there could be cut off. But, that Roman law did not

anticipate anything that compared with the great Atchafalaya

Swamp of Louisiana. This is all we're saying that this is going to

change, basically. We're saying freeze the titles now. The

French law never contemplated anything such as the lakes and the

wide streams of Louisiana which may be lakes. The French streams

are narrow, and they distinguish, in the French law, between

streams and rivers. They do noC have the type of lakes that we're

talking about in the Atchafalaya Swamp. So, we're saying we're

freezing titles now. We're not taking anything from the landowner.

What's yours when this constitution passes will always be yours, but

we're saying to the big companies—like Dow Chemical—that are trying

to pyramid some less than fifty acres, which you will see on this

map outlined in blue, into some forty to fifty thousand acres,

which you see outlined in red: that's a windfall that an out-of-

state corporation domiciled in another state, doing business In

Louisiana, because they had some smart lawyers to come down here

and see where to go and pick up a few pieces of land. We don't

have to give it to them, and I don't think we should give it to

them. It's not taking anything away from landowners; it's only

freezing the titles now. I cannot agree with Mr. Duval's and Mr.

Singletary's philosophy that this is anything difficult to under-

stand. What we're saying is corps of engineers, your levee dis-

tricts, all the levees that are built—everything is altering the

course. Right now, we're letting four judges. .. .one judge can

change and change this law right today. If one judge changes, on

rehearing, and hears this case that was decided three weeks ago,

we won't need this. But, if they don't change, we're going to need

it if we are goli« to save the Atchafalaya Basin. I ask you to

defeat the LeBleu amendment, and let's look at this a little more

closely. You have a chance, believe it or not, to overrule the

Supreme Court; and I sure hope that you will.

[^Previous Question ordered.']

Closing

MR. SINGLETARY
Ladies and gentlemen, we're not dealing with just the

Atchafalaya Basin; we're dealing with land all over this state.

Suppose that you were a landowner and lost your land to the state.

This amendment just deals with accretion or dereliction caused,

principally, by acts of man. So, I urge you to please reconsider.

MR

Questions

LANIER
Mr. Singletary, we have been told that we can overrule the

Supreme Court. If we change the law in the constitution, that will

only be effective to those rights that would accumulate after the

effective date of the new constitution. Wouldn't that be correct?

MR. SINGLETARY
Yes.

MR. LANIER
If this case becomes final prior to that time, then we can do

nothing to change the outcome of that case. Is that correct?

MR. SINGLETARY
I believe you're right, Mr. Lanier.

MR. LANIER
Further, suppose all of these people file suit prior to the

effective date of this constitution and we have a judicial deter-

mination that this body of water is considered as a stream in

accordance with the code, don't you think collateral estoppel

would require that the same ruling be in all of those cases

that are filed prior to the effective date of this constitution?

MR. SINGLETARY
Yes, I do.

MR. LANIER
So, really, with reference to that situation, we're in a

real bad spot, aren't we?

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Singletary, the landowner loses—does he not?—when the

water encroaches on his property? Doesn't he lose that land?

MR. SINGLETARY
That's correct.

MR. DUVAL
And doesn't this amendment not only affect the Atchafalaya

Levee Basin, but everybody who lives on a bayou, river, or stream

In the State of Louisiana?

MR. SINGLETARY
I believe so, Mr. Duval.

MR. DUVAL
And doesn't it, Mr. Singletary, change the law as to all

those people? Isn't that right?

MR. SINGLETARY
Yes, sir.

MR. DUVAL
Thank you.

MR. SINGLETARY
And, we cannot change it by statute, if it turns out to be a

bad decision.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Singletary, did I understand you to say you were trying

to preserve the rights of the Individual landowner?

MR. SINGLETARY
I think you should give that some consideration, Mrs. Warren.
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MRS. WARREN
All right. Wasn't it brought out at the mike that this was

not to take anything away, but to freeze what you had not give

you anything, but just let you keep what you've got?

MR. SINGLETARY
I don't believe so, Mrs. Warren.

MRS. WARREN
I think it was, if it was read back. If the tape was put in a

spinning wheel now, I think you would find that that statement was

made. It was to freeze what you had, but not give you any more.

Further Di scussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Singletary, it would appear that this problem that we're

dealing with is a serious one and is caused by, mainly, the Corps
of Engineers and that we're attacking the effects of their action.
I think somewhere In this constitution people like you and I—

I

know you are affected by it on the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain-
we should be attacking the destructibillty of the United States
Corps of Engineers and their destructive products which is causing
this particular problem. Isn't that true?

MR. SINGLETARY
I believe so.

Point of Information

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Chairman, a lot of delegates are confused as to the

significance of the vote they cast. Would you explain exactly
where we are and exactly what each vote will stand for?

MR. POYNTER
We're on the question of Section 6. Mr. LeBleu had previously

sent up an amendment which would have had the effect of deleting
Section 6 from the proposal. That amendment failed to pass. So,
motion to reconsider and table the motion to reconsider. Mr. Duval
objected to tabling the motion to reconsider. The convention
refused, by vote, to table the motion to reconsider. Therefore,
the question immediately before you is the question of whether you
wish to reconsider the vote by which the LeBleu amendment failed
to pass. Therefore, if you want to consider the LeBleu amendment
again—a second time—you would vote yes. If you do not wish to
consider the LeBleu amendment a second time, you would vote no.

[Wo t ion to reconsider adopted : 57 -46

.

Previous Question ordered on the Amend-
men t . Amendmen t adopted : 6 2-42 ,

^

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 7. Mineral Rights; Erosion
Section 7. Mineral rights to land lost by erosion caused

principally by acts of man, on a navigable water bottom, are
retained by the riparian landowner."

Amendment

MR POYNTER
Yes, Mrs. Miller, I do have an amendment sent up by Mr. LeBleu

now to do that very thing. You want to go ahead with your amendment,
Mrs. Miller?

Amendment sent up by Mr. LeBleu reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 28 through 31, both

inclusive, in their entirety.

I Mo t ion to 1 imi t debate on each Amendment
to the Section to fifteen minutes adopted
wi thout object ion . 2

Explanation

MR. LEBLEU
Well, let me go ahead. I think I was responsible for this

section of the committee proposal in the first place. The reason
that I proposed it is because in looking out for the landowner,
if he has some property that's set out by posts, stakes or otherwise
marked—other markers—and these are delineated in his abstract
and over a period of time, whether he has any water frontage or not,
but over a period of time if for some reason, some act of man,
the stream. Gulf, or otherwise starts eroding his property, then
the state, by law, gets that water bottom. They also take the
minerals. It was just my idea to kind of give the landowner some
protection, since the state takes his, under the present law, takes
both the water bottom and the minerals. But, when the convention
decided to go along with the deletion of Section 6, I think it's
Imperative that we also delete Section 7 and maybe let the
legislature straighten these matters out in the civil code. That
was the reason I offered both amendments.

Mot ion

MR. CASEY
Mr. Burson was next on the list. You wanted the floor, though,

Mr. Burson.

MR. BURSON
Because it seems to me that Sections 6 and 7 have to be

considered together, and I think most people here have made up
their minds, I move the previous question.

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered. Amendment adopted

:

93-7 . Mot ion to reconsi der tabled .^

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 8. Ten percent of the royalties from any mineral

lease heretofore or hereafter granted by the state shall be

placed by the treasurer in a special fund to the credit of the

parish from which the mineral was severed. This special fund

shall be known as the Royalty Road Fund and shall be used by the

state to acquire, construct, and maintain transportation facilities
in the parish."

Expl anati on

MRS. MILLER
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, Section 7 is a very

basic change in law. It does more than try to attempt to change
a court procedure. .. .a court ruling. It has to do with the owner-
ship, too, of who owns the land..,. of the fact that the state owns
the land between the low and the high watermark on your seacoast.

This section was really put in after the committee adopted
Section 6, on the feeling—a divided question—but on the feeling
that if you adopted Section 6, then it was only fair to maybe
reverse it and give something to the adjoining landowners. However,
I do point out that there is a reason why this could not really
work out; and that is because, when it comes to the seashore and
you're talking lands lost by erosion, the state owns the property
between the high and the low watermarks. So, it's an entirely
different concept that's trying to be changed here. I don't
believe that there is any—we haven't had a committee meeting on
it—but I don't believe there's any serious objections to deleting
this. I believe there's amendment coming for that effect, so we
won't spend much time on this.

Expl anati on

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chaimian, fellow delegates, the concept of the Royalty

Road Fund came up in the article on Revenue, Finance and Taxation,

and it was decided by this convention at that time. However, some

verbiage was left out that should be included, as far as the

definition of lands, and also, as far as the authority for the

local government subdivisions to bond the monies received from the

Royalty Road Funds. The Committee on Natural Resources had

jurisdiction over Royalty Road Fund as well as the Committee on

Revenue, Finance and Taxation. I, for one, am not going to make

a big issue over the dedication of the funds. There are many
amendments to Section 8 as far. . .in way of explanation, Mr.

Chairman, I'll yield to any questions as far as the present

constitution of the Section 8.

Questions

MR. BROWN
Mr. Bollinger, would you state specifically what Section 8

does here different than what was adopted by Revenue and Taxation?
Why is this necessary at all?
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I'm particularly raising the question, you talked about bonding
capacity. This doesn't say anything about bonding authority or
capacity. What, specifically, are the differences and why is this
particularly necessary?

MR. BOLLINGER
The differences in this. Senator Brown, it dedicates ten percent

of the royalties as does the Revenue, Finance and Taxation Article,
but it retains the money In the state treasury to the credit of
the parish whereas the Revenue, Finance and Taxation Article sends
the money directly to the parish. It also dedicates the use of
this money to the. . .by the state 'to acquire, construct and maintain
transportation facilities in the parish." Now, I just. . .in
way of explaining, there are amendments to delete and there are
amendments to change. I want to explain that before we delete it,

there are some things that should be considered by this convention
before we delete Section 8 In its entirety. I understand that we've
covered It in the convention before, and I don't think we need
another article on Royalty Road Fund per se. There Is some
language that should be placed in the constitution.

MR. BROWN
You say amendments are coming up to place that language in

so you. . .

MR. BOLLINGER
Yes. Yes, sir; there is. But, I just wanted the convention

to know this rather than just go ahead and delete It and say
we already handled it in the Revenue Article.

ment in. So, we would delete the entire proposal as it is. But,
we would clean up certain language In. . .or clean up the
situation so that we would not do any violence to the present
constitutional provisions. First of all, the present constitution,
when it talks about what the royalties from what the levee districts
or rather the parish Is entitled to receive, it says, "state-owned
land, lakes and river beds and other water bottoms belonging
to the state or the title to which is in the public for mineral
development." All we would do would be to say that when in
Section. . .in Article XI, Section 4 (D) the words "state-owned
property"were used. It means these various things so that we will
continue, in effect, the present provisions of the constitution.
Under the present constitutional provision, the local. . .the
authority is granted for the funding of these proceeds and the
bonds so that they can go forward with the building and construction
of roads. Unless we have that authority, IC might jeopardize the
road program of the parishes because they need to be able to

bond these monies in order to be able to build the permanent
Improvements. The last sentence deals with what Is known as the
Russell Sage Foundation and there is a provision in the donation
where If any of the clauses in the donation of this 85,000 acres
of land are not carried out, then the lands would revert to the
original donors. In order to be sure that there can be no
problem with this—and this Is what is better known as Marsh
Island—the Royalty Road Fund does not apply to this 85,000 acres
of land. So, I submit to you, this is primarily just to clean
the matter up. It's been gone over by most of the people that
are knowledgeable in this subject matter.

I'd move the adoption.

MR. OlAMPAGNE
Mr. Bollinger, do you know that in Revenue, Finance and

Taxation representatives of the local government came to our
committee and said they would just as soon have that money rather
than have It In the state treasury, so if they wanted to Invest
it, they could invest it? That's the reason why we did It the
way we dj.d.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Champagne, I'm not arguing what we adopted. I don't

agree with it, but I'm not going to argue with it. I'm not
trying to oppose it. This is what the committee offered in
light. . .and we didn't know which committee proposal was going
to come up first. The Connlttee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation
Article was adopted. This is still In our committee proposal.
But, before the convention deletes it In Its entirety, I just
wanted to let the convention know that there were some Issues that
should be discussed before it was deleted.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

HENRY
Read the Perez, Miller, Gravel amendment.

Amendment

please, sir.

MR. POYNTER
Amendment no. 1. On page 2, delete lines—this amendment is

sent up by Delegates Perez, Killer and Gravel.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete line 32 in its entirety

and on page 3, delete lines 1 through 7, both Inclusive, in
their entirety and Insert In lieu thereof the following:

"Section 8. Royalty Fund.

Section 8. As used in Article XI, Section 4 (D) , 'state-
owned property'means state-owned land, lake and river beds, and
other water bottoms belonging to the state or the title to which
is In the public for mineral development. The governing authority
of a parish may fund Its one-tenth of the royalties from mineral
leases on such state-owned property into general obligation bonds
of the parish in accordance with law. Neither the provisions of
this Section nor the provisions of Article XI, Section 4 (D)

shall apply to those properties comprising the Russell Sage
Wildlife and Game Refuge."

Expl ana 1 1 on

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, after

Article XI, Section 4 (D) was adopted in which one-tenth of the
royalties from mineral leases went to the various parishes, several
defects were called to the attention of many of the delegates.
This particular aiaendment would have for its purpose, first of
all, to delete the Royalty Road Fund, as such; that is. another
ten percent because we'd be giving the parishes twenty percent
instead of ten percent if we were to leave this particular amend-

Questions

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Perez, would you call the attention of the delegates to

the sheets which are attached to my separate amendment which

explains the problems with the Russell Sage Foundation, 'cause
many of them may wish to keep It?

MR. PEREZ
If you will look at. . .there was a separate amendment by

Mrs. Miller which would have taken the last sentence of my amend-
ment. It gives an explanation on the Russell Sage Foundation and
what the problems are with respect to it.

If there are no questions, I move the adoption.

Delegate Jenkins in the Chair

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr, Perez, in light of what this convention decided in the

Revenue, Finance and Taxation Article, did you know that your
amendment covers all of the objectives that the committee wished
with Section 8?

MR. PEREZ
Yes.

MR. PLANCHARD
Challn, how does that first sentence. . .

MR. PEREZ
I'm sorry, I can't hear you.

MR. PLANCHARD
How does that first part of your amendment differ from the

present constitution?

MR. PEREZ
It's exactly the same as the present constitution with

respect to the definitions. That's why we wanted to be sure

it was included in this.

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Perez, I just wondered if your reference to Russell

Sage Wildlife and Game Refuge is the proper wording? As I

understand it, the Russell Sage Foundation has different
enterprises. 1 think what we were primarily wanting to refer to
is the Marsh Island Game and Wildlife Refuge.

MR. PEREZ
All I can tell you, Mr. Lefileu, Is I relied upon Mrs. Miller

and the other persons who are knowledgeable in that field to

prepare that part of the amendment. I'm sure it's. . .I'm reasonably
sure it's all right.

MR. LEBLEU
Well, I talked with some people in the Wildlife and Fisheries
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Commission yesterday morning who had asked me to submit an amendment

which would do exactly what we're trying to do and they referred

to It as the Marsh island Game Refuge.

VS.. PEKEZ
Well, all this would refer to, Mr. LeBleu, Is that provision

where it says that these one-tenth of the royalties go to the

parish. It would have no effect on anything else. So, 1 don't
believe that there's any problem involved.

Further Discussion

MRS. MILLER
The committee has no objection to the amendment. I will

mention, in answer to Mr. LeBleu's question about the Russell

Sage Foundation, it does primarily concern the 85,000 acres of

Marsh Island. But, with some of the royalty monies which the

Russell Sage Foundation had derived along with the state, the

Russell Sage Foundation has bought three other wildlife refuges

in the state. So, we're talking about a considerable area of

land that has been set aside for the wildlife in the state as

well as the Marsh Island land. We think this Is a very important

amendment. The committee has no objection to the amendment

by Perez and Gravel and would urge that you adopt it

.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Ruth, I didn't understand one thing you said. You said that

the Russell Sage people had bought additional properties and

created additional game and wildlife refuges. Is that correct?

MRS. MILLER
Yes.

MR. DENNERY
Now, is. . .if there are any minerals under that, do they

come under the arrangement that was worked out for Marsh Island?

MRS. MILLER
Yes; this would be all within the Russell Sage amendment, here.

MR. DENNERY
Well, then, don't you think you ought to change the last word

to make it plural, because there may be more than one Russell

Sage Wildlife and Game Refuge?

MRS. MILLER
Well, it might be a technical amendment we might need, Mr.

Dennery, but this was the language that the Mineral Board used.

I don't think. . .1 think that they have an understanding of

%ihat it's all about.
. . .and that It wouldn't be a problem.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mrs. Miller, Is the Rockefeller Foundation.

Foundation so affected?

.is the Rockefeller

MRS. MILLER
No, because they have different terms under which that

property was. . .could entrust with the state. We had the

problem with the Russell Sage Foundation because of the reversionary

clause in it. It's taken many acts of the legislature to provide

for the mineral leasing without violating. . .doing violence to the

terms of the donation under which the heirs could call for the

reversion of the property. But, we don't have that problem with

the Rockefeller.

MR. HERNANDEZ
They don't have a reversionary clause in the Rockefeller deed?

MRS. MILLER
I can't understand, . .hear you.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Don't they have such a clause in the Rockefeller deed?

MRS. MILLER
Evidently not, because when the Mineral Board looked at this,

they didn't think they had any problem at all as far as royalties

going back to the parishes.

[_Previous Question ordered.^

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Perez, in your opinion, here, in your amendment where

you say, "as used in Article XI, Section 4 (D)," and you define
"state-owned properties." Now, as you well know, under the
present constitution, the Royalty Road Fund can only be used for
roads. It can be used by mayors in municipalities for any road
or any type of transportation. Well, can that money still only
be used for roads, or can the. . .now, under this thing. . .

MR. PEREZ
Senator, under your committee proposal, it can be used for. . .

It's just remitted to the parish. 1 offered. . .let me tell you,
I offered an amendment together with Mr. Bollinger to limit it

just to roads, but the convention decided against it. So, I. . .

Mr. Bollinger and I tried to limit it Just to roads, but unfortunately
it was not passed that way.

MR. RAYBURN
What I'm thinking, though, this language here where you refer

back to the present article, that would not give it back just to

the roads would it? 1. . .

MR. PEREZ
No, it would not. All it would do would be to clarify what

the word "state-owned property" is. I might say that our
suggestion is that Style and Drafting will put these words back
into the Revenue Article instead of having a separate provision
on It.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, in other words, now, under Article XV, what has been

the Royalty Road Fund, the mayors will have no more use of that

fund. It will go directly to the governing authority of the

parish to be used at their pleasure. Am I correct?

MR. PEREZ
Well, for public purposes.

MR. RAYBURN
That's right, for public purposes. But, I mean, they can

build. . .

MR. PEREZ
A hospital with it. . .

MR. RAYBURN
Anything they want to.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Perez, the question just asked by Senator Raybum, that

money never. . .the mayors and municipalities never had specific

use of it before. It was. . .

MR. PEREZ
No, it just continues the same as it was before as with

respect to who has the control over or the determination of the use.

[^Amendwent adopted without objeetion.j

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The gentleman sends up amendments which read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 32, in Floor Amendment No. 1
proposed by Delegates Perez, et al, and adopted by the convention
just now, on line 2 of tHe text of the amendment, iimnedlately

after "Section 8." and before the initial word "As" Insert
"(A) and at the end of the language added by the text of the

amendment add the following:

"(B) No conveyance, lease, royalty agreement or unitization
agreement Involving minerals or mineral rights owned by the

State of Louisiana shall be confected without prior public notice
or public bidding."

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Point of Order

MR. PEREZ
I reluctantly object to the amendment. I don't believe it

is germane to the subject matter of this particular section.

Rul i ng of the Chai r

MR. HENRY
Mr. Perez, I'm going to have to rule that you're correct
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that the amendment Is not germane to the section as has Just
been amended by you. So, the Chair rules that the amendment Is
out of order.

[previous Question ordered on the Sec-
t ion . Secti on passed : 95-4 . Mot ion
to reconsider tabled. J

Recess

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

[C^uoruiii Call : 82 delegates present
and a quorum . Record vote ordered
on OiJorum Call: 83 delegates present
and a quorum. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Burson sends up an amendment at this time adding a

section. There's been some confusion on reproduction of this.

We're going to get some more copies of this run because of the fact

that Mr. Burson previously was going to offer this as an amendment
to the prior section which, of course, he withdrew at the time It

was declared out of order as being non-germane. But, he sends up

a new section—we'll get the copies momentarily— which will read

as follows:
"Section 6.1. Public Notice; Public Bidding Requirements

Section 6. 1. No conveyance, lease, royalty agreement or

unitization agreement Involving minerals or mineral rights owned

by the State of Louisiana shall be confected without prior public
notice or public bidding."

Expl ana t ion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this morning sixty

delegates voted for a much more sweeping clause suggested by

Mrs. Miller, but there was objection by a number of delegates
that her amendment Included too much, that ic might Include routine
state business of other state agencies than the one that she

apparently intended to affact the most: that is, the business of

the state with regard to the minerals. I suggest to you because
oil and gas Is the most Important natural resource of the state

that it only makes sense to require any conveyancing, leasing, royalty

agreement or unitization agreement Involving these minerals in

these times to be on top of the table and done with proper public notice

or public bidding. Now, it may be objected that this is already
accomplished by the statutes, I don't know that to be the case, some

people feel that it is not adequately accomplished by the statutes.

I certainly see no harm that could be done by making this plain and

simple statement In our constitution mandating that any transaction
involving minerals owned by the State of Louisiana should be done
after public notice or public bidding. It seems to me It would be

anomalous In the extreme to require as we do today all public agencies

on the local level to advertise any time they're constructing a

project Involving more than twenty-five hundred dollars and to permit

the Mineral Board or any other state agency to engage in binding
contracts involving the mineral wealth of this state without adequate

public notice. The statement I propose to you is simple, it encompasses

only one object and I do not see how it is subject to a great deal
of interpretation. Therefore, I request your adoption of this

statement as a section of the Natural Resources Article.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Jack, this is just one of those questions that's just

for the record.

You mention in this "unitization agreement" and my understanding
of the law is that the power and authority to create units for the
production of hydrocarbons is vested in the Department of Conservation
under what was Act 157 of 1940 and Is now In the Revised Statutes.

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. AVANT
That's the only authority for a unitization agreement.

MS. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. AVANT
Now, it would not be the Intent of this amendment to

lock into the constitution the provisions of Act 157 of 1940 and

the concepts therein contained as to the conservation of oil and
gas and other hydrocarbons?

MR. BURSON
Not at all. I just Included unitization agreement because,

of course, there can be voluntary unitization agreements and these
could be entered into voluntarily by some state agency. That's
why X Included that phrase in there.

MR. DERBES
Jack, It seems to me that this principle Is somewhat like

the principles that we're dealing with in the Bill of Rights
Committee Proposal where most everyone can agree that the principle
is a good one, but It's difficult to state It succinctly and
concisely and explicitly In our constitutional framework. As I

understand it, the legislature would essentially have to prescribe
the terms for the prior public notice and public bidding; Isn't
that pretty much the case?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir. They have done so with regards, for Instance, to

local governmental subdivisions as X mentioned In my discussion.

MR. DERBES
Finally, why do you state "prior public notice or public

bidding" in a disjunctive rather than the conjunctive?

MR. BURSON
Well, because I think, for Instance, in the case of conveyancing

or leasing you certainly would want to have public bidding as well
as public notice. Whereas, in unitization agreements you probably
would not. I wanted to Include them all in as short a sentence as

1 could.

MR. DERBES
So, what does "public notice" to you mean as a term of

art?

MR. BURSON
Well, 1 think, "public notice" as a term of art in our law

as I know it would usually mean "notice of some sort in the newspaper."
X look upon the press as the primary guardian of the public good

in this instance as Inall other instances Involving money or important

resources of the state. If the press has notice of it, 1 find

usually a good reporter will go down and nose around into the thing

and if there is something that Is wrong with it, he'll let the

people know about It. Also, in the area of mineral rights we've

got a lot of private parties that are interested in what happens
in these particular situations because of the competitive aspects
of oil and gas industry.

MR. DERBES
But, "public notice" doesn't mean notice to the press,

it means "notice in the press."

MR. BURSON
That would be my Interpretation.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
This, Mr. Burson, is one of those for the record votes.

Would my vote on this amendment be contingent on my right to

to ride back with you this afternoon?

MR. BURSON
Ho, sir, not at all, not after the three dollar license

plates .

Further Discussion

MR. LEIGH
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlenen of the convention,

as 1 said to you this morning, I am not opposed to the concept
that the state in disposing of Its mineral rights or in contracting
for the refinery of Its oil or the possibilities raised by Mrs.
Miller this morning, I'm not opposed to the concept that there should
be public bidding and public advertisement on It. But, I am
very much afraid that the language of this amendment would hamstring
the routine business of the Mineral Board. The Mineral Board acts
upon unitization agreements and arrives at a division of the—almost
every month— arriving at a division of the amount due in a particular
unit as between the state and the private landowner based upon studies
made by the experts in the Mineral Board and an allocation If it's
a reservoir unit a calculation of the amount of the cubic content
of that reservoir that should go to the state, or a... If it's a
surface unit, a calculatlcm of the amount of the surface that should
go to the state. If those unitization agreements cannot be executed
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without public bidding or public advertisement, I think, we're going

to hamstring the operation of the Mineral Board in its routine manner.

The powers and duties of the Mineral Board are spelled out very ex-

haustively in the legislature in the act creating the Mineral Board

and it seems to me that this goes too far. I would oppose the amendment

as it is drawn.

Questions

MRS. WARBEN
Mr. Leigh, could you tell me how long it would take them

to put an advertisement in the paper?

MR. LEIGH
I don't know, possibly a week before, I don't know how long

it takes, but it's never always possible to outline the agreement

in the newspaper advertisement. Just to say that a unitization

agreement has been submitted to the Mineral Board conveys no information

to the public whatsoever. Now, the operations of the Mineral Board

are always open to the public. I think there is a public records

act that they'd have to meet in public, and all of the contracts,

unitization agreements or anything else adopted by the Mineral Board are

adopted in open session after a discussion of it. The preliminary

matters are open to the public and I can see no advantage to be gained

from an advertisement that a unitization agreement has been applied

for.

MRS. WARREN
Well, Mr. Leigh, what I was really trying to find out, you

seem to think they would not have time and, of course, that is your

opinion that it wouldn't be of any interest. However, some people

do feel that it should, would you agree to that?

MR. LEIGH
Do 1 agree that some people feel it

MRS. WARREN
Right.

should?

MR. LEIGH
Evidently, they do because the amendment has been offered,

MRS. WARREN
Right. But, I'm... what I'm really trying to get at, do

you think it would take any significant length of time to get

advertised in the paper what Mr. Burson was talking about?

MR. LEIGH
Mrs. Warren, what I think about it is that it would... it

would Just practically disrupt the routine operations of the Mineral

Board. Most of these unitization agreements are strictly routine

matters, letter agreements dealing with the allocation of royalty

as between them based on engineering calculations, and I think it

would Just simply disrupt the routine operations of the Mineral Board

if we put a provision like this in the constitution.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Leigh, one more question: don't you think that some-

time interruption would not be the prime interest, it would be the

interest of the people?

Further Discussion

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm not going to stand up

here and tell you that I 'm an expert on the oil and gas law

of the State of Louisiana. But, I don't think you have to be

a weatherman, or have a degree in meteorology to know that it's

raining out there. It's raining when it's raining. You don't

have to have a degree in medicine to know if your arm hurts.

Mr. Leigh says that all of this work is Just routine. If all

the mineral board is doing Is routine work, how could they

possibly object to letting the people know what's going on?

No one says that what they put in the newspaper has to be a

word-for-word rendition, or word-for-word copy of an engineering

report. All they have to do is give a statement that expresses

the totality of what they are doing. They don't have to buy

twenty pages of advertising and tell us word-for-word, step-by-

step what they are doing. But, in broad terms, since the

mineral board works for the people, since all of these engineers,

and all of these experts are paid their salaries by the people,

why shouldn't the people know what they are doing? Why shouldn't

the people know what they are doing with the property of the

people .which the property of the state Is? I think Mr. Burson

has a fine amendment. I don't see how anyone could stand up

here and say that no conveyance, lease, royalty agreement or

utilization agreement involving minerals, or mineral rights

owned by the State of Louisiana shall be confected of prior

public notice or public bidding, and said this might interfere.

How can anyone dare say that the people shouldn't know the

people's business?
I urge your support for the Burson amendment

.

[previous OuustJon ordered.}

Closing

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Just a brief closing.

I have great respect for Mr. Leigh. It Just so happens in

this particular Instance that 1 disagree with him. I think that

certainly you may, to some extent, hamstring, as he says, the

routine business of the mineral board—Just to the extent that

the public bid law hamstrings what used to be routine business

in a lot of local government agencies—whether cities, parishes,

or school boards. But, this is done for a very necessary

purpose— to protect the public. To give the public adequate

knowledge of what is being done on the one hand in the public

bid law with its tax money. In this case, with the most

Important, natural resources that this state has. Some

inconvenience may be necessary to achieve that purpose. I

think we should also keep well in mind, here, that there has been

legislation lately which has suggested some very unusual power

be vested in certain agencies of this state with regard to oil

and gas. It may be that this unusual power is necessary. But,

when we vest this unusual power in some Individuals or agencies,

we'd better be sure that we have somewhere in our basic law a

guarantee that before they can dispose or reach important agree-

ments involving these resources, that they've got to notify the

public about what they are doing. That is the purpose of this

amendment. I think it's plain. I think it's simple. I think

it's good business for the public. I urge your support.

MR. LEIGH
Mrs. Warren, I think that the interests of the people are

amply provided for in the statutes that creates the Mineral Board

and gives it the power that It exercises.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Leigh, if I am understanding you right, aren't you

saying that the Mineral Board likes it so they can work in secret

and not have too much publicity about those unitization agreements.

You know unitization agreements, isn't it sometimes Just another

name for a big giveaway?

MR, LEIGH
No, Mrs. Miller, I don't ... to answer your last question

or to answer in reverse order, I don't think that a unitization

agreement or the execution of a unitization agreement based on

the recommendations of the professional staff of the Mineral Board,

I don't think it's a giveaway in any sense of the word. Now, then

to answer your first question: as to operating in secret, so

far as I know, the Mineral Board does not operate in secret, and

if it tried to operate in secret, certainly It would be illegal for

it to do so because it's a public body and its meetings are open to

the public. So far as I know, they are open to the public at this

time-

Quest i ons

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Burson, I direct your attention to unitization agree-

ments. Is it not true that these agreements are always subject

to a great deal of confusion and conjecture?

MR. BURSON
There is no question about that, Mr. Anzalone. I never

cease to be amazed how, in my few appearances for the conservation

commission, that oil companies always seem to contend that the

geology under the ground coincides with their lease lines.

MR. ANZALONE
Is It not also true that if we are going to have something

that is subject to this great deal of conjecture, that it would

be a good thing to state In this constitution that It is the

philosophy of not only this convention, but of the people of this

state, that at least we will have this conjecture in an open hear-

ing?

MR. BURSON
Absolutely.
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MR. JONES
Mr. Burson, this Is more restrictive than the amendment

we rejected down, because we had there, beforehand, three alter-

natives. Now, we don't even have the third alternative.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Jones, It was Intentionally more restrictive. I'm not

trying to mislead you there. I think you ought to have either
public notice, or public bidding on these matters. I don't

think other arrangements are satisfactory, because the motivation

behind this is to let the people know when these important rights

are being contracted about or dealt with.

MR. JONES
One other question, Mr. Burson.
Suppose we have a transfer of a mineral Interest In which is

from one private Individual to another—where he sells his
mineral interest. Now, you know under the present system, the....
you have to have the approval of the mineral board. Now, when
"X" sells a portion, or all of his mineral interest on a state

lease to another individual. Is this going to have to be a subject

of public notice, or of public advertising?

MR. BURSON
I don't think that

context

.

s what this Is Intended to do if read in

MR. JONES
In other words, it's your opinion that when one individual

transfers a part of his mineral Interest to another one for a

consideration, even though It's subject to approval of the

mineral board. It has no necessity that this provision shall

apply to that type of transaction.

MR. BURSON
No. I think anything that has to be subject to approval

of the mineral board ought to be. .. .noticed, too. I don't see

the big problem with public notice. You know, I belong to a

public body that has all sorts of public notice requirements.
This Is handled very routinely In the local newspaper. That's
no big problem. Every city, every parish, every school board
in this state has many public notice requirements that they
have to adhere to. I don't see where the mineral board ought to

have any great difficulty here.

MR. JONES
If I sell you a part of my Interest in a mineral lease

that I have, then you would require that It be published in
the newspaper before the approval was had by the mineral board.
Is that correct?

MR. BURSON
Mr. Jones, you have indicated that it has to be approved

by the mineral board. If it has to be approved by the mineral
board, then it has to be on their agenda. If it's on their
agenda, there's no earthly reason why they shouldn't give the
public advance notice of what their agenda is.

MR. JONES
I just wanted to know what your reaction was.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Burson. .. .this is just a question for clarification.
Who would pay for the public notice?

MR. BURSON
I think that the mineral board, or the agency Involved pays

for the public notice.

MRS. ZERVIGON
The agency pays?
Thank you, very auch,

[Amendman t rojvvtud : 60-40. Motion
to t jbJ f rwons idvrat ion rojfctvd:
4 5-53. Mot ion to rtjcons i dcr . Rc^cord
votv ordurad

.

]

Closing

MRS. MILLER
Gentlemen, I just as.... and ladies, I think It Is just a very

simple thing, if you want to keep your public officials and
appointed officials honest, and help them to be honest. You know
my grandfather used to say the best way to keep a man honest was
not to ever put too much temptation In his way. Believe me.

gentlemen, that's why I always go with ny husband to conferences
and conventions.

Now, I want to tell you, it's not if they're going to do

anything right anyway. This is not going to hurt your appointed
officials running that mineral board. They will object to it

if they do want to have a lot of leeway to do as they please.
It's this simple. I think you should consider this and get this
thing sixty-seven votes. It will be sixty-seven votes for good
government. I ask your reconsideration. Please vote yes.

[Mot ion to rvcons i dc r adopted : 57-46.]

Reconsi deration
Further Discussion

MR. DERBES
If I could sway a couple of votes, it would be worthvhlle.
Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in support of the amendment. If

I were to draft a public bidding statute, or a statute requiring
prior public notice, it would be a whole heck of a lot more detail,
and more onerous on public officials than the one that we've stated
in this amendment

.

I'd like to point out to you that the amendment is stated in
the disjunctive. It says that "either prior public notice Is
required, or public bidding." It doesn't necessarily have to be
both. Prior notice is not only public advertisement In local
newspapers. It can be much simpler and much more convenient for
the local agency ... .for the various agencies than that. It can
be the mere posting of notice on the courthouse door, or in
some conspicuous place where people may see it. Advertising
is something that public agencies have to do from time to time.
It's very easy for them to do. They get special rates from
newspapers. It Is hardly a substantial inconvenience. It Is
hardly a substantial inconvenience, and it is something that we
should be prepared to do by way of general requirement in order
to promote disclosure in government.

If I can make any difference whatsoever in. -. .encouraging
a half dozen more votes for this section, then my time is not
wasted. Thank you.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Derbes, don't you think that any public service who

would oppose publicizing public business would be tantamount

to advocating oukklng them secret?

MR. DERBES
Where there's smoke, there's fire, Mr. Willis. I.. ..that

would be my response to the question.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Do you know, Mr. Derbes, that if It said,

law," that maybe I'd vote for It?

"as provided by

MR. DERBES
Mr. Champagne, let me explain that to you. I think it's

very important- It what that amendment says is that there

has to be either prior public notice or public bidding. Now,

the legislature can adopt, in the police power clause, the

legislature can provide for methods of public bidding, or methods

of public notice. That sets forth a bare minimum—a bare

minimum. There must be either a type of public notice, or a

type of public bidding as a bare minimum.

By way of further expatlation on that particular phrase,

the legislature can Incorporate and provide as much detail as

it may deem necessary, but not below the constitutional minimum.

MR. AVANT
Why was this drawn so as to exclude, and I think It does

exclude, political subdivisions of the state, or levee boards,

or school boards, or other individual boards that may have oil

producing or mineral producing property?

MR. DERBES
Mr. Avant, I only I can only suggest to you that your

question is addressed to the wrong person. I don't know who

drew I know that Mr. Burson has presented the amendment.

I can't explain it for him except to say that as a basic require-

ment for state agencies, I support it. I would support It if

it went to the extent that you suggest it should go. I would

support it then, too. I can't answer that question.
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MR. ARNETTE
Ladies and gentlemen, I think this amendment goes pretty

much to the heart of the democratic process; that is, letting

the people know what their government is doing. We went to great

pains here at the convention to make sure that all our meetings
would be public. Everything that we decided would be public.

All of our votes would be public. The same thing is true of the

legislature. This is merely. .. .Just says a state agency can't

do something without it being public. I think if the state's

mineral rights are being contracted about and with, or contracted

away or sold, or given, the people of this state ought to know

about it. That's all this says. It's a very bare minimum

type of provision saying you have to have public notice. The

legislature can provide what type of notice. We don't.... go

into anything in great deal at all. But, it Just says "we

have to have public notice." I think this is what the people
of the state want. They don't want anybody voting in secret

up here. I don't see how we should have our agencies voting
in secret about some of the vital interest ... .probably the

greatest natural resources, the State of Louisiana. I urge
you to adopt the amendment.

Thank you.

MR. KILBOUTINE

Mr. Arnette, when you put, you say "public notice" in the

constitution. Just what do you. .. .envision by that?

MR. ARNETTE
What do I envision by it?

Well, it depends on how the legislature

MR. KILBOURNE
How much notice would It be? Would it have to be on

television, in the newspapers? How would the public be notified?

MR. ARNETTE
It would probably be the same way they are notified about

everything else like a public land sale, or something like this;

a couple of publications in the newspaper. But, at least the

people would have an opportunity to know that it would be

happening

.

MR. KILBOURNE
But, this doesn't say that, does it?

MR. ARNETTE
No, It doesn't, sir. That's why I'm saying the legislature

can provide the method of notification Just like they provided

the method of notification in public land sales, tax sales,

things like this. I envision that type of public notice. Just

something to let the people know that their mineral rights of

the state are being contracted away—or sold—or whatever.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, with permission of the

convention, I would move to withdraw the amendment and add,

resubmit it adding words that would make it plain that the

type of notice and of bidding would be provided by law, because

this seems to be a concern—good faith concern of a good many

people here. I would ask that permission now.

[^Amendment withdrawn.
'i

Amendn.ent

MR. POYNTER
The gentleman resubmits the amendment with the following

change: At the end of the text of the amendment after the

"bidding" delete the period "." and add "as shall be provided

by law."

Explanation

MR. BURSON
A number of delegates expressed concern that some court

might conclude that it was the intent here to specify a particular
kind of notice, which it was not. I assume that this would be
covered by statute and that is the purpose of the change. However,
I say "as shall be provided by law," so that it's not a maybe but
there must be a provision for either public notice or public bidding
In such matters. I think this achieves the purpose that I had in

mind and removes some questions in the mind of many of the delegates.

MR. MUNSON ;

Since this amendment was up for reconsideration and it's been

withdrawn and resubmitted, is it still up for reconsideration?
;

MR. HENRY
^

Yes, sir. It certainly is.
]

iProvious Ones t ion ordered . Amendment
\

adopted: 74-26. Previous Question
^

ordered on the Section, Section
;

passed; 97-5. Motion to reconsider
tabled.]

|

MR. HENRY
Now move to Section 14, Paragraph (B)

.

(

All right, Mr. Clerk, read it as amended. :

Reading of the Paragraph ;

MR. CASEY

As amended to date. Paragraph (B) reads as follows:
"The commission shall regulate all common carriers and public

j

utilities provided by law. It shall adopt it and enforce reasonable
rules, regulations, and procedures necessary for the discharge of

its duties, and shall have other powers and perform other duties <

as provided by law."
|

(B) hasn't been amended, (A) was amended.
j

\

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
|

Amendment No. 1. On page 5, at the end of line 23, insert
the following: •

"Such rules, regulations, and practices shall, insofar as

practicable, encourage competition in production among the common :

carriers and public utilities subject to the authority of the
S

commission." ^

!

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair
,

I

MR'. CASEY ( IN THE CHAIR) I

Mr. Jenkins will explain his amendment. <

i

Explanation i

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I don't think this will be controversial;

!

It's an attempt to provide in our constitution that if it's practicable,.

In other words, if it's practical, or if it's possible, or if it's
j

reasonable that there be competition in a given industry or area '

then the commission shall adopt rules and regulations that will be i

consistent with that and that, insofar as practicable, the rules
and regulations of the commission should also encourage production.

;

So, I urge the adoption of that amendment. I think it will cure i

some ills. i

Questions ;

MR. BROWN
Woody, I don't fully understand the Intent, you talk about

;

encourage product ion, we 11, of course, common carriers don't i

produce. You talk about public utilities, I guess you talk about

what they generate. I don't see where production is relevant to

common carriers and public utilities. Would you explain that to
[

me, number one? Number two, what is your would you elaborate

a little bit more in terms of what you mean by competition? Just
)

by what we have done in the legislature under the Energy Bill, for
j

Instance, with the common carriers it's nothing that really

stimulates competition, it's more a way of getting them together

and regulation under what we've done almost by definition greatly
;

limits competition. What are you trying to get at in this amendment
;

when you're talking about competition and production? They seem to
i

run counter to what we are doing in the article and what the Energy

Bill did in the legislation, and I just don't fully understand.
j

MR. JENKINS -

Well, obviously, in some instances it's not practical or

reasonable to have competition in a given area. For Instance, ,

it might be generally agreed that it's not practicable to have
;

more than one light company in the city of Baton Rouge and so
;

forth. But, in certain areas particularly with regard to common
,

carriers it Is both practical and reasonable because we are talking 1

Point of Information
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about truckers that haul between Baton Rouge and Shreveport. It

would certainly not be reasonable to say that only one firn could

do that if there %ras a great demand for use of that. With regard

to production, we're talking about really productivity, efficiency

—

things like this—production as it applies to comnon carriers would

mean that they operate in such a way that it's going to maximize

the production available to them and that might mean cost per man

hour, or cost per pound, or mile, or however you might want to

compute it. We've had some problems In the past, there have been

a number of cost decisions that have upheld all sorts of rulings

of regulatory comaissions that are really borderline on being

arbitrary, situations where you. . .commissions have required back-

hauls to be empty and things like this; things like that just are

counter productive. So, what all of this is saying, insofar as

its practicable to have competition and to encourage production

that the commission should strive to do that. Now that would, I

think, in limited circumstances give people a little bit of

additional legal authority to demand that they be given a competitive

situation; that's what I'm talking about.

MR. SINGLETARY
Woody, the Section 2 refers to rules, regulations, and

procedures and your amendment refers to "Such rules, regulations,
and practices;" is that an error?

MR. JENKINS
That's a typographical error; let me withdraw that and resubmit

it, if 1 may.

{^Amendment withdrawn. J

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. The word "practices" ought to be "procedures"; is

that correct, Mr. Jenkins?
All right, that's the only change.
The first line of the text of the amendment the word "practices"

ought to be "procedures."

MR. JENKINS
I move the adoption, Mr. Chairman.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen, I have read this

amendment as proposed by Mr. Jenkins very carefully and I can't

see that it adds a thing in the world to this constitution; it

doesn't do any harm; it doesn't do any good and for that particular

reason, I just don't feel like we ought to put it in the con-

stitution. As far as I'm concerned, it don't make that much

difference, but I'm just going to vote against it for that

particular reason because I don't see where it can do a bit

of good In the world. If the legislature can provide the rules,

they can fix them up like they should be, that is, they can make

the Public Service Comiission provide the type of rules that we

need in order to promote competition if they say that's what we

ought to do and for that particular reason, I'm going to vote

against it.

Further Discussion

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Abraham sends up amendments at this time.
Amendment No. 1. On page 5, line 21, after the word and

punctuation "duties," delete the words "and shall" and insert
In lieu thereof the following: "and shall render decisions
on applications, petitions, and proposed rate schedules in the

manner provided by law. It shall"

Explanation

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, the purpose of this

amendment is to provide the language in Paragraph (B) which will

leave the procedures by which the Public Service Commission will

do its business in the statutes rather than In the constitution.
Now, before the section was divided so that we will take it by

paragraph and by paragraph, I had one amendment which was going

to delete the language of Paragraph (D) . Now, Paragraph (D) if

you will look at it—Mr. Chairman, I'm going to have to talk

about Paragraph (D) even though we are on Paragraph (B) right

now—because this is the heart of my amendment. Paragraph (D)

sets out a lot of statutory language which spells out how the

Public Service Commission is going to render decisions on rate

schedules

.

And, from time to time we have %nritten lots of statutory

material in this constitution. But, I think in this one particular

Instance here, we are writing too much because we are spelling out

in detail how a commission is going to operate. We are spelling

out how it's going to what time limit it has to render a

decision and what happens if it does not render a decision,

how the rates are going to be put into effect on the bond

requirements and so forth. Now, I see no need for all of this

language in the constitution. I don't think we spell it out in

this much detail any where else. Now, I understand some of the

problems we have had in the past where the Public Service

Coinnlssion has failed to render decisions as it should have.

But, I say to you the place to correct this is in the legislature,

and In the statutes, and not try to correct this thing in the

constitution where we try to set up a procedure that may not

work and may have to be changed. If you will look at what we

are getting ready to put in there, we're saying that rates can

go into effect without even having a hearing. What we are doing

we are going to place the burden on the consumer to take the

Public Service Commission
We ' re going to place the burden on the consumer to have to

go to court or take the Public Service Commission to court in

order to get a decision out of it. The language in here states

that rates will go into effect after six months on temporary basis.

It states that the commission has to render decision in twelve

months, but what happens if the conmission does not render a

decision? There is nothing in here to say whether the rates are

finally approved or what. But, the point is this, that we are

just writing a lot of language in here that I don't think we're

going to be able to live with in the long run and it's being put

in here for one reason and one reason only that I can see and that's

to correct the situation which happened one time to my knowledge

and Instead of the parties going to the legislature and try to get

it corrected, they are trying to do it in this constitution.

MR. SUKLETARY
Ladies and gentlemen, I think Mr. Jenkins' Intent is good but

the idea of the Public Service Comlsslon is to regulate utilities.

Utilities by their nature are necessarily monopolistic, so I urge

the rejection of this aaendaent.

[^rtc'vious t_juvstion ardcrcil,^

Closing

MR. JENKINS
The reason that this is necessary, really, is there is some

doubt when you have constitutional coomilssions to what extent the

legislature can direct their activities and control them. While

it is true that in general most public utilities are monopolistic

in their nature, there are instances where you don't have to have

it that way and certainly with regard to common carriers that's

particularly true; so, I urge the adoption of this amendment.

l^Pi^-cord votL- ordt^rc'd , Amondiai.-nt re >fc t cti ;

-J7-65. Motion to rwonsidvr tohli.-U.'\

MR. CASEY
Do you yield to questions?

MR. ABRAHAM
I'm not through yet. What I am attempting to do here is

simply saying that these various rate schedules, petitions,

applications will be handled in the manner provided by law

prescribed by the legislature, it makes it all statutory. They

set up the rules by which it will operate. Even in the present

language. . .

.

Point of Information

MR. SHANNON
What are we discussing? Are we discussing Paragraph (8)? Is

that what we are considering, Mr. Chairman?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Shannon, we're on Paragraph (B) , that's correct.

MR. SHANNON
I find it hard to follow the explanation that's being given

here is in Paragraph (B)

.
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Explanation continued

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, Mr. Chairman, if I might explain to Mr. Shannon and

the delegates, that in order to know what is being.... the amendment

as it applies to Paragraph (B) you must know what is going to

follow and the language I'm attempting to place into this

Paragraph (B) right now is so that we can eliminate the language

of Paragraph (D) . Even in the present language there is reference
to the provisions that the legislature will have to prescribe on

the bond requirements and so forth. So, I'm saying we should put

all of this language into the statutes and not burden our consti-
tution now with a bunch of language, with a lot of language here

that Co me is purely statutory. We have not done this any where
else. We are being asked to correct something here in the con-
stitution that I don't think we have any business getting into,

I say to you again that we are legislating rather than writing
a constitution. I ask you to support this amendment.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Abraham, I'd like to know what the legislature could do

under your amendment that it couldn't already do under the
language that's already provided In Paragraph (B)?

MR. ABRAHAM
This makes it clear that the legislature will describe the

manner in which the Public Service Commission will render its
decisions.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, doesn't it already have that power under the provisions

of Paragraph (B)?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, Mr. De Blieux, we have stated time and time again in

this convention that the legislature has the. .. .whatever authority
that's not denied to it by this constitution but we come back time
and time again and say that the legislature shall do this as
prescribed by law.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, couldn't they do that under the provisions as presently

under Paragraph (B) ? Isn't that

MR. ABRAHAM
Yes, they can do it under those provisions. I just want to

make it abundantly clear that the legislature will prescribe how
the Public Service Commission will operate in the area of rate
increases and schedules.

MR. DE BLIEUX
So , as a result of the provisions that's already In Paragraph

(B) , your language really wouldn't add very much to that except
just to say that they had the power to decide what time the

Public Service Commission would have to render their decisions;
isn' t that correct?

MR. ABRAHAM
I think it adds quite a bit to it. Senator.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Don't you think this is just additional language that's

unnecessary?

MR. ABRAHAM
No, because it says that "the Public Service Commission must

render decisions," and this, as I understand it, is a problem
right now because they are not forced to render a decision; there's
no mandate that they have to render a decision within a specified
period of time and this is what I'm attempting to make clear here.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, Mack, let me get it started then, if this amendment passes

you intend to come with another amendment to delete just about the
whole rest of the section; right?

MR. ABRAHAM
Paragraph

Paragraph (D)

.

(D) not the whole rest of the section, just

MR. O'NEILL
O.K. Now, let me ask you, would you tell me what the

Coninittee on the Executive Department reported and then tell me
if it's not, if it doesn't coincide with what this committee has
reported.

MR. ABRAHAM
The Committee on the Executive Department was split on the

report that we made.

MR. O'NEILL
But, their report was virtually the same as this committee

report; am I correct?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's correct, but it was almost an even vote.

MR. O'NEILL
But, you disagree with that committee report?

MR. ABRAHAM
Correct.

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman, Mr. O'Neill asked the same question I was

going to ask, I would like to have the floor, Mr. Chairman.

MR, CHATELAIN
Mack, you wouldn't consider withdrawing your amendment

at this time and let's discuss this later on in (D) , would you?

MR. ABRAHAM
Do what now?

MR. CHATELAIN
Would you consider withdrawing your amendment? I mean, 1

think you are getting ahead. .. .putting the cart ahead of the
horse a little bit here. It looks like that you are trying
to do violence to (B)....to (D) and (B) and you're trying to

put this throw It back to the legislature; is that right?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, I'm taking it in the order in which we are handling

the paragraphs, Mr. Chatelain. If we can come back and put this

language in Paragraph (B) or if we feel that it is not necessary
and we eliminate the language in Paragraph (D) , then I would have
no objections.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, O.K., I can't understand what you are trying to do

myself.

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, I request to withdraw the amendment.

[_Aniendinent wi thdrawn . \

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Arnette has amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1, On page 5, line 19, after the word

"utilities" and before the word "it" delete the words and

punctuation "as provided by law."

.

Expl anat i on

MR. ARNETTE
I trust this is a very simple amendment to understand,

but I'm going to go over it very carefully to make sure that

everyone does understand it.

The first sentence of Paragraph (B) as it is presently

written in this proposal, says that "common carriers and

utilities are regulated if the legislature provides that they

are regulated." That's exactly what It means. Or, conversely,

It means that .. .utilities and common carriers are not regulated

at all unless the legislature provides that they are regulated.

There is no point In putting the Public Service Commission In

here at all if there is no constitutional function that it

serves. I think what we're going to have to do is put some

kind of definite jurisdiction on the Public Service Commission

If we are going to have it in the constitution at all.

Now, If you want to limit this jurisdiction, that's fine.

Paragraph (C) is for that, and the oil limitation is put into

Paragraph (C) . But, if we keep this proposal in Paragraph (B)

just like it's written now, there is no way whatsoever that the

Public Service Commission will have any constitutional jurisdic-

tion whatsoever. It will only have the jurisdiction that the

legislature provides that it shall have. I think this is a

mistake. I talked to Louis Lambert, the chairman of the committee.
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and he said, yes, they Intended that the Public Service
Comnlsslon should regulate all these common carriers and utilities,
except the limitations In (C) , and natural gas. Since the problem
has come up during natural. ,. .having to do with natural gas. If

you want to put this additional limitation on the Public Service
Coimlsslon, that Is fine with me. But, put It In Paragraph (C)

,

and let's give some constitutional Jurisdiction to the Public
Service Commission.

I'll answer any questions that anyone has.

Questions

MR. DERBES
Mr. Amette, we considered this problem quite lengthily

and extensively in our coianlttee deliberations. I'd like an
opportunity to explain it to you. But what I suggest....

MR. ARNETTE
Could you talk a little bit louder, Mr. Derbes.

hear you very well.
I can't

MR. DERBES
Yes. I said we considered this problem very extensively

in our committee deliberations, and I'd like an opportunity to
explain it to you. But, what I would request at this time, is
if you would consider changing your amendment to say that "the
Public Service Commission shall regulate common carriers, and
public utilities as they are defined by law."

See, the problem is a definitional problem—whether or not
the Public Service Commission has jurisdiction over certain
common carriers, and what constitutes a common carrier—whether
or not certain types of pipelines are common carriers or not.
It's one of definition. We did not Intend to reduce the Public
Service Commission's jurisdiction, but we wanted to give it a
certain amount of flexibility so that Industrial sale of natural
gas as It's currently occurring in Louisiana, could not necessarily
be abrogated by the Public Service Commission. Do you understand
what I'm saying?

MR. ARNETTE
Well, I'm glad you asked me a question on the end of that.
No. I'll agree with what you are saying. I think maybe

you ought to put in there something, "as defined by law," or
something to that effect. But I think that we are going to have
to have some constitutional jurisdiction for the Public Service
Commission, or there is absolutely no reason to have it In there.

I would agree to an amendment to put that in there in the
way that you have chosen to phrase it. I see no reason other
than that, except for the fact that the legislature could decide,
or they could say "the only common carriers in the state are
the taxlcabs." That would be their definition of conmon carrier.
No one else would be regulated other than taxlcabs. That Is a
flaw that I see in your particular amendment, and your idea.
I think common carrier and utility is a pretty well-known legal
term. I think it would be well recognized. In decisions
throughout this state, and throughout the United States, as a
matter of fact. So, I don't see any....

MR. DERBES
You don't trust the legislature to define comaon carrier

and public utility?

MR. ARNETTE
Well, I think if we are going to leave it up to the

legislature, let's leave the thing completely up to the legislature.
In other words, Just give the whole thing to them and say, "If you
want to have a Public Service Commission, you form a Public Service
Commission." But, if we're going to leave all the jurisdiction
of the Public Service Conanlssion up to the whim of the legislature,
then we may as well not have anything about it In the constitution
at all because we could be paying either three men, or in this case,
five men, now, for doing absolutely nothing unless the legislature
chooses to give them something to do. I see no point in having
something in the constitution that means nothing at all.

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Amette, Mr. Derbes hit upon the real gist of my question.

However, I'd like to go a little bit further. I think the
coranittee had in mind when it said "as provided by law" certain
laws that can be adopted by the legislature, but not to take any-
thing away from the Public Service Commission.

But, don't you believe that If we have a hundred and forty-
four representatives of the people deciding what the laws are,
that we are in better shape than having only three in the whole
state?

what I objected to is that I think that you're

I agree with what you are trying to do. But, If you take "as
provided by law out", I don't think that's really what you want to
do.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, Mr. Tapper, that's exactly what I want to do, because,

unless we are going to have a Public Service Commission with
constitutional jurisdiction over something, then we may as well
not have a Public Service Commission at all, and let the legislature
decide everything. That's what I'm getting at. Unless we take
these four words out, then you may as well not put any of these
words in the constitution because the rest of It is going to mean
absolutely nothing. The legislature Is going to be able to make
all the decisions having to do with common carriers and public
utilities.

MR. TAPPER
Well, Mr. Arnette, isn't it a fact that the Public Service

Commission is a quasi-Judiciary body?

MR. ARNETTE
That's exactly right. That's why I think we need a Public

Service Commission Instead of having the legislature make the
decision because the legislature is a political body. It is a legis-
lative—it's a law-making body. It's not a Judicial body. That's
why we need a Public Service Commission, and we need definite
Jurisdiction. We don't say that the court of appeals shall have
Jurisdiction as defined by the legislature. We tell them what
kind of jurisdiction they are going to have.

MR. TAPPER
Well, now, there's one final question. I'm glad you mentioned

the court of appeals. But, isn't it a fact that the court of
appeals Interprets the laws that are made by the legislature, and
isn't this what the Public Service Commission should do, also?

Further Discussion

MR. DERBES
Ladies and gentlemen, if you would please give me your

attention for a minute, I have some relatively Important informa-
tion to disclose to you which is very germane to the way we vote
on this section.

I'm in great sympathy with Mr. Arnette 's proposal. But, I

want to explain a couple of things to you. When you say by virtue
of a clear constitutional mandate, that the legislature shall....
rather that the Public Service Conmilssion shall regulate common
carriers and public utilities. When you say that, then, if
something qualifies as a common carrier, it is subject to Public
Service Commission jurisdiction and to Public Service Commission
regulation. The only way to make it not subject to Public Service
Commission regulation, is by a constitutional amendment.

The problem that we encountered, and on which we heard a
great deal of testimony, is what is known in the State of Louisiana
as the direct sale of natural gas for industrial purposes. By
direct sale, I mean where a supplier sells directly to a consumer
without necessarily going through an interstate pipeline. If a
pipeline serves more than one consumer, though it may not necessarily
be an Interstate pipeline, and though it may not necessarily serve
a great number of consumers, it is considered, and it may be
considered by the courts to be a common carrier. If it qualifies
in the definition of common carrier, then It would be subject to
Public Service Comnlsslon regulation. In order to encourage
industry in the state, there was enacted, and approved by the
people, a constitutional amendment which exempted from Public
Service Commission regulation the direct industrial sale of natural
gas.

Now, I, for one, don't necessarily think the Public Service
Commission should regulate the direct industrial sale of natural
gas. But, I wanted to create in the constitution, an atmosphere
of flexibility whereby in the future. If Public Service Commission
regulation of such direct industrial sales was deemed expedient
and in the public interest, it could, in fact, regulate such
direct sales. If you 8ay"the Public Service Commission shall
regulate all common carriers, "I say to you as a matter of law,
that any pipeline where there Is more than one consumer, is a
comnon carrier and shall be subject to Public Service Commission
regulation.

Now, there is one way out of this problem there is one
way out of this problem. That is to adopt Mr. Arnette's amendment,
and then to adopt Mr. Gravel's amendment, which is not before you
at this moment, but which shall be before you very shortly. That
would have the effect of saying that the Public Service Comnlsslon
shall regulate common carriers and public utilities. Then, later
on in our document, it will say that "notwithstanding these
provisions, the legislature shall decide on how and when natural
gas shall be regulated." So, although I have no strong opposition
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to Mr. Arnett'e amendment, I suggest to you that conditioned upon
its passage should be the passage of Mr. Gravel's amendment which
would permit the legislature flexibility in dealing with the sale
of natural gas, both industrial and otherwise. I hope you can
understand all that Jargon. But » it's a very important problem.
It affects a great deal of Louisiana Industry, as well as a great
deal of domestic supply and consumption of natural gas.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, Jim, in other words, you don't oppose my amendment

as such.

MR. DERBES
I don't oppose your amendment....

MR. ARNETTE
You've been talking about natural gas. That's what your big

concern is.

MR. DERBES
The only.... the reason why "as provided by law." The phrase

that you seek to delete. The reason why that was placed in this
material was to create an exception, a possible exception, so
that later on the regulation of industrial, direct Industrial sales
of natural gas could be affected by the Public Service Conniission
if the legislature felt that it was in the best interest, and a

constitutional amendment would not be necessary. But, I only
support your amendment If you support Gravel's amendment.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Derbes, in other words, you've been talking about natural

gas and everything. But, would you agree that unless these four
words are taken out, the Public Service Commission has absolutely
no constitutional Jurisdiction whatsoever over anything?

MR. DERBES
Hot entirely. But, my technical disagreement with you la

of no serious moment. I think the words "shall regulate all
common carriers and public utilities" are, in essence, an
original and fundamental grant of authority. What the legislature
would be doing In filling up the phrase, "as provided by law," It
would essentially be defining what a public utility or a common
carrier Is.

MR, ARNETTE
But, in that definition. ., .couldn't the legislature

completely disregard anything as a common carrier?

MR. DERBES
I don't think so. But I do think it's arguable. Yes.

Further Oi scuss ion

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Vice Chairman, fellow delegates, I agree with

Mr. Derbes. It's arguable as to whether or not this amendment
is necessary. I ask you for a number of reasons to reject

this amendment

.

The first reason being, the committee worked hard in

this particular area in an effort not to make any substantive
change basically in that provision. The reason for that was

that apparently it had worked fairly well in the past. We

didn't see any particular reason to tamper with it.

Now, "as provided by law," on line 19 In the committee
proposal, is what he's asking you to remove in this amendment.
A number of years ago in the town of Denham Springs there was
an explosion in a home, and one of the reasons attributed to

that problem, was that they did not have the malodorant (I think
that's the proper word) in the gas system. Now, the Public
Service Commission does not have jurisdiction to go inside the

city gates, into the municipalities, unless by a majority vote

the electors in that municipality request the Public Service
Commission to come in. In this particular case, the Public
Service Commission, nor the town of Denham Springs, nor the

gas company supplying the gas to the home where the explosion
occurred, had Jurisdiction. No one acted. The Public Service
Commission was prohibited, except for the fact that this

language, "as provided by law," gave the legislature the

authority to enact legislation to add the requirement that

malodorants be placed in these systems. The Public Service
Commission did this. This is one of the prime reasons why
this language Is necessary, and why I urge you, please not

tamper with this particular language.
Thank you

.

MR. TOBIAS
Louis, I *m reading the language that the Arnette amendment

attempts to delete. If we do not say "as provided by law," could

not the legislature define what a common carrier and a public
utility Is, since we do not prohibit it to them?

MR. LAMBERT
Possible.

MR

Or the Supreme Court could.

TOBIAS
I know. But, if the legislature steps In and defines it,

don't you think that the Supreme Court would bow to that definition?

MR. LAMBERT
It depends on the majority vote on the court, obviously.
Let me, Mr. Tobias, let me Just say this. In the past,

the Public Service Commission has operated under this provision.
"As provided by law" has provided the flexibility in the
constitution allowing the legislature to take care of situations
like the Denham Springs Incident that I Just mentioned to you.
For that reason, if for no other reason, I ask you to please
reject this amendment.

\_Prev20us Question ordered . ]

CI osi ng

MR. ARNETTE
I Just want to make one thing fairly clear. Senator Lambert

stated that they wanted to keep it Just about like the present

law is now in the constitution. Well, I submit they didn't do

a very good Job, substantively, as it Is in the old constitution.

Well, I submit they didn't do a good Job at that, either,

because it stated in the old constitution exactly what Jurisdiction
the Public Service Commission shall have. I can go through the

list. It's common carriers, railroads, street railroads, express, tele-

phone, telegrapn, gas, electric light, heat, water power, water-

works, common carriers, pipelines, canals .... the list goes on

and on, plus many statutes that also list the Jurisdiction. But,

there is definite constitutional Jurisdiction in the old 1921

Constitution. Under the new proposal, there Is none whatsoever.

The legislature must provide any Jurisdiction that the Public

Service Commission has by virtue of these four words. That is

the entire difference between the 1921 Constitution, and the

new committee proposal to go into the constitution. Unless we

take these four words out, you're not going to have any

constitutional Jurisdiction whatsoever In the Public Service

Commission. Now, if that's what you want, that's fine. We'll

have a commission with no powers at all. We'll have it in the

constitution with no powers. But, if that's what you want,

I Just want to let you know for sure that's what you're voting

on.

Questions

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Arnette, obviously for the reasons you Just mentioned,

that's why, would you not agree, that we need the clause, "as
provided by law." What we tried to do why don't you mention
some of the stuff that was in there. It was so detailed it was
statutory material, much of it. What the committee was trying
to do was retain the substantive law in that article. The "as
provided by law," would allow the legislature to go into the
other matters. Many of that.... of those words in that provision
that you are looking at, were put in there by constitutional
amendment

.

MR. ARNETTE
I realize that, Mr. Lambert.

MR. LAMBERT
Afterwards. They were not In the 1921 Constitution. They

were added. Would you not agree that the legislature could, by
legislative act, add what they feel to be necessary, and we....

MR. ARNETTE
They surely could.

Questions
MR. LAMBERT
.. . .let me finish. Would we not accomplish what one of the main
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objectives Chat we are here for, to, if possible—not all the

time, but, if possible— to remove some of the unnecessary
language when we can provide a vehicle whereby the legislature
can put it back? Without removing any substance?

MR. ARNETTE
Well, that's exactly what I wanted to point out to the

convention. Senator. I Just wanted to point out that the

legislature can put in what Jurisdiction they want. They can

also take away what Jurisdiction they want. Which means that

you have no constitutional Jurisdiction at all. It*s completely
up to the legislature. If that's what you want....

that's what you can have by voting against my amendment.
If you want a Public Service Commission with Jurisdiction in

the constitution, vote for my amendment. It's very simple.
It's your decision.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Amette, are you aware, since you are closing, and I *m

going to ask you one of those "speechifying" questions, are
you aware that if your amendment is adopted that the legislature,
by legislative act, could attempt to define what comaon carriers
and public utilities were?

MR. ARNETTE
They could attempt to do that. But they could not..

MR. ANZALONE
But, if your amendment is not accepted, and no law is

provided for the regulation of conmion carriers and public utilities
by the Public Service Coumission, that they could, in effect, turn

this over to the Department of Agriculture if they wanted to?

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Anzalone, no, they could not for the simple reason that

the legislature does not define what the words in the constitution
mean . The Supreme Court of Louisiana defines those words.

MR. ANZALONE
I've just a small point of disagreement.
My second

MR. ARNETTE
Now, if the Supreme Court would define a common carrier in

a very restrictive manner, that's one thing. But the legislature
cannot ever attempt to define words In the constitution, and how
they are meant in the constitution, as you should well know.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendment re~
jected: 21-88. Motion to recons ider
tabled. Quorum Call: 87 delegates
present and a quorum. J

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next amendment to (B) is sent up by Delegates Lambert and

Nunez.

Amendment No. 1. On page 5, at the end of line 23, add the
following:

"Notwithstanding any provision in this paragraph, the legis-
lature shall provide for the regulation of natural gas by such
regulatory authority as it may designate."

Explanation

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, what this amendment does

is to make sure that what we adopt in the constitution does not
make legislation that was adopted In the special session unconsti-
tutional. Now, it does not lock anything in the constitution
regarding intrastate natural gas. All it says is that "Notwithstanding
any provision in this paragraph, the legislature shall provide for
the regulation of natural gas by such regulatory authority as it

may designate." In the special session, the legislature designated
the Louisiana Energy Comalssion as that authority. But, with this
provision, if the legislature should feel that it was in error
in that Senate Bill No. 9, and they would like to change that,
this gives the legislature the authority to put it in some other
authority. For example, if they wanted to put It under the Public
Service CoDmission, they could. If they wanted to put it under
some other state agency, they could. I don't think it's controversial.
I certainly hope you can go along with it.

Quest ions

MR. BOLLINGER
Senator Lambert, just now this convention strongly rejected

an amendment by Delegate Amette to delete the words "as provided
by law." Is that correct?

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct.

MR. BOLLINGER
Was not it the intention of the committee that these words

would give the legislature the authority to include or not Include
the regulation of natural gas by the Public Service Commission?

MR. LAMBERT
No, there's some question, obviously, as to t^ether or not

there could be overlapping authority between the Public Service
Commission or the Louisiana Energy Conmlssion. I, personally,
think that the Public Service Commission. . .In fact, I know

they cannot regulate it as the constitution exists now because
there Is a prohibition, as you know, against the Public Service
Commission regulating the sales of Industrial gas to industries.
However, in an effort to be abundantly careful, this provision
basically leaves the authority up to the legislature. It specifically
says they have the authority, and as they have acted in the

special session, they have given that authority to the Louisiana
Energy Commission. Now, if the legislature feels that they would
like to repeal some of those provisions in the next session of the

legislature, or two years from now, or three years from now, or

ten years from now, they would have the authority to do that.

That's the only purpose of this amendment.

MR. BOLLINGER
I agree with you that the present constitution does not allow

the Public Service Commission to regulate the industrial sale of

natural gas. But, does it prohibit any other regulation of

natural gas?

MR. LAMBERT
In the city gates, yes—municipalities. The local subdivisions. .

MR. BOLLINGER
Political subdivisions. . .

MR. LAMBERT
Municipalities, political subdivisions that have their

own systems. There's a provision In here, though, to allow the

municipality or the local governing authority that generate their

own. . .that have their own supplies or their own systems to

elect to come under the Public Service Commission. That provision

was In our present constitution, and we retained it.

If there are no further questions, 1 ask for the adoption of

the amendment.

MR. ARNETTE
Senator, do you realize that since my amendment failed your

amendment is unnecessary because the legislature can do anything
with natural gas they want to do? They can let anyone regulate
it that they designate to regulate it, without your amendment.

MR. LAMBERT
I think that with my amendment that it makes it abundantly

clear that the legislature definitely must designate some authority.
Yes.

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Lambert, assimlng, first of all, that the constitution Is

adopted as amended to this date, and secondly, assuming that your
amendment fails, then there might be a possibility of having a
five man elected body control natural gas in Louisiana rather than
an appointed comnlssion; isn't that correct?

MR. LAMBERT
If this amendment passes, that could happen. It's left up to

the legislature. But, on the same token, it could not. It could
be left where it is now.

MR. CANNON
Mr. Lambert, you are aware of the amendment that I have

on the next section which. . .

MR. LAMBERT
No, sir; I'm not. No, sir; I haven't seen it.
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MR. CANNON
This one. . .it pertains to the cities not being exempt from

regulation by the Public Service Conaalsslon in matters effecting
safety. You know, the safety such as putting odor In the natural
gas. If yAur amendment were to pass> where would this leave the

concern for safety for the people who live. . .who are serviced
by municipal gas distribution systems?

MR. LAMBERT
In view of Che fact that in the special session in Senate Bill

No. 9» there is a specific section on pipeline safety requiring
the commissioner of conservation to come up with a set of rules

and regulations In conjunction with the rules and regulations that

the federal government have affecting Interstate pipelines to

conform with that. I haven't had a chance to look at your
amendment^ but I think it. . .in my own personal judgment and

opinion, 1 feel like it might be a good amendment in the next
section. But, I don't think it has any. . .it affects this section

at all, 'cause this amendment only applies to Section (B)

.

MR. CANNON
Well, the fact is that natural gas and its distribution, you

could. . .the legislature could designate this regulatory authority
to any agency or shall designate some agency to regulate it.

Would it be proper if they have designated someone other than the

Public Service Commission to regulate these safety features, say,

such as putting of the malodorlng in gas? If they designate
someone else, it wouldn't be proper to put the Public Service
Commission to. . .Into the policing of the safety for the peopled

benefit. Am I correct?

MR. LAMBERT
It's possible, but I don't. . .it puts the public safety. . .

the Public Service Commission. . .If the legislature should give

them the authority to require that they adopt rules and regulations

providing pipeline safety, it would probably be a good idea.

Further Di scuss i on

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I have no objection to the

concept of this amendment, but I think that Delegate Arnette's
amendment would have covered it. Assume this situation for a
minute: we all know that this country is in a stage of a fuel
shortage, not only with natural gas, but with all fossil fuels.
With the shortage of natural gas, it's going to become more and
more imperative that power generating plants revert to other fuels

—

dlesel and heating oils—for the production of electricity. So,
how about next year, we'll have an electricity crisis, and we
don't have enough electricity. The legislature thinks it's wise
to place all electric co-ops and companies in the state under
this Energy Commission because electricity is the energy. It

can't, according to the definition that has been given to the
words "as provided by law." I think that's wrong. 1 think the
amendment that. . .or the words "as provided by law," in the first

sentence, allows the legislature to remove certain public utilities
from under this jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission.
This is good. It can deal wi,th situations of emergency. So, why
do we have to specify that natural gas doesn't necessarily come
under the Public Service Commission. It can be placed under
some other agency. If the words "as provided by law" do not
provide this, we had better seriously look into this whole
paragraph, because if next year electricity becomes a shortage
in Louisiana, and the legislature tries to deal with the problem
and says, "Oh, no, I'm sorry. The Public Service Commission has
sole control over regulating electricity." This nice Energy
Commission we have created has no jurisdiction. Please consider
this and consider if the amendment, as proposed, is necessary.
If it is necessary, I would advocate someone offering an amendment
to include other forms of energy as coming under some other
regulatory agency.

I move the rejection of the amendment.

Further Di scussi on

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

this is the same amendment that Mr. Gravel had yesterday, and after

some objections from you all—some of the delegates and some of

the other people involved in this—we worked on it last night and

then again. It was changed this morning because it would have

created a new section. We just included it in this section. Let

me tell you what happens where. . .where 1 think we would stand

in this state if we don't adopt this amendment. We had a ten day

special session, as you know. In that session we did three

things: we raised taxes to the tune of $350,000,000 and we

lowered taxes on income tax that you all wanted, it seems from the

dictates of this convention, on sales. . -on use of sales tax on

food and drug, and we gave out teachers' pay raises, etc. Now, those

things are good, but the main purpose of that session was to get

more gas for Louisiana residents from Louisiana's natural resources:

that is, from natural gas. After many hours of debate, and after

many hours of work by several attorneys— I think Mr. Camp from

southwest Louisiana was one of them— they put together a bill that

is commonly called a "czar bill," or the energy crisis bill or

whatever you want to call it. It was sixty pages long. They

weaved and weaved In the confines of the constitution to make it

constitutional. It's the understanding that the people that put

it all together that if we don't put this provision in there, they

seriously doubt whether we can handle it in the energy. . .in the

Senate. . .what's commonly called Senate Bill No. 9, I think that

this amendment is essential, because I, at first, was sort of

against the whole concept of this special ten day session. But,

if you hear the alarming and the frightening news that we heard,

I'm sure you would agree with us that we are now in an energy crisis,

that very soon our own industries, and our own cane fields, and our

own aluminum plants, that vitally affect me, and our own sugar

refineries, and our'own oil refineries will not have the natural

gas to run those plants. So, what has happened is that almost

ninety percent of our gas is under control of the FPC, and it's in

the interstate lines. What we were trying to do, the whole concept

of what we were trying to do was to get more gas in the intrastate

lines and get more new oil or more new gas finds in the intrastate

lines. What we did, and what the creation of the czar of the. . .

under the Conservation Commission, this will all be under his

jurisdiction. I believe it's vitally essential that we adopt this

amendment. All the amendment says is "Notwithstanding any provisions

of this paragraph, the legislature shall provide for the regulation

of natural gas by such regulatory authority as it may designate."

Well, for your information, that authority has already been

designated. Now, if that don't work, what you're doing, you're

giving the legislature the authority to designate a new authority.

I think it's very simple. In my nind it is, and then I hope it

is in yours. If we leave it like it is—if you read the amendment

as it is before this section—specifically has powers and duties,

"The commission shall regulate all common carriers and public

utilities," This would take It and let the Public Service

Commission or let the Energy Commission regulate, and in regulating,

the only way he can reallocate—let me tell you this because

many of you have popped this question, because it seems like this

new Energy Commission that we have created can go ahead and reallocate

the various gas allotted to industry or utilities in this state to

various other people. That's not so. Before he can make that

reallocation, the governor—the governor—must declare an emergency,

under existing contracts. When he declares that emergency, the only

amount of natural gas that he can reallocate from those various

industries or users, whether it be industry or etc., is ten percent

of his allocation. We specifically put that in there because a lot

of people thought we were abrogating contracts, but we aren't doing

that. The only thing this would do would be to. , .and I know this

might sound not like the amendment, but it all deals with the

amendment, gentlemen and ladies of the convention. If we don't

do this, I think we might find ourselves in probably some problem

somewhere along the road.

I would certainly urge you. . ,1 thought that this was worked

out to where it would benefit the state and what we were trying to

do: that is, number one—number one—conserve our new finds on

natural gas in this state. When you sit down and realize that over

ninety percent of our gas is going to the eastern market, when you

sit down and realize that it's under the control of the FPC, which

this state has nothing to say about, it sort of frightens you.

Five years down the road, or four or five years down the road, we

might have additional gas finds in this state that would be

vitally essential to the well-being of our citizens. I think if

we don't adopt something like this and allow us to go ahead with

what we have done, then the special session went for nothing but

a tax raising session and a tax repealing session.

So, I would ask you very seriously to consider. . .to give

this amendment all your consideration. Please vote for it; it

doesn't jeopardize anything in the Public Service's domain. But,

it does give to the Energy Commission the right to regulate

natural gas.

{^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

90^15, Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous <juestion ordered on the

Paragraph , Paragraph passed: 101-6.

Motion to reconsider tabled.}
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Reading of the Paragraph

MR. HARDIN
"Paragraph (C) Limitation. The coonlsslon shall have no

power to regulate any connon carrier or public utility owned,

operated, or regulated on the effective^ date of this constitution
by the governing authority of one or more political subdivisions,
except by the consent of a majority of the electors voting in

an election held for that purpose; however, a political subdivision
may reinvest itself with such regulatory power in the manner It

was surrendered."

Explanation

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Vice Chairman, fellow delegates, this is basically a,

I feel, relatively simple section. It retains in the constitution
basically what is there now. It prevents the Public Service
Coonlsslon from going into city gates, by that I mean municipalities
that own their own systems. Under the present constitution, the
Public Service Commission does not have jurisdiction over these
areas unless an election is called in that municipality and a
majority of the voters so request that they come in. Now, it

also provides that should they elect to have—the majority of
voters in the subdivision, political subdivision—elect to have
the Public Service Commission come in, and they come in and then
one day they want to call an election and get the Public Service
Coondsslon out, they retain that authority. Basically, that is

all that this particular paragraph does.
If there are no questions, I ask for your support.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Senator, as I understand It, that's basically the present

law, isn't it?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, sir; It is.

MR. LANIER
Has it appeared in work that your committee has done researching

this subject, has that appeared to work well throughout the state?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, sir; it has.

MR. LANIER
There's been no hue and cry by anyone to change that, has

there?

MR. LAMBERT
Correct, that we know of.

MR. DERBES
Senator, just for the record, because I think there's some. . .

a possibility of the provision not being entirely clear, the

election that's required In order to change the provision is an

election held in the local governmental subdivision.

MR. LAMBERT
With only those p>eople there voting. Correct. Home rule,

local option.

for any city which Is not now regulating Its public utilities to

gain the ri^t to regulate it?

MR. LAMBERT
I don't think there's any prohibition against a city, to

my knowledge , regulating its own public utilities. I think that

what this deals with is not with that particular area^ but It's

whether or not they want the Public Service Commission to come into

their, for example, municipality and regulate. If they do, they have

to by a majority vote within that municipality so requestlat the same

time the right Is reserved for that municipality by a majority vote

of its electors to remove the Public Service CooDisslon if they are

not satisfied with the way they regulate.

MR. DESHOTELS
I'm referring to the language on line 26 which I think, that

Ms. Zervlgon is referring to. You have"on the effective date of this

constitutlon"seemlng to be a delineation between which municipalities
would be affected by this provision and which would not.

MR. LAMBERT
What we did, Errol,is to repeat what was In the source

provision In our present constitution.

MR. DESHOTELS
But, it would seem to say.

MR. LAMBERT
Undoubtedly did not cause a problem back at that time so

we assume that it would work effectively today, so we readopted
basically the same language.

MR. DESHOTELS
But, do you see the problem and do you see a question there?

MR. LAMBERT
I see «rtiat you're talking about, yes, sir.

MR. KELLY
Louis, I'd like for you to explain to me just as briefly

as you can, how this election—you say "except by consent of
the majority of the electors voting in an election." Are the electors,...
is there going to be some process where they can go and call the
election themselves or are they going to have to depend upon the
governing authority to call the election?

MR. LAMBERT
It would be... this would be found... this could be done; there's

nothing prohibiting the local government in this particular instance
from adopting a procedure whereby they could elect to either select
or reject this option.

MR. DESHOTELS
That's not the question. You say that in the first place

you've got these premises. First, they... the municipalities
say utilities are not under the Public Service CoimiLisslon ; Is that

correct?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes.

MR. DESHOTELS
All right. Now, let's suppose that John Doe, citizen, and

a group of citizens want to put them under the Public Service Commission.
How is that going to be done? Who can call the election? Can a

group of citizens go and call the election?

MRS. ZERVIGC»J

Senator, am I reading this correctly in that there is no way
for a city which does not now regulate its public utilities to
gain the ri^t to regulate its public utilities?

MR. LAMBERT
By the Public Service Commission? I can't. . .I'm sorry, I

didn't hear you good, Mary.

MS. ZERVIGON
It sounds to me, %fhen I read this thing, as if those cities

which are now regulating their public utilities may continue

to regulate their public utilities unless they surrender that right.

MR. LAMBERT
Correct

.

MS. ZERVIGON
What I'm asking you Is whether there Is a way In the future

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Kelly, we did not go into that In the constitution,

obviously. We left It to either the legislature or the local government
involved

.

MR. CANNON
Senator Lambert,you* retalking about the election which can

be held within this political jurisdiction, this municipality...

MR. LAMBERT
City of Baton Rouge... East Baton Rouge Parish.

MR. CANNCM
East Baton Rouge Parish possibly, if they're operating their

own utilities. Let me ask you this: what happens, or what recourse

do the people have who are served by a municipality who live outside

of that jurisdiction; they have no say-so on this whatsoever. I'm

talking about let's say:..
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MR. LAMBERT
That Is right. Let me say this, Harvey, you're right. If,

for example, the city of Baton Rouge had their own system and
they were providing services outside of the municipal limits of

East Baton Rouge, the system obviously is supported within the
parish. . . I mean within the city of Baton Rouge and, of course
this, I would assume this could occur, but, I mean, I don*t see
how you could set up the machinery any other way than to provide
for the electors within the municipality affected if they do

provide services outside of the limits of the municipality. Of course,

that's going to create a problem, but I don't know how you could take

care of it.

MR. CANNON
Well, I think your main concern. . . the main concern Is,

and has been, the power of a municipality which puts up Its

bonding credit and what have you to build these systems within
and without its jurisdiction.

MR. LAMBERT
Correct.

MR. CANNON
Within and without its jurisdiction.

MR. LAMBERT
I guess you could argue that the...

MR. CANNON
No one is talking about setting the fixing of rates. I

don't think anyone has any qualms with a municipality fixing

the rates on its own citizens. But, now, I still have this

question about people that are outside of this jurisdiction
having no, no political recourse. You know if the rates go

too high the voters have a recourse every four years.

MR. LAMBERT
As you know, I don't. . . of course, I don't want to do

anything to harm the people that live outside its jurisdiction.

I know you don't, but I think, that probably ... I think there

is a provision in our law now whereby a special district could

be created in that particular area and they could sell bonds and

set up their own system.

MR. CANNON
Right.

MR. LAMBERT
I mean it's a situation that, you know, I don't know

if there's any other way to handle it. This is the way It's

been handled in the past. One solution might be to extend the

city limits to include them.

MR. CANNON
Right. But, we have had some situations where a municipality

serving another area- which was completely outside of its city

limits as well as the parish in which it was located failed to

maintain an odor level in the natural gas.

MR. LAMBERT
Denham Springs system?

MR. CANNON
I didn't say that, sir.

MR. LAMBERT
I said it.

MR. CANNON
That was the case, yes, sir. By virtue of this negligence

a family of four was burned to death because they just simply

refused and they. . . after a petition and contacts by people,

myself and others trying to get them to maintain this odor level . . .

this odor level in the gas and they still didn't do it and then

a ti;agedy like that happens. My concern is again for these

people who have no political recourse.

MR. LAMBERT
I'm concerned as much as you are, Harvey, about it. I

don't think, there's any way that if somebody has an idea, I think
they should propose it here. I don't know how we could handle that
in the constitution. It is a definite problem and I agree with you.

MR, LANIER
Senator Lambert, isn't it true that under Section 26 of the

Local Government Article that the legislature has been mandated

to set up a uniform procedure for calling all of these various
types of noncandidate elections such as the one that would be
called for in this provision?

MR. LAMBERT
That 's correct

.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Cannon has one amendment here.
Amendment No. 1. On page 5, line 31, after the word and

punctuation "surrendered." add the following:
"This shall not apply to safety regulations pertaining to the

operation of such utilities."

Explanation

MR. CANNON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

amendment which was passed out yesterday, reads: "This shall
not apply to safety regulations pertaining to the operation of

such utilities." Senator Lambert alludedto a solution to the
problem particularly where people have no political recourse. These
people.,, people living outside of a political jurisdiction such as
the city limits, and being served by , . . served natural gas by
that city. This . . . the systems being owned, this is In no
way an attempt to bring rate regulations that. . . which the city
may impose to bring controls over things such as their right-of-way,
the selection of where the distribution systems go. It's merely
the safety factor and primarily malodorant in gas. As you all know,
natural gas has no odor. When it is distributed by a private concern
the Public Service Commission and I would assume that now since these
duties are being passed to the Energy Commission, the. . . that they
will take over these regulatory functions. The thing that I am
really concerned about is the fact that people in the cities who are
served by a municipal gas system . . . the people living within the
cities they have a recourse, a political recourse come next election
time particularly if the Board of Aldermen or the City Coiincil,or
what have you,are not responsive to the safety and welfare of the
people. It's really not that important within the political jurisdiction.
But, when these. . . when gas Is sold and distributed outside of the
political jurisdiction these people have no recourse and I think it's
In the public's interest that we mandate that someone, somebody regulate
these safety features, primarily odor and gas. I think it's very
Important since we are shifting the regulation of natural gas from
the action of the special session to another agency, I think we
ought to make it clear that municipalities cannot completely Ignore
the safety of the people they serve. I'll yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. DERBES
Harvey, I. . , I'm not exactly sure I understand what you

want to do, but are you saying that the . . . that the local
governmental subdivision that regulates safety factors in the delivery
of natural gas is not as well able to do ao as the Public Service
Commission?

MR. CANNON
Not necessarily. What I'm saying is that when you take a

problem to a governing body now and they have no — and these

people have no political recourse they're talking to strangers,
outsiders— that when you take this problem to them they say we're
not regulated by the Public Service Commission^ this is a. . .

you know we don't have to put the odor in the natural gas, you know

because they are not regulated. But, . .,

MR, DERBES
To just draw on that a little bit more, I've heard a lot of

things said here in argument against expanding the number of Public
Service Commissioners: that they don't have enough staff, they don't

have enough funds and so on to do their job as presently constituted.

What makes you think that the Public Service Commission will do a

better job regulating safety in the local governmental subdivisions,

I mean isn't that your basic thesis?

MR. CANNON
My basic thesis is safety for the people who have no political

recourse. These are people living outside of the political jurisdiction

which is the sponsor and owner of this gas system. Let me bring
in one thing, Act 352 of 1970 .offered by Senator De Blieux, required

that the Public Service Commission regulate this malodorant in gas.

This follows the situation like Senator Lambert alluded to, the

city of Denham Springs, which serves an area running all the way to

the Airline Highway in East Baton Rouge Parish. Now, we did try to

get them to keep a level of malodorant in there—you know that
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foul smell is a wonderful thing when you come right dcwn to It— but

and a family of four was burned to death.

MR. DERBES
Another one final question, if you don't mind, isn't safety

just another part of overall rate setting? I mean, what I'm saying

is, when you take into account the rates at which the local utility

must deliver its gas you also have to take Into account the cost

of safety factors, etc. It would seem to me as a basic administrative

task that when the person addresses his safety requiremants and his

rate schedules to the same body that the consideration of both of those

together would be more effective and more efficient Don't you...

you see what I mean?

HR. CANNON
No, sir, I don't because I think nobody here is trying to

question the rate setting ability of a municipality over its service.

MR. DERBES
No, but the rates are in part a function of the safety

requirements. I mean, when I have certain costs for safety, I

have costs for delivery and, therefore, those costs have to be

taken into consideration in setting rates.

MR. CANNON
You're not going to sell it at list.

MR. DERBES
So one person would be setting the rates and the other

person would be setting the safety requirements.

MR. CANNON
You're talking about ten cents a day per thousand users

of natural gas on malodorant.

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Cannon, you know that our committee with the exception

of several, we do not object to this amendment ;we feel it's a

good amendment, and we feel that it would provide for a uniform
safety code throughout the state in municipalities. Do you realize

that?

MR. CANNON
Thank you. Senator Lambert. I appreciate that.

MR. LAMBERT
Do you remember the explosion, for example, in the Denham

Springs system?

MR. CANNON
The Denham Springs system which is now inside the city of

Baton Rouge.

MR. LAMBERT
Right. There was problems with the safety regulations.

MR. CANNON
There were none existing at the time.

MR. LAMBERT
Correct. This would provide some. Do you remember the

explosion In Natchitoches several years ago? Do you remoober the

explosion in Houma? >- = f

MR. CANNON
I remember all of these, sir.

MR. LAMBERT
Is It not your motive to try to provide a statewide uniform

safety code on plplelines transporting gas so as to protect the

citizens?

MR. CANNON
Not so much pipelines, but the distribution system going

to people • homes. That's what I'm concerned with.

MR. LAMBERT
Correct. That's what I'm talking about, domestic users.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Cannon, the way this thing is written this would apply

in home rule units of government; is that correct?

MR. CANNON
Would apply in home rule units? Yes, Mr. Lanier, it would.

But, again, I am not as concerned about the distribution of gas

and the safety and whether or not the city Is responsive within
its political jurisdiction. Where the problem comes is when this
city, extends its lines beyond its political jurisdiction and the
people that it serves have no political recourse against the
councilmen, the aldermen or whoever is not looking out for their
safety. I think the public— the citizens of Louisiana «ho are
served by municipal gas systems, just as those who are served by
private gas distribution systems .deserve the right to feel safe.
That's my concern.

MR. LANIER
But, Mr. Cannon, I appreciate the fact that you're trying

to protect these people outside of an incorporated ^rea. But, is
it not a fact that your amendment as presently written would
give the power to the Public Service Commission to tell a home rule
city how to run its gas business or electrical business, etc.?

MR. CANNON
Only insofar as safety, Mr. Lanier. Primarily, this is

malodorant, that the city will be subject to a uniform regulation.
I certainly don't feel that the city such in your case, the
city council of Thibodaux is going to be unresponsive to the people
within the city of Thibodaux, because after all, they are going to
have to come up for election every four years. But, when they
extend their lines outside and we're not talking about rates, we're
not talking about right-of-ways, we're not talking about the location
of gas lines or . . . that's all within the domain of that municipality
and the parish governing authority if these lines are outside. 1

just am concerned that the city council— I, having served on
a municipal body myself—you don't quite feel the responsibility
to persons who don't elect you; it's a natural thing. I would
certainly hope that this, at least, a minimum level of safety
and a standard of safety can be maintained.

MR. LANIER
Don't you feel that if, what you wish to do is a uniform

safety code, that that is better done for the State of Louisiana
by the legislature than by the five-man Public Service Commission?

MR. CANNON
Well, I'm not sure who has the regulatory power right

now over natural gas. I would think that this is the prerogative of
the legislature to assign it and whoever it is assigned to, that's
who will control it.

Further Discussion
MR. DE BLIEUX

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, Mr.
Lanier might address these remarks to you with reference to
the situation. Several years ago.. of course, you've heard
several references to the Denham Springs situation. This
system of gas that goes into Denham Springs is... I don't know
whether it's owned by Denham Springs or whether or not it's
a private company that has a contract to supply gas with
Denham Springs. But, they had a lot of difficulty in getting
gas treated so that you could tell whether or not there were
gas leaks. They test it and in a few mdnths thereafter,
after the testing, it would come right back and nothing was
done about it. You can't force a municipality to have safety
rules against its own self. You've got to have some outside
body. As a result of that, the legislature passed Act 352
of 1970 to do exactly this: to force that municipality under
the jurisdiction of Public Service Commission to put that
malodor in that gas. Now, maybe you might say this is taking
away something from home rule. That's the only thing we're taking
away from, the fact that local municipalities for the safety
of their citizens must obey the rules, and that's what this
amendment is all about. The committee has no objection to the
provision in there, and I think it's a good one for the safety
and protection of the homeowners, of the users of gas In your
municipality, my municipality and anybody else's, so that we
can keep these things from happening. 1 see no reason why
we should oppose an amendment of this kind.

Quest ions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Senator De Blieux, I don't fully understand the situation

you're describing. Are you describing the situation in which
the city council of Baton Rouge has different regulations for

the gas delivered to customers within their boundaries than to

customers without their boundaries?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I didn't get the last part of your question, Mrs. Zervigon.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I say, are you describing a situation in which the city
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council of Baton Rouge has made differing regulations for gas

delivered within the boundaries of Baton Rouge than for gas

delivered outside the boundaries of Baton Rouge?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, that*s not the situation. The present provisions In

the constitution does not give the Public Service Commission

any jurisdiction over municipally-owned gas distribution systems.

It has no authority because the legislature has to give them

that authority. Now, as a result of the accidents we have

had the legislature did give the Public Service Commission,

not rate-making power, only the power insofar as being sure that

the natural gas systems were complying with the state to regula-

tions Insofar as the malodor was concerned. This Is to protect

those provisions alone. That's all it's for.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, what you're talking about Is not so much a problem

of regulation as a problem of enforcement. Isn't that correct?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's correct.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, who enforces It? Who cofoes and knocks on the door and

makes you be good in a situation like this?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, you mean, knocks on. the door of the municipalities?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes, sir. or whoever owns the gas.

MR. DE BLIEUX
The Public Service Commission has that jurisdiction right

now, and that's where we want to keep It because we're trying
to preserve what's in Act 352 of 1970.

MRS, ZERVIGON
Well, Senator, you don't think the words "as provided by

law" In the earlier paragraph continue this right?

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, this is a limitation. That's not In the same paragraph,

Mrs. Zervlgon, You're reading Paragraph (C) now, and that has

the limitations in it, that the Public Service Commission has
no jurisdiction over those systems. We're only saying here that

they have no jurisdiction except for safety regulations. That's
the only reason—except for safety.

MR. BOLLINGER
Senator, doesn't the Oscher Act, which was enacted into

Congress, give a commission regulatory powers over Industry
without their consent?

Further Di scussion

MR. HEINE
Senator De Blieux, he touched on the point that I wanted

to ask you. You are aware that the Federal Pipeline Safety

Act that municipalities that own their utility systems do

come under their minimum safety rules and this would include

the people within the municipality and the people that served

outside of the municipality. Just recently, my city had to

spend twenty-five hundred dollars complying to these safety

rules, and I know I just talked to Delegate Fayard and Denham
Springs had to do the same thing. We have... every municipality
that owns their gas system has a certain length of time that

they have to comply with these safety rules. So, we are under

their jurisdiction, so to speak, and although I'm not opposed
to this, I really don't think that it's necessary,

MR. DE BLIEUX
That must be a recently passed act. Senator Heine.

MR. FLORY
Mr. De Blieux, isn't It true that the local governmental

units do not come under the Occupational Safety and Health Act?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That may be right, Mr. Flory. I'm not sure. I don't know.

MR, FLORY
Isn't it also true that under the Federal Pipeline Safety

Act that that would relate to as far as pressures and so forth,

and the types of line, how deep it's buried does not affect

the malodorance in a water system, for example, as to the

pollutants in the water system?

MR. DE BLIEUX
You may be correct about that. I'm not sure about that.

[^Prev ious iiucst ion ordorod .]

MR. CANNON
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I urge your favorable consideration

of this amendment. Thank you.

Closing

Excuse me. Mr. Dennery had brought to my attention one little

point, and I'd like to have it stated just for the record. The

city of New Orleans does have rate review po^'er over their private

operator, and this would in no way stop the city of New Orleans

and its city council from regulating Its rates over Louisiana

Light and Power or whoever it is. At the same time, this would

not preclude the city of New Orleans or any other municipality

from placing more stringent standards upon Itself. This would not

in any way affect this. Thank you.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Bollinger, Act (C) gives the limitations of the power

of the Public Service Commission over commentaries and public

utilities that are owned by municipalities. Where they are

owned and operated by municipalities , then the Public Service

Coninlssion has no jurisdiction over it. What this amendment says

is that the Public Service Commission will have jurisdiction

only Insofar as safety Is concerned , not . .

.

MR. BOLLINGER
You missed the point of my question. Let me start over.

Did you know that there is a federal act which establishes

safety regulations for industry?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Oh, yes.

MR. BOLLINGER
Does this not do the same thing as far as allowing the Public

Service Commission simply to set some minimum safety standards

that all utilities will have to follow?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes; you're correct. Now I understand your question. You're

right.

MR. BOLLINGER
Don't you think this Is a very good amendment?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's right. I agree.

[Record vote ordered. Amendment adopted

:

^

10 3-5. Mot ion to reconsider tabled . ,

Previous Question ordered on the Para-
graph. ] \

Question '

MR. KEAN
Mr. Lambert, as I read Subsection (C) , it's clear that a '

publlcly-owned common carrier or a public utility would not be

subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Service Conmission.
\

However, a municipality or a parish acquired some common carrier

or public utility after the effective date of this constitution, 1

It's not clear to me that that would be outside of the jurisdlc-
,

tlon of the connisslon. But, it seems to me that under Subpara-

graph (B) that the legislature would have a right to provide !

by law that publicly-owned system even though acquired after
,

the effective date of the constitution would not be subject to ;

the jurisdiction of the conmlssion. Would you agree?

MR. LAMBERT
You are exactly correct. \

[paragraph passed: 107-3. Motion to

recons ider tabled . ] i

Reading of the Paragraph

MR. POYNTER
"Paragraph (D) Decisions on Applications, Petitions, and Schedules

(1) The conmlssion shall render its final decision on

applications, petitions, and proposed rate schedules..."
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Chairman Henry in the Chair

[Motion to waive reading of the Para-

graph adopted without objection .]

Expl anation

MISS PERKINS
Ladies and gentlemen, I realize this Is a very controversial

section. There was a difference In opinion among the coranlttee

members, but I will present lo you the section as adopted by

the conmlttee. I must admit that this Is the first time since

I've been here that I felt that I had a bear by the tall, and

I'm just hoping I can convince you to give me a bear hug

Instead of annihilating me. So, here's the committee's report:

Section (1) provides that the Public Service Coimisslon shall

have twelve months within which to render a decision on an

application. Section (2) provides that if no decision be ren-

dered within six months from the date of filing, then the

schedule is deemed tentatively approved. Section (3)provides,

if approved, the schedule may be put into effect subject to

a protective bond. If disapproved, the schedule may also be

put into effect subject to bond. Any refund claims filed by

the customer are to be filed within one year of the date of

final action on the claim. Section (4) presents a change in

that we are putting a burden on the utility to file notice of

the application of filing in the state journal and in each

parish journal where the schedule would go into effect. The

change is basically from the source provision or that we have

taken out a great deal of the detail in that we have eliminated

the requirement that any appeals from an order must be made

within ninety days, that the orders will be tried with preference

in the district court, and that if appeal is taken to the Supreme

Court, that the court would have ten days within which to grant

a return. Ladies and gentlemen, I'd like to point out that as

you are aware, the procedure is when the commission makes a

decision, if an appeal is lodged, it goes into the court of the

conmiss ion's domicile, namely the Nineteenth Judicial District.

If you'll refer down to Section (E) , you will see where we have

maintained that provision. At this time, I would like to point

out to each of you that I realize that there is substantial

opposition, and everyone will be given the opportunity to add

their feelings on it. But, I also point out that there will

be an amendment coming up, as Mr. Abraham attempted to submit

earlier, "as provided by law". Let me discourage your support

of this amendment because I do feel that we have reasonaMe
coLiproralse amendments to be presented to the convention. I'll

answer any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Lynn, of course, I admire your courage for presenting this

particular proposal, and I'm glad that the Natural Resource Committee

chose their big gun to present it. But, let me ask you a few

questions about it. Do you realize that under this proprosal,

the way it reads, that a rate could go into effect without a

hearing, and It can become final? Do you realize that that's

possible?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, Mr. Duval.

MR. DUVAL
Do you think that's a. ..well, of course, I don't want to

ask you your personal opinion, but you realize that is possible?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. DUVAL
Do you also realize that under this proposal that the ordinary

everyday consumer would then have to pay rates which were much
higher without the elected commissioners ever deciding on the
case?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir, that's right, a protective bond.

MR. DUVAL
That's even if they lose?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. DUVAL
Now, if in a law case, if the person is the plaintiff and

sues for a hundred thousand dollars and loses, they can't get

their hundred thousand dollars by putting a bond in effect, can

they?

MISS PERKINS
No, sir.

MR. DUVAL
O.K., one other question: what happens with this protective

bond in the evenf,for instance, it's a taxicab rate? How do you

refund that if the commission was wrong?

MISS PERKINS
Well, I would assume that the customer would have to file

as is so provided in this particular section.

MR. DUVAL
So, If this happens, you better keep all your taxicab receipts,

then?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. DUVAL
O.K.

MR. ALARIO
Lynn, when they say if the commission disapproves the increase

in whole or in part that the rates would go into effect, that

meant the whole rate would go into effect, right? In other words,

if the commission approved part of it, and even If the utility

company was satisfied that that was it, then the rates would

still go into effect until the court of last resort made their

decision. Is that right?

raSS PERKINS
Yes, sir. the entire schedule would go into effect.

MR. ALARIO
I see. Now, Lynn, on the refund claims, as the conmittee

proposal has it now, the customer would have to apply for the

refund?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, that's correct.

MR. ALARIO
Those that wouldn't know what the law was, then, would pro-

bably not get the refund as such.

MISS PERKINS
That's right.

MR. ALARIO
Don't you think, maybe, that responsibility should be on

the utility company rather than the customer?

MISS PERKINS
Possibly so.

MR. ALARIO
Lynn, what is the reason for putting in the rates ahead of

time, I mean, after even the commission would disapprove it?

What's the theory there for the utility people?

MISS PERKINS
That's correct except you're assuming that they're much

higher. They might be reasonable.

MR. DUVAL
This is true.

Also, Lynn, do you realize that under this proposal, that

even if the rate proposal is rejected by the Public Service
Comission, that the utility company can put the rate into
effect with a bond?

MISS PERKINS
The big problem is that the utility company cannot

apply their rates retroactively. So, In this manner, they can

put the rate into effect, but yet, they're putting up a protective

bond. So, if the rate schedule doesn't go through, then they

have to pay back the money to their customers.

MR. RAYBURN
Lynn, I notice here where in the event refund claims are in
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order that you have to make them within a period of twelve months.
Is that correct?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir. They put a prescriptive period and the prescrip-

tive period is set as of the date of final action.

MR. RAYBURN
That's after it's been through the lower courts, the higher

courts, and the final courts. .. that 's after the final action
from all appeals. Is that correct?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
Now, is there any provision here that says they've got to

refund that money within a given period of time?

MISS PERKINS
No, sir, there is not.

MR. RAYBURN
Is there any provisions that say you shall get a little

interest on those monies that have been erroneously invested
for that period of time?

Explanation

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, this amendment deletes

all of the language in Paragraph (D) and simply specifies that
the manner in which the commission will operate shall be
prescribed by law. Now, at the risk of repeating myself, when
I was up here before, as I see this particular proposal, every-
thing in here is in favor of the utility company, and the
consumer Is the one who is going to suffer. There is no protection
for the consumer whatsoever in here that I can see. A schedule
can go into effect without even having a hearing. The Public
Service Commission can sit on its hand, the schedule goes into
effect, and after twelve months, I would assume that it's con-
sidered permanently approved, and If the people start to holler
then, well, then the Public Service Commission can say, "Well
I didn t have enough time to make a study of it. I couldn't
render a decision. Y^u people wrote this Into the constitution.
Our hands are tied." I think that we need to keep this thing
as flexible as it can be. Now, there's twenty-three lines in
this particular section, subparagraph. We've got fourteen
amendments on it. But, the thing is—and I say again to you—
I don t think we should be trying to write this type of statutory
material into the constitution. This is a legislative matter.
Let s leave it in the hands of the legislature.

MISS PERKINS
No, sir, but I would like to refer to you the "as provided

by law" statement, so I would think statutorially, this could
be so provided.

MR. RAYBURN
Is there any law now that provides for that?

MISS PERKINS
Not to my knowledge

.

MR. RAYBURN
In the event that the telephone company applied for a twenty-

five percent pay telephone rate, or ten cents, may we say....

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
...and the Public Service Commission did not act within twelve

months which is an elected body that has that power; am I correct?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
They did not act. How would refunds be made on a public

telephone if I happen to use it ten times or twenty times or
thirty times, and how would they know it was me that used it?

MISS PERKINS
Well, the only thing that I could say there is that the

utility would have given faith to the statement of the customer,
and I'd like to also say, to my knowledge, in the past when a
claim has been filed because of a malfunction of a phone, the
customer has been reimbursed his loss.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, Lynn, in a sense of fair play, since this is so urgent

to the telephone company, and if they don't get relief within a
six-month period, don't you think the people who are entitled to
a refund should have some date established or some time limit
established as to when they'll get their refund?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir,

MR. RAYBURN
Thank you.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Abraham which reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 6, delete lines 1 through 23, both

inclusive, in their entirety, and insert in lieu thereof the
following: "The comnisslon shall render decisions on the appli-
cations, petitions, and proposed rate schedules in the manner
prescribed by law."

Further Discussion

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I just had a revelation. I

understand that the great Senator Rayburn is going to close on
this amendment how much time do I have, Mr. Chairman? and
I know that I can't outdo him because he's going to give you
that"little man'' speech. So, I'm going to try to anticipate
some of the things that he's going to say, and I also am going
to give you that "little man" speech, or attempt to. I know
that this Is going to be one of those things where you're going
to have to make a decision, so they will tell you, whether or
not you're going to go with the big utility, or either go with
the little man. All I want to make very clear to you Is this:
that if you're sitting out there in an area away from all of
the utilities, and you want a little telephone, and you can't
get it, you need to call a doctor in the night, it's tough. It's
tough. Those of you who have been there, know it. I've been
there. Now, what are we talking about? A question was asked
of Lynn a while ago about the interest. Is this going to bear
interest? Well, what we're talking about to the average consumer
is a pittance, if these rates go on. The interest is infinitesimal.
Don't let anybody come up here and tell you that they are opposed
in this, or opposed to this amendment because they thought of
the little man. You figure it out. Three or four pennies a month

—

what's the interest on that in six months or a year? You tell me.
Ladies and gentlemen, in forty-two states, this same proposal has
been in effect; it has been operating to the benefit of the people
and the consumer for years and years and years. Now, what is

the reason for this? Why should it be in the constitution? Why
should it not be legislative? Well, it's been legislative for
many years, but we've had experiences in this state where the
public utility has lost millions of dollars because of nonaction
on the part of the Public Service Commission. Now, I'm not faulting
the Public Service Commission, but they didn't act. Now, let's
Just compare. What are we talking about? How much Is it going
to cost the individual consumer, and how much will it cost the
public utility? Yes, let's get down to brass tacks. How much

will it cost the telephone company, if they have to wait t*,-o

years for a decision? Pennies to the consumer; millions to
the company. Let's fact it. We have only one, don't we?
Suppose we had none. I urge that you defeat this amendment.

Ques t i one

MR. ABRAHAM
Elmer, you said that these poor little people out In the

country couldn't get a telephone. Now, why can't they get a

telephone? Is the telephone company that broke that it can't
provide telephone service for them?

MR. TAPPER
Well, Mr. Abraham, if your amendment goes into effect, it

will continue the same as it did, and in effect, continue to

lose millions of dollars because the Public Service Commission
doesn't act; yes, that's very possible.

MR. ABRAHAM
On what basis are you assuming they're losing millions of

dollars?
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MR. TAPPER
I beg your pardon.

MR. ABRAHAM
On what basis are you assuming that they're losing millions

of dollars? Do you have their financial report?

MR. TAPPER
Yes. They've lost millions of dollars because of Inaction

on the part of the Public Service Conmlsslon, yes.

MR. ABRAHAM
Has the telephone company ever failed to pay a dividend In

the last umpteen years? ,^,

MR. TAPPER
I can' t hear you.

MR. ABRAHAM
Has the American Telephone and Telegraph Company ever failed

to pay a dividend In the last umpteen years?

MR. TAPPER
I'm not a stockholder, Mr. Abraham. I don't know. Are you?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, I do know. I'm not a stockholder, but I do know. They

have never missed a dividend.
Now, do you know that I have spoke to other utilities—now,

we've not Just talking about the telephone company—but I spoke
to other utility companies, and all of them said they did not
necessarily have this type of language in the constitution at
all, that the legislature could give them the relief they needed.
Only the telephone company Is the one who's insisting to putting
this in the constitution.

MR. TAPPER
Are you asking me the question, or are you telling me?

MR. ABRAHAM
Did you know that, that this was the answer I got?

MR. TAPPER
No, I didn't know that you discussed anything with any other

utility companies.

MR. ABRAHAM
I discussed it with other utility companies, and did you

know that they both said.. .they all said that they did not
have to have this in the constitution; It could be handled
by the legislature?

MR. TAPPER
I didn't know that. I think you could take up your time

when you close to explain that to everybody.

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Tapper, I was Interested in your statistics where you

said forty-two states had a similar provision. Was that what
I recall you said?

MR. TAPPER
Yes, I think so.

MR. JUNEAU
Well, I think it would be Important for this convention to

know how many of those forty-two states put time delays of six
months and so forth in the constitution.

MR. TAPPER
There are forty-six, Mr. Juneau, Instead of forty-two.

Further Di scuss ion

MISS PERKINS
Ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I rise In strong

opposition to Mr. Abraham's amendment. If a time limitation
was going to be put on the Public Service Conmlsslon with
reference to the time that they had to render their decision,
in all probability, legislature would have and could have
already done It, but they had failed to do so. Probably for
the very same reason that the decisions will be difficult to
make with reference to the compromise on this proposal, that
is tvo Interests have to be weighed. You have the little
people and the big corporation. But, equity demands that

we weigh each of their Interests and make a reasonable decision
because we represent all the peoples of Louisiana, and I

know a lot of little people who have some stock in big cor-
porations. I also know that if I'm in business, I've got to
get a return on my money, on my capital outlay. I strongly
urge that you defeat this amendment and let us proceed with
trying to resolve the difficulties facing this convention.
Thank you.

Questions

MR. ROY
Lynn, don't you agree that if this is not in the constitution

and it's going to be dealt with by the legislature that when any
poor little folk wants a telephone out In the country, he's going
to have to call his legislator, who in turn is going to put the
heat on the Public Service Coonnission, and that's the only way
they may get it? Isn't that true?

MISS PERKIKS
Yes, sir.

MR. ROY
It's really a legislator's holiday for them to try to say

"just let us handle it, "rather than be constitutionally protected
and let the commission handle it. Isn't that true?

MISS PERKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. ABRAHAM
Lynn, have the utility companies ever been to the legislature

for relief from this so-called inaction of the Public Service
Conxalsslon in the past?

MISS PERKINS
I really can't answer that question, Mr. Abraham, but I

would say this, that in all probability nothing would have been
done because the Public Service Commission has Improved sub-
stantially with reference to the time in which they render
their decisions, and I think if anything could or would have
been done, that the utility companies would have gotten relief
by now.

{^Mot i on to limit debate on the Amendment
to thirty minutes. Substitute mot ion
to limit debate on the Amendment to
fifteen minutes for proponents and op-
ponents res pect i ve 1 y adopted : 52- 34 ."]

Further Di scuss ion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I'll

speak very briefly on it. I recognize that as the proposal
presently la constituted that many of you, whether you are against
or for it, have some problem. My reason for being against
the Abraham amendment is that I think that within this body
here that whatever side of the fence that you're on concerning
rate Increases that it can be resolved. But, I think—and I

thought I would never have the opportunity to say this—but,
I think that this matter, what we're talking about, ought to

be clearly laid out under a constitutional framework. I suggest
to you that this is not a precedent in the fact that I think
many of you have seen the need, and voted for, by a majority,
to constltutionallze the need for the the three-dollar license
plate. Let me say that I'm not saying that I'm against this
or against that, but I'm against Mr. Abraham's amendment
because I think the subject in which we are talking about needs
to have, particularly since we've laid the foundation for other
sorts of, what I think, are people concerned, that we ought to
provide some framework in the constitution for It. Now, I'm
saying you could do that with some flexibility where it'd be
just to the people and just to the utility company. I'm not
taking a position on that. I'm just saying that it's of grave
importance that it ought not just be left, be deleted and left
without any particular reference to what's going to be the
vote requirement within the legislature. I ask that you
favorably vote against the Abraham amendment, and that we do
have an opportunity to hear, particularly, one who has very
limited Information, like to hear as much argument as I can
on this very vital issue that I think affects at least every
citizen in the state.
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Further Di scuss ion

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, in one sense of the word

I can see that this might work. However, the Puhlic Service

Commission is also an elective body. I think if we leave this

up to the legislature, what we're actually doing is getting back

to some of the opposition that people had against our present

constitution—the way the legislature was voting to add

amendments to the 1921 Constitution because they said they were

ducking the issue. But, I don't think it's right for the leg-

islature to . . . . in session to enact laws that's going to be

detrimental to what the Public Service Commission might want

to provide in its rules and regulations, because they also have

to answer to the voters. If the voters don't like the way they

are operating their office, they have the right at the end of

six years to kick them out of office.

Another reason I say that we shouldn't leave this to the

legislature is because I think simply by the actions that the

Public Service Commission has not taken in resolving speedily
some of these settlements indicates that they might be doing

....taking no action simply for political expediency. I think

there's a. ...I believe Mr. Abraham said there were fourteen

amendments and twenty-eight lines. But I think there's enough

amendments here, if we just continue, and consider these amend-

ments, we can come up with something that's going to be a clear

mandate for the Public Service Commission to take action. I

think it's going to be satisfactory to everyone of us and the

Public Service Commission and the utilities people, as well.

I have some reservations about the time limits, etc. But, let

me tell you this, I've been fooling with some of the agencies
of the federal government for five years and trying to get an

evacuation route right-of-way. They continue to take no action
or put off, or refer to someone else. It's not good. I say,
just put yourself in the same place as some business man who
might need a rate increase, and can prove that he needs a rate
increase. But, the Public Service Commission sits there and
takes no action on it. I mean, it's not fair to the people in
business

.

So, I say. If we reject this amendment and consider some
of the other amendments, I think we can clean up this whole
section to the satisfaction of everyone.

Questi ons

MR. JUNEAU
Conway, talking about the delay periods, as I read this,

if you would adopt the Abraham amendment, you would still have
in Section (E) the one-year period that an appeal could be
taken therefrom. Isn't that correct?

MR. LEBLEU
As I understand it

,

yes

,

sir.

MR. JUNEAU
So, even with the adoption of the Abraham amendment, we

still have the mandate that there is that cut-off period of one
year. Isn't that right?

MR. LEBLEU
Well, as I understand Section (E) , that.... at the end of

one year, that would just allow the utility, or whoever is

involved, to go directly to the Supreme Court. Is that right?

MR, JUNEAU
That's what

though

.

I mean. You get it out of the commission.

MR. NUNEZ
Representative LeBleu, evidently everybody here knows you

are a representative. I see you're for not deleting, or leaving this

in the constitution.
I take offense. I'm sure you should, also. The remarks

like Mr. Roy, that not to take this out, and give it to the

legislature would give a legislative holiday, so to speak. Do

you agree with a statement like that?—a wild statement like

that?

MR. LEBLEU
Yes, sir.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. ROY
Ladies and gentlemen of the constitution, and Mr. Chairman,

I rise ,of course, in opposition to this amendment. Let me

point out one thing that, on it's face, makes it totally inconsis-
tent.

Mr. Abraham tried to pass an amendment to Section (B)

earlier, with respect to providing for this to be done by law.
This amendment is totally inconsistent with (B) , page 5, which
gives rule-making authority to the commission. Now, what are
you going to have? You are going to have a commission that's
elected by the people, five in number, from all over the state
who represent the people, and who make certain rules. Then, you
are going to have the legislature turn around and say, "Well,
we don't like that rule, so we exclude it," Then, you are going
to have the commission come back and make another rule, and
legislature try to exclude that one because you are having It
all as provided by law. It just doesn't make any sense. I stand,
I don't accuse every legislator of what Senator Nunez is worried
about. But, I'll tell you this, what's your problem, Senator
Nunez?

MR. HENRY
Well, wait just a minute, Mr. Roy.
Senator Nunez, do you have a question?
Would you yield to the gentleman for a question?

MR. ROY
No. No, I'm not going to yield to him.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman refuses to yield.

MR. ROY

I've got to discuss the Issues of this matter.
I have an amendment coming later I think that is a good

compromise on this. I was against the committee proposal as
it was because it was too much. But, don't be misled by these
people who say that they are talking for the little people, be-
cause, the only way the little people are going to get something,
now that we have a five man commission, is to make sure that
that commission is responsive to the needs of those people and
after studying what have you, will make the rules necessary to
see to It that they get the services that they needed.

You're not going to get anywhere with respect to services
for people unless the utility company can make some type of a
profit on it. That's just the way the capitalistic system
works. The people are going to hurt in the end are going
to be those little people. .. .unless we make sure that the
legislature cannot, from day to day, and session to session,
impose some type of whimsical rule on the commission that has
been elected by the people. If that's it, then we ought to
appoint the commissioners Instead of having the people of this
state elect the five we are talking about.

Further Di scuss ion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman, and fellow members of the delegation,

Mr. Rayburn came up here when we were In the huddle and he

said that"the committee was caught with its pants down."

I say to you, when I went to the Natural Resources

Committee, I didn't even have any. I was so ignorant of what was

really going on. It was not my choice to be on this committee,

but I stayed on it after being put on it so I thought I could

learn something. Of course, as I looked at parts, recommendations,

I came up with what I thought that we had left out. So, I want

to ask you to please defeat this amendment so we can do our job,

and let the legislature do what it's supposed to do.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise to strenuously

oppose this amendment for the reason that we came here to write
a constitution, not shirk our duties. I'd like to pose about
three questions to you and let you go on your own.

Question No. 1. Why do we have a Public Service Commission?
Because the Public Service Commission is set up to defend the
people—to look out for the rights of the people—because the
most of these utilities that have come under the province of

the Public Service Commission are of a monopoly nature. You
think about that for a while. If this is, in fact, a monopoly
that they have jurisdiction over, shouldn't they have a right
to look out for our interests?

All right. Fact No. 2, Is why should we turn this over
to a hundred and forty-four man, or forty-four person, annual
legislative number rather than five commissioners? I say to you
that we are going to have an annual session of the legislature,
sixty days each year, and there would be a hundred and forty-four
people subject to this problem every year. So, why should we,
the consumers, be subject to that kind of a situation? Let's go
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ahead and put some provision In the constitution. I do wish that

you'd vote against this amendment. Let's try to work out the

problems. I'll grant you there are some problems in this proposal,

but let's try to work them out as delegates to the constitutional

convention.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chatelain, precisely what are you for?

MR. CHATELAIN
I'm against this amendment, sir.

MR. DUVAL
I know. But, I'm asking you, what are you for?

MR. CHATELAIN
I'm against this amendment because it deletes this section.

MR. DUVAL
Well, what.... do you like the section as it is?

MR. CHATELAIN
We are not debating that, Mr. Duval. I'm coming up with

something later.

MR. DUVAL
Well, let me ask you something else, Mr. Chatelaln. You

talked about the whim of these hundred and forty-four people.

New, you know these hundred and forty-four people haven't tampered

with the Public Service Commission at all. We are tampering

with them right now. What do you think about that?

MR. CHATELAIN
That's your pain, Mr. Duval.

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chatelaln, It's seldom that you will be bothered with

this when you get in the legislature. Is that correct?

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Shannon, we are here trying to write a constitution, sir.

I*« not concerned about the future so far as it rates to your

question.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Chairman, I might say that you might have brought this

on to yourself.
Ladles and gentlemen, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to address

myself to the non-attorneys In the convention. They are talking
about a procedure In a hearing. Now, we went over the Judiciary
article, and we gave Jurisdiction to district courts. We gave
Jurisdiction to city courts, and the other courts. In none of
these provisions did we say what procedure they must follow.
Now, these district courts are trying people. Their lives are

in the balance. But, we left that up to the legislature. We
have a court of criminal procedure. There are many cases that

come before the courts that involve millions of dollars; in fact,

a copy of one was put on your desks by Mrs. Miller this morning.
That procedure is taken care of in the court of civil procedure.
Now, they come and tell you today that the utilities, for some
reason or other, cannot be treated like the rest of the people
of the State of Louisiana, and that the five man board of the

Public Service Commission, which we will have, once this
constitution is adopted, cannot be trusted to treat them fairly.

That's a lot of bunk! Because, anybody knows that our utilities
have to be protected, they have to be healthy, or we cannot get
services. If they don't give the people the services, it won't
be long before those conotissioners are voted out.

So, that's a lot of bunk! Now, they are wanting. .. .listen
to this they dre wanting, ladies and gentlemen, to Institute
schedules and rates immediately upon filing a petition.
Paragraph 3 says that. Now, we have a Public Service Consaisslon

that will hear their application on the merits, will listen
to evidence. Now, after that Public Service Commission rules
that they are not entitled to the rates, renders a decision.
In spite of that, they can continue with their rates—they can
continue with their rates. That's what the proposal says. Now,

I grant you that possibly ... .possibly they may be entitled to

everything they ask. For that reason, we have a one-year ... .a

one-year limitation in which to reach a decision. Subsection (E)

provides for that. The commission must reach a decision In one
year. But for the conmlsslon to reach a decision. .. .to reach

a decision. .. .and in spite of that .in spite of that, collect
rates from people Is ludicrous. Now, some of these people can't
afford to have saving accounts. But, we are going to have them
pay rates.... we are going to have them pay rates that we are
told will be refunded in possibly two years, or three years, with
interest. Well, these people can't afford to pay the extra rates.
They have a hard time meeting their bills as It Is.

Ladies and gentlemen, to say that the legislature cannot
take care of this business as well as it takes care of criminal
procedure, and civil procedure. In the remainder of our judicial
proceedings in this state, is not a valid argument. It Is not
a valid argument. The legislature knows they must be responsible,
and when they are setting out these rules of procedure, where do

you think those people sitting up there are going to be? Where
do you think they are going to be? They are going to be In the

lobby over there, of the House of Representatives and the Senate.
They will be represented then. No legislature is going to enact
legislation that will cripple our utilities. That is not
responsible legislation. I will not indict— .1 will not Indict
our commission, and I will not indict our legislature. That Is

what the committee proposal does.
I ask you to adopt Mr. Abraham's amendment and let this

go where it belongs. Now, Mr. Tapper's waving over there. He

says It's an issue of the little man versus the utility. Well,

Mr. Tapper, if this proposal is adopted, my friend, you will
have an issue of the utility versus the little man because you
try and explain that to that person that's having a hard

time meeting his utility bills, that he has to pay a utility rate
that the commission says he should not be paying. He has to pay
it in spite of the commission's ruling. Now, you explain that,
and you will make it an issue. You will make it a false issue.

It is not. ...it does not do that.

Further Di scussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, it has been an Implicit

assumption in most of the debate by the opponents of

Mr, Abraham's amendment, that the Public Service Commission
has long and protracted delays In making all of Its decisions.
Well, I submit to you that I don't represent the telephone
company or any utility company. So, I don't know about them.

But, in the matters which I have had before the Public Service
Commission, that is mainly in the area of transportation, I

have found them to be exceedingly quick in rendering decisions,
and have been very well pleased as in contrast to the courts,
even, on that score with the Public Service Commission. I'm

going to suggest to you that the reason for delay, if there is

any, in making decisions with regard to setting utility rates.

Is because this is a very complex matter. Setting a utility
rate is not like deciding a divorce case, as another Implicit
assumption seems to be in the debates here. You don't just
decide, "Well, those fellows from Southern Bell, or from one

of the utility—electric utility companies are pretty nice guys,

and they didn't make enough profit last year. So, we are going
to give them that rate increase." You really owe an obligation
as a member of the Public Service Commission to send your staff

up and to do as thorough an audit as possible to see whether
the facts and figures you have been given are correct. Now,

you know you always have lawyers on both sides of a case. But,

don't kid yourself. You can have accountants on both sides of

the case, too. There have been an awful lot of lawsuits in

recent years involving the correctness, or lack of correctness,

of accounts rendered by CPA's—particularly with regard to

large corporate business transactions upon which stock is sold.
If there have been misstatements made in accounts rendered in

those events, you can be sure that the beauty is in the eyes

of the beholder, also, in rendering accounts when it comes to

utility rate making. You can take the same set of books and

turn them over to two different accountants, just like two different

lawyers, and get a little different story from each one. You

can be selective in the figures you tend to emphasize. I'm

just mentioning this to point out that this is a procedure that

requires careful study, and by its very nature, is going to be

more Involved than many other decisions that the Public Service

Coinnlsslon has to make.
I'm not saying there ought not, perhaps, to be a time limit.

And, the one year period In Section (E) doesn't particularly
disturb me. It does disturb me, however, to s^y that a rate
would automatically go into effect within six months If a decision
hasn't been rendered, because I submit to you—now think about

this a minute and be practical if the utility company knows
that a rate is going into effect within six months if a decision
is not made, how cooperative do you think they are going to be

in disclosing the facts of their operation to the people from

the Public Service Commission who are charged with the duty to
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Investigate it In order to reach a proper decision? I submit to

you they might be roost uncooperative indeed, and would have
indeed a great inducement to be uncooperative.

I finally would urge you, as did Mr. Deshotels, to the

fact that the court of criminal procedure and civil procedure,

which effect the most important legal rights of our state » are

entrusted to the legislature. If a six month period, or any
other period is appropriate, let the legislature decide it after
having proper hearings on the matter so that if the period of
time they select doesn't work out, they can come back the next
session of the legislature and change it. Let's not us be
audacious enough to put that in the constitution where it would
take an amendment to change It.

Further Di scussion

MR. SCHMITT
Miss Perkins said that this would be a legislator's holiday

if this amendment was passed. My father Is a legislator, and
I can tell you It would be no holiday to have people calling up
on the phone all the time in order to get these things done.

Mr. LeBleu said that he doesn't think that the legislature
should control this activity. I say to you, it's a lot better
to have the legislature to have the flexibility to control this
than to require for a constitutional amendment to be passed If
we make a mistake in these procedures which we adopt.

Now, there are claims here that these utilities do not get
quick enough decisions, and that they are not getting large
enough Increases in their rates in order to provide financial
income to the companies. Why does It cost more for an intra-
state, within the state, phone call than it does for a long
distance phone call across state lines? This Is not regulated
by this commission. If you pass the next section, this gives
relief to the utilities. An appeal would be automatic after
twelve months. This appeal would be to the district court. Then,
as a matter of right, they could go to the Supreme Court of the
State of Louisiana. This right is not given to people who are
injured in workmens' compensation cases, or Injured and come to
court and seek justice. This type of appeal is not given to the
mother who seeks custody of her child, if the custody is in that
of the father. These rights are very severe rights, and
Important rights to these individuals, but these are not given
to them.

However, as a matter of right, you are going to give it

to the utility companies. I don't think that this should be
a constitutional right. If it should be decided to be given,
let the legislature be the one to bear that burden—not let us.
We've got enough things that are in this constitution which are
going to make it hard to sell to the people. Let's not make it
impossible. I believe that we should allow the legislature the
flexibility and the ability to change these particular provisions
in the future.

Thank you.

Closing

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I thought long and hard about this particular proposal. I have
many, many friends with the telephone company. In the years
when I actively practiced law, I represented many of the public
utilities. I have always offered them my full and total
cooperation.

When the telephone company people came to me, and I read
this proposal, I thought to myself, "How, and why, should any
company ever think that it should be in a position in this
state where it could get what no one else In this state can
ever get, and that's an automatic decision." As an active prac-
titioner for many years, as many of you lawyers are, you know
that you'd love to be able to be in a position where you could
automatically get a decision of a court, regardless of how
ill-founded your claims may be.

Now, let me tell you that most public utilities that have
to appear before the Public Service Commission are satisfied
with the operation of that commission, and the manner in which
they hand down their decisions. But, ladles and gentlemen, let's
get to the gut situation here....what the real problem is. The
real problem is the fact that it costs more money to make a
telephone call from New Orleans to Shreveport, than it does from
New Orleans to New York. What the real issue is that we have
before us, is that the Public Service Commission has been
properly representing the people of this state. Ladles and
gentlemen, please, let's don't be so misguided as to believe that
we should allow anyone, under any condition, to get an automatic
judgement for any reason whatsoever. Now, I can't say that the
Public Service Commission has not, at times, been at fault In
not rendering decisions quickly. But, these matters are complicated

In nature. These matters, sometime, acquire more than a year of
taking evidence before the matter can be submitted. Yet, this
proposal would say that while the evidence is still being submitted,
that a company could put an automatic rate Into effect—in effect,
get a judgment in their favor. This is the most ill-conceived
idea I have ever seen. What gets me, and the reason I 'm a little
overwrought at this time, is because of the fact that I just
never thought I'd ever see the day when a responsible company
would come before a group like this and ask them to vote for such
a ridiculous proposal.

That's the reason that I say to you, this provision is not
amendable. Don't believe that any of these fifteen amendments
coming along will do any good for this proposal. It's not going
to. You know what's going to happen? We're going to spend two,
three, four, five days of debate, and this proposal will never
get sixty-seven votes to pass it, believe me. I, therefore, urge
you to adopt the Abraham amendment. Let's leave this thing to
the legislature where it belongs. Please, folks, let's don't
take up two, three, four more days of valuable time fooling around
with something which will never get sixty-seven votes to pass in
the end. I, therefore, urge you to adopt the Abraham amendment
so that we can move forward.

IRecord vote ordered. Quorum Call:
105 delegates present and o quorum

.

Amcndmen t rejected: 26-80 , Mot ion
to recons idcr t<ibled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Rayburn sends up amendments at this time.
Amendment No. 1. On page 6. delete lines 5 through 17

Amendment No, 1. On page 6, delete lines 5 through 17, both
inclusive In their entirety.

Explanation

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman and fellow members ... .fellow members of this

constitution. ,. .Mr . Stagg, my amendment proposes to delete
Article II and III. They are the provisions that allow for
an automatic Increase in case the utility companies have applied
for a raise in rates. Let me say here and now, we have a
Public Service Commission. They are vested with the power and
the authority to look at all problems and all evidence presented
to them. If you leave these provisions In this constitution,
you are circumventing public officials that were elected by the
people of this state; and, you are attempting to do what they
were elected to do. I, personally, don't think that's right.
Maybe you do. But, I don't. I am not trying to disturb the
provisions where if they don't act within twelve months, then
it shall go to the court— to the lower court—and a provision
for a direct appeal to the higher court. I am a little lost.
I don't know who....what attorney prepared this language. If
he's not well-paid, he should be well-paid. I'm not looking for
a job, Mr. Tapper. The only job the telephone company could
give me is a ditch-digging job, or a wire-twisting job connecting
cables. I don't think you fit in that category. They might
could do a little something better for you.

But, let me just tell you what this says. This says that
in the event that they apply, there's no action taken within
six months—six months, believe me—we adopted a salary schedule
for the teachers. It took us six years to implement it. We
weren't gerrymandered by the courts. But, If you pass this,
any time they apply, if they don't act within six months— I talked
to Mr. Earnest Clements who is my commissioner; and Mr. Roy, as
far as the remarks that you made about legislators, other than
voting on the commission, you know who's the public service
commissioner in my area? You're looking at him—old Rayburn.
Everybody that can't get a phone, they come to me. Everybody
that is dissatisfied about their rates, they come to me. I'm
the closest to them. We.... my public service district goes from
Pearl River County in Mississippi, to Orange, Texas. All the
way across our great state. I try to help them; I call
Mr. Clements; I make known their request to him. Some of them
have never seen him. About half of them ain't never heard of

him. I'm leveling with you; I'm telling you the truth. But,
I do the best I can. But, here we're asking to do this for a

public utility which, in my opinion, like you talk about a labor

organization, has got a closed shop. If they ask for an increase

and they don't get it, and he told me no later than a few days

ago that they have got to audit all their holdings all over this

country— sometimes it takes six or seven months. I'm not an

auditor. Some of you are. Mr. Vick, you probably know about

that; I don't. I can get my business together in about fifteen
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minutes— tell you whether I'm winning or losing, or what I made

and what I lost. Now, my friend, Lawrence Chehardy, it might

take him thirty. But, I can get all mine together in about

fifteen minutes. But, they tell me something as big as the

Southern Bell, that it takes months, and months, and months to

know what they are really making, or what they are not making.

I don't know how big they are. But, I know this. If they had

a took the money they've spent since this convention convened

buying these steaks, I see some of them here with the "Steakitis."

They'd eat *em in the morning. I meet them in the White House.

Ihey get bacon and thought they had steak. If they'd took the

money they spent on steaks and wining and dining these delegates,

they could give us all a reduction. You believe me? I know of

what I speak. They ain't took me too much because X told them

this is the most ridiculous language I've ever read. You're

go and elect the Public Service Commission to decide on rates and

facts. Then you are coming here and asking this constitution to

circumvent those elected public officials and just give it to

them when they ask for it.

Now, they're going to give you a refund. Let's see how they

are going to do that. They say here that after you've had your

last day in court of the highest in the land, that refunds shall be

made if you make an application within twelve months. You've

got to make the application. You've got to ask for to give me

back what you've done took; you've got to ask for it. Well,

now, at the end of twelve months you ask for it. There's no

prevision here when you'll ever get it; don't say one word

about when those refunds will be paid; no limitation. They

didn't put that six months formula on this refund. Read it.

Oh, yeah, if they want a little relief, we've got to have it

in six months. But if they get those poor little ole devils'

increase out there, they can give it back to them in twelve

months, eighteen months, fourteen months, or thirty months, or

forty months. Read the provision. You've just got to ask for

it in twelve— twelve long months. Why didn't they say that we

shall promply return your refunds in case the rate's denied

within the same six months period that they are so striving for

in this article? Why didn't they do it? Is that fair? No.

Well, in the event something would happen that this thing passes,

I've got an amendment that says they are going to give it back

in six months— 'cause they're six month babies—and they're going

to pay a little interest on it. Let me say here and now, one

of the biggest problems I have representing my people is trying

to get them a telephone. There's not a day, or week, of my life

that somebody don't call me about "try to get me a telephone."

Now, if you are gof.ng to allow this to happen, and you are

going to write language like this into our constitution, you

might as well say that any time the courts don't act on a

workman's compensation, or any other case, go ahead and give them

what they sued for. Then later, if you make a mistake, give it

back to them—bond it or do something else. Give it back to them.

Is that right? Do you really thinV. we ought to do that? Do you

really think there's a chance to come to the legislature and say

we want a raise, and you've got to give it to us within six

months, or we automatically get it— school teachers or anyone

else. That's what this language says. It circumvents what the

people elected—three people in this state to decide on, and to

look at the facts and to act on them. You are going to take

away their power. I don't think it's right. I've got some

good friends in the telephone business. Course, they haven't
fed me lately; they heard how I was voting—which is all right

with me. But, we'll work that out on down the road. But, I

don't think it's right for them. I cannot conceive that a

company as big as Southern Bell, could come before a body like

this. .. .intelligent people ... .and say to you that you elected

a Public Service Commission, but, if they don't act In due

time to suit us, just run over them, run by them, or run around

them. If you start that in this state, they are going to be

running around the courts; they are going to be running around

the legislature, and every other public body. I am leaving
the provisions where if they make an application, if they do

not act within twelve months, then they go directly to the court.

I'm leaving the provision in there where It can go to the

highest court in the land and get it over with. That's the

way I operate if I've got a claim; that's the way you operate if

you've got a claim; that's the way you lawyers operate if you've
got a client that's got a claim. I see nothing wrong with it-

I ask you to adopt my amendments

.

Further Discussion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in support of the

Raybum amendment . Perhaps if we can ever consider discussion

on what we have before us , we can arrive at an Intelligent and

reasonable decision.
Under the comnittee language, as has been so eloquently

pointed out by Senator Raybum, a rate can go into effect. If

the commission does not act, this rate can become final without

ever a public hearing being held. This, of course, is insidious

and totally against the Interest of the people of Louisiana.

I think we can achieve that oh, so delicate balance that is

sometimes necessary, by adopting the Rayburn amendment in that

it does mandate the commission to act. It gives the utility

some remedy In the event the commission does not act. Under

the committee proposal, even if the commission does act, and

disapproves the rate, it can go in effect with a bond. Now,

1 ask you I ask you to please think. Did the people of

Louisiana, did your constituents, send you up here to allow

that to happen? Is this the reason they wanted a new constitution?

Is this why? I seriously doubt it. I seriously doubt that they

sent you up here so they could pay higher rates, even when their

elected officials disapprove a rate. If they happen to move or

change their residence, they'll never get that money back.

Besides, they have to go through the bureaucratic process of

making a claim. This is so terribly statutory, it Isn't funny.

We'd be so terribly Irresponsible by adopting this committee

language. I think the only reasonable way to handle this is by

adopting the Rayburn language, and arriving at a compromise here.

It's saying that "All right Public Service Commission. You have

to decide it in twelve months. If you don't, the utility has

a right to go on to the district court without benefit of your

decision, and without a presumption against you." But, to allow

the other things that this committee proposal has, is totally

statutory. Besides that, it would be a bad statute—much less

a constitutional provision. How is this going to work? Do all

of you know? Have all of you thought about it? Have you talked

to your people back home ,if they like this? Who do you represent

here? I ask you that again. Now, let's be reasonable, please.

Question

MR. BURSON
Mr. Duval, with the large number of functionally Illiterate

people that we have in our state, who have difficulty in reading

and writing, do you reckon that the telephone company and the

utility companies might get to keep a whole lot of the money

that they realize from Illegal rate increases?

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Burson, that's an excellent question. I think that

particularly in my area, it would really be a problem because

a lot of people can't read and write and wouldn't know what

the heck to do to get their money back.

Further Discussion

MISS PERKINS
Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in opposition to the amend-

ment before this convention. Let me first state that Sections

2 and 3, or the bonding provisions, are not to circumvent public

officials in that if the Public Service Commission does their

job, then they won't be circumvented if they render a decision.

Now, admittedly under the committee proposal, they can do this,

but as you will note, there are several amendments on your

desk that are attempting to achieve justice. What will happen

under this Roy amendment which will be coming up, if there's a

denial, then there will be no right to put the schedule into

effect. If there is an approval, it won't go into effect until

the date that the commission assigns. Now, if the decision is

not made within six months, then under Section 1 they can go

ahead and take an appeal. Now, something else that the Senator

spoke of was the burden being on the customer, under this section,

to file for a refund of the excess charged him. You will also

note in the Roy amendment that that burden will be put on the

utility company. They'll not only have the burden of making

the refund, but it also states"as provided by law", and if we

provide it by law, the legislature would have the authority

to set any interest rate or any other provision that you might

particularly be concerned about. I'd also like to point out

to you , ladles and gentlemen, that we're not talking about

Southern Bell alone. This is a big utility company. I under-

stand why you have made mention to them, but don't make your

decision on the basis of Bell Telephone Company. We have a

lot of small, privately owned—well, publicly owned—but

utility companies in parishes. For instance, my parish is not

under the Bell Telephone System. We are under a private company.

Yes, exactly. The service is poor, but let me say this: possibly

if they could put their rates into effect prior to or right

after the six month's decision, then you could be or receive

better service. In the rural areas, this is a major problem.

The utility companies do not have the funds to expand. So, I

strongly urge that you defeat this amendment and give this
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convention the time to discuss the Roy amendment and other

amendments that will be fair to the utility companies.

Thank you.

Quest i on

MR. DUVAL
Lynn, do you think if we adopt a provision in this convention

that allows rates to go into effect without a hearing by the

commission, it'll help the passage of this document?

MISS PERKINS
I will agree that there will be some problem, but I'm also

saying this: that we are trying to be fair. In fact, the

only way, when we consider these amendments, that that rate will

go on and go into effect—remembering that it's being bonded,

remembering that the utility company is going to have to make

refunds for the excess charge— the only way it will go in is

if your public officials don't do their job. Because if they

render their decision, then the schedule won't just go into

effect without hearings. I am sure that these gentlemen would

attempt to be as conscientious as Commissioner Rayburn is.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. ARNETTE
Perhaps I shouldn't get up here and speak in favor of the

Rayburn amendment because I might be the kiss of death, but I

think a few things ought to be said anyway.. First of all, I

voted against the Abraham amendment because I think it is fair

to have the utility companies get a decision within twelve

months. That's why I voted against his, but I'm in favor of

the Rayburn amendment because It takes out many provisions that

are not only statutory in nature, but very, very bad provisions.

I'd like to list a few reasons. First of all, if after six

months a rate goes into effect. It can remain in effect forever

—

not just for another six months, or not just for another year

—

but forever. If the Public Service Commission never decides

that case, that rate goes into effect forever under bond. I

don't think this is fair to either the people of the state or

the utility company to have to pay such a bond. The next thing

is, if it does go into effect and the Public Service Commission

never renders a decision on it, that a citizen can never demand

a hearing except possibly through a mandamus proceedings on the

Public Service Commission. Next thing is: let's talk about

refunds. Senator Rayburn pointed out very well what effect these

refunds are going to have. You've got to file for a refund.

Now, this is fine with certain things like maybe your telephone

bill or something like this. Everybody has been talking about

telephone companies. Well, let's consider maybe bus rates or

something like this. You don't even have a record of when you

rode on a bus, or when you shipped a package on a bus. A lot

of you own businesses, and you have things shipped all the time

on buses, railroads, all kinds of common carriers that are

regulated by the Public Service Commission. You'd have to

keep a record of every time that you spent money and what amount
of it was in excess of the legal rates, and then you'd have to

file for refund. Now, this is totally ridiculous. I'm not

going to keep a record of every time that I ride on a bus some-

where, and maybe T was charged a nickel too much each time. Even

if these rates do go into effect under bond, a lot of times you're

never going to have a refund of all the money because nobody is

going to remember a lot of times when they were charged an excess.

Now, the next thing that was said was that we can clean this up

with certain amendments. Well, I think that's the main thing

that's wrong with this section because if we need to work out

amendment after amendment after amendment to clean up the section,

that just shows you how statutory in nature it is, and we ought

to leave it up to the legislature. I think that's probably the

main thrust of Senator Raybum's amendment, and that's why I'm

really in favor of it.

Question

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Arnette, when Miss Perkins was up there, I was concerned

about a comment that the Senator made about the process of deter-

mining.... at least one of the criteria for determining any rate

increases and audit of certain financial records. The Senator

indicated that it would take more than the six months to ascertain

If, in fact, this rate increase was necessary. So, my question is

to you has that been a problem in the past of the Public Service

Commission, to your knowledge, not deciding because they did not

have the information?

MR. ARNETTE
Representative Jackson, I really don't have any idea about

that. We had some testimonies that the commission needed more

people, but I don't know if there's a six month cutoff date

or an eight month cutoff date or a ten month cutoff date.

But, I think a year would be plenty long to render a decision.

The thing that I quibble with is the fact that these rates would

go into effect without a hearing ever being had on that particular
provision. If the Public Service Commission never rendered a

decision, I don't think the people, and even the utilities, would
like that because they would have to have these rates under bond
forever, not just for a certain period of time, for the next

hundred and fifty years. I don't think it would help out a

utility company to have to pay such a bond for that length of time.

Further Discussion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I will make my remarks very

brief. You know it seems to me that what we're talking about is

that there has been a problem in the past with regard to utilities
In getting the hearings held and rates established, and that may
very well be correct. But, I submit to you what Mr. Rayburn did

and what Paragraph (E) has done, even under the Abraham amendment,

is give you that mandate that the commission shall render its

final decision within twelve months from the date the application
is filed. That's very clear. Now, you know a lot of discussion

has transpired as to, you know, if you'll wait just a minute we

got something better coming. I'm getting tired of waiting to-

morrow, tomorrow and tomorrow. Let's get the issue before the

floor. The discussion has been with regard to the Roy amendment.

That is the one that says that if they don't act in six months,

it'll be put into effect. Well, now let me just give you an

example of what can and very likely could occur. Southern Bell

applies for a rate increase which is extremely complex. The

auditing engineering problems are extremely complex. That is

filed on January i, 1974; it is docketed on the docket of the

Public Service Commission. They say that under our docket we

have hundreds and literally thousands of cases. This case will
be heard within three months for a public hearing. That's
reasonable. I consider that a current docket, and I think any

lawyer here will say that's an extremely current docket. They com-
mence having hearings on the third month. It is ascertained
that there's a lot of information that's needed—not only from

the point of expertise in auditing these engineerings—but from
the public as to what they think. They find it necessary to

have hearings in the balance—in the rest of this state. It is
found that those hearings, very likely, could go on for a period

of two and a half months. The evidence is then assembled, and

then it's six months and one day—one day— the Public Service

Commission who was elected by this state says we do not think

that the rate is correct. We disapprove the rate. Under the

Roy amendment, and I submit to you, under any other amendment,

that rate, even though disapproved, would be put into effect

under a bond, and then the people have to wait till that issue
is finally decided by the final court of jurisdiction in this

state. I say that's wrong. I submit to you that the problem is

that the telephone company in particular has sustained in this

state, or has Incurred in this state, as a time delay problem,

I think that that ought to be cured, but that problem is cured

by the mandate that within one year—one year— the decision

has to be rendered by the Public Service Commission. If you'll

look at Subparagraph (E) , if it is not acted on in one year,

they have got a right, an automatic right, to take an appeal.

I submit to you that's much greater, much stronger than any

right that you as a litigant have in any other civil action

in this state. I submit to you that the Rayburn amendment is

a good amendment. It's a mandate to do exactly what we are

attempting to do, and I ask for your favorable consideration.

[Motion to limit debate on the Amendment
to fifteen minutes adopted wi thout
objection, ]

Further Discussion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I just

want to say that I just don't believe that the people who sat on

this committee subjected themselves to the "steakitls" in writing

this provision. I think they meant well; I think the provision

goes too far, but I think that my amendment is better. I think

we ought to leave It there and just adopt my amendment

, that other people have endorsed. If you don't like so
that
later

of the things in it, I think they ought to be amended also, and

I think you ought to know a couple of things. Number one Is:

the law provides that this money, that one of the speakers spoke

about, that the commission gives... the utility gets to keep in

case it's reversed is not true. That money goes back to the

state for any money that cannot be refunded to people. The

other thing is In answer to Mr. Juneau's question about the
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number of months it takes, as you know that under Provision (B)
the comalssion itself has the power to make rules. Now, to me
this is just like a person applying for a bank charter. When
you apply for that bank charter, it is not considered filed,
your application,until you have furnished the banking conmiisslon
with everything with respect to the necessity or the requirements
for issuing a charter. It's very simple in this case what the
coianission can do. It can say that any time a utility company comes
in, or a carrier, and requests a rate increase, it is mandatory
that you furnish to us at that time that you file your application
an audit prepared not only by you but an audit prepared by people
whom we want to prepare it and for which you must pay. You all
are not being told all the story. The comnlssion has the right
to make a utility company, or a carrier, subject its books to an
audit by an independent auditor or someone appointed by the com-
mission and charge the carrier or utility company for the charges of
that auditor as well as any other experts. Now, the comnlssion
has the power to make rules, and it can say that your application
is not considered filed with this commission until such time
as you have furnished us with the audit that we want, and by our
people at our request, and all other Information that we need.
At that time the six months begins to run. I ask you why
shouldn't now a five-man comnlssion, that we have allotted for,
be able to decide a case within six months. It's got everything
before it. If they can't decide it to obviate this company
being able to bond it—as some of them suggest Is so unreasonable

—

it can simply say on the fifth month and the twenty-ninth day, no,
you don't get it, and there's no bonding of anything. The Supreme
Court generally can decide cases of as great a complexity as this
in less than that amount of time. The appeals that ultimately
go to the courts of this state are decided in less than six
months. You've got an Independent commission, which has no
other job but to decide those cases that come before it. I

submit to you that they can do it. I don't disagree with some
of the conments Sixty Raybum has made. I'm just saying that
I think you ought to know what all the facts are, and that
there is a need for some type of constitutional provision
with respect to the Public Service Comnlssion and its powers.

Delegate Reeves in the Chair

Questions

MS. ZERVIGON
Chris, it's getting late, and we're all kind of tired. Where

does it say that the money that's not refundable to customers
goes to the state?

MR. ROY
That's provided by law at this time.

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the con-

vention, certainly it's a little difficult to get up here and
oppose such friends that I've had that are here lobbying for
this position, and I'll tell you why. It looks like they always
send the nice guys down when they want to do something like this,
and it makes it difficult. But, so be it, and you've got to do
what you've got to do. I think the problem lies—and we've
changed that problem already. You had a three-man commission,
and that three-can commission rotated the chairmanship. That
three-man commission was elected on a basis of every two years,
see. They ran for six, and they were reelected. When the
chairman was running, if he had a rate increase come up, they
probably held it off, and I think that's probably what happened
In a lot of cases. You now have a five-man commission. I

think you've cured some of the evils. But I think if we go
ahead and adopt this, we're putting in more evils than we've
cured. We keep talking about the telephone company. Let me
say to you here that I was amazed to find out how many people
are regulated that this will effect. As a legislator, we get
these notices from the Public Service Company. My bus line
applies for rates; the trucking industry applies for rate in-
creases. The other electric companies apply for rate Increases.
The bar pilots—do you remember five years ago or eight years
ago or ten years ago In the legislature all the problems we
had with the bar pilots, and we had to transfer them from the
rate making body of the legislature over to the Public Service.
They've done a good job there. Can you imagine these people
when they find out that in six months, gentlemen and ladies,
if you don't rule on me, my rate goes into effect. Now, that's
the way I read this—not the telephone companies only—everybody
who's regulated by the Public Service that applies to rates.
Now, if I'm wrong, I wish one of these bright boys would get up
here and correct me. But, I think I'm right. I also realize this
I know that a lot of you have said, "I'm committed to this", but
I know that you're honorable enough that if you know all the
facts, that you'll get uncommitted if it's going to do a
be a detriment to this state. I think, and I've told the people
that have asked me, I could not go along with a- six month man-
datory provision. I think it's bad.

Well, I think we're tampering with a balance of government
here, and I think that if we went ahead and just said every
agency that asks rate Increase— the multlmillion dollar In-
surance companies. I asked Sherman Bernard: he said, "Heck
no," he said, "They've got to wait just like until we give
it to them." These things are not automatic; don't make this
automatic. I ask you to vote for Mr. Rayburn's amendment, and
I yield the rest of my time to the Chairman.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, is there any reason, then, why we shouldn't provide every-

thing else by law? That's a pretty crucial thing.

MR. ROY
Well, Ms. Zervigon, we've already provided in the first part

of the article or the section, if you read it, that as provided
by law, certain things may be done. My amendment even says that.

MR. DUVAL
Chris, being an old Jacksonian Democrat that I know you are,...

MR. ROY
Walt, what?

MR. DUVAL
Being a Jacksonian Democrat, as I think you are, if you went

back to Rapides Parish and you said—you talked to all the citizens
there—and you said, "You know what I did? I got a provision in
there that if the Public Service Conmission which you elected
disapproves the rate. It still goes into effect, and you got to
pay that higher rate." Do you think they'd say, "Hey, that's a
good Idea'.'or do you think they'd say, "You lost your mind?"

MR. ROY
I thought my amendment said, if they disapprove the rate

within six months, they don't have to bond it.

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

Mr. Speaker, or Mr. Chairman, if you would stop me at three
minutes, I would like to yield two minutes of my time to the
Chairman. He'd like to say a few words on this also, I understand.

Further Di scussion
MR. HENRY

Mr. Chairman and members of the convention, it disturbs me
a great deal if we don't adopt the Raybum amendment because
there 're too many "what iffers" in this proposal that's being
submitted today. What Iffer we adopt it like it is; now, we
foul it up and we lock it in the constitution. I don't think
it's been thought out enough—and it's no discredit to the
comnittee at all—but some of the questions that were just
raised by Senator Nunez; some of the things that were pointed
out by Mr. Duval; some of the things that were brought out

by Senator Raybum confuse me and they concern me, and we're
talking about something that's awfully serious right now.

If we adopt this, we're going to have to live with it because
If this constitution is adopted—and I think it will be, and
I believe you do, too—we're going to have to live with it from
now on. Far too much in this convention we've legislated; far
too much we've been lobbied, and lobbying is alright. Lobbying
is fine, but I think we find ourselves in a situation here this
afternoon, wanting to get through and wanting to go home and
wanting to work toofast, and maybe just saying let's lie down
and go to it because they were nice and because they are friends
of ours, and let's help them out. Well, we're going to think
about those people back in those little House districts and those
little Constitutional Convention districts that we're representing
because the people that are promoting this don't have
their business in shape. They have not successfully explained
to us the"what lffers"that are contained in this proposition.
If It's that good, the legislature can take care of it. I

know you've heard this probably far too much, but I don't want
to take a chance on something that's this Important. I don't
want to take another chance on defeating this document. I ask
you to vote for the Raybum amendment so that we can get on

with the business at hand and not take another unnecessary danger-
ous chance at killing this constitution. Thank you.
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Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen, I hear the cries of

moving the question, and I would do it except I was so astonished

by the last vote that I feel like I have to bring out a few

points here. Points that those of you in here, who fought so

hard for agriculture, stop and think what automatic rate increases

on railroads and truck lines are going to do to your people that's

living In agricultural areas, like the one I come from where they

ship all their rice to market on freight cars. For goodness sakes,

the property tax issue was peanuts compared to this. Those of

you here that were concerned and voiced great concern about the

poor homeowner and the property tax that he has to pay, do you

think that he's going to appreciate a thirty or forty dollar

a month utility increase? That's what you're talking about.

In other words, all the company's got to do is propose a rate

increase, no matter how ridiculous it is, and they get it auto-

matically if the commission doesn't decide. I submit to you

that the commission regulating every truckline that hauls inter-

state, the railroads, the public transportation— the bus lines,

taxi cabs—as well as all the electric utilities and the telephone

companies, they'd have a stack of rate increase requests you

couldn't see over if this went into effect. They wouldn't be

able to decide them in six years if they wanted to and do an

intelligent job on it. You're asking for so much trouble in

this thing that it's simply unbelievable that we could seriously

sit here and pass this committee proposal the way it is. If

we take the Rayburn amendment and adopt it, as far as I'm con-

cerned, we will have removed, certainly, the most objectionable

material— the automatic rate increase facet of It. It mystifies

me at the end how you could have been so concerned, as we have

been on many, many votes In this convention, about the rights

of the poor people, of the ordinary man, or whatever we want

to call him, and saddle him here with automatic utility rate

increases, is something that each and every person in this

state is subject to whether they're on social security, welfare,

or what have you. I plead with you, if you've done anything

since this convention started, think about this amendment

and adopt it because if you don't, we're in serious trouble.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Ques t i ons

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Burson, you mentioned the fact that there'd be an auto-

matic raise. After what period of time, sir?

MR. BURSON
Six months.

MR. CHATELAIN
I'd like to ask you this question, sir. Number two, how in

this age of inflation and how could the average man operate a

business if he had to wait six months to get relief the way

things are going these days?

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chatelain, the only answer I can make to you, sir, is

that before the age of public utility regulation, that farmers in

the midwest—what caused the creation of railroad commissions
in most states were that the utility rates were so prohibitive
they couldn't ship their produce to market. If you allow this

to stand, I predict to you that the Public Service Commission
will be so deluged with rate increases they won't be able to

rule on them if they want to rule on them, and they'll auto-
matically go into effect no matter how outrageous, how ridicu-
lous they are. I point out in this regard that this would
affect all the trucks that bring the gasoline around, for
instance. We're talking about .. .we 're affecting so many
things here it's inconceivable. We couldn't even name them all;
you have to sit down and think about it for awhile.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Burson, there's been a lot of talk about the fact that

the commission had delayed in making its decisions, and therefore,
we ought to make it possible for someone to put something into
effect in six months. But if I read this proposal correctly,
even if the commission was diligent in its efforts and got all
the information together and, based on that information, denied
the request for the rate Increase, the utility could nonetheless
put that Increase Into effect pending final court action?

Closing

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm going to try to be very

brief. The language contained in this proposal affects far

more than just the telephone companies. I know that they have
been most active here. I have had no truckers, no taxicab
operators, no wrecker operators, who are now under the Public

Service Commission, or no other utilities to contact me about

this proposal. I want to say to you people from the rural

section, the language contained herein proposes the rates on

hauling all of your commodities—rice, soy beans, cucumbers,
strawberries, tomatoes, and many other things. I do not think

that we should tell, to some people who's elected by the people

to look over the rates, that if you don't act within six months

we are going to put them into effect, maybe you want to do that,

I don't. I don't want to let my Public Service Commissioner say

that"I didn't want your rates increased, but old Rayburn voted for

a proposal where I couldn't do nothing about it and they increased

them because old Raybum gave them the authority and the right to

do that." Maybe you won't answer those questions. I don't have the

answer. I've been in a lot of campaigns and I voted for a lot of

things that I really didn't know what I was voting for. But, I'll

tell you what, when I got to running I found out a little more about

them. I want to say here and now that I don't think this convention

was called to take away the rights of elected public officials to do

their job. Once this is started you could say to the governor of

this state that if the Sheriff's Association applied for a raise

the clerks, the school teachers, and all the state employees, and

if you don't give it to them it shall go into effect automatically

after they request it and six months had lapsed. We are not

writing a constitution to put these provisions in it. Why are

those people here asking us to do this? Are they afraid? Are

they scared? Do not they want to look at the facts? The law

now says that before the Public Service can increase Che rates

or decrease it, they've got to have an audit made to find out

whether they are In financial trouble or not; you're going to

take that right away from them. I talked to my commissioner and

he tells me that in some cases it takes six to eight months to

get an audit completed before they make a final decision. I don't

want to take that right away from him because the people elected

him; I hope you don't. I have no quarrel with the telephone company.

I've got some of my best friends that works with them and for them.

But, I'll say this, they embarrass me when they ask me to write

this language in the constitution of our great state. They are

operating here, they are business people like all other business

people in this state. Has any other business people came here and

asked you for this right and this privilege? No, they haven't

asked me.

All my amendment says is this: If they apply for a rate

increase, if it's not acted on in twelve months, they go to

the courts; that 's what we have a court for. If you file a law-

suit,the courts decided and they decide this.

....and, I hope you adopt the amendments.

\_Record vote ordered. Amendment rejected:
52-53. Motion to recons ider ."]

Further Discussion

MR. DUVAL
Fellow delegates, I urge you to please reconsider this

very close vote which Is so crucial to the fate of this con-

stitution. I think the Rayburn amendment as it has been said

certainly is fair to the utility companies in that it does mandate

the commission to act within a certain time. But, it also deletes

the very insidious proposal which allows rates to go into effect

which have been disapproved by the commission. This constitution

and the press, and the people will be the people will raise

such a furor about this you will never hear the end of it when

you tell them they have to pay rates that have been disapproved

by the elected commission. This vote is too close; it certainly

demands reconsideration and I implore you to please vote to re-

consider it. One vote and I think the fate of this constitution

can ride on this vote.

Quest i ons

MR. BOLLINGER
Stan, will the passage of the Rayburn amendment preclude

the offering of any other members to put some language in?

MR. DUVAL
No, it would not.

MR. BURSON
Absolutely. Only.

MR. BOLLINGER
Will it just not delete the parts that scare so many delegates?
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MR. DUVAL
That is correct.

^^R. JENKINS
Stan, I'm wondering if an attorney wants to increase his

prices or if the State-Times here in Baton Rouge, which is a
okonopoly In the daily newspaper market in this city, or if a
local retailer wants to increase his prices in an inflationary
situation, does he have to wait six months, or a year, or years,
and years while things are in court to do that?

MR. DUVAL
No, sir, Mr. Jenkins, he does not. but utilities in Louisiana

have been historically regulated because of the many abuses of the
past. Moreover, I might answer your question as an attorney, when he
represents a client and he doesn't get a decision in six months,
he doesn't get the money either; that's another thing.

MR. JENKINS
You say there have been many abuses in the past. Haven't

the abuses in the past been the political demagoguery on the

part of some of the people on these regulatory commissions

who have artifically held prices down and thus prevented
people from getting the service that they could have gotten?

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Jenkins, the reason for a commission was because of

the monopolistic utilities which had usurious rates, and I think

the people of Louisiana would agree with that.

Further Di scussion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I wish you would give me

about three minutes of your tine and I'm going to speak to you
from my heart. 1 think that you have seen displayed here this

afternoon sorae of the greatest political pressure ever spoken,

some of the greatest oratory, the rhetoric you've heard here

this afternoon is.... you have no equal to this. You've seen

the greatest chairman a convention could ever have step down

from the Chair and speak to you and it was all this pressure
we have withstood. I say to you, let it be as it is. Let's

not reconsider this. I say the people have spoken. You've

heard words about steaks and feeding people. I think this is

ridiculous and a personal affront to me and an insult to me

and many of you. that they claim that the people took us

out to feed us. I'm not speaking for the telephone company;

I'm speaking for many people in this state. For twenty-seven

years of my life I operated a transportation company in this

state and I know the problems with the Public Service Comnission.

I say to you that they can and they should render a decision in

six months time; that's what we are talking about. I don't buy

this poppycock that they are feeding us steaks, every delegate
here can buy his own food, but we still had the common decency

to at least listen to the people. The people here from my parish,

from my district, are decent people, people who serve in capacities

of chambers of commerce presidents, and other great offices in the

parish of Lafayette trying to render service to people. "Who owns" the

utility companies in this state? The people. Don't the collective

people have a right as the individual people have rights? I pose

that question to you. Don't people have a right to get together

and form little corporations and it so happens they have to go

under the province of the Public Service Commission? Don't they

have rights? Let's think about that for a while.

Further Di scussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I urge you to reconsider

the vote on the Rayburn amendment. In answer to Mr. Chatelain,

of course, the people don't own these companies, the stockholders

own them. But, what's more important, they are monopolies and

that's why they're regulated at all. I can't just go out and

open up a bus line, or a truck line, or a railroad freight line

in Louisiana if I want to. I can't just go out and open up a

telephone con^>any if I want to; I've got to be certified by the

Public Service Commission. If I've got a truck line, I've got

to get approval for the routes that I want to carry freight on
before I can carry so much as a stalk of bananas on that line.
Now, I urge you again, for goodness sakes, consider '.^at you
are doing here. I know we've had some effective lobbying on
this thing and let me hasten to add, lobbying is part of the
American political process, and I don't blame people for trying
to protect their Interest. But, I'm just trying to tell you,
as Mr. Perez did earlier, that they went overboard in protecting
their interest here and after all, we are supposed to look

primarily to the public interest and it just— .1 can't under-
stand how people who have been so concerned about the property
tax and the effect that it would have on the small homeowner
could now be voting in favor of allowing that same small home-
owner to get exorbitant increases in the rates on his utilities.
I submit to you that homeowner might be a lot happier to pay an

extra fifty or a hundred dollars on his property tax than he would
be to pay that on a month for his utilities. There is no way in

the world that you are going to avoid this eventuality. If you

think for a minute now you're sitting in this building today and
you are insulated to a great extent from discussion with anybody
except the delegates who are here and the people in the back,

whatever interest they may be representing, liut if you think for

a minute that when this story hits the street tomorrow that you're
not going to get some telephone calls from your constituents

wanting to know whether you were momentarially bereft of your

senses when you allowed an automatic rate increase on freight
rates, telephone rates, electric rates, and every other thing

that's controlled by the Public Service Commission in this state

to go into effect that I'll be very surprised, because I know a

lot of things that affect people a lot less.... I would simply

conclude by asking you again to consider not only the wisdom
of this policy but whether or not you want to see this frozen
into a state constitution where it would take a constitutional
amendment to change it. For goodness sakes, you know we have been

acting like a legislature an awful lot, but we ain't one. Whatever

we submit, if it's adopted—although I'll tell you frankly that if

this is in there when it goes out, you're looking at one man that's

going to be on the street opposing it. I'll tell you flat out and

frankly as I know how; I don't believe in being devious about it at

all. I'm sorry if that upsets anybody, but if it does it will just

have to upset you because it's a fact. But, the point of it is» if

it is accepted it will take a constitutional amendment to change

this six month period of time that you are freezing in the con-

stitution. Now, we haven't frozen periods of time in for people

to file workman's compensation suits or anything else that involves

bread and butter. If there is anything that involves bread and

butter more than utility rate-making, I don't know what it is.

That's the whole justification for having it regulated at all in

the first place.

Point of Order

MR. O'NEILL
Point of order, Mr. Chairman. I thought we were speaking

on reconsideration.

MR. KENRY
We are, but usually in the course of the discussion on re-

consideration it opens the whole area to debate, Mr. O'Neill.

Questions

MR. FULCO
Mr. Burson, do you think it's fair to cause any business,

telephone con^anies or any kind of business, to have to wait twenty-
four months for a decision?

MR. BURSON
Mr. Fulco, I've represented workman's compensation claimants

that didn't have a dime coming in that have had to wait for twenty-

four months for a decision. I think Ma Bell is doing well enough

to be able to afford to wait that long if it's necessary; yes.

MR. FULCO
Well, do you think it's necessary?

MR. BURSON
It depends on the particular circumstances of the case.

If it's a complicated case, it may be necessary, to find the

facts in that length of time.

MR. FULCO
Don't you think that by waiting that long that we are

causing our own people to suffer* to be deprived that much

longer for service?

MR. BURSON
I haven't ever heard anybody claim that they were deprived

because their utility rates weren't raised; no, sir. We are

keeping the one year period in under the Rayburn amendment.

Further Di scussi on

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm going to ask you not to

reconsider, but to vote to lay it on the table. I would like
to point out just a few things: (1) it was said that this was
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carried by or defeated by one vote. Well, let me remind you that

we have adopted many, many measures here by one vote, not only

by one vote but I've seen measures here that were not adopted,

they were ties and the Chairman has had to cast a vote to break

the tie; those are in the constitution, I have heard someone say

here that we are dealing with the people's rights. Well, the

gentleman that was here just a little while ago fought bitterly

against the right of the individual to be represented in the

grand jury when his life could be taken away from him and yet

we went ahead and voted on that, and I think that was by one

vote, so, let us not quibble over the one vote difference.

But, on the subject at hand, we're talking about pennies on the

part of the Individual, don't let anybody confuse you on that.

But we're talking about millions on the part of the utility.

Now. what they want you to believe is that we are doing them a

favor, we are doing these companies a favor by regulating them;

they say they have a monopoly. Why do they have a monopoly' Is

there anyone to compete with them? Is there anyone who wants

to compete with them? We are doing them a favor by regulating

them. Anyone else in private business can raise his prices, can

raise his commodity and if you want to buy it, you're going to

have to pay the price. Now, the people are crying, and hollering,

and screaming to get rid of the regulation, get rid of the milk

commission; you remember that, the milk commission. Yes, that's

a regulation and if you don't think that's a monopoly just talk

to your constituents. So, I ask you, let us not in the.... be

hoodwinked Into believing that we are helping the little man by

stifling decisions that sometimes take as high as twenty-three

months. All we are doing by that is keeping people who need service

from getting service. I urge that you vote against reconsidering

and vote to lay this matter on the table and let's move on with

the business of this convention. I will not yield.

Further Discussion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, as indicated I think

this is a very serious issue but let me point out one factor
that I don't think has been brought out. You know a statement
was made from this microphone, forty-two other states have
similar provisions. I defy anyone to come up here and tell

us which of those forty-two states have put a six month provision
in the constitution. Now, let me offer this for your consideration.
Let's say that two years from now—two years—we find that six
months is unworkable because they can't get the information to

make the decision and that's the reason. How are you going to

change that?

Wait just a minute, let me submit to you this one final point.

What we are talking about, then, is are you going to automatically

put something in effect in six years or are you willing to

accept Senator Rayburn's amendment which mandates and says "it

shall be decided in one year," and if that's not good enough,

you've got an automatic right of repeal. I submit to you, what

more do you want? If you want to sit out on a limb and say we've

got the constitution that's got a six month provision in it, you

explain it because I frankly can't explain it. I'll yield to

questions

.

Quest ions

MR. DUVAL
Pat, this. ..even If the Rayburn amendment is adopted, the

law is changed in that the Public Service Commission is mandated

to decide within one year; isn't that right?

MR. JUNEAU
That's exactly ... .Mr. Duval, the problem has been—and that's

what's been overlooked—there is no time requirement under present

law as to when they've got to rule. The Rayburn amendment puts a

one year time limitation on that; that's the point.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Juneau, don't you think that the constitution is the

place to remedy bad experiences in government?

MR. JUNEAU
I don't think that the constitution, Mr. Willis, can project

into the future between three months, four months, six months,

and seven months as to what's appropriate; no, sir, I don't believe

that.

MR. WILLIS
Don't we gauge the future by the past, what's the present?

MR. JUNEAU
Yes, sir. I think we have taken care of that, Mr. Willis,

because Mr. Rayburn has said in one year you'll make a decision,

so I think we've taken care of that problem.

MR. WILLIS
Let me ask you this next question. Don't you think that we

are forgetting and are oblivious of the provision previously

adopted to the effect that the conHnission can make reasonable

rules and regulations, and that those rules and regulations

could be, "Mr. Public Utility when you come for a decision,

you put all your chips on the table"? Don't you think then

we don't have this loss of time in that six months and that

to say that decision makers cannot make a decision in six months

is rather ludicrous?

MR. JUNEAU
When a company or, as In a lawsuit, Mr. Willis, is asked

to put all their cards on the table and ask for something in

the neighborhood of a , , . million dollar increase, don't

you think and hasn't experience shown, that you have to go back

and get more information? I submit to you that that's about

the case in eighty percent of the cases that come before the

comnlsslon.

MR. JENKINS
Pat, you know I'm concerned about who is doing the regulating

here. Isn't it true that the legal profession is regulated by

lawyers* the medical profession is regulated by physicians,

right on down on the line? But, In the case of these particular

categories of enterprise, they are regulated by the customers

elected representatives. How would it be if all the lawyers

had their clients elect a board to regulate lawyers? What would

be the state of the legal profession. do you think?

MR. JUNEAU
I submit to you, Mr. Jenkins, because you are not talking

about the same thing. I would gladly accept, as an attorney, the

same benefits that we have under expropriations and so forth

that's been afforded the public utilities in this state, so it's

not the same thing.

MR. JENKINS
Don't you think when we have this situation where the customers

of a business elect those people who will regulate that business

that we be particularly careful to build in safeguards so that

that business cannot be abused?

MR. JUNEAU
That's right, Mr. Jenkins, and that's entirely correct. I

submit to you, you do that with a one year provision and you have

circumvented that by turning back around and say "Even if you can't

make a decision in six months and you don't have the information

that we are going to automatically put that rate into effect," It

does violence to me of what we are trying to do in this constitution

in putting a six month provision in the constitution.

MR. JENKINS
But, you will admit that neither attorneys, nor retail dealers,

or anyone else has to wait six months, or a year, or two years for

some decision from some board. Don't you admit that?

MR. JUNEAU
I admit that, that's correct. As I said, this convention has

decided there's a distinction between a private individual and a

public utility.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

[Wo t ion to limit debate on the mo t ion
to recons ider to fifteen minutes
adopted : 64-28

.

]

Further Di scussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I resent some of the statements

made from this podium as if some of us are "ogres" for voting
the way we did. Let us argue on the merits of the proposal.

I can understand a difference of opinion. However, I don't

like being threatened and I don't like a lot of things that

have been patched. It was said, for example, that the proposal

was poorly drafted. The proposal was considered by two committees

of this convention and we agreed on the drafting and it was done

with the aid of a law professor. Two, it was said that we were

wined and dined. It is very apparent that I was left out of

something because I was neither wined nor dined. I don't think

I saw any wine. It also was said that we were momentarily
deranged. I assure you I was not deranged momentarily or

permanently. However, I oppose the Rayburn amendment . I urge

you not to reconsider. Is it fair to delay and delay and Jelay?

The purpose is to force the Public Service Commission to act and
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reasonably promptly; after all .the employees need to know what to

expect. I see no reason for the coanlsslon to delay it. I came

here an independent and I shall leave here one. However. I do

believe in fair play. I urge you to reject the Rayburn amendment

and let us clarify any points which anyone says is not fair play.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, delegates.

Further Discussion

MR. LOWE

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, contrary
to many that's come before this mike, I find it difficult to get

emotional about this problem because I don't really believe it's

an emotional problem. I can frankly say that I'n: not upset about

those that criticize those delegates that voted one way or the

other; we have a right to do that. I'm not upset, but I can

frankly say I know how I voted and I know why I voted the way

I voted; I have no regrets; I'll continue to vote that same way

on this issue. We have a problem that we are trying to correct

in this constitution that will probably never get corrected any

other way and there's been a lot of things subjected into the

arguments from steaks to people that don't know what they are
doing. I think that everyone ;:hat voted on this issue knows
what they are doing. Now, there's a couple of arguments that
we had about the short time of six months. Well, we know that

the rules are there for the Public Service Commission to set
and those people that come under this Public Service Commission
have to abide by it. Now, accounting is not an exact science,
not to the penny, but acco-^nting is a science;don* t forget it.

The free enterprise system that we work under evolves around
accounting because we are able to tell investors and everyone
interested in what's happening what the profits of a corporation
is. If we couldn't tell them that, the free enterprise system
wouldn't work. So, the Public Service Commission can mandate
those people that come under their jurisdiction to furnish
information and furnish the type of information that they want,
they— the Public Service Commission—want . Now, you know and
I know that once you have that information and you are satisfied
that you have it all, six months starts to run if that's the

rules of the game. Now, there is adequate time in that six
month's time for any reasonable, prudent man,or group of men, to

make a decision, and I'm not concerned about that. I'm concerned
that maybe later on it might be too long. We are living in a
sophisticated society, people can go broke in a month; they
can go broke in a lot less than six months. I'm not concerned
that once the facts are there that people can't make decisions.
So, I'm not concerned about any of those arguments and I think
that's the answer to the six months question. So, I'm here to

tell you that I'm satisifed with the vote that we had. I hope
that we don't reconsider. I hope that we lay it on the table
and in the interest of tine, I'll answer no questions.

Further Di scussion

MR. ABPxAHAM

Let ne make a couple of points in answer to Mr. Willis'

question to Mr. Juneau as to the rules and regulations that the
Public Service Commission can make or require them to bring
information in. Well, Mr. Willis, they can make all the

regulations they want to requiring them to bring the Information
in, but there is nothing, nothing to prevent the utility from just
not bringing the information, because all they've got to do is

wait six months and they are going to get their raise into effect,
so why should they bring it in? But, the thing I wanted to ask
you people is .think what we have done now. We've placed a limit
on our elected officials. We've placed a limit on a property tax.

We are not allowing our elected officials to determine how much
taxes they need in order to run our affairs and provide the services
for us. Now, these people provide service for us too. just like
utilities. We've placed a limit on license tax; we've frozen that
into the constitution. We've placed a limit on the income tax.
We have limited our elected officials in every way so that they
can't tax us and these are the people who are supposed to provide
services for us. Now, we are about to turn right around and say,
O.K., no Unit on the utilities. They can get their rate increase,
they can charge anything they want. How can we reconcile these
two positions, they are exactly a hundred and eighty degrees
apart? I ask you to just think about this. I think we should
reconsider this amendaient and let's get this trash out of here.

Questions

MR. ZERVIGON

Mack, there's something that troubles me terribly. I've watched

rate-making. . .rate-setting bodies trying to set rates; it's a

terribly complicated thing. Is it your opinion that if the periods
of time we've set in here are too short and we've left no flexibility.

that the only option open to the Public Service Commission is to

tell everybody if there's a backlog on the docket, no, tell them
no and then they would have to start the procedure all over again?
Can we be certain that we are doing a favor even to the people who
are asking for this procedure?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's correct, Mary.

time limit will do it.

There is no assurance that even this

MRS. ZERVIGON
And, then the only option left o^ien is just for the Public

Service Commission to say no, and we are back where we started,
just about with almost no decision at all; isn't that correct?

MR. ABRAHAM
Not only that, but do you know what position this places

the Public Service Commission in? All they've got to do is say
no to everything without having a hearing or anything else, the
rates go into effect and the Public Service Commission can sit

back and say "Look, you all have tied my hands in the con-
stitution."

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you.

Point of Order

MR. ST INSON
Yes. My point of order is we should instruct the former

Chairman to get his seat and not be politicking all over the

floor. He's been standing here and going all over. He's over

there now talking to Mr. Chehardy.

[Quorum call: 92 delegatos present
and a quorum . J

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. STINSON
I rose because Mr. Henry was still going around talking to

people after you ordered him to sit down, and I don't think he
should be exempt from our rules.

Point of In format ion

MR. RAYBURN
Since all delegates have a right to vote and walk among the

other delegates— they've been doing it ever since I've been here

—

why should the Chairman be excluded? After all, he represents
some people ,also.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Rayburn, no delegate is prohibited from walking around

and collecting votes in a very quiet manner; but, if anyone is

going to disturb other delegates and disturb the convention and
congregate in small groups, that's what I'm obligated to call
down. Thank you, Mr. Rayburn, and thank you, Mr. Stinson.

Further Discussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, I think we've heard enough speaking. I think

they're all inebriated by the exuberance of their verbosity. I've

been wanting to use that quite a while.

MR. CASEY
Would you repeat that, Mr. Smith?

MR. SMITH
I say I think all these speakers were inebriated by the

exuberance of their verbosity. Mr. Willis taught me that.

Anyway, I think we've heard enough from both sides. We've all

made up our mind, and I....

[^Previous Question ordered.^

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
I think the Acting Chairman said Senator Rayburn has a right

to close.
A point of information or order: What is on the floor?

MR. HENRY
The motion to reconsider, which you made and you have the

right to. . .

.
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You're both Incorrect. Mr. Duval made the motion to reconsider,

and he has the right to close.

Point of Information

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Chairman, the question is not whether to table

the motion to reconsider?

MR. HENRY
No, the delegates just voted to table the motion to reconsider.

No, There was no motion to table the motion to reconsider.

Closing
MR. DUVAL

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, Mr. Smith's remark was probably
well-taken. I guess I just consider this a very serious thing and

something that requires a lot of thought. I certainly don't blame

the utility companies for attempting to help their position. 1 think

the constitution is not a place to put such a one-sided proposal in.

I think one thing we've all failed to talk about and, perhaps,
emphasize enough: Even if the Public Service Commission decides in

one month, against the utility companies, their rate still goes in

effect. There's no way you can justify that. I know you realize

that, and I know you will vote for reconsideration.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Delegate Duval, you say their rates will go into effect after

six months?

MR. DUVAL
No, sir, I said: Even if the commission decides in one month

from the time of filing, the rate goes into effect, and the people

have to pay the increased rate, even though their elected commission

decided against the utility company. That is what it says. If the

commission disapproves the rate— it's what it says— if the commis-

sion disapproves the rate, the rate goes into effect under bond.

That's what it says. Now, you read it.

MR, ALEXANDER
Oh, no, I think you're incorrect.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Duval, I have to admit I do agree with your interpretation

of that particular point. But, don't you think what's going to

happen— if we don't pass Senator Rayburn's amendment— is that the

Public Service Commission will just deny all rate increases and

say, "Well, I didn't raise your rates or anything, and I'm safe

politically; and, yet, I didn't hurt the utilities too much because

they can put it in after six months"?

MR. DUVAL
That's a good point, Mr. Arnette.

In answer to Che question, it says: "If the commission

disapproves the proposed increase, in whole or in part, the carrier

or utility may place and continue the schedule in effect under the

bond or security." I think any first grader can understand that

language.

MISS PERKINS
Mr. Duval, did you know that your interpretation of the

committee proposal is correct?

MR, DUVAL
Yes, ma'am.

MISS PERKINS
Did you also know that there would be amendments that would

change the committee proposal with reference to this?

MR. DUVAL
Well, 1 think this amendment gets this bad language out now.

It doesn't preclude anybody else from bringing in an amendment to

let it stand on its own.

MISS PERKINS
Doesn't it delete the entire two sections— (2) and (3)?

MR. DUVAL
It deletes (3) and (4), but it doesn't prevent any amendment

to this section— to this paragraph.

MISS PERKINS
Thank you.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Duval, is there a limit to what the utility company can

propose and put into effect?

MR. DUVAL
No.

[^Record vote ordered . ]

Point of Information

MR. NUNEZ
Just please explain it: that red and green mean—oh, go

all you want; just please explain it. I would make that request
of the Chairman.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman moved to reconsider the vote by which the Rayburn

amendment failed to pass. If the group does not reconsider the
vote at this time—does not vote to reconsider the vote— then, the
Raybufn amendments are dead.

\_Mot ion to recons ider re jectcd : 50-54.]

Amendments

MR, POYNTER
Mrs. Warren sends up the following amendments:
Amendment No. 1. On page 6, line 1, inmediately after the

word "decision" and before the word "on" insert the following:

"after a public hearing".
Amendment No. 2. On page 6, line 13, immediately following

"resort." delete the remainder of the line and delete lines 16

and 17 in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"After the final rejection of a proposed rate increase, the appli-

cant shall refund all monies paid pursuant to any increase placed

in effect pending final approval."

Explanation

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I know all of you are saying: I

want to be home for Christmas. So, I'm not going to be real long;

I'm going to be real brief. I noticed in PAR's comment where they

referred to "the present rules of Public Service provides for public
hearings on utility requests or change in the rates of return earn-

ings on their investments, but such hearings are not required by
law. In order to assure the continuance of such hearings, the

constitution should require public hearings on requests for change
In the rates of return." This is what my amendment intends to do

—

is to see that we have hearings, public hearings. My second amend-

ment was: In the provisions where it said, "The provisions that any

rate increase tentatively Imposed would be under bond, subject to

refund, would give consumers the corresponding protection against

losses for an unjustified rate increase ," they mention that the

clause that requires refund claims to be filed within a year, however,

would cause to be interpreted as putting the burden of initiating

funds on the consumer. I wanted to take that burden off of the

consumer and put It on the company. This is my amendment. I ask

your approval. Thank you.

Questions

MR. ALARIO
Mrs. Warren, on your second amendment, you don't have a deadline

as to how long the utility company has to refund the customer.

MRS. WARREN
No, I didn't, Mr. Alarlo; I wasn't up on It. As Mr. Rayburn

says, "1 didn't quite have my pants on"; but I would appreciate

Mr, Rayburn and anybody else—Mr. Rayburn has an amendment, and

also Mr. Roy has an amendment that I think would be good.

Point of In format ion

MR. ALARIO
Mr, Chairman, are the amendments divisible?

MR, HENRY
Yes, they're divisible, Mr. Alario.

Questions

MR. ARNETTE
Mrs. Warren, you have a provision saying these funds will be

returned. Will they be returned automatically?
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MRS. WARREN
Right. Without any burden on the consumer, that they would

automatically come back.

MR. ARNETTE
Right. Suppose somebody ... .there's a rate increase, say, for

a city bus systan, or something like this, from, say, ten cents to

fifteen cents. Are you going to require the bus system to keep a

record of every extra nickel that each passenger rode? In other

words, how will they refund this automatically? How will they

know who to pay and how much to pay?

MRS. WARREN
Well, Mr. Arnette, I'm not quite sure. As I said to you, I

took my action because I knew that we had left this out, and I

wanted to be sure that we got something in here. I'd appreciate

any help you can give me

MR. ARNETTE
But, Mrs- Warren, you do see the problem with your provision,

don't you?

MRS. WARREN
Yes, Mr. Arnette, it is a problem, and I'm saying that you

probably could help me.

MR. ARNETTE
I would if I could.

MRS. WARREN
Thank you

.

MR. TATE
Mrs. Warren, have you checked to know what sort of things the

commission handles without a public hearing that are sort of per-
functory applications that don't need a hearing? Have you checked
to see what that might do to that, Mrs. Warren?

MRS. WARDEN
No, Judge, I didn't. I think I told you, from the beginning,

where I got my idea from. I thought it was a good one, and I thought
I wouldn't let it pass. 1 know you're a little bit better than I

am, so you can help me out. Help me, please.

[ci vision of the Question ordered . Pre-
vious Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendment So . 1 adopted : 86-11.
Motion to reconsider tabled. Motion to
suspend the rules to allow withdrawal of
Amendment No . 2 adopted wi thou t objection

.

Motion to take up other orders rejected

:

42-50. ]

Amendment

mission would determine when the pay raise would go into effect.
I think that's good because you may have a commission that decides
5-0 for a rate increase, and they can determine when is the best
time to put it into effect. The other thing it does is, following
the semicolon—and you may get into a philosophical discussion about
it—but it's my judgment that, if you mandate that commission to act
within six months—and if not, that rate increase may be bonded as

provided by law—you'll see that, from the other amendment I had,

that I now put the words "as provided by law" immediately following
"effect" so that the legislature can deal with that particular aspect of the

rate increase to some extent— if the coimnission fails to act. Now, we

may argue about it, but it's still my judgment that the problem

has been that the commission has not acted. The commission can
make rules and regulations, as I said, saying that the filing of

the application is when you furnish us with these six, five, four,
three, ten things. Until that's done, you have not filed an appli-
cation for a rate increase. That would be constitutional; it would
be upheld. Thereafter, I think any commission of five people ought

to, within six months, be able to make a decision. If they cannot
make a decision, and if they want to prevent the utility company or

carrier from having an automatic rate increase, then they simply
deny—on the fifth month and twenty-ninth day— the rate approval.
Once they rule adversely within the sixth month, there is no bonding of

these provisions as the original provisions provided, which I was against.

Now, it also provides, of course, that the "as provided by law" means

what type bond you have, etc.—those things of a legislative nature.

The third thing it does is: it provides, unequivocally, in number

(3), that after a final decision, if the rate allowed has been now

disallowed, in whole or in part, it makes it the obligation of the

carrier or the utility company to make refunds. There's nothing
about a person having to file a claim for his refund. The company
is mandated to make the refund and to make it within one year, and as

otherwise provided by law," which will then allow the legislature
to fool with that only with respect. the legislature will be able
to do only one of certain things: it can set the amount of interest

you will get on your refund: it can say how the refund will be made:

that is, whether it's made in the form of a credit or whether it's made in

a form of direct payment back to the consumer. But, the one thing

the legislature may never do, without a constitutional amendment,

is to make it incumbent upon the consumer, in some fashion or another,

to have to file some type of claim for his refund. That's what it

does. I move the adoption of the amendment.
^

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Chris, I believe you stated that, if the Public Service

Commission waited until the twenty-eighth day of the fifth month

and then disallowed the rate increase, then the utility could go

to court.

MR. ROY
It can't bond the rate increase, but it simply allowed its

appeal to the court.

MR. POYNTER
On page 6, delete lines 5 through 17, both inclusive,

in their entirety (Mr. Roy, we need to add: including all floor

amendments thereto) and insert in lieu thereof the

following:

"(2) If a proposed rate schedule is approved in whole or in

part within six months, it shall become effective on the date

established by the Public Service Commission order; if no decision

is rendered within six months from the filing of any proposed rate

schedule, it may be put into effect, as provided by law, subject

to such protective bond or security requirements until final action

by a court of last resort.

(3) If the proposed increase is finally disallowed, in whole

or in part, the utility or carrier shall make refunds within one

year after any final action, and as otherwise provided by law."

Explanation
MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

amendment does about five things that, I think, most people were

concerned about. First of all, it presents the present law which
is if the comnission oiakes a favorable ruling in favor or the rate
increase, then it goes into effect, subject to the order of the
commission: that Is, whenever the cooanisslon declares it goes
into effect. Now, the way the law presently is—and the way it
works is— that within ten days of the order of the coimnission,
any party—and that is anybody who's affected by it—has a right
to ask for an injunction to either prevent the order from going
into effect or not. If no injunction Is asked for, if it is asked
for and is defeated, then within ninety days thereafter, a person
has a right to appeal. Now, so this thing provides that the com-

MR. ABRAHAM
But, it cannot put the rate increase into effect: is that

correct?

MR. ROY

No, it cannot.

MR. ABRAHAM
Now, what happens if the Public Service Commission, on the

twenty-eighth day of the fifth month, rules that we will allow

one-tenth of the rate increase to go into effect six months from

this date? What position would you be in?

MR. ROY

The utility company may put that portion of the rate increase

into law, if the Public Service Commission says, on a certain date;

but the part that is denied, it has no recourse because it has been

denied within the six months. Its only recourse is then an appeal.

MR. ABRAHAM
No, no, wait a minute. It says: if the rate schedule is

approved "in whole or in part within six months." So, I have

complied with this provision. I have approved in part,

saying that if ...

.

and ±'

MR. ROY
Wait. Are you reading number (3)?

MR. ABRAHAM
No, I'm reading in this number (2). It says: "If a proposed

rate schedule is approved In whole or in part within six months, it
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shall become effective on the date established by the Public Service
Conmission."

MR. ROY
That's a rate increase, man.

MR. ABRAHAM
So» I, as the Public Service Commission, am going to approve

a part of this rate increase, I'm going to approve one-tenth of it.
I'm going to say it goes into effect one year from this date. So,
the utility now has no other recourse to the courts—do they?

—

because I have complied with your provision there.

MR. ROY
You don't understand the mechanics. Sure, they have recourse

to an appeal in that case. They even have recourse to an injunction.
What you did ask that you've forgotten to rebring up is the fact that
the part that is denied within the six months cannot be bonded, but
the part that is allowed— the rate increase that is allowed—the
utility company can put it into effect and then appeal to the
district court on the part that was disallowed. But, it cannot bond
it and put that portion into effect.

MR. JUNEAU
Chris, as I read Subparagraph (1), we're mandating the

commission that, within one year, these elected officials, they
have to make a decision— isn't that correct?— even with your
amendment.

MR. ROY
Shall render its final decision. Right.

MR. JUNEAU

Right. 0. K. Then, we're turning back around in Paragraph
(3), and we're saying if you don't render a decision in six months,
that It's going to go into effect anyway. Isn't that right?

MR. ROY
If the carrier or the utility chooses to bind that portion

that it will not rule on, yes.

MR. JUNEAU
0. K. Let me ask you this hypothetical situation. A rate

is applied for on January 1; it's docketed three months later; the
information which the commission has requested is allegedly furnished
by a utility. It develops, though, that, in the opinion of the
commission, that they have a lot more information; and because of

the confrontation between the commission and the utility, it takes
three months and one day—which would put us six months and one day

—

and in six months and two days, this elected body says: Rate is

denied. Under your amendment, isn't it true—even under those
circumstances— that the rate, at the option of the utility company,
would still go into effect?

MR. ROY
Very plain, Mr. Juneau—you can read— it says, if after six

months they have not ruled, that the carrier or the utility may
bond it, subject to the provisions of law. So, you're right.

MR. JUNEAU
Yes. Right?

MR. ROY
You're rightl I thought that was clear. But, the fact of

the matter is, if they're not sure, all the commission has to do
is to rule no on the fifth month and twenty-ninth day, and then
cause them to go to the district court, at which time they can
put in more evidence.

MR. JUNEAU
Mr, Roy, let me ask you this question. Why are we, on one

hand, mandating the commission to rule within one year, and we
turn back around and say: You can obviate that rule because we're
going to tell you, under the constitution, in six months you're
going to get it anyway?

MR. ROY

The reason that we are is because, in my judgment, most people
see that sometimes the commission has sat when it should not have;
and, as a result, the consumers suffer a lot when they're not able
to get the services and the utilities they need because the company
....The commission, on certain occasions, has not even considered
something for eight or nine months, and they say: we need more
material. It's sometimes been two and a half years before they
ever get around to ruling on anything, under present law. That's
not right.

MR. JUNEAU
All right. Mr. Roy, even under Mr. Rayburn's amendment, that

wouldn't: occur because there's a one-year time limitation. Isn't
that right?

MR. ROY
I told you we could argue whether one year or six months,

seven months, seven months-one day, you know....

MR. JUNEAU
One last question, Mr. Roy: If the experience of this

state shows, in 1985, that six months— this magical figure of

six months— is not adequate, how do we change that, Mr. Roy?

MR. ROY
Well, we can amend it, or the commission can simply

act every time within the six months— like it should. If the
experience shows that it's not in good in twelve months, like

it has in the past, why do we keep it?

MR. JUNEAU
So, we'd have to go back to the people, possibly, for a

constitutional amendment on a six-month provision?

MR. DUVAL
Chris, I heard you say it, but 1 merely wanted the intent

for the record. In the event the commission would decide
unfavorably within six months, the utility would have no right
to bond, under this proposal; is that right?

MR. ROY

Absolutely right. No right to bond.

MR, DUVAL
Chris, it may not be clear to some people, under this: You

would not oppose an amendment which only made that part of this
amendment clear?

MR. ROY
Absolutely not. That's the intention of this amendment.

MR. DL^VAL

Chris, one other question. The first sentence says: "If
a proposed rate schedule is approved in whole or in part within
six months, it shall become effective." Does the "it" mean the
proposed rate schedule?

MR. ROY
No, it means the increase.

MR. DUVAL
I know, but what if it's only a partial increase? The "it"

refers back to the proposed rate schedule.

MR. ROY
Then, that partial increase becomes effective, but the one that

they disapprove does not become effective. They can't bond it.

MR. DUVAL
So, the pronoun "it" only refers to whatever was approved, then?

MR. ROY
Well, certainly.

MR. DENNERY
Chris, my question relates to the situation, if the proposed

schedule results in a rate increase. Now, under the committee

proposal, that increase could be put into effect—and you have

added that such will become effective on the date established

by the conmission, with which I have no quarrel....

MR. ROY
Moise, I didn't hear your last part. I....

MR. DENNERY
I say: Under the committee proposal, if the proposed schedule

results in a rate increase, it may be put into effect. You have
added to that, that it shall become effective on the date established
by the commission, with which I have no quarrel. But, you have
deleted—and I want to know why you have deleted— that it may be
put into effect, "subject to such protective bond or security
requirements," etc. The reason that I ask that question is not
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with regard, for example, to the telephone company, but to the

smaller utilities and carriers who have previously been mentioned.

The coomittee proposal, I believe, protected the public so that if

—

on an appeal by the public or by an individual, from the conmission's

ruling—the rate schedule was disapproved or lowered, under your

provision the carrier or the utility must refund; but there is no

protection for the public with a smaller utility or carrier. Was

there a reason for deleting that?

MR. ROY
Moise, that's the present law. I'll tell you that, when I

looked at Section (3) of the conmittee proposal, I thought it said

what you said; but, if you read it closely, it refers to the tenta-

tively adopted approval and does not refer to where you have....

You see, it refers to the automatic a>'option which comes about

as a result of no action.

[_Motion to limit debate on the Amendment
to thirty minutes. Substitute motion
to limit debate on the Amendment to
fifteen minutes rejected : 39-44

.

Motion adopted: 7 0~21.'\

Further Discussion

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I know we're getting

tired, but let's hold on and not vote just yet for this amendment.
I'll tell you why, Mr. Roy came out with the point that it was a

good philosophy and a good concept to try and get the commission
to arrive at a decision. I'm for that; I'm for them arriving at

a decision as fast as possible. But, keep in mind that my
understanding is that when a utility files a petition for a rate

increase, it files its audit, its affidavits, its support for

the rate increase. Now, some of them would have you say, "Well,

the commission can rule on what the utility provides them." Well,

obviously, whatever they provide them will be to their benefit and

to their advantage. There has to be an audit. Some of these

corporations have branches that extend throughout many states,
and sometimes it takes more than six months. Well, I would
propose to you that we allow utilities to institute, I would
propose that we allow them to institute their rate schedule under
a bond or security as provided by law, at the end of six months.

But. . .but listen, but, if that commission arrives at a decision
between the six months and the twelve months, then you have a

decision and there is no reason in the world why—why--that rate

Increase should go on as the utility has proposed, because then

when you have a decision, you have what the law is, until reversed.
Now, Mr. Roy's amendment provides that there cannot be any rates

instituted until after the first six months. But, he failed to

tell you that if that commission, after gathering all of the facts

and all of the evidence—and they need the time; even the utilities
admit they need a year—if that commission comes in with a

decision six months and one day—six months and one day--after the

initial filing of the petition, then no matter what the rate

schedule is, it continues under bond. That is not right.

I have an amendment— I have an amendment— that would provide
for them to institute their rates at che end of six months, if

there's no decision. But, gentlemen and ladies. If there is a

decision between the six month period and the twelve month period,

then there is no reason, in my mind, there is no reason why that

rate should continue. If we're going to allow a rate to continue

in spite of decision pending an appeal, well, then why have the

Public Service Commission pass on it at all? Let's have the

district court here in Baton Rouge give us a final decision, because

we are circumventing—we are circumventing— five elected people. There '

no reason for that. If you think about it, even the utilities

admit that it may take a year to get a decision. So, why use the

six month period? Gentlemen, think about that. 1 have an amend-

ment, if you would take the time to go through your papers and

look at it, I think that we might be able to settle on that.

But, Mr. Roy's amendment is not the answer. I submit to you that

it was not done intentionally, I'm sure, but Mr. Roy failed to

point that out to you. But, ladies and gentlemen, 1 can't implore

you too much that once we have an elective body make a decision,

then by God, let's honor it, or let's not let them make it at all.

I thank you for your time. Vote against the amendment, and

let's hold off a little while longer. Let's try and get at least

sonethlng that's better than what we have now. Thank you very

touch.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Deshotels, you are an attorney, so maybe you can help me

understand something. Most of the speakers have directed their

It's an

attention to Subparagraph (2). I direct your attention to Sub-
paragraph (3) which says, "the utility or carrier will be
required to make refund claims within one year." From whom is the
utility claiming something? I don't understand what Subparagraph
(3) means. Can you explain it to me?

MR. DESHOTELS
-Mrs. Zervigon, the only thing I can tell you, I think what

Mr. Roy's intent was that one year after the Supreme Court's final
ruling on it, or the United States Supreme Court, after a final
definitive decision, then, then you would have a refund.

1 may not have understood your question, and I beg your pardon
if I haven't. But, I think that was the thrust of Paragraph (3).

MRS. ZERVIGON
It says the utilities shall make "refund claims. Does that

mean make good on claims? Is this the wrong amendiricnt?

MR. DESHOTELS
I see your point. I have no way of knowing t'liat.

excellent point.

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I have great respect for

the political acumen of the members of this body. Most of them

have proven in other areas before they got elected or appointed to

this convention that they had such acumen. I am still mystified
as to why all that accumulated political wisdon has suddenly
deserted this body this evening. Those of you who are in local

politics, as I am, think back over the times when people in your

community got mad at locally elected public officials. I'll

book you that you can think of a whole lot of times when that

was tied to either utility rate increase— if it's a publicly

owned utility—or a garbage collection increase, natural gas

rate increase, if they've got a city gas utility. Why? Because

this is something that affects every citizen in this state

every single month of his life when he comes to pay his bills.

Do you think, by the wildest stretch of your imagination, that

the present members of the Public Service Commission who have

proven their political acumen, some of them over many, many years,

are going to be meek and mild enough to let this affront to their

present operation go by without informing the people of the pending

Increase in their gas bills and in their light bills and in their

freight bills? I don't think so, not having had the pleasure, over

the years, of listening to Mr. Ernest Clements from the stump. I

believe he's going to be able to do a dandy job with that, and 1

think he will do it. I think the other members of the Public

Service Commission will, too. I would, if I was in their place.

Now, maybe that's all right with you. Maybe you don't mind

throwing away a year's work that I think, by and large, has been

good and seeing this document that we've worked so hard on go

down. If you don't, that's fine. I'm giving you one man's

opinion, but if you'll use that political acumen that you have

and think about people who are going to go to the polls not voting
on a new constitution, but whether or not they want their light

bill increased, and see what kind of vote we're going to get. If

you don't think they'll go to vote on that basis, then you don't

have the political acumen that I think you do. This item about

refunds is the biggest joke I have ever seen in my entire life.

How in the world is a utility company, even if they want to, going

to give people a refund with the mobile population that we have,

particularly In the urban areas, to apartment dwellers and other

people who may move quite frequently who have had their utility

rates increased when the appellate process may not be finished for

another year? I would really be. . .and how, in heaven's name,

are they going to give a refund to the man who rides a bus or

the other public transportation? Are we all going to have to start

bringing around a pocket notebook and keeping a record of every-

time we rode the bus and get the receipt from the bus driver so

that we could put them together and ask for a refund after it's

all over? How are we going to get a refund under increase in

freight on all the goods brought into this State of Louisiana

under the increased freight rates that we're going to get from the

trucking lines? Would you mind explaining that to me? I'd be

very Interested to hear it.

Further Di scussion
MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, in view of some of the questions about the

trord "It," what it refers to, Mr. Willis suggested some things
that I think are right. We would put "any increase that is allowed,
instead of just the word "it.'' It would be 'from the effective
date of filing" rather than just the "date of filing," so there'd
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be no question but that the Public Service Commission could say
that the filing has not occurred effectively until you do these
things, to obviate what some other people say may occur; that is,
that the utilities will in bad faith file something and not give
any information. So, by putting the words "the effective date
of filing" instead of just "date of filing," I think there's no
question but that that will solve a lot of problems. That's what
I was going to do, Mr. Chairman.

lAmendment withdrawn. Motion to take
up other orders. Substitute motion
for the Previous Question ordered
on the entire subject matter.']

Amendment

MR. POYNTER

Mr. Chairman, I do have the Roy amendments at this time.
Amendment No. 1. (Now, the copies of these are being run

off by the staff)

Point of Order

MR. SCHMITT
I'd like to see a copy of it before he begins speaking.

Point Of Information

MR. PEREZ
A point of Information. What is the entire subject matter

at this time, now, if this particular amendment has been withdrawn?
Are we talking about on the entire section?

MR. HENRY
No, sir. I think it would be on Paragraph (D) , Mr. Perez,

because we're going paragraph. . .letter paragraph by letter
paragraph.

Point of Information

MR. JUNEAU
Is the amendment before the floor?

MR. HENRY
He's withdrawn it.

Point of Information

MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, I just really thought that the Chair understood
that those were technical amendments to take care of some questions
that were asked. In good faith I withdrew it to resubmit the
other. Now, if. . .

MR. HENRY
Well, now, Mr. Roy. . .

MR. ROY

I didn't withdraw it so that it wouldn't be resubmitted. I'll
go with what I got. I was just trying to make it more clear.

MR. HENRY
I don't believe that Mr. Kelly's motion had anything to do

with the fact that you withdrew your amendment.

MR. ROY
I cannot withdraw it and resubmit it like we've done in the

past?

MR. HENRY
Now, may we proceed, Mr. Schmitt?

Point of Order

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, we are involved In a most Important matter

and one which I think may hinge the. . .whether or not this
constitution may be adopted. I do believe we ought to stand
aside long enough to see these amendments before they are
presented. I'm tired. Just as everybody else Is. But, this is
a very serious situation. I think we ought to stand at ease
until we get these copies of these amendments.

MR. HENRY
We'll stand at ease pending the distribution copies of the

amendment

.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Why are we standing at ease? I understood the Clerk had a

copy. Can' t he at least read it to us?

. MR. HENRY
Well, that's what we started to do. Let's just wait till we

get them all so everybody will have a chance to look at It.

RECESS

[Quorum Call: 87 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

Motion

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make a motion that debate be

limited on this amendment to thirty minutes.

Point of Information

MR. HENRY
You. . .certainly you can, if that motion is not made, or

if this motion or substitute does not pass. But, the gentleman
has the right to make the motion.

MR. ROY

All right. I've learned my lesson. It will be all right,
Mr. Kelly.

[Record vote ordered . Motion for the
Previous Ques tion on the entire sub-
ject matter rejected : 7-86.]

Point of Information

MR. ROY
Can I move to resubmit my amendment, or am I out of order

in view of the motion by Mr. Anzalone and Mr. Kelly?

MR. HENRY
You would be out of order because he's moved to take up

other orders, sir.

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman, I was under the impression that we had already

limited debate and that we were actually on the same amendment,
that there was just some technical amendments he had made to it.

So, I would think that we're under the time limit that we had
already Imposed.

MR. HENRY
I'd like to be able to agree with you, Mr. Lowe, but it is

a new amendment.

MR. LOWE
Well, Mr. Roy is agreeing that we are under the same time

limit. Of course, I know he doesn't make the rules, but. . .

MR. HENRY
Well, the problem that it's going to cause me is there are

allklndsof hands being. ... that people are raising to speak. I

know where we cut off out there, but I don't know how I'm going
to administer it. If we. . .

Point of Information

MR. ROY
Well, all right.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, how much time was remaining on the other

amendment ?

[Record vote ordered . Motion to take
up other orders rejected : 35-59.]
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Substitute Motion

MR. BOLLINGER
I would like to make a substitute motion that we limit debate

on this amendment to twenty minutes.

MR. SC3iMITT

I'd like to speak on a motion.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Schmitt. I have you on the list, sir. On the motion to

limit debate?

MR. SCHMITT
I'd like to speak on the iDorion before usat the present time.

Yes, sir.

MR. HENRY

All r i gh t , sir. P roceed

.

Further Discussion

MR. SCHMITT
We are seeing before us at the present time an attempt at the

utility companies of this state to railroad us into making an

ill-advised decision. I believe tliat each person who believes that

we should consider this problem in depth should come forward and

speak at the present time so that we might effectively have a

filibuster so that we could come back tomorrow and after we get a

chance to get some response from the people across this state.

We have heard from the utility companies. We havu heard from

those people who want to get the money out of our pockets, rightly

or wrongly. We haven't heard from the people back home, and I

can assure you when those people see the newspapers tomorrow,

that they will. . .revolt at what. . .

Point of Order

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to know: Did he arise on personal

privilege, or is he speaking to this error?

Rul i ng of the Chai r

MR. HE.NRY

He is speaking on the motion to limit debate and is out of

order, sir.

MR. CKATELAIN
Well, thank you, sir.

MR. HENRY
In my late evening manner, I made a r.istake, because a motion

to limit debate is not debatable, Mr. Schmitt. So, I'll have to

rule myself out of order.
All right. We have a motion to limit. . .

The gentleman appeals the ruling of the Chair, and it's not

debatable because it's not. . .

You withdraw your motion? He withdraws his motion to appeal
the ruling of the Chair.

[^Previous Question ordered . Subst itute
motion adopted : 66-25

.

]

Expl anation

MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, I'm not going to take any time because other
people want to speak. I'm sure Mr. Schmitt does. I want to say
several things. One, I am not now^nor have I ever been, nor do
I know that 1 ever will ever be employed by a public utility or
what have you. Number two, we exchanged the word "it" to any'
on the second line so that there wouldn't be any mistake but
that the only thing that could be bonded. . .the only thing that
would go into effect would be the increase that the conmiission
gives. Number three, we put the effective filing date so that
you would have no problem in knowing that the commission may say
"The effective filing date of this particular application is on
the day that you do these things and the day we stamp them as
having been effectively filed." Four, for Mrs. Zervigon, the
last sentence on the (3), the last phrase, "and as otherwise
provided by law," I thought I'd explain. 1 don't want the legis-
lature to ever be able to say that it will impose upon
the consumer the obligation to file any type of refund claim, but
that if there is a disallowance of what was previously allowed as
a rate increase, it will be incumbent upon the utility or the

carrier to make those refunds themselves. "As otherwise provided

by law'' simply means that the legislature may say at what rate

of interest it will draw at the tine, whether it will be paid back

in the form of a credit on a bill or whether they will have to make

a direct cash payment or payment by chcrk. That's all the

questions 1 have. I'm going to yield to one question from Mrs.

Zervigon because I know she is interested. I'm not yielding

thereafter because I think you all know what the issues are and

you all want to discuss it with somebody else.

I yield to Mrs. Zervigon.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Chris, I appreciate your explanation on that last sentence,

but let me ask you, why didn't you just say "as provided by

law," and not stick the word "otherwise" in there which makes it

sound like they can provide other than a year or other than a

refund or other than something in the paragraph?

MR. ROY
Well, the "otherwise" is redundant, really, in my judgment.

We can take it out, if you want. All iVi saying is that I don't

want the legislature to ever impose upon the consumer the obligation

to make any type of a claim to be filed to get his money back.

All right, Mr. Alario, I'll yield to you.

MR. ALARIO
Thank you, Mr. Roy.

Mr. Roy, you changed the word "it" to "any," now, so that

your language now reads: "If the proposed rate schedule is

approved in whole or in part within six months, any increase shall

become effective." Now, did you change any language from 'it''

to "any?" Did we really do anything? Shouldn't it say, "any

increase so approved?"

MR. ROY
No. No, because they. . .you can' t , of course, approve a

nonincrease. You can't approve a decrease. You either approve the

increase or you don't. The "any" means that only that portion will
go into effect. Let me tell you one last thing. For the benefit
of those people who are worried about the discretion of the
commission and to help out, the commission can say, "Yes, we're
going to allow you an increase on fifty percent of your requests
not effective until six months from today." So, the commission
has all kinds of discretion.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. SCHMITT
One thing I really don't understand, the committee proposal,

itself, is essentially the same as the Roy, Lanier, et al amend-

ment. Very few things in here are actually changed, yet there

appears to be a lot more support for this amendment than for the

original committee proposal. I certainly do not like to feel the

pressure of lobbyists, no matter whom they might be. I listen to

their plight, and I think they have a just cause. That cause

being that in the past, there was an indeterminate amount of time

between the time when they requested a rate increase and the

commission acted upon that request. However, I do not feel that

a six month period of time is a reasonable period of time. I think

that the way that Senator Rayburn's original amendment was, was

quite adequate in that it required the conmiission to make a

decision within the one year period of time. Subsequent to that,

they would have a right to go to the district court and immediately

to the Supreme Court of Louisiana. I once again point out that this

is something which is not given to many of the poor people who

go before the courts and request rights from the courts and

decisions from the courts. Many times, cases die in the courts

because the party who was injured either on the job or in some type

of accident or through some other cause dies, and as a result of

our laws, no one has the ability to take their place. I do not

feel that these people, these utility companies, should be given

such special preference as we have been giving them throughout

each and every one of these amendments. I don't know whether the

six month period of time is the proper period of time. I really

don't know whether the one year period of time is the proper

amount of time. I do feel that this section of this article is

entirely statutory. I do not feel that in any way it can be

considered constitutional material. It really amazes me the

number of delegates who have stayed around throughout this entire

argument when many other times when we have had things which I have

considered a lot more important, these people did not stay and

remain. 1 certainly do feel* that at this time we should make a
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stand, a stand to protect the Interests of the consumer. Mrs.
Brien, who originally was one of the strong advocates in this
area has apparently backed down in this particular section. I
certainly do hope that we can all get together on this and come
up with something that's fair for all tlie people, not just the
utility companies and the other companies who would benefit from
this.

I request you defeat the amendment. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and members, I rise in support of this amendment.

Now, the Chairman has just asked mc if I'd yield to a question
before I started. Of course, if I start tiiat, I may run out of
time and never get to make this talk that I want to hear. Now. . .

that was a pretty good one, wasn't it?
Now, I'm sixty-six years old, born in Louisiana. I've heard

those arm waving talks since I was a kid about these big fat
corporations and the poor man and all that. Let me tell you,
the utility companies are not bad guys. Tonight, in all this cold
weather, you're going to be glad you've got that heat. Up in
my town, I'm glad we've got that Arkansas-Louisiana gas company.
They're drilling their own wells and are smart people. We're not
going to be short on gas. I'm glad we've got SVfEPCO up there on
lights, so we're going to have plenty of lights. That's a good
utility. I'm glad on that phone company up there. Tonight, when
I get to my room, it's going to be warm, I'm going to have an
electric pad on my feet, I'm going to read a Hitchcock detective
book, talking on that phone to that sweet wife. Now, I'm not going
to run these utilities down. I'm going to tell it like it is.
Now, forty-one years of practice in law, I ought to know any case
can be decided in six months. Three Public Service commissioners,
we've passed it to have five. Now, if they don't decide them in
six months, it's their fault. I'm not running for anything, so
I get up and say what is a fact and what I believe and what is so.
Now, you can' t have good service unless you pay for it . You know
that. The poor man wants heat just as much as the rich one. He
wants good phone service; he wants lights; he wants all these
other things. Utilities are regulated by law as to the percentage
of profit they make. 1 want good service, and I'm telling you
there's no reason why they can't be decided in six months. Now.
someone was talking about this amendment not any difference from
the proposal on the yellow paper. It's a whole lot of difference.
The proposal states about the middle of No. (3), "If the commission
disapproves the proposed increase, in whole or in part, the carrier
or utility may place or continue the schedule in effect under the
bond or security." The amendment doesn't do that. If it's lost,
you don't get under that bond or security. . .1 mean, you. . .if
it's lost, under the amendment, then they can't get under the bond
or security and charge the increase unless they get a reversal.
Now, this whole thing boils down to requiring a decision in six
months. All courts. Supreme Courts and all of them, never take that
long. I say, the thing is—and you watch it—we pass this, there
won't be any decision that's delayed over that six months period
and the penalty occurs because the public won't stand for it.
Now, I say, this is a good amendment, and I'm tired of hearing
people say. "Your constitution is in danger if you do this or do
that." If we do what's right, the people will pass this. I. . .

Questions
MR. RAYBURN

Mr. Perez, I'm reading the amendment and I don't know
your position on it, but is it . . . am I reading correct—no
I don't, you know he's an off and on fellow— I knew his
position on mine, 1 don't know on this one. I hadn't discussed
it with him. Am I reading correct here where this company is
asking that if they ask for something and don't receive within
six months they shall receive; is that what this amendment does?
Am I further reading under (3) where it says that they've got
twelve months to refund uy money if they took it without the proper
permission? In other words, they want to keep it twelve long months,
but they want that six month action. Am I reading this amendment
correct?

MR. PEREZ
Senator, you're reading it exactly right and that is, . .

MR. RAYBURN
With no interest or no nothing they. . . in other words,

they*re going to have to have their action in six months, but
when they get my action they can keep it tweleve months and do what
they want to with it?

MR. PEREZ
Exactly right. Senator.

MR. RAYBURN
Am I reading it right?

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Let me,. . . folks we have got to get this thing in proper

prospective and I would hope that you would listen to what we're
talking about. A rate-making decision is a very, very complicated
procedure. It not only affects the rates which are being charged
locally, but it has its effect with regards, for instance, with
the telephone company as to how they operate in other states. Let
me tell you I've tried cases before the commission, and I can tell
you that it is very difficult for me in the relatively simple
cases I have tried to expect to get a decision out of the commission
within a six month period. So, let's don't kid ourselves folks,
if we put this sixth month provision in here we are putting an
automatic rate increase provision in for these public utilities
because there is no way in a complicated rate making procedure for
an intelligent decision to come out of the commission. Now, folks,
understand that, please. Understand, that sixth month period of
time is a virtual impossibility to comply with. Now, I might—and
you might reflect upon this a little bit—these public utilities
may be doing themselves a great disservice because what they're
going to force the commission to do is to render judgments against
them and then, they'll have to appeal it. Then, it will have to
be reversed and sent back down for further trial below. This is the
most ill-advised suggestion or proposal that I've seen come before
this convention. I want to do what is right, as Mr. Jack has said,
and I've got a lot of friends in the telephone company and I've always
considered them to be my friends, but I am so positive on this subject
matter because of the fact that I consider this to be the most ill-
advised proposal that we've seen and the present proposal is no better
than the others. You know in many rate-making cases they not only
increase certain rates, but they decrease others. But, what this says is
that only the increase goes into effect, but if they order to have
a decrease in other areas, they get to continue to charge their decrease
until final judgment, but they get immediate increase with regard
to the other rates. For instance, say you have rates with regard to

various kinds of customers on the sale of natural gas, they may increase
some, decrease the others. But, what would happen under this proposal,
the utility company would get the increase, but as far as a decrease
is concerned , they continue that decrease in effect until final
judgment. In addition, I don't know whether you understand that
we're dealing over a long period of years into hundreds of thousands
and millions of dollars of thousands and thousands of people^s

mon. , . of the user's money. Yet, we have absolutely no provision
in here that this company or any one of these companies would have
to pay back any interest. So, the effect of the matter is that,
they jam through an increase in six months, have the use of the
public's money for two, three, four years until this thing is finally
decided and then give them their money back afterwards and they make a
fortune off it with the high interest rates we have today.

Further Discussion

MR. GUARISCO
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm a coauthor of this

amendment and I'll support its concept. At the outset let me

say that I carry no grief for the big utilities. I know not what

demons are bedeviling this august body over this issue, but this

proposal. I feel, is a reasonable exorcism . One delegate said that

—

I heard him call another delegate a prostitute for voting against

the Rayburn amendment. Another one I heard him say, "You're a sellout.

Let me say to that person or those people that I neither embrace their

morals nor their mistress. I fail to see the visceral connection
between a steak in one's vote, but I yield to the experience of

my elders. Our government has long suffered under the demagoguery

or the intellectual rip-off so to speak of the nickel phone call

and commission members who simply use the office as a way

station on their voyage to the governor's chair. Or worse, those who

fail to have the resolve or the inclination to rise from their chair.

1 feel that was a stable, orderly and deliberate disposal of rate

request to economic and political climate to result in superior services

for our citizens. Remember, that a regulated monopoly can be a

friendly giant, and those of you who feel that rate increases are

necessarily against people I don't think you're correct necessarily.

It is not as night follow day, but the reason for the rate increases

in most instances is to improve the services of the people. Do you

know that we probably have some of the poorest, for example, telephone

service in the country? I don't think it's because South Central

Bell is picking on Louisiana. I'll yield to any questions.

Questions
MR. JENKINS

Mr. Guarisco, are you aware that if you took all of the
people in the United States who are on party lines waiting for
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single unit service and all of those who don't have service and

added them all up, you'd find Chat one out of five of those people

live in the State of Louisiana?

bffi. GUARISCO
Yes, Mr. Jenkins, I'm familiar with that, party lines, and...

yes, single service, yes. That's correct.

MR. JENKINS
That the people here are not getting service. Are you

aware that the reason for that is the fact that the capital

has not been here for investment because the rate of return by

the telephone company in this state has been the second or third

lowest in the entire nation?

MR. GUARISCO
That's right.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't the only one way that we can give service to the people

of this state is by, to some extent, removing this from politics?

MR. GUARISCO
Yes.

MR. BURSOS
Mr. Guarisco, from the remarks that you made, do I take

it that the ultimate purpose of this amendment as far as you're

concerned would be first of all to do away with the nickel phone

call?

MR. GUARISCO
Of course, not.

MR. BURSON
Well, you said that this would. . .

MR. GUARISCO
Now let me say.. . . let me answer your question. The nickel

phone call is, of course, . . . it's good for both sides. It's

good public relations for the telephone company, they won't push

to raise it from a nickel because the rates are in the long distance

calls; it's not from the nickel. It's great politics for the

conmission members.

MR. BURSON
Now, the second question that L have is: can you tell me why

this amendment and the whole committee proposal are framed in terms
of increases in rates and nothing is provided for bonding or otherwise
paying decreases in rates?

Closing

MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, I have only three comments to make. In
my judgment, Mr. Perez is a very astute attorney. I'm surprised he
could not read though under Number 2, that the words "as provided
by law" means that the legislature can cause the refund to have
to carry interest of whatever amount the legislature chooses
whenever a bond is put in effect. Number t^o, and Mr. Chatelain
pointed this out to me: On October 6th the Middle East War started,
the governor recognized the oil crisis and by November 23rd, 25th
through December 3rd, he was able to call the legislature into

session and get all the expertise if you will—some people may
disagree— to come up with a bill providing for some redress style
of people. Now, I ask you, if you elect a commission and you
increase it from three to five people and that commission has the

daily task of concerning itself with the issues that. . . about
which we're speaking, why is it after they can require you to put

everything before them that they can't make a decision within six
months? It defies logic to think of that in any other way. I'll
ask you to vote for the amendment and then let's move on to something
else. Thank you.

[^Record vote ordered. Quorum Call:
95 delegates present and a quorum

.

Amendment adopted : 6 3-36. Motion
to reconsider tabled . Motion to
take up other orders adopted : 72-24.
Motion to revert to Introduction of
Re sol utions adopted without objection .}

Introduction of Resolutions
[iX JournaJ 1069"^

{^Adjournment to 9 :00 o' clock a .

Friday , December 21 , 197 3 .}
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Friday, December 21, 1973

ROLL CALL

[95 delegates present and a quorum .^

PRAYER

MR. DE BLIEUX
Our heavenly Father, we thank Thee again for the privilege

of gathering here. Be about Thy Father's business. We ask Thy
blessing upon us during this Christmas season that we may have
the true feeling of peace, that we nay have a feeling of fellow-
ship and compassion for all of our fellow being s;those that we
have control over through this convention through the efforts
and laws we make here that can be in Thy service. Let us have
a true fellowship am' friendship for all of our fellow men,
We ask all of this in the spirit and name of the Christ child
of the Christmas season. Amen.

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 34, introduced by Delegate Lambert,

Chafrman on behalf the Cocnnittee on Natural Resources and
Environment, and other delegates, members of that committee.

A proposal making provisions relating to natural resources
and environment. Status of the proposal—the convention has
adopted the proposal with the except of Sections 3, 6, 7 and
11 which have been deleted from the proposal. Presently, the
convention still has under consideration a portion of Section 14.
The rules have been suspended so as to provide that Section 14
will be considered lettered paragraph by lettered paragraph.
The convention has adopted, as amended. Paragraphs (A), (B)

,

and (C) of said Section 14, still has under Its consideration
Paragraph (D) of the proposal and the remaining paragraphs
thereafter.

Moti on

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, at this particular time, obviously we're

involved in much controversy in this particular Section 14.
I am concerned about final adoption of the entire proposal.
As you know, you need sixty-votes—as I understand it—in order
to do that. What I would like to propose at this time, and I

hope that the membership would go along, it's in the interest
of the committee as a whole— the Natural Resources Committee

—

what 1 would like to ask for is a suspension of the rules to
allow the convention to go back to handling this proposal on
a section by section basis; we're now on a paragraph by
paragraph. I would like to ask for permission to go back to a section
by section basis to handle It; I want to tell everyone why.
The Public Service Commission section has overlapping juris-
diction between the Executive Committee and the Natural
Resources Committee. The Executive Committee's proposal is
identical to this one, so that it will not jeopardize the
passage of Committee Proposal No. 34. If the convention would
let me, I would like to remove Section 14 from the proposal
so that we can vote on the proposal. 1 think we can get it
adopted without much trouble because there was not much opposition
to the other portion of it. After that, we can handle Section 14
separately and everybody can do their thing on that particular
section.

MR. HENRY
Senator, I think I heard what you said. You're going to

ask that we suspend the rules and go back and did you say you
had an amendment to delete this particular section if the rules
are suspended for the purpose of salvaging the provision?

MR. L/J<BERT

Mr. Chairman, yes, sir, and it would be resubmitted in its
same form as a separate proposal so that it does not jeopardize
the entire committee work up to this point.

Point of Information

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, do I understand that yesterday my amendment

got sixty-three votes? It's about right, what's the Chair
worried about salvaging, you use that word. I'm just wondering

why we can't amend things if they are not good and go on and keep

MR. HENRY
Mr. Roy, what I was trying to do was understand the Intent

of his motion, sir.

Point of Information

MR. CHATELAIN
He said something about bringing it up another time on a

separate proposal, but when would that be, sir?

MR. HENRY
It would be after.... it would have to be after

MR. LAMBERT
Immediately following, hopefully, the adoption of Committee

Proposal No. 34, which is right after that, E.J., I mean, no
delay.

MR. CHATELAIN
That's good.

Question

MR. GRAVEL

Senator Lambert, would your
proposal with respect to Section 14, that is, deferring con-
sideration of Section 14 also encompass removal from the
article those provisions which we have adopted relating
particularly to natural gas and the designation, of course,
of natural gas out of the public utility provisions?

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Gravel, no, it would not. But, I would like to ask the

Chair to comment on that.

Point of Information

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I just walked in and I'm running a little late and I

want to apologize, but we had made an amendment to Section 14 (B)

that particularly exempted natural gas from regulation by the
Public Service Commission. I'm just wondering what would happen
to that particular provision.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Gravel, as I appreciate what the Senator wants to do,

if the rules are suspended and an amendment then were to be offered
to delete Section 14, then everything that's been adopted, to this
point, in Section 14 would fall at the same time. Then, what would
happen is we would come back with a proposal from the Executive
Committee on the Public Service Commission, etc.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, may I ask for a recess for about five minutes

so some of us could discuss this with Senator Lambert, because I

think that a part of Section 14 is separable from that portion
that deals with the Public Service Commission....

MR. HENRY
We'll stand at ease, then, for five minutes if It will help

speed this thing.

[Cuorum Call: 106 delegates present
and a quorum. ]

[Motion to revert to Section 2 adopted

:

83-20. Motion to reconsider the vote
by which Section 2 vas passed adopted
without objection.^

Reconsi deration

MR. POYNTER
All right, it's been amended to read as follows:
"Section 2. Natural Gas; Public Policy, Interstate and

Intrastate Pipelines
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Section 2. Natural gas is hereby declared to be affected

with a public interest."—the rest of that paragraph has been

stricken by way of the Singletary amendment

—

"No intrastate natural gas pipeline or gas gathering line

shall be connected with an interstate natural gas pipeline,

and no interstate natural gas pipeline shall be connected with

a intrastate natural gas pipeline without a certificate of

public convenience and necessity issued as provided by law

after due application for such connection and hearing thereon."

MR. HENRY
Read the Gravel amendments, Mr. Clerk.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendoent reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. Delete lines 24 through 27, both inclusive.

Including all floor amendments thereto and insert in lieu thereof

the following:
"Section 2. Natural gas is hereby declared to be affected

with a public Interest and notwithstanding any other provision

of this constitution, the legislature shall provide for its

regulation by such regulatory authority as it nay designate."

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Gentlemen of the convention, under Section 14 which deals

exclusively with the Public Service Comalsslon, at least by

title; we have already amended Section 14 (B) to provide that

with respect to natural gas, the legislature shall proviclu for

its regulation and shall designate the regulatory authority

that you will have control, supervision, and jurisdiction of

natural gas. That particular provision clearly does not now

belong in any sect ion. dealing with the Public Service Commission.

It's apparent to me, and I'm sure to many of the rest of you,

that there is going to be a great deal of discussion about

deferring or reconsidering Section 14 or doing some of the

things that some of the delegates may want to do. So, Just to...

I think clarify what we have done so far and not to make any other

change than one that has already been approved by this convention,

I'm moving to put in Section 2 the provisions with respect to the

regulation of natural gas that this convention has already adopted

as an amendment to Section 14 (B) . By doing this, then, we can

have a clean, clear discourse and discussion about the Public

Service Conmlssion. Now, I urge that you adopt this amendment

which is really repositioning, so to speak, the natural gas

regulatory provision that we've adopted that has nothing to do

with the Public Service Comnission and does belong In the article

dealing with natural resources. I'll answer any questions.

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Gravel, I think you have a good amendment in that it's

better than what we have. But, tell me this: What does your
amendment do? It doesn't say anything.

MR. GRAVEL
It's the same amendment that we have discussed; I think

Senator Lambert and Senator Nunez had offered it previously.

What it does is to make clear that the legislature shall
determine whether the Public Service Commission or some other

comnission or agency will have jurisdiction over natural gas;

it leaves it completely up to the legislature. Many of us had

a problem with the language that was contained in the Public

Service Commission Article. Mr. Bollinger, and ladles and

gentlemen of the convention, we have already adopted this

amendment by a vote, I believe, ninety to seventeen. We're
just putting the provision, frankly, where It belongs in the

article and getting it out of the Public Service Conmlssion,

telephone company, other utilities battle that seems to be

surfacing at this time.

is to make sure that no one could successfully contend that

natural gas could be regulated by the Public Service Commission

as a matter of constitutional directive or mandate as some of

us feared from the language of [Section] 14 (B)

.

MR. BURSON
Well, isn't the real purpose of this amendment to give con-

stitutional sanction to this monster bill that was passed

in the last session of the legislature?

MR. GRAVEL
It 's not necessary to do it, but It does.... but the Senate

Bill No. 9 does designate as the regiilatory agency, an agency

other than the Public Service Commission and, of course, that

designation would be certainly valid under this provision; it

would be unvalid under any provision that the Public Service

Commission. .. .under any provision that would mandate the Public

Service Commission to regulate natural gas. Now, Mr. Burson, let

me be sure you understand me. This only repositions in the article

what we have already done.

MR. BURSON
Well, I just don't see the need for the "notwithstanding

any other provision of this constitution." I mean, if you make

an affirmative statement that says
, "Natural gas is hereby

declared to be affected with a public interest and the legislature

shall provide for its regulation by such regulatory authority as

it may designate." It seems to me that would be plain enough

without the other language.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, Mr. Burson, natural gas is a public utility, (Section]

14 (B) gives jurisdiction, mandatory jurisdiction to the Public

Service Commission over public utilities. This particular

provision here is to make it clear that notwithstanding that

provision the legislature can designate as a regulatory agency

some other state body besides the Public Service Commission.

MR. BURSON
Well, don't you think the proper place to put that

language, then, woald be right after where it says "the

commission has jurisdiction over public utilities," where it

would be plain you are only making that exception? It may

open up another....

MR. GRAVEL
If it did, I wouldn't have proposed this amendment, Mr.

Burson. I think this has to go in Section 2. I want to get

this clearly out of the Public Service Commission mandatory

provisions; that's what I'm trying to do. We all felt when

this amendment was adopted. Incidentally, that this could be

done by Style and Drafting, but I don't want to take any '

chance on it.

MR. DUVAL
Just for clarity sake, the word "effected" is actually

"affected" on your copy; isn't that right?

MR. GRAVEL
That was changed. I think the Clerk said it should be

corrected.

MR. BOLLINGER
Probably, I misunderstood you when you first made your

Introductory remarks. You did say that if this section is

adopted as you propose it, you will move to reconsider Section (B)

as a Public Service Article and take out the language you put in

at that time?

MR. GRAVEL
Yes, It should be taken out.

MR. DREW
Camille, referring to Section 14 (B) you had an amendment

there that accepted ... .except for natural gas.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Gravel, one thing about this amendment that disturbs

me;whenever I see "notwithstanding any other provision of

this constitution" it wakes me up. Is this intended or would

it have the effect of circumventing the public notice and public

bidding requirement that we adopted yesterday?

MR. GRAVEL
No, sir. It would not and nor.... and the reason for that

MR. GRAVEL
I don't think that passed, Mr. Drew.

MR. DREW
Well, what are you speaking of In [Section] 14 (B) ;

what

is the provision you're speaking of It?

MR. GRAVEL
The amendment to [Section] 14 (B) was a provision which
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simply stated that "notwithstanding any provision",! think,

in that particular paragraph natural gas would be regulated
by such agencies that would be designated by the legislature.

Mr. Drew, this does the same thing that we've already done,
but I think it did refer to that particular paragraph.

MR. DREW
Well, the reason I was asking the question, Camille, I

missed the adoption of that amendment somewhere in the confusion

yesterday. But, would you tell the convention what your objection
to the Public Service Commission handling the transportation and

sale of gas as long as they are handling other type of carreers?

What is the objection to it?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, Mr. Drew, I'll get back to merits then if you want to,

but we have already provided by this amendment—which I think you
may have missed and as I stated before—was adopted by this
convention by a vote of ninety to seventeen, I think. We have

already adopted this provision and made it part of Section 14 (B)

.

Now, let me read it to you: "notwithstanding any provision in

this paragraph, the legislature shall provide for the regulation

of natural gas by such regulatory authority as it may designate,"
This convention has already said that either the Public Service

Commission or some other agency such as the agency set forth or

the Commission of Conservation, rather, in Senate Bill No. 9

can be designated by the legislature to regulate natural gas.

All I'm doing is transferring this amendment out of this

fight on [Section] 14 (B) or [Section] 14 rather and putting

this where it should have been put in the first place. I urge
that you adopt the amendment.

What he's trying to do. In effect. Is to give constitutional j
authority to the legislature to do what it did with the monster ^

bill. But, if any of you read that monster bill, you can see
that paragraph after paragraph, for forty-five to fifty pages,
there's all kinds of loopholes. You must not ever let them get

j

by without public notice, and bidding, and etc. He's trying to
|

delete the very thing that you all wrote into the constitution J

yesterday. I say, just to please, don't let this happen. i

J

Questions
;

MR. WILLIS I

Mrs. Miller, the Lambert amendment ... .read that "notwithstanding
j

anything In this paragraph" in Fourteen (B)
, you will remember.

j

Now, If you were to properly supplant that amendment
j

MRS. MILLER
I can't hear you, Mr. Willis. There's so much noise.

MR. WILLIS
If we were to properly supplant the Lambert amendment, or

transpose it from Fourteen (B) to Section 2, then the Gravel

amendment about which you properly found fault, I think, should

read. If it has to read "notwithstanding" "notwithstanding
the provisions of Section Fourteen (B)',' etc., instead of

"notwithstanding the provisions of this constitution. Because,

then his amendment, or Section 2, would be considerably superior

to and would suppress the rest of the article. Isn't that

correct?

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Gravel, is it not true that the way your language is

drawn there's nothing in there that would keep the legislature
from designating the Public Service Commission or any other

state agency from handling. .

.

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

MRS. MILLER
Well, I think you would be right on that...

MR.

.hopefully

.

THOMPSON
Is It, In your opinion, Mrs. Miller, what she said correct

about this thing? Are we taking this public bidding out or
not? What's your appraisal of this?

MR. LAMBERT
...so, there's nothing to prevent public service or any

other agency, it just depends on....

MR. GRAVEL
This is just. ... that's correct....

MR. LAMBERT
provides flexibility?

MR. GRAVEL
That's right.

MR. LAMBERT
Thank you.

Further Discussion

MRS. MILLER
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, Mr. Chairman, I do

not object to most of what is In Mr. Gravel's amendment. I

think that we can go with natural gas is declared to be effective
with the public interest. We have gone with this much. We can
go with the legislature providing for the regulation and the
regulatory authority. But, when Mr. Gravel puts in there
"notwithstanding any other provision of this constitution," he
is trying to nullify the amendment you all adopted yesterday
with the 21 vote, prohibiting the wheeling and dealing with
the natural resources without notice, and public bidding, and
hearings, and regulatory safeguards. That Is a sleeper. I must
say Mr. Gravel has more lives than nine cats, and nine times nine
Is you know what. You are not going to let this thing slip by
you. I think you have too much good common sense for that.
Why do we need in there "notwithstandjLng any other provision
of this constitution" when you all have spent these many months
writing all these provisions in to safeguard all these agencies.
Let the legislature have It. We know it's perfected with the
natural interest. I wouldn't oppose the amendment if Mr. Gravel
would withdraw it and remove those words, "notwithstanding any
other provision of this constitution." He's trying to do
indirectly, what, to change indirectly what you all wrote into
the constitution directly and openly and honestly yesterday.
I ask that you either. .. .that you reject the Gravel amendment.
We'd be happy to come back in with another amendment which would
delete those little words that give the loophole.
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MRS. MILLER
Well, I don't. .. .think It's needed. I think that you've

written your safeguards In the constitution. I think by putting
it In there, you are giving a hole for somebody to Jump down
when they want to do something under cover and kind of slyly.
I think it's a dangerous thing to put in there. It absolutely
contravenes everything else you all have done with natural
resources in protecting them.

Point of Information

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Chairman. .. .may I ask you a question?

MR. HENRY
Proceed , sir

.

MR. THOMPSON
Is this your appraisal, too?

MR. HENRY
Is it my appraisal? I think it would have the effect of

undoing the Burson amendment, yes, sir.

MR. THOMPSON
Thank you.

Question

MR. JENKINS
Mrs. Miller, do you think that this clause, "notwithstanding

any other provision of this constitution" might allow the

obligation of contracts to be impaired, or possibly some of

the safeguards against taking or damaging of property to be

done away with?

MRS. MILLER
I think you are right, Mr. Jenkins. It cei-tainly could

remove some of the safeguards. You were one of those who fought

for some of the safeguards in that special session, and particularly

not that you could abrogate contracts. I think this is an awfully

dangerous little phrase In there "notwithstanding." I think you
must defeat this you really must defeat this.
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Further Di scussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I know some of the people

that I'm aligned with on this Public Service Commission business
want to get this amendment adopted so we can get the proposal
passed and fight the other battles. But, let me point out to

you, there's no question In my mind this "notwithstanding any other
provision of this constitution" would completely circumvent and
undo what we adopted yesterday requiring public notice and
public. ...or public bidding with regard to state mineral Interests,
as far as natural gas Is concerned. Now, we've seen time and time
again In this constitution the effort to slip something through to

a seemingly innocuous phrase, "notwithstanding any other provision
of this constitution."

I submit to you. If you*re really talking about the Public
Service Commission provision, then say It. You could say, "Not-
withstanding the provisions of Section 14 (B)," if that's all
that you really meant to affect. But, when you mean to affect
more, you say what's said here, "notwithstanding anything else
In this constitution" because we've got sixty pages of legisla-
tion in this state right now that gives to appointed officials
all sorts of dictatorial powers regarding the natural gas In this
state. It gives them the power to make the wheel and deal,
supposedly In the public Interest ... .we hope In the public Interest.
But, we don't have any guarantee. I want to tell you after what
I've seen with this utility rate regulation, you'd better believe
I wouldn't take anything for granted on that score. I guarantee
you that

.

Questions

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Burson, wouldn't you say that if we passed this amendment

as written right now, that we have every safeguard that we've

placed in this constitution to protect the property of the people

of this state gone for naught?

MR. BURSON
I don't think there's any question about it. I think, for

Instance, it could well affect expropriation, as Mr. Jenkins
pointed out. In other words, the legislature, as far as I could
see, could provide for expropriation through this blanket
authority. I think If he means It only to take out of the

definition "utility, natural gas," he ought to say that. We say
what we mean when we want to

.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
You know what they would say back in my district about this

thing? They would say, "Look, as If it was written by slick and
more slick."

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Burson, in the constitution Is a provision for due

process of law, equal protection, expropriation, and the like In
the Bill of Rights? Isn't that correct?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. WILLIS
When you say in this environment article that "notwithstanding

due process of law, equal protection of the law, the provisions
set forth here, expropriation," this would give the authority
to that person?

MR. BURSON
I don't think there's any question about it,

MR. WEISS
Delegate Burson, the most of the questions were already

asked. But I Just want to read to you that section on the
right to property from the Bill of Rights which reads, "Every
person has the right to acquire, control, own, use, enjoy,
protect, and dispose of private property."

When It comes to natural gas, then, this particular
amendment would delete that section of the declaration of rights.
Is that correct?

MR. BURSON
I think you'd have to read that article, then, "except

natural gas which can be taken away from you by the legislature."

MR. ARNETTE
Hey, Jack. I've got a quick question for you.
In other words, Mr. Burson, the way you read this thing. It

could mean that the legislature would say "all natural gas In
the state Is the property of the state and no private Individual
will have any interest therein." Could they say that?

MR. BURSON
I think it Is very clear If It's affected with the public

interest, and can be regulated....

MR. ARNETTE
Without pajrment of any money to any Individual citizen?

They could do this, couldn't they?

MR. BURSON
I understand that the provisions that would have gone...

were tossed around the last session.

MR. ARNETTE
Thank you. Jack.

[previous Question ordered.^

Closi ng

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I don't

have any strong feeling about where this amendment Is passed or
not. The proposal that was already adopted by this convention,
I think, forms an adequate safeguard In an Improper place.

Now, just so there won't be any misunderstanding, if we had
already adopted Section 14, and if there was contained in

Section 14 (B) the language that says that the commission shall
regulate all common carriers and public utilities, then, I would.
Instead of having put in the amendment, "except as otherwise
provided in this constitution," would have said, "except as

otherwise provided in Section 14 (B) ." But, we haven't adopted
14 (B) . It's only the Intention of this amendment to make sure
that the jurisdiction over natural gas is not exclusively with
the Public Service Commission, and that it shall be with such
regulatory agency as the legislature may designate. This
amendment is for no other purpose. It's Intended to serve the

identical same purpose as the amendment previously adopted.
I would certainly have no objection. If, when we consider
Section 14, if we do today, or later on, and It's adopted, and
the duties and the jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission
Is maintained in the same posture and position as it's presently
set forth In 14 (B) , to then, in lieu of using the words "except
as provided in this constitution," utilizing the words, "except
as provided in Section 14 (B) ." We can't do that now because it

hasn't been adopted. I don't care, as I say, whether we adopt

it or not. It's just essential that we get it out of the Public

Service Commission fight because the provision that we have Is

not one that is strictly and exclusively within the authority
of the Public Service Commission.

I urge that you adopt this amendment

.

Questions

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Gravel, if you don't feel so strongly about this thing,

why don't you just.. ..tear it up and hold it back. .. .withdraw it?

It means nothing that you just said it means.

MR, GRAVEL
I feel very strongly about....

MR. VELAZQUEZ
You Just said you didn't feel strongly about it.

MR, GRAVEL
Will you let me get finished, Mr. Velazquez? 1*11 answer

your question.
I feel very strongly about this provision being In the

constitution. If they don't want to take It out of the Public

Service Commission article as a consequence of passing this

amendment, then don't take it out or they'll be fighting natural

gas and telephone company rates at the same time. You're not

going to accomplish what I think this convention wants to

accomplish. That's to make a clear choice as to whether or not
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it's going to consider the Public Service Connnission article
today

.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Do you realize that the way this thing Is written you could

drill a pipeline down my backyard?

MR. GRAVEL
Would.... any other questions?

MR. ARNETTE
Camllle, I hope you didn't Intend this. But do you realize

under that language, the legislature by mere act of the legislature
could confiscate all the privately owned natural gas in the State
of Louisiana and not pay a nickle to the private citizens who
previously owned it?

MR. GRAVEL
There is no more authority, in my Judgment, Mr, Arnette,

granted by this particular proposed amendment, than the authority
that was granted by the amendment that's already been passed.

MR. ARNETTE
Would this particular regulation of natural gas by the

legislature is not subject to the Bill of Rights or the expropriation
laws, or paying fair market value or anything else. When you say
"notwithstanding any other provision of this constitution."

MR. GRAVEL
That's not any different from the language that we've

already adopted which simply gives the legislature already
authority to regulate natural gas and to designate the regulatory
agency.

MR. ARNETTE
Regulation I don't mind, Mr. Gravel. But If you are going

to give them the authority to take away a man's property without
paying him for It, in other words, this thing isn't subject to

the Bill of Rights any more.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Arnette, I don't agree with you at all. We are talking

about the regulation of natural gas and the designation of the

agency to regulate* which we have already adopted.

MR. ARKETTE
Well, why didn't you say,

of this article" perhaps?
'notwithstanding any provisions

MR. GRAVEL
Because this was not going to be in the article if we

take it out and consider It separately in the executive article.

There's not going to be anything else in the article.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Gravel, it's your intention with respect to this

particular amendment to strictly refer to the powers and duties
of the Public Service Commission. Isn't that your real
intention?

MR. GRAVEL
No, it's my intention by this amendment, as it was the

Intention of Senator Lambert, Mr. Nunez, and myself, by the
other amendment, to authorize the Louisiana Legislature to

regulate natural gas and to designate the regulatory agency
whether it's the Public Service Commission, the Energy
Connisslon, the Commission of Conservation, or whoever else
might be determined by that....

MR. PEREZ
I understand that. But, possibly, you didn't understand

my question. What I meant was that in the provision with respect
to the powers and duties of the Public Service Commission, it
was necessary to make this exception. Therefore, what you
really Intended was an exception to what was set up In the
article with respect to the powers and duties of the Public
Service Commission so as to allow the legislature to decide
who would have that regulatory authority. Is that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct. It's an exception to what many of us

considered a mandatory requirement that the Public Service
Connisslon regulate natural gas.

[_ Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected :

4 2-6 4 . Mot ion to reconsider tabled .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. Page 1, delete lines 24 through 27, both

Inclusive, including all Floor Amendments, and Insert in lieu
thereof the following:

Section 2. "Natural gas Is hereby declared to
be affected with the public Interest, and, notwithstanding any
provision of this constituion relative to the powers and duties
of the Public Service Commission, the legislature shall provide
for its regulation by such regulatory authority as it may
designate. The legislature In Its discretion, however, may
grant such authority to the Public Service Commission."

Expl anat ion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

when the Gravel amendment was offered, there was serious objection
to the words "notwithstanding any provisions in this constitution."
In order that we can go forward, I have hopefully prepared an
amendment which would strictly limit those words, "notwithstanding
any provisions in this constitution," to the relative ... .to the
powers and duties of the Public Service Commission so that that
is all we are talking about— is "notwithstanding any provisions
in this constitution relative to the powers and duties of the
Public Service Commission." Then, to make it perfectly clear that
the legislature, if it so desired, could give this regulatory
authority to the Public Service Commission, I added the last
sentence, "The legislature In Its discretion, however, may grant
such authority to the Public Service Commission." I hope that
this will clear the matter up and make it possible now for us
to move forward.

I yield to questions.

Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Perez, I don't quite understand the last sentence over

here, "The legislation in its discretion, however, may grant
authority...." but, couldn't it do it without putting this
language In there? Is this.... or what?

MR. PEREZ
Well, there was some question as to the way the wording of

the first sentence read as to whether It might preclude the
legislature from giving such authority to the Public Service
Commission. In order to satisfy that.... the objection that was
raised to that possible Interpretation, the last sentence was
added. I don't think it does us any harm to have it in there.
But, on the other hand, it makes It clear that the legislature
can give that authority to whomever it pleases, including the
Public Service Commission,

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Perez, would you agree that the main reason we have

a natural gas shortage in this country today is because of the

regulation of the well-head price of gas, and the curtailment
orders, etc., that have resulted on the federal level?

MR. PEREZ

Yes, sir. I agree with that partially. But, that's not

the answer ... .the entire answer to the problem. I could go on

on that subject matter for hours because I'm very familiar with
it. That is one of the reasons, not the only reason. But I

don't, I hope we don't address ourselves at this time to that

particular subject matter because all I'm trying to do here Is

to take something which we have already adopted. .. .which this

convention has already adopted, and Just shift it from one

place in the article to another. I was hopeful that we would

not get into the merits of this particular situation because

of the fact that overwhelmingly the convention already adopted

this particular provision.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't it true that In the past, there has been no regulation

of natural gas price in Louisiana, certainly to industrial users,

and yet, your amendment here mandates the regulation of the sale

of natural gas. It says "the legislature shall provide for the

regulation of natural gas", doesn't it?

MR . PEREZ

All I'm saying here, Mr. Jenkins, is that this particular

amendment with regard to the legislature, "shall", was adopted

by this convention two. or three, or four days ago overwhelmingly.
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Again, I would hope that we would not be getting Into the merits of
this thing because of the fact that we've already adopted It,
and all I'm trying to do with this particular amendment is to
ove this provision from one part of the article to another so
that we can facilitate the operation of this convention and
•ove forward.

MR. JENKINS
But, what we are doing here Is mandating the legislature to

do something that It has not done In the past, and which we know
has been one of the major causes of shortages In the past. Is

that correct?

MR. PEREZ
I Just feel that time Is so short that I don't want to get

Into the merits of something which we argued extensively before,
and the convention decided upon It.

HR. BOLLINGER
Challn, I have two short questions. One, don't you think

one of the reasons for Senate Bill No. 9 was the 1966 McKelthen
amendment would have prohibited the Public Service Commission
from regulating Che industrial sales of natural gas?

MR. PEREZ
Yes, that's one of the reasons; as I understand It, they

were trying to find soae regulatory authority that might be
able to do something about trying to keep sooe of the natural
gas in this state.

MR. BOLLINGER
My second question Is this: what Is wrong with five elected

officials, that being the Public Service Commission, regulating
natural gas?

MR. PEREZ
Well, again, I go back to the same answer I gave Mr. Jenkins

Is that I hope we don't get Into the merits of this particular
situation since it was already adopted. But, this particular
amendment does not give the authority to any particular agency.
It just leaves it up to the legislature to decide, and the legis-
lature In Its wisdom may decide to give it to the Public Service
Comission.

MR. ABRAHAM
Challn, I understand the purpose of what we're trying to do

here Is simply so that we will be able to probably remove Section 14

from this article completely, and handle It as a separate article.

MR. PEREZ
I'm just hopeful that we can have a Merry Christmas and go

home today, and that's the purpose of my amendment.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, let me ask you this: we've wasted the better part of

an hour now trying to get some language in here. We've reopened
it to discussion and repetitive arguments and things like that.
Wouldn't we be a lot better off simply to forget about trying
to put language into the article now, and that way, whenever we
handle Section 14 as a separate article, we use exactly the same
language we had before that's already been passed? Wouldn't we
save time by doing It that way?

Mt. PEREZ
There are a number of people who are very much concerned

about this particular provision. I think it properly belongs in
this Section 2 Instead of %rith the Public Service Conmiiasion.
I'm trying to accomnodate what I think is the consensus of the
convention to try to get something solved so we can move forward.

1ft. ABRAHAM
But, haven't we in trying to put It Into Section 2, we've

come right back and made reference to the Public Service Coomlssion;
so, can't it just as well be handled elsewhere?

MR. PEREZ
Well, it can be handled, I believe, at a later time depending

upon what we do to the Public Service CobbIssIou by having Style
and Drafting come back to the convention and make reccnnendations
as to how to clean the language up

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Perez, isn't it necessary that we have this provision

In order to validate the Senate Bill No. 9 that was passed too

in this last regular session?

MR. PEREZ
No, not necessarily validate it. What it would do is that

if the committee proposal went through, it would have taken the
Jurisdiction away from the Commission of Conservation and put
it in the Public Service Conmission. But, the act, as this now
stands, of course, is constitutional as far as I know. I haven't
gone into the details of it.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, that's the point I'm getting at. Now, at the present

tine, the act had to be passed in the way that It was because
of the present prohibitions against the Public Service Conraissloa
regulating gas.

MR. PEREZ
The purpose of this amendment , as it was adopted and explained

when it was adopted, was to give the discretion to the legislature
to Vest that authority in one of the agencies, and it's up to
the legislature to decide whether it will be the Commission
of Conservation, Public Service Connlsslon, or possibly some

other agency.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Later on, if the legislature sees fit to transfer this

authority to the Public Service Commission, they could do so.

MR. PEREZ
Under this provision, yes.

MR. WILLIS
Challn, we could have this morning decided upon this thing.

You are on Style and Drafting Conmlttee; I am, and so is Cam1lie
Gravel. Don't you believe that we could have transposed

—

and that's what Style and Drafting Committee does, is to regroup
the language of the constitution—that we could have taken
Section 14(B) and transposed it to "2" or vice versa. Don't
you think we could have done that, and saved two hours this
morning?

MR. PEREZ
Well, the problem is that we are now trying to delay con-

sideration of the matter which has taken up so much of our
time yesterday, and will take up today and tomorrow if we don't
separate these issues . The whole purpose of this amendment is

to put us in the posture where, if the delegates so decide, we
can adopt the remainder of this proposal without adopting the

Public Service Commission provisions.

MR. WILLIS
Well, I understand the strategy is to remove the "sweets"

to you frcm Section 14 and put it in Section 2, and leave the
"bitters" so that It won't be adopted. Is that your plan?

MR. PEREZ
No. It's to leave it so that hopefully we can get something

passed because we have to realize that time is getting very short,
that these proposals . .

.

Further Discussion

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I'll

be very brief on this. I just want to speak In support of this

amendment. This amendment clearly states exactly what I had
intended by the other amendment. I can certainly see how many
of you may have felt that the language that I en^loyed in my

amendment was maybe too broad. I don't think it was, but cer-

tainly, I can understand how some people did think it was. I

urge that you do adopt this amendment so that we can go ahead
and move to whatever other business we've got before the con-

vention.

iPrevious Quest ion ordered . Record
vots ordered . Amendment adopted .-

7 7-24 . Motion to reconsider tabled

.

Previous Question ordered on the
Section . Section passed: 99-4.^

Recess

{^Quorum Call: 94 delegates present
and a quorum.

]
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Further Di scussi on
MR. LAMBERT

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, earlier this morning I had
mentioned to the convention that I possibly would come before
you and ask for a suspension of the rules for the following
reasons: (1) Just as your committees have worked hard, the
Committee on Natural Resources has done the same thing. We find

ourselves in a position now we don't know whether the proposal
will pass or not. It may pass. There are some people that feel

that It would pass. There are some that feel that it would not.
I am concerned because of the closeness of the votes on the

Public Service Commission section which is Section lA. IVhen

jurisdiction was assigned on that particular section, the
Executive Department Committee was given jurisdiction, and the
Natural Resources Committee was given jurisdiction. The
Executive Department adopted a proposal. I don't know what
the vote was in the committee. I understand It was a split
vote. They adopted a proposal that is presently ready to be
introduced from behind me. The Natural Resources Committee
took the Executive Department Committee's proposal, and adopted
it, and it's Included in the Natural Resources Conmittee's
proposal. Now, what I'm preparing to ask you to do, and I

would certainly appreciate it if you could see fit to go along
with me on this, I'm going to ask you in the form of a motion
to let me place the Natural Resources Conunittee Proposal No. 34

back on the calendar. If you allow me to do that, then our
conmittee will come right back and offer Committee Proposal
No. 37 which is Section lA on our Natural Resources Proposal.
It will be offered back to you just as it is amended at this
particular point. So, you will not lose any time that you
spent yesterday on debating it one way or the other. We find
ourselves. , .1 think I speak for a large majority of the committee,
maybe not everyone. We find ourselves in a position of wanting
to pass our proposal just like you did. The Public Service
Commission section, if It's good, it can stand on its own two
legs. It don't need a crutch. If it's bad, it won't stand.
If it's good, that's fine. Whichever way you feel on it

is your business. I'm not trying to tell you to be for it

or against it. That's strictly your decision to make and I

know that you'll make the decision that you feel is best.
But, I would appreciate it basically if you would let us remove
Section 14, and let it come right back as a separate proposal
at the same time allowing Committee Proposal No. 34, the
Natural Resources Committee Proposal to be voted on and,hopefully

,

passed. If we could do this, we would have adopted all eight
committee proposals. I would eippreclate your consideration
on this particular matter.

Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Lambert, do you... are you familiar with the fact that

MR, Roy has an amendment up there already, and that it's been
some amendments made to his amendment, and would you have any
objection to run with that? If so. I think we can resolve the
whole thing in the matter of a few minutes.

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chatelaln, let me answer your question. Let me just

say this: you may be right. Then on the other hand, you may
be wrong, but if you do what I'm asking you to do, it won't
prevent you from doing exactly that. But, the only thing that
we could do is get our committee proposal adopted, hopefully.
I mean, that's all I'm asking for.

MR. CHATELAIN
One other thing, you know you're talking about the other

seven proposals that's been adopted. This would be the eighth
one, of course. We're all anxious to adopt this eighth one.
Believe you me we are. But, the same thing happened in the other,
most of the other proposals. There were differences of opinions.
There was loggerhead situations, and we finally sat down and
resolved them. We were to be treating this one just a little
bit different from the other seven. That's my only concern.

MR. LAMBERT
I don't think we would, but you're entitled to your opinion.

Today's the last day. Everybody kind of would like to go home
for Christmas, I believe.

not going to bear one way or the other on your amendment. If

you have a good amendment, it's going to pass. That's not the
problem. I'm concerned about. ...All I'm asking you to do—if

you don't want to, that's fine—all I'm asking you to do is

let us adopt our basic proposal which the Public Service Commission,
there was questionable jurisdiction on it. We, therefore, put
it at the end of our proposal as Section 14. The Executive
Department had it; they introduced it here as a separate committee
proposal. If you got the votes for your side or for your position,
whatever it may be, that's fine. I mean this is not going to

take... make one vote or take one vote. That's not the point.
I'm not trying to get involved in that part of it.

MR. ROY
It's 11:30. Don't you think It'd be better for us to work

the rest of the day here and see if we can't do something rather
than get into some type of to deny the delegates a chance
to vote on it?

MR. LAMBERT
Chris, this wouldn't keep us from working the rest of the

day. It would let the committee finish its work, and then let

this stand on its own. If your amendment's that good, and if

it's going to pass, it will come right after that and pass...

MR. ROY
Well, in the past, it's a matter of fact that when we've

had controversial things, we've worked them out like Mr. Chatelaln
said, and if they didn't pass, they were reconsidered or not
laid on the table, and I'm just wondering what the reason is

here for this. I just don't see why we should change our pro-
cedure just because you all want to get out a proposal right
now, for some reason or another.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Senator Lambert, Ineffect, what you're asking is for a

division of Committee Proposal No. 34 into Sections 1-13
as one division, and Section 14 as amended as the other division?

MR. LAMBERT
Well, that's one way to put it, but I think, technically , It

would become a separate conmittee proposal which would nor...

it would be severed from the basic committee proposal "that

has been adopted up to this point.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
The point I'm trying to make is couldn't you make your

differentiation or your division and still keep Section 14

as amended as a separate proposal of the Committee on Natural

Resources and Environment?

MR. LAMBERT
That's exactly what I would do if the convention would

allow me. I have it in front of me. I have a Committee

Proposal No. 37 drafted. It's a Natural Resources Committee

proposal, and it has every amendment that's been adopted by

this committee in it, and it's ready for any amendments that

want to be offered to it Mr. Roy, or whomever would have

an amendment could go right itito it.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
So, in effect, what you're saying is, let's, since we

generally seem to be in accord on Sections 1 through 13, let's

go ahead and accept that as one committee proposal of the

Committee on Natural Resources and the Environment, and let's

accept Section 14 as amended as another proposal of the

Committee on Natural Resources and the Environment, and then

go into doing whatever we're going to do to Section 14 alone,

and leave it for Style and Drafting to combine those two

sections into one again later on, as part of the overall

constitution.

MR. LAMBERT
In other words, that's exactly right. What I'm asking is

to allow us to Introduce a separate committee proposal I think

just as many other committees have done.

MR. ROY
Senator Lambert, you are aware of the fact that my amendment

passed yesterday 63^ to 36, so that's not really a close vote on it.

MR. LAMBERT
Well, if your amendment's good, Chris, I don't think this

is going to affect it. This don't have anything to do... it's

[3042]

MR. J. JACKSON
Senator, if It remains as a section. It's going to take

sixty-seven votes. If it says a proposal, it's going to take

sixty-seven votes, also; rieht?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, sir.
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HR. J. JACKSON
So, that, as chairman of your conmlttee I think you explained

that you all adopted this, but it should have been In the Executive

Connilttee*s proposal. But, you all just adopted it as a part

of Natural Resources. So, In order to, since there's some contro-

versy on this section, as Mr. Velazquez says, let's take your

proposal 1-13, and make this another committee proposal, which

is going to require sixty-seven votes either way; right?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, sir. Thank you, very much.

MR. ROY
Senator Lambert, doesn' t . . .how can you amend a proposal that's

already on the calendar, and If so, doesn't it have to be read on
three different days In al^ these things?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, IM ask for a suspension of the rules to allow for

that. The Chairman would ask for that.

MR. ROY
Well, but the suspension of the rules can't govern how

we operate in the committee; does It?

MR. LAMBERT
That's exactly what I'm saying. I don*t think it matters

if— I think the Public Service Comnlssion proposal is either
going to stand... or should stand or fall on its own merit. That's
all.

Point of Information

MR. SHANNON
Mr, Chairman, this Is a question to be directed to you.

Do we have a motion on the floor?

MR. HENRY
The gentleman is moving to

MR. SHANNON
I have not heard a... he said he intended to make a motion.

MR, HENRY
Well, make the motion, Senator. It's not debatable when

he makes it.

Motion

MR. LAMBERT
1 think It can be handled technically and mechanically.

If you'll agree to go along with it, I think it can be done.

MR. ROY
I don't agree on the merits at all. I just think that

we're wasting our time and doing something we shouldn't be

doing here.

MR. LAMBERT
The motion is to put Committee Proposal No. 34 back on

the calendar.

iRecord vote ordered.]

Point of Information

MR. ALEXANDER
Would the effect of what you're asking the convention to do

negate everything that has been done yesterday?

MR. LAMBERT
No , S iT\ It would not.

MR. ALEXANDER
The three sections that... or subsections that have been

passed would remain with the amendments...

MR. LAMBERT
They would remain intact and be offered in the form of

Coimlttee Proposal No. 37 and at which point we would just

take up right immediately where we left off, and Mr. Roy could

offer his. If he has a compromise, that would be the time

to offer it. I don't think it would take hardly any time at

all.

MR. ALEXANDER
Thank you.

MR. LANIER
Senator Lambert, if the convention does not approve Section

14 by a 67 votes, then it's not a part of this proposal anyway;
is It?

MR. LAMBERT
That's correct.

MR. LANIER
So, really, it doesn't make an awful lot of difference

whether we consider It as a separate proposal or as the same
proposal. If it's not adopted by the necessary amount, it won't
be in here anyway, will it?

MR. LAMBERT
Well, the thing about It. If it's left In, and our committee

—

we're unable to get sixty-seven votes, of course, the whole
coninittee proposal will fall.

MR. LANIER
That's what I'm concerned about.

MR. WILLIS
Senator, you answered the question I wanted to ask, but I

want to ask it again for emphasis. You want to divorce Section
14 from the rest of the proposal because It is a bitter pill
to almost a majority of the delegates, so that you can pass your
proposal Sections 1 to 13, and then with this divorce, you'll
let it be masculated; isn't that correct? Let it float its
own way. You don't care about that part of your proposal anymore.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, is he moving to return the entire committee

proposal back to the calendar or just...

MR. LAMBERT
The entire committee proposal.

MR. HENRY
Let me explain what he's trying to do. If you all will

give me your attention, I'd ask that you take your seats, and
give me your attention because unless you are in favor of going
the whole route, there is no point in voting for the first
motion. As I appreciate it, what Senator Lambert is moving to
do is to move to return Committee Proposal No. 34 to the calendar.
If that motion is adopted, then what he will do is ask for a

suspension of the rules for the purpose of introducing a new
proposal to this convention, which will in effect be Section 14

of the present Natural Resources Proposal as it presently stands
with amendments. If the delegates allow him to Introduce this
proposal under a suspension of the rules, he will ask for a

further suspension of the rules for the purpose of engrossing
it and passing it to its third reading, which will circimivent

the need for it going to committee, it having already been there and

been debated. If that is allowed, then, that new proposal will
be on final passage. If we get to that point, then as I appreciate
it, he's going to move then to call from the calendar the Natural
Resources Proposal at which time he will offer an amendment to

delete Section 14 of the connittee proposal. Now, it's just as
simple as that.

\_Motion to return Committee Proposal
No . 3 4 to the calendar adopted : 59-4 2

.

]

MR. LAMBERT
I want to thank the convention for your consideration on that

vote.

[wo tion to revert to other orders
adopted without objection . Motion
suspend the rules for the introduc-
tion of a proposa 1 ,^

Motion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I ask for a suspension of the rules for the

purpose of allowing debate on this motion.

[Record vote ordered . Motion to al low
debate rejected : 32-72. Record vote
ordered' on the to suspend the rules .^

[3043]
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Point of Information

MR. ROY
If we vote yes, then the committee proposal that we've worked

on excluding the Section lA comes back, or Including Section 14?

MR. LAMBERT
No.

MR. HENRY
If you vote yes on this, you're allowing him to Introduce

Section 14 as amended as a conmlttee proposal.

MR. LAMBERT
Just as It Is now, Chris.

MR. HENRY
Just as it Is now.

MR. ROY

But, If you don't vote yes, then there's no committee proposal
at all.

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. There Is a comnlttee proposal, but It's on the

calendar. He could move to call It from the calendar.

Point of Information

MR. ASSEFF
It Is my understanding, Mr. Chairman, of the rules that

it requires either sixty-seven votes to suspend, or two-thirds
of those present and voting. What I'm trying to understand Is,

how is fifty-nine out of a hundred and one, two-thirds of those
present and voting?

MR. HENRY
Fifty-nine votes. Dr. Asseff, was on a motion to return

the proposal to the calendar.

MR. ASSEFF
Wasn't it a suspension of the rules?

MR. HENRY
No, sir. Dr. Asseff, it certainly wasn't.

MR. ASSEFF
Well, I misunderstood you.

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. I understand.

Point of Information

MR. JENKINS
Point of Information, Mr. Chairman. The motion Is to

suspend the rules to allow the Introduction of a resolution.

Now, would that suspend all our rules, say, with regard to

the date for Introduction of new proposals, which was three

iDonths ago?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir.

MR. JENKINS
The requirement to print new proposals; the requirement

that they be referred to committee; that they lie over for so

many days; all of those rules?

MR. HENRY
Well, If the rules are suspended right now, it would

suspend the rule that we adopted requiring that all proposals

be Introduced by the fifth of September, or whatever date that

was. To advance it, would require further suspension, Mr. Jenkins.

Why do you rise, Mr. Perez?

Poi nt of Information

MR. PEREZ
Point of Information.
It was my understanding that the motion was for one singular,

particular purpose, not a general motion....

MR. HENRY
The motion is to suspend the rules for the purpose of

introducing the proposal.

MR. PEREZ
One particular proposal. .. .not generally to allow everybody

to Introduce a proposal?

{^Motion to suspend the rules adopted

:

86-22

.

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[ll Journal 1073^

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
A proposal making provisions relating to the Public Service

Commission, becomes Committee Proposal No. 37, on behalf of the
Conmlttee on Natural Resources and Environment.

Point of Information
MR. ANZALONE

Mr. Chairman, point of Information. Is what's on the floor
right now Section 14 of this article?

MR. HENRY
No, 'cause there has been some amendments to Section 14.

Motion

MR. ANZALONE
Well, what I was thinking about Is that If there is not going

to be too much debate on the first thirteen articles of this

provision, that what we could do while we are waiting for these

copies is offer for final adoption the Committee Proposal No. 34,

less Article XIV.

[Motion to revert to Regular Order No. 4,
PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL
PASSAGE , adopted without objection

.

Motion to call Committee Proposal No. 34
from the calendar adopted wi t hout objec-
tion . ^

m. HENRY
Gentlemen, please take your seats .ladies and gentlemen. Please

take your seats and let me explain to you, because apparently some

people don't understand what is happening, what has happened, or

what might will happen.
We have Introduced a new proposal, in effect. Section 14.

Now, when we get some copies ready for you, we are going to

move back Into proper order and Senator Lambert is going to ask
for a suspension of the rules for the purpose of engrossing it and

passing it to its third reading, so that you will.... be able to have

engrossed copies of it.

Now, we have called, moved back to Regular Order No. 4, and

called Committee Proposal No. 34 from the calendar.
Senator Lambert is going to offer an amendment in a minute,

to delete Section 14 of that proposal. But, before he does that,

he's going to move for a suspension of the rules to allow us to

proceed under the normal rules of the convention, inasmuch as

when we began to debate on Committee Proposal No. 14 day before
yesterday, a rule suspension was allowed to consider that section,

letter paragraph by letter paragraph. Consequently, it will either
be necessary for a suspension of the rules for the purpose of him

offering one amendment, to delete Section 14. r»r , we will have to

have a separate amendment for each letter paragraph.

Point of InforTnation

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, if we vote to delete Section 14, and the rules

aren't suspended to make sure that we get what has just happened

to us, that Is that we consider my amendment again, you all can

fall, or they can fall to bring it back up and it's gone. Isn't
that true?

MR. HENRY
If this convention were to refuse another suspension of the

rules for the purpose of ordering engrossing this new proposal
passed to its third reading, then, it would be referred to
committee. The committee, that is right, could defeat or kill
the new proposal. But, I think Senator Lambert explained all
along what he proposed to do there, Mr. Roy.

Personal Pri vi lege

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Roy, let me just say this. That Is not the Intention

of anyone. . .

.
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let me assure you of this that the Intention Is to put

Comoittee Proposal No. 37 In Its proper form on the floor of

this convention so It can be considered properly. There's no....

I don't know why....what you are thinking. But I can tell you,

you can just dismiss those thoughts because I would not.... do

anything like that, I can assure you. I would not be a party

to It . I think that's what you're thinking that a move might be
made to delete Section 14 from Committee Proposal No. 34 before
Comalttee Proposal No. 37 is properly put before this body.

That will not happen. I will not be a party to that.

MR. ROY
Fine. Well, that's why we. ...not that I don't trust you..,,

but some other fellows who've, you know, who have done me in a
little bit. Why don'twe clear Section 14 first to be considered,
and then I will go ahead and vote with you on your motion there.

MR. LAMBERT
Well, it'll be the first time.

Questions

MR. STINSON
Senator Lambert, so we won't have to even trust each other

where we don't, would you agree that we vote—this convention

—

vote for passage of No. 37. Then, if it fails, then we'll leave
It where it Is.

MR. LAMBERT
Yes. In other words, you're suggesting to use our conarittee's

work as a lever? Is that what you are suggesting?

MR. STINSON
No, we don't want your committee...

MR, LAMBERT
Hold that over our head?

MR. STINSON
No, we don't want your....

MR. LAMBERT
I understand; you don't think you are.

MR. STINSON
Don't you know the story is in the slaughter pen, the sheep

won't go? So, they put a billy goat to lead them so they all

get knocked in the head. We don't want your committee to be

the billy goat and lead us in there and let us get knocked in

the head. Isn't that right?

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Stlnson, I disagree with you.

the intention. I don't think

MR.

1 don't think that's

STINSON
But, didn't you say that your fear was that the entire

package would not be passed with this in there, even though you

are for it?

MR. LAMBERT
I also said, yes. I said that there was questionable

jurisdiction over who had authority of the Public Service

Comnlssion from the very beginning. For that reason, I'm asking
that it be severed from the work that our conmilttee has done

—

just as you did on your committee—and let it stand on Its own,

and let the Public Service Commission stand on its own. That's

not going to make you vote one way or the other on it.

and the rules are suspended, and passed on to third reading, as

I understand. The Chairman can correct me if I'm wrong. After
which it's on the floor it's ready alright?

Then, an amendment would be offered to delete Section 14

from the Natural Resources, All right?

All right. After that is done, then this..., then we would

ask the convention to approve Committee Proposal No. 34, 1 through

13. If they do that, then the next step would be to take up
the Public Service Commission, It would all happen in a sequel

—

logical sequence.

MR. STINSON
Then, there 'd be

the bag, wouldn't we?
a motion to adjourn, and we'd be left holding

Point of Information

MR. KILBOURNE
I'm sorry.
Mr. Lambert, will all these things you are talking about

doing, all these complicated maneuvers, every time we do one it's
going to take sixty-seven votes?

MR. LAMBERT
You are going to have to ask the Chairman, because I don't

understand the rules that well.

MR. HENRY
The rule suspensions will require sixty-seven, or two-thirds

of those present and voting.

Point of Information

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Chairman, It's bound to be some way, under the rules, that

we could be gentlemen enough to go ahead and take No. 34, or

No, 37, rather, and adopt it. By the same vote, put this

in the same order that somebody won't be distrusting everybody

when they vote. Is there any way to do this?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir, Mr. Thompson. But there's no way In the world to

do it with about forty hands up in the air. I realize that they

are legitimate questions. But, this is the procedure that

Senator Lambert is trying to get us to, either one way or the

other

.

Questions

MR, TATE
Senator, if I understand It, if you make a motion to advance

No. 37 to third reading, suspend the rules, then it automatically

will get printed, and the fears of those yho are worried about some-

thing funny happening will be put to sleep, supposedly?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, sir. Yes, sir. That's correct.

MR. TATE
Is that motion coming now?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes, sir. The only reason it hasn't been made is because

I didn't have a copy, and we were trying to let everybody have,

see what it was before they were asked to do anything on it.

Point of Information

MR. STINSON
Well, why not in fairness, let us have the convention vote

on that one first, then?

MR, LAMBERT
Why do you have to do that when it's on the floor? It's

going to be on the floor before you. Why do you have to tie it

to Comoittee Proposal No. 34? That's exactly what I'm asking you

not to do. To let us go ahead and let the convention vote, and

let us finish our conmlttee report. Then, let what people

want to do, do, on the Public Service Connisslon?

MR. STINSON
Well, when.... the procedures that you are going to recommend —

when will 37 be up for a vote on the convention floor?

MR. LAMBERT
That would come as soon as it's passed out and it's reengrossed.

MR. STAGG
We were at the point of voting to put Committee Proposal No. 37,

which is Section 14 as it has been variously amended. That was

about to come to the floor for action by this convention while

Committee Proposal No- 34 was up on the calendar.

Then, Mr. Anzalone moved to call from the calendar No. 34,

and then It would have required an amendment to delete No. 14

from It. It could have then been moved to final passage and been

laid to rest.

Would it not be, or what would be the parliamentary situation

if Mr. Anzalone's motion to call No. 34 from the calendar was

either withdrawn or defeated? Would we not then be working on
the proposition of Committee Proposal No. 37, lay it to rest,
and then call No. 34 from the calendar?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. You are exactly correct, sir.
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MR. STAGG
Then, I would like to pose whatever appropriate.

MR. HENRY
You would like to move to....

MR. STAGG
a substitute motion to Mr. Anzalone's motion that calls

No. 34 from the calendar.

Point of Information

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman, was not my motion adopted without objection?

MR. HENRY
The motion was adopted without objection. Your motion

would have to be, Mr. Stagg, to return it to the calendar.

Motion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman my point is, I think we need to go to work

on No. 14, and let....

MR. HENRY
Would you move to return Committee Proposal No. 34 to the

calendar?

MR. STAGG
I do move it, sir, and urge It's adoption.

Questions

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, let me ask this question, please. Let me just

say this so that Mr. Stagg will understand my position.

As far as I am concerned, and the committee members who are

in agreement with me on the Natural Resources Committee, if this

proposal. Section 14, is handled as a separate committee proposal,

I see no reason why we have to.... in other words, we can wait..,,

on that. That's what we were asking for is to have It severed.

It can be argued first. I mean that if that would allay

any fears, Mr. Stinson mentioned that, I mean I certainly, I mean

If you're going to vote.... for Committee Proposal No. 34 without

Section 14, you are going to vote for it later today, or are you

going to vote for it now?

Point of Information

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman, just several points of information. With all

of these suspensions that we were doing awhile ago, did not ve
at that time sever Article. .. .or Section 14 from Committee
Proposal No. 34?

MR. HENRY
No, sir. We have not. We're going to have to have an

amendment

.

MR. ANZALONE
We've got to have a motion to delete.
Now, what's before this floor right now is Committee

Proposal No. 34 for final adoption, which does include Section 14?

MR. HENRY
It does include Section 14.

MR. ANZALONE
There has been another motion made by Mr. Stagg to return

Committee Proposal No. 34 to the calendar?

MR. HENRY
That's right. To then call, as I appreciate it, the new

Committee Proposal No. 37 from the calendar, and move it to final
passage.

Substitute Motion

MR. KELLY
The substitute motion would be to suspend the rules regarding

the taking up of Committee Proposal No. 34 In order to allow
Senator Lambert to Introduce the amendment to delete Section 14

from that

.

MR. HENRY
That motion's out of order right now, Mr. Kelly.

Point of Information

MR. RAYBURN
Point of information.
Mr. Chairman, do we not have before us at this moment, which

was just called from the calendar without objection. Committee
Proposal No. 34?

MR. HENRY
You are correct, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
Why couldn't we go ahead now and Just delete Section 14

because we already have just reintroduced Section 14, have we
not?

MR. HENRY
Senator Rayburn, we could very well do that. There would

be nothing wrong with doing that If we could get enough people
to vote for it. But, the people are reluctant to go ahead and
completely delete this Section 14 until they know, I believe,
Chat the new committee proposal Is In a posture to be adopted.
Now

MR. RAYBURN
Well.— that's my point Is this. I'm of the opinion that

the new committee proposal has already been Introduced. Am I

wrong?

MR. HENRY
No, sir, you are absolutely correct.

MR. RAYBURN
It is introduced? Now, where . . . .what Is the status of it

as far as coming up for action advance it, do we have to

advance it to a third reading?

MR. HENRY
We have to advance it for a third reading. I think that's

what some legitimate concern has been expressed over in

the convention. I think that's why Mr. Stagg has made his
motion to return this proposal to the calendar.

We just need to move, one way or the other on this

thing. I think there ate some people that are skittish. I

think we can relieve their fears.

Point of Information

MR ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman, in the process of deleting article or Section 14

from this committee proposal, could not the amendment to delete

Section 14 be drafted in such a way that it would be incorporated

as Committee Proposal No. 37, and placed on the calendar subject

to call; and that If it were done, that any member of that

committee could call it from the calendar?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Anzalone, we are in a position where we can do exactly

that if we ever get to that point.

Substitute Motion

MR. RAYBURN
My motion is that we advance Proposal 37, I believe is the

number of it, to third reading and final passage at this time.

MR. HENRY
We are going to have to return this proposal because your

motion Is out of order. Mr. Stagg has moved to return Comnittee
Proposal No. 34 to the calendar. If that motion is adopted, then
yours would be in order, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
Thank you.

Point of Order

MR. BURSON
I want to be very sure that we're just moving this thing

on to third reading and final passage where it will have to

come back here to the floor and be subject to full processes
of debate and amendment.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Burson, you know we are not fixing to do anything

contrary to that.
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MR. BURSON
All right.

[^Motion to return Commi t tee Proposal
No. 34 to the calendar adopted with-
out object ion . ^

Motion

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman, I now move for a suspension of the rules for

the purpose of advancing Proposal No. 37 to the third reading.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman now moves for a suspension of the rules for

the purpose of engrossing and passing Coimnlttee Proposal No. 37

to its third reading.

Point of Information

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman, if you would be kind enough to explain to

some of us who don't know all of these fancy parliamentary
procedures exactly what happens there.

MR. HENRY
All right, gentlemen. Mr, Chatelain has raised a point of

information. If the rules suspension by Senator Rayburn is
adopted, it will mean that Committee Proposal No. 37—which is
in effect. Section 14 on the Public Service Commission that
we've been talking about all morning— It would mean that that
new proposal would be in the posture of being called from the
calendar for final passage at any time. It'd be printed, and
it would be just a separate proposal, and it would be up for
final passage.

Point of Information

MRS. MILLER
Now, where are we on No. 34? Are we In a position,

a posture now, to be able to go on and adopt the rest of
No. 34 minus Section 14?

MR, HENRY
If this motion for the rules suspension Is adopted, and

someone moves to call those Natural Resources provisions from
the calendar, then if the appropriate amendment or amendments
are offered, we could delete Section 14 and go on with final
pascage of that proposal.

MRS. MILLER
That's what ve want to do. Now, whatever motion It takes,

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make that motion.

MR, HENRY
Your point is well-taken.

MR. LOWE
If you tell me what No. 37 and No. 34 is at

the moment, I'll be in good shape.

MR. HENRY
At the moment, I'm not sure, Mr. Lowe.
Committee Proposal No. 34 Is the Natural Resources Proposal

which contains the fourteen sections, including the Public
Service Commission,

The gentleman now moves to c3ll from the calendar
Committee Proposal No. 34, to which objection .

Motion

MR. STAGG
My question was to move from the calendar to the floor.

Committee Proposal No. 37, which Is Article XIV.

MR. HENRY
I misunderstood you.

Substitute Motion

MR. RAYBURN
I now move that we call from the calendar Provision No. 34

where we can delete the fourteenth section from It, because we
now have two proposals carrying the same language.

Point of information

MR. RDY
Isn't it a fact that Committee Proposal No. 37 was

brought to the floor without objection?

MR, HENRY
It was engrossed and passed to its third reading without

objection. Yes, sir,

MR. ROY
All right.

Now, then, Mr. Stagg moved to consider No. 37?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir.
Moved to call it from the calendar.

MR. ROY
Can't Senator Rayburn do the same thing after

No, 37 is disposed of?

MR. HENRY
Well, we've got to dispose of Senator Raybum's motion first,

Mrs. Miller.

MRS. MILLER
Well, do we have to vote down Senator Raybum's in order

to go on?

MR. HENRY
If we don't support Senator Raybum's motion, I shudder

to think what might happen.

MRS. MILLER
0. K.

l^Motion to suspend the rules to engross
Commi t tee Proposal No . 3 7 and pass i

t

to its third reading adopted without
objection

.

]

MR. HENRY
Mr. Stagg now moves to call Committee Proposal to

advance to Regular Order No. 4, and call Coimnlttee Proposal
No. 34 from the calendar. Is there objection?

To which objection is urged.

Point of Information

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman, I see the look on your face, and I'm sorry.

But we've talked about No. 37; we've talked about
No. 34 I'm not— I don't have anything connitted to memory on
Quabers .

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir, he could. But, now, this motion is not

debatable.

Point of Information

MR. ABRAHAM
Point of information, Mr. Chairman. As I understand

our posture right now, we have a notion by Mr. Stagg to call
No. 37 from the calendar.

We have a substitute motion by Senator Rayburn to call
No. 34 from the calendar.

Now, if we.... go ahead and adopt the Rayburn amendment.
No. 37 stays on the calendar. We can dispense with
Article No. 34, and then we can call from the calendar
No. 37 and act on it, can we not?

MR. HENRY
That's certainly correct, Mr. Abraham.
Gentlemen, now this is just getting to the point that

it's ludicrous. Now, there is no point in us acting like a

bunch of children. Please, now, you either want. to do one
thing or the other.

Mr. Stagg, I apologize to you, I had misunderstood your
motion. But, we're going to have to start proceeding in a
reasonably organized manner.

The gentleman moves the previous question.
Mr. Stagg had moved to call from the calendar Committee

Proposal No. 37, to which motion a substitute was made by

Senator Rayburn to call Committee Proposal No. 34 from the

calendar. To which objection is urged.
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Point of Order Questions

MR. STINSOS
A point of order, Mr. Chairman. This to call it from

the calendar takes sixty-seven votes?

MR. HENRY
It takes two-thirds of those....! mean It takes a

majority of those.... no, majority of those present and voting.

MR. STINSON
Majority?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir.

MR. STINSON
Then, after he gets it here, it takes a majority to

delete Section 14?

MR. HENRY
That's right, sir.

MR. STINSON
Then, when that is completely out, it takes a majority

to pass it?

MR. HENRY
Sixty-seven to pass the proposal.

MR. STINSON
Then, No. 37 is still left hanging by itself and

can be burled, couldn't it? Unless we get sixty-seven votes.

MR. HENRY
That's. ...it very definitely could be buried, Mr. Stinson.

But, it could be adopted, as well.

[Record vote ordered. Substitute motion
adopted; 62-43. Motion to recess re-
jected: 13-84.2

MR. STINSON
Senator Lambert, If this is adopted, will you agree, then, to

return 3A to the calendar and then bring up 37 for passage?

MR. LAMBERT
Yes. I don't. . -If you're that suspicious, I have no

objection 'cause. . .In other words, all. . .the only thing you

have left, Mr. Stinson, at that time, is Committee Proposal No. 34

which does not have the Public Service Commission. But, you have

the Public Service Commission before you, ready to come up. It's

been. . .

MR. STINSON
I'm not. . .I'm not suspicious, I'm just cautious. I always

carry an extra in my car in case I have a flat. I don't like to have

them, but we needed it.

So, will you agree and give your word as Chairman that if we

go ahead and adopt this amendment that then you will bring up

your Committee 37, first?

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Stinson, no I don't, and I don't know why you would want

to ask me to do that. What's the reason for that?

MR. HENRY
All right. Gentlemen, this. . .

MR. LAMBERT
What's your purpose. I mean, what. . .

MR. STINSON
I'm just cautious is the reason.

Point of Information

MR. JENKINS
I have a question for Mr. Lambert.

MR. HENRY

Senator Lambert is going to offer amendments, as I appreciate

it, to delete all of Section 14. In order to accomplish that

purpose. Senator, you are going to have to have a suspension

of the rules

.

The gentleman requests a suspension of the rules for

the purpose of. ...let ne explain it first, and what he's trying

to do, gentlemen.
When we started debating Section 14, we elected and

suspended the rules to consider it letter paragraph by letter

paragraph. Consequently ,when the gentleman comes with an

amendment to delete the whole Section 14, then, we would have

to suspend that rule which we adopted, to operate under the

normal rules of procedure of this convention. That's the

purpose of the motion.

Point of Information

MR. PEREZ
A point of information. If we do not suspend the rules,

that means that the same thing could be accomplished, but

you'd have to have amendment, after amendment, after amendment

offered to accomplish the same thing. Is that correct?

MR. HENRY
That's correct. That's correct, sir.

{^Motion to suspend the rules to con-
sider Committee Proposal No. 34 Sec-
tion by Section adopted : 76-30.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment was passed out a few moments ago. Sent up

by Delegate Lambert, reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 5, delete lines 11 through 32,

both inclusive, in their entirety, and on page 6, delete lines
1 through 32, both inclusive, in their entirety and on page 7,

delete lines 1 through 12, both inclusive, in their entirety and
all floor amendments thereto.

[Motion for the Previous Question on
the Amendment.]

MR. HENRY
You. . .He can close if the previous question is ordered,

sir.

MR. JENKINS
Does he have the floor right now?

MR. HENRY
There's a motion pending on the floor for the previous

question, Mr. Jenkins.

MR. JENKINS
Who made Chat motion?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Reeves.

MR. JENKINS
How could he make a motion for the previous question when

Mr. Lambert had the floor? Then, after that, Mr. Lambert answered

a question?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir, Mr. Jenkins; he did.

MR. JENKINS
Well, then I guess he could answer my question.

MR. HENRY
No, sir; I don't guess he can.

Point of Information

MR. FULCO

Mr. Chairman, a point of information. I'm not straight on

this in my mind. When you say, "and all delete. .. .and all amend-

ments" or do you. . .
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MR. HENRY
Well, now. . .now, we can't explain the amendment.

MR. FULCO
No, I'm asking for a point of information. Now, we say,

if we say "delete all amendments thereto,'' will that delete all

the amendments that we have adopted to that particular section?

MR. HENRY
It's just getting rid of the whole section, sir. Now. . .

MR. FULCO
Yes, but does it delete the amendments, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman. . .

MR. HENRY
Wait. No, now. . .

MR. FULCO
Mr. Chairman, please, do we say with. . .Welete the section

with the amendments"or do we say '&nd delete all the amendments

thereto?" It makes a difference.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Clerk, explain it. . .

MR. POYNTER
The language, Mr. Fulco, simply instructs the Enrolling Room

not to leave hanging some language in the middle some place. It

would have the effect, as I appreciate it, of Instructing the

Enrolling Room to delete all of Section 14 as it is presently

amended

.

this morning—and whether you like them or not, that's the

headlines and that's what people are reading—"Rate Increase Vote

By Delegates Given For Permitting Rate Increases Before A Decision

Has Been Made." That is it. Now, I hate to burden you with the

facts, but I've got a few that I want to let you know before I

close, here, that the procedure for filing an application before

the Public Service Commission Involves, first of all, the filing

of an application which must be published in the bulletin of the

Public Service Commission. Then, under rules of the commission,

twenty-five days are allowed for public protest or other filing.

Because the bulletin is only published every fourteen days, this

may well mean thirty-nine days at the outset before this can be

placed. . .Mr. Chatelain, you just as well sit down, because I'm

going to ask for personal privilege if I don't get to say it here.

So, we could save everybody a lot of time. You've got to have

a minimum, then, in some cases of thirty-nine days before the

thing even becomes eligible to be put on the docket. Then, when

it's put on the docket, at the present time, you get. In the normal

course of things, a hearing within four to six months; because,

you've got to remember that the Public Service Commission—now

listen to this, listen; this is a fact— the Public Service

Commission regulates four hundred motor carriers in this state

and four hundred public utilities other than motor carriers, which

includes twenty-six telephone companies, all taxies operating

seven miles outside of any municipality. There are tank truck

carriers in this state, right now, today, that have applied for

three rate increases this year.

Point of Information

MR. CHATELAIN
The speaker is speaking. . -is it germane to the amendment

before us? He's debating 14, sir.

MR. FULCO
That's good, but the amendment didn't say that.

[Record vote ordered. Motion rejected

:

33-70. ]

Point of Information

MR. CHAMPAGNE
It seems to me that everybody is getting in the act, and I

Just wanted to ask if you'd mind if a Cajun got in the act, too?

The next question, sir, is that there seems to be an awful lot

of suspicion in this convention going on. Would you agree with

me that nothing can happen that the majority will not vote for?

MR. HENRY
Well, the. . .the amendment, as I appreciate it, is whether

you delete 14 or not, Mr. Chatelain.

Questi on

MR. TATE
Mr. Burson, what you're talking about is on the merits of 14.

Now, if I understand, in the sense of the convention action till

now, it is for us, without regard to the merits of 14, to delete

it from Committee Proposal No. 34 so that the noncontroversial

part can pass and go on for drafting, and then for us to be able

to debate the merits on the 37. Is that right, Mr. Burson?

MR. HENRY
I think you're exactly right, Mr. Champagne.

Further Discussion

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

won't be long. I respect the fact that you are anxious to move

along, but the train is rolling pretty fast this morning, and I

think we understand what's happening. I believe that the people

that were opposed to Section 14 are anxious to get it out. Senator

Lambert has said that he's afraid the Proposal No. 34 will fail

if we don't get Section 14 out. Well, I feel strongly about Section

14, and I don't believe like the press does that we had a rate

increase. I think that we took a problem that couldn't be

dealt with anyplace else and dealt with it. Now, I believe that

the people that are the proponents of 34, that want to pass it,

will pass it after we get 14 out, if we cooperate with them. Now,

I believe that once that's happened, we're going to kill 37 because

we're not going to have their support. If would have had their

support, they would have agreed to take 37 out and let us dispose

of it. After we had disposed of it, there'd have been no

problem to take 34 off of the calendar, remove Section 14, and

we'd be in the same posture we are right now. Now, I say to you

that if we'll go along with them, 14 is dead now, it's dead once

and for all. I ask you not to make that mistake.

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, it seems to me that you've

got a choice here. You can either choose to get something

accomplished today: that is, to pass the committee proposal

without Section 14, or to be here the rest of the day to

consider the twenty-some-odd amendments that are pending. I

tell you, frankly, as far as Section 14 being dead, I think after

everybody here goes home for the holidays, if it isn't dead,

you'll wish it was. If you look at the headlines in the paper

MR. BURSON
Judge, that is probably correct. However, this is a motion

to delete 14. It seems to me, to vote intelligently on that,

you ought to know the merits of the case. That's what I'm trying

to get into, if I can.

You will see. . .

Under the proposal as it stands right now, you'd have to

make a decision within six months. So, if all the eight hundred

of these utilities that are regulated file a petition for a rate

increase simultaneously, which I think would be highly likely

if such a provision became part of the law, the conmission would

have to accept or reject 4.4 petitions per day. Now, I ask you

if this is designed to achieve intelligent rate regulation for

public utilities in this state. Most important of all—and

remember this—that an appeal from a Public Service Commission

decision is an appeal only on the face of the record. The court

can only examine the record. When a multlbilllon dollar corporation

like AT&T sends in one of the Sears and Roebuck applications,

to protect the public interests, the Public Service Conmiisslon

does not have in its house utility rate-making experts. They've

got to go out across the country and hire these men. Sometimes it

might take them two or three months to even get access to

somebody with that kind of expertise.

[Motion to grant an additional one
minute for explanation rejected

:

Motion to limit debate on the Ques-
tion to twenty minutes adopted with-
out objection,]

Further Discussion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentleman of the convention, if

I knew with whom to deal up here, who was speaking for whom

around here, maybe we could have shortened this debate a long

time ago. But, you get one response, "Yes, I'll do something.
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and then later, "No, I won't agree to do that." It's just no
reason— there's no reason in the world why this, what Mr. Stlnson
asked Senator Lambert, should not have been allowed. If we
take 14 out of Section 34, then it appears to me that if those

people are in good faith, who are on the other side, and if they're
not going to then move to adopt 34 as a committee proposal and

then move to adjourn and/or move to go to other orders of the

day and not consider 37, then it appears to me that they should
agree—if we take 14 out of 34— to put 34 back on the calendar,

pull 37; let's debate 37; and then later, go on and adopt 34.

Now, I don't see the reason why not. I saw a man respond, "yes,"

he was for it, and I saw somebody shake his head no, he was not,

and it ended up that it was not, that there was something maybe
sinister about this other thing. Now, I sat up here today—and

they can run them rules besides me all they want because this

is their ball park, and there's some of them have been in the
legislature before. They know how it works, and they can get

technical with me and beat me every time, but I know what's
right. I know what we did yesterday. I know when we got sixty-
three votes, and I know when this convention wants to discuss
a certain issue. If you folks who are like me, who haven't
committed to memory these rules and are not in with the people
who know what the rules are, you're going to find yourselves
going home without any issue on the Public Service Commission.
For Mr. Burson to come up here and to quote some newspaper,
some newscaster that didn't bother to stay here last night to

see what we did do instead of what we did not do, I think is

ludicrous. I am not bound by what the newspapers say. I don't
care what they say as long as what I do is right, and we should
debate the issue. They all reported this morning, and of

course that's what some of the opponents wanted. They all

reported, because I got a call from Alexandria, that we had
allowed the public carriers and utilities to raise rates over
the objection of the commission and without even a bond. You
know that's not true, but it served its purpose. Well, I want

to say one thing: I didn't come here to write a constitution
for the newspapers, for PAR, for anybody else, and I'm not

going to start doing it now. I urge you to, as long as they

will not agree to what Mr. Stinson suggested, to vote against
taking 14 out of 34.

Further Di scussion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, I think it's getting. ..

I
'm going to make a

suggestion. I was hoping... I was going to make a motion to

adjourn, but if it will placate somebody, if Mr. Lambert will
withdraw his amendment and the^ move to adjourn. It might
help this group because I think we're right at the standstill.
We need to think about this thing when we come back.

Further Discussion

MR, LAMBERT
Mr, Chairman, fellow delegates, the intention in the very

beginning I stated to you was to try to sever Section 14 from
Section 34. I appreciate; you have done that, you have allowed
us to do it. I appreciate that. So that there will relieve
any suspicions—anyone, whomever they may be— I would like to
withdraw the amendment. Well, that's allright. Earl, if you
don't want to vote that way, don't. But in order to be fair
with everybody I will ask you to allow me to withdraw the
amendment. I'll put 34 back on the calendar, dispose of
Committee Proposal 37, which is the Public Service Commission
because I know that the ones that are asking me to do that
are going to be fair enough and not hold the final adoption
of Section 34 over anyone's head. I know that; so for that
reason, I would like to withdraw that amendment and let this
body move along.

Questions

MRS. MILLER
Senator Lambert, you know this is very fine to trust everybody-

and I guess in the spirit of Christmas we should—but maybe we
should have some record vote for everyone to go on record that
we understand what you're doing, and we're going to honor this.

I understand your question, but I don't feel that
I don't want to request that.

MR, LAMBERT
Mrs. Miller,

it's necessary.

MR. ABRAHAM
Point of information. Now, If we do as Senator Lambert requests

and let's just assume that 37 is defeated—then, still you have
Section 14 in Article 34; do you not? And that would be debated
all over again; would it not?

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Abraham, can I answer your question? If Committee Proposal

37 is defeated, as far as I'm concerned, I have been assured that
Section 14 will be deleted from Committee Proposal 34. If Mr.
Stinson is asking me to trust him, and I'm doing exactly what
he's asking. I expect—and if it doesn't happen, then I'm going
to be completely disillusioned and disappointed. But, if some-
thing happens to Committee Proposal 37—after it stands on its
own, rides on its own, whatever happens to it— if Committee Pro-
posal 34 is hurt with Section 14 that's in it, then I'm going to
be completely disappointed; I can t^ll you.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, don't you agree then if we can move this thing along,

they both will stand on their own feet, and one should not harm
the other.

\_ Mot ion to wi thdraw the Amendment .}

Point of Information

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman, is this a debatable motion?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Anzalone, I know of no reason why it's not, but I don't

know any reason that it needs to be debated. Now, it just

appears that so much confusion is reigning in this convention

right now, that we're going to have to get off dead center one

way or the other, because we're going to stand around and be

so antagonized by one another in another hour or two, that

we might as well put the ropes up in here and get after It.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK

Mr. Chairman, I just want to say this. I'm not obligated

by anybody that's making any agreement for me. I want that

clearly understood. This thing's difficult enough advising

yourself, and I'm going to vote like I see. Mr. Lambert is

my chairman of the committee, but I don't want him to mis-

understand. I'm not obligated by what Mr. Stinson said,

what Mr. Lambert, or anybody. I'm going to vote my own

conscience all the way down.

Further Discussion

MR. STINSON
...I want you to know that when Mr. Stinson asked Mr, Lambert

that he says no, and I haven't even talked to Mr. Lambert since
then.

[^Previous Question ordered . Motion
adopted : 83-19 . ]

Persona 1 Pri v i

1

ege

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I haven't taken any

part in the debate upon this Section 14, but I certainly think
that so far as what we've been doing here, we've been acting
like a bunch of children. I'm getting a little bit tired of
trying to wrangle out this and find out who doesn't trust who,
who doesn't trust the other fellow. I don't believe we act
that way in the legislature, and I notice you don't trust the
legislature, but at least we have a little honor. I'm going
to ask you to have a little honor. I'm not going to try to
take an unfair advantage of one of you fellow delegates, and
I hope you won't do that to me. I think Senator Lambert has
well explained what his intentions were, and yet, he's been
questioned and questioned, and sinister reasons, innuendoes
leveled at him for that. I kind of resent that because I

know Senator Lambert, and I know he wouldn't be a party to any
of that stuff. I just ask you: please, let's have a little bit
of trust in one another, at least here during the Christmas
spirit, and get our work done. We were wasting a lot of time,

and we're not accomplishing anything. I just spoke my piece
because I just..,.

Motion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I don't think it's a

matter of trust and a matter of his and that and the other.
I think we all trust each other. I think we've gotten to the
point now where we ought to thank God that we've gone this far.
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It's just a few days before Christmas, and I t'-ink what we ought

to do now Is adjourn and go hone and come back and fight this

on the third day of January, and I so move, Mr. Chairman.

MR. LAMBERT
I'm sorry if 1 offended Mr. Stlnson.

I did, but I apologize....

I don't know what

MR. HENRY
Until what time, sir?

MR. CHATELAIN
Nine o'clock in the morning on the third.

[Motion to adjourn to 9:00 o'clock

a.m., January 3, 1974 rejected: 46-56.

J

Personal Privilege

MR. STINSON
Senator De Blieux, without calling names, I'm sure you were

referring to ne. Well, I was the only one that talked to Senator

Lambert. I want you to know, members of this convention, I'm

not a politician, but I've been in the legislature for thirty-

four years, and I've seen people's throats cut and stabbed and

all when they innocently stood by and were taken advantage of.

There's no reason why the two opposing groups—and I'm not in

either group—couldn't get together like we do on these other

amendments and decide like we have all during this convention.

But there's been nothing done this time. Now, Senator Lanbert,

I trust him. In fact, this is a bad thing to say, but I voted

for him to be chairman of this committee. . .convent Ion, and I

think a lot of him. But 1 asked him the question, and he said,

no, he couldn't agree to it, and he gets up and then says that

I ain't in agreement and I ain't even talked to him. 1 said

that you said that there was agreement, and when I questioned

you, you said that you couldn't agree to take 37 up first, and

I didn't talk to you after that. If there's anything to trusting

or not trusting, I don't see why we can't work this the same

as we have everything else that's been worked out. Mr. Roy

has handled It, and Senator Lambert. I'm not even involved.

But I think we should have a fair deal, and everyone should be

treated fairly, and try to work it out. But, I haven't agreed;

I haven't bound Mr. Jack; 1 haven't bound anybody; I haven't

even bound myself. 1 have no authority to bind anyone. I'm

not representing either side in this faction. I'm voting my

convictions and what I think is best for my people. 1 don't

Intend to double-cross anybody. There's no reason for me to

double-cross anybody, but I don't want to be double-crossed

either, or the principles that I stand for.

Point of Information

MR. KEA.N

Mr. Chairman, now that Senator Lambert has withdrawn his

amendment and we apparently have two proposals on the floor,

exactly where are we with...

MR. HENRY
We don ' t have two

.

Gentlemen, please take your seats and let's get a little

order in the convention.

Ue have Committee Proposal 34, Section 14, up for adoption,

Mr. Kean.

Personal Privilege

MR. JEi'JEKS

Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry to intern^it things as we're adjourning,

but, you know, Christmas is upon us, and I really hate to see

the convention depart on this note. For just a moment, I want

to express my feelings as a delegate about the work of this

convention. If you look back on the last five months, I think

you'll see that we've accomplished many, many things that can

substantially improve the condition of government and the condition

of the people of this state. We're in the midst of one of many,

many discussions we've had, and sometimes it seems like we won't

ever resolve them. But, we will resolve this, and it's certainly

an honor and a privilege for me to be associated with this group.

I hope that when you're home for these tew days, we talk to our

people about some of the good things that we've accomplished

Instead of some of the things that we're having difficulty

resolving, because if the people knew the things that we had

undertaken, and the good we had done, I think we'd have a lot

better public image than we have. So, I hope we can leave on

that note rather than one of dissension.

MR. HENRY
Thank you, Mr. Jenkins, and a Merry Christmas to you all.

{^Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
January 3, 1974.1
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Thursday, January 3, 1974

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

ROLL CALL

181 delegates present and a quorum.']

PRAYER

MR. WILLIS
Almighty and eternal God, shower your mercy upon us. Grant

us the necessary blessings to make proper judgment on all issues

which require decision. Strike here in our consciences to shun

wrong, embrace right, and make proper decisions. Grant us the

grace to conduct our proceedings with the requisite deliberation

and speed. Deepen our faith, our hope, and our charity. Make us

love what You have commanded and finally, guide us to make
diligent, to make us diligent in our deliberations to present

a pure plan of government to our people. So be it.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1077-1078]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
On unfinished business, of course, is Coiranittee Proposal

No. 34, introduced by Delegate Lambert, Chairman on behalf of
the Committee on Natural Resources and Environment.

A proposal making provisions relating to natural resources
and the environment. Now, the status of this proposal is that
the convention has adopted the first thirteen sections of that
proposal with the exceptions of Sections 3, 6, 7, and 11 which
this convention voted to delete. It still has under its
consideration, however—has not completed work on Section 14.
Of course, in addition to that on the last convention day, the
twenty-first of December, under a suspension of the rules a
separate proposal was introduced constituting Section 14 as
amended and which proposal under further suspensions of the
rules was engrossed and passed to third reading and presently
appears in Regular Order No. 4, Proposals on Third Reading and
Final Passage. In that light, I think. Senator Lambert at this
time has a motion.

[Wo t i on to return Commi ttee Proposa 1 No

.

34 to the calendar adopted without ob-
jection. Motion to take Committee Pro-
posa 1 No . 3 7 out of its regular order
adopted without objection.'}

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 37, introduced by Delegate Lambert,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Natural Resources and
Environment.

A proposal making provisions relating to the Public Service
Commission. Article VIII, Natural Resources; Section 14, Public
Service Commission,

Mr. Vice-chairman, of course, this proposal now contains
but one section, being Section 14; that section has been previously
read.

Explanation

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I'm

going to make this very brief. I just kind of want to touch base back
with you where we were when we adjourned. This essentially is

a different proposal from what was in Committee Proposal No. 34.
If you will recall there was some statements made with respect
to No. 34 that it allowed for an increase to be put into effect
irrespective of whether the commission ruled favorably or un-
favorably. I think that was misleading, but in any event, we
later passed the amendment that I previously had submitted to
the convention and this proposal essentially has those provisions
in it. The first section, of course, (A) deals with the composition
of the Public Service Commission which is increased from three
members to five members. The second section deals with its
powers and duties. I would like to call to your attention,
rather Section (B),that the Public Service Commission is an
autonomous body to a great extent other than the way we restrict
it in this constitution and as we provide for it to be restricted
by law, which means that the Public Service Commission can make
reasonable rules and regulations with respect to the way rates
and submission of rate increases will be filed, how they will be
filed, what will be in them, etc. So, I want you to keep that
in mind because it's very important when we later determine the
issue of how long we are going to allow these folks to sit on an
application for a rate increase without acting.

I'm explaining that Section (B) very clearly makes the
Public Service Commission an autonomous type of rule-making
body similar to the Civil Service Commission which can make
rules and what have you. Now, it is to that extent restricted
only by whatever we put in the constitution and, of course,
what we allow as provided by law. Section (C) Is strictly the
limitations which I've just gone over. Section (D) is the
controversial issue that was previously deliberated on. The
first portion of it allows for or mandates the commission to

render a decision within twelve months after a proposed schedule
Is filed; (D) (2) is a provision that provides that within six
months from the effective date of the filing of the application
the Public Service Commission shall render a decision or the
increase which has been sought may be put into effect as provided
by law and until action by court of last resort; (3) simply says
if the increase is finally disallowed, in whole or in part, then
the burden will be upon the utility or carrier to refund the money
to the consumer and as otherwise provided by law—which would mean,
in my judgment— the way that it would be refunded either as a credit
or simply a cash payment back to the consumer. Section (4) of that
proposal deals with the notice that shall be given. Section (5)

deals with the appeals that may be rendered and it allows as you
can see for the appeal by the intervenor or anyone else who is

Involved in the matter. Section (?) deals with the right of the

Public Service Commissioner to regulate the sale of gas for

industrial purposes and there was some other amendment that we

had with respect to that. 1 think those are the issues. I understand

Mr. Rayburn's got an amendment to delete the whole thing. I'll

yield.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Chris, my mind is working slowly after New Years, but the

only case in which a utility could take an appeal is if a

decision is not made? If a decision is made one way or another
by the Public Service Commission, would there be no appeal?

MR. ROY
No, there would be an appeal one way or another.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Where does it say that? It just says "Should the commission

not render its dec is ion .

"

MR. ROY
Well, It says "Appeals may be taken by any party or

intervenor and must be filed with the district court, within
the time provided by law, at the domicile and direct right of

appeal to the Supreme Court."

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, the sentence right before that just says if it doesn't

make a. ...those two sentences don't get read together?

MR. ROY
No. I didn't read them that way, Mary, especially with respect

to the "as provided by law" provision.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you.

MR. ROY

Yes. Mary, I want to point out to you that in line 28 of
that well, that's alright.
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HR. LEBLED
It really wasn't a question. I Just vondered If this

amendment had been passed out; 1 don't seem to find one in

my area over here and....

MR. ROY
It's the new proposal No. 37, Mr. LeBleu; I don't know

if it was put on your desk.... the yellow sheet.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Yes. We have several sets of amendments ; the first one

sent up by Delegate Raybum reading as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 10 through 20,
on the second page, in their entirety.

Second Amendment—technical amendment—On page 2, at the
beginning of line 21, change the number "W to the number
"(2)"

Expl anation

MR. RAYBURH
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, the amendments

I propose delete Pargraph (2) and (3) on page 2 of the printed

bill you now have before you that takes out the mandatory rate

and also takes out the bond provision. It leaves, then, the

provision under Paragraph (1) under (D) where it says ."The

coimiisslon shall render a final decision after a public

hearing on applications, petitions, and proposed schedule

rates within twelve months." In twelve months regardless of

what decision they might have rendered you still have the

provision where you can go to court. I still feel like 1

felt last week that,we as delegates of this convention have

no right telling to elected public officials if you don't do

something when there is a given period of time, we're going

to say that you've got to do it even before they have had

time, maybe, to study the matter. I realize In some cases

maybe they have been dragging their feet. Maybe like a lot

of people think members of the legislature often drag their

feet—sheriffs, assessors, clerk of court, and other public

officials. I'm sure you can find some people that think a lot of

us in public life have on different occasions more or less

drug our feet. I'm sure you can hear it about the judiciary.

But, I think that by adopting this amendment, then, you will

have a fair and a reasonable proposal. You will be saying to

the Public Service Coinnlssion that you shall render a decision

In twelve months. You are saying to the public utilities or

the people that are directly concerned if you think they have

rendered the wrong decision you can go direct to the courts

and in my opinion that's the way that this country operates.

I do not think it's right to say to anyone before the people

that are elected have a chance to review the facts that if we

wanted, we're going to get it. Then, later down the line if

we've made a mistake, you can take it away from us. I can

visualize now someone trying to get back a refund on an increase

taxicab rate or a refund out of a pay telphone. I don't know

how you would get it refunded; maybe you do. If you think that

we don't need the Public Service Coimnission, lust come up here

with a proposal and let's abolish them. But, after all, they

are elected officials just like you and I are elected and they

came here.... they came in their offices just like you and I came

to this office. I don't think we should sit here and, more or

less, mandate them out of office. If they are not doing what they

are supposed to do, then we need to change the coimnission; we

need to change the make up. But, I'm only deleting the mandatory

rate increase provisions that are now in this schedule. I hope

you go along with the amendments. I move the adoption.

Further Discussion

HR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in support of this

amendment. I think it is a fair and equal way to treat this

particular problem. The statement was made in here before we

adjourned that forty-two other states or forty-six other states

had provisions which provided for these automatic rate increases

and bond requirements. Well, I submit to you that this may be

true; I won't quarrel with that but none of this language is

In the constitution in any of these other states. There are

only thirteen states that even have the Public Service Comnission

In the constitution at all and Louisiana is one of them. No-

where in any other constitution is there any language which

spells out the manner in which the Public Service Coranission

shall operate; all of that is statutory material and it's

handled by the legislature; I think that's the way we ought

to do it here. There is nowhere in any other constitution,

any requirement, that the Public Service Commission has to

under a decision within any specified period of time. We are

going further than any other state by even saying that they must

render a decision within twelve months. I think that what we've

got in this particular proposal now places the burden on the

consumer to take the Public Service Commission to court In order

to get action, and I think that's the wrong way around. If any-

body should take them to court and get action, it should be the

utility. The thing that we do not Vant to overlook is the fact

that this applies to all types of public service organizations.

We are not just dealing with any one particular group of people

or any one particular company or anything like that. So, we're
going to have to think further than what the arguments have been

in the past where it centered around the telephone company. By

allowing anyone to be able to go to court at the end of twelve

months, whether a decision is rendered or not, I think is a fair

way to handle it. But, above all, the legislature is the one who

must oversee activities of these different things. ... types of

organizations like this; We need to have flexibility. It may

be that in a particular instance six months might be enough time

and in other instances it may take twelve or longer. But, I think

we need to leave it flexible for the legislature to be able to

handle these particular problems when they arise and let the

legislature decide the manner in which these type of thing need

to be done. I urge the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Abraham, maybe I should have asked Senator Rayburn

this question, but I'm going to ask you. He mentioned that

someone probably come up there with a proposal to do away with

the Public Service Commission completely due to the fact that

they can go to the courts on appeal, do you think it would be wise

or do you think it would save the state money if we just eliminated

the Public Service period?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, the Public Service Commission, Mrs. Warren is

a regulatory agency and I think the only issue that he was speaking

on is whether or not we wanted it constitutionallzed or whether

we wanted simply another regulatory agency in the state government.

As I said, only thirteen states have the Public Service Commission

in the constitution. The other states do have a Putlic Service

Commission, but it's all statutory; it's all created by the

legislature. Only thirteen states actually have elected public

service commissioners. The other thirty-seven states have them appointed.

So, I don't... X think we're all pretty much in agreement, we do want

to constitutlonalize the Public Service Commission, but the question

now is whether or not we want to write this other detailed language

on how they're going to operate into the constitution.

MRS. WARREN
Well, I'll put it like this, I'm not so sure whether I would

like to see it in the constitution at all since I heard Senator

Raybum speak. Do you know that the thing that puzzles me most is

how long does one wait in indecision to make a decision? If they

ci-n go get it without the Public Service, I Just as soon see them

go and save money that the legislature handle it and the courts. We

could Just do away with it. I'm Just trying. . . I'm really trying to get

down to the bottom of it to find out whether we're just going to have

somebody, an elected official—you can't mandate them to do anything

by putting it in there—and they shall do it, and if they don't do

it, it's no way of forcing them to do it because they are elected

officials. So, I mean these are the things that's going around in my

mind right now.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, this is why you need to leave the details up to

the legislature, Mrs. Warren, so that they can work these things

out.

Further Discussion

}«.. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

rise in opposition to the amendment. At least today we didn't

get some of the rhetoric that we got last time which I thought

was a little misleading on this particular proposal. Now, let

me tell you what I think is basically wrong with Senator Raybum's
approach to this subject. We have constitutionallzed the commission,

the Public Service Conmilssion. We have increased it from three to

five members. The sole and only purpose for the existence of a Public

Service Commission is for five people in this state who presumably

know something about business and about race, etc., can make decisions,

can make initial decisions on applications for increases and for
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other types of service. That is a political body. It is elected
by the people. Now, what Senator Rayburn's amendment ultimately
does is, it says, "Well, boys, we like to elect you people to make
decisions; however, we're going to say this, that if you can't make
a decision, then you can pass the buck onto the poor district court
and make the district court make the decision that you should have
made." I disagree with that. There are a lot of times in this
convention that I would like to have not to have had to make a decision.
Particularly, one time when I sat up there I wish I could have

said, "Let's think about it a little longer or let it pass by default,

let somebody else make this decision. "But , I ran for this job

to make decisions that I thought were best for the people of this

state. I don't represent any utility or carrier; don't care

to; I'm not saying I dislike them. I just usually am suing

them. All I m saying is I'm for what's fair, and I'm for what

makes sense in political science, and if we're going to elect a

Public Service Commission, then those fellows ought to make decisions.

If, after they require a carrier or utility to present to them,

at the expense of the carrier or the utility all of the information

they need to make a decision and they cannot make a decision in

twelve months because — I have an amendment later that changes

the six to twelve— well, then we don't need a Public Service

Commission. I just don't like the idea of one politician passing on

another politician the decision making power that the first guy should

have made. You know what's going to happen, we've increased it from

three to five, every time there's an election coming up one of those guys

say, "Boys, let's not make a decision this six to eight months because
I'm running, and I'd like for things to stay like they are." As a

result it goes on to the court and the poor court has got to make the

decision and then they all sit back and say, "Well, we didn't make that

decision, go talk to your judges about it." Now, I've got another

amendment that later changes the committee proposal and says that it

is applicable the rate increase only to public utilities. It excludes

carriers —because I think Mr. Rayburn has a good point— it would

be hard to have people who have soite type of refund that may be

owed back them by a carrier to keep tickets on every Trailways

Bus ride he took and stuff like that. But, with respect to public

utilities they keep the rates of people and the bills I mandate them

later to refund within one year's time any increased allowance that

they shouldn't been allowed with legal interest and as provided by

law. I just think we ought to face this issue, and it's a very

basic decision that you've got to make;either you're for allowing
the buck passing or you're not. I oelleve, like the great President

Harry S. Truman, who had a sign on his desk and it says, "The buck

stops here." I say that that sign ought to be put on the Public

Service Commission's desk and they ought to say, "The buck stops

here, "and we're going to make a decision or else we're going to

allow the utility to be put into effect, the rate increase, for the

benefit of the little consumer who doesn't have the swat and the stroke

that you or I have with respect to getting a telephone or something

else that he badly needs. I'm against the amendment and I hope

you vote against it.

Further Di scuss ion
MR. CHATELAIN

Mr, Chairman and fellow delegates, I stand in opposition to
the amendment. I say that we do need a Public Service Commission,
Mrs. Warren, and we need one very badly. The purpose of us being
here today is to write a new constitution for the citizens of this
state. If we've seen in the past we've had problems with certain
constitutional situations, we should try to correct those. I say
we've had great problems in the Public Service Commission in the
past and that's one of the reasons why, in your wisdom, you have
increased the membership from three to five here in this present
constitution. I say we need a strong, viable Public Service Commission.
Why do we have a Public Service Commission? We have onr^ because it
is supposed to look out for the interests of the people of this state
in a business that has a monopolistic trend or a monopolistic business.
It does not control Ethyl Corporation or some of these big, large
corporations that has to do with your life on a daily basis, but it
does have to deal with the transportation systems of this state. It
has to deal with the telephone system of this state. We're getting
down to the real net of this argument, it's the telephone company versus
the Public Service Conmiission. Let's look at it realistically,
and let's look at it honestly. You've heard people stand here
and say that they worry about the taxicab rate. There's not a
man in this room or delegate in this room who knows darn good and
well that taxicab rates are not controlled by the Public Service
Commission, that on the contrary, they're controlled by the local
governments; has nothing to do with the Public Service Commission.
The Public Service Commission controls the businesses of this
state that are, as I said before, that have a monopoly type business.
Who owns these monopolies? The people either in this state or
other states of this union own the Southern Bell Telephone Company
and other corporations that we are discussing here now. It's
whether or not the Public Servie Commission should render a service:

should do it*s duty. You say
, "Well,why mandate in the constitution

what the Public Service Commissioner should do and how soon they should
do it?" I say that you have mandated for the governor of this state
that he has to have a deadline for the budget. You spell out
what day that deadline has to be; you tell the governor of this state
when he has to call an election and all the guidelines on elections. You
tell him when he must sign bills for them to become law; you have done
that and it's reasonable. So, I say we need a Public Service Commission,
but let's let the Public Service Commission render this service that
they are elected for. They stand election for the purpose of rendering
service to the citizens of this state. I, say to you that they
certainly should be able to render a decision within six months or

a year—and this talk about a bond— I would rather h.:ve a bond
of the South Central Bell System than many of the bonding companies
in this state. Most of you people here know it, particularly
you lawyers; and you insurance people know this. This is all a

subterfuge; we're not talking about a realistic situation here.
These bonds are just a factor In the overall allowing of these
people to get a justifiable rate increase. Bear in mind that a

Public Service. . . that any person under the jurisdiction of the
Public Service Commission cannot come before the Public Service
Commission asking or requesting for a rate increase unless they have
shown by a documented proof that they have lost money or lost less than

their minimal earnings for a period of at least one year before they

can even appear before the Public Service Commission.

So, I ask you in all sincerity even though we just

started this convention here this morning— these hearings this

morning, don't vote hastily; think about what you're doing and let's

try to write a document to protect all the people of this state.

I'll yield.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr. Chatelain, I'm a little bit confused about part of

your argument. There's nothing in this amendment that has to do

with doing away with the Public Service Commission; is it?

MR. CHATELAIN
No, sir, but there's other amendments and this bears on

ity Mr. Burns, and we're trying to delete this. I'm in favor

of keeping at least this much in the constitution. That's my

only argument.

MR. BURNS
Well, I'm definitely in favor of keeping the Public Service

Commission. That's the reason I wanted to understand your
argument, but so much of it was based on that you were against
doing away with it.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, Mr. Burns, if you'll remember the previous speaker

before me were asked questions by Mr. Abraham, by Mrs. Warren
and others and they questioned the need of the Public Service
Commission in the constitution, and that was the reason why I

prefaced some of my remarks by trying to justify the fact we do
need in fact, a Public Service In the constitution.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chatelain, did you know that you had enlightened me

something on the taxicabs? This is something I didn't know. Now,

I'm going to let a little bit more of my ignorance hang out. Are

the Public Service Commissioners— is that a part-time job or is

that a full-time job?

MR. CHATELAIN
It's absolutely a full-time job with a full-time staff.

They have not in my honest opinion, the members of the Public

Service Commission as it now stands are. . . do not report to

Baton Rouge on a full-time basis as ordinary employees do, but

they work from their homes. They have a staff either in their

home or in the city where they reside and that staff is, of course.

Is what they stand behind.

MRS. WARREN
I have one more question to ask you: what is the salary of

a Public Service Commissioner?

MR. CHATELAIN
I don't rightly know at this point, but I think it's

seventeai f ive; I'm not sure.
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Further Oi scussion

MR. HAYES
Mr. Qkatrman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, 1

rise in support of the amendment. Number one, I can't see. . .

there's one part about the whole program here, they say to put under

bondjwhat I can't understand, they never say how much they were
put under bond. Do you understand that if you permit the Public

Service Commission or permit the utility companies to put under

bond, they can put anything under bond they want to put? Don't you

know they can double your utilities, put it under bond? You can

put anything under bond. They can triple it and put it under bond.

So, if they don't have any limit to what they can put under bond,

your telephone bill could be doubled tomorrow under bond. Now, if

we're going to have a Public Service Cooanission of five people,
they have a job to do, just let them do it. After you leave the

Public Service Commission you'd have a court to go to ^at's
elected and paid for by the state to do another job. Now, what
you're saying is if these two people fail to do their job you're
going to send them to my pocket; tl.is is what I don't want you to

do under a bond. Once you get rid of this money under a bond it

comes out of your pocket. Do you realize that? That's what you're
voting for. To test,say,now if the Public Service Commission
fails to do the job, you' re paying them to do it; if the courts fail

to do it, you're paying them to do it, then you say go in my pocket.

I don't want them in my pocket. Now, if you can get them something

without going into my pocket, all right. Now, this bond that they've
put up means nothing. You can bond anything and justify auythins
you want to. You let me bond something and tell me to justify
it, I'll expand and show you where I needed the money. This
telephone business is nothing but a bunch of cables under the ground
hooked to a computer on the other end and looks like it should
be cheaper instead of more. I can't see the need for such an
emergency, so I urge you to support this amendment.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Hayes, I'm still trying to find out and I'll probably

be asking everybody that comes up to that mike regardless of

what side of the fence he's on, do you know how much money goes

in the Public Service Commissioner's pockets since you. . .

MR. HAYES
I don't know, but I understand that they're full-time people

and they have a job to do and what we need to do, Mrs. Warren,

I believe is let them do that job and render their decision,

but the exact salary, I don't know. I understand it's something

like seventeen or eighteen thousand. But, they're paid enough money

to render their decision just like any judge of competent jurisdiction.

Then you have a cburt that would render a decision if they don't.

But, what they're trying to do, Mrs. Warren, is to render a decision

on my pocket. That's what that bond is all about. The bonds. . .

they put up a bond, take the money from me and 1 don't have it.

MRS. WARREN
1 understand what you're saying, but you still haven't

answered my question because as far as I'm concerned, the bond that

they put in their pocket comes out of the taxpayers' money too.

MR. HAYES
Everything eventually...

. you don't get my point.
MRS. WARREN

I'm trying,

MR. HAYES
Co ahead

.

MRS. WARREN
Now, I'm not on either side of the fence. I'm trying to

find out how much these people make on full-time jobs in order
to render a decision, and if you don't know, just tell me you don't
know. Thank you.

MR. HAYES
1 don't know the full-time salary of the Public Service

Commissioner or the Judges either, but they're paid on a

full-time basis.

Further Discussion
MR. LOWE

Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I'm
sure that many of you recall the vicious battle that was going

on before we left to go home for the holidays. I can't for the
life of me understand why this issue is so emotional. We have
a history of inaction on the part of the Public Service Commission.
If we did not have a history of Inaction, we wouldn't be here today
talking about this particular issue. Now, you /.now and 1 know

that the Public Service group and the services they render play

an important part in the life of every individual in the State
of Louisiana. We cannot doubt that; that's a fact. We have
people say that we shouldn't be talking about this particular
issue in the constitution, that It's legislative material. Well,

perhaps it is legislative material, but the legislature hadn't
seen fit to deal with it. I'm not sure that the legislature
nor the Public Service Commission can look objectively at the problem
that we have. The reason why they can't look objectively at it is

because what we're talking about touches the life of every citizen,
every voter in the State of Louisiana. So, if we have a history
of inaction on the part of the Public Service Commission, we have
a history of inaction on the part of the legislature to deal
with the problem. I submit to you that we should be dealing with
the problem that we're dealing with in the constitution. Now, I've

heard one of the delegates stand up and say that by the bonding
procedure your rates are going to be doubled. Now, you know and
I know that if a Public Service comes before the Public Service
Commission with a proposal that's unreasonable, they'll turn it down,

the Public Service Commission will turn that proposal down In

a Aew York minute. There's no doubt about that. The only time

that there's no action is when a rate appears to be justified and
the Public Service Commission won't act. Now, these men run for

office, they're not drug from their homes and placed on the Public
Service Commission; they asked for the job. l^en they run for the

job,they tell you they're qualified. They tell you they know what they're
suppose to do. It's a sophisticated operation, and they'll tell
you about all of their qualifications and why they should serve and
why they're qualified to serve, and if you put them in that position,
that we'll have some effeciency in the Public Service Commission. Well,
I grant to you when they run and they get elected, well all of a

sudden some of the qualifications are gone. So, maybe we need--.,
not maybe, there's no doubt that we need in the constitution some
provision to see that these people act. Now, we've heard that it

takes ten months to gather material to give to the Public Service
Commission. Well, the Public Service Commission makes the rules
about how to submit amplication and the time limit starts to run
from the time the application is submitted and that means that
the application is complete. It's not submitted until it's
complete. So, once a Public Service Commission has all of the

information that they need, all that they prescribe that they have
to get before they act, they have twelve months. Now, that's enough
for any prudent man that's knowledgeable in the area that he's
dealing, to act. Now, what we're doing with Senator Rayburn's
amendment has Caken us right back where we were. We take twelve
months to act; if you don't act it goes to the courts and the
courts can kick it around for two years, so we're back to three years
of the inaction. I say let's vote this amendment down and when
Roy comes up with his amendment we get something that 's workable
for the State of Louisiana. So, I ask you to oppose this amendment
and let's go on to something better.

Questions

MR. HAYES
Mr. Lowe, is there any limit to how much they can put under

bond to your knowledge?

MR. LOWE
Not to my knowledge. The thing is, if the rates are too

high, the Public Service Commission will turn them down, Mr.

Hayes; you can bet your bottom dollar on that.

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Lowe, you talked about a two year delay in the court;

you are aware or you not that under the present law that the
appeals to the district court are by preferance and can be
tried summarily; are you aware of that?

MR. LOWE
I'm aware of that.

MR. JUNEAU
Are you further aware that the appeal is direct to the

Supreme Court and there's a specific time delay which all other
lawsuits in the state do not have?

MR. LOWE
I understand that.

MR. JUNEAU
So, what are you talking two years in court?
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MR. LOWE
I don't know; there's no mandate about how fast any court

has to act that I'm aware of.

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Lowe, it's my understanding that you're a C.P.A. Could

you give me some idea taking, let 's, say one corporation that a
Citility that applied for increase an estimated amount of time for
you to . . . for someone to examine their books, some reasonable
time to determine the financial basis or the financial rationale
for an increase? Would you consider that would be a lengthy time?

MR. LOWE
Would I consider it what? I'm not hearing you very well.

MR. J, JACKSON
Would you consider — I'd assume that the Public Service

Commission would have to do similar audits such as you would do
in terms of a company if requested. Does that process take a
lengthy amount of time or is it relatively short?

MR. LOWE
Well. . ..

MR. J. JACKSON
Let's say if it's large as some of these utility companies

that we're talking about presently.

MR, LOWE
Mr. Jackson, I think you've asked a good question. Now,

let me tell you what the answer to that is. As I appreciate it,
the Public Service Commission can make the rules by which the
application is filed. Now, if the Public Service Commission says
that attached to this application will be an audit done by an
Independent certified public accounting firm to be selected by the
Public Service Commission ;well, all of the work is done the
way the Public Service Commission wants it done before the application
is ever filed, so that's really no problem. No matter how much
time it takes it only works a hardship on the utilities because they're
held up until the application is filed. But, once it's filed, it's
filed with everything that they want on it.

Further Discussion
MR. BURSON

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in support of this amend-
ment. The amendment omits from the proposal things which are
essentially legislative in nature. They involve. ... the language
in the proposal that would be omitted by the amendment involves
things which are essentially matters of day-to-day operation of
the Public Service Commission. Before we broke for the holidays
in the tumultuous last day, I attempted to make some points—and
I was probably as tumrltuous in making them as the general assembly
was. I'd like to make them calmly today. The staff of the Public
Service Commission at the present time consists of twenty-nine
people. They have no inhouse capacity of the type of expertise
that's required to analyze a Southern Bell rate increase application,
particularly if the Bell Telephone Company has elected to file
rate increase applications nationwide. The type of expertise that's
required to analyze such an application is limited to a few indi-
viduals in the United States. These few individuals—and their
services are in great demand. It's not uncommon, I'm told by
lawyers who deal in this type of rate application in the defense
against the request, to have to wait two or three months just
to get together with the expert that you need to testify on
your side. Any appeal from a Public Service Commission ruling
is based entirely on the record made at the hearing before the
Public Service Commission. If you provide for any kind of auto-
matic or retroactive rate increase without allowing the Public
Service Commission to build a record on behalf of the public--
whlch after all it is there to represent— then you have in effect
presented a situation where only the utility company's information
will be in the appellate record. I think the results on appeal
there would be obvious. The Public Service Conanission at the
present time regulates eight hundred utilities— four hundred
motor carriers and four hundred phone companies and electric
utilities. This includes thirty railroads, twenty-six telephone
companies, and eighteen electric cooperatives. You can readily
imagine what would happen if we provide for an automatic rate
increase provision or a retroactive rate increase provision
within a six month period of time, or even a twelve month period
of time. If all of these utility companies or motor carriers
file simultaneous requests for rate increases, it would simply
be impossible to process them all with that staff of twenty-nine
members that I'm telling you the Public Service Commission has.
This is why this is a legislative matter. Any measures which
would make decisions of the Public Service Commission move with

greater probity must of necessity provide for a greater staff.

I see no alternative to that. I've heard a lot of remarks
here about the history of inaction of the Public Service Commis-
sion, but I've yet to hear a single fact or statistic to sub-

stantiate this. My own experience, which has been limited to

representing motor carriers, is quite to the contrary. I find
that I can expect a decision there much quicker than I can in

the average court of law, I would submit to you that you

should wonder why, with all of the utilities and motor carriers

and other people regulated by the Public Service Commission,
you have been deluged with requests for change by only one

group—primarily the telephone company . Apparently the other
people must be very satisfied with the treatment that they've

received before the commission because I dare say you've not

been contacted by a single one. Finally, I would make the

obvious point that anything that provides for a refund on

automatic rate increases is simply Inoperable. When you con-

sider the mobility of our population, the fact that you would
have to require a refund on such things as freight rates, cab

fares, bus fares, and so on, makes the impossibility of such

a setup obvious. I submit to you that this amendment will

take out the most objectionable features of this particular article

and will leave it In a posture where the utility company, if it

Is agreed, will have recourse directly to the courts, and the

courts can make the decision on the matter. That is really all

that they should ask for.

{^Previous Quest ion ordered .^

CI osi ng

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I would like, Mrs.

Warren, to say that the salary of the members of the Public Service
Commission is $17,500.00 per year. I know you were deeply con-
cerned about their salary, and I checked it out to make sure
that that figure was correct, and it is correct. Let me say
once again that my main opposition to this proposal as it now is,

is the provision that provides for mandatory rate increases. I

have to disagree with my good friend, Mr. Roy, when he says, "Do
nop pass the buck to the judges." That's rather an unusual
course for him to take. If he don't want that done, I don't
know why he just don't amend this proposal and take out the

appeals part of it. I'm sure that Mr. Roy did not really mean
that when the Public Service did not act, that they were really
passing the buck on to the judiciary. That's part of the ju-
diciary's job: that if the legislature acts or any other public
body acts—that if it acts unwisely and the citizens or
some citizens of this state's mind—that they have the courts
as a recourse. Thank God we still have the courts of this
land as a recourse. Now, if you adopt my amendment, then the
legislature at a later date wants to change it— they want to

say, "Yes, we want to make it mandatory in eight months, twelve
months, sixteen months or five months or four months—they
will have the right to do it. But, 1 sincerely believe
it is a mistake for us to take this trend and put language
of this nature into this constitution. Whether or not it

will ever happen, you're going to have the people of this
state thinking that they're going to get their telephone
rates raised or their other rates increased without a chance
or an opportunity for them to be heard in the courts of this
land. Later on they'll hear it. I really don't think in my
heart it's right, and I've told the people that's asked me
to support this, and the only people that's asked me to

support it are the telephone people. Nobody else under the
Public Service Commission has even mentioned this bill or this

proposal to me. If it's so good, looks like they would all be

over here. There's a lot of people, as Mr, Burson told you,

that's governed by the Public Service Commission. Looks like
they'd be standing in line waiting to tell us or ask us how to

vote, or to give them a little relief, if all this business in

the past is so bad, if all these delays have caused so much
trouble. I have not heard it; maybe you have. 1 have heard
a few people to tell me—and over the weekend I got several
long distance calls, and if necessary, I can name where they
originated and who they were from— telling me and asking me,
say, "For God's sakes, don't let that proposal pass." Well,
I says, "I'm doing all I can." I can't entertain; I can't
take people out; I just got my big mouth, and I'm trying
to use it. I hope the people will listen to me, but that's
all I've got. Even had a former member of the legislature to

call me. He said, "Do you think it would help any? I'll get
a caravan on top of caravan and come down there." I said, "No,

we're in enough trouble now." We haven't got but a few more
days, and I hope I stand it. Let us ease out of it the best
way we can. We've had enough commotion, enough turmoil, and
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enough strife. Now, if you think—and if you want that brand

on you and on your conscience— that you done something that

would let the public utilities of this state place an increase

on the back of the citizens that you and I represent without

having a fair hearing, without getting all the information,

and without going through the courts of this land, then you

vote against my amendment. But, if you believe I'm right,

you vote for my amendment, and I move the adoption thereof.

Quest ions

MR. CHATELAIN
Uncle Earl— I mean Mr. Raybum; I'm sorry.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. "Want to Be Public Service Commissioner" you might

have been kidding some of these delegates when you said you
didn't know what it paid, but any time you qualify for some-
thing, you're going to know all about Che pay.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Raybum, Mr. Burson alluded to the fact that the

staff of the Public Service Commission is a limited staff. Can

you tell me, sir, whether or not it Is a fact that when someone
applies for a rate increase, or something to the Public Service
Commission, that that utility in fact pays for the staff necessary
to make that investigation? Is that right, sir?

MR. RAYBURN
I think they pay for the audit. yes, sir—for the audit.

MR. CHATELAIN
As a matter of fact, they pay for the staff necessary to

look into the application; is that right, sir?

MR. RAYBURN
It's my understanding that they pay for the audit, not

necessarily the application, but they pay for the audit.

MR. CHATELAIN
They pay for the staff, too, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
Let me say this, Mr. Chatelain. Even though the late and

great Earl Long and I were good friends, I kind of resent some-
body kind of trying to make a mockery out of one of my good
friends that was a good friend ot the people of our great state.

{^Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected :

48-56. Motion to reconsider tabled .^

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendnents are sent up by Mrs. Brien, Mrs.

Brien, do you wish your amendments?
Two amendments were passed out by Mrs. Brien. The set that

she wishes to go with has three amendments on it. The set she
is not going with only has two. Look for the set with three
amendments.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 8, delete the word "twelve"
and insert in lieu thereof the word "six".

Amendment No. 2. On page 2, delete lines 10 through 20,
both inclusive, in their entirety, including the amendment pro-
posed by Delegate Roy and adopted by the convention on the twenty-
first.

Amendment No. 3. On page 2, at the beginning of line 21,
delete the numeral "4" and insert in lieu thereof the numeral "2".

Explanation

MRS. BRIEN
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I changed the twelve months to six

months. I can see why the Public Service Coouiisslon cannot render
their decision in six months. Quite a few states have only six
months, and some of the states only have a hundred twenty days.
I think the set time is very important. Forty-seven out of
fifty states require prior authorization of rate changes by
the Public Service Commission. Forty states allow the Public
Service Coomission intcrir. rates. Justice delayed is always
justice denied. All Louisianians, all human beings are con-
sumers, but never forget that it is not all Louisianians who

are fortunate enough to be consumers of the services of the
public utilities and common carriers. Remember that the reason
there are many or not is not only because of indecision, but
also because of stifling decisions. . .or to any consumer because
anyhow he's poor, he is glad to pay a few pennies more for
good service. In the section, appeals, again it brings out
very strongly the decision should have been made and rendered
in six months, and the carrier has the right to direct appeal
to the district court if the Public Service Commission falls
to make Its decision in six months. With the lead line....
With the lead all about bonding, it takes out the whole bonding
provision because we won't see no other way than the commission
give their decision In six months, what is a sufficient time
to decide. It also makes the commission more responsive
to the people. When a regulated public utility applies for a
rate increase, that utility has already experienced or shows
that it will experience inadequate earnings. The utility,
properly, must present hard, solid evidence to substantiate
its application. That's why I want solid time for the com-
mission to act otherwise. The utilities suffer Inadequate
earnings, and the consumer is left out without service. We
see it's always the one what needs the service the most is
the loser. So, I ask you: please, accept my amendment.

Question
MR. ROY

Mrs. Brien, the only difference between your amendment and
Mr. Raybum's amendment Is that you reduce the term to decide
from twelve months to six months?

MRS. BRIEN
Six months; that's right because six months is a sufficient

time. If you research it, you'll see that most all the states
have six months and less. We have a lot of states that have
only a hundred twenty days.

Point of Information

MR. BURSON
This is really a point of information, Mr. Chairman.
This amendment doesn't jibe with the copy of the proposal

that I have as far as the line numbers. I think some other
delegates find the same thing.

MRS, BRIEN
Well, it's the wrong amendment. It's the....

MR. CASEY
Just a moment, Mrs. Brien. Particularly, what line...

MR. BURSON
Well, none of them. I've got this typed copy that was handed

out to us. It just doesn't...

MR. POYNTER
Do you have the amendment with three amendments on it, Mr.

Burson?

MR. BURSON
Oh, you've got a yellow copy reprinted?

MR. POYNTER
Yes, sir.

Mr. Vice-chairman, in light of the question, there's one
thing in the amendment that is unnecessary. On Amendment No.

2 it says, "On page 2, delete lines 10 through 20, both in-

clusive in their entirety..." and it goes on to say "including
the amendment proposed by Delegate Roy." That language is not
necessary in that that amendment was adopted to the other
proposal, and the text of it Is incorporated here, but it's

not necessary to recite that language. So, actually, after
the word "entirety" on the second line, you ought to just
delete the remainder of that verbiage. It's unnecessary;
perhaps confusing.

MRS. BRIEN
Also, in the section of appeals, we added on "all appeals

shall be tried summarily and in preference to all other suits."
So it makes it strong again that they have to act on it, so
there is not more time wasted about it.

MR. POYNTER
Mrs. Brien, that's not in this amendment as it's passed out

now.
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{^Amendment wi thdrawn ."l

Point of Information

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, is the amendment going to be divided?

She just withdrew it?

MR. CASEY
Judge Tate, there's a question as to... a parliamentary

question as to whether it's divisible or not. It has not been

resubmitted anyway right now.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The effect of what Mrs. Brien wants to do, if you still

have the other copy of the amendment— the other amendment that
she passed out—she in addition wants what is on the other
amendment is Amendment No. 2. It ought to be "On page 2, line
32, immediately after the period "." add the following sentence:
"All appeals shall be tried summarily and in preference to all
other suits." She wants to add that as Amendment No. 4, which
would read: "On page 2, line 32, immediately after the period
"." add the following sentence: "All appeals shall be tried
summarily and in preference to all other suits." The text of
that language can be found before you in the form of the other
amendment she had passed out, and in particular. Amendment No. 2

of the other set of amendments. It would become Amendment No. 4

here.

Point of Information

MR. GOLDMAN
If Mrs. Brien is going to change her amendment, there's another

place. .. isn't there another place that should be changed in Section
(E) . It still carries "within twelve months", and her other amend-
ment says "six months." That needs to be corrected If it's
going to be consistent.

MR. CASEY
I think that's correct, Mr. Clerk,

MRS. BRIEN
I don't think they passed it out.

MR. GOLDMAN
It's on line 28 on page 2.

MR. POYNTER
That's right;"On page 2, line 28" it's your point.

MRS. BRIEN
Yes, well, that's on the other amendr.ent here.

MR. CASEY
Okay. Let's stand at ease for about five minutes in order

that the proper corrections can be made on the amendment.

[Ciiorum Call : 95 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

Further Di scussi on

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, I think the only change this makes is six

months. We argued out the other one pretty thoroughly. I

now move the previous question.

Point of Information

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Chairman, could the question be divided?

MR. CASEY

Well, let's take care of the previous question first, Mr.
Deshotels.

[^Previous Question ordered . Oi^estion
ruled divisible. Quorum Call: 100
delegates present and a quorum. ]

Further Di scussion

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, the No. 5 amendment— I didn't hear it dis-

cussed up there at all, and it involves serious questions of

judicial administration. It looks like we won't have a chance
to raise them.

MR, CASEY
Well, Judge Tate, the question has already been called...

MR. TATE

Yes. All right, sir.

MR. CASEY
And no one wished recognition for the floor,

MR. TATE
All right. I made my point, maybe, I hope.

Point of Information

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, could we ask for a suspension of the rules

so that we could discuss that? 1 agree with Judge Tate on

Amendment No. 5.

IMoti on to recons ider the motion by
which the Previous Question was
ordered rejected : 44-59. Amend-
ments rejected : 19-89. Motion to
recons ider tabled

.

]

MR. CASEY
The Clerk will read the Roy amendment.

Amendments

MR, POYNTER
All right.
Mrs. Brien now has sent up the amendments. Copies have

been distributed. These are the same amendments that have
been read before. I'll read them in detail.

The first four amendments have the effect of reducing the

time frame for the decision from twelve months to six months.
Then, delet:!ng the language on page 2, lines 10 through 20.

The fifth amendment is a separate proposition, on page 2, line 32

adding the requirement that "all appeals shall be tried summarily
and In preference to all other suits."

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 5 through 32, both

inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the

following: "(D) Applications...

[^Motion to waive reading of the Amend-
men t adopted wi thout objection . Mot ion
to limit debate on the Amendment ex-
clusive of opening and closing to

twenty minutes adopted without objec-twenty
tion

.

J

Expl anat ion

MRS. BRIEN
Well, I think I explained it enough. I only would ask

you one more question. What is wrong with our Public Service

Commission when all other states have six months and less to

make their decision? I ask your favorable vote on this amendment.

Expl anat i on

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

amendment changes several things in the committee proposal that

we adopted previously. If you'll follow with me... Of course,

it still provides for the effective filing date of the application
which means, as I pointed out under Section 1. (B) "Powers
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and Duties, "the connnlssion may say that you've got to furnish

us with all this infonnation at your own expense before we'll

even consider your proposed increase. Now, you'll notice that

Section 1 mandates the comnission to decide, rather mandates

the advertising or the proposed schedule for coiroion carriers

and public utilities. Then, of course. Section 2 says that

they should. . -shall render a full decision on the application

etc., within twelve months. Now, getting to Section 3. there

is a change from the conmittee proposal in that on the second

line of Section 3, it is applicable only to a public utility.

The reason that the change was made was because there were

some legitimate issues brough up with respect to cotmnon car-

riers. You buy a ticket to ride Trailways or Greyhound or any

other common carrier, and it would be impossible, as a bookkeeping

record, to have anything with respect to the automatic increase

because thereM be hardly any effective way that you could be

—

if the increase were wrong— there 'd be hardly any way that

you could be repaid or refunded your money. So, the conmission

would be entitled to—under the first part of Section 3, the

first sentence— to permit the proposed increase in rates in

whole or in part to be bonded even prior to the tine that the

commission has rendered its decision. That's solely within

the discretion of the commission, which is where 1 think it

ought to be. The five men sitting there may have, as a general

notion, that in this particular rate increase request that they

think that it's probably valid, but rather than make a final

definitive decision, they say go ahead and bond it subject to

our approval. If we go ahead and approve it at the end of

that time, you're all right. If they disapprove it within

the twelve months, then of course the commission may order

that the bonds, previously allowed filed in support of the

proposed rate increase, would then be disallowed. Now, that

just gives some more leeway to the commission in its discretion

to allow the bonding to be put in effect. The second sentence

is the one that really makes sonc substantive changes. It

changes the six months on the effective date of the- application

to twelve months, within which time that the commission must rule.

It provides that the increase may be put into effect as provided

by law so that the legislature will still, in the final analysis,

be able to make such rules and regulations appertaining to

the way that this bond will be put into effect, and of course,

subject to the security requirements. Finally, that bond, as

provided by law, would be in effect until a court of last resort

rules on it. Remember now, it's restricted only with respect

to utility companies because they're the only folks that have

a record of the amount of charges that were imposed on you,

and they're the only ones that can really refund back to you

whatever they overcharged in case they're ultimately reversed.

Section 4 provides that the utility shall make a full refund

with legal Interest thereon, within the time and manner prescribed

by law. Now, here again there's no question but that the legis-

lature may provide the manner in which the refund will be made,

whether aa of a credit or whether a direct payment. However,

the legislature may never change and impose any obligation

upon the consumer to file anything to get his refund back in

case any proposed rate was disallowed. Finally, Section (E)

deals with the appeals. There were some questions as to how

the appeal would be taken. This simply provides that the

appeal may be taken in a manner provided by law as to any party

to the law suit or to the rate increase request. The legislature

can provide how many days you have within which time to get

into the district court. It may provide that the district court

may obtain other evidence to determine this particular issue.

It may restrict the type of evidence that may come in sub-

sequent to it, and it also provides for the time it may

provide for time limitations with respect to filing an appeal

to the Supreme Court. The only other thing the legislature

may not do is; it may not take away your direct right of appeal

to the Supreme Court. Let me tell you why that's important.

We have provided all along in this constitution that our

appellate courts would be able to review questions of law and

fact in any decisions rendered by district courts. Now, what

you have here in essence is an appeal, maybe, from a conmission

ruling to a district court when new evidence is taken in. The

district court could make an error on the law or on the evi-

dence, the facts, for which reason the Supreme Court would have

a direct right of review over it. For those reasons, I ask that

you adopt the amendment.

Questions

:«. DUVAL
Chris, under the... I think Paragraph 3 is really the salient

paragraph to this article. In Paragraph 3, the first sentence.

It allows the Public Service Comnission, by its own rules, to

allow a rate to go into effect prior to a decision: is that

correct?

MR. ROY

Yes.

MR. DUVAL
Now, in the event the Public Service Conmission did not

decide that rase ever, that rate would remain in effect forever;
would it not?

MR. ROY
If it didn't decide, then you go to sentence number two

which would permit the application to continue in effect as

provided by law.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I'm asking you this though: why would the utility

want the Public Service Commission to decide if the rate is

already in effect, and it's in their favor? If the commission
never decided, it's possible to have the rate remain in effect,
is it not, without ever a decision being made? Is that

possible under this?

MR. ROY
It's certainly possible. I don't think that a Public Service

Commission would allow a rate to stay in effect and never rule...
I don't think they would say, "Look, we're going to allow you
the rate increase, and we're never going to rule on this thing,
so in effect we're giving you a rate Increase without a ruling.*'

I just don't see that.

MR. DUVAL
But, it is possible under this?

MR. ROY
Well, yes, certainly.

MR. DUVAL
My next question is directed to the second sentence. It's

a permissive sentence, is it not, where it permits the legislature
to make SMch laws to implement bond or security if no decision
is rendered; is that right?

MR. ROY
The legislature may provide the method and the provisions

with respect to how it goes into effect, but in my judgment, it

mandates it allows the utility to put it into effect subject
to whatever laws the legislature passes on it.

MR. DUVAL
In other words, the intent of it is to give tliem the specific

constitutional rights to place this into effect If no decision
is made, but it's subject to such regulations as the legislature
may enact; is that correct?

MR. ROY
Right.

MR. DUVAL
But, don't you think it's subject to interpretation? Do you

think it's clear that the utility has the constitutional right
to put it into effect, or do you think there night be some
question that the legislature would have to enact a statute to

give them this right?

MR. ROY
No, I think that they have the constitutional right to put it

into effect subject to whatever the legislature says with respect
to it.

MR. SINGLETARY
Chris, in Paragraph 3 you refer to the effective filing date.

In Paragraph 2, you just say the date of filing. Did you mean
to say the effective date of filing in Paragraph 2?

MR. ROY
Yes, that's meant there too.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Roy, if I understand this correctly, you have a constitu-

tional right to put this rate into effect, but you can only
get your refund as provided by law which is something different
altogether; is that correct?

MR. ROY
No, as provided by law modifies the.
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MR. HAYES
All right. If it's not provided here, how are you going to

get it back? You say as provided by law; that's not provided
here; is it?

MR. ROY
Section 4, then provides how you're going to get it back.

The two things Section 4 says is that you never have the obligation
to file any thing--you, the consumer—and that you get it back with
legal interest and as otherwise provided by law within one year.

MR. HAYES
Is this something that the legislature will have to do in

order for me to get it back—provide this by law? Am I correct?

MR. ROY
Yes, the legislature would provide by law within what period

of time you get it back. They may say within six months.

MR. HAYES
Well, good, but they have a constitutional right to do this

to me. Is that correct? That's what I'm trying to find out.

MR. ROY
I miss... The only constitutional mandate is that the obligation

to remake the refunds is always on the utility company. But,
the method and way of making it and time of making the refunds
with interest is provided by the legislature.

MR. HAYES
You're confusing me. They have a constitutional right to

impose this?

MR. ROY
Who?

MR. HAYES
The utility company.

MR. ROY
No. *•

MR. HAYES
That's what I see here.

MR. ROY
No, no. Section 4 deals with the... 2 and 3. In other words,

suppose the commission, six months after an application was filed
with it, granted the rate increase and put it In effect. Then
subsequently, a year and a half or two years later, the Supreme
Court says you should not have granted the rate Increase; then
Section 4 is applicable, and the utility company must make the
refund with interest subject to the method and time being de-
veloped by the legislature.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Roy, I'm trying to get back again to that explanation

you gave as to why we are now limiting this provision primarily
to one which would primarily benefit the telephone company.
Isn't it true that railroads who carry freight, or anybody else
who carries freight, has Bills of Lading, and therefore, would
be in a position to rebate in the event their rate increase
was not upheld?

MR. ROY

Yes, sir, Mr. Perez, that's true, but I feel that a bird
in the hand for the consumer is worth two in the bush if you're
talking about, and you kjiow that it's impossible to then ajudi-
cate the issues of the little guy that gets on the Trailways
bus, though, and doesn't ride on a bill of lading.

MR. PEREZ
Isn't it also true that the man who gets on that bus has

a ticket, and that on that ticket is stamped the date on which
he traveled? So, therefore, he'd be in a position to get a
rebate.

MR. ROY
That certainly is true, and I can't see some poor little

guy who's riding a bus keeping tickets for years and years to
determine whether he should get a refund or not, and then having
to go through the process of filing the application.

MR. PEREZ
So, again aren't we really saying what we're doing is limiting

this thing to put a special provision in the constitution just
for one company—the Southern Bell Telephone Company?

MR. ROY
No, because a utility can be an electric company. In response

to your question—because I want it clearly understood as far as
I m concerned— I think the consumer of this state, be he a guy
who gets electricity or gets... is entitled to good telephone
service. Is going to be benefited by this provision because it's
going to make the Public Service Commission act. It's going to
allow service to be rendered for money that's worth something
now Instead of fifty cents on a dollar later down the line where
only the big shot gets anything in return.

MR. PEREZ
Well, have you seen Louisiana Power and Light Company or any

of these other public utilities up here complaining of this thing?
Isn't the only group of lobbyists that we've seen up here the
telephone company people?

MR. ROY
Mr. Perez, I have not been around the legislature like some

other people here, and I know no lobbyists. The only one I know
that's here is a telephone company lobbyist, and I wouldn't know
who the other people are in any event.

MR. PEREZ
May I suggest that you look up into the audience, and I'll be

glad to point out a half a dozen to you?

MR. ROY
Well, you probably can. I understand you represented them

at one time. 1 didn't.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Chris, you voted against Senator Rayburn's amendment: did

you not?

MR. ROY

Yes, I did.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Didn't want to leave that discretion to the legislature to

set up the sort of mechanism you're talking about here; isn't
that correct?

MR. ROY
No, you're wrong.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Why is it you voted against that amendment?

MR. ROY
Because Senator Rayburn's amendment would have allowed, in

my judgment, if we're going to have a constitutionally created
Public Service Commission, it would have then not allowed what
I intend to seek here which Is: that they're going to rule on
those applications or else they're going to feel the heat of
the people one way or the other.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, he left in the part, or would have left in the part

that said that they had to rule within twelve months.

MR. ROY
Yes, but saying that they have to and putting something that

makes them rule, is a horse of a different color, Mrs. Zervlgon.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, you have here that the commission may permit an Increase.

Right?

MR. ROY
That's correct.

MRS. ZERVIGON
And then following that, "after the twelve month period an

increase may be put into effect." The second may refers to the
utility company, right?

MR. ROY
Right.

MPS. ZERVIGON
Not to the commission.
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MR. ROY
To the utility company.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But then after that almost everything that happens In your

amendment after that is "as provided by law."

MR. ROY
Right.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, aside from the fact that we have an automatic rate in-

crease» your amendment is very little different than Senator
Raybum's in that everything is provided by law. Isn't that so?

MR. ROY

No, there's a lot of difference because the constitutional
right for the rate increase as provided by law, in my judgment,
would mean that the legislature could say, "look, the PSC has
not acted; it's been fourteen months. These people have
finally bonded this thing, and the rate goes into effect."
Now, we're going to provide—i^ legislature would say—we're
going to provide, though, that at that moment the case is then
may be considered by a district court, and if that court then
rules one way or the other on it, they could modify the con-
stitutional mandate that was automatically allowed previously.
There's just a lot of difference between my concept and Mr.
Raybum's. His Is that: let the courts decide, and mine is:

let the people whom we elect decide initially, and then let
the courts review it.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, to get back to this distinction between what's aoing to

be constitutional and what's going to be statutory, in yourSection
4 the consumer gets his money back in a manner prescribed bv law.

MR. ROY
In a time and method, yes.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, they could really make it rather difficult if the law

read that wav?

these limitations are statutory. What we're saying in effect, also,

that if an elected official doesn't act, the public has to pay.

Now, we're saying this, well, we want this done in the name of

providing good services, but I'd like for the legislature and

the state government to provide me with a lot of services too.

But, I don't see any mandate that we have that the legislature is

going to either have to provide these service, or if they don't provide

them, there's going to be an automatic tax increase so that

they will be provided. This is what we're saying in effect

right here that in order to provide a. .. .supposedly provide

additional services that we're going to have an automatic

rate increase. Now, I have not gotten into personalities
or companies or anything here before, but I say to you that

we're writing one particular language in this constitution

for one particular company. And that's all because I have

not been approached by any other utility for any relief here.

They all feel that their relief should be to the legislature,

I say that the South Central Bell Telephone Company ought to

have its relief to the legislature too. Now, I'm not going

to quarrel with the fact that they do need some relief. I'm

not going to quarrel with the fact that the Public Service

Commission may not have acted responsibly in the past, but

I say that the relief should be in the legislature and not

in the constitution. Now, you see passed out on your desk
some information that I had printed up. It shows you a comparison

of these telephone rates in Louisiana with those in Texas. We

pay more for our long distance rates in Louisiana than we do in

Texas. How, why if things are so bad here, why are we paying
more? If you say Texas doesn't have the services they should

have, still the relief, though, in Texas is In the legislature

and not in the constitution. I've heard many, many people get

up here during this convention and talk about the rights of

the people. Well, I'm telling you you're taking away the

rights of the people here. You're putting the burden of

responsibility on the people to have to go to court to make

their elected officials act. I think the responsibility should

be on the utility company, but this particular amendment does

not even require the utility company to go to court because

they can place the rates into effect, and then they can just let

it ride. I urge the rejection of this amendment.

Question

MR. ROY
Who?

The legislature? I don't think Sixty would let it happen.

Further Discussion

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in opposition to this amendment.

Let me tell you what this really does—and this is the sleeper
in here. The second sentence of Paragraph 3 states that "if no
decision is rendered on the application within twelve months...
the proposed increase may be put Into effect as provided by law
and subject to such bond or security requirements, until final
action by a court of last resort." This places the discretion
In the hands of the utility company as to whether or not they
want to place these rates into effect, and they can go ahead
and do so. As provided by law, simply prescribes the manner,
and what can happen here is that they can post their bonds;
theyput their rates into effect, and nobody has anything to
say about it because they have a constitutional right to do so.
Unless some consumer, or somebody—the Public Service Connission
or a consumer— takes them to court, they don't have to worry
about going to court. The Public Service Commission can let
it ride, and the rates will stay in effect forever. Now, I

ask you; is this the proper way to do business in this instance?
Words, "provided by law", doesn't really mean anything here.
But, the thing that really bugs me is why are we insisting on
putting this type of language into the constitution? We don't
have any such language for any other elected official. We've
got statewide elected officials. We've got the treasurer, com-
missioner of insurance, elections, agriculture, and what we have
done with these people—now, these are statewide elected officials;
they control our destinies in many ways too—and in about for five
or six or seven or eight lines, we have written dissent language
into this constitution which simply says that they will have
certain general duties, and they'll have other powers and other
duties as provided by law. Now, these are statewide elected
officials. But, here we are taking the Public Service Coroaission
which consists of five members, and we're going to write detailed
language Into this constitution to tie their hands as to what
they can do and what they can't do. 1 repeat again there is no
other language in any other state constitution similar to this.
Those people that say that there are limitations in other states.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Abraham, there has been quite a bit of discussion about

the inability of the Public Service Commission to properly audit
books, etc., within a specified period--slx months or twelve

months—because, possibly, of the wide spread operations of the

company. But, is it not a fact that any kind of data gathering

activity: that is, the auditing, etc.,would be confined to

Louisiana intrastate where the-company operates?

MR. ABRAHAM
No, sir, Mr. Alexander, because in auditing the books of

these subsidiary company, they must go all the way back to the

parent company because the parent company can make the sub-

sidiary make or lose money as it so desires simply by charging

with overhead charges and other costs from other subsidiaries.

So, you've got to go deeper than just what goes on right here

in this particular company's books.

MR. ALEXANDER
But the operation

MR. CASEY
You have exceeded your time, Mr. Abraham. I'm sorry, gentlemen.

Further Discussion

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, there is one thing I would

like to correct at this time where the former speaker said that

the wording "as provided by law" meant nothing. If you will go

back and reread that section or that paragraph or that sentence

in Paragraph (3) it says "If no decision is rendered on the

application within twelve months after such filing date the

proposed increase may be put into effect as provided by law

and subject to protective bond." In other words, the legislature...

they can't put It in; the legislature has got to provide the

manner in which it would go in. The second thing that I want

to point out is it looks like a lot of people are missing the

boat. It seans that someone here Is operating under a theory

or philosophy that this money Is going into the pockets of the

stockholders or the telephone company. I remember back just a

few years ago when they applied for a rate Increase and, of

course. It wasn't politically nice for the Public Service
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Commission to grant it, so they just studied it. We studied
It for four or five years. By the time they got through studying
we had two or three elections, by that time, the rate Increase
that they had applied for was absolutely meaningless because
times and economical conditions had changed. During that period
of time literally thousands and thousands of people wanted better
service that they couldn't get. Now, we've spent a lot of time
talking up here about the money that it's going to cost the
consumer. Well, I don't care what it cost me, I want the
service and you give me the service within a reasonable fee,
that's what I want. I've got many, many people that want to get
away from that eight party line that they can't use. I've got a
lot of people that I want to call that's on a eight party line
where I can't use my private line because I can't get their's
for an hour at a time. In order to get rid of that condition,
the utility company, the telephone company has got to have a
little profit. When you grant them a rate Increase to show them
that they are going to have enough money to pay off a bonded
Indebtedness, then they are going to sell debentures or sell
bonds in order to make this service available. I would like to
remind you of one other thing, when you get an area that they
can't economically serve, nobody else can serve it because it's
franchised out and it's franchised out by this same Public Service
Commission that won't act, so the people are just caught between
the rock and the hard place. This whole section here is designed
to get a Public Service Commission to act. This suits me a lot
better than the original because it does give the full twelve
months. When they come in and file an application, they want
the application considered on its total merits so they Include
every aspect of the economics in their application, there is
just absolutely no reason to take longer than twelve months.
At the end of this twelve month period of time, then, the rate
Increase can be put into effect according to this constitutional
provision as provided by law and after bond is.... or a certain
security is put up to guarantee the payment and then it's paid
off according to the court. What other protection you can give
the consumer, I don't know. What this does is gives the utility
company the opportunity to come up with a sufficient rate that
will allow progress to be made. So, I'd urge the adoption of
this amendment.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Womack, I'm interested in your interpretation of the

second sentence in Paragraph (3). Now, Mr. Roy, who Introduced
the amendment Indicated that the utility would have the
constitutional right to put its rate Increase into effect, of
course, the legislature would have to pass. would be mandated
to pass laws regulating this and stipulating the type of bond or
security. But you do agree, don't you, that the utility has
the constitutional right to do this under this proposal; Is
that correct, sir?

MR. WOMACK
I think possibly it would have the right to do it, the

legislature provide the manner in which it will be done., What
you are trying to say is, probably, if you're opposing this— it
sounds like maybe you are—you're saying not only does the
Public Service Commission won't act but the legislature won't
act. 1 certainly don't agree with that. I think the legislature
would tie it down very well.

MR. DUVAL
That gives me another question. If we do make a mistake

here in this constitution it can't be changed, but couldn't the
legislature direct itself to this problem, I have a lot of
faith in it? Couldn't it handle this problem? Don't you
think it's primarily statutory?

MR. WOMACK
Well, I don't see any question but what it could be done.

I think you could abolish about ninety-five percent of what we've
done and say that you just shall have just one blank sentence
pretty well covering everything and cover it all by the legislature.

Further Di scussion
MR. BURSON

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, Mr. Womack's close makes a
good beginning for my remarks because it seems to me that this
is obviously a legislature matter. If the legislature will act
to put into effect laws requiring a protective bond, if the
legislature will act to provide for a refund with legal interest
within the time and the manner prescribed by law. If the legislature
will act to provide for an appeal to be taken in a certain manner,
if the legislature will do all of these things, then I think it

is obvious that the legislature can handle this entire matter
and ought to handle this entire matter rather than this con-
stitutional convention. It seems to me that this is the most
presumptuous thing that we have done if we undertake to make a
final decision on this matter. If the legislature were considering
legislation on this point, it would have full scale hearings, would
hear both sides of the question, would hear not only from the
utility company representatives but also from the Public Service
Commission who has the expertise in this manner, who could tell
us about the procedure and what is involved. We, here, most of
us delegates to this convention have not heard sufficient
evidence to reach an arbitrary decision that if a decision is
not made within a certain period of time that a utility should
have the right to put an automatic rate increase into effect.
We simply are not— I put it to you and I think if you will look
into your heart you will agree that most of us are simply not
that familiar with the kind of procedure that is Involved here.
Most of us, I submit to you, would find the average application
involved here unintelligible if we had to sit down and read it

and reach the kind of decision that we want the Public Service
Commission to reach here with such dispatch. Now, there is a
common misconception that invades most of the remarks that have
been made in favor of this scheme, that is, that we are talking

about one request for a rate increase by one utility company
made once a year. Do you realize that it's entirely possible for

a utility company to make three or four rate increase requests
within a single year all of which would be governed by this
same language? Do you know that as a matter of fact there are
tank truck carriers In Louisiana because of the fuel situation
that have this year, this past year of 1973, made not one, or
two, but three requests for rate increases during this year?
So, I adjure you to think of the fact that the ramifications
of this provision go far beyond one rate increase request by
Southern Bell or by any other public utility company. Now,
I've heard a lot of conversation about what is the law in
other states but no one's placed a memorandum on my desk or
on your desk showing us what the law is in other states. I

would bet that if they did, we would find that this is not in
the constitution of any other state. But, if such provisions
exist at all, they exist in the statutes where indeed they ought
to exist. We've heard also the argiment that Southern Bell or
the other utility companies will pay for the necessary audits.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, let's be realistic. Certainly if
Southern Bell is paying for the audit, the auditor would be
less than human if he were not inclined to view things favorably
from their light. I don't think that that is the answer to
protecting the public Interest and public utility rate
regulations. The only truly impartial auditor, the only truly
impartial examiner or expert in those Instances are either one
who is in the full-time employment of the Public Service
Commission or one who is paid by the Public Service Commission
for the services that he renders. I think if you will look into
your hearts on this matter and forget the emotional arguments
that have overwhelmed us perhaps—and I have made as many as
anyone on this particular issue—the proposal we are being
presented with here is first of all legislative, secondly, it

is impractical in that I defy anyone and I have not heard any
of the proponents even attempt to do so to get up here and
explain how refunds would be made in our highly mobile population.
Finally.

....that what we are involved with here is the interest of
the public and the public in the main is a rate payer.

Further Discussion

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, you may leave your chair

and kick facts out of doors but on your return you will see them
nestled deep in slumber like a kitten near your chair. Recently
I revisited that little glade of cool green shade, that gentle
hush retreat that quiet sanctuary on the plantations where the
birds converse alone and the bees exchange pollen for nectar with
the flowers, not to learn about the birds and the bees, but to
take this document under advisement. It did not take me twelve
months, not even twelve hours to decide my course on this present
question of the Public Service Commission. The most generous
legal minds will assure you that one year to decide any case or
controversy is ample for the dullest. Indecision or failure to

decide timely is not public service. The commission issued to

duly elected Public Service Commissioners implies the duty because
they are fully paid to work full time and to decide if public
service is to be rendered. If you value public service, you
should mandate public servants by their commission to act by
judgment and not by affection and by all means to act
timely and deliberately. In the face of our facts revealed
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by experience and statistics to this convention not to set a
day of decision or tine for action for public servants would be

as wise as reproving the hot sun or the frost. I do not look

with terror at the suggestion that such a course would raise

rates, that in the language of the board is a tale told by an
idiot without any significance whatsoever. The only thing it

will raise is the level of service, popular applause, based on

misguided or half truths mean nothing to me. I feast on the
integrity of good conscience. The reason Texas has low, long-
distance rates is because they don't allow their commissioners to

play nickel politics; it costs ten cents to use their pay phone.

In all good conscience, I proclaim that those elected to decide
should decide because justice delayed is justice denied, only
Justice satisfies all. Those elected to decide should not drag
their anchors and so ours and lose our position, our station,
our bearing, or our heading. In nautical language or in the

talk of the sea, let the theme song of all public servants be
"Anchors Away. "Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Question

MR DUVAL
Mr. Willis, as usual, I'm tremendously impressed with your

erudition and eloquence and knowing, of course, that you have a

distrust or at least a reluctance to trust the legislature in

some instances, I'm wondering why the bird is going to the consumer

here in the sense that his refunds are left up to the legislature

but the utility is protected in the constitution.

MR. WILLIS
Well, first of all, your question is based on a presumption

—

and I may say a vicious one— that I distrust the legislature; nay,

I trust them very much. I might say that my legislators, both of

them, are my first cousins—my Senator and ray Representative.

Now, to answer your question, the trust, dear sir, is not that it

is lacking, it's just that 1 like a little assurance and tl.is is

irrepealable law.

Closing

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I just

want to point out a couple of things. First of all, Monday Lowe
just reminded me that financial statement preparations, etc.

,

and reporting and auditing as assigned to a certain well established
principle that one can require of the company and thereafter the

rate of return on the investment can be figured out almost to a

dollar and there shouldn't be any problem there. Now, I'm going
to yield to some questions because I know Justice Tate has one.

MR. ROY
That was my interpretation, the others disagreed with me

but to make it perfectly clear we are going to have that the
legislature has got tc set

MR. ABRAHAM
Alright. Let me ask you one other question and to answer

a remark that was made by some other speaker, I don't remember
who. Are you aware that the research staff prepared on May 16,
Staff Memorandum No. 13, which did the research on other Public
Service Commissions in the si:ate and spelled out which ones have
language in the constitution and which ones do not?

MR. ROY
No , I don ' t have that

.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Roy, I was concerned about the point that Mr. Perez

raised about the possibility that if the commission permitted
the rate to go into effect by putting up bond, that the matter
could just sit there for some indefinite period of time. It's
not clear to me in Paragraph (E) dealing with appeals as to
whether or not that paragraph is intended to apply to action
taken under Subparagraph (3). I ask you whether or not you
would be willing to accept an amendment to your proposal which
would make it clear that if the commission did permit the rate
to go into effect or the public utility did put the rate into
effect with bond that the right of appeal in (E) would apply
to that action as well as final action of the commission?

MR. ROY
Mr. Kean, the answer to that is yes. I think it could be a

little redundant in view of Judge Tate's request that will be added
"but only as provided by law," but if that makes you feel better
that it will be in the appellate provision part, we would accept
that amendment. So....

Mr. Chairman, in view of that, X would like to withdraw the
amendment for the purpose of adding these. .. .which I think are
technical amendments as suggested by Justice Tate and Mr. Kean.
I think we can get on and pass this thing right away.

[^oti on to suspend the rules to al low
withdrawal of the Amendment adopted

:

93-4 . Amendment withdrawn

.

]

MR. CASEY
O.K. Mr. Roy now resubmits his amendment, as corrected.
Will you explain the corrections, Mr. Clerk?

Amendment

Questions

MR. TATE
Now, Mr. Roy, would you accept an amendment that says on line,

when it says "If no decision is rendered on the application within
twelve months after such filing date the proposed increase may be
put into effect" but add "but only as provided by law and subject
to minimum requirements"?

MR. ROY
Well, Justice Tate, we*ve talked about that. I will accept

that amendment and I'm sure that will satisfy Mr. Duval—wherever
he is—with some of the questions that he had on it. Alright,
Mr. Duval?

MR. TATE
Alright. Now, may I ask you this? Then, the text of that

amendment would be the rates could not be put into effect unless
the legislature provided a general law which perhaps could require
a court review before they get put into effect; is that correct,
sir?

MR. ROY
Well, the rate could not be put into effect unless the

legislature passed a general law setting forth how it would
be done.

MR. ABRAHAM
Chris, I think my question was partially answered, but what

I was going to ask is that if the legislature did not provide
anything by law under this present language the rates could be
put into effect; could they not?

MR. POYNTER
There are only two changes in the amendment. The first one

comes in Subparagraph (2), the first line of Subparagraph (2)

would read: "Within twelve months from the effective date of
filing." The second change comes in Subparagraph (3) and comes
in the third to last line which presently reads "the proposed
increase may be put into effect,"—add the words "but only"

—

"but only as provided by law."
We've got a third change.

{^Motion to recess for lunch rejected :

27-69. ]

Point of Information

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, I think that this is a very Important matter,

under the rules, I believe we're entitled to have in writing what
we are voting on, I certainly would like to have it in writing.

I don't care whether we go to lunch or not, but I would like to

know what these changes are in writing.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Burson, it's my understanding that the amejidment is being

run off with the corrections and will be passed out in a couple of

minutes, so let's just—
MR. POYNTER

The third change, I'll go ahead and read it, adds another

sentence to (E) which reads: "The right of appeal granted herein
shall extend to any action by the commission, including, without

limitation;any action taken by the commission or by a public

utility under the provisions of Subparagraph (3) above."
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Explanation

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen, I'm going to be very

quick to accommodate Mr. Slngletary, we put the word "effective"
before the word "date" on the line at (2) so that it would be
consistent. To answer Justice Tate's question, we added the
words "but only" before the words "as provided" in Section (3),
With respect to Mr. Kean's suggestion, we added the additional
sentence that the right of appeal to the district court or to
any court would be with respect to the bonding or any allowance
that the commission had made for or against the utilities, so
that leaves it completely up to the courts to review that particular
issue so there is no question about the courts being able to review
the issue of bonds and, with that, I submit the question and ask
for a record vote.

Point of Information

MR. STAGG
The convention adopted a limit on debate on this matter. The

rules were suspeneded simply for the purpose of making an amendment
to the amendment. Now, I think the time for the question has
long since arrived and I move the Chair so to act.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Stagg, I would have to rule that this is a new

amendment, substantial changes have been made and It's more
than just some minute corrections. We have a new amendment.
If you wish to make a motion to limit debate that's certainly
in order, but I feel compelled to recognize whoever wishes to
speak under the rules.

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move to limit further debate

on this to ten minutes.

[_Mot ion to limit debate on the Amend-
ment s to ten minutes adopted : 65-J6.]

Point of Order

MR. PEREZ
Does it require a suspension of the rules to limit debate?

MR. CASEY

No, it does not.

Further Discussion

:®. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

it seems like we have been on this provision for eternity and it

just so happens that unfortunately it was probably the last para-
graph that we would have adopted before going into adopting our
full constitution, that we had worked on for a year. It's very
unfortunate that the telephone company saw fit to inject this

into this constitution. A lot has been said about how many states
have this. There's a chart over there. There's forty-eight out

of the fifty states require positive action from the Public
Service Commission before any rate increase goes into effect.
Now, what does this amendment do that Mr. Roy has injected into

this new amendment, or the reamended amendment? It says, "But
only as provided by law," which means to me in my way of thinking
that none of it's necessary because it has to all be provided

by law. Now, what are we going to do, sit here and placate

the telephone company because that's all it applies to? Now,

it applies to no one else. The way I read it, it doesn't apply
to anyone. It just applies to Southern Bell, or any telephone
company doing business in this state. I don't know how many
you have, but I have one—Southern Bell. Maybe you call it a

monopoly; maybe you don't. Maybe you're going to put a whole
sheet of paper in a constitution to satisfy some whims of

Southern Bell, and that's what you're doing. That's exactly what
you're doing because now you say, "As only as provided by law,"
which means if the law don't provide, I can't see how any of

it could go into action. I just don't see how we can sit here,
and destroy what we have done on a provision of this magnitude.
On the last article we were ready to adopt. Ladies and gentle-
men, I wish you would reject this amendment and let's get on
with the business of this convention.

I see no reason why we should continue, and it just amazes
me that we sit here and see the power struggle going on to get

this particular provision in the constitution. It's just
amazing, and I'm sure you all heard like I heard over the holi-
days; my people didn't like this provision in the constitution.
I can't find anybody who has in the parish. If you would bring
up that last case on the Public Service Commission, I'd like
the people to see just what that case consisted of. Mr. Alario,
would you roll up the last case, those two voluminous boxes of
stuff, that was the last rate increase by the Public Service
Conmisslon, or the increase requested by the telephone company
to the Public Service Commission. Maybe you think that you
can do this in six months or a year. Well, if you think a

three hundred and sixty billion dollar company as the telephone
company with the resources they have, with the legal services
they have can outdo your Public Service with a nine hundred
thousand dollar budget, I think you ought to go ahead and vote
for this provision. That's what it amounts to. Look at the
last case. It's volume on top of volume on top of volume. Just
look at It if you're a mind. Take your time, and look at it.

That 's the last case. Now, you look at the limited resources
of your Public Service Commission and how many attorneys they
have, and if there's an appeal. If there's an appeal, mind you.

Judge, this is what they base it on, if I'm not mistaken, is the
record . Now, can you see a poor citizen or an Individual bringing
suit, bringing suit against this increase? I can't. I can't
see any one of you all having the resources to match what you
have here.

I'm trying to proceed orderly, and Mr. Chairman, let me
reflect that. I don't mind the impoliteness on myself, but I

think the impoliteness that's projected on this convention and
the fraud projected on the people of this state by what we're
trying to do here— I think that's Impolite to the people of
this state. I think somebody's going to reckon rfith it. One
day we'll all have to bear for what we do here. You go ahead and
laugh if you want. You can mock the people of this state if
you want, and that's what you're doing. When you 3ay"an
automatic increase, "that 's what you're doing, gentlemen.

Further Discussion

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I hesitate to rise on a

matter on which I have no expertise. However, I think at this
stage of the convention's deliberations on this issue we have
reached a point where we can reach a fair and practical compro-
mise of the opposing views. I have voted with Senator Raybum
consistently. Those telephone people stop at nothing I have
voted consistently with Senator Rayburn throughout these proceedings
because I believed with him, and I do believe with him that it
would be most unwise to fix In the constitution an automatic
rate Increase on public utilities when the commission does not
act.no matter for what good reason the commission has been
unable to act. However, the proponents have pointed out—and
I think the original Raybum amendment would have permitted
the utilities to go into court if the commission did not act
within twelve months and show cause why a temporary rate increase
might not be permitted,pendency. .. during the pendency of the
proceedings, subject to bond. Now, as I read this amendment,
and I am assured by the authors of it that this is the extent,
and I think it unambiguously so provides, this amendment now
cures up automatic constitutionally mandated rate increase if
no decision's reached. It says as I read it—and you can read it
better than I can—if no decision is rendered on the application
within twelve months after such filing date, the proposed in-
crease may be put into effect, but only as provided by law
and subject to restrictive bond requirements. As I read that.
It means unless the legislature provides for the mechanics of
it by a general law, and this, in that general law thing that
can go to court after twelve months and file a rule to show
cause why they shouldn't have a temporary rate Increase. The
commission could show that they have volumes and volumes and
can't reach its mark easily and efficiently. So, as I envision
this amendment, it just says, "The legislature may in the future
provide by a general law that the utilities may get a temporary
increase providing they provide sufficient bond to protect the
consumer if the conmisslon doesn't act within twelve months."
I think in summary, and in conclusion I think that this is a

practical resolution of the computing requirements before us.
I personally would have preferred the Raybum approach. Leave
it all subject to law. But, this apparently suits a preponderant
number of delegates, and I'm willing to vote for it in the effort
to get through with this matter with fairness to the people and
conclude the question.

Questions

MR. TOBIAS
Judge Tate, Is it not true that this type of provision
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would not only apply to the telephone company, but would also
apply to every other public utility in this state, including
gas companies, electric companies, etc?

MR. TATE
I don't know if it's a friendly question, but as I read

It, any increase in rates is subject to this requirement.

MR. TOBIAS
Second of all, would you believe me if I told you that

there was some duplicate material in that stack that was presented?

MR. TATE
I would not believe that because they are honorable men who

labored under it and brought It up.

MR. RAYBURN
Judge, if the language that you just said where you include

in there "but only as provided by law," if we're going to adopt

that, why couldn't we just come back up in the beginning and

say"within twelve months from the date of effective filing

date, the coonission shall render a full decision on each
application as provided by law," and leave out all this other

stuff here?

MR. TATE
Senator Raybum, I voted with you on that approach. Apparently,

we didn't have enough delegates to agree with us on it. I'm willing

to accept this as accomplishing the same results, and allowing the

...our good friends up in the gallery to go home and say we

brought home a little tiny piece of bacon.

MR. RATBORN
Well, Judge, would you agree then that if you... if this

language is adopted, that that's all it actually says "as provided

by law" on any application or anything that might come before the

commission, if they don't act on it within twelve months, it

shall be in effect or not In effect shall be it provided by law?

HR. TATE
I would give you qualified agreement. I think the constitu-

tional language says they have to decide It within twelve months.

So, then it says, if they don't decide it within twelve months,
then the legislature may provide for a general procedure by

which they could put in the rates temporarily. The courts could

or someone could put in the court the rates temporarily pending
final decision.

MR. RAYBURN
Judge, would you believe the Supreme Court decides all these

matters in twelve months?

MR. CASEY
You've exceeded your time. Judge.

[^Record vote ordered. Amendment adopted;
81-29. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Motion for the Previous Question on the
entire subject matter.}

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

right before we recessed for lunch I presented you with a

file on the filings of the telephone company for the rate

increase to the Public Service Conmission. There was a question

as to the accuracy of that information. I've been asked by

several people was it accurate, and was the documents in there

accurate simply because, I think it was Mr. Tobias and Mr.

Stlnson questioning what we had in there as to the accuracy

of them. Let me assure you that I would not get up before

you on this microphone—or anybody else—on a matter as serious

as what I consider we have before us and give you a false docu-

ment. Every item in there was docket number by docket number

from the Public Service Commission, and It's available for

you to look at. When I was asked before, I personally went

through It, and I found no duplications at all, and I found

no false information. I just thought I would pass that on

to you because I resent when I tried to make a point with the

volunlnous amount of material that's presented in a rate in-

crease that someone would question that I would give you

false information. I resent it very much. I certainly hope

that you realize that I would not do that, and I consider

the seriousness of this particular proposal as magnanimous

with the passage of this constitution. I don't think I've

made my feelings any clearer than I have. I've tried to.

I think it's a very serious proposal. I think it can jeopardize

our whole constitution, and I resent very much the fact that I

was questioned as to the validity and the honesty of what

I was trying to do. I thank you, ladies and gentlemen.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 11, after the word "Term"

and before the word "There" change the period "." to a semicolon
";" and Insert In lieu thereof the following word and punctuation

"Domicile."
Amendment No. 2.—and there Is a correction in it.

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 19, after the word and

punctuation "chosen." add the following; "The commission shall

have its domicile at the state—and this is the change; not

"ol" but "al";"state capital, but may meet, hold investigations,

and render orders elsewhere In this state."

Expl anati on

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, if you will look at the

provisions In the current constitution regarding the Public
Service Commission, It establishes where the actual legal domi-
cile is of the Public Service Commission. As I read the
proposal relating to the Public Service Commission that's now
before you, that particular aspect was not covered. I think
It's appropriate to actually put the situs of the domicile
of the Public Service Commission in the constitution because
if you don't that... the legal domicile of the commission could
be moved about. Now, I think of the magnitude it's of statewide
significance and affects the whole state, and I think that the
reason that they had It In the prior constitution should be
carried over Into this constitution to establish the actual
domicile at the state capital.

Motion Questions

MR. NUNEZ
1 object to the railroading of this proposal.
It's 12:30. Mr. Chairman, I move we recess for lunch.

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Juneau, as the broad term of "at the state capital"

does that mean the state capital building or in Baton Rouge?

[Motion adopted: 92-lJ.]

MR. JUNEAU
Well, It'd be the state capital in Baton Rouge. It's

where your state capital is physically located, Mr. Womack.

Recess

Chairman Henry in the Chair

[quorum Call: 94 delegates present
and a guorun.

]

Personal Privilege

MR. WOMACK
The reason I asked the question, you know normally they

meet, I think, maybe a lot of times in the Natural Resource
Building or In the Welfare Building, and I'm just wondering
if that state capital is broad enough term there.

MR. JUNEAU
That's why the language which you see here, Mr. Womack, is

the identical language that you have in the current constitution

because it says "but may meet, hold investigations, and render
orders elsewhere in this.state," which, you know, other places
in the state, but there's nothing to preclude them from having
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meetings as they now have. It's the current law in the State
of Louisiana. But, I think It's Imperative that we put the
situs somewhere.

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, you weren't here earlier, and I had handled

the committee proposal, and I think that's a good amendment.
I think it ought to be stated where the domicile of the

Public Service Commission Is.

MR. BROWN
Why do you say it's so imperative, Mr. Juneau? You said,

"It's just imperative that the situs be stated." Why Is it so

Imperative?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, I can conceive of a situation where the commission

could physically move the actual domicile, for example, to

Monroe, La., in one year, then physically move it to Shreveport.

I think it's Important for the people in this state to know

when they have problems relating to the Public Service Commission

that they know that they can go to one place to address their

problems concerned in the Public Service Commission; that is,

the situs of the state capital.

MR. BROWN
Well, that may be true if you live in Baton Rouge, but

maybe you live In Jonesboro, La.; you might want to know that

it might come to Jonesboro one of these days.

MR. JUNEAU
Well, I think something as Important as the Public Service

Commission affects all areas of the state, and ought to be

located, its offices in one physical location, the primary

location.

MR. TOBIAS
Pat, are you familiar with the doctrine of forum non conveniens,

the federal doctrine? We have the same doctrine in Louisiana
which allows the district court to transfer an action from one
district court to another district court if the parties to the

case are involved there, for example, for the convenience of

the party. Do you believe that that can presently be done
under the present constitution?

MR. JUNEAU
No.

go with the shorter. It's actually two amendments, but It's

much shorter in length.

The amendments read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 6 through 20, both

Inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the

following:
"(1) The coDsnission shall render decisions on applications,

petitions, and proposed rate schedules in the manner prescribed

by law."
Amendment No. 2. On page 2, at the beginning of line 21,

change the number "(4) to the number "(2)".

Mr. Abraham, for clarity we need to say "on page 2, delete
lines 6 through 20 both Inclusive in their entirety, Including
all floor amendments thereto, "to make sure that it clearly
deletes the Roy amendment, your intent, I believe.

Then that would not affect the Juneau amendment, since
that's to a different page, but It would delete the Roy amendment.

Expl anation

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen. In the Roy amendment we put in a lot

of language, but all of the language hinges on "as provided by
law" or "in the manner prescribed by law." It three's all of

this still back Into the legislature. To provide the manner
in which these rates are going to be put Into effect, provide

for refund, the legislature will have to provide for the manner

In which refunds are made. So, what my amendment proposes to

do is simply say that this commission shall render its decision

on applications, petitions and rate schedules in the manner
prescribed by law. Let the legislature then go ahead and determine

the time limits and everything else because I can foresee where
it may be necessary that there may be different time limits
placed on how long on the Public Service Commission for different
types of public services. I don't think we need to tie It down

In the constitution. I don't think we need all this language
in the constitution. I think everyone here is In agreement
they want a time limit placed on the Public Service Comnlssion.
I'll go along with that. They do need to be mandated to act.

But, I think that with my amendment by putting this all In

the legislature, we are more flexible, and that if a particular
thing does not work, then the legislature Is In a position
to change it. I think we'll be far better off to go ahead

and leave this thing in a flexible position. I don't think

anyone is going to quarrel with the fact that the legislature
now is going to have to come up with some rules and regulations

by which the Public Service Commission can act. I urge the

adoption of the amend-^ant.

MR. TOBIAS
For the convenience?

MR. JUNEAU
No.

MR. TOBIAS
All the constitution says is that the domicile shall be

East Baton Rouge, and the suit shall be brought there. Do you
think that prohibits that court there from transferring it?

It just says "suit shall be brought there."

MR. JUNEAU
No. I think it fits in with your appellate provisions and

all the other provisions In this document which say that

appeals should be brought at the domicile of the coranlsslon; the

domicile of the commission has to be East Baton Rouge Parish.

I just said it's almost imperative you put that language In.

Questions

MR. ROY
Mr. Abraham, do you realize that you take away from the

commission the power to enact and regulate and provide for

reasonable rules and regulations of its own accord when you

simply say that anything it does has got to be provided by

law by the legislature?

MR. ABRAHAM
No, Chris, because In the paragraph (B) I believe It is,

that we say "it shall adopt and enforce reasonable rules,
regulation procedures necessary for discharge of the duties,

and shall have such other powers and perform other duties as

provided by law." So, I don't think we're doing a thing here

than what we've already said before.

MR. BOLLINGER
Delegate Juneau, as you know, my cohorts from Lafourche is

continually worrying how everything affects Thlbodaux. My
question is, how does this affect Lockport?

MR. JUNEAU
I thought the question was, how did it affect Bollinger

Shipyards? I really don't know, Mr. Bollinger.

{^Previous Question ordered , Amend-
ments adopted: 101-1. Motion to
reconsider tabled. ]

MR. ROY
You don't really mandate any type of decision or force

any type of decision-making process like my amendment provides
with respect to some type of almost automatic rate-making

—

that is, bonding process. Is that right?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's right because here again I think we need to be

flexible in this because if one particular system does not work,

we need the legislature to be in a position to change it, and

I think that relief should be to the legislature.

Amendments

MR. FOYNTER
Delegate Abraham has two sets of amendments. He wants to

IPrevious Question ordered . Amend-
ment rejected : 41-65. Motion to
reconsider tabled .

J
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Amendment Further Discussion

MR. POYWTER
Senator Lanbert sends up amendments at this time.

Anendaent reads as follows;
Anendaent No. 1. On page 3, delete lines 1 through 13,

both Inclusive in their entirety.

Explanation

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is Section(F) under

Jurisdiction. This area, I think we've discussed before,has

to do with Natural Gas, etc., and what we have done is left

it up basically to the legislature so that it did not conflict
with the Louisiana Energy Agency that was set up in the last session

of the leglslatLre. I think this point has been discussed at great

length and there's no need for me to go into it in any detail at

all, other than, it conflicts. . . it's conflicting language and
this was put into our proposal prior to the special session of the

legislature. Due to the actions that were taken in the legislature,
this now would be in direct conflict with that. As a result of that,

I'm asking that it be deleted. it's still left up to the legislature,
we've set that up already that mechanism.

lAmendment adopted without objection

.

Motion for the Previous Question on
the entire subject matter rejected

:

40-65.

]

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chainan, fellow delegates, my remarks will be very brief.

In the posture that we find ourselves, I am convinced we would be
far better off in not having anything in the constitution at all
about the Public Service Commission. If we reject this committee
proposal, then automatically the whole subject matter would be, unless
another proposal were introduced, relegated to the statutes where I

think It probably undoubtedly belongs. As far as the provision for
rate increases, if in fact, the proponents of the las': amendnent that
was adopted meant what they said. It could be only as provided by law,
then it would have to be threshed out by the legislature anyway. But,
if, as some of us feel, the first sentence in Paragraph (3) Is a sleeper
which would provide an escape hatch for the Public Service Commission
simply to permit a tentative increase and then never rule on the
subject thereafter, thereby effectively allowing a rate increase without
a public hearing,which goes contrary to every tenet of administrative
law of which I am aware, then I think we certainly ought to reject
this proposal. In so rejecting it, we will leave it lo the legislature
where the legislature can have the kinds of hearings Involving a full
dress discussion of the procedure of utility rate-making which we F.ost
certainly have not had at this convention, and I think we will be doing
the people of our state a great and signal service. I ask you to vote
against adoption of the proposal.

Questions

MR. LeBLEU
Mr. Burson, before we went home for the holidays, there was

quite a bit of debate about the hearing set up by the Public Service
Comnlssion to hear testimony from the applicant. I can find
nothing in this section that specifies that a hearing has to be
held, except they have to make a decision at the end of a year.

MR. BURSON

Mr. LeBleu, I agree with you entirely and it is entirely
possible that under this language you could make a decision without
ever having a hearing giving the opponents a chance to express their
views on a rate Increase.

MR. LeBLEU
One other question and to get back to the first sentence in

Paragraph (3)—as I read this, the Public Service Commission could
hold a regular meeting and accept an application, then, permit the
applicant to institute his rate increase cr a portion thereof at
that time which night be two weeks after he applied or a month or
three months, or ... Is that right?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir, that's certainly possible.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

I think that many of us have been lulled,so to speak, into sleep
over the fact that we think that we may have adopted a provision
which would not give to the telephone company the automatic
right to put a rate increase into effect. Let me read to you, if
you will, that provision which is the heart of the whole propoiial
and let's see if we can figure out what it means. It says "if
no decision is rendered on the application within twelve months after
such filing date, the proposed increase may be put into effect, but
only as provided by law and subject to protective bond, etc." Now,
there are many of us. . .or many people here that I have discussed
this subject matter with and they believe that the meaning of this
provision is that the rate increase will go into effect, but only
the form and the manner can be provided by the legislature. So, that
there is a great deal of doubt in my mind and in the minds of many
of the delegates as to whether or not we have accomplished what maybe
we think we have accomplished or maybe what some of the proponents
of this amendment would have us believe it would accomplish. Therefore,
I very strongly urge you that because of the fact that this provision
primarily gives the right. . . certain rights to th^ telephone company
then leaves the rights of the subscribers or of the people up to the
legislature, that this whole subject matter with respect to rates should
be left to the legislature and that, therefore, we should not adopt this
provision. I, therefore, strongly urge you —and they need sixty-
seven votes, remember, to pass this article— that we reject the article
and hopefully, on reconsideration, we might be able to straighten the
subject matter out. I'll yield to questions.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Challn, see If you interpret this the way I do. As I under-

stand it, that if I am a utility I can go to the Public Service
Commission with a request for a rate increase, and at the same time,
also request that the rate increase be put into effect in full on a
tentative basis. Then, by the provisions of the last sentence of
Paragraph (E) if the Public Service Commission says, "No, you cannot
have a rate increase on a tentative basis," I can then go to court
and apply for the rate increase on a tentative basis; do you read
this the same way as I do?

MR. PEREZ
Well, there are many questions unanswered as far as I'm

concerned in this language, but that which gives the mosl problem
is whether or not it really means that the legislature can or
cannot give the automatic Increase, but that under this wording it
would appear to me to mean that the automatic increase would go into
effect and only the method or the manner would be provided by the
legislature. I have serious doubts as to the meaning of these words.
I think an awful lot of other delegates do also.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Perez, I was rather busy at the close of your remarks, but

I thought I heard you say that this should be left up to the
legislature?

MR. PEREZ
I'm talking about with regard to the rate-making procedure,

yes

.

MR. CHATELAIN
Because I know you and I sit on the Local and Parochial

Government and your philosophy has been not to trust the
legislature.

MR. PEREZ
No, sir, I've never taken that position. I think that there

are certain provisions which should be in the constitution to
protect the rights of the people and there are some provisions which
should not. In my Judgment, this does not protect the rights of
the people, it protects the rights of one company, the telephone
company

.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Perez, in line with that last question you were asked,

wouldn't it be consistent t" •«ny that if we're going to leave some
folk's rights to tne legislature we ought to leave all folk's rights
to the legislature. But, if the utility is going to be constitutionally
protected, the consumer ougtit be also?

MR. PEREZ
Well, that's the whole point that I've been trying to make, and
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that Is, that this proposal takes care of the telephone company, but
it doesn't take care of the people. That's the reason I've been so
much opposed to it

.

Further Discussion

MR. DESHOTELS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we've heard quite a bit

about our work over the holidays. We've been told by various state
officials that they are confused and that they are uncertain as
to what they're going to be doing about this constitution. They're
saying that we're getting into areas that are not constitution. . .

that are not constitutional material. I submit to you that we are
doing this in this instance, but worse than that, worse than that,
we are favoring, we are favoring a particular. , . a particular
vested interest, and we are favoring utilities obviously. We're
telling utilities that we will give them constitutional protection
and we're telling our people that we're supposed to be representing,
that we will leave your fate up to the legislature and that we're
getting tired. Many of us felt that this should not be so, but
you hear talk about some people sitting at the other end of the hall
that are saying, "Well, we need a compromise." Fellow delegates, we
should not be compromising here. We should stick to our convictions
and not allow friendships that have started since in January and
courtships that have started since in January influence our decision
and have us put something in the constitution that will be there for

years to come. Now, you think back — and your kids someday will
probably be reading your vote on this thing, asaualng that
it's passed, and they'll be saying, "Daddy, how did you Justify the
particular vote you made here?" "Well", you say, "We argued this befon
Christmas and we came back and we were tired and we figured we
had to compromise." This is not a compromise, it's a capitulation
and it's an affront. It's an affront to people of the State of
Louisiana^ it's an affront to people that pay utilities and pay these
companies way. Now, they tell you, "Don't worry about it. It only
means a few cents of rate increase to people. It only means a few
cents to them, but it means millions of dollars to us"—and It does,
and it does, and they want it all their way. Well, gentlemen,we
are having an energy crisis that I don't need to tell anybody about.
Out utilities will be affected by it, they are affected by it.
Our rates will be affected by it. We will have a tremendous.. .

I think a tremendous revolution in our source of energy and our
costs of our utilities and we need the latitudes, we need the legis-
lature to be able to act In this area in the future. Ws need some
looseness in this particular field, especially here. We reversed the
committee's proposal upon the committee chairman's request as to the
jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission, because of a special
session of the legislature that was passed the last part of last year.
Well, look how quickly we're changing. A special session of the
legislature had us change a proposal that a committee had thought a
few months ago was good. I submit to you that this is only a beginning.
I submit to you that this is not a compromise and you should not be
compromising issues of this nature and of this magnitude. Stick to
your guns and do what you believe is right. This is not a compromise.
Thank you very much for your attention.

Further Discussion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr, Chairman and fellow delegates, I would like to make

these remarks very brief, but it seems to me that the one thing
the people wanted us to do was to write a constitution that was
easily read and easily understood. As I read the amendment that
was attached onto the Roy amendment, it means only one thing. It

means that you would, under this proposal ,have an automatic rate
increase by the commission at the expiration of a period of twelve
months. Now, there's been a lot of discussion, does that mean this
or does it mean that: that's what it means to me and it means that
to a lot of people in this convention. It simply says— I read
that as purely the mechanics; the mechanics and the mechanics alone
ought to be worked out by the legislature. So, let's get the issue
before us; if you are in favor of that philosophy, which I thought
a lot of people were opposed to— if you're opposed to that philosophy
well then vote against this proposal and we'll try to straighten that
out. But, if you are in favor of an automatic rate increase, then
vote for the proposal. I just personally don't subscribe to that
philosophy

.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Pat, is what you're saying that the language. . . the language

says that the . . ."if no decision is rendered on the application
within twelve months after filing date, the proposed increase
may be put into effect," so doesn't that give the constitutional right
to have a rate increase without a hearing; is that right?

MR. JUNEAU
I don't see any other way to read it.

.MR. DUVAL

And the "only as provided by law" means the way you're
going to do it is going to be provided by law, but you
still have a right to do it constitutionally.

MR. JUNEAU
Mechanically, what procedure you go through,

MR. DUVAL
Wasn't it represented to this convention, I'm sure in

all good faith, that their intent of this was to leave the right
up to the legislature too; isn't that right?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, if you want to do that, you ought to say that and

this doesn't say that.

MR. DUVAL
Thank you.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Juneau, as I read this language it says that this proposed

Increase may be put into effect. Am I correct in that the word
"may" is permissive as contradistinguished to the word "shall"
which is mandatory?

MR. JUNEAU
That's right.

MR. LANIER
Now, this provision only comes into effect if no decision

is rendered within twelve months ;is that correct?

MR. JUNEAU
That's right.

MR. LANIER
Now, in the (2) part here it says "within twelve months

from the effective date of filing, the commission shall render
a full decision." Would that be mandatory language to require them
to render a decision?

MR. JUNEAU
Nobody disagrees with that. That's right.

MR. LANIER
Would you also agree, that if the commission failed to render

a decision within that twelve month period that mandamus would
lie to compel them to render a decision?

MR. JUNEAU
That's right.

MR. LANIER
Because this is a mandatory duty established in the

constitution.

MR. JUNEAU
Under Paragraph (2)

.

MR.

That's right.

LANIER
So, really what we have here is if they don't act, the

increase possibly could be put into effect, but in any event
you still can go ahead and compel them to decide, can't you?

MR. JUNEAU
That's right. By the same token, it just seems ridiculous

to me on the one hand to say legally we're going to compel you
and subject you to a mandamus suit to act within twelve months
and then we turn back around and say, "Well, if you don't act
within twelve months the rate may be. . . the rate increase may be
put into effect, but the mechanics will be left up to the legislature.
It just doesn't make much sense to me.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Juneau, did not the convention pass a resolution or

an amendment on December 20, 19 73, authored by Delegate Warren
which stipulates that the commisssion shall render its final
decision after a public hearing on application petitions

,
proposed

rate increases, etc. . Is that not true?

MR. JUNEAU
I think that's right. Reverend. I hau an awfully difficult time

with putting that language together with what is in this amendment.
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^4R. ALEXANDER
So then the stateownt that the conBission may render a

decision without a public hearing is definitely and positively

erroneous, is IC not?

MK. JUNEAU
Reverend Alexander, what it says Is "if no decision is

rendered by the Public Service Conmission this Is what I'm reading-

"wlthin that twelve month period the proposed rate increase may

be put into effect." Now, where is the public hearing?

MR. ALEXANDER
But, Mr. Juneau, what is being implied—am I asking you.

MR. JUNEAD
The Roy amendment superseded that too. Reverend Alexander.

Further Discussion

MR. LAND8BM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I wish to make my

position known at this time that the idea— we have heard many

people say that you're voting for an automatic rate increase. I

do not believe that is the case. As far as I am concerned, that

is not the case. But, what is the case? A group of men elected

by the people to make decisions, you're simply saying to these

people," then, decide, make a decision. Don't pass it on to

someone else. . .

I think it is wrong for one to even to just say that

you're voting for an automatic increase. I know I wouldn't vote

for an increase in my phone bill or my light bill. But, certainly

people who are in responsible positions, if they are to make

decisions, well then let me make decisions. I've noticed two

men who are contemplating running for this office, those two

men, they seem to be for the idea that they should make decisions,

and since we have voted to Increase the size of the coimnission from

three to five, it simply says to me then that we are going to have

somebody on that board who is willing to make decisions. Don't

Just give people the false Idea that we're just voting for an

increase .because that isn't so. That isn't the case in my vote, but

I am saying this, that if they are to make decisions then let

them make decisions. Those of you in the legislature who are holler-

ing about leave It to the legislature , then I wish the legislature

would make decisions too,when it would come to that three dollar

license plate; that's where you need to make the decision.

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I think if we look back at the original proposal and we read it,

we'd have no doubt in our mind what the intent —and let's call
it like it is— what the intent of the telephone company was. They
didn't mince their words when they put this provision in there,
and they did not try to hide the fact that they were trying to

get an automatic rate increase if the Public Service Commission did
not make a decision in six months. I think you know the drastic
effect of what it would have been had we just adopted blindly that
provision. I say to you, thank God for the people of this state,
we did not adopt that provision .Because of some people's insistence
and because of various amendments and because of three days of
arguments, we're now at a proposal or a provision that seems to be
a compromise. You have such learned lawyers that as I've heard
get up here—as we've heard—and say, "I think, and I believe and
it may be,"but they're not sure. They're not sure because if you
read line. . . in Section (3) "the proposed increase may be put
into effect." By whom? I would assume by the utility companies,
by the utility companies. I think we have a proposal here that
in this particular day after the holidays we've adopted,probably
hastily so,without just clear deliberation and clear thinking on.
I believe, if we look back at the original intent—and I still think
that Intent is there the people who want this rate increase
automatically haven't changed their mind;they haven't conceded
anything. They haven't hid the fact that they're trying to get that
Public Service Commission to act within six months or twelve months

and if they don't act, they want those rates to go up. So, then they
have modified the language; they've put some "ifs, ands, onlys , and
buts" in there but what does it mean? Do you want to take the
chance at this late date after putting one hard year of work on this
constitution— I'm very sincere about this because I consider myself
a hardworking delegate— I've given you as much time as I possibly
could and that's been a heck of a lot and I look out there and I

see a lot of you people have too, and I'm seriously and completely
concerned with this provision and I have been frc:n the very beginning.
I told my friends that I have been, with the telephone company. I look
at the coalition of people behind this and at the expense of making more
enemies. I noticed the AFL-CIO is seriously interested in passing
this provision. I wonder about that combination of people trying
to pass this automatic rate provision. I'm just concerned that we're
doing the wrong thing. I'm concerned that we should look at it a
little harder. So, with those concema, ladies and gentlemen, I

would ask that you reject this amendment and let's look another
time at this proposal. We've been having some mighty close votes
to delete this whole provision or to allow the legislature to do it.
But, if you read it carefully, and you read the "onlys" and the "ifs"
and the "ands" and the "buts" in here, I don't think that the most
learned men in here know exactly what we're doing. You heard the good
Judge get up here and say he thinks and he believes. I think

one of the closing remarks one of the delegates said was

,

"Give our friends in the balcony a piece of bacon." Now you
think that's the attitude to operate this convention under; I

certainly don't. I certainly don't and I'm dead serious and

I'm in dead earnest about that. I don't think that the majority
of you feel that let's just give them a little bacon and let them

go home, let's put a whole page in the constitution with a few

onlys and ifs and make it look like we've given them something. I'm

afraid we are giving them what they want. I'm afraid we're giving

them too much. I'm afraid we're not giving the people enough. I

think if we vote this in, we're going to be awful sorry for it. We've

got a chance in this next vote to reject the amendment, to reject

the amendment and look at it again. I don't care if it takes us

until January 19th, I think this proposal is important enough that

we give it the most serious consideration. I just read a staff
proposal on my desk and I saw some things in there that I heard
said up here that aren't true. I'm for relying on the staff to

give us that information. I'm sure what the staff Is telling us

is accurate, but this thing has gotten to the point where we
just don't know exactly what we're doing and I think we're jeopardizing

a good year's work. I don't want to sound like an alarmist.

I just feel like we ought to look at it a little further and I just

feel like if you read Proposal No. 34 and read Section (2) "if
decision is not rendered within six months from the filing date
of any proposed rate schedule, it shall be deemed to be tentatively

approved,"which means it goes into effect. That was their

intention, that was what they wanted to do and that, I believe,

is what they still are doing. I hope you agree with me, and I hope
you'll look at it, and I hope you reject It. Let's look at it a little
closer. I don't think we want to do this. I dont' think the most. . .

the people who have committed themselves to do it don't want to really

give the telephone company that much say-so over the rate-making
structure of this state, over duly elected of fIcials, even if it takes

six months or twelve months. You saw the brief that I brought in

here, or the case every bit of that information is factual. Every

bit of that information was filed with the Public Service Comiission

and every bit of that information, if it's turned down and they go

to court,will probably to to court. Can you imagine a citizen trying

to sue if they think it's an unjustified rate Increase?

Further Discussion

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, you've heard a lot of speeches

up here In opposition to the proposal. I, too, rise in opposition

to the proposal, but for a slightly different reason. I agree

with the speakers before me that it makes no sense to make the

rights of the utility constitutional and the rights of the consumer

statutory, and we've done that throughout. But, in addition to that,

let me point out one more thing we've done because I'd like to you

sort of add it into your consideration. Section (1) of the Roy

amendment discusses coonon carriers and public utilities. When you

read Section (3) about a time limit on decisions and the proposed

schedule going into effect, it says that for a public utility the

conmlssion may allow the schedule to go tentatively into effect

it doesn't mention comion carriers. It seems to me that this is

sloppy draftsmanship in that Mr. Roy meant not to affect bus lines

because so many citizens ride them. He had. . . he, by the side

door also affected truck lines and it seems too that this is saying

that they may not permit a tentative schedule for comnon carriers,

which are truck lines, In these days of energy shortages and fifty-

five mile an hour speed limit and that sort of thing is a terrible

mistake, and is one more argument for leaving it all to the legislature
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so that it may be flexible. Mr. Deshotels made one of the best
arguments that was made up here—If we're going to scratch the
last section of the proposal that's been discussed for months and
months In committee because of a special session of the legislature,
under actions of that special session of the legislature, that in
itself, our vote in Itself, Is an argument for flexibility and leaving
things to the legislature. So, I urge you to vote against the proposal
and let us come back with something either minimal or nothing at all.

Questions

MR. WEISS
Delegate Zervigon^ in the past several weeks I've noticed

that there's been a lot of votes for political expediency in this

constitution. I'd like to know whether you think that the passage
of this committee proposal as amended would either enhance or detract
from the passage of the constitution?

MS. ZERVIGON
Dr, Weiss, I really can't comment on that. I tell you

nty folks at home Just mostly say, "You all still up there?" I

don't think we ought to cast our votes that way. I think we ought
to write the best constitution we can and then go hone and explain
it to the folks; they're going to be listening to us . I really
don't think we ought to make up our minds that way.

MR. BURSON
Ms. Zervigon, in line with your argument about leaving

this matter to the legislature, isn't It true that according to the
staff memorandum that was passed out to us that only thirteen states
of the fifty states mention Public Service Commissions or Railroad
Commissions in their constitution, but all fifty states have such
conmlssions In effect to regulate public utilities?

MS. ZERVIGON
That's as I understand it. I think that's a very good Idea

especially since there amendments are not considered at length.
You remember we put a debate. . . limit on debate or hastily drawn and
may have side effects, for example, on the large truck lines that
we just really don't fully appreciate at this point and which wouldn't
be able to be changed by the legislature should we find that we have
made a mistake.

MR. ABRAHAM
Ms, Zervigon, isn't it true that on page 1 of this

proposal we have specified that the commission shall regulate
all common carriers and public utilities as provided by law. Then,
we also say"lt shall adopt rules, etc., and shall have other powers and

perform. ..as provided by law." So, all ... at the very beginning
of this proposal we're saying that the legislature is going to make
these provisions. Wouldn't we be consistent then in saying that they'll
render these decisions as provided by the legislature?

MS. ZERVISON
Well, that would make sense to me. On the other hand, I

think, that the thing I was arguing about doesn't really go on
and say *^s provided by law"because if you constitutionally say
that they may allow a proposed schedule to go into effect for
utilities, but you don't mention common carriers In that paragraph
and you've mentioned them all the way throughout, it seems to me
there's a clear implication is that they may not allow that for
common carriers

.

[previous Question ordered on the entire

subject matter.]

to sit for years and years and years when they've had a proposed rate
increase for the benefit of the little consumer that they could put Into
effect and maybe get a bunch of people off party lines and find out that

the commission because of its political einxlety. , .decides two or
three years later, no or yes, then the 100 million dollars to be spent
for getting people off party lines can only be... get 50 percent off
because the value of the dollar has gone down. Now, I don't understand
one of the delegates questions about, "but only as provided by law."
That was satisfactory with Justice Tate and I think that if I had my
judgment to make as to whom I would. . .whose opinion I think would be
better on that issue, I just would have to go with Justice Tate, I

don't think It's ambiguous in the slightest. The other thing is
that the particular rate increase or the bonding of it is all subject
to review by the district court at any stage of the proceeding and
that was to accommodate Mr . Kean's conments with respect to that issue.
There's Just no question, but that we need a Public Service Commission
that's going to act. This particular proposal mandates that commission
to act, and if it doesn't act It's got to look to the people. I ask
for the favorable adoption. ., let me point out one more thing with respect
to Mrs. Zervlgon's argument. ..I don't follow it. She says that If you
read Section 3, that since it doesn't say anything with respect to
conmon carriers , the legislature under (B) on page 1, could not provide
for some rate increase for common carriers. Well, that is Just not
the law. The fact of the matter is that when you leave to the legislature
any power as we do under Part (B),then unless there's a specific constitu-
tional prohibition as a matter of law the legislature may do it. All of

that is Just window dressing. There are a lot of smoke screens. There's
everything to try to defeat what we have finally said we want..,.

a

Public Service Conmission that's going to rule on rate applications and
in the absence of is going to have to account to the people on that
particular respect. I'm not answering any questions. We've said enough
about it. I think it's very clear and I move for the previous question,

[section passed: 67-47. Motion to
table reconsideration . Record vote
ordered . Motion adopted : 68-45 .]

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, off at the end, it's simply

amazing to me that In a constitution which we have almost completed
drafting we have not guaranteed any citizen of this state a decision
in any tribunal whether at the trial level, the appellate level, or
the Supreme Court level. Whether it is a case Involving rights of

widows and orphans, whether it's a case involving workmen's compensation
benefits and a man who may be starving without them, whether it's a case
involving imprisonment for 99 years for armed robbery or life imprisonment
for conviction of murder , we have not guaranteed anyone In any of these
circumstances a guaranteed decision within 12 months, but yet we
have the audacity, the temerity and the ill-considered Judgment in my
view to give to Southern Bell Telephone Company the right to an

automatic decision within 12 months or they can put into effect an

automatic rate increase. It seems to me without a doubt that this

Is a sad day for the people of the state of Louisiana, and I'm very
sorry that we have come to such a point in this convention. If any
of you would examine in your hearts one more time , I hope we can find
the two or three votes that we need to defeat this proposal which is

not in the best interests of the people of this state.

Questions

MR, CHATELAIN
Mr. Burson , did I hear you right when you said that we didn't have

the nerve, the gall and the audacity ... .what do you mean by that, sir?

CI osing

MR, ROY
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I'm going to be very brief. First of all, with respect to some

of the sub rosa comments that are going around that there is no

hearing required, I direct your attention to page 1 which says

that the conmission shall regulate all common carriers and public

utilities as provided by law.,, there is presently and there always
will be a public law that allows all meetings to be held in public.

In any event. If any secret meeting were ever held on anything
like this I can assure you it would violate all the provisions
of our constitution with respect to due process and equal protection

of the laws as well as all federal constitutional provisions.

So, that dog Just won't hunt, as one of my good friends who is

from north Louisiana says, that's not accurate and it's no use

to listen to a bunch of comments and questions that just don't

address themselves to the real issue here which Is whether you're
going to force the utility companies to sit... and any common carrier.

MR. BURSON
I did not say gall , I think I said the nerve and the temerity and

the audacity.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, we have operated, Mr. Burson, haven't we not, sir, on the

premise that a majority of 67 votes count?

MR. BURSON
That's correct, Mr. Chatelain, and I certainly agree that the

majority can prevail. I am simply questioning in this particular
instance the wisdom of the majority decision. I mean no personal
reflection on anyone. It's simply a matter of policy as far as I'm

concerned. I think it's bad policy.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Burson, do you know that you have shamed us all so that we're

going to all have to vote just like you tell us to In the future?
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MR. BimSON
Mr. SclQson, I would hope that you would. I'm afraid £ro« your

votes up until now though that that hope %rlll be In vain.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Burson , you know the worse thing that could ever happen to me is to

vote exactly tha way you do, I think. You're entitled to your opinion

and !' entitled to mine. Isn't that so?

MR. BUKSON
Mr. Stinson, I would never deny your right to your opinion. In this

Instance I question only your judgment.

Further Discussion

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, rhetorical

capacity to magnify a seeming vice in a proposal to diminish its many

virtues may certainly tend not to make It plausible, palatable,

propitious or popular. It requires just a little reference to the

days that are gone for a full realization of the wholesome thrxist

of this proposal. The proposal miraculously transforms aspirations

to reality. It does not retreat from reality. Destroying tolerance

does not destroy tyranny which begins where the law ends. The biggest

guns in the arsenal of tyranny may be silenced by good government

well planned. From bad government to tyranny can only be destroyed

by curtailing the power that nourishes it or provides it with servile

tools. Constant experience amply demonstrates that every man invested
with power is apt to abuse it and to carry his authority as far as It will

go. Abuse of power can be by act of omission or coomlssion, by men or

commissions. To prevent this abuse it is necessary from the nature

of things that power should be a check to power. We must have as many
of these constitutional "guardian angels" as possible, or we will
sooner or later have to drink from the bitter cup of disservice held

by the hand of the overpowering and overpowerf ul. When virtue goes

into orbit it leaves the propensities to usurp power. Remenber,
virtue Itself turns vice being misapplied. Perhaps my analogy is too

strained and leaves you with mere superficial plausibility. I nevertheless

propose that if attention be directed to the substance rather than

the surface or synbols of the proposal you will realize the speciousness

of the arguments against it. It is not too fanciful to say that the

repetition of inaccuracies do not beget the truth, that the repetition

of an error does not make it right or that beautiful adjectives do not

make a portrait pretty nor do ugly ones detract from its beauty.

The proposal is positive, precise and protective of all prospective
consumers. Experience requires the proposal. The two comiittees with
jurisdiction on the matter propose it. I do not oppose it. I approve

it and I will support it. Thank you.

[previous Question on the Proposal,}

Closing

MR. ROY
I just want to respond to Mr. Burson' s conment again with

respect to the way that the appeal is going to be made. It says that

"the appeals are made as provided by law." Now that's very, very clear.

The legislature can provide that you appeal to the district court.

It will be on a new record if it chooses. .. that you can add further

testimony. .. that you can't. ..that it provides the nuaber of days

within which you have time to appeal. .. that it provides for appellate

procedures to the Supreme Court. . .ladles and gentlemen, I Just... if

you're going to meet an issue, you meet it head-on, and you say what

really is there, and you quit trying to play the harem-scarem game.

As an attorney. . .anybody. . .as a layman. . .anybody can read that that

Section (E) that provides for appeals, "as provided by law" means

very clearly that the legislature shall provide the methods of a hearing

in the district court and a hearing in the Supreme Court of Louisiana

and the only thing it may not do is to deny the right of a direct appeal

to the Supreme Court so that the Supreme Court can review the questions

of fact involved in the case. That's it! Anybody who tells you anything

less than that is just not telling it to you like it is. I move for

the adoption of the proposal. Thank you.

[Cuorum CaJJ: 107 delegates present
and a quorum. Proposal passed: 67-47.
Motion to revert to Proposals on Third
Reading and Final Passage adopted with-
out objection, notion to call Commit-
tee Proposal No, 34 from the calendar
adopted without objection,']

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Chairman, Committee Proposal No. 34, read this morning,

a proposal making provisions relating to natural resources and the

environment. Again, the status of the proposal. . .the convention

has adopted the first 13 sections of the proposal as amended, save for

3, 5, 7 and 11, all of which were deleted from the proposal. . .has under

consideration at the present time , Section 14, and in that light Senator

LaiAert, I know, has an amendment here which was distributed the other

day to said Section 14.

Explanation

MR. LAMBERT
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates , at this particular point as we

had discussed at great length the Friday we were here prior to our

recess... at this time I would like to offer an amendment on our

Comiittee Proposal No. 34 which would delete Section 14 referring

to the Public Service Conmission. This has been covered previously

here today under Committee Proposal No. 37. Hopefully, you will

go along with this after which we feel that we would be in a position

with your concurrence to finally adopt the Natural Resources and

Environment Committee Proposal. So , I ask you to please go along

with this amendment.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 5 delete lines 11 through 32, both inclusive

in their entirety. On page 6 lines 1 through 32, both inclusive

in their entirety. Page 7... lines 1 through 12, both inclusive

in their entirety, and all the floor amendments thereto.

[Amendment adopted without objection .]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Avant, Lowe, LeBleu and many, nany

coauthor.
Amendment No. 1. On page 7, at the beginning of line 13, add

the following section:

Section 15. Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, Commission

Enforcement Officers
Section 15. Nothing in Article VII of this constitution relating

to civil service shall be construed to prevent the legislature from

supplementing any civil service pay plan for regularly coomlssloned

officers of the enforcement division of the Department of Wildlife

and Fisheries

.

Explanation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, If you will recall one of the

last days that we met here before we recessed for the holiday season,
we adopted an amendment to the civil service provisions which would

allow the legislature to supplement, if in their wisdom they saw

fit to do so, a civil service pay plan for the uniformed enforcement

officers of the division of state police. That was a very good

amendment in my opinion and a very sound thing to do. It has come

to my attention that the enforcement officers of the Department

of Wildlife and Fisheries, your game wardens, if you choose to use

that term, are a group of law enforcement officers who have in many
,

many particulars the same hazards as do the officers of the state

police. For example, in the enforcement of the wildlife and

fishery laws and regulations, they daily encounter in remote areas

people who almost universally are armed. I know that it was the officers

of the enforcement division of the Wildlife and Fisheries Department

who apprehended an escaped murderer , a man who had murdered and was

convicted of murdering several people and who escaped from the East

Baton Rouge Parish Jail and for many weeks was able to elude the

regular police officers and secrete himself in the swamps of the

Atchafalaya Basin. He was apprehended and brought back to custody

by officers of the enforcement division of the Louisiana Department
of Wildlife and Fisheries. I have talked this amendment, explained

it to everybody that I could possibly reach in the time that I have

had today. I have, I think, by the latest count 75 people who have

coauthored this amendment with me. 1 think it is very obvious what

it does. It does not require a whole lot of explanation, and I ask

your favorable vote on the amendment. I remind you that it adds

a new section. It does require 67 votes , and I would ask your support

for the amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. LE BLEU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this is just an effort to

do for the enforceaent officers of the Wildlife and Fisheries
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Commission what the legislature has done for the municipal police,
deputy sheriffs , state police and so forth, and I ask you to please
go along with us on this amendment.

"Section 1. The powers of government of the State of Louisiana

are divided into three distinct branches-legislative, executive

and judicial."

[^Previous Question ordered , Qiiorum
Call: 104 delegates pre sen t and a

quorum . Amendmen t adopted : 94-13.
Motion to reconsider tabled. Pre-
vious Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 95-12. Mo-
tion to reconsider tabled. Previous
Question ordered on the Proposal.
Proposal passed : J 3-7 . Motion to
reconsider pend ing

,

]

Personal Privi lege

Explanation

MR. GUARISCO
Yes, Section 1 Is simply a reaffirmation of the three

branches of government as contained In our 1921 Constitution.
1 ask for your favorable adoption of the Section.

\_Previous Quest ion ordered on the Sec-
tion . Section passed : 100-0 . Mot ion
to recons ider tabled .'\

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
MR. LAMBERT Section 2. Limitations of Each Branch

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, what I want to say Is very short "Section 2. No one of these branches, nor any person holding
and very simple. On behalf of myself and the Committee on Natural office in one of them, shall exercise power belonging to either
Resources and the Environment, we certainly appreciate your considering qJ ^^^ others, except as otherwise provided in this constitution."
what we had to offer you. We appreciate what you offered to add to

the proposal, and on behalf of the committee, I want to thank you
very much

.

\_Motion to call Commi ttee Proposal No

.

35 from the calendar adopted without
objection

.

]

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Coiranlttee Proposal No. 35 introduced by Delegate Jackson,

Chairman, on behalf of the Committee Bill of Rights and Elections

which is a substitute for Committee Proposal No. 1 by the

same gentleman on behalf of the committee.

A proposal making general governmental provisions.

Explanation

MR. A. JACKSON
Thank you. Mr, Chairman. Ladles and gentlemen, we call

your attention to Committee Proposal No. 35 which makes

provisions for certain general provisions that we believe to be

Important to this constitution. It is composed of nine sections.

We do not Intend to take a lot of time explaining It because the

sections are rather simple and we would ask that you would give your

attention so we could move through this in the next thirty minutes.

I would now ask the delegate responsible for Section 1 to explain

It.

Amendments

Explanation

MR. GUARISCO
This Is simply what we all know and understand to be

the doctrine of separation of powers. The only difference between
this statement and the statement of the 1921 Constitution is
simply that it says "except in Instances hereinafter expressly
directed or permitted." At the end In our proposal we have "ex-
cept as otherwise provided in this constitution." You may say,

"Well»where in this constitution do we have other branches of government
participating or encroaching upon others?" One example might be
Impeachment, another example may be where administrative bodies act
as a court before those issues are submitted to a court, etc.

I'll submit to any questions.

Question

MR LANIER
Mr. Guarisco, as a matter of fact and just for the sake

of the record, aren't these two sections necessary in order to

keep us in compliance with the federal constitution?

MR. GUARISCO
Absolutely, Mr. Lanier. Yes.

[previous Quest ion ordered on the Sec-
tion . Section passed : 107 - 1 . Motion
to reconsider tabled .}

MR. POYNTER
This is of a more of a technical nature, I guess; it does

not affect any particular section.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 12 and 13

and insert in lieu thereof the following: "Article II.

Distribution of Powers",
Amendment No. 2. On page 1, between lines 21 and 22 Insert

the following: "Article XII. General Provisions ".

Expl anati on
MR. TATE

Representative Jackson was just going to say, I believe,
that the Bill of Rights Committee has no objection. This is
in the nature of a technical amendment to add in Style and
Drafting. The constitution as we see it will start with a

Preamble, the Bill of Rights, and then we would separate Sections
1 and 2 of the present proposal into an Article II called
Distribution of Powers, talking about the Executive, Legislative
and Judicial. The remainder, we've put in a General Provisions
because then the organization would be: Article I. Bill of

Rights, Article II. Distribution of Powers, Executive, Judicial and
Legislation, Article III. Legislative, Article IV. Executive,
Article V. Judiciary, etc. It would make it a little easier,! believe.
In our final version, and for that reason I would appreciate your
favorable approval subject to any questions or discussion.

[Amendmen t adopted wi t hout objection .}

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section No. 1. Three Branches

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 3. Civilian-Military Relations
"Section 3. The Military shall be subordinate to the civil

power .

"

Explanation

MR. VICK
Mr. Chairman, that's a restatement of the Constitution of

1921. I think it belongs in any constitution in an enlightened

democratic republic. I'll answer any questions.

Question

MR. STAGG
Since this is now Section 12 or 13, shouldn't these

be renumbered as 1. 2, 3 and 4?

MR. HENRY
They can do that in Style and Drafting, Mr.. .

[^Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 107-0. Motion
to reconsider tabled.

1

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Next Section—Section 4. Right to Direct Participation.

"Section 4. No person shall be denied the right to observe
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the deliberations of public bodies and examine public documents,

except In cases established by law."

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman » delegates, this Is to create the presumption

that public meetings and public records are open to the public
unless a specific law denies access to them. This won't change
any of our statutes. Our statutes presently spell out which caaes
are denied, and really the relevance of this Is to say that

in cases where there Is no law on the subject that if there has
not been a specific denial of the right to public access, then
access would be allowed either to the meeting or the public document
Involved. So, I urge the adoption of this section.

[previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed : 104-6 . Motion
to reconsider tabled. Motion to pass
over Section 5 adopted without objec-
tion. ]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 6. State Capital
"Section 6. The capital of Louisiana Is the city of

Baton Rouge .

"

Explanation

MRS. SON IAT
Section 6 reads "the State Capital of Louisiana is the

city of Baton Rouge." As we know,Act II of 1972 relating to the
Constitutional Convention prohibits the convention from doing
anything about removing the capital of Louisiana, so for this
reason we just stated that the capital of Louisiana is the city
of Baton Rouge. I urge the adoption.

[previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed : 105-1 . Motion
to reconsider tabled. J

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 7. Forced Heirship and Trusts
"Section 7. No law shall abolish forced heirship. The

determination of forced heirs, and the amount of the forced portion,

and the grounds for disinheritance shall be provided by law. Trusts

may be authorized by law for any purpose and a legitime may be placed

in trust."

Expl anation

MR. STINSON
Fellow delegates, you have the brochure that was handed

out. This makes very little change from the present provisions
of the constitution, except it provides more that the legislature
can set up what the forced portion shall be, what percentages
as it is at the present time in the Civil Code. It guarantees
though that the forced heirship shall not be abolished, that's
in our present constitution. It has always been in the law of

Louisiana. For someone that may not know what forced heirship is,

that is, that your children cannot be, as in Texas, for example,
be left a dollar or five dollars; they have a forced portion dependitig

on the number of children. You have the right in Louisiana under
the present law and under this to disown a child for certain reasons.
It says that "the legislature shall set up such reasons." The reasons
are: an attempt on the life of a parent or marriage of while a

juvenile without authority .against their wishes, etc., but that is

not in the constitution, it's in our laws that the legislature can
change at any time. This is tiic basic law saying there will be forced
heirship and to determine who the forced heirs are and the amount
and the grounds for disinheritance shall be provided by law. In other
words, by the legislature. It says, "Trusts may be authorized by law

for any purpose. "That 's authorized in the legislature as it does

at the present time. We have a trust code as you know, but there's

no reason for putting it in the constitution. I think that covers

this. If there are any questions, I'll be happy to try to answer

them.

Questions

MR. BURSON
Mr. Stinson, did you all have expressed to your conmittee

a great deal of opinion from lawyers across the state on this

provision?

MR. STINSON
Mr. Burson, we had resolutions from a great number of

Bar Associations from the different parishes asking that it please

be retained in the constitution as it is at the present time.

MR. BURSON
While I was president of the St. Landry Parish Bar

Association, I know ue passed such a resolution. Did you have

any resolutions recommending that it be taken out from anyone

that you can recall?

MR. STINSON
I don't recall that we did.

it and urging us to retain It.

I thi.ik all were in favor of

MR. FONTENOT
Mr. Stinson, I see there's no reference to the provisions

which had in the old constitution which had to do with adopted

children having the same rights as legitimate children. Why did

you all leave that provision out of there?

MR. STINSON
Because it doesn't say even"children" it says "forced heirs"

and the legislature will say who forced heirs are. In this

section we don't even refer to children. It just says "forced

heirs as shall be determined by the legislature."

MR. FONTENOT
But, In the old constitution adcptea children, regardless

of what the legislature says.have the same rights as legitimate

children, yet, we're not saying that in this new constitution,

the way I read it

.

MR. STINSON
The committee felt that it sho.ildn't be in the constitution.

Neither do they say that children will be forced heirs of fathers

and mothers and their ascending line. It will be left up to the

legislature.

MR. ABR^ilAM

Mr. Stinson, going further with Mr. Burson's question. Did
you have anyone appear before the committee recommending removal
of this thing from the constitution from any particular people,
not necessarily a resolution, but did any people appear to request
that it be. . .

MR. STINSON
We had one person— some misguided lawyer from New Orleans

was there.

MR. ABRAHAM
You didn't have any people appear?

MR. STINSON
I'm not reflecting just the vote. . .

MR. ABRAHAM
You didn't have any people appear; you c;ily had lawyers appear?

MR. STINSON
No, sir. One attorney.

MR. ABRAHAM
No people though, just lawyers.

MR. STINSON
Well, he was. . . he walked in;he was a person.

MR. AVANT
Ford, what I want to ask you is this: This

determination of forced heirs and the amount of

portion and the grounds for disinheritance shall
law." Now, what I want to know is this: In thos
where you have children of two marriages—and It

frequently— and you may have a second community
his second wife or vice versa a woman and her se

you have children by a previous marriage who are

law is now that they are forced heirs, and you c

and you can't even encumber their legitime with
understand the law. Now, under this section as

the legislature be permitted to provide that in

a man could take care of his surviving spouse by

sentence, "The
the forced

be provided by
e situations
happens quite
between a man and

cond husband, where
grown, you know the

an't disinherit them
a usufruct as I

it's written, would
those situations that

leaving her the
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usufruct of his half of the community to the detriment of say his

major children by another marriage that he may have had? Could the

legislature do that?

MR. STINSON
I feel the legislature could, as they can under the present

constitution.

MR. AVANT
You think they can do it under the present constitution?

MR. STINSON
If they change the Code Articles, yes.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Ford, with regard to who was for this and who was

against it. Isn't it true that our committee didn't receive

maybe more than two or three resolutions from local Bar

Associations wanting to retain 'forced heirship and that we

didn't have but one person come and speak in favor of taking it

out and probably, I don't remember any coming and speaking in

favor of leaving forced heirship in ; do you recall any?

MR. STINSON
Mr. Jenkins, I don't how many resolutions the committee

received, but I received a number-they were sent personally to

the different members, I think.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't it true that we adopted this provision Just a couple

of weeks ago by way of amendment and there was no real advanced

public notice so that there would have been no way that people could

have come and testified one way or the other in advance because they

had no idea it would be coming up; isn't that true?

MR. STINSON
Mr. Jenkins, I was not present at the last meeting that

you referred to, but we had discussed it before at prior meetings

when it was discussed in detail.

MR. JENKINS
One other question: Under the Right to Property Section

in the Bill of Rights we had originally included In there the

provision that laws regarding forced heirship could not be abolished,

but do you recall that the convention deleted that requirement

under the Right to Property in the Bill of Rights?

MR. STINSON
As I recall, it was the understanding it would be placed

In another place In the constitution, as I recall.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Stinson, isn't it correct that I introduced the amendment

to remove the provisions concerning forced heirship with the

understanding that I would Introduce a delegate proposal concerning

it?

MR. STINSON
As I recall, I think so, yes, Mr. Dennery

.

MR. DENNERY
Wasn't that delegate proposal brought before your committee

and as a result of that this was the section that was adopted?

MR. STINSON
That's correct, yes, sir.

MR. DENNERY
There were lawyers who appeared before your committee

in favor of it.

MR. O'NEILL
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, as you heard in

the question and answer session there was some debate even

within the committee on whether or not this provision should

be included in our new constitution or not. Contrary to

what several delegates have said, I have been contacted by
various counsels for the aged who have asked that these

provisions on forced heirship be removed from the constitution

so the legislature can provide for these things as it deems

necessary. Now, I have some very strong personal feelings

on the subject of property and what have you. I feel that a

man ought to be able to do with his property as he wants.

But, there is a strong opinion and I can see it and I could accommodate

it that minor children should be provided for from the parents,

and state, and what have you. I can accommodate that position.

I think the convention needs to speak on this because of the

great number of old people in our state who would like to see

such provisions removed. I'm not an attorney, and I can t

discuss and describe all the nuances of a state law and of

forced heirship to know how property goes from one person to

another. But, I do know that Jiany injustices have been perpetrated

upon people who do leave their property. The provisions in the

Civil Code cover this matter quite clearly and I think that they would

be sufficient in light of what has been done over the past. You

know, this law evolves from the French people who were sort of

the feudal lords. They had huge estates which they felt

rightly should pass to their children. Well, I think we have

come of age now to where those kinds of things don't happen;

and those few people who have big estates—well, I would dare

say that ninety percent of them—would care to leave them to

their children anyway. I think the convention, as I said, does

need to speak on this. I know that there are strong opinions

and many divided opinions. I'll try to answer the questions as

well as I can but, as I say, I don't know all the nuances of

forced heirship so .please .bear with me if I don't know all the

details.

Further Discussion

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I rise in strong support

of. Mr. O'Neill's amendment. It may surprise you to know that

when I was campaigning for this office, this is one of the most
often raised questions from people, they just weren't happy
with the situation. Presently, I think, the law Is. .. .contains

many inequities. For Instance, if the man remarries and has

children by a prior marriage, if he writes a will to provide

for his second wife, to provide for her security that will is

no good and children by a prior marriage can come in and force

that surviving spouse to sell that property and distribute the

proceeds among the heirs. Likewise, if a man dies and has no
descendants. If his parents are living they can come in and

dispossess that man's wife. Whether you are for forced heirship

or against it, I think it has no place in the constitution. We

have previously provided that the legislature can pass laws

providing for forced heirship In the Bill of Rights where we

said that the legislature. ... that people have the right of

ownership subject to reasonable regulations established by the

legislature. I'm not sure, but I believe our constitutional
provision requiring forced heirship at one time caused a

constitutional amendment during the Huey Long era when it was

feared that our state was losing a lot of money to other states

because our citizens were going to other states to establish trusts
which were unconstitutional. I believe there was a constitutional
amendment including trust in the Forced Heirship Article. So, I

urge you to please support Mr. O'Neill's amendment; just delete
this section.

Questi ons

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Singletary, isn't it true that under the present

Civil Code provisions th.»t there is a disposal portion which

is not part of legitime of the forced heirs?

MR. STINSON
Yes, sir.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegate O'Neill reads as

follows

:

"Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 9 through 14, both
inclusive in their entirety."

Expl anation
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MR. SINGLETARY
Yes. that's correct.

MR. NEWTON
....and, so the problem that you are addressing yourself

to about these poor widows, with careful planning they can be

taken care of through the forced portion so that they can't be

run out of their homes; can't they?

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, Mr. Newton, unless you establish a trust—and I'm not

even sure you can do it under a trust— if there is a forced portion.
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a forced heir is entitled to come in and demand his forced

portion; isn't that right?

MR. NEWTON
That is correct. But, isn't it correct that there is a

disposal portion and through careful management and planning,

you can take care of these problems of having the widows thrown

out of their homes?

MR. SINGLETARY
Not in every case because if a person has a home on a lot and he

wants a will to protect his surviving spouse and he has forced

heirs, you cannot put the forced portion. .. .you cannot subject

it to a usufruct, if I read the code correctly. 1 don't believe

that you can prevent a forced heir from coming In, at least in

the situation if there Is a forced heirship ascendant or a child

of a previous marriege that can come In and force the surviving

spouse to sell the property and distribute the proceeds. But,

without getting into the merits or the problems of forced

heirship, those situations can be corrected by the legislature.

But, let's not go any further than we already have with regard

to forced heirships. So, 1 urge you to vote for Mr. O'Neill's

amendment and let's delete this section.

HR. DENNEKY
Alvin, included in that section in addition to the provisions

about forced heirship there is another sentence which permits the

establishment of trusts in Louisiana; is that correct?

very simply say that each child is a forced heir to the extent
of one dollar. My main objection to this amendment is the

striking of the lines 13 and 14 and these are the reasons why.

Historically in this state, the Louisiana Supreme Court has been
very, very restrictive on the use of trust; it has historically

detested trust. Section 16 of Article IV of the 1921 Constitution

has been amended. .. .was amended in 1944, amended in 1952,

amended In 1958, amended again In 1962. Each time it was

amended solely for the purpose of overruling decisions of

the Louisiana Supreme Court, striking down the laws that

were enacted by the legislature respecting trust ; that was

the reason. The Louisiana Supreme Court consistently struck

down trust and by our deleting, by adopting the O'Neill amendment,

by our deleting "of" of that sentence, I have the tear that we

may be reinstating jurisprudence which the people of this state

—

and when I say jurisprudence, I mean, cases of the Louisiana

Supreme Court—we would be reinstating that jurisprudence which

would have the effect of abolishing trust. I think it's very,

very dangerous. I think it's unfortunate that our law has

developed this way. But, I think by deleting that section,

we are getting ourselves into a mess.

We passed upon this particular question of forced heirship

very lightly in Section 4 of the Bill of Rights proposal and we
deleted it on August 30, by a fifty-nine to fifty-five vote. I

repeat, I'm in favor of deleting lines 10 through 12, but I just

cannot support this because of that last of lines 13 and 14, I

urge your rejection of the amendment.

MR. SINGLETARY
Yes, that's correct.

MR. DENNERY
Now, under the present law if we had no such provision in

the constitution, under the Civil Code Articles we could not

establish trusts in Louisiana; could we?

IS. SINGLETARY
Under the present constitution?

MR. DENNERY
No, if except for the present constitution?

Questi ons

MR. SINGLETARY
Max, could your suggestion be adopted, maybe, in some

transitional measure?

MR. TOBIAS
I hate to take it out of the constitution, that provision

on trust. I think it's a dangerous, dangerous thing we are

doing. I think that nobody wants to take away the right of

an individual to create a trust ; It would force people to put

their property in trust and just go to other states to do it.

IK. SINGLETARY
No. Mr. Dennery, under this constitution that we are

writing It would be my understanding that the legislature

could amend the code.

MR. DENNERY
I understand that, sir. I'm asking, though, if it were

not amended, we would not be permitted to have trusts in

Louisiana; would we?

MR. SINGLETARY
I guess you're right, Mr. Dennery, but....

MR. DENNEKY
What's worrying me—and I'll put this In the form of a

questfr-c—do you agree that there is a problec : n the tvent

%re do not put the authorization for trust in the conscitution

that the present trust conceivably could be all knocked out

and no future trust could be established? Isn't it true that.

MR. SINGLETARY
No. I don't agree with that, Mr. Dennery, because I

believe that under the provisions that we have written so

far, the legislature could amend the code.

MR. CHATELAIN
Max, I don't know this is the reason I'm trying to ask a ques-

tion and trying to formulate thinking on this.... how I should

vote on this. Right at the present time, I think, it's a

legislative act that has to do with spendthrift trust. Would
this do any violence to that or is this anyway connected in the

present constitution?

MR. TOBIAS
In my opinion, if we delete lines 13 and 14, there is a

—

and that's my legal opinion. .. .but just thinking about it very

shortly, I've only thought about it for about the last ten or

fifteen minutes—but I think we may have the effect of striking

out our trust code in this state.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, you know, many people in this state take advantage

of this trust and it's being used more and more as time goes
on; is that correct?

MR. TOBIAS
I realize that. yes, but I just.

MR. DENNERY
Well, then, wouldn't it have to be...

MR. CASEY
You've exceeded your time, Mr. Tobias.

MR. SINGLETARY
and, we had provided that the legislature can subject

ownership to reasonable regulations which would mean that they

could establish ...laws dealing with trust.

Further Discussion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I hestitate to rise on

this amendment and oppose it. I am in favor of striking the
first two sentences of this proposal. I think that abolishing
forced heirship out of the constitution does not in and of

itself abolish forced heirship; it's statutory. As I presently
read Louisiana constitution and statutes, the legislature could

Further Discussion

MR. STINSON
Members of the convention, I would like to clarify several

things. First, I would like to.... some of those that might not

know what the forced heirship is under the present law, of course,

it is not in the constitution. Now, as to children, it's in the

Civil Code, Article 1494. Now, if a person has one child, that

child is forced to receive or they are forced to leave that

child one-third of the property, two-thirds can be given to

anyone, stranger, any charitable organization, any relative,

or anyone. If there are two children, they have to be left half

of the property. If there are three or more, the children have

to be left two-thirds of tjie property. If there are no children,

under the present law—not in the constitution, but in the Civil
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Code— If their father and mother are living, they get two-thirds

of the property. If there is one, either father or mother living,

they get a one-third. There is some question in the jurisprudence

during the Greenlaw Case as to whether it's one-fourth or one-

third. Now, the reason Is why should we have forced portions?

I'm old-fashion enough to believe that children should still help

in the family and they help while they are children in accumulating

some of the property that their parents have. If you don't have

forced heirship as in certain states you can leave them a dollar

or five dollars and say, "That's all you're worth to me." The

basis of our government and I believe all good government is our

family group. I feel that a government, or a state, or a

country is only as strong as the family ties. When we don't

have families as In Russia and other communist countries, we

don't have the love; we don't have the feeling. I think that

forced heirship is based on that and we should retain it in our

constitution because if we don't we are going to find that a

lot of us will reach an older age, we momentarially do not think

as we ordinarily would. A father or mother might not be

mentally insane enough to be interdicted or prohibited from

making a will. But, in a moment when they are not right up to

par they might will the property away to someone else and hurt

the family tie, ruin the family connection. Now, someone said

that if an older person marries a second wife and has children

by the prior marriage that it would be to the Injury of the

second wife. Well, now, the husband. .. there are a number of

ways he can will that wife the disposal portion, in fact, if

he has only one child he can will her two-thirds of his property;

he can leave her an insurance policy; you can get government bonds

made in her name; he can will other use of broad coverage. But,

these changes are not in the constitution, they are in tlie

legislature as they should be under this and under our past

constitution. Now, as to the trust, if you don't have forced

heirship, you wouldn't have a trust anyway, you're going to give

them to someone else and usually the trust is to guard the property

for some child that might not be exactly financially responsible

and the parent is concerned about his future security. That's the

concern of the parent, he should be the one to say what he wants

to do with it ; by putting it in you don't say he has to have a

trust;lt's if he wants to. After all, you argued one time

was his property should be given away and another

saysJ'Well, it's his property, but he shouldn't say how his child

is going to have it; that's contradictory. But, under this
it simplified leaving it to the legislature subject to change
as times change. I would like to ask you to please let's
reject this amendment and leave it like it is and leave it
up primarily to the legislature as to who the forced heirs
are, what the percentages are, and things of that type. So,
I would like to urge you, please, let's vote this amendment
down.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Ford, in line with what you just said. Do you not agree

that if we do away with forced heirship that it's equivalent

of authorizing disinheritance of children?

MR. STINSON
Yes, sir, I certainly do. Mr. Burns, what I'm tearful of

is when a person gets up much older than we are, you know they

pick up little things and they hold against a child because may-

be the child doesn't come to visit them every day, so he doesn't

love me any more, I'm going to cut him out and you have subject

to that. It's not sound basically that we should disown a child.

Why should you be adopted as some stranger to someone when the

child is yours, it's your life and blood, he helped you

accumulate it?

MR. BURNS
That's one of the greatest dangers I see of doing away with

it, it would permit that to.... enable it to be possible.

MR. STINSON
Yes, sir, I certainly agree. I still say, Mr. Burns, that

usually those children help them accumulate it, of course,

some of them

Further Discussion

MR SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise opposed to this

bad amendment. I think it's very ill-advised. I'm not saying
anything about my good friend, Gary O'Neill, but if you noticed,
no lawyer introduced it. I think very few of them are going to

support it. I've been a practicing attorney for over forty-
four years; I've done a lot of succession practice, practically

more of that than anything else. I've written quite a few wills.

But, I think I'm more adverse In heirship and succession proceedings.
I think our forced heirship is good; it's fair, it's equitable.

Mr. Stinson said it might in some cases done some wrong and some
others that have happened. But, I think all together like he

said when a person leaves one child he can give away two-thirds, that's

the disposal portion, two childrei.a half, three or more, a thlrH,

his wife is taken care of, too. When you have community property,
the wife gets a half of the property anyway. If there are children
of the marriage, she gets the use of the other half. So, I think
everyone is well taken care of. If they have no children, then,
the parents come in for a fourth or maybe a third, it's kind of

confused right there. So, I think we have a very good law on

forced heirship and it's been in our law from time immemorial.

As a lawyer of many years and has done a lot of practice in
the successions, I think we should go ahead and reject this
amendment without any question. I, now, I don't think it's
entitled to any more debate. I now move the previous question.

[^Motion for the Previous Quest ion
rejected: 2 4-6 5.]

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, not having had the many

years of experience in the practice of law that Mr. Smith has

had, I've nonetheless had enough experience to view any

abolition of the guarantee of the right to forced heirship

as a serious mistake. I oppose the amendment for that reason.

It seems to me that in our civil law system in Louisiana that

we can be proudest of our laws on property and on succession

and inheritance. The stability of our society, in my view,

depends to a great extent on maintaining forced heirships.

My reasons are thus: if you do not have forced heirship, you

leave always open the possibility for squabbles among children,

for instance, as to who is to obtain the favored position. You

even leave it possible for some children to be shutout altogether

from their inheritance. I think you put temptations in the way,

of human nature being what it is, where you will have situations

where people will be completely disinherited and alienated thereby

from their family and in all probability for the remainder of their

lives. You also have other motives of the stability of society

Involved here; the motivation of support for the children that

one leaves behind; the motivation for the support of aged parents

who are also forced heirs under this system because if the

individual responsible does not support them, then assuredly

society itself must do so. I feel that you increase very greatly

the danger of imposing upon people who because of advancing years

no longer possess perhaps the mental capacity to deal with wily

schemes to induce them to leave their property to one individual

or another and completely eliminate the inheritance of their

other children or perhaps of their needy parents. So, for all

of these reasons, I urge you to reject the amendment and to maintain

the essence of the committee proposal which, I think, maintains the

essence of our present law which is contained in Article IV,

Section 16 of the present constitution and says succinctly that

no law shall be passed abolishing forced heirship; let's retain

that.

Question

MR. BURNS
Mr. Burson, in your practice of law, have you not had on

many occasions a couple come to your office for the purpose of

having you draw a will and when you explain to them the Louisiana

law, they say, "Well, we don't need a will, that's the way we want

it"?

MR. BURSON
Very many times, and I've also had the experience of people

coming to the office to draw up a will, unfortunately, to find

out whether or not they could disinherit two or three children

and that situation, I'm afraid, would happen all too often.

Further Discussion

MR. RIECKE
Mr. Vice-chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I have a

particular Interest in this amendment because you see I happen

to be personally going through the process now of making a will

and settling a succession. Under the present Louisiana law,

two-thirds of my estate goes to my children who helped me to

build up my business, and I think they are entitled to that.

But, what I particularly object to in this amendment is the

elimination of the establishment of the trust because you see

when I remarried I lost the use of the property which my first
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wife and I possessed. Therefore, in an effort to try to take

care of my new wife, whom you all know, who is only entitled

to one-sixth of my estate, my lawyer is drawing up a trust so

that upon my death she will be taken care of for the rest of

her life only by one-third of what I own. If we would eliminate

in this constitution the establishment of a trust, I don't know

what my lady would do to support herself after I pass away. As

you know I'm kind of an old man and she is a young woman, and I

want to see that she is taken care of after I pass away. So,

please, vote against this amendment which was submitted by a

very young man who hasn't had the experience that I'm going

through now. I know he will change his mind when he gets to

be seventy, as I am. So, please, vote against this amendment.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Riecke makes a hard act to follow, but I would point out

to the convention the basis for forced heirship in Louisiana. It

really goes back almost before the Populist Movement. If you all

will take a minute and listen to me, as Mr. Jack would say, I will

tell you some very interesting historical facts.

Under the English law, it is customary to leave all of one's

estate to one's eldest child. This is known as the law of primo-

geniture— the eldest son, excuse me—and the French people, way

back around the time of Napoleon, felt this was unfair because it

was a method of building up large estates. The French people in

our state also agreed that it was not a good idea to keep building

up estates, generation after generation, because you would accumu-

late all the wealth in a very small group. That is the purpose,

basically, of the laws of forced heirship. Yru can still disinherit

an ungrateful child under certain specific bases I think there are

ten of which I think only one has ever been upheld. The other

nine are rather out-of-date now—such as refusal to bail somebody

out if he's held by pirates for ransom—but the law of forced heir-

ship is a basic law in this state. I don't believe it should be .

completely abolished. I do agree that there are some situations,

under the present laws of forced heirship, which are unfair. 1

believe -that the legislature can correct these, but 1 do not believe

that the legislature should abolish the laws of forced heirship.

The third sentence in this section is possibly more important. This

is the one which authorizes the legislature to permit trusts to exist

in Louisiana and to place the forced portion of a child, or an ascen-

dant, subject to that trust. This is a method of protecting other

heirs and, at the same time, permitting income to go to a widow or

a widower, or a mother or a father, or a child who is an incompetent.

It seems to me that it is essential for us to have something in the

constitution which specifically permits trusts because trusts, like

the law of primogeniture, are frowned on in the French law. Under

our present-day tax setup in this country, however, trusts prove to

be a very useful tool to lawyers, to accountants, and to anybody

who's interested in protecting an estate from estate taxes. For this

reason, I strongly urge you to defeat this amendment. The section

is very simple; there is very little in it; it is not in great detail.

It leaves a lot of leeway to the legislature; and, yet, it freezes

into the law—and, I believe, quite properly—some of the basic

concepts of our Louisiana law.

Questions

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Dennery, on the forced heirship, there's been some question,

now, and tremendous debate about legitimacy and Illegitimacy. There
still would be a portion— if some suit is filed regarding the legit-
imacy or illegitimacy of a child—there still would be a portion
under forced heirship whereby—let's say it resolved—whereby a
person could very well, of the disposable portion, determine where
that would go. Right?

MR. DENNERY
Yes. It depends upon the type of illegitimacy under the present

code, but the code could be amended to protect that situation,
Mr. Jackson.

MR. J. JACKSON
If the code is amended—let's say the code is amended—would

this constitutional provision about forced heirship prevent or
negate any changing of the code?

MR. DENNERY
I don't believe so. As a matter of fact, I think the code

could probably provide that illegitimate children have as many
rights as legitimate children.

MR. RIECKE
Yes. Mr. Dennery, I have a great deal of respect for your

judgment, but you didn't say— in order to make It perfectly clear-

you didn't say whether you were for or against the amendment.

MR. DENNERY
I said I was against the amendment. I urged everyone to vote

against it.

MR. RIECKE
0. K. Fine. I just want that made clear.

Further Di scussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of this amendment. Mr. Dennery

very accurately discussed the historical background of forced heir-

ship: the fact that primogeniture was the rule in England, requiring

that sums be left to the oldest son; and how the French people in

Louisiana chose to go with another system as an alternative to that

—

the idea of forced heirship— that children and other relations should

receive a portion of an estate, to the exclusion of all others and

possibly against the will of the deceased. The difficulty Is that,

in relation to primogeniture, forced heirship is a good concept, but

there is another alternative. Both of those concepts are contrary

to the idea of freedom of disposition. Both primogeniture and forced

heirship say that a person's property is not truly his own, in

regards to disposal. The state will determine, to some extent, how

that property will be disposed of. I suggest the proper concept in

a free society is that a person's property is his own and, when it

comes time to dispose of it, he has the right to dispose of it as

he sees fit—whether it be to his children or other people. The

history of forced heirship was that we needed to break up vast estates.

Land—a constant redivision. That is no longer socially desirable.

Just the contrary is true. Tracts of land, in particular, are increas-

ingly needed to be consolidated, not broken up. That is out-of-date.

One of the bad things about forced heirship is that it gives children

a financial interest in the death of their parenrs. ^t present, it

is all but impossible to disinherit a child. Now, here's what a

child can do to a parent: He can testify against him in court,

falsely; he can have him committed to an institution, falsely; he

could fail to support his parent when in distress. But. for none

of those reasons, could a parent disinherit his children. That

parent would be required, on death, to have certain of his assets

and possessions go to that child who had wronged him in the past.

There's no justice in that. Now, it's been said that this provision

protects the idea of trusts. The best way to protect the concept

of trusts and to promote their use is to delete this section so

that the legislature can adequately deal with the question of

trusts and not have constitutional limitations with regard to

forced heirship. In any case, the present provision in the consti-

tution says that forced heirship shall not be abolished. This says

it shall not be abolished, but the heirs and their amounts can be

determined by law. That means that the legislature could establish

a system whereby one dollar would have to be given to each heir, and

that would satisfy the forced portion; so it's not an effective

prohibition. The only thing it can do is to muddle the law with

regard to trusts and muddle the law with regard to the freedom of

disposition. The social policy, if you're interested in social

policies that ought to be pursued, is against forced heirship

because children should be encouraged to take care of their parents.

If you have a system of forced heirship, there's no financial incen-

tive for children to take care of their parents because, whether they

take care of them or not, they're going to get the forced portion.

Virtually nothing the child does, except attempt the life of the

parent, can change that. If children in this state knew that they

could be disinherited for reasonable grounds, they would have more

incentive to care for their elderly parents— to keep them out of

rest homes, to keep them out of institutions, to give them the

proper attention that they deserve. Forced heirship is contrary to

that doctrine. By deleting this section, we will not abolish forced

heirship, however; we would leave it to the legislature. That's

where I think it ought to be left. The legislature can deal with

this and, if in the future the legislature desires to change the

laws of forced heirship, or abolish forced heirship, in its wisdom,

it could do so. But, we don't need what is basically a Civil Code

provision placed in the constitution. This belongs in the Civil

Code, not here in the constitution. So, I urge you to adopt this

amendment, delete this provision, leave it to the legislature; and,

possibly, someday in the future we might have a system that would encour-

age childem to take care of their parents, rather than giving

children a vested interest, automatically, in the death of their

parents. So, I urge the adoption of the amendment.
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[^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered. Amendment rejected:
11-93. Motion to reconsider tabled."]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Next group of amendments sent up by Delegates Dennery and

Alphonse Jackson.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 10, after the word "abolish"

and before the word "forced" insert the word "descending".
Amendment No. 2. On page 2, line 11, after the word and

punctuation "heirs," delete the word "an " and insert in lieu
thereof "the".

Amendment No. 3. On page 2, line 12, after the word "for"
delete the word "disinheritance" and Insert in lieu thereof
"disinherison". (How do you say that? Has that got it, Mr.
Dennery?)

Amendment No. 4. On page 2, line 13, after the word "law"
delete the words "for any purpose".

Amendment No. 5. On page 2, line 13, after the word "a"
delete the portion of the word "legitime',' and the remainder of
the word at the beginning of line 14, and insert In lieu thereof
"forced portion".

The gentleman does not wish to offer the first amendment. He
does not want to offer the first amendment, so Amendment No. 2 will
become Amendment No. 1; Amendment No. 3 will become Amendment No. 2,
etc.

Expl anat i on

MR. DENNERY
I would like to explain that I deleted my first amendment

because there was some question about whether we should limit
forced heirship to descending heirs only, or should it remain,
as it is now, in the ascending line? Now, it is true that under
Social Security and pensions, etc., there is not as great a need
for the forced heirship in the ascending line; and the legislature,
therefore, within the framework of this section giving the deter-
mination of forced heirs and the amount of the forced portion, can
take care of that situation if it is desirable to do. The purpose
of the other amendments, really, are more or less technical. The
insertion of the word "the',' rather than "an ',' is purely technical,
in the second line. "Disinherison" is the word that is used in
the Civil Code, and I thought it better to use the same language
which the Code has, instead of "disinheritance." The fourth
amendment— I deleted the words "for any purpose" because there
was some question as to whether that did not limit the legislature,
rather than make it more flexible; and, therefore, I have removed trusts
so that trusts may be authorized by law. Instead of using the
word "legitime," I have gone back to the words "forced portion,"
which were used previously. These two words are interchangeable
but, since we used "forced portion" on line 11, 1 thought it more
desirable to use "forced portion" on lines 13 and lA. I would ask
the adoption of the Amendments Nos. 2, 3, A, and 5. I'm advised
that the Committee on Bill of Rights and Elections has no objection
to these.

Question

MS. AVANT
Mr. Dennery, this is just one of those questions for the

record. If your amendment is adopted, then, under this section
as amended, the legislature would have the right by statute to
change the classification of persons who are forced heirs, change
the amount of the forced portion, or do virtually anything that, in
their wisdom, they thought was correct with the system— insofar as
correcting what they may feel to be inequities but they could not
abolish the system. There would be a system of forced heirship,
but what it consisted of, and all of the refinements thereof, would be
up to the legislature?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir. That's the whole purpose of this section, and I

believe, Mr. Avant, that that's basically the law as It presently
stands.

[previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted: 101-3. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered on
the Section. Section passed: 102-6.
Motion to reconsider tabled .]

Reading of the Section
MR. POYNTER

"Section 8. Protection of Vested Rights

Section 8. Vested rights shall not be divested, except for
the purposes and in accordance with the substantive and procedural
safeguards established in this constitution for the taking or
damaging of property."

Expl anation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, this is similar to the provision

found in Article IV, Section 15, of the present constitution.
That provision deals with ex post facto laws, laws impairing the

obligation of contracts and vested rights. The provision on ex
post facto law and laws impairing the obligation of contracts were
placed in the Bill of Rights, and this provision would be placed
here. I urge the adoption.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Questions

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Jenkins, what are vested rights?

MR. JENKINS
A vested right—and I'm going to give you a technical definition,

but I think it'll be correct— is a right to enjoyment, present or
prospective, which belongs to a particular person. It must be
absolute, complete, and unconditional, independent of any contin-
gency, not a mere expectancy or contingent interest. There are
three sources of vested rights: One is by contract; second is by
statute; and third is by operation of law. An example of a vested
right created by a contract would be the right to receive a thing
for a price. The source of a vested right created by statute, for
example, would be the right to receive Social Security benefits or
to hold a judgeship, once you've been elected to that office. An
example of a vested right which is formed by operation of law would
be the right to redress for a tort claim, for example.

MR. PEREZ
And, this article would say that these vested rights "shall

not be divested, except for the purposes and in accordance with
the substantive and procedural safeguards established in this
constitution." Where are those procedures that you talk about?

MR. JENKINS
They would be spread throughout the constitution. I think

most would be found in the Bill of Rights, particularly the right
to property, also due process of law, also the equal protection
clause, and others that bear on such activities— the right to

,
access of courts, all of the normal provisions that apply in such
cases.

MR. PEREZ
Is there anything that you know of in the constitution which

protects the right of prescription? to acquire property or lose
property by prescription?

MR. JENKINS
I'm sorry; what?

MR. PEREZ
Is there anything that you know of in the constitution which gives

the right to persons to acquire or lose property by prescription?

MR. JENKINS
No, it's not a question of giving that right; it's that you

have no right granted anywhere not to lose by prescription. A
vested right comes about by one of the three means that I talked
about: either by contract, by statute, or by operation of law.

MR. PEREZ
Property is one of those rights. isn't it?

MR. JENKINS
Only to the extent established by law.

MR. PEREZ
So that the only way a person could lose property would be by

expropriation provided in the Bill of Rights, and under no other
conditions— including the fact that a person could never lose his
property by prescription to another person?

MR. JENKINS
No, I don't believe that prescription of property has ever been

interpreted as within the concept of vested rights. I don't think,
under the present law, it has ever been interpreted that way. Do
you understand that what we're doing here is similar to the present
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law? Just and adequate coapensation has to be paid at present, when

vested rights are divested, and just and adequate compensation has

never been paid—nor has it been argued that it must be paid— in

cases of prescription. This could, naturally, in no way change that.

MR. PEREZ
Isn't it true that there is a very significant change froo the

present constitution? because the present constitutional provision

simply says "nor shall vested rights be divested, unless for purposes

of public utility and for just and adequate compensation previously

paid." But, there is no provision in there which would say "in

accordance with the substantive and procedural safeguards established

In this constitution." Isn't there a significant difference?

MR. JENKINS
I think the only difference would be with regard to the other

concepts that we've already granted, like right to trials by jury,

compensation to full extent of loss, and things of that nature.

MR. AVAOT
What you have said, Mr. Jenkins, has interested me. Tou would

agree—would you not?—that under the law, if a person is injured
in the course and scope of his employment, he would be entitled to

Workman's Compensation benefits if he met the definition of the law,
etc. Right?

MR. JENKINS
That's right. That would be one created by statute—a vested

right created by statute.

MR. AVANT
That would be a vested right, though? Now then, under that

statute, under certain circumstances, he may lose that right if

he refuses to cooperate with the physicians—just deliberately so

—

and various and sundry other possibilities where he might lose
that right. Isn't that correct?

MR. JEKKINS
Well, those are part of the rights,

conditions precedent, I think, to it.

Those conditions are

MR. AVANT
So, then he would have a jury trial to determine whether or

not he had lost his right to receive workman's compensation, under
this provision; would he not?

MR. JENKINS
I don't think that that's a case of divesting a right. That's

a question of whether the right exists. Now, if you were going to

take away his right to sue, for example, surely, he would have a
right to trial by jury. That would be a strange case. In other
words, there's a difference between divesting a right and saying
that no right has ever existed. A person who is not entitled to

judgment, in a particular case. Is not entitled because he doesn't
have a right to. It's not a question of his having a right which
is then divested.

MR. AVANT
All right. Well, let's get on to something else, then. If

I go out to an automobile dealer and buy an automobile, and pay
for it and go get a license, then It's my automobile and I have
a vested right to it; do I not?

MR. JENKINS
You have a vested right to receive it; correct.

MR. AVANT
All right. Then, if I loan that automobile to somebody and

they start to transport heroin in it, that automobile can be
taken away from me by....

That automobile can be confiscated by processes that are
efrCabllshed by statute now. Correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct, and this does not change that.

MR. AVANT
Well, would not, then, that become a jury trial— If this is

adopted—as to whether that automobile would be forfeited because
I loaned it to somebody and they transported heroin in it?

MR. JENKINS
No, because we've already provided that...we've had a complete

exception, under Section 4— the Bill of Rights, for contraband. We

except contraband from the prohibition against taking effects and
things. That automobile, in that case, is contraband—just as
certain drugs would be, or certain weapons would be.

MR. AVANT
As I remember that provision, it says that movable property

will in no event ever be expropriated, except in cases of contraband.

HR. JENKINS
Personal effects, it says, should not be taken—not movables,

necessarily.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Jenkins, when we're speaking of vested rights, do we mean

tangible, as well as Intangible, rights?

MR. JENKINS
Well, a right is not a tangible thing in any case. When you

say a tangible right, I suppose you mean a right to a thing.

MR. LANIER
A tangible or intangible thing; right.

MR. JENKINS
In the cases of the tangibles, generally, our law with regard

to property takes care of those. Also, let me say this with regard
to the types of vested rights—the vested rights being created in

three ways: by contract, by statute, and by operation of the law

—

there is an absolute prohibition in our present law against impairing
the obligation of contracts; so, with regard to vested rights
created by contract, there is now—and we have already agreed again
to maintain in the Bill of Rights— the absolute prohibition against
impairing the obligation of contracts.

MR. LANIER
But, what I'm getting at is, since vested rights can be tangible

and intangible and we've provided for a method of taking the tangible,
if we do not provide for a method of taking the intangible, then
they cannot be taken. Would that be correct?

MR. JENKINS
No, that is not correct because the courts have made a distinction,

consistently, between property and certain vested rights. They
have made that distinction; they have said that the two are different.
The typical thing would be like Social Security benefits, to which
you may have a vested right, but it is not property.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Perez has two sets of amendments: One's to delete, and

the other. ..

.

The amendment simply reads:
[Amendment No. 1.] On page 2, delete lines 15 through 19,

both inclusive, in their entirety.

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlranan of the convention, I

think that, from the discussion which we have already heard with

respect to this section, that there is a great deal of confusion

as to what the word "vested rights" means. But, one of the most

Important of all vested rights, of course, are property rights.

In the Bill of Rights Section, we have gone into great detail, and

we debated—as I recall it—at least one, maybe two, days on the

question of right to property. I will quote to you the first

sentence, which says: "Every person has the right to acquire,

control, own, use, enjoy, protect, and dispose of private property.

This right is subject to the reasonable statutory restrictions and

the reasonable exercise of the police power." Then it goes on to

talk about how property may be expropriated. One of the things

that very much concerns me, with respect to this provision, is that,

if you read the second clause which says "vested rights shall not

be divested, except for the purposes and in accordance with the

substantive and procedural safeguards established In this consti-

tution for the taking or damaging of property," then it %rould mean

to me that under no conditions could anybody lose their property,

except through expropriation. Now, we have many, many, many

exceptions under the laws of this state as to how persons can lose

their vested rights, their property. We have the laws with respect

to prescription, where a person can lose his property if he allows

someone else to take possession of that property for ten years or

for thirty years, depending upon whether he's a good-faith possessor

or not a good-faith possessor. We have the provisions, under the
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law, where a person can lose his automobile if they have narcotics

which are seized into it. We have executory process under our

mortgage laws. This provision is so foreign to so many of these

various so-called vested rights, which we now have, that it would

seem to me that we would put ourselves in a position where we would

be virtually doing away with the right of a person to lose property

under any circumstances, except by expropriation. Let me call your

attention that the words "vested rights shall not be divested"~it does

not say "to the public." It is not limited in any way; it is general.

You just absolutely cannot lose your rights, "except in accordance

with the substantive and procedural safeguards established in the

constitution for the taking or damaging of property." which is

Section 4 of the Bill of Rights, which requires that the only way

you lose property is through expropriation. I say this is a very

ill-advised section. I don't think we need it. 1 think that we

have more than adequately protected the right to property and the

right to vested rights under Section 4 of the Bill of Rights, and

this particular provision is so general in its terms that I just

can't get to the end of my imagination as to what could be inter-

preted ... .what this section could be interpreted to mean. 1 therefore

strongly urge you that we do not need this provision and that, therefore

the amendment which I have offered should be adopted—which would, in

effect, delete the section. I'll yield to questions.

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Perez, Irrespective of how you define

it has to be referable to property; doesn't it?

'vested rights'*

MR. PEREZ

That is no question about that particularly because of

the fact that the last few words say how you lose the property

you have to... some of the safeguards established in this con-

stitution for the taking or damaging of property.

MR. WILLIS
Now, to project my question, there are two kinds of property:

movable and Immovable. In each there are two kinds also, corporeal

which you can touch, and incorporeal, which is a right evidenced

by such as a mortgage note.

MR. PEREZ
That's correct.

MR. WILLIS
Now, with those two precepts In mind, if that section stays

in, it is a total destruction of the prescription provisions of

our laws

.

MR. PEREZ
Yes, I've already commented on that where, in my judgment,

this would do violence to all of the various laws of prescription

and I might say that many, many of you who own your homes, you

might go back and find somewhere along the line that the prescrip-

tive rights is what protects the title of your property.

MR. WILLIS
Well, I was coming to that, but then my next question will

be if we destroy the thesis or the theory of prescription not

only would that happen, but there would be never an end to litiga-

tion and there would be no quiet title in Louisiana.

MR. PEREZ
That's certainly true,

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Perez, you have an amendment which you apparently will

offer if this one fails that says "vested rights shall not be

divested unless for purposes of public utility and for just and

adequate compensation previously paid"—the present constitution.
Do you think that that negates all prescription laws in the

state?

MR. PEREZ
No, sir. it doesn't.

MR. JENKINS
Then, why would this?

MR. PEREZ
Because of the fact that you are limiting the method by which

you can lose vested rights, you say "except for the purposes and

in accordance with the substantive and procedural safeguards

established in this constitution for the taking or damaging of

property," and the only way you can lose property under those

provi'^^'>"s which is Section 4 of the Bill of Rights, is through

exprnoriation of funds.

MR. JENKINS
So, you are of the opinion that if divested ... if vested rights

are divested. . .no, that if someone loses his property by prescrip-
tion, that is a divestiture of vested rights. So, then, why
haven't we been paying compensation all these two hundred years
when someone loses property by prescription?

MR. PEREZ
Because if you will read the present provision in the con-

stitution, it says "unless for the purpose of public utility,"
and that has been interpreted by the courts as to mean expropria-
tion and for a just and adequate compensation previously paid.

MR. JENKINS
In other words, just and adequate compensation previously

paid is a prerequisite to taking for a public utility. Is that

correct?
' MR. PEREZ

The two terms "unless for purposes of public utility" and

"for just and adequate compensation paid" limit the words "nor

shall vested rights be divested" in the present constitution,

and that has b*»en Interpreted by the courts to mean that you

can ' t . . . the public cannot take property unless through its

appropriation or other methods which will comply with other

constitutional provisions, and I say to you, sir, that under

the article and right to property that we have every protection

that is needed to a property owner. I can't conceive of why

we would need this proposed section in the constitution.

MR. JENKINS
Do you realize that this is proposed not to protect the

right to property because the courts have made a distinction
between the right to property and vested rights. Do you realize

that?

MR. PEREZ
I'd like for you to elucidate a little bit if you will.

A vested right is certainly a right to property, and you can

lose that right through prescription, that is, by adverse

possession by another person. That's one example. There are

many, many other cases where vested rights can be lost by the

action of others or by the failure on your part to do something.

You are so limiting this provision which says that you can't

lose vested rights under any condition unless it's in accordance
with the substantive and procedural safeguards established in

this constitution for the taking or damaging of property. That

strictly refers to expropriation. That's the only way, as I

read Section 8, that a vested right can be divested.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Perez, really, you seem to ignore the things I said in

answer to your question earlier. Don't you agree that vested

rights can be divested only by the state?

MR. PEREZ
No.

MR. JENKINS
How can one private individual divest another of his rights?

MR. PEREZ
By virtue of the articles of the Civil Code and other articles

of law, for instance, again, with respect to prescription.

MR. JENKINS
Can you cite even one case that has ever held that prescription

Is a divestiture of rights?

MR. PEREZ
Well, I'm sure I could if I dug into the law books, but I

know we've been covering a varied subject and a lot of different

matters, but there was no question under any reasonable Inter-
pretation that a right... that the word "right" means your right

to property. You have your provisions in here with regard to

right to property. That's what your Section 4 is entitled

—

"Right to Property." That right may be divested by virtue
of prescription .

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I really hate to say it, but you've been

getting bad factual information from Mr. Perez. The information
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he's giving you is simply not the law. I have researched It.

He admits he hasn't opened the books; I have. There is no

Instance I've found in any citation found in our constitution

that has ever held prescription to be a divestiture of rights.

For one thing, prescription is a private action that occurs

as between private parties, or as between the state and a

private party, the state being as a private individual in the

case of prescription. Divestiture can only be taking place

by the state or by a political subdivision. That's always been

the way it's been interpreted. There are two prerequisites in

our present law for divesting vested rights. First, it has

to be for a purpose of public utility. Second, It has to be

with just and adequate compensation. Prescription has never

been held to be such a thing. You don't have to pay just

and adequate compensation for prescription. The arguments

you're getting here are not even germane to the subject because

divesting vested rights has nothing to do with prescription.

Also, Mr. Perez's argument seems to be with the Right to

Property Section. This gives no additional rights to a citizen

to enforce his property rights. The property right protection

is found in the Right to Property Section in the Bill of Rights,

as well as scattered throughout the miscellaneous provisions

throughout the constitution. What this section does is to

maintain the present protection that people have for vested

rights which are other than property rights. Naturally, it

protects the property rights, by referring to the Property

Rights Section. But, it protects those other vested rights

such as the right to social security benefits from the govern-

ment which comes about by statute; the right to a pension

benefit from a private company, which would come about by

operation of the law; the right to sue in a tort claim, which

would come about by virtue of the operation of law; the right

to hold a public office, which comes about by statute; now,

that's what this deals with. It says that if you're going to

take such a right, divest a person of such a right, you have

to do so for the purposes outlined under the Bill of Rights

and other provisions, and with the same compensation and so

forth, required there. We've already discussed the Property

Article. This doesn't affect that, but an important thing to

remember is that the Property Rights Section does not protect

all vested rights. It only protects those vested rights which

are property rights, and there are other vested rights. One

example I know the educators would be concerned about would be

their right to their retirement benefits. That is a vested right,

and we have always provided In our law that those vested rights

cannot be divested except with payment of just and adequate

compensation for purposes of public utility. Now, we must

have a provision in this constitution protecting vested rights.

We've always had that, and certainly we could disagree as to

whether we ought to make the same procedures with regard to

taking of property or whether or not we should just continue

the same provision. But, certainly, we can't just delete this

section altogether and not have protection in our constitution
of people's vested rights. So, I urge the defeat of this amend-

ment.

Questions

MR. TOBIAS
Woody, is this provision in the present 1921 Constitution?

MR. JEJJKINS

Yes, the present constitution says in Section 14 of Article IV

"nor shall vested rights be divested unless for purposes of public

utility and for iust and adequate compensation previously paid.'

MR. TOBIAS
Then, that's the other Perez amendment?

MR. JENKINS
That is the other one, but you notice that the language

that I just read you conforms with the provision for taking

property under the present constitution. We have changed that

provision to Section 4 of the Bill of Rights. It's reasonable

and logical to change this provision as well to conform so

that the procedures, the purposes, the safeguards, and so forth

renain the same

.

MR. TOBIAS
I don't see how this provision doesn't go further. Could

you explain how it does not? In other words, this...

MR. JENKINS
Well, you know, I'll try to explain again. There are different

types of vested rights. The right to property is one of them,

but every vested right is not a right to property. There are

other types of property rights. Vested rights come about by

three means: contract, operation of law, and by statute. Most

of those aren't property rights, and if a person is going to have

his vested rights taken, they ought to conform to the same pro-

cedures as if his property were taken. But, the taking in every

case Is taking by the state or a political subdivision. That's

the only sort of taking that a Bill of Rights or a constitution

can deal with. It's for the statutory law to deal with the

relations of persons—theft, and things like that, defining those

things

.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Jenkins, I believe you made the statement that we would

—

to this effect-that we've just got to have this provision about
vested rights in the constitution, that we've always had it.

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

MR. AVANT
Now, there's no similar provision in the United States Con-

stitution, is there? There's a simple provision that says that

no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property except

by due process of law. Isn't that all it says?

MR. JENKINS
I'd have to check. I believe you're right. But, you see

the courts have reached the same result under the U.S. Constitution

in many cases involving impairment of the obligation of contracts.

They've, I think, found other bases such as equal protection and

due process to imply most of these things. But, our constitution

has had this since 1812 and it's been in every constitution

we've ever had, and I think we sure need it.

MR. AVA-VT

Now, under the United States Constitution, Isn't it federal
constitutional law that you cannot divest a person of a vested
right except by due process of law and in accordance with
equal protection of the laws and all of the other constitutional
guarantees that you have?

[_Prev ious Question ordered . Record
vote ordered. Amendment adopted:
71-30. Motion to reconsider taijied.]

Amendment

MR. POYSTER
I don't have distribution copies of Mr. Jenkins's set of

amendnents which has the effect of adding back a Section 8 with

different language.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 15 through 19, both

inclusive, in their entirety—which has already been done—and

insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 8. Protection of Vested Rights

Section 8. Vested rights shall not be divested, unless for

purposes of public utility, and for just and adequate compensation

previously paid."

Expl anat ion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, this is the same as Mr. Perez's second amendment

that he apparently was going to offer if his first one had not

passed. This is the present law verbatim out of the Article IV,

Section 15 of the Louisiana Constitution of 1921. It is the same

language that has been in every state constitution since we've

had a state. Truly, we would make a terrible mistake if we wouldn't

give this constitutional protection to vested rights because you're

talking about more than property rights. Property rights are

protected In the Bill of Rights, but other vested rights are

not except in certain limited ways. So, I certainly urge you

not to make a mistake and leave this out, and go ahead and adopt

this amendment to preserve the present language of the 1921

Constitution.

Further Discussion

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

speak briefly in opposition to this amendment because I think

it definitely causes some serious problems. Irrespective of

whatever language may be in the present constitution, based

upon what we have done already in the proposed new document I

think we've got to proceed with real caution. This particular

provision as I interpret It, would prohibit the Department of
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Highways, for example, from taking property necessary for a

highway development unless and until there had been a final
adjudication by the court including those cases in which a

jury trial was held, on up to the courts of las': resort, that
the compensation paid was just and adequate. If you read it very
carefully, you'll see that there can be no taking of any kind
of private property until the determination has ultimately
and finally been made that the compensation is just and adequate.
Now, we've already provided for the adequacy and fairness of

compensation payment. But, that should not stand in the way
of a public right being exercised to take property in those
instances where property must be taken for public purposes.
Therefore, I move, if there are no other speakers, I move the

previous question on the amendment, and ask that you vote
against it.

[Motion for the Previous Question
wi thdrawn .

]

Questions

MR. T.JEISS

Delegate Gravel, you said that this is in the old constitution.
Since 1921, for fifty-two years, then, this has been in the
present constitution. Has it interfered with the acquiescence of
highway rights-of-way ,or has it interfered in any way with just
compensation? Why can't it be in the present constitution?

MR, GRAVEL
You've got a special quick-taking provision that's In

another section of the constitution that refers, I think, to
the Department of Highways.

MR. PEREZ
If you will notice, I offered the amendment to delete the

section first because I didn't think it was needed. In the
event the first amendment offered by me failed, I was going
to offer the second one because of the fact that I felt it
wasn't as bad as the first one. But, I again reiterate the
fact that I don't feel that we need It, and that's why I went
with the first amendment first to delete the entire section
because I don't think it's needed.

[previous Question ordered
.

]

Closing

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, all 1 can say is that we really ought to

think about this Issue. Leaving this out would be like leaving
out freedom of speech, or some other comparable provision. We've
had this in our constitution for so long; is it needed? Yes,
it is the only constitutional protection we have for the dives-
titure of rights other than property rights. Now, all these
great problems that Mr. Gravel alluded to... you know, we've had
it since 1812; we've been living with them so long 1 guess we
can continue to. I certainly hope you will go ahead and adopt
this amendment. It is exactly the 1921 constitutional language
and that of the constitutions that preceded it. It says that
if vested rights are divested it has to be for a public purpose
and with payment compensation. So, I urge the adoption of it.

[Amendment rejected : 39-66.
to reconsider tabled,

1

Motion

MR. WEISS
We don't have that in the present. In the '73.

MR. GRAVEL
Not specially for the Department of Highways, I really am

very much concerned about the language because this amendment
indicates to me that there can be no vesting of title in the
expropriating body, whether it be local government or the
highway department, or some other body that's entitled to

expropriate unless and until just and adequate compensation,
which is now a jury fact question has been determined and
paid, I think It's a very serious problem, and I ask you
to vote against the proposed amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

we have just a few minutes ago overwhelmingly voted to remove
this Section 8, and even though the provision which is suggested
by Mr, Jenkins now is not as damaging or would not be as bad
as the present provision, I'm satisfied that everything has
adequately been taken care of, and what we've already adopted in

the Bill of Rights, and In fact If we adopt this provision as

has been said before by Mr. Gravel, it will in certain respects
conflict with the present provision. So, I, therefore, urge you
to defeat the amendment.

Questions

MR. TOBIAS
Chalin, what does the phrase "public utility" mean to you?

Could it not be interpreted to mean to whatever the legislature

says is public, is public utility? Doesn't "public ntility"

mean public usefulness?

Personal Pr i vi 1 ege

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, at your desk in front of

you should be a package of papor like thin with a big "1" on
it. It's the Style and Drafting Report on Judiciary. If you
don't have it. Butch over there— raise his hand—there's a pile
over there. You can go get one or he'll send one to you. I under-
stand that the Chairman is going. . . with your permission, is

going to call this up in the next day or so. Is that right, sir?

MR. HENRY
That's right, yes, sir.
I'm listening, Judge; we're going to call this up in the

next day or so.

[Motion to consider Section 5 pre-
viously passed over adopted without
objecti on .

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 5. Oath of Office
"Section 5. All officers before entering upon the duties

of their respective offices shall take the following oath or
affirmation: "I, (A B) , do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will
support the constitution and laws of the United States and the
constitution and laws of this state and that I will faithfully
and impartially discharge and perform all the duties incumbent
upon me as according to the best of my ability
and understanding, so help me God."

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
That's a possibility. . .public utility generally means

public use, as I... or for the use of the public, generally,

is the definition I'd give for public utility.

MR. TOBIAS
But, it could be interpreted a lot more broadly than that,

could it not?

MR. PEREZ
Well, it has been determined in many cases that there are

many things which are questionable, but that the legislature

has declared to be something of public utility.

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Perez, I saw the same amendment on my desk, but it had

your name on it. Did you plan to oppose your own amendment, or
was

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. Section 5 sets forth

the provision that will be used as an oath for all elected
officials, all public officials. It is substantially the same

as in the 1921 Constitution with the exception that it deletes

the exception clause and I, therefore, move the adoption of

Section 5.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Jackson, as you and I previously discussed about this,

the way this thing is written, it pretty well follows the present
constitutional provision that nobody can legally be in office
unless they take this particular oath; is that correct?

MR, JACKSON
That is correct.
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MR. LANIER
As we discussed, Louisiana Revised Statute 42:1 defines

a public office as any elective or appointive position of any
type whether it be a board, or conmission or otherwise which is

established by the constitution or by a statute; is that correct?

MR. JACKSON
That is correct.

MR. LANIER
If, we leave this language as it is, w. could be creating

a situation for all of these various boards and routulsslons
similar to the one that C.C.'73 found itself in where we took the
statutory oath on the first day, but then we had to come back and
take the constitutional oath and ratify our previous actions;
wouldn't that be correct?

MR. JACKSON
That is correct

.

MR. LANIER
Would you have any objection to delcti.ig the language that

makes this a mandatory oath before entering upon the duties of the
office and leave that up to the legislature to determine the
point and tlioe when the oath would have to be taken?

MR. JACKSON
I don't have any serious objection; we discussed it in

committee. I would suggest that you offer your amendment and let
the convention decide.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
A set of amendments sent up by Delegate Lanier.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 30, after the word "officers"

delete the remainder of the line and on line 31, delete the words
"their respective offices".

Explanation

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the purpose of my

amendment is to leave in the requirement that all public officers
must take the prescribed oath, but to remove the constitutional
requirement that this absolutely must be done prior to the time
that he assumes his duties. I do this for several reasons. As you
will recall, the first day that we came here ,we took an oath that
was prescribed in the statute that created us. Act 2 of 1972. We
did not take the oath that was prescribed in Article XIX, Section 1

of the present constitution. As a result of this, if you will look
at the second day Sproceedlngs in our journal, we got an opinion
from the attorney general of the State of Louisiana recommending to

us that we take the constitutional oath and also to ratify our
previous actions, part of which, I might add was the election of
our Chairman and the establishment of our temporary rules committee.
I believe that if we leave this language in here, we're teally
constitutionally creating a trap for the unwary such as we were
here in C.C.*73, in that under the present statutory law and I would
specifically refer you to R.S. 42:1, the term "public office" is

defined as follows: "as used in this title, the term public office
means any state, district, parish or municipal office elective or

appointive or any position as aevber on a board of ccnmlssion,
elective or appointive when the office or position is established
by the constitution or laws of this state. Public officer is any
person holding a public office in this state." Nc»j, if you look
further in Title 42, under 42:161, it is a statute which does
prescribe as follows: "all public officers shall take and
subscribe the oath or affirmation required by Article XIX of the
constitution before acting in their respective offices." What I'm
suggesting is, that if we leave this language that I'm seeking
to delete, and the specific language is: "before entering upon
the duties of their respective offices," if we leave that in there
then we have constitutionally provided that nobody can act unless
they take this oath. I think we would be leaving open situations
with all of these boards and conraisslons where they might find themselves
in the same position that we were in, where through Inadverter^ce
is no question of any bad faith; everybody wanted to take the
right oath and ultimately we did, but wc could have a situation
created where all of these people who didn't take oaths would be
acting ultra vires. Now, it may be that ultimately the legislature
in its wisdom may wish to prescribe that such offices as judge
or district attorney or House of Representatives or Senate, that
they must take their oaths before going in office. But, with
reference to some of thes*? minor positions we could—well, maybe
in the future--wi*.h to provide that the oath must be taken within

ten days after assuming office. So, I think, that rather than use
this language and I might add, that the language in the committee
proposal is even more restrictive than the present language, iu

the present Article XIX, Section 1, there is an exception to this
rule where it says "except as otherwise provided in this constitution.
There is no exception in the language that is proposed here. I

would suggest that what the committee proposal has is presently
provided for by statute. If we lock it into the constitution,
we could be creating and probably will be creating a trap for the

unwary and some of these minor boards and minor positions, and that
we should leave some flexibility in this area for the legislature
to act. I have no opposition. I think it's a good thing that
we require the oath of office. Tlie isaue is, at what point in time
do we require the oath of office, and I think that legislature
can make that determination depending on the type of office it is or,

at least, they could have the flexibility under my amendment. If

my amendment is not adopted, then, of course, I think we would be
in the position that you may absolutely not take any public office as

defined in the statutes unless you take the prescribed oath,which
could leave some people in the position like we were in, here In

the convention on our first day. I would urge the adoption of the
amendment. Mr. Chairman, I'll be happy to try and answer any questions.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Lanier, wouldn't it be better just to amend the statutes

and make the statutory oath conform to the constitutional oath?

MR. LANIER
I think, well, the present statute does conform with the

present constitution. . .

MR. AVANT
All right, don't. .

MR. LANIER
... if we adopt this, then as I read it, the only difference

between the statutory provision and the new provision will be
the nuid)ers. In other words, the R.S. 42:161 says that"all public
officers shall take and subscribe the oath of affirmation required
by Article XIX —now this may not be Article XIX— of the
constitution before acting in their respective offices." So, I think
the only way that the present law would be out of line with this
provision would be within the particular article that it designates.
What I'm saying is, if we lock this requirement in here, then in
the future the legislature would not have the authority to provide
different means for taking the oath for different types of public
offices

.

MR. AVANT
Well, now what my question is and what bothers me. Suppose you

just leave it in there to the legislature as to when an elected
or appointed officer is going to be required to take the oath

of office; that would permit him to assume the duties of the

office before he ever took the oath; right?

MR. LANIER
That is correct.

MR. AVANT
Now, what's going to be the situation, the criminal law

being as highly technical as it is—and this is what really bugs

me— if someone has assumed the duties of the office, but has

not taken the oath and then would be guilty or commits an act

which, had he taken the oath, would be nonfeasance or misfeasance

or dual of f iceholding or any of the various and sundry criminal

offenses that he might commit. I'm afraid that you'd just be

creating a technical loophole for that fellow to walk right out

the door without being guilty of a crime although he's. . .

MR. LANIER
I don't think that's accurate, Mr. Avant, for this

reason. If the manner of taking office is provided by statute, and
if he assumes the office in compliance with the statute even

though the statute allowed him to take the oath at another time, he

would still be legally in office and required to do certain things

statutorily. Actually, you have brought up a good point from the

other way around. If you stop and think about all the different
agencies, if those people haven't taken the oath, it may well be
that you would fall into your situation \rfiere you couldn't do this

because of this constitutional provision because they hadn't
taken the constitutional oath just as we didn't on the first day that

we were here. So, I think perhaps the point you're raising is a

stronger argument for my approach than it is for going against this

approach.
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MR. AVANT
Well, I wasn't taking any approach and I'm satisfied with

your answer and I think you may be right. I just don't want to
create a situation where someone .because of the technicality of
not having taken the oath yet, or actually performing the duties
of the office,could maybe escape through some loophole.

MR. LANIER
1 think you've raised a real good point. Jack, and the

point is really that this is a two-edged sword. It can cut both
ways

,
you see. If they are required to take it and they haven't,

they're not legally in office. On the other hand, if you have
a statute that says that they shall do it a certain way and they
do comply in that way even though it doesn't require an oath
initially, they could still be in violation and chargeable. But,
it is a two-way sword; it depends on which way you look at it.

Further Discussion

MR TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, of course, about one year

ago today I was the one who caused all the trouble over the oaths
and I almost hesitate to rise In opposition to this amendment. But,
I would point up this and I think that each person should consider.

do you want your elected
office without swearing
laws of this state and o

thing to ask to say that
can exercise the duties
the points that Delegate
whether he could get out
did not take this oath,
anyone to leave those ni
protection to guarantee
laws of this state.

officials to exercise the duties of their
that they will uphold the constitution and
f the United States? I think it's a small
they have to take an oath before they

of their oificc. I would reemphasize
Avant made regarding the question of
of the charges of malfeasance if he
It's nine words, I don't think it hurts

ne words in, and I think it provides a

that your public officials will uphold the

[Previous Question ordered . Amendwent
adopted : 52-45. Motion to reconsider
tabled . Previous Question ordered on
the Section . Section passed: 98-4.
Motion to reconsider tabled. Motion
to revert to other orders adopted: 55-44.^

Report of the Secretary
[ll Journal 1091-1093]

lAdjournment to 9:00 o ' clock a.m.,
Friday , January 4 , 197 4 .]
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Friday, January 4, 1974

ROLL CALL

[87 delegates present and a quorum.}

PRAYER

MR. STOVALL
Let us pray. God, our health and ages passed, I will

hope for years to come our shelter from the stormy blast and
Thou eternal home. We give thanks to you for the gift of this

new year. We accept it as a sacred trust from you. We accept it

as an empty form to be filled with things worthvise, service to

You and to one another. May we begin this day in the decisions

that we made to do those things that will contribute to the welfare

and the well being of our state. Bless each one here assembled and

guide us in our deliberations for we offer our prayer in Your name

and to Your glory. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[ll Journal 1094-1095]

[^Motion to withdraw Delegate Proposal
No. 53. Substitute motion that Dele-
gate Proposa 1 No. 53 be engrossed
and passed to third reading.]

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 53, introduced by Delegate Lelthman.
A proposal making provisions for education and necessary

provisions with respect thereto. Comes from the Conmittee on

Education and Welfare. Reported without action.

Explanation

MR. LEITHMAN
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, it's not my intention

to go into this matter and prolong this issue. This is Delegate

Proposal No. 53, this is the single board of education concept.

I*m asking you now to merely have this proposal engrossed and

passed to its third reading. At this time we have, also on the

calendar. Delegate Proposal No. 54 which is just a statement on

education. I'm not going to go into the context, it's not really

proper to go into the context of the proposal but I merely wish

to point out at this time that I don't feel any other subject

matter in the constitutional convention has attracted more attention

and more disfavor to the constitution than has the Education Article

which we have adopted thus far. In closing, I want to reemphasize

and I think most of you have been contacted in your local areas that

your student government people, your student bodies of each of your

independent universities have contacted you, or should have, the

alumni association of the universities are behind the single board

concept. You have the letter from the governor. Governor Edwards.

You have a letter, also, from Superintendent Michot supporting

the single board concept. The State Board of Education has

already publically announced their support of the single board

concept. Several members of the State Board of Education have

indicated that they will oppose the constitution in toto, should

it remain with the five boards as we now have it. The LTA

Association, this is your teaching people around the state,

your teachers have supported in their convention a single board

concept. The Association of College Presidents or deans, I don't

know the exact terminology of the organization, but they as a body

have gone out to support the single board concept. In final, your

legislature has already gone with the Superboard; your Committee

on Higher Education which several of your members here serve at

this present time are very much concerned about it and as a

legislative body, you may see the constitutional convention

opposed by the Conmittee on Higher Education which is compromised

of state legislators. So, this is the case, I think, it's over-

whelming that we do something about the education proposal. I think

we have been criticized enough with the situation that we are in

now. 1 will ask you to merely pass this. This Is just keeping it

alive. The governor is not happy and he's not content with the

five boards that we now have. I don't know what the future lies,

it's going to happen quickly. My mere request of you is to keep

No. 53 alive and on the calendar, it may never come to the floor,

but let's not Just discard a single board concept. I'll ask when

the time comes to merely ask that it be engrossed and passed to

its third reading. Thank you.

Quest! OPS

MR. BURNS
If we have any alternatives, have you given any thought to

try to get this on as an alternative?

MR. LEITHflAN

Yes, Mr. Burns. We are considering an alternative proposal
and it's pretty much a parallel to the single board to this

particular proposal. So, it's not in line by line, but it is

a similar. . .

.

MR. BURNS
Same concept?

MR. LEITHMAN
Yes, sir.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Leithman, this is that proposal that we beat to death

for about a year in committee; isn't it? Isn't it the same one?

MR. LEITHMAN
I think the spread was two votes or three votes. I don't think

two or three votes Is indicative of a hundred and thirty-two

delegates of the constitution.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, it was reported without action more as a courtesy

to you than anything else; wasn't it?

MR. LEITHMAN
No, sir.

MR, HERNANDEZ
Well, we reported it without action to keep from just saying

reporting it unfavorably,

MR, LEITHMAN
If you would read under your morning. .. .order of the day,

you'll see about eight or nine education reports lying over.

All of those were reported under the same circumstances and

there was no favor granted on any of them.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Reported without action?

MR, LEITHMAN
Without action,

MR. HERNANDEZ
And, rather than report them unfavorably.

MR. LEITHMAN
Right, all eight or nine of them.

MR. HERNANDEZ
You didn't consider th^t a courtsey to you?

MR. LEITHMAN
No, sir, in fact, if you remember the committee, we wanted

to handle them all as a group without action.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir.

MR. LEITHMAN
You remember that?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir.

Further Discussion

MR, THISTLETHWAITE
Mr, Chairman, fellow delegates, this plan is the so-called

Montana plan for higher education which is a two board plan
calling for a Board of Public Education for elementary and
secondary and a Board of Regents for higher education. The
State of Montana has a population of about the size of the city
of New Orleans; it's got five degree granting institution8;lt 's

the only state with this same setup. These two boards,then, are
theoretically—according to the plan—form a single board to
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discuss mutual problems. In Montana this board functions....

this plan functions as a two board plan. There are no advantages

that this plan offers the State of Louisiana compared to the

advantages that the plan which this convention has already adopted or

offers, and I see no reason for keeping this plan alive at all.

I urge that the convention turn down any further action with regard

to this Montana plan and drop it, let it fall by the wayside. I urge

opposition to Mr. Leithman's proposal.

Further Discussion

MR. COWEN
Gentlemen of the convention, this is a single board true

and It sounds real good when you say that a single board is

going to handle all of education. But, we who supported

Committee Proposal No. 7 feel that this is a true single

board plan in every respect and it has the management boards

who will take the load off the day-to-day cares of the board

and the management of the higher education. We feel that,

really, we have a single board in every respect so far as

planning and coordination and budgeting is concerned. We

feel that really this No. 53, the board that Mr. Leithman

says is really a single board and can do so well can not do

all the Jobs it's supposed to do and also handle the day-to-day

affairs. We do not feel that this is a good plan. We urge

you to reject it because as Mr. Thistlethwaite already outlined

to you it is a Montana plan and it does not work in the same

respect at all that has been described in Committee Proposal

No. 53. We urge its rejection.

Questions

MR. STINSON
Mr. Cowen, we've already voted a number of times on this

same idea. If this is advanced and put on the floor, don't

you predict that it may be three or four days more battling

back and forth?

MR. COWEN
I think so, true.

MR. STINSON
We really don't have that much time; do we?

MR. COWEN
No, we do not.

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Cowen, I agree with you that we ought to save the time

of this convention. Would you. in view of the publicity we've

got on this. .. .would you be agreeable to passing a rule, maybe

where we could in open debate discuss whether or not this should

be this kind of concept should be an alternate on the ballot?

MR. COWEN
I don't even think it ought to be an alternate on the ballot,

Mr. Juneau.

MR. ROEMER
Don't you think that what Mr. Leithman is trying to do is

just in view of the feedback that many of us have gotten when

we've gone home, partlcuarly these of the education, is leave

open the possibility that we want to discuss this again, I mean,

I think that's a fair request; don't you?

MR. COWEN
Mr. Roemer, if we're going to have selection, let's go to an

alternative and decide what we are going to do about that and let's

bring it up there. We don't see any reason to continue to discuss

this matter now.

MR. ROEMER
I see. But, you've made it clear that you're not even in

favor of putting this as an alternative on the ballot; are you?

MR.

MR

COWEN
1 am not.

Further Discussion

ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, normally all I would want to reopen

is the date for qualifying for a delegate to this convention.
However, in view of the great controversy over the question of

a single board for higher education and the fact that many do

feel very strongly about it, I urge that you vote to engross
and pass it to third reading and keep it alive in the event that

this convention decides to reconsider it later. We always can

reject it when it is called from the calendar. The vote was close

and it may well determine the fate of the constitution. It was

said that we don't have the time. Well, if we fail to reconsider

some of these decisions, we may well have wasted fourteen months,

so it's a question of two days versus fourteen months. I urge

you to vote to engross and pass It to its third reading. Thank

you.

Further Discussion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

is the same old proposal that we've beat to death for a year now.

It's been brought up in committee time after time, this same

concept has been voted on before and It is not practical. It

has been definitely proven to the membership of the Education

Committee that there is a dire need for more boards. Frankly,

this Is aimed at the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors, that's one

of the main things It's aimed at. Now, L.S.U. is a wide and

varied system of education, it includes the university and

everybody knows that Louisiana can only support one big

university. Then, it has its various schools; its medical
schools—one in New Orleans, one in Shreveport; it has the

dental school. We have experiment stations scattered all over

the State of Louisiana. We have county agents and home

demonstration agents in every parish of the state. It is not

the same as any other school in this state; It's an entirely

different concept; it's an agricultural college; they also have

this land gratit program. One board cannot possibly look after

all of the education in the State of Louisiana and give the

L.S.U. system the attention that it must have in order to he

a success. I urge you to defeat this proposal to engross and

pass to the third reading this Delegate Proposal No. 53; it is

just not a practical situation. Thank you very much.

Further Discussion

MR. SEGURA
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, fellow delegates, I had

sat on the Education Committee and attended all the meetings

where this particular proposal was brought up from the very

beginning of our meetings. We've heard debate; we've heard

discussions; we've heard reports from everyone concerning this

and your comnittee voted this proposal down. I ask you not to

waste the convention's time with passing this on to third reading.

The Committee Proposal No. 7 has been misreported to the people

time after time. I think if you stop and look at it you will see

that Proposal No. 7 does exactly what the proponents of this

proposal are asking for. They are asking for a single board

for higher education everything of importance—the proposal

that you adopted. Proposal No. 7, everything of importance, that

is, the budget, the money that's going to be spent or allocated

to each one of the universities, the curriculum that's going to

be taught at each one of the universities, and the planning or

the creating of new schools, the adding of branches, the

consolidating of branches. That is all under the control of

the Board of Regents; that's all under the control of one board;

that's the important board. If any of you have sat at the State

Board of Education meetings, you can see that under our present

system this State Board of Education cannot physically handle

all of the work they have to do to handle eleven colleges and

universities. If you threw everything under one board, that

would mean they would have to handle curriculum, budget, planning

of campuses, and consolidating of campuses, plus managing all

eleven and throwing L.S.U. in there—that's physically too much.

The only reason other boards have been created in Proposal Ho. 7

is to divide the work and these management boards are merely

management boards; they do not have the status of the Board of

Regents, they don't have the powers of the Board of Regents. So,

I ask you not to pass this on to third reading.

Further Discussion

MRS. CORNE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

to ask you people to vote this proposal to Its third reading. I

believe that due to all of the publicity that we have received

in the State of Louisiana, due to the opinion of our public

officials and of our college deans—by the way, Mr. Leithman,

it was the college deans that you were talking about—and all

of the. ...almost all of tlie leaders In the State of Louisiana

have expressed the fact that we have put too many boards in the

constitution, we're const itutlonalizlng too many boards of

education. I believe, I sincerely believe, as an educator, that

multiple boards for the state colleges and universities in our

state will lead to fragmentation of education. I do not see
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how all of these multiple boards vying for the tax dollar at

every chance that they possible can get will not lead to confusion,

to dissension and to the fragmentation of education. As a long

time educator. I certainly feel that L.S.U. is a wonderful college and

that we should keep it that way. We should keep our state university

the major university of the state. But, I do not want to minimize

the importance of our othar colleges and universities in our state,

they are also doing a service to the people. I can assure you that

in ray community, in my locality that there is very, very much

opposition to this fragmentation of education that we are trying

to put in the constitution today. I certainly think that Mr.

Leithman's proposal deserves to be passed onto its third reading.

I certainly would ask you to vote favorably on this. I thank you.

Further Di scusslon

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, 1 rise very briefly to

suggest to you that we have discussed this issue; we have debated

it at full length; we have had amendments put to the Proposal No. 7

at length and in the end, we decided on the conmittee's proposal

with various changes. I urge you to oppose Mr. Leithmau's

proposal for third reading, simply that in the limited time we

have to complete this convention I think we should devote our

efforts to consideration of such matters as alternates and such.

If you consider thirty-two form letters that I received—form

letters—which were simply statements that are fed through to

these organizations as organized opposition, I suggest that it

is. This is all that I received from any people throughout this

state in opposition to what we did, thirty-two form letters from

one city in this state. When 1 discussed over the phone with no

less than ten of these people, they said they had been misinformed

and that's the reason why they misunderstood it. I suggest to you

that there has been nothing that has been so misrepresented to these

people than anything in this convention than this suggestion on...

they simply say you have a lot of boards and that is not the truth

and this is not what's being done. I urge you to vote against Mr.

Leithman's proposal.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this morning we have about six

or seven different proposals that's been reported by the Committee
on Education, Health, and Welfare without action. The action
taken by that committee was more or less an action to clfcdn up
its files. I ask you this morning to reject the motion that's
been made by Mr. Leithman to engross and pass this proposal to
third reading and final passage. Regardless of whether you are
for or against a proposal on education as an alternative, Mr.
Leithman now has on the calendar for final passage Delegate
Proposal No. 54 which deals with the whole realm of education.
If it is the will of this convention that there should be an
alternate then, of course, that Delegate Proposal No. 54 could
be made as such. We do not need Delegate Proposal No. 53 on
the calendar, it deals with issues that's already been resolved
by this convention. For example, it calls for an appointed
superintendent of education that this convention has decisively
voted time and time again for elected officials, so that I see
no reason whatsoever for this convention to clutter up the
document with these types of proposals with the short time that
we have left to complete the work of this convention. I ask you
to vote no on this motion.

[previous Question ordered

.

J

Closing

MR. LEITHMAN
Members of the convention, I apologize for taking so much

time on a nonfinal issue. This is merely to keep a proposal alive
and on the calendar. 1 don't want you to be misled; this is not

a vote on or with this proposal or against the proposal. This is

merely not to throw it out, not to reject it, but keep it there be-
cause we know what we have In No. 7 is no good. I think all of us

will agree with that. There's no proposal that has gotten more
scrutiny, more adverse publicity than has No. 7, the proposal that

this convention passed out with ridiculous five boards. I have one

more organization which I omitted, and I apologize, and that's the

Louisiana Vo-Tech School Directors' Association who is appealing to

you also, along with the many, many other educators, or all of the

educators, around this state to turn down No. 7 or redo it, revamp

it, so it will be a progressive working article for this constitu-

tion. So, all I'm asking you is to keep it alive and keep it on the

calendar until such time as we have an opportunity to straighten up

No. 7 or put it in a progressive light. I just don't know what....

which direction No. 7 should go, but we know it's bad and you were

told this by virtually every educator in the state. It's not just

Leithman standing there or Juneau or Mrs. Come or any of us, it's

every educator in the state. Every organization of educators in the

state is opposing No. 7; It's not my personal opinion. A single

board concept is the way that universities are going around this

nation today and I don't think we should revert back to a five board

system that we now have. I don't care what arguments are advanced

to you, in your heart you know five boards is no good to run educa-

tion in a single state such as Louisiana. Mr. Goldman, I'll yield

to questions.

Questions

MR. GOLDMAN
^^

Mr. Leithman, did you know that I am not an educator? Did you

know that I am an educatee? Did you know that I have a large number

of educatees including those in my family and many, many others who

have talked to me about this and as an educatee, I agree with you

that the five boards are very bad as far as the education of the

people of this state.

MR. LEITHMAN
Mr. Goldman, in response, I think a vast majority of these

fellow members, these delegates sitting next to you and I, have

the same opinion that you do. I know people have spoken to them, I

know they've read the edltorals around this state and I know they've

heard from their alumni associations and their universities in their

areas; I know that this is true. I'll yield to Mr. Stinson.

MR. STINSON
In other words, you think that all of us are voting against

what we know is best?

MR. LEITHMAN
What was the question?

MR. STINSON
You said that you know the majority of us agree with you, so

in other words, we are going ahead and voting against what we think

is right then; is that your opinion of us?

MR. LEITHMAN
I didn't say agree with me, I said that I feel a majority of

these people here know that five boards in an article is wrong. A

majority agree with that.... to that point. If you disagree, I'll

leave myself clear because you must be in the minority.

MR. STINSON
Well, the vote so far cast in this convention shows that

you're in the minority; doesn't it?

MR. LEITHMAN
Mr. Stinson, when we voted for Proposal No. 7 with the five

boards there was no way for the public to react until that article

was passed. Now that five boards have been passed in Article 7,

now you see the reaction, so when we voted on it we might have done

it in good conscience. But now that the reaction has come to us

from our educators we must sit back and reappraise our siutation.

We're about to blow the entire constitution over education which

there's no reason to.

MR. McDANIEL
Mr. Leithman, if we vote your proposal down and then we set

the machinery to open up every article that we've passed so far for

amendments or dressing up, wouldn't that really be the opportunity,

with amendment, to come back and present your ideas at that time to

what this convention has already passed?

MR. LEITHMAN
All that I want to do is keep this alternative proposal alive.

I have no indication to ever call this thing from the calendar

unless there's good cause to do so. I just want this proposal to

stay alive and be available should the time come that we have to,

or have the opportunity to go with an alternative proposal. That's

all I'm asking. I'm not asking you all to vote for final passage.

I'm asking you to keep the thing alive, that's all.

MR, McDANIEL
We don't have any rules at the present time on alternatives,

but X would certainly support taking another look at Education.

You could do what you really want to do with an amendment and even

if we pass it today, isn't that actually what we're going to have

to do at that time?

MR. LEITHMAN
I don't really follow your question, because my intent with

this proposal today is merely to keep it alive. I don't know what
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the convention is going to decide in the next fifteen or sixteen
days. I have no way of anticipating that, but I just want this....

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Leithman» don't you believe that if we've made mistakes

that this would be the time to correct it, and the questioning of
Mr. Stinson and of others would lead you to believe that if you
were in the minority or if we've made the mistakes, we shouldn't
go back and correct those mistakes? Also, the reason why we haven't
laid those committee proposals on the table is simply because of

that, that very possibly there 're some things that we can .that
the public is not accepting. I think we proved yesterday that the
minority is not always. .. .might be in the minority, but you're not
always wrong.

MR. LEITHMAN
I agree with you, Sammy. So, in closing,...
I'm merely asking you for a favorable vote to keep this

proposal alive and this is not a final passage; it's merely to

keep a rare hope alive for the State of Louisiana.

iRecord vote ordered . Substitute motion
rejected : 46-49. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Motion to withdraw the proposal
adopted without objection.]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
On Unfinished Business is Committee Proposal No. 35

introduced by Delegate Alphonse Jackson, Chairnan on behalf
of the Committee on Education and Bill of Rights and Elections
which is a substitute for Committee Proposal No. 1 by the
same gentleman on behalf of the committee.

The status. . . the proposal is a proposal providing
for general governmental provisions.

The status. . . the proposal the convention has adopted
as amended. Sections 1 through 8 of the proposal. Presently
still would have under its consideration Section 9 and in addition,
there are pending at the desk a number of amendments which would
propose the addition of further sections to this proposal.

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 9. Limitations on Banking
Section 9. No law shall permit multi-bank holding companies,

metropolitan banking, or statewide branch banking, except by
a favorable vote of two-thirds of each house of the legislature."

Expl ana t ion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

is another one of those noncontroversial matters that I've been
designated to handle, in a sense. Let me explain what this is all
about and then I'll answer questions after I give my explanation.
First of all, maybe you should know generally in terms what the
terms multi-bank holding companies, metropolitan banking or statewide
branch banking amount to. Presently under the law of Louisiana
no bank may extend beyond its parish boundaries with branch banking.
No multi-bank holding companies may exist in this stite and no
metropolitan banking is allowed . Now , there is a trend in this
state apparently to move in the direction of allowing these three
different types of banking interests to exist. For years and
years and years Louisiana has not allowed this particular type of
conduct by banking interest. I think it's good. I believe in

the system of independent banks
,
generally community-operated

with community directors running them. Multi-bank holding companies,
statewide branch banking and metropolitan banking in my opinion
means the demise of the small bank which is the center generally
and the backbone of the local community in civic and other types
of endeavors of that particular area. An independent bank as

defined in most definitions means that its management it by directors
and officers who are local citizens and its policies are to serve
its community first and best with profits accruing to the benefit
of the local area in which its stockholders live; that just makes
common sense that local banks tliat operate in a local community are
generally composed of local people a.id it> interests are usually
centered around their particular locale. A branch bank is a type
of commercial and savings bank with geographically restricted

statewide operations. Its concentration of deposits and policies
are usually heavily directed toward financing of business and industry.
Then, a multi-bank holding company is even a little different from
that;it's a type of bank that's something like a big flagshio and
around it all over the state are other little banks that it has bought
up and what have you. Its operations are almost entirely concentrated
toward financing of business and industry. The profits for its
stockholders and accumulation of funds are generally such that it ends
up that the subsidiaiy bank that it owns in a small area its. . .

most of its deposits or most of its earnings are brought to the big
bank and they go out to big industry and big business; I'm opposed
to that. I think that for the years and years that Louisiana has
operated so successfully we've had only one bank failure in about
fifty years due to ineptness or due to something else other than
the depression. We've had a great banking system in the state. I

think that anything that changes that , any allowance for a change
should be made by a much more considered opinion than a simple majority
of the legislature, because T believe that banking affects every
individual in this state moreso than civil service by which we
require a two-thirds vote to deal with it. The state civil service
system admittedly has about sixty thousand employees under it. Yet,
we provide that for the legislature to deal with it, it will take
a two-thirds vote. All I'm saying is that banking touches every
person in this state and it's so sacrosanct, it's so important
that if you're going to have a radical change, if there's going to
be a departure from what has been the law of this state for years,
and years and years, then it ought to require more than a simple
majority vote. Now, I'm going to tell you why. I'm not that strong
on economic theory, but I do believe I know something about politics.
Banking has remained outside of the scope of politicking in this
state to fi great extent and the reason it has is because of the
independent banks in this state. There's just no way that they
could be concentrated into a political mold of some type that would back
or put vested interests behind some particular individual. But,
if we allow multi-bank holding companies, If we allow statewide
branch banking you're going to end up with four or five giant banks
in this state running the economy of the State of Louisiana In the
banking industry and when you have that then it's easy for four or
five big banks to get together and then you get the tremendous wealth
and power banks behind politics, so I'm against it for that reason.
Let me give you some statistics of what has happened in the past.
In the past several years there have been more than sixteen hundred
coimnunities and neighborhood banks lost to statewide jranch banking
concerns and multi-bank holding companies in thoje states where they
are allowed. Now, let me allay the fears of you with respect to
one thing; now argument is going to be made that of course, when you. . .

when the state prohibits this by a two-thirds vote,what will happen
if the national government all of a sudden allows the national banks
in the State of Louisiana to engage in that iy\ l- of practice? Presently,
the law of the United States is that the national banks in this. . .

in their respective states may not engage in statewide branch banking
nor multi-bank holding companies unless the state law allows it. Louisiana
is one of the fifteen states that doesn't allow it. Now, the answer
to that is very simple; if the national government allows the states'
national banks to engage in that type of conduct, then there's
no question but that our state banks will have to compete with them and
I'm sure there would be no problem in the legislature going ahead and
allowing that circumstance to occur when it does, in fact, occur. Let
me give you some statistics of what is happening in different areas
where you've had this, this super concentration of wealth in a few
areas. California is the best example of what happens. In 1971,
California had one hundred forty-four separate banks and one hundred
sixteen were operating three thousand one hundred and seventy-one
branches, more than twice the number that they had in 1959. In 1959,
California had fifty-iour unit banks which is the independent bank.
In 1971, they had dropped to twenty-eight. In the 1920's the bank of
California incidentally deposits more than twenty-nine billion
dollars or more than fifty-one percent of the total commerical
bank deposits in the State of California. This is one bank, because
of California allowing multi-bank holdlnst companies and what have
you. The five big city-centered institutions in California control
or have on deposit eighty percent ol all deposits in the State
of California; that is, the Security Pacific National Bank, the
Crocker National Bank, Wells Fargo, United California, and Bank
of California. Everywhere that the states have allowed this type
of conduct to be practiced, little banks which are community oriented
and which have been helping and been the backbone of the communities
have gone under. It just is common sense that if you have a man who's
not from the area who's running your bank, you're going to end up
with either a stranger in there who's not going to know the local
needs and won't even generally be amendable to them. There's no

argument that can be made that this will stifle the economy of the
state. You all are familiar with the correspondent banking;you
know what that is, a bank somebody comes in to borrow money from me and

I say, "Well, we can't handle that big a loan; however, I've got

a correspondent banker ii Alexandria — like maybe the Guaranty Bank

—
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that's got a hundred times the aascts that we have," and you %et some

partlclpation;that has been done in the past. All I'm saying is that

I think that in the final analysis when we talk about what is good

for the people of this state,when we talk about the human needs that

are requisite in banking, when we talk about some fellow —and I've
talked to people in the local banks who know this— if you're from
a small coonunity you'd know that around Christmastime you get a lot

of little people coming into a bank. They want to see the president
because they'd like to maybe borrow fifty dollars to get some little
loan. The president ,at his disc ret ion, may lend that money. He *s

not going to make any money on it, but it's worthwhile. You get

statewide branch banking, get multi-bank holding companies, get strangers

operating in a community and you can kiss goodbye any consideration

of the local man and the locel needs, because when you finally get

to that point, when you go in to borrow money from a guy that you
don't know and It's being run by some flagship bank in New Orleans

or Shreveport or what have you, he pulls cut a little bulletin —
a book like this— and it's just like going to borrow from the F.H.A.

Mr. Roy, if you meet all these requirements, if you send us a few

pictures of your house and what have you and everything else, we'll
make the loan. If you can't meet these requirements, I have no say

—

so on it." I am opposed to the concept of huge corporate interests

engaging in and finally controlling and taking over community owned

banks that iiavc opera..i.iJ successfully for years and years. I ask

the adoption of this particular amendment.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Chris, what do you mean by metropolitan banking?

this law, what you'll have is some big bank sending out an arm
of its branch down Into that small country area and maybe for a few

months or a few years giving some additional services until they run

the little people out of business and then the first thing you know
they either gobble up the little bank or tiioy just run It out of

business. Then, you've got no small bank anymore and you've got
more competition and all.

MR. SMITH
Well, I think it's a good amendment.

MR. ROY

Thank you, Mr. Smith.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Hoy, isn't it true the Louisiana Banking Association

is opposed to this provision, thinks that it ought not to be

included in the constitution?

MR. ROY
No, Mr. Jenkins, if you recall—I don't know if you were there

that day— but if you recall, when the L.B.A. came back the second

time and I told them that we had amended it to allow a change by a

two-thirds vote, in fact, the lobbyist said, "well, personally I'm

for it, I don't know how the L.B.A. really feels" but the Independent

Bankers' Association of Louisiana definitely said they're for it.

I'm not sure whether either one of us is exactly accurate on the

position of the L.B. A. I would think that the fellows in the L.B.A.

who have the big, big banks would tell you that they're against it.

But, the other people in the L.B.A. who are interested in local stuff

are for it.

MR. ROY
I'm glad you asked that .Mr. Bums. A metropolitan banking

concept is that, like in the city of New Orleans they say the

etropolitan area of the city of New Orleans is not just a city

the parish boundaries which are now restricted to, but maybe all

of Jeffert,un Parish, all of St. li^rnard Parish. and all that, that

the metropolitan area would be one liundred radius miles and it

ends up that they then ^ay although we're not allowed to go across

our parish boundaries , if we're a metropolitan bank, we may go in

there and competewith the local bank and buy it up.

MR. BURNS

Taat includes St.

MR. ROY
That includes St.

MR

Tammany Parish?

Taimaany Parish; you're right.

ABRAHAM
Chris, I understand now that the law is in the statutes

just statutory law that there will be no multi-parish banks;

is that right?

MR. ROY

Right, correct.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, I don't understand; if it's already in the statutes,

why are we attempting to constitutionalize this?

MR. ROY
Well, Mack, there's a big trend right now toward going

in that direction, to changing the law, that I think has been
good for years and years. Let me say one other thing, I think if

we don't have a two-thirds vote in here, there will be a blood-

letting every session of the legislature —you know we've changed

the sessions to be every year— every year you're going to have the

big, big banks using all their Influence, all their money to try to

get rid of that law so that they can engage in multi-bank holding

company activities and statewide branch banking. That's the reason

that I*ai for preventing it.

MR. SMITH
Chris, do you think this will help the small country bank,

this provision?

MR. ROY
Yes, sir.

MR. SMITH
In what way?

MR. ROY
Well, Mr. Saith, the small country banks are geared to their

local area and they're geared to what's good for the customer, what's
good for the bank in the comnunity will help out. If you don't have

MR. JENKINS
But, the Louisiana Bankers' Association did say in essence

that while they did not oppose the concept at this time, they

did not think that something like this ought to be in the constitution

now and forever; isn't that true?

MR. ROY
At one time they had a publication when- - you remember

when the committee first came out there was an absolute prohibition

—

they had a publication that said they were opposed to it. When we

changed it to the two-thirds vote their position on the paper was,

"we're neutral." So, the L.B.A. in my judgment is neutral on this

particular thing. I've got a publication saying that, Woody, Is

%fhat I*m talking about.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Roy, did you know for a fact that the L.B.A. on

the amendments since you have changed it and required the two-
thirds has taken a "no position" stand? The reason for that
is there are some big ones who don't want it in there and
then some little ones who like it in there, so they have taken
a "no position" stand.

MR. ROY

That's what I thought I'd said. X said neutral,but
your language is more appropiate, no position on it.

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Roy, Mr. Champagne got his question answered and I

wanted to let you know that I read the same correspondence that
he read »probably to the same effect.

MR. ROY
Thank you,

doubted on it.

Mr. Planchard, I didn't want my word to be

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Roy, when we're presented with committee reports

most of the time the Chairman or committee member gets up there
and says we've been studying this thing for six months, we've
been studying this thing for nine months. How many months' study
has your committee put into this?

ROY
Well, I guess about three weeks.

MS. ZERVIGON
Do you have figures for us on how many states have this

prohibition or how it works In other states where they don't have
this prohibition,whether there are small banks and that sort of
thing? Can you give us —hand out to all the delegates that
sort of thing? Have you talked to bankers in other states, small
bankers, about how it works for them and that sort of thing?
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MR. ROY
Ms. Zervigon, I can give you a lot of statistics. I'll

be happy for you to read this book and you may be edified a little

more, but the point Is this: I approach this on a philosophical

basis. I don*t approach it on the basis of statistics, although

the statistics are in ray favor, I believe. I approach it on the

basis of what's good for the little community and what's good for

the banking industry of this state, and that's how I approach it.

I don't need to study anything a long, long time to know whether
it's good or bad. I just have to look at it and see. If it's a

philosophical thing with me, then it's not hard to decide. I didn't

study civil service a long time and I didn't study your local government

issues a long time, and I didn't agree with them. I think I made

some pretty good decisions; I may have made some bad ones.

MS. ZERVIGON
But, those committees had studied them for quite a long

time in subcommittee and in full committee; Isn't that correct?

MR. ROY
The committee studied a lot of things and it looks like

that the taxpayers have studied the Public Service thing,

I don't want to be argumentative; at least I told you we
had it about three weeks. If that's relevant, then you've made
your point; in my judgment it's not.

MS. ZERVIGON
But, isn't it true that on issues like Civil Service

and Local Government that there has always been something in
the Louisiana state constitution, but there has never In the past
been anything on banking in the Louisiana state constitution?

MR. ROY
You're right, but there's been something in the statutory

law.

MR. LOWE
Chris, ray question has to do with the concept of banking

In the State of Louisiana. Now, isn't it a fact that the whole
concept of banking in the State of Louisiana is built around the

needs of the local community and that before a bank can go in

that there has to be a need exhibited beyond any reasonable doubt
before a charter will be granted for that bank?

MR. ROY
Right.

MR. LOWE
Now, don't you believe that if multi-banking was allowed,

that we would completely destroy that concept and then we would

be only be talking about which bank wanted to get the largest,

to be the biggest superbank in the state. We'd get away from the

local needs and then we would only be concerned about who was the

biggest superbank and where could you go to get within the concept

of,"l will be the biggest bank in the State of Louisiana." Isn't

that one of the real issues in this thing, getting away from the

local needs and moving toward the needs of the large bank and doing
banking that multi-banking can do, rather than at the local level?

MR. ROY
You move toward the needs of the. . . and the impersonality

of it and what happens is that, the branch. . . the statewide
branch banking — it's a lot easier to get a branch bank than

it is to get a new chartered bank that should be competing
with local people on the local level. Instead, you've got a statewide

big old bank that sends a branch bank into a little community with
strangers maybe on it, and the board of directors don't necessarily
belong or come from that area. That's the whole point.

MR. LOWE
To take that further, maybe the only purpose for having gone

there in the first place was to compete against the other superbank
rather than to meet the needs of the individual in that area?

MR. ROY
That' s correct.

MR. J. JACKSON
Chris, it may seem odd to you, but I did talk to some bankers

that I know.and I'm very serious. One of the concerns— and I

want fiome information on it— one of the concerns is that, as you

know, we do have Liberty Bank in New Orleans which is the multi-

ratio bank and we're getting ready to have Republican National . .

a Republican bank which will be another multi-ratio bank which is

part of a multi-holding bank company. Their concern—and did you

know—that on the national level, they're fearful that congress Is

presently getting ready to enact some legislation that will allow for

national banks to expand in the state, and at the same time, give

additional authority to savings and loan banks. . . savings and

loan corporations to allow them to perform certain banking services.

They feel that if wo lock in this constitution the kind of language,

even though it does have some flexibility, that it may take a

constitutional amendment pending what Congress does to adjust

our banking situation to the national legislation?

MR, ROY
I disagree with that. I think that they've told you

accurately that there is some legislation pending in congress to

allow national banks in the state, where they're not allowed to do so.

MR. J. JACKSON
Okay.

MR. ROY
Where they allow national banks in

are presently not allowed to do so, to go

multi-bank holding companies and statewid
answer to that, is we don't need a consti

they do that here, our legislature simply

usurps again the field of banking that it

the history of national banking way back
hundreds was horrible, but once congress
will automatically be allowed to do it to

just think if we take a united stand righ
trend would be stopped. I really feel ph

branch bank holding companies are bad for

the states where they

ahead and engage in

e branch banking. My
tutional amendment. If

says once congress

should not have because
there in the seventeen
does it, our state banks

protect themselves . I

here, it may be that the

ilosophically that multl-

the local communities.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. O'Neill, then

Newton and others.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2,

both inclusive, in their entirety

sends up amendments joined by Mr. Tobias,

delete lines 20 through 24,

Explanation

MR. JONES

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, this article that you

have under consideration is Article XXXV; it's a general

governmental article; it tells you where the state capital is;

it tells you your three branches of government and on top of

all of that, you have this other provision tacked onto this

general governmental article which is to restrict one industry

in our state, one of the best private industries we've had which

has been regulated through legislative process for many years

and has been very successful. This is not the kind of article

that should be in the constitution. We should eliminate this

from Committee Proposal No. 35- Now, let me give you an idea

where we stand in the state right now. The idea of bank holding

companies started on a national basis about five or six years

ago. They tried it in Louisiana; immediately the legislature

passed a law preventing branch banking across parish lines; that's

the law today; you can only have your bank in your one parish.

Then, they went to holding companies and the law was passed in

the legislature that you can have a one bank holding company

and that no bank, no holding company can own more than.... or

twenty-four percent must own less than twenty-five percent of

any other bank. Now, all this provision is doing is locking

into your constitution a statutory provision that you should not

have there because times can change and you're going to have the

opportunity by our federal legislation to have to be forced

to amend this constitution if business changes. I think what's

happened over the years business has always gone forward, it's

gone up- But, when business since World War II should ever

begin to restrict, you're going to need large banks to be of

assistance in communities where the small banks are not able

to handle the loans. Now, there's one thing I want to call to

your attention, that this is not in the 1921 Constitution; it

has nothing to do with the regulation, or the general articles,

or the people of the State of Louisiana and for that reason, I

ask that you delete it. Now, one other thing that I think should

come across here and, that is. that when these little banks are

always talking about that they take care of the local people. A

bank makes its loans of its depositor's money. Mr. Roy can have

his money in one bank. I can have mine in another one. Mr.

Casey can have his in another one and what will happen will be

that your.... in a state bank you are regulated by a State Banking

Commission. They tell you what percentage of loans you can have.

They investigate your bank. You can no more have a different

system of banking for a local bank than you can for a large state

bank; it's your money; you are the depositors. I know that you

don't feel that some local banks should use your money in a
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different way than authorized by the State Banking Conanission.

Also, State Banking Coomissions have interlocking arrangements

with the federal investigating authorities everybody's got the

same rules because it's your money. One thing that I*m sure that all of

these little state banks have federal deposit insurance. Now, I don't

think they would want this tape played back to the FDIC to say

that we're going to use different rules for local people than we

do for any other department. The bank's money is the money that

you leave in there because of compensatory deposits or your own

savings. This is not the kind of article that should be in the

constitution. I think you should delete it. I favor and ask

that.. urge that you vote for this floor amendment sponsored

by Mr. O'Neill and several of us. Thank you.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Quest ions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Jones, this is really new to me, and I haven't had any

contacts from anybody in the banking business. I heard Mr. Roy
stand up there and make some statements as the advantage of having
this in the constitution. Now, I would like for you to tell me

some of the disadvantages of having it in the constitution.

MR. JONES
The disadvantages of having it in the constitution is that

this is nothing more than establishing a two-thirds rule where
this private industry—and banking, remember , is a private industry,
it's not cooperative; they are stockholders; it is business—and
it is regulated by the legislature. This is merely an attempt
at over-kill .... in my opinion, because you do not have these

rights under the laws now in the State of Louisiana. All you
are doing is locking into the constitution a statutory provision
which will make it more difficult for you to remove at a later

time if the situation changes.

MRS. WARREN
I still haven't got it. I understand you saying locking it

in or not locking it in, but I'm trying to find out what would
be the advantages of the people who are going to use these

services of having it not locked In.

MR. JONES
Not locked in the constitution?

MRS. WARREN
Right. What advantage would it be to these citizens?

MR. JONES
The bankers. .. .the most competitive business as, probably,

as any in the United States or any in Louisiana is banking.

It is to your advantage insofar as development of industry to have
available funds. This is what the banks say and this Is what their

real interest is because if you don't have the deposits and you don't
have the size, I don't care who you are, you can't lend your depositors
money if you don't have the loan capability. Banking is such a

business that they do cooperate in order to attract industry to

the state. Now, you take Lincoln Parish or Webster Parish, and
I'm not throwing any discredit on any parish, but you take some
parish that needs development, if you cannot have available credit
through, maybe it would have to be, a multi bank holding company,
then your parish is not going to develop; the credit is not there,

your ability to borrow money is not there. You can only lend the

money you have or your depositors and you are limited as to what
you can lend by state law and they do get together and.... to the

federal agency and also the state agency Insofar as the examination
of banks are concerned. A little bank can't lend you as much as a

large bank can. Now, that's not a popular argument but that's the

basic principle.

MR. HEINE
Mr. Jones, I'm not as familiar with this subject as I would

like to be, but I did want to ask you a question. I know on my
tax rolls that the Baker Bank, which is domiciled in the city of
Baker, is one of my largest taxpayers. Now, a branch bank that
moves into my city, they don't pay this same tax because they
ire domiciled in another section. Now, this to me has a big
bearing. Also, banks, as far as I'm concerned, not only lend
money, they pay an Important part especially in a small city.
Now, I know you wouldn't realize this in New Orleans, but the
local bank gets involved in civic affairs; they make donations
to the local community which the larger banks, the experience
that I've had, they can say, "Well, we got to bring it before the
board." which may be down in New Orleans or in Baton Rouge and this
type of thing.

MR. JONES
May I ask, turn that question back on you: what taxes don't

they pay?

MR. HEINE
Sir?

MR. JONES
You say the branch bank that moves in to, say. East Baton

Rouge Parish. . .

.

MR. HEINE
I'm not sure what the tax, but....

Mft. JONES
I'm pretty sure that the parish collects all the taxes and

the branch they.... all your taxes are ad valorum taxes and state
income taxes and I'm sure the bank pays then.

MR. HEINE
No, sir. Senator Rayburn or maybe one of these fellows can

explain this, but there is a tax that is paid by a bank; I know,
I've had this problem right here in East Daton Rouge Parish where
there is a bank which is domiciled in Baton Rouge and they pay
taxes on the, I guess, on the money that they've got that we do not
receive because it is not domiciled in my city. I fought over
this and. . .

.

MR. JONES
Mr. Heine, I can't answer you until you tell me what kind of

tax it isj I really don't know; I can't understand.

MR. HEINE
It's an ad valorem tax.

MR. CASEY
Mayor Heine and Mr. Jones, just a minute, gentlemen. The

purpose of this is to ask "Questions, the

MR. JONES
Well, he is asking me back and I can't answer them.

MR. CASEY
Well, O.K., if you all want to get into a discussion, you all hold

a private discussion or, Mayor Heine, I
'11 recognize you for the

floor later on.

Mr. Roemer has a question.

MR. ROEMER
Delegate, you made the statement about resources and being

able to apply them at a local level. Can't these small local

banks have corresponding relationships with other banks and

make the kind of loans through their corresponding bank that

is necessary to finance local growth?

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Jones, you just said that this should not be locked Into

the constitution because of various reasons. I noticed yesterday
you voted to lock in the provision that the telephone people wanted
into the constitution when using the same arguments, I think
that consistency would probably be a better method of handling the

situation.

MR. JONES
They do that.

MR. ROEMER
Well, then, I think your argument Is wrong then.

Further Discussion

MR. JONES
One has to do with judicial administrative procedure and the

other one has to do with regulation of a private industry.
Insofar as utilities are concerned, there are many of them that
are cooperative. There are no cooperative banks. There may be
cooperative credit unions.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise in opposition to this amendment that deletes a provision
in the constitution that we definitely need; when I said "we",
I'm talking about the country bank in the State of Louisiana.
There is no doubt about the locally owned and operated banks
having a distinct advantage to the people of that area. Now,
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I'm referring to the. .. .especially the rural areas in the
State of Louisiana. These independent banks are geared to
the individual needs and requirements of the people in that
particular area. I think there is no doubt about It, all of
you that live in the country know that an independent bank
does often relax its rules and regulations and stretches them
to a certain extent; I think there is very little doubt about
that. There is always room for interpretation of the rules
and regulations. So, the Independent bank has that distinct
advantage of knowing the needs of the people there, both their
individual needs and their business needs and they are in a
better position to understand those needs and to do everything
they can possibly do to help this individual or this business
meet their requirements. Now, Mr. Jones is correct in his
statement that oftentimes these small country banks do not have
the ability to loan as much money as may be needed; those
occasions are rare, however; they are very rare. But, as was
pointed out by Mr. Roemer in his question, all of their country
Independent banks have corresponding banks in the city that they
can call on when additional funds are needed; that is a common
practice. Now, it's been mentioned today, "Why do we need this
in the constitution?" As many of you know, if not all here,
know that there is a plan right now for these syndicates that
are being formed to buy up these local banks. When they do,
they have lost their independence and it's just not the same
when you go in those banks. Now, I'm connected with a small
country bank in Leesville; it's wholly owned— locally owned
and operated. We do try above everything else to meet the
needs of that community; that is our first objective. For
those reasons, I just wanted to point out these practical sides.
For those reasons, I do urge you to defeat this amendment which
would delete this provision from the constitution. Thank you.

{^Motion to limit debate to fifteen
minutes rejected: 24-58."]

Further Discussion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, many people in this state....

as I was saying, I feel that many people in this state, in fact,
I believe a majority of the people of this state feel that banking
institutions provide services that can best be performed at a
local level by local people. In view of that, we have reason
for Mr. Roy's amendment and opposition to deleting It from the
constitution. To those among you who say there was no such
provision in the Constitution of 1921, I would remind you that
in 1921 there was absolutely no need for it at that time. There
has been and I am aware of very wealthy people in this state
going about the state attempting to buy out local interest in
banks with the Intention of forming great corporations throughout
the State of Louisiana engaging in very large banking facilities.
This is simply another system of the big fish eating the small
fish and getting bigger all the time. Now, these people simply
go about it, and I've seen it in action, the more money they
get the more they want and they keep working in that direction.
Actually, I feel that banking can best be formed at a local level
and for those of you who say there may be additional funds needed,
this provides no problem because with corresponding banking performed
by local banks with larger metropolitan banks, these people can
get funds when needed and it gives local observation of the control
of these funds .Because of a possible conflict of interest, I'm not
going to vote on the issue, but it's clear to me that while it
may represent special Interest it also represents the small people
who are accustomed to going to their local banks for services. I

urge you while I myself will not participate Ir the vote, to vote
against this anenduent to delete it. I feel that It does have a
place, like other provisions, it's just a little more legislation
in the constitution but it does have a place in Louisiana's
constitution. I also urge you that this is a little different
from a definite provision by any means. I urge you to keep the
two-thirds provision because in future times If there comes a
need for metropolitan banking or multl banking, or statewide
banking, then we will be in a position to urge our legislators
to permit such. For that reason, I urge your disapproval of this
amendment to delete. Any questions, I'll be glad to answer them.

Questions
MR. ROY

Mr. Champagne, with respect to competition, you've mentioned
about corresponding banking; right? Now, if the little bank
needs extra money or money for something, it may ask its correspondent
bank to participate.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Right.

If that correspondent bank doesn't agree, it can go to another
bank; can't you?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Right.

MR. ROY
But, if you have statewide branch banking and that branch

bank in that little town disagrees or the parent disagrees with
the little branch bank asking for participation, that ends the
application of the particular citizen; does it not?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's correct.

MR. ROY

So, with respect to the issue of competition, competition is
diluted when you have statewide branch banking because the branch
bank can only go to Its parent bank, whereas in the independent
banking situation, the independent bank can go to Its correspondent
bank or any other bank; isn't that true?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir. I might add that these correspondent banks are

looking for customers all the time.

Further Discussion

MR. ABRAHAM
Fellow delegates, I rise in support of this amendment and let

me tell you why. I'm Just real disturbed about the way that we
are writing legislative material into this constitution. Yesterday
we wrote material into the constitution for one special interest
group. Today we are attempting to do the same thing. When are
we going to stop all of this, on January 19? This is a proposal
from the Bill of Rights and Elections Committee. Now, what does
this have to do with the rights of the people? Why Is this in
this committee to begin with? Why wasn't this thing brought
before the Revenue and Finance Committee, or the Local Government
Committee, or the Commerce and Industry, and Health, Education,
and Welfare Committee? What's it doing here? I don't see the
need for this type of language in this particular proposal at
all. If we are going to start writing this type of thing in,
I've missed the boat then; I should be up here pumping for
prohibition against chain store supermarkets in order to protect
the Independent grocer. I just don't see the need for this type
of language in this constitution at all. I think we have been
criticized enough by writing special interest legislation in this
constitution; I think we need to put a stop to all of this. Let's
take this out of this proposal, clear up the proposal, and then
let the proposal be what it should be.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise just to make a

short statement and say that I oppose any attempt to change the
committee proposal in regard to Section 9. I'm not exactly an
expert on banking; I've borrowed a lot of money from them in
the past so that makes me somewhat knowledgeable. I have an
Interest In a small bank in Bossier City that I readily admit
and am proud of. Some people have said that if we strike out
Section 9, we will have hurt the small rural banks; I don't think
that; that's not why I'm opposed to striking out Section 9. I

don't think we will hurt the small rural banks if we permit these
multi-bank holding companies; quite the contrary, I think we
might help these small banks. 1 think the price of the stock will
go up because a certain, few, large powerful banks will be going
around the state buying up all the other banks. But, it's not
our job here to protect the small rural banks. Our job here is
to protect the people who do business with the small rural banks.
Just because the price of the bank stock goes up that's not going
to help the people who do business with that bank. Here's the
concept I would like to get across to you. In areas like the ones
that I come from, a relatively rural area, a small area, not many
people, not many large businesses, the people that borrow money from
our local banks depend not so much on collateral, not so much on
banking expertise as on their relationship with their banker. Now,
I've been in states where they have these multi-bank holding companies

and I've seen these large banks gobble up all the big banks, and
I know what their personnel practices are. They ship people in and
out just like carrots or vegetables. A man works his way up through
the system; he spends six months in one small bank; then he spends
six months in a little bit larger bank; then he spends two years
in a larger bank; then, finally, he goes to the main office. Well,
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how can you develop the personal relationship with your banker in

these local rural areas when the bankers themselves keep getting

shifted around all the time? The point I'm trying to make is that

at the very backbone of our economic and social society in these

areas like the ones that I come from, the very backbone of that is

the trust, and honor, and economic stability of these local banks.

1 think that the issue is important enough to the local people;

they want to know who their bankers are; they want to develop

those lines of relationship. That all we are doing here in

Section 9, we're not prohibiting multi-bank holding companies,

but we are saying to the legislature, "Gentlemen and ladies, this

is important enough to require more than a simple majority vote

to allow the multi-bank holding companies." Now, the issue goes

even broader than that. In some states where they allow the multi-

bank holding coD^any law a few banks, in the case of Mississippi,

two banks control all the majority, the assets of all the bank

deposits in that state and with that tremendous financial strength

becomes great political strength. They in turn control who the

next governor may or may not be. They in turn control what the

legislature does to some extent. This thing can get to be so

powerful, and so strong, and so concentrated in the hands of a

few people that it just boggles your mind when you think about

it. I think the Louisiana law in regard to banks is good now;

I think It's working. I think all we need to do in this con-

stitution is what it says in Section 9, that is, "Legislature be-

ware, be wary of any attempt to change, be wary of any attempt

to go to the multi-bank concept because if you do you run the

danger, you run the danger of destroying, or at least impairing,

not destroying, but at least inpairlng the effectiveness and the

relationship on the local level of local people to their local

banks. That's my statement, that's the way I feel.

Point of Information

MR. DENNERY
As I understand it, the Bill of Rights Conmittee. . .a

statement that was made by Mr. Abraham caused me to raise this

question. The Connittee on Bill of Rights and Elections is to

consider the Preamble, the Bill of Rights, human rights, obliga-

tions of citizenship, distribution of powers, suffrage and

elections, the amendment process, and future constitutional
conventions. The Comnlttee of Legislative Powers and Functions

considers the legislative department. Other provisions that

may not be covered by the areas of responsibility shown above

may be assigned by the Coordinating Committee to the appropriate

substantive committee. I would ask, Mr. Chairman, if there has

been any formal assignment by the Coordinating Committee of this

question to this particular coranlttee, or shouldn't It have been

taken up by the Connittee on the Legislative Department?

MR. CASEY
Mr Dennery, I would have to ask the Chairman of the Bill

of Rights to answer that question to find out if the assignment

was made to their particular committee.

MR. DENNERY
I would appreciate the Chair doing that because if it's

not properly before us I think we ...

MR. CASEY
What rule are you quoting now, Mr. Dennery?

.»». DENNERY
Well, it's Rule 49 (B) about other provisions. But, of course.

Education and Welfare considers things of this matter, too, and

Revenue, Finance and Taxation conceivably might consider this.

It just occurs to me that the wrong committee may have handled

it, and if so, possibly we should not be even discussing it at

this tiae.

MR. CASEY
As the presiding temporary Chairman at this tlme.I'd like

to use ny prerogative and ask the Chairman of the Bill of Rights

Conmittee to answer that inquiry.
Mr. Jackson.

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr, Vice-chairman, ladles and gentlenen of the convention,

while the Conmilttee on Bill of lights and Elections was not

assigned this particular subject, we were assigned by the

Coordinating CofiBoittee, general government provisions. It was our
understanding that this then allowed members of the conmittee

to consider such proposals, and this proposal cane before our

conmittee. The comnittee considered it within the purview of

the scope of the work assigned to the cotonittee. Therefore, it

was considered. I do not believe that there Is any violation

of the assignment because this is. in our opinion,

a

general pro-

vision that could not have been assigned to any of the other

committees. Now, we have other provisions such as forced heir-

ship. That was not assigned to the conmittee...

MR. DENNERY

Mr. Chairman, forced heirship was assigned to the committee.

It was assigned as a delegate proposal.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, my point is that it's a kind of a general provision

that didn't fit very well in any of the other basic articles.

MR. DENNERY
I'd like a ruling from the Chair because Commerce and

Industry, or whatever it is. Labor and Industry certainly
seems to cover this field better than the Bill of Rights.

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman. I also would like to point out to the

committee that when this proposal was presented to the conven-

tion, no one raised any objections to it. It was passed on

to its third reading. Secondly, I'd like to point out to

the convention that if the provision is in the wrong place.

Style and Drafting can easily move it to some other article.
So, I think it is before the convention—and I'm not here to

decide what the convention wants to do with it—but, I think

that it is properly before the convention, and it*s up to

the delegates to decide what disposition they would like to

make of it.

MR. CASEY
In answer to Mr. Dennery's point that he has raised and

has requested a ruling from the Chair, the Chair would have

to rule at this time that it is appropriate that Section 9 is

at this time properly included within Committee Proposal No. 35,

that it's appropriate for the convention to be considering

Section 9 at this time, and the appropriate action to be taken

if the convention sees fit to.. .if they wish to, they can

remove it from Conmittee Proposal No. 35. I think it's the

eleventh hour now; this is one of the last proposals that

the convention is going to take up. The Chair, at this time,

sees no other alternative but to continue the consideration
of Section 9, and the Chair so rules.

Mr. Nunez... Mr. Abraham, you had completed your remarks?

MR. ABRAHAM
No. I wanted to make a comment that Conmittee Proposal

No. 1 we have had for a long time, but there was nothing in

Conmittee Proposal No. 1 relative to this. This has only been

on our desks for a couple of days.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Abraham, the Chair has ruled. If you wish to move to

overrule the ruling of the Chair, that would be fine.

Further Di scussi on

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I think not only is this proposal necessary. . .well , let me say
at first, I rise in support of the conmmittee proposal and against
the amendment to delete that proposal which we are considering.
I think not only is this proposal timely, I think that this
convention absolutely should consider it because there's been
a move on In this state for the past four years, and it's a move-
ment that's very strong to give these multi-bank holding
corporations or the large banks, so to speak, the right to move
into the various parishes and therefore, take over these smaller
banks. I think this would be a terrible mistake, and I think
all you have to do is look at what between the national and
state government did in 19. . .1 think it was '66, or '68 when we

allowed the various homesteads to do the sane thing. I've

got homesteads in ray oarish; you ride down a little rural road;
you see a big half a million dollar or a million dollar building just

sitting there. They have no business, no business at all, but
what they're doing is they're stopping other people from locating
In that parish. This Is exactly what these big banks want to do.
I think that two-thirds vote is appropriate because 1 think
the move has been on and very possibly the banks would have
been successful in getting a majority of the legislators to
allowing the multi-bank holding corporations to expand into

various parishes. I think if we want to preserve the concept
of banking as we've known it in this state for the past hun-

dred years, we should put this provision in. I personally
preferred a stronger provision that would have prohibited
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the multi-bank holding corporations from expanding into the

parishes. . .into the various parishes, but I think that would

be unwise in the event that we have national legislations

or national decrees, or what have you, to allow other state

banks to come into our state. I think that this is the only

thinp we can do at this time to protect our small banks. I

think if we don*t do this, we're going to find what Mr. Roemer

said in several states that the large banks have just gobbled

UP the small banks and what you have is one or two banks control-

ling the entire state. I think to preserve the banking heritage

in this state—and that is the banks doing business on a local

level, and those local people knowing the situation and not

get involved in the big collateral type of situations where if

you don't have "X" number of dollars of collateral, you can't

make a loan— I believe that we would be preserving the banking

heritage as we've known it in the state for the past hundred

years. I would ask you therefore to defeat the amendment to

delete the section of the committee proposal and to go on

and adopt the committee proposal. I think it's a good one;

and I think it's timely; and I think it's needed. So, I

would ask you to defeat it and vote for the proposal.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Discussion

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I'll

say from the beginning that I am for Section 9 of Committee
Proposal No. 35, and ooposed to this amendment that would delete

it from this pronosal. In the beginning I would also tell you

that I serve on the Board of Directors of a small local bank.

I'll explain to you why 1 could very easily be for this amend-

ment that would delete this prooosition In Committee Proposal No. 9

Now, when large banks or large financiers get to go out and buy-
ing up local banks, I'll tell you what happens. The stockholders
benefit. If you hold a large block of stock in a bank, and it's

selling for forty dollars a share, and someone wants control of

that bank, they're not interested in the fair market value of

it. They're interested in the control of that bank. I'm here
to tell you that If I'm holding stock that I could have to go

—

have to go out and sell at forty dollars a share, I could possibly
get sixty or eighty dollars a share for it. Now, that's not a

fairy tale; that is true. You can bring some people up here
that will tell you that they've seen it happen because what the

individuals are interested in is the control of that bank. So,

if 1 weren't interested in the overall community, and interested
in myself or some shareholder that wanted to make a big profit,

you could go for multi-bank holding companies because you're

sitting back and able to make a big profit if this happens. Now,

the banks that are set up in the State of Louisiana are set up

to fulfill a local need, and the personal touch is there in these

small communities. Don't think it isn't. I practice in the

city of Baton Rouge, and I have my clients come to me occasionally
and tell me, "Do you know some small bank that I can go do

business with?" I'm tired of talking to the tenth vice-president

of this bank. He doesn't understand my needs when I talk to him.

Often I find myself in a financial need that is there today. He

tells me he'll take it before the loan committee ,^nd he'll let

ne know something next week. Well, that's not the personal

touch. That's not taking care of the needs of that small business-

man in that small community. We're inviting this sort of thing,

of getting out of touch with these people that have to operate
in a sophisticated society that moves rapidly, that the only
people that they have to talk to are the people that understand
their needs— the needs of little people. Now, as a bank director,
I would rather lose three hundred or five hundred small loans
than one big loan. I'll tell my bank president any day, "If a

man comes to you and he needs money, I hope that we can lean over
backwards and loan it to him if there's any chance at all that
we can justify it." I'd rather do that and make five or six
hundred small loans in a small community than make one big loan.
That's being in touch and responsive to the people in that
community. You get a multi-bank that comes In and the point
was made by Mr. Roemer that they're moving people all the time,
in and out. They have to. You get a good man and you're going
to move him up the ladder. The people never know who they're
dealing with. They can never get their questions answered right
away. The loans don't come through for a week or two weeks if

they come through at all. Now, Mr. Heine made a good point.
You know how we tax banks in Louisiana; we tax them on capital
stock and the capital stocks of banks are at the home office.

If you tax ad valorem taxes on the stock of a bank in New Orleans
that has a branch in Fort Allen, there's no way at all of Port

Allen getting their fair share of that particular ad valorem
tax because it's going to be paid where the stock of the home

office is. Now, we have a local need of banking in the State
of Louisiana, and it's deeply ingrained in our whole economic
and social setup. They serve a need in our community, and
we're only asking you to do one thing. We're not saying do

away with multi-banking. What we're saying is, take a serious
look at multi-banking, multi-bank holding companies. If it's

good, well let it stand the test of the two-thirds vote, and
if it's good, it'll pass. There's no doubt about it. But,

that puts the small independent banker at least on a par with
the large , financial institutions because they can move a lot

faster and get things accomplished a lot faster if they decide
they want one thing or another. Now, I can give you a personal
example: some years ago, I wanted to make a loan at a savings
and loan; and I went to a local savings and loan, and I knew
no one there. But, I had a need to move rather fast. I talked
to them, and it was going to take a week to get an appraiser
out to look at; and then it was going to go before the loan
committee; and then this and that; and it was going to be

about a month before 1 got an answer. I called someone in Baton
Rouge that I knew personally. The next day the appraiser was
there and the day after that I got my answer. That is a true

story, and that's where the personal touch is important. I

ask you to defeat this amendment and let's not send our people
that are looking for loans to the loan sharks.

Further Discussion

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in support of the

committee proposal and opposed to the amendment. I want to

comment just a moment, and I would like to welcome Mr. Roy back
with the poor folks. Mr. Roy, we're glad to have you back; I

don't know how long you'll be with us, but we're certainly glad

you're with us now. I regret that you can't bring some of your

associates. I've heard some people come to this mike this morn-
ing and say /'This does not belong in the constitution."' 1 want

to admit that in my opinion it does not belong. But, it seems

to me that we fell by the wayside many weeks ago as to what does

and does not belong in the constitution. But, I'm a little con-

cerned what could happen on down the road If you allow the

big banks in this state to take over all the little banks. I

was somewhat concerned as to what side I was going to be on,

trying to be a person that's always been for the poor folks, I

finally made my mind up that I would be on the side of those
poor little rich banks, and let those big rich banks do the

best they could. But , today there 's a trend for the larger
areas to take over the smaller areas. It's happening in the
legislature. It's happening with proposals that are now before
us. I think it's time we done what we could to stop it. Your
local bankers know the community and know the people better
than anyone else. I believe I'm an authority, not on operating
a bank, but on doing business with a bank. I'm kind of like

the old boy that worked in a paper mill with me many years
ago. We was all talking one morning and he said, "Well, I

told my wife yesterday that if something happened to me that
I wanted the Board of the Directors to be my pallbearers, that

they had carried ne ttiis far in life and I wanted them to go
all the way.' Well, I'm in about the same predicament. But,
I know what a local bank means to a local community. I would
hate to see us do something that would disrupt the operations
that we now have with our local banks who certainly has a more
interest in a local community than some holding company or some

investors that was a liundred or two hundred or three hundred
miles away from your local area. All the bankers in my area
know the people. They know you; they know me; they know your
family. Those are the kind of people that when you need help
will usually help you quicker than someone that don't know that

much about you. For that reason, I ask you to vote against
this amendment , and vote for the committee proposal.

Questions

MR. ALARIO
Senator, do you think this issue now has broken down into

a battle between the little millionaires and the big millionaires?

MR. RAYBURN
Well, I think that that was pretty well said, Mr. Alario,

because I don't know of any banker that's ever asked me to

get on the welfare; I don't know of any stockholders that's
ever asked me to help them. I know a lot of people that does
business with the bank has asked me to help them.

MR. HENRY

Senator Rayburn, wouldn't you say that those proponents of

home rule, wouldn't you say that this would be financial home rule?
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MR. RAYBURN
Well, I Chink it's Che closesc thing there is to a man's

heart.

Further Discussion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I regret that this issue

has cone before this convention, but as a iBeBd>er of the Bill of
Rights Consnittee, I did not sign this conanittee proposal, and
I would... two of us of the Bill of Rights Cormittee did not sign
this comsittee proposal. It does not reflect the entire thinking
of two of us. The discussion thus far has clearly brought out
the issues. I regret that it has come before you because I

thought this should be handled in conmittee, should be debated
fully, but as nany members have pointed out, this is an eleventh
hour. I think the people of the state would appreciate it because
they are not interested in whether they are poor rich banks or
rich rich bankers that we're fighting over here. They are...
those who ntade that statement. Delegate Rayburn is absolutely
correct. That's what the issue is here. I still am interested
in the people and in this constitution. If we are writing a

constitution, I think it's necessary that we recognize what
is legislative and what is statutory and also what is constitu-
tional material. There are four hundred and fifty-two pages
of banks and banking material in statutory law, and not one
comment on banks in the present 1921, or current, as amended.
Constitution. This section was brought up as a railroaded issue.
There is no question that this section was brought up at the
eleventh hour. There is question whether it even belongs in

this section. For that reason I was forced to walk out with
another member because we were not allowed to present our views
and ask questions. Subsequently, we returned the following
day at which tine we found the committee proposal was considerably
anended, and certainly it is much better, much better for the
poor little rich banks now than the rich ,rich banks. But, on
the other hand, it is not, I believe, constitutional material,
and am in favor of this floor amendment. I hope you will vote
favorably. The reasons that those who spoke against it the
following day, when this had already passed the committee and
was entered and engrossed, are some of the following reasons:

if you're interested in the poor people of the state, as many
of you profess to be, consider this, as testimony before our
committee after this vas passed indicated. There are certain
parishes in the state which do not even have credit cards.
Bank Americard and other cards are not even issued to these
people in certain parishes. Why? Because as one delegate.
Delegate Nunez, stated, we are preserving the past hundred
years of banking. If this is what you want, preserve the
past hundred years of banking. Let's have some more Baker
Banks in our political operation; let's have some more oppor-
tunities not Co know what the interest rates are in the rest
of the country in contrast to what you must pay because of a
monopoly in a particular parish. Let us understand that a
mobile population cannot cash a check in another parish, next
door without extensive identification because they have no
way of knowing from one parish to the next, which bank they
are doing business with and whether they are qualified. If
you are interested in small people, let's keep this statutory
law, and this is all I ask you. I think the issue should not
have come before this convention, and it's for that reason I

thought we should have debated it fully in committee. It was
not debated fully in committee. I regret that chis has come
to your attention. Now, we have testifying for us many of the
bank holders, many of the stockholders of banks, and they are
the first to tell you that this is necessary in the constitution.
Let us face it as it is. Of course, their stocks would go up
and they could sell it. But, if you own stock in a particular
corporation, would you rather receive an annual dividend, or
would you rather sell out at once? This is no oroblem, and I've
been here one year now with you delegates, a neophyte at this
political process, and I believe that we are ruining the demo-
cratic process in haste. It is for that reason that I oppose
this being brought to the floor without further consideration.
Vote in favor of the present floor amendment by Delegate O'Neill.

Further Discussion

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the disadvantage of being

one of the latest speakers is that everybody else has kind of
stolen your thunder. I wanted to explain that as an assessor
I thought this would do violence to the various parishes in
the bank assessment, but Mr. Lowe explained that. I'm definitely
opTiosed to this amendment to delete this section from the
article. This country was founded on free «^nterprise, and a

local bank is certainly the heart and foundation of free enter-
prise. V/hen I vas first parried, I lived on overdrafts, and
if I hadn't had those overdrafts— I know a comouter wouldn't
have given them to me from a big bank—now, as I announced some
months ago, I had an application in for the Commerce and Industry
for a eighty million dollar plant. So, you see what a small
bank can do to carry on a young man and let him get to manhood.
Your local bank knows the. needs of the citizens. It is organized
by the local citizens. The dividends are paid to the local
citizens. In answer to Mr. Abraham's observation that this
is not constitutional material, I say, ''Where there's smoke,
there's fire."' This issue has almost broken up the Louisiana
Bankers* iVssociation the big bank on one side; the small
country bank on the other. I say thac we should defeat this
amendment. I have enough troubles already, if we do away
with the little banks. I'm having trouble as a middle-aged
man with this newspaper ad that says, "Live with gusto; you
only go around once.' Well, that's kind of getting me, see.
Then, they come along with this ad on small cigars, that the
ladies cannot refuse Winchester. That's giving me a lot of
trouble. So, please, please, don't take the little banks away
from me. I don't know what I'd do without the little banks.
I urge the defeat of this amendment, and go with the committee
proposal, please.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr. Winchester , you've gotten past that overdraft stage,

haven't you?

MR. WINCHESTER
Yes, I have.

MR. BURNS
What I meant was, you'd have a rough tine living on over-

drafts today when they charge anywhere from two to three dollars
for every check chat chey turn down.

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Bums, I was paying chac. I had a secrecary Che banker

used Co call and said to tell Mr. Winchester to send some money.
She said, "I always thought thar people went to the bank to

borrow money, but when the bank needs money, they call you.'

tm. JONES
Dan, I'm glad you brought up that in regard to what Monday

Lowe said because we checked out that law, and when you have a
parish bank which crosses parish lines, you divide your taxes
proportionate to the amount of interest you have there.

MR. T«NCHESTER
The amount of what, sir?

MR. JONES
The amount of capital Interest you have in the parish. His

particular example was the Port Allen Bank and a bank In New
Orleans. Across parish lines, you divide it according to the
amount of capital in use in the particular parish.

MR. WINCHESTER
That's right. The total assessment in 1972 on the assessment

roll for banks was over $201,000,000 assessments of banks in the
State of Louisiana.

MR. JONES

Dan, all this amendment does... it doesn't change the law
of Louisiana; isn't that correct? In other words, there's now
a law on Che books that you can't have branch banking across
parish lines.

MR. 'WINCHESTER

That's my understanding, yes.

MR. JONES
There's one exception, I think, which was blanketed in in

Calcasieu, I think in Lake Charles. You also cannot have except
a one bank-holding company right now.

MR. WINCHESTER
That's my understanding, yes.

MR. JONES
So, all this law is doing is overkill. .. caking ic ouc of

Che hands of the legislature and pushing it up, making it more
difficult.
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Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVItXJN

Mr. chairman and ladies and gentlemen, as we've been writing
this constitution over a year's time, we've made a few people
mad, off and on. But, we kind of had to because there were
things that we had been addressed in the '21 Constitution that
we had to address in this constitution, one way or another. I

urge you not to make additional people mad by sticking something in

this constitution that's never jeen in any of our other consti-
tutions. There is adequate protection for the small banks, has
been over tine. But, I urge you not to stick this in the consti-
tution at this point, in this way because, ladies and gentlemen,
we don't know what the heck we are doing. I don't own stock in
any bank. I don't sit on the board of directors in any bank. I

don't have relatives in the banking business. I don't have any
interest in this thing as a personal matter. But, I can tell
you that I hate to stick something in the constitution when I

don't really know very much about it. If you'll be honest with
yourselves, you'll know that most of you who don't sit on boards
of directors, who don't own stock, who don't have relatives in
the banking business don't know what the heck we're doing, either.
Savings and loans can go across parish lines. Ifliat have been the
abuses of that? There's a bank in Calcasieu that was blanketed
in by the grandfather clause. What abuses has that bank perpe-
trated on the parishes outside of Calcasieu? We don't know.
Mr. Roemer says that two banks in Mississippi have more than
fifty percent of the capital in the state, or something like
that. We don't know whether that's true; we don't know whether
that's peculiar to Mississippi; we don't know what the other
factors are. I urge you not to change something that is working
very well for large and small banks; make people mad that v;e

don't need to make mad; worry folks that we don't need to worry
on three weeks notice. When I asked Mr. Roy how long the committee
had been saying it, he said three weeks. Let me point out to
you that one of those weeks was Christmas; that studv was kind
of a wrong word for that. They had testimony one day, but we
have not one piece of oaoer on r'*s subject. It isn't like
civil service or Property tax wliere we had reams of paper, lots
of letters from our constituents where we could read and study
what went on in this state over time, what vent on in other
states. This was something that, more or less, caught us by
surprise. This is what the people who are on the other side,
the people who belong to the dissident faction on this issue
are angry about, that they had very little notice; on the
first vote, they had no notice at all, that they haven't been
able to present their case, that really they expected if thev
ever got to change the law at all, that it would be done in
the legislature, that we wouldn't consider it because nothing
had ever been in the constitution before. You all were very,
very knowledgeable about banks— groovy. You know, all five of
you all, cast an Informed vote . All the rest of us, I think,
better vote to take this out because we don't know what we're
doing. Thank you very much.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question to Dr. Weiss?
The lady yields.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, ! hesitate to yield to questions. I don't

know anything about banking, and that's why I'm going to vote
to take it out.

Further Discussion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, if we don't adopt this

amendment, it will be poetic justice for the small banks of
this state because they will get exactly what they deserve.
Nothing that we put in this constitution can affect national
banks—not one thing. The United States government can authorize
national banks in every parish of this state. It can authorize
that national banks may form national bank multi-parish, multi-
state holding companies. What are we doing now? We're freezing
out, if we don't adopt this amendment, we're freezing out the
possibility of allowing small banks to expand and to protect
themselves from the large banks. I think it's very, very dan-
gerous, and I urge you, adopt this amendment.

Further Discussion
MR. ROY

Yes, sir. I just want to point out one thing. It's very
Important. People talk about the exchange when a multi-bank
holding company comes into existence. Let me tell you how they
deal with the local bank, then. They don't exchange money for
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Stock in that local bank under the threat of maybe kind of
almost running them out of business, saying we're going to com-
pete against you. They go to the little bank stockholder in
that local community, and they say, "We will give you stock in
my multi-bank holding company which has its Interest in finance
companies, banks here and there, and everything else, in place
of your stock in your local bank." That's how it's done. They
don't even bother to pay that little guy his cash for his stock.
What does he do? If he doesn't take it, and they end up com-
peting to the extent that they run him out of business, the stock
is worth very little anyway. But, that's how the exchange takes
place, and why? Because for some reason the federal government
allows some type of tax credit when there's an exchange of stock,
and you don't have to report a gain on it. You're just exchanging
stock. But, what happens to the little fellow who gives his
stock to the big multi-bank holding company? He never gets much
dividend on It because the multi-bank holding company's officers
are the ones who make the money. You give me a corporation that's
rich enough, and the executive officers make the money. The
stockholders, you know, just don't get too much. That's the
only thing I wanted to point out. I urge the rejection of this
amendment

.

Further Discussion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

earlier today.. at least earlier in the discussion. I pointed out
to Mr. Roy that, believe It or not, although I represent one of
the poorest districts within the state, that we are concerned
very seriously about banks. Particularly, we have been opera-
ting over the last year v/ith a multi-racial bank designed to
provide some services and some meaningful programs from the
private sector to our area. Now, I can appreciate the concerns
of the small rural banks. T would like to suggest to you that
there is no bank smaller in this state than the one existing
multi-racial bank in the city of New Orleans. Tn conferring
with bankers who,! would assume,would have the same kind of
perspective as many of the rural banks, their fears are that;
that when the national banks come in and that they begin to
buy up various savings and loan companies, and that when they
begin to accumulate the stock of other small rural banks, that
when the question comes up in the legislature as to allow all
banks to expand, particularly all state banks to expand, that
they have the control Into some of these small rural banks.
It would be very hard if we provide a constitutional provision
which does allow for a two-thirds vote of the legislature; it
would be hard to get that two-thirds vote. Because, particularly
if you recognize, as a matter of fact, that the reason that
many of us who run for office have to secure various loans
from various lending institutions, and somebody will throw
that up in your face and say, "Well, you've got a loan with
my bank now." I believe, as Mrs. Zervigon, that If we under
the present statute, if there needs to be some adjustments to
accommodate small banks and large banks, that it would be more
readily easier to do it in the legislature, than necessarily
having to overcome, which in my opinion is a strict constitu-
tional prohlbi tion. So , for that reason I ask you, and taking
on the advice of persons who are more expertise in this area,
ask you to vote favorable for the adoption of the amendment.

[previous Question ordered
,

^

CI OS! ng
MR. JONES

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen , the issue is clear here.
You've got a provision in your constitution which does nothing
more than provide for the provisions of an overkill in the regula-
tion of your banking industry. It does nothing but raise it to

two-thirds, where you've got the laws on the books right now.
You're taking it out and just making it more difficult. It's
a provision which should not even be in this particular section
of the constitution. 1 think it's clear that it's statutory,
and It's something we ought to leave to the regulation of the

legislature, and I urge that you vote in favor of this amendment
and delete Section 9 from Proposal No. 35. Thank you.

[Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

39-65. Motion to reconsider tabled ."^

Amendments
MR. POYNTER

Mr. Dennery sends up the following amendments:
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 21. after the word ''permit"

and before the word "multi-bank" Insert the words "foreign or
domest ic".
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Amendment No. 2. On page 2, line 23, after the words "two-

thirds of" and before the word "each" insert the words "the

elected merabers of".

Amendment No. 3. On page 2. line 24, after the word and

punctuation "legislature." add the following: 'No law shall

pemit multi-parish operations of buildinc and loan associations,

savings and loan associations, or homesteads, except by a

favorable vote of two-thirds of the elected members of each

house of the legislature."

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, ny amendments, I think, estab-

lish the validity of Mrs. Zervigon's remarks when she spoke in

favor of the previous amendment which was defeated, namely that

the Section 9 as it's presently written, I don't believe has

had enough study; and I'm not sure that the amendments I suggest

are sufficient to really protect us in this state. For example,

my first amendment inserts the words 'foreign or domestic'

because, as a matter of fact, there are some out-of-state

banks which operate in the State of Louisiana. Now, it seems

to roe if we're going to prohibit local domestic multi-bank

holding companies, metropolitan banks, or statewide branch bank-

ing, we certainly should prohibit it as far as foreign banks are

concerned. A lot of international banking is done by foreign

banks which have offices, or could have offices in any one or

more of the ports of the State of Louisiana. The second amend-

ment that I propose, is, I suppose, more technical than anything

else. A favorable vote of two-thirds of each house probably

should be' a favorable vote of the elected members of each house."

Now, the third amendment is offered because at the present tine

vou can h^ve rul t i-parish operations of buildings and loans,

savings and loans, and homesteads. It would seem to me that if

you're i^oing to restrict banks to operating within their own

parish except bv a two-thirds vote, then you should do the same

thing as far as homesteads, building and loans, and savings

and loans are concerned. As Senator Nunez mentioned, at least

one of the New Orleans homesteads has a branch in St. Bernard

which, presumably, will cause difficulties for local St. Bernard

homesteads. It appears to me that in order to be fair on this.

If we're going to restrict multi-parish banking to. . .or rather

restrict the legislature to require it a two-thirds vote in

order to permit multi-parish banking, we should do the same

thing with regard to multi-parish operations of building and

loan associations, and the like. It is for these purposes that

I have submitted these amendments, and I'll be pleased to answer

any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

.MR. TOBIAS
Moise, is Amendment No. 3 exercise of the principle , "what 's

good for the goose is good for the gander"?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, I suppose you could say that.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Dennery, does the state have any control over the

fe-leral savings and loan association, or building and loan

association, as you refer to here?

MR. DENNERY
I'm not sure that they do, Mr. Hayes.

MR. HAYES
They don't have any, as you know It? O.K., so this would

not control then; they would be free to ranp as they willed. Is

that correct?

MR. DENNXRY
I believe that's correct. That's one of the reasons I

think this entire amendment...

MR. HAYES
Now, if vou would put all these controls on state banks

and leave them free, what good would this do?

MR. DE.NNERY

Well, we're doing the same thing with national banks now,

vou see?

MR. DENNERY
I think they can go a hundred miles...

MR. HAYES
A hundred miles and do what they want to. Therefore, this

would be almost useless, wouldn't it?

MR. DENNERY
I beg your pardon.

MR. HAYES
This would be almost useless, then, if they can do all of

that; wouldn't It?

MR. DENNERY
No, but it would restrict them to that. It would restrict

them to their parishes.

MR. HAVES
The state, and not the federal.

MR. DENNERY
Well, I'm not sure what the federal is, Mr. Hayes, frankly.

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Dennery, in Amendment No. 3 the word ''operations,'" what

does that mean exactly please in the first line of Amendment No. 3?

MR. DEN-NERY

Well, it means what it says, Mr. Winchester. It means they

can't operate outside their own parish unless the legislature

authorizes it.

MR. WINCHESTER
If you have a building and loan office in Iberia Parish, they

cannot make loans in St. -Mary's?

MR. DENNERY
Unless the legislature authorizes it. This doesn't say

they can't do It; this says that the legislature may authorize

this, but it requires a two-thirds vote, just as it does for

multi-parish banking.

MR. '.JINOIFSTER

Veil, now, what does it do now?

MR. DENNEP.Y

As far as 7. know at the present time, a homestead can lend

raonev anywhere in the state. That's my understanding of it.

MR. WINCHESTER
Thank you.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Dennery, as you know there are some homestead, I know one

that operates. .. it 's domiciled in Orleans, operates in Jefferson

and St. Bernard. I'm concerned a'::out what would this amendment

do, anyway? What purpose would it serve?

MR. DENNERY
Well, the purpose that it would serve. Rev. Alexander, is

to require the legislature to authorize such operations by a

two-thirds vote. In other words, as Mr. Tobias said, presumably

what's sauce for the goose is sauce for the pander, and homesteads,

building and loans, and so forth obviously compete to a certain

extent with banks. So, if we're going to limit banks, then we

ought to limit homesteads the same way. That was the purpose

of it.

MR. RIECKE
Where vou have a homestead operating in two different

parishes, would your amendment make them close the homestead

that's in another parish, if it were passed?

MR. DENNERY
,

Not since they're operating under the present law. I don t

know what the effect of that would be because if my amendment

were adopted and the original statute had been adopted by a

two-thirds vote, I don't think it would have any effect, Mr.

Riecke.

>!R. RIECKE
You mean those already in existence could continue?

MR. HAYES
Now, the next think is, can't these savings and loan associa-

tions, federal, go at least fifty miles in radius?

MR. DENNERY
1 would assume so, if the legislature had passed that law

by at least a two-thirds vote.
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MR. RIECKE
I just don't understand that. You mean...I'n asking specifically,

if you have a homestead which operates in Orleans "arlsh and one
in Jefferson. . .as a branch in Jefferson Parish, if we pass this
amendment, would they have to close their branch in Jefferson
Parish?

htR. DHNNERY
My answer

stands any stat
invalid under
this constituti
been passed by
if it had been
Each one may be
were authorized
by a two-thirds
have absolutely

MR.

to you, sir, is that under the law
ute which is valid when it was ena.

his constitution, would be invalid.
on, the only requirement is that th
a two-thirds vote of the house and
passed that way, 1 don't know how t

a different act, but if the act by
to go outside of their own parish
vote of both houses of the legisla
no effect on the validity of their

as it presently
ted, and becomes

But , under
statute has

the senate. Now,
hey were passed,
which homesteads
had been passed
ture, this would
present operation.

WEISS
Did you know that the bankers whom I spoke with say that the

federal legislation or any act of federal law is not undertaken
without state recommendation and approval as a rule? That includes
federal banking actions. I don't know about the savings and loan.

MR. DENNERY
I think that

with the other.
s true with banks. I don't know that it's true

MR. BURSON
Moise, don't you think that your amendment goes further with

regard to savings and loan than the committee proposal does with
banks in that your Amendment No. 3 prohibits multi-parish operation
of building and loan associations, whereas the Section 9 simply
prohibits multi-bank holding companies, metropolitan banking or
statewide branch banking, but says nothing about operations from
one parish to the other, for instance?

MR. DENNERY
That's quite possible. Frankly, when I worded this, I couldn't

figure out how else to word it, Mr. Burson. The purpose of it was
to prevent the multi-parish branches, I suppose.

Point of Order
MR. DUVAL

Mr. Chaiman, I just wanted a ruling as to whether this
is divisible or not.

MR. HENRY
Dlvis ible

, yes

,

sir. It IS.

^K. DUVAL
I request that it be voted on...

MR. HENRY
in three different votes?

MR. DUVAL
Yes , sir.

MR. HENRY

All right, sir.

Further Discussion

MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention. I rise
in opposition to Amendment No. 1 and .No. 3. Amendment No. 2
is all right. Now, let me tell you with respect to No. 3 what's
really dangerous about it. I told you that a present federal
law with respect to statei-ide branch banking and multi-bank
holding companies allows the national banks to do only what
the state permits. Now, presently in Louisiana you can't have
that so they don't do it. But, present federal law with respect
to savings and loan associations, federal savings and loan, is
no* the same as to national banks. Federal savings and loans
may go within a hundred miles of their parent savings and loan .or-

ganization, so that if you pass No. 3, you're going to penalize
your state savings and loans which can cor.pete with the federal
system right now because in the state law we are allowed, our
state law does permit savings and loans to open up branches
within a hundred miles. All I'm saying is that you can't possibly
pass this and treat our local savings and loans equally with
federal savings and loans. So, I urge the rejection of it.
Number one, I don't think it's needed. I think it's very plain
that the provision says that no law shall permit multi-bank

holding companies, and I never understood why v;e had to put
"foreign" or "domestic." We could not bind, o5 course, the
federal national banks if the federal government did something
about it. I don't see the need for It. The second amendment
Is good, and I would vote for it.

Quest i ons

MR. BURNS
Mr. Roy, with reference to your now saying that the second

amendment is good, didn't you have that In your original proposal,
and then you changed it to satisfy a lot of people that were
opposed to the simple majority?

MR. ROY

Well, Mr. Burns, I think..

MR. BURNS
...and then came around and told us that ought to meet

all the objections.

MR. ROY

Our initial committee proposal was an absolute prohibition
which would have taken a constitutional amendment to allow. Then
the Independent Bankers' Association and the LBA said, "Look,
that's not good; we need some flexibility. ' So, we then changed
it to two-thirds vote. I understand that Mr. Dennery's amendment
is more of a technical nature because we do provide by a vote of
two-thirds of each house of the legislature; and he just says
by a two-thirds vote of the elected members of each house. I

don't see any problem there. Style and Drafting can take care
of his. I think his second one Is a technical amendment, and
I have no objection to it.

MR. DREW
Chris, I'm concerned about Amendment No. 3. Under the banking

provision, which we Just refused to delete, there would be nothing
in there that would prohibit me from going to Shreveport , living
in Minden and borrowing money any time I saw fit, but when you
say multi-parish operations of a building and loan association
where my home is located in Webster Parish, would I not be con-
fined to having to do business with a building and loan association
in that parish?

MR. ROY

It could be argued, Mr. Drew. I don't know. ..It's confusing.

>'R. DREW
In other words, my question is, is a mortgage on propertv

in Webster Parish in operation? That's the question that bothers
me?

MR. ROY
I think that's another reason to vote against it, but the

main reason I'm against it is because it discriminates against
our own state savings and loans.

MR. DENNERY

Mr. Roy, 1 didn't understand your objection to the first
amendment. Would you be good enough to repeat it for me?

MR. ROY

-Mr. Dennery, I didn't fully understand your explanation
of it or the need for it, but my opinion is that when you talk
about a foreign, if you are talking about something outside of
the United States that may be one thing. But, I think the
language Is broad enough that when our law says "No law shall
permit multi-bank holding companies" ;the only exception to that
rule would be that national banks, If Congress chooses to authorize
them to, will be permitted to operate as Congress sees fit. But,
foreign banks, If that's what you're talking about, I don't think...

MR. DENNERY
No, I'm talking about banks outside of the State of Louisiana.

As you probably know, we do have some banks from outside of the
State of Louisiana with offices in the State of Louisiana. My
question is: The same basis that you said you didn't want to
favor the federal building and loans over the state building
and loans, why would you do this?

^K. ROY
Well, I misunderstood your explanation. I thought you were

referring to "foreign," I was not paying attention; I'm sorry.
As a foreign. . .

.

MR. KENRY
You've exceeded your time, Mr. Roy.
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MR. ROY

I withdraw my objection of "l".

Further Di scusslon

MR. HAYES
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, it

appears that this third amendment in particular here would put

your state savinps ^rd loan association at a disadvantage to

your federal institutions. If your federal institutions can go

a hundred miles, why would you want to linit your state institutions

from going at least where they can go? I don't see any need for

this at all, .\mendment No. 3. You are only saying well, all

you're saying here is that what you are going to do is limit,

and limit, and delimit the state while the federal institutions

can run wild as I can see it. If they can go one hundred miles,

I can see no need for [r\mendnient J No. 3 at all.

[_Prev ious Quest ion ordered . J

Closing

MR. DEN:.'ERY

Mr. Chairman, I would ask for a division of the question.

I will waive my right to close.

MR. HEN*RV

All right. The gentleman had already requested that the

question be divided, so....

:IR. DENNERY
Jlr. Roy advises me that the consnittee now has no objection

to Amendment r>o. 1.

[Amendment No . 1 adopted : 95-8 . Motion
to reconsider tabled . Amendment No . 2

reread and adopted : 101-3. Motion to
recons ider tabled . Amendment No . 3 re-
read . Record vote ordered . Amendment
rejected : 18-84. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

MR. POYNTER
Yes. Mr. Conroy sends up amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 22, after the word and

punctuation "banking," and before the word "or" insert the

words "multi-parish".

Explanation

MR. CONROY
I disagreed with the philosophy of Section 9 and voted for

the amendment to remove it but the convention felt otherwise, and

I think that the arguments in favor of Section 9 that have been

presented indicated that the intention was to prohibit all multi-

parish branch banking not just a prohibition against statewide

branch banking. So, I regard this somewhat as a technical

amendment to conform with what the intent apparently of this

convention is and that's to prohibit multi-parish branch banking.

I discussed it with Mr. Roy and I gather that he agrees with this

change to clarify the language of the section and prohibit multi-

parish branch banking. I'll answer any questions about it, if there

are any.

lAmendmen t adopted without objection .

Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 75-30. Motion
to reconsider tabled .^

Recess

[puorum Call: 70 delegates present
and a quorum. ]

same headline was this morning in the Morning Advocate and I called

it to the attention of the writer and he said he was not responsible

for the headline although the headline was, in fact .erroneous. If

there is any media around here, except for the Picayune and the

other New Orlean's paper, the Items, which is doing what I say is

a fair job. I wish they would please print the truth on the matter

that what we passed yesterday will allow an increase if the

legislature implements such an animal and it's just not so. People

are being misled and it's not going to change my view on the thing

as a result of that. If they can't understand it, then my good

friends over there in the Baton Rouge media, I would be happy to

show it to them how plain it is.

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
First amendment is sent up by Delegate Singletary and many

other delegates.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 25, add the following
section. Section 10, that's a change from [Section] 9 on the

copies that were passed out.

"Section 10. Administrative and Quasi-Judical Agency Code

Section 10. Rules, regulations and procedures adopted by

all state administrative and quasi-judical agencies, boards and

commissions shall be published in one or more codes made available

to the public."

Explanation

MR. SINGLETARY
Ladies and gentlemen, this would just require the quasi-

judical agencies, boards and commissions of the state to publish

their rules and make them available for the information of the

public just like we require local governments to oublish their

laws. So, I move its adoption.

{^Quorum Call : 82 delegates present
and a quorum . Amendmen t adopted :

86-0 . Moti on to reconsider tabled .

Previous Question ordered on the
Section. Section passed : 87-0.
Motion to reconsider tabled.}

A;nendment

MR. HARDIN
Next amendment which is being passed out now is sent up

by Delegates Come, Juneau, Willis, and Segura.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, after the language added with

new Section 10 add the following language:

"Section 11. Preservation of Linguistic and Cultural Origin

Section 11. The right of the people to preserve, foster,

and promote their respective historic linguistic and cultural

origin is recognized."

Explanation

MRS. CORNE
The proposal is very short; you have it before you. We feel

that the cultural importance of bilingualism and the advantages

that we have in Louisiana for the preservation of the historical

and linguistic origin of our people should be fostered, preserved.

I would ask your favorable consideration of this proposal.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Mrs. Come, your intention with this section is not to

grant any additional authority to the state government, is it,
but rather to give certain rights to the citizens of the state;
is that correct?

Personal Privilege

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, in the

past when I've been speaking to groups about the convention, I've

always said that I thought 'we got good press coverage, particularly,

of the Times-Picayune , the States Items in New Orleans, the Advocate
and the States Times . I just read again for the second time today
a statement in the Baton Rouge Times that we passed a provision
yesterday that allowed for the automatic increase of rates irrespective
of what the legislature does which is just absolutely untrue. The

MRS. CORNE
Yes, to the people of the state to preserve and foster their

origin.

MR. JENKINS
But, not to the government; it's not a grant of authority

to government; is it?

MRS. CORNE
No.
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MR. HAYES
Mrs. Corne, will this give you the right to do anything

that you can't do now?

MRS. CORNE
Mr. Hayes, I really don't believe that it would give us a

right to do anything that we don't want to do now. However, It would

be an encouragement to preserve that which we tried once before

to almost eliminate in the State of Louisiana and it would then be

an encouragement for the people not to attempt this again.

MR. J. JACKSON
Mrs. Come, it's just a technical question. I wanted to

know was that myself or Alphonse Jackson on the amendment because

it doesn't clarify?

MRS. CORNE
You wanted to know... I didn't understand your question.

things, but wouldn't you be making things much, much more
complicated by raising the possibility that laws that have

been declared unconstitutional now and which. . .others which

are unconstitutional but which have never been declared so

—

but we all know are unconstitutional,such as some of our segregation
laws and things like this could possibly be at some time in the

future argued that they are revived by virtue of this constitution?

Wouldn't there, then, be a doubt raised and the possibility that

people could be constantly arguing that laws are being revised by

this con. ... revived by this constitution?

MR. DENNERY
Revived? Well, 1 don't know if that's necessarily true, but

I will say that the majority of the states in the Union now take

the position that under. .. .which would apply under this amendment.

In other words, the majority of the jurisprudence Is that if a

statute. ..if legislation is valid under the current constitution

it makes no difference whether it was valid under prior con-

stitutions.

MR. J. JACKSON
One of the coauthors name is Jackson. O.K., 1 just wanted

to make sure. 1 think it ought to be corrected....

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted: 95-1. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered
on the Section . Section passed:
99-1. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
The next amendment Is sent up by Delegate Dennery.

On page 2, line 25, after the language added by the Corne, et al.

amendment and adopted by the convention, add the following"

"Section 12. Validity of Existing Legislation

Section 12. Existing legislation not in conflict with this

constitution is valid and in force."

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, the purpose of this amendment

is to clarify once and for all what the courts will have to look
to In order to determine the constitutional validity of legislative
acts. At the present time, the jurisprudence in Louisiana has held
that a statute which is invalid under a previous constitution cannot
be validated by a new or amended constitution even when the con-
stitutional amendment proposed that the same session of the
legislature at which the statute was adopted was later ratified
by the people and put into effect. Now, this amendment provides
tliat if the legislation, wliich is presently on tlie books, is not

in conflict with the constitution which we are presently drafting

regardless of its validity under prior constitutions, the courts

can liold and should hold that that legislation is valid and in

force. The reason for tliis is to avoid questions which may come

up and to avoid really, primarily, endless litigation because

we will not have to refer back to prior constitutions in order

to determine whetlier a statute presently on the books is a valid

statute. Now, I have discussed this matter with Mr. Jenkins at

length. Mr. Jenkins has an amendment to it which will presumably

come up in which he argues that if a legislation was not valid

when it was adopted, that it should not be validated by virtue

of this constitution. I present this to the convention because

I think this is a matter of some importance. I think we should

reach a decision. Should we require our courts to go back to the

Constitution of 1921 and prior constitutions, or should we merely

require the courts to look at the current constitution when adopted

in 1974? Certain members of the staff have suggested that this

would simplify the problems which presently exist in the field of

constitutional law and it was for this reason that I introduced

it. I believe in all probabilities it will simplify matters; it

may confuse them, though; I want In all honesty to tell you this

and I think you should consider it very carefully before adopting

it or rejecting it. I think after we liave discussed it, the record

will reflect what this constitutional convention deems proper and

the courts can then be guided accordingly. I'll be pleased to

answer any questions.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Moise, I know that your intention here is to simplify

MR. JENKINS
Well, let me ask you, what is existing legislation? What

does that term mean?

MR. DENNERY
Well, it's. ..as far as my understanding of the term and the

way in which it was used here was to indicate a statute which had

been adopted by both Houses of the legislature and signed by the

governor that's the existing legislation.

MR. JENKINS
Would it have to be something that was adopted pursuant to

all the formalities and all the procedures of the constitution

under which it was adopted?

MR. DENNERY
No, It would have to be valid under this constitution.

MR. JENKINS
So, in other words you could have....

MR. DENNtRY
....previously been declared unconstitutional, then I

would think it is no longer existing legislation and could

not revive something that the courts had declared unconstitutional.

But, as you and I discussed , there is a presumption in the law that

all statutes are constitutional until the court... die highest

court holds them to be unconstitutional.

MR. JENKINS
Well, here's an example: Suppose under the 1921 Constitution

a certain act or a thing that purports to be an act was not signed

in open session by the Speaker of the House, for example. Now,

our new constitution does not provide an act has to be signed in

open session. Now, are you telling me that even though under the

1921 Constitution an act did not meet all the formalities and

requirements necessary to become truly an act that we would some-

how be giving it legitimacy under this constitution?

MR. DENNERY
Yes. I think under this amendment you would be; this is

basically a statute of repose. In other words, it says that

everything that has been enacted by the legislature up till

now is tested under the constitution which is now in effect.

MR. JENKINS
But, don't you. ...isn't the question is: What has been

enacted? If something was not signed in open session; if it

doesn't have three readings; if it didn't get the majority of

the elected members; if it wasn't published, then it's not

enacted T

MR. DENNERY
Well, it wouldn't be valid under this constitution anyway,

so I just ...

.

MR. JENKINS
But, you Just told me that something not sip.ned in open

session would be.

MR. DENNERY
No, no, no, you gave me another example. If it were not

signed In open session, and we did not require that in this

constitution, then it would be good. But, If it did not have

three readings—and we do require three readings in this con-

stitution— it would hot be valid. The point of the thing is to
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present it to the courts so that the courts will not have to go

beyond the current constitution.

MR. JENKINS
But, the last question I want to ask is, what this does Is,

it says that a piece of legislation which was unconstitutional

when passed by the legislature will now becoiae constitutional

if it conforms with this constitution; Is that correct?

MR. DENNERY
That's correct.

MR. PEREZ
I think you started something.

MR. DENNERY
Maybe I ought to review it.

MR. PEREZ
Do you realize that this is the present provision of the

1921 Constitution that '^11 laws enforced in this state at the
time of the adoption of this constitution not inconsistent
therewith and constitutional, when enacted, shall remain
in full force and effect until altered or repealed by th»
legislature or until they expire by their own limitation"?
Wouldn't you think that this type of provision would be a lot
more appropriate because of the fact that any law which is

previously adopted should be able to stand the test of the

constitution then in force; wouldn't you think?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. Perez, there isn't any question about that being

the law. I think that either way is appropriate as long as we
know which way this convention determines that the court should
go. Under the present constitution, of course, you would have
to examine the validity under the constitution when it was
adopted as well as the constitution in effect when it's tested.

Under this amendment, you would only have to test it against the

current constitution.

MR. PEREZ
Don't you realize that in addition we have a number of

provisions in the present constitution which will be carried
over as statutory material and that area should also be dealt
with in an amendment of your kind; wouldn't you think?

MR. DENNERY
No, I think that will be carried out In the transitional

measure section; I hope it will anyway.

MR. PEREZ
Well, the reason I'm asking that question is because of the

fact that the provision in the '21 Constitution is in the schedule;
did you know that?

MR. DENNERY
No.

MR. PEREZ
....and, don't you think that it's appropriate that your

particular amendment should also be in the schedule?

MR. DENNERY
I have no objection to Style and Drafting.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Dennery, I seek information. Would you further elaborate

then on the issue that Mr. Perez raised? In other words, what
happens to material currently In our existing constitution, which
as a result of our deliberations becomes statutory In nature?
How would actions or other that came In conflict with another
act of the legislature, for example. Would your amendment be of
any help in resolving that conflict?

MR. DENNERY
I don't believe so, I would think that that's a matter that the

transitional measures section of this constitution is going to have
to take care of. Presumably, anything which was In the present
constitution and is carried forward as statute law would have
priority and precedence over any other statutory material.

MR. DERBES
Why?

MR. DENNERY
....I say presumably, because I think that's probably what

they will put In that section; I don't know what will be in the
section.

MR. DERBES
O.K. I understand that. Now, one other question. I can'

remember what I wanted to ask you, my mind is kind of

MR. DENNERY
I don't remember my answer either.

MR. DERBES
Never mind

,

I pass.

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Dennery, this is a complicated thing. Just for some other

delegates, do you have any examples you could give just for

exposition purposes that you might have In mind on this?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I don't have anything special In mind there are cases

and as based on the previous constitutional provision, as Mr.

Perez read. Our courts hold that in order for a law to be valid,
it has to be valid when enacted under that constitution and, again.

It must be valid when tested under the present constitution. My
purpose was merely to prevent ... .as I called it a statute of repose
and to make it simpler, so that we would only have to look at one

constitution. We wouldn't have to go back and find out, was it

valid in 1898, or 1896, or 1925; it was purely an effort to change
our law, there isn't any question about that; it would change our

present law.

MR. AVANT
Moise , I appreciate

cular area where it appe

is in the area of local
tain provisions in the p
in which local and sped
are different provisions
we have adopted. So, if

constitution is adopted

,

local and special law th
'21 Constitution and was

what you're trying to do, but one parti-
ars to me that this would wreak havoc
and special laws. Now, there are cer-
resent constitution as to the manner
al laws must be advertised. Yet, there
In the proposed constitution which
we adopt your amendment, and then this

It would appear to me that every single
at has been enacted pursuant to the

valid when enacted falls.

MR. DENNERY
Well, my recollection of the way Mr. Perez read that section

was that it had to be valid under both constitutions then. So,
I presume if you don't have this, it will have to be valid under
both constitutions now.

MR. AVANT
It just seems to me that It's something I think we'd better

look at because I'm not...

?IR. DENNERY
Jack, I quite agree with you. I have no extremely strong

feelings on this. I think it's something we should consider
and we should determine whether we want to look at one constitu-
tion or whether we want to look at all of our constitution. If

we decide to change the law, we'll change it. If we decide not
to change the law, the courts will have the benefit of this
debate and learn what we meant.

MR. TATE
Mr. Dennery, I don't want to talk about bacon or anything

like that right now. But, I do want to ask you a question. It's
a long statement. Are you aware, as I believe Mrs. Zervlgon's
Transitional Committee is working on the problem, and they have
staff memos that have gone into the issue, and that perhaps
it might be better to withdraw it, and let the transitional...

MR. DENNERY
I have no objection. Judge, as long as you can assure me

It will come up then. I don't know what's in that section
right now. I don't know what provisions ., .Mrs. Zervigon may
be able to answer that question, though.

Judge Tate asked if you had a provision similar to this
in the Transitional Measures Section.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Dennery, are you aware that my committee hasn't met on

that subject yet, so that what's in my mind and in Mrs. Duncan's
mind and in Judge Tate's mind is really not official in any
way, shape or form.

DENNERY
Well, I think I would prefer not withdrawing it. Judge

.
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MR. FLORY
Mr. Dennery, don't you think it would be better to put

this back on the calendar at the present time in view of the

questions raised, and particularly with reference to local

and special laws because I know that in the past, local and

special laws had to be advertised three days prior. . -thirty

days prior to the convening of the session? We changed that

to two days, thirty days before introduction. Now, what

that would mean is that every pension law, every local and

special law technically would be unconstitutional under the

new constitution if it... the dates didn't fall properly within

the thirty days prior to introduction?

>1R. DENNERY
Mr. Flory, T have no objection to doing anything on it.

I stated when I started that my purpose in introducing this

amendment was to get the matter before the convention. I

think it's something that we should decide one way or the

other. If Mrs. Zervigon's committee Is going to take it up,

I would be pleased to withdraw the amendment with the under-

standing that I can introduce it when her committee proposal

comes up. I'd be perfectly willing to do that.

Mr. Chairman.
Under the circumstances I ask leave to withdraw this

amendment at the present time with the right to resubmit it

at a later date.

{_Amendmen t withdrawn .j

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next amendment sent up by Delegate Deanery.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 25, and after the language

added by the Convention Floor Amendment proposed by Delegates
Come and Juneau, and just adopted, add the following section.
It becomes:

"Section 12. Laws Authorizing Supplemental Pay

Section 12. Any law authorizing supplemental pay shall
be enacted only by the vote of two-thirds of the elected members
of each house of the legislature."

Expl anat ion

MR. DENNERY
This is an amendment, as you may recall, when we discussed

civil service, and again yesterday, at the session on yesterday,
we have adopted two provisions in the constitution which permit

the legislature to authorize supplemental pay for certain state

employees. One Is the state patrolmen and one of the uniformed
enforcement officers of the Wildlife and Fisheries Department.
The purpose of this amendment is merely to assure that a two-

thirds vote of the elected members of each house of the legislature
adopt such a law before it becomes effective. It's a relatively

simple amendment. The purpose of it is that, in my opinion, as

I argued before—although I was unfortunately unable to be here

yesterday—as I argued before under civil service, I think that

the idea of permitting the legislature to supplement any one

group's pay is a very dangerous one from the point of view of

civil service. Therefore, since the convention has indicated

very clearly that it disagrees with me on that, I'm asking the
convention to make certain that the legislature gives its
due consideration and adopts any such statutes bv two-thirds
vote of the elected members of each house. I strongly urge
the adoption of the amendment.

Question

MR. AVANT
Mr. Dennery, your amendment is not limited, is it, to

supplemental pay for members of the classified state civil
service? It would also require, would it not, a bill providing
supplemental pay for municipal firemen or policemen or deputy
sheriffs, to be adopted by a two-thirds vote; would it not?

»1R. DENNERY
It probably would, Mr. Avant. That thought had not occurred

to me, but I would have no objection to amending it to limit it

to classified people in the classified service in the state.

Further Di scussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, 1 rise in opposition to the

proposed new section in that it, first we have not defined

vrfiat is supplemental pay. Are we talking about pav that we

make jointly to judges, district attorneys, clerks of court,
etc., on down the line? Are we talking about all the salaries
paid in this state on a joint basis with local government from
now on going to require a two-thirds vote of the elected
members of the legislature even for new positions? I don't
think this is a realistic framework at all as far as consti-
tutional law because what you're talking about is for appro-
priation of funds, two-t.^.iids vote of the legislature. I

would ask that you reject this new section proposed by Mr.
Dennery.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
rejected: 44-60. Motion to reconsider
tabled

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Landrum sends up amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1.—There are going to have to be some changes
again—On page 2 , line 25 after the language added by Convention
Floor Amendment N'o. 1, proposed by Delegate Corne and adopted

by the Convention today , add the following

:

"Section"-you need to make it "12" now instead of"lO."

"Section 12. Burial of Indigents; ADpropriation
Section 12 . The legislature shall appropriate adequate

funds for the burial of indigents."

Expl anat ion

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, in keeping with the American

principles, we believe that we should take care of our dead, even

when they are not able to do so themselves. I have here from
Mr. Goldman one of his three-dollar cigars, or five-dollar cigars,

I believe; he carries them. He told me he wanted his remains

cremated. He wanted to be placed in this tube here. V.'ell, it

costs money to do that, and there are those who cannot pay for

a funeral. Today we are to the place now where most of the

city or parish burying grounds are just about running over.

'Wp even have the new thing going now where the rest havens and

other garden parks or cemeteries where you have to pay to bury

the dead. Many times you find families who had to make loans

to pay for funerals. We would ask that you would support this

amendment so that we would take care of our dead, as we have
with the living. Thank you.

Quest i ons

MR. STINSON
What would be included in that? Would it include a gratuity

to the minister that performed the ceremonies?

MR. LANDRUM
I would have to say to you that you're a little late. Mr.

Landry wanted to know whether or not I would accept an amendment

saying that the minister would not be paid. I told him that 1

would agree to that.

MR. STINSON
I'm sorry. I wanted to be sure that was taken care of.

Rev. Landrum.

>tR. GOLDMAN
Rev. Landrum, did you know that that cigar you mentioned is

sixty cents at retail and forty cents at wholesale, and I buy

them wholesale.

MR. DERBES
Rev. Landrum, can you assure us that if this amendment

doesn't pass all of the dead poor people will vote against the

constitution?

:^. LANDRUM
Mr. Derbes, you have made it possible for me to express my

opinion about the constitution. When you need... no, I don't think

I'll go into that, but at least their families will be here. They

will express an opinion one way or another. Some of them are

here now in this state. So, they'll be able to express an opinion.

If it was left to me, I would tell them to support the constitution.

That's what I would tell them, to vote for the constitution.

In spite of all of its prol)lems, the difficult times that we've

had, in spite of many bad features about it, I still believe

that when we are through, it will be worth our consideration.

So, I would tell them to definitely consider it.
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MR. LEBLEU
Rev. Landrum, I Just wondered If you are aware that local

governing authorities or parish governments now have the
privilege of, or are allowed to pay, I know in our parish,
up to one hundred dollars, for the burial of indigents. Perhaps,
they don't have that in Orleans, but I'm sure that they are
allowed by state law to do that.

MR. LANDRUM
In some local parishes, yes, I would say that you have some

type of program, but now, as you know, a hundred dollars really
will not take care of our burying a person, not even In
country parishes now. When you consider a casket, burying
grounds,most of this Is going to private business. It's no more of
a city or a parish thing. Most of these are owned by private
individuals. So, you have to pay for It. You have to pay for
the opening and closing of a grave. I think there is a need
for the state to do something along this line.

1 ask your favorable vote,

[Previous C^uestion ordered . Amendment
rejected : 28-7 3. Mot ion to reconsi der
tabled. ]

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
Mrs. Zervigon sends up amendments.
Amendments read as follows:
On page 2, line 25—need to add that what's being distributed

at this time—and after the Convention Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Mrs. Corne and adopted by the Convention on today, add
the following section, and this would become, of course, »till 12:

"Section 12. Laws Enacted by Electors; Limitations
Section 12. Notwithstanding any provisions of this con-

stitution to the contrary, the legislature may submit proposals
to the electors of the state for their approval at a regularly
scheduled election held throughout the state. A proposal
approved by a majority of the electors voting thereon shall be
deemed to have the forj:e and effect of law, but only for a period
of one year or until adjournment sine die of the next following
regular session of the legislature, whichever is sooner."

Before this amendment Is introduced, there is one change
that needs to be made. The very last word of the text of the
amendment should not be "sooner"; It should be "later,"

There's a more substantial change than that on the
amendment, and you'd need to follow this.

It all affects the last clause of the second sentence
which reads, "but only for a period of one year or until"

—

and here's the first change: strike out the words "adjournment
sine die"; insert in lieu thereof, "the effective date of laws
of the next following regular session of the legislature,
whichever is sooner, . .whichever is later." Excuse me. That
other change I previously mentioned, "whichever is later."

I'll read that second sentence again. "A proposal approved
by a majority of the electors voting thereon shall be deemed
to have the force and effect of law,"—and the qualifying
phrase as to the effective date of that is

—
"but only for a

period of one year or until the effective date of laws of the
next following regular session of the legislature, whichever
is later."

Expl anat ion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I'm sorry for the confusion.

I had asked for changes In the copy, and the staff apparently
didn't get the word. I asked for the changes yesterday. But,

the Intention remains the same. As the constitution Is presently
drafted, there are two ways to pass things with the effect of
law. One is to have the legislature pass the law in the regular
manner with the three readings and that sort of stuff. It says

in the Legislative Article that the legislature Is the legisla-
tive body in the state. The other way would be to have con-
current resolutions passed by two-thirds vote of the legislature,
approved by a referendum of the people, and that would be a

constitutional amendment. I think there are times when the
legislature wants to take the pulse of the people when it really
isn't appropriate to amend the constitution. This would allow
the legislature that freedom. There are times when either an
issue is terribly emotional or when legislators really don't
know what the feelings of the people are that they might want
to hold a referendum. The problem is that if the only W7*y to

hold a referendum is to put something in the form of a consti-
tutional amendment, then In the future when legislators know
how the people feel, or when the issue isn't as hot anymore,
if any changes need to be made, they must be made by constitu-

tional amendment. This would allow the legislators to have a

referendum on something that would then have the effect of the

statute which the legislature, once they got the feeling of

the public, could amend as they amend all statutes in the future.

It's just a convenience. I add it in this article because this

article as it originally came from the comnittee had several

sections on Initiative and referendum. Those were deleted In

committee, but that's why I cast this amendment to this parti-
cular article rather than sticking it in the Legislative Article.

I'll yield to any questions, Mt. Chairman.

Delegate J. Jackson in the Chair

Questions

MR. DERBES
Thank you. There's no gubernatorial veto in this, right?

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, the people would pass or veto.

MR. DERBES
In the event. ..it also seems to me not to provide .. .you

said that the legislature can then amend what has been referred
to the people for approval without subsequent referral to the
people for approval?

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's right, and as a matter of fact. If you'll read it,

if the legislature takes no action at all, it'll have to.

This just gives a way of the legislature to take the pulse
of the people. I'm certain that 'the legislature could now, if
they want to, appropriate money for a Harris poll and take the

pulse of the people, but then they would have to wait till
the next following regular session to pass something into law.

It may well also be so that the legislature could put a

referendum on the ballot to take the pulse of the people, but

not one that has the effect of law because it says in the

Legislative Article that the legislative power rests with the

legislature, not with the people. So, this would allow the

legislature as itself a statute needed to be established now,
if the people really wanted it now, to have something of the
force of statutes between today and the next regular session
of the legislature.

MR. DERBES
Why did you exclude the gubernatorial veto from the

system?

MRS. ZERVIGON
It just seemed to me that when Che people were going to

express their views one way or another, that was unnecessary.
In addition to that, Jim, it lapses, you see, after the year
is passed or the next following session unless the legislature
passes it Into law as a regular statute, and at that point
the governor could veto it. If he had the nerve.

MR. DERBES
What about a proposal that. .never mind... Thank you.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mrs. Zervigon, did you know that this Is one difficulty

that a legislator doesn't have; that is, finding out how his

constituents feel about the proposed legislation? If he doesn't
find that out, then you know he doesn't last very long, only
to the next election?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Senator De Blleux, I'm not sure I'll agree with you. The

other sort of mechanism that's been established in the legisla-
ture in cases like this is to set up an Interim committee. For
example, on the Sex Education Committee, they set up an interim
committee. But, it seems to me that they put a phrase in the
form of a referendum and put it on the ballot. They knew every-
body in the state felt very strongly about sex education; they
just weren't sure how many were on one side as opposed to how
many on the other. If they could have put It on the ballot in

the form of a referendum, we might have had a law either prohibiting

or allowing sex education now, rather than having it assigned to

an interim committee, the members of which drew per diem, but

nothing much ever resulted of it that I remember.

MRS. WARREN
Ms. Zervigon, you were mentioning that this would be a

feeler. I 'm wondering, don't you think that the representatives
could be a good feeler if they put themselves to work to feel
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their constituencies at less cost to the state, Instead of having

a referendum for a feeler; let the representatives feel their

constituencies?

MS. ZERVIGON
Mrs. Warren, this is no additional cost to the state,

if you notice; I'll say it's got to be a regularly scheduled

election. So, there's no additional cost to the state with this

provision. What I'm saying is, if they are of a mind not to

go out and talk to their constituents on this, or if they are in a

position where they know their cun;.titucnts feel very, very,

strongly on both sides of an issue, but they're not quite sure how

many are on one side as opposed to hov. many are on the other. The

only way they have now to put a referendum on the ballot

Is to amend the constitution. That's one of the ways we've

gotten useless material In the constitution in the past is as a

form of referendum. I'm giving a form of referendum to put statutes

In statute books. I don't believe that it will be used very often,

but I think it will keep some useless material out of the constitution

because it is a way to put referendum on the ballot.

MR. SLAY
Ms. Zervigon, let me see if I get the real meaning here.

I don't know what all is behind this, but as I look, I gather
that you're saying that the legislature can call an election
at a time they set the machinery In work ... in motion for an

election that's going to be a period of some three or four or

five months, then that election is only going to be good until the

next regular session which is about another year or so. Isn't
that a terrible expense to go to to pass something that is not going
to have the effect of law after the next regular session? It

automatically explr(3; is that what you're saying*?

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Slay, it's no expense at all because it goes on the

ballot at the next regularly scheduled election. It's the same
sort of provision for constitutional amendments; the difference
is it doesn't stick something in the constitution. So, that if in

the future you want to change it In some detail or delete it in

whole, you don't have to amend the constitution again. In other
words, if the legislators want to bother the people on some subject

that is not In the present constitution, they only have to bother
them once. They don't have to go back year after year to amend
it slightly or to amend it out in the future.

MR. SLAY
All right. We're saying at the next regular scheduled

election throughout the state?

MS. ZERVIGON
Yes, sir.

MR. SLAY
Now, how often do we have an election throughout the state,

a regular scheduled election throughout the state?

MS. ZERVIGON
Congressional elections and gubernatorial elections.

MR. SLAY
All right. Now, that's every two years for the congressional

election?

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, two years for congressional elections, the gubernatorial

elections is in the intervening time.

MR. SLAY
All right. Now, we're not speaking about the democratic

primary, we're speaking about the regular election In the fall.

So, when the legislature meets in May —so it's going to be in

November before this can go on the ballot— that's still going
to be an expense....

MR. DUVAL
Mary, I just wanted to get one thing clear. You

have the phrase "notwithstanding any provisions of this constitution
to the contrary, the legislature may submit proposals to the electors
of the state," now, these proposals would be ratified by the people,
but. . .these proposals could not abrogate constitutional provisions;
Is that right?

MS. ZERVIGON
No way

.

MR. DUVAL
So, your Intent here is clearly that this could not. , .

these proposals could in no way abrogate the provisions of the
constitution; is that right?

MS. ZERVIGON
The provision to the contrary to which I refer, is the

first section of the Legislative Article that says"the legislature
Is the legislative body of the state."

MR. DUVAL
I just wanted to make it abundantly clear that this could . .

In no way could this referendum abrogate constitutional provisions.

MS. ZERVIGON
In no way

.

MR. DESHOTELS
Ms. Zervigon, Mr. Duval asked part of my question, but my

second question is: I am referring to your statement that this was
a mechanism for the legislature to feel the pulse of the people
on a particular issue. Why couldn't you simply provide for your
referendum, but not provide. . . or not have a provision that it
will have the force and effect of law for one year? Just simply
say that they can submit a referendum to it and then act on it
in the next legislative session. This would, I believe, would
clarify and would alleviate some of the fears that some of us have
that this would provide for a constitutional amendment that could
last for pos.slbly one year without '"equiring a two-thirds vote

of the legislature to submit it to the people.

MS. ZERVIGON
It would have the force and effect of

"statutes" ;statutes can't be contrary to th

not an attorney, but it's been told to

and over again so I can't see what your fea
As far as the other question is concerned,
the legislature could appropriate money and
door to door on the voting machine or anyth
wanted. This is to only cover the case
something to go into law right away. They
contingent on approval by the people, excep
constitution. I want to give them two ways
is to stick them in the constitution but, i

forevermofe, to change them, we have to ameni

second way, is to put them in the statutes
by the people. That's all there Is to it.

there's nothing behind Ittas Mr. Slay said
clever, but I'm not.

law. Law means
e constitution. I 'm

in this body over
rs are in that regard,

it seems to me that

take a referendum
Ing like that if they

In which they wanted
can' t pass now laws

t to stick them in the

to do that . One

f they do that , then,

d the constitution. The
temporarily on approval
It's really very simple;
I wish I were that

MR. ABRAHAM
Mary, isn't there a danger here that we would be placing

ourselves right back in exactly the same position where we are

now;where we could have fifty-one propositions on the ballot

and the people are having to decide whether this is . . . they

should vote yea or nay on these things and then in disgust

would be just as disgusted with this thing as they are with voting

on constitutional amendments?

MS. ZERVIGON
Mack, let me answer that question this way. What you're

asking me is, doesn't this tempt the legislature to pass the buck?

I'm saying if the legislature is tempted to pass the buck

there's really no way for us to stop that except to elect better

and better legislators which I believe we have done over time. But,

what this says is, if the legislators want to pass the buck, they

pass it once. They don't lock themselves into the point where
any time they want to make another decision on that same subject
even though it isn't so hot they still want to pass the buck. We
then have to vote on it again. So, it seems to me that this is
a way of limiting the numl^er of things on the ballot because what
you're saying is that the hot issue of 1974 goes on the ballot only
in '74. The hot issues of '75 go on the ballot only in '7S and
there are no '74 old dead issues on the ballot in '75, if you under-
stand what I mean. So, my intention is to cut down the number of
things on the ballot in this way. I don't expect it to be used very
much; I don't see the legislators wanting to pass the buck very much.
As Chris said, we were all elected to come up here and make decisions
and I see the legislators doing that more easily than any of the rest
of us because they're accustomed to it. But, in t'oat one case where
they want to they don't have to stick something in the constitution,
they could just take a referendum and stick it into the statutes
Instead.

Further Di scussion

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in support of

this amendment. At first I was against it because I felt that
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I didn't want the legislature passing the buck. I hope the legislature
under the new constitution will not pass the buck. They certainly
won't have to as they have In the past. I certainly hope that
they won't pass the buck by proposing constitutional amendments.
But, if they don't, and if they do decide they want to pass the
buck, I'd rather have them doing it in this type of a form rather
than in passing and trying to get constitutional amendments passed.
I, therefore, support this amendment. I'll be glad to yield to

any questions.

Further Di scussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm just going to say

a few words, but this is a very bad provision not for the . . .

any of the reasons that have been mentioned so far, but I want
to point this out to you when it says "nothwithstanding any
provision of this constitution to the contrary that the legislature
may do these things and that that will be the law for a stated period
of time." In my humble opinion, the provisions of the constitution
could be changed for that limited period of time. Then, the big
bugaboo isiif a provision of the constitution is changed by this process
and the change only takes effect for one year; then that time runs
out, cnen what is going to be the constitutional provision after that
because there's no provision in here at the end of that time, then
the old constitutional provision goes back in effect. So, it's
just about the doggonest thing I've ever seen. I hate to say
ill-conceived, but it's full of all kind of bugaboos. Not only
the fact that you're going to have two hundred and fifty prcositions
on the ballot every time you have an election, but I think that the

thing that X have pointed Out to you has a very serious defect
in it and for that reason alone. It should be rejected.

[previous Quest i on ordered . Amendment
re jected : 16-89 . Motion to reconsider
tabled

.

]

Amendment

to supplement the present pay they get in a 5.3 percent cross the
board cost of living increase. Had this been a constitutional
provision at that time, it would have required a two-thirds vote
of the legislature to appropriate the funds to make that possible
for the state employees. I don't believe that I ever heard Mr.
Dennery say while we were discussing Civil Service that he thought
that it ought to take a two-thirds vote of the Civil Service Commission
to change the classified pay plan for state employees. What he has
done here is only take care of the classified state employees who
are the least paid in the state. Yet, the nonclassified employees
can be granted tremendous supplemental pay increases with only a

simple majority vote of the legislature. Now, that's how ridiculous
we've come in proposing something of this type. I ask you to vote
against this proposed new section.

Further Discussion

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates , this is another

one of the bad proposals ,as I see it, that's been offered. If you

really want to get some opposition to this document when it's

submitted, you tell fifty thousand classified employees that we're
not going to permit the Executive Department to grant you a raise

when it develops on an interim between sessions that you have the

money and can afford it when they were denied that raise because it

wasn't anticipated you were going to have that much money when the

session was there in the regular session. I think you can generate
a considerable amount of opposition by this. Number one is, when

the money is available, I can't think of any better place to put

it than to put it in your top-flight employees in the State of

Louisiana. Personnel , personal services is probably the largest

item that we have within state government. In many of the budgetary

units it reaches up around an eighty percent factor. 1 just ttiink

you'd be doing irreparable damage to the document that we're going

to submit to the people if you would add a section in there like

this. I think you would generate an all-out war by these classified

employees, and I think they'd be totally justified in taking

that position. 1 think you could seriously consider this and reject

this proposal.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Dennery has further amendments at this time. The

pages will be passing out the amendnents.
The amendments will read as follows: On page 2, line

25, -and again you have to insert the language—after Convention
Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Mrs. Come, adopted by the
convention on today, add the following: Section (blank) becomes
Section 12.

"Section 12. Laws Authorizing Supplemental Pay
Section 12. Any law authorizing supplemental pay for state

classified employees shall be enacted only by the vote of two-
thirds of the elected members of each house of the legislature."

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
You will recall that Mr. A"ant pointed out to me that the

earlier amendment which I subiiitted and was defeated would re-
quire a two-thirds vote of the elected menders of each house even
if it referred to parochial employees. Recognizing that that may
have been— it certainly was not my intention— I felt that I

should come forward with this amendment which provides that
supplemental pay laws for any state classified employees shall be
enacted only by the vote of two-thirds of the elected meii4>ers of
each house of the legislature. You will recall the debates on
Civil Service in which many ptople felt that Civil Service should be
subject to a two-thirds vote of the legislature. The purpose of
this amendment is to require that two-thirds vote because this
constitutes an amendment to the Civil Service law and the rules.
In other words, it changes the regular pay plan which would have been
adopted by the commission and approved by the governor and the
legislature and permits authoiizing supplemental pay for two
specific categories of employees. it seems to me that there could be
no objection to requiring a two-thirds vote In order to do this.
I urge you to adopt this amendment. I'll be pleased to answer any
questions, Mr. Acting Chairman.

Further Di scussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, once again I rise to oppose a proposed newer

section relating to this particular subject. I'd hope you'd
pay particular attention to the language proposed in this amendment.
For example, in the last special session of the legislature, the
legislature appropriated some, I think, eighteen million dollars
or better for state classified employees and nonclassified employees

Question

MR. WEISS
Delegate Womack, I simply wanted to ask, back in the

Executive Article the governor was instructed by the constitutional
action to present an operating budget. Now, wouldn't this be

within a planned operating budget for the fiscal year to anticipate. . .

based upon anticipated state revenues, to state this? I don't see

that the argument you present Is logical against this floor amendment

,

if such is the case.

MR. WOMACK
Dr. Weiss, I don't know whether I quite understand your

question or not. The Executive Department, the way it operates
now. Civil Service makes the recommendation for a pay increase

and you call it, supplement— I don't know what you call it, but

a new schedule— it has to be submitted to the Executive Department
and the Executive Department has to accept or reject it based on

the availability of money. But, if they submit it in November,
and the money is available, then this says that you'll have to have
two-thirds vote of the legislature, and I'm assuming it would have

to call a special session of the legislature to get that two-thirds

before you could pay the employees this increase. So, I just think

you're kidding yourself. If the money is available and the legislature

has made the money available and during the period of a year never

will all the budgetary units have enough money to make it during a

period of a year. But, the way we*ve handled it in the past maybe
seventy-five or eighty percent of it could be handled within the

budget that they had. In the case then, you'd go back and get the

authority by mail ballot for the. . . from the legislature to

authorize a (Joficit financing for that period of time to take care of

those minor budgets. Then, the Budget Committee and the Divi-
sion of Administration would go in and honor a change of allocations

to transfer money around in the departments in order to catch those

remaining budgetary units that didn't have it. You have a good system
for working it now. I think to say, that to come back and say

that you were going to require a two-thirds vote of both houses
that would mean while they were in session, I think you would really

be doing irreparable damage to it.

{^Previous Question ordered.}

CI osing

MR. DENNERY
In closing, I think I should point out to you what I believe

to have Dcen some errors of fact presented by Mr. Flory and by
Mr . Womack. In the first place the supplemental pay that was adopted
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at the last sti.=iion of the legislature was adopted in accordance with
a pay plan which was submitted by the Civil Service Commission. So
this law, this provision would have absolutely no effect as far
as that's concerned. Mr. Womack is apparently talking about all
increases in pay. This particular provision Is only aimed at the
two groups, the two special interest groups who have proven already
to this convention the power that they have by having themselves
placed in the constitution as exceptions, major exceptions to the
general Civn Service rule of having a Civil Service Commission
wMch is non or a political, fix a pay plan which will be uniform
throughout the state for all of the state's employees. Now, it
seems to me grossly unfair to permit one or two special groups to
be able to go to the legislature-- and they have the power— they've
shown the power here, obviously , bccau.u tiicy ' ve gotten these two
amendments through here; they hava the power to go to the legislature.
All I am requesting this convention to do is to protect the Civil
Service System by saying to the legislature in those two instances
where the legislature is by this constitution authorized to graut
supplemental pay without going through the Civil Service Commission;
the legislature mu::t adopt such a law by a two-thirds vote. Now,
a two-thirds vote is difficult to get. It should be difficult to
get. This is a very, very serious thing because it affects all
state employetr. If one group of state employees is raised and
another group is not raised, you're going to h.ive a lot more enemies
than you have friends; you members of the legislature. It seems
to me that you should be very careful; It is quite possible that
the two groups involved are entitled to supplemental pay, but,
if they are entitled to it, then a two-thirds vote of the legislature
is not too much to ask to authorize it. I urge you very strongly
to adopt this amendment.

[^Amendment rejected : 3 4-75. Mot ion
to reconsider tabled, ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Tobias. . . .the only amendment left was one by Mr.

Tobias that I don't think he's going to push real hard which is
entitled:

"Section 6.1 Geese
Section 6.1. What is good for the goose is good for

the gander."
You want that one, Mr. Tobias?

MR. J. JACKSON
No further amendments

.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates , I really rise primarily for

the record. With regard to the question of divesting vested
rights»I contemplated offering a similar proposal again, but I'm
not , not because I don't think it's important , but because the
staff advises me that they feel like a section of the Bill of
Rights that has not been discussed will cover the question of
compensation and due process for divesting of vested rights; that

section is now numbered Section 15 of the Bill of Rights , "Access
to Courts." It provides"all courts shall be open and every person
shall have an adequate remedy by due process of law and justice
administered without denial, partiality or unreasonable delay for

injury to him in his person, property, reputation or other rights."
The term "other rights" will certainly be construed to include all
vested rights that they cannot be taken without due process, and
the concept of justice would certainly require compensation in such
cases. So, on that basis and because of the advice of the staff,
I'm not going to offer a further amendment in that regard.

[previous Question ordered on the
Proposal . ]

MR. LeBLEU
Mr. Chairman, I was goirii; to request Mr. Jackson to

close because I had some questions that I wanted to ask him
about some of the amendments that were offered on the banking
section and I'd just like to get those straight before I vote
because 1 might have to vote against the whole works.

Questions

MR. LEBLLU
Mr. Roy, Delegate Conroy had the convention adopt an amend-

ment which applied to multi-parish banking institutions. In
our area we have one or two banks who have branches in various
parishes, and of course, in the parish in which I live if it
weren't for that, we just might not even have a bank. I just
wondered what the effect of Mr. Conroy's amendment would have
on the existing situation.

MR. ROY
I don't think it has any effect on the existing banking

situation there, and I'm aware of the fact that the Calcasieu
Marine Bank does have multi-pariah banking. But the present
law exempted it, in any event, Mr. LeBleu. So there's no
problem there at all; it was not the intention to have that.

Chai rman Henry in the Chai r

MRS. ZERVIGON
Chris, what you say confuses me. I didn't think an existing

law could supercede the constitution. Is there some other thing
that saves Calcasieu Marine?

MR. ROY
The Calcasieu. . .When the Calcasieu Marine Bank had its multi-

parish banking many years ago, subsequently the legislature passed
the laws prohibiting statewide branch banking, and where we're
prohibiting here. Of course, they had to exclude the Calcasieu
Marine Bank because you can't divest people of vested interests.
Now, it cannot continue on in the future with other multi-parish
banking as it did in the past, and neither can we do that.
We can't here today pass an ex post facto provision in this
constitution that would deprive vested rights from people. We
can say in the future there shall be no more, but we can't cer-
tainly take it away by this constitution. That's all I said
was that we could not take it away, and it was not the intention
to take away. The status quo remains the same, but with respect

to future multi-parish branch banking, statewide branch banking,

metropolitan banking, or multi-bank holding companies, it would

take a two-thirds vote of the legislature.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But you're not saying that a previous statute supercedes

the new constitution.

MR. ROY

Oh, no. No, 1 just said, as a matter of fact, when the legis-
lature passed the act prohibiting multi-bank holding companies
and statewide parish branch banking, they had to except the
Calcasieu Marine Bank because it was already in existence, and
that would have been ex post facto legislation which is con-
trary to the Bill of Rights provision and contrary to the

United States Constitution.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I thought ex post facto legislation was something in

which you prosecuted somebody for something he'd done in the
past.

MR. ROY
No, it's not restricted to criminal activity only. It's

also restricted to civil stuff, that what was legal in the past
and what was done, presently becomes illegal. That's ex post
facto legislation also.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, when the Congress divided up Standard Oil, Standard

Oil had been a national company, right? and they made it go
into Standard Oil of New Jersey and the various other small
portions. It had been legal in the past for Standard Oil to

be so large, but under the new monopoly laws, it wasn't legal
in the future so they were forced to divest themselves of
some of these parts of the company; isn't that so? Could
Calcasieu Marine be forced to divest themselves of the banks
in other parishes.

Personal Pri(/ilege

Closing

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to seek permission to yield at this

time to Mr. Roy who handled that section, and I'm sure he would
be in a better position to answer the questions.
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Under what provision of the constitution is that so?
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stitutional provisions that would do away with the Calcasieu
Marine Bank. The Standard Oil provision was that they were
violating the anti-trust laws of the United States.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Roy, I don't know where your definition of ex post facto

laws comes fron, but as I understand it—and isn't this not a

fact— that a law can be passed with regard to an existing activity,
and if the existing activity continues to exist after the passage
of the law, tlie activity becomes unlawful under that law and is

not subject to ex post facto challenge; isn't that correct?
Isn't that what all of the anti-trust laws are about, Mr. Roy?

MR. ROY
Ex post facto, as my understanding, is that you make illegal

what once was legal.

MR. DERBES
Uhat once was—there's a difference between what once was,

and what was and continues to be. Don't you understand that?

MR. ROY

I understand that you could... the state could say that
there*ll be no more selling of alcoholic beverages, and therefore,
you couldn't sell it any longer. But, the state, in my judgment,
cannot pass a law that takes a legitimate business and makes it

—

discriminates against that particular business, and no other.
There's a difference between a general law and a specific law.

MR. DEXNERY
Chris, under the way this section now reads, it says, "t^o

law shall permit metropolitan banking, multi-parish, or statewide
branch banking." Now, does that mean that a bank in East Baton
Rouge Parish may no longer make loans in West Baton Rouge Parish?

MR. ROY
No, no.

MR. DENNERY
Because it says it prohibits multi-parish banking. And would

it also prohibit Shreveport Bank from lending in Caddo, or a New
Orleans bank from lending in the metropolitan area of New Orleans
because it doesn't say metropolitan branch banking: it says
'Wtropolitan banking"? Now, won't that, therefore, prohibit a

local bank from lending money in any parish except the one in

which it is authorized originally to do business unless there is
a two-thirds vote?

MR. ROY

No, that's not my Interpretation of it at all. Metropolitan
banking in the industry means a bank that goes out of its parish
boundaries, and you contend that this is a nov a metropolitan
area and you're in several parishes. It will not permit the
bank to extend its fingers out into other parishes.

MR. DENNERY
You mean it may not extend by means of a branch, but you don't

say a metropolitan branch bank. You say "metropolitan banking,'*
and it seems to me particularly, since right after that you talk
about statewide branch banking, that it's quite possible that you .

have made a distinction, which you did not intend to make. I

think it would be perfectly horrible for the State of Louisiana
if no bank were permitted to do business at all outside of its
own parish. That certainly is not the law now.

MR. ROY
And that's not the intention of it. If you believe that that's

what it says, Mr. Dennery, and if it's a serious consideration

—

I don't see it that way—but if it's serious enough to where that
the convention thinks that and that we think we ought to put
metropolitan branch banking, I think we ought to do it.

MR. DENNERY
Well, it seems to me that for the record—and particularly

for Style and Drafting—you should state specifically what
your irrertion is so that if then we vote in favor of this
entire proposal. Style and Drafting will know what the intention
of the convention was. Right now, I don't think they can really
tell.

Point of Information
MR. UEISS

This is such an unusual coonlttee proposal. Is It possible
to divide the question? We have earlier had Article II and
Article XII. There are two articles in this proposal, and I

would like to know if the question is not divisible on this
proposal. I think It should be.

MR. HENRY
No, because I believe under the rules we provide Section

by Section, but we have to adopt the entire proposal at one time.

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, in view of Mr. Dennery's concern about this,

I guess the thing to do would be to ask for about a five minute

recess, and let's put the words in so that there's no question

about it, and then bring it back up as more or less a technical

amendment; I would think.

Further Di scussi on

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman, the previous question had been ordered, and

Mr. Jackson waived his closing and left it to Mr. Roy.

MR. HENRY
So?

MR. SHANNON
The previous question had been ordered without objection.

MR. HENRY
YeSf sir, but the gentleman has the right to close, Mr.

Shannon, and—if you'll just let me finish— if we take a recess,
if we do have a problem, I think it might be wiser to take a

five minute recess if the problems can be resolved and suspend
the rules, and go ahead and make whatever change might need to

be made. So, we'll stand at ease for five minutes.

Point of Order

iQuorum Call .- 97 delegates present
and a quorum. Motion to reconsider
the vote by which the Previous Ques-
tion was ordered on the Proposal
adopted without objection

.

]

Amendment
MR. FOYNTER

The amendment would read as follows: (proposes

the addition at the present time of a new section.)

On page 2, between lines 19 and 20, add the following:

"Section' (and might as well make it 9 in light of, I think, what
Mr. Roy is going to propose if this one is adopted.)

"Section 9. Limitations on Banking
Section 9. No law shall permit" (and watch your copy, here.

The word should be inserted "foreign or domestic".) "No law

shall permit foreign or domestic"— (Now some copies have those
words slashed in, and some don't.) Should read

i

"No law shall permit foreign or domestic multi-bank holding
companies or multi-parish branch banking, except by a favorable
vote of two-thirds of the elected members of each house of the

legislature. This section does not prohibit the continued operation
of existing multi-parish banks."

Mr. O'Neill, did you want me to read old section. . .Now, this

is not amending at the present time old Section 9, but you want
me to read it anyway?

All right. Section 9, which is presently adopted as amended,

reads. . .Again, this amendment does not amend this; it adds a new

section. Section 9, as presently amended reads:

"Section 9. Limitations on Banking
Section 9. No law shall permit foreign or domestic multi-

bank holding companies, metropolitan banking, multi-parish or

statewide branch banking, except by a favorable vote of two-

thirds of the elected members of each house of the legislature."
Now, that's Section 9. as amended, I read the last time.

MR. HE:4RY

All right. Now, what Mr. Roy has done, though, is to offer
an amendment which would, in effect, add a new section.

So this time, Mr. Roy, will you explain your amendment?

Explanation
MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, in
answer to Mr. Dennery's question, we removed entirely metro-
politan banking because we feel... and we also removed entirely
statewide branch banking. We feel the prohibition against multi-
parish banking would of course include the concept of a metro-
politan bank extending its fingers out into another parish and
taking up other banks. So, I know Mr. Dennery doesn't like the
provision, but in any event, we've accommodated his views on
that. The second sentence which says, "This section does not
prohibit the continued operation of existing raulti-parlsh banks"
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is of course to satisfy Mr. LeBleu's position with respect to

the Calcasieu Marine Bank, which has been operating several
branch banks in parishes for many years. We would move the

adoption of it.

Quest i ons

MR. ARNETTE
Chris, when you say multi-parish banks, how do you mean this?

In other words, the Calcasieu Marine Bank could put in more
branches in more parishes?

MR. ROY
No, when it says that multi-parish branch banking—you

omitted the word "branch." There can be no longer any branch
banking, multi-parish branch banking, without a two-thirds vote
of the legislature.

MR. ARNETTE
But-it says this doesn't affect the operation of existing

multi-parish banks. In other words, you're exempting Calcasieu

Marine Bank from this completely.

MR. ROY
No, the continued operation— the continued—as it's now

presently operated.

MR. ARNETTE
So, in other words, they couldn't go into other parishes?

MR. ROY
No. Right.

MR. ARNETTE
Okay, I just want to make this clear for the record.

MR. ROY

Right.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Roy, you inserted the words "foreign or domestic" before

multi-bank holding companies. Is it your intent that the term
"foreign or domestic" also applies to multi-parish branch banking?

MR. ROY

Yes, sir.

MR. TATE
Mr. Roy, just for legislative intent, when you say"except by

favorable vote", you mean by law enacted by favorable vote of

two-thirds?

MR. ROY
Right. Yes, sir. Justice.
Mr. Chairman, if there are no further questions...

MR. BURNS

Mr. Roy, as I told you before, I was very much interested in

that metropolitan banking wording in your previous amendment.
Are you sure that this amendment takes care of that situation?

MR. ROY
Right, Mr. Burns, because, presently, you see a metropolitan

bank can, of course, extend its branches within the confines of
the parish in any event. So when we put that the prohibition is

against multi-parish branch banking, then it doesn't matter what
you call it, it can't go into the other parish. It accomplishes
the same thing; I've checked it out with the staff and what have you,

MR. HAYES
Mr. Roy, I just wanted to clarify some of this information.

I probably tried this this morning, and this question— if I

understand— federal banks can operate in the same territory, if
I'm correct, we're regulating state banks here; is that correct?

MR. ROY

National banks operate in the state pursuant to state law
with respect to branch banking and what have you. Yes, sir.

MR. HAYES
They operate exactly like the state banks. They must abide

by this

MR. ROY
No , no

.

MR. HAYES
Okay. The only thing what I want to bring to your attention..

You wouldn't want to tie one dog, and let the another one run
a loose. What I'm trying to do is say if we put down some
limitations on the state banks, where the national banks can

run wild, I don't think you'll be doing justice to the state
banks. This is what I'm trying to bring out now. I'm not
arguing. . .Have you taken this into consideration?

MR. ROY

I explained that this morning. My judgment is, of course,
that—and I've said that the national banks if they're authorized
to engage in multi-bank practices, I'm certain that our legis-
lature to allow state banks to compete is going to allow it

to do so. The reason I was opposed to Mr. Dennery's amendment
this morning with respect to savings and loans Is because federal
savings and loans do engage in operations in other parishes
within a hundred miles of the principle office. Our state law

permits our state savings and loans to do that to compete equally
with the federal savings and loans.

MR. HAYES
One more question: Do you have the latitude in here for the

state banks to do what the federal banks do?

MR. ROY

By a two-thirds vote of the legislature, yes. But we can't
govern federal, national banks in any event. The Congress de-

termines the method by which national banks will operate In the

states if it chooses. So far, the Congress has said,"We will
abide by the rules of the states in which our national banks
are operating."

MR. HAYES
That's not my answer, but thank you.

MR, LEBLEU
Mr. Roy, the sentence that 1 was Interested in this section

—

and of course that applies only to this new proposed section under

this amendment—my question was going to be: Don't you think you

should have had Amendment No. 2 which, maybe, should have deleted
Section 9?

MR. ROY

Mr. LeBleu, we'll have to come back. ..if we pass this by the

sixty-seven votes, then I have another amendment coming to delete
old Section 9 which we had already adopted. This will then be
the proposal. , .This vill then go in the proposal to be voted on
in the entire matter. This right here.

Are you satisfied that this language is. .

.

MR. LEBLEU
I'm satisfied that this does what I want it to do providing

Section 9 is deleted. But we might adopt this and...

MR. ROY
And then we have to go back and delete the old Section 9

which is the thing that we're trying to correct right here.

MR. LEBLEU
What I'm thinking about Is what happens If we don't delete

Section 9 by another amendment?

MR. ROY
Well, then we've got two sections that are passed that con-

tradict each other. I think if in our wisdom we pass this, then
in our wisdom we're going to do away with the other one.

MR. NL'tJEZ

Mr. Roy, if you just wanted to take care of a situation of

the question that Mr. LeBleu raised, why did you just not add:

"this section does not prohibit the continuing operation of

existing multi-parish banks" to your present provisions rather

than making a new section and going back and delete the old one.

I preferred the language in the old section, myself.

MR. ROY
Well, we had a problem with the question that Mr. Dennery

raised that I felt was legitimate on... to the extent that it

may bother some people that when you said simply "metropolitan

banking", you may have been prohibiting banks in metropolitan

areas rather than the concept which we were trying to prohibit

except by two-thirds vote, which was a metropolitan bank operating

outside of the parish in which it is domiciled. When we then re-

figured it, we just figured that multi-parish branch banking, the

prohibition there, would cover what we tried to do the first time.
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That's the only reason. There was a matter of which way to go,

Sammy, and we Just went this way.

MR. ARNETTE
Chris, I think the problem would be solved a lot better if

you have your last sentence read: "This section does not pro-
hibit the continued operation of existing branches of multi-
parish banks.'' Add branches there; that way that the existing
multi-parish banks could not add additional branches in other

parishes. I think you need to put that word "branches of" in

there.

MR. ROY
I disagree. Then, somebody would say, "Well, the only thing

you're talking about is the branches and not the main bank."

I think this is very clear that it permits the Calcasieu Marine
Bank, which Is the problem that we have here, to continue to

operate as It is presently operating. It's a multi-parish bank;

that's what it is. It's not a....

MR. ARNETTE
Right. And you wouldn't prohibit any of their operations by

this section. In other words they could go into additional branches
in other parishes.

MR. ROY

No, it says"the continued operation of".

MR. ARNETTE
Of existing banks, not of existing branches.

MR. ROY
It can't go Into any other parishes under present law. It...

MR -ARNETTE
As long as that law is changed by a majority of the legislature,

though, they could.

MR. ROY
So , it can ' t

.

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Roy, the part that says... the last sentence that we're

talking about. Would that permit the legislature before the

constitution is passed to give power to do these things that

we're trying now to prohibit?

wonderful four or five lines those whole four hundred and fifty-
three pages that some special interests are interested in having
constltutlonallzed. It is entirely unnecessary; it is statutory
law. It has been told this to Mr, Roy; It has been told to me;
and I agree with the Governor of the State of Louisiana who
feels that this is not constitutional material on the occasion
I had to speak with him some two weeks ago. If you want to
assure what this section says and that is: limitations on
banking, believe me, vote for it because it will limit banking
in the State of Louisiana. Banking like all other major products
and services in the country are changing. It's a dynamic situation.
It's a situation which Is extremely changeable, and it is in-
fluenced by politics, and politicians are influenced by banks

—

a la Baker, a la Lafayette. There are a few other areas in this
state that have been pointed out lately. I'm glad the mayor
here has acknowledged he hasn't had much to do with the Baker
Bank directly, but nonetheless, it is influencing politics.
It is influencing the people of the State of Louisiana, and we
are hand-tying in the constitution some preferred special
Interest operations: namely, multi-bank holding companies which
is not even mentioned—much less in our constitution—not even
mentioned in the statutory law as far as our researchers have
been able to provide me. Furthermore, the multi-parish banking
operation is a very complex situation. There is no reason for
this to be constitutional law. I hope you will vote down this
amendment, and since Mr. Roy has agreed to delete the other
section, I hope you will do so after this one is defeated.
Then, we can go on with progressive banking and a futuristic
constitution which will not lock in certain aspects of banking
that most people here are confused about, are not aware of,
and it will certainly not eliminate small banks. As a matter of
fact, if this passes, I don't see any reason why we couldn't
Institute a section limiting grocery stores, drug stores, in-
surance agencies, insurance companies, department stores, law
firms, and other such multi-parish operations which are cur-
rently in existence and haven't hurt the people of Louisiana
one bit. We, in Lake Charles, had one hospital when I went
there then; now. three. Believe me, the services in these
hospitals have Improved tremendously by virtue of competition.
The small bank will never lose its place in any of the parishes;
I can assure you. There will not be a big Bank of America
that will gobble up all of Louisiana. Believe me, our legis-
lators will not allow it. If you have faith in the legislature,
fine, but don't make this constitutional law when it's strictly
statutory, and then label two-thirds for the legislature to

Buke that decision. I ask that you vote against this section.

MR. ROY

I would think so, Mr. Winchester. I'd think that if the

legislature meets in '74 and allows multi-parish branch banking
that that's it, and 1 always felt that way. I never felt that

if we I always felt that this constitutional mandate, even

without this last sentence, could not have made Illegal what
the legislature would have been allowing before. But in deference

to Mr. Derbes and them, I think that this clearly sets forth

what we tried to do.

MR. WINCHESTER
And then this section would not apply until the constitution

is adopted; is that right? I mean, this last sentence.

MR. ROY
Your hypothetical case: if the legislature in '74, even

with this passed, turns around and makes multi-parish branch

banks, and fifty banks go and do that; and then the constitution
is adopted, then in the future it would take a two-thirds vote

to allow any other bank to do it, but those that would have

been operating under the present law, that would have allowed
it, would still continue to operate as such.

MR. WINCHESTER
Thank you, sir.

Further Discussion

Further Discussion

MK. CONKOY
1 really had wanted to do thi.s just as a question to Dr.

Weiss. 1 had voted agninst the section as it came up originally,
and I still disagree with the concepts. However, I think the
section as rewritten now is a far better thing to have in the
constitution. The convention has spoken tliat it wants this in
the constitution. I don't think that we would have a chance to
go back and correct this section any other way. So, I think
the thing to do is to adopt this particular section, and then
go back and delete t!ic other one, but T don't think we'll get
the votes. Dr. Weiss, to go back and delete the section that
was passed unless we first do adopt this. 'Hia

t
' s my concern

about . .

.

Questions

MRS. ZEIIVIGON

David, when T spoke this morning, 1 said that 1 was voting
against it because I didn ' t understand it. I didn't think it

had been properly researched; I didn't think we'd put enough
thought into it, and it frightened me a little to be doinj'.

something like that. Arc you sure that we've corrected every-
thing now? If we don't allow ourselves time for jihone calls

from home, as we have between this morning and this afternoon,
how are we going to know wc haven't goofed up again?

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, we have a chance to

correct a very serious problem. T think it's quite obvious
now that what ve on the committee, that is, two of us, chose
to debate within the committee should not have come before
this convention, has unfortunately come before the convention
with the statement that was made to me that we need not debate
it in committee; we can debate it on the floor. Now, for two

and a half hours, we've spent time debating the matter which
occupies some four hundred and fifty-three pages of statutory
law in banks and banking. Now, we have crystallized in this

MR. CONROY
Well, Mary, we nay, but I am satisfied that ^he language

that is in this proposed amendment now is far better than what

we've had before because it at least does eliminate some
questions that puzzled some of us; for example, as to what
is metropolitan banking? At least it eliminates that phrase,
for example, and puts it strictly on a basis of multi-parish
branch banking which I think is understandable. 1 still feel

it may be a mistake, but I'm saying this is far better than
what we've done earlier; so 1 think this is a better thing to

have in than what we've got in there right now.
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MRS. ZF.KVICON

But, isn't it also so that we don't know what the Congress
is going to do in the future so we don't know what our com-
petitive position is going to be in the future?

MR. CXJNROY

Well, yes, that's the reason I didn't think anything should
be in the constitution in the first place. As you know I voted
against this, but I think that. ..because it didn't apply to

federal banks, didn't apply to homesteads, and 1 t seemed to

ne to be limiting just to state banks and creating a lack of

competition situation 1 didn't think was appropriate. But

,

I do think, again, that regardless of all that, the proposal
now being made is far better than what we've done, and we should
adopt it.

tIRS. ZERVICON
Isn't it also so that it doesn't prohibit, nor does the present

law prohibit, a person or a partnership from owning banks In

more than one parish?

interpretation that they can . . . .these individual banks that
operate in these five parishes in preference to all the other
parish branch banks can go throughout the sixty-four parishes
of our state and carr on multi-parish branch. .. .banking as

it says now.

MR. HENRY
You've exhausted your time.

[^Previous QuGSt ion ordered , Amendment
adopted : 88-24. Motion to reconsJ der
tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Graham, Jones, and Roy send up amendments at this

time. Now the amendments as the amendments were passed out...

Point of Order

MR. CONROY
That's correct. Some are presently owned by private indi-

viduals in more than one parish.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, we 're protecting the small millionaire from the medium-

sized millionaire, but tlie great big millionaire could go In

and gobble them all up; isn't that correct?

MR. CON ROY

Well, there is at least one who has several banks.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Conroy, 1 was going to.... I think you mentioned this;

I'll put it in a form of a question. Is that, in other words,
what you have here is the opportunity to make it clear that

this does not apply to those banks who now have multi-parish
banks? As we are not rehashing the issue; we are Just simply
deciding; in other words, the alternative is to accept what
we have now or to get this; is that right?

MR. CONROY
That's my understanding. I think this is better than what

we've got right now, clearer as far as what the intent of the

convention has been, even though 1 disagree with that intention.

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Conroy, are you satisfied that the last sentence of

this amendment does prohibit the continued expansion of the

multi-parish bank that we presently have into other parishes?

MR. CONROY
Other than the parishes that's in at the present time?

MR. GRAHAM
Right.

MR. CONROY

That's my understanding, yes. I was not as concerned by

that part as I was by the first sentence.

MR. WEISS
Delegate Conroy, help me answer this question. I agree with

you fully that of the two evils this is the lesser. But, can you

help me answer the question: Do two Throngs make a right?

MR. CONROY
No, but we will wind up. hopefully, only with one, not two.

MR. JONES
Dave, you know this provision provides for an exception for

the parishes of Allen, Calcasieu, Cameron, or Jefferson Davia

insofar as the existence of multi-parish and should be branch

banking? I'm not trying to defeat this amendment; I think I've

got the sense of the convention. But, wouldn't it be better

legally, really, to leave out that last sentence which begins

"This section does not prohibit the continued operation of

existing multi-parish banks"? I think that you.,.. these people

if they are multi-parish banks and they are in existence, they can

go into some other parish— this just makes good sense. You can't

explain away something that's already on the books. If you try

to put it in there, I think you are opening the door for an

m. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, I know that on the vote for Mr. Roy's amendment

undoubtedly it got enough votes, but I do not believe that it was

correctly tabulated. 1 know that Mr. Singletary told ne he did

not vote and it came up green; it seems to me we should have a

roll call vote on that.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Dennery, we kind of find ourselves in a predicament that

the rules don't provide for. I don't think that other vote is

going to affect the overall outcome because this section has to

be adopted: it has to finally be adopted. If a majority of the

delegates desire, we will take a roll call vote, but I think the

net effect is going to be the same, Mr. Dennery.

MR, POYNTER
First of all strike out the first amendment and the Graham,

Jones, Roy amendment. The only change is in the instructions to

maVe it clear that the amendments are in order at any rate.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, strike out Convention Floor

Amendment No. 1 proposed by Mr. Roy adding a new section, between

lines 19 and 20 and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"Section 9. Limitations of Banking
Section 9. No law shall permit multi-bank holding companies

or multi-parish branch banking, unless enacted by two-thirds of

the elected members of each house of the legislature. This

section shall not prohibit multi-parish banks which were lawfully

operating as such prior to January 1, 197^; however, no such

bank may extend its operations to any parish in which it was

not operating prior to said date unless authorized to do so by

a general law enacted by two-thirds of the elected members of

each house."

Explanation

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

was in response to Mr. Jones's questions and Mr. Graham's about

assuring that maybe the Calcasieu Marine Bank, which operates

in some five or six parishes now would not, prior to the law

going into effect, be able to start operating in more parishes

than it presently is; it's just a much more detailed provision

with respect to that; everything else stays the same. I urge

the adoption of it.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
_ ,,

Chris, did you deliberately leave out "domestic and foreign

in the first sentence?

MR. ROY
No, Mr. Dennery. I don't know how it got left out unless they

grabbed one of the others. It should read after permit "foreign or

domestic." I don ' t know how it got left out; I didn't prepare it, but

you're right, Mr. Dennery, that has been adopted all the way

through.

MR. HENRY
Did you want to temporarily withdraw it and resubmit it?

MR. ROY

Temporarily withdraw it and resubmit it with the words
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'foreign or domestic" after the word "permit," and before
the words "multi".

[Amendment wi thdrawn .

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. The section as amended woult* read, the only

change at all in what's been distributed, first of all the

instructions which say: strike out Convention Floor Amendment
No. 1 proposed by Mr. Roy adding a new section between lines 19

and 20, and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"Section 9. Limitations of Banking
Section 9. No law shall permit foreign or domestic multi-

bank holding companies", etc. The rest of the text is exactly the

Explanation

MR. ROY
With that, Mr. Chairman, I move the previous question on it.

I think we have deliberated it all along and since it's going to

take a roll call vote....

MRS. Wi\RREN

Mr. Roy, why did you set the "as prior to January 1, 197A"?
Why it wasn't effective of the date of the passing of the con-
stitution?

MR. ROY

Because, Mrs. Warren, if the banks.... if the one bank that

presently is allowed to have multi-parish branch banking, if it

would, as a result of this, start trying to extend it further

—

which I didn't contemplate at all—we thought it would be unfair
so, we make it as of January 1, 1974, except that the legislature
can allow all of it to be done by a two-thirds vote.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Roy, as I understood Mr. Champagne's question, it related

to the first sentence in your section. The last sentence says that
"however, no such bank may extend its operations to any parish
in which it was not operating", you're not talking about there
that a bank which was not then operating in a. . . .was not then
making loans, for example, in another parish could not make
loans in that parish?

:at. ROY

No. We're talking about it may net extend its branch banking
operations

.

Questions

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Roy, in order to nake it perfectly clear I was asked

by one of the delegates, and I want you to emphasize for the
record that the first sentence, "No law shall permit foreign
or domestic multi-bank holding companies or multi-parish branch
banking, unless enacted by two-thirds" does not mean that one
bank cannot conduct business in another bank from another parish
from a location in this parish; it simply means that this parish,
unless authorized, cannot go into another parish.

MR. ROY
Just bank. unless authorized.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Bank.

MR. ROY
Right; you are absolutely right.

MR. JEN^KINS

Mr. Roy, you may remember when this came up in committee
there was no opportunity for the delegates who served on the
comnittee to discuss this proposal.

MR. ROY
No, I don't remeuber that, Mr. Jenkins.

MR. JENIUNS
Did you know that 1 was not allowed to even speak on the

proposal and that no one else other than you was even allowed
to speak on it: did you know that?

MR. ROY
No. I know that we voted to call the question, which is

a democratic process and you lost out; the question was called
and you stomped out. The next day it was brought up.... rather
the following Monday it was brought up and the people that
you are talking about changed.

MR. HENRY
All right. Now, this is not germane to what we are talking

about here. If you gentlenen have got a problem, we ask that
you go outside and resolve it.

MR. ROY
You're incorrect.

MR. JENTCINS

Mr. Chairman, I don't have any problems. The question that
I'm asking: Don't you think if this were given adequate committee
hearings in advance that we would not be given the problem nou- of
the constant resubmission, withdrawal,and resubmission, and
withdrawal of this proposal?

MR. ROY
Mr. Jenkins, we had conraittee hearings on a Bill of Rights

for six months, and when we got over here, we had a heck of a time
with it, so in answer to your question, no.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I would just like to reiterate

my very strong feelings of this morning which have become even
stronger during this afternoon. We don't know what we are doing.
We don't know the effects of what we are doing. We are pulling
and resubmitting, and pulling and resubmitting, and changing a
little word here and a little word there which may have vast
implications that we don't understand. If we were ascured this
morning that what we were doing was a good thing, and that it was
the present law. Now, we find that we would have abolished a
bank that served five parishes very well or at least forced that
bank to d-vest itself of its branches. I urge you to leave this
to the legislature where it has been handled very well for years
and years; it's not the sort of area we need to get into. I don't
know enough about banking. I haven't had the months to study it that
have all the other areas of our action, and I'm certain the same
is true of many of you. I would like to bring up one more thing.
It's been discussed back in my part of the room but never brought
to this microphone and I really kind of hestitate to do it because
I don't know enough about this either. But, in my part of the
convention hall back there, the question has beer, raised as to whether
some of these people that own bank stocks or sit on bank boards
should really be voting on this. I don't know what the Code of
Ethics says. I know that I'm alright because I don't own bank
stocks and 1 don't sit on a bank board. But, I think maybe

we should look into some of this stuff. It frightens me when
we act so precipitously th«n withdraw and act again as pre-
cipitously. I'm not certain we have it right yet and that's
my reason for voting no. I intend to write a note and stick
it in the Journal. Thank you very much.

Further Oi scussion

MR. WEISS
Fellow delegates, I would only like to point out that the

present section as presented to you is in the present statutory
law of the State of Louisiana with one exception and that is that
it requires a majority of the legislature to make the decision;
this says two-thirds of the elected members. Therefore, I see
no reason for this to be incorporated in our constitution; it
somewhat hamstrings , if anything, the intent of those individuals
to prewnt this by a very peculiar twist that now two-thirds of
the legislature rather than the majority are required to vote
on this. This is statutory law and not constitutional. I ask
you vote against it.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Dr. Weiss, in reading this second clause here in the last

sentence it says "however, no such bank may extend its operations"
now, I believe Mr. Roy said that was intended to mean branch banking
operations; it doesn't say that; does it?

MR. WEISS

No, it doesn't.
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MR. DENNERY
Furthermore, that says that no specific bank may do something

unless authorized to do so by a. general law. How can a specific
bank be authorized by a general law?

MR. WEISS
Well, I asked Mr. Graham that question, I, of course, am

not familiar with the technicalities, but his explanation was

that it would apply through general laws to all banks. So, it

further restricts, as I see, the operation of the state. As

Delegate Jackson pointed out, it's going to make it more difficult

for the banks in this state who are small multi-parish banks to

perform their functions within the realm of the legislature by

requiring a two-third vote. I really don't see the intent of

this particular section; it simply compounds confusion.

Further Di scuss i on

MR. HAYES
Ladies and gentlemen of the convent ion, this is just m«rely

confusion. This amendment simply presupposed that every parish
in this state has equal resources. Some of these parishes don't
have anything but deer and rabbit. You have to extend your lines

sometime across the lines sometime to get people in order to

serve. You can't just stay and hold you at a line that was
established for the wagon and the horseback th*re a long time

ago. So, this is all this amendment is doing is trying to

restrict everybody within some confines here when they should

be permitted to move from one parish to another, if necessary.
So, we can't hold a person with a bank in a parish where you
have no people. Every parish in this State of Kouislann doesn't
have the same identical resources , so I think this is a had

amendment

.

{^Previous Question ordered . Quorum
Call : 95 delegates present and a

quorum . Record vote ordered . Amend-
ment adopted : 77-23. Motion for
the Previous Question on t he Section ."}

{^Previous Quest ion ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 84-24. Motion
to reconsider tabled. Motion to sus-
pend the rules to reconsider the vote

by which old Section 9 was passed
adopted without objection

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Yes, Mr. Chairman I have an amendment.
It simply reads as follows:
(They've not run the distribution copies)
It ' s simply

:

On page 2. delete lines 20 through 2<4, both inclusive, in
their entirety and delete all amendments adopted thereto.

It strikes out old Section 9.

Explanation

MR. ROY
That simply is a procedural amendment to delete old Section 9

so that we can move on to an adoption of the entire proposal.
The old Section 9 that first started all these conments, way

back there. If there are no questions, Mr. Chairman, I move the
previous. .. .well, if there are no more objections

MR. DENNERY
I'm just confused, Mr. Chairman, which is not unusual.

Did the amendment we just adopted amend the old Section 9 at all?

MR. HENRY
No. sir.

Point of Information

MR. WEISS
In voting on this section, has the previous Section 9 already

been deleted so that in the future on this vote is It a vote for

this section alone, or is it a vote to approve or disapprove of
this section which allows the other section to remain in?

MR. HENRY
Well, the vote which will transpire now is on this section.

If we adopt this section, then we will have two, in effect.
Sections 9. I would assume from the tenor of the discussion
this afternoon that someone would propose then to delete old
Section 9 after the proper procedural motions and palaver has
been dispensed with.

MR. WEISS
What happened to this Amendment No. 1? I thought it was

included in Amendment No. 2?

MR. HENRY
The amendment before it was offered, was redravm.

MR. WEISS
Completely?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir.

DENNERY
O.K.

Question

lAmendmen t adopted wi thout objection

.

Previous Question ordered on the Pro-
posal. Proposal passed: 81-26.
Mo tion to take up other orders
adopted without objection.^

Personal Privilege

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I have not been aggrieved,

but 1 thought you would be interested in this information. Saving
except a few minor provisions which have been adopted by this
convention, and a very few, I thought you would be interested to
know that as of this time that in the 1921 Constitution, or the
constitution we're living under day, there were approximately 240,968
words—that's up to what we're dealing with at this time—and
what we have adopted thus far in the proposed constitution is
the substantial and enlightening figure of 28,107 words which
is a reduction of over eighty-eight percent in words.

[Adjournment to 9:00 o* clock a.m.,
Saturday, January 5, 1974.^
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Saturday, January 5, 19 7A

ROLL CALL

[_69 delegates present and a quorum.]

PRAYER

MR. BURNS
Our Heavenly Father, we thank Thee for seeing us through

this week safely. Ue would ask this morning for Thy continued

guidance and direction In all that we do here in this convention.

We do this with the full confidence that whatever we do in Thy

name, and according to Thy will that our labors will not be in

vain. We ask all these things, and offer this prayer in the name

of our Savior, Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

[Motion to call Committee Proposal
Wo. 36 from its regular order adopted
without objection .^

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Conmittee Proposal No. 36 as introduced by Delegate Alphonse

Jackson, Chairman on behalf of the Conmittee on the Bill of Rights

and Elections, a substitute from Committee Proposal No. 24 by the

same gentleman on behalf of the Committee, a proposal relative to

constitutional revision.

Mr. Jenkins, did you want some general remarks before I read

the first section?

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, because this convention has spent more than

a year in preparation and work on this new constitution, I think

that it there is any article that we ought to be particularly
capable of dealing with and infonsed on, it should be the article

on constitutional revision. I think the philosophy of the

committee in submitting this proposal to you is not that we are

submitting something that we are married to, or that we are

defensive about; but something that we have worked on and think

would be an improvement over the present law, and which we'd
like your help and suggestions on.

As you recall, there are several means of altering or

revising a constitution. It can be by amendments initiated In

the legislature. Usually this requires a two-thirds vote of the

legislature, and submission to the people.
Sometimes, constitutional reform comes about because of a

constitutional revision coninissiou. Generally, such a commission

initiates a proposal which is sent to the legislature, and then

acted upon just as though it were a constitutional amendment.

This, of course, occurred several years ago in Louisiana, and

is occurring today in the state of Texas.

The third major means of altering a constitution is by

a constitutional convention. Constitutional conventions are
of different types, of course. Some are limited in their authority;
some are unlimited. The limited conventions can propose only
certain amendments ,or changes in certain fields of endeavor. An
unlimited convention, like our own, can propose en entire new
constitution. Constitutional conventions can be sovereign or
not sovereign. You will recall that the 1921 Constitution was
a sovereign convention which meant that it did not have to submit
Its work to the people for their ratification whereas our convention
is not a sovereign convention. We must submit our work to the
people for their approval. Also, conventions can be initiated
either by the legislature, or directly by the people.

Now, let me. If I may, talk a little bit about this proposal.
You'll see that Section 1 of this proposal is essentially the same

as our present law. You look in our present constitution.
Article XXI, you'll see that one means for revising or alter-
ing the 1921 Constitution is provided, and that is by amendments.
No method or means, or procedure is established for calling a

constitutional convention. That, undoubtedly, is a weakness

In our present constitution because there was no Kulde, there was

no formula, there were no procedures established frr the calling

of this convention. We stand, in fact, perhaps, in something of

legal limbo because we are dependent on court decisions in the

past to legitimate our existence, rather than constitutional

authority contained in the 1921 Constitution, which would give

us a logical train of legal connections creating us. If you

look at Section 1, you'll see that what we have done, if you compare

it to the old constitution, is to shorten that section substantially,

and to make, probably, only two real changes in it of any magnitude.

The first change in Section 1 is the change providing that

notice of Intention of a legislator to introduce a constitutional

amendment, has to be published in the official journal of the

state before the beginning of the session, the fact that he

intends to introduce an amendment , and what the nature of that

amendment would be. The reason that this is included is because

we feel that there must be some effort to screen, or limit, the

number of amendments that are offered. But, none of the proposals

for doing that seem to be appropriate other than this one; a

strict limitation on the number of amendments seems unworkable

because no one, yet, has devised a system for logically deciding

which amendments would appear on the ballot, and which would not.

Also, the plans that have been tried in other places for certain

screening committees in the legislature, saying what can be on

the ballot, and what can't, seen to create small tyrannies there,

limiting and frustrating the will of the legislature. So, what

we've provided in Section 1 is a means whereby we screen proposed

amendments by requiring prior thought before they are introduced,

so that a legislator has to think at least ten days in advance of

the session, before he introduces something. We do this now for

local bills; we do it for retirement bills. It has worked well

in those areas. If publication is important enough in those areas,

certainly it's important enough for constitutional amendments.

The only other major change in Section 1 would be the fact

that the present constitution provides that you can only amend

one article at a time In a given amendment. We provide that you

can change more than one article so long as an amendment is

confined to one object.
Section 4 of this proposal is also the same as the present

law. Sections 2 and 3 are new. We'll talk about those more as

we go along. But, those provide, in Section 2, a means whereby

a convention could be called by the legislature, just as this one

was called. In Section 3, a means whereby the people have an

opportunity to call a convention from time to time. This is a

trend which is being adopted In most of the new constitutions

being considered around the country. It is a means for providing

a frustration factor so that long periods of time will not be

allowed to pass, caused by legislative inaction which might

prevent people from calling a constitutional convention.

So, with those introductory remarks, I'd like to move that

we go on and consider Section 1.

Questions

MR. DENNIS
Woody, did your committee consider any other methods for

slowing down, or making more difficult, the amendment process

such as the manner in which some states require passage twice

by the legislature; by a three-fourths vote; or even require

a majority of those voting in an election, instead of voting on

the particular amendment? If you did consider these, I'd like

to get the thinking of you and the committee as why you did not

Incorporate some of these ideas into the proposal.

MR. JENKINS
They were we did consider both of these things quite

thoroughly. Judge. The first proposal, and we considered this

both in the form of amendments to the text of this proposal, and

in the form of delegate proposals. The first Idea that you

mentioned being the requirement that, say, two sessions of the

legislature will have to consider a constitutional amendment.

We believe, really, that that first would lead to not more detailed

consideration of constitutional proposals, but less, for this

reason. We felt that the first time a constitutional amendment

came before the legislature, the legislature in all likelihood would

take the attitude, "Well, we've got to consider this again next

year, anyway, so let's go ahead and pass it this year, and we'll

let discussion begin on it. Then we'll consider it next, year."

So, we felt that the first passage would probably be a formality

which would occur automatically without much consideration or

discussion. Then, by the time the second year came around, one

of two things might happen; either the legislature would say,

"Well, we passed it last year. So, it only follows logically

that since we all voted for it last year, we need to vote again

for it this year." That's one possibility so that it would

receive little consideration.. The second possibility is that

if it does consider. .. .get consideration during that one year,
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changes and alterations would have Co be made In it. But, the
only thing is, if a constitutional amendment Is passed in one
form the first year, and in an amended form the second year, then
it is no longer the same proposal exactly. The only real safe-
guard against having.... in favor of the idea of having two
successive legislatures consider a proposal is, that the exact
same proposal be passed twice. Otherwise, if amendments are
allowed, the whole nature of the proposal can be changed or
reversed substantially. So, it just seems reasonable that the
best thing to do is first to do what we've already done; establish
a constitution which is brief, which is flexible, so that a large
number of amendments are not needed; so that every time the
legislature wants to accomplish a certain end, it doesn't have
to go to the people. It can do it itself.

The second thing is to require that before a legislator
introduces a proposal, that he gives notice of his intention
to do so in advance so that he has thought It out, so that it is
not a last minute proposition that he introduces the day, the
final date for introducing proposals. You know this happens so
often.

Then, the third thing will be for the legislature, because
of the constitutional revision process we've gone over for the
past year, to realize more and more that they have a responsibility
to put on the ballot only those things that are absolutely
necessary. Now, that's the reason that we did not consider, and
we did not Include the we did consider, but did not include
the concept of two successive years passage for constitutional
amendments. We recognize, however, that there are some good
arguments in favor of that. If It could be made workable,
certainly it's worthy of some further consideration, perhaps.

The second proposal is that the people of the state be
required, when they vote on an amendment, to vote for it in
a majority of the total electors in the state rather than the
requirement that a majority of those voting on the amendment
pass It. Frankly, that seems completely illogical. For the
first place, a small number of voters participate in the amend-
ment process. We don't think.... 1 don't think, that that's
necessarily bad, because I think that those who are not
participating are generally not informed; that the more we
require they participate without some knowledge of it, the less

informed judgment they'll make.
The next thing is, if we require that a majority of the

total voters approved a proposition, we'd probably never have
anything adopted at all; some things that might be fundamental,
and they are drastically needed in the state.

The next thing Is that elections, historically, by the
people, are always decided by a majority of those voting on the
proposition—majority rule. It certainly seems reasonable that
even if only twenty percent of the voters vote on a proposition,
if eleven percent vote for It, and nine percent vote against it,
that is pretty indicative of the general sentiment of the public.
The public, probably, could be divided that same way. You'd find
that fifty-five percent are for it, and forty-five percent are
against it. It's caused a great deal of frustration in some states
where you'd seen maybe one-third of the people, or one-fourth, or
one-tenth of the people able to stop a constitutional amendment
that would really be needed. So, that's the reason that that
wasn't Included.

Another consideration is that the reason we've had so many
amendments has been the fact, generally, that they've been needed
because of the length of our constitution, and the complexity of
It. The problem has been in the last few years, passing those
amendments. The last thing we need to do is make it more difficult
to pass amendments. The thing that we need to make it easier

—

that we need to somehow do. Is to screen amendments to make it

less necessary to have amendments. But, when amendments are
proposed, not to make it more difficult to pass them at the polls.
So, those are the reasons that we did not include in the proposal
those two concepts.

MR. AVANT
All right. Now. But, on this other deal, if two-thirds

of the elected members of each house of the legislature place
the proposition on the ballot at some other time, not this ten-
year proposition, then, the only proposition, as I understand
It, would be whether there will be—whether there will be a
convention, and the manner in which that convention will be
constituted does not have to appear on the ballot. Is that
correct?

MR. JENKINS
I think the way that the section is worded now, that is

correct. Jack.

MR. AVANT
If the legislature puts the proposition on the ballot, and

they didn't specify, which they would not be required to do, how
the convention would be constituted, and the people voted to
have the convention, then the legislature could set that
convention up any way they saw fit by simple majority vote.
Is that correct?

MR. JENKINS
I believe that's correct. Jack. That's right.
For that reason, let me say this. Jack, that in the coninlttee

originally, I had Inserted In the committee, language in Section 2
just as that in Section 3; that it would have to be a hundred and
five elected from the representative districts, and no more than,
I think we had fifteen appointed by the governor. However, at
the last committee meeting, the committee saw fit to take that
out. I objected to that. But, that was the committee decision.
I will have an amendment, when it comes to Section 2, on my own
behalf, to require that when the legislature submits the question
of whether to call a convention to the people, that it specify
the composition, term, and duration of the convention. But, that's
not the committee position.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Jenkins, I haven't had too many questions asked me by

my constituents about this convention. But, do you realize I've
had more people express their concern about what steps we are
going to take to make it harder in the event that this constitution
is adopted, to have a repetition of the same thing to be set in

motion again to where we'll still have a flood.... a barrage. .. .of

amendments? That is really their concern. So, with that In mind,
I would suggest that we do everything possible in this article to

prevent such a situation occurring. Do you not think that this
action that we are going to take now Is going to have a great
voter appeal? .... that you could convince the voters that this
same situation is not going to happen again?

MR. JENKINS
I think you're right, Mr. Burns. I think that I think

that when we do this, we have to do only things that make sense.
I think that this proposal as we've written it does make sense,
and that at first we have a constitution that is pretty basic in
nature, and you won't be required to have a lot of amendments.

Second, we've said here that because of the publication
of notice, that you won't have these last minute filings in the

legislature, on the last day to Introduce legislation, which
we've had so many of in the past. I think those things will be

the major safeguards.

MR. STINSON
Woody, with reference to the introduction and passage on

two consecutive sessions, isn't there a possibility, as you
mentioned briefly, that the second session of the

legislature they could almost entirely amend it into a new

constitutional amendment. Now, if that was done, which could
be done with a majority vote, couldn't it?—amendments.

MR. AVANT
Woody, I've got a question about Section 2 and Section 3.

I'll get the three first because I think I understand it.
That is, every tenth year, at the Congressional election,

there will be a proposition on the ballot to whether or not
there will be a convention. If the people vote that there will
be a convention, then the convention will consist of delegates
elected from the representative districts. Just like this
convention, and then the legislature may provide for not more
than twenty-seven appointed delegates.

Now, am I correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct, sir.

MR, JENKINS
Yes, sir.

MR. STINSON
If it was completely changed in the second session, and

the constitutional requirement is that these subject matters be

passed in two consecutive. .. .isn't the question wbether It would

....be constitutional or not, if it was actually the new substance
would only have been passed In one session? Isn't that right?

There's a possibility?

MR. JENKINS
I think. .. .that 's right. Ford. That creates a problem.

I don't know whether It's Insurmountable or not. But, that is

one of the problems created.
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Well, anyway, we're going to have delegates on the

connittee discuss the Individual sect ions In more detail. So,

if I may, I'll let them go on with the beginning of Section 1.

MR. ABRAHAM
Woody, Mr. Avant asked the question that 1 had, dealing with

the makeup of the convention as far as Section 2 and Section 3 Is

concerned. If I understand your answer correctly, it was deliber-

ately intended by the committee not to have the makeup of the

convention the same in both Section 2 and 3. Is that correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

MR. ABRAHAM
If so, what was the thinking as to why they should not be the

MR. JENKINS
It*s difficult for me to explain because that was not my

position— perhaps some other menbers of the committee may be able

to explain that—but I think that they felt it ought to be left to

the legislature and that maybe, particularly, a large convention

such as this is not the best way to write a constitution. I think

what may have been their main concern was the fact that maybe we

have been too large and cuftbersome, and the legislature ought to

have discretion to make whatever sort of convention they might like

to have.

MR. ABRAHAM
Would not the same reasoning apply to Section 3 then?

understand why

I don't

MR. JENKINS
No. There is a distinction. The reason the committee—and

we did all of these things by narrow votes—but the reason the

comittee included the number in Section 3, and not in Section 2,

is this: Section 3, we think, provides a method to alleviate

frustration on the part of the people, to give them a way to

control their own destiny. The only way we could do that is to

mandate that you have to have the vast majority of the delegates,

at any convention called by the people, chosen by the people. We

were thinking, in particular: Think of the years when we did not

have the one man-one vote principle in this state. The legislature

was required to reapportion itself periodically, but did not

—

certainly not on a population basis—and there was no way, under

the law, that really a majority of the people could always control

their destiny, because the one man-one vote principle was not being

adhered to. This Section 3 provides a means whereby the people,

periodically— if they want to—can say: We want a convention that

alters some basic things, and we want our elected people to be there.

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 1. Amendments
Section 1. (A) An amendment to this constitution may be

proposed by joint resolution at any session of the legislature,

provided that notice of intention to introduce any such joint

resolution and a summary thereof shall have been published in

the official journal of the state at least ten days before the

beginning of the session. If two-thirds of the members elected

to each house concur in the resolution...."

Vice Chairman Roy in the Chair

[_Moti on to waive reading of the Secti on
adopted wi thout objection .

]

Explanation

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, Section 1 of this article is composed of

three parts. We'd ask that you would give full consideration

to each part because we believe that this is a very important

consideration that will enable us to round out a very good

document for the people of this state. Now, the new section

is not different in a lot of respects from the present constitution.

There are some things that we'd like to point out that we believe

to be improvements. First of all, in part (A) of this section,

there is a requiranent that ten days before the legislative session

that the proposed constitutional amendment, or the joint resolution

that will be introduced, will be published in the official journal

ten days prior to the session. Some individuals have said. Well,

why do you want to do this?" Well, we think that this will require

members of the legislature to think about the subject and to research

the subject, and not to introduce constitutional amendments without
giving full consideration to their import. We also believe that this

will require that the constitutional amendments that are proposed by

way of joint resolutions will be based on need. We believe that

this will, in itself, reduce the number of constitutional amendments
that will be introduced. We believe that this is a vast improvement

over what is presently the practice in this state, by way of amending

the constitution. We also would like to point out that we believe,

since we have dealt with local government in the manner in which we

have, that we will not have as many constitutional amendments as we

have had in the past. We think that the considerations that we have

before you make sense; that they present to you an orderly procedure

in which to amend the constitution. We believe that the parts com-

posing this section will enable us to update our constitution

when it's necessary, but will prevent the proliferation of a large

number of constitutional amendments.

Mr. Chairman, with those remarks, I would yield to questions,

and I know that there are several amendments.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
The first set of amendments, then, is sent up by Delegates

Bergeron and Asseff—a set of three amendments.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 15, after the word "any"

add the word "regular" and on line 19, after the word "if" Insert

the following: ",during the session and the next succeeding regular

session,"
Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 26, after the word and

punctuation "electorate." insert the following: "In emergency

situations, an amendment may be proposed by joint resolution at

a single session of the legislature pursuant to the above pro-

cedures if three-fourths of the members elected to each house

concur in the resolution."
Amendment No. 3. On page 1, at the beginning of line 23,

insert the words "an explanation of",

Explanati on

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I'd like to just

take a mtMaent right now and extend my congratulations to each and

every one of us who are delegates to the Constitutional Convention.

Today marks the one-year anniversary that we've been delegates.

We've been sworn in, one year. January 5, 1973, we were sworn in

as delegates, and this marks a one-year anniversary. I'd also like

to say that I think we've worked very hard, and I hope our efforts
will be rewarded.

Now, what I'm essentially proposing by my amendment is to pro-

vide for two successive terms before an amendment is presented to

the people. Now, let me explain the procedure that would occur.

First of all, the amendment would be introduced at any regular

session of the legislature. It would be voted on and, if passed

by two-thirds of both houses, it would lay over for one year. It

would then come back the following session, be voted on again, and,

if passed again by two-thirds of both houses, will be presented to

the people. You know, the biggest qualm I've heard— from going to

public information meetings— is that the people do not want to go

to the polls, time and time again, and vote on constitutional amend-

ments. Well, that's why they elected us. That's why they elected
representatives and senators— that's their job; that's their job.

They don't want to be bothered, so to speak; they don't want to

have to go to the polls and vote on thirty, forty, and fifty consti-
tutional amendments at a time. You know, we've been here one year

today, and it's been the most enjoyable experience of ray life; but

I think each and every one of you will agree with me that we don't

want to be here ten years from now doing the same thing we're doing

now. Our present constitution was adopted in 1921. Well, since

1921, we've had five hundred and thirty-six amendments adopted by

the people. Let me just give you a few statistics. Since 1962,

the people of Louisiana have gone to the voting polls and voted on

two hundred and eighty proposed constitutional amendments— two

hundred and eighty, in an eleven-year period. Since 1968, which
is five years, they have gone to the polls and voted on one hundred
and forty-one constitutional amendments. Now, you might say, "Why

do you want this amendment to lay over for a year?" What's the main

reason? Well, I'll tell you the main reason. I do not feel that

the voters of the state have adequate time to really know what
they're voting on, under our present system. Sure, it's put in the

official journal of the state. The people get to read the proposed
constitutional amendment. It's not expressed in laymen's terms.

We have the most wonderful system of government in this country,

the democratic process, the democratic process. That's the way we

run our government. Everyone has a voice in our government—from
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the working man to the richest man. But, I feel, in order for

our government to work well, to work smoothly, the voters of the

state have to be informed as to what they're voting on. How can
someone vote intelligently if they don't know what's before them?

So, consequently, you go into the voting poll, you see forty consti-

tutional amendments; the people try to read them right there; they

get flustered and then vote no on every amendment. This one-year

period would provide for the amendment to be discussed at civic

organizations. Representatives can get together with their consti-

tuents, speak at meetings. PAR can send out literature. The

League of Women Voters can send out literature and explain to the

people what the constitutional amendment will be—what will they

be voting on. After this year period is over, the representatives
and senators go back to the houses; if they have a consensus from

their constituents that they do not particularly care for this

constitutional change, well, they'll simply vote no the second go-

round. You won't gain your two-thirds vote. Therefore, the people

won't have to go to the voting polls and vote on it. My amendment

also provides. .. .1 might just mention that this is not a new concept.
There are sixteen other states in the United States which employ
one form or another of this concept, which requires for a year
interim period before the amendment is presented to the people.
I've also provided that, in emergency situations—some people say,
well, what happens if we need an amendment presented to the people
right now; it's a state emergency; we have to have it— I provide
for a three-fourths vote. If indeed it is an emergency situation,
I don't believe that the house or senate would stop the amendment
from going to the people. If you'll notice, my third amendment
also provides for an explanation—not just printing the proposed
amendment—an explanation of what the changes will do, in layman's
terms, in layman's terms, so everyone will know how that amendment
will affect you. You know, the legislature has, at some times, been
called emotional on certain issues. I feel that this interim period
of one year will help to solve that problem. I feel that the legis-
lators can go home and talk to their people because, if they don't,
what are they here for? They represent the views of their consti-
tuents. They act as a mirror to the people they represent. So, I

feel, to accurately know what the people want, how they feel on
constitutional amendments, this is the best method to obtain the
goal. You know, it was said up here earlier that, if an amendment
is passed in the first session, laid over for a year, the represen-
tatives and senators can come back and completely change the nature
of the constitutional amendment. That is not so; that is not so.
They may come back and make technical changes, but they cannot
substantially change the amendment. Otherwise, it would be a com-
pletely different amendment. Well. 0. K. , what if it's adopted the
first time by two-thirds vote, it lays over for a year, they come
back, and they realize that the people want a change, and they don't
want to let this thing lay over another year? Well, if they realize
that, and that's the views of the people, I feel that they will be
able to obtain a three-fourths vote; then, it can be presented to
the people that year. I daresay that we have tried our hardest
and we have tried our best here at the convention. We all realize
that there has to be some form of amending the constitution. It
has to be a good form for needed change, but I do say— I do say

—

that we have to guarantee the citizens of this state, no matter
how perfect a document we have, that we will not be in the same boat we're
in now; that they will not have to come back to the polls, time
and time again, and vote on constitutional changes. I feel that's
our—my objective and the other gentlemen who offer amendments to
this section— I feel that it's an objective of each and every one
of us. We have to write in some guarantee that in twenty or thirty
years we will not be back here at the Constitutional Convention
writing another constitution, because our document which we've....

[i?uies Suspended to al low additional
t i me .

J

Explanation continued
MR. BERGERON

Thank you for giving me a little more time. I won't use up
the whole five minutes for my explanation; I'll yield to questions.
But, you know, you have to look at why we're here now and under-
stand it. We're here because so many constitutional amendments
have been added to our constitution—so many changes. They were
necessary; yes, they were necessary, but so many proposed consti-
tutional amendments were not necessary. That is the problem. How
do we stop the problem? I daresay that this would be the best
method of solving the problem. I'll yield to any questions at this
time.

Questi ons

Phillip, I'm starting off with Amendment No. 3, when you
rt "an explanation of" the proposed amendment. Now, it's

your intent—isn't it?— to have the amendment and the explanation
published. Isn't that right?

MR. BERGERON
My intent is to have the amendment and an explanation published

so that everyone in the state will be able to read, in layman's
terms, what that amendment and change will be.

MR. DUVAL
The way it reads, however—and maybe I'm incorrect; I'm just

trying to piece it together— it apparently only requires an explana-
tion of the amendment to be put in, rather than the full amendment,
and I don't think you wanted that. I may be mistaken, but that's
the way it apparently reads. I think, certainly, the full amend-
ment should be published.

MR. BERGERON
I agree with you, Stan; I think it should be published. I don't

know if you agree with me or not; I feel that an explanation is
definitely needed.

MR. DUVAL
Right, but the way your amendment reads, you won't have the

full amendment published; you'd just have an explanation, and I'm
wondering who's going to prepare the explanation. I'd like to see
the whole amendment. The way your amendment reads, you just have
an explanation without the amendment.

MR. BERGERON
0. K., Stan, if this amendment's passed, if you 'd like to

offer an amendment, I'd be happy to endorse it with you.

MR. DUVAL

All right. One other thing I wanted to ask you, Phillip, is

the emergency provision that could apply to special session or
a regular session; is that correct?

MR. BERGERON
Right. You're correct. No. Excuse me, Stan; I'm sorry. An

emergency— the three-fourths vote can be required at any regular
session.

MR. DU'VAL

Well, that's not what it says, I think; that's not what the
amendment says

.

MR. BERGERON
"If, during the session and the next succeeding regular

MR. DUVAL
No, no, I'm asking about your emergency provision, your

three-fourths emergency provision.

MR. BERGERON
The emergency provision simply requires that. If legislation

is needed, it will be obtained—the constitutional amendment will
be passed to the people—by a three-fourths vote.

MR. DUVAL
And that could apply, I'm asking you at a special session,

the emergency provision could be passed; is that correct? "At any
single session of the legislature," as I recall it.

MR, BERGERON
Yes, you're correct— "any single session "

MR. DUVAL
0. K. What is your intent. .. .What is an emergency? Do you

intend for the legislature to define it?

MR. BERGERON
Well, Stan, that's not up to me to decide. If the representa-

tives and senators can get three-fourths vote to pass an amendment,
I'm sure it's an emergency.

MR. DUVAL
That's sufficient for you? 0. K.

Further Discussion
MR. A. JACKSON

Mr. Vice-chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

rise in opposition to these amendments. Uliile X certainly recog-
nize that this is a very complex question, and I'm sure that there
are serious questions in the minds of all of us, I do not believe
that this amendment will correct nor improve upon the work of the
committee. I say so for the following reasons: First of all.
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who will stand up in the halls of che legislature and declare that

their resolution is not an anergency? If somebody wants a joint

resolution passed, they're going to say that it's an emergency.

So, we get ourselves into a very difficult situation— if we're

trying to limit the number of constitutional amendments—when we

say that "in an emergency situation." Oh, I can think of many

reasons to set forth to declare that a resolution would constitute

an emergency and, therefore, the constitution ought to be revised.

Now, we provide for this by simply saying that you can propose a

joint resolution at any session—which means that, if the executive

branch of this government decides that we have an emergency, and we

believe that the executive branch would be in a better position to

know whether we had a real emergency, that he could then call the

legislature into extraordinary session, and such a joint resolution
could be proposed. We believe, then, that we would be dealing with
emergencies and we would not have a proliferation of joint resolutions

being introduced. Now, the author of this amendment suggested that

we ought to have resolutions passed on two occasions at two sessions

of the legislature. He suggested that this was being done in many
states. I would suggest that this is correct; but, when you look
at the states in which this is required, you will find that they
have short, very basic documents—much shorter than even our pro-
posed new constitution. Therefore, they do not have to deal with
the changes, and they have the flexibility. As someone has suggested,
if you've really got a basic constitution with flexibility and that
allows for creativity, you will not have a large number of consti-
tutional amendments. I would suggest to us that, even with the
vast improvement that we have, that there will possibly be some
need for constitutional amendments. Now, he says that another
reason for requiring that we pass it at two succeeding regular
sessions is the fact that people will have a chance to study it.

Well, if you'll look at the committee's proposal, you will see that
we have required that the constitutional amendment would be published
in the official journal ten days prior to the regular session. If

we adopt this new constitution, that would mean that you will have
a minimum of five to six months to consider a proposed constitutional
amendment. We believe that that's sufficient time because, if you
have two years, people are going to forget about the fact that such
a constitutional amendment is being offered, and they're not going
to study it because they know it has to pass the legislature again.
They're not going to give attention to it until the election is

almost approaching us, so we do not believe that that is going to

allow for any more study than what we have proposed. Therefore, we
would ask that you would reject this amendment because we believe
that we have presented an orderly fashion for amending the consti-
tution.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Bergeron has an idea worthy of

consideration because of the fact that it would allow more con-

sideration than we've had in the past of these proposed amendments.

The question I raise is whether or not, by the nature of our work

here in reducing the size of the constitution and making it more

flexible, we would have already accomplished the first step in

meeting that objection and, by secondly providing that a legislator

has to know in advance of the session what proposed amendment he's

going to introduce, whether that will lead—because of our longer

sessions— to more consideration of these proposals. Definitely,

you have a problem when you require that exactly the same thing

be passed in two sessions, because the benefit of allowing the

delay would be to allow public discussion of the issue; but, if

in the second session you're not allowed to amend the proposal

introduced in the first session, then the public discussion of

the issue may not be of value to you. For instance, suppose you

had a proposal to set up two boards for higher education—one

with board of elementary and secondary education and one for

board of regents—and you proposed in your first amendment that

both boards would be elective. Then, public discussion during

the year indicated that the first board ought to be elective

and the second one appointive. Well, you couldn't make that

change during the second session and, thus, you would not have

benefited from the public discussion. Now, maybe a system could

be worked out to allow changes like that. I don't know that it's

in the proper form right now to do that, though. So, for that

reason, I think there's merit, but perhaps what the committee
has come up with, with the notice, etc., would be more workable.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Questions

HR. BERGERON
Woody, you do realize that technical changes can be made in

the second session, and, if there is a consensus by the people of

the state that they want the amendment changed in some way, you do
realize that it can be changed by a three-fourths vote of the

legislature—that amendment—on the second reading.

MR. JENKINS
I'm not aware of how your amendment would allow the technical

changes. Maybe you could explain that in your close. To me, it

appears that it says that the joint resolution and that would have
to be passed in two consecutive sessions an4 if it has been changed,

it's not the same joint resolution. Maybe you could explain that

in your close a little bit.

MR. BERGERON
0. K. Well, let me just ask you this last question. If

there are needed changes in the amendment, which Is passed the first
time, it can be obtained bj^ a three-fourth vote of both houses.

MR. JENKINS
Well, you see, that's true, if it's an emergency. The only

thing is that two-thirds and three-fourths vote doesn't seem to me
to be the distinction because, if you look at proposals that are
constitutional amendments, either they are controversial and there
is a close vote, or they pass ninety to two, or something like that.

I don't see that changing from two-thirds to three-fourths is really
a significant change. If you'd have, maybe, a higher percentage, I

could see maybe it would be.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Woody, we've cut out of this proposed constitution a lot

of the things that used to generate amendments. .. .necessary

amendments—judicial, districts, and a lot of the very special

local things. Isn't that correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct, Mary. In fact, if you would take a list of

the last time we had the sixty amendments on the ballot, you'll see

that almost all of those were necessary to accomplish the legal

end in view. The legislature could not have done them by

mere statute*. Those things won't be necessary under the new

constitution. I certainly hope and trust the legislature will

be responsible enough not to propose things that aren't legally

necessary to the end wanted to be accomplished.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But supposing the legislature should goof up ever so often,

then the main responsibility lies with the people to vote no on

anything that isn't really necessary for an amendment to the

constitution. Isn't that correct?

MR. JENKINS
Well, that's true.

MRS. ZERVIGON
And, the literature analyzing the amendments by the Public

Affairs Research, by the various newspapers, and that sort of

thing always specifies whether it's an addition to the constitution

which doesn't really need to be there as an amendment or whether

it's a change in the present constitution which does need to be

there by amendment; isn't that so?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, perhaps, the people just need to be good citizens and

that's the point of this whole new constitution is that the people

are going to really need to pay attention to their citizenship

obligations; isn't that correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct. Oh, another thing about Phil's proposal,

despite some of the good things about it is, in the legislature,

you know, legislators being political animals, don' t like to vote

against one another's proposals. I think you'll have a situation

where the first time this joint resolution comes up. everyone will

hate to vote against it because any time something doesn't have

legal effect, you don't want to vote against someone's proposition.

I think that would cause a lot of things to be passed that first

time that maybe shouldn't be.

HR. PUGH
Mr. Jenkins, under the terms of this amendment, is it not

highly possible that you could have an amendment proposed in the

fourth year of one legislature; then, it would have to be proposed
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in the first year of £. brand new entirely separate body and,
therefore you wouldn't even necessarily have the same people
considering the proposed amendment?

MR. JENKINS
Well, that's true. You know in fairness to Phil's proposal,

though, this is done in some other states and perhaps there's a
way to work this out. Bob. It's not clear to me, though, and
it seems like there' re some difficulties to It.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Since you have, if this proposal were to pass, a

constitutional requirement that it be submitted in two successive
terms of the legislature. If the second session was to materially
alter it and then it was proposed as a constitutional amendment,
you might be doing something that's unconstitutional because you
wouldn't be putting it up twice. So, in other words, you might
have to go the third time around before the legislature.

MR. JENKINS
I think that's the way I read it*, now I might be wrong,

Walter. The courts possibly would not interpret it that way
if there were just technical changes, but it seems to me that's
what it says—that it has to be the same resolution and if one
word is different

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I disagree with Delegate Jenkins

and I shall attempt to answer his question. I am interested
in a short document which has basic provisions. The proposed
constitution will be short, but so was the 1921 Constitution,
as adopted. Though I may not agree with what is in the proposal,
I do think we should try to keep it short. By a three-fourths
vote of the elected members it may be submitted at one session
or changed in any manner that the legislature deems necessary.
In my opinion, one of the principal problems in Louisiana is
the large number of proposed amendments that are submitted to
the voters. Eight hundred and two amendments have been submitted
since 1922. Look at the 1921 Constitution as it was adopted, '21,
you will see that it's about the same size as the one that we will
submit. Only about twenty-six percent of the registered voters
vote on the amendment. The people simply cannot and will not
consider fifty-five amendments at one election; they become
confused and defeat them all, including the good ones. I am not
sure that anything will reduce the number of proposed amendments
except a limit on the number, which may be unrealistic or result
in logrolling. Most amendments, whether you like it or not,
are proposed routinely. I've watched the legislature for many
years. The argjiment is this: let the people decide. But, the
people don't want to decide. They expect the legislature to
consider proposals thoroughly and submit only the necessary and
Important ones. Now, do remember this argument, this point:
Many amendments are proposed, not because they are needed to get
around a constitutional prohibition now, remember that—but
rather to give constitutional status to a popular fad or concept
of the hour in order to protect it against a change by a future
legislature. So, regardless of what we do, we are not going to
change that. The legislature has tied its own hands—go back
and look at the amendments—and apparently the legislature doesn't
trust itself; rarely are amendments considered on their merits;
I've rarely seen them. It always is, "'Let the people decide." The
purpose of this proposal is simply to cause the legislature to
reconsider the proposed amendments before submitting them and
thus result in probably better thought-out amendments. Do bear
in mind that by a three-fourths vote you may submit it at one
session, so if they've made an error in the original proposal
it may be corrected in one session by a three-fourths vote.
If you know the legislature at all, you know that if it's an
emergency or important .... the legislature, you will get the
three-fourths vote and that is the only purpose of the amendment.
Something must be done, otherwise good amendments are going to
be defeated. Please don't tell me that because we have included
certain provisions in the constitution, they won't be necessary.
I'll let you in on a secret, the amendments weren't necessary
under the '21 Constitution but eight hundred and two were
submitted and over five hundred adopted. So, please do remember
that.

Are there any questions? I do urge you to adopt the amendment
and at least give a fighting chance to reducing the burden placed
upon the voters who don't want to consider them. Twenty-six
percent of the registered voters consider them, that speaks
for itself.

Questions

MR. STOVALL >

Dr. Asseff, you Just stated that you disagree with many
j

provisions in this proposed constitution?
j

MR. ASSEFF
That is not germane. Reverend Stovall. I simply said whether

:

I agree or disagree is immaterial. '

MR. STOVALL
j

Dr. Asseff, if the constitution is passed and there are many
j

things that you and others disagree with, should not there be some
j

reasonable way whereby the constitution can be amended in the
j

future to correct the things which you and others might disagree '

with?

MR. ASSEFF '

Well, we will by the three-fourths vote and that's one reason,
i

Reverend Stovall, that I want to be in the '76 legislature.
!

Further Discussion ,.

MR. ROY
i

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I '

planned to move the previous question, but Mr. Burns said he I

was going to speak, so I Just want to say a couple things. When
I came down here I had the same impression about making it tough

\

to amend the constitution because of the number of constitutional
j

amendments we've had. I sat on the committee and proposed several
\

methods of making it tough, one of which was that you would have
to have a majority of the people voting in the election to vote '

on a constitutional amendment or, if less than a majority of the
j

people voted in the general election voted on amendments, it
j

would take a three-fifths vote to pass an amendment—something
j

like Illinois had. We held public meetings on it. The committee I

was against me almost to a man, and woman, and when we got to the
]

public meetings, CABLE appeared, PAR appeared, the League of I

Women's Voters appeared and they all said, "Mr. Roy, you got
'

bats in the belfry. If you take out all of the statutory material i

In the present constitution that you all Intend to take out, you \

are going to obviate the necessity of a lot of amending processes."
\

If you think about it, they said, the constitution is a basic
document of this state. It's planned by the people of this state and

]

It ought not to be in the place that it is difficult to amend if I

an amendment is needed; that's the whole issue. When you're talking
!

about amendatory processes of the basic law of this state, you i

ought to have a simple method of amending It. With that in mind, 1

I withdrew. I felt that they were right, that I was wrong on it. i

I made the same argument to Phil; we are good friends about it,
\

But, I think he's wrong; I think Dr. Asseff s wron^. I think that
i

we ought to go ahead and reject these amendments and adopt the :

section about like it is. \

[Motion to limit debate on the Amend- '

ment to ten minutes adopted without
]

object ion .

]

j

Further Discussion '

MR. BURNS
(

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, as I Indicated in my '

questioning of Mr. Jenkins when he was explaining this entire
;

proposal, that I think this as far as the voters of the state
j

are concerned, I think this Is one of the most important questions
we're going to have to decide. I have read or looked over the ten

;

amendments that are on my desk. I can't convince myself that we're
going to accomplish the purpose of limiting the future number of ',

amendments that are going to be submitted to the people at every I

congressional election any other way than by putting a definite
!

maximum on the number of amendments that can be submitted or appear i

on the ballot at any one election. I'm further convinced and more
i

definitely convinced that the voters of the state are not going to !

understand it any other way but that they will have the assurance
;

that at no time will they ever be called on to vote on any more
;

than ten amendments, or fifteen amendments, or whatever number that
I

you put on it. I know that we, perhaps most of us, understand all
j

the legislative mechanics that are being submitted from this podium
on these different amendments, but, I don't think any of them are
going to accomplish that purpose; it might make it harder to get an
amendment through the legislative process, but all of you that have

jbeen In the legislature and all legislators now— I served in there
i

for four years—and I know there's ways to get these amendments
i

adopted In the legislature; It's about a "you scratch my back and !

I'll scratch yours" procedure. So, while we might make it harder
;

by the passage of some of these amendments, I don't think it's i
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going to accoopllsh Its final purpose any other way than by putting
a definite limitation—and I repeat It again because I think this
is all-important—we in the next two weeks are In onre or less in
the polishing process of making these different articles more ac-
ceptable. I think this is one of the most important ones that we
can make acceptable or make clear to the people by adopting one of
these amendments. I*m not sold on any definite number to be submit-
ted at any one time. But, I am sold on the idea that that's the

only way we're ever going to accomplish its purpose, and partic-
ularly, the only way the voters of the state are ever going to
be.. ..understand it, rather, and be satisfied.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and members, I am. ...arise against this amendment.

I think 1 have the proper answer in the floor amendment by myself.
Smith, Fulco, Shannon, Asseff, and Mr. Velazquez. The people are
tired of having so many amendments to have to consider. Now, I*ve
prepared amendments that read, and will come up a little later,
"No more than six proposed amendments shall be subniltted to the
electors of the state at any one election"—not more than six

—

"the legislature shall provide the method for selecting which amend-
ments shall be submitted at a particular election. The effective
date of this paragraph shall be January 1, 1978." Now, if it turns
out when you reach my amendment, you don't like six, the next one's
ten, and the last one's fifteen. Personally, I think six Is proper.
The order of those amendments will be decided by the legislature.
The reason the effective date of my amendment will be January 1, 1978
is to give a chance to do any corrective work you may have to have
on the constitution; you see, if the constitution is adopted before
the general election of November of this year, 197A, you'd have that
election, then, you'd have the one in January or February of 1976
and the November, '76; that would give you three times before this
was in effect. We've got to limit them, that is the mandate from
the people, and this is the people's constitution. Now, the amend-
ment before us Just doesn't answer the questions. To begin with,
I can't see having to pass a constitutional amendment at two suc-
cessive sessions and the authors recognize that by talking about
in case of an emergency, then they've got a different method, but
it takes three-fourths. Now, that's just not proper. I was in
the legislature and everybody claims things are emergencies. The
governor calls extraordinary sessions as emergencies, whether they
are or not. The members. .. .the governor wants a bill, they declare

—

the governor does—a bill to be an emergency and those things.
Now, I think we should do what the people want and to defeat this
complicated amendment. Then, when we get over there under Section
(C) , we'll add my amendment which is (D) , so, thank you.

^Previous Question ordered

.

]

Motion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, at the Clerk's desk there

are a dozen amendments pending to this proposal. If we have to
call the roll on every vote, we'll be here far beyond the allotted
time, until the voting machine is repaired. I would like to suggest
to the convention the possibility that we suspend the rules and
that we sparingly use record votes and that votes on amendments
be permitted by a rising vote; the tally count made by the Clerk
could be the accepted count on the failure or passage of each
amendment. Mr. Chairman, I move, therefore, that we suspend the
rules to permit voting on amendments by a rising vote and that we
dispense with record votes except upon the passage of sections
or proposals where they are required by the rules.

MR. HENRY
Is what you're moving to do just suspend the rules so that

'

you can't call for a record vote?

.
- " y.'-

MR. STAGG
I had hoped that we could discourage unnecessary record votes

and only use those record votes required by the rules and the
suspension of the rules is to permit voting by rising vote in
order to conserve time which is the biggest problem we have at
this moment.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Stagg, just a minute, because I'm trying to get straight.

Now, you're not suggesting that the rising or standing vote would
be the record vote, are you, Mr. Stagg?

MR. STAGG
No, sir. When someone requires a record vote or when the

rules require a record vote, it will unfortunately be necessary
to call the roll.

MR. HENRY
All right, Mr. Stagg, Mr. Poynter and I have a different

opinion as to what you're trying *:o do. I'm saying that you
are moving to suspend the rules; he believes that you are making
a suggestion. Would you clarify that please?

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, I move that we suspend the rules to permit

rising votes on amendments and that the roll call be only when a
delegate or a proposal is requiring a record vote and that the
delegates accept the suggestion that they sparingly call for

record votes on matters in which they have a deep, abiding interest
or controversy.

Point of Information

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Stagg, I just want to make sure that if we are going to

vote by standing, I count as much as you do.

MR, STAGG
You will. Miss Mary, every time.

Point of Information

MR. JENKINS
I was wondering if Mr. Stagg and maybe Mr. Poynter could

help us with this. T noticed yesterday when we voted and it
didn't seem to tally up there, the lights did come on. Perhaps,
we could simply vote and if the lights come on the Clerk and
others could check it from the lights while we go on with our
business; couldn't we? Could we do something like that?

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins, even if that would be possible, they are working

on the machines so. . . .and trying to fix it, so it wouldn't be
possible at the present time.

Point of Information

MR. DE BLIEUX
Point of information, Mr. Chairman. Is there anything in

our rules says we can't do what Mr. Stagg wants to do without
suspending the rules?

MR. HENRY
No, there's not. We could do it without that, we'd just

have to sort of agree not to have record votes with the exception
of how our rules already provide.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Stagg, you said by a standing vote. What you mean that

so many people stand without calling the roll?

MR. STAGG
Yes, Ma'am, that on an amendment those In favor will rise

and they will be counted. Then, those opposed will rise and be
counted and that will be the deciding vote on those amendments,
the dozen of which are now facing us,

MRS, WARREN
All right. Now, in this case, that would mean that every

delegate would have to be in his seat?

MR, STAGG
That is correct. Ma'am; it wouldn't work otherwise.

MRS. WARREN
Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Stagg, I hestitate to suspend the rules at this time,

but I would agree to what you want if the majority agrees to
that. In other words, I don't like the idea of suspending the
rules for various reasons, but I would agree to a standing vote.
I think it's a good proposal. I would suggest that you merely
ask for a majority to do that and if the majority agrees, I think
we could do without suspending the rules.
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MR. STAGG
Thank you, Mr. Champagne.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Stagg, I'm still confused with your motion.

Further Discussion

MR. TOBIAS

Mr. Chairman, as I interpret Mr. Stagg's motion, it is a motion
for the suspension of the rules for the purpose of making the motion
for a record vote out of order.

MR. HENRY
Well, your interpretation is wrong, Mr. Tobias, because he

has already said that

.

Now, Mr. Stagg. . .

.

MR. TOBIAS
...except on sections and proposals...

MR. HENRY
Mr. Stagg, rephrase your motion if you will, I mean, restate

your motion?

MR, STAGG
Mr. Chairman, what my motion is, by clarification, is simply

that record votes will occur only where the rules require i- lecord

vote.

\_Motion that record votes be taken
only where rules rcgui re adopted

:

77-34,]

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Under Mr. Stagg's rule now, I would assume—and tell me if

I'm correct— I could move to suspend the rules for anything

that might occur to me, and we would have a standing vote; and

If two-thirds of the people that stood, without a record vote

agreed, then we could suspend the rules further by nonrecord

vote standing, and do anything that might pop into one's head.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER

The first amendment is the Pugh-Casey amendment. Mr.

Fugh's name appears first.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 26, Immediately after

the word and punctuation "electorate." add the following:

"The election shall be statewide and the resolution shall

provide for the date on which such election shall be held."

Explanation

MR. PUCH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the present constitution

provides that a constitutional amendment may be submitted to

the electorate at the time at which members of the legislature

of the State of Louisiana are elected, or at the time at

which members of the House of Representatives in Washington

are elected, the only exception to that, and the only time

at which a soecial election can be held is if it's held In

relation to education. This amendment provides that the

resolution itself shall specify the date on which it is to

be submitted to the electorate. It may be submitted a year

from the time, two years from the time, or a little more

than sixty days from the time that the resolution Is passed

by the houses here in our legislature. Nowhere in this

proposal is there a reference to when these elections will

be held relating to constitutional amendments. I'm not un-

mindful of the fact that there's a proposed election code

to be submitted to the legislature and passed by the legislature.

Be that as It may, I think it's appropriate that there be a

provision within this proposal whereby the legislature in

its wisdom can set forth the date on which the election is

to be held. In addition to that, there's no provision in this

proposal to provide that it's to be a statewide election. I

appreciate the fact that the word "electorate" is used, and

for that reason, may be construed as being the statewide

electorate. However, I think we should specify that the amend-

nent must be passed statewide, and also specify that the resolu-

"tion which provides for the amendment also specifies the date

on which the election is to be held, I'll yield to questions.

MR. HENRY
That's just about correct, yes, sir.

Closing

MR. BERGERON
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd Just like to clarify one

point. If the amendment does pass, I will come back with

another amendment to make sure that any proposed constitutional

amendments will be presented to the people in the form that the

amendment will be published, and also an explanation will be

published. Ladies and gentlemen, if you feel now that the

people of Louisiana have enough time to vote on constitutional

amendments, to understand what they mean, and to intelligently

vote... cast their vote, yes or no—fine. This is not needed.

If you feel that what we've done in the Bill of Rights Committee

is enough guarantee to the voters of Louisiana that they will

not be to the voting polls voting on thirty, forty and fifty amendments

every time—fine. This is not needed. I'm sure you're heard
hue and cry as I have. The people do not want to go to the

polls and vote on constitutional amendments at every election.

If you have not, you have not been listening. Every meeting
I attended, people wanted a change. What are you all doing
about going and voting on all these constitutional amendments

at every election? What are you all doing about that? What

kind of changes are you making? Will it guarantee me that

I won't have to go and cast a vote on something I really don't

know about? Well, If you think that what we have here is

enough guarantee, fine; you don't need my amendment. If not,

consider voting for it. I think we all have the same goal. We

want to leave the decision in the hands of the legislators. That's

why they're elected. That's their job. If there is need,...

change needed in the constitution, let the people vote on it.

But, let them have enough time to know what they're voting on.

Don't send them blindly into the voting polls not knowing what

the subject matter is. That's what the amendment pertains to.

I would simply urge that you consider voting and adopting this

amendment. Thank you very much.

lAntendment rejected : 34-77. Motion
to recons ider tabled .]

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Did you know. Bob, that, of course, since we were silent

on this was that the question of the date would be left to

the legislature, specifically, as provided by law, and law

may be an election code; it may be the revised statutes? But,

under the way we have it because we're silent on it, we believe
it's provided by law. Do you really think it's workable to

provide that the resolution itself would specify the date

rather than the other laws of the state?

MR. PUGH

Yes, I do. You know, I've been practicing law about
twenty-five years, and I know what has happened to good inten-

tions before, and I'm not satisfied that just because we

believe that's the case, that that is, in fact, the case or

will so be construed. I'm saying the importance- of the sub-

mission of a particular issue to the electorate, the legisla-

ture knows when they want that amendment, how important it

is, and at what time it ought to be submitted to the people.

I think it's a tragedy that today you can't amend our consti-

tution except at a general election, and not at a special

election unless you go through the subterfuge of dedicating
part of the funds for education.

MR. JENKINS
Well, of course, I would have no objection to our providing

that special elections can be called by the legislature, but

the problem with saying that the joint resolution will set

the date is this, isn't it: that a joint resolution is not

law until the voters have approved it? We can't very well

allow the joint resolution which is not law to have the

effect of law by calling... by setting the date for the election

on which it's to be considered; don't you think?

MR. PUGH
No, I don't. I don't think whether or not... I don't think

law's got anything to do with the date on which you submit this

to the people to vote on it. Besides that, my good friend,

David , who's smarter than I am, says that's the present law.
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and I heard him say it earlier, but I knew good and well some-

body would ask me where it is, so I didn't say anything about

it.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Pugh, in your amendment is that "said resolution shall

provide for the date on which said election shall be held."

Suppose there be ten amendments and ten different dates

suggested, and how would you handle that situation?

MR. PUGH
You know, I've got to believe that legislators are, you

know, grown men, and that they are not going to provide that it's

going to be on ten separate days. I just can't believe that,

Mr. Hernandez.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, even if it was on three separate days...

MR. PUGH
Sir, I can't believe they would do it on three separate

days.

MR. HERNANDEZ
All right. Then, which amendment would take precedence,

and establish the date on which the election would be held?

MR. PUGH

I'm saying that the resolution that calls for it is the

one that specifies the date on which whatever the resolution

is it's to be voted on by the people. I say that if the legis-

lature wanted to, they could have one every day. I believe

we've got a better chance of having a new legislature after

they do that.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you, sir.

MR. STINSON
Bob, don't you think you should put "the joint resolution"

Instead of just the resolution? You're very technical, and

one place we refer to "joint resolution"; one place to "amend-
ment"; and now you say "resolution." It may be someone said,

well, it will just have to pass the house or the senate, and

not both if you don't put "joint."

MR. PUGH
I certainly have no objection to the use of the word

"joint." I think that in its context, it can only refer back
to that specific resolution; it's perfectly all right.

MR. STINSON
But , in the place you have been very technical and changed

everyone else's. I would suggest that you change yours, too.

MR*. PUGH
It has been brought to my attention that this same provision

is in fact the present constitution reads, "The legislature shall

designate the election at which the said amendment or amendments

shall be submitted to the electors for their approval or rejection.'

The only forward position I'm taking from that is that they

actually specify the date because as I said earlier, under the

present under our present constitution, you can't have, regard-

less of what the crisis may be, you can't have an amendment to

our constitution unless you wait till what nay be almost two

years until these people are elected. I think that's a tragedy.

{_Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 67-25. Mot ion to reconsider
tabled.'}

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
This -^et of amendments is sent up by Delegates Casey and Pugh.

It's the same authors, different order.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 15, after the %K»rd "legisla-

ture" change the cooBka "," to a period "."

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, delete lines 16, 17, and 18 in

their entirety and on line 19, delete the words and punctuation

"beginning of the session."

Expl anation
MR. CASEY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, the purpose of this amendment
Bwrely Is to delete the requirement pertaining to publication

in the Official Journal of the State, ten days before the

beginning of a legislative session. Publication sounds great
for the purpose of giving notice to people generally. But, first

of all, the publication required in this particular section
indicates that the publication will occur in the Official
Journal of the State. First of all, I question the advantage
of that to start with. How many people is that really going

to notify that a particular constitutional amendment Is going

to be introduced at the coming session of the legislature?
Who's going to pay for the cost of this publication? Legislators,
in many cases, receive requests from many of their constituents

to introduce legislation. Legislation may be... that type of

legislation, it may be necessary to amend the constitution.
Now, who's going to pay that? It's not going to be the state.

It's either going to be the legislator himself, or the particu-

lar constituent who makes the request. It's merely an unnecessary
requirement. This requirement, ladies and gentlemen, does not

exist today in today's constitution. I understand the motives

of the Bill of Rights Committee, I think I understand, anyway,

that their motive was that it is a method merely of limiting

the number of constitutional amendments. But, the whole pur-

pose of this Constitutional Convention, itself , Is to eliminate

in the future the number of constitutional amendments that we

have had in the past. As you may or may not remember, in the

year 1970, when fifty-three constitutional amendments appeared

on the ballot, approximately—and I may be wrong on the exact

number—but , approximately, twenty-eight of those applied to

local government only. Now, I feel through our Local Govern-
ment Article that we are adopting in this convention, it will eli-
minate altogether ,except for future technical amendments,

it will eliminate altogether the need for constitutional amend-

ments affecting local government. Of course, the other purpose
of this convention is to eliminate, as far as possible, future

constitutional amendments on general law and statutory material
that exists in today's constitution. So, we're solving that

problem with this particular convention. We're requiring under

this constitution a step that is completely unnecessary, and
I feel will be burdensome to the constituents of many of our
legislators who will handle legislation in the form of consti-
tutional amendments in the future. Absolutely unnecessary.
Why not require that every piece of legislation that you intro-
duce in a regular session has to be published? There's not a

great amount of difference. Why require it only for constitu-

tional amendments? As you may know—and I may be Incorrect on

this—the only other publication requirements that are called

for on legislation, to my knowledge, are matters affecting
retirement systems, and are matters requiring publication in

local newspapers where a local government constitutional amendment

is being introduced. That's under today's constitution; as I

recall or as I understand. It would probably be required under

this constitution. This is an unnecessary step; It is burdensome

to domebody who has to pay for It. It may be one of you all in

this particular group today that's going to have to bear the

burden of the cost of the publication. So, please delete this

particular requirement. It's absolutely unnecessary.

Questions

MR. DERBES
Mr. Casey, If the material is published in the Official Journal

before it's even Introduced in the legislature, who pays for the

publication?

MR. CASEY
That was exactly one of my points. It either has to be Che

individual legislator, who is going to handle the legislation,
or the constituent, or group that makes the request of you, a

legislator, to introduce it.

MR. DERBES
Also, it's not necessarily an official state document at

that time, is It?

MR. CASEY
That's absolutely correct.

MR. DERBES
Furthermore, Mr. Casey. .

.

MR. CASEY
It could drastically change by the tlae the process is taken

and gets through the legislature.

MR. DERBES
That was my second question. As a member of the state

legislature for several years, what has been your experience
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with respect to the characteristics of the bills first filed,

as is related to their ultimate characteristics when they're

finally passed? In what percentage of the times, are they

substantially changed?

MR. CASEY
Well, I have to be honest with you that the percentages,

that most of them remain pretty much the same, but the point is

they're all subject to change and can accomplish something

completely different from the time they were originally intro-

duced in either house of the legislature.

MR. DERBES
Thank you.

MRS. WARREN
What I'm trying o get at, wouldn't it be possible through the

mechanics that they have to get some information and some to their

constituencies, through the legislative assistants that they have,

whether it's a secretary, or whether they do it in the office?

MR. CASEY
Well, it's certainly possible, but again, I have to be honest

and say that the spread of information would certainly. , .cannot

be that extensive. The point is here, I just feel the publication

is burdensome and unnecessary that's being required under this

section. The legislator can certainly do anything within his

prerogative to disclose information to his constituency. How he

does it is certainly up to him.

liR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Casey, didn't you intend to delete lines 16, 17,

rather than just 17 and 18?

MR.

and 18,

CASEY
Mr. Hernandez, there was a corrected amendment. You may have

the wrong amendment. But, the corrected amendment deletes lines

16, 17, 18 and the first part of line 19, So, that has been

corrected; and I assume the Clerk has the correction...

MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you, sir. I just wanted to call it to your attention.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Casey, aren't the restrictions here though, very similar

to the restrictions which we did enact already with regard to

local and special laws?

MR. CASEY
That's what I had indicated already, Mr. Conroy, that I men-

tioned only two other instances where publication is required,

and that is retirement bills and bills affectinR local bills,

you might call them,

MR. CONROY
But, this is not greater requirement, or no greater prob-

lems than we have with regard to local bills, is it?

MR. CASEY
No, but the point is that the requirement does not exist

today. Those other requirements do exist today, and we're
adding an additional burden, which I feel is completely
unnecessary. We're already eliminating by this convention,
the multitudinous constitutional amendments we've had in the

past

.

MR. CONROY
But, Tom, would there be any restriction on when a resolu-

tion to amend the constitution could be adopted or introduced,

any effective limitation, if you remove this provision?

MR. CASEY
There is no limitation at all. It would have to go through

the session and then be voted on by the people, which is today's

process.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Conroy asked one of the questions that I wanted to ask.

But, I'm going back to where the burden would be on that indivi-
dual legislator. Does each representative of the legislature
have an office and a secretary in Its respective districts?

MR. CASEY
Mrs. Warren, they are authorized a legislative assistant,

and they are authorized to have a legislative office, and they
receive reimbursement to the extent of one hundred dollars a

month for that office. So, they're authorized to have it. I

won't say that all legislators have it.

MRS. WARREN
Well, now, they have that much for that office. Now, do

they have a secretary in that office?

MR. CASEY
They are authorized to have a legislative assistant. There's

no requirement that the secretary sit in the office. She could
maybe work at home, and take care of the business of the legisla-
tor if she has a typewriter and whatnot at home, and she uses the
telephone there. The mechanics of it are left up to the legisla-
tor.

MRS. WARREN
Well, in the event that one doesn't get it to his constituency,

would you blame that constituency for voting against the amendments
when they came up if they were not knowledgeable of it?

MR. CASEY
Mrs. Warren, I did not honestly understand that question.

MRS. WARREN
I'm saying if the people within the area can't get the in-

formation of what's going on, and it's throT*n at them real quick,

could you blame them for voting against these proposed amendments
when they don't have a chance to know what's going on or look

into before it happens?

MR. CASEY
Mrs. Warren, I blame, and I have no hesitation in blaming

everybody , for not properly informing themselves. If people are

going to be responsible voters, I blame them very much for not

assuming the responsibility to educate themselves through publi-
cations like Public Affairs Research Council on anything they

have a responsibility to vote on.

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Casey, if the need for a constitutional amendment arose

during a session, with the way the section is now written, it

could not be considered, could it?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Winchester, you bring out a point, very good point, which

I failed to bring up that inmany cases, when the legislative session

opens, and through discussion between legislators and their con-

stituents, much, much legislation is drafted and originates after

the first day of a legislative session; and where a need becomes

apparent, and this would eliminate absolutely the possibility of

introducing a constitutional amendment after the opening of a

legislative session.

MR. WINCHESTER
Thank you.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Casey, on local laws, who writes the summary? I was

wondering under this, who would prepare the summary and the notice

of intention?

MR. CASEY
Well, of course, this leaves it wide open. Whoever is going

to introduce the legislation, the legislator, I would assume,

would have the responsibility for preparing the summary.

MR. DUVAL
But, you don't see the actual bill,

prepared by that legislator.

It's just a summary

MR. CASEY
That's right. Of course,

somewhat misleading.
a summary, as you know, can be

MR. FLORY
Mr. Casey, isn't it tVue we're really talking about two

entirely different matters, when you're talking about an adver-

tisement of this type, and then try to relate it to the adver-

tisement of a local and special bill because a local and special

bill is to give notice to the local government that something

is about to occur that might affect them, and once it's passed

by the legislature, they can't do anything about it? But, just

to the contrary, after the legislature has acted on a constitu-

tional amendment, the secretary of state is required by the

constitution to publish in every official journal in the state,

in each parish, before the people vote on it. So, there's no

need really for this type of an advertisement.
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MR. CASEY
You're absolutely correct, Mr. Flory, and I think you make

a very good point.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Casey, vc were trying to discourage numerous amendments

to the constitution. Your argument is you want to make It

easier. Don't you think that the purpose has been explained

by the committee spokesman that the ten day is those that will

be carefully thought out—not at the last minute be thrown in

there and said, well, we are going to pacify some group or some-
body that comes down in the middle of a session and wants

one Introduced, or within the required time to start with. The

purpose of this amendment by the committee is to discourage,

except those that are badly needed and thought out in advance,

don't you think?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Stlnson, there's no doubt about It. I understand the

motives of the coonlttee. You are absolutely correct. But, the

whole point Is, we are eliminating, by this convention we would
hope, the necessity of a multitude of constitutional amendments.

We hope, through a good, stream-lined constitution that we are

going to offer, that there will be, it will be a rarity that we
will have constitutional amendments. 1 think this document In

Itself Is going to, in the future, limit constitutional amend-

ments.

MR. STINSON
But as a experienced member of the legislature, and a public

official, you know that it's a hope, but only a hope, because
people are still going to run in at every session, like they always

have, aren't they?

MR. CASEY
Ford, I agree. Ue. .. .legislators are certainly human beings,

and have a tendency to naturally Introduce as much legislation
as would please their constituents. You know that, and I know
that. But, the point is, it will not be as necessary. The point

is, also. It is, you know and I know, much good legislation
arises during a legislative session after the first day. By this

process, we are eliminating the possibility of good legislation

in the form of constitutional amendments which may be very

necessary in the future, and which may require, possibly, the

calling of a special session after the regular session, just to

adopt the constitutional amendments....

MR. STINSON
1 agree with you that much good arises during the session.

But, doesn't. .. .isn't it a fact that much, much more bad legislation
arises during the session?

MR. CASEY
Uell, that's open to argument. Ford.

MR. WILLIS
This Is a friendly question, Tom.

In the legislative article, we have provided similar machinery

with respect to laws. In this Instance, we are providing put

a question mark to this. Don't you think that this proviso here,

that you are seeking to strike out. It limps because it has that

word, "a sumiary thereof"? Now, you may sum up something one

way, and I another. We presume we are both reasonable. But that

there Is a court of last guess that will say that that summary is

no good. Therefore, the notice hasn't been given. The.... and
under due process, and equal protection, and the like, the

Itself, even if the people approved it Is no good.

MR. CASEY
Well, Mr. HlllU, that's certainly tits point that

Mr. Diml touched upon, and which I think Mr. Derbes laplled.

MR. WILLIS
Oh, I see.

MS. CASEY
It's certainly open to interpretation as to what your

concept and my concept of one particular piece of legislation
Is. As Mr. Derbes pointed out, it can drastically change...
dramatically change from beginning to the final adoption.

MR. WILLIS
I'm taking up and analogizing a suonary to head notes of

sn opinion. Sometimes those head notes don't actually portray
what that opinion asys.

MR. CASEY
We know that very well in reading the actual cases.

MR. MUNSON
Mr. Casey, Mr. Stlnson really asked my question. I would

like an opinion from you in regards to the question that he
asked you.

Doesn't your amendment., as compared to the proposal as
submitted to us, make it easier for the legislature to submit
amendments to the people, rather than more difficult?

MR. CASEY
Bob, at the risk of being repetitive, you're absolutely

correct. There's no question about it. I honestly admit that
It opens the door to the legislature submitting to the people
additional constitutional amendments. But, my answer consistently
has been the very purpose of this convention is to eliminate the
necessity of future constitutional amendments. Our document has
so much statutory material, and local government material in it,
that it just lends Itself to the necessity for multitudinous
constitutional amendments. This is being eliminated by this
convention, we hope. But, the point is, we at least have to
make the normal processes of law easily available to the people.
The majority of legislation, as we both know, is developed after
the legislature opens. Bob.

MR. GOLDMAN
Delegate Casey, can you tell me whether or not the purpose

of this is to inform the public of a proposed constitutional

amendment, or to make it harder to propose one?

MR. CASEY
The committee's purpose, Mr. Goldman, I think, was to make

it harder and to limit the nxanber of constitutional amendments.

But, on the other hand, I question just how many people will be

honestly Informed by the requirement of the publication in the

official journal of the state of a proposed suanary of a

constitutional amendment.

MR. GOLDMAN
Did you know that I question that, too? If the purpose

is also to make it harder, wouldn't it be make It harder

if you required the legislator to put up a thousand dollars

with each one of the amendments for the constitution he puts

up, and not get it back until the .... amendment Is either

voted down or up?

MR. CASEY
Well, that would be one way of penalizing an individual

legislator.

MR. BERGERON
Tom, with the deletion of 16, 17, and 18, and part of 19,

looking over Section 1. Comparing It with our present constitution.

Is it substantially the same process of amending the constitution?

MR. CASEY
Well, first of all, it's substantially the same, as I

understand, except that what I'm trying to eliminate la not

a requirement contained In today's constitution.

MR. BERGERON
Right. In other words, if we eliminate this, we will have

more or less what we have now with the present constitution.

MR. CASEY
As I understand, yes. But I could be subject to correction

there.

Further Discussion

Ml. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I really don't understand why

Mr. Casey is so concerned about this. It's the one thing the
coimnlttee felt was Important enough in the present amending
process to Include to try to rationally restrict the number of
amendments offered. If I had any idea that the convention might
delete this, frankly, I would have considered Mr. Bergeron's
proposal a lot more seriously because I think his provided more
consideration than is presently given to the amendment process.

Now, let's be practical and talk about how the amendment
process really works. I want to refer you to what Senator Sixty
said a couple of months ago. What is the best way to pass a bill,
or to pass a joint resolution proposing a conatltutlonal amendment?
What is the best way?

The best way is to propose it on the last day for filing
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bills—to get it to a committee hearing as fast as you can

—

preferably with little or no notice, and get It to the floor as
fast as you can. That's the best way because that's the way
it passes. The less people know about It, the more chance It

has of passing. Now. the reason we put In this requirement that

you advertise In advance Is not to give public notice. That
wasn't the purpose. It will. It will give all of the people who
read the official journal, and keep up with official notices. It

will give them notice. But, that's not the purpose. The purpose
is to get away from this last minute stuff so that before the

session, a legislator has in mind what he's going to propose, and

puts in the official journal that he intends to propose it so that

he can't get away with his last minute proposal. What does it

cost? It costs about six, or eight, or ten dollars. That's

what it costs. It will be paid for by the legislator, just like

retirement bills and local bills which have to be advertised or

proposed right now. That has created no problem—no problem at

all. It just requires that people think in advance. This will

create no problem, either, except for the folks who want to

propose things at the last minute and slide them through.

Now, It's been suggested that this is going to create all

sorts of problems when we have emergency situations. I have in

front of me the thirty amendments that were on the ballot In

1973. I have, also. In front of me, the fifty-three that were
on the ballot In 1970, I want to read you just a few of them.

I haven't been able to find once that would have occurred in

the first twenty or thirty days of the session; Repeal State
Property Tax; Eliminate State Property Tax Relief Fund; Special
District Debt Assumption; Property Evaluation for State and

Local Taxation; Hurricane Protection; Revision of Article on

Elections; Sixty Day Annual Sessions; Civil Service Commission
Membership; Women Eligible for Jury Service; Special Elections
for Amendments; Civil Service Preference for Viet Nam Veterans;
Residency Requirements for Voting; Election of Unopposed Candidate;

Paving Assessments In New Orleans: Orleans Parish Levee Boards;

City Parish Consolidation In East Baton Rouge; Special Districts
in Kenner; oh, you looked up the old one. Civil Service, City Park

in New Orleans; Viet Nam Veterans Bonus; Changes In LSU Board;

there haven't been any like that in the past. What happens if

you have an emergency between sessions which is ninety percent

of your days in the year? You wait for the session. Constitutional
amendments don't need to be made for emergencies. That's what
legislation takes care of. We've already provided all sorts of

exceptions, and all sorts of compromises In this constituion, to

take care of emergencies. Emergency sessions of the legislature
can be called by the governor without any notice at all. We
have the special debt requirements that allow you to appropriate

money, In effect, without—with only interim approval by the

legislature, etc. This Is not.... this is not even an argument

or a factor. Listen, what we are trying to do here Is to make

sure that before someone comes up with a constitutional amendment

in the legislature, he's thought about It in advance enough to

put a little ten dollar ad in the State Times in Baton Rouge saying

that he Intends to, and what the general purpose of that amendment

would be, just like he has to do now for retirement bills and local

bills. If it's so important for retirement and local bills. It

certainly must be Important for constitutional amendments. That's

the most important thing the legislature does Is consider
constitutional amendments. But, It hasn't been given proper
consideration in the past. It has been a last minute affair too

often. So, I urge you to reject this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY
I rise in support of the committee proposal, and In strenuous

opposition to the amendment to delete the requirement of notice.
I think that we have to keep in perspective the mandate that
I believe nearly every one of us here received when we were
elected, and that was to restrict the way In which this constitution
is amended by the legislature, and the number of amendments which

are submitted to the people. This notice requirement seems to

me to be clearly a provision which Is Intended to restrict the

legislature in permitting it to take up last minute amendments

of the constitution. That's the whole point. The point Is to

prevent exactly what Mr. Casey has suggested should be allowed.

It's to prevent it so that the.... you cannot get into the situation

where the legislature finds itself considering new legislation
which somebody notes Is in conflict with the existing constitution

and then saying, "Well, we can solve that. We'll run through an

amendment to the constitution as well."
The whole point is that If this document that we're working

on is to mean anything. It should have some stability to it,

and not be subject to such last minute changes. If it's going

to be changed, there should be notice published before the

session so that you cannot get into this possibility.
I disagree, also, with Mr, Casey, as to why the previous

constitution was amended so much. It didn't start off as a
monumental document in 1921. It was a fairly short document.
I haven't seen any tally of the number of words in the original
1921 document, but It was nothing like what we are dealing with
right now. Most of what is in the constitution right now was
subsequently added by amendments by the legislature, and adopted
by the people, it's true. But It,... we will be right back where
we started if we suggest to the people that no severe restraints
are necessary on the legislature. The history of this state has
taught us quite to the contrary. We do need these restraints on
the legislature. They are necessary, I think this Is a very
sound proposal that has been made by the committee to require
advance notice, again, not ao much for the purpose of publication,
but to be sure that before the legislature goes into session, that
there is some restraint on the number of amendments that can be
Introduced, considered at that session of the legislature.

I urge you to reject the amendment submitted by Messrs. Casey
and Fugh.

I will yield to any questions.

Quest i ons

MR. BURNS
Mr. Conroy, don't you think the objection to this publication

....advanced publication. .. .on the grounds it might cost the

legislator, or somebody, some money. Is one of the best safeguards

of protection that there won't be so many amendments introduced In

the legislature?

MR. CONROY
Well, I guess it could be considered that way. Actually,

Mr. Burns, I consider that such a nominal matter because we're

not talking about a huge amount of money there. If we're talking

about amending the constitution there ought to be a few dollars In fee.

MR. BURNS
I'm assuming If it was a. .. .problem, let me ask you one

thing. . .

.

MR. CONROY
I don't think It's a problem because It's the same thing you

have with local and special elections

MR. BURNS
One more question.
Don't you think that that advance publication will more or

less satisfy the voters even though they don't read It, you would

at least be able to say that they had the opportunity to Inform

themselves of what was to be voted on.

MR. CONROY
Well, again, Mr. Burns, I think the most important restraint

would be on the legislator itself. Notifying the public would
be helpful in that return.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Conroy, maybe I'm a little thick. But, could you explain

to me what good It does to publish something In the journal in
Baton Rouge if you are going to introduce a constitutional amend-
ment affecting the Ouachita Parish School Board, or the city of
New Orleans in the Vieux Carte Commission?

MR. CONROY
The reason, Mr. Flory, is that if you have not published it

In advance, you cannot Introduce It. The purpose here Is to
preclude the possibility of It later being thought of and Introduced
later in the session of the legislature. That's the purpose.

MR. FLORY
Well, if that's the purpose of it, then, why don't you just

put an amendment in here saying you can't have constitutional
amendments?

MR. CONROY
No, I disagree with that, Mr. Flory, and I *m sure you do, too.

There should be constitutional amendments. But, they should be
thought out In advance of the session of the legislature, not
thought of as last minute things in the legislative session.

MR. HENRY
Will you yield to question from Dr. Weiss?

MR. WEISS
Delegate Conroy, In this convention over the year, we have
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experienced sleeping overnight on some of these floor amendments.
They Have come back considerably Improved. Don't you think that

ten days Is a mlnlmtim that should be required for submitting such

a proposition, or even considering such amendments to the

constitution to the people of the State of Louisiana?

MR. CONROY
I think lt*s a very modest requirement. I think what we

have to keep in mind Is that it Is somewhat In line with the type
of proposition Mr. Bergeron suggested earlier where the thing had

to wait over a year. This just requires ten days advance notice,

but does preclude last-minute charges to run up a lot of constitutional
amendments to submit to the people.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I rise in

support of this amendment. I'd like to bring to your attention a few

statements as to why I think It's important.
First is, one of the things the present provision provides

for is notice of the amendment. It doesn't say what type of a

ootice that;, has to be published. So, how are you going to determine

whether or not that the notice that was published was sufficient

for the amendment? After all, there's not too many people that pays

very much attention to legal advertisements unless they are

particularly interested in that particular phase. So, therefore.

If you are going to notify the people about this amendment, you

are not going to get it done by requiring a publication at the

expense of some legislator or some particular constituent of his

that is only interested in that particular amendment. I certainly

feel like that maybe there might be a notice published, and then

the amendment, as finally enacted, would not be in accordance with

the notice, and, therefore, would become unconstitutional because

of the fact it wasn't properly published. So, I think you are

running into a lot of ramifications. If you want to be sure that

there is «ot the last minute getting through an amendment like

Mr. Jenkins said, why not require that the amendment be preflled

ten days before the session? That would take care of the situation.

You don't have to say it has to be published in the newspaper,

because if you prefile it, and it's open to public, the newspapers

will let everybody know there's an amendment filed for that purpose.

I certainly think it would get a lot more notoriety than requiring

a legal publication of facts that you are going to Introduce a

proposed amendment. For that particular reason, I certainly feel

like this amendment ought to be adopted because it certainly is

not going to serve the purpose for which Mr. Jenkins said it would

serve. I can tell you that.

I ask you to approve the amendment.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's what I'm talking about, Mr. Jenkins.

MR. JENKINS
Well, all right,

HR

then. If what you said is not correct, is It?

DE BLIEUX
I certainly think it might reflect upon the constitutionality

of some issues ....

MR. JENKINS
Now, don't you agree that Just as I said, the purpose of

this Is not to give widespread public notice; that the purpose
is to be a screening device so that legislators, before they

Introduce a proposal, will have thought about it before the

session, rather than coming up at the last minute with something
that nobody knows anything about, and getting a sympathy vote,
a personal vote, and passing It out with a two-thirds vote?

MR. DE BLIEUX
If that was your intentions, why didn't you state that it

be preflled, then it would have to be thought out rather than

just preadvertlsed; require the bills of the proposed amendment
to be preflled before the legislature meets, then you can say It

was well thought out. But, you can try to publish it in the

newspapers, and you know the

MR. JENKINS
Well, we certainly. If this amendment passes, we'll sure

do that. Senator.

MR. DE BLIEUX
amount that's going to be published in the newspaper has to

be small, and, therefore, would not provide the sufficient
information as to the whole purport of the amendment.

MR. LEBLEU
Senator De Blleux, I believe the Baton Rouge Morning Advocate

Is the official journal of the state, isn't It?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's correct.

MR. LEBLEU
Do you know the statewide circulation of the Baton Rouge

Morning Advocate , outside of East Baton Rouge Parish?

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, I don't. It's it is a fairly wide. But, it

certainly does not cover the state as the dew—you might say
that.

[^Previous Question ordered.]

MR. JENKINS
Senator De Blieux, I'm having difficulty understanding some

of your reasoning; your reasoning is right now that if a local bill is

advertised in advance of the session, and if a local bill ends up in a

different form from the advertisement that it's unconstitutional?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I didn't say that.

MR. JENKINS
Well, you said that's what would happen under this.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I said under the proposed constitutional amendment. It

certainly can take an entirely different end than what was Intended

in the original publication.

MR. JENKINS
Well, isn't it obvious the courts are only going to require....

MR. DE BLIEUX
I certainly think that If you, as your knowledge of law, that

you know that it could be if it didn't fulfill the requirements
of a notice and be in accordance with the notice that it might....
It could end up by being entirely different, and, therefore,
would have sufficient publication.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't it obvious that the courts are going to only require

that the proposal as Introduced substantially conform to the notice
and not the proposal as finally passed?

Clos ing

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I would just like to point out

some.... a very few points why I feel It's Important to at least
consider the possibility of adopting this amendment, eliminating
the necessity of publication in the official journal prior to
the introduction In the legislature, of intention to file a
constitutional amendment. I think one thing that we have had
certainly a problem In In the constitutional convention here
is the idea that we have on occasions, maybe over-reacted

—

over-reacted—to the sentiment of people for constitutional
reform. I think this is one of the indications of over-reaction.
The purpose of this convention Is to eliminate future constitutional
amendments. I really don't think that many of them will be
necessary in the future. It's an unnecessary burden that we
are Imposing upon legislators and their constituency. Also,
it takes away from legislators, and their constituency that
flexibility—that flexibility that Is going to be necessary
In the future after legislatures convene. Many people then
become Interested in the legislative process. It is not until
then that legislators are contacted by many of their constituency
to at least obtain. .. .obtain from their constituency what their
needs are. We are eliminating this possibility in the future
by Imposing an unreasonable burden upon legislators and their
constituency. This requirement of ten day notice. .. .people
don't get interested in legislative sessions until we convene.
Let's face It. That is human nature that that actually happens;
that people are not aware of the legislature until we go into
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session and at least leave the road of the door open to the
possibility of a legislator serving his constituency. That Is
what he is there for. It is his responsibility to Introduce
legislation. We are, through this method, possibly. Just maybe,
perhaps taking away the necessary flexibility that is necessary
to Introduce good legislation. .. .or rather, good constitutional
amendments which maybe are necessary to correct an error that
we have made here in this convention. That is my mandate
my mandate Is not necessarily to worry only about the number
of constitutional amendments that we are going to have In the
future. My mandate was to do an intelligent Job on this
constitution in the hope that in the future we would not have
many constitutional amendments, in the hope that we would offer
to the people a general governmental document by which our
people can operate under. I don't think we should hinder the
operation in the future, of the good legislative process that
exist today.

1 urge adoption of this amendment.

Quest! on

MR. WEISS
Delegate Casey, the representative In my district gets the

Mornlnj^ Advocate , and he reads about It. If there is anything
medical that gets by him, I sure would think twice before voting
for him for reelection, and tell my friends likewise.

But, there's an inconslsterry that I seem to appreciate in
your reasoning. I wonder If you'd explain the fact that this is

an unrealistic request that legislators keep up with events. Yet,
you say, that you don't anticipate many more constitutional
revision amendments.

MR. CASEY
As I've stated many times here, I do not anticipate the

necessity of many constitutional amendments because we're curing,
we hope, the requirement, for Instance, for local.... for amend-
ments affecting local government. As I said, In the 1972 session
there were twenty-eight constitutional amendments that affected
local government. We hope that that Is being eliminated, and

through a good streamlined constitution, we hope we are curing
many of the other problems that existed. As you know, many of

the state agencies that exist today have been put in the constitution.
Take the domed stadium, that's in the constitution, and it really,

probably, shouldn't be there, to tell you the truth....

[Amendment rejected: 52-53. Motion
to reconsider tabled: 58-47. Motion
to take up other orders of business

,

Substi tute motion to recess for one
hour for lunch rejected: 38-57.
Motion adopted : 6 5-37 . ]

Report of the Secretary
[ll Journal 1107-1108']

Announcements
[ZJ Journal llOS'}

{_Ad journment to 2:00 o ' clock p.m.
Sunday, January 6, 1974.]
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Sunday, January 6, 1974,

ROLL CALL

[70 delegates present and a quorum.]

PRAYER

MR. HATNES
Join me as we pray. The God of our Fathers, the God of our

eternal goodness we pray that Thou will bless us, and guide us,
and protect us. We pray that among other things that we are to
achieve out our efforts to write a constitution to make this state
better for all people, that we would learn to live as brothers here
amongst one another. We pray that Thou would bless the Chairman of
this Convention, the governor of this state, the leaders of this
state, and the leaders of this land. Help us as we go to perform
this important task, that we might make Louisiana a state for all of
the people that they might have life and have it more abundantly.
Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

resolution itself at least ten days prior to the beginning of the
session and that's what the amendment does. I believe it accomplishes
what the committee set forth to do In their work in trying to limit
the number of constitutional amendments on the ballot. One of the
major advantages of this is, of course, that you preflle a resolution
as it Is. That way, it becomes accessible; the press picks It up
and advertises the contents of what it might be and that way the
public is made aware of it, the legislators are made aware of it
prior to the convening of the session. I think it's a much better
approach in limiting the number of amendments on the ballot when they
are voted on. I will be happy to answer any questions, Hr. Chairman.

MR. A. JACKSON
I simply want to state, Mr. Chairman, that the committee

has no objections to the amendment.

Questions

MR. CONROY
I wondered whether it would be possible during the session

to amend the resolution under your provision; it would not, would
It?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir, it would because there Is no stipulation saying that

it would then.... that you could not amend it, all it says that it
has to be prefiled, does not In anyway inhibit the legislative
process; It's not Intended that way, Mr. Conroy.

I move for the adoption, Mr. Chairman.

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. FOYNTER
Committee Proposal No . 36 is on unfinished business being a

proposal Introduced by Delegate Alphonse Jackson on behalf of the
Committee on Bill of Rights and Elections (Substitute proposal for
Committee Proposal No. 24 by the same gentleman on behalf of the
Coimnittee on Bill of Rights and Elections.)

A proposal relative to constitutional convention.
The status of the proposal, the convention still holds it under

its consideration the first section of that proposal which deals with
proposed amendments to the constitution; it also adopted one amendment
to that section to date by a suggestion on yesterday that we have been
considering the amendments out of an order by paragraph. We still,
Mr. Chairman, have a number of amendments pending to this section,
in fact, there are a number of amendments still pending to Paragraph
(A) of this section.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
To [Paragraph] (A) there Is still—though the distribution

copies haven't arrived—about ten amendments and at least one
sure of, that's being typed, I believe, at this presentore, I'd

time.
Amendments sent up by Pugh, Flory, A. Landry, and others;

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 16, after the word " that"
strike out the remainder of the line and strike out lines 17 and 18
in their entirety and Insert In lieu thereof the following: "such
resolution has been prefiled at least ten days before the"

Explanation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, yesterday, as you recall, there

was quite a bit of debate and discussion on the question as to the
validity of whether or not a constitutional amendment prior to Its
adoption should have been advertised in the Official Journal of the
State of Louisiana prior to its introduction into the legislature.
As you recall, that vote for some fifty-three, fifty-two and the
language remained in the proposal as It is now. In the discussion
it came out that the intent, really,of the committee, as I appreciate
it, was to in some way prevent a multiplicity of amendments being
submitted on the ballot at a particular election. Mr. Pugh came to
e yesterday afternoon and asked me—due to the fact he had to go
to Shreveport and might not get back in time to handle an amendment
that he had; they were going to advertise it to also require the
prefiling. When I got here today, in discussing It with a number
of the delegates here, there was some strong sentiment Instead of
the advertisement that you require instead the prefiling of the

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Flory, is that in parallel with and provide similar to

what the Legislative Article does with respect to laws? Do you
understand my question?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir. I'm not quite sure I can answer it without looking

at the Legislative Article because It may be a conflict, I'm not
sure, Mr. Willis, in all honesty. I think we have in the
Legislative Article and I'm quoting from memory now "provided for
the introduction of bills up to midnight of the fifteen days after
the convening of the session." So, we would have to correct that
In some fashion.

MR. WILLIS
Do I understand the correct thrust of the amendment to be

the sport of fair play by giving timely notice?

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir.

MR. WILLIS
Thank you.

MR. CHATELAIN
Gordon, if during the session of the legislature It was deemed

it was necessary perhaps to have an amendment to the constitution,
then in this year you couldn't do it, would you have to wait until
the next year; Is that correct?

MR. FLORY
That's correct. .. .although, at a specially called extra-

ordinary session with sufficient notice to file ten days prior.

There Is a subsequent amendment to this for consideration to

eliminate the extraordinary session from this provision and it

would depend upon, of course, the will of the convention.

MR. CHATELAIN
What does it mean .the main thrust of this amendment, and what

are we trying to do here? Please clarify.

MR. FLORY
Well, if you recall a debate yesterday centered around the

fact that the committee, in their attempt in dividing a proposal
was trying to limit In some way the number of amendments submitted
to the people and to make It a little more difficult to Introduce
constitutional amendments and have them then voted on all at one
time by the people. There was some sharp division of opinion in
the convention as to the wisdom of the process chosen by the
committee and saying that It ought to be published in the Official
Journal. A lot of people believing there was no necessity of
publishing it because it required that a summary be published.
The problem being Is that If I were going to have something introduced
as a constitutional amendment, I could draft the summary, take it to
the newspaper, have it inserted in the official journal. Then, not
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even have an author who is a member of the legislature at that point,
so that then when the resolution was actually Introduced, and it was
amended later on. It was possible that the amendment as amended

may not meet the summary that had been filed in the advertisement; So,

that you would then have a constitutional question.

MR. O'NEILL
Gordon, of course, you make the distinction between a bill and

ajolnt resolution; I know that. But, just for the record, these. .

.

this process, of course, will be subject to all safeguards and the
procedures that have been established in the Legislative Article
as drafted? ...and, that is your Intent?

by rule of the legislature" would take care of that,
little worried about it not being pinned down.

I'm just a

MR. FLORY
Your point is well taken, Mr. Gravel. I would prefer, myself,

to put In there "as provided by law" as that would, then, provide
uniformity of both Houses. I would like to ask for permission to
withdraw it and Insert that after resubmission, Mr. Chairman.

[Amendment wi thdrawn

.

]

Further Discussion

MR, FLORY
Oh, yes. As for format, etc it would have to be In possession

of each House three days, three readings, that sort of thing a

two-thirds of the elected membership, etc.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Flory, It Just occurred to me that possibly there should

be some amendment to the proposed amendment that I coauthored with
you indicating by whom and with whom the resolution should be pre-
flled.

MR. FLORY
Now, I considered that, Mr. Gravel, but as you well know the

only way you preflle it...prefile a bill, you preflle

it with either House. I think if it affected taxation, I wanted to

leave it open to where it would have to go by the Senate and House
rules. As you well know, the rules of the House and the rules of

the Senate are different, and it was my intent that if it was filed

In the Senate It would be filed In accordance with the Senate rule;

filed in the House, it would be filed in accordance with the House

rules.

MR. GRAVEL
I just was wondering whether, in view of the fact that we are

talking about a proposed constitutional amendment .whether there
might not be some advantage In requrlng that this preflling be by a
member of the legislature with the secretary of state. We are
talking about the constitutional amendment process and this is

really mainly for the purpose of giving notice, I believe. If

you are satisfied, though, I have no big problem but It does appear
to me that the amendment together with the language that is being
amended doesn't specifically say "by whom or with whom" this
preflling should take place.

MR. FLORY
In light of the subsequent discussions, I believe it would be

better to insert Instead "as provided by law", "as provided by the
rules of Che legislature" so that the Senate could maintain its
integrity and how they handle their business. The House could
maintain Its integrity Insofar as the actual mechanics of handling
legislation.

Amendment

MR. POVNTER
The amendment would read, as amended, as follows: "such

resolution" the text of it—"such resolution has been preflled,
in accordance with the rules of the Houses of the legislature, at

least ten days before the". Insett between the words "preflled" and
the word "at", this ", in accordance with the rules of the Houses
of the legislature,"

Quest! on

s

MR. RAYBURN
Is anything In your language that makes it a matter of public

record once it's preflled? Right now, if I preflle a bill and tell

them to hold it, I can preflle it and it's not public record unless

I release it.

MR. FLORY
There's nothing in here. Senator. It was my understanding that

the rules of the legislature were at the stage of discussion of

changing the rules to make that public any time It's preflled. I

didn't want to Interfere with the legislature because I thought it

was something they ought to determine. The House has made that

determination, the Senate has not; I didn't want to disrupt the

work of the Senate.

MR. FLORY
Well, it was my Intent that it be done as is now the procedure

in preflling It with the Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the
Senate. I would rather keep it that way because I know of no part
that the secretary of state played other than keeping copies of
bills that are filed as far as his official function until after
such bill has been signed in open session or in session and then
by the governor; then is certified by him, It's already been passed;
then, his official function takes over.

MR. GRAVEL
Do you have any objection to putting after the word "preflled",

"as provided by law" so there wouldn't be any trouble with this language?

MR. FLORY
No, sir.

MR. GRAVEL
A technical change.

MR. FLORY
None whatsoever, Mr. Gravel. With the permission of the Chair,

I would be happy to withdraw It and Insert that because I think that
was the Intent. Certainly, the legislature ought to be able to
provide the procedure whereby

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Henry, had indicated that maybe either that or "as provided

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted without objection.^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The Jenkins amendment was passed out yesterday, reads:

On page 1, line 16, immediately after the words "provided that"

and before the word—and here this has to be changed, it used to

read "notice" but now we've got to say—and before the word "such"

added by Convention Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Mr. Pugh and

others and just adopted, insert the following: ", except with

respect to extraordinary sessions,"

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, this is introduced in response to a problem that

Mr. Casey raised yesterday in some of his discussion. The fact Is

that under the provisions we provided earlier the governor could

call a special session with only five days- notice and in such case

it would be Impossible for legislators to prepare in advance and

preflle or give advanced notice of intention to introduce a

constitutional amendment. So, this would make an exception to this

general rule for the cases of special sessions so that a constitutional

amendment could be introduced, in the case of a special session which

generally is called for some emergency reason without this preflling.

So, I would like to urge the adoption of this amendment.
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Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Jenkins, what would be the rule In regard to prefillng

with extraordinary sessions now? Would there be a certain time

frame? Would it be the same as the governor's call of five days?
Would you explain that to me?

MR. JENKINS
Well, my understanding is that there Is no law on the subject

right now with regard to last days for introducing constitutional
amendments; that's the present law for special sessions. There is a,

I think, it's the twenty-first day or something like that now for

regular sessions. In fact. In a special session any joint resolution
would have to be introduced at least five days before the end of the
special session because it takes five days to go through both Houses.
Generally, most special sessions are about ten days in duration so

this would mean that the fifth day, in fact, would be the last day
and there would be requirement of prefiling. Generally, those are
not preflled in the case of special sessions.

MR. SMITH
Mr. Jenkins, an extraordinary session, if it's not in the

governor's call .would you have a right to introduce a constitutional
amendment ?

MR. JENKINS
Well, the rules for special sessions would not be affected one

way or the other, if it's within the call, you could; if it's not

within the call, you could not.

MR. ABRAHAM
As I appreciate it. Woody, by putting this amendment in then

it would throw a door open then to anyone to prefile bills on a

special session not a prefile bill, but to have a constitutional

amendment during a special session; wouldn't it?

MR. JENKINS
Yes. Anyone could introduce a constitutional amendment that

was within the call of the special session without prefiling; that

Is the intent of it. The reason is that special sessions can be

called on five days' notice under normal conditions under the

Legislative Article that we have passed and, thus, there would be

no ten-day limit that could be met. Second, because In emergency

situations under the Legislative Article we have passed, the

governor can call a special session with no notice whatsoever.

So, it isn't reasonable or logical to require prefiling ten days

before a session when we have sessions that can be called normally

on five days' notice or with no notice at all in emergency situations.

session. But, naturally, if It's a special session, this would
conform to the same requirements as all other bills because you
notice it has to meet the procedures and formalities required for
passage of a bill. A bill cannot be passed in a special session
unless it's within the call of that session and maybe we need to
work on the language to be sure that there's no ambiguity involved.
But, the intention Is not to open the door on special sessions to

MR. FLORY
That's the reason I called your attention "at any session" so

that we might clean that up.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Jenkins, do you know that I share the same fear that this

thing here may enable the thing that we want to prevent, a flood
of amendments and this just might be the place that where they are
going to put them all in this special session in the wording that
you have. Actually, we have in the Legislative Article a provision
that "the legislature shall meet at least once a year"; right, sir?

MR. JENKINS
I'm sorry, sir. What was that last question?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
The legislature in our present article would meet at least

once each year; is that right?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Now, I personally believe that's enough for times in which

to have these constitutional amendments proposed and I'm afraid,or
do you that I see a possibility of opening the door to all these
constitutional amendments in this special session unless on the
wording you have, sir.

MR. JENKINS
Well, that's not the Intention, Mr. Champagne, and truly I'm

trying to help matters here not mess things up. So, if someone
would like to come up with some better language or work on that,
I would be glad to go along with something that would be clearer.
In fact, maybe the best thing to do would be to have a second
sentence in the paragraph that would make a specific exception in
the case of special sessions. In fact, why don't I withdraw this
amendment and I'll get with Mr. Champagne and others and work on
that.

[Amendment wi thdrawn

.

]

MR. ABRAHAM
I appreciate that, but we run a risk then of opening the door

Into a multitude of constitutional amendments. .. .proposals during

a special session; would we not?

MR, JENKINS
In practical terms, no, because the call of a special

session is always limited and whatever the call deals with would
limit the subject matters to such amendments. If it's one to deal
with property taxes, then you couldn't have amendments on other
matters. So, I don't think in practical terms that it would open
the door. I don't know what else we can do, really, because we
can't very well require a ten day prefiling in the case of special
sessions when you can have them called on lesser notice.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Jenkins, I appreciate what you are trying to do, and I

know that you only get sometimes a five day notice in case of

an emergency, only a forty-eight hour notice in an extraordinary
session. But, let me call your attention to line 15 of the proposed
article where it says that "an amendment to this constitution may be

proposed by joint resolution at any session of the legislature." Now,

in light of that what I believe,what that language means is irrespective
of whether it's in the call for an extraordinary session or not that it

could be considered and that was one of the safeguards of the ten day

prefiling. Now, 1 think that perhaps we may need to give some more
consideration to your approach in extraordinary sessions and say that

"only those in the call on that subject matter in the call." I don't

think you Intend to expand the call to that extent; do you?

MR. JENKINS
No. The intention of the comlttee was not to allow an

amendment on any subject matter to be Introduced at any session.

It was to say that you can consider constitutional amendments at any

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jack sends up amendments which read as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, between lines 26 and 27, insert

the following paragraph:
"No more than ten proposed amendments shall be submitted to

the electors of the state at any one election. The legislature
shall provide the method for selecting which amendments shall be
submitted at a particular election. The effective date of this
Paragraph shall be January 1, 1978,"

Explanation

MR, JACK
Mr. Chairman and members, yesterday when I was up here on

one of those rare occasions and was talking before this microphone
I mentioned about the amendment I'm not going to discuss. The
people, as you know, are tired of having thirty, forty, and
fifty constitutional amendments submitted to them. During my
campaign that was one of the promises I made to try to reduce
and limit the number. I've given this a lot of study. I've
talked to numerous members. While I have three an^endments, one
would limit it to six; one to ten; and one to fifteen. The
overwhelming number of people I've talked to favor ten. Now, if
you will listen closely this is a short amendment; it says "on page
1, between lines 26 and 27 insert the following paragraph:

"No more than ten proposed amendments shall be submitted to
the electors of the state at any one election."—that limits it to
ten amendments or less, not more than ten, at any one election

—

The legislature shall provide the method for selecting which
amendments snail be submitted at a particular election."—the last
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sentence—"The effective date of this Paragraph shall be January 1,
1978." Now, the reason for making the date effective January 1, 1978
is, in case, with this new constitution you need some repair work,
additions, or deletions by constitutional amendments as we figure

you might need in a new document. You would have the general elections

in which to do it of November, 1974, the one that's either January or

February of 1976, and the November, 1976. As I interpret the amendment

passed yesterday— I believe it's Mr. Pugh's—you could have the
legislature— in that amendment yesterday—could set dates for
constitutional amendments. So, my interpretations are you've got
those dates also. Now, the whole purpose of this constitution,
the reason we're in session is because the people had clearly shown
we cannot operate under the 1921 Constitution as amended. I'm
not bad mouthing that constitution; it was good in its day but
the day's passed and the people are not going to vote on myriads
of constitution. They were mad about it and they defeated all of
them the last times out. Now, I say this Is a fine amendment.
We are writing a constitution for the people. We should limit
it to ten. The times out you need a special election, which has
nothing to do with this, you do have the machinery by naming a
date in the amendment like that amendment that was passed yesterday.
If there are any questions, I'll be glad to try to answer them for
you.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Jack, I suppose that the. . .your amendment, here, which is

to limit to ten amendments, is probably the one that I've heard
most about from my constituents. They are all in favor of
limiting the number of amendments. I'm worried, however, sir, that
your amendment doesn't go far enough, because I can conceive that
a legislature might provide for, say, thirty amendments. In each
resolution, they would say that the first ten will be voted on on
this election, and the next ten, two weeks later and the next ten,
two weeks later, so that under your amendment, you could still have
this flood of amendments. Now, don't you think It would be wiser
to say something to the effect that "No more than ten amendments
shall be submitted as a result of any one session of the legislature"

MR. JACK
Well, let's do It this way: let's pass this, and then I'll

be glad to join you on an amendment. That's the only way I know
to do it. I'll be glad to talk to you if you'll come up and let's
go over that.

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Jack, do you think this might encourage the legislature

to pass ten amendments a year and try and fill the limit, so to
speak?

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Jack, I'm listening very attentively to your argument.

It seems to ine like that we've been here about a year trying to write

a new constitution and this is not very good testimony to our handi-
work. It looks like that we're trying to encourage— to me anyway

—

rather than to discourage and I see unnecessary restriction in the

way. Can you explain to me here a further reason for action?

MR. JACK
I don't follow you. Everybody makes errors, but that would

just encourage you in it if you knew that you could just submit all

you wanted. But, you can't submit all you want because the people

are going to defeat them. They are sick and tired of being flooded

with amendments. The last time I think there was fifty or sixty
and they killed every dum one and befoie that, they killed nearly
all of them. One time they killed even the one that would keep us

from getting federal highway funds; it's a serious thing.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Jack, suppose there was a need for more than ten

amendments in some type of an emergency situation, what would
we do in that type of a circumstance?

MR. JACK
Well, number one, this "provides the legislature shall provide the

method for selecting which amendments shall be submitted at a

particular election." I don't think we would ever have a legislature,
sir, that would put ten other amendments before an emergency amendment;
I just can't Imagine that. But, as I stated yesterday, there was an
amendment passed that provides that the date for the submission of

an amendment is put in it and that means you could have even a

different election if the legislature so wanted. The present
law Is that you can*t call an emergency election for a constitutional
amendment. But, you've got to realize, Mr. Lanier, the 1921
Constitution is Just the same situation as the 1921 Ford or Bulck;
it's just done for, they were both good in their day; now the '21

Buick, of course, has an antique value. But, as far as getting out
and going about. It's shot.

MR. LANIER
My second question, Mr. Jack, is that if someone wished to

get around the limitation of this proposal, couldn't they lump
several different amendments into one or, say, amend an entire
article as one amendment in order to get around the limitation that

you propose?

MR. JACK
I don't think so. But, you're kind of going on; I can tell

're against this amendment. You're kind of going to have to assumeyou
that the legislature is a bunch of crooks.

MR. HENRY '^ **-
'

You've got about four more people to find out something....

MR. JACK
Let me get onto the rest because I'll put you down as doubtful.

MR. HENRY
I*m going to put you down as out of time here in a minute, Mr.

Jack.
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MR. JACK
No, I don't think It will cut any ice one way or the other.

If they can read the handwriting on the wall, this ought to kind
of make them leery of passing them because the
people are sick and tired of it. This little thing is a vital
thing to passing this constitution, up my way.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Jack. . .

MR. JACK
I know that's unfriendly, but go ahead.

MR. STINSON
Well, yes, sir, I'm against It. But, your argument is the

fact that they voted them down before. Well, you've never said
that they did wrong by voting them down because we've existed
and prospered by them being voted down. Maybe you think it

is right....

MR. JACK
I thought some of them were good, Mr. Stinson* they voted down.

MR. STINSON
You had a lot—in the legislature, you've had a lot of good bills

that were voted down, too, haven't you?

MR. JACK
I have, but I don't know about you.

MR. STINSON
I said you. . .all of us.

Mr. Jack, my main objection to your. . .is that who is going

to determine the ten? I know the answer—the governor or the

administration is going to control the ten and not necessarily
the merits of the ten that are. . .

MR. JACK
Mr. Stinson, time is nearly out and somebody wants to...

Mr. Lanier~I put him down you and I have discussed it so

that I concluded, after a lot of deliberation long ago, you

are against it, and there's no way I can...

MR. STINSON
But you know why.

Further Discussion

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, let me say that I concur

in what Mr. Jack is trying to do here. I attempted that some
twenty years ago, some eighteen years ago, and some sixteen
years ago In the legislature. I sought, as chairman of a
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commictee of the legislature, to try to come up with a reasonable
number of constitutional amendnients that could be placed on the
ballot at any one election. The comnittee made some recomnen-
dations. But, we got in the most furor in the legislature as
to how you were going to determine priority, whose amendment
was going to get on the ballot, and whose was going to be left
off. Well, the governor liked it and said"put it on"and didn't
like mine and says "take it off." I'm just giving you this
food for thought because I've been up and down this road* time
and time again. I think Mr. Jack was in the legislature when
I attempted this one time. I'm pretty sure Mr. Stinson was
there. But, we've caused a state of confusion in the legislature
as to how will you determine what proposition will go on the
ballot if you're going to have eight or ten or twelve or six,
and we were unable to ever get anything passed by the legislature,
so finally I just gave up and said let the people decide. Well,
they finally went to deciding. They voted against most every
one in the last year or two that they've had a chance to vote
on. 1 don't know the solution, but I'm afraid that this solution
has no business in our constitution. I'll tell you why. We
might make enough mistakes in this constitution trying to re-
write it, then we'll have to put more than ten the next time
around on the ballot to try to correct something that we've
done that needs correcting. I'm not saying that will happen,
but it could easily happen. It happens here every day. We
change it every day we meet. We go back and rewrite it and
add to it and take from it, and certainly, some of that's going
to happen to the final product that this body adopts. Believe
e, if you're around, you'll know that I'm telling something
that's fixing to happen, and if it does happen, I'd hate to see
our hands tied where we couldn't correct it. I for one am
willing to just let the people speak on then. I've tried
to limit. I've tried it time and time again in the legislature
but so far we have never been able to come up with a number that
would work. Suppose you have twenty-five proposals—or thirty-
five which we have had—who's going to determine what ten will
be placed on the ballot? If you've ever seen any political
politicking going on from the governor right on down, that's
the best way I know to see it go on. The one that's kind of
in getshis on the ballot, and those that are out will just
have to do the best they can. I just wanted to give you the
benefit of some of the knowledge that I've had trying to do
this very thing in the legislature, and there's some of these
old heads here that know about what I'm talking about .because
they were in the legislature when we attempted it.

Questions

MR. JACK
Mr. Rayburn, I'm an old head. I'm so old from being back

here I didn't even know where this newfangled mike was then.
HoM, you used that expression "hands tied." I'm going to use
one of yours. You like them wild hogs; you mean "hog-tied;"
is that right?

that for many years in the past in the legislature and we could
never get off the ground with it. I certainly would like to

see some limit—some workable limit—placed on the amount of

the amendments. 1 don't have the answer for It; I'll be
honest with you.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Senator, as you pointed out, though, if ve set the mjmber

in the constitution, then the only problem in the legislature
would be to decide who's first and who's last; right?

MR. RAYBURN
That's true; unless they submitted one, too, and changed that.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir. But, you do agree that if we set the number.

It would only be who gets in there; that would be the only
problem; right?

MR. RAYBURN
That's true,

best naneuverer .

Mr. Champagne. It would be who would be the

Further Di scussion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I agree with what Mr.

Jack is trying to do, but I don't believe that his solution Is

a workable solution. First of all: Suppose the legislature
proposes forty amendments and we have this provision that no

more than ten proposed amendments shall be submitted to the

electors of the state at any one election, it would still

be possible for the legislature to submit forty amendments by

simply either lumping them together and having you vote on,

say, three in one vote, or have an election each day— ten a day

—

because that's a separate election. All you're doing is adding
to the cost. It's just not workable. I for one do not believe

that what we're drafting is going to be a perfect document;
we have made mistakes. But, I don't know what all the mistakes
are, and I think that to set a limit of January 1, 1978 may
not be a long enough period of time. I think that the flexi-
bility is needed; it's unfortunate. I will also point out

that even if more than ten amendments were submitted to the

voters at one election and the people ratified more than ten
amendments, that they would still be valid on the same basis
that the constitution that we are presenting to the people
would still be valid because the people will hove spoken after

the legislature had proposed.
I urge the rejection of the amendment. I do not know of

any workable solution. Mr. Chairman, how many speakers are there

on the list?

MR. HENRY
There 're six more.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, it's bound to be tied regardless of how you get it

tied, Mr. Jack.

MR. JACK
Now, another one here about the time element— if you read

my amendment, you would see the effective date of this paragraph
shall be January 1, 1978. That has three years— three general
elections— to do with our work on the constitution, for the
legislature who, 1 think, can work out things. 1 was there
twenty-four years, beginning in 1940; I didn't find them all
that confused. They are a political body. But, if 1 ever
saw confusion in this country. ... I'm sixty-six it's been
operating under confusion,city, state, and federal ever since
I was big enough to read and write. If we're going to not pass
laws because confusion is going on, I don't know when we're going
to pass them; do you?

MR. TOBIAS
Then, I'll move to limit debate to thirty minutes.

[^Motion to limit debate on the Amend-
ment to thirty minutes rejected : 4 0-6 3.

j

Question

MR. BERGERON
Max, can you foresee that if this were adopted, the first

proposed constitutional amendment would be to raise the number

of constitutional amendments?

MR. TOBIAS
Very likely.

Further Discussion

MR. RAYBURN
What's your question, Mr. Jack? I'll attempt to answer it.

MR. JACK
What I'm talking about: Do you think we should quit passing

new laws until the confusion is over?

MR. RAYBURN
No, sir, 1 don't think that, but I did want to just briefly

tell you how I feel about this amendment, that we have attempted

MR. DE BLIEUX
The best way that I know of to eliminate the necessity for

amending the constitution is not clutter up the constitution
with a lot of needless legislation. I know it's late in the
day—and I'm speaking about the total time that we have been
debating this constitution— to start trying to correct that
situation now, but as you may believe, I think that we have a
lot of legislation, unnecessary legislation, contained in this
constitution. As a result of that, 1 foresee the time that
whenever we started working with this constitution we are going
to need more than ten amendments to clean it up. I might say
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some of the things that Mr. Jack has proposed here may require

scae aaendaents to do that. I Just feel like that the argunent,

the confusion, the time it would take trying to decide who's

going to get his anendment on, and which anendnents are going to

be subaitted and which ones are going to be left off, will get

us in a lot more confusion, take a lot more time and effort

than it would be In trying to get through the legislature the

constitutional amen<teent itself. 1 might suggest this to you,

that if we continue having our constitutional amendments pro-

posed at elections for each congressional election, you really

will only have one congressional election between now and the

time when this particular provision would go Into effect wherein

that you could see whether or not you needed amendments to

the constitution, and that would be the election that would be

held in 1976. If this proposed constitution is not adopted
and put into effect until the congressional election of this

year, then certainly the '74 election will be gone and out

of the way. Then say you*d have the election in '76, and on
January 1, 1978 then you would have the limitation, so you'd
only have one election between now and that time. 1 certainly
don't believe that the constitution would be law and in effect
long enough for us to determine whether or not that we have
done a real good job In putting together a new constitution
or whether or not we will need more than ten amendments in

order to clear it up. I just have an Idea from my standpoint,

y experience in practice as an attorney, that we are going
to have a lot of cleaning up to do as the years go by In this,

and therefore, we may have need of more than ten amendments.
For that particular reason, I think that it would be a bad

amendment to place in the constitution, particularly at this

particular time. Now, I would think that we could find some

other method of reducing the number of amendments proposed
rather than sticking something else like this In the constitution,
which might require a constitutional amendment in order
to eliminate this limitation to do the very thing which Mr.

Jack spoke about. Therefore, Mr. Jack, you can put me down as
doubtful on this amendment,! can assure you.

Questions

MR. CASEY
Senator De Blleux, you were practicing law when the...

supposedly the new Code of Civil Procedure was enacted, were
you not?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's correct.

MR. CASEY
In the late 19S0*8.

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's right.

MR. CASEY
Isn't It a fact that today In every legislative session

we're correcting errors in chat particular code even though

it's been in effect already some fifteen years?

rat. DE BLIEUX
Twenty years.

Further Discussion

MR. GUARISCO
Before I begin my remarks. I'd just like Co say Chat I do

resent persons who come to this microphone—and in particular,
one person—who comes to the microphone and speaks for or
against an amendment, and after he makes his verbal garbage
speech, moves to limit debate on everybody else.

I speak in favor of the Jack amendment. Mr. Rayburn
spoke against it. Ih here not to put limitations in the con-
stitution insofar as constitutional amendments, but unfortunately,
we're supposedly here to atone for the alleged sins of the 1920
Convention, and that's Just one law right now. Now, everybody
realizes that if we do our Job here and I think we have in

especially the local government area— then the necessity for
constitutional amendments or carte blanche authority by the
legislature will not be necessary. Some sixty-five percent
of all constitutional amendments since *21 have been to the
local government section— those things that were purely local
government in nature but had to be voted on by the state in

general. Now, I think we need some selling features for this
constitution, and one of the selling features—and I think
It's a positive one— to go back to the people and say "Look,
remember all those amendments that you turned down, the ten
out of ninety-four that you passed, the eighty-four that
failed in the last few years, it proves that you did not want
all those amendments on the ballot." If you can show the people
that they will not have to vote on all those amendments, then
it might be somewhat of a selling feature or a positive action
on our part. Now, I know and I think the best argument that's
been given has been given by Senator Rayburn that whose amend-
ments are going to get on the ballot and who's got the strength
over here to put their particular items on the ballot Is im-

portant, and I think that's probably one of the best arguments.
But, I think it's offset by th^ fact tl^t if Senator Rayburn
or members of the legislature feel like they're going to have
carte blanche authority and they overload this thing again with
forty, fifty, sixty amendments, then it's ashame because the
people are probably going to vote all of them down so the
good ones, again, won't pass. So, I don't think *hey'd be
accomplishing anything. Before this convention was called,
there was a constitutional revision conmlttee that put what
was supposedly good amendments on the ballot. The Louisiana
Constitutional Revision Committee had good amendments, but
those also failed. So, the people were completely fed up
with all those amendments.

Now, by limiting the amendments, another argument that
I think we can make, if the legislature is going to have only
ten maximum, then I think they're going to be a little more
Judicious in what sort of amendments they place on the ballot.
I also think that, and I know, that many-, many, many amendments
were poorly drafted In nature, that is, they didn't even have
Che efficacy of some of che bills that passed through the legis-
lature. It was very easy to pass an amendment. In fact, I think
Mr. Jack told me that It's easier to pass a constitutional
amendment through the legislature than an ordinary bill. So, if
we're going to overload this thing, we don't have very much
faith in what we're doing here today. I have a lot of faith in
what we've done. If the legislature Just overloads this thing
anyway, or puts things on the ballot to try to trick the people,
I think they're going to pay for it at the ballot box.

I'll yield to any questions.

MR. CASEY
TVcnty years.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yss. Uc src doing Chat, Mr. Casey, and I would say that

Che bills we have making Che corrcccions arc Bore than ten

each session of the legislature.

Mt. VLLO
Saoacor De Blleux, don'c you think we have a mandace from

the people Chac they don'c want all these amendmcncs, and don'c

you feel that it's much sore importanc for us to pass the
iMw constitution than to chink about cleaning It up at ch*
prsseoc C1jm7

Ml. DE BLIEUX
Dr. UUo, you alghc be right. We had a aandaca I thought

we bad a KsndaCa Co sCarC our worW too ,on that, but It seemed
CO «s a lot of pooplc choughc they had a mandace to stick a lot
of scuff in Che consclcutloo which is going to cause conscitu-
tlonal aMendaeoCs. If we had left out a lot of this Isglslativs
8arl»age, 1 just. ..It wouldn't be nscesssry.
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Questions
MR. ROEMER

Tony, the speaker prior to you talked about cleaning up th«
document, and I think that there probably are some things that
we're going to find that we need to have the legislature clean up
on our behalf In the years ahead. Don't you agree that Mr. Jack
allows the flexibility to do that by not putting this into effect
until 1978?

MR. GUARISCO
Absolutely.

MR. ROEMER
Don't you furtheraore agree that when you talk about the

loose phrase "cleaning up," what's cleaning up to one person Is
undoing to another? 1 think if we left this thing open to
aaendawnts willy-nilly, that we Bight find out that a lot of this
clean up attaapt is just an intent to circuanrant bom of the thioga
that we tried to do hara.

MR. GUARISCO
I think you ara absolutely right. Delegate Roeaar. Uhat soae
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people already have in mind, there's no doubt in my mind, that they're

going to rewrite this constitution by amendment just as soon as we

finish.
Yield to another question.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Guarlsco. do you recognize the fact that the present

constitution having been in effect for fifty years that it has had
seven hundred and thirty amendments proposed in that period
of time?

MR. GUARISCO
I think six hundred and something; yes. sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Do you know that the average has been better than fifteen

amendments per year? Now, of course, we only vote every two
years on that, which means that we have had an average of

approximately thirty amendments per year on that—on the constitu-
tion.

MR. GUARISCO
That's probably correct.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, so you mean to say that when we get through here with

all the stuff that we have put in this constitution we will not
have to amend it any?

MR. GUARISCO
Oh, I don't say that at all. Senator De Blleux. I'm sure

they'll have amendments, but only those amendments that are
Judicially considered and not just willy-nilly carte blanche
Just adding amendments to have amendments. Let the people
decide, so to speak. The people don't want to decide all
those issues.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, do you recognize the fact that. . .

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time. Senator.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, we have three things that prevent

numerous constitutional amendments in action in the State of
Louisiana. One in the constitution, and two as just the social
dynamics of what's going on right now. In the first place,
any of the things that have generated amendments in the past
needed constitutional amendments,we've taken out. The minute
description of judicial districts was the main generator of a lot
of aiDendments—unnecessary amendments. The other thing we've
taken out that generated a whole lot of amendments Is the minute
description of local governmental agencies. All that stuff is out.
Now, there are things in the new constitution that I think ought
to be statutory, but my statutory is your constitutional, and I

don't know that we ought to get into a fight about that today.
But, you can look at the list of constitutional amendments that
have been submitted to the voters in the past three years, including
the fifty-three that failed, and see that most of the things that
needed to be amended in those amendments, we no longer have in the
constitution. That's the first place. But, in addition to that.
the legislature, now, even under the '21 Constitution, are looking
very carefully at every proposed constitutional amendment and
asking one another, "Now, does this really need to go on the
ballot because my people are really mad; they don't want to
consider so many of these things?" The legislators are taking
care of that problem, number one. If they should begin to slip
up and not take care of it anymore, the people are going to take
care of It themselves. It seems to me that what you do when you
put a number like "ten" in the constitution is it acts as a. . .

not necessarily as a limit. For example, it seems to me that
the people—if you put seven unnecessary constitutional amendments
on the ballot—would vote them all down. So, the number "ten"
won't mean anything. It seems to me that by sticking this finite
number in, the number. . .the year we need eleven constitutional
aaendments, the ninth constitutional amendment will be a repeal of
this section or a change of the number. It really makes very
little difference. The ninth constitutional amendment will say,
"plus anything ratified at this election may go into the consti-
tution." So, let's trust the legislators to keep the constitutional
amendments down as they have been doing over the past several
years and trust the people to get mad as heck if they don't,
and not stick this unnecessary number into our constitution.

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY
I strongly urge you to support this amendment. I think this

la why we are here. I think it's why those of us who were elected
were elected to be here, is to be able to go back to the people
of this state and not say, "We hope that we have cut down the
number of amendments," but to tell them, "You can be sure that
you will not ever again have to vote on more than ten amendments
at any one election." That's what the people of this state want.
That's what they have told us again and again and again. When
we leave here if we believe in this constitution. . .if you believe
in what we have done here, what we are about to complete here,
when you go back to your districts to talk to the people, to

ask them to vote for approval of what you have done here, one
of the very first questions you're going to be asked is, "Have

you limited the number of amendments? Will we still have to

vote on so many amendments?" If you can't point specifically,
word for word, in something that we have done to say, "Yes, we
have done It. We have limited the nimiber of amendments. You

cannot vote on more than ten," no other answer is going to

satisfy the people of this state. It is not going to satisfy
them to tell them that we hope that this will not happen again.
We hope the legislature won't make the same mistakes It has

in the past, but remember, the legislature we were talking about
is one that in recent years, despite the reactions of the people,
were still submitting thirty, forty and fifty amendments to the

people at every election. The legislature has been unable to

restrain itself in the number: of amendments which it submitted
to the people. I think the only way we can restrain them is
in this constitution to tell them, "You cannot submit more than
ten to the people of this state." It requires a two-thirds vote
to submit a proposed amendment to the people of this state, two-
thirds vote of the legislature. Surely two-thirds of those
legislators if they know that they can only pass ten, can decide
which of the ten they will submit at any given election. Moreover,
on the provision in this section, we have permitted them to be submitted

at more than one election. So, if there is some emergency in-

deed, then we can have special elections to consider additional
amendments at that time. But, I again say that the history of

this state has shown that we need such a restraint and restric-
tion on our legislature in this state, and the people of this

state expect us to put such a restraint and limitation on the
legislature. In answer to the suggestion or question about
whether there wouldn't be a future constitutional amendment
to increase this number, I can virtually assure you that if there
was such an amendment submitted to the people of this state,
there's no doubt in my mind that they would overwhelmingly
reject any amendment to increase the number of amendments above
ten. I think this is an adequate number. I cannot understand
the arguments against it or suggestions against it. If we've
done a decent job, if we've done the kind of job we think we
have done, we intended to do, then I can't see why we would
be telling the people, "You may need more than ten or twenty
or thirty amendments at some future time." If you believe in
what we have done, you ought to be able to back it up with a

promise that there will not have to be more than ten amendoents
at any one time at any session... at any one election.

Questions

MR. SUTHERLAND
Delegate Conroy, I have been sitting here listening to all

the arguments on this and I can say that I am confused. I've

heard Mr. Casey who is a legislator say that with the new consti-

tution we would not have a need for additional amendments. I've

heard Senator De Blleux and Senator Rayburn say that there's no
way in the world that you can get by without more than ten amend-

ments. Now, when I start hearing the legislature speak this

way, it's confusing to me because I think we have to limit the

number of amendments. If there is confusion in the legislature,
there's going to be even more confusion In the minds of the

public who are going to have to pass on this thing, and I guess
I'll have to put this as a question: Don't you agree that a

responsible legislature would make sure that what they submitted
to the people was important enough to call for a vote of the
people and that what they were asking them to pass on would be
necessary to the constitution?

MR. CONROY
Yes, I think that with the preflling requirement that

we have, the legislature would be able to look at the total
package of what it's got before it

.. .amendments. .. to pick out the ten that the most important
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to be submitted at that election. If another election is needed
they can. .

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr . Conroy , I hear you speak about the legislature introducing

all these constitutional amendments. Do you recognize the fact
the legislators as representatives for the people of their dis-
trict have to be, you might say, requested to introduce an amend-
ment before it's proposed before this legislature? Do you know
the legislature doesn't Just dream up these amendments, that
somebody else usually asks for them, before they are passed?

MR. CONROY
Well, in that case. Senator De Blieux, I assume that they

would have no problem in exercising appropriate judgment on
which of the ten most important to submit to the people at the
next ensuing election. I think that the legislature has shown
itself incapable of restraining itself in this area, and that's
why 1 think we have to impose this restriction on the legisla-
ture.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Don't you recognize the fact that the restraint has to be

from the people, not from the legislature?

MR. CONROY
That's exactly what we're going to do. We're going to let

the people vote on this constitution and decide that whether
they want such a restriction, and I think they will. Senator
De Blieux.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Do you recognize the fact that these past amendments we had

waB because they were requested by the people that we represent
and that's why there were so many proposed?

MR. CONROY
Obviously not by a majority of the people voting on it because

most of them were turned down. Senator, and there are other people
to ask questions, so I think it would be appropriate to move on
to someone else if that's all right.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, 1 just want you to recognize the fact that the legisla-

ture's not irresponsible to the people it represents.

MR. BERGERON
David, In looking at this amendment more closely, I've kind

of had a change of heart in it, and I've seen some very good
points in it. Don't you feel that if we're to go back and tell
the people that we have provided for prefiling of the amendments
and a limit of ten, the voters would say, "Yes, then you've accom-
plished something; you've shaved down the amendments that you
will be presenting to us to vote on"?

MR. CONROY
I think that this is going to be the most important question

that most of the voters in this state will ask, and they will
insist on a satisfactory answer to that question, and the only
satisfactory answer is that we have limited the number of amend-
ments.

MR. LANDRUM
I wonder if you would answer me this: you said something

about what the mandate we had with the people to cut down on the

amendments; now, really, are we supposed to cut down on the

amendments or the cause or causes for amendments?

MR. CONROY
Well, Reverend Landrum, hopefully, we have done both, but

I don't think that we can assure the people that we have cut

down on the causes. I don't think that we can guarantee that we

have cut down on the causes unless we ourselves are willing to

say that we're satisfied we've done it, so satisfied that we're
going to assure you you don't have to vote on more than ten

amendments at any other time. That's what we're willing to

put behind our assurance that we have cleaned up the document,

that good calibre.

MR. LANDRUM
Then, what in effect you're doing to the legislature, the

same thing , what we have a problem right here. How could they

select the ten best amendments? I mean, you have a difficult
time trying to do that right here.

MR, CONROY
Rev. Landrum, they don't have to eliminate those beyond ten.

If they feel there are more than ten that are important, they

just simply don't submit them at the same election. But under
what we have adopted yesterday they don't all have to go in a

congressional election. They can have another election if it's

absolutely necessary to do so, and It is that important to do

so. But, it's not having to vote on them often that I think
would bother the people. The thing that bothers the people is

going into that voting booth and having fifty or a hundred switches

to choose fifty among to decide which way you're going to vote

on fifty some odd amendments and waiting in line for a long

period of time before you can get in there. Now, this business

of waiting in line is one of the things that they complain about

a great deal in my particular area, and they want to be sure that

they can get in and get out of that voting booth, and

the only way they can do that is to hold down the number of amend-

ments.

MR, LANDRUM
Don't you think Mr. Casey's argiment yesterday is a valid

argument that under local government many of the amendments

that we have dealt with in the past would not be necessary, and

if the legislature's going to be responsible for this, to be

able to select ten, I would think that legislature should also

be able to refrain from submitting as many amendments as...

MR. CONROY
Well, Rev. Landrum, in that regard, I think we have to look

at history, and history has shown that the legislature has not

been able to discipline itself in this area, and I think that

we have to put this restraint.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Conroy, I don't know if you heard tjie one that Rep-

resentative Casey mentioned the other day when I asked him a

question about, you know, an amendment that we had. What he

said was that he thought that the people should become more

educated—all of us,he said. Now, don't you think that our

electorate would be better able to become educated if they didn't

have to take so many doses at one time?

MR. CONROY
Poslt,ively, Mrs. Warren. There's a big difference between

being able to educate yourself on ten propositions at a given

time, and trying to educate yourself on fifty propositions at

any given time.

MRS. WARREN
Senator Rayburn mentioned the fact that the legislature

had been confused, and I'm saying, do you think that they will

probably still be confused since they can't come up with who

is going to put It on the ballot, the less confusion it will '^^"^^

because if they knew they didn't have but ten, they would probably

make the right decision?

In the past they have
MR. CONROY

That's exactly right, Mrs. Warren.

...by submitting them all.

Further Discuss ion

MR. BURNS
Mr, Chairman, fellow delegates, I've sat there in my seat

putting myself in the status of a voter rather than a delegate
to see if I could satisfy myself when I went to the polls to

vote on the adoption of this constitution, if I were satisfied with the
convention, had made it impossible or provided a means whereby the
voters would never be called on to vote on thirty or forty
amendments at any future election. So far, I'm sad to say
that I haven't heard one amendment or one speaker suggest any
definite clear method other than the amendment offered by Mr.

Jack, to accomplish this purpose. When I sit down, you're not

going to get any more help from me. But, the thing that con-

cerns me Is I've heard some of the argument and discussion all
having to do with the trouble and confusion of the legisla-
ture after this document Is adopted by the people, and it goes
into effect. What I'm concerned about is not the worries and
the confusion that's going to exist in the legislature after
the convention is passed. What I'm worried about is getting
the constitution passed, and adopted by the people. I think
that so far, I think the only clear, understandable, definite
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proposal or amendnent rather Chat's been subnltted to us that

the voters can understand, is the one that Mr. Jack has In

his amendaent. They'll know that you can't be called on to

vote for any more than ten amendments in any one election when
they go to the polls. One of the gentlemen just now said that

couldn't you tell the voters that you have prefillng proposal

or section in the constitution. I'd hate to go up on Beeson

Creek up in the rural section of St. Tammany Parish and voters

ask ne ,"Vhat have you done to where we won't have to vote on

forty or fifty amendments at any time In the future?" I'd

have to tell them, "Well, we provided for prefillng of the

constitutional amendments before each session of the legisla-
ture. '*You can Imagine what effect it would have on them, so

I say In all sincerity for those of us, and I'm sure all of

you Involved,everyone , after we've been here all these months
and Just with two weeks to go that our prime objective from
here on out should be what can ve do to polish up this con-
stitution. What can we do to assure its passage? At this
time, I know of no other thing that we're acting on at present
that's more important than to present something to the people
that's going to add to, I'd say, a overwhelming question as
far as I'm concerned: what are you doing so we won't have to
vote on all these amendments In the future? As I say, up till
now, Mr. Jack's amendment is the only one I think has presented
any solution insofar as the voter is concerned.

Questions

MR. SMITH
Mr. Bums, don't you think that we have a clear mandate from

the people to limit this constitutional amendments at least down
to ten or maybe down to six? Do you think they've shown by in
1968, I believe when they had fifty-two. . .1 mean, that may be further
back, that they don't want any more amendments, that many, they're
not going to vote on them?

MR. BURNS
I stated yesterday, Mr. Smith, not that I mean that I've been

deluged by questions by the people in my district, but I definitely
state that I've had more questions asked me about what we were
going to do about the future amendments to be submitted to the
people than all the rest of our work up here put together.

MR. SMITH
Well, don't you think the legislature that I having served

in and you have. Is going to keep on putting amendments to the
people regardless of t^ether they're constitutional material or

not, and if we don't have some limit, they're going to keep that
up; don't you think so?

MR. BURNS
Well, I don't have any fault to find with the legislature,

but the only thing I say is, "Let's get this constitution
passed." Then, they can take care of the problems or the mistakes
that we've made. But, let's don't take a chance of not getting
it passed or it won't be any need even discussing what's going
to happen afterward.

MR. TOCA
Mr. Burns, you're talking about limiting it to ten amendments

on the machine. I see here it's sixty. . .1967. we only had two
amendments on the machine, and the people rejected one. Now,
you know they understood these two amendments. We're trying to
say now that if we put over ten the people won't understand it.
Is that what we're trying to do now?

MR. BURNS
No, no. I didn't say that. I said the people are concerned

about having forty and fifty amendments on the ballot and then
have to go there and try to wait in line to vote on it and not
understand any of it. You know, Mr. Toca, that's been publicized
ever since the convention began as to what is going to be done...

Further Discussion

MR. HAYES
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, I shall just be one

minute. I think that I've heard so many people discuss the amend-
ments, seemingly, that seemed to be the reason we're having this
convention. I didn't think that was the case. I thought the
people turned down the fifty amendments because they had a right
to turn them down if they didn't like them. The only thing I can
see to limiting the nuaber of amendments on the constitution, or
the nuiber of amendments you can propose to the constitution will
do, will cut down on the amount of time you stay In the voting
booth. You are really denying the people the right that they

have to turn down amendments. They can turn an amendment do%m.
There's no reason why you can't turn it down. You talk like
you've got to pass it. If people don't understand fifty, they
may not understand ten, like someone brought out a minute ago. I

didn't vote against a single amendment because it had fifty
on the machine. I voted against them because I didn't understand
them. When it came back with the highway fund, you got it passed
because the people understood it. If you have somebody to get
out and explain amendments when they're trying to get them passed,
people understand them; they'll pass them. There's no need to try
to fool the people. There's no need to try to fool the leg-
islature,^ either. If we put ten on here in some sort of way,
the legislature will probably feel that we are guaranteeing them
that ten amendments will pass. You can't guarantee them they'll
pass, don't care how many you put on. You can't guarantee the
people a good constitution if you tell them you're not going to
have but ten. I don't know where the magical figure came from.

I understand they have twelve jurors, I believe, because at the
Lord's Supper they had twelve, I don't know where this figure
ten came from; maybe because our counting symbol Is based on
base ten. Thank you.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Hayes, I think I understood you to say that you didn't

know about the magic figure and whether they would understand
them and on and on. Now, we heard one delegate say they had
two amendments only at one time, and one passed and one didn't.
So, the people had a chance to read that and decide that they
wanted one and they didn't want the other one. Did I understand
you to say that it would cut down on the time that people spend
going into the polls?

MR. HAYES
He didn't say that the others.,

understood them or not.

..I don't know whether they

MRS. WARREN
I say, he said it. I didn't say he said they understood.

I'm asking you. Couldn't you conceivably believe that they
could have time to understand two amendments, and reject the
one that they didn't want and take the one that they c' id?

MR. HAYES
You will have more time; I would say this, they would have

less time in the booths to vote on them. Two amendments wouldn't
take you as long in the booths... it wouldn't take as long to vote
on two as it would to vote on fifty.

MRS. WARREN
Then, I think you mentioned about the legislature; do you

feel that our purpose is here to make the legislator think that
the people are going to vote on these amendments because there's
not but ten, or are we supposed to make it for the people?

MR. HAYES
It appears to me you're trying to limit it to ten to guarantee

that ten will pass. I got that from listening. That's what I

got gathered that we're trying to guarantee somebody that if we
get ten they'll pass—a magical figure, ten. I don't know where
you got ten from. I don't know where they got ten from. I don't
know why they didn't come up with nine or eight or seven, or some
other figure, maybe. .

.

MRS. WARREN
Well, that's the reason I asked you because we got entirely

different interpretations; thank you.

MR. HAYES
I don't know where ten came from.

MR. RIECKE
Mr. Hayes, when there were fifty-two amendments on the ballot,

I assume you voted at that election?

MR. HAYES
I voted.

MR. RIECKE
I would like to ask you, did you understand every one of those

fifty-two amendments completely?

MR. HAYES
I probably didn't understand all of them, no. That's why I
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didn't vote for them all. I didn't understand all of them. I

voted- for the ones I probably understood. I don't remember all
the fifty of them at this time.

MR. RIECKE
Well, don't you think that's what the people thought, that

they didn't want fifty-two because they didn't want to vote on
anything they didn't understand?

MR. HAYES
But, the ones that I understood most are the ones that were

advertised, whoever was pushing certain amendments. I'm saying
if you push or advertise, when they defeated the highway, the
one that's dealing with the highway funds, they came back and
made you understand just exactly what you done. At that time
the people understood what had happened. I'm saying if you will
put more time on making the people understand what amendments
that Is, and the importance of them, they will pass them on
round one

.

MR. RIECKE
Don't you think it takes more time to teach the people about

fifty-two amendments than it does two?

MR. HAYES
Well, if It takes more time, I'm saying, yes, but I don't

think you should limit the number. I think they still have a
right to vote for however many you want to give them to vote for.

Further Discussion

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of this convention, I have

not come to this microphone often during chls whole convention.
But, this is one thing that I feel very serious about. I feel
that if I had a mandate from the people of this state, it's in
this one area. I have not talked to one person, not one person,
not only In my district, but in the Parish of Caddo, and all the
parishes between here and Caddo where I stopped and talked and
discussed anything about the constitution, and this was prior to
the Constitutional Convention. The people did not want to be
burdened with having to digest this many amendments. I don't
believe there Is one person in this convention that can tell me
that you digested on the last election when we had fifty-odd
amendments, that you digested every one of them and could vote
intelligently on it. I challenge you to It. I read them. I

read them all, and I spent some study on it, but I did not under-
stand all of them myself. I don't believe one-tenth of the
people in this state understood them. I don't believe that you
believe that, either. Now, we have some talk up here about all
the amendments we might need to correct what's in this constitution.
Well, let's not worry about that because if we have such a con-
stitution that needs all those amendments, this constitution is
down the drain to start with. We have ampl^ time to make moderate
corrections in this constitution. We have two sessions, or two
times that we can vote on it before this amendment would be
accepted, and that is ample time. Let me tell you something:
I don't know because I haven't researched it, but I'd say if you
research it that a great majority of your constitutional amen<iments
that have been offered to the people of this state to vote on is
things that did not need to be carried to the people. They could
have been settled in this legislature. What happened? The
legislators shirked their responsibility because of political
views on the thing, that they could say, "Oh, let the people
decide it." Don't you forget it, there's been numerous, numerous
constitutional amendments offered from this legislature down here
that were statutory material. I strongly support and urge that
you vote for this amendment. Thank you.

Question

MR LEBLEU
Mr. Shannon, If you think that the people in the state don't

want to vote on the constitutional amendments, then that's a
big reason for wanting us to draw up a new constitution. Don't
you think there could be some method that a legislature could
amend the constitution itself, rather than submitting all these
amendments to the people, if you think that's a big, big reason?

Further Discussion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
As you look back at the time when you campaigned for this

position, I'm sure you will remember that when you talked to the
people about this position, the top of the list they placed, less
amendments to this constitution. We don't want to have to vote

on all these constitutional amendments. We want our legislature
to take their responsibility and enact legislation for
people of this state. We don't want to have the buck passed to

us to make decisions when we elect them to make the decisions
in the legislature . We've provided for longer sessions of the
legislature, not shorter sessions. They shall have more time
to provide whose amendment gets on the ballot, and because I feel
these legislators, some of whom we have here, are outstanding people,
because I feel they are fully capable of doing this, I urge
your support of this amendment. If there's anything wrong with
this amendment, it's not ten we need, it's six, and I propose
to vote for six. I am quite happy with this constitution to

date. One of the good features, and one we keep talking about
is the way we have cut it down in size. Let's help our legisla-
ture make sound decisions in their future possible amendments,
and provide less legislation in our new constitution. It is

amazing to me that one of the most outspoken critics of our

deliberations In this assembly has been that he says, we are

putting legislation in this constitution, and he was one of

the most outspoken critics when I advocated the three-dollar
license, because he says, "That is legislature." Then, he gets up

here and says, "Let's not cut down the number of possible amendments;

let your legislature make that decision. I suggest to you In all

falrnesss that if those of us In that position that were in the

legislature on many occasions, as this gentleman suggested, these

constitutional amendments are made. because the people back home
requested that of them. I tell you that this Is to help these

legislators in the future say, "We are limited in the number of

amendments we can propose; I favor your suggestion; I shall

bring it up as legislation, not as legislation In the constitu-
tion."

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Delegate Champagne, as I understand your remarks, what you're

saying is that we've already done many things In this body to
limit future constitutional amendments, that is, strong local and
parochial, etc., etc.. But, you're saying, let's do one thing
more, and let's have a specific prohibition against a number of
willy-nilly thirty, forty, fifty amendments. Isn't that what
you're trying to say?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's right, and I also want these legislatures to have

the possibility of debating at length and putting on sound
constitutional amendments,not legislation In the constitution.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Champagne, we kind of had lost in this discussion the

method by which the number would be limited. Can you shed

some light on how the legislature might effectively limit the

number?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
The effective number ,lt would be limited in the constitution.

MR. JENKINS
No, I mean the method by which they might select the ten

or the six or . .

.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
It's very simple to me, Mr. Jenkins. In other words, we

vote, and the number of votes, I would suggest that. We don't

have to decide that now, but simply vote in the legislature;

the one that gets the highest number of votes is first priority.

MR. JEMKINS
But, you haven't provided that. This article provides

that if a joint resolution gets two-thirds of the vote, and if

It's prefiled, then it's going to be on the ballot. Are you

going to provide the first ten, the ten with the highest number...

I mean, there's no constitutional authority here for saying

the one that gets the ten. highest votes.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Well, Mr. Jenkins, I have full confidence in the legislators*

ability to do that, just like amendments to this proposed consti-

tution. I would suggest that if we have twenty and we want six,

the one that gets the highest number is number one; the second,

number two. That's a simple matter.

MR. JENKINS
Well, now, wait, Mr. Champagne. The ones that would get the

highest number of votes would probably be the least controversial,

and most technical. In other words, a very technical amendment...

My question is, suppose you have ten amendments that pass between
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aybe, a huxtdred and five to zero, or ninety to five, or something

like that. They may be very technical amendments. In fact, those

are the sorts of amendments that get big votes, but very Important

amendments may pass by a very narrow vote. Yet, you would say

that the ones who get the highest nia^er of votes get preference

to those that get a lower ntmiber of votes?

MR. CHAKPAGNE
I would think that If you have that problem then It's time to

get to legislating in the legislature and pass them In the form

of legislation, rather than constitutional amendments.

MR. JENKINS
Well, now, that would be fine if lt*s legally possible, but

so many changes can't be made by legislation. They have to be

made by constitutional amendments. You know, haven*t we had a

problem at this convention we're still wrestling with, getting a

system for putting alternatives on the ballot; and we still

haven't resolved that question at this convention. Yet, here

we will be imposing on the legislature a problem which we haven't

been able to resolve yet at this convention,

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I feel that since they make the decision and since they put

them on the ballot that that's their responsibility, sir. I

feel they're fully capable of doing that.

Further Discussion

MR. WEISS
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. We've come to

another extremely controversial problem. I would like to reflect

for you the thinking of the Bill of Rights and Elections CoDinlttee

In its majority. We presented to you this proposal after much
consideration, much debate and thought on this matter, and Mr.

Jack came before the group with first four, six, eight, ten, or

whatever number of amendments that we would like to limit this

constitutional revision as we see it to be presented to the

public. Certainly we are all in agreement that we are attempting

to limit the amendment process. There's no question about that.

We do have a mandate to do this. All of the comments that are

made at this microphone before, I think we all agree upon. I

think It's simply a matter of how to go about doing this, and I

will try to convey to you the picture of the majority of the

Bill of Rights and Elections Committee and why we elected not to

put a limit on the Constitution Amendment Revision Article. First
of all, this is not the cure for the disease. We hope, as one
delegate so eloquently said, that this is not good testimony

to our handiwork. We have done a fine job thus far, particularly
in reference to the Judiciary and Local Government Article. Now,
perhaps from the Shreveport area they have had problems up north
because the 1921 Constitution had such things In it as the

Caddo Parish jail site fund, and also the municipal ice factories

as to hov they should be voted upon and an election held for that
purpose. Now, back there, fifty-two years ago, there may have

been reason in the course of years to revise this. Certainly,
there has been much revision, but this is not the cure. The

amendment Mr. Jack, and the future ones that he proposes to present,
is nothing more than a hot poultice amendment. It does not cure

the problen. There's no sense in taking an aspirin for a head-
ache that can be due to either brain tumor or constipation. That's
all you're telling the public now, that you're giving them a

limit of ten. Let me show you what happened in the past twenty-

five years. Nine of these twenty-five years there were less than

ten amendments presented to the general public, less than ten.

Frequently, as some of the more politically astute have pointed

out to me, it's been nothing more than a popularity contest for

the governor in office. This is the big concern that we weighed
In considering whether to put a limit upon the number of proposals
that would come before the people. As far as whether the people
will think it over, that's a farce. Back In 19A0 there were four

amendments and all four of them were rejected. If it's no good,
it's no good. If you have fifty amendments and two cooie out,
somebody's thinking somewhere that there must be two good amendments

in that group. As far as the legislature having a problem, yes,
they've had a problem, but they've had a bad document. When you
have poor protoplasm to work with, you can't do very much, and I

can assure you, as a physician, this is a problem sometimes, but
you can't put wings on a devil. This is a problem, and we have
created a good document. We've created a good document, and we've
particularly been careful to create a careful Judiciary and Local
Governmental Article which should not require a great deal of
revision. It will be taken care of locally. Please do not
handicap the people that are in the process of government, the
legislators who Delegate Rayburn spoke of repeatedly, and I

think, honestly, of the problems they have. I do not believe.

and I think you will feel the same way, sitting here after a

year, that we do not try earnestly and strive earnestly to come

to answers to these problems. The only problem is how to go

about doing this. Limiting it to ten is a dangerous procedure.

It will turn over to the governor, the one in power, to make
the selection and then, to select those articles which he thinks
would be to his advantage, perhaps, for reelection or other

political influences. I urge you to defeat this and future
amendments that Mr. Jack intends to propose, and I still give

Mr. Jack credit as an outstanding legislator because as he

came before this conmittee, he said there were two things he

stood on his platform in wanting for this constitution. I was
more interested In generalities and the welfare of the State of

Louisiana. He was concerned with inccnne tax reduction and limita-
tion on the number of constitutional amendments. He's batting
fifty percent at this time. I don't think he deserves a hundred
percent for this, and I urge you to vote against this floor

amendment

.

Question

MR. RAYBURN
Dr. Weiss, in your opinion, if there are fifteen constitutional

amendments that have been approved by the legislature and they were
trying to make up their mind as to what priority they would es-

tablish, and we just had a new governor elected, and one of them

provided that the governor couldn't run for a second term, what

priority do you think it'd get?

MR. WEISS
Well, I think you can answer that best. Delegate Rayburn, as

a politician and you know where they stand.

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

if we were going to keep the 1921 Constitution as we have it now
and just revise it, I would say to you that this is an excellent

amendment. In fact, the Revision Commission submitted this exact

amendment to the people. You know what they did with it. They

did exactly what they did with the other fifty-three. They voted

it down. I would say that we have, and I think there's not much

more I can add to what has not already been said as to the amount
of revision we have done in this constitution that would require

us not to submit amendments to the people. I think the safeguards

are there. The people who say we have to do this because this is

what the people want you to do, I would submit to you, you have
already done it. But, let me say something in defense of the

legislature because it looks like we always take a little bombing
when it comes to submitting constitutional amendments. If you

look back from 1921, or '22, tnmediately after the 1921 Constitution
was written, there was only four amendments; then thirteen; then

fourteen; four , eighteen; five, fifteen; fourteen; twenty- two;

twenty-eight; and I'll skip a few years there. Then we'll go

on to 1956 and 60's when every bit of the government grew just

like Industry grew, just like the whole state grew and the whole

nation grew. Then we started getting up In the forties and the

fifties and the fifty-two's and the fifty-three's. I submit to you

that the legislature passed these constitutional amendments be-

cause they are absolutely necessary when dealing with some of

the prime functions that they were dealing with, that is, govern-

ment. Just look over most of amendments and you'd see what I'm

telling you is true. I think Mr. Avant has a list, and he went

over them recently, just now In fact that out of the past thirty

amendments that there were now... if this new constitution was in

effect, you only need twenty-nine. . .twenty-nine would not be

needed. If you'd go back to the time we submitted fifty-two

to the people, fifty-one out of fifty-two would not be needed.

So. what were we doing? We were meeting the needs of a problem of

the people in an archaic constitution. That's why we are here.

The fifty-two and fifty-three amendments were the end result of

why we are here. All of it is a direct result because the

people had to go and change the constitution. Let me give you

another fact of life. Before 1940. . ,1960. . .1970 and '72 and '68,

the people were passing these amendments. Something evidently
happened; they became more informed, or maybe government had be-

come more distasteful, or more distrustful, and they started

defeating them. So, does that mean that we should now limit the

nimber of constitutional amendments on the ballot. Why don't
we get down to the basic argument or basic reasons why we should

limit them? We should limit them because the people don't want

to vote on them? Absolutely not. We should limit them because
they aren't needed. I would submit to you they will not be

needed if we adopt this new constitution. If you had a chance

to submit this one amendment to the people if this constitution
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Is not adopted. It would be to limit a number of amendments. Then,

what would you do? I'll tell you what you would do. I think

Senator Rayburn brought out a good point. I'll tell you what

you would do; 1972 in the special session, and there's twelve

amendments, all administrative amendments. If we don't adopt

a new constitution, and you get these situations where the admin-

istration has eight or nine, you can bet they'll make it ten,

and the people's voices in the legislature will never be heard

as far as the amendments are concerned. You will have only ad-

ministrative amendments on the ballot. But, my whole point, if

I can leave with you today here on this particular amendment, is

that if you want window dress, and evidently, ^ lot of us want

to, if you want to Just window-dress and tell the people, "Look

what we've done." I've heard that said not more than ten times

up here today. The people want us to do this. If you want to

window-dress and tell the people, "Look what we've done."
We've limited the only thing that you can receive to ten. Well,

go ahead and do it. I'm not really hung on this; I don't think

it makes that much difference, whether you make it ten or fifteen

or five; it's a window dressing thing, the way I look at it.

But, if you're window-dressing,you make it look like the legis-

lature has been derelict in their responsibility, and that they

won't hold it in the future, and I submit to you you're wrong.

You're dead wrong. The reason for these amendments was because they

were absolutely necessary. Just look at them. The city of

New Orleans and all of their problems they had with the limita-

tion of millage, hurricane evacuation or protection levees,

or various other projects that were needed, needed by local

government, needed by the judiciary, needed by various other

agencies of state government. That's why they're on the ballot.

The reason why the people defeated them, I think they were just

fed up, not with constitutional amendments— the same reason

they defeated sixty-five or seventy-five percent of the legis-

latures and it's. ..the legislators, and the same reason why they

threw a good number of our elected officials out of office. They

are just fed up with government as we knew it in the past. You

want a change? Then, cause it. But, I think we ought to give

it a chance to try

.

Further Discussion

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise to support this amend-

ment. It seems to me this is a very necessary amendment. It

gives us what the people have continually told us they want.

They want an end to long lists of constitutional amendments. I

know people who don't vote at all when you have a large number

of amendments. They stay home. I think that we want to have

as many people to vote as possible. Now, Mr. Jack gave necessary

leeway in this amendment by not allowing it to go into effect

until January 1, 1978. I'm not a prophet. I don't think many

of you other speakers are a prophet. I know Mrs. Zervlgon isn't

a prophet or Mr. Casey. Mr. Tobias might have better credentials

for being a prophet than the other one. But, I think he's just

as wrong. We can tell you that the Local Government Article is

going to solve all of our problems. We don't need any will.

Emergency problems tend to be handled by emergency legislation.

Often, legislators begin pouring in amendments. Old Jim threw in an

amendment; I've got to throw in one, too. Everybody will know

I'm on the Job. I think that we are no longer in the day of

fifty-year constitutions. The national trend tends now to be

toward constitutions only lasting twenty to twenty-five years. Those

who say, this is not the answer have themselves presented

no answer to the problem. Yesterday Mr. Casey moved to deflect,

the people don't seem to have enough education to handle the

problems. But, these are the same people who had enough educa-

tion to elect him here, so that now they have enough education

to understand the amendments. Having only ten amendments on the

ballot will not guarantee it to the sponsors of these amendments

that the amendments will pass. But, they will guarantee that the

people will have a chance to look over the amendments and make

a proper decision based on what the amendments themselves say,

and not on the governor's personality or somebody else's person-

ality. The people have always seemed willing to do their duty.

Often it seemed sometimes the elected officials are not willing

to do their duty. They tended to seem to want to pass the buck

on down the line. I think that Mr. Jack and his associates

have written a garbage disposal amendment. From now on the

garbage will be disposed of here in Baton Rouge Instead of being

spread all over the state for the entire population to dispose of.

If you're going to have garbage, dispose of it where you create

the garbage. You don't spread the garbage all around. They might

wrap a pretty little package and throw i£ in his garbage can.

This amendment offers the legislature ... this amendment does

not tell the legislature how to pick the ten. If they can't

handle which ten should be... if they don't know how to pick

which ten, then perhaps we've made errors in the people we've
sent up here. I think our legislature is capable of setting
up a system for determining which ten will go on the ballot.
So, I support this amendment, and I urge you to also vote for
it. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise to oppose this

amendment because I think this is a very dangerous amendment.

I, in the first place, we talk about the mandate that we sup-

posedly are under. I would refer you to the constitutional
amendments that were submitted in Noveaber of 1970, which were

fifty-three in number and the ones that were submitted in November

of 1932 which were thirty in number. I don't profess to be one

hundred percent accurate in the fast time I have gone through

these, but I think if you will go through them you will find

that I'm not very far from wrong. Of those fifty-three amend-

ments that were submitted in November of 1970, I believe you

will agree that fifty-two of those amendments wouldn't be

necessary under this constitution. Of those that were submitted

in November of 1972, I believe you will agree that twenty-nine

of them would not be necessary under this constitution that

we are proposing. Now, let me tell you why X feel this is a

dangerous and a bad amendment. Of those twenty-nine amendments

that were submitted in November of 19/2, six of those amendments,

as I read it, were absolutely necessary because of the situation

in irtiich we found ourselves as a result of the ruling of the

federal court with regard to property taxation. Now, not being

able to foresee the future, I Just don't believe in painting

yourself into a corner. Who are we to stand here today and

say that a situation will not arise in the future as a result

of the ruling of the United States Supreme Court or for some other

reason, where we Just absolutely have to have more than ten

constitutional amendments to get ourselves out of the particular

predicament in which we find ourselves? I just respectfully

submit to you that when you've closed all your options and you

paint yourself into a corner to where you can ' t move when you

have to move, that you're doing a very dangerous thing. I think

we have complied with the mandate that we had to do something

to limit the necessity for just a whole multitude of constitu-

tional amendments. If you will look at this list, you will find

the thirty-one in November of 1970, thirty-one of those fifty-

three amendments have the asterisks by them which indicates that

they are purely local amendments. They'll have to receive a

majority vote not only statewide, but in the particular area

covered. In November of 1972, of the thirty, twelve were

amendments of that nature. All of the rest that I referred to

were strictly matters of a statutory nature that had found

themselves or found their way into the constitution, and the

only way you could change them was by constitutional amendment.

But, the most important thing, and the thought I want to leave

with you, is that we did find ourselves in a position in 1972

because of the rulings of the federal court with respect to our

system of property taxation that something had to be done, and

the only way it could be done was by amending the constitution.

It took six amendments to get it straightened out, if it's

straightened out. Who are we to sit here and say that fifteen

or twenty years from now we won't find ourselves in another

such position where it may take eleven amendments to extricate

ourselves from a very bad predicament in which we are floundering?

I say that when you paint yourself into a corner and you fore-

close your option to where you cannot operate and do what is

necessary, that you're making a terrible, terrible mistake. I

urge you to please vote against this amendment for that reason.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Question

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Avant, T have read Mr. Jack's amendment several times

and I don't see anything in here which limits the right of the

legislature to submit amendments to the people. I only see

in here a provision that no more than ten shall be submitted

at any one election. According to the amendment which was

adopted yesterday, each resolution can provide for the date

of the election. We are not painting ourselves in a corner,

as I read this. I would ask you to explain what you mean when

you say that

.

MR. AVANT
Well, Mr. Dennery, unless yeu want to go to the alternative

of having multitudinous elections, statewide elections, where
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you're going to submit ten this Bonth and ten the next month
and ten the following month, I think you have painted yourself
In a corner. Now, if that Is the alternative that you would
suggest, I'm told that a statewide election, if you're going to

operate in that fashion, costs, somebody said, a million dollars.
I don't know how much one of them costs, but I don't think we
ought to be In a position of where we've got to have an unnecessary
expenditure of money Just to get around something that we've put

in the constitution.

Further Discussion

MRS. UARREN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise In support of this

amendment. I heard Mr. Jack and others mention a platform that

they ran on. I did not run on a platform that they would not

have ill these amendments. But, I heard time and time again

that having a new constitution, we won't have to be voting on

so many amendments at one time. I have heard this all over the

State of Louisiana. The reason that I did not make any promises

of putting this in the constitution was because I realized that

I had one vote, and one vote just wouldn't do it. I was reminded

of a famous quote from King Solomon, and I'm going to read it

to you. It says, "One who does give a gift he promises Is like

a blowing over a desert without a dropping of rain." So, I did not
want to be caught in that position. But, I would like to give you

two other quotes from King Solomon, which says, "Do you like honey?

Don't eat too much of it, or It will make you sick." A second quote

Is, "Don't visit your neighbor too often or you will wear out your

welcome." I say to the legislators, and many times people have shown

you that you wore out your welcome by putting so many amendments on the

ballot. I say to you, they will do it again. I say to you In

this day, it is changing; we are now living in the day of revelations,
and many things are being revealed; many people are waking up and

they are wanting to be knowledgeable on what they are going to vote

on. They are not going to the lever and pull something just to be

pulling it. Many times, I say to you, people have called me and said,

"Mrs. Warren, we are having an election tomorrow and we have a num-

ber' of amendments on the list. Would you explain this or that to

me?" I tried In some Instances, and when I looked at it and I knew
time was running out. I said, "Well, I'll tell you, if you don't

understand it, it might be a good thing that you just pull that lever

against it." I'm telling you this is what I have done. If it comes

again that I have to do the same thing, this is what I am going to do,

and I am going to use my time to try to educate people, like Mr. Casey

said that they should be, as to how they should vote on these things

and this convention has given me a great opportunity to know

just how things were. I'm going to ask you to support Mr. Jack's

amendment, and I'm going to ask you to do It in the Interest

of the education of our electorate across the State of Louisiana.

I thank you very much.

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Mrs. Warren, I refer you to Tennyson's poem of "The Vision

of Sir Launfal," where he was in search of the Holy Grail,

and in that he says, "Tis not what you give, but what you share.

For the gift without the giver Is bare." Don't you think that

this amendment is a bare gift to the people, that it is naked

because I know that I could Iximp In one amendment fifty-two

amendments, and that this Is a bare gift?

!«S. WARREN
I'll grant you that, Mr. Willis, and I'm not as familiar

with Tennyson as I am with King Solomon, but I'll tell you one

thing with the mass that's waking up everyday, you're not going

to be able to Imp very much much longer.

MR. WILLIS
Well, Mrs. Warren, may I ask you one more question, then, in

projection of your argument. If this amendment states that we

should put the barricade against more than ten amendments, some

speakers have said that a barricade against six would be better.

If you project the argument, ten is good, six is better; wouldn't

be zero best?

MRS. WARREN
I don't know Jbut did you know what King Solooon said about

a city without any laws?

ML. tflLLIS

I know what King Solomon said to the husband and wife who

couldn't decide on a child, who wanted to cut it into.

[previous Question ordered . Rc-rord

vote ordered

.

]

Closing

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I know you all are tired,

and I am, too. I'm not going to talk but a few minutes. But, I

don't get up here too often, but I do like to get up when good
government is at stake. I think It is now unless we pass this

amendment. I'm a coauthor of this amendment. They're asking what

legislators or former legislators think about this good amendment.

I take the floor as a former legislator of sixteen years I

was proud of it, but I'm proud I'm not there anymore to say
that this is a fine amendment. As I said a while ago, and I

asked a question, I feel that we have a mandate from the people
of our state to cause some legislation limiting amendments, and
this is one that I think is real good. In the future, if we
have too many amendments, people are not going to vote for them
regardless of their merit. As we know we had last time, I

believe we had twelve, and all but one was defeated. I think
they had some good ones in there, but they were defeated because
people are tired of voting on lot of amendments they don't
understand. Usually, when these amendments come up on the
ballot, people don't go to the polls because of their apathy.
They don't understand them; they are couched in terms they can't
understand; so they just stay away, or else they don't vote for
them. You look and see how many people don't vote on amendments
that vote for candidates. It's thousands of them. You know
and I know. If you've been In the legislature, every time the
legislature meets, we come up with nianerous amendments, consti-
tutional amendments, that don't belong In the constitution.
Lot's of them are statutory, but if we keep on not limiting
the number, we'll still have a lot of grubby garbage as Mr.
Tobias says, to put in the constitution. We're trying to get
rid of It, and we are getting rid of all this statutory material.
Let's don't have any more by voting them In through this consti-
tution amendments. But, I say lots of times, the legislator
put In these amendments for something they'd all want to pass on

to the people; they're shirking their responsibility. I know
when I was in the legislature I believe one time we had fifty-
two we passed on to the people. They passed, most of them.

But, most of the people didn't know even what they were voting
for. They don't want that anymore; they've become more know-
ledgeable, and I feel like ten... like you say, who's going to

decide that? Well, the amendment here provides that the
legislature shall provide the method for selecting which amend-
ments shall be submitted at the election. I thought they put
a lot of confidence in the legislature. Let them decide. Some
people say we're going to have emergencies all the time. Well,
I think we're not going to have more than ten emergencies that
we can take care of every two years. So, let's go ahead, gen-
tlemen, and do what the people want us to do. You all know
and I know, I ran on this platform limiting amendments. I made
talks around the state, and I feel like that It would help sell
this constitution if we tell them that we can't pass more than
ten constitutional amendments next time to put to them to vote
on. So, let's don't clutter up the constitution with any more
statutory material. So, I ask you, let's go ahead and vote for
this amendment limiting. . .the fact... might be a good idea to

limit it to a little less, but if we have ten, I think that's
a good number. I say this in all sincerity and conscientiously,
I think this Is good government, and I ask you to vote for it,

and I believe the people of this state would be well satisfied
if the vote we make today is for this amendment. I thank you.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Smith, I have mixed feelings about this amendment, but

I would prefer the one limiting the number of amendments to

fifteen. Will that one be also Introduced?

MR. SMITH
No, sir. If this one passes, I think that will be It.

MR. ALEXANDER
No, I mean if this one Is defeated.

MR. SMITH
Well. I don't know. Mr. Jack, he's... I feel like ten is

plenty. I don't think we should have any more. The next one
would be twenty. I think ten is a real good number, and I

think we ought to stop with that.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Jasper, can you give us some i^ea of what sort of procedure

the legislature could- adopt that would be workable and practical
and fair that could facilitate such a limitation?
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MR. SMITH
Well, I think we have a good legislature, Mr. Jenkins. You're

a member of it, and I feel like that we ought to come up with
ten good amendments. They could say, well, these are the ten best,
and put the others off, maybe. But, as you know and I know, a

lot of these amendments are put in purely to get some to shirk
their responsibility to the people. They're really not good
amendments. But, I don't think during any legislature you're
going to have more than ten amendments that need to be passed
on the people.

[vote on the Amendment tied : 53-5 3

.

Chairman votes nay breaking the tie.

Amendment rejected: 53-54. Motion

to reconsider tabled.}

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. JACK
We are writing a constitution. We're over here because the

voting machine don't work. I don't know whether this cockeyed thing
Is working right. It's a very poor method of voting — part of them
on the machine up there, part of them orally, part of them going up
there afterwards, then the final tie breaking— I think as important
as this is we ought to vote for it tomorrow over on the whole. . .

MR. HENRY
You're not on your point of order now.

[Motion to table reconsideration

.

]

Point of Order

MR. JACK
For a point of order again, Mr. Speaker . . . haven't been

answered. Are you going to say we've got to vote by this method
here with a part on the machine that hadn't been raised before,
patt of them not on the machine meeting over here. . .

MR. HENRY
Mr. Jack, if you asked for it you can get a roll call vote,

if you desire.

MR. JACK
I want a roll call vote.

[Record vote ordered . Motion to re-
consider tabled: 60-51.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Aext amendment sent up by Messrs. Jack, Smith, Fulco, and others.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, between lines 26 and 27, insert

the following paragraph:
"No more than fifteen proposed amendments shall be submitted

to the electors of the state at any one election. The legislature

shall provide the method for selecting which amendments shall be

submitted at a particular election. The effective date of this

Paragraph shall be January 1, 1978."

Explanation

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I'd appreciate it if

you would be quiet for just three minutes because that's all I'm

going to take. Now, I'm going to lay this on the line with you. Bluntly,

you're choosing between the legislature and the people. I listened to

everybody talk who got before this microphone— a lot of you didn't,

but that's what you're doing—I'm not going to answer any questions until

I finish. This provides for fifteen. This is the people's constitution

as a whole, not yours, not mine, not the legislature* a; for it to operate

properly you've got to set a maximum number. Now, you do what you want;

I've done my duty. I'm convinced more than ever after listening to talks

against my first amendment that you're thinking that voting against my

amendment the vast majority of those are thinking about reflecting on the

legislature; that is not the thing to do. The only reason, absolutely

the only reason we are here to write this new constitution is the people

said, we are not going to continue to vote on a million constitutional

amendments period. Amen. That's the end of it. That's why you are

here. Now, I say if you want good government and you want to submit

a constitution for the people to ratify, you pass this amendment around

to many more than fifteen amendments. All that other talk is hogwash.

Now, let me tell you to quote somebody. . .

Mr. Velazquez was pointing out about the excess garbage; he's right.

I'll go one further, it's not pleasant to think of, but thus food

goeth—and I heard this statement it's not original— it's fine for you,

but if you eat too much of that best food and make a hog of yourself

like too many amendments for the people, you eat too much food, you're

going to vomit it and who wants to wallow in that mess. That's the

mess you're giving to the people when you hand them fifty or sixty

constitutional amendments. The legislature has done that and we have

no guarantee they won't do it again and being for proper, good government.

I want to make it impossible, so let's pass this limiting this to

fifteen amendments. Give the people a constitution they want. I hope

the word gets back to them how everybody votes on this because I know

they want a limitation. I thank you and I hope you will support this .

and put it in the constitution. Thank you.

Further Oi scussi on

MR. JACKSON. J.

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise
in support of Mr. Jack's amendment, not that I necessarily see that
there is that much difference between ten and fifteen because that's
the basic issue of this amendment, but it does in effect give some
additional latitude. I think that at any one point I would not want
to be part of a body that would have to submit more than fifteen amendments;
I think it just gives us an additional latitude. Let me say that unlike
Mr. Jack, I don't believe that the opponents of this amendment were talk-

ing hogwash. I think there were some tremendous merits on both sides of

the argument. The question that I pose to raise at this point if that

is, in fact, the case is that prior to the establishement of this convention
whether we like it or not, the forces, whether it was the legislature, the

governor ' s office, or constituents themselves really spread out the call
that we need to have a constitutional convention because of the excessive
amount of amendments that we have to vote on. Now, I'm just saying whether
we like that or not that is a fact of life. I think that the Jack
amendment as being proposed now gives that latitude. In addition, what

It attempts to do and I think when you go to vote on this —really I'm
not saying you ought to do it for window dressing— but I don't think

none of you can deny whether we like it or not that their call is there.

I agree that the Local Government Article and some of the other articles
have removed the causes that bear tremendous amendments, but I agree
like someone said up here that it becomes valued judgment, do we
feel in our conscience that people really feel that the reason why we're
here was a very explicit— and I guess no more than anything Mr. Jack's
amendments and the discussion here today has crystallized to a tremendous
extent the need for us to put some sort of limitations on the amount

of amendments . I think that fifteen is more reasonable than ten, and

I ask your favorable support. I'll yield to questions.

Questions

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Jackson, do you think. . . wouldn't you agree that if we

adopted this fifteen limitation and there were fifteen on the ballot

every year, that we have failed in our workings In rewriting the

constitution?

MR, JACKSON, J.

Well, you know that becomes a valued judgment too. Basically,

I think, the document, personally, is going to limit by its nature and

Its content the amount of amendments. I think that it's the matter of

how the amendments are proposed, the quality of the amendments and the

contents of the amendment. That's really the test. I do not believe

contrary to what one legislator said that in every case that all of

the amendments that were proposed was a method of shirking our responsibility

because that has not been the case. I just think that it becomes a

valued judgment at this point, what you want to do. I just think that

some people oversaw the need for the call of this convention on the

. basis that we need to decrease the amount of amendments, and tragically

as that has been, that is, in my opinion, the case.

MR. NUNEZ
Would you also agree that over the next fifty years, if

my mathematics serve me right, fifty times fifteen would be about

seven hundred and fifteen. . .

MR. JACKSON, J.

I'm not implying. . .

MR. NUNEZ
which is about. . . let me finish ~ which is about the same

number we've had over the past fifty years?

MR. JACKSON
Well, I'm not implying that if we put ten, fifteen that

we're going to have the maximum amount of amendments. I think that
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Che legislature in its deliberative body will only propose those amend-

ments that are necessary. I do believe that the document that we have

drafted is very futuristic in its contents, and if need be, —like

someone said in opposition— if need be, you might have to exceed fifteen.

I don't think that you're going to get to the point that often that

we're going to be proposing amendments more than fifteen amendments. I

could have maybe seen a possibility with ten, but I think the danger

of exceeding fifteen is much less than that of exceeding ten, so . . .

and I think that we*ve got to agree that there are merits on both sides,

and that I'm just basically saying wherein all of that, is that I firmly

believe that some people have oversold the call for this convention.

If no more of them — Mr. Jack's amer\dment— attempts to crystallize and

has crystallize within this body here the need for us to put some sort

of limitation. If need be. Senator, I think that their mechanism within
this article that would allow, if there was—let's say we had to

get sixteen— that would allow for the calling of maybe. ... it might
have to happen that you might have to call a special election to

consider an amendment. But, I think fifteen is a great deal of latitude.

Further Discussion

MR. DERfiES

Mr. Chairman, I think the theory of this amendment Is essentially
the same as the theory of the previous one. We have a very limited
amount of time remaining for our deliberations. I would, therefore, re-
quest the name of the... those people on the list to speak and if there
are no other people on the list, I would move the previous question.

{^Motion to limit debate on the Amendment
to thirty minutes adopted without ob-
jection. ]

Further Discussion

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I don't agree with Mr. Jack that

we're making a choice between the legislature and the people. I believe

that what we're doing is choosing out wisdom and our ability to see Into

the future over the wisdom and ability of the people year by year to

decide what constitutional amendments are necessary and which are not.

The people over the past few years have become very, very cautious

about voting on constitutional amendments. They're going to vote no

more often than they're going to vote yes regardless of how many are

on the ballot. So, I think, perhaps what we ought to do is to leave

this to the people not only this year, but every year in the future to

decide which constitutional amendments are needed and which are not. I

voted against this before ,not because the number ten was in there, but

on concept. I hope that the authors of this amendment, if the fifteen

fails, don't come back with twelve and half. The idea that we've considered

one member after another and that there's an amendment that says six aaend-

ments sitting on our desk as well proves that we don't really know what

number would be right In the year 1980. So, please, let's trust the

legislators and the people to decide In the future. Believe me, the people

will decide; if it isn't necessary; they're going to vote it do*m like

they have in the past, like they did after the fifty-three. . . the year

after the fifty-three I believe there were twelve on the ballots; the

people passed two. It proves that they can pick and choose and I beg

of you, just don't have this condescending attitude toward the voters

of the State of Louisiana. They know what they want. They know how many

is too many and we can't choose today how many Is too many for this

year, next year, or however succeeding years.

least controversial amendments are likely to be either very, very

localized issues or those Issues that are least needed. So, I beg of

you . .

Further Discussion

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I'll make my remarks very brief,

but I know you've heard me say many times already the purpose we're
meeting here is to limit constitutional amendments, that will be

the end result of our efforts,we hope, and grant that I've had many
requests at cocktail parties and meetings I've gone to that that

is the hope of many Individuals. But, you don't gage your votes and

you don't make intelligent decisions by what emotionalism is being

annunciated to feel the reaction of people to multitude in this

constitutional amendments in the past. You make decisions based on

Intelligent Information that you have. I think here we're going from

this sublime to the ridiculous and back. We tried ten amendments
we're now taking up fifteen and many of the proponents of the ten

amendments which we considered before was that this is what the people
like and we may get a few votes for the new constitution when we
finish our efforts. Well, when these people* gentlemen and ladies,

—

when these people see fifteen amendments and you know and I know that

that's not going to happen in the future, but when these people see

that we can submit as many as fifteen amendments and it's in writing
in black and white in their constitution, you lose the whole psychological
effect of the limitation of constitutional amendments that we're try. . .

just trying to arrive at through a new constitution. When people
see in black and white that their legislature Is going to be limited
to fifteen amendments .they know that they probably won't understand
those fifteen amendments any better than they understood fifty-three
amendments which we submitted back in 1970 that a lot of people voted

no on just because they didn't understand it, which I personally think

is a ridiculous reason to vote against constitutional amendments just

because you don't understand something. That's a presumption that

you make in saying that it's bad just because it's on the ballot and

you don't understand it. and I know a lot of people that have told me

that is the reason that they have voted against constitutional amendments.

That's neither here nor there, but you've lost your psychological effect
when you put a high number like this In our oonstltution. It's nothing
but over reaction to demand the voters, it's emotionalism and I don't
care whether you've gotten a thousand letters or had a thousand people tell

you to do this. Vote Intelligently, don't put something like this

in the constitution and let's face it, all the legislators here

—

and I'm one of them— I know what happens in the legislative session>

I'm not an administration floor leader, I vote with them when they're

right. I vote against them when they're wrong and, by golly, you know
what's going to happen when my constitutional amendments come up for

consideration, are they going to be considered as one of the ten or

the fifteen that appears on the ballot? No. The administration is

going to have the greatest impact on deciding what will appear on the

ballot, and those favorable to the administration will have their

amendments on the ballot, and people like me are going to be left out.

Vote this amendment down. It's absolutely unnecessary and ridiculous.

Questions

MR. JUNEAU
Isn't it true as opposed to dealing with these little

hypothetical numbers we're talking about, the real place to

respond to the demand for people on constitutional amendments
was when you dealt with the Local Government Article, isn't that

true?

Questions

MR. LEITIMAN
Mary, I have Just a series of questions aAd I chink some of

you delegates should pay attention to these questions because this
could affect you particularly In some of the outlining areas. Mary,
y first question: do you think chat there's a possibility that a
parish like Jefferson and Orleans can get together in future legislatures?

MS. ZERVIGON
Absolutely. It's happening now and It's going to happen

ore and more often in the future.

MR. LEITHHAN
If Jefferson and Orleans were to get together and pick up

Just a couple of other votes around the parish. . . around the state
rather, do you think this coalition could virtually control every
constitutional aaendaent if it is so lialced that goes to the people?

MS. ZERVIGON
I think chat's perfectly clear. I chink that other thing is

chat hasn'c been pointed out is chat almost any method chac Che legislaCwre
vould choose Co selecC amendmencs ChaC would go on Che balloC would elcher
favor Che governor's amendments or the.deast controversial aaendaents. The

MR. CASEY
Mr. Juneau, I said yesterday, as you know In my arguments,

that 1970 the fifty-three constitutional amendments we had,

twenty-eight of those were local government, that's eliminated
now.

MR. JUNEAU
That's my point, Mr. Casey. So, since we took care of the

problem in Local Government Article and knocked out the necessity
probably for over eighty-five or ninety percent of these multitudinous

amendments people have had to vote on; isn't that right?

MR.

MR.

CASEY
Absolutely correct, Mr.

JUNEAU
So, then if that's true, it's kind of ridiculous Co sCarC

putting numbers of ten, fifteen, twenty, whatever you want to

put in.

MR. CASEY
I Chink it's going to have a very bad psychological effect.
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MRS. WARREN
Mr. Casey, I think I heard you mention the fact voting against

something because you didn't understand it and, of course, I kind
of picked on it because I'm one of these that's kind of stupid, if

I don't understand something I strictly vote against It, and I Chink
the others do the same. I ask you....

MR. CASEY
Mrs. Warren, I don't underrate you at all. I think you under-

sell yourself.

MRS. WARREN
I asked you as an attorney, seriously. If you prepared a

document for one of your clients, would you ask them to read It

before they signed It If they were signing a paper or something,
or would you guide them to tell them what was in it, or would you
Just let them sign It blank?

MR. CASEY
Mrs. Warren, It depends on the clients. It depends on the

documents, and it depends on the situation; I don't answer questions
like that as an attorney, it depends who my clients are. I'm not
insulted whether they read It or don't read it. I feel that they
have confidence in me as an attorney and that's their business if
they wish to read it; I like them to read It, though.

MRS. WARREN
Well, I tell you, I have some.... do you know that I have faith

in my attorneys, but I tell you experience has taught me one thing,
you don't sign It unless you read it.

MR. CASEY
Well, Mrs. Warren, that's no Justification for people voting down

fifty-three amendment Just because they don't understand it, if that's

what you referring to. I think that's ill-responsibility on the
part of the citizens of this state.

Further Discussion

MR. FULCO
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm not down here to

convince you or to persuade you In any way to vote for the

fifteen. I've lost my enthusiasm for the fifteen because I

was in favor of ten and much more than that, I was in favor of

six. Now, I know what I'm talking about because I have seen

from firsthand how the people were disgusted, amazed, they

were frustrated, and confused. They stayed away from the

precincts on election time many times because there were too

many amendments to vote for. We were making it necessary for

them to deprive themselves of performing a civic duty and that

was to go to the polls and vote which we always urged the people

to do. All throughout my many speeches before civic organizations

and on the streets and being confronted by people, all I could

hear throughout this one year that we have been working on the

constitution what we are trying to give the people was "Don't let

us have to vote on too many amendments at general elections."

That was the one thing they understood about the purpose and the

call for this constitutional convention If they didn't understand

anything else. They did know what they wanted and that was that

they didn't want too many amendments on the ballots at a general

election, make no mistake about it that is one thing they did know.

Now, we have disappointed them.... I'm only saying this, that we

have terribly disappointed the people when we defeated the ten

amendments, ten amendments was a reasonable figure. I doubt that

we will have too many elections where we will have as many as ten

amendments in the future because in writing this constitution, we

have seen to it that there will not be necessarily as many as ten

amendments in the future .because we have expressed confidence in

the legislature In the future by allowing the legislature by a two-

thirds vote to take care of what the people would have to take care

of in the future in the form of a constitutional amendment. No, I'm

not enthusiastic about fifteen; I could care less if it passes. I

wasn't enthusiastic about ten, my enthusiasm would have been based

on the six limitation. I'm going to tell you that if this matter

is given proper publicity back home you will hear from your people,

they will let you know how disappointed they are that you did not

limit it to ten and much more that you did not limit it to six. I

don't criticize you for your vote, you have a perfect right to vote

as you saw fit. But, I'm only telling you what Che possibilities

will be when we do get home.

Questions

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Frank, is there anything in your amendment ChaC would

prohibit a constitutional amendment from affecting all eight
articles of the constiCuClon when ic is proposed to the people?

MR. FULCO
Anything in the amendment that could....

MR. ANZALONE
Yes, sir. Could I propose a constitutional amendment under

this....what you have here that would affect all eight articles
of the new constitution?

MR. FULCO
You can submit a constitutional amendment affecting each

or you can submit them affecting the eight, it doesn't

MR. ANZALONE
So, what you're talking about is the complexity of the fifty-

three amendments that were defeated. But, in actuality, what you
can do under your proposal is to make them further complex by
combining them into fifteen amendments rather than the fifty-three
that appeared on the ballot in 1970?

MR. FULCO
I don't know that would be the case, I can't see where you

could write an amendment that's going to.... would cover fifty-
three otherwise , but

Further Discussion

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman and delegates, there are three sides to each

question as a rule—your side , my side , and the right side .

I'm going to discuss the right side . I'm not even going to

discuss my side . Now, I have analyzed this question and I've

made several sCartlingdiscoveries. One, we cannot as human beings

write a perfect document that will not require amendment forever.

To do that would mean that we ascribed to ourselves divine powers,

which means that we are infallible, that we know everything and

we are beyond error. Now, everyone here who is without error

or is beyond error stand and you may vote against this amendment.

Now, originally I voted for the amendment stipulating allowing ten...

the submission of ten amendments at one time. But, I still feel that

if the kind of emergency arises that would require amending this

constitution that the people of this state should have the opportunity to

do BQ and some leeway in doing it. Now, let me mention one or two

unanticipated occurrences that could take place in this state. For

example, there is presently under development the vertical-type take-

off airplane, of that concept they perfected a means that each back-

yard will become a little airport. It means that airports, then,

must be controlled and I know legislature Is there. There is a

question of solar energy which means that an entire parish may be

taken for that purpose. Somebody may discover U-235 uranium In

Plaquemines Parish or some other parish, it means that the whole

parish may have to be evacuated. I am Just mentioning those things

that could develop that we have no idea they would. So, I'm saying

to you that I think fifteen is a good number; I think twenty is too

many; and, I think to hog- tie us and put the State of Louisiana in

a position where it will be almost impossible to revise or to change

this document would be bad for all of us. Thank you.

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Reverend Alexander, in your opening remark you said there were

three ways of looking at this Issue—your way, my way, and the right
way. Did you imply by that that you and I are wrong?

MR. ALEXANDER
Not necessarily, I think we may be on the right way now, this

was the third way.

MR. WEISS
Reverend Alexander, I was doing a little figuring and if

we had passed the ten amendment limitation. In fifty years I

thought we would have about five hundred amendments. Now, I feel
if we pass the fifteen, we would have seven hundred and fifty
amendments because the question I ask you is this: Don't you feel
that a limit soon becomes a standard and, therefore, each year
we would expect to find fifteen amendments to the constitution
whether they are needed or not but Just to fill up the spaces?

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, Doctor, I agree with you to some extent. But, I believe

that we have built-in provisions in this new constitution that would
discourage amendments anyway, that's No. 1. Number two, I believe
that once the constitution shall have been amended two hundred
times it becomes almost a new document anyway because the ''21

Constitution was Just about eighty percent amendments and it

should have been discarded. So, once it's amended two hundred
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tiaes it should b« discarded or a constitutional convention should

be called and a new docuaent written.

Further Discussion

HR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, on the Bill of Rights Comlttee we

went through this sane process of argument that the convention has

done. We've started off, I think most of us thought there was a lot

of appeal to setting a maximum number of amendments because there

Is no doubt that the public Is fed up with having to vote on a

large number of amendments. There is no doubt that they frequently

do not sake a good decision because of the large number of amendments.

But the thing I think we've found on our coamlttee was the same thing

that we are learning as we discuss this proposition that sometimes

the most obvious way to do a certain thing is not necessarily the

best. The most obvious way to do something about the large number

of amendments is to put an absolute celling on it, but that is not

the best way. 1 think we have already done in this convention
and we will do when we adopt this article the things that will

drastically reduce the number of amendments and here's why. First

of all, you must, I think, agree that the reason in the past we've

had such a large number of amendments is that there has been a legal

necessity for having such a large number of amendments. In other

words, if the legislature wanted to acconplish a certain end, legally,

it could not do it by statute, it had to amend the constitution and

as proof of that, I have the last two ballots that we voted on, 1972

and 1970 fifty-three amendments and thirty amendments. If you go

down that list, you will find that almost without exception everyone

was legally necessary to accomplish the end in view; it was not

something the legislature put on there because they wanted to pass

the buck; it was something the legislature could not accomplish by

statute; they had to have a constitutional amendment to do it, that

is not necessary in the future will not be. For one thing, if you

looked through the list of amendments you will see that about sixty

percent of them have been local amendments, virtually none of those

will be necessary. So, right off the bat you can see that we will

be cutting by sixty percent the number of amendments. Now, secondly,

we were requiring that bills that would amend the constitution be

prefiled. That is bound to reduce by half the number of amendments

proposed because legislators traditionally have operated on a last

minutes basis and come up with brainstorms during the session and

introduced them. If they have to think in advance and introduce

things in advance efittt amend the constitution, you are going to see

a drastic reduction in the number introduced; I think at least fifty

percent. You can figure that of the forty percent remaining that

would be reduced to half of that, twenty percent. I don't see how

in the world we will have at most more than twenty percent of the

number of amendments we've had in the past, probably not that

many. So, the first things are, there won't be the need to h«ve

a large number of amendments. Second thing, preflllng is going to

drastically reduce the number of amendments that are Introduced.

Another thing is, the legislature is going to be meeting in general

session every year, not every other year, that means in your off

years you're going to have some of the slack in amendments taken

up that you have in your even numbered years. The fourth item

Is that if you look in Section 1(C) you'll see that we made a change

in the law. We provided there that an amendment can amend more

than one article of the constitution if it's confined to one object,

the old law was that it could only amend one article. Now, that would

further reduce the number of amendments because so often we've had to

have four or five amendments on one subject to accomplish a certain

end because four or five different articles were being amended at

the same time, that's going to further reduce the number of amendments

But, most important of all, I think that holding this constitutional

convention vrill have Increased the understanding of our legislature

of the nature of our constitution. We are going to have more people

in the legislature who understand how our constitution operates. We

are going to have more people in the legislature who want to reduce

the number of amendments. I think they are going to ask themselves

two questions: First, is an amendment necessary? Second, is it

desirable? We haven't had that sort of philosophy before but because

of the legislators who are in this convention;it 's going to be increas

true in the future and because of the people in this convention are

going to be elected to the legislature In the future.

Further Discussion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I'm

usually very brief, but I'm going to ask you to allow me a little....
than 1 usually take at this microphone because I think this is a
very important issue; It %#ould not have been debated for this

period of time if it was not Important. Now, Mr. Leithman asked
Mrs. Zervigon if she did not feel that in the future the New Orleans
and Jefferson delegations could form a block and put any amendments

they wanted to on the ballot and cut anyone else off. Well, I'm

not completely naive; I know that that is a possibility, but I'm

realistic enough to know and I have enough confidence in the

delegation from those two parishes coupled with the fact that

sometimes they do need a few redneck votes to get things done
that I don't worry too much about that. This is one of the few

occasions that I have risen at this mike to oppose some of the elder

statesmen of the legislature. I have great respect for their wisdom,

their experience that they have, I'm a freshman legislator. But,

let me go into this, there were questions raised and stated from

this podium that if we put a figure in the constitution that it

would almost be a mandate to the legislature to put fifteen on the

ballot; that is the most ridiculous argument I have heard against

this proposal. Now, I've done some very quick counting, but let

me give you these figures because I think they are very pertinent.

In this voting on amendments from between the years of 1922 and

1972 during the first fifteen times that amendments were offered

out of the whole thirty-three, during the first fifteen times,

nine of the fifteen were fifteen or under submitted. During the

last eighteen times that amendments have been submitted, it has

been sixteen or more. Now, if I remember my Louisiana history

correct, and it's been a long time since I've been through the

political part of it, that it was during those earlier years,

those first fifteen years after 1921 that so many local matters

were incorporated into our constitution to put it Into the state

it is in now. I don't think that if without those local matters,

which has been mentioned here time and time again, that we have

deleted those from the Local and Parochial Provisions Article.

Therefore, we have accomplished this purpose without putting it

in the constitution. Now, let me go a little further and to show

you what happens about these constitutional conventions. If you

have your same chart, which is available to you, you will find

this; I think it has been mentioned here before, that wbcre

you have numerous constitutional amendments or even few con-

stitutional amendments and if you will look at the first election

after Sam Jones was elected there was a hundred percent approval.

If you will look at the first election after Jimmy Davis was elected,

there was a hundred percent approval. If you will look at the first

election after the first constitutional amendment election after

Earl Long went in, in '56 had a hundred percent aoproval

—

ten of a hundred percent approval the first time; Long a hundred

percent approval the first time; McKeithen was the first governor

that had constitutional amendments offered within the first two

years after he came into office and didn't get a hundred percent

approval of the amendments. So, It has been a popularity contest
for the governor because people did not understand in many cases

—

I have to agree with that—of what they were voting on. But, now

we have said this from this podium, time and time again during this

debate. We have said, "We have accomplished this purpose. We have

already accomplished this purpose by eliminating these local matters."

I think we have to a big extent. We have further accomplished this

purpose by providing that you can revise an article by one con-

stitutional amendment, talking about the cleanup procedure that

may follow in the insediate years after this constitution is adopted.

If there are five or six, or ten minor technical errors or errors that

have to be corrected in one article, that one article can be re-

adopted and straighten out six errors at one time. Now, you have

heard from the proponents of this.... I mean the opponents of this

amendment , time and time again that we have already done this and

this work so this is not necessary. Well, ladles and gentlemen,

if you believe we have already done it, let's show our confidence

in our work and put this fifteen amendment limit into the con-

stitution. I would hate to go to one of my constituents and he

says, "How many amendments are we going to have to vote on?" I

said, "I think we've got it setup to where you. . . .we won't submit

more than fifteen." But, I can't say it, if It's not in the con-

stitution, please support this amendment.

Closing

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and fellow members, first, I want to ask for

ingly a record vote. I furthermore want to ask for a vote by voice,
the machine is broken down over there at the convention hall;
It's broken down; it's telling a story about the vote, I was
told this by a deputy clerk; it's true if it would be against
me, but it's not a correct vote. I don't want to. be computerized.
I say I move for the record vote plus a voice vote, Mr. Chairman.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Roemer wants to know what you said about computers, he

didn't hear you, that's Mr. "Sixty" Roemer up here.

MR. JACK
I don't know about his computer, but this computer up here

is not doing right, and I want a ruling because I think....
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iRecord voice vote ordered

.

]

MR. JACK
I'm not going to talk but a minute, but I want to get my mouth

open.... 80, a voice vote Is ordered; Is that correct, also?

Mr. Chairman?

"No more than six proposed amendments shall be submitted to the
electors of the state at any one election. The legislature shall
provide the method for selecting which amendments shall be submitted
at a particular election. The effective date of this Paragraph
shall be January 1, 1978."

MR. POYNTER
That's correct, Mr. Jack.

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir.

MR. JACK
O.K. 1*11 just close with this note. It's again shown to be

a battle between the people and the legislature anyway you cut it.

Fifteen is a good number. I think you ought to follow it. Just
use your own conscience. But, I don't see how you can go against
the people. Nobody opposing this has said anybody has told them,
"We don't want to limit the number of amendments." So, your
mandate is to vote for this. Thank you.

Question

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Jack, when those folks in Caddo told you that they didn't

want to vote on so many amendments, did they tell you that they
didn't want to vote on so many amendments that were statewide
or they didn't want to vote on so many amendments say that pertain
to New Orleans, or Jefferson, or Cameron, or other parts of the

state where they felt that they had not responsibility?

MR. JACK
Number one, you have it entirely wrong when you say "those

people in Caddo." During the entire twenty-four years that I

was in the legislature, I had people from all over the state

talking about there were too many amendments, they didn't have
time to study them. The history was, and you check it for a long

time.... no time could we consider them. For a good»long time

the protest was passing them all. But, In these years seeing that
dldn t work they voted against them all. It's not just the people

from Caddo I talked to. You know, any legislator talks to people all

over the state and they have been against all these amendments for

the twenty-four years I was there. I don't limit it just to Caddo,

as a delegate. . .

.

MR. HENRY
You've exceeded your time, sir.

{^Amendment rejected : 34-78. Motion
to reconsider tabled.]

Personal Privilege

MR, LOWE
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

yesterday when we met there was only one roll call and that was
the opening roll call to open the day's proceedings, after that
there were no record votes at all. The point that I wanted to
make to you is we use the Official Journal to see whether you were
present or not, you often miss the opening roll call but vote on a
subsequent record vote. So, we are able to pick you up by means
of that. Now, if you missed the roll call yesterday and came in
late and attended the convention, you might see me and give me a
little affidavit or something so that we will know that you were
present. Thank you.

Personal Pri vi lege

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, I'm aggrieved, I don't know If I missed the

opening roll call. Mr. Lowe said we often miss the opening roll
call, only some of us do.

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman, this old dog.... I want to go with it.

MR, HENRY
All right. Mr. Clerk, read the amendment.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, between lines 26 and 27, Insert

the following Paragraph;

Point of Order

MR. TOCA
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Jack's got one for six, maybe he*H drop one

down for four, two, and then we'll go down to one and this thing
could go on forever.

MR. HENRY
Sir? Will you repeat that, Mr. Toca?

MR. TOCA
I said, Mr. Jack started with one for ten; then, he went up

to fifteen; now, he's got one for six. Well, If he gets defeated may-
be he'll come back with one for four, three, two, one and we could
be here forever

.

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir, we could, Mr. Toca. Would you like to do something?

Do you have an amendment for maybe thirteen?

MR. TOCA
No. 1 would like to put It for one.

IMotion to table the Amendment . Motion
for a record vote. ]

MR. HENRY
Therefore, when The gentleman requests a record vote. Will

twenty-six delegates join him? A record vote is not obvious. There
are not twenty-six hands up, Mr. Jack.

Mr. Champagne, why do you rise, sir?

Point of Order

MR, CHAMPAGNE
I just want to ask you, is this a move to just abolish debate In

this convention? If it is, then, I feel we need a record vote for
those people who want to muffle people who want to get up and say....

MR. HENRY
Now, you're debating this Mr. Champagne, if twenty-six people

rise, we can have a record vote.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Can I make a motion that it is a record vote, sir, or is that

out of order?

MR. HENRY
Someone has already requested a record vote and we are trying

to find whether there are twenty-six people who want one, Mr. Champagne.

[_ Record vote ordered . Moti on withdrawn . ^

Expl anat ion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and members, I think some of this that just went

on was pretty shoddy. These amendments were on your desk before we

started this particular proposal, then new ones to make It

come on page one. Now, everybody gets to vote like they want to,

that was a silly statement, if you know me, to say I would have another
amendment here for one amendment, two amendments, three amendments,
four, and five. I dpn't play that way. This is not for me, so

you understand that. This is for the people. We had three of them,

six, ten and fifteen. As far as I'm concerned, this Is the last one.

I did not understand the people, a lot of them wanted six after

defeating ten and fifteen. But, I've had a number of people ask

me to go with this. I keep my word. 1 don't know how everybody

does. You just do what you want. I told the people, and I know

the people want a limitation, over fifteen is not a limitation.

This is not an invitation to hand them fifteen even each time. Now,

you vote what you want to. I do thank you for giving me this

opportunity. As far as I'm concerned, Mr. Speaker, you can use

that rotten machine up there, roll call or however you want to do

it. This is all I can do. But, I am going to ask because I don't

believe that machine is working, I'm going to ask for a roll call

by voice.
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Questions Explanation

MR. STAGG
I want to ask Mr. Jack if he wants to remove his name as the

coauthor on one that has just been put on our desk that there be
no more than twenty amendments, his name Is the lead author on it,
twenty limitations?

MR. JACK
That is one that was drawn .who all's on that, Mr. Stagg,

I haven't seen it?

MR. STAGG
Mr. Jack, Mr. Smith, Mr. Fulco, Shannon, Asseff, and Velazquez.

MR. JACK
All right. That was drawn, and 1 understood I was to give the

word after the other, and I forgot to give it. But, I do not see
that this twenty will do any good. But, let me ask this: Do you
think it will, Mr. Stagg? Does anybody think it will? Well, I'd

be a damn idiot and I ain't an idiot. Now, you do what you want
on this. I think after all consideration I would be using up the
time. I think the majority is wrong in this instance because the
majority is not representing the people. Be that as it may, that's
what we're governed by. I promised I would submit this amendment.
I keep my promises. But, I do ask for a nouth vote on it because
I don't believe that machine.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, this Is our attempt to resolve that problem we

discussed earlier, to make clear that an amendment to the constitution,
general in nature, would have to be introduced only in regular

sessions and that also there would be no prefiling requirement for
special sessions, but that you would have to file during the first
five calendar days and that such a joint resolution would have to

be within the call of the session. That's the essence of it, and
I would be glad to try to answer any questions.

Questions

MR. CASEY
Mr. Jenkins, I agree with what you are trying to do. I'm

just concerned about the use of that wording "If it's contained within
the call of the convention". Does the subject matter only have to
be contained in the call or does the fact that a joint resolution,
an announcement of the fact that a joint resolution will be introduced
to do such and such? Does not that, therefore, eliminate the possibility
of you as an individual delegate not being able to introduce your own
joint resolution on the same subject matter? Doesn't that give
then the governor the exclusive right to do something within that
particular call and only the right. the only one who would have
a right to Introduce a Joint resolution on that subject matter; is

that not correct?

Further Di scussi on

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

not so much to speak in opposition to this particular amendment
but, hopefully, to admonish the delegates of this convention possibly
a little bit, and also to call to your attention the fact that we are
fast running out of time. We have approximately thirteen more days to
go If we work straight through. As a member of Style and Drafting,
I know the tremendous job which lays ahead of us in straightening
out so many provisions which will have to come back to you. So, I

really would like to urge all of you, please, Jet's get about our
business as quickly as we possibly can. I don't mean my remarks
to be intended to limit anybody to offer any amendment he wishes
to offer. But, I do seriously urge all of you, "Please, let's get
about our business. Let's see if we can't move along because If
we don't we're going to be working virtually twenty-four hours a
day and we are going to make many mistakes." So, I, therefore,
move the previous question.

[previous Question ordered.^

Closing

. I want a record vote by voice.

[Record voice vote ordered.^

Point of Order

MR. NUNEZ
Point of order, Mr. Chairman. Have we ever determined that the

machine Is not working? Mr. Jack has made a.. ..well, I'm not going
to argue, I would Just like to know if the machine is working.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman can request a voice vote if he desires. Senator

lAmendment rejected : 36-7 7 . Motion
to reconsider tabled, ]

MR. JENKINS
No, Tom, because when the governor issues a call he issues it

by subject matter. He says, for instance, (1) to legislate with
regard to property taxes or (2) to legislate with regard to the
Bill of Rights, for example. So long as a joint resolution would
be within that subject matter, it would be covered. The call does
not say to consider the adoption of a certain bill by number.

MR. CASEY
But, that's the way It reads, that's what I'm worried about.

If you read your amendment, does not your amendment read that way
that an announcement of the fact that a joint resolution will be
Introduced to do such and such? Can it not be Interpreted to that
effect?

MR. JENKINS
You know, perhaps it could be interpreted that way; that's not

the intent because It.... the intent is to show that the subject
matter of the Joint resolution is within the call. I think It's
clear, but.... Mr. Poynter suggests that we might say after the words
"within the" and before the word "call" we might insert the words
"objects of the" so that it says "if it is within the objects of
the call of the session," Do you think that would solve your problem?

[Amendmen t wi tbdrawn .

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
O.K. On the third line he would add these words "within the"

and add the words—this is the language in the Legislative Article

—

"objects of the call of the session and is introduced" add the wording
after "within the" and before the word "call", "objects of the". "An
amendment to this constitution may be proposed at any extraordinary ses-
sion of the legislature If It is within the objects of the call of the
session and is introduced In the first five calendar days thereof."

MR. JENKINS
I would like to move the adoption.

Questions
MR. RAYBURN

Woody, in your opinion, how broad would the object of the call
be* I mean, I'm just curious as to know how broad that language would
be.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next aaendment is sent up by Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Abraham.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 15. after the words "at any"

and before the word "session" insert the word "regular".
Anend»ent No. 2. On page 1, line 19, after the word and

punctuation "session." and before the word "If" insert the following:
"An amendment to this constitution may be proposed at any

extraordinary session of the legislature if it is within the call
of the session and is introduced in the first five calendar days
thereof."

MR. JENKINS
Well, as I understand it that language "objects of the call"

is the same language contained in the Legislative Article for bills
so I think it would be the same standard, whatever that standard
might be.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Jenkins, are they prohibited now without this amendment?

Would they be prohibited?

MR. JENKINS
Well, without this amendment you would have to prefile all
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joint resolutions ten days before the session* even in the case
of a special session* and because the governor can call a special
session on five day's notice that would give the governor sort of
an unfair advantage because he could have his legislation prefiled
and no one else would even know that you were going to have a special
session, so that's what this is an attempt to correct.

MR. GOLDMAN
Delegate Jenkins, would you say or would the call in a special

session by just stating *'hat"amendments to the constitution may be
proposed at this session"? Would that satisfy the object of the call
without any subject matter being in It?

MR. JENKINS
No, r don't think a call that vague and broad would meet the

requirements of the Legislative Article because it says that the
governor has to state the specific purposes for the call; I don't
think that would be specific enough.

[Previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted: viva voce.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Shannon sends up the following amendment:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 23* immediately after the

word "in" and before the word "the" insert the words "at least eight
point type in".

Explanation

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman* ladies and gentlemen of the convention, since

we are going to publish notice of this, I believe that we should have
a notice that we can read. At the present time it takes a microscope
to read the advertisement. . . the legal advertisement section of a
paper. I apparently . . I was going to offer this up above on you,
but this was the proper place in this because this would be advertised
in different journals in every parish of the state. I realize that
this is going to cost some ... a little additional money to do this
because It's going to take more space. . . more lines and you are
charged by the line on it, but I believe that this would give every person
then an opportunity to read and more readily digest what they are supposed
to know about this constitutional amendment at that time. I'm not
going to take up any more of your time, but this is simply what it is in
order that the people can read It. It would be more readable because
I've seen these advertisements when I have to use glasses to read, and
I have to get something more powerful than my glasses to read It at
times. So, I would ask your favorable consideration of this. If
there's no questions, I move the previous question, Mr. Chairman.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

MR. BLAIR
Mr. Shannon, what about the cost ; have you run any analysis

on the cost?

MR. SHANNON
No, I have not. Senator. I would say that perhaps It would cost

about a third more.

MR. GUARISCO
Mr. Shannon, would you be amenable to placing the brand

of the teletype that might do this or maybe suggest as an alternative
to use disappearing ink?

MR. SHANNON
If we're going to use the same type they are using now,

they may have well used disappearing Ink.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Shannon, don't you believe that the legislature, unless

It's prohibited, could prescribe by statute the type of type that
this can be run In?

MR. SHANNON
Oh, yes. Yes, they could, but would they? Since we are

dealing with this and we specify that it should be advertised, I
think we should specify how It's advertised and the type to be used.
They could specify the whole thing and we can do away with this whole
thing.

MR. LANIER
Would I be correct then in saying that your position is that

you think this is the type of detail that should be In our new
constitution?

MR. SHANNON
I'm not going to say that, but I don't think it's any more

superfluous than a lot of things we have in the constitution.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Derbes is recognized for a question.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Shannon, I'd Just like to know If you're really serious

about this amendment?

MR. SHANNON
Yes, I am serious about It, and I do not own any Interest in

any printing company either.

[previous Question ordered. Amendment
rejected ; viva voce. Motion to
reconsider tailed.]

Questions

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Shannon, couldn't this be handled by the legislature just

as easily?

MR. SHANNON
Yes, but a lot of things we have in here could have been

handled by the legislature just as easily too, Mr. Newton.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question from Mr. Fulco?

MR. FULCO
Mr. Shannon, what size type Is used now?

Personal Privilege

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I didn't feel really strong

one way or the other about the amendment; however, I did say "aye".
But, we're going to have some other amendments coming up and I don't
know whether I'm going to be for them or against them, but If you have
the "aye's" before you have the "no's" those persons are going to
hear the "aye's" first and you can bet your bottom dollar they're going
to sing louder in order to get It over with. So, If this is the way
we're going to do It, I think we'd better get rid of the "aye's"
and "no's" and let's vote It down. This Is all I'm saying, not for me
personally, but in fairness to everything that's coming up In the
convention. Thank you.

MR. SHANNON
I don't know; It must be about four and a half or four

and a half by five Is what I've been advised; I really don't know.
I was just going by the type that I've tried to read In the past.

MR. FULCO
Mr. Shannon, the eight point type is the type that's used in

the body of articles now In the newspapers. Do you think that's
very much larger than perhaps a six point type that's used? Wouldn't
you still have difficulty in reading eight point type?

MR. SHANNON
Well, I don't have any difficulty in reading the newspaper, so

this Is the same type I understand that the newspaper uses.
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Point of Information

MR. BURNS
Is thete actually anything wrong with that machine that we

can't use it from now on that we've finished with Mr. Jack's amendment?

MR. POYNTER
It really did, Mr. Burns, when we took the Jack amendment. The

machine for some reason totalled about five fewer nays than it should
have totalled. It voted everyone correctly, but as far as . . .

and this machine perforates rather than printing, but It perforated
each person's machine correctly, but the counter on the "nay's" was
Incorrectly not voting, and the "yea's" tabulated correctly. It's
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got a reset button on It, but I*ve exhausted of ny knowledge of why

It didn't count correctly, so I personally feel a i**^^^ safer In not
', using It

.

Personal Privilege

Anendoent No. 1- On page 1. line 27, after the word "voting"

delete the words "for or against" and Insert In lieu thereof the

word "on"

.

Explanation

MR. MUNSON
I was going to suggest, Mr. Chairman that we try it one

more tlae to see If it will work, just to try to save some tlM
. . . see if It's working correctly.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Munson, the only problen is we would have to try the

ichine and then try also a roll call vote to see how the vote
npares against the inachine.

MR. POYNTER
No. . . that really we could just open the isachine if

you want to, Mr. Vice-Chairaan ; it will work because I know it's

perforating right and I can just count the nays and see if it's counting
correctly, but I feel pretty confident it's not working really.

Well, if it did once and there's not something been fixed,

if It does it right the next tiae I'n still not going to trust it

the third tlae; fifty-fifty is not too good of odds when you're counting
sooeone's vote.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Gravel at this tl»c together send up

wtendnencs.
AAendment No. 1. On page 1, at the end of line 26, after the

word and punctuation "electorate." delete Floor Aaendaent No. 1

proposed by Delegates Pugh and Casey and adopted by the convention

on January 5, 1974, and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Each joint resolution shall specify the statewide election

at which the proposed amendment shall be submitted. Special elections

for submitting proposed amendments may be authorized by law."

Would anyone like for me to read the Pugh amendment or do you

still have that in front of you that you adopted on yesterday? The

Pugh amendment that you adopted on yesterday then reads as follows:

"The election shall be statewide and the resolution shall provide

for the date on which such election shall be held," and that

was the Pugh-Casey amendment adopted yesterday. Mr. Jenkins proposes

to delete that language and Insert what's before you in lieu thereof.

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, the purpose of this amendment really is to clarify

Mr. Pugh's amendment and to make some ... a technical change in it

I think. Mr. Casey who Is a coauthor with Mr. Pugh yesterday has agreed

to it and he thinks it's all right. The problem with Mr. Pugh's amendment

was it says that "the resolution shall provide for the date on which such

election shall be held." Now, the Intent was to allow that special
elections be held for amendments. However, what this does is It allows

a joint resolution to call a special election, and that really doesn't

oiake too much sense for several reasons. For onfe thing, a joint resolution
is not law and a special election can be called only as provided by

law. The difference is this, you might have in your election code a

means for calling special elections and anything adopted in the election

code can be vetoed by the governor. A joint resolution cannot be vetoed

by the governor and tha^.'s the main distinction. If you allow the joint

resolution rot only to aay at which election the amendment would be voted

on, but to set a date for an election you're doing something that is not

vetoable, and that's contrary to the concept on which we've had elections
before. So. what this amendment that I'm offering does it says that you

can have special elections, but those special elections will be as

provided by law, not as established in some joint resolution. You have
many things that have to be done every time you have a special election;
for one thing, money has to be appropriated. Any time you have an
appropriation for money that certainly would be vetoable by the governor,
so you wouldn't want a situation whereby a mere resolution coming out
you could have a special election called. So, that's this hiatus that
this amendment is trying to correct, and I'd like to urge adoption of it.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : S9-J . Motion to reconsider
tabled,'}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Alphonse Jackson sends up amendments at this time.
A single amendment which reads as follows:

31

through

MR. JACKSON, A.

Mr. Vice Chairman, this is just a technical amendment to
straighten out the language so that we can be sure that the
sentence says what we want it to say,and less confusing the way it

was cast in the committee's report ^and we wanted to straighten out
the language. It's a technical amendment; I move adoption.

[Amendment reread and adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Yes. Mr. Perez at this time sends up amendments.

Mr. Perez sends up amendments which will read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 31, after the words and

punctuation "otherwise provided." delete the remainder of line

and delete all of line 32 and on page 2, delete all of lines 1

4 both inclusive. In their entirety and Insert in lieu thereof the

following:
"However, no proposed amendment affecting five or fewer

parishes or areas within five or fewer parishes shall become part

of this constitution unless approved by a majority of the electors voting

thereon in the state and also a majority of the electors voting thereon

in each such parish."

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, first

of all I understand that the committee has no objection to the

adoption of the amendment that I have proposed. One of the problems

with the provision as It appears on line 31, 32, and on the next page

Is it would require a majority of the electors of the entire parish

not of just those voting on the proposition. In addition to that,

we have the confusion—if you'll look at line 3, on page 2— It says

of the"affected areas," and we don't know whether an area is a parish,

a municipality or part of a district, etc. I've discussed this matter

with the secretary of state's office; there Is a similar provision

in the present constitution which is also very confusing and they have

never been able to really determine what it means because of the fact

that we don't sufficiently pin down the areas in which you would have to

have a majority vote. Therefore, in the amendment which I have proposed

it would require that if there are five or fewer parishes or areas within

five or fewer parishes which the proposed constitution amendment would

affect, then it would have to have a favorable vote of the majority

of those voting in the election in each of those parishes or parts. . .

in each of the parishes in which there may ... It would affect. In

other words, it would have to have the vote ... a favorable vote of the

entire parish not just a part of a parish so that we would know when

the votes were tabulated definitely as to whether or not the constitutional

provision had passed because It gets very confusing If you say in

a political subdivision or the area because we . . . there's no way,

really, to understand and know whether or not the amendment has really

passed because you don't know exactly who it's affected* because it

affects a municipality, it affects a parish, it affects the particular

district Involved, etc. So, I would, therefore, move the adoption of

the amendment if there are no objections.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Perez, X notice the way the amendment is drawn you

say "a majority of the electors voting therein in each such parish."
Now, suppose you had an amendment that affected five parishes and it

passes in four of those parishes and did not pass in the fifth parish;

you mean the amendment would be defeated?

MR. PERE2
Yes sir, and that's because of the fact that the very purpose

of this provision is to give protection to the areas Involved and

we could, of course, have no provision, and If It passed within the

state, then It would pass. But, the whole theory of this particular

proposal and that which was In the cooaoittee proposal was to assure

that it also had to pass In those local areas as well as statewide.

MR. DE BLIEUX
In other words, if you had . . . such of a district that would

be composed of five parishes and four of those parishes approved
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the vote for setting up the district and the fifth parish didn't;
it would not be a valid constitutional amendment?

MR. PEREZ
That*s correct. Again the theory being that if you're going to

have something that affects a limited local area it should have the approval
of those .. . each of those particular areas.

MR. KELLY
Mr. De Blieux asked the thing I was concerned about. It

looks like to me that you could have the entire state saying yes,

we want this, you could have four out of five parishes saying you

want this and then one parish says no, and it's dead. Is that

correct?

MR. PEREZ
That's correct. Again, I can tell you why. For instance, we

have this problem of metropolitan government and you could have

the larger parishes decide they want to gobble up the little fellow,

and they could have a constitutional amendment passed where the people

in that local area were totally against it and yet, we would have the

larger parish taking over the smaller parish.

MR. KELLY
Well, let me ask one further question: do you foresee this

as being an encouragement to go back to having constitutional amendments

on local matters?

MR. PEREZ
I would think it would be possibly more of a discouragement than

encouragement, but I don't think that It will really affect it one

way or the other because of the fact that we don't have all of those

detailed provisions in the constitution now under local governmental

matters.

MR, DENNERY
Mr. Perez, if you left in the aggregate of the electors in

the affected parishes, wouldn't that cover the situation? That's
the way the law is now in effect as I understand it. If you had

say three, four or five parishes and the ma.lority vote of those
five parishes were in favor of the amendment, it would be adopted,
is that correct?

MR. PEREZ
No. Well, that's the very purpose of this amendment and the

very theory of having the local people approve it, is to
see to it that the local people in each particular area approve it

and not overall because we could say if we're talking about five

parishes, why not all sixty-four parishes of the state, the main
theory of having the local areas affected approve it is to see
that each one of them approve it, not that the total vote of all

would approve it.

MR. DENNERY
Thank you.

MR. STAGG
Chalin, I think Senator De Blieux came close also to asking

my question, but let's be specific because one of your answers, I think,

came close to satisfying what my curiosity was. If there was an

amendment affecting river parishes, let's take Orleans, St. Charles,

Jefferson, Plaquemines and St. Bernard, and these five parishes were

the only parishes affected by that particular amendment. If it did

not pass in Plaquemines Parish though it might have gotten half a million

votes elsewhere, it would not become a part of the constitution for that

reason would it?

MR. PEREZ
Well, I think that the problem involved is more just the other

way around, and I do know that there are many of us who are concerned

about the larger area having the large number of votes taking over

the smaller area and we have a real problem with metropolitan government.

We have determined earlier in this convention that we would have cooperation

between parishes voluntarily, but it would require the two-thirds vote

of each parish affected in order to be able to consolidate parishes. Well,

if we leave this provision as it is, it could circumvent and get around

that through a constitutional amendment and just a majority of those

voting within the entire area, which is a very dangerous concept.

MS, "=:rvigon

Mr. Perez, you've made another change besides leaving the

words "in the aggregate." The committee proposal says political

subdivisions which would be any special district or school boards or

things like that, and you could also have used the phrase — if

you didn't want to say "parishes"— you could have usei. the phrase "local

governmental subdivisions" which would have meant municipalities and

parishes. You haven* t given this protection to municipalities and I

wanted to know if the legislative intent is Orleans a parish or a
municipality under your amendment?

MR. PEREZ
Well, of course, Orleans is both a parish and a municipality, so

you would come in with respect to the parish. But, the problem is this,
the reason that I put"parish" alone and not the affected political
subdivision is that we have a single provision in the present constitution
and it is virtually impossible to determine the question Is who has
approved something. For instance, if you have a municipality within a

parish and that municipality votes in favor and the parish so does not
vote in favor, do you count the votes of the municipality in the parish
and also count the votes for the municipality within the municipality
to determine whether or not the amendment has passed. It poses such a

tremendous number of questions that I tried to get this down to

an area which was totally understandable, possibly not totally

acceptable, but at least when the votes were canvassed they would

know that it had to have the majority of the votes in the parish so

that you're reducing a statewide approval situation to a statewide

and a local. Now, it may not be as totally local as we'd like to see

it, but it was the only solution that I could find to the problem of

being able to definitely determine whether or not it had actually

been adopted.

MS. ZERVIGON
So, what you're saying is if the amendment were cast in the

language"citles over four hundred thousand"we would have no protection,

but if it wer« cast on the language "parishes over four hundred thou-

sand," we would?

MR. PEREZ
No, I think, that because of the fact you say "cities over

four hundred thousand"and only one will be affected within that

parish. If It carried in the Parish of Orleans you're taken care of.

I see no problem . . . because of the fact that the city of New Orleans

is coextensive with the Parish of Orleans.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, let me ask you one more question: if it said cities

over .a hundred thousand or something like that and it affected only

five or fewer cities, would it not be understandable that you counted

the votes within those cities to see whether or not the affected areas

had approved? Couldn't you have cast your amendment to say local

governmental subdivision and approved by each local govermental subdivision;

would not that have been clear?

MR. PEREZ
No, if it has not, because that's the same problem that's come

up before because of the fact that when you say local governmental

subdivision you Include cities and parishes— .so, what you're doing

is you've got to count both the cities and the parishes, and it gets

very, very complicated.

MR. ARNETTE
Anyway, Chalin, as I see it, what the problem you're pointing

out to us is, say, over in my area, if Calcasieu Parish would want to
take over Cameron Parish, for example, under this present provision
they could. . . under the present provision they could do so if they
only had a majority vote out of both parishes combined, even if

Cameron Parish didn't want it and you wanted to prevent this^

MR. PEREZ
That's correct. The purpose of this, each particular parish af-

fected vote in favor.

MR. CANNON
Mr. Perez, somewhat in the. , . to follow Mr. De Blieux's

comments a little further and I think you know I favor this, if
these four. , . if four out of these five parishes wanted to collectively
do some particular thing in the local and parochial section, could they
not do this by local referendum?

MR. PEREZ
They can get together with any governmental cooperation and there are

many other ways that they can accomplish it under the present
constitution. But, keep in mind what we're talking about here is the
process by which we amend the constitution and through this method
we could virtually destroy many of the local government provisions
by having. . . which protects one smaller area against a larger
ar^a we could virtually destroy it if we adopt the provision as the

committee has it proposed.

MR. CANNON
Don't you see that this. . . the local referendum method is

a way to prevent amendments to the constitution?
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MR. PEREZ
There's no questlon.we have adequate provisions In Local

Government Article IX for any governmental cooperation In so

ttany other ways where they can accomplish the same objective without

having to have a constitutional amendment.

MR. D'GEROLAMO
Mr. Perez, in Local and Parochial Government Articles that we've

passed did not we put in there a safeguard by which smaller parishes

who are bidding larger parishes are protected from being engulfed

and taken over by the larger parishes?

MR. PEREZ
That's correct. But, the problem we have involved here is that

that could be taken out of the constitution if the committee proposal

as it stands or rather remain because you could then take out of the

constitution, particularly with regard to special situations, that

provision. So that, in effect, by majority vote you could change

parish boundaries by having a majority of those In the area.— in

a total area affected instead of having.... by amending the constitution

sort of having two-thirds as is required in our Local Government Article

MR. D'GEROLAMO
That was my second question and because of this we should vote

for this amendment here to keep the protections that are voted. ... that

are protected in Municipal. .. .Parochial Government.

MR. PEREZ
This is consistent with what we have adopted in our Local

Government Article.

MR. D'GEROLAMO
Thank you, sir.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Perez, that was one of my questions Mr. D'Gerolamo just

asked. But, isn't there a provision now that when an amendment
affects one or more parishes and less than five that there is a
question whether that amendment, if it affects "^^at parish.
that it should also pass in that particular parish? That is not
clear in this article nor is it clear in the present constitution;
is that not correct?

MR. PEREZ
That's a problem. The present constitutional provision is

not totally clear; it does use the words "in the aggregate" but
it also says "in the affected political subdivision or sub-
divisions." So, that you don't really know even in the present
constitution whether it requires that in each or in all in the
aggregate because of the confusion in the language and there was
confusion in this language as well. So, therefore, I thought this
was the best solution to the prcblem and one which would protect
local determination.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Perez, my problem is with your reference to areas within

five or fewer parishes. What do you mean by areas?

MR. PEREZ
Well, I picked up that language out of what was in the particular...

in the article, but as long as it's within the particular parish, I don't
think it gives us too much trouble. One of the problems you have is

it may be a municipality; it may be, for Instance, a part of a levee
district; it may be some sort of a park commission, so it was
difficult to.— in one word or in a very few words to try to
be all inclusive so that's why I used the word "areas." But,
as long as that area is within the parish it has to have the vote
of the parish. I don't think you have a problem.

MR. KEAN
That was ay other question. In other words, if the area is

affected and the entire parish would not be affected even if the
people in that area, for example, voted a hundred percent against
it; if the majority of the electors in the parish you vote voted
In favor of it, it would none the less apply to that area?

MR. PEREZ
Yes, sir, that's one of the problems involved with the

amendment but what is the alternative? That was the problem that
I faced when I prepared this amendment because the present con-
stitutional provision Is so confused and there is no way in general
terms to try to define every situation that you are talking about.
I felt we would be a lot better off in reducing that approved vote
to the parishes so that we would have something new from the con-

stitution as opposed to having something which really means nothing
now and we really don't understand what it means.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Perez, I would like to, you might say, ask to reverse the

question I originally asked a few minutes ago. I can envision a

situation where you might have, say like, a parish of Orleans, and

Jefferson, and St. John, and St. Charles in a particular area, it

may be for a regional airport authority or something of that sort.

Now, here you might have an overwhelming vote in Orleans Parish,

and in Jefferson Parish, and in St. Charles Parish but St. John
Parish, being a very small parish, might vote against it and ruin

the whole business because, as I take it, there has to be a vote

of each parish, not the total effect of. Do I interpret your

amendment correct in that regard?

MR. PEREZ
It would be my suggestion that they would have left that

smaller parish out to begin with, but don't force that smaller
parish into something that they don't want.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, now, I'm just asking that question. If it's not going

to be the aggregate vote of the whole situation, that's what I'm....
the whole area, that's what I'm speaking about.

MR. PEREZ
Well, again, we have In our Local Government Article all kinds

of provisions for intergovernmental cooperations voluntarily. I

just don't see where this is any real problem from the standpoint
of trying to actively accomplish something because of the provisions
which we do have in our Local Government Article which allows parishes
to get together and perform all of these governmental functions so

cooperatively. So, I see no problem in that.

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, I do interpret your amendment correctly by.... to the

effect that a small parish could defeat the whole purpose of an
amendment.

MR. PEREZ
Yes, and I think rightfully so because I don't believe that

you ought to force anybody Into anything unless they feel that
the people of that area feel that they should have it. Again, if

the people are proposing something and are Intelligent in their
approach, they'll just leave those small fellows out to begin
with.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Perez, I can appreciate the problem that you're trying to

solve here. But, let's for sake of argument take the example where
you have a levee district, for example, covers four parishes and one
small ward in another parish and for the preservation of human life
it dictates that you either build the levees higher, or bigger, or
longer and you have to have additional constitutional authority for
taxes, etc. in order to do that before the major parishes vote
heavily in favor of doing it and maybe the small ward or the very
small parish would reject it. Don't you think, then, that you are
really defeating the purpose which you are trying to accomplish?

MR. PEREZ
Well, the specific example you used, I don't believe It will

ever arise because of the fact that that levee district has the
right to increase taxes by a vote of the people within the district.
So, I can't conceive of how that situation would ever arise because we
have given authority, for instance, to the levee districts to
Increase their millage rates for any of their authorized purposes
and to bond and to fund the proceeds into the bonds so that such
subject matters now coming up. I just think that we
are putting up some scarecrows that don't exist.

Mr. Perez, I only used that as a hypothetical case, and I don't
know what the future holds. I just say that In the event that you needed
some additional constitutional authority to solve a problem of that
type whether it be taxes or whatever it may be, wouldn't the situation
which I gave you the very minute minority of a group to kill something
that might save human lives in that situation?

Well, again, I can't conceive of this human lives problem.

But, again, I say to you that if we are going to have a provision

in the constitution which returns terms aside of a home rule situation
where the local area has to approve It; then, I think it's proper

that we say each parish affected should approve it or else not say

it at all and just say you can pass a statewide provision and the

local lawyers rather have no say-so over it. I don't know how you

are going to solve the problem otherwise and I Just....
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MR. ROEMER
Chalin, I either failed to hear or you didn't say about where

this figure five comes from; is that in the law now?

MR. PEREZ
It's in the present constitution and was picked up in the

present provision submitted by the

MR. LANIER
Mr. Perez, all of these special districts and things, we took

all of that out in Local Government didn't we?

MR. PEREZ
That's right. That's why I can't conceive of how this has

any real opposes any real problem such as was asked just a

moment ago because we have taken away the necessity for con-
stitutional amendments and provisions with respect to all of these
various things. The only purpose of this amendment that 1 can
conceive of, really, would be in areas where you would want to

amend the constitution to take away from local government authorities
I just think we ought to protect those local governments involved.

MR. LANIER
Well, it would also apply wouldn't it, Mr. Perez, if some-

body started trying to put all this junk back in?

MR. PEREZ
That's correct, it certainly would.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr, Acting Chairman and delegates, I want to make it clear

to you that we are voting on two things right now. One is the

question of whether parishes in the aggregate should agree to
something or whether one may be able to veto it. The other is

the question of whether this should apply only to parishes. It's
not clear at all to me and I've talked to Mr. Kean, he feels the

same way, that municipalities are covered at all. So, 1 beg of

you to defeat this until we can come up with an amendment that

separates these two issues. I really don't see the problem Mr.

Perez raises about metropolitan government and big fish gobbling
up little fish and all of that kind of stuff because all the anti-
goblin measures we put in this new constitution we put in general
terms and it would more or less have to be amended in general terms.

Believe me, we've got enough troubles in New Orleans, we don't want

to expand and take over anybody elses' troubles; that 's not the

problem. But, this was put in the old constitution to protect
areas from unfriendly governors. I want to make sure that the

areas that were protected under the old constitution are protected
under the new constitution. We've had a couple of good governors
recently, but I'll tell you I don't feel that we should relax and

remove this protection from anybody. If what Mr. Perez is really

trying to do is to expand protection, 1 would like to make his

amendment as clearly worded as he would like it to be so that every-

body is certain that they are protected in the same way that he would

be protected. There are no municipalities in his area, I'm sure it

wasn't with malice of forethought, 1 would just like to be certain
that municipalities are covered in this protection whether it's

extended to those parishes voting in the aggregate or not.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Mary, in the Perez amendment when you say any area within

a parish, won't that cover any municipality within the parish?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I know It doesn't cover mine because mine's not in a

area within the parishes or parish sort of, but Mr, Kean is also
not clear that it covers Baton Rouge and I don't like the word
nunlcipality mentioned.

MR. ABRAHAM
But, the city of New Orleans is in a parish, is it not?

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, it's not; it Is a parish, sort of. The purpose of the

cigarette tax is the parish, but the purpose of the alimony tax..
I mean, it's the city. ..for the purpose of the alimony tax it's
a parish. What it would mean is that if there were an un-
friendly governor that wanted to affect one area and most of
the amendments that affect fewer than five areas affect only one.
If there were an unfriendly governor, if he could stop us from

amending the amendment on the floor to cause it to reparish
instead of city, it isn*t at all clear to me that we would be
protected. Thank you very much.

MR. JENKINS
Mary, you said that Orleans is not interested in gobbling up

surrounding parishes and I think you're right. But, one thing
that many city officials in Orleans are interested in is a metro-
politan's earning tax, an income tax. But, we have prohibited in
the Revenue and Finance Article the cities from levying income
taxes. So, if the city of Orleans wanted to levy a metropolitan's
earnings tax, it would have to do so by constitutional amendment
and it would in all likelihood affect five or fewer parishes. But.
unless we adopt Mr. Perez's amendment, Isn' t it true that the voters
in the city of Orleans could vote for such an amendment and the people
in the surrounding parishes could vote against it? But, because of
the large population of Orleans it could be passed so that Orleans
could Impose an Income tax on people in the surrounding parishes;
isn't that correct?

' MRS . ZERVIGON
Woody, that's not all clear to me because the surrounding parishes

are going like crazy to drainage techniques being what they are. But,
you're not really addressing my concern. My concern is not that I

don't want Mr. Perez to have his protection, that's fine, that deal
where you take out "in the aggregate" is fine with me; it gives
Orleans even more protection and in the past this sort of technique
has not been used against any parish other than Orleans that I know
of. All I want to make sure Is that New Orleans is as protected
as Plaquemines, that's what I want to make sure of and on reading his

amendment it is not at all clear to me. Just to find out how paranoid
I am, I went and checked it with Mr. Kean, who agreed, it is not at all
clear to me that I'm protected. You want to take out that phrase
"in the aggregate" that's beautiful, that does good for us; it doesn't
bother me at all. That's a philosophical problem, you have to decide

whether we are all in this thing together or are we not. But, what

I want to say Is that this is not at all clear that it extends the

same protection to us. If we are going to protect, let's protect
across the board.

Further Discussion

MR. D*GEROLAMO
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in support

of Mr. Perez's amendment because in this amendment I believe this
is the only way that the smaller parishes that are abutting or
close to larger parishes are protected. In the Revenue and Finance
proposals, in Local Government proposal we have made provisions
to protect the local parishes, the smaller parishes from being
engulfed, from being overtaxed and giving them their own home rule.
The aggregate that is in the present proposal will allow larger
parishes and state government to come into a parish and take over
what the local governing authority and the people of that parish
may not want, I'll give you some for instances: (1) in the
parish of Jefferson we have an airport, however good, however bad
an airport may be. I have a former mayor of the city of Kenner
where the airport is located, had many problems with the airport
being there. It's expansion right now may bring some problems to
the local community of the city of Kenner. Now, certainly, the
airport has done some good for the city of Kenner. But, certainly,
the people of Jefferson Parish, the people of Kenner should have
some say-so should a constitutional amendment be brought up by the
legislature and voted on by the people whether they want to expand
this airport to make a metropolitan airport out of it, to engulf
the whole parish of Jefferson, Don't you think we in Jefferson
Parish, where this would affect mostly, should have some say-so in
it? Certainly, the people from the other parishes, Orleans and
the other parishes may not feel, they do not have the problems
that we have, I give you another for instance, as Mr. Jenkins
just brought up. the metropolitan earnings tax. What is going to
happen if the State of Louisiana and the city of New Orleans vote
for the metropolitan earnings tax? What happens to the parishes
of Jefferson, St. Bernard, Plaquemines, St. Tammany surrounding
them? We're engulfed, we have nothing to say about it. One of
the other speakers, I forgot his name, came up and said* "What
happens If you're going to get one parish to hold back a proposition
where the four parishes may think It's good?" This may be fine
but suppose you wind up with one larger parish saying it's good
and the four smaller parishes, saying we don't want it, those four
smaller parishes must take it whether they like it or not. Now,
certainly, provisions have been made and protections have been
brought out on proposals that we have already passed by this
constitutional convention. Certainly, I do not believe that we
would want to go back and take away safeguards that we've already
given to people the Revenue and Finance proposal as it was said,
about the metropolitan earnings tax. These things are serious. It's
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not only serious to we in Jefferson and to surrounding parishes of

Orleans, but you of the snaller parishes throughout the state, the

smaller coimunltles throughout the state who are around large

cooBunlties, large parishes, be careful of what you are doing. You

are already protected In the constitution now. Don't let It be taken

away by this proposal the Proposal No. 36. I urge you to adopt

the aaendnent by Mr. Perez.

Questions

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Hayes, Isn't It possible that there could be a statewide

amendnent that affects everybody?

MR. HAYES
Correct.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. D'Gerolano, since we've taken all of the special districts

out of the constitution, really, this provision would apply if they
tried to put things back ir,such as the metropolitan district for
taxation or something like that; isn't that correct?

MR. J. JACKSON
But, maybe to a larger degree it may affect a little bit more

some other parishes but everybody benefits from it and that it could
be so construed that this is specifically aimed at five parishes?

Could not what you say.... could not what you have pointed out to

us have in effect that statewide amendment, could very well be

stopped? Now, only by, let's say five parishes but let's say

MR. D'GEROLAMO
That Is correct, Mr. Lanier.

MR. LANIER
And, this would affect and protect the parishes where they

would have a right to vote for or against it. Unless, if they
did not choose to go that route, then the only way it could be
done would be through intergovernmental cooperation as we provide
for which is on a voluntary basis; isn't that correct?

MR. D'GEROLAMO
That is correct, Mr. Lanier.

MR. LANIER
Now, would you agree with me and I'm trying to think of what

our provisions are, the only special parish that I can think of
would be Jackson Parish where we have to provide for a five mill
alimony tax where everybody else has four mills; isn't that correct?

MR. D'GEROLAMO
That is correct.

MR. LANIER
But, if somebody tried to take away Jackson's fifth mill, they

would be protected by it with a provision such as this; wouldn't
that be correct?

MR. D'GEROLAMO
That is correct. Suppose there was a provision to take away

that extra mill from Jackson Parish; Jackson Parish would have no
say-so. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. HAYES
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I don't live

in a city and I don't represent a parish. I don't know where the
word parish came from. I imagine you know, it probably came from
the church or somewhere. You people are talking about parishes,
you represent people, just think about that and you are representing
a district with about thirty-five thousand people in it. Now, you
cannot protect your parish line when you come to the legislature,
no way If you try because they are going to forget about a parish
line. If you don't have enough people, you go out and get enough
people in order to get here. If you want to run for Congress,
you're going to take a district and I'm telling you I looked
at the Eighth District the other day and It went from New Orleans
all the way It looked like to Shreveport. That's what It took
because they looked at people, they didn't look at parish line.
Now, you're going to tell me that we're going to take five parishes
and they are going to have more power than all of the rest of the
people In the State of Louisiana, that's what you're saying. Now,
it's even less than that. Let's take.... some of your parishes
don t have but about eight thousand people. Now, take one of those
parishes with eight thousand people and move it in with the five,
four thousand, f ive hundred of those people can stop an amendment
in the State of Louisiana and that's what you're asking me to vote
for here four thousand, five hundred people can stop the entire
state. Now, I tell you again, you keep hollering at. I don't live in a
city, you understand. I only represent a portion of the parish, not a whole
parish. Some of the people represent two or three parishes here
and don't have enough people hardly to get down here. You're
saying let's have five parishes come down and have the people
In one of these small parishes stop an amendment from the
entire state. We don't know what we are going to run into in
this state or in these United States with all the problems we
have, say, with energy, etc. etc.

MR. HAYES
As I can appreciate it, Mr. Jackson, a little over half

of the people in the smallest parishes could stop it. Take one

of those parishes like Greensburg over there somewhere, over there

in St. Helena, half of the people over there could stop it.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Hayes, do you realize that this problem doesn't come up

unless it's a local amendment and only affects a small number of

parishes? It doesn't affect the whole state, it only affects

these five, or four, or three parishes?

MR. HAYES
As I can appreciate this, we are talking about amending the

constitution of the State of Louisiana. As I can appreciate it,

it affects the entire state; it's going to amend the constitution

of the State of Louisiana and all the people will have to vote on

it; am 1 correct?

MR. ARNETTE
It is an amendment to our constitution but it only affects

a certain locality, that's why this provision is in there, only

if it is an amendment that affects a certain locality is it going

to be voted on in this manner.

MR. HAYES
Again, we are amending the constitution of the State of

Louisiana and if all the people are going to have to vote on

it, I would like to have their vote count.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Hayes,
If I recall in the article on the Judiciary, there was a

provision whereby if you wanted to divide a judicial district

so to speak—for Instance, say there were two parishes Involved

and those two parishes want to divide that district and make

two districts out of it—you would negate what we've already

done because It would only take... the larger parish could vote to

divide and the smaller parish could vote not to divide, and

by the combined aggregate of vote in those two parishes, you'd

be dividing the parish or dividing the district even though the

smaller parish or parishes, by the way, would not want to divide

the district if we do not adopt this amendment; don't you agree

to that?

MR. HAYES
No, you see, again, you have have your judicial districts. .. .s

parishes some parishes are really too small to have...

MR. NUNEZ
That' s beside the point.

MR. HAYES
Some of the parishes are too small, Mr. Nunez, to have a

Judicial district. If I understand your question. When you leave

this up to them to decide, the issue that—if I understand what

you're saying— 1 don't think this would be in the first place.

MR. ROEMER
Fellow delegate, do you believe that it irould be right or fair,

or something we ought to do to in the future when we have a con-
stitutional amendment, let's say proposed, that affects Just the

parish of Orleans, and the citizens of every other parish in the

state and the overwhelming majority of the citizens of the state
support that amendment , undar this proposal if every pariah
accepted it and the majority of the citizens of the state accepted
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it but the parish of Orleans didn't accept It, then we couldn't

put that In the constitution; could we?

MR. HAYES
I guess that would be true.

[^Previous Question ordered.

J

Chairman Henry in the Chair

[^Record vote ordered , Amendment adopted :

71-31. Motion to reconsider tabled.
"i

Amendmant

MR. POYNTER
Mrs. Zervlgon sends up amendments. The copies of these are

being distributed at the present time.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 31, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Perez and just adopted by the convention, on

line 6 of the language added by the amendment after the word

and punctuation "parish." add the following: "No proposed

amendment affecting five or fewer municipalities shall become part

of this constitution unless approved by a majority of the elec-

tors voting thereon in the state and also a majority of the

electors voting thereon in each such municipality."

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I don't think this takes much

explanation because the word in Mr. Perez's amendment, "areas"

is unclear to me, especially as it applies to my parish, whether

my parish is a municipality or a parish. I'm just asking you to

extend this to municipalities to make certain that municipalities

are covered as well as parishes. In fact, it's really more often

that municipalities are affected by amendments of this sort,

municipalities over so much population and that sort of thing.

It very seldom applies only to one parish. It's more often

municipalities. It more or less tracks the language of the Perez

amendment, and I ask you to extend the coverage to everyone. I

think Mr. Perez intended to do that. This just makes it perfectly

clear.

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Mary, maybe I misunderstand this, but would this mean that

if you had an amendment which affected five parishes, Lafourche

being one, and that in the small town of Lockport the electors

in that town did not vote a majority in favor of the proposal,

that it would not be adopted, or would not be added to the

constitution?

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, how many municipalities have you got in your parish?

MR. BOLLINGER
Three.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, it would affect municipalities in other parishes as well,

but no, I didn't mean It that way. I meant one that cast

directly to municipalities affecting five or fewer municipalities,

and municipalities would have the say-so. One cast directly

to parishes on the parish government police jury level would

have to be okayed by the parishes. I don't intend to give...

it was not my intention in the wording of this to give the

people of Lockport the veto power over the state. I must say

I only read it through quickly once. I felt I had to come up

with it pretty quickly so as not to slow the wheels. But, I

think the intention has been clearly expressed, and I'll look

over Style and Drafting's shoulder, let them make it clear to

put an "or" in there if they like, but that wasn't my intention.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mrs. Zervlgon, suppose there was a proposal and the parishes

of metropolitan New Orleans Involved, you know. New Orleans,

Jefferson, St. Tammany, Plaquemines, etc. A municipality in

Jefferson, for example, votes against the proposition that all

the parishes and all the other municipalities want; does it mean

a majority of the electors, say. In Grand Isle, could defeat

all the rest of the parishes combined and municipalities?

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, Reverend, because of my clearly expressed Intention to

Mr. Bollinger in the first place. In the second place, there

are five municipalities in Jefferson. I know there are a bunch

in St. Tammany as well. New Orleans would count as a munici-

pality. So, either way you reason it, that wouldn't be true.

This is just a red herring that's being flown. My clear intention
is to say, the same protection that is being extended to parishes

is being extended to municipalities when five or fewer munici-

palities are affected, directly affected. That's my intention.

I had to write it up quickly. They can change it in Style and

Drafting to reflect the intention as they have done on other

things to reflect the legislative intent on the floor. But, the

intention is to extend to municipalities the same protection
that parishes have because I believe that the word "areas" in

Mr. Perez's amendment is unclear. On the other hand, your same

problem that you raised, and Mr. Bollinger raised, applies at the

same time to Mr. Perez's amendment. For example, could a ward

of a parish or a group of wards of a parish defeat an amendment

that had been passed statewide, because wards are areas after all,

you see? So, if It's affecting the river areas of one parish

and there are four wards along that river and it failed in one

ward, would that defeat the whole amendment? No, I don't think

so, and that wasn't Mr. Perez's Intention. We all know what

he intended to do. I'm Intending to extend the same protection

to municipalities. It's as simple as that.

MR. ARNETTE
The way I read Mr. Perez's amendment was that it said "parishes"

it didn't say "areas," and that's the thing that he wanted to clear

up. Is that the way you understood his amendment?

MRS. ZERIVGON
Greg, I'm up here because I didn't think the amendment was

clearly worded.

MR. ARNETTE
O.K. Well, my question is, suppose an amendment affects, say

Jefferson Parish, and It only affects Jefferson Parish, and they

have five municipalities In there. So, it affects five or fewer

municipalities. Could, say. Grand Isle defeat the entire amendment

because it only affects five municipalities?

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's not my intention. It depends on why the amendment

is cast. If it said, "All municipalities in Jefferson Parish

shall," then Grand Isle could defeat it. If it said "Jefferson

Parish shall," then it has to be voted on by the voters-at-large.

MR. ARNETTTE

But, that isn't what your amendment says, though. You

ought to say something to the effect of, "affecting only munici-

palities."

MRS. ZERVIGON
Greg, the Style and Drafting Committee has cleared up legisla-

tive intent at other times. My legislative Intent is clearly

expressed. So far, no one has objected to offering to munici-

palities the same protection that we are offering to parishes in

these questions. They are just bringing up questions about what

the intent Is. I'm telling you what the intent is.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, I'll agree with you, and I don't oppose giving the

same protection to municipalities either.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I ask your support of my amendment In that case.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, my only question is that your language doesn't say what

you intend it to say, and that was my objection to your amendment.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, next time I'll ask for a fifteen minute recess so I

can draw it a little bit more carefully. What I was trying to

do was expedite the proceedings.

Further Discussion

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I wanted to ask Mrs. Zervlgon

a question, but she would not yield to further questions. I must

rise in opposition to this amendment because it will have, I'm

afraid, a debilitating effect upon a parish like Ouachita, my

parish, which contains three municipalities. This would mean
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that if we proposed a constitutional amendroent affecting

—

attempting to implenent a program for the entirety of Ouachita
Parish, that this could be vetoed by the smallest municipality
lathe parish. This would mean that less than twenty thousand
pttople could deny to a parish which approximates a hundred and
fifty thousand, close to two hundred thousand now, could deny
these people the right to enact a program, or to take something
out of the constitution, or to. ..I'm particularly concerned
about if we ever wanted to consolidate the two school boards
there that you've heard so much about. Would this mean that
any municipality affected within one of these school dis-
tricts could veto such a plan? I think Mrs. Zervigon Is just
thinking about New Orleans and New Orleans alone, and she Is

not realizing the damage she may do to some other parishes
in our state. So, I ask you to vote this amendment down.

Questions

MR. DENNERT
Judge Dennis, as I read Mrs. Zervlgon's amendment, there

may be a little confusion, but If you go back now and read
the coomittee report and the Perez amendment, it says, "If
an amendment affects five parishes, then Ic must be passed by
every one of the parishes affected." Now, if you have an
aiendment %ihlch affects the state at large, it certainly would
affect five parishes. Therefore, by your reasoning, any parish
In the state can defeat any constitutional amendment. Now, I

certainly don't think that was the legislative Intent, nor do I

think It was Mrs. Zervlgon's Intent to do what you suggest. I

ask you, sir, to please give the answer to both questions at
the same time. If it affects one. In other words. In Mrs. Warren'
words, "What's sauce for the goose, I assume. Is sauce for the
gander .

"

MR. DENNIS
I'm perhaps as confused as you were when Mrs. Warren asked

you her question, but what I'm talking about, Molse, if we
propose a constitutional amendment affecting Ouachita Parish
alone, and because It contains three municipalities, they are
in turn affected by the amendment; as I read Mrs. Zervlgon's
amendment, one of those municipalities, the smallest one, if

it did not pass in that particular municipality, it would veto
the entire plan.

MR. DENNERY
Well, now. Judge Dennis, doesn't the same thing hold true

in the Perez amendment and the original committee proposal? If
any one parish in the State of Louisiana .because it is one of at
least one parish- affected, one parish could defeat any con-
stitutional amendment. I think that we are both under...

MR. DENNIS
Well, that's true.

MR. DENNERY
Well, certainly, that's not the Intention of that, is It?

MR. DENNIS
I Chink that It Is the intention of Mr. Perez's amendment...

MR. DENNERY
That a statewide proposal could be defeated by any parish?

MR. DENNIS
No, no.

MR. DENNHIY
But, It says that, though, if you read It. It says "five

parishes."

MR. DENNIS
We may be arguing, but it's my appreciation that what the

Perez amendment does, it says if you've got a constitutional
amendment that affects five or fewer parishes..-

MR. DENNERY
Well, doesn't any constitutional amendment affect five

parishes?

MR. DENNIS
Well, if it's effect is restricted to five...

MR. DENNERY
It doesn't say that. Judge. That's my whole point.

MR. DENNIS
Well, maybe that needs to be cleared up. But, Mrs. Zervlgon's

amendment doesn't just do that. Her amendment makes it Impossible
for us to have a one parish amendment affecting Ouachita Parish,
without standing in jeopardy of being vetoed by the smallest
municipality in the parish.

MR. DENNERY
Well, Judge Dennis, I suggest to you, sir, and I ask you If

I'm not correct In this suggestion, that If Style and Drafting can
clear up the error in the first amendment, could it not clear
up the error, since Mrs. Zervigon clearly said that was not her
Intention?

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Dennery, I don't think that It can clear...

MR. HENRY
Mr. Dennery 's exhausted vour time. Judse.

Further D1 scussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise In opposition to

this amendment, and I want to apologize to Mrs. Zervigon. It's
not just because it's her amendment. I didn't really get to

thinking about this thing until after Mr. Perez's amendment
passed. But, It seems to me—now, I'm not arguing against the
concept; I'm not arguing against the concept that they are es-
pousing—but, it seems to me that if we're going to have a
provision such at this in this proposed constitution that we're
going to have to do a little bit more than what Is done here.
The reason that I say that is, it appears to me that virtually
no constitutional amendment can be passed that's not going to
result In a lawsuit if this provision, or Mr. Perez's provision,
or even the coomittee proposal as It's written is retained. Now,
I would refer you to the language of the present constitution
which says in the first place that any such amendment which
directly affects any five or fewer parishes, municipalities or
special district. Now, there's a difference between "affect"
and"directly affect." Then, it also says that the legislature

—

that this affecting must be as a result of enumeration, designa-
tion or population classification, so it's in a limited area
that it must directly affect. It further provides, and this
Is the biggest hangup I have about It is that the legislature
is the one that shall make the classification, and when they
make it and say that It does directly affect five or fewer parishes
or municipalities or special districts, that they're not as final.
Now, there are some provisions in the present constitution which
I don't think we need, and that is that if the legislature doesn't
so designate and you look at the Journal and you conclude that
they didn't even think about it, but then the secretary of state
has to make the designation, and then his determination is not
final. Anybody can go to court and so on. But, it seems to me,
and I respectfully submit that if you don't put back this language
about this affecting five or fewer parishes being based upon
either designation, enumeration or population classification. If

you don't put the provisions in here that the legislature is the
one that is going to make the determination when they propose the
constitutional amendment as to whether it must be approved in
these areas, that then you're going to be in serious trouble.
Then, another reason that I think that you're going to be in serious
trouble has already been brought out. The present constitution re-
quires that if It affects five or fewer araas that it must pass,
not In each and every one of those single areas, but it must
carry by a majority vote In the aggregate of those areas that are
affected. So, for that reason, I would ask that you reject this
amendment, and there will be another amendment which will put
back in part, except for the business about the secretary of
state, the present provisions of the constitution which say that
it must directly affect five or fewer parishes, municipalities or
political subdivisions by reason of enumeration, population,
classification, or by designation on the part of the legislature,
and that the legislature is the one that makes that decision and
that their determination is final. Otherwise, I respectfully
submit that at least fifty percent of the constitutional amendments
that are passed in this state are going to result in a lawsuit
because of these particular provisions that you are being asked
to put in the constitution.

Question

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Avant, If you have a given area where you have, say, five

municipalities and you want to create a family court—I'll just
use that for an example—one of those municipalities have a
hundred and ten votes, like I have one in my area, and one has
four thousand votes. If the one with the lesser amount of votes
voted no, then would that proposal be good?
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MR. AVANT
No, it would not, even though it passed in all of the other

four municipalities. I say it would be dead, deader than a
doornail »because under these amendments it'd have to carry in
each one of those affected areas, not in the aggregate of all of
them as under the present constitution.

the object would be the purpose of the provision. If I was
sure that that was correct, I'd have no trouble, but I'm not.
Generally speaking when we talk of legislation having one
object, it's a pretty specific piece of legislation, and you
can't treat two different purposes in that piece of legislation.
I think that we need this protection here for that reason.

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I would

like very much to have been able to support this proposition, but
the problem we've run Into, and I don't believe that this amendment
adequately takes care of, is that anything that generally affects
a parish also affects the municipalities within that parish.

The problem we run into that if we adopt this amendment, I think
we would be creating the same confusion which now exists in the

present constitutional provision. I would be glad to support an
amendment which would make it perfectly clear that if the particular
constitutional provision affects a municipality or five or fewer
municipalities ,and only municipalitles»and not parishes and so

forth, then It would have to carry only within that municipality.
I'd be glad to support such an amendment, but I don't believe
that we should support this one. I think we would be further
confusing the situation which now exists. I think that the amend-
ment that we've already adopted is relatively clear If there are some
amendments to It which can clarify it, it's fine, but I just
don't believe that this amendment does what the author had hoped
for it to do. Therefore, unfortunately, I must oppose the

amendment.

[^Amendmen t withdrawn . ^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Gravel sends up amendment. There is a word change

in it, so you may want to try to follow it. The amendment reads:
"Amendaent No. 1. On page 2, line 12, Immediately after the

word and punctuation "reference." and before the word "The"
Insert the following: "However, the legislature may"—and this
word changes— not "prepare" but "propose"; "the legislature may
propose, as one amendment, a revision of an entire article of

this constitution, which revision may contain multiple objects or

changes .

"

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, the

committee proposal sets forth that a proposed amendment to the

constitution shall be confined to only one object. Now, if that

and that alone stays in the proposal, then there would be no

possibility of revising the constitution by full revision of

an article of a constitution that embraces perhaps more than

one object. I think that the committee proposal is too limiting

in the authority for the amending process. The amendment which

I propose would say that "the legislature may propose as one

amendment, a revision of an entire article of the constitution,

and even though that revision may contain multiple objects or

changes." I just don't think that we want to do away with the

opportunity to revise the constitution by full article revision,

and if we do retain that right which Is of course in existence

in the present constitution, we need to make sure that the one

object provision doesn't limit the right that we're trying to

express. I'll try to answer any questions with respect to the

proposed amendment.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Camille, when I read the original language in the proposal

where it said "the proposed amendment shall be confined to one
object" and they set forth the entire article, or articles to
be revised, I interpreted that to mean that the one object
could be the entire article, I'm not disagreeing with what
you're trying to do; I agree with you there. But, that was
my automatic interpretation of that.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I'm in favor of it, but I don't think that the object

of the proposed amendment is to revise the article. I think

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Gravel, did you know that the purpose of the language

"one object" was to conform to the same requirement that we
have for bills—that a bill must be confined to one object

—

and that whatever that standard is we would apply here.

MR. GRAVEL
I think that's all right except that I don't think that

you could possibly treat only one object if you are revising
an entire article of the constitution. For example, suppose
that there was submitted at the polls to revise the article
on the Bill of Rights, Mr. Jenkins, that would embrace and
encompass many different objects under the jurisprudence
that, as interpreted, what constitutes one object with respect
to legislation. This gives me serious concern; I don't think
you can do it.

MR. JENKINS
Did you know our intent, of course, was tc^ in effect, say

that when you revise an entire article, you are confined to

one object. You are fulfilling that scope of authority.
The fear that I have with regard to yours is that you might
be able to revise an entire article but, because you've
mentioned multiple objects, you might be able to put into
that article things that would otherwise not be germane to it.

For example, wouldn't this allow you to have a legislative
article revised, but to put in there things about the executive
and things about the judiciary, rather than just legislative
matters under your amendment?

MR. GRAVEL
It's entirely possible that something like that could be

done, but if it does, I think it's going to be so ridiculous
oh its face it's not going to pass. The bigger problem—the
much bigger problem— Is, for example, if you were going to

revise the Bill of Rights, as I mentioned a moment ago, you're

treating just a number of objects when you're talking about

due process of law, when you're speaking of expropriation pro-

ceedings, and many of the other objects that were dealt with

in the Bill of Rights.

MR. JENKINS
But haven't we obviated that argument by specifically setting

forth that an entire article may be revised on line 8 of page 2?

MR. GRAVEL
That's the problem I'm not taking that out; I'm making a

clear differentiation between a proposed amendment that does

"rifle shot", so to speak, with respect to a single object

and the revision of an article where, in my judgment, you're

treating of different objects when you revise fully that

particular article. I think it presents a very serious

problem if we don't have this provision.

MR. TATE
Mr. Gravel, could you refresh us briefly the problem that

the Sam Jones administration had in '40 when it had a con-
stitutional amendment invalidated?

.ui. GRAVEL
That was the Graha vs . Jones case.

MR. TATE
Because it was supposed to refer to more than something In

the constitution. As a result of which, in 1963 and 1964,
they adopted a provision similar to that you have here to

permit article by article revision which may not be necessary
thereunder.

I think that the court held that the so-called
1 believe the case was Graham vs.

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

Grif fin-Hagen plan-

Jones—embraced more than one object and that there was no

provision that would permit such an amendment to the con-

si tut ion; therefore , the courts struck down that particular

plan as being unconstitutional. As a consequence of chat,

we do have a provision in the present constitution that

authorizes revision of the existing constitution by articles.
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but it doesn't have any such limitation as is contained here
in the proposal by the comDittee. All I want to be sure of
Is that when the legislature does submit a proposal to the
people with respect to the revision of an entire article, that a
revision, of course, can be prepared and submitted. Gentlemen
and ladles, there's Just no question In my mind that the re-
vision of any article of this constitution, with rare exception,
constitutes addressing ourselves to more than one object.

MR. LANIER
In other words, Mr. Gravel, if we wish to have a Con-

stitutional Revision Comnission to report to the legislature
about revising an article should it become necessary, we would
have this tool available to us—and clearly and definitely so

—

as a result of your amendment?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Gravel, this morning we defeated the idea of having a

limited amount of amendments on the ballot. Now, where you
say 'bne amendment may contain multiple objects or changes",
in this you would have to list on the ballot a, b, c, d, e,
f, g, whatever changes were coming, you would have to separate
them; am I right?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, it would depend upon what the amendment or the

revision said; It would depend upon the article. Now, you
don't list on the ballot, Mrs. Warren, as far as I know In
proposed coitstitutlonal amendments, the full detail of the
proposed amendment or the proposed article. The proposition
would be whether you would be for or against the proposed
revision—let us say— to Article IV of the constitution
which already, of course, would have been published in every
journal according to the other proposals to this particular....

legislative article that a bill must be confined to one object.

A joint resolution is a bill. There are two types of bills:
acts and Joint resolutions. We've already provided that it

full must be confined to one object. Now, in the language we've
included here we've provided that you can revise more than

one article with a single constitutional amendment. If it

Is confined to one object. Now, that allows the Constitutional
Revision Commission or anyone else to come along and take

different sections out of existing articles and change them,

if they're confined to one object.
In additional think It's clear from the language in the

proposal that a revision of an entire article can constitute
one object. Now, that's assuming, of course, that it's not
the extraneous matter not related to the article in general
Isn't Included. The problem with Mr. Gravel's language is
when he says that an entire article can be changed and It

can have more than one object— It can have multiple objects

—

that seems to imply that you could have a revision of an
article which was really not confined to that article, that
you might be allowed to revise the legislative article, then
make In effect changes that resulted In executive article
changes or judiciary article changes or otherwise. The basic
requirement that a bill should be confined to one object
includes that acts and Joint resolutions should be confined to
one object. That Is traditional; it Is sensible; it has been
interpreted by the courts, and we ought to continue that same
philosophy. Otherwise, I think we're going to have con-
stitutional amendments coming along that attempt to change
many different things In the constitution that are not related
to one another.

[Previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted: 49-36. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Motion to take up other orders
adopted without objection.^

MRS. WARREN
Well, all the publishing in the journal would have to be

a, b, c, d, e, f, or whatever It would take to make people
understand what these multiple changes were going to be.

MR. GRAVEL
You would publish the entire proposed new article in the

official journal of each parish.

Announcements
[iJ Journal 11141

{^Motion to revert to Reading of the
Journal adopted without object ion

.

]

Further Discussion
READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, we've already provided in the

^Adjournment to 1:30 o'clock p.m.,
Monday, January 7, 1974.'}
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Monday, January 7, 1974

ROLL CALL

[88 delegates present and a quorum.

\

PRAYER

MRS. WARREN
Let us all bow our heads and let us pray each in his own

way. Heavenly Father, as we come this day,we thank Thee for the

many blessings that Thou hast bestowed upon us. We ask You to

forgive us for our sins, omissions and the sins of commission. We ask

that You will guide us and keep us and In these last days help us

to make the decisions that will be beneficial to everyone in the

State of Louisiana. These and many other blessings, we ask in the name

of Jesus and for His sake. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

MR. FOYNTER
Committee Froposal No. 36 introduced by Delegate Alphonse

Jackson, Chairman on behalf of the Committee of Bill of Rights

and Elections. Proposal Is a substitute for Committee Froposal No.

24 by the same gentleman on behalf of the committee.

A proposal relative to constitutional revision.

Status of the proposal— there are four sections to it— the

Convention still has under its consideration. Section 1 of the

proposal dealing with amendments to the proposal, amendments to the

constitution.

I think, Mr. Chairman, there are about still three pending

amendments at the desk to the proposed Section 1.

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Delegates Perez, Zervlgon and Gravel send up amendments.

Amendment reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 31, after the words and

punctuation "otherwise provided . "delete the remainder of line 31

and delete all of line 32 and on page Z, delete all of lines 1 through

4, both Inclusive, in their entirety and delete Floor Amendment
No. 1 proposed by Delegate Ferez and adopted by the convention on

January 6th, insert in lieu thereof the following:
"A proposed amendment directly affecting not more than five

parishes or areas within not more than five parishes shall become
part of this constitution only when approved by a majority of the

electors voting thereon in the state and also a majority of the

electors voting thereon in each affected parish. However, a proposed
amendment directly affecting not more than five municipalities, and only
such municipalities, shall become part of this constitution only when
approved by a majority of the electors voting thereon In the state and
also a majority of the electors voting thereon in each such municipality."

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, as a

result of some of the objections which were raised yesterday, I have

attempted to work out the problems and have also worked with others

interested, to work the problems out, and I believe that we now have an

amendment which should be acceptable virtually to all the delegates.

First we, ... in order to meet one objection that the. . . it s a

question of whether affected or directly affected, we inserted the

word in each case both when dealing with parish, municipality, it would

have to directly affect the parish. In addition to that, in order to

satisfy the problem with municipalities yesterday, we have added the

second sentence "However, a proposed amendment directly affecting

not more than five municipalities, and only such municipalities, shall

become part of this constitution only when approved by a majority of

the electors," etc. So, I believe that we have straightened out all the

major problems involved in the proposal. I would, therefore, suggest

to you we should adopt this amendment.

Questions

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Ferez, would you explain to the convention, please, what

you mean by "areas," parishes or "areas"?

MR. FEREZ
The word "areas"was used in the proposal which was the committee

proposal when used in a context where it is not limited to an area. . .

it is not limited to a certain geographical area within the parish; I

would think it would be indefinite. But, the problem we have is that

we may have amendments dealing with levee districts or parts of levee

districts. We may have amendments which might deal with park commissions,

we may have them dealing with many other subdivisions of government, sewerage
districts, water districts, and so, therefore , In order to try to encompass

all of those various type of possibilities, we have used the word "areas,"

which is the same wording that was used by the committee in that proposal.

MR. ALEXANDER
Could it be construed to mean "wards" . . .

districts"? For example, consummatic districts?

MR.

1 mean"municipal

FEREZ
If it affects only the Bunlcipallty, the second sentence

would take effect. That is, the second sentence of the amendment

deals with where there are only municipalities involved. The

first sentence would take care of all other situations.

MR. ALEXANDER
Then I'm correct also in assuming in the last line that

any one of the parishes or a majority of electors in any one of the

parishes could defeat any proposition, is that correct?

MR. PEREZ
That's correct, but as we've explained before there should

be very little need for amendments with respect to municipalities

or parishes to give them any additional authority because of the

fact that we have a real strong home rule charter provision, and we

also have the provisions for intergovernmental cooperation where

elections are not even necessary. So that the primary purpose for

this amendment is mostly to protect parishes against the people

taking something away from them rather than giving them something

.

Generally speaking, I would say would be the purpose of this. That's

why the strong feeling that each area should have to approve it.

MR. TOOMY
Mr. Perez, for a point of clarification. Suppose a constitutional

amendment affected for instance, just Jefferson Parish. It would re-

quire a majority vote of Jefferson Parish according to the first sentence.

But, Jefferson Parish has five municipalities within it, by the second

sentence it would require a majority vote also of each of the five

municipalities.

MR. PEREZ
Jo, because if you'd look you'd see, "However , a proposed amendment

directly affecting not more than five municipalities, and only

such municipalities," so that if it affected the parish and the

municipalities, then it would have to carry in the parish. . . the

first sentence would apply.

MR. TOOMY
Could you not also read this to read that if it affects Jefferson

Parish, it only affects the five municipalities in Jefferson Parish;

you see what I mean?

MR. PEREZ
No, because you have other areas in Jefferson which are

not in municipalities, so it would affect not only the municipalities,

but It would also affect other unincorporated areas of Jefferson, so

that the first sentence would apply If it were something which had

parishwide affect. If it were something which applied only to the

municipalities and municipalities . . . and only municipalities then

the second sentence would apply.

MR. TOOMY
Only if it applies to the incorporated areas,

sentence.

. , the second

MR. PEREZ
That's correct,

only municipalities.

If it applies only to municipalities and

Does that sufficiently answer the question?

MR. TOOMY
I just. I don't see it that clearly worded in the amendment.

MR. PEREZ
Well, if you read it says, "However, a proposed amendment

directly affecting not more than five municipalities, and only such

municipalities, shall become part of this constitution only when approved,"

etc. So, I'm satisified that it's sufficiently clear.
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MR. BURNS
Mr. Perez, in St. Tanaany Parish, I think they have about

eight unicipalities, they have five pretty good size ones and then

they have tvo or three with about four or five hundred inhabitants
In each one of those. Does that mean say Folsoo with about four
huzxlred inhabitants could block sonethlng for Covington and Slldell
and Handevllle and Hadlsonville?

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Burns. It would depend upon the aaendaent! remember

we're talking here about an amendment to the constitution, and

It would depend upon the proposal Involved. Ordinarily, I don't think
that you would have a provision saying "all municipalities in the
Parish of St. TaHsany'^may do this or may do that, but we've already
given those municipalities such home rule provisions—again, I don't
believe that that situation is ever going to arise where you're going
to be concerned with being afraid of not being able to do something.
It's the main purpose of this provision is to see to it that they don't
take it away.

MR. BURNS
One more question: there's nothing in here that would make

It possible for one town In a parish to interfere with parishwide
proposicionsfwould it?

... I can appreciate the protectlopt that's clear to me

—

the protection is clear, but I can't for the life of me understand
why one small unit would be given so much power over a larger area.

MR, PEREZ
I don't think it's a question of one area being given the

power over another area because as I've explained before. It is difficult to
conceive how there -will be an amendment to the constitution necessary
to give additional authority to local governments because of the strong
local government article we have. We have intergovernmental cooperation.
We have full authority for home rule charters. We've given the parishes
all authority not prohibited by state law, so that we have given to those
local areas virtually very extended authority. Again, this provision
primarily would come into play, as I would envision it,when they're out
to take something away from somebody. I'd say before we take anything
away from anybody whether it's a little parish or a big parish we ought
to have the vote of the people of that particular parish.

lAmendwent adopted wi thout Ojbjection.]

Amendment

MR. PEREZ
No, sir because if you read the amendment, the first sentence

•ays If It affects the parish or any areas of the parish it must
pass parishwide. But, If it affects municipalities only*then it has
to pass in those affected municipalities and they have to be five or
fewer of them. Ordinarly, there would be a provision saying municipalities
over a hundred thousand or municipalities between fifty and a hundred
thousand, and probably might have one in maybe in St. Tammany and another ^r
one in Shreveport, another one in Caddo or other parishes throughout the
state.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Flory sends up amendments which read as follows:

Amendment No. 1, On page 2, line 8, after the words "object

and" delete the remainder of the line and insert in lieu thereof

the following: "shall set forth the entire section or article".

Amendment No. 2. On page 2, line 9, at the beginning of the

line. delete the words "or articles".

Explanation

MR. AERTKER
Challn, will the amendment itself actually list the municipality

or the parish- that's going to be directly affected— I mean is it
going to state that that aaendment will directly affect it?

MR. PEREZ
In the provision the way it's set up here does not require

In the amendment . . . the proposed constitutional amendment, but
oridlnarlly the way we'd do it, we'd say munclpalltles over one
hundred thousand or parishes with a population of between so many
parishes and so many parishes. In those cases, of course, then it
would be matter of fact as to which they were.

MR. AERTKER
Well, then, of course. If it's that general then it would be . . .

or that broad then it would in most instances include many more than
just five.

MR. PEREZ
Well, of course, if it did, then this provision would not apply.

The only purpose of this provision is to give back to the local people
some protection against having a state telling a local area what It
must do. and to take away the authority that we're given In this
constitution from a local area without their permission or consent. It's
a protection primarily for the local area.

MR. TOOMY
Mr. Perez, as I recall when this problem came up Ms.

Zervlgon had a lot of difficulty as to whether New Orleans was
covered in your aoiendment which applied Just to approving the
parish. I don't particularly see how this amendment clarifies
her problem.

MR. PEREZ
I don't think Ms. Zervlgon ever had a problem to begin with

because the city of New Orleans is coextensive of the parish of
Orleans, and if the parish voted in favor of it* the city was voting
In favor of it. It really doesn't affect and take care of Ms.
Zervlgon's problem; it would take care of the problem like the city
of Baton Rouge which Is a part of the Parish of East Baton Rouge
or the city of Renner which is a part of the Parish of Jefferson.
In those cases If the situation applied only to the city of Kenner
and ttfo or three other cities of that size then It would only have
to carry in the city of Kenner rather than have to carry in the whole
Parish of Jefferson.

MR. LANDRY, E. J.

Mr. Perez, I sit here wondering why someone doesn't object
to the fact that this amendment gives a small unit tremendous power
over other larger units. I can appreciate . . .

FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, what the amendment does is to

try to put back into the framework of this proposal the present
provisions of the constitution whereby you can amend only one article in
one amendment, if you notice the committee's language starting on line

7, it says "a proposed amendment shall be confined to one object," and
may set forth the entire article or article to be revised or only the
sections," ett. My amendment would make It read that they shall set
forth the changes and that It shall be In the entire section or the entire
article and it deletes the word on line 9 "or articles" to where you can
only amend one article of the constitution In one amendment. This has
been ... if you'll recall, this subject came up a number of years ago
when the Law Institute was doing a study on constitutional revision and
they approached the legislature at that time and if you'll recall, the
way that the constitution was constructed. . . or is constructed presently
you have varied subject matters spread throughout the various articles
of the constitution. This convention has seen fit»and I think wisely
so, to confine the subject matter to one particular article, generally
speaking with the exception of the general government provisions, so

that there would really be no necessity in the future for amending more
than one article in the same constitutional amendment. But, vhen the
'21 Constitution was being discussed in the terms of revision by the

Law Institute and the Constitutional Revision Commission, they approached
the legislature and the legislature agreed to change it from the

provision at that time where you could only amend one section at a time

in a single constitutional amendment to allow them to rewrite an

entire article in a single constitutional amendment. If you'll recall

Mr.Gravel's amendment yesterday we accomplished that purpose in

allowing the total revision of a single article by one constitutional
amendment, irrespective the number of objects it may have. This would

mean then that you could only by a single object amend one particular

article in the same amendment. I think it's a good amendment and I've

discussed this with a number of the members of the committee also

members of the convention, and I ask for the adoption of the amendment.

Questions
MS. ZERVIGON

Mr. Flory, I'm just trying to understand exactly what

you're doing, you're saying that the concurrent resolution has to

set forth the article that's being amended; you're not saying the

article has to appear on the ballot?

MR. FLORY
No, just in the ... if you notice "a proposed amendment shall

be confined to one object: and It says "may set forth". I think we

ought to make It mandatory that they set forth either the entire
section or article being amended. If you look down there where it

says "or only the sections or other subdivisions," so that it fits a

subdivision of a section or a subsection that's only being amended

then they shall set that forth with the incorporated change. But, I

don't think we ought to leave it permissive as to whether they can

or cannot set it forth. That's the only reason for putting the word

"shall" Instead of "may". I 4on't think we ought to leave it permissive

as to whether or not they set it forth.
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MS. ZERVIGON
Well, now you're saying they may do it with incorporated

changes. That would be the article as amended»not the article
to be amended or to be revised as in line 9. Isn't that so? I'm
just trying to visualize what it is each legislator will receive

—

the way I read your language unless I'm mistaken, and that sometimes
happens each legislator will get two rather lengthy documents, one
the old article and one the article as revised because he has to
receive the article to be revised. . . the entire article to be re-
vised should constitutional revisions by article take place. Is
that your intention?

MR. FLORY
No. I didn't change the committee's language where they

used the words "to be revised," and I didn't change that. When you
introduce a constitutional amendment before the legislature you
incorporate the changes to be made and that is the revision that is
submitted. It's never to my knowledge where it appears on the ballot or
In any constitutional amendment where you submit the old language and
i:he new being amended*so that what I believe is intended here, and
I didn*t change it. Is that the revised language is submitted.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Flory, I don't believe that's what it says. When

you say "shall set forth the entire article to be revised" that
just sounds like a hell of a lot of words to me. It doesn't say
with incorporated changes or anything like that, so it seems to me
you'd have to submit both.

MR. FLORY
You have to carry it on forward in the complete sentence,

Ms. Zervigon. Where Is says "or only the sections or other subdivisions
which are to be added on which the change is to be made." So that you
have either or, but you make it mandatory that they set one or the
other forth; that's the only thing. One or the other, it's not both.

of subject matter from one article to the other, as you have had in
the 1921 Constitution, so that you really .... that argument is not
necessary anymore. What this amendment proposes to do—and 1 think
is necessary— that you ought not be able to submit a totally new
constitution in one constitutional amendment in the future. It
could be done if you construe the language on line 9 "or articles"
where you could submit, by one amendment, amendments to more than
one article, without limitation, in the same constitutional amendment.

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, by the same token, under your proposal, if we wanted to

transfer some particular section of the constitution—an article
or repeal—it would require two constitutional amendments rather
than just one.

MR. FLORY
There's no question about that. Senator; but, at least, the people

would know what they're voting on. No question about that. That's
the intent of the amendment.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Isn't it hard for them to know what they're voting upon if they're

separated into different articles like that? Isn't that part of the
confusion that we've got ourselves into?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, I don't believe so at all. I keep saying to you that,

when the constitution. .. .this convention has rewritten the constitu-
tion by subject matter in the various articles, 1 think we've elimi-
nated the problem, really, of changing more than one article In the

same constitutional amendment. I don't think you're going to face

that problem in the future.

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Flory, I believe you're just more or less putting the consti-

tution back like it was; isn't that correct?
MS. ZERVIGON

Thank you

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Flory, in reading the proposal and your amendment, I

know what you intend, but I just don't get that out of the proposal
as presently written. The particular portion which you're amending,
if I read it correctly, Is a proposed amendment— that is, a joint
resolution or bill as it's drawn—shall either have the entire
article incorporated within that joint resolution, or it can have
the particular section, whichever is desirable.

MR. FLORY
Yes.

MR. DE BLIEUX
As your amendments. ... I don't see how your amendment changes

that.

MR. FLORY

All it changes. Senator, is that It makes it mandatory that

they set forth the revision, mandatory that they set it forth one
way or the other— either the total article or the section or the

subsection, whichever the case may be. What I am deleting is, on

line 9, the two words "or articles" where they cannot amend more
than one article in the same constitutional amendment. That's the

real basic change by the amendment.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, now, if you follow your conclusion along that, wouldn't

we get back into what we've been trying to avoid? Isn't that some-
thing that has required numerous amendments in the event that we
have attempted to amend the constitution in one particular subject
matter? You may say that where that subject matter is somewhat
covered by two or three different articles?

MR. FLORY

Well, Senator, 1 said that earlier that, if you recall when
the law institute came to the legislature a number of years ago

—

and you were there—and wanted to change or revise the constitution,
and they suggested to the legislature that, at that time, it would
be wise to change the constitution by way of constitutional amendment
and amending more than one article in the same amendment, the legis-
lature emphatically said, "No, you can only amend one article in the

same amendment." They then went and changed the constitution to

allow them to rewrite the constitution by articles. Now, when this

convention began, it undertook—and, I think, has accomplished— the

fact that they have confined the subject matter— like in the Bill of

Rights, all in the Bill of Rights; the executive functions in the

Executive Article* etc., on through—so that you won't have the flow

MR. FLORY
Yes, sir. Yes, sir.

MR. SINGLETARY
With regard to Mr. Gravel's amendment, if the legislature was

to propose a revision of an article, they would have to set forth
the entire article on the ballot? Is that correct?

MR. FLORY
No, sir. I don't have his amendment before me, but his amend-

ment allowed a maximum, in one amendment, of the total article to
be revised. It could, if it so desired; but, if you'll look on line ^

it says "to be revised or only the sections or other subdivisions
which are to be added," so that you could amend much less than a
whole article you could amend just a subsection of a section of an
article and that would be all that would have to be set forth in
Che amendment.

MR. SINGLETARY
I see; but, whatever the proposed provision was, the entire

proposed provision would have to be on the ballot. Is that correct?

MR. FLORY
Not on the ballot, but in the resolution Itself.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, in looking how your Amendment No. 1 fits into this

proposal, as I read It— if your language is put in— is that all
that would have to be put on the ballot is the article or section
wnich is going to be revised? Would you agree with that— i.e., the
revision would not be put on the ballot, but only the article or
section which would be revised? Now, quite frankly, I think the

problem is with the committee language and not with yours.

MR. FLORY
That's correct. I didn't change the committee's language

in that sense, Mr. Lanier. I tried to, really—with the language

that they had proposed—tried to put it back like the constitution

is today in that regard. I'm of the opinion, as to what they

intended—just from discussions with some of "them— that what they

were talking about was the same thing you and I are talking about:

the language that they intend to be the revision of that section, sub-
section, or article would be in the new resolution, and then you

put on Che ballot the for and against in the language as it's

presently done, and Chat also is incorporated in the constitutional

amendments as they are proposed. You never.... If you're going to

amend a particular article, you don't puC Che whole arCicle on Che

balloc; ic's worded in the amendment itself as Co whac shall appear

on the balloC.
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HR. LANIER
Well, the point I'b getting at: I think a literal reading of

this would be that all that would be on the ballot is that which is

to be changed, but- not the change—with the language as written.

Would you agree with that?

MR. FLORY

I would agree with that— that the change would appear on the

ballot. Yes. I think that the change does appear. I think that's

the situation today. I don't ever recall seeing the old language

subaitted in the amendment and the new language submitted In the

amendment

.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I

somewhat question this amendment, and let me give you the reasons.
At the present time, as you well know, we have in the proposal
under the executive department (the department of the attorney
general. There's a feeling among some that the attorney general
should be under the judiciary department. Now, suppose an amend-
ment was submitted putting the attorney general's office with the
judiciary department. You'd need two constitutional amendments
under Mr. Flory's proposal: one repealing that particular portion
of the constitution of the executive department and another placing
the attorney general under the judiciary department. You can see
what a paradox we'd be in, having to submit two amendments, if one
of those failed. We could end up with the attorney general's
office being in both the executive department and the judiciary
department, or, the other way around, we might not have an attorney
general's department because they might pass the one repealing the
provision of the executive department and not pass the other. This
is one of those very close issues. Now, certainly, it would be a
whole lot more feasible to have the repeal of the article in the
same constitutional amendment as you're submitting, and that's the
reason this language was stated that way—is to take care of situ-
ations like that. I certainly think that you might be getting
ourselves into a very serious proposition if we go and tamper
with the language as we presently have it written. I just throw
it out to you for what it's worth and ask you.... I think that
we'd be doing a better job if we rejected Mr. Flory's amendment
rather than passing it. I understand what he's talking about— that
we certainly should try to confine a mitter to one particular
amendment; but I can certainly see the time when it would be needed
the other way, and I think the legislature in its wisdom would
certainly correct those situations. I don't think they'd be trying
to write a whole new constitution by one constitutional amendment.
That's really farfetched in that regard, but there may be occasions

—

which I recited to you—because I can name a number of other instances
in this constitution when that same situation might arise. So, let's
let the language stay like It is and let It be left to the legislature
as to how the amendments will be submitted if they become necessary.
I ask you to reject the amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I submit to you that this is

almost mandatory that we make this change to where you can amend
the constitution only by one article at a time. I think that's
only being fair with the public. This convention has spent a year
in rewriting the constitution, and you know the work that's been
put Into the development of a new constitution here. We've had
the benefit of a year's press coverage. The people are cognizant
of what's going on, and they will be intelligent enough to vote
on the entire document, I think, when it's submitted to them In
the election this year. What we're talking about here is the possibility-
and I say, only, the possibility—of the legislature, by one consti-
tutional amendment— in a sixty-day session or, perhaps, in an extra-
ordinary session— rewriting the entire constitution and submitting
it to the people in one constitutional amendment. 1 think that's
the need for the change. That's what makes it necessary, and all
this does is puts it back, like the present constitution is, where
you can amend only one article in one amendment. I ask for the
adoption of the amendment.

Questions
MR. JENKINS

Don't you feel as though your amendment might lead to a multi-
tude of constitutional amendments that we would not have if we
didn't adopt your amendment? For example, suppose we wanted to
affect the elected status of the superintendent of education. We

would have to amend at least two articles, maybe three. Yet, this
would require—under your amendment— it would require two or three
separate constitutional amendments, rather than one, to fulfill that
one object. Isn't that correct?

MR. FLORY

1 can't visualize changing the position of superintendent
of education because—by constitutional right—because we've
given that authority to the legislature, for example, after 1980,
by a two-thirds vote, to make that change. I answered Senator
De Blieux: It would be possible, in the future, that maybe those
situations where more than one article would have to be amended,
pertaining to the same subject—maybe have to amend them. But, I

think it's only fair to the public that you submit it in that form
in order that they know exactly what the legislature might be pro-
posing as a way of change in the new constitution. I think that's
only being fair with the public. It may require them to vote twice
Instead of once, but I think the people have adopted that philosophy
by constitutional amendment just recently, in the last six or eight
years— I can't recall the exact year. As you recall, prior to that
time, you could only amend one section in one amendment, so I don't
think that this is any unnecessary burden upon the people.

MR. JENKINS
But, don't you have a hiatus there? If you have two amendments

to two different articles, which have the end in view of accomplishing
one change, you have a problem because, if one passes and one fails,
you have an unclear situation in the law; don't you?

MR. FLORY

Well, I've never seen that happen where one passed and one
failed

MR. JENKINS
Well, let me give you an example. Remember the property tax

amendments on the ballot last time? There were five amendments.
Now, they were able to stand by themselves, but the situation might
well have arisen that they were not. Three passed; two failed. If

they had not been able to stand alone like that, we would have had
a difficult situation legally, wouldn't we?

MR. FLORY

Perhaps, but I don't think that risk is near as great, Mr.
Jenkins, as it would be if the legislature would propose to the

people, by one constitutional ^endment, a total rewrite of the

entire document, which is allowed under this committee's language.
That's the only purpose, really, of my amendment.

[Amendment adopted : 74-23, Motion to
reconsider tabled.^

MR. HENRY
Please take your seats, ladles and gentlemen.
If you will, let the Clerk go ahead and read this; and we'll

ask Ms. Zervigon, if she will, to begin explaining it.
Give the Clerk your attention.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 8, after the word "and"

delete the remainder of the line, lines 9 and 10, and at the
beginning of line 11, delete the word and punctuation "made;"
and delete Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Flory and just
adopted and insert in lieu thereof the following: "shall set
forth the entire article, sections, or other subdivisions thereof
as revised or only the article, sections, or other subdivisions
which are to be added;"

Explanation

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, first I want to apologize for

holding up the wheels of progress and say that I wouldn't be up
here before you except that Walter Lanier finked out and didn't
submit this amendment the way he was supposed to. But, if you'll
look at your yellow copy, even with the Flory amendment added,
what It says is that the proposed amendment "shall set forth the
entire section or article to be revised." In my mind, that's the
old language—the old constitution—not the revision. It seems to
me we ought to tell the people what we've done to them, not what
they used to have. The old constitution has this language that I

used in the amendment: "the article or section as revised." It
just makes It clearer that it's the new language that people are
being Informed of, not the old language. I ask your adoption of
the amendment.
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Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Just what does your amendment do, Mary? I'm trying to under-

stand it, but would you go a little bit more in detail on it, please,
while you're waiting?

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, the main thing it does, Mr. Chatelain, is to change the

tense of the verbs in there so that it says Instead of saying
the proposed amendment shall "set forth the article to be revised"
or the section or a subdivision thereof—which Is like a paragraph,
you know—"to be revised," it sets them forth "as revised." It

wouldn't do the voter any good to know what the old language of

say you were revising the Legislative Article, which I doubt, but
suppose that was the deal it wouldn't do the voter any good to

know what the old language was in the present constitution, unless
he also knew what the proposed language was. Vfhen you set forth
the language "to be revised," in my mind, that's the old language.
Now, the old constitution uses the phrase "sets forth the section
or article as revised." * That's the new language, and that's what
we really want to inform people of. Now, Mr. Flory has no ob-
jection to this. His amendment didn't act on the verbs at all,
although he agrees with me that it could be construed that way
and that, perhaps, this is a change that needs to be made. It

just carries forward the intention of the committee. I'm certain
it was never the committee's intention that the voters would be
informed only of the old constitution and not of the proposed
changes to it, when a constitutional amendment is proposed.

MR. SINGLETARY
Mary, Paragraph (C) talks about submitting amendments. What

that's referring to is when amendments are submitted in the House
or in the Senate; is that correct?

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, to tell you the truth, I've got reservations about

what that means as well—about whether you have to print the
entire article on the ballot—but, since I took this language
from the old constitution and the entire article has never been
required to be printed on the ballot under the old constitution,
I feel sure that our later reference to a summary appearing on the

ballot, in lines 12 and 13, is sufficient and that that second
sentence will be interpreted to apply to the concurrent resolution

—

what passes the House and the Senate. Does that answer your question?
I have the same reservations myself, but I believe that lines 12

and 13 make it clear.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Is that the only change—what you told? In other words,

instead of saying "as revised"? In other words: as it was

—

what we propose? Is that the only change in your amendment? I

haven't gotten it yet either, so I was wondering If that's it.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, I hope you won't be asked to vote until you get it, Mr.

Champagne. Any other change is unintentional. What we did was
to rearrange the language a little^ in a way that Mr. Flory has

no objection to, so it carries forward his intention. We took
out, for example, the phrase "or in which a change is to be made,"
referring back to a section, because you have a reference to a

section already, earlier in my amendment. So, it seems to me that

what this does is to require that any old section be submitted as

revised—or any additional section be submitted as well— to the

voters, or to the members of the legislature, depending on how
you read that. Not the old language—that was the main change
I wanted to make was that they not tie it into receiving only the
old language. Everything else is up to the discretion of the

author of the resolution.

MS. ZERVIGON
That's right, and that particular thing Is covered in lines

12 and 13 of that same paragraph—"a summary shall appear..."

—

that part.

MR. GOLDMAN
Ms. Zervigon, doesn't that sentence in 12 and 13— "The pro-

posed amendment shall have a title containing a brief summary
of the changes proposed"—doesn't that refer to that back there,
and wouldn't that take care of it?

MS. ZERVIGON
Refer to what back where?

MR. GOLDMAN
Well, back there where you want to change "to be" to "as."

Wouldn't that sentence on 12 and 13 take care of that up there?
That's still part of it. "The proposed amendment shall have a

title containing a brief summary of the changes proposed."

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Goldman, if I were a legislator, I would rather see

the whole thing instead of somebody's summary. Sometimes, what
someone else thinks is the highlights, I consider the details; and
what they consider details not worthy of telling me, I'm very
interested in. So, I think I'd rather see the full deal, as was
required under the '21 Constitution.

MR. HENRY
I believe they're passing out the copies now; so, if you all

will wait just a minute to look at your copies, we'll see what
we're going to do from here,

I believe the amendments are passed out.

Point of Information

MR. DENNIS
Could the Clerk read this paragraph as it would stand with

this amendment? I'm not sure whether the semicolon is the end of
it or what.

[paragraph reread wi th proposed Amend-
ment . ]

Questions

MR. DENNIS
Ms. Zervigon, would this require that each proposed

constitutional amendment set forth the entire article? I notice
you've changed the word "may" to "shall."

MS. ZERVIGON
No, Mr. Flory's amendment did that. Judge Dennis. Mr.

Flory's amendment changed the "may" to "shall." It wasn't
my intention to change Mr. Flory's amendment.

MR. DENNIS
I see. So, the effect of your amendment, or Mr. Flory's,

would be to require that the setting forth the entire article
each time an amendment was proposed

.

MS. ZERVIGON
That's the effect of Mr. Flory's amendment is to change

the "may" to the "shall." That was not my amendment. Since it

had passed overwhelmingly, I incorporated it with the change I

wanted to make, which was to change the "to be" to "as revised."

MR. FLORY
Ms. Zervigon, actually, what you've done is take—Instead

of the words "to be" as the committee has used it—you replaced
that with the present language in the constitution: "as revised."

MS. ZERVIGON
That's correct, Mr. Flory. That change, apparently, was

made by the committee, unintentionally. I asked them if they
had changed that on purpose, and they hadn't.

MR. FLORY
Secondly, what we're talking about here really has nothing

specific to do with how it appears on the ballot; that is con-
tained in the resolution itself— is it not?—as to how it appears
on the ballot.

MR. DENNIS
But, you agree that you do repeat the effect of that in your

amendment; is that right?

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, Judge Dennis, if I gather what you're talking about,

what you're talking about is printing the entire revised article

on the voting machine. All I can say to you is that I took this

language from the present constitution. It reads, more or less,

this way in the present constitution. There's no reference to

how it's going to go on the machine in the present constitution,

and the present constitution has never been interpreted to mean
that; so what I'm trying to do is to put us back to the present

constitution. You know, that's the intent— if this passes— that's

the intent of this body, if you understand what I mean in that

regard.
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MR. ARMETTE
Well, Mary, of course, this Isn't your anendDent or anything

—

the first part that Mr. Flory put in—but, in his language, it says
the "article, sections, or other subdivisions." So, if an entire
article wasn't changed, you wouldn't need to print it on there,
would you?

KS. ZERVIGON
That's correct.

MR. ABRAHAM
Mary, do you agree with me that the language as proposed

by both you and Mr. Flory does not specify that the entire
article does have to be printed? because it says "the entire
article, sections, or other subdivisions as revised." so you
would print only what is necessary there; and if there were
enough entailed, you could print the entire article, could you
not?

MS. ZERVIGON
Just enough to make it comprehensible, it seems to me.

That's one of the reasons we stuck the word "subdivisions"
later on in that paragraph, if you see what I mean.

MR. ABRAHAM
All right. Would not the last sentence, then, take care

of a summary of the changes to be put on the ballot? There's
nothing in here that requires the entire article be placed on
the ballot?

HS. ZERVIGON
That's as I understand it, and that's the way the the

present constitutional language that reads this way has never
been challenged to mean anything else.

two or three constitutions called constitutional conventions. The
procedures and the limitations under which a legislature might call
such a convention have never been spelled out, never been established.
So, the purpose of this section is to establish those limitations.
We provided, for example, that it would take a two-thirds vote of

the legislature to call a constitutional convention. It's possible,

under court decisions at present, that a mere majority vote of the

legislature could call such a convention now; but, since it takes a

two-thirds vote to initiate a constitutional amendment, certainly it

should take at least a two-thirds vote to initiate a constitutional con-
vention which constitutes a much more serious change. Also, we
require here that the voters approve the proposition on the ballot
for calling and initiating a convention. We also provide that,

once a convention has come up with a proposed constitution, that

that constitution and any alternatives that the convention comes

up with have to be submitted to the people again for their approval.
This would prohibit the so-called sovereign convention, in which a

convention can meet and draft a constitution and then have it adopted

as the constitution of the state without ever submitting it to the

people. That's the essence of the proposal. I'm sure it would need
some amendments, and I think we have some amendments that'll proba-
bly be offered that, in my personal view, would probably improve it.

One of the criticisms directed at the proposal was that, the way we
have it drafted— the committee proposal— the legislature is not

required to place on the ballot what the nature of the conventions
would be when it asked the people whether or not to adopt or reject
a call. Certainly, under the language in the committee proposal,
the legislature could put the limitations on the ballot, and I

think we'd be bound by those limitations, but it is not required
to do so. The convention may want to consider that point. So,

with that brief explanation, I'd like to try to answer any questions.

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Woody, what vote did it take to adopt Act 2, 1972?

MR. JENKINS
Well, there's no requirement now. It's unclear what it took.

In fact, it had more than ninety votes, so there was no legal ques-
tion that could be raised. But, there's no constitutional require-
ment one way or the other.

{^Amendment adopted without object ion
Previous Question ordered on the
Section . Section passed; 87-12.
Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 2. Convention Called by Legislature
Section 2. Whenever two-thirds of the members elected to each

house consider it desirable to revise, alter, or amend this consti-
tution, they may recommend to the electors at the next election
for representatives to the legislature or Congress to vote for or
against a convention for that purpose. If a majority of the electors
voting on the proposition approve it, the legislature shall provide
at its next session for calling such a convention. At a special
election called for that purpose, the proposed constitution and any
alternative propositions agreed upon by the convention shall be
submitted to the people for their ratification or rejection. If
the proposal Is approved by a majority of the electors voting
thereon, the governor shall proclaim it to be the Constitution of
the State of Louisiana."

MR. BOLLINGER
What, in your opinion, is the advantage to lock in the composure

of the convention, or of a future convention?

MR. JENKINS
Now, we have not, in Section 2, locked in the composure of such

a convention—the composition, rather, of such a convention. That
would be left to the legislature.

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Jenkins, is there any prohibition in the committee proposal

prohibiting the legislature from calling a constitutional convention
by a simple majority vote?

MR. JENKINS
There is no direct prohibition that you could point to, but it

Is the purpose and the intent of the committee proposal to provide
that this is the exclusive means by which the legislature could
initiate a constitutional convention. Certainly, we'd, I think, be
glad to have some language. If you'd like, to specifically spell that
out.

MR. TOBIAS
0. K. But, as it presently stands and under the theory that

we've been operating under for this entire convention, it would be
possible for the legislature under your committee proposal, since
there is no prohibition, to by a simple majority act call a consti-
tutional convention such as the constitutional convention which we
now are sitting in?

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, the purpose of Section 2 is to provide

a rational, workable means for initiating constitutional conventions.
In the past, there has been no law on the subject, and it has created
an unclear legal situation. There has been, in the 1921 Constitution
and in at least the two previous constitutions, one means for alter-
ing the constitution; and that was by the amendment process. Never-
theless, the legislature has, on several occasions, under the last

MR. JENKINS
No, I don't think that under standard legal rules for inter-

preting statutes and constitutions that would be correct, because I
think, by enumerating the ways that we have for calling conventions,
that that enumeration would be considered exclusive. If we didn't
have an enumeration, certainly the courts could say the legislature
had complete discretion In the matter. But, as I say, I don't think
we'd object to putting language in here that would, say, limit it
and make it absolutely clear.

MR. TOBIAS
My next question is; You are attempting, I believe, to guarantee

that there is no constitutional convention that would be a sovereign
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convention— that Is, that you are requiring absolutely that they

submit the proposed constitution which they have drafted to the

people for their vote—is that correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

MR. TOBIAS
Well, under Section 1, is it not true that the legislature

could propose a constitutional amendment calling a constitutional

convention which would, in effect, require a two-thirds vote and a

simple majority and then say that that constitution would not have

to be submitted to the voters?

MR. JENKINS
Under Section 1?

MR. TOBIAS
Under Section 1.

MR. JENKINS
No, because, under Mr. Flory's amendment, only one article

at a time can be affected in the constitution.

MR. PUGH
Mr. Jenkins, did you intend that this election by the people

would be held at a time when there was a statewide election for

representatives?

MR. JENKINS
Now, which election are you talking about?

MR. PUGH
Well, you say that they will recommend to the electors at the

next election for representatives. If a representative dies, wouldn't
there be a special election for that representative? Could it be at

that tine?

MR. JENKINS
Well, that would be a special election. We're here not talking

about the unusual or extraordinary case, but the—certainly— the

statewide election.

MR. PUGH
Well, it doesn't say "statewide" is the reason I was asking.

m. JENKINS
Well, that's the obvious intent, yes, sir; but we'd be glad to

put in "statewide," I think, if you want to Insert that.

MR. PUGH
Now, this— in the event there's an amendment—under the terms

of Section 2, wouldn't that preclude a special election for that

amendment?

MR. JENKINS
Say that again? We're not talking about amendment. What is

your

MR. PUGH
"Whenever two-thirds of the members elected to each house

consider it desirable to amend this constitution" is what it says.

MR. JENKINS
Right. To amend or to revise.

MR. PUGH
That's right; so, if you're going to have an amendment under

the terms of this section, it may only be recommended to the electors

at their next regular election— if you mean regular or statewide

—

and couldn't be at a special election, could it?

MR. JENKINS
The Intent is to have it at the next regular election; that's

correct.

MR. PUGH
So, you can't have a special election for an amendment to this

constitution.

MR. JENKINS
No, that's not correct. This is to submit to the electors the

question of whether or not they will vote for or against a con-

vention for the purpose of revising, altering, or amending. In

other words, when we say amending, we're talking there about a

limited convention—a convention of limited authority, unlike this
convention which is unlimited in nature. So, we're talking about
whether Your question, I think, pertains to whether or not you
could have a special election for the purpose of putting to the

people the proposition of whether or not to hold a constitutional
convention, limited or unlimited. The answer— the Intent— is no.

The intent Is to provide that it would be at the next election for

state representatives or for congressmen.

MR. PUGH
No, the point I'm trying to make is nothing in the first

sentence refers to your identification of it being a convention
call. It talks about a two-thirds vote of the members to amend
the constitution. There's no reference in that section. You
see, there's no reference in the first sentence that what you're
talking about to be for a convention call.

MR. JENKINS
Well, obviously, if we're talking about constitutional amend-

ments. Section 1 is the section that governs. What we're talking
about here is if the legislature wants to call a convention for the

purpose of amending the constitution or for revising it or for

altering it, then they submit that question to the people. If you

look at the title of the section, I think that that clearly indicates
that— that we're talking there about conventions, not the general
amending process.

MR. ABRAHAM
Woody, could you tell us what the thinking of the committee

was where we do not specify the composition of the convention In
Section 2, but we did specify it in Section 3? Why is it specified
in one section and not the other?

MR. JENKINS
I believe you asked that before. Mack. The reason was that we

felt that the legislature ought to have the discretion, in the case
of Section 2, whereas the purpose of Section 3 is entirely different.
The purpose of Section 3 is to provide an outlet, or means, whereby
the people can control their own destiny, even though the legislature
has not acted on the question of constitutional reform. Let me
say, too. In reference to Section 3, because the committee is

going to offer a committee amendment—and you might want to gear
your thinking to this— to change the dates in Section 3 so that
the first election would be 1994, twenty years from this year,
and that the elections would be held every twentieth year, rather
than every tenth year. So, you might gear your thinking to that.
That's going to be a committee amendment when we get to Section 3.

MR. O'NEILL
Woody, some people have questioned why this section is needed

at all and have said that, of course, it is up to the legislature.

Back in 1972, didn't many of the legislators feel there was a big

void in this area and wished they had had some guidelines to go by?

MR. JENKINS
I think there was some discussion of it.

major topic of discussion, but, if you go back

looked at the court decisions in this area real

problem we have, because the Constitution of '2

means for altering that constitution; yet, here

tion which, perhaps, could have been called by

vote of the legislature, even though an amendme

two-thirds. It's just a question that's up in

in the future, there to be no question that the

have authority to call conventions, what the vo

have to submit It, etc.

It wasn't really a

...anyone who has

izes the tremendous

1 only specifies one

we are at a conven-

less than a two-thirds

nt would have taken

the air. We want

,

legislature does

te is, when they

MR. O'NEILL ^ ^ ..^ ^^ „e
There are many other states who are rewriting their constitutions

or putting provisions such as this in their constitutions; and,

of course, many of them have had it from a long time back. Correct?

MR. JENKINS
1 think most states definitely have a method for calling a

constitutional convention in their constitution. I think the

Section 3 about the automatic call is the new thing that more and

more states are including.

MR. O'NEILL
So, the question here should be how to make this section as

good as possible and, of course, not whether it should be in here

or not because it is definitely needed.

MR. JENKINS
Well, that's my view, certainly.
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MR. BOLLING£R
Woody, why did the coomitCee feel it was necessary that

any time the legislature, by a two-thirds vote, thought it was

necessary for a convention that it would have to submit the

question to the people. In other words, the title of Section 2

is "Convention Called by Legislature"; and, in effect, you're

having a convention only approved by the legislature and called

by the people. Why did the cocmnittee think that it was necessary

only in the event the people, with a majority vote, allowed the

legislature to call it? Would this be the only possible way it

could be called?

MR. JENKINS
Well, when we say "called by the legislature," what we're

really talking about is "initiated"; and, in this case, the con-

vention would be initiated, first, by the legislature and then

go to the people. The reason was that we felt that it strengthens

the hand of a convention. I think today, if we were sitting in

this convention, having had a vote of the people for us to be here

—

Indicating a desire by the public to see us here— I think that the

public, first of all, would be a lot more interested in what we're

doing, that they would be more in support of what we're doing, etc.

We thought that, by requiring a vote of the people first, that you

nake it a stronger convention—a convention that's in session

because the people want it. I think, also, you can see in states

where conventions are initiated by a vote of the people that the

constitutions In question almost always pass, and you don't have

these futile efforts where the legislature initiates something

and then the people really, maybe, are somewhat less than enthusi-

astic and then vote it down. So, that's the reason— that we

shouldn't spend all this money and go into all this time unless

the people have said....

MR. HENRY
Mr. Jenkins, sort of answer a little faster.

MR. DUVAL
Woody, I was wondering, sort of in line with Mr. Bollinger's

question: — I'm sure the committee studied other states—does any

other state have a constitutional provision where you have to have

a two-thirds vote of the legislature, a vote of the people, then

your convention, then another vote of the people? Does any other

state have that provision?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, I understand they do. I can't give you the statistics

right off, because they have different requirements; but I don't

think, as I recall it, that would be an unusual requirement.

MR. DUVAL
You don't know what the percentages would be?

KR. JENKINS
I just don't know....

MR. DUVAL
Don't you think that would be a bit superfluous for the

people to vote after a two-thirds vote of the legislature, and

then to have the people vote to call a convention when they're

going to have to ultimately vote to ratify it? You don't think

that's a little superfluous?

MR. JENKINS
No. In fact, you take your case of 1956. In 1956, you

remember. Governor Long had on the ballot the proposition of

whether to call a convention and, also, delegates were elected

at the same time; and the people voted against the call. Well,

suppose the convention. .. .they hadn't had the opportunity to

vote on the call and the convention had been held and then it

went up to a public vote. Well, the people were against having
it to start with, you see. The chances are— ten to one, I suppose

—

that the convention as a whole— the constitution—would have been
rejected. It Just doesn't put a convention in a good F>osition, I

don't think—a strong position—when it has not been initiated
by a vote of the people. If you have a vote of the people, on

the contrary, I think you have a public mandate to act and function.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Jenkins, your reference to how it worked once before,

with Governor Long, gets to the question I had in mind. As I

read this proposal, you'd have to have an election to decide
whether or not you were going to have a convention; and then the
legislature, at the next session, would provide for the call of

that election. As I read that, you would then have an election
to decide whether you were going to have a convention; the
legislature at the next session would then provide for the call;

and, if they decided to elect representatives or delegates to

that convention, you'd then have to have an election for the

delegates; and, then, if the delegates finally completed their
work, they'd then have to have a third election to see whether
or not the public would accept it. Now, is that the intention
of the committee?

MR. JENKINS
That is the intention, yes; and I think that the intention

was to make it a very deliberate process that the public would
understand and follow through step by step. Now, Mr. Avant has
an amendment coming— I believe his would be the second amendment-
that would change that a little bit and, certainly, would allow
the vote, as I read it, to vote delegates at the same time that
the proposition Is voted on. Now, perhaps, that's a better
approach.

MR. KEAN
But, I am correct in my understanding of your proposal

that it would take three elections in order to actually bring
about a new constitution?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendments sent up by Mr. Cauthier, Mr. Tobias, Dennery, and

others

:

Amendment No. 1, On page 2, delete lines 14 through 28, both
inclusive in their entirety.

Explanation

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, if we adopt this amendment,

I believe that we can save a lot of time; and I think that, after

I explain it, you'll understand, by reading Sections 1 and 3, that

Section 2 is not really needed. Section 1 of Committee Proposal

No. 36 allows the legislature to amend the constitution. The pro-

cedure under Section 1 to amend the constitution is a two-thirds vote

of the legislature plus a vote of the people. Under Section 2,

as proposed by the Bill of Rights Committee, a constitutional
convention could be called by a two-thirds vote of the legislature

plus a vote of the people. So, the system or method of amending

the constitution and the system and method of calling a constitu-

tion are identical. Accordingly, you are, in effect, when you

call a constitutional convention, authorizing an amendment to the

constitution. Section 2 states that the proposed constitution
would have to be submitted to the voters. Now, Section 1 permits

the legislature—and does not prohibit the legislature— from

calling a constitutional convention by amending the constitution

—

by an amendment saying that, by a two-thirds vote, you can have

a consti. . . . the system between Section 1 and 2 is identical in that

respect, and they could get around the provisions in Section 2,

which state that the document presented by the constitutional
convention would require a vote of the people, by simply offering

an amendment as proposed by Section 1. As regards the Flory amend-

ment which reads "However, the legislature may propose as one amend-
ment a revision of an entire article of this constitution, which
revision may contain multiple objects of changes," does not pro-
hibit, as Mr. Jenkins explained in his opening statement, the

legislature from calling a constitutional convention pursuant to

Section 1. I disagree with Mr. Jenkins's interpretation that

Coomittee Proposal No. 36 prohibits the legislature, by a simple

majority act, from calling a constitutional convention. There is

not one prohibition in Committee Proposal No. 36 against the type
of constitutional convention which we are now sitting in—not one.

I would urge that you carefully consider this. Our constitution
has a lot of surplus verbiage, and I think that this is one place
where we can cut a whole paragraph and save extending the length
of this constitution any longer than it has to be. I yield to

any questions.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Max, if Section 2 was deleted in its entirety, then I think

you are probably right. If that were the case, then the legis-
lature could submit a constitutional amendment that there's going
to be a constitutional convention without any detail or specifi-
cation as to how that convention would be constituted or when It

would meet or how long it would meet, or any limitation that might
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be on its authority in that amendment. In other words, they could submit

to the people, so to speak, a kind of a pig in a poke, could they not?

MR. TOBIAS
I agree.

MR. AVANT
But, if you had a Section 2 which said that when the legis-

lature issues any such call, or proposition^ that the proposition
has got to specify the composition of the convention, the duration
time, and place it is to be held, and any limitations on constitu-
tional change, then the legislature couldn't, under Section 1,
call a constitutional convention that would be a pig in a poke,
could they?

MR. TOBIAS

I disagree completely because, under Section 1, the legis-
lature is not restricted. It can authorize a constitutional
convention by a simple amendment which would have the effect of
amending the whole article. There still—whether you have Section
2 or not— there's still no prohibition in Section 1 to prohibit
the legislature from calling a convention with all of these
proposals and giving to the people, so to speak—using your
terms— a pig in a poke.

MR. AVANT
You don't think that a specific provision In another section

as to how they shall proceed amounts to a prohibition— from pro-
ceeding in an orderly fashion?

MR. TOBIAS
No, 1 do not because the legislature could amend it any

way they want, and there's still no prohibition for a simple
majority from calling a constitutional convention similar to the
one we presently have. Now, if the convention wanted to take that
route and say "these methods and these methods only are the way
in which the constitution can be amended," that is a step that
they'll have to take. But, as presently constituted and as it
comes from the Bill of Rights Committee, there's no reason for
Section 2.

MR. AVANT
Well, Max, when you set out two specific ways to have a

constitutional convention, in the constitution, don't you think
that that means that that's the only two ways?

MR. TOBIAS
No, it does not because the legislature can still amend the

constitution under Section 1 and call a constitutional convention.

MR. AVANT
They would have to amend one or the other of those two

sections, wouldn' t they?

MR. TOBIAS
No, they would not. All they'd have to do is call, by a

two-thirds vote.... the procedures under Section 1 and Section 2

—

the procedures are identical. They call for two-thirds vote of
the legislature and a majority vote of the people. It's absolutely
identical.

by which the people will vot^ in a particular instance, to call
a constitutional convention under Section 2, which they in turn
will be allowed to vote on after the convention comes up with its

work. Isn't that quite a different question? Just because the

people might vote for the second one doesn't mean they would vote
for the first one, does it?

MR. TOBIAS
Not necessarily, but the point is that the legislature could

have proposed that this constitutional convention be approved
by the people before holding the convention. In other words,
they could have proceeded by the route of a constitutional
amendment, if they had so chosen. In other words. Act 2 of

1972 could have been a constitutional amendment. Instead, they
chose to choose the legislative act method.

MR. JENKINS
1 mean what you're saying is true. Max, but the people may

or may not have voted for Act 2. Then, It's a different question
from whether or not they would always give the legislature the

authority to call sovereign conventions. They might well vote
for a particular convention without giving that blanket authority,
mightn't they?

MR. TOBIAS
The legislature could always, by a constitutional amendment

in the actual amendment, call the constitutional convention into
session. There is no prohibition against that. Now, whether you
wanted to offer an amendment that would prohibit those types of

things, I personally have no opinion; but I think that there Is

some clarification needed on that point.

MR. LANDRUM
Max, I believe what you're really saying is that the people

would have a chance to decide whether or not they would like to

have another convention without having to wonder whether or not

another governor or another legislative body would permit it to

be. Am I right?

MR. TOBIAS
Correct. In other words, the legisla. . . the people under all

circumstances would, whether we have Section 2 or not, be required

by vote.... they would have to tell the people—the rest of the

people of this state— this is the new constitution we want. No

matter what system we choose, the people are going to have to vote

on it; so the protection that Section 2 attempts to give is, in

my opinion, a false protection. It doesn't say anything; it's

just surplusage because it repeats, in effect. Section 1.

MR. LANDRUM
And, I agree with that, all but the years— the every ten

years thereafter—because that comes up.... I mean you're doing

MR. TOBIAS
Section 3 is, in my opinion, absolutely necessary; but I

think the flexibility is needed under Section 1. Some flexibility

is under Section 1 to get around the provisions of Section 2.

There's no exclusive means under Section 2; It's not exclusive,

in my opinion.

MR. JENKINS
Max, as I understand what you're trying to say, you're saying

that the legislature, by a two-thirds vote under Section 1, could
propose an amendment to the constitution which would say that the

legislature has the authority to call a convention and then, if the

people vote for that, the legislature could call a convention.

MR. TOBIAS
Correct.

MR. JENKINS
And, you're saying, then, that it would not have to be resub-

mitted to the people?

MR. TOBIAS
I'm saying they could get around it if they said that, in

that call for the convention, for example, that that constitution
as adopted by the convention would not have to be submitted to

the people. There's no prohibition against it.

MR. JENKINS
Well, what you're saying is correct. But, aren't you raising

two different things, because submitting to the people a constitu-
tional amendment giving the legislature the right to call a

sovereign convention is quite a different question than the vote

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

rise in 'opposition to this amendment because of the fact that I

consider it absolutely necessary that we have in the constitution

some means by which a new constitutional convention can be called.

I might call to your attention the fact that the earlier con-

stitution had a provision similar to the present constitution of

1921 which we have ,concerning the method of amendment to the

constitution. There are many lawyers who believe that the writing

of a new constitution is no more and no less than an amendment or

several series of amendments of the existing constitution. So,

that when we provide In our constitution for the method by which

we may amend the constitution it may, in fact, be the only and

exclusive method by which a constitution may be amended. Now,

that issue was tried with respect to the '21 Constitution. The

question was raised because there was a vote to call the convention

prior to the holding of the convention but no vote after the con-

vention had completed its work. In a criminal case, someone who

was being tried for murder made some technical pleading with

respect to the legality of the '21 Constitution and the court upheld

the method by which the '21 Constitution was adopted. But, I might

say that this was in a criminal case, one in which the subject matter

was not thoroughly considered and gone into. In my humble opinion.
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AS a lawyer who has studied this matter rather closely because when

this particular constitutional convention—as we call ourselves

—

was called, I made a rather thorough study of the subject matter.

I am satisfied that there is good reason to argue that If we put

in the constitution a method by which the constitution can be

amended, we must put something in by which a new constitutional

convention can be called or, otherwise, there is a possibility

that the courts might hold—in spite of these other decisions we

have had—that the courts might hold that this is the exclusive

and only method whereby a new constitution might be adopted. I

would, therefore, strongly urge you to reject this amendment. Then,

let's proceed to polish up this section and get a section which

would be acceptable to the majority of the delegates so that we

can have some clearly established and set forth procedure whereby

a new constitutional convention can be called when it's needed,

hopefully, many, many years from now. 1*11 yield to questions.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Perez, do you agree that under the connilttee proposal

that the legislature still could call a.... by majority vote,

a

constitutional convention?

MR. PEREZ
Do I? No, I don*t. I believe that this would be exclusive,

also.

MX. TOBIAS
You agree with Mr. Jenkins on that?

MR. PEREZ
I would say that if a procedure is set out for calling a new

convention, that is the only method whereby it could be called.

MR. TOBIAS
Do you mean to say, also, that in effect that the present

constitutional convention which we sit In ,is unconstitutional?

MR. PEREZ
As far as I*m concerned, I feel that we are sitting here now

as a large committee of the legislature, and that we have no authority
whatsoever from the people to be here. The only method set forth
in the constitution at this time, with respect to amending the
constitution ,is the procedure set forth with two-thirds of both
Houses and submission to the people. So, until and unless this
Is adopted by the people, then, I don't believe that we have any
real standing at all, frankly. But, I would even have reservations
with respect to the work that we are doing and I always have
had; yes, I have had because I've made a rather thorough study of
the matter but I believe the courts would eventually hold that
once the people had voted on it , that it becomes a new constitution.
That doesn't give us the excuse not to do our job properly.

Questions

MR. 0*NEILL
Jack, Mr. Tobias has suggested that this constitutional

amendment say that we deleted this section this constitutional
amendment would come up in the future when a new constitutional
convention was needed; at that time, the procedure would be brought
up. Now, that's a separate and distinct question. What you are
saying is that's a separate and distinct question from whether or
not the people want a procedure for it or they want a convention
Itself?

MR. AVANT
Well, I think that the legislature could submit a constitutional

amendment to provide a method for calling a constitutional convention
and amend the constitution, and provide the method. Then, come back
and, in accordance with that method, call a convention. But, I don't

think you could do it just by a constitutional amendment which relates

to the amending process,when you have a procedure for calling a

convention. What I'm afraid would be the situation that if you

just deleted Section 2 in its entirety and left Section 3 and

didn't do anything more, then I think the only way that you could

have a constitutional convention, under the constitution, would

be In the manner provided in Section 3, and that the only way you would

get any other method would be first, to amend the constitution
to provide the method and then come back and have the convention

In accordance with what you had provided, which is going to take

a long period of time,

MR. O'NEILL
So, by putting the process in here right now, we are going to

save a lot of trouble in the future, for one thing.

MR. AVANT
And, you are going to make it clear as to what must be done

and not leave it hanging up In the air and have everybody guessing

and having people as astute as Mr. Perez entertaining doubts as

to the legality of what we may be doing, and I say that in all due

respect, Mr. Perez; I concur with you.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Under this procedure. Jack, how long do you think it would

take for the revision of the constitution, under this procedure
as you outlined here?

MR. AVANT
In Section 2?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes.

MR. AVANT
Kow long would it take?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Without a special election.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I Just want to add a little

bit to what Mr. Perez has said. I, too, oppose this amendment. I

had occasion to conduct an Inquiry into this general subject matter.
It was my opinion after reading much on the subject that the
legislature has the power—in the absence of any specific provision
in the constitution—the legislature has the power to initiate a

call for a constitutional convention and that only one of two things
must happen before that document can become a new constitution;
either the call must be approved by the people or the document
must be approved by the people. In other words, the people have
to get in and give their assent to the document at one stage or
the other. The reason that I oppose this amendment is because
I am afraid that if you do not establish a procedure, and the
procedure by which the legislature can call a constitutional
convention, that then they can do as was done In this particular
case. They can call a convention by a simple legislative act
and that then they will have the complete authority to spell out
how that convention is going to operate. Of course, ultimately,
I think the document would have to be approved by the people. But,
I Just don't think it is wise to call a constitutional convention
without the people having given their approval to the manner in
which that convention Is going to operate and how it shall be
constituted. That's why I feel that we need this provision with
some aaendaents In the constitution to establish precisely and In
what manner the legislature will be permitted to call a constitutional
convention.

MR. AVANT
Well, I'll try to sit down and figure it out. Senator De Blleux.

But, I don't think it would take any longer than it's taken under
the procedure that we are operating on. We started out with an act

that became effective in July, 1972, as I recall. If we wind up

with a new constitution, we probably are not going to have it until
about the first of the year of 1975, before it will actually be in

effect. I don't think that this process is going to take any longer.

MR. JENKINS
Jack, some of us have been working on this question raised

earlier by Mr. Tobias about whether or not this article would be

the exclusive means for revising or altering the constitution.
Let me ask you, do you think this language would do it if we said
in a new section, "This constitution may not be revised, altered,

or amended, nor may a new constitution be adopted except in accordance
with the provisions of this article"?

MR. AVANT
Well, I think that would nail it down and take care of any

doubts that Mr. Tobias may have. But, I personally believe that

if you have a procedure for amending the constitution and then
you have two procedures for having a constitutional convention,
that then you can't have a constitutional convention via the
amending process without first amending one of those other two
procedures or adding a new procedure. In other words, I don't
think that when you spell out how you are going to have a con-
vention that you can get around that» so to speak, through the
amending process.
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Further Discussion Expl anation

MR. LANDRUM
Fellow delegates, I rise in support of Mr. Tobias' amendment.

I believe we went fifty years without having a new document due to

the fact that previous governors and legislators failed to bring it

to the people. Now, following this convention, I would think it

would be even more difficult to have a convention, even though it

may be necessary. But, putting aside these present differences,
I still believe that another generation should be able to decide
their destiny. We should leave it to them as to what they want

in their constitution since they have to live with it. I think it

would be wrong for this body to tell another generation what to do
and how to do. Some of our ideas may be antiquated, may not be
suitable for the day. So, it would be necessary for another
generation to make decisions for themselves. 1 ask that you
support Mr. Tobias' amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered .^

Closing

MR. TOBIAS
Four brief points. First of all, any constitutional convention,

unless a sovereign constitutional convention called pursuant to

Section 1 of this proposal,would have to be voted upon by the people.
Second of all, I disagree with Mr. Avant. I disagree when he says

that the legislature could amend the constitution ,providing for a

different method of calling a constitutional convention. That is,

in my opinion, incorrect. As a fact, the legislature could have

put Act 2 of 1972 as a constitutional amendment, setting forth all
of the provisions thereof. As a matter of fact, the 1921 Con-
stitutional Convention was called pursuant to the 1898 Constitutional
Convention by this same method, by amending the 1898 Constitutional
Convention because the people voted upon calling the 1921 Constitutional

Convention. Third, Section 2 as drafted by the committee does not

provide for the election of delegates; it does not say anything
about delegates, one of its flaws. What would happen? I assume
that the legislature would provide for this,which I am not saying
is bad or good; I think it's probably very good. Fourth of all, I

believe that we should. .let 's try to save some time;this is surplus
language. I think we ought to try to save some time by deleting
this section which 1 regard as definitely surplus language.

Questions

MR. STAGG
Max, I think you are entirely correct

stipulate how delegates are to be chosen.
the legislature can do it better. But, my
in Section 3 because you're saying we are

that sets up the constitutional convention
says "according"—in line 5—"according to

outlined in the previous section." If we
that if we do not perfect Section 2, then
is going to be spent in amending Section 3

to hang on.

that Section 2 does not

I disagree that you think
problem resides over here
saving time. In Section 3

call by the people, it
the same procedures

eliminate Section 2,

the same amount of time

because it has nothing

MR. TOBIAS
I disagree; there is some merit to what you say, I agree.

But, I think that that particular procedure as set forth there
should be left to the legislature.

{^Amendment rejected : 14-64 . Motion
to reconsider tabled ."l

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Avant sends up amendments reading as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 15 through 22, both

Inclusive in their entirety and on line 23 delete "pose, the" and
insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 2. The legislature, by a two-thirds favorable vote
of the elected members of each house, may submit to the electors a

proposition to call a constitutional convention. The proposition
shall specify the composition of the convention, the duration, time,
and place it is to be held, and any limitations on constitutional
change to be placed upon the convention. If the proposition is
approved by a majority of the electors voting thereon, the convention
shall be held in accordance with the call. The"

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I don't think the amendment

requires a whole lot of explanation. First, I would like to point
out—and this is just what I believe, you may believe differently;
if you do I'm not going to argue with you about it—but, I believe
that the redrafting of a new constitution or an entire document is
a greatly different matter than a simple, single-shot amendment to
the constitution. I think that the holding of a constitutional
convention in which the entire basic charter of the people of the
state is going to be rewritten is a very substantial, and signif leant,
and far-reaching operation. For that reason, I believe and feel
that while it is necessary that we provide some mechanism whereby

the legislature may initiate such a convention, that there must be
certain specific guidelines and certain specific information that
must be submitted to the people and that the people themselves
should have the right, (1) to make the final decision whether or
not there will be any such convention and secondly, after the
convention has finished its work if the people want it, to be
given the opportunity to approve or disapprove the product because,
as I say, you are dealing with the entire basic, fundamental charter
or contract under which all of the people of the state must live.

For that reason, I thought that the committee proposal, as it was
originally submitted in Section 2, was deficient In that it did

not provide that the call for a convention must specify how that

convention would be constituted, neither was there any requirement
that it specify how long the convention would last, or where it

would meet, or what, if any, limitations were placed upon it. Most
significantly, as I read the committee proposal well, I've already
said that. So, I think that these are things which are vital, are

important, are of a very fundamental nature that the people are
entitled to know before they are asked to vote on the question of

whether or not they are going to have a convention; I think they

should vote on that proposition. So, without outdoing my welcome
I think I've made a sufficient explanation of what I am trying to

accomplish or I'm asking you to help me to accomplish. I would

be happy to answer any questions if anybody has any questions.

Questions

MR. STAGG
Mr. Avant, it is not your intention In this kind of proposal to

be brought forth from the legislature that there be any limitation

on the kinds or qualities of the delegates that would be in the

call and the people if they didn't like the way the legislature

suggested it . . . . 105 elected and 27 appointed, if they thought

that was too many they could say, "Hell, no, we won't play."

MR. AVANT
That's right,

MR. LEBLEU
My question was basically the same. I just wondered whether

your objections was to the way that the convention delegates are
selected.

MR. AVANT
For this convention?

MR. LEBLEU
Yes.

MR. AVANT
Mr. LeBleu

MR. LEBLEU
....and whether any objections you heard were, you know, to

the way that they were selected or whether you thought that the
people should say which way they would be selected.

MR. AVANT
Mr. LeBleu, as you know, I ran for this job; I didn't get

elected; I was subsequently appointed. There have been a lot
of remarks made about the appointment of delegates, I, personally,
think that certain delegates should be appointed. But, I think
that's something for the people to decide. If they don't want
any appointed delegates and the call provides for them, then
they can vote against it. I personally think that many of the
appointed delegates in this convention have done an outstanding
job, and I'm not speaking of myself either.

MR. LEBLEU
Well, I'm in complete agreement with you. But, I think if

you submitted it to the people as a choice of whether you want
to select your delegates in a specific manner or do you not want
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to select any. ...or you don't want a convention at all, that's

the only choice that the public would have.

MR. AVANT
Well, no. The way that this article Is written, Mr. LeBleu,

the legislature would Issue the call, they say,"Do you want to have

a convention?" The people would say, "Yes, we want a convention."

Then, it's completely up to the legislature after that. They can

say /'Well, O.K., we are going to have a convention and It's going

to be us," or, it could be all appointed delegates, or, they could

say,"Well, the convention will consist of the governor, and the

lieutenant governor, and all of the statewide elected officers."

There is nothing that said how the convention will be constituted.

I think that it is a natter of a very serious nature, as I've said

before. I think that the people should have the right to make that

decision. They should have the right in considering whether or not

they want to have a convention ,to look at how it is going to be

constituted. "Is it going to be all elected? Is it going to be

partially elected, partially appointed? What are we getting into?"

I think the people have that right. I think we've got to guarantee

that they have that right.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Avant, that question about the appolntnent of delegates

—

that's provided for in Section 3.

MR. AVANT
Well now, no, sir. That is on that automatic thing that comes

up every ten years, you see; this is when the legislature calls it.

The other thing is ,every ten years the people are going to vote,

"Do you want to have a convention?" Then, if they want to have a

convention, there will be a hundred and five elected delegates.

Then, the legislature nay provide for twenty-seven appointed delegates.

But, I'm not talking about that right now. I'm talking about when the

legislature calls one, just like they called this one.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Avant, am I correct in that the procedure that you are

setting up means that you have to submit to the people whether or

not they want to call a convention? Then, you would elect the

delegates, if it's set up to have elected delegates. Then, after

they do all of their work you give it back to the people to see

whether or not they approve what the delegates came up with.

MR. AVANT
They get two shots at it are we going to have it; then,

after you have it, they get a chance to look at the finished

product. As far as the election of the delegates, I think under

the amendment that I have, if that's the way the call is going to

be, you could elect those delegates at the same time you're voting
on the proposition, are you going to have the call. I see no

prohibition against that.

MR. LANIER
Well, the point I wanted to get to is why do you feel that

the people need two shots at it instead of one shot?

MR. AVANT
Because it's their constitution and they are the ones who's

going to have to live under it.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Avant, I understand your concept, but I'm wondering would

it discourage somebody to spend the money to run when they might
not have an office to run for?

MR. AVANT
Well, I understand they did that once before but they don't

have to do it that way, Mr. Duval. They can do it in three stages.
They can say ."Are we going to have it?" If there are going to be
elected delegates, then they can come back and elect the delegates
and have the convention and then vote on it again, or they can do
it the other way. But, I do understand that in 1956, I think it

was, that they put the proposition on the ballot "Will we have a

convention" which was going to have so many elected delegates
and so many appointed delegates. Then, the elected delegates
ran at the sane time they voted on whether they were going to have
the convention but the people voted it down; they said, "Well, no,
we're not going to have it." Now, I've heard people say that the
reason that was,was because they had provided for twenty appointed
delegates. Now, I frankly don't remember; twenty years ago, you
know, is a long time. I can't even remember what happened yesterday.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 54~22 . Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Casey sends up amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 15 through 22,

both inclusive in their entirety— and we need to add, Mr. Casey, or

we can go on a little bit further— and on line 23 delete the

partial word and punctuation "pose," and strike out convention
Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Mr. Avant and just adopted In

its entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following: (there Is a

change in the text

)

"Section 2. The legislature, (here's the change) by a two-

thirds vote of the elected membership of each house, may provide

by law for the calling of a constitutional convention. The convention
may be called whenever the legislature considers it desirable to revise

or to propose a new constitution. The convention or".

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I'm advancing this particular

amendment which differs greatly ,I believe, from the concept advanced

in the Avant amendment, and which I believe is contained in the

committee proposal, that concept to being In the committee proposal

In the Avant amendment that you must have a vote of the people before

you can even hold a constitutional convention. My concept that I'm

advancing is that it would permit the legislature by law to establish

the method for merely calling the convention. If the convention . . •

if the legislature ,rather .wishes to submit it to the people for

determination as to whether you're going to have a vote of the people

to hold a constitutional convention, the legislature could do it. If

the legislature wishes by law to establish a convention just as it

did In Act 2 of 1972, then they could use that method. But, they would

have quite a bit of flexibility and latitude to call a convention to

establish the method of calling to determine the time of calling and

the place, etc. I readily admit it differs greatly from the concept of

the Avant amendment and the committee proposal, and I merely wish to

advance the thought that we ought to remain flexible, that ten years

from now it may be appropriate to permit the legislature to call a

convention rather than submitting same to a vote of the people. That's

merely what my amendment does, I believe,and I hope have not over-

simplified my explanation.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in opposition to the

Casey amendment and I do it primarily because in his amendment he
deletes the Avant amendment, and the reason for the Avant amendment over

the committee's proposal was that you require that when you have

—

proposed to have the convention, me public is notified as to the way

in which the delegates are to be selected, the scope and powers of the
convention, where it is to be held, etc. Under Mr. Casey's amendment this

is not necessary. The two-thirds vote of the legislature could call

a convention in any manner in which they saw fit and not submit it to

the people in the form in which it's to be held* the powers of that

convention as to whether or not they had any limitations, etc. So,

I think, we had better look at this thing very carefully In comparison
to what has already been adopted because what we adopted before is

a format for the calling of conventions and mandating to the legislature
the way in which they have to propose it to the public. I think it's
a much better approach in the Avant amendment than it is by the Casey
amendment. I don't want to mean that I don't trust the legislature,
I don't mean that, but I do say to you that when we have it In the

constitution then everybody knows exactly what the procedure is to be for

the calling of a new constitutional convention. I think that the public's
entitled to know that in advance. I ask you to reject the Casey

amendment

.

Questi ons

MR. LANIER
Mr, Flory, with all of the procedures that we've set forth

in the Legislative Article, wouldn't the public know about what

the limitations and the composition of the constitutional convention

would be when a bill calling such would be run through the legislature?

MR. FLORY
Not necessarily because there's no advertisement here required

or there's no preflllng required. It can be introduced on midnight

of the fifteenth day of a session. It can be acted on within five

days and passed and the convention can be called under this amendment

with no prior notice.
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Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, we started this discussion

with the suggestion that it was necessary to put some provision in
this new constitution which would avoid any uncertainty that the manner
In which this convention was called was not Illegal. Now, we've gone
far from that in the proposal that's here before us. I think we need
to understand what the options are in connection with the Avant amendment
and the proposal now advanced by Mr. Casey. The question is whether
or not we're going to make the calling of a constitutional convention
more restrictive. In my opinion, as suggested by Mr. Casey, and I

support his amendment; we should have flexibility with respect to the
calling of a constitutional convention. We had it in 1972, and I see
no reason to take it away from the legislature in future years. It
seems to me that if the public, the people of this state have to vote
on and approve the constitution that's offered by any convention that
is called, then that should give the safeguard enough. What we're doing
here ought to be to simply say this is the manner in which you can call
this and elect a convention If it's desirable to do so and then leave
it to the people to approve or disapprove the work of that convention.
I think to go as far as Mr. Avant has gone in his amendment simply
makes It that much more restrictive and makes it that much more difficult
to call a constitutional convention even though theremight be desirable
reasons for doing so. I can see the issue becoming a political issue having
to get out and have a fight in the state with various interests and
elements that are taking part in that to determine whether or not you
needed to have a constitutional convention when in fact, there is great
need for that convention. I suggest to you that Mr. Casey's proposal,
it does provide the flexibility. It continues to safeguard a revolt on
the document that that convention might bring forth. I urge your
support of Mr. Casey's amendment in order to retain the flexibility I

think we need in dealing with future constitutional change.

Question

MR. AVANT
Gordon, it has been said by some people — I don't necessarily

agree with them— but It has been said by some people that the
people of the state maybe were offended by the fact that there was some
appointed delegates to this convention, and that that kind of put the
bad mouth on it, etc. Now, wouldn't it be nice really to know
that in advance because if those people are right—and I don't
think they are— but if they are, and this convention . . . the work of
this convention was to be defeated because of that fact then we would
have had a monumental waste of time and money, would we not?

MR. KEAN
Mr. Avant, If the work of this convention is defeated, I don't

think it will be because we had appointed delegates. It will be
because the people feel that the product we give to them does not
Justify their support of it. I can't see any basis for saying that
we ought to have an election to determine whether or not the people
are in favor of appointed delegates in order to have a constitutional
convention. I think that's a waste of time. I think in the final
analysis the product at that convention whether it's this one
constituted as it Is or whether it's the legislature sitting as a
constitutional convention or however you want to do it is going to
determine whether or not you, the people, are going to adopt that
particular document.

Further Discussion

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, in the first amendment or

the Tobias amendment everyone spoke about the need for establishing
a legal process for calling a convention that would not have to go
to courts for interpretation. I think the Casey amendment fulfills
that need. I think we have to look at what the people are going to
have to decide. Under the Avant amendment you're going to have to
have the legislature by a two-thirds vote decide on if they would like
to have a convention. If they decide this, then you give it to the
people, have the people decide if they want the convention and If so,

it comes back to the legislature, they establish a procedure, the
convention Is held, the document is written, then It goes back to the
people to ask them again if they are satisified with the work that the
convention has done. Think about what the legislature can do now with
a two-thirds vote without the approval of the people. They can tax
individuals practically out of existence. However, you won't allow
them to call a constitutional convention. With a majority vote they
can enact criminal laws that can make life terrifically difficult,
but yet you won't by a two-thirds vote allow them to call a constitutional
convention. I think we have to analyze just how far we can go with
presenting things to the people. I imagine if you would take
a poll. . . if you would have taken a poll in 1972 and found out how many
people knew what a constitutional convention was over fifty percent of this

state's population wouldn't have known. Yet, you want to propose to
them, 'Do you want a convention?" Now, when it comes down to changing
the law and you say,"Well,do you want the new consitution?"! think
it's a different matter. I think they can examine the difference and
see the difference between a proposed constitution and an existing
constitution. I think to be more flexible to allow the legislature
the flexibility it needs as far as the constitutional convention would
go that we ought to adopt the Casey amendment In lieu of the Avant
amendment and not force the people to vote on every time the legislature
would desire or see the need to rewrite the constitution. I yield to
any questions.

Questions
MR. FLORY

Mr. Bollinger, isn't it true that if the people have the
option of deciding whether or not they want a constitutional convention,
and if they vote no, then they've saved the state three million
dollars or four million from having the convention rather than
saying just you're going to have the convention then let the
people decide whether they adopt it after the three or four million Is
spent, isn't that true?

MR. BOLLINGER
That Is true, but it's also possible that the people might

decide to have. . . might decide not to have a convention and had they
had a convention, the law would have been revamped and updated as it
would have been necessary. I think this is what we have to look at
in examining what's before the convention now, not the possibility of
saving the state three million dollars, but will the people allow a
convention to be called or should the convention be called, and let the
people decide on whether they will accept the work that the convention
produces.

MR. FLORY
Secondly, don't you believe that a governor just elected for

his first term at the height of his popularity could get two-thirds
vote of the legislature to have any kind of convention he wanted to
under this amendment?

MR. BOLLINGER
I don't think so.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Bollinger, you were talking about holding the two elections

and possibly a third if you decided not to elect delegates at

the same time when you put the call on the ballot because of Mr.
Duval's reservation about trying to get good people to run for a

convent ion, they weren't sure whether or not it was going to be held. The
time lapse could be considerable, couldn't it?

tIR. BOLLINGER
Very possibly so. In fact, it would seem to me before the

legislature could even call a convention it would probably take
two years

.

MS. ZERVIGON
So that the other problem would be that one of the things

we've tried to avoid in this convention Is asking the people to
buy a pig in a poke. But, if you had to ratify the call you would
be asked by several groups who may have something in the constitution
that they don't particularly want to lose to reject that same pig
in the poke still not being able to peek in at the pig, right?

MR. BOLLINGER
That is correct.

MS. ZERVIGON
Better though perhaps that they should vote in the enil when

they can see the full pig.

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Bollinger, don't you think that having a two-thirds

vote in the legislature for calling of a convention might result
in the kind of political horse trading you know that would severely
limit a constitutional convention either by who was going to be
delegates or what subjects could be taken up by that convention?

MR. BOLLINGER
Well, I think you could apply that to almost anything that

requires a two-thirds vote at this time. I think that two-thirds
vote is an adequate safeguard, and I think it would . . .
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Further Discussion

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Chalr«an» ladies and genclenen, I rise In support of this

aaendBent because I don't think it's necessary to go through the

two steps. In Section 2 we're going to provide for the legislature to

call a convention, but it still has to go to the people. . . a vote

of the people as whether we have a convention or not. Then we come

right back around in Section 3 and provide an automatic process by

which the people can decide whether they want a constitutional convention

or not. If the intent of Section 2 Is to allow the legislature some

flexibility or s(»e leeway in this then we've taken all the leeway away

from them right again by having them submit this thing to the people.

The people have their sayso in Section 3; it's automatic they get it

every ten years If this proposal stands as it does. X think the

legislature does need some leeway in this thing and I just can't see

the advantage or the necessity of submitting this thing to the people

twice. You submit the call to them first and then you submit the

constitution to them. Now, I voted for the Avant amendment because I

think that it was better written than the proposal as it now stands, but

I think the Casey amendment Is even better. If our intent is to

provide two methods by which a convention can be called either through

a legislature or through the people then let's treat them as two separate

issues' as we have had here in Sections 2 and 3. Section 2 should empower

the legislature the call of a convention. Section 3 should empower
r'-e people to do so. I urge the adoption of the Casey amendment.

Questions

MR. DREW
Mack, if we don't adopt this amendment and delete the Avant

amendment, aren't we in effect giving all groups that may have a

particular provision that's sacred to them a double shot at defeating

any possibility of Improving the constitution?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's exactly correct. Not only that. Homer, but many people

would vote against the convention if they didn't like the makeup

or the composition or the duration of time of it. I mean they viould

vote against calling the convention.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, Mack, are you saying they shouldn't have a chance

to vote on the composition or makeup and what have you if they don't

like it and It should be held anyway?

MR. ABRAHAM
What I'm saying .Gary ,1s that they're going to have a chance

to vote on calling a convention in Section 3. If our intent here

is to give a legislature some flexibility here In Section 2 then

1 think we need to let them have a flexibility to call the convention.

The same way as this convention here was called.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, Mack, I have no assurances voting In this section

that Section 3 Is going to stay exactly like it is. As a matter of

fact, I doubt that it will. So, you're saying in effect you're going

to be able to have the legislature determine the composition, the

makeup, what scope the convention will have and just every other

facet of it, and the only time the people will have a chance to vote
on the convention is on its final passage.

MR. ABRAHAM
Of course, you're basing this on the assumption that Section

3 may not pass, Gary, and I think It's good that the people should
have an opportunity to decide for themselves whether to call a convention
or not. I think Section 3 provides this. I think the Intent of Section
2 . . .

MR. O'NEILL
Well, Mack, I'm working on the assumption that Section 2 is

what we're talking about rig^t now and Section 3 doesn't have anything
to do with it.

»fl. ABRAHAM
Well, I think we ou^t to approach the problem as what we're

trying to get out of this article here. It's my understanding that

the intent of Section 2 is to give the legislature the flexibility or

the leeway of calling a convent Ion, and I think that's what we should
try to do. Then you take care of Section 3 when we get to it.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, you're saying now you want to give the legislature

flexibility, but then I saw an amendment here that had your name
on It that you were going to put the complete makeup on it, so you
know, you're confusing me;I don't know what you want to do.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, my amendment. . . since this one is going to

the Avant amendment passed which is going to provide . .

convention, mine is no longer necessary

.

since

MR. LANIER
Mr. Abraham, as I look at Section 2 here it says, "a convention

called by the legislature," and as I look at Section 3 it's entitled,
"a convention called by the people," Is that right?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's right.

MR. LANIER
But, what Mr. Avant has done is put the people in Number 2

also as a condition precedent for the legislature calling a
convention, is that correct?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's correct. I think we're defeating our purpose here.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, the Bill of Rights Coimnlttee supports

the Avant amendment as It was adopted. I think that the connlttee's

position is to oppose this amendment. Most of the objections that

have been raised to Mr. Avant's amendment I don't think are well-taken,

or well-founded. The problem that this convention seems to suffer from

is a lack of public interest. If last year, the people of this state

had had on the ballot a proposltlon*"shall a convention be called pursuant
to Act 2 of 1972,"l don't have any doubt that it would have passed. Unlike
what Mr. Bollinger said when he said that last year the people knew
nothing about the convention, unlike that situation, we would have had

a situation then where the people would have fully discussed it, would
have understood the impact of what a convention could do, and why we
need it. They would have either at that election or at a subsequent
election elected the delegates to that convention. I think at this

stage in our deliberations we would have more public support and public
Interest and that our work would have a much higher chance of passing
than it has now. The way Mr. Casey's amendment is worded you could

have on the last day for filing bills in the session of the legislature
you could have a bill introduced, it would be simply a law, require
two-thirds vote. It could be passed right away without any ptd>lic discussion
of it and then you'd have again perhaps a year long series of deliberations
by a constitutional convention spending millions of dollars for something
that the people really may not particularly be enthused about or want.

As far as the time delays are concerned, let me give you an example,
even if you had three elections— and Mr. Avant's amendment allows you

to do it with two elections— one amendment ... or one election would

be that when the proposition would be on the ballot and you could also

elect delegates at that time, second one would be the vote on the final
document, or his amendment also allows you to have three votes. First,

on the proposition to call a convention, second, the election for

delegates, and third, on the new constitution. Let's suppose that the

legislature chose the three elections; take the general election in

February, 1976, that's the general election for governor, that proposition

could be on the ballot. In the general election of November, 1976, the

presidential election, the election of delegates could be held. Two years
later, the vote on the constitution could take place at the general

election of November, '78. That's without any special elections being
called and special elections could be called under this. So, under a

system like that it could be just a little more than two years. I think

we tend to think that a constitutional convention and the whole process
needs to act very rapidly and probably in our own case it does because

we've waited so long to improve the situation. But, constitutional reform

should be a very deliberate, well thought-out process, should not be

an overnight thing or even a thing accomplished in one year. I think
one of the reasons that we're able to do what we're doing in one year

Is because we had a Constitutional Revision Coimnisslon working for

a couple of years before we ever started. I think much of the information

we've worked on has been based on that prior research and the information

and knowledge gained by the people who participated there. But, I

think, it's certainly preferable to have the people vote on whether a

convention is going to be called before you begin a year or two year

long undertaking of revising the constitution because that way the

new dociment come up with by the constitution is going to have a much

better chance of passage. So, I urge you to vote against these

amendments.

Questions

MR DUVAL
Woody, don't you think . . . although I understand your

purpose and Mr. Avant's purpose is to give the people a voice. Don't
you think though that it really won't help the people because you're
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going to have a great big fight by the vested Interests not to have

a constitutional convention and the people will never get to look at

new proposed constitution in the first place. Don't you think that's

possible?

MR. JENKINS
Well, you're always going to have established interest

trying to fight a constitution whether it's a call for a convention
or whether it's the finished document. But, I really think that
If the people of the state want us to have a constitutional convention,
that they'll vote to do it, particularly when they know the terms of

it. That's the important thing. If the people don't want a constitutional
convention to meet, why in the world should you have one?

MR. DUVAL
They have elected representatives to make that type of

decision, and they would have the alternate decision whether the finished
document they want or not

.

MR. JENKINS
Well, It's like Mr. Bollinger said, he was saying the legislature

can do many things by a two-thirds vote, tax people out of existence.
False. The legislature can't by a two-thirds vote tax people out of

existence because ot the limitations in this constitution. He said,
also by a two-thirds vote the legislature can take away our basic
rights. False, because the constitution we have has prohibited that.

That's what the constitution is for and it's the most important document.

[previous Question ordered .}

Closing

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I think we have a very important

decision to make right now. A very Important question to decide,
and that is, the future calling of a constitutional question when it
is deemed necessary because a change In law is actually necessary.
Now, if we're going to as delegates, and if we're going to. . . those
of us who are legislators— as legislators leave everything tor a
decision of the people, we're not going to accomplish anything. You
don't run government that way as far as I'm concerned. I'm a strong
believer In representative government; that'swhy people get elected.
That's why they're screened by the electorate! that'swhy they make
speeches when they run for office. That's why they appear before
groups. That's why their qualifications are carefully perused, carefully
looked at before they're actually elected to office. That's the purpose
of representative government. If we're going to submit everything to
the people for a decision, you may as well close your legislature down.
To me, that's the crux of the problem here, how far do we have to go

—

how far do we have to go in letting people vote on everything. Now,
this is ridiculous as far as I'm concerned to require a vote of the
people to determine whether you're going to have a constitutional amendment.
To enunciate in that call the scope of the call and obviously It's
a constitutional convention, to enunciate where it's going to be held, to
enunciate many of the other details—that to me and that's my opinion,
my humble opinion — it's absolutely unnecessary. I think it was well
done in this particular case in Act 2 of 1972, everybody knew about It,
there was no secret about it and let's face it, the real issue was also
submitted to the people In the form of the election of one hundred and
five delegates. Everybody knew about It, everybody went to the polls,
they knew it was coming. There was no secret about it because one hundred
«nd five people and many others in addition to those one hundred five
campaigned; they went to the people. The people knew that a convention
was coming and they voted for their delegates. They knew what was
going on and let's face it, in ten years from now when the legislature,
if you give them that opportunity, if the legislature decides that we
need a convention, the people are going to know about it. It's
going to be no secret, nobody is going to go behind closed doors. There'll
be no devious means of calling a convention because the end result is,
and you know that —as Mr. Willis always says, "we the people" —
we the people are going to decide on the end product anyway, and why
waste a lot of valuable time and state money to hold a convention when
all that's necessary is for the legislature to call a convent ion, and
if they wish to do it in the manner that we were called into session, that's
all that's necessary, but let the legislature decide it. Mr. Jenkins
indicates that we suffer from a lack of public interest, that's our
main problem, and implies that because we didn't have an election for
the convention itself that that's our problem. We suffer, ladles and
gentlemen, not from a lack of Interest or public interest because the
people knew about it. I don't condone that lack of interest; I think
it's absolutely pathetic, and I've always said that, for lack of Interest
that people generally have in our government. But, I think the decision
we have to make now, and I think the thing we suffer from now is a
lack of confidence in the legislature. That's what you're voting on right
now. So, please whatever you do, allow the flexibility in the future
that's necessary to convene a constitutional convention. If a few years
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from now it becomes necessary. If we've made a lot of mistakes or If
revision is necessary, if we have a lot of changes to make, allow
the legislature to call another constitutional convention and don't saddle
them with something like we have in the proposal as it exists right now.
I can't urge you strong enough to adopt this amendment, and permit two-
thirds of the elected membership of each house to determine whether you'r
going to hold a convention, and to determine the method of holding that
convention. I urge adoption of this amendment.

\_Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted .-

57-41 . Mot ion to reconsider tabled .1

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. OURSO
Regardless of how this convention comes out or how it

goes, is there any way that we can fix it where Delegate Willis
and Bollinger can not run for election again if it's ten years
from now or so because of them coming through my parish? I'm so
tired of pulling them out of canals and fixing tickets for them.
I was just wondering if we could do something about it.

MR. HENRY
Sheriff Ourso, from what I understand the voters in both

their districts are suffering from illness and fatigue. They're
sick and tired of both of them so I don't think you have any
thing to worry about.

^Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed : 88-6 . Motion
to reconsider tabled.^

Personal Privilege

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Chairman and fellow members, I don't know how many of

you received this letter in the mail that was just placed on my
desk a short time ago. The envelope is marked LSU-NO, but it
was postmarked Baton Rouge. Did any of you receive this thing in
the mail today? Let me read it to you. Items of this sort have
been circulated in the legislature in the past, but I don't know
what the attempt of this letter is. But, let me read it to you
and then you can just judge for yourself. They didn't spell my
name right. It's a mimeographed form and my name is handwritten
and it's signed by A.C. Charles.

"Mr. LeBleu, I want to take this opportunity to thank you
for the help you have given us. As you know, if we succeed in

getting the LSU Board of Supervisors abolished and then gain
control of the Superboard, we will be able to change our name

from LSU-NO to the University of Louisiana. In effect we will have
moved the state university from Baton Rouge to New Orleans. This
will allow Louisiana to have a true state university which is urban
oriented. After all we in New Orleans have one-third of the state's
population, and we are entitled to be the University of Louisiana.
We can turn LSU-Baton Rouge into just another little cow college.
I don't know how things are going to turn out, but I did want to
express appreciation for your support. "

In every vote that was taken in the convention, I've supported
Mr. Leithman's concept of a one board for education, but I hesitate
to think of why they singled me and Mr. Bollinger out. rather than
the other folks who supported Mr. Leithman's concept. But, when
you consider the character of people who send missives like this
in the mail, I just wonder whether the money that we appropriate
for as to LSU-NO or LSU-Baton Rouge— I question whether it's well
spent.

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, particularly Mr. LeBleu and Mr. Bollinger, I

think that the letters that you received— I'm not in any position
up here to say that I'm defending LSU-NO—but I would seriously...
1 think somebody was playing a joke, Mr. Bollinger and Mr. LeBleu.
I would ask the delegates, no matter what your position on Education
Article, that I cannot conceive of the people who I've met repre-
senting LSU-NO would very well send a letter out like that. I

think that's somebody else other than representatives of the LSU-
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NO p«ople as indicated by the postmark that you said yourself.
I Just %rould like you to keep that in mind.

[^Motion to waive reading of Section 3

adopted without objection .^

Explanation

MK. JENKINS
Mr. Chairaan and delegates, the purpose of this section Is

to give the people of the state a way to alter their basic law
and a way to control their destiny if the legislature is not
responsive to their needs. I'll give you one example of why that
is so important. As late as 1960, the parish of East Baton Rouge
had only two representatives sitting in this hall. We had a
situation where we had a population imbalance with regard to voting
In the legislature. Until the one man-one vote decision of the
Supreme Court %ihich caused reapportionment, we had malapportionment
of legislatures and heavily populated areas did not have their
proportionate strength in the legislature. There needs to be
some way whereby from time to time the people can control their
destiny even though the legislature does not agree with that idea.
So the purpose of this section is to provide that periodically
the question would appear on the ballot as to whether or not a
constitutional convention will be held. Earlier in the discussion
of this article, some delegates raised objections to the particular
dates and time limits in this section. They said first that they
thought that 1986 was too soon to have on the ballot the question
of whether or not to hold a convention. Second, they felt that
every tenth year was too often to have the proposition on the
ballot, and so in a few moments on behalf of the coomlttee I

want to offer an amendment to change those dates so that the
first date would be 1994, that in the year 1994, twenty years
from this year, the question would appear on the ballot as to
whether or not the people wanted to hold a constitutional con-
vention. Then every twenty years thereafter, the same proposition
would appear. That would give to each generation an opportunity
to decide whether or not they were satisfied with the constitution
they had or whether they wanted to hold a convention to offer
another one. Naturally, if the legislature were to hold a con-
vention under Section 2 between now and 1994, then that new con-
vention would probably change those dates and alter the time limits
and things like that. So, this Section 3 would not come Into play
then. If I may, I'd like to offer that amendment, Mr. Chairman.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment was passed out with Mrs. Zervigon's name on

it. She does not wish to go with it, but Delegate Perez and Reverend
Stovall do. So, It will be the Pe... Willis and Stovall...

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 29 through 32
both Inclusive In their entirety, and on page 3 delete lines 1
through 10 both inclusive in their entirety.

Point of Information

MR. GOLDMAN
The only amendment to delete that 1 have on ay desk is one

by Avaat. I don't have any by any of these other folks.

MR. HENRY
A deletion is a deletion is a deletion, so it doesn't make

a whole lot of difference.
Proceed, Mrs. Zervlgon.

MR. DUVAL
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. HENRY
Well, what a deep voice you have.

HR. DUVAL
This Is quite an honor.

MR. HENRY
Wait Just a

Point Of Information

Mt. WILLIS
Mr. Chairvan, I heard my name mentioned, I think, on one

of these amendments. I'm not on any amendment. I heard the Clerk
name Willis. I'm the only one Willis here.

MR. HENRY
Well, Mr. Willis, you know we're just trying to help the

amendment along a little bit and give it a little color. 1 guess.
I don't know; I haven't seen the amendment. Rest easy.

MR. POYNTER
It's going to be Mr. Duval instead of you.

Explanation

MR. DUVAL
Mr. chairman, fellow delegates, this amendment deletes this

provision. Section 3, for the following reasons: the legislature
under Section 2 could, of course, do this if It so wished. But,

I think Section 3 is totally arbitrary. It takes away the ana-
lytical process completely. It uses 1986. We in this convention
are now determining It every ten years whether the people want it

or not. They're going to have to vote on whether there's going to

be a constitutional convention. You may have five percent of the
electorate who vote and vote to have one when nobody really wants
one, or vice versa. I think it's an arbitrary provision to have
every ten years. I think your legislators who have the feel of

the pulse of the public are responsive enough to do this when the

time comes, but this doesn't give the people any initiative because
they can't initiate it on its own when It's necessary. It's just
every ten years. It may be a very untimely political atmosphere
and very few people might vote for or against it. I think it's

totally unnecessary, and certainly should be deleted as it's
arbitrary and has absolutely no analytical merit at all.

Questions

MR ANZALONE
Ma'am, a portion of what is contained in this amendment has

already been taken care of by the Avant amendment; isn't that right
Ma'am?

MR. DUVAL
The Avant amendment has not been introduced, but that's

correct.

MR. JENKINS
Stan, you said that the legislature will do this if the people

want it; Is that correct?

MR. DUVAL
I said they can do this if the people want it, and I think that

they probably would.

MR. JENKINS
What If for some reason the legislature is no longer representative

of the people? For example: from the years 1921 until just a couple
of years ago the legislature of Louisiana did not meet its con-
stitutional obligation of reapportionment and there was a tremendous
malapportionment whereby a very populous parish like East Baton Rouge
had only one out of thirty-nine Senators and two out of a hundred
and five Representatives. Now, isn't it proper that because things
like that do occur and can occur and probably, for some reason or

another, will occur in the future that we have some safeguard and
check to make sure that the people do have basic control of their
government?

MR. DUVAL
Woody, I understand your question, but I don't regard this

proposed constitution as a cure-all for all of our problems. We
can't solve every Instance that's occurred In the history of

Louisiana. Taking the proposal on its own merit, it seems ar-
bitrary and it can have consequences and ramifications that I do
not think make it a worthwhile constitutional provision.

MK. JENKINS
Well, isn't it true that any time you talk about constitutional

revision virtually all of the things that we put in here are ar-
bitrary—the two-thirds vote, for example? There's many, many
arbitrary things we put In here simply because, while they are
arbitrary, they are also safeguards for the people of the state;

Isn't that true?

MR. DUVAL
It's a matter of opinion. In my opinion it shouldn't be in

here; in your opinion it should. My reasons are that it comes up
every ten years without the pulse of the people being taken and
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some... it could be passed. We could have a constitutional con-

vention when only a very small percentage of the people vote on

it. I don't think it's a good idea.

MR. JENKINS
Also, isn't it true that under the present provision one-

third of the legislature can stop a constitutional convention for

years and years and years? For example, just fourteen members of

the Senate, if a special interest group could control them or have

influence with them under both Sections 1 and 2, that a constitutional

convention and constitutional amendments could be stopped for many,

many years.

and who might be appointed. We're also affecting other officers
which may be elected or appointed after a certain date. If we
do not have a provision such as this in the constitution, and
as you stated, it's no real trouble to put it on the ballot every
ten years, do you feel that in the next twenty or thirty years
even if the people want a constitutional convention, that,
maybe the legislators would be hesitant to call a constitutional
convention, and feel that it may hurt some of the people who
are affected, or who have their offices spelled out in the
constitution? Don't you feel that there'd be pressure from
both sides, trying to stop the calling of the constitutional
convention?

MR. DUVAL
That's very true, I think you were for the two-thirds concept

as I recall.

MR. JENKINS
Yes, I was for it, but I was also for it—do you know—because

we also had Section 3, whereby periodically the people can have a

constitutional convention?

MR. DUVAL
I'm aware that one-third of the legislature could; yes.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Duval, as you notice, I sat here, and when the roll

was called, I abstained from voting because I felt that this
was going to happen. I noticed that in talking, Mr. Casey
mentioned that the legislature, this was a convention to be
called by the legislature in leaving flexibility and then they
mentioned "convention called by the people" and it was said
that at this time, people would have a chance to speak or have
a part in it. Of course, I got a little bit confused. Now,
where does the people stand?

MR. DUVAL
Well, the people stand this way: 1. They elect the repre-

sentatives, two-thirds of which have to call the convention.
2. They vote on the document, whether they want it or not. This
is when the people can see the facts, when the document is
actually completed, and the people can look at it. Then their
voice really means something when they can vote yes, yea or
nay for the new proposed document. That's a plenty big voice.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr, Chairman and delegates, I think the idea of automatically

submitting to the people every ten years the question of whether
or not a new constitution is needed is a good one, whether it's
ten years or twenty years is not as important as the concept that
the people are asked to consider what's in their constitution
and whether or not it needs revision every so often is a con-
cept within the constitutions of other states, and I think it's
a good one. I had originally drawn an amendment to delete this
section only because I had combined the two concepts, two and
three, in one amendment as an amendment to Section 2, which I

withdrew in favor of Mr. Avant's amendment. I think we ought
to think long and hard before deleting this because we don't
like some of the details. For example, I don't like the
specificity of a hundred and five elected and twenty-seven
appointed, I think that's rather silly. I believe that we could
rephrase that so that the question on the ballot would say what
the makeup of the convention would be, and the time and place,
and what would be in the call and that sort of thing. We could
phrase it as a mandate to the legislature. But, I think one
of the problems we've had in Louisiana is that people don't
think about the constitution as much as they should, what ought
to be in it, what it ought to do, what it can't do, and that
sort of thing. Just to put the question before the people
every so often, I believe, is a good idea. It's no trouble;
it's no expense; It's just a good mechanism for allowing the
people to exercise their citizenship, and should one-third
plus one of the senators, for example, form a block against
constitutional revision and determine when constitutional revi-
sion is badly need, the people would have a right to express
their desires in this, and we could call a convention. So, I

urge you, let's clean up this section, but let's not delete it.

Question

MR. BERGERON
Mary, during our deliberations in the Constitutional Conven-

tion, we've done a lot of remodeling, I guess you might say; for

instance, we've deleted the comptroller as an elected official

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, I think you make a point. In addition to that, I

don't think the legislators within the next twenty years
would feel really easy about saying, "Well, we're going to
spend another four million dollars and revise it again." But,
if they knew the people wanted it, they wouldn't feel badly
about doing It. So, this just puts it automatically to the
people, lets the people express their will. If the people
say no, that's fine. You wait another twenty years before
you ask them again.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, you will recall that it took

fifty-two years from the time of the last constitutional conven-
tion and the time this Constitutional Convention was begun

—

fifty-two years. Throughout that fifty-two years, Louisiana
needed a better constitution, but no convention was held. When
it appeared on the ballot, the people voted it down because
they thought the governor in 1956 was going to attempt to

control the new convention, and write the new constitution to

his liking. That certainly would be a defect and sometimes
as we would have done under Section 2, having the people
always vote on the call because when a governor initiated it,

certainly, the argument could be made that he was trying to

take control. But, when the proposition is automatically
on the ballot, that argument cannot be there because it

wpuld have been set long before by the drafters of this
constitution. The committee, if this amendment does not pass,
will offer an amendment to change the date from 1986 to 1994,
•o that twenty years from now when a new generation of Louisianians
populate this state, there will be a vote on whether to call a

convention, regardless of whether the legislature has acted,
regardless of whether the high hopes of an independent and
responsible legislature have come true, the next generation will
have a chance in 1994 and every twenty years thereafter, not
ten. Now, I don't understand why that troubles people, that
twenty years from now the proposition would be on the ballot.
Who can that harm? What damage can that do? I want to know
that regardless of whether we have fine people populating the
legislature and in the governor's mansion, that the citizens
of this state can ultimately control their own destiny. That's
why twenty years from now the people ought to have a chance to

do Just that so that it won't be another fifty-two years that

we live under this document, if this is not a good document,

that if the people see that it's time to have a new one, that

they can call one. You know, you may have a majority of the
people wanting something, and yet, two-thirds of the legislature
won't vote for it. Two-thirds and a majority are different.
I think the two-thirds requirement in Section 2 is good. I

was for it. But, ultimately, if a majority wants to change, it

ought to be able to do it at some point in history. Let's give
them a chance in 1994, twenty years from now to review our work
and what's happened to this constitution, even if the legisla-
ture hasn't acted. That's not much to ask. It won't be onerous
on anyone; it won't be a burden; it won't cost anyone anything
because it will be on the ballot at the time that people vote
for congressmen. What's wrong with that? I think it's reason-
able, and I urge you to reject this amendment.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr. Jenkins, do you think I should refrain from voting

on this amendment on the grounds that I have no personal interest
in 1994?

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Burns, I think you'll be going as strong then as you

are now.
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MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Jenkins, what's the rationale of having the first election

twenty years from now and then one every ten years?

MR. JENKINS
No, no. the amendment that I have—and lt*s on your desk If

you look at it—there are two amendments; one to say ."starting

In 1994"and the second one to say, "every twenty years thereafter."

So, It'd be twenty years from now, and every twenty years thereafter,

the Idea being that that Is about a generation, and I think the

ten-year period is too often, and that's why the committee has

agreed to take down the ten-year period and go with twenty.

Further Discussion

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise In support of the

amendment to delete this section. Mr. Jenkins seems to assume
that If we had had the Ccmstitutlonal Convention ten, fifteen,

twenty-five years ago here in Louisiana, that all of our prob-
lems and ills would have been solved. I think this Is too

simple a conclusion. I think what we need is a responsible
citizenry who will elect the right kind of officials to give to

us coQtpetent leadership. If we build this kind of provision
into the constitution. It might be that the citizenry of our
state and the legislature would use this as a scapegoat to giving
serious consideration to the problems and needs of our state.
But, I think of greater significance is the fact that our elected
representatives are responsive to the needs of the people. It's
true that they sometimes are slow In expressing this responsi-
bility, but I think that we can trust the future legislatures
to be responsive to the needs of our people. A constitution
should protect the people against the abuse of power, and cer-
tainly in this constitution we are protected against the

arbitrary misuse of power. But, at the same time, there comes
a point where we must trust the democratic procedure. To
eliminate this section is an element of trust in our future.
We need not feel that we can sit here today and control the future.
We cannot. I think we need to protect against arbitrary misuse
of power and then we need to trust our legislature to take care
of this In the future. As a very practical matter, may I suggest
to you that if you'll look right here for just a moment what I

have here in my hand are some eight or ten amendments to this

section. Now, if this section were of great import, I would say
we should take the time to work through these amendments. But,

because it is not of that kind of importance and significance.

It seems to me that we should delete this section and proceed
with other work. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I would like only in less

than one minute to urge you to defeat the deletion amendment and

to keep Section 3 except for that part of it that begins in line 6

on page 3. There is one of the pending amendments by Mrs. Zervlgon

that eliminates the specificity of the constituting of a conven-

tion, and I think that ought to be left as unsaid In this new

constitution. I don't want to pick a quarrel with anybody here who

was appointed or anybody here who's elected. But, I think that

a convention that might occur that far distant In the future

ought not to be specified that there'll be so many delegates of

this kind or that kind. I would rise to urge your defeat of the

pending amendment, and your support of Mrs. Zervigon's amendment

to delete only the last five lines of Section 3.

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I've become more discouraged by

the hour. I'm not at all sure that anything will do any good.

We seem to forget that this is the fundamental law. We should
make provision for calling conventions and for consulting the

people. This is one thing we should include in our basic law.

It is their government and it is their constitution. It's

extremely difficult for me to understand how anyone can vote
to delete the entire thing and leave it to the legislature. If

that's going to be so, then let's strike the whole thing. If

we delete this section, I suggest we delete tvo-thlrds of the
proposed constitution because there's no need for it. I urge
you to reject the amendment.

\_Previous Question ordered . J

Closing

MR. DUyAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Just a few points. Some of

the opponents to this amendment have said we should keep this

section except for my amendment or except for this amendment
or that amendment. I'm wondering if we take all those amendments,

what are we going to have left? I think this is one of the

problems with it. Everybody's for It as they want their

amendments to occur. I think you ought to... I understand Dr.

Asseff's point and Mr. Stagg. They^ want to look at it and see

what it really does. Arbitrarily, ten years from now— this Is

what this section does— there' s^oing to be an automatic call

for a convention without any thought, without any deliberative
process at all. I Just think it's a poor way to run government.

It's taking It out of the analytical process completely. I think

we ought to delete it. We've gone two hundred years without It,

and we've now Improved the constitution because we've provided

for the legislature a means to call the constitution, which I think

will be quite easy and a lot easier than some of these people

wanted to have It done. It'll be a lot easier now to have a

constitutional convention than some of the proponents of another

amendment which would have acquired a two-thirds vote and then

a vote of the people and the people would have had to vote after

a great deal of fight before you even had a document. The people
have the ultimate say-so when they vote on the document itself.

I think that you will find that the legislature is going to be

more responsive and if there is a need for a constitutional

convention, I think you'll have it. I would think to arbitrarily

require every ten years to vote on something whether it's needed

or not can cause dire consequences.

Questions

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Duval, don't you believe if we delete, as you propose,

then all tfte options twenty years from now and twenty years

henceforth, that there really won't be number one option, and

that option must be initiated within these legislative chambers?

I have no problems with the legislature as regards to this,

but what we're in effect saying and what I read the committee

proposal saying is that we're providing two options, one option

for the legislature to initiate It and one option for the people.

MR. DUVAL
The people don't initiate it, Mr. Jackson, that's the point.

You do not have a provision in here for an initiative done by

the people. It's an arbitrary thing that may come along at a

clme when very few people are interested in constitutional

revision and two percent of the people could vote to have a

constitutional convention, would be a total waste of time and

money. If you want a viable provision then you could have an

initiative provision by the people, but this is not an initia-

tive at all. It's an arbitrary thing every ten years. It has

nothing to do with the will of the people. In my opinion.

MR. J. JACKSON

But, that rationale about two percent, that rationale

applies to one election of the representatives, election of the

senators, every constitutional amendment or law that the people

must vote on, so that the theory of a minority of people voting

for something can apply to whatever we submit to the voters,

right?

MR. DUVAL
I'm merely saying that It could be particularly applicable

here in the event you had absolutely no Interest by anyone

in a constitlonal convention, one way or the other, who, people

were not Informed on it one way or the other, yet it arbitrarily

appeared on the ballot.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. "Wood", If your amendment would pass and Section 3 was

deleted, would there be anything In the proposed constitution

prohibiting the legislature from, allowing the people to decide

if they wanted a convention or not before it was called?

MR. DUVAL
No, sir. Under the Casey amendment we have enough flexibility

to accomplish this without tying this into every ten years.

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Duval, is there a provision in the United State Constitution

whereby the people of the nation are asked every ten years if

they want to have a constitutional convention?
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MR. DUVAL
No. sir.

MR. STOVALL
The constitution has served us pretty well In spite of

that; hasn't it?

MR. DUVAL
I think so. yes, sir.

[_Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

54-43. Motion to reconsider tabled.'}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins offers it.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 30 through 32,
both inclusive, and on page 3, delete lines 1 through 10, both
inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the follow-
ing: —We need to add something back in here because a whole
section has been taken out. We need to add

—

Section 3. Convention Called by People (Then pick up.)
Section 3. At the election for representatives to Congress

to be held in the year one thousand nine hundred ninety-four
and every twentieth year thereafter, the question "Shall

there be a convention to revise the Constitution of the State
of Louislana?"shall be submitted to the electors of the state.
If a majority of the electors who vote on the question favor
it, the legislature shall at its next session provide for call-
ing a convention. The call of the convention shall specify the
duration, time, and place it is to be held. The convention
shall consist of delegates elected from the same districts and
having the same qualifications as state representatives. The
legislature may also provide for not more than twenty-seven
delegates to be appointed by the governor. The proposed consti-
tution and any alternative propositions agreed upon by the con-
vention shall be submitted to the people for their ratification
or rejection. If the proposal is approved by a majority of the
electors voting thereon, the governor shall proclaim it to be
the Constitution of the State of Louisiana.

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
This amendment, I think, takes Section 3 and makes It truly

workable, much more workable than the original committee proposal.
It provides that, beginning in the year 1994— twenty years from
now—we will have this vote that we've been talking about and,
twenty years thereafter and every other twenty years, we will
also have Che question of whether or not to call a convention
on the ballot. We've tightened up some of the details that
were a little vague in the committee proposal and, I think,
spelled it out more clearly. The thing that I think we ought
to think about, and the reason I bring It back to you, is

because the way we have this constitutional revision article right
now, in Section 1 and Section 2, we provided that one-third
of the elected representatives in the legislature of this state

can, from now on, prevent constitutional change and constitutional

revision. Now, let's assume that the legislature of the state is

perfectly representative of the people of the state—perfectly

representative. Still, if one-thir3 of the people don't want any

amendment to pass and one-third of the people don't ever want to

see constitutional revision, then it can never come about—never,

ever. There needs to be some means, somewhere along the way, that

a majority of the people can assert themselves and say that they

want constitutional revision. Now, let's suppose that the problem

with the legislature were malapportionment and that some areas of

the state were being over represented. It would only take a few

seats in the Senate to get that fourteen votes to stop constitu-

tional revision. Now, 1 think a two-thirds vote is a good pro-

tection most of the time, and we can go on for years and years

without constitutional revision; but, once in every generation,

shouldn't we have a chance for the majority of the people to say,

regardless of the legislature: We want constitutional reform?

This principle is being included in virtually every new consti-

tution submitted to the people in the various states across this

nation. I think it's a good principle; it's a sound principle.

You know, the worst argument we've had against it? "It's arbi-

trary." Everything in this article is arbitrary. I haven't

heard one argument against it that made any sense. We should

not allow one-third of Che people to perpetually halt consti-

tutional revision. Why? Because constitutions are the basis

of their government. It's the basis of their rights— legal

rights, anyway— Che basis of Che cax law, Che basis of Che

structure of government; and a majority ultimately should rule,
not one-third. So, I hope you'll give consideration to this
proposal. I think it's in better condition than Section 3
was, as originally submitted. I urge the adoption of it.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Jenkins, I'm trying to analyze what we've been doing here

this afternoon. As I understand it, with the Avant amendment we
voted to put the people in the legislative call for a convention.
Is that correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

MR. LANIER
Then, when we came back with the Casey amendment, we took the

people out and let the legislature call the convention on the
legislatively-called convention. Is Chat correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correcc.

MR. LANIER
Now, we've come back, and we've taken the people out of the

people-called convention. Would you analyze it that way?

MR. JENKINS
Yes, sir, I would.

MR. LANIER
And, your amendment would allow the people to have a right

to say-so in calling a convention.

MR. JENKINS
That's right. I think a lot of people, too, voted Co delete

Section 3, a while ago, because of the ten-year provision. In
fact, several people told me that if I would offer this twenty-
year thing they would go with it because they thought that was
more reasonable. So, maybe there's some people who voted to
delete it a while ago that could take this as a more reasonable
approach.

MR. STAGG
I didn't vote to delete, but I sure do wish you'd ask leave

of the convention to withdraw your amendment and to delete from
your amendment part of line 13, 14, and 15, where you give the
maximum of twenty-seven appointed delegates to any future governor,
and then I would most happily vote for your amendment. Otherwise,
I shall vote against it. Would you agree to do Chat?

MR. JENKINS
Well, let me offer you an alternative proposition, Mr. Stagg.

If you will go ahead and help us with this, I'll certainly be for
deleting it. The reason that I'm including it in this amendment
is because that was the way the committee proposal was, and I'm

trying to limit the substantive change in this amendment—between
this and Che committee proposal— to the twenty-year period. In

the committee, 1 tried to delete all appointed delegates because
1 think when you talk about an automatically called convention,

called by the people, it ought to be by elected representatives.
I will certainly support you in that effort, but in order to keep

this a little bit pure and straightforward question, I'd like to

ask Chat I be allowed to keep it in for the purpose of this vote,

MR. WILLIS
Woody, don't you think that the passage you seek to insert in

our document would be an Indictment of our document and, predicting

that we cannoC predicc or foresee beyond twenty years, that it is

not flexible enough to endure more than that?

MR. JENKINS
Well, what you say, basically, is true. I wouldn't say it

that way. It's not an indicCmenC; it is an admission that we are
not perfect. We all know that; we know we've made mistakes; we
know there will be future constitutions in this state. We've had
what— thirteen before? Certainly, we're noc smart enough and
we're not bright enough to write a constitution for all time. I

wish we were, but all of us have made mistakes. I think we've
done a good Job and it'll last a long time. But, I Chink the
next generation ought to have the right—a majority of Che people

—

ought to have the right to have a new constitution if they want It.
A majority—even if one-third of the people don't want them to.
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MR. WILLIS
You'd aeasure a generation by twenty years?

MR. JENKINS
Well, I think fifteen or twenty years would be a generation.

MR. WILLIS
Well, let us go to more lofty realm. You know that. In Section

4 of Article IV of the main body of the federal constitution, that
we are guaranteed a republican form of government and that part and
parcel of that government is elected representatives who are the

guardian angels of our government. Don't you think that we will
detract from the flexibility of that body, in which you belong,
to be circumspectful about whether or not we should have a new

document and use the vehicle provided for them with very good
precision, notably the Casey amendment, to achieve this— instead
of proposing it on a ballot ever so often, which is another way
of proposing an amendment, which the people don't like?

MR. JENKINS
No, sir, I don't think that we would detract from the legis-

lature. The purpose of this document— its only purpose for being
in existence Is to set a limitation on the lawmaking authority of

the state. That's why we have a constitution. The legislature is

not all-powerful; it's not omnipotent. The reason we have a consti-
tution is to limit it, and we know that it's not perfect if it's
made up of hunan beings; and any group made up of human beings
make mistakes. All the authority in this constitution virtually,
though, is granted to the legislature. This is just saying that,
once another generation— if the legislature has not been responsive

—

a majority of the people ought to have the opportunity to change
their constitution. And, you'll have to admit that one-third of

the people—even if the legislature were infinitely responsible

—

one-third of the people could prevent constitutional revision,
under Sections 1 and 2.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

MR. NUNEZ
Representative Jenkins, evidently the only difference between

your amendment and your new Section 3 and the coimtittee Section 3

is that you say it shall be submitted to the people in ninety-four,
rather than eighty-six, and shall be submitted every twentieth year

chere«fter, rather than every tenth year.

MR. JENKINS
Well, in addition to that, there are some technical, I think,

improvements: one specifying what the call of the convention has

to say and, also, making it clear that the proposed constitution
and alternates have to be submitted to the people for their rati-

fication.

MR. NUNEZ
But, principally, the difference is you've made a time change,

and the principle is still the same.

MR. JENKINS
That's right.

MR. NUNEZ
And, also, you keep inferring that one-third of the legislators

can stop any constitutional revision or change. Well, in that
line of thinking, one-third of the legislators, under the present
proposition that we have adopted as to constitutional amendments, one-
third can also stop any of those, couldn't they?

)«. JENKINS
Well, yes, and I don't object to that. I think that's good.

But, I think there needs to be some exception somewhere along the
way. Remeaber this: This constitutional convention could have
been called by a majority vote of the legislature. Everything
that passes here is by a majority vote, and then it's going to
pass before the people if it gets a majority vote. But, now, we're
setting a new principle because of Section 2. We've said there
that constitutional conventions can only be called by a two-
thirds vote, and I think that was good. But, it's good only
because we had Section 3 In there— that a majority of the people
ultimately can determine, at some point in history, whether or
not they want a new constitution.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Jenkins, would you agree that, probably, many of us

—

including myself—may have voted for the previous section autho-
rizing greater power to the legislature, simply because, as some
people said, the next section allows a vote of the people?

MR. JENKINS
I certainly think that's true, Mr. Champagne.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
And, do you agree that the proponent of the last motion to

delete It emphasized, repeatedly, ten years— ten years—so that
maybe the ten years did stick in some people's mind?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct, and then he voted to delete it, Mr. Champagne.

MR. ABRAHAM
Woody, in answer to the question posed by Mr. Stagg, awhile

ago, do you know that I have an amendment coming to your amendment

which will delete the provisions for the appointed delegates?

MR. JENKINS
I would support that, Mr. Abraham. I don't know whether it would

pass or not.

MR. ARNETTE
Woody, my only problem with this entire section is that I

think it would prevent constitutional revision, rather than

encourage it, for the simple reason: say, thirty-five years

from now we really need a constitutional revision, and the

legislature is going to say,"Well, look, the people are going

to have to vote on it in five more years, so we'll wait and

see what they have to say." Then, nobody's going to vote for

a constitutional convention if the people turn it down for the

next five or ten years for sure, so you've got fifteen years,

probably, there that the legislature isn't going to act because

they know the people didn't want it.

MR. JENKINS
Well, basically, I don't think there's going to be an urgent

need in, say, a five-year period, for example, for a new consti-

tution. The need comes when you go for decades without constitu-

tional reform like we've done In this state. I think, if we'd

had a vote after twenty years— say, in 1941 and then in 1961 and

then in 1981— I think somewhere along the way the people would

have voted for that, and we would have had a constitutional
convention before now. Now, maybe, as Mr. Stovall said, that

wouldn't have solved the problems, but I don't think It would
have made anything any worse than the 1921 Constitution Is now.

MR. ARNETTE
You don't think that, say, if the people vote against constitu-

tional revision in 1994, that the legislature—say it's needed

in another ten years— they'll say,"Well, you know, they voted

against it last time; then, maybe another vote's coming up in

five years; let's let them decide." And, then, they'd vote no

again. Well, the legislature would be crazy to go against the wishes

of the people, even though it's sorely needed.

MR. JENKINS
Well, no, I think there'll be a certain time lag, sure. I

think maybe for five years, or something like that, the legislature

wouldn't. But, remember this: In 1956 the people voted against

it, yet we're meeting in constitutional convention now. 1 think,

frankly, if, say. Governor McKelthen had wanted to call a consti-

tutional convention and had pushed that, I think the legislature

would have gone along with him. That's Just the nature of things.

Further Discussion

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman. I think we're debating the sane thing we

defeated a while ago, and I think people know how they're going

to vote. Unless there's any more on the list, I move the previous

question— if they will waive. If they won't, I but I'd like

to see us go ahead and vote. We're just wasting a lot of time,

I think.

Further Discussion

MR. SUTHERLAND
Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates, I think that this is

a very important issue to come before this convention. We have allowed

the legislature, by the previous section, to determine whether
constitutional revision was necessary or not. Mr. Arnette raised
a question to Mr. Jenkins whether or not the legislature would have
an opportunity here to pass the buck to the people. I am really
confused in this convention because, on the one hand, we talk about
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responsible legislation; we calk about trusting the legislature;

we talk about having a responsible legislature; and then we turn

around, in the next breath» and say, "Well, now. this legislature

Is really not going to act the way they're supposed to act; and,

if this constitutional revision is necessary, they're not going

to pass it because, maybe, five years or ten years from now, the

people will have an opportunity to say whether they want it. I

think if we're going to talk about having a responsible legisla-

ture, we ought to act as though they're going to be responsible

and that they're going to do their job. But, in the event, in

the event they do not do their job, then it seems to me the peo-

ple ought to have an opportunity to do the job for them. I just

believe— I honestly believe— that this is a constitution for

the people. I know that people have asked me, "Will we have

an opportunity— initiative, referendum, or some other type of

thing— to say when we will have an opportunity to do the job?"

If the legislature does the job that they're supposed to do,

then there's no need to worry about this provision because it

won't be necessary to have a convention call. It's only in the

event that they do not do the job. For that reason, I would

urge your support of this amendment.

Questions

citizens— the voters of the State of Louisiana—every twenty years
a chance to express themselves. That's all, and simply all, it

does. Is that too much to ask of them? You know I'm in favor of

this amendment.

[previous Question ordered.

^

Clos ing

MR. JENKINS
Just one final point I want to make: The issue here is not

whether we're going to have a responsible legislature or not. The
Issue is whether or not a majority of the people will be allowed
to control their destiny or one-third. We have a system, under
Sections 1 and 2, whereby one-third of the legislators, assuming
they are completely representative of the people, can forever stop
any constitutional reform. We ought to have a system whereby, at
some point along the way, a majority of the people can assert then-
selves if one-third has been blocking constitutional reform for a

long period of time. This would happen very seldom; we're talking*
about five times every one hundred years. It won't cost anybody
anything. It's a good outlet to keep our government representative
of the people. I urge its adoption.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Sutherland, you and several of the speakers have made the

comment that Section 2 gives additional authority to the legisla-
ture. In my opinion. Section 2 takes away the authority that the

legislature had. We're in this convention today because the
legislature passed an act, by a simple majority, calling the con-

vention. If, in fact, we have to do another one—or call another
one—you can't do it by a simple majority, according to Section 2.

It's going to take a two-thirds vote. So, I submit to you, you're

taking away some of the authority of the legislature, not giving
them additional authority.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Well, Mr. Nunez, if that was a question, I answer it this way:

that if we've taken away the authority of the legislature by the

two-thirds vote which this convention has passed, then it seems to

me there's all the more reason to worry about whether the people
are going to have an opportunity to call it.

MR. BERGERON
Matt. . .Matthew, this amendment that Mr. Jenkins is proposing

does not say that there will be a constitutional convention every

twenty years. Maybe, in twenty years from now, there won't be

—

maybe in forty years—but, if a constitutional convention is

needed, this just provides that the people will have a say, a voice

in the government. Am 1 correct?

MR. SUTHERLAND
That's exactly right. This does not provide for an automatic

call of a convention; it merely says that the people will have
an opportunity to say whether they want a convention or not.

MR. DUVAL
Matt, under this provision, isn't it so I'm wondering

exactly what we're giving the people here isn't it so the

legislature prepares the call and can make it for any duration

and for the time and the place? Isn't that right?

)iR, SUTHERLAND
That '3 correct. Again, this is that responsible legisla-

ture you're talking about.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I'm saying if it's responsible, you don't need this

provision anyhow. If it's not responsible, they're not getting
anything anyhow.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Well, I don't agree with you, Stan. I think they are getting

something—very definitely.

MR. DUVAL
I understand that. That's all the questions I have.

Further Di scussi on

Questions

MR. SHANNON
Woody, do you recall when the federal constitution was

ratified?

MR. JENKINS
Well, yes, sir. They met, I think, in 1787 to 1788, and it

was ratified over a period of about three or four years.

MR. SHANNON
How many amendments have we had to the United States Consti-

tution?

MR, JENKINS
Oh, I think twenty-six, twenty-seven, something like that.

MR. SHANNON
How many have we had to the 1921 Constitution?

MR. JENKINS
Well, we've had about five hundred and some-odd.

MR. SHANNON
Well, as vague as the federal constitution is, don't you

think that this clearly shows that we need something for the

people to voice their opinion on?

MR. JENKINS
I think we do. I think we need an outlet. I don't think

It ought to be such a regular thing. That's why I think the ten-

year thing was kind of bad, but I think every twenty years is a

pretty good, reasonable outlet for them.

MR. SHANNON
But, do you not think that we should have had more than

twenty-five amendments to the federal constitution, perhaps?

MR. JENKINS
I think we should have. Of course, it's extremely difficult to

amend It with three-fourths of the states necessary for ratification,

etc.

MR, SHANNON
So, you don't think we need this—we need the people here to

be able to say every twenty years—and that's all they would be

doing. Like you said, it will not cost anyone anything for them

to voice their opinion of whether or not we need a convention;

right?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct, sir.

MR. SHANNON
Thank you.

MR. GOLDMAN
My dear friends and fellow delegates, I've wasted very little

time up here, since I've been here in August, and I'm going to

waste very little right now. All this rhetoric I've been hearing
is Just that—rhetoric. Now, what this amendment does Is give the

Point of Information

MR. FLORY
Point of information, Mr, Chairman. Could you tell me how

many votes this would take to adopt this amendment?
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MS. CASEY
It's an automatic record vote. It's adding a new section.

It takes sixty-seven votes* Mr. Flory.

[Amendment rejected: 51-46.}

Motion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman* I aove to reconsider the vote on the next

legislative day.

m. CASEY
Mr. Jenkins now noves to reconsider the vote by which that

aaendment failed to pass on the next convention day.
Now, Mr. Jenkins. I would have to say your motion is not in

order because we are not certain whether this proposal will be
considered tomorrow. It is possible that the convention will vote
on the same today; however* if the proposal is pending tomorrow*

it is my understanding that you may resubmit that amendment. Is

that correct* Mr....?

MR. POYNTER
Well, under our rules, a motion to reconsider can be Initiated

on the same or the next convention day— in which case* if the pro-
posal is still open tomorrow* Mr. Jenkins would have an equal right
tomorrow to ask that it be reconsidered. Or* if the gentleman
wished for some reason, he could insist on a motion to reconsider
at the present time.

Point of Order

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Vice-chairman, if the motion is in order, I'd like to ask

for a substitute motion. If it's not in order, I'd like to be
recognized for the purpose of making a motion.

MR. CASEY
I^ve already ruled his motion out of order, and you are in order

for a motion* Senator.

Motion

MR. RAYBURN
I'd like to move to reconsider the vote by which the proposal

failed to pass, and lay that motion on the table.

[notion to table reconsideration adopted

:

53-42.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins offers the amendment, Mr. Vice-Chalrman.
Amendment No. 1. On page 3 between lines 10 and 11* add a new

section as follows:
"Section 3.1. Limitation on Constitutional Change
Section 3.1. This constitution may not be revised, altered,

or amended nor may a new constitution be adopted, except in
accordance with the provisions of this Article."

Explanation

MR. JENKINS
No* I think in view of the last vote* I'm going to withdraw

that amendment.

[Amendment wi thdravn

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
The next section is Section 4.

"Section 4. Laws Effectuating Amendments
Section 4. Whenever the legislature shall submit amendments

to this constitution* it may at the same session enact laws to
carry them into effect, to become operative when the proposed
amendments have been ratified."

Explanation

MR. STINSON
Fellow delegates, this is similar to the present provision of

the constitution. If you want to keep the constitution short,
you'll have to vote for this. This provides for an enabling

act which will allow it in detail to go into the constitution,
but the act of the legislature only to be effective if the

constitutional amendment is adopted. I don't think there
should certainly be any objection to this.

Any questions?

Questi on

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Stlnson, I'm sure your committee considered it. Without

this provision in here* couldn't the legislature do that anyway?
Is it necessary to have this provision?

MR. STINSON
It's questionable; that's the reason we put it in and the

reason it's in the other one because if you don't provide for
this* I think there would be a possibility of whether It would
be constitutional or not.

[^Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 99-0. Motion
to reconsider tabled . Previous Ques-
tion ordered on the Proposal. Pro-
posal passed : 74-2 4. Motion to re-
consi der

.

J

Chairman Henry in the Chair

[Moti on to advance to Proposal s on
Third Reading and Final Passage
adopted without objection . Mot ion
to call Delegate Proposal No. 18
from its regular order adopted
ttithout objection . ]

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
The proposal is Delegate Proposal No. 18 introduced

by Delegates Casey, Alario, Dennery* and Gravel— you'll find
it in your book, it's in kind of a gold color, it's not the
reengrossed form* it's sort of a gold looking color and now
under delegate proposals.

Delegate Proposal No. 18
A proposal providing for a meeting of the legislature

for the next three years following the adoption of this constitution.
Now, Mr. Casey* since it's one section* do you want me

to just go ahead and read that one section?

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Okay.
"Section 1. Legislative Sessions
Section 1. The legislature, during the first two regular

annual sessions following the effective date of this constitution*
shall provide, by rule or otherwise, for a recess of at least
eight calendar days after the first fifteen calendar days of the

session."

Explanation

MR. CASEY
As you may recall, right after July 5th, when we first

started consideration of a legislative proposal, the big conflict
that arose in discussing the length, the number of days of the

session was* should the legislature go into session, Introduce its
bill and then stand in recess for a certain period of time and
then go back into session and finally consider the bills and
resolutions that were submitted at that particular session of the
legislature. As you may recall, Mr. Riecke was the champion of

that particular thinking which required that the legislature go into
session, go Into recess, rather, after the opening of a legislative session

and certain legislators at the time that we adopted that particular
section on length of legislative sessions, certain legislators

—

myself included— made a moral commitment to this convention that

as legislators we would support in the legislature itself, after the

adoption of this constitutior*at least an attempt for a year or

two to just try the concept oi a recess. The concept to being
that after the introduction of all the bills during the first fifteen
days of a session there would be,*~'or instance, a week recess to

allow the public generally to examine all of the proposals introduced
at that session. So* I'm living up to my moral commitment that at

least for a two year period*and I assume it would be for the last

regular legislative session of this administration and for the first

regular legislative session of the next four year term that the
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legislature would be required after the first fifteen days,
after all bills are introduced, to take an eight day recess. The
conmilttees could meet, they could hold hearings, but no decisions
could be made. The public generally could look at everything that
was introduced and then the legislature would then go back into
session. That's the idea of this, we're living up to our moral
commitment that 1 felt that I personally gave to this convention.
Now, I have an amendment coming to correct line 5. There's .an error
on line 5, the word "three " is in there; it should be just two
years because this is just a two year attempt. It also adds Mr.
Riecke as coauthor and rewords the wording of Section 1 just for
better clarity, and that's all that it does. I thought I might
explain that it was coming though. I'll yield to any questions,
Mr. Chairman,

Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Casey, do you know that I was one of those also that

asked you. . . It is of record that if you would do this and you
agreed that you would, and I think you have a very good amendment.

MR. CASEY
Thank you, Mr. Chatelaln.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Casey, your amendment Is not Introduced yet, is it?

The proposal . . .

MR. CASEY
As far as I know. It's been Introduced, but we're not

considering my amendment yet.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, the question I want to ask has to do with the

amendment. I was wondering If you would be willing to withdraw
it and put in there a word that would make it clear that you mean
directly after the first fifteen days this eight day recess would
take place. If you say after the first fifteen days, it could
do also after the first thirty days or after the first forty days
in order to make it clear.

MR. 0*NEILL
Tom, I'm in favor of what you're doing and I plan to vote

for it. I just want to make sure Chat these transitional measures
are going to have the effect of law; can you comment on that?

MR. CASEY
Well, I would assume that it would be a requirement and

is mandatory by virtue of a fact that it's part of a document that
the people are voting on» they're telling the legislature, "You have
to do this." I don't think there's much choice about it, and I would
imagine It's subject to court review if we don't do it.

MR, JENKINS
Tom, I'm concerned about the election date for this new

constitution. If the governor were to call the election say
In March or early April and the results were promulgated twenty
days thereafter the constitution went into effect, unless we
had some transitional measure dealing with this legislative
session then the Legislative Attlcle would apply to this legis-
lative session.

MR. CASEY
I assume you mean the one coming

MR. JENKINS
The May, 1974.

this year?

t-lR. POYNTER
The Constitution, If ratified, etc., shall become effective

at twelve o'clock midnight on the thirtieth day after the date
on which the secretary of state promulgates the results of the
election.

MR. HENRY
Somebody's tampered with that act; that wasn't the way

it used to read

.

Let's resolve thl:s,Mr. Pugh, we'll get you, then,
Mr . Champagne

.

Ask your question again, Mr. Jenkins.

MR. JENKINS
Well, I'm wondering about ,you know,whether it's going to

apply. . . no, what I'm saying is that the date of the election
is going to determine whether or not the Legislative Article
is effective for the May session of the legislature unless
we, In this schedule, provide when the Legislative Article will
be effective. Isn't that correct?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Jenkins, I envision this difficulty first of all,

and we can talk around this problem; I'm not sure what the
solution is, but the new constitution is going to say that the
legislature will go into session either the third or fourth Monday
of April. It's no longer the second Monday of May as it is under
the present constitution. It is my understanding that it is possible
that the election,and I thought it was going to be some time In

April, if the election is going to be then and then the returns
will be promulgated thirty days after that, it will be too late for

the legislature to meet In session on the third or fourth Monday of

April of this year. So, that may be one answer to your problem.

MR. JENKINS
But, if the constitution would go into effect during the

session of the legislature we'd have a lot of difficulties with
regard ,say , to the length of the session. Am I not correct in

saying that we don't want the Legislative Article with regard
to the length of the session to go into effect during the May
session of the legislature? Am I correct in that? It wouldn't be
reasonable for the Legislative Article to go into effect during the
May session?

MR. CASEY
I would say that's correct. I think the true idea is

that it's Intended to cover the 1975 session and the 1976 session.

MR. JENKINS
Well, then shouldn't we have some language somewhere either

in this section or in some other part of the schedule that will
so provide, because otherwise we might have . . .

MR. CASEY
I think in view of this development,

well to clarify that.
it probably would be

MR. PUGH
No, I was just going to point out that once the constitution

is adopted by the people it doesn't make any difference what's

in Act 2 of 1974.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes sir.

Am I correct, Mr. Casey, since this says "scheduled'
five or six years after the adoption of the constitution,
not be part of the constitution anymore?

that
this would

MR. CASEY
That's absolutely correct. It's not intended to be and

all this does is force the legislature to try the concept of

recess, that's all.

MR. CASEY
I don't know why, but I thought there was something some place

that we would consider stating specifically the effective date
of this constitution. I had always thought it was going to be
January 1, 1975; now I may be completely off base there.

MR. JENKINS
The act says"twenty days after the governor promulgates

the returns of the election," I believe.

MR. NUNEZ
Representative Casey, I'm trying to understand the

logic behind what you're trying to do. If I recall, we spent

several days, I believe it was weeks, on this particular article
and the resolve ,what we adopted, was an eighty- five day session with
various other stipultations. Now, what you want to do is force

the legislature to try a split session. Let's go one step further

and say It works, what is the next step? Do we have to adopt
a constitutional amendment to continue it?

MR. HENRY
We're going to look at the act.
Read it,Mr. Clerk.
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MR. CASEY
No, It's entirely up to the legislature after the first

two years, Mr. Nunez. I would say there's no great difficulty In
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the legislature trying it because ,as you well know, the

first fifteen days under this constitution will be for the

introduction of bills. Then, the next eight days will give people

an opportunity to see what has been Introduced, you can hold

ctHHiittee hearings and things of that type. You have to have

your cooDittee hearings anyway in order to consider the bills and

resolutions that have been Introduced.

MR. DREW
Tom» with fifteen days In which to file the bills, do you

think we would even have tiioe to read them* much less explain to

our constituents during that eight days what was filed. Doesn't

the whole thing work against Itself?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Drew, I'm not one of the geniuses that would be in

a position to explain every piece of legislation that has been

Introduced. But I think It's intended merely to allow to the

public generally and those *#ho are interested in legislation to

at least review from the publiction of the list of bills that has

been introduced the opportunity to at least examine that legislation

which may affect a particular area of activity. That's really

the only purpose of It as I understand from the proponents of that

concept during the argument on this concept.

MR. HENRY
All right. Read the Casey amendment, Mr. Clerk.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Gentleman has changed Amendment No. 3.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1 —add a number of coauthors,

Mr. Sutherland, Chatelain, and Mr. Riecke.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 3, add Delegate

—

we already have that one to the list of authors

—

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, at the end of line 5, delete

the word "three" and Insert in lieu thereof the word "two".

Amendment No. 3. On page 1, delete lines 11 through 15,

both inclusive. In their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the

following:
"Section 1. The legislature shall provide, by rule or

otherwise, for a recess during the — here's the change— 1975

and 1976 regular annual sessions —delete the remainder of that

'^fter the effective date of this constitution"— during the 1975

and 1976 regular annual sessions, which shall be for at least

eight calendar days immediately after the first fifteen calendar

days of the session."

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I believe that amendment

may take care of, first of all, of the problem that Mr. Jenkins

brought up that that would apply to the 1975 and '76 sessions

and the remaining purpose of that amendment is merely to clarify

the language in Section 1, and request adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Casey, I think, if I read this right. If we would have

the effective date of this constitution coming after the

session had started then it wouldn't pertain to that section,
would it?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Shannon, the whole purpose. . . part of the purpose

of the amendment now is to clarify the fact that it has no
application whatsoever to the 1974 problem as to whether we're
going to operate under the . . . legislatively under the new
constitution or the old constitution. It applies only to the

1975 session and 1976 session. I'm not sure if I'm answering your
question, but I'm attempting to.

MR. SHANNON
Well, you did not put that it

•entioned in your amendment.
those dates aren't

>a. CASEY
No. The Clerk has Just added them in view of the question

Ctiat Mr. Jenkins brought up.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Casey, you stated in your earlier explanation that

during the eight day recess you could have conaittee hearings.
But, as I recall a discussion during the consideration of the

Legislative Article Mr. Riecke, Mr. Sutherland and many others
presented a question of split sessions for the purpose of having
the recess to let the public, the legislators and those people

interested to find out what had been introduced before you started
your committee hearings and the official action on legislation.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Flory, all I can say is that the main fear that people

had during the discussion on split sessions was theoretically

you could run a bill through in five days, which you can really

do as you well know, and the purpose of standing In recess was

to avoid that possibility of bills being jammed through in the early

part of the session. We would hope that this would help to resolve

the problem.
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Explanation

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, the first section of this amendment. . .

of this proposal was drawn to carry forward into the constitution
the changes in the Civil Service Commission which were contained

in the original amendment which was proposed by me. We have five

members of the State Commission at the present time. The amendment

as adopted, provides for seven members. Therefore, it was necessary

to provide for the appointment of the two additional members. Now,

the original proposal calls for the presidents of Dominican and

Xavier, each to submit three names. However, you will recall that

my amendment was amended in turn to provide for the election by the

classified employees of the state from their number of one member
of the commission in place of the nominations by Dominican. Therefore,

the amendments which are being circulated at the present time take

care of that problem and amendments Nos. 1 and 2. The present
members of the commission serve until their terms expire and when a

member nominated by the president of L.S.U. has his term expire

then the president of Dlllard submits three names to the

governor for replacement. This Is purely a transitional measure

and Is necessary In order to carry into effect the Civil Service

Article as adopted. Mr. Chairman, that's my explanation, I'll

be pleased to answer any questions.

MR. HENRY
Are there any questions?

All right. Mr. Dennery, you have amendments?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir. There are two there. . . four amendments, two of

which apply to Section 1, Mr. Chairman. Would you prefer me to

explain Section (B) of Section 1, as well,because those lines are

included in the amendments. So, shall I . . .

MR. HENRY
Would you read the amendments?

MR. DENNERY
Shall I explain Section (B) as well as Section 1. . .

paragraph (B) of Section 1?

MR. HENRY
Yes, explain all of it.

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
All right sir. Paragraph (B) provides for the same

transitional measures with regard to the City Commission In the

city of New Orleans, and it takes care of the same thing,an increase

from three to five in that cooDisslon. The amendment to the

amendment provided for five instead of three. At the present time

two members are named from nominees presented by Tulane and Loyola,

the third is named by the city council. So, the original proposal

calls for that third member when his term expires then the president
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of Dlllard submits three names. An amendment has been introduced
vrtiich calls for the presidents of Dominican and Xavier to submit
three names to add the five members to the commission. That's my
explanation, Mr . Chairman

.

Questi ons

MR. FLORY
Mr. Dennery, just for the record, nothing contained In this

Transitional Article Is intended in any- way to prohibit a person
whose promotion may be in process at the time of adoption of this
constitution from him receiving that promotion that's in progress
at that time, is it?

Reading of the Section

Transition; Civil Service Officers; Employees;

MR. POYNTER
"Section

State; Cities
Section 2. Upon the effective date of this constitution, all

officers and employees of the state and of the cities covered
hereunder who have status in the classified service of the state
shall retain said status in the position, class, and rank that
they have on such date and shall thereafter be subject to and
governed by the provisions of this constitution and the rules
and regulations adopted under the authority hereof."

MR. DENNERY
No, I think. Section 2 takes care of that.

MR. FLORY
I just want that clarified though for the record. You

don't intend to do that.

MR. DENNERY
There's no intention to change the situation of anyone.

MR. J. JACKSON
Just for the record, also, Mr. Dennery, as I understand it in

the civil service proposal we did have five schools nominating...
I mean, four schools plus the city council nominating one....
to do the composition for the city civil service, that hasn't
changed?

MR. DENNERY
No, no, no, wait just a minute, Mr. Jackson, it was changed.

The present conmilssion is two names from presidents of universities
and one by the city council. The new one is all five named by
presidents of universities; there is none named by the city council.

MR. .T. JACKSON
Right, and you're not affecting that in any manner, are you?

MR. DENNERY
No, the one who is presently there, he will serve his term

out. When his term of office expires, the president of Dlllard
will submit names

.

Amendments

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
This is the transitional measure with regard to all civil

service officers and employees of both the state and the city
which states that "Upon the effective date of this constitution,"
everyone who's covered under the proposal in the constitution
who has status in the classified service, either in the city or
the state, retains that status as of that date and thereafter
will be subject to the provisions of this constitution. It will
not have any affect.... in other words, no member of the classified
service of the state service or of the service in the city of
New Orleans will be affected at all by virtue of the adoption
of the constitution. They would just continue in office and in
the positions of employment they hold. As Mr. Flory asked, if

someone is in the process of being promoted, it will have no
affect on that

.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Dennery, I'm just wondering the way that this is worded

that maybe you might have left out a word or two here if there's
no amendment to this particular section. I notice you say
"employees of the state and of the cities covered hereunder who
have status", then you say "retain said status in the position,
rank they have on such"

MR. DENNERY
Yes, I think you are right. Senator De Blieux, it should say

"of the state or cities."

MR. POYNTER
The gentleman sends up a set of four amendments which read

as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete line 5 in its entirety

and insert in lieu thereof the words "the president of Xavier"
and on line 16 after the word "Louisiana" and before the word
"shall" delete the word "each".

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
I just want to ask a question. Mr. Poynter read "on page 1,

delete line 5", I believe, and the amendment I'm looking at says
"line 15."

MR. POYNTER
It's "15"; if I said "5" I was wrong, Mr. Avant.

\_Motion to waive reading of the Amend-
ments adopted wi thout objection.]

Expl anat 1 on

MR. DENNERY
Well, the explanation I think I gave in explaining the proposal

Itself. The amendments take care of the changes that were made by
the convention in the original amendments to the civil service
proposal which were submitted. It takes care of the one elected
classified employee and the two other colleges which were added.
The amendments also take care of the three new colleges added as
far as New Orleans is concerned. I would be happy to answer any
questions, Mr. Chairman.

[Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted without objection . Motion to
tempo r a r i 1 y pass over Sect i on 1

adopted wi t ho ut objection.^

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes, that's the point I want to make

.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, at the end of line 9, strike out

the words "of the" and at the beginning of line 10, strike out the
word "state".

Expl anat ion

MR. DENNERY
On page 2, in order to take care of the problem raised by

Mr. De Blieux, we've just deleted the words at the end of line 9

and the beginning of line 10 "of the state", so that it says
"employees of the state and of the cities who have status in the
classified service;" that takes care, I think, of the problem.

I ask the adoption.

[Amendment adopted without objection .

Motion to suspend the rules to vote
on the entire subject mat ter , Sections
1 and 2 , Proposal , and Article passed

:

86-0. Motion to reconsider Sections
1 and 2 tabled . Mo tion to reconsider
the entire Proposal pending

.

]

Personal Privilege

MR. RIECKE
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I want to thank you from the very

bottom of my heart for that vote you just made on Mr. Casey's
delegate proposal. I want to thank, too, those legislators who

made the commitment to me and to those of us who proposed this

split section at the beginning of this section. I want to thank

them for honoring their commitment; I'm very grateful to you.
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l_Motiort to revert to other orders
adopted without objection. Motion
to revert to Reports of Committees
adopted without objection.^

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
III Journal 1122-1123}

Announcements
[XI Journal 112}}

[Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Tuesday , January 8, 1974.}
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January 8. 19 74

ROLL CALL

[67 delegates present and a quorum,

^

PRAYER

MR. HEINE
Our dear heavenly Father, we thank Thee for this day and

for the many blessings that Thou has given us. Be with us,

dear Lord, as we enter the last days of the writing of this

constitution. Give us the wisdom and the guidance to do the
very best that we can for the people of this state. Lead, guide,

and direct us now, and be with us in everything that we do.

Forgive us of our many sins, for Christ's sake. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMhITTEES LYING OVER
[ll Journal 1124-1 } 2S]

MR. POYNTER
Morning Hour No. 11.

Delegate Proposal No. 34, introduced by Delegate Dennis.

A proposal providing for the financing of the state judicial
system. Comes from the Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxa-

tion. Reported without action.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman now moves it be withdrawn from the files of

the convention.
Without. . .Judge Dennis.

Subst i tu te Moti on

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to offer a substitute motion to

engross this and pass it to the third reading.

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 34. You'll find a copy of it in

your books.
It's a proposal providing for the financing of the state judicial

system. "Total cost of the state judicial system shall be paid
by the state from the general fund. The legislature may require

reimbursement from the state by political subdivisions of appro-
priate portions of the cost. The provision shall not cause the
reduction in salary of any public official."

Explanation

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is a subject matter

that has not been considered by the convention during our
deliberations. This deals with the financing of the state

judicial system. This delegate proposal is designed to do
away with what I consider to be the greatest evil in our judicial
system. The thing that does more to embroil judges in politics

than anything else is the fact that we are paid—a substantial
portion of our pay comes from local level. This money is made
up of fines and forfeitures coming from the violations of state
laws, mostly. It goes into a criminal court fund in each parish.

The judges and the D.A.'s authorize expenditures out of these
fines and forfeitures to finance the operation of the criminal
courts. Then, the judges are supplemented in their salaries
anywhere from zero to over fifteen thousand dollars »in some

cases ,out of this criminal court fund. But, in order to get
the approval, in order to get that money to supplement their

salaries, they must go lobby their police jurors in each parish
before they get a supplement to their pay. Now, there are many,
many evils in this. One of them is that this has created a

disparity in the payment of judges throughout the state, ranging
from twenty-two thousand five hundred up to thirty-five thousand
dollars. District judges doing the same work with the same
authority are paid this much difference in pay. It all really
bolls down to how much fines and forfeitures the police jury's

got in the kitty. Now, that, really, is not what I'm trying to

do away with, disparity in pay. But,there're so many things
wrong with this , I know we don't have time to go into all of it,

but the big thing that's wrong with it is that anytime a judge
or group of judges in a judicial district, asks for a pay in-
crease, they must go lobby the police jury. Of course, they
must be sure they're on good terms with the D.A. In other words,
they must politick everybody who's got anything to do with the

criminal court fund. Now, this is not right. This makes for

something less than a state judicial system. It makes for,

really, a group of little local court systems. In the interest
of justice and in the interest of having good justice, the same
quality of justice throughout the state, I think it is much
desirable that judges in the state judicial system be financed
at the state level, and that is what this delegate proposal
seeks to do. It also would allow the legislature to take these
fines and forfeitures or a portion of them, and put them in the

general fund and finance the state judicial systen. So, it

shouldn't cost the state any more money. It will simply trans-
fer the payment and the financing of the judicial system from
partially at the local level to totally at the state level.
Now, there are several other variations on this same theme

that we could enact, and I am willing to accept any reasonable
amendment that will allow us to finance the judicial system at
the state level. I can't offer any amendments at this time,

or accept them, because we're simply deciding now whether this
should be passed to its third reading. But, I ask you to please
let this go to the third reading because this might very well
be the most progressive step we could make in Improving our judi-
cial system. We have not considered this before. This is not

a rerun of something that you have considered before like a

lot of the other delegate proposals. This is a new proposal.

It is designed to improve the judicial system, and I ask you to

please allow me the opportunity to present it and accept reason-

able amendments to it, if you have any, on the third reading.

Questions

MR. KEAN
It's not your intention, is it. Judge, that if this was

adopted as the method of payment for the judiciary that the

legislature couldn't. . .whoever would have the authority couldn't

establish varying pay ranges for district or other judges,
depending on case load and other factors of that kind?

MR. DENNIS
No, sir. It would allow the legislature to continue

the same salaries that are in effect now. It would simply. .

.

the big thing it would alleviate is the judge having to go to

the police jury and politick them in order to get the money
for his salary. Also, It would take the judge out of direct
administration of these fines. Frankly, ladies and gentlemen,
I think the present system we have in Louisiana may be uncon-
stitutional because the U.S. Supreme Court has already ruled
that a mayor sitting as a judge in a mayor's court who fines
people, and then turns around and administers the funds that

he gets from those fines for the city, is acting unconstitu-
tional. This is very close to what we're doing now in Louisiana
in the district courts. We are fining people every day, and then

we're turning around, and we're getting together with the D.A.

and deciding how that money's to be spent in the criminal
courts, and also paying ourselves salaries out of it. I think

if this money were transferred to the state level, we would not

be in as direct contact with it, and we would not be in as

much danger of having our financial system declared unconsti-

tutional. But, to come back to your question, Mr. Kean, it would

not require any change whatsoever in the amount paid a judge.

It would leave this up to the legislature at the state level.

MR. A. LANDRY
Judge Dennis, have you made a survey to find out how much

this would cost the State of Louisiana?

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Landry, I just said it would not necessarily cost any-

thing because the legislature would not have to change the pay
of anybody.

MR. A. LANDRY
Would you get your revenues then from the court costs that

are now being collected by the various courts throughout the

state, and then turn it in to the state? Is that the idea?

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Landry, as I just explained, the state legislature

could take the same salary supplement that is being paid each
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district judge out of these criminal court funds and transfer

those funds to the state level. Now» It would not have to transfer

all of then. It would not have to use all of them. It could

use whatever is necessary, and It would not cost any local govern-

laent any added cost. It would not cost the state any added cost.

MR. A. LANDRY
Would that lead to maybe a cash register Justice, where the

state would say, now, you're going to put on a fine for a speeder;

he's going to pay so much fine, and the Judge would have no

discretion to take into consideration the facts of the case...

the Judge would have to...

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Landry, I'm surprised at your asking that question because

you know good and well this doesn't require anything like that.

MR. A. LANDRY
Well, I don't know. It's happened in Iowa, and It coxild happen

in Louisiana.

MR. DENNIS
Well, I don't believe It happened in Iowa, and I don*t

believe it would happen here. I don't believe the legislature's
going to take any more money from these local governments than

is absolutely necessary to finance the state Judicial system,

and it doesn't have to take any money that isn't being spent

already on the courts. The big thing It would do Is it would

circulate the money through the state at the state level Instead
of the judges having to go engage in local politics to get their

pay.

MR. KILBOURNE
Judge, I got here late. I might be repetitious here In

asking this, but this is looking to what we had a lot of talk

about on the Judiciary Conmittee about a unified court system; Is
it not?

MR. DENNIS
No, sir. A unified court system is where you don't really have

Judicial districts. We've got Judicial districts In our article.

This simply says that instead of the judges being paid one-third
or one-fourth of their pay out of these criminal court funds,
that they will be paid at the state level, and the legislature
may take that money up to the state level and disburse it at

the state level instead of letting the Judges go lobby the police

Jurors to get It out of the crijainal court funds. That's all it

would do.

serious problem if we deliberated this thing before the full

convention. We don't know what the financial outcome of this

proposal will do to the state. As you know, 1 believe that the

legislature can handle this as such if we allowed them to. or

maybe in the schedule or something. Judge Dennis could give some

direction as to what he would like. But, to consider this as

a proposal of this convention or a delegate proposal, I think

we would be doing wrong. So, I would ask you, and I hate to

do it, not to move this delegate proposal on to its third reading
and then on to final passage. 1*11 try to answer any questions

that you would have.

Quest! ons

MR. BURNS
Senator, you asked Judge Dennis why he didn't take this up

before the Judiciary Conmilttee, of which he was Chairman. He

did bring it up before the committee and the coranittee voted It

down.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, I didn't know that, Mr. Burns, but it certainly adds

some light to It. It still could be a good proposal even though

the Judiciary voted It down, and I'm sure that,'s why he brought It

to the Revenue, Taxation and Finance Committee. But, we didn't

have the time to go into It fully. Maybe it should be explored,

but I Just don't think in the last ten days of this convention

that we should explore the possibilities of refinancing the

whole judicial system In this state.

MR. DENNIS
Sammy, did you know that I did bring this up before the

Judiciary Committee In the last days when we were working on

our proposal, and that one of the reasons I believe that it was

not incorporated In the Judicial Article is because some of the

members thought it might have an effect upon the state financially.

Did you know that I sought to send this delegate proposal back

to the Judiciary Committee, but the Chairman referred It to the

Revenue and Taxation Committee? I first offered a substitute

motion to go back to Judiciary. Senator Rayburn objected, and

rather than create a lot of debate on the floor, I allowed it

to go to Revenue, Finance, and Taxation because it does have

something to do with the financing of the third branch of the

government. I don't think It's going to cost the state any

great amount of money, but It does touch upon finance. Did you

know that?

MR. NUNEZ
I certainly do. Judge, and I disagree with you in that it

will not cost the state any money.

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

JBdge Dennis came before the... I don't see any of our leaders in
here on Revenue, Finance, and Taxation, so I'll take it upon
myself to tell you what I think of this proposal, and what
happened in committee. Judge Dennis came at the last meeting
of the committe ii/hlch was about a week ago or two weeks ago and
presented two proposals on restructuring or refinancing the

entire jiidlcial system in the State of Louisiana. We asked
for facts and figures etc. to help us make a determination,
and he had none. I specifically asked why didn't he bring the

proposal before his own committee, the Judiciary Conmittee, of

which he was the chairman, and he said he was told that Revenue,
Finance, and Taxation would best handle it. Well, maybe we
could have best handled it and maybe we could have done a good
job, and maybe this Is the best proposal to come before this
coonlttee ,to come before this convention since January 1, 1973.
But, I Just don't believe on the last week of the convention
with all the work we have to do that we should pass this on to
third reading and have it cooie before the full convention. I

don't think we have the figures. I don't think we have the facts.
I think we're dealing in the area of financing the entire judicial
system in the state of Louisiana. I don't think that this conven-
tion has the time to take up this particular proposal. The
committee out of courtesy to Judge Dennis, and I say again, it
might be the best proposal to come before us. He had two proposals
and one of them I think he withdrew, and the other one, the

CO—Ittee failed to act the way they should have acted, and he
could have done the same thing, that Is move it on to its third
reading and then on to final passage. We deferred action on it.

Without action, I think it's reported,which means it looks like
the co^ittee didn't take any definitive action which they did
not. Butt I would ask you not to move this on. I just don't
think ve have the tiae, and I think we'd be running into a real

Further Di scussion

MR. SCHMITT
I'm also a member of the Revenue, Finance, and Taxation

Conmittee, and I believe that Judge Dennis had attempted to bring up

his particular proposal before ,but It was a delegate proposal,

and as you all know, we had been Involved In a property tax

question for a long time. Therefore, we had put off the evaluation

of all delegate proposals till very late In the gazoe. Judge

Dennis attempted to bring up his particular proposal on one day,

and after a certain period of time passed, we didn't have the

opportunity to hear him, and therefore, it was passed over until

the next day. The next day he came back and gave his little talk

and we took action with reference to that particular proposal.

I think it's a very good proposal, and It will help lead to

justice for all the court systems throughout the State of Louisiana.

One of the points which the Judge had brought out Is that many of

the parishes in the state are not along into state highways, and

therefore do not get the benefits of these funds from tickets

from the. Interstate highways throughout the State of Louisiana,

and this leads to Inadequate funding in those particular areas.

It also sets up a very unfair situation where the money which

is being levied in fines goes to the renumeratlon of the judges and

also towards the capital expenditures with reference to repairs of

different offices throughout the State of Louisiana. I don't

think that's a fair system. I believe that presently the district

attorneys and the judges decide how the money Is spent from these

different judicial funds, and this—although the probability's

there I doubt if there's ever any improprieties—one of the canons

of ethics in the State of Louisiana require that judges, district

attorneys and all attorneys attempt in every way to prevent any

question of impropriety to be involved In any type of situation.

I would feel that this passage of this proposal would allow the

individual before the court to feel that he's getting a fair

shake, and to give him his chance for fair treatment before

any particular Judge. Thank you.
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Ques ti ons

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Schmitt, you and both Judge Dennis said it won't cost

the state any money, and it's a very good proposal.

MR. SCHMITT
I never said it wouldn't cost the state any money.

MR. NUNEZ
You said it's a very good proposal, and it says"the

total cost of the state judicial system shall be paid by the
state from the general fund." That's the gist of the whole thing
as far as I'm concerned. Then it says "the legislature may
require reimbursement to the state by a political subdivision
for appropriate portions of such cost." On one hand it says
"it shall pay"for the entire system and "the legislature may,"
may, may require a substantial portion from local government.
Now, would you tell me what's so good about...

MR. SCHMITT
The state is already paying a portion of the cost at the

present time.

MR. NUNEZ
What would it cost the state to do this? Do you have any

idea?

MR. SCHMITT
I don't have any exact figures, but whatever amount of money

it would cost the state, it would be well worthwhile to provide
some justice and equity and prevent any type of question of
impropriety upon the part of Judges in our judicial system in
this state.

MR. NUNEZ
You're saying that justice depends on financing.

MR. SCHMITT
I'm not saying that justice depends upon financing, but

what I am saying is that the canon of ethics requires that
judges and district attorneys and so forth prevent any types
of questions of impropriety, and at best the system which we've
had in the past is a questionable system as far as constitutional
questions are involved.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Schmitt, when the statement was made that the... a

portion of the salary of the judges and the district attorneys
comes out of the criminal court fund, that's not accurate, is it?

MR. SCHMITT
I never said a portion of the salary of the district attorneys.

However, a portion of the salary of the judges does come from
this fund, and the district attorneys and the judges, in my
appreciation, both have to co-sign the draft or the check in

order for an appropriation to be made from this fund. Is that

not correct?

MR. LANIER
Don't the salaries of the D.A.'s...

MR. SCHMITT
Is that correct, or is that not correct?

m.. LANIER
. . .And the judges come out of the general fund and only the

expenses of their offices or a portion thereof come out of the
criminal courts fund on the joint signature of the judges and
the D.A?

MR. SCHMITT
No.

[Motion to limit debate on the Pro-
posal to ten minutes adopted with-
out objection.']

Further Discussion

MR. STOVALL
I felt that we were going to get into extensive discussion here

on the question of referral. My point is that I think we should go
ahead and give approval to Judge Dennis' substitute motion, and
if the convention has time, to consider it later on the basis of
its merits. It may be that Senator Nunez is correct when he says
that we will not have time. But rather than our discussing this

issue at this time, it would seem better to give approval to Judge
Dennis' referral, and if we have time later, we will discuss it
on the basis of its merits and spend our time on the issue itself
rather than on the referral. Because of that, I would move the
previous question if Mr. Fontenot would permlt-if he would waive.
He waives.

Further Discussion

MR. FONTENOT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'll try to be brief. As

you know, we only have eleven days left. If we pass this on the
third reading, then It's going to come back to the floor of this
convention. This is a very complicated matter. As far as I'm
concerned, when it came to the committee— like it was stated
previously—as a courtesy to Judge Dennis yesterday, we reported
it out without action. I would have voted it unfavorable, but
the result would have probably been the same. He could have still
passed it on to third reading with his motion. But, as far as I'm
concerned, this is a legislative matter. The total cost of the
state judicial system, as far as I'm concerned, is handled by the
legislature at the present time in the sense that they said that
the state—whatever the state pays the judges and D. A.'s. Now,
this is very all encompassing; It encompasses both judges and
district attorneys. Without any information as to the cost, I

feel that we're trying to handle something that we don't have
facts and figures. I think passing It to third reading and
within eleven days having to vote on this again, I think it's
going to be a big mistake. I think It's a legislative matter; I

think it ought to be handled by the legislature. Therefore, I
would urge you to defeat Judge Dennis' substitute motion and
let's end this matter right now. As far as I'm concerned. It
can be handled by the legislature If they wanted to handle It.
There's no reason that this convention should take It upon
ourselves to handle it when it's a legislative matter.

I'll yield to questions.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Fontenot, Is your only reason for not wanting to hear this

proposal or have It brought to the floor is because of the time
element?

MR. FONTENOT
No, the time element is not important. Well, It's one of the

Important elements; it's a factor that I have considered. But, then
there's also the elements of the facts and figures concerning the
total cost of the judicial system. We had it In committee for some
time, and Judge Dennis never could come up with facts and figures
we were looking for. That's one of them, the time figure Is another
one, and then the repercussions of this. We don't know exactly what,
the total cost of the state judicial system shall be paid by the
state from the general fund. Does that mean that all the judges
and all the D.A.'s are going to get the same pay throughout the
state? We just don't know what it means.

MRS. WARREN
Is the cost factor the thing that disturbs you or is it

justice?

MR. FONTENOT
No, it's a combination of the three that bothers me. We just

don't have the time, and we don't have the figures to make these
type of decisions. That's why I'm saying. ..and the fact that it's
a legislative matter. That's the three things that I think made
up my mind, and it shouldn't be considered here.

MRS. WARREN
Well, since you've made up your mind, then you feel that the

other people should not have a chance to hear whether it would be
good for the state or whether it's not?

MR. FONTENOT
No, I'm just telling you my reasons for urging you to defeat

his motion.

MR. HENRY
Will you yield to a question from Senator Nunez?

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Fontenot, evidently some people feel like they don't want

the group who's against moving on only want to give a hearing.
Evidently, this was heard in Judge Dennis' committee which he is

the chairman of, I understand, the Judiciary. It was heard in
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Revenue, Taxation, Finance, and it was voted without action. Now.

it's here In another maneuver to get It passed on to the third

reading; wouldn't you say that that's ample hearing? It's had

three hearings already, and now it's up for another hearing.

MR. FONTENOT
Right. I agree with you. If it had been worthy of hearing,

I think one committee would have reported it favorably. That's

the way I feel about it.

Further Discussion

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chainnan, ladles anr^ gentlemen of the convention, as adverse

as I am to agreeing with a Judge and disagreeing with a Senator. I

must say I have to give absolute a hundred percent approval to what
Judge Dennis is trying to do. I just cannot agree with Senator
Nunez that this would cost the state any amount of money because
what you are taking from the state to finance the judiciary, you
are also taking back In the way of the criminal court fund itself.
This is something the legislature should have done long ago , but

this strikes at the very heart of the integrity of the judiciary.
When you have a judge and a district attorney who can play ball
with a police jury and get what they want—as they do with this
criminal court fund—you are going to have carpets In some judges'
offices. You are going to have some judges that play ball the
right way and use this criminal court fund as It perhaps should
not be used, who get all expense trips to conventions, seminars,
and conferences. I don't think this is right. I say that I

have had twenty years as the wife of a district judge looking
at the misuse of criminal court funds throughout this state.
Ladies and gentlemen, I cannot urge you enough to go on and pass
this through. The excuse now that we are running out of time
just does not hold. That's just another excuse to bypass it,

and to try not to take a realistic look at this. I do urge you
to pass this bill on and support Judge Dennis. Thank you.

MR. HENRY
You have exceeded your time.

Closing

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I will be brief and just

remind you that this is not final passage. I'm simply asking
that you pass this to third reading so that it can be considered.
I'd like to remind you that this is something that you have not
considered before. This is a new matter for the convention; it

is not a rerun of something else. It is not fair to say that it

received a full-scale hearing in the Revenue Committee because
it was taken up in the last days, as Mr. Smith said, after they
had finished their committee proposals. I'm afraid that if we

don't do something to build a state judicial system In this state,

that the legislature will be unable to overcome the inertia it's
had in this area In the past. It boils down to whether or not

you have a state judicial system financed at the state level

or whether or not you want to continue to have a whole lot of

little local court systems, which some are financed extremely
well, some are Inadequately financed. As Mr. Smith said, it

really bolls down to how much traffic you have going through the

courts and how much fines and forfeitures you get in these crimi-
nal court funds from the violation of state laws. There's no

reason why this money shouldn't be used by the state; it is

state money. The legislature has simply seen fit to dedicate
it to local governments in the past. It would not cost these

local governments, necessarily, any additional money to transfer
the same money you are now paying judges and D.A.'s and the

expenses of the criminal court fund, to transfer the same, exact
amount of money to the state level and to pay It from there. The

only thing it would mean would be something good. That would mean

that the judges and the D. A.'s and the police jurors would not
have to huddle and politick each other in order to continue to

run the criminal courts. So, I ask you to please pass this and

consider It. Thank you.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mrs. Miller, would you say that the borrower is a servant to

the lender?

MRS. MILLER
I think so, Mrs. Warren.

MR. NUNEZ
Mrs. Miller, my interpretation of the financing of the judiciary:

the state pays a basic salary for judges and for district attorneys
and assistant district attorneys. Then, there is a supplemental
pay by various parishes, as you refer to, throughout the state
from various sources...

MRS. MILLER
Based on what they get in this criminal court fund.

MR. NUNEZ
That is correct, based on the case load, etc.--now, also

secretarial help and other things that go with running the judiciary
now, and you're telling us that that is not substantial, that that
cost is not substantial, would not be substantial to the state.
You're telling us that you and Mr, Dennis know all of the rami-
fications at this time as to what it would cause In the system of
justice as we've known it in this state.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Nunez, as we know, it's not obligatory on the part of

the state to pay supplemental salaries to a few judges. A few
judges get their salaries supplemented. This is something that
one of the inequities at which we've been looking; this is some-
thing the legislature, possibly, should never have permitted to
start happening. Some, one of these days when all these retire-
ments begin to hit, these police juries and all, they're going
to be sorry they ever supplemented these pays. They did that
back in the days when the district judge got twelve thousand
dollars a year or fourteen thousand, but now that you've raised
the pay scale I think the time has come to put a stop to the
supplemental pay. I don't think it's going to take more than
ten more years for these police juries to rue the day that they
began to enhance those salaries because they're going to have
to pay their part of that out of some moneys to widows and to
the retired judges.

I just think it's been a very bad thing for a few judges and
district attorneys to get supplemental pay and play

Quest ions

MR. ALEXANDER
Judge Dennis, under your proposal, would not this system work

in the same way that the educational system works in the state,
and the state hospitals where fees, fines, etc., where the colleges.,
where tuitions are turned back to the state fund without any portion
of it being used by the institution, and the state makes the proper
appropriations for the Institution; isn't that correct?

MR. DENNIS
Reverend, it would not... this proposal would not require that,

but the legislature could do that under this proposal.

MR. ALEXANDER
But the fact is that it would not cost the state any additional

money. The same money that's collected now would be turned back
to the state general fund.

MR. DENNIS
That's correct; it could be done that way. yes.

MR. ALEXANDER
Under the present system now, does not it lend itself, posslbly-

I didn't say this happened--but it may be possible that a judge
just may impose a fine where otherwise he may not. That could be
possible, is It not, to enhance his local fund?

MR. DENNIS
I would hope that has never happened and would never happen.

you are correct; it is possible.
but

MR, ALEXANDER
I would hope so, too. Judge.

MR. JACKSON
Judge, as I understand it, what you're doing is asking this

convention to pass on the delegate proposal to third reading so

that at some point In the very near future that we can discuss it, vote
on it, debate it, argue it, and such; is that my understanding?

MR. DENNIS
That's correct, but this is different from your delegate

proposal because it has not been considered by the convention before-
Yours has been considered twice so far.

MR. J. JACKSON
No, Judge. I just wanted to find out did It have a fair hearing

in conraittee? That's what I want to know.
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ISubstitute mot i on to engross the Pro-
pas a 1 and pass to its third read i ng
rejected: 3 4-50 . Motion to withdraw
the Proposal adopted without object ion .'\

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 91, Introduced by Delegate Zervigon.
A proposal making provisions for property taxation. Comes

from the Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation. Reported
without action.

enumerated local and special laws. Then, provides with respect
to proposed Section 12 of Article III in a single section.

"section 12. Local and Special Laws; Prohibition Against
Enactment

Section 12. Except as otherwise provided in this constitution
the legislature shall not pass any local or special law:

(1) For the holding and conducting of elections, or fixing
or changing the place of voting.

(2) Changing the names of persons; authorizing the adoption
or legitimation of children or the emancipation of minors; affecting
the estates of minors or persons under disabilities; granting divorces;

MR. HENRY
Senator Nunez now moves that it be withdrawn from the files

of the convention.
Mrs. Zervigon.

Substitute Motion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, as a substitute, I move that It be recommitted

to the Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation.

Expl anat i on

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, there are people in this state

—

the governor being one, my mayor being another--who are not
entirely satisfied with the property tax proposal that we have
passed. Should a suitable, workable, acceptable compromise be
worked out that would be agreeable to all parties, I think the
best thing to do would be to start on a new proposal, amend
that in the Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation, report
it out, work on it on the floor, and then the delegates could
compare Committee Proposal No. 26 with the new proposal, whatever
it would be. I think it would be impossible to reopen Committee
Proposal No. 26 because I think we would all die of shell shock
if that were even suggested. I have spoken to members of the
Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation several weeks ago
and asked them just to let this He in their committee. I

pointed out to them that I wasn't going to press it, but if the
time came when the governor came up with a property tax compromise,
it would be there as a vehicle so that we would know exactly what
we were dealing with before we acted on Committee Proposal No. 26
at all. They were agreeable to that and they left it in that
committee at that time. I didn't know that it was coming up for
consideration again in that committee. All I want to do is to
leave it in committee. I'm not going to press to have it reported
out favorably. You'll notice I'm not asking you to pass It on to
its third reading. I just want to leave It in the Committee on
Revenue, Finance and Taxation as a vehicle in case a compromise
can be reached. If the convention ends with that proposal in
committee, it's just as dead as if you'd withdrawn it from the
files. It doesn't stay alive after the end of the convention
anyway, but it would leave us a vehicle in case we find a suitable
compromise. Now, remember we've Invited the governor to come and
speak to us. One of his subjects, as he himself has said on the
news several times, is going to be property tax. I for one don't
have any Idea what he's going to say, but if it's something that
could be an acceptable compromise, we would then have a way of
working on it without reopening Committee Proposal No. 26.

So I urge you to recommit this to the Committee on Revenue,
Finance and Taxation. It does no harm.

[previous Quest ion ordered . Mot ion to
recommit the Proposal to the Commi ttee
on Revenue and Taxation adopted with-
out objection. Motion to advance to
Proposa Is on Third Reading and Final
Passage adopted without objection ."]

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
[ll Journal 1125-1126]

iMotion to call Delegate Proposal No. 22
f rom the calendar adopted without objec-
t ion . ]

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 22 introduced by Delegate Conroy and

Delegate Newton.
A proposal to provide for the prohibition of certain

^Motion to waive reading of the Pro-
posal adopted without objection.]

Expl anat i on

MR. CONROY
You may recall that way back when the convention first

started in July, we had before us the article on the legislative
powers. We arrived at Section 12 of that proposal which dealt
with the way In which we would handle the prohibitions against
local or special laws. It was a subject of rather lengthy debate
In the convention at that time and essentially , the proposal as
It's before you now, was adopted at one point as an amendment to
the committee proposal and was adopted by the convention. Later,
at the suggestion of the committee, the section was deleted and
referred back to the committee for further consideration of the
problem. The delegate proposal, which is before you, is a vehicle that was
used to get the matter back before the committee for its consideration.
The Legislative Powers Committee eventually approved this delegate
proposal, in effect, making It the Section 12 of the legislative
powers original proposal. So, while this is a delegate proposal,
1 think In some fashion it is also a committee proposal or the
present thinking of the committee as the best way in which to handle
this difficult problem. I think at the time that we first considered
it, the major objection to this approach was the long listing of
prohibitions that it Involved and the desire, at that time, to keep
a very brief constitution. I think we've seen in the past few months
that that has been impossible In a number of areas; I think it's
equally Impossible here to make It any shorter. In order to under-
stand the provisions which we have here, I think you have to go
back and look at your copy of the 1921 Constitution, Article IV,
Section 4. You will see there a long list of prohibitions of what...
the types of local and special laws cannot be passed by the legislature.
There are only a few differences between the Article IV, Section 4
as in the present constitution and Delegate Proposal No. 22 as before
you; I'll point those out briefly. If you have in front of you page
36 of your compilation of the present constitution, at the bottom you
will see a prohibition against creating corporations or amending,
renewing, extending, or explaining the charters thereof provided
that this shall not apply to municipal corporations having a
population of not less than twenty-five hundred Inhabitants. That
was changed simply to prohibit the creation of private corporations
so that it would not interfere with the local government problems.
On page 37 in the second paragraph there is a prohibition against
extending the time for the assessment or collection of taxes which
further prohibited any ordinance to be passed by any local, political
corporation of the state. Since this was not in local government,
it was thought Inappropriate to Include it here in the Legislative
Powers Article. Also—and I think that this is a point that Mr.
Drew may particularly wish to address himself to—when the matter
was before the convention the prior time, the contents of Section 5

of Article IV were made the subject of a floor amendment. The contents
of Section 5 of Article IV are not included in this delegate proposal.
It may be that Mr. Drew would again wish to make that the subject of

a floor amendment. That Section 5 says that "the legislature cannot
indirectly enact a special law by the partial repeal of a general
law." I wasn't entirely sure that that was necessary, but I would
certainly have no objection if Mr, Drew still feels that that is necessary.
I gather from his nodding that he does feel it's necessary and will
probably propose a floor amendment to that effect, to which I would
have no objection. I think that.... as I said before, the desire of

everybody was to try to make this a briefer constitution. But, I don't
think anybody was able to come up with language that would accomplish
what we wanted to do and at the same time carry forward the types of

prohibitions that the state has had and which I think have operated
successfully in the state. I'll yield to any question.

Questions

MR DUVAL
David, I certainly think your proposal is needed. I wanted

to ask you one question. The *21 Constitution doesn't have
"except as otherwise provided in this constitution," and you
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have It in your proposal. I was Just wondering, was there any

specific reason for doing this or did you do it merely as a catch-

all?

Ml. CONROY
Well, !* embarrassed to say, Mr. Duval, that I wasn't even

aware that that was In there. 1 had asked the staff to prepare

this and they probably had something specific in mind and I'll try to

find out the answer to your question, but I really don't know.

MR. DUVAL
All right.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Conroy, I definitely think these prohibitions are needed,

also. The only question that X have regards paragraph 8 when you
say "the building or repairing of schoolhouses and the raising of

money for such purposes." Under my understanding, all the colleges
and universities around the state are funded by special appropriation,
by special laws, say like for building a law school at Southern or
something like this. It seems like this particular provision would
prevent that and the building of any other. .. .anything on a university
campus by special law.

MR. CONRCFY

Mr. Arnette, the only answer I can give you is that If we
picked up the language from the '21 Constitution, If it hasn't
given them any problem so far, I don't see how it could create
any problem In the future. But, again, I think that each one
of these things can be considered and If there are any specific
objections, consider them. But, I that's in the present consti-
tution.

MR. ARNETTE
Perhaps we better clarify that and maybe put "except on

education" or something to this effect.

MR. CONROY
X might add, and Mr. Duval asked the question along the

Mr. Arnette, Mr. Duval, follow this carefully because I think
lt*s important. Mr. Duval had asked about there wasn't any
provision in the '21 Constitution about "except as otherwise
provided in this constitution." I do notice that the particular
paragraph in the '21 Constitution on the public schools situation
does specifically have the exception that Mr. Duval referred to.

So, I assume that the staff decided that that was a better order
to take that exception out of that one particular clause and put
It up at the front rather than Just leave it to one particular
clause. But, that one does have a specific exception which I

assume indicates that under the Education Article that there may
be soae exceptions to the education. . .

.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, I think under the '21 Constitution they did have such

a provision about the special appropriations for colleges and
universities, but we do not have one; It's my understanding.
So, maybe we need to put "this only applies to primary and secondary
schools" or something of this nature.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Arnette, that may well be because this proposal was drafted,

as X mentioned , back In July, long before we knew what we would be

running into as we went along.

m. WILLIS
Mr. Conroy, my question is now just about moot because you've

exhausted yourself on the explanation of an exception clause; that's
what worried me and I'm not going to quibble and question you about
it any further. But, let me have your assurance—and this Is for
the record—that you contain in your proposal everything that is In
the counterpart to our Section 12 of the Legislative Article except
the two items which you mentioned?

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Conroy, this exception clause that you have at the beginning

would put this provision in line with the provision of the Local
Government Article that authorizes the legislature to classify
legislation along the lines of population or any other reasonable
classification, wouldn't it?

MR. COHROY
Yes.

MR. LANIER
...in other such type exceptions that may be found throughout

the document that we have prepared.

MR. CONROY
Yes. Mr. Lanier, as I Indicated, this was drafted a long time

ago. I'm sure the staff, I think quite properly, realized that other
areas that we might specifically deal with might create exceptions
to this.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I haven't had distribution copies 'Of this....X had this prepared in

Mr. Conroy's name. . . .it 's just a technical amendment to make the lines
8 and 9 conform to the appropriate way that we've been trying to make
these articles consist and It would strike out lines 8 and 9 and
insert in lieu thereof:

"ARTICLE III. LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
* * *

Section 12. Prohibited Local and Special Laws"
It's a technical amendment to try to keep the proposals in a

uniform style.

l^Amendmen t adopted without objection.'}

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
We don't have the distribution copies.
Mr. Drew has sent up an amendment . We don't have the distribution

copies as yet.

He has t%K) amendments; Che first one Is technical.
On page 1, line 10, after "Section 12" and before the word

"Except" insert "(A)"
Amendment No. 2. On page 2, between lines 19 and 20, add

the following

:

"(B) The legislature shall not indirectly enact special or
local laws by the partial repeal or suspension of a general law."

Expl anat i on

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, when this section was

previously considered by this convention, this amendment was

adopted at that time. However, as Mr. Conroy has pointed out,

it is not included in this delegate proposal. What this does Is

close the back door on the legislature where they cannot do by a

repeal or suspension what they cannot do directly. It has been

adopted by the constitution. X think it's necessary that it be

contained; it's in the present constitution. X move for the

adoption of the amendment.

[Amend/nen ts adopted without objection.]

Further Di scussion

MR. O'NEILL
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, X just want to make

sure that you all understand that this is something that we've gone

over before and that this is a very necessary thing to have and

that we're going to need the required sixty-seven votes to pass

this thing. The Committee on Legislative Powers and Functions

%n:estled with this problem and we never found an adequate

solution. But, X think this is the solution to simply put back
in almost verbatim what was in the old constitution because we

know how it's been interpreted- So. I would like to ask that

you please help give the required sixty-seven votes.

MR. HENRY

I'll ask that the Clerk read the Arnette amendment. The

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
The amendment fits on page 2 and relates to Subparagraph or

Item, if you will. No. 8.

Item No. 8, on page 2, on line 14, inmedlately after the

word "of" and before the word "public" insert the words "parish

or city".
The same amendment on line 15, after the word "of" and before

the word "schoolhouses" Insert "parish or city".
So, it would read: "Regulating the management of parish or

city public schools, the -building or repair of parish or city

schoolhouses and the raising of money for such purposes."
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Explanation

MR. ARNETTE
Well, I'm sorry for taking so long but I thought the

amendment was necessary, primarily because if this proposal were
allowed to stand the way it is right now it would prevent any
special appropriation for building, say, a school for the deaf,
or addition to any university, or anything like this. I think
we want to allow the legislature to have special appropriations
for, say, putting a law school at Southern, or adding buildings to
any universities, or vocational- technical school, or something
like this. 1 don't think there is any problem; it's in the nature
of a technical amendment. I've talked to Mr. Conroy about it and
he agrees that it should be put in. Are there any questions?

{^Amendments adopted without objection.^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. This would have the effect of adding a new

Item. I'm going to have to change the instructions there,
Mr. Avant, a little bit; it says on line 20 and we've already
gotten something between 19 and 20. So, we're going to have to
say:

On page 2, between lines 19 and 20 and before Amendment No. 2

proposed by Mr. Drew and just adopted, add the following paragraph:
It would insert a new ten—"(10) Defining any crime."

Explanation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm going to be very brief.

If you will recall when this matter came up before, this amendment
was added. Now, the reason for that—the legislature had seen fit
to pass laws defining the crime of criminal trespass in various
ways in various parishes. So that if you go from parish to parish
you don't know what the state law is in that particular parish
because it's not uniform all over the state. What may constitute
the crime of criminal trespass in Union Parish is different from
what it is in Concordia Parish and different from what it is in
East Baton Rouge Parish and so forth. Now, I have no objection to the
law of what constitutes criminal trespass being different in all
sixty-four parishes. Don't get me wrong. I Just say that if it
is a matter which is going to be a state crime and a crime under
the criminal code of this state, that then it ought to be uniform
throughout the state. If they can't make it uniform throughout the
state, then the legislature should not attempt to legislate in that
particular area but do a very simply thing, which they have the power
to do, so that local governing authorities have the right to define
a particular crime and provide a penalty therefore, and that the
penalty shall not exceed so much. I wouldn't have any objection to
that, but the point is this— that the Supreme Court has held that
the legislature does have the right to enact a general state law,
supposedly, which will define a crime in different manners, depending upon
where you are in the state. The thing that disturbs me about that
is, if they can define the crime of criminal trespass in different
ways in different parishes, then they can define any other
crime in different ways and in different parishes. They could
say that the crime of burglary In the parish of East Baton Rouge
will consist of certain things, but in the parish of Orleans it

will consist of something else, and in Shreveport it'll be something
else. Now, you say, "Well, they haven't done that." Well, twenty years
ago they hadn't defined the crime of criminal trespass in different
fashions throughout the State of Louisiana. Now, there is one other
question that I know is going to be asked, and I'm going to answer
it because I was asked before. They say, "Oh, that's going to in-
validate all the game laws in the state because you can kill a doe
here in certain parishes in certain times of the year and you can't
kill one in another parish, etc. etc." That is simply not correct
because the crime is not the killing of the female deer, per se,
the crime is taking game in violation of the rules and regulations
that have been promulgated by the Louisiana Department of Wildlife
and Fisheries. You have many, many administrative regulations of
various regulatory agencies which after they are adopted and
promulgated, then, if you violate those regulations you have
committed the crime, a misdemeanor in practically all cases

—

I don't know of any felonies that you can commit in that fashion.
But, the crime is not.... the crime is violating the rules and
regulations which do not necessarily In these administrative areas
have to be the same throughout the state, just like the speed limit
on a certain type of road would not necessarily be the same throughout
the state. But, what I'm talking about is more serious crimes which
should have a statewide, uniform application. If there is any good
and sufficient reason as to why that particular crime cannot be
defined uniformly throughout the state, then the legislature should

not attempt to regulate that particular conduct but should get out
of the area and leave it up to local government, which they have a
perfect right to do under this constitution. So, that's all I have
to say on it. I know you're tired. I know we've got a lot of work
to do. This amendment was adopted earlier and then it was sent
back to the committee. The committee has seen fit to take that
amendment off, and I simply ask you to put it back on.

Quest i ons

MR. LANIER
Mr. Avant, do I understand your amendment correct that it's

adding a Section (10) that says "definine a crime"?

MR. AVANT
That's right. It you go back to the beginning, "Except as

otherwise provided in this constitution, the legislature shall
not pass any local or special law, (1), (2), (3), (4). (5) rishton down to (10)—defining any crime."

'• ^ '> (S

MR. LANIER
Any crime?

MR. AVANT
Any crime.

MR. LANIER
Right. Now, wouldn't this invalidate the gill net law that

we have enforced in the Tenth Ward of Lafourche Parish?

MR. AVANT
No, sir, it would not, Mr. Lanier. I just got through answering

that, telling you that that is a matter which relates to the taking
of wild game and which can be done by the rules and regulations of
the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission. If they feel that in that
particular area it is good sound conservation practice to outlaw
taking game in that particular fashion, then they can do it.

MR. LANIER
Well, Mr. Avant, please explain to me how that law would not

be either a local or a special law in the contemplation of this
proposal.

MR. AVANT
I'm just saying that you can do it in another fashion, Mr. Lanier.

You can accomplish the same and identical thing without leaving the
constitution wide open for the legislature to pass any kind of
criminal statute they want and make it on a local or special basis.

MR. LANIER
Now, Mr. Avant, would this proposal of yours invalidate the

slaptrap law in Assumption Parish?

MR. AVANT
The same thing, Mr. Lanier; I mean, you're accumulating your

questions. You did this before and we went through this little deal
before and it will not; it will simply have to be done by reason of
administrative regulation under the Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries which don't have to be uniform all over the state.

MR. BROWN
Mr. Avant, following up Mr. Lanier's question, I had a bunch

of game fishermen come to me and I read a statute--lf I had a

couple of minutes I'd get it and show it to you—that says you
can only catch a fish a certain length up in, say, the parish
of Concordia, whereas down in Plaquemines the length is longer
because of the content of the water, and the amount of water
available; it's a very complicated biological determination.
By statute, those amounts are set: I've read the statutes.

MR. AVANT
But, they can be set by rule of the Department of Wildlife

and Fisheries, and I think you know that, Senator Brown.

MR. BROWN
Well, they could be if you wanted to give the Wildlife and

Fisheries Commission a power to.... in other words, I can see some

Instances where that would be a pretty wide rule-making power
just to say they can pretty much set everything we do, you know.
It might be a question as to whether we want to give the Wildlife
and Fisheries Commission that kind of authority and power.

MR. AVANT
Well, you're getting into another subject, but I'll answer

you this way. I happen to feel that the Department of Wildlife
and Fisheries with trained biologists and people who are trained
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In that particular area should be the persons who provide the

rules and regulations for the taking of game and It should not

necessarily be a political football kicked around In the legislature.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Avant, I think you've got a good Idea. I believe I

voted with you before, but 1 wanted to ask you this one question.
We have elsewhere In this new constitution a section that says,
"The legislature may classify cities and parishes on the basis of
population or on any other reasonable basis related to the purposes
of the act." How exactly does this fit with that?

MR. AVANT
1 don't think that has anything to do with this question,

Mrs. Zervlgon. That relates to legislation which affects the powers
and duties and responsibilities and so forth of local governmental
units.

MRS. ZERVIGON
No, sir, I don't believe it does;

Just says that "the legislature may."
It's a separate section; it

that the police juries could change It, at their option. Don't

you think that's a form of home rule? Why should you from Baton

Rouge be concerned about what we have In Bossier unless you're

going to go up there and try to criminally trespass on our lands?

MR. AVANT
Mr. Stinson, I don't think you were listening. I said that

X didn't care. If the legislature wants to pass an act saying

that all local governing authorities in this state are given the

authority to define the crime of criminal trespass within their

respective jurisdictions and to provide penalties therefor up

to which would be misdemeanor, I wouldn't kick about that at all.

What I'm saying is that I don't want the legislature saying that

the crime for criminal trespass shall constitute this in one

parish and that In something else because of this reason—not

that I'm so upset about trespass: If they can define one crime

by a local and special law, then they can define any crime by a

local and special law. They can say that the crime of armed

robbery will consist of thus and such in the parish of Caddo

and thus and such in the parish of East Baton Rouge, and that

Is what I'm trying to head off.

MR. AVANT
May classify and may legislate?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, could the legislature classify under these game laws in

such a way that it was reasonably related to the purposes of the
act and either obviate some of what you are trying to do or get
around some of the objections that Senator Brotm and Mr. Lanier
have?

MR. AVANT
I don't follow you. My amendment is limited strictly to the

definition of what is a crime under the criminal code of the state
and for which you can be fined and sent to jail. I say that if

the legislature is going to say that certain conduct Is criminal,
then it should be uniformly applicable all over the state. If for
some reason they can't make It uniformly applicable all over the

state ,so that there would be no uniform state law, then it's
obviously a matter which should be left up to local government.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Then, what you're saying is that these two sections have no

relation to one another?

MR. AVANT
I don't feel that they do, Mrs. Zervlgon.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Avant, to please those people who have hilly country In

North Louisiana and marshlands in South Louisiana and all kinds

of other lands or topography with respect to trespassing, isn't

it simply for the legislature to define what is marshlands; what

is swamp land; what is highland; what is rock land? Then, after

they have made that delineation by definition they can say what is

a crime in those areas and still achieve, but it would still be

unlfora all over Louisiana. In other words, what you are trying to

do is to have special laws for one parish where when you cross the

boundary and you don't know where it is, you don't know whether you

are connltting a crime or not.

MR. AVANT
That's right. The approach that you've taken is another solution

to the problem that was raised by Mr. Lanier.

MR. WILLIS
And, It would be a conviction of our legislature of Inability to

define topography and the compaction level and fertility in terms

of soil and so forth, and if they can't do that, they can't define

a crime; Isn't that right?

MR. AVANT
That's correct.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

MR. STINSON
Jack, don't you know for years in the legislature we couldn't

come up with a uniform one? Firstly, in the way, I believe It was

Jefferson Davis Parish, and then I had one from Bossier and other

parishes. Because of the different problems In different parts of the

state»every time we tried to have—don't you know—every time we

tried to have a uniform South Louisiana one because of the marshlands
and all, well they would vote down anything we wanted. So, then,

about ten different parishes, at least, passed their own and provided

MR. STINSON
Don't you know that argument wouldn't hold water at all.

Jack; they couldn't do it on something like that?

MR. AVANT
Well, they most certainly can because they have defined a

crime and made it a state crime, a violation of the State Criminal

Code to wit: the crime of criminal trespass, and it is not the

same crime In all of the parishes of the state; it varies from

place to place as you travel around the state.

MR. STINSON
Well, don't you think a solution would be that they can for

criminal trespass ,but no other crime then?

MR. AVANT
Well, if you want to add that amendment after my amendment

is put on, I wouldn't holler about that, if you want to limit It

that way. I think it would be kind of foolish because I think the

thing to do, If the legislature can't decide what criminal trespass

ought to constitute throughout the State of Louisiana, they ought

to quit fooling with it and let local government decide.

MR. BROWN
Mr. Avant, one more question. You said you don't want the

legislature determining that, in other words, only so long a fish should

be caught in one area; that all that should be administrative rules.

Aren't, in effect, what you are doing is allowing the conmissioner

to, in effect ,write criminal laws saying that, "Look, if you are Involved

in hunting or fishing with this type of game, you're in violation of

our rules"? Aren't you, in effect, writing criminal law and charging

that man through an administrative procedure which is—in effect, we

are kind of doing that right now, now that you mentioned it .and I

think the whole concept is unconstitutional; wouldn't you agree?

MR. AVAUT
Well, I don't think it's unconstitutional at all. I think you

do it in many, many areas; the civil service can adopt rules which

have the effect of law. Now, I don't know any of them that have

criminal penalties...

You are talking
MR. BROWN

That's civil, that's not criminal though,

about criminal areas....

MR. AVANT
There are other areas.

MR. BROWN
Aren't you talking about criminal penalties when you....

MR. AVANT
The Department of Public Safety and various and sundry other

departments of the state after a hearing and notice and all

that, can adopt rules and violation of those rules', once they

are adopted in accordance with due process of law, can be a

misdemeanor.

MR. BROWN
In accordance with due process of law, but what you're....

MR. AVANT
Which Involves notice, and hearing, and giving people an

opportunity to be heard and express their views.
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MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Avant , you mentioned the Department of Public Safety;

don't they set the speed limits on highways around the state?

MR. AVANT
Yes, they do.

MR. ARNETTE
And, a violation of that regulation as set by them is a crime?

MR. AVANT
In certain instances they may, yes.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Avant, let me admit to start off with, I didn't get interested In

your amendment, it got here too late; I'm asking for information now; I'm

not needling. Is it true that you are attempting to give the legislature

the power to let the local government determine certain local issues,

for Instance, trespassing?

MR. AVANT
They already have that power. They can.... if you'll go back

over the Local Government Article and the Legislative Article you

will conclude that the legislature can give to local government

certain authority. They can give them the right to pass ordinances,

the violation of which would constitute a misdemeanor. Defining
crime, they have that authority now....

MR. HERNANDEZ
You do not propose to take any of that away from the local

government?

MR. AVANT
No, I'm not trying to take that away from local government.

The only thing I'm trying to do is to say that if the state legislature

over here in the State Capitol passes a state law defining a crime
which will be in the Criminal Code of this state, then that, that law has
got to be of uniform application all over the state. The crime will
not consist of one thing in one parish and something else In another
parish. The reason that I want to do that is not because I'm concerned
necessarily about them passing laws regulating the taking of game or
them passing laws on criminal trespass, but if they can define one
crime throughout the state in different manners, then they can define
any crime. There is nothing in this constitution that says you can
define these crimes in different fashions throughout the state but
no others.

agency the right to make rules and regulations. Then after those
regulations have been promulgated in accordance with the procedures
established by the legislature and which must meet the constitutional
requirements of due process, the legislature could say all right,
if you violate these rules and regulations which we have authorized
this administrative agency to make that you will be guilty of a crime
and provide a penalty for that. After which, if you are charged
with violation of that statute of the legislature, you would have to be
tried and convicted in a court of law. No administrative agency
could put you in Jail, you would be entitled to all of the protection
of the criminal laws In that event. As I said before, the Important
thing is this, that if the legislature is not prohibited from en-
acting local and special laws defining crimes—which they are not
prohibited from doing up to this point because the amendment that I

had offered before was taken off— then there is nothing that will pre-
vent the legislature from passing laws, as they have in the case of
criminal trespass, and saying that the illegal use of marijuana
shall consist of thus and such in the Parish of Orleans, but in the
Parish of East Baton Rouge you can have more marijuana than you can
in New Orleans; or saying that houses of prostitution will be illegal
in the Parish of Caddo, but they will not be Illegal In the Parish of
St. Landry, etc., etc. Or if you really want to go further, they
could define any crime— I don't care what it is— in different
manners throughout the state. That's bad, and that is what we need
to prohibit.

Questi ons

MR. VICK
Jack, I want to take you over this for the last time so

the record will reflect your Intention without any qualification
or equivocation. Under the administrative procedure act the
legislature can empower an administrative agency to find various
acts In violation of the regulations they promulgate, that's number
1.

MR. AVANT
That's correct.

MR. VICK
Number 2, they can attach a criminal liability to those

acts, but. . .

MR. AVANT
The legislature can attach criminal liability, not

the administrative agency.

\_Motion to limit debate to ten minutes
adopted without objection.]

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY
I oppose Mr. Avant 's amendment because it really subverts the

intent of the proposal as is before you. The intention of the

proposal was to carry forward the restraints that had existed in

the past, ones that had been tried, tested, we knew what they meant.

We felt these were appropriate restraints to continue. However,

Mr. Avant 's proposal gets us Into an entirely new area that we
don't really know the effect of Mr. Avant 's amendment. I don't
think any of us In this room fully could tell you exactly what
crimes that the legislature has to date defined might be made
unconstitutional by virtue of Mr. Avant 's amendment. If any of

us could, I would be happy to hear It. But, I don't think we know

what laws Mr. Avant 's amendment might render unconstitutional that

are presently on the books. I think that In our Bill of Rights
section we have given ample protection to the Individual who is

charged with a crime under the equal protection clause and other

provisions in there as far as the individual criminal defendant is

concerned. I do not think it appropriate to get Into an area where
we don't know exactly what we are doing and erase possibly a lot of

legislation presently on the books that may be fully justified and

desirable. Therefore, I urge you to defeat this amendment.

\_Previous Question ordered.^

Closing

MR. AVANT
I just want to clear up what I may have

said that may have confused some people;
I didn't Intend to say or imply that any administrative agency
could adopt a rule or regulation and say that if you violate
this rule or regulation that there will be a criminal penalty and
that they would be in a position to enforce the criminal penalty.
Let's go back and . . . the legislature may give to an administrative

MR. VICK
The legislature, right, that's number 2. Number 3, In

order to find a citizen guilty of a criminal act the attorney for
the agency has to go . . .or an agent empowered to make an arrest,
for example, has to go to the district attorney in the parish
involved and file charges and go through the regular criminal
routine as set forth in the Code of Criminal Procedure, etc.

MR. AVANT
That's right. Mr. Vick.the classic example of that, or

a classic example is the law that we've had on the books for years
relating to the pollution of streams that it is administered by
the Stream Control Commission; they make certain rules and regulations
as to what you can dump into a stream. Now, if you violate those
rules and regulations they can— one, they can sue for an injunction,
or they can file a criminal charge against you, but they are the
ones who have been empowered by the legislature to make a
determination as to what constitutes pollution and what you can
do and what you can't do. But, they don't have the right to put
you in jail. The legislature simply has said, if you violate the
rules and regulations that they promulgate then we say that you
should be subject to a criminal penalty. But, still you have your
day in court, you have the benefit of all of the criminal laws and If
you say, "I'm not guilty, "they have to prove you guilty beyond h
reasonable doubt in accordance with all of the procedures that protect
the rights of the person accused of crime.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Avant, you have preempted my question when your words say,

"defining any crime," you were restricting it in your opening
argument to your. . . and focusing upon trespass, but you
developed that it applies to all crimes. Isn't it a fact, that
if we allow your amendment not to pass, that you could define
that in the city of New Orleans you cannot disturb the peace unless
you have a loaded gun in your pocket, all other—you can use
loud and abusive language, etc. Isn't that correct?

MR. AVANT
That is exactly correct.
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MR. WILLIS
You could single out —and you brought this up, but I bring

it again for enphasis— that you could have houses inhabited by

wonen of the oldest profession in only one parish in the State of

Louisiana, and could not ny parish.

MR. AVAHI
That is exactly correct. As you know the law which defines

the crine of burglary says that if you break into an automobile

or you break into a water-craft, it constitutes a burglary. Well,

the legislature could pass a la* saying that in the coastal parishes

if you break into somebody's boat, it constitutes burglary, but if

you happen to have a boat on Toledo Bend and somebody breaks into

it, it don't constitute burglary. That's the whole objection in

why we need this prohibition.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

65-30. Motion to reconsider tabled.']

Personal Privilege

MR. PUGH
Last Saturday, I suggested to you the feasibility and

the advisability of our having struck a coin comnemorative of

the creation of this constitution by this delegative body. I

ask that you give it consideration and let me know what your

thoughts are. I tell you that those who have discussed it with

me are all in favor of such a plan. In that connnectlon, I make

these observations and suggestions for your consideration, that

there be such a medal struck, that the medal be restricted in its

distribution in the following manner: that one—and one only— may

be acquired at their sole cost and expense by a delegate to the

convention; that in addition to that number, that there be one

presented on behalf of the convention to Mrs. Duncan and to David;

that there also be one presented to the governor of this state, and

with your permission in 1975 when the Republic of France honors

the Louisiana Bar Associaton on the hundred and fiftieth anniversary

of the Civil Code of 1825, I would like to present one to the President

of France. Now, the last one, 1 suggest to you should be placed

within and on a plaque to be put in the lobby of the Capitol that

we provide for such a plaque in the Transitional Measures so that it

will have constitutional endowment, and that the names of all of the

delegates to this convention be inscribed upon that plaque. My

first, and last, and final thought in this connection is to ask

the governor if he *rlll issue a proclamation that this medal may be

worn by the recipients thereof at any state occasion, whether the

thing be the Inauguration of a future governor, the installation of

a Justice to the Supreme Court, or the initial session of the legis-

lature, or at the official bicentennial functions in the State of

Louisiana. I shall ask you now by a show of hands those of you

who are interested in the medal in the fashion in which I have

outlined, are you in favor of such a proposition; if you are, raise

your right hand. Thank you.

Questions

MR. SHANNON
Bob, what is the approximate cost of this?

MR. PUGH
I was trying to determine by hand number how many were

interested in it and I'll go call Franklin Mint at my own expense
and make that determination. I would assume that in silver it

would be in the neighborhood of $25.00—outside figure— that

at sterling silver. If, however, you want it in gold or you want

any of the presentation pieces in gold, I'll try to arrange for

an act of congress, and they'll probably run in the neighborhood of

$250.00 to $300.00.

MR. LANDRUM
I was wondering would you consider Including the coordinators,

and also meabers of the press who have been here every day ve ' ve

been here?

MR. PUGH
Of course, whatever the constitutional convention wants to

do would be my pleasure. I am not trying to get anybody to do anything;

these are merely thoughts. Incidentally , what I had In mind Is something

similar to this. If you'll take a look at this this is the type of

edal that I had in mind that on one side might have a reference to

this constitutional convention and the outside days on which it sat

and on the reverse side would be the seal of the great State of

Louisiana.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Pugh, I assiac that all of this would only go into

effect in the event the constitution was approved by the people,
right?

MR. PUGH
That is correct.

MR. BURNS
I can Imagine how embarrassing it would be if we go through

all of this and then the constitution was defeated.

MR. PUGH
Well, the only thing I could say is Insofar as the plaque

Is concerned, I have no objections to going ahead and arranging
for the medal at this nominal cost regardless, but that's your

pleasure.

MR. GOLDMAN
Delegate Pugh, in the several complementary medals In your

suggestion with which I am in complete favor, when you find the

cost, could you get the cost so that the cost to each of us who

buy our medal will be incorporated .that portion of the cost of those

complementary medals that you're going to give.

MR. PUGH
It has been my thought that we would bear the cost of

those three or four complementary medals.

MR. GOLDMAN
Within our individual cost, so that we won't have to go

around and make a collection for those or something.

MR. PUGH
That is correct.

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Pugh, I think you have an excellent idea. sir, and

I certainly voted for it, but I would ask you to please, please,

limit the numbers that would be made to the numbers you mentioned;

let's not spread it out any further. I think you would lose

the effectiveness of it if you went beyond the number that you

mentioned and I think that you ought to stand fast on that, sir.

MR. PUGH
All right.

MR. BROWN
Mr. Pugh, is the medal going to be made fairly soon?

MR. PUGH
Well, that is in connection with this question over here.

If it falls through are we going to do it? I think we ought

to go and do it regardless and then, of course, . . . the

constitution is going to pass— I mean there's no problem about

that. I'm satisfied it's going to pass and well then, we'll use

the medals.

MR. BROWN
Well, In case it falls, you might want to consider maybe

making It in the shape of a purple heart or something like that.

MR. PUGH
I'll ask my wife to bury me with mine.

MR. CASEY
Thank you, Mr. Pugh.

MR. PUGH
I move the adoption of this plan as outlined today.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Pugh, I think it . . . I'm not sure if it's appropriate

right now that the convention adopt it. We're on another proposal

and I think it may be well if necessary, to find out how many people
are interested and also, it may be a subject matter that the

Executive Comoittee ought to take up also.

MR. PUGH
All right. Whoever asked me to move. I'm sorry.

Thank you.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment would read as follows: It's sent up by Delegates

Pugh and Vick.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, between lines 19 and 20, in
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the amendment proposed by Delegate Avant, just adopted, at the end
of the text of the amendment, after the word and period "crime."
add the following:

"Nothing herein, however, shall be construed as authorizing
the delegation by the legislature to any board, commission,
department, or agency the power to define a crime."

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, they can look at this

as somewhat of a caveat. The only concern that I had expressed
walking around the floor about the last amendment related to

the possibility of some- construction relating to why these
administrative boards or bodies defining a crime. I believe
this amendment would take care of that problem, and for that
reason, Mr. Vick and I ask your favorable consideration. Thank
you.

Point of Information

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, In the second line of their proposed amendment

shouldn't the word "legislation" be "legislature," rather than
"legislation"?

MR. CASEY
I believe it should be. Senator De Blieux.
Is that right, Mr. Clerk?

MR. POYNTER
It appears that way to me. Don't you think so, Mr. Pugh?

MR. CASEY
Then, Mr. Pugh withdraws his amendment for corrections,

and resubmits same after changing the word "legislation" to
"legislature."

Questions
MR. LANIER

Mr. Pugh, does this mean that the legislature cannot delegate
to a board, commission, department, or agency the power to define
a crime?

I don't think constitutionally

MR. PUGH
That's its intention, yes

they can anyway, but go ahead.

MR. LANIER
Well, let me ask you this: if the legislature passes a law

saying that the violation of a wildlife and fisheries regulation
is a crime, and then leaves it up to the wildlife and fisheries
to prescribe the regulations ,would that not be the wildlife and
fisheries defining what the crime is?

MR. PUGH
Not in my opinion. That's why I'm saying that the wildlife

and fisheries determines when the hunting season is. The legislature
can define a crime for killing wildlife outside of a hunting
season. But, the hunting season Itself is defined, you know,
the limits of it, are set forth by the wildlife and fisheries.
That has nothing to do with the definition of crime.

MR. LANIER
But, in effect, wouldn't the wildlife and fisheries be

prescribing the circumstances under which the crime would be
committed? Is that not correct, Mr. Pugh?

MR. PUGH
By rules and regulations, if the legislature said that

they may define under rules and regulations what a crime is,
then I agree with you; or if the legislation says that any
violation of any of the rules and regulations of one of these
departmental commissions is a crime, then I don't believe such
legislation would be constitutional, and it particularly wouldn't
be in the light of this.

MR. LANIER
Well, let me ask you this, Mr. Pugh: Would you not agree

with me that under the present laws dealing with the wildlife
and fisheries, that certain sections have particular penal
provisions attached to the sections, but that there is a general
penal clause pertaining to any violation of any wildlife and
fisheries regulation?

MR. PUGH
Yes, I'm familiar with that. I know it doesn't satisfy

this constitution, but I'm familiar with it.

MR. LANIER
Well, has it ever been declared unconstitutional?

MR. PUGH
No, not to my knowledge.

MR. LANIER
If this is correct, if this is the way our present wildlife

and fisheries law is written, would your amendment invalidate
the general penal provision of our present wildlife and fisheries
law?

MR. PUGH
Well, I think there's no question but the legislature among

its other functions is going to have to straighten out any legis-
lation. Including that to comply with this constitution.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Pugh, in your opinion, under the Avant amendment and if

your amendment is passed, will it require entire rewriting of all
the wildlife laws of Louisiana? Would the Transitional Committee
have to do that?

MR. PUGH
All the wildlife laws? No. We're talking about the regula-

tions that they may have. If there's a wildlife law, then it's
been passed by the legislature and you don't have to worry about
it.

MR. DUVAL
Well, you don't think it'll be in conflict with this constitu-

tion?

MR. PUGH
No.

MR. DUVAL
Why not?

MR. PUGH
Not unless that law confers upon this administrative body

the right to define a crime.

MR. DUVAL
You do agree, though, that part of the laws would have to

be rewritten under this provision?

MR. PUGH
Well, ...

MR. DUVAL
What about the part of the wildlife law which says that

the violation of a regulation is a crime. That would have to

be rewritten, wouldn't it?

MR. PUGH
Yes, it sure would, and I think it should be.

MR. DUVAL
Now, what about the wildlife laws that only apply to a specific

local area? Will those have to be rewritten?

MR. PUGH
That's Mr. Avant's amendment.

MR. DUVAL
Yes. Will those have to be rewritten?

MR. PUGH
Yes.

MR. DUVAL
They would have to be rewritten, won't they?

MR. PUGH

Yes, if you're going to try to say that if you violate the

rules and regulations in this little book published by an admin-
istrative body, you have committed a crime, then, yes; they'd

have to be rewritten.

MR. DUVAL
Do you think we've studied this sufficiently to know what

effect it's going to have on the various revised statutes affecting

the wildlife, for an example?

MR. PUGH
Well, if you are asking me that in the last twenty minutes

have I read all these wildlife laws, I haven't.
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W.. BURNS
Mr. Pugh, this worries me. I mean, I don't quite understand

it. Say, the legislature passes a law. It's a present law,
defining the killing of a doe as a crime.

MR. PUGH
Killing of what?

MR. BURNS
A doe, deer. . .female deer.

MR. PUGH

Oh, I thought you said a toad.

MR. BURNS
But, under our present law, as I understand It, the Wildlife

and Fisheries Conmission or Department in certain areas where
they have an overproduction of doe, female deer, they can de-
clare an open season on it although there's a state law declaring
that the killing of a doe deer is a crime.

MR. PUGH
If you're asking me whether an administrative body ought to

be able, by Its rules and regulations, to change the laws of
the State of Louisiana, as enunciated by the legislature, then
I'll tell you that they ought not be able to.

MR. BURNS
The only reason I cited that because that's the situation

now.

MR. PUGH
Well, see, going back to my earlier Illustration, there 's

one thing to say that the killing of a deer out of season Is a
crime. There's another thing to say that the administrative
body can determine the limits of the season. Those are two
entirely different things.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Pugh, the way your amendment Is phrased, it says, "nothing

herein shall be construed as authorizing." As I read this dele-
gate proposal, it's a limitation, not an authorization of any-
thing .

MR. PUGH
That' s correct.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, how could anything be construed as authorizing? How

could anything in Delegate Conroy's proposal be construed as
an authorization when all the language of It is cast as a

limitation?

MR. PUGH
I asked Mr. Vick the same question. He said we'll let Style

and Drafting take care of that.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Isn't it also correct that the legislature may do anything

not denied it, and that this Is cast in... the delegate proposal
is cast in the language of a long denial of things to the
legislature?

MR. PUGH
Tea. It can do anything it's not denied. However, I think

it ou^t to be denied the right to delegate the power to define
crises. There isn't any question about that. I think you ought
to be able to look to the statutes of Louisiana to tell what a

crlae is.

MRS. ZERVIGON
One more q\ie8tion: Wouldn't that be unconstitutional delega-

tion of authority in any case?

MR. PUGH
...Well, I think it is, frankly. That was my answer over here.

I think it's always been unconstitutional when they did it.

[previous Question ordered , Amendment
rejected : 47'48 , Motion to reconsider
tabled . Previous Quest ion ordered on
the entire subject matter.]

Point of Information

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, did that motion include the voting since

there Is.. this would require a record vote, passage of the
section and proposal. In other words, would a motion be in
order at this time to move for a suspension of the rules so
that we can act upon Section 1 and the proposal simultaneously?

MR. CASEY
I see. Mr. Tobias, I made an error. I should have just

Indicated your Intention was to call the question on Section 12,
but you're talking about something completely different, right?
When we vote, we're going to vote on Section 12 and the entire
delegate proposal, and that Is your motion?

MR. TOBIAS
That would be my motion.

[wot i on to suspend the rules to vote s i

-

mul taneous 1 y on Section 12 and Delegate
Proposal No . 22 adopted : 7 4-2 . Motion
to reconsider the Section tabled . Moti on
to reconsi der the Proposal pending

,

]

Recess

Chairman Henry in the Chair

[quorum present . Delegate Proposa 1 No

.

6 5 ca 1 led from t he calendar and wi th-
drawn . Moti on to cal 1 Delegate Pro-
posa 1 No . 42 from the calendar adopted
without objection.^

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 42, introduced by Delegate Dennery and

Delegate Stovall: A proposal providing for the lieutenant governor
as ombudsman.

"Article IV, Section .

Section . The lieutenant governor shall be the ombuds-

man for the people of the state. He shall receive and investigate

complaints made against the state. Its officials, employees,
agencies, boards, or commissions. The legislature shall prescribe
procedures and remedies necessary to effectuate this provision."

Explana ti on

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, this delegate

proposal, which was Introduced by Reverend Stovall and me, is for
the purpose of giving duties to the one statewide elected official
for which we have provided no specific duties: namely, the lieu-
tenant governor. We are suggesting that the lieutenant governor shall
receive and Investigate complaints made by the citizens of this
state, whether they be in the state employ or not in the state
employ, "against the state, its officials, employees, agencies,
boards, or commissions." Now, the idea of the ombudsman started
some, oh, a number of years ago^ officially, out in the Scandinavian
countries. But, even before then, way back in the primitive
legal order— in the Cerraanic tribes and, later on, in England

—

there was a method by which a citizen could complain to the head
of a state; and the head of the state, normally, appointed some-
one to receive these complaints. For instance, in England the

chancellor was the keeper of the king's conscience. The position,
normally, is of a neutral individual, and the word "ombudsman"
derives from the man who collected a fine which was imposed in

ancient law and carried the fine to its destination. Now, the

purpose of this is to permit the individual concerned to give
voice to the collective conscience and the spirit of the people.
He attempts to resolve grievances at an early level so that you

don't have to go to court. He attempts to improve the administration
of the government, and he attempts to aid legislative oversight
of administration. There are numerous states already which have
adopted similar articles. Hawaii has it in the revised statutes;
other states have it in the constitution or in the statutes. There
are numerous articles which have been written on the subject, recom-
mending—although some of them do not recommend— that the lieutenant
governor hold this position. Now, we are submitting, along with
this delegate proposal, two amendments, the first of which will
remove the word "ombudsman"—which, in the first place. Is dif-
ficult to pronounce and difficult to understand by those who have
never heard the word before. So, the first amendment will merely
remove, from line 9, reference to the ombudsman and will make the

sentence read: "The lieutenant governor shall receive and investi-
gate complaints," etc. In addition to this, we thought we should
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allow the convention the opportunity to give one or more other

duties to the office of the lieutenant governor. The second amend-
ment, which will be passed around to you, provides that he shall

be in charge of the commerce and industry affairs of the state,

of the public parks and recreation of the state, and of tourism

in the state. It seemed to both Mr. Stovall and to me that It

was difficult to have a statewide elective official without giving

that official some duties. We have removed, as you will recall,

the only serious duties that the lieutenant governor presently

has. We have removed him from his office as presiding officer of the

Senate; he will no longer preside at Senate meetings; he will no

longer have the right to appoint conmittees in the Senate. There-

fore, we have left him kind of out in left field with no duties,

and it Is our sincere belief that we should give some duties to

the office of the lieutenant governor. I'll be pleased to answer

any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Dennery, there's one question I'd like to ask: Are all

these duties acceptable to the lieutenant governor, or how does

he feel about this?

MR. DENNERY
Well, the present lieutenant governor has indicated that he,

for all practical purposes, is doing the work of an ombudsman
right now without any official designation. He does receive
complaints, and he tries to help citizens of the state in this
regard. He is very interested In the other three duties which
we are adding by way of... want to present to the convention by
means of an amendment. He feels very strongly that the office
of lieutenant governor should have a particular one or more
duties so that the lieutenant governor will have something to

do other than wait in the wings until something happens to the

governor.

MR. HERNANDEZ
I'm sure, then, the last one— the conmerce and industry,

tourism, parks and recreation— I would feel that he might not
have objection to that, but that first amendment you have, you
do think that will be acceptable to him?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, I discussed it with him, Mr. Hernandez—and I think

Reverend Stovall has also—and he Indicated that that would be

satisfactory to him. He thought he was doing it anyway, so

he might as well have the official designation to do it.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, thank you,

MS.

sir.

2ERVIG0N
Mr. Dennery, regardless of how you phrase it, one of the

aspects of the concept of ombudsman Is independent funding so
that you could really be an advocate of the people; and, even
if you made some folks mad, you'd still be able to keep on with
the job. There's nothing in this proposal that protects any
kind of independent funding for the office, is there?

MR. DENNERY
No, I don't think it would encroach upon the duties of the

attorney general because this is... the purpose of this office
would be to try to get these things settled before you had to go
to court. In other words, he would act—somewhat. If you will

—

as an arbitrator, but not officially as an arbitrator. He would
receive complaints. He could screen out those complaints which
obviously were unnecessary, and those which had some basis, he
would be able to try to get the department of the Individual
concerned to see the light, as it were.

MR. LANDRUM
But, don't the attorney general also act in the capacity of

an investigator?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, but I don't think this is the same thing. Reverend.

The normal functions of the attorney general, from an Investigative
point of view, are more related to the criminal things than to—
In other words, this would be a situation of a complainant. You
weren't getting the type of service you thought you were entitled
to from this state.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Moise, I'm for giving the lieutenant governor some responsibil-

ities; however, do you think that there could possibly be some friction

between his office and, perhaps, the governor's office and other

investigatory bodies that are going to handle complaints? Just

suppose, for example, is that the lieutenant governor has an ambi-

tion to be governor. Is that—you know, his handling of complaints,

perhaps, could create an unfavorable situation?

MR. DENNERY
It conceivably could, Mr. Glarrusso. I don't believe It

would, but It conceivable could. I think that the normal, average

run of lieutenant governors probably has an ambition to become

governor, whether he is in charge of one department or another.

If you prefer to limit his duties, say, to tourism or commerce

and industry or parks and recreation, I personally would have no

objection. The reason this was put in originally, in the form in

which it was put, was just so that we would have something it

was put ln--as you notice, it's 42; so It's rather late—we had

to get something in if we wanted to give him any duties.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Well, another question Is that don't you think this would be

a duplication effort by agencies that are charged or given the

responsibility of investigating complaints that there'd have

to be another staff under the lieutenant governor specifically to

do this?

MR. DENNERY
I think it probably would require some staff, Mr. Glarrusso.

I don't think he could personally do this, no.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Of course, I knew that, but I just don't see, you know, the

need for this type of responsibility— something else, yes; but that

particular one, I would say no.

MR. DENNERY
Well, I think no more than protects the independent funding

by the legislature of any other office. I would assume, Ms.

Zervlgon, that if the convention adopts a proposal of this nature,
that the lieutenant governor's office will seek and receive the

necessary or requisite appropriation.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Moise, I'm a little confused. I think you explained this,

but I didn't hear the explanation. I've got two amendments here.

One of them says you're going along with what you have in the proposal,

and adding Section (B) for lieutenant governor. The other one

deletes. . .

.

MS. ZERVIGON
One of the things that's always been in civil service is that

the legislature shall provide adequate money to perform this func-

tion, and then It preserves the Independence of civil service.
You didn't consider putting such a phrase in with regard to the

lieutenant governor, did you?

HR. DENNERY
No, but I would certainly have no objection, nor do I believe

would Reverend Stovall have any objection to an amendment which
required funding.

MS. ZERVIGON
Thank you.

MR. LANDRUM
Moise, I was wondering: Do you think this would be an

encroachment on the attorney general—on the duties of the attorney
general?

MR. DENNERY
Just deletes the word "ombudsman." That's all it does. It

says, if you would read the proposal with that amendment

MR. SUTHERLAND
Well, I've read it, and I don't follow it, Moise. Maybe

It's clear, but I read those instructions, and I can't follow

it on the proposal.

MR. DENNERY
I don't have it in front of me. Matt. What are the Instructions?

MR. SUTHERLAND
It says: "On page 1, line 9, immediately after the word

delete the remainder of the line and on line 10, before the

word ' receive' delete the following: 'man for the people of

the state. Each shall'."

shall'
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MR. DENNERY
Right. So that It would then read: "The lieutenant

governor shall receive and investigate complaints made against

the state, its officials," etc. Just veaovee Che title of

"ombudsman.**

Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. 1 see the amendment uses the word

"each.** It should say "he." That was a typographical error.

MR. HENRY
Mr. E. J. Landry has a t 'sstion.

MR. E. J. LANDRY
Mr. Dennery, do you really feel that we should assign

duties to Che second In command of Che Scate of Louisiana

—

the man who represents the governor? Do you not see oppor-
tunity for conflicCs in your amendment?

J«. DENNERY
No sir, I don't, Mr. Landry. 1 think that the amemdmenc . . .

.

Well, che proposal icself does not conflict with the....
you see, we have provided In the executive department that he shall
have such other duties and powers as may be given Co him, either
by, as I recall, Che governor or the legislature. Now, what we're
doing now is saying chat one of these powers shall be this: namely,
Che ombudsman concepC.

MR. RAYBURN
Molse, I'm going Co be friendly, coo, but I'm JusC Crying to

really find out: If I understand your proposal correctly, che

lieucenanc governor, if Chis is passed, would be able Co investi-

gate all officials, all departments, all state agencies, and then

further investigate any complaint that anyone might call into his

office; is that correcc?

MR. DENNERY
No, Ic's limited Just to the conplalnc, SenaCor.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, the original proposal says he shall invescigace.

MR. DENNERY
No, ic says he shall "receive" and investigate complaints.

MR. RAYBURN
Complaints against all officials, all agencies,

commissions.

boards , and

MR. DENNERY
Yes, that's correct, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
Now, then it further says that he shall "direct the offices

of commerce and Industry, tourism, and parks and recreation."

MR. DENNERY
Well, now, that, of course, is the that's the amendment.

MR. RAYBURN
That is the amendment,

adopted at this time?
And, the amendment has not been

MR. DENNERY
No, we haven't even gotten to the amendaent yet.

MR. RAYBURN
Now, under our present setup, the attorney general of the

state is supposed to invescigace all complaints, and we have the
Consumers* Proceccion Commission, which is now in effecc— it

has a statewide telephone number— chac investigaces all complaincs
that come before Chem. Would this be a duplication of duties?
Would the lieutenant governor need a staff of lawyers and research
people and detectives Co go out and make all these invesClgaCions
chac had been requesCed of him? I'm just trying to find out, really,
what are we trying to set up here?

MR. DENNERY
1 would not think so. Ic would seen to me that, in the

reorganization of the executive branch—which the legislature
is sup(K>sed to do under this consCiCuCion— it could very
well place this office of consumer protection under this phase
of the lieutenant governor's duties, if it so chose, and it

would be the logical place to put it; so he would have an
organization ready-made for him at that point. Now, as far as

complaints are concerned, it is possible that we might better

restrict It so that he would not be investigating the criminal

phases of anything. That was not the intention of ic aC all.

The incencion of it was to.... if you act as an ombudsman, you

would not be InvestigaCing criminal complalnCs at all; you

would merely be invesCigaClng, for instance. Senator, if the

highways in your particular parish were not properly fixed,

instead of bothering you, they would then bother the ombudsman.

MR. RAYBURN
Do you believe they'll do that?

MR. DENNERY
Well, if you give them a free telephone number, they might

—

instead of having to wake up early in the morning to catch you.

MR. RAYBURN
Now, let me further ask you this: What would be your defini-

tion of investigating officials? I read that.

MR. DENNERY
It's only complaints made against them.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, the complaincs that I was doing something wrong in my

area—he's going to come investigate me? Then, if I'm lieuCenanC

governor and want to run for governor, I'll InvestigaCe Che present

governor four years Co make sure chac...

MR. DENNERY
Thac's within the realms of possibility, yes, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
....make sure Chac 1 build me up enough publicicy Co get me

inco Che ring.

MR. DENNERY

ThaC's quice possible, yes.

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Dennery, my quesclon was going to be similar to what you

answered Senator Rayburn, and I ask you Co puc yourself in the

role of legislator—or any other public official, as far as that

is concerned. If you were a legislator, would you prefer one of

your constituents to call the lieutenant governor about a bad

road in your district, or would you rather have him call you and

see if you could help him?

MR. DENNERY
Well, Mr. LeBleu, I've never been a legislator. I would

imagine that the average legislator would just as soon be able

to wear the white hat and say, "I got the road fixed." It might

make it easier for the legislator.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Chairman, che first set of amendments—had prepared for

Mr. Dennery and Delegate Stovall—are the same technical amendments
just to correct, or keep In the consistent fomv the title on lines

7 and 8. Delete Chose lines and inserc in lieu chereof:

"ARTICLE IV. EXECUTIVE BRANCH
* * *

Section"—number this 24; there are twenty-three present sections
in the Executive Article—"Lieutenant Governor is Ombudsman"

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 9, at the beginning of the

line, strike out "Section " and inserC in lieu chereof "Secclon
24."

[^Amendwents adopted without objection.]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendmencs senc up by Delegates Dennery and Stovall. Read

as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete line 4 in its entirety
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and insert in lieu thereof the following: "Providing for the

duties of the lieutenant governor."
Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 9, immediately after the

word "shall" delete the remainder of the line and on line 10,

before the word "receive" delete the following: "man for the

people of the state." That word "Each" should be "He"—"He
shall".

Expl anati on

MR. DENNERY
This,also, Mr. Chairman, is a technical amendment in that it

removes from the language the word "ombudsman" from the delegate

proposal completely. Otherwise, it remains the same. In other

words, it would read that "the lieutenant governor shall receive

and investigate," etc., and it removes the language terming him

the "ombudsman" for the people of the state.

[Amendments adopted without objection .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Delegates Dennery and Stovall send up the following amendment:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 13, immediately after the

word "procedures" insert a conma "," and delete the remainder of

the line and insert in lieu thereof the following: "remedies and
appropriate the funds necessary to".

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
The purpose of this amendment is to take care of the problem

raised by Ms. Zervigon during the question period. It provides

that the legislature shall not only prescribe procedures and remedies

but, also, shall appropriate the funds necessary to effectuate the

provision.

Questions

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Dennery, doesn^t the legislature have this authority,

without all of this, already?

MR. DENNERY
You mean the authority to appropriate the funds?

MR. SHANNON
To do any of this.

MR. DENNERY
Oh, questionably they do. I think the legislature unquestionably

has the power to set up this type of office. Whether they have

the right to give that duty, specifically—or those duties, speci-

fically— to the lieutenant governor, I'm not certain of, Mr. Shannon.

They probably do have that right,

MR. SHANNON
By putting all this in the constitution now. why, you're going

to set up another budget—compulsory budget.

MR. DENNERY
Of course, the lieutenant governor's office gets a budget any-

way. The purpose of the whole proposal is to give certain duties

—

specific duties— to a statewide elected official who, at present,

under the way the article on the executive department reads, he has

no duties.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Dennery, I wonder If the lieutenant governor would be

available after he gets all these duties to perform, in the event
the governor is absent.

MR. DENNERY
Oh, yes, he'll still be available. There won't be any problem

there. This is his office anyway.

MR. HAYES
After you put all of this in the constitution for him to do,

you think he would still be available to act as the governor?

MR. DENNERY
I don't think there'd be any question because the legislature

and the governor can give him other duties anyway.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
rejected : 37-54. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Dennery sends up a further amendment.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 24, immediately after ....

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 9, immediately after "Section
24." and before the word "The" insert "(A)".

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 15, add the following:
"(B) The lieutenant governor shall direct the offices of commerce
and Industry, tourism, and parks and recreation."

Expl anati on

MR, DENNERY
The purpose of this amendment is to add these other three

duties to those of the lieutenant governor. In other words, the

lieutenant governor would "direct the offices of commerce and

industry, tourism, and parks and recreation." 1 suggest to the

delegates that, if this amendment is adopted and you do not agree

with the first section in connection with the ombudsman concept,

that it would be far better to adopt the second— the (B) section

—

and then come back with an amendment, if you choose to, to remove

the first section and make (B) really Section (A). This would

avoid any possibility of conflict in the question raised by

Senator Rayburn, for instance, and would give specific duties

to the lieutenant governor on commerce and industry, tourism,

and parks and recreation. I urge its adoption. I'll be

pleased to answer any questions.

Quest! ons

MR, DUVAL
I'm just trying to figure out how this fits into the scheme

of the executive department proposal. I'm wondering: Would the

lieutenant governor be the head of a department under this, or

would he be one of the twenty departments, or how would it work?

MR. DENNERY
It could very well work that way, I think the legislature

could very well create a department which would contain ccMnmerce,

Industry, tourism, parks, and recreation, and any others they choose

and put that under the aegis of the lieutenant governor,

MR. DUVAL
But, if it were part of another department, you could have

an appointed head being over a department which is headed up by

one of you elected statewide officials. I was just wondering

how we could cure that problem.

MR. SHANNON
But, could not all this be done, even without this article?

MR. DENNERY
But, the same thing could have been done in agriculture, Mr.

Shannon, and we chose to put it in the constitution. The same

thing could be done with attorney general; the same thing could

be done with all the other statewide offices.

MR. JONES
Mr. Dennery, I think you have an excellent amendment, and

I'd like to ask that you and Reverend Stovall permit me to coauthor

that amendment and the delegate proposal with you, if you will.

MR. DENNERY
Be delighted to have you, sir.

MR. DENNERY
Well, I think the problem would have to be cured by the

reorganization by the legislature. It's the only way I know

to cure it—unless you wanted to create a specific department,

and I see no reason to do that.

MR. DUVAL
But, this would have to go under one of the twenty depart-

ments, would it not?

MR. DENNERY
Oh, yes. I don't think there's any question about that.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Dennery, I believe I understood you to say that the

lieutenant governor would direct these particular agencies that

you've outlined in this amendment.
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MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

specifically about this amendment-
and parks.

-Commerce and Industry » tourism.

MR. RAYBURM
Under the present law, unless we would change the structure, the

governor would appoint all the members of the Parks and Recreation,

all the members of Comnierce and Industry, and then the lieutenant

governor would have full responsibility of carrying out the duties

of those various offices and would have nothing to do with who got

appointed to those positions?

MR. DENNERY
I think that's correct. Senator Rayburn, unless the laws were

changed. But, nevertheless, it would give these various departments

or rather these various offices— it would group them under one

general department, and the head of that department would be the

lieutenant governor.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, as today, Mr. Dennery, I believe he's an ex officio

member of Commerce and Industry; is that not correct?

MR. DENNERY
I don't recall. Senator. He may %rell be.

MR. RAYBURN
I'm sure he Is, Mr. Dennery; he already serves on the Commerce

and Industry.

MR. DENNERY
He may well do that. I don't think that would make any difference,

chough, because he would just be In charge of the office.

MR. ABRAHAM
Hoise, don't you feel that by having this language in the con-

stitution that we probably could restrict the reorganization of
the executive branch within twenty departments, in that we're
saying maybe Connerce and Industry could best fit ln--the office
could best fit in with several other offices in a particular de-
partment, and then we're pulling this one office out of there?
Or, for instance, suppose that the Parks and Recreation Division
or office were in the Department of Natural Resources or Con-
servation, don't you think we'd be creating some problems here?

I'm not disagreeing with what you're attempting to do, but I

think if we put it in the constitution, I'm afraid of what it

might do to the reorganization plan.

MB. DENNERY
Well, my answer to that. Mack, Is that If you're going to

give the lieutenant governor any duties, you're going to have to

state what those duties are. Somewhere along the line you may
run Into some conflicts with some theoretical plan of reorgani-
zation, but I think those can all be worked out as a practical
matter.

MR. ABRAHAM
But, would it not be better, though, to leave it flexible

so that in the reorganizatlonal plan it may be that one or two
or three of these departments would report to the lieutenant governor?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I think you have to choose between the lesser of two evils

there. You either want to give the lieutenant governor certain duties
or you don't. Now. my conception is that we ought to give every
statewide elected official specific duties.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Dennery, I think there's been some discussion about the

possibility of conflict between the governor and the lieutenant

governor. You may not be old enough, but you recall the incident

between Governor Huey P. Long and Lieutenant Governor Cyr?

MR. ALEXANDER
Yes,

MR. DENNERY
I don't quite follow how you would do that.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, by amendment simply state that the lieutenant governor

shall... may hold these positions by the designation of the governor.

MR. DENNERY
Well, I don't think you need that, then. Reverend Alexander.

I think that the present state of our document is that the governor

can give chose duties if he wants to, right now.

MR. ALEXANDER
He can give them now, but if we designate them in the con-

stitution, then he may not Cake them away.

MR. DENNERY
That's correct, sir. That was the theory behind this was

Co give each statewide elected official certain duties. Now, it

may be that some of these duties would better not be in here. I'm

not in a position to state that.

{_PrBvious Question ordered . Amendiaents
rejected : 37-53. Motion to recons ider
tabled . Previous Quest ion ordered on
the Section .

]

Closing

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, what we

are struggling with here is consclCuCional ducies for an office

that has been established already in this constitution. Mr. Dennery

and 1 have been on Che CommiCCee for che Executive Branch. We have

talked with the lieutenant governor. We felt Chat these duties which

we suggested here were appropriate to his office. I would remind

you, and especially in response Co Mr. Shannon over here, that we're

not setting up an additional budget, but rather we are trying to

give definite funcdons to a constitutional office which we have

already established. Now, the idea of the lieutenant governor

investigating complaints and receiving these complaints is an

effort to make government more responsive to the people. I think

also we need to remind ourselves that if there are constitutional

duties for the office of lieutenant governor, chat this gives

greater dignity to the office, and it will tend to encourage
qualified people to run for this office. So, on the basis of these

and the considerations suggested by Mr. Dennery, we encourage your

affirmative support.

Thank you.

\_Reading of the Section as Amended . Sec-
tion failed to pass: 37-58. Motion to
withdraw the Proposal adopted without
objection . Motion to call Delegate Pro-
posal No . 4 9 from the calendar adopted
without object ion .

}

MR. DENNERY
Unfortunately, I' old enough; yes, sir.

MR. ALEXANDER
Where the lieutenant governor physically attempted to seize

the position of governor. Now, I'm wondering, if we can have two

governors,that we should not make it possible that the governor

must accede him some way to the appointment or the designation of

the lieutenant governor to these positions, and would you oppose

an amendment to do just that?

MR. DENNERY
I don't quite follow you. Reverend. You're talking now

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 49 by Delegate Brlen.

A proposal providing with respect to consumer education and
Information councils.

"Be it adopted by the Constitutional Convention of 1973:

Article , Section 1. Consumer Education and Information
Councils

Section 1. The legislature shall create consumer education
and information councils, which may provide consumer representation
for the interest of consumers throughout the state in hearings
before any board, commission, department, or agency of the state

or any political subdivision thereof and which shall exercise
such other powers and duties as are fixed by law."

Explanation

MRS. BRIEN

You know all I want is to give consumer education a firm stand
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In this constitution, so it progresses throughout the state. Loui-
siana consumers want a constitution that protects the consumers,
the average man or woman whose role in the market place as a buyer
and also the seller or producer of goods and services. So often
it is forgotten that people are consumers of government service, too.

Consumers are voters. Everyone agrees that Louisiana's old consti-
tution is a bad bargain, and this body right now has a great oppor-
tunity to give consumers their money's worth In the new constitution.
On your desks you see a provision from Montana's recently adopted

constitution. Now, If you read this, this is really much stronger than

what my proposal is. I say in my proposafhearings before any board,

commission, department , "etc. Yes, I think we need the voice of

the consumer representatives on all these boards. Also, regulatory
agencies such as insurance ,

pharmacy , radio and TV repair, etc., are

generally controlled by those within the profession— being regulated.

Of course, experts in each field still are needed, but so are con-

sumers. As one example of what our present lack of consumer rep-

resentation can mean to consumers, consider the recent action of

the Louisiana Milk Coiranlssion. So, I say again: I want to give

every individual the right that he deserves,and that's what I mean

when I talk about consumer protection. So. I ask you for your

favorable adoption of this proposal.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Mrs. Brien, the legislature could provide this by statute, could

it not?

MRS. BRIEN
Yes, it could provide it, but It never did provide it. What

we have right now is a statute that isn't worth the paper it's
written on.

MR. JENKINS
I wonder, when we already do have a Consumer Protection Agency,

I believe, don't we?

MRS. BRIEN
Yes, we have, but what I want is that it goes throughout the

state, that everybody Is protected- -especially represent the consumers,
so any council can represent the consumers and every board, agency,
and department.

MR. JENKINS
When It says that 'bonsumer representation may be provided for",

does that mean the state would be hiring lawyers that would go in

and sue some of our businesses in the state, use tax funds?

What would that mean?

MRS. BRIEN
No, what it really is, only to represent the consumers, to be

there when, let's say like when it was going on with the Milk
Commission. Consumer representation was not even there. There are

so many things that are done and the consumer doesn't even know
about it

.

MR. JENKINS
In other words, you mean like a private business might be

represented by its attorneys on the one hand, and then against

it would be the state attorneys representing consumers. Is

that how it would work?

MRS. BRIEN
Well, it ' s really up to the legislature. I said councils,

but I did leave it up to the legislature.

MR. JENKINS
On this last part where it says it shall "exercise other

powers and duties" provided by law, what sort of duties would

those be ,do you think? What sort of powers might these councils
have?

MRS. BRIEN
Well, the duty is really only to represent the consumers, and

yes, if it is wrongdoing against the consumer, they should have

some power to do something about it, and that is again left up
to the legislature as to how far they can go.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
We have the same usual technical amendments, Mr. Chairman, to

come in and correct the title on lines 8 and 9—"Article XII. Gen-
eral Provisions *** Section 12. Consumer Education and Information

Councils." In addition we have in those lines 8, 9 and also on line
10 made this as Section 12 of the General Provisions Article.

[Amendment s adopted wi thout object ion

,

Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion , Section failed to pass : 48-45

.

Motion to table reconsideration adopted

:

55-35. Moti on to withdraw Delegate Pro-
posal No . 4 9 adopted without objection

.

Motion to call Delegate Proposal No. 43
from the calendar adopted without ob-
jection » ]

MR. POYNTER
On line 11... the proposal was amended in committee and on line

11 the words should be "which may provide consumer representation"—
and it goes on to line 12—"representation for the interest of
consumers." That word is "may". The first time it was printed
it. inadvertently by the printer on line 11, the word was "shAll".
It correctly should be "may", and it's possible that...I know a
number of delegates have old copies of the reprinted proposal in
there.which is incorrect, so the sentence should read "the legis-
lature shall create consumer education and information councils,
which may provide consumer representation, "etc.

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 43 introduced by Delegates Johnny Jackson,

Gauthier, Gravel, Alphonse Jackson, et al,

A proposal providing for juvenile courts having exclusive original

jurisdiction with the exception for offenses of murder, aggravated
kidnapping, armed robbery, or aggravated rape.

The section reads as follows:

"Section . Juvenile courts including district courts and
parish and city courts when sitting as ex officio juvenile courts,

shall have exclusive original jurisdiction of all offenses com-
mitted by persons under the age of seventeen, except that the

criminal district courts in the parish of Orleans and the several
district courts in the other parishes of the state shall have
exclusive original jurisdiction of persons who at the time of

the commission of the offense are over the age of fifteen years and

who have been indicted by a grand jury for the offenses of murder,
aggravated kidnapping, armed robbery, or aggravated rape committed
within their respective jurisdictions."

Expl anation

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, in order

to conserve some time of this convention—and particularly in order
to allow adequate discussion , debate , and hopefully a well thought

out decision on the part of this convention— I want to suggest to

you that the committee proposal that is before you is the proposal
that went before the committee and did not have the opportunity to

be amended. So, I would ask that you disregard the committee pro-

posal as it appears in your book because the substance of the

proposal is an amendment that I have sent up. If you recall on

yesterday, I did announce that we would be debating and discussing
that amendment because in effect that was my Delegate Proposal No.

43. So, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that you allow the amendment
to this proposal to be introduced so we can discuss fully what

I consider the most crucial issue—one of the most crucial issues

in this convention.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 12 through 23,

both inclusive, in their entirety and insert In lieu thereof

the following:
"Section . There shall be a juvenile court for each parish.

It shall have jurisdiction of cases of the State of Louisiana In

the interest of children under seventeen years of age who are

brought before it as delinquent or neglected children, as may be

defined by law, except for capital crimes or crimes defining

attempted rape, which are committed by children fifteen years of

age or older. It also shall have jurisdiction over cases involving

persons charged with the violation of any law for the protection

of the physical, moral, or mental well-being of children under

seventeen years of age not punishable by death or hard labor.

It also shall have jurisdiction of cases of desertion or nonsupport

of children by either parent, or nonsupport of a wife by her husband

and also of the adoption of children under seventeen years of age.

Courts serving as ex officio juvenile courts on the effective
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date of this constitution shall continue to serve in that capacity

until such time as their Jurisdiction Is changed as provided herein.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 15 of Article V of

this constitution to the contrary, the legislature may provide

by law upon a favorable vote of at least two-thirds of the members

elected to each house: (1) for the merger of juvenile courts with

other courts; (2) for the abolition of juvenile courts; (3) for

additional jurisdiction of Juvenile courts; and (4) that a Juvenile

court may waive its jurisdiction over children fifteen years of

age or older at the time of the conraission of any offense, who

n^y then be tried as adults."

Explanation

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, as most

of you know that 1 have personally, along with Mr. Pugh and other

delegates here, have been concerned about the present provision
as it exists in the Judiciary Article. I've heard constantly over

the last three months, particularly, about some concerns that

Individual delegates here had about the original proposal. The
only thing that I ask you in listening to this amendment is to

recognize (1) if I have made the necessary compromises, (2) if

the amendment as I present to you indeed is worth every positive
and affirmative vote on your part. In explaining the amendment

let me say that (1) if you look at the first paragraph, it says,

"there shall be a Juvenile court for each parish", rather than "in

each parish." This was done to allow parishes that may now or

in the future cannot financially afford Oi: geographically maintain

a separate Juvenile court to join with other parishes in the support

of such a Juvenile court. In addition,what that does is to allow
that those parishes that presently have district courts serving

as ex officio courts to be retained. That is significant because

one of the arguments was that you're mandating that each parish

have a juvenile court, and I'm suggesting there's a difference
between the language, "there shall be a juvenile court in each
parish" and^a juvenile court for each parish." So, it allows
flexibility on the part of the governing authority of the parishes.

(2) The first paragraph maintains the present provisions regarding

Juveniles or youngsters fifteen years or older who commit vicious
or heinous crimes and allow that these persons be tried in the

district court as the present 1921 Constitution provides for

and which has not—and I repeat— it has not been changed. Now,

this was done—and I attempted to address my concern to those

delegates who cried very loudly and who I disagreed with to some

extent about those youngsters who commit vicious crimes. I am

saying that if they 're fifteen years or older and they commit a

vicious crime, that my provision provides, as in the 1921 Con-

stitution, provides that they can be tried as an adult so that

we ought not be smoke screen about .. .around that issue of whether
vicious. .. .youngsters who commit vicious crimes can be allowed to

escape trial by jury or trial by the courts. Thirdly, what I have

done, I have retained the provision—in the first paragraph now

—

particularly as It relates to the Orleans courts having Jurisdiction
over desertion and nonsupport and adoption. Delegate Vesich, in

my discussion with him, was concerned that my original amendment

did not provide for the adoptions and desertion; so I provided that

to address myself to that problem.
If we look at Paragraph 2—and particularly I want those

parishes that have district courts serving as ex officio Juvenile
courts to understand what the second paragraph does. The second

paragraph provides that courts that are functioning ex officio
Juvenile courts shall be continued as provided In Paragraph 3,

which requires a two-thirds vote of the legislature to change.

So, that means that if you presently now have a district court

—

and in Paragraph 1 I have not mandated each parish—but if you

presently have a district court serving as ex officio juvenile
court, then you are allowed to maintain that without being re-
quired to go to a separate specific court within your particular
parish.

Paragraph 3 is, in my estimation, full of compromises because
(1) we give the legislature the flexibility to merge It, to abolish
it, or to grant additional authority by two-thirds vote. Now,

this was done because there are three factions in this convention
here that have some strong feelings about merging. One faction
wants to merge it; one faction says we ought to abolish them. The

other faction says—and like we particularly in the city of New
Orleans—we want to move from a juvenile court to a family court,
so we have allowed a mechanism by two-thirds vote to allow that

no one faction in my opinion would have to just get a majority
vote to sway whatever direction that they want to go.

Secondly, in Paragraph 3—and I will answer questions

—

second In Paragraph 3 we provide that the Juvenile court Judge
may waive... the Juvenile court may waive its Jurisdiction over
those youngsters fifteen years or older for any offense. Now.

this was done because a lot of the delegates say, "Well, look.

Johnny, we've got some juveniles that don't commit major offenses,
but they're constant repeaters. As long as you do not allow

some flexibility where these constant repeaters can be tried

in a court because they are Incorrigible, then I'm afraid I

can't go with your amendment." So, what this specifically
addresses itself to is to allow repeaters, particularly on

the determination of the judge of the Juvenile court, to allow
this youngster to be transferred. Now, basically those are

the significant changes that I've made. Again, I repeat. If

for somehow you believe that these are compromises and these

are points of merit, then I ask your favorable vote.

I'd like to point out—Mr. Chairman, if I have time— I'd

like to stress certain points to you. One point is that I

want to point this out; Under the Judiciary—under the pro-

visions of the Judiciary Article..,.
Mr. Chairman, could 1 get a little attention, please?
I*d like to point out that 1.under Judiciary Articles,

district courts have exclusive jurisdiction over all felonies,

and I question seriously if this could be interpreted if a

youngster and his bike could be charged with assault and

battery; that 2, that a youngster could be tried on a state

charge for maybe stealing hubcaps, or 3, that youngsters now

can be exposed to the full effect of the law. Now, I'm not

talking about those youngsters that commit vicious crimes

because they can go to the district court. But, I'm just

talking about those youngsters who may go to a party after

a prom, get some alcohol in them, take somebody's hubcaps,

and they could very well be charged with a state charge,

and if you know—he doesn't have to be convicted—but, if you

know what that means In terms of an arrest record following

him through the rest of his life, no matter what kind of

influence he was under, then I suggest to you that that is

very dangerous. Second point of stress—and I hope you're

making notations of it— that the only... you hear the argument

about the three tiered court, and I've talked to some people

about that. The only justification for a three tiered court

that I've heard is that they want to cut down on the amount

of clerks, the amounts of sheriffs and the amount of people

issuing subpoenas. My only suggestion to the gentlemen is

that you can do that administratively and you can do that

cooperatively, but do not, in my estimation, do not jeopardize

the future of young people in this state just because somebody's

concerned about a duplication of the serving of writs. I think
that can be done by the Judicial Administration and cooperation

between the various courts. Thirdly, while talk about this

whole three tier level court, you're going to get some amend-

ments up here about reducing the terms of the judge. I want

to say very ranphatically , please, gentlemen, do not put the

future of juveniles in jeopardy because there's some problem

between certain judges in this state. If you've got a prob-

lem, you work your problem out within your judicial adminis-

tration or within courts. But, it seems to me very clearly

that that ought not be the issue. The future and the treat-

ment of Juveniles who are not vicious, not the one who conmiit

heinous crimes, ought to be the prime consideration. Thirdly,

I'd like to point out that in recent reports—and I have them

here if you want to read them—by PAR to a recent special
legislative committee chaired by Kenny Leithman, it was

pointed out that there are fifty-three thousand, four hundred

and thirty-eight children in need of special services in this

state and that twenty-seven thousand of them have been evaluated,

but, do you know what? The state does not have the resources

or the facilities to serve those youngsters. Now, it seems

to me that we're running a very dangerous risk exposing those

twenty-seven thousand when we don't even have service for to

the full effect and force of the law. Another report by the

American Businessmen Research Foundation points out—and I

had that here—points out that the newest problen drinker causing

concern among the nation's directors and mental health workers

is not a pressured executive; it's not a bored housewife; it's

not a skldrow bum, but really children. They're saying, In effect,

now, that we've got the problem of alcoholism among youngsters.

Now, you take that in relationship to the problems that we're

having with juveniles across the state. A third report by the

State Department of Education.

In a report by the State Department of Education on suspensions
that was done by, In particular ,Rep. Alphonse Jackson and the

committee and by Dean Stone, that in this state—and Alphonse,
you correct me if I'm wrong—that Just on suspension alone, that

in the year 1972 that there were around thirty-three thousand,

if I'm correct, youngsters who were suspended out of school.

Now, how many of those youngsters are going to be exposed to the

full effect of the law because now they can't get in school; they

have been suspended. You take that in relationship to the juvenile
problem. The fourth one, I'd like to point out that on the

Subconmiittee on Drug Abuse, which I had said before we got into
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standing committees, it was pointed out by the state commander
of the Narcotics Union that if you go— you can go to every

parish within this state. If they've just got a gas station
and a grocery store in it, that you'll find the presence of

marihuana and some other soft drugs. Now, what relationship
does the drug problem have to the increase in juvenile crime
problem and how we treat juveniles? Are we prepared to say that

if somebody gives our youngster—just on one occasion, maybe at

a party—give him a stick of marijuana and he smokes it, and he

goes out... and something to do with that, he ought to be exposed
to the full effect and force of the law? I've talked to one

delegate this morning from a rural parish, and I suggested to

him, I seriously think that once the drug problem be crystallized

and some people stop hiding it in these rural parishes, you're
going to really find out to the extent that youngsters nowadays
are involved in a drug culture. In the New Orleans area where
the clamor has originated, I would like to quote a portion of

a report of the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce in their report
on runaway crime. It says ^in ef fect ^that they are glad that
we are now in the legislature is now beginning to do something
about the crime problem. But, it cautions the legislature and
persons who are concerned that we ought to not act in haste and
we ought to not act in a fit of emotionalism and particularly
in a fit of political expediency. I'd like to say that I've
read this book here by the National Commission on Juvenile
Delinquency, and that nowhere in this report does it say that
we ought to abolish specialized courts. Finally, gentlemen,
just let me say in closing my presentation that those who sincerely
want to address themselves about the rising juvenile problem,
I suggest as one delegate that we ought to be not confusing
juvenile court with: 1, coordination of police department,
our schools, our mental health centers, our parents, our corrections,

and our hospitals; and that we ought to be about the business of

establishing shelter houses, centers, family counseling centers.
We are aiming at so-called criminally inclined youngsters, or

the bad guys. All I have to say, gentlemen, at this point is

what about the thousands of youngsters that are going to be ex-
posed to what I consider a very political and emotional body; but

those who come up with the argument about leave it to the legis-

lature, if this matter had not been in legislature then I would
be all wet in saying to you that I did not trust the legislature.
I do trust it, but I'm saying that we've got a track record, and
if that track record is going to be indicative of the kind of

future legislation that youngsters are going to be exposed to,

then I'm saying it is not worth it. It is not worth it. I, in

my amendment,allows some flexibility to the legislature, but I'm

suggesting to you that we ought not, as I've stated, we ought
not use a shotgun approach because while we're aiming at the
youngster who threw the brick with a shotgun, we can sure
shoot down a whole lot of youngsters who just happen to be in

the crowd.

Questions

MR. HAYES
Mr. Jackson, I don't know. You probably answered this

question, but I want to get clear on it. "There shall be a

juvenile court for each parish"does not mean one in each parish.

Is that correct?

MR. J. JACKSON
That's right,

MR. HAYES
But, it would be mandatory that they would have access to

one. It would take, say. East and West Feliciana, maybe, and
St. Helena would probably have to get together and come up

with a juvenile court.

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Hayes, presently under the present constitution, it

says that there shall be a juvenile court in each parish. To

me that was more restrictive and that it did bind some parishes,
possibly having this one specific court. What this allows really
is more flexibility because it allows like the parish of West

Feliciana and maybe East Feliciana, if they don't want to use

the district court as ex officio, and I think that's what they're
doing now, that they could combine whatever resources they
could necessarily...

MR. HAYES
Would this in any way affect the family court system in

this parish?

MR. J. JACKSON
No, it does not.

MR. ALEXANDER
Rep. Jackson, on line 6, I think you, do you not want to

correct that? You mean"except for capital crime or crimes defined
as attempted aggravated rape." Isn't that what you mean to write
there? That's on line 6.

MR. J. JACKSON
I'm sorry. Reverend, "except for crime..."

MR. ALEXANDER
"Except for crime or crimes defined," rather than"defining

as attempted rape," you mean "defined."

MR. J. JACKSON
If you considered that a technical amendment, I'd checked

with the staff on it and...

MR. ALEXANDER
O.K.

MR. J. JACKSON
...and they told me that in their opinion that what it meant

to say that, you know, the crime was to be defined by the legisla-

ture, by law.

MR. ALEXANDER
All right. Now, this is the other question: there are some

thirty or forty district courts in Louisiana which means that

you just could be creating an additional thirty or forty juvenile
courts. Now, most district courts, that is... it may be a court
in a small parish and there may be two or three parishes that

make up that district. Now, the judges, the number of judges
in that district, of course, depend on the case load. Now, here
you would separate all the juvenile cases, take all the juvenile
cases away from that district court.

MR. J. JACKSON
No, Rev. Alexander. If you would look at the second para-

graph, it states very clearly for those parishes that have dis-

trict courts. .

.

MR. ALEXANDER
No, that isn't what I'm saying. The only thing I'm saying

is that you would not remove the district court, but you would

take all the juvenile cases away from the district court.

MR. J. JACKSON
No, not district courts that presently serve as ex officio.

If a district court is serving as ex officio juvenile court, then

it's still retained. I'm not taking anything away from them.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, in almost all the parishes, of course, where they have

no family court or juvenile court...

MR. J. JACKSON
They have district courts.

MR. ALEXANDER
That's right, and they're serving as everything, aren't they?

MR. J. JACKSON
Yes, but they. . -right, and I'm not taking nothing away from

them.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, then, where will your jurisdiction come from?

MR. J. JACKSON
Rev., if you understand the process, there are district

courts that sit ex officio and juvenile court and then they operate

under the jurisdiction as provided in the constitution. All I'm

saying is that I maintain the present provision as it relates to

this. So, I don't affect them one way or another.

MR. ALEXANDER
But, they would not sit as juvenile courts any longer; is

that right?

MR. J. JACKSON
Yes, they would. Rev.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question to Mr.Fontenot?

You're next, Ms. Maybuce ; then you, Mr. Tobias, Mr. Giarrusso,

Mr. Arnette, Burns, De Blieux, and Nunez.
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MR. FOWIENOT
Mr. Jackson, at the present time, a case where, say, a husband

without any children Is not supporting his wife. What court has
that jurisdiction? Where she files charges for nonsupport? Does
the Juvenile court have Jurisdiction over that, or does the
district court have Jurisdiction?

MR. J. JACKSON
It presently, if the husband Is not supporting his wife, the

Juvenile court, does.

MR. FONTENOT
At the present tlae?

MR. J. JACKSON
Yes.

MR. FONTENOT
There's no kids Involved at all, the juvenile court still

has Jurisdiction? I mean doesn't that depend on what parish

It's In, or something like that?

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, In the parish of Orleans It Is that way.

MR. FONTENOT
So, under this amendment, say. In Evangeline Parish, where,

possibly the city court has Jurisdiction over Juvenile matters,

at the present time and district court has Jurisdiction over

nonsupport of a wife, then you're changing that law In the

sense that you're going to make that husband and wife go to

city court, you're changing the Jurisdiction of some of these

courts, aren't you?

MR. J. JACKSON
Not really, Mr. Fontenot. Now, if you consider that a major

problem, 1 would. ..I've talked with Mr. Pugh, and it's not our

impression that it does. In addition, in the fact that we have

basically followed the present provisions of the constitution,

that what this does, this does not, in effect, does what you say.

MR. FONTENOT
Well, I may agree that maybe a husband who doesn't support

his wife is acting Juvenile,but I don't think it ought to be In

juvenile court.

MS. MAYBUCE
Johnny, I can certainly agree with you that we need to do

something about our Juveniles and how they're treated in the court.

We certainly need to get rid of the concentration camp up on

Scenic Highway. I agree with you, and this will help do this.

Yet, on the other hand, I think Mr. Hayes and Mr. Fontenot had

touched on what I'm going to ask you. We here in East Baton Rouge

Parish have a well-oiled, 1 believe, family court. When Dewey

Asked you the question, how would it affect our family court,

you said It would not. But, I feel that the cases of nonsupport

which go through our family courts, those of adoption, those of

taking care of our mentally ill children, we want them left in

our family court. But, you didn't answer him that way. Would

that would you take that out and say "except East Baton Rouge

Parish"?

Mrs.
MR. J. JACKSON

I wouldn't mind doing that, but let me suggest to ypu,

Maybuce, that does not do that to East Baton Rouge Parish.

Secondly, If you look under the Judiciary Article right now, all

It says is that the Family Court of East Baton Rouge Parish could

be as determined by the legislature, the Jurisdiction, which means

that by a simple majority everything that you have now could be

wiped out. So, I'm Just saying to you that in my discussion In

putting together this amendment, it does not affect the Family
Court of Baton Rouge.

MS. MAYBUCE
O.K. because we don't want it tampered with.

MR. J. JACKSON
I'll say that for the record.

MX. TOBIAS
Mr. Jackson, what is the present term of a juvenile court

Judge?

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Tobias, I think It's eight years.

MR. TOBIAS
,

It is In Orleans Parish. In the rest of the state it s

six years. My next question is this: When you state in your

amendment that the Jurisdiction of the juvenile court is such

and such— in other words, you spell it out—I would like to

know how that protects the Juvenile. All that does is state

that the court has jurisdiction of it. It does not say that

it protects the juvenile. In other words, do you not agree

that the legislature- could still, in spite of your amendment,

allow juveniles to be sent to the penitentiary?

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Tobias, my amendment provides that if they commit

vicious crimes that they can be tried in the district courts.

Now, I told you earlier, I'm going to make It very plain, I

do not want to—and I'll say It very seriously— the Issues of

the Judges' sAlarics is a different thing. We're talking

about the merits of constitutional jurisdiction for a juvenile

court. I suggest to you very seriously, do not confuse the

issue. I'm not going to get into that fight between the judges.

I'm not going to allow Juveniles because it seems to me that

when we first Introduced this amendment, we're talking about

juvenile court Jurisdiction. Now, we're talking about another

problem that's come up about the judges' term. Now, if you want

to deal with that in appropriate, let's reopen the Judiciary

Article where it ought to be; and I will support you. But,

don't try to do it on this amendment.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Delegate Jackson, where it says ."there shall be a juvenile

court for each parish," do you think that this is Imposing an
added expense and burden on each parish where a Juvenile court
is not necessary, where the juvenile problem Is not really pre-
dominant that would require a full-time judge?

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, Chief, no. not really because If you look at the pre-

sent constitution, each parish is... It's stated very clearly that
there shall be a juvenile court In each parish, and that did
not mandate them. What this does Is the opposite of what you
say. It allows for a flexibility. It allows if they want to
use the district court which most of them presently have now,
serving in ex officio, that they could still retain that. But,
this does not in any way mandate them that they have to... each
individual parish has to mandate, have a specialized, separate,
distinct, juvenile court.

MR. GIARRUSSO
O.K. , John,

that. .

.

let me ask you about number four where it says

MR. J. JACKSON
I just want to know if that point Is... if I answered that

clearly for you.

MR. GIARRUSSO
You know, It says, "shall be" and of course,

appreciation If It says that there shall be...

MR.

It's my

not really. .

.

J. JACKSON
The '21 Constitution says"there shall be a juvenile court

in each parish." I say "for each parish" to allow the kinds

of flexibility. Now, I'm just saying to you. Chief, that the

questions that are raised concerning mandating added costs not

really in my estimation in talking to experts and even people

who are concerned, does not violate what parishes already have.

If a parish has a district court saying that they're going to

sit ex officio and they've been doing it ^or the years, then

that's the juvenile court for that parish.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Well, I Just simply thought that there could be better

qualifying language rather than "shall be" but so be it.

L«t me Just ask you another question. John, please. It says

that a juvenile court may waive its jurisdiction over children

fifteen years of age; does this mean that it may not waive its

jurisdiction over Juveniles, say. for example, if a capital

crime is coimnitted, and that the court decides, one, that they

will hear the case, and if they do hear the case, is that he's

then sentenced to the juvenile court? It doesn't come under

the criminal statutes of the state and that he will be out

when he's twenty-one years of age rather than to be tried as

a criminal?

MR. J. JACKSON
Chief, If you—and I'm being very honest— I say it very
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clearly and the amendment says very clearly that if any young-

sters commit a capital crime, whether it goes to the district
court, he goes to the full effect of the law; if convicted,

he can be sent to the state penitentiary or some other inter-

mediate facility because the amendment says very clearly,

"a capital crime." I'm saying that,and this was to address
itself to the concerns of some delegates who said, well, we've

got some kids who don't commit capital crimes, but they are

incorrigible, and I don't have the resources in the juvenile
court to deal with, and I think that they ought be the district

court. Then, I'll leave that determination up to the juvenile

judge; and I say not only for capital crimes; I say it for any

offense. So, it doesn't have to be a capital crime.

MR, GIARRUSSO
Under the present law, aren't all other crimes, other than

capital crimes, assigned to the juvenile court, then tried in

juvenile court?

MR. J. JACKSON
Right.

MR. GIARRUSSO
They're not tried for a crime, but they're tried as a delin-

quent. But, here you give the option to the judges that in the

event that they choose it's a discretionary thing with them that

in the event that they want to send the case to the criminal

district court, that they can?

MR. J. JACKSON
Yes, Chief, you're right. You're exactly right, and you're

right because it has been spoken by a large segment of these

delegates that if we're going to talk about some flexibility

that you're going to put it in the constitution, then there

ought to be some flexibility. I'm just saying that if it's

in the opinion of the juvenile judge that a youngster has

committed twenty crimes within his discretion and I think that

juvenile court judges and resources supportive of their court

can make that determination and they feel that the youngster

is incorrigible and ought not really be treated as a juvenile,

then I'm allowing the mechanism for that judge to transfer it.

I think that was done to address itself to those delegates
who are really concerned about repeaters, who did not conanit

necessarily, capital crimes.

MR. GUARRUSSO
John, the only thing I say is that"jurlsdiction" should be

defined and should not be discretionary,

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, Chief, the only problem that we have in doing that

is that if it's defined, it may leave out that provision, and

I think I've defined it in giving the flexibility. Now, if

a judge feels as though they ought not be, I would think that

he would. But, under the 1921 Constitution, as I recall debating the

practice that I was one of the criers, too, that the 1921 Consti-

tution didn't allow for any mechanism for these youngsters to be

transferred to district court if they were constant repeaters.

MR. ARNETTE
Johnny, my questions are more of a technical nature. X

was just wondering, when you said "capital crimes," how do

you define a capital crime?

MR. J. JACKSON
They are crimes presently provided by statute which are

capital crimes.

MR. ARNETTE
Which involve a death penalty; is that the crimes you're

talking about?

MR. J. JACKSON
...or about six months of hard labor.

MR. ARNETTE
Now, wait. What's your answer?

MR. J. JACKSON
Capital crimes. In talking with particularly, well, I'd

say Mr. Gauthier now, but 1 did talk with him and I talked with
Mr. Pugh. Capital crimes are those crimes, those felonies, those
felonies that were punishable by a certain sentence, by hard
labor six months or aore.

to get this very, very clear. Do you intend to include life
in prison, or perhaps a crime that involves ninety-nine years
at hard labor, or something like this?

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, my intentions were—and I apologize to the group because

I'm kind of weary up here, arguing this thing again, -but I apologize
to the group, and I don't want my ignorance to spout that large.
I do recognize that capital crimes are punishable by death. But,

it was the intention that this could apply to crimes punishable

by death, or crimes that would have a determining amount of

sentence, too.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, perhaps, if that was your intent, we ought to put it

in here, that it was punishable by a certain amount or something
else because I was greatly concerned when I read that you have
attempted aggravated rape but not second degree murder which is

an intentional crime, that you intend to actually murder somebody.

You plan it ahead of time, and that was not included, and also

the crime of armed robbery which involves a nine,ty-nine year

sentence. That also concerns me.

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Arnette, what I will do is withdraw the amendment tem-

porarily to add that technical amendment because that was Hy
intention.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, I think we ought to make it clear because, you know,

somebody's life may depend on it.

MR. J. JACKSON
Yes, I agree.

MR. ARNETTE
I think the usual meaning is"punishable by death,' I'd like

Vice Chair man Casey in the Chair

lAmendment withdrawn and resuhmi tted

with correction. ]

Further Discussion

MR. J, JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, delegates to the convention, in talking with

the coauthors of this amendment, we are come to a consensus that

once you start enumerating one crime, you've got to enumerate

all of them. That is, in effect, statutory material. We believe

very strongly that we do provide the mechknism, Mr. Arnette,

within this amendment as to allow for youngsters who commit

second degree murder, armed robbery as such, particularly if

you look at paragraph 3 with the waive of the jurisdiction for

him to be tried in district court. In one final comment, let

me just say that I personally believe living with this amendment

and living with this proposal, not only on paper, but just in

terms of actual life, that we ought to weigh very seriously the

merits of leaving in it, "providing constitutional jurisdiction
for the court"as opposed to leaving it entirely in the hands

of the legislature. I suggest to you very seriously that I

don't want to leave a cat out on the fence because just as 1

mentioned before when our state takes some strong positions on

drug laws that we are now, because it's coming close to home,

have reviewed our penalties as it relates to marijuana. I sug-

gest to you gentlemen that there are too many things out in this

world that can subject a youngster on a one time occasion

whereby if he falls into a trap of being influenced, that he

could very well under—and I'm not talking about something that

I think the legislature will do, something that I know and

participated in as to what they have done that would drastically

have an effect on them that will carry with them the rest of

their life. If folks are contented enough to allow that to

happen, then I suggest to you, so be it. But, I caution you

very seriously that be not deceived by the smoke screen. If

you believe this amendment has the kinds of flexibility, if

you believe that this amendment compromises significantly

my views and the opponents' views as it relates to the protection

of juvenile courts... I mean constitutional protection for the

jurisdiction of juvenile courts, then I suggest that you ought

to favorably vote for it, and I'll abide by the will of this conven-

tion.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Jackson, you had really exceeded your time before,

and we granted you this additional time just to make your

remarks as to why you didn't amend it.
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[Motion to limit debate on the Amendment
to thirty minutes rejected: 33-42.'}

It Is a basic departure from what you have already decided on
two other occasions.

Further Discussion

MR. DENNIS
Hr. Chalraan and fellow delegates, on behalf of a substantial

ajority of the Judiciary Conalttee, I rise in opposition to this
aBendaent and this delegate proposal for the reason that, everything
that Mr. Jackson wants to do can now be done under the Judiciary
Article as it presently stands, and for the additional reason,
that you have already considered twice before today his arguments
that we should spell out all of this in the constitution and you
have decisively rejected it both times. Today is the third time
that it is being considered. The first time was when the Judiciary
Article cane before you, he and others made several attempts to
place into that article amendments just like this, or almost like
this. Again, when he asked that this delegate proposal be passed to
its third reading, we debated it then. We are now going to debate
it for several hours today and even if he prevails, it will not end
the debate on this issue because then there will be a conflict between
the delegate proposal and the Judiciary Article and we will have
to cooie back and probably take another day to resolve that conflict.
Now, I think that you have already acted wisely in adopting what
we have in the Judicary Article and rejecting this detailed spelling-
out of juvenile court provisions. The Judiciary Article now provides
that the juvenile and family courts shall have such jurisdiction
as the legislature shall provide by law. The reason you adopted
that, X think, is that you recogni2ed that this is an area of the
law in which we must have some flexibility. As you already heard today,
there are several different viewpoints about how. . . what we
should do to handle our juvenile crime problem. Some people think
that everyone under eighteen ought to be treated as a juvenile,
other people think that juveniles as young as sixteen years old should
be transferred to adult courts, if they commit certain types of crime.
This is an area in our society which is changing rapidly; we must
not freeze in the law because we need to have the flexibility to deal
with today's problems, and remember we're writing a constitution. We
may have an. entirely different set of problems with our juveniles
five or ten years from now. In addition to that, I think that the
way Mr. Jackson has drafted his amendment raises even more problems;
even if you buy his concept of spelling all of this out, I ask
you to look carefully at this amend&ent because in all due respect
to him I strongly disagree. I do not think it is clear that he is
doing what he says he is doing. He starts off by saying that "there
shall be a juvenile court for each parish." Now, to me, that means
that there shall be a separate juvenile court for each parish; that
means that we are creating sixty-four separate juvenile courts. Now,
he says that the other language in here qualifies that, but I don't
think it's clear and I don't many of you think it's clear. Also,
I'm afraid %rtien he says, "there shall be a juvenile court in each
parish," that might mean that there's only going to be one juvenile
court in each parish. That would be devastating because in parishes
like mine where we have a district court sitting ex officio as a
juvenile court and two city courts sitting ex officio as juvenile
courts, we have in effect, three juvenile courts. Now, if this is
going to say that there can only be one juvenile court In each parish
this is going to make a drastic change in the way we handle juvenile
cases in my parish and in many of your parishes. Also, I think that
It is clear that he is giving jurisdiction to juvenile courts which
are city courts in a lot of your parishes to handle adoption cases and
criminal nonsupport cases. Now, heretofore, we have always considered
these cases to be so serious that they should be handled by district
courts. Now, in New Orleans they don't do that; they handle them
in the juvenile court,! understand, but in other parishes we have
felt that city courts ought not be handling these kind of cases. Thirdly,
you will notice in the last paragraph, he has made it much more difficult
for the legislature to ever make any changes In the juvenile courts;
he has required two-thirds vote. You will recall in the Judiciary
Article we did not establish any courts as constitutional courts below
the district court level. The whole theory, the whole theme of the
Judiciary Article is flexibility in the legislature below the district
court level because times change and courts need to change with them.
If you adopt this, this will cut across and remove the effect of
what, I think, is the basic reform we have made in the Judiciary Article
which is, to establish in the constitution only the top three courts
and the rest of it can be changed and modernized by the legislature.

Again, I say that everything. . . all of the problems that
you have brought out, the questions, the things that have been
said that need to be done with regard to juveniles can be done
under the Judiciary Article, and what's more important. It can
be changed in the future if there needs to be a change. I think
this is an area in which we have got to trust the legislature to
do what Is right. We've got to trust the legislature to be able
to deal with the problems as they change. So, I ask you to please,
vote down this amendment and also the delegate proposal because

Questions

MR. JACKSON, J.
Judge Dennis, is it, in fact, true, that this convention decisively

by a super majority or a significant percentage on the first time
defeated this amendment? Do you know what the vote was? It was
by six votes ; you call that decisive?

MR. DENNIS
I think it was decisive because this concept that you're

trying to get across was tried not only once or twice by you, but
by several other people, I believe, Mr. Gravel . . . would
you let me answer the question, please. Several times it was tried
and on each occasion it was defeated. I think that is a decisive
decision.

MR. JACKSON, J.

Do you call from three to six votes decisive? Your answer
is yes. Secondly, did you hear it in your coimlttee. . . did your
committee hear it?

MR. DENNIS
Yes, sir, we considered this problem for several days.

MR. JACKSON, J.

No. Did you hear my delegate proposal in your committee?

MR. DENNIS
Your delegate proposal? No. At your request, Mr. Jackson,

because we had trouble. . .

MR. JACKSON, J.

Didn't have time, right.

MR. DENNIS
. . . because we had trouble getting a quorum, I asked

the committee to report it out without action to give you a
chance to run with it, and we did not consider it, and in my
opinion if we had considered it, we would have reported it un-
favorably. But, at the courtesy of the committee, we reported it
out without action.

MR. JACKSON, J.

Judge, the point I'm really trying to make and I can under-
stand your position, but the point I'm really trying to make that
it is not entirely true when we say that this convention has de-

cisively voted when one, the first vote was about from three
to six votes. Second is that the committee reported it without
action. Thirdly, when we're talking about moving it on to the
final passage, I was not the one debating the merits for it,
it was the opposition; all I asked was that It be moved down. Is
that not true?

MR. DENNIS
. . you're making an argument, but let me just repeat

what I said earlier. I think when you defeat four or five
amendments all along the same line attempting to change a

coimnlttee proposal, that it has been decided decisively that the
comnittee proposal is what the convention wants.

MRS. WARREN
Judge Dennis, I noticed or 1 believe you said, that you

had three courts in your city. . .juvenile courts that handle
juvenile cases?

MR. DENNIS
Veil, in my parish.

MRS. WARREN
In your parish.

MR. DENNIS
In one of my parishes, I have three juvenile courts and in

the other parish in my judicial district we have two. We have
one city court, and a district court in one parish and another
parish we have two city courts and one district court.

MRS. WARREN
But, in each .

court?
. each parish then has a juvenile or family
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MR. DENNIS
Each parish has more than one court. . .

MRS. WARREN
See, you're covering more than one parish, and I wasn't

really thinking on that then, I was thinking about one particular
city or municipality having three separate courts for juveniles.

MR. DENNIS
Well, in Monroe, we have one city court. In West Monroe

we have a city court and we have a district court that covers that parish,
so we have three courts acting as juvenile courts in Ouachita parish.

MRS. WARREN
So, each one. in Monroe they go to the Monroe courts.

MR. DENNIS
We all. . . of course, the city courts don't have jurisdiction

outside of the city. The district court has jurisdiction over
the whole parish. But, by agreement we allow the city court judges
to handle Juveniles who live within the city. We could reach out
and take jurisdiction of all of them, but we . . . they help us

—

I mean the case load Is enough; we've got enough to do just
handling the juveniles

, outside the city.

I just wanted to point out that Mr. Landry
had just handed me the Journal and if I'm reading It correctly
here, Mr. Jackson's amendment was defeated by a vote of 74 to
34, so I think that Is a decisive . . . well, one of the~amendments
dealing with the juvenile courts.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. DERBES
Ladies and gentlemen, I'd like to take this opportunity

to support the Jackson amendment and explain to you my reasons
for doing so. It is true that we have considered this matter on
several previous occasions. On every previous occasion I have
been opposed to amendments and to provisions which would const Itutlonallze
the jurisdiction of juvenile court. On this particular occasion
I find that this amendment provides sufficient flexibility and sufficient
recognition of a basic principle that I can Indeed support it.
That principle is essentially that the jurisdiction of juvenile
court should be set forth in this Louisiana Constitution and if
it were not set forth In this constitution, the legislature may on
impulse change that jurisdiction by a majority vote. What enables
me to support the Jackson amendment is the waiver provision. That
Is something which would be new to our law, but which has been
tried successfully In many other jurisdictions throughout this United
States. In this particular Instance, the exact jurisdiction currently
maintaining In the state would contlnue;that Is, everyone under the
age of seventeen would be tried in juvenile court except those
people charged with capital crimes or crimes defining attempt aggravated
rape. If they are over fifteen, they would be tried in a district
court. Furthermore, the amendment as it is presently cast, would
permit in instances where a child Is fifteen years of age or older,
the legislature may provide a waiver system whereby the juvenile
court would decide whether or not It would try the child and
if It decided in the negative, the appropriate district court would
try the child In accordance with presently established or
legislatively established adult procedures, I'd like to answer some
of the charges advanced against this amendment. First, that it
would create a conflict which would have to be resolved in Style
and Drafting. I think that Is indeed a weak argument to advance
against something which is so important. I suggest to you that we
have decided and provided elsewhere In other provisions of this
document that notwithstanding certain things we have done in other
sections, particular principles should apply. That is all that we
have done here. I do not see a serious conflict, a conflict which
would require a great deal of time to resolve. Secondly, I take issue
with the opponents of the amendment who suggest to you that it
would disrupt ordinary and existing juvenile court activity In
respective parishes. It would seem to me that the second paragraph
of this amendment very clearly provides that those juvenile courts
in existence at the time of this constitution will continue. I

do have some minor criticisms of the amendment, but I have prepared
an amendment which is not before you to cure what I regard as two
minor defects. I will submit that amendment and have it distributed
in the event that this amendment passes. I have also prepared
an amendment which will accomplish essentially the same purpose
in different language In the event that this amendment passes;
that amendment has been distributed to you. I do not imply by the
distribution of that amendment that I oppose the one that is
currently before you; In fact, I support It. The problem of dealing
with children who are accused of crimes in this state Is a very
serious one. It deserves great consideration and , in my opinion,
it deserves the constitutionalization of juvenile court jurisdiction

provided that there is built in sufficient flexibility that the
legislature can handle the problem by a change in procedures. But,
I do think that It is absolutely necessary for us to set forth
basic age limitations in the constitution and this amendment does so.
I urge its adoption.

Questions

MR, BURNS
Mr. Derbes , down there In the last sentence under Number

4, where it would waive jurisdiction of children fifteen years
of age or older at the time the commission of the offense who may
then be tried as adults. Unless the law has changed, they used
to try juveniles in juvenile court on the basis of affidavits
only, right?

MR. DERBES
That's correct.

MR. BURNS
Well, what would you do If you transferred that juvenile

over Into the district court as an ... and try him as an

adult, you couldn't try him in district court except under an
Indictment of bill of information?

MR. DERBES
Well, the jurisdiction would be waived. In other words,

the legislature would put together a package, Mr. Burns, a

package of legislation which would be passed by a super majority
of the legislature and that package would say, first, that based

on certain criteria,on recidivism, on seriousness of the crime,

on the circumstances of the crime, that the juvenile court's

jurisdiction could then be waived—you want to listen, Mr. Burns

—

if you want the answer, I'll be glad to give it to you.

MR. BURNS
I believe, so far, your answer doesn't answer the question

I had.

MR. DERBES
Well, maybe I'm on the road to it, Mr, Burns, if you'd

just wait one second. Then the legislature could also provide
that once the jurisdiction of the juvenile court Is waived by
the juvenile judge based on certain criteria, that then the

district attorney could indict the person by virtue of a bill
of information or a grand jury indictment. It seems to me to

be a procedure that is eminently feasible.

MR. DUVAL
Jim, for the record I just want to get something clear.

Now, the way this reads, is It possible that it would call for the
creation of a different juvenile court in each parish. . . a
separate and distinct juvenile court in each parish?

MR. DERBES
I think not, Mr. Duval ,and I ... I don't believe

that's Mr. Jackson's Intention, I'd like to point out to you
that all the language in the first paragraph ,as sloppy as it may
be ,1s the language of the existing constitution. That's why Mr.
Jackson chose it and it's the language under which we've been
operating for some time now.

MR, DUVAL
But, whatever happens it's your impression that it's

certainly not the intent. . . to create a separate and
distinct juvenile court.

MR. DERBES
As a supporter of the amendment , and as an attorney, I

believe that under the language of the amendment taken as a

whole It would not require the creation of a separate juvenile
court in each parish. It would preserve the existing separate
juvenile courts and would permit existing other courts who operate
ex officio juvenile to continue to do so.

Further Di scussi on

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in favor of this

amendment, both as a coauthor thereof and with what I believe to

be some knowledge about the field and the subject to which this
amendment has been addressed. First off, for the purpose of setting
at rest any misunderstanding that may have been created as a result

of the suggestion from this podium that the use of the language
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'there shall be a juvenile court for each parish," necessarily means

that there is being created by this amendment a brand new set of

courts throughout the State of Louisiana, that language is, and

has been, in our constitution since 1936, without question, without

qualification, %*ord for word ,has been there since 1936. This

state has had the pleasure of having juvenile courts since 1906.

The first one of which was created for the benefit of Orleans

Parish. There are three specialized juvenile courts in the State of

Louisiana today. Except for those .district judges sit ex officio

as juvenile judges. The present constitution does state that those

judges who shall sit ex officio as juvenile judges. The failure

to recite that language here has no bearing on whether or not new

courts are being created. In a nutshell, the proposition before

you is one: shall we continue in existence .with constitutional.

Jurisdictional status, the juvenile courts as we know than today?

Tell ne what thing has occurred since this convention was called

to suggest that a system known to this law since 1906 no longer

has any usefulness in our system. Now, as I told you once before,
for some strange reason, we left the district courts in the

constitution. We left their jurisdictional status in the

constitution and spelled it out ad infinitum. We did the same

thing for the courts of appeal. We did the same thing for the

supreme court. So, what we*re doing here, let's not kid ourselves,

you throw this to the legislature and it's all over with by a

majority vote. It was attempted in the last session of the legislature

and the only reason they weren't successful is because the governor

had the foresight to realize that there was a constitutional, juris-
dictional requirement and that that jurisdiction could not be

shifted or bandied about by the legislature. It's cut and dried,

that's it. We either want juvenile courts or we don't want juvenile

courts and we'll probably make a decision within the next half

an hour of whether or not we want juvenile courts. I say there's

a place and there's a need for them. But, in all of our wisdom,
if we make a mistake—look what Johnny Jackson has provided

—

if It's so bad, he says, "Okay, let the legislature by a two-thirds

vote take them away." Let this onus be on the legislature. Let

this cup pass to another. We came here at a time that our constitution
spelled out jurisdictional status for the courts and there's
absolutely no reason why the constitution shouldn't have it. You

take away jurisdiction from a court, you take away its blood. That's
like a haberdasher selling a hat and keeping the hat and giving
you the hatband; they've got nothing— they've got nothing under

the Judicial Article as it stands today.

Motion

MR. JACKSON, A.

Mr. Vice-chairman, this is such a serious problem affecting
the lives of children generations yet unborn, I would suggest
that we have an absence of a quorum.

[quorum Call: 81 delegates present
and a quorum, ]

Further Discussion

MR. JACKSON, A.

Mr. Vice-chairman, ladles and gentlemen, this is a serious
problem that we consider this day, and I would ask for about
five minutes of your attention because I believe that what we do
in the next few minutes will seriously affect the lives of young
people in the State of Louisiana. Now, I know that you have heard
arguments here about why we ought not to constltutlonalize the
jurisdiction of the juvenile court. But, I tell you that I serve
in the distinguished House of Representatives of this state and I'm
honored to be there, but I tell you that that is a political body
as It should be and it makes political decisions. If you do not
constltutlonalize authority for juvenile courts, you're going to
have the legislature of this state reacting and over-reacting to
emotional situations and making laws that all of us will live to
regret. Now, let me point out to you that the original package of
legislation that was introduced In the last session. . . last regular
session of the state legislature. As the bills were originally
Introduced would have placed a youngster for stealing a watermelon
out of a country patch In Angola. I dare say that many of you would
have found yourself there had not we had some authority for juvenile
courts. I point this out because I do not fault the legislature
for making a political decision because we had had an emotional
situation in New Orleans, but I tell you that generations unborn
were saved because the authority was constitutionallzed. Now,
the distinguished delegate said that we ought not to do this because
we would have conflict with a past article already passed. Are
we to the point In this country that we disregard the whole future
of youngsters? Are we going to assign youngsters to long records
and have it follow them the rest of their lives simply because we
don't want to take time to give full consideration to an Important

matter? Now, we have problems emanating from youthful offenders
that we have never had before, and so it makes no sense at all
for us to say that we do not have to have a specialized court to
deal with them. Mr. Jackson pointed out to you the increased numbers
of youngsters that are now suspended and expelled from school. His
information was not as current as the facts are. In 1972, we suspended
over a hundred thousand youngsters from the schools of this state.
On the figures. . . preliminary figures for 1973 would suggest that
the figure is going to be higher. I would suggest to you that that
in itself would suggest to us that we have rather serious problems
that ought to suggest to us that we must be creative in terms of
dealing with this situation. Now, I'm a politician, and I'm not
about to stand here and tell you that we don't have a problem, but
we do have a problem, but wS've all got to solve the problem by
dating the method that we deal with youthful offenders in this state
by a hundred years. This is what you are about to do when you destroy
specialized courts and specialized consideration for youthful offenders;
you're about to date this thing about a hundred years and I speak
to you as an Individual who for twenty years studied the problems of
youthful offenders. I would suggest to you that this proposal allows

for flexibility. It allows for us to be creative. It allows for
us to deal with the growing problems that we have In the area of
youthful offenders. I would suggest to you that I don't believe any
of you want your son or your daughter or the son or daughter of one
of your friends, assigned to a life that would suggest that he was
a habitual criminal or that he was engaged in crime simply because
he went astray on one occasion. I don't believe any of us would,
by way of our action In this convention ,suggest that we don't want
to find a way to rehabilitate youngsters, and we don't want to find
a way to be understanding. We don't find a way to say to youngsters
that we care. When we destroy the specialized courts in this country
and in this state we turn our back on a serious problem that cannot
be solved by way of the existing district and criminal courts that
we have in this state. So, I would ask that you would vote for this
amendment

.

Further Discussion

MR. LANDRUM
Mr, Chairman and fellow delegates, I was somewhat reluctant to

come up here because I think we have heard some very fine reasons
why we should support this amendment. I was just thinking a few
years back when my little boy was about five years of age and my
daughter was about nine. A man that owns a tobacco factory was
running behind an eleven year old boy that stole a twenty dollar
radio out of his car, grabbed my son and daughter and some other
little kids in front of the church with a pistol in his hand.
Now, when he caught the boy, some blocks away, he walked back with
the boy to his place of business and called for the police. Now,
my children was all upset—the children at my church. When 1

went around there, there's a guy walking around; he has done
something real proud, big. I asked the officer in charge. . .1
wanted the man to know— now, maybe Chief Giarrusso might remember
this, because they had to call his office on it— I wanted that
man to know if someone would steal his store, never to point a
pistol in my child's face. Not only my child, but nobody's
child. The policeman was very, very angry about it—very angry
about it. He brought. . .he put the man in jail too. But. I

am the one that went to the judge and asked the judge—when I

went to court that morning, that man and his wife sat in the
court afraid, just as a child would be afraid, because he didn't
know what was going to happen to him—but I asked the judge not
to put the man in jail. All I wanted him to let him know he has
no right to do this sort of thing. I had attorneys trying to get
me to sue the man. I got a great case. But, I wasn't interested
in suing the man, either. Somewhere in life we have to show some
mercy towards one another. If we cannot do it for young people,
then America is already lost. I don't believe that we just want
to put young people in a position, a crime is committed at an
early age of life, nowhere in life can that child be forgiven for
the crime. I think we need to go to our juvenile courts. We really
need to do. . . to go to juvenile courts. I'm so sorry that this
convention did not visit Pineville and Angola and all the other
institutions. Then, we could have come here and tried to do some
things that are right for people, whether we be elected again to
office or not. But, I keep telling you, please God first of
all—please God.

I think the Jackson amendment and those who are coauthors
with him is a very good amendment. I think it's watered down
too much, but I'm going to support it as it is. Thank you.

Further Discuss ion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

want you to very carefully consider this amendment, because I'm
afraid of the effect it will have upon our courts here in East
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Baton Rouge Parish. We have a peculiar situation here In East

Baton Rouge Parish. I think it's the only court in the state

like that. But, our court is strictly a family court. It handles

anything pertaining to family relations, domestic relations,

which naturally includes juvenile matters. It includes divorce

cases; it includes support cases; boards neglected children,

the crimes of juveniles, or whatever they may be. I just have the

feeling that when this particular amendment was drafted, they

did not take that into consideration. I have. . .1 can't help but

feel like that it will have a very detrimental effect upon the

already established court which has been operating since 1954.

For that particular reason, I must oppose this amendment

and ask you to do likewise, because I think you don't want to

upset what is already being done. I recognize they've got a

problem, but certainly the amendment should have been drawn

with consideration of all the courts, the way they are operated

now, in mind at the time it was prepared. Until they can

prepare an amendment which will not have an adverse effect upon

the Family Court of East Baton Rouge Parish, I have no alternative

except to oppose the amendment. I ask you to please do likewise.

Ques t i ons

MRS. WARREN
Yes, Senator De Blieux. I'm picking up bits and pieces, and

I remember one of the other delegates mentioned that this is the

same thing that was in the old constitution. I'm almost sure

your courts in Baton Rouge were set up under this old constitution.

Now, what is going to keep it from staying as it is, if this is

the same thing that we've had? Just for the information, not

whether you're against it or for it, but if you. . .if this is the

same thing that we have had in the constitution, your courts are

set up under it, so how is this going to affect it? Is it going

to make them illegal, because you set them up under it?

MR. J. JACKSON
Senator, since we're talking an amendment—we're not calling

for the sixty-seven vote, we're just talking about an amendment

—

couldn't it be very well that if you are that concerned that this

does not include the language, that you could just offer a very
simple amendment?

MR,

MR, DE BLIEUX
That's right.

MR. PUGH
You do recognize that you don't have a juvenile court in

East Baton Rouge Parish?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, we have in this respect:

matters.

that it handles all juvenile

MR. PUOi
It's called a family court, and it's under an entirely

different section and article in both the old constitution and

in the committee's treatment of the present constitution.

MR. DE BLIEUX
But, it makes the. . .the amendment makes no reference to the

preservation of present juvenile courts.

MR. PUGH
But, that's not a juvenile court, just like the amendment makes

no reference to the Supreme Court or to the city court, or the

district court, or to the courts of appeal. The Baton Rouge court

is a family court and is in an entirely different section and

article in both the old constitution and their treatment under the

new constitution.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I'm just afraid the way the amendment is read, here. I've

spoken to other attorneys on the same matter, and they have also

had that same fear.

DE BLIEUX
I'm not getting your question right. Would you state. . restate.

MR. J. JACKSON
My question is that this is an amendment that we're discussing

at this point—an amendment. Now, Mr. Pugh has given you his

int£rpretation not only as a lawyer, but an authority who has

wrote several books on juvenile courts and jurisprudence as such.

Wouldn't it be very simple. Senator—and I would have no objections;

I want to let you know I would have no objection— if you want to

put a simple amendment that says that the Family Court of East

Baton Rouge—if you need further clarification—that the Family

Court of East Baton Rouge is hereby, as constituted, retained.

That's just a very simple amendment, if you feel that you need

that. I would, and I think the coauthors and the proponents of

this, if you think you need that additional clarification, we'll

do that. But, I don't want you to feel as though that that

amendment is aimed at denying the Family Courts of Baton Rouge

its protection, because under the present provisions in the

Judiciary Article, a majority vote of the legislature could

change that just like that; did you know?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, Mr. Jackson, if you would incorporate that into your

amendment, then I would have no objection to it. But, until

that is incorporated, actually incorporated, I really wouldn't

want to take the chance.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, I do not think that, as I read the amendment, Mrs. Warren,

it does not make enough separation between the existing courts.

Now, you take in practically every court where you don't. . .

every judicial district where you don't have a juveniles established
court, the local district judge acts as the local juvenile judge,

or the city court judge, as it may be. Now, that is not the case

in East Baton Rouge Parish; I don't think it's the case in Orleans

Parish because you have an established juvenile court there. It's

not the situation in Caddo Parish. But, in other parishes where

you don't have a regular established juvenile court, then the

district judge acts as the juvenile court. Now, this particular

amendment, as I see it, will say that those courts will continue

acting as juvenile courts. I just think that it's going to have

too great an effect upon our court in order to make it advisable

that I support it. I have to oppose it for that reason.

MR. PUGH
Mr. De Blieux, you do recognize the fact that this amendment

relates to juvenile courts, do you not?

Further Discussion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I hesitate to rise in opposition

to this amendment. I was a member of the Committee on Judiciary
of this convention, and for two solid days we debated the question
of how to handle the juvenile court issue. After much debate, we
finally decided that there was no satisfactory way to treat it in

a constitution. This type of decision over jurisdiction has to

be left to the legislature. It is indeed unfortunate. This

provision does not protect the juvenile. It does not prohibit

the legislature at all from saying that juveniles, for violation

of crii'ics, can be sent to the Louisiana State Penitentiary. All

this amendment does is protect the court—just the court. We

are not here to protect courts, we are here to protect the people.

Read Section 15 of the Judiciary Article that we've adopted.

It continues juvenile courts. Read the fourth line in the final

paragraph of the Jackson amendment. Think about this: what

criteria is set by this amendment with respect to waiving jurisdic-

tion? I don't see any criteria. You're leaving it arbitrary to

the judge. The flexibility must be kept in the system. I urge

you, stick with what we've done. We've passed on this issue

over and over again. The Judiciary Committee found no satisfactory

way to handle it. I urge you to defeat this amendment.

Quest ions

MR. PUGH
Mr. Tobias, how is it that you all found no difficulty in

establishing the jurisdiction for the district court, for the

court of appeal and the Supreme Court, but even guided by the

present constitution that we've had almost for forty years on

this subject you found so much difficulty in laying out the

juvenile court jurisdiction?

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Pugh, the problem with laying it out is the present

constitution does not allow a judge of a juvenile court to

waive jurisdiction over people over the age of fifteen. We didn't

want to freeze into the constitution the age of fifteen. It's

arbitrary. The judge of juvenile courts ought to have the right

to waive it at fourteen, or thirteen, or twelve. But, we don't

want to freeze it here and now. The time has. . .the flexibility

has got to remain in the constitution—it's got to remain.

MR. PUGH
Don't you think that it's not frozen if under Jackson's

amendment it provides that the legislature can change it by a

two-thirds vote? Does that sound to you like it's frozen?

MR. TOBIAS
You're spelling out something that I think has got to be left
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to the legislature. The flexibility has got to remain. It

doesn't protect the Juvenile. All it does is protect the court.

There's no. . .Do you see, Mr. Pugh, anything in this proposal,

in this section, that would say that juveniles can't be sent to

the penitentiary? This only says the court has Jurisdiction

over the matter.

entioned the fact that it wasn't any protection

I'm wondering if you want protection for

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Tobias, you

for those Juveniles.
Che Juveniles.

ME. TOBIAS
I. . .

HSS. WARREN
My next question is: you said it was unfortunate. Now, what

Is unfortunate about this situation? Unfortunate for who?

MR. TOBIAS
It's protecting the courts, and I'm not here to protect courts.

I'm here to protect people.

HBS. WARREN
So, in order to keep a court from being protected, it should

not be in the constitution ? So, in other words, no courts should

be in the constitution. It should all be left to the legislature.

MR. TOBIAS
If it had been left to me, I moved for that In the. . .on

the cOMnlttee. That was my concept.

MRS. WARREN
But, in essence of that, since you were one, and the others

thought that these should be protected, don't you think they

should think, under the same grounds, that this one should too?

MR. GAUTHIER
Max, can the legislature abolish a district court at any tine?

MR. TOBIAS
No.

MR. GAUTHIER
Under this amendment, can the legislature abolish a Juvenile

court?

MR. TOBIAS
Under the proposal that the committee came up with and adopted

on the floor, the Juvenile court, the city courts, all of the

courts except district courts, courts of appeal, etc., can be

abolished.

MR. GAUTHIER
No, I'm not talking about. . .I'm talking about this amendment,

cause you Indicated, if I'm not mistaken, that we were protecting

the court far beyond what we should. Yet, I see a difference in

that under this proposal Juvenile courts can actually be abolished,

whereas there is no way to do that to a district court.

be-

MR. TOBIAS
Let me ask you this: why do you believe, though?

MR. GAUTHIER
Mo, it's my turn to ask the question.

{^Previous Question ordered . Quorum
Call; 81 delegates present and a

quorum

.

]

Closing

MR. J. JAOCSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, first

of all, it's very obvious now that some of the issues have changed

from some of the people. . .

It's very obvious and it's very apparent to me, at this point,

that those who raised issues back in September and November

concerning the original amendment have come up to date with some

new concerns. I don't. . .1 guess this can go on and on and on.

I'll candidly say to you that look, the amendment does not do

what people have said it would do. So, my position is very. . .

and I suggest to you, you know, if you are against allowing

providing for the Jurisdiction of Juvenile court in the constitu-

tion. Just say you're against it. Don't hide It in some other

sort of smoke screen. If you say. . .if you are against providing

that Juvenile courts—and I take strong opposition to Mr. Tobias

when he say that we got the interest of the court at heart. There's

nowhere in the world can we list all the procedures that the

legislature can do in terms of proceedings and matters of the

Juvenile court. That should not be in the constitution. He alone

should l-.now that. I suggest to you gentlemen, very strongly, we

have provided—and I question very seriously, If we provide for

the Supreme Court, the court of appeal to the district court, and

particularly since there is a rising adult problem, how in the

world can we say that we can Justify for district courts but

we can't say it for Juvenile courts? My understanding is that

there are more adult criminals and there's more of a serious

problem among adults than there are among Juveniles.

Now, I suggest to you that most of th* Issues—and I respect

some of the opposition because I think there was some real

concern, but I want to say it very clearly: who are we writing

this constitution for—who are we writing it for? Are we writing

It for this present generation alone, or for future generations?

Are we that so much concerned about incidents that we are ready

to expose not only those Juveniles that commit vicious crimes to

adult records and the full effect of the law, but everybody? Do

we not recognize the impact of drugs among youngsters? Do we not

recognize the fact of emotionally disturbed among youngsters?

Do we not recognize, very seriously, the kinds of problems that

we're having now as a result of suspensions? I say this committee

made it up in its mind that they wanted three courts, and that

was it. No consideration whatsoever about trying to work out

something within the constitution to allow for constitutional

Jurisdiction for Juvenile courts.

Again, Judge, and folks, I will not. . .and I say that it's

unfortunately. . .that the problem was created in New Orleans.

But, however, the Judges from New Orleans have said, "Yes, you're

right. The problem did crystallize in New Orleans. But look

here, even us, we have sent you a communication saying that there

ought to be constitutional Jurisdiction." There have been problems

in Jefferson, but even the Judge of Jefferson has written a letter

saying that to maintain semblance of Jurisdiction. That judge

said at the time he wrote the letter that I wouldn't yield under

sixteen. But, yet and still, I have yielded since then. Now, I

have tried very seriously, gentlemen, to address myself to each

and every concern of each of the delegates In opposition to this

amendment. I should say very seriously that there were certain

delegates that wouldn't even sit across the table and talk to me

about their reservations. I had to get it from notes that they

had made in terms of drawing up a platform of opposition. Now,

I say to you, this is very dangerous—It is very dangerous. I'm

confident, very confident, that those of us who have supported

some constitutional status for juvenile court feel that we have

fought a good fight, and we're going to continue to fight. But,

I'm saying to you that it's very risky, and that for every concern

—

and I think the utmost concern is about Juveniles not getting

in the way with vicious crime—you show me In that amendment where

they can go before a district court—show me where they can go.

Show me where I abolish your district courts that are serving as

ex officio courts. Even Mr. Tobias said in this remark: that the

present constitution didn't allow for waiver of Jurisdiction. 1

allowed for it. You read 15 (A), you go back and read 15 (A).

They say very clearly that the district court shall have exclusive

original jurisdiction over all felony cases. Can the legislature

pass a statute concerning Juveniles? I wonder can you do it.

Now, they don't want to open up the Judiciary Article, and I can

understand why, 'cause they don't want somebody to touch some of

the sacred things. But, I suggest that is not a reform. 1 suggest,

as Representative Alphonse Jackson say, that is a move back Into

history, a move back into the past. You explain it very seriously

when one of your sons or one of your kins get arrested, and

somebody want to force him and force the equal application under

the law to him. That's his first time, because he went to a

party; somebody gave him something to drink; he did something

foolish. But, yet and still, you know, the legislature provides

that on certain offenses that this person must be tried. If

he's not convicted—and I say it again—how many applications

do you know of inquire about arrest records? How far can an

arrest record, not necessarily a conviction record, how far can

an arrest record go in destroying somebody's life? 1 suggest to

you that it's going to come home to roost. I suggest to you that

you not be committed just because somebody won three tiers. If

three tiers is so good, now why was there never a move in the

legislature to Introduce a constitutional amendment to do it?

It's a smoke screen. I ask the favorable adoption of the

amendment

.

Chairman Henry in the Chair
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Ques t ions

MR. DENNIS
Johnny, a couple of speakers said that this is the same

language as in the present constitution. I'm sure they did not
mean that it's the same exact language. I know you've tried to

present the same meaning. But yoti do agree it is not the same
exact language; don't you?

MR. J. JACKSON
Judge, if you'll look at the first section of the constitution

except for the words "for", that is basically the same wording.

MR, DENNIS
Would you have I*d like to read you the first two sentences

of the Section 52, "There shall be a juvenile court for every
parish of the state except as otherwise provided for the parishes
of Orleans and Caddo, the judges of the district courts shall be
ex officio judges of the juvenile court for the parish or parishes
within the district in all cases where the legislature has not
established separate juvenile courts." Then, that section goes
on for two more pages. I think that additional two pages plus the
difference in language that I've just read to you makes much more
clear what is intended than what is in your amendment. Don't you
agree that this is... that you have not really given the same
exact language, I know you are trying to?

MR. J. JACKSON
I disagree. Judge, on the basis that when you talk about the

other course with the exception of Orleans and Jefferson, if you look
at the second paragraph it says that courts who presently serve ex
officio juvenile court. Judge, are hereby retained. If you look at
that. Judge, that is basically the same thing you are saying.

[Record vote ordered. Quorum Call:
97 delegates present and a quorum.
Amendment rejected : 38-62. Motion
to reconsider tajbied.]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Derbes sends up amendments at the present time.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 12 through 23,

both inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof

the following:
"Section . Juvenile Courts
Section (A) Jurisdiction. The juvenile courts shall

have jurisdiction, except for capital crimes and crimes defined

by any law defining attempted aggravated rape if committed by

children fifteen years of age or older, of cases of the State

of Louisiana in the interest of children under seventeen years

of age, brought before said courts as delinquent or neglected

children. However, by law enacted by a vote of two-thirds of

the elected members of each house, a procedure may be established

whereby the juvenile court may waive its jurisdiction over children

fifteen years of age or older at the time of the commission of any

offense so that they may be tried as adults in the district court.

They shall also have such other Jurisdiction as is now or may
hereafter be granted to them by law."

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, below the language of Floor

Amendment No. 1 above, add the following:
"(B) Merger and Abolition. Notwithstanding the provisions

of Section 15 of this Article, the legislature may by law merge

juvenile courts Into district or family courts; and may, by law

enacted by vote of two-thirds of the elected members of each house,

abolish juvenile courts."

Expl ana t i on

MR. DERBES
Ladies and gentlemen, this is a slightly different and, I hope,

acceptable approach to the problem. This says nothing about adoption;
says nothing about non-support; says nothing about criminal neglected
family; it leaves all of that up to the legislature. It does,
however—and, Mr. Landry, I would like to point out to you that
it will not disturb In anyway the jurisdiction over your local
city courts over adoption or any present jurisdiction that any
courts have—this does, however, constltutlonalize the principle
that children shall be tried in the juvenile courts and it Includes
in addition thereto flexibility whereby the legislature may establish
a system of waiver. Now, waiver is a new concept to our state and
I do not Intend to effectuate the waiver by this provision. I

merely give the legislature the latitude to do so. Presently, the

juvenile courts in this state cannot waive their jurisdiction in
favor of any other court. Under the committee proposal as we've
adopted it, the legislature may do anything that they please with
Juvenile court , they are not limited in any way. This would say

that if a child is fifteen years of age or younger he must be
tried in juvenile court regardless of the offense. If a child
is over fifteen and under seventeen, he must be tried in adult
court if he has committed a capital crime or attempt aggravate
rape, that's the present law. Furthermore, it says that the legislature
may establish a system, a procedural system, which Implicitly would be
based on objective criteria to be implemented by the judge whereby the
jurisdiction of juvenile court in the instances of children over the
age of fifteen would be waived in favor of the adult court. This
would take care of, in my opinion, of recidivists of habitual
offenders, of children who have comnltted serious crimes which are
not necessarily capital in nature, but it would nevertheless give
the juvenile courts those sitting ex officio and those sitting
independently some basic constitutional grant of jurisdiction which
would not be subject to impulsive derogation on the part of the
legislature. I point out further that the second amendment that's
before you now is considerably less restrictive than Mr.

Jackson's amendment. My Amendment No. 2 on the page in front of you
says that by a majority vote the legislature may merge juvenile courts
Into district courts or family courts, they don't need a super
majority. So, this would essentially agree with what the committee
proposed and also agree with what we've done so far with the exception
of the fact that juvenile courts could not be merged into city courts J

or other courts than district or family courts. Finally, it requires I
that only by a two-thirds vote of the legislature may juvenile courts
be abolished. So, what would happen if both of these amendments
passed? You trould have a constitutionalization of the age limitation

and Jurisdiction with flexibility to deal with the habitual offenders
and with the requirement that only by a two-thirds vote of the legislature
may juvenile courts be abolished and by a majority vote of the

legislature Juvenile courts may be merged into family or district
courts. I see no substantial objection I can contemplate no

substantial objection to either of these amendments. 1 point out

to you that the amendments are divisible. So, if you agree with the

principle that the age limitation of Juvenile court should be

constltutlonallzed, as I do, you should vote for Amendment No. 1.

If you have problems with the abolition of Juvenile court and you

want to make it easier for the legislature to implement a three-tier

system, then you may have some objections to Amendment No. 2, But,

nevertheless. Amendment No. 2 does give the legislature the opportunity

to abolish by a two-thirds vote and to merge by a majority vote. I

thank you for your consideration late in the day on a matter that's

been before you for some time. I think it Is important. I do not

believe and do not anticipate that there would be serious objection

to these particular amendments. I certainly urge your support of

Amendment No. 1 and further of Amendment No. 2. I'll yield to any
questions.

Further Discussion

MR. PUGH
Fellow delegates, I rise in support of the amendment. I do so

and take your time because I feel so strongly for the need that we
specify In this constitution some Jurisdiction for juvenile courts;
It's an important matter; it has been with us, as I pointed out
earlier, since 1906.1 suggest to you that it's important enough
Co ' now give it some seventeen lines in the constitution. Think
back over the last four or five months as to many, many items that
got page after page after page In the constitution without any
serious dispute or difficulty. Is not the matter relating to Juveniles
not vorth at least seventeen lines? I would like to speak no longer
because I would like to have the opportunity of answering any questions
from anyone who may raise them. I will suggest to those of you who
are from East Baton Rouge Parish—East Baton Rouge Parish has a family
court. It has an entirely different and separate jurisdiction from
either a district court or a juvenile court. This in no manner
addresses Itself to the problem or problems in the East Baton Rouge
Parish courts. If those from East Baton Rouge Parish wish to give the

dignity to their court that has been attempted to do here for the

juvenile court , I, for one, will speak for It and will certainly
vote for it. Are there any questions?

Further Di scussion
MR. DENNIS

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, again on behalf of the
Judiciary Committee or the majority of its members I must rise
in opposition to these amendments. These amendments are the

same thing basically in substance as was presented in Johnny
Jackson's amendment. Mr. Derbes has, 1 admit, cleared up many
of the smaller problems that were contained by the drafting in

Mr. Jackson's amendment but still it is a reversal, a flip-flop

away from the basic decision that you made when we considered the

Judiciary Article, that we debated so long and hard on. You decided

that because of the need of flexibility in this area that you would

not tie the hands of the legislature, that you would not distrust

the legislature to deal with the area of Juvenile law. I submit to
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you that there have been no nev arguaents, no new Infonatlon
presented to you since ve aadc that decision which would Justify
such a drastic reversal. I subait to you that If one Is counter
to the basic theory of the Judiciary Article that we adopted.
Also. 1 want to remind you In these closing days of the convention
when our tlae Is running short that we should strive not to create
any arore conflicts than necessary In what we have already done
because each one of those conflicts will have to be dealt with
again. If we pass this aaendaent or this delegate proposal, it

will definitely create a conflict with the Judicial Article that
has already been adopted. Ue will have to come back and probably
spend another day on this issue again. I don*t think you ne^d to

do that because I think you considered all of these arguaents, all
of this inforaation back when we adopted the Judiciary Article. I

think you aade a wise decision. So, 1*11 ask you to stick with it

and vote this aaendaent down and also the delegate proposal.

Quest ions

MR. PUGH
Judge Dennis, you indicate that this aaendaent reflects some

disgust of the legislature. Was there any reason that the district
court jurisdiction was put into the constitution? Couldn't we have
left it out or did we distrust the legislature when it

related to the district court Jurisdiction?

MR. DENNIS
Well, we have vested a lot of power in the legislature to affect

district court jurisdiction. Our whole idea— I realize you disagree
witii ae, you keep saying this over and over—but 1*11 just have to

say to you that we felt that the top three courts should be established
in the constitution. Personally, Mr. Pugh, I would have been willing
to leave the structure of the district courts and Che courts of appeal
up to the legislature the way the U. S. Constitution leaves those
kinds of courts up to the Congress; but, I was in the minority on
that. The co^ictee after hearing hundreds of people speak to us,

from within this state and without topted for a basic constitutional
court system of three courts plus other courts to be set up by
legislative act or changed by legislative law in order to keep up

with the times. This juvenile court is one of those courts. You
might have people who think that city court jurisdiction, or family
court Jurisdiction, or any number of these special courts should be

in the constitution but the coi^lttee and 1 think this convention
has come to an agreement on one occasion that we should con-
stitutional Ize the top three courts and leave the others to be

changed by the legislature.

MR. PUGH
I noticed you're talking about the top three courts twice,

you're talking about the district court being of greater import
than the Juvenile court and then the courts of appeal and the

Supreme Court; is that what you are doing?

MR. DENNIS
Yes. These are our basic courts, the other courts are

specialized courts.

Ml. ABRAHAM
Jim, one short question. You said there would be a conflict

with the Judiciary Article. Could you explain to me, I can't see
any room for conflict or for any violence being done to the
Judiciary Article because Section 15 says that "The family and
Juvenile courts existing at the time of the adoption of this
constitution are retained and that the legislature may abolish
the trial courts by a majority vote." The only thing I see
different here is that it would take a two-thirds vote to abolish
the juvenile courts. I'm confused on this, could you explain it

The way we have written the Judiciary Article you can take any
function that is now being served by a specialized court and
handle It as a division of the district court. Now, the Judiciary
Article doesn't require that but modern thinking Is that this gives
you better service and a better form of Justice. Ue have allowed
the legislature this option to go in this direction rather than
stop it.

MR. J, JACKSON
Judge, if that's the case....

MR. DENNIS
But, maybe I should say this further, it's very difficult to

say that handling Juveniles is more or less important than trying
adults for murder or handling adoptions, they are all Important.
That is the basic idea of having a unified court system is that
all of these things are Just as important as others and they ought
to be handled by a judge having the same rank and dispensing the

same quality of justice.

MR. J. JACKSON
So, in other words, Judge, what you are saying is that was

an arbitrary decision based upon whether the connlttee wanted to
cut it off at and that a court, which Is America's only contribution
to the judiciary system is not worth the constitution and juris-
diction?

MR. DENNIS
No, Mr. Jackson, we merely presented a view to this convention.

Our view was that part-time Judges such as some of our city judges
maybe we should think about not letting them handle Juvenile cases
in the future because they are

MR. DENNIS
Flip over and read Section, I believe, it's 18 where it says

that "The legislature shall establish the Jurisdiction for family
and Juvenile courts." This amendment and delegate proposal takes
away from the legislature the power to change Juvenile court
Jurisdiction by the route of ordinary legislation; it puts protections
on it and writes age limits in there that are not written In Section 18.

MR. J. JACKSON
Judge, trying to pursue Mr. Pugh's question, on what basis,

seriously, on what basis does the district court have more import
than that of the juvenile court when particularly almost half of
the population of this state are Juveniles. Now, other than that
reason, what greater import does it have?

[^Previous Question ordered .^

Closing

MR. DERBES
Ladies and gentlemen, I respect the pride of authorship which

the Conmlttee on the Judiciary expresses here when they oppose this

particular amendment. I suggest to you that the three tiers of which
they speak could more appropriately be three tiers shared in the

interest of juveniles of this state rather than the three-tier court

system we've been hearing so much about. Now, I think that this

constitution is an adequate and a good place to set forth the Juris-
diction, the basic Jurisdiction over the children of this state. 1

submit to you that this is a problem with which we should all have

due concern and consideration. It is likely that the children of

some of us will Indeed for one reason or another have reason to go
to juvenile court, whether it's for a trial on delinquency or for a

minor traffic offense, it's something that we can all be concerned
about and something which affects a great deal of the citizens of

this state. There is nothing In this amendment to in anyway confuse

the issue of adoption or nonsupport or a criminal neglected family.

There is nothing in this amendment which prevents the kind of merger
that the committee on the Judiciary encouraged and supported and set

forth in their coianittee proposal. The only basic two premises in

this particular amendment are: (1) an age limitation with sufficient

flexibility for waiver and (2) a provision that requires a two-thirds

vote of the legislature for the abolition of the courts. It %rould

seem to me that this is the least that this convention can do in

order to clearly set forth the jurisdiction of the courts in which
the children of this state should be handled, that is all that the

amendment asks. Judge Dennis apparently referred to various conflicts
which the amendment would create. I suggest to you that his answer

to Mr. Abraham's question illustrates that the conflicts are minimal.

I further suggest to you that the propositions involved in this

amendment are simple and with which we can all agree. I urge your

favorable consideration.

Quest ions

MR. JACKSON
Jim, don't you feel that it's somewhat ironic that in the

city of New Orleans when a problem was crystallized and even the

Judges of those courts who recognized the problon as suggested juris-
diction that at present right now for those parishes who feel that
my amendment drastically affected their situation that what you
do right now by not adopting your amendment is to -Jeopardize the
juvenile court situation that has particularly been indicated by
some of the questions raised here In the city of New Orleans?

MR. DERBES
Yes.

MR. DENNIS
It has no greater import; it is a basic part of structure.

MR. GIARRUSSO

Jim, do you think thdt the present laws give the Judges the
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necessary flexibility that they need to handle juveniles for
rehabilitation, for proper sentences and everything?

MR. DERBES
Joe, we've got to distinguish between the present laws that

are on the books and the books that we are working on here. The
present laws, which are on the books, in my opinion having worked
in juvenile court for more than four years now do not give the
judges sufficient flexibility. The committee proposal that we
have passed which would leave all of the juvenile courts Jurisdiction
to the legislature would give the judges sufficient flexibility
provided that the legislature saw fit to do so; it's a matter of
trusting the legislature to provide the juvenile court with the
sufficient tools and techniques. This amendment tries to do so
with flexibility but with specific limitations.

loivision of the Question ordered.
Record vote ordered on each Amendment

.

Amendment No. 1 rejected ; 48-55.
Motion to reconsider tabled. Rules
Suspended and Amendment No. 2 with-
drawn . ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mrs. Warren sends up amendments at this time.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1. . .The coplas are not out yet.

They will be distributed here in just a moment.
On page 1, delete lines 12 through 23, both inclusive, in

their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"Section 38. Jurisdiction of juvenile and family courts

shall be as provided in Sections 52 and 53 of Article Vll of
the Constitution of 1921, as existing on the effective date of
this constitution."

Explanation

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and delegates to this convention, in January

of last year we started a long journey, and now we are coming
to the closing of this journey. We have come to a dangerous
intersection. I'm going to try to do something now that I have
not ever tried to do before. I'm going to try to please everybody
in this convention, even though I am reminded of a story of
a man and a little boy who started out on a donkey many years
ago. The man started out and he put his little boy on the donkey.
As they reached the first town, they ran Into a group of people
who began to laugh and say how stupid it was for an old man to
be walking and a little boy riding. So, the old man got down
off the donkey. . .the little boy got down off the donkey and
the old man got on. They journeyed on. When they got to the
next town, a laugh came again that an old man was riding while
a little boy was walking. So, the old man decided that they
both would get on the donkey. They both got on the donkey and
they began to ride. When they got to the next town, the laugh
came again. How sad It was for the two to be riding a poor old
donkey. So, the old man said, "We'll both get down." They got
a stick and they tied the legs of the donkey, and they began to
carry the donkey. So, when they got to the next town, they
got another laugh; how stupid it was for these two people to be
carrying a donkey. So, the old man got down and he cut the
strings and he let the donkey loose. He put the little boy back
on top of the donkey, as he had started out In the beginning.
He said to himself, "he who tries to please everybody, pleases
nobody.

"

But, I am going to try to please all of you. I heard Senator
De Blleux said that this amendment would affect the courts in
Baton Rouge. I heard Judge Dennis said how it was going to
affect his area. Many are wondering how this thing is going to
affect them. So, 1 say to you, let's keep it like we've got
it, and let's make everybody happy. You have what you want and
1 have what I want.

I'll yield to any questions.

Point of Information

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, I just want to understand the status of the

convention. After a delegate proposal is defeated—and this is
certainly no reflection on Mrs. Warren's amendment, but I want
to understand how this whole convention is going to operate

—

does that mean that amendments which are not delegate proposals
can be introduced ad infinitum, or what is our parliamentary
status?

MR. HENRY
Well, what Mrs. Warren has done. . .the delegate proposal has

never been defeated, it's never been voted on, Mr. Duval. There
have been two sets of amendments to amend this section of this
proposal, both of which have been defeated. As I appreciate what
Mrs. Warren is doing, now, she's coming in with another amendment
to this section.

MR. DUVAL
I see. So, we could just offer amendments to the delegate

proposal. . .

MR. HENRY
Just like you all have always done during this convention,

Mr. Duval.

Questions
MR. DENNIS

Mrs. Warren, you are, as I understand it, you're attempting
to make sure that the Juvenile and family courts we have now
are continued.

MRS. WARREN
Right. And to make you happy and all of the rest of you. You

seem to be happy with what you've got. It seems to be good and
working in your area. I'd like to see you keep it.

MR. DENNIS
Well, I. . .we share that concern on the Judiciary Committee.

Did you know that Section 15 of the Judiciary Article that we
passed says that "the district, parish, magistrate, city, family
and Juvenile courts existing at the time of the adoption of this
constitution are retained"? Did you know that?

MRS. WARREN
I didn't keep up that much with it. Judge Dennis, but I tell

you the truth, as I stand here and I heard one debate behind the
other, and I decided once I wasn't going to get up because
Juveniles and their problems— just the very word "juvenile" says
to me this: that this person is not mature. When it comes to
crime or delinquency, it means that person needs some help and
needs some specialized help. I didn't want any way that they
would delete the juvenile courts from our constitution.

\_Motion for the Previous Question on
the entire subject matter rejected
5-52.]

Further Discussion
MR. DENNIS

Mr. Chairman, I do hate to take the time, but I think. . .1
Just want to make it clear that the Judiciary Committee feels,
and still does feel, that we have done everything Mrs. Warren
is seeking to do In Section 15 by saying that all of these courts
are retained.

Question
MR. JENTCINS

Judge Dennis, Just for clarity purposes, thus we should not
agree to this because this is really different from what the
committee has approved inasmuch as this would continue the
jurisdiction in constitutional form, whereas the Jurisdiction
is continued in statutory form under the judiciary proposal. Is
that correct?

MR. DENNIS
Yes, you are correct. I should have pointed that out, also.

[previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates. Judge Dennis pointed out

exactly what I was thinking: that it wasn't in the constitution
and he didn't want it in here. Other. . .but, he wanted his
other courts in here. So, our juveniles are not important enough
to be in the constitution. So, this is why I came back with the
amendment. I wanted to convince myself and convince you that the
Issue is not that we've got it, we want to keep it. I'm asking
you for a favorable vote on this amendment.

[Amendment rejected : 24-64.
to reconsider tabled.]

Moti on

MR. POYNTER
Judge Dennis, you want to go with yours, or you Just want to
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MR. HENRY
Read thea.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendoent No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 5 through 23, both

Inclusive, In their entirety.

Expl anat ion

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I did not offer this amend-

oent to delete the delegate. . .the substance of the delegate

proposal earlier, because out of courtesy to Mr. Jackson, I wanted

him to have the opportunity to present his amendment and debate

it, with it before you. But. I think If I'm rightr- I may be wrong

—

but- I think I sense that you agree with what we have in the

Judiciary Article already. So. I'd like to give you this opportunity

to terminate this debate and settle fhis issue so that we can move

on to something else. So, I ask you to adopt this amendment which

would delete the substance of the delegate proposal and will, in

effect, defeat it.

Further Di scussion

MR. J. JACKSON
Hr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I rise in opposition

to the amendment to delete. Let me just say very seriously that

it's inconceivable to me, very seriously, sitting here as a

delegate, that in the expediency of time that we are willing to

risk the future of our generation. Let me also say that I

recognize the business of this convention is important. Lord
behold, let me be the one to stymie that progress. But, I

suggest that we're making a very serious mistake. I think it's

going to be very difficult—very difficult—behind some other
things that we have done to say to somebody, very serious, that

we are writing a constitution that is futuristic in nature, that's

rewriting a constitution that's supposed to provide for the

adequate Judicial administration of our court. That somehow or

another, the question is posed to you, very seriously. "Well, how

can, with the increasing adult problem, you provide for constitu-

tional jurisdiction of district courts and not give some semblance

of constitutionality to juvenile courts?" You may try to technically

talk about my amendment; you may try to technically bring out the

defects in the Derbes amendment. But. see. there's one thing that

you won't be able to correct. You're not going to be able to

correct, very seriously in my estimation, the kind of long-range

adverse effect it's going to have>not on the intentional offender,

but seriously, on youngsters who are victims or the prey of the

kind of society that we live in. If you say or tell me that there's

not going to be the opportunity where one youngster is going to

fall victim to what we've done in the judiciary, if you can assure

me of that, then I'll say we ought not continue to try to resolve
this problem.

I suggest to you that the amendment to delete is not an amend-
ment to give »e full consideration on this issue. You know, that's
just like ne telling my neighbor, 'You vote for it and I'll vote

against it or I'll vote for It and you vote against it." Ladies
and gentlemen, I thank and I'd like to compliment all the delegates
who have wearily struggled on with this important question. I

suggest to you very seriously that it's a question of the

magnitude that even I don't understand the depths of. It was
so important that even some of the authors of the legislation
that was introduced took their name off because they began to

see what were the possibilities. Just let some youngster get. . .

Well, I don't want to keep giving you examples. But. I say to

you that It's hard, it's very hard. I don't mind losing, but
it's very hard and it's unconceivable in any stretch of the

imagination t^en we can provide for constitutional protection
for retirement systems and some of the things that we've done for
special interest groups, that we can't tven provide the semblance
of it for half of the population that must live, in the future.
under this constitution. I just can't. . .nobody can explain
it to me. It's not that my mind is closed, but I just can't do
it in comparison with some of the other vested Interests that
we've got embedded In this constitution, even to the extent that
we've embedded it to allow a two-thirds vote of the legislature
making It, as someone said, difficult to remove. I just can't
understand it

.

1 ask you to reject this amendment and I'll return it to

the calendar. If such tiioe that this convention's got some

laxity to talk about this issue again, I don't want to see it

die of the kind of death the Judge is proposing by this amendment.

I suggest that we defeat the amendment and then return it to the

calendar.

Question

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Jackson, don't you think that at this time that we should

adjourn until tomorrow, and probably with better minds maybe

we could work something out overnight to present to this body

that would be acceptable to the delegates?

MR. J. JACKSON
Rev., I would say to all the delegates who are about that kind

of business that I'll be willing to do that. But, you're going

to hear the argument that that's just going to delay us, and I

would hope that we could do it. I'm saying to you that I have

sincerely, conscientiously, even to the point of reaching some

delegates by the arm and saying. "What's the problem? Tell me."

I Just. . .1 don't know. I think that it's so embedded at

this point, that some folks have just got their mind that a

reform is a reform is a reform. That what we're trying to do is

not of importance to constitutionality and the constitution.

Point of Order

MR. TOBIAS
There's nothing left of the proposal. It's deleted the

enacting clause; it's deleted everything providing; there's

no committee for it to go to. It has nothing.

[^Motion to return Delegate Proposal No .

4 3 to the calendar adopted : 46-40

.

Motion to call Delegate Proposal No

.

17 from the calendar adopted without
objection .

]

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 17. introduced by Delegate Planchard:

A proposal making provisions prohibiting lotteries.

"Section 14 of Article II. Neither the state nor any of

its political subdivisions shall conduct a lottery."

Explanation

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I reluctantly bring up my

proposal right now because it seems to be a dark Tuesday for

delegate proposals. But, my proposal. If you've read it, is

a very simple proposal, but one which I feel is very important

to put into this constitution. It's very few wards, but this

is the one area which I was approached about on many, many

occasions. I must admit at the outset that where I first observed

this was in the general provisions of the present constitution

referring to gambling. There is a phrase in the present constitu-

tion strictly pertaining to lotteries. It goes a bit farther

than my proposal, itself. In the present language, it says,

"lotteries and the sale of lottery tickets are prohibited in this

state." That means all lotteries. Now, I felt that it's very

important to state in very plain language that the State of

Louisiana nor any of its subdivisions should ever conduct a

lottery. First, because I feel that this is not the proper

way to finance state government. The governor thought of the

idea some time ago, before the last special session. He

mentioned the lottery because he felt that this was maybe a

new way to get revenue for the state. I think you all know the

opposition that he had. He appointed a commission to look into

it for him, and they reported back—they reported back to

him unfavorably. I think the reason is very good because in the

first place you're talking about the means of supplying new

sources to the state for about twenty million dollars, maybe

twenty-three million. No one knows how much it would cost

—

and they've had many, many estimates—how much it would cost

for the administration of a lottery in Louisiana. Another thing

about relying upon this type of financing is the fact that you

cannot really rely upon it. There is no way that you can

actually state how much money that you will obtain from a lottery

each year. It's not the same thing as a tax. A tax, you can

predict. The taxing methods, revenue bonds or bond producing

funds is the proper way to go about financing state government.

Last but not least, the opposition to the lottery is on a

moral ground. Now. if you want to cause political suicide, you

propose a lottery in this state, because they are afraid of the

infiltration from people without the state and the unscrupulous

individuals that it may bring in. The people who have to

suffer when you have a lottery Is not the big boy, the one that

you usually try to go after .because he's got the income. You

tax him. . .
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What I was about to say Is the lottery only takes from those

vrtio cannot afford it, or that can afford it least. It's that

little man that really can't afford even the two dollars that

he would usually put on a lottery ticket. Now, I know already

as soon as I yield this floor that there are amendments coming

forth. I know that I have probably opened the door to a lot of

amendments concerning gambling In the State of Louisiana. I

know for the next hour and a half that we'll probably discuss

gambling. It is not my Intention, with this amendment, to affect

the gambling section. All I can say is, folks, for the next

hour and a half, just liang on. But, I would appreciate your

consideration on this proposal as I have written it. I ask for

its favorable vote.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
A. J., what do you think would be the end result if assuming

you did have a lottery and you raised twenty million dollars and
this money went for a teacher pay raise, let's say, and then three

years from now you only raise ten million dollars by a lottery?
Wouldn't that mean an automatic increase in taxes before it was
over with?

MR. PLANCHARD
It seems to me it would have to. Yes.

MR. FAYARD
Mr. Planchard, assuming that this proposal fails, does

this mean that the State of Louisiana will be under a lottery
system or a lottery will be conducted in Louisiana?

MR. PLANCHARD
It means that they can.

MR. FAYARD
Means how can it?

effort to pacify certain people who are against lotteries in an
effort to sell the constitution?

MR. PLANCHARD
No, I am not.

MR. FAYARD
Are you in favor of also an amendment to this to prohibit

gambling or the other vices that are enumerated under the present
section of the constitution, or are you going to stick with this
proposal?

MR. PLANCHARD
Oh, I'm going to stick with my proposal, if anyone else

wants to amend it, they may.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Planchard, if this provision was in the constitution

and a local governmental subdivision got the bright idea that they
were going to sell lottery tickets and conduct a lottery, don't
you think that a taxpayer could bring a suit to enjoin any such
operation?

MR. PLANCHARD
Yes, sir, sure do.
I yield to Mr. Goldman.

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Planchard, is there any provision for defining what a

lottery is? What is a lottery?

MR. PLANCHARD
1 wish I knew, Mr. Goldman. I wish I knew.
All 1 can say it's a form of gambling.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Planchard, does this mean that a political subdivision

could have a poker tournament, but it just couldn't have a

lottery?

MR. PLANCHARD
Because there's no mention. . . there's no mention of

the lottery in Louisiana.

MR. FAYARD
But, what would it take?

MR. PLANCHARD
Or prohibition against.

MR. FAYARD
What would it take to be able to conduct a lottery

in Louisiana If this would fall?

MR. PLANCHARD
Well, the legislature would have to pass an act . . .

MR. FAYARD
In other words, this proposal would place a limitation on

the legislature, is that correct?

MR. PLANCHARD
Yes, it would.

MR. PLANCHARD
I'm sorry. I didn't get that.

MR. DUVAL
I said, could a political subdivision have a big poker

tournament, but it just can't have a lottery? Is that what
it means?

MR. PLANCHARD
That means they. . . If you don't say anything to prohibit

that poker tournament they certainly could have one.

MR. DUVAL
What makes a lottery more insidious than a poker tournament,

or off-track betting or any other type of gambling . . .

MR. PLANCHARD
I think you'll find that off-track betting is a form

of lottery that you sell the lottery tickets for it.

MR. DUVAL
Is bingo a lottery?

MR. FAYARD
Now, what would happen if a political subdivision would

conduct a lottery under this proposal? What does this proposal
do to that political subdivision?

MR. PLANCHARD
I have not gone that far as far as trying to set out

the legislation on it, or the penalty for such, that I leave
to the legislature, but I think it important for us to express
to the legislature that this is one of the things that we are
going to prohibit.

MR. FAYARD
What I'm trying to get at is Just exactly what does this

do besides put a limitation on the legislature as far as the
state is concerned? It provides no penalty does It?

MR. PLANCHARD
No, it does not. That's what I'm saying again.

MR. FAYARD
Well, are you putting it forth as a political move and an

MR. PLANCHARD
No.

MR. DUVAL
You're sure? You draw lots, don't you, you draw numbers.

I mean I'd Just wondering what this means.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Planchard, this provision would not prohibit the state

from legalizing private lotteries and then taxing them, would it?

MR. PLANCHARD
No, it would not.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Planchard, what would be the case. . . how would

your provision apply in the case where a private corporation
was in a lottery and donated the proceeds to the government?

MR. PLANCHARD
Ms. Zervigon, in answer to your question, my provision

as written, I'm not referring to that. I'm referring only to

the states and subdivisions.
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HS. ZERVIGON
Well, what about the case in which the state would contract

with a private company Co run a lottery, but the conpany would

really run the lottery?

MR. PIANCHARD
I think that you'd have to say if the state allows them

to do it that's the same thing as doing it themselves. I think

that would be prohibited by this constitution.

MR. FAYARD
Mr. Planchard, In response to a question asked by Delegate

Jenkins, you replied that this would not prohibit the state from
authorizing a private Individual to conduct lotteries. Is that
correct? Is that true? I want to make sure I understood that.

HR. PLANCHARD
That's correct. If you notice that my proposal is a delegate

proposal which Is presented to the finance section, and in discussing
finances in the State of Louisiana is why I put In this proposal
In this form. This Is not a general provision. It's not the
general provision that you find in the gambling section or article
as in the present constitution.

MR. FAYARD
Well, by this, do you mean that it is all right for the

legislature by a majority vote to authorize a private company to
engage In lottery, so long as the state taxes It, but the

state Itself cannot enter into a lottery under Its s3wn auspices. . .

under their own control or the state government Itself or a

political subdlvison under a governmental control.

MR. PLANCHARD
Uhat we're doing Is . . .

MR. FAYARD
It appears to me that you'd open the door to private

lotteries, but prohibiting political weight entering It.

HR. PLANCHARD
There's nothing In this proposal which does prohibit

a private lottery, but I know that there's an amendment coming forth
to do that.

Personal Pri vi lege

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of this

convention, I ask for this point of personal privilege and I

hope you don't think I'm being facetious or silly, but I'd like
to point out to you that there Is a federal definition of a
lottery. Under the federal law —public law— a lottery Is prohibited
by the federal government and the definition of a lottery under
federal law is"anythlng that has the following three elements Is

a lottery, consideration, prize and chance." I submit that we're
pretty silly in talking about lotteries unless we really define
it in the most specific sort of way because when a man runs for
public office in this state according to the definition— a federal

definition of a lottery, a lottery is being conducted, first of
all . . .

MR. CASEY
Now, Mr. Goldman, I recognized you on personal privilege,

I'm not sure that It's appropriate for you to be arguing the
the merits of the proposal right now. If you wish to submit
an amendment I think you're entitled to do so. If you wish to
argue the merits of the proposal, you're entitled to do so.

MR. GOLDHAN
I'm not doing that, X*

is according to public law.

just explaining what a lottery
If I'm out of order, I'll step down.

MR. CASEY
I think so, Mr. Goldman.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Burns, Smith and others send up amendments at the

present time.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 4, at the end of the line,
delete the period "." insert the following: "and gambling."

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 7, at the end of the line,
add the following: "; Gambling".

Amendment No. 3. On page 1, delete lines 8 and 9, In
their entirety and Insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 14. Gambling is a vice and the legislature shall
pass laws to suppress it."

Amendment No. 4. On page 1, line 10, add the following:
"Lotteries and the sale of lottery tickets are prohibited

in this state."

Point of Order

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Chairman, I rise on a point of order. My point of

order is that these amendments are not germane to the proposal
as it is presented before us. My second point of order Is that
this delegate proposal, the amendments as they are written, have
been presented to a committee that Is, my Committee on Legislative
Powers and Functions, and there they were deferred. Now, I'd like
you to rule on whether or not these amendments are germane to this
provision because I think that gambling is a totally different thing
prohibiting gambling than is prohibiting a lottery.

Rul ing of the Chai r

MR. CASEY
Mr. O'Neill ,the Chair rules that the amendments are germane,

and I think it's appropriate that they be submitted at this time.

Explanat i on

HR. BURNS
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

Mr. Planchard as I understand it rather Introduced his proposal
back several months ago when a trial balloon had been sent up with
reference to a suggestion that perhaps the state might consider
going into the lottery business to raise money for the school-
teachers, which has since been accomplished by the raise in gas
and oil taxes. Subsequent to that, knowing the wishes or feeling
that I know the wishes of a vast segment of the people of Louisiana*
I prepared the present amendment. Now, what I would like to say
at Che very beginning of my remarks that this is not anything new,
this is not anything that I thought up or conceived or prepared. The
wording of this amendment in Section 3 and in Section 4 is the

exact language that's In the present constitution. Would you believe
that there has been a lottery section In the Constitution of the
State of Louisiana since 1845 with a short interval and a very sad
and tragic interval I might say in the history of Louisiana because
back in the middle part of the last century the legislature . . .

the constitution of the state that was held at that time voted to

legalize lottery on the grounds that it would benefit.The proceeds
would go to Charity Hospital and that was done. Lo and behold
the first year that the lottery was in operation the first full year
that the Charity Hospital got the magnificent sum of twelve thousand
dollars and I don't believe it ever increased as long as the lotteries
remained legal. In 1879, the people of the State of Louisiana became
so aroused over the fraud and scandal, and shakedowns and payoffs,
that they called a constitutional convention to rescind the lottery
amendment section of the constitution. In that election, the lottery
interest only got two thousand votes in the entire State of

Louisiana and the lottery was put to an end once and for all. That's
the way it's been up to this very moment. So, that is why I say
ladles and gentlemen that this amendment is not anything new, this
has been in the constitution of the State of Louisiana for over a

hundred years. Now, I want to say this statement and I wish you
would listen to this because I know this Is the basis for perhaps
some opposition. This Is not going to affect in any way racehorse
track, or pari-mutuel racehorse betting in the State of Louisiana,
that has been taken care of by an act of the legislature, I have
it here some place—and as you know, the state . . . the tracks
are operating throughout the entire State of Louisiana with legal
sanction. That's the way the law is now and this amendment Is

not going to change that in any way. I would like for you to

call your attention to the fact that this amendment Is not going
to in any way affect bingo games that are being operated by churches
at church fairs, AB^erican Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Volunteer Fire Department, this Is the law on the books today, and those
bingo games and other games of chance are being operated openly
and without any interference, and that's the way It will continue.
Here just recently, it was suggested that the state go in the
lottery business —and I'm not going to read all this— but the
governor's . . . here's a report, a recomnendatlon on the governor's
council of economic advisors, recommended very strongly that the
State of Louisiana give up any Idea of engaging in the lottery
business and this is some of the excerpts in that report. "In
view of the public opposition to the measure which has already been
expressed, a lottery hardly seems worth the political effort and
sacrifice involved In its establishment. Report, then cite the
corruption Infest-H Louisiana Lottery Company of the late 1800's
as a reason the game appears too politically sensitive to be worth
the effort." Now. ladies and gentlemen, I don't know whether
you know it or not, I tried to show It, It's not going to hurt anything
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because it's not going to change any of the laws that are not in

existence today. But, I don't know whether you know it or not, but

to a large segment of the citizens of the State of Louisiana the

very word, "lottery" is repulsive. I have here in ray hand a copy

of an article that went to 1 don't know how many hundred thousand

church people throughout the State of Louisiana ^and the headline

is "Flash, Urgent" with reference to the various amendments that

we're discussing here this afternoon. Now, I don't think where an

amendment is not going to change anything, it's not going to add

anything on to the present law, it's not going to put any further

restrictions over and above what we already have and as I say we're

people that like horse racing, they're enjoying horse racing, they're

enjoying pari-mutuel betting- The people that like bingo games are

enjoying them, so why by the actions of this committee, or this

convention, especially with reference to the lottery article;

why do we want to go out of our way and invite the open and active

opposition of that large percentage of the citizens of this state

who are absolutely, definitely opposed to lottery, that just as

sure as we do it, we're going to get that opposition and I'm not

saying that as a threat because they have documents here to show

their sentiment? So, I ask you, ladies and gentlemen how can we

go to the people when we finish this document. , . this constitution

and present it to them without the present lottery article in it,

because if we do, they have no other way to construe our actions. But,

by our eliminating it from the present constitution or the new

constitution, we are thereby — and I agree with them— we are thereby

putting our stamp of approval on lotteries, and they're not going
to accept it. So, I ask you,—and this is the strongest argument
I know— if this is going to change the law, if this is going to put

some .

But, all I'm asking is that we retain the law just . . .

MR. HENRY
All right.

Cha i rnian Henry in the Chair

You have a question, Mr. Avant?

Quest i ons

MR. AVANT
Mr . Burns, you've explained to the convention that your

amendment restores to the constitution, or the proposed
constitution the exact language of Article XIX, Section 8 of

the Constitution of 1921, except with respect . . . except one

sentence dealing with agricultural futures.

MR. BURNS
That's right, and that was done. . . left out, Mr. Avant,

because of the soybean interest in the state. It was thought

that they would be affected by that, so we left that out.

MR. AVANT
Now, isn't it a fact that anybody who is afraid that

this is going to keep them from having a private poker game

in their home, or have a crap game at a fish fry or something

like that don't have anything to worry about because the Supreme

Court has said, that since there is no definition of gambling

in the constitution, it's up to the legislature to define it,

and that they have the right to define it? The only way they

have defined it is when it is conducted as a business; isn't that

right?

MR. BURNS
That's right.

MR. AVANT
Isn't it a fact that if you take this out of the constitution,

it can be construed in no other way than that this convention is

inviting the legislature to open up gambling as a commercial business

operation In this state?

MR. BURNS
That's right— and I repeat once more— in answer to your

question, this is not going to change one thing that we don't have

at the present time except that it will keep it in the constitution

and satisfy the voters when they go to the polls to vote on this

constitution.

Further Di scuss i on

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I know all of you are tired,

been here all day, I've been here to, but I feel like this is a

very important amendment. I'm much in favor of it. I coauthored
it. I want to see it passed, and I feel as strong about this

amendment and this legislation as anything in the legislature.

I feel that the language should be put back in the constitution

like it was in 1921. I see no reason to take it out unless you

want to legalize gambling, that's just that simple. If we leave

this out, the legislature in the future can legalize gambling

and we don't want that in the state. I've had more letters

and more people to talk to me on this, that they want this in

the constitution. You say, well, it doesn't belong in there; neither

did the three dollar car license some of us thought, but we put

that in there. Gentlemen, I think, if you put this in the constitution,

you're going a long ways towards helping pass it, and I certainly
want to see it passed. I know a lot of you are against this amendment,

but you want to see the constitution passed. Please, gentlemen,

let's go ahead and put this back in the constitution. It's not putt-

ing it back. You took It out. I was on the committee* This came

up before Revenue, Finance and Taxation* It was voted down. It

went through the Legislative Committee, was voted down. So, the

only way we could come in on this was on this lottery amendment here.

I feel like the people of our state ,
gentlemen, feel like

we must have this. We're not doing anything like Mr. Burns

says, we're not putting some in there. It's already in there.

You're taking it out. I feel like if it's not passed, that we're
going to have a hard time. Like he says, this doesn't change any-

thing. This doesn't prohibit pari-mutuel betting on the track nor

does it prohibit bingo, but it's a statement in our constitution
that tells people that we. . . that gambling is a vice and the

legislature should pass laws to surpress it. I don't see how
any of you can vote against it.

Quest ions

MR. FONTENOT
Mr. Smith, what is your definition of gambling?

MR. SMITH
Well, I can tell you a definition of lottery. I think

that's what you. . . it's where it's defined as somewhere you

have a prize and a chance and a price. It's gambling.

MR, FONTENOT
Do you have a definition of gambling?

MR. SMITH
No, sir. I couldn't . . . definition just exact

definition, but you know what it is as well as I do. You can define it.

MR. FONTENOT
Okay. I mean for the record, I'm just trying to distinguish

what is some gambling . . . something that you do is gambling or

not, like a bingo game at a church, is that ... do you consider

that gambling?

MR. SMITH
No, sir.

MR. FONTENOT
Do you consider a private poker game at my house gambling?

MR. SMITH
No, sir, unless it's a house game.

MR. FONTENOT
Do you consider a poker game at a bar or a lounge in the

backroom gambling?

MR. SMITH
Well, I'm not going to start answering all these questions.

I think you're doing it ... I think you're doubtful about voting

for this.

MR. FONTENOT
No, it was for the record. I just wanted to distinguish

what are some gambling vices and what are not, Mr. Smith. I'm

just trying to get something in the record to show what we intend

as gambling and what is not.

MR. SMITH
Well, I'm not an expert on the definition of gambling, but

I know that we should put this In — whether you're from North

Louisiana, or South Louisiana™ our people feel very strongly about

this up in our area and this is one of the things they want

in there. So, gentlemen, I feel like we're going to hurt our-

selves if we don't put this in our constitution. Leave it

like it is. Just don't take it out.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Smith, the thing that concerns me about this,

gambling presently prohibited in our Criminal Code?

Isn' t
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MR. SMITH
Yes, sir, I think so.

MR. LANIER
Now, murder also is prohibited in our Criminal Code, isn't

It?

MR. SMITH
That*s right.

MR. LANIER
Do you think that by not including this in the new

constitution it would be encouraging the legislature to repeal

the gambling law any more than It would be to encourage them to

repeal the murder law because murder is not Included in this

amendment?

MR. SMITH
Well, I think. It would encourage them on the gambling

law. Yes, sir. Of course, murder is something else, there are

people who don't like that, but they like gambling.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Smith, up in your area recently, or for the past four

or five years, I don't know whether you consider track, off-track

on track betting gambling or not, and a lot of people don't,

pari-mutuel winners are not considered gambling, but I heard for

years that they . . .your area, up there in the Bossier area, they

did not want a racetrack, there was bitterness on both sides. So

they finally decided the best they could do— isn't this the

truth— that the best thing to do Is be sulwnitted to the people

and it passed overwhelmingly, and you now have a track up there,

don't you?

MR. SMITH
Well, that's not in Caddo, that's in Bossier Parish.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, I'm saying up In that, in that area, in that corner

of the country.

MR. SMITH
I don't think it was overtrhelming. I think it was very. . .

but that has nothing to do with the gambling.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, I think, it's significant that the people when

they finally got a chance to vote and other people talking for

them they voted to put a track. . . years I've heard that you

couldn't , it was Impossible to get consent to put a track up

in that area.

MR. SMITH
No, Senator .they just like to see horses race.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, you don't consider — one more question— you

don't consider horse racing gambling evidently.

MR. SMITH
Well, it's . .

No. I think it is.

. I mean It's not defined as gambling.
Yes.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, it's legalized gambling.

MR. SMITH
I think so, yes,sir.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Smith. I just wanted to set the records straight, if

I understood you correctly, you made a statement that Revenue,
Finance and Taxation Coonlttee had killed this proposal. That is

not true, they did not. This delegate proposal that's before
us now was reported out of that coaaittee, Mr. Smith.

MR. SMITH
Well, I remember It coming up and I made a motion. Senator,

I don't remember how It came up and it was ... I believe
it was recomnitted to another coimnittee.

l^Motion to limit debate on the Amendments
to twenty minutes adopted: 40^39.^

. U

Further Discussion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chalnnan, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I'll

only take a few minutes of your time. Buti in answer to some of

the questions that have been asked here, I think if those who had
asked the questions had listened to Mr. Burns' explanation of

this amendment and to the answers to the questions that Mr. Avant
propounded to Mr. Bums would have seen what he was talking about.
I want to remind you that this is not something that you can take

lightly because it is very Important to this proposal, I mean, and

to the entire constitution. You can go around It In a half a dozen
different ways by avoiding the issue. But, if you come head-on with
the issue, this is something that we have been living with; it does
not upset the status quo; it does not close pari-mutuel tracks. In

answer to Mr. Fontenot's questions, our courts have held time and
time again—I don't recall whether it's legislation or jurisprudence

—

that unless it is operated as a business it is not prohibited
gambling in this state .which allows your country club poker games,
your other type games, friendly poker games, or whatever you want
to do individually, as long as it's not operated as a business.
I think that is the correct law in this state. It's very important
that we adopt this amendment that Mr. Burns has offered, that I

have coauthored. I sincerely hope you won't take it lightly because

it can really mean a lot to the constitution. It will not harm any-
body; it will not upset the status quo. I urge your support.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Drew, if this prohibition is not put back in the con-

stitution, could not the legislature legalize gambling in this
state a la the State of Nevada?

MR. DREW
There is no reason they couldn't. Mr. Avant.

MR. AVANT
Do you think that if the people of the State of Louisiana

realize that, they are going to accept this constitution?

MR. DREW
Not from the correspondence I've had, Mr. Avant. they're not.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Drew, can't you foresee in the future sessions of the

legislature every time that this Is not in the constitution that

the gambling element, from not nationwide but worldwide. is going to

be here lobbying trying to pass every gambling law possible?

MR. DREW
I can see that, Mr. Stlnson. I think you should take Into

consideration what the legislature did in 19 — I don't recall
whether it's '72 or '73—in outlawing pinball machines in this state

it was something the public demanded and it was something that the

legislature did. The only people that came before the legislature

opposing it were those who were actually operating the pinballs;

I think that gave the pulse of the people there.

MR. STINSON
Do you believe that a state government should be financed on

taxes on gambling?

MR. DREW
There is no way, Mr. Stlnson, when half of our revenue is

coming from the federal government and one major industry. I

don't see how we can add something as uncertain as gambling to

that revenue.

Further Discussion

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in support of this

amendment. I would have you to know in committee I was one that
advocated removing it from the constitution, that the constitution
would be silent on this subject because I believe .even until this
day, that the church should not Impose its will on the people. I

believe that we should try to tell people what thus sayeth the
Lord,but not to put restriction that they cannot do a thing;

that's my personal feeling. But, I have received letters, phone
calls, telegrams over the past five or six months from clergymen
of various different denoninations throughout this state asking
that this prohibition be placed back into the constitution. There
%rere times when I mean I've had directive discussions with different
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clergymen about I even brought it up in the barber shop or

different places where a few people would be together and would
try to get the feeling of the people just what do they think about it.

Surprisingly, people want that prohibition in there because they

are afraid of some organized type of gambling coming into the

community. I did not come here to impose my will. I'm here to

do the will of what I believe the people would want me to do and

for that reason, I join in with this group to place this prohibition
back into the constitution. I think if you would support this

amendment you would be surprised to know that many people would be

mighty, mighty happy. Thank you. God bless vou.

Further Di scussion
MR. FAYARD

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, my
committee was mentioned on this, so I feel obligated to get up
here and speak to you concerning this amendment. First of all,
I would like to see what this amendment does; it says, "Gambling
Is a vice and the legislature shall pass laws to suppress It."
We've heard speakers get up and admit that gambling is defined
by the legislature and it has been defined so as to eliminate
horse racing, bingo, other items of local poker playing, crap
shooting and what have you, in your home. So, exactly what does
it do? What is gambling? Does it mean that it's alright to play
bingo and go bet on horses, but then you can't do certain other
items? What other items cannot you do? I believe these are items that
are certainly defined in the criminal statutes of this state. I

believe, also as Mr. Goldman pointed out, that the U. S. Federal
Government has a statute that prohibits lotteries, but it's not in
the constitution of the United States of America. Of course, we
are here to write a new constitution. I think we should delete
unneeded material. My committee considered this carefully. We
decided it was not necessary ;it was handled by statute and actually
it did nothing. Now, on the second portion of this amendment It

says that "Lotteries and the sale of lottery tickets are prohibited
in this state." This varies greatly from the Delegate Proposal
No. 17 In which it says that "Neither the state nor any of its
political subdivisions shall conduct a lottery." If

you adopt Amendment No. 4, this means that not even a private
company could engage in lotteries if the legislature in its wisdom
some years from now decided that It was necessary for the state to

do so in order to survive financially. There have been several
states in the nation, I believe, that have conducted lotteries

successfully and without the bitter experience that has been
related by some of the delegates that Louisiana suffered
a number of years ago. But, again, I have to rise in opposition
to this amendment because of those reasons, but not only because
of that reason. I am content to sit in my chair and vote no on

these amendments until certain delegates get up and say, "A vote
against this amendment is a vote to legalize gambling." I cannot
stand for that. I can't believe that somebody can say that. That
doesn't express my feelings at all. My feelings on this is that

it should be up to the legislature. We don't say that murder Is

a crime and the legislature shall pass laws to suppress it. We

don't say rape and prostitution are crimes and the legislature

shall pass laws to suppress them. Why is gambling and lottery
such an issue? I think we should trust our legislature and give

them the authority that they need in this area and it would take

a legislative act. I believe that the people would have to mandate
the legislature before the legislature would ever legalize gambling
in this state. I'm against legalized gambling, myself personally.

But, I do not believe that you can sit there and listen to a comment

that a vote in favor, or at least against* this amendment is a vote
in favor of legalizing gambling and lottery; I can't see that.

Now, again, please consider this carefully. What are you doing?

If you think that it's politically expedient and it's necessary
to adopt this to pass this constitution, I can see the reason why
you would vote this way. But, don't get up here and say that it

does anything; it does nothing with the exception of Amendment
No. 4. Amendment No. 4 would actually prohibit the sale of lottery
tickets in this state for any reason or any method. So, I ask you
to defeat this amendment; it is not necessary. I'll yield to

questions.

Quest ions

MR. JENKINS
Calvin, would you agree that Amendment No.

effect but is simply moralist preaching?

MR.

3 has no legal

MR, JENKINS
Wouldn't it be hypocritical for the State of Louisiana on the

one hand to say in its constitution that gambling is a vice and
ought to be suppressed and on the other hand be getting a rake-off
from the race tracks in the state? Wouldn't it be hypocritical for
us to say that in our constitution?

MR. FAYARD
Woody, as you and I well know, certain state agencies are

run by rake-offs from the race tracks....

I certainly believe that's a form of gambling.

Further Discussion

MR, STINSON
Fellow delegates, I would like to urge you to support this

amendment, It's always being said, "Well, we don't need it." I don't
think that, in answer to that, it is not in any way increasing the
size of the constitution. You might say we don't need the preamble
of the constitution that we have, "We the people of Louisiana are
grateful to almighty God." There are a lot of people of Louisiana
that are not grateful to God for anything, but we are forcing that
element in the preamble because we think that the majority of the
people believe in what's right. and are Christians. I'm not going
into a count as to who are Christians and not, because when the
final count as how many are going to be in hell and how many are
going to be in heaven, I expect we are going to be surprised. But,
really, this is just a few words; it has been in the constitution.
If you want to use the termt "the people can live with it", and it's
not hurting anybody and it's helping a lot of people even if they
are wrong in their throughts and theirbeliefs but they want it in the
constitution and it's not hurting anyone. They have gone into detail
as to whether it'd apply to racing or whether It'd apply to bingo or
different other church games and that has been answered. There is
no one, I bet you, no one has asked you to take it out. But, plenty
of people have asked us to leave it in there. So, let's do it; there
is no movement that I know by any group putting pressure on to
take this out of the constitution and let's don't be plcayunish and
say, "Well, we don't need it in there." If that little bit were
helping to pacify a lot of good Christian people, I think we should
leave it in there, put it in there; it's been in there for all these
years.

FAYARD
Woody, I believe that the authors of this amendment agreed

to that in their explanation of the amendment and in their support
of the amendment, by admitting that the legislature itself defines
what gambling means.

[3216]

Quest ions

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Ford, isn't It true you just told me right before you

left here that everything you were for and liked was either illegal,
immoral, or bad for your health?

MR. STINSON
Mr. Jenkins, the only thing I told you that I hope you live for

a long time because some of the things you think about I was afraid
you were going to hell; that's the only thing I said.

MR. FONTENOT
Mr. Stinson, do you think the legislature would legalize

gambling if we didn't put this in the constitution?

MR. STINSON
Yes, sir. It would only take a majority vote, and I can foresee

where it would; yes, sir.

MR. FONTENOT
Do you think the legislature took a gamble whenever it proposed

these constitutional amendments for the superdome? Do you think the
people took a gamble on this superdome when they voted for it?

Don't you also think that everybody lost?

MR. STINSON
They thought it was assured and thought it was tied down, but

they were mislead.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, Ford, you're from Bossier Parish; right?

MR. STINSON
Yes, sir.

MR. O'NEILL
Isn't that where one of the race tracks is?

MR. STINSON
That's what I understand.
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MR. O'NEILL
And, doesn't the state get money from that race track?

MR. STINSON
What's that?

MR. O'NEILL
Doesn't the state receive money from the taxing of those....

that money from the race track?

MR. STINSON
It hasn't been completed; I don*t know.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, didn't the people there vote to have that race track?

MR. STINSON
Yes, because it's legal and it would be legal under this, too.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, did you vote to have that race track?

MR. STINSON
Did I vote. I voted

MR. HENRY
That has nothing to do with what we are talking about.

Mr. Tobias, you have time for one quick question.

MR. STINSON
But, the majority of people voted for it and they ruled and

it's going to be legal....

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Stinson, you said good Christian people; what about good

Jewish people?

MR. STINSON
Well, I couldn't get technical; I've lumped them all together

—

all good people.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, at the outset let me say that

I think, of course, this provision keeps exactly the present law.

It's my feeling, of course, that the provision is not necessary.

I think it's a moralistic issue which shouldn't be in the con-

stitution. But, I think if we 'were pragmatists about the three

dollar license plate we should probably be pragmatists here because

as a practical matter this doesn't really mean anything because we

still have, under this constitutional provision, horse racing, bingo

and other various and sundry type procedures and you have criminal

laws on gambling. So, I don't think it will have any material

effect on the operation of the state. I think it's a purely

pragmatic matter; it may facilitate the passage of this document

which I would hope is paramount in all of our minds. Therefore,

for a purely pragmatic reason ,because it does not change the law

at all. because we will operate as we always have been operating,

I urge that we adopt the amendment.

Questi ons

MR. J. JACKSON
Believe me, Mr. Duval, I really don't want to be sarcastic.

If I am, I'll apologize to you and this convention. But, isn't
it odd, in your estimation, that we are willing to trust the

legislature as it relates to future generations ;when it comes

down to gambling, we don't want to gamble with the legislature

on that?

MR. DUVAL
I understand your question. I understand the oddity of it

all, but the legislature has rights anyhow because they have

already passed laws for horse racing and other things, so I....

I don't want to intellectually defend this thing now; it's

purely politically.

MR. VICK
How do you spell pragmatic. Mr. Duval?

MR. DUVAL
I don't know how you spell it.

MR. VICK
Doesn't it come out hypocritical?

MR. DUVAL
Well, Mr. Vick, let me just say for that question—as much

as your questions are considerate to the convention, I think that

question is hypocritical. Now, if you want to play that game, we

can play it.

Closing

MR. BURNS
You don't have to worry, fellow delegates, I'm not going to

say I'm not going to take long and then just take the full five

minutes. But, I do I just want to call this to your attention

one more time. I'm very, very serious about this and there is no

use in us trying to fool each other here getting up and arguing

whether it's necessary or whether it's a legislative matter;that

isn't what I'm talking about. I'm talking about what is the reaction

of the voters of the state going to be. Now, you watch, I could be

wrong about everything but see if I'm wrong about this. You watch

what the headlines in the newspaper tomorrow morning is going to be.

It's going to be to the effect that the Constitutional Convention

put its stamp of approval on lottery. If it's not in the exact words,

it's going to be the equivalent of. All I'm saying is it's not

going to cost us anything. If you don't understand now that we

are operating under the same law that my amendment covers and nobody

is being hurt, and no church fair, and no bingo game is being

interfered with. The racehorse interest is being taken care

of. So, all in the world I'm asking is that they just retain
it in the constitution because I actually am convinced— I could

be wrong—but, I just think we are taking the wrong attitude about

this and laughing it off and saying it's a legislative matter.

But, the people are not going to understand it's a legislative

matter. I make this final suggestion. I've been in politics

and fooled with the public a long time and these things I never

take personally, so whatever you do, that's your business and the

vote will be recorded.

I do ask in all sincerity to give this your serious consideration
with reference to overall effect it's going to have. Now, there has

been a division of the question raised and some of you are so con-

cerned about the gambling. If you are too overconcemed about that
[Amendment] No. 4, which will be voted on separately, you still have

that, so I'll leave it with you.

{^Division of the Question ordered

.

Record vote ordered . Quorum Call .-

9 7 delegates present and a quorum

.

Amendmen ts Nos . 1 , 2 and 3 adopted

:

56-42 . Motion to reconsider tabled

.

Amendment No . 4 adopted : 5 5-42

,

Moti on to reconsider tabled . Motion
to take up other orders rejected

:

20-60. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 8, in Floor Amendment No. 3

proposed by Delegate Burns and just adopted, at the end of line 2

of the text of the amendment, after the word "it" change the period
"." to a comma "," and add the following: "but if it does exist,
it shall be taxed."

There is a second amendment that says the same thing at the

end of line 2 of the text of the second amendment : "but if they
do exist, they shall be taxed."

Expl anat i on

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm very serious about this

amendment. This is a "have your cake and eat it too" amendment.
If this convention wants to outlaw gambling, that doesn't bother
me much one way or another. But, it hurts me to think that somebody
out there somewhere is robbing this state of badly needed money. It

was once said that the sun never sets on the British empire. But,
I'm willing to tell you that every moment the sun shines or the moon
shines somewhere here in Louisiana, somebody here is gambling illegally
or somebody here is playing the lottery. Now, if these men are arrested
I'm tired of them putting their money in the bank, going to Angola for
two years, coming out and being the richest men in town. I think that
if gambling does exist then we have a right and we have an obligation to

tax it. If there are those who think that this sounds a little strange,
I point out to you the law they have in Mississippi about illegal
liquor and the fact that making and selling bootleg is illegal. But,

if you're making it, and you're selling it, they expect you to remit
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the sales tax. I think that if anybody out here is doing illegal
gambling, I think the people of Louisiana have a right to get a

percentage of that money. If he's gambling, then it ought to be

taxed, since this is a very straightforward issue. Now, if you
want to pretend there is no gambling going on, that's up to you.
But, I firmly believe that if it is going on and the guy gets arrested,
I don't want him to be able to bank his money, go spend a counle years

in Angola, come on back and spend the rest of his life in Cadillacs.
If he's doing it, it ought to be taxed. I urge your support for the

amendment.

Questions

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Velazquez, would you suggest that Mr. Traigle go around and

take the house cut?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Well, I don't want to tell him how to do it, the legislature.

you're an expert on these house cuts, Mr. LeBleu, not me; you're a

member of the legislature. You all provide how you want it done;
I'm not trying to hamstring you that way, I think our wonderful
legislature has enough experience with gambling and gambling people
and know how this, thing should be done. All I ever did was play a

little bingo.

MR. KILBOURNE
Mr. Velazquez, isn't it a fact that for many years the

federal government has collected. . .made people that gambled
in this state to pay a gambling license or buy a gambling stamp
or something of that kind?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
I want the state to get the money out of it, Mr. Kilbourne.

The State of Louisiana is the one who Is being more directly
hurt than the federal government. The federals are taking care
of themselves. It's up to us to take care of this state.

MR. KILBOURNE
But, your idea is nothing extraordinary,

was trying to point out.
That's what I

MR. VELAZQUEZ
You're correct, sir. I apologize for speaking to you In

that manner. You are perfectly correct. You are perfectly
correct, sir. We will do nothing out of the ordinary. We are
merely trying to mirror one of the better things that the
federal government has done which was to get every nickel that
they are due. We vant to get every nickel that we're due.

Further Discussion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, at the risk of irritating certain delegates

to the convention, I rise in support of Mr. Velazquez's amend-
ment. I agree like a whole lot of other people agree. You know
it's according to whose politics is being affected. That's all
we're really talking about—whose politics is being affected.
If you're really talking about... if you look at the Revenue and
Taxation Article, and particularly you look at the damage that's
done to a large extent, to the city of New Orleans, and if the
fact that you can provide some of these organizations with tax
exemptions, is that going to extend to things like bingo and
all of that? I think that if we provide sufficient amount of

tax exemptions, on the other hand, whenever some tax is being gen-
erated— .there is gambling going on in the state, that we
ought to be able to tax that to recoup some of the revenues that
some of these local governments and school boards are going to

need to operate as a result of what we've done in revenue and
taxation. So, I ask you to support the amendment.

Questi ons

MR. LANIER
Mr. Jackson, If there's going to be horse racing, and I

understand there's a substantial tax on that form of gambling,
don't you think that if the people who are illegally gambling
certainly ought to be able to pay a tax?

MR. J. JACKSON
I think very seriously that we all understand the rationale

and I think that very seriously, and I wasn't being sarcastic
when I raised the question to Mr. Duval, I think gambling in
any form ought not be guised on"good gambling" and "bad gambling."
Gambling is gambling Is gambling is gambling.

m. LANIER
In fact, It'd be pretty hard to understand how somebody

could be against taxing Illegal gambling.

MR. J.JACKSON
Right.

MR. MIRE
Mr. Jackson, you made reference to the money local government

was going to lose because of the Revenue, Finance and Taxation
Article; can you tell me where they're going to lose money?

MR. J. JACKSON
I'd cite In the city of New Orleans whereby we had by the

Revenue and Taxation Article where we have included everybody
under the sun, in my estimation— I'm giving you my personal
opinion—where we have provided extensive exemptions, particularly
to some of these organizations and institutions who are providing
moralistic gambling under the distinction of a certain thing,

then, I seriously think that well, this is one way for us to re-

coup some of the money. That's my opinion, Mr. Mire, and you
and I may disagree on . .

.

MR. MIRE
Then, you'll agree with me that you don't understand our

mlllage rollback or rollup.

MR. J. JACKSON
I understand rollback millages. I understand the time

limits involved. I understand reevaluations and all of that.
What I'm saying is to you, that if we look, particularly, in

the city of New Orleans, that we feel as though that by an
inclusion of and expanding homestead exemptions and all the
exemptions that we have granted, that if any of these institu-
tions provide any form of gambling, that they ought to... that
gambling ought to be taxed, and we ought to recognize, Mr. Mire,

regardless of whether I'm wrong or not that gambling is gaabling

is gambling is gambling.

MR. MIRE
My question is not about gambling or taxes. My question is

that, did you know that I can prove to you that New Orleans will
not lose any money under Revenue, Finance and Taxation?

MR. J. JACKSON
Well, Mr. Mire, I'll come right over there and ask you to

do that for me. But, regardless of that, Mr. Mire, we've spread
into area of taxation, the area of exemptions, and some of the

organizations do in some manner, provide for some forms of

gambling. Now, the question is truthfully, not only is it part
of this convention, but it's part of the people. Are we prepared

to say that gambling is gambling is gambling? If you're not,

then you vote against it. If you are, then, you vote for it.

That seems to be the issue.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Fellow delegates, I supported the last amendment, not because

I think it particularly did anything, but because, like the three-

dollar license, I think a lot of people feel that It should be

in the constitution. But, I object to this amendment because
what we're saying is, we prohibit this, and you shall pass laws

to do it, but when you say that if we do, then, we're going to

tax them, what you are really saying is, "we didn't mean what we

said in the first place," and I think that's wrong. If we're

going to tax gambling, then we should say that all gambling in

this state when authorized shall be taxed. I just disagree with

...I think what we're saying here is we said it, but we really

wasn't too strong in It, and if there's some money in it, well,

then, we want to get it. I'm not in agreement with that

philosophy. Thank you.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Champagne, do you know that I got a different under-

standing from you....
Because what?
Do you know that what I get from this is, if they make money

gambling, you pay the tax on it, and then you pay the penalty,
too?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I see. Well, I don't gather the same thing. I say here

that we prohibited, but if you do it, well, then, you get to
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be taxed for It. I think the legislature shall provide and

prohibit It, and the legislature could well say that they shall

tax anybody or Just put them In jail and make thea pay a big

fine.

{^Previous Question ordered.]

care of that. This pertains to the guy who's out there running
a lottery or running the whee\. Just plain old-fashioned, no
good, rotten. Illegal gambling. You ever heard of a gambler
having to get a free lawyer, you know, having to go ask for a
free lawyer? Gamblers always have the best lawyers. That*s
our money they spend for those good lawyers.

Closing

MR. VEUZQUEZ
I just want Co say that how can you tell the children of

Louisiana to do right when they see the gamblers riding around
In Cadillacs? That's all I've got to say. The gamblers are
riding around in Cadillacs; the honest folks are driving Fords.
So, let's put a tax on the gamblers so when they get out of
Angola they won't be as rich as they were when they went in.

Question

MR. GAUTHIER
Tom, the only thing that concerns me is for instance, a

lot of churches have this Las Vegas night and what have you.

Would they now be taxed on it?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
That is not gambling. The legislature's already taken

{^Amendment adopted : 59-29 . Mot ion
to reconsi der tabled . Mo tion to
revert to other orders adopted

:

48-46

.

]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1134-1140]

Report of the Secretary
[ll Journal 1140-1141]

Announcements
[// Journal 114l]

{^Adjournment to 9:00 o' clock a

.

Wednesday , January 9, 1974.]
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Wednesday, January 9, 1974

ROLL CALL
[96 delegates present and a g

PRAYER

.n,.]

MR. ABRAHAM
Our Father, we ask that you watch over us on this day. Guide

us in our deliberations and, in the closing days of this convention

»

may we all remember the work that we have come here to do, the

work we have done,and we will be able to finish this document

and present to the people of Louisiana the document that they should
have. We ask that you bless all of these delegates that are here

and all the work they have done. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

MR. POYNTER
On unfinished business is Delegate Proposal No. 17, introduced

by Delegate Planchard.
A nroposal making provisions prohibiting lotteries and, as

amended,making provisions prohibiting lotteries and gambling.
The section has been, so far, substantially amended.

Amendment
MR. POYNTER

Mr. Guarisco, Mr. Fayard, Mr. Nunez send up amendments at this

time.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 7 through 10 in

their entirety and delete all floor amendments adopted thereto

and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS

* A *

"Section 12. Gambling Prohibited
Section 12. All forms of gambling, including without

limitation, lotteries, pari-mutuel betting, pinball machines,

football cards, printing of point spreads, bingo, dice, card

games and other games of chance shall be prohibited in this

state. The legislature shall define the crime of gambling and

provide criminal penalties therefor ."

Explanation

MR. GUARISCO
Yesterday, as you know, we included in the 1973 proposed

constitution a prohibition against lotteries, a prohibition

against gambling, insofar, that it tracks the 1921 Constitution

that 'gambling is a vice and the legislature shall pass laws to

suppress it." Now, what does that mean? I don't think under the language

it means a darn thing because as you know, throughout the years

the legislature has made exceptions. Although the constitutional
mandate against gambling is ever present, the legislature takes

this position: The following things are gambling except thls—
and they have accepted pari-mutuel betting, that is, at the race

track; they have accepted bingo games. Now, let it be understood

that I have no objection to gambling whatsoever insofar as the

prohibition in the constitution. I have no objection to pari-mutuel

betting except that people have come time after time before this

podium and argued morality. Now, if you want official morality,

I don't think we should couple it with official hypocrisy, that is,

the morality is only limited to who gets the cut. When you go to

the track, the state gets a cut of the pari-mutuel window, therefore,

that's moral. If somebody gambles in a back room some where or he

gambles in private and somebody cuts the pot or takes a cut, then

that's immoral. If some individual does it that doesn't go to some

i.e. worthy cause, then that's immoral. Now, that's hypocrisy any

way you look at it. Now, if we are going to be against gambling.

If we are going to prohibit gambling, if we are going to prohibit

these evil vices, then let's do it across the board. Let's don't

have pari-mutuel betting. Let's don't have horse racing. Let's

don't have dice games, skin games, rake-offs, cutbacks, what have

you. The very people who will stand up here.... the church people

will come up here and say they don't want gambling and they got the

biggest game in town at the bingo game. So, I think we ought to

not be hypocritical. I'll yield to any questions.

Questi ons

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Guarisco, am I correct in assuming that pari-mutuel

betting at race tracks which would mean the end of racing In the

state is Intended here, huh?

MR. GUARISCO
That would be my purpose; yes, sir.

MR. ALEXANDER
Then, what would happen to the race track?

MR. GUARISCO
I don't know what they would do with it; maybe make a football

field out of it. Reverend Alexander. I don't know.

MR. ALEXANDER
Now, you named bingo. You mean the church bingo would be

outlawed?

MR. GUARISCO
Yes, sir, any form of gambling that's listed in this; there

would be no exceptions. I don't have anything against church
bingo. But, if we are going to be selective, let's don't be

selective, let's go across the board and allow no gambling.

MR. ALEXANDER
How about the social card game?

MR. GUARISCO
Social card game probably under the law would not be exempt...

would not be against the law. The law is now that someone has to

get a cut, that is, a house or some third party should get a cut.

But, as far as I'm concerned. If this amendment goes through,

that would be outlawed too.

MR. ALEXANDER
Then, the golfer who bets two bits on a hole.... per hole, he

could be jailed; is that right?

MR. GUARISCO
No, sir. I don't think that would be the intention of this;

no.

MR. BURNS
Mr, Guarisco, how did you vote on the lottery and gambling

amendment yesterday?

MR. GUARISCO
Well, it's very obvious how I voted. I voted to put no pro-

hibitions or that the constitution should remain solid insofar as
so-called what you call a vice. But, if we are going to have

a prohibition, then I think we ought to list those things that

we are going to prohibit and let's take them all out. Let's don't

be selective and let's don't be hypocritical.

MR. BURNS
Didn't you vote against the lottery and the gambling amendment

yesterday evening?

MR. GUARISCO
Of course, I did.

MR. BURNS

Now, isn't horse racing and pari-mutuel betting legal in

Louisiana at the present time?

MR. GUARISCO
Yes. I think it 's hypocritical and I want to make it illegal.

MR, BURNS
I see. Now, I want to ask you one more question and this is

the most important one. Isn't this just an effort to defeat the

amendment that was passed yesterday evening by bringing up bingo,

and legal horse racing, and interests that you know the people in

this convention and the people of the State of Louisiana are

Interested in?

MR. GUARISCO
No, not necessarily,

do it all the way.
I think if we are going to do it, let's

MR. DREW
Mr. Guarisco, if the legislature under your amendment, I mean

this is a pure prohibition you say, if the legislature adopted the
jurisprudence of this state that gambling was a game of chance
operated as a business, other than by a religious or a social
organization, we would have the same status we have right now
and that is a possibility under yours,

MR. GUARISCO
That is a possibility; yes, sir.
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MR. DREW
If the legislature enacted the jurisprudence of the state

into law, then. . .

.

MR. GUARISCO
No, sir. They can't enact the jurisprudence of the state

into law insofar as these items are concerned because there would

be constitutional prohibitions against this specific activity. I

don't say that the legislature might find a way to even get

around this and find a roulette table or something else that

might be a likely exception.

MR. DREW
Let me call your attention to the last sentence: "The

legislature shall define the crime of gambling." Now that gives

them the absolute authority to say what is and is not gambling;
doesn't it? So, your pure and holy amendment is nothing more

than what we have right now, then, isn't it?

MR. GUARISCO
No, sir. I think it goes further because it actually prohibits

certain things and one of them is pari-mutuel betting, and the state

gets its cut and that's moral. These fellows all come up here and

talk about the morality, yet cambling is allowed in this state. I

can't reconcile the two in any way, form or fashion.

MR. SMITH
Mr. Guarisco, isn't all you are doing with this amendment is

ridiculing the amendment we passed yesterday, Mr. Burns and others
of us?

MR. GUARISCO
Yes, sir. I'm trying to perfect it. If anybody has any other

vices that they would like to add to the list, I would be willing to

accept those amendments, also.

MR, SMITH
No. I mean you are ridiculing. .. .what we used to say in the

legislature, loading it down with jokes so that people won't vote

for it; isn't thatwhat you are trying to do?

MR. GUARISCO
No, sir. I'm not particularly trying to load it down. I think

that these things are hypocritical and they ought to be listed.

MR. SMITH
Are you really conscientious in this amendment?

MR. GUARISCO
I'm against the prohibition, as I've already stated. But,

if we are going to have a prohibition, I don't want official

hypocrisy; it's as simple as that.

MR. SMITH
If your amendment is passed, you would vote for the whole

proposal, then?

MR. GUARISCO
Sir?

MR. SMITH
If your amendment is passed, you would vote for the proposal?

MR. GUARISCO
I don't understand; if my amendment is adopted?

MR. SMITH
Yes, sir. Would you then vote for the proposal?

MR. GUARISCO
Yes, I will.

MR. SMITH
But, I say this just your idea of being ridiculous, just

a joke?

MR. GUARISCO
No, sir. I don't think it's a joke at all.

MR. JENKINS
In other words what you're saying, Mr. Guarisco, the latest

expression by this convention is the provision from the present
constitution, "Gambling is a vice and the legislature shall enact

laws to suppress it"? If we believe that, if we believe it's a

vice, if we believe it ought to be suppressed, then this is exactly

how the legislature would do it anyway, so we might as well do it;

is chat correct?

MR. GUARISCO
Absolutely, that's right , that's right. I'm trying to get them

all, but I might not have everything. If anybody has any other

vices they want to add to the list, like I said, I'll be willing

to accept them.

Further Discuss i on

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentleman of the convention, I'll

be very brief. It's quite apparent what this amendment is

attempting to do, but through the way it's drawn it is not even
accomplishing the force it was attempting to accomplish because
under this amendment, which Is very poorly worded— if Mr. Guarisco

means what he says he means, the legislature could define gambling

—

in fact, it is mandated to define gambling—and you would have the

same situation that you have today. The only thing you would have

would be a force in the constitution the way this particular
amendment is. I urge you to defeat this amendment and stand with

the Burns ' amendment

.

Further Discussion

MR. BURNS
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I'm

going to be very brief and not hopefully take up any more time. I

just want to ask all of those who voted for the amendment yesterday
evening, of which I was one of the authors, I would ask you to please

vote against this amendment. It's so obvious that it's just a back
door effort to kill the amendment that we adopted yesterday evening.

I made it very, very plain. I've had at least three delegates come

to me this morning and tell me they didn't understand it yesterday

evening. That the amendment is exactly the same wording that's in

the 1921 Constitution and has been in there off and on since 1845.

We haven't added anything to it; it's the law we have been living

under all of these years; it's the law that the church bingo, the

American Legion bingo, the Veterans of Foreign War bingo, all those

different civic and charitable and church organizations have been
operating; it won't change it in one iota. So, I ask you to defeat

this amendment and any other amendment that of a like nature.
There is going to be an amendment coming up in a few minutes to

delete the Velazquez amendment. Let's stick with the original

amendment that we adopted yesterday evening and get on with the

other work of the convention. Thank you.

[Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

15-63. Motion to reconsider tabled .^

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Chatelain sends up amendments as follows:
On page 1, line 8, in Floor Amendment No. 3 proposed by

Delegate Burns and adopted by the convention on the 8th,

delete Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by Delegate Velazquez

and adopted on yesterday, and at the end of line 2 at the end

of the text of the Burns amendment after the word "it" delete

the period "." and add the following: "and the legislature shall

provide penalties for the violation thereof."
Amendment No. 2—a similar amendment—deleting Floor Amendment

No. 2 by Mr. Velazquez, and at the end of the second Burns amendment

after the word "state" delete the period "." and add the following:

"and the legislature shall provide penalties for the

violation thereof."

Explanation

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I think that most of us

are serious in this business of going on with the convention, and

I think that this will bring us right back to wliere we presently
are in Louisiana. We are speaking more than about a three dollar
license plate or the way the educational system shall be in

Louisiana. We are speaking about the very way of life In Louisiana.
All of us know you have problems in Louisiana In many, many areas

so far as the way of life as it relates to gambling, and to horse

racing, and to so-called lotteries, and other things. I think this

is one way we can resolve this thing this morning and go about our

business. 1 would certainly appreciate It if you would listen and try
to ask the questions you think are necessary. At this time, I would
like to yield the rest of this time to a coauthor, Mr. Drew.

Further Discussion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, let me see if I can put this

thing in proper perspective. What we are attempting to do by this

amendment is to more or less put the law exactly, as nearly as we
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can. Now, we are bound procedurally is the reason we have inserted

this clause in there. But, I think that the Velazquez amendment is

something that would certainly detract from the thing to say "if it

does exist, you are going to tax an illegal operation if it is illegal."

But, now, under the present law there is the only question that seems

to be of any major importance is the use of the word "lotteries" because

lotteries— bingo games, have been determined to be lotteries. There

will be an amendment right behind this one that will say the sale of

lottery tickets shall be prohibited. Therefore, that protects your

bingo games that so many people are interested in. No one is getting

hurt under the present constitution. We are not trying to hurt any-

body. We are not trying to change the status quo. We are trying to

leave it as nearly as we can as it is now. As was mentioned yesterday,

I don't believe that there have been over one or two people that

have approached any member of this delegation that see any necessity

for a change. I mean, we have different areas in this state. Up in

the northern end of the state they are extremely interested in having

some expression in this document about gambling. Now, when you say

gambling, you have to go to the jurisprudence of this state which

defines gambling as being a game of chance, operated as a business,

and that has not applied to religious and civic organizations; it

has not been made applicable to them. You are not hurting your

churches. You are not hurting your Legion and V.F.W. posts and

your other civic clubs. If we take the word"lotteries"out and

leave it "sale of lottery tickets" then, we have left the bingo

games to where there would be no question there. We are not trying

to upset the jurisprudence. We are not trying to upset anything.

What we are trying to do is put an expression in this constitution

that could mean many hundreds of thousand votes for or against.

Like I say, 1 don't see how anyone could object to this amendment.

It's nothing that couldn't be done under the present 1921 Con-

stitution. It's just that we had to do it. I'm going to be frank

with you. I understood that an amendment just to delete would have

been out of order and possibly that would have been just as well.

But, we couldn't do it procedurally and, therefore, we have put this

in there which is in there without being said. Please, consider this

amendment seriously. Delete the Velazquez amendment. Let's delete

the word"lotteries"if you are concerned about bingo games. Then,

you have everything in its status quo and I don't think there has

been any serious objection to the present situation. I will yield

to questions.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr, Drew, you know I have no objection to your amendment.

Further, I have no objection to the amendment that you said was

coming up and eliminate the word"lottery"and substitute"the sale

of lottery tickets"because as I tried to make very clear, I wasn't
doing anything to try to hurt bingo games for charitable or civic

purposes. I think that will take care of the last objection.

MR. DREW
Thank you, Mr. Burns. This is a serious question and I hope

you will go along with us and adopt this amendment. Thank you.

MR. LANIER
Mr, Drew, you were one of the coauthors of the original

amendment, yesterday, weren' t you?

MR. DREW
Burns

.

exactly what you said.
I move the adoption of the amendment.

Further Discussion
I

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I hate to have to rise in

opposition to Mr. Chatelain, Mr. Drew, and Mr. Conino, but I think a

that we have to put some realism in the things that we're doing M
here. We've had laws on the books in Louisiana since 1921 saying j
that gambling is illegal, it's immoral, it's a vice and laws shall
be passed to prohibit it. Today, as wo all sit here, as I stand
here, they got people out here making a fortune on lottery and on
illegal gambling in this state. For us to sit here and refuse to

believe that this is going on is ludicrous. Last night when I went
home, I spoke to a number of people. One gentleman phoned me,
told me he had won a thousand dollars betting on the lottery in
New Orleans, and the gamblers don't want to pay him. He wanted to

know could I get a law passed up here in the convention that if
you win any money gambling, they've got to pay you. I said, "Look,
why don't you just go to the police and have him arrested?" He
said, "Look, I don't want to have him arrested, I just want my
thousand dollars. Besides, where else am I going to play? I always
play with this company. I've been playing with them for thirty years."
The fact is that illegal gambling is going on. It's going on
everywhere, and it's making people rich. It's taking money out
of the State of Louisiana. Now, there've been very few efforts
made to try to get any of that money back. It seems to me that
we just can't let people. . .if we can't stop them, if we can't
prevent it, then the only thing that's left to us to do if we're
going to remain a responsible group is to tax it. If we go back

with a federal example, we all know—everybody in America knows

—

that Al Capone had thousands of people. . .had dozens of people

killed, that he ran all sorts of illegal enterprises, all sorts of

vicious immoral enterprises, that he engaged in large-scale

bootlegging, that he smuggled alcohol from Canada to the United

States and across the Gulf coast. Yet, when he was finally caught,

he wasn't caught with machine guns like you see in Elliot Ness.

He was caught with adding machines. They sat down—the federal

authorities did—and they added up every nickel he had spent for

five years. They added up the value of everything that he owned

—

his automobiles and his clothes. They arrested him and said, "Mr.

Capone, we want you to explain to us how come you own this much

and you claim your income was only so many thousands of dollars."

This is the way they caught Al Capone and put him in the federal

Installation. When the federal government got through wringing

him—and according to a policeman I spoke to last night—they

wrung him for everything they could get out of him. They took his

Cadillac; they took what money they could find. I've even been

told they took some of his suits. Here in Louisiana, a man's a

big-time gambler and he gets arrested

he goes and spends a little bit of time in Angola. When he

gets back, his Cadillac is still waiting, and his customers are

probably lined up waiting for him, too. So, it seems to me that

if we know that we can't completely knock this thing out,

we're going to have to control it. The only mechanism I can see

for us to control it is to tax it.

Quest ions

.Yes, sir.

MR. LANIER
At the present time, we have a law on the books that authorizes

local governmental subdivisions to prohibit bingo and keno under
certain restrictions. Would it be correct to say, for the record,
that your original amendment that you cosponsored with Mr. Burns
and this amendment in no way will affect the existing legislation
in this field dealing with nonprofit charitable type bingo and
keno?

MR. DREW
I don't think it makes any change, Mr. Lanier.

the status quo would remain.

I think that

MR. LANIER
So, therefore, as there are many communities, for example, in

south Louisiana that have community bingos or fire company bingos
or V.F.W. bingos. If we ultimately adopt the Burns amendment and
this amendment, those games that are sponsored by these charitable
and nonprofit organizations like Jaycees, etc, would not be
affected in any way. This Is intended to maintain the status quo.

MR. SHANNON
Tom, are you saying because the law enforcements in your

city will not enforce the law, that you want to relax it and have

it as it is?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
That's not what I said. That's not what I said. I said it

appears to be continuing despite vigilant and persistent efforts

by the law enforcement authorities in the city of New Orleans to

stop it. Many people seem to want it.

MR. DREW
Mr. Velazquez, speaking of Mr. Capone, do you realize that

earnings, whether legal or illegal, are also taxable in this state

as income, already?

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Are we getting it? I only. , .1 wish we were getting it. If

I thought we were getting this money, then ray amendment would be

unnecessary. But, I don't think we're getting this money.

MR. DREW
Mr. Lanier, with this amendment to delete the word "lotteries"

and limit it to 'feale of lottery tickets," I think it has accomplished

MR. DREW
If we are not getting it by income tax, then how do you see

that we could'get it by some other type tax? What is your reasoning?
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MR. VELAZQUEZ
It seems to me if we arrest. . -if a big-time gambler is

arrested, then we should get that money. . .

f urtner Di scuss ion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and delegates, as I sat and I listened, I

began to think. I voted for Mr. Giarrusso's. . .Guarisco's

amendment purely out of principle . I say to you, had it been left

to me, I wouldn't have said anything; I wouldn't have even had

Mr. Burns's amendment. One of the deacons in my church mentioned

when they were talking about gambling for the state and paying

teacher's salaries, he said, "Oh, Mrs. Warren, I sure hope they

won't let this happen." 1 said to him, "As I'm going to say to

you and especially to the ministers in this churrli, if you want

to stop gambling, you do it. It is your job as Christian people

and as your churches to see that the principles of life are

instilled in the children that come to your churches,'' I have

been wondering how you would explain to a young child that it is

all right to gamble for a profit for a church, and it's not all

right for him to gamble for a profit for himself when he needs it.

I say to you, if it's this way, and I'm not arguing one way or

the other, that the young people are going to find a way of

chartering organizations, and they are going to have many, many

enterprises which are going to be doing the same thing that

you're doing. I repeat to you, "What is good for the goose is

good for the gander .

"

As far as Mr. Velazquez's amendment is concerned, I say yes,

because if we file income tax we are supposed to list all the

money that we have made In the year, regardless of how it comes in.

So, if a person knows he's going to have the penalty for paying

taxes on money that he got illegal, plus a fine, he is not going

to be as likely to go into it again, I say to you, vote your

conscience and let God be your judge. Thank you.

{^Previous Question ordered.]

Closi ng

MR, CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm not going to take any

of your time. I think your mind is made up. I think you can see

the whole picture.
I urge your support of this amendment.

Ouest lon^

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chatelain, do you believe that in passing the Burns

amendment yesterday and then come behind with the amendment of

Mr. Velazquez you are stating in one. . .prohibit in one and then

find in another should you decide to do so, well, then we are

going to tax you? Now, it's a conflict somewhere there, don't

you think? In the Drew amendment. . .in your amendment, I believe

that it kind of clears up. . .it. . ,we do what we are supposed to

do—write the law, leaving it to the legislature to provide the

penalty. From t.iat point, local officials to enforce the law.

It's not our place, here, to enforce it. Am I right?

MR. CHATELAIN
You are right, sir. Right, sir. You are right.
I appreciate your observation. Thank you.
I urge your support of the amendment.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Do you believe that crime doesn't pay?

MR. CHATELAIN
1 don* t believe that crime pays; no.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Then how come the gamblers are driving Cadillacs?

MR. CHATELAIN
I'll yield to anyone else, sir.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chatelain, for the sake of the record, what you and your

fellow coauthors are intending to do here is to maintain the
status quo with reference to this problem in the State of Louisiana;
is that correct?

MR, CHATELAIN
Right, sir.

MR. LANIER
For example, in south Louisiana like in Lafayette where you

live or Thibodaux where I live, we have very many nonprofit
organizations that sponsor bingo games . What you' re suggesting
and proposing here would not make those types of events illegal;
is that correct?

MR. aiATELAIN
Absolutely.

MR. LANIER
The main thing we're going after is the organized gambling

that Is done on a. . .as a business. Is that correct?

MR. CHATELAIN
Right, sir; absolutely. Thank you very much.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I'd like to follow up a little on what Mr. Lanier was asking

you. We haven't put a definition of "gambling" in the constitution
in any place, have we?

MR. CHATELAIN
Not to my knowledge.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, the legislature would still continue its job of defining

"gambling," wouldn't it?

MR. CHATELAIN
I would guess so.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, that leaves open the possibility that church bingo games

could be declared gambling because they are games of chance. Isn't
that correct?

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, I would think you're right, but I think the legislature,

in their wisdom , has handled it properly.

MRS. ZERVIGON
It also leaves open the possibility that horse race gambling

that pays for the Legislative Council could be declared illegal
at some point, because gambling on horses is, per se, a gamble,
isn't it?

MR. CHATELAIN
I would think so; yes.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, I don't know that we can feel so comfortable that we know

the definition of "gambling." It seems to me that it could be
changed at any time by statute. Isn't that correct?

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, Mary, as you know, we are trying and attempting in tne

best way we know how to write a constitution that would satisfy
the majority of the people in this state. I think that. . , as
far as I'm concerned, the people feel that the status quo is
all right in that area. So, I can't answer anything beyond that.
1

' m no t . . .

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, we haven't necessarily assured the status quo, have we,

because we' ve lef t . . .

iRecord vote ordered . Amendments
adopted .- 69-17. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Drew sends up amendments joined with several coauthors.

Reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1 , line 10, in Floor Amendment No. 4

proposed by Delegate Burns, et al, and adopted by the convention
on January 8, at the beginning of line 1 of the text of the amend-
ment, delete the words "Lotteries and the" and insert in lieu
thereof the word "The". (Need to make an addition). And after
the word "tickets" on said line strike out the word "are'' and
insert in lieu thereof "is".

Now, I'm sure that's not making a lot of sense right now.

The Burns amendment as presently amended, the second part of it

would read:
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"Lotteries and the sale of lottery tickets are prohibited in

this state, and the legislature shall provide penalties for the
violation thereof."

Mr. Drew would propose to amend that line so it would read,
simply:

"Tlie sale of lottery tickets is prohibited in this state, and
the legislature shall provide penalties for the violation thereof."

Explanation

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this is

the amendment I mentioned* to you awhile ago which deletes"lotterles"
and prohibits the sale of lottery tickets and leaves everything
else just as it is.

I ask for the adoption of the amendment.

Quest ions
MR. O'NEILL

Mr. Drew, what exactly does the constitution say now about
lotteries?

MR. DREW

I don't have it in front of me, the exact words, Gary.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, doesn't it just prohibit lotteries?

MR. DREW
I believe it does, as my recollection.

MR. DREW
The main reason, Emlle, is because of bingo games, and 1 don't

think you could say there's any sale of tickets to play bingo.

MR. COIUR
Well, 1 know in my section of the country every kind of ciiurch

and charity and civic organization in the world that wants to

raise money raffles off a car or raffles off a T.V. set or something

of value. I'm just afraid if we tamper with that language, we arc*

going to endanger those in the future.

MR. DREW
But, Mr. Comar, I don't think our jurisprudence Is evtr K<^init

to say that a civic or religious organization raising money is optr.it inp

as a business. That has been the criteria.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Harmon, I'm not against your amendment, I'm just trying tc^ gel

some information to see if it accomplishes what you have in aind.
Isn't lottery just one form of gambling?

MR. DREW
No. Well, when you say form, do you mean as a business, oe

MR. GIARRUSSO
No, I don't mean as a business. Is that. . .what I'm saying

is that there are several forms of gambling that cannot be
classified as lottery or gambling per se—card games, for exanple,
football cards, bingo, horse racing.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, I'm a little worried that maybe you're making a real

change in the law and that by having the sale of lottery tickets
different from lotteries, you' re going to prohibit car raffles
by Jaycee organizations and some things like that.

MR. DREW
Mr. O'Neill, what you' re not taking into consideration and

which I think has been overlooked so bad is that the jurisprudence
of this state says that—and it would apply to lotteries as well
as gambling—unless it's operated as a business for profit other
than by religious or civic organizations, it's not prohibited.

MR, DREW
Well, we have statutes that define the different types of

gambling, which I think we would still have that same authority.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Okay, that brings us to the next point. Is that would It be

possible that the legislature, if this constitution were adopted,
would be able to enact legislation that would make off-track betting
legal?

MR. DREW

We already have as far as pari-mutuel; yes.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, isn't that jurisprudence founded under the old

constitution, though?

MR. GIARRUSSO
No .you don't. You don't have off-track betting in. . .it's

not legal in the state now for off-track betting.

MR. DREW
Yes, but I mean, if the sale of the tickets. . .you can't

have a lottery without sale of tickets, so it's the same.

MR. DREW

I didn't say off-track; I didn't mean to. I think parl-mutuel
is what I said.

MR. O'NEILL
CHi. . .Mr. Drew, I'm just not anxious to fool around with the

law. You're saying on one hand you want to keep things like they

are, but then you're making a change. So, you know, I'm getting
a little confused as to what you want to do.

MR. DREW
Well, since the '21 Constitution, and I'm not too familiar with it

Mr. O'Neill, "bingo" has been defined as a lottery. That's the

purpose of this amendment.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Drew, but you' re tying it down to tickers. Now, I

don't. . .they may call it something besides tickets. In other
words, there may be some other way they could operate a lottery.
You know, it's getting so computers can do everything. They
might even computerize lotteries, and you wouldn't have any sale
of the tickets. So, you just have it tied to a ticket. Don't
you Chink there's a danger, maybe, you could get around it?

MR. DREW
Mr. Stinson, I guess there's some way to get around every

prohibition in the statutes, if you want to.

MR. STINSON
Well, don't you think it would be better just to leave it

as lotteries instead of lottery tickets?

MR. DREW

I think this would be acceptable to the people, Mr. Stinson.

MR. COMAR
Mr. Drew, 1 don't really understand the distinction between

the two. Why would you change it to 'the sale of lottery tickets?"
It seems to me like we're flying into the teeth of the question
that was Just raised with regard to. . .

MR. GIARRUSSO
You do have. . .well, this Is enacted by statute, and It is

legal, provided it's within the confines of a racetrack. My
question to you is ,is that you know, are you accomplishing what

you want? Could we have. . .could the legislature enact laws

that would have off-track betting similar as they have In New
York State?

MR. DREW
We. . .1 think we could do it under the

prohibition there. This is a. . .

I don t see any

MR. GIARRUSSO
I respectfully disagree with you, I'm just simply saying to

you that I don't believe you're accomplishing, you know, really

what ypu're trying; is that there are just other forms and aspects

of gambling that are not included, and you're just taking lottery

and you're making. . .

MR. DREW
No, no, Joe. You misunderstand. This does not delete the

gambling provision of the Burns amendment. All this did was

amend the lottery provision. The gambling provision is still in

there.

MR. GIARRUSSO
No, I'm trying to make a distinction between a constitutional

prohibition and something that the legislature can do. If it's

doing what you want it to do, well, it's okay. I'm just merely

pointing that out to you. That's all.

MR. DREW
I move adoption of the amendment.
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MR. BERGERON
Mr. Drev, I Just want to clarify something that. . .you had

answered Mr. O'Neill a little while ago, and it caused a little

confusion. The amendment essentially says that "the sale of

lottery tickets shall be prohibited." Am I correct?

MR. DREW
That 's right.

MR. BERGERON
Did you say that you classified bingo as a lottery— the

sale of bingo tickets as a lottery?

MR. DREW
You don't sell tickets.

MR. BERGERON
You do sell tickets to bingo games. Would that be classified

as a. . .I'm just trying to figure out in my mind whether this

would prohibit or stop in any way bingo tickets from being sold.

MR. DREW
Well, Philip, personally, I liked it as it was without

this amendment. Several people were concerned about bingo and

thought this may take care of it. That's the only reason I

offered the amendment. I liked it like it originally was.

Further Discussion

MR. PUGH
Fellow delegates, fellow delegates, 1 rise In support of this

amendment for these reasons: yesterday, when the original Burns,

et al, amendments were presented for your consideration, 1, 2, and

3 were grouped together for voting purposes, and 4 was voted on

alone. I voted against 1, 2, and 3, and I did so and explained my

vote because I thought they were legislative in nature. Your

wisdom dictated that they should be passed, yesterday. After 4

was passed—which 1 voted for— it became obvious that additional

amendments would be submitted to this, the result of which, in my

personal opinion, without. . .and would do deference to everyone,

many of which would be extremely detrimental to not only the

passage, but the constitution itself. This morning, I suggested

to the individuals who were interested in the question that if we

eliminated the word "lotteries," then we would protect the right

of these organizations to have their keno and their bingo. I

believe you can effectively curtail and prohibit lotteries that

we are really talking about by prohibiting the sale of tickets

therefor . Now, in answer to inquiries made relative to the sale

of tickets for an automobile, there ain't no doubt in my mind

the sale of a ticket on an automobile Is a lottery. What's

happened that. . .enforcement officers have ignored it. There's

no doubt in my mind that bingo is a lottery, and the federal

courts have so held. But, again, in deference to the wishes of

the people by their continued use of the system, the fact that

the law is violated has been ignored. 1 say that wc can resolve

this entire problem by voting for Mr. Drew's amendment, by

eliminating the word "lottery," by leaving the phrase "prohibiting

the sale of tickets," and we can move on to other worthwhile and

important provisions.
1 yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. TOGA
Mr. Pugh, you know in some clubs when we raffle off

automobiles, etc., when we make up these tickets, we put "Donation,

$1." Now, what would you consider this?

MR. PUGH
Sir, I think that's a lottery. I don't care whether you call

it a donation, how you cut the mustard, it's a lottery. Any way

you handle it, it's a lottery. Whether or not it goes to the

benefit of a public or a private organization or a charitable

organization, in my opinion, has nothing to do with the main thrust

of the question: whether or not it is or is not a lottery,

MR. TOGA
Why do you think we put "Donation" on this ticket?

MR. PUGH
Because you think somebody might charge off the dollar and

try to win the automobile at the same time.

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Pugh, in taking up in Mr. Toca's questioning, this would

prohibit raffling off an automobile, etc.?

MR. PUGH
I suggest to you, sir, that it has been in the constitution

of Louisiana since 1913; prohibiting the sale of lottery tickets

has been in the Louisiana Constitution since 1913.

MR. BERGERON
I'm just trying to clear this up in my mind. Is this language

that this amendment would inject into the constitution, is it

in our present constitution?

MR. PUGH
Yes, sir; it is in our present constitution. Our present

constitution, I quote and read: "Lotteries and the sale of

lottery tickets are prohibited in this state." I assure you it's

been there. . .it's been there since 18A5.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to suggest the reason we're having so

much difficulty with this section. The reason is that we're

dealing with words that attempt tp express concepts, which

concepts are not clear, and which concepts could not possibly

be included in a constitution by any constitutional standard.

Take the first sentence: "Gambling is a vice, and the legislature

shall suppress it." Consider that language. What does that

accomplish? What does that do? Does it circumscribe any sort

of action whatsoever?—No. Is it enforceable in any way at all?

Can the legislature be mandated to suppress anything? — No.

Now, look at the first clause: "Gambling is a vice." Now is

that true? Is it true that gambling is a vice? Earlier, when

someone passed a football board around this convention, was

that wrong? Was that a vice? Was that immoral? If someone

goes to the racetracks in New Orleans and places a bet, is that

a vice? By what standard? By whose judgment?—By some people's

standards, by some people's concepts of morality, by the over-

whelming judgment of the people of this stater they don't consider

those things wrong. If my experience and my limited knowledge

of human reasoning is any standard at all, they don't consider

those things wrong. They consider gambling a vice only under

certain circumstances—only, usually, when carried to extremes.

But, then we know that anything when carried to extremes is a

vice. Eating is a vice if carried to extremes. Perhaps, we

should say that eating is a vice, if carried to extremes. What

does it do when we say "gambling is a vice, and the legislature

shall enact laws to suppress it." As a convention, we're not

being particularly hypocritical because we didn't say that horse

racing will be made legal and that the state will get a rake off

the top of it. We didn't do that. But for the State of Louisiana

in its constitution to say that "gambling is a vice, and the

legislature shall enact laws to suppress it," the State of Loui-

siana is being hypocritical because the State of Louisiana is

profiting from gambling; the State of Louisiana permits gambling.

Now, look at the second concept in there: the idea that lotteries

are prohibited or the sale of lottery tickets or whatever are

prohibited. Now, what does that do? Do you really think anyone

can be convicted and sent to jail if he runs a lottery under that?

Well, you better read the United States Constitution and the

other aspects of this constitution because a law must be definite

in order to be enforceable, and in order to put somebody in jail

you have to have a penalty. This doesn't do that. If the legis-

lature did not enact a penalty for the conducting of lotteries

or for the sale of lottery tickets, this would be meaningless. It

is meaningless. About the only thing, probably, the courts would

hold that this does is prohibit the state from conducting a lottery

itself. Probably, you could get that out of it. Now, that's why

the thing we started with, Mr. Planchard's original proposal, is

the only reasonable thing I've seen pat forth. It says "neither

the state nor any political subdivision shall conduct a lottery."

Now, that's constitutional material. It circumscribes state action:

it limits state authority. A constitution, by its nature, does

not limit personal actions. We don't have in here "murder is a

vice, and the legislature shall prohibit," and we shouldn't do

it in this instance either.

Further Discussion

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I believe that the problem

that we're grappling with here is one of trying to fashion the

law to fit an existing situation. As a matter of fact, under

the present law, local governmental subdivisions are authorized

to permit keno and bingo within their jurisdictions. In many places

in South Louisiana we have volunteer fire companies, clvjc organi-

zations, and religious organizations that use this as a means

of financial support. Now, I certainly don't think that we want
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to prohibit this type of conduct when it's done for this type of

a purpose. So, I think we have to be very careful how we fashion
something here to fit this type of a situation. To ignore the

problem, or to create a constitutional provision that we know is

going to be observed in the breach, to me is not the proper way

to draft a new constitution for the State of Louisiana. Now, I

can understand the concern of our delegates from North Louisiana
and the concern that they have for the feelings of their con-

stituents about the prohibition of gambling as a business. I

certainly think, as we have done in many other matters, that we

should work together to accommodate this feeling. But I think

we also have to recognize here that in South Louisiana we have

many religious and civic nonprofit organizations that do use
keno and bingo and raffles as means of raising money to support

their operations. Now, quite frankly, I'm going to probably vote

for Mr. Drew's amendment because it is removing part of the

problem as I see it with reference to the nonprofit religious
and civic organizations. But, I think really what we are getting

to here and what we're going to ultimately have to face is that

by making a blanket prohibition against this type of conduct is

not going to solve the problem. If it is our intention that non-

profit religious and civic and public service organizations should

be allowed to have raffles and keno and bingo, well then let's

just say so. In that way it will be clear. In that way we will
not have to require these people who are doing these types of

things to operate in violation of our constitution and in violation

of the law. I don ' t think that 's our purpose here, and I don '

t

think that we should fashion our constitution so that in the

future we have existing or similar type situation that we have

today. Now, like I say, with reference to the keno and the bingo,

this is presently covered by existing law, but with reference to

other things that you and I know go on, if this is what the

people want—and as long as it's not done by organized crime, or

it's not done for a business— if it's done for a good religious
purpose or a civic purpose, this is something I don't believe
anybody in this room is opposed to. If this is what we want
to say, then let's say it. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
reread . Amendment adopted : 6 3-23.
Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Velazquez's amendment reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 8, in Floor Amendment

No. 1 proposed by Delegate Chatelaln, and adopted by the convention

on today, on line 1 of the text of the amendment, after the word

"penalties" and before the word "for" insert the

words "and special taxation".

Mr. Velazquez, as I appreciate it, the effect of this amendment

would be as follows: the first sentence of this section as

presently amended reads: "Gambling is a vice, and the legislature

shall pass laws to suppress it, and the legislature shall provide

for penalties for the violation thereof." As Mr. Velazquez

would amend that first sentence, it would read: "Gambling is

a vice, and the legislature shall pass laws to suppress it,

and the legislature shall provide penalties and special taxa-

tion for the violation thereof."

Point of Order

MR. SMITH
Didn't we consider almost this same

thing in the Velazquez amendment we defeated awhile ago? I'd

like a ruling on that, Mr....

Ruling of the Chair

MR. HENRY
It's not indentlcally the same; no, sir, Mr. Smith.

Explanation

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I don't intend to belabor

this point much longer, but it seems to me that taxation is the

only method to control illegal gambling. It seems to me that

we have had criminal penalties for years, and as yet, gambling
continues to flourish. It seems to me if we add the concept
of special taxes, we may have found the technique we need. I

don't see how any delegate in this convention could go back
home and tell the people that illegal gambling should not be

subject to special taxation by the state. Whenever the federal

government gets their hands on a gambler, they extract every
nickel they can get out of him before they send him to the

federal penitentiary. In lAJuisiana we don't quitt- scorn to have

reached this level yet. Gamblers tend to be incorr i^;iblf. Tliuy

go to the local state penitentiary for a short period o( tirot*,

and they come back, and they go rii;ht back into tlicir ol<l business.
It seems to me that if gamblers know we will not allow then lu

retain the fruits of their endeavors, they mav di'trtMs*' t hi U-vt'J

of their endeavors. Special taxation .st-ems to bf oiilv t;tir he-

cause gamblers cost the people of Louisiana extra monev in

policing and in court costs. Special taxation merely allows the

state to get back some of the money that the sl;ite must s)'en(' In

undo their efforts. This amendment deletes notitiiij' i>f .invone

else 's amendment. It merely includes spec i.i 1 laxiit i»ni in .hU! i t ion

to the penalties. You hit the man in his pocket s. .. hi t (he gamhlers
in their pockets; this is th* way you're goin^ li' hurt then. It

doesn't really seem to have done that much good to havi* hii-n

sending him to the penitentiary all these years, ihou) h I 'r< not

in favor of stopping that pract ice . I urge vunr t avnrah 1 r .nlopt ion

of the amendment.

Questions

MK. CHAMPAGNE
Don't you think the legislature, i f they have a notion to,

could extract all kinds of money from them if they wanteil lo bv

simply providing high penalties or Roing back with ad<litlonal

taxes? They can pass that in the legislature if they wanted

to, don't you think now?

MR. VKLAZgUKZ
My only reply is that they also could give penalties so

there was no need to put that there. The legislature didn't need

any special authorization here to put penalties on people tor

i 1 lega 1 gamb ling, but this conven tion chose to inc 1 ude t ha

t

1 ine. If they choose to include that line, how is it so mn< h

more illogical to also include the concept of special taxation.'

If it's necessary to add a superfluous line about penalties, 1

see no logical reason not to include an additional 1 im— additional

three words— to say "and special taxation," unless of course you

don't believe that the gamblers. .. you believe the gamblers should

be allowed to retain whatever they have that they have Kotten

illegally. 1 mean, if this is your belief, 1 can see a logii

behind your position, but I don't feel that that's your position.

MR. CHAMl'AGNK

Do you understand what I'm trying to say...

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Yes, sir. I understand exactly what you're trying to say.

MR. CHAMPAGNK

No, no. If that the legislature does not want to do this,

they could provide a special taxation—for every million, we get

a dollar; you see.

MK. VELAZQUKZ
And mv answer must be that this convention just adopted words

telling the legislature that they can do something that they

could already do, but they've only allowed us a one shot at the

problem. I'm trying to give the legislature two shots at the

problem.

Further Di scussi on

MR. LAN DRUM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to

Mr. Velazquez's amendment. This convention is really getting to

be something. All year Velazquez and 1 have been voting together;

Harmon Drew and I have been opposing each other. But all yester-

day evening and all this morning. Drew and I have been voting

together so that may be a good sign. I believe that you cannot

impose a tax on a gambler for a penalty. If you can do that for

a gambler, then every crime commit ted, then there should be some

form of taxation as a penalty. Now, maybe if we would do that

for all crimes, maybe our prisons wouldn't be as crowded as

they are. But, I don't see how we can afford to say to poor

people you've committed a crime, and no amount of money will

get you out of it. To those who have money, who are able to

pay a tax when they are caught, well then, all you do is pay

a tax. I don't think we should do it that way. I believe that,

whatever the penalties are, that function should be left to the

legislature to decide what the penalties will be. I don't think

this body should set a penalty in the form of taxation. Certainly

we could use the money, but I'm inclined to believe that anybody...

any corporation of gamblers would love nothing better than to

be able to pay a tax for a penalty. Mov.', e^her we are going

to have it in the constitution prohibiting gambling. or we are

not going to have it one way or the other. I voted yesterday
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to prohibit gambling, I'm going along with that today, and I

would hope that we would continue in that vein. Thank you.

{^Previous Question ordered.^

Closi ng

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I just want to clear up a mis

apprehension that some delegates seem to have. I am not getting
rid of criminal penalties. All I'm saying is that if a man robs
a bank, we don*t just send him to jail. We take the money he
stole from the bank and give it back to the bank. If a man has
been gambling and has been using this as a way of getting rich,
we shouldn't just send him to jail; we should take back some of
that money he got gambling. Now, as far as this being against
poor people, there are very few poor gamblers. If he's a poor
gambler, he gets out of that business and he robs banks; I guess.
But, it seem to me that you allow a man to retain the fruits
of evil, in effect, you are encouraging evil. If you take away
the fruits of evil, then you decrease the evil. The criminal
penalties will continue; we're going to continue to send them
to Angola, but before we send them, we're going to skin them.
That's all this amendment says.

[Amendment rejected: 23-66. Motion
to reconsider tabled. J

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Gravel, Mr. Lanier, Mr. Arnette send up amendments at this

time.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 8 through 10, both

inclusive in their entirety and delete all floor amendments adopted

thereto and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section iU. Neither the state nor any of its political sub-

divisions shall conduct a lottery. Commercial gambling shall be

defined by and prohibited by the legislature."

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

amendment is very simple and it, of course, does adopt the

Delegate Proposal of Mr. Planchard in its first sentence. Now,

frankly, I think that to be honest and fair with the people of

Louisiana we ought to put something in this constitution that is

meaningful and honest. What we really all are talking about, and

what we really are concerned with, is a prohibition against com-

mercial gambling. Now, I don't think that we can or should try

to define what constitutes commercial gambling in this constitution.
But, I do think it's proper and appropriate for us to mandate the

legislature to define commercial gambling and to prohibit it.

I believe that's all that we can reasonably accomplish in the

constitution. I don't believe that there's any effort on the part

of this convention to try to put language in here that can... that

fairly interpreted would prevent the church bingo game or some

of the other forms of gambling-amusement that people engage in

on a private basis—playing cards for money or things of that

nature. Some people think that's wrong and some people think
it isn't, but I honestly do believe that if we pass this proposal,
as I have before you, that we will be presenting to the people
of Louisiana in the proposed new constitution a fair and honest

proposal that has meaning and that will accomplish the principal
purposes that those people have who are against the state being
Engaged in gambling in the form of government-sponsored operated
lotteries

.

1 yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Gravel, it's my understanding that naybe I shouldn't say

who because I really don't know who but there was a survey
recently—and I think the governor made an announcement on it—on

a lottery in this state. He thoughtenough of it to conduct a

survey, not only from a standpoint of the popularity of it, but
the standpoint of the finances of it—who would accept it; how
would it be financed; how would it be run? 1 think the results

of that survey—you probably have.— will you tell the convention

some of the results of that survey? I think it's important to what.

MR. GPJ^VEL

Well, the results of the survey was that a significant minority

of the people in the State of Louisiana would vote against the

constitution that didn't prohibit lottery. The majority of the

people polled seemed to favor a lottery for certain purposes. On

the other side of the coin, a significant minority of the people

would be opposed to lottery in any form, and I think those people

would tend to vote against the constitution if we didn't have this

kind of a prohibition in the document. Senator.

MR. NUTJEZ

Evidently, the people who had the survey run and thought

enough of the method of raising revenue to look into it a little

further than it had been in the past; that was my point. I

don't think the constitution was in question at that time, 'cause

if I remember my chronological sequence of time events right, it

was something like six or eight months ago.

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

MR. NUNEZ
Or maybe longer.

MR. GRAVEL
That 's correct.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Gravel, of course, I have a very serious question

that I think... the way I interpret this; you said "neither the

state nor any of its political subdivisions shall conduct a

lottery." That means the state can't have a lottery; the parish
police jury can't have a lottery; no political subdivision can

have a lottery; is that correct, sir?

MR. GRAVEL
Correct, yes, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
But what would preclude me, as an individual, from entering

into a contract with the state or a political subdivision and

have a lottery that would then give it part of the proceeds of

the profits of that lottery back to this political subdivision?
That's the question I'm concerned about.

MR. GRAVEL
I don't think there's any question but that this language

would prohibit that. I think it's...

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, that's not what it says, Mr. Gravel. Please elaborate

on that.

MR. GRAVEL
I don't think there's any question. I'll answer it to you

this way, Mr. Chatelain, but that the state can't do Indirectly
what it is prohibited from doing directly. I don't think that
the state could enter into any such contract and not violate
the provisions of this first sentence. You can't do indirectly
what you can't do directly.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Gravel, my question is related to the last part of your

proposal. I ask you: what do you mean by"commercial gambling?"

MR. GRAVEL
1 don't mean anything by it other than to say that "commercial

gambling" subject to such definition as the legislature may provide

with respect to that term "shall be prohibited."

MR. KEAN
Does that mean that the legislature couldn't define gambling?

MR. GRAVEL
Sir?

MR. KEAN
Would that mean that the legislature could not define gambling?

MR. GRAVEL
No, sir. This provision, Mr. Kean—and I wish you'd read it

very carefully— is a mandate that the legislature must define
commercial gambling and must prohibit it. Now, now wait a minute.

It does not say that the legislature cannot act otherwise in the

field with respect to gambling, but this.. as you know. Article
90 of the Criminal Code defines commercial gambling at this time.

MR. KEAN
Well, that's my point. Article 90 defines gambling, which

is prohibited at the present time, as gambling for a business.
But, there are other statutes which permit a definition of gambling
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without reference to whether it is being conducted as a business.
It seems to me that this would lend to the suggestion that the
legislature could not define any other gambling other than com-
mercial gambling.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Kean, you're a better lawyer than that. This does not

prohibit the legislature from doing what it has already done

—

and I think this is very important—right now there's a law on
the statute books that authorizes municipalities to define gambling
in a manner different from the manner that it's defined in Article
90 of the Criminal Code. This could not in any way adversely
effect that right of the legislature.

MR. KEAN
Well, if that's the case, would you have any objection to

deleting the word "commercial", and simply make it read "gambling
shall be defined and prohibited by the legislature"?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, what I'm doing here, Mr. Kean, is making it mandatory

for the legislature to define "commercial gambling." Whether the
legislature may want to define other forms of gambling is per-
missive and within the authority that they may have. Here we
are directing the legislature to act. Now, if you want to later
on add another sentence, all right; but I sure don't think it's
necessary. This is a mandate to the legislature,

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Gravel, is there any really need for this right here from

the standpoint that in the Burns' amendment where it says "the
legislature shall enact laws," won't they have to define gambling
and define lotteries when they enact the laws?

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Abraham, that language absolutely means nothing. It's

just fooling the people of Louisiana. We had on the statute books,
as you've been told, the provision that gambling is a vice, and
the legislature shall pass laws to suppress it. In the Gandolfo
Case the Louisiana Supreme Court held that commercial gambling
operate. . the operation of a racetrack, did not violate that
provision. This is meaningful; that language— in my judgment,
in view of the jurisprudence— is not.

MISS WISHAM
Mr. Gravel , I have the same concern as Mr. Kean 's. I was

concerned about commercial gambling. I also readily feel that
since you are a legislator, you should be able to give us some
meanings of commercial gambling?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I'll have to answer you the same way I answered Mr. Kean.

If you have the same problem, my answer to you is the same as the
answer I gave to him that this sentence mandates the legislature
to define and prohibit commercial gambling. It does not prohibit
the legislature from defining gambling otherwise, or from autho-
rizing local government authorities to define gambling on a
different basis which they presently do.

MISS WISHAM
You wouldn't be willing to delete this statement— the last

line—would you be willing to delete it?

MR. GRAVEL
I'm perfectly willing to delete the whole section, but I'm

talking about trying to put something honest in the constitution
that's meaningful and that will respond to what I think are the
wishes of a substantial segment of the voters of Louisiana .

MR. BURNS

Mr. Gravel, did the wording of your amendment satisfy all

these gentlemen who are concerned about church and fire department

bingo games?

MR. GRAVEL
I don't think there's any question but that unless the

legislature was to define as commercial gambling, those kinds

of operations that are traditionally engaged in by churches and fire

departments, etc., in the way of raffles and bingo games, that

this would not in any way adversely affect them.

MR. BURNS
Did they also define different forms of lotteries for

commercial purposes?

MR. GRAVEL
I think so. Absolutely.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Gravel, my question Is along the lines of the otners.

But, would you be in favor of deleting commercial and just say,
"Gambling shall be defined by and prohibited by the legislature?"

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I think mainly this means more to put it this way.

I wouldn't have a particular problem about that because I think
that the legislature could, you know, make such distinctions as
it wanted to. ...as it already has done .permitting, you know,
local option, for example, in bingo games. But, if that would
help to pass this, and, frankly, I think we need to pass something
In this regard, I would have no serious objection to it.

MR. STINSON
Now, commercial. .. .do you think that's easily definable by

the legislature or anyone? Commercial. .. .someone said well, that
means for profit.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, the reason I say that, I think it is very significant

to put in here "commercial gambling" because, since 19A2, we have
had a state law prohibiting commercial gambling. There's a body
of jurisprudence that's been built up under Article 90 of the code.
I think that we would have some value there.

MR. STINSON
They use the word "commercial" not just for profit or gain?

MR. GRAVEL
As a business .... the words "as a business" are involved in

there. It's been.,.. it is commercial gambling.

MR. STINSON
Well, isn't it a fact , then, that someone could Incorporate

a non-profit corporation and could carry on gambling and that
would not be commercial? and pay it all in salaries to the

officials and it'd be non-profit, and it would not, therefore,
be cooBDerclal?

MR. GRAVEL
No, sir.

No. sir.

That's not the judicial interpretation of it.

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Gravel, why did you choose the word "prohibited" rather

than"suppressed"as the present constitution uses?

MR. GRAVEL
Because. .. .of the Gandolfo case. The word "suppressed"

apparently had no meaning to the Supreme Court of Louisiana
when they said that you could have commercial gambling in the

form of pari-mutuel betting and it didn't violate that provision
of the constitution.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Gravel, I want to ask you a little bit about the section

as it now stands without your amendment.
The first thing, "gambling is a vice. Th-? legislature shall

pass laws to suppress it. They can enact penalties with regard

to it. Sale of lottery tickets is prohibited, etc."

Does that in any way prevent the State of Louisiana from

ever allowing a Nevada-type, completely open gambling situation?

Does the present section in any way prohibit that?

MR. GRAVEL
Under the Gandolfo case, I don't think it would.

MR. JENKINS
In other words, so long as the legislature has not enacted

specific criminal penalties for specific offenses, then really,

slot machines, dice games, keno. .. .anything is completely legal...

or it could be made completely legal so long as there are no

criminal penalties specifically enacted by the legislature.

MR. GRAVEL
If we didn't have Article 90 of the Criminal Code, if we

didn't have the statute prohibiting it, the constitution would

not prohibit it under the Gandolfo case. That's correct.

MR. JENKINS
Wouldn't the only way that we could really prohibit the

Nevada-type situation in Louisiana, would be to enact a detailed

criminal provision that we made self-executing and put it in

this constitution?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct. Or, by statute.
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MR. JENKINS
No. But, the only way we could do It as a convention would

be to do that.

MR. GRAVEL
Oh, I agree with you....

wide open. Let's try to maintain status quo as near as we can.

I still think that for the moment, that the Burns amendment, as

presently amended, does what most of us really want. So please,
give some serious thinking to this before you vote for this

amendment

.

Thank you.

MR. JENKINS
So, really, the difference primarily between your amendment

and the section as it stands now. Is that yours is In constitutional
terms, prohibiting and limiting certain state action with regard to
a lottery, and then giving a somewhat of a mandate to the
legislature with regard to commercial gambling. But, the legal

effect Is about the same. Isn't it?

MR. GRAVEL
Now, keep this In mind, though, Mr. Jenkins. I don't think

there's any problem with the first sentence; "Neither the state

nor any of its political subdivisions shall conduct a lottery."

The Gandolfo case recognized that there was a positive prohibition

against lotteries, even under the existing constitution. This

Just makes sure we are talking about a prohibition against

governmental lotteries which is, I think, what we're really talking

about.

MR. JENKINS
But, even under the present constitution, the prohibition

against lotteries in general, and meaning, I guess, private lotteries,

unless there is a criminal law making it a specific offense,

specifically defining It, and putting a specific penalty in the

statutes for the conducting of a lottery, this really is meaningless,

too, isn't It?

MR. GRAVEL
No, sir

MR. JENKINS
Well, how is It meaningful?

MR. GRAVEL
Because the provision with respect to lotteries in the present

constitution could form the basis for injunctive relief

MR. JENKINS
But not criminal.

MR. GRAVEL
....even if the legislature did not. Correct. Because it's a

clear-cut prohibition. But, the provision says that gambling is

a vice, and the legislature shall pass laws to suppress it. We

can sum up that pretty quickly by saying that's been Judicially

declared to be meaningless. So, why perpetrate that kind of

situation In a new constitution where we are supposed to reform

and correct the errors of the past.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Further Discussion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise In opposition to

this amendment. I don't want to argue a great deal with what we've

already done. I'm not hung up with that. I certainly want to do

this thing right. I'm sure that you do. But, let's Just read

together this amendment. It's very plain English. I'm not an

attorney. It's been said here many times before. But I can

certainly reason.
Now, it says In the first sentence, "Neither the state nor

any of Its political subdivisions shall conduct a lottery." Now,

we all agree to that. Certainly the state shouldn't conduct a

lottery. But, that's the hooker I don't like in this first

sentence the word "conduct." If you remember in history, the

previous lotteries that we have was not a state operated lottery.

It was a privately operated lottery that some of the proceeds was

given to the state. Do we, in fact, eliminate this possibility

in the future? I ask you this question. Do we, in fact, eliminate

that possibility in the future?

Let's read the second paragraph— .the second sentence.

"Commercial gambling shall be defined by... and prohibited by the

legislature." We've gone on for two days, now. What is

connerclal gambling? Where would the legislature be in the

future as compared to today? Exactly where It is today. The

legislature has a right to define commercial gambling today.

I think they have in many cases. They said that you could have

public horse races, or you could have parl-mutuel betting, and

on and on. But, we're not doing anything here except shirking

our duty. But, I ask you. Please, let's not leave the doors

Questions

MR. O'NEILL
E. J., now let's go over exactly what you are saying. You

say you want to keep Mr. Bums's amendment as it presently Is.

Well, let's explore a little bit what that means.

"Gambling is a vice, and the legislature shall pass laws to

suppress it." Now, under the current legal jurisprudence, did

you know that that has no legal ef feet. .. .the word "suppress?"
Would you agree with that?

MR, CHATELAIN
Well, if that's your argument, I accept your argument. I

don't have time to research it.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, now, with the amendment that Mr. Drew put on, he

prohibits the sale of lottery tickets. The current constitution
prohibits lotteries and the sale of lottery tickets. Now, you're
a smart man. Don't you think you could figure out a way to have

a lottery without selling tickets?

MR. CHATELAIN
Absolutely.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, O.K., if you can figure that out, you know that the

amendment as it currently stands before us means absolutely
nothing. This one does mean something. Under "Commercial

Gambling" private lotteries could be defined by the legislature

and prohibited. So, this one actually does mean something,

doesn't It?

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, that's again your argument, Mr. O'Neill. I'm not

going to debate that.
Thank you. I urge your defeat.

Motion

•<R. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, I would like, for the purpose of deleting the

rford "commercial" in the second sentence, permission to withdraw
this amendment and then resubmit It with that word deleted, and

of course, the word "gambling" beginning the sentence, and with
a capital "G".

[Motion adopted without objection

.

Amendment resubmitted with correction

.

Motion to limit debate to ten minutes
adopted without object ion .]

Further Di scussi on

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I wish to say first I'm

opposed to this amendment as I feel that it is rather meaningless.

We passed a good amendment yesterday. We ask that the same lan-

guage that is now in the 1921 Constitution be put back. "Gambling

is a vice;the legislature should pass laws to suppress it ". The

people want It in there. I see nothing wrong with it. Like I

told you yesterday, you said we need things to pass the constitution.

This three dollar car license was put in there. I wasn't for that

but it was to help pass it, I feel like we are compromising
something here that I don't think is right. Talking about the

legislature's going to pass It. It may, and it may not. I don't

know. It says "shall pass It." But, they say that we may not

get sixty-seven votes if we don't go ahead and pass this

particular amendment. Well, we may not get sixty-seven votes,

gentlemen, but I'm going along. I voted what I thought right

yesterday. I still think it's right to leave the same language

In the constitution. .. .quit trying to play around. ,. .ridicule this.

But, go ahead and vote like it is now. Leave It alone. Vote this

amendment down. Let's go on with the work of the convention and

put this back in the constitution. I am not going to compromise,

and I hope that you all won't either. It said, rather being

meaningless, "Let the legislature define gambling." I'd rather

let it stay like it Is. That's my feelings on it.
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Further Di scuss ion

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, we are

here to provide responsible government for the State of Louisiana
for the years to come. We are here to provide the basic structure
of government that will contribute to the well-being of the

citizens of our state. At this moment, I deeply appreciate the

great concern that I think all of you have sho\m as we have tried

to deal with this very difficult Issue. It Is true that some

have referred to It as being simply a moralistic issue. May I

suggest that this Issue is as moral as any Issue, and all of the

Issues that we have been dealing with, are moral issues because
they have to do with the future and the well-being of our people.

I feel that this amendment which has been presented here really

strengthens our prohibition against commercial gambling In

this state, and I think that it will satisfy all groups of our

people. People all over our state want an atmosphere in which
our children and young people can grow and develop in a healthy,
moral atmosphere. I think that this amendment will serve that

purpose. 1 encourage your support of it. I've had the privilege
of living in every section of this state. There is no people
throughout the state who want organized crime, or extensive
commercial gambling. I think that this provision which has been

presented here really strengthens our law. I encourage your

support.
Thank you.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise in support of this amendment because I think this is all
we need in the constitution. It contains the fact that the state,

or none of its subdivisions, shall engage In any lottery operation.
It also mandates the legislature to define and prohibit gambling.
I think it's about as meaningful guidelines as you could

possibly get into the constitution. Just because something was

In the 1921 Constitution doesn't mean that it was good. It

doesn't mean that it was bad, but it certainly doesn't mean it's
good. If we were going to adopt the 1921 Constitution, there's

no need for any of us to be here. So, I think that this sets
forth the necessary guidelines. .. .all that's necessary, for the

definition of gambling—which the legislature should do from

time to time when it finds something that it gets out of line,

and out of practice, so that we can keep up with the mores, and

the desires of people during the time. Yet, it sets the guide-
lines that we shall not engage, as a state, or any of Its political

subdivisions. In any lottery operations. So, therefore, I rise

in support of that and hope that you will do likewise so that we

can put an end to this particular proposal and go ahead to some-

thing else.

Questions

MR. STINSON
Mr. De Blleux, as I see It, the only difference in the two

is that the one that we've already adopted. It says "all lotteries,'

and this says "state or political subdivision." Now, don't you

think that sort of leaves the gate open to.... you and I could go

in the lottery business and It wouldn't be prohibited?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Stlnson, I think the second paragraph adequately

takes care of that because it says "gambling shall be defined

by and prohibited by the legislature." I think that would take

care of any private lotteries you may speak about.

MR. STINSON
So, you don't need any reference to lobbyists at all, then,

do you?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, you.... the first part of it could be sure that the

state and any of Its political subdivisions ought to engage in
any of the practice.

In the second paragraph, it says the legislature could
prohibit any private Individuals from engaging in any lottery
practice.

MR. STINSON
But, I want to ask you this. Mr. Gravel, when he was first

presenting this, said the only reason he was Introducing it
because he had to use the word "commercial." Now, he agrees to
take "commercial" out, so I'm wondering about that.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, I didn't see the need of "commercial" either because

that was one of my objections to the original amendment as he
proposed it, because then, it meant that.. ..it was engaged in

as a business. Now this way, with the taking the word "commercial"
out of it, would allow the state to even define and prohibit
private gambling, if we wanted to go that far.

{^Previous Question ordered . Quorum
Call : 9 7 delegates present and a

quorum. ]

Point of Information

MR. K£AN
I Just want to make certain, Mr. Chairman, the amendment we

are now voting on has the word "commercial" deleted from it,

MR. CASEY
Mr. Clerk, you will verify that on your official copy?

MR. POYNTER
That's correct.
It reads, "Neither the state not any of Its political

subdivisions shall conduct a lottery. Gambling shall be defined
by and prohibited by the legislature."

[^Section reread with proposed Amendment .

Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

77-26. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Moti on for the Previous Question on the
entire subject matter. Motion with-
drawn . ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Planchard has a technical amendment. This Is a typical

amendment that we've done before to correct a title:
On line 7, delete all floor amendments thereto in their

entirety, and Insert in lieu thereof the following:
"Article XII. General Provisions

* * *

Section 12. Lotteries; Gambling"
(Incidentally, by Judge Tate's amendment to the prior article,

we made General Governmental Provisions Article XII, and, I believe,
reserved Article II to Separation of Powers. So, that's the reason
from going to from Article II to Article XII.)

Amendment No. 2.... it has to be changed, now.
On page 1, in Convention Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by

Delegate Gravel and Just adopted, at the beginning of line 1 of
the text, strike out "Section 14," and Insert in lieu thereof
"Section 12," which the staff advises me Is the appropriate section
under Article XII. General Provisions.

Expl anat i on

MR. PLANCHARD
It's self-explanatory. It's very technical and very passive.

[Amendment adopted without objection.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. This is the Nunez amendment, Comar, Alarlo, and

others. It would have to be.... the Instructions change somewhat.

The text would stay the same.

On page 1, immediately after the text of the Gravel amendment

Just adopted, add the following paragraph:

"Nothing In this Section shall be construed to prohibit any

such activity, when engaged in by a charitable, benevolent, civic

or religious organization."

Expl anati on

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, ladies and gentlemen-

of the convention, all this amendment would do would be to....would
do what many of us feel , in the southern part of this state, especially,
is probably an absolute mandate from the people. There's been... it

had been prohibited over a number of years. We talk about the

1921 Constitution, and we talk about gambling as a vice and shall
be. ... legislation shall be forth as such. But, it's been there

since 1921. If you will remember, in 1952 we had a State Police

superintendent that did extensive raiding in this state and closed
down all gambling. I think since that time, we haven't had....we
haven't had it as we have known it in the pass. But, evidently,
the proponents of the amendment which we Just adopted feel like
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the constitutional provisions that we've had since 1921 Is sufficient

to prohibit what has been prohibited.

Well, as you know, about four or five years ago, or six years

ago, the legislature authorized by local option bingo, etc., to

charitable, civic, and religious organizations. I can tell you

unhesitatingly without a doubt, that In many of our communities,

that the practice of bingo ts extensive; that the churches participate

In it; that charitable organizations participate In it; that civic

organizations participate in it; and benevolent organizations

participate in it. I can tell you without a doubt that it's doing

good for those people who are conducting it. I've never participated

in It myself. But I Just pass around these halls, and the elderly

people who enjoy it I think it's a form of recreation for them.

I'd hate to see it stopped. I'm not sure.. ..what we have adopted

would curtail or prohibit that particular activity. Then, I'm not

sure, also, that it wouldn't allow the legislature to go ahead and

start to pass laws to prohibit it. Then we'd find raids on our

churches and our civic and our religious groups, and our charitable

groups, and our benevolent groups, etc. I think.— I don't think

that the people who are proposing.— this amendment want to

prohibit this particular amendment that I've got here. I don't

believe they do. Maybe some people do, but I don't think the

majority of you do. I've said from the beginning, and I sort of

believe maybe none of it should be in the constitution, we ought

not authorize it by not putting it in there. But, I believe if

we don't put this in here, ladles and gentlemen. Just like many of

you said, and I'm sure you said it rightfully; I think I understand

your problem, that you'll have a lot of people against this

constitution. I believe if you don't allow those activities that

are now being participated in by the religious, civic, and charitable

organizations, if we stop those activities, I would say to you

that they would have a lot of people on the other side of the

fence that would be against this constitution. I hate to use those

kind of words. But, it seems like every time somebody does some-

thing, this is what they use.

So, I would ask you in all sincerity to go along with this

amendment. I think it Just does up real clear what this

constitution, what this convention wants to do. On the one hand

you've prohibited it. You've said the legislature shall enact laws

as such.

On the other hand, if we come back and say that nothing in

this section shall be construed to prohibit the activities when

engaged in by charitable, benevolent, civic, and religious organiza-

tions, I think it's a reasonable compromise. I think it will be

satisfying all groups that are concerned with the bingo games, etc.,

or what they do participate in. Maybe it's wrong. Maybe the

churches shouldn't have bingo. Maybe the firemen's association

shouldn't have bingo. But the fact of life is, they have them.

The fact of life is that many of their financial arrangements are

based on this type of activity. The fact of life is if you curtail

them or cut them out, Mr. Burns, I think you'd bankrupt a lot of

them. I'm sure the church can find additional revenues. They

have in the past, and have survived for over two thousand years.

But, at this particular point, at this particular time in our history,

a great amount of these organizations are deriving their revenues
from this type of activity. Believe it or not, but it's a fact.

The facts of it is that they fought so hard in the legislature
to get it in, to be allowed to do it. The fact of the matter is

that they've got so many of the local governing authorities in

the area to go ahead and allow them to do it. So, what will we
be doing if we prohibited them from engaging in the activities
that they are now engaging to? Number 1, I really believe you'd
make some people angry. In return, I think those people would
take their hostilities out on the support of this constitution.

I think that we have already, as someone said, we shouldn't,
by putting in all these amendments, we are spotlighting a situation

that we should have left alone. Well, I possibly agree with that

statement. But.. ..the fact of life is that it's in. Someone
prohibited gambling, and lotterlng, etc. There's an amendment in.

It's already passed. It'f here. Now, how far does it go? I

don't know, and I don't think you know, either. How far do you
want it to go? How far do you want it to go? Do you want to

really prohibit the bingos that the churches conduct, and the civic

and charitable, and religious organizations conduct? Do you want

to do that? Then, vote against my amendment .... then vote against
the amendment. But, if you think that a lot of people are, in

good faith, are conducting their business and their activities in

this state, then I would say you ought to pass my amendment, and

I don't think it would interfere in anything you have done because
we have already ... .we have already brought it to the attention of

the public of this state. When we adopted the anti-lottery amend-

ment , and we added on the Burns amendment , I think we focused

,

we polarized. We had no need to polarize the people in this

convention, and the people in this state; the people who think

that gambling is not a vice, or the state should be allowed to

engage in lottery— there's about fourteen states, I understand.

that are doing it. There are a number of them that are looking

towards doing it. But, we have absolutely done it. We're here

at this point in time where we either have to go ahead all the

way with it, and prohibit it—Just strike it all down the line,

or, Just allow the latitude that we've been allowing in the past.

We have allowed some latitude. I think you will agree to that.

I don't agree with the philosophy that what's in there now Is

innocuous. If it is, I think it shouldn't be. I think we should

have gone all the way If we are going to go at all. But, since

you have adopted that, I would ask you all, in all sincerity,

to adopt this amendment. I think it tells those people— those

people who now conduct those activities which you are trying to

make vices and illegal— it allows them to keep doing it. It

allows them to run their businesses as such. I'm Just talking

about if you read it carefully. I know there'll be some questions

about churches going into full-scale gambling. I don't think you

believe that that's the Intentions of this amendment. But, they

are doing it. They are conducting it on a very you know

I'd say a substantial scale. If you go to any of our church

fairs, I think you're going to find what I'm saying is an

absolute truth. I don't think you can go to a church fair and

turn to any corner or any booth, or come to anybody that don't

give you a lottery ticket. Now, are you prohibiting that? I

think you are. I think you are. I don't think they don't raffle

television sets, or automobiles , or cash, or what have you. Why when

I looked in the Times Picayune . There's a lottery going on the

States Item , I see I don't know if it's a lottery, but it's

similar to a lottery. Are you prohibiting that? I think you

are. I think you are.

I will ask you to seriously think about this amendment. It

deals with charitable, benevolent, civic, or religious organizations.

Now, if you think some gambling syndicate from Las Vegas can come

in here and form a charitable, or religious, or civic organization,

then possibly you'd better vote against it. I don't believe they

can. I don't believe they can.

So, Mr. Chairman, I'll answer any questions that anybody

wants to ask. But, if there's no questions, I would certainly

appreciate that you vote for....

MR. CASEY
Senator Nunez, let me just remind a few people—everybody

is pointing to their clocks—first of all, anybody who introduces
an amendment has ten minutes to introduce it and five minutes to

answer questions, a total of fifteen minutes.

Questions

MR. BURNS'

Senator, I saw you and Camllle Gravel over there in a huddle

for about fifteen minutes, and then he came out with his amendment

in which he stated that would take care of this situation. On

that basis, I went along with it. Now, you're up here with this

amendment in effect saying that the Gravel amendment doesn't take

care of your problems, here. I've said from the very start, if

you recall, that I'm in favor of churches and fire departments

and different civic organizations operating bingos. But, do you

think this is necessary? That's the point I make.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Burns, I absolutely believe it's necessary or I wouldn't

have it up here. The fact that you saw me talking to Mr. Gravel,

I guess you could say you see me speaking to just about anybody

in this convention. If I can work out a problem, I will try to.

I believe if you want to do what you Just said you want to do—and

1 think you want to do that—you'd vote for my amendment. I made

no commitment; I don't think 1 did. I didn't. . .1 don't think

I spoke to you or anybody in this convention and said, if you

vote for Gravel's amendment that my amendment wasn't necessary

or that I would retract it. I don't think I said that to anyone

here. In fact, I had a serious. . .

MR. BURNS
Well, you answered my question.

MR. NUNEZ
I had serious reservations in my mind whether I was going to

vote for Mr. Gravel's amendment or not. But, I thought it was

the lesser of two evils saying the amendments that have been

previous passed and his amendment. But, I still think there's a

reservation in my mind and many other people's mind that this

amendment will do exactly what the. . .almost the majority of

this convention wants to do.

MR. BURNS
Number two—this is a short question—your amendment, in my

mind, is so broad that, for instance, the legislature could pass

a law prohibiting the operation of slot machines. But, under
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your amendment, a church, we'll say, could operate slot machines.
Is that right?

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Bums, I don't read that into it. If you think the

church is going into the slot machine business, I think you'd be
entitled to your opinion. I would. . .

MR. BURNS

Well, what's in there to prevent it? Well, show me what's in
your amendment that would prevent it

.

It said that any law the legislature passes doesn't. . .

MR. NUNEZ
Prevent the church from operating slot machines? I think

their morals.^ . .

MR. BURNS
Any law that the legislature passes defining gambling and

prohibiting under the Gravel amendment, your amendment said it

shouldn't apply, "engaged in by a charitable, benevolent, civic

or religious organization."

MR. NUNEZ
That is correct, Mr. Burns. "Neither the state or any of its

political subjects shall conduct a lottery'.' . .I'm in the wrong one.

My amendment simply says that this does not apply to a

"charitable, civic, benevolent or religious organization."

MR. JENKINS
Senator Nunez, you know I'm sympathetic with what you're

trying to do. The only thing your amendment seems to be based on

an erroneous assumption. The assumption being that Section 14,

as it stands now, prohibits gambling. It does not. It says,

"Gambling shall be defined and prohibited by the legislature."

It's going to be prohibited by the legislature. The only thing

prohibited here, is it not, is state run lotteries. So, there's

nothing in here that does prohibit gambling, and thus, your

amendment seems irrelevant. Isn' t it really?

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Jenkins, I think if you want to say and tell the people

of this state that there shall not be laws prohibiting the

activities that we know as such that are going on in our

charitable, religious and civic organizations, then you'd adopt

this amendment even if it doesn't say that the legislature. . .

if the legislature can do. . .the way I read the amendment. It

shall define and prohibit it by the legislature." What do you

mean by "prohibit it by the legislature?"

MR. JENKINS
Well, it's going to be the legirlature, is it not, that does

the prohibiting? This section does not prohibit it, does it?

MR. NUNEZ
Well, suppose the legislature doesn't prohibit it?

MR. JENKINS
Well, it's the same thing as under the old constitution where

it says, "Gambling is a vice and the legislature shall enact laws

to suppress it." That provision does not prohibit gambling. Is

It not left to the legislature to suppress gambling under the 1921

Constitution, just as under the section as it stands now, by

Mr. Gravel? Is that not correct?

MR. NUNEZ
I think you're correct to a certain extent, Mr. . .

MR. JENKINS
Wouldn't the appropriate time to make exceptions. . .

Wouldn't the appropriate time for making exceptions for

charitable organizations, etc., be at such time as the legislature

may define and prohibit it in the statutes? In other words, isn't

the statute on gambling both the place to define and prohibit it

and make certain exceptions to it as your amendment would do?

MR. NUNEZ
Well, Mr. Jenkins, you can look at it that way. But, I think

if we're going to go as far as to put the antigambling article

in the constitution, that we should put the provision that would

allow it. . .allow the organizations that are now doing it to do

it. This state, for years, has adopted a dual role when it comes

to gambling. I think you're well aware of that. But, as long as

you take the proceeds from the racetrack and you allocate four or

five million dollars to the various people that are allocated to,

then it's not gambling. Well, that's a matter of opinion, I

believe. Some people think racehorse betting is gambling. Because

you take seventeen percent and give it to fifteen or twenty organiza-
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tlons, then certainly you're not gambling. Well, that's your
opinion.

[^Motion to suspend the rules to al low
additional time. Rules Suspended

:

74-9

.

]

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. . .Sammy, I realize what you're trying to do, but you don't

think that the language in the Gravel amendment that was just adopted
is clear enough on this particular subject matter?

MR. NUNEZ
Senator, I don't think it is. If I thought it was, I would

not have introduced the amendment. I had. . .1 spoke with Mr.

Gravel; Mr. Burns is right. I told him that I thought that wc should. . .

if we're going to go ahead and prohibit the activities in the

constitution that we should at lease define the section that we

are operating in today and allow It to operate.

MR. RAYBUR.N

Well, Sammy, do you share my views in reading this particular
amendment that in the event it was adopted that the— I'll just use
the Lions Club because that's a civic organization of which I used

to be a member—the Lions Club, in my opinion, if this language
is adopted, could conduct a statewide lottery throughout this

state. Am I correct? Am I reading the language correct?

MR, NUNEZ
"Neither the state nor any of its political subdivisions

shall conduct a lottery." I would say that very possibly, unless
the legislature denied them the right to conduct that lottery,
that they possibly could conduct that lottery; yes.

MR. RAYBURN
We couldn't do that. Senator, because you say "Nothing in

this section shall be construed to prohibit any— to prohibit—any
such activity." That would be in our constitution. Then, regardless
of what the legislature wanted to do, they could not prohibit it.

My interpretation of a civic organization are many organizations
throughout this state, and they could conduct a statewide lottery
and be within their constitutional rights. Now, if I'm wrong, I

wish you'd tell me.

MR. NUNEZ
Senator Raybum, you are partially right, you are partially

wrong. But, I think that we should adopt the provision if we're
going to have the other provision in there.

MR, CHATELAIN
Delegate Nunez, I have the same problem, except I'd like to

go a little further. The Gravel amendment provides that"neither

the state nor any of its political subdivisions shall conduct a

lottery. Gambling shall be defined by and prohibited by the

legislature." All right, you come back and say, then, that any

civic organization, the legislature cannot prohibit any civic

organization, church or other benevolent association the right to

do this. In other words, in the State of Louisiana, there are

hundreds of questionable religious sects, as far as I'm concerned,

and there could be another sect that comes into the State of

Louisiana and say, "Well, look, we want to open a church, and

we want to go ahead and have a statewide lottery." Well, your

amendment would permit them to do this, wouldn't it?

MR, NUNEZ
Absolutely.

MR. CHATELAIN
Wouldn't you consider withdrawing this amendment on this

basis, Mr. Nunez?

MR. NUNEZ
No.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentleme:

rise in opposition to this amendment. I

allowing the purposes of which Mr. Nunez
certainly think he has good intentions of

be taken care of in the second sentence o

We don't need anything else in this parti

that particular activity if we see fit

even private, benevolent, charitable organi

and we may need some legislation on it

legislation. . .language into our constit
door to them to do anything that they see

n of the convention, I

think that insofar as

has intentions, I

that, and that can well

f the Gravel amendment,

cular proposal to allow
But, I can envision when

zations may go too far.

If we put this kind of

ution, it would open the

fit. I just don't think
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that's what we intend, here. I certainly think that the provision
as is presently worded is adequate to take care of what Mr. Nunez

wants to do without letting it get out of hand by so-called benevolent

and charitable organizations. As 1 see this particular provision

and which has already been indicated by socie of the questions that

have been asked here, that we can have organizations that would be

organized simply and purely upon the basis of conducting lotteries

and things of that kind. They could do it under this particular

provision. There's nothing in the world the legislature could do

about it.

So, I'm going to ask you to oppose this amendment and vote it

do%m. I think the proposal as we have it right now is good and

sufficient and we should go with that and defeat all other amend-

ments to it. I ask you to vote against the amendment.

Question

MR. BOLLINGER
Senator De Blieux, in the months of July and August, you were

seen around the convention floor with a little book in your pocket.

_

Would you explain to the delegates what was that book and what

you were talking to the delegates about and giving them these little

pieces of paper for?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Bollinger, I better not give away some of my secrets, here.

You aight think that I'm inconsistent. I don't want any opposition.

Further Discussion

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Acting Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

I know most of you have your minds made up, however, I rise in

support of this amendment. I see some of the problems that this

amendment could raise and some of the objections that some of you

have raised to it are valid. However, I am not only in support

of this amendment, and I think it should be adopted to show that

this convention—although Mr. Gravel's amendment did, in some

manner, make it more palatable— I think that this convention
should not have anything In the constitution with reference to

gambling. Now, I know that I will be chastised for saying this,

but nevertheless I didn't come here to receive accolades. Let us

discontinue putting our heads in the sand; let us discontinue being

hypocrites in this state. We've attempted for years and years

and years in this country and this world to legislate morals, and

we have failed pitifully, we have failed pitifully, ladies and

gentlemen. Putting a prohibition in the constitution against

gambling is like saying, "I'm going to stop the sun from shining
tomorrow." You're not going to do it. The only thing you're

doing is telling the legislature that they're going to say what

is gambling, what is not, who can, who cannot. Yes, possibly

under this amendment you might have slot machines operated by
these charitable organizations. One question was to the effect,
is this thing necessary? I think Mr. Burns said it—is it necessary
in view of the Gravel amendment. I say, possibly not. But, I

ask the question: "Is this provision in the constitution necessary?"
Further, if it is, what are we going to do about it after you put
it in there? Do you think you're going to stop gambling? Do you
think you're going to stop horse race booking when you say pari-
mutuel betting is legal? The people in the state are tired of the
hypocritical manner in which we have been treating gambling.

So, I urge you to adopt this and to defeat the proposal.

Question

MR. CONINO
In this amendment we state that civic organizations may be

allowed these games of chance. Now, I'll ask you if the Chamber

of Commerce and the Young Men's Business Club, the Pontchartrain

Improvement Association and Ninth Ward Improvement Association,

will they be allowed, under this amendment, to have these games of

chance?

MR. TAPPER
It's my interpretation, Joe—and I don't profess to be the best

constitutional lawyer nor a constitutional lawyer; I'm only a

delegate, here— but, the legislature, in my understanding, can

and does now define charitable, benevolent, civic and religious orga-

nizations, and the legislature, after the adoption of this, will

be able to continue doing this. If that presents a problem, the

legislature can correct that problem.

Further Discussion
MR. ABRAHAM

Fellow delegates, it's now the ninth of January. We've got
about ten days left, and we've got a lot of work to do. I would
ask this convention to quit putting forth these amendments. If

Mr. Tapper is correct that this is a facetious amendment and was
Intended to defeat the proposal, I think we've gone far enough.

It looks like the further we go, the worse it gets in trying to

legislate material into this constitution. So, I think we need
to look ahead. We've got just a short time to go and a lot of
work to do. I would ask that we get on with our work and let's
move these things along as fast as we can and try to get out of
this thing.

If there are no other speakers, Mr. Chairman, I move the
question on the amendment.

{^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment re jected

:

39-60 . Mot ion to reconsider tabled .^

Recess

Vice Chairman Roy in the Chair

[7J delegates present and a quorum.]

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
The next amendment is sent up by Delegate Casey.
Amendment No. 1. On page 8, in Floor Amendment llo. 1

proposed by Delegates Gravel, et al . and adopted by the convention

on January 9, 1974, on line 3, after the word "and" delete the

remainder of the line and Insert in lieu thereof the word
"suppressed" and on line 4, delete the partial word "hibitlon".

Expl anati on

MR. CASEY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, I understand, first of all, that

as I understand the. . .Mr. Gravel—who offered the last amendment,

which is really the body of the proposal that we're acting on right

now—himself, has no opposition to this. This idea merely is to

delete the word "prohibit" and substitute in lieu thereof the word

that is now used in the constitution, and that is the word "suppressed."

There may be a connotation that the word "prohibition" certainly

may be much stricter and more prohibitive, and the word 'suppressed"

Is something that we have jurisprudence on today, that has already

been interpreted. Those In the New Orleans area have some fear that

it may. . .there may be some prohibition against parl-mutuel betting,

and we certainly do not wish to affect that.

I would ask adoption of this amendment.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Questi on

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Casey, is It your view that this will maintain the present

jurisprudence on this subject?

MR. CASEY
That is the real purpose of this amendment, Mr. Jenkins. I'm

very fearful of the use of the word "prohibit" because that may

be a mandatory obligation placed upon the legislature that they

completely outlaw anything that could have a connotation of gambling,

and certainly, parl-mutuel betting may. That's all I'm afraid of.

{^Previous Question o rdered . Amendment
adopted : 6 8-9 , Mo t ion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Delegate Segura sends up the next amendment.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 8 through 10, both
inclusive, in their entirety and delete all floor amendments adopted
thereto and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 14. Neither the state nor any of its political
subdivisions shall conduct a lottery; however, the legislature
may authorize the conducting of a lottery subject to approval by

a majority vote of the electors of the state in an election which
shall be called and held In the manner provided by law. Gambling
shall be defined by and prohibited by. . .

[^Motion to waive reading of the Amend-
ment adopted wi thout objection

.

]

Expl anat ion

MR. SEGURA
Fellow delegates, this simply takes the Gravel amendment, the

Gravel-Lanler amendment that we adopted this morning and Inserts

some language in order to not have to come with a constitutional
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amendment in the event that we ever want to. . .the people ever
want to consider legalizing lotteries. I don't know that they
should or they would or they ever want to, but we've tried to
write this constitution to where the constitution would not. . .to
where it would be flexible, and it wouldn't have to be amended.
By doing this, the legislature—because you don't know what's
going to happen. I mean, someday you may find it necessary to
have a lottery, to want a lottery. Some states have a lottery.
I'm not saying it's good; I'm not saying it's bad. What this
whole section does—what this whole section does—is legalize. . .

is trying to legislate against morals. So, 1 say, I don't think
you can do that, in ray opinion. I'm going to vote against the
entire section. But, there may be some day where the people of
this state want to consider this. If they want to consider it,

then you shouldn't have to go through the motions of amending
your constitution. This would give the legislature the authority
to call an election. It would not legalize lotteries without
the people of the state voting on it and approving it.

I'll yield to questions.

Questions

lAmendment withdrawn.'}

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
On the next to the last line of the amendment, the word

prohibited" is deleted and the word "suppressed" is inserted.

MR. SEGURA
Any other questions?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Abraham, for a question.

Questi ons
MR. ABRAHAM

Perry, you made the statement twice that you didn't want
to have to go through the motions of amending the consticution

,

but aren't you going through the very same motions here? A con-
stitutional amendment would be submitted to the people, and
this is going to be submitted to the people. I don't understand
what you're accomplishing by this.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Segura, did I hear you properly? You said you're

going to vote against the section; is that right?

MR. SEGURA
Yes, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
Regardless of whether this amendment passes or not?

MR. SEGURA
Yes, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
My goodness, we're spending a lot of time, then for nothing,

aren't we?

MR. SEGURA
That 's correct. I don' t feel this should be in the constitution.

MR. CHATELAIN
Second question, sir: could not under the existing Gravel

amendment that we've adopted already, could the state not call...

amend the constitution and do this very thing?

MR. SEGURA
That's what I said, and this is exactly why I put this in

here. The state would have to anend. First, the legislature
would take two-thirds vote. Then you'd have to amend the con-

stitution if it ever became necessary to have a lottery, or if

the people ever wanted a lottery; and it's the people themselves
that are going to decide whether they want a lottery or not. If

the people ever want a lottery, you don't have to take the time

and go through the motions of amending your constitution.

MR. CHATELAIN
In other words, you want to make it easier to have a statewide

lottery. Is that correct?

MR. SEGURA
No, sir. I want to make it easier for the people to decide.

It's the people, not you and I that's going to decide.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, I think a great deal of the people have already decided

they don't want it, sir.

MR. SEGURA
I disagree with you.

MR. HENRY
Would you yield to a question to Mr. Tobias?

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Segura, in light of the Casey amendment which we just

adopted which changed the word "prohibited" to "suppressed"
would you be willing to withdraw your amendment at this time,

and change the word "prohibited" on the second to last line of

your amendment, and change it to "suppressed"?

MR. SEGURA
Yes, sir, I would.
I so move, Mr. Chairman.

MR. SEGURA
You have to let the people vote on it, yes. But, to amend

the constitution you have to get two-thirds vote of the legisla-
ture. This will not require two-thirds vote of the legislature.
It'll require a majority vote, and then they call the election,
which means that they could immediately call the election. You
don't have to call the election to amend the constitution, and
then call another election to do the lottery. Do you follow me?

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Segura, if we would have had a prohibition in the consti-

tution, as they have sought to put against race betting, race

horse betting, pari-mutuel betting, we would probably never

have had racetracks as we've known it in the state, and you
know, evidently it's doing a lot of good. One question further,

if it would have been in the constitution, the Downs up in

North Louisiana— I don't know what they call it; I think it's

the Louisiana Downs...

MR. HENRY
Bigby Downs.

MR. NUNEZ
Bigby Downs? Whatever you want to call it, Mr. Speaker.

I know Mr. Bigby tried very hard to get the funds after it was
had. I don't know if he was for it, but he tried to get the

money that it's bringing in, to divide it equally. Those people

never would have a chance to vote on the racetrack; isn't that

true?

MR. SEGURA
As far as I know. Senator, that's right.

MR. HENRY
I think it's Stinson-Bigby , or Bigby-Stinson Downs. I'm not

sure.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Segura, on the last sentence here, I was wondering, after

the people would decide, then what would the ...the legislature

would provide a method, and the people would approve it. Wouldn't

that be sufficient, and you wouldn't need this last sentence?

MR. SEGURA
The last sentence was in Mr. Gravel's amendment .. .Delegate

Gravel's amendment, and that's why I didn't want to take it out,

MR. HAYES

But, you don't feel the need for it. You just left it there

for that reason?

MR. SEGURA
Well, the delegates voted it here, and I felt that I didn't

want to go against the wishes of the delegates.

MR. JENKINS
Is it your view with this amendment. Perry, to provide that

before any lottery, private or state-operated could be initiated,

that it would have to be put to a vote of the people; or that

only a state lottery would have to be put to a vote of the

people?

MR. SEGURA
Well, I don't understand about a private lottery. I thought

we were only legislating against a state lottery, or a, you know.
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a lottery by a political subdivision. I think a private lottery,
if a church wants to give a private lottery, well, that's not
included in this.

Further Discussion

MR. PI-ANCHARD

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I am opposed to this last

amendment, and I'm opposed to all future amendments pertaining
to this actual proposal. I think that we have finally come up

with our last amendments with something that we can all live

with. It still keeps in mind the original thought I had in

mind, and that was pertaining to financing state government--
the prohibition of the use of lotteries to do so.

It goes farther to satisfy those who are concerned with having
some mention of the prohibition or the suppression of gambling.
Now, I do not want my proposal to be the sacrificial lamb. I

would like very much to ask you at this time, let's preserve

what we have. It's good to have in the constitution. Let's

vote down all the other amendments, and move on in this conven-
tion. Thank you.

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Planchard, if this amendment were passed, might it not

be a possibility that the legislature at some future time, rather

than dealing realistically with taxes and the needs of i:he state,

that they would turn to this as a kind of scapegoat as an easy

way out of a difficult situation?

MR. PLANCHARD
I wouldn't accuse my legislators of anything like that. Rev.

Stovall. I think they're all competent people.

MR, CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Planchard, wouldn't you agree that since the previous

speaker was honest enough to tell us that he was against the
section, there's no point in voting for this amendment because
even if we voted for it, he'd vote against it anyhow?

MR. PLANCHARD
That's absolutely correct. Thank you.

Iprevious Quest ion ordered .']

Closi ng

MR. SEGURA
Fellow delegates, I wish I could pass, but I can't because

of the last statement that was made. I wish I were all-powerful

that by my vote against this section, that it would fall. I

don't icnow that it will fail. But, if the section passes, there

may be some day when the state will have to be financed through

such a system because just look at the severance tax that the

legislature just passed. If anybody would have predicted that

a year ago, that they would have more than doubled the severance

tax, we'd all said they were crazy. You don't know what the

future holds, and you're still not taking the power away from

the people. So, 1 ask you to consider this favorably. Thank

you.

[^Amendment rejected : 20-66. Motion
to reconsider tabled. ]

Amendments

MR. HARDIN
Amendment sent up by Mr. Shannon:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete line 4 in its entirety,

including all amendments adopted thereto and insert in lieu

thereof the following: "Making provisions relative to gambling
and lotteries".

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, delete lines 7 through 10,

both inclusive, in their entirety and delete all floor amendments
adopted thereto and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"ARTICLE XII. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Section 12. Gambling and Lotteries
Section 12. Gambling is a vice and the legislature shall

pass laws to suppress it. Lotteries and the sale of lottery
tickets are prohibited in this state."

Point of Order
MR. JENKINS

Mr. Chairman, I suggest as a point of order that this

amendment Is out of order, that when we adopted Mr. Gravel's

amendment, the essential question before the convention was

whether or not to continue with what was essentially this
language or to go with Mr. Gravel's. That Is once again the
issue before the convention.

Rul ing of the Chair

MR. HENRY
Let me look at it, Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. Jenkins, as much as I'd like to agree with you. Lord

knows I would, I don't think the exact same circumstance have

cone before this convention yet, but I would be glad to... whose
amendment?

No, now Mr. Burns had a series of amendments which were
four in nimber, I believe. Well, it wasn't exactly the same
amendment. I'm not arguing with you on the thing, Mr. Abraham,
but technically speaking it was not identically the same.

\_Mot ion to limit deba te to ten mi nutes
adopted without objection.^

Explanation

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, we have argued this

back and forth, back and forth, and I don't know what the prior
amendments would have made it now because we added to and deleted
and so forth and so on, so for the sake of clarity, I am offering
this amendment. This amendment which replaces all prior amend-
ments, let's face it, up until now deletes all prior amendments,
merely tracks the present constitution, merely tracks the present
constitution. These are the exact words in the present consti-
tution, and they have served through these many years, and we have
gotten the gambling that most of you wanted, with that into
effect, and it will not affect those type of gambling deals in
the future. So, you cannot be disturbed by that. All of this
argument back and forth, I just want you to make up your mind
whether you do or whether you don't. It kind of reminds me of
the tale of several children were out in the backyard, and out
there there was a hole of water. They had a cat, and they were
trying to immerse that cat under that water, and each time just
before the cat went under, he came up clawing and scratching
and meowing, and they tried that about three times, and one of
the children said, "Oh, let's just sprinkle her and let her go
to hell." So, you've made up your mind on this, and that's not
in deference to anything or anybody, but let's make up our mind
li^ether that's true on that or not; that's beside the point.
We need to get along with this convention. We have other business.
Now, there's been alluded to here what the governor has said. The
governor spoke to the legislature and told the legislature that
he would never recommend to the people of this state a lottery
except they approve it, and that would be by constitutional amendment,
which is permitted. I do not want it made where the legislature
can just offer an amendment. I think that it should be that the
people should be able to vote on this as a whole. This does not
interfere with your bingo games; it does not interfere with your
pari-mutuel betting. Let me tell you one thing. It was mentioned
lightly up here, but there is close to one-half million Baptists
in this state who want this left in. I repeat that: one-half
million Baptists in this state that want this provision left in

the constitution. So, 1 suggest to you that you pass this amend-
ment. Thank you.

Questions

MR. FAYARD
According to your amendment, just reading it; it says* "gambling

is a vice, and the legislature shall pass laws to suppress it."
Now, I believe yesterday and some today, we have gone over exactly
vrfiat is gambling, and we have determined, have we not, that it

is not bingo and it's not horse racing, and it's not a poker game
in your home. Don't you feel that this language sort of misleads
the public of this state, and those Baptists that you were
referring to? In reading this, don't you feel like they would
get the idea that this is going to do away with horse racing
when really it doesn't; does it?

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Fayard, they've been living with that since 1921, so

I suggest that they continue to live with that.

MR. FAYARD
But, Mr. Shannon, you would have to agree, would you not

chat this really doesn't do what it says?

MR. SHANNON
It does what the present constitution says, and I'm only

tracking the present constitution here, Mr. Fayard, for the benefit
of those people who have had their fears.
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^^R. FAYARD
Well, don't you think it would be a little more honest to

go with Mr. Gravel's language, and tell the public exactly what

it has to expect, that is, that the legislature, even under this

language, can define gambling to mean whatever it wants it to

mean?

MR. SHANNON
No, Mr. Fayard,because we can still have lotteries under

Mr. Gravel's amendment. We can still have private lotteries;

and that's one thing that I wanted to prohibit in the constitu-

tion—any type of lottery.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Shannon, if one of the fire companies in Lafourche Parish

had a raffle for an automobile to get money to support the

volunteer fire company, would that be prohibited by your prohi-
bition against lotteries?

MR. SHANNON

Has it been prohibited in the past?

MR. LANIER
I'm not worried about the past, Mr. Shannon. I'm worrying

about your language and what you intend it to mean. Now, is that

what your language is Intended to mean?

MR. SHANNON
I intend for this language to mean exactly what it meant in

the present constitution that it's not prohibited those things,
that's what it means now.

MR. LANIER
Well, is it your position that when you say "lotteries and

the sale of lottery tickets are prohibited in this state," that
that means except for nonprofit organizations?

MR. SHANNON
I would suggest that that's the position that the

legislature has taken on it up to this time, and I would

think that they would continue to do so, yes. That's ny intention.

MR. LANIER
Would you have any objection to an amendment that added that

language?

MR. SHANNON
No, sir, I don't want any more amendments.

dog now and run him or let's kill him.

MR.

Let's get this

LANIER
Well, now, if that's what you intend, don't you think it'll

be a lot clearer if we put that language on?

MR. SHANNON
No, because I ara merely tracking the present constitution.

MR, NUNEZ
Mr. Shannon, if the convention adopts this amendment, I would

say there is a definite need for the amendment that I and seven

or eight delegates presented earlier that you defeated. V/ould

you in return allow us to put that amendment on, allowing the

charitable, benevolent, civic, and religious organizations to have

bingo games?

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Nunez, you've been living and doing these things since

1921. Why are you up in the air now?

Further Di scussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, you know the thing that disturbs me about this

discussion, it seems that nobody in here really believes that

gambling is a vice under all circumstances. But, they believe
apparently that it's going to lose us some votes in North Louisiana
if we don't include the present constitutional language. In other
words, the assumption seems to be that the people of the state
are stupid, and that they can't understand the language in this

constitution, that they can't understand that when you say
gambling is a vice, and the legislature shall enact laws to

prohibit it, that... or to suppress it, that you have done

nothing. Well , they can understand that . They can understand
that perfectly well. They know that there is gambling in this

state right now, that there is legal gambling in this state. They

realize that, and they know that if you say gambling is a vice and

is going to be suppressed, that you're being hypocritical. They
know that. What Mr. Gravel's amendment did, I think it's a work-
able compromise because on the one hand it prohibited a state-run

or locally-run lottery, just as many people in this state would

like to see us do. On the other hand, it also made a stand against

gambling in general, but left the specifics of it up to the

legislature. Now, we know that there's going to continue to be

gambling in this state. We know that horse racing and betting
on horse racing is going to continue. We know that bingo, and

we know that football boards, and we know that a lot of other

things are going to continue. Now, we have language in Mr. Gravel's

amendment which would certainly be inoffensive to most people in

this state. I think any reasonable person would find the

Gravel language inoffensive because it continues the essence of

the present law with regard to gambling. One thing Mr. Shannon

said was that he wanted the old constitution's language as

opposed to Mr. Gravel's because he wanted to make sure that

private lotteries were prohibited. Private lotteries are not

prohibited under the 1921 Constitution. It says "lotteries and

the sale of lottery tickets are prohibited in this state," but

unless the legislature enacts a criminal penalty to punish some-

one for selling lottery tickets, that is no effective prohibition

or bar whatsoever. It depends on statute for its ef fectivenesSi

Without a statute, it is ineffective. So, the 1921 Constitution

is no effective prohibition against private lotteries at all.

It's unfortunate that most people don't have a copy of this

report by the Governor's Council of Economic Advisors, which was

made available to the legislature last month. The question that

it discussed v;as*"should Louisiana adopt a state lottery?" It's

an indepth study of this question, and it concludes that Louisiana

should not adopt a state lottery for many reasons. I whole-
heartedly agree with and subscribe to this report. It's excellent,

and I wish that if you have a chcince to read it, you would. What

it says, though, is that it may be desirable at some time in the

future to have privately run lotteries. Now, that's going to be

true and that's going to be possible either under the old consti-

tutions language, or the new constitution's language. There is

nothing that makes it legally impossible, and it will be up to

the legislature either way. The question is, whether or not

we're going to put moralistic preaching, which is hypocritical in

nature in the new constitution just as it is in the old one.

Whether or not we're going to purport to proscribe private action

when we are not in actuality doing so. I think the Gravel amend-

ment is a reasonable compromise , and I think it ' s the only thing

that can get sixty-seven votes. If we adopt Mr. Shannon's language,

I really don't think that this convention's going to agree to

anything on this question.

Motion

MR. NUNEZ
We just want to make it legal, what we're doing,

illegal, we don't want to be Illegal.

MR. SHANNON
Well, it must be legal.

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Shannon, do you know that most of

letters , the phone calls , the telegrams tha

from the clergy has been from, not just

Presbyterians , quite a few denominations?

MR. SHANNON
Yes, I realize that,Hev. Landrum, but

I am a Baptist, and I am familiar with the

Convention and their resolutions, and I wa

denomination. I do realize that there's o

are for an article of this type.

If it's

the communication, the

I have received
Baptists, but Methodists
Do you know that?

I was speaking because

Louisiana Baptist

s only expressing that

ther denominations that

MR. SMITH
Mr. Chairman, I think this is a good amendment. I'm not

coming down front. I'm not going to make any talk on it, but

I feel like everybody's got their mind made up, and I now move

the previous question.

MR. HENRY
Ve have one other speaker on the list.

MR. SMITH
Maybe he'll waive.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Tapper, do you pass? The gentleman refuses to waive.

Do you insist on your motion, sir?

MR. SMITH
Yes .sir. I insist on it.
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[notion for the Previous Question
rejected : 20-60. ]

Further Di scussion

matter : 54-4 5 . Section passed : 7 8-29

.

Motion to reconsider tabled . Previous
Question ordered on the Proposal . Dele-
gate Proposal No , 17 passed : 7 8-2 8

.

Motion to reconsider pending

.

]

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman^ and fellow delegates, flrst> thank you for

allowing me to speak. I will not belabor the point. However,
I feel that I should get up in opposition to this amendment.
Since I said what I said earlier in the day, that I believe
that we're wasting our time here in the convention with this type
of amendment, or with this type of proposal. I've asked you to

vote against the proposal before, and to reiterate what I said
before; you knot^ we've attempted to stop the gambling in this
state for years and years, and haven't been able to do so. I

don't think that we ever will be able to do so, and I'd like
to ask each and every one of you who are delegates here—and I

don't want to put you on the spot—but, I'd like to ask every
one of you to examine your consciences and you within your own
conscience make a determination as to whether or not you feel
gambling is a vice. Now, I'm not saying that all of you gamble.
But, I feel certain that quite a few of you do. As I said before,
you know, we've been very hypocritical in this state, and I'm
not calling you hypocrits because I've been a hypocrlt, too. I've
voted against it... against gambling in the legislature, and that
was hypocritical on my part because I thought maybe that's what
the people wanted us to do. But, I believe that we have to be
realistic in a constitutional convention. You know, the last
constitutional convention was in 1921, This... we started in
1973 and we thought we'd get finished, but we had to extend it
because we couldn't. The year is ' 7A now. It could be that in
the next fifty years or fifty-one years, we'd have another.
But, then, again, it could be that it night take another hundred
years before the people would allow an assembly like this to

come back because we've heard the criticism of the people throughout
this state as to what we are doing here. Now, I agree with most
of the -things that we've done here, but because of some things
that I am not aware of, the general public believes today—and
I believe today— that if this constitution, as we have it in its
present form,were put to the people today, that it would fail
miserably, miserably- I think you feel the same way. You don't
agree with the fact that they belive that, or that they should
do that, and I don't either. I think that the constitution
that we have prepared here is far more superior than the one
that was adopted in 1921. But, nevertheless , this is the way
the people feel throughout this state. I hope that in the
next few days before we've completed our deliberations that we
can convince them otherwise. But, we're not going to do it if
we attempt to continue to be hypocritical. The people through-
out this state know. They know what's going on. They know
what the people want, and they know that,yoJre not going to
prohibit gambling just because you say, "It shall not be done
In this state, in this..." I urge the defeat of this amendment.

[Previous Question ordered.^

Closing

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chainnan, I'm going to waive closing, but I would like

a record vote quorum call, and a record vote on the amendment.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Would you be so kind as to have the Clerk read the section

as it now stands, as amended, without Mr. Shannon's amendment
on it?

MR. HENRY
Read it as it now stands, Mr. Clerk, please.

[section reread as amended . Record Quorum
Call: 102 delegates present and a
quorum. Amendments reread . Record vote
ordered . Amendment s rejected : 3 4-68

.

Moti on to reconsider tabled . Prev ious
Quest ion ordered on the enti re subject

Recess

MR. HENRY

It would appear that we have completed—at least for the
moment—most of or all of the committee and delegate proposals
that we're going to take up for the moment. We're going to begin
on the reports of the Style and Drafting Committee in just a few
minutes. We've got about ten days left, and I would hope that
we'll use it as wisely as possible. We're getting to the point
now where we're talking about style and we're talking about
drafting, and we're not talking about substance. We're beyond
the point of the educational part of it. I would hope that you
all would help us expedite the proceedings of the convention
because we have a great deal of mechanical work yet to be done
before a week from Saturday. The governor is going to come and
address us in the morning at 10:00 o'clock—in the morning at
10:00 o'clock. I'd hoped that he would be able to come tomorrow
afternoon but, because of a conflict in his schedule, it was im-
possible. So, I have extended the invitation to him, and he has
accepted the invitation to address us at 10:00 o'clock in the
morning.

[Quorum Call: 91 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

Motion

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Chairman, I rise to bring up a problem to the convention.

When we passed the multi-parish banking prohibition, we made an
exception for one of the banks that is now operating as a multi-
parish bank— that being Calcasieu Marine National Bank over in

Lake Charles. Now, when we drafted this language, we put the
word "operating" in our proposal, and we made a slight mistake
I guess in meanings of terms. But under the same statute that
authorized them to operate in this multi-parish areav-the four
parishes being Cameron, Calcasieu, Allen, and Jeff Davis—all
the other banks were given the equal rights of operating within
this four-parish area. Now, what we've done by putting "operating"
in, we have protected the big bank, who now has these branches,
but we have hurt these small banks who had the right by statute
before, and we've taken this right away from them. Now, I don't
want to open up the entire thing and bring up everything for
debate; all I want to do is rectify one inequity that we have,
and that being to have this grandfather clause apply to all
these banks equally that had the same rights before. Very simply,..
Mr. Chairman, are my amendments passed out?

MR. HENRY
No, sir; they haven't been. We'll have them passed out.

MR. ARNETTE
Pass out my amendment and the copy of the proposal as it was

enrolled, please.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, just a point of order so that we understand

how we're going to operate from here on in. It was my under-
standing that where a proposal had been adopted and referred to

Style and Drafting that any propose^d amendments to that particular
proposal had to await Its being referred back to the convention by
Style and Drafting.

MR. HENRY
You're absolutely correct.

MR. KEAN
And If we're now going to begin to take up amendments prior

to that, I've got a couple I want to get in the mill, too,

MR. ARNETTE
Well, Mr. Kean, I would seek the indulgence of the conven-

tion as a whole to allow a suspension of the rules for this very
limited purpose, and for this sole purpose, and I will explain
further if you'd allow i^e. As I told you, by putting in the word
"operating" instead of "authorized", I think that the meaning of
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the convention was not exactly what we intended. I think our in-
tent was to protect all these small banks as well as the large
banks. I seek a suspension of the rules to rectify this inequity.
There are several reasons why I think it should be without much op-
position. First of all, I talked to many, many of the delegates
here, and I have heard no one opposed to this. Secondly, it's
purely of local interest to these four parishes, and no delegate
in those four parishes that I have talked to has any objection to
this. It will save a debate in Style and Drafting because this
might require or might be construed to be a substantive change.
Now, all I seek to change by this amendment is change the word
"operating" to "authorized by the Revised Statute 6:55" which
brings the constitution that we're proposing in direct, exact
line with our statutes as we had before. Now, let me reiterate:
all this does is gives these small banks the right that they had
under the statutes and makes them equal to this big bank we gave
a special treatment to. In other words, the grandfather clause,
I hope, would apply to all equally. I've talked to all affected
parties. Mr. Roy, the author of the original amendments on this,

does not have any objection; the Calcasieu Bank who got the benefit
of this grandfather clause has no objection. I've talked to one
of their representatives, and it's purely a local problem and Is

completely all right with the affected parties. I hope we would
save valuable time in Style and Drafting Committee and on this
floor if we would solve this problem right now.

Therefore, I move to suspend the rules to allow us to report
out Conmittee Proposal 35. out of the Style and Drafting Committee
and to consider Section 9 for the limited and sole purpose of con-
sidering my amendments that you have on your desk now. Then, we
can resubmit this back to Style and Drafting. It is merely to
rectify this inequity. I ask your vote on this to help out the
people affected.

Ques t i on

MR. ROY
Mr. Arnette. I think that you would also move that your

amendment only and no other amendments be considered with respect
to this section, and It would be opened up for the sole purpose of
passing your amendment and no others; is that right?

MR. ARNETTE
That's exactly right. That's why I said the "sole and

limited purpose" would be to consider my amendment and no other.
That way we're not going to get embroiled in the whole question
of multi-parish banks. All we're going to do is, I think, put
the true meaning of what this constitutional convention wanted
to do, but we just had a slightly poor choice of words.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir. It's directed to you, Mr. Chairman.
Under the rules, there's something about a yellow amendment

or something when there Is a possibility of a question of a change,
and that could be taken care of in that manner, I understand.
Style and Drafting; I heard the Judge mention it.

MR, HENRY
No, sir. What's going to happen if the convention allows it

will be that he will move to suspend the rules for the purpose of

discharging the proposal from the committee. Then, if everything
goes the way he plans, then what we'll do is once we get it here,
we'll adopt his amendment, then readopt the section, and then the
proposal, and then order it reengrossed and report It back to

Style and Drafting. Now, the color of the amendment is confusing
me. I'm not. . .

.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I understand exactly what he's proposing. The only thing that

I'm saying is through the setup procedure as now, it could have

been taken care of very easily as one thing we did in Revenue and
Taxation, too. In other words, there is a position to take
care of It without suspending the rules. I have....

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir, you could do it in the normal course of events

once it came out of Style and Drafting, but still it's going to
take a suspension of the rules for the purpose of reopening that
section. At some point in time, it's going to require a suspen-
sion of the rules.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I have absolutely no objections.

MR. HENRY
Yes, I understand. This is a substantive change, though,

as opposed to a style or drafting change.

Point of Order

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman, is my logic straight or incorrect here? Even

though we were to suspend the rules and reopen this matter for the

express purpose of this particular amendment, the convention could
still. ... then we have to revote on that whole proposal; don't we?
So, we have the danger here, in my mind—am I true—of voting it

down, even though we accepted his amendment, that we could vote
the whole thing down.

Point of Order

MR. RDY
Mr. Chairman, ray question is directed at you now, as a point

of order. What Mr. Arnette has requested is, as I understand,

permissible under the rules, and if the convention votes to suspend

the rules for that purpose, then it would vote only to take up his

amendment and no other amendment to that section; is that right?

MR. HENRY
Well, what he's doing is moving for just an almost blanket

suspension of the rules, when he limits it for that purpose.

Certainly that's what we're going to limit it to, but nothing

would—in all honesty if the delegates decided to further suspend

the rules, and it could keep going on. But, the limitation placed

on his intentions by the nature of the motion that he makes would,

unless the convention takes further action, prohibit him from of-

fering anything else.

MR. ROY
Then, if the convention— I understand—if the convention

voted to suspend the rules further, it would take another vote and

another sixty-seven votes.

MR. HENRY
That's right. That's correct.

MR. ROY
All right.

MR. ARNETTE
So, in other words, if you vote for a suspension of the rules

here, you are voting only to consider my amendment and rectify

this situation and no other.

MR. HENRY
You take that chance. There's no skirting it, but it would...
You're right.

Question

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Arnette, I believe that the intentions of

this convention when we passed that section was to do no violence
to that situation that you have over in your area. That was the

way I voted several times with Mr. Roy and Mr. Roemer's, I think,

amendment—to do no violence to those banks that were now prac-

ticing multi-bank or branch banking concepts, I would reconmiend

—

and I don't know what procedure—it's been said before; but it

seems like to me it was a controversial issue, and it still Is

controversial. I've heard things in this stand this morning that

the big banks were trying to get the provision out. I would hate

to see us open this up and get into a situation whereby we would

become Involved in the controversy again after we've passed it.

Would you get with the chairman of Style and Drafting? I would

be willing to vote—I don't know how you could do it—that the

intentions of this convention, don't you agree, would be to do

exactly what you're trying to do with your amendment, and do it

by Style and Drafting rather than opening up the article,

MR. ARNETTE
Well, Mr. Nunez, the reason I choose to take this vehicle to

do what I would like to do is because I don't think there is any

opposition to my amendment at all, and I thought it would be very

quickly passed by the convention. The only problem is I figure

if I would bring it up this way, it would save us first of all

time in Style and Drafting, presenting the case before them,

having them introduce the caveat, have us vote on It again. We're

going to have to vote on it again on the floor anyway.

Point of Order
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brief as possible. We've already spent about fifteen minutes on
this.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Arnette, just for your information, there is opposition.

I've just been told that there's opposition to It. I'm not
opposed to it, but. .

.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, point of information. As I understand it, if

we do what Mr. Arnette is asking us to do and then the conventioi
ado^Jts his amendment, that then the section, as amended, will
have to be readopted, and that will require sixty-seven votes.

MR. HENRY
Correct, sir.

that might have changed the sense or the substance, and then it
is now to you. Now, these amendments will he called up section
by section. They're on the third white sheet collection that
says Amendment 1, Amendment 2. But, most of you probably will
be like me who won't follow it. Someone who's got more sense
than me is following this thing by line and page. Senator
De Blieux will follow it, I know, and I'm glad he will. Mr.
Dennery will, to keep u£ honest, and Mr. Perez has already double

-

checked it. Now, the speaker will call the amendments slowly,
section by section. We'll just mention briefly—you'll see
on the right hand side where changes are made in the inked in
numbers. You will be able to see what they are. Before I

report on these amendments, T would like Judge Dennis, the
Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, to ask him if he would
like to say a word.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
And if it does not get sixty-seven votes, it's dead as a dodo;

isn't it?

MR. HENRY
Well, it's not necessarily dead, but it's not real healthy is

what it.... it could get sixty-six.

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the Judiciary Committee has

reviewed all of the changes recommended by the Style and Drafting
Committee and has approved of them. So, we join with the
Style and Drafting Committee and ask that you adopt the changes
in style and drafting recommended.

MR. KKA^I

Mr. Chairman, if we bring this back up now under suspension
of the rules, do we then have an opportunity to debate the
section all over again?

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time, 1 didn't think it would

be controversial, but since it seems like it might have some
controversial aspects, we'll just go through Style and Drafting
on it and get them to introduce the caveat to the convention.

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
Thank you. Judge Dennis.
On Article V, Section 1, as you see in the right hand side,

there were two changes made. They changed the word "shall be"

to "is", and they changed the word "constitution" to "article"
because nowhere else in the constitution are courts authorized
to be created except by this article.

MR. HENRY
I think you're making a wise decision, Mr. Arnette.

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

^Motion to call Committee Proposal
No . 21 from the calendar adopted
without objection

.

]

Committee Proposal No. 21

MR. HARDIN
Committee Proposal No. 21 by Delegate Dennis, and many other

delegates, members of the Committee on the Judiciary.
A proposal making provisions for the judiciary branch of

government, and necessary provisions with respect thereto.

MR. HENRY
This is very tedious, and it's got to be done very meticulously.

Our purposes will best be served if you will do your best to get
in your seats and remain as quiet and as attentive as is possible.

Proceed, Justice Tate.

Explanation

{^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted without objection.^

Amendment No. 2

MR. TATE
In Amendment 2, with regard to Section 2, you will see we

added a comma to be consistent, and we added an "a" in front of
court of appeal to be consistent with the styling.

{^Amendment No . 2 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

MR. TATE
In Section 3, a slight error was made when the floor said it

was four ten-year terms instead of fourteen years, and.... no,
that's a joke, and the last tine I made a joke up here I learned
about that.

MR. HENRY
Let's keep bringing on the bacon. Judge.

Amendment No. 3

MR, TATE
Mr. Chairman, before bringing up the amendments, I would like to

refresh your memory as to the procedure we will follow. All of
you have been distributed a package of materials with a big "1"
on the front, followed by a green package and a yellow package
and a white package. Now, those who do not have the package
and who want it, if they will raise their hands, the pages will
bring you to them. If you're right next to a friend, just take
one because we did just pass out a hundred and thirty before, and
we lost some. If there's any shortages, pages, there's a few
more over behind that counter not collected.

To refresh your memory, what we are doing, sometime ago— it
passed the floor—was the first enrollment of the Judiciary Article,
a white piece of paper, which I suggest to you you need r.ot look
at unless you are going to meticulously check the lines and page
because on the green collection of papers on the left hand side
is the same text that passed the floor. On the right hand side
is the stylized version which puts into consistent language the
same language, the same concepts, that were on the left hand
side. To refresh your memory as to the procedure, this passed
through a staff draft of our senior staff, then through the
Style and Drafting Committee, then to the substantive committee
headed by Judge Dennis, and then back to reconcile any views

MR. TATE
That's a terrible meat, sir. You'll see we changed a phrase

to make it in line with the general consistency to say that "the
term of a Supreme Court judge shall be ten years," instead of the

term "the judge of the Supreme Court." Saves a couple of words.

[Amendment No . 3 adopted wi thout
objection

,

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE

All right. In Amendment No, A we made just stylistic changes
of tense, and in line with the consistent philosophy throughout
the constitutional provisions, when we spoke about the legislature,
the general intent of the membership in every instance we could
determine except once or twice was they meant "by law." They
may pass a law, and when we say by two-thirds of the elected
members. It was by law enacted by two-thirds of the members.
So, in order to carry out that consistent intent throughout the
constitution, we so recoiranended these changes.
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[Amendment No. 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No . 5

MR. TATE
On Amendment 5, the changes were strictly to slngularize

where we used plurals, to make resentence structure without
changing the sense, to do away with the possessive, and In
general, all through this, unless you have any questions, they're
just strictly stylistic changes in the Interest of consistency.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Sir, I have a question on lines 32 and 33. The original

language said that the following cases shall be appealable:

"a case in which a law or ordinance has been declared uncon-
stitutional." Then the style and drafting changes say "a

case shall be appealable to the Supreme Court if a law or

ordinance has been declared unconstitutional." I'ni wondering
Ifi your change, perhaps, ambiguous in that it might be argued

that a case which comes about under a law which has previously
been declared unconstitutional might be considered appealable

under your style and drafting changes, whereas it clearly
would not be under the original language?

MR. TATE
We thought, Mr. Jenkins--perhaps missed the full force of

your question—we thought the appeals had to be always some

cases because the appeals come from cases. We did not think

it made any difference. Would you explain again, sir? I'm

sorry if I . .

.

MR. JENKINS
Well, under f-he original proposal, it was clear that a case

is appealable if, in that case, the law or ordinance in question
in the case was declared unconstitutional; whereas it appears
in the style and drafting changes that the interpretation might
be that a case is appealable if it involves a law which has been
declared unconstitutional.

MR. TATE
No, sir. No, Mr. Jenkins, because it says "a case shall be

appealable if a law or ordinance has been declared unconstitutional.

I think within its context it means within th^^*- case, sir. I see

what you mean, but I see no problem with this., if I may. But, I

see your question, sir.

\_Amendment No. 5 adopted without
objection

.

]

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
Point of information, Mr. Chairman. We're adopting amendments

to these sections, and my question is: can we adopt these
amendments to the section without a record vote and without having
sixty-seven votes? I'd like to have a ruling on that because...

MR. HENRY
Under the rules

, yes , sir , we can

.

MR. TAPPER
But don't we readopt the section after...
Shouldn't we have to do that?

MR. HENRY
No, sir, we are following the rules as set out, Mr. Tapper.

I think you are confusing the rules relative to Style and
Drafting with the rules of the adoption of sections. Don't let
Senator Nunez lead you astray.

Proceed, Judge.

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
Ladies, gentlemen, and Senator Nunez, now on Amendment 6,

there was a simplification of language and a combination of
two.... the two sections. As originally drafted, you remember,
we needed to say when a vacancy occurs, because at that time,
as the conmittee drafted it, it would not necessarily have gone
to the senior judge. The present chief justice is a very great
chief justice, incidentally, and they wanted to be sure that he
was not disrupted In service. Since we retained the present

system, that was no longer necessary, so it was possible to
simplify the language as done.

I move the adoption, Mr. Chairman, unless there's some
questions.

lAmendmen t No . 6 adopted wi thouc
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 7

MR. TATE
Section 7 Involves some standardization of language with

....when we say "has authority". ,. .the standard language is may.,
it means may. We added a comoa, I believe. In line with our
general drafting.

[Amendment No. 7 adopted without
objection . J

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
In Amendment 8. we used the we simply clarified the

language slightly by saying, "with one court of appeal in each,
and saved a few words. Then, we standardized the use of the
Judgment to a judgment, a district court, etc., and we rearran,
some of the clauses or phrases to put them closer to their modi
or something. I can't read your writing, Lee

Any questions?

ged
fiers,

[Amendment No

.

objecti on

.

]

8 adopted without

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
Now, for Amendment 9 has to do with Section 9 as it passed

the floor, you remember, with the Miller amendment. Later, in
the yellow amendments, you later, this convention, with the
concurrence of Mrs. Miller, adopted the Drew amendment which left
out some of the language. But, on our first go 'round, we just
approved. .. .we Just stylized the language as it originally passed
the floor. When we get to the yellow amendments, we'll call your
attention to the inconsistency between the two versions and ask
for your.... go faster?

[Amendment No . 9 adopted wi thout
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 10

MR. TATE
Section 10 again has to do with standardization of language

omitting needless words, making a consistent sort of parallelism,
and adding numbers for the sake of clarity.

If there are any questions, Mr. Chairman? Otherwise, I would
move its adoption, sir.

[Amendment No. 10 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 11

MR. TATE
Section 11 again, in Amendment 11, Mr. Chairman, Involves

just using shorter words, and we think, little clearer language,
omitting some words that seem to have no function.

If there are no questions

[Amendment No. 11 adopted without
objection

.

1

Amendment No. 12

MR. TATE
Section 12 was, in effect, a simple Incorporation language

leaving out "there is" In line with the Style and Drafting Manual
that we. .. .usually , when you say "there is" you don't need it.

You can Just say whatever follows Is.

[Amendment N j . 12 adopted without
objecti on .

]
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Amendment No. 13

MR. TATE
Likewise In Section 13, we changed "has authority" to "may"

In line with the general Style and Drafting Manual on that issue.
Amendment 13, Mr. Chairman, If there are no objections

[Amendment No, 13 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 14

MR. TATE
Amendment 14. .. .Section 14 we simply slngularlzed the

parishes In the district Judge In line with the consistent usage
throughout the Style and Drafting.

If there are no questions, Mr. Chairman....

{^Amendment No. 14 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 15

MR. TATE
On Section 15, which Is Amendment 15, we rearranged the

courts In the proper hierarchy. We standardized the language.
We rearranged the section number. Most of our other exceptions...
stylistic changes, were simply to make standard language use
standard language, and to keep related words together, and
substitute words for phrases. The one thing that we did do here
is that Section 15.1, the Jack Avant-«awk Daniel amendment, was
added. It said, "a judge of a city court shall be elected to the
same term as a district judge." Rather than having a separate
Section 15.1 we just added "city judge" here when it says the
term formerly says "the term of a district or parish Judge,"
it says, "the term of a district, parish, or city court judge
shall he six years. Mr. Singletary Mr. Chairman, are there
any questions?

Questions

MR. SINGLETARY
Judge Tate, what are the little brief, descriptive words

following the section? Are they supposed to reflect the little
title at the beginning after each number?

projet, '54 Projet attempted to define it.
In the present constitution, we use "political subdivision"

to refer to local entities, but that doesn't quite Include these
political corporations the perhaps it might Include the
domed stadium, but things like the R.F.C. and so, we will later
in a.... ask you to consider adding to that not only political
corporation, but political subdivision to carry out your full
Intent. But, that's a later amendment. That is, otherwise...,
the changes submitted are to omit needless words, take out a
useless colon, etc.

Mr. Chairman, if there any.... I yield to any questions.

lAmendment No. 16 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 17

MR. TATE

Section 17 we simply stylistic changes of changing a
using an indefinite article in the context and omitting needless
words

.

I'll yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

lAmendment No. 17 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 18 o

MR. TATE
All right. Section 18, one of the amendments requires a

little explanation, but not much, I hope. The others, except
for the addition of Section 16, there are stylistic changes only
about voiding a needless word, etc. We.... as it passed the floor,
it said, "Notwithstanding any provision of this article to the
contrary." In context, this was a Tate-Toblas amendment. We
went out and got the floor debate, the transcript. Senator De Blieux
said, "Well, what do you mean?" The debate plainly indicates that
it was in deference to Mr. Jackson's worry that the definition of
the district court's Jurisdiction of felonies, of conduct and duty
constituting felonies, would possibly take away from the juvenile
courts their jurisdiction.

In order to avoid any possibility, we added "notwithstanding any
orovisions of this article," meaning only Section 16. The floor
debate clearly illustrates that.... all that was Involved. in
order to clarify the intent, we recommended the stylistic change
to add Section 16.

MR. TATE
Yes, sir

MR. SINGLETARY
I 'se (D) says "number of Judges," and It's not reflected

up there in the descriptive should that be up there?

MR. TATE
Oh. No, sir. I'm sorry. The we took a Judgment that

the section title should not necessarily be a complete Index to
what everything in it but this would be generally descriptive
of what Is concerned, because in some of the longer, later articles
it would have been an awfully long title. So, we thought that
simply that If you generally suggested what was in the amendment
in the article, and then, I understand, the indexing will pick up
the subtitles for easy reference.

lAmendment No. 15 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 16

MR. TATE
On Section 16 which was repeating most of the language from

the prior constitution on the exclusive Jurisdiction of the

district courts, we tried to break down that sentence with....
let's see. We tried to break down that first sentence into two

sentences. Let's see. We tried to clarify the language in lines

10 and 11 of the old section to say the same thing more clearly
in 9, 10, and 11, of what the Jurisdiction is. There will be

a caveat on this, will there not? Later on, we will bring to

your attention a slight change that we were unwilling to make
ourselves, although we figured that it was your intent, which is

the traditional language as used here that the district court

has exclusive jurisdiction when the state, or a political corporatloi

or a succession as a defendant. Political corporation has been in

the constitution a long time. It was defined at one time in the

Questions

MR. SINGLETARY
Judge Tate, you said that the indexing is going to be accord-

ing to the titles it's going to pick up the titles?

MR. TATE
The subtitles, yes, sir.

MR. SINGLETARY
The subtitles. Well, since this paragraph deals with both

juvenile and family courts, shouldn't the description say juvenile
and family courts?

MR. TATE
We. . .goofed,

floor aoendnent.
Mr. Singletary. We should have.
We didn't pass It in the title.

It was a

MR. SINGLETARY
I recommend that change.

MR. TATE
Well, the trouble our trouble Is at this point, we either

can only take the Style and Drafting amendment, or take the floor
amendment. So, I'm sorry. We tried to get a one hundred percent
perfect job, but even a fellow who likes bacon makes mistakes
from time to time.

Point of Information

MR. JENKINS
Why can't we just move for a suspension of the rules to

allow him to make that slight change? I so move. If I may.

MR. HENRY
Well, no, now, we can either do that, but this is going

to be resubmitted to Style and Drafting, I believe, Mr. Jenkins,
where that could be taken care of. You can do what you want to
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on the thing. But, it's going back to Style and Drafting. So,
it. ...when you suspend the rules, you know, you are going to open
up that section again. So...

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, can I suggest this, maybe. If we will note

this. Ic comes back to us for rearrangement. We will, at a

certain point, there are maybe one or two other places, no more
than I..., I don't think we have any more in this section. But,
last time when we opened it up, we inadvertently left out connnas

in that floor amendment ... .Mr. Chairman, I suggest, maybe, if

we will note that this change will, at one time, when we get the
final enrolled copy, we'll come and try to rearrange it as to

permit. . .

.

{^Amendment No. 18 adopted : 77-6.^

Amendment No. 19

MR. TATE
Section 19. The language was standardized. We standardized

the language. .. .oh!it*s very good. This is the first time that

it's come up in this article. It has come up In others. It says, "me

ors* courts and justice of the peace courts existing at the tine

of the adoption of this constitution." The question then came

whether they meant on the day the people voted on it, or the day

it came into effect. Since in this instance it would take a

constitutional amendment to, as far as the justice of the peace

courts are concerned, we thought we would carry out the intent

which was to contine the those existing on the effective date

of the constitution. We thought it made little difference, but

it had to be clarified whether it was the day of the election.

or the effective date. Generally speaking through the constitution,

we have been using on the effective date, although we're trying in

a given instance, when it doesn't mean on the effective date,

but something else, to specify that date.

Further Discussi on

page is 27, and, I believe, 28.

The changes involved here were again strictly stylistic,
using standard language, adding commas, putting phrases in a
better place, using shorter words where meaning the same thing,
trying to put in the same sentence the related ideas.

[Amendment No. 21 adopted without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No. 22

MR. TATE
All right.
Amendment 22, which is to Section 22, which is on page 29 of

your green copies, again involves using standard language and

consistent form with regard to where we place exceptions,
the. .. .excuse me omission of needless words, and doing our

best to use shorter. .short sentences when a long sentence could

be broken into two.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

{^Amendmen t No . 22 adopted wi thout
objection

.

]

Amendment No . 23

MR. TATE
Section 23, which is Amendment 23, that's or. yn^e 31; we later

will have a caveat. I'll tell you about It at the time, which

it strictly has to do with the standard time when you have the

qualifications, either at election or time of qualification.

As it passed the floor, it said, "Shall have practiced law In

this state for at least five years prior to his election." This

green. .. .copy , we are just stylizing the language by omitting

a needless word or two, and putting a separate thought in a

separate sentence. But, we will come back with the second yellow

amendment to use a standardized time of eligibility for office.

I

MR. PEREZ

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I do not rise at this time in opposition to the particular proposed
amendment by Style and Drafting. But, I did want to very clearly

set forth before the convention that we do have a problem as far

as this convention is concerned as to the proper use of the words

when we come around to the effective date of certain provisions

because there are we have In a number of different places used

different terminology. In one case, we may have meant upon the

effective date of the constitution. In other cases, we say "as

now exist." I'm satisfied that the great majority of the delegates

were thinking in terms of what they know exists today, not when

It may exist upon the effective date of the constitution. I only

wanted to make these brief remarks at this time so that the

adoption of this particular amendment would not be construed as

standardization of language to be used throughout, whenever we

talk about when something becomes effective.

{^Amendment No. 19 adopted without
object! on . ]

Amendment No. 20
MR. TATE

Section 20, Amendment 20, is.... oh! In amendment 20, we....
in Section 34 as it passed the floor, it said, "No attorney general,
judge, so and so.... shall have a salary or retirement benefits
diminished during his term of office." This Section 21 referred only

Co judges and said, "No term of office or compensation." Because
the two sections didn't Include totally similar things, we took
the judge's reference out of the former Section 34, which is on
page 45, and put It here as to retirement benefits. We left the.

—

what was included, as with regard to the attorney general,
district attorney, and so on, in former Section 34, now Section 32

on page 45.

lAmendment No . 2 adopted without
objection . ]

Amendment No. 21

MR, TATE
Now, we go to Amendment 21, Section 21, which, on your green

[Amendment No. 23 adopted without
objecti on .

]

Amendment No. 24

MR. TATE
Now, Section 24, .. .Section 24 which is page 32 of the green

copies, was a long section that was restyled. It looks longer,

but it's because the margins are different, to use consistent

language throughout, parallel uses, lower case titles, and

enumeration in order.... not to have one big long sentence about

becauses, for instance.

{^Antendmen t No . 2 4 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 25

MR. TATE
Section 25 deals with the attorney general, and is.

Motion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to move that we pass over Section 25

and Section 26 which deals with the attorney general, and take
that up after the completion of the rest of the Styling and Draft-
ing on the Judiciary Article.

MR. TATE
Mr. Stagg, I know we are going to bring to the floor with

the executive department ... .a question of where this goes. We will,

the floor will have a clear choice. But, I understand one of our

problems, now, if you are wasting against the mechanical time of

this passing the floor, and people typing things out in final

enrolled copies. I think if it passes the floor in your form

tomorrow, when we rearrange things, we will come back to take this

out. But, I think, if you wouldn't mind, we could get rid of the

stylizing now and leave the question of which article it goes under

until later.

MR. STAGG
Well, Judge Tate, if we clearly understand, it's simply

what we are approving today are the words on the page, and not
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necessarily that they belong In the Judiciary Article, then I

will acquiesce.

MR. TATE
Thank you, Mr. Stagg. That's my clear understanding of how

it's going to be handled, sir.

Amendment continued

MR. TATE
All right. Section 25 again just used the shorter sentences,

and used the active voice, for instance. In the last sentence,

instead of the passive ,in line with our consistent usage.

Question

MR. JENKINS
Judge, you notice on line 12 there is a reference to the

state general election. You know in the Bill of Rights and Elections

Conmittee, we scrupulously avoided mentioning general elections.

Every time it came up, we deleted it on the floor. I was wondering

if the committee, since it will have another shot at this, could

look at that and see if, perhaps, we wouldn't want to delete this

in the interest of consistencies because of the possibility of

over

MR. TATE
All right. O.K. Representative Jenkins, 1 think you are

quite right. This is the floor language. But, what's going to

happen on that Is that In the Executive Department, let's say,

should be elected at the time of the election of all statewide

offices. So, 1 think we will be able, on the final consolidation

of these articles, either in this .... article, or in the Executive

Branch, to take care of that. But, we are asking the staff to

note it. If they will. You are quite right. Representative Jenkins,

I'm sorry we.... it's one of the early ones we styled.

^Amendment No. 25 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 26

MR. TATE
All right. Section 26 which is on page 36 of your green

copies, again Involves the use of standard punctuation,

singularizing plurals, omitting needless words, and correcting....

giving a preferred spelling of "supersede."

Question

MR. TATE
All right. Section 28, on page 41 of your green copies.

Amendment 28, we simply, we standardized the little language at

the bottom; we took out a comma; we clarified something; and

when it said "and shall be a collector of state and such other

taxes and licenses as provided by law." Technically, sheriffs,

my good sheriff friends, the sheriff doesn't collect licenses.

He collects license fees in order to be grammatically accurate

;

we said "shall collect license fees" in this case.

^Amendment No. 28 adopted without
objection . ]

Amendment No. 29

MR. TATE
All right. Section 29, Amendment 29, which is page 42 of

your green copies, again involves strictly the use of consistent
punctuation and consistent language, consistent parallel use of

parallelism in the grammatical form. There is no change of

substance.

Question

MR. DENNERY
Judge, isn't this another section in which the parish of

Orleans should be excepted about recorder of conveyances and

mortgages?

MR. TATE
1 think that you are going to find that when we get to your

section, they say "notwithstanding"....

MR. DENNERY
O.K. All right.

MR. TATE
The caveat to make this fellow appointed it

didn't quite pass, because we were all afraid Ambroise would
unappolnt us.

[Amendment No. 29 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 30

MR. TATE
All right. Section 30 dealing with coroners, on page 43,

in Amendment 30, again it was using the consistent forms of

grammatical tense,using shorter sentences, using the positive

for statements instead of the negative, and omitting needless

words, and using consistent punctuation.

MR. DENNERY
Just for the record, the same caveat that Mr. Stagg applied

to Section 25 applies to 26?

MR. TATE
Yes. It's my clear understanding that, at this point, we

are not making a final judgment where it should be placed, but

simply approving the styling of the language.

[Amendment No. 26 adopted without
objection

.

J

Amendment No. 27

MR. TATE
All right. Section 27 deals with district attorneys. You

will we will have a yellow amendment, again with regard to

the time of qualification. It says "shall have resided in the

district for the two years preceding election."

Don't worry about that. I'll come back with it in a minute.

What we did in general, aside from standardizing the

language, we took from Section 37 (B) the Perez amendment which

was adopted when they were talking about grand juries, and

talked about the duties of the district attorney. We took from

a separate Section 29, the prohibition against district attorneys

defending in criminal prosecutions and consolidated them into

one.... into one section. There was no change of substance.

[Amendment No. 30 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 31

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment 31 which is to Section 31, on page 44.

We enumerated the offices involved for readability and otherwise

used consistent. ... followed consistent usage in omitting surplus

words that don't add to the meaning, and that's it.

Any questions?

[Amendment Wo. 31 adopted without
objection

.

J

Amendment No. 32

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment 32 to Section 32, on page 45, we

stated in the positive. .. .we rearranged. ... rearranged the

structure to conform with Section 21 which talked about Judges.

We arranged the officers in the order in which the constitutional
provision speaks of them, and .... removed judges from this article

as earlier you may have noted when we put them in 21.

We might note that Section 32, the fact that we refer to

the attorney general in this article....

[Amendment No. 27 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 28

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman 1 would like for the record to make the

same reservation with respect to Section 32 as it refers to the

attorney general.
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Question

MR. DENNERY
Judge, this doesn' t . . . .it 's not going to worry the

constitution. But, aren't all the things you were just talking
about in Section 20, and not in Section 21? I notice in Section 20

you aay "removed from Section 34 to Section 21." But, I don't
know why.

MR. TATE
You're right, when we renumbered it, we forgot. .. .it 's

Section 20. It's the original 21. See, It's the original 21.
That's why it says 21. But, it's a new 20. The note was
originally prepared for Style and Drafting referring to the
original 21.

MR. DENNERY
O.K.

[Amendment No. 32 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No, 33

MR. TATE
Amendment 32.... 33, referring to Section 33 on page 46, has

to do with Orleans Parish which says "notwithstanding any other

contrary provision, etc.," it real.. ..it continues the parochial
offices of Orleans Parish which are found nowhere In our statutes
except in the constitution. It is my understanding, and the

Judiciary recommended, that those provisions will be carried on

in the Schedule of Statutes. The changes made were simply

ordinary grammatical changes, adding a comma, using a semicolon
instead of a comma in a certain place to break up a series that

should be broken up, and adding commas In series, etc.

[Amendmen t No . 3 3 .adopted without
object i on

.

]

Amendment No, 34

MR, TATE
All right. Amendment 34 has to do with jurors. Very slight

changes were made like omitting needless words and keeping
related words together.

[Amendment No. 34 adopted without
objecti on . ]

Amendment No . 35

MR. TATE
Section 35 dealing with the grand jury also had the

amendment that added the duties of the district attorney. As

previously noted, we had moved the district attorney .... the

district attorney's duties from Section 37, here, to Section 27 (B)

as enrolled, for purposes of more logical organization, because
the district attorney's duties should not be in a section about
the grand jury

.

Questions

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, this is really a question for the chair, and

for purposes of amplification. I'm sure everyone in here knows

by now that 1 intend to try to change a portion of this section.

However, as I understand it, no section, or no proposal is

finalized, even though Style and Drafting has been approved,

because we still have Section (L) , or final enrollment to come.

Not wishing to interrupt the Style and Drafting procedure which

seems to be going well, I would simply like to make it clear at

this time that 1 have not abandoned that attempt, but will

simply make it at a later time.

MR. CASEY
You are reserving all rights; is that correct, Mr. Burson?

MR. BURSON
That's correct. 1 would assume that I am correct. That

nothing is being laid on the table at this time.

Point of Order

MR. AVANT
Now although no proposal was laid on the table, many, many

sections, well, all of them, in fact, were laid on the table.
Now, 1 want to know, and would like to inquire, as to what the

failure to lay a proposal on the table means. It seems to me
that we have this question.

Does that mean that it was left open so that someone could
come back and add something that may have been omitted, and
should be added? Or, was it done to permit a vehicle by which
someone could come back and reargue and rehash the provisions
of a particular section with the view of amending that section
and changing it to suit their own wishes, even though it had

been laid on the table? In other words, what did the failure
to lay the proposals on the table mean?

MR. CASEY
Well, first of all, under the parliamentary rules, Mr. Avant,

as you know, to remove something from the table would require a

two-thirds vote.

MR. AVANT
Question at this point, then?

MR. CASEY
Yes, sir.

MR. AVANT
To delete something from a section would require that it

first be taken from the table, then?

MR. CASEY
Well, first of all the. ...let me answer your other question.

The reason we did not table the proposals was primarily,

and 1 have to say primarily, my understanding was that we could

get back into the proposal primarily in order to make corrections

or additions if some were necessary.
Also, individual delegate proposals, really, we knew would

be passed, then would have to be added to these proposals. So,

there were certainly many reasons primarily for purposes of good,

clear procedure, and for making corrections that we did not lay

the entire proposal on the table. That certainly does not

prohibit going back into a proposal to do, for instance, what

Mr. Burson, I think, has In mind— to make a substantive change

as long as he can get the votes

—

MR. AVANT
Two -thirds?

MR. CASEY

Right. As long as he can get whatever votes are necessary

to remove a particular section from the table. He well knows

that he must go through that parliamentary maneuver in order to

accomplish that

.

Senator De Blleux, why do you rise?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, in trying to explain to Mr. Avant, theoretically

that means that that particular issue is laid to the end of all

other business. If you take up and continue all other business

until you have finished that—unless by that vote of two-thirds,

you decide to take it up before the end of the business that

you are sitting for.

MR. CASEY
Well, that certainly was in the prerogative of the convention.

Senator De Blleux.

MR. TATE
Mr. Dennery is not satisfied, but he's a fine gentleman,

and he says he withdraws his question.

It was on an earlier section which we passed over which says

"the Supreme Court may do something, or something else." He wanted

to be assured that it had to do something. I— .after some

discussion we thought that....

[Amendmen t No . 3 5 adopted wi t hout
objecti on

.

]

MR. CASEY
That's correct. These are strictly stylistic corrections

and amendments

.
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All right. Now, with regard to the same Committee Proposal

No. 21, you have these yellow amendments. The first amendment

Is to Section 9 which Is on page 11 of your materials. You may

remember, during the floor debate, the Miller amendment was

adopted providing that after January 1, 1975, no judge shall be

elected at large from within the circuit.

The Drew delegate proposal went to the floor and deleted

that particular provision in a rearrangement of Section 9.

Mrs. Miller withdrew her objection to the language. It passed

the floor here, I think, 98 to 3, and we are calling to your

attention the later. .. .language on the right hand side of the

Delegate Proposal No, 32, and recoimnending that you adopt it in

substitution for the Section 9 stylized version.

I yield to questions, Mr. Chairman.

Further Di scussi on

MRS. MILLER
Judge. . -excuse me.... Judge Tate, since they seem to go back

and play some tapes on these, I would like for it to be remembered

that Mrs. Miller withdrew her objection on the sincere, bottom of

the heart, deep-hearted promise of Representative Drew that this

matter would be taken up in the Judiciary Committee of the legislature

and something be done about it. I want to make sure that gets on

the tape again.

MR. TATE
Yes, ma'am.
Now, what we are literally doing in the actual instructions

of the amendment, which. If you'll read. Dr. Hardin, is taking

this Section 9 on the right hand side of your yellow, and

substituting it for the Section 9 on the right hand side of your

green, as representing the later delegate proposal which replaced

this.

Amendment No. 36

MR. CASEY
I understand, Mr. Perez. Just a minute.
Mr. Perez, I would hope that we can clarify the problem.

However, I'm not positive that we can. My understanding of the
purpose of the caveat, first of all. Is to clarify ambiguities,
and possibly to, through the clarification In the ambiguity, for
the convention to come back and express in clear terminology
what it's intention was when it adopted, possibly, a certain
section, or amendments to a certain section.

Now, you may disagree with that interpretation. But, that
is my understanding of the purpose of a caveat. So, to again
give back to the convention. .. .rather to get from the convention
a clear decision of what its intention was. you're on Style and
Drafting. Is that.... does that answer your question?

MR. PEREZ
Well, that, again. Is

because In my judgment, in

possibility that there are
be in a position. ., .1 just
because I want to play by
first and the last, and al

going to take a majority o

Style and Drafting suggest
stage of the game. That's
the chair.

the reason I asked the question
a number of cases, there is a strong
substantive changes. I just want to

wonder what rules we are playing by,
the same rules with respect to the
1 the ones in between. If it's just
f those voting to take anything that

, then I want to know that at this
the reason I asked for a ruling from

Ruling of the Chair

MR. CASEY
I would have to say we would not have to remove anything

from the table at this point. Of course, I would prefer to say
that maybe we should just judge each caveat, each individual amend-
ment in a caveat as we get to it. If you feel, as an individual,
that there is a substantive change, maybe we should handle the
matter at that time.

MR. HARDIN
The next four amendments are caveat alternative amendments

presented by the committee for the consideration of the delegates,

beginning with Amendment No. 36. The effect of Amendments No. 36,

37, 38, and 39, with my own caveat on 37, we had to change the

instructions a little bit, is that if you adopt this, you are

adopting it in place of an earlier amendment that you adopted

today. So that what you will be adopting is what you read on
Amendment No. 36, which is Section 9.

"Each circuit shall be divided into at least three districts,

and at least one judge shall be elected from each. The circuits
and districts and the number of judges as elected in each circuit

on the effective date of this constitution are retained, subject

to change by law enacted by two-thirds of the elected members of

each house of the legislature."

Point of Order

MR. PEREZ
My question is directed to the chair. I think It's about

the time that we have a determination from the chair, from the

convention, as to where we go with the so-called yellow amendments,

because. If, in fact, it is a suggested substantive change by the

Style and Drafting Committee, then, under the rules, It would be

necessary to suspend the rules and to get sixty-seven votes before

we do it. If, in fact, it is not a substantive change, then, of

course, it could be done by amendment.

Now, how do we straighten out that can of worms?

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, if I understand the situation, we'll wait until

the Chair rules on it. Of course, this first amendment is not....
is a change that the floor itself adopted as a later delegate
proposal which is in conflict, and was intended to replace the
green amendment

.

But , as to the further ones , If I understand it. as to the
further changes, if anyone thinks It's a real change of substance,
and we'll get a ruling from the Chair, he shall raise that as a

point of order .and which is why we have tried in every instance
to go to the Substantive Committee. If it's a real change of

substance, tried not to propose it. If it's an ambiguity, it
is within this province. But, It will be up to the Chaiman to
rule.

Is the Chairman ?

MR. PEREZ
Again, the purpose of my question was to attempt to try to

resolve this problem now because I know somewhere along the line,
some delegate is going to say this is a substantive change, and
it should require the sixty-seven votes. I'm trying to get our
procedure established at this stage of the game. If possible.

MR. PEREZ
What you are saying, then, is in each Individual case the

Chair will rule if objection is made, as to whether it is or
is not substantive. Then, the only recourse by a delegate would
be to appeal the ruling of the chair?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Perez, I'm not always going to be in the Chair. As

you know, I am rarely in the Chair. So, I don't know what is
going to happen. But, my ruling would foe that we would handle
a caveat as it is without removing anything from the whole.

MR. PEREZ
Well, let me suggest that I don't believe we have any serious

problems Immediately, now, but I wanted to point this out to
the convention at this time, because I think it is going to come
up. I wanted the Chair to be thinking about it so that we will
know where we stand.

MR. CASEY
It's alao my understanding that Style and Drafting

was quite careful not to go into intentional substan-
tive changes; that if they did, this will be pointed out.

Mr. Avant I'm sorry. Senator De Blleux had a question;
then Mr. Avant.

Further Di scussi on

MR DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, as I understood the rules, that Style and

Drafting were given a lot of leeway in making suggested changes

insofar as the style, the wording, or duplication. When they

came to a caveat, so that the convention might clarify Itself,

and only for the purposes of ambiguity, or inconsistency in

proposals that they could make those recommendations to the

convention, and which could also be adopted only by a majority

vote of the convention.

MR. CASEY
I think that was primarily the intention. Senator De Blleux.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Just to make sure of one thing, regardless of how all that

business works out, in the final analysis, each proposal, or

each article in this document, and then the final document itself

in its entirety, is going to have to be adopted by sixty-seven
votes and then laid -on the table. Is it not, sir?
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MR. CASEY
Mr. Avant, It's my understanding that each proposal has

already been adopted, and merely has not been laid on the table.

Now, the parliamentarian is here, and I'd be subject to correction

there. It Is my understanding every proposal has been adopted.

All ue are doing Is going through the stylistic changes. The

final adoption has merely not been laid on the table.

MR. AVANT
Well, question then. The document Itself, in its entirety,

from the first word to the last word as a body, is going to have

to be adopted by sixty-seven votes. Is It not, sir?

MR. CASEY
I'm sure that will have to happen at the end whatever

the last thing we do on the document, is to vote on the final

document, Mr. Avant.

The Clerk indicated you might refer to Rule 47.

Further Discussion

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman, I think we the caveat of the committee is

that the.... if we had a delegate proposal that came in and

changed something in the original proposal that had been adopted,

that the delegate, or the later proposal would prevail as being

the last expression of the will of the convention. Now, I want

to point out that often when we took up these delegate proposals,

we took them out of context, dealing with one specific little

thing. This convention did not look at that delegate proposal,

or that later committee proposal in the light of the whole context.

For Instance, now, right on this proposal we have before us. When

we considered removing. .. .when we considered Mr. Drew's provision

that you could change. .. .would retain the large Judgeships for

the court of appeal. It was not considered at all in the light

that it took two-thirds majority of the House and Senate to

change these judicial districts. That puts it all In a different

light. If it was the original will of this convention to eliminate

large judgeships, then to come back in and say you want to eliminate

them now, but you'll let the legislature change It, but you make

it so difficult to change, that you can have a handful of judges

controlling, 'cause I think enough .... I think you could control

a third of the legislature pretty well very easily, let's say.

So, what we are doing is we are taking things out of context when

we take them as delegate proposals, and let them be the latest

expression of the will of this convention.

Further Discussion

it is a little broader than political subdivision. But, the clear
intent is to include political subdivisions as they are defined
in this constitution so that our suggestion to you was that you
add "or political subdivision" to the enumeration of those cases
when their party is a defendant, of which the district court has
exclusive jurisdiction.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Now, how come you didn't put numbers in this one?

MR. TATE
Well, the only change made in this one was....

MR. DENNERY
No, no. I mean in the.... you say "in all cases" ... .you have

to read it about three times to see.... to make it make sense is

what I mean, unless you put numbers in between those semicolons.
I was just curious as to why the committee did not do that?

MR. TATE
All right. We played with numbers. But, here's your

problem. There's not a complete parallelism. You see.... you
put a one in front of felony cases, and put a two in front of

what? So, you'd have to put a two in front of 2 cases involving
(A) title of (B) the right to office. We played with it,

but it actually didn't, because of the structure, and we played
with the structure, we ended up thinking it would be better to

keep the present language because, after all. It's fairly
traditional in the second part of it.

MR. DENNERY
In other words, "of cases" is what's carried through here,

rather than cases Involving. ... is what is carried through. Is

that correct?

•MR. TATE
Right.
Yes, sir. We would have had to put "of cases....", see,

you couldn't say "cases of felonies" because it might have

changed the meaning a little bit, so we would have to put

cases .... felony cases....

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, if I might say, we will try use some

discrimination. If it's out of context, we will report it to

the convention as an alternative, as we did here. We did

not think we were doing anything, because the whole direction

of the debate was exactly whether this should replace the former

one. As I understand it, you had no objection to it upon

Representative Drew's assurance that the future legislative

attention would be given to your problem. But, we will not

blindly say the later one, necessarily. We al e calling it to

your attention. We thought our remark was not a value judgment

here in view of the debate. I'm sorry if I gave the impression

that we were automatically going to say that the latest was

always out of context. We just feel it our duty to call it to

the attention of everybody that there is an inconsistency.

[Amendment No. 36 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 37

MR. HARDIN
The instructions on the amendment as you have it are incorrectly

drawn. The instructions should read,

"On page 5, line 17, in Committee Amendment No. 16 proposed

by the Committee on Style and Drafting and adopted by the convention

on January 9, 1974, on line 10 of the text of the amendment, after

the word and punctuation "corporation," and before the word "or"

Insert the words "or political subdivisions,"

Explanation

MR. TATE
Conma

.

The amendment, as I previously explained, we had said that

the ancient language was that when a political corporation is a

party to the defendant, the district court has exclusive jurisdiction.

This Is a term that's not used in the present constitution except

here and one or two other places. We thought of replacing it, but

MR. DENNERY
No, I was talking about after your felony.

MR. TATE
....down below that we would have had to put cases in front of

every numeral to make it.... in cases involving in front It's

a....we gave serious consideration, Mr. Dennery , but it was

a tricky question.

[.Amendment Wo. 37 adopted without
object i on . ]

Amendment No. 38

MR. TATE
Amendment 38, which is going to be to Section 23 as you

adopted it, on page 31, and it's going to be. ...If the Clerk
reads it. But it's in the. ...it's going to say "must have

practiced law in the state for at least five years prior to his
election, and for at least two years preceding his election."

Now, in the legislative article, you adopted the consistent
approach of prior.... you have to have the requisite qualifications
prior to the time of qualification. In an effort to be consistent
throughout, in some of the other articles they say preceding

his qualification and preceding his election. To be consistent

with that, we thought since it had passed the floor once in the

legislative article about preceding, you have to have the

requisite time span preceding his qualification for office,

or the requisite eligibility characteristics preceding his

qualification for office. In order to be consistent with that

sort of approach, we recommended that you substitute this language
on the yellow amendment which, in each case says he has to practice
law five years prior to his qualification, and be domiciled two
years preceding his qualification Instead of preceding the
election.
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Questions

MR. DENNERY
Judge, I can understand the change as far as domicile Is

concerned. But, why should you have It as far as the years of

practice are concerned? It seems to me that what you are doing

here is raising the age limit in each case, conceivably by

the difference between the date of the election and the date of

the qualification. I can understand how you would want someone

domiciled In a particular area for a specific period prior to

qualification. But, I do not understand the reason for making

the change as far as years of practice, for instance, either in

the judiciary or the district attorney, etc.

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Dennery, the reason we.... it's a valid

question—a valid choice of values. As a matter of fact, however,

the current case law has had , . . .hasn' t Interpreted the party

requirements that you have to have the qualifications at the

time you qualify for office; for instance. In the case of city

Judge, it was three years. There's a case Marvin anyway,

there's a couple of cases on it that said that in that practice,

to say you have the time spent in practice at the time he

qualifies for office. You have a valid objection. But, we had

to choose between the two. This has been the consistent practice.

It's more consistent with the way the constitution goes with

the way the other portions of the constitution goes. So, we

did do.... for better, for worse, that's what we thought. It's

an easy test, too, because you can.... go ahead.

MR. DENNERY
I was going to say, you don't consider that to be a

substantive change .... the committee didn't?

MR. TATE
Because It could have been a substantive change Is why it's

here. ...why it's here. We doubt the floor thought about it at

the time. Because it might be inconsistent with the general

approach other places; that's why it's here. It's perfectly

appropriate of the.,.. for the committee. .. .for the convention

floor not to adopt it.

MR, KEAN
Judge Tate, let me elaborate on Mr. Dennery's questions,

because I was not present at the Style and Drafting Committee at

the time this was considered. I raised the same point when we

were dealing with the attorney general.

As I appreciate this change, under the language as adopted

by the convention, you merely had to have that qualification at

the time of election. We are now providing that he has to have

the qualification at the time he qualifies so that if the

qualifying date is six months before the election, -we've actually

added six months to the requirement so that we're really talking

about five and a half years at the time he takes his office. Is

that right?

MR. TAXE
It's perfectly true, Mr. Kean. On the other hand, in the

legislative article, they adopted that clarification. That's
why it's here. I doubt at the time we voted on it, we
seriously thought whether you had to be qualified at the time

you qualified for a candidate, or whether you could qualify
before you had enough practice to run for an office

MR. KEAN
But, in the legislative article we were talking about the

qualification by reason of domicile, were you not? Here, we
are talking about a qualification that goes to your capacity
for carrying out the job. It seems to me that as long as he's
got that qualification at the time he was elected and takes
office, that that ought to be sufficient. I don't see where
there's any difference. ,. .any Inconsistency between what we've
done in the legislative article dealing with domicile, and
what we've said here dealing with qualification for a judgeship.

MR. TATE
All right. I will say this. The present constitution

uses this language; the case law has permitted the party require-
ment that he be qualified at the time he qualifies for office
to prevail over that.

MR. KEAN
You mean the present jurisprudence Is in line with what

the convention adopted?

MR. TATE
The present jurisprudence has approved the general require-

ment of the political party so that at the time you qualify,
you have enough time and practice to possess all the qualifications
necessary to be elected. For what it's worth, that's what it does.

MR, LANIER
Isn't it true. Judge, that under the jurisprudence, there

is a difference between the point in time that you qualify for

office, and the time that you qualify as a candidate for the

office, the difference being that at the time that you qualify

for the office is when you are sworn into the office? Whereas,

at the time that you qualify for the.... as a candidate for the

office, is when you put in your papers, and you're qualified to

run in the election. So, actually, we are dealing with three

points in time here that we could be talking about; one, the

time that he qualifies as a candidate for the office; two, the

date of the election for the office; and three, the date that he's

actually sworn in. Is that correct?

MR. TATE
Yes, you see, it could be, you see, you have to clarify it

one way or another. It could be that the date of election
wouldn't be the determining thing because you....when you take

the oath on January l....you are elected in November, I guess you

could argue that you are not elected to the office until that day.

So, I fully realize everything you say, Mr. Kean. But, it is

it is a choice.

MR. DENNERY
My question really was aimed at why you didn't submit

this In the form of two amendments so that the floor could have
the opportunity to choose between these two. My recollection
is that in the arguing the debate on the floor when this came
up there was strong argument for not having any years qualification
as a requirement because it differed from the age qualification
for instance, in the district attorney. . . in the attorney general's
situation. So it seemstome we are making somewhat of a substantive
change here. I quite agree with you on the date of qualification
as far as domicile is concerned. I think that's a sound change and
I don't think it's of a substantive nature because I think the
convention recognized that there was confusion there, but when you
get to the years of practice, it seems to me we're makinga considerable
change in v/hat the convention adopted. Is it possible? As the
amendment is worded, I'm sure there is no possibility of dividing
the question; is there, Mr. Chairman? Is there a possibility of
dividing the question as It's written?

MR. CASEY
No, sir, I'd have to say that it's one amendment and I

don't see how we can divide it.

MR. TATE
If we'd been appraised of objections, we would have tried

to divide it, Mr. Dennery; we thought it was the same question

though actually. -and I can see the argument to the contrary.

MR. PUGH
Judge, although conceivably it is a change other than in

substance. In the final analysis, however, you really are providing

that the judge would have more qualifications rather than less

qualifications. So, if anything, if it's an error. It's on the

error of what's good rather than what's bad; is that not correct?

MR. TATE
Well..

MR

it could be said that, yes, sir. Thank you.

NEWTON
Judge, there may be an ambiguity here and there may not

be an ambiguity, but you say in line 10, "qualification as

a candidate," then down in line 15, you say "qualification."
Now, is that intended to mean the same thing?

MR. TATE
Yes, it was. We thought that we didn't need to say again

Qualification of a candidate because when you said, "qualification"

tip ahead in the same sentence, it seems ... It seemed to us
that when you say "preceding qualification" it must mean the one
up there— two , . . three lines up.

MR. NEWTON
Don't you think that there is a possibility of ambiguity

and maybe the committee ought to think about it a little more?

MR. TATE
I think there's a possibility, but you know ninety-nine

point five* you know.
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MRS. MILLER
Judge Tate, you know we have a lame duck situation In the

Court of Appeal judgeship where some Judges have had to wait

a year, eight months or so to take office after they've been elected.

So, you can be too young for the job by six months at the time

you'd have to qualify if you go it the way this committee is recommend

You'd be an old man by the time you got li. office if you were elected.

I really think you've made too substantive a change.

MR. TATE
Well, that's a valid argument Mrs. Miller. Incldently, we

did cure that hiatus about the Court of Appeal Judges where a

fellow is elected and then for eighteen months he sat around

while a lame duck exercised the functions until he could take office.

You, in the convention, could cure that in your. . . one of the

articles in this Judicial Article.

MRS. MILLER
Well, I do oppose the amendment as it's recommended.

MR. CASEY
Is that a question, Mrs. Miller, or . . .

Judge Tate, have you completed your remarks?

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. Chairman.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, that's what I'm saying though, the date of elect. . .

MR. DENNIS
I chose to take office on January 10th, which is the day

after my birthday because it was on a Monday and it was convenient

to have the ceremoney on that date, but I know a lot of other

judges that chose some other date after the first of the year. So,

I don't think it's arbitrary; I think . . .

MR. ARNETTE
Well, I realize the date you take office is arbitrary, but

not your election day; that is not arbitrary, the date of election.

But, what I'm getting at, suppose that I didn't want somebody to

run against me for an office and maybe he wouldn't have the requisite

qualifications until July 15th. I would set the last date
for qualification at July 10th. That's where I see the problem

j

that date is very arbitrarily set.

MR. DENNIS
All I can say is, you've got problems with any one of these

three dates, as Judge fate explained. I think in the interest of

consistency it's better to have everything date from date of

qualification and this precedent was established in the

Legislative Article.

Further Discussion

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, as Chairman of the

Judiciary Committee I would just like to Inform you that we are

supporting this change for consistency. We considered the Style

and Drafting's Proposal as you know, and approved of It before it

has been presented to you. It is my appreciation from the discussion

In our committee that we never really had a clear intention as to

whether or not the date would be from election or one of the other

two dates that Judge Tate described that you could use. After

discussing It, we felt that the value. . . the greatest value lay

in making the qualification period date from the date of qualification,

to be consistent with what was done in the Legislative Article. Also,

I'd like to remind all of you that you have been receiving copies

of what we've been doing in these committees and none of you has

really objected to this change. I haven't heard any real substantive

objection to it. The Judiciary Committee , after considering it

again, after it had passed the floor and been through Style and

Drafting, felt that this is the best way to draft it. So, we

urge you to go along with the Committee on Style and Drafting and

adopt this change purely for consistency and purely because we have

to settle on a date clearly and firmly.

Questions

MR. ARNETTE
Judge Dennis, the only question I've got here is that

when you change it from quail. . . I mean from election time . . .

the election day to qualification day, then you're putting something

that's kind of arbitrary when you say "qualii ication date" because

the qualification dates are arbitrarily set. However, an election

date. . . it will probably be handled in the future by election code

that elections will be held on a definite date and,whereas, if

somebody didn't want somebody to run, they 'd make sure the qualification

was cut off say a week early or something like that?

MR. DENNIS
Well, as Judge Tate pointed out, election . . . date of

election might mean either the date upon which the election is

held or the date upon which the candidate is elected or the date

he's sworn in. I think that's another virtue for using the

qualification date because even though the date might be different,

it does establish a clear date.

MR. ARNETTE
My only objection is that the date of qualification though

is thoroughly arbitrary and just set by some public official. If

you don't. . . in other words, if you're not saying whatever

qualification you have to have— five years practicing law— if

you don't have it by that date then you're out. Whereas, you might

be fully qualified by the time you'd take office or be elected.

MR. DENNIS
Well, Mr. Arnette, the date that a man. . . that a Judge

takes office is even more arbitrary because that's up to the

judge.

[3248]

Point of Order

MRS. MILLER
I object. I consider this a substantive change and I

would like for the convention to express Itself on it.

Rul i ng of the Chai r

MR. CASEY
How about Just letting the Chair express Itself? The

purpose of the caveat is that. . . the purpose of bringing it

before the convention is to let the convention express its

opinion. If the convention feels it does not want to do what the

Judiciary Comcilttee is recommending, then, it has t'.ie right to

vote the amendment down and let the amendment rest on its own merit.

You rise to a further question?

MRS. MILLER
Now, it takes sixty- seven votes to prove this If it's

a substantive change?

MR. CASEY
Mrs. Miller, it does not take sixty-seven votes; it takes

a simple majority of those present and voting, as long as we have

sixty-seven people that we're operating with-

Point of Order

MR. PEREZ
This Is the very question that I posed to the Chair

a little bit earlier. When a delegate comes forward and suggests

that this is a substantive change and not a Style and Drafting
change, is the Chair going to rule that it is or Is not substantive

and then—or else submit it to the convention, because we need to get

this procedure well established?

Rul ing of the Chair

MR. CASEY
Okay. Mr. Perez, let's Just try to settle this once and

for all. The Chairman is here; maybe he can listen to this and

if he's going to disagree with me at a later date he can say so.

But, let's just get this straight right now. First of all, as I

explained previously that the purpose of a caveat is to clear up

any ambiguities, and we have to assume that that is the purpose that

the Judiciary— I'm sorry— that Style and Drafting is setting forth

in the caveat. I would have to rule that it does not take sixty-

seven votes, that we do not have to remove a certain section

from the table, and that all it takes is a vote of the... a simple
majority of those present and voting, as long as we're operating

with sixty-seven members of the convention, and that, we will just

let the convention itself make the determination by its vote

on the caveat as to what its wishes are, without determining that

It's going to take sixty-seven votes to adopt or not adopt a

section. It's merely. . . it's a proposal by the Style and Drafting

Committee itself.

MR. POYNTER
I think we're all in agreement up here;we're Just not saying

it the same way. That's all presuming that no point of order is
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raised. Now, Mrs. Miller inquired and the Chair obviously would
like to decline and just let the delegates decide it. If someone
insists on a point of order, Mr. Perez, that the committee has ex-
ceeded Its authority, I think the Chair could be put in the position
of being forced to rule or, in the alternat Ive, exercising its

prerogative of allowing the convention to determine Itself by putting
the question to the convention. If the Chair or the delegates would
determine by whatever procedure that the amendment was out of order
as exceeding the authority of the committee, then, in that case I

think it would be necessary to call the motion to reconsider from the
table — of course, under a rule suspension and do it that way.

MR. PEREZ
That was my point . . .

MR. POYNTER
Yes, sir. To date, Mrs. Miller has not raised a point of

order, she's kind of had an inquiry and I know the Chair would like
to avoid those situations if It possibly can.

MR. PEREZ
Well, again that was the next point of information because

If in fact, the question is raised as to whether or not the committee
exceeded its authority, it would seem to me then It^s time for
the Chair to rule or else to turn It back to the convention for
it to rule.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Di scussi on

HR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I would appreciate It

if you would give me your attention just a moment* because I

think we're dealing here with a substantive change from the content

of the section as adopted by this convention on the floor. I don't
take issue with the Style and Drafting Committee for having raised
the point and having called our attention to it, but I want to

point out to you that if we're talking about consistency, there

are more instances where we provided in the case of these qualifications

that they had to be applicable at the time of election rather than

qualification. than there is otherwise. When you vote on the approval

of this amendment, if you accept the amendment offered by the Style

and Drafting Committee, you must understand that you ought to be

prepfired to accept a similar amendment , not only on the judges, but

on the district attorneys and on the attorney general, because In all

three of those instances the convention in its wisdom put into the

sections as a basis of qualification, five years of experience prior

to election. Now, we are now coming along and we're going to change

that and make it prior to qualification , Now, I don't know that five

years is any criteria in the practice of law as to your capacity to

be a judge or a district attorney or to be an attorney general, but

I say to you when we change it. . . change that qualification from the

date of election to the date of qualif ication,we' ve added on to the

experience that we're going to require of these candidates to these

offices. I think that is a substantive change that this convention
ought to give Its attention to and It ought not to be considered
merely as a Style and Drafting change in the Interact of consistency.
Now, how you vote on It, I'll leave it to you, but I simply want
you to understand that we're dealing with a rather substantive
change in the amendment that itsproposed here and If you adopt
this amendment you must be prepared to make a similar change
when we get to the sections dealing with district attorneys and
with the attorney general. I simply wbnt you to have that information
and you can decide on It either way you want to go, I'm going to

vote against the amendment because I see no reason to extend the

time that's required in order to be eligible for service in one of
these position*.

Point of Order

MR. NEWTON
Whether the amendment proposed by the Style and Drafting

Committee constitutes a substantive change?

MR. HENRY
I think the Chair is going to let the delegates to the

convention decide vrtiether or not it is, in effect, a change in
substance as opposed to a stylistic change.

[chair declined to rule. Question
put to the Convention

.

]

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Kean, isn't it correct that the date of an election is

a fixed and positive date?

MR. KEAN
It's always been my understanding, Mr. Dennery.

MR. DENNERY
Now, isn't it a fact that the date of qualification varies

with the party or whether or not the candidate is an independent?

MR. KEAN
I would think there would be more variation and it

would be more difficult to determine what the date of qualification
would be than it would be to determine the date of the election.

MR. DENNERY
So that conceivably the consistency should have been the

other way around; Is that correct?

MR. KEAN
If you were going to try to get as many things consistent

with each other, we've got three instances where we said that
it was five years prior to the date of election. We had one
instance whore we said it was f ive. . .whatevtrT number of years it
was prior to the date of qualification, so if you're going to measure
it by the number of times you say it, we should have changed the
thing in the Legislative Section and not in these.

MR, DENNERY
Thank you, sir.

MR. STINSON
Now, Gordon, isn't it a fact that suppose a person was

running as a democratic candidate, now the qualifying date would be
when he qualifies for the first primary .wouldn ' t it?

MR. KEAN
Right.

MR. STINSON
Now, if a person was running as an independent it wouldn't

be until he qualifies some months later for the general election,
so it would give someone advantage,writing it that way, wouldn't
it?

MR. KEAN
That's correct; you'd have two different rules or two

different dates of determining eligibility under those circumstances.

MR. HENRY
All right now»eentlemen, before we go any further, Mr. Newton

has raised a point of order which I think we need to go ahead
and dispose of, that being whether or not the amendment to Section
23 is in order.

Further Di scussion
MR. ASSEFF

Mr. Chairman, delegates, I am a member of the Committee on
Style and Drafting. We just considered the same point relative
to the Executive Article and it was my understanding, as we
discussed it, that the committee agreed that it is a substantive
change, and that we would . . . though I agree to the change that
we would submit it to this convention for its approval or rejection.
In my opinion it is substantive. It would be extremely dangerous
to do it by majority vote. We would subject every other article,
every other section, to the same thing. I urge you to, please,
consider this a substantive change. I shall vote to approve the
change, but it is still substantive, and I feel that it should re-
quire the regular vote to reopen the section and to approve it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Questions
MR. STINSON

Dr. Asseff, being as you were speaking on the change,
why do you think it's a good change?

MR. ASSEFF
I did not say it was good, Mr. Stlnson. . .

MR. STINSON
You said you're going to vote for it.

MR. ASSEFF
... I simply. . . well, I simply said that I am disagreeing

—

that it is substantive. I'm simply giving my opinion that I will
vote for it. You may vote as you please, but I feel that we
should follow the regular procedure and that we should require
the sixty-seven votes to reopen and change.

MR. STINSON
But, isn't it a fact though. that the change would give

an independent candidate, as far as yours is concerned, over a
Republican or a Democratic candidate if you had . . .
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MR. ASSEFF
I have no objections. I am arguing that it's substantive,

Mr. Stinson. I simply said that as ... I should have just kept

my mouth shut. It's really substantive is all that I am arguing.

Thank you.

MR. ARNETTE
Doc, the only question I have is that we've talked about

qualification date being more definite and Mr. Stinson already

brought out that it would be a different qualification date for

Democrats. Republicans and Independents, depending on what their

central committee decided. and also, that this date can be changed

quite a bit by that committee; can't they do that?

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Arnette, I am not arguing that. I am simply stating

that when the Committee on Style and Drafting considered this, as

well as the Executive Department* we felt it was substantive in

nature, but we were recommending it to the convention for the

purposes of consistency. I am only urging that we follow the usual

procedure for reopening a section and approving it; relative to

whether you approve the change, that's immaterial to me. Thank you.

{^Record vote ordered . Convent ion
declared Amendment out of order .]

Motion
MR. TATE

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise both on a point

of personal privilege and then to make a motion. First, I

want to say that we, of course, have no objection to . . . it's

fine what you all decided, but we have an obligation to Style

and Drafting to call your attention to things that may be inconsistent
with the general scheme .whether or not they're substantive. We

did our best. We don't care what you do on that and we're happy
with your decision. I do suggest to you that perhaps the better
approach would be for us to let . . . move to suspend the rules

to let you consider this amendment now as if it were substantive,
realizing it takes sixty-seven votes, so at least there will be an

opportunity to have a consistent framework throughout the constitution.

The point ij, if you have to be . . . have that amount of time 5n

residenct, preceding your qualification, which is . . . was the concept,

you should have the. . . it's not so inconsistent to say you have to

have the other qualifications preceding your qualification for

election. It doesn't make us any difference, but it leaves us

with a difficult thing to relieve those inconsistencies throughout

the constitution , or should we call it to your attention. Wu don't

care; it's less work for us. But, I therefore move, as an effort

to get an expression on tho merits to the floor. to suspend the rules

to consider as a substantive change that amendment. . . yellow

amendment there

.

MRS. MILLER
I object.

Point of Information

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman, we are leaving this order of business. . .

suspending the rules to leave this order of business And going
back to an order of business dealing with the adoption or rejection
of that section. Is that my understanding?

MR. HENRY
It would just be a suspension, by and large, of all the rules

for the purpose of dealing with this right now, Senator, like
we did on the Legislative proposal.

[Motion to suspend the rules to re-
consider Section 23 rejected: 53-35.]

Motion

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, I then move to withdraw that amendment and

there's only one more amendment on Proposal. . .

MR. HENRY
We don't have an amendment there.

MR. TATE
What? With the amendment pending. . . Oh, then I then move

to withdraw the final amendment on that . . . which is . . .

MR. POYNTER
Final amendment No. 39, relative to Section 27, is that

right? District Attorneys, is that the one. . .

MR. TATE
District Attorneys, is that the final amendment? I think

there's one more.

MR. POYNTER
No, sir.

MR. TATE
Well, that's the final amendment. Then, Mr. Chairman,

that completes our work on Style and Drafting with regard to

the Judicial Branch Article.

[notion to withdraw Amendments No.
38 and No. 39 adopted without ob-
jection. Motion to take up other
orders adopted without objection

.

Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Thursday, January 10, 1974.'}
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Thursday, Januarv 10, 197A

ROLL CALL

[ff7 delegates present and a quorum.']

MR. TATE
With regard to the preamble ve had no change. ... stylistic

change recoiranended. With regard to Section 1, we have. .. .Amendment
No. 1 which is simply to delete. .. .which was to combine the two
objects of the same infinitive. .. -we took out a coimna ",".

Mr. Chairman, are there any questions?

PRAYER

MR. ASSEFF
I shall read a brief quote from each of the six major religions

of the world: each has a message. Hinduism: "Asone may ascend to the
housetop by ladder, rope, or bamboo, so there are many ways to reach
God." Buddhism: "Hatred does not cease by hatred but only by love."
Confucianism: "To be in ones own heart in kindly s>-mpathv with all
things, this is the nature of righteousness." Judaism. "That doetli

the Lord require of thee but to do justly and love mercy, and walk

humbly with thy God." Christianity ;

"All things whatsoever ye would
that men should do unto to you, do you even so unto them." And '"

last, Mohamramedlsm; 'Vlierever you go, wherever you rest ,may the peace
of good Allah keep you blest." Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

{^Amendment No. 1 adopted without
object i on

.

]

Amendment No

.

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 2 is the only amendment to Section 1.

On page 1, at the end of line 35, delete the coinna

Expl ana ti on

MR. TATE
Any discussion?
Well, you don't need a comma when there are two objects

of the same preposition; it's just a stylistic change, in line
with the ordinary rules of the punctuation.

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

[Amendment No. 2 adopted without
object i on

.

]

[wo ti on to ca 1 1 Commi t tee Proposal No

.

2 5 from the calendar adopted without
objection . ]

Commi ttee Proposal No. 25

Amendment No . 3

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 3 is the only amendment to Section 2.
On page 2, line 5,after the word "liberty" and before the

word "or" insert a comma ",".

MR. HARDIN
Committee Proposal No. 25, introduced by Delegate Jackson,

Chairman of the Committee on Bill of Rights, on behalf of that
committee

.

A proposal to provide a preamble and a declaration of rights
to the constitution.

Explanat i on

MR. TATE
The reason, of course, under the rule we have been following

is that when there's a series you have a comma after every one.
Including the one before the "and" or "or"^the conjunction.

Explanation

MR. TATE
All right, Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, you should have

on your desk before you a packet of papers with a large Roman II.

In the front part of it will be the Committee Proposal No. 25
on green, in the same format as yesterday ' s, followed by the white
amendment; following that will be Committee Proposal No. 33 on
Elections in the same format. Before we report the Style and
Drafting amendments, we would like Representative Jackson to make
a brief coBDiient, Chairman of the Bill of Rights and Elections.

Further Discussion

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of this convention. Judge

Tate, we have examined carefully the amendments proposed by the

Committee on Style and Drafting. We find no basic differences
with these recoonendations, and we would recommend that you would
adopt the amendments as proposed by the Committee on Style and
Drafting.

lAmendmen t No . 3 adopt ed without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No . 4

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 4. On page 2, delete lines 8 through 15,

both inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof
the following:

"Section 3. No person shall be denied the equal protection
of the laws. No law shall discriminate against a person because
of race or religious ideas, beliefs, or affiliations. No law
shall arbitrarily, capriciously, or unreasonably discriminate
against a person because of birth, age, sex» culture, physical
condition, or political ideas or affiliations. Slavery and
involuntary servitude are prohibited, except in the latter case
as punishment for crime."

Expl ana t ion

MR. TATE
Thank you. Representative Jackson. Mr. Chairman,

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. Justice Tate.

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
All right. We standarized the language when it says you

can't discriminate in one part "on account of" and another '^y reason
of'.'. .to say''because of'in each Instance, we omitted needless
repetition like "religious Ideas, religious beliefs, religious
affiliations"and said "religious ideas, beliefs, or affiliations,"
and similarly with political ideas and political affiliation. In
general, those are the stylistic sort of changes we made.
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\_Ainendment No. 4 adopted without
object i on . J

Amendment No . 5

sentences, used standard usage about "any" and "every", and punctuated
it in accordance with the consistent standards followed throughout
the manual on Style and Drafting for our constitution. We put un-
related ideas in separate sentences. Mr. Chairman...

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 5. On page 2, delete lines 17 through 35, both

inclusive in their entirety and on page 3, delete lines 1 and 2 in

their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"Section 4. Every person has the right to acquire, own,

control, use, enjoy, protect, and dispose of private property.
This right is subject to reasonable statutory restrictions and
the reasonable exercise of the police power.

Property shall not be taken or damaged by the state or its
political subdivisions except for public purposes and with just
compensation paid to the owner or into court for his benefit.
Property shall not be taken or damaged by any private entity
authorized by law to expropriate, except for a public and necessary
purpose and with just compensation paid to the owner. In such
proceedings, whether the purpose is public and necessary shall
be a judicial question.

[Wotion to waive reading of the Amend-
ment s to Commi ttee Proposa 1 So . 2 5

adopted without object ion . J

Question

MR. GOLDMAN
Judge Tate, for the record, when you refer to'freedom of speech

or of the press" do you intend that to include radio and television
broadcasting?

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. Goldman. I think the sense of the convention was that

It had the traditional safeguards of the United States Constitution,
which is to every form of expression ,including radio and television.

MR. GOLDMAN
Thank you.

{^Amendment No . 7 adopted wi t hout
object ion

.

^

Amendment No . 8

Expl anat i on

MR. TATE
All right. The Amendment No. 5 which Is to Section 4 which

rewrites Section A on pages 5 and 6 of your green material In
the main paragraphs, an awful long one paragraph sentence into three
paragraphs, I mean, awful long one paragraph into three paragraphs
and slightly rearranges the order of the ideas in order to connect
logical ideas together, omits a few needless repetitions, singularlzes
in accord with the conventional practice and tries to separate some
of the ideas into separate. .. .separate ideas into separate sentences.

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. 8 is to Section 11.... Oh, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the last amendment we are going to have is going

to rearrange these in a logical order, so I'll have to
Amendment No. 8 which is to.... is now numbered. .. .which is to

Section 11 which is on page 10 which will become 9 if you approve
the reordering later on.... the reordering; it's simply to clarify
that "No law shall impair the right of any person to assemble".
We've changed the title.

[Amendment No . 8 adopted wi tbout
objection

.

]

[Amendment No. 5 adopted without
object ion

.

]

Amendment No . 6

MR. TATE
The Amendment No. 6 which is to Section 5 on page 7 of

material makes three very minor changes like when they say
of law"; we said "any court" and when to raise the legality
legality 'instead of repeating 'bf the search and seizure." We slightly

changed the punctuation and added an "and" in order to clarify what

the reference was to the particular description required before a

warrant or affidavit.

your
"anv court
..."it's

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
All right. Now, Amendment No. 9 which is to Section 19 in

the original proposal, which is on your left hand side and will
become Section 10 on your right hand side if you approve the re-
ordering; it was. .. .used. .. simply repunctuated , we used commas
to set up parenthetical questions and added a verb to make sure
that there's a perfect parallelism in the use of. ..the expression
of parallel i.leas. I'll yield to questions.

I Amendment No,
objection

.

]

9 adopted without

Quest i on Amendment No. 10

MR. STAGG
In the Supreme Court decision, the U. S. Supreme Court decision,

handed down earlier this week on the use of Illegally seized search
and seizure material. Judge, you think that has any affect on this

section?

MR, TATE
No, Mr. Stagg, for about five hundred years they required

warrants to be described with particularity; what happened since
'61 is that they said if something is Illegally seized , you can'

t

use it in evidence. But, the traditional safeguard of the home
is supposed to be a private. .. .supposed to be that no officer can

break into somebody's home unless a court has told them just how
and which one.

[Amendment No. 6 adopted without
objection . J

Amendment No. 7

MR. TATE
All right. Section 6, of course, we had no comraent on or

no proposed amendment. On Amendment No. 7, which is to Section 7,

on page 9 ,lf you will see what we did, we just broke it into two

MR. TATE
All right. Section 11 ... .Amendment No. 10 is to the old

Section 26 which is on your left hand side and it... in order to,

we thought, to be clear, we omitted needless words and said....

as it passed the floor it said "in access to public areas,

accommodations, and facilities, every person shall have the right

to be free from discrimination based on race, religion, or

national ancestry from arbitrary, capricious, or unreasonable

discrimination." Now, we added a comma "," after "facilities"
and when it said "shall have the right" we said "shall be free";

we thought that meant the same thing.

[Amendment No . 10 adopted wi thout
object ion .1

Amendment No . 11

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 11 which is to the old Section 12 on the left

hand side of page 14, generally speaking, involved minor changes
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of tense and slngularlzatlon and In the Interest of consistent
gramnatlcal usage.

I'll yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

[Amendment No. 11 adopted without
object 2 on .

]

Amendment No. 12

Amendment No. 17

MR. TATE
All right. Now, Amendment No. 17, which is to the old Section 18

on the left hand side of page 24, involved two minor changes to make
the parallel complete; we put "to", "to", '"to" in front of each of
the separate ideas in order to clarify the parallel separate ideas
and we singularized"punishments"in line with our context ... .in line
with our standard procedure, I mean.

Mr. Chairman, I'll yield to any questions.

MR. TATE
Well, in Amendment No. 12 which is to the old Section 27, which

is on page 16 on the left hand side, we rearranged a sentence, we
thought, making it a little clearer.

I'll yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

lAmendment So . 12 adopted wi thou t

objection

.

]

Amendment No. 13

MR. TATE
All right. In Amendment No. 13, which is to the old Section

13 on the left hand side of page 17, we thought what we simply did
there was omit needless words, standarlze the language, singularize
the use of the language so we wouldn't use plurali^ and make consistent
parallelisms.

I'll yield to any questions.

[Amendment No . 13 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 14

lAmendment No. 17 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 18

MR. TATE

All right. In Amendment No. 18 on page 26 to the old Section 22
we inserted a comma "," in order to clarify the sense of the
sentence and in line with our usual usage .

1*11 yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

[Amendment No .

objection .

]

adopted without

Amendment No. 19

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. 19, which is to the old Section 25,

with regard to Section 24 of unenumerated rights, we had said as
the floor language passed "the enumeration in this constitution
of certain rights shall not be construed to deny or disparage
any right." It was the sense of the committee that this meant
"shall not deny or disparage other right" because who determines
it except through a court and if this doesn't deny it, then it
can't be construed to deny it.

I'll yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

MR. TATE
All right. In Amendment No. 14. Mr. Chairman, which is to the old

Section 15 on the right .... left hand si(*e of page 18, we again...
all we did was change tenses and the moods of verbs in order to be
consistent with our usage throughout the constitution and we
omitted an unnecessary comma.

^Amendment No. 19 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 20

[Amendment No. 14 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 15

MR. TATE
All right. In Amendment No, 15, which is to the old Section 16

on the left hand side of page 19, again we simply singularized where
the plural words were used ,in line with our usage. We broke it into
short sentences. We attempted to rearrange the placement a little bit
in line with the.... we attempted to change the sentence placement to
be more logical ^in line with the sense of the meaning. We've
made— we're convinced there is no substantive change.

I'll yield to questions, Mr. Chairman.

{^Amendment No. 15 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 16

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 16, which is te the old Section 17 on the left

hand side of page 21, again involves simply standardized slngularism
of use of verbs, of words, of nouns, using a word for a phrase when
it would work...when it says the same thing or combining a sentence
in one instance in order to clarify the intent and in our judgment,
of course, amounted to simply a stylistic rewriting of the article
without much change in words even.

Mr. Chairman, I'll yield to any questions.

[Amendment No. 16 adopted without
objection

.

]

MR. TATE
Now, Mr. Chairman, the final amendment is in the nature of

a technical amendment rearranging on your yellow sheet .on your
white sheet you will see it rearranges the section numbers and the
sections, in line with what both committees agreed on was a more
logical organization; for instance, putting at the end all of the
criminal procedure sections and trying to put the fundamental rights
protected. .. .group them in some sort of a logical basis. Reasonable
minds could differ, you could leave it like it was but both committees
thought that rearranging them as we are. . . .reconmend here on
Amendment No. 20, which was. ..for instance, by which Section 9
would become Section 7, Section 10, Section 8, and so on. We thought
it would be a more logical organization, both committees have .there'
a little disagreement, we talked back and forth and reached what
both of us thought would be a more logical organization.

{^Amendment No. 20 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Motion

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, if it's in order, I move to take Committee

Proposal. ... that finishes Committee Proposal No. 25, Mr. Chairman,
and if it's in order, I would like to call from the calendar a very
short committee proposal from. ...on Elections, Committee Proposal
No. 33.

iMotion adopted without objection .}

Explanation and Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
All right, those are the....
....that's at the bottom, that's the bottom two groups of

paper, the green paper and the white paper in the bottom of that
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packet with a Roman II on it; it's Committee Proposal No. 33 on
Election. I recommended restyling as you can see; it shortens
the language considerably; we think keeps the consistent language
throughout the constitution and goes along with the general rules
of punctuation followed by the convention. Mr. Chairman, with
regard to Amendment No. 1, I move its adoption ,which rewrites
Section 1, the Election Code, and shortens it somewhat. It
eliminates the guarantee of the right to vote because that's
already in Section 7 of the Bill of Rights which we just had
adopted.

with a "while." They added a "while," here, to emphasize the
parallel ism.

Is tiiere any. . .I'd yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

I Amendment No . 3 adopted wi tbout
object 2 on

.

]

Amendment No. 4

Question

MR. STINSON
I don't have the folder. What was Section 1 about.

Section 2 and make it Section 1, well
you take

MR. TATE
Section 1 was eliminated on the floor, Mr. Stinson, and no

one tried to renumber them.... that no one tried to renumber them
because they were relying on this convention to do it, I mean, at
this time.

{^Amendmen t No . 1 adopted wi thout
object i on .

]

MR. TATE
All right . Section 4, Mr. Chairman, just involves using the

standard "a" tliat we've been using throughout when we refer to
"any"—"a" for "any." "A" means "any" except. . .and we omitted
a "however" because it's implicitly that it was "however," and
it was a needless word involved. We omitted a "the" because it

was unnecessary

.

I'd yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman. I'll yield to
any questions, Mr. Chairman, and if there arc none, I'll move
the adoption of the amendment.

[^Amendment No

.

object 2 on .

]

4 adopted without

Amendment No. 5

Amendment No . 2

MR. TATE
All right. Again, it made shorter sentences, made the verbs

consistently in the present tense, tried to omit needless words
that were repetitious ,or used a word instead of a phrase and in

line with better usage ,eliminated .. .better for constitutions,
not for legal writing . .eliminated an italics of Mr. Duval's viva
Voce. You are supposed to say viva voce—when you put a foreign
language in normal writing, you often underline it but on a

constitution it just doesn't look good to have italics or footnotes.

Questions

MR. STINSON
Judge, I'm wondering when it came up in cononlttee I was

wondering, but we did pass it, it says "Ballots shall be counted
publicly", of course, we don't vote by ballots except in tax
elections. Don't you think the wording should be changed instead
of "Ballots s'.iall be counted publicly"?

You couldn't say "Votes shall be counted publicly or votes
cast"?

MR. TATE
Well, Mr. Stinson, I guess we should have perhaps caught it

except this is the language that passed before in view of this
is the language that passed the floor; it's given us no trouble.
I'm not sure that you wouldn't have the same problem if you said
"Votes"shall be counted publicly as well as"ballots." Ballots
area term of art, I'm informed by Professor Landry .and the ballot
could be, I guess when you take that thing off the voting machine
and it says "Stinson, nine hundred and forty; Tate, twenty-two
or something like that," that could be the ballot maybe.

MR. STINSON
I could see where it would be "tallies" but not "ballots" and,

of course, you said the court has passed on It, but I understand
we got a court there now that's sort of changing a lot of things; do
you think they will change this?

MR. TATE
I laugh even though it hurts.

\_Aniendment No . 2 adopted without
object i on .

]

Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 3 on the new Section 3 simply to make it

parallel adds a "while'' to it, because that was a parallel idea
that was introduced. The other parallel part was Introduced

MR. TATE
Section 5, again, involves simply the. . .Oh, it said, here,

"subject to and not inconsistent with the provisions of this
constitution." There were no provisions adopted that were
inconsistent with this, unlike in Local Government, Mr. Avant, where
there is a reason for the phrase. There was no reason found for
it here, and it was then thought to be just a simply use. . .

a simple use of surplus of words. Otherwise, otherwise, there are
just stylistic changes.

I'll yield to questions, Mr. Chairman.

[Amendment No . 5 adopted without
objection

.

]

Recess

[OiJOrum Call : 116 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

Motion

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman, I move that the convention go into a (^onmittee

of the Whole for two hours for the purpose of hearing the governor
of Louisiana speak to us.

[Motion adopted without objection .]

Committee of the Whole

GOVERN'OR EDWARDS
Somehow I 'c not quite as tall as I was.
Thank you very nuch for this opportunity. It hardly seems

possible that it was a year ago that we met at the L.S.U. Center,
and I had the opportunity then of talking to you— fresh from the
victory of your election; anxious to get on with the job at hand;
convinced that you had been charged with the holy and great oppor-
tunity to render public service; I'm certain, totally unaware of

how agonizing the decisions would be from that day until this one;

and as you find yourselves in the last days of your convention.
I come before you as a citizen of this state; as one who

proudly accepts the credit and the responsibility—and, yes, even
the criticism— for this convention; as one who says again, as 1

have said for many years, that the single greatest legacy we could
leave our children, the people of the state when we have finished
our terms and have served out our capacity, is to provide Louisiana
with a good, basic constitutional document.

I need to say some things to you this morning which will
smack somewhat of braggadocio, will rob me of my traditional cloak
of humility, possibly make you feel that I'm really not all that

sharp; and you may wonder sometimes whether I've taken leave of my

senses. But, so that you will understand my heart and understand
my sincerity and will feed that into your own thinking in the last
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: ew days of this convention, please know that however wrong you may
think I may be about anything that I say, there is no doubt whatso-
ever in my mind about the correctness of everything that I will say
to you. Necessarily, I will express opinions and, necessarily, I

will be saying to you things that 1 cannot prove; but I siir.ply want
you to know that I honestly, sincerely state to you what I, today,
reel is the political atmosphere and clinate in Louisiana. These
are situations and facts, attitudes that you must deal with and
take into consideration in preparing a document to be submitted
for approval to the people, because no matter what you do—how
great and wonderful and perfect the document may be— it is meaning-
less and worth nothing and is a total effort in futility, if it
isn't adopted and put to use. Hence, we approach the problem
between two extremes: on the one hand, my own preconceived, firm
convictions of what a constitution is and should be; and, on the
other, my own awareness, as a practical person in public life,
that it is indeed difficult to draft such a document and even more
difficult to get its acceptance by a population of almost four
million people with various degrees of desires and attitudes,
feelings, sensitivities. Hence, between these two extremes, we
must come together on what we believe will be a consensus sufficient
to address itself to the public good and sufficient to allow for
public acceptance.

Necessity, this morning, compels me to speak to you in what I

believe to be true statements, rather than pleasing ones. 1 would like
to please you, but I prefer to save you—whatever your attitude
may be towards me after I have finished—because, in saving you, I

save myself and, in saving you and saving myself and saving this
constitution, we save the people; and what higher calling could
we respond to?

I will have to philosophize a little bit before getting into
the neat of my appearance here—again, hopefully, to translate to
you why I am taking some of the positions that I will take in the
last moments of my appearance before you. U'alter Lippmann, after
nearly a half century of observing public figures and observing
voters—the electorate—made a rather caustic and harsh judgment,
both of us as politicians and of the people as voters, which I'd
like to read to you. "Vith rare exceptions, public officials are
regarded as miracles of nature. Successful democratic politicians
are Insecure and intimidated men. They advance politically only
as they placate, appease, seduce, bamboozle, or otherwise manage
to manipulate the demanding, threatening elements of their consti-
tuencies. The decisive consideration is not whether the proposi-
tion is good, but whether it is popular; not whether it will work
well and prove itself, but whether the active, talking constituents
like it immediately." How harsh that is, but how well it applies
to the efforts of certain special interest people to get in or out
of this document—not what they or you consider to be in the public
interest, but what they happen to consider, immediately, to be In
their own interest. Now, I must suggest to you, in defense of
myself and trying to soften the harshness of my furies, that what
criticisms I have of the document, and what problems have arisen in
the feel and the bustlings and bustlings of our state, arise, very
candidly, from your failure to recognize that you were here to
write a constitution, rather than to serve as legislators.

Had you stopped your work after completion of the Bill of
Rights and the three Articles on the Executive, the Legislature,
and the Judiciary, a beautiful, fantastically well-engineered and
prepared document would have been your work product. Practical
aspects of your job, however, required ycu to r,o further; and it
is when you got into those provisions whi^h are really legislative,
and not constitutional matters, that the problems began to develop,
and the most serious objections began to be heard on the streets
and were reflected in the reports of your work. Everyone of the
items that I will cotranent, later on, upon are matters which do not
belong in the constitution at all. It matters not what side of the
argument you are on, whether you are for or against the proposal,
there would be legitimate, beautiful things to argue about—as
members of the legislature, or as a police juror, or as a person in
some legislative capacity—but, ladies and gentlemen, have no
business at all in a constitution. I'm going to say that repeatedly
during the time that I will be before you, but I want you to know
that it applies generally to every item of concern that I and people
in the state are expressing concern about.

I want to also paraphrase from the remarks made by a senator
in the United States Senate one hundred and fifty years ago, because
I want you to know that I feel for you; and, in the months that you
have been here. 1 know, as a person who has been in public life for
twenty years, the pressures you have been subjected to. I come today
not just simply to criticize, but to tell you that I sympathize with
you and I understand the problems that you have had. I know how it
is for ten or twelve people who have a special interest to harass
you and to insist upon having their way and to corner you and to
politick you in an effort to get from you a commitment. I know
how disconcerting and discouraging it is that that vast group of
people out there we call the public never takes time to listen, to

study, to express an opinion, or to ask for assistance, but rather
is content to wait until after you have done your best and then
begin to criticize. But, it's part of the system; and if I had been
able to leave one message with you, when I spoke to you a year ago,

it would simply have been that remember that each of you represents,
basically , fifty thousand people. Two or three or four or f ive

hundred, or one thousand, descending upon you at one time, on a

certain Issue, cannot by any stretch of the imagination be construed
to represent the will of the fifty thousand. They only represent
the will of a vocal group, interested in a particular aspect, without
regard to the total effect of the document.

I come to you today, not speaking for the farm bureau or
organized labor or the lawyers or the judges or the bankers. Do

they need one such as I to be their spokesman? Have they not exhibited
to you, far better than I in my poor way, their ability to promote
their own interests—as indeed they should, and I criticize them not

for it. But , today I don' t speak for them. Today I speak for the

people. And, in a larger, broader sense, is that not in effect also
speaking for them? because are they not also members of the public-
at-large? What have you done for the bankers? Or the lawyers? Or
organized labor? Or for the Chamber of Commerce? Or for any one
group? If you make it possible for them to succeed and be successful
and to have what they want—and do so at the cost of jeopardizing the

opportunity of other people, in some other phase of life, to have

an equal opportunity to succeed—how have we served any group if

we don't make it possible for all groups to live and to progress
and to succeed? Are bankers going to be happy if they have every-
thing they want, yet we so jeopardize the possibility of other

people to succeed that they will not be able to support the bankers

by the deposit of their funds? Are lawyers served if we give them

what they want, yet the public is so dissatisfied and unhappy that

revolution reigns in the streets and people just will not accept
the peaceful workings of democratic process? Have we served organized

labor if we kill business that provides them with jobs? and have we

served business if we make it impossible for the laborers to work
for them? and have we served the farmers if the consumers cannot buy

their products? and have we served ourselves if the people cannot

tolerate what we have imposed upon them and they will not accept

our judgment?
The senator said "a man becomes a public official, not able to

dream in advance the ordeals to which he will be exposed. He has no

way of knowing the courage that he must possess to resist the temp-

tations that daily beset him. He knows not the shrinking of duty
from undeserved censure that he will have to learn to control. He

knows not, in advance, the ever-recurring contest between the natural

desire for public approbation and a sense 'f public duty. How can

he know in advance the load of injustice he aust be content to bear,

even from those who should be his friends? How can he know in

advance the imputations of his motives, the sneers and sarcasms

of the ignorant and the malicious? How can he know in advance all

of the manifold injustices which partisan and private malignancies
will heap upon his unprotected head, as he seeks to do what he

thinks to be his sworn duty? If we are to retain our integrity

—

those of us in public life—we must learn to bear, unmoved, and

walk steadily onward in a path of duty, sustained only by the

reflection that time may do us justice cr, if not, then after

all of our individual hopes and aspirations, and even our name

among men, they should be of little account to those of us who
serve in this life, when weighed in the balance against the welfare
of the people for whose destiny you are the constituted guardian
and defender." I pass that on to you because you cannot expect

instant popularity or instant approbation for what you do. Hopefully,

if we succeed in what we're doing, years from now people will look

back upon us and say: In a day and age when it was hard and difficult

to do. and the cynics said it was impossible, these whose names are

emblazoned on this document were willing to stand the test; they

did for us what others said could not be done, and we are the happy

legatees of their work product.
I ask you then, this morning, to recognize that courage is not

alone the absolute dedication to one unfailing principle. Courage

sometimes requires compromise, and sometimes it I's more courageous
to compromise if the end result is in the pubKc interest. So, I

come to you this morning as one willing to compromise.

1 needn't tell you again that, in eighteen months of a long,

tough, and expensive campaign, I talked till I was blue in the

face about not electing large numbers of statewide elected officials.

And fusing into the constitution a cabinet system of government

—

how dear to my heart and thinking that concept is. I. don't insist

upon it before you, as I didn't during the year that you deliberated.

You know why? Because, although I am positive that that is where
the best Interest of our state lies, I don't think I represent or

reflect the prevailing opinion of the people of this state. I'm

going to continue that dialogue In an effor* to someday—hopefully,

before my time comes— to convince people that that is the best way

to run government, because I'm absolutely satisfied that that kind

of a change is In the public* interest. But, I will not, at the
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risk of jeopardizing this document or doing violence lo you, come to

you this morning and say, unless you impose into this doiument that

form of government which I know is the best, that I will not sup-

port it—even though I strongly feel that way—because I don't
think, in that regard, that I speak for the majority of the

people of this state.

What 1 am going to talk to you about as necessary changes

to the document not only represent my own views but, I know,

represent the majority view of the people of Louisiana. Let's

be well aware of something that I also know. I know that you

have already adopted these provisions and, therefore, they

represent the majority opinion of this body. Hence, I am asking

a majority of you to change your minds, but I do so in the

assurance that the document will be better, in the belief that

it is necessary to make these changes to get it ratified, and

in the certainty that it is a better way to approach the problems and

address ourselves to the issues. Before I go into those items, 1

want to say again: None of these should be in the constitution,
no matter which side of it you're on. A constitution is simply

a basic document which guarantees people, in an organized society,

certain rights and privileges and liberties, and then provides a

system of government—nothing more. We would be better off if we

didn't have any of this that I now talk about in the constitution,

but I also recognize from a practical standpoint that out there we

must satisfy, to the extent that we can without doing violence to

our obligations, the public because we have to get their support.

I therefore make these suggestions. Before I do them, I want

you to know that I'm fixing to not offend, but prick, the conscience

and probably create the friendly or unfriendly criticism of many

people, sitting in the convention,whom I consider to be political

and personal friends. I know my good friend , Lawrence Chehardy, in

spite of his weight, is going to break one of those light bulbs

when he jumps out of his seat. I hope Vic Bussie isn't in the

audience. My friend Ed Steimel is probably somewhere already

deciding how he's going to react. The Farm Bureau, my friends at

L.S.U., the bankers, the lawyers, the district attorneys. How

much I wish this cup were passed from my lips. I don't need, at

this stage in my political career, to take upon myself this burden.

I could lead a long, happy life without saying the things I'm now

going to say to you.

I looked at a poll, day before yesterday, which indicated that

eighty-four percent of the people so polled believed that I was

doing a good job as governor. There's little likelihood that I

could increase that percentage. There's every likelihood it will

go down after today. But, that's temporary, and the overriding,

serious, most important question is a new constitution. So, I

come today not to please you and not to please people whom I

consider personal and political friends, and I hope they will

understand the spirit in which I make these recommendations.

You will know that—because many of you have tried to talk to me

in the last ten days, and many of these people have tried to talk

to me in the last ten days when they found out that I was to

address the convention, each, I'm certain, anxious to convince me

of the validity of their position and the wisdom of their ways

—

I have refused to talk to them and to you because, very candidly,

I didn't want to be swayed. I wanted to get it over with and do

what 1 thought was in the public interest. So, here I give it to

you.
Tax exemptions relating to [....] institutions, educational

institutions, or what industrial institutions, do not belong in a

constitution and should have been stripped.
The legislature on a continuing basis, as circumstances dictate,

should i^ake those decisions. You have chosen, however, to leave

in the constitution all exemptions except the industrial exemption.

I, therefore, recommend to you that you either strip the con-
stitution completely of such exemptions, or if you are going to

leave them, then, as a compromise, I would suggest that you also

Include the industrial exemptions and that you do so without
the efforts of some to give local government veto power on the

granting of the exemptions. Now, I can say to you as one who knows
something abcjt industrial expansion that more than ever we
are going to have to emphasize and increase our industrial
expansion. The great oil and gas reserves, that for so many
decades attracted industry to Louisiana as magnets, are de-
pletable and exhaustible resources. We must emphasize, as I

have, the importation of people-oriented industries. Every effort
that we can make to make that possible should be done, and .therefore,
if you're going to leave exemptions in the constitution, you should
leave that one, without political interference on a local level.

Now, you say, well, why not give the local people— the local

police jury, school board, the city council— the right to veto it.

Simply speaking, because those who are interested in industry do

not want to be imposed upon in some isolated areas—and there
will be some--by local officials who want to be responsible for

finding the land, or selling the insurance, or furnishing the

employees, or building the building. They want to be able to

move in devoid of having to address themselves to the whims and
caprice of local officials. No police jury is ever going to

refuse a legitimate industry in its parish, and if they did,
I'm certain that the adjoining parish would be very glad to

have it. The local objection feature, which some have sought
to infuse into these exemptions, are just not necessary and
would give us one more obstacle to the importation of industry,
and I urge you to leave that out. I don't think that you're
being unfair to local government. I don ' t think you' re going
to find that any industry is going to want to go to a parish
where those in charge of the power structure of the parish
indicate publicly or privately they do not want the industry.
Hence, it only serves as a red flag and brings no good purpose.

You should delete~-and I repeat again; I may say this too

many times, but all of this should be left out of the constitu-
tion completely—all of these items, but since you 're going to—

I

think, and I have to be practical— recognize if you're going
to want to say something about it in the constitution— I suggest

that you delete from the provisions of the constitution that
provision relating to automatic rate increases for public ser-
vice applications. Even with bond and assurances, it doesn't
belong in the constitution and should be handled on a legislative
basis. I'm going to be frank enough to say that I don't join
the hue and cry of some who are concerned about the effect of

that provision. As a matter of fact, I would be perfectly
content* and if it isn't put in the constitution— I would be
perfectly content—to suggest to the legislature in May that
a companion piece of legislation be adopted by the legislature
in liay because there's a great deal of merit for the passage
of that kind of provision, but it doesn't belong in the con-
stitution, and I ask you to take it out.

The constitution must give the attorney general of our
state, subject to court approval, the independent right to

institute and prosecute criminal proceedings. District
attorneys who are violently opposed to this provision, in

my judgment, have no real basis for opposing it. They do;

I understand that; I do not challenge their position. I

merely say that I think in the interest of what is good for

government that the attorney general of our state should have

that authority.

The constitution should not, as you have provided, provide

that all witnesses who appear before grand juries should have

the right of counsel. That is a legislative matter which should

be left to the legislature to be handled on a continuing basis.

I must agree with district attorneys that in instances that would

impede the orderly prosecution of criminals and those suspected

of violations of the laws. I do not believe it to be in the

public interest, although I recognize that in some instances,

grand juries do take advantage of witnesses, and I recognize

that in some instances some witnesses will suffer because they

do not have an attorney. I just think that it Is a price that

we have to pay, living in a society such as ours. I suggest
that you strip that from your document.

There are serious questions which have now been raised as

to whether or not the language in the proposed article on

revenue and finance impairs the authority of the Superport,

HEAL, and some other state agencies to issue revenue bonds.

On the advice of bond attorneys, whose opinions I respect, and

in the knowledge that we may some day want to issue revenue

bonds, I suggest that you clarify that language, and we will

submit for your consideration a document for that purpose.

Other areas: multi-banking, a classic example of things

that do not belong in a constitution. Now, I have said

publicly, and I'll say it again, that as a governor of a

state or as a legislator, I would never support multi-banking
unless and until the banking association of this state, whose

Interests are concerned, supported it. Today, they do not;

although it's about sixty-forty. But, I'm going to tell you

right now—you can mark it down—before my term as governor

ends, if I happen to get reelected, these same people who

asked you to put this provision in this constitution are

going to flood the legislature begging for a multi-banking
provision in the statutes. They will do so because the

national government is beginning to authorize multi-banking
by national banks, and the fifty-four federal banks in this

state will be in that business before long, and as a matter
of self survival the state banks are going to require it.

But, it doesn't matter whether they never require it. The

Bankers' Association has enough strength and muscle with

the legislature on a continuing basis to protect its interest.

We don't want to put something in a constitution which may
ultimately require us to go back to the people to have it

amended in order to get something done that we do not now,

maybe today, believe is going to come about, but five, six, or

ten years from now, may be an absolute necessity. I predict

—

and I'll put my political career on the line—that before the
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next six years, the bankers of Louisiana are going to beg for

a multi-banking statute. So, I suggest to you that this Is

not the proper place to consider that. Tlie concept of multi-

banking statutes Is so complex and so difficult to understand

that I really don't believe any of you, with the exception

of those of you who sit on bank boards or who are attorneys

Interested in the problem, really know what it is all about.

It's nothing but absolute, pure legislation, and I suggest

to you that we remove it from this document with the assurance,

that I now give you and the bankers, that no one is going to

make any effort to provide for it until the bankers themselves

want it.

Income tax schedules and the federal income tax deductions:

In one afternoon this gracious, generous body delivered to the

people of the state a hundred million dollars worth of benefits.

You doubled the royalty provisions to certain parishes, and

you constltutionalized the federal income tax deduction as an

exemption on state income tax. That's great! I'm for that.

I was the governor who provided the money from other sources

to restore the federal income tax deduction. But, ladies and

gentlemen, I don't know what the situation of this state is

going to be eight years from now. The taxation and the revenue

measures needed to fund the functions of government is a function

of the legislature. Whether or not the people are going to want

federal income tax deductions, or higher than a six percent rate

on income taxes in lieu of sales taxes, or property taxes, or

some other taxes, is a legislative matter. I ask you not to bind

the hands of future administrations of this state by putting a

ceiling on the income taxes and constitutionalizing exemptions

on income taxes and giving to people now what we can afford to

give them because of the work that the legislature has done but

which we may not be able to do in the years ahead. Now, let

me say this. I am satisfied, based on projected revenues and

expenditures, that during the term that I'm going to be governor,

we don't need to raise taxes. I'm not asking for anything for

Edwin Edwards and sure it would be very popular for me to say,

"Oh, you' re right , man, put it in the constitution, man, we are

going to give the people all these things." But, I have to

concern myself with the problems and agonies of future legislatures

and future governors who have to respond to public demand for

public functions and public services. It is wrong for this

constitution to bind their hands to where they are limited in

what they can do. Let the legislature make the decision at the

appropriate time and determine what is the best way on a year-to-

year basis to raise revenue. I suggest you remove that from this

document . O.K.

?

The two tough ones, education and property taxes. A constitution

by anybody's definition should do nothing more than commit a

government to providing an education for all people, at all

levels in the highest way possible. How you do that is not a

constitutional matter. I am appalled at the arguments made by

my friends from L.S.U., and I'm an alumnus of L.S.U., about how
we are going to erode the greatness of L.S.U. If we don't have

a separate board for L.S.U. That Is not right. It is wrong for

county agents and people in the arglcultural extension service

to tell you that if we don't have a separate board for L.S.U. that

we are going to lose the extension service and the experiment

station. It is wrong for L.S.U. to say that we are doing violence

to L.S.U. If we don't have a single agency. It is wrong for L.S.U.

to say that if we don't have in the constitution a Board of

Supervisors for L.S.U. that there will be scandals at L.S.U. as

there were in the 30's. Words, and papers, and constitutions,

and statutes don't create fraud and do violence to obligations.

It is people. Whether you have five, or four, or one, or three,

or two boards, crooked people on five boards or crooked people on

one board will do crooked things. You're talking about a system

of government here, not what individuals will do yet unnamed in the

next thirty years. How do they know that that is necessary? How

will we know ten years from now what is the best way to administer

education In Louisiana? Concepts of today in less than five years

are archaic, laughed upon, spit upon as new concepts become viable
and people recognize there's a better way to do things. If we

are to bottom all of this in our constitution, you are stamping

It with a self-destruct stamp because every time we want to

rise above the old way to do something new, we have to amend

the constitution, and that is what has got us in the situation

that we are in now the amendment of the constitution, seven
hundred and thirty times in less than fifty years. Five

hundred amendments were passed to the constitution; it Is

what has caused the problem. Why stigmatize the constitution?
Why stigmatize education with a constitutionally' provided system

by which it will be run? Even If you are positive today that that

is the way It should be done, how do you know how it needs to be

done ten years from now? If we are to make a change, are we going to

be archaically imposing upon the people of this state the need to

digest and consider complicated amendments and give it to them in

disgusting amounts saying "amend, amend, amend, change, change, change,

change, change, change" because back in 197A we didn't have enough

confidence in the future leaders and people of this state to give

them the elasticity, and ability, the leeway to deal with problems

as they arose. You don't need anything more in a constitution than a

constitutional commitment of government to furnish a good education

at every level. "O.K., Edwin, that might be right." But, I'll

admit to you that I don't think this is what the people want.

I really believe that that's the best way to handle the problem;
it's in their interest. But, I'll admit to you now that as strongly
as I feel that way and as much as I think I know it's in the

public interest , I don ' t think in making that statement I represent
the majority interest or majority view. I hate to say it, but I

think people want you to put In this constitution how the colleges
and universities will be managed—not good constitutional provisions,
not necessarily in the public interest, but I think reflects public
opinion. They are scared; they want to know exactly what it is.

The other things that I have talked abou*" I think are right,
and I think they represent the public view; In this instance I

think I'm out of step with the public. But, I publicly say
that that's the best way to do It. I wish that's what you did because
I think we could sell the concept In the next four, or five, or six
months to people by showing them how we can make it work and how
other states have done it and how we need to retain the right on
a decade to decade basis without having to go back to the people
in constitutional amendment form to handle our educational
institutions. How beautiful it would be if we could express
here In v/ritten words our own faith in the ability of people to

govern themselves and to change as the years change and as the
mind of man engineers better ways of doing things. Okay? You
don't think you can go that far, and you think I'm a little too
radical, and, I know, a little bit far out, so you have to have
something In the constitution. For goodness sakes, nothing more
or less than one board for the colleges and institutions. I

don't care how you provide for Its membership. I think you
ought to have some of them appointed so that we can always have
a balance and make sure that educators get on it because it's
a sad commentary on our systen that very few educators want
to get in the political processes. Then, you should have
another board for elementary and secondary education if
you can't have one giant superboard for all education which
would plan the education from the kindergarten to the doctor's
degree, which If I were in the legislature, I would be arguing
for that. Before the convention, I argued for nothing except
a commitment to education, but if you're going to legislate
on the subject—and that's what you'd be doing—my first thoucht,
my first proposal suggestion, and the one that I think... Now, I

don't think the public joins with me on the"no' provision, but
I suggest to you in spite of the lobbying by my effective and
good friends—and I know what you've been through because I've
heard from them, too, you know. "How can you, a graduate of LSU,
do this to our university? But, I suggest to you, if you're going
to legislate, that one board for all education from the time a

child starts kindergarten until he gets his doctor's degree—which
would coordinate it and plan it. take care of the vo-tech schools,
the private schools to the extent that state government may be
involved in books or in curriculum—all of that one gamut
should be in the hands of one group of people. In that group
some of them should be appointed by a governor charged with the
responsibility to select people whose educational experience,
expertise ,and dedication is in the field of education. If you
can't go that far with me, then I suggest that you have two, then:
one for colleges and universities and one for the rest of the
educational system. I Implore you to do that. The five board
system you have Is not as bad as I thought it was when I heard
about it, but it doesn 't respond ; it isn ' t good; people don ' t

understand it. They are opposed to it; it isn't popular; and
it's going to defeat the constitution. I will not support it,
and I don't think the people will either. I beg you to reconsider
that, because past the Bill of Rights and these three articles
on the government, this is. In my judgment, the most important
thing that the people are looking at.

Property taxes: Oh, how happy I am to publicly state my
position on property taxes- How popular it is going to make me
with everybody. How anxious I was to get here and let you
know what I think should be done about property taxes. How
much I wish you had done It, and I could say, "well, those
fellows did a good job; that's enough." Okay, I believe you
did a good job. I really do. I think to the extent that you
can write—and again I want to say that it doesn't belong in
the constitution. There should be nothing in this constitution
except the right of state to levy taxes, the right of local
government to levy taxes. How they do that should be done
by the legislature and by police juries and school boards and
city governments. I really mean that. There's no need to put
in this constitution how taxes are to be raised or levied, but
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I know that people out there want it. I recognize that, and

to that extent, I am again willing to compromise. I think

that if you need to write something, that what you have written

responds as well as one can engineer, or think out in advance,

a provision for that. But, it won't sell; it won't sell. You

can't fight PAR. It has too much the attention of the business

community, the good government people, and the majority of the

people who are really going to take an interest in this document

and who will decide to support or denounce it. It won't sell

to the editorial media. Now, look, with the exception of one

of the papers in New Orleans, I've been fairly treated by the

editorial media, and the one paper in New Orleans hasn't hurt

me at all. You can't do better than eighty-four percent in

a poll. But, on an issue such as this, personalities are not

concerned. People are not going to sit down and digest it for

themselves. They're going to pick up an editorial, and in two

minutes time, jump to a conclusion that you've agonized over

for a year. One person sitting in an ivory tower somewhere,

who won't sign an editorial, won't identify himself, who poses as

an expert on everything from tourism to high finance in the

stock market, is going to write an editorial, and in five or

six devastating lines—maybe unfair, maybe untrue, maybe in-

accurate— is going to point out how this provision is going

to drive industry from Louisiana, and PAR is going to attack

it. When the editorial writers and the policyriakers get

through with you, you're going to jeopardize the passage of

this document.
Now, consider the alternatives, for those of you who are as

concerned about it—and Mr. Chehardy.I speak especially to you

because I know of your concern for the property tax situation.

Consider the alternatives. What happens if we don't get a

new constitution adopted? What happens if we don't put a

provision in the constitution which protects property owners?

Is that not your main concern— to protect them? How have you

protected them if you write the most beautiful property tax

provision in the world for their benefit, aid we can't get it

passed? We'vj doi.e nothing for them. Is it not better to

consider a compromise which doesn't do violence to them, which

may be acceptable, and which we can get passed, to give us

a new beginning to work towards the ultimate good and total

aims that we're trying to do for property owners Unlike

some of the other people who have criticized us on this regard,

I'm proud of the fact that property owners in Louisiana pay

a smaller property tax than in any other state in the nation.

I don't think that's anything to be ashamed of. I'm not

gleeful when people say that it's necessary to raise property

taxes. I don't buy the argument that some people say that if

people don't pay taxes, they don't support government, and they

don't relate to it, and don't want to be a part of it. I don't

buy that at all. I think people expect us to run government,

to provide them with the services they want provided in as

efficient a way as possible. I think people are willing to pay
for that, but at the same time, if we can pass the burden some-

where else, I don't think anybody is going to object about that.

I tell you what, I've had very few people tell me they thought it was

wrong that we're making those people in Tennessee, and Penn-

sylvania, and New York pay for the taxes they used to pay on

food and drugs, and giving tliem back their federal income tax

deduction. You don't hear very much of that. I only heard

it from one person, and that's a guy who had a girlfriend here.

He lived in Tennessee.
New, get to this: I don't care whether you are a public

official now, you're never going to run again, you've never

run for anything, or whether you plan to run for the legislature

or something in two years, there is no compromise that you can

make. There is no compromise that you can make on this or

any other provision of this document which will help pass it

which is as important to you, means more to you, than on this

area because there is where the meat of the coconut is. But,

at the same time, nothing you do here is going to hurt you as

much as being a signatory to a document that goes down in

dismal defeat. It is going to haunt you for the rest of your

political life if you have been party to a three million dollar

venture looking for the golden fleece and, after you have spent

a year of your time and three million dollars of the taxpayers'

money, it gets badly defeated at the polls. 1 don't care how

strong you feel about anything I've talked about; I don't care

how strong you feel about anything. As far as you are per-

sonally concerned, no vote you can make in the next ten days,

to compromise and to adjust and to mold this document into an

acceptable document, is going to mean as much to you as what's

going to happen if you don't provide a document that we can

sell and get the public to accept. You remember that. You're

interested In your career, and you're fighting for your

people, you think, and you've got to have it your way because

you think that that's what you're running on, or that's what
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you stand for, or that's what people identify you with. All
that's very important. I tell you right now, it's not going
to do you nearly as much good as being one of the authors of
an acceptable constitution.

To get this document passed, I suggest we're going to have
to uale a change. Now, you can put it down; there's nobody
who has been bombarded about this as much as I have since it

came out. I have vacillated from one extreme to the other, and
I am willing, in an effort to get those people--! 'm talking
about the editorial writers and the PAR and others who are
legitimately concerned about it. 1 don't agree with their
conclusions. I want you to understand that . I don ' t think
we're doing violence to industry; I don't think we're running
industry out of the state, and I don't think we're being unfair
to anybody, and I think we are doing something good for property
owners. But, after all I can be wrong, and they may be right.
They 've studied it . I'm anxious— I say that publ icly— I

'm

anxious to get their concurrence in this document . Hence,
I am willing to go a step further. I suggest that you do

two things. One: recognize that if we don't do something and
get it passed, we're leaving the people of this state burdened
with court imposed obligations on the part of assessors to do
what assessors have resisted doing for fifty years, and that is:

to reassess everybody's property on an equal and uniform basis
at actual cash value. Now, you can make all kind of arguments
about that's not the law, and that's not going to be required,
and that ain't going to happen, and you can make all kind of

arguments about yes, well if they do, then the police juries
and tlie city councils can reduce the rate of tax, and that 's

true. They can do that, but they don't have to. That is not
the law. You are leaving property owners exposed. I'll be
the first to admit I don't think the danger is real, but it

is certain that they are exposed to some very damaging possi-
bilities. I think it Important that we try now, since we're
going to get into this business, to tie it down to where we
protect them as much as possible, consistent with our obligations
to leave local government the opportunity to raise necessary

revenues from property taxes. Bear in mind that I'm not concerned

about this as a governor because we have no state property taxes.

I was successful in get ting the legislature to remove them. I

am talking now for local government and for property owners. 1

don't want to. If we don't pass a constitution, we're going to

have to pass fifty statutes— listen to this— fifty statutes

and seven constitutional amendments to straighten out the property

tax mess. You hear that? Fifty statutes and seven constitutional

amendments are going to have to be submitted to the people in

order to straighten out the property tax mess and keep us from

having a revolution from the property owners. Hence, it is

important that we pass a document, and that we have some provision

in here which clarifies the property tax problem. Now, what I

am going to propose is not going to satisfy anybody. But, I

think it can be sold to the public, and I think it will be in

the public interest. I think it is going to give us a new base,

hopefully, to work from. You should have some specific, harsh,

definite provisions penalizing assessors who do not do their

duty in accordance with whatever is decided. That's very

important. We have to have an automatic triggering device

which will require the compliance with whatever decisions are

made on assessment practices. We can no longer tolerate the

situation which has existed for fifty years, where there's no

certainty, and where property owners are left to the whim of

the assessors. You know I don't have a better group of friends

than the assessors. But, that's not good government. I must

say to the credit of the assessors that they are willing to

accept such a provision because they want to do their duty.

But you cannot expect an assessor elected in 197A to undo

a fifty-year pattern of his predecessors in property tax

assessments unless we give him the basis to do it and the

mandate to do it. I, therefore, suggest that when you finish

your provisions, you put it in there in such a way—and we'll

suggest the language— that those assessors who do not comply

with the law are subject to harsh penalties, suspension of

salaries, the possibility of being addressed out of office

because we need to assure them and the public and the courts

that we are serious about the change.

1 am content with the three thousand dollar level of home-

stead exemption. Sure, we'd all like it to be more. How sweet it

is to tell people that you've raised the assessment, but we,

at the three thousand dollar level, I think have hit the vast

majority of homes that really need the protection. That narrow

group from three to five or three to six that would be hit

by an assessment practice will be only subject to a very small

amount of taxes. I think it's a fair compromise, and I suggest

that you stay with it. To get away from the most serious argu-

ment made by those who opposed the provision, that is the dis-

parity between the assessment ratio for residences and land
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and commercial establishments, I suggest that we fuse the two,

and instead of having ten percent in one and fifteen on the

other, that we make it twelve and a half percent across the

board. No one can then say that we've been unfair to business,

or we're taxing business more than home, or that we*re jeopardizing

anybody's right to own and hold a piece of property or to own

and hold a home. I think it is a provision that people will

be willing to accept. I think it would be a response to the

problem, and I think with the constitutional mandate that

assessors be required to follow it that we can get it sold.

In my judgment if you do not make these changes, all of us

together, with the tongues of ten thousand angels, cannot sell

this dociiment and get it adopted. I believe with these changes,

and with these changes I would be willing to spend my money

and my time in the public interest, in concert with you on

an individual basis and as a group to try as nuch as possible

to educate people on what we have done, to tell them that, for

all of its imperfections and for All that it may not have

and for all that it does have, it will be by far a much, much,

much better document than the one we now have. I think you

would be able to say to yourselves and to those you represent
that with tough, difficult, hard decisions to make, you, in the

long run, did respond to the public interest.

I speak to you as governor and as a citizen, and I'll close

by saying that I'm going to treat you just as I treated the

legislature. Not one of you can say that at any time 1 have called

or talked to you, and said, "You'd better do this or you will lose

my friendship or my support." I don't do that today, and I'm

not going to discuss this with any of you again. I'm sincere

in what I say, but the judgment must be made by you. I'm

not a delegate; I don't vote here. But, I express my opinion,

and 1 reflect what I believe to be the opinion of the people
of the State of Louisiana. I don't think 1 would have served

in public life for twenty years if 1 didn't have some ability

to judge public opinion. I ask you to set aside your own

allegiances and your own obligations; 1 ask you to set aside

what commitments you may have made to some people who, I

think, will understand in the long run that commitments

made are always subject to the requirement to reevaluate.
Whatever commitments you made to those people to do something

for them isn't going to be well served if the document isn't

passed. It doesn't matter how strong or how hard you've

argued for and put into the document something they wanted
you to put; if they don't get it passed, you haven't done any-

thing for them. I'm going to tell you right now we're not

going to pass the document as it is, but we can pass it with

these effective changes. I implore you to consider that this

will be the last time, either as a group or individually, I

will talk to any of you about it. The Chairman, Mr. Gravel,

Mr. Graham, and Mr. Pugh between now and Monday will file in

appropriate form amendments, documents, or what have you, to

implement the changes which I have suggested. I recommend
them to you because I think that it's in the public interest.

I appreciate your attentiveness and I appreciate your cour-

tesy. I hope that no matter how offended you may be by what I

have said, or how much you disagree with me, you will at least

recognize that I'm here today not because I thought I was going

to promote myself, or because I thought that you depended upon

or needed my sage advice to tell you what to do, and not because

I really thought any of you were going to jump up and clap and

say, "Well, if the governor said do it, that's what I'm going

to do," because I'll tell you what, I've found out differently
in the year you've been here. I like it that way. If it's

no good, 1 can say it's your document. If it's good, you can

say it's your document, and I'll say I helped. But, in any
event, I'm here today because I feel 1 have an obligation to

the people, just as any other citizen whom you've listened

to attentively and patiently during the past year, simply to

express to you my feelings.
1 value solid popularity, and I value the esteem of good men

for good action. 1 would not be a public figure if I didn't sub-

scribe to that sentiment. 1 have no desire for and no basis for

wanting the bubble popularity that comes temporarily and that is

won without merit or because people believe you have done something
for them that, in fact, you have not, or because people believe that

something has occurred, or because you are able with a slick or glib
tongue to convince them that you have worked in their interest when,
in fact, you've not. I despise that kind of popularity because,
I'm going to tell you something: 1 know it doesn't last long.

It's a bubble popularity and ultimately will pop. I intend
to be here for yet a few more decades, and I am as concerned
about what people will say about and think about me thirty

years from now as 1 am the reaction that's going to be in the

streets when the news media report my suggestions this after-
noon. I've been in public life for twenty years, and I've

sometimes had to act against preconceived opinions and first

impressions of my constituents those of you who come from
the district I served in Congress know what I'm talking about
but I've always done so with a full reliance; and I leave you

with this thought: upon the intelligence of people to understand

me, and to do equity and to do me justice— I'm going to tell

you something— I've never been disappointed because in the
long run I find that the people are just as smart as I am.

Ultimately, they see as well as I do, and the same clarity,

same reasoning that I use, people ultimately get around to

using it when they begin to think. When the decision time

comes, those who for the past year have insulated themselves
from you and have not come to you and offered you advice and
counsel, they're going to begin to think. They'll think as
we stimulate their minds and as we help them to make their
opinions. I'm convinced that we together can convince the

people of this state that we will have done a good job for

them, and, consistent with all the conflicting philosophies
and obligations and rules and thoughts and partisans and
personalities, that we have confected for then the best kind
of document the minds of men can confect in the political
climate which now exists. I could write a better constitution;
1 have one written. But, I couldn't get it passed. You could
write a better constitution, but you couldn't get it passed
because there are certain acconanodations that have to be

made, and I recognize that. It's part of the courage of

compromise. I only ask that you consider it. I do so because
I'm concerned, because I want a new constitution, and because
1 want you to succeed. Thank you.

[Mot 2 on to rise adopted without objec-
tion . Moti on to insert Governor
Edwards remarks into the Official
Journal adopted wi thout objection

.

j

Announcements
[ll Journal 1162]

[^Rules Suspended to a 1 low Commi ttee on
Style and Drafting to meet without
giving the required 24 hour notice.}

Recess

\_Ouorum Call: 100 delegates present
and a quorum. Motion to revert to

other orders adopted without objection.'}

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal llvJ~116-l}

[^Motion to suspend the rules to consider
the Amendments contained in the report
at the time adopted wi thout objection .}

PETITIONS, MEMORIALS. AND COMMUNICATIONS
[ll Journal 1184]

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No, 12

Amendment No . 1

MR. POY>'TER

Do you want to go in numerical order. Judge Tate?
The first one would be Committee Proposal No. 12, dealing

with human resources.
Do you want me to read the proposed amendment to the proposed

section. Judge?
All right. I'll read the amendment.
The proposed change to the section included in Committee

Proposal N'o. 12, which does deal with hur.an resources, reads as

follows, as proposed amended... to be amended by Style and Drafting:

"State Penal Institutions, Reimbursement of Parish Expenses.

Section 1. The state shall reimburse a parish in which a

state penal institution is located for expenses the parish incurs,

arising from crime committed in the institution or by an inmate

thereof.'"

[3259]
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Explanation

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, as a word of explanation,

all of these one-paragraph sections. . .some of them duplicate
one another as section numbers. Eventually, you'll see when
we, com^ back with the final rearrangement, they will probably
be consolidated either in a General Provisions Article or in

a Human Resources Article, and at appropriate instances are
in the Transitional Article. So, don't worry at present about
the section numbering or lack of them.

Section 1 of State Penal Institutions is simply what was
done since the rest of it was abolished like the Section (B)

and all the rest. It was the just the language was simplified
with the same meaning. Are there any questions?

{^Amendment No. 1 adopted without
objection

.

]

Committee Proposal No. 23

Amendment Nos. 1 and 2

MR. POYNTER
Next proposal is Committee Proposal No. 23, section there

dealing with dual employment and dual of f iceholding.
Two amendments to that, read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 18, after "Section
and before the word "The" delete the letter and punctuation "(A)"'.

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 20, after the word

"regulating" and before the word "and" insert a comma ",".

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

[Amendment No. 1 adopted: flJ-2.]

Committee Proposal No. 14

Amendment No . 1

MR. POYNTER
Next proposal is Committee Proposal No. 14, dealing with

human resources, dealing with welfare, unemployment and compensation.

The proposed amendment would read as follows:

Amendment No . 1 . On page 1, delete lines 19 through 23,

both inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the

following:

''Section 2 . Welfare , Unemployment Compensation , and Health.

"

Expl anat ion

MR. TATE
We simply simplified the title and added a comma "," in

the text in line with the usage prevailing through the other
sections of the constitution.

Explanation

MR. TATE
The amendments are self-explanatory. The (A) was omitted

because there's no longer a (B) , and a comma "," was added
because of being in a series following our usage of having
every word in the series followed by a comma, separating it from
the next part of the series.

[AmendTnent Nos. 1 and 2 adopted without
objection

.

]

Committee Proposal No. 31

Amendment Nos. 1 and 2

MR. POYNTER
Next proposal deals with Committee Proposal No. 31, a

schedule provision dealing with mandatory reorganization of

state government

.

There are two proposed amendments from the Committee on

Style and Drafting to that proposal deleting...
First Amendment. Page 1, line 19, deleting the "(A)".

Second Amendment. Page 1, line 23, after the word and

punctuation "constitution." and before the word "allocation"

delete the word "Such" and insert in lieu thereof the word "The"

\_Amendment No . 1 adopted without
object! on . ]

Explanation

Committee Proposal No. 22

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
The amendments are self-explanatory. "(A)" was deleted

because there's no longer a "(B)'*. In line with the general

attempt to use more normal English rather than the legalese

English. "The" was used with the same meaning as "such,"

MR. POYNTER
Next amendment deals with Committee Proposal No. 22, which is

the Code, and in particular, in Section 1, dealing with the

Code of Ethics.
You all want me to read it or dispense?

iMotion to waive reading of the Amend-
ment adopted without objection.^

[^Amendment Nos.
objection

.

]

J and 2 adopted without

MR. TATE
This

proposal
In line w
to be one

soiidated
one parag
the same
the forme

is probab
than "boa
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Expl anati on

, as you may remember, was what was left out of a longer
substituted for a longer proposal on the Code of Ethics.
ith our thought that probably this is eventually going
section in a General Provisions Article, it was con-
in and for purposes of clarity, consolidated into the

raph wi th the short sentences. The sense is exactly
just using simple language , for instance , not using

r language 'by a board or boards. ' "One or more boards"
ly a little better English, a little more normal English
rd or boards."

MR. POYNTER
That completes what we presently have from the Committee

on Style and Drafting. It's my understanding that the staff is

working, and perhaps later this afternoon we'll be ready on

Executive Branch; is that correct. Judge?

MR. TATE
I understand they're xeroxing Executive Branch right now,

and Revenue and Taxation, and Education are somewhere in the

works

.

{^Motion to advance to other orders
adopted without objection . Motion
to call Delegate Proposal No. 16

from the calendar adopted without
objecti on

.

]

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Reading of the Proposal
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MP. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No. 16 you'll find in your books. The

proposal would be on final passage. It has been amended. It
appears, as engrossed delegate proposals do, on gold stock paper.

Delegate Proposal No. 16 introduced by Delegates Alario,
Chehardy, Edwards, Mire and others.

A proposal making provisions for homestead exemptions.
Now, this proposal has, I believe, four sections to it.

Explanation

MR. AU^RIO
Mr. Vice-chairman, members of the convention , Delegate

Proposal No. 16 seeks to take in and rewrite partially Article XI

of our present constitution. Article XI presently provides for
the homestead exemption from the seizure and sale by any process
whatsoever other than the seven exceptions that are listed in
the proposal, and are presently listed in the current constitu-
tion. It prohibits the sale, if the return does not yield four
thousand dollars for that homeowner. The proposal, as amended
now, would increase that amount to fifteen thousand dollars.
There are several exceptions to this exemption from seizure and
sale. Among those are the purchase price of the property or
any part of such, the purchase price, the labor, money and
materials furnished for building that home or repairing the
improvements thereof; liabilities incurred by any public officer,
attorney at law, for money collected or received on deposits,
the taxes or assessments, for rent which bears the privilege
upon said property, and for amount due a homestead or building
and loan associations. I have the same exact language as is

in the present constitution with the exception of the fifteen
thousand dollars. I also delete some language which, of course,
is outdated and does not need to be in our constitution, which
also provided that this exemption would apply if the homestead
did not go up to four thousand dollars, would apply to"two
work horses, one wagon or cart, one automobile-truck, a yoke
of oxen, two cows and calves, twenty-five head of hogs, and
one thousand pounds of bacon or its equivalent in pork," 1 just
don't think today that that type of language is needed in our
constitution. I ask that you would adopt it, and I would be
glad to answer any questions that you might have.

Questions

MR. KEAN
So, that if you owe someone an unsecured debt, and they've

got a judgment against you for twenty-five thousand dollars, then
under those circumstances, they couldn't seize your home, or at
least the first fifteen thousand dollars of the home value would
be not subject to that seizure.

MR. ALARIO
That' s correct.

MR. THOMPSON
John, on 4 you have homestead exemptions must be registered only

in cities having a oopulation of two hundred and fifty thousand
or more, and shall be recorded or provided by law. What you going
to do on the towns smaller than this?

^tR. ALARIO
In the towns smaller, it's automatic; it's just like— there'll

be no problem. You'd have it. It's entitled to you, and whenever
a person wants to file for bankruptcy or some other proceeding,
then he's automatically entitled to this exemption.

MR. THOMPSON
Why wouldn't it already be recorded in these larger towns?

MR. ALARIO
The only town you're talking about here, Mr. Thompson, is the

city of New Orleans, and in answering Mr. Lanier's question, I

said, I don't know why it was in the present constitution. I Just
had the staff draft up that same language and if someone from
the city of New Orleans, or other delegates want to delete that
section, I have no objection, personally.

MR. SLAY
My question was on the same thing. Why do the people

in the city of New Orleans have to have their homestead recorded
before this can be effective down there?

MR. ALARIO
That's the way I read it, Mr. Slay.

MR. SLAY
You mean if I live there, I've got to go down and have it

on record?

MR. BURNS
Can you hear me now?
Can't you eliminate the bacon and the hogs and the chickens

and substitute gasoline in there?

MR. ALARIO
That probably would be some help, Mr. Burns. You're absolutely

correct.

MR. LANIER
John, in Section 4 you talk about the registration of home-

stead. What does that mean, and why do you require it in cities
of over two hundred and fifty thousand, but don't require it

In cities of less?

hK. ALARIO
Walter, I'm glad you brought that up. 1 forgot to mention

it in my remarks. The present constitution calls for this regis-
tration, and I didn't want to change that language without some

explanation,possibly from the people in the city of New Orleans
as to why this would be in the constitution. If they wish to

have it and have a legitimate reason for leaving it in, then I

see no problem. However, I personally don't think the people
of New Orleans ought to be treated any other differently, and
particularly those homeowners, and other differently than people
throughout the state. I don't think, for instance, the vast
majority of the homeowners in the city of New Orleans realize
that they have to go down and register for their homestead
exemption from seizure and sale whereas the rest of the state
just gets it automatically.

MR. KEAN
John, am I correct that this proposal is similar to what

is now in the present constitution except that It increases
the amount of the homestead exeiiq>tlon from four thousand to
fifteen thousand?

MR. ALARIO
That's correct, Mr. Kean.

MR. ALARIO
That's correct. I would think, as I've mentioned , that most

homeowners in the city of New Orleans are not aware of that

fact, that they have to go down and register.

MR. SLAY
Well, now, as I appreciate this thing, it is only to protect

me. Suppose I ran up a bill against you, and you were going to

seize me. This is to protect my home against seizure. That's
what the purpose of this is.

MR. ALARIO
That 's correct.

MR. SLAY
I would wonder why a person in New Orleans would have to have

that in there, if I don't have to have it up in Rapides.

MR, ALARIO
I wondered myself, Mr. Slay, and no one has come forward yet.

I would certainly support and ask for an amendment to delete

that section.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
The reason being here is mostly in...

MR. ALARIO
You talking about Section 4?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Right.
.. .Well. no. Section 1, 2. 3, and not 4, but. . . the whole article

is that mostly it's to protect the individual who might become
liable to someone by, say, an accident, or something to that effect,
is it not?

MR. ALARIO
That's correct, Mr. Champagne.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
In other words, really and truly, most people sign this waiver

to get a loan anyhow. It wouldn't apply in that case.

[3261]
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MR. ALARIO
Well, Section 3 provides for the waiver. If someone wanted to

borrow twenty-five thousand dollars »as Mr. Kean mentioned, then
it's easy enough If he wanted to sign that waiver. It mostly
protects him In the event of a suit.

MR. ABRAHAM
John, maybe I missed it. Maybe you explained this in your

remarks, but why wasn't this included as a part of the original
article on Revenue and Taxation?

MR. ALARIO
I would. • .Mack,when we were discussing property taxes as

suchino one brought it up that this was assigned to us as such,
and by that time before anyone noticed, our article had already
been drafted and gone. We were at one point, and it was suggested
by the committee that we offer amendments on the floor, but we
were jammed at the time, also. I would think if we don't include
this here, then we have taken away a right that people presently
enjoy, and are not Including in back in this new constitution.
It just was an oversight, whether by the staff, or us, or where,
but it was left out.

MR. DENNERV
Mr. Alario, first let me ask you, isn't that a misprint in

line 28? ShoulAi't it be "as provided by law" rather than "or
provided by law"? This is just so Style and Drafting can have
the benefit of that.

MR. ALARIO
It appears to be, Mr. Dennery. I would hope someone would

present an amendment to delete that section entirely unless you
individually from the city of New Orleans can tell us why it

should be In there.

MR. DENNERY
No, as a matter of fact, my second question was: Don't you think

it might be invalid under our Bill of Rights provision because
what this does is distinguish between husbands and wives, as

far as the requirement that nothing...

MR. ALARIO
I would think this would help them to erase an injustice in

the city of New Orleans at this time, Mr. Dennery,by eliminating
this section altogether.

MR. DENNERY
Well, why wouldn't you do it the other way around, and say

that "no wives have to sign homestead exemption"? Why require,
if their husband is head and master of the community, why require
the wives to come in everywhere else and waive that homestead?
Why don't you let the husbands waive it for all community property?
I was always curious as to why the wives had to sign in the

country, not why they didn't have to sign in the city.

present exemption of four thousand dollars was put in the consti-
tution. This whole article, 1932 was the first time it was
amended, and 1938 was the last time. I think this brings
it a little more up-to-date. I ask for the adoption.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Newton sands up an amendment that reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. Page 1, line 17. immediately after the word

"than' and before the vord "thousand" delete the word "'fifteen''
und insert in lieu thereof the word "ten" and in the same amendment
on line 19, immediately after the word "exceeds" and before the
partial word ''thou-*' delete the word 'fifteen" and insert in lieu
thereof the word 'ten".

Expl anat i on

MR. NEWTON
Maybe some of you all are not familiar with what this "home-

stead exemption'' is all about. It's designed, frankly, to provide
a grubstake for somebody tliat gets just completely busted out
because they can take everything, you know... the creditors can
seize everything except the homestead, and then they get everything
in excess of four thousand dollars. Now, I think that four thousand
dollars, when that was written, was fine. I think it's not enough
now. I think fifteen thousand is too much when we're talVing about
a grubstake for somebody that's gone busted to start over on, and
that's what we're talking about. Now, Mr. Dennery, do you have a

question? I'll be glad to yield.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Newton, the question I wanted to ask you was^since it has

changed from four to ten and possibly may change again to where
fifteen would be proper, don't you think this is one of the

-"constitutional" provisions which might well be left to the

legislature?

MR. NEWTON
I agree with you wholeheartedly, Moise, but we've had a lot

of things passed through this convention that were statutory
matters. If we're going to have it, let's dress it up a little
bit.

MR. DENNERY
That was before this morning, and 1 wonder if possibly an

amendment to provide that the legislature shall provide for
exemption procedures.

MR. ALARIO
I don't know the answer to that.

Reading of the Section

MR. HARDIN
"Section 1. Property Exempt; Valuation; Claim of Benefit.
Section 1. There shall be exempt from seizure and sale by

any process whatever, except as hereinafter provided, the

homestead, bona fide, owned by the debtor and occupied by
him, consisting of lands, not exceeding one hundred and
sixty acres .buildings and appurtenances, whether rural or
urban, of every head of a family, or person having a mother
or father or a person or persons dependent on him or her for

support to the total value of not more than fifteen thousand
dollars.

Provided, that in the case the homestead exceeds fifteen thou-

sand dollars in value, the beneficiary shall be entitled to that

amount in case of a sale of the homestead under legal pro-
cess realizes more than that sum; if the sale does not realize
more than that sum. over and above all costs and expenses,
said sale shall be null and void.

The benefit of this exemption may be claimed by the sur-
viving spouse, or minor child or children, of the deceased
beneficiary."

Expl ana t i on

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, as I explained in the opening remarks, this

simply increases the exemption to fifteen thousand dollars. The

Explanation continued

tiR. NEWTON
There was one point I wanted to make about this exemption is:

if you get this exemption too high, you're not really protecting
the "little people". You're really hurting them because the lending
institutions are going to limit their credit to people that don't
have holdings, or they '11 raise their credit requirements because
they know that the man's property is not going to stand good for
his security unless he's got a specific mortgage on that property.
In the country parishes, that's not such a big problem, but in

the city—especially in New Orleans—when you're talking about
putting a mortgage on a piece of property, you're talking about
spending a couple of hundred dollars at least, and this certainly
doesn't protect the little man. I»therefore, would urge you to...
I would like to see this whole proposal in the statutes, but I

would like to reduce this to ten thousand dollars to provide an
adequate grubstake, but on the same time to protect the consumer
because if you get it too high, you're going to hurt the consumer.

I'll yield to any further questions.

Further Di scussion

MR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise, of course, to oppose

the Newton amendment which seeks to cut down this exemption now

to ten thousand dollars. In our committee when I first intro-
duced this proposal, we introduced it at a fifty thousand dollar
range, and,of course ,it was amended down to fifteen thousand
dollars which is more realistic and practical. It is the average
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worth or cost of a home today in this state given to us by the

figures that PAR gave us when they were trying to make us raise

the property taxes as such, and we used those figures to come

up with the fifteen thousand dollar range. In all the time that

I had this proposal introduced—ail the time—not one lending

institution called or contacted me or anyone else that I know

of on our committee and said that we would be hurting the little

man from getting any loans as such because we were putting this

provision in. I don't think the little man goes to the bank or

any other institution and gets fifteen thousand dollars on his signa

ture» that 's not so. If he did need fifteen thousand dollars on his sig-

nature, he certainly wouldn't mind paying whatever legal costs

are involved in recording that mortgage because that's exactly

what he would be doing—putting a mortgage on his home for

fifteen thousand dollars. I don't think Mr. Newton has given

that much thought to it. He's just trying to lower it down.

I ask that you would stick with the proposal as is, leave it

at the fifteen thousand dollars which certainly would help to

provide that a man once he got sick, couldn't meet certain

obligations, would at least have time to get back on his feet

before they take his home away from him, before his wife and

children might be put out in the street or be looking for another

place at a time when he doesn't even have money to pay rent

someplace. It would help that little man that Mr. Newton says

we're trying to hurt by not loaning him fifteen thousand dollars

at the bank. Who ever heard of a little man going to the bank

and borrowing that kind of money?

{^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

36-60. Motion to reconsider tabled ,^

\_Quoram Call : 86 delegates present
and a quorum

,

]

into a bankruptcy and once in bankruptcy without the exemption

from seizure of one's homestead, that homestead would be seized

and sold and all of the proceeds delivered to the creditors.

I would also point out that the language in the delegate pro-

posal protects only the heads of families. As I read it, it

does not necessarily protect a single person, be it male or

female, who might own his or her own home, and that home would

not necessarily be protected from seizure. These are things

that a legislature can correct a lot more easily than can be

corrected by a constitutional amendment. I urge the adoption

of this amendment. Of course, if it is adopted, we will have

amendments to delete the other language in the delegate proposal.

Questi ons

MR. LANIER
Mr. Dennery, to follow up on your remarks about the transition

of the present language, if we provide for a transitional provision,
then the present language would be transposed into the statutes;
is that correct?

MR. DENNERY
Well, either the present language or something similar to that,

and then the legislature could then amend that statute.

MR. LANIER
Right. Then, at the next session of the legislature, in its

wisdom, it can do a cleanup job such as this is attempting to do
and put whatever ceiling it wished, which ceiling could then be
modified from year to year at the annual session of the legislature
as changing conditions and circumstances warrant.

MR. DENNERY
Or in addition to that, the legislature could add other items

of exemption or delete other items exempted.

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 9 through 27, both

inclusive ,in their entirety ,and insert in lieu thereof the

following: "Section 1. Exemptions from Seizure and Sale
Section 1. The legislature shall provide for exemptions"

(then strike out "of homesteads") "from seizure and sale."
In the copies that are being passed out now, in the second

line, strike out "of homesteads".

Expl anat ion

MR. DENNERY
Provision is a perfect example of what was discussed this

morning by the governor—namely, it's legislative material which

we are putting into the constitution. It's true that homestead

exemptions have been in our constitutions for a long time, back,

I think, since 1879. But, exemptions from seizure for other

purposes are all in the statutes. For instance, your insurance

policies, your life insurance policies are exempt from seizure

by statute. The tools of your trade are exempt from seizure

by virtue of statute; your rights in pension are protected

only by statute; the exemptions from garnishment of wages and

salaries is contained only in the statutes. It seems to me

that the legislature could very well provide for—and should

provide— for all exemptions including homestead exemptions: that is,

an exemption from seizure and sale of one's homestead. I think

the very language that has been deleted in the delegate proposal

from the present constitution indicates how quickly things change.

Just since 1921 we had to take out oxen, bacon, etc. Maybe as

someone suggested, we ought to put gasoline in there. Further-

more, the amount of the exemption is going to change currently.

What maybe fifteen thousand dollars is the correct amount today,

but five years from now, fifteen thousand dollars may either be

worth a lot more or a lot less than fifteen thousand dollars today.

So, the purpose of the amendment is to place this duty in the

hands of the legislature so that it will be made more flexible

and permit the legislature to change the exemptions as time

requires. Mind you, this does not remove the homestead exemption

from seizure; it merely gives it to the legislature. I believe

that Mrs. Zervigon's Committee on Transitional Measures should

certainly be sure, if this amendment is adopted, that there is

some transitional provision which would protect the homestead

exemption until such time as the legislature enacted it.

Otherwise, we might have a hiatus arise where a man might go

MR. SMITH
Mr. Dennery, doesn't your amendment take homestead exemptions

out of the constitution? The way I read it, it does.

MR DENNERY
Well, what it provides is that the legislature shall provide

for exemptions from seizure and sale, which would include homestead

exemptions and the other exemptions which they now provide. I

would have no objection, Mr. Smith, if.. .as a matter of fact, Mr.

Planchard I believe, if this amendment is adopted, will come back

with an amendment which will put a minimal limit as indicated

by the convention previously of "shall provide for exemptions

of homesteads of not less than fifteen thousand dollars."

MR. SMITH
Don't you think, particularly, the homestead exemption should

s ta y in the constitution?

MR. DENNERY
Now, we're talking purely of the homestead exemption—the

exemption of the homestead from seizure and sale. Now, I don't

think it's any more sacrosanct than life insurance policies

which weren't that important in 1879, or pension rights, or

garnishment rights, etc.

MR. SMITH

Don't you think man's home is his castle? I think at least

that should stay in the constitution and have a set exemption.

I feel like.,.

MR. DENNERY
Well, are you suggesting, Mr. Smith, that what we should do

is put back what I deleted, and just say that the legislature

shall provide for exemptions of homesteads, or are you suggesting

that the entire provision remain?

MR. SMITH
Well, I don't have any fix on the... I think it ought to be

a reasonable figure. But, I think the homestead exemptions

ought to stay in the constitution.

MR. ABRAHAM
Molse, don't you think that the language as you have it

actually would be better from the standpoint that the legislature
could not only provide for the exemption from seizure of home-
steads, but it might could include other things because we have

many people who don't own a homestead. The legislature in its

wisdom may want to provide some grubstake for these renters.
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these people who are renters and who declare bankruptcy. So,

they may want to exempt other Items for those people. Don*t

you think as you have it would be a better way of handling it?

MR. DENNERY
Well, that's why I put it that way.

MR, PLANCHARD
Mr. Dennery, we discussed the problem of the transition from

the four thousand dollars to a fifteen thousand dollar figure
a moment ago. I wasn't able to hear what you had said about

it. Did you mention it to them that we do have this problem?

MR. DENNERY
I think we do have such a problem, but I think if we placed

in as a transitional measure the present provisions of the con-
stitution, we would at least be protected until the next session
of the legislature to the extent of the four thousand dollars.
And as a matter of fact, I think the transitional measure could
make it fifteen thousand.

MR. PLANCHARD
But, as it presently stands, it would have to stay at four

thousand; is that correct?

MR. DENNERY
That's correct.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Dennery, along the lines of Delegate Smith, I know you're

trying to keep this short, but don't you think. . .we could put
this amount but that's not the tops. The legislature could

add to it. If we put ten or fifteen or whatever it is, that's
what we put, but the legislature could increase it, I would
think, legislatively. But don't you think a person's home
is too important and sacred to leave it up to the legislature?

And one time we get up here and say, "Well, leave everything
to the legislature." Then the next time we don't. Well,

there are good legislatures and there's bad, and the bad ones

would take away and the good ones would give, and the people
can't depend on that. They should be secure in their hones;
don't you think?

MR. DENNERY
Well, except that the language provides that they "shall"

provide exemptions.

MR. STINSON
But there are a lot of things that it says that, and they

don't do it. Suppose they don't do it?

MR. DENNERY
That's correct.

MR. STINSON
Then, a man doesn't have any exemption at all.

MR. DENNERY
That 's correct.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Dennery, I understand that the present law also says

"the tools of trade"and such, and we don't have that in the
proposal; is that right?

MR. DENNERY
That's in the statutes right now, Mr. Champagne.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I see. So, but if we... I understand. So, actually, this would

include that by Just saying that they shall do it; right?

MR. DENNERY
Right.

Further Discussion

the people who like me. I'm just trying to do what I think is

right and just by the people that I represent. This homestead
exemption has been in the constitution in this state since 1879

—

1879. Just think about that for awhile. That's a right the

people of this state have been enjoying since that time, and

it's been a protection for them by putting it in this constitution.

Now, Mr. Dennery seeks to remove it. Those people back home can't

afford to send lobbyists up here to wine and dine us to look after

their interests. They expect you and I to do just that for them.

That's what they elected us for. They can't do as you and I

have been treated in the last few months to all the fancy salads,

to the fancy hors d'oevvres, to the ^'-'ncy appetizers, to the

big steaks, to all those flaming desserts , to cherries jubilee

and baked Alaska.
I wouldn't be surprised at one point if some of those lobbyists

wouldn't have brought the cook out on fire if it would have done
them some good.

But the people back home can't afford to take you out and wine
you and dine you like that. They expect you to do that job for
them, and that's why I ask you to leave this provision in the
constitution and provide for an increase, to make sure that they
are well protected. I ask you to defeat the Dennery amendment.

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment re jected

:

39-66. Motion to reconsider tabled.^

Amendments

MR. HARDIN
I have desk copies of an amendment by Delegates Alario,

Planchard and Mauberret.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 15, immediately after the

word and punctuation "urban," delete the remainder of the line and
delete line 16 in its entirety and at the beginning of line 17,

delete the word "support" and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"owned and occupied by any person"
Amendment No, 2. On page 1, delete lines 25, 26 and 27, in

their entirety.

Explanation

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, what we're attempting to do

here Is change the wording where it's much more easily understood;
it's better worded. In wording it the way we have to just "owned
and occupied by any person" it grants this exemption to every
person who owns and occupies a home. They have also taken out
lines 25, 26, and 27 that since we use this type of language
"owned and occupied by any person", the other... this whole
paragraph would be useless; so, we've just taken it out because,
necessarily, if you are a surviving minor, or you are a surviving
spouse, you're included in the "owned and occupied by any person"
category. I ask for your favorable adoption.

Questions

MR. AVANT
A. J,, I think I understand the amendment. I want to make

sure. This would mean that a person who had no dependents, no

wife, no child, and nobody dependent upon him for support, but

who owned his home or her home and lived In it, that then the

exemption would extend to such a person?

MR. PLANCHARD
Absolutely.

MR, AVANT
Where it does not extend to such a person as it is now written?

MR. PLANCHARD
That ' s correct.

MR, ALARIO
Mr. Vice-Chairman, members of the convention, I ask that you

would turn down the Dennery amendment which seeks to delete this

proposal and leave it strictly up to the legislature. Now, I

don't plan to stand up here and tell you that I should let you
know whether this belongs in the constitution or the statutes.

1 didn't have a popularity poll made of myself to find out if I

have eighty-four percent or sixty percent or forty percent of

Chairman Henry in the Chair

[Cuorum Call: 90 delegates present
and a quorum . Motion to return
Delegate Proposal No. 16 to the
calendar adopted without objection

.

Motion to alter ttie order of busi-
ness adopted without objection.}
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Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1166-1170'\

It follows Che styling thing of placing the exception first.
It omits "of state government" as unnecessary words since that's
all we're talking about. It omits "respective," according to the
usual idea that "respective" doesn't mean. . .is an unnecessary
word, in context^ here.

MR. HARDIN
Delegate Tate» chairman on behalf of the Committee on Style

and Drafting submitted the following report:

To the Chairman and delegates of the Constitutional Convention:

1 am directed by your Committee on Style and Drafting to submit

the following report:
Committee Proposal No. 4 reported with amendments.

{^Motion to suspend the rules to con-
sider the commi t tee report at this
time adopted without objection.^

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No. 4

Explanation

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, in front of you you have in

the same organization we had before, in green, the Executive Branch
Proposal restyled with, as far as both committees could possibly
ascertain, no subjective changes. The whites are the amendments
amended by amendment. At the end, are the yellow amendments—the
final ones—one of which, at least, will probably be controversial
concerning whether the attorney general is in the Executive Branch
or the Judicial Branch. However, on the first time around, as we
go through it, we're just not worrying about placement, just
worrying about language. How, with the permission of the Chairman,
I will discuss Amendment No. 1.

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 1. The sole change there was that the word

"composition'' was added in front of (A) to give. . .in line with
our styling that we'd have a subtitle in front of every subparagraph.

Questions

MR. PEREZ
I'm trying to find out where we stand. Again.

MR. TATE
Well, Mr. Perez, on the white sheet is the amendment . The

only change there on (A) is we added a subtitle, "Composition."
As you remember, on the left side is as it passed the floor. On

the right side is the styling recomsaendation.

MR. PEREZ
I just want to get it clear, so when are we going to take

this problem of the attorney general up. That's what I'm trying

to get to.

MR. TATE

Yes, sir. As I mentioned in introduction, we will get to

that at the very end. The first green amendments concern only
language changes. The yellow amendments are what we have been
calling caveat amendments which. . .in the effort to clarify
ambiguities in the constitution as drafted or conflicts between
the two sections or to find in case the legislative intent is

ambiguious, to bring to your attention a possible clarification
that we have been informed is what the meaning of the amendment
was. But, they are to call. . .to alert you on the yellow
amendments, that they are to alert you that there is something
that we want you to study like you did yesterday. But, the
green amendments—the green amendments—which I'll refer to them
in order, we're first going through the green sheets.

. . .Perez's question, the alternative amendments which we'll
reach at the very end are going to be in 46 and 47.

[^jnendment No. 1 adopted without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No. 2

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. 2 restyles Subparagraph 1 (B)

.

\_ Amendment No. 2 adopted without
object! on .]

Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 3 is to Section 1 (C) on the green. On page 3,

it adds a comma (,) following "executive branch" in order to set off
the contrasting elements. It uses the. . .it puts "responsibilities"
in place of "departments" because if you will notice (B) , they
were talked in that order: "functions, powers, duties and
responsibilities." That is the obvious meaning of what they
intended to say there. "And shall be as provided by statute," we
shall use it in the standardized language throughout the
constitution, "shall be as provided by law."

[ Amendment No . 3 adopted wi thout
object i on .

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE

Amendment No. 4, which is to Section 2 on page 4 of your
green materials, it, first of all, it combines the attorney
general's qualifications with the other qualifications of other
statewide officers. Mr. Stagg, this is just a language change,
and Mr. Perez, just a language change. Later, you're going to
have a chance to vote on whether it should be here. It. . .as
you will notice, it. . .as you will notice, it uses commas, it
reconstructs the sentence so to allow the elimination of useless
words later on. The duties of the attorney general were not
repeated here because they were in Section 8. below, continued
again—found again in Section 8.

[ Amendmen t No . 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 5

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 5 is to Section 3 (A), on page 6. What it

does is it rearranges the offices in the same order they are
found in 1 (A) . It uses a comma when needed in the series
in line with the usage. It omits the word "each" when it says
"shall each be elected." It says "shall be elected." It deletes
the comma (,) after "state," when it says, "electors of the
state at the time and place of voting." The. . .if you'll go to

page 7 where (B) is—the old (B) is— it was found. . .thought to

be more logical to put that, the term of each elected official,
in with that first paragraph, because they're talking about all
of them, including the attorney general. Incidentally, in line
with the usage throughout, instead of using the word. . .no, we
use the word "official" throughout. Whenever we found "officer,"
we changed "officer" to "official."

It omits needless words like as "for the next succeeding term;

it says, "for the succeeding term." That can be the only one.

As noted, there are only strictly granmatical sort of changes
and eliminating language that's plainly surplusage.

Ques t i ons

MR. DENNERY
Judge, I'm looking at Section 3 on the righthand side of the

page, line 17. "The term of each official shall begin at noon."
Now, that was taken, as I gather it, from old (B) which is found
on the next page.

MR. TATE

Right.

MR. DENNERY
Which says "the term of office of each elected official

enumerated in this section." I only ask for the sake of the
record, sir. When you have deleted all of these "such's" and
each 'Elected official named herein, etc.," do you come out with
the same result?
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MR. TATE
Yes. It obviously refers just to those elected officials

In the first sentence of the paragraph.

{^Amendment No . 5 adopted wi thout
object ion .^

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 6 is to Subparagraph 1 (C) , on page 7. It

just rearranges it, the language, to put the exceptions first,
in line with the usual usage throughout the constitution.

[^Amendment No . 6 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 7

MR. TATE
Section 4. . .amendment. . .Section A, on page 8—Section 4

on page 8—which is Amendment No. 7, we. . ."except as otherwise
provided in," we provided the standard language which is "except
as otherwise provided by this constitution." "Shall be fixed by
the legislature," the intent was "by law." We checked with the

Executive Branch Committee which had drawn this, and we said,

"Does this mean each elected official throughout the state or
just each statewide official?" They said the intent was just to

refer to the statewide elected officials who were previously
enumerated. For that reason, for clarification, we had recommended
putting "statewide" here, with the thought that there will be a

general provision which will probably let us take this out of

here, in general provisions, and say "of each official shall be

fixed by law."

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Judge Tate, since this has been. . .1 think you may have

answered my question with your last statement, but since this has
been clarified to only refer to statewide elected officials, is

there any need for an exception clause, because is there anywhere

else in the constitution where a statewide elected official's
compensation could be fixed, other than by the legislature?

omitted the unnecessary words "of each regular session of the
legislature." It omraitted "of the legislature," because it had
to be "of each regular session." "Make reports and give informa-
tion to the legislature," in other words, it. . .we slightly
simplified the language. By setting off the time requirements in
commas, we think we made it more readable, more understandable.

{^Amendment No , 9 adopted wi t hout
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 10

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 10 is to the Section 5 (C) which is found on

page 11 of the green material. We. . .the phrase was placed at
the beginning of the sentence to Improve the flow of its lines
in lines 4 to 6. The. . .we, for Instance, the others are the
usual standard sort of changes that we are making, with your
approval, in the interest of readability like as in saying. . .

Instead of saying "such," in most instances saying "the" because
it means the same thing in context.

l^Amendment No. 10 adopted without
object i on . ]

Amendment No . 11

MR. TATK
Amendment No. II is to Suction 5 (E) , on page 12 . Incidental ly,

on both Section 5 (U) and 5 (h) are found both In the Kxecutive
ilrancli and with some sliglit addition, in the Kt-venue ;ind Finance

provisions. Somot irae, hopefully, before we conclude, the convent ion

will be asked to decide whether to keep the identical provisions
in both, or to have them only in one. But, that's n<U before us

now. The only change made was to add a commn (,) to 3 (K), and

in order to carry out tlie parallelisms of "shall submit,'' added

"shall request implementation" in order to kind of curry out the

parallel ideas in, perhaps, a more easily readable form.

[ Amendment No . 11 adopted wit hout
objection .]

MR. TATE
I think you're right, Mr. Duval. Amendment No. 12

MR. DUVAL
But, you were saying that perhaps you're going to clear this

up with a single amendment?

MR. TATE
You see, this was adopted way in the very beginning, and I

guess that's why the exception was in there. I just don't know
why we didn't. . .it didn't occur to us.

Maybe Mr. Conroy will whisper to you, and you can ask me In

a question.

What we do hope, Mrs, Duncan, is that. . .Mrs. Duncan will
nod. . .is that on the final go around, this provision may be

taken out of here, and we will have a general provision, if we're
certain it's true throughout the constitution, that the compensation

of each elected official shall be provided by law. But, it

probably may not be true. I'm not sure about that.

HR. TATi:

Amendment No. 12 is to

etc. Tlie. . .you'll see. .

shall have the power. " Well

the power" means "may." Ins

We used commas to set off thi

board of I'ardons.'' We. . .1

indicative mood is better th

commutation of sentence'' to

read a little stronger, witi

clause in line wit!i the StyL
separate sentence preceded

usage, wc used "a" instead

Section 5 (F) about pardon, coiranutation,

.it said, for instance, "The governor

, in the standard usage, "shall have
tead of "those," we used "persons."

e phrase, "upon recommendation of the

n line with the idea of verb in the

an a long. . .we cliange ''may grant

"may commute sentences," thinking it

out a change ofmeaning. The proviso

e and Drafting 'Manual is made a

by "however. " Following the standard

f "each first," and so on.

Questi on

[Amendment No . 7 adopted without
objecti on

.

J

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 8, which is to Section 5 on the green page 9,

simply broke into two sentences the long sentence found as 5 (A)

.

{^Amendment No. 8 adopted without
object i on

.

J

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 9, in the Interest of. . .Amendment No . 9 slightly

clarified the language by the use of additional commas "," and

tlR. DUVAL
Judge Tate, I may have. . .1 notice you changed lite word

"automatically" in liere in its position. Is tlie purpose of

that, for the record, to make it clear that no other procedure

has to be gone through, that it. . .

MR. TATE

Mr. Duval, that's one of the yellow amendments when we come

back, because from the floor debate, it was apparent that they meant

that automatically he was pardoned, not eligible for pardon because

eligibility, in context, means you've got to apply to the governor.

So, we'll come back, but we did not think it appropriate, here, to

change it. but, we did have the adverb follow the verb. . .follow

something, anyway.

[Amendment No. 12 adopted without
obj ect ion

.

]
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Amendment No. 13 Amendment No. 16

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 13 is to 5 (C), on page 15, and the consent. . .

the sensus of the. . .the consensus of the Executive Branch

Committee as well as of the. . .in response to our question was

that it's clarified if we say the date and hour when a bill

"finally passed--add the word "finally"—"is delivered. . .shall

be endorsed," because 'passed by the legislature' might mean passed by

either house or something like that.

Question

MR. ABRAHAM
Judge Tate, 1 have a question with the language. 1 think

the intent of the committee and of the convention was that the

date that it was delivered to the governor "shall be endorsed thereon.

The way I read the language as proposed, is it the date that it's

delivered to the governor or the date that it's finally passed

by the legislatt-re that it's endorsed?

MR. TATE
No, the date. . .frankly, Mr. Abraham, Style and Drafting

had recommended saying "the date of delivery". . ."the date and

hour delivered to the governor." The Executive Branch Committee

turned down our proposal and wanted to retain the original floor

language which is, in my opinion, not quite as clear as Style and

Drafting had recommended. But, we really don't want to get into

controversy with the substantive committees that have strong views

and joint membership with ourselves with strong views. We just

gave into you all.

I agree with you, but it takes a little reading. But, it

does say as the real test the date and hour when a bill is passed

by the governor "is delivered." You see, 'is delivered" is what

it means. 1 do agree with you. Personally, I think it would have

been clearer if our amendments had been accepted. But, I'm not

much on sour grapes at this point.

l^Amendment No . 13 adopted without
objection .]

MR. TATE
Sixteen is to 5 (J) on your green page 19. We singularize.

well, we singularize the "those" to "a person," saying "The

governor may remove." We use the standard language "by law"

instead of "by statute."

^Amendment No . 16 adopted without
ob jection .

]

Amendment No. 17

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 17, as it passed the floor, he said, "He may call

out the armed forces of the state to preserve lav and order."

Right up in front of it, it said ,'Me's the commander-iU-chief of the

armed forces of the state, except when they're in tue service."

So, we thought if you said, "He may call out these forces," it says

the same thing and doesn't repeat the same long-winded phrase.

\^ Amendment No. 17 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 18

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 18 is to Subsection 5 (L) . It. . .in general,

it had to do with eliminating the word "such" as unnecessary, when

it says "have other powers and other duties authorized by this

constitution or provided by law" means exactly the same thing. It

said. . .we said, "provided by law" instead of "provided by statute"

in line with the standard language being used in the constitution

today

.

\^Amendmen t No . 18 adopted wi thout
objection . ]

Amendment No. 19

Amendment No. 14

MR. TATE
Amendment 14 is to Section 5 (H). At the time. . . the first

exception, "Except as otherwise provided by this constitution'
was added at the suggestion of the Executive Branch, because by

that time, the governor. . .the civil service amendment had been

passed and the governor was no longer able, under it, to item

veto an appropriation to the Civil Service Branch. . .Department

under certain. . .there are limitations that make this statement

inaccurate. So, that was recommended that it was added; '"any item''

is used instead of "the items" in line with the rule of singularization

The other amendments were to leave out what were felt to be

unneeded words, to improve the flow of the sentence and unnecessary

conaas.

[Amendment No.
object ion

.

]

i 4 adopted without

Amendment No. 15

MR. TATE
Amendment No, 19 is to Section 6, on page 21. The. . .as you

see, it breaks the long sentence into two, and it follows the. . .

as we have done in the other sections, the rules of omitting "such"
when unnecessary, and changing "statute" to "law."

\_Amendinen t No . 19 a dop ted wi thout
objection

,

]

Amendment No. 20

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 20 is to Section 7, on page 22 of your green.

The. . .following the rule of capitalizing the entity the first

time you refer to it and as referring to it as a particular

entity, "Department of State" was capitalized. Following the

parallel structures we follow in most of the succeeding sections

about the other statewide offices, the next sentence was. . .we

broke that first long sentence into two. In fact, we broke that

long whole page sentence into at least three sentences—four

sentences—without changing the language.

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 15, on page 5 (I). . .Section 5 (I), pages 17

and 18, dealing with "Appointments." Incidortally, we have a

yellow amendment coming back. Senator Brcftn, to. . .we'll have a

yellow amendment that will raise your attent.'nr. . .that you probably

meant. ..may wish to consider whether it sliouldn't be "public

confirmation," as it is by a later amendment, of first assistants

—

subordinate officials. But, you'll. . .that's a separate question.

We're just looking at the styling of the language right here.

The general changes had to do with singularizing language; using

the standard language—like "by law' instead of "by statute", using

the indicative mood of a verb—"if the legislature is not in

session" instead of "should the legislature not be in session"

—

and stating it positively.

[^Amendment No .

objection .

]

2 adopted wi thout

Amendment No. 21

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 21—and this is going to be one that later

you're going to discuss in the yellow amendments—is in line with

the standard organization of the following sections as well as the

preceding section. We broke it into two sentences and capitalized

the department as an entity the first time it was referred to.

[Amendment No. 15 adopted without
objection . ]

[ Amend/Tie/it No. 21 adopted without
objection

.

]
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Amendment No . 22

MR. TATE

Section. . .Amendment No. 22 is to Section 9. Tlie. . .aside
from the changes in line with what we did in the previous sections
about the organization between department and the treasurer.
We added a "to" to parallel it, and it was thought to be more. . .

read a little better and say. . .instead of saying "in advance of

the regular session," just "before each regular session." The
remainders of it omitting "such" as we do very commonly when
unnecessary.

Are there any questions?

[Amendment No . 22 adopted without
object i on

.

]

Amendment No . 23

MR. TATE
Section 10, the commissioner of agriculture. The changes made

are in line with those made in the other departments. Style and

Drafting had had some reservations as to the last sentence, but

we were assured by Executive Branch that's exactly what it meant.

So» no change is made in it insofar as its structure. We did

omit as unnecessary some adjectives. We recommend your omitting

some "such's," and the Executive Branch concurred on that.

[Amendment No . 2 3 adopted wi thout
object ion

.

]

Amendment No-. 28

MR. TATE
Amendment 28, to Section 15, is whenever it was changed

to "should," we were outruled by Dr. Asseff on our original

proposal, and we accepted that as saying "If a vacancy occurs

it would be parallel with the one in front of it."

Quest i on

MR. ABRAHAM
I didn't get the reason for changing the word "when" to

"should." In the previous one, you said that you.... when a

vacancy occurs in these other offices.

MR. TATE
Mr. Abraham, I couldn't agree with you more. We. ...but we

were. . . .we. . . . for internal reasons, as well as the fact that your
committee went along with our internal reason, we did it for

variety, our internal reason man says— for variety. We did it

there.

MR. ASSEFF
I take the blame. I insisted on the "should" for variety.

So, don't blame Judge Tate.

[Amendment No . 2 8 adopted wi thout
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 24

MR. TATE

Amendment No. 24 which is to Section 11 did its best just to

simplify the language and shorten it a little bit. It provided
the standard capitalization of the first time the department was

referred to,

[Amendment No . 2 4 adopted wi thout
object! on

.

]

Amendment No . 25

Amendment No. 29

MR. TATE
The next amendment, which is Amendment 29 to Section 16

involves, in general, the use of shorter words. The setting off

of a phrase by commas the omission of needless words.... an

attempt to break down this long sentence into two sentences,

anyway. Those are the general reasons.

[Amendment No . 2 9 adopted without
object i on .

]

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 25 is to Section 12. It's the Department of

Elections and Registration, and the commissioner of elections.

The styling changes recommended are in accord with those you have

just approved in the preceding four or five sections.

[Amendment No . 2 5 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 26

Amendment No. 30

MR. TATE
Amendment No, 30, which is to line 17 (A) and (B) , and it's

on your green Section 17 (A) and (B) , and it's found on

your green pages on Section 33 and 35, in general made sensible

changes in accord with what we have been doing in the preceding

parts, of substituting a word for a phrase, using, deleting

Hackney's reference words which were unnecessary, using the

present tense, etc.

MR. TATE
Amendment 26 is to Section 13. The. .. .you'll see, we think

we simplified the language of the Initial sentence. We think
we made it a little clearer at the end of the sentence, without
changing the context, of course. We oaitted"same"because it was
unnecessary , and"as those"ls unnecessary

.

[Amendment No. 30 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 31

[Amendment No. 2 6 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 27

MR. TATE
Section lA....we thought that It might read a little better

is to say "when a vacancy occurs in the office of governor,"

Instead of how it reads, "the order of succession, the office of

governor in the event of vacancy shall be." The other changes

have to do with the standard usage, or omitting unneeded ,

surplus words.
Any questions, Mr. Chairman?

MR. TATE
Section 31 is to Section 18. It.. ..this is as it was passed

in the executive branch. It said, "A vacancy as used in this

constitution shall occur in the event of death, resignation or

removal, or failure to take office for any reason."

Since it was used only in reference to this article, we

queried the Executive Branch Substantive Committee, if they did

not mean this to be an article that would go.... if we shouldn't
bring it up to the floor for this to go into the general

provisions. They Informed us that the intent of the drafting

of this was that it meant the vacancy of the offices in that

article. To clarify that intent, we substituted .... recommended
substituting "article" for "constitution" and we, I understand,
that for general provisions and transitory provisions at the

end of the constitution, thought would be given to having a

similar definition that will apply to all of the provisions of

the constitution; in which event, this would be deleted.

[Amendment No. 27 adopted without
objection

.

]

[Amendment No . 31 adopted without
object ion .

]
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Amendment No. 32

MR. TATE
Amendment 32 which is to Section 19, on page 37 of your green

material, you will see that we.... made "statewide elected" instead
of "elective" to conform to the usage through the article. We
thought tnat by, you didn't have to say presiding officer twice in

front of both Senate and House of Representatives, by saying "the
presiding officer of both", and the other changes have to do with
the consistent usage and deletion of unnecessary words that you
have been approving up to now In the preceding parts of the article.

[^Amondment No. 32 adopted without
objection .^

Amendment No. 33

MR. TATE
All right.

Section 20, on page 38, the determination of the inability
of statewide elected officials. The changes are petty very
nominal, like "whenever"was changed to "when." We said "a
written declaration of this effect" Instead of repeating a whole,
the whole language over again. The. ...let's see. . . . the. . . . so far,
and this Is the change recommended; "so file a written declaration
to this effect to the presiding officer of each House, and shall file
a copy of the declaration with the offices of the secretary of
state." This is the Executive Branch article. We've raised the
question that If they had to file the same written declaration in

all three places, and then Intent was that the copy was to be filed in
the office of the secretary of state. The rest of the changes
involved have to do with putting in commas, changing ... .omitting
a section; putting in instead of "the elected," changing a....
deleting "said office," and making it "that office," etc. The
standard changes that we have been recommending to you in all the
other provisions.

l^Amendmen t No . 3 3 adopted wi thou t

objecti on

.

]

Amendment No . 34

MR. TATE
Amendment 34 is to Section 20 (B) on your green pages on

page 40. The language involved was simply ... .well , some of the
changes made were vetoed. So, some of those changes like we'd
originally recommended the removal of a hyphen, well, we put it back
in. But, as you read it there, the main changes were omitting
needless words and using standard language, keeping related words
together.

[Amendment No. 34 adopted without
objection ."]

Amendment No. 35

MR. TATE
Amendment 35 to Section 20 (C) , on page 41 of your green copy,

using the standard language which, except in a couple of provisions
we were unable to follow it; "two-thirds of each House." I'm using
copy again. .. .using a copy because that was the intent of It...
a copy of the resolution to be sent to the Supreme Court.

[Amendment No. 35 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 36

MR TATE
No. 36 Biakes a simple amendment. It adds "with;"

"by preference and with priority," it gives "by preference and
priority," It was a parallelism, but "with" is the proper
preposition In front of It. It adds a phrase "with."

[amendment No . 36 adopted wi t hout
object ion . ]

Amendment No. 37

MR. TATE
All right. No. 37 is to Subsection 20 (E)... 20(E)

Subsection. Th«. . ..standard language, and the changes comparable

to those minor technical changes that were made. .. .recommended
to you In line with what we've been doing up till now.

{^Amendment No . 3 7 adopted w i t hout
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No . 38

MR. TATE
No. 38... wait, wait... let me see.

No. 38 is to Section 21. . . and. . .as you will see, we
simply, we thought shortened and made the language more readable.
Instead of saylng"ln the event of a temporary absence of the
governor of the state," we said, "when the governor is temporarily
absent from the state."

[Amendment No. 38 adopted without
objection. ]

Amendment No. 39

MR. TATE
Amendment 39 Amendment 39 and I Mr. Chairman,

Amendment 39 but I'm trying to see. ...it's not on my copy
right here. Amendment 39 deleted lines 31 through 35 on
page 1...would someone give me.... it was something, I think, we
put up ahead I just didn't see it. We that was where
Mr. Stagg informs me Section 22 is Reorganization of the
Functions and fowers, etc., shall be as provided, except those
functions and powers allocated by the constitution....

Here's what will happen, Mr. Perez. In Amendment 3, we
added Section 1 (C) which was a former Section 22 of the first
enrolled copy. To put it to where we thought it was more logically
situated, you've already approved that without any objection at
the time. But, of course, if there's objection, we can do some-
thing about it. But.... at this point, it's no longer necessary
to have Section 22, the substance of which is now in 1 (C)

.

Section 22 provided "reallocation of the functions, powers and
duties of all departments, officers, agencies, and other instrumen-
talities of the Executive Branch, except those powers, functions,
and duties in the departments allocated by this constitution,
shall be as provided by law." You go up and look at Section 1 (C)

;

we have already put it there. For that reason, Mr. Chairman,
subject to further questioning, I move the approval of Amendment 39

to delete from the first enrolled copy the language which we've
included up in 1 (C)

.

l_Amendmen t No . 3 9 ad^npted wi thout
objecti on .

]

Amendment No . 40

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 40 has to do with the appointment of officials,

and the merger or consolidation, etc., of departments that's found
on pages 45 and 46 of your green copy, of these changes made,
technical changes about standardizing language, keeping related
words together, using the right voice and mood of a verb, place...
in a deal with comma placing, and without change of substance.
Subject to further questioning, Mr. Chairman....

\_Amendment No . 4 adopted wi t hout
object i on

.

J

Amendment No. 41

MR. TATE
Now, Mr. Chairman, we go to the yellow amendments. In line

with your decision yesterday that has to do with the fact that
the.... when we fight In the constitution. .. .you have to have the
qualifications, "at the date of his qualification, "or'"the
qualifications on the date of his election,"we will withdraw
Amendment 45, even though in the same. .. .section they use different
dates at which to determine the qualification. But, I take it
from your judgment yesterday, that you feel has to be a substantive
change. Even though a substantive changes that are inconsistent
are within the purview, your purview at that time. I take it
that you don't want to mess with it. For those reasons,
Mr. Chairman....
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Quest ions

MR. DUVAL
Yes, sir.
Judge Tate, it would appear to me that qualification..

I see. . .

.

MR. CASEY
That's correct, Mr. Conroy . Are you raising that point to

Amendment No. 42?

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. TATE
You see, they use qualification up in the first part. But

in the second part they use sense. I know nobody thought about
it. But, you all determined yesterday that it's none of our
business. I'm glad it's none of our business, gentlemen and
ladies. . .

.

MR. CASEY
That Style and Drafting has exceeded its authority, that it

is a substantive change?

MR. CONROY
Yes.

{_Cbair doclincd to ruJe.J

MR. DUVAL
Well, Judge Tate, did Style and Drafting feel It was a

conflict in this specific article?

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Is that point of order subject to debate or discussion?

MR. TATE
Well, we thought that probably, if it looked. ... look, we

lost yesterday. I don't care. But, we had. ., .where 's Mr. Duval?
We had thought that as a matter of logic, you probably would
have wanted to have all of the dirty qualifications, if you

had to have some of the qualifications, the date of qualification,
you ought to have the rest of them on that date of qualification.
That's what we thought. You disagreed. We are happy that you...
we have no objection, do we?

\_Motion to withdraw Amendment No. 41
adopted without objection.^

Amendment No . 42

MR. TATE
Now, No. 42 deals with that matter of the Board of

Pardons we were worried about a minute agr, which is an amendment
to Committee Amendment 12, which, on your green copy is Section 5 (F)

,

and (G) , which is on page 13 on your green copy. Now, this has
reference to Mr, Duval's question that the language that says
"however, a first offender never previously convicted of a felony
shall be eligible automatically for pardon upon completion of
his sentence without recommendation of the boara,'did not,
apparently, carry out the intent of the membership of this
convention. We referred it to.... the Executive Branch. They
recommended either deleting the word "automatically" or else
inserting instead of that, the language here on your second
amendment ....

Mot i on

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, I don't mean to hurt anybody's feelings, but

this particular thing that we are going into right now, and I don't

care how it's resolved. But it is a matter of considerable consequence

and for that reason, I would like to ask for a quorum call. I

would like to request the delegates to really pay attention because
I think this is a matter of considerable importance, and I'm not

all hung up about how it's resolved, but I do.. ..would like to

see it resolved by an intelligent vote.

[i)uorum Ca 11: 91

and a quotum. J

delegates present

Point of Order

MR. CONROY
I think that the procedure we had agreed upon was that if

there was a question as to being a substantive question, that we
would raise it as a point of order. I so rise.

MR. CASEY
When we put it to the convention. It is subject to debate,

Mr. Avant. So, we'll put the question to the convention.

iVuest ion put to the Convent ion

.

]

Explanation

MR. TATE
On page 13, green. Section 5 (F) , there's a second sentence

at line 18 through 24 of Paragraph. .. .Subparagraph 5 (F) , says,
"however, a first offender, never previously convicted of a felony,
shall be eligible automatically for pardon upon completion of

the state of his sentence, without recommendation from the
board." Of course, the word "automatically" is not necessary if

.... is not necessary ....

Then, on your yellow copies on page 2, on the 5 (F) , the

recommended substitute language would, on pages 13 through 19

would add "and without action by the governor." On your white
sheets.... on your white sheets it's page 10, and Amendment A2.

Now, in brief... .I'm not going to.. ..I'm not arguing the merits

either way. We thought it was subject to construction....

All right. Subject to your views, we thought it was subject
to construction when they added the word"automatically ." The

question was, "What was in the convention's mind?" From the

floor debate, they have talked about once that first offender
finishes five years, he didn't have to go to the governor. He
didn't have to go to a lawyer. He didn't have to go to any....
he's just automatically pardoned. So, we asked the Executive
Branch Department if that was not the intent. They came back
and recommended to you, language that carries out that idea in

this yellow amendment. We realize it's a possibility that it's

substantive, and that's why we put it on the yellow amendment,

although we thought for that reason that it was appropriate for

us to call it to your attention.

Further Discussion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I wish to begin by saying

I think that the committee on Style and Drafting has done a

yeoman job. They have, as they saw their duty, prepared on this

yellow sheet under Section 5 (F) what they thought might be a

substantive change.
When we were discussing in committee, and when we were

discussing on the floor of the convention, we thought that the

language that provided that a first offender, one never before
convicted of a felony, when he completed the sentence assigned

to him by the judge, that he was automatically to be pardoned

—

that he wasn't to go have to hire a lawyer; he wasn't to have

to go over here to the pardon board and present a petition; he

wasn't to have to do a dum thing. He was automatically to be

pardoned. Well, the word that crept into our language was that

"he shall be eligible automatically for a pardon." It is the

word "eligible" that has caused Style and Drafting to scratch
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its collective heads to determine that this was, indeed, perhaps,

a substantive change. What the committee believed it was doing,

and what I think the convention believed that it was doing, is

reflected on the yellow sheet in the right hand side that upon

the completion of that first of fcndei's sentence , he didn't need

a reconmendation of the Pardon Board; he did not need the

signature of the governor; this constitution gave to him auto-

matically a pardon. That was what we thought the sense of the

convention was. We would trust that this convention, in its

wisdom, would take the yellow amendment and approve Section 5 (F)

as it appears in the right hand side of this yellow sheet.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Further Di scussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, please give me your attention

a minute.
I was the author of the amendment that set up this five

person Pardon Board. Now, on the automatic pardon for the first

offender, we track the language that was amendment several years
ago, to the present constitution. The Committee on Styling and

Drafting, unknown to them, has exceeded their authority and

completly changed what is an automatic pardon entirely. Now,

here, the column to the left, follow that. "However, a first
offender never previously convicted of a felony, shall be eligible
automatically for pardon upon completion of his sentence without
recommendation of the board."

Now, if you'll read up right at (F) you'll see, though,

the governor is the one that grants reprieves to persons convicted

of offenses against the state. Upon recommendation of the Board

of Pardons, may commute sentences, pardon those convicted of

offenses." The governor is the one that grants the pardon. Nov,

the only exception made about the Pardon Board is down there in

two, when the.... I mean under No. 1 down there where your first
offender, never previously convicted of a felony, you are eligible
for a pardon automatically—by automatically means without going

to the Pardon Board. But, you still have to have the governor
sign it. Now, that is what the present law is for first offenders.
It's what we said in this to the left.

Now, over to the right where Styling and Drafting has
handled it, they are saying "however, a first offender never
previously convicted of a felony shall be pardoned automatically
upon completion of his sentence without a recommendation of the

board" correct so far. But, they are legislating when they say

"and without action of the governor." That is not what the

amendment and the thing that we passed. The governor is the

one that grants the pardon. Now, I can see if you are going to

say that the warden up there says this man leaves, he's a first

offender, and we are automatically handing him this pardon, then

you're going to have some pretty rough people that are granted
pardons. Purposely, I tracked the present law because under the

present law, even a first offender has to, to get a pardon, he

don't go to the Pardon Board. He goes direct to the governor.

You go through the local office. You do not have to have a

lawyer. But, let me tell you, if you are going to let the warden

hand everybody ... .a first off ender . . . .a pardon when he walks
out, you're going to turn loose the worse type of man that wouldn't
behave there, but did just finally serve out his full sentence;

got no good time under 1, 2, or No. 3 provisions for good time.

Now, that is not the amendment that is in the present constitution...
put in there during Governor McKeithen's either first or second

term, about these automatic...
and if they are legislating, I hope the others have

caught on better than you, Mr. Acting Chairman.
May I have one more minute, please, I ask the motion?

{^Motion to suspend the rules to allow
additional time adopted : 7 7-2 . ]

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
All right. I'm just saying this is a very serious thing

and this is not what was passed. The governor should have to
still sign those things. You can have a first offender down
there, can be down there for attempted rape, manslaughter, and
theft—all three—but still be a first offender because it all
happened there for his first trip and you better not.... and maybe
he's been a terror down there. Now, you don't want just automatically
give it, the governor ought to be able to consider that man but it
don't need to go to the Pardon Board. I believe that if Styling and
Drafting would think this over and they would see It. Unfortunately,
very few lawyers as a whole know Pardon Board law. So, that's about
all I can tell you; you're just changing the meaning entirely if you
adopt this as amended by Styling and Drafting.

Point of Order

MR. DUVAL
What I'm wondering is, is the question before the convention

whether this is in fact a substantive change or not and whether we want

to hear it or not; which one is it?

MR. CASEY
The question is, Mr. Duval, is to whether it is a substantive

change or not.

MR. DUVAL
And, what if it is?

MR. CASEY
...and, I believe that's the way it was put to the convention.

MR. DUVAL
What if it is a substantive change, but we do want to hear

the matter?

MR. POYNTER
Well, the first thing to be determined, a point of order has

been raised, is to whether it's in order or not, Mr. Conroy is

suggesting it's out of order because it is a substantive change

and, therefore, exceeds authority or the committee. So, if you

want to stay real pure, I guess, and you think it's out of order

because it is a substantive change, you could vote"no"declaring

it out of order, that it's not in order. Then, I'm sure that some

of the proponents will make a motion to suspend the rules to call

from the table a motion to reconsider.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, at the risk of maybe making

somebody mad or even being ruled out of order, it's something that

I feel that I've got to say at this point on this subject. I don't...

people get up here and they say,"Well, the Style and Drafting Committee

is recommending this or recommending that in the area of these yellow

amendments." I'm speaking just for myself, but 1 think I want to put

it in the proper perspective as I understand it. I don't think the

committee is recommending anything. We are simply saying that in

certain areas you have adopted certain language but based upon all

of the discussion, it's the sense of the committee that the language

you adopted did not accurately express what you intended. Now, here

is what you've said and here is what we think you meant, now you

tell us what you meant; we're not recommending anything. So, I

want to, ...as far as I'm concerned clarify that; it simply ... that

as we go through these things and because of different ways of

expressing what appears to be the same concept in maybe more than

one place or based upon what was said on the floor at the time a

certain amendment was adopted, we are not sure or were not sure

what the true intent of the convention was. We just feel that we

are duty bound in those circumstances to point those things out and

then it's up to you to say what you meant, not for us to say what

you meant. But, I just had to get up here when people keep saying

that the committee is recommending that you do this or that you do

that when it comes to simply matters of style, that may be true but

in this area I don't think it is true; and I wanted to clarify that

point.

Further Discussion

MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I'm going to make this as

short as possible. In deference to what Mr. Jack understood, my
understanding is just the opposite from him and I think this....what
the Committee on Style and Drafting Stated in the yellow sheet is

exactly what this convention adopted because I remember the specific
question that Burt Willis asked me after I explained, I said it

was against my interest really to argue for this provision as a

lawyer because it meant that a first offender would get a pardon

without having to hire a lawyer. Burt Willis got up and said,

"What you're saying Mr. Roy, isn't it, that the constitution of

this state in the future will grant a pardon to a first offender

and not the governor and no person will have to be kowtowed to,"

and I said that's precisely what was said and that's precisely

what we intended. I think we ought to get along with the program

and get this passed as the committee has seen fit to put in the

yellow sheet.

Further Di scussi on

MR. ABRAHAM
As a member of the Committee on the Executive Department, I
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simply want to add my comments to Mr. Roy's and those others, this

was the intent of this amendment, I feel that this particular

recommendation of the Committee on Style and Drafting is not a

substantive change, the intent of it was that the pardon would

be automatic. So, I urge that we approve this and go along with

our business.

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I am a member of both of the Committee

on Style and Drafting and the Committee on the Executive Department.

I have talked to Mr. Stagg and we discussed this numerous times.

It is the opinion of our committee—disregarding Mr. Abraham—that

it is in fact a substantive change. We, therefore, urge you to so

declare and when it is Mr. Stagg on behalf of the Committee of the

Executive Department will recommend the change which comes unanimously
from our committee. But, we do feel that it is substantive and,

therefore, we should ask for a suspension of the rules; it is

substantive, thank you.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. BURNS

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the only reason I'm getting

up here for one minute, maybe a half a minute, is because I'm not a

member of this committee or either one of the committees. I just

think reading the two together we're making a mountain out of a mol&-

hill, there's no difference in them, they left out the word "eligible"

which I think is a very good change. So, let's vote whatever is

necessary to get rid of this and let's proceed along with the

business.

[pre'±ous Question ordered.^

MR. POYNTER
This committee has presented Amendment No. A2 before you.

Mr. Conroy has risen to a point of order and sought a ruling

of the Chair that the amendment is out of order as containing

a substantive change and, therefore, beyond the authority of

the Committee of Style and Drafting. The Chair under the rules

has declined to rule on the point of order and has put the question

to the convention. The vote will be put in the affirmative.

Therefore, those of you who are in favor of declaring the amendment

in order would vote no. In opposition, those who feel it is a

substantive change beyond the authority of the committee and,

therefore, the amendment is out of order would vote no. I'm

sorry, I did it wrong myself. Those who are in favor of declaring

the amendment in order as not constituting a substantive change

would vote yes. In order as not constituting a substantive change

would vote yes. Those in opposition who feel it is a substantive

change, therefore, out of order would vote no. I apologize.

MR. K0\

Maybe Kr. Toynter will answer this one or, you, Mr. Chairman.

If we vote yes, it means we finish with this and we go on and it's

adopted like the committee recommended it in the yellow sheet or

what?

MR. POYNTER
Well, you would have to vote on It, this is just a point of

order, Mr. Roy, as to whether it's in order or not. If the

convention determines that it is in order, you would then

proceed to vote on the amendment and dispose of it.

MR. ROY

O.K. In other words, if we want to proceed to vote on it

to vote what the committee has come up with we would vote yes,

and then vote yes again?

MR. POYNTER
Well, yes, but.... again there are people who perhaps like

Mr. Duval expressed himself may be in favor of the concept, yet

feel it's out of order and should be handled through the other

procedure, so that's kind of your conviction on that point. The

question here. . .

.

MR. ROY
I've got my instructions, all right.

MR. POYNTER
All right.

MR, DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, if I may ask the question: If you are with the

committee proposal, you vote yes. If you are against the committee
proposal, you vote no; that is, with the proposed amendment that
the committee has proposed?

MR. POYNTER
Well, Senator De Blieux, you can certainly vote that way

but there will be people who don't share the conviction that just
because they are in favor of the concept that they want to declare
the amendment in order, they would rather do it the other way. So,
the question here is whether the amendment is in order because there
is no substantive change contained in it or whether in the opposition,
it is out of order in that it does constitute a substantive change,
that's the sole question.

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, would you inform me if I am correct? That if this

convention finds that this is indeed a substantive change and, there-
fore, rules that it is out of order, then do we suspend the rules to

call from the table the Section 5 in order that for the limited
purpose of offering Amendment No. 42 for reconsideration, then to

reconsider it and then to adopt it; is that not the proper procedure
when Style and Drafting feels that it has gone beyond its purview?

MR. CASEY
That would be the procedure followed, Mr. Stagg, if somebody

makes the motion, somebody would have to make the motion in order
to do that.

MR. STAGG
If the* point of order is upheld that it is out of order, then

I intend to be recognized by the Chair to make that motion.

MR. CASEY
O.K. Now, let's take our vote.
Let's have the Clerk state the motion one last time and let's

take the vote.

MR. POYNTER
Those who feel that the amendment is in order, as not constituting

a substantive change, would vote yes. Those who feel the amendment is

out of order because it does constitute a substantive change and beyond

the committee's authority would vote no,

\_Conven ti on decl a red the Amendment
in order : 57- 39 . Previous Question
ordered . Amendment No . 4 2 adopted :

77-19

.

]

Amendment No . 43

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. A3, again we have the situation

that we've called to your attention as something that you may

consider beyond our jurisdiction. As Mr. Avant said, we are not

trying to do anything but call your attention, in this case, a possible
inconsistency which could be a substantive change but still was in

the jurisdiction of our recommendation to you. If you think our

recommendation is wrong, you can simply vote it down. It has to

do. Amendment No. A3, which is an amendment to Section 5 (I) that's

in Committee Amendment No, 15 on this sheet, it's on Section 5 (I)

as on page 17 on your green sheets and it's on page 3 on your yellow

sheets. The effect of it is if it passes the floor, "the governor

shall appoint, subject to confirmation by the Senate the head of

each department." The effect is to add "public confirmation by the

Senate." The reasoning is that you may wish to look on this as an

inconsistency is that in Section 13 where the first assistants to

statewide elected officials are concerned. .. .Senator Brown after

debate secured an amendment to say that those appointments are

subject to public confirmation. You may remember Senator Brown

was absent when [Section] 5 (I) came up, he was having a baby,

he does that every couple of years—that's a joke and I hope I'm not

quoted as predicting.

Question

MR. JENKINS
You know. Judge Tat-?, I certainly think that all of these things

ought to be public, but there was a distinction in this case. The

distinction was that we were talking here about first assistants who

were going to be moving up to the position of a statewide elected

official ; we provided in that case that there would be public

confirmation. Now, in the case we are presently on with department
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heads .there's not nearly the arguments since these don't hold the

equivalent of a statewide elected office. I don't understand how

the Style and Draftl'ng Committee can bring these things up when there

is an obvious distinction in cases like that.

MR. TATE
Well, Representative Jenkins, you may well be right, some

people thought there was not an obvious distinction, that's all,

and they thought that it was a parallel idea, Mr. Chairman, I

would prefer, for instance, that Senator Brown or someone spoke

a little about it because it was brought to our attention as a

discrepancy, had he been present he would have given this convention

a chance to rule on it. As I understood what he said is that the

public confirmation did not mean a public debate, but just it

could be an executive session on qualifications but a public

confirmation by public vote. But, I mean I have no views on it,

gentlemen, I'm just doing what I thought our duty might be.

Further Discussion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, we are purely getting

into substantive changes now. I think you can open a Pandora's box

by doing this. Confirmation as to the department heads is certainly

different than the confirmation to the first assistants as pointed out

by Mr. Jenkins. Senator Brown's amendment applied to first assistants

and although he may have introduced it as to all confirmations it did

not occur that way. I can tell you as a member of the Executive

Department Committee it was certainly my intent that confirmations

of department heads would not be an open forum. Certainly the

announcement would be open and public but not the actual process

of confirmation because I think with department heads you can end

up either destroying a man or not bringing out things which are

important because of the public confirmation nature. But, despite

the merits, it's purely substantive; it's quite substantive. I urge

you to vote it out of order because it's really substantive and

we can just reopen the whole door on this stuff if we keep doing

this.

MR. CASEY
Now, just a minute, Mr, Duval, there's been no motion that it...,

no point of order except your mention right now that it was out of

order; I just thought I would point that out to you.

Point of Order

MR. DUVAL
Well, I'll move that it's out of. ...to be declared out of

order.

....in that it's substantive.

Point of Order

MR. DENNERY
I rise to the point of order. Mr, Chairman, I ask for a ruling

from the Chair that this recommendation is out of order.

\_Chair declined to rule . Question put

to the Convention . Previous Question
ordered . Amendment No . 4 3 declared
out of order: 11-73. Motion to sus-
pend the rules to reconsider Section
5 of Committee Proposal No . 4 rejected

:

37-52. Motion to withdraw Amendment
No . 4 3 adopted wi thout objection.}

Amendment No. 44

MR. TATE
Amendment No. A4 which is to Section 5 (I) which is on page 17

of your materials. — green materials and which is on page 4 of your
yellow materials. I do not believe you will find this—but I may be
odstaken—this one to be as controversial or as subject to the
construction that it is substantive, although you may. As it passed
the convention floor it says, "Should the legislature be in session,
the governor shall submit for confirmation by the Senate the name

of an appointee" and so,.. .and so "failure shall constitute

rejection." Then, it says,"If the legislature is not in session,

the governor may make appointments, which shall expire at the end

of the next session." Now, the present constitution would have said

it expires at the end of the next regular session. The effect of

what was believed to be an unintentional change by the convention

floor would be that if there is a special session such as that last

one we had, all of those interim appointments would just expire

automatically unless he remembered to put them in the call and

special sessions normally don't have time to fool with that kind

of stuff. So, it was believed that this will be a clarifying amendment

to add "regular" in every place where you refer to "session." I'll

yield. Again, I have no. ...I have no axe to grind. We don't care

whether the amendments are rejected or accepted, but we are raising

to your attention the possibility that there's an inadvertent change

from the present constitutional provision which permitted interim

appointees to serve until the next regular session, not for any little

session that happened to be covered in the middle.

Questions

MR. NEWTON
Judge, I would like to get you to repeat. It 's your opinion

that if there were these interim appointments were not in the

call, then they could not be considered by that session of the

legislature and they would laspe automatically; is that right?

MR. TATE
That is what my understanding of the legislative. .. .people that

know something about legislatures, which I don't, except from what I've

learned here, so to speak.

MR. DENNERY
'Judge, I didn't quite understand the last answer you gave

to the question. Did I understand you to say that a governor

cannot submit to a special or extraordinary session,..?

MR. TATE
I've just been informed that he could submit them, but

if he forgot to submit them... if he forgot to submit them

they'd all expire, although the...,lf this were adopted, if

this were adopted unchanged, they'd all expire.

KR. DENNERY
I understand that. I just wanted to make sure that you

didn't.... it does not have to be included in the call of a special

session.

MR. TATE
I have been corrected.

1 said that.

That was a mistake on my part when

MR. JENKINS
So, what you're saying, then, is Judge, is first,

a substantive change. Is that not correct?
this is

MR. TATE
Mr. Jenkins, I'm leaving it to you if it's a substantive

change. I think we thought, and I think the other committee agreed
with us, that this was the intent—we thought this was the Intent

—

to carry on the present provision when it was passed. They were
not thinking of the fact that a special session could be called
that would disrupt the tenure of the interim appointee.

I will leave it to you, Mr. Jenkins. I don't care. You

know, I mean, I honestly don't care. I'm not an advocate for the

thing. We just.... our duty is to bring it to your attention and

let you think about it.

MR. JENKINS
Well, Judge, I do care because I want us to maintain the

Intent and the language, you know. I think many of us voted for

that thing with the.. ..just as we did for most things, knowing
what we were voting for; and knowing what was said. When the

words are unambiguous, I don't see how you could....

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Jenkins, the language has been interpreted—

session, to mean to the regular session, in the case of Saint
versus Dowling 167 ,LA. 907127593 , a 1929 case-
We really thought we were clarifying what the intent was and
avoiding lawsuits like that in the future. It makes no difference,
as I say. If you gentlemen think, and ladies, think It's
substantive, raise a point of order and defeat it. If you think
it shouldn't be, fine. I'm not here to advocate, it, Mr. Jenkins.
I'm just here to call it to your attention.

MR. JENKINS
One other question.
Inasmuch as it's in the governor's interest to have his

appointees continue in office, there would be little doubt that

in.... if a special session were called in a given instance, he

would include the confirmation of his apointees in the call.

Isn't that true?
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MR. TATE
Well, I would hesitate to speculate. But, I do remember one

session when they forgot to confirm all the notary publics of

the state, and they had to reconfirm them by act. But, I suppose

they'd usually remember them, I guess. I don't know.

{^Amendment No. 44 adopted without
object i on .

]

Amendment No. 45

MR. TATE
Amendment No. A5, which is to the Committee Amendment No. AO,

about the appointment of officials. Section 22 which is on page 45

of your green material, and on page 5 of your yellow material. The
effect of it is, it says "at the time of adoption of the constitution-

-

after the first election of state officials following adoption of this
constitution." The recommendation was, and we have no strong views on

it .Consistently— we have been trying in most instances, unless it

amounts to a change of substance, to use the consistent ,

"the effec-
tive date of", to make it clear.... to clear up the ambiguity that
may exist, whether the adoption means the date of the election,
or the date the constitution becomes effective.

{_Amendmen t No . 4 5 adopted without
objecti on .

]

Amendments Nos. 46 and 47

MR. TATE
Now, Amendments 46 and 47 are controversial. There will be

a view of some that they are substantive. I am going to try to

give you the balance of the debate. Then, I think for our

committee, and for the Executive Branch Committee, you will
have representatives speak.

Amendment 45.... in the view of some, an ambiguity arises
whether the attorney general is a member of the Executive Branch,

or whether he is a member of the Judicial Branch. The ambiguity
in the view of some results from the following:

There was an amendment to Section 1 (A) which is page 1 of

your green materials, which took out the attorney general from

those people listed as members of the Executive Branch. On the

other hand, in subsequent articles of the Executive Branch Article,
Sections 2, 3, 4, and 8, I believe, and maybe one more, the
attorney general is spoken of in the same breath as the other
members of the Executive Branch, and within the title of

Executive Branches includes the Department of Justice.
On the other hand, in the Judiciary Branch Article, they

also have the Department of Justice , telling about the Executive
Branch. So, in an effort to let this floor decide this question,

and this question that has to do with whether there are going to

be twenty or twenty-one departments. It may have to do with the

power of reorganization. In an effort to let the floor resolve

that issue, we have prepared first, Amendment 46 which has the

effect of taking out of the Executive Branch the provisions 2, 3,

and 4, that list the attorney general, and placing them in the
General Provisions Article, because they refer not only to the

attorney general , but other statewide elected officials. Also,

of the leading Section 7, which talks about the attorney general,

and which is repeated in the Judiciary Branch.

The alternative amendment, if that amendment is rejected,
the. .. .alternative Amendment No. 47 will, to clear up the ambiguity,
relist the attorney general back in Section 1 (A). Now those are
the two amendments before you.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would yield to a member
of the Style and Drafting Committee, I think Mr. Perez, who would
probably speak in favor of Section. .. .Amendment 46.

Quest i ons

MR. NEWTON
Judge Tate, could the issue be stated, really, whether we are

going to put the attorney general in the Executive Department or
in the Judicial Department? Is that the issue here?

MR. TATE
I think that's the issue. I think that's.

MR. NEWTON
Now, I think there's a concomitant problem that comes along

with placing him in the Executive Article. We've provided for
what. — twenty departments?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir, that's

MR. NEWTON
This would be one of the twenty?

MR. TATE
That's the principle. It Is my view the principal, practical

difference.

MR. WEISS
Delegate Tate, one of the requirements in the Executive

Article is that there be a Department of Justice. So, it's not that

simple, is it?

MR. TATE
No, sir. It's not at all that simple. But, you listen to

Mr. Perez and you'll see. ... frankly , my initial view may have been
similar to yours. But if you'll listen to Mr. Perez, you'll see
there's another view, too.

Further Di scussi on

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I would hope that I could have your attention just briefly because
we do have a very serious problem which needs to be straightened
out. It affects not only the attorney general 's office, but all

of the other statewide elected officials except the governor and

lieutenant governor

.

If I could have you go back to the Executive Branch, to

Section 1 (B) which appears on page 2 of the document which is

now before us on the Executive Department, it reads, "Except for

the offices of governor and lieutenant governor, all offices,
agencies, and other Instrumentalities of the Executive Branch,

and their functions, powers, duties and responsibilities, shall

be allocated according to function within not more than twenty

departments ."

Now, that means, without any question, that in the

allocation of functions, that there is no limitation, and that

the constitutionally established functions of these various

statewide offices could be taken away from these various offices

through this reorganization process, except to the extent it's

limited by the words "allocated according to function." Now,

the answer which would. .. .some have tried to give me with respect

to this problem, is the fact that in the schedule provision....

MR. CASEY
Just a minute, Mr. Perez. A couple of people in the back

of the room say that they cannot hear you. I'm not sure if it's

the other delegates, or whether you're coming through on the mike.

But delegates, please give the speaker the courtesy of your

attention. Please hold down your voices.

Please proceed

.

Motion

MR. PEREZ
This matter is of such importance, if you don't mind, for

those who could not hear, I will begin the explanation again.

In Section 1 (B) , adopted by the Executive Department, there

is no exception in the provision which would limit the reorganiza-

tion to not allowing the reallocation, or the allocation, of the

constitutionally established duties and responsibilities of the

statewide elected offices. There is, however, in the schedule,

when a provision is made in the schedule, which Is this thing

that we talk about from time to time at the end of the constitution,

but not really a part of the constitution, it does contain an

exception that when it requires the legislature to allocate

within not more than twenty departments, the functions and powers.

etc. It does say in that case, "except those allocated by this

constitution." But, there is' no question that the constitution

Itself is superior to the schedule. Of course this schedule

supposedly is superior to any laws which may be adopted. So,

I do feel that we have a very, very serious problem which has to

be straightened out in order to make it clear in 1 (B) that the

powers and duties of the constitutionally designated offices

cannot be affected by a reorganization in the first allocation

of functions and duties. As long as that particular provision

remains as It is, I would have to strongly object to the

Inclusion back into the Executive Article, of the attorney

general when this convention voted squarely on the issue as to

whether the attorney general should be, or should not be In

the Executive Branch. I offered that amendment. The amendment

carried before the floor. So, there is absolutely no question

whatsoever that this is a totally substantive change.

Now. there are those who would say that further in the article

there are provisions with respect to the attorney general. In

the Local Government Article there are provisions with respect
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to school boards. That doesn't make school boards part of
local government. So, I say to you that I am sincerely trying
to work the situation out so that we will have an independent
attorney general, in a position where he is independent of the
governor, where his functions cannot be allocated away to the
point where he is no longer what we know as an attorney general.
I would strongly suggest to the.... to Judge Tate, that we pass
over this subject matter now; that we suspend the rules in order
to amend Section 1 (B) ; and, if we can get 1 (B) in the right
posture, then 1 don't believe that the problem would be as great
as it now poses Itself.

So, I would move at this time that we pass over the
recommended amendment by Style and Drafting.

It has been suggested that I move to defer action instead
of pass over. Therefore, I move to defer action on the remainder
of the committee proposals. ... committee amendments.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Perez , the committee amendment suggested No. 46 is

rather complicated and is really hard to follow. You have to
have, I guess, a bundle of papers maybe that high and spread
them all out to really figure out what it does. As I under-
stand what you simply are suggesting is that we pass over that
and go back and call from the table Section 1 (B) so that the
exception can be added there which would render this rather
complicated amendment, perhaps, unnecessary.

MR, PEREZ
That's what I'm hoping can be accomplished.

MR. TATE
I was going to ask Mr. Perez, although I think we have no

objection, if It might not accomplish his ends better if I move
to return it to the calendar so that it can come up tomorrow.
But, I'll yield, if you have

MR. PEREZ
I have no objection. I was just trying to do what was

suggested by the Chair. I'll go along with any one of the
suggested procedures as long as we can hopefully straighten out
this Section 1 (B) before we can take action on the attorney
general.

MR. POYNTER
I have one further amendment here to Section 1. Copies of it

are being distributed ... .are getting ready to be distributed here
at the present time.

Amendment sent up by Delegates Kelly
and Nunez.

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 17,
word "not", before the word "than", delete the word
insert in lieu thereof the word "less."

and Nunez. .Kell-v

immediately after the

"more" and

MR. TATE
All right. I withdraw this question. I just.... it really.

MR. KELLY
Mr. Acting Vice Chairman, and Mr. Acting Chairman and ladies

and gentlemen of the convention, all this amendment does is

deletes the word "more" and inserts the word "less." Mr. Dennery

ran an amendment earlier which in essence would have left this
entire matter to the legislature. Well, quite frankly , I voted
for that amendment, the primary reason being that I don't think
fifteen thousand dollars is even enough when you start talking
about homestead exemption from seizure and sale. It's been
four thousand dollars for years and years and years. Due to

inflation and the devaluation of the dollar and so forth, this
just doesn't mean anything nowadays. I would hate to see the

thing locked at fifteen thousand. In essence, that's what this

amendment does. It guarantees to the people of this state, at

least a fifteen thousand dollar homestead exemption from seizure
and sale. Yet, in the future , it allows the legislative flexibility
to increase this if it becomes necessary. Quite frankly, if infla-
tion continues, I think within the next twenty or twenty-five years
we'll see the same thing, that this will need to be increased. It's
a very simple amendment. I don't see that it... .you're probably
either for or against the concept. But, I would ask that you give
it your favorable vote.

Quest i ons

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Kelly, I appreciate the purpose of your amendment.

My question involves the next sentence, however, which reads in
the proposal, "provided that in case the homestead exceeds
fifteen thousand in value, the beneficiary shall be entitled,"
and so forth. Wouldn't your amendment have to include something
about that as well? Or otherwise, it would have no meaning at
all, would it?

MR. KELLY
We may well, Mr. Dennery, we may well have to work that up

afterwards

.

MR. POYNTER
Deferring action, returning to the calendar, it's about

six of one and half-a-dozen of the other. In fact, we just

—

kind of an in globo motion to do those two things would probably be the

best thing to do to defer action and return the remainder of the
proposed amendments to the calendar which would appear on the
order of business under Regular Order No. 5, Proposals on Calendar
for Approval of Final Styling. So, I think you all are both saying
the same thing.

[_Moti on to defer act ion on Amendmen ts
Sos . 46 and 47 adopted wi thou t objec-
tion . ]

Motion

MR. DE BLIEUX
If you defer action, Mr. Chairman, the matter is still you

defer action, but we've still got the other matters. So, I

just make a substitute motion that we return the whole proposal
to the calendar for the time being.

{^Motion to return the Proposal to the
calendar adopted without objection*
Mot i on to revert to other orders
adopted wi thou t objection . Motion
to call Delegate Proposa 1 No . 16 from
the calendar adopted without objection.^

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Delegate Proposal No. 16

Amendment

MR. CONROY
My question was similar to that of Mr. Dennery's. It

seemed to me that the way this was worded, it would really
ef fectively. .. .might be self-operating, and exempt all homes
from seizure, no matter what the value was, if you just change
that to.... to not less than fifteen thousand dollars. It

seems to me it might automatically exempt all homes.

MR. KELLY
Well, let me say this, David, that's not the intention of

the amendment. In other words, the intention of the amendment
is to lock the fifteen thousand in, leaving legislative flexibility
in the future— to increase it, but never to decrease it—and if
you feel that appropriate language needs to be added in Paragraph 2

of Section 1, then I would have no objection to seeing that added.

Further Discussion
MR. ABRAHAM

Ladies and gentlemen, I hate to get up here and speak so much.
But, I just have to speak out on this. I think this is just
another example of where we get up here and on the spur of the
moment, we start trying to legislate things in this constitution.
We don't know what they're going to mean, or what is going to
happen with it. This takes care of one part of the section and
leaves the other paragraph hanging loose. I say to you, I guess
we'll be legislating into this constitution until January 19.

But, if we don't get out of this business, we're going to be in
for serious trouble. We're never going to finish. I don't think
any of this belongs in the constitution. It could very well be
handled by the legislature. I urge the rejection of this amendment,
and 1 hope that we can reject the entire proposal before it's over
with and leave this thing up to the legislature. It's not going
to hurt anything. If we are worried about taking care of people
in the future, we're going to have to leave these things flexible.

I urge the rejection of the amendment.

Explanation [previous Question ordered.^
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Closing Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

certainly we believe this is necessary. It's one of those things

that the people look for. It's been in the constitution for years

and years and years and years. All we are doing is to bring it up

to modern day prices, modern day standards, and what is considered

a moderate protection for an average home. What.... all we are

doing with this amendment is not putting a ceiling of fifteen

thousand, but putting a floor of fifteen thousand. I think it's

a good amendment. I think we'd be derelict if we didn't put this

back in the constitution to protect a man's home from sale and

seizure. I would certainly want, ask you to go along with this

amendment of Mr. Kelly and I, that puts"not less than fifteen

thousand"in the event that we can change it in the future. If

we put"not more, "it means that in the next ten years, and at the

rate that prices are going up. as you and 1 both know, or all know,

the average cost of a home is Increaelng like something like two

and three percent a month in the past year. You bought a home in

1963, it's almost double in value in 1973. God knows what they

will be in 1983 and 1993. I think we are writing this constitution,

not based on what's going to be tomorrow, but based on what's going

to be fifteen, twenty, thirty years from now. So, I think this is

a worthwhile amendment and one we should adopt. So, I would ask

you to adopt this amendment and certainly go on to adopt Delegate

Alario's proposal on sale and seizure.

Questions

MR. FONTENOT
Senator Nunez, under the present system, or under what the

committee has proposed, if you have a house worth.... and land and

everything else. .. .worth ten thousand dollars, then if I try to

seize it, then you could claim this homestead exemption. Is that

correct.... up to an amount of fifteen thousand dollars?

MR. NUNEZ
Yes, sir.

MR. FONTENOT
Now, if you had a home worth twenty thousand dollars, under

the present committee--! mean the delegate proposal—what would
be the.... how would you treat that extra five thousand dollars?

MR. NUNEZ
How would you treat the extra five thousand dollars over

fifteen

MR. FONTENOT
Well, you can claim the fifteen thousand dollar exemption,

but then, what would happen to that extra five thousand dollars

whenever I seize that property and sell it?

MR. NUNEZ
That would be.

selling.
..to whoever did the seizing, whoever did the

MR. FONTENOT
All right, now, under your proposal, if you put"not less

than fifteen thousand dollars, "and if you have a twenty thousand

dollar house, couldn't you claim your exemption for the whole
amount of twenty thousand dollars?

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in opposition to this section,

and to this proposal. I think we need to defeat this section first.

I see no need for any of this type of language to be in the

constitution. Now, I have heard Mr. Alario get up here and say
that we're supposed to be representing the people. We can't leave
this matter up to the legislature. Well, I ask him, as a

legislator, does not he represent the people in the legislature?
Why can't he represent them, in the legislature, the same as he's
doing right now? Now I agree that this has been in the constitution
for a long period of time. But I say, I don't think there is a

legislator in this state who is going to take anything away from
the people through the legislative process, that they've enjoyed
in the constitution for this number of years, by any manner of

means, that If anything else, they are probably going to increase

the benefits to the people. But, when we start writing language
like this into this constitution ,1 say again, we tie the hands of

the legislature. We don't know what's going to happen in the

future. This does not provide in any way for any exemption from

seizure for those people who rent. This is still going to have

to be provided by the legislature if they're going to make any

provisions for this type of people.
In the homestead exemption article, we provided for some

relief, or we said that the legislature would provide for some

relief for renters. If the legislature is providing for exemptions

from seizure or various other things, then why not let this be part

of if"; Let's let the package be all in the hands of the legislature

so that it can be changed. When you limit it to just the homestead,

I think you simply just complicate the issue. This says every head

of a family. Well, suppose the person owns his home and he's not

the head of a family, if he's a bachelor, or suppose say, a woman

who is no longer the head.... who is not the head of a family. Will

her home be seized? I think it's poorly written, it's poorly

drawn. 1 think it just adds language that we don't need. I think

it better could be handled in the legislature. I strongly urge

the rejection of this section.

Further Discussion

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I regret that my good friend,

Mack, did not understand this. But, I am sure if he went back

home and told the people he was against homestead exemption, that

they would explain it to him. This is so important, Mack, I hope

you understand what we are doing here. If we do not do anything,

if we do not put it in the constitution, as it's stated properly,

right now, then, you do not have this exemption. Then you have

to wait for the legislature to act. Now, Mr. Dennery put up an

amendment while ago trying to change it and to put it in the hands

of the legislature. We soundly defeated it. I think this is a

very important exemption to have. It's the only protection a man

has if he has a home. He has one piece of property. He gets

down In his luck. He's financially bankrupt. Why not preserve

the one last thing he has... Is his home? We're not doing anything

to hurt anyone in business by this amendment. We've had it since

1921. It's worked well, and I expect it to go on working well.

The only thing that we have done here is increased it from an

exemption of four thousand dollars, which obviously had to be

increased, to the fifteen thousand dollars. I think as this

proposal now stands, it's adequate. I think it is most

Important that we pass it for the people.

MR. NUNEZ
No, sir, that's not my understanding of what we're trying

to do, Mr. Fontenot.

MR. FONTENOT
Well, by putting ... .or to support to a total value of

not less than fifteen thousand dollars, it would seem that a

twenty thousand dollar house would be exempt. I don't know if

that's what you intend, but that's the way 1 read it.

Questi ons

MR. DESHOTELS
Assuming that we do nothing on this particular provision,

what would happen to the present law on homestead exemptions?

I'm not talking about tax homestead exemptions, but homestead

exemptions as far as judgments are concerned. What would happen?

MR. PLANCHARD
You said exemptions from seizure? It would be no more.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, Mr. Fontenot, if you'll recall, when we had this

proposal In the committee initially, we had not more than twenty

thousand dollars. Because some of you, I think it probably was

you, and several others, in a very close vote, we changed it from

twenty thousand dollars. I think some people wanted it down to

ten. We struck a compromise at fifteen thousand dollars.

[Amendment rejected : 32-50. Motion
to recons ider tabled. ]

MR. DESHOTEUS
Wouldn't it be in the statute, in the schedule? Wouldn't

it be transferred to the statutes?

MR. PLANCHARD
I don't believe it Is. No.

MR. DESHOTELS
If we simply say nothing about it, don't do anything to it,

and it's in the '21 Constitution now, what would happen to it?
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MR. PLANCHARD
Well, It would no longer be the law.

Therefore, I ask you to go ahead, let's vote down the

proposal and leave It to the legislature to adjust as It sees fit.

MR. ABRAHAM
A. J., Isn't it true that all Items in the present '21

Constitution, which are not covered in the new constitution, that

particularly, this particular item here, that the Committee on

Revenue and Taxation would simply recommend that it be transferred

to the statutes as provided for in the committee resolution for

transitional measures. So, this would be, could be transferred

to the statutes. It could either be placed in the statutes to

be changed by a majority vote of the legislature, or by a super

majority of the legislature. Isn't that true? The committee
resolution does provide for this?

Recess

MR. PLANCHARD
Yes it does. But when?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, our committee has already acted on transitional

measures,and won't every committee have to act on transitional

measures?

MR. PLANCHARD
Yes, but Mack, in order to increase

dollars, you've got to have it in here.
it to the fifteen thousand

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, now, this could be a matter for the legislature to

handle, could It not? But, the point I'm trying to make is,

the exemption from homestead. ... from seizure, would be transferred

to the statute if so recommended by Revenue and Taxation, immediately

on the effective date of this constitution.

MR. PLA.NCHARD

But, there is no guarantee that they will act,

will act. Is that correct?

or when they

MR. ABRAHAM
There is no guarantee that the legislature may increase it

to fifteen thousand, but....

All right. I'll ask the questions.

Let me ask you another question. Did you hear me say that

I was against exempting homesteads from seizure, or did you hear

me say I was against placing it in the constitution?

MR. PLANCHARD
You are against the fifteen thousand dollars, apparently,

exemption.

MR. ABRAHAM
I would like to ask you, if you did not hear me say that I was

against placing this into the constitution. I'm not against

the provisions of the present constitution. 1 am against this

proposal because it does place it in the new constitution.

Am 1 not?

[Quorum Call : 76

and a quorum .

]

delegates present

Amendment

MR. POYNTER

The amendment reads as follows:

Amendment 1. Page 1, delete lines 9 through 27, both

inclusive in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the

following:
"Section 1. Exemptions from Seizure and Sale

Section 1. The legislature shall provide by law for

exemptions from seizure and sale as well as waivers of and

exclusions from such exemptions. The exemption shall extend

to at least fifteen thousand dollars in value of a homestead

as provided by law."

Expl anation

MR. CONROY

A majority of the delegates to this convention have indicated

that they do want to provide in the constitution some minimum

homestead exemption of fifteen thousand dollars. 1 disagreed with

that figure. But, I think the majority has spoken on that issue.

We then come to the question of how much detail should be spelled

out in the constitution on this particular issue.

This amendment is intended to replace all of the language

that's presently in the proposal—not just Section 1—but ,
ultimately

would relate to all the remaining sections so that the detail that's-

presently spelled out in the proposal would not be part of the

constitution. The details would be left to the legislature to define

the homestead and the applicability of the homestead exemption.

It would put in the constitution the very minimum statements

necessary. That's the only purpose. I think that if anything

goes in the constitution, this is as much as we ought to have in

the constitution. I urge your consideration and favorable vote.

I'll answer any questions.

Questions

MR. FONTENOT
Mr. Conroy, I had a question while ago. I'm still not really

I'm not sure what this means. But, if you have a home worth

twelve thousand dollars and I seize it, and I try to sell that home,

can 1 get any I mean I have a five thousand dollar debt that

you owe me. Now, you have a twelve thousand dollar home. Can

I get any of that money when I sell the property?

MR. CONROY
Are you the creditor or the owner?

MR. FONTENOT
I'd the creditor.

MR. PLANCHARD
If you are against the proposal, you necessarily have to be

against the limitation of fifteen thousand being placed in the

constitution as it presently is.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, 1 have to agree with

Mr. Abraham on this particular proposal. This is another one of

those matters which we have allowed to get out of hand by placing

into our statutes. .. .1 mean placing statutory material into our

constitution. If I'm not mistaken, I think the exemptions are

already covered in the statutes. But, certainly they should be.

Furthermore, it would allow the legislature to adjust the need

of the exemptions, the amount of the exemptions as the time may call

and the economic and social situation may justify. When you

place this material in the constitution without any leeway of

the legislature to make the adjustments as this particular proposal

is drawn, ycu are not really helping the debtors. You are handi-

capping them because as it is presently seen, the four thousand

dollars is entirely unrealistic. So, therefore, let's leave this

matter to the legislature. Let the legislature take care of it.

I'm sure that they will because they are just as responsible to

the people, and they are just as responsible as the delegates of

this convention are.

MR. CONROY
I don't think you can sell the home at all under those

circumstances

.

MR. FONTENOT
I can't sell it at all because it

MR. CONROY
That's my understanding.

MR. FONTENOT
Now, if it's worth

MR. CONROY
It's only if the house is worth more than the exemption

value that It could be sold. Then, the creditor would get only

the amount over the amount of the homestead exemption.

MR. FONTENOT
O.K. You, in other words, you are the debtor. You claim...

you claim your homestead exemption up to at least fifteen

thousand dollars.

MR. CONROY
Right. Right.

MR. FONTENOT
Now, if your home is worth twenty thousand dollars, and I seize

it, can't you claim your exemption?
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MR. CONROY
I.... but the way the present provisions spell it out, I don't

think It's necessary to spell it out. But the way it's presently

spelled out in Section....! can't remember which section it is....

but the owner would get to receive the first fifteen thousand

dollars of the sale price.

MR. FONTENOT
Under the present provision, and I would get the excess, or

the five thousand dollars extra.

Now, under

MR. CONROY
Well, that's assuming your debt was five thousand or more. Yes.

MR. FONTENOT
Now, assuming this is passed, you can claim your exemption.

Your last sentence says the exemption shall extend to at least

fifteen thousand. So, I'm not sure....

MR. CONROY
As provided by law. That's right. The details 1 leave

all the details. I recognize....

MR. FONTENOT
I mean they.... the legislature could set it at a hundred

thousand dollars?

MR. CONROY
Yes, that's correct.

I wasn't sure whether Its effect would be automatic, or whether
it would be up to the legislature. 1 have no problem in giving
it to the legislature. But, 1 do have problems if it extended
automatically to any home. That's the interpretation I gave
to the amendment that we rejected.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Your amendment would, in effect, mandate the legislature

to provide what we now have to a little larger amount in the

constitution without using a number of words to do so. Is that

right, sir?

MR. CONROY
That's the intention of this amendment.

MR. ABRAHAM
David, the delegate proposal says "not more than fifteen

thousand." Why did you change It to "at least fifteen thousand"?

MR. CONROY
Because I thought it ought to be left to the legislature.

MR. HAYES
Mr. Conroy, I only have one problem. It didn't say "homestead

exemption" or anything about it. I noticed that the delegate

proposal did say something about it. It didn't mention that the.,.,

it didn't mention. .. .it said "the legislature shall provide by

law for exemption from seizure and sale as well as"— .It didn't

say anything about what. What are you exempting?

MR. FONTENOT
In other words, we are not setting....

MR. CONROY
Well , the next sentence does

.

MR. CONROY
We're not setting the figure. That's correct.

MR. HAYES
Oh, yes. 1

' ve go t it now

.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Pugh had a question; then Mr. Duval.

MR. PUGH
I'm embarrassed to ask my first question which is preliminary

to the others.
Where did the fifteen thousand come from?

MR. CONROY
This is what's in the proposal—well, as a matter of fact,

I think it was adopted by amendment by this convention. I think

the figure that's in the proposal. .. .assuming the proposal was

fifty thousand. ... the committee amended it to fifteen thousand

as it came out on the floor. It's fifteen thousand in the

proposal. There was an attempt made to change that figure to

ten thousand which was rejected by the convention.

MR. KEAN
David, the only thing that concerns me is that the original

proposal had certain transactions; mortgages, building and loan

mortgages, etc., to which the exemption did not apply. It also

had a provision that if you waived it, it didn't apply.

MR. CONROY
Right.

MR. KEAN
Now, I'm concerned about this last sentence which says

"the exemption shall extend to at least fifteen thousand in

value of a homestead as provided by law" as only referring to

the amount and, therefore, not permitting the legislature to

make those kind of exceptions from the application of the

exemption.

MR. PUGH
Your proposition, really, is to take it, in effect, out

of the constitution and put it in the statutes.

MR. CONROY
That's correct. But, to take that figure that apparently

the convention has approved and use that figure in the constitution

only

.

MR. PUGH
They are, then, aware from previous discussions on the

floor as to the fifteen thousand. If a fellow takes bankruptcy
and owes a hundred thousand dollars and has got a twenty thousand
dollar house, they gave him fifteen thousand dollars for taking
bankruptcy?

MR. CONROY
Mr. Kean, that's the reason I worded the first sentence

the way I did is because the. they can provide exemptions

from seizure and sale as well as waivers of, and exclusions

from such exemptions. It would be intended that in defining

this exemption they would provide the methods of waivers and

exclusions from it. That's the intent of the language in the

first sentence so that the second sentence is to be read with

the first sentence, and those exclusions and waivers would be

available to the legislature to spell out as they apply to a

homestead as well as to anything else.

[Quorum Call: 82 delegates present
and a quorum .

]

MR. CONROY
That' s correct

.

MR. DUVAL
David, I think your premise was that apparent that the

majority of the convention wanted some statement.

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. DUVAL
Well, didn't we, though, vote on an amendment, and at least the

amendment that was soundly defeated?

MR. CONROY
Well, the reason I voted against that amendment was because

Further Di scussion

MR. KELLY
I'm not sure that everyone here has paid adequate attention, and

I hate to sound in such an accusatory manner, as to what this. In

effect, does. But, whether you know it or not, I mean we are

dealing with people's homes. Now, quite frankly in my own opinion

and In the opinion of some of the people that I have talked to,

they are really more concerned about their homestead exemption

from seizure and sale, than they are from a homestead exemption

from taxation because primarily there, you are dealing with a

percentage. Usually, when those people. .. -the taxes in Louisiana

have never been too high. But here we're talking about a man,

a wife, and some children actually possibly losing a home. I think

this is of utmost importance. I don't think that we've given this

material the time and attention that it needs. Here In the delegate
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proposal, they lock It in at fifteen thousand dollars. That just

isn't very much to protect a home owner. Quite frankly, I think it

should be fifty thousand dollars—sixty thousand dollars. But,

that is my own opinion. Quite frankly, I'm of the opinion that

any time a man has a home and has a family, etc., that his home
should be completely exempt from seizure and sale. But, we
can't go that far. I understand that you are not willing to go

that far. But for gosh sakes , let's don't lock this in at a

straight fifteen thousand dollars because time, and in the future

we are going to see inflation continue. I think that's apparent.

Vhat today is worth fifteen thousand dollars maybe ten years from

now will be worth thirty thousand dollars of those same dollars.

Now, what is wrong with us giving the home owners some protection
within this constitution? Gee whiz, we've gone so far abroad we've
done everything else in this constitution. Quite frankly, I'm not

concerned about some of the others. I'm greatly concerned about

some. But, there are a lot of homeowners throughout this country.

We keep concerned. .. .being concerned about whether the police
jury is going to support this constitution, whether this one's

going to support it, or whether that one's going to support it.

Well, what about the guy that lives across the street from you, is

he going to support it? Because these are the people that are

going to ultimately have to vote for the adoption of this constitution.

Those are the votes that we've got to convince.
Now, I'm not saying that this should go into the constitution

as a selling item. I'm not promoting that at all. What I'm saying

is, and I firmly believe, that a person's home ought to be protected

from seizure and sale. Now, in essence, what Mr. Conroy's doing,
he is laying down a legislative mandate, and he's saying that there

shall be a homestead exemption not less than fifteen thousand
dollars. In other words, we're going to say that they are at least

going to have a homestead exemption from seizure and sale of fifteen

thousand dollars. In the future, because of inflation, and the

devaluation of the dollar, if it becomes necessary, the legislature

can increase this.

I urge that you support Mr. Conroy's amendment.

Further Di scussi on

MR. FONTENOT
Well, I wasn't going to say anything. Rut, I tried to call the

question three times, and there was always somebody after me to

speak. So, now, I will say something.

The fifteen ttiousand dollars was the maximum by which a person,
if lie was sued by somebody else, he was protected up to tlie value
of fifteen tliousand dollars. :Jow, if a person wants to. . .lake
a poor ii:an. lie gooji to make a loan at a finance company or a bank.
If he borrows a certain amount, sometimes the bank jre going to

lend ttiis amount without a mortgage; he won't need security for

the loan. If he borrows a big amount, he's going to liave to liave

some security for that loan. If it's his home, in the mortgage,
he waived this homestead exemption. Now, right now a lot of

banks and finance companies are loaning out money to poor people
without any security at all. So, he's protected by tliis homestead
exemption hecausv hr doesn't waive it. Now, if you're going to put
this provision in litis constitution leaving it up to the legislature,
then these small. . .these banks and finance companies, when they
come to lend money to a poor man, they are going to require some
security. The security might be his furniture, or his car, or
his home. But, if it's a small loan, what that's going to require
him to do is hire an attorney and either get out. . .take out a

chattel mortgage or a mortgage to this finance company or to the
bank. Now, that's costing the man a lot of extra money. He's
going to have to go to an attorney and get tiiese papers fixed, and
then he's going to waive his homestead exemption. So, he's not

getting protected at all.

Therefore, 1 think that the fifteen tliousand dollar limitation
we originally put in this delegate proposal was a good, medium
figure for an average family and a home of fifteen thousand dollars

you are protected. Anything over that, if you can't pay your
debts, then maybe they ought to seize your house. 1 think it's

big mistake what we're trying to do by this amendment, and 1

urge your rejection of it.

{^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendmen t adopted

:

83-18. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the
Section . Section adopted : 81- 17 .

Motion to reconsider tabled.]

Motion

r-IR. ALARIO
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, I'd like now for you

to. . .1 would move on each individual section, Sections 2, 3 and
4, to move that you would reject those sections so that we might
go ahead with the spirit of Mr. Conroy's amendment, and thus
leaving this. . .these different exemptions, the waiver and who
might be excluded in the legislature, and leave the legislature
to handle it up to that matter. I certainly will promise you, at

this point, that I will be birddogging it and looking after it in
the legislature to see that the homeowners of tfiis state don't
have any less protections than what they have now and would be

looking to make sure that if anything else, we'd be looking to

increase those benefits.
So, I now move that we reject Section 2.

l^Motion to reject Section 2 . Section 2

failed to pass : 2-97 . Motion to re-
consider tabled. Motion to reject Sec-
tion 3 . Section 3 failed to pass .-

0-101 . Mot ion to reconsider tabled

.

Motion to reject Section 4 . Section 4

failed to pass: 0-99. Motion to re-
consider tabled . Previous Question
ordered on the Proposal. Delegate
Proposal No. 16 adopted : 87-14. Motion
to reconsider pending . Moti on to take
up other orders adopted without objec-
ti on .]

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY
[77 Journal 1179-1183]

Motion

HR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman, I would move that on. . .at the time we convene

tomorrow that Committee Resolution No. 13 be taken up as Special
Order of the Day.

This is the committee resolution of the Rules Committee on
alternates on the ballot.

[wo t i on adopted without objection .]

Announcements
[11 Journal 1178-11791

[^Kules Sus pended to al low Commi ttee on
Bill of Rights and Elections to meet
without the required 24 hour not ice

.

Adjournment to 1:00 o* clock p.m.,
Friday , January 11, 1974

.

]
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Friday, January 11, 1974

ROLL CALL

{_92 delegates present and a quorum ."]

PRAYER

MR. DE BLIEUX
Our Heavenly Father, we thank Thee again for having the

privilege of gathering here. We ask Thy blessing upon this dele-
gation, members of the families, all our officials, and those who are
interested in our work. May we have the foresight to listen to
Thy wisdom as we go about our duties this day, and for the rest
of this convention, so that we may do it in a spirit of true
humility Insofar as our work is concerned, wisdom insofar as

Thy grace gives to us, that we may truly be Your servants of
Thy kingdom. We ask all this In our Savior's name, Jesus Christ.

Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Personal Privilege

MRS. DUMLAP
Let me begin by making It quite clear that what I'm about

to say are my own thoughts and Ideas. Nobody has instilled any
thoughts in my mind. I realize being an appointed delegate is

a strike against me. Why the governor appointed me, I'll never
know, but he did. To the few original appointed delegates that
are left, remember the governor told us to vote our conscience.
I have taken him for his word. I have had no instructions from
the governor concerning any of my voting. I am a delegate-at-
large, and I define that to mean "a representative of all the
people." Now, believe it or not, that's a hard job. However,
I can honestly say that being a farmer's daughter and a doctor's
wife has given me the insight to the way I think the new consti-
tution should be written. I'm not talking about Style and Drafting.
I'm not talking about the legal ramifications. I'm talking about
a constitution that will benefit all the people. No one particu-
lar race, section, group, parish, or sex will receive all the
goodies or all the burdens. Everyone must carry his fair share
of the load. Government must be returned to the people. In my
civics class in high school, I remember reading in my civics book
that government is by the people, for the people. I know there's
a third phrase that goes with this, but I can't remember what it

is. Now, if something is wrong with my theory about government,
that's where it started. But, I don't think I'm wrong. The people
must be made to realize that they, and they alone, are responsible
for the kind of government they have. They elect their senators
and representatives to represent them. They have sent you here
to do what is best for them. They trust you. They are waiting
for you to go home and say, "It's all right. It's good. Trust
me. My only goal has been to serve you to the best of my ability
and knowledge." The people from your area will turn on you and
say, "Yes, what about such and such article? It's not so good
for us," You must turn to them and explain, "Yes, but so and so
article is good for us, and in order to get, we must give." I

take issue with the governor on some of his suggested changes.
Some I can agree with. Some, I can't. If he cares to know my
reasons, then all he has to do is ask. I would like to see him
with us. We need him. 1 appeal to him to reconsider his remarks.
I know that I have said things that upon reconsideration I wish
I hadn't said. After all, we are all mere human beings, given
to our weaknesses and our faults. I care. I do believe I have
cared too much.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1185-1186]

[_Rules Suspended to consider the pro-
posal contained in the above report
at this time .^

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES LYING OVER
[ll Journal 1186-1187}

[_Rules Suspended to consi der the pro-
posals contained in the above report .

Wo t ion to consi der Commi t tee Proposal
No . 7 adopted without objection .}

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No. 7

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
O.K.

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, there should be on your desk
in front of you two packets of paper headed in green. The one
with the rubber band is Conmittee Proposal No. 7; 11-8-74.
The other one we would take up subsequently is on retirement
benefits. It's just stapled together. It's a short one. Before
you, you should have as we've noticed before the green copy and
the yellow copy being those amendments which we thought you
may or may not think are appropriate to be within our function
or which we thought would be necessary to resolve ambiguities,
but we wish your views as to what they are. Now, with regard
to the first amendment»—and when we get to the yellow amendments,
we will alert you some more—with regard to the first amendments,
Amendment No. 1, which rewrites the preamble, just simply places
it In the present tense and keeps related words together. If
...Mr. Chairman, 1*11 yield.

lAmendment No . 1 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No, 2

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 2 simply changes the words"9ection 2" to

"Section 1". As you remember. Section 1 had been deleted on
the floor, and the old Section 2 now becomes Section 1.

lAmendmen t No . 2 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 3 rewrites the old Section 3 which is now

Section 2, which is on page 2 of your green material. It re-
arranges the language slightly. It... in line with the titles
expressed in the first article of the Executive Department.
It calls him the superintendent of education. Then, it goes
on"for public, elementary, and secondary education." It omits
needless words. It took a sentence out from Section 4(A), the
old Section 4(A), and placed it In Section 2, which has to do
with the effect that... if the office is made appointive, which
was found in the former Section 4(A). It seemed to be more
in continuity to put iC in Section 2 under the office rather
than under the state board. The other changes are of a strictly
sort of clerical or grammatical nature.

[_Amendnien t No . 3 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 4, which is—and from now on, I'll talk about

the new titles, which is.... of the new section numbers, I

mean—which is Section 3 on page 4 of the green copy. It slngu-
larlzed and standardized language. It, for instance, it tried
to use shorter language where appropriate, and in general, it
amounts to nothing and it took out 4(A) the section about
who shall appoint the state superintendent of education and put
It with the preceding article, as I previously noted.
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Amendment No. 5 Amendment No . 11

MR. TATE
Section 3(B), on page 5 simply has standardized the language

or kept related words together and omitted a few needless words.

[Amendment No. 5 adopted without
objection

.

j

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
Section 3(C) on page 6 of your green, rewrote the provision

for clarity, took out . . . ..the provision about aanbers
serving without pay except for per diem, and put it in a general
section which you're going to find under 8(C) below which refers
to all boards. We repeat it under each board, 8(C), I said.

{_Aniendment No. 6 adopted without
objection .

]

MR. TATE
We'll go to Amendment No. 11 now, and I'll explain 11

Amendment. Amendment No. 11 Involves a rewrite without change
according to the views of both Style and Drafting and of the

Education Committee of the language of Section 5(D), which
refers to the powers of the Board of Regents. The changes made
are strictly the substitution of a word for a phrase, the

general standardization; for Instance, on page 9, It said
"the board.'' Well, since there's several boards, we made...
to make it clear, we said "the Board of Regents shall have
the following powers and duties." The remaining phrases have
to do with strictly, as you will notice, the usual sort of
gransnatical and stylistic changes we have been following In
order to follow a consistent pattern of styling for the con-
vention.

[^Amendment No . 11 adopted wi thout
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 7 Amendment No. 12

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 7, which is... It's a Section 4, rewrites

Section A, strictly a grammatical rearrangement and slngularlzation
and so on.

[Amendment No. 7 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 12 has to do with Section 5(E) on page 14,

Two slight changes were made... four slight changes were made
but they are of the same nature. We had to add, incidentally,
the Southern Board because at the time this was adopted, the
Southern Boai*d...the Board of Trustees for the Southern Univer-
sity had not been added to... as a constitutional board. So,
we added that In order to be consistent with the general Intent.
You'll see. ..Mr. Chairman, I'll yield to any questions.

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 8, again, changed the form of the sentence

from"there is created" to the "active board of regents is created,
omitted needless words ... the floor amendment says "are provided
in this section and by law." In context it clearly meant "or by
law." "In this constitution or by law," so we accordingly
changed the "and" to "or."

[_Amendmen t No .

objection .

]

adopted without

lAmendment No . 12 adopted without
objecti on .

]

Amendment No. 13

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 13, slightly rewrites Section 6(A) about the

board of trustees for state colleges, omit "there Is," kept
related words together, substituted words for phrases, omitted
needless words tn line with the previous styling of the previous
article.

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 9, which Is to Paragraph ...Section S(B).

"Membership; Terms. ", singularlzed, omltted"there is"ln a sentence,
and in general followed the rules of...

MR. CASEY
You've completed your remarks. Judge.

\_Amendment No. 13 adopted without
objection .]

Amendment No. 14

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 14 which Is to Section 6(B) on page 17 simply

rewrote the paragraph to state composition of the board before
stating the terms the members served, so this would be a little
more logical.

MR. TATE
Sooewhat incoherently, yes, sir.

[Amendment No . 9 adopted without
objecti on .

]

Amendment No. 10

[Amendment No. 14 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No . 15

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 15, Section 6(C). On page 18 of your green,

we standardized the language like saying "with consent" instead
of "with the consent," and we used "a" in line with our usual
practice of using an indefinite article for a definite article.

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 10— I should call your attention that 7(C) had

been deleted here—this is the per diem business—and was combined
with 4(C)—the similar provision, 4(C)—and made a new Section 8(C).
The amendment that we've just adopted took It out. We're about
to put it back in.

Literally, Mr. Chairman, I repeat it as an explanation of
the same amendment. Amendment No. 10 is a simple omission of
coBiBas that's unnecessary and using (B) to (A). Amendment No. 10,
Mr. Chairman.

[Amendment No. 10 adopted without
objection

.

]

[ Amendment No . 15 adopted without
objecti on .

]

Amendment No. 16

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 16 has to do with the Board of Supervisors

of L.S.U. and of Southern. The . . . most of the changes were
strictly of a . . . all of the changes here are of a mechanical
nature. You will see we have a rewrite amendment. . . a yellow
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amendment that will add "subject to the powers vested in the Board
of Regents" by this article. We'll bring it to your attention
because we think that was the intent and they use a parallel
discretion about the. . . the construction about the Board of Regents.
But, that is not before you right now. This is strictly a rewrite
on making shorter sentences, omitting"there is, "putting unrelated
"are's" in separate sentences, etc.

[Amendment No. 16 adopted without
object i on

.

]

[Amendment No. 22 adopted without
objecti On

.

]

Amendment No. 23

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 23 deals with Section 9 (A) on parish school

boards on page 23. It simply substituted a word for a phrase and
omitted unnecessary words.

Amendment No , 17

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 17, which is to Paragraph 7 (B) on page 19.

We again, rewrote the paragraph to state the composition of the
board before stating the terms the members are to serve on it

and to achieve a construction parallel to 6 (B) which is about
the State Board of Trustees.

[ Amendment No . 17 adopted without
object ion

.

]

Amendment No . 1

8

[Amendment No . 2 3 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 24

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 24 dealing with school superintendents.

Section 9 (B) on page 24. On the right of your green ••• •iMde a
shorter sentence out of the long last sentence and it put un-
related ideas in a separate sentence in that regard.

[ Amenamen t No . 2 4 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 18 makes the same stylistic changes

for the L.S.U. and Southern Boards that it did for the Board
of Trustees of state universities with regard to vacancies,

[Amendment No. 18 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 19

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 19 to Section 8 (A) on page 21 simply

puts the related words together, and did not split the infinitive,

Mr. Dennery.
I yield to questions, Mr. Chairman.

[ Amendmen t No . 19 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 25

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 25 deals with Section 10, Recognizing

Exlating School Boards Systems. As you may remember, here and
there in the Education Article, you're going to have to deal with
the problem of the Monroe and Bogalusa City School Boards which
were created by the former Constitution. So, when you see re-
ferences to city boards those are the boards and there are no
others that can be created or have been created. So, keep that
in mind as to the meaning of the language.

Section 10 (A), which is the subject of Amendment No. 25
simply omitted needless comias and words.

If there are any questions, Mr. Chairman, I'll yield.

[ Amendment No . 25 adopted without
object ion .'\

Amendment No . 26

Amendment No . 20

Amendment No. 20 dealing with Section 8 (B). "Student
Membership", was rewritten to avoid listing again all the

higher education boards. It's been checked carefully for

accuracy and this is exactly what, the boards that were listed
in Sections 6 and 7 are relisted here.

[Amendment No . 2 adopted w i thout
objection .

]

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 26 dealing with 10 (B) on page 26 of your

green-specks. . ..of the Monroe and the Ouachita. ., .Monroe and
its parish school boards. It was the.... Judge Dennis—Mr. Shady
Wall amendment. It involves a minor stylistic change, stating
in one case a sentence in positive form.

[Amendmen t No . 26 adopted wi thout
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 27

Amendment No. 21

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. 21 deleted on page 3 of

the enrolled copy* lines 24 through 30, which again spoke about
the per diem, and it's going to consolidate them back in Section
8 (C) , whicn we're coming to right away.

[Amendment No. 21 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 22

MR, TATE
Amendment No. 22 here has the catch-all phrase about the

per diems that we've been talking about under each board Article
separately. The three places consolidated in one in this catch-
all Article or section that deals with all the boards. It substitutes
the language of 8 (C) . On page 22, it says that "a member of a

board created by this Article shall serve without pay, but per
diem expenses may be provided by law", in line with the floor language.

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 27 deals with 10 (C) and involves a....

just placing the exception first , as general stylistic manual
requires, and otherwise, standard changes of punctuation and
language.

[ Amendmen t No . 2 7 adopted without
objection .^

Amendment No. 28

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 28 is to Section 11 on page 29—in your green.

It's a simple. .it's a minor. ...it says "state boards" in order
to be consistent because there was no legislative intent that it

meant parish school boards.

[Amendmen t No . 28 adopted wi thout
objection

.

]
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Amendment No. 29

MR. TATE
Now, !' going to Section 12. Aaendment No. 29, Section 12.

On page 30—that's Anendment No. 29—we omitted a needless word

and we,where It said "that appropriations" we said "the funds

appropriated" because that's what It means.

[Amendment No. 29 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 30

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 30 Is to Section 13 on page 31 of your green.

The only change made was to add a title to the subsection.

[Amendment No. 30 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 31

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 31, which Is to Section 13 (B) on page 32.

It changes a "such" to "the", puts....we think shortens and

makes more clear the language; omits a "the" that's unnecessary;

omits "to the time". .. .just says "prior to making the appropriations"

It's self-explanatory, referring to that event.

Some of us tried to make compromises that get to the subject

of ham and other things, but now and then you have to move

things along.

[^Amendment No. 33 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 33

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 33 deals with 13 (D) on page 36. It makes

no change. It's substantive, of course, and follows the general

rule of granting. .. .of the general consistent usage we've tried

to follow In standardized language, and using words for phrases.

[^Amendment No. 33 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 34

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 34 Is about Tulane University, Section 14 on

page 37. We omitted the needless commas and words and otherwise,

such as It Is, bring it to your attention for stylized adoption
as is.

\_Amendment No. 34 adopted without
objection.J

{^Amendment No. 31 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 32

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 32 deals with Section 13 (C) on pages 33 and

34 On pages 33 and 34, the changes are strictly the stylistic
ones that we've been following throughout about omitting needless
words, using standard language, placing standard punctuation.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Judge, this Is really a stylistic question. You know this

section includes that First, Second, and Third—these subparagraphs-
and this seems to be the only place we've done that and I really

can't see any rhyme or reason to it. Couldn't you all Improve

that?

MR. TATE
Mr. Jenkins, you're exactly right. You're exactly right.

However, it was our understanding that they had hammered out the

Education First, Second, and Third with such detail that is found

in the present Constitution, although elsewhere in the Constitution
we would have said, (1), (2), and (3). Nevertheless, because of

the circumstances that every now and then we.... rather than disturb

bond attorneys or school boards, we departed from the standard
practice. Just as we have a Preamble in this Article, for Instance,
where we don't have anywhere else.

MR. JENKINS
Wasn't the reason the First, Second, and Third were in

there before is because there were dedicated funds Involved

and we're not now talking about dedications, but rather a

mere taxing authority?

MR. TATE
I do not know the reason it was in there before, but we

were advised someone might regard it as tampering with sacred

language.

MR. JENKINS
Tou don't think, then, if Instead of First, Second, and

Third, you just put (1), (2), (3), that that would do the

MR. TATE
I frankly think it would, Mr. Jenkins, but we yielded to

expediency. Some of us voted for three dollar license taxes.

Amendment No. 35

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 35. We now get into the yellow amendments.

Amendment No. 35 on this white sheet—it's the first yellow
amendment here. Now, It refers to Section 7 (A) on your green.
7 (A) on your green deals with the Board of Supervisors of L.S.U.
and Southern and the effect of this amendment would be—on your
green—on your Board of Regents. it's "subject to powers vested
by this Article in the Board of Regents." The reason why the

coimnittee thought It was not substantive and that it might be
needed is that in Section 6 (A) the same construction was used
with regard to the Board of Trustees of State Colleges and
Universities. "Subject to powers vested by this Article in the
Board of Regents". .. .it was felt that the sense of the convention
was and the meaning and context was that the It was subj ect

only to the it was subject to the powers vested in the Board

of Regents only by the constitution, that the legislature could

not later on deprive those boards of the powers that were granted

to them by the constitution. In order to be perfectly clear that

the same treatment was going to be given to L.S.U. and to Southern

as to the other Board of Trustees and that there's no Intentional

differentiation in their approach, we recommend to your attention

placing those words adoption of this Amendment No. 35, which

has the effect of placing the parallel construction of the L.S.U.

and Southern Boards.

[^Amendment No. 35 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 36

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 36 Is going to deal with Section 10 (B) and

the complications that result from these city school boards

being in the constitution. Then (B) , as you see you adopted it,

is a stylized version on pages 26 and 27; and Includes the pro-

vision at the end which says "the provisions of this Paragraph

shall be operative notwithstanding anything in this constitution
to the contrary." Now, Section Paragraph (B) (1) provides
for voting for and membership on the Monroe City and the Ouachita
Parish School Boards. (B) (2) provides that the board member
not meeting those requirements must vacate his position. (B)

(3) provides that the Paragraph shall not be ooerative until

1977 or until reapportionment occurs. Then after this, follows
the provision "the provisions of this Paragraph shall be

operative notwithstanding anything in this constitution to the

contrary." Now, if the last sentence applies to all three items

then there would arise the question as to whether the consolida-

tion of the two school boards under Section 10 (C) would be pro-
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hiblted. But, Section 10 (C) Indicates that the school boards

may be any school system may be consolidated under procedures
enacted by the legislature. In other words, there was no intent

to prevent the subsequent—excuse me, I'll go back—now, one in-

terpretation of the language which would give effect to both the

language in Section 10 there's no intention to stop consoli-

dation in the future. In other words, the provisions of this

paragraph were going to be operative, but only as to (3) the

election of school board members taking office. It was not in-

tended to prevent the consolidation under the general provision

in the future. So, what the intent was was that the not-

withstanding clause of Paragraph (B) that you'll see on the

bottom of page 36 really meant that "notwithstanding any contrary

provision of this constitution, this Paragraph shall become opera-

tive upon the election of members of the parish school board

taking office in '77 or upon the first reapportionment, whichever

comes earlier." Now, if that interpretation is correct, then you

can restyle and shorten Section 10 (B) as is recommended by

Amendment No. 36. Now, Judge Dennis Is closely familiar with

the issue. Mr. Chairman. Might I yield to him to clarify any

incoherences that have resulted?

Further Discussion

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I believe Justice

Tate has given all the explanation that T can offer. I'd

Just like to urge you to go ahead and adopt this styling
because If it is not styled properly, it might be interpretated

to stop these two school districts from merging under the general
provisions in Paragraph (C) in the future. I know that this was
not ever the intention of Mr. Wall or myself,when we finally worked
out a compromise to put this paragraph in. It was simply our

intention that the school board be reapportioned Immediately, but
we both agreed that if the people in these two school districts
wanted by an election to merge and consolidate the two school
systems in the future under Paragraph (C),that they should be
able to do so.

I should say prellminarilv that the Article VII. Human
Resources is again, we've titled it Section 1. We've
got about six or seven Section I's to Article VII. Human Resources,

In the final rearrangement it is anticipated that possibly the

Civil Service will be put in a separate section called "Civil
Service" and that many of these other miscellaneous articles
might be better consolidated together in general provisions, but

that will await your determination later. I'm Just saying It so

you don't worry about Section 1 being repeated. Now, Amendment
No. 1 simply rewrites and puts a title to the first Section 1 (A).

It has been checked by the—Oh, Mr. Aertker, I should have asked

you to say whether—what I did there. I forgot I'd failed to

show the great Chairman of the substantive Committee on Education

the courtesy of having him express his input into our Styling

and drafting.—and he says it's unnecessary, he has no objections.

In Section 1 (A) no changes are made that are substantive in

nature, it's just the usual standardized rules and the slngulariz-

Ing that is coninon to what we've been doing in the other sections.

[^Quorum Call : 89 delegates present
and a quorum

.

J

MR. POYNTER
We have now the Style and Drafting amendment. We ask your

indulgence for basic information. There is an amendment which
Mr. Womack has had prepared and we've revised to fit in with re-

spect to the proposed Style and Drafting Committee amendment which
would call for a motion to reconsider the vote by which the vote
was taken on the final adoption of this particular section. But,

it will fit with the Style and Drafting Committee amendment, so

Judge Tate at this time proposes to go on through all the Style
and Drafting amendments and submit those for your consideration
and Mr. Womack, or in his absence if he's not here at that moment,
I believe, Mr. Aertker will handle the proposed substantive
amendment

.

Amendment continued

Question

MR. AERTKER
Judge Dennis, then it is my understanding that even though

this allows and takes care of Ouachita and Monroe that this still
allows for the consolidation of any school systems under procedures
that could be established by the legislature.

MR. DENNIS
Yes. With this stylistic change it makes that clear.

Without it, there would be some doubt. That's why I'm asking you
to adopt this change.

MR. AERTKER
All right.

\^Amendment No . 36 adopted wi thout
objection .]

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, what we have before you is the Retirement and

Survivors' Benefits In Human Resources, Section 1, as I started
to explain. The first three amendments are purely stylistic.
Then the two yellow amendments, which are to carry out the floor

intent, which have been recommended and then you will later see,

Mr. Burson or Mr. Aertker will move to suspend the rules to add

something that. .. .there's no question that the floor Intended,
but didn't exactly express.

All right. The first amendment deals with Section 1 (A) and

it rewrites 1 (A) omitting needless words, standardizing language,
atten^ting to clarify the language at the end, "payable to the

member of the system or to his lawful beneficiary at his death or

retirement." It attempts to clarify between the member of the

system and his lawful beneficiary.

[Amendment No, 1 adopted without
ob j ect i on .

]

MR. TATE

That completes , Mr. Chairman, that completes Committee
Proposal No. 7. I think before you report It out. Committee

Proposal No. 11 on Retirement and Survivors 'Benefits. . .

MR. POYNTER
The gentleman moves to take up the Style and Drafting

amendments to Committee Proposal No, 11 dealing with Human
Resources, particularly retirement benefits.

Amendment No. 2

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 2 is to Section 1 (B) on page 3 of your

green. It makes similar stylistic changes that were made in 1

(A). This has to deal with retirement systems of other officers,

employees and schoolteachers. I yield to questions, Mr. Chairman.

\_Moti on to take up Commi ttee Prop'^sal
No. 11 adopted without objection

.

]

[Amendment No. 2 adopted without
objection

.

]

Committee Proposal No. 11

Amendment No. 1

Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Chairman and delegates, the styling

uncnditents you're about to take up are found in a second short

pack , . , short section. . , the second short package headed by

green material. There is a paper clip in the middle of the page.

Take it off. (Some of our Bourbon Street friends got the wrong idea.

Ha! Ha!), but anyway, then you'll have a yellow, a green, and the

committee amendments which you will see* for a change, are on front

and back. Now, Mr. Chai,rman, shall 1 move Amendment No. 1?

MR. TATE
In Section 1 (C) similar stylistic changes are made. On

change 4, It says "shall be introduced into"- "Shall be introduced

in"was thought to be the appropriate language. Otherwise, they

are the same sort of changes we've been making up to now, present

tensing. . . . shortening the sentences ,etc.

[Amendment No. 3 adopted without
objection .

]
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Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 4» again. Is a stylistic amendment. It*s on

page 6. i-'or the compensation of law enforcement survivors....
survivors of law enforcement officers and firemen—the changes

are strictly to use the standardized language. In other words,

instead of saying "as may be defined by law"» "as defined by law"

meaning the same chiag, etc. "Who suffer death", "who die".

[Amendment No . 4 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 5

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. 5, —now these next two are

yellow amendments, caveat amendcents— we are convinced that they

represent only a carrying out of the floor Intent, but In the event

we are wrong, we wanted to alert you to the fact that this Involves

an addition of language that you may wish to study. This had to

do with the consequences of a floor amendment by Mr. Lanier,which

originally the last sentence of this said, "membership in any

retirement system of the state or of a political subdivision

shall be a contract between the employer and the employee"and it

said, "and the state or the political subdivision shall." Now,

that was deleted on the floor when it said, "the political subdivision

shall guarantee benefits." But, the effect of deleting It was uninten-
tionally to make the state guarantee benefits to the members of any

retirement system, state or local govemacntal. It was agreed that
the original intent and the entire intent, the Lanier amendment

had no such intent. So, to clarify that the state guarantees

benefits only to the state retirement system, the reconisendation

is to add the words "of a state retirement system" after members

"shall guarantee benefits payable to members of a

state retirement system at retirement, etc." We did not think

this was any substantive change, but we thought we should alert

you to the fact of the clause or of the ambiguity and the
necessity for its resolution.

[Amendment No . 5 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
The changes in retirement systems. The very plain intent

was that it would be. ... require public notice for changes In the
retirement system for public employees. Now, as broadly written
It said "to any retirement system", it being a constitutional
provision. .. .while we thought it doubtful that anyone could really
think it meant that any private retirement systems still had to
have to have the notice of intention, etc. In order to avoid
the possible confusion, the possible lawsuit, we recommended adding
to any retirement system. .. .adding the words "for public employees"
to make it crystal clear that the Intent was only to require public
notice of Intentions to change public retirement systems by publication
in the Journal and so on of the state.

Mr. Chairman, I'll yield to any questions.

{^Amendment No . 6 adopted wi thout
objection

.

]

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Aertker and Mr. Womack

desired at the request of the State Retirement Systems, State Teachers'
Retirement Systems to Introduce some amendments to carry out... there

is no question this was the intent of the floor language except it

didn't exactly say this.

Motion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, Mr. Aertker had to leave and

asked me to handle this amendment for him. Apparently the attorneys
for the State Teachers'Retirement System are concerned that if you
simply phrased Section 1 In terms of a member's benefits that you
may not be guaranteeing a retiree's benefits because once a person
retires he is no longer a member of the system but he Is.... his
proper designation should be retiree; this is more of a technical
change. It does not, in ray view, change In any way the substance
or the Intent of the original amendment but it simply clarifies it

and makes certain that the benefits of retirees are protected as

well as those of the neobers who are contributing.

{^Motion to suspend the rules to reconsider
Section 1 of Committee Proposal No. 11
for the limited purpose of offering the
Womack amendmen t adopted without objec-
tion .^

MR. CASEY
O.K. Section 1 is under consideration now.

Let's have the Clerk read the Womack amendment now.

Reconsi derat i on

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
All right. Set of two amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, In Style and Drafting—you can

follow this from your Style and Drafting amendments before you—page ]

Conmlttee Amendment No. 1 adopted by the convention today, on
line 9 of the text of the first amendment Immediately after the
word "member" strike out the words "at retirement" and insert in

lieu thereof "or retiree" and on line 10, Immediately after the
word "upon" strike out the words "the member's" and Insert In
lieu thereof "his".-

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, In Style and Drafting Committee
Amendment No. 2 adopted by the convention just now, strike out
line 11 of the text of the amendment in Its entirety and Insert
in lieu thereof the following: "or retiree or to his lawful
beneficiary upon his".

Point of Information

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Clerk, do not the instructions on the second amendment

now have to be changed? Haven't we already adopted a yellow

amendment which covers Section 1 (B) and will not, therefore,

your instructions have to be changed accordingly?

MR. POYNTER
If by.... and I'm going to have to get back and glance at It

again. As I recall, the way that amendment was drafted it only

added language to the end of line 10; I may be Incorrect in that.

I believe that's Amendment No. 5; am I O.K. on that? It just adds

some language at the end of line 10 in which case, I believe...

you're agreeing, Mr. Dennery? I can't see you back there. I believe

we are alright. O.K. No. 6, no that goes to Comalttee Amendment
No. 3. O.K.

Questions

MR. PLANCHARD
Jack, in Amendment No. 2 "or retirees or to his lawful beneficiary

upon his", the lawful benef iciary. . . . isn' t the word lawful a little

extra word in there? Do we really need that? What is meant by

lawful?

MR. BURSON
Well, that's the same word that was used In the original

section and I suppose that's the reason they used it there. The

purpose, as I understand it, would be to make it plain that the

beneficiary is one spelled out by the retirement law and not his

beneficiary under his estate or anything of that nature.

MR. PLANCHARD
Well, couldn't it also mean that that could be the beneficiary

as designed by the forced heirship laws or couldn't it also mean by
designation In the contract itself? I don't know, I....

MR. BURSON
As I understand, the Teachers'Retirement System, Mr. Planchard,

it sets up definite categories of beneficiaries and the contingent
beneficiary In all cases is the estate. So, if you didn't have one
of the listed beneficiaries then it would be forced heirs in that
instance because your estate would be.... it would be distributed
according to your estate in other words.

MR. PLANCHARD
But, do you feel that If we just said "to his benef iciary" would

be sufficient?

MR. BURSON
I'm afraid that if you didn't say "lawful beneficiary" then

It might not be plain; it would have to be those beneficiaries
established by the lav. I didn't draft the amendment and I'm
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presenting It for these other gentlemen. I would hate to change
anything in it without clearing it with them first.

MR. PLANCHARD
O.K. , thank you.

MR. CASEY
Mr, Sutherland, has a question; then, Mr. Goldman; then,

Mrs. Corne.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Jack, this is probably, for the record, a clarification but

you took out the word "member's" and you put in there "his" and

down below you say "his lawful beneficiary." Now, in some systems
males are recognized to have beneficiaries, females are not. I

think the intent here is "his or her," and I just want to be sure

that that is the intent.

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir. In other words, it*s used generically here "his",

in other words, in the English grammar sense.

MR. SUTHERLAND
O.K.

MR. BURSON
....that modify back to "member's" or "retirees" whichever is

involved

.

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Burson, my question was along the same line. I assume or

for the record I would like to know the reference in all of these
Styling and Drafting amendments where personnel are involved the

"his" is ambisextrous; isn't it?

MR. BURSON
As far as I know, yes.

MR. GOLDMAN
In other words, it means either sex?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MRS. CORNE
Mr. Burson, my question refers to the necessity of adding

the word "retiree." In a contractual relationship a member must
sign the option that he wants on his retirement while he is a
member and, therefore, this option cannot be changed when he
becomes retired.

MR. BURSON
Yes, ma'am.

MRS. CORNE
Hefe then called a retiree; is he not?

MR. BURSON
That's correct. Frankly, 1 think this is being a little

technical with it but apparently the attorney of the retirement
system felt it was necessary, and we are talking about guaranteeing
the benefits by the state and in that sense, perhaps you could make
a distinction. Frankly, I don't think it would hold up but he is

being super cautious and. . .

.

MRS. CORNE
And, also upon the death of the member he has when he is a

member, he has signed the option and he has indicated his beneficiary
in the retirement system and, therefore, he is a member at the time
that he does that and then cannot be changed even if he becomes a
retiree he cannot change it,

MR. BURSON
That's correct. I think it would be a vested right. I think it

would be a vested right even if we didn't have this provision in the

constitution but I suppose the purpose of all of this is to spell
it out where there is no doubt about it and where you don't have
to go to court to establish it.

MRS. CORNE
I'm just wondering, Mr. Burson—you have a legal mind and I

don't—would this mislead some people into thinking that they can
change from the time he was a member and signed these options and
becomes a retiree?

MR. BURSON
I don't think so because it's used as an either or proposition

here. I don't think it implies even that he could change his
beneficiary.

MRS. CORNE
So, it will not be violence. Thank you, sir.

MR. BURSON
Yes, ma'am.

iPrevious Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

100-0. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 99-0. Motion
to reconsider tabled. ]

Chairman Henry in the Chair

{^Motion to alter the Order of Business
adopted without objection

.

]

SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Conanittee Resolution No. 13, introduced by Delegate Stovall,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Rules, Credentials and
Ethics which is a substitute resolution for Committee Resolution
No. 3 by the same gentleman.

A resolution to amend the Standing Rules of the Convention
to add a new Rule 37.1 to provide expressly for submission of
alternative provisions.

Explanation

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, if you will take from your

books Committee Resolution No. 13 that came from the Rules Committee, its
printed on blue paper. If the pages would cooperate with those
delegates who have not a copy of it before them it would be helpful
to be able to follow what we are proposing to do. When this rule
was first being considered in the Rules Committee, there was a
subcommittee appointed by the Chairman of the Rules Committee
composed of Mr. Flory, Mr. Sandoz, Mr. Velazquez, Mr. Mire and
myself. We prepared back before Christmas a proposal on the
alternative. It is late coming to the floor so it will be
necessary to go through an amendment process so that the amendment
can be presented. .. .or so that the proposal can be presented to you
in a form for use by those delegates who wish to propose to the
convention alternative proposals. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to run through on the blue copy the way the amendments will
be presented to the convention.

On page 1, on line 31, the first word is plural, it is to be
changed to singular.

On page 2, on line 1, the semicolon ";" behind the first word
is eliminated and the date in line 6 is"January 14"instead of
"January 5."

We proposed to entirely delete Subparagraph (B) . We have
rewritten Paragraph (C) so that Paragraph (C) would now read
that proposals would be sent to the convention on January 15 and
on that date the debate on each proposal for an alternative will
be limited to an hour with the time divided equally among the pro-
ponents .. .between the proponents and opponents and upon a receipt
of sixty-seven favorable votes an alternative provision would be
referred to Style and Drafting. Style and Drafting would have a

day and a half to check out the language and to bring it back to

the convention by twelve noon on the seventeenth of January and
on that day debate would be had on the alternatives with sixty-
seven votes. . .

.

Point of Information

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, I've got what purports to be two amendments. I

just don't see all of this material that Mr. Stagg is referring to

in these two amendments.

MR. HENRY
There are five seoarate amendments.
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MR. STAGG
There are five separate amendmencs and they are in the process

of being passed out.

MR. KEAN
I would like to suggest we get all the amendments before we

start discussing them; I think it's too important a matter for

Mr. Stagg to be talking about them

MR. HENRY
Well, Mr. Kean, I think what he is doing is just giving an

overall rundown of what the amendments do and then he is going to

take them up one at a time for adoption, sir.

Proceed, Mr. Stagg.

Explanation continued

MR. STAGG
That's right, Mr. Chairman, I'm trying to explain what is to

come so that it will not be entirely in the dark.

The first amendment that will be proposed, Mr. Chairman, is that
amendment. .. .or that page on which there are three technical corrections.
Amendments No. 1, 2, and 3. The first Amendment No. 1 is to make
"alternatives" "alternative". The next one removes the semicolon ";"

and the next 'one substitutes for 5 January, "January 15" on line 6

on page 2.

I move the adoption of the three amendments. I'll be glad to

answer any questions on any one of these three amendments.

MR. HENRY
No. We haven't offered the amendments yet, Mr. Stagg. We

will go ahead and ask the Clerk to read the first set of amendments.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
The first set of amendment reads as follows, it's a group of

three amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 31, at the beginning of the

line delete the word "alternatives" plural and insert in lieu thereof
the word "alternative" singular.

Amendment No. 2. On page 2, line 1, after the word "native" and
before the word "if" delete the semicolon ";"

Amendment No. 3. On page 2, line 6, at the beginning of the line
delete the number "5" and insert in lieu thereof the number "15".

Explanation

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, they are in the way of technical amendments to

make the document applicable to the status of the convention as we

find it today.

Questions

MR. CHAMPAGNE
....alternatives to alternative.

MR. STAGG
It was suggested as a matter of style that the proposal shall

state specifically: (1) the text of the alternative. In other
words, it is felt that a delegate with an alternative proposal
is going to prevent an alternative proposal and they will be
separately presented in the. .. .alternatives will be separately
presented to the convention.

MR. BURNS

Mr. Stagg, I don't know whether this is the proper time to

ask this question but it will have to be answered anyway, so I

imagine it's just as good now as ever. As I understand it, do
we first when we get to that stage, do we first vote on whether
or not to allow alternatives and then subsequently vote on the
Individual alternatives in the event the convention votes in favor
of receiving alternatives, but is that the first vote?

MR. STAGG
Mr. Bums, there has to be a rule before anybody can get to

line No. 1 there ought to be a rule of the convention. In this
rule in Paragraph (A) it is required that there be forty coauthors
on an amendment or rather on an alternative; that's the first
roadblock a delegate with a serious alternative has to cross is

he has to have forty coauthors. Then is when the convention would
decide whether they can have sixty-seven people agree that that ought
to be an alternative.

[Amendmen t adopted without objection.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Second amendment reads as follows:

On page 2, delete lines 7 through 9 both inclusive in their

entirety.

Explanation

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, back in December when the rule was written

there was time for the following of the order of processing of
proposals ;that time no longer remains and in order to make it

a workable rule, it is suggested that lines 7 through 9 be
deleted.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in objection to the proposed

amendment for the following reasons. You look at Rule No. 44 which
it proposes to eliminate its requirements. The committee that drafted
this resolution put it in there for the sole purpose of allowing the
Substantive Committee to handle the subject matter that might be

contained in an alternative proposal and who had the benefit of the

year's study on that particular subject matter would also consider
the alternative proposal. By the elimination of this provision,
what you are doing as a member of a Substantive Committee is turning
over to Style and Drafting your responsibility and to allow them to

do the committee work. I don't believe that to be the proper approach
for this convention to take at this late hour. I'm sure in all deference
to the membership of the Committee on Style and Drafting, they aon't
have all of the answers on the issues that came before the Education
Committee on the education proposal. I don't think that they had the

benefit of all the testimony that that committee had, nor do I believe

that the Coiranittee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation ought to yield its

jurisdiction to the Committee on Style and Drafting because, likewise,
they didn't have the benefit of all the testimony coming before that

Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation. We're talking about
substantive issues that might be presented to the voters of this

state in the form of alternative proposals. I suggest to you that

we ought to retain the committee's structure of this convention.
We ought to proceed along the lines of using and utilizing to the

fullest extent the Substantive Committees who have deliberated these
issues for the past year. I recognize that it might be expedient;
you might cut some corners. But, I suggest to you that that's not
the best approach; it's not the wisest approach. I don't believe
that the people in the final analysis will judge us as being prudent
by bypassing for the sake of a few hours. If the Committee on
Style and Drafting can handle all the proposals within the time
prescribed here, I don't believe we can; that conanittee can do
it with its other work and at the same time come back to this

convention with a proper report. I believe if we are going
to go into the issue of alternatives, we ought to utilize the

committee structure and allow those committees to function as

they have this past year. I ask you to reject the amendment.

Quest! ons

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Flory, let's leave aside the question of the Education

Committee right now and discuss, for example, the Committee on
Revenue, Finance and Taxation with regard to the governor's speech

yesterday. The governor was asking us to change the bond issue
provisions as they relate to revenue bonds. The measure that he's
talking about, that we adopted on the convention floor, was reported

out of the Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation with a

substantial majority. Any alternative to go on the ballot that
would change that, that we referred to them; wouldn' t that stand

a good chance of being killed in committee?

MR. FLORY
Not necessarily if you read the rest of the resolution. I

think that if that committee doesn't act and report that out, then
they can take.... come forward, the convention can take possession
of it on a certain date.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you.
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MR. PLANCHARD
Gordon, isn't it true if we leave this in here that we could

still as the body, suspend this rule?

MR. FLORY
There's no question that the body can suspend any of its rules

if they get two-thirds of those present and voting sixty-seven votes
whichever is the lesser number. But, I think we ought to utilize
the structure that we set out as far as coftmittees are concerned.
Originally, we divided the constitution into eight substantive
matters and assigned to those eight substantive committees the
subject matter that ought to go to them for the purpose of
discussing these issues. It came before those committees, and
I think it's too late, now, to change that.

MR. PLANCHARD
I think you. . .you believe in the integrity of the

committee system. . .

MR. FLORY
I certainly do; I certainly do.

MR. GAUTHIER
Gordon, I , like you, hesitated dropping the structure we've

worked so hard to create and use so wisely up until this time.

MR. FLORY
I'm sorry; I can't hear you.

MR. GAUTHEIR
I said, I, like you, also hesitate at dropping a procedure

we have used well to this point. But, if we do not, will time
permit us to go through the regular channels that we have in

the past?

MR. FLORY
Well, I don't see why it won't. If it will allow you to

go through the same procedure and go through Style and Drafting,
I don't see why it won't let you go through the other com-
mittees. I see no reason why you can't suspend the rules when
a delegate proposal is introduced and send it to the substantive
committee just the same as you can send it to Style and
Drafting.

MR. GAUTHIER
Now, do you see any distinction, though, in the fact

that it requires that an alternate have at least the
signature of forty delegates? Wouldn't that put it in a

class of its own and therefore be a different procedure
in itself?

MR. FLORY
Well, let ne say this: we've already. . .1 presume the

amendments that were offered to that particular Section (A)

have been adopted without objection, in my appreciation. Now,
I know of no further amendments to that particular section,
and I haven't had a chance to read all of the amendments.
But, it was the thought of that committee that. . .

in order to have and because some of those were not. - .

require the forty signatures.

Further Di scussion

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

in support of the amendment that is before us for this very
obvious reason: by adopting this amendment, we are not yielding
so much to Style and Drafting as we are to the wisdom of this
body. I think all of us, by this time, are knowledgeable on the
substance of the various issues that are before us and that
might come before us. I submit to yoii- that this is a more
democratic procedure that is suggested in this amendment, and
I furthermore suggest that we are at a point in time when we
must eliminate as many unadminlstrative procedures as possible
and get to the substance of the issue. The adoption of this
amendment will enable us to do so. This is a completely
democratic procedure. It will be left to the wisdom of this
body concerning the substance of the matter that is before us.

Mr. Chairman, if there are no other speakers, I move the
previous. . .there are some questions.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Reverend Stovall, if we adopt this amendment, we haven't

circumvented the convention in any way, have we? Won't these
alternatives have to be brought up on the floor of the convention
as they deserve?

MR. STOVALL
We' re not circumventing the committees . We are, as a total

group, making certain decisions concerning matters of substance.

MR. ROEMER
Well, isn't it true. Reverend, that every member of every

committee Is also a member of the whole convention and will get

a chance to debate it on the floor of the convention?

MR. STOVALL
Yes.

MR, ROEMER
So, we haven't done any injustice to anybody or any committee,

have we not?

MR. STOVALL
Absolutely not.

MR. ROEMER
Haven ' t. . furthermore, we have looked at the calendar and

know that we are running out of time, aren't we?

MR. STOVALL
Yes.

MR. ROEMER
If we have to go through a long, involved process just to

get an alternative on the floor, then we're not going to get a

cliance to even discuss alternatives, are we?

MR. STOVALL
Right.

r«. ABRAHAM
Reverend Stovall, an alternate proposal will be very similar

to a delegate proposal, would it not, in effect? It's going to

be just like a delegate proposal that would have gone to committee,
will It not? What would the committee do with such a proposal?
The only thing it can do is it can either report it with amend-
ments or report it without action. Then, it would still have to

come back to the floor, huh? So, really. . .

MR. STOVALL
The substantive committees liave already dealt with the

issues that will come before us

.

MR. ABRAHAM
Right. So, there Is probably nothing that the committee

—

if it were referred to committee—there's nothing the committee
could add to the proposal at all, could it not, other than just

report it back to the floor.

MR. STOVALL
I think so. I think that's correct.

MR. ABRAHAM
So, we really haven't lost any ground if we were to adopt

this amendment and go ahead and bring it to the floor, have we?

MR. STOVALL
I think you are right.

MR. GOLDMAN
Reverend Stovall, wouldn't the defeat of this amendment, in

effect, defeat this resolution, and then we wouldn't have any
chance for alternatives?

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Goldman, I would not say that we could not operate

within that framework, but this. . .to eliminate. . .to pass this
amendment will certainly expedite our parliamentary and administrative
procedure in dealing with whatever alternative proposal might be
presented to the group.

Mr. Chairman. . .

MR. FLORY
Mr. Stovall, isn't it true that you could have brought this

resolution up prior to the Christmas holidays?

MR. STOVALL
We're not dealing with the time schedule of the Rules
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ConnBittee at this time, Mr. Flory. I think the thing we're dealing
with is Amendnent No. 2.

MR. FLORY
No. what I *in talking about, as the author of the resolution,

couldn't you have brought this resolution up prior to the Christmas
holidays to allow more time for consideration of alternatives?

MR. STOVALL
We could have done many things in the past that we have not

done, Mr. Flory.

Further Discussion

MK. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think it's unfortunate that

we have to consider this proposal at this late hour. I can
certainly understand the desire of the coninittee to amend the
original committee proposal in the interest of expediting alterna-
tive proposals, if we want to consider them. It seems to me that
the real problem that we've got to face up to is not so much in
shortcutting the usual procedures that are contained in Rule 4A,
but in the subsequent amendment which would bypass the substantive
committees and refer the alternative proposal directly to the
ConiQittee on Style and Drafting. Now, I say this for this reason:
these alternative proposals are not going to be simple propositions.
It will be necessary for that alternative proposal to, among other
things, state the effect of the alternative— if adopted by the
people— in terms of additions to and deletions from the body of
the proposed constitution, and the text of the ballot proposed on
the alternative. Now, it seems to me that the substantive
committees who worked with some expertise in the various fields
that were within the scope of their jurisdiction are in a much
better position to consider these particular factors which will
go into the alternative proposition than would be the Committee
on Style and Drafting. What we're really saying is that we're
going to try to confect alternative proposals on the floor, and
then really refer them to Style and Drafting for nothing more
than style and drafting. It means that we will not have any
real committee consideration of alternative proposals to be
considered by this convention, and I think that's wrong. If we
want to have alternative proposals, fine; that's one thing. But,
let's have them deliberated; let's have them considered by
committees in the proper manner so that if we finally adopt the

alternative proposal, we do it in a sensible, reasonable fashion.
What we're doing here is now simply becoming a Committee of the
Whole for the purpose of considering alternative propositions
and using the Style and Drafting Committee as a means to put it

in final form. I simply do not believe that's the way we ought
to conduct our business. I think we're going to end up with
long and lengthy debates over alternative proposals and the

language of those proposals that are going to take far greater
time with less results than would be the case if these proposals
were submitted to the substantive committee and by that committee,
ordered to be considered and referred back to the floor by some
specific date.

I suggest to you Chat you look at this matter carefully,
and that if we want to bypass any of the procedures, that we do
it not with respect to the committee it will be referred to, but
we do it with respect to the time in which that committee would
have to make a report back to the floor with respect to whatever
proposal is referred to it. I think otherwise we are simply not
going to get proper consideration of these proposals, the
consideration which they deserve. For that reason, I oppose the
amendment which is now before you.

MR. FLORY

Mr. Kean, if this amendment is adopted—and I don't believe
that the delegates have looked at Rule 44—but if this amendment
should be adopted, under (J) and (K) and they are—let me read
it to you—"Referral to Committee on Style and Drafting,"
"The Convention's Approval of Final Styling," and (L) is "Final
Enrollment," then these alternate proposals wouldn't even have
to comply with. . .the convention wouldn't have the opportunity,
necessarily, to adopt the Committee on Style and Drafting's final
report, nor would we finally have to enroll these documents; would
we?

MR. KEAN

That's correct. You'd have to follow the procedure. . .

MR. HENRY
You've exceeded your time, Mr. Kean.

Further Discussion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in as strenuous

support as I can of the amendments offered by Mr. Stagg. I think
that we ought to be apprised of the fact that we have approximately
eight days left in this convention. So, let's not pussyfoot
around with the issue. The question is—and let's have a record
vote on it—do you want to delay and do you want to consider the
mere mechanism of allowing the people to decide questions of
magnitude that could effect the passage or defeat of this consti-
tution? I tell you that we're within eight days; we're running
on a short fuse now. To support the position that Mr. Flory took
would be nothing other than a vote denying the people of this
state the right to consider issues such as education, and such
Issues on education that were mentioned by the governor of this
state to this convention. Now, you want to talk about a full and
free debate, what fuller and freer debate do we need or what more
information do you want on education than we've had over the past
year? I'll tell you—and let's lay the cards on the table—what
a lot of us are interested in is education. We want to put to
the people the question of whether or not they want the multiplicity
of five boards in the constitution, 'cause the alternate will be
simply put—and I want to lay the facts on the table— that we
will not change the responsibilities nor duties nor functions of the
lower board. We do not propose to change the duties, responsibilities,
or functions of the Board of Regents. We would make a change
in the composition of the Board of Regents to provide for some
elected officials. We would remove from the constitution, as
advocated by the governor and as advocated by many, many people
throughout this state and a substantial majority of the people in
this convention, those management boards which were. . .had been
deemed to be administrative in nature, and we would leave that
to the legislature for flexibility. Now, I'm not asking you,
and I don't think anybody is asking you to necessarily support that
concept. But, what we are asking you for, by Mr, Stagg's amendment,
is for. . .why don't you just give us a chance to present those
arguments to you, and then let us decide whether or not you want
to circumvent the right of the people to make that determination?
So, what I'm asking you to do is to vote "yes," not only on this
amendment by Mr. Stagg, but on all of the subsequent amendments
that are offered by Mr. Stagg so that we can get to the issue and
cut out what you know and what I know to be pigeonholing of a
committee report

.

I'll yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Kean, as a matter of principle, do you favor the concept

of alternate proposals?

MR. KLAN
Mr. Lanier, I haven't made up my mind on what I'm going to

do with respect to alternative proposals. I have stated before
that in some instance It may depend on what they are. But, I

don't think the way to consider them is to bring them up, get
sixty-seven votes and send them to Style and Drafting, because
I think we're going to spend all next week— the last few days
that we've got to complete this constitution— in debating alternative
proposals which could be better served by being referred to the
substantive committee for further consideration.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Pat, 1 find you to be a reasonable. Intelligent person. What

do you, . .what, in your best opinion, do you think are the chances
of an alternative going to a substantive committee? An alternative
flies directly in the face of what that committee's pride of
authorship is. What do you think are the chances of that alternative
either getting a favorable hearing or a favorable report out of
the consQlttee?

MR. JUNEAU
Zero.

MR. ROEMER
Thank you.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr, Juneau, did you know that before the opinion of various

delegates became polarized on certain Issues, in fact in the
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first or second week of this convention, that I inquired what
provisions would be made for alternates, and I was told, '"It

shall be taken up at the riglit time"? Apparently, late is the

time to take it

.

Further Di scussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, Mr.

Juneau has just about made my talk for me. I want to emphasize,
too, the fact that we have got to have some input in the way of
decision making from the voters of this state if we expect to get
this document passed. The only way in the world that they feel

like that they will have been able to make some choice Is if we
have some alternatives on this ballot . I don ' t believe that our
voters are any different than that of other states, and as you
have seen from the staff reports that we have had, in every
state that they had a constitution submitted to them that there
wasn' t alternatives on, that constitution was rejected. You've
attended some of the seminars we had at the very beginning and
even last year and the year before that on this constitutional
convention in which we had some of these people who have worked
on those constitutions. . .

They have told us in no uncertain terms that we should submit
alternatives. Since 1966, nine states—nine states—have submitted
new constitutions. Five of them didn't have any alternatives, and
all five of them failed. Even one state that had a constitution
with alternatives failed. Only three of them were able to pass
it, and they all three had alternatives. Now, I ask you, let's be
sure if you want to get this document passed, let's be sure we
provide a mechanism by which we can get some alternatives on that
ballot, I'm not trying to tell you what the alternatives ought to
be. That's something we can make up our mind on when we get to

that particular part. But, let's, for goodness sakes, provide the
mechanism to do it. I ask you to support these Stagg amendments
so that we can get that done.

Questions

MRS. CORNE
Mr. De Blieux, a vote against this amendment would, in effect,

kill the resolution, would it not?

MR. DE BLIEUX
A vote for these amendments would kill tlie resolution?

MRS. CORNE
A vote against this amendment would kill the resolution,

would it not, at this late date?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's right. That's exactly right. We can't possibly do it

without these amendments.

MRS. CORNE
We are then, in effect , telling the people that it is none

of their business?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's exactly right, and we are going to tell them what they

ought to do and what they can't do.

[Motion to limit debate to 15 addi-
tional minutes adopted without ob-
jection . ]

MR. FLORY
Senator De Blieux, you said your position was dictated by the

wishes of the people. Could you tell me, if you delete Rule 44
requirements, when the public is going to be heard on these
alternatives?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Flory, they will have their chance, whenever we get these

alternatives on the ballot, to be heard, and I think they're going
to speak loud and clear on them. They haven't been able to hear
every amendment that we. . .that is, have a hearing before a
committee on every amendment that's been proposed here, and you
know we have had some radical amendments.

MR. FLORY

Do you know of any proposal that's been introduced in this
convention that has not gone to a committee and that a public
hearing has not been held on it, and that the public has been

offered the opportunity to come and present their views before
that committee acted on that proposal?

MR. DE BLIEUX
We haven't done that with all the amendments, Mr. Flory. I

say, if you want to kill the chance for a proposal. . .a proposed
alternative. . .

MR. FLORY
We' re talking about alternative proposals, Senator, not

amendments. We're talking about alternative proposals.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, these alternative proposals, in my opinion, is something

like an amendment to the proposal. That's all that they are
going to be.

Further Di scuss i on

MR. KERjNANDEZ

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise
in strenuous opposition not only to the amendments before us right
now, but to this entire concept of going through all of this

without due process . If this same deal outlined in these amend-
ments could be followed, we've wasted a lot of the state's money.
We have really pooped it off, because all of this time that we have

been led to believe that before a proposal could be finally
passed on by this convention, it should be heard by. . .It should
be heard by these committees: that is, give everybody that was
interested enough to come to Baton Rouge—and there have been a

lot of them—give them a chance to be heard. Then, let that
committee form its opinion.

Now, we propose to cut short all of that. All these proposals
that have been heard before substantive committees and had people
testifying from all over the State of Louisiana, just what are
they going to think about this? Now, Mr . Juneau referred to the
passage of this constitution by the electorate. Now, I've heard
that mentioned many times. 1 do not think that should have a

great place in this convention. I do not think that that should
determine anybody's vote. We were elected or appointed to draw
up the best constitution possible that we were capable of

producing. Now, everybody—that's wrong. A lot of people
throughout this state think that we have done so—a lot of people.
There are also a lot of people that think we have been puppets,
but those are in a minority. Now, if we can cut this thing so

short as just to follow the procedure outlined by these amend-
ments presented us today, how in the world could anybody think
that we're more than puppets? They have not had a chance to

testify; we have not had a chance to learn. Now, if these proposals

—

alternate proposals—are to be submitted to a committee, why should
they not be submitted to the committee that has heard this information
for a year, not to a group of men—and no matter how intelligent
they are and what fine people. Certainly, I have the greatest
respect in the world for these members of Style and Drafting, but
they have not had all the. . .they have not had the opportunity to

hear all the information that the members of the substantive
committees have heard. So, if you're going to do this thing, let's

be a little decent about this thing and give it to the committee
that's heard all the information and can intelligently pass on

it. Now, certainly I wouldn't. . .1 wouldn't say that this

Committee on Style and Drafting is not composed of some of the

smartest members of this convention, but they just haven't had an

opportunity to hear all these presentations. Some of them have

been good; some of them have been by experts. Certainly there

has been a lot of expertise that has been given to these committees.

Now, when this thing gets out how this is attempted right now,

we are going to lose more confidence of the people of the State of

Louisiana by so doing than anything that we have done. That is

my honest and considered opinion. People just can't keep from

thinking that. . .that what some of them suspicioned all the

time is true. I just cannot, for the life of me, see how it could

be possible to do this and still us maintain the confidence of

the people in the State of Louisiana. I can just imagine—of

course, everybody is not like. . .

they are up in Vernon Parish, but I can imagine what's
going to be said to me in Vernon Parish.

I urge your rejection.

Further Discussion

MR WEISS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I ask of you to accept

overwhelmingly and resoundingly the acceptance of this floor
amendment. X think that the Rules Committee has done good by us
all these months, and I would like to read to you the members of
that conmittee in case there's any question in your mind as who
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composed it: Reverend Stovall. Delegates Arnette, Come, Bel»

Bollinger, Elkins, Flory, McDaniel, Mire, Sandoz, Shannon,

Singletary, Stagg, Velazquez and Warren.

Now, there are two major issues, here, and I think we should

resolve it. It will be resolved upon the vote, in a moment.

The reason I think you should accept this amendment is that we

are now faced with the usual problem that has come to this

convention repeatedly: that is, the fact that the history of

successful constitutional writing is in no small measure the

history of procedure. This procedure is essential for us to go

on.

The second fact is that we should exhibit due faith and

respect to the highest elected officer of this state, our governor.

Our governor, as he concluded his remarks, made it very clear

that it was not only in his best interest, but our best interest

and the best interest of the people of the State of Louisiana to

have this proposal passed. Now, you may differ, as I do, on

some of his recommendations, but there is little question that

he is the highest elected officer of this state and should know
the feelings of the sentiment of the people of this state. He

tried to convey to you these points. I would suggest that we

listen to what he has to say. to debate it, to earnestly and

sincerely consider them. That's all he asked, that we consider

these proposals. At the present moment, we are hog-tying the

whole situation by procedure. I would suggest that this floor

amendment clearly be voted overwhelmingly by this convention. In

turn, the subsequent amendments of this committee be voted

favorably, and let us go on with debating these matters and see

whether we will accept or reject the governor's suggestions. I

think that that's a very clear mandate to us. I would suggest

and urgently try to persuade you to vote favorably in this

floor amendment vote that will follow.

Questions

MR. MCDANIEL
Dr. Weiss, you read out the names of the Rules Committee

of which I am a member. Are you aware that this Rules Committee
has not met since we returned in January?

MR. WEISS

I'm aware of a lot of things that happened under my committee
that I wish we could have avoided, but I think in all, the job
has been commendable. I hope that you will meet and carry out
the wishes of this convention, if we so vote to have it done.

MR. MCDANIEL
But, are you aware that the entire Rules Committee adopted

the original proposal, but most of us had no committee meetings
this morning and there was ample time for a rules meeting? But,

these cuuendments are not amendments of the Rules Committee, but
possibly a few members of it?

MR. WEISS
I'm not aware of that, but it doesn't surprise me. Procras-

tination is the nature of man.

MR. MCDANIEL
But, that is a fact.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and members, almost from the inception of this

convention there has been discussion of alternatives. My
appreciation has been that we wouldn't make the setup early
on it because it would encourage too many of them. This
resolution on the blue page limiting them to six. We've purposely,
apparently delayed in taking them up. But, it has been the
Intention of this convention, at least the people have that idea,
that on certain things there will be alternatives.

Now, they are entitled to choose on certain major issues
here. Now, nobody has mentioned it, but it's the boards of the

colleges and universities. Now, let me tell you something.
There's a power struggle going on among the alumni of the different
colleges and universities of Louisiana. I believe I'm in a position
to look at this matter more fairly than people who are alumni of

these various state colleges and universities. Let me tell you,

I'm for allowing an alternative on the ballot for this board
business. I was educated mainly during the depression. I didn't
go to LSU probably the main reason, I couldn't get a job down
here in Baton Rouge. It was a small town, then, depression.
Most of my college education the depression started with the

stock market crash in 1929 I was educated where I could get a

job. That included Shreveport at Centenary, University of North
Carolina, and law school way out at Southern California where
I was a process server. I came back here my last year of law
when my mother had a breakdown. I went to Tulane because I had
to go home each Friday night, the first semester; every other
weekend , the second. Now, I can look at this fairly. I'm not
prejudiced. I'm not in the power struggle of the alumni. This
is a people's decision. What you are doing when you are fighting
allowing an alternative, you are saying the power struggle about
what kind of board is a matter for the alumni, and for this
convention alone. Most of you in this convention who went to

college, went to a state-naintained one. You are looking at
your own school. You are not going far in being fair about it.

Now, let me tell you, the vast majority of the voters in Louisiana
did not go to college at all. A lot of them got more self- education
and sense than a lot of people that did go to college. I'm not
knocking college. I managed to have three degrees. But, I've
seen people with an eighth grade education that have educated them-
selves. The people of Louisiana....

ought to have the say-so here. So, I'm for this amendment.
Thank you.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I am a member of that illustrious

committee on Style and Drafting. I am tired of all the hot
potatoes being given to us. I wouldn't touch it with a ten foot
pole. If it is given to Style and Drafting to review what this
convention has done, I will resign from that committee. We have
been here fourteen months, and it is rather late to think of the
people. This is too important to be considered only on the floor
of this convention. We must have full committee hearings in the
proper manner
....we must have full committee hearings in the proper manner
with everyone being given an opportunity to be heard. We have
done that throughout our sessions. Now, we want to consider
a complete reversal on the floor of this convention. Let us

do it correctly, or not at all. Let us have committee hearings,
or forget alternates. This proposal has been on the calendar
for a long time. Why have you suddenly decided to call it up
today? I certainly want no part of it. I certainly will vote
against the resolution if this amendment is adopted. I do not
want you to return it, to refer it to Style and Drafting. Please,
refer it to your own committee.

Thank you.

Closing

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I have a great deal of

respect for those delegates who spoke in opposition to this
amendment. They don't particularly care for alternatives, some
of them. Others quite genuinely do not want to depart from the
established rules of the convention. I feel we are being asked
by Mr. Flory and others literally to throw the baby out with the
bath water. There are strongly held beliefs by delegates to this
convention, that are mirrored by the citizens of this state they
represent. To the extent we have failed to mirror that citizen
belief, then in some areas, we have written an imperfect document
and they have no alternative. Certainly it would behoove us to at
least direct the machinery by which alternatives might be consid-
ered and voted on, reminding you that it takes sixty-seven votes
before an alternative provision can be placed on the ballot for
consideration by the people. So, no half-baked proposal Is going
to get out of this convention without a majority of the delegates
having spoken in favor of it.

There literally is not time to follow Rule A^ which requires
three readings on three different days; it requires referral to

committees; it requires referral back to the convention with the
committee decision; then a second reading; then a vote on the
floor; and then to advance it to Style and Drafting; then to
bring it back to the floor. There isn't time. If you would take
out your calendar you would find how strongly the clock is running.
You might put down on your desk pad the number seventy-six because
when we adjourn today, the maximum number of hours you have left
in this convention is seventy-six hours, provided we are willing
to work ten and eleven and twelve hours a day. That simply is

the size of it. I would hope,Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates,
that you will vote for the amendment and allow at least this
convention to erect a usable piece of machinery by which expeditiously
valid proposals for alternatives can be brought to the floor of this
convention, at least to be considered by, and debated by, these
delegates

.
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Quest i ons

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Stagg, don't we as citizens of this state, and as a

Constitutional Convention urge the people in this state to take
a more active part in the political processes of the state?

MR. STAGG
Yes , sir. Always

.

MR. GOLDMAN
When we do that, and we kill something like alternatives,

aren't we just saying to them we... "you ought to take an active
part in it, "but are we giving them an opportunity to take an
active part in it?

MR. STAGG
We are giving them a document to consider, Mr. Goldman. I

would hope that those who were for the convention, except for
maybe one or two items, would find the ability to express their
opinion at the polls on those two items, and cause the convention
to survive. You will remember—or no, you were not here, Mr. Goldman

—

but, early on in this convention, the Chairman of the Illinois
Constitutional Convention appeared before the delegates in a seminar
and he very clearly stated that but for the four alternative provisions
on the Illinois ballot for their constitution. It would have failed
to pass.

MR, GOLDMAN
Do you know I attended that seminar?

MR. STAGG
Very good.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Stagg, did not the greatest number of delegates to this

convention receive. .. .their mandate from the people?

seven delegates shall be adopted and shall be referred to the
committee on Style and Drafting."

Explanation

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, in the previous amendment that was adopted,

we set a date by which forty delegates had to agree on introduction
of a proposed alternative. In order to assure that the document was
printed and distributed to the delegates, it was felt that it was
required that on January .... that until January 16.... would be a
proper period of time and that on January 16 any alternates would
be placed before the convention for debate. The voting shculd
be limited. .. the debate should be limited to two hours. We
had had an earlier time in my first proposed amendment of one hour,
and I didn't think that was sufficient for some of these things of
such magnitude, and two hours' debate should be devoted to each
one. Then, again, before any alternative can be sent to Style and
Drafting for final action by that committee, a majority of the
delegates to the convention shall have had to vote favorably on
its adoption. Mr. Chairman, I do move the adoption of the
amendment

.

Quest i ons

MR. KEAN
Mr. Stagg, as I appreciate your proposal, you could actually

come up on the day of January 16, introduce an alternate proposal
on January 16, and have the convention debate it that same day,
couldn't you?

MR. STAGG
Mr. Kean, there was an amendment proposed on line 6, on page 2,

which stated that no such proposal may be introduced after January 15.

no proposal may be introduced after January 15. It would lie over
and come before the convention on the 16th.

MR. STAGG
Yes, sir. The greater number did.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Do you not think it's unfair, then, to say that these same

people who are wise enough to pick the greatest majority of these
delegates are.... don't have sufficient wisdom to make the choice
that they think is beat for Louisiana; that they should not be
given alternatives?

MR. STAGG
Mr. Velazquez, I am struck with the wisdom of other

conventions in recent years—not those that happened way back

—

but it is a matter of history— .of the recent conventions that those that did give their
voters a choice on sticky Issues succeeded in passing their
constitutions.

[Record Quorum Call: 109 delegates
present and a quorum . Record vote
ordered . Amendment adoptvd : 78-32.
Motion to reconsider tabled.}

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Stagg goes

to Paragraph (C) . There were two different sets of amendments
passed out by Delegate Stagg on this. This is the shorter...
this Is the shorter set of amendments. ., .reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1 . On page 2 , delete lines ten through
twenty-two, both Inclusive in their entirety, and insert in lieu
thereof the following:

"(C) All proposals setting forth proposed alternatives
shall lie over for convention action on January 16, 1974. On
that day, there shall be put to the convention the question
of the final passage of each such proposal. Debate on the
question on each proposal, shall be limited to two hours with
the time equally divided between proponents and opponents
(that should be a comma and a lower case instead of the period.
The"with"ought to be lower case there, Mr. Stagg. We're not going
to have us a sentence.) limited to two' hours (then just
simply) with the time equally divided between proponents and
opponents. Each proposal receiving a favorable vote of sixty-

MR. KEAN
So, we'd have it one day before we get ready to take it up.

MR. STAGG
That' s correct , sir , the time necessary to have it printed

.

Further Di scuss i on

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise in opposition to this

amendment. I have always been of the opinion that regardless of
what side of an issue that I was on, I did not want to gag this
convention or to limit debate while there were those who wished
to speak. I have voted consistently, almost, throughout this
convention, when someone wanted to speak, not to cut off debate.
What you have before you now is something that says that within
two hours we're going to decide an alternative issue that it
may have taken thirty days for this convention to come to a
conclusion. After series, after series of amendments were
proposed—and I tell you, I can see the handwriting on the wall

—

I don't, didn't believe that this convention would ever come to
the point merely because a majority felt one way, they were
going to stifle the minority and they were going to implement
the gag rule. I ask you, in all fairness, regardless of what
issue it is, and regardless of which side you are on, to look at
this amendment. I have no idea what will be proposed, if any,

in the way of alternatives. I haven't seen the first language

of any alternative proposal. But, I can tell you this, I'm not

one who wants to sit In my seat for two hours without the right

to submit amendments, without the right to have it openly and

fairly debated on its merits, and then say that we have completed

our work and submit it to the people for their adoption. I don't

believe that it's fair to the delegates of this convention.
Above all, I don't believe it's fair to the people of this state

to say that we can, in two hours, decide an issue that we might

have spent thirty days now, in coming to a conclusion on, and a

majority would have spoken. Whatever issue we are talking about

in the form of an alternative, has to get sixty-seven votes in

this convention on its initial passage. I ask you not.. ..not to

adopt this amendment; not to limit debate. If we've got an

issue that's so serious that it ought to be submitted in the form

of an alternative, we ought to give the utmost consideration to

that. You can't do it under what's proposed here. You can't do

It here.
I ask you to reject this amendment.
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Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Flory, on the firemen and policemen civil service, weren't

you the one that came off the floor with the two page proposal
that the convention ultimately considered?

MR. FLORY
I probably had some amendments longer than that that were

offered, Mr. Lanier. I know you did tin local government. It took
a lot more than two hours to decide them, too.

MR. GAUTHIER
Gordon, excuse me, but did I hear you say that you had never

voted to limit debate?

MR. FLORY
No, I didn't say that. I said, almost throughout this

convention, I had voted not to limit debate. Oh, yes. I voted
to limit debate. ...on rare occasions. Yes.

MR. GAUTHIER
On rare occasions when you felt that there was enough material

presented on that matter. You,then, in those instances, voted to
limit debate. Correctly?

MR. FLORY
That's correct.

MR. GAUTHIER
So, there are some occasions when you did say,

enough, we know enough. Let's vote."
"VJe've heard

MR. FLORY
No question about that. No question about that, but we weren't

facing a one hour or two hour deadline when we started.

Further Discussion

MR. BURNS

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I don't know what position
those of you who had to run for this office took in your campaign,
but in St. Tammany Parish, you would have thought that we were
running for governor instead of such an unappreciated Job as this
turned out to be. We had platforms and made pledges and had ads
in every weekly paper, and made speeches. In every one of my
appearances, and every one of my ads, I said that I strongly
advocated alternatives in highly controversial matters so that
the voters of the state would not be bound by either voting
against the whole constitution because they very strenuously were
against some particular article, or some particular section. Now,
I've arrived at that position with reference to my pledge, and
with reference to my campaign promises. I that is the reason
for me being up here on this particular occasion. I'm not trying
to change one of your votes, or one of your opinions. But, to
carry out that pledge, and to keep my word, I'm going to vote for
one alternative if it's submitted to this convention, because I've...
that's been my position for weeks. I haven't changed since yesterday
morning, and those of you with whom I've talked, I believe that you
would realize that I said that there's one article, or one provision
of one proposal that we passed, that I think is about as highly
controversial as anything that we've done in this convention. If
It ever gets to that stage, I'm going to so vote. But, I just
wanted to get up here so it would be a matter of record for the
people of St. Tammany Parish in particular, that I kept my word.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I accept the vote of the majority

of this convention which just took place, which clearly indicates to me
that the convention wants to have a device by which they can
consider alternative proposals.

I'm not here opp5sing this particular amendment in the
interest of setting aside what this convention has already indicated
it wants to do. I have prepared, and will offer after this amend-
ment is considered, another amendment which would have the effect
of referring these proposals to the Substantive Committee that
would normally act upon those proposals. I have Included in that
amendment, procedure by which those proposals can get back to
this convention floor, as rapidly and at the time indicated
in the Stagg amendment. I simply think that if we move forward
with the Stagg amendment as it's presently drawn, where we're
going to consider alternate proposals, in effect, on the floor,
that we do violence to what we've done here for the yeai% time
that we've been in session ,where we have used the coimittee
system as a means of getting the benefit of advice and assistance
prior to consideration of that proposal on the floor.

Now, my proposal would be to refer it to the Substantive
Committee, but require that that Substantive Committee report it
back in order for it to be considered on the same timetable as
Mr. Stagg 's proposal, and further provide that if the subcommittee
did not on that time bring it out, that the convention, by a majority
vote, would have a right to proceed to consider it to the same
extent as if they had done so. It seems to me that that is a much
preferable method of dealing with this problem than simply saying
we're going to take it up on the floor and send it to Style and
Drafting. What the Stagg proposal means Is that there will be no
committee consideration of any alternative proposals because when
It goes to Style and Drafting, Style and Drafting under the rules
has no right to make any change in that proposal other than those
which relate to Style and Drafting. Under the circumstances, what
we're really saying, and we might as well lay it out on the table,
that is that we are going to consider alternative proposals on
the floor, without the benefit of any committee consideration.
I think that does violence to what we've done here in the past
year in considering our proposals. I hope that if the Stagg
amendment passes, I would hope that they would be willing to with-
draw it in favor of mine. But, if it passes, I hope you'll give
consideration to that point when my amendment comes up.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I urge just as strongly as

I can possibly urge, the rejection of this amendment. Now, it
amazes me.... it amazes me, and I don't impugn anybody's motives
or integrity, don't make that inference, but it amazes me that
highly intelligent people can come up with a Mickey Mouse, Rube
Goldberg type of proposition like this amendment, and another
amendment that I see on my desk ,presents . Now, I want you to
consider this. This amendment says that these proposals will be
considered on the 16th of January. They will be voted on by
this convention on the 16th of January. Any one that receives
sixty-seven votes will then be referred to the Committee on Style
and Drafting. Now, that may well be at midnight on the 16th of
January

.

The next amendment that comes to my attention is that not
later than 12 noon on the 17th of January, the Committee on Style
and Drafting will report back each such proposal to this convention.
Now, I'm on the Committee on Style and Drafting. Now, let me tell
you just what that does. If that's what you want to do, so be it.

That's a fourteen man committee, eight members of which constitute
a quorum and five members of which constitute a majority of a
quorum. That means that it Is possible for five members of that
committee, and I don't say anybody would do this deliberately or
willfully or maliciously, but it places the fate of those proposals
in the hands of as little as five men, to rewrite under the guise
of Style and Drafting, in any fashion they see fit. Then it gives
this convention. .. .it gives this convention about a day and a half
to straighten all that out. Now, if that isn't the most dangerous
possible system that you could devise on a matter of this
importance, I don't know how you'd go about devising one that
had more quicksand in it. We sat down here for a week, as I

recall, and debated the rules of this convention. Now, in the
last minute, we are going to throw all of the collective wisdom of
this convention,with respect to the procedures by which proposals
are adopted ,down the drain, and in a mad stampede we're going to
come in here and substitute a system that to me is so replete with
dangers that it just borders on the verge of being absolutely
ridiculous. Without intending to insult anybody, I just don't
see how any intelligent person could come up with any such of a
Rube Goldberg proposition.

I urge the defeat of this amendment.

Personal Privilege

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and members, I want to read you a little

.ippropriate saying that my daughter sent me. It fits in line
with this. As she said

, "Towards the closing days, all of you,
including you, have talked enough and you all ought to just vote
on things." Now, here's what this said, and it's very appropriate.
Two hours is really too much under it. I read you:

"Lord, fill my mouth with worthwhile stuff, and shut it
when I have said enough." That applies to everybody.

Closing

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, I'll be very brief. I don't wish to respond

to any questions. I just want to say to those delegates who
oppose this amendment that nothing. .. .nothing really new is

likely to be presented in the alternative. You've heard these
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opposing viewpoints discussed, some of them to the point of
exhaustion. If the proponents lost, they found a wav to bring
it back to the floor time and time again. We are asking, by this
amendment, that the people be given the privilege of considering
some alternatives if the convention in its wisdom produces them.
I do wish, please, to urge you to vote for this amendment.

[Record vote ordered. Amendment adopted;
70-43. Motion to reconsider tabled.']

Amendment

MR. FOYNTER
I have amendments sent up about the same time by both Mr. Flory

and Mr. Kean. You gentleman have a preference as between your
amendments? You want to take yours, Mr. Kean?

O.K. It's probably still being passed out because it was an
amendment to the amendment, and was held until we saw the disposition
of your amendment, Mr. Stagg.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 10, delete Floor Amendment No.
1 proDosed by Delegate Stagg (Delegate Staff) and adopted by the
convention on January 11, 1974, and insert in lieu thereof the
following

:

"(C) Every proposal setting forth a proposed alternative
shall, upon introduction, be immediately referred to the appropriate
Substantive Committee and shall be reported by that committee to
the floor of the convention not later than January 16, 1974. On
that date the convention shall proceed to consider each proposal.
Debate on the question on each proposal shall be limited to one
hour with the time equally divided between proponents and opponents.
Each proposal receiving a favorable vote of sixty-seven delegates
shall be referred to the Committee on Style and Drafting. Any
proposal failing to receive such a majority vote shall be deemed
withdrawn from the files of the convention. In the event the
Substantive Committee does not report a proposal on or before
January 16, the convention by a majority vote may proceed to
consider the proposal to the same extent as if a report had been
made. The Committee on Style and Drafting shall not report later
than January 17, 1974."

Expl anat i on

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I regret very much that

Mr. Stagg did not consent to yield to questions before the last
amendment was considered, because the question I wanted to aak
him, and it Is not entirely clear to me, and from what was said
to me by another delegate, indicates to me that perhaps no amend-
ments would be permitted when these alternative proposals would
come up for consideration. In other words, the Stagg proposal
could be construed, as 1 see it, to mean that we've got to take it
or leave it, and vote on it In that manner, and debate it in
two hours and dispose of it. Now, I think that, if that Is the
intent of it, then we need to go back and take another look at it.
If It's not, I still say that we do violence to our long-standing
rules of referring matters to the Substantive Committees by the
adoption of that amendment.

Now, I have proposed an amendment which I think would enable
us to follow our rules, and at the same time get the matter out
for floor consideration in the same time sequence and frame that
Mr. Stagg proposes with his amendment. My proposal is that we
refer it to the appropriate Substantive Committee. That means
that those of you who have proposals that you want to have out,
have got to get them in as soon as possible so the committee can
proceed to take them up. Under those circumstances, have that
committee report back to the convention by January 15, which means
by the report of the committee's item on the agenda on January 16.
He would then proceed to take up those proposals as submitted back
to us in the same time and the same sequence as Mr. Stagg would
have proposed. Then, at that time, following the same two hours
of debate that Mr. Stagg would propose, the matter would then be
referred to the Style and Drafting Committee for final consideration
and a report back on January 17, if it passed. Now, it seems to me
that puts it in the proper context for consideration. It makes it
possible for the Substantive Committees to at least have an
opportunity to look at It and to give us the benefit of any
comments, thoughts, amendments that they might suggest before it
comes hack to this floor. I respectfully suggest to you that to
do it otherwise is to simply deal with alternative proposals on
a most arbitrary and unreasonable basis, contrary to what has
been the deliberative process of this convention. Perhaps we should
have taken this matter up a month ago, but we didn't. But, I don't
think under the circumstances that the convention ought to be
placed in a position of not giving fair consideration to these
proposals simply because the governor waited until yesterday to
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come before us, and the members of the committee now come out at
the last minute with the means by which we can take up alternative
proposals. I sincerely suggest to you that we ought to follow the
Substantive procedure out. This amendment giving us an opportunity
to do it without delaying in any way the timetable that Mr. Stagg
and his committee placed on the consideration of these alternate
proposals, as important as they are.

Ques t i ons

MR. KELLY
Gordon, am I understanding your amendment correctly that In

essence the proposed alternative would be submitted to the convention?
It'd be referred to a Substantive Committee. Is that correct?

MR. KEAN
That s right.

MR. KELLY
Then, that committee would have until January 16 to sit there

and work on it and amend it and do anything they want to, and then
they report it back out onto the floor, possibly, with all of their
amendments, then we've got one hour to try and clear up what they've
done. Is that correct?

MR. KEAN
The only way I that's correct. The only way I can find

any fault in that system, Mr. Kelly, is that Mr. Stagg's amendment
must mean that no amendments would be permitted to any proposal
because it's inconceivable to me that you are going to consider
amendments in that time, two hours. At least this would give
somebody an opportunity to offer some amendments.

MR. JUNEAU
Following Mr. Kelly's question, then you've gone one step

further, Mr. Kean, since you've got the amendment process back in
It, you've eliminated Mr. Stagg's time of two hours to one hour,
isn't that right? So, if you've got amendments on, fifteen or
twenty amendments, I've got to do all that in one hour to make it
look like the alternate that more than forty people have to sign.

MR. KEAN
If the one hour is in here, it was by listake. I intended

to follow exactly what Mr. Stagg had. I'd be willing to withdraw
it and put the two hours in there. But, it concerns me, ladies
and gentlemen of this convention. I think my concern has now
been borne out by Mr. Kelly's question, that it was anticipated
under the Stagg proposal that no amendments would be permitted
to any alternative proposal submitted to this convention. I

think for that reason, all the more, we need to have the regular
process which is suggested by this amendment followed.

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered. Amendment rejected;
44-68. Motion to reconsider cabled.

"i

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Flory.
The amendments read as follows:

Amendment No . 1 . On page 2, line 10 in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Stagg and adopted by the convention today,

on line 5 of the text of the amendment, immediately after the word
and punctuation "proposal." delete the remainder of the line and
delete line 6 in its entirety, and on line 7, delete the word and
punctuation "equally divided between proponents and opponents".

Explanation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, what this amendment does, it takes

out the following language: "Debate on the question on each

proposal iihall be limited to two hours with the time equally
divided between the proponents and the opponents." All this does

is to remove the time limit of debate. If it gets to the point

in this convention, the convention decides that they've heard

enough testimony, then they have the right to move the previous

question. Rut, I suggest to you we ought not to tie and limit

debate ahead of time on something that we don't know what

ramification is going to be presented. I think this is only a

matter of good business with the full realization that we have

a provision in the rules to limit debate. Ve ought to go by that
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rule rather than setting forth a prescribed limit on debate before
we even know what we are going to consider. I ask you to adopt

Che amendment

.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Flory, under your ... .under the amendment that we have

adopted already, if we wanted to extend It beyond an hour, wouldn't
we be able to do that by a vote of the delegation Just as easy as
we would in suspending the rules under your proposal?

MR. FLORY

No, sir. Senator De Blieux, you're not going to get me In

that trap.

Under what you're talking about. If the amendment stands as it
Is, you have to have a suspension of the rules which requires sixty-seven
votes, or two-thirds of those present and voting, whichever is
the lesser number. But If you stay within the rules that we
have, it only takes a simple majority of those present and voting
to limit debate.

MR. FAYARD
Mr. Flory, under your amendment, wouldn't it be more probable

that amendments to the proposal could be presented to the convention
If you delete the limitation that you*re talking about?

MR. FLORY
If you delete the limitation. It's quite possible that the

convention could consider amendments. If the amendments were
meritorious enough to be considered, the convention could consider

them. If they were not, then the convention could move the

previous question. Very simple.

MR. KELLY
Gordon, also. Isn't it true that if you leave the time limitation

in there and it becomes apparent that extra debate or testimony Is

needed, that the convention could suspend this rule and proceed
further?

MR. FLORY
That's quite true. I answered that for Senator De Blieux,

Mr. Kelly. The same answer will go to you that it takes a two-

thirds vote to suspend the rules, or sixty-seven votes, whichever
is the lesser number. As on the other hand, if the convention
decides to limit debate under its present rules. It can do so

with a simple majority of those present and voting. It's much
easier and much more feasible to work it under the present rules
rather than setting up a special rule for this particular situation.

Expl anati on

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, this is simply a follow-on of the other

amendments that have been accepted by the convention. It does
place a serious limitation. But serious limitations on time are
absolutely necessary. I believe that the provision for forty

delegates, which is almost one-third of the total membership of

this convention, makes It mandatory that no half-baked proposal
be brought to the floor. When those proposals have come to the

floor with forty coauthors, and have been adopted by the convention
by more than sixty-seven votes, then I think Style and Drafting
can work its will on it in the time limitations proposed to it.

I do not agree with what was said from this microphone a few minutes
ago that this process does not allow floor amendments. That simply
is not true. There's not a word in this amendment proposal made
from the time we began debate on it, no word in the proposal Itself
nor in the debate, that says floor amendments may not be offered.
That simply isn't true. Mr. Chairman, I do move the adoption of

the amendment.

Quest! ons

MR. KEAN
Mr. Stagg, as I understand you, it's your position that the

Stagg amendment would permit amendments

MR. STAGG
Yes, Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
on the proposals as they are offered on the floor.

MR. STAGG
Yes, Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
Well, would you have any objection to an amendment to this

section which would say that?

MR. STAGG
No, Mr. Kean.

{^Amendment adopted : 79-26. Motion
to recons ider tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. poynteR
The next set of amendments also sent up by Delegate Stagg

reads as follows

:

Amendment No. 1. Delete lines 1 and 2 in their entirety.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Flory, aren't you concerned that there may be a lot of

delegates who would feel the same way you earlier expressed ,that
you would prefer never to vote to limit debate?

MR. FLORY
No, sir, I don't believe. As the time draws nearer toward

the end, I think if the reason is that we've heard enough debate..
the reason I didn't vote to limit debate, Mr. Conroy, prior to
that time, we had months ahead. It was the first time we had
considered something on the floor of this convention on that
subject matter. I was willing to listen to everything that could
be said. There may be a time, as the time draws near towards the
nineteenth that you might want to limit debate.

[previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

45-6 3 . Motion to reconsider tabled .^

Amendment

MR. FOYNTER
Next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Stagg read as

follows

:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 23 through 28
both inclusive In their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the
following:

"Not later than twelve o'clock noon on January 17, 1974, the
Committee on Style and Drafting shall report each proposal referred
it to the convention."

Expl anati on

MR. STAGG
....there seems to be no particular reason at this stage of the
convention proceedings to place an arbitrary limit, upper limit
on the number of alternatives. I don't believe that time would
allow much more than two^or three, or perhaps four alternatives.
To put six in the rules seems to invite that there be six. I

think this convention. In its wisdom, will hold down on the number
of alternates, and it's not necessary to put It in the rule. I

move to adopt the amendment

.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 69-36 . Motion to reconsider
tabled/]

MR. POYNTER
We don't have the distribution copies on these yet. It's

Mr. Kean's amendment that he mentioned on the mike awhile ago.
It's not a lengthy amendment.

Motion

MR KEAN
Mr. Chairman, I wonder If we can take about a two minute

recess until I get this amendment straightened out. In the meanwhile,
I think this amendment is Important. What it does or will do is

provide that every proposal that is submitted and considered under
Subsection (C) is subject to amendment. The reason I offer it,
despite Mr. Stagg's comments from the floor, is that I have been
told by other persons from the floor that they do not agree with
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Mr. Stagg's interpretation. I think under those circumstances,
we need to get this matter straight because if we can't offer
amendments to this proposal, then we'd better find out about it
right now. If that's the intent of the proposal* then we'd better
change it. I'd like to ask for a three minute recess to get the

amendment straightened out.

Point of Order

MR STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, could we have a judgment from the Clerk as to

whether or not this amendment is necessary? Or would the Chair

rule that amendments can be offered to alternative provisions

which are....which might be presented under this rule?

think that we ought to have the right to offer floor amendments.
If it ends up bringing it back to where we started, I guess we
simply just wouldn't have an alternative proposal.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Kean, I don't believe that your amendment is clear in

the Intent as to how many delegates it would take to Introduce
an amendment because of the fact that it takes forty to introduce
any such alternate proposal. I wanted It to be clear. Did you
intend that any one delegate could offer an amendment?

MR. KEAN
That*s the way it's been in the past, Mr. Perez, under the

rules

.

MR. HENRY
Well, certainly. Reverend Stovall, there's nothing to prohibit

the amendment to any alternative proposition that might be offered.

But, it doesn't hurt.... it won't hurt anything to put it in, in my

Judgment

.

MR. STOVALL
Well, it won't..., Mr, Kean, If this is the official ruling

of the Chair, I simply don't see the necessity of the amendment.

I would suggest that Mr. Kean accept the judgement of the Chair

In this.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Champagne, why do you rise?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Chairman, I don't think we've reached a point in history

when a three minute request will be denied, sir. I consider this.

In other words, a steamroller tactic. I appreciate a three

minute recess, and I beg of you to grant it to the man as he asked

for it.

MR. HENRY
I'm not refusing the three minute recess. I was Just trying

to get people like you and Reverend Stovall quieted down,

Mr. Champagne, because I don't want you to have a heat stroke.

We'll stand at ease for two minutes.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegate Kean reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. In Floor Amendment No. 1, and Just for clarity,

to make sure, since Mr. Stagg's had a number of amendments here, add

the language in Floor Amendment No. 1, affecting page 2, lines 10

through 22, so one is certain which amendment we're talking about,
proposed by Delegate Stagg and others, and adopted In the convention
today, at the end of the text add the following:

"Every proposal shall be subject to floor amendment ."... .every
proposal shall be subject to floor amendment.

Now, that goes to the revised Paragraph (C) so that the Stagg
amendment adding a proposed revised Section (C) . You would just
add that sentence at the end of that paragraph.

Expl anat ion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I would not have pursued

this particular amendment in light of Mr. Stagg's explanation had
it not been for the fact that one of the delegates came to me and
said that they did not share Mr. Stagg's view of that particular
amendment. I think It's vital under those circximstances that we
make it clear that these alternative proposals, when they come to
the floor, would be the subject of floor amendment Just like other
proposals have been when submitted to the floor throughout this
entire convention. Now, under the circumstances, in order to
clarify the point, I ask your favorable consideration of the
amendment

.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Gordon, wouldn't this defeat the purpose of the alternate

proposal to begin with? Isn't it conceivable that the proposal
could be so amended that actually it winds up just like the
amendment ... .the proposal we already have In the constitution so

that it no longer becomes an alternate.

MR. PEREZ
I just wanted that clear so that we would know the Intent

in the event that this particular amendment passed.

MR. GAUTHIER
Gordon, I, like Mack

MR. KEAN
Well,
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that might be the case, Mr. Abraham, but I still

MR. KEAN
I'm having a hard time finding you, Wendell.

MR. GAUTHIER
If X grew a few Inches it would help.
I, like Mack, an having a hard time, to distinguish how we

should allow alternatives to be amended when, in essence, we are
dealing with two separate views. We're dealing with two conflict-
ing views. It's not like having one proposal and trying to

straighten out that proposal. You're dealing with two different
views. Yet, the same proposal that we may be working on would
at one time have been passed by a large majority, or a majority
of the delegates of this convention. Therefore, that same majority
could affect the alternate so that you would, in essence, have,

not an alternate, but two proposals to vote on. Do you understand
what I 'm. . . .?

MR. KEAN
I. .. .appreciate that, Wendell. My problem is that .. .you've

either got to do it one of two ways. You've either got to say

there will be no amendments , or you've got to say there will be

amendments. Under those circumstances, you'll just have to try

to work it out.

MR. GAUTHIER
Well, could we possibly clarify that a little bit further

in that we may have technical amendments, but not substantive
amendments that would changed completely the proposal recommended

by forty delegates to this convention?

MR. KEAN
Well, I would think that if forty delegates propose it, and

a majority of the delegates want to amend it, they ought to

have the right to do so. Now the technical amendments are the....

that's the only reason that I can see for referring It to Style

and Drafting Is to permit that committee to make whatever technical

amendments might be involved. Now, if we don't allow amendments on

the floor, then we're simply saying you take or leave this proposal

as It is. I don't think this convention wants to do that.

MR. GAUTHIER
But, Gordon, don't you agree one of the reasons for offering

alternates is that you are dealing with a topic matter that is

highly controversial and that represents two different views. Is

that correct?

MR. KEAN
Well, certainly they're going to do that.

—

MR. GAUTHIER
All right. But, don't you also follow me when I say by

offering amendments to the alternate views you could, in essence,
come out with not two different views, but two proposals which
represent, possibly, the same view?

MR. KEAN
Well, my position would be, Wendell, that if a majority of

the people in this convention end up amending that proposal in

such a way that It's no longer an alternative proposal, they
simply didn't want it in the first place. I think it's going
to be up to those who offer these alternative proposals, to do

whatever is necessary to keep It in the proper frame as an
alternative proposal. Otherwise, you'd take away the right to

amend.
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MR. GAUTHIER
But, In this particular case, Gordon, because of the type

of substantive matter, I do believe that the ability to amend

substantially would do injustice to the whole idea of offering

alternatives.

MR. KEAN
Well, I respect your position. Mine is that you have to

have the right to make amendments on the floor to these proposals

That's what I have offered in this amendment to the convention.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Kean—over here—the thing that worries me about your

particular amendmert is that you are allowing one person to
introduce a change in an alternate which may completely change
the entire alternate, that it took forty people to introduce.
Do you see this as a problem? In other words, one person is

introducing a new alternate by himself now.

MR. KEAN
Well, if that person can introduce the amendment and get

a majority of this convention to support it, I think there's
nothing wrong with it.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, then, that brings up my next question.
Do you foresee the possibility of say, one individual, if

he doesn't like a particular alternative, of offering, say,
twenty amendments to it and tieing up this convention?

MR. KEAN
I think you'd have a right to, under those circumstances,

to suspend the rules and deny further amendments just like you
do with respect to the right to speak.

MR. ARNETTE
Excuse me, I didn't hear your answer, Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
I said if that resulted, and there was an abuse of the right

to amend, the convention would have a right, under those circum-
stances, as I see it, to suspend the rules and limit the number
or the length of the amendments just like we do with respect to
the right to speak.

MR. ARNETTE
Now, Mr. Kean, my final question .

MR. KEAN
In other words, we've got rules that if we....

Further Di scussi on

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, a while ago I argued against

the procedural death of the governor's suggestions. I would now to

argue now for the procedural safeguards in this convention. I think

that the last floor amendment is an example of reason being lost

and a rationality prevailing or as one of the delegates referred to

this as "railroading." Let me read to you the resolution. ... the

floor amendment that you wiped out on arguments that are beyond
reason, "No more than six alternative provisions shall be placed
on the ballot," you deleted this. The argument for this was that

there's only going to be one or two. Now, I'm no attorney but I

can read this and it said. "No more than six", so why did we have

to vote on it in the first place? I urge you to support Delegate
Kean's amendment. I think that every proposal should be subject

to floor amendments; we've abided by that throughout the convention;

I think we should continue. Now, let's listen to some of the arguments

that disturb you and disturb me if it's to be overdone. The rules

can be suspended. If the extension of.... if the two hours is

insufficient to discuss the matter, the convention can extend this

for further time. The argument that the proposal may be amended to

equal the article in the present constitution is certainly a good one.

If a majority of the delegates wish it that way, then the result will
be there will be no alternate provision as recommended. Now, let's

argue these as they come about. But, let's give ourselves some

procedural safeguards. I ask that you do adopt the Kean amendment
that "Every proposal shall be subject to floor amendment."

Questions

MR STINSON
Dr. Weiss, in view of the procedure we've followed during this

long year; don't you think everyone should be heard and everyone
should be able to offer their alternatives?

MR. WEISS
I think everyone has been heard; our Chairman has been excellent.

I don't think it's his intent to squash anyone. But this amendment,
if not accepted, will be automatically squashing the delegates of this
convention as to their expression, or the governor's, or whoever's
proposal may come up.

MR. STINSON
The last week we are coming up and taking a radical departure

from what has been the procedure in the past.

MR. WEISS
Sir?

MR. STINSON
I said this last week we're cowing up and changing and trying

to cut off debate. I don't have an alternative, but if anyone did,
I think they should have the right; don't you?

MR. WEISS
I think you're right. I think this body has exhibited intelligence

enough to go on with its deliberations and complete this document as
it was instructed to do. I have the faith and confidence that the
majority of these delegates will see that it's completed.

Further Discussion

MR. GAUTHIER
Mr. Chairman and members of the convention, I know at this time

it's hard to command any attention, but I can assure you I'm going
to give it all out effort and I wish you would bear with me for
just a few seconds. I guess we just as soon stop playing this
little cat and mouse game and lay it on the line. Probably the
one subject matter that is demanding an alternative more than
any other in this convention is that on education. Something I
feel that I'm not a professional i\i. Something I'm sure you feel
that you're not a professional in. I do feel this, though, that
the educators in this state could not get together; they could not
come to this convention with one view. The committee proposal they
submitted to us came here very divided and since this time this
convention has been divided. I submit to you that they did not
do their jobs. I submit to you that it would behoove us to say,
"These are the two proposals that the education people gave to us,
the people who are professional educators in this state. These
are the alternatives. Now, you, the public, decide which one you
want." Don't let this convention go down because you were forced
to decide with going on one proposal because the professional
educators in this state could not get together and come to a
compromise. Now, we're talking about amending alternatives. I

find myself, Mr. Leithman, in a strange paradox when I stand before
you and I recommend that you do not allow a proposal or an alternative
to be amended because isn't this the deuocratic process? But, what
are we dealing with when we deal with alternatives? We're not
dealing with a compromise. We're not dealing with a proposal that
by the amendment process was worked out to conform to the group.
We are dealing with two conflicting views. If you allow it to be
amended, in essence you can come away with two proposals but not an
alternative. We would have two proposals on the ballot all right,
an (A) and a (B) , or a (C) and a (D) , or whatever it may be. But,
it may not convey the different views that have been brought to us

—

again now—that have been brought to us by the professional educators
in this state. Let me say this here and now,that I have the utmost
respect for Robert Aertker, Ralph Cowen, Jimmy Morris who have done
a terrific job. But, I also very much respect Kenny Leithman, Eloise
Come, Pat Juneau;they have also done a very worthwhile job. This
is the one area where the professionals have not been able to

compromise; they have not been able to get together and it's the
one area that you and I know that the citizenry of this state
reacted to and said, "We've got to have some change. We've got
to do something to this thing, give us another point of view."
Don't allow alternates to be amended because I say now if you do
so, you will not have two views but rather similar views. It takes
forty signatures to bring an alternate to this convention. Now,
someone up here before said* "Don't do this because in the past
we've always allowed delegates to introduce amendments."

The difference—and please if I may have your attention. Woody

—

the difference, and there is a substantial difference, is that an

alternate will have forty signatures on it; it's not a committee

proposal; it's not a delegate proposal, therefore, the amending

process should be different. Now, to allow substantive amendments

that could do injustice to the entire alternative would be, in

essence, to allow no alternatives. I admit that we should possibly

seek a way to make those corrections that need to be done. But, Co

allow carte blanche amendments to be proposed by one delegate —and

now remember we'll be working under a two hour time limit—we could see

amendment after amendment come out that would be proposed by one
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delegate and yet you require forty delegates to bring this
alternative to you. I say to you If you allow this amendment
process to go carte blanche on alternatives you will, in essence,
have destroyed the concept of alternatives. I urge you to please,

please defeat this amendment. Thank you very much.

Further Di scussion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, you know in the course

of the debate we've had In the past fifteen, twenty, or thirty

minutes I heard the statement made that the train was rolling

through the convention. Well, I don't know if it's the same

one that came through here three months ago or not. But, let's

talk about fair play. I'm willing to play fair in consistence

with Mr. Kean's amendment. I think the intent Is not to cut

off debate nor have we ever attempted to cut off debate as debate

was cut off, as you will recall, on the Education Article when
they had the votes to shove it down when they.... the proposal
you now have before you. I oppose this particular amendment

not to cut off debates. I oppose it because it does not mandate
that we have the same number of signatures as you want to mandate

to file the amendment. So, all I'm telling you is I think that

the appropriate amendment would be if you take forty signatures
to sign it, to file it, then you ought to have forty signatures
to file an amendment. I can assure you that shouldn't be very
difficult to do, but I think it is consistent and for that reason

I would oppose this amendment and WQuld support an amendment which
could be, by anyone here filed, to put in that additional requirement
which I think is fair play and keeping it consistent.

Questions

MR. PEREZ
I didn't quite understand your comments. Do you mean you would

have to have forty people on the amendment under your proposal?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, not my proposal. I said I would vote for something

like that, Mr. Perez, yes, sir, which is consistent with asking

for the original forty signatures.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Juneau, how many signatures did we have to have to introduce

a committee proposal?

MR. JUNEAU
It's my understanding it's forty; am I correct?

MR. FLORY
No, I said a committee proposal at the outset of this convention.

MR. JUNEAU
One.

MR. FLORY
Not a committee proposal, you had to have a majority of the

committee.

MR. JUNEAU
Oh, excuse me, I misunderstood you, with committee that's

right.

MR. FLORY

All right. How many did it take to amend that on the floor?

How many signatures?

MR. JUNEAU
One. I don't know of anything that we had on the floor of

this convention, the rule which we just previously adopted which

required forty. I'm just asking what I think it to be fair play.

l_Previous Quest ion ordered . Amendment
adopted .- 59-47. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment

"F. No alternative proposal shall be considered by the

convention until all other business has been disposed of by the

convention,"

Expl ana t i on

MR, AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment I respectfully

submit to you is a necessary amendment. As I look at this proposal
with the amendments that have been placed upon it, on January 16th,

the convention will turn aside from all of its other business, whether
that business has been completed or not, and will begin to debate on

these alternative proposals. The Committee on Style and Drafting is

mandated to not later than noon on the seventeenth of January to

report those proposals back to the convention. As I have said many,
many times before from this podium, I am just not the kind of a person

that believes in putting myself in a straight jacket or putting this

convention in a straight jacket. Now, we have much unfinished
business in this convention, just how much I don't know, but I know
that there's a considerable volume of work that remains to be done

by the convention.,..

I'm going to read it again, Mr. Chairman, with your permission

and start over. This amendment adds a provision to this resolution
which I'll read to you, "No alternative proposal shall be considered

by the convention until all other business has been disposed of by

the convention." Now, as I've said before, I think that is an

absolutely essential amendment that must go in this resolution

and I'll tell you why. If you will look at this resolution as

it has been amended, it says that on the sixteenth day of January

regardless of in what position we may find ourselves at that time

with respect to the regular affairs and business of this convention,

we are going to turn aside from that and consider the debate of these

alternative proposals. It also says that after that one day, at not

later than twelve noon on the seventeenth of January the Committee

on Style and Drafting shall report each of these proposals back to

the convention. Now, I know that much work remains to be done on

the regular business of this convention. I know that much work
remains to be done by the Committee on Style and Drafting. I recall

that several delegate proposals and perhaps some other matters were

returned to the calendar and must yet be considered by this convention.

I, say that it would be a sad day if on the sixteenth of January when

we have only three days left to finish the work of this convention,

that regardless of that fact, we would turn aside from what we have

debated one year and considerable money of the taxpayers of this

state toward accomplishing and get into the question of these

alternative proposals and let the rest of the document, the main

basic document that we devoted our time to, just go by the wayside.

I think that would be a very, very bad thing for us to do. I simply

ask you to adopt this resolution. ... this amendment to this resolution

so that in the eventuality that the sixteenth of January rolls around

and we still have work to be done, such as putting this document

together in its final form as one constitution, that we will finish

that work before we enter this thicket of delegate proposals,of

alternative proposals. I'll answer any questions.

Questions

MRS, ZERVIGON
Mr. Avant, if we accept your amendment, wouldn't it be possible

for one single soul to frustrate this rule from ever going into action
by proposing amendment after amendment after amendment to Style and

Drafting by talking at great length on Style and Drafting?

MR. AVANT
Mrs. Zervigon, it would be no more possible than it is now

under what you in your wisdom have adopted so far, that same

process could be accomplished if people were so inclined to do

so, and I think more so than if you adopt this proposal. I pointed

that out, if you will recall, earlier when I was up here because I

would like to point out—well, I
'11 say that later when we get to

the proposal.

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Avant, my concern apparently is the same as Mrs. Zervigon's.

Wouldn't you say that especially those people who are opposed to

alternates per se could bog this convention down so much in little

minute detail with Style and Drafting and any other thing that would
pertain to all other business that we would run out of time before

we would ever get to alternatives?

MR. POYNTER
Yes. I have an amendment by Mr. Avant.

Amendment reads as follows:
On page 3, line 1, insert the following

MR. AVANT
They can do that anyhow and what good is it going to do,

Mr. Graham, to have two alternatives or one alternative and a

incomplete basic document if people want to do that?
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MR. BERGERON
Jack, I read to you language from a Stagg amendment previously

adopted by the convention, it*s number (C) , "All proposals setting

forth proposed alternatives shall lie over for convention action

on January 16, 197A. On that day there shall be put to the con-

vention the question of the final passage of each such proposal."

So, would not, in effect, this amendment completely reverse a

decision which we just adopted on the Stagg amendment?

MR. AVANT
Mr. Bergeron, I'm not sure that I understand your question.

But, the reason for my amendment is, what if on the sixteenth day

of January when we are mandated to take up these alternative

propositions and nothing else, we haven't finished the basic

job we were sent here to accomplish?

MR. BERGERON
Well, Jack, don't you agree that this decision requires on the

sixteenth day of January there shall be put to the convention the

question of the final passage of each such proposal? So, in effect,

this would put off a decision which we have already made today; am

I correct?

MR. AVANT
Would put off?

MR. BERGERON
This would reverse a decision which we have already made today

saying that we shall decide on the sixteenth of January all such

alternative proposals.

MR. AVANT
Well, I know but those things are going to have to come up on

final passage and be debated and as I read it, you will not be

considering anything but alternative proposals on that day.

MR. BERGERON
The sixteenth, which has been set out in this amendment,

MR. AVANT
That's right. Where are you going to be if you haven't finished

the basic document?

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Avant, you just said that th'e only thing we'll take up on

the sixteenth is alternates on the ballot; is that what you said?

MR. AVANT
As I read this, it says, "On that day there shall be put to the

convention the question of the final passage of such proposals,"

that's the alternative proposals. Now, you can debate that for two

hours. If you've got several of them, it will consume that day.

MR. JUNEAU
All right. Mr. Avant, if we have one proposal and we don't

go through a filibuster with amendments and we dispose of it In two

hours—two hours—we can go to Style and Drafting or whatever the

convention wants to do.

MR. AVANT
How do you know you're going to have but one? You got that

already fixed up, Mr. Juneau?

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Avant, this is a friendly question; I hope you'll take it

in a friendly manner, but would you object to an amendment to your
amendment which would delete everything after the word "until" and

then just add to it "until January 20, 1974"?

MR. AVANT
No, that.... I'm not trying to do that, Mr. Goldman. The sole

purpose of my amendment is not to engage in any shenanigans but to

just have the convention say that if we are going to consider

alternatives, we're going to do it after we finish the job we

were basically sent here to do.

Further Discussion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, today is January 11, 1974.

My understanding of the law on January 19, 1974 at twelve o'clock,
we are going to shut this business down and then we haven't got
another chance to do anything, not one single thing with this
constitution. I had spoken to you and I'm glad Mr. Avant came
up with this amendment. I had spoken to a nuniier of you about this

particular provision as to how to handle it. I didn't know that

we can do it by amendment, I'm certainly glad that he did. Let

me quote you something from what the governor said yesterday and

let me give you my own opinion about where I and you as a convention,

as individuals, as public officials, as prospective public officials,

and just citizens of this state who's been working one year in this

convention hall, one year. I'm just.... but at the same time nothing

you do here is going to hurt you as much as being a signature to a

document that goes down in dismal defeat. It is going to haunt you

for the rest of your political life; if you have been appointed to

a three million dollar venture looking for the golden fleece—

I

don't know what that means after you have spent a year of your
time and three million dollars of the taxpayers' money, if it gets

badly defeated at the polls. I take strong issue and strong
disagreement with that, just like I take strong issue with a

lot of things that were said here yesterday. But, I'll tell

you what can hurt Sammy Nunez or you in this convention more

than anything else that come January 19 at twelve o'clock if

we don't have a document to submit to the people of this state.

I'm not sure there's a lot of people that don't want us to be

in that exact position, I'm not sure at all. You think about it

a minute, you think about it. We've been handling ten different

proposals of things we have debated for over one year i o thi:;

rcnvention and I think we've come to some good, good, good

considerations, that we have made some good decisions. I'm

ready to support what we have made. I'll go one further than

that; I'm ready to give him an alternate and I'm ready to give

some considerations because I think we need the governor to pass

this document. But, I don't know whether I'm going to take the

chance that on January 19 at twelve o'clock we'll still be debating

whether education should have an alternate, whether property tax

should have an alternate, whether Revenue, Finance and Taxation
Article on the income tax provision should have an alternate, or

whether we are going to take what we have. I don't know, and I

don't think you do. Now, if you want to take a chance and start

debating alternatives, and I think we are getting pretty close to

where it looks like that's what this convention wants to do. Well,

possibly the amendments that have been passed have given us some

protection. But, you talk to Judge Tate and the people working on

Style and Drafting; we've debated almost three or four hours on

this particular provision already, just on whether we are going to

have alternates or not; we are still talking about a rule change.

We haven't made any definite conclusions yet. I'm telling you we

have got a lot of work to do here. I'm ready to sit here from now

and twenty-four hours a day and doing it. I believe that the worst,

and contrary to what the governor said, the worst single thing that

can happen to me and happen to you too is that we're not ready to

give to the people of this state a document. If they beat it, then

it's their business. If he wants to be against it, it's his business.

But, I've worked here for one year just like you have and I think as

conscientious as anyone of you have. We're running short of time.

It takes us hours to our procedures are established and it takes

us hours upon hours upon hours to come to some decision. I don't

think we should look at this amendment lightly. I think it's a

good, good amendment. I think it gives us something to put our

hide on, after all you're here, almost seventy-five or eighty

percent of you are elected by the people to do a job. Now, if

you want to go home, I think it would be a disastrous thing for

us individually, collectively as a state and I think a lot of

people would sit on the outside and gloat over it. They've failed.

We told you they were going to fail. They have wasted three million

dollars of the taxpayers' money. I don't want to do that. I can not

afford to do that if I want to run for public office again.

....and, I would ask you to consider very, very seriously

—

very seriously. Mr. Chairman, if they want to give me time to

answer questions, I'll answer anything anybody wants to ask.

[^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered.

J

Closing

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I just want to say this,

you read the Stagg amendments—it's on page 2 and in lieu of lines

10 through 22— it says "debate on the question of each proposal
shall be limited to two hours," each proposal will take two hours.

Now, if you are convinced that there's only going to be one proposal,

as Mr. Juneau suggests, then I think you better take another look at

it because I think you are going to be in for a great surprise.

{^Amendment rejected : 3 9-72 . Motion
to reconsider tabled . Motion to
limit debate on the resolution to

five minutes adopted without objec-
tion.^
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Further Di scussi on

MR. MCDANIF.L

Mr, Chairman, fellow delegates, most of you know that during

this year I have used my time here very sparingly. Most of you

in this convention hall know my position on alter-
natives. I am against the rule on alternatives; 1 am against any

alternatives in any fashion or form. But, I do think that t need

an opportunity, or 1 should have the opportunity to express myself

in that if this time had been divided by a hundred and thirty-two,

I'd have a lot of credit coming. We've hammered out this consti-

tution. What we've done up until this time I can support. I don't

agree with it all. But, collectively, we, by compromise, by careful

consideration we have hammered out a document that has been com-

promised and worked and represents a collective effort of all

hundred and thirty-two whether we want to admit it or not. If we

have made glaring errors, there Is a provision under the rules

that are already adopted. We have not laid it on the table. I'm

not an authority at a lot of this, but we have the machinery to

do it. We don't need to get into this. Looking at it as a practical

matter, I don't want a bunch of side fights on a lot of issues here

while we're trying to pass this constitution. A lot of reference

has been made to apathy on the part of the public. 1 think this

is a plus for our side. Once the debate is over, once we have

collectively come to a decision, then we can go and sell it. I

would like to see the governor on our side, but I maintain the

capability is on this floor today for the success or failure of

this constitution. I hope it's where 1 can support it in my

weekly columns. I came within a very, very, close margin last

week of formally endorsing it, but better Judgment told me I'd

better just wait. I think you can look at any of these articles

that we have aoproved from the Legislative, Fxecutive, Judiciary,

or whatnot. Why, you take the Bill of Rights. Twenty-eight of

us even voted against the entire article. This is a substantial

group. I can accent it even though T voted against it . When you

look at it in relation to the total article and the good that's

in it, we really have an alternative built in already. What

this group has collectively done in this year with the benefit

of research, with staff, with study, with testimony, and blending

of ideas from the northern part of this state to the southern,

against the 1921 Constitution, that is... we all are in general

agreement on is outdated and doesn't meet our needs. Why you

take here in this case of alternatives in my committee on Revenue

and Taxation. It took us six months—six months, mind you—to

agree to discuss the ad valorem issue. Yet, here in a few hours

we're going to come and come up with an alternative. I just

don't think it can be done. If there are mistakes here, 1 think

that with the machinery we have, they can be haimercd out. We

can give everybody an opportunity to have his last say. What

I'm trying to say, as one delegate, never been Involved in public

office of this type before, let's complete our work; let's move

on. The main alternative is the '21 Constitution or what we've

done up to now. Thank you.

\_Prev ious Question ordered on the
resolution. Quorum Call: 112
delegates present and a quorum

.

Resol ution adopted without objec-
tion. Motion to reconsider tabled .^

Recess

[Quorum Call: 82 delegates present
and a quorum.}

Motion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, I've got a matter which I was going to, for

some time , request be reconsidered by the convention , and I

don't know what the time schedule is today—whether it would
permit It or not—I'm simply...

MR. HENRY
You're talking about...

[wo t ion to sus pcnd the rules to dis-
charge Commi t tec Proposa 1 .Vo . 21 from
the Commi ttee on Style and Dra ft i na
adopted : 7 4-10. Mo t ion to re co ns ide r

Committee Proposal No. 2i .

]

Expl ana t i on

MR. BURSON
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I have made an effort

to talk to every delegate in the convention personally about the
matter I wish to ask you to reconsider, which is Section 35(B)
of Che Judiciary Proposal which relates to the proposition that
a person testifying at any stage in grand jury proceedings shall
have the right to the advice of counsel while testifying. I'm
sure there are a few of you that I have not talked to. In fact,
I know there are, but I've tried to talk to most of you. When
we completed the Judiciary Proposal and the Bill of Rights, I

felt it would be inappropriate of me to conclude on my o\*m that
this particular provision would cause the difficulties that I

thought it would. So, I requested counsel from every district
attorney In this state, and thirty-two of the thirty-four said
that in their opinion this measure would do more harm than good.
Mark me well; I'm not saying that the good intentions of the
original proponents of this measure were not valid. I'm not
saying that there never have been abuses of the grand jury, although
in my own personal opinion I think these abuses have occurred more
often in the federal grand jury procedure than they have in the
state. What I am saying is simply this, that this would do more
harm, far more harm than it could ever do good because, for instance,
in parishes the size of mine, with ninety thousand people and fifty
lawyers. It would simply be a practical impossibility to provide
counsel for each and every witness we call before the grand jury
when we may call as many as a hundred and fifty witnesses in a
day. You cannot say that something is a right unless you give
it to everybody. You can't just give it to those who can afford
to pay for counsel. We don't do that at any other stage of the
criminal law. We use the grand jury in state proceedings more
often to kill bad charges, charges that were made out of spite,
than we do to investigate. I'm here to tell you that if we
impose upon the state grand jury system the absolute requirement
of counsel that we will be to all practical effect, eliminating
its use for that good purpose, for that purpose which helps the
defendant and will be limiting its use only to those that we have
absolutely mandated in this constitution, such as a capital
crime. I think that would be a bad thing, and it would be a
bad thing for criminal defendants. I would remind you also that
when you create a vacuum in law, it's got to be filled. The
governor mentioned this yesterday. I'm glad that he did. I'm
glad that he did mention this proposal because I think it's in
the best interest of the people of all the state if you allow me
to reopen this to present an amendment which would leave this
to the legislature and the Code of Criminal Procedure because we
researched this matter, and the staff could find only one mention
of it, and that was in the Code of Criminal Procedure of the
State of Washington. I'll answer any questions.

Ques t i ons

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Burson, Is this the same amendment or the same

thought that you discussed with me some one week ago, when myself
and many other delegates joined with you on this thought?

?IR. BURSON

Mr. Chatelain , it is not only the same thought ; it is the

identical language. The language in the amendment that has been
passed out, sponsored by Henry, Gravel, Pugh, Graham. Alphonse
Jackson, and myself, is the identical language I discussed with
yo'i and I had that before the governor's speech, I had more than
forty coauthors on it,

MR. CHATELAIN
Is It fair to say In our discussion over one week ago that

I who voted for this In the first place, realized my mistake
and considered to reconsider at that time? is that correct, sir?

MR. BURSON
The counsel and the grand jury proposal.

MR. HENRY
You propose to take that up now?

MR. BURSON
I would like to If it be acceptable with...

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir. I might mention that I made the same mistake,

so you're not by yourself.

MR, BURNS
Mr. Burson, isn't .. .doesn't it very often happen— I know it

used to happen—that a district attorney, where they have a

family quarrel between two big local families and he doesn't
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want to take either side, that he'll put the whole matter before

the grand jury, and each side, each family may have ten witnesses

apiece. In a situation like that every witness may demand an

attorney. There*d be twenty attorneys there representing wit-

nesses in a little two-bit misdemeanor case. Isn't that right?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir. That's correct.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Is it correct that your intention

is for this one specific purpose?
to open this section

MR. BURSON
That one limited, specific purpose , yes , sir

.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Burson, I know that we have included in this constitution

a number of protections for those accused of criminal offenses,
and that some of our district attorneys in the state have been
concerned about the extent of that protection. Do you feel that

if this change is made, on the basis of your discussions with the
members of their association and the individual district attorneys
that they will be able to support and enthusiastically defend the

aspects of this constitution that deal with criminal justice and

district attorneys?

MR. BURSON
In every case and every person I've talked to, I've been told

that, and in fact, your district attorney here has authorized rae

to say that he would unquestionably support this document, if we

can make . .

.

Point of Information

MR. DENNIS
I*d like to know the exact extent of Mr. Burson's motion. Is

his motion solely to take from the calendar for the purpose of

offering amendment to Section 35?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. DENNIS
Of the article?

MR. HENRY
When we get there, that's what I appreciate and understand

his motion will be, but now. .. there's the motion to reconsider

the adoption of that connittee proposal which we have to dispose

of before we can ever get in that posture. Judge.

MR. DENNIS
Well, then, could 1 ask hin a question?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir.

MR. DENNIS
Is this the only section that you are going to ask that be

reconsidered, when you get to that point?

MR. BURSON
Absolutely, Judge. The only reason I'm discussing it at this

time is so that the convention will be fully aware of my intention,
and as I understand it, the motion to call from the table is to

suspend the rules to reconsider the Section 35 is not a debatable
motion. Therefore, I have to explain It now, or 1 don't get to

explain it.

I just wanted to make
MR. DENNIS

Well, I appreciate your explanation,
that clear.

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
Really, it's for a point of information, Mr. Chairman. If

Mr. Burson's motion carries, then I assume that the whole Judiciary

Article would then be opened.

MR. HENRY
Well, no, sir. It won't. Now, if Mr, Burson's motion to

reconsider is adopted, then his next motion would be to call from

the table the motion to reconsider the vote by which Section 31...

35 was adopted, and then Section 35 would be all that we'd be
talking about right then. A similar motion would have to be
made to get into any other of the sections in that proposal.

MR. TAPPER
Well, Mr. Chairman, wouldn't you first have to call the proposal

from the Chair before. . .from the table before you can consider a
section within the proposal?

MR. HENRY
No, sir, because the proposal has never been tabled, the motion

to reconsider. You see, we never acted on the motion to reconsider,
on any of these proposals, if you recall, just for this specific

purpose, in the event we did need to get back in to do something
to one of the sections.

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
One other question, or point of information, Mr. Chairman. How

many votes would it then take after. If assuming that this motion
passes, how many votes would it take to call that section off

the table?

MR. HENRY
Sixty-seven, or two-thirds of those present and voting, whichever

is lesser.

Further Di scussi on

MR. STINSON
Fellow members, I'm sure in view of a few of the past votes

that I'm shouting in the dark, but I like to shout In the dark

even If I'm by myself. Any time one group, especially the dis-

trict attorneys, that they think they are so smart and so strong

that they can come in here and say, "If you don't change one

thing, then we're going to beat the constitution." Well, I

say they should have written the constitution to start with
instead of us here laboring for one year. Now, you get up here

and talk about having a lawyer for a two-bit case. It may be

a two-bit case, but if someone jumps in there and is questioned

by the district attorney, and he can have two or three assistants
with him, and some poor person that's not educated can, through

error, make a false statement, it won't be a two-bit case as

far as he's concerned; he's going to be sent to the penitentiary
for lying before the grand jury. One person, now, if he doesn't
testify the way they want him to, and can be tied up and confused,
and unintentionally tell a falsehood, he can be prosecuted. It

doesn't say he has to have a lawyer; it says he has one if he
wants one, and he can afford it, or can get one. They used a two-

bit case, but there are a lot of cases that are not two-bit

cases, and two-bit cases shouldn't be put before the grand jury.

Now, we came up here, and I don't know, but I'm advised there

were ten votes against it, including Mr, Burson's, and he's

an educated, smart person, but he didn't understand it, and

we're going to still take some person who's not educated before
a grand jury, and possibly send him to the penitentiary because

he couldn't get advice when he needed it. You have to go before
the grand jury. If you refuse to testify, they can send you
away. But, we're going to take these people,we're supposed
to be protecting everybody with a Bill of Rights, and we're going
to take this out , that only ten people opposed, and that wasn't
Including Mr. Burson; he voted for it. Now, he comes up at this

late date and says he made a mistake. We've got to change it;

if we don't, the district attorneys are going to defeat the

constitution. Well, I don't appreciate a threat like that

from the district attorneys, or the governor or anyone else.
Just because he couldn't win what he wanted, he's going to

quit playing ball, and go against it. Now, if we're going to

give in to threats like that— I personally don't care about this

—

but it's the principle of it, and the fact that we're supposed
to protect these little people. If we're going to come up here

this last week and after voting only ten against it, and say

because the district attorneys threatened us, we're going to have
to give in and bow down. Well, there's going to be one "no"

vote up there when this comes up, I can assure you. If you

think the legislature Is going to pass this, well, you're just

whistling in the dark. I've seen the district attorneys con-

trol the legislature so it is pathetic. We are considered

as a nonpolitlcal group because we are not going to run for

reelection, but the representatives and senators do. This will
never stand a snowball in heck If it's left up to the legislature.

What's wrong with letting someone have a lawyer to advise him

as to what he should testify ? I think we are taking away a

right, and we are giving In to pressure from the district
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attorneys, If we*ve got to depend on the passage of this con-
stitution by the district attorneys or anyone else, I'm sorry
that I'm here as a delegate. I wish I had not run, and if I was
foolish enough to have won, I wish I had lost. I'm not coming
here and let one group say, "If you don't do this, well, we're
going to beat it." As far as I'm concerned, they can just take
that and do whatever they want to with it. Yes, ma'am.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Stinson, do you realize that whatever I do, I'm not

doing it because of any special persons? I'm going to ask this
just for information. What does a witness—I've never been a
witness before a grand jury—what does one testify to when he's
before the grand jury? Is he supposed to tell the truth, or
does the attorney have to tell him to tell the truth?

MR. STINSON
But, the way they twist the questions around as all lawyers

try to do to confuse them if they're on the other side; you don't
know whether you're telling the truth or not. Some witnesses don't,
and they can prosecute them if they unintentionally do not state
a fact that happened the way it did.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Stinson, don't you think if a person doesn't know whether

he's telling the truth or not, he shouldn't be there in the first
place?

MR. STINSON
He didn't offer to go there. He was summoned and required

to go there, Mrs. Warren. He wasn't there by choice.

Further Discussion

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this has been debated before.

I think we debated it quite extensively the first time. We all
know what it means. The handwriting is on the wall. I still
feel the same way as I did when I asked you to pass this amendment.
I do understand the problems that the district attorneys will have
with it. However, I still feel that this is necessary. If you
will recall just a few weeks ago, the United States Supreme Court
has issued an order ordering counsel in grand juries in certain
cases throughout these United States. So, I'm asking you not to
go along with Mr. Burson. I'm not making a forceful request of
you because what I'm telling you is this, that regardless of what
we do in this constitution—and Mr. Stinson is correct, it will
never be passed in the legislature. Mrs. Warren, if you've never
been before a grand jury, I can understand why you don't know why
someone would need representation. It may be just to keep you
from perjuring yourself, or to keep you from being held in con-
tempt when you don't know whether you should answer a question or
not, or whether you have to answer a particular question that
might be discriminatory against you, or whether or not you—you
may volunteer to go before a grand jury, and if you're not given
immunity, then what you say there can be held against you. I

don't think this is proper. I think you should be told first
before and advised ds to your rights before you appear before the
grand jury. The passage of this amendment was not an indictment
of the district attorneys in this state. It was just for the
protection of the Individuals who might be innocent that are called
before a grand jury. I ask you not to go along with Mr. Burson,
but if you do take it out of this constitution, the federal government

and the United States' courts are going to do it for us anyway,

so I don't think we're going to be hurting anybody. Thank you.

{^Previous Quest ion ordered . Record
vote ordered . Motion to recons ider
Committee Proposal No. 21 adopted

:

94-11. Motion to suspend the rules
to call from the table the motion
to reconsider Section 35 for the
limited purpose of considering the
Burson amendment adopted without
objection. Motion to reconsider
adopted without objection.^

MR. HENRY
Mr. Burson offers up amendments.

Recons i dera t i on

Committee Proposal 21, Section 35

Amendment

MR. FOYNTER
1 might point out this goes to the final enrollment so that

if you have the first enrollment, the lines may not match up.
On page 11, delete lines 24 through 26, both inclusive, in

their entirety, being the entirety of Paragraph (B) of Section
35, and insert In lieu thereof the following:

"(B) Right to Counsel. The legislature may establish by
law, terms and conditions under which a witness may have the
right to the advice of counsel while testifying before the grand
jury."

Explanation

MR. BURSON
I think I've already explained it. What this will do will

allow the legislature to respond to whatever the requirements may
be in the future, either of the federal law, as Mr. Tapper pointed
out, or simply of the needs of reform in our criminal justice
system. I think we all know and we all admit it needs a lot of
reform In a lot of ways. But, the legislature can respond to
these needs, and we will not freeze in a rule. I might point out-
I understand the depth of Mr. Stinson's conanitment on this issue,
but I did not say, and I hope I was not misinterpreted as saying
that the D.A. 's would beat or fight this constitution if this
amendment did not pass, 'cause I certainly would never say that.
The only thing I will say, and 1 think this is true, is that the
passage of this amendment will help to pass the constitution. I'm
convinced of that.

Questions

MR. STINSON
Mr. Burson, when the legislature introduces this, you all

will be there fighting it, won't you?

MR. BURSON
Mr. Stinson, of course, whatever the legislature presents will

have to be considered on its merits at that time. I can think of
a lot of circumstances where it might be justified.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Burson, your amendment doesn't say "Notwithstanding,"

and then mention the section number of the secrecy section on the
grand Jury. But, what this is meant to do is to be an exception
to the secrecy in the grand jury room, isn't that correct?

MR. BURSON
This is the reason why we're putting this language in here:

because it might be susceptible if you didn't say it; that maybe
the secrecy would prohibit anyone from going in there. I think
it's quite clear with this language that this. . .they're in the
same section. This whole section deals with the grand Jury, and
this permits the legislature to do whatever it thinks appropriate
in this regard.

MR. CASEY

Mr. Burson, you may have already made mention of this. If

you did, I didn't hear you. Is there any need to distinguish

between the word "witness" and the word "defendant"?

MR. BURSON
Well, I think that in order to answer this question you've

got to understand that the law of the State of Louisiana right

now, under the case of State vs. Harrell , which is an old case,

the defendant in a criminal prosecution, if he's not advised that

he's the focus of the interrogation before the grand jury and

warned of his rights against self-incrimination, then anything he

says in the grand jury can't be used to form an indictment against

him or an infirmation except on grounds of perjury or public

bribery under an old constitutional section that we have.

MR. CASEY
Well, I guess my question is, then, under your answer, is

the defendant going to have. . .can a defendant be granted a right

by the legislatively established terms and conditions; can a

defendant have the right to counsel?

MR. BURSON
There's no question if he's a witness before the grand Jury.

A witness, here, means any witness, if he's a defendant or any

other witness.
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MR. CASEY
Well, that's what I'm driving at. Under your interpretation,

for the record, the term "witness" includes defendants?

vious Quest ion ordered on the Pro-
pose 1 . Proposa 1 passed : 106-2

.

Motion to reconsider pending.}

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir. I think under present federal requirements the

defendant, once he becomes an accused, and under our state law,

he's got to be appointed counsel within forty-eight hours, I

believe, anyway.

MR. WEISS
Delegate Burson, the floor amendment you propose, would you

say it's to the benefit or the detriment of a majority of people

of the State of Louisiana?

MR. BURSON
If I didn't think it was to the benefit of the majority of the

people of the state. Dr. Weiss, I wouldn't offer it.

Mot i on

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, I move to suspend the rules to consider the

proposal in the local. . .general governmental provisions, particularly
Section 9 which deals with multi-banking.

MR, HENRY
Well, then what you want to do, first, is move to suspend the

rules for the purpose of calling it from the Committee on Style
and Drafting. Is that right?

MR. ROY

That ' s 'correct.

MR. AVANT
Jack, I'm just a little bit confused by the question and answer

between you and Mr. Casey. But, to me, a defendant is a person
who has been charged with a crime. In other words, a prosecution
has been instituted, and he Is the defendant; the state is the

plaintiff.

MR. BURSON
That's right.

MR. AVANT
Under no circumstances could such a person be compelled to go

before a grand jury with respect to the offense with which he has

already been charged. So, you don't have any problem there, do

you?

MR. BURSON
You're absolutely right. That's been the law of this state

and of the United States under the self-incrimination provisions
which we have. . .also have in this constitution in the Bill of

Rights.

MR. AVANT
I just wanted to clarify that in the record.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Jack, I'd just like to clarify something: to be indicted,

you don't have to appear before the grand jury. Is that correct?

MR. BURSON
That's correct.

MR. GIARRUSSO
But, it is possible, under the law, that if you are an

accused that you can be summoned before the jury?

MR. BURSCM
It's possible under federal law, I believe. Chief; but I do

not think, as my understanding of state law—and I did quite a

bit of research on this—that if you are subpoenaed, then you must
be told at that time of your rights about self-incrimination or
given some indication that you're more than just a witness; that
you are, in fact, possibly a focus of the investigation. Or, if

you're not given that warning about self-incrimination, then I

don't believe, under the three cases I've read, the district
attorney could use whatever you said in a bill.

MR. GIARRUSSO
I'm asking; I don't know. Would it not be better to say that

an accused is entitled? This is the one that you are talking about,
when he appears before the jury, that's entitled to counsel and not
a witness.

MR. BURSON
The problem you get into is you may not know in all cases that

he's the accused before he gets called. This is why "witness" gives
you more protection, because it's a broader term. It includes
everybody.

[_Prev ious Quest ion ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

99-8 . Mot i on to reconsi der tabled .

Previous Quest ion ordered on the
Section. Sect ion passed : 102- 3

.

Mot ion to reconsider tabled. Pre-

Point of Order
MR. NEWTON

Mr. Chairman, I believe we suspended the rules to call that
Proposal No. 21 from Style and Drafting. Would it be necessary
to move to return it to Style and Drafting?

MR. HENRY
No.

MR. POYNTER
That would be automatic under the rules

.

MR. HENRY
It automatically goes when we get through with it, sir.

[^Motion to suspend the rules adopted

:

83-7. Motion to recons ider Committee
Proposa 1 No . 35.]

Expl anat i on

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we sat here yesterday morning

and listened to the governor say that unless we made some drastic
changes in what we have adopted, the constitution did not have a

chance of being adopted by the people. He was right in a lot of
the things he said. But, look and listen. How much flack did
anyone get on the proposal we adopted on multi-bank holding
companies? How much did anybody get? This is the proposal that's
going to make every small bank in this state get behind this

constitution. It's going to make them work for the adoption of

this constitution. If you don't think little banks have an effect,
you go to every small rural town and see who kind of controls it.

Who says what's good and what's bad in most cases? Who is respected?
Now, if we take this out, you're going to disenfranchise all of

these small banks. The governor said that the Banking Commission
or the group of bankers in Louisiana were split about 60-40, and

that might be right. But, I venture to say that every small bank
in Louisiana would back this constitution if this provision remains
in it. Everybody got up here the day this came up and said, "This

is good for the small people. It keeps the personal element in

doing banking business." Do you want to see, in ten years, the

banks out of New York come up and buy up all the banks in the state,

or just have maybe one or two state banks and do away with all the

personalization you get now when you go to your bank? Do you want
this? Do the people of Louisiana want this? If so, take the

provision out.

We have not locked in forever and ever a provision to pro-
hibit multi-bank holding companies. We have just said that if

you're going to have them, it's going to take two-thirds votes
of the legislature. This is good. But, with a majority vote,
it's very possible that the will of the minority is going to rule.

Please, vote to leave it like it is. We've debated it well. The

governor, for some unforeseeable reason, has said. . .picked this,

of all issues, to say it's not. . .shouldn't be in the constitution.
Look at the other things we have in the constitution. Just look

at some of them. But, yet, we're going to take out the little

provision about multi-bank holding companies.
Please vote no on the motion to reconsider and leave the small

banks protected so that the people in the rural areas of this
state will keep the personal contact they now have.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I've been trying to sit

at my seat the last hour and watch what's going on. I. . .frankly,

I just can't believe it. I guess the longer you live, the more
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you realize how little you know. Every day I learn something new.
Somebody asked me a few minutes ago, "What's going on?" Well,
here's what I think what's going on: One little fellow from
North Louisiana thinks that what this constitutional convention is

going to do is going to go down the governor's checklist one by
one and make every absolute change he wants. Now, it's not right.
Where was he when we needed him? Now, it's not right. We debated
every one of these issues, and I'll debate them with you all
over again because some of them, I think, were a mistake, and I

lost.

On the specific issue of multi-bank holding companies, it's
quite clear to me in the area where I come from that what we did
and have done in this convention is in the best interest of the
people that I represent—the people that I represent. But, I'm
not going to argue against it on the basis of facts. I just
want to point out to you my personal opinion that any one man,
no matter who he might be or no matter what he might want to become,
does not have the right to expect of you that you go down a

checklist and make the changes that in his personal opinion you
ought to make. No documentation, no facts, no substantiation
whatsoever, and he's asking us—or somebody is asking us—in
this case, the very proponent of the thing we passed is asking
us to wipe it off the books, perhaps with no debate whatsoever.
Now, I don't resent Edwin Edwards. I appreciate him; I think
he's a fine man and a great governor. But, I do resent not
standing up for what I believe, or being asked not to stand up
for what I believe. I'm going to tell you what I believe, right
or wrong. I believe in you. I believe in the debate we gave it

and the effort you put into it. Now, I just think this is dead
wrong.

I ask you to let's stop it now. This is not an alternative.
This is not something we're going to give the people a choice on.
This is something we're just going to wipe off the books altogether.
I say let's stop it here; let's stop it now.

Quest ions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Roemer, for those of us who are like me that happen to

think on this particular point that the governor is correct,
wouldn't you recommend that we vote our convictions?

MR. ROEMER
Yes, I'd do that. I certainly do. I'm not here to suggest

that just because you vote a certain way that you're just
following the dictates of the governor. However, I am keenly
aware of the mood on the floor in certain segments, as you are,
Mr. Lanier. I just don't want you to vote one way or the other
without thinking about what you're doing. That's all I'm asking.
If you vote against me, that's your ri-ght, and you might be right.
I'm just asking you to think about it; that's all.

MR. GRIER
Buddy, don't you feel that the two-thirds vote of each

house gives the flexibility, here, to change this section in
the future as the governor stated yesterday, already?

has happened there. I felt that we were a different group. I'm
not criticizing you. You have your rights, and certainly I

respect it in every way. But the idea to come up here on something
we debated and fought and It carried. It happened that I prevailed
on this, but if I'd have been the loser, I would still be making
the same speech. We are not to come up here and be a group of
puppets, which we are being made. Just because one man, yesterday

—

it happened to be the governor—got up here and said he didn't
think it was right, and a poll that the paper said was made on
the fourth floor, which is in his office, and we're going to come
in here and completely reverse ourselves on anything that he wants.
If that's so, the governor should have been here and written the
constitution and submitted it to the people. We have wasted the
money. Are we going to use it as a window dressing or something
to say it's the will of the people? But, anything that he plckec"

out at random will come up and we're going to just roll over and
play dead and say the governor wants it— the last week of it,

I hope I'll never be ashamed enough of myself to vote for
"yes" on something like that.

.MR. HENRY
Mr. Lelthman, have a seat.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Lelthman is referring to a sign that I was given in

the legislature when anything like this came up. It was in. . .

respecting the French and English, it says, "Kill that snake.

"

I wish I had it today. But, I still say, right or wrong, when it's
sent down here from the governor and we're going to play dead and
do what he wants. If so, we've been a farce with what we've been
doing this year, so far. I'm sorry that I have been against them.
I want to say that I'm sorry that I've been part of this. Certainly,
after I get through, some of you are going to think I'm reflecting
against you and I, but I'm thinking out loud. '^Tiat my children and
the people after them— I can never point out with pride and say,
"I helped write the constitution in 1973." When it goes down in
history we came up here the last week and one man—even though
he's the governor—gets up and says, "Well, that's wrong; you have
made a mistake; you've got to change it." Then we're going to
come up here and, with about four or five people who vote ridiculously,
^s I do—because they have a little pride left—going to say,
"Yeah, we were wrong; he was right; and we're going to change."
Now, we don't know how many are coming, but I'll bet you if it

gets through like this, and we play dead, it's going to be quite
a few others. The old saying is: "If you don't hang together,
you're going to certainly be hung when you get separated." That's
what's happened now. I'm not an administration man, and that's
what I don't like is steamrolllng. I'm sorry that it's happened
in this convention, because I felt and hoped that we were
independent.

Thank you for my ridiculous remarks that I'm sure most of
you think they are.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Yes, Bill. Mr. Roy, who brought this to our attention before

this convention, had in his first draft no flexibility whatsoever.

MR. GRIER
Right.

MR. ROEMER
We compromised, here—you and I did. We agreed to the two-

thirds rule. I think that gives all the flexibility we need.

MR. GRIER
Right.

Fu rther Di scuss ion

MR. STINSON
Fellow delegates, what I say, I'm not reflecting against

anyone. If it reflects against anyone, it's against me, as an
individual. I'm ashamed that I am a part of a farce that we've
gone through for this last year. It's a shame and a disgrace,
and I look with pride up to this week on what we had done. We
had debated and we had fought and we had been good winners and
good losers. But, now, within the last week, because the governor
doesn't like, we're going to become a group of puppets and roll-
over and play dead. Now, this is not the first time I have been
shocked and disillusioned. I have been shocked and disillusioned
for twenty-four years in the legislature, because the same thing

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, on this occasion I rise

in support of this amendment, not because the governor was here
yesterday, because as I told a good friend of mine that I thought
in a month or two we'd play a game with the delegates in this
convention—something like "Let's see your score." The score
would be a result of the whip he would use on us. I hope that
mine would be just about as big as anybody else's. But, the reason
why I rise in support of this amendment is because when Mr. Roy
circulated it among these delegates, many of you asked me my
opinion on it. I really felt that it could best be done not
in the constitution. But, I urge you to support the amendment
for the sole reason that there was many rumors to the effect that
many people are going throughout the state buying up banks and
would like this to exist. I had the pleasure of reading telegrams
from some of these people. But, on yesterday, the governor of
this state made a pledge in our presence that he would never support
legislation that the banks of this state would not want. I assume
when he made that statement he didn't mean the big banks would want.
But, I assume and I have, in my estimation, his word that he meant
the majority of all the banks of this state. This concerns the

banks of the State of Louisiana, and I suggest to you—with that

commitment and the fact that I, personally, have never heard of

him lying to me on any occasion— that I can urge you to support
this amendment. I feel I have a commitment from him that as

long as he's governor, he will not advocate or support, and I

urged. . .1 suggested that would mean he would suppress any move
for multi-banking.
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Questions

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Champagne, you are assuming that the present governor will

continue to be governor an indefinite time. . .terra?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No, sir. But, the reason for the amendment, I am told, is

because some people thought that possibly he was in favor of
this.

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Champagne, do you know that I'm not in favor of the

amendment? I'm still standing like I did the other day.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Fine.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Weiss, is it not true that there's not anything in

the present constitution relative to this?

MR. WEISS
It doesn't even list multi-bank holding companies. It's so

new that it's not even on the books. This Is newly introduced
in a new constitution. That is correct, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
There's nothing in the present constitution?

MR. WEISS
Absolutely nothing.

MR. CHATELAIN
Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I don't think there's any

question, for those of you who remember my discussing this, that I

never thought this should be in the constitution, anyway. But,

I think I should discuss with you some of the statements that

the delegates are using now and tell you that I consider this

extremely unfair. I would like you to say that although we may

not agree with you, you would still defend the right for me to

say it. I think that's the position that I would take with Mr.

Stinson and other members, here. On the other hand, we heard our

governor speak yesterday, and he asked us— I think very reasonably

—

to consider nine sections for political expediency. I'm a neophyte

at this game, and I'm graduating at the end of this week. But,

I'm taking his suggestions seriously. In this particular matter,

as I say, I have no problem. I'll vote the way I voted before.

I'm certainly opposed to it being in the constitution. But, I

am astounded at the people, here, who consider personal matters

far in excess of those which should be considered for the people

of the State of Louisiana. There are far more little people than

there are little bankers. I don't think it's fair to make the

governor the whipping boy of your dissatisfaction. He has come

before you honestly and sincerely and has given you a political

opinion and left it for us to decide. Furthermore, I resent

very much the statement of delegates here that the governor did

not come here. I personally recall, some months ago, going before

a committee where he was completely rejected by the committee,

where one of the delegates, here, said, "We don't want an Edwards'

constitution." He has been rebuffed repeatedly by this body, and

it was only recently that we invited him. For weeks I had proposed

that he come before this group, but could not get enough support.

So, don't blame him for not being here. If you wanted him, why

didn't you ask him? When you did ask him, he came. Now, I must

say that my short lesson in politics indicates that this last

minute, this last week, is very important. If he's not a

politician, then give him credit for what he's done, because
Senator Rayburn told you this when we started this out in July.

He brings these matters up at the end of the game, and this is

when the action goes. I think we have given ourselves sufficient

procedural safeguards to prevent too much shenanigans. Now, let's

go about debating these issues. For those of you who have reconsidered

your stand on the banking matter, I congratulate you. I congratulate
you not only, perhaps, for political expediency, but because

you've reconsidered and decided that this was not a constitutional

matter and will vote against it. . .

Questions

MR. JONES
Dr. Weiss, just to put it in proper perspective, the laws are

already on the books protecting the small state banks. The latest
amendment was in 1948. AH that we are asking, or has happened here
so far, is for a majority vote of the legislature. They're trying
to tie it down to a two-thirds vote of the legislature; is that
not correct?

MR. WEISS
I concluded my remarks in opposing the matter, originally, on

that basis. This amendment only shows that a two-thirds vote
is needed. There are 453 pages of statutory law that are concerned
with bank and banking. Why pick out the issue of multi-banking
holding companies and the other, unless it's a personal matter
for the delegates here, rather than the people of the State of
Louisiana?

MR. JONES
Thank you. Doctor.

\_Motion to limit debate to five minutes
adopted wi thout objection ."]

Further Di scussi on

MR. NEWTON
I don't plan on taking five minutes. I would just like to

remind you that a two-thirds vote in the legislature is a two-
edged sword. While it might protect these banks now, suppose
the national banks got multi-banking and multi-parish banking
and ail this, and then they got one-third— they just got to
have one-third of the legislature to keep the state banks from
being able to protect themselves. I urge that you call this
thing from the table and that you pass this amendment.

I move the previous question.

[^Previous Question ordered .^

Closing

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I feel

that you're entitled to know...
I feel that since I was the person who initiated all of this

and started it, that you're entitled to some comment from me.
I'm not one who, when it comes time to eat crow, would try to pass

it on to anyone else. If I have to eat crow, I'll eat it myself.

I was very much concerned, and I can state to you right now, that

philosophically I abhor the practice or maybe the thought of little

banks going under to big banks. The governor came here yesterday

and made what I believe a personal commitment. He made the commit-

ment to everyone in here, and he made the commitment to all the

bankers in this state. T believe the governor when he makes a

commitment of that nature. The other thing that I know is that

the people who were very much concerned with this feel, after
having heard the governor, after having read his remarks, that

they are fully protected and that, unless their association
decides that they want some change, that there will be no change.

I must, of course, give credence to their views, and I do so.

I think that one thing that's proved here—and I'm glad that it

was—and that is, that for those who will deal with this matter
in the future—and it is more statutory than constitutional material-
1 thought that it could be rationalized on the basis "well, it's

something like civil service and we ought to deal with it very

cautiously." I still think it's very serious, but I think that with

the reflection of this body politic on the philosophy of the issue:

that is, whether you believe in multi-bank holding companies or

parish-wide branch banking, that those who serve in the legislature

who should deal with this in the future at least have a pretty
dum good feeling of what this convention—which represents the

views of the people of this state— feel. For that reason, and

in view of what I've said, I'm going to vote to delete this from

the constitution because in the final analysis— in the final
analysis—we have what I consider the best possible constitution
in the state of the whole United States. I'm committed to this

constitution, and I will compromise even my own personal beliefs
about things if I'm not sure that I'm absolutely right. I vill
compromise those for somebody who's got his hands on the pulse
of the people more, particularly when that person is most re-
sponsible for us being here by having the guts to have called

this constitutional convention. For that reason I 'm going to

vote to delete it from the constitution.

Questions

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Roy, as the prime author of this amendment, when you
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placed it in the constitution, did you get any reaction from the

small banks throughout this state?

MR. ROY
I spoke with the two people who are most responsible, Mr, Will

Whitmore, who's President of the LIAB, and I spoke with Mr.

Easterly who's very much concerned with it. Of course, I've

spoken with my brother who was very much interested in this matter,

and they feel that, with the commitment made by the governor,

with the feeling that was shown by the covention, that they

would take cheir chances with the legislature and would not want

some type of confrontation with any political group at this

particular time.

MR. NUNEZ
You spoke about the pulse of the people. What type of

people do you think requested to take this out of the con-

stitution?

MR. ROY
If you're talking about did I get a lot of telegrams,

I didn't get any. I only got a couple when I brought it up.

\_ Re cord vote ordered . Mot ion to re-
consider adopted: 79-27. Motion to
suspend the rules to recons ider Com-
mittee Proposal No. J5, Section 9.

Record vote ordered . Rules Suspended

:

78-30. Motion to recons ider Section 9

adopted wi t hout objection . ^

Reconsi derat i on

Committee Proposal No. 35, Section 9

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
AmendmentG sent up as follows by Delegates Henry, Gravel, et al

,

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 17 through 26, both
inclusive in their entirety.

Mr. Roy, you know you're going to handle this. As I appreciate
it, that second amendment is out of order. It would have the

effect of changing the future section numbers, but the rules

suspension was just to reconsider the one section, and quite frankly,

this thing has not even been through final styling of Style and
Drafting. I think you could just withdraw that second amendment.

{_Amendmen t No . 2 withdrawn . Previous
Question ordered . Record vote ordered

.

Amendmen t adopted : 81-2 . Mot i on to
recons ider tabl ed . Previous Question
ordered on the Proposal . Proposal
passed: 91-16. Motion to take up
other orders adopted wi thout objection ,

]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1205-1212]

[Adjournment to 9:30 o'clock a.m.,
Saturday , January 12, 1974.]
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Saturday, January 12, 1974

ROLL CALL

[ii4 delegates present and a quorum.

1

PRAYER

KR. BURNS
Our Heavenly Father, Thy greatest of all lawmakers and

lawgivers, we ask that Thou would be with us from now until next

Saturday, January 19. We pray. Father, that You would give us the

power and the courage to complete this constitution in a manner
which will not only be acceptable to Thee, and be a credit to the

delegates, but last, but not least, be acceptable to the people
of the State of Louisiana. We pray that for the next eight days

Thou would give us divine guidance that we would put the Interest
and the welfare of the people of the State of Louisiana before

our own personal interests. We ask these things all in Jesus'

name and for His sake. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Personal Privilege

were six professional educators on that committee, and five out of

that six have supported it, five out of that six members of that

committee have voted every time to go along with the committee
recommendation. I think that five out of six does represent pretty
well some understanding and some common agreement as to what is

good for education in this state.
Unfortunately, there has been misrepresentation about this

whole document to many people. Unfortunately, our committee was
exposed to people who came with false testimony. We had student
groups come before us who had been misinformed about what we were
doing as a committee. This is regrettable,and this is something
that will have to be overcome. I rise this morning to talk to you,

to tell you that this committee on education did not represent

a bunch of loose-jointed, brainy people. These people came up

with something that they heard, and they understood represented

what the people did want. I think that unfortunately, that if

we had been given the opportunity to sell our cause to the people

of this state, that it could have been done. Perhaps, maybe, it

still will be done, hopefully. I make these statements to you

because I recognize that the die is cast and that we will be mov-

ing into another direction. But, I do hope that what other
direction we do move in to, that we do remember some of the

points that I have pointed out to you today, and that we move

in a direction that is compatible, and something that the majority
of the people of this state can live with as far as the cause of

education is concerned. Hopefully, I await the judgment of this

convention in that direction.

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

this morning to speak to you Just a little bit in the way of

explanation because I feel that in the last two days, the work of

what I consider some conscientious, dedicated folks has been
seriously criticized. X thought, perhaps, maybe I might try

to shed some light on that entire matter, rather than let you

go away from this convention , feeling that we had a bunch of

people who didn't know what they were doing on the matter of

education in this state.
We had in that committee, as I explained to you previously,

spent many, many hours coming up with the proposal that we had.

Tvo days ago, there appeared before this very microphone, the

governor of this state, and who implied that we had come up with

something that was completely unworkable and unpalatable, and

that frankly, I began to question my own judgment in the matter.

I did just a little research in the matter. I would like to just

read you the minutes of the Education Committee of May 8. Maybe

It will give you some enlightenment on why we proceeded in the

direction that we did. I'd just like to read those minutes for

you for your edification, and maybe for my way of explanation.

It says:
"The committee then heard from Governor Edwards. He said

that the board for governing education in the state had no business

In the constitution. The constitution should be short and concise.

However, assuming that it is in the constitution, education at the

college level could be best served by a single board. If one board

would have the responsibility, the competition would be eliminated

and there'd be a better chance for fair play.

If the one concept is not agreeable, then there should be

one Board of Regents that would have exclusive power for all

universities and colleges in the state, to form policies, to be

responsible for the budgets, and take care of long-range planning

at college level. Under this board there would be a separate
administration board for the LSU system, and a separate board for

other colleges and universities. A separate state board, with its

membership elected, would continue to exist and operate and plan

for, and obtain funding for education in the elementary and high
school level."

Now, if you will read Committee Proposal No. 7, you will see

that it tracks what was stated as agreeable to Governor Edwards

exactly as presented to this convention floor. In fact, the

proposal that we presented to this floor actually had more powers

Into the Board of Regents. If you will again get out Committee

Proposal No. 7, you will see that we have designated nineteen
powers given to the Board of Regents, and that we have left stripped

down to practically no board, or no powers, the LSU Board of

Supervisors and the Board of Trustees. As I pointed out to many

people in this convention, perhaps the one mistake that our

committee made was that perhaps maybe we shouldn*t have called the other,

lesser board to the day by day management boards ,boards , we

probably should have called them councils or commissions, etc.,

and then we wouldn't have had this misrepresentation that has been

presented to so many people. .. .presented to so many people.

Yesterday, you heard from this microphone, the statement that

the professional educators on the comnlttee could not get together.

I state to you that all you have to do Is look at the record. There

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

[_Motxon to take Committee Proposal
No. 35 out of its regular order
adopted without objection.]

Committee Proposal No. 35

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we are presenting the report

of Style and Drafting concurred in by, insofar as the language Is
concerned, by the Bill of Rights and Elections Committee on
Committee Proposal No. 35. Now, that is the little bunch of
material that you have with a paper clip in the middle that says
Committee Proposal No. 35, 1-11-73. This Is Article II,

Distribution of Powers, and Article XII, General Powers. You
will have only the green page and the yellow amendments.

The first amendment, Mr. Chairman, if I may...

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
The first amendment of the. the first amendment is to

Section 1, it changed"the government of the State of Louisiana"
to "of the state" in line with our usage, because it's only
this state, lnto"three separate branches" instead of "three
distinct branches"; and it used a colon instead of a double hyphen
.

—

instead of a — whatever that Is.

{^Amendment No . 1 adopted without
object ion

.

]

Amendment No. 2

MR. TATE
Except

, in Section 2, Amendment 2, we put the exception In
the beginning of the language as is done throughout the constitution.
Otherwise, no change in language or...

[^Amendment No . 2 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
All right. Now, you will see ti.en, ladies and gentlemen,

that Article II which will be up at the beginning of the constitution

consists of those two articles about Executive,Legislative, and

Judicial. Now, Article XII, Section General Provisions, the

Bill of Rights has recommended renumbering this. We did not go
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along with this simply because this general provision, as we

anticipated, there will be a lot of other general provisions
transferred from other parts of the constitution, or from those

one page articles adopted into this position. So, do not at the

present time worry about the particular placement. Because of

that, for instance; you'll see in a minute we'll be able to take

care of the matter of the amendment yesterday without any major

change of numbering.

Amendment No. 3 simply changed the numbering here for reasons

unnecessary from 3 to 1.

lAmendment No. 3 adopted without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE
Amendment No. A, again, simply changes the numbers.

[Amendment Wo. 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 5

[Amendment No . 9 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 10

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 10, Mr. Chairman, aside from changing the

numbering, in line with a suggestion from the authors of the
amendment, as well as from the Bill of Rights Committee, made
"origins" plural because it was thought by them, at least,
that despite our rule of singularization, it was a little more ac-
curate to say "origins", that one person could have several
origins , 1 guess

.

lAmendment No . 10 adopted without
objection

.

]

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No. 26

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 5 repeats the oath of office. We thought

"I (AB)" and then as you see on line.... 3 of the 4 oaths as
is found in the present constitution, and line 12 , just a long
space, or with a line. After some discussion, we thought both
would be better, read better, look better, and say the same
thing if you said "I...." which in legal abrevlation means some
words are left out, and go on, and then "upon me as" instead
of leaving a blank space and putting in line "as..." meaning
the name of the office is left out. Otherwise, there's no
change in substance, Mr, Chairman.

^Amendment No . 5 adopted without
objecti on .

]

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 6 is just a change of numbers, Mr. Chairman.

[Amendment No. 6 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 7

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 7 is a change of number. Also, we inserted a

comma —wait a minute —after "by law," In order to break up the
two independent sentences

.

^Amendment No. 7 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
Independent clauses is what I meant.
Amendment No. 8, let's see. Amendment No. 8, Mr. Chairman,

this is a matter that was deleted yesterday, and Amendment No. 8,-
we just withdraw Amendment No . 8 . Will that kill it?

[Amendment No . 8 withdrawn .

]

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
May I ask one thing, Mr. Chairman, as a parliament thing,

when we withdraw the amendment, that means the whole thing passes
out of the constitution because the previous amendment took it
out of the first enrolled copy. Is that correct?

It's gone.
O.K.
All right. Amendment No. 9 Is simply a change of numbering,

an insertion of commas in series, in line vrith the usage
throughout the constitution.

Any questions, Mr, Chairman?

MR. TATE
....Article XI. Revenue and Finance. Committee Proposal No. 26.

In this package, there are three components, three items:
the green amendment, the yellow amendment, and then the white
formal description of exactly what we are doing. By formally,
with reference to the first enrolled copy.

Now, with this introduction, Mr. Chairman....
All right, Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, with regard

to Amendment No. 1, aside from adding a title to the Subsection 1 JA) ,

and breaking the long sentence into two sentences, deleting "as
such", the... change in the interest of accuracy, because "use
value was added by a floor amendment by Subsection (C) so that the
Initial statement is not quite accurate.

The initial statement was "property subject to ad valorem
taxations shall be listed on the ad valorem rolls at its assessed
valuation which shall be a percentage of its fair market value."
Subsequently, the floor adopted an amendment that provided also
it could be valued on use value. In order to make it perfectly
clear, and on the representations of agricultural groups that there
might be a— it might seem to be an ambiguity—both committees, at

least the Style and Drafting, recommends, and without objection
from Revenue and Taxation, adding the words on line 7 and 8 "which,
(and adding these words ,) except as provided in Paragraph (C)

,"

(that's a use value thing,) "shall be determined at a percentage of
its fair market value. It makes no change in substance so we
didn't bring it to you as a yellow amendment. But I do think
since It's a little additional wording, I should mention it before
submitting the amendment for your consideration.

Question

MR. DENNERY
Judge, my question relates to the last sentence. Wouldn't

you have to make a similar change there, that the percentage of
use value should also be uniform?

MR. TATE
Mr, Dennery, in all frankness, our committees originally

thought you could handle the matter by saying, "should be listed
at its fair market or use value, and that the percentage of fair
market or use value shall be uniform throughout the state."

This was felt by some to be substantive. We think tliat

whatever ambiguity is... settled by the provision in 1 (D) "that
shall be determined in accordance with the criteria which shall
be established by law, and which shall apply uniformly throughout
the state ."

But, In view of the representations of some that we might
be making a substantive change, which we didn't think we were,
we withdrew the... we withdrew that proposal, as proposed amend-
ment, and are approaching it in this manner, sir.

[Amendmen t No

.

objection

.

]

1 adopted without

Amendment No. 2

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 2 involves-the chief changes were we thought

it looks a little better typographically, not to have caps on
"the classifications and percentages", and not to have the series
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of dots following each. In line with these things, when you

say "all land", it means "land" will be subject to this percentage.
We deleted "all" and we've deleted "all" in front of "all other

property". You would either to add "all" in front of "the

improvement" or delete all three. It seems to us, to be

consistent, and we feel that there is absolutely no change of

substance. We omitted a "such" on line 5, "before each

such classification" .we omitted "such" as unnecessary.

MR. CASEY
Any....Mr. Hennery has a question.

MR. DENNERY
Again, you don't think you have to put the

in Paragraph (D) as you did in (A)?

'except as provided"

MR. TATE
Well, in this instance, we thought that when we say "the

classification of each market value—of each property subject
to ad valorem taxation and the percentage of fair market value",
you see, I think, possibly, you are right. But this is the only
amendment recommended. I don't think it's ambiguous. We just

think it's self-explanatory. It's not an inaccurate statement,
I don't believe.

Motion

MR. AVANT
Well, I guess I would move for a suspension of the rules,

then, if that would be right. You see, we have tried, as I

understand it, to, you know, when we say legislature, we say
"by law" to avoid any question of whether it be by resolution.
This is just one we didn't get, apparently.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Avant, just a minute. Judge Tate. I won't say you

can't suspend the rules because you can. We were discussing this
on yesterday. There's a lot of things you can suspend the rules on.
I think we have tried to be extremely cautious not to do that in
any case, but to follow a more formal procedure because this may
happen to be not controversial, but one of these hours, it's
going to be something that you and I won't like.

MR. AVANT
Well, I'm not all hung up about it. I think since we tried

to put "by law" everywhere we say the legislature may do something,
except when we meant other than by law. I just asked your assis-
tance, Mr. Chairman, so we can get "by law" in here if we want
to.

[Amendment No. 2 adopted without
object ion .

]

Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 3- You see in line with your structure, we

first said that"it shall be assessed at fair market except as

provided 1 (C)." Then (D) says how fair market value is

classified. Now we come to (C) which is use value. We—you'll
see that we think that the sense, there's an unnecessary "lands"
In there. You either have to add a "lands" or delete a "lands".
We thought it would be better to just say "cultural marsh,
horticultural marsh, and timber lands" rather than "horticultural
lands, marshlands, and timber lands." So we recommended a delete

of "lands" ... .we used "for tax purposes" Instead of "for the
purpose of taxation". We thought that when you say "the
legislature may make similar provisions ,

"it may read a little
better, or may not in your judgment, "may provide similarly
for buildings of historic importance."

[_Amendment No. 3 adopted without
object ion .

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 4, which was on page 2, delete 9 through 13.

In the organization of these amendments, apparently up until now we
would have included Amendments 3 and 4 at the same time. Amendment No.

4

is simply to delete the prior language "on bona fide agriculturally,
horticultural, etc., lands" that you've just substituted. I'll have
to watch that in the future. But, this is just a technical amendment,
Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Judge Tate, we are on page 3, Section 1 (C)?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir. I'm sorry, we just now passed from page 3,

Section 1 (C) . Yes, sir. I'm sorry.

MR. AVANT
All right. This is something that apparently slipped by us

on the committee. I was wondering if you would, or could, I'm
talking to you and the chairman, withdraw this particular amendment
for the purpose of resubmitting it so as to add on line 8, on the
right hand side, following the word "legislature", ", by law,".

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, what does it require? That is exactly

MR CASEY
I think what Mr. Avant is asking you is can you change your

committee report which I don't think you can do. I don't say
we can solve the problem, but that's not the way we can solve the
problem*

iMotion withdrawn .

]

MR. TATE
All right. I move the adoption of Amendment No. 4 which

deletes that language from the present constitution which
we have just substituted in Amendment No. 3. We may— it's
just by nature of a technical amendment. There is an amend-
ment that will come back to put that "by law" in.

[^Amendmen t No . 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 5

^!R. TATE
Now, Amendment No. 5, we are later going to come back with

a caveat amendment to call your attention to an ambiguity which
the Revenue Committee agreed should be clarified. But, Amendment
No. (0) Amendment No. 5 is simply, with regard to the language in
the provision, and we— the general ,aside from adding a title, the
general change made was to singularize the usage of assessor—each
assessor— instead of assessors within his respective parish—respective
parish or district— and, since .everywhere else when they speak of an
existing body they add, "or its successor", we thought the sense of
the committee, that "or its successor", or the sense of the convention
floor, that you meant the Louisiana Tax Commission. But, if they call
it something else in the future, it'd be "or its successor". So. we
recommended that adoption.

The last one is just to—we thought the language read a little
smoother if we said "which shall apply uniformly throughout the
state instead of "which shall be uniformly applicable throughout the
state"

.

\_Amendment No . 5 adopted without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 5 is to Section 1 (E) on page 4 of your green. We

thought that the sense would be slightly clarified if we said "the
assessor shall be subject to review by the governing authority
of the parish, then by the Louisiana Tax Commission, and finally
by the courts," we said the parallelism would be more accurate
If we said "review first by the parish governing authority".
We added the word "first", then by the commission, finally by
the court. Then, because of that series, to be sure that it
didn't mean just by the courts, only in accordance with the pro-
cedures, we recommended adding a comma and saying "all in
accordance with procedures" with "procedures established by
law."

[Amendment No . 6 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 7

MR. TATE
Section 7 simply eliminated ... .Amendment No. 7 is to Section 1 (F)
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on page 5 of your green, it eliminated "the provisions of" as

unnecessary and added a conrnia "," after section thinking tliat

it showed the natural interruption and the flow of the language.

[Amendment No , 7 adopted without
objection . ]

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 8 is by nature of a technical araendiaent here, it

should have been included with Amendment No. 7. But, 1*11 have to
watch this in the future because in some instances there are two
amendments together. Amendment No. 8 deleting lines 11 through 13
is the parent provision which is shown on your left as [Section] 1 (G)
and it says to delete the language which we just replaced by Amendment
No. 7.

l^Amendmen t No .

objection

.

]

adopted without

[^Amendment No. 11 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 12

MR. TATE
On Amendment No. 12 it's the Section 4 (A) on page 10 of your

green material. Tlie section numbering was changed to conform with
the previous section numbers. Vou may at line 15 we say/'the
following property and no other shall be exempt" because in order
to take.... put right in the beginning the provision added at the
conclusion of this section by the convention floor which was....
it was added as a section— let's see if I have it here—and no
other Section 3 (H) . . .in the original floor amendment there was
a [Section ] 3 (H) added when we finished our entire deliberations;
it said (H) "No additional property shall be exempted from taxation".
It was easier, it seems to us to be, better to put it right in the
beginning and say, "No others shall be exempt from taxation" which
would then permit us to delete that section when we later come to
it; that is the principle change made. We left out "all" in both
instances because public lands means all public lands.

Amendments Nos. 9 and 10

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, again. Amendment Nos. 9 and 10 are really in

a series. Amendment No. 10 is going to delete the language which
is replaced by Amendment No. 9. All right. So, I move the adoption
of [Amendment Nos.] 9 and 10 together.

lAmendments Nos. 9 and 10 adopted
without objection .^

Amendment No. 11

MR, TATE
All right. Amendment No. 11 which is to the homestead exemption

on Section 3 (A) and (B) pages 7 through 9 on your green copies.
The changes recommended in every case amount to omittine needless
commas, added a "shall" in one point to carry out a parallel
construction to the previous shall. We, in an effort to make this
long, long, long, long one sentence. ... sect ion which goes on for

two pages read a little better and to separate the ideas, we recommended
breaking it into these paragraphs and, in general, simply carry out
stylistic ... .standard stylistic practices adding subtitles and
breaking it into paragraphs.

\^An>endment No. 12 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 13

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 13 is to Paragraph (B) (1) on page 11. There

is minor change. We left out "exclusively" because it must mean
"organized and operated exclusively", we put "exclusively" in

front of what it was for rather than in front of exclusively

organized and operated, meaning the same thing and carrying out

the intent a little bit better. I think that's the only change

and we singularized "profit corporation." Two, (B) (2) on that
page we thought that Mr. Flory....we might sneak one by and we take

out that property of a "bona fide labor organization"

Questions

Mr. de blieux
Judge Tate, I just wondered why.... you notice in the. . . . lookine

at the recommended change following the word "exclusively for religious
on line A, "dedicated places of burial," Wouldn't it have been much
better if that particular clause had been placed after the words
"educat ional purposes" on line 7 rather than where it is? Doesn t

it seem like it's a little bit out of place hanging up here?

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Judge, this is— might be nit-picking, but I guess that's what

we are on right now. 1 noticed in this amendment you refer to
"exempt from state , parish, and special ad valorem taxes" in the
prior section where we dealt with the amount of state taxation,
we didn't use ad valorum taxation and we limited to five and three-
quarters mills. Now, if there was an inheritance tax on the property
in addition to five and three-quarter property tax, that wouldn't
apply would it?

MR. TATE
No, tliat's wliv we..,, no.

MR. DUVAL
I'm just wondering why you said ad valorum taxation

place is that?
what

MR. TATE
Well, I think because we were uncertain iibout special, Vou

see, I think in context it had to be ad valorum taxes. Special
taxes, we don't know, and Mr. Lanier will tell you at length how
mucli we don't know wliat special taxes mean, but in context we
knew it had tc be ad valorum special taxes.

MK. DUVAL
And, certainly, you only refer to ad valorum taxes in the

other sections where you merely have taxation.

MR. TATE
Oh, of course, because it's in the ad valorum taxation thing.

The reason we added it here was simply because of some uncertainty
and we were unwilling to try to take "special" out here because it's
in, but we don't quite know wliat it means.

MR, TATE
Senator De Blieux, there is an ambiguity there but it was the

definite intent of the Revenue and Tax people that it means, ... here
is how you have to read it... but, it is an ambiguity and we have a

floor amendment to somewhat clarify it, now here's the history on

that. Dedicated places of burial were under tlie previous constitution
whether they were nonprofit or profit were exempt from ad valorum
taxation. The assessors' association called the attention of the

Revenue and Tax Commission that there were large, large tracts that

might be dedicated but not in use, you know, not sold for bodies.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I'm not speaking about the particular merit; I'm talking about

tiie smoothness of tlie article because you see you start off and say,

"operated exclusively for religious, char i table , health, welfare

,

fraternal, or educational purposes, or dedicated places of burial,

you see,

MR. TATE
Well, Senator De Blieux, I think

MR. DK BLIEUX
or/and dedicated....

MR. TATE
I am inclined to believe you are right but the trouble was

we were dealing with something that is.... here's the way they

read it: "operated exclusively for dedicated places of burial

purposes, no part of the net earnings inure to any shareholder."

Now, I think we could have said "or dedicated" but you see it's

no part of the net earnings It was hard to make modify dedicated

places of burial unless you use it as a adjective, you see, it is

not grammiit ically accurate but to move it to somewhere else— you

either have to have organizations operating dedicated places of

burial, no part of the prof it . . . . i
t
's just a difficult concept but

after some fooling with it, we just figured we better leave it like it

passed the floor because 1 can see the intent and to express the intent
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otlierwi.se is going to very. ...Is quite difficult, but we were....
the coiranittee did inform us and wo have the yellow amendment that

there was no intention to subject to ad valorum taxation actual

private. .. .actual family plots, plots in which there were bodies,

plots that were already sold to individuals. We have a floor...

a caveat amendment to call to your attention. There is no question in

what you say, it's a great deal accurate but we wrestled with the

problem as best we could and the sense of the thing as best carried

out if you think of dedicated places of burial as kind of a phrase

or adjective phrase sort of modifying dedicated places of burial

purposes tliat is apparently the meaning as difficult as It is

to justify it grammatically.

MR. JENKINS
Judge, you know when this thing was put in there "dedicated

places of burial" I was under the, I guess, mistaken belief that

all dedicated places of burial regardless of who they were owned

by ,or so fortii .would be exempt. For those of us who had that

concept of the thing it would definitely have to be moved out

of here; wouldn't it?

MR. TATE
Well, Mr. Jenkins, originally after it passed Style and Drafting

and you, yourself .were good enough and another representative to go

to the Speaker, the Speaker said to bring it up. We went back and

looked at it. We went back to the legislature history and the

legislature history is very plain, you see, the difference is if

it's in Subsection (C) dedicated place of burial whether they

operated for profit or not is exempt. If it's in Paragraph (B) (1),

it's got to be a nonprofit operation to be exempt from taxation.

If it's in Paragraph (C) where it used to be under the old constitution,

whether it's profit making or not it's exempt. It was.— I'm sorry to

say, I mean, we were seriously concerned in view of the representations

of those people that may have been a miscarriage of the intent. But,

we followed the legislative history through. The Revenue, Finance and

Taxation was adamant tliat that was its intention; it passed the floor

in that way and we just were unable to do anything with regard to it

except to have that caveat amendment to carry out the other intention

which was, (1) to tax profit-making places of burial up ti-11 the time

that the plots were sold to somebody but not to tax plots in which

bodies are placed on wiiich .but we haven't come to that caveat

amendment yet.

MR. JENKINS
One other question. You remember that riglil after this thing

passed I liad come to you and asked about it and tlic initial reaction

was you didn't think there would be any problem and then later we

realized that there would be. So, If I do como and try to deal

with this problem when you get to your caveat, I hope you will

understand it's because I was told at that time that this would

be the appropriate time to do it.

MR. DUVAL
Judge Tate, there's something that really concerns me in this

provision is that 1 don't know... I'm sure everyone here probably

read the book or saw the movie ,"lhe Loved Ones." I just wondered
if I dedicated a place of burial to pets, it wouldn't be exempt
under here .would it?

MR. TATE
Well, that's

something to do.

joke. son. You've got to leave the courts

MR. CASEY
Mr. Duval wants Co know If he can get an early opinion from

you ,Judge ,on it.

MR. COMAR
Judge Tate, I recall the discussion on this exemption as far

as tlie burial places are concerned because I worked on it with many
people including Senator Rayburn who was probabl;.- the most concerned
individual. But, I know we are not on the caveat yet, but I believe
that that does not express the sentiment of tlie group as 1 understood
it. In other words, if a church organization owns a place of burial
which is wholly dedicated to burial purposes and under this amendment.
do you think that it would be exempt?

MR. TATE
Oh, no question about it. Look, this is wliat it means.

"Property owned by a nonprofit corporation or association organized
and operated exclusively for religious, dedicated places of
burial, no part of the net earnings of whicli inure to the benefits
of any private shareholder." you don't have any private share-

holder. . .

.

MR. COMAR
Under the proposal as you have drafted I read that. But,

you read that also if we discuss it in the yellow pages?
do

MR. TATE
Oh. no. Wlien the yellow pages come up tliat would mean in

addition to nonprofit burials that's totally exempt. These others

are exempt when for your own loved ones if not for your pets.

MR. COMAR
Fine, thank you very much.

MR. JENKINS
Yes. Judge Tate, as I understand it your caveat would not

delete what you are putting in here on the right.

MR. TATE
Oh, no, oh, no, it would add an additional category.

MR. JENKINS
Well, so, in eitlier case you are leaving in tliis dedicated

places of burial as an adjective, that whole phrase as an adjective?

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. Jenkins, it was the intent of the floor, we could work

it out no other way without doing violence to what was the apparent

intent of the floor.

[Amendment No. 13 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 14

MR. TATE
(Vnendment No. 14 is to Section 4 (C) on page 13. This has

to do with property that's totally exempt from ad valorum taxation,

you know, wh,etlier or not it's nonprofit and so on. Now, the changes
made were in general we singularized and provided an "however."

However, we were not able to.... some members. .. .we singularize

by "a homestead" but in general the Committee on Revenue and

Finance preferred we kept the plural on stocks and bonds and so

on obligations, and we went along with them along that idea since

they thought they had some views on it. The only other change made,

there are very few changes made
,
you notice. In line with the general

approach of styling .instead of having "it provided" we said "however"

on line 15.

[^Amendmen t No . 1 4 adopted wi thout
objection .

]

Amendment No. 15

MR. TATE
As you will notice in [Amendment No.] 14 it was self-evident

and I didn't call it to your attention, we also enumerated rather
than have tiiat long sentence. Section 15 is to 4 (D) on page 15.

We generally just eliminated unnecessary "suches" and that's in

general what we did. We simplified the language (D) ending
on page 16 if you will see that's, I think, the only changes made were
along that line, don't using double prepositions, omitting needless
words, voiding hackneyed reference phrases, using a comma to set off
a nonrestrictive participial phrase and so on.... and paragraph
renumbered.

[.Amendment No , 15 adopted without
objection . J

Amendment No. 16

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 16, I forgot to call it up at the same time

as [Amendment No. J 15. Again, this was to delete the section that

you just replaced. On line 5, page 23 through 25 was the "raw

materials", etc. exception which is shown on the left hand side

of your green slieet. your green collection of Style and Drafting

materials on page 15 which we have just replaced by that on the

right hand side.

[Amendment No . 16 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 17

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 17 is to Section 4 (E) on page 18 of your green

materials. As we did earli-r, it added public motor vehicles used

on the public higliways of this state are exempted from special. We

added "ad valorum taxes" because that's the context in which it's

used. If you didn't use ad valorum. possibly some people would say
it exempted them from other taxes.
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{.Amendment No . 17 adopted without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No. 18

MR. TATE
AH right. The next amendment, No. 18, is to revise stylistically

Section 4 (F) on pages 18 and 19 of your green materials. It involves
standardization of language and usage and the usual rules we have been
following in stylizing in sections up until now.

MR. CASEY
Any questions?
Judge, did you want to consider [Amendment Nos.]

together?
18 and 19

MR. TATE
No, sir, for once you will see [Amendment No,] 19 refers back to

something we added way up in Section 1, a section at the beginning.

clear, that's exactly what you intended, that was the....that
specification was recommended to be substituted for the vague
thing of implementing the provisions of this article.

\_Amendment No . 21 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 22

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 22 is to Section 7 (A) at the top of page 2U.

Aside from adding a title the Revenue Sharing Fund was put in the
active voice instead of the passive voice, in other words
the fund was put first. '^The Revenue Fund is created as a special
fund"instead of a special fund"is created that It's known by "

It was thought tliat the better emphasis should be on what is
created instead of saying, generally'a special fund is created
which shall be ca Ilea "and so on.

[Amendment No. 18 adopted without
objection . ]

Amendment No. 19

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 19 is to delete the old [Section] 3 (H) which

said "no additional property may be exempted from taxation." I

believe it's Mr. Hennery's amendment because what we did as I

earlier explained, tiie old Section 3 became Section ^. So, in
the introduction to the old Section 3, which is nov Section 4,

we said "and no other" in order to carry out the intent and put
it right at the beginning for emphasis of what used to be Section
(H) and the deletion having done that, this should be deleted
because it's no longer necessary because we said at the beginning
of this section instead of at the end.

[Amendment No , 19 adopted without
object! on .

]

Amendment No. 20

^tR. TATE
Amendment No. 20 Is to Section 5 on the right hand side of

your green materials. In line witli tlie usage we said instead
of saying"the provisions of this articlo,"you don't need tliat to

say, "This article sliall" it said 'In no way shall be construed or
ap, lied ," sliall not be applied means tlie same thing; "In such a

manner" tliere's one more sucli, it was a bad such "imposed prior
to the effective date of this constitution," in this instance it

made no change whether you said adoption or effective and in later
sections you will see we found there was a problem and the same
change in the latter. In other words, it says in the adoption it's
not sure wlietlier you mean on the date of the election or the date
it becomes effective, but in this instance it made no difference.

J^Amendment Wo. 20 adopted without
objection

.

]

lAmendment No . 22 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 23

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 23 which is Subsection 7 (B) is on page 24

of your green materials. Generally, we just eliminated a "hereby"
as unnecessary and had a general reference to the fund instead of

repeating "Revenue Sliaring Fund" over again.

{_Amendment No. 23 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 24

MR. TATE
Now, in the next section. Section 7 (C) we should point out

to- you that lines 14 to 29 were formally found as part of Section 6 (D)
on page 27, onto your left that part was formally found in that
section. By putting it liere it is thouglit that it would be. ..it's
the beginning part of [Section] 6 (D) .... excuse me, it's the end
part of the original [Section] 6 (n) which is generally to all
parishes. We thought it was more logical to put that up in [Section]
6 (C) which is talking about the general formula for all parishes
and to leave in (D)....as to (D) the distributing officer requirement
as a separate section. The other changes, Mr. Chairman, are simply
style. .. .ordinary stylistic changes.

[^Amendmen t No . 24 adopted wi thout
object ion .

]

Amendment No. 25

MR. TATE

All right. Amendment No. 23, Mr. Cliairman and fellow delegates,
simply restylized the beginning portions of former [Section] 6 (D)

,

the latter lialf of whicli iias just been transferred to the preceding
section, practically no changes were made.

Amendment No. 21

MR. TATE

Amendment No. 21 is to Section 6 on pages 21 and 22 of your
green materials. We again, on (2) we added "or its successor",
on line 7 "Louisiana Tax Commission or its successor " in line with
the situation througliout tlie constitution whore we refer in the
few instances, tliank goodness, tliat we refer to a nonconst itutional
board that could be changed by the legislature, then we will add
'or its successors" in case the legislature changes it so it will
be an accurate phrase in the years ahead. In general, the remaining
changes here are simply the usual stylistic changes we have been
making of avoiding hackneyed reference phrases, omitting needless
words and so on. Now, this has been checked by Revenue and Finance
as well as by ourselves and we found no.... there was no. ... incidentally

,

in the interest of clarity, for instance, on line 17 in which Sections
1 and 3 of this article are implemented and in line 27 which Sections
1 and 3 of this article are implemented was felt it advisable to add
those because that is what they are talking about when this purpose
of implementing the provisions of this article. Those are the
specific provisions that we are talking about, the reassessment
according to fair market or use value. In order to make it crystal

[Amendment No. 25 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 26

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 26, Mr. Chairman, is to [Section] 7 (E) on

page 28 of your green materials. They were simply stylistic
changes made here and I don't think that anything that requires
any explanation that's not immediately apparent.

[ Amendmen t No . 2 6 adopted wi thou

t

objection

.

]

Amendment No. 27

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 27 to Section 8 (A) on the top of page 30,

the right hand side of your green materials omitted "there is"

as unnecessary; shortened a sentence and rearranged the phrases
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to place "election" first in this series,
compensation" because it's in that order,
got duties and he might get paid.

"election, duties, and
He's elected; he's

{^Amendment No. 27 adopted without
objection .']

Amendment No. 28

Is there any discussion on Amendment No. 31?
Judge Tate, inasmuch as it looks like this adds a new section,

the Clerk suggests that we ought to have a record vote, just so
there'll be no problem in the future.

[Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 91-0. Motion to reconsider
tabled,]

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 28, Orleans Parish, the seven assessors we

left their "shall be" because it was the easiest way to get into

Board of Assessors and it seemed to be.... and also because our

suggested stylistic changing wasn't approved by the Revenue and

Taxation Committee as I remember, except for the same sort of

stylistic omission and punctuation as in the preceding subsection,

there are no changes made.

Amendment No. 32

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, Amendment No. 32 is to effectuate the intent of

the last amendment and to delete from the original enrollment
lines lA through 21, which had that provision in Section 1

Instead of as Section 10. By now, it's in the nature of a
technical amendment.

^Amendment No . 2 8 adopted without
object! on

.

J

lAmendnient No . 32 adopted wi thout
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 29
Amendment

MR. TATE
Twenty-nine is to Subsection 8 (C)— 8, Subsection (C)—on

page 32 of your right-hand side. The changes are: using a comma
to set off the introductory clause, omitting needless words,
and the usual stylistic changes, that we've been following, to
be consistent.

[ Amendmen t No . 29 adopted without
objection .]

MR. POYNTER
Before we go into the caveat amendments, since yours didn't

appear to be controversial, you want to go ahead and take it now?
Yes, sir, we're having them distributed right now.
Amendment No. 3— there was a little confusion at that time

—

Amendment No. 3 had been adopted when Mr. Avant got up and made
that question to Judge Tate. We were really on Amendment No. 4.

Mr. Avant 's amendment has been prepared as an amendment to the
amendment adopted, which is Amendment No. 3—Style and Drafting
Committee back on the first white sheet here. So, it will amend
the first white sheet. Amendment No. 3.

Amendment No. 30

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 30 is on tax sales. This is on tax sales. It's

more about tax sales than there is about the executive and legis-
lative branches of government. It goes on from pages 33 on through
36. Despite our best efforts, we couldn't shorten it very much.
It could have been shortened a lot, but what had been proposed to be
shortened a lot by had not been approved by the floor. So

simply, our general work that we did was just to subsection it,

and try to break the sentences up a little bit so that it would
read a little bit clearer. Of course, this is the kind of material
that ordinarily— in this detail—you wouldn't have in a constitution,
providing for all that detail, but nevertheless, the floor rejected

that approach. So, this is just an ordinary stylized stylizing,
doing the best we could. The only sort of change that I might
call to your attention is that when it mentioned the State Boacd
of Liquidation in the middle of all this, we changed it to the

Interim Emergency Board, which is a new name of what, in the old
constitution, was called the State Board of Liquidation.

Explanation

MR. TATE
The reason for the amendment—and I'm glad Mr. Avant caught

it; we haven't missed it much; we missed it here—is when you
say the legislature shall do something, ordinarily, almost
always the intent has been that you meant"by law". It passed
"by law" and the governor can veto It. It's not something
independent of government, and to specify that, wherever it is

appropriate —which is, usually, we have said "the legislature
by law". We've been making the heading "by law" or saying, "it
shall be done by law," instead of by the legislature. We have
watched a few instances in the constitution where they meant
only by a concurrent resolution.

{^Motion to suspend the rules to recon-
sider Section 1 of Committee Proposal
No . 26 for the 1 imited purpose of con-
sidering the Avant amendment adopted
without objection . Motion to recon-
sider adopted without objecti on .

]

[ Amendment No . 30 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 31

MR. TATE
Amendment 31, which was the old Section 1 (H) found up way

In the beginning, which talks about reevaluating property
according to fair market value or according to the use value.
It was thought better. Mrs. Zervigon, to put this at the end of
Section 10 so, in the event later on, we can get to transitional
measures, this could be taken out very easily and put into the
transitional provision. It was formerly Section 1 (H) on page
3, line 14, following the enrolled copy, and It was thought better
to remove it to the end like this, as I said, specifying that
it passed the reevaluation according to the fair market use
value, but also placing it at a place where Mrs. Zervigon's
committee— if we have the chance to, say—might more easily get
It over to transitional measures.

MR. CASEY
Are there any questions of Judge Tate on Amendment No. 31?

Reconsideration

Committee Proposal No. 26, Section 1

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Judge Tate, I'd like to just ask this question to find out

whether or not the amendment of Mr. Avant is necessary. You
see, in the provision that you have, you say "the legislature
may provide' similarly. Now, if the legislature provides, isn't
that by law? Why do we need the repetition by saying "by law"?
Because if the legislature is making the provisions, it's by
law.

MR, TATE
Senator De Blieux, I would be Inclined to agree with you

except for the couple of instances where the court has gone
wrong where they said the legislature shall do something, and
they say they could do it by concurrent resolution. That's now
possibility in our law. The most normal— I forget the other
instance. Many people think that the original requirement when
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it said *'the legislature may waive immunity," they meant "by law"

—

"by law". But, that is now accepted as a concurrent resolution. The
language in that.... we have tried to clarify it. 1 think
you're right. I don't think they would, in a million years, say
the legislature could do it without the governor, but because
of the fact that we've used the standardized language—and when
we say "by the legislature", tried to say "by law" instead, through-
out it might be a good thing to adopt Mr. Avant's amendment
just because that's consistent with our usage. I kind of agree
with you; it's not necessary, but...

MR. DE BLIEUX
I just feel like if you're going to change it that much that

maybe the whole phrase should be changed to eliminate the absolute

—

looks like to me—duplication by the words. If you say "similar
provision may be made by law" for buildings of historic archi-
tectural importance, 1 could see that. But to say the "legis-
lature by law", that just looks like redundant duplication.

MR. TATE
Senator, if we'd caught it, we would have done it this way.

I agree; maybe it could be done better. But, this will avoid
that ambiguity. I agree with you that it probably could be done
better, but we're now aiming for 99.2 instead of 99.4.

Mr. Chairman, in further answer to Senator De Blieux, inci-

dentally, the other provision in the constitution that has that

interpretation is Article III, Section 3A of the present con-

stitution, which says "Salaries may be changed by a vote of

two-thirds of the members of each house of the legislature,"
and when they didn't say"by law", the later attorney general's
opinion says it just needs to be by the legislature, not by the

governor. That's the sort of thing we're trying to avoid.

{^Amendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion . Section passed : 91-0 . Motion
to reconsider tabled.^

Amendment No. 33

MR. TATE
Now, we're getting to the caveat amendments. They are, of

course, on your yellow sheets. The first is going to be on
Amendment No. 33, which on your yellow sheets, adds the phrase...
adds a sentence in lines 10 to 13:"Each assessor shall determine
the use value which is to be so assessed under the provisions
of Paragraph (C)." That is found on your original materials at
Section 1 (D) , page 4. Now, the reason we ask for clarification:
as the committee draft wrote it, there was no mention of use value.
So, they said "the assessors shall determine the fair market value
of property subject to taxation within his district, except public
service properties ," and those are valued by the Tax Commission.
Now, this seems to leave a hiatus to some who would assess the

use value, but the obvious intent from the floor debate, from
the structure of the article, and all that, was that the assessor
would determine the use value of the property under (C) , which
is agricultural, horticultural, marsh, and so on lands, and the

historic buildings and the historic architectural importance.
Now, in order not to leave that sort of hiatus, we asked revenue
and taxation if we shouldn't be clarified in some way; and they
came back and suggested this language, which we are calling to

your attention for your consideration in order—if it is your
intent— to end the ambiguity and to provide... to clarify that
in the whole Section 1 who does what as to each use and fair
market value. This would clarify that and place it—as we be-
lieve—with your probable intent to, let's say, the assessors
shall determine use value subject to the other provisions. You
have to do it by criteria established by the state legislature.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Judge Tate, why was it necessary to just add a complete new

sentence here dealing with use value? Why couldn't you have
simply said at the beginning that"each assessor shall determine
the fair market value or use value of all property subject to
taxation?"

MR. TATE
Mr. Abraham, that's exactly what we had proposed. However,

for some reason some people thought it might get in the way of. •

upset the use value of corporations, and you have the amendment
that we thought... we Initially recommended to carry out that

intent if that is the intent. That particular one was rejected
and placed in this form because some people thought that it
might ... .public service properties, you know, and where I don't
agree with them, that was the best way to do it.

l^Amendmen t No . 3 3 adopted without
object! on ]

Amendment No. 34

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 34 which I'm going to ask Mr. Conroy to explain

because he has been with the Committee on Revenue throughout the

deliberation, is on page 3 of your green materials. It adds a

Subsection 10; it inserts one that 's not there, in saying,
"properties exempt from taxation"—totally exempt, that means

—

"of property irrevocably dedicated places of burial held by
Individuals for purposes of burial of themselves or members of

their families;". This would be an insertion on your other
materials on page 13; it's between 9 and 10 on line 28. That
paragraph would be inserted. The remainder of the amendment
is to change the numbering, if you approve it. Now, Mr. Conroy,
if he'll be good enough, he can explain to you the back-
ground and history of the thing.

Explanation

MR. CONROY
Actually, I think Chat Judge Tate has already explained the

reasoning that went behind this. The question had come up as

to the meaning of this phrase as it appeared in Paragraph (B)

.

The Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation, I think, tmani-
mously felt that the only error that had been made was possibly
in failing to give an exemption for places of burial in which
somebody had been buried, or which had been sold to an individual
for burial use. The committee felt that it was not intended in

any way to extend the exemption for burial places to burial places
commercially owned to be sold by a commercial operation at a later
date. That's the reason we suggested this additional exemption.
I don't know whether Mr. Jenkins wants to pursue the questions
he had raised earlier, but this, we felt, clarified the intent of

the Committee on Revenue, Finance and Taxation, to add this

exemption.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Conroy, if this amendment is adopted as is, then under

the terms of this constitution, the only places of burial that

will be exempt from taxation will be those that are owned by

an individual or those that are owned by a nonprofit corporation
for that purpose; isn't that right?

MR. CONROY
That's correct.

MR. AVANT
Now, isn't the law that even a profit-making venture, when

it opens up a cemetery and files a plat and says "this is a

cemetery, and this property is dedicated for places of burial,"
that they have to comply with certain perpetual care requirements,
etc., and in effect, that property is taken out of commerce? it

can never be used for any other purpose; isn't that right?

MR. CONROY
I'm not sure that it's that irrevocable, Mr. Avant, but, yes,

there are statutory provisions along those lines. If they were
an area of a cemetery that had not been used, I think you could

probably* with the consent of the parish governing authority, get

a part of that dedication revoked at a later time if you hadn't
sold any plots.

MR. AVANT
But, you're not sure of that; are you?

MR. CONROY
No.

MR. AVANT
Under the law as it now exists, once property has been dedi-

cated and laid out as a cemetery and a plat has been filed,

then that property is not subject to ad valorem taxation?
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MR. CONROY
At the present time, all places of burial are exempt at

the present time. That's correct.

MR. AVANT
I wanted to clarify that.

MR. CONROY
That's correct; it is a change.

MR. AVANT
I just want to speak against the amendment. I have another

amendment that I'm going to offer.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Is it true that some people felt that without this amendment

there was a possibility that individuals awning places of burial
in a comnercial place might be taxed?

MR. CONROY
Yes» that was the purpose of the additional amendment as

far as the concepts involved in what the committee had initially
done and what the convention had initially done. I think the

concepts applicable here to cemeteries was the same that we
applied to schools, nursing homes, etc. and that is: that those
who are operated commercially would be taxed; while those who
were on a nonprofit basis would not be. However, unintentionally
in doing that, we subjected to possible taxation* places of burial
held by individuals, and we did not intend that result. That's
what the purpose of this amendment.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Conroy, the question you just answered was one X was

going to ask you. One step further: Wasn't it brought out

in conniittee— 1 think by Mr. Slay— that there are several
places in this state that have dedicated places of burial?
Maybe there's forty acres that are dedicated, or we tend them,

are being used for burial; the other thirty would be used, for

example, for something like a golf course. As it's needed for

burial, they'd just take another acre or two acres. Wasn't
that brought out in that those other thirty acres are not now
subject to taxation?

MR. CONROY
There was discussion...! don't recall whether that there was

a discussion of it being at this time used for other purposes,

but the fact that it could certainly be held for investment
purposes on that basis, and then later the dedication revoked

and the property sold and have escaped taxation during that time

that it was held. That's right.

MR. NUNEZ
The only purpose for this amendment then would be to guarantee

that an individual or a family that had title to that property
would be exempt from taxation?

MR. CONROY
That's correct.

MR. NUNEZ
And not the people who are making profit on the other piece

of land?

MR. CONROY
That's exactly the concept of the conanittee.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Conroy, I noticed that there is no provision in the

amendment to eliminate the language that was previously adopted
in the section.

MR. CONROY
That's correct.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, this would in essence—even though it might be that I

know it was the intention of the committee—so this would be
the adding of additional exemptions which was not really
adopted by the convention, even though that was our intent; is
that correct?

MR. CONROY
Well, I guess that question could be raised. Yes, we felt

I thought the committee unanimously had felt that this was clearly
our intention.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I feel like that was the intent of our committee.

MR. CONROY
That's correct.

MR. DE BLIEUX
There's no questions about that in my mind. But I say this

does add something which we inadvertently left out.

MR. CONROY
This is additional language; that's correct. The other

would not be changed; it would be left as it was.

MR. DE BLIEUX
But it would not change the other, previous wordage, which

was adopted?

MR. CONROY
Correct.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, I'm not going to go with my amendment. I yield

to anybody else who may have one.

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I have an amendment. Now, I suppose their

amendment will have to be adopted first; is that correct?

Well, then in that case, I would like to speak on the

amendment that's beingof fered.

Mr. Chairman, delegates, I'd like to have your attention

for just a moment....

This is a matter that, in the whole scheme of the state, is
not very important and, certainly, in terms of the financial income
of the various political subdivisions, is not very important; but
it is something that is very important to some people in our state
who have made investments in cemeteries, and it's important enough
that we need to address ourselves to it. As you know, under the
present constitution, all dedicated places of burial of every sort
are exempt from property taxation. Now, there is an amendment
adopted, when we were on revenue and taxation, which included

—

if you'll look on the yellow sheet, page 3, the top of the left-
hand column, where it says "dedicated places of burial"—there
was an amendment inserting those words: "dedicated places of
burial." At that time, I felt—and a number of people thought

—

that we were thus continuing the exemption for all dedicated
places of burial. However, because of the context that amendment
now finds itself in, it means that only dedicated places of burial
owned by nonprofit corporations are exempt from property taxation.
When the Revenue and Finance Committee found out about this change,
they realized that we would then be taxing places of burial, even
if someone's buried there or even if it's held for burial. Thus,
they have proposed this caveat amendment, and I think their amend-
ment is good. I think that it clarifies the intent of the amendment
as originally introduced, but I don't think that this amendment by
Revenue .ind Taxation goes far enough. It is still leaving scrae

problems unanswered; so I'm going to ask you to adopt their amend-
ment, but I'm going to offer a further amendment after that, to try
to clarify it. The amendment that I will offer would, in item number
(10) on page 3, delete part of what they have and insert some other
language, and it would say: "irrevocably dedicated places of burial
not used for other purposes." Now, the reason for this is as follows:
We have had people in this state undertake to build cemeteries— to

clear the land, to invest the money required—some of them, ten,
twenty, thirty years ago. They have set up a business that's going
to last, probably, for centuries. They have established trusts;
they've made plans; and they have made a situation whereby the finan-
cial structure of their organization is dependent on the fact that
they're not going to be required to pay property taxes. Unless we
make the change that I'm going to suggest to you, we're going to

put additional taxes on someone that have not noW contemplated
paying these taxes, and I think we're going to create some havoc for
this segment of our economy. Now, let me give you an example of what
can happen. Suppose a man has a thirty-acre plot that he purchased
twenty years ago for purposes of development as a cemetery. In that
time, ten acres has been developed. At the time that he began his
develoFwnent, he was out in the country— in a rural area—and the
property was not worth very much; and, even if he didn't have a
canetery on it, he wouldn't be paying much in taxes. But, in the
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meantime, the city has grown up around it— in the last twenty years

—

and there are now subdivisions all around it. If this man is required
to pay property taxes on that remaining twenty acres that is yet to

be developed, it will be assessed at the fair market value of the
surrounding subdivisions, and he will be forced to dispose of that

land and not continue to keep it for cemetery purposes. He'll have
to sell it for a subdivision. Now, that means that we're going to

see, increasingly, it almost impossible for people to develop ceme-
teries. We're going to either have postage-stamp cemeteries or all

of them owned by nonprofit corporations. Now, here's the thing you

must remember: The people who pay taxes on plots of burial are not

the owners of the cemetery, the person who's developing it. The
people who pay it are the people who buy the plots. If we tax

cemeteries—whether they're in development or not—it's going to

be the people who are going to buy the plots who are going to

ultimately pay these taxes. I just don't see any reason that we
need to start today—in 1974—start taxing places of burial, when
they've been taxed before. There's no -reason for it whatsoever.

So, for that reason, I'd urge you to adopt this Style and Drafting
caveat. Then, after it's adopted, I want to offer an amendment to

further clarify this situation. I hope you'll consider my amend-
ment at that time.

Questions

MR. LANDRUM
Don't you think, since 1921, you've had a great change in

the business of burying people? At one time, there wasn't any
money in it too much, but that's a big business today. Don't
you think developers should pay a tax?

MR, JENKINS
Oh, I think they're paying plenty of taxes. Reverend. I

think they're paying plenty in income taxes; they're paying all

sorts of taxes. But, what we're talking about now is whether
or not we're going to start taxing dedicated places of burial
that have never been taxed before. Now, I don't think we should.

I think we tax people all through their lives

MR. LANDRUM
No, now, I'm not talking about your churches' cemeteries or

army cemeteries or either city cemeteries. I'm not talking about

such places.

MR. JENKINS
Well, that is what you're talking about,

the people who pay these....

Reverend , because

MR. LANDRUM
I'm talking about those persons that go into the business.

You have your rest beauties and, well, quite a number of places

where you bury people. I mean it's not a cheap business today;

it's quite an expensive business. Now, don't you think those

people should pay taxes?

MR. JENKINS
Reverend—just let me answer your question is—the only

income these people have is from the people who are buried there.
Those people have to pay these taxes. That's who's paying the
taxes— the people who are going to be buried there—because that's
the only source of income these cemeteries have.

MR. LANDRUM
A built-in tax system— that's what you're saying then?

MR. JENKINS
Of course.

Further Discussion

MR. SLAY
Mr. Chairman, members of the convention, I don't rise here

with real strong feelings about assessing property that is owned

by commercial establishments who are out in the cemetery business,
but I want to point out to you that, if I bought a tract of land

—

say, forty acres—and I start selling that at about six hundred
dollars for each burial plot, I am going to get about two hundred
thousand dollars per acre for that piece of land. It's incon-
ceivable to me that I can come and ask you to exempt me from a

piece of land that, in time, I'm going to get about two hundred
thousand dollars per acre. Now, we talked about it being irrev-
ocably dedicated. There's no such thing. There's nothing that

we can do that can't be undone. I'm going to give you an example.
There's a place in Rapides Parish where we had a cemetery that
had been there for about a hundred years. All of a sudden, the

government decided they needed an airport there. They dug these peo-
ple up—or dug up the ground of people who had been there about
a hundred years—moved them five miles over, and there now is an
airport, Esler Field, sitting on top of the cemetery. What I'm
trying to say to you: If I had a piece of land there, and I put
a plat on record—said this is going to be a cemetery— I sold a

few plots off, I'm going to hold a piece of land that I'm going
to make a profit off of, and I'm going to ask you now to exempt
me. If we're going to do that, why shouldn't we go to the funeral
directors and exempt the caskets from ad valorem taxes because,
after all, they're going to pass those taxes on to the consumer.
Everybody passes their taxes on to somebody else. So, 1 urge you
to adopt what we have—what Mr. Conroy has submitted to you—and
that we should stop at that point. Thank you, sir.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Charlie, we never meant to—and don't—with this language

tax religious cemeteries, do we?

MR. SLAY
We've never taxed religious.,..

MR. ROEMER
And, we also don't tax nonprofit cemeteries, do we?

MR. SLAY

Nonprofit ones are not on the roll,

MR. ROEMER
We also don't tax plots that are occupied by bodies, do -we?

MR, SLAY

No.

MR. ROEMER
We also don't tax plots that are held by members of a family

for members of that family, do we?

MR. SLAY
We do not.

MR. ROEMER
All we're getting at here is those corporations in business

for a profit who have land that's not developed, even though it's

for burial places. Isn't that true?

MR, SLAY
That's right, and let me point out to you that we have four

commercial cemeteries on the tax roll of Rapides Parish, and not

one of these people have asked us not to put them on there.

MR. ROEMER
So, don't you think that we ougnt to adopt the Style and

Drafting caveat here because it clears up our intent, but then

hold the line against any further amendments?

MR. SLAY
I agree a hundred percent. Buddy.

MR. JENKINS
Charles, don't you think that we're going to be, for one thing,

creating clouds on a title of burial plots? because, if a man doesn't

pay—say, the developer failed to pay the property taxes on it one

year, and it sold the next, you would have a situation arise where
a person could he concerned about whether or not he. . .back taxes

are owed on these plots for burial and things like that?

MR. SLAY
No, I don't believe there's any danger at all of that. Let

me point out to you that very few times do they even put those
deeds on record when a plot is sold.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Slay, isn't it true that very suldom do people include

the burial plots in the succession records when they're transferring

title? It just kind of stays in the family and goes on and on, but

no transfer of title on these private burial plots?

MR. SLAY

Well, now, I don't know about successions. You'd have to ask

a lawyer on that, and I don't know whether you're speaking about

commercial plots or not.
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MKS. MILLER
No, 1 mean private.

MR. SLAY
On private, in the cemeteries—most church-owned cemeteries

—

there is no title to that plot to start with. It's just owned by
the religious order there.

KRS. MILLER
Now, in some of your cemeteries, you have the families—someone

will buy the plot from the association that owns the thing; this is

still noncommercial. Like in Jennings—the city of Jennings has
title to all the property and, yet, you buy this lot. It's been
our experience with the IRS it's not required that you show the
ownership of this burial plot, though you may have paid fifteen
hundred or two thousand dollars for it. So, this would indicate
that the state, too, should not try to tax private burial places.

MR. SLAY
That's right. Now, you're speaking about— If I understand you

correctly— in a nonprofit corporation, not a profit corporation.

MRS. MILLER
That's correct.

MR. SLAY

Of course, what we have exempts those nonprofit corporations
from taxes. What we're speaking about here is only those that
are owned by a commercial establishment.

MRS. MILLER
So, you think we'll be protected on these private things by

adopting the committee proposal.

MR. 'SLAY

They sure will be.

{^Amendment No. 34 adopted without
objection. ]

MR. POYNTER
Before we go to Amendment No. 35, Mr. Jenkins, of course, had

mentioned on the mike, and he does have a pending amendment which
would propose—and the amendment has been passed out—would -propose
the addition of further language to the Amendment No. 34. Of course,
that's ultimately going to take a suspension of the rules. Did you
explain your purpose, Mr. Jenkins, when you made your original
remark?

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I don't know whether it'd take a suspension of

the rules or not, truly. 1 think that this is a style and drafting
change that I'm proposing, not a substantive change in relation to
the intent of any of the delegates, because when we inserted the
language—and this was one amendment that inserted the language
"dedicated places of burial"—my intent, and the intent of many
delegates, was that all dedicated places of burial would be exempt

—

just what it said. But, because of the context in which it was
inserted, it ended up not meaning that. So, the amendment that
I'm now proposing keeps that intention intact. Frankly, you know,
I have no interest in this, one way or the other; but it was called
to my attention Immediately after that vote what we had done, and
I was told that the appropriate place to deal with this was when we
got to style and drafting changes, and I've been preserving it
throughout this time. So, for the limited purpose of considering
this—which I consider a technical change in relation to the orig-
inal amendment—and to maintain the meaning of the original amend-
ment, I'd like to ask for a suspension of the rules for the purpose
of offering this amendment.

[.Motion to suspend the rules to recon-
sider Section 4 of Committee Proposal
No. 26 for the limited purpose of
considering the Jenkins amendment

.

Record vote ordered . Motion rejected:
54-48. ]

Amendments Nos. 35, 36 and 37

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the next three amendments deal

with the same technical point which is this: taking over from the
present constitution the treatment of exemptions. Ue refer to points
outside the continental United States— for export to a point outside

the Now, these amendments— let me tell you where they are, first,
and what is being done.

On page 5 of your yellow copy, on line 9 where it says "states
of", circ]e that. That "states of" is going to be substituted for
"continental United States." On same page, on line 4 of Section (D),
same thing—"continental" to "states of". On the next page, 6, the
amendment is correctly worded, by the way; but through a typographi-
cal error, the correct language you just adopted that you're going
to amend is on the left-hand side. But, in either event, what you're
doing is changing "continental" to "the states of". It's on the
left-hand side because, by error, they copied the old language here
and the new language on the left-hand side, instead of vice-versa.
Now, the reason for all three amendments is this: As adopted from
our previous constitution—or, rather, from the existing constitution
of 1921—we had certain exemptions which did or did not apply with
regard to trade within the continental United States, or only to
trade outside the continental United States. Now, "continental"
was accurate at the time it was adopted because we had forty-eight
states, all within the continental United States. We now, of course,
have fifty states—one of which clearly is outside the continental
United States, Hawaii; the other, which is Alaska, which In the
view of some might be considered outside the continental United
States. Now, all of these three amendments—they would be denial
of equal protection to the citizens of these other states that
might be outside the continental United States, or that are outside
the United States, under the federal constitution. It raises
questions like that, and it raises questions of an unreasonable
burden on interstate commerce, if we don't include within the
exemption, or nonexeraption respectively, all of the states of the
United States—not just the forty-eight or forty-nine continental
states. So, in order to avoid the complication and in the unanimous
opinion of both committees, the sense of what you Intended and what
was the stark purpose of the original exemption, or nonexempt ion,
as provided by the previous constitution, is carried out by substi-
tuting for "continental" the words "the states". So, these three
amendments—35, 36, and 37— in each case, substitute for "continental"
"states of the," meaning states of the United States for continental
United States. With that explanation, Mr. Chairman, and subject to
further questioning, I move the adoption of all three amendments,
which are related—35,36, and 37.

Questions

MR. WINCHESTER
Judge Tate, does that give any more rights, or it just clarifies

it?

MR. TATE
In the opinion of the committee—we brought it to your attention

in case you think it gives more rights— in the opinion of the committee
it gives no more rights than the federal constitution would allow.
In our opinion, it clarifies your intent, which is commerce within
the United States—within, at least, the states of the United States

—

is either protected or nonprotected, as the case may be; and, in our
opinion, it does not do anything more than clarify it. But, because
of the fact that we wanted to be sure that you here could pass on it,

we bring it to your attention by way of yellow amendment.

MR. WINCHESTER
Thank you, sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Judge Tate, I'd just like to ask: Why didn't the committee

consider just leaving out the word "continental" rather than adding
in the words "states of the United States"? What difference would
it make?

MR. TATE
The committee considered saying "outside of the United States,"

but the question is it might become a change in intent, because the
territories of the United States, historically, may not have been
considered part of the continental United States, and there's no
federal constitutional question raised as to denying equal protection
to a citizen of a state when we say "the states of." That is the
reason. Our initial recommendation was just to delete "continental."
The Revenue and Finance pointed out to us that it might amount to a
change, because up until the present time, let's say, Puerto Rico

—

a territory of the United States—or Guam—a territory under the
administration of the or our protectorates throughout the
Pacific. It might be a change; so, in order to hold it down to
what we felt was the meaning of continental United States as it

passed the floor, meaning the states of the American Union, as well
as to avoid questions as to if it was restricted only to the forty-
eight original states, or the forty-nine states on the continent
whether it might not be a denial of equal protection to the citizens
of any states excluded.
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MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, that's the point that concerns me, because I know, as

the verbiage was originally written many years ago— that's even

before 1898—we referred to the continental United States as being

only those states located within the, you might say, the North
American continent at that particular time. Now, if you use the

words "states of the United States," then you're excluding that

territory which is part of the United States which has not achieved
statehood yet.

MR. TATE
At the present time. Senator De Blieux, there's no part of

the United States that is a territory. There's no part.

MR. DE BLIEUX
What about Puerto Rico?

MR. TATE
Yes, Reverend Alexander, if we did include that, it would in-

clude those territories; but our problem was that, if it did include
them, it would be regarded as substantive. We had originally thought
that leaving out "continental" would accomplish the result. There
were objections made by the tax experts that it would change the
intent if we said— in effect--said "or territories." So, for that
reason, whatever equities there may be in it—for that reason, since
it would be a substantive change, we regarded ourselves as limited
to the amendment we're proposing now, sir.

[Amendments Nos . 35, 36 and 37
adopted without objection.^

Personal Privilege

MR. TATE
That's not part of the continental United States.

MR. DE BLIEUX
It's not part of the continental United States any more than

Alaska is or—well. 1 might say Hawaii—but it is a state. That is,
Hawaii is a state, but it's not located within thu original confines of the
original forty-eight. 1 can see that possible discrimination there,
insofar as the territory. If you're speaking about territory which
is under the jurisdiction of the United States, then, by this parti-
cular amendment, you're excluding Puerto Rico and Guam and those
particular areas, while, on the other hand, if you wanted to limit
it to the original forty-eight states, well, then, you're including
Hawaii, which has no connection with the original forty-eight—or
Alaska. The way it's worded, I think you're inviting some problems;
that's my point.

MR, TATE
Well, Senator, we brought it to the attention of the convention

floor for their consideration. Our view, with regard to what you
mention, was that, if Puerto Rico is excluded now, it would still be
excluded. If Puerto Rico is considered a state for certain purposes,
as is, for instance, the District of Columbia, then, that it would
be protected. We yield to the expertise and the judgment of the
membership. We are only calling it to your attention as an area that
may need clarification. You may not think it does, or you may think
it'd be better to be left unclarified.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I just wonder if the possibility for clarification of what the

original intent of the amendment might be, that if it might not be
better that we just exclude the word "continental" rather that just
saying "states" because, insofar as state is concerned, even the
District of Columbia is not considered as a state; and yet, it is part
of the original continental United States as originally existed.
It certainly was included within the definition originally part of
our constitution, while, on the other hand, the territory of Alaska
was not included in that. Yet, under tlie amendment you have now, it
would be included, you see, while the territory of Guam and Puerto
Rico would not be included, you see, in this. So, I think, if we're
to say "the United States"—which, I think, was the original intent
as we had before we acquired Alaska and those territories— that we
ought to just say "United States" rather than "continental,"

MR. TATE
Well, Senator, here's the situation: that was our recommendation

—

to delete "continental," to consider caveating deleting "continental."
The Revenue and Finance Committee came back with the thought that
continental United States, as used, does exclude our overseas
territories—our noncontinental territories like Puerto Rico and
Guam right now—but that the probable intent, and, at any rate, it'd
raise a serious federal question of denial of equal protection and
interstate commerce if we leave out Hawaii, So, for that reason,
instead of deleting "continental ," they recommended inserting "states
of." The only alternatives that were given to us as nonsubstantive
changes were either to leave in "continental," with its questions
and inaccuracies and intent, or putting "states of," which would
include most of the intent, at least— if not all of the intent—and
avoid the federal constitutional question. That was our problem.
Senator.

MR. ALEXANDER
Judge Tate, if you were to utilize the language that's found

in the constitution of the United States and simply state at the
end of the sentence, "or any territory subject to the jurisdiction
thereof," would it not Include Senator De Blieux's objection, pos-
sibly, or satisfy his objection? which would include Guam or Puerto
Rico, or any other place which may come under the jurisdiction of

the United States government subsequently.

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, you will recall that

the Honorable Governor of this state on Thursday suggested to
you »and I quote, "There are serious questions which have now
been raised as to whether or not the language in the proposed
article on Revenue and Finance impairs the authority of the Superboard,
HEAL, and some of the other state agencies to issue revenue bonds.
On the advice of bond attorneys, whose opinions I respect, and In the

knowledge that we may someday want to issue revenue bonds, I suggest
that you clarify that language, and we will submit for your
consideration a document for that purpose. In that connection, Mr.

.Iuddell,a lawyer of great prominence in this field has made an

examination of the constitutional provisions as passed by this body
and has made certain recommendations. In connection with those
recommendations, I call your attention to the fact that three
illustrious lawyers in this body who also have a great deal of

knowledge on the subject have concurred and agreed that the provisions
that you will be considering in a minute would rectify the problem
that has been brought to the attention of the governor. These
lawyers are Mr. Conroy, Mr. Kean, and also, Mr. Dennery . I would
like to submit these matters to you this morning for your consideration.

[^Motion to suspend the rules to call
Committee Proposal No. 15 from the
Commi ttee on Style and Drafting
adopted without objection . Motion
to reconsider Committee Proposal
No. 15 adopted without objection

.

Motion to suspend the rules to re-
consider Section 7 adopted without
objection . Motion to reconsider
Section 7 adopted without objection.^

Reconsi deration

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1— and, of course, this is drafted to the

first enrollment of the proposal.
Amendment No. 1. On page 4, at the end of line 2 add

the following:
"However, any state board, agency, or commission hereto-

fore or hereafter authorized by law to issue bonds may, in

the manner so authorized, and with the approval of the State Bond
Commission or its successor, issue bonds which are payable from
fees, rates, rentals, tolls, charges, grants or other receipts
or Income derived by or in connection with an undertaking, facility
or facilites, project or projects or any combination thereof without
a pledge of the full faith and credit of the state. Such type
bonds may but are not required to be issued in accordance with
the provisions of Section 7 (A) and (B) hereof and if issued without
a pledge of the full faith and credit of the state the issuance
of the bonds shall not constitute the incurring of state debt
under this constitution."

Explanation

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, by my preliminary remarks,

I have suggested to you what there is before you for consideration.
I reiterate, that if any or all of these gentlemen were called
to appear before you, that's Mr. Kean, Mr. Conroy or Mr. Dennery,
they would all evidence to you their approval of this amendment.
In that connection, I'm also authorized to say that Mr. Kean
had discussed this with you at 7:30 p.m. on the night in which
we actually adopted this section. We were all tired. We did
not at that time take his suggestion. I highly recommend at this
point in time that we do so, and I'll" submit to any questions.
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Questions

MR. ROEMER
Bob, in the last sentence of this proposed amendment It

says "such type bonds may but are not required to be Issued in

accordance, etc., provisions of 7 (A) and 7 (B) ." That means,
as I understand it, that these bonds may circumvent our intent of

a two-thirds vote. They also may circumvent our intent of having
them In the capital budget; is that not true?

MR. PUGH
Let me get those sections; just a minute.

I am informed that they do not have to be issued by the

legislature, and to that extent the statement is correct.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Pugh, as I read this»these bonds may be issued without

compliance with the two-thirds vote and those other provisions
and they may nevertheless constitute a pledge of the full faith

and credit of the state. Doesn't say that they may be issued,
but if issued, they won't have a pledge of the full faith and credit.

So, they may be issued without going through those safeguards that

were put in there and nevertheless have the full faith and credit
of the state behind them; isn't that right?

MR. PUGH
As Mr. Kean has explained to me, the only way that can

occur is by thin having the two-thirds vote of the legislature.

MR. AVANT
Well Isn't the two-thirds required under either 7 (A)

or (B)?

MR. PUGH
7 (A).

MR. AVANT
All right. So they are not required to be issued in

accordance with the provisions of 7 (A) and"if issued without
a pledge of the full faith and credit shall not constitute the
incurring of debt, "but if you go back up in the preceding sentence
they say that they"may be issued without a pledge* but there's

no prohibition against them being Issued with a pledge of the full

faith and credit; isn't that right?

MR. PUGH
As I understand from Mr. Kean— I just don't have it be 5 r re

me Is the reason I'm asking, he's very familiar with it— it still

takes the two-thirds vote of the legislature for you to have the

full faith and credit.

Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, you may recall that

when this section was before you originally, I spoke not so much
in opposition to it, but with the request that we lay it over for
further consideration because of the practical problem I saw
in dealing with the matter of revenue bonds. This proposed amendment
simply provides a means by which the legislature could authorize
the Issuance of the revenue bonds, and where those bonds were secured
by a pledge of the user fees, charges, etc., they would then . . .

it would be able to issue them under the general authorization
rather than have the legislature by specific authorization authorize
that issuance from time to time. Now,the only way under the
sections together as I view it, that the legislature could pledge
the full faith and credit to these bonds would be under the provisions
of 7 (A), which would require a two-thirds vote of the legislature on
the specific bonds to be issued. Otherwise, the bonds would be
issued under the general authorization without a pledge of the full
faith and credit. I think this gives us the flexibility we need
In order to deal with the problem of revenue bonds. It Is impractical*
as I pointed out before, to have revenue bonds bearing in all instances
the full faith and credit of this state. It is equally impractical
to have revenue bonds only Issued by specific authorization of the
legislature and coming up every year during the legislative session,
and for that reason 1 suggest to you that this amendment Is a needed
amendment to clarify a situation which is otherwise going
to cause considerable difficulty insofar as the issuance of these
important bonds by the state and its agencies is concerned. 1

support the amendment and ask that you do likewise.

Questions

MR. FLORY
Mr- Kean, could you tell ne in the past— let's take

the port authority or someone who would issue revenue bonds

based upon user fees or rent on a long time purchase agreement,
etc. It's my understanding in the past that they've only had
to go before the Bond Commission in ordur to get the approval
to Issue the revenue bonds. Is that correct?

MR. KEAN
Yes, that 's correct

.

MR. FLORY
They did not have to have the full . . .

MR. KEAN
If you had the general authorization to issue the bonds, . .

MR. FLORY

But, you didn't carry the full faith and credit of the

state, so you didn't need the approval of the legislature; isn't

that correct?

MR. KEAN
That's correct.

MR. DREW
Gordon , under the last sentence in this amendment

these agencies would be permitted to issue bonds without
complying with (A) or (B)?

MR. KEAN
That's correct.

MR. DREW
Therefore, (C) would still be applicable— putting the

full faith and credit of the state behind those bonds?

MR. KEAN
Only if you had the two-thirds vote of the legislature.

That is . . .

MK. DREW
No, it doesn't say that, Gordon; it says it can be done

without (A) or (B) . But, it doesn't say that would automatically
delete (C) requirements, which is your full faith and credit of
the state.

MR. KEAN
Yes, but (C) only becomes applicable where you have had

a two-thirds vote of the legislature, as I understand the section.

MR. DREW
Well, the way this last sentence reads, I think you've deleted

that requirement of the full faith and credit of the state.
Don't you agree?

MR. KEAN
Well, we were simply trying to take out the requirement

of the full faith and credit, but leave it in a posture wnere
if the state legislature by a vote of two-thirds did authorize
the bonds, you wuulJ then have the full faith and credit, and they
would then become debt obligations of the state. That was the
intention of the amendment; I think that's what it does.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Kean, the state now issues bonds —as a

such as our universities will issue revenue bond;

bonds, and our ports, harbor and terminal distrl

Baton Rouge Port or New Orleans Port, and they,

is that they do come before the legislature now
revenue bonds without the full faith and credit

it's also my understanding that these bonds with
even though they're revenue bonds, they carry th

credit of the state- The state will never forfe
bonds or on port bonds or things like that or dl

Won't you agree wj th that?

specific example,

—

s, the dormitory
cts such as the

. my understanding
and they arc
of the state. But,

out the full . . .

e full faith and

it on dormitory
rect state agencies.

MR. KEAN
No. I think. Senator Nunez, that there's a vast difference

between full faith and credit bonds and legitimate revenue bonds.

I think the buyers who buy revenue bonds based upon a pledge
of fees which have been developed by reason of feasibility reports

look to those sources of Income as a security for the bonds. If

we had some trouble in the past with respect to dormitory bonds

which seems to be the hang-up in this whole problem, and it seems

to me that the State Bond Commission simply has to do a better job

in studying the feasibility of these type bonds. These bonds have

to be approved by the State Bond Commission; they've got the
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facilities to review them and determine that they do have feasibility
and if they don't, then they've simply got to deny the right to

issue the bonds. But, they don't carry the full faith and credit
of the state and the buyers who purchase them don't look upon them as

having full faith and credit.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Kean, what you're saying Is that the only agency that they

would deal with then would be dealing with the State Bond and

Building Commission. There's no other restriction on the issuance
of these revenue bonds but the State Bond and Building Commission*

if they don't carry the full faith and credit of the state according
to law?

MR. KEAN
Well, of course, the legislature would have to authorize

the issuance of the bonds in the general terms to begin with.

Once that authorization has been approved by the legislature
then if there were revenue bonds to be issued, the particular
agency would have to develop a feasibility report showing that the

fees, Income, or whatever it may be would justify the issuance

of the bonds and the payment of the principal and interest. It

seems to rae at that point that it then becomes the obligation
and the duty of the State Bond Commission to make certain that

the revenues that will be produced will be adequate to meet the

principal and interest requirements of the bonds. I don't
see why you would want to have a full faith and credit pledge.
I think all that that will do if we leave it as it is, we're
going to have revenue bond issues being approved by the legislature
on the strength of full faith and credit where they can't stand
on their own bottom based on the user fees and the feasibility
report.

MR. ABRAHAM
Gordon, reading the section in chronological order.

Section 7 (A) deals with the manner in which you can issue the bonds,

and 7 (B) is for capital improvement. Then in Paragraph (C)

it says"the full faith and credit of the state shall be pledged to

the repayment of all bonds," you see. Now, we're going to put this

language at the end of Paragraph (C) . "All bonds" to me would also

include all these. Don't we need some additional corrective language

to state"the full faith and credit of the state shall be pledged

to the repayment of all bonds issued in accordance with Paragraphs

7 (A) and (B)?"

MR. KEAN
I would have no objection to such an amendment.

MR. ABRAHAM
I think we're going to need some corrective language there

to clarify the intent.

MR. KEAN
If that would be helpful in satisfying that objection,

I would certainly be in favor of it.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, as a member of the

Revenue, Finance and Taxation Committee, I can tell you that

we studied this problem long and hard in our committee and

our first report to you, and what you passed on the floor of this
convention,would be to eliminate revenue bonds. The reason we

felt that we should eliminate revenue bonds is that we wanted
to put all bonds, that is, obligations of the future generations
of this statei through the state legislature. It is the authority
and obligation of the state legislature to review this bonded
indebtedness and pass on it, we felt, by : Number 1 , a two-thirds
vote and Number 2 to put it in the capital budget each year, so

that the legislature could set priorities for bonds. You see it*s

not enough for an agency to say, "We have money coming in and we
ought to issue bonds." It's the obligation of the legislature to

the people of this state not to spend all the money that comes in,

but to set up priorities on the money. So, I feel we ought to
do away with the revenue bonds. Now, it was brought to out

attention the last couple of weeks by Mr. Juddell, who's a bond at-
torney, Darwin Fenner who has the same title, and others, that there
might be a time we want to issue revenue bonds without the full faith

and credit of the state for very limited purposes. Well, they

convinced me that there might be times. They gave an example of a project

thrpugb HEAL with Tulane University , and I agree with them, the

full faith and credit of the state wouldn't be behind those bonds

and we would actually hurt HEAL and Tulane University in this case

if we didn't have some provisionlike this in the constitution. However, I

strongly disagree with the language as set forth here because

as set forth here these bonds would not be subject to the provisions
of 7 (A) and (B) , but would be subject to the provisions of (C)

and the full faith and credit might be somehow construed to be

behind these bonds. I don't think it's the intent of the authors

of this amendment to let that happen. I would ask them to withdraw
this amendment and let 's put language in it that makes clear that

the full faith and credit of the state is not behind these bonds.

I think that's the only way wc can he protected from future dome

stadiums in this state and things like that. The same proponents
of this amendment talk about the Superport. We've already exempted
the deep-water ports from the provisions of general obligation
bonds in this state, and that's not a problem. That's just a straw

dog, that's just something to divert your attention from what I'm

afraid might happen if we let this amendment go in like it is now.

If we pass it just like It is now the Inpisluture doesn't have to

pass on these bonds by two-thirds vote; they don't have to be in

the capital budget; they don't even have to fit the priorities

of the state as a whole. I don't think you want to do that; that

certainly would be a change from what you and this convention voted

on just a month and a half ago. So, I ask the authors of this

amendment to draw this thing down so we can correct it, and if they

won't do that then I ask you to vote it down because we don't need

to open the door again to more dome stadiums, to more agencies

just issuing bonds willy-nilly without the priorities of the state

being involved.

Questions

MR. DREW
Buddy, as this amendment is drawn, if those bonds that

could be issued indiscriminately did not definitely negate

the full faith and credit of the state they would automatically
have it,wouldn't they?

MR. ROEMER
That's my understanding.

MR. DREW
Without the safeguards in (A) and (B)?

MR. ROEMER
Yes, sir, that's my understanding and that's what upsets

me about it. I don't think it was the intent of the authors;
1 hope it wasn't. If it was, maybe they ought to get here and

say that. I don't want to put that on their back;I don't think

they want to do that any more than I do. I think that the

revenue and taxation proposal was quite a good one. We called

for a capital budget; we called for some priorities. But, if

we pass this amendment, we've just completely circumvented what
we tried to do.

MRS.. MILLER
Mr. Roemer, if it was not the intent of the ones drafting

this then they should be happy to withdraw it and make the

corrections, shouldn' t they?

MR. ROEMER
I hope so, yes ma'am.

MR. JONES
Buddy, it was the intent of the authors who drafted this

to make it exempt from provisions of (A) and (B) for revenue
bonds. You're talking about two different kind of animals. When

you're talking about general obligation bonds you want to be very

careful about it and you want the state legislature to okay it

on a two-thirds basis. But, we're talking about oranges and apples

here. When you deal with revenue bonds you're not talking about

serial bonds or bonds that are backed by taxing authority of the

state. Now, . , .

MR. ROEMER
Well, you know I understand that, but you're not talking

about apples and oranges here, Mr. Jones, you 're talking about the

money owned by the people of this state, and we have a responsibility
to spend that money wisely. I would suggest to you that we'd

be better off to have all bonds under Section (A) and (B); that is

to require some legislative perusal and require them to be in the

capital budget. But, I will accept . . . rather than that, I will

accept a flat statement here that such bonds do not require the

g. o. obligation of this state in any shape, form or manner. This

does not clearly say that.
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MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, I've been Informed that the authors of this

amendment are willing to temporarily withdraw It to make some

changes in it and, therefore, I don't have anything to say.

[Amendment withdrawn.

]

MR. POYNTER
Just so that the proposal won't be open, I understand

Mr. Gravel is going to check this a little bit and probably

maybe do this on Monday, but not just to leave It up In the air

Mr. Gravel at this time,would go ahead and move once again the

adoption of Section 7 and, in the proposal ,to put the proposal back

in the same status it was.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Gravel now moves the adoption of Section 7.

Okay. Just so everybody will understand. The amendment

has been withdrawn, and they're going to have to resubmit It on

another date, so all we have to do is put Committee Proposal

No. 15 in the condition it was before we started. So, we have

to adopt Section 7.

[^Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 109-0. Motion
to recons ider tabled. Previous Ques-
tion ordered on the Proposal. Proposal
passed: 108-0, Motion to reconsider
pending . Motion to recommit the Pro-
posal to the Committee on Style and
Drafting adopted without objection

.

Motion to take up other orders adopted
without objection.']

Report of the Secretary
[ll Journal 1222-1225]

Announcements
[ll Journal 1225]

[^Motion to adjourn to 1:00 o'clock p.m.,
Monday, January 14, 1974. Substitute
motion to adjourn to 10:00 o'clock
a.m., Monday, January 14, 1974 adopted:
72-18. Adjournment to 10:00 o'clock
a.m., Monday, January 14, 1974.]
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Monday, January 14, 1974

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

ROLL CALL

188 delegates present and a quorum."]

of your green copy right after "The legislature" the words "by
law was added and It's found on your amendment to specify that
It's by law, by act, not by joint resolution that the legisla-
ture may establish and organize new parishes. Are there any
questions?

[amendment No. 1 adopted without
objection ]

PRAYER Amendment No. 2

MISS WISHAM
Grant us. Oh, Lord, in the work of this day, make us decent,

orderly, useful, and appreciative, courageous, and kind. Let
us not weaken ourselves by anger, cheapen ourselves by boasting,
or playing the fool of lying. Dear God, help us to remember our
purpose for being here today. Teach us to observe the rules of
the game, to come through defeat with strength and courage, and
out of victory with gratitude and humility, and finally. Lord,
help us to live every day as we wish we had when we come to die.

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, would it be in order, if I went to Amendment

No. 67 at this time, which is a technical amendment to Amendment
No. 1; or would you rather I waited till I got there?

The Clerk suggests I go straight through. We'll do that.
Amendment No. 2, which was to Paragraph (D) of Section 1,

just has a formalized language and of using "established" instead
of "created" as we've been doing in other instances, and other-
wise, there's no change.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE lAmendment No. 2 adopted without
object i on

.

]

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL
Amendment No. 3

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
{ll Journal 122?]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
in Journal 1227-1228]

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 3, likewise contains purely stylistic changes.

There will be a technical amendment brought to your attention
later at 68 to clarify the existing question, but there's just
simply stylistic changes.

[Rules Suspended to take up Committee
Proposal No. 17 contained in the
above repor t

.

]

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No. 17

[Amendment No. 3 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 4, which is to Section 3 on page 5, again,

it's very simple, breaking something Into a sentence.

Expl ana t ion

MR. TATE

On this proposal, fellow delegates, as you will see, you have
the green as usual with the floor version on your left, and the
drafting proposals on the right. You have just one yellow amend-
ment, but you do have an addendum, some technical amendments that
were added at the last moment and not included on your package of
materials, but that's separate; everyone got them separately.
Now, in this particular proposal there are ten Instances where
the green copy does not... there are two words added in most cases
by law; and I'll call your attention to them where the green copy
is not in accordance with the amendment. That is strictly because
due to logistical difficulties we had to run the green before
the absolute final drafting; and I'll call your attention to
those instances. May 1 say one more thing? Local Government
did an excellent job of digesting four hundred pages of present
statutory material down to what we have before us, which actually
Is just a fraction of the four hundred pages. However, in this
particular section, both committees were forced to retain in some
Instances, very technical language to allay the fears of some
of the interests affected by the removal that they would be
deprived of some of the powers they now have; and we were
assured that with these technical wordings that the people
would be spared the numerous special and local constitutional
amendments that were necessary in the past. Now, with that
as a preliminary, Mr. Chairman, I would first like to move
the adoption of Amendment No. 1.

[Amendment No. 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 5

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 5 is to Section 4 on page 6. Again, it's a

simple rearrangement of the language, and otherwise, the...
and formulates, "so also enjoys" made "shall have," and"any"
as "admitted". Otherwise, it's a simple. .. that 's all the
stylistic changes.

[Amendment No. 5 adopted without
objecti on .

]

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
On page 7—this Is on your green materials—Section 5(A)

on page 7, again it's simply stylistic consistency.

[Amendment No. 6 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 1 is the first of those Instances. On line 13
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of your green material » "fewer" was substituted for "less"
because "less" is supposed to refer to quantity, and "fewer"
to numbers technically, although it made no difference. Other-
wise, it's the same, just stylistic changes, Mr. Chairman.

[ Amendment No .

objection

.

]

7 adopted without

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 8 is to Section 5(C) at the top of page 9.

No real change except to add a title and substitute the word

'*held" for "called" to standardize the language.

That's all, sir.

{^Amendment No, 8 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 9 is to Section 5(D) on pages 9 and 10 of

your green material. There, again, it's just usual stylistic

things of omitting needless words, and putting parallelism

in and so on.

{^Amendment No . 9 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 10

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 10 is to Section 5(E). Now, you will note

that Section 5(E) contains a as passed the floor contains a

sentence from pages 14 to 22 which affect all home rule charters,

even though it is only found in Section. . .what is now Section 5,

but was formerly Section 8. So, this was taken out of this. It's

reconmended that this be taken out of it, and it will be found

as Section 6 on your materials on page 14. Otherwise, they are

simply stylistic changes.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Yes, Judge, I'm wondering, do you really think that this is

a technical change, or do you think that this is more of a
subs tant ive change?

MR. TATE
In the judgment of the coaunittees it was a technical change,

Mr. Jenkins.

MR. JENKINS
So, you would take the left-hand portion on page 11, and

take the last sentence in it, and make that a new section,
found on page 14.

MR. TATE
Yes, sir,

MR. JENKINS
Now, we have on that part on page II, on the left-hand, don't

both of those sentences have to be read together? Aren't they
really being read together in that 8(E), whereas they're not
read together because of the placement that you have here, on

page 14?

to all home rule charter political subdivisions, whereas before,

it only applied to a particular category. So, isn't that then

a substantive change that's being made?

MR. TATE
Mr. Jenkins, in the judgment of both committees, it was in-

tended to apply to both although it was found in that particular

section because it says it without qualification.

MR. JENKINS
So, in other words, its placement clearly would make it

apply only to one type of home rule charter political subdivision,

but because cf your change, because you think that this preserves

the intent, it would apply to others?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir, because as it passed the floor it says "any local gov-

ernmental subdivision which operates under a home rule charter"

which then referred to both those under 8 and those under 7, and
we thought it would clarify the intent and neither conmittee . .

.

nobody raised any question in either committee on it, sir.

On this broad language it says "of any local governmental subdivision,

and it is apparently to apply to all home rule charters. I

think it's a good question you raised, sir, but that's our

judgment on it, submitted for your consideration.

Point of Order

MR. JENKINS
You know, this has just been placed on our desk, and we've

just now had an opportunity to look at it. It's very lengthy.

There are rearrangements of sections affecting, perhaps, the

whole context of the meaning. Isn't there some means whereby
we would be allowed to even read it before we approve it? Don't

you think that would be appropriate?

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins, you could move to pass over the section or

this particular amendment if it's just the amendment that

concerns you.

MR. JENKINS
No, no, it's the whole thing. I mean, we have a seventy-six

page report here that we haven't even had a chance to look at.

I would move to return it to the calendar, yes.

MR. TATE
All right, Mr. Chairman, for what I can say, it's only in

this instance that I can recall, and in consolidating two

similar provisions found in two other sections that the... it

was rearranged. I would say that the... Mr. Chairman, we'll never

finish the work of the convention, although I agree with Mr.

Jenkins that it's important that we not do something hastily.

But, if in your judgment the view of both committees, I think

we should perhaps pass over this amendment, and after Mr. Jenkins

has had a chance to think about it, then we can maybe come back

to It. But, rather than pass over the...

MR. CASEY
Judge Tate, I think you're probably arguing the merits

of returning it to the calendar. That's not really a debatable

motion.

[^Motion to return Commi ttee Proposal
No . 17 to the calendar rejected : 7-7 3.^

MR. TATE
Unless there's objection, I'll proceed with Amendment No. 10,

which is on Section 5(E) on page 11, and move for its adoption
subject to further discussion.

MR. TATE
All right, let's see. "A home rule charter adopted pursuant

shall provide for the structure and organization, powers, and
functions which may include the exercise of any power... that
is not denied by general law or inconsistent with any provision
of this constitution." Then, "The legislature shall not pass
any law, the effect of which changes, modifies, or affects the

structure and organization under a particular distribution of

powers." If that is so, which I think is correct, Mr. Jenkins,
it is also so when it's in Section 6.

[Amendment No . 1 adopted wi thout
object! on

.

J

Amendment No . 11

MR. TATE
Amendment No. II is 5(F) on page 12. It is simply stylistic

changes.

MR. JENKINS
Vhen it's in Section 6 like that on page 14, it then applies

\^Amendaient No . 11 adopted wi thou t

object ion . ]
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Amendment No. 12

MR. TATE

Amendment No. 12 is to 5(G) on page 13. There's just a slight

rearrangement of the language; one little rearrangement to keep

related words together.

[ Amendmen t No

.

objection

.

]

12 adopted without

Amendment No. 13

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 13 is going to delete Section 8(H) because

the same provision about nothing in these particular legislative

provisions can affect the establishment of courts which shall

be established or affected only as provided by Article V. Section
8(H) and Section 9(C) were continued, were consolidated in

Section 27, which is found. . .Section 26, which is found on

page UO of your material. At that point you can consolidate
them and avoid saying the same thing twice. Judge Dennis, the

author of both amendments , had no objection to this rearrange-
ment, and in the judgment of both committees, it affects no

change of substance.

[Amendment No . 13 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 14

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 14 is the amendment we've just talked about

which took the second half of 8(E) and made it a separate section,

Section 6. In the judgment of the committee, both committees,

it says the same thing but says it at the right place.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Judge Tate, if we did not create this as a separate section,

what would be the legal effect of keeping it just the way it was

passed from the convention floor?

MR. TATE
Well , Mr. Jenkins , as it passed the convention floor, it said

,

"any local governmental subdivision which operates under a home
rule charter." This referred to both those before and those after
the creation of the new constitution, and it just seemed to us

self-evident, and I heard no objection on either committee to

the fact that it does refer to any local governmental subdivision
which operates under a home rule charter and therefore logically
It should be placed here rather than create the ambiguity which
some people might raise, but it was not intended. It seems not
to have been intended to put it here; it of fersstylistic clarity.

MR. TATE
Yes, sir.

MR. FLORY
Judge Tate, let me refer you back to Amendment No. 4, if you

will, on Section 3, which gives the authority to the legislature
to classify parishes or municipalities according to population,
etc. It says "legislation may be limited in its effect to any
such class or classes." But, then when you go and separate that,
and make a separate section under Amendment No. 14, in my judgment
that gives identical authority or carries identical authority
as would Section 3 which then would prohibit the legislature
from enacting legislation affecting local government in this
regard even though you give them the authority in Section 3. I

think you only do that with the separation by section, whereas
you couldn't do it if you kept it in the same section earlier.

MR. TATE
I see your point, Mr. Flory. I think, however, that the

language. .. if the language means more, I regard the language
as meaning that shall enact no law of the effect which changes
the structure organization, but it 's subject to up above , and
the previous things that say about home rule quarters. But, any-
way, I do not regard its meaning as being changed, as being
removed from- one section to another;under specific language it

says "any local governmental subdivision, which operates under
a home rule charter." I personally think that it probably means

In line with what is said up above in Sections4 and 5, that it's

subject to and not inconsistent with, and it's subject to the police
power. I mean I know what you're worrying about. Don't get me wrong.

MR. FLORY
If you follow the reasoning of what I just stated, then

why wouldn't the committee have put in Section 6 in its new
section ."subject to and not inconsistent with the other provi-
sions of this constitution"?

MR. TATE
Well, because I believe it is implicitly so, but primarily

because that particular thing was not found as an introduction
to this provision applying to any local governmental subdivision.

But, I do believe that, as a matter of what the proper construc-

tion probably is that obviously it's subject to and not incon-

sistent with any other provisions.

MR. FLORY

Then, let me ask you categorically, in your opinion, and

in the committee's opinion, then, it was their intent that this

new Section 6 would be subject to and not inconsistent with
the other provisions of this article?

MR. TATE
Mr. Flory, I can't speak for the committee, of course, because

we didn't discuss it in that regard. In my opinion, of course,

that is true because Sections 4 and 5 limit the home rule charter
to the "subject to and not inconsistent with any provision of

this constitution." But, that's not a good answer to you, no.

MR. FLORY
Specifically, then, this would be subject to the provisions

of Section 3?

MR. TATE
In my personal opinion it is, Mr. Flory.

MR. AVANT
Judge Tate, however, if the language was left in the section

that dealt with the adoption of home rule charters by municipalities

after the effective date of this constitution, which municipalities

did not have a home rule charter prior to the effective date of

this constitution, then it would be possibly susceptible to the

interpretation that it was applicable only to those type of home

rule charters. Is that not correct?

MR. TATE
That Is correct, but because in broad language it said that

any local governmental subdivision which operates under a home

rule charter, the intent was more clearly shown by putting it

in a separate section, and to avoid that susceptibility which
I think would be defeated by the words of the language, we

thought it would be clarified by putting it like this.

MR. AVANT
Well, I understand what you're saying, and that's about as

far as I can go.

MR. AVANT
Judge Tate, it would likewise be subject to any other pro-

vision in this constitution, would it not, sir, specifically?

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. Avant , it was regarded as subject to all other pro-

visions in the article, and in the constitution, subject to the

police power and so on, things like that.

MR. AVANT
Specifically, Section 14, it would be subject to Section 14,

would it not, sir?

MR. TATE
Yes, it'd be definitely subject to Section 14, which is

about the law, about increasing expenditures except for police

and firemen. It would definitely be subject to that.

MR. CASEY

Judge Tate, as I understand, this is the adoption of a new
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section. I think the conmittee would have to have a record vote
on It. Sixty-seven members would have to vote for the adoption.

{^Previous Question ordered . Quorum
Call: 92 delegates present and a

quorum. Amendmen t No . 1 4 adopted

:

96'0. Motion to reconsider tabled.}

Point of Order

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, before proceeding, may I note the circumstance

that we did not object to the ruling of the Chair that it required

sixty-seven votes, which I didn't understand to be a firm ruling

because we.... but we think that under the rules, this is not a

new section, but a reorganization. Just in case the question

comes up in the future, we wouldn't want to accede to the ruling

that every time you renumber something, or put it in a different

place, it's a new section, sir.

MR. CASEY
Not on a renumbering .Judge. On a brand new section we would

have to have a record vote, we think.

MR. TATE
I won't fight the Chair now,until we have to.

to, I don*t believe. O.K.

to this consolidation of the same concept. The courts,
excuse me, are created and established only as authorized by
Article V and that we need not talk about them in the home rule

section.

MR. BERGERON
Judge. .. .Judge Tate, you said Section 9 (C) becomes

Section 26?

MR. TATE
Twenty-six on page 40, it consolidates Section 9 (C) and

also Section 8 (H)

.

MR. BERGERON
O.K. I was just—Just a point of Information. My green

copy has It become Section 27.

MR. TATE
That's an error. The 27. we didn't catch the

renumbering and changed that in ink. You see, that's Just a

staff note in ink on the bottom. We are apologizing for that,

too

.

[^Amendment No. 17 adopted without
objection ]

We won t have

Amendment No. 18

Amendment No. 15

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 15 is simply a stylistic revision of Section 7 (A).

I yield to further questions, Mr. Chairman.

[^Amendment No. 15 adopted without
objection'^

Amendment No. 16

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 16 deletes Section 9 (C) and it adds it over

in the new Section 26 about the organization of the courts. It

consolidates the similar provision found in the. as 8 (H) . and
makes it one section in the interest of.... In the interest of

serving, repeating it twice at the end of every section. But,
it's the same provisions as found under another number.

l^Amendment No. 16 adopted without
objection"^

Amendment No. 17

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 18, simply in line with the usual practice

in the constitution, singularlzea cities, towns, and villages to

"no parish shall prohibit the Incorporation of a city, town, or

village as provided by general law." Of course, that means one

or more cities. But, it was singularized in line with the rule of

singularlzation we're following throughout. IThen you say "a Judge
can't do that" you mean all Judges can't. "A city" can't do

anything, all cities can't,and so on.

Question

MR. J. JACKSON
Judge, I just heard your explanation. I just want to make

sure that it's not a limitation on parishes which may have,

maybe, three cities incorporated, and might want to expand, or

might not want to expand. You might use the argument, "well

this Is the limitation." So, in effect, what you are saying

for the records that this is not a limitation to one city....

MR. TATE
To one city. No, that's true.

It's "no parish shall prohibit the corporation of

a city "-one or more cities, it means any cities, all cities.

[Amendment No . 18 adopted wi thou

t

objection
]

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman. I have just explained Amendment No. 17.

Amendment No. 16 Is simply a... that was 17 that deletes it and 16

is the one that Just stylistically arranges 7 (B) on the top of

page 17.

MR. CASEY
We've already adopted 16.

Questions

Amendment No. 19

MR. TATE
Amendment 19 once again slngularizef . Instead of saying

plural "local governmental subdivisions" , it says "no local
governmental subdivision shall",and otheH^lse is simply
stylistic changes, leaving out words as we ordinarily leave
them—"except as may be" and "except as" provided by law,
mean the same thing.

MR. AVANT
Judge Tate, this is not a question about the substance of

what we're talking about. But, would it be possible for you to

refer to the page in the green material that we have? It would
be much easier to follow, I believe.

[Amendmen t No . 19 adopted without
objection j

Amendment No. 20

MR. TATE
Surely. I'm sorry, Mr. Avant. I had consented to do that

and I forgot

.

Page 17 is. .Amendment No. 17 Is to page 17. It deletes
Section 9 (C) on the left hand side of the page. Later on,

it will be found as Section 26 which is on page 40 of your
material, consolidating Sections 8 (H) and Section 9 (C)

.

Judge Dennis, the author of both amendments, had no objection

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 20, which is to Section 9 (B) on page 19 of

your green material — simply adds a title, and otherwise, no

change in language

.

[^Amendmen t No . 20 adopted without
objection

]
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Amendment No. 21

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 21 is to Section 10 on page 20, talking about

the Slngletary codes. It shortens the language and has the same
effect. I want you all from now on when these municipalities
and other local governmental units start to enact these codes,
we got to remember to call them the Slngletary codes. That

will be Alvln*s . . . .one of Alvin's Immortalities.

comma Is not found In Amendment No. 27. It was removed as Incorrect
punctuation because there are lust two In the series

—

"prior approval of any charge or tax levied or bond
Issued." There are three in the series, and you either had to have
no.... omit the "or", one "or", or omit the comma. That was done
without changing the substance.

lAmendment No . 2 7 adopted without
object! on

.

]

[Amendment No . 21 adopted wi thou

t

objection
]

Amendment No. 22

MR. TATE
Amendment 22 is to Section 11. Again , it just . . .omitted as

unnecessary the repetition of the words "of any governing authority."
and it felt that"froB slngle^-member districts"wlth a hyphen said the
same... the same thing a little bit more—with a little more punch
than" on the basis of single-member districts."

[Amendment No . 2 2 adopted without
object! on . j

Amendment No. 23

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 23 is to Section 12 on page 22 of your green

copy. It is simply using standard punctuation and renumbering
the sections to conform to the new section, singularizing, and the
usual rules of consistency we have been trying to follow,

[Amendment No . 2 3 adopted wi thout
objection .

]

Amendment No. 24

Amendment No. 28

MR. TATE
Amendment 28, on page 27 of your material. As you see, we

shortened it without leaving out any of the substance, put
in commas, and put statements in a positive form— the usual
stylistic changes.

^Amendment No. 28 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 29

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 29 is to Section 16 (B) on page 29. It's

just the usual stylistic changes.

[Amendment No. 29 adopted without
objecti on .

]

Amendment No. 30

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 30 is to Section 17 on page 30, We singularlzed

and made other usual changes. We did legislatively establish
procedures established by law in line with what we have been doing
throughout the constitution to clarify that it's a law when the
legislature acts, except for the two or three instances when it's
nut, and so on.

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 2A, aside from other clearly stylistic changes

removes the reference to the assessor in the Local Government
Article because he has been provided for in the Revenue and
Taxation Article. Otherwise, they're simply stylistic changes.

[Amendment No . 2 4 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 25

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 25 which is to Section 13 (B) on page 24 of

your green material. It was simply standardized language and
singularizing It.

[Amendment Wo. 25 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 26

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 26, very minor changes In punctuation,

adding the comma in a series and so on, were made.

[Amendment No. 26 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Questions

MR. FLORY
Judge Tate, under your proposed Section 17 as you have it,

do you believe that this would negate any authority that a state
official might have insofar as enforcing regulations passed or
adopted by the legislature?

5lR. TATE
No, Mr. Flory. We deliberately left that question to the

future. We couldn't spell it out. It's a policy question that
we did not think it appropriate for us to try to bring to your
attention because it's just one of those things that is best
left to the future to decide.

MR. FLORY
The future of what?

MR. TATE
The future of the. .. .whether he does or does not would not

be changed by our language, we took language there as it was
found. I would say that it is—personally, I would say it's
subject to the police power of the state which may be exercised
through the state fire marshal , etc. I would say that ,because
you have in other provisisons "nothing shall abridge the police
power of the state." But, I would say that we did not attempt to
clarify that lurking issue here, because it required more of a

policy judgment than was available to Style and Drafting.

MR. FLORY
In other words, you believe that this section would be

subject to the police power of the state.

Amendment No. 27
MR. TATE

I personally so believe, Mr. Flory.

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 27, which is to Section 15, on page 26 of your

material.
Now, as you find it there, there is a comma after "levied,".

That comma, the amendment is not found in the comma—I mean the

MRS. MILLER
Judge Tate, in the last sentence, you've changed the word

"di8trlcts"to "commissions." You don't know what we've created
in some of our areas. We've created districts under the revised
statutes. To some extent, this parallels statutory things.
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but, I'm wondering, because we create the districts and coonnlsslons

run them.

MR. TATE
Mrs. Miller, we have caveated that to Local Government

because the only existing one Is a commission and not a district.

Local Government came back and said that "corami39lons'*would be

more accurate. There's only one, the Vieux Carfe Commission.

So, this only refers to the existing one . There's only one.

They thought, to be accurate, we should say"commlssion"ln8tead

of "district." I'm glad you called that to attention....

MRS. MILLER
Well, now, 1 do want to say now we have created a Historic

Preservation District out in Jeff Davis Parish.

Amendment No. 33

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 33 is to Section 20. The usual changes are

made. Now, an "and" was changed to "or" in line 11, either with

—

because In its sense, It meant—this says "a political subdivision

may perform any authorized function , etc., including financing

either within or vithout the state, or with the United States
OT its agencies". The "or" was recommended to us by Local

Government to clarify that you didn't have to have all—you didn't

have to do It with the United States and its agencies-"either

within or without the state, or with the United States

or its agencies." They recommended It to us, and it seems to be in

accord with Its sense.

MR. TATE
Correct

.

MRS. MILLER
A commission runs it. But, I don't know if changing the

term here In fact, I almost think you need both the words

"districts" and "commission" rather than Just limiting It to one.

MR. TATE
Well, are you created by the constitution in Jeff Davis?

MRS. MILLER
We created this under the statute. .. .under statutory

authority, the same one under which Toledo Bene Recreation

District was created.

MR. TATE
Yes. But this

MRS. MILLER
Well, I just wonder. I mean, I'rp— because we used the word

"districts". . .

.

MR. TATE
For what it's worth, the floor debate showed—would someone

clarify me?— the floor debate showed this was only intended to

refer to the Vieux Carte. The others are automatically continued....

the others are automatically continued because they are in the

statutes or under statutory authority. But, this one was put

in simply because the local government people repealed the Vieux

Carfe. They got some—quite a few pages out of the constitution

on that. But, in order to protect the Vieux Car^e, which is no-

where else in the constitution, this sentence was added, "the existing

constitutional authority for historic preservation commissions

is the same." My understanding, and I'll yield to a question from

Mr. Perez, If necessary, is that the only one at issue was the

Vieux Car^e Commission established In the constitution.

\^Amendment No. 30 adopted without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No. 31

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 31 is to Section 18 on page 31.

Again you have— this is the third Instance where your green copy

does not show two words that are on your amendment.

Your amendment shows "the legislature by law may." In other

words, on line A, after "the legislature" add "by law" in line

with the usual stylistic clarification that we've been following

through the rest of the constitution. Otherwise, present tense is

singularized and the usual stylistic changes made.

[Amendment No. 31 adopted without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No. 32

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 32 is to Section 19—Amendment No. 32 is to

Section 19 on page 33. Again, you have here for the third or

fourth time a slight variation between the green copy and your

amendment. On line 20, the comma la removed, and the "and" is

put in because those are series of two; it's not properly

separated by a coimna but by an "and". Otherwise, there's

simply standard language being used.

[Amendment No. 32 adopted without
object ion ."]

[^Amendment No. 33 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 34

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 34 is to Section 21 and—which is found

on pages 35 and 36 of your material . This is, again, about the

lourth time where there's a slight variation between your green

copy and the amendment. On page 15— I mean on line 15 of page 35,

by words "by law" are Inserted; "the legislature by law may

authorlzeTln line with the standard practice in the rest of the

constitntion. The other changes made are the usual standard

—

slight changes made using standardized language, and so on.

Some of this language we wanted to simplify, but we were— the

bonding attorneys informed us this was what they wanted. This

Is what the Local Government had agreed to in exchange for removing

hundreds of pages out of the present constitution.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Judge Tate, my question relates to Section (B) on page 36

of the green material, and beginning with the line 4.

MR. TATE
Section who?
Oh, and I should also say thank you ,Mr . Avant ,about "no,

property expropriated under authority of this article." We checked

with the Local Government, and back with us, and it went under

this section.
That's what you meant?

MR. AVANT
Now, you know we had some discussion in the conanlttee about

that. I want to clarify the intent of that section.

It was the intent of that section, it was more or less agreed,

was It not, that property which was expropriated under this

section, that is Industrial Development, cannot be expropriated

for the purpose of selling it or donating it to the alien or

the prohibited class of persons. But, it was not the intention

of this section that if property is expropriated and sold to

someone not within the prohibited class, that some years later

in a boiw fide transaction that it could not be sold to an

alien. It is strictly the prohibiting of government from expropriat-

ing property for this purpose either directly or by subterfuge

through, say, a party interposed or something like that. Is that

correct?

MR. TATE
That is correct, Mr. Avant. In other words, you can't

expropriate it to sell it to the alien or alien controlled. It

doesn't go out of commerce forever because later on it can

go back in.

MR. AVANT
By a bona fide transaction and not as a way of subterfuge

of getting around this prohibition. Correct?

MR. TATE
That was our understanding,Mr. Avant.

MR. NUNEZ
Judge Tate, why do we have to take exception that this does

not apply to a school board?

MR. TATE
Mr. Nunez, Mr. Burson put It in. We couldn't take it out.

We might have been able to take it out, but apparently, school

boards want to be able to expropriate....! don't know, Mr....
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MR. NUNEZ
Then, they can expropriate and sell to alien countries?

MR. TATE
Well, that was In before the (B) was added—that was In

before (B) was added. They had some reason— they didn't want

school boards, anyway, to be able to buy property, I guess.

Oh, I remember why. The reason why.... they talked about any

political subdivision let's see the legislature authorized

any political subdivision to do this. The school board is

technically a political subdivision. The school boards, in

their generosity, did not want to get Into the business of

industrial plants. So, they got excepted from it to make it

plain that school boards couldn't do so. Does that answer

your question, whoever asked?

MR. CASEY
It was Mr. Nunez that asked the question.'

[^Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment No. 39
adopted : 98-0. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendment No. 40

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 40, which is to Section 27. On page 41. About

the parish ad valorem tax. Just simpler words. That's all— the

usual singular ization rules and using standard language, substi-

tuting a word for a phrase, etc., and the usual punctuation rules.

[Amendment No. 40 adopted without
objection

.

]

I

Amendment No. 41

^^Amendment No . 3 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 35

MR. TATE
Amendment No. Al is to Section 27 (B) Millage Increase Not

for General Purposes. On page 42 of your green materials. Just

made it into shorter sentences—broke it into two sentences.

MR, TATE
Amendment No. 35 is to provide a Section 22.... I mean just

simply revises Section 22, renumbers it In accord with the

usual stylistic changes.

[Amendment No. 41 adopted without
object! on

.

J

Amendment No . 42

[Amendment No . 3 5 adopted without
objection . ]

Amendment No. 36

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 36... usual stylistic revision of Section 23.

[Amendment No. 36 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 42» which is to Section 27 (C) . On page 43 of

your green materials. Here again is a change. On the amendment,

what is shown, on line 8, is "a population in excess of one thousand"

had been changed to "exceeding one thousand". Otherwise, the green
copy reflects the amendment. That, along with the other changes,

are simply for stylistic consistency.

[Amendment No. 42 adopted without
objection

.

J

Amendment No. 43

Amendment No. 37

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 37 to Section 24, on page 39 of your green

materials—minor stylistic change in accord with consistent
practice.

[Amendment No , 3 7 adopted wi thout
objection . ]

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 43 is to Section 27 (D) . On page 44 of your

green materials. Just using standard language and omitting need-

less words. We're using "the effective date" instead of "on the

date of adoption," etc.

[Amendment No . 4 3 adopted without
objecti on

.

J

Amendment No. 44

Amendment No. 38

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 38 makes no change, but simply renumbers

the former Section 29 into Section 25 on the right hand side

of your green material.

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 44 is to Section 28 (A). On page 45 of your

green materials. The standard language and standard stylization

is done. On line 20, for interest of clarity: It said "Millage

rates may be increased in any municipality when approved". In con-
text, that's what it means; and it was suggested to us by Local

Government that for purposes of clarity that should be added, and

we concurred in their recommendation.

[Amendmen t No .

objection .

]

38 adopted without [Amendment No. 44 adopted without
objecti on .

]

Amendment No. 39
Amendment No. 45

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 39 is the one we talked about earlier. It

creates a new section. It creates a new.... under some interpreta

tlone it creates a new section; under others it simply
consolidates under a new number, provisions found earlier
Co avoid repeating. It simple says "notwithstanding any

provision of the Local Government Article creating subdivisions,

courts and their offices may be established or effected only

provided by the Judiciary Article."

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 45 is to Section 28 (B) and (C) . Practically

no change was made, except to add titles and to break the first

(B) into two sentences. That's about all.

[Amendment No. 45 adopted without
objection

.

J
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Amendment No. 46

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 46 is to Section 29. On page 47 of your green

materials. Again, standard stylistic changes have been made.

to a different subject. It makes [Section] 36 (B) into a separate
section on special taxes. Section 32 maintains present taxes for

special purposes; Section 33 authorizes special taxes, in the future,

for certain purposes "when authorized by a majority of the electors".

It does take a part of a prior section and give it a new number.

\_Amendment No . 4 6 adopted without
objection. ]

Amendment No. 47

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 47 is to Section 30. On pages 48 and 49 of your

green materials. Again, it simply standardizes the language. There

are only stylistic changes that, I think, are self-evident.

\_Previous Question ordered.

1

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, have you called the question on that amendment?

MR. CASEY
I have, yes.

{^Amendment No. 47 adopted without
objection

.

J

Amendment No. 48

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 48. On page 50. Once again—this Is one of the

last times; this will be about four more times, I believe—your

green copy does not reflect two words in the amendment. The words

In the amendment that are not reflected are: On line 4, it says
"the legislature" insert "by law" "may uniformly exempt or

exclude any goods" in line with the usual stylistic practice.

Motion

MR. AVANT
The reason that I ask that: I think that that amendment,

which makes a separate section of that particular language, is tied

in with and related to the one yellow amendment that you have on
this section. I don't want to take the time to explain it right now,

but I think that that should be continued and taken up at the time

we take up the yellow amendment. I will be glad to explain the

reason for that, if the Chair would desire.

MR. CASEY
Are you suggesting that we pass over Amendment No. 51?

Quest i on

MR. SINGLETARY
Judge, when you say "by law," you mean by statute as opposed

to by resolution; right?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir. We wanted to be durn sure there's no subsequent

litigation, as there was under the prior constitution in two

instances.

[^Amendment No. 48 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 49

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 49 is to .... On page 51. Incidentally, the

capital "S"—Subdivision—on line 5 was a clerical error. It
was caught after this thing was run. "Political subdivision" is

a small "s"—subdivision—there on line 5. Otherwise, of course,
it's exactly what's in the amendment and involves the usual standard
changes.

lAmendment No. 49 adopted without
objection . ]

Amendment No. 50

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 50. We're going to come back and submit to you

a yellow amendment recommended by the Local Government Committee;
but, for the time being, the only changes made are standard language's
The intent was—when we come to it, I'll try to explain it, subject
to further question—was just to continue all taxes that were autho-
rized for special purposes under the present constitution. But,
anyway, presently before you are stylistic changes only.

MR. AVANT
Pass over this particular amendment until we can take it up

and consider it in connection with the yellow amendment; and I don't

know what number it is, but there's only one on this proposal.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Avant now moves for a suspension of the rules for the

purpose of passing over Amendment No, 51 until we consider which
amendment, Judge Tate? Until when, Mr. Avant? Till what amend-

ment?

MR. AVAOT
So that it may be considered at the same time that the yellow

amendment is considered. Number sixty-six.

{^Motion to suspend the rules to pass
over Amendment No . 51 adopted wi th-
ou t objection .j

Amendment No. 52

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 52 deletes the former Section 38....
Amendment No. 52 deletes lines 17 through 35 on page 14 of

the original draft—which is the Section 38—and it will delete
both sections— former [Section] 38 and [Section] 39—and it will
consolidate them into a new [Section] 34 (A), with the former
(Section] 38, following as [Section] 34 (B) being in its more
logical place. You talk about the authorization of political
bonds in [Section] 39, and then you talk about them being full

faith and credit. It seemed more logical to both committees to

do it, first, talk about authorization and then, second, talk

about their full faith and credit. So, for that reason, this
organization was made. There's fairly little change in language
because our friends in the bond profession had a great deal to do

with the language used, and they didn't want much Englishif ication
of it.

lAmendment No. 52 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

[Amendment No. 50 adopted without
objection

,

]

Amendment No. 51

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 51 is to Section 33. On page 52 of your green

materials. Three simple, usual sections have been made. Former
Section 36 (B) it creates into a special section because it refers

Amendment No. 53

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 53. The amendment, as it shows you, does not...

The green copy does not include "the legislature by law" on line 3.

"By law" is in the amendment. Otherwise, there is no change. The
green does not cover that standard phrase "by law" at the end of

line 3, but it is in the white amendment. Otherwise, there's no

change.
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{^Amendment No . 5 3 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No . 54

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 54, which is [Section] 36 (A). On pages 57 and

58. Most of the changes are the usual stylistic changes. There
is one change that was suggested to us by Local Government: to

eliminate the language "as provided for, held under the provisions
of this section"—to eliminate that because this applies to all
tax elections, we are informed. For that reason, we do not have,

on line 22, "authorized or provided for" "held under... this

section." We are informed that it has the same meaning and might
create some ambiguity because it was intended to refer to all bond

elections. On your page, by the way—page 13—Amendment No. 54,

somewhere— it doesn't show as Amendment No. 54 on your page, but
it's the one between [Amendment No.] 53 and [Amendment No.] 55,

and I guess we can deduce it was intended to be [Amendment No.] 54.

You all got that?

lAntendment No . 5 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No . 55

MR. TATE
Amendment No, 55 is to Section 36 (B). The general, slight

changes we were able to make with this bond and tax language
are very minor and in the interest of a little more Englishifi-
catlon, but very little.

date of this constitution" when something will come into effect, on
the idea that this constitution— if adopted—will succeed the old

constitution. Occasionally—and this is one of the two or three
instances in the constitution—there was an intent to refreeze the

situation as of the time we left the convention so that, say, a

special session of the legislature, for example, couldn't change
what the convention thought it had adopted. This said: "Levee
districts as now organized shall continue to exist," "Now," of

course—we don't know whether that means "now, when it passed the
floor," "now," etc. "As now organized," at the latest, meant
January 19, when we put our signatures to the convention. We

thought of putting January 19 and then submitting a yellow amend-
ment to you to change it back to January 1, 1974, because fifty

years from now, if this constitution is successful enough to be
adopted and survive, they wouldn't know why you picked January 19

instead of any other year. So, it just looked—and these two or

three instances like this when they tended to freeze the situation

—

as we left this convention hall, to use January 1, 1974. Now,

that's the first time, and it'll happen two or three other times

at the most—maybe two other times. Occasionally, when there's
real doubt, we've left, in a couple of instances, "when adopted"

—

when there's a real question and when it's unlikely the question
would rise up and there was resistance to changing the floor

language from "when adopted" to "on the effective date." This is

not before us. Generally, we'll have made the provisions become
effective "on the effective date of the new constitution" because
that's generally what's intended. We've tried, in every instance,

though, to check it. Now, that's the only change here that I

think requires explanation. The others are the usual stylistic

changes made.

l^Awendntent No . 5 8 adopted wi thout
objection

.

]

Question
Amendment No. 59

MS. ZERVIGON
Judge Tate, what is Englishif ication?

MR. TATE
Englishif ication is what we hope to make this constitution.

It's between legalese and standard English.

[^Amendmen t No . 55 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 56

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 56 renumbers Section 42 into 37. It includes

[Section] 37's (A) through (C)—which are on pages 61 and 62 of

your green material. Aside from adding titles, it has simply the
standard punctuation changes, etc.

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 59 is to Section 40. Which is on page 66 of

your green materials. I think all we did was add a title and
rembve a comma.

{^Amendmen t Nc

object! on

.

]

5 9 adopted wi thou t

Amendment No . 60

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 60. This is the millage increase. Here is one

of the last occasions where you'll find this. On lines 7 and 8 of

your green copy. It says: "as specified by the legislature".
For "the legislature" substitute on the amendment "as specified by
law ". Otherwise,—and that's one of the usual stylistic changes
made throughout—the other changes are the usual ones about mood,
singularization, using a word instead of a phrase, trying to orait

needless words, etc.

[Antendment No. 56 adopted without
objection

.

]

l^Awendment No . 6 adopted wi thout
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 57

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 57 is for Section 38. On page 63 of your green

materials. Again, it's standard language. Now, there's one. . .

.

Your green copy does not show that on page 4 of line 63, inserted
"The legislature by law may authorize". It does not show that, but
that's in line with the standard practice that's been followed.

Amendment No . 61

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 61 is to Section 41. On pages 68 and 69 of your

green materials. The changes are the usual formal, standard changes
made in styling the constitution. I'd yield to questions, Mr.

Chairman,

[Amendment No . 61 adopted without
objection

.

]

[Amendment No. 57 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 62

Amendment No. 58

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 58, Mr. Chairman. This is the first time we

have reached this question. This has to do with levee districts.
Generally speaking, we've used the standard language "on the effective

MR, TATE
Amendment No. 62 is to Section 42. On page 70. The usual

changes about.... the simplification of language and singularizing.
The usual stylistic changes.

\^Amendment No. 62 adopted without
objection .

]
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Amendment No. 63

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 63 is to Section 43. We consolidated the former

(A) and (B) Into one section and made Section (C) into Section (B)

and, aside from those changes, broke the long first sentence into
two sentences and, otherwise, made normal stylistic changes.

[^Amendment No. 63 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 64

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 64 retitled the Part IV of the section. There's

a "Part IV. Port Commissions and Districts." Mr. Clerk, may 1 ask
you something, sir? It doesn't show in caps on here. Do you need
a technical amendment to make it caps? Part IV should be in caps
for stylistic conformity. "Port Comnissions and Districts" should be
in caps—all caps after "Part IV." Then, "Section 44" would be
upper and lower case. It changes it from "Ports" to "Port Com-
missions and Districts" at the recommendation of the Local Govern-
ment Coinnittee because of the circumstance that it more accurately
describes what's in the section. I should call your attention that,
on line 14, your green copy says "The legislature may grant"; the
amendment says "The legislature by law may grant". On your green
page 74, it says "it may be changed only by the favorable vote of
two-thirds". The amendment is going to say "by law enacted by the
favorable vote of two-thirds" to specify, in each case, that it is

a law and not a resolution.

Question

[Amendment No. 65 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 66

MR. TATE
All right. Now the. . .Section 66 has to do, as it passed

the floor—and Mr. Avant is going to have a question about it.
Should I explain it first and then turn it over....

Section 32, which is on page 52 of your green materials, said
"Any special tax being levied by a political subdivision under
prior legislative or constitutional authority on the effective
date of this constitution is ratified." Paragraph (3) said, "for
the purpose of acquiring certain special taxes may be levied."
Now, the Local Government Committee, and they will. . .after I

yield to Mr. Avant, and then Mr. Lanier, I think it is who
called our attention may want to explain it—said that this created
an ambiguity because what they were talking about was "special
purpose taxes" other than the "general purpose taxes" and whereas
ordinarily the "special tax" is a word of indefinite connotation.
But, put so close to 34. . .the old. . .the old (B) section or
even followed by Section 33, talking about certain types of
special taxes, it might appear to restrict its meaning to those
sort of "special purpose taxes" being continued as beyond this
date. So, they recommend your attention, and they think it is not
a substantive change, the amendment that leaves out ''special tax.'"
Now, some question, 1 think, has been raised later on. . .which
is either one is subject to. Is whether it could be a. . .does
that continue an Invalid tax. I would have thought that under
prior legislative and constitutional authority it would Just
keep it as to taxes validly levied. But, then I would. . .1
think Mr. Avant wants to explain both sections together. Then
I think Mr. Lanier. . .Mr. Lanier.

MR. CANNON
Justice Tate, having served on this subcommittee on ports

and shepherded this particular section through, there seems to
be some question raised, and I wanted to raise it for a point
of clarification so that there can be no misunderstanding about
it. When we say these deep-water ports and "deep-water port
harbor, and terminal districts as organized and constituted on
January 1, 1974, including their powers and functions, structure
and organization, and territorial jurisdiction, are ratified and
confirmed and shall continue to exist," by this we're meaning
the powers including all the powers they presently have under
the Constitution of 1921 and its amendments? This includes their
bonding power— the general obligation bonding power—which they
are allowed to issue bonds with the full faith and credit of the
state, since they are state agencies.

MR. TATE
Well, we understood that to be the intention; and, if that

was the intention when it passed the floor, it is not changed by
the styling and drafting.

MR. CANNON
I wanted that read into the record for future interpretation,

sir.

MR. TATE
Ves, sir. I did forget to call your attention. This is the

second time they said "as now organized." We froze it on January
i, 1974, to prevent any possible question that, between now and
the ratification or effective date, something could be changed to
change the will of what the delegates here adopted.

[Amendment No. 64 adopted without
object ion

.

]

Amendment No. 65

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 65 is the definition section. The changes

are self-explanatory. We standardized the usual standard. . .like
"in the state" instead of "in the entire state," etc. and "incorporated
city, town, or village," singularized it instead of using the
duplicate.

The only. . .on (7) It said, "Deep-water port commission
and deep-water port, harbor, and terminal districts;" they
meant, "deep-water port commissions" and "deep-water port, harbor,
and terminal districts." The two phrases were to be defined, so
we made that clear by adding the appropriate quotation marks.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
I think the problem has been solved, Mr. Chairman and fellow

delegates. But, this particular section, as originally adopted
by the convention, was only one section. It was Section 36, and
it had (A) and it had (B) . (A) was a section which. . .a subsection
which confirmed and ratified existing special taxes being levied
by political subdivisions. Then, in (B), it was a grant of
authority to levy special taxes. It defined those taxes, as I

read it, as "a tax for the purpose of acquiring, constructing,
improving, maintaining or operating any work of public improvement."
Now, what that section, in my humble opinion, meant when it was
adopted by the convention,was that any such tax which was being
levied at the time this constitution became effective was ratified
and made valid whether it was valid when it was adopted or whether,
in fact, it would be even valid under this constitution. If
that's what the convention wanted, it didn't particularly disturb
me, because it was limited to taxes "for acquiring, constructing,
improving or maintaining or operating a work of public improvement."
Now, what the Style and Drafting Committee did, was they first
recommended the division of that section into two sections—into
36, and then I guess it would be 37. Then they come along with
an amendment that is being offered at trfls time which would, in the
original Section 36 or (A) delete the word "special." So, that '

would, in my judgment, ratify any tax that was being levied by
a local governmental subdivision on the effective date of this
constitution whether it was valid when it was enacted or whether
it was, in fact, valid under this constitution. But, anyway, I

have been Informed by someone that the people who want to do
this have no objection to going back and inserting in 36 the
word "validly," so that it will read, "any tax being validly
levied by a political subdivision is hereby ratified and confirmed."
Now, If they are willing to do that, then I have nothing else to
say, and that would be satisfactory. The main thing is I

would not want to validate retrospectively an invalid tax, because
there are several suits now pending attacking the validity of
certain taxes. We don't want to come along at this point and
say, "Oh, well, you lose your lawsuit. The tax is valid whether
It was or wasn't."

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, in view of Mr. Avantls remarks, I'm wondering

that maybe a point of order might be appropriate, because it
seems as though this is clearly a substantive change that the
committee is proposing.

MR. CASEY
Now, you are raising that on Amendment 66, Mr. Jenkins?
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MR. JENKINS
On the caveat amendment.

MR. AVANT
I'm authorized by Mr. Jenkins to state that if the proponents

of this amendment are going to put the word "validly" in there.

Chat then he won't raise the point of order.

Further Discussion

"Any tax validly being levied by any political subdivision

under prior legislative or constitutional authority on the

effective date of this constitution is ratified."

Just insert the word "validly" after "tax and before

"being.

"

[Amendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered on the
Sect ion . Section passed : 105-0.
Motion to reconsider tabled.]

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, there

is no question in my mind, and I'm sure not in the minds of any

members of the Local Government Committee or of the Style and

Drafting Committee that the law had to be validly imposed in order

for it to be ratified. To satisfy Mr. Avant, we'll be happy to

get the word in there, provided we can get the procedure worked

out in order to be able to get the word "validly" in. So that. . .

we have no problems with it at all. We did not intend to have

any substantive change. We don't think it's a substantive change,

but to satisfy Mr. Avant, we'll be glad to go ahead and get it

worked out

.

MR. TATE

Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption. I understand immediately

after this they will move to suspend the rules to insert the

proper language on "validly." They'll need you to be present, I

imagine, to have sixty-seven votes or something. But. . .

. . .adoption of 66, Mr. Chairman.

IPrevious Question ordered. Amendment
No , 6 6 adopted wi thou t objection."]

Po i nt of I nf orma ti on

MR. TATE

Amendment No. 67, Mr. Chairman. What have we done with the

amendment we passed over?

MR. POYNTER
We haven't, yet, but we. . .you want to go ahead and take

Mr. Avant 's amendment now to Amendment No. 66, first?

MR. TATE
If the amendment to 66 is prepared and ready, we could do

Chat. Otherwise, we might go back and finish 33 or whatever it

was and go through 6 7 and 68.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Well, I have the amendment at the desk, I don't have the

distribution copies.

All it does is add the word "validly."
On page 14, line 7, in Committee Amendment No. 66 proposed by

the Conmittee on Style and Drafting and adopted by the Convention
on today, on line 2, after the word "tax" and before the word

"being" insert the word "validly".

[wot i on to suspend the rules to re-
consider Sect ion 3 2 for t he limited
purpose of consi dering the Avant
amendment adop ted without object ion

.

Motion to reconsider Section 32
adopted without objection. Previous
Question ordered on the Amendment ."]

Reconsidera ti on

Reading of the Section with Proposed Amendment

Motion

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, we previously discussed 51. Mr. Avant had

asked us to hold up its adoption until we clarified the question

on Section 32. Since we just have, I see. . .move the adoption

of Amendment 51 which is Section 33. . .which is on Section 33,

page 52 rf your green, which allows special taxes for certain

purposes when the majority of the electors voting vote to hold

them. . .

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendmen t

No . 51 adopted : 106-0 . Motion to
reconsider tabled. ]

MR. POYNTER
If you can. . .

You want to read the entire paragraph?

read:

All right. It would

Amendment No . 67

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. Chairman. Now, Amendments 67 and 68 are of the

same nature. They are on the sheets like this that says "Addendum,"

They are amendments to catch the stylistic uniformity, something

that we had missed until final styling. They are an amendment to

your Amendment No. 1, on page 1 of your white material. Where it

says, "Section 1 (A) Parish and Boundaries Ratified. Parishes and

their boundaries as established," it says, "under existing law

are recognized and ratified." Amendment No. 67, because fifty

years from now we won't know what "existing law" was, and the Intent

was, "as established existing on the effective date of this

constitution—as established existing on the effective date of

this constitution are recognized and ratified."

You could do it a little bit better than that, but that carries

out the sense that "the effective date of this constitution" determines

when the parishes . . .

Mr. Perez has suggested, and on behalf of the commiCtee I'm

sure we have no objection to deleting the first word of the

proposed amendment, which is the present amendment, page 57,

and deleting the "existing" and just put in it, "on the effective

date of this constitution." Then the section would read:

"Parishes and their boundaries as established on the effective

date of this constitution are recognized and ratified."

I think he correctly points out it will make a little better

English.

[Amendment No. 67 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 68

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, No. 68 is a similar provision. Your Amendment

No. 3 on page 1 of your green material says, "however, an existing

special legislative charter." There are very few of them. Since

Che '21 Constitution, at least, the legislature has been prohibited

from granting special legislative charters. So, however, when you

say "an existing special legislative charter," if they read It

twenty years from now, they won't be sure what. . .when it was

existing. To make it crystal clear, the amendment has recommended

to delete "an existing" and put "a special legislative charter."

and then insert between "charter" and "may," "existing on the

effective date of this constitution may be amended, modified or

repealed by local and special law." It's regarded as a technical

change

.
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[Amendment No . 6 8 adopted without
objection .

]

Announcements
III Journal 1244}

Point of Information

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Acting Chairman, my question is: Is this suspension for

the limited purpose of discussing these three amendments, because
the governor also made suggestions about exemptions? I was
wondering if we were to consider them at the same time.

Recess

[^Record Quorum Call: 106 delegates
present and a quorum. ]

{^Motion to suspend the rules to permit
Commi t tee Proposal No . 2 6 to be dis-
charged from the Commi ttee on Style
and Drafting

.

]

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, you will recall when the

governor spoke to this body last Thursday, he made certain

recommendations for your consideration. In connection with those

recommendations and to specifically carry into effect those of

the governor's relating to property tax, we have submitted for

your consideration three amendments.

Point of Information

MR. CASEY
Mrs. Zervigon, of course, that Is up to the person making the

notion. But, I would say when that motion is made in order to

suspend the rules for the purpose of taking whatever subject
matter we're going to take up, that would be appropriate at that
time. That's not really the matter under discussion or debate
right now. What the matter is merely to suspend the rules In

order to bring it back, and that's all. It's the sole thing
we're going to vote on.

Poi nt of Information

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman, I. . .as a lot of others asked a question

about the. . .what the suspension was for, and I know that's not
the point of discussion. But, I didn't quite understand Mr.
Pugh. Is this the amendment that assesses all property—residential,
farmland and industrial property—at the same level, twelve and
a half percent? That's the one we're going to suspend the rules
for?

MR. OIEHARDY
Mr. . .Veil, here's what I want to find out: in other words,

if we are not Interested in changing the ten and fifteen percent,
we vote against Mr. Pugh's call of Section 26. Is that right?

MR. CASEY

Mr. Chehardy, I might say this: of course, the purpose of

the suspension of the rules is to get back Into that proposal.
The idea of the amendments granted Is to change that. We, of course,

can't debate the merits of this one way or the other. But, that

would be the end result of it if we. . .

MR. CHEHARDY
So, the trick is to vote against this if we don't want to

change the ten and fifteen. That's what I wanted to know.

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Acting Chairman, you know, you used the word Just now

—

you said something about "discharging." I haven't heard that
here in this convention since we started. Now, would you explain
what we're talking about?

MR. CASEY

Mr. Tapper, under the rules, Connittee Proposal No. 26 is

now in the Style and Drafting Committee. Under the rules, it's
properly there. So, we have to suspend the rules in order to

take it out of that committee and bring it back to the floor of
the convention. Does that answer your question?

MR. TAPPER
Yes, and I object to that, sir.

\_Record vote ordered . ]

Point of Information

MR. CASEY
That's correct, Mr. Nunez.

Point of Information

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman, if we suspend the rules here, now, this doesn't

in any way obligate us to vote on the amendment or anything; is

that right, sir?

MR. CASEY

The only thing you're voting on now is the suspension of

the rules. How you vote on the amendments is entirely up to

you after the discussion.

MR. CHATELAIN
I can vote to suspend the rules and still vote like I want

later on, right?

MR. CASEY
That's up to you, Mr. Chatelain.

Point of Information

MR. TAPPER
Mr. Acting Chairman, if we suspend the rules, is it not a

fact that under our rules that the whole proposal is then up

for discussion, and amendments can be made in any area of this

proposal? You can't suspend the rules, is it not correct, for

one specific purpose? If you suspend the rules, you're bringing

the whole proposal back; don't we?

MR. CASEY
No, Mr. Tapper. You can. . .that's not the motion right

now. The only motion is to bring the proposal back into the

Convention. But, once you get to that point, a motion can be

made to suspend the rules for a limited purpose. We have done

this at least twenty times in the last few days.

MR. TAPPER
I understand that, but we could also say it's for an open

debate on evarything; can't we?

MR. SINGLETARY
A point of information, Mr. Chairman. We have several

amendments dealing with the property tax thing. Which amendment
is this that Mr. Pugh wants to. . .

MR. CASEY

That's up to the convention, Mr. Tapper.

Point of Information

MR. POYNTER
It's a set of three amendments. It's on one sheet of paper;

there are three amendments. The first one deals with the twelve
and a half percent fair market value. The second one deals with
paragraph. . .proposed Paragraph (B) on use value. The third
one would propose just to reletter paragraphs to Section 1, Mr.

Slngletary.

MR. CANNON
A point of information. How many votes would be required

to suspend the. . .to. . .

MR. CASEY
Sixty-seven votes or two-thirds of those present and voting,

whichever is less.
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MR. CANNON
. . .necessary green lights to suspend.

MR. CASEY
That's correct.

IMoti on to suspend the rules rejected

:

34-72

.

]

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chehardy, why do you rise?

Motion

MR. CHEHARDY
To move to reconsider the vote by which the proposal was

adopted, and to lay the motion on the table.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chehardy, the Clerk has rightfully advised me that that

motion is out of order because. . .

MR. CHEHARDY
Why?

MR. CASEY
I'm going to explain right now. Because the convention just,

just now, this moment, refused to suspend the rules In order to
bring the proposal back from the committee to the floor of the
convention.

MR. CHEHARDY
So, it's on the table?

MR. CASEY
Judge Tate, that's absolutely correct. But a gentleman

has made the motion. We may question the wisdom of it » but,
we have to vote.

Now, Mr. Avant has moved for a suspension of the rules for
the sole purpose of discharging and removing Committee Proposal
No

[_Mot i on ui thdrawn ,
']

Point of Information

MR. RAYBURN
Can you get better recognized if you run and grab a mike,

or can you get better recognized if you stay In your seat and
hold your hand up?

[Quorum Call: 102 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

Point of Information

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Acting Chairman, I believe the rules of this convention

specify that no one be acknowledged unless he is at his seat

.

Is that not right?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Shannon, you're absolutely correct. As you know,

we've tried to use. Interpret the rules as liberally as possible.
Do you—are you—what point are you making, however?

MR. SHANNON
I would like to that we Insist upon that. That we not

recognize anybody unless they are at their seat.

MR. CASEY
No. The whole point is, Mr. Chehardy, that the proposal isn't

even here to make that vote on.

MR. CHEHARDY
But, Isn't the proposal presently before the constitution^

passed upon,but not laid upon the table?

MR. CASEY
No. But, the point is, the proposal is in the Committee on

Style and Drafting. In order to do anything with it, we had
to bring it back to the floor of the convention. Most of the

convention just refused to do that just now.

Let me just go one step further, Mr. Chehardy. Also, we
^^^ the convention had- a gentleman's agreement that
in the Interest of taking care of any problems that had to be
resolved with these proposals, we did have a gentleman's agree-
ment that we would not do that at this time.

MR. CHEHARDY
Yea, but we'd rather not have anything else done with this

particular section.

MR. CASEY
Well, Mr. Chehardy, your motion's out of order.

Motion

MR. AVANT
Mr, Chairman, I move for a suspension of the rules for the

purpose of discharging Committee Proposal (whatever it is) having
to do with ad valorem property taxation from the Committee on
Revenue, Finance and Taxation, for the purpose of having it
finally adopted by this convention, and reconsidering the vote
by which It was adopted and laying that motion on the table.

MP. CASEY
Mr. Shannon, that is perfectly in order, and if the

—

as long as the convention understands the rules will be strictly
Interpreted, don't be surprised if you don't get recognized if
you're not at your seat.

Motion

MR. GRAVEL
I just want to be sure that I present this fairly and

clearly to the convention. In just a moment, I'm going to ask
for a suspension of the rules in order that we can, through
whatever parliamentary procedure is necessary,
reconsider Committee Proposal No. 37. In the event the suspension
of the rules is granted by this convention, I'm going to ask that
we reconsider that proposal for the limited and exclusive purpose
of making It clear that the provisions of Committee Proposal No. 37

with respect to automatic rate increases by the. .. .automatic rate
Increases for public utilities is an area that's left up to the
legislature and the legislature only. That's the only purpose
that I rise for at this time. I wanted to make it clear what I

intended to do in the event that you do suspend the rules and
permit us to consider Committee Proposal No. 37.

Questions

MR. TATE
Mr. Gravel, if the amendment Is going to specify that the

legislature may do what you want, many members voted here on the
idea that it— the present language does—and Style and Drafting
plans, in the recommendation of both Natural Resources, and its

own committee— to submit to the floor language to this effect,
which may carry out what you want. It says, lA (D) 3,"after the

effective filing date"—so on and so on
—"i^ "O decision is

rendered on the application within twelve months after such
filing date, the proposed Increase may be put into effect but
only if and as provided by law and subject to protective bond,"
Now, would that accomplish the objectives of your amendment?

Point of Order

MR. TATE
I thought that under the rules of the convention, I..,

like the rest interpret that vote as decisive, that we

are not going to go into the merits of the ad valorem, twelve-
and-a-half percent and fifteen percent again. But, I thought
under the rules of the convention, you wanted to hold all these
things together because we might, for instance, renumber It
from Article XI to Article IX, If some of the earlier articles
disappear and so on.

MR. GRAVEL
Not exactly, Judge. If we get to it I'd like to explain

it because I do think there needs to be some explanation.

MR. SCHMITT
Well, he's been up there for five minutes.
I'd like to ask a question with reference to this. Is my

interpretation correct that according to this (D) 2, the
legislature could put the rate increase into effect immediately
and would not have to wait for the twelve month period of time
according to this amendment here. Is that correct?
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MR. GFAVEL
Well, Mr. Schmltt, I don't, I hadn't

the merits of this proposal at this time,

to do It.

Intended to discuss

I 'm perfectly willing

MR. SCHMITT
I just want to know whether that's correct or not. It seems

to me that by adopting this the people are much worse off than

they are with what we have In here. I don't see how this Is

protecting anybody.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, Mr. Schmltt, I'm perfectly willing to discuss it on

its merits. But, I don't think now is the time to do that.

MR. SCHMITT
Well, I object to you....

MR. CASEY
Now, look, gentleman. Mr. Gravel Is up there to make a

notion which is not debatable. We tried to allow a fair amount

of latitude just to explain in advance what he intended to do.

l_Motion to suspend the rules to permit
Committee Proposal No. 37 to be dis-
charged from the Committee on Style
and Drafting .

]

Substitute Motion

MR. PEREZ
My substitute motion is for a suspension of the rules for

the purpose of allowing Mr. Gravel to explain to the convention
and submit to questions with respect to the difference between
what his proposal is and what the present provisions which have
been adopted by this convention are.

So, I move for a suspension of the rules for a period of

fifteen minutes for that purpose as a substitute.

\_Substitute Motion adopted without
objection. ]

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I hope I don't need that long, Mr. Acting Chairman,

but I'll be glad to do the very best I can on this.

Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, with respect to

the provisions that were adopted when we considered the Public

Service Commission Article, there was a Section (D) . . .

.

There are two or three people that are asking a lot of...

either want to ask questions, or waving their hands. I don't

know what the trouble is

.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Gravel, just let them wave their hands and go ahead and

make your remarks. I'm putting them on the list.

MR. GRAVEL
I have no objections to answering any questions to the

extent that I'm able to do so.

MR. CASEY
In other words, you yield for questions at this time?

MR. GRAVEL
I'd rather make a statement as to what we are trying to do here,

and the background of it, to the extent that it might enlighten

some of the delegates, and we'll see exactly where we are.

MR. CASEY
Go ahead and make your statement, first, Mr. Gravel. We'll

take up questions later on.

You are now recognized for your statement, Mr. Gravel.
Go right ahead

.

MR. GRAVEL
I'm not going to yield to anybody until I get through making

a brief statement. I'd appreciate it, Mr. Chairman, If I can

go ahead, then, with this.

MR. CASEY
You have the floor, Mr. Gravel.

Explanation continued

MR. GRAVEL
The governor cane before us and suggested that some changes

be made in the proposal dealing with the Public Service Commission

insofar as there appeared to be substantial misunderstanding

throughout the entire state about what had been accomplished by

this convention.

MR. CASEY
Just a minute, Mr. Gravel.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Shannon, while we're waiting here a second where's

Mr. Shannon? You want to know which amendment he's talking about?

It's the one at the bottom that says "Amended Proposed Amendment."

He passed out two of then* and he revised it. So, it's a revised

one. I think it says "Amended Proposed Amendment" at the bottom.

MR. GRAVEL
Yes. Go ahead, Mr. Clerk, please.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
I'm sorry, Mr. Gravel.
Mr. Gravel, prior to that. If we get that far, prior to the

actual introduction there are a number of small changes that even

Co Che amended proposed amendment need to be made.

In Subparagraph 2, on line 2, after the words, "the legislature may"

the word "be" should be corrected to be "by" not "be" . On the very same

last line of the text of it the word "appealed", I believe, is misspelled.

On the fourth to the last line which begins with a portion of the

word "requirements as it" striking the word "it" and for clarity

putting "the legislature shall provide." So, that paragraph would

read "notwithstanding any contrary provisions of this constitution

the legislature may by law provide a proposed rate Increase to be

put Into effect pending final action by the commission, and pend-

ing appeal in the courts but only subject to protective bond or

security requirements as the legislature shall provide, and subject

Co refund with legal interest thereon, of amounts collected in

excess of the rate schedule finally approved by the consnlssion

or, if appealed, by the court."

Explanation continued

MR. GRAVEL
As I stated before, there's been a great deal of

misunderstanding about what this convention has done with

respect to the so-called automatic rate increase provisions

that relate to public utilities. There is some serious concern

about just what effect exists with regard to the language that

was adopted by this convention in that section. Section (B)

,

when we considered the Public Service Cwmiission Proposal.

What this particular proposal will do is to retain Section (B) 2

that provides that within twelve months from the effective date

of filing, the coTHnission shall render a full decision on every

application, petition, and proposed rate schedule. That section,

(B) 2, is now incorporated in the proposed amendment as (B) 1.

All of the other provisions of Section (d) of that proposal are

deleted by the amendment which I will propose in thi event that

this convention permits me to do so. In lieu, thereof, we will

insert the language that is now set forth as amended by the

statements made by the Clerk, as (B) 2 of the proposed floor

amendment that you have before you.

What this, then, will do is to make it perfectly clear

that the legislature may provide with respect to automatic rate

Increases in the event it sees fit to do so. This simply carries

out completely the suggestion that the governor made that this

being an area in which the legislature should operate, and not

the constitutional convention, we afford the legislature the

opportunity to do so. Now, some of you have had some concerns

and some doubts about the exact language as here employed.

Perhaps it can be recast in such a way to make it more acceptable

by the Style and Drafting Commission—Committee. But, I do

suggest to you this. That those who supported the original

proposal that was adopted by the convention—I'm talking about

delegates on the floor and people who had the Interest to some

extent of both the commission and the utilities at heart

—

have approved of this language as it is, and have subscribed to

it as accomplishing the purposes that the governor said should

be accomplished by this convention. Now I urge you to suspend

the rules, give consideration to this proposal, and hopefully

adopt it so that we can relegate to the legislature arena those

provisions that have to do with the putting of public utility
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rates in effect under protective bond and security, where there
hasn't been any final decision either by the commission or by
the courts. That's about all I can say to you at this time.

Questions

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Gravel , if I understand this amendment correctly , you

are putting the provision in the constitution where that if

a decision has not been reached—a full decision on every
application, petition, and proposed rate schedule—you are

saying that the Public Service Commission members will have
to render a decision within twelve months.

MR. GRAVEL
Yes, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
Now, the second part, you are saying that you can leave it

up to the legislature, subject to protective bonds or security
requirements with refunds and legal Interest rate. Does not
the legislature have that power and authority now?

MR. GRAVEL
I think. Senator Rayburn, that there might be some serious

question as to whether the legislature either presently has
that power and authority, because of the power and authority
of the Public Service Commission. There would be a serious
question as to whether the legislature could exercise such
power under the new constitution unless we specifically give
it to them because of the powers otherwise granted to the
Public Service Commission. I think this would be a modification
of the powers of the public service Commission in which area
the legislature could act.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Gravel, Senator Rayburn asked the question I was going

to ask, but as a corollary to that, I was wondering, doesn't
the. ...and I'm not certain. doesn't the provision on the
Public Service Commission say "subject to such other powers
and duties that the legislature may give to the commission."
Wouldn't that basically be a legislative grant to give the
commission certain duties?

MR. GRAVEL
Stan, let me tell you what I believe about this. I believe if

we do not have this language in here, if I understand your
question correctly, that only the Public Service Commission
would be in a position to put rate Increases in effect under
any circumstances, and that unless this specific grant of
authority is given to the legislature, that the legislature
would not have the authority to permit even temporary increases
into effect,

MR. DUVAL
Well, one thing some people are concerned about, does

this change what we've done so as to allow rate Increases to
come into effect almost immediately, the legislature would so
desire. Whereas, under the committee proposal a rate Increase
could not come into effect until after the commission had
failed to decide within a specified time.

MR. GRAVEL
I think that would be a matter that would address Itself

to the legislature. .. .that the legislature could make the
determination and provide with respect to temporary rate
Increases without final adjudication.

It would have the same effect as the language, I think,
that we have in the constitution would have.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Gravel, in your amendment that you are proposing,

in Section (D) , or the first paragraph of your amendment, would
you construe this to be a constitutional direction to the
Public Service Commission?

MR. GRAVEL
Yes, I would.

where a decision Is forced. But, this is a directive and a
mandate to the commission.

MR. CHATELAIN
Second part of the two part there would be a permissive deal.

The legislature could or could not do this.

MR. GRAVEL
Correct.

MR. CHATELAIN
In other words, they can stay where it is now, but the first

part would be a constitutional mandate or direction to the
Public Service Commission.

MR. GRAVEL
Correct. Yes, sir.

MR. PEREZ
So that we can understand what we're talking about. As

I would understand it, what has already been adopted by the
convention is that the rate increase could only become effective
twelve months after the filing. Whereas, under the proposed
amendment which you have, it is possible that the legislature
might allow immediate rate increase prior to any hearing. Is
that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Perez, it's my recollection that under the one, what

we had adopted, that the commission could authorize a rate
increase pending final action by it.

MR. PEREZ
Well, let me read to you what we have adopted. It says,

"If no decision is rendered on the application within twelve
months after such filing date, the proposed increase may be
put into effect, but only as provided by law." So. therefore,
it would have to be a twelve month waiting period before the
rate could be put into effect. Whereas, under your proposal
the rate, if the legislature so determines, the rate could be
put into effect immediately upon the filing. Is that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
I believe though, Mr. Perez, that the next section may

authorize the Public Service Commission to authorize a rate
increase under protective bond and security before it finally
decides within the twelve months. I believe that provision
is in there.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Gravel, you are perfectly correct about the commission

being able to put these things Into effect under bond, if they

so choose to. But, what I'm worred about, under your language,

It would allow the legislature to say that the utility company
could do it by their own action simply on the filing date if

the legislature chose to give them thit authority. This Is

what worries me. At least In the other one, the commission
had to O.K. it or there was a twelve month wait. In your
amendment, there is neither.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Arnette, I want to say this as clearly as I can, what

this does, and Is Intended to do, and what I think personally
should be done, la to leave to the legislature complete
authority to decide if at all, when, and under what circumstances,
rate schedules may go into effect, other than by decision of the

commission and the courts, subject, however, to protective bond

and security.

MR. ARNETTE
So, in other words your amendment seeks to take out these

limitations on the automatic rate Increase that we already have

in the other proposal?

MR. GRAVEL
That's what it would do. But, the purpose is,la to leave

the entire matter to the legislature as being a legislative

matter.

MR. CHATELAIN
In other words, within twelve months they have to make

a decision.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, It would be a constitutional mandate. But, of course,

if they. ...it doesn't mean that they. ...that it's self-executing
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MR. GRAVEL
Not this

. . ..all of the
constitution,
to the leglsla
point clear be

Unless we

that the legis

is granted exc

Comnlsslon to

particular provision* that there should be no

details should not be spelled out in the

but that this was a matter that should be left

ture. But, Senator Nunez, let me make this

cause I think It's Important,

have this provision In here, I don't think

lature could act because of the authority that

lusively, otherwise to the Public Service

put rate increases Into effect.

MR. NUNEZ
But, it seems like on times that you want to keep what's

In there, you make it stronger when you want to take it out,

you take it completely out on the other one.

Don't you agree, if this statement I'm going to make here,

I'll read to you, refreshes your aamory, then we'd know what

the governor wants to do— I think
—

"I have to be practical

you're going to want to say something about it in the

constitution. I suggest that you delete from the provisions

of the constitution that provision related to automatic rate

increases for Public Service agencies. Even with assurances.

It doesn't belong in the constitution and should be handled

An a legislative basis. As a matter of fact, I would be

perfectly content, if it isn't in the constitution, I would

be perfectly content to suggest to the legislature in May

that a companion piece of legislation be adopted by the

legislature in May, because there's a great deal of merit
for that pass of that kind. But, I say again, it doesn't

belong in a constitution, and I ask you to take it out."
Unquote, isn't that what he said?

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Nunez, let me make sure you understand clearly....

MR. NUNEZ
I*m trying to make sure you understand.

MR. GRAVEL
....wait. I think I want to understand, but I'm not convinced

that you do on this point. The governor says that the question
of automatic rate increases should be left to the legislature.

You can't leave that to the legislature unless you do modify

by language of this type, the grant of authority that the

proposed new constitution gives to the Public Service Commission.

If you don't have this language, in my judgment, the legislature

cannot act in this field at all.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Gravel, I Just read you exactly what the governor

said. 1 think I can read the language that was written down
here....not very good, but I understand it. It specifically
says the bonding provisions and the rate increase provisions
should not be in the constitution. Isn't that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
Mr....maybe the best answer to you is that I've gone

over this proposal specifically with the governor, and asked

him if this carried out his Intent and purpose, and he said yes.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, that's not what he told us the other day.

MR. GRAVEL
Vfhat he said the other day, or what I understood him to

say, and what I think that says is that you don't spell out In

the constitution, statutory provisions with respect to rate

increases. There's a difference between what we have done

in the Public Service Commission Article, and what this

language purports to do. This language checks it to the

legislature. The other language in itself legislates. It's
just that simple, Mr. Nunez, to me.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Gravel, if what he said is not correct in here,

I think we're spending a lot of money uselessly in recording
and putting these things in this document. I read it out to

you what he said. If he's changed his mind and given you
additional instruction, I don't know about it. But, I'm

going to vote the way I think what he said to do. Take It

out of the constitution.

MR. GRAVEL
But, if we take It out of the constitution, you could

not do what he specfically said, and that is to help get such
legislation passed by the legislature because you wouldn't

have the authority to do it. Senator. Now, if you want to

be

[/fotion to suspend the rules to allow
an addi tional ten minutes for ques-
tions adopted : 95-7.]

MR. BURSON
Mr. Gravel, I agree after rereading what was finally adopted

that we did. Indeed, leave to the Public Service Commission
the power to put these rates into effect immediately if they

so desired.
Now, as I read Section 2 of this amendment, it does not

mandate the legislature to do this, but simply makes it

permissive. Is that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
That 's correct

.

MR. BURSON
But, it does make it mandatory if they do It, that they've

got to provide a protective bond, a refund, and legal Interest

on whatever refund would be made. Is that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Gravel, I have a copy here of the committee proposal.

Now, your amendment suggests deleting lines. "On page 2, delete

lines 8 through 35." That's essentially what Senator Raybum
wanted to do. Now, I want to ask you this, under Paragraph (B)

on page 1, Powers and Duties—if w« delete lines 8 through 35,

why do we need to insert your language? Why will not Paragraph (B)

,

Power and Duties which says, "the commission shall regulate all

common carriers and public utilities as provided by law." Why Isn't

that sufficient? Why do we need to put your language in there If

we delete 8 through 35?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, because frankly, I believe, and others, too, Mr.

Singletary, believe that all powers with respect to regulation

are thereby vested, of course, in the commission.

MR. SINGLETARY
As provided by law.

MR. GRAVEL
But, we're talking, and this Is the area of concern, we're

talking about really a determination authorized by statute in

my proposed amendment which ordinarily would be in the area of

adjudication by the commission. Unless there is clearly set forth
this particular authority in this area, there is a serious question
as to whether or not the legislature can so act with respect to an

adjudication or determination on rates even as a temporary measure.

MR. SINGLETARY
Well, I'm not sure that I*a following you. But, Is It your

opinion that the language, "the commission shall regulate all

common carriers and public utilities as provided by law." If we

delete lines 8 through 35, is it your opinion that anything else

In this constitutional provision would conflict with the power or

the authority of the legislature to do what you want to do?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I don't know that I can say It any differently than

to say that I think that when you're talking about a matter that

involves a partial adjudication, so to speak, that in view of

the language that we've employed, it needs to be made clear in

my judgment, that the legislature does have specific authority

to provide the mechanism and method if it so determines, whereby

rate increases can be put into effect under bond and security.

If we don't do it, there is a serious question in my mind as to

whether or not. If we just deleted all of this language, that

the Public Service Commission, I mean that the legislature could

permit it. That's all I can say.

We say in this same section, that the commission shall

render a full decision on every application, petition, and pro-

posed rate schedule. That we're not taking out. We think

that's important. To some extent, the proposal that I make

modifies that section as well as the section involving the

powers and duties of the commission. I think this makes it

absolutely clear that the legislature can act, whereas there

Is a serious question as to whether It can act if we don't

have this permissive language. That's all that it really is.
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MRS. WARREN
Mr. Gravel, I'm on the Natural Resources Conmilttee which

had dealt with this problem. Did you know that we thought
when we put in there that that automatic increase, that the
comnisslon wouldn't do it, but they would just go and do their
Jobs. So, I notice in Conmittee Proposal No. 26 where you stated,

and you own this amendment, "the legislature shall provide by

law for penalties to be imposed on assessors and all other taxing
authorities who fail to comply with their duties imposed upon
them by this constitution or by law." Now, wouldn't that, couldn't
that refer to the Public Service Commission and done away with all

the rest of this?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

MR. ROY
And, we provided, chough , but after the year the legislature

could authorize the rate increase to go into effect subject to it

being refunded in any event, at any time if the courts later
reversed; right?

MR. GRAVEL
That is correct and the legislature could either keep those

concepts, or modify them, or change them.

MR. GRAVEL
No, I don't think that particular proposal, the way it's

worded would apply to the Public Service Commission. As 1 recall

it applies to assessors and other taxing authorities.

MRS. WARREN
I know it, but they were not doing their job. What we thought

that the Public Service Commission wasn't doing that, and that

was the reason we were putting the penalty in there., I was just

thinking, this would have been a shorter measure, would have been
legislative, and they could have set whatever penalties they

want on it, our elected Public Service Commission for not doing
what they were supposed to do.

MR. ROY
Now, what this does, it essentially takes away our first

discretionary grant to the Public Service Commission to make....
to allow a rate increase to go into effect within a year. This
provides that only the legislature may provide for any type of
rate increase to be put into effect at any time within a year
or after a year; isn't that true?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct and prescribe the conditions and the circumstances

under which it may be done, but it must be under protective bond and
security and it must provide for a refund and must provide for the
payment of interest.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, of course, that's not the issue that we're trying to

correct. That's not the Issue that the governor proposed to

this convention, Mrs. Warren. But, I think that there is a

possibility that kind of a provision could be put into this

constitution

.

MR. GAUTHIER
Camille, 1 have no problems with (D) but like a lot of other

people in here, I question the language of (2). In the past when
we have said "the legislature may" we have actually used that
language to indicate that this convention possibly desire that
they do take some action on a certain provision, I don't know
if this truly represents the feeling of this convention. In
other words, we have implied in the past that we have desired
them to take some action in an affirmative matter and what I'm
saying is this I think what we want to do is tell the legislature
they can act , but we don' t want to encourage them either affirmatively or
negatively;, is that correct? Do you follow that I'm.,,

MR, GRAVEL
I follow you. I don't think that the language that I'm

proposing does do that; it's permissive language, 1 think it's
essential for two reasons. One is, the general provisions that

we have saying that "the Public Service Commission shall regulate
all public utilities" and also to make sure that there's no problem
that the legislature can so act if it wants to under irrespective
of the provisions that mandate the Public Service Commission to act
fully within twelve months. So, there is an area in which the

legislature can act If it wants to beyond the limitations that

I do perceive in the proposal.

MR. GAUTHIER
Well, I think we agree on what we are trying to do. I just...

I don't think.... I'm not sure that this language does it, put It

that way.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, it is, Mr. Gauthier, it is permissive language, there is

no mandate here at all. It does make sure that to some extent the
legislature can provide for a rate Increase under certain circumstances
when there hasn't been any final adjudication.

MR. GAUTHIER
You see, that's my problem as to whether or not it's permissive,

but permissive in an affirmative way; In other words, we are
directing them to put in such provisions because in the past
that's what we have done.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Roy, has a question; then, Reverend Alexander; then,

Mr. Anzalone.

MR. ROY

Mr. Gravel, the essential difference between this proposition
and the committee proposal is that under what we've passed several
days ago the Public Service Commission in its discretion, at any
time within a year could allow the rate increase to go into effect;
isn't that correct?

MR. ROY
And, the final comment that you are trying to make with

respect to the constitutionality of having to put this language
In in answer to Senator Rayburn's question, is that in the
committee proposal thus far adopted when we grant to the PFC
the absolute right of making the rate decision, it could
constitutionally be argued that unless we empower the legislature
by permissive language to cope with any problems related to that,
the court could take the position that only the PFC has the

authority to act as constitutionally granted and no law would
be constitutional which tried to dictate any terms to it; isn't
that true?

MR. GRAVEL
Right.

MR, ALEXANDER
Well, Mr. Gravel, apparently you are authorizing the legislature

to grant temporary rate increases instead of the automatic provision
as was provided in the original document. Now, it appears to me
that the major objection here is the fact or the fear that the
legislature may do this within the first twelve months after
filing. I'm wondering if you would not be willing to go along
with the provision that would read like this: "Notwithstanding
any contrary, but not within twelve months of any filing the

legislature may allow"?

MR. GRAVEL
Reverend, I think that what this does is to give the authority

to the legislature to treat of the whole concept. I don't think
that we ought to have any.... the limiting language. I just think

it's up to the legislature to provide if at all when it will permit
rates to go into effect without a final adjudication. I think that
is a matter that should be treated legislatively, and I think we

ought to leave it that way.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, what is your opinion about the possibility of the

legislature acting to authorize a rate increase within twelve

months or before the commission makes it decision?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, the legislature could make a provision in that regard

or it could authorize the Public Service Commission to do it as
we presently have or it could say that no such increase could go into

effect until after twelve months; I still believe that's an area

that should be left to the legislature.

{_Motion to suspend the rules to al low
an additional ten minutes for ques-
tions adopted : 7 6-10 ."i

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Camille, if the utility company or whomsoever involved

were to file a petition for a rate increase, and we'll just say
for the sake of argument that they would be entitled to a five

million dollar Increase. They file for a proposed rate increase

that would grant them fifteen million dollars. Would this entire
fifteen million dollars be subject to bond and placed into effect

Immediately?
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MR. GRAVEL
Well, Mr. Anzalone, the entire procedure would be left up

to the legislature If this proposed amendment is adopted. The

legislature would make provision as to under what circumstances

rate increases would be permitted other than by determination of

the courts of the Public Service Commission.

MR. ANZALONE
Is there anything in your amendment that constitutionally

guarantees that the Public Service Commission is going to have a

right of review before this rate increase can be put into effect

under bond?

MR. GRAVEL
There's nothing in this proposal that would militate against

the efficacy of the final determination made by the Public Service

Commission as finally determined by the courts, that would be the

final determination.

MR. ANZALONE
No, you didn't answer my question.

MR. GRAVEL
This only would permit the legislature to permit rate increases

under certain circumstances pending the proceedings before the

Public Service Commission or the courts. But, the final determination,

clearly, under this language and under the language of the proposal
itself would be that ultimately and finally approved by the courts.

MR. ANZALONE
The final determination but not the initial putting into

effect of the rate Increase under bond, this would be left entirely
to the legislature?

MR. GRAVEL
Under such cirumstances if the legislature would prescribe

mandating the legislature, however, to provide that full refund

with interest can be made if after final adjudication the proposed

rate increase was excessive.

MR. ANZALONE
One other question, Mr. Camllle. What's the prime rate

of interest right now for

MR. GRAVEL
The prime rate or the legal rate?

MR. ANZALONE
Prime.

MR. GRAVEL
I don't know what the prime rate is right now, it's somewhere

between nine and a half and ten and a half percent, but the legal

rate of interest, I think, if what we have in here....

MR. ANZALONE
Seven.

MR. GRAVEL
Seven percent

.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Gravel, I think it was brought out during Mr. Roy's

questions that you agreed that this takes away from the Public
Service Commission and gives to the legislature the right to

put a rate increase in effect pending a decision of the Public
Service Commission. I believe that was agreed; wasn't it?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Now, I have two questions, the first being this: This says

here that "the legislature may by law allow a proposed rate
increase to be put into effect," but it does not say that the

application must even be filed before the Public Service Commission
before that can be done. It does not require that. In fact, there

is no requirement as to how long a time a utility would have in

order to file such a rate increase. Why is that omitted from
your

MR. GRAVEL
Because, Mr. Hernandez, that these ntatters that need to be

determined and considered by the legislature.

MR. HERNANDEZ
All right. Nov, that you have taken this.... now, my second

question is: Why is this authority taken away from the Public
Service Commission where that is their constitutional right and

the constitutional duty to determine such rate increases? Why

do you take that away from the Public Service Commission and give

it to the legislature?

MR. GRAVEL
The whole concept behind it is to allow the legislature to

permit a procedure that can be followed so that capital improvements

and services can be permitted sooner than would ordinarily be

permitted upon final adjudication of the case, that's the whole

issue, I think, that was discussed and debated when this was adopted.

Let me just make this point clear. I don't know what the disposition

of this convention is going to be. We've already adopted provisions

that constitutionally authorize the putting into effect of proposed

rate increases under certain circumstances without a final determination

being made by the Public Service Commission. Most of you know that,

perhaps because it was misunderstood, that this convention got a

great deal of opposition and reaction to that particular proposal;

it's very, very simple where they are now. The governor feels very

much concerned about it and has asked you to reconsider this

matter and to permit the legislature to go into this area rather

than to mandate it in the constitution. We debated this particular

issue on this floor for well over a day as I recall it. I don t

think we are going to change anybody's views one way or the other

with respect to the philosophy behind this kind of an approach.

I suggest that we respond to what I believe is a fair analysis of

the public's attitude towards what we did and make the change

recommended by the governor and check this entire matter to the

legislature.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Gravel, my final question: Do you honestly feel that it

is constitutional to take away the constitutional authority of the

Public Service Commission and give that to the legislature with

absolutely no strings as to the duration of it, whether or not

they have filed, or when they expect to file, or anything else;

could that possibly be?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I think whatever we put in the constitution, Mr.

Hernandez, is constitutional. If we put this in the constitution

and give this authority which I don't think causes anybody any

problems insofar as knowing what we are doing. Now, I'm not

saying that they will agree or disagree with the philosophy;

but all we are doing is saying that increases that are put into effect

other than by final determination by the courts and the Public

Service Commission shall be authorized by the legislature, subject

to protective bond and security, and subject to the right of refund as

we set forth here. i don't think that this particular provision

is cloudy or unclear at all. I think this is clearly doing exactly

what the governor intended to do, what he asked us to do in order

to help us present a document to the people that would be more

acceptable than the document in its present state.

MR. HERNANDEZ , . .. ^ „>,„ 4 ^

Mr. Gravel, I'm not needling you, I just can't understand why it

should be that authority should be taken away from the Public

Service Commission and given to the legislature .that is not a

legislative function usually. Thank you very much, sir.

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Gravel, I don't know if you can do this but a while ago

Judge Tate said that Style and Drafting was proposing to do some-

thing that would take care of this, and you said It wasn't exactly.

Could you explain it to us the difference between

MR. GRAVEL
No, I really can't; I honestly don't know. All I'm saying

is that Style and Drafting can then treat this as it thinks It

must be treated for Style and Drafting purposes. I don't think

we need, you know, to consider the Style and Drafting at this

time, we haven't done that on other provisions.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Gravel, isn't it a fact that the concept of a proposed,...

the concept of an automatic rate increase is really a type of

derogation from Public Service Commission jurisdiction? In other
words, 1 think what most people here understand an automatic rate
increase to be is where the Public Service Commission is putting
the rate increase into effect automatically. But, in fact, what
it is, it is a legislative automatic rate increase that works
arouiid or without the Public Service Conmiission jurisdiction;
isn't that correct?
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MR. GRAVEL
That's correct, Mr. Derbes, and that's what I intended to

say and think I said when I made the statement that to authorize
the legislature to act in this area is, in part, a modification
of the authority of the Public Service Commission. Now, I think
you are correct. I think that

MR. DERBES
And, when we say that "the Public Service Commission shall

regulate common carriers and public utilities* and when we later
say "shall have such other powers and perform such other duties
as may be provided by law" that would not necessarily permit the
legislature to authorize an automatic rate increase?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct. Thank you, Mr. Derbes.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Gravel, as I see it, the main opposition that is discussed

and being talked around the floor is to Section (2) (d) in that they
are afraid that the legislature can provide that the raise will go
into effect the day after the application is filed. Would you be
satisfied to delete (D) (2) completely? It seems like to me that
would meet with the governor's wishes, he wants to take it out of
the constitution and by leaving (D) in there it would that much
of it would be in the constitution, it would be mandating the
commission to render a decision within twelve months and then....
if they didn't, from then on the legislature could do
what they wanted to do.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Bums, I honestly don't think the legislature could act

In this area at all if we don't leave D (2) in t^ere, I

honestly don't. I think (D) (2) modifies both (D) (1) and the
general grant of authority is called

MR. BURNS
Well, all right. Then, would you consider an amendment to

this effect the way it reads now, "Notwithstanding any contrary
provision of this constitution, the legislature may by law allow a pro-

posed rate increase"? Would you agree to this wording instead of
"Notwithstanding if the commission does not render a full decision
within twelve months, the legislature may by law allow a proposed
increase"?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, let me tell you why I would have some problem with

that. Actually, as I understood the governor's position and
his recommendation very clearly says "We've already authorized
the Public Service Commission itself to put an increase into effect,
that's what the proposed constitution presently says under
protective bond and security. It would take this kind of
language to permit the legislature to give to the Public Service
Commission that authorization. All that this language does,
Mr. Bums, is to permit the legislature to deal with the entire
concept of nonfinally, judicially determined automatic increases.
I think we ought to leave it this way.

MR. BURNS
Just one more question: But, if we were going to put this

in there it would seem like to me that the wording I suggest
would give a year leeway there for the commission to act,
during which time there would be no automatic raise. I think
that's what concerns everybody that the automatic raise would
go into effect under this the day after it was passed.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, Mr. Burns, that's not what we have done up to right now.

If we adopt the proposed article the way it presently exist,
the Public Service Commission itself is authorized to put a

proposed rate Increase into effect pending its determination,
the legislature should have that authority.

[Wot ion to suspend the rules to allow
Committee Proposal No. 37 to be dis-
charged from the Committee on Style
and Draf ting . Record vote ordered .1

Point of Information

MR. NUNEZ
So, if we want an opportunity to do what the governor said,

in fact, what he said and not what Mr. Gravel said he said, we
should open It and try to delete this section?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Nunez, we can't argue the merits of it, that's up to the

convention and what they want to do.
Therefore, those in favor of a suspension of the rules will

vote yes. Those opposed will vote no,....
Why do you rise, Mr. Singletary? Let's get it moving, gentlemen.

Point of Information

MR. SINGLETARY
Is this to open it up just to consider Mr. Gravel's amendment

as it is?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Singletary, the only purpose of this immediate motion

is to discharge it from the Style and Drafting Committee. We
have a bunch of other motions that we have to go through in order
just to take it off the table.

Point of Information

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman, if we open it up, can we offer other amendments?

MR. CASEY
We haven't gotten that far, but the motion as I understand

will be a motion to suspend the rules only for the purpose of
taking up the Gravel amendment, Mrs. Warren, therefore, other
amendments would be out of order. Now, that's again up to the
convention, Mrs . Warren.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Acting Chairman, does anyone have any idea as to when

Style and Drafting plans to report put this particular proposal?

I-IR. CASEY

That could only be answered by Judge Tate, Senator Rayburn.

Point of Information

MR. RAYBURN
Well, actually, we don't know whether Style and Drafting has

taken any action or made any recommendations or anything at this
point; do we?

MR. CASEY
I think Senator Rayburn that Judge Tate has already taken

the mike and can explain what they plan, but at this point, as
I understand his explanation, they have not done whatever he says
yet.

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, to report we have discharged it from committee

with a caveat amendment to the effect that I mentioned earlier.
I'm not trying to argue the merits and it should be the next order
of business after Committee Proposal No. 22, which was just a

special or stylization having to do with the Legislative Article;
it should be the next order of business should we get back to Style
and Drafting, Committee Proposal No. 15.

iRules Suspended : 81-25 .]

Mot i on

MR. NUNEZ
I move to suspend the rules to return this to the calendar

and to take up the provision in Style and Drafting that deals

with this subject, which is what Judge Tate says we are ready

to do.

MR. CASEY
Senator Nunez, I'm not sure that the process has gone through

whatever steps it has to go through. .. .we now have it? We can take

It up?
Senator, what you are making a motion on now is that we revert

to Morning Hour No. 7, which is Reports of Committees. At that

time. Style and Drafting would make its report. Then, at that

time it would be appropriate to consider the report of Style

and Drafting for the purpose of adopting whatever they propose,

whatever amendments. Now, is that the motion that you intend?

MR. NUNEZ
That's the motion that I intend if it does what I intended to

do, that is, to get It to the provision on Style and Drafting,
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that is. Committee Proposal No. 37 that deals with this subject

which I believe would clear it up without going back into it and

getting into a big debate.

{^Mot ion to revert to Reports of Com-
mi ttees . Record vote ordered . Mo tion
adopted : 71-32. ]

Report of the Committee on Style and Drafting

MR. HARDIN
Justice Tate, Chainnan of the Conmi ttee on behalf of Style

and Drafting submits the following report:

Chairman, delegates of the Constitutional Convention:

I am directed by your Committee on Style and Drafting to

submit the following report:
Committee Proposal No. 37, introduced by Delegate Lambert,

Chairman on behalf of the Committee on Natural Resources and

Environment is reported with amendments.
Justice Tate now moves for a suspension of the rules for

the purpose of considering the report .... the proposal containing
the report at this time.

[jfotio/5 to suspend the rules to con-
sider the above report at this time

adopted without objection.^

Committee Proposal No. 37

Explanation

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, X don't know if Committee Proposal No. 37

has been distrubed yet. The staff is distributing Committee
Proposal No. 37. When you see it, you are going to see it's

one set of green ones, a one page yellow amendment on both
sides, you will have to look at that because it's a different
format because of the shortage of paper and then the white
amendment. The yellow amendment is a caveat is in the form of,

I believe, two caveat amendments—we'll see when we get to It.

It is held by a paper clip in the middle, not a paper clip, a

staple. What you should do is you now have three sets of

things before you memory, this is going to be Section 14

of the Natural Resources Article this was separated in December.
What do you have? Committee Proposal No. 37?

All right. To refresh your memory, this was Section 14

of the Natural Resources Article, it was separated just before
the Christmas recess to separate the questions and the Public
Service Commission was treated separately. Now, to refresh

your memory one more time, the amendments in which you are

interested will be the last amendment. The first run through
are just stylistic changes in the interest of using standard

language, shortening sentences, and so on, providing titles
for the subsections. Now, with that explanation, Mr. Chairman,

I would first introduce Amendment No. 1.

Amendment No . 1

MR. CASEY
Amendment No. 1. Please refer to your Style and Drafting

report now, Amendment No. 1.

MR. TATE
The green on the right, of course, as against on the left

which passed the floor. As you notice, in general, simplifies
the language as to "the five members, who shall be elected
for overlapping terms of six years," it puts together from the
end to the middle the retention clause about the commissioners
presently serving and then it puts at the end, the provision
about the coomiission shall elect its chairman and the work shall
be domiciled and so on.

May I make one comment, Mr. Chairman? There will be one

caveat amendment on this which will specify that it*s In the

Executive Branch, but that comes up later.

\_Amendment No. 1 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 2

paragraph the legislature shall provide for the regulation of

natural gas by such regulatory authority as it may designate"
because that similar provision was contained in Committee Proposal
No. 34 on Natural Resources and, of course, its repetitive here.

{^Amendment No.
object ion

.

]

2 adopted without

MR TATE
Amendment No. 2, Paragraph (B) and it deletes the provision

in Paragraph (B) which said "Notwithstanding any provision in this

Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 3 which is to Section 14 (C) on page 3 of

your green simply changes "consent" to "approval" because
we have been using approval of the majority of the electors
voting on and make other.... and specifies that this paragraph
shall apply to safety regulations and adds "in which it was
surrendered" because was surrendered . . . .was left hanging

without the connective "in which".

{^Amendment No . 3 adopted wi thout
object! on .

]

Amendments Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 4 is to 14 (D) (1). It takes the "within twenty

days"at the beginning of the clause. . . at the beginning of the

sentence in (D) (l)...it leaves out surplus language as you

can see and has the same meaning. In other words, it's . . .

MR. CASEY
Do you have a question, Mr. Gravel?

Do you yield to a question? You want the floor?

Okay, let Judge Tate complete his remarks.

MR. TATE
Well, I think I've completed it. It says. "within twenty

days after a common carrier files a proposed rate schedule which
would result in a change in rates, it shall give notice thereof by

publication in the official state journal and in the official journal
of each parish within the geographical area." It says the same
thing as far as we're concerned.

Motion

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, first for a question and then, I believe,

a motion might be in order. The question is: is that the

proposed amendment that I had asked the convention to consider,

of course, was not directed toward the section as changed by Style

and Drafting. I would like to move that we defer any consideration
of Section 14 (D) at least until such time as I can get with
Judge Tate and coordinate the proper kind of language so that it

will fit into the document that's now before us, that is submitted

by Style and Drafting. Now, my amendment, of course, relates to the

first enrollment of the proposal and I just think I need to properly
get it before the convention.

MR. CASEY
So, your motion is to defer action on Amendments , . .

let's get straight on the amendments now, Mr. Gravel.

MR. GRAVEL
On Section 14 (D) . Any amendments to Section 14 (D)?

MR. CASEY
Okay. Is that Amendments Nos. 4 and 5?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, it would be on everything that's on pages 4, 5, and

6.

MR. HARDIN
Those are the two subject matters that your amendments

refer to, Mr, Gravel.

Point of Information

MR. RAYBURN
I don't really know how to put this, but I'm of the

opinion that maybe we should hear the recommendation from
Style and Drafting and then vote on Mr. Gravel's motion. We
haven't even heard their recommendations yet.
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MR. CASEY
Well, Senator, then you'd vote no on the motion . . .

you' re objecting* I assume! is that correct?

MR. RAYBURN
I'm just wondering If Mr. Gravel would have any objection

to letting the Judge explain their suggested proposal and
then maybe vote on his motion. But, I think we're at least
entitled to hear,Camllle»what they suggest and then vote on your
motion.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, the proposal that I make is a substantive

change. I don't think it's right to go into the changes suggested
by Style and Drafting when we are in the process of trying to

get the substance of the section considered.

Point of Order

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Acting Chairman, this convention just voted by a

vote of seventy something to twenty something to take up

Style and Drafting, this provision specifically because they

wanted to see what Style and Drafting had recommended before they

voted on the substantive change, it's my understanding. Now, if we

do and take it up now, we're going back to undo exactly what we
did to take up Style and Drafting.

MR. CASEY
Now, Mr. Nunez, you are arguing the merits of It.

MR. NUNEZ
I'm not arguing the merits. That's a point of information,

or whatever you want to call it.

MR. CASEY
The point is, the convention can do anything It wishes.

At this patticular time that is in order. The motion is In

order, Mr. Nunez.

\_Mot i on to defer action on Amendmen ts
Nos . 4 , 5 , 6 , and 7 rejected : 30-7 4 .

Amendment No . 4 adopted without ob-
jection . ]

Ainendment No. 5

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 5 is to 14 (D) (2), at the top of page

5. It just slngularized "every" to "each". ., .and "effective date
of filing" to "effective filing date."

put into effect. In whole or in pare, pending its decision on
the application for rate increase and subject to protective bond
or security approved by the commission. If no decision Ib
rendered on the application within twelve months after such
filing date, the proposed increase may be put Into effect, but
only as provided by law and subject to protective bond or
security requirements, until final action by a court of last
resort."

Explanation

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, I may explain that the substitute (D)

(3) is offered on P^ge 2, the back of your yellow sheet

which is going to add. . . when it is offered. But, this

Is just the floor language clarified right now, 'but only if

and as provided by law." But, that will come up as the last

amendment before you, but this is Just stylized.

\_Amendment No . 6 adopted without
object ion . ]

Amendment No . 7

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 7 is to 14 (D) (A), on the right-hand

top of page 6. It just changes "any" to "a" in accordance with
the stylistic conformity we've been following up to now.

[^Amendment No . 7 adopted without
objec ti on

.

J

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 8 is to 14 (E) . On page 7 of your green.

As you will see, it simply . . . for Instance, it clarified
"these rights of appeal" because there was an appeal from the

commission to the district court, and an appeal from the district
court to the Supreme Court. It clarified those and it used "in-
cluding, but not limited to action," Instead of "including without
limitation," and"Subparagraph (3) above" «ubstltuted "this paragraph"
for "above. "in other words, "Subparagraph (3) of this paragraph."
They are just ordinarily stylistic changes.

[Amendment No.
objection

.

]

adopted without

[Amendment No . 5 adopted without
objection

.

]

MR. CASEY
Amendment No. 6.

MR. TATE
Section 14 (D) (3) is the one to which there will be

a caveat amendment offered clarifying the intent. The present
language is just to carry out the ordinary styling which is

to say "any" for "a", etc. "Any increase in rates"..." a rate increa

MR. CASEY
Any questions?
Any discussion?
Mr. Burns.

MR. BURNS
I asked that the Clerk read Section 3 under Amendment No.

6.

Amendment No . 6

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 6. On page 2, delete lines 20 through 31,

both inclusive, in their entirety and insert In lieu thereof
the following:

"(3) After the effective filing date of any proposed
schedule by a public utility which would result in a rate
increase, the commission may permit the proposed schedule to be

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
Now, Amendment No, 9 is not the issue before you yet, but

this was . . . the Style and Drafting Committee was divided,

narrowly divided, but It did vote and the Natural Resources Committee

did approve submitting this on the idea to clarify that the

Public Service Commission is in the Executive Branch, like the

Interstate Commerce Commission of the federal government. Now, this

has to do. . . to go way back to the first part of the constitution

I

where there says" there shall be an Executive Branch, a Judicial
Branch and a Legislative Branch." It said that all of the various
components of the Executive Branch shall be divided Into twenty

administrative units or departments. To clarify, If it needs

clarification, that the Public Service Commission would be in

the Executive Branch rather than to leave it up in the air whether or

not it's within that reorganization, it was recommended. . . the

recommendation really adds "in the Executive Branch"
—"There

shall be a Public Service Commission in the Executive Branch" —
on line 6. As I say, the committee was divided on whether this

clarification was needed or was proper, but we thought it appropriate

to bring it to the floor to avoid lawsuits in the future.

Point of Order

MR. KEAN
Question of the Chair, point of order, Mr. Chairman. As

I appreciate this particular amendment it would specifically

provide that the Public Service Commission would be in the Executive

Branch and as I understand, the specific provision of the Executive

Branch dealing with allocation of functions into twenty departments

would then be subject to those provisions with respect to reallocations
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of functions, powers and duties. I question for that reason that

this is a Style and Drafting amendment, and ask for the ruling of

the Chair as to whether or not it does not constitute a substantive

amendment for which sixty-seven votes would be required to take

it from the table.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Kean» what we've been doing on the. . . on whether

a Style and Drafting amendment is In order is Just letting the

convention decide. So, what you're doing, you're questioning

whether Amendment No. 9 is in order.

and personnel policies and for better management, but it would

not affect. . - it would not mean this had to be one of the twenty

departments. It would not mean, as I understand it, that it

disturbs at all constitutional functions,

MR. STAGG
None of its powers and functions would be thereby deleted.

Is that correct?

MR. TATE
As I understand it, yes, sir.

MR. KEAN
That's correct.

[^Chair declined to rule. Question
put to the Convention .^

Point of Information

9 the one that they have the caveat
MR. FLORY

Is Amendment No.

on?

MR. CASEY
Amendnent No. 9.

MR. TATE
Yea, that's caveat Amendment No. 9, We left it to the judgment

of the convention whether it's substantive and whether you wanted
to clarify. Some people thought it was not substantive, some

thought it was and some thought you needed clarification, and

some thought you didn't. We left it to the judgment of the convention.

It's Amendment No. 9 on the top side of this 1/12/74 which adds

"in the Executive Branch" on line 6 to what you previously adopted.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, I asked the Chair a question: if Amendment No.

9 is the same as the caveat offered by the Committee on Style
and Drafting?

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY
Then I object to the Chair stating then that the vote

is whether or not you want to uphold the Committee on Style
and Drafting because they've already said that it's a substantive
change by the submission of a caveat.

\_Conven tion declared the Amendment
in order .- 69-34 . ]

Further Discuss ion

MR. TATE
My only remark is, as I understand the constitutional

reallocation you cannot take away from a constitutional department
that which was allocated to it by the constitution. That is in the
reallocation provisions and it's also in the Transitional Measures
about the first reallocation or allocation of duties. So, as I

understand the reasoning of the Executive Branch Conmiittee it

was for administrative efficieny all these various branches would
be in twenty units for purposes of administration,without disturbing
any constitutional allocation of duties to them,with regard to

their regulation or what not. Perhaps, Mr. Stagg would have a
friendly question or would like to take the floor.

Quest! ons

MR. STAGG
Judge Tafe, would it not be then your concept that one

of the twenty departments in the Executive Branch could be
a Department of Regulatory Affairs? Under the Department of

Regulatory Affairs for administration purposes you'd find the

Public Service Commission and some of these other regulatory
comnissions and this would not be a department or one of the twenty

departments as we had conceived the Executive Branch?

MR. TATE
As I understand the Executive Branch Proposal, that is it.

It would be for the purposes of administering traffic regulations

Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I take serious exception

to the amendment which would include the Public Service
Commission in the Executive Branch and thus make it subject to

the reallocation authority that is contained both in the Executive

Branch Proposal and in the transitional Schedule. Now, it's true
that the transition schedule says that it does not affect agencies
to which duties and functions are allocated by this constitution.

But, I want to call your attentiuii to the provisions of Section
lA (B) and it may well be that . . . the first sentence of Section
14 (B) was not Intended to read as it does read and to have the

meaning that it does have, but it is nonetheless contained in Section
14 (B) that"the Public Service Commission shall regulate all
conmion carriers and public utilities as provided by law." The

Public Service Conmiission under this constitutional provision has

no constitutional allocation of authority. The Public Service
Connission has only such authority as may be provided by the

legislature in due course by law. Under those circumstances , the

Public Service Commission is not protected by the transitional
schedule provision relating to the allocation of functions by this

constitution. If you read 14 (B) , the first sentence of 14 (B),

and you put the Public Service Commission in the Executive Branch,

then I say to you that under Section 1 of Article XVII which is the
transitional schedule, the whole department known as the Public
Service Commission could be, in my opinion, allocated to another

department* or those functions and powers and duties, as might
otherwise be allocated by law to the commission, handed over to someone

else. I don't think that was the intention of this convention
in the enactment of this particular section. There is nothing in

this original Section 14 (A) that talks about the Public Service
Commission being in the Executive Branch. I think we judiciously
did not provide for it in the Executive Branch because it's a

quasi-judicial body, and it ought not to be subject to reallocation
by the Executive Branch or by the legislature. For that reason,

and particularly in light of the language contained in 14 (B),

which makes it clear that no duties are allocated to the Public
Service Commission by this constitution, I think we do violence
to what we intended to do with the Public Service Commission if

we now move it Into the Executive Branch. For that reason, I

oppose the amendment.

Questions

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Kean, is it not the case that no matter where we place

the Public Service Commission they have absolutely no jurisdiction
unless the legislature chooses to give it to them?

MR. KEAN
That's correct, but if they . . .

MR. ARNETTE
In other words, if we leave it right where it is now

they still don't have any constitutional jurisdiction, and they

won't have unless the legislature gives It to them; correct?

MR. KEAN
That's correct, Mr. Arnette, and that's the reason

I'm concerned about this because if we put it over in the

Executive Branch,you could reallocate it to somebody else and

then give that agency or body the jurisdiction.

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Kean, cannot the legislature do that right now?

MR. KEAN
No.

MR. ARNETTE
If we leave it where it is?
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MR. KEAN
No. They might. . . the legislature might not give

them any authority to operate under this particular section,
but there 'd be a Public Service Commission and they couldn't

give it to anybody else.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Kean, in the Article on Distribution of Powers

we said the powers of govemnient of this state are divided
into three separate branches. Legislative, Executive, and
Judicial. Which of those three branches would you think that this
entity fell under if it doesn't fall under the Executive Branch?

MR. KEAN
Mr, Conroy, I'm not going to try to decide where it falls;

all I'm saying Is that If you say that it is In the Executive
Branch and spell it out, it then comes under the reallocation
provisions that are applicable to the Executive Branch, and
for that reason, I'm opposed to the amendment.

MR, ARNETTE
But, Mr. Kean, don't you agree that it has to be in

one of those three and that we ought to say where it is?

MR. KEAN
Well, you can say where it Is, as long as you don't put

It over in the Executive Branch where It's going to be reallocated
to somebody else.

Further Di scussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I too have great reservations with respect to the placing of
the Public Service Commission in the Executive Branch of
government because of the possibility of its reorganization
in the allocation of functions. I think that the great
majority of the delegates here want to have a Public Service
Commission which will continue to exist and which will continue
to have the functions which we now know they exercise. I am
very much concerned in a reorganization that the authority and
powers of the Public Service Commission might be stripped and
placed into some other regulatory agency. Whether, in fact, this
agency is in the Executive Branch or the Judicial Branch should
make no difference from the standpoint that we are trying to

protect the jurisdiction of that particular agency, and if we reject
the amendment which would place it in the Executive Branch,
technically it might end up In the Judicial Branch because
the commission does exercise judicial functions of determining rates.
The appeals from their decisions go to the courts so that they are
definitely , at least quasi- judicial and could be considered in the

Judicial Branch just as well as in the Executive Branch. I would
therefore, very strongly urge to you as I did before the Committee

on Style and Drafting that those words are very substantive in

nature, would completely change the concept of what we have already

done by placing the Public Service Commission as a separate
constitutional agency which would regulate rates, etc. So, I,

therefore, strongly urge you to reject the amendment which would
place the Public Service Commission in the Executive Branch so

that we can avoid its being stripped of its authorities and

jurisdiction by a reorganization plan.

Questi ons

MR. DERBES
Mr. Perez, isn't the Jurisdiction of the Public Service

Commission truly determined In the phrase "it shall regulate
common carriers and public utilities as provided by law?"

MR. PEREZ
Yes.

MR. DERBES
Now, within a reorganization in the Executive Branch of

government the very fact of reorganization does not necessarily
and fin fact, does not really point at the functions of the

commission if the commission is a constitutional commission, does

it?

MR. PEREZ
Well, if you'll look at Section 1 (B) on the first

allocation it says that "except the office of governor and

lieutenant governor all offlcies, agencies and other instrumentalities

of the Executive Branch and their functions, powers, duties and
responsibilities shall be allocated according to function, etc,"
Since there are no specifics set out with respect to their functions,

I agree with Mr. Kean that those functions could be allocated to

another branch if they so decided.

MR. DERBES
It Just seems to me that this is a very essential

question which we failed to answer when we were debating

the Executive Article.

MR. PEREZ
Yes, it's one of the things that's bothered me greatly

with respect to this reorganization.

MR. DERBES
What we really need here is we need some type of amendment

which may say that. . . in terms of the jurisdiction and the functions

of the agencies within the Executive Branch they cannot be tampered

with unless it Is so provided in the constitution, but in terms

of whom they report to and how their money is budgeted, etc., they

can be reorganized within the Executive Branch of government. It

seems to me that's what we're really talking about.

MR. PEREZ
The legislature appropriates funds for all branches of

government. Legislative, Executive and Judicial, so I don't

believe that that is a fair analysis.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Perez, we also dealt with the Forestry Commission

and the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission. Vhat disposition do

you feel should be made with them?

MR. PEREZ
As far as I'm concerned, we should not make the substantive

change of putting any of them in the Executive Branch as such*

and leave it on it's own bottom, so to speak.

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I am not taking a position

on this amendment. I just want to be certain that the delegates
understand what took place in the Committee on Style and Drafting.
I am a member of Style and Drafting and of the Executive Department.
There are three things you will have to consider: On the Forestry
Commission, the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission and the Public
Service Commission the Committee on Style and Drafting was closely
divided on two.it was 6^-5^ and on one 2-^* ^" other words, we
could not decide whether or not—what you wanted to do. We did
feel it was a substantive change. I agree with Mr. Kean and Mr.
Perez that if you put this in the Executive Department, you have
placed it under the limitations and provisions of that article. I

do not know what you want to do, but I urge you to think about it

because it does not come from the Committee on Style and Drafting
with a unanimous report. It was a closely divided question, 6^-5^,

6^-5^, 2~^* ^^ decision is yours. I'm not urging you to do

anything except think about it. Thank you,

MR. GOLDMAN
Delegate Asseff, you mentioned the Wildlife and Fisheries

and the Forestry Commission. In your committee did you discuss

at all the Civil Service Commission?

MR. ASSEFF
No. These three came up under Natural Resources, Mr.

Goldman, and we voted on a roll call vote 6^-5^, 6^-5^. 2~iL ^° submit

them as substantive amendments to this convention. I opposed.

MR. GOLDMAN
But, nothing was done on the Civil Service Commission?

MR. ASSEFF
Well, I don't recall whether we voted or not on that,

Mr. Goldman, Most instances there is not a roll call vote; on

these three there was, 6-5^, ^"^^i Z~A* ^ don't care how you
decide except that you do understand that it does not come to you

recommended by a unanimous or even a near unanimous vote of

Style and Drafting.

[previous Quest ion ordered . Record
vote ordered . Amendment No . 9 adopted

:

56-51 .

]
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Amendment No. 10

MR. TATE

Amendment No. 10. Now, this is the amendment you were waiting
for. This amendment, in effect, adds, on line 23 on your yellow

—

on the back of your yellow—to Section 14 (D) (3); as it passed
the floor It said, "but only as provided by law." The floor
explanation, which your speaker foolishly offered to give, was to

the effect that it meant "but only if and as," only if the legis-
lature so provided and only as provided. Both committees agreed
and understand the authors of the amendment had no objection to it
for this clarifying amendment which is to say, "If no decision is

rendered within twelve months, the proposed increase may be put into
effect, but only if—if—and as provided by law." Subject to it,

to make it plain that the legislature might provide a general
law to provide a method by which, if the commission did not act
in the twelve months, a temporary rate increase might be put into
effect. As your speaker said at that time, I had visualized
and the thing would go to court or do something like that and have
to have a strong rule to show cause. But, anyway, this is the
clarifying language that both committees recommended for your
attention to carry out the original intent of those who explained
the floor amendment, "but only if and as."

Questions

MR. ROY
Do you know. Justice Tate, that I was the author of that

particular amendment and have no objection, do you not?

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. . .

MR. ROY
Now, do you think that anybody in this hall or any literate

person can read that provision as now, you know, with the word
"if" in it and come up with the conclusion that it provides for
automatic rate increases? I mean, that includes newsmen too, your
Honor. I want you to answer with respect to that.

MR. TATE
Well, I would say almost no one could.

MR. BURSON
Judge, as I read this sentence as you all recommend that it

be adopted in this caveat, it would make it plain that you have
here, two categories of possibilities. Number one, that it is

within the discretion of the elected Public Service Commission,
if they so choose, to adopt a procedure whereby they might permit
a rate increase to go into effect pending an ultimate decision
on final appeal, etc. But, that's within their discretion—the
discretion of the Public Service Commission. Is that right?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir. There was not much debate on that, as I recall it,

the first time. The main controversy centered on the second
sentence. Yes, sir.

MR. BURSON
Then, the second thing which was where we had the big debate

was that after twelve months, if there is no decision, some of
us . . .some of us were very concerned, at that time, that the

language that we adopted was somewhat ambiguous in that it implied
that perhaps it might be within the option of the company to put

the rate into effect; but that the language you're suggesting, here,

makes it crystal clear that no rate can go into effect unless and

If the state legislature adopts enabling legislation, as it were,

to permit such a procedure.

MR. TATE
Anytime, Senator. I'm just a little scared, though.

MR. RAYBURN
I might make a statement about them over-smart people before

it's over.

If I read this correctly, you say, here, "If no decision is

rendered on the application."

MR. TATE
Right.

MR. RAYBURN
"Within a twelve month period."

MR. TATE
Right.

MR. RAYBURN
What if an unfavorable decision is rendered in a two month

period?

MR. TATE
There is no way, under this. . .there's no way, under this,

for them to allow a temporary rate increase. It's only if no
decision is rendered within twelve months and only if the legislature
so provides a procedure that may a rate. . .temporary rate increase
be given.

MR. RAYBURN
Then, if any decision is rendered, then nothing can happen?

MR. TATE
As I read this amendment , Senator, that is absolutely correct.

MR. NUNEZ
Judge Tate, in the event that this is adopted, I think that

you have said that this was the intent of the convention when
we passed the "as only provided by the legislature." Is that
right?

MR. TATE
Senator Nunez, all I can say is that those who voted for it

did so—most of them, I understood—upon the representations of
your speaker, who unfortunately thought he was speaking for. . .

in a statesman-like way to resolve the difficulty. He said
that's just what it meant.

MR. NUNEZ
One further question: as a point of procedure. Judge, if this

is adopted, then this is securely as the convention has. . .will.
Then, if Mr. Gravel wants to come back in and tries to open it

and tries to change it and is unsuccessful, then this language
will stand, and we'll have something. . .something in the consti-
tution on this thing. . .on this. . .

MR. TATE
As I understand the legislative procedure. Senator Nunez, I

think you are exactly right,

MR. NUNEZ
Judge, would you describe a man illiterate as one who

vacillates and changes his mind on such important issues as we
have before us, as Mr. Roy has?

MR. TATE

I would. . .1 would. . .My good friend, Mr. Roy, I would not. . .

MR. TATE
That is correct, Mr. Burson.

MR. NUNEZ
You don't have to answer that. You don't have to answer

that. I think we can. . .up their own minds.

MR. BURSON
So, there is no question, here, that absent some enabling

legislation by the House and by the Senate that nobody could

argue that from the constitution you could put a rate into effect

automatically. Is that right?

MR. TATE
I don't think. .almost no one could, Mr. Burson.

MR. RAYBURN
Judge, I guess I fall in that illiterate category, but I'm

going to ask you a question, if you don't mind.

MR. TATE
I would say he's not illiterate; he's not illiterate.

{^Previous Quest ion ordered . Amendment
No . 10 adopted wi thout objection.
Motion to suspend the rules to recon-
sider Comnti t tee Proposal No . 37 ,

Section 14 , for the limited purpose
of considering the Tobias amendment
adopted wi thout object ion .1
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Reconsi dera t i on Point of Information

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Delegates Tobias sends up what has been styled as a technical

amendment to change a paragraph description in one of the
amendments offered by the Committee on Style and Drafting.

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 2» in Committee Amendment
No. 8 proposed by the Committee on Style and Drafting and adopted
by the convention on January 14, 1974, on line 9 thereof, after
the number and word "(3) of," delete the remainder of the line
and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Paragraph (D) of this Section."

Explanation

MR. TOBIAS
Very simply, Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this clarifies

the language contained in the last section of Section 14 of

Committee Proposal No. 37, There is no Subparagraph (3) in

Paragraph (E) . It really refers to Paragraph (D) . That's what
this clarifies, and I move the favorable adoption.

{^Amendment adopted without objection.
Sect ion passed : 10 9-0 . Moti on to
reconsider tabled. J

MR. ANZALONE
Will there be any amendments allowed to Mr. Juneau's

proposal?

MR. CASEY
Not under the motion for a suspension of the rules.

MR. ANZALONE
Might I ask him a question before you call for a vote, please?

MR. CASEY
State. . .what is your question if it goes to the merits of

it and what not? Honestly, Mr. Anzalone, it's not a debatable
type of motion. But, go ahead and ask your question.

Question

MR. ANZALONE
Pat, Paragraph (A) is what you

is what you. . .Wait a minute.
No, Paragraph (B) Is what you are concerned with,

am concerned with Paragraph (C) . How are you going to
they are given constitutional authority to regulate all
utilities in Paragraph (B) and not make an exception to
(C) and still have something that we can all live with?
I'm trying to ask you is: Will you accept an amendment
says, "except as otherwise provided by this constitution
shall have other regulatory powers as provided by law"?

•Section 14, Paragraph (A)

Now, I

ay that
public
Paragraph
What
that

and

MR. CASEY

Now, Mr. Juneau, I understand you have an amendment that you

wanted to offer. Why don't you just hit it a lick and explain
what you're going to do, because you're going to move to suspend
the rules. Right?

Explanati on

MR. JUNEAU
Yes, sir.

You want me to explain what I want to attempt to do by. . ,

or make the motion first, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, if you will, look at

Committee Proposal No. 37, and more specifically. Paragraph (B)

starting at line 25. Part of this problem was referred to in

Mr. Kean's remarks regarding whether or not this article was to

be put in the Executive Department or the Public Service Commission.
I'm not getting into that particular issue, but I would like to

discuss part of the problem here raised with regard to the first

sentence. More specifically, it says: "The commission shall regulate

all common carriers and public utilities as provided by law."
I really don't think that that's what we intended to say. More
specifically, if we're going to put into the constitution a

commission which will regulate common carriers and public utilities,
you have, in effect, destroyed the constitutionality of that

provision by in turn saying, "as provided by law." It makes sense

that by a mere legislative act, you could strip away the authority
of the Public Service Commission to regulate common carriers and

public utilities. I might further add that if we were to leave
this language alone, you are making a drastic change in the

current law. In that regard, I refer you to page 67 of your black

book, which refers to the present duties, responsibilities and

functions of the Public Service Commission. I think you will find,

by reading that language, that there is no such restriction. I

think the intent was, of this convention, to put the authority to

regulate common carriers and public utilities in the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission. What I would propose

to do would be to offer an amendment, which language would read

as follows:
"The commission shall regulate all common carriers and

public utilities and have such other regulatory authority as

provided by law."
That is in basis what the present law is, and we will have

obviated the possible conflict, in the future, of the legislature

completely stripping the Public Service Commission of duties that

I think we fully intend to give them. That would be the purpose
of the amendment.

[Motion to suspend the rules to re-
consider Commi ttee Propas a 1 No . 37

,

Section 14 for the limited purpose
of considering the Juneau amendment

,

J

MR. JUNEAU
I have no objection to that at all, Mr. Anzalone. I just

don't think that that language Is necessary, because you have
added a Paragraph (C) which specifically eliminates the regulation
that I think you're concerned with. You're talking about the
municipalities, districts, and that thing. But, I don't. . .you
know, if that bothers you, I don't have any objection to that
at all. . .

MR.. ANZALONE
I just wanted to get an interpretation on the floor.

MR. CASEY
Now, gentlemen, just a minute. We're getting hands for

questions and people to speak. It's a nondebatable motion. I

just sort of waived the rules just so one delegate could try to

get some information.

[Mot ion adopted : 7 5-21. Mot ion to
reconsider adopted without objection.]

Reconsideration

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Amendment offered by Delegate Juneau to Committee Proposal

No. 37 by Delegates Lambert, et al.

To the first enrolled proposal, amend the proposal as
follows:

"Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 25, after the word and
punctuation "Duties." delete the remainder of line 25, and delete
line 26, in its entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"The commission shall regulate all conunon carriers and
public utilities and have such other regulatory authority as
provided by law. It"

Point of Order

MR. TOBIAS
This particular section of the proposal has been restyled

by the Committee on Style and Drafting, and I think the amendment

would probably have to be redrawn.

MR. HARDIN
The amendment is correctly drawn, Mr. Tobias.

Expl ana t ion

MR. JUNEAU
Members of the convention, I think if you have any questions

I'll be glad to answer the questions. I attempted to explain in

as much detail as I could Che purpose of this amendment. But,
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again, just for purposes of clarification, I'm only attempting

to leave the authority of the Public Service Connlssion as it

is under the present law. I want to negate the possibility of

the legislature being able to completely strip the regulatory

authority of the Public Service Commission as it relates to

all common carriers and public utilities. I don't think. . .1

think if we do not adopt this change, we're going to be in for

substantial trouble in the future with the language that we now

have in the committee proposal.

Questions

HR JENKINS
Pat, I'm concerned about your amendment. As I read the

language we now have, the legislature can fix, sort of, the limits
of the regulatory authority of the Public Service Commission. But,

under your amendment, they could not. Is that correct?

MR. JUNEAU
Under my amendment, the regulation of, . .the regulation, per se,

of common carriers and public utilities is strictly to be administered

by the Public Service Commission. As I read the language that is

now in the provision, the regulation of those two activities could

be stripped to the point that there would be no regulation at all.

MR. JENKINS
But what I mean is, for example, suppose the legislature found

that it would be in the public interest not to have price regula-

tions on buses or on trucks, for example. There's no way that

you could prevent the Public Service Commission from so regulating,

could you; because you're giving them, here, authority to do

whatever they want, even though the legislature does not find it

to be in the public interest? Isn't that correct?

MR, JUNEAU
I think that's the present law. Woody. As I read Section U

of Article VI, it says, "The commission shall have and exercise

all necessary power and authority to supervise, govern, regulate

and cont-rol all comanon carrier, railroads," etc. , which includes

utilities.

MR. JENKINS
So, really, what you're saying is we should build into this

constitution a guarantee of regulation of all aspects, every

aspect, of public utilities and common carriers and that it should

never be possible, in any respect, to have a free market in any

of those; for instance, if the legislature provided to have a

free market with regard to rate for trucking.

MR. JENKINS
Well, for example, the legislature passed an act in, I believe

it was in 1972, setting up certain fees that can be charged for

inspections and licenses issued to conmjon carriers by the Public

Service Commission, Now, are you telling me that under your

language the legislature could not so provide? They're going to

regulate in whatever manner they desire?

MR. JUNEAU
No. What I'm telling you is this: is the intent and the

language that is encompassed within the amendment which I

proposed is not to make any change whatsoever in the present

authority and jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission.

Whatever act you may have passed in the legislature relating to

the Public Service Commission could be passed in 1975, 1976 or

'77. I'm only talking about the regulation per se. If you have

authority in the legislature to pass an act relating to the

Public Service Commission, whatever those acts are today, I

think you would have the same authority under this amendment to

pass that type of legislation. I just want to preclude a type

of situation where you establish a Public Service Commission and

then say, "But it's going. . .their regulations as provided by

law." In other words, the legislature is going to run the Public

Service Commission. If that's true, I don't see what we're

putting it in the constitution for.

MR. JENKINS
One other question, Pat: if you look at the Section 4 of

Article VI of the constitution, you will see that the right of

the legislature with regard to the powers of the Public Service

Commission seems to be unlimited; does it not? In fact, it so

states.

MR. JUNEAU
Give me the language. Woody, It

not sure where you are referring to.

s a long paragraph. I'm

MR. JENKINS
Well, it. . .for instance, the language, "the right of the

legislature to place other public utilities under the control

of and confer other powers upon the Public Service Commission,

respecting common carriers and public utilities is hereby declared

to be unlimited by any provision of this constitution."

MR. JUNEAU
I think that's the same language that I have in this amendment.

It's certainly Intended to be that way.

MR. JUNEAU
What I'm saying. Woody, is I think that the law ought to be

the sdme as it is today, and that since we have a constitutionally

created office with elected officials—people elected by the

people of this state—that they should have the authority to

regulate all aspects of radio common carriers and public utilities.

MR. JENKINS
But, for instance, the attorney general has authority which,

in fact, is provided by law; isn't that correct, and the secretary

of state? They have certain designated functions and certain

limitations, etc. in the constitution. But, basically, it's

as provided by law, is it not?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, I don't think that's a carte blanche authority to the

secretary of state. I think there are some things that are

within his exclusive providence. I might. . .Let me further

clarify it by saying this. Woody: if you put anything in this

constitution as the language now stands, "as provided by law,"

we have in essence said nothing for the Public Service Commission.

We might as well throw it out.

MR. JENKINS
No, haven't we said that if there is regulation of a common

carrier or a public utility, it will be by the Public Service

Commission? Haven't we said that? But, we have not necessarily

said in our language we now have that there will necessarily be

regulation of every aspect of these businesses, have we?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, I construe that to be. . .to mean. Woody, that it's no

use having any regulations of the Public Service Commission by

the elected members of this state because, in essence, those

regulations have to be provided by the legislature. I don't know

what we'd be playing with a constitutionally created office for.

I. . .

MR. ARNETTE
Mr. Juneau, in other words, what you seek to do is put some

constitutional jurisdiction in the Public Service Commission
whereas now, they have none?

MR. JUNEAU
That's absolutely correct, Mr. Arnette.

MR. ARNETTE
Is it your understanding of the proposal that we've passed

that the Public Service Commission has absolutely no jurisdiction
whatsoever unless the legislature chooses to give it to them?

MR. JUNEAU
It's my understanding of the proposal as now adopted by

this convention that the Public Service Commission has no

constitutional Jurisdiction with any validity at all.

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Juneau, . .down In, well, beginning with line 26, "it

shall adopt and enforce reasonable rules, regulations and procedures

necessary for the discharge of its duties and shall have other '

powers and perform other duties as provided by law." You've got

a duplication of "as provided by law." Is that your intent?

MR. JUNEAU
Your point may be well taken, Mr. Singletary. My answer

to that would be: If that is, in fact, a duplication, I think

that Style and Drafting can eliminate it as a technical change,

if there's a duplication,

MR. ROY
Mr. Juneau, I don't know if Al's question was directly like

mine, but when it says under what we have presently passed, "it

shall adopt and enforce reasonable rules, regulations and pro-

cedures necessary for the discharge of its duties," one of which

its duties was stated previously, "to regulate all common carriers
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and public utilities as provided by law," you don't think that
that's giving it jurisdiction?

MR. JUNEAU
No way in the world, Chris. The first sentence is as clear

as a bell to me.

MR. ROY

"As provided by law," you say it does not mean that the

constitution is law and can grant it?

MR. JUNEAU
1 think by a legislative act they can restrict and limit

that regulation by legislative act to nothing at all.

MR. ROY

I didn't say that they couldn't, but your statement is that
you need implementing legislation to give them jurisdiction. I

think you are wrong,

MR. JUNEAU
Well, let me just answer your question this way, Chris: all

you've got to do is read Section 4 of the present law. You read
the first sentence of Paragraph (B), and it's obvious to me that
we've emasculated the true jurisdiction of the Public Service
Commission unless we make a substantial change in that language.
We might as not even have It. . .well have it in the constitution.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Juneau, if I understand what you're concerned about,

under (B) where it lists powers and duties, it says, "The commission
shall regulate all common carriers and public utilities as provided
by law." If the legislature does not see fit to provide by law or
wants to change the law, then they will be elected officials with
no duties. Is that. . .

MR. JUNEAU
I think that's entirely possible, Senator.

MR. RAYBURN
Now, could you tell me briefly what the present constitution, .

the language in the present constitution, is that not the language

contained in your amendment where it says, "They shall regulate

all common carriers, public utilities and have such other regulatory

authority as provided by law"?

MR. JUNEAU
That's Section ^. That's correct, Senator.

MR. RAYBURN

Did you know that recently we placed all records in this state,

by an acf, under the Public Service Commission to regulate?

MR. JUNEAU
Yes, sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Juneau, as a direct representative of the people, and

considering the needs from time to time, why shouldn't the

legislature determine what powers and authority and jurisdic-
tion the Public Service Conmission should have?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, my answer to your

be this: if it be the will
tude and responsibilities of

fles constitutional status,
that elected body jurlsdictli

by one sentence, per se , as

culate the jurisdiction that

I'm telling you, if we're go

let's give them meaningful j

MR.

question. Senator, would simply
of this convention that the magnl-
Public Service Commission justi-
then I think we ought to vest in

I think It would be wrong to,

provided by law, completely emas-
we gave them. In essence what
Ing to put it in the constitution,
urisdlction.

DE BLIEUX
What Is wrong with the legislature determining what juris-

diction the Public Service Commission should have?

MR. .JUNEAU

What happens. Senator, if a particular governor together
with the legislature does not like the Public Service Commission,
and says, "Ue just want to take them out of the regulation of

the fields of common carriers and public utilities"? They can

very easily do it by the little, simple language "as provided
by law."

MR. DE BLIEUX
If the people that those representatives and the governor

represent don't want the Public Service Commission to regulate
those, why shouldn't he?

MR. JUNEAU
If that's true, Senator, why do we put into this constitution

language saying that they're going to regulate public
utilities and common carriers? We're playing with words.

MR. DE BLIEUX
No, we're not playing with words if it's determined by the

legislature.

Further Oi scussi on

MR. DERBES
Ladies and gentlemen, I don't often rise unless I think I

have something to say, and I want to bring a couple of things

to your attention. This is the sum and substance of the Arnette

amendment which we defeated by a substantial majority when we

were considering the powers and functions of the Public Service

Commission. Now, let me explain a couple of things to you. When

people rise and tell you that the jurisdiction of the Public

Service Commission is clearly stated in the present constitution,

they are telling you the truth. But, what they fail to tell you

is that the powers and functions and jurisdiction of the Public

Service Commission is stated in considerable detail. I read to

you as follows: "The commission shall have and exercise all

necessary power and the authority to supervise, govern, regulate
and control all common carrier railroads , street railroads , inter-

urban railroads, steamboats, and other watercraft, sleeping car,

express telephone, telegraph, gas, electric, light, heat, power,

waterworks, common carrier pipelines, canals and other public

utilities in the State of Louisiana, etc. The crux of this

matter, ladles and gentlemen, is when you use the abbreviated

catch phrase "common carriers and public utilities." If you

use that phrase and do not say "as provided by law," then,

you leave the jurisdiction of the Public Service Conmission

up to the court's interpretation. If the court feels that

something is a common carrier, then the Public Service Comnissslon

has' jurisdiction. If the court feels that something is a

public utility, then the Public Service Conmission has juris-

diction. It becomes a matter of filling up that accordion

phrase, that stoic universal public utility or common carrier.

If you do that by judicial interpretation you give the Public

Service Commission jurisdiction, and there's no way we can

get something that's been given such jurisdiction away from

the Public Service Commission even though we might pass a

legislative act doing so, it could not modify this constitu-

tion once the courts so declared it. The meat of this coconut

developed in our committee deliberations—and for your informa-

tion I was on and participated in the deliberations of the

Committee on Natural Resources and Environment—the meat of

this coconut is in the direct industrial sale of natural gas.

Now, I am no particular friend of industry, but what I want

to point out to you is that industry now has a constitutional

exemption whereby direct Industrial sales of natural gas are

exempt from Public Service Commission jurisdiction. If you

don't include the phrase "as provided by law" in the consti-

tution, the only way you can get direct industrial sales—and

I want you to listen to this, Mr, Jenkins—the only way you

can get direct industrial sales of natural gas away from

Public Service Commission Jurisdiction is by a constitutional

amendment because once any industrial sales of natural gas

go into any thing that's considered a common carrier pipeline,

even if there are only two consumers, the the Public Service

Commission had jurisdiction, and you can't get it away from

the Public Service Commission, whether everybody in the state

wants to get it away from the Public Service Commission, you

cannot get it away from the Public Service Commission, even

by a legislative act. Now, in all fairness to the proponent

of this amendment, I happen to be basically in sympathy with

it, but I want to point out to you that when you do this,

when you state the jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission

succinctly and briefly, and in the two catch phrases that we

have been considering here without saying that the legislature

may further define it, then you run into all the problems that

I just mentioned. We considered this long and hard, and deter-

mined that the best way to handle the problem was in the present

language of the proposal as it sits before you. So, I urge

you, in the interest of permitting a certain amount of flexi-

bility in this area, and in the interest of an abbreviated and

succinct constitution, I urge you to reject the amendment

because otherwise, if we are going to say the Public Service

Commission, ipso facto, has Jurisdiction, then we're going to
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have to spell out all the exceptions. If we're going to do

that, we might as well incorporate ail of the complex language

that's in the existing constitution, which in my opinion is

rather superfluous, and in some cases, outdated. Yes, I'll

yield to a question.

Question

MR. ANZALONE
Jim, you were concerned about the regulation of natural gas.

Are you aware that the last sentence of the paragraph with which

this amendment deals, provides that notwithstanding any provision

in this paragraph the legislature shall provide for the regulation

of natural gas?

MR. DERBES
I realize that. Yes. I do.

Further Discuss ion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, delegates, this present provision as adopted

by Style and Drafting says, "The commission shall regulate all

coinnon carriers and public utilities as provided by law." Mr.

Juneau's amendment would say "The consnisslon shall regulate all

common carriers and public utilities, and have such other regula-

tory authority as may be provided by law." In other words, he

would be giving carte blanche to the Public Service Commission

to enact whatever regulations It may choose, subject to no limita-

tion whatsoever by the legislature with regard to conmon carriers

and public utilities. The Public Service Conanission would be

totally autonomous, it seems like. It's already tremendously

powerful. It's attracted demagogues in the past. Think what

It would do with this provision. Notice that it has a bias in

favor of all-pervasive regulation. Now, the legislature might

well believe that some aspect of public utilities or common

carriers may not need regulation. Maybe rates don't need regu-

lation in a certain field. If we're talking about wreckers,

for exaoqsle, or ambulances, they may feel that certain qualifi-

cations for drivers or certain fees ought to be established

by law. There's an Infinite number of things that the legis-

lature may require that be done or may require not be done.

But, here this five-man coninission would have sole authority

to enact whatever regulations It might want with regard to

common carriers and public utilities with no limitation whatso-

ever. Notice there is a mandate to regulate. It says "a

public service commission shall regulate these." Does this

mean they're going to regulate, for example, who can own stock,

how much stock they can own? What if a commission decided to

impose all sorts of onerous regulations that did not work?

The legislature could not temper that? It doesn't make sense

to me. Notice that the Public Service Conmission is merely

an agency of government, a quasi-judicial, quasi-administra-
tive agency. It is not a court. The jurisdiction doesn't

have to be spelled out here, even if you took the position

that courts' Jurisdiction have to be spelled out in constitutions,

which I think is tenuous. This is just another state commission,

an agency, an important one, but still that. It's got to be

subject to general law. Now, we've provided by law for the

functions of all sorts of local officials, and state officials,

and I don't see why that we shouldn't say that it's going to

be as provided by law in the case of the Public Service Commission.

So, I'd urge you to reject Mr. Juneau's amendment. I think the

committee proposal, as amended, with the Style and Drafting

changes completely adequate for this subject. We can't give

the Public Service Commission unbridled authority to regulate

vlchout limitation. So, I urge the rejection of the amendment.

Questions

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I'm not going to take

much of your time because what I wanted to say has already been

made by Mr. Jenkins, and also by Mr. Derbes with reference to

this particular amendaent. But, I Just want to call your atten-

tion that what you're doing, you are limiting the power of the

legislature to control a regulatory agency. There may be an occasion

when it be necessary. Remember this: that legislature's a

direct representative of the people of this state. They're

supposed to take care of the" problems that rise from day to

day and year to year, and as many limitations that you put

upon that, that means the necessary constitutional amendments

you're going to have to have to correct conditions. I ask you,

we debated this matter when the Public Service Commission was

before this body before. I think we defeated this very same

amendment. I haven't had the time to look it up in the Journal

but as I recall this very same amendment was presented to this

delegation, and it was defeated. So, I ask you now, let's

confirm to our original position, and defeat this amendment

because it has no place in this constitution. Furthermore I

think it might seriously upset the energy bill that was passed

In the recent special session of the leglslat;«re- I Just don't

think we ought to take this and tamper with It, and upset that

particular bill. So, I ask you to vote down this amendment.

[^Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I will make my remarks

very brief. The issue to me is very simple. If you leave the

language in that we have, you in essence, have created a consti-
tutionally created office, who will have duties as prescribed
by the legislature. If they don't give me anything to do, they'll
draw twenty thousand dollars and just sit up here in Baton Rouge
and have meetings every other month. On the other hand, if you
want to leave the law as it is today, then I ask you to adopt

the amendment. I think that that's what we ought to do. We said

it justifies constitutional status. It is operated under the

system in the past, and I'm not willing to subject that to

constant legislative act. I ask for its favorable adoption.

[^Record vote ordered . Amendment
adopted: 57-52. Motion to re-
consider tabled. Previous Question
ordered on the Section . Section
passed : 87 -22 . Mot ion to recon-
sider tabl ed . ]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
\_II Journal 1251-1254]

Committee Proposal No. 15

MR. POYNTER
Do you want to take 15 next. Judge?

Mr. Tate sends up a further Style and Drafting report at

this time.
Chairman, Delegates of the convention, directed by your

Committee on Style and Drafting to report that Coninittee Proposal

No. 15 has been reported with amendments.
Respectfully submitted. Judge Tate, Chairman of that committee.

The same gentleman now asks for a suspension of the rules

for the purpose of considering the amendments contained in the

report at this time,

[Rules Suspended without objection.}

MR. ROY
Woody, even so far as the legislature itself is concerned,

this convention through this constitution has made certain
restrictions on it with respect to like voting taxes. It takes

a two-thirds vote, and other types of limitations; have we not?

MR. JENKINS
Well, that's correct. You remember the great discussion we

had on telephone rates and utility rates, and some people argued

that we don't even need that in the constitution because it can

be provided by law. But, notice, if we adopt this language, the

legislature could not even provide it by law. Only the commission

would have authority to regulate as they saw fit. and the legisla-

ture could not provide a procedure with regard to utility rates,

as we thought we could do before.

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this is Committee Proposal

No. 15, which is dated 1-12-74, Revenue and Finance. It's in

two sections and a middle. It is being passed out right now.

It's a rather big package with the green in front, and the irfilte

in back which you will when you get it...

Expl ana t ion

Amendment No . 1

MR. TATE
On Amendment No. 1 which is to Section 1 of Article XI,

about the power to tax, there's just two technical amendments
made. ''Provided in" was changed to "provided by" in accordance
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with the standard usage. "The power of taxation shall be
Imposed," the powers are exercised. So, "imposed" was changed
to "exercised."

lAmendmen t No . 1 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 2

MR. TATE
Section 2, "the levy of a new tax, an Increase In an existing

tax, or a repeal of an existing tax exemptlon"was again, in line
with our standard usage, with exceptions, "require the enactment
of a law" Instead of just simply saying it"by two-thirds vote"
to make it plain that it was by legislation, not by concurrent
resolution.

[_Amendmen t No . 2 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No . 3

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 3 Is to Section 3 on page 2 of your green.

When it said, "The legislature shall provide against, shall
prohibit." The sentence was broken into two because it shall
prohibit something and it shall provide a remedy. It was
thought this was a little more accurate language as well as it
reads better.

[amendment No .

object ion

.

]

3 adopted without

Amendment No , 4

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 4 is to Section A on page 2. This Includes

the prohibition against raising the federal Income tax rates,
and the deduct ... federal income tax deduction, which I understand
may be the subject of an amendment later on, a substantive
amendment. But, with regard to the stylistic changes, it
was recommended that we clarify the rates presently set forth
In Title 47 to do like we did in two other instances, and I

believe those are the only three instances. Pick a date now.
The Intention of those who voted for the thing- was to freeze
it now, and provide against any change that might happen later
on between now and the effective date. So, this, saying
January 19, which would have been when we leave here on
Saturday, in line with the stylistic suggestions that have
met no oppositions, we picked January 1, 1974, instead of
January 19 so that twenty or thirty years from now, they'll'
never know why we did January 19 instead of January 1. Otherwise,
the changes, stylistic changes made, I think, are self-explana-
tory, and require no explanation.

Amendment No. 7

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 7, Section 4(D) was divided into two. Sections

4(D) and (E) , and Section 8, which was added to Committee Proposal
No. 34, Natural Resources, which had to do with the RusseUSage
Wildlife and Game Refund, and which defined "state-owned property"
to be"state-owned land, lake and river beds and other water Ijottoms
belonging to the state or the title to which is the public for
mineral development" was combined with this section, and when
we get to Committee Proposal No, 34, we'll recommend its deletion
there. It was added there for the specific purpose of clarifying
the language In (D) and it was also added at Mrs. Miller's sug-
gestion to be sure that the royalties would not be allocated
insofar as the property that is in the state under the RusseU
Sage Wildlife and Game Refuge, trust or foundation because under
the terms of that donation to the state, it could only be used
for certain purposes, and we've got the legal opinions to be
dam sure that it meant just what it said, that it's only royalties
that might be affected by the RusseUSage Wildlife and Gama Refuge
Agreement that has nothing to do with severance tax allocations
which, of course, the state taxing power couldn't be restricted
by a private agreement, and so (D) and (E) in the best judgment
of those on the conmlttee, of both committees mean exactly
what Subsection 4(D) meant as it passed the floor, together with
Section 8 of Committee Proposal No. 34.

Quest i on

MR. THOMPSON
Judge, what you're saying is that they'll just get what's

allocated to them, but it won't stop the severance tax or any
of this on this; is this correct?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir.

lAmendment No. 7 adopted without
objection.}

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 8 is to Section 5 on the top of page 5 in your

green, and it is simply stylistic changes to what passed the

floor. The three dollar license fee, and also the prohibition
against parishes, municipalities taxing motor vehicles.

Ques ti ons

MR. FONTENOT
Judge Tate, maybe I should have raised this question when

we were debating this section, but as I read it, "the legislature
shall Impose an annual license tax of three dollars on automobiles
for private use," Would that possibly allow the legislature to

impose a greater annual license tax than three dollars?

lAivondmon t No .

object i on . J

4 adopted without

Amendment No . 5

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 5 is to Section 4(B). That was on page 3 of

your green. The... again In these tax areas, we're somewhat
restricted because a lot of the language has a meaning, and
the stylistic change is to make it into Engllshese instead
of taxese, and so the amendments, generally, are just to make
a long sentence into two, to add a comma.

\_Amendment No. 5 adopted without
object i on .

]

Amendment No, 6

MR, TATE
Amendment No. 6 is to Subsection 4(C) at the top of page 4

on your green sheets, and as you see, it just slngularlzes
in general, and adds a title.

[Amendment No. 6 adopted without
object i on

.

]

MR. TATE
I was not here during the floor debate on that, Mr. Fontenot,

80 I'm not familiar with the intent. As the language read, it

says "shall Impose an annual license tax." An argument could
certainly be made when It says "it shall impose it."

MR. FONTENOT
They could Impose a greater one, could they not?

MR. TATE
It doesn't necessarily. . .as you read the language, it does

not necessarily restrict them. I don't know what the Intent of

the legislature was... of the convention floor was. It might
have been, "the legislature shall not Impose an annual license
tax greater than three dollars," but it doesn't say that; that's
for sure.

MR. FONTENOT
Suppose language Co the effect that"the legislature shall

impose an annual tax not to exceed three dollars on automobiles
for private use." Wouldn't that be more in line with the intent
of the convention?

MR, TATE
It could easily be, Mr. Fontenot. Nobody raised this question

as it went through either conralttee. As you say, had it been
raised in the Revenue and Taxation Committee, I suppose we would
have submitted a caveat amendment, but it was not.
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MR. NUNEZ
Judge, It is my understanding that It was the Intention of

this convention to limit the imposition of a three dollar license

•plate at three dollars, and no more than three dollars.

MR, TATE
Senator, I happen not to have been here during the floor

debate on this, and nobody raised the issue that was just raised

before our committee or before Revenue and Taxation. It could

well be as you say. I would gather from reading the... Times

Picayune is a good paper. .. from reading other papers, that 1

could well be, as I gathered from reading those papers that

that was the floor Intent, but I was not present. I dont know

what the floor debates show, and what the floor explanations

show.

MR. NUNEZ
, .

Would it be in order to suspend the rules and get an amend-

ment to make it three, or do you have a caveat that would deal

with the subject?

MR TATE
Senator, I'm sorry that we do not have a caveat. It was

not raised before either committee. I'm sorry. Senator, it

wasn't raised, and for what clarity it had, we kept exactly

what passed the floor, you see.

Point of Information

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman, I therefore would move, then, at this time

that we suspend the rules in order to put "not to exceed three

dollars."

MR. CASEY
Mr. Nunez, we were trying to avoid that. I don t say you

can't handle it, but I'd suggest you do it by a separate

anendment if you want to try to resolve the problems.

MR. NUNEZ
As long as we understand that that's the intentions of

what we're trying to do.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Judge Tate, isn't that the

Constitution?

exact language in the '21

MR TATE
Mr. Duval, I'm sorry that I did not reread that to the

forty Constitution. I suppose it did, but I did not... the

forty amendments to the '21 Constitution. I'm sorry to say

that I'm not familiar with the floor debate because I was

down doing injustices in New Orleans on that day.

MR. DUVAL
Well, I think it was the Intent of this commission, wasn't

it, to merely retain the basic provision of the. . .contained

in the present constitution, which I think we did.

MR. TATE
If this language is in the present constitution, and has

been interpreted to mean "shall impose no greater than," then

I would suppose under ordinary rules of construction, that

means the same thing.

[^Amendment No.
object ion .

]

adopted without

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 9 is to Section 6. Again, we clarified

this "except by law enacted by two-thirds of the elected members"

Instead "of an affirmative vote", because that was what was

Intended In the law. It broke that long sentence into two. We

were able to knock out an extra preposition. The last sentence,

let me see and be sure. The last sentence was deleted,

"legislative approval may be obtained only during open session

except as otherwise provided in this constitution", because once

you clarify it it can only be "except by law", and laws can only

be adopted in open session. Upon recommendation of the revenue

and finance conmittee, we deleted it. It is no longer necessary.

[Amendment No. 9 adopted without
objection

.

J

Amendment No. 10

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 10 is to... 6 (B) on the top of page 7,

Capital Improvements, the. ..as you can see, the stylistic

enchangement...the stylistic change is simply to eliminate

unnecessary language.

[.Amendment No. 10 adopted without
ob ject i on

.

]

Amendment No. 11

MR. TATE
AmendoKnt No. 11 is to 6 (C) on the right-hand page of page 7.

The second sentence is added. It is added. It was felt to be

necessary to be added in view with this .. .adding this amendment...

adding this amendment avoided what would have been necessary

to have been substantial reconsideration of the Subsection 6 (E)

.

Now mind you, here's listen to the explanation—I think the

Revenue and Finance and concurred in by the Chairman of Local

Government agreed. As it originally passed the floor, 6 (C) said

"the full faith and credit of the state shall be pledged to the

repayment of all bonds or other evidences of indebtedness issued by the

state directly or through any state board, agency, or comnisslon."

Now 6 (C) was added as Mr. Perez's amendment to say "nothing

in this section shall apply to any levee district, political

subdivision, or local public agency unless the full faith and

credit is pledged to the payment."
Now, as it read as it passed the floor, it was possible by

circular reasoning to say "the full faith and credit". . .because

levee boards have been interpreted In many instances to be state

agencies and state boards... it was possible to say that 5 (C)

pledged the full faith of the state through the state boards,

including the levee boards , and that 6 (E) , when you say nothing is to

apply to any levee district unless the full faith and credit is

pledged, it made it meaningless because under the interpretation

that being a state agency or board, the full faith and credit

was pledged to it, then under 6 (E) it made it meaningless

because it didn't apply to levee districts unless the full faith

and credit was pledged, but It was applied to it by 6 (C).

So, by adding that sentence, the second sentence, "the full faith

and credit is not hereby pledged to the repayment of the bonds by

a levee district, political subdivision, or local public agency."

We carried out the Intent of the legislature, and we carried out

the intent of the exception in our opinion.

[Amendment No.
object! on

.

j

11 adopted without

Amendment No. 12

MR. TATE
Anendient No. 12 is to 6 (D) on the top of page 8. Very little

change was made in the language as it passed the floor except to

add the title and to clarify .. .needs to be "by law, enacted by

two-thirds". . .at a statewide referendum. . .may be done.

[Amendment No. 12 adopted without
object ion .

]

Amendment No. 13

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 13 is to the exception in 6 (E) on page 8

which I previously mentioned. The... you'll note that

Mrs. Zervigon had added amendment "nothing in this section shall

apply to any levee district, political subdivision, or local

public agency" on line 12, but, there is... "local public

agency" was not also Included on lines 16 and 17, though in context

it meant the same thing. "Nothing shall apply to any... unless the

full faith and credit is pledged to the payment of the bonds" of the^^

same agencies up above. So, the amendment adds "local public agency

on pages 16 and 17, parallel to parallelism and of the apparent

intent of Section 16 to except Ifevee districts, political sub-

divisions, and local public agencies from the application of the

section.

[Amendment No. 13 adopted without

objection .

i
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Amendment No. 14

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 14 on 7 (A) ... Section 7 (A), on page 9,

creating the Interim Emergency Board to succeed the board of
liquidation. The main changes made are to eliminate the bunch
of "the's" in a series as unnecessary.

[^Amendment No. 14 adopted without
object! on . J

Amendment No. 15

MR. TATE

7 (B) ., .which is on page 10 of your green copies ... changes
the "is determined", the passive, to "determines". It attempts
to... see "when it is determined by majority vote" is "when the
board by majority vote determines". It simplifies the language
we thought. It attempted to put in parallel clauses its powers.
It made a separate sentence of the second part of the sentence
instead of one long sentence. Let's see. Now, on lines 8 and 9,
it added "or the indebtedness Incurred." Let me see if that was...
in order to clarify that it... let's see... that appropriation may be
"ade... In other words, they were authorized
to do two things', to make an appropriation on current debt, and
we had to add "or the indebtedness lncurred"in order to carry out
the parallel. See it may either appropriate or borrow money.
We had to.... we added the words "or the Indebtedness Incurred" to
carry out the parallel construction Involved in the first sentence.

Amendment No.' 20

MR. TATE
Section 8 (C) , for Instance added "because". .. "shall not

be invalid because of any irregularity". . .added "because". It
added "in the Issuance" instead of "or the issuance" to carry out
the parallelism "In the proceedings or in the issuance". The
changes made, as you will note, are stylistic only and self-
explanatory. It's long and detailed, but usually it's adding
commas at the end of sentences or clauses, slngularizlng, using
a word like "may" for "shall have the right", using "no" for
"such". , ."such action is not taken", "if no action is taken"
and so on, spelling out 30 for "thirty" in line with the
style that is being followed in the other styling.

[Amendment No. 20 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 21

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 21 is to Section 9 which is on pages 16 and 17

of your green copies... and Amendment 9 broke into sections that
long section 11 as adopted. It broke... it enumerated the
exceptions in separate paragraphs there Instead of having a long
sentence; as you can see on the left-hand side It has them follow
one another without separating them. Of course, it added titles
to the... it simplified the section title, but added titles to the
subsections.

[Amendment No. 15 adopted without
objection

.

]

{^Amendment No. 21 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 16 Amendment No. 22

MR. TATE

Amendment No. 16 is to section 7 (C) on the top of page 11,
providing for limits. We just took out the capitals. The general
approach is to capitalize a fund the first time as a proper name,
and after that just to refer to it without caps as a sort of an
entity that doesn't need to be capitalized.

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 22 is to section 10 (A) on the top of page 18

of your green... and some of you are probably now in white. It
makes no change except to add a title to the subsection and said
"provided by" instead of "provided in", in line with the ordinary
styling that we've been following.

{^Amendment No. 16 adopted without
objection . ]

Amendment No. 17

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 17 is to 7 (D) on page 11. The.... again we

uncapitallzed"state general fund" and we changed the order of the
sentence to say the same thing because instead of saying as a
first prlorltv, each fiscal year something allocated. .. to
pay the debts of last year," we just said "an amount sufficient
to pay... is allocated under the authority." It seemed
to read a little clearer.

Are there any questions, Mr. Chairman?

[^Amendment No. 17 adopted without
objection

.

]

lAwendwent No. 22 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 23

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 23 is to Section 10 (B) on page 18 of your

green. Aside from adding a title. It left out the word "made"
because "total appropriations made by the legislature" and "total
appropriations by the legislature" meant the same thing. Instead
of "shall not be greater", "shall not exceed", and the idea that
"exceed" refers to... states it a little simpler than "anticipated
revenues".

[Amendment No. 23 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 24

Amendment No. 18

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 18 about the state bond commission, just primarily

left out of here divided the long sentence into two sentences.

[Amendment No. 18 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 19

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 24 is to Section 10 (C) on page 19 of your

green. We just 3ald"the legislature shall provide for the publica-
tion". The consensus of the committee was, and as approved by Revenue
and Finance, that "the legislature shall have published". It
shouldn't vest in the law that somebody else should publish it. It
should have it published itself.

[Amendment No. 24 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 19 is to Section 8 (B) on your green page 13

....and all it did was uncapitallze "state bond commission." It's
a mistake because they are talking about the bond commission
up in (A) and we thought it was unnecessary to repeat it.

Amendment No. 25

MR. TATE
Amendment 25 is. -....to 10 (D) on page 19. It simply added

the title and slngularized "public purposes "to "for a public purpose.'

\_Amendment No. 19 adopted without
objecti on .

]

{^Amendment No. 25 adopted without
objection . ]
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MR. CASEY
O.K. I'm sorry. Judge, let's just make sure that there's

no questions on 25, and there's no objection to the adoption.

Is that correct?
Then, without objection, 25 Is adopted, and 26 Is now

under discussion."

Amendment No. 26

MR. TATE
26 is to 11 (A) on page 20 of your green material

about the operating budget.
Incidentally, later we are going to have to make

a policy judgment same provision that's contained In

Executive Branch materials as is here. They duplicate. You

may or may not wish to duplicate It. But, we don't have to

make that dttermination now. I Just call it to your attention*
Now this, in general, as you notice, breaks a long sentence

Into two sentences, and it says"a bill for
proposed ordinary operating. .. .ordinary operating expenditures",

instead of "a bill to authorize."
The others are stylistic. There's been a reconraendation for

or additional revenues" ,to"ralse additional revenues."

to me, though, is that it doesn't give future governors the

meaning behind the clause. You and I may understand the meaning,

but twenty years from now, unless somebody looked back to see

why they....why it was worded this way, they wouldn't understand

that the purpose of it was to give a governor the opportunity

to submit to the legislature alternate methods of raising these

additional revenues. I think we've lost the true meaning of

the proposal by doing that. Now, it may be that we have to lose

that true meaning.

MR. TATE
Well, I appreciate your position. As it passed the floor

"He shall cause to be submitted a bill or bills containing

recommendations for new or additional revenues". As we

recomaend styling, "He shall cause to be submitted, if necessary,

a bill or bills to raise additional revenues". I don't think

it's a substantial change, but I...

[Amendment No. 26 adopted without
object! on .]

Amendment No. 27

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Judge, I must have missed your explanation of why you

removed the recommendations' language from lines 14 and 15 on

the left-hand side.

MR. TATE
"He shall cause to be submitted a general appropriation

bill and if necessary, a bill or bills to raise

additional revenues". How shall he cause it to be

submitted?

MR. DENNERY
In other words, you.... the Style and Drafting Committee

felt that the language "'if necessary, a bill or bills containing

recommendations for new or additonal revenues"was surplusage

and It should Just be"a bill or bills to raise additional

revenues?"

MR. TATE
Mr. Dennery, the governor, you see, can't introduce a

bill. So, when"he shall cause to be submitted", is the verb in

that sentence. "Shall cause to be submitted, if necessary, a

bill or bills containing recommendations for new or additional

revenues"- Well, you can't have a bill with a recommendation.

...."He shall cause to be submitted a bill or bills to raise

the additional revenues"we thought was a clear expression of

what was intended 'cause he can't Introduce anything. He can

juat recoooend things. So, how does he— .when he causes

them to be submitted, it's by his recommendation , so

to speak. And the bill can't recommend new additional revenues

because the bill has to be say, "there shall be this tax or

that tax "and so on .

MR. DENNERY
Well, my idea in asking the question was that I understood

that when we adopted this originally that he could submit to

the legislature a recommendation for Method A, Method B, or

Method C, and then the legislature would determine which method

it would use for the additional revenues. The way it reads

now, he would have to cause to be introduced A, or B, or C, and

he couldn't Introduce all three of them.

MR. TATE
Mr. Dennery, I do not read it that way. Because'*a bill or

bills"would mean.. carry out the same concept, Mr. Dennery.

MR. DENNERY
In other words. Instead of Introducing one bill with three

alternative recommendations, he would have to submit three

alternate bills.

MR. TATE
It could do that easily. It would not.... it wasn't trying

to restrict the language. It was Just saying "He shall cause
to be submitted a bill or bills"—whether they are alternative or
supplementary doesn't make a lot of difference.

MR. DENNERY
Well, I appreciate the argument that you make. What occurs

MR. TATE
Amendnttnt 27 Is to Section 11 (B) . We felt that with a...

that we're saying the same thing and making it read a little

smoother by breaking it into two coordinate clauses Instead of

having a...with a prepositional phrase following "the capital

outlay program."
We added a comma... line 9.

^Amendment No. 27 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 28

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 28 is. . .provides for Section 12 on page 22

of your green materials. The... it makes "all" unnecessary.

When you say "reports and records", that means "all reports and records

shall be matters of public record". And we use "pertaining to those

returns" Instead of "pertaining thereto" on the Idea that it's a

little more ordinary English.

[^Amendment No . 2 8 adopt ed without
objecti on . J

Amendment No. 29

MR. TATE
Amendment 29 is to Section 13, on the top of page 23 of your

green materials. Investment of State Funds. It was thought that

we're saying the same thing when we say "All money In the custody
of the state treasurer which is available for Investment" and we
thought it was a little clearer than saying "all money available for

investment in the custody of the state treasurer shall be Invested

as provided by law."

[_Amendmen t No . 2 9 adopted wi thout
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No . 30

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 30 is to Section 14, on page 23, to 14 (A) to

be exact, on page 23. We... the changes made were to add commas

...I mean to. ..change the "end" to "by" . ."provided by this

constitution"; to omit "thereof" because it is unnecessary;

to add a comma in a series, and to remove a bunch of "ors" In

a series, since they were all in a series; to break it into two

sentences in the interest of clarity.

\_Amendment No. 30 adopted without
objecti on . J

Amendment No. 31

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 31 Is to 14 (B) on page 24 of your green

material. What we...when it said "the legislature" at the

beginning of (3) ,_ "for public purpose". .. "the legislature
from authorizing". . ."nothing in this section shall prevent the

legislature from authorizing". It means the pledge of public
funds "as provided by law".
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[Amendment Wo. 31 adopted without
object! on . ]

Amendment No. 32

MR. TATE
Amendment 32 on cooperative subdivisions. The language

as it passed the floor, had to do with "its political corporations".

Now, that's a term that was used in the Constitution of '21

and in a few instances has been used here, but very rarely. We
did not want to take it out, or recommend to you that it should
be taken out, because it has some viability in a few limited

areas. However, the Intent was "all political subdivisions",

including things that might be considered corporations rather

than subdivisions. Since the new constitution uses "political

subdivisions" intensively, it was thought that It would be
clearer if we spelled it out and recommended to you adding
"political subdivisions or political corporations". In other

words, "for a public purpose, the state and its political subdl'/isions

or political corporations may engage in cooperative endeavors

with each other, with the United States", etc.

[^Amendment No.
objection

.

]

3 2 adopted without

Amendment No. 33

MR. TATE
Amendment 33 is to Section 14 (D) on page 26 of your green...

the...we mostly left out "thereon". We had to leave a "heretofore"
in. "Granted by prior laws of the state" "by prior state law" we
felt was a little bit shorter way to say the same thing.

\_Anjendmen t No . 3 3 adopted wi thout
object! on

.

]

Amendment No. 34

MR. TATE
Amendment 34, on Section 15 (A) page 27 is the Release of Obligations

to State, Parish, or Municipality. One thing that was...we
recommend to you is dividing that thing into sections. It's such
a long, long, long, sentence. The dividing Into paragraphs,
and then redividing that long sentence within the paragraph into
separate sentences. We made minor stylistic changes like
"a system whereby". . ."a system under which claims may be compromised"
and so on.

[Amendment No. 34 adopted without
object ion .^

Amendment No. 35

MR. TATE
Amendment 35 is to Section 16 on pages 29 and 30. The...

we had wanted to clarify some of the language; for Instance we

had wanted to say "license fees" instead of "licenses", but it's

found in the present. ..as "license, fee". .."no state, district,
parish, or other tax, license, fee, or assessment", is found in

the present constitutional provision in that form as if a

license and a fee are separate. From fear of changing some
meaning of what we... Revenue and Finance said we shouldn't
try to clarify that. The language in general is about the

same as in the present constitution, except we have done our
best to leave out some of the "whereofs" and so on.

Mr. Chairman, what we did, we took 17 (B) which Is old...
which is that long, long, long, thing and recommended it be
a new Section 16 (A) and (B) . If the Chair feels inclined,
you may wish to have a record vote on it because some people
think it's a new section, because it Is called. . .what used to be

17 (B) .. .Section 16 (A) and (B) , To avoid any doubt that it

needs a. ..that it's a new section, I'd raise no objection
to the Chair ordering a record vote...we took 17 (B) and
made It 16 (A) and (B)

.

{^Previous Question ordered , Amendment
No . 3 5 adopted wi thout objection

.

Motion to reconi sder tabled. j

Amendment No. 36

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 36 Is to your Section 17 on page 31. It's the

last of the stylistic amendments to Committee Proposal No. 15, and
it leaves out a few "its" in the series of "the state, its agencies,
boards, commissions". .. .Instead of "its boards, its commissions^'

and so on and "to secure federal participation" we thought "in
funding of capital Improvement" was more accurate than"in the cost
of capital Improvement projects," and recommended that change as

stylistic

.

[Amendment No . 3 6 adopted wi thout
object i on .

]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1259-1264'\

Report of the Secretary
[ll Journal 1264-12671

l_Motion to advance to Proposa Is on
Introduction and First Readi ng adopted
without objection

.

]

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[ll Journal 1268]

Announcements
[lI Journal 1268']

{_Adjournment to 9:00 o' clock a.m.,
Tuesday , January 15, 1974.]
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Tuesday, January 15, 1974

ROLL CALL

[7J delegates present and a quorum.

2

PRAVER

MR. E. J. LANDRY
In the name of the Father, Son, Holy Ghost, Amen.
Our Father Who art in Heaven, hallowed be Thy name. Thy

kingdom come. Thy will be done on earth as it Is In Heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread, and forgive us our trespasses
as we forgive those who trespass against us, and lead us not into
temptation, but deliver us from evil. For the power, the
kingdom is Yours. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
ill Journal 1269-1271]

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
ill Journal 1271]

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Delegate Proposal No. 22

Amendments Nos. 1-4

MR. TATE
Delegate Proposal No. 22 was circulated yesterday. It's

the one that has just two pages. It's done a little differently
than before because the changes were so nominal, they just marked
in ink on the green, the green that should be on your desk, the
slight changes of adding a title, and the changes are self-
explanatory. A title was added

,

"any"was changed to "a", "for the
relief of was changed to"relieving'.' . . .an extra "r" was left out,
and a title was added, and the changes were passed. They are so
nominal, but they are obvious stylistic changes. I move the
adoption of the amendments 1 through 4 of that on Delegate
Proposal No. 22, Mr. Chairman, unless there is any questions.

This is to do with prohibited local and special laws.
Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of Amendments 1 through 4

to Delegate Proposal 22, including minor stylistic changes.

lAmendments Nos. 1-4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Committee Proposal No. 9

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
All right. Delegate. . .Committee Proposal No. 9 is entitled

"Article VII. Human Resources, State and City Civil Service." It's
a package of two things, green and white, which, of course, to
use, you go presto, like that! Thank you, Mr. Thistlethwaite.
There are no caveat amendments on it. The changes made were
strictly technical. Neither committee found any problems that I

can think of at the minute.
The first amendment Is Amendment No. 1, is on the first page

of your green, and it's a Section 1, (A) and (B) , establishing
state and city service. As it passed the floor, it said the
state civil service includes. .. the city civil service includes
in line with the drafting practice, in both instances, they said,
"it established. . .is established and includes" on the idea that
there should be some sort of an establishment clause in the
constitution.

The other changes are strictly stylistic, using "regardless"
instead of "irrespective," and the main thrust is as drafted it
said it includes positions, and later it talks about people. So,
to clarify that the city civil service includes people, that...
those. . .instead of saying it includes all offices and positions,
of course, it Includes all persons holding offices and positions
of trust. Those are the main changes, Mr. Chairman.

Subject to question, I move the adoption of Amendment No. !•

^Amendment No. 1 adopted without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No. 2

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 2, Mr. Chairman, is to Section 1 (B)...l (B)

.

It formerly was a Section 1 (A) , 1 and 2; Section 1 (B) , talking
about the classified and unclassified employees. As you can
see, it's on page 3 and 4 of your green, and as you can see,
just nominal changes are made, like instead of saying "elected
officers," it uses the phraseology of this constitution, "elected
officials." It, to some extent, slngularizes because towards the
end, it didn't try to do that for technical reasons that have
nothing to do with meaning, but for stylistic reading. It leaves
out unnecessary "of's" In a series: of this, of that, of that,
and just says "of them" in series. In general, as you can see,
those are strictly stylistic changes In the interest of consis-
tency of the other portions of the constitution.

So, Mr, Chairman, I move the adoption of Amendment No. 2.

[Amendment No. 2 adopted without
objection

.

J

Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 3 is to 1 (C) on page 5, about the State

Civil Service Commission. As I recall... I'm looking to be sure
this is so, we alphabetized. . .oh, it was in the next section.
We left out the state name following each college because it's
obvious they're all in Louisiana. The other changes, as you can
see, are strictly stylistic changes like "should the governor"—we
made it "if the governor" in line with the usual styling. We
changed the position of "automatically" so as not to separate
the verb "shall become", "automatically shall become." The
others are the usual stylistic changes, and,Mr. Chairman, with
that, I move the adoption of the amendment.

{^Amendment No. 3 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 4 is to Section 1(D) on page 7 of your green

material. It... the changes made are to add the titles as in
the previous page, to change the positioning of the domicile
because it says, "each city service. .. each city so and so shall
have a... there shall be a city civil service commission in each
city having a population exceeding four hundred thousand." Then
it tells who the commission is. We put the domicile up
right following the commission. We, again,as we did in the
previous one, we made sure the colleges were in alphabetical
order, the same order they were up above for parallelism, and
the other changes made are strictly of ...the usual stylistic
changes that we have been making consistently throughout about
singularlzlng, removing excess prepositions, etc. Mr. Chairman,
subject to question, I move the adoption of Amendment No. 4.

[^Amendment No. 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 5

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 5 is to Section 1(E) on page 10 of your materials.

The changes are as you can see, strictly stylistic. We put in
"as the case may be" to be exactly... to clarify, say, a member
of the state or civil may be removed by the governor. That's
the state or the governing authority ;that's the city, as the case
may be, for cause. In order to clarify that the governor can't
remove city and the governing authority of cities can't remove
the state. It doesn't need much clarification, but we thought
it would be a little plainer. Mr. Chairman, subject to question,
I move the adoption of Amendment No. 5.

[^Amendment No. 5 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 6 is to 1(F) on page 11. Now, you notice we
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did what we did yesterday, and nobody thought this needed a

yellow amendment in this instance. The Department of State Civil
Service is established. Well, it did say it already in the executive
branch of the state government. We had no problem with that.
The other amendments are strictly stylistic. Mr. Chairman, with
thaty I move the adoption of Amendment No. 6.

{^Amendment No . 6 adopted without
object! on . ]

Amendment No . 7

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 7, to 1(G) on page 12 changes "the certification"

to "certifying" and changes a "where" to an "if" and otherwise
adopts unchanged the floor language. Mr. Chairman, I move the
adoption of Amendment No. 7, subject to question.

[Amendment No. 7 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
Likewise, Amendment No. 8 to 1(H) on page 13 makes very

minor changes. "By reason of" to "because"; "any" to "a". Mr.
Chairman, I move the adoption of Amendment No. 8.

{^Amendment No . 8 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 9, to 1(1) on page 14, extremely nominal

changes, leaving out "or's" in a series because you only need one
following the last, and adding a comma, and removing a "such,"
Mr. Chairman, subject to question, I move the adoption.

[Amendment No . 9 adopted without
object ion .

]

Amendment No. 10

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 10, likewise, extremely nominal changes because

this thing had extremely nominal changes in line with our usual
practices. We broke sentences in this long veterans' thing; we
broke it into two or three sentences instead of having one long
one; but, it's still pretty long, and without changing substance
tried to simplify that very long, complex and statutory language
that was included. Mr. Chairman, subject to question, I move...

Questions

MR. AVANT
Judge Tate, you remember we had a discussion, and I had

requested a caveat in this section, which I believe the committee
obviously didn't approve it, I forpet, but it ain't here,
so I don't guess we voted to have it. But, my question is this

:

as I read the original language as it was adopted by the conven-
tion, on line 16. .

.

On line 16, at the end of the word "transactions," the first
sixteen lines up to that point very clearly relate to the rule
making power of the Civil Service Commission. My interpretation
of that. It seems to me, is that after the word "transactions"
you're leaving the rule making power, and you're going into another
area because it speaks of the adoption of a uniform pay and
classification plan, employments conditions; employment training
and safety; compensation and disbursements to employees,
etc. Now, the significance of the question is that any regulation
that they adopt under the rule making power has the force and
effect of law, and they may provide disciplinary rules and penalties
and punishment for the violation of such a rule, and I'm particularly
concerned with respect to the area of employee training and safety.
For that reason,! would request that we pass over this amendment
for the moment so that I may prepare an amendment which will
separate those two concepts and offer it to the convention.

MR. TATE
Mr. Avant, would you look at the language, and I do not

recall if we did not... let's see, it says, "including rule
making powers or rules and regulation including the power to
adopt rules for regulating employment ,

"so on, and so on, "and
other personnel matters and transactions; to adopt a uniform pay
and classification plan". It would seem to me that what your
objection is without changing the substance was accomplished by
setting that up as a parallel.

MR. AVANT
No, sir. I think that just the opposite was done because

the phrase "employee training and safety" is before the semi-
colon in the stylized version which appears on page 17, clearly
makes the area of the employee training and safety within the
rule making power of the commission, which has the force and
effect of law, which I don't think was the intent of the conven-
tion.

MR. TATE
Mr. Avant, I remember the discussion clearly now. The dis-

cussion was the adoption of a uniform pay and classification
plan was adopted as a floor amendment and it fell in the middle
of this rule making business, and the committee's best judgment
was—although I know you disagreed and made a vigorous fight for
your point of view— the committee's best judgment was that the
floor amendment that adopted a uniform pay and classification
plan was something that did not... that in its context. If you
took out that adoption of uniform pay and classification plan
as it read before it was put in, the employment division, employee
training, safety and all that, fell clearly within, as it does
now within the rule- making power. Therefore, in order to separate
the idea of the adoption of the uniform pay and classification
plan, whether or not It was in the rule -making power because
it didn't follow dramatically...

MR. AVANT
Well, my only question at this point. Judge Tate, is would

you consider passing over this particular amendment until we
complete the other amendments and let me consider whether or not
I want to offer an alternative amendment? Would you do that?

We're about finished with
MR. TATE

No objection at all, Mr. Avant.
this section, but no objection, sir.

Motion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, I move that we temporarily pass over Amendment

No. 10 until we have completed the other amendments.

MR. HENRY
You don't object. Judge Tate?

MR. TATE
No, sir.

[_Moti on adopted without objection .j

Amendment No . 11

MR. TATE
Will Mr. Dennery consult with Mr. Avant?
Amendment No. 11, which is on Section 1(K) , on page 22 of

your green, made "any person who willfully violates ," it put it

in the language of this statutory provision in the statutory
language "willful violation of any provision shall be a misdemeanor.
It has the same Intent and it makes it as It Is intended to do to
make It sort of a self-executing sort of provision.

{^Amendment No . 11 adopted wi thout
objecti on .

]

Amendment No. 12

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 12 is to Section 1(L) on page 23. There are

—

"such" was changed to "the" twice and otherwise no changes,

Mr. Chairman.

MR. HENRY
That's the extent of the changes?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir.
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[AmendmeJit No . 12 adopted wi thou t

objection

.

]

Amendment No. 13

MR. TATE
Section 1(M) on page 24, we thought It read "to carry out

efficiently and effectively" ; we just said "to implement this

section" rather than to carry out efficiently and effectively

the provisions of the section. We thought it read better, and it

says exactly the same thing. We reconmended separating the first

long sentence into two, and again we use "implement" instead of

that long, long phrase. Mr. Chairman, if there are no questions,

1 move the adoption.

\^Awendment So. 13 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 14

MR. TATE
I wonder if Mr. Avant and Mr. Dennery have been able to dis-

cuss the matter. I don't know if it*s resolvable without a vote

Is the thing that...
We have a couple of more amendments, I'm Informed. I'm sorry

I missed them.

Amendment No. lA, Mr. Chairman. Amendment No- 14 is to 1(N)

on pages 25 and 26 of Committee Proposal No. 9. Amendment No. 14

as you will notice, singularizes "any" to "each city, parish"and

so on. We thought "the latest official decennial federal census"

means exactly the same thing"according to the last preceding
decennial federal census," which shall follow"report of popula-
tion growth as reported to the President of the United States."
The remainder of the changes have to do with the usual stylistic

changes of omitting, putting "these" for "suches". We divided
this long sentence into to three subparagraphs. Otherwise, the

changes are the normal stylistic changes. Mr. Chairman, I move

the adoption of Section 1 and Amendment 15.

[Amendment JVo. 14 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 15

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, let's see, my copy does not have the last amend-

ment. Number 15 is to Section 1(0) on page 28; again, it takes

that long, long, long one sentence paragraph, and breaks it down

into three subparagraphs and to some sentences within each para-

graph. The other changes are stylistically of the nature you

have been approving all along up till now. Mr. Chairman, subject

to objection, I move the adoption of Amendment No. 15.

{^Amendment No. 15 adopted without
objection . Quorum Call: 68 dele-
gates present and a quorum.^

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, I would have no objection to going ahead and

adopting Amendment No. 10 as reconmended by the Committee on

Style and Drafting with the distinct understanding that I will
have the right and the privilege to later request for a suspen-

sion of the rules so that I may offer my amendment as an alter-

native and let the convention decide whether they want the

Style and Drafting version or whether they want to adopt what
I feel was the intent of the section.

MR. HENRY
Do you withdraw your objection?

MR. AVANT
No, I don't withdraw my objection. I only withdraw it

and say that you can...! have no objection to adopting Style
and Drafting's amendment at this time if I have that distinct
understanding that I have that privilege.

MR. HENRY
Well, you always have the privilege to move to suspend the

rules, Mr. Avant, If that... I was doing something else, so I

honestly wasn't paying attention. If you're talking about a

rules suspension, of course, you can always at any time be

recognized ^or that purpose inasmuch as it is a suspension of

the rules. Is that what you're asking?

MR. AVANT
That would be the mechanics by which we had to proceed

under the rules that we have, isn't it?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. I believe it would be.

Point of Information

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, I just want to have it understood that while

Mr. Avant, of course, has the right to ask for a suspension of

the rules, that we are not here agreeing by adopting this amend-

ment that he's going to get a suspension of the rules.

MR. HENRY
I don't think Mr. Avant is asking for that and certainly,

I don't believe that.. ..I don't have the authority to grant such

a bargain or deal and certainly that's not my intention, but

anybody can at any time move to suspend the rules for just about

anything.

Point of Information

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, can't we leave this pending and return this

proposal to the calendar until we have a chance to try and work
it out?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Flory, in my opinion, this is a Style and Drafting problem

as opposed to a substantive problem.

MR. FLORY
Well, there is a question in our mind as to whether or not

it is a substantive change. We are trying to discuss it with
Mr. Dennery to find out actually what the Committee on Style
and Drafting has done by changing and rearranging

MR. HENRY
I suppose it could be returned to the calendar for the time

being, pending what the body there would be no reason....

MR. FLORY
I move that it be returned to the calendar temporarily.

{^Motion to return Commi t tee Proposal
No . 9 temporaril y to the calendar
adopted without objection.]

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, if I understand the situation, it's all been

styled except for Amendment No. 10 and we are waiting for a short

time to see if they can't resolve the fact that it's only a stylistic

rearrangement. Is that right, Mr. Chairman?
Amendment No. 9 was on state and city.

Amendment No. 10 is on firemen civil service. Now, Committee

Proposal No. IC, Firemen Civil Service.

{^notion to call Committee Proposal
No. 10 from the calendar adopted
without objection .^

Committee Proposal No. 10

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
All right. Municipal Fire and Police Civil Service, Proposal

No. 10, you will see before you this very, very short....
The next committee proposal we intended to call up is

Committee Proposal No. 10 on Firemen's and Police Civil Service.

As you can see, it's a short.... one amendment revision which
breaks that long paragraph up insofar as possible into separate

subparagraphs , it makes no change in substance. If you will hurry

up and adopt the amendment before Mr. Flory notices what we've done
to firemen's and police civil service, we will save a lot of

discussion. Mr. Chairman, before Mr. Flory studies it close, I

move the adoption of Amendment No. 1.

[^Amendment No . 1 adopted wi thou

t

objection . Motion to take up Com-
mittee Proposal No. 34 adopted
wi thout objection

.

]
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Committee Proposal No. 34

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
Now, [Committee Proposal] No. 34, when you see it, looks like

this.... it's got a little green; it's got a little gold— three pages
of gold caveat; and it's got a white; stapled in the middle and you
go presto, like that. We'll take up the green amendments first as
we did it before and then the caveat yellow amendments. This has
to do, of course, with natural resources, Article VIII, Natural
Resources. Mr. Chairman, Amendment No. 1 is to Section 1, on the
right-hand side of page 1. The changes ,as you notice ,remove a
comma when it says, "The legislature shall implement this policy
by appropriate legislation!' .just says, "it shall enact laws to
implement this policy". Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of
Amendment No. 1.

[^Amendment No . 1 adopted without
object! on

.

J

Amendment No. 2

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 2, Mr.

of your green materials,
out the clause about the

that "the legislature may
authority to regulate nat
provision right here in S

it's to call it to your a

as you may notice, are str
others, but they are the
Chairman, if there is no
Amendment No . 2

.

Chairman, is Co Section 2, on page 2

You will remember yesterday we left
Public Service Commission's authority
give the Public Service Commission
ural gas"because it's contained in this
ection 2 and that's not a change, but
ttention. The changes in this article,
ictly stylistic in nature as are all the
standard changes we are making. Mr.
question, I would move the adoption of

[_Amendmen t No . 2 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 3, Mr. Chairman, is to Section 3 on page 3

of your green materials. The changes are fairly nominal, of

course, there is a rechange in numbering because. .. .because
wha t . . .

.

...because, apparently, when it passed the floor another
Section 3 was not passed, so this Section 4 becomes Section 3....
and otherwise , the changes as a nature are strictly the usual
stylistic clianges that we have been approving up till now, sir.
I move the adoption, subject to questions, of Amendment No. 3.

[^Amendmen t No . 3 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 4 is to Section 4 (A), on page 6 at the top.

This is a reservation of mineral rights; it changes the "where"
to "when", "Mineral rights on all property;" just "on property','

it means the same thing, "sold by the state' ,. ."may buy or redeem"
was changed to "buy or redeem" to the present tense. In other
words, the normal stylistic changes, Mr. Chairman. I move the
adoption of Amendment No. 4, subject to questions.

[^Amendment No . 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 5

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 5 on [Section] 4 (B) , on page 4, adds an "of"

to carry out the series. We could have either left out the "of*s"
after the first one. But, in this case, it read better if we added
an "of" to cany out the parallelism and that's about all we did;
we changed "any" to "a" in each instance. Mr. Chairman, I move
the adoption of Amendment No. 5.

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 6 is to Section 5, on page 5 ,of your materials;

it was a former Section 6 (1) that was added. All we did there
was to say "the state" instead of repeating the "State of Louisiana"
Mr. Chairman, subject to questions, I move the adoption of that
amendment.

[Amendment No . 6 adopted without
objection .

]

Amendment No. 7

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Chairman, let me explain the next one.

On Amendment No. 7 deletes lines 30 to 35 on page 2 and lines
1 through 5 on page 3 as it passed the floor. This had to do
with definition as used in Article XI, Section 4 (D) what
state-owned property means and it exempted the provisions of
this section or the provisions of Article XVI," it shall apply
to property comprising the Russell Sage Wildlife and Game
Refuge. Yesterday, you approved removing this language and
placing it in the proposal yesterday adopted in Committee
Proposal No. 15 of Revenue, Finance and Taxation, which is
about the allocation of service taxes ,but ,particularly of
royalities to the local parishes; it's already been Included,
so it may be deleted at this point. Mr. Chairman, I move the
adoption of Amendment No. 7.

[Amendment No . 7 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 8 simply clianges title numbers on the original

enrollment; let me be absolutely sure that's what it Is. It simply

changes section numbers in the Section 7 which now becomes

Section 6, Tldelands Ownership. That's the only effect of those

changes which is at the top of page 7 on your green materials. Mr.

Chairman, I move the adopt ion of that amendment

.

[^Amendment No.
objection

.

]

8 adopted without

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. 9 1

long section about funds from offs
escrow pending settlement of the t

changes made are obviously In line
move the adoption of Amendment No.

that this is one of those provlslo
the body of tlie constitution and p
upon the final styling which will

constitution as this transitional
move the adoption of Amendment No,

s on page 7 to Section 7, that
hore mineral leases held in

idelands dispute. The stylistic
with tlie standard practice. I

9. I want to note, Mr. Chairman,

ns we may be able to remove from

ut in the transitional portions
eventually accomplish a shorter

matter expires. Mr. Chairman, I

9.

[^Amendment No .

objection .

]

9 adopted without

MR. TATE
Amendment

Commission. Y

we will liave s

amendments str
amendments, as
minerals, are 1

to your attent
these amendmen
strictly styll
sentences and
rearranges it

Amendment No. 10

No. 10 is to Section 8, the Wildlife and Fisheries
ou will see that after this. ... shortly after this,

ome yellow amendments on this section. But, these

ictly stylize as It came off the floor. The yellow
will the yellow amendment that is proposed to offshore

ntended to clarify the Intent. But, we are calling It

ion because you may or may not wish to add them. But,

ts to Section 8 provide by Amendment No. 10 is

Stic, it breaks the long sentence up into several

made without any change of substance; it slightly

Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of Amendment No. 10.

{^Amendment No. 5 adopted without
objection

.

J

[Amendment No . 10 adopted without
objection

.

]
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Amendment No. 11

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 11 is to Section 9 (A), on page 10 of your

green materials. This is simply a stylistic rearrangement with
very minor changes; for instance, it doesn't repeat "the legislature"
but it would say "enact laws"instead of "enact provisions" to make
sure that we know that they are talking about laws being made. We
will come back to this later on but right now it's a stylistic
arrangement of Section 9 (A).

Question

MR. HERNAfJDEZ

Judge, when are you going to take up your caveat amendment?

MR. TATE
Right away, right when we finish these technical amendments.

I think the ones you are interested in are [Amendment No.] 16 and
17, and we are now on [Amendment No.) 11 and the others should go
fast at the last.

Is there any objection to Amendment excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
Are there any questions? Subje< t to questions, 1 move the
adoption of Amendment No. 11.

add a couple of words, we thought we better do it in a yellow
manner... I mean yellow paper, not yellow, yellow. Now, the
amendment, in effect, if you will go to... on your green... on
your yellow one here it adds "upon such settlement" on line 9
on your right-hand side. On your green copy, it would add "upon
such settlement" at the end of line 14 as an introductory phrase
to the sentence now beginning on page 15; the reason being that
at first reading, it really does not need this language to clarify
it. But, at first reading it says "the funds derived from offshore
mineral leases and held in escrow shall be deposited In the state
treasury when received." Now, it's held pending settlement shall
be deposited when received. Well, obviously, the funds held in
escrow pending the settlement of the dispute between the United
States and our state can't be deposited in our state treasury;
they are ir escrow. But, as you read it fast, it seems to mean
as soon as you get them, you are supposed to deposit them in the
state treasury which you can't do. So, to clarify so that, just so
it reads better, it doesn't need this in the legal sense, to clarify
it when it's settled there are to be... when the dispute is settled,
they are to be deposited in the state treasury and applied to debts and
all of that. We recommended adding the words "upon such settlement"
and that is the effect of Amendment No. 15 which is pending before
you. Mr. Chairman, I yield to questions. If there are none, move
tor its adoption.

{^Amendment No. 11 adopted without
objection

.

J

{^Amendment No. 15 adopted without
objection

.

]

I

Amendment No. 12

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 12 is to Section 9 (B) strictly stylistic

changes about the Louisiana Forestry Commission. After this,
we will come to the caveat amendments in a sliort time, but these
are strictly stylistic amendments. Mr. Chairman, I move the
adoption of Amendment No. 12.

[Amendment No. 12 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 13

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 13, to State Forestry (Section) 9 (C) on

page 11, very minor stylistic changes, "he must be", "he shall be"
'k graduate from" "a graduate of" believing that to be preferable
grammar. Mr. Chairman, I move. .. .subject to any questions, I

move the adoption of Amendment No. 13.

[Amendment No. 13 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 14

MR. TATE
All right. Now, Amendment No. 14 deletes on page 4, lines 33

through 35 and on page 5, lines 1 through 4. These amendments pro-
vided that — the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Commission
Enforcement Officers — nothing relating to civil service shall
prevent the legislature from enacting laws supplementing civil
service plan with regard to them. We recommended dpletion at
this point because they were inserted in Section 1 (A) of CP 9

.

If you will look, we just approved that, where we said "nothing
herein shall prevent the legislature from enacting laws" so and
so "uniform pay plans for sworn" so on and so and "regularly
conmissloned officers of the enforcement division of the Department
of Wildlife and Fisheries." In other words, we put it in one [Section)
1 (A) of the civil service proposal and is unnecessary here. So,
I recommend...! move, Mr. Chairman, subject to questions, the adoption
of Amendment No. 14 deleting the language in question from the original
proposal.

[Amendment No. 14 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 15

MR. TATE
Now, the first caveat amendment we do not regard. .. there is

no objection to it; some people thought we shouldn't even make it
a caveat amendment that is purely stylistic but because it does

Amendment No. 16

MR. TATE
Now, Mr. Chairman, the next yellow amendment— I understand

there Is some opposition to it, there was some on our committee,
there was... I believe it was a narrow division on our committee,
I don't remember right now—but the effect of this next amendment.
Amendment No. 16, which is proposed as a caveat anendment for
your consideration. You can consider whether this clarification
should be needed or whether if, in your view, it is substantive. We
are not recommending it. We are calling it to you attention. Now,
you see, as this amendment .. .as we talked about the... this is
Amendment No. 16. We, in Section 8 as you restyled it, we talked...
we said "there shall— the control" of so and so "is vested in
the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission consisting of seven
members", etc. Now, in view of the dispute that arose as to
clarification of other offices we have tried to clarify the
circumstance that in the view of at least those who recommended
this amendment to you, for your consideration, that the Department
of Wildlife and Fisheries we should say "The commission shall be,"
in effect, we are adding the language on pages 9 and 10.... up
to 11, "The comnittee shall be In the executive branch", in effect,
that's what we are adding to specify that this is one of the....
that is an executive branch and because in view of thosa who
recommended it, it could not be in the legislature branch; it couldn't
be in the judicial branch; it had to be in the executive branch. In
the view of those who recommended it, we better save a lawsuit right now,
that although its constitutional powers could not be reallocated
under the constitution it could be subject to the administrative
organization of the government provided by the Executive Branch
Article. In other words, there could be one master Department of
Natural Resources which has three or four of these departments in
it. But, we know there is disagreement on our committee as a
closely divided vote. Mr. Chairman, 1 will yield to either questions
or to other speakers, of course.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Judge Tate, the policy or the position of the Committee on

Style and Drafting has been that when we recommended a change or
when we submitted a change for the consideration of the convention,
we don't recommend anything, that we did it in this form because
we felt that it probably was a substantive change. Is that not a
correct statement?

MR. TATE
No, Mr. Avant . I would say because. ... if there is any substantial

view in either comnittee that it is substantive change or that it
changes the sense, because we can recommend substantive changes, as
1 view the rules, if they are Inconsistent. But, if there is any
substantial view either that some think it might be a substantive
change, or some think it's a policy clarification, or some think
that for any other reason there is any question about our doing it,
we do submit it in the yellow form to let the members decide what
they want, what their views are. We don't take any stand on the
merits of the change.
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MR. AVANT
All right, that's right. Well, there was a substantive view

on the ComniittGe on Style and Drafting that this was a definite
substantive change and the amendment itself was submitted only by
a very close vote, I think, maybe one or two votes; is that not
correct?

MR. TATE
That is correct, Mr. Avant.

MR. AVANT
1 believe it was one vote.

MR. TATE
That is correct. I don*t remember whether this one was the

six to five or the seven to four, but there Is no question that it

was a substantial division.

Point of Order

MR. AVANT
Well, Mr. Chairman, I had already been recognized and I asked

ray question. At this time, I would like to raise a point of order
and suggest that the amendment suggested by the Committee on Style
and Drafting makesa substantive change in the document and, therefore,
is out of order. I would like to have the privilege of speaking
on that objection.

Explanation

....and, the legislature has not seen fit to tamper with it.

MR. ROY
Did you know that 1 don't even think that we should have

had it constltutionalized much less now not being able to be

reorganized?

MR. AVANT
Well, Mr. Roy, you are certainly entitled to your opinion.

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Avant, if we don't say anything about it, don't you

think It would be in the Executive Department?

MR, AVANT
No, sir, I don't.

MR. NEWTON
Well, if we don't put it in the Executive Department, are

we going to put it in the Judicial or the Legislative?

MR. AVANT
It would be an independent constitutional commission.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Avant, the proposed amendment here that the Style and

Drafting Committee has presented to the convention Is the same
thing that was adopted by this convention yesterday with regard
to the Public Service Commission; isn't It?

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the section in this

committee proposal which relates to the Wildlife and Fisheries
Commission makes no mention whatsoever that it shall be in the

executive branch of government as various other articles

—

particularly, I'm thinking of the Civil Service Commission.
There was a specific statement that "there shall be a Civil
Service Commission within the executive branch. " Now, what
this amendment does is to suggest to you that you should adopt
a specific statement in this section, and I will read it to you,

"The commission shall be in the executive branch. " Now, if you

will remember the discussion when this section was on the floor

before, this convention voted overwhelmingly to create an independent,

constitutional Wildlife and Fisheries Commission to control and

supervise the wildlife of this state and the aquatic life of this

state. If you will recall, it was pointed out in the discussions

that the people of this state have on not one but four or five

occasions overwhelmingly voted against constitutional amendments
which would tamper with the constitutional status of the Wildlife

and Fisheries Commission. Now, if you put this commission in the

executive branch, you know what that does! it will become subject

to the reorganization plan and it will be up to the legislature

to consolidate it with any other agency they may want to or to

interfere with, or take away from its powers and independence in

any manner that best suits their judgment at the moment which is

something that I respect fully submit to you that the people of

this state have shown time and time again that they do not want*

and for that reason, I would ask that you reject this amendment.

That you would leave it as it was adopted by tliis convention;

namely, an independent, constitutional Wildlife and Fisheries

Commission which is the way the people of this state want it.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Yes, sir. It is.

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Avant, aren't we both members of the Committee on Style

and Drafting?

MR. AVANT
We are, sir.

MR. ASSEFF
Isn't it a fact that on the vote, the original vote was five

to five with one abstaining?

MR. AVANT
That's correct, sir.

MR. ASSEFF
Didn't that person originally feel that it was substantive

and should be referred to the substantive committee, and at

the last minute changed his vote to make it six to five; isn't
that a fact?

MR. AVANT
That is correct

.

MR. ASSEFF
Isn't it also true that if we took no action that the two

commissions would be within the Executive Branch, but as regula-
tory commissions, and not subject to the provisions of Article IV?

If we vote to put them specifically, then I'm asking this for
the record in my opinion, and I'm asking if you agree, we are
making them subject to the provisions of Article IV?

MR. ROY

Mr. Avant, under the present creation of the present Wildlife
and Fisheries Commission it Is subject to reorganization by the
legislature; is it not?

MR. AVANT
I don't believe it is, Mr. Roy. I would like for you to point

out to me how it is

.

MR. AVANT
There's no question about it. If you put that amendment .. .if

you adopt this amendment, there's no question about that. Dr. Asseff.

MR. ASSEFF
As this now stands, they would still be within the Executive

Branch, but independent commissions.

MR. ROY
Under Article IV, Section 32 of the present constitution

it is.

MR. AVANT
That's correct.

I urge that you vote this amendment out of order.

MR. AVANT
Well, the people of this state have demonstrated time and time

again they don't want It tampered with.

MR. ROY
Well, we're not talking about tampering

Further Discussion

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, I rise In support of this amendment. There

are only three branches of government. Mr. Avant would have
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US elect another branch of government called wildlife, and I

don't think that that's required under these circumstances.

The opportunity yesterday was presented to adopt a fifth branch

of government, that is the Public Service Commission. This

convention wisely put the Public Service Commission under the

Executive Branch where it belongs. You're either going to

have three departments of government: Executive, Legislative

and Judicial; or you're not. Now, properly, the Commission

on Wildlife and Fisheries belongs in the Executive Department,

and it belongs under a department head concerned with wildlife

and fisheries, and recreation and parks, and the other similarly

allied facets of our state government in a proper scheme of

reorganization. 1 think the amendment is in order. This is

where a Wildlife and Fisheries Commission belongs—that's in

the Executive Department. 1 doubt there could be much ques-

tion about it except those raised by Mr. Avant.

Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Stagg, is it whether it belongs in the Executive Branch

or is this amendment adding substance to our proposal?

MR. STAGG
Mrs. Warren, I simply believe it states the obvious, and

by stating the obvious it is that this commission must be in
one of the three coordinate branches of state government.

MRS. WARREN
Yes, but couldn't we move that it was a substantive change,

and then turn around and adopt It because it is a substantive
change, and I'm not speaking for or against it because 1 feel
kind of like you, but I know it Is a substantive change.

MR. STAGG
Well, Mrs. Warren, I think that it belongs where they have

put it. For that reason in . .

.

this amendment, wouldn't it be possible then to negate the

Idea of twenty departments in the Executive Department and have
twenty-one or twenty-two departments, or twenty-three?

MR. ROY
We'd have them strung out all over. Let me tell you that

this particular section has been decided and interpreted by the

Louisiana Supreme Court on two occasions, one of which was

Hlgglnbotham v. City pi Baton Rouge . 1 don't have that before
me, and there was a more recent decision. The way that the

legislature's tried to consolidate L.S.U. and other state board

of educations under Act 712 was pursuant to Article 3, Section 32

of the constitution.

Further Discussion

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, speaking for the majority,

however narrow, of the Committee on Style and Drafting, as well as 1

understood, for the Natural Resource Commdttee, we do not regard
this as at all substantive. Whether or not we say it's in the
Executive Branch, it Is in the Executive Branch. Whether or not
we say so, it's one of those divisions of government that is
subject to be rearranged without disturbing its constitutional
allocation of duties. Now, we adopted yesterday on the Public
Service Commission the clarifying amendment, not to change the
substance, but to save a lawsuit later on. 1 suggest to you,
I suggest to you that it would be more appropriate, now, once
you've made the decision on the Public Service Commission to

go ahead and be consistent than to leave it out. I think
whether it's adopted or not, it's a part of the Executive
Branch. There's no way out of it in my opinion. It cannot
be disturbed within its constitutional allocation of duty. So,

therefore, Mr. Chairman, not in the interest of any substantive
interest, but in the interest of consistency, I ask for your
favorable consideration of the yellow amendment in question-

MRS. WARREN
I understand, but what I'm trying to say, is it a change?

MR. STAGG
I think It's a change only In the form of the sentence. Ma'am.

Everybody should know that this conmiission has got to be put
somewhere. It is not...

Further Discussion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, 1

wish you would give me your attention for just a moment to point
out what the present constitution says with respect to all of

these issues that are being raised by Mr. Avant and others that

we're making a substantive change. Now,l asked him specifically,
"doesn't the present constitution provide that the Wildlife and
Fisheries Commission and all other constitutional boards and
commissions may be consolidated and changed by the legislature?"
He said,he didn't think so; in his opinion, he didn't know. If

you'll get page twenty-one of your constitutional material,
you'll see under Article III, Section 32; Merger or Consolidation
of Similar Executive and Administrative Offices. "The legislature
is authorized to provide for the merger or consolidation into
one department of all executive and administrative offices, boards,
or commissions, whether created in this constitution or otherwise,
whose duties or functions are of a similar nature or character,
and in the event of any such consolidation or merger, to reduce
the number of offices at the end of that current term." Nothing
could be more explicit. I don't know why we think now we've got
to sanctify the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, which I don't
chink should have been in the constitution in the first place,
but because of the politics of it, because of the past, we have
reconstitutionalized. I don't have any hang-up about that,but
I do have a hang-up when we start saying that a board or a

comnisslon that we put in this present constitution is going to
be immunized from any type of consolidation, reorganization, or
what have you,on the part of the legislature when historically
they have always been subject to that. So, I ask that you cut
through the technical arguments and just vote to make the change
that is suggested by Style and Drafting. I think it's in order.
I don't think It's a substantive change, and I think that it-'s

something we absolutely need. Thank you.

Question

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Roy, I tried to get to ask this question of Mr. Stagg,

but I think you can answer it just as well. If we don't adopt

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Tate, when you start off in the Executive Article and

you say that the following offices are in the Executive Branch...
when you start off and you name some, and then you say others,
and then you get over in other parts of the constitution, and
you're dealing with other instrumentalities, I'm going to call
them, and you say specifically some are in the Executive Branch,

and you say nothing about the others, wouldn't you think that
a reasonable interpretation of that would be that when you name
some and you didn't name others that those that you didn't
name weren't in the contemplation of the Executive Branch?

MR. TATE
It would certainly create a possible . construction.

In my opinion, though, when it says "Executive Branch shall
consist of the governor," etc., etc., "and all other executive
officers, agencies, and instrumentalities of the state," I

can see no way in the world that the Wildlife and Fisheries
Conmission could be a part of the Legislative Branch, or part
of the Judicial Branch. It seems to me after the lawsuit is
over and the debt is settled, it would have to be settled that it

is in that branch.

MR. AVANT
Well, Judge Tate, if the issue was presented squarely to

this convention on this amendment, and the convention says,
"We're not going to say it's in the Executive Branch" ;don'

t

you think that's of some significance?

MR. TATE
Frankly, Mr. Avant, as I see it, no court could say that

it's in the Judicial Branch or the Legislative Branch. I mean
I hate to... I won't prejudge a question. If it ever comes up,
I'll study it first and come to the same conclusion, I'm sure*
because it's the only logical conclusion. I'm Just Joking...
I'm not going to joke about it here, anymore.

MR. GOLDMAN
Judge Tate, if we don't put it in one branch, and then it

came up in court, couldn't you say it's in a broken branch
somewhere on the ground?

MR. TATE
I think that's a funny, Mr. Goldman. But, they don't laugh

at my funnies; and I'm not going to laugh at yours.
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MR. DREW
Judge, 1£ we adopted this amendment that has been proposed

here, then the legislature under their mandate would have to

put In the twenty departments, wouldn't they?

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. Drew, but as I read the Executive Department,

they have to anyway. I think it's a member of the Executive
Branch whether we say it or not, and all we're trying to do

in my opinion is to avoid the possible lawsuit that someone

might raise because its constitutional allocation of duties

could not be affected but it might for administrative purposes

be in a department of Natural Resources include a bunch of

these things.

MR. DREW
If it is not put in the Executive Department, and the

legislature does not reallocate, what is the lawsuit going to

be; to mandamus the legislature?

MR. TATE
To reallocate them. yes, sir.

MR. DREW
To mandamus the legislature?

MR TATE
I see what you mean. Someone might not bring the lawsuit.

I just anticipate the legislature to perform Its duty, put it

in one of the branches, and then somebody will file a lawsuit

to get it out from under administrative control on... and

all those sort of things.

MR. DREW
Well, Judge, the point I'm trying to make, the only lawsuit

that could be brought if it's not put In the Executive Department,

there is no absolute, unqualified mandate to the legislature to

consolidate into the twenty; la It?

MS. TATE
Yes, sir. You're quite right.

created commission, independent as possible from the Executive
Branch. This, as I pointed out when we discussed this before,
when it was passed by the convention, the Wildlife and Fisheries
Conmission is extremely popular with the... those men who hunt
and fish in the State of Louisiana. There Is a lot of hunters
and fishermen in this state. They want an independent Wildlife
and Fisheries Commission, and I urge you to consider this large
segment of our population that wants it this way, and at least
consider their desires and oppose this caveat amendment proposed
by the committee. I urge your rejection of this amendment.

Questions

MR. STAGG
Pete, when you made your original pitch for the Wildlife

and Fisheries Commission to be in the constitution, and you will
recall that it,like a lot of other boards, by the Executive
Branch, was left out of the constitution to be statutory. All

you pleaded with us at that time was that it be in the constitu-
tion. Now, you come back today, and you want It to be a fully
Independent commission, which is a change in your view from
before. How do you explain to us that you've now changed your

position from that held when you argued for It simply to be in

the constitution?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Stagg, my position is not changed, I, frankly, never

anticipated Style and Drafting would propose a caveat change like

they have propose here to put It under the Executive Department.

I didn't think that...

MR. STAGG
Do you also, Pete, believe that the Forestry Commission should

be an Independent free standing commission?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well. I would like to see it that way, but that's a hopeless

case. In the present constitution, It is under the Executive

Department, and I think there's no way to get away from that.

But, it's not subject to the same reorganization changes that

could take place with the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission.

MR. DREW
Well, I say, you take this under the agencies. But, as

Mr. Avant said, where we have designated those in the Executive

Department, and have not designated others, don't you think our

intent is very clear there, although it may be a broken branch?

MR, TATE
Well, no, Mr. Drew, honestly, I don't see how, when we told

them that all these things were in the Executive Branch, and

have to. .

.

Further Discussion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, it seems to me that we are discussing

what is immaterial. What the Constitution of 1921 says is imma-
terial. It Is what we place in this constlfution. It is not
quite as simple as Judge Tate presented it. Our committee was
closely divided. I repeat: five for; five against; one abstained
because he really felt it was substantive, and should be returned
to the Substantive Conmittee. He did not vote, but when we revoted
he did vote, 6 to 5. So, I don't think you should say that the
learned conmittee has spoken because the learned committee is very
divided. It Is my opinion that if we leave it as it is that it

still will be in the Executive Department, and that is not before
you. But, if we place it as we are doing, and that may be what
this convention wants, we are subjecting it to the provisions
of Article IV, the including reorganization. Now, if that is

what you want, vote for it. But, in my opinion, it is a sub-
stantive change. The decision is yours. Do you want it in
the Executive Branch, subject to all of the provisions of
Article IV. or don't you? It's just that simple. I voted with
the five because I felt the convention wanted it as an independent
commission. If you don't, well, then, vote the way you prefer
it. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, d'^legates.

Further Discussion

MR HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the commission. I rise

in support of Mr. Avant's plea for you to reject this amendment
for the reason that it places it under the Executive Department.
I feel that the convention has voted to establish the Wildlife
and Fisheries Commission as an independent constitutlonally-

MR. STAGG
Did you vote yesterday that the Public Service Conmlsslon be

a part of the Executive Branch?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir; I did not.

MR. STAGG
I'll accede that you did not. But, should it have been left

a free standing commission so that the government is composed
of an Executive and a Legislative and a Judicial branch, and
then this commission and that commission and that commission
to where reorganization of state government becomes an absolute
hodgepodge; is that what you propose to this convention?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir, not enough of them, but I don't think that this

constitution Is going to be damaged in any way by leaving this

MR. STAGG
What you want, then, is Wildlife and Fisheries Commission

to be unlike anything else in the state; is that what you propose?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, yes , sir.

MR.

It is different.

ROY
Mr. Hernandez, how can you say that your purpose is to take

the Wildlife and Fisheries out of politics, or out of politics

of the Executive Branch, when it's the Executive Branch that

nominates the people who serve on it?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, that is the.. .like so many other commissions. They

are appointed by the governor, and should be appointed by the

governor, but they should feel a certain responsibility to

the people of the State of Louisiana, especially those that hunt

and fish; and there is a large segment of our population that

does hunt and fish, and another large segment is sympathlc to

the preservation of our wildlife.

MR. ROY

Are you really of the opinion that what we have written here
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will permit the Executive Branch to reorganize It, or don't you

realize that we're leaving the reorganization to the Legislative

Branch; therefore, we do remove them from the politics of the

Executive?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, sir, I do not fully agree with that.

MR. ROY
Well, how can you not when we Just passed It the other day

that the legislature shall make the reorganization, and only In

the absence of any stand taken by the legislature, the Executive

could do certain things?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, that's in there now, and there's no effort made to

take that out of this provision.

MR. GOLDMAN
Doesn't the Wildlife and Fisheries Commission have to get

money from the legislature to operate?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, certainly, they do.

MR. GOLDMAN
And they are appointed by the governor? How can you call

them Independent, then? No one's independent.

MR. HERNANDEZ
I said "independently created" in the constitution.

MR. GOLDMAN
Thank you very much.

[^Previous Question ordered.]

We have pending the section on the attorney general on Executive

Committee Proposal N9. 4. 1 know that the amendments that have

come this morning may clarify that. We have only two more things

and I've asked Mr. Tobias, the Vice-chairman, to present these

because he's got something sneaky that we're going to try to

put over on you now.

[,>lotion to call Committee Proposal No.

30 from the calendar and to suspend
the rules to consider the report at

this time adopted without objection .]

Committee Proposal No. 30

Amendment No. 1

MR. TOBIAS
Committee Proposal No. 30 is on pink paper, which at the

top is labled "green copy," which I'll never be able to figure

out. The stylistic changes are basically technical in nature.

These are schedule provisions. Amendment No. 1 deals with the

Board of Regents. It simply clarifies and shortens the language.

I'll yield to any questions.

[Amendment No. 1 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 2

MR. TOBIAS
Amendment No. 2 deals with Section 3, affecting the Board

of Supervisors of L.S.U. It conforms basically to the same

stylistic changes that we made on the Board of Regents. I'll

yield to any questions, and move the favorable adoption of the

amendment

.

Closing

MR. AVANT
I just want to say this:

But to be practical about it,

to help this constitution when

five times in the last twenty

this coimnission to be the subj

then you go ahead and say that

But, if you do, I respectfully

right in the teeth of what the

time and time again they want

that this amendment is out of

you've heard all the arguments,
if you think that you're going

the people of this state have

years said that they do not want
ect of tampering and meddling,

this amendment's in order.

tell you that you're going

people of this state have said

to do, and I ask you to vote

order.

{^Convention declared Amendment in
order: 60-40. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

MR. TATE
Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the debate Is self-explanatory.

I move for the adoption of the clarifying amendment.

[^Amendment No. 16 adoptet^ without
objecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 17

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, the next amendment, in view of Mr. Hernandez's

concession, and in view of your next vote, I suppose is relatively

noncontroversial. It does the same thing as the Louisiana Forestry

Cooniisslon. It just says, "the commission shall be in the Executive

Branch." That's the effect of the amendment. Amendment No. 17 is

effective in that It just specifies that it's in the Executive

Branch in order—for the same reasons we mentioned. Mr. Chairman,

if there are no questions, and if there's no objection, I move

the adoption of that clarifying amendment.

[Amendment No. 17 adopted without
objection

.

]

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, right now we have pending Committee Proposal...

the styling on Committee Proposal No. 9 on that one Section I-J;

I don't know if Mr. Avant and Mr. Dennis have worked it out.

[Amendment No. 2 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 3

MR. TOBIAS
Amendment No. 3 deals with Section 4 on the State Board of

Elementary and Secondary Education, and the Board of Trustees

for state colleges and universities. It conforms to the language

that we have styled in Sections 2 and 3, and I'll move the

adoption of the amendment, and yield to any questions.

[^Amendment No. 3 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TOBIAS
Amendment No. 4 is on the rear—on the back of the amendment

page— it just coniorms and changes Sections 7, 8, and 9 to Sections

5, 6, and 7 to conform to the Education Article. I move. . . it

adds a comma after No. 6. I move the favorable adoption of the

amendment

.

[^Amendment No. 4 adopted without
objection. Motion to call Committee
Proposal No. 36 from the calendar
and to suspend the rules to consider
the report at this time adopted with-
out objection

.

]

Committee Proposal No. 36

Amendment No. 1

MR. TOBIAS
C. P. No. 36 is on the blue paper labeled green copy.

We have people that are color-blind in two different ways. There

is a set of caveat amendments, which we will explain in a few minutes,

but we shall take up the substantive ones first. Amendment No. 1

just conforms the language to clarify it conforming to the Style

and Drafting Manual and I move the adoption of Amendment No. 1,

and yield to any questions.

[.Amendment No. 1 adopted without
objection

.

]
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Amendment No. 2

MR TOBIAS
Amendment No. 2 moves . . . changes Paragraph (B) in the

original committee proposal and moves it down to Paragraph (C)

and vice versa. It also moves the last sentence in the language

adopted on the floor first, the first sentence last, the sentence

to last sentence is split Into two sentences. The last sentence is

moved down and it just clarifies the language as adopted on the

floor. I move the favorable adoption of Amendment No. 2 and yield

to any questions.

[^Amendment No . 2 adopted without
object! on

.

]

Amendment No . 3

MR. TOBIAS
Amendment No. 3 is on the rear of the amendment page. It

was originally Paragraph (B) . It clarifies the language as

adopted by the floor of the convention. I move its favorable
adoption and yield to any questions.

[^Amendment No . 3 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TOBIAS
Amendment No. 4 changes the title from"the convention

called by the legislation" to "constitutional convention." It

clarifies the language as adopted by the floor. It's been approved
by the Committee on Bill of Rights as containing no changes. I

move favorable adoption and yield to any questions.

\_Amendment No. 4 adopted without
objecti on . ]

Amendment No. 5

MR. TOBIAS
Amendment No. 5 deals with Section 3. There are no changes,

except to change the section number from A to 3. I move the

adoption of the amendment and yield to any questions.

[Amendment No

.

oh ject ion .

]

5 adopted wi thout

Amendment No. 6

MR. TOBIAS
The next amendment, Amendment No. 6 is a caveat amendment.

It clarifies language as adopted by the floor of the convention

dealing with the rules of the House of the Legislature. As

originally introduced on the floor of the convention, there was

some ambiguity as to what the phrase "in accordance with the rules

of the Houses of the Legislature" meant. This particular amendment

clarifies the question whether an amendment. . . a resolution
introduced in one house must conform to the rules of the other
house. This clarifies it so as to make it that it would conform
in each house to the rules of that house. I move the favorable

adoption of the amendment and yield to any questions.

\_Amendment No . 6 adopted wi thout
object ion

.

]

Delegate Proposal No. 32

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Chairman, the Drew Proposal No. 32,

since it was incorporated in Committee Proposal No. 10^ we reported
a recommendation to delete it in Committee Proposal No. 32. The
amendment—which should or should not be on your desk—just says
amend . . . page 1, delete lines 12 through 18 in entirety, and

the note says because it has previously been inserted in the Judicial
Branch. Mr. Chairman, I move the favorable adoption of this

Amendment No. 1 to Committee Proposal No. 32.

Questions

MR. DREW
Judge, as I understand it, my amendment has been incorporated

in the Judiciary Article, and what you're doing is just disposing

of the delegate proposal now?

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. Drew, we had without formally reporting it, we

had incorporated the substance. . . recommended to the convention

to incorporate the substance as a caveat amendment. It's in the

Judiciary Article, mechanically that to clear away what happened

to Delegate Proposal No. 22 and for that reason, we recommend its

deletion since we have already incorporated its substance in the

Judiciary Article.

MR. DREW
There's no change in what we've done, it's just deleting

it from the Delegate Proposal?

MR. TATE
Absolutely no change, Mr. Drew.

{^Amendmen t No . 1 adopted without
object ion .

]

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, I understand that the Committee Proposal No. 9

that we held over on Civil Service, Mr. Avant and Mr. Dennery

have worked out clarifying amendments to our Committee Amendment

No. 10.

[_Motion to call Commi t tee Propes a 1 No .

9 from the calendar adopted without
objecti on

.

J

Motion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, I would like at this time to move and

if it requires a suspension of the rules to do so, I request

a suspension of the rules. I wish to offer an amendment to

the Amendment No. 10 which was offered by the Committee

on Style and Drafting. Now, that amendment of the Committee

on Style and Drafting has not yet been adopted, but I would like

to amend it before it's adopted if that's possible; if not,

go on and adopt it and then I'll move for a suspension of the rules.

MR. HENRY
I think we're going to proceed with some sort of semblance

of organization; we're going to have to adopt the amendment.

Amendment No. 7

MR. TOBIAS
Amendment No. 7 deals with the question of whether the

governor must promulgate and declare an amendment to be adopted.

As adopted on the floor of the convention there was no way that. .

there was no mandatory language that the governor had to proclaim

the adoption of the amendment.
A caveat Amendment No. 7 would say that the governor must

proclaim the adoption of the amendment which would allow a person

to mandamus the governor. . . a citizen to mandamus the governor

to promulgate it. In other words, it's just making it mandatory
on one state agent that he . . . the governor that he declare the

adoption of this proposal. I move the favorable adoption of the

amendment; yield to any questions.

[Amendment No . 7 adopted wi thout
objecti on

.

]
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MR. AVANT
Well, that will be satisfactory.

Point of Information

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, In consideration of this matter would it

be asking too much for somebody to tell us what the problem is

and what we're trying to do, so that we can Intelligently act

on this?

MR. HENRY
I think that Judge Tate might be able to explain that when

he talks about the amendment to Section 10 which is going to be

to which, if it's adopted, an amendment by Mr. Avant will be

offered. So, Judge Tate, if you will, explain the nature of the

problem here?
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Committee Proposal No. 9 Questions

Amendment No. 10

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. ChaiTTnan* Ajnendment No. 10 is the restylization

of Section 1 (J)of Llie Civil Service Article. In 1 (A) . . . (J)

(1) (a) a floor amendnent was inserted which, as inserted, changed

the flow and the consecutive nature of the ideas expressed. We styled

it in accordance with the floor passage to reflect the seeming

intent reflected by the floor passage. We would therefore recommend

adoption of Amendment No. 10. But, Mr. Dennery and Mr. Avant have

worked out the clarifying language that would more accurately carry

out the real intent of the entire provision. I would prefer for

one of them to explain it, but I would first move the adoption of

Amendment No. 10, Mr. Chaiman,and then have their amendment submitted

to this.

Explanation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment relates

to the rule-making power of the Civil Service Commission. New,

the proposal that was adopted says that the commission is vested with
broad and general rule-making power and it then proceeds to mention
various areas in which it has rule-making power. If you will
look at the original version as It was adopted, on line. . . on

page 16 of the green material that has been furnished you by the
Style and Drafting Committee, the word "transactions" you will see
that the langauge at that point — you have some difficulty in

following it— it doesn't flow very easily. Now, the substance of

the thing is simply this: it was never the intention of Mr. Dennery
nor, I believe of this convention in light of the questions that

were asked of Mr. Dennery when this was under consideration, that

the Civil Service Commission would be able by rule to provide
specifics AS to employee training and safety programs. Let
me tell you the significance of the word "rule". If you will
look on further in this article— I forget Just where it is— but
you'll find a npeclftc provision as to the effect of rules adopted
by the Civil Service Commission. If you will look on page 20,
in Subparagraph (D) you have the statement that"rules adopted
pursuant hereto shall have the effect of law and be published and
made available to the public. Each commission may impose penalties
for violation of its rules by demotion in or suspension or discharge
from position, with attendant loss of pay." The intent of the
article,as I understood it, and as I believe Mr. Dennery will tell
you that he understood it,was that the commission by its rule-
making authority would have the power to require an appointing
authority to institute an employee training and safety program that
they would have to have one, but insofar as the basic content of
that program or what the specific rules with respect to training
or with respect to safety would be, the commission would only be
able to recommend what should be in that program. Now, if you
will recall at that time, it was brought out in the discussion
that the conanisslon did not want the authority , for Instance, to

tell the Division of State Police that you can only send out a

patrol car If you have two officers in that car under the guise
of safety. They wanted to leave those particular details such
as how many hours a week a state police officer may have to spend
on a firing range and all of those particular detailed matters up
to the appointing authority feeling that they were the people who
were best qualified to make the specific rales. But, they did
want and there was no objection to the conmiission having the authority
by rule which would have the effect of law to make the authority
institute a program. The difference being that it would be up
to the authority to establish the specific content of that program.
Well, when it came out of Style and Drafting this Amendment No. 10,
It didn't do that. It would have vested in the comBilsslon the sole
authority to make rules which would have the effect of law with respect
to employee training and safety, and that would mean that neither
the appointing authority nor the legislature could act in that
area, that the sole and exclusive such authority would be vested In
the Civil Service Commission which is something that nobody wanted
as 1 understood it and that nobody intended. So, Mr. Dennery and
I together, have worked out this amendment which bears my name which
will accomplish what was the intent at the time, and that is that
the Civil Service Commission could require an appointing authority
to Institute an employee training and safety program and could make
general recommendations as to «hat that program should consist of
as to details, but could not dictate the specific safety rules or
the specific training measures that would be implemented, and that
would be left up to the appointing authority or to the legislature
in the evejit they felt some legislation was needed in a particular
area of enq}loyee training or safety.

MR. K£AN
Mr. Avant, how would the commission require an appointing

authority to institute employee training and safety programs
if they can't adopt any regulations with respect to that kind of

activity?

MR. AVANT
Well, Mr. Kean, if they don't have a program and

the commission has adopted a rule saying you shall have a safety
program or you shall have a training program and they just don't
have one, then they would be in violation of the rule and the

appointing authority Is always some individual— he's some department
head— and if . , . and he could be punished accordingly.

MR. KEAN
Well, as I understand your amendment you would delete any

reference to training and safety programs under the regulatory
authority of the conBlsslon.

MR. AVANT
No. You're wrong; you misinterpret the amendment. The way

the amendment would read,Mr. Kean, and 1*11 read the whole section
as it would read with the amendnent. It would say: "(J) Rules,
Investigations; Wages and Hours". Under that (1) would be "Rules".
Under that would be "(a) Powers. Each commission Is vested with
broad and general rule-making and subpoena powers for the admin-
istration and regulation of the classified service, including the
power to adopt rules for regulating employment, promotion, demotion,
suspension, reduction in pay, removal, certification, qualifications,
political activities, employment conditions, compensation and dis-
bursements of employees, and other personnel matters and transac-
tions; to adopt a uniform pay and classification plan—and In the
sentence

—

to require an appointing authority to institute an em-
ployee training and safety program and generally to accomplish the
objectives and purposes of the merit system of civil service as
herein established—now, that would be the end of that sentence

—

and then we come to the sentence— It may make recommendations with
respect to employee training and safety, then you go on with the
language—nothing herein shall prevent, etc."

MR. KEAN
I understand that. My point is though you have deleted the

regulatory authority of the comoiisslon with respect to safety and
training programs and you've said they can require him to do it,

but they've got no regulatory authority by which they accomplish
that.

MR. AVANT
Well, they have the rule-making power to require them to do

it and violation of the rules can be punished.

\_Amendmen t No . 10 adopted wi tbout
object ion .1

Motion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, I move for a suspension of the rules In order

to now amend Amendment No. 10 of the Style and Drafting Committee
to this Proposal No. 9, which amendment should be on the tables

of delegates at this time.

MR. HENRY
You move for a suspension of the rules for the purpose of

reconsidering the vote?

You moved for a suspension of the rules for the purpose of

calling from the table the motion to reconsider the vote by which
this section was adopted; is that what you're doing, Mr. Avant?

MR. AVANT
Yes, sir.

MR. HENRY
You want to get back Into the substance of the section,

right?

MR. AVANT
For the limited purpose of offering the amendment to

Style and Drafting Committee Amendment No. 10.

I Mot ion to suspend the rules to re-
cons i der Commi t tee Proposal No . 9

,
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Section 1 for^ the limited purpose
of offering the Avant amendments
adopted without objection.^

Recons i derat i on

Amendments

MR. HARDIN
Amendmenta sent up by Delegate Avant to Committee Proposal

No. 9.

Amendment No. 1. On page 7, line 7, in Committee Amendment
No. 10 proposed by the Committee on Style and Drafting and adopted
by the convention on Januciy 15, on line 9 of said amendment,
immediately after the words and punctuation "conditions," delete
the remainder of the line and delete line 10 ... on line 10
delete the word and punctuation "safety,"

Amendment No. 2. On page 7, line 7, in Committee Amendment
No. 10 proposed by the Committee on Style and Drafting and adopted
by the convention on today, on line 12 of said amendment. Immediately
after the word and punctuation "plan;" and before the word "and"
insert the following: "to require an appointing authority to institute
an employee training and safety program;"

Amendment No. 3. On page 7, line 7, In Comnlttee Amendment
No. 10 proposed by the Committee on Style and Drafting and adopted
by the convention on January 15, 1974, on line 14 of the text
of the amendment, immediately after the word and punctuation
"established. "and before the word "Nothing" Insert the following:

"It may make recommendations with respect to employee
training and safety."

Expl ana t i on

MR AVANT
I say that, Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, that I've

already explained the amendment, though it bears my name it was
actually drafted by Mr. Dennery. So, I ask your adoption of the
amendment.

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Jack, do you really think that the language provided In

Amendment No. 2— I know you didn't draft It—but do you really
think: number 1, that it Is necessary in a constitution, and
number 2 , that it could present problems for smaller appointing
authorities?

MR. AVANT
Well, Mr. Bollinger, this is something that is not in the

present consltutlon. As far as I am personally concerned, I'd
Just as soon leave it all out, but Mr. Dennery Incorporated It
In that proposal, at least that committee did; they wanted to
add something in the area of employee training and safety. The
point is that there's no objection from my point of view for the
commission to have the authority to require an appointing author-
ity to institute a program of training and safety. But, there
was objection and I think that everybody more or less agreed that
this was the meaning of it during the floor debate on it, what
we're doing right here, that they would not be able to dictate to
a particular appointing authority that you've got to have thus and
such a rule. Such as telling the state police that we make a rule
that you've got to have two police officers in every vehicle
every patrol car that is out on the highways; you can't have one,
you've got to have two at all times because those go to the details
of the management of that department that has to be left up to the
people who are Intrusted with running that department. The same
as to say, to take another example, telling the department or
division of the state police that you have to require, you have to

have a training program that will require every officer to spend X
number of hours on the range every week when that may not be practi-
cal. They may feel that he ought to have more or maybe less time;
those are things that go to the day to day operation of the depart-
ment. It was the consensus, as I understand it, is reflected ex-
actly in this amendment that they can require that there be a pro-
gram, but the details of that program will be left up to the people
running the department and the coomilsslon will only recoimnend as
to what they think should be In it.

MR. ABRAHAM
Jack, if the Civil Service Comlssion simply requires the

particular appointing authority to establish a program, then who

will set the standards for these different programs, the appoint-
ing authority?

MR. AVANT
That's Just exactly what I've been explaining up here I

thought. Mack, that the commission would say, "we think you ought
to have a training program, we make we require you to have a
training program, you have to have one; that's a rule." It has
the effect of law. We think that these things ought to be in it,
but they could only recommend as to what would actually be in it.

MR. ABRAHAM
But, the appointing authority could establish it any

way it wants? Now, would not this become then a subject for
negotiations between the employee and the employer?

MR. AVANT
It would be a matter between the Civil Service Commission

and the appointing authority.

MR. ABRAHAM
No. 1 mean if the Civil Service Commission has no

authority to regulate the programs or to oversee them or
anything like that, then would not then this become a subject
matter for negotiation between the employee, say the patrolman
and the Public Safety?

MR. AVANT
It might, Mr. Abraham.and I don't know who would be

more concerned with employee training and safety than the state
policemen and the other people who are actually out on the
firing line. I don't know who has more Interest in seeing that
a safety program Is institutd than the people who are going to
be killed, and maimed and injured if it's not a good one.

Further Discussion

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and delegates to the convention, I rise merely

to .confirm what Mr. Avant said. This was a suggestion made
by Mr. Avant—the actual drafting of the amendment was performed
by me. I am very much in favor of this amendment because I think
it expresses what we discussed on the floor at the time we
adopted this particular section of the civil service proposal.
I believe it to be a very fine amendment, and I urge its adoption.

iPrevious Question ordered . Record
vote ordered. Amendments adopted;
99-8. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the
Section. Section passed: 105-1.
Motion to reconsider tabled. Pre-
vious Question ordered on the Pro-
posal. Proposal passed: 108-1.
Motion to recons ider pending

.

Motion to suspend the rules to call
Committee Proposal No. 15 from the
Committee on Style and Drafting
adopted without objection. Motion
to suspend the rules to reconsider
Committee Proposal No. J5, Section
6 for the limited purpose of con-
sidering the Pugh amendment adopted
without objection."]

Reconsi deration

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Amendment sent up by Delegates Henry, Pugh, Conroy, and

others.
On page 3, line 34 of the final enrolled copy, delete the

language Inserted by Committee Amendment No. 11 proposed by the

Committee on Style and Drafting, and adopted by the convention
on January 14, 1974, and Insert the following:

"(C) Full Faith and Credit. The full faith and credit of
the state shall be pledged to the repayment of all bonds or
other evidences of Indebtedness issued by the state directly
or through any state board, agency or commission, pursuant to
the provisions of Paragraphs (A) and (B) hereof. The full faith
and credit of the state is not hereby pledged to the repayment
of bonds of a levee district, political subdivision, or local
public agency.
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In addition, any state board, agency, or conanlsslon

authorized by law to issue bonds in the manner so authorized

and with the approval of the state bond commission, or Its

successor, may issue bonds which are payable from fees, rates,

rentals, tolls, charges, grants, or other receipts er Income

derived by or in connection with an undertaking. facility,

project, or any combination thereof, without a pledge of the

full faith and credit of the state. Such revenue bonds may,

but are not required to be Issued in accordance with the

provisions of Paragraphs (A) and (B) hereof. If Issued other

than as provided in Paragraphs (A) and (B) , such revenue bonds

shall not carry the pledge of the full faith and credit of the

state, and the issuance of the bonds shall not constitute

the incurring of state debt under this constitution. The

rights granted to deep-water port commissions, or deep-water

port, harbor, and terminal districts under this constitution

shall not be i^)aired by the provisions of this section."

Explanation

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment addresses

Itself to Section (C) , Subparagraph (C) of Section 6 relating to

full faith and credit. It provides as follows:
First of all, if you want the full faith and credit of this

state, in connection with any of these bond Issuances, you must

do three things. You must get the permission of the State Bond

Comalssion, you must have a two-thirds vote of the lagtslaCurer
In addition to that, you must comply with the capital improvement
requirements
aa I stated, if you want the full faith and credit of this
state, you must meet three criteria. You must meet those set
forth by the state bond commission, you must obtain a two-thirds
vote of the legislature, and you must also meet the capital
liiq)rovement requirements as specified yesterday in the constitution.
If you do not want the full faith and credit of this state, you may
still issue bonds providing you obtain permission of the State
Bond Commission. To obtain the permission of the State Bond
Conmission, you must have a satisfactory feasibility study
reflecting that your proposed Income will take care of these
revenue bonds. That is to say if between sessions of the legisla-
ture you want to issue bonds on account of a favorable market,
but you do not care to have the full faith and credit of the
state behind you, you may do so. But In doing so, you must still
comply with all the requirements of the State Bond Commission,
and specifically those relating to feasibility studies.

This amendment also excludes the deep-water ports in view
of the fact that when we were in local government, we agreed
that the state insofar as the deep-water ports were concerned,
they would continue to have the same powers and conditions and
rights and duties and obligations as previously Imposed upon
them. For your information, it is my understanding from the
staff that there are five such ports, that is the one in New
Orleans, the Greater Baton Rouge Port, the South Louisiana Port,
the Concordia Port , and the Lake Charles Harbor and Terminal
District.

I yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. BROWN
Mr. Pugh, what dldyou say about a feasibility study would

have to be made? Run through that again. You talked about a
feasibility study made to the bonding commission. I don't see
anything In here about a feasibility study. What were you
referring to?

MR. FUOI
It Is my understanding that that Is a requirement of the

State Bond Commission before bonds would be approved by them.
Having nothing to do with the full faith and credit of the state,
there must be a feasibility study submitted to them reflecting
to the best of their Judgement, that Income will. In fact, pay
for the bonds they propose to put out.

MR. BROWN
What was your comment about issuing the bonds when the

legislature is not neetlng, the problems Involved In better
Interest rates? Isn't It true that revenue bonds are historically
....never get as good an Interest rate without the full faith
and credit pledged behind them, as they would with the full faith
and credit pledged behind them?

MR. PUOi
Well, I don't think there's any question. If you have the

full faith and credit, you might have a better Interest factor

on your bonds. However, the bond market may be greater during the

times when the legislature is not in session, and they may, as

a matter of Judgment, elect to go forward without the full faith

and credit of the state, in which event they can, but they must
comply. . .

.

MR. BROWN
They. .. .you're talking about the commission involved, or who

are you speaking....?

MR. PUGH
Whoever wants to issue the bond. Whatever agency proposes

to issue the bonds may do so without the full faith and credit

of the state, but they must have the permission of the State

Bond Commission, including the requirements for the feasibility

study.

MR. BROWN
Well, then, the protections we have to stop the proliferation

of tremendous numbers of revenue bonds would be the bonding

commission?

MR. PUGH
Well, that has always been one of the protections and one

of the better protections. In addition to that, you now have
a protection relating to the two-thirds
.— the State Bond Commission has a responsibility under the law,
and when fulfilled—that responsibility—then, you will, in fact,
cut down some of these bond Issues you have reference to. One
of the requirements, as I understand it, is that there must be
a feasibility study. May be a matter of opinion as to whether or
not that feasibility study reflects factually correct that income
will be there. That will be the responsibility of the State
Bond Commission to see.

The Important thing Is, we don't have the full faith and
credit of this state behind any of these unless, or until , they
get two-thirds vote of the legislature, and also coi^)ly with the
capital Improvement requirements.

MR. HENRY
Will you yield to a question from Mr Senator Nunez?
The gentleman yields.

MR. NUNEZ
Well, Mr. Pugh, I'm.. ..let me preface my remarks by saying

I'll probably vote for your amendment. But, It's still got me
sort of confused as to why the revenue producing agencies of our
state, those that collect fees, rates, rentals, tolls,
charges, grants or etc.; they are still state agencies, but they
produce their own revenues. They are still taxpayers' revenues,
would not want to take advantage of a concept that we adopted
several years ago whereby the general obligation bonds of this
state have first call on the revenues of this state, general
fund of this state; thereby, this recommendation, I believe,

wouldn't you agree,was from the Public Affairs Research Council

whereby these agencies would get a first-class rating on their

bonds, and thereby sell their bonds for a cheaper rate than they

normally would.
Would you tell me, so I can, I'm asking for the record, why

would these agencies that were successful in getting us to amend

this provision, the agencies such and HEAL and the others,
Mr. Fenner and the others, that have stormed upon this group to

get us to amend this to take out the full faith and credit of

the state behind these type of bonds that would actually give
them a better rating? Why are they so insistent on this provision,

the bonding attorneys and the people that run these revenue-
producing agencies? I can't conceive of why they would not want

better rates on those bonds.

MR. PUGH
Well, you are asking me two subjective questions. If they

were objective in nature, perhaps I could answer them. Why an

agency did something, I can't answer that. Why "Affinity," or

whoever you mentioned did something, I can't answer that. All

I can say Is that this purports to be the best Judgment of the

knowledgable people in the subject.

MR. NUNEZ
Those are the bonding attorneys?

MR. PUGH
Well, insofar as this convention Is concerned.

MR. NUNEZ
Those are the people 'who want to sell bonds?
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MR. PUGH
Well..., I regret an Inability to answer....

MR. NUNEZ
I preface my remarks, I'm just trying to get some answers

so I'd be more conscientiously voting for it rather than just
doing something to be doing it. That's what I'm saying.

MR. PUGH
Well, I admire you for that. Senator. I just regret that

I can't answer a subjective question of why does a board feel
a certain way, or why does a lawyer whom I've never met feel
a certain way, I could answer an objective question,

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Pugh, I'll share Senator Nunez's views and I hope

I can vote for this amendment. But, I would like for the record,

to submit a couple of questions to you.

If I understand this amendment right, any state agency,

board, or commission that wants to have a bond issue, if they

want the full faith and credit of the state behind it, they

have to subject themselves to what is now in Paragraph (A) and

(B) , which is a two-thirds vote of the legislature. Am I correct?

MR. PUGH
That's absolutely correct, Senator.

MR. RAYBURN
Now, supposing that some board who now, under the present

law 'has to get approval of the legislature. Is this amendment

broad enough, if they don't want the full faith and credit of the

state behind it, they can come and do it themselves, if they can

get the bond commission to approve it, and by-pass the legislature
even though now, under the present law and present constitution,

they have to get the approval of the legislature? But, If they

decide"we don't want the full faith and credit of the state behind
it, we'll just go on our own with it and can get the bond commission
to approve it" .Can they circumvent the legislature?

MR. PUGH
It Is my appreciation that they do not have to have the

permission of the legislature in that event.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Pugh, I'm now talking about the regular state agencies

that can only issue bonds by a two-thirds vote of the legislature.

We have a lot of state agencies that now have to meet those require-

ments. We have some agencies and commissions that don't have to

meet those requirements . Under this amendment , could every state

agency in the future issue bonds and circumvent the legislature if

they so desired, and said, "We don't want the full faith and credit
of the state behind it; all we have to do is get the bond commission

to approve it" .Could that happen?

MR. PUGH
It's my it's my appreciation of this amendment that they

do not have to have the vote of the legislature if they elect not

to obtain the full faith and credit, and if they comply with the

requirements of the State Bond Commission, including the feasibility

study.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, then, Mr. Pugh—and I'm trying to understand this where

I can vote for it, believe me—but, I'm deeply concerned over the
language, as you well know. If a state agency that today has to
have the approval of the legislature before they can issue bonds

—

I'll say the highway department, the highway board— I'll just use
them— they cannot issue bonds without prior approval of a two-
thirds vote of the legislature. That is the law today.

MR. PUGH
Yes, sir,

MR. RAYBURN
Do you follow me?

MR. PUGH
I follow you.

MR. RAYBURN
If we are— and any bonds they issue, the full faith and credit

of the state are behind them.

MR. PUGH
All right.

MR. RAYBURN
If this language in this amendment is adopted, could the

highway board at a later date say we are going to issue some bonds
we are not going to have to go by the legislature, we are not
worried about the full faith and credit of the state behind them,
but directly, they would be behind them? Could that happen?

MR. PUGH
Yes, they may. They issue bonds.

MR. RAYBURN
All they'd have to do is get the approval of the bond

commission?

MR. PUGH
Well, you say "All they'd have to do. the answer is yes.

[Motion to allow an additional five
minutes adopted without objection.^

MR. CANNON
I'd like to ask these questions to sort of set aside what

fears that Senator Raybum and Senator Nunez have.
If you'll look down there about almost half-way down, the

sentence beginning, "In addition, any state board, agency, or

commission authorized by law," That means the legislature must
first give them the authorization to issue such revenue bonds.
They have this power to issue bonds in the manner so authorized.
Again, the legislature has the control as to how this.,.. they are
authorized to issue revenue bonds. Again, they must have the
approval of the State Bond Commission or Its successor. I think

that will..,. I think that adequately satisfies whatever fears

that Senator Rayburn and Senator Nunez has. They first... the
legislature themselves must authorize this agency to have the

power to issue revenue bonds, and whatever conditions they wish
to impose.

Further on down there, the sentence below this, which is

about two-thirds of the way down, beginning, "Such revenue bonds

may, but are not required to be issued in accordance with the

provisions of Paragraph (A) and (B) hereof." That, in itself,

dictates back to the legislature that they may or may not require

these state boards and agencies to comply in such a way. Am I

correct in this, Mr. Pugh?

MR. PUGH
You are correct. I think what the Senator had in mind was

the legislature creates a commission. As a matter of course,

authorizes it to issue bonds under certain circumstances and

conditions. Now, the legislature, at that point in time, may
make those just as stringent as they want to, I think the

Senator's question, though. Senator Rayburn, was directed to

an instance where once all that's been done, do they still have to

come back to the legislature to issue particular bonds.

Obviously, if they are secured by taxes, they've got to come

back to the. .. .they've got to get the permission of the legisla-

ture anyway. But, I did not think his question was directed

in that score. I thought his question was, once the commission

has been created, prederaltting the question that as they create

these commissions, they can make it just as tough as they want to

going in. But, once they are created, do they have to come back

for a particular issue? Now, if this question was directed at

anything other than that, I beg that he ask me and advise me so.

MR. CANNON
Well, then, it's been my general appreciation that the

legislature, if they wanted to put a ceiling on the amount of

revenue bonds an agency could issue, could do so by law.

MR. PUGH
No question about it. Even after they create the agency,

they can come back and make that requirement.

MR. CANNON
Right. This gives the legislature the ultimate control

over these agencies.

MR. PUGH
One hundred percent. Now, I think his question, though,

and I may be wrong, but, his question was, "O.K. Here's a
set of facts where we're looking at all the acts up till now."

Now, do they still have to come back to the legislature?
They don't have to meet any more than the last requirement of
the last session of the legislature prior to the time they
elect to do It. But, getting up to that point, the legislature
can make them do anything.
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MR. CANKON
In continuation of this Idea, if the legislature should

find some agency which it had granted a blanket authority to

issue bonds, it might deem it advisable on their part to

restrict it. They could, at some future time after the

constitution is adopted, come back and place the llnicatlon,

"by law," on these....

MR. FUGR
They could make it worse. They could make it that they

had to have three-fourths vote of the legislature instead of

two-thirds.

MR. CANNON
That's correct. That's my understanding.

MR. PTJGH

They could restrict them to that...

MR. CANNON
I think

MR. PUGH
....but, we are talking about a constitutional concept here,

MR. CANNON
....and legislative control.

MR. PUGH
That's correct.

MR. CANNON
I thank you, sir.

MR. PUGH
I certainly didn't mean to leave the impression that there

Is no control by the legislature.

MR. SCHMITT
Does every bond issued by any state agency have to be

approved by the State "Bond Commission under this proposal?

MR. PUGH
All of them have to be except those already authorized for

the deep-water ports that we agreed, right or wrongly, we agreed

earlier that they wouldn't have to do it.

MR. SCHMITT
The deep-water ports are not presently being authorized by

the State Bonding Commission?

MR. PUGH
Whether they are presently, I couldn't answer that. All

I know is that they are being excepted here because it's already

been the wishes of this convention. . .

.

MR. SCHMITT
I thought that the wishes of the convention were that the

....because they had emergency situations, that they'd have to

expend money, therefore, it would be no restrictions, I don't

think we ever enter into any kind of agreement with reference to
bonds, 'cause capital bonds are long-term expenditures. Isn't

that correct?

MR. PUGH
I can merely tell you what you did in local government.

In local government, you left them where you found them. You

let them have all the powers that ....

MR. SCHMITT
That they had up to the present time,

they had before.

But, no more than

MR. PUOi
You're not creating any new powers for them. No, sir.

MR, SCHMITT
By not allowing. .. .by assuming that they did not have to

go to the State Bond Coniiiission in the past, I mean that they did

have to go in the past, and that they don't have to go In the

future. Don't you think that's giving them any greater powers?

MR. PUGH
All I'm saying this amendment does, this amendment ratifies

and confirms what you are elected to do under local government

.

Under local government, you left them with the same powers that

they previously had. This neither extends those powers nor

restricts them.

MR. SCHMITT
Maybe one.... do you think maybe one of the reasons for that

was because they were elected bodies, and perhaps there's a

difference because these are appointed?

MR. PUGH
You again are asking me a subjective question. I can't

tell you what the thinking of everybody was here at the time

that they passed the provision in local government. All I know

is that it was overwhelmingly passed.

MR. SCHMITT
O.K. Assuming that this would be adopted, your proposal,

would these various state agencies have to report their income

to the legislature of the State of Louisiana? Would they have to

report their expenditures to the State of Louisiana as we have

put under our proposal, under the conanittee's adopted proposal?

MR. PUGH
It's my appreciation that they do. Yes.

MR. SCHMITT
I don't see it required in here.

MR. PUGH
Well, as I understand from somebody more knowledgeable over

here about reporting, the law presently requires that.

MR. SCHMITT
The statutory law presently requires that.

MR. PUGH
That's correct.

MR. SCHMITT
But, you don't think by this last section here where you are

exempting them, they say that they are exempted," if Issued other

than as provided in Paragraphs (A) and (B) , such revenue bonds

shall not carry the full faith and credit of the state." It goes

further, that this doesn't exempt them from those provisions?

MR. PUGH
No, sir. It merely grants you it merely leaves them

where we found them. We've already given them certain rights

and we're not trying to take them away now.

MR. SCHMITT
Does this allow a state agency to issue a bond issue, maybe

of a hundred million dollars, or fifty million dollars If it's

a revenue bond issue, without the approval of the legislature?

MR. PUGH
If there is such a provision.

MR. SCHMITT
If it is adopted, is this possible, if your proposal is

adopted?

MR. PUGH
If, under the present law, one of the deep-water ports has

the authority to....

MR. SCHMITT
Not a deep-water port. Let's go to any. As an example,

a new building. . .

.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Schmitt, there's some other people, now, that want to

ask questions. So, sort of wind it up. if you will.

MR. SCHMITT
Would you answer that question, then, please?

MR. PUGH
I'll be glad to.

Rephrase the question so I'll understand it. Will you?

MR. SCHMITT
Is it possible, under this provision, for a large bond

issue to be issued by a state agency without the approval of

the legislature, providing it's a revenue bond issue?

MR. PUGH
Yes, so long....
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MR. SCHMITT
Isn't that the problem that we had throughout the entire

time with our coinmlttee.and didn't we try and solve It by this
particular proposal?

MR. PUGH
Can I answer.... do you want me to answer the question?

I want to. Let me answer the first, then I'll go to the
second one

.

The first question Is, if that agency complies with all
of the requirements. ., .statutory requirements on the books
at the time they want to do It, they don't have to go back to

the legislature again. Between sessions, if they want to

issue it without the full faith and credit, but comply with
all the then requirements of the legislature, they may do so.

Now, the legislature next May or April, or whenever they meet,
if they want to, can say, "All of these things—all of these
agencies must have a three-fourths vote." Then, they'd have
to have it

.

MR, PUGH
That is correct

.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
All right. Then, one of those provisions,

is the two-thirds vote.
as you know.

MR, PUGH
That is correct.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
But, it became aware at the time, that

there might be some quasi public-type of commission created
which the.,..would be reluctant to give the two-thirds vote, or

reluctant to say that all the state is going to be responsible

for these debts, but then this provides that these could be

created. I think that most of the members of the committee

are In agreement that this does no harm. Are you aware of that,

sir?

MR. SCHMITT
Three-fourths vote of what?

MR. PUGH
Huh?

MR. SCHMITT
You said all of these agencies have to have a three-fourths

vote. A three-fourths vote of what?

MR. PUGH
The legislature may enact into law a provision that an

agency has to have a three-fourths vote of the legislature
before they may issue bonds without the full faith and credit
of the state, and if that's the law, then they've got to comply
with it because this provision says they must comply with the

provisions of the law.

MR. JONES
Mr. Pugh, isn't the basic problem we have here that revenue

bonds are not required to have the full faith and credit of the
state because we must be very careful when we put the full faith
and credit of the state behind bonds, that it's for all the
people, and not some particular private state agency that may
have a project like we're talking about—the superport?

MR. PUGH
There's no question, but you are right, Mr. Jones.

MR. JONES
Also, that when you issue revenue bonds, or start out on

a project, it's difficult, other than thcienabling authority,
to be able to say exar'tly how the matter is going to come out.
You've got to have eltlier term bonds, and not serial bonds, as
you do in full faith and .credit obligations^

MR. PUGH
That is correct.

MR. JONES
It's not for all the people. Also, if you don't put the

full faith and credit of the state behind it, the feasibility
study made by the bond commission provides that it has to

stand on it own feet; that the revenue will support the bonds
that are issued. Therefore, you don't have to pledge the full
faith and credit of the state. Is that correct?

MR. PUGH
As a practical matter, if.... the feasibility study reflects

the fact that they will be self-supporting, then not only would
the commission approve them, but intelligent buyers would buy
them.

MR, JONES
That's correct.

MR. PUGH
Regardless of the fact It doesn't have the full faith and

credit because it stands on Its own.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Pugh, I should say, do you know that the objections

raised a couple of days ago when this was first submitted was
because there was a feeling that these boards or commissions
might secure the full faith and credit of the state, without
submitting to the provisions of (A) and (B)?

MR. PUGH
Well, I'm not aware of the fact that the committee is all

in agreement. I'm aware of what everybody's told me on the

floor. Who's on that committee by name, I can't tell you....
but getting back to what you said, last Saturday there

was a proposal that some objections were made to. I was of the

opinion that the objections were satisfied in the proposal. Be

that as it may, we redrafted it—if you want to— to clarify any

question about those factors. That redrafted, clarified version

is before you. It has the approval of the person who made the

objections in the first place.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman, I hate to be so quick on a matter of so much

Importance. If every question Mr. Jones has asked you, Mr. Pugh,
is correct, and you indicated they were, well, how come that the

Public Affairs Research Council and all the good government groups
and all the people who buy and sell bonds wanted us to put into

the statutes, several years ago, that the first call of all bond

obligations would be under the general fund of this state? In

so doing, we'd give better rates to bonds—better rates. That's
what we're all aiming for, to save the taxpayers money. How
come if that's true, then, we have to go around the door and say,

well, these agencies which are state agencies—by the way, isn't

it true—which are state agencies and which are public funds

—

taxpayer's money: dormitory funds, toll road funds; It's all public

funds. We now say, "We don't need that good rate. Let them sell

allthe bonds they want." How come that's true; and that's a fact?

MR. PUGH
Well, let me say again, and I apologize for an inability to

answer a subjective question. You asked me why PAR wanted. . .1

don't even belong to PAR. I don't know why. . .what their policies

are. All T can tell you is that in my personal experience that

bank interest, for instance, went from six to ten percent in less

than a year—six to ten percent in less than a year. If bank

Interest can do that, somebody is probably right when they say

that there can be a favorable market for the sale of bonds at a

time other than when the legislature is meeting; and that even

though ordinarily coiranon sense dictates that a bond has a greater

marketability if it has the full faith and credit of the state

behind it, be that as it may, it may have a better marketability

at a given time even though it doesn't have the full faith and

credit behind it. I think that's the purpose that they're talking

about

.

MR. NUNEZ
You absolutely said nothing. . .

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time.

Further Discussion

MR. RAYBURN

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, on behalf of our committee,
I feel like I need to make a brief explanation about what we were

attempting to do. It is possible that we might have gone too far;

it certainly wasn't intentional. I serve on the Bond Commission;

however, a subcommittee of Revenue, Finance and Taxation handled

this proposal. They went into it in depth. The whole committee

went into it briefly. What has been happening in this state in

the past Is this: if the college at Hammond, Southeastern College

wanted to build a dormitory out of revenue bonds or revenue financing

out of fees, the State Board authorized that. The Bond Commission
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advertised and sold the bonds. You can check the record; those

bonds ran about one percent plus, every time "ore than a bond with

the full faith and credit of the state did. The records are there

for you to go look at. Now, If anyone can tell me that a dormitory

located on state land adjacent to other college buildings or

university buildings Is not an obligation of the state, I'd like

to know why. I don't think It's going to be moved; I don't think

it's going to be seized and sold. That's what the committee was

trying to do. We, as far as I know, had no intentions of going

beyond bonds that were authorized for buildings on state property

controlled and financed by the state. We were trying to see that

we could get a better interest rate. It was not my intentions to

go to little port commissions where the state had nothing to do

with them and to say that they had to get a two-thirds vote of the

legislature. What I was trying to do with Mr. Pugh, and I went

over this several times with him, was to be sure that it was still

going to do what the committee wanted it to do. I hope it will

do that. I can't compete with these sharpies when you come to

these bond attorneys. I'm not that familiar with them. But, the

only safeguard I see here now is it says that they can only be

sold "as provided by law," which means that if there's an agency

in the state today that don't have the legal authority to issue

bonds, they can't do it in the future unless they come to the

legislature and get the authority. Well, then when the legislature

gives them the authority, they can set forth how they will sell

them, if they want them to come get a two-thirds vote. So, I

think that's fairly well covered. As far as the Bond Commission,

the Bond Comnission has nothing to do with authorizing bond issues.

There's roughly seven hundred million dollars worth of bonds

today in this state that has been authorized by the state or its

agencies—the legislature or the state agencies that has not been

sold. The Bond Commission merely figures out when the bond market

Is best, how many bonds this state can afford to sell in any given

year without flooding the market, and they do advertise and sell

the bonds. They either reject or accept the bids when they've

advertised, and that's what the Bond Commission does. But, I do

think, after reading this amendment, that in the future if there

is a state agency that has to cone to the legislature, now, to get

a bond issue passed, they will still have to come. They will still

have to meet the requirements as outlined in Paragraph (A) and (B)

.

However, if there are some agencies that the law says today they

don't have to come to the legislature, it's my opinion they

won't have to come, under this language. I hope I'm right in the

way I have Interpreted the amendment, because I know what the

committee was trying to do. We had some bond people that net our

committee, and I don't know why this come up at the last moment,

but it looks like we're doing a lot of things that we're finding

out really what they mean at the last moment. So, 1 hope this

amendment will do what I. . .what the conmlttee wants it to do.

Further Discussion

MR. BROWN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'd like to echo what Senator

Raybum said in terms of the work of the conmiittee and in terms

of what we were trying to do when this particular proposal was

brought forth. It's interesting to ne as to what brought about any

major change. Now, we've heard about the bond attorneys. Our

subcomnittee met down in New Orleans; we met with the firm of

Beck-Juddell; we met with the state treasurer's office; we met

with the Division of Administration; and no one had any objection

to this particular section. In fact, they highly praised what

we were trying to do. Now, I don't know what's. . .quite fully

understand what's brought about the switch. As Senator Raybum
says, this was gone over in great detail in the committee in

trying to find some way to get a better interest rate. I got a

letter from one of the largest bonding attorney. . .bonding firms

in the state, a New Orleans law firm. I want to read you this

one paragraph as to what was brought to my attention. The letter

says. . .talks about the fact that we might be making a mistake.

It goes into detail about: "I'm sure that your committee would

not want to handicap agencies In the construction of toll roads,

toll bridges, water terminals, ports, deep-water ports." and

goes on and on and on. Now. the question in my mind is: Do we

want large things like this built without being presented to the

legislature? It gets back to the overall checks and balances.

The same thing like we were talking about here a few weeks ago

about the dome stadium. As I mentioned to you. right now the

legislature is being asked to vote for some eight million dollars

additionally for the dome stadium, and it wasn't even brought

before a public hearing, under our old constitution. That's Just

not right. These are major, major projects that we are being

asked to allow state agencies to bring forth in terms of bonds

—

even though they don't have the full faith and credit of the

state behind them—without a vote of the legislature. It raises

some serious questions in my mind. This was brought up awfully

fast. I'm surprised; Mr. Pugh and I talked briefly about it.

But, our committee involving Senator Raybum, Mr. Roener and

myself really haven't had any rapport on this thing. I got the

amendment this aoming.
Mr. Chairman, if I'm in order. I'd like to move right now—

since it's 12:15—I'd like to move that we adjourn for lunch

with the hopes that over the two hour lunch period maybe we can

find sone particular ground, here. Otherwise, as It stands right

now. an awful lot of us are going to have to oppose it. We'd

like to work sonethlng out on it. So, I'd like to move right now

that we adjourn until two o'clock or some other tine that the

Chairman might suggest, if that's not agreeable.

[^Motion to recess for one and one-
half hours rejected: 45-49. Pre-
vious Question ordered,]

Closing

MR. PUffl

I shall not take the five. I will merely tell you that under

the terms of the amendment, the legislature—in which Mr. Brown

belongs, Mr. Raybum belongs, and so many other delegates here

—

may establish any procedures they want to establish. It's fully

open under the amendment for them to do whatever they want to do.

They can make it Just as difficult to build dormitories or build

anything else as they want to do, under the terms of this amendment.

Anything they want to do, they may do. There's no prohibition

against the legislature passing laws to make it difficult to sell

or provide for bonds in Louisiana. Thank you.

Questions

MR. LANIER
Mr. Pugh, with reference to the situation described by Senator

Rayburn. wouldn't we have a problem with this language after the

effective date of the new constitution with reference to limitations

on agencies that presently have the authority to do this, acting

in the Interim period before the legislature puts subsequent

restrictions on them?

MR. PUQl
Yes. In my opinion, you're going to have many problems between

the passage of this constitution and the next session of the

legislature. This may be one of them. We're going to have a lot

of problems in that regard. We can't resolve them all. All I can

tell you, that if the legislature wants to, they can provide where

a state institution is concerned. You can't build dormitories

without getting a two-thirds, or a three-fourths, or a five-sixths,

or any percentage you want permission of the legislature. This

provides for that. You may certainly do that. The only. . .any

place that an instrumentality of this state, an agency feels that

even if they are built that the state is going to have to bail them

out of their problems, then obviously the legislature can provide

that anywhere it's to be built on state owned property, it must

have a certain percentage vote of the legislature before it's

allowed. There's no problem there.

MR. LANIER
The point I'm getting at. Mr. Pugh. is that if we have sone

time, don't you think we can design some language to cover this

loophole, this hiatus that would be in the law If this proposal

Is adopted as drafted with reference to the situation that I

have Just described?

MR. PUGH
I suggest to you that the Conmlttee on Legislative Liaison

can make such an arrangenent, if you want to. The difficulty is

that there are many statutory provisions that are going to be

affected by what we did in this constitution. The purpose of the

Legislative Liaison Committee is to take care of those problems.

If they say they can't, then we'll worry about it at that point.

I believe they can.

{^Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

107-5. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 108-1. Motion
to reconsider tabled.]

{.Quorum Call: 96 deJegates present
and a quorum.]

Recess
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MR. POYNTER
There's been. . .in that light, Mr. O'Neill, in fact, had a

resolution that went to committee today, but I know a lot of interest
expressed in each delegate to the convention having a copy signed
of the proposed constitution. Informally, through our printer, etc.,
we*ve worked out a procedure by which the printer will print and
you will get, I hope within a week or so after the convention is
over, a signed—originally signed—copy, hot-lead set of what
the ultimate document looks like. Now, to make this possible, what
it will amount to is: first of all, that each of you are going to
have to sign your names about a hundred and thirty-five times,
approximately, so that each of you can have a copy—an original
copy—signed by all the delegates, of what the document will look
like. Now, to facilitate that, we have already sent to the printer
and have gotten proof back—and we'll return it to the printer for
final printing this evening—signature sheets with all of your
names on it; your district number; and if you happen to be an
appointive delegate, that fact, and whether you were appointed to
represent the public at large or otherwise, together with their
offices and so forth. These should be back to us by some time
tomorrow, probably tomorrow morning. Now, there will be no way,
physically, for all of you to come and sign your name that many
times Saturday, since, oh, roughly twenty-five of you are on the
same sheet of paper. As a result, tomorrow—beginning tomorrow

—

we will set up—I think there are six separate sheets, perhaps
seven—that many tables. There will be available at those tables
the hundred-and-thirty-odd copies of the signature sheets for your
name. So, sometime between tomorrow, Thursday and Friday, if you
would, when you find a moment—and it will take more than a moment,
I presume—go and sign your name to all of those signature sheets.

MR. HENRY
You've almost exceeded your time, Mr. Poynter.

MR. POYNTER
That's what I was afraid of. Then, they will become a part

of the document which will be mailed to you. We've made arrangements
for a nice. . .relatively nice cover for it and that sort of thing.
But, if we don't get your signatures on it, then the result will
be that you just simply will not get a copy of the document with
all of your signatures on it. I think it's probably going to take
that long a period of time for all of you to be able to do that.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Graham, now, is going to move to. . .for a suspension of

the rules for the purpose of calling from the table the motion to
reconsider the vote by which Section 9 of Committee Proposal No.
15 was adopted, for the limited purpose of offering his amendment,
which is just some wording that needs to be done to implement the
bond language that we adopted before lunch.

iMotion to suspend the rules to re-
consider Committee Proposal No. 15,
Section 9, for the limited purpose
of considering an amendment adopted
without objection

,

]

Recons i deration

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Mr. Henry, Pugh, Conroy, Kean, Graham,

et al. Reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 6 line 6, in Convention Floor

Amendment No. 21 proposed by the Conmiittee on Style and Drafting
and adopted yesterday, at the end of line 14 of the text of the
amendment, delete the word "and" and at the end of line 18 of the
text of the amendment delete the period "." and insert the
punctuation and word "; and" and insert between lines 18 and 19
of the amendment the following:

"(6) by a state board, agency, or commission, but pledged
by it in connection with the issuance of revenue bonds as provided
In Paragraph (C) of Section 6 of this Article, other than any
surplus as may be defined in the law authorizing such revenue
bonds."

Now, by way of explanation, I might say that if any of you
have your final enrollment still with you that was passed out on
Committee Proposal No. 15, this will appear again on page 6, line
6 of that, affecting Section 9 dealing with state funds and their
deposit in the state treasury. That was formerly Section 11, and
by Style and Drafting changes, it became Section 9. There is
contained in that section, enumeration presently of five different
types of funds received which do not go to the state treasury.
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This amendment, then, would propose immediately after that fifth
item to add a sixth item as set forth in the text of the proposed
amendment Mr. Graham has before you.

Explanation

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I believe that Mr. Poynter

just explained it for me. Thank you, Mr. Poynter.
This is simply to provide the mechanism for the change in

the authorization for revenue bonds that was just passed prior
to lunch. It's simply a matter that the funds derived in connection
with the issuance of revenue bonds will be maintained by the
agency issuing the bonds so that they can use those funds in
payment of the project for which the bonds were issued. It will
prevent them from having to go to the legislature for this
authorization. I might mention that this is already provided for
in the act creating the Bond Security and Redemption Fund, and
this is to complement that and so that that act will not be in
conflict with the constitutional provisions.

1 would appreciate your adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MR. BROWN
Mr. Graham, tell me why this is necessary. In other words,

what I'm concerned about is I understand that the income from the
revenues go to pay off the bonds . Do you know if there is any
delay at all? In other words, if the money is collected and if
it sits in an account for thirty days or so, the purpose of what
we did before was to keep it from just lying around, to see that
all idle funds were immediately invested the very moment they
were obtained. My question to you is: Why is this necessary?
Do the. . .does the money that is collected off a revenue bond,
like say, a toll road—let's take a toll road, for instance.
Once the tolls are collected and they are deposited in a particular
account, do they go directly from that account to pay off the
bonds, or do they go into an account that the commission holds and
at the end of the month go to pay off the bonds? I know it's a
complicated question, but it deserves answering to see why this
is even necessary. It looks to me like it's kind of a bookkeeping
procedure to let it go into the state treasury and say, "Well, now
look, we've got this much money coming in from revenues. Therefore,
it should be," you know, "sent when we normally write checks to
pay off the bond payment that's due this month." But, I'm worried
about the two weeks or the three weeks it may sit there. Why is
it necessary to do this?

MR. GRAHAM
All right. To begin with, this is. . .this pertains to the

funds that are derived in connection with the issuance of the
bonds, the funds that are obtained from that person or group of
persons or corporation that buys the bonds, and are used to pay the
cost of constructing a project~-wheCher it's a toll road, a bridge,
or whatever it might be. Those funds that are used to pay for that
project, those are the funds that we are talking about. If so, then
let's assume that an agency issues six hundred thousand dollars in
bonds. Those. . .that six hundred thousand dollars would go to the
agency so that they may pay on the estimate on the project during
the course of its construction, as required of them. If so, then
those funds will not go to the state treasury, and then the agency
would have to go to the legislature and get an appropriation to

pay for the project they are issuing. It doesn't affect the funds
in the manner in which you are concerned. Senator Brown.

MR. BROWN
Well, this amendment would not. . .we still have the same

provisions in terms of the protections Chat the agency has to
undertake when it gets the money. If it gets the six hundred
thousand dollars and it's sitting there with it for six months
or a year, this doesn't affect the investment or idle cash flow
or anything like that that we've done before?

MR. GRAHAM
No, it doesn't affect that at all. Now, one thing it does

do that I think is tightening this provision up some, as it is

at the present time, itW providing that any surplus that remains
as a result of the project would go to the state treasury and would
not remain with the agency. That is not provided for under our
present law. So, in my opinion, this is tightening the existing
law up some from that standpoint.

MR. BROWN
Do you realize that ninety percent of the delegates don't

have the faintest idea what you're talking about right now?
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MR. FLORY
Mr. Graham, the reason I rise Is that last statement you made,

and that's what bothers me, where you say, "other than any surplus

as may be defined by law." Let me give you the prime example that

I happen to know of. Let's take In an assistance budget for the

state colleges and universities who use that to Issue bonds and

pay those bonds off for the dormitories. They're allowed to keep

those surplus funds as reserved to pay off the bonds In case they

have a bad year as far as receipts on the dormitories; plus the fact
that If the civil service raises the pay plan In the state, then

they have to make up the difference from that system's budget. But,

here you come along and you want to turn back that surplus to the

general fund. Is that what I understand you're doing?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Flory, at this particular point, without the amendment,

they wouldn't keep the funds to begin with. It does say that;

that they would refund the surplus, assuming, let's say, that they
earn some Interest or the project costs a little less than they

had anticipated, and they have fifty thousand or a hundred thousand
dollars left over. They would return that to the state in a

manner provided and defined by law. But, under what we have right
now, they would have to return It. In fact, they wouldn't have it

to return. It would go directly to the state treasury.

MR. FLORY
In other words, what you're saying is the legislature could

define that surplus to be whatever they. In their judgment, thought
it ought to be to allow for certain reserves to be certain. . .

MR. GRAHAM
I would say, under the provisions of this, the legislature

could provide that they could have some reserves.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Graham, now, let me see if I understand this situation

right. This particular section of the constitution we have requires
a deposit into the state treasury of all funds held by all state
agencies, etc. Is that correct?

MR. GRAHAM
Except as excluded in Section 6 of Committee Proposal No. 15.

There are presently five exclusions, and we're adding a sixth
exclusion. Senator De Blieux.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, this particular provision, here, since we have added to

the proposal revenue bonds, which was not in the original proposal,
now it's necessary to add this in to take care of those agencies
that might have money from revenue bonds that are Issued so that
we can get the benefit of the investment of those funds from
those agencies. Is that right?

MR. GRAHAM
Yes, sir.

MR. ABRAHAM
Buzzy, both in answer to Mr. Brown and Mr. Flory, you made

the statement that this surplus you were talking about was money
that was received, say, from a bond issue, and it was being used
to pay off for. . .pay the construction project off, and this

would apply to any surplus. Well, I Interpret this to mean this

is the money that is received during the year that is used to

pay off the bonds, and this is what this applies to is the recurring
revenues that are received from year to year to year to pay off

those bonds; isn't it?

MR. GRAHAM
No, sir. This applies to the money derived through the. . .

in connection with the issuance of the bonds, not in connection
with the receipts of fees or tolls or whatever it might be as a

result of the project that was constructed. . .

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, if you read it correct, it says, "all money received by

a state board, agency, or commission, but pledged by it in connection
with the Issuance of revenue bonds." Now, that, to roe, means that
it's the revenue that is received and is pledged to pay off the
bond; Isn't It?
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MR. GRAHAM
No, sir.

were issued.
It's pledged for the project for which the bonds

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Delegate Proposal No. 43

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Proposal No, 43 was introduced by Delegate Johnny

Jackson, Gauthler, and others,
A proposal providing for juvenile courts having exclusive

original jurisdiction except in certain offenses.

Now, that proposal has been amended and Includes, in fact,

an amendment which deleted lines 5 through 23 thereof, as printed.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Derbes offers up amendments. The Clerk will read the

amendment

.

Proceed, Mr. Clerk.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The gentleman sends up amendments, read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 5, add the following:

"Providing for special juvenile procedures.
Be it adopted by the convention:
Article , Section^ , Special Juvenile Procedures.

Section . Except for a person fifteen years of age or

older who is alleged to have committed a capital offense or

attempted aggravated rape, the determination of guilt or inno-

cence, the detention, and the custody of a person who is

alleged to have committed a crime prior to his seventeenth
birthday shall be exclusively pursuant to special juvenile

procedures which shall be provided by law. However, by law

enacted by a two-thirds vote of the elected members of each

house, the legislature may (1) lower the maximum ages of

persons to whom juvenile procedures would apply and (2)

establish a procedure by which the court of original jurisdic-

tion may waive such special juvenile procedures in order

that adult procedures would apply in individual cases."

Explanation

MR. DERBES
Ladles and gentlemen, I respectfully request your attention

for a brief explanation or for an explanation of this amendment.
I would like to call further to your attention the fact that

accompanying each copy of the amendment is a short explanation

drafted by me which explains the scope of the amendment. This

is the subject matter on which there has been considerable
debate back and forth with respect to the eifect that such an

amendment would have on the jurisdiction of juvenile courts

and on the ability of the legislature to merge and abolish
juvenile courts. The amendment that is currently before you

has nothing whatsoever to do with the jurisdiction of juvenile
court as such. It does not bear upon or affect in any way
the ability of the legislature under the Judiciary Article as

we have adopted it to merge juvenile courts into other courts
or to abolish juvenile courts. In other words, it represents
no impediment to a unified court system. What It does do, it

forces the legislature to consider separately ,
juvenile proce-

dures from adult procedures, that is to say when the legislature
decides by what procedures a child is to be tried, the legisla-
ture must designate those procedures as special juvenile proce-

dures. It prevents a child from arbitrarily being tried under

adult procedures, and preserves what has come to be an important
part of our judicial history: namely .the concept of separate
and specialized treatment for juveniles. Furthermore, this
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particular amendment permits the legislature by two-thirds vote
to change the juvenile ages, and of course, it does not repre-
sent any hindrance or impediment to the legislature in making
juvenile laws applicable to people of older ages. It does »however

,

require that the legislature have a two-thirds vote in order
to make juvenile procedures applicable to any... in order to

make adult procedures applicable to anyone under the current
juvenile ages. The amendment has been drafted in the spirit of
compromise , and we have worked long and hard over it. I would
like to state for the record now, and I would request that the
clerk add the following names as coauthors to the amendment.
In addition to myself, to Judge Dennis, to Mr. Johnny Jackson,
Mr. Pugh, Mr. Vesich, and Mr, Tobias who appear on the copy of
the amendment before you, the following people have consented
to have their names included as coauthors as well; they are:

Alphonse Jackson, Mr, Henry , Mr. Gravel, Mr. Graham, Justice
Tate, Mr. Kelly, Mrs. Warren, Sheriff Edwards, Mr. Gauthier,
Mr. Casey, and Mr. Ginn. I would request that the Clerk insert
their names as coauthors of the amendment in the record. This
amendment creates an atmosphere of flexibility while requiring
the legislature to deal specially with natters relating to

juvenile procedures. It does not affect juvenile court juris-
diction. I urge its adoption, and I yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Jim, why did you limit the legislature to being able only

to lower the maximum age for persons whom general procedures
would apply? If you wanted it to be flexible, why didn't you
just say "revised"?

MR. DERBES
Because, this is a very, very specific point. Mack. The

legislature may increase the juvenile age by majority vote.
This would prohibit the legislature from lowering the juvenile
age by anything but a two-thirds vote. This will allow the
legislature to increase the juvenile age by a majority vote.
That is already committed under the Judiciary Article as we
have adopted It. The legislature may Increase the juvenile
age by a majority vote. In other words, it's not specifically
prohibited in the Judiciary Article, and therefore, the legis-
lature may do it. This will not prohibit the legislature from
increasing the juvenile age by a majority vote. This will
prohibit the legislature from making juvenile procedures ... from
making adult procedures applicable to persons who are now juveniles
except by two-thirds vote. In other words, the legislature must
have a two-thirds vote in order to make adult procedures appli-
cable to persons who are now governed by juvenile procedures.

MR. JACK
Mr. Derbes , by the term"juvenlle procedures" what are you

talking about?

MR. DERBES
I'm talking about the juvenile procedures and the methods for

treatment of juveniles which are currently spelled out in the

revised statutes, Mr. Jack.

MR. JACK
All right. Now, that's what I'm getting at. We passed,

already , jurisdiction of juvenile courts shall be set by the legis-

lature.

MR. DERBES
May I interrupt you? What we've said is that the current .,. the

existing jurisdiction of juvenile court is retained subject to

change by a majority vote of the legislature.

MR. JACK
That's right. Now, on this, couldn't all this be done very

simply by legislative acts instead of nailing this down in the

constitution?

MR. JACK
But, before you introduce this amendment, the legislature

by majority vote could set whatever the juvenile age they want.
Isn ' t that correct?

MR. DERBES
If you're talking about what this convention has done, that's

correct.

MR. JACK
That is correct. Now, what you, In effect, are doing is

changing that so that unless it's a capital offense, then all
the juveniles are those under seventeen; isn't that correct?

MR. DERBES
Yes, let me try to explain because I think it's a very

important distinction. As... what we have done so far, we have
left juvenile court jurisdiction up to the legislature, and
we've said nothing about procedures. What we are saying here
is that we are not in any way disturbing the concept of a
unified court system. In other words, we're permitting merger;
we're permitting abolition under the rules as adopted by the
convention. We are saying that wherever a person of this par-
ticular age is tried, he should be tried only pursuant to
special juvenile laws.

MR. JACK
But, what I am getting at, isn't it a fact, Mr. Derbes—and

if I'm correct, go on and admit it—this is a way of setting
the juvenile age at a boy or girl that hasn't reached their
seventeenth birthday, except if that boy or girl is charged
with a capital offense, or attempted aggravated rape, then it

applies to those fifteen and up to the seventeen? I mean...

MR. DERBES
Yes, Mr. Jack, it has the effect of se

but It permits the legislature to lower the
vote. It does not require a constitutional
permits the legislature to Increase the age
and furthermore, it permits the legislature
fjDr the juvenile procedures. So, the legis
this provision, may make the juvenile procei

as adult as the legislature pleases. But
theless required to consider a separate dis

adults and juveniles, which I think is a dis
being in this constitution.

ttlng a juvenile age,
age by a two-thirds
amendment , and it

by a majority vote,
to provide by law
lature by implementing
dures as juvenile or

they are never-
tinction between
tinction worthy of

MR. BURNS

Mr. Derbes, just exactly what did you mean by when you said
that this amendment was being offered In a spirit of compromise?
Compromise what?

MR. DERBES
Well, Mr. Burns, when I said "spirit of compromise" I meant

that I had worked for many hours literally with Judge Dennis, and
Judge Tate, and Mr. Tobias, and Mr, Jackson over trying to resolve
a problem where many of us felt that it was necessary to preserve
some special distinction for juveniles. Now, on the one hand
there are people who want to spell out all juvenile court juris-
diction in the constitution, and only change juvenile court
jurisdiction by a constitutional amendment. On the other hand,
there are those of us who felt that nothing should be said about
juvenile court at all, but everything should be left up to the

legislature, and midstream of those two alternatives, I happen
to feel that by saying that the legislature should consider
separate juvenile procedures when they say how a person should be

tried, I felt that that was an adequate middle p.round to satisfy
both people. It didn't prevent a unified court system. It

didn't have anything to do with jurisdiction, and it permitted
the legislature by various ratios of votes to make appropriate
changes. This is no constitutional dedication of jurisdiction.
It is a constitutional distinction of procedures, but changeable
by a two-thirds vote. That to me is the definition of a com-

promise. I hope it fits your definition.

MR. DERBES
Many of us think, Mr. Jack, that it is necessary to preserve

the distinction between adults and juveniles so that the legisla-

ture will be hopefully governed by that distinction by stating

It In the constitution. This says that wherever a child is tried-

he can be tried In a district court; he can be tried in an adult
court; he can be tried in a civil court; you can call it vrtiatever

you want—you can try him in any manner that you want to, as
provided by law, but he must be tried under special juvenile
procedures.

MR, BURNS
I thought you meant you were going to compromise as the

other three or four times this same thing has been voted on.

I mean, practically* it's the same subject matter, not the same...

MR. DERBES
Well, it is a completely different approach to the problem.

It has only to do with procedure, and it has nothing to do with

jurisdiction. It's, I think, a different approach, and one that is

not nearly so obstructive to the same problem.
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Further Discussion

MR. DENNIS
Mr. ChalriDan, fellow delegates, I rise In support of Mr.

Derbes's amendment, and if his amendment is adopted, then I

urge the support of the delegate proposal. Now, ladies and
gentlemen, as you will certainly recall, I have several times
asked you to vote down Mr. Johnny Jackson's delegate proposal,
and each time you have done so. The reason that I have opposed
Mr. Jackson's proposal in the past is because it would have
frozen into the constitution the structure of juvenile courts,
and the age limits by which we determine who is a juvenile and
who is not a juvenile. Mr. Derbes ' amendment does not do

either one of these things. All Mr. Derbes' amendment does
is afford two juveniles a measure of protection by requiring
that the legislature vote by a two-thirds vote before reducing
the age limit at which a person becomes a juvenile, or becomes
an adult, and that the legislature must likewise by two-thirds
vote get such a super majority before it can transfer or pro-
vide how someone is transferred from the juvenile court to the

adult court. Now, personally, I would be in favor of taking
out of this constitution all super majority votes of the legis-
lature because I think the legislature is responsible enough,
and would be even more responsible if everything that it deter-
mined would be determined by a majority of those voting. However,
as you know, this convention has not followed that approach. We
have in many instances put into this constitution a requirement
that the legislature reach its conclusions by a super majority
vote. For example, in this Judiciary Article we have said that
before the legislature may change Supreme Court or court of
appeal districts, it must do so by a two-thirds vote of the

legislature. We have said that before a district court district
may be changed that the legislature must act, and then there
must be a referendum of the people in all of the parishes affected.
For this reason, I think, there is asq>le precedence for giving
some issues which have a great deal of sensitivity, some cloak
of protection so that the legislature will not act overly hastily.
I think the juvenile. .. the definition of who is a juvenile, the
definition of who will be transferred from a juvenile court to
an adult court is worthy of this same type of protection. So,
I am asking you to approve Mr. Derbes' amendment because if it
is approved, it will simply set up a special procedure for juveniles
It will simply require that the legislature must get a two-thirds
vote before It changes the age limit of juveniles; likewise, the
same vote before transferring a juvenile to an adult court. I

think that this protection is justified, and I ask you to adopt
his amendment, and if his amendment is adopted, I will support
the delegate proposal as amended.

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this is a slick way of

undoing what we've done. Now, we have set up about the juris-
diction of the juvenile court in the constitution shall be set
by the legislature. The present law by statute—and this should
be by statute ^e've got a fluctuating thing. People get grown
quicker. We've seen fit all over the country to say you're
grown when you're eighteen. You're grown, just same as your
father. Now, I want you to listen to this: there is today...
you're a juvenile until you reach your seventeenth birthday. It

used to be you wasn't grown till you're twenty-one. So, you were
juvenile then till you were seventeen. Then there was three,
four years before you were twenty-one. People are more knowledge-
able, more educated; they move faster; they get in trouble, too.
That's why I'm standing here defending what I'm saying. There-
fore, today you may find the legislature want to change this
age to sixteen because the way it is now, a person jumps in one

second from a juvenile to a grown person—one second. One second
before a boy, or girl , is seventeen, he is a little juvenile, as
so many people say. As soon as that second is up, he's eighteen
instead...! mean, he's gone on to the seventeenth birthday, and
he gets tried in district court. Now, I say, you are setting a
dangerous thing. Now, where this is slick, they are calling
this "juvenile procedures." Procedures are not substantive.
This is substantive. This applies to setting the age limit for
what's a juvenile. Number one. "juvenile procedures shall apply
to all children under fifteen and .except those charged with
capital offense or attempted aggravated rape, to all children
under seventeen." They might as well instead of saying
"procedures" should have said "a juvenile is a child under fif-
teen, and except those charged with capital offenses, attempted
aggravated rape, a juvenile is one under seventeen." Procedure
is like a matter of what's legal evidence, or hov you start,
like by an information, indictments, and criminal matters, or
a petition and exceptions. Those are procedural. This is not.

This is doing just exactly what we defeated several times.

Now, you go on. I know Judge Dennis says he voted against the

others, and he did, and I can't see how he can turn right around

and vote for this. This is no more procedural than anything.

I'm against it.

Further Di scussion

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in favor of this

proposed amendment for your consideration. I shall not speak
at length to you of my warm personal feelings relative to

juveniles of this state and the procedures by which they have
been considered in the past in relation to the juvenile court.

I regret sincerely that we did not see fit to provide for the

jurisdiction in these courts. I bow, however, to your over-
whelming defeat of that proposal. I ask that you give considera-
tion to this amendment. It serves a very good purpose. Perhaps,
it's not so important where the issues related to these children

are heard. Perhaps I'm in error and perhaps you're right. It's

not the form so much, as the manner in which the matters are to

be considered. This relates solely to one of procedures. It

provides a method by which wt may continue the philosophy of

the past as it relates to the treatment of the youth of this,
our noble state. I ask that you give serious consideration
to this amendment, that you study it carefully, and that upon

its presentation for your vote, that you cast your favorable
vote therefor. Thank you.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Pugh, we can sum up your feelings by saying that in your

opinion, this provision would be a protection for the juveniles
of our state; isn't that true?

MR. PUGH
Yes.

MR. ROEMER
Well, don't you think that that's really the basic point

that we're trying to make here; it would be a protection to
the juveniles of Louisiana?

MR. PUGH
Well, yes, that goes without saying. If 1 support a pro-

vision because I think it relates to the best interest of the
juveniles, then In turn it refers to the protective measures
that should be made for those children.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Pugh, if I understand this proposal correctly, it would

be necessary for some type of special juvenile procedures to

be adopted by the legislature; would it not?

MR. PUGH
In my opinion, they may take the very same procedures that

have been available for years and also provide for their use. I

think that the transitional provisions can take the ones that

we presently have relating to juveniles, and as they will have

to do in so many other matters, provide for their transition

to the legislature.

MR. KEAN
In other words, you would assume that we would also have

to have some transitional provisions with respect to present

juvenile statutes in order to make this workable?

MR. PUGH

Not juvenile statutes, but juvenile jurisdictional provisions
as they are now in the constitution.

Further Di scussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, it's unfortunate that we have to deal with

this issue again because we've disposed of it before on many
occasions. If I may, I'd like to review why this issue Is so

important to the people of this state. We face a most serious
juvenile crime problem, particularly in the urban areas. Many
of our rural delegates are not as aware of it. But, In East

Baton Rouge Parish, for example, a majority of all the serious

crimes committed here are committed by juveniles, and it's

quite obvious that the time has long passed when it's safe to

walk the streets of our major urban areas. One of the main

reasons has been that our juvenile justice system has not
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permitted anything to be done with the Juveniles who coinralt

offenses, primarily because of the provisions of the 1921 Con-
stitution. This i» an attempt to continue to some degree, and
in some form, the restrictions in that 1921 Constitution on
what can be done to juveniles. You may remember that in 1973,
May session, the legislature passed legislation to try to

deal with the juvenile crime problem. The governor vetoed
that bill even though it was passed with more than eighty-five votes
because he felt that it was unconstitutional because of the
restricted nature of the language in the 1921 Constitution.
Let me give you some examples of vhat the problems are: suppose
a child, we'll say, sixteen years old, shoots an elderly man,
eighty years old; he falls; the child, sixteen years old, goes

again and points the weapon right at his head, and shoots him
again and leaves him for dead. But, the man lives. The
authorities find out who that child is, and so they bring him
to juvenile court. He has to be tried in juvenile court under
the present law, and under this he would be subject to so-called
juvenile procedures. Now, suppose this happened last year,
and he were brought to trial in September. Do you know, chances
are he would be released from L.T.I, in three months, even
though he committed eight or nine or ten or more serious
offenses before. I can tell you tnat not only will happen;
it has happened. The case I tell you is just one of hundreds
of examples. Standard procedure when a juvenile is found
delinquent on the basis of committing aggravated assault,
aggravated battery, aggravated arson, attempted murder, armed
robbery; no matter how many offenses he had before, he is

tried by the juvenile court, and if found delinquent, he is

sent to L.T.I. Procedure there Is that as soon as he gets
thirty merits, regardless of what he committed, . .of fenses he

committed, he is released, which he can do in three or four
months. We have these people on the streets. They're not
juvenile delinquents. They are criminals, and there's no reason
they should be treated with kid gloves. Now, that's why this
provision was deleted originally. It needs to be deleted so
that the legislature can deal with this problem.

Now, we're not talking here about kids who are throwing
rocks at somebody's house, or commits some minor act of vandalism.
The problem has come with these extremely serious offenses, which
endanger other people, like armed robbery in particular. Now,
notice that this language says that except for persons fifteen
years of age or older who are alleged to have committed a capital
offense, or attempted aggravated rape, then he has to be tried
under juvenile procedures. What are capital crimes in Louisiana?
There's only one right now— first degree murder. So, only in

the case of first degree murder and attempted aggravated rape
can a child under this—so-called child—be treated by anything
other than juvenile procedures. Now, it says in the exception
number one that the age can be lowered for dealing with people
by juvenile procedures. But if the age is lowered under that
number one, it has to be lowered for all offenses. There's no
need to lower it for all offenses. We don't want to lower
the juvenile age from seventeen to sixteen or fifteen. What
we want to do is provide that in certain crimes like armed
robbery and attempted murder, and things like that, that you
can deal with people according to standard criminal justice
procedures, not juvenile procedures. This provision does not
allow that. Only if you lower it in all instances, can you
lower it at all. That second exception deals with waiver of
Jurisdiction by a juvenile court. We don't want the juvenile
court to waive jurisdiction in those cases. We want the dis-
trict attorney to be able to demand that it be tried in a
district court or according to criminal justice procedures.
We want to be able to write down in the law that in case of
multiple offenses like armed robbery or other things that it
will be an automatic thing that it's tried In the district
court, not that some juvenile Judge will have the discretion
to waive jurisdiction if he so chooses. That's the only
way that in the legislature we can deal with this problem.
So, I urge you to reject this amendment.

[_Previous Question ordered.^

CI osi ng

MR. DER5ES
The legislative act to which Mr. Jenkins refers would not

be unconstitutional under thia provision. It's purely and
simply a matter of truth, and to say anything other than that.
Is to obfuscate and obstruct this particular issue. If eighty-
five votes of the House of Representatives were cast in order
to lower the Juvenile ages, that would clearly constitute
sufficient votes under this particular provision to permit the
changes in the law that were contemplated by that particular
act.

The flexibility with which- . or the flexibility that this
particular act provides is quite clear. The legislature may
establish a procedure by which the juvenile court would decide
on a case by case basis, whether a person should be tried under
adult procedures or under juvenile procedures. If the person
is a recidivist, if the person has committed a particularly
heinous crime, or even for particular categories of crimes,
the legislature may authorize waiver, but the waiver must be
by the juvenile court, based on the totality of the circumstances.
Furthermore, the legislature may lower the Juvenile age with
respect to certain crimes, as well as with respect to all crimes,
by a two-thirds vote. So, if the legislature were to decide,
for example, that armed robbery should have a maximum age of

fifteen for Juvenile court, and the legislature did so by a

two-thirds vote, then that would be the law. If the legislature
were not able to muster a two-thirds vote. It would not be the
law. There is ample flexibility for people who are concerned
with the rising crime problem, and I am one of those people.
I did not support amendments for Juvenile court Jurisdiction
until those amendments Included waiver provisions. This amend-
ment does include a waiver provision that permits me to

support it. I suggest to you that there is nothing in this
amendment which will prohibit the legislature from adequately
dealing with this problem of juvenile crime. But, it will
force and require the legislature to consider separately the

issue of Juvenile crime versus adult crime because as a person
who has had more than four years of very specialized experience
in this area I can tell you that It is a matter where arbitrary
and clear decisions are not very convenient and very possible.
The court should be granted, in my opinion, the right to decide
on a case by case basis whether a juvenile is to be tried under
adult procedures or under juvenile procedures. There should
continue to be that distinction between adult and juvenile
procedures to protect youthful offenders.

Thank you.

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Derbes, you are familiar with Charles Dickens', Oliver

MR. DERBES
Yes.

MR. WILLIS
You know that as soon as young Oliver, who was below seventeen,

reached London, he was recruited to thievery by Fagin who was over
eighteen years of age. . .much more. . .through the artful dodger?

MR. DERBES
I'm not sure where you're leading, Mr. Willis, but

MR. WILLIS
Well, I'm asking you this final question. Isn't this a

vehicle to reward crime or improperly deter it by inappropriate
punishment under the guise of procedure, thereby destroying the

law and order we need in this state?

MR. DERBES
Absolutely and emphatically not, Mr. Willis.

There is ample flexibility In here for everybody who is concerned

with law and order. I say that to you very seriously.

MR. WILLIS
Isn't It a fact that before a juvenile is tried he has to

pass through the discretion first of the district attorney
and that of the honorable district judges and juvenile judges
of this state? Don't you think he receives fair Justice?

MR. DERBES
Mr. Willis, as you may be aware, the proceedings brought

in the Interest of Juveniles may be initiated by the judges.

If the legislature changes the law they will eventually be

initiated by the district attorney or by the judges. This would

give the Juvenile court—the court, namely, the Judge—the right,

subject to certain procedures, to say that a child should be

tried under adult procedures. Yes.

MR. WILLIS
What is wrong with the legislature providing the procedure

to protect our law and order when you consider that all crimes,

or most of them, are committed by Juveniles between fifteen

and sixteen-and-a-half years of age?
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MR. DERBES
For this very simple reason, Mr. Willis. Because when

one—when a person tries to define on a crime by crime basis
who Is to go to what court and under what procedures he Is to

be tried, one eventually does a certain amount of Injustice....

....because certain particular types of crimes, although they
may qualify as such, are relatively minor.

[^Record vote ordered , Record Quorum
Cai i; 109 delegates present and a

quorum. Amendment adopted : 78-35,
Motion to recons ider tabled . Motion
to limit debate on the Section to fi ve
minutes adopted wi thout objection

.

]

Further Discussion

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, think back. If you will, to the Bill of Rights

think back If you will, to the Bill of Rights ... think about the protec-

tions we gave to people accused of crimes. You know, I've voted

In favor of every single protection for people accused of crimes

included In that Bill of Rights. You know what we are talking

about here, though? We're talking about people who we know to be

guilty, and what's going to be done with them; whether or not there

Is going to be adequate safeguards and protections for the public.

I don't think that this procedure here grants to the legislature

the authority to deal with different crimes differently, or differ-

ent people differently. For example, look at Exception Number 2.

How can that square with the equal protection clause? How could

you give one juvenile accused of armed robbery the protection of

Juvenile procedures, and not give It to another Juvenile also

charged with armed robbery? You could not. Think about Number 1

—

Exception Number 1. It does not say exceptions can be made for

people accused of specific crimes. It only says you can lower the

age for Juveniles as to whether or not they are going to be tried

under Juvenile procedures.

Mr. Derbes said that he did not—I believe it was Mr. Derbes

—

no, or Mr. Pugh said, that he did not feel the acts passed by the

legislature would be unconstitutional under this provision. Was

that you, Mr. Derbes? Judge Dennis told me, not fifteen minutes

ago, and he is the coauthor of this, that he thought it would be
unconstitutional

—

This section needs sixty-seven votes to pass. A similar

provision in the 1921 Constitution has hampered seriously the

prosecution of people who have committed serious offenses against

the people of this state. I certainly urge you not to lock into

this constitution a similar provision which can do nothing more

than hamper the prosecution of such individuals. You can be

sure the legislature will provide protection for Juvenile

delinquents. But we need procedures to deal with people who

have engaged In serious offenses. I certainly urge the rejection
of this section.

Delegate De Blieux in the Chair

[^Previous Question ordered.}

Closing

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'll be very brief. The

reason I am supporting this, the reason that I think this is
different from what I have opposed In the past, is that this
does not constltutlonallze the age limits. It allows the
legislature flexibility. The only thing It does. It requires
the legislature to get a two-thirds vote before bringing into
adult court, people who are now being treated as Juveniles. I think

that we are entitled to that. Or the Juveniles are entitled
to that much pause and reflection before the legislature takes
an act in this area. So, I ask you to support this delegate
proposal as it has been amended.

Questions

MR. BURSON
Judge Dennis, Is It clear to you that under the language

of this proposal. In this amendment, that the legislature could

classify, let us say. In the example of a multiple juvenile

offender, Just as they classify In criminal law for a third

offender who will get a greater sentence than a first offender

for a particular crime?

MR. DENNIS
It's clear to me that under the last part of this

amendment. In establishing a procedure by which the court of

original Jurisdiction could waive juvenile procedures and have

adult procedures apply, that the legislature could use that as

one of the criteria. The legislature could say when a Juvenile
has committed X number of offenses of a certain nature, then

the Juvenile court may use this as one of the criteria by which

It can determine that It shall waive its juvenile jurisdiction,

and let that person be tried as an adult.

MR. BURSON
So that they could classify both by the gravity and

frequency of the offenses then?

MR. DENNIS
I think they could use any reasonable criteria. I think

that would be a reasonable criteria.

[^Section passed: 80-29. Motion to
reconsider tabled. Previous Question
ordered on the Proposal . Proposal
passed: 98-13. Motion to reconsider
pending

.

]

Chairman Henry in the Chair

MR. HENRY

Mr. Burson now would move to reconsider the vote by which
Committee Proposal No. 4 on the Executive Article was adopted,

to reconsider the vote by which It was adopted.

Is there objection?
For the purpose of.... he's going to then move to suspend

the rules for the limited purpose of offering an amendment on

Section 1 relative to the powers of the attorney general, as I

appreciate it.

[_Motion to advance to Proposals on the
Calendar for Approval of Final Styling
adopted without objection . Motion to

reconsider Committee Proposal No. 4

adopted wi thout objection.}

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No. 4

Reconsideration

Point of Information

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman, I would like for Mr. Burson to explain to us

the change that he purposes to make before we vote on the

reconsideration.

MR. HENRY
Well, now, we've already voted on reconsideration.

This is a.. .

.

MR. RAYBURN
I mean suspension of the rules.

MR HENRY
All right. Mr. Burson, if you will- -this Is not debatable-.-

but If you will, you might better hit your reasons for your

motion a lick or two there. I mean, explain It.

Expl anation

MR. BURSON
Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think Senator Raybum's

request Is entirely appropriate. I would ask you to pull from

the many papers you have the following material so that you
might better understand the explanation I will try to make:

First of all. Section 26 of Committee Proposal No- 21,

the Judiciary Article, which deals with the powers of the

attorney general; secondly, it would also be helpful If you
would have available Article 7, Section 56 of the old constitution,

the '21 Constitution In your book; then, of course, the packet

of four amendments that have been passed out. The objective here
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Is purely and simply this... to remove from the Judiciary Article
and put in the Executive Article the office and powers of the
attorney general. This has been a bone of contention throughout
this convention. Quite frankly, I was on the team of the people
that wanted to keep him In the Judiciary Article when this
contention began. One of the reasons 1 was is because 1 didn't
know what the effect of the reallocation and allocation of powers
in the reorganization section of the executive article would be
on the attorney general. If you will look at the first amendment,
I think that problem is taken care of. The amendment on the first
page says that "the powers, functions, and duties allocated by
this constitution to any executive office, or commission (which
takes care of the Public Service Commission problem raised by
some people yesterday) shall not be affected or diminished by
the allocation provided herein except as authorized by Section 22

of this article." Section 22 of the Executive Article, of course,
is the article which permits the legislature to decide that three
of the offices may become appointed rather than elected.

But, other than Section 22, this makes it clear that all of
the executive offices that we provide for, all of those that you
are Interested in, or commissions that you are interested In,

that we have provided for in this constitution, cannot be
diminished or deleteriously affected by the original allocation
provided for Into twenty executive departments.

In the second place, if you will look at the Executive
Article, and look at Section 1 (C) of the Style and Drafting, you
will see that any reorganization or reallocation of powers

,

excepts all functions, powers, and duties allocated by this
constitution. So, I think with the addition of the sentence that
we are suggesting here, you can be assured that It will not be
possible under the guise of either the original allocation into
twenty departments, or, in a subsequent reorganization, to gut
one of the constitutional offices that you have created during
the course of this constitutional convention. I think for that
reason that this amendment may be the most important amendment
that Is offered here.

IMoti on to suspend the rules to recon-
sider Commi ttee Proposal No . 4 , Section
1 for the 1 imi ted purpose of consider-
ing the Burson amendment adopted with-
out objection

.

]

Reconsideration

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 1, On page 1, at the end of line 23, after

the word and punctuation, "departments", add the following
sentence:

"The powers, functions, and duties allocated by this
constitution to any executive office or commission shall not be
affected or diminished by the allocation provided herein except
as authorized by Section 22 of this article.

Explanation

MR. BURSON
I think I have explained this thing as well as I know how

to explain It. I will be happy to try and answer any questions
that anyone has on the point. I made the point earlier that this
affects more than Just the attorney general. I think It's a

guarantee which extends to all of the executive offices or
conralssions that we have herein created. We've had some arguments
here even today about the allocation, or reallocation of powers
that might apply to particular commissions.

Questions

MR. BURNS

Mr. Burson, just for the record, in discussing this matter
with you some time today, am I right that you told me that the
board of the conmittee of the District Attorneys' Association
had approved or consented to this amendment that you're now getting
ready to explain?

MR. BURSON
I think it would be correct to say that even though they have

previously and we have, I have previously, argued against giving
the attorney general any original criminal jurisdiction that we
are satisfied with the compromise which the amendment that's being
offered here next would involve. But, that we were concerned that
if you put the attorney general in the Executive Article, that you
better be sure you were guaranteed that his powers could not be

affected by any reorganization which is the purpose of this first
amendment

.

MR. BURNS
No, but didn't I understand you or one of the other gentlemen

to say that the District Attorney Committee, or whatever they have,
met on Saturday and agreed this wording was acceptable to them?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

lAirjendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 106-0. Motion
to reconsider tabled. ]

Personal Privilege

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Chairman, I've got a half of a letter addressed to Governor

Edwards with no signature on it or none of the rest of it, what is
this?

MR. HENRY
If it's addressed to Governor Edwards, I wouldn't know Mr.

Thompson, I haven't seen it.

MR. THOMPSON
Well, it's being passed out here in the convention.

MR. HENRY
I haven't seen it unless it's what Senator Rayburn showed

me, and I understood it was not being passed out. I have not
authorized anything to be passed out. If you will find out who
gave it to you, we will chastise him, or her, or them,

MR. THOMPSON
I don't believe you want to jump on the little lady that's

passing them out; do you?

MR. HENRY
Well some people like to jump on little ladies and some don't.
Mr. Willis.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Chairman, I have the same grievance as Representative

Thompson. It may be unbecoming of me to say so, but I reject,
repudiate, refuse, and resent the passage and putting on my desk
of a letter signed with two crosses, which most certainly must
attest to its authors double illiteracy.

MR. HENRY
I don't know what you meant, Mr. Willis, but I think I agree

with you, sir.

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I do not know who passed

this letter out because I received a copy. If you will look In
the first paragraph, this letter is addressed to the governor of
this state ,and it says "Dear Governor Edwards". It goes on to
say that 'I don't believe the governor understands"----do you
believe that?— "The basic concerns about the property tax
provision which the constitutional convention seems tentatively
to have agreed upon." It further states that "so many motives
have been attributed to us by such careless speakers as Mr.
Chehardy, Mr. Bussie, and myself. The only way I know how one
would define a careless speaker is to have a careless mind; I

guess Mr. Steimel has that. I don't know much about that gentleman,
but since he seems fit or saw fit to write the governor of this
state and tell him that I was a careless speaker, which I know the
governor don't believe ,because I read in the paper the other day,...
I went home, when so many of you fell off the log—Mr. Roy, Mr.
Gravel, and all of you people that passed all them bad things

—

and now you are trying to get back on the log{ when all of you
fell off I left. The next morning I was drinking coffee with my
wife—she hadn't seen me In quite a while, and my dogs.... I went
to feed them and they barked at me and tried to bite me, but I

finally made peace with them—and I was reading the T imes-P 1 ca^une
and it outlined, I believe, nine things the governor was against.
You know I had been to this mike and opposed every one of them but
one? The only reason I didn't oppose that, he had agreed to it

earlier that was the ten and fifteen percent that the tax assessors
proposed and passed through this body. I say, "Well, I'm not doing
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too bad and me and old Edwards are getting along pretty good." I

was laughing and she wanted to know what I was laughing about. Well,
I told her. I said "I tried to stop all these things before they
happened, but I was in the minority." But, low and behold 1 come
back and I get a copy of where Mr. Steimel wrote to the governor
and he said people like myself was using careless words Mr. Bussie,

—

putting me in the category with Vick and Lawrence. Well, for a little
top-water I 'm doing pretty good, ain't I? Well, let me tell you, I

just tried to find out a little about Mr. Steimel. I found out he
was bom in 1922 in a place called Running Lakes in Arkansas. Well,

I called a few people up there and they said he had been running
ever since. The little town he was born in was called Pocahontas,
and he has been hunting ever since. Well, he couldn't find nothing
In Arkansas and he came to Louisiana; so, we got him. I don't know
what we are going to do with him, but he's here. He was an elementary
school teacher. He is a Public Information director. He was at the
Arkansas State College and I don't know why they discharged him, but
evidentally they let him go. Then, he came to Baton Rouge in '49

and he has been here ever since. But, I just want to say this about
this letter. I had nothing to do with the passing out of this. I

don't know who passed it out. But, I would like to say that I'm
glad to be in the midst of some other careless speakers. But, I

speak for the people of this state; I always have and if I live
out this term, will be thirty-two years I've spoke for them. Maybe
I've spoke wrong, but they've sent me back. Maybe they don't know
me. But, I didn't hail from Arkansas. I didn't come from the city
named Running Lakes. I didn't come from a village called Pocahontas.
I haven't been hunting, I've been down here trying to do a job. I

don't necessarily agree with Mr. Steimel. I think he's got a right
to his views, but for him to write a letter to the chief executive
of this state and to say that you people, and you know how many times
I've been to this mike—well, McDaniel back there you know that and
a lot of other delegates know it—and that I have been doing a little
careless talking. Well, maybe I have. But, the only talking I've

done before this mike is talking for the people of our great state
and I have no apologies. I didn't get a copy of this letter. I don't
know whether Mr. Bussie got one, he operates in a lot of circles
that I don't. Mr.Chehardy can be everybody's sweetheart and nobody's
gal, but he is still my friend and I get along with him. But, I

don't know, Mr. Chairman, who passed this out. If they did it in

violation of our rules, I'm sorry and 1 apologize. But, I have no
apology to make to this convention or to the people of this state
for the careless talking that I have done to this convention. I

am among a lot of our delegates who has done some careless talking,
in my opinion, and are now trying to correct it. Thank you very
much.

MR. HENRY

Gentlemen, we usually don't (o along with this question business on
personal privilege. 1 don' know who I don't think anyone
authorized the sending out of that letter because it doesn't have
the O.K. with the Initials on it. But, if the pages or page who firstgot
It and started passing Itout will let me know where you got it,
I would appreciate It. I might say that ,Senator Rayburn , I

heard you accused of having careless hands but never a careless
speaker.

Personal Privilege

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that the Chair direct Its staff

or someone to try to determine whether or not, in fact, this
letter was sent out originally in October 31, 1973—was sent
out from the offices of PAR.

MR. HENRY
I assure you, we will try to get to the bottom of it.

MR. CHATELAIN
I think that someone is trying to play a joke,and someone is

trying to take it seriously here.

Personal Privilege

MR. RAYBURN
There is no doubt in my mind, Mr. Chairman, PAR sent this

letter out. Mr. Chatelaln, I don't know if Mr. Steimel Is here
or not, but if he is, let him come down. This is a letter
bound by his signature and it is a letter sent out by his office;
It is signed, and I have the original a copy of it, it Is a
letter signed by him. He's got a right to call me a careless speaker.
I can t really call him what I think he is because I don't want
to get engaged in that, but he called me that to the governor—
and that's all right with me—but It is a letter that came directly
from par's office sent to the governor of this state; I can assure
you that.

Point of Information
MR. PUGH

Well, Mr. Chairman, we got four days and eight hours to get
through here; can we get on with the regular course of some
business?

[Motion to suspend the rules to re-
consider Committee Proposal No, 4,
Section 8

.

]

Point Of Information

MR. AVANT
Is that a debatable motion?

MR. HENRY
No, sir, it's not a debatable motion. We are going to read

the amendment here and let Mr. Burson sort of make his quick
explanation of it.

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
This amendment is sent up by Delegates Henry, Gravel, Pugh,

Graham, and Alphonse Jackson.
Amendment No. 1. On page 5—this is in your first enrollment,

Mr. Abraham—delete lines 22, 23, and 2A in their entirety and all
amendments thereto and Insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 8. J)epartment of Justice
Section 8. (A) There shall be a Department of Justice,

headed by the attorney general, who shall be the state's chief
legal officer. The attorney general shall be elected for a term
of four years at the state general election. The assistant attorneys
general shall be appointed by the attorney general to serve at his
pleasure.

(B) As may be necessary for the assertion or protection of
any right or Interest of the state, the attorney general shall
have the authority to

(1) to institute, prosecute, or Intervene in any civil action
or proceedings;

(2) upon the written request of a district attorney, to advise
and assist In the prosecution of any criminal case;

(3) for cause, when authorized by the court which would
have original jurisdiction and subject to judicial review,

(a) to institute, prosecute, or Intervene in any criminal
action or proceeding, or

(b) to supersede any attorney representing the state in any
civil or criminal action.

(C) The attorney general shall exercise such other powers
and perform such other duties as may be authorized by this
constitution or by law."

Expl anat ion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I again direct your

attention to Article VII, Section 56 of the old constitution
and Section 26 of Committee Proposal No. 21, the Judiciary Article.
If you will look at these, and first of all looking at Section 26
in this amendment, you will find that the relevant change in this
amendment is not in (B)(1) remains the same, that is, the power
to institute, prosecute, or Intervene in any civil action or
proceeding. (B) (2) remains the same, that is, upon the written
request it says "written request", the other one simply said "request
of a district attorney to advise and assist in the prosecution of
any criminal case." The change comes in Section 3. Now, you will
recall that I was very vociferous among other people in opposing
any original criminal jurisdiction for the attorney general on the
thesis that this was the responsibility of the locally elected
district attorney. However, on examination of this issue in the
spirit of trying to compromise here and reach a solution—which I
frankly confess to you like most compromises will not totally
satisfy either the district attorneys or the attorney general
because the attorney general would like the discretion to bring
a criminal prosecution whenever it's necessary in his judgment,
whereas the D.A. 's would probably be just as happy for him not to
have any such Jurisdiction. The D.A. 's, at least, have agreed that
in the spirit of compromise it would be proper "for cause, when
authorized by the court which would have original Jurisdiction
subject to Jadicial review" as was suggested in the original
Judiciary Committee Proposal for the attorney general (a)—and
here if you refer to Section 56 of Article VII of the old con-
stitution you will find that (3) (a) of this amendment is the
language is taken from that language "to Institute, prosecute, or
Intervene in any criminal action or proceeding"'--that it is clear
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by this amendment that the attorney general would have, if he went

to court and showed cause for doing so, the power to institute a

proceeding. But, it is subject to the same necessity of showing for

cause as was in the original Judiciary Committee Proposal which was

somewhat ambiguous when it talked about a proceeding or affidavit

because an affidavit, of course, is how you normally institute a

criminal proceeding anyway. But, this language clarifies and makes

it clear that under the terms and conditions set out in this amendment

the attorney general would, in that instance, be able to exercise

original criminal jurisdiction and that is the change,

[^Motion to suspend the rules to recon-
sider Cowmittee Proposal No. 4, Sec-
tion 8 for the limited purpose of
offering an amendment adopted without
objection

.

]

Committee Proposal No. 4

Recons iderat i on

Expl anat Ion

MR. BURSON
Only this: It

when we've been throu,

to try to be reasonab
I took the extreme po;

criminal jurisdiction
can go into court and

whatever reason, has
convince the courts o

come in and exercise
of course , he cannot
why it's a compromise

seems to me at this stage of the convention
gh so many battles that it's Incumbent on us

le and to compromise our more extreme positions,
sition that he ought not to have any original

This would permit him if the attorney general

show cause because the district attorney, for

ot done his duty in a particular case and can

f this; then, in that limited instance, he could
original criminal jurisdiction. Otherwise,
and I know this won't satisfy him; that's
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Point of Information

MR. DENNIS
I would like to ask the Chair or Mr. Burson the specific

purpose for which this thing....

MR. HENRY
It's to go ahead and clean up this attorney general's business,

just to delete what's already in there and make it conform with the

executive.

MR. DENNIS
Limited to that purpose?

MR. HENRY
That's what. the final motion is going to be. Judge.

[Motion adopted without objection.
Motion to reconsider Commi ttee
Proposal No . 21 .^

Point of Information

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Qiaiman, is this the point at which we're going

to say exactly why the vote is going to be reconsidered?

MR. HENRY
Well, you know, I've already said why, but it's not

Che i>oint that the motion is made for the specific purpose

and all that business. But, that motion Is going to be made. I'm

not going to recognize anyone in order to do otherwise, Judge.

MR. DENNIS
All right, sir.

IMotion to reconsider Commi ttee Pro-
posal No . 21 adopted wi thou t objec-
tion . Motion to suspend the rules
to reconsider Section 2 5 for the
limited purpose of of fer ing an
amendmen t

.

]

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
The amendment to Section 25, Amendment No. 1.

On page 8, delete lines 24 through 30, both Inclusive
in their entirety .which constitutes the entire section, and re-

number the succeeding sections in conformity therewith.

Questions

MR. AVANT
The overall effect of what you would have accomplished

if you go to this third step, as I understand it, would delete
any reference to the attorney general in the Judiciary Article,
to put him in the Executive Article and make him subject. . .

make that office subject to the reorganization provisions as

they have been amended here this afternoon .which in effect says

he can be reorganized, but his constitutional powers would not

be disturbed. Is that the net result of all of this?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir. The powers, functions, duties of his office,

as allocated by this constitution, cannot be diminished or affected

in any way

.

MR. AVANT
But, is it not true that if the office of attorney general

is subject to reorganization at all, that it would be then

subject to pressures,or possible pressures .because of proposed leg-

islation which would affect other aspects of his operation other

than simply in the area of his constitutional duties which may

In turn have an affect on the performance of his duties and

his independent status?

MR. BURSON
Mr. Avant. If I thought that he would be susceptible

to any more pressure than he would be now, let's say by

cutting his budget .which certainly would be the greatest pressure

of all.which could be done under either scheme by the legislature,

then I would not have proposed this,That was the reason why

that first sentence was put in there. I think we've been specific

enough in the grant of power to him,saying that he's the state's

chief legal officer, that he has the power to hire his assistants,

that as required to assert ... to protect the right or Interest

of the state that he can do all these various and sundry things

plus whatever else is prescribed by law. and that he's the head

of the Department of Justice which we've also said, that we've

made it very plain with that first sentence and with the

reservation and the reorganization section that he couldn't be

gutted or gerrymandered out of power. In fact, I think it would

be a lot more difficult to do it since we added this section than

it might have been if we hadn't.

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Burson. I don't have a copy- I believe your

amendment goes to the first enrollment, right?

MR. BURSON
That's correct. Yes, sir.

MR. SINGLETARY
I'm trying to get a copy of the first enrollment, but

what you're doing, I believe, is deleting not only Section 25

but also Section 26, is that right?

MR. BURSON
That's correct. In other words, the amendment that we

just adopted sets out in much greater detail, I think. the

powers of the attorney general than the original proposal did.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Burson, the amendment that we Just previously adopted.

didn't we put the attorney general in the Executive Department

by adopting that amendment?

MR. BURSON
That's correct, sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, If we don't adopt this amendment won't we have the
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attorney general in both the Executive and the Department of

Justice. . . the Branch of Justice?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir» Senator.

MR. DE BLEIUX
So, then it's necessary that we eliminate one of these*

Isn't that correct?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir, that's correct.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. BuraoQ, could you tell ne why lt*8 so important

to have him in the Executive instead of the Judiciary Branch?

MR. BURSON
Mrs. Warren, I'll be frank to say it wasn't that important

to ma at all. I'm simply trying at this late stage of the
convention to participate in resolving some conflicts that we've
had since the beginning. I guess, since I was responsible for
creating part of the conflicts maybe that's why I was asked to
present this particular measure. I don't mind because I feel
that with the safeguard that we've put in here in the first part
of the amendment , that the major objection that I personally had
to moving the attorney general from the Judiciary Article has been
fully taken care of. . . been taken care of as far as I'm concerned
and the other people who got up to the mike here and expressed the
concern In the original debate that we had on this question.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Stagg is Interrupting me . . . but I would still

like to know from whoever that is wanting. . . you know wanted
him in one branch or the other so bad, I'd like to know the
difference; I really would.

MR. BURSON
Well, Mrs. Warren, this has been going on since the convention

began. The Executive Coomiittee said he ought to be part of the
Executive Branch because he is part of the Executive Branch in
the national government and in all other state governments we know
about, and the Judiciary Committee said, "Well, that may be true,
but he's always been in the Judiciary Branch In our constitution
and we think he ought to stay there because he might be subject to

executive influence otherwise." I feel that we have ... by
the caveat that we've put in here, by the specific reservation
against affecting or diminishing any of his constitutional powers,
we've taken care of that because under the old constitution, if

you'll look at Article VII, Section 56, there's very, very little
set out In the old constitution about the attorney general's
powert the rest is all by statute anyway. So, actually we have
set out much more specifically In this constitutional provision
the attorney general's power than is done under the old Section
56. I don't think there's any question about that.

{^Motion to suspend the rules adopted
without objection . Motion to re-
consider Committee Proposal No. 21,
Section 25 adopted without objection.'\

Reconsideration

Explanation

MR. BURSON
I think I've already explained it. Section 25 of the

Judiciary Proposal simply said that"there shall be a Department
Justice consisting of an attorney general and his assistants."
The amendment we've Just adopted says thatialso. Section 25
said that"the attorney general shall be elected for a term of
four years at the state general election, that he shall appoint
assistants to serve at his pleasure," and the amendment we Just
adopted says all of that. So, the sum and substance of what
Section 25 says is in the new Section 8 of the Executive Department
Proposal that we have adopted. I, therefore, urge your adoption
of this amendment to delete it from the Judiciary Proposal.

[Amendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section deleted : 102-2. Motion
to suspend the rules to recons i der
Committee Proposal No. 21, Section 26.]

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 1. On page 8, delete lines 31 through 34, both

inclusive. In their entirety, and on page 9, delete lines 1

through 10 both inclusive, in their entirety, and renumber the
succeeding sections in conformity therewith.

\_Motion to suspend the rules adopted
without objection . Motion to recon-
sider Section 26 adopted without
objection

.

]

Reconsideration

Explanation

MR. BURSON
I would point out to you again that we are here removing

from the Judiciary Article the powers and duties which we have
already inserted in the Executive Article. The reason we did it
that way is because those of us who felt strongly about it
wanted to be sure that before we took him out of Judiciary that
the duties, powers, and functions of the attorney general as
elaborated herein were fully protected from any allocation or
reallocation by the first sentence of the amendment that we
adopted. But, If you will look at the powers such as they are
set out In Section 26, you will see they say that the attorney
general shall be the chief legal officer of the state; we've said
that in the amendment that we previously adopted. It goes on to
set out what the attorney general may do and wc have said each
and every one of those things plus more In the amendment that
we have adopted. So, for those reasons, I urge your adoption of
the amendment to delete the powers from the Judiciary Article.

{^Amendmen t adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered on the
Proposal . Proposal passed: 105-2,
Motion to reconsider pending

.

]

Personal Pri vi lege

MR.VICK
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise not becaiiae

I am aggrieved necessarily .because the vote was overwhelming to
do what you wanted to do, but I rise to remind you that this
battle is not over. On tomorrow. Dry alternate presumably will be de-
bated according to the rules of this convention and that alternate
very simply is to leave the question to the people whether they
want a strong attorney genera*, or a weak one. The strong attorney
general by the Constitution of '21, Article VII, Section 56, as
delineated, as opposed to the current proposal or even the updated
proposal is set forth in a letter from Dean Francis Sullivan of
the L.S.U, School of Law to the attorney general, dated November the Uth,
which accompanies a memorandum sent to you by the attorney general
himself. Now, ladies and gentl«m«n,thls is perhaps by some
standards one of the most critical issues before the convention. This
office*as opposed to any other in this constitution on a statewide
basis. has had its powers severely diminished. That is the power
to initiate original criminal Jurisdiction or to Initiate original
criminal prosecutions. The sroAlon on the part of the Judiciary
Comnlttee and others to i&ove the office, the duties, powers and
functions to the Executive is again reflected by your vote. We
went through this once before; the vote was so indicative of your
mood on that subject there was no need to dispute It. But, I

urge you, ladies and gentlemen, I implore you, to read the letter
from Dean Sullivan because I am going to be referring to it in
detail tomorrow when we debate the alternate, and the issue then
will be very simple; let the people decide whether they want a
strong attorney general or a weak one. Until tomorrow, thank you.

[^Motion to suspend the rules to call
Committee Proposal No. 26 from the
Committee on Style and Drafting adopted

:

85-20. Motion to reconsider Committee
Proposal No. 26 adopted: 73-22. Motion
to suspend the rules to reconsider Com~
mi t tee Proposal No . 26 , Section 4 for
the limited purpose of considering the
Graham amendmen t

,

]

Reconsi deration

Committee Proposal No. 26 , Section 4
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Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Amendment No. 1. On page 5, line 13, after the word

and punctuation "contrary," delete the remainder of the line
and delete lines 14 through 22, both inclusive, in their entirety
and Insert in lieu thereof the following:

"the state board of commerce and industry or its successor,
with the approval of the governor, may enter into contracts
for the exemption from — this is an insertion—ad valorem taxes
of any manufacturing establishment or an addition to any existing
manufacturing establishment on such terms and conditions as the

board, with the approval of the governor, may deem to be in the
best interest of the state.

No exemption from taxes shall be granted under authority
of this Paragraph for a longer Initial period than five calendar
years. In like manner, the exemption may be renewed for an
additional period of five years.

All property exempted shall be listed on the assessment
rolls and be submitted to the Louisiana Tax Commission or its

successor, but no taxes shall be collected thereon during the
period of exemption."

{^Substitute motion to al low fifteen
minutes to explain the Amendment
adopted without objection .^

Explanation

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the purpose of this

amendment is to place the industrial tax exemption in the constitution
as it has been for the last twelve or fifteen years. As you know,
we presently have a provision in Proposal No. 26 that provides
that the legislature may authorize this exemption. Whereas, in the

same proposal we are providing for constitutional exemptions for

public lands, religious properties, fraternal, charitable, health,
burial, educational, agricultural products, agricultural machinery,
cultural, and Mardi Gras property, ships , towboats , barges . Yet,
with the industrial tax exemption that we have had and do have in our
present constitution, it was taken out and made permissive. The
simple, total, sole purpose of this proposed amendment is to

constitutionally provide for that exemption in essentially the same
manner that is provided for at the present time, that is, the Board
of Commerce and Industry may enter into contract for a period of

five years and that at the end of five years, the Board of Commerce
and Industry may extend that contract for an additional five years.
I might mention in the present constitution we're saying that the

Board of Conmerce and Industry shall extend the contract for five

years if the terms of the contract are met by the industry. In

this proposed amendment we're saying that they may extend it for

one additional five-year period. That's the total purpose and

essentially the whole content of this amendment.

Questions

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Graham, were you a delegate to this convention when

this subject matter was debated on the floor?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Perez, I was a delegate at a time when It was debated,

but I can*t say that I necessarily was a delegate the time
that you're talking about. I just don't know.

MR. PEREZ
Well, what I'm trying to do Is find out whether you're

familiar with what happened with respect to this particular
proposal. First, do you know that when this proposal came out
of the Revenue Committee th«re was a recommendation that the local
government approve the exemptions before they could be
granted; were you aware of that?

MR. GRAHAM
I was not aware that that was a committee recommendation,

I was aware that at one time the proposal did provide for local
government approval and it was changed to provide permissive
legislation.

MR. PEREZ
Well, then if I tell you it was a part of the Revenue

Committee Proposal, and if I tell you at a later time that there
was an amendment on the floor which rf^.iuaed to take out
the requirement that local government approve, then my question
to you Is would you be agreeable to an amendment which would give

Local government the right to approve any such Industrial exemption
within that parish?

MR. GRAHAM
To begin with, I don't question it If you say that it

was the position of the committee^ I don't question that at all,
Mr. Perez, but I would not be agreeable to the amendment that
you suggest, that it be subject to local government approval.
I prefer to keep it the way it presently is in our constitution.

MR. PEREZ
All right. Are you aware of the fact that after long

debate, that the present provision was adopted over my objection,
I might say and at the request and insistence of the industrial
people, so that what we presently have was that which was put in
there at their request? Are you aware of that?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Perez, I am aware that they preferred the terms that

are presently in the proposal as opposed to the provision that
it was subject to approval of local governmental agencies.

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Graham, you stated five years and one additional five-

year period. . .

MR. GRAHAM
Yes, sir.

MR. LANDRUM
... no more than one additional five-year exemption?

MR. GRAHAM
You're right.

MR. FLORY
Mr, Graham, could you tell me why you left the following

language out that's in the '21 Constitution where It defines
a manufacturing estab] ishment which says, "as used in this

paragraph means a new plant or establishment or an addition or

additions to any existing plant or establishment which engages

in the business of working raw materials into wares suitable for

use or which gives new shapes, new qualities or new combinations

to matter which already has gone through some artificial process"?

Could you tell me why you left that out?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Flory, it was left out in the interest of space

and in taking out unnecessary verbiage. I know that you can

say that this is necessary; on the other hand, 1 think that

we can leave this up to the Board of Commerce and Industry and

let them exercise the discretion over whether the Industry is

actually a manufacturing industry and does justify this exemption.

MR. FLORY
Are you saying then that the Board of Commerce and Industry

would decide that on an application by application or would it

be rather to define it by statute?

MR. GRAHAM
1 don't see why. . . what would prohibit defining this

by statute where we don't provide that it can be done, we surely

don't provide that It cannot be done, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY
You don't really provide who determines what a manufacturing

facility Is, do you?

MR. GRAHAM
No, sir, we don't, other than the Comanerce and Industry

Board with the approval of the governor.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Do you feel that it would be the prerogative of the

legislature, in fact their duty, to define manufacturing
eatabllshments as to what they are?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Champagne, I just said that I don't think that

while we have not said that the legislature can do this,

we have in no way prohibited the legislature, and I feel

under those conditions It would be the prerogative of the

legislature.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Anoth«r question. Do you know it's my understanding that the
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people Involved in this. In other words the Industries, are

agreed to taking it out of the constitution because the thing

they didn't want was local decisions on whether or not they'd

get an exemption?

HR. GRAHAM
Thank you,

Mr. Champagne.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Graham, don't you know that if there's a positive

provision in the constitution which say8"the State Board of

Commerce and Industry can give to new manufacturing establish-
ments",that it would be beyond the reach of the legislature

to define a new manufacturing establishment?

sir. That was my understanding, also.

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Graham, doesn't the article we've adopted state that

"the revenue sharing funds shall be distributed annually as

provided by the legislature solely on the basis of population

and number of homesteads in each parish in proportion to

population and number of homesteads throughout the state?

Onless the legislature provides otherwise, population statistics

of the last federal census, decennial census, shall be utilized

for this purpose". So doesn't this allow the legislature to

change its formula every year, if it so desires?

MR. GRAHAM
They can change the formula. I think Mr. Perez was referring

to the fact that the legislature can't change the population.

But, It can change the formula.

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Perez, I don't know that. Frankly, I don't agree with

you. I do respect your legal talent. But, I don't think it

would be beyond their prerogative in that we are not saying that

the Board of Commerce and Industry has to grant these exemptions.
We are saying that they may enter into contract and grant exemp-

tions.

HR. ABRAHAM
But, it can revise the population figures if it so desires,

because it says, "Unless the legislature provides otherwise",it '11

use the decennial census.

MR. GRAHAM
Right.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Graham, don't you further know that the state is no

longer engaged in the ad valorem tax field, and probably will
not enter Into it again? If it does. It can only do It to Che

extent of five and three-quarter mills.

MR. GRAHAM
Yes, sir, Mr. Perez, I realize that. But ,at the same tine,

1 realize the state is engaged in all efforts to attract new

Industry to this state, especially in light of the fact that our

natural resources are depleting. I also recognize the fact that

If a local governing authority does not want an industry to

locate In their particular area, there Is serious doubt that

the industry would locate in that area in spite of the fact that

they don ' t want them to

.

MR. PEREZ
Well, Mr. Graham, don't you think that It would be fair

1£ the state thought enough that we needed that Industry, that
they could help make up some of the loss of revenue that the

local government should receive from ad valorem taxes?

MR. GRAHMI
Mr. Perez, I feel, frankly, that the state is making up

for a lot of lost revenue to the local governments In the way
of revenue sharing and other matters that have been provided
for in this constitution, or proposed constitution.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Graham, don't you know that revenue sharing Is figured

only once every ten years? That In all probability, the local
government could not get the effect ef Increased revenue sharing
until that ten year period had expired? So, therefore, you'd
be giving a ten year tax exemption on Industry, and could not

get the effect of your Increase in population until ten years,
or a large part of that ten years, Mr. Graham?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Perez, I Imow that the revenue sharing provisions that

we have already adopted in our proposed constitution already
provide for an Increase.

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Graham, Isn't it true that as far as the revenue sharing

fund Is concerned, that it is based upon the federal decennial

census which Is taken once every ten years?

MR. GRAHAM
Yes, sir.

MR. PEREZ
So, I again ask you the question. Isn't It quite possible

that no Increase in revenue sharing would come about as a result
of the Increase in population, but the local government would
have to bear the additional cost of servicing the new people,
plus the new industry,with increased cost for schools, for
sewerage, for water, for roads, and so, therefore, probably
would have to Increase taxes on the other existing industries
and the other existing homeowners in order to be able to hopeful-

ly make up for the increased cost in services?

MR. GRAHAM
Yes, sir.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Graham, as I recall the remarks of the governor when he

addressed us, he suggested,or recommended, or whatever you want

to call it, that this exemption be put back in the constitution

like it was. I just wonder if you would consider withdrawing this

amendment and recasting it so that if we do vote for it, which

I would like to do, we can put this exemption back In the constitu-

tion like it was, and not open It wide open by taking out the

present constitutional definition of manufacturing establishments.

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Avant, I do recall that the governor suggested that we

either remove all of the exemptions, or give the exemption back

to Industry. That's the purpose of this amendment is to give it

back to industry.
In answer to your question, I don't believe that the verbiage

that we have taken out of the present constitution makes all that

much difference if you look at the position that the Board of

Comnerce and Industry has taken. I believe that even with the

present verbiage, they do have a lot of discretion in determining

whether an Industry is, in fact, a manufacturing Industry or

not

.

MR. AVANT
But, they got a whole lot more if you don't define manufacturing

Industry, don't they?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Avant, I believe that that can be a matter that the

legislature can do. As I said a few minutes ago, because this

proposed amendment says that "the Board of Commerce and Industry,

with the approval of the governor, may enter into contract;' I

believe that there will be discretion on the part of the legislature

and a prerogative on the part of the legislature to determine what

will, in fact, constitute a manufacturing establishment.

MR. AVANT
Well, that's what the present constitution says, "that the

Board and the governor may enter into contracts with manufacturing

establishments as defined In the constitution." Isn't that what

it says?

MR. GRAHAM
I don't know if it says,

I have

"As defined in the constitution.

MR. AVAMT
Well, I mean, that's why the authority is given to them,because

they operate under a constitutional definition of a manufacturing

establishment, don't they?

MR. GRAHAM
However, Mr. Avant, I don't believe the legislature has

ever defined what would constitute a manufacturing establishment.

MR. AVANT
Don't have to. It's in the constitution,

be in the constitution.

MR. GRAHAM
That's right.

But now it won't
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MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Graham, I'm glad you corrected Mr. Avant and said that

the governor gave us a choice. He said either take out .either
place the Industrial exemption back In, or take out all of the
exemptions. Did you know that our committee, and many of us,,

feel like these exemptions should not be in there? I would prefer
an opportunity to vote on a choice between the two, and let's take
out all the exemptions in the constitution that don't belong in
there. .. .they don't belong there, and let's allow the legislature
to grant those exemptions by a two-thirds vote.

MR. GRAHAM
I don't, in answer to your question. Senator Nunez,

quarrel with that at all. On the other hand. It was determined
that it would be more acceptable to this convention to add the
one exemption, the industrial exemption, as It presently Is,
than It would be to go In and take out a multitude of exemptions
that include churches and hospitals', religious , charitable

,

fraternal Institutions; agricultural equipment. I just think
that the convention Itself would prefer to add one than to take
out all of these.

MR. MUNSON
Mr. Graham, did you know that I disagree with Senator

Nunez, and so do a lot more of us In this convention hall?

MR. GRAHAM
Representative Munson, I would assume that a lot of people

do. Based on my conversations with them, I found that there
was a substantial majority of the people that would rather add

one than take out the rest.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Graham, would you explain to me what you mean when you

are saying "in like manner the exemption may be renewed for
an additional period of five years"?We found out In our committee
hearings where if they created one three thousand dollar job, one

additional job, they could get a renewal for five years. What
is the purpose of this language?

MR. GRAHAM
Because in the preceding paragraph it says that"the Board

of Commerce and Industry, with the approval of the governor, may
enter into contracts for the exemption of ad valorem taxes". It's
saying In a like manner, they may enter Into a contract to continue
that exemption for five additional years. Senator Rayburn, you
might ....

MR. RAYBURN
What are the provisions to renew that contract, Mr. Graham?

What are the provisions to renew that contract?

MR. GRAHAM
The same provisions as the initial contract that they entered

into. Senator Rayburn. The present constitution says the same
thing. The provision, as it is, says "the legislature may
authorize the same thing." But, the present constitution says
that "they ^all extend it for an additonal five years." The
proposed amendment says that "they may extend It for an additional
five years."

MR. RAYBURN
I mean under what provisions may they extend it? Give me a

definition of how they can extend a five year contract.

I would like, Mr. Graham, to know what provisions. .where It

says "in a like manner the exemption may be renewed for an additional

period of five years?" What are the qualifications or the require-

ments to get that exemption renewed?

MR. GRAHAM
Senator Rayburn, I don't know the exact terms of any contract

that the Board of Commerce and Industry may have. I'm not familiar

with that. But, what this Is saying is that the Board of Commerce

and Industry, with the approval of the governor, may enter into

a contract with an industry ... .a new Industry ... .and, at the end

of five years It may be extended for an additional five years in

a like manner—In the like manner as it initially entered into

that contract.. I do not have a copy of the contract. I don't

know what it says. Senator Rayburn.

MR. RAYBURN
In the like manner to create additional jobs?

MR. GRAHAM
I beg your pardon.

MR. RAYBURN
I say would it be In a like manner to create employment or

additional jobs?

MR. GRAHAM
Senator Rayburn, I would say it would be in a like manner

as the initial contract. That's all I know, sir.

MR, RAYBURN
Did you know that we found out in the hearings on the

committee where some Industries had created two three thousand
dollar a year Jobs and got an additional five year contract?
Did you know that?

MR, GRAHAM
I didn't know that. But, if you say that, I accept your

comments

.

MR. RAYBURN
That was testimony we heard in our committee, Mr. Graham.

I Just want to know that if this language where it says "in a

like manner the exemption may be renewed." I want to know
what provisions do you have to have to renew it for five years.

I know the initial application says they are going to hire fifty

people, forty people, ten people, or two people. Then, I want
to know what you've got to do to renew it. Do you know?

MR. GRAHAM
You have to make an application for a continuation or a

renewal thereof. Senator Rayburn.

MR. RAYBURN
Thank you.

MR. GRAHAM
Yes, sir.

{^Quorum Call : 100 delegates present
and a quorum . ]

Point of Information

MR. NUNEZ
1 rise for a point of information, Mr. Chairman. Are we....

has he moved for suspension of the rules for the limited purpose
of considering his amendment only?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. That's correct.

MR. NUNEZ
Would the gentleman consider moving for suspension of the

rules to consider amendments ... .any amendments that would be

applicable to the article, that would take out all exemptions,
or either put that one back In?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Graham?
The gentleman says, no, sir. He's made his motion.

{^Record vote ordered . Rules Suspended

:

71-37.]

Reconsideration

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by the gentleman reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 5, line 13, after the word and

punctuation "contrary", delete the remainder of the line, and

delete lines lA through 22, both inclusive In their entirety,

and insert In lieu thereof the following:

"The State Board of Commerce and Industry, or its successor,

with the approval of the governor, may enter into contracts for

the exemption from (and here's the insert previously noted)

ad valorem taxes of any new manufacturing establishment or an

addition to any existing manufacturing establishment, on such

terms and conditions as the board, with the approval of the

governor, deem to be In the best interest of the state. No

exemption from taxes shall be granted under authority of this

paragraph for a longer initial term than five calendar years.

In like manner, the exemption may be renewed for an additional

period of five years. All property exempted shall be listed

on the assessment rolls and be submitted to the Louisiana Tax
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Commission or Its successor, but no taxes shall be collected

thereon during the period of exemption."

[Motion to limit debate on the Amendment
to twenty minutes rejected : 40-51.]

Explanation

^{R. GRAHAM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, 1 believe that I explained

the proposed amendment to the extent that I am capable of explain-
ing It. if It meets with the approval of the delegates here, I

would just as soon let the opponents, or those others who would
like to discuss this proposed amendment, carry on rather than
stand up here and answer questions for the next hour. 1 will
close on the amendment, and perhaps you'll have a chance to try
to shoot me down at that time.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Buzzy, what changes? Could you explain, now since you've

got all of our attention, what changes would your amendment make
In what we've already adopted? Could you list those specifically
the two or three changes that it would make?

MR. GRAHAM
Actually, Mr.Roemer, it changes one, and this is the most

important change. What we've already adopted simply says that

the legislature may authorize the State Board of Commerce and
Industry, under such conditions and terms, and with such approval
as the legislature may specify .. .this is saying,.. is granting the
exemption as a constitutional exemption, as we have in the
proposal for every other •xemption other than this one.

MR. ROEMER
I understand that.
What about the local option business? Is that in yours?

MR. GRAHAM
This is not included In the amendment that we are proposing.

MR. ROEMER
Well, don't you think that's a change?

MR. GRAHAM
The present provision does not have the local option

provision.

MR. ROEMER
What about any vote ? Is there any vote requirement In the

legislature for the fonnulation of the rules?

MR. GRAHAM
That Is not provided for. It was covered awhile ago, and

I suggested that the legislature would have the prerogative to
define a manufacturing establishment.

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I ask you to defeat

this amendment for this specific reason. Article X, Section 4,
of the present constitution says that"the State Board of

Commerce and Industry, with the approval of the governor,
may enter into contract for the exemption of any new manufactur-
ing establishment, or an addition or additions to any manufactur-
ing establishment already existing in the state upon such terms
and conditions as the board, with the approval of the governor,
may deem to be in the best Interest of the state." Now, then
they proceed to define what is a manufacturing establishment.
The term, manufacturing establishment, and addition or additions,
as used in this paragraph, mean a new plant or establishment, or
an addition or additions to any existing plant or establishment
which engages in the business of working raw materials into wares
suitable for use, or which gives new shapes, new qualities, or
new combinations to matter which has already gone through some
artifical process." Mow, if you will recall the debate when this

matter was before this convention, it was established during the
course of that debate that over fifty percent of the assessed
valuation in this state was on the exempt rolls— in excess of

seven billion dollars—even under that definition. Now, when
you delete that language, that definition, then you throw this
thing wide open, absolutely wide open. Though I respect Mr.

Graham and his ability, I think he is seriously in error when
he tells you that the legislature can come back and define
manufacturing establishments, because under his language, and
under this amendment that Is offered, it says that"the State
Board of Commerce and Industry, etc., etc., to any existing
manufacturing establishment, or new. on such times and conditions
as the board, with the approval of the governor, deem in the best
Interest of the state," That language leaves no room—no room

—

for the legislature to define what shall constitute a manufacturing
establishment because it will be on the terms and conditions that
the board, with the approval of the governor, deem in the best

interest of the state.
So, I ask you to defeat this amendment for that specific

reason. Now, if they want to come back and put the exemption

back In the constitution like it is, as we were told we should
do, that's a horse of another color. I don't think I would

even be up here. But, when you take that definition out, then

I think you can see that you throw this wide open to where the

governor and the board can grant any exemi>tlon they want to,

under any terms and conditions they may see fit, because there

is no definition of what is a manufacturing establishment.

So, unless and until' that definition is put back In this

proposal, I would respectfully request that you reject this

amendment

.

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise to call your attention

to the amendment and the position that Mr. Avant has taken. I

concur In what he has said. Let me say this as a representative
of labor, when this Issue was before this convention, I supported
leaving the Industrial exemption in the constitution, voted with
it all the way, and still believe that It is good for the growth
of Jobs in this state. But, I suggest to you that you ought to
realize what you are about to vote on.

Remember, now, that the state Is not in the ad valorem tax
business. The taxes that you are talking about exempting are
local taxes. Now, what the governor said the other day was to

either strip this document of all exemptions, or as a compromise,
and I quote, "I would suggest that you also Include the industrial
exemptions." Now, I take that to mean in the same light that

they were granted in the 1921 Constitution, later amended. If
you take out of the constitution the definition of a manufacturing
facility, you're leaving it up to fifteen appointed members to
determine what is a manufacturing facility. There is already,
now, litigation in the courts as to what is and what is not a
manufacturing facility. There's bean contentions already for
years that the power plants in this state are not per se
mjinufacturlng facilities. But, under this amendment, they could
put a shirt shop that sells shirts on as a manufacturing facility
if they sewed a button on the shirt. If they wanted to. I suggest
to you that it's so prone to Interpretation, case by case, administra-
tion by administration, that if in the constitution you don't define
what is a manufacturing facility, we're going to get into some
serious financial problems on local governmental levels in this
state. I ask you to reject this amendment until such time as they
define what is a manufacturing facility, and then I'd be more than
happy to support it. But, I can't support it in the posture It is
now, because it's Just too wide open for Interpretation, and makes
.— creates for a suspicious atmosphere. I'd be happy to yield.

Questions

MR. ROY
Mr. Flory, what about an amendment that would say, you know,

with respect to the manufacturing as defined by law, let the
legislature defines....

MR. FLORY
I see no reason.

MR. ROY
....instead of us defining it here.

MR. FLORY
When I asked the question of Mr. Graham why he didn't

Include that language in the constitution— this constitution
that was in the old constitution—because there is Jurisprudence
on it, he said in the expediency of shortening the document.
I appreciate that, but when you are talking about dollars on
the local level, I don't think we ought to be too concerned
about words versus dollars to local government.

MR. ROY
Well, if the ieglslature—my thing is that if we define
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something In the constitution, and you ever want to change it,

you've got to go to the constitution. But, if you let It be

as defined by law, don't you agree that the legislature could

define what is a manufacturing concern, and whether it would be

applicable or not?

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Perez, isn't it a fact that the legislature may not

define words In the constitution, that that is the work of the
courts?

MR. FLORY
Mr. Roy, if you would say that the present definition and

the present constitution of a manufacturing facility would be

transferred In the schedule to the statutes, and it required

a two-thirds vote to change it, I would have no objections

—

no objections—but, I don't want to get into the position every

year that the legislature meets....

they can change the definition of a manufacturing facility.

Further Di scussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

I would hope that I could have your attention for a little
while so that we could reasonably discuss the posture in which
we now find ourselves.

If you will recall, when this matter was being debated
when it first came up, the Revenue Committee had recommended
and provided almost without opposition, that before an industrial
exemption could be granted, that it would also have to have the
approval of the governing authority of the local government. If

you will recall, Mr. Gravel offered an amendment at which time he

alluded to local governmental officials as the lowest form of

petty politics. I say to you that local government Is responsive
and responsible, and that It is becoming even more so all the
time. But I say to you that In spite of the fact that I attempted
at that time to have a provision which would require the local
government approval, that this convention decided that it would
be better to leave it up to the legislature so that the way the

provision now reads is that the legislature by law may authorize
the State Board of Commerce and Industry, or its successor,
under such terms and conditions, and with such approval as the
legislature specifies, to provide for the exemption from property
taxation of a new manufacturing establishment, etc.

I say to you that I think that even though I was not
satisfied, and acceptable or agreeable to that particular provision,
at least it will give the opportunity to have this matter more
thoroughly discussed and thrashed out when It is presented to the

legislature because of the fact that it's easy to say we want to

Induce industry. We all want to Induce industry. But, with any
new industry there comes problems. We have the problem of where
do we find the money to build new schools for the new employees;
where do we find the money to pay for all the additional deputies
that have to be hired; where do we find the money for the sewerage
and for the water; for the streets, and on and on and on and on.

The state is out of the property tax business and as far as we

know, does not intend to reenter it. I say to you that this is

the worst form of violation of local governmental principles to

say that without ... .without any regard whatsoever to the local

governmental people, that an appointive board, the State Board

of Commerce and Industry, with the approval of the governor,
may under certain circumstances virtually bankrupt local govern-

ment, or on the other hand, possibly require the increase in

taxes for those who are already there to acconinodaCe those who
may come. Now, let's make it clear that this business of revenue
sharing does not cover a situation like this because of the fact

that revenue sharing is figured every ten years. It is quite

possible that the increase in population will come along with
the new industry near, say 1970 or 1980, so that the local

governmental officials and the school boards would have to

suffer for a period of ten years, hopefully to find the money

to continue the governmental functions for those who are already

there, plus those who want to come. All that I'm saying to you

is that this la a very, very, very serious matter, and I would
hope that you would not cut off the possibility of a reasonable
settlement to this matter by allowing It to go to the legislature

instead of making a fixed, hard, determination here at this

convention, that this should be an absolute exemption, and local

government should have nothing to say about it. I say to you

that this is a very dangerous procedure. I do know that the

steamroller is rolling. But, for God's sake, let's try to put

the brakes on it; get back to reasonableness, and let's reject

this amendment, please.

MR. PEREZ
That's correct.

MR. WILLIS
Does not this amendment replace the one hundred and forty-

two members of the legislature for a governor and a board, the

members of which he appoints?

MR. PEREZ
There is no question about the fact that this is an absolute

right for the granting of an exemption without adequate determina-
tion of what a manufacturing establishment is. I might say to you
that even under the present procedure, they have called things
manufacturing establishments where they really had to stretch
their imagination to do it. Without any definition, I say to you
it would be possible for just about any business establishment to be

defined as a manufacturing establishment, and, therefore, be
granted an exemption.

MR. WILLIS
One more last question. This is a firm constitutional

question. Do you think that exemptions is an executive function?

MR. PEREZ
No, sir. It certainly should not be.

MR. WILLIS
It is either constitutional or legislative function, or both.

Isn't that correct?

MR. PEREZ
It should be the legislative function of local government

at least to have a say-so.

Further Discussion

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to

this amendment. In my opinion, I do not believe that the
governor, nor the legislature, nor the State Board of Commerce
should have the right to exempt property on a local level. I

believe that this five and ten year exemption is harmful to the

people of the city of New Orleans, and to the rest of the State
of Louisiana. I do not believe that Industry should have a

ten year incentive program in order to come into this state.

I do believe that Louisiana, .. .we have enough right here in this

state to induce industry from many many different angles . We do

not have to give this type of an Incentive to industry to locate
here in this state. We should give the people some Incentives.
Everywhere you turn for the past year. Industry certainly has

had its role here In this convention. But now, as delegates,
we are the only hope that the people have represented here. If

we fall in representing the people, then there is no need to

have elections at all. I do believe thisi that industry plays a

very vital role In every community. But now, why should
Industry be exempted—given ten years exemption? Mr. Raybum
mentioned the fact that all industry has to do is to hire a

few more people, or to put a wing or something on to renew that

exemption. But, what happens to your home when you add—make
an addition to your home- Rather than get an exemption, you

have to pay more taxes.

Let's think about the people a little bit now. The
remainder of these days that we are to be here, let's think

about the people. Let's give the people some Incentive,

Thank you.

Point of Information

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, with the permission of the convention, we'd

like to withdraw the amendment for the purpose of adding a

provision that is the definition as provided for in the present

constitution,

MR, HENRY
Now, Mr. Graham, if you withdraw the amendment, then what

we are going to do Is vote again on the adoption of the section.

We are going to have to go through the reconsideration business

again because it was for the limited purpose of this amendment.

Just so that you'll understand that.

What's your pleasure?
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MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, I believe this Is the only way we can do it.

We are adding to the proposed amendment those provisions that

are in the present constitution that define a manufacturing

establishment, or additions thereto.

MR. HENRY
All right, all right. Don't explain your amendment, please.

[^Amendment withdrawn . Previous Ques-
tion ordered on the Section . Quorum
Call : 96 delegates presen t and a

quorum. J

Point of Information

MR. BURNS
I thought you were getting ready to call a vote, Mr. Chairman.

I just wanted a point of information.
Now that he's withdrawn that amendment, at least temporarily,

what would we be voting on?

MR. HENRY
You are voting on the adoption of Section 4 as it was when

we started fooling with this amendment, just as we'd already
adopted it once during the deliberations of this convention.

We really have it on reconsideration.

[^Section passed : 97- 3 . Motion to
reconsider tabled . Motion to suspend
the rules to reconsider Commi ttee
Proposal No. 26, Section 4 for the
1 imi ted purpose of considering the
Graham amendment adopted without
objection .

]

Point of Information

MR. NUMEZ
Mr. Chairman, I would ask that Mr. Graham explain the amendment.

From the amendment that I've seen that they're going to adopt, it's

not the intent of this convention of the objection for not adopting
the other one. He's just going to simply define terms, while we

were concerned with the legislative section of it.

MR. HENRY
1*11 ask the Clerk, nimber one, to read the amendment. Then

ve*ll let Mr. Graham say a few words on it.

Reconsideration

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment Is resubmitted. It would read as follows:

First of all, the text of the first partial paragraph and second
and third. . .first two full paragraphsare the same. Again, it

has been run off without the word, on the third line, "ad valorem"
being Inserted before the word "taxes" "taxe^' being the last word
on the third line of the amendment. The words "ad valorem" should
appear ImDediately prior to chat, after the word "from."

It, in addition, adds this paragraph, additionally, as a third
paragraph:

"The terms 'manufacturing establishment' and 'addition* or
'additions' as used herein mean a new plant or establishment or
an addition or additions to any existing plant or establishment
which engages in the business of working raw materials into wares
suitable for use or which gives new shapes, new qualities, or new
combinations to matter which already has gone through some artificial
process."

Questions

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Graham, in your latest sentence you've added, you say,

"addition or additions" plural. Where do you use the word
"additions," plural, in. . .up above?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Perez, I didn't understand you. All I know is that that's

what it says in the present constitution.

MR. PEREZ
Well, except that the way you have your provision now drawn,

you don't use the word "additions," plural. So, I'm just. , .

isn't your amendment kind of messed up is what I'm trying to get to?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Perez, I think that's a matter that Style and Drafting

can handle. The present constitution says, "addition or
additions," and that's what we did. We thought that that was the

wishes of this convention.

MR. PEREZ
Don't you know that Style and Drafting has no right to make

substantive changes? All you are allowing, as I read it, above,
is one addition. But, here, when you get to your definition,
you're adding additional "additions." Is that correct?

MR. GRAHAM
Would that be a substantive change in lieu of the fact,

or in light of the fact that we have said in the last paragraph
"addition" or "additions"?

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Graham, do you realize that even under this definition

which we now have that the Board of Commerce and Industry has been
granting ten year tax exemptions to grain elevators, and all the

grain elevators do is to take grain and mix it and heat it up a

little bit to get the wetness out of it, and they get an industrial
exemption? Did you realize that?

MF.. GRAHAM
Mr. Perez, if you say that they do,

it.

I accept your word for

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
Well, don't you realize that it would be a lot better for

the legislature to look into this matter and make some meaningful

changes instead of cementing this thing as we have it now with
the abuses that we now have in the industrial exemption practice
in this state?

MR. FLOKY
Mr. Graham, I appreciate you adding that definition, but when

you talk about "addition" or "additions," really what we're
talking about there is where a plant may have more than one
addition in process at the same time and more than one application
for expansion at the same time.

MR. GRAHAM
Thank you, Mr. Flory.

{^Record vote ordered . Subst i tute
motion to suspend the rules to con-
sider any amendments to the Section
rejected : 19-75. ]

Point of Information

MR. PEREZ
Let me see if I can understand where we are now. This means

that if we adopt this amendment, that no other delegate would have

the right to come in and offer any additional amendments to try to

improve on this thing, and that we'd either have to take it or

leave it?

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, briefly, this amendment is

identical to the amendment previously offered. We have placed

"ad valorem" back In the amendment up at the top where it says

"taxes." It adds the definition, as contained in our present

constitution, to manufacturing establishments or additions thereto.

Other than that, it is identical; but I believe this does resolve

the problem that several delegates had, by virtue of the fact that

tie had not defined "manufacturing establishment."

MR. HENRY
No sir, Mr. Perez. It does not mean that at all, and you

know that. It means that you can make the same motion and go through

the same procedure anyone else here can, as has been done all

afternoon, sir.

[Rules Suspended : 78-21. Motion to
reconsider Section 4 adopted without
objection

.

]
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Further Di scussi on

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I

don't know whether you heard the question which I previously asked
Mr. Graham a little bit earlier, but there are in the practice of
granting industrial exemptions many, many, many abuses. I don't
know whether you heard me ask the question whether or not a grain
elevator, a grain elevator which only accepts or receives grain,
mixes that grain to change its grade and quality and which may do

a little drying—have a little drying process—and the State Board
of Commerce and Industry has considered that to be a manufacturing

establishment under the provisions of this constitution and therefore,
has granted—has granted—industrial exemptions to people like that
without any opportunity for anyone else In the state, including
the local government, to have a say-so whatsoever in this matter.
I say to you, that this matter of industrial exemption is one of
the most misused provisions which we have in our constitution. So,

again I beg of you, please, let's leave this up to the legislature
where this matter can be more thoroughly thrashed out so that we
can look into this matter and try to straighten out and to give
bona fide exemptions to those who deserve the exemptions, but
not to those who do not deserve the exemptions. The purpose of

this is to bring new business and new industry into the state.
But, I can tell you, in our area, we have those who would come In

and would be here without an industrial exemption at the same time
the local government has had to bear the tremendous additional
expense of taking care of the necessary services for that Industry.
I say to you, that the provision which we now have, which leaves
it up to the legislature to straighten out this business of
industrial exemptions is what we should follow, because—again

—

because of the tremendous abuses that we've had through the
State Board of Commerce and Industry in granting exemptions to

many, many, many Industries who are not entitled to it.

I'll yield to questions.

Further Di scussion

MR. E. J. LANDRY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of this convention, I'm

going to ask you to please give me your attention. If there's
one thing that has disturbed me In this convention, it's the

fact that sometimes you really overlook a very important issue.
I'm going to ask you, please, to soundly defeat this amendment,
and I'm going to tell you why. I live In an area where grain
elevators have been sprouting, one after the other, destroying
my community. Two great big elevators came up without the
knowledge of our people and destroyed the property and the homes
of close to a thousand people. One of them blew up and came near
destroying a school. It blew up for the second time; litigation
is in process, now, trying to retrieve. It's been very difficult

—

very difficult—to know that the local people have no protection
whatsoever. I have gone over to the Board of Commerce and
Industry. I have researched the records, and I've found in those

records how these exemptions came about. I read the argument, I

read the argument of Bryan Lehmann, a former Representative of

this state, who later had very strong difficulties with the

affairs of this state. In the argument, it was argued that this

grain elevator was a manufacturing concern. Then, later on at

this time, ten years later, the same people, the same industry
wants exemption because they claim, now, that they are not a

manufacturing establishment. That is why, a moment ago, I pleaded
with Mr. Flory to please try and have the original definition of

a manufacturing establishment put back into this constitution.
itather than that, I'd rather eliminate the whole business, because
I cannot approve of the fact that a few people will bypass the

representatives of the people and allow this kind of thing to

continue to happen. So, I'm imploring you, please, let the

representatives of the people have something to say about what's
happening. I think they've gotten too enthusiastic about this
business of industrial exemptions. I've long believed that we

do not need all of these exemptions in order to attract this

Industry. In my little parish, we are overcrowded with a billion
dollars of tax exemptions. The people do not have enough places
to live. I'm going to have to move my new home pretty soon, which
is close to the river. I'm going to have to make way, and many

other people have had to make way for these Industries that have
come In without the approval of the people. I'm asking you to

defeat this thing.

Further Discussion

MR. SCHMITT
It's most amazing to me that the governor would come before

us with amendments which he deems to be in the best Interest of

the entire State of Louisiana and upon which he thinks that this
constitution will rise and fall, and two of them are. , .one, the
first one is multi-parish banking—which I'm sure couldn't concern
very many people except the special Interest groups of banks—and
the second one, with reference to the industrial tax exemption,
one which was fought so hard by many of the delegates here, and

particularly by the members of the Revenue, Finance and Taxation
Committee.

I'd like to review with you for a couple of minutes some of

the facts which were brought out before our committee. As all of

you know, the state is not presently in the ad valorem property
tax business. In the past, these exemptions were granted for

five years and one year at a time, thereon, up to another period
of five more years, for a total of ten years. At the end of that

time, these corporate properties or partnership properties were
put on the tax rolls at the initial tax value. That means if

it's twenty million dollars and it happened to be fifteen percent
in that district, it would go on at three million dollars at the

end of the ten year period of time. Now, let's assume that we
would adopt this proposal which came up by Mr. Henry, Pugh, Gravel,

etc. At the end of the ten year period of time, this industry
would not go on at three million dollars. It would go on, as

part of the other part of our constitution, at the current fair

market value. That means that the depreciated value at the end

of ten years. What is this worth? Assuming it's worth ten

percent, we've not only lost the taxes over that ten year period

of time, we've lost an entire tax base to the future of that

locality. This doesn't affect the governor, but this does affect

every municipality and every parish in the State of Louisiana.

Who pays the bills? The state pays part, surely, but the major

part of the bills for capital improvements, etc., are paid by
the ad valorem property taxes. Why should the people who enjoy

most of the benefits and to a large extent can incur much damage

on those around them be free from the burden of taxation? This

is a burden which must be shared by all the people if they expect

our state to advance into the future. Through the analysis of the

property taxes throughout the United States, we have seen that by

far , Louisiana taxes are the lowest, or one of the lowest in the

United States. I do not think that by the elimination of this

industrial tax exemption it would encourage large industries to

go to other states. Let me say that I would like to rely upon

Mr. Ed Stelmel, in his letter, which was. . .the first page was

passed out today. He indicated that our prime concern is not for

Exxon, or Dow, or Ethyl or the other major oil companies or petro-

chemical plants, because he further indicates In there that no

matter what happens to the business in the State of Louisiana,

they're going to stay here. These are the major companies which

are receiving the Industrial tax exemption at the present time.

Gulf Oil Corporation came to the governor and attempted to get

approximately a five hundred million dollar tax exemption. They

attempted to bypass the local leaders; however, because there was

a strong local leader who is also a member of this convention,

they were prevented from doing this, and a sliding scale was

established so that at least the people could get partial benefits

from this, so that part of the burden could be shared by this

large corporation. This corporation with approximately five hundred
million dollars of plants which went up created less than fifty

permanent jobs. Now, I believe that. . .

. . .this is unfair, and what we have already adopted is

quite adequate. It allows the legislature enough latitude. If

they should decide to establish some type of sliding scale

rather than a complete exemption, they have the ability to do so.

I don't think that we should open up our purses to these large

industrial complexes which come in, allow them to take advantage

of the state. This is one of the worst pieces of constitutional

material I've ever seen. I'm really ashamed to see that our

Chairman is part of this. This is really horrible, and I wish

you'd reject this. Thank you.

Further Di scuss i on

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, would

you please just give me your attention for a minute, because It

looks like we've got four more days, but we wanted to finish yesterday.
It just seems to me that some of this stuff is so vitally important,
it's taken up a year of our time for us to get this far. In two

days, we've undone a lot of what we've done. Maybe justifiably
so, maybe not. But, let's. . .if we're going to do it, let's
get the facts straight. Let's don't let somebody get up here
and give you an amendment and the amendment Is wrong after we've
worked in committee, after committee, after committee and then
heard it on the floor for hours and days and weeks and then they
come up here with an amendment. I want to try to do what the

governor wants and try to give him some of what he wants. I don't
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think what they're doing is what he wants. It is not what he

said» and I'm glad whoever said "Put this in the record," I want
to thank them, because it's been very useful. I want to read

you what he said. I want to. . .there's nothing in this article
that we've adopted about local government vetoing—vetoing—industry
In this state; not a word, not one word. This is what the

governor said: "I therefore recommend to you that either you

strip the constitution completely of such exemptions, or if you
are going to leave them in, as a compromise, I would suggest that

you also Include the industrial exemptions and that you do so

without the effort of. . , to give some local governing veto power
on the granting of exemptions." I tell you and I say to you In

all sincerity, the governor was misinformed when he said that.

He was absolutely misinformed, because if he had read the article
like it reads, it doesn't say nothing about local government
vetoing exemptions in the parish. We had considered that in

this convention, but we compromised it, and this is what we said.

I think we've got a good article, here.
Let me read you that. Give me your attention one minute,

please. "Notwithstanding any provision of this section to the

contrary the legislature may authorize the State Board of

Commerce and Industry, under such conditions and terms and with
such approval as the legislature may specify to provide for the

exemptions from property taxation of any new manufacturing establishment
or any addition or additions to any manufacturing establishment
already within the state." Where is local government going to veto

it? We talked about it at length, but we defeated it. So, please
get that out of your mind. Mr. Graham has said it, Mr. Gravel
said it; they all are saying local government. It has nothing
to do with this. It boils down to a question. . .and it's not
what the governor said, again. Almost every amendment they've

come up here with, "This is what the governor wants." I believe

every man and woman sitting here wants to do something that he

said he does so he can support it, and I want to do the same thing.

But, I don't think we're doing what he wants us to do. I just don't
believe somebody is misinformed. I don't think it's this

convention; I think it's the people who are bringing these

amendments to you. Indicative of that is the fact that they've

got to keep. . .go changing them everytime we question it. For

God's sakes, it's a good article. The committee article is a

good proposal. I would beg you, please don't change it. What

they did is went back to the original 1921 Constitution, and all

they did is define a manufacturing establishment. It doesn't

upgrade the constitution to its modem concept. If you don't

trust the legislature, then vote against it. Maybe that's what
it's all about. But, it has nothing at all to do with local

government. They are not involved in this. It's your legislature,

elected by the people. I just could not be strong enough and tell

you that you've got one good article here, and I wish that one

of the floor leaders would go read this to the governor. I think

he would agree with it. If he thinks local government has the

veto, then I'm telling you right here and now, it does not. But,

evidently he does, because he said it does. What are we trying to

do? We just did the same thing, we took the legislature out of

the exemptions. . .out of the bond and redemption fund—excuse me

—

out of the bond thing completely. We took them out completely.
Now, we're taking them out the exemptions completely. I don't

believe this is what you want to do, but we are moving rather

rapidly. There's been a lot of little conditions getting together

here, for one and against one. I think it's wrong. I think what

we're doing here, we're undoing some hell of a good work that we've

done over the past year.
I don't believe you want to do that, so please give the. . .

some of the people who are telling you exactly what you're doing
up here, give them your attention and just try to vote on what
we have voted on without radically changing those principles of

what we have . . ,

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I have just a few brief

personal remarks in opposition to this amendment. You know. Senator
Nunez spoke loud and clear and, I think, very well to the point
when he talked about the hours and literally days that we spent
in our Committee of Revenue, Finance and Taxation and come up with
what we thought was a good article. The same debate, at least not
hour for hour, but many hours of it were held on this very floor
when we talked about the industrial exemption. I think it's a

step forward; I think it's one of the best things we have in the
Revenue, Finance and Taxation section, that we could take a major
exemption like this out of the constitution, could unfreeze it
and turn it over to the legislature that represents all the people
in the state to define it, to administrate it, to overview the
operation of a particular type of exemption that has been badly.

badly, sadly misuaed in the past. Now, I think we can all point
to the examples of industry coming to this state because of the

industrial exemption. We want that; we need that. But, I can
point out some personal cases of misuse and abuse in my area, and
I'm sure you can in yours, where it was just left up to the governor,

left up to the Commerce and Industry Board; and we, the people, had
no say-so in our local area as to what industry moved in and the

tax burden that they carried. Now, the hope, I think, for the
industrial tax exemption is that the legislature can work it out
where it's both fair, to the industry that moves in and fair to the

people that have to bear some of the burden in the local areas.
If we adopt an amendment like this, we have, in fact, turned over
this very important exemption lock, stock and barrel and

constitutionally frozen to one man— the governor. Sure, he's got

a Board of Commerce and Industry, all of whom he appoints, the

rationale of whom he controls. He flies all around the country
and literally around the world with this group of men trying to

find industry for Louisiana. Fine; I praise him for that. But,

this same closely knit group should not have the right to determine
who gets the exemption and for how much and when the conditions
prevail. I think that we made a step forward, one of the clear

steps forward in this article, the way we wrote it, when we left

it up to the legislature to determine the mechanics and the

particulars of the industrial tax exemption.
Now, some people questioned me. They said, "Well, what have

we done for industry in this new constitution?" Well, what have
we done for them? We've probably given them more good government
than they ever can stomach. But, I think it's about time, when
the constitution was written for all the people—the people that

work for the industry, the people that get paid by the industry,

but the people that are also abused by the industry. That's
what I think this constitution has done for industry is to help
the people that work for industry, and that's going to directly
help the industry itself. So, I urge you, let's defeat this

amendment. The governor, I think, was sadly misinformed when
he came up and told you that we had written a lot of particulars
in the constitution about local option. You heard my question
to Mr. Graham when I asked him quite clearly, "Did the original
proposal have local option in it?" He said, "No, that's not the

way it passed." That's right; that's not the way it passed. The

governor was misinformed when he said that's the way it was passed,

I urge you, let's defeat this amendment. Let's stick with what
we have and let the Industrial tax exemption be motivated by,

molded by the body that represents us all—the legislature.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Roemer, now isn't it true that we took off the limitation

on corporate income taxes, but we kept it on personal income
taxes? We protected the homeowner constitutionally, and we
shifted some of the property taxes to business and industry?

MR. ROEMER
Well, it depends on the area, Mr.

on what rate they are assessed now.
Jenkins. It would depend

MR. JENKINS
Isn't it true that this is probably the only thing that the

State of Louisiana offers as an inducement to industry, is the

industrial tax exemption? Is that not true?

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Jenkins, that is a ridiculous argument. What we offer

to industry in Louisiana are our streams, our lakes, our natural
resource—the most important of which is the people that live here.

{^Previous Quest ion ordered . ]

Closing

MR. GRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I will be very, very brief.

There are a couple of statements that I would like to correct.
To begin with, the governor did not think that the local option
provision was in the proposal. He knew that it was not in the

proposal. He did, however, know that at one time when the pro-
vision for industrial tax exemption was in the proposal as a

constitutional provision—not a legislative authorization— that
it did have the local option provision in it. Number two, this

purely and simply does one thing: it provides for the industrial
tax exemption in the same manner that we have provided for every
other exemption in this proposal. Otherwise, we are providing for

exemptions for a multitude of classifications. But, on the
industrial exemption, we're saying that the legislature may pro-
vide for it.
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I would sincerely appreciate your adoption of the amendment.
Thank you.

^Record vote ordered . Amendment
adopted ; 71-39. Motion to recon-
sider tabled .

]

Motion

MR. NUNEZ
When Mr. Graham made his motion, it was for the specific

reason of introducing an amendment. I'd like to suspend the
rules again, further, to introduce an amendment.

MR. HENRY
Well, Senator Nunez, the previous question on the section

has been ordered.
I guess. . .well, your motion for a suspension of the rules. .

it would be in order. The gentleman. . .

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Henry, you indicated that we could do the same thing after

or try. I hope that you would. . .

MR. HENRY
I just got through saying. Senator, that you're in order.
Mr. Graham had moved the previous question on the adoption of

the section, and there was no objection.

iMoti on to suspend the rules to a llow
additional amendments rejected: 5 7-53 .^

Point of Information

MR. PEREZ
Did you say the previous question has been ordered, because

I would have liked to had the opportunity to speak against Che
section?

MR. HENRY
Well, there was no objection at the time, Mr. Perez, and I

did look around.

[^Section passed : 78-31. Motion to re-
consider tabl ed . Previous Quest ion
ordered on the Proposal . Proposal
passed : 100-11 . Motion to reconsider
pending .

]

Motion

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman, I move to suspend the rules to reopen the

section for the specific reason of one amendment.

MR. HENRY
Is that to Section 4, Senator?

MR. NUNEZ
Yes, sir.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman moves for a suspension of the rules for the

purpose of calling from the table the motion to reconsider the
vote by which Section 4 was adopted.

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Chairman, I would like to just tell the convention what

the amendment is so they will know and not....

MR. HENRY
All right. Read the amendment, Mr. Clerk.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment would read as follows:
On page 5, line 13, in Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed by

Delegate Henry and others and adopted by the convention Just
now, below the last line of the text of the amendment add the
following new paragraph:

"The State Board of Commerce and Industry or its successor,
shall exercise the authority herein granted in such manner and under

such terms and conditions not Inconsistent herewith as the
legislature shall provide by law."

MR. HENRY
All right. The gentlemen. .. .Senator Nunez, what you do

is insist on the motion for reconsideration at this time since
it was left pending,

MR. NUNEZ
Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. I just wanted the convention to know

that the amendment was specifically for one reason and the reason
was to be "shall provide by law."

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Senator Nunez, was your amendment to take out all the exemptions?

Motion

MR. PEREZ
I move for a further suspension of the rules to allow Mr.

Nunez ten minutes to explain his proposed amendment just as we
have done before to others for this.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman moves for a suspension of the rules for the

purpose of allowing the gentleman ten minutes to explain his
amendment

.

Point of Information

MR, MUNSON
Well, he said for a further suspension; we haven't had the first

suspension yet.

MR. HENRY
Well, it would be for a suspension of the rules because we are

not talking about a suspension, we are talking about right now a
motion to reconsider the vote by which the proposal was adopted
but it would require a suspension of the rules to allow the
gentleman ten minutes to explain his amendment.

Point of Information

MR. AV.ANT

I just want to understand one thing. As I understand the
amendment, it doesn't delete anything, it just adds some language?

MR. POYNTER
I believe that's right, Mr. Avant.

Point of Information

MR. NXmEZ
Mr. Chairman, would you please explain what the suspension is

for? Is it an explanation of the amendment?

MR. HENRY
After you get through explaining your amendment, then we will

take a vote. Senator, on reconsidering the adoption of the committee
proposal, that takes a majority of those present and voting. Now,
if you are successful there, then we will make the motion to suspend
the rules for the purpose of calling from the table the motion to
reconsider the vote by which this section was adopted, which takes
you sixty-seven votes there. So, we've got to get through the re-
consideration first, which is a lesser number.

Explanation

MR. NUNEZ
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ladies and gentlemen, I certainly

hate to be one that takes the valuable time at this convention
at such a late hour. But, I consider it important enough that
in the rapid rate that we are moving if we would just slow down
maybe for a few minutes, we would get maybe more meaningful
legislation or more meaningful constitution out of what we are
doing. I explained to you what the original committee proposal
did and it just left it to the legislature. I also explained
to you what the proposal did that Mr. Graham and Gravel and others
had offered. At this time, all I'm doing is adding, not deleting
and not going into the exemptions that we have already granted.

None of those terrible things, none of those things that I've

been accused of and put this language in there, which I think

is absolutely necessary, if you want your legislative body to
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have anything at all to do with exemptions granted to industry

in this state over the next hundreds of years, "The State Board

of Commerce and Industry or its successors, shall exercise the

authority granted herein in such manner and under such terms and

conditions not inconsistent herewith as the legislature shall provide
for law"; I think it's a good amendment. I think it's one we
should adopt, ladies and gentlemen. I think it's one we probably

should have had in there. I think it's one had the authors of

the other one had a little more time and would have thought it

out a little clearer that they very possibly would have put this

in there. I don't see where it's that harmful of an amendment

but it does give the legislature some say-so as to what the exemptions

will be; it does correct some of the inequities that we have been
hearing about on this floor. Let me assure you there are a lot of

them. There are a lot of inequities. I think Mr. E, J- Landry

admitted very apropos, I'm from a very highly industrialized area
myself where industry is granted that ten year exemption and you
have absolutely no say-so about it. We are not trying to take it

away from them,by the way, we are just trying to put some guidelines
basically that the people can live with. I think it's a good

amendment. I think we should adopt the amendment. I would ask

that you give me the opportunity. Again, it's a long procedure
and I tried to get it twice but was denied that right, but ask that

you give me the opportunity to insert this amendment Into what we
have already adopted.

Questions

MR. ROY
Mr. Nunez, if I understand your amendment, does it apply to

all the exemptions that we have given to churches and all or Just
to industrial exemptions that the comnerce and industry would give?

MR. NUNEZ
Just to connterce and Industry.

MR. ROY
Then, wfiat you have done, we've passed something that's

redundant with yours because that would make it so that industry
would have to parade by the legislature maybe every year to get
certain authorization that we are trying to put in the constitution
and put them on the same footing as everybody else; wouldn't it?

MR. NUNEZ
No, sir, Mr. Roy, and the way you say parade by the legislature,

if they did have to parade by the legislature, I think the state would
be better off than having them parade by appointed State Board of

Comoierce and Industry.

MR. ROY
Well, let me see if I understand the chronology of all of

this. Presently, in the constitution, commerce and industries
handles industrial exemptions; does it not, in the present
constitution of the state, 1921?

and billions of dollar worth of industry in this state amounts

to, it's billions of dollars, exactly what it is.

MR. ROY
I understand that the portfolio of the Roman Catholic Church

is in the billions of dollars too and we grant them exemptions

and so many other churches, also.

MR. WOMACK
Senator Nunez, the question I have and I wondered if it ever

dawned on you that the industrial people, the industrial jobs

that's spending the money coming in that maybe they have a

right to say,"We want just a little protection out of Louisiana in

the constitution before we are ready to spend our money in

Louisiana." Had you considered that in this amendment?

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Womack, I've considered and I'm sure over the past

twenty-four or twenty-five years you have been around here

you must have considered it because they seem to be happy.

{^Motion to recons ider Proposal So. 26
adopted : 54-50. Motion to suspend
the rules to reconsider Section 4

for the limited purpose of consi der~
ing the Nunez amendment rejected

:

54-44 . Previous Question ordered
on the Proposal . Proposal passed:
92-11. Motion to recons ider pending

.

Proposal recommi tted to the Com-
mi ttee on Style and Drafting .^

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No. 4

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Amendments Nos. 46 and 47

MR. POYNTER
Gentlemen, at this time there were two pending amendments,

all the others have been adopted or otherwise disposed of. The

gentleman at this time moves to withdraw Amendments. Nos. 46 and 47

which had dealt with the location of the attorney general.

{^Amendments withdrawn without objection.
Proposal returned to the Committee on
Style and Drafting under the rules.
Motion to revert to Introduction of
Proposal s adopted without objection.}

MR. NUNEZ
This convention has just adopted essentially what the present

constitution says.

MR. ROY
But, with respect to....

MR. NUNEZ
...and, it always worked,by the way.

MR. ROY
I understand. With respect to only one area of what we have

done, that is, we have granted exemptions for churches and every-

thing else that are constitutlonalized that may not be dealt with
by the legislature, you are now going to turn around and say that

but with respect to industry, commerce and industry, we, the

legislature, are going to tell you what to do whenever we want
to; isn't that true?

MR. NUNEZ
Mr. Roy, do you have the figures on what the exemptions for

churches, and the very few nursing homes, and the few charitable

exemptions we have granted? Do you know what they amount to?

MR. ROY

I don't know, but I know that....

MR. NUNEZ
Let me answer your question; they amount to very little.

But, do you know the granting of the exemptions to the billions

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSALS
[JJ Journai 1293-1294]

[_Motion to suspend the rules to permi t

introduction of a proposal adopted
without objection .]

MR, POYNTER
Now, at this time, Mrs. Zervigon is going to ask for a suspension

of the rules for the purpose of introducing a committee proposal. This

committee proposal is a proposal from the committee by Mrs. Zervigon

on behalf of Legislative Liaison and Transitional Measures and sets

forth the proposed transitional measures provision for your

consideration. It would be my appreciation under the rules, since

this is not an alternative, that Mrs. Zervigon will need a suspension

to introduce this measure on transitional measures since the deadline

has now passed. The lady would ask for a suspension of the rules

for the purpose of introducing this delegate proposal on behalf of

the Committee concerning Transitional Measures.

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
A proposal then sent up by Mrs. Zervigon and others makes

provisions relating to transitional provisions. Becomes Committee
Proposal No. 38. Lies over under the normal rules of the convention.
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Personal Privilege Proposal No. 72 from the calendar
adopted without objection . Proposal
wi thdrawn

.

]
MR. RAYBURN

Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I tried to get

recognized about five minutes before now because I just wanted

to state that Mr. Chehardy and I was behind the rail talking to Announcements
Mr. Stelmel, who Is back there now, trying to get our business [j-T Journal 1309]
straight with him. We got called out of order when we were out

of this Chamber. But, I resent the fact that I could not be onint of Tnfo^maHon
recognized by the presiding officer or even by the temporary

presiding officer and if I'm wrong, I'm wrong. But, I came to

this convention by a choice of my people and as long as I'm here
n'NFTiT

I'm going to try to do what I think is right. You can not recognize ' ^ ^^ , , ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^

me or pass me by. and I don't care. I'll take my chances with the ^
"'^- Chairman, a point of Information. Are these alternatives

people of this state in the final analysis. You denied me, you denied ""'^^"^ "P i" ^"^ special order?

me, he denied me, and Just keep on denying me, but old Raybum will be ^.„_,
. MR. CASEY

Maybe the Clerk could best answer that in what order they would

Report of the Secretary come up, Mr. o'Neiii.
[jl Journal 1294-1308}

MR. POYNTER
[Motion to suspend the rules to „gj^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ opinion that the convention would be sort
advance to Proposals on Third Reading ^^ j^^^ ^^ j^ „^3j i^ ^^^^^ ^^. presumably, you would go in the order of
and Final Passage adopted without introduced unless someone wanted to make a motion that you otherwise
objection. Motion to call Delegate handle them, Mr. O'Neill. I don't know any reason why on tomorrow
Proposal wo. 67 from the calendar ^ ^^^^^„ couldn't lie to do otherwise.
adopted without objection . Proposal
withdrawn . Motion to call Delegate
Proposal No. 71 from the calendar
adopted w
wi thdrawn

thout objection. Proposal [Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.
Motion to call Delegate Wednesday, January 16, 1974.

j
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Wednesday, January 16, 1974

ROLL CALL

191 delegates present and a quorum. ]

PRAYER

MRS. BRIEN
First, I would like to relate a few thoughts to you for 1974.

You cannot bring about prosperity by discouraging thrift.

You cannot strengthen the weak by weakening the strong.

You cannot help small men by tearing down big men.

You cannot help the poor by destroying the rich.

You cannot lift the wage earner by pulling down the wage payer.

You cannot keep out of trouble by spending more than your

income.

You cannot further the brotherhood of man by inciting class

hatred.
You cannot establish sound security on borrowed money.

You cannot build character and courage by taking away a man's

initiative and independence.
You cannot help men permanently by doing for them what they

could and should do for themselves.
Now, let us pray: Dear God, our Heavenly Father, let the

light of Thy divine wisdom direct the completion of this convention

and shine forth in all our proceedings and laws framed for our rule

and government. Protect all our state officials. Give the people

of this state security to accept what not can be changed, courage
to accept what they think should be changed, and wisdom to distinguish
the one from the other. Protect our loved ones at home. Give all

the people the wisdom to understand and let love, through honesty

and integrity, flourish throughout this state. We ask You all this

in Thy most beloved Son, Jesus Christ. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[ll Journal 1310]

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1310-1311]

[^Motion to suspend the rules to take
up the proposals contained in the
report of the Commi ttee on Style
and Drafting at this time adopted
without objection

.

]

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Delegate Proposal No. 43

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
All right. While we are waiting for that, I would first

bring up the stylistic changes recommended to Delegate Proposal
No. 43, by Mr. Jackson, about juvenile procedures. It is a two

page thing. Your green copy is blue, as you notice, and it reads
from top to bottom instead of from side to side like the other
ones. So, you do presto and. . .that's a joke. Thanks, Boysie.

The only amendment suggested is Amendment No. 1. It's shown
on the blue copy, which is your green copy, on line 19 to delete
"a" and to delete the word "vote," in line with the usual way we
say "enacted by a". . ."a law enacted by two-thirds of the elected
members .

"

Mr. Chairman, if there is no discussion, I move for the
adoption of that amendment.

lAmendmen t No . 1 adopted without
objection

.

]

Committee Proposal No. 15

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, the CP 15 amendments, the Henry-Pugh amendments,

is what I*d like to call up next.

Those are those amendments that are parallel. The parallel
columns are sideways. What passed the floor on this side, and
what was done on this side. Now, unfortunately, we didn't notice
it was done. The amendment on the next page is going to show it.
There is a hyphen added between "deep" and "water" on the third
line from the bottom to make it: "deep-water port conmissions,

"

like we talk about in the rest of the constitution. There's a
hyphen added between "deep" and "water" on the next to the last
line to do the same. There is a comma added after "harbor" in
line with the usage in the rest of the constitution. Those are
the three amendments that are shown by repeating the last three
lines.

Mr. Chairman, subject to any discussion, I move for the adoption
of that amendment.

{^Amendment No . 1 adopted wi thout
objection .

]

Commi ttee Proposal No. 4

Amendment No. 48

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Chairman, has everybody got their information

copies on the Executive Proposal?
Mr. Chairman, with regard to Committee Proposal No. 15,

Amendment No. 1 . . .Committee Proposal No. 4—I'm sorry—the
Executive Branch. Amendment No. 1 simply adds to. . .Amendment
No. 48 simply adds to Amendment No. 1, the attorney general
in the Executive Department, in line with your decision yesterday
that he is in the Executive Branch.

Subject to any discussion, Mr. Chairman, I move for the

adoption of Amendment No. 48.

Question

MR. TOBIAS
Judge Tate, I have two copies of amendments to Section 1

of Committee Proposal No. 4. One does not have the attorney
general and one does. Which is the correct one, because I have a

xeroxed copy of something that they just passed out?

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 1 does not have the attorney general. That was

the stylized as passed the floor. Amendment No. 48, which is that
piece of paper behind these parallel columns on attorney general.
Amendment No. 48 is to insert on Amendment No. 1, line 5 of that
amendment, before the word. , .after the word and punctuation
"state," and before the word "treasurer" the word "attorney general."
It's Amendment No. 48 that is before you at the moment.

Do you all understand it? Amendment No. 1 you adopted the

other day. We just reproduced it right now for your ready
convenience and understanding of what Amendment No. 48 is all about.

[Amendment No. 48 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 49

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 49 was a stylistic amendment that was lost. It

is to Amendment No. 5. Amendment No. 49 is Committee Proposal. . .

Committee Amendment No. 5. You see that on your. . .the other sheet
of white paper. We adopted that the other day. On line 10, after
the word "each"—you see that, "of each official shall begin at
noon—and before the word "official" insert the word "such," so
that it says: "The term of each such official shall begin at noon
on the second Monday of March." This is regarded as a good "such,"
at least the Executive Branch recommended it to us as a good
"such.

"

Subject to any discussion, Mr. Chairman. . .

\^Amendment No . 49 adopted wi thout
objection .

]

Amendment No. 50

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, the next. . .Amendment No. 50 is to the amendment

that passed yesterday. The instructions are a little wrong on it.
It was to. , .the amendment that passed yesterday about the
attorney general had already deleted Committee Amendment No. 21
and substituted the language which is shown on your left hand side
of this green page—the blue page, of course—here. On the
right hand side is our stylizing. Now, normally we would have
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put that in paragraphs. However, this is the only place In the
Executive Branch Article where there would be subparagraphs. So,
we departed from the usual rule in this Instance, but we did
consolidate into one paragraph what is shown as (B) without
indentation. We made it one paragraph, but an unlettered sub-
paragraph. I do not believe any other changes were made except
a "such" was left out on the next to the last line. It says.
"The attorney general shall exercise other powers and perform
other duties." I believe those are the only changes made.

Question

MR. ABRAHAM
Judge Tate, I would simply like to point out for the record

that in this particular amendment where the words, "The attorney

general shall be elected for a term of four years at the state

general election. The assistant attorney general shall be

appointed by the attorney general to serve at his pleasure," that

those. . -that particular language does not need to be in under

the powers and duties because it is covered elsewhere in the

Executive Article under different sections. I would recommend

that the Committee on Style and Drafting correct this.

MR. TATE
Mr, Abraham, I appreciate your calling out attention to it

as you did before the convention. On the final styling, which we

are going to start on at noon today, the rearrangement and try

to catch duplications like that and come back to the floor with
stylistic amendments to eliminate duplication. We will try to do

our best to do that, time permitting. Thank you very much, Mr.

Abraham. We do appreciate your help in all the committee deliberations

over the last months.
Subject to any further discussion, Mr. Chairman, I move the

adoption of Amendment No. 50.

[Amendment No . 5 adopted without
object ion .

]

Personal Pri vi

1

ege

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates. Style and Drafting is moving

into the concluding stages of whatever assistance it may be to the

convention. We certainly appreciate the collaboration of all the

delegates in the work that we have tried to do. Now, the next

stage is. . .the time is drawing close where we have to get on

the address a final, complete copy numbered in consecutive order,

eliminatiug as far as we can any duplication. We were going to

meet. . .the Style and Drafting is going to meet at twelve noon

today. If anyone has any suggestions—like Mr. Abraham just gave

us an excellent suggestion about duplication that we may somehow

have missed, and about the rearrangement of the article—just talk

to some member of Style and Drafting. If the members of Style and

Drafting will. . .you know who they are, I guess.

Thank you very much, Mr, Chairman.

PROPOSALS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[ll Journal 2312]

[Motion to suspend the rules to engross
Commi ttee Proposal No . 38 and pass it

to its third reading adopted without
objection .

J

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

[Motion to withdraw Delegate Proposal
No. 99 adopted without objection

,

Motion to allow five minutes of ex-
planation on each alternative pro-
posal adopted without objection.}

with. Then, after this, would it be In order for somebody to
make a motion that maybe we limit it to one, or two, or three,
or would this be out of order?

MR. HENRY
It would take a suspension of the rules to accomplish that,

Mr. Thompson, because we have adopted the rule that alternative
provisions would be introduced and would be considered if they
were introduced by today,

MR. THOMPSON
In other words, when we vote for alternates, then, we're going

to vote for six or none, huh?

MR. HENRY
No, sir. You're going to take one of them at a time. You'll

vote. , .we'll probably start with. . .as they are introduced.
Alternate No. 77, consider that. You'll vote for or against that.
Then, we'll take 98, etc.

Point of Information

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, what's the objection to taking them in numerical

order and save that thirty minutes?

MR. HENRY
We haven't even. . .well, because. Reverend Stovall, somebody

is going to be last on this thing. I just think in the interest
of fair play that we ought to allow everybody an even break out
of the chute at least to explain—five minutes—what they have.

Point of Information

MR. LANDRUM
Can these proposals be amended?

MR. HENRY
Yes. If this body decides to, there's nothing to prevent the

proposal from being amended. There was—that's right—a specific

provision in the rules.

We'll hear from Delegate Asseff for five minutes on his

proposal.

Delegate Proposal No. 97

Expl anat ion

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I assume you want me to explain

what the proposal will do. I urge the delegates to listen very

carefully not only to what 1 say, but to what the other delegates

say with respect to their alternates, for in my personal opinion,

only alternates can save this constitution. The decision is yours

as to which alternates will appear on the ballot.

My alternate, which is Delegate Proposal No. 97, will simply

do this: as you will recall, we adopted Section 22 of Article IV

which provides that after a certain period of time the legislature,

by a two-thirds vote of the elected members of each house, may

make four offices appointive rather than elective. Those four

offices are the commissioner of insurance, commissioner of

agriculture, custodian of voting machines, the superintendent of

education. The purpose of this proposal is to give the people a

choice of approving that or defeating it. If they defeat it. then

it will mean that the offices will remain elective and the legis-

lature may not change them. That is the sole purpose, and I

feel that regardless of your personal opinion that it is a crucial

Issue insofar as the people of Louisiana are concerned, or so the

polls indicate

.

Are there any questions, Mr. Chairman?

Point of information

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Chairman, I know we. . .when we opened it up, we allowed

six alternates. Can this be reduced to possibly one?

MR. HENRY
We have made no provision for any number of alternates under

the rules , Mr . Thompson

.

MR. THOMPSON
Well, what I'm asking, then. Is we're going to hear five

minutes from each one of them, which I'm perfectly in agreement

MR. HENRY
Are there any questions of the gentleman? Any questions?

Does that complete your remarks. Dr. Asseff?

MR. ASSEFF
Yes, sir. if that's all you wanted me to do. 1 will argue it

when my proposal comes up. Mr. Chairman.

Delegate Proposal No. 98

Explanation
MR. JUNEAU

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the delegate proposal which

you have before you regarding to education— that is. Delegate
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Proposal No. 98—can be simply put In these terms: most of the

bulk of the language which is In Committee Report No. 7 has not

been changed except for these three modifications. Number one,

we have taken the Board of Regents and have changed the composition

of the Board of Regents from a fifteen appointed board to an

eight - seven board—eight elected, seven appointed. We have

removed from Committee Proposal No. 7 the three management boards,

thereby leaving It up to the legislature if, in their wisdom,

they deem It necessary to have a management board, to- establish

sane. The third change which has been made Is that we have put. . .

have taken vocational-technical training and have placed that

under the Board for Lower and Secondary Education and have removed

that from the jurisdiction of the Board of Regents. Those are the

three changes that are made in the proposal. That's what will be

before you in Delegate Proposal No. 98.

So, basically what you would have would be two boards for

education. Number one, one for lower and secondary and vocational

training, and number two, a Board of Regents for higher education.

That, very simply, is what the delegate proposal will be.

and their jobs are concerned, so I have formed an alternative

which in effect states that all property In this state after

the assessor shall have fixed his market value, shall be assessed

at fifteen percent of value . But, it is a local option bill

because it will allow the parish governing authority to go down

from fifteen percent to ten percent, or to go up from fifteen

percent to as high as twenty-five percent with legislative

approval. But, there is a hooker to it that allows it to be

constitutional. If you change from fifteen percent down, your

homestead exeiuption will go down by the same percentage. If

you change from fifteen percent up, your homestead exemption

in that parish will go up. 1 have added one thing that the

convention failed to add, and that's in Paragraph (H), which

has a little bit of a push on the assessor, that if the assessor

does not properly value these properties and place these ratios

on them, then any revent.e sharing fund for that parish will

be held in jeopardy until he does. That is the curative thing

that many ot us felt was necessary to make the assessor do his

job, and those are the effects of Delegate Proposal 101.

Delegate Proposal No. 100

Explanation

MR. McDAMIEL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, inasmuch as we've set the

procedure for alternatives, my proposal is a rather simple one,

probably one ot the most simple. But, I think it is an issue

that needs consideration when we consider alternatives. My

proposal would simply submit back to the voters of this state

the basic question that after the '76 election and this con-

stitution is ratified, the basic decision of whether you want

future governors to serve one elective term or successive elective

terms. Why this question? This is essentially the one that was

decided several years ago. 1 think it's important that this one

be considered because of the wide interest, the knowledge, and

the opinion that people have In this state about the top elective

office. 1 think this is—by way of explanation —I think whether

you're a pulpwood cutter in Union Parish, a black person, a white

person, a businessman in the hustle and bustle of urban New Orleans,

or even a soybean farmer in the Mississippi Delta, you have an

opinion. All of us are interested in government and the governor.

As the chief elective officer of this state, he sets the political

climate, the atmosphere, that determines economic growth and the

llvellhoodof all of us. Tills is a fair decision; It's simple;

it's easy for people to understand; it has broad interests.

For this reason 1 submit it for consideration.

Delegate Proposal No. 101

Explanation

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, as some of you already know

from the argument on the adoption of the rule on the alternative,

1 am firmly convinced that some alternatives are going to be

necessary to assure passage of our work on the adoption election.

Most of the problem areas you've heard about have been concerned

with education and with taxes. The purpose of Delegate Proposal

No. 101 Is to give the convention one last clear chance to make

the job of campaigning for adoption of this document a whole lot

easier, particularly so in the larger urban areas whose taxing

methods are different from those in most of the rural parishes

of the state. In the document that we passed up to this point,

after fixing the fair market value of the property the assessor

is directed to assess homes at ten percent of that amount and

subject that to a three thousand dollar homestead exemption.

In effect what that does as you have been told so often is to

say to everyone who owns a thirty thousand dollar house. You

are out of the ad valorem tax paying business, and your parish

school board and your parish police jury simply have to get their

money from somewhere else." Where else is there? Many ot the

people who own those houses also own a business. Most of the

people who own those houses work for some other business, and

there's where the bulk of the money is supposed to come from

—

from business and from Industry. Insofar as Mr. Chehardy Is

concerned and the other assessors, all that Is reflected Is a

simple difference of philosophy. There are those who believe

that homeowners do have a stake In this government of ours, and

having a stake In the government, they ought to share In some

of its cost. Mr. Chehardy believes the opposite to be true.

I'm worried about the future of this state insofar as its children

Delegate Proposal No. 102

Explanation

MR. VICK
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, first I want to clarify

that DP S9 was withdrawn because DP 99 directed itself to the

Judiciarv Article where the attornev seneral was until yesterdav

afternoon, and DP 102 Is the updated version to address Itself

to the Executive Article where the attorney gfneral Is now. This

convention for sood or for 111 has stripped the attorney general

and his assistants ot the power to institute and prosecute or to

Intervene in any criminal proceedings as they deem necessary for

the assertion or protection of the rights and interests of this

state. Further, they have stripped the attorney general and

his assistants of the power to exercise supervision over the

several district attorneys throughout this state. Proposal 102

will submit to the people the very simple" quest ion of whether

the attorney general shall retain the powers he's had since 1913

Intact, verbatim, without one word changed, or whether this pro-

posal as adopted by this convention yesterday for authorizing

the attorney general to institute, prosecute, and Intervene

only in civil suits to protect the interests of the state, shall

prevail. Now, I urged you; I implored you yesterday to read

Dean Sullivan's letter, and I want to tell you briefly how that

letter came to pass. There were numerous discussions—some of

which I was a party to—between the attorney general and Mr. Ed

Ware, the President ot the District Attorneys' Association.

There was not a meeting of the minds as to what the words meant

in Article Vll, Section 56 of the Constitution of 1921, primarily

supervision, supersession, etc. The attorney general suggested

to Mr. Ware that this matter be submitted to an impartial third

party. I believe there was agreement to submit it to the Dean

of the LSU Law School, Dean Hebert. It was then In turn given

to Dean Sullivan, an expert in the field of criminal law, to

give the attorney general and Mr. Ware his analysis of the Con-

stitution of 1921, Article Vll, Section 56, at least, as compared

with the current proposal before the convention at that time, which

was the article passed, section passed by the Judiciary. Now,

yesterday there was some small change, and I'm authorized to say

that Dean Sullivan's letter is not changed one iota by the changes

that were made by this body yesterday. Dean Sullivan points out

—

and I'm going to go over this In some detail, and be prepared to

answer questions when the time comes—Dean Sullivan points out

that the section that was passed on the attorney general clearly

reduces the power of the attorney general in criminal cases,

removes entirely the authority to initiate criminal prosecution,

and reduces the possible participation of the attorney general in

the prosecution of criminal cases to that of advising and assisting

district attorneys, as you recall yesterday, upon their written

request. He states unequivocally that this represents a very

significant change In the basic law of this state and the policy

whicn had heretofore been a part of the basic laws of this state,

verbatim since 1913. There's one crucial point that Dean Sullivan

makes on page 4—and I have additional copies of that letter for

anyone that has mislaid his or didn't get one— the crucial point

on page 4, which I again urge you to read. It's his concluding

paragraph. He suggests that the section as presently written

would produce such difficulty in protractive litigation as to

make the attorney general's power so ineffective In a practical

sense as you would have perhaps a defense raised by any accused

that he was denied the right to a speedy trial. I want you to

envision. If you can, the. two law enforcement officials squabbline

in open court about who could conceivably prosecute someone and the
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defendant, sitting back and taking advantage of this extraordinary

proceeding before him, because I would assume the accused would

have to be a party or at least an observer. Then through oro-

tracted appeals, after the district court had ruled, to the Supreme

Court, this could take an unknown amount of time, and when the

matter was finally remanded by the Supreme Court, the accused could

raise his denial of a speedy trial—and perhaps have it granted—

or undue publicity, as well. Ladies and gentlemen, when I come

back, I'm going to go over that letter and the points Dean

Sullivan has made, as well as some observation the attorney general

has. For those of you who do not have the letter, I will have the

pages redistribute it. The issue in conclusion is very simple, and

I don't know how many times it's been said from this podium that

it's been practically said to exhaustion. The attorney general's

request to this convention is: Let the people decide whether they

want him and his successor in office—and I think we should remember

and keep in mind it's the office of the attorney general that's

involved and not the Incumbent. The question before the con-

vention is to let the people decide to authorize the attorney

general to institute, prosecute, and intervene in both civil

and criminal suits to protect the interests of the state, or

for authorizing him only to institute, prosecute, or intervene in

civil suits.

Thank you.

Delegate Proposal No. 103

Explanation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'll make a brief explanation

of the Proposal No. 103. In the legislative article which has been

adopted so far, this convention has provided that the legislature

will meet in annual sessions of not more than sixty legislative

days within an eighty-five day calendar period. The only limi-

tation on that is that in those sessions which occur in the odd-

numbered years no provision increasing taxes would be in order.

As you know, under the present constitution the legislature meets

biannually in a sixty-day, sixty calendar day, session; then in

the odd-numbered years meets for thirty days in a so-called limited

or fiscal session. The alternate, which I have suggested along with

many other people who have signed it, is simply to provide that

the legislature will meet annually for a period of not to exceed

sixty calendar days. That is the only change that the alternate

would make in the proposal as it is so far adopted. Now, why

did I do this? I can only tell you what I believe sincerely and

honestly and that is this: I don't know anybody in the general

population of this state who's been agitating to increase the

length of time within which the legislature may meet, to extend

its sessions. I firmly believe this, and the reason for my

offering and getting a number of people to sign this ^alternative

is simply this: I have labored down here for a year, as you have.

I sincerely and honestly do not want ,to have been en'^aged In an

exercise in futility. 1 can only tell you what I believe—what

I sincerely believe—not what I know, but what I believe. I

believe that if this alternative is submitted to the people that

there will be-a substantial number of people who will vote for

this constitution who will not otherwise vote for it. If they

are not given that choice, I sincerely and honestly believe that

there will be a substantial effort to defeat this constitution.

I for one do not want to have labored in vain.

Reading of the Proposal

MR. HARDIN
Delegate Proposal No. 97, introduced by Delegates Asseff and

at least thirty-nine other coauthors.
A proposal to provide with respect to an alternative provision

relative to the executive branch.

Be it adopted by the Constitutional Convention of Louisiana of

1973.

the commissioner of elections, and the superintendent of education,
appointive offices. The purpose of this alternate is to give to

the people the choice of approving this section or defeating it.

If defeated, these offices couldn't be made appointive by the

legislature and would remain elective offices. Do remember this:

The purpose of alternates is to gain friends by giving the people

a choice on crucial issues. If done properly, it can save the

constitution as it has done in other states. I urge you to study

that; this is my specialty, not yours. What you put on alternates
may save or defeat the constitution. I urge you to consider each

alternate, not only this one, in the light not only of what is

best for Louisiana but also whether it is a crucial issue and

will strengthen the chances of adoption of the constitution.
It is my personal opinion that the election of public officials

is more important to the people than any other alternate that we

will consider. The experts do not agree as to whether appointment

or election of public officials is better. Most agree that such

matters must be considered in the light of the political history

of a state, and what is good in one state may not be in another.
The principal arguments for it in Louisiana are that the people
want it; every poll has shown that, and the governor is in fact,

if not in law, one of the most powerful in the United States.

It is argued—and I urge you to listen to this—that it will be

impossible to obtain the two-thirds vote required to make these
offices appointed. Who's kidding who? I suggest yoii tell that

to your people and see what they'll ask ynu. If that is sn

,

why include it; just leave it out . It is included because it

is known that it can be obtained. Let me give you an example;
I prepared address out of office resolutions for the governor
in 1956 and in 1960— two on distinguished members of this con-
vention. Very able and reputable men in office at 9 a.m. on
one day were out of office on 2 p.m. on the same day. The governor
obtained a two-thirds vote of the elected members of each House
without any trouble. Do you know the reason the governor gave
me for the address resolution? He said, "1 have a popular mandate,
and they will agree with me. Out they go."

A governor is the most powerful, generally, the first legis-
lative session of his term. Many people are interested only
in electing their public officials, three dollar tar license

plates
, gambling, homestead exemptions , aid to parochial schools

,

and the like. They simply don't care on many alternates that

we will consider. If we submit only one alternate, as many say

is planned, we will kill this constitution, for we will lose

friends, not gain them. I assure you, if you submit only one

,

you have lost all hope of any support by me. If you submit

the alternates, you may gain my support which you now do not

have.

In answer to Mr. Stovall's question which he always asks me,

I am speaking as the representative of those who elected me

and am urging you to adopt this as an alternate, and thus

strengthen the chances of the constitution's adoption. All

polls indicate that the people want this. This is one of the

few times that I am speaking as the representative of my people.

In ninety-nine point ninety-nine percent of the times, I have

voted my convictions as what I thought was best, or what I thought

would get this constitution adopted. In this instance, I am not

speaking as an expert. I don't represent a textbook. I am

speaking as the representative of the people. This is what they

want. This time what I think, personally, is immaterial. Neither

I nor you have a mandate to impose our views upon the people.

It is their government, and I urge you to give to the people

an opportunity to decide for themselves whether they wish to

elect their public officials or whether they wish them appointed.

I think you will find that they want them elected. In presenting

this alternate, you will strengthen the chances of passage. If

you want to defeat it, just submit one alternate to the people.

I predict, now, for posterity that we will be writing another

one in about two years.

That concludes my remarks, Mr. Chairman.

Further Discussion

Explanation

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, the issue before this convention is

not whether you prefer election or appointment of your public
officials, but whether or not this is a crucial issue to the
people and, by placing it as an alternate, will strengthen the

passage of the constitution. That is the sole issue before
you. As I indicated to you, the convention adopted Section
22 to the Executive Article giving the legislature the authority
by a two-thirds vote of the elected membership of each House to

make the commissioner of insurance, Che commissioner of agriculture,

MR. FULCO
Mr. Chairman, and fellow delegates, first, I'll tell you

that I am for this proposal. I am for alternates. I cannot

agree that if we do not have alternates, that this constitution
will not pass in the coming elections, I believe as to whether

or not the constitution will pass will depend on the attitude

of the delegates in the presentation of the constitution to the

people. If you want to kill the constitution, all you have to

do is to use the famous expression, just "bad mouth" the

constitution. If you feel, honestly and conscientiously, that

the constitution is a good one for the people, then you will

speak in favor of the constitution to everyone you meet. But,
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to say that the constitution cannot pass If we do not have any

alternates. In my judgment. Is terribly incorrect.

Now, the people want a choice. I agree with that very

emphatically. I believe very emphatically that the people

should have a choice. I know that the people do want a choice

because I have been extremely active throughout this entire

year In talking to the people about the diligent, dedicated,

unselfish work on the part of every delegate to this constitutional

convention. I know that the people do want alternates. How many?

I can agree that too many would be too bad. But six, In my

judgment, certainly aren't too many.

Now, let's do this. Let's give the people the right to

decide whether they want four lesser state offices appointed

or elected, or whether or not they want all elected. That is

all that this proposal is calling for. But still, let's let

the people have the choice. Not only with this alternate, but

all the alternates that have been submitted to this constitutional

convention. I urge you to vote alternates, to give the people a

choice, and it will help the passage of the constitution, it will

strengthen the possibility of its passage. But, without, I

reiterate, I don't think It will kill the constitution.

Further Discussion

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

regardless of the argument for or against the election of any

particular public official, or any of the several public officials

that we have provided might be appointed at a later date, this is

a critical and crucial issue, it is of primary and paramount

Importance and interest to the people of this state. As you know,

when we made the decisions and put the provision as it now stands

in our proposed document, some of these decisions about which

officials would be elected, and which would be appointed, these

decisions were made overnight, behind closed doors. The decisions—

the announcement of the decision the next morning came as a surprise

to people. We were under great pressures. We did not have time

for cool, and calm contemplation and reflection. I think that this

Is very important to the people of this state. The people of

Louisiana are perfectly capable of understanding what the issue

will be on the ballot. They are perfectly capable of making this

decision. It Is not a complicated matter like the tax structure

of the state. They can look at that ballot, and they can know

whether they want to elect or appoint

Mr. Chairman, I wish to goodness you'd tell these lobbyists

up in the balcony to sit down and take their seat. We've had

them with us day after day.

MR. HENRY
We are glad to have the people with us there In the balcony,

but would ask that you please hold down on the talking and help
us maintain as much order as we can. I ask that you have a seat,

if you would, please.
Proceed, Mrs. Miller.

MRS. MILLER
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, many of the delegates

who are paying attention.
I do feel that this is an Issue that the voter can go into

the ballot box. They can see this proposal on the ballot. They
are.... every voter will be able to make this decision whether
they want to have appointed or elected delegates. It's not a

complicated issue. It is one that addresses attention to the

heart of every person, every voter of this state. 1 don't think
that we, as a hundred and thirty-two elected and appointed
delegates, should deprive the voters of the opportunity to

make this selection for themselves

.

I do urge you to support this proposal. I feel that it

will be a popular proposal on the ballot with the people.
Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

to speak In opposition to this alternative provision which has

been presented to us by Dr. Asseff. The first point I want to make Is

that the provision which we presently have in the article for the

executive branch is, and was, a compromise between the different

points of view. We arrived at that compromise after considerable

debate and discussion. It was generally accepted by this group.

Since it was accepted, there has been no great effort on the

part of the people of this state to change It. I think what we

did was a reasonable compromise.
The second point I want to make is that the present procedure

is democratic. We do not change the offices from elected to

appointed. We simply give the power to the legislature after

1976. This means that the people will still have input if the

decision should be changed. We are at a good place. I suggest

we leave it there.

The other point I want to make is that we do not want to

clutter the constitution with a large number of alternative

provisions. I think that this is an unnecessary alternative

provision. I think It would be well for us to keep the number

to one or two. Therefore, I suggest to you that we reject this

alternative provision.

Further Discussion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this is one of the Issues that

was talked about In District 102 more than any other issue in
this convention. This is the issue that I had more calls on.
This is the issue that I had a resolution for before they
decided that they would have to get forty votes. The other
day, when our governor spoke, he used the expression that "this
bitter cup should fall from me." There are two bitter cups.
There Is a bitter cup that Jesus had to take, not of His own
creation. There is a bitter cup that we will have to take,of
our own making. I hope that we won't do that today. If we
should vote against the alternative, of whether our elected
officials will be appointed or elected, I can assure you it will
be a bitter cup. I have never stood before this podium and said
to you that I would support, or I would be in opposition to
a constitution—a new constitution. I say to you today, whether
I support It, or whether I don't, I don't belabor whether It will
fall or pass. But, I will say to you this: I have not made up
my mind. I'm going to look in this package when it's all over,
and I'm going to see if any of the important things that the
people from my district wanted, and if it's not there, I am not in

a popularity contest. It can go up, or it can go down, because
what difference does It make if you receive a beautiful package
and its nothing in there for you?

So, I say to you—and I don't want to take up too much of
your time. I want to give everybody a chance to say whatever
they have to say. I'm going to ask you to support this. Let the
people decide what they want. This is a time that we should do
it. I wish it were possible that every proposal that we had
written, that each person would be able to see it and decide
whether they wanted it or not. But, we are going to have to
send and give to the people, a piece of material with many flaws.
We are going to have to say that you are going to buy it at a
high price whether you like it or not. In many instances when
you buy material, if there is a flaw in it, you can get a reduc-
tion. The going price Is high, and we are going to have to pay
the full price for it all. So, I say to you, support this, and
some other Issues that have been crucial to me. I might appear
before you again. I ask you to support the Asseff proposal.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

with all due respect, I urge that you reject this particular
proposal. As many of you know, the proposal as It presently
exists in the proposed constitution, was the consequence of

a great deal of debate and discussion among the delegates. As

it presently exists, it represents a compromise that was

reluctantly accepted, I think, by both sides. I'm sure all
of you realize the posture that we are in and that is that the
statewide officials are all elected, except for those that we
completely eliminated from the constitution. We have, I think
wisely, left to the legislature after the next statewide
elections, a mechanism by a two-thirds vote whereby the

appointment of certain officials can be made.

Now, ladles and gentlemen, the governor of the state

campaigned, and almost everybody else campaigned, in the

last governor's race to reduce the number of elected officials

—

statewide officials. Now, we haven't done that. I think,

perhaps, wisely. But, we have for future generations, afforded

the opportunity whereby the legislature in extreme circum-

stances, and by an extreme vote, could make a change, and could

change back by a similar vote if the legislature thought It was

necessary. I urge that you leave what we have done in the

constitution as a fair compromise, and let that be one of the

articles that Is submitted to the electorate.
I urge that you defeat the recommendation that this

proposal be placed on the ballot as an alternate proposal.

Thank you very much.
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Questions

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Gravel, do you believe if this went on the ballot as

an alternative, whether it would win or lose?

MR. GRAVEL
That It would lose?
I don't really know. I think that we've provided, Mrs. Warren,

the mechanism that is necessary for the people in Louisiana. I
think that a lot of alternatives, of course, could be submitted to
the people. But 1 don't think this one should be submitted.

MRS. WARREN
I can understand it because you are against it. But, I mean,

what is wrong with letting the people decide when this was a well-
debated issue. At one time, it was made elective all the way.
Now, so you say compromise. The best compromise really would be
to let the people decide since this was such a great issue, wouldn't
you think?

MR. GRAVEL
Well. I'm just as. .. .content, Mrs. Warren, to stay with the

provision that lets the legislature, by a two-thirds vote, you
know,make the determination in the future.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Gravel, did you know, as much as I have debated this

issue, if the people decided that they wanted it. that the
legislature could provide for the appointment of our elected
officials. 1 would be happy?

MR. DUVAL
Camille, the way we have it now, isn't it so that the

article Is flexible enough so that the people, through their
elected representatives, can have their way one way or the other
In the future? Isn't that right?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct. Absolutely.

MR. DUVAL
Thank you very much.

Further Discussion

MR. ULLO
Mr. Chairman, members of the delegation. It has been quite

a lengthy period since I've been before you. I hadn't planned
on talking this morning. But. after seeing the various speakers
come before you, I felt like the proponents of this were running rather

short. So. I thought that it was very important that I come

before you.
The governor of this state mentioned to all of us in his

speech last week, that he was very, very sensitive to the

people of this state. Well, I want all of you to know that
I feel I have that complete sensitivity in touch with the people ,

like the governor. I want all of you to know that I speak In

behalf of the greater majority of the people of District 84,
which I represent, that they would continue to like to have their

officials elected. I never thought, and never will think that

it is in the best Interest of this body to make the decision to

do away with these positions, or put them in the hands of the

legislature, that they can be done away with by a two-thirds
vote. Certainly, there was a lot of debate. As I can recollect,
one day we made a complete— there was an overwhelming vote in

favor of continuing the elected position. The following day,

there was a complete reversal. I don't feel at the present
time, that the two-thirds provision is an adequate compromise
as far as the people of this state is concerned. I believe
this alternate proposal will greatly enhance the passage of

this constitution and take away another albatross that possibly
could be dangling around our necks. Please, I hope and pray
in behalf of all the people of District 8A that you vote to

place this alternate on the ballot and let the people make
that final decision.

Further Discussion

MR. STINSON
Fellow delegates, just a minute. This is the main Issue

that my people are concerned with. They want elected officials.
I don't think we are necessarily satisfied with what we have
on the two-thirds, because I think that a governor can get in.

and especially the first session of his election, can change it

with a two-thirds vote. They usually can control it. I think
it's too important to leave it up to the legislature. It
should be set forth as elective in the constitution. If we
are going to have alternates. I'm not necessarily In favor of
any, but If we are, this is one that I think certainly should
be on the ballot at the time they vote because you know—suppose

—

an appointee is only as good as the person who makes the appoint-
ment. So, if the governor makes the appointment, we'll have
some good appointees when we have good governors. When we have
bad governors, we're going to have bad. Let's don't take the
chance. It's too important. Let's make them all elective.
Leave them as they are at the present time. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MRS. BRIEN
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I don't like to come up here because

it makes me shaky. But, I have to tell you this. If you say this con-
stitution be not passed If they have no alternative proposals.
I think you are wrong. Did you ever try to bring voters to the
polls for election? You most have to pull them out of their houses
to go and do their duty. Yes, they also have «any interested
people. They are the ones who elected you, to ask that you
write a good constitution. So, please think about alternate
proposals, very good, then write a constitution for all the
people. When anyone knows we cannot come up with a perfect
one, but, we will have a much, much better one than we have
now. In comparison with the old constitution, we will have
a perfect constitution.

Further Di scussion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise in support of this alternative that has beea proposed.
Let me go back to a little bit of the discussion that

was had in this convention when these off leers. .. .off ices
were made elective. Then, because of the division of this
own convention—our own convention—as I recall that proposal
did not receive enough votes to be adopted. Then, the present
proposal was brought back later and adopted. In an attempt
to get the proposal adopted. Now, during the period of
those discussions, you heard from several people on several
occasions, that the legislature already had this power insofar
as certain offices were concerned.

Now. let me call your attention to Article V. Section 1
of the existing constitution. It does provide that the
legislature may consolidate. Ladies and gentlemen, it use's

the word consolidate. It says nothing about making appointive
certain specified offices in Section 1. But, then, when you
move over to Section 18. it names these offices and says
"they shall be elected." So, the only reasonable Interpretation
of those two articles, sections of articles, are that as long
as those offices existed, they would remain elected, but that
the legislature under Section 1. would have the authority to
consolidate, not make appointive, to consolidate which would.
In effect, amount to abolishing the office.

You heard the argument that if, since the legislature
has had this authority since 1962, I believe, when these
amendments were adopted, why hasn't it done it? Because it
was a question of abolishing these offices, not making them
appointive. This Is a very important question to the people
at the present time whether they are right, and the fact that
they may not fully understand the import of Section 1 of this
article, they do feel like that they are guaranteed in their
right to elect the state offices that are contained. .. .are
covered in this alternative proposal. It is very Important
because they feel like they have that right now. Well, all
we are doing by this proposal is giving thos^ very same
people the right to say we are willing to relinquish this
right upon certain conditions which you have proposed.

There Is one other question that I raised that I have
not been able to satisfy myself on. Maybe someone in the
convention can fully explain it to me, but as I read the
committee proposal as it now stands, it refers to after the
1975 elections. I do not know that whether or not a candidate
who has been elected and has not taken office, has any vested
Interest in that office. We have been told time and time again
that this could not take effect until 1980 by virtue of that
provision. If they do not have a vested interest in that office
prior to qualifying and taking office, there Is nothing to pro-
hibit a special session of the legislature between the 1975
elections, and May of 1976 with the date in which the state
officers take their office, and possibly make them appointive
during that Interim period. Maybe that's carrying It far, but
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I am not satisfied in my own mind It cannot be done.

I would ask you to support this. The people have enjoyed

the privilege of electing offices. I think they have a right

to participate in government to the fullest extent. I think

whether we do it with limitations or without limitations,when

we take that right away from them, we have taken away one of

the sacred rights that the people of this country enjoy. I ask

your support of the alternative proposal.

offered In the Montana elections. It seems to me that this proposal
clearly reflecting that a majority of those who vote in the election
must vote in favor of the alternative proposal and must vote "for"
requiring the election, rather than for a confused "for" or "against"

proposition would go a long way In clarifying what is being presented
to the people by the alternative proposal and more Importantly would
go a long way in my mind to relieve any legal question that might
arise if we try to do it differently.

Further Discussion

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'm not here to suggest

how you vote on these, but I'm here to talk about the philosophy

of the alternatives. I think it's very Important that we have

alternatives on the ballot in order to give the people a chance

to participate in the democratic process. It's my feeling that

we should allow all of these six alternatives on the ballot. By

saying that, I don't mean that I'm for or against the alternative.

I may be for what's in the constitution now, and not for the

alternative. But, I do believe that we ought to give the people

a chance to voice their opinion. Now, the point has been made

here that these hundred and thirty-two delegates were elected

by the people to come here and make the choice for them. I'd

like to point out one thing that I believe. I believe that

these people who were elected as constitutional convention

delegates, were elected not to make the choice for the people,

but were elected to deliberate and present, and promulgate

ideas for the best governance of the State of Louisiana. When

there might be two different philosophies on the same basic idea,

the people have a right to choose between those two. I don't

think we were elected to come here as dictators to the people.

I don't think that because we give them a choice on alternatives

that we're not doing our duty, or we haven't done our duty because

we only gave them one way to do it. I think in these particular

six alternatives there are two ways. I think the people ought

to have a choice of which way they would rather have it done for

themselves

.

Amendment

amendment reads as follows:

No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 22 through 27, in

and insert in lieu thereof the following;

osed constitution will Include provisions by which

e, by a two-thirds vote, may provide for the

the Commissioner of Agriculture, Commissioner

Commissioner of Elections, and the Superintendent

ation unless a majority of those voting in this

for the following alternative proposal.

FOR requiring the election of the Commissioner of

Agriculture, Commissioner of Insurance, Coranissloner

of Elections and the Superintendent of Public Education

instead of the provisions in the proposed constitution.

Explanation

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I raised this issue at this

time because I think it is one of the serious questions to which
we have to address ourselves in connection with these alternative
proposals. One of the other serious questions that we have is the
manner in which the alternative proposal is going to be considered
in relation to the proposed constitution itself. I think it has to

be made abundantly clear that the alternative proposal has to receive
a majority of those voting in the election, voting on the alternative
proposal. I think it should further be abundantly clear that the
alternative proposal is "for" some thing and not simply a "for" or

"against" situation where it's running against itself In so many
words. My amendment would simply provide that in lieu of the
proposed language in the proposal. No. 97, by which this alternative
proposal will be voted on that we would provide in simple language
that if a majority of those voting in that election desired to have
these particular public officials elected rather than appointed,
as provided in the original doctment, if under those circumstances
they have a right to do so by voting for this particular amendment.
I submit to you that this will go far in solving some of the various
tricky legal questions which can be raised in the absence of some
clear provision such as this. I certainly share Mr. Avant's comments
made earlier. We've spent a year in the process of developing a
document for submission to the people of this state. 1 think we
would be remiss to place these alternative proposals on the ballot
in such a manner as to raise serious legal questions concerning the
meaning and effect of those alternative proposals and, in effect,
which could, in the long run, create a question concerning the
validity of the document Itself. This particular proposal is taken
in substantive part from the alternative propositions which were

MR. HARDIN
The Kean
Amendment

their entirety
"The prop'

the legislatur
appointment of

of insurance
of Public Educ
election vote

[ 1 2A.

Questions

MR. WEISS
Delegate Kean, in speaking to Secretary of State Wade Martin,

I understand that you may not place on a ballot only a proposition

for something; you must also vote "against" or "for;" is that

correct?

MR. KEAN
I don't agree with that. Dr. Weiss. As I appreciate Act 2

of '72, it may well be necessary for this convention to prescribe

the manner in which the election procedures will be handled. It

may well be necessary for us to adopt some resolution to that

effect. I think if this convention says that these alternative

proposals shall be considered on a fair basis and under those

circumstances that would be the procedure that would be followed.

You're certainly not going to find anything in the election laws

of this state that relate to this question.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Kean, in relation to your amendment, is it not possible

that the secretary of state could place on the ballot "FOR 2A" or

'FOR 2B", so that the average voter would have a clear-cut
letermlnatlon of which he was voting for?

MR. KEAN
As I understand your question, Mr. Dennery, you're talking

about having a 2A which says "FOR the election of the commissioner"
and "2B FOR the appointment of the"

MR. DENNERY
In effect, yes. I don't care whether which is A or which Is

B. But, you have written in there that if you adopt the constitution
you have adopted ... .2A, let us say, and if you prefer 2B, you vote
here. But, you don't give him a clear-cut choice then between the
two is my point.

MR. KEAN
Well it seems to me that here we are saying that what's in the

constitution will be the law, will be the body of the constitution
unless a majority of those voting in this election vote for

this particular alternative and that clearly states the issues, I

believe.

MR. DENNERY
Now, that would Include anyone who voted priaarily against the

constitution?

MR. KEAN
That's correct. I don't see how we can deny anyone the right

to vote both on the constitution and on the alternative.

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, I don't have a question. I simply want to say

that I agree with Mr. Kean's amendment; it will clarify the matter

and 1 do accept it. Thank you.

Point of Order

MR. ABRAHAM
For a question of the Chair and a point of order. Of course,

this coomlsslon has not decided how these various propositions

will be placed on the ballot. I would ask the ruling of the Chair

if in voting on this particular thing won't we be establishing,

in effect, how this proposition will be placed on the ballot?

MR. HENRY
Give us a little time to look at this rule again.

All right. Mr. Abraham has raised a point of order as to

whether or not the manner in which the amendment is set out is

in keeping with the rule that we adopted relative to alternates.

It's the opinion of the Chair that the way the amendment is drafted

Inasmuch as it does not allow a vote "for" or "against" an

alternate and Inasmuch as the remaining proposals for alternates

have been introduced with "for" or "against", that we are going

to be setting a precedence that if we adopt this and the others

are adopted "for" or "against", we're going to be, in effect.
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adopting some alternatives and some inclusions or some exclusions
on the basis of the way this amendment is drawn.

Mr. Flory, why do you rise?

Point of Information

MR. FLORY
Are you saying that this section is not amendable?

MR. HENRY
No, sir. I'm not saying it's not amended, I never said that

at all, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY
Well, you say that.... I thought I understood from your remarks

that you inferred that the amendment was out of order.

MR. HENRY
I believe that the amendment, in all probability, is out of

order, not because it is an amendment but because of the way that
it's drawn and because the other proposals; and I think it was the
idea of this convention that alternatives would be put on the ballot
so that people could "for" or "against" the alternatives and this
is not the way that this is drafted, sir.

MR. FLORY
Could you point out to me the rule that says that you have to

have "for" or "against" in it?

MR. HENRY
I think that's more or less set out by implications in the

rules, Mr. Flory, but if you will give me just a few minutes....
All right. Mr. Avant, why do you rise?

Point of Order

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, 1 do not want to lightly argue with the Chair

on what you seem to. .. .clearly is a point of order insofar as the
rules of this convention are concerned. But, I would like to point
out something to the Chair which I consider is a matter of law under
the terms of Act 2 which is the act of the legislature that brought
us here. If I would be permitted to do so, I would like to point out
something to you in Act 2 which I think, in my humble opinion, is

directly contrary to what you have just indicated.
If you will refer to the booklet, which we have in

Section 9 of the act and coming down into the second paragraph
it says "The election shall be held and the results shall be
promulgated under the general election laws of the state." Now,
it's the next sentence that I direct your attention to: "All
electors duly qualified to vote in this state at the time of
the election shall be entitled to vote without regard to party
affiliation in their respective party"—now, listen to this

—

"on the proposition for or against adoption of the constitution
and on the question or questions of adoption of such alternative
provisions as may be proposed by the convention." Now, if you've
got to vote "for" or "against" the alternative, why didn't the
act say "for or against the adoption of the alternatives" instead
of changing the language and getting away from the "for" or
"against" when they talked about the alternatives?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Avant, your point, perhaps, to some extent is well taken.

If you will give me just about five minutes. .. .about three minutes
to look at this thing....

Point of Order

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, I would like to raise this point of order.

We have not yet adopted the proposal. I do not think that it's
orderly to proceed to discuss amendments of the proposal until
the convention adopts it. Now, as I recall it the other day, we
provided clearly in the rule that when any proposal was accepted
by this convention then it would be subject to amendment. My
point of order is, is that we cannot and should not be considering
amendments to the proposal until a determination is made by the

convention that the proposal is accepted.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Gravel, I would have to say that you're incorrect because

we provided that "these proposals could clearly be amended." I

think we would be locking the hands of the delegates of this con-
vention that they would almost have to take a pig in a poke in

certain Instances, that's like saying that the proposal on the

Executive Branch of state government would have to be adopted

before any amendments could be offered. I don't. .. .that's not
my intentions, I will have to rule that you are out of order.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, my understanding, Mr. Chairman, I certainly abide by

your rules, was that that was the purpose of the rule as amended
that we adopted the other day.

MR. HENRY
That's not the appreciation of the Chair.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, I'd ask leave of the convention to withdraw

the amendment which I previously submitted in order to re-
submit a new amendment which will include a "for" and "against"
the proposal.

[^Amendment withdrawn . ]

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
The new Kean amendment reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, delete lines 22 through 27,

in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"The proposed constitution will include provisions by which

the legislature, by a two-thirds vote, may provide for the
appointment of the Commissioner of Agriculture, Commissioner
of Insurance, Commissioner of Elections, and the Superintendent
of Public Education unless a majority of those voting in the
election on the proposed constitution vote for the following
alternative proposal.

[ ] 2A. FOR requiring the election of the Commissioner of
Agriculture, Commissioner of Insurance, Commissioner
of Elections, and the Superintendent of Public
Education instead of the provisions in the proposed
constitution.
AGAINST requiring the election of the Commissioner
of Agriculture, Commissioner of Insurance, Commissioner
of Elections, and the Superintendent of Public
Education and permitting their appointment as
provided in the provisions of the proposed con-
stitution.

[ ] 2B.

Expl anat ion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, the original amendment, as

submitted, simply calls for a vote "for." It was my position
under those circumstances that you had an alternative by voting
for the constitution and not voting for the alternative proposal
to thereby say that you were against the alternative proposal.
However, it's been pointed out to me that in other instances
there have been alternative proposals. .. .or where there have been
alternative proposals that they've always had either a "yes" or

"no" or "for" or "against" proposition. Now, under the circumstances
I have added an "against" so that you would have the opportunity on
the alternative proposal of not voting at all or voting "for" or
"against" the alternative proposal. I've also corrected the provision
In the heading of the language to make it clear that it would require
a majority of those voting in the election on the proposed con-
stitution voting on the alternative in order for it to pass. It

was quite correctly pointed out that if this constitution was

presented in a general election rather than a special election for

the sole purpose of considering the constitution, you could have
some confusion as to what would be the required majority. Under

the circumstances, it seems to me that if we say that we are talking

about the election on the proposed constitution it makes it clear
that it would take a majority of those who vote in that election
voting for the alternative proposal in order for the alternative
proposal to be approved. I believe with those corrections that

we fill in and adequately state the matter to be presented to the

people and afford them an opportunity to clearly decide whether

or not they wish to retain what the proposed constitution provides

or go to the alternative proposal.

Questions

MR. CONROY
Mr. Kean, I'm trying to be sure I understand what your

proposal would do with regard to the number of people it would

require to approve this alternative. If you had four hundred
thousand people vote for the constitution and three hundred

thousand vote against, would those three hundred thousand who voted

against the new constitution be allowed to vote for the alternatives

under your proposal?
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MR. KEAN
Yes.

MR. CONROY
Even though they voted against the constitution? Now, a

failure to vote on the question of alternatives under your

proposal would be the same as a vote against; is that correct?

MR. KEAN
David, as I read it, yes; that's correct.

MR. ROY

Mr. Kean, just so 1 fully understand the new constitution,

as presented, would have the what we have already done with

resoect fo the work; right, like the two-thirds vote after

'76 that will be in the new constitution and the document

itself? So, that if a citizen chose not to vote at all on any

alternatives, in essence, he votes for what's in the document;

right?

MR. KEAN
That's correct.

MR. ROY
Good.

MR. KEAN
In other words, I I'm looking at the sample ballot. ..or

the official ballot which was used in Montana and it contained,

first of all, for the proposed constituion and against the proposed

constitution. Then, it had language substantially the same as the

heading on this proposed amendment, then it followed with the

alternative proposals "for" or "against." Now, they did in one

instance In the Montana proposal use "for" and "for." But, I think

"for" and "against" is the preferable approach to it.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Kean, 1 didn't quite understand a question and your

answer Just now, so I'll ask mine. In the event that a person

voted in' favor of the constitution and didn't vote on any

alternatives, if they are on the ballot, that wouldn't affect

that vote

MR. KEAN
I would say that would be an "against "vote because

MR. BURNS
Against the constitution?

MR. KEAN
No, against the alternative.

MR. BURNS
Pardon me

.

MR. KEAN
Against the alternative. In other words, if he voted for

the constitution and did not vote"for"or"against"the alternative,

I would say that that would constitute an"against"vote for the

alternative. .. .against the alternative.

MR. BURNS

All right. but not the constitution?

MR. KEAN
No, because you would have to have a majority of those voting

on the constitution in order to pass the alternative. Therefore,

anybody who didn't vote on the alternative was really an"agalnst

vote.

MR. BURNS
because I think you will agree with me there 's going to be

a lot of people... voters go in there that are either going to vote

"for" or "against" the constitution and walk out, and they aren't

going to vote on the alternatives one way or the other.

MR. KEAN
That's correct.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Kean, I have two questions to ask you, one is: As I

understand Act 2 it says "you have the right to vote for an

alternative," it doesn't say anything about against. Now, you

just are interpreting or Interpolating from that that you should

have a clear-cut "for" or "against" a particular alternative with

just a general description of what's in the constitution which

would be replaced by that alternative; is that correct?

MR. KEAN
I lost you on the last part, Moise.

MR. DENNERY
I say you would still have on the ballot a short description

of what is contained in the specific article In the constitution

so that the voter would have the opportunity to choose between

what is in the constitution and an alternative. Now, the second

question is really two questions. As I understood it, if you don't
vote "for" or "against" the alternative, it would not invalidate

your vote; Is that correct?

MR. KEAN
That's correct.

MR. DENNERY
Do you think, though, that if you.— would you believe that you

could vote "for" or "against" the alternative and not vote "for" or

"against" the constitution?

MR. KEAN
I think that would be entirely possible. In other words, I

don't think we can deny the voter who goes into the voting booth

the right to vote either on one proposal or the other. I think

if he goes in he can vote, if he wants to on the constitution,

and he can vote on the alternative, or he can vote on one or the

other.

MR. DENNERY
Now, did you say that in one of those Instances in the Montana

ballot that there was a "for" and "for"?

MR. KEAN
There were three alternatives on the Montana ballot assuming

that what I have here is a copy of the official ballot. The

first alternative was a "for", "for;" the second two were "for"

and "against."

MR. DENNERY
Now, the "for", "for" really gave you two alternatives to

what was in the constitution or what?

MR. KEAN
Apparently, there was an unicameral provision in the con-

stitution. No, apparently, there was not any provision in the

constitution with respect to the makeup of the legislature and,

therefore, the No. 1 alternative said "for an unicameral one

house legislature" "for a bicameral two house legislature" and

they

MR. DENNERY
So, the voter had a clear choice, then?

MR. KEAN
Then, you had a clear choice, the majority won.

MR. DENNERY
Don't you think that's the best way to do it, to give the

voter a clear choice which way he wants?

MR. KEAN
Well, the problem we got here, Moise, is that we've got in

the constitution certain provision with respect to some of these...

some of the matters that the alternative proposals are dealing

with. I'm certainly not in favor of taking those out and making

those proposals bend to the item that you are going to vote for

in one instance or for something else in another instance.

MR. DENNERY
I understand your point. and I think your.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman has exceeded his time unless we give him some

more minutes to answer questions; you might as well give him five

because we've got a lot of people that want to ask questions.

MR. DENNERY
Well, my last question is don't you think It is less confusing

as far as the voter is concerned the way you had ycrur amendment

drawn originally so that you were given a clear-cut choice between

what is in the constitution and to vote for an alternate proposal?

Don't you think it will confuse the voter to have that "for" or

"against" down there?

MR. KEAN
Well, your question goes to the very reason I drew it the

way it was to begin with, there seemed to be a substantial number

of the delegates and the comments by the Chair indicating that
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they preferred a "for" or "against" proposal and that's the reason

I changed it

.

MR. McDANIEL
Mr. Kean, in the simplest form isn't what you're really trying

to assure, that whether the constitution as written or the alternative,
whichever is favorable, is that the view of the majority of the
people voting is really what we are trying to work for?

MR. KEAN
That's correct, Mr. McDanlel. I'm more interested in the preamble

if you want to call it to this particular proposal which would require
and make certain that it would take a majority of those voting in the
election on the constitution for any alternate to be approved, I

would not want us to be in the position because I think it's not the
position we want to be in. I think it would probably raise serious
legal questions of having a situation where a hundred thousand people
just.... to use numbers would vote on the constitution and twenty-five
thousand would vote on the alternatives. Then, out of that twenty-
five thousand, thirteen thousand would vote for the alternative,
twelve thousand against and you end up with a plurality of those
voting on the alternative or in the election perhaps carrying the
alternative and that's the primary objective of my proposal. I

don't care how we set it up "for" or "against" or "for", "for" or
what you want to do. I think we've got to make it clear that it
takes a majority of those voting in that election to carry any
alternative proposal.

MR. MUNSON
Mr. Kean, you really got me confused as to how we're

going to tabulate the vote. I believe you said in answer to
Mr. Burns a few moments ago that a person who voted for the constitution
and didn't vote at all on the alternate would be a vote against. . .

It would be a vote against the alternate. How are you going to count
the vote?

MR. KEAN
Well, my point is, I was talking only in practical terms,

Mr. Munson, because if you got to carry the alternate by a majority
of those who vote in the election on the constitution, then if
somebody votes for them the constitution and doesn't vote on the
alternate, it really amounts to an against vote so far as the alternate
is concerned because you're reducing the number of people who are
voting on the alternate.

MR. MUNSON
What would you do in a case if the constitution failed and

alternate passed?

what the convention has adopted and that is and now we're coming
with another alternative that we ought to be for and against as
you suggest.

Motion

MR. BURSON
I move that we do whatever is required including, if necessary,

a suspension of the rules to pretermit two questions at this time.
To pretermit the precise form in which the alternative proposals
will be put on the ballot and to pretermit the question of the majority
that will be required, because I believe we need to consult with the
attorney general and with the secretary of state on these two questions.
I believe we know what the issues are involved in these alternatives
and I think we can decide whether we want to consider those issues
as alternatives separate and apart on the form which they would
appear on the ballot.

MR. HENRY
All right. Mr. Burson, you listen to me now to make sure

I got your motion. You're just.. . simply stated, are you just moving
that we don't determine the majority required to . . . number one,
you're moving that we determine first of all what alternates will be
placed on the ballot?

MR. BURSON
That's correct. In other words.

MR. HENRY
Than once we do that if there are alternates. . . if this

body decides to place alternates on the ballot then that we determine
after consultationwlth the attorney general, secretary of state,
etc., the manner In which they should be placed on the ballot and the
majority by which they will be adopted?

MR. BURSON
That is correct because each one of these alternates, as I

see them, has some variation in the proposed form that would go
on the ballot and I don't think this convention should be married
to one form or the other until we've checked It out fully and know
what we're talking about.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
I object. . . to voice an objection to Mr, Burson's motion for

a suspension of the rules and to ask of the Chair if that is a debatable
motion?

MR. KEAN
Oh, I think if the constitution fails, that everything fails.

MR. MUNSON
Well, It would seem to me that since you've changed yours from

for and against that the vote on the alternate should be just tabulated
on those ballots not on whether a person voted for or against the
constitution,

MR. KEAN
Well, it doesn't matter how they vote on the constitution

so far as this ballot is concerned, and you wouldn't calculate the vote
on this ballot, Mr. Munson.

MR. MUNSON
Well, that's what I thought, but then you said a moment ago

though a vote for the constitution on a person who didn't vote
on this at all would be counted as a vote against the alternate.

MR. KEAN
Well, the reason I said that was that if you require that

there be a majority of those who vote in the election on the proposed
constitution to carry the alternative proposal. . . if a lot of people
don't vote on the alternate proposal that in effect reduces the
chances of its passage. That's my point.

MB. SINGLETARY
Mr. Kean, I'm looking at Mr. Asseff's proposal and his

(2) (A) permits appointment. Your (2) (A) does not. Your (2) (B)

would permit appointment so it seems to me that your amendment. . ,

your (2) (A) should be (2) (B) and your (2) (B) should be (2) (A).

MR. KEAN
I think that's a good point, Mr. Slngletary,and I think it's

one that we're going to have to look at as we go through the rest
of these because if we're really saying that what we're offering is

MR. HENRY
Well, In my opinion. . .

MR. AVANT
Or his motion to pretermit?

MR. HENRY
I don't think it would require a suspension of the rules. I

believe. . .

MR. AVANT
I mean the motion to pretermit.

MR. HENRY
All right, sir. In my opinion the motion would be debatable,

Mr. Avant.

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Now, I have always tried

from this podium to say exactly what I mean and I'm certainly
going to do that here. I think we all know that the proponents
of one side or the other primarily on the education question have
their own pet ideas of how the thing ought to be placed on the ballot.
I'm sure that in the minds of both sides they're being fair to the other
side. But, what we've got to try and do is be fair to the people of
the state and I don't think that we can reach that determination in

the midst here of deciding whether we're going to have the alternatives
at all or not on a specific issue because the politicks of the
convention, the politicks of the competition that we have over the
particular issue may lead us to make a mistake in the form that we
submit to the people and thereby I think confuse them and obstruct
the chances that we have of getting this constitution,which overall
I think Is a very fine one, getting passed. I don't think we want
to do that. The secretary of state has sent all of us a letter asking
for consultation on this matter. I don't think we ought to make a
final decision on the form that these things would go on the ballot
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on until we dicuss it with hlra because he's got to set up the machinery

Secondly, the attorney general should be consulted on the thing. My

own personal belief is that you need an overall majority for the thing

to become part of the constitution, but I don't know what the law

is on it. I think we ought to find that out and we ought to consider

that question calmly and soberly all apart from the particular Issue

that we're discussing here. That is the reason why I made the motion

that I've made. 1*11 answer any questions that anyone has.

Questions

MR. FLORY
Mr. Burson, isn't it true though that you can't do that

because you delay the convention making that decision because

you don't know what to put in the body of the proposal until that

decision is made?

MR. BURSON
No, I don't think that's true. The alternates that we have

seen today all involve decisions that have already been made in the

body of the proposal and would seek to some extent or the other to

undo them. So, I think we're covered there. We have a complete

constitution as we stand right now. If we didn't, it would be a

different matter.

MR. FLORY
No, ray question, Mr. Burson, is, how do you determine the

verbiage that goes into the contents of the alternate proposal without

knowing how it's going to appear on the ballot under the rules?

and several million dollars of the taxpayer^ money. So, I think that that

is the first question that we've got to decide, and for that reason

I urge you to vote against Mr. Burson's motion.

Further Di scussion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, I think that we're getting into nothing, but

maybe a big f llibusterlngef fort . We're going to get to the point

where we won't have anything. I move that we limit debate on

this particular Issue to a half hour.

[Motion to limit deba te on the Burson
motion to thirty minutes . Substitute
motion to limit debate on the moti on
to fifteen minutes adopted : 68-31 .

]

Point of Information

MR. FLORY
I want to know if this fifteen minutes is coming out of

that two hours Mr. Asseff had for this proposal?

MR. HENRY
I really hadn't thought about it that way Mr. are

you suggesting that we do that, Mr. Flory?
No, I'm keeping the time on the thing. None of this other

business has come out of Mr. Asseff's time, Mr. Flory.

MR. BURSON
Well, under our rule that we adopted, you set those two things

out separate and apart anyway. So, all I'm asking for here is that we

simply pretermit the determination of how It appears on the ballot.

Under the alternate rule that we adopted you had to prepare that

separately anyway from the alternate Itself.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Burson, as I read Comnlttee Resolution No. 13 which

provides for alternate proposals. It sets forth in rather precise

language what shall be specifically stated in the proposal. Item

No. 4 says the"text of the ballot proposition on the alternative."
Now, how can we separate out that particular requirement and decide
on what the rest of it Is going to be without suspending the rules

of the convention?

MR. BURSON
Mr. Kean,

to submit the

I think purely and simply it says that you have

text. I don't disagree with you at all there.

Further Discussion
MR. AVANT

Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to

Mr. Burson's motion for this reason, I think and would respectfully
submit to you that what we're talking about now is the most . . .

and probably the most important decision that we're going to have to

make in this convention insofar as the ultimate fate of this document
is concerned . When I say that I'm assuming that perhaps the convention
has determined that maybe at least one alternate is going to go on
the ballot. Well, I have been for the last week studying his act and
trying to come to some definite conclusion as to what the proper manner
and procedure and vote required In this particular area is. Now, I

submit to you it is now twelve o'clock on the 16th day of January and
at twelve midnight on the 19th day of January it's going to all be
over with. Now what good is it going to do us to stay here and argue
and debate, I believe, six alternative propositions and decide which one
we want, which ones we don't want if we can't ever agree on the manner
and form in which those propositions are going to be submitted to the

people and what vote is going to be required for the adoption of any
such proposition. It seems to me that you are strictly getting the
cart before the horse because I want to tell you and I ask anybody
in here to sit down and read Act No. 2 and I particularly invite the
attorneys in here to sit down and read Act No. 2. Whatever you do on
this you more or less ire going to be engaged In a guessing game and
believe you me if you don't guess right, if you don't guess right
and you put one of these alternative propositions on this ballot then
you have killed the entire document because there's no way it can stand.
If you don't comply with Act No. 2, and get it on there in the way that
the Supreme Court is ultimately going to say that it had to be put on
there and if you don't decide that question and decide it first, then
you're wasting your time debating six alternative propositions. It

seems to me that Mr. Burson's motion is strictly putting the cart before
the horse and the first thing we've got to decide is, can we safely
and assuredly place one of these propositions on the ballot and
be sure that we have done it in the proper manner and in accordance with
Act No. 2 and that we have not by doing so jeopardized one yeai*s work

Point of Order

MR. WILLIS
Well, I was curious in your response to that inquiry by Mr.

Flory. It seems to me that was the amendment that precipitated
the matter, so that in the interest of time which is most precious,
may I suggest to you that you might reconsider your opinion.

MR. HENRY
I'll reconsider it, Mr. Willis; take your seat.

Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm going to be brief. I

think what we are dealing with here as was previously pointed out

Is one of the more important aspects of this whole area of alternative

proposals. I don't like to say I told you so, but I got up and

argued originally for the submission of these alternative proposals

to committees in hopes thatwe could get someof these particular matters

ironed out before they came up for floor discussion. I don't have

any objection to consulting with the attorney general or the secretary

of state or anyone else who can shed some light on this matter, but I

vigorously oppose any separation of the manner of presenting the

proposal from the proposal itself because I think that the manner in

%rhich the proposal is to be presented on the ballot can have a

significant bearing upon the vote which I might cast with respect to

some or all of these alternative proposals. I'm going to be quite

candid with this convention and tell you that the major thrust of my

amendmentis to make abundantly clear that it takes a majority of those

voting in the election on the constitution to carry an alternative

proposal, so we run no risk of someone urging that you could have an

alternative proposal adopted by a plurality. Now, beyond that point

I have no particular feeling about how we present the for or against

or two "fors" or one "for" whatever may be the best way of presenting

it intelligently to the voters of this state. But, I am concerned,

greatly concerned that unless we have a Preamble such as we've set

forth in this amendment which prescribes and makes clear without any

ambiguity or doubt that it takes a majority of those who vote In that

election to pass an alternative proposal; I think we make a serious

mistake to consider these alternative proposals. I say to you if

we want to recess this convention and send Mr. Burson or Mr. Pugh

or a committee or whatever you want to have to go over and confer

during the noon recess with the secretary of state and the attorney

general and come up with the best stylistic arrangement of these

ballot proposals then that's fine. But, I don't see how we can sit

here and say that we're going to pretermit the question of how the

matter is puton the ballot and then intelligently vote on the proposal

itself because I'll tell you right here and now if there's any question,

any question or any suggestion that less than a majority will vote. . .

have to vote in ordei: tor the passage of an alternative proposal, I think

that we do violence to the democratic process and we raise a serious
legal question that jeopardizes the whole constitution. Under those
circumstances, I object, I oppose Mr. Burson's proposal, not because
I don't understand the ... I understand perfectly his desire to move
ahead and his desire to get this matter properly considered by people
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who ought to consider it, but I think it goes too greatly to the manner
in which these proposals will be presented to the voters and the vote
that will be required to carry them for us ... at this time.

For that reason, I object to Mr. Burson's proposal and

if someone wants to sit down in the noon recess and try to resolve

this matter, I'm available to do it.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

support the Burson motion and let me give you some reasons why.

The first thing we've got to decide is whether or not we're going

to have alternatives, and I hope we do. If we don't have
any alternatives, ^hen we're discussing and wasting a lot of time
about nothing as to how ve're going to submit them. After we determine
that we will have alternatives, then we can determine the method by
which they will be submitted and I would like to say to you that there
are several different methods by which an alternative can be placed
upon the ballot. I have been discussing that with

a number of the delegates, with the Chairmar\ and some of the others and I

think that after we determine what alternatives will be submitted we cari

come up with something reasonable so that the people) will liave

a knowledgeable choice of how they are going to determine what
alternatives will go into this constitution if It's adopted.
As I see the situation, every individualHhat walks into that voting
machine and votes on the constitution and other alternatives we have
ought to have a choice. He ought to be 'able to vote on the
constitution or against It as h^ sees fit. He ought to be
able to vote on the alternatives the same way. He should not be forced
to vote for one or the other in order to make his vote count. We. don't
do that in elections except when we have multiple people to be elected;
I don't see why we should do it now. I think that

we can determine that particular Issue at the time when it comes

up. So, let's first determine whether or not we're going to have

alternatives and what alternatives we're going to have and then decide
what method that they will be submitted to the voters. I ask you

to vote for the Burson amendment. Let's save some time by doing that

because we could get into a long argument on each proposal as to how

it's going to be submitted , and I don't think we ought to do that at

this particular time. I ask you to support the Burson motion. I might

say in closing on this particular matter that all Act 2 said, and I

believe Mr. Avant said we ought to read it with reference to the proposal

on alternatives was to the effect that"at the;discretion of the convention
it may propose to submit at the same time such alternative provisions
as it deemed appropriate. The constitution ; is drafted by the convention
together with any alternative provisions proposed shallbe submitted to the

people fori their adoption or rejection." That's allit says with reference
to alternatives so it's up tous to decide how we're going to submit them.

Questions

MR. KEAN
Mr. De Blleux, as I understand your position you want to

take up these proposals and decide how we're going to present them
later. Is that correct?

MR. DE BLIEUX
We ought to decide whether or not we're going to submit them

alternatives.

MR. KEAN
Well, would it make some difference . . . wouldn't it make

some difference to you In whether or not you voted on some of these
alternatives as to what vote would be required for them to pass?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Kean, I don't think that's up to us to decide by what

vote. That's going to be to the people on how to decide what
votes is going to pass an alternative. Insofar as I can see it, if

no more than three people voted for the alternative— two of them voted
for one and one voted the other— the one that got that two votes would
pass.

Further Discussion

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

support Mr. Burson's motion because I believe that we're talking only
about the determination of a method and procedure whereby alternates
will:beiplaced on the ballot. One of the principal'teasons why I support
it is because there are at least eight or ten knowledgeable, competent
people, delegates to this convention who have different ideas about how
this should be accomplished. It may be that all or some substantial
part of the suggestions that they make would be legally acceptable Allwe re doing by adopting the motion suggested by Mr. Burson is to leave
the method and procedure aspects with respect to an alternate
on the ballot to a determination with the secretary of state with
the attorney general after we know exactly what alternate or alternates
we re goingto propose. Therefore; I think, in the interest of proceeding
orderly and effectively, that we should pretermit as suggested by Mr.
Burson and that his motion should be adopted.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr. Gravel, Senator De Blieux said something just now that

kind of disturbed me. In these alternatives that are placed on the
ballot, for instance, like Mr. Kean's, that refers to a certain section
of the proposed constitution—say that the constitution itself is
approved by a hundred thousand majority, but an alternative to the
constitution which is contrary and in conflict with that particular
section of the constitution only passes by two thousand majority.
Does that mean that alternative would be adopted or does it have to
receive a majority of the total votes cast?

MR. GRAVEL
I can't answer that on that score at all because I don't

know . . .

MR. BURSON
Yes, but don't you see

HR. GRAVEL
. . . Mr. Burson, because I don't know how the ballot will be

constituted, and I think that's one of the things that we need to
do. But, 1 1 think thatanyattorney or'anybody knowledgeableabout elections
will[agree!thatthe bestjway to fashion an alternative is to decide just
exactly vha.t the proposal is and until we've done that I aon't. . .

MR. WEISS
Delegate Gravel, aren't we just being expedient in deciding

this matter at this time and later can always vote down the proposal
on the final vote as decided by the convention and the committee
who has neglected to resolve it?

MR, GRAVEL
In other words, I think that after we've determined which

alternates we want on the ballot that then we should determine
with respect to that alternate, or alternates, how it should be
placed on the ballot. I do think we need to consult with the
secretary of state and with the attorney general on that,

MR. FLORY
Mr. Gravel, could you explain to me, under Committee Resolution

No. 13, how your motion or the motion of Mr. Burson could be
applied without suspending the following language: "Such a
proposal shall state specifically (1) the text of the alternative,
(2) any deletions or presently adopted paragraphs or sections or
the like, (3) the effect of the alternative if adopted by the
people in terms of additions to and deletions from the body of the
proposed constitution and (4) the text of the ballot proposition
on the alternative"? Now, you tell me how we can adopt Mr. Burson's
motion without a suspension of this rule.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Flory, I don't want to invade the province of the Chair.

I suggest you direct that to the Chairman, who I think has already
answered it.

MR- KEAN MR. FLORY
Inother words, it's your position then that if an alternative. . . Well, my second question to you, Mr. Gravel, is: how can I

If only three people voted on the alternative and a hundred thousand determine what goes in the body of a proposed alternative. If I
voted on the constitution, and the vote was two to one on the alternative don't know how it's going to appear on the ballot?
that the alternative would pass even though a hundred thousand voted fo:

the constitution? MR. GRAVEL
All that Mr. Burson's motion does is to leave the method of

MR. DE BLIEUX submission—method of submission—to future determination by this
That's correct. If . . . whichever alternative received the convention. It does not do violence to any concept that would be

larger vote; that would be my opinion. In any proposal at all.
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Point of Order

MR. KEAN
Is not Mr. Burson's motion. In effect, a motion to suspend

the rules?

MR. HENRY
In the opinion of the Chair, it is not inasmuch as after having

looked and the clerk having looked at the proposal Introduced by
Delegate Asseff, it is in compliance with the rule which this
convention adopted the other day. The question that Mr. Burson
has put before this body is that we pretermit the question of
final styling and drafting as to the manner in which these
propositions—if they are adopted—are going to be placed on the
ballot, and the required number of votes for adoption of the same.
Therefore, it is not a suspension of the rules.

Point of Order

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman, I refer you to page 2 of the Committee Resolution

No. 13, item number four, where it says that "the alternative
proposal shall contain the text of the ballot proposition on the

alternative" and tell me how you can pretermit that issue without
making that determination or a suspension of the rules.

MR. HENRY
There are a lot of ways that a proposal can contain the ballot

proposal on the proposition. It just appears that perhaps they
don't all contain the same style and form, Mr. Flory. It's just
as simple as that

.

[^Moti on to defer action on the style

,

form , and vote required on alternative
proposals adopted : 92-17. Motion to
reconsi der tabled .^

Recess

[Quorum Call: 85 delegates present
and a quorum .

]

MR. HENRY

Mr. Kean. Is Mr. Kean in the. . . Mr. Kean, in view of the
Burson motion, it would appear that your amendments, now, are
out of order. So, do you desire to withdraw the same?

MR. KEAN
Mr. Qialrman, I just thought it was going to float around up

there somewhere until we got back to it. Do I have to withdraw
it and then reoffer it? Is that. . .

MR. HENRY
Well, in view of the notion that was made by Mr. Burson

and adopted by the delegates, I think your amendments are out of
order, Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
I was going to suggest they be put on the calendar.

MR. HENRY
Well, you can't put amendments on the calendar.
Do you want to withdraw the amendments?

MR. KEAN
Well, my point is, Mr. Chairman, is that if we're going to

adopt these matters—these proposals—or reject them, whatever may
happen to them, I don't want to find myself in a position where
we now come back and say you can't offer amendments because the
thing has already been adopted. That's all.

MR. HENRY
We're coming back at some point and discuss the way these

should be put on the ballot.

[Amendment withdrawn .']

Further Discussion

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I want to rise briefly to speak In

favor of the proposal coauthored by over fifty delegates and is

relative to the Executive Article. You know, of the ten

constitutions that have been put to the voters over the past

fifteen years or so, the only constitutions that have passed have

been constitutions that have had an alternative to offer the people

in some area of some great interest. We had put on our desk, today,

the ballot from the Illinois constitutional convention which was

on the ballot at that time. On that ballot, there were questions

of great interest insofar as the people were concerned. The death

penalty was on the ballot. Those are the kinds of questions that

draw voter support, and bring voters to the polls, and make them vote,

and make them have the psychology of wanting to adopt the constitu-

tion so that the alternative they vote for is Included In that

constitution.
I ask you to look at the proposal in the light of what It

does, but more Importantly in the light of the votes that it could

probably draw for this constitution. I would say without much

hesitation that the overwhelming voter support will be to elect

these officials. I think in keeping with that that the people

will want this alternative in their constitution, and I think that

they'll want to have that choice clearly stated by an overwhelming

vote. The governor admitted as much the other day.

There are many other questions on alternatives that we can

have before us and decide, but I think this one is one that could

help draw votes to this constitution, help sell it over the next

few months, and probably not be nearly as splitting up and losing

support as any other alternative could be. This one would help

gain support. I ask you to please help gain the sixty-seven

votes necessary to put it on the ballot.

I'll be happy to answer any questions.

Point of Order

MR. KEAN
A point of order. In voting on this particular proposal, for

or against it, what is the status of this Section 1 that relates

to the manner in which it would be placed on the ballot?

MR. HENRY
According to the rule adopted by the convention on last

week, or whenever it was, we vote on the whole proposal. If there
Is some question as to style and drafting or style of. . .the way
it should be put on, we're going to determine that, Mr. Kean, as

a result of what your committee Is going to recommend to us.

[Previous Question ordered .^

Point of Order

MR. KEAN
I withdraw It with the clear understanding that I. . .

MR. HENRY
What I thought I'd do, Mr. Kean, is if the. . .with leave of

the convention delegates, I will appoint a committee to work
this afternoon and tomorrow with the secretary of state, the attorney
general, the custodian of voting machines with respect to the
problems that were to be taken up and we discussed in the Burson
motion, I would appoint a committee of Mr. Dennery, Mr. Conroy,
Mr. Pugh and you, Mr. Kean, to try to help resolve these problems.

MR. KEAN
Well, that—you know—I'll be happy to serve on the committee.

I didn't intend, by worrying about my amendment* to get on it.

MR. HENRY
When you talked with there before lunch. .1 think in all.

MR. LEIGH
Rule 45 of our rules provides that when a proposal is up

for third reading and final passage, "it shall be read, debated
and acted upon separately by sections and each section shall be
considered." I rise to ask: how can we consider Section 2 or
adopt the Section 2 or adopt the proposal in the absence of
Section 1 which is in abeyance at the present time? I don't
follow that.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Leigh, we adopted a rule—I don't know whether you

were here the other day—with respect to alternative propositions.
I direct your attention to—I don't know what the number of the
rule is that we've adopted—It's 37.1 which rule in Paragraph (A)
states, and I read as follows: "All proposals setting forth
proposed alternatives shall lie over for convention action on
January 16, 19 7A. On that day, there shall be put to the convention
the question of the final passage of each such proposal." That's
what we're doing. That supersedes the rule of "section by section."
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MR. LEIGH
. . .Does that supersede Rule 45?

MR. AVANT
Yes, I really think we do.

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir, it does.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Avant, take your seat, please.

MR. LEIGH
Well, then are we voting now on simply the alternative? What

are we voting on? What is the vote on now?

MR. HENRY
Right now you are voting yes or no on committee. . .or the

Delegate Proposal No. 97 which would propose an alternate with

respect to elected statewide officials.

MR. LEIGH
Well, let me ask you one further question?

Section 2 relates to the adoption or nonadoption of proposition

2A which refers back to Section. . .they refer back to the Section

1, as I see it—to the procedure. What I'm getting at is I

don't see how we're going to vote these. . .this proposal in the

form it's in at the present time in the posture that we're in.

MR. HENRY
Well, Mr. Leigh, I think we are voting right now on the

concept. . .Mr. Leigh, I think what we are doing now is voting

on the concept as contained in Dr. Asseff's proposal—whether or

not we want to place an alternative of this nature on the ballot,

or whether we do not want to. If we do, then we've yet got to

work out the mechanics by which and in which that alternative or

any other alternative will be placed on the ballot. So, what

we're voting on now is the concept. We're going to determine,

later, the style and the manner in which and the vote required

to adopt such alternative proposals.

Point of Information

MR. WEISS
Just a point of information. As I appreciate this, there Is

room for reconsideration. Is that right, when we reintroduce the
proposal? For example, if this is accepted by the body today,
then if the phraseology is not to the liking of the body of the
convention, it can be voted out at the final passage. Is that
correct?

MR. HENRY
No, sir. No, sir; you are not correct.

^R. WEISS
It is not correct?

MR. HENRY
What we're going to have to determine. . .we may not put

any alternates at all on the ballot. If we do put some alternates
on the ballot, then this convention is going to have to decide the
form, the style, the manner in which these alternates are going to

be placed on the ballot, Dr. Weiss.

MR. WEISS
Then, we are not voting on the delegate proposal

rather the concept. Is that correct?

MR. HENRY
That's correct.

per se.

MR. LEICM
So, we are not voting on the precise language that's in here,

just the concept?

MR. HENRY
You are voting on the precise concept that's in there.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, what time did you say that this committee that

you appointed to confer with the attorney general and the secretary

of state was going to report back to the. . .

MR. HENRY
I'm hoping that they will be able to report back to us

tomorrow, Mr. Avant.

MR. AVANT
All right. Now, then after you said that, you said, of course,

the rule provides that we're going to finally vote on all these

alternatives today?

MR. HENRY
No, sir, it doesn't.

MR. AVANT
It doesn't?

MK. HENRY
No, sir, it doesn't. I think, under the rules, we could. . .

if we don't. . .are not able to get to all of them today, we can

complete the rest of them tomorrow or Friday.

MR. AVANT
Well, as I recall that—I may be wrong; I don't have it in front

of ne but you said something about Style and Drafting—and then

as I recall that thing. Style and Drafting has got to be back In

here by noon, tomorrow finished with all that business.

MR. HENRY
Well, It says that the Conmittee on Style and Drafting shall

report not later than noon tomorrow on anything that's referred to

it.

MR. AVANT
Oh! I see.

MR. HENRY

I think we understand one another, Mr. Avant.

MR. WEISS
Would you define. . .

«R. HENRY
We're voting on the proposal, yes. But, this convention may

determine to place whatever proposals are adopted in a different
form on the ballot, sir.

Point of Information

MR. FLORY
Just a slight point of Information, Mr. Chairman. I'd like

to know just what rules of the convention we're operating under.

MR. HENRY
Operating under the rules that were adopted by the convention

throughout the efforts that we've made here, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY
On what day?

MR. HENRY
Well, I would suppose on January 12, 1974.

MR. FLORY
I understand that you. . .in an answer, T think, to a question

Mr. Leigh raised where under Rule 45 it says that each proposal

shall be considered and voted on section by section, you said

that was superseded by the rule adopted last Friday on 37.1. Is

that correct?

MR. HENRY
I would rule that it is. Yes, sir.

MR. FLORY
Then you also, then, if that's true, then the only thing that

applies to the adoption of an alternate proposal is 37.1?

MR. HENRY
In my opinion, by and large, yes.

MR. FLORY
Well, then would you tell me how you could draft an amendment

to one of the alternate proposals? Do you draft it by section or

Just can you draft it to the whole article, the whole proposal?

MR. HENRY
I'd have to rule, Mr. Flory, as I saw each amendment presented,

but 1 couldn't just give you a blanket rule. No, sir.
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MR. FLORY
Well, how do we know what to operate under then, Mr. Chairman.

MR. HENRY
Because I don't know what the amendments are, and we're going

to just proceed step by step, Mr. Fiery.

Point of Information

MR. HERNANDEZ
Did. . .1 understood you to tell Mr. Kean, a few minutes ago,

that he could offer an amendment after we got this information

from the attorney general and the secretary of state. That being

true, if we can offer amendments, we might be for a proposal at

this time. It could be so amended we would not be for that.

MR. HENRY
I didn't state. . .1 don't believe I did, Mr. Hernandez, that

anyone could offer amendments after we have adopted this proposal.

What I was trying to get across to Mr. Kean is that we're going to

have to determine, number one, whether or not we're goipg to adopt

any of these proposals which would require the placing of

alternative propositions on the ballots. If we adopt one or all

six of these, then we're going to have to decide the style and

the form that these will be placed on the ballot. That's when

we're going to discuss that, and that's when it will be discussed.

But, as far as once Proposal No. 97 is adopted someone coming in

and offering an amendment to it, no sir, that would not be possible

without going through the mechanics of reconsideration, suspending

the rules, etc.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you, sir.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
A point of information, Mr. Chairman. I have in my hand a

document that I found on my desk, and it purports to be Committee

Resolution No. 13 which I think we adopted the other day. Section (C)

of that reads in part as follows: this thing that I have here

says, "Each proposal"—speaking of these alttinate proposals

—

"receiving a favorable vote of sixty-seven delegates shall be

adopted and shall be referred to the Committee on Style and

Drafting. Every proposal shall be subject to floor amendment. Not

later than twelve noon"—and this is (D)
—"January 17, 1974, the

Committee on Style and Drafting shall report each proposal referred

to it to the convention."
I just want to know: is that a rule that this convention

adopted?

MR. KENRY
Certainly it is, Mr. A/ant.

placed on the ballot as an alternate proposal. It's always my
luck to get stuck with everything. The purpose of alternates is
to gain friends by giving to the people a choice on crucial issues.
If done properly, it can save the constitution as it has done in
other states. It is the one alternate that will gain friends and
not make enemies. All polls indicate that the people want to elect
their public officials. This proposal lets the people decide whether
they want to elect their public officials or whether or not they
want to leave it to the legislature to make them appointive. It
is said that let the representatives of the people decide. I am
going the delegate who said that, one better. I want the sovereign
people who are the source of all power to decide. Since this is
a democracy, we should let the people decide, since it is their
government, and it is crucial to them. This is one of the three
times, delegates, that I am speaking as the representative of the

people who elected me. Generally, I have voted as I thought best.
Regardless of what I think personally, I have no mandate to impose
my views upon the people and neither do you. I came to Baton Rouge
some forty years ago, and I have spent the entire time writing about,
teaching and working in government. I am considered a governmental
expert. It isn't often that I feel strongly about anything, but
I do about this. If I am willing to violate every governmental
principle that I feel important to let the people decide what they
want, surely you must realize the importance that I attach to this
and the passage of the constitution. It isn't always easy to do
your duty, but in this instance, I am doing it. It is my personal
opinion that the alternate will strengthen the chances of the
passage of the constitution. I am not speaking as a textbook or
as a governmental expert, but as the representative of the
sovereign people. It is their government and their decision to

make. Neither I nor you have a mandate to impose our views upon
them. I urge you to let the sovereign people decide. The governor
said to do what will sell this constitution. I think this will.
I knew the governor as a student and also as a Senator, and I think
highly of him. I. think he will agree that we ought to place
alternates on the ballot which will strengthen the passage of
this constitution. Believe me, delegates, it's in grave danger of
defeat unless you submit sufficient alternates to satisfy the
dissident groups in this convention, and I happen to be one of the
dissident groups.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll be glad to answer any questions.

Question

MR. GRIER
Mr. Chairman, is this an automatic record vote?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. It would be an automatic record vote.

MR. GRIER
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Point of Information
Point of Information

MR. KEAN
I am concerned because this proposal contains a Section 2.

It seems to me that if we now vote on this proposal with Section

2 reading as it does, and it got sixty-seven votes—and I don't

know whether It will or not, but assuming it did—then, how do

we get that proposal back up for some reconsideration of Section 2

without suspending the rules? What my motion would be, if I

were permitted to make it, would be that for the purpose of

considering Delegate Proposal No. 97 we delete Section 2 awaiting

further consideration of the question of how you put it on the

ballot.

MR. HENRY
I would suggest to you, Mr. Kean, that we'll handle it just

like we've handled everything else. That we'll leave the motion

to reconsider the adoption of this proposal pending, or hanging,

or whatever you will, and if there's overwhelming sentiment of

this convention to come in and make such changes, then certainly

we'll be able to.

Closing

MR. ASSEFF
Thanks, Mr. Chairman

we are going to vote upon
I'm beginning to wonder if I know what
I want to remind the delegates that

we are not voting on pretermitting, interdicting or recommitting,

but rather on the proposal as to whether or not DP 97 will be

MR. MCDANIEL
For some of us that are not constitutional lawyers, tell us

what's red and what's green and what's maybe so that we're voting

MR. HENRY
Well, if you want to vote for this proposal, you vote green.

If you want to vote against the proposal, you vote red. If you

don't know how you want to vote, Mr. McDaniel, you Just don't

vote at all.

{_Propos^l rejected : 53-52. Motion
to reconsider tabled. ]

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
The next proposal is Delegate Proposal No. 98 Introduced by

Delegates Henry, Gravel, et al.

A proposal to provide with respect to an alternative provision

relative to education.

Explanation
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MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the alternate proposal

which Is before you was briefly discussed by me in the opening
comments. Let me reiterate what changes this proposal makes
In Committee Proposal No. 7 which was adopted by this convention.

The basic two-board concept Is retained with these exceptions.
No. 1, with. .. .regard to the board of lowering secondary education,
we have taken from the Board of Regents those responsibilities
relating to vocational and technical training, the thought there
being Is that those functions are more properly aligned with the
lower board; that those functions have been historically administered
by the department of education. Under the proposal as you now have
It, the head of the department of education is the superintendent
of education. To my knowledge, the overwhelming response from
the representatives who were Involved in heading up these
institutions of vocational -technical and training feel that It should be
under the lower board other than that one exception, or thai,
one change, there has been no change, and I repeat, no change
whatsoever, with regard to the lower board.

Secondarily, we have made a change, and this is, I think,
very significant, in the composition. . .of the Board of Regents.
Committee Proposal No. 7 provides that the composition of the
board will be by fifteen appointed members. This proposal
before you changes the composition of that board to eight elected
and seven appointed. The intent here, of course, was to coin-
cide with what I think was a strong feeling on this floor that
some representation from elected standpoint is indicated, not
only in the lower board, but also In the higher board.

Thirdly, and probably the one that receives the most
attention, Is that relating to the management boards. The
proposal which you have before you has deleted from Committee
Proposal No. 7, any and all reference to the establishment,
positively, of management boards. I relate thereto to the
LSU Board of Supervisors, the Board of Trustees, and to the
Southern Board of Supervisors. There is nothing In the latitude
as built Into this alternate proposal that the legislature can
establish management boards.

Ladles and gentlemen, very shortly, very briefly, these
are the changes. There are no other changes in the act saving
except one thing that someone mentioned to me awhile ago that
I neglected to mention. In fairness I'll tell you this. In
the Board of Regents as presented in Committee Proposal No. 7,
it also referred to career education. In discussing this
matter at length In detail over a long period of time with
educators throughout this state, I've been advised that career
education is not limited to secondary education; it is not
limited to higher education, but, it goes through the spectrum
of lower education through the doctors' degrees. Therefore, we
left that matter, not specifically referred to one or the other,
but could be assigned by legislative act as it would be
appropriately put to the aspect of education being dealt with
at the time.

Very simply, then, the entire proposal that you had adopted
by this convention remains Intact, save and except for the Items
I Just mentioned to you. I will, of course, yield to any
questions.

Questions
MR. KEAN

Mr. Juneau, did I understand you to say that this
proposal leaves the legislature in the position of being
able to create management boards if it wishes to?

MK. JUNEAU
That's my understanding, yes, sir.

MR. KEAN
Well, then, how do you arrive at that conclusion?

MR. JUNEAU
There's no if you'll notice there are provisions in

here relating to the Board of Regents which are retained with
regard to what mechanism you have to go through, Mr. Kean, to
get a management board. That is, it has to go through the
Board of Regents. They make their recommendations. Then, it's
considered by two-thirds vote of the legislature. I retained
they can vote on It by two-thirds vote of the legislature to
establish that.... I retained those provisions as they appeared
In Committee Proposal No. 7. There Is no language in there
to preclude the establishment of a management board. Therefore,
by the preliminary power of the legislature they can do it. The
mechanism by which they do it is provided In this proposal.

MR. KEAN
You are referring, I take it, to Paragraph (D) 3, on page 4.

As I appreciate that, the legislature could not act with respect

to a management board unless it had a report from the Board of
Regents, could it?

MR. JUNEAU
That's absolutely correct, Mr. Kean. That's the same

language as you find in Committee Proposal No. 7.

MR. KEAN
But, it talks here about the creation of a new institution

or a management board. In the old section, we've got management
board, so we were simply talking about a device in the old
section by which you create some more management boards. Here,
you have no management boards so we now have a prohibition
against management boards, unless it comes from the Board of
Regents, doesn't it?

MR. JUNEAU
That's right, sir. I'm putting all schools all schools

I stress, Mr. Kean, on the same level which was not true in
Committee Proposal No. 7 because of the two-thirds provision
in the mechanism you saw. I merely adopted the philosophy of
Committee Proposal No. 7 as to how they wanted management boards
established. Apparently, the committee felt that you have to go
through the Board of Regents. I accede to that. They said that
they ought to have to go to the legislature and get a two-thirds
vote, I acceded to that.

MR. KEAN
But, my point is, Mr. Juneau, that the substantial

difference between your proposal and Committee Proposal No. 7

Is that in Committee Proposal No. 7, there was some management
boards. The authority that was in (D) 3 was related to additional
management boards

.

Now, what you are saying is that In order to have any
management board, it has to go through this process. It takes
a two-thirds vote of the legislature to accomplish it.

MR. JUNEAU
That's exactly correct, Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
Now, what happens under those circumstances to the

existing board of supervisors at LSU should this be adopted?

MR. JUNEAU
You would. .. .under this proposal, you would have no

management board.

MR. KEAN
Well, in effect, contrary to the provisions of Act II,

you would terminate the terms of office with the board of

supervisors?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, I think Act II says that you couldn't effect the

present terms of those people in office, as I appreciate the
terms of that act, Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
It refers both to elected and appointed, doesn't it?

MR. JUNEAU
Sir?

MR. KEAN
It refers both to elected and appointed, does it not?

MR. JUNEAU
That's correct, sir.

MR. KEAN
Well, my question is then, under your proposal, what

happens to the board of supervisors?

MR. JUNEAU
That board would be phased out pursuant to the provisions

of Act II established by the legislature.

MR. KEAN
In other words. If this passed, then the board of

supervisors would continue in effect for some period of time

until the last member of that board ended his term. It might
continue with Just one member under those circumstances?
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MR. JUNEAU
Those are the provisions of Act II. That's my appreciation.

That's right, Mr. Kean.

MR. KEAN
Well, I was just trying to find out what your proposal

does. So, we could end up with a one man board of supervisors

at LSU until the last fellow served out his term?

MR. JUNEAU
As Act II reads, that is correct.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Juneau, I Just wanted to pose this question to you so

that for the record.... If we were to pass this deal, you agree

with what was done this morning, or what the Chair said, that

we are by no manner agreeing that Section 1 as stated, we are

voting for that, sir?

MR. JUNEAU
Unquestionably correct. I agree with you.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
We are not voting for it as it is?

MR. JUNEAU
That's right. Absolutely correct.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Abraham, do you have a preference, sir?

All right. The gentleman sends up amendments, the first set

affects page 2. Abraham amendments beginning on page 2. The
amendment reads as follows:

Amendment 1, on page 2, line 29, after the words and
punctuation "schools," delete the words "post secondary, vocational"
and a portion of the word "technical." At the beginning of line 30,

delete the words and punctuations, the rest of the word "technical
schools," and insert in lieu thereof the word "and".

Explanation

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, I have two amendments. They are

companion amendments. The effect of one is to delete the words

"post secondary vocational-technical schools" out of one....

particularly on one page, and reinstate It in another. But,

the net effect is to put vocational and technical schools back
under the Board of Regents as proposed by Committee Proposal No. 7.

Let me tell you why I feel that vocational-technical train-

ing should be under the Board of Regents. My profession originally
was as an engineer. I spent twenty years in the refining business.
For some twelve or thirteen of those years I was chief engineer, or

superintendent of maintenance instruction. I worked all these

years with machinists, pipe fitters, electricians, mechanics who
worked with their tools. Throughout all these years, I . . . . in

talking to these people, many of them would say that, "I don't
want my child to have to grow up doing the same thing that 1 did.

I want my boy to go to school to become this or that." My answer
always was, what is wrong with the work that you're doing? It's

an honorable profession. There is nothing wrong with it. But

it seems that we have, through the years, have brainwashed our

children that it is a disgrace to work with their hands. They must

get a college degree. Whether they are qualified to do anything

else or not, they must have a college degree. The results as

I have observed, is that we've got a lot of children In college

who really do not want to be there; who would much rather be out

working with their hands....

For years, I have been a strong advocate of vocational-
technical training. But, I've been an advocate at a higher
level than what it has been known as. I don't want them
called "trade schools." To me, a person who goes through

vocational-technical training should come out just as....

with just as much prestige and status as a person who has

a college degree. I think that one of the best means that

we can use to give this type of training the status that

It should have. Is by placing It at the college level. We

not only will give it status, but I think, also, we will
eliminate a lot of problems we've had with high school

drop outs. A person will feel that after he's gotten his

high school diploma, then he is able to go into something

from there. He will feel like he has gained something.

I think it's only a matter of time that whether we have

managing boards, or whatever we may have, there Is going to

have to be a certain board, or whatever you want to call It,

to deal with this particular problem. For years, the

trade school concept has been lumped in with other forms of

education. It's been a step-child. I think we need to take

It out from there. There are many colleges in this country

that work on this concept. They have programs where you can

go to the college, or the vocational school, you work a

period of time, you receive courses which are along the....

at the college level. They may go one semester to school,

and they may work in Industry for one semester. If I

remember correctly. Senator Williamson's study group, I don't
know whether they actually recommended this type of thing,

but this is one of the things that they found.

The committee that handled the education article, I feel,

was strongly convinced of this. That's why they put vocational

training under the Board of Regents, and at the higher educa-

tional level, because I think the time is coming when we are

going to have to get this particular phase of our lives out

of the trade school concept, and into a concept where It does

have some significance, some status, and where an Individual,

when he gets out of high school, then, will be able to move

on to a vocational school and feel like he is doing the same

thing as going to a college. That is the effect of my

amendment. I'm simply trying to take it out of one particular

position where it's under the superintendent of education,

the state board for elementary and secondary education, and

the companion amendment will place it under the Board of

Regents. I am not quarreling with the delegate proposal as

such, as to whether we should accept it or reject It as an

alternate on the ballot. I am saying that if it is going to

be accepted, this is where vocational training should be.

I will yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. GINN
For my own benefit, does the state board of education

favor this, or would they be opposed to It, or just. ...I don't
know. Could you help me out there?

MR. ABRAHAM
I don't know how the state board feels on this particular

thing. I'm sure that they have appeared before the Committee

on Education that's made a study of this, but I don't have

any feeling on their opinion on It.

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Abraham, aren't the children you are talking about

oftentimes youngsters with deficiencies in the basic tool

areas?

MR. ABRAHAM
Not necessarily, Mr. Jackson. Sometimes they may be. I

agree with you there.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, aren't the children you are talking about, youngsters

who make up a large percentage of the drop :>ut problem that we

have?

MR. ABRAHAM
No, I don't agree with that. It's not a large percentage.

There is a percentage.
But let.... I know what you are leading up to, but let me

say this. This could very well work for those students who did

not want to go on and finish high school. Many of these places
have provisions for these students to continue and get their

high school diploma while they are doing this. But, they are
still In an elevated status when they come out.

MR. A. JACKSON
Well, since they aren't interested in finishing high school,

don't you think it would be better to have them receive their

experiences, and have these experiences coordinated at the

secondary level rather than at the post-secondary level?

MR. ABRAHAM
No, because I think this gives them something to work for.

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Abraham, under your proposal, it would represent a

substantial decrease in the authority and the power of the

present state board of education If you put it in the Board

of Itegents. Right?
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MR. ABRAHAM
Yes, It would. We have changed. .. .completely changed the

concept of the present state board of education. .. .on either
proposal.

MR. AERTKER
Well. .. .your. .. .wouldn't your knowledge and experience of

various state boards of any kind Indicate to you that they
would be against having something taken away from them that
would decrease their power and give it over to another board?
Have you ever seen one that wanted to have their power lessened
and some other one Increased?

MR. ABRAHAM
That's correct. I've never seen one who in any way wanted

to have his powers decreased. So, I would assume that that's

probably why they are opposed to this.

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Abraham, did you know that all, or most of the vo-tech

people were here yesterday and today, and they want to be under
the board of supervisors? Did you know that most of the state
board of education, and did you know that most of the college
presidents have been here, and they are agreeable to that?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, I don't know If most of them wanted it. But, I do

know of one who feels the same as I do that they should be at

the.... at the level under the Board of Regents.

{^Motion to limit debate to fifteen
minutes adopted without objection .^

Further Discussion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Fellow delegates, in accordance with the wishes of the

convention, I will be very brief. I speak In opposition to this

amendment. I simply think that vo-tech education should be

under the department of education as it presently is. I feel

that it is not higher education, and as such, should be under

the department of education as it presently .... the state board

of education as it presently Is. In fact, I feel that that's

probably one of the faults with the committee proposal as

submitted. I would hope that we could somehow leave vo-tech

education under the people as it now stands. I feel that

most of the people in that department want it that way. For

that reason, I feel that higher education should deal with

higher education, and elementary, secondary, and other

schools should be together under the department of education.

I urge your rejection of this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in opposition

to the proposed amendment. I certainly feel that vocational
training has a place under the state board of education, or

under our educational department. It should not be injected into

the college and university level. I can see, and I know, and I've

always been for vocational education because that's about the only
diploma I ever received. I know what it means to my community.
I know what a fight we've had in the legislature having to buck
the powerful college lobbies and university Id&bles to get a little
funds for vocational training. For that reason, I believe they
need to be under the board of education. In my opinion, they
can make more advancements, and prosper better. Certainly, If

I'm on the board, a graduate of LSU, Southeastern, Northwestern
or some other place, that's my first love. We might as well
be honest. If you don't believe that's one's first love, you
think back of all the people that's asked you how to vote on

these proposals which we now have up for consideration. Every
member of.... every alumni member of LSU asked me to be for the

LSU Board. Smaller colleges asked me to be for another board.

But, I do not think that we should get vocational schools mixed
up with our colleges. It'll be about like hooking a little
donkey In the gates, to break out and run a race with a thorough-

bred. There's Just about that much difference in them In my

opinion. You know who's going to get the best care and the

best training—that thoroughbred, because he's going to be run-

ning the fastest. We've made a lot of progress In this state
in vocational education. There's a lot more to be made. I

hope we keep it under a board that will see that it gets Its

fair share of treatment when the budgets are made, and when the

requests ar^ met. For that reason, I'm against the amendment.

Questions

MR. DREW
Senator Rayburn, we have tried to put a little heavier

saturation of vo-tech training In high school, have we not?

MR. RAYBURN
Yes, sir. We've Just passed recently a fifty million dollar

bond issue to really move forward in vocational training in this
state,

MR. DREW
If we adopt this amendment and take the continuation of

that study away from the board of education, then we've split

the program in half, haven't we?

MR. RAYBURN
That's true. I have no quarrel with our universities. I've

made that statement before, and I still believe it. Every university

in this state is trying to get as big as LSU. LSU is going to make

dum sure they don't catch them.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. "Sixty", isn't It true that the vocational schools in this

state have no better friend than they've had In you in the legisla-
ture?

MR. RAYBURN
I've always been their friend because I feel like I under-

stand their needs more. I'm a graduate of my local school. I was

at Che school the other day, Mrs. Miller, and looked at thirty

students. Twenty-nine of them had never made over a dollar

and a half an hour in their life. They finished, and twenty-

eight of them were working for six to eight dollars an hour as

welders right in this state.

MRS. MILLER
Well, you know, what I want to ask— really and truly don't

you feel from the bottom of your heart that this amendment would
put in Jeopardy some of the things we've worked for very hard
for the vocational schools?

MR. RAYBURN
I certainly feel that way, and that's why I oppose it.

Further Di scussion

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of this convention, I

strongly urge you to vote against this amendment because it is
not in the interest of the concept of career education that we
are trying to implement in this state. If we know anything
about the vocational interest of youngsters, we know that it

ought to begin very early. It's going to be virtually impossible
to coordinate the experiences, and introduce youngsters to the
world of work, and strengthen them in the basic tool areas so that

they can take advantage of the highly technical areas that are
now a part of the vocational enterprise In this country. If
we do not have them under the state board of elementary and
secondary education. I urge that you will vote against this
because it is not consistent with what I know about what educa-
tional planning ought to be about. I do not believe that it's
going to correct. I know that it will not correct the problem
that we have in terms of turning out youngsters who are able
to make a living for themselves, and will come out with salable
skills.

It's a bad amendment, I would urge you to vote against
it.

Further Discussion

MR. LEITHMAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I, too, stand before you to

ask you to reject this amendment. I wish I would have had an

opportunity to speak with Mr, Abraham before he offered this

amendment. Briefly, you know Superintendent Mlchot, and the

state legislature, has set as a chief program, career education.

We've directed our elementary and secondary children, and our

program towards career education as Representative Jackson

mentioned.
In career education, we are bringing in those special

education children; the exceptional children, handicapped

children, and,... we will work them into the same program. So,

what we have here is Just an Inconsistency in the millions and

millions and millions of dollars that we have allocated and
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committed to career education and special education. The basic
child that is being serviced in vo-tech schools, are maybe,
perhaps, those that aren't interested in university work. In

fact, I think all of you will agree, every child is not suited
for university and post secondary work. He chooses vo-tech
studies as an alternative course. We've spent fifty-five
million dollars in the construction of vo-tech schools of which
we hope to combine our special education. Now what we've,

what.... if we adopt this amendment, what we are saying here is

his fifty-five million dollars of capital outlay, and a matching
amount of monies for building up our vo-tech schools. At the
same time, we're splitting our plan fur the program In half
because our handicapped children, and exceptional children, will
be under a still separate, entire entity.

So, please, please , vote against this amendment.
Thank you.

{_Reco rd vote ordered . Amendment
rejected : 2~ 106 . Moti on to re-
consider tabled. ]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Dennery sends up amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1. Page 2, line 11. At the end of the line,
delete the word "for", and on line 12, delete the words "public
elementary and secondary education."

Amendment No. 2. Page 2, line 16, immediately after the

word "education" and before the word "shall", insert the follow-
ing:

"and the Board of Regents."
Amendment No. 3. Page 2, line 18, after the worrf' Education,"

before the word "and, "insert the words, "and the Board of Regents,"
end on line 20 after the word" and,"and before the word" the,"
Insert the word "the Board of Regents and". On line 20, after
the word"under"and before the partical word,"jurisdiction," delete
the word"its,"and insert in lieu thereof the word"there".

Expl ana t ion

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, all

of these amendments apply to Section 2 of Delegate Proposal 98

which is found on page 2. All of them are aimed at putting the
state superintendent of education In the same position relatively
speaking, as he presently is.

Since this delegate proposal contains two boards, the Board

of Regents, and the state board of elementary and secondary

education, and since the Board of Regents will cover all of the

institutions which the present superintendent covers, plus LSU,

now, there is a distinction there, it is felt that the superinten-
dent should be put back in the same relative position that he
presently is in. This will obviate the necessity of having a

completely separate staff for the Board of Regents. The language
which is proposed in the amendment provides that the superintendent
will not only be the....well, we'll delete the distinction that is

drawn in line 12, of making him the superintendent of education
only for public elementary and secondary education, and delete

that language so that he shall be a superintendent of education.

If the office is appointive, since he's now in charge, or rather
the administrator for both boards, he would be appointed by both
boards Jointly, by the state board of elementary and secondary
education, and by the Board of Regents.

Then, after line 17, he will be the administrative head, not

only of the department of education, but he shall Implement the

policies of the state board of elementary and secondary education,

and of the Board of Regents. The laws effecting schools under
their jurisdiction, so that the purpose of the amendment is to

make the state superintendent of education the administrator for

both of the educational boards which are set up in this proposal.
It is believed that this will reduce the cost of the state of
having two boards of this nature. Since the Department of

Education and the superintendent presently administer the entire
board of education as it presently exists, which covers all

secondary ... .all public, elementary and secondary education,
and all colleges with the exception of LSU.

I urge the adoption of the amendment. I'll be pleased to

answer any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MRS. CORNE
Mr. Dennery, aside from the great savings in money that we

would have in having one staff and one superintendent for both
boards, wouldn't we have also much better coordination of educa-
tion between elementary, secondary, and post-secondary?

MR. DENNERY

...and vo-tech schools.

MRS. CORNE
...and vo-tech schools.

MR. DENNERY
I'm glad you mentioned that, Mrs. Come. I think that's

very definitely true that you would have a perfect means for
coordinating all education within the state which I believe
is the aim actually of both the original proposal and of this
proposal.

MRS. CORNE
I was going to ask you just exactly that. Is that not the

MR. DENNERY
I think that's definitely the aim.

MRS. CORNE
Thank you, sir.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Dennery, I think you have a good proposal, but I am

concerned about one aspect of it, and that is who would make
the appointment for the superintendent if this job were made
appointive? As I understand it, under your proposal the

appointment would be made by the State Board for Elementary
and Secondary Education, and the Board of Regents; is that

correct?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir.

MR. JENKINS
Well, now, I think the reason that we specifically stated

that the appointment would be made by the Board for Elementary
and Secondary Education was that this would be primarily an
elective board, and that we could justify making the superinten-
dent, perhaps, appointive sometime in the future If he was still
under the control of people who are elected. Don't you see
some difficulty there, since there would be the large nximber

of appointees on the Board of Regents?

MR. DENNERY
Well, the Board of Regents, of course, has eight elected

members under this proposal, and seven appointed, and the Board
of Elementary and Secondary Education has eight elected and
three appointed. So, you have sixteen to ten. I think you would
still have the same basic concept there.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Dennery, this would put the superintendent of education

over all the colleges and universities?

MR. DENNERY
Well, he presently is there to the extent of administering

the affairs of the Department of Education and the Board of
Education with the exception, of course, of LSU. Now, all he
would be doing as I appreciate this is the same type of work
he's doing now except that he would be the administrative arm
and the department would be the administrative arm of these
two boards: the Board of Education and the Board of Regents.

MR. STINSON
Well, don't you think that would be more than any one person

could really take care of, even if he would be qualified as ably
as Mr. Michot?

MR. DENNERY
Well, 1 think this, Mr. Stinson: it is quite possible that

what you say is true, but this office has with It a complete
department. It has with it not only the ability to handle this
by virtue of the department; it also has the ability that Mrs.
Corne pointed out to very easily coordinate all of these activities
so that our entire system of education in the state would be
coordinated under one administrator, not under one board, but
under one administrator.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Dennery, the thrust of your amendment is to make the

superintendent of education as the appellation is superintend
education; isn't that correct?
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MR. DENNERY
Well, that's correct, sir, but I chink what he would be

doing would be carrying out duties encumbered upon him as the
head of the department and as the administrator of the two
boards which actually control education.

MR. WILLIS
...and thereby coordinate the education of all of the people

from beginning to end.

MR. DENNERY
From the kindergarten all the way up. That's correct » sir.

MR. A. JACKSON
Delegate Dennery, isn't the thrust of your amendment to make

available to the Board of Regents the vast resources technically
of the State Board of Education and the state superintendent of
education?

MR. DENNERY
Yes, sir. That's one of the thrusts.

thrusts. That is one of them.
I think there are many

MR. A. JACKSON
But, it makes available to the Board of Regents the vast

resources in terms of expertise. In terms of research, in terms of
personnel that could be utilized to do all of the things that are
charged to the Board of Regents, right?

MR. DENNERY
That's absolutely correct. Delegate Jackson.

MR. A. JACKSON
Thank you.

MR. WEISS
Delegate Dennery, isn't this in keeping with the cabinet

form of government that the governor requested in having
department heads at the head of eachof the twenty departments
so that there will not be two heads at the educational depart-
ment head. Is that correct?

MR. DENNERY
Yes. I think it would fit right in with that.

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Dennery, will this change have to be reflected on the

ballot in the alternate, also, along with the other changes
that are being made?

MR. DENNERY
Well, I would think. Judge, and of course, the committee

which the Chairman recently appointed hasn't met with the state
officers yet, but I would think that no matter what type of

conclusion is reached, every alternate proposal would have to
carry with it an explanation if not the entire article in a

schedule of adoption or something to that effect. So, there
would have to be an explanation of everything in this article.

MR. DENNIS
One criticism I've heard of the way the present law is that

the State Board of Education has not had its own staff and has
had to rely upon the superintendent too much. Would your amend-
ment get us back into that sort of thing again?

MR, DENNERY
I don't believe so. I think he Is the administrative head

of the department and implements the policies of those boards.
You have, particularly if he's an appointed officer, you certainly
don't have that dichotomy. If he's an elected officer, no
matter what you have, you're going to have some dichotomy between
elected officials. But, It seems to me that what we're 4oing here
Is not putting them back in the same boat to that extent.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladles and gentlemen, I am concerned about this amendment.

I'm In opposition to it, but I am more concerned about what seems

to be going on on this floor where throughout the debate on the

Education Article, I don't recall anyone voicing any opposition

to the structure. I don't recall anyone coming up with an amend-

ment which would make the superintendent of education—put him in

this particular capacity that this amendment pretends to do, and

I thought that the only Issue that we had here with the Education

Article was whether or not we were going to have the Board for

Elementary and Secondary Education and the Board of Regents, plus

the managing boards, or whether we would not have the managing

boards. Even in the amendment that I had proposed, I don't
recall anyone getting up in the Education Article ever pro-
posing that vocational trainingbe under the superintendent
of education, or the Elementary and Secondary Education. But,

be that as it may, I'm not quarreling about my amendment or

anything like that, but I'm concerned about what we are trying

to do here with this alternate proposal. I thought that the

alternate proposal, the intent of it was to keep it as close to

the Education Article as we could, and that the only real issue
was going to be the managing board , whether we would have the

managing boards in the constitution or not. I think that we're
going to be defeating our purpose in submitting these alternatives
to the people; if we make too great a change in these alternate
proposals, I don't think that we're going to do any good at all.

We' re simply going to confuse the people more. I think that it

should be a simple issue on all the alternative proposal, whether
we're going to have the article as presented in the body of the
constitution, or whether it will simply be some minor changes
In it. I would ask the rejection of this amendment.

Questi ons

MR. WEISS
Delegate Abraham, on your committee, did you envision one

or two heads at the head of the Department of Education in the

Executive Department setup for the governor?

MR. ABRAHAM
We had planned one elected superintendent .. .rather , one

superintendent of education who would be concerned with Elemen-

tary and Secondary Education. There was never any discussion
whatsoever of the superintendent of education having charge

of all education, including higher education.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Abraham, don't you think that giving the superintendent

all these additional powers and all, that maybe we shouldn't
amend it, and say that the superintendent of education shall
appoint the governor of the State of Louisiana in the future?

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, it's getting just about that close.

Further Di scussion

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, can I point out one thing

to you? In our Executive Article we called for the election, and

later on possibly by two-thirds vote of the legislature unless

the voters change that, that being made an appointive position,

of a state superintendent of education. It doesn't say"state
superintendent of elementary and secondary education;" it says,
"state superintendent of education." In this article, unless
Mr. Dennery *s amendment is passed, we will then have as an

alternative, and also in the article that's passed on education,
if that beccHnes part of the constitution, a state superintendent
of elementary and secondary education. Now, what are we going
to do about that state superintendent of education who shall
be elected as a state officer in the Executive Article? We're
going to have to elect two of them It seems to me, unless we
make it the same, in addition to the fact that I think Mr. Dennery'a
arguments and the idea of having one man to coordinate all of that,
with one board which has the expertise for both systems of edu-
cation, is a good one.

[^Previous Question ordered . Division
of the Question ordered . Record vote
ordered . Amendments Nos . 1 and 3

adopted : 81-28. Motion to recons ider
tabled . Record vote ordered . Amend-
ment No. 2 adopted : 65-4 5 . Motion
to reconsider tabled.]

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
Mr . Kean sends up amendments that read as follows

:

Add "Amendment No. 1" up there at the top. There's just one

amendment.
On page 5, between lines 14 and 15, insert the following:

"(6) Powers of management over higher education are vested In
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management boards for the Louisiana State University and ASM
College, and the Southern University A & M College, and the State

University and College Conmission, subject to the authority of

the Board of Regents."

Explanation

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. If you'll give me your

attention for Just a moment, I'd like to make a tew comments

by way of background to this proposed amendment. I think we're

dealing here with some other Important areas of this constitu-

tion, and perhaps, questions which may decide the fate of the

document. I would like to say at the outset that it's rather

difficult for me to understand how the issue of higher educa-

tion could have caused such a division in this convention, a

division which will be perpetrated, in my opinion, statewide.

If this alternative proposal is adopted as it now stands. No

mattei- who wins as a result of an election under these circum-

stances, I think that the projection of this Issue under the

election process could cause deep and long lasting divisions

among our citizens which is not in the best interest of this

state in higher education as a whole. Despite my feelings in

this regard, I've heard the whistles on the floor and seen the

votes, and I accept the inevitable. I recognize that a fight

to prevent this alternative cannot but further divide it. While

I, at the same tine, believe we are here on a divisive issue,

I think all of us have the same goal, that of bringing- about a

new constitution for this state which will achieve quality

higher education. I doubt seriously that a single Board of

Regents, which in my opinion, will ultimately become bogged

down in the minutia of management, constitutes the best possible

solution to the problem of higher education. I believe that the

provision previously adopted by this convention, and now enrolled

In the Education Article, gives us the flexibility by which we

can achieve that goal. I am certain that those provisions have

been so misunderstood and misrepresented, and erroneously por-

trayed to the people of this state. In my view, those provi-

sions provide the only two meaningful boards, and if you read

the provisions, I think you see it, with management boards where

necessary to handle the detail at the local university or

college level. This makes sense to me. On the other hand,

if we attempt to put too much in the hands of one board, I

think we will ultimately work to the detriment of higher educa-

tion rather than for its benefit. However, as I pointed out

a moment ago, and by the attention which I have from the floor,

I see it's evident, 1 think we're going to submit an alternative

proposal. For that reason, I suggest to you first that the

alternative proposal must be fairly presented. Secondly, it

must be in a manner which would not raise legal questions con-

cerning its validity, or that of the document as a whole.

Thirdly, we must insure that any alternative receives a majority

of the votes cast In the election for the constitution in order

to be valid. Even if we satisfy these requirements, we would

profit more in my opinion, in the remaining hours of this con-

vention to work out a compromise so that we could present a

united front on this important Issue to the people of this state.

It is for this reason that I have offered this amendment. It

seems to me that we provide for management boards for the

Louisiana State University, Southern University, and the remain-

ing colleges and universities of this state, that we give the

flexibility for management, leaving in the hands of the Board

of Regents control over finances and budgets and for the coor-

dination of higher education to which they can direct their full

attention. I'll point out one significant difference between

this proposal and that adopted by the convention as the Educational

Article, one that Mr. Juneau did not mention, as I recall it, and

that is that under the present proposal, funds allocated by the

legislature go to the management board. Under this proposal,

they go to the state board. I make no effort to change that. .

I simply have provided in this amendment for powers of local

management to be vested in these boards subject to the authority

of the Board of Regents which means control over finance and

budget. I think with this type of coordination, with this type

of structure with respect to higher education, that we could,

perhaps, achieve a balance that we need. I would suggest to

you under the circumstances that with such a provision, it

might well be possible to take another look at what we've done

and come up with a consensus that would permit us to present a

united front on this issue.

Questions

MR. GINN
Mr. Kean, fot my own benefit, I don't know what the commission

is— the State University and College Comnlssion; what is that?

MR. KEAN
That would be a commission that would have to be created

under the authority of the Board of Regents for that purpose.

It would take it out from under the provision which is presently

in the proposal that would require two-thirds vote and approval

of the Board of Regents before you created it. This would simply

mean that It would be created by the Board of Regents.

MR. GINN
Well, would that have anything to do with the other colleges

like Tech, Northeast, USL and all?

MR. KEAN
It would follow the same management provisions that we have

at the present time. It would retain the provision that's in

the proposal which would permit the Board of Regents and the

two-thirds vote of the legislature to grant a separate management

board for any other college that wanted to do so.

MR. GINN
I see LSU here and I see Southern here. I was just concerned

about the other colleges, Tech, Northeast and all of those.

MR. KEAN
Well, they are in no different position under this than they

are at the present time under the proposal because the proposal

would require that they could only have it upon recommendation

of the Board of Regents and two-thirds vote of the legislature.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Kean, did I understand you to say that your amendment

would, or you hoped it would satisfy both factions or sides?

MR. KEAN
Mr. Burns, I can only speak for myself personally. I said

I hoped it would.

MR. BURNS
I hope so, too.

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Kean, I'm trying to follow up on Mr. Ginn's question,

and he mentioned the universities or colleges of Louisiana Tech

and Northeast. You said they would more or less be under the

same status as they are under Committee Proposal No. 7.

MR. KEAN
No, the same status that they're in under either proposal,

Philip .because they don't have separate management boards at the

present time, under either proposal. The proposal in both Instances,

the Education Article adopted by the convention and the alternative

proposal would permit additional management boards upon a recommen-

dation of the Board of Regents and a two-thirds vote of the

legislature. My answer to Mr. Ginn's question was that Louisiana

Tech does not have a separate board now under this alternative

proposal; it doesn't have one under the present Education Article,

the device by which they would get that board would be a recommenda-

tion by the Board of Regents and a two-thirds vote of the legisla-

ture, and that's the case in either situation and regardless of

whether you accept this one or the other one.

Further Discussion

MR. KELLY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

rise in opposition to this amendment. I think this is what this

entire battle is about right here within this one amendment.

You can call it anything you want to. You can talk about

commissions. You can talk about certain management boards.

You can phrase them all into one paragraph. You can do anything

you want to. But, if this amendment passes, then, in effect,

you've gutted the alternate provision. There would be no

alternate because this amendment does nothing more than put it

back just like it is conceptually in the original proposal that

was passed. All we are asking in this alternate is to be able

to give the people of this state a choice. We've got serious

problems Involved in education apparently. When the experts

can't agree, the delegates can't agree; the original proposal

passed, what, 71 votes, approximately four or five votes more

than was necessary for the entire passage of it. We've been

that far apart. Now, the only way as I see It, that we can

come out of this thing with our heads held high is to give the

voters a true alternate on the ballot. To add this amendment

back into the alternate destroys it as an alternate. Think

about this. Let's give them a real alternate, and I ask that

you vote the amendment down.
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Questions

MR. BERGERON
Don, in effect, if this amendment were adopted, you feel

that we would not really be giving the people of the state an

alternative. We'd have two proposals, but really no matter
which way they voted, they'd end up with more or less the same

thing. Am I correct?

MR. KELLY
As I see it, in other words, you would be putting back into

the constitution, and naming within the constitution three manage-
ment boards here.

MR. ANZALONE
Don, what is the function of the LSU Board as it now stands?

What powers do they have?

MR. KELLY
Under the present constitution it's my understanding that they

have complete control over that entire system. In other words,

they have budgetary control, curricular control and everything.

That's my understanding of it.

MR. ANZALONE
Do they not have the authority to present directly to the

legislature their budget for the LSU system?

MR. KELLY
It's my understanding that they do.

MR. ANZALONE
Now, under this proposal, is it not stated with some degree

of particularity that they are going to be subject to the authority

of the Board of Regents?

MR. KELLY
Well, it says particularly there, that they would be...

MR. ANZALONE
Subject to the authority of the Board of Regents. So, they

have no budgetary control anymore, and the only thing that they're

talking about is management of one university in the state. Is

that correct?

MR. KELLY
That's correct.

MR. ANZALONE
Now, how is that going to gut your alternative?

answer the question?

Would you

MR. KELLY
Because under the original proposal you've got the same setup.

The LSU Board of Supervisors ,as it's called in Committee Proposal

No. 7, as I understand it ,is nothing but a management board. The

Board of Regents under that particular proposal has entirely the

budgetary and curricular control over all higher education, and

therefore, really what we're talking about, Joe, this whole thing

is whether or not you're going to mention five boards or whether

you're going to mention two boards within the constitution.

MR. ANZALONE
Are you not talking about the fight for the education dollar

In this state?

MR. KELLY
I don't think we're talking about the fight for the educational

dollar in this state. I'll tell you what I'm concerned with. I'm

concerned with going home with something that we can take home

to the people in Lafayette and every one of these towns where there's

a state college located and possibly try and muster up some votes

for this new constitution. That's what this whole thing is about.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Kelly, I'm not sure I understood you, but what I under-

stood was you said that If you're for LSU and Southern and

them having a board, you vote for this amendment. If you're

against them having a management board, then you vote against

the amendment?

MR. KELLY
No, Gordon, that's not it at all. In other words, this

does not determine whether or not you're for or against LSU or

any other university having a management board. The vote here

Is to determine whether or not you're going to make constitutional

such management boards. My position is that I don't want to see
management boards made constitutional. The provisions are set
forth in the alternates and in the committee proposal that was
passed that in the future the legislature through the Board of
Regents, and so forth, can create management boards. I'm
not against management boards.

Further Discussion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'll make the remarks

very brief because I tlilnk Mr. Kelly covered most of the things

I wanted to say. I just wanted to tell you this:- if we're talking

about alternates, let's put an alternate to the people. If you

want to talk about window dressing and things of that nature, then

you'd vote for this amendment because this amendment is doing

nothing more than putting us in the same posture, basically, as

we are in Committee Proposal No. 7. I just don't think it's

right to present to the people an alternate that's really a farce

or a sham on the face of the record. So, 1 toll you, if you are

really sincere and you think as a lot of us think, and apparently

a lot of public officials throughout this state Chink, that this

is probably the biggest, most crucial, emotional issue in this

convention. If you believe that, then vote against this alternate

and. . .1 mean, against this amendment and vote for this alternate

so that we can give to the people the chance and let them, themselves,

decide how they want the structure of higher education to be in

the state.

1 ask your rejection of this amendment.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Juneau, this convention voted by a pretty wide margin to

put alternatives on the ballot, didn't we?

MR. JUNEAU
Absolutely.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, if we are in good faith, it would be your opinion that we

should make the alternatives so-called real alternatives and give

the people a choice. Isn't that correct?

MR. JUNEAU
It's my impression if we're going to put something on the

ballot, let it be a true alternative.

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Juneau, don't you think it's going to be just as difficult

for those of who, say, live in Baton Rouge and areas like that to

go back and sell to the people a constitution that guts L.S.U.

out of the constitution that they're presently in as it is for you

to have to go back to Lafayette and sell something that includes

L.S.U. with reduced powers in it? Don't you think it's going to

be just as difficult?

MR. JUNEAU
I think, Mr. Aertker, that both of us have a problem. I think

the way to solve the problem and to solve and salvage the future of

this state, so far as the new constitution, is to put an alternate

on the ballot and allow me and others who advocate one position to

advocate that to the people and say, "Please vote for this provision

and vote for the basic document," and give the same right to you

or anyone else to say vote for the basic document and vote for

your alternative. Because if we do it any other way, Mr. Aertker,

we're running too big of a risk, in my opinion.

MR. AERTKER
Did you know, Mr. Juneau, that if we adopted this amendment

it would solve my problem?

MR. JUNEAU
Well, 1 think. . .It solves your problem as Committee Proposal

No. 7 did, but you're not giving the people an alternative.

MR. JENKINS
Following Mr. Aertker's line, but in somewhat contradiction

to it, Pat, don't you think that the supporters of an L.S.U. board

will have to be for the new constitution because under the old

constitution, they have nothing; they have the Superboard? Whereas

by putting an alternative on the ballot, they will be in a position

where, if they want the L.S.U. System, they will vote for the new
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constitution and for their alternative on the five board plan.

MR. JUNEAU
I agree with that one hundred percent, Mr. Jenkins.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Juneau, L.S.U. doesn't vote, does it? I thought this was

a constitution of "we, the people."

MR. JUNEAU
Well, I'd like the people to decide that issue as opposed to

one university as opposed to another. I think there's a lot of

people In this state who didn't even go to a university that would

like to vote on that Issue.

MR. WILLIS
Well, now, you would think that L.S.U. is the only pebble

on the beach, but isn't it a fact that because there is so little

difference between this amendment and what we already have that

there is very little choice in rotten apples, now, for the people?

MR. JUNEAU
I think that's correct, sir.

[Motion to limit debate to ten
minutes adopted without objection.']

Further Discussion

MR. GAUTHIER
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I rise very briefly to again

point out something that I tried to point out when we first brought

up rules dealing with alternates. I told you then, to allow a

substantive amendment, you could possibly put us In a position

to where we would not come up with an alternate, but rather two

proposals. But, there wouldn't be an alternate, because they

would, in essence, contain the same thing. That is the intent of

this amendment. This Is the yellow sheet and this Is the blue-green.

There's a difference. Merge them together and hold up a white

one, though, and you don't offer an alternate. With this amendment

we would not be offering the people of this state an alternate.

We would be, in essence, preserving the present situation.

What is our problem In education? Why is there a problem In

education? For some strange reason, I always thought that possibly

it was caused because we had too many constltutionalized boards.

I don't know where I got this from, but for some strange reason

some of the people that are now fighting on each side relayed this

to me that part of the problem was that we were dealing with too

many constltutionalized boards. Then, to carry It a step further;

Mr. Kean, Mr. Aertker, Jlnmy Morris, Ralph Cowan—all very, very

fine people—Ford Stlnson the dedication, the loyalty, the sin-

cerity they feel for their university, they want to promote it;

but, gentlemen, please try to understand I too feel that loyalty,

that sincerity, and that dedication, but it so happens that 1

graduated from a little town in Lafayette, from Southwestern

Louisiana, and I don't feel that you're giving us a fair alter-

native. You beat us on the floor; the proposal is your way; and,

yet, it was a close vote each and every time. If you will remember

when that proposal was finally adopted, we had a range of speakers

coming up to this mike and saying, "You have done me an Injustice."

There was no compromise reached; there was no compromise at all.

You ramrodded It through, and now you have it, live with it. It

came back at you, and the people of this state said, "We don't want

what you devise. We're not satisfied; take another direction;

give u3 a choice." Again, I reiterate what I said a few days

ago: I'm disappointed that the professional educators were not

able to reach a compromise; I'm disappointed that the burden has

been put on us . I say to you, let's not shoulder it completely.

Let's give the people of this state two, clear alternatives. I

beg of you to please act reasonably. The other side, please try

to understand we're not out to gut L. S. U. That's not my Intention.

I don't believe any delegate in here wishes. . .We just want to be

put on an equal basis. We want to allow education in the state

to progress. Don't tie its hands constitutionally. I urge you

to please defeat this amendment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

just for the fun of It. I'm not. . .1 want to say to my friend
Burt Willis and Wendell Gauthier that I'm not talking about L.S.U.

as an institution; I'm talking about people, a lot of people who

feel very strongly that there is merit in a management board for

L.S.U. I'm sure there are a lot of graduates of Southern University

who feel equally strongly In that direction.

My main point in bringing this amendment to your attention

was that I do not think that it's physically possible for one

Board of Regents to manage the entire higher education system of

this state. As long as you were able to restrict the management

boards with respect to finance and budget and leave that solely in

the hands of the Board of Regents and then have the Management

Boards for the day to day local problems of the universities and

colleges that this made a sensible solution and offered a sensible

alternative, if not a possible compromise. I see here, however,

that those who want to go forward with the two board proposal are

determined to do so. Now, It's been suggested that this alternative

of two boards, or that which we now have in the Education Article,

will assist in passing this constitution. I disagree with that.

1 think this convention has a duty and an obligation, if at all

possible within the means of our Intelligence and our capacities,

to come up with a consensus proposal which would permit us to say

to the people of this state, "This is what we think is the best

system for higher education in this state down through the years."

When we simply throw It out to the people of this state to vote

on an alternative proposal that clearly divides the state between

the two board system and that which is in the present proposal

of the Education Article, 1 say to you, we're going to have this

same debate, the same division between the people of our state

that we had in this convention. When we get that kind of division

—

when we get that kind of division—between the people of the

state on this issue, I think we seriously jeopardize this consti-

tution. That's the reason I offered my amendment, in order to

try to come up with something that would enable us, together, to

present something to the people of this state wltich says, "This

is what we think is the best. . .in the best interest of higher

education of this state," and not just throw it out there for them

to pass on it subject to all the political factors that are going

to come into play in connection with that issue before the people

of this state. I think we do a disservice to the people of the

state under those circumstances. I offered my amendment in order

to avoid that possibility.

Questions

MR GOLDMAN
Mr. Kean, if we had only one state university in this state,

L.S.U., and it had branches of four-year colleges or universities
in all the cities and towns where we have other universities—state
universities—would you agree, then, that one state superintendent
and one Board of Regents could manage them?

MR. KEAN
No.

MR. GOLDMAN
You wouldn't?

MR. KEAN
No. I think we're talking about management on one hand and

coordination of higher education on the other. The coordination
and development of the higher education system of this state has
got nothing to do with the local management of those universities
and colleges.

[_Record vote ordered. Quorum Call:
114 delegates present and a quorum.
Amendment rejected: 36-77. Motion
to reconsider tabled.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Aertker is going to handle the other set of Kean

amendments which read: (Should add "Amendment No. 1 up at the top.")

On page 5, line 8, after the word "Institution" and before

the word "of" insert the following: "or existing .systems".

[^Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I realize, of course, that I

have a vast majority of you delegates with me and that my remarks

are unnecessary, but I thought I'd like to make a few just to. . .

Explanation

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

is a relatively simple amendment. What the purpose of it is: Is

that we just feel that we would like to have clearly understood

that the L.S.U. system will come in with Its budget and that they

will not be dissected by the Board of Regents and told— the branch
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in Shreveport, or the branch in Eunice, or Alexandria or wherever

you have different branches throughout the state— to come in with
their budget. All we're doing is consolidating this, and so

we are requesting that the university system be recognized as a

system and that the budget be submitted on that basis. I think

all of us recognize the fact that in order for L.S.U. to prepare

its budgfet, it's got to be cognizant of all of the different

facets of its operation, and all of its programs, and all of the

curriculum that it has, in order to come in with a comprehensive

proposal. So, I recommend to you your favorable consideration of

this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. LEITHMAN
Mr. Chairman, members of the delegation, fellow delegates,

we just don't see where this is necessary at all. Right now, the

proposal states that 'Vo require that every institution of higher

education submit." I just, and the other members here, feel that

adding the terminology "existing systems" has no bearing at all

on what the institutions do. We just don't feel that it's necessary.

We feel that the system, as it is now, will be taken care of.

Certainly, we're not going to put anything in any jeopardy. So,

we feel that this amendment is unnecessary, and we ask that

you reject it.

Questions

MR. AERTKER
Mr. Leithman, I'm just a little curious. You say, "we feel."

Who is "we"?

MR. LEITHMAN
The people I've spoken to from interested. . .In this proposal.

Authors of the. . .You see, Mr. Aertker, we have a proposal here

by a lot of coauthors.

MR. AERTKER
Yes, I've read it. I was just interested in who "we" were.

MR. BOLLINGER
Kenny, could you see this amendment in any way to construe

that the existing boards now would be ratified by this, if this

alternate was adopted?

MR. LEITHMAN
It's a strong possibility. The real impact is hard to determine

on an instant notice. But, just. . .as we have it, we merely state

that to require that every institution of higher education submit

a budget. We certainly feel that is adequate to take care of the

budgetary problem facing the legislature. We ask that you reject

Che amendment

.

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
rejected : 36-74. Motion to reconsider
tabled . ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Haynes and Mr. Velazquez send up amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 8, after the words "law
and" and before the word "members" delete the word "three" and
insert in lieu thereof the word "seven".

Explanation

that we have come a long ways In the last half century, since 1921.
I wouldn't suggest to you that we've come far enough.

The next point I'd like to make is that with a board having
eight elected members from single-member districts, or any kind of

districts, and three appointive. . .appointed, political reality
would suggest to us that this board could not represent the

population of this state. I would suggest further, that had
the governor having the discretion of appointing seven members of
the board, it would permit the governor to look out into the wide
ranges of the state and appoint a board representative of the

state. Then, I would suggest further, that the people from all

parts of the country are looking at us with great scrutiny now.
In higher education we are called on to integrate every phase of

our education structure. We cannot do this with a large segment
of our population having no representation at all. I would
therefore ask you to support this simple amendment, because it

does give the opportunity for people whose children are attending
these schools to have. . .to render service in governing education
in the state. Somebody has suggested that it would give the

governor a larger opportunity for control or influence in such

board. I've had the privilege of serving on several boards and
commissions. Not in a single instance has any governor come to me
to Influence my vote or to Influence my action on any issue coming
before either of the boards or commissions. 1 would ask the 132

delegates at this historic convention that we would look ahead

rather than looking backward^ and in the name of justice and equity,
we would approve this amendment. The passage of this constitution
is going to depend upon all of the people—all of the people

—

black and white alike, coming from all segments. I would want

that we would make this constitution such that it would be in

the advantage of all of the people.
So, Mr. Chairman and members of this delegation, I would

humbly ask—and I would apologize for consuming your time at this

time; I have not done this during the more than a year's stay in

this convention—I would humbly ask you to support this simple

amendment simply changing one word from "three" to "seven" in

the board governing elementary-secondary education. I should be

glad to submit to any questions that anyone would like to ask.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Haynes, that would change the membership of the board

from an eleven member board to a fifteen member board. Is that

correct?

MR. HAYNES
That's correct. That's correct.

Further Di scussion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chainnan, delegates to the convention, I rise In support

of Mr. Haynes and Mr. Velazquez's amendment. The speaker prior to

me says that there were a couple of issues we ought to consider

in proposing an alternative. One was that of the management

board. I suggest to you that the other one is appointment, and

election, and representation—is the other Issue involved in a

successful cross-range of the people of this state, support-

ing in my estimation,what an alternate ought to do. For those

reasons, and the reasons that Mr. Haynes mentioned, I would

suggest to you that the only issue involved in the alternate is not

management boards. There are some delegates who feel that these

ought to be elected positions. The other delegates feel that

we ought to broaden the opportunity for a broad representation

of people in education. I ask your favorable support.

MR. HAYNES
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, our amendment is a very

simple amendment, and I've talked with many of the delegates who

see it as not objectionable. It makes for consistency. The only

thing we are asking for Is that in the Elementary -Secondary Board,

or the board governing elementary-secondary education, that it would
be consistent with the Board of Regents. We have, in the article,

the Board of Regents calling for eight elected members from single-

member districts and seven appointed by the governor. As I

said a minute ago, the only thing that we are asking for is that

you make these two boards consistent; that the board governing

elementary-secondary education would parallel the board governing
higher education: that is, that there would be eight elected from

single-member districts and that there would be seven appointed.

The large portion of the children and youth of this state are in

elementary-secondary schools of Louisiana. I would submit to you

Further Discussion

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I again will make these

remarks very brief. I ask you to reject this amendment. The

reason again is very simply this* I don't want to do anything
whatsoever to Jeopardize affording the people of this state with

a viable alternative. If you fool with this amendment, and any

other amendments like it, and don't like the amendment we're just through,

you've done that. So, I say, leave it alone. The flak has not

been In the area with the board of lower and secondary education.
So, I respectfully submit that you reject this amendment, and
the amendment similar to it, and let's get on about this business
of adopting a viable alternative.
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Questions

MR. J. JACKSON
Yeah. Under the present ... .constitution that we have

adopted, proposed constitution, it calls for what is the procedure,

what is the makeup under the proposed , the one that we are pro-

posing?

MR. JUNEAU
For the lower board?

MR. J. JACKSON
For the lower board.

MR. JUNEAU
Eight elected and three appointed.

MR. J. JACKSON
Eight elected and three appointed.

MR. JUNEAU
Yes, sir.

MR. J. JACKSON
Do you feel that this antendiaent is not a viable alternative

to the eight and three?

MR. JUNEAU
I'm telling you, Mr. Jackson, I'm going to lay it on the line

with you. If we start tampering with that^-you start with the
eight/three provision in this convention, at this stage of where
we are I think we are running the risk, conceivably, of knocking
out an alternative. I'm speaking very practically to you.

Further Discussion

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in support of the

Haynes amendment. I rise further to state that It is my opinion,

the very idea of alternate proposals, I believe is not In the

best interest of the final passage of this document. I believe

further that our governor did a disservice to this convention

when he laid it on the line by stating that unless this particular

area would be changed, the people would reject this constitution.

Last night, before there was a change made, two of the delegates,

in my opinion, did a very good job of selling the document to the

people Mr. Jenkins and Mr. "Monday" Lowe. I believe that If

the officials, and when I say the governor, I have great respect

for the governor because I believe he is a very fine and sincere

man, as I believe about other officials. But now, what you are

doing, everything in this document, something about it, every

delegate In here, I believe, likes and dislike; we all have our

likes and our dislikes. But, we should not just turn away be-

cause we don't like one particular area. Because I don't like

my arm, I don't want to destroy my whole body; because I lose

an eye, I'm not ready to dle^ I think what you are doing now,

and what you've been doing most of the morning, with all of

these last minute changes, are not in the best Interest of the

passage of this docximent. Let it be stated now, there are some

other people who can defeat this constitution. Unless we do

some things that will help everybody in this state, I will be

one of those trying my best to defeat it. But, as long as I

feel that we are doing something together, nobody will be any

more a champion of selling It than I will.

Thank you.

{^Previous Question ordered.']

Closing

MR. HAYNES
Mr. Chairman, and members of this delegation, the only

significance that the amendment has is that provided the
alternate is included on the ballot.

The other, the only point I would like to make, is that
we do have political realities facing us for the next half
century. Perhaps we won't have another constitutional
convention for another half century. I cannot see us writing
into the constitution something that will circumscribe so
large a segment of our population for a half century. I

have spoken to Mr, Juneau, and others of this delegation,
about the amendment. I cannot see at this time any reason
that there could be a single objection for the simple proposal
that we have submitted to you in this amendment.

1 would ask you again. In the name of justice and fair

play and honor for years and years to come. Like Mr. Willis, I'd

like to quote from one of my favorite writers. I'd like to quote

from Shakespeare when he had Mark Anthony to say"that the evil

that men do lives after them ; the good is often interred with their

bones." I've heard people talk about the good Bill of Rights that

we've written, I've heard them talking about the many other

things. These aren't necessarily the things that people are

going to write about. This won't be our epitaph. But our

epitaph will be the evil that we put in this constitution to

circumscribe any members of our population in the years ahead.

Humbly, I would like to ask your favorable support on this

amendment

,

Let me practical. Let me realistic. If we put three

appointees in this constitution, there's no way a governor in

the foreseeable future could appoint more than one black to a

board. I think any one black would be stupid to serve on a

board such as this governing elementary and secondary education in

the state. If we put seven In there, it would give the

governor—governors of this state in years to come—some leeway

to make whatever we have governing education, representative of

the people of this state. No longer can we deny any segment

of our population the opportunity for representation and a

voice in government

.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr. Haynes, I try to live an honorable life and every-

thing. What has honor got to do with whether you believe in

three appointments by the governor or seven appointments by

the governor?

MR. HAYNES
Mr. Bums, I think the..,, I didn't mean any aspersion on

any delegate here. But, I think whether we write a constitution

that will be representative of all of the people, it to me,

represents my honor. I certainly don't mean to cast any
aspersion on any delegate, on any vote that he's cast In

this constitution.

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Haynss, is it not a fact In the proposed constitution,

the superintendent has one status, but to provide a viable
alternate, we changed his status? Right?

MR. HAYNES
That's correct.

MR. J. JACKSON
la it not a fact that one constitution has one proposed

draft,ha8 management boards? The alternate, as a variable, has no
management board. Is that correct? Is It not a fact that the
composititon is laid out in one way and if you want to provide
a Viable alternate It ought to be different in the alternate?
Right?

MR. HAYNES
I think you must have, you must have, a

difference there, I appreciate that suggestion.

MR, STOVALL
Mr, Haynes, do you feel that fifteen members of an

elementary and secondary education board is too many

people to manage the affairs of millions of young people and

children in the state?

MR. HAYNES
I think it would be more representative. Reverend Stovall,

than an eleven member board. . .

.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[^Fecord vote ordered , Amendment
rejected : 46-65. Motion to re-
consider tahied,]

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
Reverend Alexander, did you still wish your amendments?
Reverend Alexander sends up amendments which read as follows:

Amendment No, 1. On page ^, line 6, after the word and

punctuation"law, ",add the following: "The composition of the

board shall reflect as nearly as practical, the racial composition
of the state."
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Expl anati on

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman, delegates, ladles and gentlemen, I think by

now I have sensed your raood

It appears to me at this time that you have concluded that
you are going to oppose all amendments, especially along these
lines. It just so happens that I'm a disciple of a God who
walked this earth at one time, and who didn't even have a place
to be born or to lay his weary head. He said to His disciples
once, after noticing the desertion of all His friends , "Mill ye
also go away?" I don't know,having gone through these kinds of
trials and tribulations all of my life, I have concluded that
possibly one more defeat will not kill me. So, I come to you
asking you to adopt this amendment. I come to you asking you
to forget the traditions of the past. I come to you asking you
to forget everything that has happened to leave in your mind the
Idea that there are different races in this state, and possibly
one should be dominated by the other. Even though this amendment
mentions the word"race, "it simply states that the board should
reflect the ethnic or the racial composition of the people of
this state.... no matter who they are . .Indians , Chinese, Rhodesians,
Ethiopians, anybody. So, I say to you that I make no threats at
this time. The position I will take on the finished product of
this convention will not be determined by your vote on this amendment.
But, I do ask you in all sincerity to vote for this amendment be-
cause the position of many people will be based on what happen^
here, and with this amendment.

Mr. Chairman, I'll answer any questions.

[Previous Question ordered . Record
vote ordered , Amendment rejected:
37-68, Motion to reconsider tabled."]

is claiming the attention of so many people.
Rightly, or wrongly, I know many people fail to understand

the country. But the fact Is that there is confusion; there Is
concern. I believe that this alternate will satisfy the kind of
concern, and the kind of need that we have, and will Insure that
this document will be passed. So, I would urge that you will vote
for the alternate proposal.

Further Discussion
Mr. J. Jackson

Mr. Chairman, delegates to the convention, I do not intend to
away you one way or the other because I think the decision has
been made. Let me say that I agree basically in principle with
Representative Alphonse Jackson, in terms of the possibilities of insur-
ing this document passes. However, I just would like to make it
very clear to the delegates here that when we talk about an alter-
nate, we talk about alternate provisions other than the ones that
we're adopting. I will definitely, as a delegate, with whatever
energies that I can muster, will support very strongly this
constitutional document. I think that I have won some, and I

think that I've lost some. I suggest, and I would encourage that
no matter what you do on this final proposal, that you do go out,
in fact, and hustle, whether you hustle for the alternate or
hustle for what we've got. But, I did not at any point want the
convention to leave on a note, under no circumstances, other than
the political considerations that are involved, that, in fact,
there were many issues that deserved alternate consideration.
Unlike we accommodated those issues like the superintendent of
education, like the management board that we made alternates
In this proposal, but when it came to what I declare now, and
suggest to you very seriously was the need for another provision
containing an alternate, we did not give that consideration. So,
in fact, although I do believe that this is an alternate proposal,
by no stretch of the imagination do I think It possesses the true
ingredients of an alternate.

Point of Information Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, I had a proposed amendment with respect to

the style of the ballot. I assume the ruling of the chair on
the previous amendment ... .proposal. .. .is applicable....

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. It would be.

Further Discussion

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

rise In support of this proposal knowing full well that this is
a very vital issue that is causing emotions to run very high
in this deliberative body and across the state. But I do so
because I believe that a new document for this state is in the
Interest of all of the people. I believe that a new document
for this state will insure that we can have creative and informed
government. I believe that a new document will enable us to

bring efficiency to state government in a manner that we
have not been able to do so. I believe that in the long run,
education is going to make the difference. I believe that this
proposal, as an alternate on the ballot, will insure that this
constitution that will be presented to the people for ratification
will receive the full attention of all of the people of this state.
Now, I know there are those in this hall that are close to me who
will have reservations about the proposal. They do so because it
does not contain some of the provisions that they would like to
see in it. I share their concern, and I share their feelings.
But I say to you, that it is the overriding consideration....

I believe the overriding consideration is how do we prepare,
how do we ratify this new document?

Now,let me talk for a minute or two about the question of
education. Twenty years from today, this state and this nation
is going to be a vastly different place. None of us will be able
to visualize what education is going to be like twenty years from
now In our vivid.... In our most vivid dreams or imagination. So,
I believe that it is necessary that we are able to coordinate
education in this state; that we are able to provide for long-
range planning for education In this state. I believe that we
will have to have flexibility to Insure education with excellence
for all of the children of all of the people. Therefore, I believe
that it is necessary for us to have the kind of educational governance
structure that will allow us to do this.

Finally, I believe that this will that this proposal, placed
on the ballot, will enable us to remove the jeopardy from the proposed
constitution that is now present by way of the education article that

MR. LEITHMAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'll just take just a couple

of minutes of the remaining time. I certainly didn't anticipate
back in 1972, when we began gathering information to draft our
single board concept which was fifty-three, that it would carry
so much emotion as it has. I if I've caused any I certainly
apologize to each and everyone of you. The alternative being
presented to the people is basically the fifty-three that we
considered. We didn't feel that it should be brought to the
convention floor. But, I feel when you return to your locale,
you'll find the educators there behind you one hundred percent
with this alternative. I think they've exemplified this fact to you
all within the last week or so. Perhaps If the effort would have
been exerted long in advance of prior to this late hour, it
may not have been so emotional. But, that is past history. But,
what you're doing now is offering the people something that the
university campuses have endorsed. .. .the university people, your
governor, your state superintendent of education, and virtually
everyone in government involved in education.

So, in closing, I apologize for all the turmoil that perhaps
myself and the other people that worked along with us on this...
what we felt that was right and just. This is why we continue
to pursue It.

If there are no other speakers , I move the previous
question.

Further Discussion

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I have felt from the very

beginning of our work as a convention that the greatest need in
education is for us to have a unified, coordinated approach. Too
long we have had provisions which fracture, divide, separate,
and estrange the forces of education. Our great scandal of the
past has not been the appropriation. misappropriation of monies
at one of the institutions, but rather, it has been the prolifera-
tion of institutions and programs without coordination. I think
this alternative provision will give a clear direction to
coordlxuiting and having a unified approach to education in our
state. It means that there will be a clear line of administration
from top to bottom, and responsibility from bottom to top, and
I think this is what we need. If we hav^ constitutional boards
for all of the different institutions, the great qualification
for being a member would be one's ability at infighting. But,
If you have one Board of Regents for higher education, the
qualification becomes one's ability to cooperate and provide quality

education for all the young people of our state. This Is not an
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alternative provision which is for LSU or against LSU. It means
that we are for LSU, and we are for all of the colleges and
Institutions of the state. I'm interested In LSU maintaining its
distinctive position in higher education in this state. But,

the way this will be done, if the people adopt this alternative
provision, will come not because of constitutional preference,
but rather it will maintain its distinctive position because of

its academic program and professional schools, and because of
the service of its alumni to the state.

LSU will find its fulfillment by being in a family. It's

true that LSU will be the big daddy. But, its fulfillment will
be in being a part of this family. Therefore, I encourage your
adoption and your approval of this alternative provision to be

presented to the people of our state. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chalnaan, fellow delegates, I've been up here too often

already, except I want to make one flnAl conment.to say that I

share the view that Representative Johnny Jackson just stated

from this podium. That is that we have made in this alternative

proposal, so called, a significant new proposal. I don't know

how much discussion and thought went tnto the change that has

occurred in this proposal by which the superintendent of educa-

tion now becomes the administrative head of the entire educational

system of this state. But, under this provision, we have done

away with the management boards on a local level and placed that

authority of management, as I see it, in the hands of the superin-

tendent of education. Now, that's a vastly different proposal

than the one which was originally presented here as the alternative

proposal to the educational article. As It started out, we were

talking about whether or not we'd have two boards, and whether or

not we'd have what the educational article provided In the way

of two boards and management boards. We have ended up with an

alternative proposal which now injects the superintendent of

education in the management of our colleges, in the management

of higher education to an extent never before possible in this

state. I say to you, and I join with Johnny Jackson in suggest-

ing to you, that we no longer have an alternative proposal to be

considered by this convention. We've got a new proposal, and

In a period of almost two hours, we've completely changed the

entire higher educational system of this state, and I say to you,

to the detriment of that system.

Further Discussion

MR. HAYES
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, we have

one minute, and that's a plenty time. I'm sorry to see that Educa-
tion Article caught the blunt end of the entire constitution and,
in effect, we don't have an alternative. We say we have two boards,
now, as an alternative. We only had two boards to start with. The
problem was we misnamed the boards. We only had two: the Board of
Regents and the Board of Secondary Education. The other boards,
probably, should have been called quarterback clubs or P.T.A. organ-
ization. They were named on an equal basis, and that confused the
people. That was the problem with the Education Article. It never
had but two in the beginning; it don't have but two now. But, we
confused the people with It. Thank you.

MR. HENRY
The two hours are up.

IRecord Quorum Call: 112 delegates
present and a guorum.

]

Point of Information

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, is there a possibility that something's wrong

with the machine? This is the second or third time Mr. Riecke's
light has been lit, and he's been missing the last few days. I

was wondering If something was wrong with the machlne--why his
machine was automatically voting.

MR. HENRY
How is it voting?

MR. BOLLINGER
It voted no now, and it's been voting no when It does vote.

MR. HENRY
There's nothing wrong with It. No, I don't know. Mr. Clerk,

look at his machine there.
The roll call shows him not voting at all.

[^Proposal passed: 80-35. Motion to
reconsider pending."]

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Motion

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Acting Chairman, I rise for the purpose of making a motion.

My motion is to ask for a suspension of the rules to go back into
C. P. No. 7— the article on education—for the sole and only pur-

pose of considering and adopting this set of amendments that you
now have, by myself and others, which will remove vocational-techni-
cal training and career education from under the control or the

supervision of the Board of Regents, a^d place them under the control

of the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education. I make that

motion for that purpose, and that sole purpose only.

Point of Information

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Acting Chairman, I rise for a question. The rules under

which we are operating now for alternative proposals—does it mean
that we have to complete our consideration of all alternative pro-
posals today, or that we have today and tomorrow for then?

MR. CASEY
Ms. Zervlgon, I think the Chairman, who just left the witness

stand, so to speak. Indicated to the convention that we would have
to go Into tomorrow in order to handle all the alternatives under
consideration.

Point of Information

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Acting Chairman, the purpose of this is to go into only,

specifically, the purpose that he stated. Is that right?

MR. CASEY
That's the purpose of it. Mr. Chatelaln.

[^Motion to suspend the rules to discbarge
Committee Proposal No. 7 from the Com-
mittee on Style and Drafting adopted:
102-5. Motion to reconsider Committee
Proposal No. 7.]

Point of Information

MR. SCHMITT
It was my understanding that we're supposed to go through

each individual delegate proposal first; and I'm sure this Is
fine, if they want to suspend the rules, but we should file our
original procedure that we had established. Then, at the end of
this time, we could come back and accomplish Senator Rayburn's
purpose.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Schmitt, the rules are already suspended. The committee

proposal is before us. Right now, at this time, we're in that
order of business.

Point of Information

MR. ABRAHAM
Is the motion debatable?

MR. CASEY
The motion to reconsider is debatable, sir.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, I'd just like to pose this question to Senator

Rayburn. I think It might save us a little time If he would con-
sent to it. What he wants to do is in this alternate proposal,
and I would say this: that, if the alternate proposal is adopted,
then you would have what you want to do with reference to the other
proposal. It's only in the event the other proposal Is not adopted
where that would fall.

MR. RAYBURN
Senator De Blieux, in the event the alternate proposal is

not adopted, I want to make sure that we get the vocational-techni-
cal training schools in this state out from under the Board of

Regents. If we don't pass my amendments, they will be under the

Board of Regents. That's my sole purpose. I've talked to the
people of LSU and all the people interested in the Board of Regents,
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and they have no objection to this amendment and think, maybe, it
might be a good amendment.

MR, DE BLIEUX
Personally, I'm not opposed to your amendment, because 1 voted

for reconsideration on it, but I just thought that, possibly, we
could accomplish that by the alternate proposal.

MR. RAY BURN
No, sir. I can't, and that's the purpose of this amendment.

Senator De Blieux.

Further Discussion

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, the reason I rise in opposition to the

motion to reconsider is that—I'm not in disfavor with what the Senator
is trying to do— the only thing I'm saying is that let's finish
our alternate proposals first; then, we can come back and do the
thing that he's asking to do. So. I'm not arguing against his
amendment or anything like that, but I think we ought to finish
what we've started. Let's not just jump from one thing to the
other because we're going to make a lot of mistakes when we start
jumping hither and yon.

[previous Question ordered .^

Closing

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm not trying to

railroad anything, Mr. Abraham. We have our vocational people
that's been here about two days; some of them are a long ways
from home. I feel like that, while we are on this subject

—

although we have just completed the alternate— that now is the
proper time to go ahead and act on this; and I think, by the
recent vote— it was a hundred and something to two to place
this same language in the alternate— I feel sure that a majority
of these delegates want this same language in the educational
proposal. That's why I ask you to go along, at this time, and
consider it.

MR. AVANT
Senator Rayburn, I just want to make absolutely sure I

understand the purpose of your amendment, because I don't have
the proposal, you know, to check it. But, as the proposal now
stands, vocational education—career education— is under the
Board of Regents.

MR. RAYBURN
That is correct, Mr. Avant. I've checkjed the amendment. I

even went so far as to submit this to Style and Drafting and have even
made the suggested changes in the amendment that they suggested.

MR. AVANT
And, this will simply place it under the State Board for

Elementary and Secondary Education?

MR. RAYBURN
That's exactly what it will do, Mr. Avant—other than one

other thing, now. Under the present language, it does say "career
education," and I'm leaving career education silent. I'm not
putting it under any board, and the reason for that ir something
that's in its infancy in this state. I don't think anyone knows
very much about it at this time. I think, at a later date, the
legislature can assign it where it thinks it best needs to be.

Quest ions

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I'm just wondering if we could recess for, maybe,

about three minutes to make sure we check this language, because
it's been very difficult to find a copy that's being amended.

MR. CASEY
Check the language on the amendments— is that what you're

requesting?
Mr. Jenkins, look, we have a lot of steps to go through

before we even get to a discussion on the amendment. Let's just
go through the mechanics, and then we can check it out.

MR. POYNTER
Now, Senator Rayburn 's amendment to affect, as I understand

it. Senator, just that one single purpose that you have explained
on the mike goes to three different sections. It affects Section 3

—

if my initial checking is correct—Section 5, Section 12. In that
light, the gentleman now asks for a suspension of the rules for the

purpose of calling from the table the motion to reconsider the vote
by which these three sections were adopted and, further, with the
view of being able to offer as this one set of amendments to

three different sections and, then, subsequently, readopting all
three of those sections—all in one globo motion and vote. Is

that correct. Senator?

MR. RAYBURN
That is correct.

[_Motion to suspend the rules to recon-
sider Committee Proposal No. 7. Sec-
tions 3 , 5 , and 12 adopted without
objecti on

.

]

Reconsideration
Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Now, the amendments go to the so-called final enrollment

—

that is, the enrollment after the Style and Drafting amendments—
which copies of have been distributed. I know that you've got
tons of paper on your desk, but copies of it may be there if you've
had them with you.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 10, after the word "schools"
and before the words "and special" insert the words and punctuation
", vocational- technical training,"

Amendment No. 2. On page 3, line 20, after the word "education"
change the comma "." to a colon ":" and delete the remainder of the
line and delete line 21 in its entirety.

Amendments Nos . 2 through 6, I believe, all affect on page 4,
which is Section 5.

Amendment No. 3. On page 4, line 4, after the word "education"
add a period "."

I Mot ion to waive reading of the Amend-
ments adopted wi thout objection

.

^

Explanation

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, these amendments

do exactly what I said a few moments ago. They do place vocational
education back under the State Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education. I personally feel that's where vocational education
belongs, and I think a majority of the delegates feel that. I

want to apologize for not catching this earlier and not trying to
correct it before we got along in this late stage. I want to
thank you for allowing me the opportunity to suspend the rules
where this body can consider these amendments at this time. I'll
be happy to yield to any questions, if there is any questions.

Mr. Chairman, as soon as that question is over, I'd like to
be recognized to ask that you open the machine for coauthors.
Several of them have asked me to do that, and I was about to

forget it.

[Wotion to recons ider adopted without
objection

.

]

Question

MR. ABRAHAM
Sixty, I'm not speaking for or against the amendment. There'

one thing that puzzles me. You know, we had the original draft
of the proposal from the Education Committee way back in last
July. They held hearings and everything for six months. We had
this committee proposal on the floor, and we deliberated it at
length. Throughout all of this, the vocational-technical train-
ing was under the Board of Regents. Why have not these people
come up before now with this request that it be moved back to
Elementary and Secondary Education? Why, all of a sudden, have
we had a change in our thinking on it?

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Abraham, I guess I'm partially guilty for not notifying

my vocational people, which I did not. When they found out about
it, they discussed it with me, and they were upset about it.

That's why I'm here trying to correct it. I do not know why they
waited this long to come. I've asked some of them, and they told
me they really didn't understand where they were at; they didn't
know what board they were under, because we have discussed it

pro and con, as you know, for many, many weeks. The fact of the
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business, I wasn't here the day it was finally adopted, and I had

to come back and check the bill to see where they finally put them.

I didn't know myself that we'd had so many proposals and discussions

on this particular proposal; so I was not familiar with the entire

contents of it, and I guess it's my fault as much as it is anyone

else's that I was not well enough aware on the final contents of

the proposal to tell my vocational people exactly what board they

were under. When I came back and checked it, 1 found out they

were under the Board of Regents.

{^Coauthors added. ]

MR. RAYBUKN
Mr. Acting Chairman, I think the vote is evident. If

there's no more questions, I now move the adoption of the
amendment

.

\_Previous Question ordered , Amendmen t

adopted without objection . Sections
J, 5, 6, and 12 passed : 107-1 . Motion
to reconsider tabled. Proposal passed:
10 3-4 . Motion to reconsi der pending

.

Motion to revert to other orders
adopted without objecti on .'\

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1321-1322]

{^Motion to suspend the rules to con-
sider the Report of the Commi t tee
on Style and Drafting at this time
adopted wi thout objection .]

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No. 26, Section 4

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, it's on your desks—the

Henry, Pugh, et al, amendment to C. P. No. 26, Section 4 (F)

,

about the State Board of Commerce and the exemption from ad
valorem taxes of manufacturing establishments. This is your
amendment, and your green copy and blue is here. The amend-
ment is here. As you can see, it capitalized State Board of
Industry because this is the first time it was mentioned. It
states: "The exonption shall be for an initial term of no more"
instead of "no exemption for a longer initial term than five years."
The chief change which I should note to you, aside from the
stylistic changes—Mr. Conroy was supposed to explain it, but
he's over with the secretary of state—is that we say the terms
"manufacturing establishment" and "addition." As it passed
the floor it said 'knd addition or additions." Since we had
not referred to "additions" up above, "additions" was omitted...
was deleted. Otherwise, the language is the same; in the views
of tax men it's exactly the same except for stylistic changes
noted. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully move, subject to discussion,
the adoption of this amendment.

lAmendment No . 1 adopted without
object ion .

]

Report of the Secretary
[JI Journal 1322-1329]

{^Motion to revert to Reading of the
Journal adopted without objection.]

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

for the delegates would be hardbound in fact. But, at any
rate, you will certainly get a copy of the final Journal and
the final calendar which will reflect all those corrections
that we from time to time noted in here.

For those of you who've been requesting copies of the
blotters, we've ordered a few more copies of the blotters,
and they'll probably be enough of them that everybody at least
can have one, maybe two, new, clean blotters here because I

know a lot of you enjoyed having those for signature purposes,
and whatnot.

Point of Information

MR. GOLDMAN
A question for Mr. Pbynter.
You mentioned something about us signing our name a hundred

and thirty-five times. What's happened to that? I thought we
were supposed to do that.

MR. POINTER
We did not get the final copy back, Mr. Goldman, as yet from

the printer, and the reason is that I've been trying to check,
and I still lack talking to about one or two people to confirm
how they want their name to appear, and it particularly has
reference to those people who coomonly use a nickname, and
whether they do or do not want it in there; and I certainly
wanted everyone's name insofar as humanly possible to be styled
on the final document in the way that they would consider most
appropriate. I would hope to have those, Mr. Goldman, not later
than sometime tomorrow so we can begin the signatures— the sign-
ing of your signatures.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Pugh in a minute... we don't have the distribution. He's

going to ask you in a second to reconsider the adoption called
from the committee in the usual motion No. 4, Committee Pro-
posal No. 4, which is the Executive Branch with the view of
offering an amendment there that deals with seeing that the
governor faithfully executes the laws of the state. The amend-
ment that he will be speaking about reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, at the end of line 27, change
the period "." to a comma "," and Insert the following: "and
shall see that the laws are faithfully executed."

That's the amendment. The distribution copies are not
here, but that is the amendment that his motion will relate to.

[^Quorum Call: 7 8 del egates present
and a quorum

.

]

Expl anat ion

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, the purpose for opening

the Executive Section is to provide as the present constitution

provides relative to the faithful execution of the laws of this

state. The present 1921 Constitution places the responsibility
on the governor to see that the laws are faithfully executed.

The way the article presently reads, it says that he shall

support the laws and the constitution. As you all know, that

language is contained in his oath. This will also provide for

the 1921 language and shall see that the laws are faithfully

executed, and I ask for your favorable consideration of this

amendment

.

[_Motion to suspend the rules to dis-
charge Commi t tee Proposal No . 4 from
the Committee on Style and Drafting
adopted without objection . Mot i on
to reconsider Committee Proposal
No . 4 adopted wi thout objection

.

j

MR. POYNTER
By the way, a ntmber of people have talked to me about

getting one copy of a Journal that they're missing or this
and that. I want you to know that under the specifications
of the printing, you will all receive a copy of the final
Journal and calendar as it comes out. Of course, you know that
under your Instructions that the secretary, and myself, and
the Chairman have been correcting the Journals and whatnot.
But, in similar fashion to the Legislative Journals and Calendar

,

you'll get one; and there is under consideration, in fact,
requested by several delegates, and I think will eventually
be brought up to the Executive Committee that those copies

MR. PUGH
Yes , but I have the authority to announce that the Executive

Committee is one hundred percent in accordance with this provision.

IRules suspend without objection

.

Mo tion to reconsider Section 5 for
the limited pu rpose of offering the
Pugh amendment adopted wi thout ob-
jection. Amendment reread.}
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Explanation

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, I have already Indicated to the delegates the

purpose of the amendment, and I ask your favorable consideration.

Questions

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Pugh, just as a technical amendment, shouldn't you state

that"the laws of the state will be faithfully executed"?

MR. PUGH
I suggested that to the committee, but the committee felt

that they wanted to use the very same language that was In the
1921 Constitution.

MR. SINGLETARY
Does the present constitution have the language about the

laws of the state and the United States?

MR. PUGH
Yes, it does.

[Amendment adopted without objection

.

Section passed: 100-0. Motion to
reconsider tabled. Proposal passed:
101-0. Motion to reconsider pending.']

Announcements
III Journal 133l]

lAdjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Thursday , January 17, 1974.']
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Thursday, January 17,1974

ROLL CALL

\_69 delegates present and a quorum.^

PRAYER

MR- STOVALL
Let us pray.

Eternal God, Father of us all, we give thanks to You this

morning that You have set our feet in this good state, for its

soil that produces grain and fruits for our sustenance, for the

cattle on a thousand hills, for the manifold gifts of the seas

and the rivers and streams, and for the minerals and oil

beneath the good earth, for all of these things we give thanks

to You. But, more than this, we give thanks to You for the

great peoples of this state, peoples of different religions

and races and nationalities, and our prayer today is that we

might better use our great resources for the fulfillment of

life for all people. As we come to the conclusion of this

convention we give thanks to You for the deep concern and faith-

fulness of the delegates, for the patience, skill and good humor

of our Chairman, and for the efficiency and dedication of all

members of the staff and helpers. Be with us in these concluding

days that we might make wise decisions for the future of our

state for we offer our prayer in Your name, as the One who was

and is and ever shall be. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. ASSEFF
Mr. Chairman, delegates, I think it is an experience in

futility to speak to this convention because they do not pay

you the courtesy of listening when all they do is talk. The

delegates simply will not listen to anything. Later, they will

blame someone else for why they voted as they did. Strange as

it may seem, the chief criticisms that I have heard are the

failure of the delegates to listen and their behavior on the

floor and the fact that some are present who do not vote. Dele-

gates, our poor public image and personalities and voting on

the basis of whether we like or dislike a delegate, and whether

he voted for our proposal,will defeat this constitution. I

have not mislead you at any time, and you know it. I have been

perfectly honest with you. I will not support this constitution

as it now stands, and I have made no bones about it. Several

delegates were present when we voted on my proposal, DP97, but

they did not vote. Had they voted, they would have had to vote

yes, and they know it. So, they voted no by abstaining. Others

told me that they would change their vote. For that reason, I

will call it for reconsideration at the proper time. If you

want to vote against the proposal, do so. But, it is your duty

to vote so that your constituents can judge your voting record.

When I call it up, I shall ask the Chairman to give three minutes

for you to leave the floor of the convention because if you're

here and do not vote, I shall read your name into the record

so that your constituents will know that you did not do your

duty. If you think I'm not going to do it, try me. We have

been called the pawns of labor, the pawns of education, the

pawns of LSU, and the pawns of the utility. Aren't we now being

the pawns of the governor? One of the governor's leaders told

some of the delegates this about my proposal: "Don't you know

the governor just wants one alternate?" Well, ain't that fine.

I think very highly of the governor, and I agree with him in

many instances, as my statCTient in the Journal this morning
proves. But, I urge you to be independent and to vote your

convictions. I am checking your voting record, and there is

a close coalition. I may not be smart in many areas, but I

am a researcher with a national reputation, and I do know how

to check. Again, delegates, I urge you to listen carefully,

and select the four alternates which will give this constitu-

tion a fighting chance. The purpose of alternates is to make

friends and we can with four. If we present only one as is the

intention of some, it is my personal opinion that the constitution

is dead and no one, I repeat, can save it. If we present four,

we can breathe life into what is now dead, and remove the con-

stitution from the coffin in which it now lies. I urge you,

consider and hear the arguments, I don't care how you vote, but

do vote for those alternates which you feel will save the consti-

tution. I think four will. One, in my humble opinion, will not.

You could probably convert me if you put four on the ballot so

that we would let the people decide, I am going to vote for some

of the alternates, which, when they're on the ballot, I will vote

against because I think they are crucial issues, and the people

of this state should have the opportunity of deciding them.

Remember, it's not a legislative act. We are freezing it into

the constitution. So, before you freeze, please give the people

a chance to make the decision. If you want to vote against

DP97, do so, but at least vote no. I won't hold that against

you. Nonvoting, I will. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
III Journal 1333-1334}

MR. POYNTER
Judge Tate sends up a further report at this time.

Directed by your Committee on Style and Drafting, send up

the following supplemental report with respect to Committee

Proposal No. 4, introduced by Delegate Stagg, and that particu-
lar proposal is returned with amendments.

Respectfully submitted by Judge Tate, Chairman of the committee.

At this time. Judge Tate asks for a suspension of the rules

for the purpose of considering the single amendment contained
in the report at this time.

[Rules Suspended to consider the
amendment contained in the report
a t this time .

]

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No. 4

MR. POYNTER
All right. This is Committee Proposal No, 4, the Executive

Committee proposal. I think it's a single amendment attached

with a blue sheet; Isn't that right. Judge Tate?

Amendment No. 1

MR. TATE
The amendment simply removes the comma as unnecessary. It's

a coordinate clause with the same sentence as the beginning of

the first coordinate clause, and our usual styling practice is

that there's no comma. Subject to objection, Mr. Chairman, I

move the adoption of the amendment. We delete a comma after

the word "United States" and before the word "and." Paragraph

5(A), the amendment yesterday, the Pugh amendment added about

four words and a comma; and the comma was what we didn't need.

Now, Mr. Chairman, subject to any further debate, I move the

adoption of that amendment.

[Amendment No . 1 adopted without
objection ,

]

Delegate Proposal No. 98*

MR. POYNTER
Judge Tate, Chairman on behalf of the Committee of Style and

Drafting, sends up the third report at this time.

Directed by your Committee on Style and Drafting to report that

Delegate Proposal No. 98, proposed by Delegate Henry and others

and adopted on yesterday is returned with amendment.

Judge Tate would ask for a suspension of the rules at this

time for the purpose of considering the adoption of that amendment.

l^Rules Sus pended to consider the
amendment contained in the report
a t this time

.

]

Explanation

MR. TATE
Now, Mr. Chairman, in brief preliminary and while they're

being distributed, I want to say, fellow delegates, the staff

is doing a stupendous job trying to collate everything that's

passed, recommending for your substantive consideration after

the Style and Drafting consisted a rearrangement , a very minor,

but a logical rearrangement of the content; and we are hopeful.
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we are hopeful that If we don't have too many amendments that
go back to final enrolled copy and have to start re- re- reenrolling
It day after day after day, we're hopeful we can get you a clean
copy to look at tomorrow. But, that's your business, of course,
because it's more important that we have a constitution that
we like than that we have a clean copy. But, it may be more
important to have a constitution than still be putting amendments
in at twelve noon next Saturday, but that's neither here nor there,
Mr. Chairman, we're simply at this time, reporting on the Delegate
Proposal No. 98 on the alternate. We are on the stylistic content.
We are not at this time, pending the decision of the convention,
reporting on the way it's going to be presented to the people.
That's a matter for future study. The sole stylistic amendment
is to Paragraph 5(B) which created the alternative Board of
Regents, as you see on the left. It was inconsistent in arrange-
ment with the Board of Elementary Education on the same page in
Paragraph 3(B) because. .. .which spoke about eight members first,
elected members first, elected members first, and so on. So, it
was just simply rearranged to be completely consistent with the
boards created three paragraphs above it. Subject to objection
or interrogation, Mr, Chairman, I move the adoption of this
stylistic amendment.

here you are talking about whether we're going to impose our
opinion of what this office should be, or give those several
hundred thousands and millions out there a right to express
their opinion. I think we do have credibility among the electorate.
I think this is a choice that's not backed up by pages and pages
and pages of technical, complicated machinery, such as the alter-
native that we are submitting. You look at the alternative that's
on the ballot, on the previous one, and this is hardly indicative
of all the supporting material. Here is a simple, direct question
that each of us has a knowledge of, and it's in operation. I

think it, as I keep referring to, that people do have an opinion.
I think it would be ridiculous to say to the people of this state
that out of a year's work here that there is only one area, and
only one segment of one particular article of this, that is of
sufficient importance to require an affirmative vote of a majority
of the people. This provision does not affect the present governor,
and, certainly, a man that only has eighty-four percent of the
people back of him, he might not have a lot to worry about anyway.
But, this is basically what it is that's the same question that
was submitted to the voters several years ago. We have the
machinery, and I ask your favorable consideration for this alter-
native.

l^Amendmen t No .

object ion . ]

1 adopted without

RESOLUTIONS ON SECOND READING AND REFERRAL
[ll Journal 1334]

RECONSIDERATION
[lI Journal 1334]

[Motion to recons ider adopted without
objection. Returned to the Calendar
under the rules.]

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Delegate Proposal No. 100

MR. FOYNTER
On Unfinished Business are the four delegate proposals all

dealing with alternatives, which time expired before the con-
vention was able to consider them on yesterday.

So, Mr. McDaniel, the first resolution is Delegate Proposal
No. 100, introduced by Delegate McDaniel, Elkins and many others.

A proposal to provide with respect to an alternative provision
relative to the Executive Branch prohibiting a person elected as
governor from being his own immediate successor.

Explanation

MR. McDANIEL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I fully realize that the

rules that we operate under for the inclusion of alternates on
the ballot, with a short house this morning, I know that my plea
here is one of futility in terms of getting sixty-seven votes,
barring the emergence of a lot of our fellow delegates. But, I

do feel strongly that now that we do have a viable alternative
on education to submit to the electorate, that there are other
areas of broad, general, public concern that with the mechanism
that we have should be offered to the electorate of this state
for their consideration. I submit that there is not a more
Important issue» or one that more people have an opinion on than
this matter of the highest executive office of this state, and
how long It should be there. Why should we impose our opinion
or our ideas when we have the mechanism in this constitution
to let the people themselves decide one more time at very little
or no additional cost just what they want when it comes to how
long a governor can serve in elective office? I submit that
this question does have wide interest. It does concern every
one of us because the man that occupies this high office does
set the tone, the political climate, that affects the economic
climate, that affects every one of us. There are those that
say that they support two terms. There are others that say
they'd like to have one, and you'd be surprised at the comments,
because I did get every one of those signatures the other day
myself, that you got the reaction I had. It was some of the
more interesting that I've contacted here. But, I do think

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment is Senator De Blieux's amendment, Mr. Chairman.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 10 through 17,

both inclusive, in their entirety.

Explanation

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I think that Mr. McDaniel has a very good proposal except one
provision of it. If we'll take that provision out of it, I think
we ought to let it go on the ballot. The provision as he has
it presently drawn with limits to govern it to one term, one
term rather than two terms. That is the only statewide elected
-official which we have that we're limiting the terms of office
which he can hold. If you will just recall—and I think that
most of us here at least can remember a few governors that we
have had— that usually when a governor cannot succeed himself,
he goes out of office being very unpopular, and the reason for
that is that he loses control of his administration. His depart-
ment heads and others who support him in getting elected start
shifting around trying to find out who's going to be the next
governor so they can get with the next governor. As long as
a governor has the ability to succeed himself, he has control
of the situation. He can exercise his function, the administra-
tion of government, and therefore, he makes a much better governor.
I think we've seen that in presidential elections in the past
eight years. We had this situation in several of the states,
and I might say this: at the present time, the only states in
our United States that do not permit the governor to succeed
himself after one term in office are located in the southern
part of the United States. The more progressive states of our
union don't have this situation. They don't have this provision
in their constitution, and I certainly think that we ought to

get into the main stream of government, and let a man, if he
has the ability to govern and the popularity, we certainly ought
not to cut him off from being able to succeed himself if he wants
to do that. We ought to leave the control of who's going to be
our governor in the hands of the electorate, and not in the

hands of the constitution to determine when we're going to have
a new officer and when we're not going to have one. At the time
that this provision was placed in our constitution, of only one

term for a governor, and it. was before 1966, we didn't have civil
service at that particular time, that is, prior to the time that
that was placed into the constitution. We didn't have the

investment of idle funds. We didn't have a lot of other restraints
that we have to protect the powers of the office from being a

political power. Therefore, we don't have to worry about that

at It stands right now. The governor cannot have a political
force behind him of all civil service workers, I mean those who
are employed in government, by the fact that they are subject to

his whims and fancies, if he should get elected or not get

elected to office. We don't have that situation anymore, and I

certainly feel like that if we're going to make any real progress

in government, we certainly should allow a governor to succeed

himself if he has the ability to do so. I might say this: in

my opinion, when you have a two-term governor as we have it in

our constitution, at this particular time, you've got four good
years. . .four , or a little less, bad years of government for the

same reason I indicated because just as soon as the governor's
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elected to his second term , everybody, knowing that he can't

succeed himself , they start doing the same thing that they would

do ordinarily if he only served one term. That is, they start

looking around, who's going to be the next candidate. As the

decorate would look at it, if he's up for reelection to the

second term, if he's been a mediocre governor, they say, well,

he can only serve four more years, so we'll let him be elected.

While, on the other hand. If he's not a good governor, if he's a

bad governor, they say let's get him out now and get somebody

else while we can because we don't want to let him get set in

office, or something of that sort. I certainly feel like that

this is a good proposal, if you'll just strip from that the

limitation of one year and let the voters decide whether or not

they want a governor for one term or for unlimited two terms

or unlimited terms. That's what it would amount to because

then we would have a good provision in our constitution, and if

we got a good man, we could keep him, and we wouldn't have to

turn him out just because the constitution said he couldn't

run again. I ask you to approve the amendment.

Questions

MR. STAGG
Senator De Blieux, would you look on page 2 at line 14,

"However, this provision shall not apply to the governor in

office at the time of the adoption of this constitution, who

would be subject to the law in effect at the time of his elec-
tion." If Governor Edwards did not seek reelection next term,

could he not come back and later run for two terms because that

was the law at the time of his election, at the time this con-
stitution was voted on?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes, he'd have to stay out for a full term before he could be

a candidate for reelection.

MR. STAGG
But, he could come back for two additional terms later.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes. That's under the proposal as he is elected now. What I

want to do is take out that language so that he or anybody else
who is elected governor could run as many times as the people
wanted them to serve.

MR. McDANIEL
Senator, actually what you're doing here would take any

limitation off the governor, wouldn't it?

MR. DE BELIEUX
That's right. That's what I want to do. That's what I've

been arguing for, Mr. McDaniel.

MR. McDANIEL
Isn't part of your argument actually arguing for the two-

term deal instead of the merits of whether we ought to offer
this and let the people decide what they want?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's what I want, take it off and let the people decide

whether or not they want a two-term, or they want an unlimited

terra.

MR. SCHMITT
Senator, how many governors in the State of Louisiana who

have attempted to run for the second term have not been successful?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That attempted to run for the second term and have not been

successful?

MR. SCHMITT
Yes, sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
That is, after they've laid out one term?

MR. SCHMITT
No. How many governors who have attempted to run for a

second consecutive term. .

.

MR. DE BLIEUX
We've only had that provision in our law since 1966, and at

that particular time...

MR- SCHMITT
Prior to that time, how many governors who attempted to run

for a second term have ever been defeated?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That have been defeated for the second term?

MR. SCHMITT
Yes.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Only one. They have not been defeated because we've only

had it in our law for one term—that he could succeed himself

for an additional four years.

MR. SCHMITT
Going back in our history, even from the 1930's forward, how

many governors who have attempted—I'm not saying whether the law

was in effect at that time or not—how many governors who have

attempted to run for a second term have not been successful in

their attempt? Were there five? two?

MR. DE BLIEUX
You mean after they've been out of office?

MR. SCHMITT
No. I mean the second time. They're in one term, and they

attempt to run a second term.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Schmitt, the amendment allowing a governor to succeed

himself was adopted in 1966.

MR. SCHMITT
I'm not asking you that question. Senator. I'm asking you how

many—Huey Long. Was Huey Long in there for more than one term?

MR. DE BLIEUX
He could not succeed himself. There's no governor could

succeed himself since 1921 Constitution up until Governor McKeithen

was elected, and we passed a constitutional amendment in 1966.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Senator De Blieux, would you mind telling me in a few words

just what kind of alternate the people would have if you take this

out?

MR. DE BLIEUX
What kind of alternate they would have, with reference to the

governor?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
No. If you take this out like you want, just what kind of

alternate would they have?

MR. DE BLIEUX
They'd have this alternate, Mr. Champagne: They'd either be

able to limit the governor to two terms, or else they'd have an

alternate of not limiting him to any number of terms. He could

be elected as many times as he could get enough votes.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
In other words from here on out, if he could do it and entrench

himself enough, well, he could go ahead and run forever. Right?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes. If he was popular enough, that's right. It'd be clearly

up to the people as to whether or not that they wanted him or they

didn't want him.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir. Well, do you know, sir, that I think, maybe, that

the majority of the people—they wouldn't care for that kind of

alternate.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, all they'd have to do is vote it down. That's what we're

trying to determine now: what they want and what they don't want.

Further Di scussion

MR. MCDANIEL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I reluctantly rise to

oppose this amendment. I think my alternative, for whatever

merit it may or may not have in your mind, is altogether a dif-

ferent question than what the Senator has posed. We have had

in the past, before we amended our constitution, two governors

who have come back after being out of office— that I can think

of in my memory. 1 don't think that, here^ we're arguing the merits

of either a four- or an eight-year term. 1 tried to avoid, very

carefully, in getting into that. Everyone of us has got an opinion.

This is essentially the thrust of the approach that I was trying

to get here. The electorate back home has an opinion. Let's let
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them decide this basic issue. I would like for my proposal to be
accepted or rejected on the merit that it was; and, for that reason,
I ask that you oppose this amendment,

iPrevious Quest ion ordered .^

CI osing

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I ask

you to give serious consideration to this amendment. We have had the
four-year provision in our constitution for a long time, and we
have seen that it did not work properly, because you've seen the
results of it. I think, as you well know, there's not a single
governor that's served one term that, at that particular time.
If he could have succeeded himself, could have been reelected.
We have tried the two-term deal. Now, I ask you: Let's try
the unlimited term. I certainly feel like if we can get this
through, if it doesn't work, we can certainly go back with a
new amendment and change it as we did in 1966 when we tried
the two-term. I ask you: Let's try this and put the alternate
on the ballot to see if the people want to try the unlimited
term or they want to stick to the two-term. I ask you to do
that : approve the amendment

.

Questions

MR. GOLDMAN
Senator De Blieux. I'm not asking the question pertaining

to your amendment; I'm asking this question. In the way this
proposal is written, on lines 17, 18, 19, and 20, on page 1, I

don't see how your amendment would, unless this other
How would your amendment, unless this other language was changed,
permit the voters to vote for unlimited terms? The way this
reads, it says: (A) FOR permitting the governor to serve two
consecutive terms—AGAINST permitting the governor to serve two
consecutive terms.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Goldman, the amendment that it applies to is on page 2.

That's actually which will be submitted to the voters. What's on
page 1 is just a manner of submitting it to the voters, and that's
going to be left up to Style and Drafting whenever we get ready to
make the proposal. The language that will be submitted is on page
2. What's on page 1 has nothing to do with the provision that
would go into the constitution.

MR. GOLDMAN
Senator De Blieux, if I were voting for one of these alter-

natives and I voted against permitting the governor to serve two
consecutive terms, it would mean to me that I was voting that he
could only serve one term.

MR. DE BLIEUX
That will not go on the ballot if this proposal is placed.

What's on page 2 is merely style and drafting. .. .page 1, rather.
Page 2 is the amendment that would go before the voters.

[Record vote ordered . Amendment
rejected : 10-8 5 . Motion to re-
consider tabled.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Since distribution copies haven't been run, Mr. Alarlo sends

up an amendment deleting his name as coauthor.

lAmendmen t adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered . Proposal
failed: 44-50. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Under Rule 37.1, automatically withdrawn from the files of

the convention.
Next proposal is Delegate Proposal No. 101, introduced by

Delegate Stagg, Roemer, and others:
A proposal to provide with respect to an alternative provision

relating to or relative to revenue and finance.

Explanation

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, from now until two hours

from now, or whatever time is consumed In this argument, you have
it within your power to bring our year of labor to a successful
conclusion. This delegate proposal is offered as an alternative
so that there will be on the ballot ,the mechanism by which the
voters in parishes now having high valuation tax procedures can
find the means of supporting the constitution without serious
jeopardy to their parish tax base. I believe in the effectiveness
of such alternatives as we have been considering today. In order
to vote for Delegate Proposal No. 101, you do not have to violate
your conscience or your previously held position; you merely have
to be of the opinion that you need to be able to offer some of
the voters in parts of this state an alternative means of taxation
of ad valorem. . .property. Since 1966, nine states have held consti-
tutional conventions that had no restrictions on their ability to

rewrite their constitutions . In five of those conventions , no
alternatives were offered; they were given as a single voting
package. All five were rejected. The other four states offered
their contitutional voters a package of different types of votes
to be cast; and of those four, three of them were adopted by the
citizens of those states. The Chairman of Illinois told us that,
in his opinion, the four alternatives on their ballot were of cru-
cial importance to the adoption of their constitution. Most of
what I'm going to talk about while I'm here this morning is about
jobs and about being honest with people. This is not a Republican
campaign speech; it could be. But, there are some thoughts I

want to share with you. If you don't wish to listen and want to

tune me out, that's your prerogative, but let me try to convince
you that we need to do something other than what we have done in
Article IX. In his speech last week, the governor suggested that
our tax article ought to be changed from ten and fifteen percent
to twelve and a half. He gave some excellent reasons. But, in
my opinion, he didn't go far enough to make any significant dif-
ference in the ad valorem tax problems created in Article IX,

These taxes are, and have been, a critical, sticky, controversial
problem from the date of the first hearings before Senator Rayburn's
committee. We spent many hours in debate, and you already know
how strong the feelings are on this subject. It is, to say the
least, controversial. But, in addition to being controversial,
we have made the new constitution a sitting duck for those opponents
who don't want any new constitution because we've given a take-it-
or-leave-it on the ad valorem taxes. If you'd listen to me one
minute, I'd like to tell you about a problem in a single parish
that may be mirrored in other parishes. The ad valorem tax result
in your parish is largely unknown by the voters in your parish.
Some of the delegates in ours spent three hours with our tax

assessor, the Monday after Christmas, explaining the effects of

C. C. /'73 on Caddo Parish. It was his conclusion that our

parish would lose forty-two percent of its taxable base and that to yield
the same funds out of the properties left on the roll even after the re-
evaluation was done, would make those remaining properties subject
to a seventy-three percent increase in the millage rate. What is

the result in your parish? Do you know? When Mrs. Warren and
the delegates from Orleans go to the meetings in that parish and

they're asked the question "What is the new constitution going to

cost me?" how will you answer that question? Let's be honest with
people. Let's call them taxes and have the sheriff send out a bill
for it at the end of each year. As C. C./ 73 is now written,
only a few rich people will get a tax bill at the end of the year.
The folks Senator Rayburn says he is worried about will pay their
ad valorem taxes in a number of ways and on a number of different
days all during the year. They're going to pay them with the gas

bill; they're going to pay them with the electric bill; they're
going to pay them at the gas station and at the discount house;

and some will be able to see their ad valorem taxes from C. C. /'73

each week when the rent man comes around, because their taxes are
going to be reflected in the rent they pay. We have not helped

these people. As a matter of fact, we have hurt them. You're
going to have to give an honest answer to these people— "How
much is the new constitution going to cost me?" —and those
people deserve your thoughtful answer. Are we going to turn
over to the courts the problems presented by these ad valorem
tax articles? We have done it by our default in other areas.
We've turned over to the courts problems of education; we've
turned over to the courts problems of reapportionment by our
default. Are we now going to continue to turn them over to Che
courts by having defaulted in the field of ad valorem taxation?
Under the 1921 Constitution, we did; and Judge Doherty has ruled •

on it, and the court of appeal has ruled on it. In the 1921
Constitution, there wasn't any way of ever forcing that an

assessor would do his job. He !ias an unpopular job. If he
docs it rigiit, lie must tax the people who must then reelect
him. I don't believe he ought to be elected at all. Maybe
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he ought to be appointed for the same reasons that we appoint

the legislative auditor—who has a tough job to do and, if he

does it right, he's going to make a lot of people mad. I

contend that it is within the realm of your interests that,

if this constitution should fall to pass, then we're going to

have Judge Doherty full-blown and the tax assessors are going

to have to do the Job for which they were elected. In my opinion,

ladies and gentlemen, we're going to have some very, very tough

problems to answer, and we need to start talking about them this

morning, and we need to talk about them rather seriously. What

are you going to tell the people in your parish that we did to

them on taxes? You're going to tell them we let every thirty-
thousand-dollar house in the state out from under taxes. And,

If you happen to be a veteran or over sixty-five, we've let

fifty-thousand-dollar houses out from under the payment for

streets and for schools and for parish services. I think that's

too much. I think that's more than the people have asked for.

You have, by your passage of C. C./'73 Article IX, turned

ninety-seven percent of the values of the homes in this state

out of the tax-paying business, and you've put that much more

tax-paying business on industry, who now bears seventy-seven
percent of all of our property taxes.

The proposal that we have adopted, I think, shows a tremen-
dous disregard for the problems of the younger people of this

state and for the unemployed in this state because I think we're
jeopardizing their future employment by saying to industry: You

pay seventy-seven percent of the property taxes in our state now;

and, when and if this constitution is adopted, you people in indus-

try and business are going to be paying ninety-five to ninety-nine
percent of tlw property taxes. I think that's an unhealthy situ-
ation for which there is no cure under C. C./*73 s Article IX,

as presently written. 1 suggest that we change that assessment
ratio to fifteen percent on all forms of property taxation so

that you don't discriminate against those taxpayers who vote
and who live in these houses, and against those who don't vote

—

the corporations and the businesses. But, 1 would remind you
that the same man you've let off from paying taxes at his house
is going to find the taxes on his business to be doubled, or
perhaps tripled, and he's going to turn you down. He knows
what he's paying under the 1921 Constitution; he doesn't know
what he's going to pay under the 197A Consitution. I think we
have. In this Article IX, helped the wrong people, and we have
penalized the wrong people. The renters in this state—and that's
forty percent of the population—will not be helped. The small

homeowners whose homes are already exempt—and that's another
thirty percent of the homeowners—will not be helped. They're
already off the tax rolls. They would, in fact, be given the

additional burden of paying higher prices for the stuff they

buy from the businesses who are forced by C. C./'73 to pay all
In all of the higher property taxes. Only the middle and upper
class homeowners are those who will be helped by the proposal
as it presently stands; and that is wrong, and you know it. 1

don't like the provision that we've adopted. It says a thirty-
thousand-dollar house will be exempt. I think perhaps, if wc
adopt and put on the ballot the alternative that is in U. P.

No. 101, we will be exempting a twenty-thousand-dollar house,
and I think that strikes a fair balance between what was asked,
on the one hand, and what is needed in this state, on the other
hand.

I submit to you, fellow delegates, that there is a clear
philosophical difference between Delegate Proposal No. 101 and
Article IX that we have adopted. 1 think the voters ought to

have the opportunity to consider these differences, other than
on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. Let the people decide what the
level of property taxation ought to be. On a more personal note,
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I want very badly to hit the bricks,
or—as Johnny Jackson said it yesterday— to gel out and hustle
this document. In my home area, this will be quite difficult
for ne to do without an alternative to our property taxation
proposal

.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Questions

MR. BOLLINGKR
Ton, during your remarks, two questions came to my mind, the

first being this: When you proposed your alternative, a question
arose as to the functionabi lity and equalization of the property
tax statewide, and you said that the floating homestead exemption
would correct this; is this not true?

MR. STAGC
Yes, sir.

MR. BOLLINGER
My question, first, is this: In tlie Revenue, Finance,

and Taxation Article, we adopted a provision where revenue
sharing would be reimbursed, first, upon that amount of home-

stead exemption lost by the local governing authorities. When
you fluctuate homestead exemption and fluctuate the percentages,

do you not again create an unequal balance across the state and,

thus, get back to the same situation we are in now?

MR. STACG
I tiiink what the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States

Constitution demands, Boysie, Is that property taxpayers be

treated equally. That's what's the matter with our present
system of taxation in Louisiana. That's what the courts have
found to be wrong with it. If you give a local option for

property taxation in parishes where high valuations have been
traditionally used and give the same or opposite ability to

parishes which have used a low valuation, something has to

change to make it continue to be the equal enforcement of the

laws commanded by the United States Constitution. The thing
that is available to make it equal and the thing that, in the

past, have made it unequal have been the homestead exemption
and the old property tax relief fund. If you're going to

vary one end of this equation, Boysie, you're going to have

Co vary the other end; and when you do, it is, in my opinion,

the constitutional way to have a local option property taxation
system.

MR. BOLLINGER
I agree with you on that fact, but I don't see how you

accomplished it. In essence, we still have the property tax re-

lief fund,but it is equal being we had established a uniform
percentage of assessment and a uniform homestead exemption. With

a local option, you might not call it a property tax relief fund,

but we still have a reimbursement from the revenue sharing.

MR. STAGG
The distribution formula, under Article IX, simply says

that the distribution will be based in each parish, in proportion
to the population and the number of homesteads—nothing to do

with the <imount yielded or not yielded by any homestead exemption.

MR. BOLLINGER
That's the answer I wanted to get of you. My second question

is this: In your explanation of the benefits of your alternate,

you mentioned the percentage of tax as now being on industry.

Could you explain to the convention how your alternative would
change the burden of taxation, when you're going to fluctuate

the homestead exemption with the percentage of assessment?

MR. STAGG
What, basically, it docs is to begin with a twenty thousand

dollar house being exempted from taxation because, under the

homestead exemption that we have adopted of three thousand dollars.

If you have a house that is valued at twenty thousand dollars—and

It's subjected to being assessed at twenty percent— then that

twenty thousand dollar house, assessed at fifteen percent, is

assessed at three thousand dollars. The three thousand dollar

homestead exemption would shield that house from property taxation.

If you go above the fifteen percent set in D. P. No. 101—say you

went to twenty percent— then, you have the right and the need,

under this alternative, to raise the homestead exemption in that

parish to four thousand dollars. If, in Jefferson Parish, they

wanted to lower it from fifteen percent down to ten percent,

then in Jefferson Parish the homestead exemption would not be

worth three thousand dollars; it would become worth only two

thousand dollars. That's what makes this a constitutional
method of local option property taxation.

MR. ROLMER
Tom, on this matter of homestead exemption, you keep in

the provision—don't you, in your proposal--that the legislature
may raise that homestead exemption to five thousand dollars.
Isn't that true?

MR. STAGG
That's still there. sir.

MR. ROEMER
So, if the need is for an Increase In the homestead exemption,

we have a provision to call for that;lsn*t that right?

MR. STAGG
That Is correct.

MR. ROEMER
In addition, doesn't your proposal give the flexibility in
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the local taxing districts if what we pass: that is, either
fifteen percent or the ten and fifteen percent is harmful,
then they, by the local ordinance and in their own area, they
can change that percentage to meet their historical needs.
Is that not right?

MR. STAGG
That was the purpose of the alternative.

MR. BURNS

Mr. Stagg, I think we all agree there has to be uniformity
in assessments. Will you explain this to me? Under your alter-
nate giving the different governing bodies, if they see fit,
the option of going to--if they happen to go to the legislature
and get an act of the legislature passed increasing the maximum
to twenty-five percent, and say Jefferson Parish did it--I'd get
in my car in St. Tammany Parish and get over across the middle
of the causeway to Lake Pontchartrain , and the minute I got in
Jefferson Parish, I'd get out of the ten percent assessment
and get into the twenty- five percent assessment . Now, where
is the uniformity in that?

MR. STAGG
The same way you do when you drive from, say, De Soto Parish

into Caddo Parish. If De Soto kept the fifteen percent and Caddo
moved to the twenty-five percent, then De Soto Parish would have
a homestead exemption of three thousand dollars to shield their
property from taxes, and the Caddo taxpayer would have a five
thousand dollar exempt ion.

MR. BURNS
I'm not talking about homestead exemption. Let's leave home-

stead exemption out of it. I'm talking about on open land that's
not subject to homestead.

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Delegate Stagg sends up a technical amendment.

Amendment No. 1. On page 4 at the end of line 26, delete the
word "the", and at the beginning of 27, delete the words"full stead"
and Insert in lieu thereof "one homestead •

{^Amendmen t adopted without objection .]

Further Discussion

MR CHEHARDY
Mr . Chairman, fellow delegates , I believe that there's very

little that I can say in opposition to this alternate proposal that
you are not already aware of. I believe we could sum it up by say-
ing that this particular proposal, suggested as an alternate,
does absolute violence to our entire year of work. It offers a

proposal as an alternate, which, if adopted would absolutely
bring financial ruin to every citizen in this state. If all you
have to do is apply the simple arithmetic of a plan, which starts
off at fifteen percent, gives right to go up to twenty-five percent,
fixes this right in the spending arm of government, and all you have
to do is keep in mind that over, I'd say seventy-five to eighty
percent of the parishes affected in this state, would absolutely
be unable to collect the taxes that would result on a man's home.
I have seen the cases where through error a man has failed to file
a homestead exemption and has to come up with maybe two hundred dollars
extra at the end of a year. They cannot find this two hundred dollars,
when they talk so loosely about increasing the percentage of taxes on
a man's home, which is his main investment in life. Ninety-five per-
cent of our citizens, the one thing they can work to strive to own
is their home. This is aimed at passing more of the burden to the
home and removing it from those best able to pay. I would merely
be repeating everything that I have told you over the past year, and
that you yourselves have found wrong with those systems throughout
the United States that have imposed reckless and high percentage rates
ail in the hope of raising more and more revenue. All of these schemes
being promoted by the element contained, or the same type element that
supports Public Affairs Research Council. All of this type of proposal
is aimed by big Industry who today already enjoys their industrial
exemptions and have Just again had it placed In our constitution
for perpetuity, or at least until the next constitutional convention.
Again, they want to still put more on the backs of the average man

in this state. I'm not going to go into detail because I don't feel

It's necessary. I only sincerely urge that all of you do all that

you can to defeat this resoundingly, defeat any suggestion of an

alternative on property tax, so that we could go out and sell this

constitution without creating confusion among the people of this

state. If there Is anything that will cause the destruction of

our ability to sell the constitution. It would be the adoption
of such an alternative. I sincerely urge that you reject it.

Further Discussion

MR. SLAY
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we had a man in Rapides Parish

once who ran for representative, and his number was 101. He
said that you could take the 101, and any way you turned it, it was
always the same. I took this Proposition 101 and everyway I have
turned it, it has been the same. That is bad. If our constitution
is what we have said it is, and that it does something for everybody
in the State of Louisiana, then this proposition does something to

everybody in the State of Louisiana. I want you to look real care-
fully at this document, the reason I read it so carefully was because
there are twenty lawyers who signed this. I wonder if they read
carefully what they have signed. Let's start on page 2, on line 12.

I believe all of you have a copy of this. It says that "the percentages
shall be set at fifteen percent," but then, the governing authority
and the legislature can change that down to ten or raise it to twenty-
five percent. Now, you know what brought all of this about? This is
what brought all of the court suits that we have. This was the Bussle
versus the tax commission suit because we have percentages just like
that. That is what we have worked on all year long with the change
that to a uniform perform percentage for the whole state. We are
going right back to what we had before we started, or before the
Bussle suit. We haven't solved anything.

But, let's go on down a little further and see what this really
does to the taxpayers. On line 22 of page 2, I'm going to read
starting with line 21, the correctness of the assessment by the

assessor shall be subject to change"- Now, in our original proposition,
we say that this shall be subject to review by the governing authority,
which is the police jury in most cases, or the man on the council in

New Orleans. But now here. It says that this is subject to change
by your police jury member. I'm going to ask you who in this
group wants his police Jury member to assess his property? I do not

want my police jury member to assess my property. He Is a mechanic.
He is a good man. He runs a little body shop. But, he is not an

assessor. He is not trained in the work.
We have another man up there who is a beautician. I certainly

don't want him looking at the assessments of Rapides Parish. But that's

what this act says. I want you to know, now, the lawyers that signed

this, what you have put in here. But, let's go on a little further.

Let's go down to line 28.

It said bona fide agriculture land and all of this shall be

assessed at a percentage. It doesn't say at ten percent like we'd
say. It doesn't say in fifteen, or it doesn't say at twenty-five. It

can be set at any percentage in that. Not necessarily at the same. It

says "According to Paragraph (B)." But it don't say it has to be

assessed at the same percentage that other properties have to be assessed
for. I'm telling you people who are farmers, or landowners, that it is

doing something to you, also.
But, now, let's read on a little further to paragraph 2 where we

get down to page 3, line 3. It says, "where you have a multiparish
district." Now, let's look at that. We have the Red River Valley

District which covers seven parishes from Rapides Parish to Caddo
Parish. It says that the assessors in all seven parishes shall set

the assessments. That means that I, as the assessor in Rapides*
am going to to be able to go up and assess Mr. Stagg's property
In Caddo Parish, which Is not what he wants. But, it's going to
give me the privilege, along with the assessor in Grant Parish
and a couple of more, of outvoting the man in Caddo. Do you

think we're going to put it at twenty-five like he wants It? No.
Not on my vote you're not. We're going to keep it down to ten
percent. But, that's not what he wants. But, it says right here
that that's what we can do.

Then, It goes on down to line twelve and what does it say?
It says that these assessors, this board of assessors, can set
the percentage. That's something that you don't let the police
Jury do by itself. The legislature must do It. But, here you
are going to let this seven-member assessors' board set the
percentage. As I read this saying, it is not too clear, I believe
that the percentages that this governing authority of the Red River
Valley District, can set the percentages of the school board and
the police Jury has to read. It doesn't say In here that they
can't. You read that thing carefully, and you tell me where it

says that.
Now, let's go on a little further. It says on page 3, on line

14, "The state treasurer shall disburse funds out of the state
revenue sharing fund to the several local agencies." Now, what
are they doing there? They are bypassing the sheriff. The
sheriff Is not going to get his commission out of this. So, we
are going to have to have to go back and find some way to get a

commission for the sheriffs in all sixty-four parishes. I'm telling
you again that this does something to everybody. It has taken the
percentage away from the sheriff. I don't believe you all meant to
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do that. But, that is what it is doing. In Rapides Parish, when-

ever you take this percentage away from the sheriff, you are going

to wreck his office. Now, you better believe that. So, you look

carefully at what he has put in here.

Now, we go on down to page 4.

Let's look on page 4, line 18. Now, here's where we get down

to what he's done. It's telling about how the percentage of fair

market value is changed, as for Section 1 of this Article, the

value of the homestead exemption for all eligible home owners shall

be adjusted to compensate for the change. Now, what is he saying

here? He is saying that in Rapides Parish, if we use fifteen percent,

we are going to get a three thousand dollar homestead exemption. But,

if in Caddo they go to twenty-five percent , they are going to get a

five thousand dollar exemption. The very people who hollered and

said let's have a two thousand dollar exemption all the way through,

are not going to change this so that in effect they are getting a

five thousand dollar exemption, and they are going to pass more of the

load on the business because there's going to be a given thousand

dollar exemption on the homes under this article, and the businesses

are going to be assessed at the flow of twenty-five percent.

Ladies and gentlemen, I had one other thing I was going to say,

but it's been changed by an amendment. But, it was a sneaky little

thing to set in there that in the case of a widow, that she was only to

get the exemption to the full stead owned by the husband or the wife.

You know what that could have easily meant? If the man had passed

away and left a widow, that she was only going to get a half of a

homestead exemption. But, thank goodness, they caught that and they

changed it.

Mr. Chairman, that winds up my remarks. But, I want to take just

a half a minute more to say, because I doubt that I will be back to

this mike again, that this has been a wonderful year working with you

people. I am going to support the document that we put out here.

I don*t think I could spend a whole year of my time, and then go back
home and not work for it. We've got a good document. If this is put

on as an alternate, I'm going to try every way in the world that I

can to beat it. I urge you to defeat it right here because it is so

bad. But again, let me say that this has been a good year working

with you. I will remember it for a long, long time, and I will be

out working to pass this constitution in District No, 27. Mr, Chairman

I will now. . .

.

Questions

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Slay, do you know that I've been a good assessor in St. Mary

Parish for a number of years, and my political parish is on the line
right now? If we don't defeat this

MR. SLAY
I sure do, Mr. Winchester. I want you to know, and you know, t

that all of these provisions are now in the statutes against an
assessor who doesn't do his job. The governor can remove him from
office just like that. Is that not right?

MR. WINCHESTER
That's correct. Please don't do violence to my past.

MR. SLAY
We will treat you right.

Further Discussion

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Acting Chairman, and delegates, Mr. Stagg came around and

asked me if I would sign in order for him to be able to get his
proposal brought before the audience. I said to him then, I will
sign it to give you the opportunity to present it to the people.
Personally, I was not in favor, just as an individual, I was not
in favor of an alternative at all. I felt that many things in the
constitution, to one person or the other,would be considered as an
alternate. As much as aomm of the things in the constitution that
I don't approve of, and probably some of the people in my district
won't approve of, I put my name on that amendment to give him the
opportunity to bring it before you. He has forty signatures on it,
and mine is one. I'm nat going to have my name taken off of the
proposal because that would only leave thirty-nine. But I told him
that would have no bearing on the way in which I voted. I'm going to
vote the way that I feel that the people from District 102 would want
we to vote. I have personally given some of them the identical
language in our constitution concerning the property tax and other
things. I've given it to them for their consideration. I've said to
them, this is a package, you look in It, and you make your decisions
as to whether you like it or not. I'm not going to force it on you
because I was a part of the writing. So, I say to you, that if you

see my name on there, it is not an endorsement for it or against. But,
I am going to vote the way the people in my district have said that they
liked it.

Thank you.

Further Discussion

MRS. 2ERVIG0N
Mr. Acting Chairman, and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

not too many days ago, after long discussion, we decided by an over-
whelming majority to give the people some alternatives, some options,
so that the people could decide on things that they may be concerned
about which are very controversial in this constitution. One of those
things, insofar as many of the people in my city are concerned, is our
treatment of the property tax. It seems to me that if we don't put
this on the ballot as an alternative, we are very much underrating the

people of the State of Louisiana. Don't forget that in recent years,
most constitutional amendments have gone down to defeat, except those
affecting the property tax. The people well understand those things
that affect their pocketbooks. They study, they read, they put their
time and attention to them; let us not assume that they won't under-
stand. On what other assumption could you base a no-vote on this
article? I think that perhaps Assessor Chehardy is correct ;given the

choice, the people will choose the language in Committee Proposal 26,
But ladies and gentlemen, we don't really know unless we give the
people the choice; unless we let them vote. There have been negative
editorials in various papers on our treatment of the property tax. I

submit to you that it will be very difficult—very difficult indeed,
to pass this constitution with only our own voices and with the support
of no papers, or very few.

Education is a complex area. The effect of two constitutional
boards as opposed to five constitutional boards is complex and hard to

understand. But, we trusted the people to the extent that we put that

as an alternative on the ballot because we knew that they cared about
the subject matter and would put the time and study into it that it

needed. The same is true of the property tax, and it's more true of

the property tax because that affects the pockettooks of every voter
In every municipality and parish in Louisiana. Ladies and gentlemen,
that's everybody. Stump the state. Explain to the people the effects
of these things, and let the people decide. Don't underrate them.
They'll make wise decisions for themselves as they have in the past.
If they can understand the constitution as a whole, as compared to the
Constitution of 1921, they can surely understand this option and this
one limited area.

Thank you very much.

Further Discussion

MR. MIRE
Thank you, Mr, Acting Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise, of course,

in opposition of Delegate Proposal 101. I'd like Just to point out
two or three pertinent facts concerning this proposal. I don't—I hope
that I'm not going to be repetitious. However, this is certainly most
confusing; one of the main points is that it would be very near impossible
to manage If it were constitutional. I have talked to numerous attorneys
right here on the floor, possibly some that have signed this, that
believe that it has serious constitutional problems. There was some-

thing mentioned about the 1921 Constitution. Let's just remember that
the future of ad valorem taxes in the State of Louisiana does not rest
with the 1921 Constitution, but with a court order that tells us
specifically what we'll do if we don't have something in this document
that will be accepted by the people. Now, also, alludes that industry
is very much so disturbed about the proposal as we do have it presently
in our document. Let me say that I come from the leading parish, or
very near the leading parish In industrial development in the State
of Louisiana. It is continually growing—growing today. I have a very
good rapport with the people in industry. I have not had one—not one

—

come in and tell me that the proposal, as adopted by this constitution,
jays that represented an industry in my parish, said that they felt it
was that unfair, or, in fact, asked me to change it In any respect.
Therefore, I don't feel that it is that important, or just important
as it was alluded to be.

One more thing that I'd like to point out to you. They speak of
measuring the assessors creditibility with his voters. The reason
he is elected is because nobody pays taxes. Ladies and gentlemen,
then every municipality, every tax—every man has to pay taxes, with
the exception of Orleans Parish, every assessor is gaged, and there
are these municipalities as to how he, in fact, treats the taxpayers
in these municipalities. Now, don't you think that they don't compare.
They do compare. If you don't have an equitable tax system, you are
going to fall by the wayside. But I think the fact that the assessors
have been reelected time after time, many of them by no opposition
at all, certainly tends to show that they are honorable, conscientious,
public officials doing their duty, and responsive to the people. I urge
you, I beg you, to not confuse the people of this state; not put a

document that would not let them know at all what they may have to pay
in the future; not let them know at all who will, in fact, actually
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have any authority over their assessments. It's at the whims—not

whims—but it's at the wishes of the legislature, along with the wishes

of the local taxing authority, based on this proposal that we have in

front of us. Ladies and gentlemen, I think this is one area that the

people want to know where they are going. They want to know what they

are going to have to pay. We are going to be able to tell them what

they are going to have to pay under our proposal. I urge you and beg

you that you defeat this proposal.

Questions

MR. BURNS
Mr. Mire, do you believe, or do you think that any law that would

permit twenty-five percent assessed in one parish, and ten percent In

the adjoining parish represents uniform assessment practice?

MR, MIRE
No, sir, it doesn't. In parishes where you have multi-taxing

districts. It would be a considerable problem, I can assure you.

MR. FULCO
Mr. Mire, with the fluctuation of the homestead exemption, along

with the percentages, what effect would that have on city taxes? On
your homes?

MR. MIRE
Thank you, very much, Mr. Fuloo, for that question. I'd like to

—

for a city tax, with the mandatory millage rollback, and adjustments

as we have it, and they don't disturb that, that would remain—that

would be a mute question because it would go up and down. But, I

believe that the fluctuation of the percentages in various parishes

would be the first blow to the death of homestead exemption. You

could never have a meaningful reimbursement program on a statewide
level based on various taxing percentages throughout the states,

and throughout taxing districts. This, would be, of course, the

first step in killing homestead exemption, which, in my personal

opinion, is exactly what the people that are behind this proposal
want to do—kill it, completely.

MR. FULCO
Just one more. .. .question.
You say that you have an automatic adjusted millage for the

city rates, too?

MR. MIRE
Yes, sir. We have an automatic...

MR. FULCO
I mean in Tom's proposal.

MR. MIRE
Yea, sir. But this won't disturb that in our proposal. If this

is adopted, that portion of our proposal is not disturbed.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Further Discussion

MR. SCHMITT
I served during the last year with the other members of the

Revenue, Finance and Taxation Committee, and we listened to

voluminous testimony with reference to problems which existed
in the past in the area of ad valorem taxation. Apparently, one

of the worst problems was that of getting uniformity throughout

the State of Louisiana and to have just and equitable treatment

at least within each taxing district. The reason that we had

80 many of these problems was that the 1921 Constitution required
one hundred percent assessment. Later, the situations changed.

At the time when the two thousand dollar exemption went into

effect, the average value of a home in the State of Louisiana was

six hundred and fifty dollars. Therefore, just about every home

in the state was exempt, and this kept them. . .people from losing

their property during a time when the depression so hurt our

country and the homeowners throughout the United States. I don't

know how it will be possible in order to mandate some type of

enforcement. At the present time there are many or some statutory

requirements. The problem with enforcement of these statutory
requirements was that if an assessor ever attempted to enact them

in the past, the political future of that man would have been

ended because this thing was a gradual problem. They gradually

progressed to the point where there was nothing that the assessors

could do about It, However, I do feel that In the future It will

be necessary for some type of an enforcement procedure. Whether

or not the enforcement procedure recommended by Mr. Stagg is

the proper one, I do not know. That enforcement procedure is on

page 3. It has a lot of teeth in it, and It's probably one of

the strongest enforcement procedures which could be adopted.
This one requires the cutoff of reimbursements for the homestead
exemptions to the different parishes or taxing districts if

there is a variation of more than ten percent in the assessment
value. As an example, if in one parish the assessment should be

one hundred million dollars and the assessor, through using the

improper procedures»would put it on the rolls at fifty million
dollars, unless the assessor brought this to within ten percent
of the value within a three month period of time, that taxing

district would lose the reimbursed funds. However, it would
also apply in the situation where the assessor decides to make
the assessment higher than what it should be. I think this is

one thing, too, that we must take into consideration. Some parts

of your state, at the present time, have a much higher ratio

than other parts, and these assessors might have a tendency to

keep the assessments high even though the constitution mandates

that they be lowered. Therefore, this enforcement procedure
would give justification for the assessors throughout the State

of Louisiana either to raise or to lower the assessments in their

individual districts and would remove the political cloud from

being placed upon them by the enactment of these different
procedures

.

Now, whether or not this is the particular enforcement procedure

which should be adopted, I do not know. However, I remember
the words of the governor, and the governor indicated that some

type of penalty should be issued against the assessor if he does

not follow the new property tax regulations which we adopt.

As of yet, I have not seen the administration's floor leaders

come forth with the amendment to do this. I don't know whether

they would want to co-endorse Mr. Stagg's enforcement procedures

here, or they will come up with some alternative. However, I

have not seen them as of the present time, and I am anxiously

awaiting them. Thank you.

Amendments

MR. HARDIN
Delegate Landrum sends up an amendment, Mr. Chairman.

This is to amend the printed proposal

.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 7 through 13,

both inclusive in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the

following:

"(B) Classification. The classifications of property subject

to ad valorem taxation and the percentage of fair market value
applicable to each classification for the purposes of determining

assessed valuation are as follows:

Classifications
1. Land
2

.

Improvements for residential purposes
3. Other property
However, upon adoption of an ordinance by the governing

authority of any parish and with subsequent approval by the

legislature, the percentage in any parish may be increased to

twenty-five percent or decreased to ten percent of fair market

value .

"

Amendment No. 2. On pa^e 2, line 28, after the words "taxation

at" and before the words "of use" delete the words "a percentage"

and insert in lieu thereof the words "fifteen percent".

Explanation

MR. LANDRUM
^ ^ _,

Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I wish to withdraw

the amendment. It's not drawn to my liking, and therefore I

wish to withdraw it,

I also wish to state this: that the proposal that was

presented by Mr. Stagg. in my opinion, is not in the best

interest of the people. I do believe that in. . .that the

homeowners' taxation should be increased. I would like to see an

increase, but I also would like to see a separation from that

of homeowners and commercial properties. Mr. Stagg mentioned the

fact that how much taxes the business people are paying in the

communities in this state, but, they have so many ways—many ways-

of getting part of it back, where the homeowners, whatever you

put on them as taxation, they must pay without any course of

recourse. They must pay their tax, now, even to the point of

losing properties. 1 wish that he would change his proposal

and make a distinction between the two. Thank you.

{^Amendment wi thdrawn . ]

Further Discussion

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladies and gentlemen, I rise in support of this alternate

Percentages
15%

15%

20%
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proposal because I Chink we do need an alternate on the ballot,
and I don't know of any better thing that we could place as an
alternate than this because In here we are giving the people a

choice of saying Just what assessment value they want to be
placed on their property. The thing I like about this is that
there is some flexibility in here.

Now, in the proposal that we have that's been adopted by
this convention, we fixed these assessment ratios. No one,
no one in this state knows exactly what the ultimate effect of

this is going to be. We don't know how it's going to affect the

cities; we don't know how it's going to affect the rural areas.

There is a possibility, a very strong possibility, that we could

be doing great damage to the taxing base of the rural areas.
This particular alternate will give some relief. It gives some
flexibility so that if we find out that one assessment ratio

cannot work for the entire state, then the local governing
authorities are in a position to change it. I don't think
there's a local governing authority in this state that's going
to change this ratio unless it pretty well feels that the

people in that particular parish want it that way. So, I'm not
concerned about anyone exceeding his authority there. But, this

does build some flexibility into it. This is what I think we
need to have. I think this. . .this is what I am after.

I can't see anything that objectionable to this. Here, we

are putting it to the people; we're giving them a choice.
Throughout this convention I've heard this time and time again:

"Let the people decide." This is an issue I think they can
decide on. I feel like Mrs. Zervigon, when you hit them in the

pocketbook, they're really going to look real close at what

they're going to decide upon. I've studied this proposal. I've
studied the proposal that we've already adopted. There's one
thing that stands out in my mind, and that is the first sentence
reads that "the power of taxation shall be vested in the legis-
lature." Then, we've come in and put all kinds of legislative
material into the article that we've adopted to restrict the

power of taxation of the legislature. I think this eases it off
a little bit—this backs us off. If the local governing authority,
subject to approval by the legislature, feels that it needs to

change its assessment ratio, then I think we ought to give them
that flexibility. Thank you.

Further Discussion

HR. BURNS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm not going to take up

any ™>re time, and I hope I don't repeat anything that anybody

else said. But there's one point that hasn't been discussed or

hasn't been brought to the attention of this convention which I

think is very important in connection with discussing these

alternatives, because as I understand it, the sole purpose of

an alternative is to give the voter and in this instance the

taxpayer an opportunity to vote one way or the other. Now,

this alternative is four and a half pages of very confusing and

complicated wording and verbiage. But, you know what the people

are going to be called on to vote if this would pass as to what

is going to be on the ballot? On page 1, it's 2(A): "For

permitting local option property t£ixation assessment and

homestead exemption," and 2 (B) against it. There would be no

voter that went to the polls that would know as to what he

was voting on. He would have no idea that he was increasing

the rate of assessment from ten percent to fifteen percent or

up to twenty-five percent. He would naturally think when you

use the word "local option" that it was going to be left to

the police juries of his parish in whom he's, in most instances,

familiar with each member, or the city council and the mayor of

the town or the city where he would happen to live. Now, when

we speak of local option in conncection with this, local option

means to me the local governing agency of the parish or of the

city. Thia is not real local option with reference to fixing

the rate of assessments in the state for this reason: the

governing authority doesn't have the right to fix these rates.

They would have to go to the legislature and take their chances

on getting an act of the legislature passed. They might be

successful and they might not, all depending on the attitude and

the whims of the legislature. So, this is not what I call

"local option." But, to the average voter and taxpayer who would

be called on to go vote on this particular alternate, he would
naturally think that it meant that his police jury or his city

was going to have that authority. So, I ask you, let's vote

against this and get on vith the convention.

Question

MR. SLAT
Mr. Bums, you raised something there that I hadn't even thought

about before. You're saying that on the ballot, now, that it would
just be whether or not we was for local option. So, then whenever

It comes out to putting the publicity on this thing, it would be
Mr. Steimel with PAR on one side, and the chairman of our committee,
Mr. Raybum, on the other. Now, who do you think would control
the news media—Mr. Rayburn or Mr. Steimel?

MR. CASEY
Senator De Blieux has a question, Mr. Burns.
You refuse to yield.
Senator De Blieux is now recognized for the floor.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, first I want to make

this statement with reference to the alternates. I think it is

absolutely necessary, which has been said by Mr. Stagg and others
from this microphone, that we have to have some alternates on the
ballot. I'd like to tell you this: we've done a lot of things
in this convention which I've had questions asked to me. But, I

haven't had near as many questions asked about any matter as I

have about education and taxes— the five board deal and the tax
assessment. Of course, the tax is the most complicated and the
least understood of what we have done up here. I might tell you
this with reference to the statement that was made by Mr. Bums:
the voters are going to be given a copy of this constitution,
according to what 1 saw that the Public Relations Committee has
adopted. They are going to be able to see it, and just as any
constitutional amendment or anything else appears on the ballot,
you're not going to have the whole thing. You're not going to

have what we have in the present constitution on the ballot. You
are going to have something with reference thereto. By the same
token, you won't know any inore about the alternate from looking at
the ballot than you will about what's contained in the constitution
by looking at the ballot. So, you've got to trust the knowledge
and explanation which we delegates, which the news media and
which other people who are interested in giving to the people so
that they can understand what we are talking about. I would venture
to say that Mr. Chehardy and the rest of the people will certainly
be telling them what the differences are in these two proposals
if we put them on the ballot.

Now, we ought to give the people an alternative as whether or
not they're going to select what we've presently adopted or
whether or not they're going to select something else. I trust
the voters in being able to make up their mind and their decision
of what they think is best. I have no fear from that. Now, some
people have made remarks to the extent that maybe they don't trust
the voters by saying that they wouldn't know what they are voting
on. I believe they will before they vote on this particular
constitution. Mr. Slay, let me say this: at the present time,
the police juries must set the taxes. They do it every year.
By a resolution, they have to adopt the millages, etc. Otherwise,
it would not be legal for the collector of taxes to collect those
taxes. They set it by resolution each year—each year. That's
the law, and at the present time, in the law, the assessors. . .

the tax millage percentage is supposed to be set by the governing
body, but they don't do it according to the law. They just do it
by vrtiat's been recommended to them by the assessors, that it be.
I call your attention to Title 47, Section 1989 in the paragraph
there which says, "The lawful authorities of each parish which
is a police jury or other governing body shall fix valuations at
less than actual cash value as they deem fit, provided that the
local purposes and the percentage shall operate equally upon
all property within the parish." That's your present law. This
proposal that we have before us at the present time conforms as
close to the present law as anything that we've had put before us.
There's nothing wrong with the law; the courts have said there's
nothing wrong with the law. The only thing wrong is that we
haven't been following it. We are charting a new course here,
and if we utilize what's already adopted and don't give the
voters to take the chance, no telling what kind of a chaotic
we are going to get into if we try to put Into effect what we
have already adopted.

At the present time, there's no percentages in the constitu-
tion, and actually, there shouldn't be. I would go for that.
But, yet we are trying to put into this new constitution
percentages, and I think we ought to have some local option
and let the local governments determine what percentage that
they want to operate upon. That's, . , presently, they have
that right and privilege, but they just haven't been exercising
it.

Delegate Tobias in the Chair

Further Discussion

MR. CASEY
Mr. Acting Chairman and delegates, I rise to urge your
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support and your vote for the local option plan submitted by

Mr. Stagg, in Delegate Proposal No. 101. As you know, during
the debate on the committee proposal affecting ad valorem taxes,

you know very well that I staunchly opposed that proposal and

left no doubt in your mind where I stood on it and urged at the

time when we discussed the possibility of local option that you

adopt some form of local option in an effort, with the possibility,

in the hope that we may better be able to solve the ad valorem
tax problem on a local level rather than with a fixed inflexible

type of percentage that is established in the constitution
allowing, therefore, to local authority through Delegate Proposal

No. 101 the flexibility that is necessary for local government

to collect its taxes, to run its business and not the business

of the state, as such, for which we raise revenues through

taxation imposed by the legislature—but, to run local govern-

ment. This is the basis that. . .this is the basis for the

operation of local government—the ad valorem tax system. We have

no state ad valorem taxes anymore under the new constitution,

although they may be authorized in the future. At the time of

the adoption of this constitution, we will not have state real

estate taxes. Real estate taxes only will be used to conduct

the operation, and the business, and the administration of

government on the local level. So, local government should be

able to have some flexibility to obtain the revenues that are

necessary to conduct its own business. In the city of New Orleans,

for instance, at this time a homeowner that owns a forty thousand

dollar home is paying two hundred and forty dollars, average,

in real estate taxes . A homeowner that owns a fifty thousand
dollar home is paying annual taxes of two hundred and eighty
dollars. If he owns a sixty thousand dollar home, he's paying
annual taxes of four hundred dollars. Do you know what's going

to happen under this new proposal? Those very people will have
their taxes reduced, and today, those are the very people that

are going to be against the real estate committee tax proposal

that we have already adopted, because those people are the ones

that want good services. They want a functional, efficient
local government, and they want to pay their fair share of the

taxes. Those are the ones that are complaining about the

mystery proposal—and that's what I call it, the mystery
proposal—that you have already adopted in the new constitution
with the committee proposal because you really don't know the

impact of it. You know very well that It isn't flexible, and

you don't know what's going to happen in Shreveport, except
you know pretty sure that the tax burden is going to shift from
the homeowner to the owner of the small business and the renters.

Do you know what's going to happen in the city of New Orleans?
For instance. Number One Shell Square—a ridiculous situation

—

Number One Shell Square where the land value at this time is

assessed at thirty-three and a third percent, the taxes are

going to be reduced. The taxes are going to be reduced on the

land under Number One Shell Square. Now, that's an absurd,

ridiculous situation that we are causing through the committee

proposal which we have already adopted. I can tell you

right now that the people in New Orleans who are interested in

their government, who are interested in obtaining services are

extremely upset with the committee proposal. There are many of

those very same people that may vote against the new constitution.
I think we ought to offer them this alternative, this

possibility that they have some out, that they have something
palatable that they can accept if we want them to vote for the

new constitution. I can't urge you enough to adopt this

delegate proposal to offer our people in the State of Louisiana

the alternative. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise also to support

the alternative as proposed by Delegate Stagg. I wonder if
in our consideration the last two days, of alternatives, if

we'd really thought what an alternative is supposed to be and
what it is trying to do to the benefit of our new constitution.
You know, there's some things we've done in this convention that

are untried and perhaps will be proved not to be workable, not

to be feasible. I can tell you, after sitting for one year with
Senator Rayburn and the other members of our committee, that
there's not a member of our committee that can get up and say
flatly and positively that what we've passed already in this

constitution is truly to the benefit either to the state or to

the local governments of our state. The issue is that confused.
If there is any issue in the constitution that needs alternatives,
that needs to have both sides told. It's the question of

property taxes. You have been literally barraged in the last

twelve months with little people speeches, with speeches about

the homeowner. Well, we all care about those elements in our
population. But, the same people that barrage you with that
propaganda failed to point out to you that the very things we've
passed in this convention might very well work to the detriment
of the little people, because who are the little people? Well,
some forty percent of them in this state rent their apartments
or their homes. They don't own them at all, and the homestead
exemption won't help them one iota. As a matter of fact, the
homestead exemption, by being so high and in effect shifting the
burden to the businessman in the state, and to the people with
lots of property in this state, and the people that pay their
fair share of taxes in this state are going to mean that the
increase in the tax burden on these people is going to inevitably
have to be passed to the renter—has to be, can't be any other
thing.

So, I'm suggesting to you on the big question of alternatives
that the place where we need alternatives are those places
where there are two sides to the argument. There is no question,
either if a tax assessor gets before you or a person like myself,
there is no question from any party who studied this problem that
there are at least two sides to tliis question. I 'd like to

congratulate Mr. Stagg for giving us a chance to present to the

people an alternative which does present to them both sides of

the issue, because what Mr. Stagg's alternative will do will
say that,yes, we want a reasonable homestead exemption. Twenty
thousand dollars seems to be a more reasonable figure than

thirty. I'll tell you why: the average home in this state is

less than twenty thousand. If we put it at the twenty thousand
mark, we will have exempted more than half of the homes in this

state. More than half of the homes in this state will be

exempt under his plan. What will not be exempt? It will be the
twenty-five, thirty, thirty-five, forty, fifty thousand dollar
homes. Who lives in these kind of homes? People that can

afford to pay property taxes because the property taxes in

Louisiana are the lowest in the nation. But, what do those

taxes go for? They go to support your local governments , schools,

police jury, roads, sidewalks, fire protection, police protection,

water, sewerage— the very things that the home costs in this

state. Is it not right that a man in a thirty or a forty or a

fifty thousand dollar home should pay a small percentage of the

cost of that home to our society? I think that's what this

alternative does for us. It puts clearly before us and before

the people—and that's more important— the choice. Do they want

to pay their fair share of taxes? Do they want to pay those few

dollars in ad valorem taxes to support the institutions that make

this state great? I hope that you consider carefully this

alternative. It's got some problems. I think one of them would
be corrected by the Bollinger amendment which puts to a vote of

the people rather than to ratification of the legislature a change

in these assessment practices

.

You know, the final point I want to make is the very people

who fight this alternative are the people that assure you carte

blanche that the people want higher homestead exemptions. Well,

if they're that dadgum sure about it, what's wrong with putting

an alternative on the ballot, because surely the alternative

will be beaten if what they tell you is true? I submit to you,

however, just the contrary. That is that in many elements of

this state the renter, the poor people, the people that live in

parishes where the assessor has been utilizing a high assessment

ratio, the people of New Orleans, the people of Shreveport,

these are the people who are concerned about the constitution as

we have presently written.

I suggest to you that this alternative will give them a

choice and more important. . .

will put their interest behind the constitution. I urge

your adoption of the alternative.

Delegate Reeves in the Chair

Questions

MR. MIRE
Mr. Roemer, you said,and very rightly so, that nobody could

definitively tell you the exact effect that Proposal No. 26 would
have on the taxpayers of the state. But, you alluded that this

particular proposal was an alternate to this and that you could
definitively say what effect this would have on the people of

the state. Can you in good conscience tell me kindly wliat this
proposal is going to dotothe people? I'm talking about the tax-

payers of the state.

MR. ROEMER
No, I understand your point. I did not mean to convey that

impression. The point I was trying to make. Peg, is that in an

issue this complex perhaps the presentation of both sides will
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give the people affected a chance to make their own choice, knowing

full well that the choice they make may or may not work either way
they go, but at least they will understand what they've done to them-

selves and not what we've imposed on them. I want to further say

that the proposal as we wrote it in our committee, and if we wrote it

in this constitution proposed. In good conscience I think is a

decent proposal; I do think that. All I'm suggesting to you is

that the decency of the proposal can perhaps be best brought out

in debate, debate that will stem from an alternative presentation
on the constitution.

MR. FULCO
Buddy, I had asked you earlier what the proposal was by the

group opposing the assessor's plan that might have af fected. . . . that
brought about the compromise. May I ask you again that same question?

MR. ROEMER
Sure, Frank. Well, there were three or four original proposals,

Frank—one from the assessor's prior committee called for a one
hundred thousand homestead exemption and called for various rates.
I forget what those rates were. We cyjne down to probably a fifty
thousand dollar homestead exemption with rates on the one hand of

ten percent across the board and on the other hand of fifteen and
twenty percent. The compromise was reached on this floor of ten

and fifteen with an effect of a thirty thousand dollar homestead
exemption. I thought at the time,and I think now, that it was a

decent compromise. However, a compromise by its very nature
leaves a lot of from both side5.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
We have a Bollinger amendment now;lt has been distributed.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 10, after the word "parish"

delete the remainder of the line and at the beginning of line 11,
delete the words and punctuation "by the legislature," and insert
in lieu thereof the following: "and with approval by a majority
of the electors of the parish voting on the question at an election
held for that purpose,"

Explanation

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I think regardless

of all the other sections of Mr. Stagg's alternatives, when you
look on page 2, Section 1, Paragraph (B) and read it in comparison
to everything else we have talked about with regards to property
taxes, you see that there Is a tremendous change in the article on
Local and Parochial Government, Committee Proposal No. 17, Section
27 which deals with finance says, and I quote, "Mlllage rates may
be increased in any parish when approved by a majority of the electors
voting thereon in an election held for that purpose." We are saying
in Local and Parochial Government, that for the local governing
authorities to raise local taxes, the people have to agree that It

is necessary, and they have to agree that they want to back themselves.
In Paragraph (B) of Section 1 it says, "however, upon adoption of an

ordinance by the governing authority of any parish, and with subsequent
approval by the legislature, the percentage in any parish may be
increased to twenty-five percent or decreased to ten percent." In

essence, what he is saying here is that with the local ordinance
and a majority of votes of the legislature your local property taxes
can be raised because by raising your percentage of assessment and
not lowering your mills, in essence, you are raising your property
tax. My amendment only deals with this part of the alternative.
It deletes the approval of the legislature because there is really
no reason for the legislature to approve a local tax. ]f the
local people want to approve It, It is their prerogative and they
should approve it. However, what it does require is the referendum
of the people to say that if we are going to change the percentage
of assessments, we are going to change it only with the approval of
the people. I move the adoption of the amendment and will answer
any questions.

the Supreme Court has ruled that all people, all electors can vote
In property tax elections and that is not my wishes but it is the
court's ruling.

MR. STINSON
Well, we still don't have to agree with the Supreme Cburt;

do we?

MR. LANIER
Mr. Bollinger, as much as we would like, unfortunately this

convention does not have the authority to overrule the United
States Supreme Court ,does it?

MR. BOLLINGER
That's correct. Judge Lanier.

MR. LANIER
Let me ask you this: don't you think,In view of the fact that

the people have the right to vote on Increases In mlllages ,that it

is only consistent if we provide that the people also have the

right to select their own assessment ratio?

MR. BOLLINGER
That Is definitely right and that is the purpose of the amendment.

MR. LANIER
And, this business about the legislature having the right to

veto, particularly, in a home rule municipality or a home rule

parish ,this idea of the legislature having the right to veto would
not be consistent with the policy of home rule would it?

MR. BOLLINGER
No, it wouldn't. Also, Mr. Lanier, I think it's just window-

dressing because if the local governing authority passed an ordinance

then that you could increase or decrease assessments, I think the

legislature would automatically, as a formality, go along with them

just like they do on most local bills that are offered. I think it's

more of a formality in this thing. I don't think they should have

the right to veto, as you say.

MR. LANIER
Wouldn't you agree, however, that the greatest danger in giving

the legislature the veto power In this situation would be that the

legislature, if it wished, could refuse to agree to any changes and

that way, in effect, you would have no local option at all; Isn't

that correct?

MR. BOLLINGER
That Is true.

Mr. Acting Chairman, so that the people of this state will
know if their delegates wished them to be voting on increases
in taxes, I request a record vote on this amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in support of this

amendment. I think the amendment is good. I think that Delegate
Proposal No. 101 of which we are speaking to, at the same time, is

a very good deal for the people of this state. I think very
definitely that an alternate is needed on the ballot. I think
this amendment to this proposal is a very good amendment. X

would certainly urge your support. If you do decide to go along
with this amendment, I would like to, Mr. Chairman, speak later to

the reason why we should have a proposal. I urge your support of

the Bollinger amendment.

{^Prev ious Question ordered , Record
vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

86-22 . Mot ion to reconsider tabled.]

Further Di scussion

Questions

MR. STINSON
Mr. Bollinger, but you're also letting people that may not be

property owners vote to tax on. .. .Increase the tax on the property
owners; aren't you?

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Stlnson, I agree with you, of course, that is not my... .if

I had my druthers, I wouldn't have nonproperty owners voting. But,

MR. HAYES
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

I guess you could count this against the proposal because: (1) I

think we need an incentive to clear up the slums. I have been in
the building business for a little while and I've found that the
biggest problem we have to clearing up the slums is to get people
to build new homes. You'll find people living in homes that are
exempt making twenty-five, and thirty thousand dollars, and forty
thousand dollars. You can't stop a person from living In a home
exempt based on his salary. If you don't leave an Incentive for
a person to want to build a home, you will then force them to crowd
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up in the slums and this will add to crime. This would also force

that nonprofit cooperations, the churches that you give the tax

exempt status to to get the tax exemption on their apartments and

the people were very low in the apartments and will not build a home.

The young couples are the ones who get caught with the tax scuffle.

A young couple now building a home, what you're thinking about

building when I was out there for fifteen thousand dollars and

sixteen costing forty-five thousand dollars, will even pay taxes

now. My main objection is here, like automobiles, 1 found that

in building homes they all had about the same thing in them

—

three bedrooms, two bathrooms, lot, and etc., etc.; they all have

about the same things in them, they are a little larger. Now, you

go out and you check your car; you can go from a Volkswagen to a

Cadillac; they are basically the same. Then, I can't see why a

person should suffer such high penalty because his house is just

a little bigger. Now, remember this, everyone must live in some

type of shelter. If he can't provide It for himself, then the

government or some special agency will have to provide it for him.

So, I'm asking you then to leave some type of incentive for him to

do it for himself; they are already taxed to the hilt. It's the young

people like you are putting this tax on, it's not the people already

established; they are not going to be taxed. Again, you cannot

tax the big man with all of the money; you're not going to ever

get him. You are always going to get that person who is just starting

out with a four hundred dollar note, forty-five thousand dollar

house and they are just scuffling trying to clear up what I call

a scuffle. Now, some people would rather do this through urban

renewal and federal legislation. You can do it by simply giving

a homestead exemption; what's the difference? Thank you.

Questions

MR. TOCA
Delegate Hayes, would you agree we are trying to sell a new

constitution in this state?

MR. HAYES
Yes, sir. I agree with you, Mr. Toca, and I have go ahead.

MR. TOCA
Would you also agree if we go around this state and tell the

people we're going to raise their property taxes, what chances do

we have of selling this constitution?

MR. HAYES
This is not telling anybody that you are going to raise any

property taxes! I don't gather this at all as saying you're going

to raise the property taxes. I've heard a lot of people get up

to this podium and say

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Hayes, aren't we discussing at this moment whether or

not we are going to have an alternate on the ballot, sir? Isn't that
what we are discussing?

MR. HAYES
Yes, sir.

MR. CHATELAIN
Well, it has nothing to do with raising the people's taxes; is

that right?

MR, HAYES
I don't see where it would raise any taxes. The only thing

I could see, Mr. Chatelain, usually when a person comes up or if

they have an issue, they always decide what is going to. ...I have
heard more about what will pass and what will defeat the con-
stitution up here than any other place everybody who comes up here
seems to know the answer; I have heard It so much. It looks
like if we know that, somebody ought to just wrltp it dovm and give It

to somebody. I have never said what will pass or defeat this
constitution ,because I don't know.

Thank you.

Further Di scussion

MR. CHATELAIN
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I Just wish you

would give me your attention for just a few minutes; I'll try not

to take the five minutes. But, I urge you to stop and think a

while. Think about what we are speaking about this morning. What

is the topic of discussion this morning? We are discussing whether

or not we are going to put another alternate on the ballot for the

people of this state to have a choice. Since we came here on

July 5 you, as well as I ,have heard many, many discussions on the

vital issue of taxation as it relates to people's property in this
state. You have heard many people come here. You in the committee
meetings have heard people up here before the committee meetings
and discuss the problem of taxation. You heard the governor saying
before you last week and discuss a very serious problem as it relates
to taxation on our homes and property in this state. We are here today
to do what I think is justice in the final hours of drafting a con-
stitution for all the people of this state. I would urge you to
think a while before you cast your vote, I say that today, that
this very hour ,will reflect the labors of our work here for the
last six months and a year—six months in this convention hall and
for one year in committee meetings. We are discussing whether or
not the people in Caddo Parish, Orleans Parish, and other parts of
this state would have an option to raise their own taxes. They
would have to go to the polls and do this. But, they wouldn't be
limited to a certain percentage as set forth in the committee proposal.
This is what we are discussing here this morning is an alternate on
the ballot. We had a fight here for the last two or three days on
whether or not there should be an alternate on the ballot as it
relates to education in this state a very vital issue, a very
vital concern to many people in this state. This is no less
serious than the idea of education or business of education.
This deals with the very life blood, the political life blood and
the economic life blood of the citizens of this state. It has to

do with whether or not they can have better schools or better
communities if they Vant that; this is what we are discussing, an
alternate, whether to have an opportunity to vote for Mr. Stagg's
idea or what we have already adopted in this convention. This is

what we are talking about. I say to you, Mr, Chehardy and others,
I say to youi give those people a chance to vote as they wish,
as we have given the people an opportunity to vote in the area of

education. Let's give them this opportunity; this is not too much;
it's not asking too much. This is what the people are entitled to.

I urge that you would give them an opportunity to vote. I would
urge that you support Delegate Proposal No. 101 as amended by the

Bollinger amendment. I think it's good for the people. I think
it's good for everyone in this state. I urge your support.

Question

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chatelain, do you know that I believe the committee

proposal is harmful to New Orleans and to other cities? But,

tell me, do you believe Industry and residential property

should be assessed at the same evaluation?

MR. CHATELAIN
No comment, sir.

MR. LANDRUM
No comment?

Further Discussion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I feel compelled

to come before you at this moment because some of you requested

of me, "Was I in favor of this proposal?" When Mr. Stagg contacted

me, I felt that I would sign it because ,
possibly ,he had some

difficulty getting sufficient names to bring it forth. But, at

that time I advised him that ,at this late hour, I was not in favor

of this delegate proposal. As many of you are well aware that in

committee I was at odds with Mr. Chehardy and the various other

assessors for many, many months, I stood for what I thought was

right. They stood for what they thought was right. But, in the

end I feel what we came up with in this proposal and what the conmittee

adopted in the committee proposal as presented and amended on this

floor is the best proposal for all of the people of this State of

Louisiana. I think that it provides adequate rollbacks and roll

forwards, that it provides a real and substantial way that local

goverranent can get their homestead exemptions returned to them from

the state treasurer. I think that it is one of the best proposals

in this constitution. I suggest to you delegates, that now is not

the time to come before these people and say, "Take this or take

that", that I say it's time for us to get out and explain what we

did. When we hear people referring in the newspaper or in the news

media to falsifications about what we did, it's time for us to stand

up and explain what we did—this convention. I think that we must

take the positive approach because there are those who say, "Give

them a choice." We gave them a choice. We submitted ourselves to

the people and they chose us as what they thought was the best

people to represent their wishes. Now, I tell you, ladies and

gentlemen, that the only problem is that if you submit this as an

alternate in my area there's going to be a lot of people vote "for"

and "against" the constitution. They are going to walk out of that
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polling places and chat's the end of their hopes. I wouldn't want

to take a possibility that ten percent of the people of this state

might alter the wishes of what ninety percent of those voting want

to do.

Question

MR. WEISS
Delegate Champagne, the proposal before us lists particularly

permitting local option property taxation. Doesn't the present

constitutional article allow Just that by allowing the local people

to vote a millage change? The millage change would do the same

thing as this article. and it seems quite confusing to present to

the public when, really, they have this option at local level at

this time; is that not correct?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's correct.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Further Oiscus-sion

MR. D'GEROLAMO
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in opposition to

Delegate Proposal No. 101. I believe that contrary to a very,

very few people in the State of Louisiana—and when 1 say a few,

you can count them on one hand—we do have a salable constitution.

Do you know why we have a salable constitution. . .because the delegates

here .over the past year .have worked hard for what we believe in

and for what we know the people back home want. In the various

meetings we have had .we have satisfied the municipalities, the

local officials in the home rule charters and protecting home

rule government. In local and parochial government we have also

satisfied these local officials and police jurors throughout the

state. We have satisfied the assessors, district attorneys, sheriffs,

derka of court and many, many other elected officials who are

elected and represent all of the people of the State of Louisiana

and their thinking. We have now, at this time, just about satisfied

the governor of Louisiana that we do have a good, good, good project

here, and a salable document. But, I think it's about time that we

do not forget to satisfy and protect the most Important element of

this state—the people of Louisiana and how we are going to protect the

people of Louisiana. ... by their most cherished possessions—their

homes. How do you protect their homes to assure a man who has

worked from one day to thirty years for the purpose of paying for

his home the protection that he will have his home and his home

will not be taxed out of reach? I believe the men and ladies who

worked on revenue and taxation and the proposal that was finally

compromised by the ten, ten, and fifteen is an equitable program

and it is salable to the people of Louisiana. The people of

Louisiana want to know how much their taxes are going to be. Before

they vote for this constitution ,they want to know the percentage;

they want to know what is their homestead exemption going to be,

and how much their yearly taxes is going to be. How much that

note that they owe to the bank or the homestead is going to be

raised by what we do here in this convention. That is what the

people in my district want to know and the people in your district

want to know before they vote for or against this constitution.

Mr. Bollinger's amendment is a good amendment. But, let me tell

you this: This is like attaching a piroque to the Titantic as its

life preserver. This is a bad, bad proposal because the people of

the State of Louisiana .should they want to raise their taxes, they

have a very, very good vehicle either in municipalities on parish

government. All they have to do is go to their local governing au-

thorities aud put before the people bond issues for specific

purposes and let the people vote on whether they want these specific

purposes or not. The people do not want to give politicians.

elected offlclals.a blank check and say "Raise my taxes or lower

my taxes as you see fit and use the money as you see fit." They

want to know where their money is going; how it's going to be

spent, and they want to know whether the proposition that they

are going to vote for is what they want. Now, I wonder, ladies

and gentlemen, and I hope this is not true, my feeling is wrong.

I hope my feeling is wrong. But. sometimes you get a little

skeptical and you wonder maybe the proponents of a proposal such

as this are trying to kill the entire portion of the constitution

dealing with property taxes because I am sure. with the lawsuits that

we now have, and certainly the ones that will come up later on, there

is no way in the world of equalizing taxes statewide by local option.

We're certainly going to have differences of percentages statewide.

Now, if this is the case, well, I am sorry of the thinking of some

of the people of this convention.

I urge the defeat of this proposal.

Questions

MR. STINSON
On this, isn't it automatically a raise or increase to

fifteen percent whether your parish would vote against it or not,

the rest of the state would automatically raise Bossier Parish,

we'd saytby the passage of this alternate?

MR. D'GEROLAMO
Mr. Stlnson, this would raise throughout the state from

ten percent to fifteen percent. You're going back home and

tell the people," I changed my mind, instead of ten percent I'm

going to raise you now five percent.

MR. STINSON
Also, then I would have to get the police Jury to call

an election ... my people would, but on the . . . they say

a majority vote of the taxpayers, but It doesn't set up the

machinery for that election. Don't you think that's defective?

MR. D'GEROLAMO
That is exactly right.

MR. STINSON
Next thing is, it says that any parish may increase to

twenty-five percent. Now, it doesn't say to twenty percent, or

it doesn't say not over twenty-five. It has to go either from

fifteen to twenty-five, the way it's drawn, isn't it?

MR. D'GEROLAMO
At the will of the local governing authority.

MR. STINSON
Also, it has to be reduced from fifteen to ten, not

from fifteen to twelve or anything. They've got it tied in;

it doesn't say not more or not less. Don't you think that's

plainly defective?

MR. D'GEROLAMO
I Interpret it exactly like that. Mr. Stlnson.

Mr. Speaker, if there's no further speakers,

the previous question.

I call for

Further Discussion

MR. LOWE
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I

really hadn't planned to speak on any alternatives, and I wouldn't

be speaking on this alternative except that I really believe I

have something to tell you. This particular provision says that

"by approval of the local governing authority and by the voters.

You can't hear? I can speak louder or else they can turnup the mikes;

I don't know which we prefer. You all make out like I'm Gordon

Flory up here and see if vou can let me be heard. Is that

better, do I sound like Gordon Flory now? No. Make out like I'm

Vic Bussie and see if you can help me out a little. Mr. Chairman

and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, what I'm saying is

that I didn't plan to speak on any of these alternates but I think

that I have something I can let you think about and see if you

agree with. We've just amended the proposal that said that we

can raise from fifteen percent of fair market value up to twenty-

five percent by a vote of the local governing authority and with

approval of the voters in that district. Now, another section

says that once we do that, that we will adjust homestead exemptions

proportionately to take care of that adjustment. Now, let's take

a hypothetical example. At fifteen percent we would be exempting

a twenty thousand dollar home. Fifteen percent of twenty thousand

is three thousand. Let's assume we raise the millage by

fifty percent, from fifteen to twenty-two and half percent.

Then that exempts a twenty thousand dollar . . .

a forty-five thousand dollar homestead exemption would be in

effect. We would have to provide twenty-two percent of twenty

thousand ... I mean fifty percent of twenty thousand and

we would come up again and make the adjustment. So. we would

end up with a forty-five hundred dollar homestead exemption.

I see some people shaking their heads, they say and you read

what we say in here and what it says is. "however, if the

percentage of fair market value or use value is changed in any

parish as authorized by Paragraph (B) of Section 1 of this

article. The value of the homestead exemption for all eligible

homeowners shall be adjusted to compensate for the change.

How do you compensate for the change? The rates go up fifty

percent, so the homestead exemption goes up fifty percent. So

that raises the three thousand dollar homestead exemption to

forty-five hundred dollars. Okay. s° that offsets that increase

for the homeownenas I aopreriate it. Now. but what happens for the
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business? I have heard it said that, "Well, you can't collect any more
in that district than you did before because you have the rollup

and the rollback provisions." Well, I'm not sure that's true be-
cause in the rollup and the rollback provisions, if I remember

correctly, it says that you can't collect any more the first

year after this is placed into effect. But, suppose we go five

or ten years down the line and decide to raise it from fifteen

percent to twenty-two and a half percent. Is the rollup and

rollback applicable? I'd say that here I've had a concern in

the past about shifting some taxes from industry to the homeowner.

I have some fear here that we could very well shift all of this

Increase from the homeowner to industry. I don't think that's

fair. I think that if you read this, you could tend to agree

with me. Now, I haven't had much chance to look at It, but if

anyone can tell me it doesn't say that, well, I would stand

corrected, but at this riioment I think it says just that. I

ask you to defeat this proposal because of that.

Questions

other delegates. I listened to you when you talked, now would you
listen to me while I talk because I'm not going to be here very
long and this convention is about to be over. I want to leave you
with one small message. When the election is over and the result
is known, and should our work be rejected, please consider whether
or not your vote on this delegate proposal* however much you may
disagree with it, whether your vote on this proposal may have con-
tributed to that doleful result. This is the hundred and twentieth

day of our deliberations and I've enjoyed them alL I've won some,

and I've lost some, but I have enjoyed them. But, did we, on January
the 17th, make the wrong decision about an alternative on property
taxes? When you consider that prospect, I should hope that you would
urge and vote that there shall be an alternative to the Property Tax
Proposal. Mr. Chairman, I have no other remarks to say except
that I have enjoyed the association with each and every one of you.

\_Proposal failed to pass: 31-83.
Mo tion to reconsider tabled .^

MR. FLORY
Mr. Lowe, as I appreciate what you*re saying, that figure

of ten thousand angels we heard the other day, you'd have to

raise it to twenty thousand angels to pass this if this proposal
is adopted, right?

MR. LOWE
Well, Gordon, I think if this is a proposal that wants

to accomplish one thing, I think it's doing something else
and I think we would have to get us a better vanguard, yes, sir,

of angels. I think we have one at the mike over here now.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Lowe, do you think . . . well, you know that

revenue sharing is really the reimbursement to local government

for what they lose with reference to homestead exemption;

you know that?

Point of Information

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, just a question as to where we stand under

the rules as to scheduling. There was some question back in this
part of the room as to whether the other alternative proposals may
be submitted. May they?

MR. HENRY
They have already been submitted. I think they can be considered,

and we will consider them after lunch. Yes* ma'am.

MS. ZERVIGON
They may be considered. Thank you.

Recess

MR. LOWE
Yes, sir. You've explained that to me.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, do you think that one political subdivision or one parish

ought to be able to get more on a homestead exemption than another

parish gets on it?

MR. LOWE
No, sir. I don't believe that. I think it ought to support . .

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, don't you think that if there is a variance in the

local option for percentages that they ought to adjust their

homestead accordingly?

MR. LOWE
I agree with that a thousand percent. Senator De Blieux, and

I didn't . . . you're making a point that I have no quarrel with.

The quarrel I had . . .

All right. The point that I made was that we're going to

be shifting from the homeowner to industry with this proposal, if

we do ,in fact ,raise It. That's the point I made, not about the point

you questioned me. Senator.

[wo t i on to recess rejected : 46- 56 .

Previous Question ordered . ]

[previous Question ordered . ]

CI OS i ng

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, I have listened with great interest to the

speakers who have been to the microphone this morning,who for

reasons of their own have concluded that they don't believe that

we need an alternative in the ad valorem tax field. That is their
privilege. On yesterday, the convention decided that there shall

be an alternative in another controversial area of this constitution

—

that of the governance of education. I think the convention acted
wisely in furnishing an alternative; whether I agree with the content
of that alternative is not the question. As a matter of fact, I

thought it missed the mark a bit, but there will be an alternative
for education. It is my feeling that we need an alternative in the

property tax field. Mr. Toca, I'm trying to talk to you and the

{^Quorum Call : 67 delegates present
and a quorum

.

J

MR. POYNTER
I'd like to at this time. . . we're getting ready here

in just a minute to set up on my left and your right a

table containing the copy— the signature pages for you to sign
for the eventual document. Again, the purpose of it will be so

that eventually each of you will have an original copy individually
signed—not reproduced—that will be transmitted to you. Now,
we're going to have chairs there available for you. It's going to

take a lot of cooperation. First of all, please ,so that other copies

can be made, it's essential that all copies be signed in black
ink. The printer has encouraged me about five different times to

please make sure that you do sign it in black ink. I realize it's

going to take some time for you to do it, but that's the only way
everyone will have an individual copy, is you just sit there and

go through the process. The pages will be there and try to turn

pages for you and help. It's six pages; six of you can do it

at a time.

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Next proposal is Delegate Proposal No. 102 introduced

by Delegate Vick, Abraham and others.
A proposal to provide with respect to an alternative

provision relative to the Judicial Branch

.

Explanation

MR. VICK
Mr. Chairman, there are some technical amendments that

are coming, I believe. During the course of this convention
some months ago, in heated debate* my good friend— or I should
say, our good friend— Camille Gravel, said from this microphone
that"l've tried logic and that has failed, and perhaps this
afternoon I'll attempt sympathy." Well, I can't believe that this

body has reje.cted logic, the tenor of the times (including Watergate

and all of its ramifications) .and history —primarily legal history

—

but the history of this state as well. Mind you, I'm not rejecting

any sympathy votes, and with only sixty-seven delegates in the

house, I'll take any kind I can get. The power of the attorney

general to initiate criminal prosecutions has been in either the
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constitution of this state or the statutes since 1813, which was

its inception as a state in this Union. Forty-four states In this

Union allow the attorney general, their respective attorneys general

to initiate local prosecutions and this would make, if this convention

rejects this alternate and goes with the proposal that's currently

in the constitution, we would drop from the list of states and

that would make only forty-three. So, Louisiana would again be

taking a step backward. Now, the American Law Institute and the

American Bar Association and the President's Commission on Law

Enforcement have said in study after study that the trend to increase

the power of the attorney general on a state basis is absolutely

essential in order to further the ends of good law enforcement, and

the reasons for that are numerous. But, remember ladies and

gentlemen, if you will, remember , because I'm going to repeat this

over and over again, the attorney general of this state Is not asking

that his powers be increased, but remain the same. The President's

Conmission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice,

which was in a book entitled The Challenge of Crime in a Free

Society , in 1967 said, and I quote, "at common law the at torney general

had full authority over local prosecutions. The office of county or

district attorney represented a division of the attorney general's

powers. In those states where the local prosecutor Is independently

selected the attorney general should retain power to initiate pro-

secutions when, in his opinion, the Interests of the state so re-

quire." That's exactly what we liave in the Constitution of '21.

The President's Commission went on to say, "experience demonstrates,

that such authority when granted is used only infrequently." That

is also the history of this state, ladles and gentlemen, that he has

had the power and it has been used very Infrequently. Further, the

President's Commission said, and I quote, "In those rare Instances

where local prosecutors are unable or unwilling to prosecute, thp

attorney general should be able to enter the case and assist or

direct the prosecutor. When such power exists. It is rarely exer-

cised. But, It should be available to the attorney general and we

have that power now." Again, ladles and gentlemen, these are the

recommendations of the President's Conalsslon on Law Enforcement.

Louisiana fits that mold. This convention by its vote has seen fit,

as the attorney general said In his memorandum to you the other day,

to strip him of those two important functions. Where are we now?

What do we have? Again, 1 refer to Dean Sullivan's letter to the

attorney general of December lAth, wherein he says,—Insofar as the

power we're concerned with today, the power over criminal prosecu-

tions, in comnentlng on his present powers In Section 56, of

Article VII of the Constitution of '21—and I quote, "This can only

be Interpreted as a plain and clear grant of authority to the at-

torney general to institute, prosecute and Intervene in any criminal

prosecution brought in the name of the state in a court of criminal

Jurisdiction." Further, Article 62, of the Code of Criminal Pro-

cedure reentorces this grant In the following language: "The at-

torney general has authority to Institute and prosecute or to Inter-

vene in any proceedings as he may deem necessary for the assertion

or the protection of the rights and interests of the state." Now,

on page 2, ladles and gentlemen. Dean Sullivan deals with a case

that you have heard discussed from this microphone. It was decided

In 1943 and dealt with a super-session by the then Attorney General

Stanley, in a case involving Tangipahoa Parish and we have today,

two of the descendents of the participants In that case. We have

here, Challn Perez, who represented the D.A. In Tangipahoa, and we
have Sheriff Edwards, whose father was Involved In that litigation.

Ladies and gentlemen, the holding In this case has been so mis-

stated, so confused, so obfuscated, and Dean Sullivan lays it to

rest I think in some respects, but let me tell you what the attorney

general considers to be the holding in Kemp v. Stanley . It's very

simple, that if a district attorney is doing his Job, the attorney

general cannot intervene or supersede. There are those who agree

with the attorney general. It may not be the District Attorneys'

Association, but Dean Sullivan goes further, and I won't bother to

read it all to you. But, he says, and I quote, "it should be pointed

out that the power of the attorney general is a discretionary one,

which he may exercise or not in the constitutional language quote,

'as he may deem necessary for the assertion or protection of the

rights and Interests of the state'." Certain language in Kemp

would indicate that this discretionary power may be reviewed by the

courts. Well, of course, ladles and gentlemen, there isn't a thing

that we do that's not subject to Judicial review. The work of this

convention Is subject to Judicial review. Now, another point that

the district attorneys find unacceptable, insofar as vagueness I

believe, or perhaps it's Just the concept, is the power of super-

vision. For example, Mr. Ware said to the attorney general, in my

presence on at least two occasions, "What does that mean? What does

the power to supervise mean?" Well, Dean Sullivan says and I quote

—

at the bottom of page 2, Section 56 of Article VII of the Constitution

specifically empowers the attorney general to—quote, "exercise
supervision over the several district attorneys throughout the state."

This authority Is restated In almost identical language in

Article 62 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, "subject to the

supervision of the attorney general, the district attorney has

entire charge and control of every criminal prosecution instituted

or pending in his district and determines whom, when, and how he

shall prosecute.'' Now, ladles and gentlemen, that Is the broadest

grant of power that the legislature has probably ever given to any

single officeholder in the history of the state. Further, Dean

Sullivan says, "It seems evident that the legislature has Imple-

mented the constitutional provision by making every act of the

district attorney in a criminal case from decision to prosecution

and the final disposition only vaguely subject to the supervision

of the attorney general." He concedes to Mr. Ware and the others.

This is obviously an area of potential difficulty since the term

"supervision" is not subject to ready or easy Interpretation, and

it must also be kept in mind that the Supreme Court In Kemp stated,

"we refrain from attempting to state generally in this opinion, the

extent of the attorney general's powers. Each case must be decided

as it Is arising and Is presented to us." Now, ladies and gentlemen,

we get to the current proposal before you—and Dean Sullivan concludes

In his opening statement by saying, and I quote, "clearly this re-

duces"— this proposal that's currently before us and I told you

yesterday that Dean Sullivan has not changed one word of his letter

to the attorney general even with the small changes that were made

—

"clearly this proposal reduces the power of the attorney general In

criminal cases, removes entirely the authority to initiate criminal

prosecutions, and reduces the possible participation of the attorney

general In the prosecution of criminal cases to that of advising and

assisting." Remember as today, we adopted the amendment to make it

"written". .. ."on written request from the district attorney." He

concludes, "this represents a very significant change In the policy

which has heretofore been the basic law of this state"— I might add,

"Amen"—since 1913 in Its present form and since 1813 when this state

became a part of the Union. Now, the power of supervision, of course,

in this current proposal before the convention has been removed entire-

ly, and Dean Sullivan says of that, "The power of the attorney general

to supervise the district attorneys Is eliminated completely from the

proposed constitutional revision." This again represents a very signi-

ficant change In the policy which was expressed In the '21 Constitu-

tion. Should the revision become effective the district attorneys

would have complete control over all criminal prosecutions and would

be completely free of any control or direction by the attorney general.

In my opinion, this would also require the repeal of Article 62 of

the Code of Criminal Procedure and the elimination of the supervisory

power of the attorney general from Article 61. Finally, the bete

noire of this section, for cause—for cause. What does that mean?

Dean Sullivan says as follows: "A new power is granted to the at-

torney general to supersede a district attorney In any criminal

action of the proposed constitutional revision. Apparently, in

keeping with the implication of Kemp v. Stanley , this authority has

been limited to those situations where the supersession 'for cause'

Is further limited to those cases in which the supersession is

authorized by a court of original Jurisdiction in which the case is

pending. The entire process Is specifically made subject to Judicial

review. The very difficult task of defining 'for cause' is left

either to the legislature or the Supreme Court acting on a case by

case basis. In view of the limitations created It is my opinion that

any attempted exercise of this power would produce such difficulty

and such protracted litigation as to make It Ineffective In any

practical sense." Although outside the scope of this opinion. Dean

Sullivan concludes, "It should be noted that any dispute arising

over the attempted exercise of this power which would require pro-

tracted Judicial review might well have an adverse affect on the

right of a speedy trial of the defendant in a particular criminal

proceeding, and thus be In violation of the rights guaranteed by

the United States Constitution." Ladles and gentlemen, fellow

delegates, I'll conclude on this note, by quoting from the

governor's admonition of this convention, "The constitution

—

he said—must give the attorney general of our state subject to

court approval, the Independent right to Institute and prosecute

criminal proceedings. District attorneys who are violently op-

posed to this proposition In my Judgment have no real basis for

opposing it. They do, I understand, and 1 do not challenge their

position. I merely say that I think it is in the Interest of what

is good for government, and the attorney general of our state

should have that authority." Ladles and gentlemen, everything we

do Is subject to Judicial review. The Constitution of '21 and the

powers given to the attorney general were subject to Judicial

review: to wit, Kemp v. Stanley . The attorney general of this state

Is satisfied with the decision in Kemp v. Stanley because remember,

if a district attorney is doing his Job, the attorney general has

no business there. That's what he has said repeatedly. In conclu-

sion, I remind you that the attorney general is not asking that his

powers be Increased, but really remain the same, and let the people

decide. I don't think that's a great deal to ask. Mr. Chairman,

I'll attempt to answer any questions.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair
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Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Vlck, what you have is exactly what's in the 1921 Consti-

tution?

MR. VICK
Verbatim.

MR. DUVAL
It's not your intent to legislatively overrule Kemp v.

Stanley , but let the courts decide in the future what this language
means. Is that correct?

MR. VICK
On a case by case basis, Mr. Duval.

Further Discussion

MR. JONES
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I am for alternatives. The

call of this convention was people-oriented. There was no quali-

fying fee. There were candidates galore. Some of us ran in a

primary with as many as from twenty-five to fifty opponents.

There is no question that the legislature in establishing this

convention wanted the people to participate in making the tough

decisions. They so provided in the act for alternatives. I

am for Alternative 102, which defines the powers of the attorney
general of this state to include both civil and criminal juris-
diction. You know up to this point in the convention that I

have been the delegate for industry. I replaced Mr. Lennox in

the middle of December and have diligently tried to represent

my appointment. As a lawyer, this was not difficult. In fact,

it has been a lot of fun. I have represented industry positions
in banking. Industry was against the concept of limiting multi-
parish banking, and I represented the great big banks against

the poor little rich banks. Public utilities—industry wanted a

better break from the Public Service Commission, and I ate steak
with the telephone company and crow on this convention floor,

and poor Rev. Landrum, he missed his steak dinner. He wasn't
feeling very well and only had a cup of beef soup and coffee.
I just put that in there so Senator Rayburn would know that I

got my steak. Revenue bonds—industry wanted the state to have
the right to issue them, and I participated in this portion of

the Revenue and Taxation Article. Tax exemption— industry wanted
to keep its right to tax exemption, and I worked for this exemp-

tion. At this late stage in the convention, I have completed
most of the work of industry. Now, I assume a different posture.

Most of you know that I've been associated with the Department
of Justice of this state since last September. But, in case

any delegates do not know this fact, I wish to call this to

their attention. I am associated with the attorney general in

the Civil Division. It has been my appreciation and impression

from the outset of the short time I've been in this convention
that those delegates not associated with the district attorneys
and the local sheriffs do not fully understand what is now provided

in the proposed constitution in defining the duties and responsibillt
of the attorney general. I will try to explain them and reason
with you to the best of my ability in simple, plain language.
Under the proposed constitution, the attorney general becomes
for all practical purposes only the civil legal officer of this

state. The district attorneys will have full control of the
criminal work. The attorney general can only participate in

criminal prosecution to assist the district attorney, and then
only when he is so invited in writing. As you know, there are
approximately thirty-four judicial districts, one district
attorney for each judicial district. Now, the 1921 Constitu-
tion and the law of this state since 1813, which is over a
hundred and sixty years ago, has provided that the attorney
general shall have not only civil legal responsibility, but
criminal responsibility. Further, he shall have supervision
over the district attorneys of this state. The proposed consti-
tution removes the supervisory powers of the attorney general
over the district attorneys, thus resulting in making each one
of the district attorneys autonomous in his own judicial district.
Now, think of this, the attorney general is elected statewide.
He is one of the four leading executive officials of this state.
The D.A.'s are elected individually from their respective
judicial district. Each of the elected delegates to this
convention represents approximately 1/105 of the total population
of this state. Now, this convention has*by a majority vote, cut

in half the powers of the attorney general. You have eliminated
his control over criminal prosecution and his supervisory powers
over the thirty-four district attorneys. It is only fair and
just that you place an alternative on the ballot of this people-
oriented convention that will grant to the voters of this state

the opportunity to make this important decision for themselves,
and that decision is: do they want an attorney general who is

only a civil legal officer, or do they want an attorney general
wtio has supervisory power over the thirty- four district attorneys
and has primary responsibility to initiate criminal proceedings?
This is the issue in plain and simple language; not to give to
the citizens of this great state the alternative to choose their
own fate is to disfranchise them without a vote. Let's don't
have this happen. Let's don't have the attorney general cam-
paigning in this state to defeat our constitution that we've
worked so hard to complete. Now, let's consider the facts.
First, I must congratulate the representatives of the district
attorneys and the local sheriffs. They've done a good job of
"belling the cat." Now, they're out from under the supervision
of the attorney general and will have sole .primary responsibility
for criminal prosecution. Delegates , search your hearts . Is

this good for the people of Louisiana? I know your hearts agree
with me that we are wording a constitution, not only for ourselves,
but for our children and for generations yet unborn. We should
not change a basic legal concept that has existed for over a

hundred and sixty years in this state without giving the people
a chance to vote their choice. Now, under the proposed constitu-
tion, let's turn and see how it would work.

You have thirty-four D.A.'s that are solely autonomous in

their own district, each with his own ideas, free of supervision
by the attorney general, and you know what that means—"What

Lola wants, Lola gets." We've already had a case, I'm told,

recently where a D.A. is refusing to recognize the Sunday closing
laws. The merchants in a large urban area are insisting that

the D.A. close his shops in the rural adjoining area. This is

only the beginning. Under the rule of law, what does the governor
do? Who does he turn to to enforce the law? He won't be able

to call upon the attorney general.

I'd like to conclude with this on your mind: Let's don't

take away from the people of this state a hundred and sixty

years of basic legal concept. I ask that you vote favorably

to place this alternative on the ballot for the people to make

the decision. I thank you.

Further Discussion

MR, BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is a matter which we

have debated, I suppose, four or five different times in this

convention, and this convention has spoken overwhelmingly each

time in favor of the general policy position, at first, that

the attorney general should have no criminal jurisdiction at

all. Then, secondly, as a result of a compromise suggested by

the governor of this state, and which is the final article on

the attorney general, that he should have the power to Institute

criminal cases, but should do so only for cause when authorized

by the court which would have original jurisdiction, subject

to full Judicial review, so that if the district court didn't

think that cause existed, then the attorney general could take

his case directly to the Supreme Court of the State of Louisiana

where such cases go. I would point out to you, I don't blame

ies the attorney general's two assistants for trying to increase

his power. But, the attorney general, contrary to their apparent

belief has always been, and will still be a party to all criminal

matters once they're on appeal. This has always been our law.

This is not affected by what we do here. So, we're not talking

about the appellate phase of criminal law;what we're talking

about is the power to institute criminal prosecution. We're

concerned, or should be concerned, not with what the district

attorneys want, whith is no criminal Jurisdiction at all for

the attorney general; or what the attorney general wants which

13 the power to come in and institute criminal prosecutions

any time he decides that he ought to; but, to protect the people,

I think we've hit a good and a workable middle ground. I might

point out to you that we have added here the power to supercede

local district attorneys,which under no possible interpretation

of the old constitution, did the attorney general have. But,

again, he's got to show cause. He's got to show a reason. So,

really I think we're taking basically the same position because

Mr. Vick said again and again that if the local district attorney

is doing his job, the attorney general has got no business going

into the parish to attempt to prosecute crime. Well, we're saying

the same thing. The only thing that we've done in this constitu-

tional provision that we've adopted is we've set up a procedure

and a mechanism whereby we have a mutual third party— the judiciary-

the people that are supposed to decide such matters, to decide

when the attorney general should come in and when and if the local

district attorney is not doing his job. If you will recall, Mr.

Duval asked Mr. Vick, "Well, how would you have this decided on

the basis of Kemp v. Stanley ?" Kemp v. Stanley , by the way—with

all due respects to the good Dean Sullivan, whom I do not know;
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I'b sure he's a good law professor— but I don't know a practicing

criminal attorney In this state that wouldn't tell you that Kem£

V. Stanley said that the second sentence of the old constitutional

provision on the attorney general's power, which provided for

supervision over district attorneys meant and qualified the first

sentence which gave him the power to institute, meant they had

to be read together and meant he couldn't institute anything unless

the local D.A. was not doing his Job. Well, if this is what Kemp

v. Stanley says, then we are agreed. He said, "Let's decide it

on a case by case basis." That's exactly how it will be decided

under the provision that we've adopted here. In the proper case

the court can provide in the benefit and for the welfare of the

people of the State of Louisiana for the attorney general to act.

I would remind you in closing that power is neutral. We've heard

a lot here about the attorney general's power to come in and act

in the Interest of the state. But, If he's got the power to

institute criminal proceedings, 1 submit to you, he can also
act If that power is not subject to some control in the worst
interest of the people of the state. I can suggest to you that

there are certain times in our very recent past, very recent
past, involving such things as voter registration, particularly
In my parish, where the state attempted to come in and purge
our voter registration rolls of about a third of the citizens
of our parish where our local district attorney had to go into
federal court and get an order to prevent them from doing it.

So, think about that. Power is neutral. It can be used for good

purposes, or it can be used for bad purposes, and I submit to

you that what we've done here is insured the people of this state

that they've got a remedy available if and when the local criminal
prosecution breaks down. But, we've also protected them from an
overanbltlous attorney general who may be exercising power when
he shouldn't be exercising it. I submit to you, we should reject
this alternative and maintain the viability of the very good

provision we have adopted.

Questions

MR. GIARRUSSO
Jack, do you anticipate any infringement on the authority

of locally elected officials, if this alternative is adopted?

MR. BURSON
Yes, I could definitely foresee such infringement because

If you just say that the... and I might point out, that this

alternative purports to Include the language of the old consti-

tution. But, the form that's suggested for the ballot suggests

that it means much more because it would say that the attorney

general would have the power to Institute civil and criminal

suits without limitation. It certainly implies that. I think

that this power would be subject to abuse, and the best example

1 can use is, think in recent history in Louisiana. Who have

been the people who have been prone to abuse the power of

prosecution? Has it been the elected local district attorneys,

or has it been some appointed prosecutors that we have operating

in our state? I think if we'll ask that question, then we come

up with the answer that applies here.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Jack, how often in the past has the attorney general Invoked

this authority, and if he has, you know, if you can think of a

case, under what circumstances?

MR. BURSON
The only case that I know about in the books—and I looked

at the annotations under this section—and Kemp v. Stanley and

a couple of others seem to be the only ones that I can find. It

hasn't been, to my knowledge, invoked in a very, very long time,

or even attempted to be Invoked. So, either the attorney general

must have thought 1) that the local prosecutors were doing a

good Job or 2) he must have realized he didn't have that power

at all under the holding of Kemp v. Stanley which 1 would think

is the law.

MR. GIARRUSSO
Last question. Jack: Do you believe that the people's interests

are best protected on what we've adopted, or if we submit this

alternative to the people as well?

MR. BURSOH
No, I don't. I think the best interests of the people are

protected in the section that we have adopted, and 1 think we

ought not to leave it susceptible to change because we provided

there the ultimate safeguard. The courts are the ultimate

residuum of individual liberties in this country anyway. That's

what we provide.

Further Discussion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I rise

in support of Mr. Vlck's proposal, not because I'm against the

local D.A. or I'm against the attorney general, but It seems

to me, very clearly, that we may not— and not being familiar

with that process— that we may not recognize the depths of what

we're doing and what we may not be doing. I've heard some of

the concerns about making the A.G. so autonomous, and so all-

extensive in terms of his power. But, I can very well see

that that could be the same on a local level, and at what point

besides the judicial interpretation do you have the kinds of

—

for lack of better words— let me say, check and balance. I

agree with you, Sheriff , that I don't think that If the mores of

a parish says that chicken fights are in order that the A.G.

ought to be coming up in there stirring up the people. But,

at the same time, when there is corruption as such in government,

as such, and because they are all elected officials, that it

would seem to me that you might have a political problem there

where a D.A. may be just not forced to prosecute. I think if

we look at the history of the invocation of the A.G.'s power,

it's not readily made clear to me that he has abused In any

form nor manner. Secondly, I'm just sorry—and I know that

there Is some sentiments against the present A.G. personality

but I can't do anything about that. I'm just trying to talk

on the substance of whether the A.G. ought to have some sorts

of option when there is some breakdown—it may not be intentional

on the part of local D.A.'s—but because of maybe political pres-

sures that he may not be able to perform his duty. I sav that

particularly—again I rise in support—because I personally felt

that some people had the various image that I was one, particularly

in my debate about the juvenile proposal, one who favored protec-

tion of those who comnit criminal offenses. From the arguments

I've heard so far, in that we are providing an alternative, in

that that questions there is ramifications on both ends of the

spectrum, that we ought to allow such an alternative to be posed

to the people. With the kinds of political muscles that I think

D.A.'s have back home, if they seriously feel that this would

jeopardize their position, I think that they could defeat the

alternative. In addition, I just wonder very seriously, what

if a certain segment of a local parish may want certain reforms

and the powers that may not be, and the powers in the political

structure says, "Well, no. You're treading on dangerous territory.

You're not only affecting the mores; you're affecting, really, the

political structure." If you're not in the"in crowd", 1 can

very well see that some may very well have been used in argument

against A.G. Some may very well be persecuted and prosecuted

on the local level. I think that the question raised by Mr. Vlck's

proposal is the question of great concern to all the people of

the state, great concern on the part of the D.A.'s on the local

level, great concern to attorney general, and particularly, great

concern of those people who feel that there ought to be a greater

enforcement—and I repeat—a great enforcement without discretion

of the law. I think that we ought to at least leave this

question open for consideration, and hopefully after we're over,

they'll be some discussion and moving for the adoption of this

document; there will be some discussion and more time brought

out whether I, as a voter,would vote for what we have in the

present constitution, or vote for the alternative. I think it's

that critical, and I just hope that we attempt to listen and

attempt to understand that that is a two-edged sword, and that

those of us who may be concerned about law enforcement and

concerned about what's going on in government and going on

and understand the political ramifications of it— the serious political

ramifications of it—then I think that we would be very wise to

offer this as an alternative as we did with some other very
highly controversial issues. So, for that reason, I would
ask that you would support the alternative proposal.

Further Discussion

MR. GUARISCO
Mr. Acting Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise In support of the Vick alternate tor several reasons.

One reason is that I, myself—and I don't think many persons

in this convention ran on a platform that the attorney general

of this state had too much power, and that they were going to

go up to Baton Rouge and see that we reduce some of this power.

This all happened since you've gotten here, and since you've

probably been lobbied by the district attorneys. Now, Mr. Burson

stood up here and said during the debate on the Bill of Rights—
when we were talking about the rights of the accused ; we were

talking about the rights of the poor and the blacks and the

women as opposed to prosecution and the district attorneys that

we must trust our public officials. But, he was only speaking
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about the public officials that he was directly connected with:

that is»the local district attorney's office. But, when it comes

to the attorney general, we forget all about this public trust,

and the district attorneys don't want to trust the attorney
general. That's odd to me. They want to be trusted with far,

far more power— the power to put people in jail, to put them

away for good, and so forth, and to prosecute—but they don't
want to be superceded or supervised by any other superior. I

urge that you support this amendment.

Further Di scussi on

MR. ROY

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

hate to rise against my friend Kendall Vick, but I feel that I

rise in favor, for one time, of the district attorneys and the

farmers of this state; and I'm going to tell you why. Right now,

I'm defending a lawsuit brought by the attorney general's office
to stop soybean farmers in Avoyelles Parish from growing soybeans
because, allegedly, in Rapides Parish, it's affecting Che bass
fishing in a particular lake. Now, that, to me, is the worst
thing that can happen when the attorney general has the broadest
authority to take sides in a case that is between two groups:
bass fishermen versus farmers. I don't know where you stand on

it, but I know where I stand. But, that's not the point. The

point is that under the present constitution, and as Mr. Vick
would have it in the attorney general, the attorney general
has unlimited power to intervene in any type suit that he wishes
and to supersede a district attorney. Now, you know that I've

had my quarrels with the D. A. 's here, but I'd much rather have
the D. A. in a parish, subject to the vote of that parish, to

determine whether a particular case will be brought to trial or
not. The present provision, which we have passed, still allows

the court— if it sees fit— to allow the attorney general to

intervene in a criminal case. So, I urge you to vote against
this particular proposal. Let's keep what we've got, and let's

make it so that the attorney general has got to have a public
necessity to come on in a case, and not allow some environmentalist
attorney he's got with him to, at the whim of whoever he chooses,
run around and try to file lawsuits to stop people from farming,
and other things of that nature, in this state. Thank you.

Further Discussion

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, this

is a very serious matter that is before us at this time. You

will recall that yesterday Mr. Pugh presented an amendment. Where,

previously, we had said the governor will support the laws of the

state, it was necessary to change that to say the governor will
execute the laws and enforce the laws of the state. The reason
is quite evident; The people of our state want a system of govern-

ment that will guarantee the enforcement of our laws. This ques-

tion that is before us at the present time is not one as to whether
or not we favor the attorney general or the district attorney; it

is a question of whether or not we want law and order, of whether

or not we want a system to provide justice. It is a question of

whether or not we want a system that will correct injustices and

abuses. It is a question of whether or not we want to maintain
the historic American system of checks and balances. I submit to

you that to present this alternative to our people is a means of

guaranteeing this. The district attorneys have overplayed their
hand. They're asking for too much power. Our historic system
calls for a system of checks and balances, and I think it is a

false fear that the district attorneys have. Mr. Burson said, a

moment ago, that this provision has not been invoked. Why, then,

would they have a fear of this provision? We have heard it said,

on other occasions, that power corrupts and absolute power corrupts
absolutely. I think this is a case where the district attorneys
are seeking too much power and, therefore, they need this check
and balance that is provided by this alternative provision.
What we would be doing, in voting favorably for Mr. Vick's alternate

provision, is not to make the final decision, but it is to

leave it to the people. Therefore, I suggest and encourage
you to give favorable support to this alternative provision
that has been presented to us at this time.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Vick, at this time, sends up a set of amendments which

are basically technical amendments. They're rather lengthy—be
passed out right now. The basic purpose, I can tell you, of the
amendments is to make the style of the proposal conform to the
other proposals, relative to alternatives—and, in particular.

Section 3 (A) and the language of [Section) 3 (B) . Rather than
reciting in full the text of what's in the extant draft of the
constitution, just substitute a simple paragraph, be in conformity
with the others, and redo the other provisions consistent there-
with.

{^Previous Quest ion ordered ."]

Closing

MR. VICK
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates; this is the

last hurrah and—as Judge Tate said some time ago— this will be
my last time, I hope, before this convention. I just want you
to remember that the attorney general is not asking that his powers
be increased, but that they remain the same and only to let the
people decide. With that, Mr. Chairman, I will attempt to answer
any questions, if there are any.

Questi ons

MR. BURSON
Mr. Vick, would you agree that the United States Attorney

General, or any of his deputies, cannot intervene in any parish
in the State of Louisiana in a criminal matter until they have
previously obtained an indictment from a federal grand jury?

MR. VICK
The United States. Yes.

MR. BURSON
In other words, they have to go through not just the

judicial proceeding, but a grand jury proceeding, before they

can move on a criminal matter in any parish in this state.

Isn't that correct?

MR. VICK
I don't see the analogy, Mr. Burson, but I would concede

your point.

[^Quorum Call :

and a quorum.
36-67

.

]

98 de legates present
Proposal failed:

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
The next proposal is Delegate Proposal No. 103, introduced

by Delegates Elkins, Grier, Toca, Flory, Asseff, and others:
A proposal to provide with respect to an alternative provision

relative to the legislative branch.
Again, I might say, in light of some prior discussion in this

convention, the printed copy does not have the requisite number of
signatures on it due to the fact that the printer could not read
many of the signatures. As introduced, there were more than suf-
ficient number of persons, delegates, who did sign the proposal
for it to be validly introduced under the rules.

A proposal to provide with respect to an alternative provision
relative to the legislative branch.

Expl anat i on

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman—Mr. Acting Chairman, I believe—and fellow

delegates, I'm going to try to be as brief as possible because
this is really a simple issue. It's not very complicated. The

present constitution, as you know, provides that the legislature
shall meet biannually, in the even number years, for sixty calendar
days in a regular session—an open session—in which any and all

types of legislation may be introduced. It then provides that, in

the odd-numbered years, it will meet thirty days in a so-called
fiscal session, in which there are certain restrictions on what

the legislature can consider. It only can consider fiscal matters.

Under the document, the Legislative Article that has been approved

by this convention so far—and as it now stands— the legislature
will meet annually for not more than sixty legislative days, but

within an eighty-five day calendar period. As I explained to you

the other day, there are many, many people who don't like that

provision, who are very unhappy with it. I said, also, that I

knew of no one who was out beating the bushes and really clamoring

to increase the time during which the legislature would meet. The

alternative proposal, which we are asking you to place on the ballot

so that the people of the state may make this decision for themselves.
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would permit the legislature to meet annually, in a regular session,

for not more than sixty calendar days. For those who feel that the

present system is insufficient and that the legislature does not

have sufficient time, within a sixty-calendar-day period every

other year, to attend to the general legislation other than fiscal

matters which they consider in these fiscal sessions— to those

people, this would increase, substantially, the time during which

the legislature would meet; but it would decrease, to some extent,

the almost three-month period of time, every year, which the legis-

lature would be permitted to meet in a general session under the

proposal. I told you the other day, and I tell you again, in words

of one syllable—and 1 hope not too many— that it's my belief that

the present provision as it now stands, as you have adopted it,

will generate substantial—substantial—opposition to this document.

That's what 1 believe. I feel that, if this alternative is placed

on the ballot, that it will materially reduce—or, possibly, maybe
eliminate—some of that opposititon. Those are things which I

believe, which 1 can*t prove to you. That's just a feeling that

I have. For that reason, since I for one, as I said—day before
yesterday, I believe—do not wish to see a year of my life, not

to say millions of dollars of the state's money, and a year of

your lives go down the drain, 1 ask you— I implore you— to give

the people an opportunity to consider this question which, I think,

is a reasonable attempt to reconcile these points of view.

Quest ions

MR. STAGG
Jack, were you not generally—before today—were you not

against any alternatives on the ballot at all?

native proposition. As you well know, they meet now annually for
sixty calendar days— I mean biannually. Then every other year,
they can only meet for thirty calendar days in a limited session.
This would provide an annual sixty-day general session.

MR. FAYARD
But, your proposal would provide that the legisla»-*'re would

have to meet this actual sixty days; is that correct?

MR. AVANT
No. It says for not more than sixty calendar days.

MR. FAYARD
One other question, Mr. Avant. Did you know that our commit-

tee heard much testimony regarding the sessions of the legis-
lature and that it was the general consensus of that testimony
that the proposal that we finally came up with should be adopted
by the new constitution—or put in the new constitution to be

adopted by the people.

MR. AVANT
Well, Mr. Fayard

because you all submi
you'd have submitted
just happen to think
many committee report
been literally dissec
remained of them when
didn't happen in this
and all we're asking,
a choice.

I assumed that your committee did that

tted the proposal, and 1 wouldn't think

it if you didn't believe that. But, I

that you're wrong, and 1 know that many,
have come into this convention hall and

ted and that very little, if anything,
the convention got through with it. That
particular instance; but all 1 am asking,
is an opportunity for the people to make

MR. AVANT
I was, but you have opened the door. Certain powers that

we have seen fit to put alternatives on the ballot and see that
the votes were there to get them on there; and I say that it's
only fair, if you're going to do that, then some of the other
people in this convention who are not satisfied—violently not
satisfied—with some of the provisions of this document, to give
them an alternative too.

MR. STAGG
Do you think that the length of the legislative session

was a controversial decision by this convention?

MR. JUNEAU
Jack, what I don't understand: I think, within the past

three weeks, we adopted a delegate proposal by Representative
Casey which mandated the legislature to provide for split sessions,

which made Mr. Riecke very happy. Under the provision which you

have, we couldn't do that. Is that right?

MR. AVANT
Why, sure, they could do that.

MR. JUNEAU
Within the sixty days?

MR. AVANT
1 most certainly do.

MR. AVANT
Why, 1 don't see why not.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Avant, in your remarks, you indicated that, if we don't

put this alternative, we will generate substantial opposition.
I've heard no hue and cry in my district. 1 was wondering if
you could tell us who this substantial opposition is or from
whence it might come.

MR. AVANT
It's people that I have discussed the matter with, Mr. Lanier.

MR. JUNEAU
You're restricting the period In which they can do a split

session, are you not?

MR, AVANT
They only got to do it for two years, and they can certainly

do it. If it don't work, well, they can quit doing it.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. FAYARD
Mr. Avant, what are you actually talking about as an alternative

here? Fifteen days leeway— is that your objection to the committee
proposal?

MR. AVANT
Twenty-five days, Mr. Fayard.

and eighty-five is twenty-five.
The difference between sixty

MR. FAYARD
But, we're talking about twenty-five of what kind of days?

MR. AVANT
We're talking about twenty-five calendar days—or one month,

for all practical purposes—out of the year that people who want
to know what the legislature is doing and want to keep up with
it on a rather detailed and intimate basis are going to be tied
down to that specific project every year. That's what we're
talking about.

MR. FAYARD
Well, then, it's your opinion that the people that you're

talking about are of the opinion that the legislature does not
need additional time for procedural mechanisms to do their job
thoroughly, then. Is that correct?

MR. AVANT
They would get additional time, Mr. Fayard, under the alter-

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I know we're all busy

signing our name. In fact, my nurse called me a moment ago for

a semi-emergency, and the message was left with her that I had

to sign my name a hundred and fifty times. When I went to the

phone, she said: What did you do wrong? I hope that's not a

bad omen for this constitution, but I do consider that these

alternates will help a great deal, psychologically, to pass

this document. The Education Article has now been passed on,

in a Solomon's decision, to the people. 1 think we've made a

very, very serious mistake, and I *yould like to reason with you
in an attempt to correct this mistake, by placing another

alternate on this ballot. First of all, I have not been
persuaded, nor do I care to be labeled as a labor front in

this situation. I think labeling is bad, but I do think it's
necessary that we understand what this means. It's very
important, and I'm sure the governor—had he felt that it

was safe—would have asked you to reduce these sessions. At
one time, the governor of Louisiana, Governor Long, said:
"Louisiana has the finest legislature money can buy." To
paraphrase it today, I think we can say: "Louisiana will
have the most expensive legislature money can buy." The
last legislative session cost 1.7 million dollars. At the

present time, we can save the people of Louisiana— if twenty-
five days are to be saved— three quarters of a million dollars.
This is good government, and I'd like to reason with you a little
more as to what these eighty-five extended days mean. From people
who sit in the legislature, they tell me they hardly get warmed
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up before two weeks go by. We have seen in this body, frequently,

procrastination and, only at this last moment, are we beginning
to work real hard to get the super-legislative document com-

pleted as we would like to have it completed. If we do not

change this, we will have a country club legislature—one who
will be wined, who will be dined, and who will be padded on the

weekends between work. This is the type of alternate proposal

I suggest we give the people of Louisiana to show them that we
delegates are interested in good government. The more laws

—

the more corruption; the more time— the more laws. It's just

that simple. If we give the legislature all this time, there

will be more and more legislation, more and more laws. I implore
you to consider this seriously, and I ask you to vote in favor of

this amendment. This is not a labor amendment, be sure; but,

believe me, labor is interested; and you and delegates here have
conmended labor for their lobbying. I would rather see lobbying

than cash exchanged in hands and minds of the future legislature

of Louisiana. It's time we educate our legislators, and we will
allow this by a continuous body operating at all times. This

continuous body can educate itself in committee hearings. There

is no excuse for the committees not bringing before the legis-

lature sound proposals. They have time— they will have time to

deliberate. It has been said by some of the congressional people

that the legislative action itself is a facade; the real work goes

on in committees. I think you can bear this out in this constitu-

tional convention. The hard work, the sweat, the real thinking

went into committee action, and this will be done in our new

legislature, if the Constitutional Convention of '73 passes.

But, please allow the people of Louisiana to vote upon reducing

the time that will be spent in a country club atmosphere for a

legislature that, I believe, can only do more harm than good if

we pass this bad legislation, which we now have the time to

correct by voting in favor of this alternate.

Questions

MR. RAY BURN
Doctor, I heard you make a statement that we was going to

get paid for eighty-five days.

MR. WEISS
No, sir, I did not make that statement.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, I misunderstood you then, and I'm sorry. I mean you

were saying so much about us so fast, I could have misunderstood you.

MR. WEISS
I said: Between sessions, you will enjoy the weekends

—

being wined, dined, and padded.

MR. RAYBURN

Doctor, then, would we enjoy it any more than you have

enjoyed it since you've been here?

MR. WEISS
Believe me, sir, I have not enjoyed it. Every moment I had

a chance, I had to go back to work.

MR. RAYBURN
Yes, sir. Well, about the best way I know for us to really

enjoy it is to get another chiropractor bill in, and you doctors

will be here.

MR. WEISS
You can't threaten me with that, sir. I think good legis-

lation is in the hands of good legislators, and I appreciate

the previous legislators.

You're Included in those good legislators , Senator . I don* t

want to lose any friends.

MR. SHANNON
Dr. Weiss, you made the statement: more laws—more corruption.

Will you explain that?

MR. WEISS
Would you repeat that please? I didn't understand Che ques-

tion.

MR. SHANNON
I said you made the statement: more laws—more corruption.

MR. WEISS
That was made by a famous Roman orator in the forum in Rome

about two thousand years ago, sir....

MR. SHANNON
Well, this is 1973

MR. WEISS
I don't think it's changed in two thousand years.

MR. SHANNON
Four now. You got me off; I don't know where I am.

Further Di scuss ion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates, I realize that talk

now is generally in vain with the coefficient of attention here

and the desire to get the convention over with. I might point
out to those delegates who are signing their name that perhaps

they ought to know what they are signing their name to. but that's

neither here nor there. I rise here because I feel so strongly
about this particular alternate, so strongly against it. What

is so bad with having twenty-five days in order to intelligently

deliberate? What are some of us so afraid of that in twenty-five

days
,
perhaps .some bad legislature will be caught; perhaps some

analytical process will be utilized; perhaps somebody will scrutinize

what they have done; also, the public may have a voice, if we do

have a split session, I think this ^ery much negates the possibility
of a split session. I think it's a bad alternate. I think it only

placates people who are specifically interested in lobbying

legislation and don't wish to be up here the entire time. I

certainly understand their point of view and I think in the best

interest of the citizens of Louisiana. We have an opportunity for

a split session, enough time to deliberate over legislation to

analyze it, to hear from the public. Our system is only going to be

as good as the people we elect, there is no doubt about that. But,

please , let ' s set the framework so the good people can deliberate in-

telligently, I ask that you vote against this alternate.

Questions

MR. WEISS
I

Do you ever have any political aspirations for legislative !

office? I

I

>tR. DUVAL
I

Do I?
'

MR. WEISS
Yes, sir.

MR, DUVAL
No, no, sir.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIELTC

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

want to explain my feelings about this particular proposal. As

I spoke to you earlier when the first alternate came up, I thought

it was a very bad alternate and, therefore, I voted against that

particular proposal. But, the other alternates that have been before us

I supported because I thought that they were alternates that should have
gone on the ballot, and we needed a chance to make a choice;even

though I might not have favored those particular alternates, I

think it was very evident that I did not favor the proposal as

submitted by Mr. McDaniel. But, nevertheless, it was an alternate,

it was something that I thought that the people ought to have a

chance to pass upon. We've only passed one alternate. I feel

like our chances of passing the constitution are better with each

alternate that we add to it. I really think it is a very, very bad

proposal. I certainly feel like that we would have little difficulty

in defeating it if it was placed upon the ballot. But, in view of

the fact that we only have one alternate, I'm going to vote for it

to go on the ballot. I tell you right now, that if it should pass

and get on the ballot. it's going to be one of those I'm going to

campaign against because I really feel like that the provisions

we have at the present time are much, much better than this particular

proposal and I speak from my vast experience in the legislature.

That's the only reason I'm supporting it, so the people can have a

choice.

Further Di scussion

MR. FAYARD
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise in opposition

to Delegate Proposal No. 103. I'll try to be brief in stating my

reasons for this opposition. We have two issues to consider: One
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is whether or not this matter before us right now deserves to be

given the consideration of an alternative on the ballot. I say it

does not. I say that I haven't heard from my constituents, the hue

and cry that I heard on the educational proposal which determined in

my own mind that we needed an alternative on that particular

provision, I have heard no one oppose the proposal that our

conoittee and this convention adopted finally after many days

of debate and compromise, which I think is a true compromise and

a true, valid, realistic approach to take in regard to the legislative

sessions of this state. Let's look at what Delegate Proposal No. 103

says; it says that "The legislature shall meet in annual regular

sessions for not more than sixty calendar days." The Coianittee

Proposal No. 3 says "The legislature shall meet in annual regular

sessions at the State Capital for not more than sixty legislative

days." The only difference is that it says these legislative days

ust be held within a period of eighty-five calendar days. Now, we

are not talking about fewer legislative days in this delegate proposal.

The delegate proposal would only mean that the legislature would not

have the additional twenty-five days which it needs to consider

procedural matters to get its house in order, say, after every four

years when the legislature Is elected. It needs to meet maybe
for one day to get sworn in, to take its office, and then adjourn

for maybe ten days to get the committees appointed, the rules distributed,

and the legislators familiar with the legislative process and then

come back into session for an introduction of bills for maybe another

five days; then, adjourn again for another ten or fifteen days; the

comnittee proposal allows this. The delegate proposal before you

is given to you in the form of an alternative is really no alternative

at all; it limits the legislature within the time that it would have

to meet. Now, I propose to you that a true alternate on the

ballot would be to give the legislature an unlimited amount of time

to meet. Let it meet every year for any time that it wants to meet,

for any purpose, and let it continue as a continuous body. Now, if

you want to place that as an alternative on the ballot, I could say

to you that that would be a true alternative and you would overcome

my first objection to this proposal. But, that is not what this

proposal does. This proposal merely eliminates the twenty-five

day leeway that the legislature would have to organize, to go home

and talk to its constituents, to hold committee meetings, or to

recess for the holidays. Looking at the merits of the delegate

proposal, actually since I contend it is no alternate at all, no

alternative, we would have to get into the merits of it. What does

it do? It severely limits the legislature and it severely curtails
and actually reinjects the problems that our committee tried to

solve in giving the legislature more latitude in which to meet.

The committee studied this long and hard. We heard testimony from

pros and cons. We heard testimony from the Legislative Conmiittee,

from the Speaker of the House, from the President of the Senate,

I would say almost every person that we heard told us that we

needed more time, the legislature needs more time in which to do

its job. They say we have a good legislature. We come down here

for thirty days every other year and we have to cram in billions
of dollars worth of appropriations and many, many technical
statutes and laws and we just can't do it; we don't have enough
time for committee meetings. Under our proposal, the Comalttee
Proposal No. 3, we have eliminated that objection.

Also, another thing that this alternate proposal would do

Is eliminate even the possibility of having a split session
which this convention adopted not more than two days ago.

So, I urge you to defeat this Delegate Proposal No. 103.

Treasurer Lowe in the Chair

Further Di scuss ion

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delgates, I'm not going to

take but just a moment. ,, ,Dr. Weiss, I'm sorry I interrupted you
so quickly a while ago that you forgot what you had heard when I

mentioned the word chiropractor, I just done that to kind of let

you know that there's a lot of people would like to keep us down
here on the weekends and entertain us. I think we have a good
proposal. I want to disagree with my good friend, Mr. Avant,
I have not heard one of my constituents criticize that particular
proposal that we adopted in reference to when and how the legislature
would meet, maybe you have; you know; I have not heard the first
one. Now, I stood here and agreed to have a split session, to vote
for one. I intend to fulfill and carry that agreement out if I'm
in the legislature when the time arises. I personally know that I

can represent my people better If I have an opportunity to go home
on a Saturday afternoon and spend Sunday and maybe come back here
on Monday and talk to them about what we are doing, talk to them
8 little about what's been going on and keep them a little better
Informed, With the tremendous growth we have in this state, with
the extra duties we have to do, it's going to be hard in the near

future for us to have much time off If we've got to meet sixty
consecutive days and believe me, I know of what I am talking about.
Just like you know here in this convention, maybe we could have short-

ened our time a lot but we didn't because we passed bills; we
passed amendments; we reconsidered them. Certainly, we found out
problems, we are finding out problems as time goes on that we

didn't find out about last week. I think we've got a good schedule
to meet. I think a lot of us are committed to try it and try a

split session to see if it works. I hope you do not upset it. We

argued for three or four weeks on the proposal before we adopted it.

It finally was adopted by a good majority vote of these delegates,
and I hope you don't upset it. Dr. Weiss, I just talked to Dr.

Stephenson and he asked me to invite you for ham after dinner tonight.

Question

MR. WEISS
Delegate Rayburn, first, I want you to know I need all the

friends I can get and that was the purpose of speaking before

the group on this particular issue. Sometimes, we don't see eye

to eye. If you recall, and don't you recall, that we did at least

reduce it to sixty days in eighty-five when we worked originally
on this article. But, my question primarily directs itself at:

Do you think Louisiana needs full-time legislators, which you

apparently represent, or can we continue to have the part-time
legislators such as in my area?

MR, RAYBURN
Well, I think at this particular time we are getting along

pretty good with part-time legislators. I think a lot of them
are assigned to committees; and I think most of them serve.

Some of them can't be there at every meeting, just like some

delegates can't be here. Doctor, but most of the legislators I

know are honest and sincere. Contrary to what you said about

how you could buy them, and how you could get them, and how you

could wine and dine them. Some of them wines a lot and dines a

lot, but they come unwound a lot, you know. I don't mind telling

you the telephone people, they wined me a little bit, but when It

come time to vote, I unwound. They've done approached me since It

was all over; they are ready to wine me again. I'll probably go

with them, but I'm going to vote what I want to vote for when the

time comes. I just don't think it's right to stand up here and

say that a body, like your legislature of this state, just to keep

them over here on weekends and wine them and dine them. I just

hate for people to think that way about the legislature because

after all is said and done, they are human beings; they are elected

officials. There are people back home that know them best has placed

their trust and confidence in them just like they have placed it in

every delegate that ran and got elected that's serving here today.

Further Di scussion

MR, LEITHMAN
Mr. Acting Chairman and members of the convention, I'll ask

you to reject this amendment. Perhaps, if Bubba were here, he

could probably express this better than I can but as the assistant
speaker I see some things—and the pace that is kept at the desk

—

that the legislator out front may or may not have the advantages
of seeing and reviewing. With the opportunity for us to take a

break and spread these sixty days over eighty-five it's a tremendous

advantage. Your bad bills are passed, and this has been said many,

many times, your bad legislation and your bad bills are passed in

haste; they are passed in confusion and they oftentimes are

held to the ninth hour where they have a better shot at being

passed. I feel that if we have an opportunity to spread this over
eighty-five days, I think you will find those bad bills being
dropped rather than being passed. Another, on a personal viewpoint,
many times on Friday afternoon if I do have an opportunity to get
home, on education matters, I routinely visit my superintendent;
I routinely visit with members of my board and discuss some of these

bills that are being considered in the line of education. I'm sure

the other legislators that are interested and serve on other committees

do likewise in those areas of interest. So, I think just by forcing

sixty consecutive days, I don't think this is in the best Interest
of the people of the State of Louisiana. If there is an alternative,

I would suggest it be considered for rather than the sixty In eighty-

five days' period, I would think it would be better, as Mr. Fayard
said, to go with an unlimited session. I'm certainly not, at this

point, totally in favor of that. So, I do ask—the other legislators

here may not have an opportunity to come before this mike because of

time, but I feel certain that I can speak on nine out of ten of their

opinions and speak on their behalf so, I ask you to reject this

amendment. Thank you.
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Further Discussion

MR. CASEY
Mr. Acting Chairman and delegates, to me this is certainly

a very important issue because as a member of the legislature
I'm annually confronted with the problem of serving as a
legislator and trying to, during that limited period of time
that we have under the present law, to devote as much time as
possible to a proper consideration and deliberation of the
magnitude of bills and proposals that we have that are introduced
in the regular legislative session. Now, during a regular sixty
day annual session, Dr. Weiss, we have over—last time in 1972

—

had three thousand five hundred pieces of legislation in the form
of bills, constitutional amendments, resolutions, etc., that were
introduced into the legislature that we only had sixty days within
which to properly consider. That is really the heart of the problem.
I think you might have been in error to some extent in thinking that
in the legislature it's really the committee that does all of the
work; that is not quite accurate. The problem is the time is so
limited that the committees cannot properly do their work. Dr.
Weiss, if we adopt this alternate measure and it's approved by the
people, what you're doing through this alternate measure is taking
away from the committee system that we have in the legislature
those twenty-five valuable days when, as legislators, we cannot
meet in general session; allowing, therefore, that valuable time
to the committees to properly function. I might mention this, that
in the last six years that I've been in the legislature and
particularly the last two years, we have made more progress in
legislative reform with.... for our own housekeeping than I know
of in the past thirty years because we have limited the number of
our legislative committees. We will now have legislative, full-time
staff year around with secretarial assistants so that our legislative
committees can properly function. This will be even a more valuable
asset when the legislature goes Into regular session and for these
eighty-five days we can give proper consideration and deliberations
to the magnitude of bills that we have, uoctor Weiss, during the
last thirty days of a regular legislative session the typical legislative
session is spent by going into committee session around 8:00 or 8:30
in the morning, going into general session at 10:00, breaking for
lunch between 12:00 to 1:00, going into general session again
between 1:00 and 4:00, having committee meetings between 4:00 and
6:00, and then going into general session between 6:00 and 9:00;
and we just barely finish. You can imagine that we cannot properly
give proper consideration and deliberation to the magnitude of bills
that we have and these are good legislators; they are not what you
think; these are good legislators. I think they are pretty typical
of the delegates that we have here. I think we have good delegates.
We have some delegates that have expertise in certain areas and others
that have expertise in other areas. There is a lot I don't know about
on matters, that we have touched here. But, I think I know what I'm
doing in certain areas. I hope I have made my contribution and
that's typical of the legislators. They are not out for gain for
their own benefit at all. They are honest people doing an honest
day's work and making their contribution to our state and our
society. I cannot urge you enough. I highly recommend that you
defeat this alternate proposal. I think the committee and this
convention has come up with an excellent proposal. I think it

is a real step toward legislative reform so that we can come away
from the ranking that we have among the states now. We are ranked
about thirty-third as a legislature among the states prior to many
of the reforms that we just recently adopted. I think this is one
of the steps which viV raise the legislature of Louisiana to one
of the finest in the nation. I urge the rejection of this alternative
proposal.

Question

MR. WEISS
Delegate Casey, you said that if this proposal were to be

accepted that the number of days of legislative action would be
reduced. Do you mean that if this proposal is accepted the
people of Louisiana will vote to see that the number of legislative
days are reduced?

MR. CASEY
The end result of adopting the alternative measure, if adopted

by the people, will have the effect of diminishing, of eliminating
the effective number of legislative days that we have. Dr. Weiss.
because so much of our time must be spent on committee hearings.
If we are going to limit the number of actual days to calendar
days only and not eighty-five legislative days, we are seriously
limiting and hampering our legislative activities.

[Motion to limit debate to five min-
utes adopted without objection.^

Further Discussion

MR. FLORY

Mr. Chairman and delegates, I hope you'll give me just a
few minutes of your time to.,.. if you would listen to a couple
of remarks I have to make in regard to this delegate proposal.
I share the view of many of the speakers that have come to this
platform today on this particular issue, in that we are talking
about a very serious issue. Some of the statements that have
been made from this microphone I hope were in the heat of passion
or whatever. I recognize that the legislature has to have adequate
time in order to complete its labors and take care of the business
of this state. Mr. Avant made a statement earlier that it was of
a serious nature to a great number of people of this state. I

say to you that I share that view. I call to your attention just
a couple of years ago when several hundred thousand people of
this state rejected extending the session of the legislature
from the sixty day biannual and the thirty day special session
to regular sixty day sessions. They said emphatically they were
opposed to the extension of the legislative session. I say
that one of the statements made that the committee that considered
this matter, if my memory serves me correctly, their recommendation
to the floor of the convention was for an annual forty-five day
session and this convention, in its wiedom, changed that to what
is now in the proposed new constitution. I know some of the rumors
that have been floated on the floor of this convention as to what
was the real purpose behind this delegate proposal. 1 think that
I could safely represent to you the majority view of those people
that signed this proposal that they were in good faith, sincerely
felt that this was of such magnitude that it ought to be as an
alternative on the ballot. I think it's of serious nature. I know
what is required, I think, in the legislature even though I've
never been a member of the legislature. I have not missed a
session of the legislature in over the last twenty years except
two special sessions—one when I was out of the country, the other
when I was in the hospital. So, I know a little bit about the
mechanism ef the legislature and what is required. I can only
say to you that this proposal was put upon this floor in good
faith. But, I must, in good conscience, tell you that I

do not want to be any part of casting any aspersions toward the
integrity of the members of the legislature; I know them too
well; I know them individually. Regardless of what position
they take on legislation, I don't want to be any party to casting
anything toward the integrity or reflect upon the membership of
the legislature of this state. Mr. Chairman, if I'm in order
at this time, I now move that this proposal be withdrawn from the
files of the convention.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

lAmendment wi thd rawn

.

j

[Quorum Call: 82 delegates present
and a quorum .

]

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I

was going to ask for a suspension of the rules for the purpose
of asking the convention to adopt the amendment which is before
you. But, in an effort to save the time of the convention, 1

do not propose to Introduce this amendment, but I would like to
get into the record my intention as the author of the amendments
which were adopted yesterday in connection with the duties and
powers of the superintendent of education. The purpose of the
amendment yesterday was to set up the superintendent of education
as the executive officer of the Department of Education and of
the Board of Regents for the purpose of implementing the policies
of those two boards. The state superintendent of education is
not. himself, a policy maker, and the intention of this amendment
was not to make him such. Furthermore, the intention was never
to make him the administrative head of any of the institutions
under the control of these two policymaking boards, but to
serve merely in the same capacity that he presently serves with
the Board of Education as its administrative or executive officer
and its ex officio secretary.

The authors of the amendment which is before you now have
authorized me to say that their intention in preparing this
amendment was to make that crystal clear. But, we are satisfied
that the intention is clear enough so that it is not necessary
to offer the amendment.

For the purpose of the record, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
dictate into the tape the amendment, because it will not be
introduced.
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On page 2, line 17, in Delegate Proposal No. 98, first enrollment,

after the words "education and" and before the word "the" there

would have been Inserted the following:

"ex officio secretary of".

So that the sentence would have read: "He shall be the

administrative head of the Department of Education and the ex

officio secretary of the Board of Regents."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Point of Information

MR. FONTENOT
I don't know If what you can do was just done by a point of

personal* privilege, but I think that the intent of what was

passed yesterday should not be debated on a subsequent day. I

don't want to raise any questions as to what Mr. Dennery's intent

was yesterday, but if what he just said was his intent, that was

not my Intent when I voted for his amendment yesterday.

MR. HENRY
All right. sir.

MR. FONTENOT
We're going to open up this whole section for debate, or

are we going to just leave it as it was? I don't know. . .

MR. HENRY
The gentleman is not offering an amendment. If you would

like the floor after I recognize Mr. Kean on personal privilege,

then I'd recognize you to say what you want to say, Mr. Fontenot.

Mr. Kean.

Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, with all due respect to

the authors of this amendment and the explanation by my good

friend, Mr. Dennery, I rise to say that I do not share their

view of this particular amendment adopted on yesterday which

made the superintendent of education the administrative head of

the Board of Regents. I made it plain in my closing remarks to

the convention, with respect to the alternative proposal that

was being considered, how 1 understood that amendment to apply,

and the authority and jurisdiction that it vested in the superintendent

of education with respect to higher education. I repeat again

that that was my understanding of the amendment. X voted for the

amendment because I understood it to be and to read as I understood

it in the context that I explained it yesterday to the convention.

I simply rise to say that I do not agree with the substantive

or subjective Intention that Mr. Dennery expresses today as

being the meaning of the amendment adopted by the convention

yesterday. As far as I'm concerned, it makes the superintendent

of education the administrative head of the Board of Regents

with whatever authority and jurisdiction that that would

ordinarily connotate.

[Motion to suspend the rules to allow
Delegate Jenkins ten minutes to ex-

plain a proposed amendment to Com-
mittee Proposal No. 26,]

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
This amendment is offered by Delegates Pugh, Jenkins, Gravel,

Kllboume, Stinson, O'Neill, Cannon and Chatelain to Committee

Proposal No. 26 by Delegates Raybum, et al.

It's to amend the final enrollment as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, delete Subparagraph (10) of

Paragraph (C) of Section 4 in its entirety and Insert in lieu

thereof the following:
"(10) Irrevocably dedicated places of burial held and used

for no other purposes."

Point of Information

MR. ROEMER
Has he made his notion to suspend? Has that been made?

MR. HENRY
Well, he's going to ask for, I suppose, a suspension of the

rules to allow himself ten minutes to explain why he wants the

suspension to get into it. So, that will be his first motion.

MR. ROEMER
Well, if I'm in order. If It makes any difference, I object

to his suspending the rules for that purpose.

iHotion to suspend the rules rejected

:

53-36.]

MR. HENRY
Ladles and gentlemen. If you will give me your attention just

a minute, the committee that was appointed yesterday composed of

Mr. Dennery, Kean, Conroy and Pugh to discuss with the secretary

of state and the attorney general the proposition of how these

alternates should be placed on the ballots, etc., has a report

that will be passed out right now. I think Mr. Dennery is going

to briefly explain the report, not for the purpose of our taking

any action because the appropriate resolution has not been drawn,

but will be drawn and submitted to the delegates tomorrow together

with other resolutions or a resolution necessary to the instruction

of the secretary of state about the placing of the document before

the people for the referendum vote. We have left for the

consideration of the convention the proposal on transitional

matters, which it is apparent that most people have not read.

It is of the upmost of importance. I'm going to suggest that

we don't get into the transitional proposition today, but we

wait and allow you all to have some time this afternoon and evening

to please look at that proposal because ,as I say, it is very

important to look at that. We will take it up, perhaps, the

first thing in the morning. We have just about gotten to the

point that we've worked ourselves out of work. . .

So, If there is . . .with the exception of Delegate Proposal

No. 102, No. 173, No. 116 and some other matters which probably

will allow us to get out of here by about seven tonight. No,

seriously, we are in a position right now where we can't go too

much further today. We will take up the transitional report

tomorrow together with the other necessary resolutions directing

the secretary of state as to the ballot and the final style and

drafting, hopefully. We will probably have a long day tomorrow.

We will meet in the House chamber, but hopefully we'll be in such

a posture once we get through tomorrow that we can have a rather

short day on Saturday.

Mr. Goldman.

Point of Information

MR. GOLDMAN
Is that Transitional Committee Proposal No. 38? Is that the

MR. HENRY
That's correct. It's CP No. 38 by Mrs. Zervigon s committee.

Mr. Dennery, if you will, give us your remarks relative to

the report of the committee appointed yesterday.

Expl anat i on

MR. DENNERY

Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, the

committee which the Chairman appointed yesterday in connection

with the language governing and the ballot provisions applicable

to alternate proposals met with Mr. Martin, Mr. Fowler and two

of the assistant attorneys general and spoke to the attorney

general. I spoke to the attorney general yesterday and this

morning. We have now received an opinion from the attorney general

which Is appended to this report.

The recommendation, basically. Is that the delegate proposals

or the only one we have adopted—there' s only one, of course,

alternate proposal—that the original language in the draft which

we previously adopted be theoretically removed from the consti-

tution and put on the ballot with the alternate proposal so that

you may vote for and against the Constitution of 1974, except

for that specific provision on education. Then, you can vote

for either of the alternatives on that particular proposal.

Now, anyone who votes for or against the constitution would have

the right to vote for either alternate proposal. If the consti-

tution is adopted by a majority of the total votes cast for and

against, then that proposal, that alternate proposal which gets

the greater number of votes will become a part of the body

of the constitution. The committee report sets out what we

recommend to place into the delegate proposal itself, which we

didn't take up yesterday, and also recommends the configuration

of the ballot itself. You will notice that appended to the report-

Mr. Kean concurred but set out other ideas and Mr. Conroy also

concurred and set out a slightly different idea for the configura-

tion on the ballot. The report, I believe, otherwise Is self-

explanatory. It la now before you so you have an opportunity to

read it. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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MR. HENRY
Thank you, Mr. Dennery.

Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I concur in the report of

the committee in that the format that the committee recommends for
purposes of considering an alternative does represent a means by
which, in my opinion, an alternative proposal can be validly and
legally and understandably presented to the people of this state.
There are some questions that come up in connection with the
Implementation of the committee recommendations that I think we
need to understand. I invite your attention so that you will
understand what will be involved if we go forward with the
committee recommendation. We discussed with the secretary of state
and Mr. Fowler, various ways in which the alternative proposals
could be placed on the ballot. One of the concerns expressed in
that meeting was that since we had a requirement in Act 2 of 1972
for. . .

If Mr. Thompson and Mr. Toca don't want to listen to this
explanation, I would appreciate it, Mr. Chairman, if you'd ask
them to go off to the side somewhere and have their shouting
match.

We're dealing with something that is not only important so
far as the proper presentation of these alt-^rnatives, or this
alternative proposal, but a matter which could have a bearing
upon the validity of not only the alternative proposal but the
constitution itself. I think you ought to be vitally interested
in what is being proposed here and the manner in which it can
be resolved. As I pointed out, there was some concern expressed
at the meeting that because Act 2 of 1972 makes reference to a
for or against vote in dealing with the constitution itself, that
it could be considered that a for or against vote was required
In connection with any alternative. It becomes very difficult
in presenting the alternative on a for or against basis. You
almost have to do it in two parts. You could end up with a
situation where both lose and the question arises as to what
is the condition of the document under those circumstances.
It was the general view of those in attendance at the meeting
that if the attorney general held it to be valid that you could
have an alternative proposal presented on what we would call a

"for - for" vote, in which case the two opposite or opposing
proposals would be, in a sense, running against each other.
A voter would then be called upon to vote for the one that he
wished to vote for. Under those circumstances, the one which
received the most votes of those voting on the alternative would
be the provision that would go into the constitution. Now, in
order to accomplish that, we've got to pull out of the consti-
tution, out of our proposed constitution. Article VII of the
Education Article of the constitution. Now, I personally
oppose taking out of the constitution those provisions which
we have already placed in the constitution. I have suggested
in light of the opinion of the attorney general that if you
can have a "for - for" vote that then you can leave in the
Education Article VII and simply have a "for" vote for the
particular alternative that's being presented. Under those
circumstances, it would require, in my opinion, a majority of
those who vote in the election to approve the alternative
because otherwise you would have a majority voting on the
constitution with the proposal in it and less than a majority
being able to approve the alternative under those particular
circumstances. Now, Mr. Conroy and Mr. Pugh expressed some
preference for not having any "for'' at all on the ballot and
simply doing what had been done in Illinois where you would
have one item or another, and it would leave it up to the voters
to pull the lever for which one they preferred. It was my
feeling, I think shared by Mr. Dennery, that this would cause
considerable confusion, might be construed as not offering an
opportunity for the voters to vote for or to reject a particular
proposal. Under the circumstances, as far as Mr. Dennery and
myself were concerned, we felt if we had to eliminate the one
"for" and go with the opposite opposing proposals running against
each other, it was preferable for the "for - for" arrangement.
I simply want to make that explanation so that you will understand
that when we get to the question of how to posture this proposition
on the ballot, the issue is going to arise as to whether or not
you wish to take out of the present proposed constitution Article
VII, which Ifi now in that constitution, in order that it can run
on the "for - for" basis. I didn't want my position to be
misunderstood because when that effort is made I will oppose
it and will reurge to you the amendment which I offered, first,
yesterday, which would merely provide for a "for" vote on the

alternative.

[Motion to suspend the rules to dis-
charge Committee Proposal No. 26
from the Committee on Style and
Drafting for reconsideration and a
further suspension for the limited
purpose of offering the Schmitt
amendmen t

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment would read as follows. It would add a

section.

On page 11, line 7, add the following new section:
"Section 11. Enforcement

.

Section 11. The legislature shall provide by law for the
enforcement procedures for the implementation of this (There's
a mistake on your copy. It shouldn't be "section"; it should be
"article") article and the penalties which result from their
breach."

iMotion to suspend the rules rejected •

22-63.]

Personal Privilege

MR. MIRE
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Fellow delegates, I'd appreciate

very much if you would pay attention to me for just a little
while. I'm not going to speak very long, but last Tuesday evening
there was a program on Channel 9. This program was, I think,
sponsored by the League of Women Voters of Louisiana. It was
a four-man panel. We had two people from the universities here;
one, Dr. Perkins from Southern University from the Political
Science Department, and Dr. Carleton f rom the LSU Political
Science Department. We had two of our delegates, Herman "Monday"
Lowe and Louis "Woody" Jenkins. This was an audience participa-
tion program. It was a very excellent program. The panelists cer-
tainly outdid themselves in explaining the works of this con-
vention. I had any number of people who saw it, and of course,
being local and "9" being a station that's looked at plenty in
my vicinity, that said, "Well, now, I really didn't understand
it, but these people really explained different phases of it to
me." The questions came from the audience. The explanations
from both Monday and from Woody were excellent. They had done
their homework very, very well, and I understand that the League
of Women Voters of Louisiana are going to conduct such programs
throughout the state, and I'll guarantee you that the attitude
of the people towards the constitution is going to absolutely
reverse and will certainly be in favor of this constitution if
any of the other programs are anything like this, and I want to
publicly congratulate both the League of Women Voters, the
panelists and in particular, our two delegates. Thank you very
much.

Personal Pr i vi

1

ege

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, as we approach the end

of our convention, I regard myself highly honored and extremely
grateful to be permitted to trespass on your precious time and
tax a small percentage of your usual patience and politeness
to proclaim an accolade to one of our members and appropriate
the privilege to assess his bountiful and immeasurable personal
assets. He enriches all with a constant smile, the greatest
countersign of friendship, and will bid you good morning even if
it is raining. He has a golden heart. His diligent employ is
to mitigate misfortune with good counsel and a helping hand. He
always has the antidote for trouble with saturating sincerity
and can reconcile differences with clarity and alacrity. He
would rather busy himself with the smallest things than to treat
a minute as worthless because he has the joie de vivre. His
fiber has the sensitive zest and exuberance to pluck the joys of
life. He is energetic and defatigable in the ordeal of sharp
debate and neither recalls from it nor asks for greater advantage or
more quarter than he will give, or his opponent will claim for
himself. He has warm friends. He is a tender husband and a
fond parent. He loves his enemies because he made them himself
by being open and honest and taking pains to unmask the frivolous
faults and hypocritical contention, and by boldly censoring the
rogue or rascal without regard to station. He will exchange
love for hatred which will be his lasting monument of affection
of our people for whose love alone he joined this delegation,
because he applies his innate knowledge that the best way to
rid yourself of a foe is to make him a friend. By his uncommon
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cheerfulness^ constancy, courage, charity, he pivots the hatred

of a foe to affectionate and respectful friendship because he

is as true when he professes friendship as when he professes

enmity to a cause or question. He is firm in his final opinions.

He believes that when government takes care of our pennies,

our dollars will take care of themselves. He believes that there

are two halves to the tax dollar: one half being how to levy It

logically and the other half being how to disburse it discreetly.

He believes that austerity Is the best guardian of governmental

virtue and consists as much in selection as in saving. He

believes that If our government loses its ability to logically

levy taxes and wishes more, it should tax the sun, the stars, and

the season, and that if agents of government say in retort to

this that there is not enough taxing area,these agents should
make room for others who need less area. He believes that if

our state does not have. . .he believes that our state should live

within its means, and not, even if it has to borrow money, to

do so. He believes that, while It is political fun to be prodigal
with the public trust, it is more politics to be prudent and

parsimonious. He believes that the constitution is the place

to put impervious barricades to taxation of homesteads, just
as you fence them in for physical protection, and further believes
Chat there should be constitutional barricades to prevent the de-
struction of initiative in the production of income, and that to

do otherwise would add another brick in the devil's workshop
called idleness and discourage the taking of advantage of all

idle hours for creative and productive labor. Above all, he

believes in the fullest protection of the home which quarters
the family, the best group, the crucible, and the last bastion
of society, for which he has the highest respect and loyalty.

So, Mr. Chairman and my fellow delegates, not because he is in-

capable of reading our honorable assessnent of him, but because
it is worthy of declaration, with your generous and gracious

consent to that privilege, 1 read our tribute to a delegate
who answered our state's hopeful expectations and has seen and
does see and has the vision to foresee what makes not only for

good government or better government, but also for the best
government to foster domestic tranquility and the pursuit of

happiness, and who hails from the parish named for the greatest
constitutional scientist ©f them all. Finally, I assure you,

Mr. Chairman, and all of you, my fellow delegates, that only
prudent use may be and will be made of what we spontaneously
say of our esteemed colleague in these cordial words.

We, the undersigned delegates to the Louisiana Constitutional
Convention of 1973, do hereby declare and acknowledge our profound
gratitude to the Honorable Lawrence A. Chehardy for his superla-
tive contribution to our deliberations, particularly on revenue,
finance and taxation. His guidance transferred the aspirations
of our people to constitutional reality. His untiring efforts
retained and increased the guardian angel of homestead exemption
and barricade against higher income taxes in our document, and
delineated the distinction between mine and thine pertaining to

our government and our people. By this exquisite form of courtesy

and with profound thanks ,we pronounce him the constant guardian

of the poor, the homeowner, the breadwinner, the family, and

our entire taxpaylng citizenry. With this whereof we hereunto

subscribe these presence in full convention on this seventeenth

day of January, 1974,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Willis, I*d have to say that your excellent vocabulary

is exceeded only by your vast Imagination.

Questions

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Willis, does not this most sanctimonious among the

sanctimonious have any faults at all?

MR. WILLIS
Indeed. Your tone and your visage do not indicate to me

that your question Is frivolous. I thought you were the most

noble Roman of them all. If you are serious, however, my answer

is in the words of Shakespeare about pagans who lived a third
of a century before Christ, and I answer you in a series: "Et tu.

Brute? This was the most unkindest cut of all. If he has

grievous faults, grievously did he answer them." Lastly, "a

friend should bear his friend's infirmities." Now, my dear sir,

leaving Shakespeare, I answer you in my own way. The vices of

my friends I write on ice and am deaf and mute about them.

Their virtues I write in the best parchment of my mind, and I

am as attentive and as loquacious about them as I have been here.

Report of the Secretary
[j-J Journal 1339-13521

Personal Pri vi

1

ege

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, for those delegates who are going to stay up

all night and study as you suggested, I'd like to point out that

the Committee on Legislative Liaison and Transitional Measures
will hand out a list of titles of the sections to be transposed

into statutes, recommended as being transposed into the statutes,

so that you don't have to just fool around with all those

numbers tomorrow morning. You'll get one tomorrow morning.

[Adjournment to 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
Fr ida y, January 18, i974.]
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Friday, January 18, 1974

ROLL CALL

176 delegates present and a quorum.}

PRAYER

MISS WISHAM
Dear God, make us an instrument of Thy peace, where there Is

hatred, let us sow love; where there is injury, pardon; where there
is doubt, faith. Where there is despair, hope. Where there is
darkness, light; and where there is sadness, joy. Let us not be
wearied in well-doing for in due season we shall reap if we faint
no t . Amen

.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

PROPOSALS ON THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE

Committee Proposal No. 38

Reading of the Proposal

MR. POYNTER
Committee Proposal No. 38,. Introduced by Delegate Zervigon,

Chairperson, on behalf of the Committee of Legislative Liaison
and Transitional Measures, and other delegates, members of that
committee, a proposal making provisions relative to transitional
provisions.

Now, that proposal has been engrossed and passed to its third
reading as introduced so the correct copy before you is the original
white printed copy—the white printed copy.

Expl anati on

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr, Chairman and delegates, I don't know how many of you all

have had a chance to read this proposal, but I really wish you'd
sit there and try and wade through it if you can, because we are
going to have some important policy decisions to make at certain
points during the day. It's very difficult when you are transposing
former long constitution like the 1921 Constitution to a briefer
document such as we have written already. To make sure that you've
covered everything that needs to be covered, even in the constitution
itself, or in the materials to be transposed into the statutes. So,
some of the language in here is more flexible than some of the
delegates would like, in order to allow us to cover situations in
which we've lost sections, forgotten to consider them, forgotten to
transpose them, or something of that nature. This article deals
with a transition of government from the old government under the
1921 Constitution, to the new government which we will have established.
You will find in here certain sections that are reiterated from the
main body of the constitution, but they are in here in order to make
people feel more comfortable that their concerns have been addressed.
Having given those brief introductory remarks, I'm going to go into
Section 1 unless there are questions in general.

Questions

A couple of more things, Mr. Chairman, that I'd like to say in
order to explain one thing to my committee members in particular,
there are four transitional measures that have been passed by the
convention, finally styled, the styling has been passed, and they
are in the stance of being in final enrollment. We originally
reported those out because, of course, we intended to make no changes
in it, and could make no changes. We didn't include them in this
particular committee proposal because it was the opinion of the
Clerk that that would leave them open to amendment. We figured that
those battles had been fought already.

In addition to that, I'd like to say that many of the committee
chairmen have gotten up here and said this has been under study for
six months. We've heard all kinds of witnesses. We hope you
won't fool with our document. That's not the case with my com-

mittee. There is very little literature on the subject, very few

people that consider themselves experts, although many people have

opinions, so that, by and large, most all amendments, as far as

I'm concerned, I can't speak for the committee as a whole, are

considered to be friendly amendments. What we are trying to do Is

set up mechanics, not protect anybody's sacred cow or jab somebody

else's. So, I really hope that you.... the number of amendments,

of course, take up a whole lot of time, but I hope that you will

realize that the committee knows that this is a difficult job to do,

and that all the help that we can get will be welcome.

MR. O'NEILL
Mary, I have some questions on several different articles in

this. . . .proposal ....

MRS. ZERVIGON
Excuse me, Mr. O'Neill. May I Interrupt? Mr. Chairman, do

you think it would be a good procedure to have specific questions on
sections offered while we are considering those particular sections,
rather than. . .

.

MR. HENRY
I think we should .... restrict the questions to.... as we go

through section by section, to the specific sections, rather than
as I understand it. I think I've been up here talking. I would....
appreciate your opening remarks are general in nature as to the
entire .proposal.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes, sir.

MR. HENRY
When we get into Section 1, I would suggest that those who

have questions on Section 1 begin the interrogation there rather
than a blanket interrogation at this point. I think we are going
to find ourselves going over the same material twice.

MR. BURNS
I just wanted to ask Mrs. Zervigon in the transition of these

different articles out of the old constitution, did the committee
make any changes? Are we going to get them just like they were?

MRS. ZERVIGON
You are speaking just like they were in the reports from the

substantive committees?

MR. BURNS
Yes.

MRS. ZERVIGON
There la a typographical error or two. But, aside from that,

we are a procedural committee, so we transposed them just as they
cane from the committees. It's the feeling of the staff and the
committee, as I understand it, that that means that they are still
liable to amendment on the floor. But, we transposed them just as
we received them.

MR. O'NEILL
I'll ask my question then, Mr. Chairman.

MR. AVANT
Mrs. Zervigon, I have a general question, related generally

to the entire article, but specifically, also, to Section 1. Now,
this constitution, or this proposed constitution up to this point,
and before anything in this article dealing with transitional pro-
visions is Inserted therein, has a certain meaning—each word, each
section, each article, and the document as a whole has a meaning.
We all have our ideas as to what it means. Someday, perhaps, the
courts will tell us with finality what it means. But, my question
is this, whatever that meaning is, any word, any sentence, any
section, any paragraph, any article, or the whole thing put together,
nothing in this article is intended to change that meaning, is it?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes, sir. I agree with you entirely. That's why we put the

first section in there to make that perfectly clear. I don't know
if this is the proper legal term, but this is an inferior article.
You read the others first, and this is to help implement them.

MR. ABRAHAM
Mary, you may have already planned on doing this, but I might

suggest, particularly when we get to Section 9 where there is going
to have to be transitional articles and things like that, I assume
the staff is going to be here so that if a question does come up as
to what happened to a particular section or article in the old consti-
tution, they'll be able to tell us where that particular thing goes.
Will they not?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes, in addition to that, we've had a memo prepared outlining

those sections specifically continued in Section 9 so that you can
see what it was the committee did. Also, I've given a copy of the
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report several days before any of the rest of you got It to the
::hairman of substantive committees and asked them to hold themselves
wallable, or one of the members of the coTanittee available to answer

: ust exactly that kind of question. Because, while we can look on the

charts and see the what.... the substantive conmlttee. .. .people would
have to answer the why.

MR. DUVAL
Mary, 1 realize the monumental task that your comnittee had.

I am wondering, the approach you took is to attempt to specifically
itemize those provisions of the '21 Constitution which were deleted
by this group, and it transposes items into statute. That's the ap-
proach you took. Is that not correct, basically?

MRS. ZERVIGON
In a limited number of instances.

MR.

Everything else is repealed.

DUVAL
I see.

Now, is this. ...the *21 Constitution as I understand it, didn't
precisely handle it this way. It didn't mention statutory. ., .that is,

provisions of the old constitution that were deleted from it in its

schedule. Now, can you tell me the thinking of your comnittee as to

why you wanted to do it in this way, specifically? Because, I think
that is the major po....one of the major policy decisions we will
have to make here.

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's quite true. This was an argument that went over a long

period of time as to whether the old constitution should be totally
repealed, or whether it should be totally continued insofar as not in
conflict, or whether we should try and combine the approaches. The
problem that we ran into, and bear in mind that we are a procedural
comnittee, was that certain of the substantive coimnlttees had meant
to leave the status quo as far as the operations of government are
concerned. But Just to put processes in the constitution, as op-
posed to details. Other substantive committees had Intended to sub-
stantially change the processes of government. Therefore, some com-
mittees wanted certain things continued in the statutes insofar as
they weren't in there already, in order to say, "You'll Just keep
on doing what you've been doing until somebody stops you."

Others, the Judiciary Conmlttee, for example, wanted certain sec-
tions repealed—didn't want them to exist anymore—wanted operations
to change—we couldn't very well coimoent on that and say, "You'll are
all wet. We're going to repeal everything," or "We're going to continue

everything ("since they, as the substantive committee had made that

Judgment. So, we tried to take this way of combining the approaches
of two different sorts of committees, two different attitudes of

comnittees , to try to make It work the best way we could together.
It has happened in other states where the previous constitution is

long, that there have been specific continuations into the statutes.

It's not true when you're going from a short constitution to a short
constitution, then you just repeal and supercede everything.

MR. HARDIN
Delegate Conroy sends up this amendment. Amendment No. 1. On

Page 1, delete lines 12 through 17, both inclusive. in their entirety.
It has the effect of deleting the entire section.

Explanation

MR. CONROY
The purpose of this amendment, as explained by the Clerk, Is to

delete Section 1. In my opinion, Section 1 is totally Inconsistent
with the concept of what a schedule of transitional provision should
be. By their very nature, transitional provisions conflict with
the balance of the constitution; that is, there are certain parts,
or certain functions which have to remain in effect even though
inconsistent with the basic concepts of the constitution. The purpose
of the transitional provision schedule is to allow those things to
continue even though they are inconsistent with the present constitution.
If you read the balance of this proposal, for example. Section 6

which says that "all taxes , penalties , fines, forfeitures , etc.

,

shall continue in existence;" Section 7 which says, "no impairment
of bonds and contracts", and so forth; Section 10 which continues
certain governmental functions; all those things are continued in
this schedule even though they conflict with the basic part of the
constitution, so that it seems to me that you have an essential con-
flict in this schedule provision when you try to read Section 1 with
Section 6, 7, 10, and some other parts. I think the way to handle
the problem that's presented by Section 1, is in each section of this
schedule as you come to them to be satisfied that there is nothing in

it that conflicts with or disturbs the balance of what you may be
interested in the basic part of the constitution. But I think to try
to say that nothing in this schedule will interfere with the basic
part of the constitution, is simply an inconsistency in terms and
concepts about what a transitional provision is. I think that you
will not find any provision comparable to this first sentence in any
other state constitution. I don't believe that there is one in exis-
tence which would have a statement of that kind. I think it would
virtually render meaningless the rest of the schedule.

I yield to any questions.

Question

MR. FLORY
Mr. Conroy, do I understand you, I haven't seen your amendment,

but do I understand you correctly to say that the substance of the
language in Section 1 ought to be applied or added to Sections 6, 7,

8, 9, and 10, also, rather....

MR. CONROY
What I say is that Section 1 is inconsistent with Sections 6, 7,

and 10, because it renders Sections 6, 7, and 10 meaningless the way
Section 1 is written.

Further Di scussion

Reading of the Section

HR. HARDIN
Section 1.

Section 1.

Limitation of Transitional Provisions
Nothing in this article shall be construed or

applied in such a manner as to invalidate the foregoing articles of
this constitution, but only to supplement and to provide for an
orderly transition from the Constitution of 1921."

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
This section was put first, and was put in specifically to

clarify the sort of question Mr. Avant asked. This is only to

implement the new constitution*As far as my committee was concerned,
we had no intention of reopening questions already settled by this
body. That's why this is in here. I am proposing two amendments
to clarify the language, Mr. Chairman. I don't know whether you
want to introduce those amendments first?

MR. HENRY
Yes, we'll ... .well, I think we have another amendment ,

I 'm advised
by the Clerk, just as a deletion of the whole section, Mr. Clerk? Then
perhaps we should take that one first, Mrs. Zervlgon, as we customarily
do take the ....

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's fine.

Amendment

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I strenuously urge you to

reject Mr. Conroy's amendment because there are certain things In
this article that, in my humble opinion, after studying them for
many, many hours, and going back to the basic source of material
that is referred to in the Constitution of 1921, that would change
the need and completely undo many of the substantive provisions that
you've adopted and placed in this constitution. Now, Mrs. Zervigon,
if you will recall, stated. In response to my question, that nothing
in this article dealing with transitional provisions was Intended to

in any way affect the substantive meaning of any single word, or
clause, or sentence, or section, or paragraph, or article, of the
constitution up to this point, either taken by itself or altogether.
Whatever it means. It means. Nothing In this transitional provision
is intended to change or disturb that in any way. Well, I respect-
fully submit to you, then, that you have to say that—you have to
say that—because there are several places in this article, and we
will get into more specific reference to that later on in connection
with some amendments that I intend to offer, that would change the
meaning and undo what you have done up to this point. I don't say
that it was done by the committee designedly. I don't think It was.
I think that they meant what they said In this first section, that
this is intended only to supplement and provide for an orderly
transition from the Constitution of 1921. But, we are all human
beings. We do not always....

....I say that I don't mean to imply that any of those,what are rather
obvious substantive changes to me, I don't say that any of those were
done by the committee deliberately. But, I say that we are all human
beings, and we are sitting here doing the best we can to deal with
words and phrases and sentences in the English language, and we Just
don't always agree on what those things mean. We don't always actually
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get down the words that we.... that adequately express what we Intend

to mean. So, unless. .. .unless you have a provision in this transitional

article, that nothing In it is intended to change the meaning of any of

the work that you've done before, you're going to be in serious trouble.

Because some of the specific provisions in this transitional schedule,

In my humble opinion, and I've spent a good bit of time studying them

and going back to the source of material it was referred to, definitely

operate a substantive change if you don't make the specific statement

that they are not intended to effect a substantive change. For that

reason, I most strenuously urge that you reject Mr. Conroy's amendment.

Questions

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Avant, if there were some language added to the first section

which would say in a manner as to invalidate, limit, restrict, do you

think that would change or alter? Do you think that would help clear

up your problem?

MR. AVANT
Mr. O'Neill, I have an amendment which I intend to offer which

will make this section read, "Nothing In this article shall be construed

or apply in such a manner as to Invalidate, limit , or change the mean-

ing of the foregoing articles of this constitution, but only to supple-

ment and to provide for an orderly transition from the Constitution of

1921." I have an amendment that will insert that language after the

word"invalidate," the words,'llmit , or change the meaning of".

MR. O'NEILL
If the committee is sincere in not wanting to change anything,

then they should be happy with that language.

MR. AVAKT
Well, I won't express what's going on In somebody else's mind,

Mr. O'Neill, other than to say that I believe that the members of

that committee are honorable people. They are not trying to sandbag

us, or trick us in any way; that they did the best job that they

could in a rather difficult area. I don't think that they accomplished
their purpose, completely. But, whether or not they will agree to that

amendment or not Is something that they are going to have to decide.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Avant, with reference to Mr. Conroy's feeling that perhaps

where we have interim continuance of present provisions until the
legislature has an opportunity to act, so that there would not be an

hiatus in the law, do you think that perhaps the best way to solve
his problem would be to put the qualifying language on the interim
measures rather than to strike out the general proposition stating
the purpose of the transitional schedule?

MR. AVANT
I most certainly do, Walter.

MR. CONROY
In order that we can better understand which sections are

which, Mr. Avant, I've mentioned some of the sections that would
concern me—not all of them—cause Section 5 would fall in the
same category, I believe. These are areas which are necessarily
inconsistent with the rest of the constitution by their very
nature. What we're doing is making exception for those. Could
you tell us what parts of this schedule you feel might invalidate
or become more consistent with the other provisions?

MR. AVANT
Mr. Conroy, we might as well just throw it out on the table.

If you read Section 17, when you stick that in there, then you might as
well, we might as well not have been here. I might as well have stayed

home. For whatever good, or whatever purpose that I thought I

might have been accomplishing here, you have stricken it all out
of the constitution, and you've put the articles in the Constitu-
tion of 1921 back into this constitution by reference. That's
exactly what you've done.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, I rise just briefly to urge you to defeat the

amendment. I think that there are sections here that could be

read as to be in conflict with previous articles, perhaps.

That was not our intention, and I could argue the question
section by section with some of the delegates, but I just say

to Mr. Conroy's objections because he was the one that offered

the amendment, that Section 7, for example, that he thinks

invalidates or supercedes previous articles, came word for word
out of his article ,or report of the Revenue, Finance and Taxa-
tion. It's one of the sections I referred to earlier that was

reiterated just to make people feel better. I think bond holders
need to know that we're not after invalidating their bonds. That's
the main thing. But, if you'll look in Committee Proposal No. 15,
those words are there. The same is true, for example, of the
second sentence of Section 6, which ratifies present taxes, pre-
sently levied or authorized. That also comes out of Committee
Proposal No. 15 as it passed the floor and was then finally
styled. How it could be construed or applied to be in conflict
with the other articles of this constitution when it was taken
word by word out of one of those articles, completely escapes me.
So, I urge your rejection. I have no objection although I can't
speak for the members of my committee to clarifying the language
in Section 1. But, I do think it's an important section to retain,

[^Previous Question ordered . ]

Closi ng

MR. CONROY
I think that whichever way the vote goes on this amendment

or on the section we have pointed up the problem that would
be facing us throughout the consideration of Committee Proposal
No. 38. There are, I think admittedly, some parts of this which
are transitional in nature, and to that extent are inconsistent,
by nature with the basic provisions of the constitution. There
are other provisions such as Mr. Avant has pointed to only one
that concerns him. Section 17, which probably should say, or
be followed in with some remark about them not being Inconsistent
with anything else in the constitution. Perhaps, the problem
is that we ought to have two schedules instead of one, in
which you could specify some sections which are transitional,
truly transitional in nature, and others which are not so transi-
tional, but are a permanent retention of some parts of the con-
stitution which will remain in effect. Perhaps that division
is the better thing to do. I say that if that division is the
thing to do, the way to accomplish that division is to eliminate
this section at this time, and deal with those sections in which
there's supposed to be a recitation that they do not invalidate
any other part of the constitution. The basic problem I see is
that we're dealing with an article that's entitled "Transitional
Provisions." "Transitional Provisions" necessarily means going
from one thing to another. Here, the purpose of this transition...
is to retain, in effect, some of those things which may be in-
consistent with the basic constitution to retain them in effect
for the time that may be needed to retain them
in effect. You cannot do that in the face of this
Section 1. I repeat again, several sections in this

article are simply unworkable and meaningless
if you start off with Section 1 applicable to this entire proposal,
and I therefore urge the adoption of the amendment. I'll answer
any questions if there are any.

Quest! ons

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Conroy, since Article I, since Section 1 provides for

the orderly transition of government between the adoption of the

constitution and the adjournment of this convention, I'm wonder-

ing, how do you, or how would we share in the state; for example,

suppose after the constitution shall have been adopted by the

people of the state, and then litigation develops, which by

injunctive proceedings would temporarily prevented it from going

into effect. Under the provisions of Article XXXVIII. everything

would remain orderly, we would continue under the 1921 Constitu-

tion until that litigation possibly would have been adjudicated.

But, how do you provide for that? What would happen?

MR. CONROY
No, I disagree with you. I think that in order for that

to be accomplished we'd look at Section 10, but I don't believe

that Section 10 can be validly applied in the face of... the

language in Section 1 because Section 10 itself says that any

provision which is inconsistent with this constitution, which

is a necessary procedure of government, shall remain in effect.

Well, that provision stating that"any provision which is incon-

sistent with this constitution which is a necessary procedure

of government shall remain in effect" is completely at odds

with this provision In Section 1 that says "nothing in this

article shall be construed in such a manner as to invalidate

the foregoing articles of the constitution" because Section 10

by its very terrolnology invalidates anything that's...

•

a part of the constitution.

MR. ALEXANDER
But, all you do Is delete...
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MR. CONROY
All I'm doing is,.. That's correct. If you look at the

1954 Projet of the constitution for this state, when they looked

at this same problem, they reconnended that there be no lead-in
of this kind, that this is in effect, a preamble, or part of

it should be considered as a preamble when it says that it's

to supplement and provide for an orderly transition, and that

that sort of language is simply unnecessary. That is the

function of a transitional schedule, and that's all it's sup-

posed to do, is to provide for the transition from the Constitu-

tion of 1921. The part of this section that I object to, that

I object to is the invalidate sentence; the part that I feel

is unnecessary is the second part. In other words, the reason

I move to delete the whole thing instead of just the first

part was that I thought the second part was unnecessary. I

find the first part objectionable; the second part, unnecessary.

MR. ALEXANDER
Thank you.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Conroy, as I understand your point, and as I read it,

apparently, as I read the other sections following Section 1, a
good deal many of than are in essence literally inconsistent
with the provisions of the proposed constitution.

MR. CONROY
Precisely.

Expl anat ion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I am submitting this amendment

in the same spirit as Mr. Avant's amendment, although I had
it typed before he asked his question. More or less, at the
request of Mr. Jenkins,who just wanted to tighten up the
language and make sure it said exactly what I was trying to say.
It makes two changes. Before the word "Invalidate" on line 14,

it inserts the word "supersede or" and before the phrase "the
foregoing articles" would insert the phrase "any provision of"

because it was Mr. Jenkins's concern that that could be con-
strued by a court to say if you don't validate a whole article
then this section doesn't count. It's just clarifying language
in order to tighten it up and make it do exactly what I think
you all wanted to do as shown by the vote in the defeat of the

Conroy amendment. I urge your adoption of this amendment.

[Amendment adopted wi thout objection .^

MR. CASEY
Mr. Avant Is now recognized for his amendment, to explain

his amendment.
Would you please give Mr. Avant the courtesy of your attention,

please.
The Clerk will read the amendment first.

Amendment

MR. DUVAL
Therefore, we'll have to say "notwithstanding any other pro-

vision herein" to make... or else we're not really accomplishing
it; is that. .

.

MR. CONROY
That's correct.

MR. DUVAL
You're saying we should deal with each one—any one that is

in essence inconsistent, we should deal with it in the specific
section.

MR. CONROY
I think we're going to have to face up to that problem.

There may be some that present the problem Mr. Avant said, and
in any event, we're going to have to deal with each one of these,
as I said, whether this passes or not, we still are going to

be faced with that problen on each one of these sections.

[Cuorum Call: 91 delegates present
and a quorum. ]

Point of Information

MR. JENKINS
As I understand It, the Connlttee on Legislative Liaison

and Transitional Measures is a procedural conmittee, not a sub-
stantive conmittee. I'm wondering how a procedural comnlttee
can propose a substantive part of the constitution.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Jenkins, they were assigned the matter of the problems

of legislative liaison and transition, and some of their material
and information Is bound to have some substantive effect. The
material contained in the schedule may have some temporary
substantive effect, and maybe even some permanent substantive
effect. It's based on the rules of the convention, Mr. Jenkins.

[^Amendment rejected : 17-79 . Motion
to reconsider tabled. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mrs. Zervigon at this time sends up amendments.
Amendments read as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 14, after the words "as to"

delete the remainder of the line and insert in lieu thereof the

following: "supersede or invalidate any provision of the fore-

going".

MR. POYNTER
The amendment reads as follows:

We had to make a few changes in it to accommodate the adoption

a moment ago of the Zervigon amendment.

It would read as follows:

On page 1, line 14, after the word "invalidate" you need to

insert "contained in the text of Floor Amendment No. 1 oroposed

by Mrs. Zervigon and just adopted " insert a comma "," and add

the following: "or limit or change the meaning" you need to add

the word "of"; "or limit or change the meaning of". It would

make that first sentence read as follows: "Nothing contained in

this article shall be construed or applied in such a manner as to

supersede or invalidate or limit or change the meaning of any

provision of the foregoing articles of this constitution, "etc.

Expl anation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I think the amendment,

the meaning of the amendment is rather obvious. I'm authorized
by Mrs. Zervigon to state that she has no objection to the
amendment. She didn't speak for the conmittee, but she tells
me that she has no objection to it. It's simply to make it

abundantly clear that none of the meaning of any of the work
that we have done up to this point, no matter what it means,
whatever the courts of this state ultimately say It means, if

it has to go to court to find out what it means, whatever it

is, it Is; and it stays that way, and nothing that we put In
this article is going to change it, Invalidate it, supersede
it, limit it, or affect it in any way. I ask your favorable
adoption of the amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, the

reason that I asked to get your attention a little earlier—and

I know all of us are anxious to have something to bring home

with us as a momento of this convention—but the reason I did

so is because of the fact that we do have some very, very serious

problems facing us today. I want to explain to you in connection

with Section 1, one of the big problems we have. As a member of

the Committee on Style and Drafting, it has been suggested that

certain provisions of the new constitution which we have adopted,

be taken out of the main body of the document, and put into the

transition provision because of the fact that they will have

a limited period of time in which it would be anticipated that

they would be in effect; for instance, provisions on tideland

settlements and so forth, and the provisions In that particular

section which talk about how the funds would be distributed
and so forth. Now, if we put provisions which we have adopted
into the transitional section and adopt something such as we

now have here which would make that subservient to the remainder
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of the constitution, it could be violence to what we have already

adopted. Now, I've been assured by Judge Tate that he would

propose to have a Part I, which would come before this Part II,

so that we would be sure to protect those parts of the constitu-

tion which we have adopted in its main body, but would remove

back to the transitional provision. So, what I'm saying to you

now is I don't object to the Avant amendment as it is presently

...that is,provided that what Judge Tate proposes is adopted.

But, if it is not adopted, then we're going to be in a mess; and

I only want to call all of this to your attention because of the

fact that we're all proceeding along, and I don t think we are paying
enough attention to what we're doing, and I do hope that on the

last deliberative day that we have that we don't undo an awful

lot of the good that we have done all year long.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Perez, this particular provision, if it is inserted

above the articles which we are transferring out of the constitu-

tion, that we have adopted, if it's inserted above that,

wouldn't it have some of the effect of possibly invalidating

or superseding some of those particular provisions? While, on

the other hand, if it's inserted, you might say, between those

articles which are transferred and the articles which we are

taking out of the 1921 Constitution, that it would not have

that effect?

MR. PEREZ

It depends naturally upon how it's worded. For instance,

I have been shown by the Judge the fact that there are twelve

different provisions which the Committee on Style and Drafting

has proposed going into a transitional material: the Board

of Regents, the Board of Supervisors of LSU, the State Board

of Elementary and Secondary Education, other boards;is that

correct. Judge? Are these things that I'm reading off mandatory:
reorganization of state government, legislative sessions,

civil service commissions, state and city civil service

officers, offshore mineral revenues, tldeland settlement,

forfeitures prior to 1880, and effective date of property
tax provisions?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Certainly, now those are provisions which we have adopted In

the present constitution that we have no intentions of invalidating
or superseding or anything else like that. So, certainly we

don't want to do anything that would affect those particular
provisions except just transfer them to a different article of the

constitution.

it on the floor here and now or I'm going to seriously oppose this
provision.

MR. TATE

Mr. Perez, if this passed as an article. . .of course, the

floor has to approve anything we do, but the tentative plan
was to recommend to the floor, when this comes back, we would

recommend that instead of saying. . ."^his would be a Part II.

This would be transposing the Part II of transitional pro-
visions. There'd be a Style amendment to put a Part I.

There'd be a Part II ahead of this, and there'd be the appropriate
stylistic changes to Indicate that as it pass the floor it

only referred to these particular sections.

MR. PEREZ
Judge, I sure don't want to take those chances. I would

much prefer let's see if we can't straighten this thing out

now while we. . .we know what we want to do, let's do It.

MR. TATE
In other words, you would prefer, right now, that we have

an amendment to this Part II to head this list and to amend
"article" to "part"?

MR. PEREZ
Yes sir, I would.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Perez, you are speaking about amending the title of

this article to read: "Article XIV. Transitional Provisions,"

and then insert there "Part II"?

MR. PEREZ
Yes. This is according to Judge Tate's suggestion, not

mine. What Judge Tate has advised us is that he would take

certain provisions out of what we have already adopted as the

proposed const i tut ion, put it in transitional provisions and

make that Part I and make it clear that the Section 1 which

we are now considering would not apply to Part I, but would

only apply to Part II so that you would have to, on line 13,

change "article" to "part." So, you'd say "nothing in this

part shall be construed," etc.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Perez, consider a situation in which the recom-

mendations are made by Style and Drafting as to what sections
of the constitution that we ' ve already ratified should be in

Part I, we don't like the concept, we vote it down and have a

section saying "nothing in this part," but there is no Part I.

Where. . .

MR. PEREZ
But, again, that's why I say that we have to be very careful

about what we are doing here. That's the reason I had attempted
to get the attention of the delegates to see to it that we knew
what we were doing and didn't make any serious mistake. I'm not

. . .if I may ask from the Chair, on line 13, has the word
"article" been changed to "part"?

MR. POYNTER
On line 13, Mr. Perez? That has not been changed.

MR. PEREZ
Well, there again, if we don't do that, well, then we're in

trouble. You see, we have to change. Apparently, you need an
amendment which would say that "nothing in this part," and then
have a Part I and a Part II.

MR. TATE
Mr. Perez, thank you so
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PEREZ
No sir. Judge. That is strictly one hundred percent substantive

and not procedural . If we' re going to do it , we' re going to do

MR. PEREZ
Well, it's very difficult. That's one of the problems with

the haste in which we are dealing, Mrs. Zervigon. But, there are

twelve different subject matters which are suggested to be put

in Part I. I'm reasonably sure at least one or two of those
will end up in transitional measures.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Perez, perhaps I've hung around with you too much this

year, but aren't you asking us to buy a "pig in a poke"?

MR. PEREZ
Easy now.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Aren't you asking us to buy a "pig in a poke'?

MR. PEREZ
No. I think the best thing for us to do is ii some of us

would sit down and see if we can't work this thing out. But,

unfortunately I don't think we are . . .1 think that we are

moving in such a way that we really don't know where we are

headed.

MR. FLORY

Mr. Perez, probably I don't understand what you're talking

about, but are you saying that in maybe Part II we're going to

do something to undo what we've done in this convention in the

constitution?

MR. PEREZ
No, Mr. Flory. What I'm saying to you Is that Judge Tate

and the Committee on Style and Drafting are suggesting that

twelve different sections of the proposed constitution which

we have adopted be put in the transition section. When you

do that and say that 'hothing in the transitional provisions
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shall be construed to apply iu such a manner as to invalidate,"

etc., what we are doing is putting what we have already adopted

in a secondary position, possibly, to other provisions which

would be In the main body of the constitution. In other words,

what we would be doing if we follow Judge Tate's plan is to

take certain provisions out of the main body of the constitution

and put them into the transitional section. When we do that,

then it's limited. Then, it would be subjected to the

provisions of Section 1, which would mean that that which we

take out of the main body, put in the transition body then

would be in a secondary position to what we have in the main

body and therefore maybe change the meaning of something which

we have already done in our deliberations. Do I make myself

clear?

MR. FLORY
Part I, as I appreciate what you're talking about, would be

on those articles we've adopted in the new constitution.

MR. PEREZ
That's correct.

MR. FLORY
All right. Part II, then, would be on those matters that

would be transferred primarily to the statutes?

MR. PEREZ
That's correct; and repealed, etc.

MR. FLORY
Wouldn't this same principle apply that you couldn't or

wouldn't want to do anything in transferring something to the

statutes that would be in violation of what we have adopted in

this constitution?

MR. PEREZ
You'd better repeat your question. I didn't understand it.

MR. FLORY
All right. If those matters transferred to the statutes are

contained in Part II, wouldn't this same section have to apply

there in order not to have something transmitted to the statutes

that would be in conflict with the provisions of the twelve

articles that we've adopted?

MR. PEREZ
We would not be transferring anything to the statutes as

far as those provisions of the new constitution are concerned,

because they are, in fact, a part of the constitution. We will

be transferring many of the constitutional provisions of the

'21 Constitution to statutory material, according to this

proposal. So, I do not at all disagree with Section 1, provided

that we have a separate part which deals with those provisions

which are in the presently adopted, that is, our new proposed

constitution, and have them in a different category and not

subjected to the language of Section 1 because what we would

transfer from the work that we have done to the transition

provision would not be in a secondary position to what we've

adopted otherwise. Do I make myself clear or not?

MR. KEAN
Then, somebody is then going to sit down and try and decide

what sections that follow that right now are going to be lifted

out of this—whether it'd be Part 11, as I understand it—and

put over into Part I. Is that correct?

MR. AVANT
The convention is going to decide that.

MR. KEAN
Well, on what kind of a basis are we going to make that

decision?

MR. AVANT
Mr. Kean, I imagine we're going to make it by a vote of the

delegates to this convention, and whoever prevails, that's

what's going to go.

MR. KEAN
Well, I understand that, Mr. Avant, and I'm trying to find

out is: what's going to determine whether you put it in Part I

or Part II?

MR. AVANT
Well, as I understand it, Mr. Kean, it will be based upon

whether it is a more or less permanent provision that's intended

to be in the constitution and be given rank equal to the

provisions in the constitution, or it's some merely temporary

and strictly transitional provision that's going to fall of its

own weight when certain things have occurred.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, I have no objection to the concept behind

moving some of the things we've passed already. I've been

talking to Judge Tate about it for several months. I under-

stand that there is a list of suggested provisions to be

moved. If that could be Xeroxed and handed around to us, I

think maybe a lot of us would calm down when we see what the

intentions are and see which ones we want to strike and put

in Part II rather than in Part I, or which ones we vant to

leave in the main body of the constitution. Do you think

that's a possibility?

MR. AVANT
Mary, are you talking about just kind of stopping until

all that's Xeroxed, or are you talking about getting that, bu

proceeding right now on the amendment that's before the

convention?

MRS. ZERVIGON
I have no objection to proceeding with your amendment,

that's what you are saying.

it

MR. ABRAHAM
Jack, I was going to suggest to you that you might want to

do this: would not we be better off passing over this first

section and going on with the rest of this thing to give us. .

all of you people time to work out this Section 1?

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I think that—and I stand

to be corrected if I misunderstood what has taken place up

here—but, I don't believe there is now any objection to adopting
this amendment with the understanding that between lines 11 and

12 in this article we're going to inraediately come back and
break the article into Part I and Part II. Then, we're going

to have the problem of deciding what's going to go in Part I

and what's going to go in Part II. But, I think with that

explanation we are now prepared to adopt the amendment. I've

already explained it.

Questions

MR. KEAN
Mr. Avant, as I understand what you are saying, we would

adopt Section 1 with the language of the Zervigon amendment and
your amendment. . .

MR. AVANT
And not lay it on the table.

MR. AVANT
I do not think so, Mr. Abraham. If I thought so, 1

wouldn't have ever got up here in the first place.

MR. POYNTER
As I appreciate what Judge Tate and the Committee on Style

and Drafting are going to do is to recomnend to you to be

Included ahead of the provisions contained as presently set

forth in this article a Part I that would contain twelve

sections which would have constitutional status, but for one

reason or another, perhaps, would have, if you will, somewhat

limited in terms of time application. For example, mandatory

reorganization of state government, particular provisions

dealing with implementation of legislative sessions for the

first few sessions following the adoption of this constitution,

prescription dealing with the tldelands settlement, forfeitures

of taxes prior to 1880 and the effective date of property tax

provisions and similar provisions such as these that would have

constitutional status, but their efficacy would be limited by,

inevitably, some time frame. These would be Part I, a part of

the constitution, but just be included in transitional measures

in the view that ultimately they would have no real constitutional

efficacy and their time limit of their efficacy would have

expired. Then, he will propose to and will in fact offer an

amendment momentarily that will make the transitional measures
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as It appears before you a Part II—a Part II—dealing strictly
with transitional questions as opposed to permanent constitu-
tional provisions that have a more limited time frame.

Judge Tate, Is that a thorough statement of. . .1 can at
Mrs. Zervlgon's request will run off a list of all twelve of
those proposed sections which are sections which you have already
adopted—already adopted—and that that committee will propose
to you later this evening, hopefully, that would go into this
Part I.

Point of Information

MR. FLORY
Mr. Poynter, as I appreciate what you're talking about reading

from that list, you're talking about physically taking from what
we have adopted, the specific, identical language from those
articles or sections and putting It in Part I. Is that correct?

MR. POYNTER
That's my understanding exactly, Mr. Flory.

Further Discussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates I quite well understand

what Judge Tate and the Style and Drafting Committee is proposing
as a part of what would be Part I, because we considered those
items in Style and Drafting, and they are specifically listed.
They would specifically provide, with respect to the Items that they
cover, language that this convention adopted. I don't have any
problem with that, but if I understood Mr. Avant in his explanation
of his amendment, that we were then going to come along and try
to decide whether or not there are some items—which would then
be in what we would call Part II—which ought to also be lifted
and put over into Part I or put someplace else, because It's
obvious, that If you look at some of the particular provisions
in what would be then Part II, that if we say that In Section 1
that nothing in this article would be construed, etc., to
supersede or invalidate or limit or change the meaning of any
provision of the foregoing or what comes afterwards. It seems
to me that what we then would have in Part II could just as
well be left out, because no one would ever be able to Interpret
what the meaning of Section 10, for example, would be in light
of that language. Section 10 of the committee proposal talks
about something remaining in effect for three years after the
effective date of this constitution. It's obvious that it
relates back to something that's In the present constitution or
in the proposed constitution. When you talk about nothing Is going
to supersede, or invalidate, or limit, or change the meaning of
any of those provisions, then you might as well take Section 10
out of this transitional schedule; because I don't believe you could
have the language In Section 1 and the language in Section 10
and have it any meaning. What we're being asked, again, to do
here, in the Interest of time, in my opinion, is to buy "a pig in
a poke." We're going to add Mr. Avant's language, and then we're
going to come along and try to figure out what sections are to
come out of this Part II because with Mr. Avant's language, they're
going to be meaningless. I think we're right back where we were
with respect to what kind of a proposition we're going to put on
an alternative ballot when we were being asked to vote on the
alternative without knowing how it would be presented to the
voters. Here, again, we're being asked to put some language in
that has, in my opinion, substantive effect upon the remaining
provisions of the transitional proposal. If we do that, we've
then got to come along later and start deciding which ones we're
going to take out and which ones we're going to leave in. For
that reason, I oppose Mr. Avant's amendment until we know,
in particularity, what's going to be in the Part I and what's
going to be in Part II, or whatever else we're going to call it.

Questions

MR. FLORY
Gordon, I don't understand what you're saying, really, because

as I appreciate what the committee said in the beginning explana-
tion of this measure, that there was no intention, regardless of
what is in this thing, to change or alter the meaning of what this
convention has adopted in the way of the neT=' constitution.

MR. KEAN
I think that's correct, Mr. Flory, but my point Is—and I

think I'm really making the same point that, in a way, that Mr.
Conroy was trying to make with his amendment—there's simply an
inconsistency with this language in Section 1 between some of

the provisions in the transitional section. Now, that's not
true with respect to all of the parts of the transitional
proposal. For example. Section 9 which continues certain Items
in force as a statute, I think they clearly remain in Part II
subject to whatever kind of language you want to put in there,
inconsistent with the constitution, subject to it, whatever you
want to say—Mr. Avant's language or anybody elses. But, when
you get to some of the other provisions, we talk about the items
being in effect for three years, items with respect to all
retroactive suits, etc. It raises a serious question In my
mind—and I'm talking now about Section 5—that when you put
Mr. Avant's language in, applicable to Section 5 and
Section 10, what do you have, and what questions have you
raised in the process? It seems to me if you put Mr. Avant's
language in, you've got to raise out of this Part II some of
these items which can't be consistent with that language.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Kean, I'd just like to ask this question: in what way would

the language that Mr. Avant wants to Insert In this Section 1
would hurt the provisional language that's in Section 5?

MR. KEAN
Well, Mr. De Blleux, we talk about all writs, etc. , "existing

on the effective date of this constitution shall continue unaffected.
Now, we go over here and say In the first part that "nothing
herein would be construed to change the meaning or supersede.
Invalidate," etc., something that's in the present proposed consti-
tution. It seems to me, under those circumstances, you may have
some provisions In the present constitution which would have a
bearing on that section and the question then comes up: what
happens under Section 5 in light of that language?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, you think that this language here is going to Invalidate

something?

MR. KEAN
In my opinion, a section such as Section 5 and Section 10

are truly transitional provisions and they ought not to be
limited and have somebody trying to decide what they mean.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, does this provision. . .is tills. . .Section 1 In

any way limit them?

MR. KEAN
Senator De Blleux, I voted for Mr. Conroy's amendment

because I felt they perhaps did.

MR. DENNIS
Well, Gordon, don't you agree that Mr. Avant's amendment

would not hurt most of what's in this?

MR. KEAN
I think that's probably correct, Jim.

MR. DENNIS
Well, then why don't you go along and accept it and then

when we get to those items that it's inconsistent with, let's
take them out and put them somewhere else? Don't you think
that would be more logical?

MR. KEAN
Well, all I'm suggesting. Judge Dennis, is we ought to

find out what ones we're going to take out now.

MR. DENNIS
Well, we've got to do something, don't you agree, before

we do the next thing?

MR. KEAN
I agree with that. I think we would have been better off

to have adopted the suggestion that was made here about fifteen
or twenty minutes ago to have a recess and let 1 t go off to
some. . .to one side and get this thing put down In writing so
that we'd see what we were doing.

MR. BURNS

Mr. Kean, I didn't hear this last question, you know. . .the
answer to It. But, anyway, isn't there some device or some
procedure that we can adopt—this group—whereby we're not going
to have to take up every one of these sections individually and
specifically? I counted fifty-two and then had to stop to ask
you this question. We'll never in the world finish.
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MR. KEAN
I think the parts that Judge Tate is suggesting as being a Part I

can clearly be brought over. They are transitional, really, in
a technical sense, because you're giving them the same effect as
if you would have left them in the constitution, and we might
have been better off to have done that rather than to have to
gotten into this argument. My own feeling is that outside of those,

that we'd be better off coming up wiLli a broad general provision
which says that everything that's in mnflict with this consti-
tution terminates, in whatever language you want to say it, and
everything that's not in conflict with it continues in full
force and effect. Then, let the Law Institute or somebody
else sit down and try to figure out what's obsolete and what
needs to be revised or changed, and in the course of time,
working with the legislature.

MR. BURNS

Do you agree that if we have to take up each one of these
articles or sections, rather, individually in this Section 9
that there's no way that we could finish by tomorrow night?

MR. KEAN
If you want. . .if everybody in this convention asked one

question as to what Article V, Section 2 is that's going to be
put over into the statutes, we'll be here a long time, Mr. Bums.

Further Discussion

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I'm rising here primarily

as a technician representing the Style and Drafting Committee
which has attempted to serve you purely in a stylistic and non-
substantive manner to help us organize a readable constitution
as short and coherent as is possible within the limits of
what we adopted from the floor. Now, I rise in support of the
Avant amendment because it will clearly show— together with
the next amendment which 1 understand there is no objection to

among those who are most concerned—it will clearly show that
that section limits only those sections that follow it—that
follow it. One or two. . .there may be some thought that you
don't need them in that section. When we get to those one or

two, you could, at that time, delete them. I think that the
language is necessary because remember our problem, gentlemen
and ladies—remember our problem. We started with a nine hundred
page constitution. There were, in that constitution, many
sections that protected particular interests. Those interests
were kind enough and decent enough, and you were generous enough
and farseeing enough to take them out of the constitution and to

put them in the statutes—to put them in the statutes. Now, we
need—when we do take those old things and put some of them in

the statutes—we need that language Mr. Avant proposes here and
that Mrs. Zervigon proposed simply to say you took those old
statutes and you're putting them over to the technicians, but
they are not to conflict with the decisions reached on this
floor. Now, I say to you that. . -my friends, that if you will,
right after this, adopt an amendment that clearly says this is

a Part II and that these things refer only to this part, I

suggest to you that the problems we are envisioning are going to

disappear because, very plainly, you do not mean, in this
procedural committee, to change anything that you adopted previously
on the floor. This is going to clarify that intent. If there's
any sort of objection to any particular section, you can raise it

at the time. Now, just for example, I think the Zervigon committee
had a far-reaching and far-visioned and sensible approach. Instead
of turning over nine hundred pages most of which is gobbledygook
and garbage-and obsolete—a lot of which, six .lundred pages was

—

to technicians to weed out, we weeded it out. We took a judgment.
Each substantive committee took a judgment on the general
assumption that we can do more good by weeding out some of the
ancient language and antiquated provisions, and perhaps overlook
one or two that the legislature can put in, than to put in six

hundred pages of gobbledygook into our statutes that we'll have

to get out later. 1 think all of us now agree that had we worked

instead of from the framework of the detailed '21 Constitution

with all of those specific provisions, had we worked from a

general outline and ideal outline, perhaps we could have done

even better than we have. I think, gentlemen and ladies, ladles

and gentlemen, persons, I think that we have done, in my own

opinion, a tremendously fine job under the circumstances that

we had. But, I say to you, for what it's worth, let's adopt the

Avant ajaendment; let's have the Part II. Let's sensibly. . .

so that this evening you will see, and in a very short time on

your desks will be the proposals of Style and Drafting to

reorganize what we've passed without changing the substance.

Questions

MR. LOWE
The only question I have, we keep talking about Part II,

and I may have lost track, but we are on the amendment that
says "or limit or change the meaning" and the Part II amendment
comes up next; is that correct?

MR. TATE
Yes, and it will change 'artlcld' to 'ijart!'. .. .it will say Part II

and then the first....

MR. LOWE

No, but the question is. we're not on the Part II amendment
now, we are on the all right, good, thank you,

MR. TATE
Yes, sir. But, it should be read, I think, in conjunction with

the Part II amendment which I think the leading question, as
agreed to, should be placed there.

MR. ABRAHAM
One question. Judge,

what's going to be Part I?

We keep referring to Part II Part II;

MR. TATE
All right, there are twelve transitional provisions that have

already passed; you remember the transitional on the Board of
Regents?—the transitional on the L. S. U. Board and the transitional
on the school board; transitional on civil service. There are other
provisions believed to be transitional, but you took out the sub-
stantive things a' page and a half about the tidelands settlement.
Some day the tidelands settlement will be reached and then you will have,
say, a page and a half they will read in 1991 that will say, "What in
the world did those fellows put it up there in the body?" The
transitory provisions we sort of regard as written in semi-disappearing
ink; after a while nobody is going to look at them because they commend
their existence like the tideland settlement that erases them.

Further Discussion

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Acting Chairman, I can see where we are dealing with

something here that if we don't do it right we can have a cause, in
my opinion, of a tremendous amount of litigation in the future.
I'm wondering if we could take a brief recess and maybe have a
meeting of minds and work out something here that the majority of
these delegates or the majority of us delegates could agree upon,
I'm not an attorney but I can see that if this thing is not handled
with every precaution that you could create litigation on top of
litigation. I would just like to suggest that maybe we recess until
l:00,or 1:15, or 1:30, or any time that the staff thinks we need to
come back and maybe have, say, a thirty minute meeting now of

the people that are better qualified to put the proper language
in here than I am and see if we could come up with something we
could agree upon that would really do what we want to do.

MR. CASEY
Senator Rayburn, that was the purpose of the approximately

half hour recess that we had. I think most of the people that
participated in that up at the rostrum there was pretty much of a

consensus with, of course, a couple of exceptions. I would
suggest that we go ahead and vote on this* There is general
agreement that we will not lay on the table, I think. Section 1

first of all. I was hoping to suggest to Mrs. Zervigon^ the
Chairman of the Legislative Liaison Committee, that during the

lunch hour those who are interested in this paricular measure
I would hope that we could have a meeting or a geftogether

,

Mrs. Zervigon, during the lunch hour to try to resolve some of

the problems in advance if you are willing. But, you and I can
discuss that before we recess for lunch.

MR. ROY

I said, I think that we've heard about as much discussion as
we can on this subject without getting totally confused: that is,
those who don't understand it. I think Justice Tate had a good
suggestion, and we ought to move forward, adopt the amendment,
and then proceed on as he suggested. With that, if there are no
other speakers, I move the previous question on it.

[previous Question ordered , Amendmen

t

rejected : 95-6. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]
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Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Yes. Judge Tate at this time sends up amendments which read

as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, between lines 11 and 12, insert

the following:
"PART II."
Amendment No. 2. On page 1, line 13, after the word "this"

and before the word "shall" delete the word "Article" and insert
in lieu thereof the word "Part".

Explanation

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, before you, you have the amendment. Article XIV

on this page. Part I,are the twelve transitional provisions you

previously passed which we are going to recommend to you that you

take them out of the body and put them in this Part I section of

the transitional provisions because they are limited in duration

and time. Later generations will not have to read about something

that happened a long time ago and passed out of existence. This

amendment is simply— in order to carry out the intention that

we have previously noted—to put a Part II in front of the Zervigon

transitional provisions so that you'll know from now on that these

we are talking about are subject to the Section 1. We amend Section 1

to say, as you know, that it just.. ..this part shall not limit what

we previously adopted in the substantive portions of the constitution.

Mr. Chairman, I'll yield to questions.

Questi ons

Part I transitional provisions will be of equal status with the

constitution and tlie Part II provisions will be subservient to the

Part I provisions in the rest of the const i tut ion?

MR. TATE
Well, I would say that roughly speaking, that's correct.

Part I, transitional provisions are provisions that were already
passed in the substantive articles. In line with the intent to
produce a shorter, more coherent constitution and in line with
the function of Style and Drafting to recommend an orderly re-
arrangement, we thought in the interest of the long range co-
herence of the constitution that some of the provisions that
are of constitutional dignity and not procedural or substantive
should be put in Part I of the transitional provisions, thinking
that in thirty years from now, fifteen years from now, whatever
it is they will be written in disappearing ink, so to speak,
because the condition that we asked ... .conditions that existed
has passed, for instance, the reevaluation of taxes .assessments
and so on. So, generally speaking in an incoherent way, Judge
Lanier, my answer is yes.

MR. LANIER
But, what I'm getting to is like on this thing about ceasing

to have effect, we may have things in both schedules that may
ultimately cease to have effect; isn't that true?

MR. TATE
Yes, sure, sure.

MR. LAl^lIER

And, isn't the ordinary theory of a transitional schedule that
the entire schedule is subservient to the constitution? Isn't that

the ordinary procedure?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, 1 don'tknow what that sound was but I thought it was

supposed to be a train the other day.
Justice Tate, you substituted the word "Part", you're not

saying "this Part of this article," but stricken the word "article"
and substituted the word "Part'"? This is a rude question, but

does that make any sense?

MR. TATE
Yes.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So long as you capitalize the "P" it makes sense?

MR. TATE
Yes, ma'am.

MRS. ZERVIGON
What will happen !„ the unlikely possibility that

this convention decides that all of the things we have already

passed in the way of transition— tlie Board of Regents transition

and the alternatives thereto, the civil service transition, and

that sort of thing—ought to be subject to the provisions of the

rest of the constitution and, therefore, there is no necessity

for a Part I?

MR. TATE
Well, I would say, of course, it is. But, I would say, for

instance, the transitional measures we are talking about.... we have
an unusual constitution, as you know. There are a lot of provisions
in there that wouldn't have to be in there if we didn't have the
major provision in the constitution, you know, when taxes prescribe,
for example. Then, you need a page and a half to explain that tide-
lands people between this and there don't prescribe until after the

settlement and that's the sort of thing that we think. ...we hope
and we think you will agree with this, should not clutter the body
of the constitution but needs constitutional protection as an
exception until the tidelands settlement is over.

MR. LANIER
Accordingly, it would be your opinion that because of our

situation with the tremendous amount of transitional measures we
need to improvise here rather than follow traditional lines in

order to properly do the job?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir, Walt, We have a unique constitution; we have unique

problems; I think we are handling them uniquely and future generations
may be thankful to us should they approve our work, the present
generation, that we have eliminated so much detail from the

constitution

.

MR. TATE
Well, if that should happen, then, Mrs. Zervigon, we can

reach that if that should happen as a, first of all, a policy decision

of this convention; second of all, as a stylistic matter if every-

thing above is put underneath here and everything disappears above

the line, then we won't need that.

MRS. ZERVIGON
So, what you're trying to say is that to stick in Part II would

have been a substantive change but to take It out, won't?

MR. TATE
I'm saying that to put Part II in clarifies that these are

procedural changes only. Mrs. Zervigon, I do not believe, for

instance, most of what's above tlie line... some of.... at least

above the line could possibly be made subject to this provision;

for instance, the constitution provides that taxes claimed by the

state shall be prescribed in three years. There is a special

provision tliat says, however, in the tidelands settlement area

we're not going to make them pay their taxes until we find out if

they owe them, so prescription suspends until the settlement, that

we have three years after tlie settlement to collect them. So, I

know there are some provisions that have to stay in Part 1.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Justice, do I understand what you are proposing that the

MR. J. JACKSON
Judge, I have prepared an amendment to the transitional

provision whichdealt with—and it was an oversight, it's really
a technical amendment saying within certain times the Board for
Southern would be appointed as the same provision that we have
as it relates to the Board of Trustees and the Board of Regents.
I'm just trying to determine practically. I understand that we
are talking about provisions that have been adopted already. Is
there some way in terms of cutting down time and not really circumventing
the process because it is, in effect, a technical amendment?
Would you care to suggest how I should proceed in light of
what is being proposed to do with this article?

MR. TATE
All right. Representative Jackson, we are aware that

a transitional thing about how to appoint a Board of Governors
to the Southern system has not been provided for. So, we have
Just called. . .there would be between. ... should that pass, should
the convention adopt that, we are reserving a place for it up in

the Section 3 as a Section A between the L.S.U. and the State Board
of Elementary Education, Board of Trustees, a place to put that

and it would, of course, be a transitional measure of the nature
we are talking about. You need to put it in to direct the present
appointment; it could be either place actually. But, in line with
the organization we've made, we would probably recommend it be

placed up in Section 4 along with the uther provisions, and that's
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the sort of thing.once they are appointed, It passes out; there is

no use putting it up above in the main constitution.

MR. J. JACKSON
Justice, ay point Is I'n asking is will you give a clue as

to when you feel that that ought to come up?

MR. TATE
The sooner the better. Representative Jackson, the sooner the

better. As you say, it's of a technical nature; I hope they have

styled and drafted it already; I think it was an oversight; the

sooner the better so they can put it on the MIST, whatever they

call it, if the convention approves it.

[Amendment adopted without objection.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Duval, you do wish this amendment; don* t you, sir?

Amendment sent up by Mr. Duval reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 15, after the words "only to"

and before the word "and" delete the word "supplement" and Insert In

lieu thereof the word "implement" .

Explanation

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, first I would like

to say that the ta^k of this conmittee is quite immense. I know

the Chairperson did a very excellent job in attempting to formulate

all of these provisions and to transpose them properly. 1 think

my understanding of what a schedule is is that a schedule is to

Implement the provisions of the proposed new constitution. I

merely suggest in this amendment that we change the word "supplement"

to "implement" as I think that is really what a schedule is supposed

to do. I might read you the definitions of the two words as contained

in Webster's Dictionary . Supplement Is defined— if I can find it

—

is something that completes or makes an addition; supplementary is

additional. I don't think we intend to add additional provisions

to the constitution. I think we intend to Implement the con-

stitution. Implement is defined as to give practical effect and

to ensure actual fulfillment by concrete measures. I think that's

what this schedule is supposed to do; that's how transitional

matters should be dealt with. We don't want to give the effect

of adding to the constitution, merely implementing the con-

stitution. I think that best sets forth the intent of what a

schedule should be and what this schedule is designed to do

and would succinctly provide to the intent of this convention

as to what we are intending to do in this schedule; therefore,

I move the adoption of the amendment.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Duval, have you read the memo that I handed you that

will be distributed to all the delegates later outlining the

provisions of the '21 Constitution meant to be transposed into

statute ?

tR. DUVAL
I have looked at it,

it completely.
I don't want to say that I have digested

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, for sure because you can't have read every section.

The reason I asked this; do you think that those implement

sections of this constitution?

MR. DUVAL
However we ultimately end up handling this matter, whether

we specifically designate these things or not, I think certainly

it's implementing... .what we intend to do is to implement the

intent of this convention and by deleting these from the *21

Constitution, certainly, we did not intend to abolish them from

statute , and I think we would be implementing the committee report.

I do not think we would be supplementing the proposed new con-

stitution by doing it.

MR. WILLIS
Stan, I don't have the benefit of the fountain of wisdom, the

dictionary. But, I understand that your argument is that by so

implementing the constitution it is necessary to do so to compliment

it.

MR. DUVAL
Yes.

MR. WILLIS
And, that to supplement it would not be the complimenting of

it as Is contemplated by the schedule, the transition.

MR. DUVAL
I wish I would have said that.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Acting Chairman and delegates, I rise in opposition to

this amendment. I think there is a considerable difference between

supplement and implement. I am losing my grasp on the English

language. I think I would have no objection to the word "compliment"

as being stuck in as Mr. Willis suggeststbut there is a considerable

difference between compliment and Implement, as I understand it.

Some of the measures in this sect ion, especially those transposed

into statutes, implement the will of the committees but do not

implement the constitution. As I read these English words, "to

implement the constitution" would mean that anything within the

schedule that would not be considered invalid because this is an

inferior article would have to be something to which you could

refer to a constitutional authority for it in the form of "the

legislature shall." If I can try to put that a little bit better,

we are not trying to add additional subject matter to the con-

stitution. We can supplement the constitution by law, ordinance,

regulation, or just actions of citizens. But, to implement the

constitution means to act pursuant to a specific mandate within

that constitution and not everything contained in this article

is an implementation. Perhaps, we should seriously consider

using Mr. Willis' suggestion of the word "compliment." But,

this is a change, fellow delegates, and I hope if you haven't

read the succeeding section, that you will read them because some

of them are implementations, but some of them supplement; not on

the same plane; not an incorporation by reference and that's the

whole point of this Section 1 to make them inferior to other

articles, but they supplement rather than Implement.

Questions

MR. LEIGH
Mrs. Zervlgon, I'm wondering if the words "to supplement and"

are necessary at all—either "supplement, implement, or compliment"?

Wouldn't it be desirable to simply delete those three words "to

supplement and" and leave it that it provides an orderly transition?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Leigh, I would have no objection to that; just off the top

of my head, I can see no objection to it personally.

MR. LEIGH
Because, actually here we are not implementing anything,

supplementing anything, or complimenting, so....

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Leigh, I wish I had had your help earlier.

MR. LEIGH
I would like to, if I had time to prepare an amendment, to

delete the three words altogether.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Acting Chairman, I've been advised that an amendment will

be introduced deleting the words completely, which is fine with me.

So, therefore, in lieu, I will withdraw it on the condition that that

amendment will be offered.

[;!mendment withdrawn.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. Delegate Perez sends up amendments, whic

think have been mentioned previously.
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 13, delete the

words "to supplement and" after the word "only". Again,
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on page 1, line 13, delete Che words "to supplement and"
those three words appear after the word "only" on line 15.

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, in order to avoid

the problem as to whether we should use the word "supplement,"

"implement',' or whatever. If you will read the language after the

deletion of the words "to supplement and" it would read "but,

only to provide for an orderly transition from the Constitution

of '21, "and I believe that that's sufficient. If there are no

questions, I move the adoption of the amendment.

[Amendment adopted without objection.
Previous Question ordered on the
Section .

]

Closing

a motion Co pass ove& rather than a suspension of the rules.

Mr. Drew, you have a question?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I'm willing to present it that way. I thought it

might require a suspension of the rules that we pass over everything
except Section 25 for the purpose of considering the proposed
amendment that I wish to offer in regard to the effective date of

the constitution.

Questions

MR. DREW
Mr. Gravel, you stated that this may resolve some of the

other problems, but in effect, wouldn't by moving this effective
date a year later be indicative of the fact that we would want
an election next November rather than an earlier election to
adopt this constitution?

MR. GRAVEL
No, sir, it would not.

MS. ZERVICON
Mr. Chairman, I just want to reiterate that as 1 understand

it, it's our agreement that we will pass this, but not lay it on the

table.

[section passed: 109-2. Motion to
reconsider pending.}

Personal Privilege

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Acting Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the

convention, it had been my Intention in connection with this
proposal to offer some amendments— I think there needs to be
at least two— to provide, if adopted by this convention, that
the effective date of the proposed new constitution would be
January 1, 1976, in lieu January 1, 1975, as recommended by the
committee. I've asked for the opportunity on personal privilege
to make this statement to you because I intend after the noon
recess to ask for a suspension of the rules so that we can con-
sider Section 25 out of order which fixes a January 1, 1975 effective
date. I believe it would be appropriate for us to give consideration
to the proposed change , because if instead of January 1, '75, the
effective date of the constitution is going to be January 1, '76,
a number of the problems that seem to be surfacing may either be
resolved or can be pretermitted. Now, I want to say that this
idea was not mine although since it came to me—a number of
delegates have discussed this with me —had one or two that were
opposed to it and one or two that are for it— and I think it
needs to be considered very carefully. Governor Edwards has
authorized me to state in his behalf that he strongly recommends
for many reasons—some of which I'll state to you immediately after
lunch— that we give consideration to making the effective date one
year later than as provided in this committee proposal. I don't
know whether It would be appropriate at this time to do it because
there might be a great deal of discussion on it. But, I do believe
that we should consider, regardless of what the result may be,
the effective date of the proposed new constitution as the very
next order of business, so to speak, with respect to this proposal
because that determination can make a lot of difference as to
what we do with respect to other sections of the proposal. I

wanted to make that statement to you now and tell you that I

do intend to make that request to the convention. I'm again
saying to you, I'm doing so at the special and particular request
of the governor. Thank you very much.

Announcements
[ll Journal 1354-1355}

Motion

MR. GRAVEL
I move for a suspension of the rules so that immediately

upon reconvening after the luncheon recess that we consider Section
25 of the proposal before yoi^ in order to determine the sense of
this convention with respect to the effective date of the proposed
new constitution and at that time, I would have before the convention
a proposed amendment which would make the effective date 12:01 a.m.,
January 1, 1976.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Gravel, it's my understanding all you need Is really

MR. DREW
It would certainly allow it though, wouldn' t it?

MR. GRAVEL
It would allow it, yes, sir. I think the election,

as I recall, the statute says that unless the governor calls
a special election prior thereto, then the election on the
proposed new constitution will be held in November of this year.

MR. DREW
But, you don't agree that if we move the date back a year

or a year forward that there would be an indication that there
would be no necessity for an earlier election to vote on this
constitution?

MR. GRAVEL
No, sir. It's my belief and understanding, Mr. Drew,

that as of this time the governor probably intends to call
the election for some time in April, irrespective of whether
this change is made or not.

Point of Order

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Chairman, it sounds to me as if we're dicussing

the merits of the amendment Mr. Gravel plans to offer. As

I understand, all he's moving for now is to make this special

order of business immediately after the noon recess.

MR. CASEY
That's correct,
Mr. Schmitt.

Judge Dennis. You're absolutely correct.

MR. SCHMITT
With that reference to the Revenue, Finance and Taxation

Section, in order to comply with that federal court ruling for

equalization we put a section in there that stated that this

new procedure of the ten percent and the fifteen percent would

not go in effect for three years after the effective date of this

constitution. Do you mean that this would not go into effect

until 1979? Then, if that is the case, would we be mandated to

have the hundred percent assessment in the meantime?

MR. CASEY
Gentlemen, let's. .

go to Section 25. Let's
the motion is to pass over and

restrict your questions to chat.

MR. PEREZ
I move to recess for lunch, but if you want to dispose of

this motion first, then I'll be glad to wait until when it's

disposed of.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Gravel, some of the questions that are being raised

to you will be taken up in the sections that apply to them,
for example, the one on assessment practices. The reason for

taking up the final section first will be because the answers
to those questions would be different depending on the effective
date of the constitution; isn't that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct.
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MS. ZERVIGON
But, It's an entirely different question than what's

going to happen in the Interim because of these delayed effective

dates that we've stuck In various places In the constitution, as

apply to other articles; Isn't that correct?

HR. GRAVEL
I think that's correct too, Ms. Zervlgon. All I'm

saying Is that If this convention decides that the effective

date will be January 1, 1976, they would. . . the convention

may well have reason to evaluate this proposal and other matters

In a different light. I think It Is Important for us to make
that determination before we go into other matters.

HR. RAYBURN
Mr. Gravel, are you outlining the specific dates? Suppose

we wanted to cut it six months; in the place of January we
wanted it to go in effect In August. Then the only thing we can

discuss is the January 1st?

MR. GRAVEL
No.

MR. RAYBURJJ

Any date, or we can discuss any date—the effective date, period.

HR. GRAVEL
Sure, the effective date of the constitution, yes sir.

I just mentioned. . . I'm glad you mentioned that. I just

mentioned what my proposed amendment would do.

HR. LANIER
Mr. Gravel, as I understand part of the reason that you're

requesting this is to give the legislature an appropriate period
of time within which to prepare Implementing legislation to
cure up, as I understand it,, some of the transitional problems that
we have. Is that part of the thought behind this?

MR. GRAVEL
That would be part of it, yes sir. Although there is

some provision In this article for a seventy-five day legislative
sessloi^ as I recall it, but that's only part of the reason. There "re

several reasons that I think the convention should consider;
that's one of them.

MR. LANIER
With reference to that particular part, has any

research been done to your knowledge as to whether or not

the legislature can prospectively pass legislation which would

be unconstitutional at the time that It's adopted, but would be

constitutional under the new constitution?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I don't know whether research has been done along

that line or not, sir. I haven't done any, but it's certainly

an area In which some research could be conducted depending upon

what we do here with the whole proposal.

Point of Information

MR. ALEXANDER
The question Is to the Chairman. How did you rule on the

suggestion of Judge Dennis relative to discussing the merits
of the anticipated amendment? We don't know exactly . . .

HR. CASEY
Reverend Alexander, what I suggested is that some of

the questions were out of order. People began discussing the
merits of it and really the discussion or the question should
hinge on whether we're going to go with Section 25 or not.
That's the whole question . . .

At. ALEXANDER
How do you rule? Are you ruling anyone out of order

who discusses the merits?

HR. CASEY
Well, let's hear the merits and then we'll rule'

Reverend Alexander.
Hr. Jack, did you have a question?

Okay,

HR. JACK
Mr. Gravel, what I wanted to ask: in that little booklet

I handed you —someone handed to me— is that Act of 1972,
I believe its Act 2 that sets up the convention that has the

clause .reading it quickly that states the effective date of
the convention ... of the new constitution would be thirty days
after the promulgation of the election results?

HR. GRAVEL
That's correct.

MR. JACK
Well, then how are we going to choose another effective

date?

MR. GRAVEL
Because we can fix the official date of promulgation.

MR. JACK
Oh, we can?

MR. GRAVEL
Tes, sir.

\_Motion adopted without objection.^

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman, I know the staff has much work to do. But,

in view of the very Important nature of the material that

we're working on at this time, if it is possible without dis-

rupting what they have to do, could we have an enrollment or

engrossment or whatever you want to call it of these provisions

incorporating therein such amendments as we have put on them up

to this point when we come back here after lunch?

MR. CASEY
Hr. Avant you're requesting on the transitional proposal,

whatever amendments we have adopted?

HR. AVANT
Tes.

MR. CASEY
All it is is on Section 1, you want to . . .

MR. AVANT
I think I'm reasonably sure I know what it says, but I

want . . .

HR. CASEY
I want to be reasonably sure that I know what . . .

HR. AVANT
I want to make sure that everybody knotewhat It says.

MR. POYNTER
You're just asking for a typed copy of Section 1?

HR. AVANT
That's right and for every delegate to have one if we . . .

MR. POYNTER
That's no problem.

Recess

Chairman Henry in the Chair

{^Quorum Call: 100 delegates present
and a quorum. ]

Personal Privilege

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, over

the noon recess, 1 found out that there was some misunderstanding
and a lot of downright opposition to the idea of an amendment that
would make the proposed constitution effective on January 1, 1976;
so I want to relinquish the right, of course, that ,

you were kind
enough to accord me to go forward with an amendment, and I'm
going to withdraw the amendment at this time. Thank you.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Perez sends up an amendment, the purpose of which

we explained.
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Amendment No. 1. {The copies of this, well, have just
arrived up here; but this is a pretty self-explanatory amendment.)

On page 1, between lines 17 and 18, insert the following:
"Part III".

Expl anat ion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

during the lunch hour break, there was a meeting among several
of the delegates and, hopefully, we have arrived at a tentative
solution to the problems as to how to handle these transitional
provisions. As you know, earlier, we agreed that we would have
Part I, which would be those provisions which would be bodily
lifted from what we have already adopted as part of the consti-
tution and placed into Transitional Provisions because of the
fact that these provisions have only an expected limited life
and will go out of existence, so to speak, in a few years. So,
Part I would be those provisions which we bodily lift out of the
constitution, which we have already adopted. Part II would be
those provisions which would be subjected to the limitations
contained in Section 1 which we have already adopted. Part III
would be those provisions which would not be subjected to the
limiting language of Section 1 and would be truly transitional
in nature, so that the amendment that 1 am offering now would
make, as part of Part Ill—that is, material which is not sub-
jected to the limiting language of Section 1—would make it
the first section of Part III. We would propose that Sections
2, Sections 3, Sections 5, Sections 6, and Sections 7, at least,
would be contained in this Part III and, possibly, other sections.
So, I'd be glad to answer any questions and move for the adoption
of the amendment.

[Amendment adopted without objection.'}

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 2. References to 1921 Constitution
Section 2. Whenever reference is made in this constitution

to the Constitution of 1921, it shall mean the Louisiana Consti-
tution of 1921, as amended."

Explanation

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this will be a Part III section.

That is to say it will not be subject to Section 1, which we've
passed already. It's really only a grammatical thing so that
we don't have to proofread the whole document and make sure that,
every place we said Constitution of 1921, we also said as amended.
It's just to clarify it for the courts. Most people believe that
this will be the case, whether we set it in the constitution or not.
The committee felt that it's always better to put things down in
writing so that everybody knows exactly what you're trying to do.
I yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. LEIGH
Ms. Zervigon, would that become, then. Section 1 of Part III?

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Leigh, as I understand, what they're going to do is number

the sections consecutively through 1, through 2, and through 3.

So, I'm not sure what the section number will be, but it will
be the first section in Part III, yes.

MR. LEIGH
I see. It will be numbered separately from those in Part II

or in Part I.

MS. ZERVICON
Well, that's a Style and Drafting matter, Mr. Leigh. I'm

not exactly certain how that will be handled. But, since that doesn't
have any great effect on the interpretation of the document as I under-
stand it, it's not one of those things I found out about before
I got up here, to tell you the truth.

[^Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 107-0. Motion to reconsider
pendi ng .]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
The next section, Mr. Chairman, is:
"Section 3. Effect of Titles
Section 3. No title or sub-title, heading or sub-heading,

marginal note, index, or table printed in or with this consti-
tution shall be considered or construed to be a part of this
constitution, but to be inserted only for convenience in re-
ference."

Explanation

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this will also be a Part III

section, which means it will not be subject to the limitations
that we passed in Section 1 this morning. You may well have
had discussions in your committee, when you thought titles were
inaccurate, about whether or not titles had the effect of law.
We've said over and over again, in committees and on the floor,
that titles don't have the effect of law. We're now putting it
in the constitution in the same manner as the section we just
passed—a kind of put-your-cards-on-the-table-and-say-exactly-
what-you-mean section. I'll yield to any questions.

Let me add one additional remark. This is also going to
apply, in the future, to any annotations put in by the West
Publishing Co. or whoever.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mary, I notice you had— .one question: The word "table" in

here—what tables are in the proposed constitution?

MS. ZERVIGON
That's the whole point, Stan; there aren't any. So, if someone

inserts one for convenience—as to we've set up the revenue sharing
fund where the monies went or something like that— it wouldn't have
the effect of law, but would just be to illustrate something. There
are no tables in there.

MR. DUVAL
Now, this certainly doesn't refer to the, for instance, the

percentages on property tax or anything like that?

MS. ZERVIGON
By no means

.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. O'Neill has sent up an amendment at this time.

On page 1, line 24, immediately after the word "or" and
before the word "table" insert the word "reference".

Explanation

MR. O'NEILL
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I regard this as

a very technical amendment. In the Revenue, Finance, and Taxation
Article, in the area of property taxation, there are some percent-
age tables that are in that section. If you'll remember, we used
numerical notations of five percent, ten percent, fifteen percent,
what have you. I don't want this section to be interpreted in any
way as meaning that those sections do not apply. Therefore, by
suggestion of the research staff, we decided to insert "reference
tables" so that there would be no way to misinterpret that those
numbers are in any way not going to be part of the constitution.
I simply regard this as a technical amendment. I'd appreciate
your adoption.

Questi ons

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. O'Neill, I don't know whether you're acquainted with

style and drafting, but I believe this would be a word that,
ordinarily, they would delete, if you inserted It, because it
would really have no particular significance insofar as the
words. Since Ms. Zervigon said there are no tables, it would
only be a table as compiled by somebody as a matter of convenience,
or reference, to the constitution anyway. I think it would be
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something that, if we put it in now, they'd probably delete it

if they got to it.

MR. O'NEILL
If the committee is willing to stipulate that this in no

way affects those percentage tables in Revenue, Finance, and

Taxation, I'd be very happy to withdraw the amendment; but there

was some concern on that point.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. O'Neill, Ms. Zervigon clearly stated—and I think you

can recognize the fact—that this has no reference to that what-

soever. For the matter of record, there aren't any tables in the

constitution.

MR. O'NEILL
Well, Senator, then I will withdraw the amendment if Ms.

Zervigon said that. I didn't hear her, and I ask that the amend-

ment be withdrawn with the stipulation that this in no way is

interpreted to mean those percentage figures used in Revenue,

Finance, and Taxation.

[^Amendment withdrawn.

J

MR. JACK
Ms. Zervigon, I don't know whether its correct—something

Senator De Blieux, as I understood, said there were no tables

in the constitution. So, if there are not, why do we even have

the word "or table"?

KS. ZERVIGON
That's the point, Mr. Jack. If someone chooses to insert

one later on, to help you in reference with your constitution,
it won't have the effect of law, but will just be considered as

a convenience. The same is true of an index. We haven't really
compiled an index yet. There'll probably be an index one of

these days, but the index won't have the force of law. That's
the point.

MR. WINCHESTER
Ms. Zervigon, in your explanation, you report to laying

your cards on the table. Does that cover the sixth floor of

the Jefferson Parish delegation?

MS. ZERVIGON
The sixth floor? The only time I laid my cards on the

table up there, I won eleven dollars; so I can't complain about

that.

{^Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 102-0. Motion to reconsider
pending

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Next section:
"Section 4. Inherent Power of Legislature

Section 4. The legislature shall have all powers not pro-

hibited or denied by this constitution or by or under the consti-

tution and laws of the United States and the absence in this

constitution of a grant of power contained in the constitution

hereby superseded shall not be construed as a limitation of the

powers of state government."

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Yes. I have an amendment offered by Mr. Kean, Perez, Ms.

Zervigon, Mr. Conroy, and others.

The amendment reads: On page 1, delete lines 28 through 32,

both inclusive, in their entirety and on page 2, delete lines 1

and 2 in their entirety.

Explanation

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, this section was intended to ratify the Tenth

Amendment to the federal constitution—which it doesn't really
need doing—because it would stand, whether we did it or not,

and to say that, in the absence of a grant of power to the legis-
lature, the legislature had the lawmaking power. But, Article III,

as we adopted it, said that lawmaking power is vested in the legis-

lature, and there was some question as to what this did to the

unenumerated rights of the people; so we're going to delete it.

We don't think it will change the status quo at all, but rather

leave things, more or less, as we've all understood them to be
up to now. 1 yield to any questions.

[_Amendment adopted without objection .1

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Next section:

"Section 5. Continuation of Actions and Rights

Section 5. All writs, actions, suits, proceedings, civil

or criminal liabilities, prosecutions, Judgments, sentences,

orders, decrees, appeals, rights or causes of action, contracts,

obligations, claims, demands, titles, and rights existing on the

effective date of this constitution shall continue unaffected

except as modified in accordance with this constitution. All

sentences as punishment for crime shall be executed according

to their terms."

Explanation

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this section is taken

out of the Florida Constitution and is standard transitional

material. It will go in the Part 111 section and will not be

subject to the limitations of Section 1. I'll yield to any

questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mary, I just want to understand your intent. I assume this

is to preserve rights that are vested at the time the new consti-

tution is adopted. Is that basically right?

MS. ZERVIGON
That's correct. "Except as modified in accordance with this

constitution."

MR. DUVAL
Now, that's what 1 mean. That's the little phrase that I'm

asking you about: "except as modified in accordance with this

constitution." Does that mean that we, by this constitution,

can, in your opinion, take away vested rights that were vested

before the adoption of the constitution?

MS. ZERVIGON
No, sir, and the reason those words are in there is some of

these are vested rights; some of them are not. For example, as

I understand it, we couldn't abrogate contracts, but that we'd

change certain other things that could easily not be vested

rights, be rights that are not yet vested.

MR. DUVAL
So, to express your committee's intent, then, the "except

as modified" only applies to those things which would not be

vested rights, then?

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, we didn't intend to, nor do we think we are able to,

overturn the federal constitution, no—or the jurisprudence there-

under.

MR. DUVAL
I'm talking about rights vested in under the '21 Constitution

that are modified by the new constitution. If those rights are

vested rights, the new constitution would not prevail, would it?

MS. ZERVIGON
You're going to have to give me an example, Stan.

MR. DUVAL
I hate to belabor the point. I'm merely wondering: if

someone was granted a certain right under the '21 Constitution,
and this right is now vested in that individual, and under the

new constitution they would not have this right, would the right

be taken away or would it remain in effect? Retirement, for

example.

MS. ZERVIGON
There's an amendment coming to knock those words out, Stan.
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MR. DUVAL
Thank you. Thank you.

MR. PUGH
May I ask you whether or not, in your opinion, lines 10 and

11 of this section would mean that one could not be either be

pardoned or paroled for a crime which occurred during the time

of the '21 Constitution?

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Pugh, you're the attorney; I'm not. But, I assumed, when

I read this in the Florida Constitution, that it was the term of

all sentences for punishment of a crime that they were subject to

the laws under which the guy was sentenced, and those laws include

the laws on pardon and parole.

MR. PUGH
I'll fix an amendment.

MR. RAYBURN
Thank you, Mary. Mary, where you say there that "rights

existing on the effective date of this constitution shall con-

tinue unaffected except as modified in accordance with this

constitution," did the committee elaborate any on Just how

far-reaching that could be? In other words, if you have some

rights today, and then the new constitution language modifies

them, would that supersede the new constitution?

MS. ZERVIGON
No, it's not Intended to.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, do you follow what I mean...

MS. ZERVIGON
I understand that there is an amendment drawn to knock it

out in any case. Senator.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I just think this clarifies..,

By deleting this language, it makes the provision a lot clearer,
I think. By having this phrase in there could cause a lot of
problems. I think, deleting it, the purpose of the section could
be accomplished with a lot more clarity. I move for the adoption
of the amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I

want to call your attention to a few things. We might be taking
something out of here we don't want to take out. We have made a num-
ber of changes in this constitution. Do not forget that. Every-
one of them modifies somebody's right, somebody's action. For
instance, we've made some tax changes in this constitution that
didn't exist prior to that time. We've made some changes insofar
as prescriptions are concerned—for and against the state. We
have waived the Immunity of the state Insofar as tort actions
are concerned. Local government has a number of changes In it,
and I'm just wondering if we might not be treading upon serious
territory and have somebody stating that they still have the
rights that they had under the old constitution, rather than
under this new constitution, as a result of our having taken
that out and Inserting this particular clause as it has here
now. If you're not going to delete the whole section, I certainly
do not feel that you ought to delete this particular phrase out of
that section. I'll Just tell you that right now because that's
the whole purpose of this constitution is to make some changes.
You might not be making the changes where you think you made them.
If you delete this particular phrase. That's to tell you to
check it over; then, think It over very carefully before you
delete that particular phrase.

[Prev lous Question ordered.}

MR. RAYBURN
You're going to knock all of it out?

MS. ZERVIGON
No, sir. "Except as modified in accordance with this consti-

tution" will be... there's an amendment to be offered to knock it

out. In addition to that, Mr. Pugh informs me that he has an

amendment drawn to lines 10 and 11. I'm not certain what his .

amendment does.

MR. SCHMITT
Under the new constitution, the International Trade Mart

Building, specifically, will be placed upon the tax rolls.

There's no specific provision for this. In the 1921 Constitution,

there was a specific provision which exempted it, so they paid

no ad valorem property taxes for that building or the parking

garage. On your transitional matters, would this building

remain inwn< iP

MS. ZERVIGON
Jay, I think you have to read this section in concert with

all the other sections. The section that continues that exemption
is repealed by the first sentence of Section 10, so I don't be-

lieve that that's one of the vested rights that we're worried
about protecting here. As I understand it, this mostly has to

do with your rights to action in court.

MR. SCHMITT
So, you're saying it would not apply, and they would not

get the exemption in the future, in your opinion?

MS. ZERVIGON
In my opinion—you're the attorney—but, in my opinion, when

you read the two things together, and all other sections of the

constitution are repealed, that's repealed. It's no longer the

law, so you no longer have that right.

this amendment
declare to be

rights would
the adoption
t think you'll
I think that's

ect those peo-

rights that are

utlon, other

Closing

MR. DUVAL
Let me explain, briefly, what the purpose of

is. Anyone having rights which the courts would

vested rights, under the '21 Constitution, their

not be taken away— if these rights vest prior to

of this constitution— is all it's saying. 1 don'

have any problem In taxes or anything like that,

handled further on here. I think it'll just prot

pie who relied on the '21 Constitution and their

vested prior to that time. After the new constlt

changes, in my opinion, will come into play.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Duval, if this constitution did not change any of those

rights, how could they be affected?

MR. DUVAL
It changes all vested rights. Senator De Blleux, which accrue

after the adoption of this constitution—would be governed by the

new constitution. I'm merely saying those rights which are deter-
mined as vested rights—such as rights of contract—would not be

abrogated if they accrue prior to the adoption of the new consti-
tution.

MR. DE BLIEUX
I Just think you're getting on serious territory there.

MR. DUVAL
Well,

in there.

I think it's real serious territory if you leave this

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
An amendment sent up by Delegate Conroy, Joined by Delegate

Duval. The amendment reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 9, after the partial word

"fected" delete the remainder of the line and on line 10, delete
the partial word "tlon".

Explanation

MR. AVANT
Stanwood, this thing refers to suits and proceedings and

prosecutions and judgments and sentences and all those type of

things. If you leave this language in here that you want to take

out, isn't it a fact that any kind of judicial proceeding or an

appeal or a suit or a criminal prosecution that was in effect

and going on at the time the constitution became effective— the

new constitution became effective—you have to go back and start

all over again with all of those procedures? Isn't that right?
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MR. DOVAL
That's the whole point of the amendment.

^Amendment adopted viva voce.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment sent up reads as follows:

On page 2, at the end of line 11 delete the period and

add a comma and the following: "Subject, however, to the provisions

relative to pardon, parole, and comnutatlon of sentence existing

at the time this section becomes effective."

Expl ana t i on

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, this is in response to the

inquiry I made of the author of this section of this committee

proposal earlier. I'm of the opinion that unless we are going

to adopt an amendment of this nature, that It would be impossible

for one to get a pardon, a parole, or a commutation of sentence

after the effective date of this constitution. I ask your con-

sideration and that you vote favorably on the amendment.

MR. AVANT
Well, this proposal or whatever you want to call it. We've

got a man that's sitting in the penitentiary serving a life

sentence for murder. When this constitution becomes effective,

he hasn't been up there but just two days; he just started

serving his sentence. He won't become eligible for parole

until the new parole procedures and the new board has been

appointed and all of that. There's not going to be any

machinery to give him a pardon or parole In accordance with

the procedures that were in effect at the time this consltution

became effective, so you're really going to be fixing him where

he can never be pardoned or paroled. Now, tell me why I'm wrong.

MR. PUGH
Well, I don't know how he would not be entitled to the

rights relative to pardon, parole, and commutation of sentence,

which were in existence at the time that he was sentenced. I

don't know how you can avoid that now.

MR. AVANT
Well, I really hate to get up here and talk about something

when I haven't seen it, but I thought your amendment said "subject

to the procedures...

MR. PUGH
Provisions is what I said.

Questions

MR. DENNIS
My question was directed to the Clerk. Did I understand you

to put a semicolon In there somewhere; It didn't sound like it

ought to be one?

MR. AVANT
Provisions, well, the provisions are, to me, mean: how is the

Parole Board constituted? Who sits on it? And all of that. The

ones that were in effect at the time this constitution becomes

effective is going to be dead and gone and forgot about by

the time he becomes eligible for pardon, parole, comnutatlon of

sentence; so how's he ever going to get one?

MR. POYNTER
I think you're right. My last graxomar course would put me...

instead it seemed like to me that the semicolon probably should

go after "terms", and it should be semicolon "subject" comma
"however". I think that's probably.... Do you want me to make
that change, Mr. Pugh?

MR. PUGH
Yes, may I withdraw it and have you make the change, and then

reflle It?

MR. POYNTER
All right. I believe that Style and Drafting, 1 know, is

looking over all of this anyway so—this, I guess ,is what Judge

Tate is going to mention—so if we miss a few of these, they

can pick them up.

MR. ABRAHAM
If I remember the language correctly, it says "subject to

the provisions of this section?" Would you explain to me what

you mean by saying "section", or do you mean subject to the

provisions of this new constitution?

MR. PUGH
How is he going to be deprived of any greater right he may

have had in existence at the time he was sentenced: Are you telling

me all his rights are going to be greater under the new constitution

than they would have been. .

.

MR. AVANT
Well, I'm telling you this that I don't think your amendment

Is necessary. 1 think that anybody with ordinary common sense

would interpret this to mean that if a man's in the penitentiary

and he went there before these provisions in the new constitution

became effective and he became eligible for parole at a later date

after the new Parole Board was in, that the new Parole Board could

pardon him in accordance with the procedures that exist at the

time he becoaes eligible. That's what I think.

MR. PUGH
Well, I protest to falling in whatever category you Just put

me in because to me it's explicitly clear that he must serve in

accordance with his time—period, and that the new laws won't

be applicable to him because he's got to serve based on what

he was given. But, in the Interest of saving time for the

convention, I withdraw the amendment.

MR. PUGH
It should say

solutely correct.
'constitution." I'm sorry. Mack, you're ab-

[Amendment withdrawn. Previous Question
ordered. Section passed: 104-2.
Motion to reconsider pending.

"i

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, if Mr. Pugh—who missed the discussion early

this morning—Section l...this shall no longer be limited, I guess,
by Section 1 which says In effect "subject to the preceding portions
of the constitution." But I was there when the transitional people
were discussing this, and the thing is it's automatically subject
to the new provisions that have to do with pardon and parole. That
was why they did not think you needed a clarifying amendment, for
what it's worth.

MR. AVANT
Bob, I'm going to tell you something, and then I'm going to

ask you a question. My question is going to be: Point out to
me where I'm wrong. I think that your amendment is doing just
exactly what we don't want to do and iihat you don't want to do
and the reason you said you offered the amendment. I'll tell
you why. You say "subject, however, to the provisions relating
to comnutatlon, pardon, and parole in effect at the time this
constitution becoaes effective." That's the way your amendment
reads.

MR. PUGH
My amendment was when this proposal becomes effective.

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 6. Protection of Existing Taxes
Section 6. All taxes, penalties, fines, and forfeitures

owing to the state or any political subdivision levied and collec-
tible under the Constitution of 1921 and valid laws enacted
thereunder shall inure to the entity entitled thereto. The
proviaions of this constitution shall not be construed or applied
in such a manner as to Invalidate taxes levied or authorized
under the Constitution of 1921."

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
The first sentence of this Section 6 which will be in Part

III was taken from the Florida Constitution and says In essence
if there is a lien on your property or you have back taxes due.

Just because we have a new constitution, don't think you're for-

given that debt. The second sentence came... are combined wordings
of alallar sections in the local government provision and in the
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revenue, finance and taxation provision just to make certain that

everyone knew that validly authorized or levied taxes will continue

to be authorized under this constitution. If you'll recall what

we've done in the way of taxes In this constitution, as far as

levying or authorizing them, if you'll think over them in your

mind, we really haven't made any changes. The problem is that

there are some scholars who think that under a new constitution

you really have a new government, and everything under the prior

constitution, which Is the prior government, lapses. This just

makes it clear to bond attorneys, bondholders that would be

serviced by certain taxes, local governmental authorities that

used to be able to levy certain taxes, and to the state that

they are entitled to levy the taxes they are now entitled to

levy. You'll notice we put "levied or authorized" because in

certain other sections we continued authority to levy taxes not

yet levied. There are certain blanket authorities to levy up to

a certain number of mills, for example. Some subdivisions have

taken advantage of it all the way up to the hilt, and others

—

partly because of the difference in assessment practices from

locality to locality—have not. We intended to continue a valid

levy as well as a valid authorization. Let me say one more thing

to quiet a fear that someone raised to me. Maintenance millages,

for example, that are levied under certain terms, for ten years,

and to serve as a certain particular plant or property would

be continued to be levied under those terms. It says so in prior

articles of the constitution, and this does not contradict that.

I yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Are you referring to the type of taxes-'Whether it be ad

valorem or whatever—levied in the local manner? Is that what

that sentence addresses itself to? I really don't understand
the sentence, and I'm trying to find a meaning for it in your
explanation. What happens if we didn't have the sentence there,

for example?

MRS. ZERVIGON
What happens If we didn't have the sentence there, for example,

is the millages such as the three mills that is constitutionally
authorized to be levied in New Orleans to pay special bonuses at

the end of the year to fire and police would not have a consti-
tutional authority, while we've continued .all special taxes earlier

on. What this does is to reiterate that so that anyone who's
worried about how those taxes are going to be levied In the interim
may look here and find it here as well. In my personal opinion.
If you withdrew it, it wouldn't have a whole lot of legal effect
but the problem is it might have some psychological effect on
the people who want to be reassured that they have the same rights
that they used to have to levy and collect- taxes.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I'm worried about its legal effect, however. What about

some of these taxes that we might not have ratified In this new
constitution specifically? This sentence to my mind rakes all of

the tax authorization and levying powers under the old 1921
Constitution and just continues them.

this problem. It seems to be a very Important problem, and you

can't give me any examples,nor I you, of what you're trying to

correct here. But, what about the case where the authorization
might be in the '21 Constitution and the authorization in this

constitution, and the authorization might be for different amounts.

You say that nothing done here is going to invalidate the authori-
zation in 1921. I mean, I can just see all kinds of problems

with that sort of thing where you don't know any specifics.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I'm talking about the authority to levy, not specific amounts,

but the authority to levy a particular kind of tax. For example,

school boards all over the state are authorized to levy sales

taxes. Some of them have levied them and some of them have not.

We're not trying to tell the school boards that they must now

go to a vote of the people for that sales tax because they're

already authorized to levy them. We want to continue the

authority for those school boards to levy those taxes. This does

that.

MR. ROEMER
What about the alimony tax situation? Did we change that at

all?

MRS. ZERVIGON
What we did is in our article mention the four and seven mills

and five for Jackson Parish, and in your article say that you may

roll it up to take care of the amount of money you used to receive,

plus you may roll up your authorization. It was an amendment by

you, as I understand it. In order to continue the same authorization,

authority but unlevled as you had had in the past— the same propor-

tionment.

MR. ROEMER
Mary, just for the record on this d

bothers n^e in particular are the alimony
have specific millages mentioned in the

You know we mentioned specific millages
stitution but we made them subject to th

rollback provisions of the amendment tha

convention adopted. What bothers me is
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taxes wherein they
1921 Constitution.
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e roll forward and
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that where you have a

in, say, 1976 and the

alimony amount, then

stitution in this

ight to levy all of those

MRS. ZERVIGON
This was not intended to increase or decrease revenues, but

to keep things stable so that it wasn't intended that that four

mills be stuck in there in such a way that they would get either

less or more in the way of revenue. When the coninittee adopted

this section, remember it was all subject to Section 1. We are

now setting up a new Part III, and it will be in that Part III

to make sure that the taxes, penalties, fines, owing, and all

that sort of thing is a continuation of the past and is not

subject to everything else because those penalties, fines, for-

feitures, and all that sort of thing could be in conflict to a

certain extent in that they're not mentioned earlier in the con-

stitution. This was Mr. Conroy's, I believe...

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Roemer, I can't think of one that we have reduced.
So, what's the need for this.
To say that they haven't been reduced, to say that that Isn't

what we meant, to say that what we meant to do is not to cut any-
body's financial base in any way, shape, or form, that they may
continue to have the same operating and capital funds as they
have had up to now. Every time we specifically continued a tax,

we specifically contlnuedthe authorizations for its levy and im-
position in case there was not one that we continued specif Icallv.
This is a general authorization for their continuance. If you
can think of a case in which we really meant to cut the tax base
some place, in which we really meant to discontinue a levy or an
authorization for a tax, I would accept an amendment for that
particular tax. What 1 'm concerned about is the reverse case.
If we really meant to continue them as they are, which is what I

understood from the floor debate on revenue, finance and taxation,
and local and parochial government and the Educational Article, then
I think we ought to say so, so that those people don't get all up-
tight and excited about what the new constitution will do to
their finances.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I don't knov how much research your committee did on

MR. ROEMER
Well, are you telling me that my fears are unfounded here?

MRS. ZERVIGON
I'm telling you that the intention. . .your fears are unfounded

because the intention of the committee was for this to be read in

concert with your report. In fact it was my recollection that it

was taken directly out of Committee Proposal No. 26. If the

words have been changed, then that's my error, but I thought I

had taken it directly out of Committee Proposal No. 26. I meant

it to carry on exactly your intention in your committee— in your

report as adopted by the floor.

MR. JENKINS
Mary, if you look at Section 11

general rule with regard to laws which
which we think may or may not be in ef

date of this constitution. The rule 1;

constitutional when enacted and are no

constitution remain in effect. But, 1;
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MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jenkins » I think you're misreading it entirely.

MR. JENKINS
Doesn't it say that this constitution shall not be construed

in such a manner to invalidate taxes which were levied validly
under the 1921 Constitution? Isn't the only way that could be held...

MRS. ZERVIGON
The word "validly" is not In there. It was my understanding

that either you or Mr. Avant was going to draw an amendment to stick

the word "validly" in there just to cover a case In which something

was unconstitutionally levied.

MR. JENKINS
Well, forget I said that word, but what I'm saying Is the only

way that a tax could be ruled invalid, which was in effect before

the effective date of this constitution, is if it was inconsistent

with this new constitution; isn't it?

MRS. ZERVIGON
No. That's not so because what we're doing is continuing certain

sections, if you'll remember, in Section 9 of this Article, repealing

everything else. It is not our Intention to repeal certain levies

which may be the sources of revenue for certain districts, localities

for the state, for Its political subdivisions, for its agencies; that

was not our intention when we went to repeal everything else. One

of the reasons that not every single one of those sections is con-

tinued in Section 9 in the committee reports, is that those taxes

are being ratified here.

now, maybe that tax wouldn't be a valid tax under this new docu-
ment. Now, I wouldn't want to do anything that would jeopardize
those bonds because those people bought those bonds based upon
the promise that they would be secured by that particular tax.

Now, if you take that out that we're fixing to take out, wouldn't
it still be the intent of the whole document that under Section 7

nevertheless if that tax had been pledged to secure some specific
obligation, it would have to stay in effect until that obligation
had been discharged ?

MR. JENKINS
Well, first I don't know of any such case, and I don't think

we have any taxes that are valid now that will be invalid under
the new constitution. I think that under Section 7 clearly any
bondholder would be entitled to compensation for those bonds,
but I can't tell you unequivocally that some court might not find
that some tax now in effect is not unconstitutional under the new
constitution. I don't know of any; I can't contemplate any, but
1 can't unequivocally fc«ll you that. I think that if there is
such a tax unconstitutional under the new constitution just as

any other law which Is unconstitutional under the new constitution,
it has got to be declared unconstitutional.

MR. AVANT
Even though it had been pledged to secure a specific obligation?

MR. JENKINS
I don't think that would be relevant to the constitutionality

of it.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins sends up amendments. We don't have distribution

copies but it's similar to the one that Mr. Avant had which copies
were passed out but just phrased a little bit differently—same
effect.

Oo page 2, at the end of line 16, delete the words "The provi-
and delete lines 17 through 19, both Inclusive, in their entirety.

Take out the last sentence.

Expl anat ion

MR. JENKINS
Delegates, as the Clerk just said, this simply deletes the

second sentence in Section 6. That's the only thing that it does.
The general rule with regard to the effectiveness of laws, which
are now valid, is that they continue in effect and continue to be
valid if they're not Inconsistent with the new constitution. Now,
that view is expressed in Section 11—11 (A)—where it says "laws
in force on the effective date of this constitution which were
constitutional when enacted and are not inconsistent with this
constitution shall remain in effect." However, that's not what
the second sentence in Section 6 says. That sentence says that
a law levying a tax which was constitutional when levied, when
enacted, but which is now unconstitutional under the new con-
stitution would continue in effect anyway. Well, that's clearly
inconsistent with Section 11. Certainly, any tax levied ought
to be consistent with the new constitution so that's why I ask
that this sentence be deleted.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jenkins, it's not your Idea to repeal any taxes or cut

the tax base; it's just your idea that this particular problem
is taken care of in other places in the constitution; is that
correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Thank you very much.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Jenkins, I guess this is more or less just for the record,

I agree with you, generally speaking, only one exception that
disturbs me—and this is for the record. I'm thinking of a tax
that was validly levied under the Constitution of 1921 and has
been pledged or whatever you want to call it as security for some
specific obligation or bond of a local governmental subdivision
or soinebody else. I wouldn't want to do anything that would come
along and, if for some reason that we're not even aware of right

MR. ROEMER
Woody, I agree with the amendment. I think it's particularly

apropos If one were to study the provisions of the roll forward
and rollback section of this new constitution wherein even
constitutionally dedicated or set millages are going to have to
be changed at some time In the future as a result of reappraisal.
I think this sentence would really tie us up in litigation for
a long time so I support this amendment.

MR. JENKINS
I think it could lead to tax increases because of that

rollback and roll forward...

MR. ROEMER
Exactly. I can see the local government sticking with the

high millage and not want to roll it back at all.

MR. SCHMITT
Mr. Jenkins, would this take care of the problem with reference

to a parish which has a fifteen mill tax and because of the roll-
back it would only be necessary to have a five jiill tax to take
care of the same or to create the same amount of revenues, and
that the parish subsequent to that time would not have the
automatic right to increase it to fifteen mills without a vote
of the people? Would your amendment take care of that problem?

MR. JENKINS
Well, Jay, frankly I don't know that it would take care of

every aspect of It, but I feel that this sentence. .. If we don't
take this sentence out, it could certainly contribute to that
Injustice that you're talking about; so I want to be sure that
we take that out. We still may have left the door open some-
where else, I don't know, but I think that by taking it out
will help alleviate the chances of that.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Jenkins, under the question that Mr. Avant asked you,

wouldn't that be covered in Section 5 where it says. . ."civil
or criminal liability, prosecutions, judgments, sentence. . .

.

obligations, claims or existing contracts"? Wouldn't that
take care of any prior bond obligation? I'm a little concerned
like Mr. Avant Is , but I think that language is plain enough
to take care of any obligations or contracts.

MR. JENKINS
I think that under 5 and 7 also that clearly any person

that was due a debt by the state would not in any way have his
rights divested or harmed.

MR. RAYBURN
Now, let me ask you one more question. Under... we have a

lot of taxes that are today levied under the 1921 Constitution.
In the event that the assessmentswould go up &nd you would want
to roll back some, with this particular language in here, could
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you roll back the mlllage? I guess you could roll the millage
back, but the existing tax would remain in effect whether you
needed all that amount or not.

MR. JENKINS
Well, that's what we fear and that's why we need to take

it out.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, what about where some bond issues are passed and you

levy additional millages to service the bonds and sometimes you
have to increase It or decrease it; could you do that with this
provision left in here?

MR. JENKINS
I just don't know. Senator,

would have In that circumstance.
I'm not sure what effect that

Further Discussion

MS. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

because of all of the questions that have been raised with
regard to the second sentence of this particular section, I

would concur in the amendment by Mr. Jenkins. I believe that
what we've done in our Local Government Article and also our
Revenue Article was to ratify those various taxes. I think that
this Is just unnecessary verbiage and makes real problems In
people'% minds. So, therefore, if there are no other questions,
I'd move the question on the amendment and urge your adoption.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Perez, for primarily the sake of the record, if

this language were deleted, what effect, if any, would be had
upon taxes which are authorized, but not imposed, i.e.— suppose
a district had authorized a five mill maintenance tax but was
only using three or say the police jury was authorized to levy

two mills inside of a municipality for road maintenance but
was only utilizing one?

MR. PEREZ
Well, it's my appreciation in the Local Government

Article that we ratified all taxes, not those just being imposed.
Unfortunately, I don't have It with me, but I'm reasonably well
satisfied that what we did in Local Government would give you the
authority to impose those additional taxes if you had that
authority.

iPrevious Question ordered , Amendment
adopted without objection , Previous
Question ordered on the Section . Sec-
tion passed; 111-0. Motion to re-
consider pending."]

[motion adopted without objection.}

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 12. Constitution Not Retroactive
Section 12. Except as otherwise specifically provided in

this constitution, this constitution shall not be retroactive
and shall not create any right or liability which did not exist
under the Constitution of 1921 based upon actions or matters occur-
ring prior to the effective date of this constitution."

There Is an amendment to go in immediately prior to line
8, between lines 7 and 8 which would make this a portion
of Part III.

Explanation

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this is a standard provision

from all transition schedules that I've read except for one provision
and that is, the first line "except as otherwise specifically
provided In this constitution." We put that in to cover the
case, if you'll remember, we've authorized survivors' benefits to
the widows of certain people who had not been authorized to receive
them before. It covered about seventeen people as I understand
from the author of the amendment, Mr. Velazquez. One of them was
the widow of the cadet shot by the Howard Johnson's sniper who
had not been eligible for benefits because her husband had not
been a policeman at the time, but a cadet. Other than that, it's
absolutely standard language and we intend for this to go In Part
III of the schedule.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I have an amendment sent up by Mr. Casey, Lanier, Tate,

Flory, Avant, and many others.

On page 5, between lines 7 and 8 insert the language:
" PART III".

I asked them not to run the distribution copies. What
it does is between lines 7 and 8 insert the language, "PART III,"
which would then have the effect, of course, of putting that
said Section 12 in Part III as Mr. Perez has previously explained.

[Amendment adopted without objection.}

Questions

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 7. Impairment of Debt Obligations Prohibited
Section 7. Nothing in this constitution shall be construed

or applied in such a manner as to impair the obligation, validity,
or security of any bonds or other debt obligations authorized
under the Constitution of 1921."

Expl anat ion

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, it says clearly in Act 2 which created us

that we may not impair debts. This just says constitutionally
that we have not intended to impair any debts, . . . have
not impaired any debts and nothing may be construed or applied
in that manner. Since I understand Mr. Duval has no questions,
I urge your adoption of this section.

[previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 111-0. Motion to reconsider
pendi ng

.

]

Motion

MS ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, at this point I'd like to move that

we pass over all sections until Section 12 . . . and consider
Section 12 next.

MR. DENNERY
Mary, what happens to the waiver of Immunity provision?

Suppose the cause of action . . . suppose somebody had a right
of action against the State of Louisiana that occurred before
the effective date of the constitution; could they then file a

suit without getting a special waiver from the legislature since
you say there's nothing retroactive here?

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Dennery, I'm not sure I fully understand your question,

but I believe we've taken care of It in two other places. If

Section 5 doesn't cover it, we've specifically said later on

in Section 23 of this, Mr. Dennery ... in Section 23 of this

we've specifically said that those procedures that you operated
under before for suits against the state remain active.

MR. DENNERY
In other words, it's clear that It is not retroactive

then?

MR. HENRY
Any other questions?

MR. DENNERY
Because it shall apply only to a cause of action arising

after the effective date of this constitution. Now, Is that

the intention?

MS. ZERVIGON
Maybe, I' not understanding your question.
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HR. DENNERY
Well, ay question Is, suppose you have a contract with

the state that's in effect on the date on which the constitution

becoaea effective?

MS. ZERVIGON
A contract.

MR. DENNERY
Either a contract or the state's run into your automobile.

Now, at the present time you have to get permission to sue.

You're not going to have to get permission to sue after the

constitution becomes effective. Now, apparently, or based upon
this present section plus Section 23, It's the committee's
Idea that that right to sue does not change by virtue of the

adoption of the constitution for anything that occurred before
the constitution was adopted. I just want to be sure what it means.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Dennery, may I tell you what we did Intend to do

and perhaps our inference you can figure out what It doesn't
do because I believe you're getting over my head on this.
What we Intended Is that we have a rather more extensive Bill
of Rights for example than we had In the '21 Constitution. We
have an equal protection clause, for example. What we intended
was that you may not say someone violated equal protection of

the laws section to the '73 Constitutloni as it applied for me
in 1955, and I may therefore sue. We're saying things like that
begin again, that the Bill of Rights becomes effective when it

becomes effective and only for acts occurring after it becomes
effective. Does that answer your question, Mr. Dennery?

MS. ZERVIGON
Yes, it is.

HR. ABRAHAM
... or does that go back in one of the other parts?

MS. ZERVIGON
No. It's going to be In Section 3 Part III, excuse me.

MR. ABRAHAM
You say that the Comnlttee on the Legislative Branch

that these various dates and things like that are as recommended
by that committee, is that right?

MS. ZERVIGON
That's correct.

MR. DENNERY
Mary, merely in order to let the Style and Drafting

people get at this, is there any reason why you did not say
the Constitution of '21 as amended?

MS. ZERVIGON
No, Mr. Dennery, we stuck that as amended section in

Section 2 of this article if you'll remember , Just so we didn't
have to proofread everything; we were getting kind of tired.
One further note to the Style and Drafting Committee, I had
an amendment, but apparently it hasn't been drawn yet. The
Section (B) was intended to apply to the first session of the
legislature to be held in 1975 and each session thereafter. The
exception for the '76 session of the legislature was only on date
of convening, so as not to show It in the terms of the legislators
in that session.

\^Previous Quest ion ordered . Section
passed: 112-0. Motion to reconsider
pending .

]

Redding of the Section

Amendment

MR.. POYNTER
Amendment reads as follows: On page 5, line 22, delete

the period "." and add the following: "and each session there-

after."

MR. POYNTER
" Section 13. Legislative Provisions
Section 13. (A) President of the Senate. The lieutenant

governor in office on the effective date of this constitution

shall continue to serve as president of the Senate until his

term expires in 1976.

(B) First Session. The provisions of Article III of this

constitution shall become effective for the first session of the

legislature to be held in 1975. However, in 1976, the

legislature shall convene In regular session at twelve o'clock

noon on the second Monday in May, at which time the members

elected at the statewide election In 1976 shall take office; other-

wise the legislature shall conduct that session as provided in

Article III of this constitution."

[Motion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection.^

MS. ZERVIGON
Just to do what

Explanation

I Just told you.

[Amendment adopted without objection .']

Questions

MR.

Explanation

CASEY
Mary, Just for the record and to clarify the reason for

Paragraph (D) on the bottom of page 5, Legislative Reapportion-

ment, that paragraph was Included merely to indicate that the

legislature has already been reapportioned subsequent to the

decennial census taken in 1970, that no further reapportionment

Is necessary until after the returns are promulgated resulting

from the 1980 census. Is that correct?

MS. ZERVIGON
Now, can I explain it?

This was to effectuate the provisions of Article III,

the Legislative Section. By in large it was reported out of

the Co^lttee on Legislative Powers and Functions to the coanlttee

on which I am Chairman, and we stuck it in here as reported out

although we did a little bit of styling. So, If there are

questions to be answered or defenses to be made, I've asked each

substantive comnlttee chairman to either speak on the section or

appoint soaeone to speak In his place. I haven't asked Senator

Blair who that person Is, but I yield to that person whoever it is.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Mary, if I understood, now we put this Part III, I believe,

above Section 12; Is that right? Now, is Section 13 going to
till be In Part III?

MS. ZERVIGON
That's correct, Mr. Casey.

MR. CASEY
That's the intention ot that paragraph?

MS. ZERVIGON
Just to clarify that point.

MR. CANNON
Ms. Zervlgon, the question I have would be related to a

power which would be granted under the constitution if approved
by the voters. Let's assume the election 1& held in April, as
was alluded to this morning, and the legislature should meet in

Its May session of 1974 and pass a law granting a power to become
effective at this future date coinciding with the effective date
of this Constitution, January 1, 1975. Was this taken into
consideration as being legal and proper that they could do this
In the granting of a power, particularly one which they may not
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have the power to do under the Constitution of 1921, that they

could possibly do this in the May, '7A legislature?

MS. ZERVIGON
It's always hard to answer an "iffy" question like that,

Mr. Cannon, but let me put It to you this way. As I understand

It, we'll be operating under the 1921 Constitution until the

minute the 1973 Constitution takes effect.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Kean, Jenkins, Casey, Lanier, Tate, Flory and others

send an amendment which reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 5, delete lines 5 though 11,

both inclusive, in their entirety.

Explanation

MR. POYNTER
One minute after midnight.

MS. ZERVIGON
So that If the legislature wanted to grant a power that

they''re not now empowered to grant, I can't UTiderstand exactly

what that power would be, but supposing there were such an

animal, it seems to me that they would have to put a delayed

effective date in that law . . .

MR. CANNON
. . . in the law . . .

MS. ZERVIGON
... to coincide with the delayed effective date in this

constitution. Or, they could put of f acting and not do it until

the constitution was in effect. That's what. If I were a

legislator I'd do, because it sure is easier to understand that

way.

MR. CANNON
Right. But, they could do this with legal effect, put

it postdated effect — to the law.

MS. ZERVIGON
As I understand it in the same way that they can pass

laws contingent on a constitutional amendment— then put
that constitutional amendment on the ballot, and if that
constitutional amendment Is ratified, that enabling legislation
goes into effect. They could do it in the same way because
after all a new constitution is the biggest constitutional
amendment of them all.

MR. CANNON
Right. Thank you.

MS. ZERVIGON
Okay.

MR. CANNON
Bless you, Mary Z.

MR. DENNERY
Mary, how does that answer gee with Section 11, which

says laws enforced on the effective date which were constitutional
when enacted and are not inconsistent shall remain valid? In

other words. It would seem to me that the two theories are

inconsistent; are they not?

MS. ZERVIGON
I think not, Mr. Dennery, because I think that law with

Che delayed effective date in it would not be enforced at that
time, and would become enforced on ratification by the people ,

and then the going Into effect of this constitution. But, aside
from that, Mr. Dennery, I can't conceive of a case in which the

legislature has the power to grant something that they don't
have the power to grant now.

{^Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 113-0. Motion to reconsider
pending .

]

Reading of the Section

[Motion to waive rending of the Section
adopted without objection.]

MR. POYNTER
Next section:
"Section 14. Deletion of Obsolete Schedule Items
Section lA. The legislature by law may delete .

Amendment

MS. ZERVIGON
Yes. There was some concern about this sort of Judgment

being exercised by the legislature over this document. I think

It has no particular effect that these things remain In the

printed constitution even after they have been Implemented, so

I have no objection to the amendment ;as you can see, I'm a co-

author.

lArnendment adopted without objection,']

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Next section:
"Section 15. Judiciary Commission
Section 15. The members of the judiciary commission

in office on the effective date of this constitution shall
serve until the expiration of their terms. Within thirty
days after the effective date of this constitution, the
additional two citizen members shall be selected as required
by Article V, Section 24. A lawyer member, a« thereby re-
quired, shall be selected to succeed the Judge of a court of
record other than a court of appeal whose term as a member of the
commission first expires. Thereafter, when a vacancy occurs, the
successor to the position shall be selected in accordance with
Article V, Section 24."

Explanation

MS. ZERVIGON
Yes. This was Inserted at the request of the Judiciary

Committee In order to provide an orderly transition between the

Judiciary Commission, as composed In the past, and as it would be

composed In the future after the effective date of this constitution.

I'll yield to Judge Dennis, if he'd like to explain It further.

It will be a Part III Section. I move the adoption of the section,

Mr. Chairman.

[previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 109-0. Motion to reconsider
pending. Motion to take Section 19
out of its regular order adopted
without objection.]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
The next section Is Section 19 on Statewide Elected Officials.

"Section 19. Officials elected statewide In 1976 under terms

of the new constitution shall take office in May of that year.

Thereafter, statewide elected officials shall take office In

March as provided in the new constitution."

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
We've passed over Sections 16, 17 and 18 because hopefully

It will go In the Part II section that will be subject to the
Section 1 we passed earlier today. This Section 19 Is to provide
for the orderly transition In such a manner as not to cut short
the terms of any statewide elected Incumbent, but to provide
that the people elected for the following terms will be sworn
in at the old date of the swearing in, and then from then on
the new date In March that we have provided earlier in the
constitution we'll obtain.

Quest ions

MR. ABRAHAM
Mary, I know the Intent Is to take office on the same date

that they have been taking office, but here we only say "In May."

Do we need to be a little bit more specific there?
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MRS. ZERVIGON '• '«"'

I have an anendment prepared for that, I understand.

Amendment

MR. FOYNTER
The first one's sent up by Delegates Lanier, Tate, Flory,

Avant, Conroy, Perez and others.

On page 17, lines 12 and 13, Insert the following:

"PART III"

Add "PART III" iBoedlately before this section.

Expl anati on

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman, fellov delegates, the purpose of this amend-

aent Is to show that this section Is designed to be in the

Part III that we previously discussed, and unless there are

any questions about this, I'd move the adoption of the

anendment

.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes, I thought we had Inserted "PART III" previously, to

go ahead of those other sections that we had on page 1.

MR. LANIER
We've got some potential PART II's In between the other

PART III, so this Is to specifically designate that this is

going to be a PART III section, so that Style and Drafting

will consolidate them all under one heading later on.

MR. DE BLIEUX
The reason I asked that question, Mr. Lanier, I just thought

it might be better that If we leave the exact placing of these

parts to Style and Drafting when they give this back to us.

MR. LANIER
Well, they'll have to consolidate them under one heading.

I think we've already got two PART Ill's already, and this Is

to show that this Is Intended to go in PART III because we've

had three other sections that we've passed over that will

probably be PART II sections. So, this is to make that abso-

lutely clear.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
In amplification of that answer. Senator De Blleuz, the dis-

tinction between the PART II sections and the PART III sections

Is the PART II sections are subject to Section 1 that says "nothing

Is construed or applied to Invalidate earlier sections of the

constitution." This date of swearing in clearly invalidates

an earlier section of the constitution which says "all statewide

elected officials will be sworn in in March." We're saying for

this one particular set the date is May, and then, we go to

March.

[Amendment adopted without objection.

]

we had to have this section In because Act 2 forbids us from

shortening anyone's term, and the legislators who were on

the committee felt certain that they could pass an act that

would say that for only for these officials that would be

sworn in on that particular day and would be lacking a couple

of months of investing in a retirement system or something

like that, they've got a ten-month year that was the first

year of their term, could be considered as a full year for

the purposes of a retirement system. The legislators coiU.d

see nothing in conflict with the constitution and no political

problems involved in such an act.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I don't have distribution copies, but I do have the amend-

ment.
It's sent up by Mrs. Zervigon, Avant, Conroy, Perez, Kean,

and others.

The amendment reads as follows:

On page 7, delete lines 13 through 17, both inclusive In

their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Section 19. Statewide Elected Officials
Section 19. Officials elected statewide In 1976 under the

provisions of this constitution shall take office on the second

Monday In May of that year. Thereafter, statewide elected

officials shall take office on the second Monday in March as

provided in this constitution."

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, this just clarifies the language as I assured

Mr. Abraham we would. It changes the word "terms" In line 14

to"provlslons" and specified exactly when in May they're going

to take office. I move its adoption.

[Amendment adopted without objection.
Previous Question ordered . Section
passed; 113-0. Motion to reconsider
pending . Motion to pass over Section
20 adopted without objection.1

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 21. Pardon Board

Section 21. Until a pardon board is appointed under the

terms of this constitution, the lieutenant governor, attorney

general, and presiding Judge of the sentencing court shall

continue to serve as a board of pardons."

Vice Chairman Roy in the Chair

Expl anati on

MRS. ZERVIGON
If you'll remember in the Executive Department Article, we

established a pardon board of five citizens, not members of

the Pardon Board by virtue of their office. Until that Is

set up, and those people are appointed by the governor, this

continues the present Pardon Board in office so that their work
can continue to be done. I'll yield to any questions, Mr.

Chairman.

Questions

MR. RATBDRN
Mary, I know this was brought out as part legislative.

I'm just, for the record, was anything mentioned about the re-

tirement for statewide elected officials? I think we can take

care of chat with an act. But, under these provisions, our

present retirement systems are set up on twelve, sixteen, and

twenty years. Well, a person with twelve years service...

I

mean with eight years service, when he got... if he stayed
there long enough and got sixteen, he'd have fifteen years
and ten months service under this because he's going in March

In the place of May, which would cut the existing fellow's

time two months, for statewide officers.

MRS. ZERVIGON
This was discussed at length in the comittee. We felt

[Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 109-0. Motion to reconsider
pending

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 22. Levee Districts; Compensation for Property
Section 22. The provisions of Article XVI, Section 6 of

the Constitution of 1921 shall be continued as a statute,
subject to change by the legislature, and the amount of

compensation therein required to be paid for property used
or destroyed for levee or levee drainage purposes shall be

paid as provided in Section 6 of Article XVI of the Con-
stitution of 1921 until the legislature enacts a law to effec-
tuate Article VI, Section A3 of this constitution."
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Delegate Reeves in the Chair

Expl ana t i on

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, if you refer to Section

43 as adopted by local government, you will see that ve made
a major change in the law with reference to the compensation
paid for the exercise of the riparian servitude. The present
law is that you're paid the assessed value for the last preceding
year. What we have done is provided that in the future, after
the effective date of this constitution, that the legislature
shall have the right to determine what compensation should be
paid. Because of the fact that the present provisions for com-
pensation are constitutional rather than statutory, the Conmlttee
on Local and Parochial Government felt that a special transitional
schedule provision was necessary to insure and make certain that
we did not have an hiatus in our law during the period of time
between the effective date of the new constitution and such time
as the legislature in its wisdom may act in fixing the amount
of compensation. So, we provided this provision that says
that the present law as stated in the 1921 Constitution, that
is, that the landowner would be paid the assessed evaluation
for the last preceding year, will remain in effect until such
time as the legislature acts. Now, if we did not have such a
provision, it is the feeling of the Committee on Local and
Parochial Government that an argument could be made that since
the constitution provides that the compensation will be as
provided by the legislature, and that since here in this con-
vention we are physically lifting the provisions of Article
XVI, Section 6 out and transporting them to the statutes, that
this is not in fact a legislature fixing the compensation and
therefore, such a provision would not be valid without a
special schedule provision showing our intention to do this.
This is the reason to do this so that no one will be unnecessarily
hurt during the transitional period between such time as the
constitution goes into effect and the legislature acts. Now,
if there is a special session of the legislature that does enact
such a law prior to the time that we had the effective date then
of course, that law will take effect on the effective date
and there would be no necessity for such a transitional pro-
vision as this. But, in the absence of such action If we do
not provide this, it is the feeling of many of us that we will
have an hiatus in the law, and persons whose property is exer-
cised by the riparian servitude, if the servitude is used on
their property, may be in a position where they cannot get any-
thing for the use of their land; and this is a situation we
thought should be avoided. If there are any questions, Mr.
Chairman, I'd be glad to try and answer them.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Lanier, Article XVI, Section 6 of the 1921 Constitution

provides, does it not, that land appropriated for levee or levee
drainage purposes shall be paid for at the assessed value?

MR. LANIER
"Lands actually used or destroyed for levees or levee drainage

purposes"I believe, are about the words.

MR. JENKINS
So, in other words, if a person has a tract of land and it's

assessed under the new constitution properly he would be paid
about ten percent of its fair market value; is that not correct?

MR. LANIER
I'm told from the floor by one of the members of Revenue,

Finance and Taxation that that will not go into effect for three
years, that the present law... of course, as you know, Mr. Jenkins,
the riparian servitude Is a servitude in favor of the state and
its political subdivisions that attaches at the time that the land
is separated from the sovereign, and without a constitutional
provision providing for some type of compensation, then no com-
pensation would be due because the compensation has been interpreted
by both the United States and state Supreme Courts as being a
gratuity and unless there was constitutional authority, you would
be in violation of the present Article IV, Section 12.

MR. JENKINS
But, did we not provide in Article VI, Section 43 of this

constitution that the legislature could provide for...

MR. LANIER
They could have full conpensatlon if they wish, and I think

your point Is well taken on that since the taxation thing will
go in, in three years it well behoove the legislature to act
within that period of time it they feel that additional
compensation is due to these people under the circumstances.
As you will recall in the debate, one of the reasons we left
it up to the legislature is because there are very serious
problems with reference to the ability that some of these
levee districts could pay, and they may need some type
of state funding which only the legislature could provide in
order to take care of this type of a thing.

MR. JENKINS
Did we not provide at that time, though, that the persons

whose property would be appropriated would be paid at least
the amount presently provided in the old constitution?

MR. LANIER
I do not believe so. It says this, Mr. Jenkins.
The present provision. . .1 had the first enrollment. This

Isn't the way it cane out of Style and Drafting, but it says,
"Notwithstanding any other provision of this constitution,"
which of course was to negate the Article IV, Section 12
"lands and Improvements thereon and hereafter actually used
or destroyed for levees, for levee drainage purposes, shall
be paid for as provided by law, "and provided clearly nothing
contained in this paragraph with respect to compensation for
lands and improvements shall apply to batture or to property
the control of which is vested in the state or any political
subdivision thereof for the purpose of commerce. Now, I don't
have it as it was styled. This is the first enrolled version
but it's in substance, that provision.

If there are no further questions, Mr. Chairman, I would
move the adoption of the section.

[^Previous Question ordered on the Sec-
tion. Section passed: 116-0. Motion
to reconsider pend ing . Motion to con-
sider Section 20 previously passed
over adopted without objection,']

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 20. Commissioner of Elections
Section 20. The commissioner of elections, as provided by

Article IV, first elected under this constitution shall be
elected to take office in 1976. The custodian of voting
machines in office on the effective date of this constitution
shall continue to exercise the functions of that office, with-
out change, until the expiration of his term."

Explana t i on

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates. If you'll remember, in the

immediately preceding section. Section 19, we took care of the
problem that we couldn't shorten the term of any incumbents.
But, with the custodian of voting machines, we had a dual
problem. We couldn't shorten his term, but we had abolished
the office in favor of the commissioner of elections. Section
20 makes certain that the present custodian of voting machines
serves the full extent of his term, and that the coniiilssioner
of elections is then sworn in with the new duties assigned to
him by the article on the Executive Department. I'll yield to
any questions.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Mary, would this let the custodian of voting machines take

on the additional duties that have been assigned to the commis-
sioner of elections, or would his duties remain essentially as
they are now?

MRS. ZERVIGON
They will remain as they are now, as I understand it. The

reason for that being that when the people elected a custodian
of voting machines, they elected him for the duties of the office
of custodian of voting machines. The people will then have a
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field of candidates who are running for the office of commissioner

of elections with the additional duties, and may Judge the candi-

dates on that basis. We don't have to do It that way, as I under-

stand It, pursuant to Act 2, this was a policy decision by the

committee. But, It was decided to continue to offer It as Is

because the people voted on the candidates on that basis.

MR. ABRAHAM
On line 23, when we refer to the function of that office,

that office means the officer of custodian of voting machines and

not cooMlssloner of elections. Is that correct?

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's correct. Out of

purpose without change.

all this. It accoBpllshefl this

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mra. Zervlgon, didn't the cooolssioner of elections have

a duty and responsibility as given to him under the Election
Code which we mandate the legislature to enact?

MRS. ZERVIGON
If memory serves me correctly, he does to some extent, but

he has one additional function. I don't know what It Is. .oh,

that's right. It's to administer that code which hasn't yet

been enacted. But, that wasn't the reason we did it that way.

The reason we did it that way was because the people had Judged
the candidates for a certain office on the basis of the duties

of the office as described at that time.

MR. HENRY
Any other questions?
Mr. Clerk, do we have amendments?

thousand dollars. So, this continues the procedures, but makes
the amount at least fifteen thousand dollars, pursuant to the
will of the convention.

I yield to any questions, Mr. Chainaan.

Questions

MR. STAGG
. . .do with article. . .Section (B) has to do with Article IX,

Section I, which is. . .has to do with the ad valorem taxes, not
the exemptions from seizure.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Stagg, If you will look, you've got two Article IX, Section

I's, because there was an entirely separate delegate proposal in
there. Style and Drafting, I imagine, will renumber those sections
after awhile, and at that time we'll delete the reference to the.

Delegate Proposal No. 16.

MR. DUVAL
Mary, first off, I've got a Roman numeral XI, Article XI,

in mine. Is that what you're referring to?

MRS. ZERVIGON
You're right; I Just don't read pretty good.

MR. DUVAL
Now, the other question: lines 23 and 24 of Section 24,

"the exemption shall be fifteen thousand dollars in value

unless otherwise provided by law," that, of course, means at

least fifteen thousand dollars, does it not?

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's right.

MR. POYNTER
I don't have any at the desk, but...Mr.
Mr. Kelly, do you have more amendments?
I Just wanted to make sure.

Kelly...

{^Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 112-1 . Motion to reconsider
pending . Moti on to take Section 24
out of its regular order adopted
wi thout objection

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 23. Suits Against the State; Effective Date

Section 23. Provisions of Article III, Section 14. . .

I'm sorry. You want to skip and go to Section 24.

"Section 24. Tax Schedule.

Section 24. (A) Property Taxes. The provisions of Article X

of the Constitution of 1921 relating to ad valorem property

taxes shall remain In effect until the provisions on that subject

contained in Article XI of this constitution take effect as provided

in said Article XI.

(B) The provisions of Article XI of the Constitution of 1921

shall be continued as a statute until the legislature enacts the

law required by Article XI, Section 1 (contained in Delegate

Proposal No. 16) of this constitution, but the amount of the

exemption shall be fifteen thousand dollars in value until

otherwise fixed by law."

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates. Section (A) is to tell us what to

do between the here and the there because of the delayed effective
date contained In Connittee Proposal No. 26 with regard to
implementation of the property tax provisions. If we don't say
what happens between the effective- date of the constitution and
the effective date of the new provisions of that article, we
don't really know what sort of rules we're operating under. This
Is to tell us as the *21 Constitution obtains in the Interim.

Section (B) relates to Mr. Alario's proposal of the other
day on the homestead exemptions from seizure. With other statutes
that we wanted to remain in effect, we Just said this statute
shall continue. The present statute on the subject of homestead
exemptions from seizure contains the figure of four thousand dollars
in it. It was the feeling of the comnittee that it was the clear
consensus of the convention that the figure be at least fifteen

MR. DUVAL
Thank you.

MRS. ZERVIGON
In further explanation, Mr. Duval, let me say that they

couldn't set another figure, except by law, and they would have
to go up.

{^Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 110-1 . Motion to reconsider
pending

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 25. Effective Date
Section 25. This constitution shall become effective at

twelve o'clock midnight on January 1, 1975. The secretary of

state shall promulgate the results of the election on the

thirtieth day prior thereto; however, he shall announce the

results of the election within thirty days after the date

of election at which the constitution is submitted to the

people."

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this is the delayed effective

date of which Mr. Gravel spoke earlier. It was the feeling of

the committee that it might take several months for the people,

once they had passed this constitution, to get accustomed to

what the provisions are and what the effects would be on them,

especially elected or appointed officials and public bodies.

So, we put this delayed effective date in here. There is. In

Act 2, an effective date of a sort saying that the constitution

will become effective thirty days after the secretary of

state promulgates the returns. The secretary of state wanted

some sort of direction as to when he should promulgate the

returns. That's a difficult date to set, exactly, because we

don't know when the governor is going to call the election.

So, what we have asked in this section Is that he announce the

results early and promulgate the returns before thirty days

before midnight, January 1. 1975. But, the main purpose of

this section Is to have a delayed effective date. If you will

recall, we have delayed effective dates throughout the consti-

tution— the property tax is the one that Immediately comes to

mind—for certain sections, and therefore, we were certain that

we could do It for the whole constitution. What would happen

is that this section %K)uld come Into effect, first, setting
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Che date at which the rest of the constitution would come Into

effect.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mrs. Zervigon, to me the phrase "twelve o'clock midnight on

January 1, 1975" means that all of January 1. 1975 has elapsed
and you are now moving Into the second of January » 1975.

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's correct.

MR. AVANT
Is that the intent that all of New Year's Day will not be

covered by this constitution, but beginning with the first
moment on the second of January it will be covered? Is that
the Intent?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes sir, that's the intent. It was our feeling that there

isn't a whole lot of business of government that's conducted
on that day, in any case. But, Mr. Gravel, I understand, is
going to Introduce an amendment that will give the delegates a
choice between New Year's Eve and New Year's Night.

«R. AVANT
I Just wanted to know what it meant. I really don't care

what it means other than wanting to know what it means.

MR. O'NEILL
Mary, we've provided that there are going to be five public

service commissioners when this constitution takes effect. If It
takes effect on December 31 or January 1, 1975, then the election
will only be for three public service commissioners. It will
remain as three until probably what—1980? Have you dealt with
that or thought about that?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, those commissioners have overlapping terms so that

you're really only going to have one election this fall. It
was our feeling that there was no way that an election could be
called, the results promulgated, the districts drawn and then
the election for a public service commissioner called all in
the same summer. If you will remember, the last time we were in
this chamber Mr. Jenkins computed the very first date at which
the conatitutlon could possibly come into effect, and it was
the middle of the legislative session of '74 which made it
confusing in the extreme. So, if we have a section in here

—

I can't find it right now, Mr, O'Neill, but I'm* certain that
you can—that deals with the legislature setting up the up to
two districts and saying how the election shall be called and
when and what will be the length of the first two terms since
that board is made up of members with overlapping terms—Section
18, I'm Informed.

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Zervigon, a& I understand your Section 18

in the transitional measures, it provides that in the next session

right after the effective date, be it extraordinary or regular,

the legislature will divide the state into five single-member
districts. I guess you mean 'by law," as a Style and Drafting

problem. But, anyway, and that in other words, the five-man

Public Service Commission will come In right after the effective

date of the new constitution, but that the three members elected

under the old constitution will just serve for their terms.

But, that won't prevent the Immediate creation of the new five-

man Public Service Commission as required by this constitution.

Is that right, if that's a question?

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's correct, as I understand you. The only thing I'll

point out is that we haven't passed that section yet, so that

if Mr, O'Neill feels strongly enough that it's out of kilter with

what he wants, he could draw an amendment at this time.

MR. DUVAL
Mrs. Zervigon, I'm Just trying to get something straight, here.

Do you think that in any way the delayed time for the constitu-
tion cOBlng into effect could be in violation of Act 2?

I understand it, are not prohibitions
for mechanics for us. Mr. Tobias has d

the entire article, which I assume he st

which says, "Nothing shall be construed
Act 2 except for that Section 4 of Act
prohibitions." Those would still stand
our working In committee in the six mon
full body was mandated in Act 2 might b<

on as an abrogation of Act 2, So, it's
states. Ordinarily the way the section
in this constitution may be read as an
in the act." We decided to keep in the

us just so that the elected officials 1:

right now would know we're not out to gi

but Just a suggestion
rawn an amendment to

ill intends to submit,
to be in violation of

2 with its specific
His concern was that

ths when recess as a

considered much farther
been done In other

reads is to say: "Nothing
abrogation of anything
prohibitions against
ncumbent in office
et them.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I think not, Mr. Duval.

three specific prohibitions.
The act sets out in Section 4

The other parts of the act, as

MR. DUVAL
Well, the point I bring out is that the election, or Act 2

provides—I'm looking on page 10 of the printed copy—"the election
shall be held and the results shall be promulgated under the

general election laws of the state." What I'm wondering is:

that isn't it so that under the general election laws of the

state a law becomes effective so many days after promulgation?
Isn't that right?

MRS. ZERVIGON
I'm really not certain. We drew this up at the secretary

of state's request and more or less in his language. To tell

you the truth, being a trusting person, it never occurred to me

to go and read the election code to find out if the secretary
of state knew what was in it or not.

MR. DUVAL
But, in essence, though, you're telling me that these things

have been checked out and the officials have rendered opinions
to you that this would be In conformance with the election laws

and Act 2?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Yes sir. Yes.

MR. TATE
Mrs. Zervigon, I thought I understood the Secretary of State,

Wade Martin's, law saying that the general election law doesn't
require a particular time In which this type of election would
be promulgated—the returns—and therefore, 1 think I understand
it to say that what this convention decides when the secretary of
state shall promulgate the election returns will be governing.
You don't have to. . .Is that correct, Mrs. Zervigon, and don't
be too honest?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Judge Tate, all I can tell you is that we put this in at the

request of the secretary of state. I've never heard a word of
criticism of his knowing his Job, and we assumed that he knew
what he was talking about.

MR. TATE
Did you know that on everybody's desk is a letter of

January 18, 1974 from the secretary of state to the attorney
general that tells his opinion?

MRS. ZERVIGON
I think most everybody in this chamber knows that I don't know

what's on my desk, and I can't understand your question. If

it invalidates this section, I suggest you draw an amendment to
it.

MR. TATE
No, Mrs. Zervigon, those were two friendly questions.

MRS. ZERVIGON
I couldn't understand you.

MR. SCHMITT
Would it be possible for us to pass over this, based upon

the letter which we've just received, 1 guess within the last

hour or so, from the secretary of state and see whether or not

what we're doing right now Is in conformity with his request?

Have you read the letter?

MRS. ZERVIGON
I think the most efficacious thing to do will be to pass this

section and leave it pending as we have the others. If we find

that we've done violence to the secretary of state's wishes— it

was our intention to carry out the secretary of state's wishes

—
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we will redraw it so that we carry out the secretary of state's

wishes and pass it again.

MR. SCHMITT
It's not so much a question of wishes as what is legal. I

think he raises the question, the same question that was raised

back here, that perhaps it does have to go into effect thirty

days after the date of the election or promulgation. . .

MRS. ZERVIGON
As I've said before, I don't think the secretary of state has

any illegal wishes.

MR. PONTENOT
I have just one question, Mr. Chairaan.
Mary, as I read this section, this "twelve o'clock midnight

on January 1, 1975," that would have the effect, if we adopt
this, of stretching a previous section that we had adopted In
the Revenue, Finance and Taxation Article concerning the
reassessment of property. We have the effective date of this

reassessment procedure effective January 1 of the year following
the end of three years after the effective date of this consti-
tution. Well, that one day we're playing with right now has
the effect of shifting this reassessment procedure a whole year.
Now, was that the intent of this Section 25?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Fontenot, I imagine that's the reason Mr. Gravel has

drawn his amendment to change it to December 31, 197A.

MR. FONTENOT
Okay. I just wanted that clarified.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Yes. Mr. Gravel sends up amendments.

Amendment No. 1. On page 8, line 27, after the word "on"
and before the period "." delete "January 1, 1975" and insert in
lieu thereof "December 31, 1974".

Amendment No. 2. On page 8, line 28» after the word "election"
and before the word "on" insert "by publication in the official
state journal".

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention. Act 2,

under which we've been operating, specifically provides in

Section 9 (C) that the constitution shall become effective at

"twelve o'clock midnight on the thirtieth day after the date on
which the secretary of state promulgates the results of the election.

I think this poses two problems, one of which should be easy,

I think, to resolve, and the other one might be attended by
some difficulty. I think not only in view of this statute, but
also because of what the secretary of state, himself, has

indicated, lt*s going to be up to us to make sure that we
provide for an effective date of the constitution by designating
when and how the promulgation shall be officially made with
respect to the results of the election. I don't know if the

proposed amendment that I have—there are two amendments—has
yet reached your desk, but Amendment No. 2, in effect, would
say that the secretary of state shall publish In the official
state journal thirty days before midnight, December 31, 1974,

the result of the elections. By the adoption of Amendment No. 2,

then, you would be providing for promulgation. If the first

amendment that X propose is also adopted, you would make the
effective date of the constitution at midnight, December 31, 1974.
Now, I realize that some problem exists as to whether or not we
make the effective date midnight, December 31, 1974, or midnight,
January 1, 1975. If we exercise the latter. . .

Mr. Chairman, that's all I have to say except that the governor
has authorized me to say that the administration block can vote
its conscience on Amendment No. 1.

Questions

MR. CONROY
Mr. Gravel, earlier, a question was raised about the effect

of the effective date on the provision on ad valorem taxes.

Presently, that provides that the change in ad valorem taxes

would 'take effect January 1 of the year following the end of

three years after the effective date of this constitution."

Now, as I understand It, one of the purposes and effects of

your amendment would be to insure that the changeover In ad

valorem tax procedures would become effective January 1, 1978.

Is that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
That's correct; yes sir.

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Gravel—take a look over this direction—what I want to

know is: what is the definition of midnight? In other words,

is midnight tonight on January 18 or January 19?

MR. GRAVEL
I'm not sure that I know, but I think midnight is the last moment

of one day and the first moment of the other, if he can. . .

I'm just not sure. I can't give you that definition.

MR. TOBIAS
Well, if that's the. . .assuming that it was, if midnight

tonight is January 18, then why is it most airplanes leave at

either 11:59 or 12:01 a.m.?

MR. GRAVEL
I really don't know, Mr. Tobias.

MR. BOLLINGER
I don't necessarily understand the purpose of your second

amendment. Why, or is it normal, that the secretary of state

promulgate the returns of an election in the official journal?

MR. GRAVEL
No, not necessarily, but I think it is important that we

designate when and how the official promulgation takes place

because it's the only way that I believe we can establish an

effective date, under the language of Act 2. Unfortunately,

that language says that the effective date of the constitution

shall be "at midnight on the thirtieth day after promulgation."

So, I think we have to do it this way in order to insure a

certainty as to the effective date. That's the purpose of it.

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Chairman, I hope you don't bawl me out for wasting time,

but you know, we could resolve this midnight thing very easily
by acceding to the Jewish way of determining the next day.

It's after sundown, the day before becomes the next day.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Goldman should have been around when we wrote the

statute. We might could have handled it at that time, but we
can't do it now— that's the problem—at least without being
contrary to the provisions of the statute, Mr. Schmltt.

MR. CASEY
We're over here, Mr. Gravel.

I guess this question is more or less for the record. I

have some difficulty with Amendment No. 1 in that certain

elective offices—which you and I know we've already discussed

—

I have some hesitation about voting for Amendment No. 1 because

certain elective offices, I think, take effect and people will

run for election prior to, let's say, January 1, 1975. They'll

go through the democratic primaries and the final election and

what not, and will take office on that particular day. The

problem that I see that can arise and probably will cause some

litigation is: do they take office under the new constitution or

statutes—if they are removed from the constitution to the

statute—or is that office recognized and acknowledged or still

in effect under the old constitution? Do they take office under

the old constitution? You see the problem that we have.

MR. GRAVEL
Well, X think it's the purpose and intent and the hops of

this amendment—and I realize that there are some problems— to

make sure that the new constitution goes into effect at the very,

very first moment of January 1, 1975. 1 think we are responding,

here, to the mandate of the statute, and I think it would be

clear that if Amendment No. 1 was so adopted with that statement

that the effective date would then be so interpreted. I realize,

Mr. Casey, whichever way we go we have some problem. But the

purpose of this amendment is to make this constitution go into

effect at the very first moment of January 1, 1975.

MR. CASEY
Don't you agree, Mr. Gravel, that if people run for office.
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are elected, and then must take office on January 1, that legally,
under a legal interpretation, I think there would be no question
that they would take office on January 1. If Amendment No. 1

was not adopted, under the old constitution there'd be no legal
question about it. What would happen, though, if your Amendment
No. 1 is adopted, what do they take office under—the new
constitution or the old constitution?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, the only way I can answer that is that the purpose and

intent of this amendment is to make this document effective at
the very first moment of January 1, 1975 and would depend upon,
you know, the wording of the old constitution as to whether or
not that date was significant or not. I just don't know.

MR. CASEY
Well, is it more important that the document go into

effect at midnight on the thirty-first, or midnight on the first?

MR. GRAVEL
Well, I think it's more Important to me, and I think it would

be more correct to make it midnight on the thirty-first.
Mr. Chairman, I think that the amendment is divisible

—

that is, the proposal is divisible—and that we should vote on
the amendments separately because I do think that we're
talking about two different things there. Some people do have
a problem with Amendment No. 1, and I don't think too many
people have any objection to the idea of. . .

MR. HENRY
All right. The amendment is divisible.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentlemen of the convention,

I rise in support of Mr. Gravel's amendment, and I'm sure that
when you go back home and you start talking to your business
people, other people who make tax returns, ad valorem taxes
and so forth, you're going to find out that there's one day—
adding one day on to a year, because that's what you're doing,
and taking off a day—that's going to make a tremendous amount
of difference. Usually, we conduct our affairs on a fiscal
year basis or a calendar year basis. The calendar year
begins at midnight on January l...that is, it begins midnight
of December 31, right after that of 12:01. That's when it
begins. So, I just would like to suggest to you that you
adopt this amendment because I think ,otherwise, you're going
to create some mighty chaotic conditions for a while until
we get this straightened out for that particular year in
which this constitution goes into effect. I think we'll have
a whole lot less advantage; and if there's some problem that
we ought to correct, let's put an exception for that particular
problem. Let's don't mess up everybody else by trying to pro-
tect that one particular problem.

[^Previous Question ordered.']

Closing

MR. GRAVEL
I'll just take one moment to say that it's very heartening

to come to this stage of the convention and find out that the
admlnlatratlon bloc has stuck together. Both of us are
going to vote for Amendment No. 1. Thank you.

[Division of the Question ordered.
Amendment No. 1 adopted: 101-8.
Motion to reconsider tabled. Amend-
ment No. 2 reread and adopted:
109-2. Motion to reconsider tabled.
Previous Question ordered. Section
passed: 113-0. Motion to reconsider
pending. Motion to waive reading
of Section 26 adopted without objec-
tion.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Flory, Avant, Conroy and others.

Amendment No. 1. On page 9, delete lines 1 through 6, both
Inclusive in their entirety.

Expl anat ion

MRS. ZERVIGON
It deletes the section. The only purpose for the section

was to allow the extraordinary session of the legislature to
last for a longer period than extraordinary sessions may
ordinarily last. What we've decided is to allow the governor
to call the legislature into session more than once if it's
necessary, but not to mandate a special session should they
be able to dispose of their business at a regular session or
in one ordinarily ... extraordinary session of ordinary length.

[Amendment adopted without objection.
Motion to revert to Section S adopted
without objection.'}

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 8. Existing Officials " I might say there Is an

amendment to provide on page 2, between lines 24 and 25, to
insert "PART II"; there'll be an amendment to do that just before
this section.

"Section 8. Existing Officials.
A person holding an office by election shall continue to exer-

cise his powers and duties until his office is abolished, his
successor takes of flee, or the office is vacated, as provided by
law. A person holding an office by appointment shall continue
to exercise his powers and duties until his office is abolished,
his term ends, or he Is removed or replaced under the provisions
of this constitution or by law. Each public body shall continue
to exercise its powers and duties until changed as provided
by this constitution or by law."

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, we've finished the easy, quick

part of our work for today, and now we're starting to get into
the tough stuff. I urge you to read 8, 9, and 10 together,
although we have a very substantive amendment coming to 10,
it's very important that you read 8 and 9 together. The connlttee
had a rather difficult problem to approach, and several different
ways it could go. We could either say that everything not
specifically retained in the old constitution was repealed. We
could say that everything not specifically repealed in the old
constitution was continued. We could say that certain ones
were continued or certain ones were repealed. We chose the
approach of continuing as statutes certain sections
as recommended by the substantive committees that appear in
Section 9, repealing everything else. But, in order to assure
continuity, and in order to conform with that part of Act 2

that says we may not shorten the terms of any elected or appointed
officials, we drew Section 8 from the Michigan Transitional
Schedule. In essence, what it says is, "you all keep on doing
what you've been doing till somebody stops you." This is not
meant to contravene anything in the other articles. We are now
beginning the consideration of the Section 2 sections . .excuse
me, PART II, that will all be subservient to the articles that
we've debated so long on the floor. So, if an elected official,
appointive official, or public body springs into your mind whose
duties we've changed in the main body of the constitution, that
change will remain in effect. It's not our intention to affect
that in any way, but only to continue those duties not mentioned
in the constitution. There's quite a bit of detail on the
duties of various public bodies that's been repealed, and there-
fore, we took this section from the Michigan Constitution to
make clear that these people could continue to act as they had
been acting pursuant to present law if it wasn't specifically
changed by the old constitution. I'll yield to any question,
Mr. Chairman.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
I have that amendment I mentioned sent up by Judge Tate,

Flory and others.
On page 2 between line 24 and 25 insert the following:

"PART II"
It comes just before 8.
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Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
This is, as I mentioned, to isake Section 8 follow the

limitations of Section 1, which we passed earlier in the day,
to make certain that we're not reopening substantive Issues
in this schedule provision. I'll yield to any questions.

{^Amendment adopted without objection.
Previous Question ordered , Section
passed: 112-0. Motion to reconsider
pending

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section 9. Provisions of 1921 Constitution Made Statutory
Section 9. (A) Provisions Continued as Statutes. Subject

to change by law or as otherwise provided in this constitution,
and except as any of them conflicts with this constitution,
the following provisions of the Constitution of 1921 are
continued as statutes, but restricted to the same effect as on

the effective date of this constitution:
Now, it begins to enumerate in a series here . .

.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Flory moves to dispense with the further reading of

the section because of all the numbers.
What we'll do if it meets with your approval, we'll take

these things sort of item by item and let the Clerk read
Item No. 1 and give you an idea of what's in there. We'll
discuss, after, any amendments and so forth. I think it'd be
more orderly to approach it in that manner. So, if you will,
proceed, Mr. Clerk.

MR. POYNTER
First Item under (A) Is Article V, Sections 2, 7, 18, 20,

and 21. As you can tell if you've got your sheet there before
you from the staff memorandum, this affects Section 2, governor,
lieutenant governor, executive power, terms of elections; the
salary of the acting governor; constitutional officers, election
terms, vacancy, etc.; salaries of constitutional officers, fees
and expenses; and commissions and formalities.

The next one affects.. the next item is Item No. 2, affecting
various sections in present Article VI, including the Wildlife

and Fisheries Commission, the Forestry Commission, Department
of Conservation, etc.:ll.l. Mosquito Abatement District; 19,

State Highways and Bridges Construction and Maintenance; 19.2,

Board of Highways, Director, Powers, Duties, and Functions;
19.3, Beautif ication of Highways; 19.4, Board of Highways;

26, Department of Revenue, the Auditor and State Printing Board;

27, Lake Pontchartraln; 28, Liquefied Petroleum Gas Commission;

31, Ouachita Port Commission. Also, 32, both, Caddo, Bossier
Parishes Port Commission; 33, Lake Providence Port Commission;

a series of other port commissions, Avoyelles, Rapides; and

finally, 39, Authority of the Governor to Obtain Reports and

Information. All of that contained in Item No. 2.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
...Sent up by Miss Perkins and Mr. Conroy. We have one,

I believe; only Mr. Conroy on 2; none on 3, so far.
At this time, Mr. Conroy is going to move to revert back

to Item No. 1 of this enumeration. He does have an amendment
that's been passed out.

Explanation

MR. CONROY
This is probably not the best one to start off with in an

area that's bound to be confusing. But, during the lunch recess
there were a number of us who got together and, working with
the staff, have tried to get the numbers coordinated. I've
worked with Mrs. Zervlgon also to try to get... to be sure that
we got all of the numbers in here that anyone suggested was
important to continue in effect as a statute. In that process,
there was one committee 1 think It was the Executive Committee

—

which at some point or another had suggested that Article V,
Section 9 should be continued in effect as a statute. In looking
at Article V, Section 9, I must confess that I'm not quite sure
why, but that was picked up from the tabulations we ran. The
only effect of this amendment is to add Article V, Section 9
in the list.

Questions

MR. D'GEROLAMO
David, what is Section 9? What does it cover?

MR. CONROY
Well, as a matter rf fact, what it says in full, Mr. D'Gerolamo—

and that's why I said I don't know why it was picked up and suggested
that it be carried forward it says, "in the event of a vacancy
in the office of the lieutenant governor for any cause, the
president pro tem of the Senate shall discharge the duties of the

lieutenant governor and receive the emoluments of that office."
Now, I assume that the Executive Branch Committee recommended
this, but if they didn't,! wish that they would say so, one
way or another on this point.

MR. ABRAHAM
I'm just trying to check, but if I remember correctly.

Section 9 is , in effect, superseded by the new Article IV, Section
15. I'm looking at my reference chart here. But, it is not
intended that this be continued as a statute.

MR. CONROY
If that is the case, then I would ask leave to withdraw

this amendment, because that's the only ...

[Amendment withdrawn.
"i

Quest i ons

MR. BOLLINGER
Mary, it would seem to that Article V, Sections 18 and 20

are rather obsolete in that Section 18 refers to the comptroller

and the register of state lands which was deleted. Section 20

refers to the compensation which as in that section says "it shall

be five thousand dollars per annum," which I think everyone agrees

is obsolete. What was the intention of including this from the

scheduled provisions?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Bollinger, as you know, we were a procedural committee

and didn't change the recommendations as they came from the Substantive

Conmlttee. Mr. Abraham, as I understand, was the Chairman of the

Subcommittee on Transition of the Executive Department Committee,

and I yield to him for an explanation. Mack, you want to explain

why you stuck all of those in?

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

\_Motion to revert to Item No. 1

adopted without objection.

1

MR. POYNTER
Yes. Now, we're back to Item No. 1.

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, delete line 11 and Insert in lieu
thereof the following:— I'm sorry. This is the Conroy-Perez-
Zervigon-Kean, etc. Amendment—page 3, delete line 11 and insert
in lieu thereof the following:

"1. Article V, Sections 2, 7, 9, 18, 20, and 21."

MR. ABRAHAM
contains the office of the register of the land office,

we felt that that had to be continued by statute. Section 18 also

refers to the register of the state land office. If I remember

correctly, that was the primary reason why we had to keep these

In effect as statutes.

MR. BOLLINGER
Mack, if we are going to adopt this as a scheduled provision,

then the legislature is going to have to go back and reword these
articles to bring them up-to-date; is that correct, as far as the
state comptroller, for Instance?

lAmendment reread.]
MR. ABRAHAM

That's right, the statutes will have to be amended.
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MRS. ZERVIGON
May I amplify and answer that's only partially true because If

you will look at lines 9 and 10 on page 3, they are continued as
statutes but restricted to the same effect as on the effective date
of this constitution. So, Insofar as they have salaries which have
been subject to change by the legislature and the legislature has
changed those salaries, the new salaries are in effect. But, Insofar
as they contain an office which would not exist if they weren't
transposed into the statutes and that Is not in conflict with the
new constitution, then that part of the statute would stand.

MR. AVANT
But, that's the question 1 was going to ask, because it would

appear to me. that if you reenated this thing as a statute and the
people voted and approved the constitution with this schedule in
it and said that this provision here is a statute that then you
could cut them back to five thousand dollars because their salary
has been changed under other provisions of the '21 Constitution.
My specific question Is: It was the intent of the language when
you say "but restricted to the same effect as on the effective
date of this constitution," that that not happen and if there Is
any other statutory or other material that varied this language
in aiy way in the present law that then that's what it will be;
is that right?

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's correct; It was worded very carefully Just to take care

of that case because we had a problem in that we didn't feel we
could pick sections... sentences from sections and say we are
going to continue the first sentence but not the second sentence
or something like that, we had to do the whole section but only
insofar as It is in effect on the effective date of the constitution.

MR. JENKINS
Mary, I know I've asked you this a number of times in private

before and I just want to ask you one more time for the record.
Can't we leave all of this to the legislature and allow the
legislature to come back In the upcoming session and enact the
same materials so that time can be devoted and study can be devoted
to making sure that what we are doing Is up-to-date and correct
other than trying to enact literally scores of statutes in a matter
of a couple °^ hours.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Jenkins, to some extent you are saying that we are

trying to enact scores of statutes in a matter of hours as if we
are going to change the status quo to some extent is inaccurate.
What we are trying to do Is continue agencies that need to be
continued that are not authorized presently in the statutes or
only partlcally described in the statutes. The legislature can
then, at its leisure, comb through, delete, amend, change, repeal.
But, with these particular statutes, we thought we needed to
continue them, in effect, in the same extent to which they are
In effect on the effective date of the constitution. We've repealed
by Section 10 a heck of a lot more than we have continued in Section 9,

asked the committees to select what was to be continued as statutory
material. But, for example, there should be an office of register
of state lands; it used to be provided in the constitution; not going
to be provided any more. We are carrying over that office, that's
no revolutionary change. If the legislature wants to change the
title of It or abolish or merge the office,or something like that,
then the legislature may do that. But, In the meantime, what we
are doing is trying to preserve the status quo as it was described
to us on the floor of the convention. In addition to that, we
could shorten their terms so we must carry over at least until
'76, otherwise our actions of repealing in Section 10 would shorten
their term.

MR. JENKINS
Let me ask you this question. If we put these provisions, these

constitutional matters that are to be retained as statutes in the new
constitution, doesn't that mean that if the legislature later this
year comes in and attempts to act to clarify and correct these
same provisions that all they do will be for naught because when
the new constitution Is adopted, the language in the old con-
stitution will automatically become statute, superseding anything
the 1974 legislature would have done during its regular session;
Isn't that true?

MRS. ZERVIGON
There arc two ways to if that troubles you greatly, there

are two ways to move on that. One, is to put a delayed effective
date In the act that you pass in the legislature and make it
contingent on passage of the constitution or make it come Into
effect on the effective date of the constitution. We specify

that the effective date the way I remember Legislative Powers
and Functions Committee report where the legislative act shall
come into effect within a certain number of days unless specifically
provided otherwise therein. You could do it that way in the section
of the legislature that you prescribe or perhaps you could change
the effective date in line 10 to date of adoption. So, this
language was pretty carefully drawn to make for an orderly
transition to allow that there be no disruption. I hope that
it would stay that way because we are all kind of tired and I
would really hate to change that language in lines 9 and 10.

Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

thought that this might be a good time to clear the air a little
bit on what it is that we are doing, and particularly with respect
to local government. What we must realize is that we have taken
from the constitution scores, and scores, and scores of very, very
important governmental agencies. If we do not continue their
existence, then they would automatically go out of existence and
hope that the legislature would put them back into existence again.
For Instance, let me just run down a few of these. What happens to
the Port Commission of Baton Rouge and the New Orleans Dock Board?
What happens to the Pontchartraln Levee District and the Orleans
Levee District? What happens to the East Baton Rouge Park and
Recreation Commission? What happens to all of these various other port
commissions which are constitutionally organized and created?
I just want to Impress upon you the importance that we must have
a provision which continues all of these various agencies in

existence until the legislature deals with them in the future. But,
if we don't do that, they just automatically go out of existence,
cease to exist and you can imagine how many votes you would get
for this constitution under those circumstances and also the
details with respect to their operations. That's why we so
badly need this provision. I just hope we can move as rapidly
as possible because remember that we are putting this; and, let 's

call it a Part II, where we will have these very restrictive terms
that "nothing in this Part shall be construed or applied in such
A manner so as to supersede, or invalidate, or limit a change in

any other provision of the foregoing articles in the constitution"
and so forth. So, we've wrapped this up with all sort of limitations
realizing that we would have some duplication but that what's in the
new constitution completely controls, that there is so much other
material which is not in the new constitution which must be carried
on as statutes that it's necessary for us to list all of these
various details.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
We're going to Item No. 2 then, Mr. Vice Chairman, which I

had previously enumerated, and kind of go through the list that

the staff has there before you.

Mr. Conroy sends up an amendment at this time; Conroy, Perez,
Zervigon, Kean, Jenkins, and others.

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, delete lines 12 and 13 in their
entirety, and Insert in lieu thereof the following:

"2. Article VI, Section 1,"—and here's a correction to the

Conroy amendment and after Section 1 insert-"l(A-l) , 11.1, 19, 19.2,
19.3, 19.4, 22(I(), 23 except any dedications contained therein, 23.1,
26, 28, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36.1, and 39."

Explanation

MR. CONROY
This amendment does three or four things. The first two things

it does Is it changes the reference that presently appears on line 12
as 1(A), it changes it to Section 1 and to Section l(A-l) which are
two separate sections In the present constitution. Section 1 con-
sists of provisions which were regarded as statutory affecting the
Wildlife and Fisheries Commission, the Forestry Commission, the
Department of Conservation and general provision. Section l(A-l)
deals with certain jurisdiction of the district courts that are on
the Gulf of Mexico also related to Wildlife and other matters
arising in those jurisdictions. The next thing which this amendment
does Is to delete Section 27, Section 27 related to the power of the
governor to sell certain property, and Islands, or make islands in
Lake Pontchartraln to the extent that that had any significance, it's
been done with the building of the causeway and, otherwise, it
would be inconsistent with the rest of the constitution ; so, that
was taken out. The other additions in there are Section 22 (L)

,

Section 23, and Section 23.1 involve moving up from Paragraph 15
which appears on page 4, certain other references contained there.
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The reason this was done is that Paragraph 15 as It presently

appears In this proposal or the two-thirds vote provisions, we felt

that It was actually unnecessary and confusing to isolate those

provisions in a separate paragraph. Part of these series of

aaendoents will be to delete lines 2 through 9 on page 4, inasmuch

as the provisions of Section 1 of this proposal now prohibit any

change froB the basic constitution when we say on line 6 that "these

statutes can be changed by law" necessarily, that means subject to

the restrictions contained in the constitution regarding two-thirds

votes on certain items. So, I think It will simplify the handling

of this and limit more clearly the two-thirds vote requirements to

those parts of these statutes which are listed in Paragraph 15

which contain the two-thirds vote restrictions, that is, specifically

in most cases, taxes and exemptions from taxes. I'll yield to any

questions.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Conroy, I have an amendment that would delete on lines 5

and 6 of this section any reference to Article XIV, Section 15.1
except Paragraph 3A, that langtiage. Now, are you telling me that
this amendment that you have now is deleting all of this Paragraph
15?

HR. JENKINS
Yes.

MR. CONROY
Are you asking about those?

MR. JENKINS
The constitutionality under the new constitution.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Jenkins, I wouldn't be in a position to answer that

question. I, personally, have not done that research, but I

have gone over a great deal of material that the chairman of

this committee put together. I think that a great deal more
time could have been spent on the project. But, I think
considering the time limitations and everything else, they

have assembled a great deal of data. If you have any specific
questions about it, I'll yield to Mrs. Zervigon to answer those

questions.

MR. JENKINS
My point is that the listing of these sections here is not

to be Interpreted by the courts; it is not our Intent to vouch
for their constitutionality under the new constitution whatsoever.

MR. CONROY
This present amendment does. One of the amendments in this

series of amendments will delete all of Paragraph 15. There are

certain of the provisions in [Paragraph] 15 that will be moved

up above but the particular one that you referred to will not

be Inserted in any of the other paragraphs; so. It would Just
ultimately be deleted under these series of amendments.

MR. AVANT
All right. Then, I wanted to just make this point for the

record and ask you if this isn't correct. You talked about a

two-thirds vote but actually when you go back to the Substantive
Article It said that Article XIV, Section 15.1 was continued.
There are certain aspects of that that the legislature can't

change even by a two-thirds vote. So, this representation here
is actually inaccurate, is it not?

MR. CONROY
Well, we found a lot of problems in Paragraph 15; that's why

we decided to rearrange it altogether and do away with the way it

was set up.

MR. AVANT
But, you are not doing that right now? You are going to come

back

HR. CONROY
That's not in this anendm

amendment

.

MR.

mt, that will be in a subsequent

BOLLINGER
David, apparently the drafters of this amendment did a lot

of research into all of the sections affected in Article VI. My

question is this: Article VI, Section 34 deals with the Concordia

Parish Port Commission, why did you all— 1 guess I'll ask you

all because you all did the research on it—leave it out? I said

the committee had left it out or the substantive conmittee had left

it out and your amendment also leaves it out.

MR. CONROY
I will yield to anybody that can answer it anything that

deals with the original proposal; I'm not that familiar with it.

MR. REEVES
Mr. Bollinger, I was Chairman of that subcoomlttee. The

Concordia Parish Port Conmission comes under the realm of a deep-

water port and it is included In our present proposal as a deep-

water port; so, consequently, it didn't need to be transitionalized.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Conroy, with regard to the sections of this item that

deal with property rights and expropriations and so forth, in

particular with regard to those sections, but In general with

regard to all of these points, is it not true that there has been

little or no examination of the constitutionality under the new

constitution of these proposed statutes?

MR. CONROY
You're speaking of the parts of the constitution? The parts

of the 1921 Constitution that are being continued as statutes?

MR. CONROY
No, no. As a matter of fact, the Section 1 that's been

adopted I think clarifies the Intent with regard to these sections.
I think, Mr. Jenkins, in further response to that question I would
have to refer to another one of the amendments In this series
which is designed to delete Paragraphs (B) and (C) on the next

page and more or less make it clear that a great deal may still

have to be done with regard to straightening out the statutes,
straightening these parts of the constitution that are carried
Into the statutes and reviewing them for possible deletions,

and additions, and so forth. These are the ones that stood out

based on the reports back from the substantive committees. All

that this committee, as I would understand it from talking to

the chairman of the committee, the only function of this committee

was to get data fed into it from the substantive cononittees and

then to compile this chart; then, we compile it and review it

as we've done today.

MR. JENKINS
One more point for the record and particularly with regard

to property rights. The Bill of Rights Committee did not examine

these sections with regard to property rights even though it was
assigned these provisions in the old constitution.

MR. CONROY
I see.

MR. JENKINS
So, I do want to further ask you, for the record, no court

should interpret the Inclusion in this document of these old

provisions of the constitution as any statement on our behalf

that we believe these to be consistent with the new constitution.

MR. CONROY
I think that's correct. As a matter of fact, I think that

anybody examining these would have to take them with the full

understanding that we have put them in a section where we've said

to the extent they are not consistent, they won't be effective.

I think that's the whole purpose of the format that this conmittee

has used

.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Conroy, let me see if I'm following you correctly. When

you mentioned earlier about deleting on page 4, lines 2 through 9,

and that those things that are required a two-thirds vote of the

legislature to change, etc. Now, when you add, for example, in

this amendment [Section] 23 and 23.1.1 believe which is contained

in that on lines 2 through 9...

MR. CONROY
Yes.

MR. FLORY
All right. By what vehicle do you then intend to require

the two-thirds vote, by a later amendment?

MR. CONROY
No, to the extent that the body of this constitution requires

a two-thirds vote to change any provisions of a statute that would

be applicable to these statutes as well by virtue of Section 1 of

this part as we have adopted it so that it would operate automatically
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insofar as the body of the constitution requires a two-thirds vote, it
w>uld apply to those parts of these statutes.

MR. FLORY
I don*t apologize; but, I don't follow your statement there,

Mr. Conroy, in regards to Section 1. I don't find where we have
provided for the required vote of the legislature.

MR. CONROY
We've provided that in the main part of the constitution that

we have adopted here, the eonstitution of '74.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Conroy, you have also, in fact, required it in this

very section; have you not when you say "subject to change by
law or as otherwise provided in this constitution"? Then, it

says the provision somewhere else in the constitution says it
can be. only by a two-thirds vote; that's what that "as otherwise
provided in this constitution"?

MR. CONROY
Well, both would have that effect because "as by law" would

have to be read in conjunction with the earlier part of the con-
stitution which says certain things can only be by law enacted by a
two-thirds vote.

MR. AVANT
And, then—just for the record—in line with what Mr. Jenkins

was asking you, the language "and except as any of them conflict
with this constitution" is intended to mean and does mean that if

any of these provisions that we are making into statutes are
contrary to any provision in the first thirteen articles of this
constitution, then they are void; isn't that right?

MR. CONROY
Positively, Mr. Avant, and we've recited it as clearly as we

felt we could.

MR. TATE
My question is along the same lines, a kind of friendly

clarifying question. In other words, Mr. Conroy, when these
things are transposed to the statutes then to amend them will
require the constitutional two-thirds where appropriate just
as the present, for instance, the taxes that just appear in
the statutes of the taxes so much, but it takes a two-thirds
vote to change it. So, it will be no problem to administer;
is that right, Mr. Conroy?

CONROY
I would hope not; that's right.

the Intent.
that's correct; that's

[Previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted without objection.^

MR. POYNTER
Item No. 3 applies to Article VI-A and as you can tell on

page 2 of your enumeration prepared for you by the staff, deals
with Section 1, Paragraph 8, [Section] 1, Paragraph 9 I'm
sorry. Sections 1 through 14, except any dedications therein contained.
Sections 1 through 14—that's additional motor fuel tax- dealer's
liability; importer's payment of tax; disposition of collections,
purpose and intent; supervisor of public accounts and his powers
and duties; penalties for delinquency; failure to report; falsi-
fication; cost and receipts; enforcement expenses; self-operative
provision; exemptions; retirement.

I don't have any amendments to Item No. 3.
Item No. 4 contains various sections contained in Article VII

and particularly those enumerated sections there. Unless someone wants
me to run through these, these are enumerated on pages 3 and 4 and
the beginning of 5 of the staff report.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The Dennis amendment has had to be altered. It has the

•ffect of our adding Sections 7 and 9.

On page 3, line 16,—it's been revised since it's been
passed out—strike out the number and punctuation "8," and
insert in lieu thereof: "7, 8, 9".

Explanation

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Acting Chairman, fellow delegates, this amendment places

in this section and continues as statutes two provisions of the
present constitution. Section 7 of Article VII which spells out
the expiration dates of the justices? of the Supreme Courts terms
and Section 9 which spells out the districts of the Supreme Court
justices. This.. ..The Judiciary Committee recommended that these
be continued in statute and the Transitional Committee in its first
draft, I believe, did place it in there. But. for some reason I
think there was some mix-up, I think at one point they were going
to place some material in a two-thirds vote category instead of
plain statutory and some way or another these two sections got
left out; so. we are asking that you put these back in because
they would be a hiatus; there would not be any law saying when
these Justices' terms expired or what their districts were. The
legislature could, of course, repair that, but we feel that this
should be continued as statute until it is changed by the legislature.

[.Amendment adopted without objection.}

Questions

MR. BOLLINGER
Judge Dennis, I was wondering why you all had included

Section 21, the courts of appeal and then decided the number
of judges when we took care of that in the constitution and
enumerated how many districts and termsof represented Judges;
yet, you adopted a provision in the 1921 statute which will
be in conflict with the proposed constitution. Why was this
recommended that we carry it over?

MR. DENNIS
Section 21? Well, Section 21 spells out the districts

within the courts of appeal and says what parishes are covered;
it says what parishes are In each circuit, which parishes are
in each district from which a Judge is elected, etc., etc. Now,
this can be changed by a two-thirds vote of the legislature under
the new constitution. But, in order to avoid a gap, we want to
continue this in statutory law so that the legislature will not
have to act in haste to fill in this gap.

MR. TATE
Well, in other words. Judge Dennis, we continued the existing

districts but didn't specify them In the constitution so
as to avoid having a constitutional amendment every time or to
avoid having in the constitution parishes that could be taken
out by a two-thirds vote. So. in other words, however, on repeal-
ing the former districts since they were no where else in the
statute, this will provide the vehicle to transfer into the
statutes those districts which from now on could be changed by
the legislature by a two-thirds vote; is that right. Judge
Dennis?

MR. DENNIS
Yes. In short. Judge, we are continuing the districts in

statute and not in the constitution.

MR. POYNTER
Item No. 5 deals with Article IX, contains a single section-

being Section 4 of said Article IX~which deals with the Judiciary
Commission, would remove the Involuntary retirement of Judges and
Justices.

MR. AVANT
Judge Dennis, we've got a provision in the proposed constitution

about the Judiciary Commission....! don't know if he's listening.

MR. DENNIS
Mr. Avant, I believe the answer to your question is that...

MR. AVANT
How' re you going to answer my question, Jim, when I ain't

asked it yet?

MR. DENNIS
Go ahead and ask it.

MR. AVANT
I say we've got a provision in the proposed constitution about

the Judiciary Commission; we've got a provision in this thing about

how you're going to get the extra people on there; so what is

there in the old constitution to continue the statute?
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MR. DENNIS
Mr. Avant, there are some sections in old Article IX,

Section 4, which spell out the procedure under which the com-

ission operates, that we did not put in the new constitution;

so we're continuing this whole thing as statutory material. Of

course, the part of it that's inconsistent will be ruled out by
the new constitution, but there will be left a little piece of

it as procedural.

MR. POYNTER
Item No. 6 deals with various provisions

1921 Constitution, particularly Section 1(8),

(1), 2(2), 6, 10(A), 15, and 23.

of Article X of the

1(9), 2; Section 2

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Conroy, Perez, Zervigon, Kean, and many others send

up amendments. These amendments have been distributed. Conroy
amendments affecting Item No. 6 would simply read:

"Article X, Sections 1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10(A), 15, 16, and 23; except
any dedications contained therein."

purpose. I just asked the question: Why continue it when we no
longer have that? Of course, I guess it's necessary in the sense
we made a dedication from the general fund for those two until
the legislature takes care of it.

MR. POYNTER
Item No. 8 deals with provisions ol present constitutional

Article XII, which, of course, deals with education. In parti-
cular, it retains Sections 18, 19 through 22, 25, and 26— those
dealing respective of Sixteenth Section lands, free school funds.
There is a seminary fund, an agricultural and mechanical college
fund. Section 22 deals with separation or segregation of funds;
[Section] 25, with the metropolitan branch of L.S.U.; (Section)
26, with the New Orleans' branch of Southern University and
Agricultural and Mechanical College.

Item No. 9 deals with constitutional provisions relating to

Article XIV. Of course, [Articlel XIV is the Local Government
Article. They're very lengthy. They contain, in your sheet from
the staff, pages 6, 7, and 8—mostly, of 8. Set forth various
things— in particular, commissions, special taxes that have been
established, presently, under that article.

Explanation

Mt. CONROY
In line with what has been done previously, this amendment

does two things. The first thing it does is with regard to

Sections 1 and 2. Instead of referring to nonexistent subparagraphs

it just refers to the whole sections. In other words, there is

no Paragraph 8. There are a number of paragraphs In Section 1.

There are no Paragraphs 1 and 2 in Section 2, although it is in

fact in two paragraphs. Again, in line with the theory that
anything that's adopted here that's inconsistent with this
constitution would be inoperative, it was felt that It'd be
clearer, again—rather than making references to paragraphs
irflich didn't exist—simply to refer to Sections 1 and 2. The
other change is to bring up, from Paragraph 15, references to

Sections 7, 9, and 16. Those are the only changes in this
paragraph other than correcting the punctuation on Section 10(A)

.

I'd be happy to yield to any questions.

{^Amendment adopted without objection."]

MR. POYNTER
Itoi No. 7 deals with present constitutional Article X-A

and, in particular. Section 3 and Section 4, the first of which
Is paying the confederate pensions from the general fund; Section
4—annual payment to L.S.U.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Yes, there is one amendment copies have been distributed

which Is sent up by Delegates Conroy, Perez, Zervigon, Kean, Jenkins.
Casey, Lanier, and others.

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 25, after the number and
punctuation "21," and before "23" delete the number and punctuation
"22(A) "—which, as you can see on page 6, deals with the Vieux
Carre Commission.

Explanation

MR. CONROY
It was felt, in view of the wording of the body of the

constitution, it would be inappropriate to continue this forward
as a statute; therefore, it was considered best..,. Mr. Derbes
was consulted about this, and he thought it was more appropriate
simply to delete reference to it at this point.

Questions

MR TOBIAS
David, I'm reading the amendment, and it says: delete the

number and punctuation "22(A)". You forgot to put the comma inside

the quotation marks.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, if I'm not mistaken, those were the dedica-

tlonsout of the five and three-quarter mill tax. Since that has
been repealed, I'm just wondering why it is necessary to transfer
that over to the...

MR. CONROY
I hope you'll watch that In Style and Drafting, Mr. Tobias.

MR. POYNTER
We'll just kind of withdraw and put it back so we won't have

to make a style and drafting amendment, if that's all right, Mr.
Conroy.

H5. ZERVIGON
Senator De Blleux, if you can wait for Just a second, we're

going to see who recommended that.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Ms. Zervigon, did you know I have an old lady in my dis-

trict who told me that she was one of the few remaining people
*iho still gets a pension under the Confederate Widows Act?

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Velazquez, I knew you had an old lady in your district.

MR. CASEY
Do you all want to pass over that, Ms. Zervigon? Is that it?
Do you want to go to Item No. 8?

MS. ZERVIGON
Senator De Blieux, have you strong objection?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Ms. Zervigon, 1 don't have any objection to it. I have

checked into it. So, that just means that those funds previously
paid out of that five and three-quarter mill tax are paid out of
the general fund. That's all it provided for. That's the only

MR. CONROY
0. K. You want to take out a co is that it?

[^Amendment withdrawn and resubmitted
with correction. Amendment adopted
without objection.']

MR. POYNTER
Next item is Item No. 10, which deals with the provisions of

the present Article XV, and that's set out on your memo— on page 8

of that memo. In particular, it deals with Sections 1, 3, and 4:

drainage district authorizations, the Bayou Lafourche Fresh-Water
District, and the latt Lake Water Conservation District.

Item No. 11 deals with present constitutional Article XVI;

would retain Sections 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 8(A), which deal with
levee system, general maintenance, state tax; 4, interstate
districts; 6, compensation, property used or destroyed; 7,

the Orleans Levee District; 8, Pontchartrain Levee District;

8(A), Pontchartrain Levee District additional bond issue.

Item No. 11 deals We're on Item You're correct,

Mr. Vice-chairman; we're on Article XVI, dealing with levee
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districts. Again, we have no amendments on that Item, being

Item No. 11 dealing with

MR. POYNTER
Next item is Item No. 12, which deals with provisions of

Article XVIII— in particular. Sections 3 and 4, dealing with the

adjutant general and preservation of records, banners, and relics
respectively.

No amendments, Mr. Vice-Chairman.
The next item Is Item No. 13, dealing with two provisions of

present Article XVIIl of the constitution, dealing with [Section] 4-

civil war; memorial hall for relics; battlefield markers; and the

like—and [Section] 8, with the Confederate Memorial Medical Center;

correctional and charitable and penal institutions; bonds and

taxes

.

quately taken care of in Bill of Rights and should have been
deleted and, apparently, was recommended by some committee that it

stay in; but I now move that it be deleted and move the question.

lAmendment adopted without objection. "i

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Item No. 15 is set out on pages 9 and 10. These are two-

thirds provisions, and Mr. Conroy will explain it. Item No. 15

—

it's set out in the memo on 9 and 10.

Amendment

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The amendment is sent up by Mr. Conroy, Perez, Zervigon,

Kean, Jenkins, Casey, and others. Amendment reads as follows:
"Item No. 13. Article XVIII, Sections A, 8, and 13".

Explanation

MR. CONROY
The only purpose of this amendment is to add Section 13 of

Article XVXII to the list. This section deals with Viet Nam bonus
bonds, and it was felt that there was some statutory material in

there that had to be retained until all those bonuses that are

provided by that section could be paid.

\_Amendment adopted without objection,]

MR. POYNTER
Item No. 14 deals with present Article XIX and retains

Provisions 6, 18, 19, 19(A), 20, and 27. These deal: 6, perfor-

mance of duties until successor elected; the police power under 18;

19 dealing with Immovable property, recordation of mortgages, and

the like; 19(A)— I'm not sure what that is. Is that a paragraph,

Mr. Conroy, or is that another section?

MR. CONROY
It's a separate section. There is a 19(A) in my copy.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Conroy says that deals with prescription on the tidelands

area; and then 20, dealing with the New Basin Canal, Shell Road,

and New Orleans Union Railroad passenger facility.

Questions

MR. AVANT
Mr. Conroy, I see that the comnittee recommends transferring

Article XIX, Section 18, of the present constitution into the

statutes.

MR. CONROY
It's pretty tough to answer his question because there are

some of us up here who had exactly the same question with regard

to whether Article XIX, Section 18, belonged in here. However, It

was recoDmended, as I understand it, by the Executive Branch Commit-

tee. If they don't have any reason why they want this continued
in there, I think that it would be appropriate to submit an amend-

ment to delete 18.

Ml. AVANT
1 just wanted to know what the reason was.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Delegate Perez has sent up amendment:

On page 4, line 1, Immediately atter"Sectlon 6," strike out

"18,"

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
In line with the suggestion, the police power's been ade-

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Conroy sends up an amendment which reads as follows:
On page 4, delete lines 2 through 9, both inclusive, in

their entirety.

Explanation

MR. CONROY
As previously explained, the purpose of this amendment is to

delete those things which have been moved up above, and have been
moved up above by amendment, into the other listing. It also

deletes—as Mr. Avant had an amendment to delete the reference to

Article XIV, Section 15.1. In other cases, they were just dupli-
cations down below, as I recall.

[Amendment adopted without objection."]

Amendments

(«. POYNTER
That completes the amendment and Items in Paragraph A; however.

Miss Perkins was nice enough—she withdrew her previous amendment,
which would have inserted new items, earlier and has an amendment...
Has this been passed out? This amendment was passed out earlier

—

Miss Perkins' amendment passed out earlier. Now, we're going to

change the instructions; and, rather than coming in at various
places in here, she'd just now make them Items Nos. 16 and 17.

It was contained in her Amendments Nos. 1 and 3 of her previous
amendment. If you'll look at the Perkins amendments—old Amend-
ments Nos. 1 and 3— that's what she'll be presenting, save for

the fact that we're making them now Items Nos. 16 and 17 as
opposed to whatever they were where she had previously Inserted
them. I'll read it.

Amendment No. 1....

Now, 1 believe the retyped version of the Perkins amend-

ments has been passed out. Mr. Bollinger, you got a copy of It?

0. K. Good. Amendments will read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, between lines 9 and 10, insert

-and since we deleted 15, let's make that 15

—

Article IV, Sections 2(C), 12(B), and 12(C)."

Amendment No. 2. On page 4, between lines 9 and 10, insert

the following: "Item No. 16. Article XIII, Section 6."

the following:
"Item No. 15.

Explana ti on

MISS PERKINS
Basically, these amendments are additional transitional

measures of the Natural Resources Conmiittee. Section 2(C) refers

to mineral revenues: that is, the payment into the general fund

—

highway fund—after deductions for dedications, as well as expenses

of the Mineral Board. [Section] 12(B) refers to the State Market

Commission's power to guarantee loans. [Section] 12(C) refers to

the commissioner of agriculture's authority to guarantee loans of

youth. Some of this material is contained in the statutes; but,

since It was deleted from the constitution and we weren't sure

everything currently in the statutes was covered, we went on and

suggested and we recommend that these be handled through transi-

tional measures. Section 17, Article VIII, Section 6, refers to

canal and hydroelectric development and use of waters and state

ownership in the coastal areas. This, again, we weren't sure was

covered; therefore, suggested it be handled through transitional

measures. I'll answer any questions.
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Question

MR. JENKINS
I have several questions. Lynn, one: your Article IV, Section

2(C), deals with the dedication of twelve and a half million dollars

to the highway fund. Now, we tried to do away with dedications in

general. Shouldn't we leave this to the legislature and let them

act on it, without going ahead and putting it into the law and

making them come back and repeal it?

HISS PERKINS
Not necessarily. First of all, the legislature can come

back and change this. This is strictly a transitional measure

between now and the effective date of the constitution. Since

we had deleted it, we felt that it should be covered In transi-

tional measures. In other words, I don't think that would be a

limitation. You can go back with reference to the amount speci-

fied.

Further Discussion

Questions

MR. TOBIAS
I'm trying to save us time In Style and Drafting tonight,

so we won't be here until all hours. We don't have a title

for this paragraph. Would you add a title to it and withdraw

the amendment?

MR. BOLLINGER
David, I hate to keep asking you questions like this, but

you deviate from the committee proposal in that you refer to

Revised Statutes 24:201-256, and the committee proposal does not.

My question Is this. If the Revised Statutes were added to and

changed substantively some way the procedure for titling statutes,

then this provision would rather be obsolete. What is the point

in referring to the numbers in the Revised Statutes so that, if

additional statutes were passsed and affected this, they would not

in my opinion concur with the language used in your Paragraph (B)

ordinarily?

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in favor of Amend-

ent No.' 1, but opposed to Amendment No. 2. Article XIII, Section

6, deals with canal and hydroelectric developments, use of state

waters, and state ownership. The provision mainly deals with

a provision saying that. If canals are dug for hydroelectric

plants, that after seventy years the waterways will become the

property of the state, as well as the plants. My main reason

for opposing this is that it's obsolete. Louisiana's terrain

doesn't provide for any hydroelectric plants, and 1 don't think

it ever will. If it ever did, I d<^'t see why we should have a

statute saying that after seventy years the plant ownership
,

reverts to the state. I opposed this in committee, but was

overridden; and I think it should not be a schedule provision;

it should not be a statute. Nothing in this constitution would

prevent a statute from being reenacted if all the proper comnlt-

tee hearings were had and the legislature felt the need to do so.

So, I move the adoption of Amendment No. 1 and the rejection of

Anendment No. 2.

Motion

MISS PERKINS
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to move to suspend the rules in

order to withdraw Amendment No. 2.

[^Motion to suspend the rules adopted
without objection. Amendment No. 2

withdrawn. Amendment No. 1 adopted
without objection.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Just read the amendment? Mr. Conroy, Perez, Zervigon, Kean,

Jenkins, and others send up amendments which read as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 4, delete lines 10 through 16, both

inclusive, in their entirety and insert In lieu thereof the follow-

ing: "(B) Arrangement. The provisions made statutory in this

Article shall be arranged in proper statutory form and recoimnenda-

tions made for additional laws and modifications as provided in

R.S. 24:201 through 256, or as otherwise provided by law."

Explanation

MR. CONROY
This amendment does two basic things: one, it removes

the Paragraph (B) — the former Paragraph (B) regarding judicial

review because It was felt that it was really unnecessary and

perhaps somewhat confusing to refer to Judicial review. Obviously,

that is the last source on which problems can be resolved, and it

was unnecessary to say that. As far as (C), we felt (C) was

a little bit restricting because there are presently statutory

provisions regarding how statutes can be arranged by the Louisiana

State Law Institute. Those statutes also ask the Louisiana Law

Institute to make recommendations regarding new statutes that are

needed, so it was felt that It was appropriate in this regard to

suggest that those provisions be implemented. Obviously, if they

are not, the legislature would have to carry out the Intent of

this convention as far as arrangement of these constitutional provisions

which would now be statutes appropriately in the revised statutes.

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, I'd like to answer that at least partially. What

the committee had always intended to do was to make the Law

Institute responsible for this numbering, not make it all take

legislative act. When you read the sentence the way we wrote it,

it sounds like the legislature has to do it all by act, but we

didn't want to make the Law Institute a constitutional agency. So,

this rewords it so that it refers to the statute that refers to the

Law Institute without making the Law Institute a constitutional

agency. It would only be enforced for the duration of the time that

it took them to insert all of this junk in the statutes in any case,

so I don't think that your objection... I don't think you'll find

any objection to it when you think about it.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Conroy does need to withdraw it, so he can reoffer it and

put the paragraph title in as Mr. Tobias . . .

{^Amendment withdrawn and resubmitted
with correction. Amendment adopted
without objection . Previous Ques-
tion ordered . Section passed: 106-1.
Motion to reconsider pending.]

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
Mr. Casey, to make a request that I made earlier. But,

before we vote on the adoption of this proposal, finally and

Irrevocably, and lay it on the table, are we going to be able to

see it as it is amended and as it stands? That's one thing I

want to be sure of.

MR. POYNTER
You mean the entire proposal?

MR. AVANT
The entire proposal.

MR. POYNTER
There Just wouldn't be any possible way to — you know,

unless you want to stay here real late to get it to you before
^

you take the final vote. But, of course, heretofore you all haven t

tabled any — you're talking about tabling— you all have not. . .

It's got to go to Style and Drafting and come back to you and that

sort of thing, and I presume you would use your usual procedure and

would not table the vote by which a proposal was adopted.

MR. AVANT
Okay.

Point of Information

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, we still have another Part to add to the

proposal, right—Part I?

MR. POYNTER
Oh, yesisir. Style and Drafting,

You're absolutely right.

that's correct.
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Point of Information

MR. TATE

MR. POYNTER
Yes. If your amendment was adopted— if the Zervlgo

Mr. Chairman, I happen to know the background of Representative
^""

XltTiT ^n
^^°P'«'':-S«"i°"

1°/°""
J"d as follows:

on's question, so I want to ask this in the fon. of a parliamentary J""°? ^°\ ^f^f/«
provided in this Article andJackson

inquiry. If he wants to add something to this provision that
would go in the Part I we outlined, he has to submit the amendment
before we leave today. We'll put it back Into Part I in Style
and Drafting, but all the other provisions of Part 1 have already
been adopted. Is that correct, Mr. . .

MR. CASEY

That's correct, Judge Tate. Any additions will have to be made
before this proposal leaves the floor.

IMotion to waive reading of Section 10
adopted without objection,

1

Chairman Henry in the Chair

MR. HENRY
Proceed, Ms. Zervigon, explain this section.
Take your seats, please ,gentlemen. I'll ask that

you folks in the back — 1 ask that you people have your seats.
Several of you have asked about what the schedule was going to be

—

or the work schedule— we have a lot of work to do and we're
probably going to be here late tonight unless you all just revolt.
I hate to, but this is the last day we've got with the exception
of tomorrow, and I've got a feeling that everybody is going to be
wanting to get home as soon as we can tomorrow. Since this is
Just the last night let's lay with it and don't let the attendance
fall off too severely, please. We'll go ahead and try to wrap up
everything that we possibly can tonight.

All right, Ms. Zervigon, if you will.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, did you say we're going to stay here until

the delegates are revolting?

MR. HENRY
No ma'am, I've never called these delegates revolting. That was

Just something that somebody else said.
Proceed

.

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, we've waived the reading of Section 10

because we have an amendment that changes it considerably. 1

would request that that amendment be read and explain that.

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
All right. The amendment will read as follows— there

are a set of three amendments sent up by Delegates Perez,
Zervigon, Kean and others— set of three amendments — beginning:

Amendment No. 1. On page A, line 18, after the word "as"
and before the word "retained" insert the following: "provided
in this Article and except as".

Amendment No. 2. On page 4, line 19, after the word and punctuation,
constitution, and before the word "provisions" delete the words
"all other" and insert in lieu thereof the word "the".

Amendment No. 3. On page 4, line 20 Immediately after the
word "repealed" change the comma "," to a period "." and delete
the remainder of the line and delete lines 21 through 25, both
Inclusive, in their entirety.

Explanation

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, this explains what happens to everything

else. In Section 9, which we've just finished, we've continued
a lot of sections as statutes. It's apparent that there's a lot
of other stuff that's not covered in the revision that we've
made of the constitution that we haven't transposed into the
statutes. What happens to that? We are repealing it. The
"except as otherwise provided " in this article— 1 believe that
It's phrased— refers to the things retained as statutes in the

paragraph laoediately above in Section 9. We have to make sure
that those are exceptions. So, Mr. Clerk, would you read the
section as it would now stand?

^^5' except as retained In Articles I through XIll of this constitution,
the provisions of the Constitution of 1921 are repealed."

MS. ZERVIGON
I'll yield to any questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Ms. Zervigon, when we discussed this matter in the meeting

we had at noon, I don't believe there was any discussion of that
exception for the provisions of this article, was there?

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jenkins, 1 really don't remember. Mr. Perez and

I discussed it quite a number of days ago. The purpose of it is
to retain as statutes those things we Just said were retained as
statutes in Section 9.

MR. JENKINS
My understanding was that except as provided in Articles 1

through III all other provisions of this constitution were to
be repealed so that they were no longer a part of the constitution
of the state. Now, where we have expressly otherwise provided
that they'll be continued as statutes they are, nevertheless, re-
pealed insofar as this constitution is concernedi was that not
our understanding?

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Jenkins, they repealed this section of the

constitution, but not repealed and gone bye bye you might say

—

they're continued in effect. So we had to make provisions for
the effect of them. Now, the question is on the definition of
the word "repeal"? What we wanted to make certain was that it was
perfectly clear that while they were repealed as constitutional pro-
visions, they did not go out of effect.

MR. JENKINS
So, then your Intention is that unless a provision has

been particularly retained from the 1921 Constitution then it

is repealed as a part of the constitution of this state although
It may be retained as a statute. That is your intention, is that
correct?

MS. ZERVIGON
Well, except for the other exceptions .those retained in

Articles I through XIII of this Constitution.

[Reading of the Section with proposed
Amendmen t .

]

m. JENKINS
But, those have been specifically referred to In those

articles, have they not?

MS. ZERVIGON
That's right, 1 wasn't sure you had made that exception.

I thought you were speaking only of Section 9 above. Yes, that's
the Intention of the committee.

MR. TOBIAS
Mary, in the first amendment you do mean "Article"

and not "Part"?

MS. ZERVIGON
Yes, we do, because if you'll remember there's the

split session of the legislature. There are certain mentions
of boards, agencies and things like that.

MR. FLORY
Ms. Zervigon, could you really tell me what the necessity

of Amendments No. 1 and 2 are ,inasmuch as ... in light of the
discussion In the committee at noon? I really don't see any
need for it. What worries me Is the division of this article
In Parts I, II and III.

MS. ZERVIGON
This was at the suggestion of Mr. Perez much earlier, and

I'm going to yield to Mr. Perez to answer your question,

MR. PEREZ
The very obvious reason for putting "except as provided

In this article, the provisions of this constitution are repealed."
When you repeal something it is "daid", dead, dead and you've
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got,when you conClnue it as statutory uterlal, you have to put

the exception In. So what we mean by the words "except as provided

In this article" we are referring back to Section 9 which says

we*re continuing these things in effect as statutues. If you

don't say that then you have an inconsistency between Section 9

and other sections which say these things continue in effect,

and Section 10 which would say that all of this is repealed, and

the other sections as well.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Perez, that's exactly what bothers me because It

was my understanding that what you were talking about here being
repealed was constitutional provisions, not things that we're
talking about transferring to the statutes, and when you say

—

let ae finish— it was my understanding at noon that what we
were talking about Parts I and III would be In effect parts
of the new constitution—whereas Part II would be subject to
Section 1, and would be transitional measures.

HR. PEREZ
The word "repeal" means that it is completely, entirely,

and totally done away with, and to the extent that these are
continued in Section 9 and in other sections of the constitution
we do not repeal them. That's why all you have is "as except
as provided in this article," and then you go back to the other
part of the articles and it tells you what you do with them. But,
If you do not put the exception* then you totally, completely do
away with those sections.

MR. FLORY
Well, I thought that was what we wanted to do is

to do away with them as constitutional provisions, but by the
Part II lift them and carry them to the statutes and make them
statutory material* but what you're doing here is continuing them
as constitutional provisions.

MR. PER£Z
No, we're not. All we're saying is "except as provided

in this article." Then,when you go into the various parts of the

article it says, for instance, in Section 9 that "these are con-
tinued as statutes;" it says with regard to the property tax
that it continues for a certain . . . for a three year period.
So that if you had a . . . it's Just a flat statement just
saying "except as retained in Article I through XIII of this
Constitution, all other provisions of the Constitution of *21

are repealed." Then what you're saying is that everything else
we've said here means nothing, so what you're saying is that
when you use the word "repeal" —repeal means that you're absolutely,
totally, completely, doing away with these provisions. That's the

whole purpose of the schedule is to retain these provisions in some
form.

MR. FLORY
Wouldn't it be better though to say that "except as

provided in Parts X and III of this Article?"

MR. PEREZ
No, because in Part II you are retaining as statutory

material all of these varied details we have gone through-
If you don't say "except as provided"throughout the entire article,
then what you're doing is saying that all of these provisions are
dead;and we've just gone through the lengthy process of saying
that these things shall continue in effect as statutory material.
If you say they're repealed, they're repealed; they're dead;
they're finished; they're gone; and we've got to make an exception
for that.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Yes ,sir

.

The only amendment that's been changed is Amendment No. 1,
which reads, as corrected.

On page 4, line 18, after the word "Except" and before the
word "as" insert the following: " to the extent provided in this
Article and except", so it would read: "Except to the extent provided
in this Article and except as retained in Article I through XIII of
this Constitution the provisions of the Constitution of 1921 are
repealed .

"

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
I just hope now that we've straightened the language

out to satisfy just about everybody. I would move the adoption
of the amendment.

lAntendmen t adopted wi tbout objection .

Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 91-1 . Motion to reconsider
pending

.

]

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
"Section II. Existing Laws
Section 11. (A) . . .

IMotion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection.^

Explanation

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, as above in Section 10, we

have amendments which change this considerably. The result of

%rtiich will be that with some drafting changes Section (A) stands

relatively unchanged, but, the major change will be that in

Section (B) the final sentence will be deleted. In every
schedule provision ... in every constitution that I've read

the schedule provisions— there is a provision for what happens

to existing law because of the question that's been raised earlier

in discussion as to whether the government under the new constitution
is an entirely new government. What we've done is retain the

old law to the extent that it is not in conflict with this con-

stitution. We've retained it so that it can be repealed or altered
or it can expire by its own limitation. In other words, it s not

our intention to incorporate it by reference Into the constitution and

provided that inconsistent laws shall cease upon the effective

date of this constitution.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
I'd just like for you to take my name off this amendment

because these amendments keep coming up not in the form that

we agreed to In our discussions earlier.

MR. HENRY
Scratch Jenkins on the amendment.
Are there any further questions?

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, as a point of clarification because I

don't Lhiuk there's any evil intent involved, we didn't really

agree to a precise form; we agree to concepts and if. . .when
you go to put a concept in words, of course, you always run Into

trouble as whether the words mean the same thing to me as they

mean to you. So, I have no objection to Mr. Jenkins removing his

name. It's just that we really didn't agree to a precise form and,

therefore, I don't think that we're reneging on any agreement,

as such.

^Section read with proposed amendment .

]

MR. POYNTER
Okay. It would read with the four sets of amendments

—

Ms. Zervigon you might follow me, I think I've got them all

—

as follows:
"Section 11. (A) Retention. Laws In force on the

effective date of this constitution, which were constitutional
when enacted and are not in conflict with this constitution, shall
remain in effect until altered or repealed or—pick up on line
31— until altered or repealed or until they expire by their
own limitation.

(B) Expiration of Inconsistent Laws. Laws which are
in conflict with this constitution shall cease upon its effective
date."

MS. ZERVIGON
By way of explanation, let me say that I had no

idea what an unclear word "Inconsistent" was until we began
to discuss it. We decided that "in conflict" was a much clearer,
more crystalized way of saying what it was we wanted to say. In
addition to that, because of changes we've made in the constitution,
the laws that are in effect may be repealed in some way other than
by the authority which enacted them. Then, in addition to that,
you see we've changed "inconsistent" and deleted the last sentence
as I pointed out before. This language was taken from the projet
and there is similar language in most schedules.
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Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Mary« I understand that the purpose of Che last

sentence in Paragraph (B) was sort of a grace period, so that

if a law is in conflict, It would give the legislature time to

repeal it, or amend it, or whatever may need to be done. You
don't foresee any problem here if you do not have a grace
period?

MS. ZERVIGON
We have a delayed effective date. We feel certain

that there will be legislative sessions In between now and then.
The point of it in the projet was that If there needed to be

enabling legislation for any section of the new constitution and
there was already a law on the books but It was in conflict with
the new constitution, this would continue them. Mack, as you think
about it, you can see that that's a very confusing thing as

to how they could be proper enabling legislation for the new
constitution and at the same time in conflict. We just decided
that rather than try and have the courts figure out exactly what
it meant we would delete it. 1 think 1 would venture to guess
that the scheduled provisions of the projet weren't written
with the same care as the rest of the projet. It's when you are
staring an effective date in the face and begin to think exactly
what's going to happen to each and every section of the old
constitution and each and every old law that you begin to be very,
very careful with your words in this area.

MR. FLORY
Ms. Zervigon, would you be kind enough to give me the

definition of the word "inconsistent" and then tell me what

difference there is in the words "in conflict with"?

MS. ZERVIGON
I'm not. . . it's not the intention of the authors of

this amendment to make any real change. It's Just that I think,

what "in conflict" does as opposed to "inconsistent" makes

it in direct conflict with something that's stated, rather than

just generally inconsistent with something that might be implied.

For example, as we came to sections of the old constitution that

says, "the legislature shal] enact the following laws," if we

retained laws that were old laws that had been enacted in the past

tense where " shall" is a future tense verb, that might be con-

sidered Inconsistent with that segment in the constitution, but

it's certainly not in conflict with it in that it's not the intention

of the law on the books to overturn that provision of the constitution

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Chairman. I believe they are going to want to withdraw it.

They overlooked changing the title of Paragraph (B).and I think

the lady and gentleman would like to withdraw this amendment and

offer another one so that they could correct that at this time.

MR. PEREZ
Only for the purpose of deleting the word "inconsistent"

and inserting in lieu thereof, the word, "conflicting," so

the title would read "Expiration of Conflicting Law."

on the final enrollment—I'm not positive about that number—you'll
notice that with reference to the deep-water ports we provided that
they were ratified and confirmed, that the legislature could change

their powers and jurisdiction and things like that with a two-thirds

vote. However, as part of a compromise on this article, in Sub-

section (C) , we provided as follows: "The legislature shall make

provisions with respect to the membership of the herein provided

commissions." Once the membership is established, it may be changed

only upon a two-thirds vote of the elected members of each house

of the legislature. So. in other words, with reference to these

deep-water ports, you have two ways of modifying them after they are

transposed into the statutes. With reference to the initial change

of the membership, it's by a majority vote; thereafter, with

reference to membership and all other aspects of ports, it's by

a two-thirds vote. For this reason, we felt that we needed a special

transitional provision to key somebody into this position that we
have taken with reference to the deep-water ports. So, we have

specifically provided in here that they are subject to amendment or

repeal only as provided in this specific article which requires a

two-thirds vote on everything except the Initial reorganization of

the board. That way, somebody going through this transitional
schedule would know that this is not the ordinary type of statute

that you have to look to this particular provision to determine the

manner in which it can be changed by the legislature. We felt that

this was necessary for this particular section because we did have

a combination procedure here where two different types of votes of

the legislature were required.
If there are any questions, I'll be happy to try and answer

them, Mr. Chairman. If there are none. Mr. Chairman, I move the

adoption of the section.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
We have an amendment coming in sent up by Mr. Jenkins. Casey,

et al , to add between lines 15 and 16 immediately prior to this

period of time, "Part II". . .between lines 23 and 24.

On page 6. between lines 23 and 24. insert "Part II".

Expl anation

MRS. ZERVIGON
This is as we have been doing before, sticking in the reference

to what part of the schedule it will be in. This keeps these sections-

this section and the couple succeeding it—subject to the other
articles of the constitution pursuant to Section 1, which was the

first thing that we adopted today.
Yield to any questions. Mr. Chairman.

[Amendment adopted without objection.
Previous Question ordered , Section
passed : 100-0 , Motion to reconsider
pending . Motion to waive reading of

Section 17 adopted without objection .}

Explanation

{_Amendment withdrawn and resubmi tted
with correction ,1

{^Amendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered . Section
passed: 96-1. Motion to reconsider
pending

.

]

Reading of the Section

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman, the Local Government Committee had recommended

that this section be in here in an abundance of caution. We've now,

in conference with other delegates, decided that it's really

unnecessary, as the charters being ratified in the Local Government

Article implies, certainly, that the communities that have those

home rule charters have the authority to have those home rule charters

Therefore, we have no objection to the amendment to delete.

MR. POYNTER
"Section 16. Ports; Transition to Statutes
Section 16. All provisions of Article VI. Sections 16, 16.1,

16.2, 16.3, 16.4. 16.5. 16.6. 17. 29, 29.1, 29.2, 29.3, 29.4, 33.1.

34 and Article XIV. . .

l^Moti on to wal ve reading of the Section
adopted without objection .

2

Expl anation

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, if you refer to Section 50 of

Local Government as originally enrolled, I think it's now Section 44
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Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Avant and Gravel send up the following amendment:

Amendment No. 1. On page 6, delete lines 31 and 32 in their

entirety and on page 7, delete lines 1 through 4, both inclusive, in

their entirety.

Explanation

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment, as Mrs.

I
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Zer^lgon stated, sluply deletes Section 17 from this proposal,
completely and in its entirety. There is no objection to it, as
I understand it. So, I ask your favorable vote on the amendment.

Move the previous question.

[Previous Oi^estion ordered . Amendment
adopted without objection.'}

POYNTER
That deletes the section.
We can go on, 1 believe.

Mr. Chairman.

Reading of the Section

passed; 9 8-0.
pending

.

]

Motion to reconsider

Reading of the Section

MR. POYNTER
Section 23, sent up, reads as follows:

"Section 23. Suits Against the State; Effective Date
Section 23. The provisions of Article III, Section lU waiving

the immunity of the state, its agencies, or political subdivisions
from suit and liability in contract or for injury to person or property
only shall apply to a cause of action arising after the effective
date of this constitution."

MR. POYNTER
Section 18. 1 might point out at this time there will be an

amendment coming up—Mr. Perer, I guess will handle it—to make
this "Part III."

"Section 18. Public Service Commission
Section 18. At its next extraordinary or regular session, the

legislature shall divide the state into five single-member districts
as required by Article VIII, Section 14 (A) and shall provide for a
special election at which the two additional members of the commission
shall be elected, the initial term to be served by each, and other
matters necessary to effectuate said Section 14 (A)."

Explanation

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Chairman and delegates, as you will recall, we've expanded

the membership of the Public Service Commission from three members
to five members. This just specifies how you get there from here,
which is that the legislature shall provide it in 'Its next extraor-
dinary or regular session."

I yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. ABRAHAM
Since the style and drafting and since the vote of the conven-

tion where the Public Service Commission will be in the Executive
Branch, I just wanted to point out, is that going to stay in—that
particular article—or is it going to have a different article
number? Will it stay in Article VIII or it will go back to Article
IV, or where?

MRS. ZERVIGON
This has nothing to do with that, as 1 understand it, Mr.

Abraham.
Excuse me; in answer to Mr. Abraham's question. Style and Drafting

will change the article number if the reference is wrong. But, I

think that it's clear that our intention is to refer to the Public
Service Commission. Thank you.

MR. FLORY
Mrs. Zervlgon, it's been called to my attention, perhaps it. . .

On line 9 where we say, "provide for a special election," could a
regular election. . .could they. . .if there was a regular election
after the effective date of this which would coincide with the
reapportionment of the public service district, could it be held at
that time, or should we say "shall provide for the election at which"?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, Mr. Flory, the reason that word was used was because for

these two members it will be a special election In that they won't
serve—more than likely won't serve— the full terms, in order to
keep the membership of the board with overlapping terms. But, the
special election could be called at the same time, on the same date,
in the same polling places that a regular election is held.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
We have an amendment which makes this "Part III."
On page 17, between lines 12 and 13, insert the following:
"PART III".

\_Amendment adopted without objection

.

Previous Question ordered . Section

{^Motion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection.}

Expl anation

MRS. ZERVIGON
You will remember that after the considerable discussion over

the several days when we were on the Legislative Article, we changed
tne procedure for suit against the state to the extent that we said
the legislature shall provide for an act that would provide a uniform
method for suit against the state rather than each person having to
come and get. . .

This is just to make clear that the actions that the conven-
tion took shall apply only to cause of action arising after the
effective date of this constitution so that we will know exactly
when the provisions of Article 111, Section 14 come into effect.

Mr. Lanier will yield to any questions on this section.

[previous Quest ion ordered . Section
passed: 96-0. Motion to reconsider
pend i ng .}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jackson, are you ready to go?
All right. The Johnny Jackson amendment.
On page 1, in Part I, between lines 11 and 12, Insert a new

section as follows: (Mrs. Zervlgon, isn't Section 26 a Part III
amendment? Section 26, Isn't it Part III? It's the last one.
It's been deleted. What about 25? All right. I need to add that
in, then. Need to add, just for clarity to Style and Drafting, Part
1, here.)

"Section 27. Board of Supervisors of Southern University
Section 27. At the next session of the legislature following the

effective date of this constitution, the governor shall submit to the
Senate for Its consent the names of his appointees to the Board of
Supervisors of Southern University and Agricultural and Mechanical
College in accordance with and to effectuate Article IX, Section 7."

Explanation

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, delegates to the convention, there exists in the

present constitution as it relates to other colleges, the board and
tli*i manner and the time by which the governor will appoint it is
spelled out in our proposed constitution. What we are attempting
to do right here is to try to kill two birds with one stone. We
want to apply, and we forgot when we were amending the Education
Article to provide for the transition to set the same time limits
of the same provision that we had done for the Board of Supervisors
for L.S.U. and the time line for the appointment to the Board of
Trustees. Basically, this Is a technical amendment. I talked with
the Transition Committee and I've talked to the Committee on Style
and Drafting, and they have no objection whatsoever.

Question

MR. NEWTON
Mr. Jackson, I just got this and I'm not familiar with it, but

what would be the effect if. . .will there be a conflict if we
adopt this, depending on which article of the Education Article
was adopted?

MR. J. JACKSON
No. There is no conflict whatsoever, Mr. Newton. In fact, there

is a similar provision in the proposed constitution that's being
transferred to the transitional proposal which has basically the
same language for the appointment to the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors.
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[^Previous Question ordered , Amendment
adopted : 89-2. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered

,

Section passed: 91-1 . Motion to re-
consider pending . J

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
Mr. Tobias, Mr, Pugh, Derbes, Zervigon and Dennery send up

amendnients adding a proposed new section. In this case, Mr. Tobias,
we're going to have to change it to 28.

....reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 9, forget the rest of the

instructions—after Convention Floor Amendment No. 1 proposed

by Mr. Jackson and Just adopted by the convention, insert Che

following:
"PART III

Section 28. Effect of Adoption
Section 28. Notwithstanding any contrary provisions of

law or the prior constitution, this constitution when approved

in accordance with Delegate Resolution Number 52 of the Con-

stitutional Convention established by Act 2 of 1972 of the

Louisiana Legislature, as amended
"

\_Motion to waive reading of the Section
adopted without objection.]

Expl ana tion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates

Is to guarantee that, first of all,
in Act 2 of 1972 which restrict us.
nothing in the constitution that we
Chat's the first part. Now, there'

lot of quescion about how the const
the voters and that will be Delegat
we will eventually adopt something
exactly what it contains, but this
we do in accordance with that resol
Chose prohibiclons contained in Act
that the constitution when ratified
of the State of Louisiana.

, the purpose of this amendmenc
the three prohibitions contained
...to insure that there is

would affecc by our actions;

s been a lot of problems....
ituCion would be submlcted Co

e Resolution Number 52. Now,
on this matter. We don't know
is to guarantee that anything
ution and in accordance with
2, in other words, to guarantee
by Che people Is Che CDnsCiCutlon

Questions

MR ALEXANDER
Mr. Clerk, I'm looking at Subsection 2, line 4, Is that a

misprint where you say, let me see, the terms of office of the

members of the legislature or elected, or any of the appointed

officials of the stace, or any political subdivisions thereof

shall be reduced or shortened prior to the expiration of Che term;

do you mean shall noc be reduced or

MR. TOBIAS
As I appreciace ic. Reverend Alexander, the first sentence

that says. "Nothing in this constitution shall be construed as

containing any provision whereby Che terms of office" etc., so

it would mean not, but I want to geC a copy of it. This language

containedin Paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 is verbatim. .. .should be, Che

prohibiclons concalned in SecClon 4 of Act 2 of 1972; we'll check

that.

MR. ALEXANDER
It should be negaclve.

MR. TOBIAS
I believe ic Is, but we are going Co check it right now.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, it's not written here.

MR. TOBIAS
I believe you are correct.

It's verbaClm the language of the act.

MR. O'NEILL
Max, is there any doubt ChaC this consCiCution would be the

constituclon we have without this language?

MR. TOBIAS
I want to guarantee that it Is. I also want to guarantee

that the election procedures which we follow would be ratified
by our actions.

MR. RAYBURN
Max, I just hurriedly read this. You just get these things,

and about two minutes later, you got to vote on them. What does
this do that we haven't already done; would you just tell me
that? I mean we've done it; we've took care of the bonded
indebtedness the way I see it; we've said you could remove no
man from the office he had— even appointed, elected, or otherwise
unless his office was abolished, I'm jusc trying to find
out what this does chat we haven't already done.

MR. TOBIAS
Well, first of all. Paragraph 3, I don't know how. .. .although

they could never remove the ic would be very difficulc Co move
Chis building outside of Baton Rouge, that Is one prohibition, but
that's really minor. As far as Paragraph 2 is concerned, I am
going to offer an amendment to this that would take care of a
problem that involves what happens when an individual is, say,
elected in the general election of 1974 for a four year term and
he was supposed to cake office on January 1, 1975. The question
Is, whaC happens to that individual? Does he take.,.. say, we
increase thac office term to six years; would he take office
for a six year term on January 1, 1975 or would he take office
on a.... for the four year term as provided under the 1921 Con-
stitution? What I would do in the next amendment which I . . . . to
this amendment is say that he would take office for the term allowed
in the 1921 Constitution, and that's the reason for this. The other
reasons for putting this provision in the constitution is to
guarantee that the ratification process, the submission of che
constitution to the voters as contained in Delegate Resolution
Number 52, which we will be considering later tonight, will be
the method of ratifying the constitution and to guarantee that
once ratified in accordance with Delegate Resolution Number 52
it will be the Constitution of 1974.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, does this just apply to only offices that you

qualify and run for, or does it cover appointments. .. .appointed
offices? Supposing that you appoint people now for four years

and you decide later on you want Co make ic six or you want to

make It chree, what's going to happen If we adopt chis language?

MR. TOBIAS
This is purely a translclonal measure; it would apply to

all officers as far as the term; it Just applies to those

that. In effecc, would cake office after '75,

MR. RAYBURK
It says., ..I'm reading "any state or any of its political

subdivisions." I think It could apply to a constable or a

Justice of peace. If the legislature wanted to give him an extra

two years or cake cwo away from him, I chink ic would apply Co

any pollcical subdivision or state; now, maybe I'm wrong.

MR. TOBIAS
WhaC I'm saying is thaC nothing in... .this is a prohibition

contained In Act 2 of 1972; this Is verbatim the prohibition.

What I am trying Co do is prohibit, guarantee, so no one can ever

question that we have violated the provisions of Act 2 of 1972.

MR. WILLIS
Max, reading your amendment in contexC it states that "nothing

in this consMtuCion shall be construed of containing any provision
whereby the terms of office of any elected official"—stop here

—

Now, vis-a-vis the terms of district judges which were equalized,
what is the effect on that?

MR. TOBIAS
A Judge who would be elected. .. .now, as it presently stands,

it would be open for interpretation. I have an amendment coming
to this amendment to add a short phrase; it reads "or to which
elected." I added that on line 18 which would clarify that and
this would be for us to decide. The point is that, as it presently
stands, it is not clear what happens under which constitution the
individual. ., .how long his term would be for if elected prior to

January 1, 1975.

MR. WILLIS
Well, now, do you propose that this amendment is on equal

footing with the provisions In the Judiciary?

MR. TOBIAS
It is; in the sense that these are prohibitions contained in

Act 2 of 1972 which we cannot act upon.
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MR. WILLIS , ^
Well, we have not acted upon; that was the thrust of Senator

Rayburn's questions.

MR. TOBIAS
,

Correct. I'm Just guaranteeing and reinsuring that we haven t.

In other words, to make sure that they can never question whether we

have; this provision would get around it.

MR. WILLIS
^ ... . ,

You are guaranteeing a warranty, but one guarantee is sutticlent;

don't you think?

MR. WEISS
Delegate Tobias, isn't It true that Sections 1 and 3 are

already Included in our new constitution? Furthermore, how can

we act upon a section which Is contlgent upon a Resolution

Number 52 which we have not yet even acted upon?

MR. TOBIAS
We will have acted upon it; otherwise. Style and Drafting

could take that out. As far as Section 1, I would hope that when

we get back to Style and Drafting later this evening, that we

would be able to delete Section 1— Subparagraph 1— in accordance

with the there Is an earlier section In the schedule that we've

already acted upon. As far as Section 3 is concerned, I don't

know what I believe the legislature meant by "c-a-p-l-t-o-1,

c-a-p-l-t-a-1," and there is a slight difference and I don't know

what would happen; it's an Irrational statement as taken verbatim.

But, I'm just continuing and guaranteeing that no one can ever

question anything we have done under Act 2 of 1972 as far as those

prohibitions contained in the Act.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Tobias, are you saying that no judge can declare anything

we've done unconstltulonal?

MR. TOBIAS
No.

read it right. We've got to do a lot of consolidation. We

can't have but twenty departments, and during that time we might

reduce some of these appointed official's duties. We could reduce

a lot of them In the future. But, even though we reduce their

duties If you adopt this amendment, in my opinion, you cannot

reduce their salaries during that time they were appointed for,

regardless of whether you reduce their duties by thirty, forty,

or fifty percent; their salaries if I read this amendment

right will be in the constitution, and they shall remain the same

as long as they hold that office or for the expiration of the

time they were appointed. I think that could get us in a lot of

trouble. I'm not willing to reduce no elected official^ salary.

But, when you Include appointed people with the task that we're

going to be faced with If this constitution is adopted, we are

going to have to do a lot of consolidating. We might find we've

got a lot of officials that we can reduce their duties by combining

them and putting them with some other agency. We might want to

reduce their salaries likewise, but It you adopt this language you

can't do it, and that's why I think It's bad.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Quest ions

MR. WILLIS
Senator, do you realize that this is constitutlonallzing an

act of the legislature thereby disabling the legislature from

undoing that act?

MR. RAYBURN
That's exactly what I'm concerned about, Mr. Willis; it's saying

to us, If we made a mistake by establishing a salary, that we can't

come back and correct It.

MR. WILLIS
Yes, but this thing covers a multitude of sins; It doesn't

stop at salaries; It says "elected officials," too, and it affects

terms if you project it between now and the time this constitution

is adopted.

MR. RAYBURN
Max, I'm noticing here In my opinion, this does apply to

all appointed officials; am I correct?

MR. TOBIAS
Correct.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, that don't concern me as much, Mr. Willis, as the salary

part of appointed officials because you know if you want to reduce

a salary because you've reduced their duties, the legislature can't

do It; you will have to amend the constitution to do it if I read this

particular language right.

MR. RAYBURN
Do you mean to tell me that we can't even reduce his salary?

If somebody gets appointed at the beginning of a four year term

and you think he's making too much and you would want to reduce

him a little bit, and you say here you cannot even reduce their

salaries?

MR. TOBIAS
I'm not arguing with the reasoning of the legislature In Act 2

of 1972; this is what they enacted. I'm just saying that there is

nothing that w can do about It because it's prohibitive to us in the

act that created us.

MR. RAYBURN
If there's a legislative act though, we can go back and change it

if we think we've gone too far. I'm on the question, the appointed

officials; I'm not talking about elected officials. But, under this

language the way I read it, you cannot even reduce an appointed

official's salary if you so decide and it will be In the con-

stitution that the legislature can't. If we decide we've made a

mistake and we are paying somebody forty thousand dollars a year

and later we think they need to make thirty-five or thirty-seven

fifty, we can not even reduce it. Now, we can because it's an

act. But, if you adopt this amendment, you cannot; it's in the

constitution; he's got to stay there and draw It for four years.

MR. TOBIAS
Senator Rayburn, I can't argue with what Act 2 of 1972,...

If by some chance we have prohibited the legislature from raising

a salary or reducing a salary, I think we were prohibited from the

start from doing that. 1 thlok that we have to continue that act
as the restriction contained In that act.

Further Discussion

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I can see where this

language could cause the legislature a lot of problems. If I

MR. WOMACK
Senator Rayburn, I'll go a little further under this. I don't

believe you could abolish one of these appointed Jobs even If

consolidation got to the point that you didn't even have a desk

for him; could you?

MR. RAYBURN
I'm doubtful whether you could or not. Representative Womack.

I don't know, I think we might get In court if we tried to. ...if

we find out when we consolidate that we've got somebody up here

with a big fat job and we've put all the duties somewhere else, I

think he might take us to court and draw his salary whether he's

done his work or not for the remainder of the time he was appointed.

If I read this particular language right— I know it was put in

here for some elected officials, but I think they've gone a little too

far with it; I have got my own ideas why it's here. I don't care

to discuss them. I'm not against any elected officials. But,

I just don't think you ought to bring everybody in the state in

here, and I see you laughing. Judge, and you keep on laughing.

There's some other people kind of looking here, too, you know In

this convention.

MR. DERBES
Senator, as I read the amendment, it's a limitation on the

constitution rather than a limitation on the legislature? In

other words—and I think that's an important distinction—it

says that 'Nothing in this constitution shall be construed as

containing any provision whereby;" it does not say, 'V) o law shall

be enacted whereby .

"

MR. RAYBURN
It goes on to refer to Act 2 of '72, 1 think, Mr. Derbes, If

I read It right. It's pretty hard to analyze these things when

you just see them and about two minutes later you have to vote on

them.

MR. DERBES
Well, for example. It says..
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MR. RAYBURN
I'm not Chat smart.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Are you asking the question?

MR. DERBES
Well, I can see the source of the difference but it does say, I

think, rather clearly that "nothiig in this constitution shall be

construed as containing any provision whereby the terms of office,

of the members of the legislature, or of any other elected, or of

any appointed official of the state," etc., "shall be reduced or

shortened." In other vrords, it does not purport to be a restriction
on the legislature; it is only a restriction on the call and scope

of the constitutional convention.

MR. RAYBURN
Maybe I read it wrong; I don't think I did.

Further Discussion

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. chairman, I rise to speak in support of the amendment, as

you'll notice, I'm a coauthor-. Mr. Duval, Mr. Tobias and several
other people were worried that there might be parts of Act 2 other
than the parts contained in Section 4 of Act 2 which are stated as
prohibitions which could be interpreted as prohibitions. For
example, many of us when we were elected or appointed really thought
we would be home between January and July of 1973 because the Act
reads that way. Now, did we violate a prohibition of that Act by
working in committee during that time? If this is ratified by the
people, it will be clear that we didn't; up to now it isn't clear.
There is a method for determining the effective date in Act 2; it's
really only a procedure; it's not a prohibition for setting a
delayed effective date on any article or on the entire constitution.
This makes it clear that that is not to be read as a prohibition.
The only reason these three subparagraphs are in there is to continue
the things that were intended by the legislature to be prohibitions
not against themselves, but against us saying, the constitution doesn't
do these things. If it were a prohibition against the legislature,
it would read "no law shall be enacted", or it will read "district,
or other political subdivision, or authority of the state may be
impaired," not "shall be." So, please keep in mind exactly what
we are trying to do. We are trying to avoid lawsuits or in the
procedures that we have followed as set up in our rules. Mr.
Chairman, I'll yield to any questions?

Questions

MR. SCHMITT
Are you saying that these prohibitions in (1) , (2) , and (3)

were those within the Act 2, in other words, the call for the

convention?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Word by word.

MR. SCHMITT
If we would have acted outside of the call from the convention,

whatever we would have done would have been unconstitutional any
how; isn't that correct?

MRS. ZERVIGON
That's certainly true as it applied to those prohibitions,

Mr. Schmitt. The problem is does the rest of the Act constitute
a prohibition or only a mechanism and procedure?

MR. SCHMITT
So, nothing that we can do right now. If it's unconstitutional

because it goes outside the act, we can't constitutionalize the

act subsequent to that time and perfect it.

MRS. ZERVIGON
We aren't constitutionalizing the act, Mr. Schmitt.

MR. SCHMITT
You are constitutionalizing, I believe, that you are

constitutionalizing the call which was.... if you act outside the

call, the rules or the guidelines for having the convention, then

aren't you, by doing that, performing unconstitutionally, and nothing

we can do now can perfect that; it's too late?

MRS. ZERVIGON
By no means, Mr. Schmitt.

MR. SCHMITT
This is meaningless; this isjust awaste of paper and a waste of time.

MR. SCHMITT
I think you're wasting the time of the convention; aren't you?
What are you accomplishing by doing this?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Sit down, Mr. Schmitt, and I'll explain it to you slowly

one more time.

MR. SCHMITT
I don't think..

MRS. ZERVIGON
Sit down, Mr. Schmitt, and I'll explain it to you slowly

one more time

.

MR. SCHMITT
What are you doing that was not done in the call; could you

answer me that? If the call is a restriction by which we can act,

what are you accomplishing outside of that if this only contains
what is in a call?

MRS. ZERVIGON
Are you ready?

MR. CASEY
Just a minute. Mrs. Zervlgon and Mr. Schmitt, maybe we

can solve the problem; I think Mr. Tobias has a motion. So,

let me recognize Mr. Tobias at this time, first.

Moti on

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, to clarify this amendment and to take care of

those objections and to guarantee the ratification of the concept....
-to guarantee that the constitution, if ratified in accordance with
Delegate Resolution No. 52 which Mr. Pugh had introduced very
shortly, I would move to withdraw the amendment and delete every

thing below the part of the paragraph which says, the sentence

that begins "nothing in this constitution shall be construed as

containing any provision whereby."

{^Amendment withdrawn.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The gentleman resubmits it as Indicated; constituting deleting

everything from line 8 on—everything from line 8 of the text on
is deleted—picking up with "Nothing in this constitution" all the
way through the end is deleted; leaves just the first sentence.

Expl anat i on

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, all this does is say that once the amendment....

once our constitution is presented to the people in accordance with

the delegate resolution and approved by the people with the alternatives,

it will be the constitution of the State of Louisiana; that's all it

says

.

Questi ons

MR PLANCHARD
I'm in agreement with what you're trying to do here. But,

don't you feel that we are a bit premature? You're saying in

effect that Delegate Resolution No. 52 will be passed, and it

hasn't been presented; I think it's premature.

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Planchard, there will be ... there will have to be a

delegate resolution passed, otherwise, there's no method by

which we can present this. Now, if there isn't, then Style

and Drafting can take this section out, and it would be totally

irrelevant

.

MR. PLANCHARD
Well, what I'm saying in effect is why don't we get the

Delegate Resolution No. 52, and then we will take up these items

later?
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MR. TOBIAS
Because, Mr. Planchard, we are trying to style and draft

It...we are running out of time, and as soon as we do this, it

will clarify that.

MRS. ZERVIGON
If I may respond to Mr. Schmitt*s question because I never

got a chance to do it. What we are doing is saying the vote of the

people ratlftps our actions as saying they are not In conflict

with Act 2; that's all.

MR. O'NEILL
Mr. Tobias, do you still intem to offer the other amendment

you are supposed to have prior to this?

MR. TOBIAS
No.

MR. WILLIS
I want to be sure. Max, on what I*m voting. It is solely

on the first sentence ending with "State of Louisiana;" is that

correct?

MR. TOBIAS
Correct,

MR. WILLIS
Of course, Mr. Planchard, preempted my question which was that

we are presupposing that Delegate Resolution No. 52 would be

adopted or amended because

MR. TOBIAS
It will be adopted or amended, I'm pretty sure of that because

we need some method to submit this to the voters, and this is the

way we planned to do it in accordance with this.

MR. WILLIS
I understand.

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Chairman, I don't know whether I have a question or whether

I ought to raise a point of order. We've gone all through this,

and I want to raise a question. I think the worst thing I've ever

seen come up in this legislature is the last night. We are here

with a high-priced research staff of what I call professional

people, not one of them have I heard on this. We've got some

very brilliant, aged, experienced attorneys; none of them are

sanctioning this. What I would like to know now is, let's just

stop and take a second look for a minute or two, and let's get

one or two professionals in here to look at this without just taking

one of these words that it looks to me like it would be so

and so

.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Wbmack, this amendment is under debate now, and it's up

to the convention to dispose of it one way or the other.

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Womack, I resent personally....

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr, Tobias, Act 52 does prohibit this convention from reducing

any term or salary. Now, will that be automatic if this amendment

passes as rearranged?

MR. TOBIAS
If we, under the constitution if in our constitution we

have reduced any terms, salaries, or anything, then that particular
provision would be unconstitutional as contained, as we would be

exceeding the powers granted to this convention as contained In

Act 2 of 1972.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Tobias, I have studied Act 2 for the better part of this

week, with one particular thing in mind, and that's trying to

ascertain by what vote an alternate proposal to this constitution
Is required to be adopted. I have certain very definite opinions
as to what vote is required to adopt an alternate proposition.
If we. . .

point under discussion. We're discussing the amendment of Mr.

Tobias. We're not discussing the vote needed for an alternative.

MR. CASEY
I believe Mr. Velazquez is corrert. Mr. Avant.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
A point of order.

Point of Order

Mr. Chairman. This isn't relevant to the

. . .finish the question, you would find out that it's

relevant.

MR. CASEY
Okay, Mr. Avant, finish your question, sir.

MR. AVANT
Now, Mr. Tobias, if Act 2 does have a provision in it which

does require that an alternative proposition be adopted by a certain

vote. If we then adopt this resolution, and if we then further adopt

a resolution which specifies a vote by which an alternative may be

adopted which is different from that which is required by Act 2,

then under your resolution whatever we put in there and say is

what it takes is what It's going to take. Isn't that right?

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Avant, first of all. Delegate Resolution No. 52 has to

provide a procedure. That's the method that it provides by which

the constitution will be ratified by the people. As far as the vote

requirement, I don't know what. . .precisely. It's my impression

that it doesn't restrict that, but I'm saying that delegate resolu-

tion, with respect to procedures under the act,, is what Is going to

have to govern us. In other words, there's no procedure; there's

no law on point.

MR. AVANT
Well, my question is, Mr. Tobias, though, we haven't adopted

any such delegate resolution. If they put one in here and they

say in it that an alternate—this alternate—will be considered

the constitution of Louisiana if a majority of the people voting
on the alternate ,vote favorably for it, and then, if we put this

In the constitution, too, then that alternate Is going to become

part of the constitution, irrespective of how small that number of

people may be. Isn't that a fact?

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Avant, I think we can rely on a little bit of good faith

In this constitution and not resort to sorts of. . .feel that we're
going to say that If ten percent of the people vote for the alternate

and ninety percent vote against it that the alternate will be adopted.

That's what it sounds like you are saying. There Is going to be

a resolution saying, what is going to happen to the majority of

those voting.

MR. AVANT
That's not what I'm saying at all, Mr. Tobias. But, what I'm

saying is if a million people vote on this basic constitution and

only fifty thousand happen to vote on this alternate, and we say that

twenty-five thousand and one of them will pass the alternate, and

we put this in the constitution, then that's what it's going to take

to pass the alternate, no matter how many people vote on the basic

question of the constitution. Isn't that correct?

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Avant, it's my appreciation of Act 2 of 1972 that it is

silent upon that subject matter. . .

MR. AVANT
But, that's just your appreciation. Suppose it isn't silent. . .

MR. TOBIAS
Won't you read it?

MR. AVANT
I have read it, many, many times.

{^Previous Question ordered . J

Closing

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we are going to have to decide

something, and that is the procedures by which the constitution which
we adopt is going to be submitted to the people. We are going to have

to set that forth. If we do not set that forth. It would. . .the

delegate resolution would have no force and effect of law unless we

ratify It In this constitution. It would have no force or effect,

I can assure you of that. There's no procedure provided in the
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Louisiana Statutes. That's the whole purpose of Delegate Resolution

No. 52. All this does is just say that we are ratifying the

method once the constitution has been approved by the people, and

say that the constitution, once approved, is the Constitution of the

State of Louisiana thereby superseding the Constitution of 1921.

Questi ons

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Mr. Tobias, isn't it true that if we ran for this office or

we accepted appointment, we either ran or accepted appointment

under the stipulations given in Act 2?

MR. TOBIAS
That is correct.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Then, if we said we'd obey the rules when we started the game

and when they ended the game they Just are asking us. . .we're

just saying that we did obey the rules. That's all your amendment

is saying that. . .

MR. TOBIAS
That is my appreciation of it.

MR. PUGH
Mr. Tobias, isn't it" a fact that the 1913 Constitution had

seriously the question raised relative to it on account of the

manner of the call?

MR. TOBIAS
Absolutely.

MR. TOBIAS
There will be a delegate resolution to . . .

MR. RAYBURN
Well, aren't we more or less approving it—anything that's

in It or as amended? Then, it shall be the constitution of the
State of Louisiana. Is that what we're doing with this language,
proposing prior to the time we even have a chance to deliberate
Delegate Resolution No. 52?

MR. TOBIAS
Senator Rayburn, since there is no law on submission, I keep

repeating this and I can't understand why some people—not you,

personally—but some people may not be able to.

MR. RAYBURN
Well, just put me in the crowd with them 'cause we. . .

MR. TOBIAS
All I'm saying is that there's got to be a procedure sOTiewhere

in the law. There is no law on submission of this type of document
to the people. So, therefore, in order to make sure that there is,

I am making sure that Delegate Resolution No. 52 on submission is

law. In other words, to say that we have complied with the law.

MR. RAYBURN
Why, Mr. Tobias. . .

MR. CASEY
Mr. Tobias, the gentleman has now exceeded his time.

Point of Information

i

MR. PUGH
Mr. Tobias, isn't It a matter of fact that there must be a

resolution adopted by this convention to set forth the form and

manner in which this constitution and alternates must be submitted,

and that in addition thereto, instructions must be given to the

appropriate authorities relative to this election?

MR. TOBIAS
Absolutely.

MR. PUGH
Do you view Delegate Resolution No. 52 as anything other than

a vehicle for accomplishing that purpose?

MR. TOBIAS
Act 2 and Delegate Resolution No. 52 will only set forth

the procedures.

MR. PUGH
Is It not a matter of fact what you are trying to do is set the

stage in that once we do set forth the resolution, in view of the

fact to put it in its kindest light. Act 2 leaves something to be

desired, that ultimately if there is a contest concerning the

validity of the constitution, the provisions that you now suggest

may well be the ones on which this will be determined by the courts

to be constitutionally adopted? Now, isn't that a matter of fact?

MR. TOBIAS
That is my impression of It. You asked and answered your

own question. It's true.

MRS WARREN
Mr. Acting Chairman, I was sitting and listening after the

debate and I was hearing different things and getting ready to vote
on this. This is a long resolution, and it said. . .in this, would
we be accepting what is in here? I'm not familiar with how many
votes it's going to take on the alternate and how many it's going
to take on the other. So, we're going to be saying. . .are we

saying If we vote for his amendment that we're going to accept

everything in this resolution?

MR. CASEY
Mrs. Warren,

changed

.

the amendment is not long any longer; it's been

MRS. WARREN
This is not what I'm saying. I'm a little bit confused.

MR. POYNTER
Mrs. Warren, if I understand your question, you're talking

about Resolution No. 52. Right? All right. It would be my
understanding that you are correct to the extent that this would
ratify and adopt delegate. . .or give authority to Delegate Resolu-
tion No. 52. However, you may ultimately decide to amend or
change and adopt that delegate resolution. In other words.
Delegate Resolution No. 52 may not be passed like you have it

there. I can assure you there are going to be some amendments
offered, at any rate. But, however it ultimately comes out, yes
ma'am, you would be giving sanction to it.

Point of Information

MR. PUGH
Did you and I not discuss these at the time you came over to

the other building to ask me about them?

MR. TOBIAS
Yes.

MR. PUGH

I told you that I thought that they should be done?

MR. TOBIAS
Absolutely.

MR. PUGH
Thank you.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Tobias, we are preposing, here, that everything in Delegate

Resolution No. 52 is in order and It's In good shape, because we

are ratifying it here by this language prior to the time we act on

it. Am I correct?

MR. WEISS
A point of information. If this section is adopted, it will

be placed pending, is that correct, and therefore can be rescinded

at any later tine if the convention so desires?

MR. CASEY
That is true. Dr. Weiss.

[Amendment rejected; 45-53. Motion
to reconsider tabled.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Lelthman and Mr. Juneau send up an amendment.

On page 9, line 7, add the following:

"PART I

Section. . .

(All right. Let's make this line 11, Mr. Lelthman. It

needs to be line 11. It really. . .Just. . .)
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On page 9 and following the Johnny Jackson amendment, add the

following:
Section . Transition to Board of Regents and State Board

of Elementary and Secondary Education."

{.Motion to waive reading of the
amendment adopted without objection.}

Explanation

MR. LEITHMAN
_ ^^ ^

Mr. Acting Chairman and members of the convention, this Is a

relatively simple amendment to follow. What it does Is this:

the Coordinating Council for Higher Education and the L.S.U.

Board of Supervisors, those two memberships go to completing the

Board of Regent? for Higher Education. The State Board of Education

which now exists, which is as you know It, the eleven members there

who have a choice—either going to the Board of Regents or the

Board for Elementary and Secondary Education. Now, basically, that

is all that happens. The legislature will and must Intervene because

of expiring terms. If you're interested In the terms, I have

each expiration of each member's term for all of the three boards.

In 1974. the State Board loses three people. The Louisiana Coordinating

Council. In 1974, will lose four people. The L.S.U. Board of

Supervisors, in 1974, will lose two people. So, as these terms

expire, these members either run for reelection or just drop out.

1 think it would be better If I would answer any questions because

the amendment, as you see it, is real simple, and there's not a

heck of a lot to explain. It's pretty closely parallel to our

Act 712 which we passed in the session in '72.

I yield to questions.

Questions

MR. CHAMPAGNE
As 1 read the first paragraph, 'if Alternate Proposition No. 2 (A)

concerning". . .Now, what is Alternate Proposition No. 2 (A)?

MR. LEITHMAN
Well, I don't think we really ascertained that. I feel it's

the alternative proposition for education relating to the Board of

Regents.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Well. I think. . .

MR. LEITHMAN
The Board of Regents for Higher Education—the single board.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Without the management boards or what is that?

MR. LEITHMAN
Yes. That's the single board for higher education.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
In other words, if we adopt this at this time, then we're

locking in how this is going to read on the ballot; right?

MR. LEITHMAN
It says no. . .this is a transition. This only takes place if

your. . .if It's adopted. This is after the election.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
My next question is: how do we know what 2 (A) is until

such time as we establish what 2 (A) is going to be? In other

words, you're saying that If Alternate Proposition No. 2 (A)

concerning education boards Is approved, then the sections are

null and void. Why don't you just leave that 2 (A) blank right

now, and then we'll talk about the proposal?

MR. KEAN
So, when we adopted Delegate Proposal No. 98, we made no pro-

vision in Delegate Proposal No. 98 for the make-up of these boards

which would include some people from the Louisiana State University

Board and other sources?

MR. LEITHMAN
I stand to be corrected, but I don't think we did, Mr. Kean.

This is strictly to transition.

MR. KEAN
If you had a number of the L.S.U. Board and members of the

Louisiana Coordinating Council that went on to the Board of Regents,

you'd start off with a Board of Regents that would have more members

than is provided tor in the alternative proposal, would you not?

MR. LEITHMAN
Slightly more for a period of less than a year.

MR. KEAN
Would they constitute the appointive, or how would you work

from the appointive—the eight appointive—or eight elected and

seven appointed? How . . .

MR. LEITHMAN
The legislature shall provide by law the procedure to effect

the transition of the board.

MR. KEAN
It's not intended by this that the legislature could provide

by law to eliminate the term of office of any of the people that

you have here?

MR. LEITHMAN
No sir. What we have—and this may help, and of course, you

all don't have the advantage of seeing the dates—for instance, on

the Louisiana Coordinating Council you have one, two, three, four,

you have roughly six seats that are null and void during the year

of '74. So, it's reduced considerably during this calendar year

that we are now in.

MR. KEAN
I see.

MR. LEITHMAN
So that reduces that fifteen member board extensively during

'74. Then, in '76, you have five people on the Coordinating Council

that phase out. On the State Boird of Education in '76 we have three.

MR. KEAN
My point is: as I understand Act 2 of 1972. we can do nothing

in this convention to shorten the terms of any elected or appointed

official.

MR. LEITHMAN
That's correct, sir.

MR. KEAN
My question is; could the legislature by reason of this provision

by which it could provide by law for a procedure to effectuate the

transition, by that process shorten the terms of any of these

officials?

MR. LEITHMAN
No sir. I'd say absolutely no. I don't think any elected

official's term can be or Is Intended to be reduced by anyone,

and certainly not by the legislature.

Delegate Reeves in the Chair

MR. LEITHMAN
You know, you bring up a perfectly valid point, and I have

no opposition to that at all. But, It is intended, the 2 (A) is

intended to reflect the single board, the one board for higher

education, regardless how we. . .what terminology we use to identify

it.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Leithman, as I appreciate it, there was nothing in the

Delegate Proposal No. 98 which contained this particular language,

was there?

MR. LEITHMAN

Not. . .1 don't think it. . .this parallel language? No sir,

I don't think we had anything that provided for the transition.

MR. LEITHMAN
Yes.

MR. PLANCHARD
Mr. Acting Chairman, my question has been answered,^! think.
Kenny, did you say that you were going to withdraw it and

take out Alternative Proposition No. 2 (A), or the number 2 (A)?

MR. LEITHMAN
Well, I have no objection,

persons who have drafted . . .

I would like to confer with those

MR. PLANCHARD
Otherwise, I think it's pre'mature.
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MR. LFITHMAN
But, the 2 (A) relates to the Board of Regents. But, I would

like to confer with the staff people who. . . just one moment.
Here, I think this answers the question, Mr. Smith and the

staff. The 2 (A) relates to the 2 (A) Paragraph which was passed
in the Proposal No. 98. That 2 (A) is for the Education Article
creating only a Board of Regents to govern higher education. So,
in essence, we have identified 2 (A) relating to the Alternative
Proposal No. 98 in which we relate in detail 2 (A) to the single
board.

MR. FLORY
Well, tell me, then, how many people will be on the Board

of Regents under your proposal.

MR. LEITHMAN
Vou know that until we phase out... this is a transitional

period.

MR. FLORY

Right.

MR. FLORY
Mr. Leithman, first, my question is, as it relates to the Alternative

Proposition No. 2 (A), you, in the first two instances you put the
2 (A) in. Then, in the third paragraph you left it blank. Your
reasons for that?

MR. LEITHMAN
The staff tells me it's a style and drafting, totally style

and drafting situation.

MR. FLORY
There's not much style, but it needs a lot of drafting; is

that it?

MR. LEITHMAN
That depends on which street you're going down, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY
Okay, two way. The second question: as I appreciate it, there

are fifteen men on the. . .fifteen members on the Coordinating
Council, some seventeen on the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors; there's
eleven members of the State Board of Education?

MR. LEITHMAN
No sir.
You have fifteen members on the Coordinating Council, of which

two of these people are. . .serve also on the L.S.U. Board and the
State Board. Then, of that same fifteen—now you're down to
thirteen—you have four whose term expires in the year 1974. So,
you're down to thirteen with those two duplications. You reduce it

by another four, so, in essence, you're down to nine people—the
figures that we would be dealing with if this proposition passes
on the Coordinating Council.

MR. LEITHMAN
I can't tell you because I can't tell you which way these

persons would go. They have an option. They may go to this
board; or they may go to that board. I can't ...

MR. FLORY
My last question, then, is: in your last paragraph, or

Paragraph 4— I've got two here; 1 don't know one you're going
with—but, the one I have...

MR. LEITHMAN
The one the Clerk read out, Mr. Flory.

MR. FLORY
Higher education, you say that "on the effective date

all functions of the State Board," tell me, in that subparagraph
where vocational education fits...

MR. LEITHMAN
This has no bearing with vo-tech whatsoever.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Leithman, irrespective of the composition of the boards,

on the Education Article which we have and the alternative which
was proposed, is not your amendment a simple corollary to the
amendment by Rep. Johnny Jackson to give the mechanics whereby,
and transitional mechanism whereby, we can either implement,
compliment, supplement, or augment the provision of the alternative
article, if It is adopted?

MR. LEITHMAN
The situation is that simple.

MR. WILLIS
Does not the first word in your amendment commence with

a conditional word, "if"?

MR. FLORY
But, I look down there where you provide that the members of

the State Board can select either direction they want to go in. So,
you have to include that eleven, possibly, of going on the Board of
Regents, plus the eight that you require that be elected, 'cause
If my figures are correct, you've got somewhere above forty members
on the Board of Regents for what period of time?

MR. LEITHMAN
No sir. That's not so at all. If you'd jot these figures

down, I'll give them to you again. On the State Board of Education
you presently have eleven people—eleven people. Three of those
people go off in 1974. So, in essence, we're only naming eight
people. We're dealing with eight persons, because they're non-
existent at the end of 1974 when this constitution goes into
effect

.

So, you see, we're only fooling with eight people there,
Gordon, because their term would have expired before we even
considered what we're going to do with them. Then, on your
Coordinating Council, you have fifteen persons there, two of
which serve; one from the LSU Board, and one from the State
Board of Education. So, right off the bat, you're fooling
with thirteen persons there, of which four persons expire

—

the terms expire In your calendar year of 1974. So, we're
dealing with nine persons there. On the LSU Board, two of them
expire in 1974. So, you're not... you're fooling with just a
shade around twenty...

But

FLORY
I won't argue mathematics with you right now, Mr. Leithman.

, tell me then. .

.

MR. LEITHMAN
Well, you told me you had forty numbers. I'm trying to add

two and two.

MR. LEITHMAN
Absolutely.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Leithman, where did you get this 2(A) that you refer

to in your proposal?

MR. LEITHMAN
As I mentioned before, Mr. Hernandez, this relates to the

Alternative Proposition No. 98, and on 98, there's a paragraph
on the Proposition 2(A) relates to the Education Article creating
only a Board of Regents to govern higher education, no management
boards.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you, sir.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Leithman, do you know that when Delegate Proposal No. 98

was presented to this convention, that I inquired of the Chair
and requested that in no way was I voting on Section 1 or Section
Ultimately, I voted for the proposal, but do you know that now
you are coming back and, in effect, establishing, if we pass this
section, that the provision, the position on the ballot will be
determined before we even discuss it, and for that reason, I

object to the words "2(A)" being in the proposal in any way,
sir, just like you left the others blank, I would object to 2(A),
the word being in the proposal-

MR. LEITHMAN
It's not any...l don't

2(A) on it.

see any real problem with the figure

MR. HAYES
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Mr. Kean's ouestlon; we're not supposed to reduce a term. Is that

right?

MR. LEITHMAN
That's It brother... either.

MR. HAYES
..terms he's In office...

Would you say a term, then— If you abolish a board at LSU, this

board doesn't any longer exist; Isn't that correct at LSU?

MR. LEITHMAN
That's right.

MR. HAYES
Then, transferring them to another board, you have abolished

that. Is transferring them to another board. Is that an equal

board that you're transferring them to? Isn't It in fact...

that's what I'm trying to say. What about this trans... do you

get the point?

MR. LEITHMAN
I think I follow your point. If a man has three years

remaining In his elected term, and he is transferred by a

constitutional act to a board comparable for a period of three

years remaining, he will continue to serve for his three years,

and his term will not be shortened at all.

[Amendment withdrawn.]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Yes, the gentleman resubmits the amendment now.

I Just can note the changes.

First of all, the primary change is up in Paragraph (A),

where it has "if Alternative Proposition No. 2(A), concerning,"

and so forth, the gentleman strikes. . .wishes to strike out of

his amendment "No. 2(A)" and Just insert a blank, so that it

says, "if Alternative Proposition , concerning educa-

tion boards"and so forth. That same change needs to be made

in the last sentence of Paragraph (A), so that it would there

read "if Alternative, Proposition is not approved, this

section shall be null, void, and of no effect." Of course.

Style and Drafting could put in the appropriate thing depending

on what you all do on the next resolution. One other thing

which was an omission caused by the deletion of Paragraph 5, rfter

on Subparagraph 3 — line 2 of Subparagraph 3 of Paragraph B,

"on the effective date of this constitution, the Louisiana

Coordinating Council for Higher Education"—need to add "and

the Board of Supervisors, Louisiana State University and

Agricultural and Mechanical College." With those changes, he

resubmits the amendment.

Explanation

MR. HAYES
That wasn't the term that he was appointed to originally.

You're transferring him to something different. I'm trying

to bear this out and you don't have anything to back that up

with in your act, do you? In other words, it looks like it

would be something fair to do, but it isn' t, in fact, backed

up by anything.

Recess

Chairman Henry in the Chair

MR. HENRY
,

Ladies and gentlemen, I know that you are all tired, and you ve

worked awfully hard and been most cooperative today. I'd like

to... for Mr. Poynter to explain to you why it's sort of necessary

that we get every possible lick in tonight that we can; we're up

in Style and Drafting and so forth. Mr. Poynter, if you would.

Please give the Clerk your attention, ladies and gentlemen.

MR. POYNTER
The ultimate problem is the fact that when Style and Drafting

is through, of course, it's going to have to return primarily

the alternative proposition, or rather, the transitional proposi-

tion to either be appropriatedly styled in accordance with what-
ever you determine. But, thereafter, you're going to have to

decide on an ultimate organiBation, and they're going to propose

a whole group of amendments they've been working for a while to

provide for the ultimate arrangement of all the sections and the

articles and whatnot. If you should decide to change very sub-

stantially what they do on the floor, there's going to be a long

gap between the time you adopt those Style and Drafting amendments
and the time we can have a document for you to sign and get to

the governor at least by midnight tomorrow night. I think you

all would like to go a little bit earlier than that. So, if

we can get that far tonight, we can assure ourselves whatever
you do or however you resolve the final organization of this

thing, we can have it for you to sign it and get It in accordance

with the law ,
present it, to the governor tomorrow. Without that

safeguard, we could be In trouble. In my opinion.

MR. HENRY
I know that you're real glad to hear that, and I've tried to

convince Mr. Poynter otherwise, but he seems determined. So, I

want you all to know that while he's not, I'm on your side.

All right, Mr. Clerk. I believe we're going to try to

finish up with Mr. Lelthnan's business here. We're going to

have to sort of prune it, I think, before we go. But, If you

will, Mr. Clerk, let us know where we are, please.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Leithman, first of all at this time is going to move

to withdraw the present amendment to make certain changes, in

particular, the one Mr. Champagne has mentioned on the floor.

MR. LEITHMAN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, we have the alternate

proposal up with Paragraph 5, Vote of the... we're in the process

of compromising, and it's an awkward thing ^ this stage hjt you tsve

another amendment by myself and Juneau with Paragraph 5 in it.

Now, we've agreed I would like to withdraw. . .yes, I know it's

involved ....

MR. POYNTER
All right, you want the one with the Paragraph 5 in it?

MR. LEITHMAN
Yes, sir.

MR. POYNTER
The one Mr. Abraham said that he was going to save in

case you changed your mind?

MR. LEITHMAN
That's exactly it.

MR. POYNTER
On that, you're going to make that same change and take

out. .

.

MR. LEITHMAN
Make the same change; take out 2(A), all reference to 2(A)...

MR. POYNTER
...and just leave a blank.

MR. LEITHMAN
... and make the same change in Paragraph 3; we've got

to make that same change In 3.

MR. POYNTER
No, you don't want to do that.

MR. LEITHMAN
You're right; you're right.

MR. POYNTER
So, the only change then— does anyone have the other

Leithman amendment that has Subparagraph 5 of Paragraph (B)

?

The only change would be up in Paragraph (A) in the two places,

line 2 in the second to last line of that would be to delete

that "No. 2(A)" and put a blank.

Explanation continued

MR. LEITHMAN
So, what we have done, gentlemen, when we . .

.

What we have done, ladies and gentlemen, in adding Paragraph

5, in withdrawing that amendment that we discussed—the other

amendment is identical to it with one exception,—and at the

very bottom we have another Section 5, and this does, in fact,

provide for a management board of dally operations of the LSU
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system. This Is in a compromised vein of a compromise, and

we think it's fair and just. So, that is the only change that

we make. So, number 1, you have no reference to "2(A)", which

some people balked at. Again, let me mention one thing that

was pointed out during the break. This is the same transition

that we made in 30 .paralleling Article VII. So, there's no

real problem. It was done in 30 for VII, and we're doing it

here for our proposition, No. 98. So, if there's no other

questions. .

.

adding a Board of Management for LSU

this vehicle; did you not?

to be transposed by way of

MR. LEITHMAN
No, let me back up and say it again. We would provide in

statute for a management board which will handle the dally

operations at the Louisiana State University. It has no

affiliation or connection with the LSU Board of Supervisors

that now exist —none whatsoever.

Questions

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Leithman, you mentioned Paragraph 5 as a compromise.

Could you go over that again for me, please?

MR. LEITHMAN
All right. This is what has happened: LSU Board of Supervisors

now has a board In the constitution, Johnny. There also, if we

could provide by a provide for a management board for Louisiana

State, so we're replacing in the constitution the LSU Board of

Supervisors with a management board, and I know what's in your

mind, and I say this: we have provided in the basic document

of the alternative for those ...all universities that desire to

have a management board, they may do so under the same conditions

so that's all. If there's no further questions...

MR. ABRAHAM
Kenny, Article XII ^Section 7 contains the Board of Supervisors

for LSU, the State Board of Education, and the Coordinating Council.
Now, you didn't mean for the entire Section 7 to be continued as
a statute, did you?

MR. LEITHMAN
We have to draw It out.

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Leithman, how can you transpose a management board for

the Board of Regents when there is no such structure now In existence?

MR. LEITHMAN
Alphonse, I didn't hear the beginning of your question. Say

it again, please.

MR. A. JACKSON
As I appreciate your amendment, it is a proposition to

transpose the existing governor's structures into either the

Board of Regents or the Elementary and Secondary Board as pre-

scribed in your alternate; correct?

MR. LEITHMAN
You're referring to the LSU Board, or the coordinating...

MR. A. JACKSON
I'm asking you. Is not your transition measure, is designed

to place the present people that now occupy either the... now
either are on the LSU Board of Supervisors , or on the Coordinating

Council, or on the Elementary and Secondary Education Article,

on either the Board of Regents or the Elementary Secondary
Education Board? Well, now, how is it that you now say to us

that you are now including a management board which is now not

in existence? I don't understand that. I mean, how can you
transpose something that's not in existence?

MR. LEITHMAN
Well, this is going to... the management board would be

continued as in statute.

MR. A. JACKSON
What management board, Mr. Leithman?

MR. LEITHMAN
The board that LSU now has at the LSU University.

MR. A. JACKSON
They have an LSU Board of Supervisors.

MR. LEITHMAN
This would be provided for by law with new personnel as a

management board at the LSU system. It's not the same personnel.

MR. A. JACKSON
Now, Mr. Leithman, I want to understand what you're saying,

so I can vote intelligently. You said that you compromised by

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, for the legislative record at this convention,

I would like for Mr. Leithman or Mr. Juneau, for the legislative
record, to indicate the purpose of Subsection 5.

MR. LEITHMAN
Well, I'm going to ask either Mr. Kelly or Mr. Juneau because

they were involved in the conversation, Johnny, and I'm not
being evasive.

Further Discussion

MR JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, let me, if I can, put this

thing in perspective for you and tell you how this document was

drafted. As you will note, there are two amendments for you,

and I'll tell you very candidly what has transpired. Number 1;

the first amendment that was drafted is the amendment that is

now before you which includes Section 5, which has a transition

provision retaining as a legislative board, the LSU Board of

Supervisors. That was drafted for this reason: We do have,

and we can ' t ignore i t ; it's there; let's face it; you do have

the 1921 Constitution with the amendment which was tacked thereon

lAlch created the LSU Board of Supervisors. There are fifteen

members of that board. It is a constitutionally-created board;

whereby the members who serve on that board serve in a constitu-

tional status. When Act 2 was passed—and I didn't draft it,

and I don't know... very few here did— I doubt that many of these

problems that we're having now we contemplated at that time. It

said that you cannot affect the terms of those people who serve
in constitutionally-created boards, or constitutionally-created
offices. So, we had the problem, we had the problem of a

two-board concept as contrasted with a five-board concept. More
specifically, we have fifteen extra people. What do you do with
them? Well, number 1, they said transfer them to the Board of

Regents. Let's go to a twenty-nine or thirty-nine member board
and that that will eventually phase out. Well, the decision
was made— I say decision— the proposition was made for the
orderly transition of the management of a university and of a

board. The proper place would be to retain it as a legislative
board, which I say is drastically different, and which has
to me been the big issue, that what we would do was maintain
that board as a legislative board and leave those fifteen
members in that position. Then, it could be changed or expired
by legislative act. That's what occurred. Now, the next ques-
tion I imagine in your mind that would arise would be, well,
then we were handed another amendment which is substantially
the same with this exception: Subparagraph 5 is out, and it

merges it into the other boards. I'll be very candid with you.

1 don't particularly think that that's orderly transition. But,

we're getting ready to get our heads clobbered on a ballot; we're
getting ready to tie this convention up; we've got to finish,
and we've got a document I think all of us can support. I think
we can end up with a ballot provision. I sincerely believe that

It's legal, that a ballot that will give to the people a true
choice in alternatives , and for that reason that I think that

,

for orderly transition, that this legislative board would be

properly created. Now, the objection was raised when we ori-

ginally discussed this, well, are you creating a discrepancy
or a difference between colleges and universities because they

have to go through the Board of Regents and to a two-thirds vote
of the legislature under Committee Proposal No. 7 to get it?

Well, that's true, but it's a legislative board, and again,

I say this coming from a town, I guess, that's fought as hard

as anybody in this convention, that I'm willing to take the

chances of our university at Lafayette, La.... we're willing
to take our chances to get a legislative board, but I insist

as I have since the institution of this convention, that what

I am interested in and what I think a lot of schools are Interested
In is equality to the extent that we want to be placed on the

same level. If it's on a constitutional basis, put us all in

the constitution. If it's legislative, put us all in the legis-
lature; the difference being that USL is not now In the constl-
tution» so, we do not have the same problem. That is the reason
for why this is proposed, and I think it is a reasonable transi-

tional provision.
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Questions

MR. PUGH

I may have gotten my answer already. How does this tie in

with 712? Wasn't that 712, or something, of the legislature, of

72; don't that have something to do with what we're talking about?

MR. JUNEAU
My understanding, Mr. Pugh, Is that Act 712 was a merger provi-

sion, merging all of these boards togethef as a legislative act

under a constitutional provision which allows for merger of boards

which has been deleted by this convention. I don't think that 712,

though, since it's being a legislative act plays in what we're

talking about here today as a transitional measure. No, sir;

1 don ' t think so

.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Merely for the record, this board that you speak of In

Subsection 5, this board limited to the management of daily

operations, you envisioned this board as merely having the

duties of cutting the grass and making dormitory regulations

and this type of stuff?

MR. JUNEAU
I think It's concerned with the day to day policy decisions

that are made of management boards in the university. What the

intent there, Mr. Velazquez, was to make specifically clear

In this transitional provision that the LSU Board of Supervisors

which is now in the constitution would be subjected to the

authority, control, and supervision of the Board of Regents,

and that ' s why it was phrased like that

.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Your definite statement .then, is that this is not a

way to hide the LSU Board of Supervisors under another name?

MR. JUNEAU
I'll put it to you this way, Mr. Velazquez: The position

iVe taken In this convention would be totally inconsistent with

that concept. So, the answer is definitely not.

MR. VELAZQUEZ
Thank you.

MR. KELLY
Pat, would you not agree that there are two things that

can be done in accordance withr-as I read Act 2— in other words,

we've got appointed officials here. That's what we're dealing

with. It says that we can't shorten their term and there's

a nunber of other things it says. We have two choices— is

this not correct— in the manner in which to handle this? You

could have either run fourteen or fifteen more LSU-oriented

people onto a fifteen man Board of Regents, and made it, say,

a thirty man, and then phased it back down, or else you could

have gone on with Just the Statutory Management Board and

let the legislature, after these people's terms have expired

and so forth, if they desire to do away with it, they can.

Is that correct?

MR. JUNEAU
That's absolutely correct, and I think the point is well

taken. It's a policy decision you have to make, and it seems

to me that the authority's vested in a Board of Regents, and

I don't think that the other state schools and universities

in this state are willing to increase a majority of fifteen

people who represent one university to get an overwhelming

majority on a board which can change curriculum and so forth.

In essence, you could strip the entire university system by

that transitional period within a period of two years on a

Board of Regents.

Further Discussion

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I have

no doubt to at last agree that what Mr. Juneau and Mr. Kelly

have said is somewhat correct. The problems that I had personally

with it is that: (1) When I introduced my amendment, it was the

understanding that I needed to Introduce it under a section that

had at least comparable effects and comparable status as to the

constitution. .. .provisions of the constitution. To bring that

closer in mind, we took the transitional proposal and we divided

up in PART III, PART II, and PART I, and, I think, PART IV and

each part.... one was Just the statute. I think one part had the....

one part had, as I appreciate the explanation, was comparable status

to the provisions of the constitution, but need not be in the con-

stitution itself. For my question and my concern is that in light

of Act 712, I wonder even though it does say relegated to the statutes,

It does have a constitution of dates and depending on what part of

this transitional measures that we put it into. My other concern

is that and maybe I'm.... I don't mean to cast any Inference on

delegates who got their heads together and then come up with this. But,
I am concerned at the point that are we—and the question raised in

my mind—are we, in effect, saying that one that where other

colleges may have to go through the process of going to the Boards

of Regents for Southern.... I mean. Board of Regents and get two-

thirds votes to get a management board, that I understand that we

won't have.... that the L.S.U. Board of Supervisors would automatically

under.... If we adopt this, would be it and then, at the same time, have

the opportunity for representation on the Board of Regents, also;

right? Well, those are the kinds of questions, even with my

conversation here with the members here discussing it, that were

partially answered but to some degree have not been totally clarified.

I'm just kind of concerned at this point that—although I recognize
the time and I'm here because, you know, I recognized that we got

to put in the time 1 just don't want to have an alternative that:

(1) Constltionallze one Board of Management and, on the other hand,

sends us through the whole process and, at the same tijne, affords

representation on the Board of Regents. At the same time, I don't

know what kind of effect it's going to have on Act 712. provided that

this is relegated to the statutes and Act 712 is already a statute.

What kind of effects does that have and because these questions to my
satisfaction and it's not because I've got a closed mind and It's

not because I'm emotional—but because these things haven't been

clearly clarified to my benefit, particularly with the effects of

Act 712, I've got to seriously oppose it. Now, I don't know what

that does here in terms of this convention; you might go ahead on

and adopt it. But, I wanted it to be stated for the legislative

record so that, if that alternative passed and let's say that Act 712

was Initiated or that the court make some decision in the Interim,

I want to make it very clear that there apparently seems in my

estimation that some kind of conflict—I didn't want to say

"conspiracy"—but, some kind of conflict going on here. Those

are my concerns because they haven't, in this short period of

time, have been answered. So, I would ask delegates who are not

very sure about it that we ought to get at least some more dis-

cussion on it, other than what's being presented here.

[^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted: 84-21. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Quorum Call: 107 delegates
present and a quorum. Previous Ques-
tion ordered. Section passed: 82-17.
Motion to reconsider pending.^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Lanier, Pugh, Roy, and Stovall have an amendment.
On page 9, line—this has been distributed—On page 9, line 8,

following the amendment adopted this date, proposed by Delegates

Lelthman, et al., add the following:
"Section 29. Severability Clause
Section 29. If any provision or section of this constitution

is found by the United States Department of Justice, acting under

the authority granted to it by the United States Congress, to be

in violation of the Voting Rights Act of 196S as amended, and its

decision is not successfully challenged in the federal courts

provided by law, that provision or section shall be null, void
and shall not affect the validity of the entire constitution or

any of its other provisions or sections."

Expl ana t i on

MR. LANIER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, it's my understanding of the

Voting Rights Act of 1965 that we will be required to submit our

new constitution to the attorney general of the United States

for his review, since what we have done will affect voting districts, and

we also have a provision on registration and voting. While I think

it is improbable that any fault will be found with what we have

done, should the Instance arise that there was some defect that

needed remedial action, I don't think we would want to be in the

position where the entire new constitution would be jeopardized

because of the deficiency of some small part. For this reason,

I think out of an abundance of caution we should provide a

severability clause so that, should this circumstance arise, we

could nevertheless proceed with the new constitution and just

declare null and void that portion which was found deficient by
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the attorney general of the United States. Now, the argument could

be made here that, well, perhaps, if the attorney general determines

that it's not valid that this would occur anyway. Rather than get

into that argument, since this is a transitional schedule, I feel

that the most prudent way to proceed here would be to set down

specifically the language to cover this particular problem. I

might further add that we would have another alternate as a solution

to this problem if we adopt a resolution that you have on your desH

by Mr. Pugh, which also provides that at some later date, after we

adjourn sine die, that we could nevertheless be called into session,

without per diem, to take certain actions. It may well be that we

could be called back to take action to proceed to delete the

improper section from the new constitution and proceed on the

ballot that way. But, in any event, to make it clear that this

type of a circumstance will not jeopardize our new document, I

feel and my coauthors feel that a severability clause of this type

is in order. If there are any questions, Mr. Chairman, I'll be

glad to try and answer them.

Quest i ons

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Lanier, as you are aware, we considered briefly in

comnlttee a section like this. We had fears about it which 1

would like to explain to you and see if you can lay these fears
to rest. Suppose there were sections of the constitution that
were found to be invalid through some other means than the actions of
the federal attorney general's office. Would that mean that then the
whole constitution would go? You limit it to that one circumstance.
What I'm asking, by Inference, does it all go should any other
Instance make it invalid?

a general clause that would possibly remedy the whole situation so
we wouldn't have to debate this question twice?

MR. LANIER
I tliink. Reverend, that what, perhaps, you may wish to do would

be to draft a general severability clause because—I'm no expert
in this field and I don't claim to be—but, this is the only
procedure that I know of where you are required before submission
of the proposition to get the clearance of the attorney general.
Now, maybe there are some other ones, but this is the only one
that I know of.

That's why I drew it this way.

MR. ALEXANDER
Well, you are eminently correct, and I have no quarrel with

that. But, I have reference to someone who may institute litigation
Involved in some other section of the constitution on some general
civil rights issue, and that's all I'm concerned with. I wouldn't
like to see the whole constitution go down the drain on the basis
of a single suit or something of that sort.

MR. LANIER
I think that circumstance was, as you pointed out, the

circumstance that I got into with Mrs. Zervigon where we are
talking about an attack made on a provision or an article or
something after the adoption by the people.

MR. ALEXANDER
Right.

MR. LANIER
Of course, that would depend on what the defect was. There

could be defects that would invalidate the whole document. There
may well be some defects that do not do that. I think the circumstanc
that you are referring to would be the one where the portion of the
constitution would be challenged in a court of law, rather than the
specific procedure provided for in the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

It's my understanding of the Voting Rights Act that we can't even
go to the people until this determination has been made by the
attorney general. If Chat is true, I don't think we would want
to be in the position where his challenge of one of our provisions
would keep us from going forward. I think that this would make it

absolutely clear Chat we can do so. The other way, if the people

adopt it and then there is a challenge in the court, then the
constitution is adopted and it's on the books.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Well, what I'm asking you, really, is why did you draw It in

such a limited way? Why didn't you draw up general severability
clause?

MR. LANIER
This is intended to apply in the limited circumstance where

we have to have a review by the aCCorney general of the United
States. To me, that's an entirely different problem than the
problem of going through a court procedure after the adoption of
the constitution. Now, if someone would like to come along with
a general severability clause, this is a very common thing In the
statutes that a severability clause is attached to a statute. Out
of an abundance of caution, I would have no objection to that.
I think these are the types of things that can be contained in
a transitional schedule.

MRS. ZERVIGON
But, speaking as the author of chls amendment, this is the

only circumstance in which you can envision having a severability
clause really be necessary is what I'm saying.

MR. LANIER
This is the thing that I'm specifically concerned about

Chls pardcular procedure that is authorized by Che 1965 VoCing
Righcs Ace. I would not want to see our document Jeopardized
because of some Infirmity Chat we could cure with a severablllcy
clause of this type.

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Lanier, my question revolves around Che same subjecc

and Che same quesdon raised by Mrs. Zervigon. However, I have
reference to other acCs of Congress, especially in the field of
civil rights. The Congress has passed many acts that Che courcs
may find Co be in conflicc wich some secclon of our conscicucion.
I think I can go a llccle furcher and ask you it you would objecc.
or do you chink chac your aaendmenc should be wlchdrawn Co Include

MR. LANIER
What concerns me in this situation is that this is a procedure

required prior to the submission Co the people, and this could
Jeopardize the whole going forward of this process. That's
why I feel we need some type of a provision in this area to make
sure that this doesn't happen or, if it does happen, it will not
Jeopardize the whole document.

MR. STINSON
Walt, in the 1921 Constitution there is no severability clause

in there; is there?

MR. LANIER
I really don't know, Mr. Stinson.

MR. STINSON
We're looking it up; I'm almost certain It's not. Kcxt thine

as to getting the approval of the United States Attorney General
anyone connected with this convention considered how we are going to
get their approval prior to the voting on of the constitution
by the people, chac you know of?

MR. LANIER
I don't know whether anyone has or not, Mr. Stinson. My

general recollection is that he's got sixty days or something
like that to act on it.

MR. STINSON
The reason I asked that, I brought it up a number of times

in the Bill of Rights Committee and everybody says "Well, somebody
is going to do it, but everybody's business is nobody's." I think
we should, by resolution or something, see that the Louisiana Attorney
General or whoever the proper person is, as soon as possible after
we complete our duties tomorrow, do that. Are you in a committee
that has anything Co do wich chat?

MR. LANIER
I don't think so, Mr. Stinson.

MR. STINSON
Well, would you recommend it?

MR. LANIER
I would Cell you Chls: I think your concern is certainly well

founded because this Is the law of our land and we must be in
compliance

.

MR. STINSON
Beings you're going to be a Judge, would you cell Che Chairman

Co be sure and do that?

MR. LANIER
I'll do my best, Mr. Sclnson.
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Further Discussion

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlenen of the convention, I know

we're all tired and I hope my thinking Is straight but the experience

that I've had with respect to these matters is that the attorney

general's office will not even look at this thing until after It

has been adopted. In our particular case, I don't believe that

this particular document means anything until after It has been

voted on by the people. In other words, like with our local

government situation, when we reapportion, we can't go to them

and say that »e plan to reapportion. We have to actually re-

apportion, then submit It to them. I'm not quite sure how the

Lanier amendment fits Into that situation.

Questions

MR. STINSON
It's my understanding and appreciation In the past that, before

you can Introduce a statutory provision and consider it and

deliberate it, that you have to get their permission before you

can do it; we are enjoined from Introducing it.

MR. PEREZ
No, that is not correct, Mr. Stlnson. What you do is you

adopt your you enact your law and, once you enact it, then you

go to them and you say to them: Will you approve it or not?

MR. STINSON
Well, we've been advised wrong all in the sessions of the

legislature then, Mr. Perez.

(JR. PEREZ
That's not correct.

MR. ABRAHAM
Challn, I would like someone to enlighten me, and maybe you

can help me on this. Do you mean to tell me that, if we were to

submit this constitution to the attorney general and a one provision
was in conflict with the Voting Rights Act, that the attorney general
has the authority to invalidate the whole constitution, or would he

simply declare this one provision as being

MR. PEREZ
No, he would only declare those provisions to be invalid which

might violate the Civil Rights Act. The point I'm trying to make

is that my impression from the experience that I've had with them

—

I think we ought to have a good chance to take a look at it—is that

I don't believe that they can reappoint anything until such time

as it is effective.

MR. ABRAHAM
Well, the point I'm trying to make, also, here: even if this

thing did go to court, a suit were filed, the court would not
Invalidate the whole constitution, would It? It would only
invalidate that one provision, so why do we need a severability
clause then?

MR. PEREZ
No, of course not. I really don't. ..I'm very much concerned

about whether we need this.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Perez, in that eventuality—say that did happen, and the

attorney general ruled that some provision didn't comply with the

Voting Rights Act, and we weren't successful in getting it upset

in court and so forth, and that provision was stricken—what I'm

wondering is what would be the net effect of all of that? Then,

that provision simply wouldn't be in the constitution, and the

legislature would be able, by appropriate legislation, to provide

in that particular area; would they not?

MR. PEREZ
Yes, it's the same as we have had happen in the past where

that we have had provisions of our 1921 Constitution which has been

declared to be unconstitutional by the courts and then, subsequently,

the legislature has enacted with respect thereto—such as re-

apportionment.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Perez, if this body votes to submit a document in its

entirety that Includes material that is thereafter determined to

be unconstitutional, if in the absence of a severability clause of

this type, what authority would anyone have to delete that material

prior to the submission to the voters?

MR. PEREZ
They wouldn't have any authority whatsoever to delete it; all it

would mean is it just would not have any effect, just as with respect

to our existing 1921 Constitution, when the federal courts knock it

out. It's Just it's there as far as the writing is concerned, but

it's not valid.

If I can just suggest, I Just don't think we need these provisions-

Further Discussion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I just

don't understand Mr. Perez's position on this matter. I think that

there are two ways to look at this. There is a way to look at

It that we are bound by the 1965 Civil Rights Act, which says that

"any type of legislation that Involves voters of the franchise"

and what have you "of any state and municipality" whatever's got

to be cleared by the United States Attorney General's office. Now

we have got that ahead of us, and all we say is that, for that

event and for that specific purpose, we ask that this severability

clause be placed in this new constitution. That's a totally

different animal from what Mrs. Zervlgon and Reverend Alexander

are talking about. They are talking about a suit brought in a

court to declare a portion of this constitution unconstitutional.

Now, unless, in my judgment, a suit is brought that dealt with

the guts of this constitution, that is, the way that the call

was made or that we were operating illegally all along, no judgment

of any court would declare our whole document unconstitutional.

Although certain sections of it, certain articles, may be declared

unconstitutional for specific reasons, the rest of the constitution

would stand. But, Mr. Lanier and the rest of us are not talking

about that animal. We are talking about complying with the Civil

Rights Act. Now, when I was town attorney for the little town of

Mansura, when they thought about incorporating another portion of

that town, they had to get clearance from the attorney general's

office of the United States to make sure that they were not in

some way or another disenfranchising and/or changing the worded

vote of any citizens. All we are saying is—and it makes no

difference one way or the other in a sense— that is, if we are

premature with this particular thing; then it's not going to hurt

anybody; but, if we are not premature, if it is necessary and if

we could obviate some hellaclous argument being raised against the

new constitution because the Attorney General of the United States

would say some portion of it is unconstitutional; I think we are

saving time and we are saving some money. It's kind of, you know,

the old saying that "An ounce of preifentlon is worth a pound of

cure." That's all we are trying to do. If you want to get involved

in some type of theoretical argument, you may do so. 1 Just think

it's a good thing to do.

Question

MR. PUGH
Mr. Roy, I understood the thrust of Mr. Perez's question, or

part of it, was when it might have to be submitted before or after

the election. As I appreciate this amendment—and it so reads—it's

really not contingent upon when they may do it. They may do it five

years from now or five days from now, and it still wouldn't have any

bearing on the validity of this amendment; is that not correct?

MR. ROY
That's correct, Mr. Pugh.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
rejected: S9-J5.]

Personal Privilege

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I rise to a point of slight

personal privilege to say—to explain— that on your desk, right now.

Is going to be placed the proposed form of the Constitution of 197A

up through Article XIII, which Is the constitutional revision amend-

ments. We have not been able, of course, yet to renumber the transi-

tional provisions that passed this evening. As you notice in the

outline today, the first twelve Part I transitional provisions are...

It's contemplated we'll recommend that you put them in the Transi-

tional Provisions Article. It's being passed out for your Inspection

and with the hope that, should you approve our reconmendations, this

is the way the first thirteen articles will read in final form.

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Delegates Kean, Conroy, and Pugh send up the following

amendment

:
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Amendment No. 1. On page 9, line 7, Insert the following:
"Section 28. Effect of Adoption
Section 28. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of any

law or the prior constitution, this constitution when approved
by the electors of this state shall be the Constitution of the
State of Louisiana upon the effective date as provided in Section
25 of this article."

Explanation

If the author of that last amendment could declare what Part of
the transitional material he meanf'lt to go into. Parts I and III
are not subject to the rest of the constitution; Part II is sub-
ject to the rest of the constitution. I assume he wants it to
go in Part III, but we've Identified all the others in that respect.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins, don't you think that ought to be In Part III?
Mr. Jenkins thinks it ought to be In Part III.

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this proposed Section 28

relates to the model that Mr. Tobias presented for your considera-
tion earlier. At that time, of course, he had reference to a

resolution which, even though we'd all seen, had not been formally
acted upon by this body. This amendment deletes any reference to

that resolution, but would, in my opinion, have the same effect of

the Tobias amendment—just without a reference to a resolution.
I'd be glad to answer any questions.

Questions

MR. SCHMITT
This accomplishes our purpose which we attempted to get before,

doesn't it?

MR. PUGH
Yes, sir, it does. I might suggest to you I deem it very

vital to have this in our constitution.

MS. ZERVIGON
Thank you, Mr. Jenkins.

Point of Information

MR. TATE
Now, Mr. Chairman, I assume when we vote on the entire sub-

ject matter—meaning the entire article—we're not precluding
the inclusion of the alternative proposal in that transition
article.

MR. CASEY

That's correct. Judge Tate.

{^Previous Question ordered on the
entire subject matter. Section
passed: 92-1. Motion to reconsider
pending. Proposal passed: 93-3.
Motion to reconsider pending.']

MR. STINSON
Mr. Pugh, would you explain your thought as what would result

If we did not Include this?

MR. PUGH
Well, Ford, it's like so many things. In the event that this

constitution might be challenged in the court, I think, in my hum-
ble opinion, a provision of this nature may well be the saving
factor in relation to that challenge, frankly.

[_Prev ious Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 89-2. Motion to reconsider
tabled. Previous Question ordered

.

Section passed: 95-2. Motion to
reconsider pending.]

Amendment

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Report of the Secretary
[ll Journal 1376-1379]

Report of the Committee on Style and Drafting
[_II Journal 1379-1384]

[^Adjournment to 12:01 a.m., Saturday,
January 19, 1974.]

Saturday, January 19, 197A
12:01 a.m.

ROLL CALL

[68 delegates present and a gL2orum.J

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins has an amendment. Mr. Velazquez is going to

ask to go back and reconsider something and add an amendment.
Has the effect of adding a new section after the Pugh amend-

ment just adopted. Becomes:
"Section 30. Severability Clause
Section 30. If any provision of this constitution is

declared invalid for any reason, that provision shall not affect
the validity of the entire constitution or any other provision
thereof."

Explanation

PRAYER

MR. TOBIAS
Lord, God, please guide us on this last day of the

work of this Convention. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

[Afotion to pass over READING AND ADOP-
TION OF THE JOURNAL adopted without
objection

.

]

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, really, if this is going to be controversial,

I'll just withdraw it because it doesn't make any difference to
Be; but it's a response to the problem Mr. Lanier raised. It's
a very simple and standard severability clause; it doesn't relate
to any particular act, like the Voting Rights Act. Let me read
It for you one more time: "If any provision of this constitution
Is declared Invalid for any reason, that provision shall not affect
the validity of the entire constitution or any other provision
thereof." So, I urge the adoption of it.

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

[previous Question ordered. Amendment
adopted : 90-2. Motion to reconsider
tabled . ]

Point of Information

MS. ZERVIGON
Just a point of InforBaCion, Mr. Chaiman. 1 was wondering

STYLE AND DRAFTING AMENDMENTS
PROPOSED TO THE FINAL DOCUMENT

[ll Journal 13S5-1392]

Amendment No. 1

MR. POYNTER
All right. Judge Tate has before you a set of amendments.
The first amendment constitutes and sets forth a proposed

organization'. In addition to that, he has before you—which
has been done by the enrolling room pursuant to the amendments
contained in here— a draft of what the constitution would look like

—

double spaced and printed on one side as the Constitution would look.

If these amendments are adopted. Now, this does contemplate,
of course, the inclusion at the particular time of Article XIV
dealing with transitional provisions.

Judge Tate, are there other particular . . . are these
the only documents? I think there are another set of green
amendments there or something.
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MR. TATE
Mr. Clerk, may I.in my usual incoherent way, explain . . .

MR. POYNTER
Surely.

Explanation

MR. TATE
What you have before you. . . what you will be technically

working from is this set of amendments which says. . . a set of

amendments which includes in only two instances these blue copies. . .

the green copies %(here it Involved a substantial amount of renumbering

for your ready check and for the check of those concerned with Civil

Service who have already checked it. That is what we'll be working

with. It starts Amendment No. 1. Reordering. This is for your

ready reference to where if, should you approve it, the provisions

and all of the delegate proposals will end up as thus article and

section numbered. You do not have here only the Article XIV,

Transitional Provisions, that were taken out. . . that we

mentioned occasionally during the day that will be Part I. Presumably,

those will come back tomorrow with a final report on the things

you adopted today in the Transitional Article only. In other words,

at the end of the day, hopefully, we'll reach final approval on

Articles I through Articles XIII leaving — though, tentatively,

transfer some things into Article XIV, Transitional Provisions,

leaving the final arrangement of that article until tomorrow. All

right. As one correction sheet to the amendments that we'll hit

as we go along to forty-six, etc. All right. Now, earlier this

morning we passed out a table of contents,which . . . yesterday

we passed out a table of contents and also a table showing how the

coimnittee proposals ^"*^ the delegate proposals adopted in

numerical sequence and where their present provisions are found.

That's for your cross-check. Now, the series of amendments we have

will do the following: First, we will ask your approval of the re-

organization into the fourteen articles listed in Amendment No. 1.

Then, we will ask your approval of . . . the first three or four

are transferring sections from one article to another. Then, finally
we will just ask your approval to the renumbering and rearrangement.
We will hope that a quorum remains present because»occaslonally ,when

a Section (B) becomes a new section, under the interpretation of some,

it needs sixty-seven votes. Now, with that explanation, should I

yield to any questions on the general organization, Mr. Chairman,

or . . .

Mr. Chairman, I move the adoption of Amendment No. 1,

which provides for the organization of the Constitution of 1974 as

noted there in the fourteen articles listed. Once that is approved,

as from time to time we will go and transfer into each one of those

articles the various delegate proposals and committee proposals.

Point of Order

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, would it be possible to suspend the rules

and adopt these amendments in globo?

MR. HENRY
Why don't we just proceed without doing it like that— i"

glob<r-Mr. Kean, for a little bit, if you don't mind' I

know everybody is anxious to leave, but let's not proceed too
fast.

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Chairman, the first three may take a

little—not much —explanation .We added about three or four words
and the staff,with its zealous approach , included the whole re-
typing; but I don't think it's going to take much explanation if

you will bear with me for about ten minutes.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Yes. Judge, I'm not quite sure where you 're putting

the alternate provision on. Is that going to stand as scheduled or
what?

MR. TATE
Mr. Dennery, I know that my reconoendation to the Style

and Drafting CooDlttee will be . . . the alternate will be
In the Article XIV, Transitional Provisions *under whatever wording
you adopt to it as a section of it, which will say, "shall be
submitted to the people," ect; and. If it's adopted, then the
other articles will be null. If not, it's of null, and no effect.

MR. FLORY
Judge, are we on this heavy set of white amendments

here that's Amendment No. 1 on this?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir, that starts with Amendment No. 1. "The

organization of the constitution shall be as follows:" It's

Just to set up the skeleton upon which we would transfer the

committee and delegate proposals— mostly keeping them in the

title to which they were passed, but using this set of numbers.

MR. SINGLETARY
Judge, It says, "the Constitution of the State of Louisiana

of 1974. " Is that technically correct, or would it actually be
1975?

MR. TATE
Mr. Singletary, my understanding from the staff is that,

since it will be adopted by the people in 1974, even though It is . .

as a matter of fact, under its present t»rms, it will become effective
on December 31, '74, if that's the correct appellation. Yes, sir.

MR. JENKINS
In that regard. Judge, wouldn't it really be confusing

for people, inasmuch as nothing can occur during the year 1974
which will be covered by this constitution. Inasmuch as it becomes
effective at midnight on the 31st day of 1974? Won't it be
confusing, for Instance, in cases and things like that to see a
date 1974 and the Constitution of 1974 when, in fact, it was
not in effect at any time during 1974?

MR. TATE
Well, Mr. Jenkins,. . . Representative Jenkins, you

may have a point, although I have no strong views. However. I

understand that it's . . . for instance. Act so-and-so of
1974 is title Act so-and-so of 1974, If it's adopted during 1974,
even though it be not effective until '75. Understand! that's the
technical reason why we're calling the Constitution of 1974; the
people and the year 1974, Lord willing, adopted it in' 74.

[^Amendment adopted without objection.]

Amendment No. 2

MR. TATE
Amendment No. 2 is in the nature of a technical amendment

—

a Style and Drafting amendment— the Section 18 . . . the former

Section 18 in the new thing will become Section 16. But,

at the time it was adopted In the legislative proposal, it said:

no money shall be withdrawn except through specific appropriation.

But, subsequently, the Civil Service Article was adopted. So,

in order to make it accurate, it says "except as otherwise

provided by this constitution," and that is the change in wording . .

that is the change of wording that is here before you—"except

as otherwise provided . . ., it said, "no money shall be withdrawn."

You just add it in front of "Except as otherwise provided by this

constitution, no money shall be withdrawn from the state treasury

except through specific appropriation." That's the . . .

Questions

MR. AVANT
Judge Tate, could you tell us, when you go through these

amendments* where in this bound document that we have here this
appears and where you propose to move it to?

MR. TATE
Well, this is simply a renumbering proposition,

be found in Article III— the Legislative Branch. .

Branch. . . Article Ill-Legislative Branch, at . . .

MR. POYNTER
Page 16.

MR. TATE
... at page 16. It was formerly Section 18, but

due to what . . . it's going to be recommended as removing a

couple of prior sections into general provisions. It would
be Section 16.

{^Amendment No. 2 adopted without
object ion

.

]

It will
. Legislative
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Amendment No. 3

MR. TATE
Now, Amendment No. 3 is to the Executive Branch. and it

represents combining Paragraphs (D) and (E) of the Section 5

of the Executive Branch Proposal, which had a separate paragraph
about the operating budget and the capital budget, which were
found word for word and are found word for word in Article VII,

which Is Revenue and Finance, Section 11, of your . . . and so,

rather than repeat the same word, word for word, word for word,

the recommended changes to delete those two and combine them into

the paragraph noted "The governor shall submit to the legislature
an operating budget and a capital budget, as provided by Article
VII, Section 11, of this constitution."

[Amendment No. 3 adopted without

objection .

J

Amendment No. 3 (A)

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No, 3 (A), which Is. . . Executive

Branch — ^-^was the former Section 18—which as passed by the floor
said, " A vacancy, as used In this constitutioi^ it said, "shall

occur in the event of death, resignation, removal by any means,

or failure to take office for any cause." When we restyled the

Executive Branch, we — because we hadn't yet got to this point —
recommended that you put it "Article"—"as used in this Article —
referring to the Executive Branch. We're now recommending you go

back to "constitution"—and this thing will be, in line with
Mr. Duval's question at the time, transferred into General Provisions

by a subsequent amendment. It will apply definition through

out the constitution what a definition makes. In other words, "a

vacancy as used in this,"we're going to say, "Constitution," as

the floor originally said, "shall occur in the event of death,

resignation, removal by any means, or failure to take office for

any reason." In other words, that applies not only to the

Executive Branch, but throughout the state and local government.
It was the appropriate amendment to put it in Article X:

Public Officials and Employees.

Now, it technically takes the Subparagraph (B) and makes it

a section. The Section 12—while we put It In there, we may
come back tomorrow and give you another number. . . recommend to

you another number, but that is the sole change is that it takes
Paragraph (B), which has to do with adjudications prior to 1880,
and puts it in the Transitional Provisions with the hope that, by
the next constitution at least, we will not have to talk in this
much detail about forfeitures prior to 1880.

[previous Question ordered . Amendment
No . 5 adopted : 8 3-0 . Motion to re-
consider tabled. ]

Questions

MR ABRAHAM
If I understand you correctly. Judge, this was Section

18 of Article IV, but now It has been taken out. I'm looking

at Section 18 of Article IVt and It has to do with the determination

of inability of statewide elected officials.

MR. TATE
Yes. This Section 18 will become ""and if you look at

your table —It will become Section 28 of Article X and that

list of tables. If you approve that amendment subsequently. It's

a matter of general definition throughout the constitution. It

would seem more appropriate to put it there rather than to leave
it in the Executive Branch.

[Amendment No. 3 (A) adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 4

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. U is to Section 29 in

Part III of Article X. Article X is your public officials and

employees. The sole change there — and It was retyped, but it

shouldn't have been,— was that in Section (B) they refer to other

officials. . . other officers as we passed it— we didn't catch

that styling change in the retirement—and It says, "providing

for retirement of officers." The sole change Is just to make the

word "officers" into "officials" as we've used throughout this

constitution. The '21 Constitution used "officers" for "elected

officers" and other people, or whatever "officer" means. The

present Constitution used the word "of f Iclals", and that's the

sole change.

lAmendment No . 4 adopted without
objection

.

]

Amendment No. 5

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Chairman, now this is the first of the

ones we're putting Into the Part I of the Transitional Provisions.

Amendment No. 6

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. fr-^nd this Is, I believe,

the last one of this nature we have for you tonight ^^

strictly to take Paragraph 15 (B) of —we may have one more like
this — of Section 16 of Tax and Finance, C. P. 15~which had
to do with the tldelands settlement, and there's no prescription
on taxes— to take it out without any change at all in text, but
to make it a Section 11, entitled "Prescription, Tldelands Taxes,"
to place it as one of those that will be in the Transitional
Measures , tenatively placed there as Section 11— the thought being
that when the tldelands settlement *-S over, when our grandchildren
can enjoy the proceeds of those wells out there, that this will
fade out of the constitution and we shouldn't put It up In the

body.

[Previo us Question ordered . Amendment
No. 6 adopted : 79-0. Motion to re-
consider tabled .^

Amendment No. 7

MR. TATE
All rieht . Amendment No. 7 , Mr . Chairman, simply

adds a subtitle*—Compensatiorf^— to the subsection. What
used to be Section 43 will be Section 42 of Committee Proposal
No. 17 having to do, I believe, with something in Plaquemines
Parish— 1 forget what. No, levee districts. Everywhere.
That's a joke.

[^JTiendmen t No . 7 adopted without
objection

.

J

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. 8 simply adds the words

"by law" in line with ... we didn't catch this in the early

stylizing when it says "the legislature may abolish or merge

'ty law'may do it. On about the 5th llne»then^ "the legislature

by law may establish trial courts."—we just said the legislature

"may", and the intention, of course, was to "by act", and In line

with the styllzatlon through the rest of the constitution . . .

[Amendmen t No

.

objecti on

.

]

8 adopted wi thout

Amendment No . 9

MR TATE
All right. Amendment No. 9, Mr. Chairman, takes

out of Committee Proposal No. 26 the tax measure. . . the
property taxation measure, the transit Ion measure on the effective
date of the property tax, being Sections 18 to 2— tlie former

Sections 1 to 3 of C.P. 26 become Sertions 18-20 of Article VII.
It tells when they shall become effective.

[_Amendtnen t No .

objection

.

]

9 adopted without
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Amendment No. 10

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, AnendoenC No. 10 simply—all it does Is

shortens the title*

^Amendment No. 10 adopted without
objection. ]

Amendments Nos. 11 and 12

HR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, I do not know if the court wishes . . .

if the Chief Justice— I mean it the Speaker wants to look . . .

let me bring up amendments 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15—wait a minute-

Mr. Chairman, I'll just move the adoption of Amendments Nos. 11

and 12, as Just simply changes of title.

[Amendments «os. 11 and 12 adopted

without objection.]

Amendments Nos. 13, 14, and 15

MR. TATE
All right. On Section 13, Mr. Chairman, again is simply...

13, 14 and 15 are all simply changes of title of measures . . .

of sections that remain in the same committee proposal or delegate

proposal as adopted.

\_Amendments Nos. 13, 14, and 15 adopted
without objection.]

Amendment No. 16

and Mr. Flory, and I hope they'll ... it simply takes that

long firemen and policemen thing that they were generous enough

to take out of the constitution and just keep for statutory

reference; and, Instead of having subparagraphs, it has section

numbers. As it passed the floor, as shown on the front and

back in green, the changes made— I believe some people who

are color blind might say blue— the changes made . . .

and the alphabetical numbers being changed to sections as shown

in ink on it and there in the amendment is the final text as It

will appear in the new constitution. Instead of one long paragraph

with a bunch of numbered — I mean, alphabetized—subparagraphs,

it's separate sections as is the rest of the constitution and as

will be state and city civil service, should you approve.

[Amendment No. 27 adopted without
obj ecti on

.

]

Amendment No. 28

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, 28 is the other green amendment. I believe

that's the only other one that's for tonight. It is a similar re-

arrangement of state and city civil service from those long. . .one

section that. . .with subparagraphs going to Paragraph (0) or (P)

or something into sections in line with the organization and the

rest of the constitution.

[Amendment No. 28 adopted without
objecti on . J

Amendments Nos. 29 through 62

MR. TATE
All right. Amendment No. 16, as a change of reference

to be accurate under the newly numbering of a certain section

of Paragraph (B) of Section 1 of C.P. No. 4.

\_Amendment No. 16 adopted without
objecti on

.

J

Amendments Nos. 17 through 24

MR. TATE
Now, Mr. Chairman, 29 through 62— through 61—and on the correction

sheet a 62, are simply renumbering amendments. In a few Instances,

they may transfer something from another article into Article XIV,

although I believe we've. . .I've explained those. Article XIV,

as we mentioned, we may come with the renumbering tomorrow. But,

all the rest of these, Mr. Chairman, are simply renumbering in line

with the organization that you've adopted by Amendment No. 1 of

the proposals that have been passed. . .

MR. TATE
All right. Mr. Chairman, Amendments Nos. 17-24, at

least, are self-explanatory changes of reference that will fall

into shape in order to change the reference from the former numbering

to the new numbering recommended.

\_Awendments Nos. 17 through 24
adopted without objection.]

Amendments Nos. 25 and 26

MR. TATE
No. 25 In the Transitional Measure, It . . . because

It simply changes the references again 5, 6, 7 to the renumbered

article of the Education Article, Article VIII. It's again . . .

and Amendment No. 25 , again, is a change of reference.

Amendment No. 24 Is a change of reference.
Amendment No. 25 is a change of reference— In other words.

It used to be Sections. . . other numbers of Article VIII. I'll

look them up if you want, but we're now renumbering them in accordance

with the new nuabering.and Section No. 26 again changes the

references from Section 9 to Section 8.

MR. HENRY
All right, so we're really on Amendment No. 25, I believe*

Judge; are you going to try to take both of them at once?

l_Amendments Nos. 29 through 62
adopted without objection.]

Further Discussion

MR. TATE
Well, Mr. Chairman, I've got good news for you. Sixty-two, we

just did, too. Senator De Blleux. We snuck it by when you

weren't looking on the other sheet.

Mr. Chairman, I have good news for you. What you have done

tonight, you now have as. . .subject to your final ratification,

the reorganization of everything that you. . .through today— that

has passed up until today, permanently, we trust, and are up through

Article XIII, with the twelve other measures in transitional provisions

that will come back tomorrow with what you passed tonight, and you'll
have your final document.

Quest i ons

MR. CASEY
Judge, you have a lot of admirers here for the fine work that

you've done. But, some of us were sitting here, we don't know if you've

forgotten one amendment in your left pocket. Is that a bacon

sandwich. Judge?

MR. TATE
Around my house we don't mention that word anymore.

MR. TATE
Yes, sir.

[Amendments Wos. 25 and 26 adopted
without objection .]

Amendment No. 27

MR. TATE
All right . Amendment No. 27 is one of your green

amendments . . . it's blue. Now, this is checked by Mr. Avant

MR. HENRY
You just bring it home, huh. Judge?

Would you yield to a question from Senator De Blieux?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, Judge Tate, just for the matter of the records,

I want you to understand we're not going to meet tomorrow, I don't

believe. We're meeting today, and all these things are going to

be thrashed out today, just for the matter of the record.

MR. TATE
I stand corrected.
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MR. HENRY
All right. Judge Tate, has that concluded your part of the

program? It was certainly good to have had you again.

MR. TATE
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. HENRY
Justice Tate has gotten up. . .he's already torn up two

microphones talking to the. . .Looks like a karate expert up there
with his hands going.

[_Motion to suspend the rules to allow
Committee on Style and Drafting to
meet at 8:00 o'clock a.m. adopted
without objection .^

MR. LANDRUM
Dear brother. . .

MR. HENRY
I see you there. . ,

MR. LANDRUM
I just think that Judge Tate and his group have done such a

great job. . .

MR. HENRY
Well, they're not through yet.

MR. LANDRUM
. . .and have a lot more work to do, that I would like to also take
the privilege of saying to the staff 1 believe they have done an
extremely great job. Thank you.

MR. LEITHMAN
Mr. Speaker, I wonder if It would be In order to ask for a

suspension of the rules to reconsider the entire education proposal,
the Article on Education. I think we could do a better job if
we'd open it up tonight and get into it.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Lelthman, I would have to say that you are living proof

we could do a lot better with education in this state than we've
done.

\_Motion to recess to 9:30 a.m.
adopted without objection,^
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Saturday, January 19, 1974

ROLL CALL

[iOJ deJegates present and a quorum.^

PRAYER

MRS. MAYBUCE
I'm a little hoarse this morning, but I'll do my best.

May we pray.
(Singing) Our Father, which art in Heaven, hallowed be

Thy name. Thy Kingdom come. Thy will be done, on earth as it

la in Heaven. Give us this day our dally bread, and forgive

us our debts as we forgive our debtors. Lead us not into

temptation, but deliver us from evil. For Thine is the

Kingdom, and the power, and the glory forever. Amen.

PRAYER

MR. A. LANDRY
As we bow our heads

:

We pray, Lord, that we be forever reminded that there's

a time to part, and a time to meet, there's a time to sleep,

and a time to eat. There's a time to work, and a time to play,

there's a time to sing, and a time to pray. There's a time to

plan, and a time to do. There's a time to grin, and a time to

show your grit. But there never was a time to quit.

As we approach the completion of our work, and we return

to our homes, we ask You, oh. Lord, to please grant us *:he

fortitude not to call it quits. And we also ask that You

grant us the strength, the health, and the ability to explain

our work to our constituents with the hope and the expectation
that they will ultimately accept the new constitution written
by Your servants, through Your guidance. Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

READING AND ADOPTION OF THE JOURNAL

Personal Privilege

MR. FOWLER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this has truly been

a great experience for me this year. It's one that I hope

that I will never experience again in my lifetime. Really,

the association with you, and working with you here in the

convention has been tremendous. Today, as each of us part

and go our separate ways, I hope and pray that each of us will

go with the thought and the idea that we have done a good Job,

and that we have, and will, bring a document to the people

that they can buy. I believe that with each of us going back

to our respective districts, that we will be able to sell this

document without any trouble whatsoever. It's so far superior

to the one that we are operating under now. It's not by any

means a perfect document. We all know that. But so far

superior to what we ar^ operating under at the present time.

Before 1 leave this podium, I would like to say to each

of you, I think that we, as delegates to this convention, owe

a great debt of gratitude to the Chairman of this convention,

E. L. "Bubba" Henry, and how he stood up under the pressure

that has been thrown around his shoulders for the past year,

is beyond me. So, I would like for you to join with me in

giving "Bubba" a standing ovation.

MR. HENRY
Please, please, take your seats.

MR. FOWLER
Second in command, and the man that keeps "Bubba" straight

is the little man right behind my back, David Foynter. David,

we owe you a great hand, too.

To the tremendous staff that we have had that has worked

literally day and night for the past year in keeping up, and

keeping us up ,with our work as we go along, we owe a great

deal of thanks to then.

To the Styling and Drafting Committee, this is one of the

greatest. I would like to know just how many man-hours the

Styling and Drafting Conriittee has put in. They have done a

tremendous job. They are to be commended for their work.

Next is Mrs. Zervigon and the Transition Committee. You

did a tremendous job In yours, too. You worked many an hour,

too. Thank you a lot, Mary.

To all other committees, you did a great job; to the
Chairmen, duly respected, as you served in your respective
places, you did a tremendous job in holding the line on the
committees and keeping as much legislation out of this
constituion as yju have. We want to thank you for that.

So, as we leave here today, and as 1 leave here, I would
like to say this:

As the road rises up to meet you
And the wind is at your back.
May the Good Lord hold you in the palm of His hand.
God bless all of you.

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
III Journal 1393-1394]

Reading of the Resolution

MR. FOYNTER
Next resolution sent up by Delegate Pugh, becomes

Delegate Resolution No. 52. I believe a copy of this on yester-

day was placed on each of your desks.

Resolution to provide (A) for the form and manner of

submission to the electors of the state of the new proposed

constitution, together with alternative proposals relating to

education, and the delegation of authority relating thereto,

to the appropriate officers of the convention.

(B) For the use of the facilities and services of boards,

commissions, departments, and agencies of the state, and of the

political Bubdlvislons of the state.

(C) With respect to the disbursement of funds appropriated

to the convention.
j ^i, . .,

(D) A method of reconvening the constitution without per

diem for any purpose consistent with law, and

(E) For the supremac> of this resolution over other actions

of the convention.

Explanation

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, as I commence to speak on

this resolution, I call your attention to three things. I had

the staff make these corrections, and copies were to be delivered

to you. Let me give them to you at this time. I have numbered

the resolution fifty-two on the first page.

On the third page.... all right, if you will, on page 3,

on line 13, it had been drafted, or typed by the staff with the

conjunction "and" appearing after the word "practical" when it

should appear before the word "Insofar". That is on page 3, line 13.

No commas

.

Page 4, line 20, your copy may start off with the words,

"the requirements". They had failed to put in there "as to

R.S. 18:567. "I'll explain that to you in a minute.

Line 24, I went ahead and put the date in you agreed on

yesterday. As I appreciate it. If the Secretary of State will

promulgate this constitution on December 2, 1974, then it shall

become effective on January 1, 1975.

I now address myself to the resolution.

If I may have your attention....

In my humble opinion, I believe that having finished

substantially, if not all ,of the document, the most important

problem that addresses itself to our attention is that Act 2 of

1972 calls upon us to specify the form and manner in which this

is to be submitted to the people. I have taken into consideration

in this resolution the five things mentioned by the Clerk; that is

its purposes are set forth to provide the form and manner as he

so described. It also calls upon the various boards and commissions

of not only the state, but of the political subdivisions, to grant

the assistance which the law, in Act 2 of 1972, compelled them to

do. It also refers to the disbursement of funds in relation to the

work that must be done by the Secretary of State. It also provides

a method for reconvening the convention. This, perhaps, caused

the most contention yesterday. I am of the opinion that although

we may not be paid a per diem after today, that we do have the

authority to have ourselves called back in for the purpose of

making such changes as may be necessary to the form and manner

of the election. I do not believe we can do anything insofar as

the document is concerned. Last is the obvious need for a

supremacy of this resolution Insofar as our other rules and

provisions may be.
. <>

If you will turn to page 2, having passed the 'whereas ,we

get to the "therefores". I have started off by tracking the

language of Act 2 in the first paragraph verbatim as it

appears in the statute. Then, as suggested to you, language

which I think would adequately describe what is to be done by

the electors at the time they cast their ballot or ballots.
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In that connection, you' 11 notice that I have called upon

this to be done at public expense, all in accordance with the

statutes. I believe it to be the Constitution of 1974. This

provision as it appears here would provide for the constitution

with the exception of any article relating to education to be

voted for or against by the electors.

As to the alternative provisions relating to education

which butts them up against each other, and this provides that

a majority of those voting on either of the alternatives

relative to education shall be determinative of which article

shall be placed in the constitution if adopted. As I pass on,

I'll come back to that in a minute.
But, as I pass on, insofar as the resolution Is concerned,

I call your attention to the fact that unfortunately, the

election laws of Louisiana do not fit hand in glove with Act 2

for nowhere is there provision for the things that would

have to be done in connection with the adoption of a constitution.

As Paragraph 2, of page 3, I have provided that there will

be three commissioners and one clerk ; I have provided that there

will not be watchers. As you know, under the law, each political

party selects watchers. As this act is drafted, we're not deal-

ing with parties, we're dealing with people. I do not believe

It to be practical to provide for watchers. However, in view of

the fact that we do not know whether or not, at this point in

time, the governor will have this election at either a general

or a special election, I have provided that in the event that

it is In a general election, then, and in that event, the

commissioners, clerks and watchers who would otherwise be

appointed for that general election would suffice for these

purposes.
In view of the fact there is nothing in the election laws

relating to the necessity of the use of voting machines or

booths, as it's used in the statutes, I provide that they

shall be used, and I also have provided that insofar as practical,

the provisions of R.S. 18:1161 and 1198

I had just mentioned that we will be using voting booths

or machines as they are used In the statutes. Next, I provide

for absentee voting, because unless there is such a provision

specifically provided for, there would not be absentee voting.

Again. I say Insofar as practical, that the provisions of R.S. 18:1161

and 1198 will control.

Now, one of the most difficult problems that might confront

us from a time standpoint, from the lack of pay standpoint, we

may well have some things that will occur between now and the

time that this constitution is voted on, which must address

themselves to responsible people, and must be immediately acted

upon. I have, therefore, provided a method by which the Chairman

and the Secretary of this convention, or either of them jointly

or severally, have the full power of this convention to do all
things necessary, subject only to judicial review insofar as

the manner of the election is concerned.
Please give me your attention to this fact. First of all,

we must specify both the form and the manner of the election.
You will note that we here today will determine the form of the
election; we here today will determine the manner of the election;
however, should there be any problems, then these two individuals
have the right to make a determination relative to the manner of
the election.

Again, in view of the fact that getting us all back together
again would be very difficult, I have provided that these people's
interpretations of this resolution shall be final only subject to

review by the courts. It may be asked, "Why didn't you provide
for the Executive Committee?" You've got a mechanical problem
of calling any more than two people together. I assure you from
my experience yesterday morning at 3 o'clock, until I finished
this resolution at 11 o'clock, having during that time trying to
digest all the election laws of Louisiana, and make them fit
this matter, I came to the conclusion that a provision of this
nature was almost mandatory, and certainly foolish not to provide
for.

Moving on to 6, I made a method for the cost of the printing
of the tally sheets, the cards of instruction , etc., to be paid
for by state expense, and also, that those expenses normally
occurring in a parish, to which the state by warrant, or the
parish by warrant, draws against the state treasury, that also
those provisions be made. Now, somebody said, "Well, the state
auditor is not the one." All I can tell you is the law says
the state auditor is the one. I have done nothing but follow
the law Insofar as this resolution Is concerned. Not custom,
but the law.

Next, Insofar as the polls are concerned, I provide what
is customary; that Is that they open from six and that they close
at eight. That's a.m. and p.m. respectively. Also, that those
persons within the barrier, or within the building where the
voting is being done, may continue to vote until 12 o'clock
midnight. I specified before, during, and after these hours the
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commissioners and the clerks and all other parties mentioned
in any of these election provisions shall have the powers and
duties granted In these provisions. Also, shall be subject to

the obligations and the penalties provided for in these provisions.
You do appreciate that there are some criminal sanctions relative
to elections. In my opinion, they must be provided for.

I have picked out those statutes which I deem applicable,
or at least usable In connection with this election. I have
by numerical designation, made reference to each and every one
of them. I have also given us the provision of a general state-
ment that all other pertinent provisions of Title 18 may be
applicable.

Now, Insofar as the one change that I mentioned earlier,
one particular—one particular—statute relates to votes for

candidates. It, In my opinion, comes as close as any of the
statutes to help us. Therefore, I have indicated that insofar
as that statute is concerned, that when the word"candidate"ls
used, it shall be presumed to mean the constitution and the

alternatives. This statutory reference Is 18:567. I also,
subject to your will yesterday, have provided that the

Secretary of State will promulgate the election on December 2,

1974. Nowhere In the act does it say that he will promulgate
this election. Now, if you use December 2 and figure your

thirty days, in my opinion, that means this constitution would
be effective on January 1, 1975.

Now, I call your attention to what I think to be a very
serious problem. Yesterday, Mr. Gravel mentioned right before
lunch about' 76 instead of '75. I did not take the restrum,
but I would be remiss as a lawyer If I did not

point out to you that if the election is called by the governor,

say in April, and if there Is an election contest relative to that.

it may well be that that matter will not be finally adjudicated

in time to trigger this to start off on January 1, 1975. I make

no suggestions, I make no recommendations, I merely call that to

your attention.
Next resolution calls upon every instrumentality of this

state, and its political subdivisions, including by specification

that of the Secretary of State and the Custodian of Voting

Machines, to cooperate with this body and these designated officials

in the fullest. I've tracked the language which calls upon them to

furnish services, facilities, employees, and in all ways to cooper-

ate with this body and its designated officials insofar as this

election is concerned.

The next resolution provides for the amount of money that

Wade Martin advised me that he would need, $45,000.00. I call

your attention to the fact (Mr. Chairman, could I have some

order , please?) ....

I do not appear before you with any pride of authorship
as to the contents of this resolution. But, I do address to

you/ attention, the contents thereof, insofar as the fact that

without this, we have nothing.
The resolution relating to the Secretary of State

authorizes expenditure of forty-five thousand dollars insofar....

up to that sum, insofar as it may be necessary and usual, subject,

however, to the applicable provisions of the law, 'cause there is

some problem about whether or not we can use the funds that are

allocated to us for the Secretary of State for this purpose. I

have also called upon the Secretary of State to give appropriate

and comprehensive instructions as to each of (A) through (I) of

things relating to the election.
Now, insofar as the cost of the election is concerned, I

want to commend Mr. Fowler, the custodian of voting machines,

who not only was extremely helpful to me, he has provided that

he has all the funds that may be necessary for this election.

So, what was a problem relating to finances for us to grope or

contend with, has now been resolved in that connection.

Now, moving on to Paragraph 5, on page 5, I'm sorry, line 20,

(excuse me, could I have your attention, please?). At this point

I have called upon the Chairman, or a majority of the officers

of this convention, either one of them may call this body back

into session if for any reason there's a need to do so. I

reiterate that we must serve without per diem, in my opinion.

I do, however, believe that all that the act requires us to do

is to deliver the document to the governor before midnight tonight.

That Insofar as our being available for recall for any purpose

except redrafting, or changing part of the document, that that

may occur, and can occur. Again, as a precautionary measure,

I tell you it can be the Chairman, or a majority of the officers.

I've also provided that this resolution shall take preference

and priority over all the rules of this body which might otherwise

conflict with it. I have been asked by the Public Information

about the possibility of a provision relating to not only the

advertisement of the document, which we have already otherwise

provided for, but not only the advisement of the document, but

for its distribution. I await their suggestions and recommenda-

tions insofar as such a resolution might be.
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Questions

MR. FONTENOT
Mr. Pugh, along with what you just said concerning the

Public Information Committee, In our rules— I know your resolution
is going to override our rules but, at the present time, the
Public Information Committee has the job of distributing the

constitution in the manner and form that the Public Information
Committee decides. There's a lot of work left to do in this
particular committee. I think we ought to add a section to

your resolution, perhaps, giving the power or the authority of

this committee, or the officers of this committee, to act. I

talked to you about it this morning. Have you planned anything
on that?

MR. PUGH
I'll be glad to help you draft one, or if you would draft

it, I'd certainly be interested in having it. I just, from the

time standpoint .haven't had a chance to. I think the point's

well-taken, and

MR. FONTENOT
I'll get with Mr. Juneau, and we'll try to come up with

some additional section.

MR. AVANT
Well, you give an admonition to the voters in your resolution.

"A majority of those casting votes on the following alternative

provisions shall be determinative of which alternative proposition

shall be a part of the Constitution of 1974, if adopted."

MR. PUGH
That is correct.

MR. AVANT
So, you are operating on the assumption that the alternative

can be adopted by a majority vote of those voting on the alterna-

tive without reference to those who vote on the basic document.

Are you not, sir?

MR. PUGH
I have submitted this on the premise that under Act 2 of

1972 that this honorable body may determine the form and the

manner of the election. I buttress that fact with an opinion

from the attorney general which shows it exactly as I have it

here.

MR. AVANT
All right. That is the assumption on which you operate.

Now my question....

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Pugh

....on page 2 of your resolution, on the question of adoption of

one of the two alternative provisions relating to education, it's

my understanding there is one alternate. I don't see how you

could provide for two alternative provisions when we only have

one alternate, and the other one is embodied in the proposed

constitution.

MR. PUGH
Well, when you say an alternate, it necessarily implies

it's an alternate to something. Whatever that something is is

the other alternate that I had reference to.

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, I don't see how it could be an alternate if it is a

provision. It's not an alternate. I don't see how you can

consider it as such since it is in the body of the proposed

constitution. That's so I contend there is only one

alternate. I hope that you will recognize that and make

provisions for one alternate.

MR. PUGH
Well, you may make any amendments you want to make,

Mr. Hernandez.

MR. AVANT
Mr. Pugh, as I understand your resolution, it, in effect

lifts the provisions with respect to the governance of higher

educationout of the body of the proposed constitution and sets

it over on the side in juxtaposition with this alternative

proposition, does it not?

MR. PUGH
Well, they didn't put it to the side. I put it below it.

But, other than that, you are absolutely correct.

MR. PDGH
Let me tell you one other thing so we can get all the

floor laid out.

MR. AVANT
All right.

MR. PUGH
From the day I came to this convention, I have been told,

"Look at the Illinois constitution that's got some stuff in it."

I believe you will find this pretty well follows that type thing, also.

MR. AVANT
All right. You're making your legal argument.

MR. PUGH
No, I'm trying to answer your question.

MR. AVANT
Well, my question is this.

Suppose you are wrong, and suppose this thing goes to the

voters the way you have it set up, and the majority of the

people voting on the alternative, but far from a majority of

those voting on the constitution, vote in favor of the alternative,

and a lawsuit is filed and the court says, "Mr. Pugh, you were

wrong."

MR. PUGH
All right.

MR. AVANT
What are going to be the provisions in the constitution with

respect to the governance of higher education?

MR. PUGH
None.

MR. AVANT
Now, there is no need for you and me to engage in a legal

debate at this point. We've discussed this for several days. But,

you are operating on the assumption that it is legal and in

compliance with Act 2, and not in violation of any other law,

to tell the voters that a majority of the people who vote on

the alternative proposition will be a sufficient vote to adopt

that proposition and to replace in the constitution the provisions

which the convention has so far Included in the main body of the

document

.

Now, my question is this....

MR. PUGH
Do you want me to answer that first as to whether or not

we agree to that premise?

MR. AVANT
You are operating on that assumption, are you not, that

that's legal?

MR. PUGH
Not the way you phrased it, no, sir.

MR. AVANT
None

.

MR. PUGH
That's right.

MR. AVANT
Be absolutely left up to the legislature by a majority vote,

will it not?

MR. PUGH
That is right. No question about It.... yes, I guess it is

a majority of the legislature.

MR. AVANT
It is also possible. Is it not, sir, if you were wrong,

that in view of the erroneous instructions on this ballot,

that there is a possibility the whole document may fall.

MR. PUGH
Well, now, of course, I'm not going to tell you what the

courts might do. They can do most anything, I've learned, in

twenty-five years of practice. I will tell you that if you
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follow the suggestion of Mr. Hernandez, that is to put an

education article in the body of the constitution, and then

to put this off by itself, you run into the same dangers that

you are pointing out right now, in that a court might also

determine that as not being effective and constitutional. In

my opinion, you must rely on the manner and form authorization

as set forth in the act. That's why I told you on yesterday

that the amendment of Mr. Tobias' was almost sacramental it

was so necessary.

MR. CONROY
Well, that's what the act says, also, is that it becomes

effective at midnight on the 30th day ... .effective at 12 o'clock

midnight on the 30th day after the date on which the Secretary

of State promulgates the results of the election,

MR. PUGH
I had"one"in there yesterday, and changed it to" two" because

I counted the thirty days. But....

MR. AVANT
But, you do agree that if you are wrong, that then at least

....the least consequence of your erroneous judgment will be

that there will be no provision in the constitution relating to

the governance of higher education.

MR. PUGH
There is that possibility relating to any one of the

suggestions that I've seen.

I take that back. There was one suggestion that somebody
said to use the 1921 Constitution which would give you a third
alternate.

MR. CONROY
But, you were counting to January 1 last time, weren't you?

MR. PUGH
Yes. That's right.

MR. CONROY
So. O.K

MR. PUGH
I have no objection to the"one"being in there. I don't care.

MR. CONROY
Thank you.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Pugh, I'm looking at your provision giving authority

to the Chairman of the convention, and the Secretary of the
convention. I'm wondering, don't you feel that perhaps we might
want to add a third person in this group to cover the situation,
although It is probably Improbable .that Mr. Dennery and the
Chairman would not agree as to which was the proper course of

action? We would have the third person as a tie breaker in that

situation.

MR. PUGH
I have no quarrel with that. Quite frankly, I thought

of the treasurer at the time I was drafting this. It was more
important to me at the time to be sure that if anyone of them
'Wnt home, "as the Baptists say , that at least there would be

one survivor who in turn could handle this for us. I have no

objections to it being three. I suggest to you that keep the
number small on account of the mechanics. Other than that, I

have no pride of authorship insofar as that is concerned.

MR. PUGH
As lawyers, we always have problems counting days.

MR. ALEXAI^ER
Mr. Pugh, you make several references to the effect that

the supremacy of this resolution over other actions of the
convention. You make two references. Isn't that rather far-
reaching and all-inclusive?

MR. PUGH
Yes, sir. I intended it to be because I think that ultimately,

if this.. ..if there's any challenge on the election—you know,
sometimes those things happen— that language will be extremely
necessary

.

MR. ALEXANDER
What do you mean when you say that other actions inconsistent

with the provisions of this resolution must be suspended? Could
we not suspend some vital actions of this convention as a result
of this resolution?

MR. LANIER
Well, did you know..,,

MR. PUGH
I don't know that it has to be an officer. I don't really

care

.

MR. LANIER
Did you know that I discussed this with Mr. Dennery, and

he said that although he felt the Chairman was bigger, he felt
that he was craftier.

MR. PUGH
I have no quarrel with your suggestion, Mr. Lanier.

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Pugh, do you know that I think this is a fine resolution

that you have prepared for this convention at a late time? I am

deeply grateful to you for the time that you put in on it. I

think I speak for the entire convention in saying that, did you
know?

MR. PUGH
Thank you.

It came about by an unusual set of circumstances that would

not necessarily benefit any of us.

MR, CONROY
Mr. Pugh, yesterday this convention amended Section 25 of

Proposal 38 to make the effective date December. .. .midnight
December 31, 1974. That being the case, don't we have to change
your date to December 1, 1974?

MR. PUGH
Well, the problem Is,

one and make It.... I don't
frankly.
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I don't know how you can change It to

know how you can ever get it midnight.

MR. PUGH
Only those that might be inconsistent with this. I'll tell

you that yesterday morning about 3:30 I was groping for words.
Those are the ones I thought that would be applicable; having to
go over all the election laws was enough of a problem without
having to go over all the rules and provisions that had been
adopted to date by this body. I certainly don't Intend—if
you've got some other language, I've got no quarrel with It.

MR. ALEXANDER
Now, on the question of commissioners. The watch. ...the

fact that watchers are permitted in our election laws arose
from the fact that some candidates were not fortunate enough
to draw commissioners at times at some polls. Now. there mav be

factions that will develops I hope not, God forbid, but it's

possible. If they're not represented at the polls, the

system of watchers permits everybody to be represented if they

want to, even though they're not paid. Isn't that a little

danger? Could you not say in the event a faction is not

represented at the polls, then, watchers may be permitted If

that individual wants to supply them?

MR. PUGH
I can't think of anything that might get us in greater

trouble than that kind of language in this resolution. I gave
a lot of thought to watchers. But, the difficulty with watchers
are, they are appointed by a political party. Now, I gave some
thought to this convention. Each appoints so many watchers.
Then the question was raised, "Well, do they get paid?" and
"Are we taking care of our friends?" I don't think Insofar as
the constitution is concerned, that we need watchers. It's not
something that I lightly considered. The practicalities of it

rule it out in my opinion.

MR. ALEXANDER
You know they're not paid.

MR. PUGH
Yes, I understand that. But, the public don't know it.
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MR. ALEXANDER
Well, and you know they don't necessarily represent parties.

They represent factions or groups.

MR. PUGH
I merely said they were picked by parties. I didn't say

they were representatives of the parties they were picked by.

MR. SMITH
Mr. Pugh
on page 5 in the paragraph, line 20 to line 28, that concerns

me about the Chairman calling the convention back. The legislature

in its act, extended the convention until January 19.

MR. PUGH
Yes, sir.

MR. SMITH
Say tonight ... .today , if we adjourn sine die, how can we

legally be called back into session? I mean, I'd Just like to

know what mechanics need to be used.

MR. PUGH
My interpretation of the act is that we were called upon

to deliver to the governor of this state a document no later

than that date. Nothing that I find in the act provides that

we can't be recalled In. I think our function on that day

—

would have been on or before that day—but at this time, on
that day is to deliver to the Honorable Governor of this state

the document. Beyond that, I think we may legally be recalled.
Unfortunately, under the terras of the act, we can't be paid for
it. Be that as It may, I'm satisfied that people of this body,
if it was deemed necessary to do so, would be willing to be
recalled without pay.

MR. SMITH
Well, I wasn't sure,

legally be called back.
I Just wanted to be sure we could

MS. PUGH
It is my opinion that you may be legally called back. You

nay want to discuss that with some other lawyers.

MR. BURNS
Mr. Pugh, I Join with the other delegates in commending

you on work that you put in on this resolution and other documents

in connection with this constitution. But, the ballot on the

bottom of page 2 gives me a lot of concern. I'm not going into

it because it was discussed by that ... .what I wanted to ask you

was, would you have any opposition to the ... .either one of the

amendments to be offered by Delegate Burson, or Delegate Kean?

MR. PUGH
Well, I haven't seen any of these amendments,

out yesterday at noon.

MR.

I put this

BURNS
Well, it looked like It could be presented to the people In

a much simpler form without taking the present article or section

of the constitution out of the constitution.

MR. PUGH
The only proposed amendment that I saw that had Mr. Kean's

name .... the only proposed amendment that I saw that had Mr. Kean s

name on it was one that said something about voting for or against,

and one that had reference to the fact that there was no

geographic distribution requirement as to appointed members.

I would object to that if that's what he's doing. I don't know what

to do, though. I haven't seen It.

X will tell you that there are these problems insofar as

the language Is concerned. There's always a problem when you

submit on a ballot whether or not there is enough information

Chereon to call the voters' attention to the facts. I would believe

that the Issue of five boards for governance, versus two boards for

governance, will be the watchwords of this election. For that

reason, I use that language. If there's anything else more descrip-

tive, again I have no pride of authorship. It's a question of

submitting that to you.... you know, put commas, or change. It

doesn't make any difference to me. I'm going home tonight, win,

lose, or draw.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Pugh, on line 17, page 1, would you have any objection

to deleting the words "consistent with" and In lieu thereof

Inserting "not prohibited by" to make the sentence read, "a

method of reconvening the convention without per diem for any

purpose not prohibited by law."

MR. PUGH
I have no objection to that. That's Just a provision going

into it.

I'd have taken help from anybody, I'll tell you that.

I'm still

MR. LEIGH
Mr. Pugh, the Act 2 of 1972 as I read It provides for

the calling of an election, or have a special election, for the

purpose of submitting the proposed draft to the people for

their adoption or rejection. Now, as I understand the draft

that we have prepared here, it contains an education article.

Your proposal, as 1 understand it, proposes to submit that

draft to the people without an education article. Am I

correct?

MR. PUGH
That Is absolutely correct.

MR. LEIGH
And if, as I believe ,in answer to Mr. Avant's, if for

any reason your submission should be wrong, and the alternative

should not be accepted, then you would not have submitted a

draft of our constitution to the people. Wouldn't that be

correct?

MR. PUGH
I think we could submit as much of constitution as we

want. As the governor said, we could have quit, in fact, I

think he might have said we should have quit, at the time

we got through with the three branches of government and the

Bill of Rights. So, how much we have In the constitution,

I don't think has anything to do with the draft aspect of It.

I will suggest to you that I used what I have here because in

my opinion, my humble opinion, this particular method of

doing it, pretermits and defines this question which I think

is there—this method in my opinion. Is the one that has the

greatest possibility of not endangering the constitution from

the validity of an election suit.

MR. LEIGH
But, Mr. Pugh, I'll ask you this question, the column

which you have to vote for or against the constitution In your

proposal, does not contain a draft of the constitution as we

have adopted it, does it?

(K. PUGH
That's correct.

MR. LEIGH
I recognize that we might have submitted any draft that...

we could quit at any time as you said....

MR. PUGH
That's right.

MR. LEIGH
....but we would have had to submit whatever draft we had.

Wouldn't that be correct?

MR. PUGH
That's correct.

MR. LEIGH
This does not submit the entire draft...

....For or against.

MR. PUGH

I was of the opinion that unless and until we delivered the

document to the governor, we weren't through with this constitution.

If we are through with it, I'm ready to go home. If we aren't

through with it, then I think what's outlined here is not only

feasible and practical, but more important. Is legal.

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Pugh,I' 11 be redundant in complimenting you on the job

that you've done, and I'd like to get a couple of tilings straight.

Don't you think, sir, that notwithstanding the legal

vagaries of the alternate, that certainly the body of the
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constitution would be valid In any event .because of the sever-

ability of it?

MR. PUGH
There's no question about that.

MR. DUVAL
O.K.
The second thing I wanted to ask you, Mr. Pugh, is it your

opinion that this constitution is still— constitutional conven-

tion, in essence, is still alive— Is alive until such time as

the document is completely and finally ratified and all legal

questions are cured? Basically, is that your Intent.

MR. PUGH
Except for redrafting the document. I don't think after

midnight tonight we can redraft the document. Other than that,

1 think we can do anything.

MR. DUVAL
In other words, your position is that, of course, we can t

make any we present it to the governor, after today. But, we

can come back until how long do we stay alive Is what I'm

asking you?

MR. PUGH
As far as I'm concerned, until such time as somebody makes

a resolution saying we are through. I don't mean necessarily

sine die. I mean one hundred percent through.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Pugh, the question 1 have treats the. ... evolves around

the legal problem brought up by Mr. Avant earlier.

MR. PUGH
All right.

MR. CASEY
If you've answered it in full, and discussed it in full,

1 apologize In advance.

MR. PUGH
Not at all.

MR. CASEY
The suggestion. .. .question I would have in the form of a

suggestion, in order to cure the problem is, would it not be

possible to include in the schedule, and, therefore, be voted

on by the people, the method that we are finally going to

arrive at in adopting the constitution itself and the alternatives,

so that if there is any legal question about the method of adop-

tion of either the constitution or the alternatives, the people

would ratify that method and possibly eliminate In advance the

legal questions of the method of adoption; for Instance, the

number of votes by which the alternative is adopted. Would

not that be safer to have that method Included within the schedule?

MR. PUGH
Yes, I don't know where you were yesterday, but there was an

amendment; Tobias' amendment did It, in my opinion. It didn't

pass. Then, the amendment that was practically like Tobias'

did pass, and does, I think, what you suggest. I said from this

microphone, as I discussed it yesterday, I thought it was of

paramount Importance that it be adopted. I'm pleased that it was

adopted by all but two votes.

MR. CASEY
From that viewpoint, specifically, probably, the question

I h«ve. Is it better to have specificity in that? I know you

bad I know Max Tobias' was defeated; I know your's was

adopted. But, I question the specificity of It. Whether there

was adequate detail included within that particular new section

I think it was a new section, in order to resolve the problem.

Or would it be safer, once we adopt this resolution, with

specifics Included within this resolution, then go back and

relnclude these specifics in that particular schedule?

MR. PUGH
I don't think thare was any question that Max Tobias had

about as fine an amendment as I have heard from these floors.

There's no doubt in my mind that that's the best amendment to

adopt. The difficulty was one of posture yesterday. Somebody

thought a hog was hidden In there somewhere. For that reason,

the body decided not to vote for it. But, I tell you that In

ny opinion, you are right; that that's the kind of amendment

that if I were defending this matter,
my brief case.

I'd like to pull out of

MR. SUTHERLAND
Mr. Pugh, Mr. Avant questioned you quite extensively

this morning about the guessing wrong on this proposition.

MR. PUGH
I'd rather you'd not use the word

all right if you want to.

But, it's

MR. SUTHERLAND
Well, I'm going to try and explain that.
As an attorney, all of us are familiar with the opinions

of the attorney general. But, there are a lot of people in

the convention who are not attorneys. For their benefit, I'd
like to say this to you, or ask you this question. Either way

we go we could be wrong in our judgment on this particular
proposal. Either way we go we could be wrong. Now, because
that is a fact, we have two ways of going to try to get a
decision. We can go to the attorney general and get an
opinion, which is not necessarily binding on the court, but
which certainly is persuasive. Or, we can ask the Supreme
Court for declaratory judgment. Now, as a matter of time this
is impossible to follow the latter procedure. So, the only
thing open to you at this time is to seek an attorney general's
opinion, which you have done, and which you have indicated is
in order. In other words, he has approved what you have said.
Isn't this the only possible legal thing that you can do now
to at least determine that what we are trying to do is going
to have some legal effect?

MR. PUGH
Yes, and in answer to your question I will tell you that

Thursday, or Wednesday night, I took the position that this

—

that a declaratory judgment suit should be filed in the
district court of this state— it was Wednesday night because
I knew that the Supreme Court met in conference on Thursday,
and that it'd be immediately taken to them. Once I had the
concurrence—not the word—once Mr. Conroy , in whom I have
a great deal of respect, Mr. Dennery, in whom I have a great
deal of respect, and Mr. Kean, had at least concurred that
T was of the opinion that what might—you know that if we
shook up the voters by rushing into court to get something
done—would not be outweighed by the judgment of these fine
lawyers

.

MR. KEAN
Mr. Pugh, as I appreciate the attorney general's opinion,

that opinion related merely to the method of putting the
alternative on the ballot, did it not?

MR. PUGH

Yes, that's my recollection.

MR. KEAN
And, the attorney general, in effect, tells you could have

a "for, for "alternative If you wished to do so; did he not?

MR. PUGH
Let me look at his opinion,

no, sir.

He did not suggest a"for, for.

MR. KEAN
Well, he approved of an "or" which, in effect, is a"for, for,

did he not?

MR. PUGH
He said a majority- of those casting votes on the following

alternative provision shall be determined to which article

on education shall be a part of the constitution if adopted.

You may only vote for one of these alternatives. I took his

comma out because I didn't want to emphasize "if adopted."

MR. KEAN
The question of whether or not you would, in effect, pull

out of the constitution a particular article that had been adopted

by this convention during the course of its deliberations and shut

that over in a separate proposal that was not considered; was It?

MR. PUGH
I don't know what he considered. I could tell you the results

of his letter because I have it before me. I don't know what he con-
sidered, that's the subject in question.
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MR. KEAN
Well, the mechanics of your proposal with respect to the form

of the ballot would require that he now go back and take from the

table Article VII, the Education Article, which was deliberated

and adopted by this body and then physically, I guess, remove it

from the proposed draft of the constitution; would he not?

MR. PUGH
Well, sir, whatever you i

know, we will have to take it

lean by physically,
out; yes.

of course, you

MR. KEAN
If that wasn't adopted, you would have to have sixty-seven

votes to remove Article VII from the table or whatever it is

and then take it out of the draft of the constitution?

MR. PUGH
You'll have to have sixty-seven votes to do anything this

resolution calls for.

MR. KEAN
And, then it's your proposal then that we would offer to the

people a constitution which did not contain an Education Article?

MR. PUGH
That is correct.

MR. KEAN
And, that would be left over to one side as something that

the public would take one or the other?

.MR. PUGH
No, sir. it would be below.

MR. KEAN
Well, below,one side .wherever you put it. So, that we do not,

then, have an alternate to a provision in the constitution under

your plan; do we?

MR. PUGH
An alternate on what?

MR. KEAN
An alternate on education to

that we are proposing?

a provision in the constitution

MR. PUGH
No, sir. I might suggest to you I considered one other possibility,

Mr. Kean, which I think is legally feasible. You could have three

columns. You could have a constitution with Education Article (A) in it.

You could have a constitution with Education Article (B) in it, and you

could have against the constitution. In my opinion, if you've got

two votes, and three votes, and four votes we lose the constitution

and that is the reason I didn't suggest that possibility. I think

that's a fair way of presenting the two issues Insofar as education

Is concerned than putting it up above completely.

MR. HENRY
All right. Mr. Pugh, I believe if there are no other questions

then we have some amendment here. So, Mr. Clerk, will you read the

first set of amendments?

Mr. Ambroise Landry, do you have a question?

MR. A. LANDRY

Mr. Pugh, is it also possible in alternates if we could

get sixty-seven votes to include on the ballot on alternates one

big alternate. Article VII, Delegate Proposal No. 98 and also

Article XII of the 1921 Constitution?

MR. PUGH
No problem.

MR. A. LANDRY
Wouldn't that eliminate the possibility that if we have if

we would remove Conmittee Proposal No. 7 from the constitution and

we vote on those two alternates only, wouldn't it be a possibility

that I would be able to go and vote against the constitution and

have no choice to decide whether or not I would like to have

Article XII of 1921 instead of the two alternates?

MR. PUGH
The biggest problem that I was confronted with, In my opinion,

under this act was that very same thing. I feel that an instance

where you have a constitution and you can vote against the con-

stitution and then you can turn right around even though you are

opposed to the constitution and vote on a proposition relative to a

part of that constitution. . .that is nutty. However, the conjunction

"and" appears in this act and Mr, Conroy, and Mr. Dennery, and I

took the position that it was better to go in that fashion; it's

a real problem. . .

.

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Pugh, does not your resolution synchronize the opinion....

or opinions of the attorney general and fully satisfy the inquiries

of the secretary of state?

MR. PUGH
Well, 1 will say that it does synchronize on the attorney

general. I'm not in the position to discuss one way or the other

the present thinking of the secretary of state.

MR. WILLIS
Does it precisely direct the custodian of voting machines?

MR. PUGH
Yes, sir, it precisely does that.

MR. WILLIS
Now, the question I stood up for was this: Isn't it a fact

that the present Education Article and the alternative, which we

adopted, are considered in your resolution on equal status?

MR. PUGH
Absolutely.

MR. WILLIS
And, that to do otherwise, would not give them equal status?

MR. PUGH
No question about it.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Pugh, what would be the legality or perhaps the legal

possibility of having the legislature confirm— I don't know when

the election on this constitution will be called—but of having

the legislature confirm whatever process we choose here taking

into consideration the ambiguity of Act 2?

MR. PUGH

Well, I think they might be able to legislate relative

to Act 2. Once the people adopt this constitution, if it's presented

to them in a proper form and manner, well I think it will speak for

itself. I disagree with some people that say you couldn't even

move the capital but pretermitting that question, I think that the

people when they vote on it, they are voting on it, and they can

do as they wish, and they have done what they wish. However, if

the legislature meets between now and the time it's presented to

the people and is in the remedial legislation, then I will be for

It.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The first amendment would go to, in effect, the title of the

resolution sent up by Delegate Gravel, reads as follows:
^_

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 17, after the word "purpose

and before the word "law" delete the words "consistent with" and

insert in lieu thereof the words "not prohibited by".

Explanation

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentleman of the convention, I had

asked Mr. Pugh whether he had objection to this proposed change.

I think It just makes it clear that this convention in the event

it does act hereafter, that it can act in any manner that's

not specifically prohibited by law rather than that we have to

act in a manner consistent with some law that may have been enacted.

I believe this would give us the latitude we may need in the event

it's necessary to take some procedural action in the future. I

don't know of any reason why we should have any

Questions

MR. SCHMITT
Mr. Gravel, I don't understand what you are trying to do. But,

it seems to me what you're adopting is worse than what we have right

now.

MR. GRAVEL
I think it's absolutely essential for us to say that we have
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the right to come back into session and act in any manner that's

not prohibited by law. There is no law that I know of that provides

for us to come back into session. Thank you, Mr. Schmitt.

I move the previous question.

MR. LANIER
Mr. Gravel, if we acted consistent with law, then our action

would not be prohibited by law; would it?

MR. GRAVEL
To that extent you are correct.

MR. LANIER
What is your feeling that the definition of the word "consistent"

is?

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Lanier, maybe I can better answer yo

saying this: That my belief with respect to

we would have to come In and act pursuant to
of law. I don't think that that is the case
operations, if any, may be concerned because
know of that specifically says that we can ac
there is no law that says that we cannot. So

consistent with law. We would be acting in a

no legal prohibition, in my judgment; I think

MR.

ur question by simply
this language is that

some specific provision
insofar as our future

there's no law that I

in the future. But,
we wouldn't be acting

manner where there is

there is a difference.

LANIER
Well, what I'm thinking of is if we have no limitation on our

actions, then if we did act, we would be consistent; would we not?

MR. GRAVEL
I would hope what we do would not be prohibited by law. My

feeling is, I can't say It any other way. Judge Lanier, "consistent
with law"means to me that you are acting in conformity of a

provision that was written down, that you can see; whereas, you
might be able to act in some manner that does not involve any law
that is spelled out defining a course of conduct. There is to me

a difference between acting in a manner not prohibited by law and
acting in a manner consistent with law; I felt that everybody on
the Local Government Committee understood the difference.

MR. LANIER
Well, I think, perhaps, we are getting to a problem of semantics

here and that's why I asked you for your definition of consistent.
What is your definition of consistent?

MR. GRAVEL
In this context here?

MR. LANIER
Yes.

MR. GRAVEL
It's"in accordance with the law."

MR. LANIER
Now, if our enabling act says we're only prohibited from

acting in three ways, which I believe Act 2 of 1972 says; is
that not correct?

MR. GRAVEL
No, I think it goes beyond that. I don't think that we can

do anything after today with respect to the substance of the
document. I think that the enabling act in those three instances
refer to what's to be done with regard to the substance of the
document. I do think that the act permits us to act procedurally,
or with respect to matters of form, or with respect to housekeeping
matters after today, and I think there is a difference.

MR. LANIER
Well, as a matter of fact, there is no prohibition from us

acting after today in that manner; is that correct?

MR. GRAVEL
As far as I know. there isn't.

MR. LANIER
And, if there is no prohibition, then our conduct would be

consistent witK law since there is no prohibition on what we are
doing; would you agree with that?

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Lanier, I do have a difference of opinion as far as

I think your opinion may be as to what this means. I think there*

a difference between what is not prohibited by law and what is

consistent with law. I can't explain it any other way than I

already have.

[Amendment adopted without objection.'}

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Chairman, there are two amendments now at the desk would

come next in order, dealing with a different manner, if you will,

and set out in a resolution for constructing the ballot proposition.

Mr. Kean has sent up an amendment to that effect, as has, Mr. Burson.

MR. HENRY
Pick one, let's go. Go with the Kean amendment.
Now, gentlemen, we are fixing to.... the Clerk is fixing to read

this Kean amendment. I'm sure some of you have words of wisdom that

you will want to let us have on this amendment. Now, I would ask that

you give the Clerk and the speaker your attention so that we can dispose

of all this business as soon as possible.

i

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Amendment No. 1, On page 2, line 13—this is the Kean, Sandoz,

Cowen amendment and others—delete the words "one of two" and Insert
in lieu thereof the word "and" and delete the word "provisions" and
insert in lieu thereof the word "provision"

.

Amendment No. 2. On page 2, line 19, delete the words "and
exclusive of either" and delete line 20, in its entirety.

Amendment No. 3. On page 2, line 22, delete the^words "and
exclusive of" and delete line 23 in its entirety.

Amendment No. 4. On page 2, delete lines 24 through 35

inclusive in their entirety. On page 3, delete lines 1 and 2

in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"The proposed constitution will include a provision for the

creation of a single coordinating board for higher education with
appointed members and creation of three boards for the management
of state colleges and universities unless a majority of those
voting in favor of a constitution vote for the following alternates;
therefore, those electors who vote for the constitution may also vote
on the following: To have a single board for higher education with
both elected and appointed members." Of course, set to the right Is
the appropriate ballot slot.

Amendment No. 5. On page 4, line 22, delete the abbreviative
word "sions" and Insert in lieu thereof the abbreviative word "sion"

Amendment No. 6, On page 4, between lines 33 and 34, add the

following:
"The custodian of voting machines shall arrange the ballot and

the voting machines in such a manner that those electors who vote
against the constitution will not be permitted to vote on the

alternative proposal set forth in this resolution."

Expl anation

MR, KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I would like to try and outline

by way of background the problem that I think that confronts us in

dealing with this question of the alternative proposal. Those of

you who were listening the other day may recall that I raised the

issue as to what vote would be required in order to adopt the

alternative. Frankly, there are about four approaches to this

problem. I would readily admit that in my opinion as a lawyer,

such as I am, that there is only one approach that I think would

safely avoid any question. That approach would be to have and

remain in the constitution the present Article VII which we adopted

by a vote of sixty-seven members of this convention and more, which

is a part and parcel of the constitution that was given to you last

night. Then, have the alternative proposal and provide that a

majority of those who vote for the constitution and for the alternative

proposal, a majority of those voting in the election would carry those

particular items. Now, there is understandably concern about that

approach. Mr. Pugh has come up with an approach which would Involve

taking out of the constitution the provisions of Article VII which

we have enacted and, in my opinion, not providing an alternative

but merely two options for the voters of this state which could

result in not only no Educational Article in the constitution, but

create serious questions as I did as to the validity of the action

taken on what was left of the constitution in that same election.

Another approach would be to leave Article VII in the constitution

and then provide that on the alternative only a majority of those
who vote on the alternative would be required to pass it. Now, as

I view that alternative, it would permit less than a majority of

those who voted In the election to override what a majority have
done in adopting the constitution, assuming the constitution is
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adopted in that same election. I think that's not the democratic
way in the first place, but I think It raises a very serious, serious
legal question in the second place. Now, ray amendraent was drafted
in an effort to try and raise between these shows that I've just outlined
for you. My aiaendiaent is predicated upon the idea that only those
who vote for the constitution ought to vote on the alternative
proposition. Now, I think this can be legally done. I think it

can be done within the framework of the authorization for this
convention by Act 2 of 1972. It seems to me to be inconsistent
the more you look at it and contrary to good logic to say that a

person who votes against the constitution may, at the same time,

excercise his preference with respect to an alternate that he has,

in effect, already turned down. I think the amendment which I have
drafted and which I can say, I believe, has the approval of those on
the other side of the fence, including Mr. Juneau, would simply permit,
would simply provide that in order for the alternate to pass and then
supercede what is in Article VII of the present proposed constitution
it would take a majority of those voting in favor of the constitution
to adopt that alternate. In order to carry that out, it would be

necessary Co lock out, so to speak, those "no" votes once they had
voted no; otherwise. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to

determine whether or not you have ,in fact ,gotten a majority of
those who voted in favor of the constitution. So, I chink my amendment
is a fairly simple approach to the problem. It simply says that

those persons who vote for the constitution then have the right to

exercise the additional vote to determine whether or not they
prefer che alternate. If a majority of those then voting for the

constitution vote for the alternate, then the alternate then becomes
Che Educational Article instead of the article which was contained
In the constitution. I don't see any other reasonable approach to

the problem. We've given a lot of time and study to it in an effort
Co ocherwlse resolve che difficulties that exist in trying to utilize
the other alternatives that have been suggested. I believe that it

can be done legally. If the Act 2 in Section IX said that "we will
afford che vocers Che right to vote for or against the constitution
and on the question of the adoption of such alternative proposals
as may be proposed." It further provides that "we may submit the
proposal of acceptance or rejection of the constitution or any
alternative proposal in such form and manner as It may determine."
I don't think there would be any question at all. I don't think
there would be any legal question at all that could be raised with
respect to this proposal that Act 2 of 1972 had provided.

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair

I will finish my remark.« briefly by

reiterating. I don't think there would be any question if Act 2

had specifically provided that in the election to be held on this
oonstitution that those who voted for the consticucion would be

authorized to vote for any alternate that might be submitted. I

think the broad general language of this Act 2 of 1972 would clearly
permit what the legislature could have specified if it had desired
Co do so. I think it left with us the flexibility of making that

decision. I think under the circumstances that what we have here
proposed does carry out the purpose and the intent of the Act

—

think it does permit us to get the matter before the voters in

a fair manner. I suggest your approval of it.

Questions

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Kean, at the outset, of course, I want you to know chac I

have great respect for your ability as an attorney.

MR. KEAN
Let me say at the outset, Mr. Duval, I'm not warranCing anyChlng.

MR. DUVAL
Well, yes, sir. Well, I was hoping you I think there Is

definitely a prohibitory defect in Amendment No. 6. I want you

Co know don't you know, Mr. Kean, that I have no strong
feelings as to how this goes on the ballot? I do have very strong

feelings about the new constitution. Don't you chink, Mr. Kean,

Chac the other legal questions that have been raised are frivolous
compared to Che very, very serious legal quescion in my mind chat's

raised by Amendment No. 6?

Well, my question was rather lengthy. Perhaps I can be a
little more succinct. I would love nothing better, Mr. Kean,
than to have any vehicle which would attempt to compel people
to vote for the constitution. I'm all for it; I think we need
it desperately. But, I just think, Mr. Kean—or don't you think...
obviously, you don't—but have you thought about the fact that
it would be certainly a disenf ranchisement of those who voted
against the constitution because then their right to say, in the

event It passes, what type of educational system they want would
be obviated? Don't you think that presents a serious legal
question?

MR. KEAN
I have considered that at great length, Mr. Duval, and I

admit that it raises a legal question jusc as Mr. Pugh did with
respect to his. I think, however, that you can certainly take

the position that a person who votes no on the constitution
under those circumstances has, in effect, cast a ballot against
the alternative proposal, and that therefore, you leave to those
who vote for the constitution to make the decision as between them.

MR. DUVAL
Well, Mr. Kean, in any event, don't you think there should be

some language saying that a vote "no" against the constitution
is also tantamount to a vote "no" against the alternative?

MR. KEAN
That 's correct

.

MR. PUGH
Mr. Kean, is it not a fact that you were of the opinion about

two days ago that everybody who voted had to have the right to

vote on the alternatives?

MR. KEAN
Yes, sir.

MR. PUGH
You have changed* your opinion since then?

MR. KEAN
After further discussion and review of it, I have concluded

that you could do it in this manner. I don't warrant any legal
opinion with respect to it, Mr. Pugh.

MR. PUGH
As I understand, you were also of the opinion that the majority

of those who voted for the alternative provision would have to

control. Have you changed that opinion?

MR. KEAN
No. I said at the outset. Mr. Pugh, that my preference, both

from a practical and legal standpoint, would be to provide that the

alternative would have to be adopted by a majority of those who
cast votes in the election, and I still stand on that. I have
another amendment prepared to offer in the event that this fails
which would just do that. I simply say that in this case I think
you could take the position under the language of Act 2 that
you can count the votes for the constitution and take a majority
of those who vote on the alternative under this....

MR. PUGH
Buttering the bread, is it not true, then, what you're saying

is that if a fellow votes against the constitution, and he can't
vote on the other, and only those who favor the two vote... if

you will, the two board, will be voting below, that that's not
giving the five board and the two board an even shake; Is It?

MR. KEAN
I would think this would give him an even shake; yes.

MR. PUGH
You're telling me now, first of all, that you have an oppor-

tunity if you vote above the line, you may vote for or against
the five-board, but when you get below the line, you can't vote
for or against that in view of the fact that you voted against
clie constitution; therefore, you don't have that privilege;
isn't that right.

MR. KE/\.\

My amendment would limit Che vote on the alternative to
those who vote in the election for the constitution.

Further Di scussion

MR. ROY

tiadam Chairman, it appears to me—and I just wish we'd meet

the issue head on here—everybody knows what this is all about.

What I want to address to the Chair is: Is there any way that

we can get the proponents of the Kean side and the proponents

of the Juneau side to get before us the basic issues so that

we can cut out all this legal hodgepodge argument that whether

whaC we're doing is right or not right--and if he loses one

point, then he brings up another amendment—and get this issue
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to this convention before we find our

we have nothing to submit to the gove

siana? Now, we've been arguing this

the White House Inn, and now we just

if this is defeated, I've got another

takes a majority of those voting on t

overridden by the people who vote on

think we ought to get to the meat of

I'd like to ask if there's no rule or

can be raised if we do that.

selves in a position that

rnor of the State of Loui-

since the other day at

have a response made that

amendnient to say that it

he entire document to be

the alternate. 1 just

the coconut and get going.

no point of order that

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Roy, we can do what we've been doing in the past. We

can entertain a motion, if it would be satisfactory with the

delegates, to limit debate to a length of time. Do you make

that motion, Mr. Roy?

Mot i on

MR. ROY

Yes, I make the motion that we limit debate on this matter
for thirty minutes on each side.

Motion

MR. CHAMPACNK
Mrs. Miller, 1 don't know if it's in order, but in order to

determine the wishes of the convention, it seems tliat a motion
to have no debate would he in order. It seems that we really
want to cut off debate. In order to determine if that's the
will of the convention, I think maybe I'd make that motion

—

that we have no debate whatsoever.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chatelain, the situation as it exists right now is we

have one motion that has been adopted to limit debate to fifteen
minutes for each side. We've also had a second motion adopted
to limit debate of each speaker to three minutes. So, this
would give five speakers time to speak on each side.

MR. POYNTER
Your motion is [...] to the previous question on that

amendment, if you wish to make it, sir.

MR. CHAMPACNE
1 withdraw the motion.

MRS, MILLER
You move to suspend the rules that we could limit debate...

vhat, thirty minutes on each side?

MR. ROY

Yes, ma'am.

[_Substi tute motion to limit debate to
fifteen minutes for proponen ts and
fifteen minutes for opponen ts adopted

:

69-51 . ]

Point of Order

MR. ROKMER
For a point of order, Madam Chairman. 1 didn't hear anything

In the motion that precluded people who are on the list for

questions of the introducer of tliis particular proposal to be

cut off. Mr. Pugh was in the midst of asking questions, and I

know several people on the list to ask questions. Are they going

to be summarily cut off?

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Roemer, wc extended Mr. Kean's time ten minutes. He went

twelve minutes beyond the extension. There was no other motion.

We couldn't possibly get to the fifteen people for questions in

twelve minutes.

Point of Order

MR. CHATELAIN
Madam Chairman, I certainly share Delegate Roomer's opinion

on tills. Many of us thought we were going to continue to ask
Mr. Kean questions. If you'll remember. Madam Chairman, it

was only a couple of minutes before he had extended his time,
and he was still speaking. I would certainly appreciate it if
you would check the time. Madam Chairman, and see if we couldn't
continue to ask a few more questions. I think it's vitally
Important.

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Chatelain, Mr. Kean exceeded his time on his first five

minutes; lie exceeded his time on the extension. There was no
motion before we made tills other motion to extend this.

Now, we have voted on this other motion to limit debate.
There was no other motion to suspend the rules to give him
additional t ime.

MR. CHATELAIN
Madam Chairman, would it be in order for a motion at tills time

that to limit the proponents and the opponents to three minutes
apiece to give more people a chance to speak? Would it be in

order to make a motion of that type?

MRS. MILLER
That motion would be in order, Mr. Chatelain.

MK. QiATELAIN
1 move that we limit the proponents and the ojsponents each

three mintues.

[Motion adopted : 80-40 .]

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Point of Order

MR. STOVALL
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Pugh was in the middle of asking a question,

and he was stopped from asking the question because the tape

had to be changed. I would respectfully request that Mr. Pugh

be permitted to conclude his question to Mr. Kean before we

continue with the speaker.

MR. HENRY
Reverend Stoval I. as happens so nany t Imes in the convention,

the gentleman had... the time had been extended for the man, as

1 appreciate it, more than once, and time ran out. Now, you all

have limited debate on tliis amendment, and there's nothing we

can do because all I can do is run tlie convention as a result

of the motions that you all make and do adopt.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemeiof this convention,

I hope you will pay attention to me for during this short period
of time to see if I can get something over. But, I'd like to
say this: the proposals in this Kean amendment are the most
ingenious method I've ever seen to deprive a voter of his legal
constitutional rights to vote on an Issue. You are inviting
opposition to this constitution which should not be because
those people who want the two boards liave got to go to tfiat

—

two boards instead of five— have got to go to the constitutional
election and vote against tlie constitution or else thev won't
get a choice to make their position known on the two-board issue.
It makes no difference to me whether you want five boards or
two boards, but let's don't deprive the voters of their legal
constitutional rights because you're making a voter vote against
himself before he can cast one for himself . Now, what kind of
an election is that? I'll tell you this: if that resolution
is adopred, I'll guarantee you this, it will be upset In the
courts because it's just as unfair as it can possibly be. You've
got to give the voter an alternative, and if he votes for the
constitution or against the constitution, he has a right to

decide, if the constitution is adopted, whether he wants five
boards or two boards. It's as plain and simple as that. I

tell you this: please don ' t adopt something, which 1 feel
quite certain as a lawyer the courts are going to knock down
as being an unconstitutional deprivation of a voter's right
to this. You are jeopardizing the constitution in that particular
matter. Now, if you adopt the resolution as originally adopted,
it provides the alternative which Act 2 calls for. At the
present time, you have but one board. The Board of Regents is

the only board you have because the Board of Supervisors, the
Board of Education, and the Coordinating Council were abolished
by the legislature in 1972 when they set up the Board of Regents.
This is the way to put back into the constitution all of those
boards, and I think the electors ought to liave a right to decide
one way or the other. Let's don't jeopardize the constitution
by forcing people to go to the constitutional election and vote
against the constitution in order to try and preserve the one
board or the two board idea. Let's give them a choice. Let
them vote on the constitution, and then vote whether they want
five boards or two boards. That's the way we should do it.
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I ask you in all good graces: let's defeat this Kean anendment,

and at least do It legally so we won't have that threat in the

courts because it's Just as unconstitutional— in my opinion

as a lawyer, and I've tried a few cases—as you can possibly

write one. It's an ingenious method to be sure that you, the

voters, will not have a chance to vote on the alternative or

the two-board issue. Now, I'll answer questions if my time

allows it.

Questions

MR. FAYARD
in fact the Kean amendment requires a person who favored

the three at least the one board concept to have to vote for

the three board concept in order to get a chance to actually

express what he truly desired to be in the constitution?

MR. DK Bl-IEUX

That's right. So, he's got to vote against himself to start

with before he can vote for himself.

MR. FAYARD
Would you say this is actually giving the voters a choice?

MR. DE BLIEUX
There's no choice in this, not ir accordance with Act 2,

which gives the right to set up alternatives on the ballot.

Further Discussion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, there are many ways which

we can constitutionally put this alternate on the ballot. Some

of them you're already seen on other ballots in other states.

1 realize that political considerations have gone into the

formulation of this particular provision of which I certainly

see no objection. But, unfortunately, these considerations

have jeopardized the entire article because the way it is

submitted—especially the Amendment No. 6— it is patently

unconstitutional. So, don't please, merely for the sake

of expediency, to get this over with, because certain forces

have agreed, don't vote for this—especially Amendment No. 6

because it's going to create. . .what you're going to have is

you're going to have your entire educational article declared

unconstitutional because it sets up many, many constitutional

problems. I can almost guarantee you'll have a suit, and that

the plaintiff will probably win. I urge you to vote against

Amendment No. 6, especially.

Questions

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Duval, insofar as this amendment is concerned, bringing

the problem down to numbers, if one hundred thousand people were

to vote for or against this constitution and sixty thousand of

those people voted in favor, forty thousand against, would not

five-sixths of the people who voted for adoption of the consti-

tution have to vote before this alternative would be acceptable?

MR. DUVAL
1 think that's correct.

MR. ANZALOKE
See, you're not talking about a simple majority; you're

talking about getting five-sixths of the people who are entitled
to vote, which is over eighty percent?

MR. DUVAL
I think that's right. Yes, sir.

MS. BERGERON
Stan, I'm reading to you from Act 2 which set up the con-

stitutional convention. "The constitution as drafted by the
convention, together with any alternative provisions proposed
for submission, shall be submitted to the people for their
adoption or rejection." .-iow, if someone doesn't vote for the
constitution— they vote against it—and they're not allowed to
vote for the alternative, is that in accordance with Act 2?

:IR. DUVAL
I don't think it Is. I don't think it's in accordance with

the Federal Constitution, actually, although I have no particular
feeling on how we present it. I'm not emotionally involved with

the educational provision. 1 merely want to see it put to the

people fairly so the people can make an intelligent decision,
rather than put to the people to...

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY

I rise in strong opposition to this amendment. I sincerely

hope that we will not allow the fight between LSI' and USL supporters,

that has permeated this convention at the various times we have
discussed this issue, to endanger a whole year's work. I feel

very strongly that this amendment does exactly that because I

don't think this process will just endanger the education article;

I think that a court will readily throw out the entire election

procedure as depriving the voters of this state of an appropriate

opportunity to voice their opinion on the issues that ought to be

presented to them in this constitutional ratification vote. For

example, if 1 have no desire to cast a vote and I have no axes

to grind one way or another on the election issue, 1 an forced

to vote, to take sides on tliat issue the way this is cast. I

have to vote. I have to vote somewhat in opposition to myself

if I want to vote for the two-board system because I have to vote

first for it and then against it. I think that this is patently
an unfair system for us to ask the voters in this state to go

into a voting booth and to make decisions on. I beg you to

defeat this amendment. I think the Pugh proposal was well worked
out. It had been discussed. At that time I think that those

that had considered it thought it was a fair approach. There may

be other fair approaches, but certainly, this Is not one of them.

This is most unfair, and I urge you to put aside your personal

prejudices, put aside your views about LSI' or USL, and vote

this amendment down.

Questions

MR. FONTENOT
Mr. Conroy, you said that Mr. Pugh's resolution would be

more acceptable to you, but wouldn't that in fact pull out

what the convention by majority vote has already approved

Insofar as CP 7 is concerned?

MR. CONROY
That's. .

.

MR. FONTENOT
It would have to actually pull it out of the present document

and offer the people the unfinished. . .an Incomplete document; is

that correct?

MR. CONROY
At this time this convention has decided on two educational

proposals, an original and an alternative. That's why I say

there may be other ways to present it. I think Mr. Burson has

presented some.... that may achieve the objective you want.

Further Discussion

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, to make it quite clear,

I am an opponent to this particular proposal, particularly the

Amendment No. 6. I'm not going to try to argue the vicissitudes

of the law with you; I don't think I'm capable of that. I'm

just going to argue on what I think is right and what, as an

average citizen, the people might want to do in this regard. I

think it's a phony and fallacious argument to say that if a man

in his due process of thought , thinks that the document we present

to him is not capable of his support and votes no, that that

same man, therefore, does not have the right to decide in case

the constitution does pass what's going to be in it in regard

to education. My goodness, doesn't your kids that need to be

educated, doesn't his stake in this world depend on the education

of his children? Even though he might think this document does

not warrant his support, at least he has the right, I believe,

to decide what the educational system ought to be In case the

constitution passes. Now, we're not left here with no alternative

in case this proposal fails. I think that the Burson amendment

that 1 have on my desk states the issue simply and clearly: that

is, that everyone who's an eligible voter has the right to vote

on the constitution. Those same voters, whether they vote yea

or nay, in turn have the right to vote on these alternatives,

and the majority should rule in each case. 1 think that m.Tkes

good, common sense, and according to the legal opinions that I

have been able to gamer, I think we're under the protection of

a law and the vielssitudes ftf Act 2 if we do that. I urge you:

don't get involved in this LSU-USL business, and you can't see
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the forest because of the trees. I personally don't care; I'm
not an educational expert, I think both systems are untried
and unproven and might have to be changed in the future. I

think we make a mountain out of a mole hill here. But. I

further believe that we cannot deny—we should not deny the
people who vote on this constitution, whether they vote yes
or no, the right to go down and vote on ttiese alternatives as
they see fit. 1 urge you to defeat this particular proposal.

Question

MR. A. LANDRY
Buddy, I'm sure you're familiar with the fact that if this

election is held at the general election in November, that the

Louisiana law will not prevail, that it will be under the Voting

Rights Act of the United States government, and therefore. It

Is a great possibility that it will be unconstitutional?

MR. ROEMER
No question about it in my mind, Ambrolse. I think...

MR. HENRY
You have exceeded your time.

Further Di scussion

MR. WEISS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, in three minutes

I'd like to make three points with you. The first has been
eloquently made by the attorneys here already. But, when we In
Madison reach a complex problem, and differ professionally ,we
turn to the patient for their decision. The attorneys, I believe,
do likewise. They turn to the courts. I believe one famous Judge
in the Supreme Court said "The courts are the people's forum."
I can tell you that the proposal of Mr, Kean, although simple and
fair in his mind, is totally wrong. The courts, if I had any-
thing to do.... or say anything about it, would rule against such
a proposal.

I would like to speak with you momentarily about the
impracticallty of this simple and fair legal conception. It is
totally impractical. I sat on the Elections Bill of Rights
and Elections Committee. The amount of money that would be
involved Is sometimes quite extensive to put an "on" and "off"
swltcn on these ballots. This is a very, very serious thing.
Way back two hundred years ago, James Madison made the statement
that most of our political evils are traced to commercial ones
as most of our moral may be to political. This is another hooker
In this amendment. The economic aspect of this may be prohibitive,
and we do not know the cost of this. I urge you to vote against
this amendment. This Is dangerous politics. As so many of you
have said before, there is no sense in throwing out the baby with
the bathwater. Let's not throw out the constitution with this
type of alternate amendment.

Questions

MR. FONTENOT
Dr. Weiss, have you ever voted in elections where you were

forced to vote for a certain number of candidates—say you have
to vote for five candidates, and if you voted for four, your
vote didn't count, or if you voted for six, your vote didn't
count? Have you ever been forced in that position?

MR. WEISS
I have had the option of voting for several candidates,

Mr. Fontenot

.

MR. FONTENOT
I mean, though, didn't you aver vote In an election where

If you didn't vote for five, your vote didn't count at all?

MR. WEISS
No, I voted for one of the five, I thought, or two of the

five, or three of the five, depending on the number that are
running

.

MR. FONTENOT
But, you never voted in an election where you had to vote

for all five numbers, or your vote wouldn't count?

MR. WEISS
Not that I'm familiar with, although sometimes only one

candidate, ma^....

MR. FONTENOT
Well, in the past, there have been elections where if you

wanted to vote, you had to vote for five people. If you went
in there and made a mistake and only voted for four, your vote
was canceled.

Now, don't you think this would be the same thing? If
you vote against the whole constitution, your vote is canceled.
You don't have the right to vote for alternatives. This is the
same logic.

[Amendment wi thdrawn

.

]

Recess

\_QuoTum Call : 120 delegates present
and a quorum

.

]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
All right. Mr. Burson at this time sends up amendments.

Now the amendment that he's going with—he had two amendments
passed out. One of them has the number 2 on it. It's the
one without the number 2. That has no number appearing on it.

The caption. Provision, in addition to the one he's going
with is boxed in, if you will—bold faced.

Amendment No. 1. Page 2 , delete lines 16 through 35 , both
inclusive In their entirety. On page 3 delete lines 1 through...
and 2 in their entirety and Insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Official ballot. The full text of the proposed constitution
and the alternative proposition is available for inspection at

your polling place. If the proposed constitution falls to receive
a majority of the votes cast, alternative Issues also fail. Please
vote on both issues 1 and 2. One: vote for one. The ballot spot
for the proposed constitution, 1974 Constitution, ballot spot

against the proposed 1974 Constitution. Bold faced and blocked
off, the proposed constitution will include one Board of Regents
with appointed members and three management boards for governance
of higher education. Unless a majority of those voting (he

strikes out the word "in this election," the words "in this
election." Take those words out) unless a majority of those
voting on the alternative, vote for alternative 2 (B) . Two:
vote for one. Ballot slot 2 (A). Four, one Board of JRegents

to higher education with appointed members and three management
boards, or ballot slot 2 (B) , for one board of regents for higher
education with appointed and elected members and no management
boards,"

Expl ana ti on

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, we have reached a moment

of truth in this convention. Just so there will be no misunder-
standing about where I personally stand on the issue involved,
I voted on both sides of it. I intend, when I say I voted on
both sides of it, those of you that have been teasing me, I

have various nicknames, "Super Fly" is probably the best one
that I've heard so far.

I voted in favor of the committee proposal when it was
proposed. But, I voted to put an alternative on the ballot. I

Intend to campaign in my district for the committee proposal
which Is not too hard to figure out If you figure that LSU-E
Is in my district. However, I think I can understand the
position of the other side since I am a graduate of USL. But,
I'm for the committee proposal. So, let's not make any mistake
about that. I'm going to campaign for it. I know Walter
Champagne is going to want that transcribed in the record. But,
the problem that we've got here, and the reason I had two amend-
ments prepared is we've reached a stage where the basic Issue
between the two contending parties is, as I understand it, the
people who are for adoption of the alternative say the issue on
education should be decided only by a majority of those voting
on the alternative,because to require a majority of the total
vote means that all those who fall to vote on the alternative
at all, have, in effect, cast a vote against the alternative,
just as if one of us elects to walk out of here, we have, in

effect voted against 67 votes needed on a particular proposition.

So, the amendment without the number would espouse that position,

and makes it plain if you'll look at the boxed in material, that

the proposed constitution will Include the committee proposal

with the three management boards, unless a majority of those

voting on the alternative vote for alternative 2 (B)

,

The second amendment I have prepared, which I state here and

now, 1 will not withdraw, and Is available to anyone on either
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side, uses Instead the language that the majority has to be a

majority of those voting in the election, which as I understand

it, is the position of the proponents of the LSU Board on this

particular subject. So, the choice is there for you to make.

If you want a majority of those voting on the election. Including

those who don*t vote on the education proposal or alternative

at all, to decide that issue, then you will vote against the

amendment that is now on the floor. If you feel, however, that

this subject should be decided by a majority of those voting on

the alternative, because a lot of people will skip voting on

the alternative altogether, as I understand the basic position

of the proponents of what we with shorthand purposes call the

"USL side "contend, then you will vote for the amendment that's

now on the floor. I think that otherwise this is a legal ballot

form because I tried to copy it as exactly and appropriately as

I could ....

Point of Information

MR. KEAN
I understood Mr. Poynter to say that the proposal ve were

considering did delete the words "In this election" from it.
There seems to be some confusion on the floor, however, and I'm
wondering if we couldn't have the Clerk, or somebody, go ahead
and make a corrected copy of this and pass it out so there won't
be any confusion. There are people looking at an amendment which
says, "in this election," and Mr. Poynter announced that that
language had been taken out. I'm afraid a lot of people didn't
hear that conment. I'd like to get the corrected amendment before
them so everybody intelligently votes on them.

MR. HENRY
Well, now, Mr. Kean, Mr. Clerk, that wording has been

deleted, has it not?
Mr. Kean, don't you think it would be much faster, and just

as simple for everyone to take their amendment and scratch out
the words, "in this election"? It takes one fountain pen to
draw through three lines.

Explanation continued

MR. BURSON
Let me explain again, now. The purpose of this amendment

Is to place squarely before you what seems to be the Issue of
contention between the parties that have fought this Issue so
hard. That is otherwise, the ballot would be identical, but
the issue here is whether or not you want the education proposal
to be approved by a majority of those voting in the election,
or whether you would be content to permit that issue to be
decided by a majority of those voting on Proposal No. 2 on the
alternative. That is the difference in the box that's In the
middle between No. 1 and No. 2, so that if I went into the
voting machine theoretically I would walk in and I would read
at the top that the full text of the proposed constitution,
and the alternate proposition. Is available for inspection at
your polling place.

If the proposed constitution fails to receive a majority
of the votes cast, alternate issues also fail. So, if the voter
would be apprised at the outset that it does him no good to vote
just on the alternate, if the constitution fails because there
would be nothing for the alternate to go in, then he proceeds,
and Is asked—now, this is a request; it's not mandatory—he is
asked, please vote on both Issues 1 and 2. There's been some
discussion of whether or not you could require it. But, the
opinion seems to be that this would mess up the voting terribly
as far as the mechanics of the voting machines are concerned.
So, we simply request them. We are calling their attention again
at this point as the Montana ballot did, to the fact that there
are two separate Issues to vote on.

They proceed down, then, and they vote for or against the
proposed constitution. That box, which Is again from the Montana
ballot, just to be sure again that they don't get confused at
this point, tells them that the proposed constitution will
Include one Board of Regents with appointed members and three
management boards for governance of higher education, unless a
majority of those voting on the alternative, vote for alternative
2 (B) which is the single board for higher education, with
appointed and elected members. If they understand that unless
proposition 2 (B) gets a majority of those voting on No. 2 out
of the total vote, but of those voting on No. 2, then, at that
point, what is contained in the committee proposal is the
education article of this convention. That, I think, states It
clearly as It can be stated under the circumstances right now.
Certainly I have no pride of authorship about the language. That
can be dressed up. But, I think this gives you a workable form
to follow, and one that would be understandable and comprehensible

by the voters. As I say, I want to emphasize again in an attempt
to be as fair as I know how, that there are those that feel here
very strongly that it ought to be a majority of the total voting
in the election on that question to determine the education issue.

I'll answer any questions.

Questions

MR. FONTENOT
All right.
Mr. Burson, under these. .. .under your proposal, suppose,

I'm going to use numbers, now. Suppose a hundred thousand
people vote for the constitution. Sixty thousand people vote
for it, and forty thousand people vote against it. Now, under
the alternate, if ten thousand people vote for 2 (A), and
ten thousand and one vote for 2 (B) , then what passes? 2 (B)?

MR. BURSON
Under your hypothetical question, 2 (B) would pass

MR. FONTENOT
Now, if the whole constitution passes by sixty thousand

votes, then you're going to. .. .assuming only ten thousand and
one people vote for alternative 2 (B) , 2 (B) would override
the whole sixty thousand votes. Is that correct?

MR. BURSON
That is correct.

MR. FONTENOT
Now, another thing. Doesn't this force the LSU people

—

I mean I'm not so sure which, I mean these die-hards—doesn't
it force the LSU people to vote against the constitution and then

for 2 (A)?

MR. BURSON
It may lead to that result in a particular instance if some-

one is totally concerned with that issue. I don't deny that.
However, it seems to me that that 's. .. .you have to balance that
possibility as over against the serious legal questions raised
by some very good lawyers In here this morning, on the other
scheme, which I will confess, I participated in putting together
last night.

MR. FONTENOT
Now, doesn't this also force the proponents of the one board

system to vote against the constitution and for that alternative?

MR. BURSON
No, they wouldn't have anything for the alternative to go in,

then. It wouldn't do them any good at all.

MR. FONTENOT
Well, wouldn't they have Act 712 if the whole constitution

falls?

MR. BURSON
Well, of course that's

MR. FONTENOT
Act 712 is one board. So, if the constitution fails, they've

got their one board. Isn't that correct?

MR. BURSON
That is presuming that Act 712 is not declared unconstitutional,

which is a very great presumption.

MR. FONTENOT
Well, at the present time. It's constitutional, isn't it?

It hasn't been declared unconstitutional, so you've got to presume
It's constitutional.

MR. BURSON
That is correct.

MR. FONTENOT
Now, isn't it right— .so, therefore, you're going to....

make the LSU supporters, and the other one vote supporters vote
against the constitution and for their alternative and jeopardize
the whole constitution for the alternative. Isn't that correct?

MR. BURSON
No, Mr. Fontenot, I don't agree with that. I think that

obviously (proponents of both sides must feel that they are gain-
ing something here one way or the other as this issue is decided.
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MR. HENRY
Mr. Fontenot, you are going to have to quit arguing because

there are other people that want to ask questions.

MR. FONTENOT
One more. . .

.

MR. BURSON
Let me say this. We can't fix the ballot to predispose the

result either way. All we can do is let the people choose. I

think this does that. It may incidentally have adverse effects
one way or the other. But, we can't determine that. I expect
that's up to the individual.

MR. FONTENOT
Now, one last question. You said that you think your proposal

was similar to the Montana proposal.

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. FONTENOT
Isn't it a fact that your proposal is a lot different than

the Montana proposal in regards to the total number of votes
required to pass one of these alternatives. Isn't that correct?

MR. BURSON
All right, Mr.... Yes, sir. The Montana proposal did require

that a majority of the total votes cast would approve the alternative
....there is that difference. However, the form is substantially
the same.

MR. ROEMER
Jack, as I understand your amendment, you would adhere to

the principle of this amendment that everyone who had....was able
to vote on the constitution— for or against—and did so, would
have the same eligibility to vote in these alternatives. Is that
correct?

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. ROEMER
But, you would, in effect, have two majorities here— the

majority in the first question, constitution, yes or no, and a
majority in the second question, 2 (A) or 2 (B)

.

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. ROEMER
So, we could have the possibility that a million people

voted for or against the constitution....

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir.

MR. ROEMER
and it passed by whatever margin. But, only a thousand

people voted for the alternatives and still 2 (A) and 2 (B) would
win whether if would be 501 to 499, or whatever the vote.

MR. BURSON
Yes, sir. But, we could, also, and of course, when I say

we could also, it's with f-ill realization that as a practical
matter people usually start from the top down. But, it is
theoretically, at least, possible, to have more votes cast on
the alternative than on the constitution as well, because we
are leaving that choice free to the people who vote.

MR. ROEMER
Well, I'm glad you make a point because I didn't mean by my

question I was opposed to your amendment. I am very much in
favor of it. I just think we ought to give the people that
right. If only a thousand people wanted to vote on education,
then a thousand people decide how it was determined. Of course
that won't happen. It could very well be the opposite of that.

Finally, I want to make the point, it seems to me, don't
you agree, that under your amendment there's only three things
that can happen. Really, just three things. No. 1, the
constitution could fail; No. 2, it could pass with 2 (A) in its
provisions; No. 3, it could pass with 2 (B) in its provisions.

MR. BURSON
That's correct.

MR. ROEMER
That's it.

MR. BURSON
That's the alternative.

MR. HENRY
Will you yield to a question from Mr. Pugh?
Passes

.

Mr. Guarisco.

MR. GUARISCO
Mr. Burson, to someone like myself who does not carry the

brief for LSU or for north, by Northwest, or south by Southeast,
and all those other fine universities, all I'm interested in
is possibly passing the constitution and let education fall where
it may. How do I vote, and do you take care of people who are
admired?

MR. BURSON
Then the only thing you've got to do when you walk into

the polling place is vote on the constitution. You can walk
right out again, and your vote counts. There's no problem
there. I might point out, that as far as the legal question
of whether or not it would be legally valid for a majority
voting only on proposition 2 to carry the day on that
proposition, the only comparison I can think of, and it is

not an entirely valid comparison, but, it is a comparison,
is the vote that we take on constitutional amendments when we
have multiple amendments, and we do go by plurality there.
However, I'm

[Motion to limit debate on the Amend-
ment to ten minutes for the proponents
and ten minutes for the opponents
adopted : 64-46.^

Further Discussion

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise before you today as

humbly as I may, not to speak words of wisdom as so many of you
have often done, but merely to touch upon things we already know
to be the truth. How unfortunate it is at this late hour, when
we must form battle lines in our deliberations. How simple it
would have been at the outset of this convention to resolve the
method and the means of providing for alternatives; a procedure
different from that agreed upon by a majority of the delegates.
If we could have done so without the handicap of having our minds
fixed and cemented on the issue to be resolved by a majority of
the people in the early days of this convention and in the meetings
prior to this convention sponsored by the League of Women Voters
and others when very able speakers from other states, Illinois,
and others, spoke of the merits of alternates, I dare say to you
in good conscience that I, and a majority of you, never once thought
that to do so would do anything else but express the will of the
majority. But, that was more than a year ago and we all know
that hindsight is so much easier than foresight. Let us hope that
future conventions shall profit by our mistakes. Legal matters
I know not, but God willing, justice I understand. As I traveled

the highways and byways of my mind I remember places far and near
when often I championed the cause of the minority, but on the date
on which those issues were voted upon and settled Just as in this
convention, majority prevailed. This constitution and its provisions
must rise and be adopted or changed if it is the will of the majority
of the voters of this great state, otherwise it fails. But, let
us no longer speak of failure, but let's speak in a positive manner,
and let us all Join with our governon and officials and lead to
a new constitution adopted by a majority of the people. Then,i
indeed, we the people of this great state shall have reached our finest
hour. I urge you to- reject this amendment and to consider the
next Amendment No. 2 (A) . I think that we must have the will of
the majority of the people of this state and a majority In my mind
does not mean less than the majority.

Thank you.

Questi ons

MR. ROEMER
Walter, we've worked together for a long time on Revenue

and Finance and I respect you highly. You use a phrase though
that bothers me and that's "a majority of the people".

MR. CHAMPAGNE
That's right, sir,

MR. ROEMER
I guess you mean every person In the state because I
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frankly think that a majority of all the people living In
Louisiana won't even vote on this constitution at all.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I mean a majority of those voting for . . .

MR. ROEMER
Well, you didn't say that and I think we ought to clear

it by terms, because don't you agree with me that chances are
that a majority of the people won't even go to the polls to vote
on a proposition?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
I assume that if you have your way, Mr. Roemer.that a

much less of a majority of the people will decide what education
principles we get In this constitution.

MR. ROEMER
Well, Mr. Champagne, how can you be so sure that the

one portion of this constitution that's the most controversial,
that is, education, won't draw even more votes than the document
as a whole? It will certainly be the most highly publicized.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
If It does, Mr. Roemer,

sir, for the constitution.

MR.

it will draw some negative votes.

FONTENOT
Mr. Champagne, isn't the effect of this amendment overall

the same effect as the Pugh resolution?

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Yes, sir,

MR. FONTENOT
I mean doesn't it, in fact, it doesn't exactly say the

same thing, but the effect of it is the same. It's pulling out
what we have already decided by requiring a majority of those
voting on the alternative to vote for the . . . for one or the
other; it's pulling out what we've already decided and leaving it
up to the majority of those people voting on the alternative,
isn't that correct?

ME. CHAMPAGNE
In all conscience I think it's better than the Pugh amendment,

but It's not nearly good enough for me, sir.

Further Discussion

MR. ARNETTE
Ladles and gentlemen, I know you've thought about this

quite a bit as I, myself, last night sat down and for about
four or five hours worked out all the different ways that I could
think of to put this proposition on the ballot. As far as I
could see, the only constitutional way I could put the thing
on the ballot would be unfair to one side or the other. I'll
agree Mr. Burson's idea is fair, but I d.m ' t think it's constitutional
I think we have some slight constitutional problems in It. It
might be that we would end up with no Educational Article at all
In the new constitution under Mr. Burson's concept. Now, listen
very carefully, suppose the . . . Mr. Bollinger says it might
be a good idea not to have an Educational Article. Well, he might
be right at this point— but, the possibility I can see with this
particular way of phrasing it Is, suppose you have sixty votes for
the constitution, forty against the constitution and the most either
alternative we've got we'll say thirty-five, the only opportunity
someone had to vote against both alternatives was to vote"No"on
the constitution so, therefore, the forty votes against the
constitution would be equal to voting against both the alternatives,
so, neither alternative would pass. I see this Is a distinct
possibility in Mr. Burson's amendment. So, tlierefore, you might
end up with neither alternate in the constitution. Now, the way
Montana did It, the way Illinois did it, and the way Mr. Burson's
aaendwnt was originally drawn and had"ln this election" in it
to me would be constitutional because that way the people would have
a clear choice and to have one alternate or the other. But, the
problem with this is I don't think it Is quite totally fair, hut
this Is the best thing I could come up with as Mr. Burson 's original
amendment without any selection" deleted from it. The others
I think. do have some . . . this one, I think, and many others do
have some constitutional questions; or, if not constitutional
questions, then you might end up with no Education Article at all,
and that's all I want to point out to you. I don't know for sure
that I am correct; I have no court decisions to back me upjl'm
Just telling you what I think my opinions are. Yes, I will answer
questions.

Questions

MR. ARNETTE
Even though I know he'll probably pin me to the wall, but

I'll yield to his question anyhow.

MR. CON ROY
I just am confused by your an.ilysis of this. It seems

to me that this box makes clear one possible problem that may
have existed in the Pugh Proposal because it says that "the
proposed constitution will Include one Board of Regents with
appointed members and three management boards for goverance
of higher education unless a majority of those voting on the
alternative vote for alternate (2) (B)." I don't see
how you could wind up then without anything.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, okay, Mr. Conroy let me show you my analogy again.

Sixty votes for the constitution, forty against; thirty-five
for (2) (A), thirty for (2) (B) . The majority voted for (2)
(A), but yet, (2) (A) did not get more votes than there were
against the constitution.

MR. CONROY
But, under that situation; under the box the proposition

contained in (2) (A) would be in the constitution. That's what
this says.

MR. ARNETTE
Okay, suppose the other way then (2) (B) gets thirty-five

and (2) (A) gets thirty; what happens in that particular case?

MR. CONROY
It would have received ... (2) (B) would have then

received the majority of those cast on that proposition and would
be the one in the constitution.

MR. ARNETTE
Okay, but how could somebody vote against both of these?

MR. CONROY
Well, you can't vote against everything that's . . .

MR. ARNETTE
I can vote against both them . . .

Further Discussion

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise in support of

this Burson amendment assuming that the amendment we're talking
about is the Burson amendment without the Number (2) on it,
and assuming that the words "in this election" had been
excluded from the box in the center of a proposed amendment.
If that's presently before the floor then I support it. I do
so because I think it's a distinction without a difference
as to what I propose within the original resolution. I Indicated
to you initially that I had no pride in authorship, it was
just a question of the constitutional provisions of the law as I
understood them and as to be applied. I really quite frankly think
that you're telling the people more when you're honest with them,
and tell them that you're excluding Et'ucation in the
top because that's absolutely what you're doing. The net result of
this amendment .as I appreciate it. is one .regardless of how
many people vote on the first proposition , the majority will
determine whether or not we have a constitution. Then regardless
of how many people vote on the second proposition the majority
of those voting on the second proposition will determine which of
the Educational Articles we shall have. I reiterate, the difference
between the resolution and this is a distinction without a difference;
It's a question of tenninology--Mr . Jenkins had an amendment whose
terminology perhaps may or may not be more acceptable— I think
that gets down. . . terminology gets down to a choice of phrases
of words as distinguished fror.i the legal Issues Involved. I'm
authorized to say that Mr. Conroy joins me in this statement
that I'm making that this in effect is what was in the original
resolution. I'll yield to questions.

Questions

MR BERGERON
Mr. Pugh, in other words, so everyone will understand

this — and I clarify my own mind— regaidless of how many people vote
for or against the constitution, we're only concerned with the
alternate. In other words, with a hundred people voting for
the constitution and only fifty people vote for either alternate
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and the alternate passes, we're just looking at the majority of those

voting on either alternate will pass. Am I correct?

MR. PUGH
Absolutely.

MR. BERGERON
Thank, you.

MR. PUGH
I might add in response to that I think this will get the

votes out just like the other one will because obviously, anybody

votes for the constitution is going to run down there and vote

for those others. It's going to give us a lot of attention, I'll

tell you that

.

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Pugh, so this will be clear in my mind, if everybody

that went to the poll did not vote for an alternate. . . if

no one voted for an alternate, but the majority voted for the

constitution what would then be the status of the legal . , .

I mean of the Education Boards?

MR. PUGH
Well, first of all, that ain't going to happen. But,

in my opinion, when you say whatever is in the constitution and
its five-boards in the constitution then that's it because nobody
voted on the other one.

MR. WINCHESTER
I take that back, that may not be the case because you said

unless a majority of them.

I'm still confused. Does a vote for the constitution include

the (2) (A)?

MR. PUGH
No. sir.

MR. WINCHESTER
Well, then I think the language in the box is misleading.

MR. PUGH
Well, it may be.

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Pugh, some of these questions remind me of what

would happen to mankind if he could travel at the speed of light;

It will never happen. It's never going to happen»is it, that

we're going to have a million votes for a constitution not a

single vote for an alternate.ls it?

MR. PUGH
I certainly don't think so.

MR. ROEMER
Are you capable of telling us how many people are going

Co vote for this constitution?

MR. PUGH
Don't have the furtherest notion.

MR. ROEMER
No way of us knowing, so we don't know what the majority

is, this figure we keep talking about, do we?

MR. PUGH
All I know it's more than one.

MR. ROEMER
Exactly . . .

MR. PUGH
Right.

MR. ROEMER
Don't you think that Education is important enough to

have the people to vote on it to have a choice and let the

majority of those people decide what we're going to have in

the constitution In that regard?

MR. PUGH
No question in my mind the two issues ought to butt

up against each other and I so said earlier.

MR. KEAii

Mr. Pugh, I 'm a little confused by this ballot and
I understand you don't necessarily agree with the language
or style, or wliat have you, but at the top it says, "Please
vote on botli issues 1 and 2," Now, does tliat mean that if

I didn't vote for both issues that I've got a spoiled ballot?

MR. PUGH

Not because you've been asked just like we'll go in there
and I'll speak to a group and I'll say, "please go and vote,"
and that's all I say, "please go and vote." I can't make
them go vote. You can't r^ake them vote both ways. I think
you've been courteous with the electors and that's all when
you say, "Please vote on both of them."

MR. KEAN
It follows then exactly what Mr. Winchester was pointing

out. If the person who goes and votes for the proposed
constitution and does say under the erroneous Impression that he's then
approving Article VII, the Education Article, and then forgets to

vote or doesn't think he needs to vote for (2) (A) in order to

make sure It stays in* Che net result of that is you're simply
giving to the people who are voting for (2) (B) the result of

the election, aren' t you?

MR. PUGH
I indicated I thought Jenkins'

clearer, frankly

.

language was a little

MRS. WAJIREN

Mr. Pugh, did I understand you to aay that in voting on

the alternatives that Che proposition in the constitution was

not Chere any more? In other words, . . .

MR. PUGH
That's right.

MRS. WARREN
All right. Now, in the event that we have a tie vote,

what happens?

MR. PUGH
In event of a tie?

MRS. WARREN
It's highly likely.

MR. PUGH
All right, if there's a tie then there's not a majority.

If there's not a majority then we take whatever we've said

at the top, and I assume that this ... at this Instance It's

five boards.

MRS. WARREN
That's what I wanted to know.

Further Discussion

MR. DERBES
Ladies and gentlemen, I rise because X <^rankly feel that

there is a serious point that has been overlooked here. I

rise in support of this amendment. The point which I feel has

been overlooked, the point which has been raised to suggest that

this amendment is somehow violative of the democratic process
is Chat the history of constitutional revision in this state

and particularly those constitutional revision provisions which
we have enunciated in the main body of our document merely indicate

that a constitutional amendment»for example, which receives a

majority of the votes cast on that amendment becomes a part

of Che consCltuClon. I'm referring, of course, to the history

of consCiCuCional amendmencs In Louisiana where multiple amendments

may be submitted to the voters. An Intereit may develop . . .

may develop specifically along the lines of one amendment or two

amendments and may be minimal for other amendments, yet the

majority of the votes case on each amendmenC dictates whether or

not the amendment Is approved. We have never had in this state

the requirement that in order for a constitutional amendment to be

approved it must receive a majority of the votes cast. . . it

must receive a majority of the votes cast by all the electors

voting in that election. We have only required in the event of

multiple choices on the ballot that in order for success of the

particular amendment it must receive a majority of the votes cast

foi It alone. That is a provision which we have enunciated in our

constitution and I think it is one that is clearly applicable here.

We cannot necessarily expect that the same number of people voting
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on the entire constitution will exactly vote on the alternates, but

I think it is consonant with out history and consonant with the

policies that we've enunciated in our constitution . . - our

proposed constitution if we say that when a majority of votes

cast on the alternate approves the alternate it becomes a part of

the constitution. Therefore, I think that the criticism of this

amendment that it is somehow violative of the democratic process

and does not permit government by a majority, to me is unfounded

when considered in terms of our history. That's basically all

I have to say, and I yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. AR2«TTE
Jim,

. . . how can I vote against both these alternatives?

MR. OERBES
All you need to do is vote against the constitution.

MR. ARNETTE
If I vote against the constitution I'm voting against

both of them, correct?

MR. DERBES
That's correct.

MR. ARNETTE
Okay, if there are more votes against the constitution

than there are for either alternative, they both fail, correct?

MR. DER££S
Well, . . .

MR. ARNETTE
That's the point I was bringing out earlier, Isn' t that

correct? The only way I can vote against them Is to vote

"no" on the constitution. If I vote "no" on the constitution and

I've got more votes than I want for either alternative, both

fail.

MR. DERBES
That's basically correct, yes.

MR. ARNETTE
So, in other words, we might end up with neither one

of them, is that correct?

MR. DERBES
But, I really don't think that's a real problem, Gregg,

because I frankly think that the disproportionate amount of votes

that have been cast about the floor here hypothetlcally on

these Issues is basically misleading. I expect a real interest

on the part of all the voters in both the alternates and the

constitution as a whole.

MR. ARNETTE
Well, Jim, in other words you do see a problem if

more people voted against the constitution than voted for

either alternative, and that is a distinct possibility vis it

not?

MR. DERBES
Yes, that's a possibility, yes.

Closing

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I want to stress again

that the objective of framing the two amendments was to bring
clearly before the convention at a moment when we were rimnlng

out of time what seemed to be the basic conflict in two positions

which have had many conflicts in this convention. Those of you

who feel, as Mr. Amette did, that a total majority should be re-

quired for adoption of an alternate which was the situation on

the Montana ballot, then you would vote against the amendment that

is now proposed. If on the other hand, you feel that it should be

decided that the alternate question—the question of Education

—

should be decided only by a majority of those who vote on the

alternative itself, then you would vote for the amendment on the

floor because the No. 2 amendment that you still have on your desk

has only one difference with the one we're voting on now and that

is that it would require a majority of those voting in this

election to approve the alternate. How, I would say that legally*

in my opinion—and there are many here whose opinion is worthy of
more weight than mine— but in my opinion either way would be legally
defensible requiring a ma-)orlty of the total vote cast on the election
Is unquestionably legally defensible from anybody's point of view. It
the majority rule It's what we're talking about. Secondly, as pointed
out by Mr. Derbes, I think, the position recommended in the amendment
you are now considering Is legally defensible because we have
traditionally in Louisiana adopted constitutional amendments on
the basis of a majority of those who voted on the particular amendment
even when we had fifty-two amendments In a row. So, this would
be entirely consonant with our prior practice in this respect.
As to the objection raised by Mr. Arnette about giving those who
didn't like either alternate their option, I would submit to you
that Act 2 requires us only to give the voters a chance to vote

"for"or"agalnst"the alternates that we proposed and not to have a

third option for the best of all possible worlds which we certainly
can't give them. I think if they vote against the constitution»they
have effectively been given a choice to vote against both of th^i.

As far as any clarity of language that subsequent amendments may
work I certainly have no problems with that. My only objective In
proposing these amendments was to decide the basic bone of contention
between the parties and permit some time for the remainder of the

day to work out the niceties of the language and to take care of
problems such as those raised by Mr. Kean if, in fact, they do exist
In the language I have proposed. I'll attempt to answer any questions.

Questi ons

MS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Burson, in relation to Mr. Amette's reservations

about this particular amendment let's compare it to the

ordinary amendments in Louisiana. Suppose in the latest race
for district attorney in New Orleans I didn't like any of the

candidates. How could I vote against them all?

MR. BURSON
Ms. Zervigon, I think this is a situation that probably

a lot of the people that voted for some of us that are at this

convention find themselves in. But, if they wanted to vote at

all they had to vote either for us or our opponent* they didn't
have any choice in the second primary.

MS. ZERVIGON
In the case of constitutional amendments* ordinarily*

suppose I don't like the language in the '21 Constitution
and I don't like the language that's being offered as an

amendment either. How do I vote against them both?

MR. BURSON
Then you'll either have to decide»in my view*whether what

we've done is better or whether you want to wait another fifty
years and try for something the next time.

MS. ZERVIGON
No, sir, that's not my example. I'm saying the last

time amendments were put on the ballot . . .

MR. BURSON
There's no way you can do it .practically speaking.

MS. ZERVIGON
It's the rarest thing that we give the voters an

option of voting none of the above. In fact, 1 can't conceive

of that.

MR. BURSON
Well, in fact, we couldn't do It under Act 2» it speaks

in terms of"for"or"against an alternative. . . and an alternative,

I think* requires us to give them an "either or" choice.

Is

MS, ZERVIGON
Thank you.

iReaord vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

68'56. Motion to reconsider tabled .

\

Personal Pri vi lege

MR. BURSON
I don't want to get In the way of any l"provements on the

language of the form that was Improved. I just want to state

plainly and simply for the record to correct them is understanding
that many delegates told me they had on the amendment that was
adopted. Where it says, "please vote on both issues 1 and 2,"

this does not mandate or require the voter to vote on both 1 and
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2. I copied this from the Montana version. It simply alerts
the voter to the fact that he's being requested to vote on

both propositions so that he doesn't ignore the second.

HR. HENRY
Thank you, Mr. Burson. Before we proceed any further, I

had hoped that we would wait till a little later on to be able

to do this, but we have a very distinguished guest with us

today, who I'm going to introduce at this tlae. We have Mr.

Joe 0. Fernandez. Mr. Fernandez, if you will, stand up. Mr.

Fernandez was a delegate to the Constitution of 1921. We're

certainly proud to have you with us today, sir. He also has

his wife, Mrs. Fernandez, with him, and we're certainly glad

to have you all here. I hope you all didn't have as much

problem on the last day you all met, as we're having, Mr.

Fernandez.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins, at this time, sends up an amendment. It says*

"the Jenkins ballot amendment "that's been previously passed out.
Mr. Jenkins has had to make some changes in It, and I want to
indicate those carefully to you. I'm going to try for those
that I know there's a great deal of concern—to try to get some more
copies run off in time for you to consider them and look at
It. But, if you follow me, I think we can follow most of the
changes. It reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 16 through 35,
both inclusive in their entirety, and on page 2, delete lines
1 and 2 in their entirety and Insert in lieu thereof Che following:
—of course, and delete the Burson amendment just adopted.

"OFFICIAL BALLOT

(Instructions"—this is the first change—strike out the word
"of" and Insert in lieu thereof the word "to". "Instructions
to voters: Place an 'X' in the boxes which express your
preferences. The full text of the proposed constitution and
the alternative propositions are available for Inspection at
thepolling place. If the proposed constitution receives a majority
of the votes cast thereon'^—this is the second change—Insert
this language: "it shall become the Constitution of Louisiana
and--plcklng up--the alternative proposition which receives the
higher number of votes shall be Included in the new constitution.
If the proposed constitution fails to receive a majority of
the votes cast thereon,"—this is the next change. Strike out
the word "the"; Insert "both"; "both alternative propositions"
Insert the words "shall fall". "If the proposed constitution
falls to receive a majority of the votes cast thereon, both
alteraative propositions shall fail.)"

1. Do you favor or oppose the adoption of the 1974 Constitution?

(Vote for one)

FOR adoption of the proposed 1974 Constitution [ ]

(B) governance of higher education solely by a
Board of Regents

[

AGAINST adoption of the proposed 1974 Constitution.

Then, the words, limediately above 2, this is the last change,
Inmediately above the word "2" on the left-hand side in all
caps. Mr. Jenkins has inserted "ALTERNATIVE PROPOSITIONS" in
all caps. Right below the line, and before the number "2"

and situated to the left-hand side, he has Inserted the words
in all caps "ALTERNATIVE PROPOSITIONS ". Then, we pick up

and there are no further changes.

2. If the proposed 1974 Constitution is adopted, do you prefer
inclusion of

(A) the governance of higher education by a Board
of Regents and management boards for the LSU system,
the Southern University system, and all other state
colleges and universities, or (B) the governance of
higher education solely by a Board of Regents?

(Vote for one)

(A) governance of higher education by a Board of
Regents and management boards for the LSU system,
the Southern University system, and all other state
colleges and universities [

Explanation
MR. JENKINS

Mr. Chairman, delegates, this in essence is exactly the
same concept that Mr. Burson put forth earlier. It's only an
attempt to hopefully improve the language and make it a little
bit clearer to the voters. All of the changes that the Clerk
just read are technical changes with one exception, and that is
on the fourth line after the word "thereon" where the words are
Inserted "it shall become the Constitution of Louisiana and".
That is simply to make it clear to people the effect of their
vote for or against this constitution. That's the only substan-
tive change, and it's really for purposes of clarity. Really,
I'd like to answer questions. I'm going to move that this is

adopted, that this be referred to Style and Drafting for a
few moments so that they can go over it according to
the same form and style that we've been going through In this
convention. They may want to consider, for example, whether
or not to number these boxes. We traditionally number candi-
dates names on the ballot, and it may be advisable for us to
number them 1, 2, 3, 4, There are a few things like that that
may need to be done. You may need to put a "for" in front of
the "A" and "B" on the Education Alternative. But, I'd like
to ask if we do adopt it, that we refer it to Style and Drafting
for their consideration. I'd like to answer any questions you
have. Mr. LeBleu asked if we had deleted Mr. Burson's with
this amendment, and the Clerk did read it in such a way that
it would.

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair

Questions

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Jenkins, do you know that I believe that instead of

saying "A" and "B", if you said "1" and "2" that it would be
clearer to the people of this state in choosing it because some
people have a difficulty in picking letters, but less trouble
picking numbers, sir?

MR. JENKINS
I think maybe you're right. What we could do is we could

say, just leave out the number 1, there, on the before "Do you
favor or oppose the adoption of the constitution?" and put next
to the box on "For the adoption" the number 1; next to the
box "Against the constitution", number 2. Then, where we have
"A" and "B" in the text, under "Alternatives" you could call
that "3" and "4". I'd like to leave that to Style and Drafting,
if possible.

MR. PUGH
This, Woody, also addresses itself to Style and Drafting

perhaps, but since we may be working in different directions,
I want to point it up. As you have now said that"lf the
proposed constitution receives a majority of the votes cast
thereon, it will become the constitution." I don't have that
language. "And the alternate proposal which receives a higher
number of votes shall be included in the new constitution."
We seem to be having a great deal of trouble about which article
to put in there. I think there's a good possibility on this
language we might be putting both of them in there if the so-called
two board concept should be favorably voted on in the second
paragraph. It gets us back to the original problem of the
original resolution excluded education, so there wasn't any
question about It. Then, the vote on the articles on education
then became part of that original constitution with the excluded
language

.

MR. JENKINS
I think probably what we need to do is where we say ,"it shall

become the Constitution of Louisiana," we need to probably say,
"exclusive of the Education Article" similar to that language
that you had in yours. I think if Style and Drafting did that
it might be clearer then.

[wotion Co limit debate on the Amend-
ment to five minutes for the proponents
and five minutes for the opponents
adopted without objection

.

]

MR. KEAN
Mr. Jenkins, I have the same problem with yours that I've
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had with the others. As I appreciate it, you would leave in

the proposed constitution the present Article VII on Education*

and the voter ,who then went to vote on item 1, would in effect

vote for adoption of the proposed '74 Constitution which includes

that article; would they not?

MR. JENKINS
Frankly, no; I don't think that's exactly it, Gordon. I

think that when a person votes for the adoption of the proposed

constitution under number 1, he is voting for it with the under-

standing that that constitution is going to include whether either

"A" or "B" under the Alternatives because it clearly says under

Alternatives, that if the proposed constitution is adopted, you're

to choose one of those two systems for the Education Article.

MR. KEAN
Well, that's my next question. If I read your alternative,

you're going to have to for passage, you're going to have to

then move to delete the Education Article from the constitution

that this body has adopted, won't you; because otherwise when

they vote on your number 1, they will also be voting on that

article if they don't take it out; won't you?

MR. JENKINS
Well, really, I think the number 1, the "for!',includes the

contingency with regard to "A" and "B", and I think that they

are not adopting truly a specific document until you have the

results on "A" and "B", and I think

—

MR. KEAN
Well, if this convention adopts this document that was passed

out to us last night or has adopted it, and that document includes
an article on education, we now tell the voters that you vote
for the adoption of the proposed 1974 Constitution; wouldn't that

vote include the article on education?

MR. JENKINS
No, sir;I don't think that the way you've stated it's

exactly right because we have also adopted a delegate proposal
which is of equal rank to that document you saw last night,
and that delegate proposal provides that there will be an

alternative on the ballot and if that alternative passes that

the thing in the other document will be deleted. I don't see
that there's any difference in stature between those two docu-
ments that we've passed.

MR. KEAN

So, it's your intention in connection with this proposal

that when you say"for adoption of the proposed 1974 Constitution,"

the person who votes there Is voting for the constitution without
regard to an education article?

MR. JENKINS
No, I would say that he is voting for the constitution,

which constitution he is for regardless of the outcome with
regard to the alternative provisions. He is voting for the con-

stitution with whichever article on education receives the

highest vote under number 2. That's precisely, I believe, what
it says in the Instructions to the voters.

Further Discussion

MR. PUGH
I think we have almost come three hundred and sixty degrees

In that what the original resolution said was to use the word

"exclusion" and that's because you're honest with them because
you actually are excluding it. You don't put the fellow in

the posture of voting for, say, five boards when they don't

want five boards, and then turning around and amending the

constitution that he just voted for. What Jenkins has insofar

as the language relative to the alternate proposal, it's just...

again I get back to the fact that it's the question of how

best to present the f^ct that you're looking at five boards

or two boards. But, in the final analysis you're getting back

to the original resolution before you get to the alternate
provision.

Questions

MR. 7ULC0
Isn't there a possibility of overlooking the top portion of

this ballot and choosing the alternate down below^ and by that

never voting for the constitution above?

MR. FULCO
What I mean is, since it says below "ALTERNATE PROPOSITIONS".

MR. PUGH
It's not the best language in the world relating to the con-

stitution. It may well be better language than what I suggested
Insofar as the alternates are concerned. That's what I tried to

say awhile ago.

[_ Record vote ordered . Amendmen t adopted :

88-21. Motion to reconsider tabled.

Point of Information

MR. AVANT
To inquire a point of information. As I understand it, Mr.

Jenkins's amendment did not delete Mr. Burson's amendment; did it?

It did?

MRS. MILLER
Mr. Clerk... just a minute, Mr. Avant.

Why do you rise, Mr. Burson?

Motion

MR. BURSON
Madam Chairman, in view of the fact that Mr. Jenkins' amend-

ment embraced the same general theory as mine, and since I felt

many subsequent amendments will probably be involved with the

language, I would like to move that we recess for approximately
fifteen minutes to permit Style and Drafting to go over the

language of Mr. Jenkins' amendment, and report back to the

convention a suggested language.

MRS. MILLER
Just a minute, Mr. Burson.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Burson, of course it'sup to this convention...! see Judge

Tate sitting here waving at me back and forth. .. there are still
a large number of amendments not even affecting ballot procedures
that do need to be resolved in this resolution. I'll just point
that out.

Moti on

MR. O'NEILL
Madam Chairman, I'd like to suggest that we have a huddle

for about five minutes to see if some of these things just can't
be resolved.

MRS. MILLER
This was what Mr. Burson was trying to get at,Mr. O'Neill.

Just a minute, please. We have a lot of people that want to
say something.

Mr. Burson.

MR. BURSON
In that vein, I withdraw my motion in favor of Mr. O'Neill's

motion.

MRS. MILLER
That's a good idea. Thank you.

[Burson amendment wi thdrawn

.

J

Point of Information

MR. ALEXANDER
Madam Chairman, I have an amendment that does not affect either

one of these amendments, and it could be disposed of during

these five minutes that we're going to lose.

MRS. MILLER
Just a minute. Let me look at this with the Clerk.

MR. POYNTER
We've got a whole bunch of conflicting amendments. It really

might be well. Reverend, if everyone that has an amendment kind of

came up and kind of resolved some things and see how nany of

these people want to go with and don't want to go with and whatnot;

a lot of them maybe are dead. So, maybe we could do some good

at just kind of clearing out the stacks.

MR. PUGH

Well, there's always the possibility...

MRS. MILLER
We'll take a five-minute huddle here. Will all of you who
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have amendments up here please come forward and meet with us up
here?

Recess

Amendment
MR. POYNTER

So^ Mr. Kean sends up the first amendment; would read as
follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 2» delete lines 13 through 15,
in their entirety, and at the top of page 3, delete lines 1 and
2, and of course delete the Jenkins amendment, and Insert In

lieu thereof the following: " one of two alternative pro-
poslclons relating to education, on official ballots, printed
and distributed at public expense, to read as follows:

"The Constitution of 1974 shall be adopted if a majority
of those casting votes on the proposition is in favor thereof."

[ ] FOR the Constitution of 1974, as drafted by the
Constitutional Convention.

( ] AGAINST the Constitution of 1974, as drafted by the
Constitutional Convention.

The proposed Constitution includes a provision for the
creation of a single coordinating board for higher education
with appointed members, and creation of three boards for the
management of state colleges and universities unless a majority
of those voting in this section vote for Alternative 2A.

2A. To have a single board for higher education, with FOR
both elected and appointed members and with no geo- [ ]

graphic distribution requirements as to appointive
members. AGAINST

[ ]

Explanation

MR. KEAN
Madam Chalnnan, fellow delegates, I recognize the votes that

have been cast on the two prior proposals by Mr. Jenkins and by
Mr. Burson , but 1 thought it only proper that I bring this parti-
cular amendment for your consideration because I think I can say
that if we had pursued the original proposal or the amendment
that I offered this morning dealing with the method of voting,
which did not permit those who voted no to act on the alternative,
I think we could have gotten votes to pass that amendment. I

withdrew that amendment because in light of some of the discussion
that took place here on the floor, particularly comments by

Delegate Conroy or Delegate Pugh , and what 1 understood was the

view of Delegate Dennery with respect to that proposal, and then
serious reservations on my own with respect to that proposal,
I withdrew it. I think that what we have done subsequent to

that has created as much legal controversy for the adoption of

this constitution as that particular amendment would have itself
done. I'm not too sure that I would, if I had ray druthers, I

would have preferred to go with the original amendment I offered
so far as the literature is concerned, than those which have
now been previously adopted. I say this because I don't find
anything in any of these particular provisions that speaH in
the terms of options, or giving to the voters a chance to vote
on two different things, neither of which are contained in the

constitution which this convention adopted. As I view Act 2

of 1972, it anticipated that we would adopt a constitution which
would contain articles dealing with the various aspects of that
constitution, and if there was some item in which we wanted to
have an alternative proposal for consideration by the voters,
that alternative proposal would then be provided for, and in

that context where the constitution itself contained a provision
with respect to that same subject matter of that alternative
proposal, chat it would be grossly unfair to have a majority
of the people vote on the constitution with that particular
material in it and pass it, and then be defeated in their efforts
to accomplish that by less than a majority of those voting in

that election by reason of their right to vote on the alternative and
having the alternative that gets the most votes pass. Secondly,

I think the way we have postured these particular so-called
alternatives where you vote one or the other, and then take
which one of them whichever one gets the most votes, is not
postured in the sense of an alternative proposition. I think
the only fair way that we can offer to the people of this
state a true alternative preposition and guarantee to ourselves
and to the people of this state that if it's adopted, the con-
stitution and the alternative proposal both are legal, is to
do what this amendment does. First, it would require that the
alternative proposal receive a majority of the votes cast in
the election. Secondly, it would offer the people who voted
in that election an opportunity to vote for or against the
alternative. 1 think if we can accomplish those two things,
we will have done what is legal and fair, and I submit to

you,contrary to the amendments that have previously been
adopted ,that this offers the only possibility we have of
being certain in our own minds that if we're going to have an
alternative proposal that the result of the election would
be valid and legal. I say to you that what we have
adopted heretofore raises a serious legal question, and if we
pursue that as we have In the past, then I think we've got a
cloud over this constitution any way we Jump. I submit to you
under the circumstances that this amendment deserves your
honest, sincere consideration, despite the votes which have
previously occurred, and I urge your adoption of this amendment.

Questions

MR. PUGH
Mr. Kean, have you made "FOR" and "AGAINST" because you

think there's something in Act 2 that requires that language?

MR, KEAN

I think there's a good possibility that the wording of Act 2
of 1972 which requires a "For and Against" vote on the constitu-
tion could be construed to require a "For and Against" vote
on any alternative.

MR. PUGH

The last amendment did not have a "For and Against"; did it?

MR. KEAN
No, sir; it didn't.

MR. PUGH
Are you at reference to the language that says that you will

for or against the adoption of the constitution, aimed on the
question or questions of adoption of such alternate provisions?

MR.
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got a real problem in trying to decide which one wins and whether
or not either one wins. I question then what happens If you

don't have something In the constitution relating to education,
you end up with nothing.

MR. PUGH
All right. Now, let ne ask you this third question. If I

may : (perhaps, lt*s the fourth) isn't it a fact now. If I am
interested In , say , a five-board concept , I vote for the
constitution, and then I get another change to take a look at
the two-vote proposition by voting against down in 2A. Is

that not correct?

MR. KEAN
That's right, and by the same token. If you were for the

single board, you could vote for the constitution and come down
and vote for the single board. I don't see why anybody's placed
at a disadvantage by that.

MR. PUGH

You don't think that weights that in favor of the so-called
five-board proposition?

MR. KEAN
I do not. I think it'd be just the same as the other. I don't

care whether you put the "For and Against" or "For", as long as you
require a majority of voters who vote In the election to vote
for the alternative.

MR. PUGH
Well, trfiat you're saying though...

¥ Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Madam Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, I

rise in opposition to the . . . amendment and I think It
can be stated very simply, this matter. Act No. 2 of
1972, and I'll read therefrom, says "the election shall be held and
the results shall be promulgated under general election laws of
the state. All electors duly qualified to vote in this state at
the time of the election shall be entitled to vote without regard
to party affiliation In their respective precincts on the proposition
for or against adoption of the constitution and on the question or
questions of adoption of such alternative provisions as may be
proposed '')' the convention. It doesn't say anything about voting for or
against any alternative proposition. It only states that they will
be able to make a selection. Therefore, this amendment of Mr. Kean's
Is not in accordance with Act No. 2. Another thing Is, that under the
Kcan amendment. if it Is adopted, you'd have to vote for the five
board proposition before you could determine whether or not you want
to make up your mind on the other board proposition. It's not clear-cut;
It s not simple as the Jenkins amendment which we have previously adoptedNOW how do you determine what a majority is on the voting of thesepar icular proposals? Are you going to take all the votes that are cast

the constitution,and say those votes were for that particular proposition

as he-ro^Ulned" Th% ° ^°'" °' ""= "^"" ^°'" °" ''-Position No. 2?as he s outlined. That you can simply see is not a fair way to nut Cheproposition before the people. I ask you. regardless of uZ you feewhether you're for the five board concent orwh-rh.. „„...,„ 1°. It
'''

and phllosophy,even If you want to amend it and dres U u^ the

ZllTr T"^'"- '
'""' "'"'" ^'^ °"iy "»y ^»'- voters ^an properly

I^! be^Ld t

""" "'" '''' ''^"'""'' '° ^''^"- ^°''' "^0- Chairman.I 11 be glad to answer any questions that may be put. . . if there are

I Questions

MR. LANDRY
I'm over here. . . I'm the Clerk, Okay. Let me ask yOu this.

If we are successful in passing this would you consider passing this
type of legislation for the election of Clerks of Court next election?
Because that's the best way I know how to get elected.

MR. OE BLIEUX
Mr. Landry, I'm thinking the sane thing. I wish I could get

that sort of a setup If I was running for election and wanted to ex-
clude my opposition In the sane natter.

MR. LANDRY
You feel this would give a fair shake to both proposals or

only to one?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Not in the least, Mr. Landry. That's the reason I'm opposed

to it, because I just don't believe In the unfairness in the way the
atter is presented.

MR. LANDRY
Senator, I want you to understand that I did not graduate from

any of the colleges. I graduated from the school of hard knocks.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, I think you understand fairness and justice though, Mr. Landry.

[^Motion to limit deba te in the Amend-
ment to ten minutes for the proponents
and ten minutes for the opponen ts
adopted without object ion .}

Further Discussion

MR. AVANT
I'm going to hurry, Mr. Stagg.
Madam Chairperson, fellow delegates, I don't think anybody in

this hall has any doubts about where I stand Insofar as the merits
of these propositions are concerned. But, I assure you that If I

stood on the other side that what I would be saying to you Is exactly
what I'm going to say to you now. I think that when we came here we
came under a moral responsibility to submit to the people of this state
a proposed constitution In such a fashion and In such a manner that
If they approved It that It was going to stand up, that It was going to
be the constitution. Now, you heard the questions that I asked of
Mr. Pugh this morning and you heard the questions ... or heard
the remarks that were made by Mr. Burson this morning. I think that
you have to agree and you have to believe as I do— you don't have
to — but I think that If you disassociate yourselves from the political
or the emotional aspect of this problem, if you are a lawyer, if
you were considering this not in the light of a new constitution and
dealing with Act No. 2, but you are considering it in the light of a
corporate charter and some provisions In the bylaws and you're preparing
a document In connection with the corporate charter and you had to
operate under the same language that you're operating here, you must
come to the conclusion that there is only one way that you can submit
these alternatives to the people of this state and be absolutely sure
that you have not placed the entire constitution in jeopardy, and that
is doing It the way Mr. Kean proposes in his amendment. Mr. Burson
this morning said, if I recall correctly, that there was no question —
there was no question — whatsoever that If you required the alternative
proposition to be adopted by a majority of the votes cast In the election
that that would be In compliance with law and would cast no cloud or
doubt whatsoever on the fate of the constitution Itself. You heard
Mr. Pugh. In response to some of the questions that I asked him, admit
that if you did It his way and he had guessed wrong that then there
was a possibility that the entire document Itself— not just the
alternative provisions relating to education, but the entire document
might go down the drain. Now, I ask you to consider that. I care not
where you stand on the merits or demerits of the issue, but I really
believe, and as I told you the other day In convention hall, when you
get into this question of alternatives and how you're going to put
them on the ballot you have engaged In a guessing game and you
better doggone sure be sure that you guess right. I think that you
must agree that^ the only way you can present this alternative and be
sure that you have not Jeopardized the document In this way. I believe,
and you are certainly free to disagree with me, that we are under
a moral obligation to make sure that what we submit to the people, if
they approve it, that it's not going to be thrown out by the courts
if It's attacked. That's all I have to say.

Questions

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Avant, do you know of any provision at all in the

statute under which we're operating that authorizes or directs an
against vote with respect to an alternate?

MR. AVANT
Yes, I think, Mr. Gravel, that when you read that sentence

that says "to vote for or against adoption of the constitution and

on the question or questions of adoption of such alternative propositions

as may be proposed by the convention that the for or against
applies to both.

MR. GRAVEL
But, that's just not what it says, is It?
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MR. AVANT
That's just what it does say, Mr. Gravel.

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Avant, it says that you vote on the question of adoption

of alternative provisions and not for or against the adoption.

MR. AVANT
Don't just read part of it, Camllle, read the whole sentence.

MR. GRAVEL
I have it before me. "The right of each voter to vote. . .

MR. AVANT
All right. "On the proposition for or against adoption of the

constitution and on the question or questions of adoption of such
alternative propositions as may be proposed by the convention." If

you tell me that the for or against most assuredly don't apply

to both, then 1 say you are blessed with an omniscience that I do not

possess

.

MR. GRAVEL
Thank you- I think perhaps in this instance I do.

Further Discussion

MR. CONROY
I again rise in opposition to Mr. Kean's amendment. This is

a slightly different amendment, but it still has the same.... I feel
the same unfairness inherent in it that was involved in the first
Kean amendment, and that Is that In this state as far as I know,
there are no Instances in which the vote to determine one issue is
decided by how many people vote on another issue and that is what
the Kean amendment would attempt to do. It says that you have to get
a majority of those voting on the basic. . . on the first Issue, who
vote on the constitution in order to determine whether the second Is-
sue would pass or fail. I thlnkit's Inherently unfair and inappropriate.
I think throughout this state in all elections we're accustomed to the
Idea that the majority voting on a particular issue decide which way
that issue Is to be resolved. I think also that it is inappropriate!
in light of the other amendments which deferred the deal with the
Jenkins amendment, for Mr. Kean to suggest that certain language changes
might be necessary in the Jenkins amendment. Additionally, I think
that criticism was unfair because Delegate Proposal No. 98,which is
the part of the constitution which actually deals with this question is
yet in fact, to be passed on by this convention, that Delegate Proposal
No. 98,which contains the alternate also contains the language which
describes the effect of the adoption of the alternate on the constitution.
So, I think that the Kean amendment should be rejected. I think that
there may be some further cleaning up of language which would be needed
in the Jenkins proposal and I'm sure that Mr. Kean, once this amendment
is rejected, will join with us in attempting to be sure that we are
presenting to the people of the state appropriately the Issues for them
to decide. So, again, I urge you to defeat the Kean amendment.

Questions
MR. DENNIS

Mr. Conroy, I appreciate there's some merit in what you're saying,
but don't you agree, in order to be fair, that Mr. Kean's amendment Is

the only one that's been offered which would prevent the possibility
of a minority of the voters voting in the election writing the . . .

in effect writing the Education Article?

MR. CONROY
No, quite the contrary. I have exactly the opposite v^ew of

it because the decision is to be made on the Issues separately, and
the vote Is determined below on the majority of those voting in

this election. Look at Mr. Kean's amendment— Interestingly enough,
the vote on the issue of whether the constitution is adopted or
not Is based on the vote on that proposition, not on the total vote
cast in the election; it's only when you get down to the alternative
that you have to add them all up. So, conceivably If more people
voted on the alternatives you could have a minority of the people , under
your suggestion, adopting the constitution—In the way this is worded.
I'm sure that's not his intent, but that's what gets you into what
I think is fallacious reasoning ,when the reason why each of these
propositions,as has always been done in this state as far as I know

—

each proposition submitted to the voters is determined on Its own
base,which proposition gets the most votes.

MR. DENNIS
Well, don't you agree though that the other amendments do

present the possibility of a minority of the people voting in the
election writing the Education Article and this one doesn't. This
one nay present the possibility of a minority of the people voting
in the election adopting the basic constitution.

MR. CONROY
Judge, I just couldn't disagree with you more because that's

not the problem. The same thing is true of any election where you
have a whole series of candidates; you don't determine which candidate
is elected by how many votes are cast by the other candidates or how
many votes are cast totally in the election, and you wouldn't here
either. You'd determine each proposition separately on its own base.

MR. DENNIS
Well, Mr. Conroy, you do agree I hope, that we're writing

one constitution; we're not voting on two candidates here?

MR. CONROY
We are writing one constitution and we're submitting to the

voters two propositions: one, whether they want the constitution
and two, the alternates. There are two separate propositions that
are being submitted to the voters.

MR. DENNIS
Well, I disagree on that. I'd like to ask you just one

more question though. Don't you think that . . .

Further Discussion

MR. LOWE
Yes, ma'am. Madam Vlce-Chalrlady, ladles and gentlemen of the

convention, for the last few days I've remained relatively quiet on
the Issues that have been before us. I've remained relatively quiet
on this particular issue, and I think it Is an emotional issue.
There's no doubt that by now we all agree that there are two sides
to this particular Issue. We've seen learned attorneys come before
us and expound on one view and other learned attorneys come before
us and expound on another view; attorneys on both sides that you and
I have learned a great deal of respect for; attorneys that If they
had not been here, those of us that are not attorneys would not on
occasion have been able In this deliberative process to learn how
we should have voted. So the issue Is clear—there is clearly
two sides. I'm here not to speak as an attorney, but to speak to
you as how I think the average voter is viewing our work at this
convention. When I came to this convention I came with the thought
that we would write a constitution, a whole constitution. I believe
that the voters back home feel that we've come here to write a consti-
tution, and that when they go to vote at the polls for or against they
feel that after they vote they will have voted yes or no against a
whole constitution. I believe that that's the way we should give It
to the voter. Regardless of how hard we work to inform the voters,
ballot placement is difficult. You know and I know that In the various
districts when we ran as delegates to this Constitutional Convention,
we came here by virtue of the fact that maybe there was one-tenth of
the people that voted in the entire election that may have voted on
the delegate race, and that's unfortunate. I don't believe we should
place the voters in the State of Louisiana In that unfortunate position
again, or the citizens in that unfortunate position of having them in
the position that a slight number of voters can decide on how the Edu-
cation Article In this constitution will be drafted. Now, wouldn't it
be unfortunate If a million voters went to the polls and voted for
this constitution and voted for it overwhelmingly and because of some
hard-sell Issues or some hard-sell program that there be a hundred
thousand votes for the alternative proposition and maybe fifty thousand
against the alternative proposition. So, we find ourselves in the
position where one-tenth of the total people that went to the polls
would have, in effect, decided how this Educational Article should
be written. I Just don't believe that we should place ourselves in
that position. I believe that when a voter leaves the polls he should
feel that he has voted on the entire article. Unfortunate as It Is I

can't stand here and deny to you, those of you who are opponents to
this particular amendment that we have before us, that maybe there
isn't some sort of prop the proposition as offered favors the
people that want the proposition the way It Is in the constitution
right now. But, by the same token, if we do it any other way, the
other side is favored. There's no way to present this to the voters
In a manner that's going to be fair to all parties that are Involved.
So, at least, let's present It to the voters in a manner that the
majority of the people that are voting in this election will in fact
decide what's In the constitution.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Lowe, I now ask you a question because you're a CPA and

know figures. If a million people vote In this election and six
hundred thousand vote for the constitution and then in the alternate
proposal a total of six hundred thousand vote and four hundred of

those vote for the alternate, how many of the six hundred thousand
who voted for the constitution would have voted for the alternate,
presumably?
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Mt. LOWE
Well, l*m sure you've had a chance to sit down and work out

the ratio, so why don't you tell us, Mr. Dennery.

Mt. DENNERT
Well, wouldn't you agree under those circumstances that you

would then have under this theory a minority of the people who voted
voting for the five board concept?

the first place. The convention in a deliberative manner decided we
were going to present two issues to the people. Now, I say to you
before it gets to be midnight, let's just present the two Issues to

the people. If we can't make up our mind on English language, just

let the voters decide.

Believe it or not, they've got a lot of sense. Thank you.

MR. LOWE
No, sir, I don't agree with that.

I guess maybe

MR

I don't understand your logic.

DENNERY
If I vote for the alternate, and I had to vote for the consti-

tution if I wanted it, I must have been against the five board
concept if I voted for the two board concept, correct?

MR. LOWE
Well, you make some presuiq>tlons though, Mr. Dennery. There

could be some people that would feel strongly enough about the
proposition that perhaps they'd vote for the alternate without
voting on the constitution.

MR. DENNERY
Mathematically, Mr. Lowe, don't you

MR. LOWE
But, mathematically we can take and do almost anything we

want to with nui^ers, Mr. Dennery.

Further Discussion

MR. FDGH
Madam Chairman and fellow delegates, I tried to honestly answer

Avant's questions as he propounded them to me without adding anything

to them. Obviously, that wasn't totally expressive of my opinion.

And indication that this was political—my biggest problem in trying

to get a little rest over there at the White House Inn is about every

time I go to bed that red light flashes on downstairs because I thought

I had heard from the children or something and I ran and I get a letter

from one of my old classmates who I hadn't seen in twenty-five years

and he tells me what a great job I'm doing on this education issue and

so forth and so on. So, it's not totally political in nature. Now,

what ' s happened here is that Johnny Jackson one day got up and he made

an amendment for five boards. Now, the amendment that was proposed

awhile ago, and was withdrawn do you know that of eight authors

on there that five of them voted against that amendment , and one of

them wasn't even there? So, here we are today talking about Johnny

Jackson's amendiKnt and here we are having an amendment styled with

eight authors, five of whom voted against It. As a practical matter,

we put the two board concept in because we were told that the people

wanted an expression on education other than what we had in there; I

mean it's cut and dry. We are talking about this issue because some-

body perhaps, other than us, suggested the people ought to have a

choice. Well, If we buy that concept, and obviously we did because
by one means or another we're going to give them a choice. Now,
with a choice, what is more fair than something like the Jenkins
amendment that passed 88 to ^ or 22,—something along that nature

—

I think that's beginning to be expressive of this body as to what
it's feelings are. Now, we're not denying anyone any rights. We're
not dealing in politics. We're not playing games. We're saying
specifically vote for or against the constitution. I think the

present instructions are exclusive of the Education Article which
relates to what I said earlier. It tells the people, "Now look,
in addition to the constitution or in connection with the consti-
tution or in or out of it or anyway you want to cut it, you're
going to decide what education board you want." It's as simple as

that. Once you make that premise, what's so basically wrong with having
two propositions. Do you want two boards, call them whatever else
you want, add all kinds of expressive language short of the total
size of the voting booths, anything that you want to say that's re-
sponsive to what we did. On the other hand, turn right around and
say five boards and use any kind of language not misleading that will
adequately express the issue. Then we present to the people of

Louisiana a constitution without an Article on Education. So what?
We tell them, "Now, look we couldn't make up our mind; you make it

up for us." That's what they go into the voting booth for; there's
nothing wrong with that. That's what we do every time we have a
constitutional amendment—all fifty-five or whatever there were, that
failed. You decide whether or not, in the old constitution, you want
garbage collection, you want this or do you want that. In an attempt
to get away from that, we culled this thing substantially. We did
leave the issue of education yet to be decided. Now, I came down
here opposed to alternates— I really was—because I thought that any-

thing good enough to be an alternate was good enough to be there in

Closing

MR KEAN
Madam Chairman and fellow delegates, I will only speak very

briefly because I apparently act under a misapprehension that
this convention had adopted an Article on Education which it in-
cluded in the constitution that we propose to offer to the people
of this state. As I understand, the opponents of this particular
amendment, they take a different position. They take a position
that we have not adopted an Educational Article which we offer as
a part of the constitution of this state. They take the position
that what we've done is simply set out here two options that we
leave up to the people to vote on, and I simply have a contrary
version of what this body has done. I want to point out to you
one final point for your consideration—not that It's going to
change any votes—but I think it's something we ought to think
about. If we take out of the constitution, as the opponents of
this amendment suggest we have done, we're not only placing in
jeopardy the higher education boards of this state, we're placing

in jeopardy the entirety of the Educational Article, which deals
with many other things beside higher educational boards. Now,
when you say you take the Educational Article out of this consti-
tution—as Mr. Pugh says he has done—or what Mr. Jenkins ' amend-
ment accomplishes, then I say to you we've taken out the founda-
tion. We've taken out the mlllages for the New Orleans School
Board. We've taken out the other provisions of that particular
article that we've put in as a part of this constitution. If for
some reason, this particular alternative option proposition that
they propose to offer the people is declared invalid because it
didn't get a majority of the votes of the people of this state,
we have no educational provisions in this constitution or in any
other constitution. You know what they did in Illinois to avoid
that horrible result? They said that if it didn't pass you went
back to the old constitution. We haven't even said that. So, I

say to you when you vote against this amendment—and I'm sure
many of you will—you ought to consider that as a result of that
the possibility is that we put at Issue not boards, we put at is-
sue the whole Educational Article that we've labored so long and
so hard to put together for some several weeks during the course
of this convention. I think that ought to have some consideration.
One final word, Mr. Gravel asked the question whether or not there
was any law which required a for or against vote in connection with
a question submitted to the people of this state? I suggest that
you look, those of you who have got some interest in this matter,
at R.S. 18:761 which is a part of the general election law of this
state which Act No. 2 of 1972 said, "shall be applicable in con-
nection with this election," and you'll find that under Subsection
(C) it requires that the ballot designate so that the voter may,
by his approval or disapproval, cast a vote on any constitutional
amendment or any question submitted. I say to you that what is
now before you that Has been considered and approved by this body
does not conform to that particular section, does not conform to
the requirements of Act No. 2 of 1972. If you want to put this
matter behind a cloud of legality, why just proceed to vote this
amendment down and let the Educational Article hang out there for
whatever someone wants to take a knap at it. Thank you.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

l^Amendment rejected; 62-61. Record
vote ordered on the motion to table
recons iderat ion . Motion to table
reconsideration adopted: 67-57.

j

Personal Privilege

MR. J. JACKSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates to the convention, I have

cautiously attempted, except for that little moment last night, to

come up before you again before this convention was over. My good

friend and probably the most person that had provided the greatest

of assistance to me, unknowingly, made a blanket statement that an

amendment that I Introduced was the creation for all this confusion

that we're going to at point. For those who... and I believe. . .and I

understood it in the context he meant It. But, for those who really

want to know, and don't know, the facts of the matter, the amend-

ment that we introduced was an amendment creating one additional
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board to the four boards that were created, an amendment that was

designed to bring equity to another system within this state and,

particularly I've heard the discussion for the last two days,

and I have cautiously and unemotionally sit in that seat and hear

only discussions again, and it's apparent that we still have not

recognized that there does exist another system of higher education
in this state. Now, whether we want to recognize it in our dis-
cussions or whatever manner you want to put it on the ballot, I'll

take my chances. But, I would like you to leave this deliberate
body, leave this chambers with the feeling—at least the understandlng-
that there is, in fact, another system of higher education in this

state and that the Southern system can no longer—regardless if you

put this proposition on the ballot that may be favorable to the

ultimate or favorite to the committee proposal— that we cannot con-

tinue to believe in fear and forget that Southern is a very
viable system and, whether you, I, or anybody likes it, it is a

reality and that I, as being a graduate of that university and a

graduate of that system, want to, at no more, impress upon you
right here to recognize that we do exist.

MR. STAGG
Mr. Chairman, it is twelve minutes to three. We have barely

nine hours to go. If there is some way that we can cut off some

of these amendments by shortening the time for their discussion,

if we can let Style and Drafting get back to the floor, if we can

finally adopt this constitution—and, in the nine hours remaining,

we barely can do it— I would suggest to the delegates that we get

after it.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Drew sends up amendments at this time.

Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 16 through 35, both
inclusive, in their entirety and on page 3, delete lines 1 and 2

in their entirety and, of course, delete the last adopted amendment,

which was the Jenkins amendment, and insert in lieu thereof the

following: "OFFICIAL BALLOT. The text of the proposed constitution
and the alternative proposition is available for inspection at your
polling place. If the proptosed constitution fails to receive a

majority of the votes cast, alternative issues also fail."

{^Motion to waive reading the amendment
adopted without objection.^

Point of Order

MR. DE BLIEUX
At least— if not a point of order—at least a plea to Mr.

Drew. This is identically, you might say, almost the amendment

that Mr. Kean had. I think, as a result of that and the showing

of this convention, we should certainly not consider it because

we're just prolonging our time in agony.

MR. DREW
May I answer, Mr. Chairman? May I answer,Mr. De Blieux?

MR, HENRY
Well, I think, in explaining it, you going to answer his

problem because I think he can show you where you're in error.

Senator De Blieux.

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, I would like to withdraw the amendment to add a

technical amendment on the last line of the paragraph under "OFFICIAL
BALLOT" where it says "majority of votes cast, insert "thereon"

—

"majority of votes cast thereon"—and then we should offer the amendment.

[Amendment withdrawn and resubmi tted
with correction . Motion to limit
debate on all amendments to ballot
provisions to ten minutes for the pro-
ponents and ten minutes for the op-
ponents . Substitute motion to limit
debate to five minutes for the pro-
ponents and five minutes for the op-
ponents . Substitute motion adopted
without objection .

"]

Explanation

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, let me

start with my technical amendment, and I think it does, possibly.

cure something that would cause a terrific hiatus in our proposal
here. As it now reads, it says: "If the proposed constitution
fails to receive a majority of the votes cast, ("comma (,)") and I

can see the possibility of the alternative receiving more votes
In the constitution. It may very well be interpreted that,
thereby, the constitution had failed was the reason I inserted
the word "thereon", and I think that is important. Now, let me
make this statement in the beginning. I have no strong feelings,
as my voting record on education shows, on either the constitutional
"provision that we have adopted that's to be offered to the people
or on the alternative. But, 1 do disagree with the fact that we
have put them on an equal basis. Had it been the will of this
convention for the alternative provisions, they would have been in

the constitution. We adopted the constitution with the present
education provision in it, and then, later on, we decided that the

people— if they were not satisfied with that—should be given an

alternative as the out provides, as was read to you up here:
"The constitution as drafted by the convention, together with any

alternative provisions proposed for submission, shall be submitted
to the people for their adoption or rejection." I am trying to

track that , and I think it is very important . That 's the reason
I had drawn this amendment before the key amendment was drawn, t

think. It is very important that this be placed on the ballot in

a "for "or "against "status. I think it complies with Act 2. I think
it complies with what we have all, throughout the State of Louisi-
ana, been used to. When you submit two or three positive proposi-
tions, you have done the electorate a disfavor. I disagree with
the fact that we reached a point to where we said we can't

make up our minds. We've made up our minds very emphatically as

to what this convention would propose, and that is the provision
that is included in the constitution that we are offering to the

people. Nowhere, nowhere, ladies and gentlemen, in the constitu-
tion or in the alternative proposal does it say that we have
taken their provision out of this convention proposal. I have
drawn this because 1 think it is much simpler; I think it is much

easier to understand than the Jenkins amendment; and I think that

anyone could go in a voting booth and, in a very short time, read

the ballot, as here proposed, and know exactly how they were voting.

But, as it is now proposed, you have a"for"or"against"the consti-

tution; then you have two positive propositions on your alternatives.

There is no way, ladies and gentlemen, no way that you could inter-

pret this thing to say that the provision we adopted and placed in

the constitution is* on the identical status of the alternate pro-

posal. We have said, by adopting it and placing it in this proposal:

this is the desire of the majority of this convention; if you dis-

agree with the desire of the maiority of this convention, we are

giving you a choice to vote for something else. And that is what
an alternative proposal is. I do not like the word, and I think

it is doing a disservice to people on either side. As 1 say, I

have no strong feelings either way. On any type of instructions
where you use the words "vote for" or use the words "vote against,"
1 think you are making a suggestion—at least, to the subconscious

mind—as to how the voter may vote. That is the reason that, in-

stead of using "voting for" or "voting against," I have used the

word "adopt," which I think is a much more neutral position, although

not completely neutral. I think that, if we follow the Act, put

this thing on the ballot— this proposition on the ballot—as it

was intended to be: To the people of Louisiana, we have offered

you a constitution. If you do not like the education proposal,
we have offered you an alternate to what we are submitting to you.

That is the only way you can interpret the actions of this conven-

tion. To say that anywhere in that alternate proposition— the

proposal that was adopted— that it deleted the education proposal

from our Constitutional Convention proposal, you cannot find it.

It says that this will be awkward as an alternative, and that's

what I'm trying to do. Here, you have a"f or"or"against"the con-

stitution; you have a"for"or"against "the alternative; and I think

that is the proper manner. I will say this much: 1 do seriously

disagree with the vote of the convention on the requirement of a

vote of the majority of those voting in the election, because I

do think it raises a serious constitutional question. But, the

convention has shown, by three votes, that they will not go with

that. For that reason, I am coming with a very simple way of

placing this matter on the vote on the ballot, which, I think, is

as neutral as it can possibly be. I hope you will adopt the pro-

posal. I will yield to questions, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. BURSON
Mr. Drew, isn't it true that your amendment follows the

general Montana ballot format that was in the amendment that

I'd proposed earlier today?

m. DREW
Very similar, Mr. Burson, and it also complies with the general

election laws which Mr, Kean brought out up here.
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HR. BURSON
It complies with those general election laws because it pro-

vides for a"for"or'*against"vote. Isn't that true?

MR. DREW
It complies with those laws and then complies with Act 2

when it says"it shall be submitted for adoption or rejection."
That cannot be anything but "for"or"against ."

MR. BURSON
Isn't it true that it retains the principle that you said the

convention had already voted on today that the majority voting on

the alternative would prevail on that question?

MR. DREW
The majority voting on the alternative prevail— I disagree

with the concept. It is the will of the convention, and I submit
to their will.

MR. BURSON
Would you have any objection if—subsequent to the adoption

of your amendment which I hope passes— that we propose additional
language to go in that little box which would say something to the

effect that, if the alternative passes, in that event, the alterna-
tive article on education shall be substituted for the Education
Article in the proposed constitution, to make plain what the legal

consequences would be in that event?

MR. DREW
If the convention thinks it's necessary, I wouldn't oppose it;

however, where it says that '\:he constitution will include unless,"
It seems to be clear to me, but I would have no objections.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Drew, the vote on the alternative does not depend upon the

vote on the constitution, then?

MR. DREW
Regardless of the vote on the constitution. The majority

would rule separately on each vote, if that's the point you're

trying to make.

MR. DE BLIEUX
If what you say would be true, that sounds like a good alter-

native to me, but I just don't think it's...

MR. DREW
I don't see how it can be Interpreted any other way than

alternative.

HR. HENRY
Mr. Drew, turn around here and give the Clerk your attention

a minute there, please, sir.

MR. DREW
It has been called to my attention—I'm sorry I didn't catch

it—and with the permission of the convention, where It says,
"against one Board of Regents for higher education with appointed
and elected members," It has left out the word "no." I would like
to withdraw It to insert "no" there to where both are

[_Amendmen t withdrawn .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
He Just makes the against proposition conform, word for word,

with the for proposition; so it would read: "against one Board
of Regents for higher education with appointed and elected members
and no (Inserted) management boards."

Questions

Mt. DREW
Absolutely not

.

m. DE BLIEUX
Suppose that the vote here on the constitution—we'll say

It's the proposal for the adoption of the constitution—should
be one million votes, and the votes against the constitution,
we'll say. Is eight hundred thousand. Now, suppose—on the
alternative proposal for—we see five hundred thousand against
four hundred thousand, will it be adopted?

MR. DREW
No, sir. not if.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Whatever receives the majority of votes cast for...

MR. DREW
Mr. De Blieux, I think where it says "is adopted by a majority"

could be interpreted no way except meaning a yes vote.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, now, you mean that more people have got to vote for

the alternative than voted in the constitution for its adoption?

MR. DREW
No. Absolutely not.

rat. DE BLIEUX
Well, what you're saying, that's the point I'm trying to clear

up. You say, if the"for"was more than the"against ,"that it would

not be adopted.

MR. DREW
It says: "unless the alternative Is adopted by a majority of

those voting on It." How could that be interpreted any other way

than the vote on the alternative?

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, that's what I'm talking about. Now, if the majority of

those that vote for the alternative— that is, more vote for it than

vote against it—would it become a part of the constitution?

MR. DREW
If more voted for it, yes, sir. While ago, you had the.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Regardless of what might be vote on the.

MR. CASEY
Mr. Drew, I apologize in advance for asking this question

again because it's already been hit upon, and I know you disagree
with the question. But, there are a lot of people who will have

to vote on this particular amendment who feel—and 1 am one of them

—

that the language in the box is not adequately clear as to what vote

is necessary In order to adopt the alternative, and it could be

read—and I have read it myself, for whatever opinion that's worth,

two ways— that either you're governed by the vote on the proposed
constitution or, maybe, the "it" could refer to a majority of those

voting on the alternative. I merely suggest to you that it might be

well to clarify that language because there are quite a few people
on the floor of the convention who feel there is some confusion,
and that it is not adequately clear. Do you know that, sir?

MR. DREW
Tom, 1 had originally intended to make that "by a majority of

those voting thereon." Would that clarify It to any extent or not?

MR. CASEY
I merely suggest to Mr. Drew, on the technicality of language,

that "thereon" may be as confusing as "it," whereas, in the Burson
amendment and others, I think it has been adequately spelled out.

lAmendmen t withdrawn .^

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
The next set conforms with the amendment as previously sub-

mitted, with two changes— technical changes—and these additions.
Both of them are' contained inside the box provisions talking about
the alternative. It will now read: "The proposed constitution
will include one Board of Regents with"— insert this word: "all"

—

appointed members and three manag^nent boards for governance of

higher education unless the alternative is adopted by a majority
of those voting on the alternative "— Instead of "it". "Voting on
the alternative". There Is one further change. I'm sorry I mis-
led you there. Inmtediately after "2." and the language "The

alternative is:" Insert parentheses "(Vote for One)". Those are
the only changes.

Explanation

MR. DREW
Ladies and gentlemen, we made three technical changes, which

the Clerk has read, which several people thought would make it

very clear as to what we were submitting and how the votes would
be determined. I move for the adoption of the floor amendment.
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Questions

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Drew, just to make it abundantly clear, your amendment

provides that If I walked into a voting machine that I have an

option to vote for or against the now constitution. Is that right,

sir?

MR. DREW

Right.

MR. CHATEIJMN
And, if I stop right there, as far as I'm concerned, 1 don't

have to vote on whether or not I want an alternate— for or against

the alternate. Is that right?

MR. DREW
You do no requirement, no, sir.

MR. POYNTER
That's correct. Dr. Weiss.

MR. JENKINS
Harmon, my question is with regard to what appears to me to

be an ambiguity in the usage of the word "alternative." I refer

you to the last three words in the box: "on the alternative."

You say it must be adopted by a majority of those voting on the

"alternat ive."

MR. DREW
The only way to adopt an amendment is to vote for it. Woody.

1 don't think there could be any question there.

MR. JENKINS
When you say "on the alternative"— "the majority of those

voting on the alternative"—you're meaning, say, if there's

sixty for and forty against, a majority would be one over fifty?

MR. CHATELAIN
Supposing there are six hundred thousand votes cast— I mean,

sixty thousand votes cast for and forty thousand against. Supposing,

again, there was— for the alternate— there was forty thousand votes

cast for the alternate and twenty-nine against. The alternate

would carry, sir, and so would the constitution?

MR. DREW
That's the way it r^ads, yes, sir,

MR. CHATELAIN
In other words, the top part doesn't bear on the bottom part?

MR. DREW
No connection. They both stand on their own majorities.

MR. CHATELAIN
Thank you.

MR. DREW
I move the adoption of the amendment.

MR. PUGH
Mr. Drew, if Style and Drafting figures that "said amendment"

is better than "it," do you have any objection to that?

MR. DREW
You mean in the box?

MR. PUGH
Yes.

MR. DREW
I have changed that—deleted "it" and changed it to "the

alternative."

MR. PUGH
I understand that, but when you refer to "it, " I think you're

still in problems with that, by what you mean.

MR. uREW
I don't have "it"; I had to take it out, and it reads: "those

voting on the alternative." It was just amended. Bob, to delete "it"

and add "on the alternative" to clarify that.

MR. PUGH
Can I ask you one other thing?

MR. DREW
Certainly.

MR. PUGH
Did you put "vote for one" down there, as you told me you would?

MR. DREW
Right.

MR. JENKINS
But, earlier, you say "unless the alternative is adopted."

In that sense, you mean "alternative" only in the sense of the

"for"; isn't that correct?

MR. DREW

I don't know how you could say "unless it's rejected," Woody.

MR. JENKINS
Well, couldn't you say "unless Alternative 2A is adopted by

a majority of those voting on the alternatives"?

MR. DREW
"Unless the alternative is adopted by a majority of those

voting on the alternative"— is that your suggestion? That's the

way it reads. Woody. This simplifies the thing on the ballot,

and I think it. ..

Further Discussion

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I've just been solemnly

assured by two of the most vociferous proponents of the Van

Camps, who I will not name, that this amendment does grave

damage to their side. That being the case, It is bound to

be, and must be at long last, the acceptable way to set up

the ballot because It will satisfy neither one. I'd like to

close by quoting to you something Harry Truman said one time

which, as I recall, goes something like this: that It's better

to do the second best thing when It's time to do something

than to wait too long to do the best. So, let's vote for

this amendment and get on.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention,

I just want to point out to you that this particular amendment

is weighted In the other direction from the Kean amendment.

The only thing that I like to be is for In this election. Now,

as It stands right now, those people who are going to favor

a two board education system are going to go to the polls and

vote on this alternative. Those others who are not Interested

In that will overlook this. As a result of that, I think that

you have a weighted-ln position Insofar as the two board

concept is concerned. I'm opposed to this one for the same

reaion that I opposed the Kean amendment. You can vote It aa

you pleaaa, but I just want to be fair and square and put It on

the ballot where people can understand what they're doing.

I Just let that go for what it might be worth.

MR. DREW
"Vote for one" is Inserted. Questions

Point of Information

MR. WEISS
This perhaps Is a point of Information, but, on the sheet I Just

received, Burson floor amendment

Well, the Important thing is that all are appointed. That's
what I'd like to see included in that. Is that correct in the
present ?

MR. WILLIS
Senator, I quite applaud your keen observation of this

amendment. Does not this amendment reduce the alternative

proposal wa adopted to subordinate status when mathematics

•nd algebra are called into play?

MR. DE BLIEUX
It certainly does, and gives those who favored It a

decided advantage over those who disfavor It.
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Ml. vnLLIS
Let Be lllu«tr«ttt bow It can occur, and would you agree

with It? Put a quaatlon mark to this. If I go In that voting
machine, and ay people go In that voting machine, and they
pull only a trigger for the constitution, and this education
article la In that constitution, they can simply Ignore the

alternative. So, they have no alternative at all. Isn't
that correct?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's exactly right. They are figuring for the

five Ban concept, and Ignore this, and those that are for
this will go vote for It, and you won't have any five board
concept.

MR. ROEMER
Well, your point, then Senator, I think is well taken.

That is .placed in this form—we don't require the people to

consider the education provision at all, do we?

MR. DE BLIEUX
That ' s . .

.

HR. SOEMER
They can coiqiletely ignore it.

MR. DE BLIEUX
That's right.

HR. CHAMPAGNE
Senator De Blieux, do you know that I agree with you

completely that tl think that this Is one of the worst amendments
ever offered to this convention?

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Mr. Chairman, I've witnessed a miracle, since we put in

that five minutes for each side, my watch shows thirty-eight
minutes.

Now, what I'm going to tell you is by that, fat as I am.

If you could use that time, I could run the hundred yard dash

in three seconds.
Now, I'm going to ask, since they voted my motion

substitute, five minutes to each side, that If you all don't

have a watch up there, get one. Unless they're going to

reverse it, let's follow this five minutes because time Is

getting by in spite of the way It's being kept.

MR. HENRY
Well well, Mr. Jack. Let me say this. We took a

lot of that just listening to you ask questions, and for a

little recess, etc. We're trying to get things going along

here Just as fast as we can.

[previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. DREW
I'll be very brief. I've been asked to state for the

record again that the vote on the alternative will stand on

the majority of votes cast on the alternative as this thing

reads. There is one correction that Style and Drafting can

make. On the desk copy, there is no 2 (A) before the for or

against. On some of your copies, there is a 2 (A) before

each of them, which I'm sure can be deleted by Style and

Drafting. It's not on the official desk copy, so there's

nothing to be concerned about there. I think it sinplifies

the matter. But, as It's placed on the ballot, I hope that

aa a compromise we.... you will accept and we can live with.

I ask for the adoption of this amendment.

Questions

MR. FONTENOT
Mr. Fugh I mean Mr. Drew, your amendment at th«

bottom—the alternative is vote for one; you asked for one
board of regents for higher education with appointed and

elected members and no managing boards—in effect has
•witched it and put the so-called one board on top and

the five board on the bottom. Isn't that correct?

MR. DREW
No, the against reads the

or against the Identical words.

thing, Clyde. It's for

MR. ROY
Harmon, I disagree with my good friend, Burt Willis.
Your vote on No. 2 will be the deciding vote on whether

we have an alternative, or whether CP-7 is adopted by the

people. Isn't that true?

MR. DREW
That is provided in CP-98, I believe that if the

alternative is adopted, the constitution provision now in

there will be null and void and shall be substituted for.

MR. ROY
Simply stated, if we happen to get a tie vote on No. 2

where ten thousand voted for and ten thousand voted against,

then the CP-7 that is presently in the body of the constitution
that we've already adopted—that's the old education article—
would be the education proposal in the new constitution ; that

is, a fivennan board concept; would It not?

HR. DREW
That would be my opinion. It would neither.

.

MR. ROY
Or, if nobody voted at all on Article. .. .on No. 2, then

CP-7 and what we've previously adopted In the present body of

the constitution would be the constitutional article on

education, would it not?

MR. DREW
I don't know any way to require them. If you required

them to vote on the constitution, and on the alternative, you

may as well leave in a majority of those voting in this

election, if you required both.

MR. BERGERON
Harmon, let me just straighten this up, just for

clarification. In other words, if I'm a citizen, I go to

the voting booth. First of all, 1 vote on the proposition

of for or against the constitution.

HR. DREW
Correct

.

MR. BERGERON
All right. Let's say I vote for the constitution. Then

I go down, whether I favor the five board or the two board

plan, I go down and vote for or against alternative two.

MR. DREW
Right.

HR. BERGERON
So, whether I'm for the five boards, or against the....

for the two boards, I vote yes or no for the constitution.

That is, I vote on the constitution and then the alternatives.

MR. DREW
There are two separate votes that are governed by the majority

in each. There is no connection between the majority in either

vote on the constitution or the alternative. I think that's

clear.

HR. NUNEZ
Mr. Drew, I'll aak you this question because I think it

should be on the record somewhere. Did you know that
Mr. Martin said in his opinion, this Is the most legal way
that we can handle this situation?

MR. DREW
Thank you, Mr.

Tea, sir.

MR. BERGERON
Right. I Just wanted to straighten it up.

Thank you, Harmon.

MR. DERBES
Mr. Drew, as you have phrased the amendment, aa I correct

in stating that the only way in which a vote on the constitution

is related to a vote on- the alternatives is one, in the event

that there are no votes cast on the alternatives; and two, in
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the event that there is a tie with respect to the votes cast on

the alternatives.
state Is going to get a constitution that they can read? Won'
this be In the constitution?

MR. DREW
You could go a little further, Jim, and say that if the

alternative—had I not put"thereon"ln there, and I think that

clarified it—had the alternative received more votes cast In
that poll than for the constitution, I think the constitution
would fall.

MR. DERBES
So, that would be still a third that would still be a

third eventuality that you have provided for, but with the
exception of those three eventualities....

MR. DREW
I have deleted one of them. That's what I'm saying, Jim.

MR. DERBES
X see.

But, with respect to those eventualities, there is no

relationship between the alternatives and the constitution.,,.

[_Record vote ordered . Amendment rejected

:

62-63. Motion to reconsider tailed.]

Amendment

MR, POYNTER
The next set of amendments sent up by Delegate Avant.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 16, in Floor Amendment No. 1

proposed by Delegate Jenkins and adopted by the convention on
January 19, 1974, on line 25, after the language added by said
amendment, add the following:

"With the superintendent of education as its administrative
head", add this, "who shall implement the policies of the board,.,
the Board of Regents."

Expl anati on

MR. AVANT
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this amendment Is simply

to add very briefly some more descriptive language which will
Inform the electorate of the nature of the alternative proposition
upon which they are voting. One of the salient and most signifi-
cant features of the alternative proposition which was adopted
by this convention is contained In Section 2 relating to the
superintendent of education which provides that the superintendent,
with respect to the superintendent of education, that he shall be
the administrative head of the department of education and the

Board of Regents, and shall implement the policies of the state
board of elementary and secondary education, and the Board of
Regents, and the laws affecting schools under their jurisdiction.
So, it seems only fit and proper, since we can do it in just a
very few words, to inform the electorate of the state, in voting
on this alternative proposition, that their state university
will be under the jurisdiction of a Board of Regents, and that
the administrative head of that board will be the elected
superintendent of education who shall implement the policies
of that board. I think that that la such a significant and
salient feature of the plan that that information should be
Imparted to the voters on the ballot so that they will have
the benefit of that knowledge, and in that way, the passage of
the alternative will.... or the question of the passage of the
alternative will be based upon a properly Informed electorate.

For that reason, I ask you to vote favorably for this
amendment

.

Questions

MR. GOLDMAN
Mr. Avant, in keeping with your desire to inform the

public completely on what they are voting on, would you agree

to another amendment which would also say that management boards

r« permissible through the legislature?

MR, AVANT
If that's a correct statement, which I am not sure whether

it is or not, I would have no objection to fully informing the

voters as to the alternative proposition that they are asked to

accept in simple, plain language.

MRS, WARREN
Mr. Avant, Is it not a fact that the electors of this

MR. AVANT
....They're going to get a constitution that they can

read. Yes, ma'am.
Now, what was the second part of the question?

MRS. WARREN
Will this provision you have here already be in the

constitution?

MR. AVANT
Well, the point, Mrs, Warren, is this: that the alternative

proposition, which we are being asked to vote upon, provides
that the superintendent of education will be the administrative
head of the Board of Regents, and will implement the policies
of the Board of Regents. Now, that.... if the alternative is
adopted, then that will be the constitution. Now, the only
reason for making this amendment is to place on the ballot , in
that little block that you see, where it will be on the voting
machine when the people go in, that little bit of Information,
so that they will be aware of that when they vote.

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Avant, do you know that whether they have an alternative

or not is not important to me? What I'm worried about, is all
this verbiage that's going to go on the ballot to confuse the
people. I mean, I Just can't see the necessity of putting it
on there when you're going to give them a constitution to read.
So, when they gat to that, they will automatically know this is
connected with that alternative.

MR. AVANT
Well, Mrs, Uarren, if you think that very many voters are

going to go walking around in the voting booth, or in the polling
place there, and get this constitution and the alternative
proposition and sit down and read it word for word, I think you
are going to be In for a big shock.

MRS, WARREN
Well, I sure wish they could put it ell on there so they

could read It when they get there.
Thank you.

MR. A. JACKSON
Mr. Avant, in adding this verbiage to the proposition, is

this.... part of the issue that the voters must decide?

MR. AVANT
Is this part of the issue?

MR. A. JACKSON
Yea, that language that you are adding there,

of the issue. . . .?

is that part

MR. AVANT
Oh, yes. That is part of the issue because, as I recall,

the main document which we adopted with respect to the Board
of Regents that the elected superintendent of education is

separated from the Board of Regents, and he has no duties with
respect to the Board of Regents,

MR, A, JACKSON
But, is it not true that the powers and the dutlea of the

superintendent is not before the voters, and this proposition.
But, what is clearly before the voters is whether or not you
want a governor's structurewith five boards, or one with two
boards. Isn't that the proposition that's before

MR. AVANT
No, that is not the proposition. The proposition is whether

you want to adopt an alternative proposition in lieu of what's

in the basic document which put higher education

MR. HENRY
You've exceeded your time,

Mr, Roy.

I know it doesn't make any difference because we've got more

amendment drafters In here than I've ever seen. But, we're sure

running out of time.
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Further Di scussion

MR. ROY
Mr. Chairman^ ladles and gentlemen of Che convention,

I hate to rise and say what I'm going to say, but I am fed up

with LSU right now. I'm a graduate of LSU; I went there all

my college term. I dare say I'm the only person here,— It

doesn't make a durn, I guess,—who knows the Alma Mater In
French. I was ready to sing the durn thing. But, I have

never seen a convention stymied by such a group. Now, this

Is nothing more than overloading this particular section so

that we can't get sixty-seven votes on end, because it has

about as much place on the ballot as me flying out of here

without a plane.
I came here today, ready this morning, to vote for the

first Kean amendment, although I disagreed with It, because
I felt that I had voted for an alternative. The only way
that alternative can be fairly presented to the people la

for the people to have an option to vote for or against It,

and not to count against the people who don't vote on the

alternative, the hundreds of thousands who are going to

vote on the constitution as a whole. I was ready to vote

for It, holding my nose, to some extent. Then, Mr. Kean
pulled It. Then later, he came with another one that made
it impossible for roe, as a citizen of this state, to face

any constituent and say to him fairly, I gave you an

alternative. Now, we are either going to face this Issue

now, and the people who are for LSU like I am, and who've
contributed every year to the Century Club and everything

else, are going to stand up for what's right and what's fair

or we're not going to have a constitution. It's Just time

that you faced the issue, LSU. The people have spoken. They
want an alternative. They want it to be fairly presented to

them. They don't want a stuffed ballot box on it.

That's all I have to say. I'm sorry. I'm sorry that

I have to get up and say it. I hope you kill thla amendment.

Point of Information

MR. GOLDMAN
A question of the chairman.
Is there any procedural way that we can get back to

Resolution No. 52 with the original Pugh language on there?
....for the alternative?

MR. HENRY
You're talking about you want to get off the ballot business?

MR. GOLDMAN
No, I want to get back on the original way the ballot Is

on there as opposed....

MR. HENRY
You'd have to do It by amendments, sir.

{^Previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. AVAirr

Mr. Chalmon and fellow d«lcs«t«8, all I ask Is for you to
1st ths voters know what they are being asked to accept. If
that offends Mr. Roy, or anybody slse, I make no apologies for
It.

comes another one, and it went too far in another direction.
For our colleges and universities and for the people that
has their Interest uppermost in their heart, I think that

there's some way that this could be solved by both sides
giving a little. All I want to do, and I try to help them

all; I got Southeastern over there, my neighbor; I got LSU
here with a lot of my constituents and their children that

go there. I've always went out of my way to try to help them

—

all of them—because I'm for the cause of education. But,

I believe we've reached the point where they're not really
trying to help themselves. I have never seen a fight like

this over something that should be by Intelligent people,
worked out and submitted to the people of this state, in

the language they can understand it, and let them vote the

way they please. There are moments that I've been looking
at here lately, in my opinion, there's a little bit of

disguise in there trying to mislead someone, or trying to

get a little edge on what the people want. I stand here

trying to represent the people that I know needs to have the

opportunity to vote their will. I call on you, educators;

I call on you smart people. Come up with something that will
be fair to both sides. Let's adopt it, and let the people
decide this issue. It looks like we are going to fall to

decide it ourselves. So, let the people decide it with some

language that they can read and understand. That's all I'm
going to ask you to do. I think it's time that we done
that. I think the people that ^re here can do it if they'll
give a little and take a little, and let's go on with our

work.

Motion

MR. BOLLINGER
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I think it's obvious that

the time has arisen where we should stop this foolishness.

Therefore, I move for a suspension of the rules for the purpose

of precluding any further amendments, with that part of the

resolution dealing with the ballot.

Point of Information

MR, RAYBURN
Would that apply to my amendment that's already been Introduced

and chat's on the desk at this time?

MR. HENRY
It would apply to any amendments

,
yes, sir, that had been

up here or not. Senator. I'm assuming.

Substitute Motion

MR. AERTKER
I'd like to make a substitute motion that we recess for five

minutes. I really believe that we could come up with something.

If we don't, then we would go with the motion. I believe that

we can come up with something.

MR. HENRY
All right, now. I'm going to tell you what we are going to

do, if you all will just roll with me a minute. We'll give them

five minutes. But. we've about five minutesed ourselves right

out of business. But, when it.... I don't want any lobbyist coming

in the rail. I want the delegates to this convention to try to

work out this problem. You've got five minutes.

l_Ainendment rejected: 38-81. Motion
to reconsider tabled.^

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I have had a lots of

ups and downs in my life. I've been in a lot of tight places.
I've been In this building when, late at night, the master
switch was pulled, and the lights went out. I've been here
when a bill was passed in this chamber and got lost before
we could get it in the Senate chamber. I'm afraid that the
way we're acting, that the trend of this convention, that
I might see something like that again. I hope I don't. We've
got a problem here today, and the educated people, I think,
should take a few moments and use their common sense and try
to get together. I've voted so many ways today that I don't
really know how I've voted. I thought Mr. Kean's amendment
went too far one way. I voted against it thinking that one
would come along after while that I could vote for—here

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins has sent an amendment for redrafting in essence

his amendment.
On page 2, delete lines 16 through 35, both inclusive In

their entirety, and on page 2, delete lines 1 and 2 in their
entirety, and all floor amendments thereto, and Insert In lieu
thereof the following:—need some quotes, Mr. Jenkins "official
ballot".

{^Motion to waive reading of the amend-
ment adopted without objection.}

Expl anat 1 on

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, this is essentially the same amendment we approved

before except it makes a change to resolve a legal question that

Mr. Kean had raised with regard to the deletion from the proposed
constitution of the article on education in case alternative 2(B)
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were approved. That's what this language at the top does under
"Instructions to Voters." One thing that you. ..it's this one right

here; you've had it for, I guess, an hour or so... one thing to
remember is that these instructions to voters at the top undoubtedly
would be printed Just as this sort of thing normally is, in smaller
type on the ballot, so that the main thing on the ballot would
be the "Do you favor or oppose the adoption of the proposed con-
stitution," and the "for" and "against" and the same thing with
regard to the alternatives. Now, I've checked around to Judge
Tate and a number of the other lawyers in the convention, and
no one has raised any objections to the legality of this. I

think just about everyone agrees that this will do it from a

legal standpoint. It's just a question of whether or not you want
this particular wording. So, I'd like to urge the adoption of

this amendment.

Questions

MRS. ZERVIGON
Mr. Jenkins, in your opinion, do very many people make up

their mind on a question because of the wording on the ballot, in

the booth; or do you think most voters have made up their ninds

before they go into the booth?

MR. JENKINS
Well, I think it depends on what the issue is. In this case,

I think most people are going to make up their mind before they

go into the booth. The purpose for the language, for most of

the language under "Instructions to Voters", is not really for

Instructing voters. The purpose of the language primarily is to

cure the legal questions involved, to make sure about what the

legal effect is of the adoption or rejection of the constitution,

the adoption or rejection of the various alternatives. That's

the real purpose of the top paragraph, so that it is possible

for a voter to ascertain what the effect of his votes will be

so that he can cast an intelligent vote, and because that is

available to him to make this reasonable and lawful. So, that's the

purpose of it.

MRS. ZERVIGON
The main question before us is, insofar as ballot provisions

are concerned, is whether the alternative would take a majority

of those voting on the constitution or a majority of those voting

on the alternative Itself, in order to pass; Isn't that correct?

MR. JENKINS
That's correct, and that's what the amendment I had adopted earlier

I think that made a statement at that time on that question, and

I'm not submitting this again on that issue. I'm submitting it

simply because of the technical changes In the top paragraph to

cure some of the legal questions that have been raised. So, that's

the only difference between what we now have and what I'm offering

now.

MRS. ZERVIGON
Would it be your feeling that the convention having decided

that about three times, perhaps we could adopt these technical

changes that you are making and go on to the next question before

the bartering?

MR. JENKINS
Well, I would think so, Mrs. Zervlgon, but we've shown no

propensity to do that so far.

[^Amendment adopted without objection .}

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
,

Amendment sent up by Mr. Anzalone, Fayard, and Raybum reads

as follows:
• Amendment Mo. 1. On page 15, lines 2 and 3, Insert the

following paragraph:
"(2) Secretary of state shall designate in numerical sequence

each "for" and "against" item to be voted on In order that each

appears on the ballot.
Amendments 2-7, just renumber the following paragraphs or

subparagraphs thereafter.

Explanation

have some "against" provisions on the ballot. As has been
pointed out, you're not going to get too much information from
what appears within the machine Itself. There's little question
about that. But, as has been in the past, and I'm sure that it
will be In the future, with the assistance of numbers placed on

the side of your proposals, you are going to enable a great deal
many more people to avail themselves to vote on the constitution.
Right now I would submit to you that across this state that the
people are thinking that the vote on this constitution is going
to be the most complex thing that they've ever done in their
life; and for that reason I think a great number of them are
not going to vote on the constitution, which is something that
we don't want. If we place numbers by the propositions .whether
It be"for"or"agaln3t",but a number that can be identified, I

think it would lend great assistance to these people. You would
get greater participation, and in doing so, you would get more
of the will of the people of this state whether or not they
do want or don't want this constitution.

Questions

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Anzalone, let me see if I understand you correctly.

Of course, at the present time we have only adopted the Jenkins
amendment. Now, the Jenkins amendment will have "for the
constitution," "against the constitution." One of those,
the "for" would probably be numbered "1" and "against" would
be numbered "2"; is that It?

MR. ANZALONE
Yes, sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, then you go dowi to the alternates, and you'd have

alternates 2(A) . .

.

MR. ANZALONE
That'd be 3 and 4.

MR. DE BLIEUX
What's that?

MR. ANZALONE
My intention would be 3 and 4. Senator, the reason that we

didn't put the tentative numbers in here was because we don't
know when this thing is going to be called for approval by
the voters. It may be at the bottom of the ballot; it may be
on the top. But , my intention is simply to say that you ' re going
to vote, for instance, in Woody's amendment, it would be 1, 2, 3,
and 4. Just that simple.

MR. DE BLIEUX
In other words,

on the ballot?
you just wanted to number the various items

MR ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman and delegates, the primary function of this

amendment Is that regardless of how we come up with a ballot,

we're going to have some "for" provisions and we're going to

MR. ANZAL(»7E
Right. Jtiflt like you do the candldatea.

MR. FAYARD
Mr. Anzalone, do you know that I've spoken with Mr. Pugh

,

the author of that proposal, and he has no objection to this
amendment?

MR. ANZALONE
No, sir; I didn't know that.
Oh, well, that's good.

[^Amendment adopted without objection .^

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
This amendment is sent up by Mr. Gravel and Mr. De Blieux.

It goes to page 4, line 24.

After the word "on" delete the date December 2, 1974, and
insert in lieu thereof the following, "the thirtieth day prior
to twelve o'clock midnight on December 31, 1974, by publishing
such results out in the Baton Rouge Sunday Advocate or the

Baton Rouge State Times .

"

Amendment No. 2. On page 4, line 23 after the word "be"
before the word "promulgated" insert "officially".

Expl anation

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen, this is really a
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technical amendment because the Act 2 requires that the consti-
tution go into effect thirty days after the promulgation to vote.
Ue have already adopted the effective date of the constitution
as being midnight, December 31, 1974. Therefore, the promul-
gation must take place thirty days prior to that time, and that's
all this anendment does. I move for favorable adoption of

the amendment » Mr. Chairman.

[_Amendment adopted without objection. ]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Reverend Alexander, you ready for yours, sir?
Amendment No. 1. On page 3, line 7, at the end of the line

delete the words "if the" and delete line 8 in Its entirety and
on line 9, at the beginning of the line, delete the word and
punctuation "use."

Explanation

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman, delegates, ladles and gentlemen, I come to

you in support of this amendment which, in my way of thinking,
solves many of our problems. I believe the language contained
here on lines 8 and 9 would, In effect , create enemies for this
constitution that we don't need. The words to be deleted here
are those words which stipulate that there would be no watchers
at the polls. Now, that may not be a very serious problem, but
if I were against this document. I don't think I would have
very much difficulty convincing those people who would listen to
me that somebody has conspired to deprive them of their rights
at the polls. They'll think that you're trying to put something
over on them, or trying to have them unrepresented. For example,
suppose one. ..it may be one little group in a community. It
could be a large community or an isolated conmunity. If this
question is raised and the general population of the state gets
the idea that somebody is trying to put something over on them
by not permitting them to have representatives at the polls,
then I think we're in trouble. Now, as I conclude, this idea
of the watchman developed some years ago when there were some
candidates running for office, and during the process of drawing
for commissioners, some candidates were not represented at
the polls. This would only permit each faction or group to

be represented through a watchman, or a watcher, rather. This
watcher has access to the polls . He has access to the informa-
tion. He can do nothing. He is not paid. He is designated
by the owner represented only to watch, and I ask that you vote
for the amendment . Thank you.

Questions

MR. DERBES
Reverend Alexander, I realize that you're trying to remove

the prohibition against watchers, but how would the watchers
be selected?

MR. ALEXANDER
It is my opinion, Mr. Derbes, that If this election were

held under the regular election laws of the state, it would
be better for us because those election laws have already stood
the test of litigation, and there's no pr(^lem, and I think it

would be better.

MR. DERBES
Are you saying then that the election laws of the state

as they are presently enacted and enforced provide for the selec-
tion of watchers at such an election?

MR. ALEXANDER
That is correct.

and there's no way to appoint them. If we appoint them, we're
appointing them for the constitution, 1 guess. Mho's going
to appoint them against the constitution? It's just something
that I respect what you're saying. Rev., but you just don't
fit this procedure. I would hope that you would consider the
judgment decision made that there's no provision for them,
and therefore, you can't have them.

Questions

MR. WILLIS
Is not this election be for a thing instead of persons,

and that therefore you don't need watchers?

MR. PUGH
That's correct.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Pugh, if I'm not mistaken In my experience in elections

and as a mendjer of the Democratic State Central Committee
trying to conduct them and so forth, I believe watchers are
only provided fbr in the primary election law. I don't think
they are acquired In general elections. Mo one selects them
in general elections, but the candidates themselves have the
privilege of having somebody there if they see fit for him.
Did you know that?

MR. PUGH
I not only know that, I know that my language says that

if the election is held as a special election, there'll be no
watchers. There's nothing to do at a general election.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, in this particular cas«, I don't know whether you

realize it or not. but there'd be no harm done in deleting
this particular langauge because they're not required.

MR, PUGH
They're not required in special elections?

MR. DE BLIEUX
I may be in error, but that's the way I read the language...

MRS. WARREN
Mr. Pugh, to quote Mr. Willis, he said, "this Is a thing."

MR. PUGH
Yes, ma'am.

MRS. WARREN
Would you agree that this is one of the hottest things we have

had yet?

MR. PUGH
No question about that.

MRS. WARREN
It just might bear some watching.

MR. PUGH
Well, if there was just some way we could figure out how to

appoint them, that's the only problem. I tell you, trying to
figure out how to appoint watchers in here is going to be an
awful lot worse than this education problem we've got.

MR. BEL
Mr. Pugh, what provisions could be made in this election for

official watchers?

MR. PUGH
Well, I guess each one of us could pick some out.

know who else would pick them out.
I don't

Further Discussion

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. I mentioned this to you

earlier this morning. There is a provision in the law for
watchers in special elections. Unfortunately, the watchers are
appointed by their respective political parties. This is not
a political party election. This is an election where the
people themselves rather than political parties are related to
or concerned with the constitution. I deleted it for the
obvious purpose ;there is no way for it to fit. That was what
I had to do In all of the election provisions that didn't fit

MR. BEL
You mean there's no provision in law for this to do that?

HR. PUGH
None; that's what I'm saying. You've got to exclude th«

because the special election calls for them. Ordinarily, see,
when you have constitutional amendments, they're on general
elections, and watchers are there for the parties and those
were used. That's why I said that if it's a general election,
we'll use the watchers that are provided for in the general
election. That's taken care of. But, the problem then in a
special election—and I really believe they're required for

special elections—there's just no mechanics, that's all.
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HR. BEL
They do require them In special elections.

MR.PUGH
Thank you, Mr. Bel. That's what I...

MR. A. LANDRY
Mr. Pugh, that you say that thirty days prior to the election,

the board of supervisors are elected In each parish, shall ap-

point thr«e comnlssloners and one clerk to preside over the

election?

MR. PUGH -

Yes, sir.

MR. A. LANDRY
It does- not provide anywhere in a regular general election

the fourth part Is submit commissioners, and because of the fact

that you only have three conMlsslonera and a clerk, you have some

left over as submitted by the party, and therefore, you have

watchers. But, In this particular election you specifically

state whether we take this out or not doesn't make any difference

because the board of supervisors are not going to appoint watchers

anyway. They're going to put two clerks... one clerk and three

commissioners , too

.

MR. PUGH
The reason I excluded that...

[previous Question ordered.]

Closing

MR. ALEXA.NDER

Mr. Chairman and delegates, the proposal simply states,

simply prohibits watchers, and I don't think that language should

be included. Now, there's nothing in the amendment that I have

snbr-<»-ted to include watchers. The only think it says that if

any faction or any group or anyone, wants a watcher that there

would be no prohibition against it. Now, once you say that, the

psychological effect of stipulating that there would be no

watchers, and I'm of the firm belief that some small faction

could go to court and cause a lot of trouble. That's the only

thing I'm trying to prevent. I'm asking you, and then, may I

also sbate that the persons who will be selecting these com-

missioners are democrats. Remember, they're democrats, and

there are two other parties in this state. I want you to keep

that under consideration—two other legal parties, political

parties In this state. I ask that you vote for the amendment.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Alexander now sends up the following amendment:
Amendment No. 1. Page 3, line 8, immediately after the word

"watchers" strike out the word "shall" and insert in lieu thereof

the words "need not"

.

MR. HENRY
Let's get it right, Mr. Clerk.

MR. POYNTER
All right. I'm with you. "No watchers need be used," right?

Just Insert the word "need".

MR. ALEXANDER
Mr. Chairman and delegates, that solved the problem, and I

ask you to vote for the amendment. I don't think we have any
more controversy.

[Amendment adopted without objection."]

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Flory, Gravel, Pugh, Fulco and others send up amendments.

Amendment No. 1. On page 3, delete lines 18 through 33
both inclusive in their entirety, and insert in lieu thereof
the following: "5. The Executive Committee of the convention
is hereby granted the full authority, power and authority to do
all things which they may deem necessary to carry out the
provisions of this resolution, and they shall have the conven-
tion's unlimited authority to call upon any instrumentality
of the state or its political subdivisions to cooperate in
the furnishing of services, facilities, and employees for the
purpose of carrying out the responsibilities of the convention
and providing for the manner of the election;"

Expl anation

MR. FLORY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, what the amendment does, briefly,

is— if you recall earlier when Mr. Pugh gave his explanation of

the resolution, he delegated to the Chairman and to the Secretary

the authority to carry out and to Implement the effects of this

resolution—this changes that and gives it to the Executive Com-

mittee, which is given the authority under the House Concurrent

Resolution passed last year to continue in effect and operate

until the day of the election, and allows them to fully implement

this resolution. That's all It does, Mr. Chairman.

Questions

MR. PUGH
Reverend, I have no objection if you want to use the word

"need" instead of"shall" and I think that will satisfy your

requirements. What worried me was the converse of what you

were talking about, Is if somebody files a suit to contest the

validity of the election because there were no watchers. We

had the right to exclude them; you understand? If we say they

need not be done, then we're all right. I'll use the word

"need" Instead of "shall", but I would be worried about some-

body filing a suit and tying us up on an absurd issue about

the fact that there were no watchers. That's all.

MR. ALEXANDER
Would you be willing to change then your proposal, and use

the word.

.

MR. PUGH

I'd be happy to change the word "shall" to "need" if they'll

allow me to open it up for that purpose.

MR. HENRY
Can't you do that with this amendment, Mr. Clerk?

Are we pushing you too far?

MR. POYNTER
No, we can do alright. 1 just want to make sure I'm with

Mr. Pugh and Rev. Alexander.

MR. ALEXANDER
"Shall"to"need" and that will solve the whole problem.

{^Motion to suspend the rules to with-
draw amendment adopted without ob-
jection . J

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Clerk, haven't we changed the number? Shouldn't this now

be 6 rather than 5, by virtue of Mr, Anzalone's. . .

.

MR. POYNTER
I think you're correct.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Flory, I think this Is a good idea. The only problem is:

Are you going to have to call the Executive Committee into session,

or can this be done by telephone, by mail ballot, or what?

MR. FLORY
I think the rules set up In the convention as to the operation

of committees would apply, Mr. Dennery, Insofar as a majority consti-

tute a quorum— the majority taking care of the business of the

Executive Committee.

[Amendment adopted without objection.}

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Amendment sent up by Delegate Jones reads as follows:

Amendment No. 1. On page 1, between lines 4 and 5, Insert

the following: "PART I".

Amendment No. 2. On page 1, delete lines 18 and 19 in their

entirety.
Amendment No. 3. On page 1, between lines 19 and 20, insert

the following: "PART II".
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Amendnent No. 4. On page 5» delete lines 29 through 33, both
inclusive, in their entirety and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the provisions of this resolution shall

take preference and priority over and shall be paramount to any rule,

provision, or resolution heretofore adopted or taken by the conven-

tion relating to the matters in PART I of this resolution."

Explanation

MR. JONES
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen, Amendment No. 1 is merely

an effort—and Amendment No. 3— to divide the resolution so we could
better express ourselves in regard to the real meat of these amend-
ments in regard to Amendment No. 4 and Amendment No. 2, Amendment
No. 1 merely describes a preamble of a resolution and inserts it

as PART I between lines 4 and 5. Amendment No. 2 deletes lines 18
and 19, which read, in the preamble of the resolution: "which
provides for the supremacy of this resolution over other actions of
the convention." I*d requested that that be deleted. The third
amendment is the one I previously referred to, which refers to the
"WHEREAS" provision of the resolution and describes it as "PART II."
Then, the saving clause— the last part of the resolution on page 5

—

the primary change is leaving out the words "or other action" and
describing it by using the provisions set forth in PART I. As it

reads now, it provides that "any rule, provision, or resolutionor other

action heretofore adopted or taken by the convention relating to the
matters covered hereby." It seems to me that we're granting, in
this resolution, just broad powers to vitiate anything that you
ladies and gentlemen have done since last January. It looks as
though they could change just about anything, particularly using
the provision (E) , which is lines 18 and 19: "which provides for
the supraoacy of this resolution over other actions of the con-
vention." It seems to me like they could change just about any-
thing they wanted; so that's why I have deleted that and deleted
the words "or other action" on page 5, I ask your favorable adoption
of this amendment.

Questions

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Jones, my question has to do with the fact that Delegate

Resolution No. 98, presumably, has some provisions in it with
regard to the ballot. Now, under your setup, those ballot provi-
sions would govern over whatever we put in this resolution—the
way you have it divided into PART I and PART II.

MR. JONES
How do you explain that, Mr. Dennery?

MR. DENNERY
Well, you have the official ballot provisions In the resolu-

MR. JONES
As Proposal No. 98?

MR. DENNERY
....will be in PART II of this resolution, as you have it

worded. Since your Amendment No. 4 refers only to priority of
PART I over any other action of the convention, if 98 contains
ballot provisions, they would preempt what we've been arguing
about all day, and it seans

MR. JONES

In the ballot provisions? Not insofar as PART I is concerned,
I wouldn't

MR. DENNERY
No, but they're not in PART I; they're in PART II. That's my

point.

MR. JONES
That's right; we're not preempting anything in PART II.

MR. DENNERY
Well, the point is that 98 has something in it about ballot

provisions, Louis, and you say that what's in PART 11 will not
preempt what's in the....

MR. JONES
I don't think PART II is affected. It's merely to define the

rest of the resolution after you define it in PART I. It Just makes
the language easier. I could leave out PART I and PART II and refer
to lines 6 through 17, for example.

MR. DENNERY
Well, I think that would necessarily imply, then, that the

provisions of Resolution No. 98 take precedence over this resolution.
That's what we're trying to avoid. It seems to me you're killing
the effect of this resolution when you do that.

MR. JONES
Well, I'm sorry, but I really don't understand it that way.

MR. PUGH
Mr. Jones, I assumed that a resolution of a body of this type

necessarily required a "to provide" paragraph at the beginning of it.

Am I in error as to that?

MR. JONES
Well, that's what you have in this resolution. Correct?

MR. PUGH
I'm saying: Am I in error as to that assumption?

MR. JONES
That's what it says. I agree.

MR. PUGH
Well, do you think it's necessary to have a reference at the

beginning of the resolution to what the resolution contains?

MR. JONES
I think it does, but I don*t think this resolution should have

the right to vitiate anything else this convention's done over the

last year.

MR. PUGH
Well, as I understand, the "to provide" language merely keys you

in to the specific language that occurs in the resolution.

MR. JONES
Yes. That's why I think you've covered everything adequately

in provisions (A) through (D)

.

MR. PUGH
Well 0. K.

MR. JONES
I just think you've gone too far,

MR. FLORY
Mr. Jones, perhaps, along that same line— I'm a little bit

confused too, as Mr. Dennery—on line 3 of the "FURTHER RESOLVED"
provision, you used the word "provision or resolution heretofore
adopted." Now. what are you talking about? Provision of what?
Rules, regulations, proposals?

MR. JONES
I was trying not to upset the resolution, as much as they had

it, and then take out the catchall provisions—the real basin of it.

The word"provision"is not my choice of language. I was trying to

leave it as closely as I could with taking out the words "or other
action," and my feeling was that provision was not proposal; so I

just left it in there. I didn't want to gut it too much. That was
my main idea. I don't think provision means proposal.

MR. FLORY
Well, then, you'd be agreeable to withdrawing it and say "pro-

vision. . .

.

Would you be agreeable to withdrawing it and resubmitting it

with the language "provision of any resolution heretofore adopted"?

MR. JONES
Be happy to.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Jones, in addition to the stat«nents contained by Mr.

Flory, you'll notice that the first part—that is, from lines,
you might say, 5 through 19—are onto the title of the resolution.
Now, I notice in your amendment that you have deleted lines 18

and 19. Now, if you may, look on page 2 of the resolution. Lines
5, 6, and 7 relate to 18 and 19 on page 1; so, if you're going to

delete the lines on page 1, shouldn't you also delete the lines on
page 2? because I believe the Amendment No. 4 would take care of

that proposition.

MR. JONES
I'm not sure what you have in mind. Senator^ but I'll withdraw
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the resolution, Mr. Speaker, and get together with Mr. Fiery, and
1*11 also ask Mr. Dennery to help me out and see if we can't get...

MR. HENRY
Before you all draw it, Mr. Jones, if you'd consult with the

Clerk too, I'd appreciate it. We've got scnne problem with this
we'd like to discuss with you.

^Amendment wi thdrawn

.

]

Amendment

MR. HARDIN
Amendments sent up by Delegates Perez, Gravel, Stovall, and

Carmouche:
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, line 16, delete Amendment No.l

proposed by Delegate Jenkins and adopted by the convention on
January 19, 1974, and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"OFFICIAL BALLOT. The full text of the proposed constitution,
including the alternative proposal on education, is available
for inspection at your polling place. (Vote for one)

1. [ 1 For the proposed Constitution of 1974 including
the education proposal with one Board of Regents with
appointed members and three management boards for gover-
nance of higher education.

2. [ ] For the proposed 1974 Constitution with one
Board of Regents for higher education with appointed
and elected members and no management boards.

3. [ ] Against the proposed 1974 Constitution."
In the box: "The votes cast in favor of propositions 1 and 2

shall be added together, and if such total constitutes the
majority of the votes cast in the election on the constitution,
the constitution shall be adopted. Whichever proposition receives
the greater number of votes shall become the Constitution of the
State of Louisiana."

Motion

MR. GRAVEL
After Delegate Perez has explained the amendment, I would

move that debate be limited to thirty minutes—fifteen minutes
on each side of the motion.

MR. HENRY
We have a motion in effe...or a rule that put limit on

debate already in effect, as a result of the Jack motions an
hour or two ago, to limit all debate on all amendments with
reference to the ballots to five minutes for proponents and five
minutes for opponents.

MR. GRAVEL
0. K. I withdraw my motion, then.

Motion

MR. DUVAL
Mr . Chairman, this amendment is so important that I suggest

that we move now to go along with Mr. Gravel's motion to at least
make it fifteen minutes for proponents and fifteen for opponents.

MR. HENRY
I personally think your point is well taken; but, anyway, is

there any objection to that, Mr, Jack?

[_Motion to limit deba te on the Amend-
ment to fifteen minutes for the pro-
ponents and fifteen minutes for the
opponents adopted without objection .}

Explanation

MR. PEREZ
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

hoped that I could have everybody's attention because I know that
we've been locked up on this particular problem all day long, I
hope that this is a solution to the problem which will give each
side in this education situation a fair and equal opportunity to
have their particular proposal on the ballot. I might say, from the
beginning, that it is difficult to try to show in regular type what
a ballot should look like, and I know that there are those who feel
that the way that propositions 1 and 2 would be proposed appear to
be the tail wagging the dog. But, if you could visualize what a
ballot would look like and if the words "for the proposed '74

Constitution," in each case, and "against the proposed '74 Consti-

tution" were in larger print so that they would stand out and then
the words "including," etc., and then (1) and (2) "with one Board of Re-
gents",etc. ,were in smaller print, then you would be putting the
proposition to the people, I think, in the proper context. That is,
for the constitution with one approach: that is, with the so-called
LSU approach; for the proposition with the alternate approach; and
against the proposition. Now, as far as the legality of this matter
is concerned, I have discussed this situation with some attorneys
who are very well versed in the election laws of this state, and
they find no problems with it because of the fact that you would be
in a position to vote either for or against the constitution. You
would be in a position to vote for or against any alternate proposal
because, if you vote for the constitution, you'll be voting for num-
ber one; against it, number three. You'd be voting for the alternate
if you voted for two, and against the alternate and against the con-
stitution if you voted for three. The only problem that presents
itself, which I do not think is a major problem, was if a person
wanted to vote against the constitution, but for one of the parti-
cular alternates: that is, for one board against the five-board.
But, in my judgment, if a person votes against the entire consti-
tution, he's voting against any of them ever being adopted; so he
has no particular legal right to be in a position to complain that
he wants to vote against the constitution and for any particular
alternative. I believe that this is the solution to the problem.
The way the votes would be totaled would be that you would total
the votes cast for (1) and (2) . If that total exceeds (3)— that
is, the against votes— then, the constitution would be adopted.
Then, in determining which proposal would be adopted, with respect
to education, the proposal (1) or proposal (2), whichever would
receive the greatest number of votes, would be the new constitu-
tion. So, it would either be the one-board or the five-board,
depending upon whether number one or number two got the majority
of votes. It appears to me to be as good a solution as we can
ever work out. I'd be glad to yield to questions.

Questions

MR. JENKINS
Two questions, Mr. Perez. First of all, what is wrong with

what we now have?

MR. PEREZ
In my judgment, from what I can understand, Mr. Jenkins, if

there are enough delegates who want to adopt what you have now, it's
fine with me. I was only trying to seek some alternative solution
which would put the education proposals in a position of an equal
footing, so that people could vote for or against the consti
so that for the constitution would either be proposal (1) or pro-
posal (2), I think it's a better arrangement, and I think it's
something which, more thoroughly, puts on the ballot the proposition.
It's my understanding that we are still locked up, even with the
amendment that's been adopted. Now, if the majority of delegates
want to go with what was adopted under your amendment, it's fine
with me.

MR. JENKINS
My second question is with regard to the legality of what

you propose. You say in your box that the votes cast in favor of

propositions one and two shall be added together. It appears to

me that, if a person votes for number one, he's voting for a cer-
tain kind of constitution: namely, one with the four boards for
higher education. If he votes for number two, he's voting for a

different constitution: one with one board for higher education.
If a court were to allow you to do' that, wouldn't the court be

allowing you, in effect, to add up apples and oranges?

MR. PEREZ
No, Mr. Jenkins, because I think it's the same thing as if

you have "for the constitution" and a person votes for it, and

then goes down and votes, beneath it, for an alternative. He has

voted for the constitution, and then he has come down lower, below,

and voted for an alternate which would change that which he has

voted for above. So, 1 don't believe that there are apples and

oranges. I don't think that, either way you do it, you're doing

the same thing. That is, you're voting for the constitution— if

you do it the way 1 understand your amendment is— for the constitution

with the so-called LSU Board; then, you turn right around and vote

for the one-board you, in essence, have voted out as an orange, or

so to speak, and there's no way to tell how many people voted for

the constitution, who stuck with the five-member board, and how

many of them voted for it and went down and voted for the one-

member. So, I don't see a bit of difference between, from a legal

standpoint, from your proposal and what's here.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't the difference that, under the way the section stands
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now, people are voting for a constitution with the understanding

that the board is to be decided in the alternative proposition.

They're not voting

MR. PEREZ
You're not voting for the constitution until you vote for the

whole document, and part of that document is the Education Article.

So, then, l*d see no difference between what you're talking about

and what's here.

MR. JENKINS
Isn't it also true that, under the way the section stands now,

those who vote against the constitution have a right to help deter-

mine what the educational setup will be if the constitution is adopted

MR. PEREZ
No. that^ in PART I and PART II.

No, that's the part 1 went into fairly carefully, and I do not

agree with you on that. I don't believe that a person who votes

against the whole constitution could then turn around and have a

right to say that he wants to be able to determine how the Education
Article is going to be determined, if he has voted against the whole
constitution to begin with.

MR. JENKINS
But, that is how we've established it in the section as it

stands now; isn't that correct?

MR. PEREZ
Yes.

MR. ROEMER
Mr. Perez, I just want to follow up on those questions by

saying that I'm sure you realize your amendment substantially
changes what we've done here today; is that not true?

MR. PEREZ
Well, Mr. Roemer, if there are sixty-seven votes to pass what

you've already done here today, I'm perfectly happy. All I was
trying to do was to find something where we could get enough of the

delegates together that we could move forward. Hopefully, this
was a solution.

MR. ROEMER
Well, of course, and you also realize that, under the rules of

politeness and the rules that wc work under in this body, that every-
body has a right to put in as many amendments as they want to keep
debating this issue over and over. U seems fairly obvious to me

—

perhaps, you might not know that— that, in looking at this, this is
the most confusing of all the issues we've had before us and that
you've got one. two, three here. A man can vote one time, two times,
or three times, if he's not well informed here.

MR. PEREZ

No, sir, because of the way the machine would be set up, he
could only vole tor one or two, but he would not be able to vote
for bi>th. The machine would be set up so that he would only vote
for number iMie, lor number two, or three. You can only pull one
timi-, .iiiU ii you just a minute, please; you asked me

Ii vou'Il look up top, it says: vote for one.

will go down—not just the education article. This Is a torpedo
writing the entire constitution. What I'm saying is, if you isolate
the education article, there will be some problem there, some constitu-
tional problem. Then, very well, perhaps, only the educational
article would be tainted with unconstitutionality. But, this way,
to vote on the entire constitution would be tainted, and the entire
document might fall. I'm not willing to gamble on the wonderful
work we've done here, to Impale it on the horns of this amendment.
I suggest to you very adamantly, that you vote this amendment down.
There hasn't been one thing said that something Is wrong with the Jenkins'
amendment. He has some technical amendments that he can cure it
with. We should not risk this entire constitution. Many, many
lawyers have said it's a question of judgment. It's a constitutional
question. But they're willing to gamble all our year's work on this
and I think that's foolish. I suggest to you, read this, think about
It, and vote It down.

Questions

MR. ROEMER
Stanwood, don't you think that the beauty of the Jenkins' amend-

ment was in that it did separate the question of the alternative
from the full body of the constitution, and allowed the person the
right, regardless of how he voted on one issue, to have the right
to vote on another. Isn't that true? This negates that completely.
Yes, sir. Didn't that Jenkins 'amendment pass 88 to 20 something?

MR. DUVAL
It sure did.

MR. CHAMPAGNE
Mr. Duval, I don't know anything about it, but one attorney

told me that since we had adopted the severability clause, that in

the event some judge did decide this unconstitutional, the only

thing we'd lose would be the education article.

MR, DUVAL
Mr. Champagne, the point I make is that may well be true

when you vote on the education alternate separate. But, when

you vote on the entire constitution by one vote, it may well,

perhaps, negate your vote on the entire constitution, and the

severability clause may not apply. This is the problem X had

with this amendment.

MR. RAYBURN
Stan, I kind of like this in a way. X can see where I think

it will help the document as a whole. But as a citizen, and I'm
asking you this as an attorney, I'm of the opinion that an alter-
nate is something to give you a choice. Am I correct in your
legal opinion?

MR. DUVAL
That's my understanding.

MR.

Yes, sir.

RAYBURN
If X say, well, I don't like either board. I think we

should have it a little different, I like the rest of the

document. But, under this language, I've got to vote for one
or the two alternates, or vote against the whole outfit. Am
I correct?

Further Discussion

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairaan, fellow delegates, this is one of the aost

important Issues to come before this constitutional convention

since our inception. Now, I'm not.. ..I haven't heard anything
wrong with the Jenkins' amendment yet. The Jenkins 'amendment

seena to be a vary palatable, simple, good amendnent that most

people can go for. Now, if you recall when Mr. Kean had his

original aniendment this morning, he had an Amendment 6 in

there which locked out certain persons voting against the

constitution from voting on the one.... on the alternates. This,

as everyone will admit, has the same effect. It has a lock, it's

tantamount to a lock-out provision. Therefore, if it is federally

unconstitutional, because you, in essence, had locked out the

right of the voter whose voting against the constitution
to vote for one of the two alternates if that is federally

constitutional.. ..unconstitutional.. ..and several lawyers came

up here and said it was today, and others say, well, it's a

question of judgaant let me tell you what you're doing now,

and this is a point I want to make. I would really appreciate

it if you pay attention.
The way this is drafted, the entire constitution will fall

if any of these lawyers happens to be right. The entire constitution

MR. DUVAL
Mr ... .Senator Rayburn, that's a very good point. Yes, sir.

MR. RAYBURN
But, X really like it, and I think it will help pass the

document, but I'm wondering whether we are depriving the people
of a choice or not. Now, that's the only thing that's got me
disturbed

.

MR. DUVAL
That's the same concern I have,

like the constitution better.
I like it myself, but I

Further Discussion

MR. BOLLINGER
I think Mr. Duval brought out some good technical and legal

points why we should reject this amendment. But, X think we

ou^t to look at the practical aspects. I hear a lot of people
hollering out that they think that this amendment would help
pass the constitution because people have a chance to vote for
it twice. I disagree with that, strongly, and I'll tell you why.

Our main motive here, I think, is to pass this constitution.
But we're putting first and foremost in our minds an alternative.
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Traditionally, the people of Louisiana have rejected. .. rejected
when going to vote on propositions they do not understand. Many,
many Individuals In this state are going to go Into that voting
booth with the Idea of voting for or against the constitution.
They're not concerned about the educational board. They're going
to get to the ballot and find out they have to make a choice for
one type of board, for another type of board, very possibly not
understanding what's the difference. Consequently, they're going
to vote against the constitution—not for It. You're confusing
them with this amendment. By establishing a ballot with two fors

,

and two different boards in each for, you confuse the electors
and force many of them to vote against the constitution. Practically
speaking, this Is a bad amendment. It does not enhance the passage
of this constitution. It deters from It, I move, please, please,
I beg of you, vote down this amendment. At least with the Jenkins'
amendment, they can vote for or against a clear-cut question. No
possible way they can Interpret the boards being Involved in the

main question. They can either vote for or against, or not vote
at all on the alternatives. It can stand on Its own merits. But,
it will not jeopardize the passage of the entire document.

I yield to any questions.

Questions

MR. FULCO
Mr. Bollinger, In comparing the two, Mr. Jenkins' and Mr.

Perez's amendments, we are trying to get something that Is
slii4)ler, very simple for the people to vote on, aren't we?

MR. BOLLINGER
That is correct.

MR. FULCO
That is the primary concern.
Now, in Mr. Perez's amendment, we have three paragraphs;

one, two, and three. Wouldn't it be very easy for you to tell
your constituents If you wanted, or he or she wanted to vote like
you wanted them to vote, to tell them to go in and vote for
No. 1, and that would simplify it because it's altogether? On
the other hand, wouldn't it be confusing and frustrating for you to
...for that same person to vote on Mr. Jenkins' amendment where you
had to look up at the top and see what it said? Then, go down
below on the bottom of the line, where it says alternative proposi-
tion and think, as a result of that, that you had to vote for
either one or the other.

MR. BOLLINGER
Frank, I think some of both,
I think simplicity Is the least of our worries here. I think

first, we have to get something that's legal, that's going to
allow the constitution. If ratified, to be put into effect, and the
alternate, if ratified, or either alternate, to be placed Into the
document. First and foremost, legal.

Second, I think we have to establish something that's going
to be fair. That when the voters see it, they understand It and
realize what they're voting on—not try to deceive them In any

way. I think that's our second objective.
Possibly third, make it simple.

MR. FULCO
But, Bollinger, in the Perez amendment, you've got every-

thing in one paragraph.

MR. BOLLINGER
1 think...

MR, FULW
The same thing the Jenkins ' amendment calls for In two

separate paragraphs.

MR. BOLLINGER
Not at all. It's not at all the same thing that the

Jenkins amendment calls for. Mr. Duval, I think, quite eloquently
expressed there's a very, very grave question of the legality of

the Perez amendment.

Further Discussion

MR. ARNETTE
Ladies and gentlemen, I agree that Mr. Perez's amendment is

fair. The only thing I have is like the previous speakers. I

don't think—or, I think It raises some very serious constitutional
questions, mainly, can you add apples and oranges; can you add a
vote for one kind of constitution to a vote for another kind of
a constitution? You have two totally different constitutions
there In one and two. I don't think you can add them both

together to overcome the "no" vote. This Is what my objection
Is. Unless one of the first two would get a majority, there
would be a constitutional question as to whether it's validly
adopted. I don't think we need to risk our work for over a year
on this document, on this kind of constitutional question. I hope
you realize the problem that I'm putting before you. You
can't add one kind of a vote to another kind of a vote against
a vote against both.

Questions

MR. BURSON
Mr. Amette, I would love to think that this solved all our

problems. But, the thing that bothers me the most is. It looks
to me like if we're talking about being fair, that we've got to
be fair to those who are against the constitution as well as
those that are for. Aren't they, in effect, running two candidates
against one and letting the two candidates add their votes up?

MR. ARNETTE
That's exactly right, Mr. Burson. You're running two

entirely different things and allowing them to add their votes
up. That's why I think it raises a very, very serious question.

Now, I have an amendment prepared that would be relatively
like Mr. Perez 's .. .would be just as fair. But, would allow

a voter to vote against both constitutions If he so wished. If

either would pass, it would be the constitution. To me, it

presents no constitutional problems, it would be fair to both
sides. I'll present it as soon as It is prepared and run off.
But, this particular amendment, I think, is very, very, very
dangerous. I would hate to risk an entire year's work on
this kind of election.

MR. LANIER
Greg, this convention voted to place an alternate proposal

on the ballot. Is that not correct?

MR. ARNETTE
That is correct.

MR. LANIER
Now, that, then, raises the legal issue of do all voters

in this state have a right to vote on that alternate proposal,
doesn't it?

MR. ARNETTE
That is true. This is another problem with Mr. Perez's

amendment is that it Is a defacto lock-out of people who want

to vote against both. Or, you're not giving them a choice,

MR. LANIER
Well, if you wish to have the right to vote on the

alternate the way this ballot Is arranged, then you would have

to vote for the new constitution even though you may be opposed

to it. Is that correct?

MR. ARNETTE
That Is correct. That's the problem I was trying to point

out. I might not have done it very well. But, this Is the big

problem. You're not giving the person who votes against the

constitution a choice on the alternate at all. It's not a lock-

out done by the machine, but It is, in effect, a lock-out just

the same. You're disenfranchising those persons from voting on

the alternate. This Is the problem that I see with Mr. Perez's

amendment, besides the fact that you're adding two different

votes to beat one.

MR. FAYARD
Greg, taking the other side of the coin, suppose you got a

guy that goes into the voting booth, a typical voter, says I've

never been to LSU. I've never been to Southern. I've never
been to USL. But, I want to vote for this constitution. But,

I don't know anything about education. What are you forcing
that guy to do?

MR. ARNETTE
Well, you're forcing him to make a choice as to which

alternate he wants.

MR. FAYARD
Do you think that's fair under this amendment?

Further Discussion
MR. STOVALL

Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates. Would you look right this
way for just a moment, please. I have in my hand here Act II of
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1972, relating to the constitutional convention. I want to read

to you from page 10. It says: "The convention may submit to

the electors of the state the proposal of acceptance or rejection
of the constitution, or any alternative proposals In such form

and manner as It may determine, and may direct the proper

election officials to take the necessary steps to effectuate

the determination of the convention, etc. It seems to me that

this provision that I have Just read to you negates the state-

ments that Mr. Arnette and Mr. Duval, and others have made

concerning the constitutionality of what we seek to do. Now,

from my point of view, looking at it not so much from the legal

poli^t of view as from want of how It will be received by the

people. It seems that this form of presentation is very simple;

lt*8 fair; it's reasonable.

In answer to Mr. Fayard's question, it will encourage the

people of the state to become aware of what's in the constitution.

Also, It will encourage different interested groups to inform and

educate their constituents so that they will go to the polls and

vote for the constitution; that is, to vote either for Proposition 1,

or Proposition 2. 1 think this will encourage a healthy discussion

throughout all the state of the Issues Involved in the educational

proposal, as well as other issues related thereto. It presents

a very definite choice. It's a simple presentation. It's clear.

I encourage your favorable support of this in order that we might

get on with completing other business.

Thank you.

Questions

MR. O'NEILL
Reverend Stovall, would you address yourself to the question

of what's wrong with what we have adopte'd right at the moment?

MR. STOVALL
Mr. O'Neill, I think this is the determination each delegate

will make. We came to an impasse a few moments ago. Ue had a

recess. We reached what we thought was a consensus in this
kind of presentation at this point.

MR. O'NEILL
Do you think the problem with what we have right now is

that it doesn't give an unfair advantage to either side? You
think that might be the problem with it?

MR. STOVALL
I don't think this gives any points to either side. I

think it's reasonable and fair. I'm not saying that it's

only. ...the only approach, Mr. O'Neill. But, this Is the one
that we are concerned with at the present tine.

MR. HEHRY
Will you yield to a question from Mr. Willis Mr. De Elleux?

MR. DE BLIECX
Reverend Stovall, can you visualize that there night be some

voters that might be opposed to the constitution that if it Is
adopted they would have a definite choice as to which alternate
they'd want to go into the constitution?

MR. STOVALL
Mr. De Blleux, I think we realize that we can't make this

completely simple.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Yes. Don't you think there's a possibility that we might

have some voters in that category?

MR. STOVALL
That's a possibility.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, how is he going to express his opinion under your....

under this proposal?

MR. STOVALL
I think that on the basis of what we've done, we've decided

on an alternative provision of education. I think it's our
business to educate and inform the people so that they will know
bow to vote.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, if you deny him of his right and privilege, don't you

think you night invalidate the whole election?

MR. STOVALL
No, I don't think we arc denying anyone tha right to vote.

We've got two ways here whereby they could vote for the
constitution.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Jack, are you speaking for it or against it?
Mr. Jack. Are you a proponent of the amendment?
Well, it depends .... for the opponents, the Clae is out.
For the proponents.

MR. JACK
I'm for the
I can speak on either side.

MR. HENRY
Well, I've heard that you talk....

There are a lot of people that bave tolde that you talked out of both sides of your mouth. la that what
you're saying, Mr. Jack?

Further Discussion

MR. JACK
Each side ....
We have been told the cachnlcalitlaa, and I.rl«e in faycr of

this aaandment. Now, of course, if I was on the other alda,

I would say this is the most ridlculoua, nislaading I've ever

MR. HENRY
Wait Just a minute, now.
All right, Mr. Jack, you've exceeded. .. .Mr. Jack, now,

I'm serious. We don't have time for a lot of hoi polloi this

late. Now. ...all right, Mr. ...I'll ask the Sergeant-at-Arms. . .

.

to give the man.... get out the hook.... or get out the net,
either one.

Further Discussion

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman, this is the one I mentioned in my opening

conversation this morning at which time I expressed my opinion.
Therefore, I will not speak on it.

Further Discussion

MR. GRAVEL
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the convention, in

view of the time. .. .short period of time for the proponents, I'm

not going to answer any questions. I want to make a very brief

statement that I think is very Important to all of us.

I fully support this proposal. I hope we adopt it. Almost

every person in this Chamber who is a lawyer can have some concerns

about the constitutionality of anything that we do with regard to

the construction of the proposed ballot, and the method of submis-

sion. I think that the lawyers in this convention, in good faith,

can differ on the constitutional questions that might srlse. But,

we're not here to decide constitutional questions that are not

susceptible of definitive conclusion today. What this proposal

will do is clearly, succinctly, and in response to the provisions

of Act II, lay before the voter the opportunity to intelligently

cast his ballot. That's all that the courts of this state have

ever required with respect to the election procedures, and that

is that there be a clear opportunity for the electorate to express

its will. I suggest to you, ladles and gentlemen of the conven-

tion, that above all others, this proposal will acconpllsh that

purpose

.

Thank you very much.

Further Discussion

MR. REEVES
Well, I approach this mike with people sitting around me saying,

"Get him, get him. He's one of them dumb boys." Well, that's
right. I'm not an attorney. But, at the same time, I do come
before you as one of these simple people that's going to have to
vote on this constitution, realizing that there are some problems....
possible problems, in reference to the court system. Now, as I've
heard many times over from a number of you attorneys, we can take
either side and probably win anyway in any battle, in any particular
part of this constitution that we've gone over.

First of all, I'd like to say that you are... I would like to
address myself to a few particular provisions that were brought up.
One of these has been said that you're going down one, two, and
three, and that these indivlduala would not have the opportunity
to, or they would be dlsenfranchlaed— that some people would be
disenfranchised. However, I feel otherwise, that they would not
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for the simple reason chat on proposition three when you would
vote against the proposed 197A Constitution, you are speaking out.
You are saying something. You are saying you don't like the

1974 Constitution, and you are in favor of the 1921 Constitution.
At the same time, we also have heard that there are some people
In this state that don't have any recollection or any knowledge
at all of the educational system throughout this state, and that

they are not interested in it. Well, first of all, there may
be some individuals ... .but I feel very strongly that the State
of Louisiana, or the citizenry thereof, are very interested in
the educational system. If they are not, they definitely should
be. At the sane time, I feel very strongly that you do have....
that any Individual would have particular references to portions
thereof, being at least elected versus appointed members of the
Board of Regents. Now, again, I'm not a constitutional attorney
and do not Intend to ever be because I probably couldn't pass
Che bar exam, as some people have said, because I'm too dumb. I'm
from up in the north Louisiana country woods. But, I'll tell you
what. This Is a good, succinct, equalized ability of individuals
to express their opinions for or against the constitution of the
State of Louisiana as we have proposed it—either of two alternative
bases. I think It's the simplest way you could have done it. I

think Mr. Perez—and I'd like to say, "Thank you, Challn, "because
you have done us a favor, I hope*—because we have been deep In

mire today. Mr. Perez and I have differed many times over, but
today, we do agree on this. I hope that you will at least approve
this particular thing and we'll get off dead center.

Questions

MR. JUNEAU
Terry, this is not a legal question. As you said, you wanted

a simple question.
We do have, in this country, do we not, If nothing else, we

do have precedent from other states within the past ten years for
a ballot such as proposed by the Jenkins' amendment? Isn't that
correct? I'm referring to.... to Montana.

MR. REEVES
To Montana.

Questions

MR. STAGG
Max, are you willing to have worked as hard as you have

worked from January 5 of last year, to this hour of this day,
and rest all of that work on the legal sufficiency of the
ballot provision in the Flory....I mean in the Perez amendment?

MR, TOBIAS
I personally believe that it Is valid,

proper procedure.
and that it is a

MR. STAGG
What if you are wrong? Do you think the people are going

to look on us as anything other than a pack of thieves if we
have to ask the legislature to get a special session to pass
the law to bring us back into office in order to cure what we
might do in a hasty moment on this afternoon of all days?

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Stagg, anybody can make a mistake.

put rubber mats around spittoons.
That's why they

MRS. ZERVIGON
Max, you referred to this as a compromise. It has, in

common with the Kean amendment defeated this morning, the lock-out
provision in that you cannot vote for or against an education
proposal if you oppose the constitution. Isn't that correct?

MR. TOBIAS
No. You can vote against the education proposal by voting

for Paragraph 3.... No. 3.

MRS, ZERVIGON
I'm saying If you are opposed to the constitution as a

whole, and, therefore, vote "no," you may not choose between
the two education proposals which, as a citizen of the state
you may have to live under, if the constitution passes as the

objection. Isn't that correct? It has that in common with the

Kean amendment

.

MR. JUNEAU
Do you know of any state anywhere, any time, any place, that

has a ballot similar to that that you advocate that's before you

MR. TOBIAS
In my opinion, and I must be honest. that is a possibility.

now

MR. REEVES
To the best of my knowledge, no. But,

necessarily mean that it couldn't be had.

that doesn't

MR, JUNEAU
Don't you think from a layman's standpoint that that makes

9erLae1 That's kind of a safe thing to do?

MR. REEVES
I guess we could have had that opinion when we created this

country because there was no democracy any where in 1776 when we
created this nation.

MR. JUNEAU
All right. Second question, Terry. Do you think that the

ballot as stated Is an alternate in the Jenkins' amendment ,' is a
fair statement of the alternate to both sides of this Issue?

MR. REEVES
I think there's a problem In getting It passed. I do feel

that there are some technical problems within the Jenkins' amendment

.

MR. JUNEAU
I said Is it fairly stated to both sides? The language.

MR. REEVES
I think, probably, it Is fairly stated to both sides.

Further Discussion

MR. TOBIAS
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I rise In support of this

particular amendment. I, as an attorney, could argue either
side of the case. But, I would suggest to you this: that If
we go with this compromise, or if we go with this amendment, it
Is still at some point, possible, after further study, for the
governor to call a special session of the legislature, bring
us back in, extend our time. The legislature could also provide
procedures for ratification. It's possible.

MRS. ZERVIGON
In addition to that. It also has in common with the Kean

amendment, a presumption in favor of CP-7 In that anyone who
has not ....

Closing
MR, PEREZ

Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention,
first, let me apologize to you from the standpoint that I did
not intend to take up so much time. I thought that we had
come to what, I thought, was a compromise, or something which
would satisfy most of both sides. But, I do have to call this
to your attention because of the fact that there have been
those lawyers who have gotten up and have questioned the
legality of the proposal as I have submitted.

On the other hand, let me call to your attention to the
facts that the.... to the fact that the Jenkins' proposal. In
my judgment, has very serious posslbllltes of a violation of

the act under which we are operating because it says that you
vote for or against adoption of the constitution and on the

question or questions of adoption of such alternative
provisions as may be proposed by the convention. In the

Jenkins 'amendment , you vote only for and not against, so that
if we're going to raise questions of legality, the first thing
we have to do is get past the legality of the act itself before
we worry about constitutional problems. I've discussed this
with lawyers, but.... and I don't want to call names becaase
of the fact that they are in official positions and do not want
to be repeated as such. But, their interpretation was that
you must that you must provide a vote for or against each
proposition. In the Jenkins 'proposal, you are providing only
with regard to the education alternative votes for and not
against. So, what I'm saying to you is that I'm satisfied
from a legal standpoint. After discussing this with people
whom I believe to be the most qualified in the state on this

subject matter, that that which comes closest to completely
complying with the act under which we're operating and being
constitutional, is that which I have proposed. I don't believe
that we're going to settle this matter here. It may be that

somebody may have to settle It before the courts.
But, let me call to your attention, as far as the law under
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which we are operating is concerned. It says that "the convention
may submit to the electors of the state the proposal of acceptance or
rejection of the constitution, or any alternative proposals in
such form andmanner as It may determine." The only limitation on
that is in the paragraph above which requires votes for and
against.

So. 1 submit to you again that this is the simplest of the
proposals. That it completely complys with the act under which
ve are operating. It gives the people a good, clear alternative
a good clear approach to it. I don't want to take up any more
of your time. I don't think It'll do any good to answer any
questions.

So, 1 therefore submit to you the amendment and hope that
you'll wote for It.

{^Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted :

64-59. Record vote ordered on the motion
to table reconsideration , Motion to re-
consider tabled: 63-59. Motion for the
Previous Question on the Resolution re-
jected: 47-73.}

Amendment

MR. POYMTER
Mr. Jones and Pugh send up an amendment that reads as follows:
Amendment No. 1. On page 1, line 18, after the word "over"

delete the %rord "other" and insert In lieu thereof: "inconsistent"
Amendment No. 2. On page 5, line 32, after the word "convention"

delete the remainder of the line and delete line 33 in its entirety
and insert in lieu thereof the following: ", but only insofar as the
same may be in conflict with the particular provisions of this
resolution."

Vice Chairman Casey in the Chair

Explanation

MR. JONES
We have eliminated the other amendments in the original

Jones amendment. I've gotten together with Mr. Pugh and we have
taken Into consideration what Mr. Dennery said and also. Senator
De Blieux. It's a technical nature but it limits these particular
phrases to this alternative proposal without giving the resolution
broad overall effect. I urge your adoption.

[^Amendment adopted without objection ."]

Amendment

constitution, you get away from any legal problems whatsoever. The
alternative is set out in a simple statement. You vote for it or against
it. Now, if you will look at the box, the box tells you that the
proposed constitution includes one Board of Regents with all appointed
members and three management boards for governance of higher education.
Then, in the next sentence, it tells you that if the following

This second sentence Is the key because it says that "If
the following alternative Is adopted by a vote which is at least
a majority of those voting in favor of the constitution, it shall
replace the Education Article in the proposed constitution." Now,
follow me, if you will, and I'll explain why I feel that this
splits the difference between those that say you ought to have a
majority of the total vote and those that say you only need a
majority of those voting on the alternate which then leads to
the objection. Well, let's suppose you have only a small number
of people voting on the alternate and there be deciding the
Education Article in the constitution because what this says is,
that by whatever vote If the alternate receives more for votes
than It receives against, it is not necessarily at that point accepted.
Let me give you a hypothetical example by which you will understand
what I am talking about. Let's take a hundred thousand votes cast
on the proposed constitution, sixty thousand vote for it, forty
thousand vote against it. Let's take a vote on the alternative
which Is thirty-five thousand votes for the alternate and twenty-
five thousand votes against the alternate. At that point, the
alternate would became part of the constitution because not only
has it received more votes for it than against it, but it has
received a clear majority of the sixty thousand votes cast in
favor of the constitution. Now, I submit to you before anybody
asks the question that I doubt very seriously if you will find a
ballot like this that's ever been proposed in any state. It is
proposed purely and simply as the last-ditch attempt to split the
difference on what has been. In my view as I said at the outset
this morning, the two basic conflicting philosophies on the alternative
that we have had at work here today. It does meet the objection raised
by Mr. Kean earlier in the day that our general election law would
seem to require a vote for or against any proposition Chat we
offer; I think it comes very close. If you look at it in
this light, it is very, very close indeed to what Mr. Drew
offered except Mr. Drew offered a vote on the alternative which
would be determined simply by who got the most votes for or against
on the alternative, whereas, this would add an additional factor
into the computation. I'll answer any questions. I would also
point out that this is susceptible as the earlier ones today to

amendment to change the words in the box if you want to. But,
we keep those two propositions separate and we do not endanger
a defeat of the whole constitution or having the whole constitution
declared Illegal because of the form of our ballot.

Questions

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Burson, Kean, Fayard, and others send up amendments.
Amendment No. 1. On page 2, delete lines 16 through 35.

both inclusive, in their entirety and on page 3, delete lines
1 and 2 In their entirety. Including all amendments adopted
thereto and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"Official ballot. The full text of the proposed constitution,
the alternate proposition, is available for inspection at your
polling place. If the proposed constitution fails to receive a
majority of the votes cast, alternate Issues also fall. Please
vote on both Issues (1) and (2).

(1) Vote for one:For the proposed 1974 Constitution
The proposed constitution Includes one Board of Regents with

all appointed members and three management boards for governance of
higher education. If the following alternative is adopted by a
vote which Is at least a majority of those voting In favor of the
constitution, it shall replace the Education Article on the proposed
constitution.

(2) The alternative is: One Board of Regents for higher
education of elected and appointed members and no management boards.
For or against.

Exp1 anat ion

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Burson, you know out in this state there are a lot of

people that are more interested in a Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education than there is interested in boards of higher
education, that is, especially true over In my part of the state,
I think, you will find it other places equally Interested in the
Board of Elementary and Secondary Education. You have not mentioned
in your box here a Board of Elementary and Secondary Education.
Would you object to including in that, for Instance, on the second
line after "members" strike out the "and" and put in place a comma
", three management boards for governance of higher education" and
change the period "." to "and a Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education." Would you care to Include those in your box there?

MR. BURSON
Mr. Hernandez, of course, the three management boards are in

the constitution; this is the alternative. I would have no
objection to adding "and board for elementary and secondary
education" to the language of the alternative because that....

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, it says the proposed constitution includes, at the present

time, a Board of Regents and three management boards.

MR. BURSON
Oh, I see, you mean add that In the box. No, that's fine.

MR. BURSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I ask your close attention

because there is a difference from this amendment and those which
Mr. Drew and myself have previously offered although the form is
very similar. The form is similar and almost exactly the same in
the top part, that is, the vote on the constitution. I think there
la no question that Insofar as the ballot extends to the vote on the

MR. HERNANDEZ
I think you would improve an already good proposal here if

you could Include in that "and a Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education." Out In the rural sections they are especially interested
in this Board of Elementary and Secondary Education.

MR. BURSON
I would have no problems at all with such an amendment

.
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MR. HERNANDEZ
Thank you very much, sir.
Would you include that or should we offer an amendment?

MR. BURSON
Well, I'm afraid If we get back and forth up here we may get

confused. I would just certainly think that such an amendment
would be entirely in order. I would like to try and get the form
passed as It is to split those issues of the constitution in the
alternative because I think it's essential to do It. I'm not
saying that this completely eliminates, I believe it was Mr. Gravel
that pointed out that probably nothing we can do will completely
eliminate legal questions because 1 went up to the Law Library
up on the twenty-fourth floor last night and looked and West has
got a fine key number that leads you into where the cases should
be on this topic and there aren't any cases. But, the point Is,

it seems to me that we need to separate these two issues so in
this battle over education we don't sink the whole ship in case
something is found to miss in what we do. I would emphasize again
the formula for deciding whether the alternative goes into the
constitution splits the middle between those that say you ought
to have a majority of all of it and those that say that you ought
to have just a majority voting on the alternative.

at the way we are going about this on this last day where ve've got
a good constitution and we're going to hang it all on this one
Education Article because some of us Just don't want to give any-
where; some of us don't want to give an inch. Now, I have already
made up my mind I'm going to go out, sell this constitution, even
though there may be some things In here that I don't like. I'm
going to argue for the things that I don't like as well as the
things I do like because I think we do have a good document. But,
we've argued and you've argued ballots and we've given examples.
I have here a sample ballot from Montana and it's set up for the
proposed constitution against the proposed constitution and a block
that says, "The proposed constitution will include a bicameral
legislature unless a majority of those voting In this election
vote for an unicameral legislature," and then It says vote for
one and down before there are two places to vote— for an unicameral
legislature or for a bicameral legislature. Then, on the same
ballot there is the proposition for allowing the people of the
legislature to authorize gambling, against allowing people of the
legislature to authorize gambling. So, you've got a proposition
with "for" for two different propositions ;

you' ve also got another
one that's "for and against .

" The Illinois ballot does the same
thing.

Point of Information

MR. ANZALONE
Jack, if your amendment is successfully adopted, would you have

any objection to what may amount to a technical amendment rather
than have your blocks on the left for Issue No. 1 and on the right
for Issue No. 2 to drop down below your alternative proposal and
put your blocks on the left and say one would be for the alternative
and the other one would be against the alternative?

BURSON
Absolutely not. that would be a more rational setup.

MR. CONROY
Mr. Burson, in the box where you say the alternate has to

be approved by at least a majority of those voting in favor of

the constitution. Now, you didn't intent to restrict the vote
on the alternate to those who voted in favor of the constitution,
did you?

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman, what is going to happen to this resolution

after it's finally adopted?

MR. CASEY
Mr. Anzalone, now I don't think that was appropriate

MR. ANZALONE
No, sir, the reason I'm asking you, Mr. Chairman, is because

It's after six; we have a midnight deadline, and I would like to

know how much work is going to be necessary to get done before

we can actually, finally adjourn?

MR. CASEY
The Clerk just said ten minutes ago, three hours of work between

the time It's adopted and the time that we canadjourn, Mr. Anzalone.

The Clerk can correct me if he wishes.

Mr. Abraham, you have two minutes left for all proponents.

MR. BURSON
No, sir, Mr. Conroy. We are simply using that as a gauge for

determining who is successful, which is the theory advanced earlier

this morning by Mr. Kean in his original proposition which would

have prevented those voting against the constitution from voting

on the alternative. This doesn't prevent them from voting on it,

but it relates the results of the alternate to the total number

of votes cast for the constitution.

MR. CONROY
Let me make sure I understand it.

either one or the other proposal

MR

A person could vote for

BURSON
Absolutely. You could go In the voting booth and vote on

Proposition No. 1; you could vote on Proposition No. 2; you
could vote on both; that's up to you.

MR. CONROY
And, each one would pass according to whether they received

more "for"votes or"agaln8t"vote8 on that particular proposition
except that in the case of the alternative, It would have a certain
minimum. . .

.

MR. BURSON
It must also receive

cast for the constitution.
at least half of the favorable votes

Further Discussion

MR. ABRAHAM
Ladles and gentlemen, I've sat here all day long and listened

to all this talk that's been going on. I've been amazed. I've been
dismayed at the number of people that have got up before this microphone
and how we've beat this dog from one end of this chamber to the other,
how we've talked ourselves In circles. I've been dismayed to hear
attorneys sit up here and say ,"I can argue either side of It." If
the legality of anything that we do here is that shaky whether he
can argue either side of it and thinks he can win, then I think we
ought to get off of that particular issue. But, I am very disheartened
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Further Di scussion

MR. ABRAHAM
All right. The Illinois ballot is set up the same way where

you've got to vote for or against the constitution. Then, there
are the alternatives there where you vote either for one or the
other; It's an "or" proposition on the other two. Then, on the
same ballot, there is a "yes" and "no" proposition. The point
I'm trying to make is that in both cases the people were given a

chance to vote for or against the constitution itself, notwithstandinf
the alternates. Then, they were given a chance to vote for either
one alternate, or the other, or to vote for or against the alternate.
So, I tell you it matters not what this language at the bottom says
whether it's for or against, for, for or how anyway you want to set

it up. But, It does matter that the people are given a chance to

vote either for or against the constitution. As we hav* it set up
now, we are not giving the people a chance to vote for or against
the constitution as we have adopted it. The Perez amendment dis-
allows this. So, I think we need to get back to the type of

language that we have here with the Burson amendment and give the

people a chance to vote for or against the constitution. Then, we

can debate the issue or the people can decide the issue of Just
what type of alternative educational setup they may want to have.

Any way you cut It, we're not telling the people the full story on the

two Educational Articles. There are many differences in these
two educational proposals, but the one thing that they are going to

look at is the number of boards. They are not going to be worried
about the duties of the superintendent of education. They are not
going to be worried about the geographic distribution of the members,

or the difference in the way of selecting the Board of Regents. But,

they are going to be looking at whether you have the three management
boards or not; I think this is going to be the whole issue. So, I

think as we have it set up here, it's far better than what we have In

the Perez amendment. I would have preferred the Jenkins amendment,
but

MR. CASEY
You have exceeded your time, Mr. Abraham; I'm sorry, sir.

MR. ABRAHAM
1 urge the adoption of the amendment.
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{^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
adopted : 102-17 . Motion to reconsider
tabled.]

Chairman Henry in the Chair

Amendment

MR. POTNTER
Mr. Pugh sends up amendaent that reads as follows:
On page A, line 17—lt*s on your desk—inaiedlately after the

figures and punctuation "591," and before "and 593" insert "671 (C)"

Explanation

MR. PUGH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, this Is an amendment I

proposed earlier when the question arose on the "for" and "against."

In ay opinion, there's no provision In Act 2 for a "for" and

"against" vote as was Just passed. By adopting this amendment
we make specific reference to the statutory provisions which would
allow such a vote. I think lt*s absolutely essential that it now

be In the resolution.

{^Amendment adopted without objection.}

Motion

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman, I would like to laake a motion that this convention

limit itself to a consideration of any further amendments after this
next amendment coming up.

MR. HENRY
You move that we don't consider any other amendments? Is

that ....

MR. SHANNON
We do not consider any other amendments.

MR. HENRY
On this proposal?

MR. SHANNON
On this resolution.

Point of Information

MR. PEREZ
Point of Information. Will this resolution have to go to

Style and Drafting? If it does, we'll have a problem.

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir. Are you. . yoiAre not referring to Style and Drafting

amendment Mr. Shannon.

MR. SHANNON
No, sir

MR. HENRY
All right.

MR. SHANNON
Not to Style and Drafting; no.

Point of Information

MR. NEWTON
Suppose this resolution fails to pass? Wouldn't It be.... what

will we have to do, suspend the rules again before we would be able
to offer an amendment?

MR. HENRY
Well, you know, you can undo what you do. I think what he was

trying to do was Just speed along the process. Let's Just see what

happens with the Hernandez amendment, Mr. Shannon, if you will.

Read the Hernandez amendment.

Amendment

MR. POYNTER
Maybe I can explain It better than reading all of the directions

to you. Take out the text of the language contained in the box there

"for the alternative" and insert in lieu thereof: "The proposed
constitution Includes one Board of Regents with all appointed members,

three management boards for governance of higher education, and a Board

of Elementary and Secondary Education. If the following alternative Is
adopted by a vote which is at least a majority of those in favor of

the constitution, it shall replace the Education Article in the

proposed constitution." It Just adds "In a Board of Elementary and

Secondary Education."

Point of Information

MR. SUTHERLAND
Isn't the elementary and state board of elementary education

In both the original proposal and in the alternative proposal?

MR. HENRY
It's my appreciation that it is, sir.

MR. SUTHERLAND
Then, why does that have to appear on this.

MR. HENRY
Well, the gentleman can offer It in a form of an amendment;

it's up to the delegates to determine, Mr. Sutherland.

Proceed, Mr. Hernandez, and explain it.

Explanation

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen of the convention, the

only purpose of this Is to add in there that the proposed con-
stitution also includes a "Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education," that's all it does. There is no need of my taking up
more of your time, that's all there is to it. The reason I do this,
ladles and gentlemen, is because there are so many people—now,
especially in the rural sections of this state— that are more
Interested in a Board of Elementary and Secondary Education than
they are in any of the other boards. This will just let them know
tnere is a Board of Elementary and Secondary Education there. Thank you
very much.

Questions

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Hernandez, I'm at a complete loss to understand this. As

I appreciate it, the reason for putting things on the ballot Is for
simplification; isn't that right, the language you want to put In

there?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Yes, sir.

MR. JUNEAU
How come, Mr. Hernandez, that you want to put in the proposed

constitution that you have one board for the Board of

Regents, then one for the lower board? Then, when you get down to

the alternate, you're going to indicate to the people that we're
Just going to have a Board for Regents and make no indication that

there's going to be a lower board. Wouldn't that be indicating to

the people that they won't have a lower board if they vote for the
alternate?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Juneau, I have no objection to your putting one In down

there. I thought about this, you mentioned all the other boards
here. If you're going to mention all the others, why not say
a Board of Elementary and Secondary Education? But , I have no
objection to your putting In this same phrase down there.

MR. JUNEAU
I didn't draft the amendments .You did. I wonder why yot- Udn't

put it in like that?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Well, I didn't even think about that. I was Just trying to

get one In this box here.

MRS. CORNE
Mr. Hernandez, I have Just about the same kind of question

that Mr. Juneau had; in fact, he did ask my question. I will go
further and ask you this: Do you know that there is a prohibition
now against any other amendment coming after yours? Therefore, I

don't believe It tfould be possible to amend your amendment in

order to Include elementary and secondary education In the
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alternative. Did you know that 1 would, therefore, have to

vote against your amendment and ask the people to vote against
It because It's definitely not fair?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mrs. Come, I had no Idea that you couldn't offer another

amendment when 1 placed this In there. It Just went In there In a

hurry to try to get this ready, to make It as short as possible, to get
this so that they'd know the other boards are listed—Board of Regents,
all appointed members; three management boards of governance of

higher education; and a Board of Elementary and Secondary Education

—

because the people In my area were definitely Interested In that.

I have no knowledge that there would be such a motion offered to

preclude any other amendments.

MRS. CORNE
And, of course, Mr. Hernandez, 1 know you to be a very fair

man and one that would be concerned with all of the people, not
only the people In your district. Do you know that the people in

my district are also very much Interested In the boards, say,

elementary and secondary education?

MR. HERNANDEZ
No, ma'am, I didn't know how your people felt, 1 just....

MR. WEISS
Delegate Hernandez, in an attempt to straighten out this

inequity, would you withdraw your amendment and simply add to
it the same phrase at the end of the alternate? Then, we can
vote on it one way or the other. I think that's what you had
Intended to include* the expression "a Board of Secondary and

Elementary Education" in both the box and in the alternate.
Would you withdraw and do that and then let us vote on it and
get it to?

MR. HERNANDEZ
I would be delighted to do that, if that's acceptable

to the Chairman, to withdraw It temporarily to add on the

alternate the same phrase exactly.

MR. STINSON
If he withdraws It, he can't reintroduce It, can he?

MR. HENRY
Well, Mr. Shannon withdrew his motion there, sir.
You withdraw your amendment, Mr. Hernandez?

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, if it's agreeable with you, I will be happy

to withdraw this for the purpose of adding this same expression
in the alternative proposal.

[Amendment withdrawn.]

Point of Information

MR. THOMPSON
Did they withdraw that after this more could be amended?

MR. HENRY
Yes, sir.

MR. THOMPSON
Well, would it be in order that after this is straightened

out to keep us from being here until midnight trying to rush
something through at the last minute to make such a motion then?

MR. HENRY
Mr. Thompson, we may take about a five minute recess to kind

of find out where we are here In a minute because every time we
look around somebody's coming up with some different concept on

how we are going to put this confounded thing on the ballot. I

would ask the delegates, I would ask you for goodness sakes, if

you are interested in the thirteen months we put in to quit drawing
these amendments without rhyme or reason unless you are certain that

you know what you're talking about. I know we are working under a

difficult, difficult schedule, but we are going to make a very serious
mistake if we're not careful.

Point of Information

particular proposal that we would accept no more amendments
other than the ones already In?

MR. HENRY
No, sir. The gentleman withdrew that motion, sir.

Amendment

MR

MR. BURNS
Mr. Chairman, didn't we pass a motion just now on this

POYNTER
All right. In brief what it does, immediately after the words

"the alternative is" at the bottom of the Burson amendment—in addition
to what It's already done—it strikes out that sentence and inserts
"one Board of Regents for higher education, elected and appointed
members and no management boards, and a Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education."

MR. HERNANDEZ
Mr. Chairman, this puts exactly the same words in each side,

as wanted. The sole purpose of it is to let people know when they
vote on this that they are Including in this then. .. .either one they
vote for a Board of Elementary and Secondary Education, which is of
prime importance to most of the people in this state that is the
only change. They both have this exactly the same wording now;
I ask for your consideration. Thank you.

Personal Privilege

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Chairman, who is out of the chair, I would like for you...

I've saved my ten minutes until tonight, and I've been saving it

three weeks. I don't care whether you like the final document

submitted or not. There are some parts of It I like; there are

some parts of It I don't like. You may say that we ought to put

this off for ten years and supposed let's come up with a better

document and that sounds real good, except ten years from now,

twenty years from now you're still going to have a L.S.U. You're

going to still have the other institutions either under one board,

or under school boards, or under five boards, or under something

else and the others aren't going to particularly like L.S.U. because

they are not as large and old L.S.U. is going to try to keep them

from beating L.S.U. We're still going to have elementary and

secondary education; there will be some unhappy spots there. We're

still going to have agriculture that's got this special selfish

interest. You're going to still have the Public Service Commission's

institutions that's under them, and they are going to have their

special interest. You're still going to have local government.

You're still going to have taxes. We're still going to have natural

resources. I would hope that ten, fifteen, or twenty years from now

we'll still have this similar three branch government as we have now;

namely, the Executive, Judiciary, and the Legislative. I feel certain

we'll still have electors throughout. I'm of the opinion that

they would still have their peculiar ideas of what they want. Ve're

still going to have big industry. We're going to have PAR; they're

going to have their selfish Interest as to what they want. We're

still going to have banks. If we don't adopt this, you're still

going to have the 1921 Constitution and it will be Just as bunglesome

and out of date as it is today plus another ten, twenty, or thirty

years. If you have a new convention, you're still going to have some

lawyers and going to have some attorneys. You're still going to

have Channel 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12; the Associated Press,

UPI, and all the local newspapers in the respective parishes.

You'll still have the churches. You'll still have the Institutions.

We're going to have every special interest that you've got today.

You're going to have every sacred cow you've got today. I don't

know that you will have as good a staff working on another convention

as you have now. I have no assurance that you will have a more

dedicated group of people to try to put together another proposed

constitution as you have now. I seriously doubt that you could get

a better cross section anywhere in the State of Louisiana; you have

every kind In the world here today. I respect every person here .

today, their dedication. Once In a while I question their Judgment;

I'm sure you have questioned mine. Back at home we are still going to

have the uninformed, the misinformed, the disinterested, those that

misunderstand It. You're going to have a combination, then, among

all of those Items. We'll Just have a group of people that's going

to try to save the country with us. You'll have another group who

want to save the country from us. We'll have a few people that want

this, and we'll have a few people going to call their neighbor to

see if he has gone fishing—all of these are still going to be

around. What I'm trying to say here now, we've got to admit whether

it altogether suits me or whether it doesn't altogether suit

me. Ten, twenty years from now, five years from now if a document

is put together In this state, we're going to have every special

Interest group that you've got here today with every pressure that

you've got here today and none of them are going to change. When
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they come together with their document, by far and large the document

they propose is going to be dam close to what*B proposed today unless

massive chances have been made on the entire governmental or economic

structure or both of them. The point I'm trying to get over now is

this, it's easy to be against, very easy; it's a little bit harder

to be for. To be for it they are going to ask you why and someone

cane over a while ago, a very fine gentleman in this crowd, and told

Mr. Munson;he said, "I'm for this." Bob asked him "Why?" and that's

where the conversation really stopped; It's a little bit hard to

say why. It's not too hard to be against; it requires no intelligence,

no knowledge, no character, no work, absolutely no anything. I'm

just against it; I don't understand it; it could be unconstitutional.

Who knows how far it's going to lead us, how far It's going to mislead

us? But, I think in general when we leave here, I think we need to

recognize that any document you put together in the State of Louisiana--

and I've made this statement since the first day the constitutional

convention was called—hasgot a problem because Louisiana has had

the longest constitution In the nation of any state. By the same

token. It's had the most complex and probably has more sacred cows

than all other constitutions in the nation put together. Everybody

is for good government as long as it's for somebody else and let me

have mine like I want it. I think when you go back home they will

be for or against. I think these are some of the things that you need

to keep. But, while I'm here, and I don't know how long I'll stay;

maybe I'll stay till twelve, one, or two with everybody or maybe I'll

leave fifteen minutes early. But, I will take this time to tell you

that during this convention I've developed a very, very healthy

respect—although I had no disrespect to start with—for every

delegate in this convention. I appreciate the fact that these

heartfelt items, like this one we are on now, he's done it because

he was trying to represent, not necessarily a selfish interest, but

what somebody wanted; he just done it because he felt like It was

in the best Interest of the state. But, somewhere down the line

those people you were closest to keep telling you how good the position

they want you to take is. Again, I won't be back up here for anything;

I'm going to listen, I've done that for three weeks. But, I hope the

best of everything for the delegates of this convention. I hope that

each of you has a bright future and many, many years of it. I

appreciate your courtsey and kindness and the attentive manner in

which you've sat at your seat tonight. If I can help any of you

as we go through legislative circles, I'd appreciate you coming

by. Thank you.

Closing

merits of these issues. The only thing I can say with regard to

this amendment is that It seems to be about the only thing that

everyone can tolerate. The purpose of having an alternative on

this ballot is to get us votes for this constitution. But, It

seems like what we have now and most of the things that have been
discussed tend to lose us votes. That's why this is being offered

because I assure you that in our discussions everyone was not

happy with this, but it was a sort of compromise that everybody

felt like they could live with and tolerate. With regard to the

length, I want to remind you that on the ballot you have different

sizes of print. Undoubtedly, the instructions and the discussion

around Point 2 would be in much smaller type so that the thing that

would stand out to the voter would be the two propositions that

they would be voting on. So, I urge the adoption of this amendment.

Questions

MR. FONTENOT
Woody, this past couple of minutes did you vote for the Burson

other amendment that just passed by 102-19?

MR. JENKINS
I sure did because I thought that the amendment before that that

was pending at that time did serious violence to this constitution.
I think that if we had let that stay in, that we would have been
subiect to very serious court challenges if the voters had approved
it. That's why I voted against it because I think most anything
I would have been....

MR. FONTENOT
You voted against It; you said?

MR. JENKINS
I mean that's why I voted against it when It was enacted, and

1 voted to repeal It and put In the Burson amendment because I

thought that most anything would have been better than that.

MR. A. LANDRY
Mr. Jenkins, would you mind having, seme more coauthors on this

amendment with you? Would It be all right to open the machines

for coauthors?

MR. JENKINS
I'd be happy to accept you. Mr. Landry .

MR. HERNANDEZ
I had completed my remarks and it has been amended to put

the same phrase in both propositions; it's exactly the same.

If 1 have a right to close, I'll waive that right.

{^Previous Question ordered . Amendment
rejected : 48-79. Motion to reconsider
tabled. ]

Amendments

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Drew at this time send up amendments.

This amendment is, in essence. Identical to the amendment that
has been passed out to you and was, in fact, previously adopted
by this convention. Mr. Jenkins, it is necessary—I didn't have
a chance to mention this to you, biit I did talk to your other
coauthor—to add an Amendment No. 2 to delete the Pugh amendment
because if this amendment should be adopted that section that Mr.
Pugh had adopted relative to the "for" or "against" propositions
concerning that particular revised statute needs now to come out.
So, it has Amendment No. 1 setting forth the text of a last Jenkins
aaendnent previously adopted. Amendment No. 2 would delete the
Pugh amendment just adopted. Now, if anyone does not have—in fact,
I think we've got enough distribution copies of this one, again the
pages are passing them out—certainly if you don't have a copy of
that amendment still at your desk ,raise your hand.

This deletes all prior ... .maybe I didn't make myself

clear. This amendment as offered by Mr. Jenkins would delete all

prior amendments affecting the ballot construction and that, of

course, includes the last amendment by Mr. Burson that was just

adopted. In addition to the copies just passed out, it would have

the effect of striking out Convention Floor No. 1 proposed by Mr.

Pugh to page 4, line 17 just adopted, as I understand that provision

needs to come out If this amendment is adopted.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman,

Explanation

there's really not too much I can say on the

Further Discussion

MR. DREW
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen of the convention, our whole

thirteen months work hinges on the action that we take, and we

don't have too much time in which to take action. I offered an

amendment which was very similar to the Jenkins' amendment except
nine was a "for" or "against" proposition. The amendment he's
offered was adopted earlier today by, I believe, eighty-eight

votes. The only change there Is is that you vote for the alternative
or for the provision in the present proposal. I think it's time

that we get off of high center. We've got to; we don't have the

time that we've had in the past. I think this is an amendment
that creates no inlustice. I don't think It does or creates a

favor in favor of one side or fh*» other. I think It is as neutral

as you can get, and certainly, that's what we want. I think every-

one wants that or should want that placed on the ballot. I urge
your adoption of this amendment, and let's move on with the

business of the convention.

I'll yield, Mr. Fontenot.

Questions

MR. FONTENOT
Mr. Drew, doesn't this have the same constitutional question

that the original Jenkins proposal had this afternoon or this

morning: that is, the fact that a majority of the people voting for

or against the constitution won't necessarily control the minority
who might vote on the alternative; lsn*t that correct? Isn't there

a constitutional question that might be...

MR. DREW
You mean that either alternative would have to get the same

majority as the constitution?

MR. FONTENOT
Right.

MR. DREW
I don't think that.'s a constitutional question there. I don't

think It's serious at all, if any question there.
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I ask for the adoption of the amendment, and let's move on with

our business.

Further Di scussion

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates* I'm going to be very brief. I

rise only because I didn't want Mr. Jenkins' comments about the
consensus on this amendment to be misunderstood. I did attend a

meeting in the Speaker's Office concerning this matter, and I did
not agree with the Jenkins amendment being reoffered. I make my
position plain. I have fought here all day because I felt it im-
perative that the alternative proposal not be in a posture where
It could be adopted by a minimum number of voters contrary to the
will of the large majority who might vote for the constitution with
the other provision in it. It seems to me that this does violence
to that position, and therefore, I can't support it. It further
seems to me that, when I worked with Mr. Burson on the amendment
which he offered and which got about 102 or 107 votes just a few
minutes ago, that that was a half way between proposition. It

avoided the question of the possibility of a small number of

voters approving the alternative. It put a floor, so to speak,
on what it would take to adopt the alternative proposal, and
under those circumstances, I fully supported Mr. Burson's amend-
ment. As a matter of fact, I suggested it; we drew it before Mr.

Perez ever came forward with his proposal. It's a little bit
unfair in my opinion to say that the only reason the Burson amend-
ment was adopted was because of the Perez amendment which had pre-
ceded it. I think the Burson amendment represents a reasonable
basis for a solution to this matter, and for that reason, I oppose
the Jenkins amendment

.

Questions

MR. WEISS
Delegate Kean, could you explain to me what the significance

of the majority vote in either of the two amendments that we are

now discussing and the significance of this majority vote in the

alternate proposal that the public would select from?

MR. KEAN
The difference as I see It, Doctor, is that if we require, and

certainly we have to require, a majority of those who vote on the

constitution 'to pass it, and then we say that it only takes a

majority of those who vote on the alternative to pass the alter-

native, you simply end up. In my opinion, with a situation where

a minority interest could pass the alternative even though a

large majority had adopted the constitution. That's the reason

X supported the Burson amendment because at least it tied into

the two together and would have required fifty percent of those

who voted for the constitution in order for the alternative to pass.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Kean, do you realize that we might have a lot of voters who

would be interested in adopting the constitution but would not be

near as interested in which board that we had. and therefore, would

not cast a vote either way?

MR. KEAN
Well, they've got a right to vote under the Burson amendment

for the constitution and against it and walk out of the polling

booth if they want to.

forth. You've been at difference with me all day on this subject.
The constitutional amendment is different from this alternative
proposal, as I see it

.

\_Record vote ordered . Amendment adopted

:

96-2 2 . Motion to reconsider tabled ."}

Point of Information

MR. CANNON
Question of the chair, Mr. Chairman.
This did not undo the Anzalone-Rayburn amendment that was

previously passed?

MR. HENRY
No, sir.

[previous Question ordered on the
entire subject matter.]

Closing

MR. PUGH
I move the adoption.

MR. HENRY
Mr. Pugh. that was a beautiful speech.

[Resolution adopted : 108-14. Motion
to reconsider tabled. Motion to take
up Reports of Comnti ttees adopted with-
out objecti on

.

J

Report of the Secretary
[JJ Journal 1403-1405']

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[ll Journal 1405-1406]

[Motion to suspend the rules to consider
the proposal contained in the report
adopted without objection.]

PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Committee Proposal No. 38

MR. POYNTER
The amendments are being passed out at this time. As I

appreciate it, they go up through Part III but do not include
Part IV; is that correct?

MR. TATE
Of Article XIV.

MR. POYNTER
Of Article XIV.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Well, that's the reason under this particular proposal we have

here—the Jenkins' proposal—wouldn't that give those people the

right to go in and vote for or against the constitution without
having to make a decision on the boards?

MR. KEAN
Sure; so would this one.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, Isn't that their constitutional right to do so?

MR. KEAN
I don't deny them that right. We didn't deny them under the

Burson amendment that right.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, haven't we had a number of constitutional amendments sub-

mitted where that we'd have maybe five or six times as many votes

cast upon one as the other, but It would not Invalidate those

who had a majority?

KR. KEAN
Senator, there's no use you and I arguing this matter back and

Amendments Nos. 1 through 14

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, while the amendments are

being passed out, I will try to explain very briefly something
that I hope will take little time for your consideration and
approval. The Committee on Style and Drafting approved these
recommendations unanimously. The Chairman of the Committee on

Legislative Liaison has checked with the subcommittee of her
commirree; they fine no objection. As you may remember last
night , we reached agreement on the rearrangement of all the
provisions we have adopted up through what would be Article
XIII of our new proposed constitution. We're now talking about
the transitional measures. . .provisions that will appear in

Article XIV. If you have your outline, it's the last article,
the o.ie we did not get to last night. We had transferred before-
in last night's action—about twelve provisions that had earlier
been adopted as part of the constitution, and they In the
main form Part I, Part I of your new Article XIV. This morning
we had circulated, thinking we would reach it about ten and
had no time to retype. .. (That 's a funny, supposedly ) what up

here says "Coinnittee Proposal No. 38, First Enrollment". We

cut and pasted it to show the general changes in ink that we

I
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had added to these proposals. We are right now circulating...
They are mostly, as you notice, renumbering—renumbering and
changing certain language and certain numbers to conform with
the previous renumbering we've just gone through. Attached to

the back of that as it was circulated is a yellow page, which
is the one caveat amendment which involves the deletion of some
laneuaee that was thoueht to be unnecessary. I'll explain that.

Then* subsequently > circulated to you was a corrected yellow page,
which, if you want to follow the instructions, you go "Prestol"
throw the first sheet away, take the second one, and so on.

Now, without explanation—and Senator Rayburn says he figures 1

get by with this because nobody figures a fellow who talks this
dumb can be slick. Now, with that little preface, these
amendments. Amendments 1 through 15, that you see there that
you see before you on the front and back of that page, they are
to the final enrolled copy or the first enrolled copy of Committee
Proposal No. 38, which you may have. But you may also use if

you want the xeroxed copy.
I'll yield to a question, Mr. Chairman.

Question

MR. O'NEILL
Judge Tate, I was wondering if you thought it would be possible

that we could adopt Amendments Nos. 1 through 14 all at once together?

MR. TATE
Well, Mr. O'Neill, that would deprive me of the chance to waste

your time, but I think simply speaking. .. .simply yes because it's

simply renumbering and a reordering that has been checked throughout.

I would, Mr. Chairman. In the absence of objection, then, move the

adoption of Amendments 1 throught 14. If there's even one objection,
I'll go in a slower series, but in the absence of objection, I

move the adoption of 1 through 14, subject to any....

{^Amendments Nos . J through 14 adopted
without objection .

]

Amendment No. 15

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, Amendment No. 15 may require a brief moment of

explanation. Amendment No. 15—now if vc i will look at page 13

of this dummy (not me, at the top of that page it says— the

former Section 24— it says "(A) Property Taxes. The provisions

of Article X of the Constitution of 1921 relating to ad valorea
taxes shall remain In effect until the provisions of the subject
contained In Article VIII of this constitution take effect."
However, if you will notice Section 13^ which is on page 6

of your dunray which you have previously put there and taken out

of the former Article VII of our constitution put here, has the

exact transition schedule. It says the only things that don't
come Into effect on the effective date are the new statewide
evaluation on the basis of fair market yalue and use valueT—
that's Section 18—and the only thing that doesn't come Into
effect Is a new and more generous homestead exemption on Section
20. It doesn't ccme into effect until we have the statewide

readjustment within three years of this effective date. So,

the inclusion of this language did not only duplicate what was

held earlier but would create some confusion because there would

be some confusion whether the old exemptions In Article X of the

fonoer constitution were continued In effect for three years,

or whether they conflicted with the new exemptions under the new

constitution which come into effect on the effective date. Now,

after quite a great deal of experience, there was found to be

no objection—
Questions

MR. TOBIAS
Judge, would you move the adoption so we can get on to Style

and Drafting so we can get out of here tonight.

MR. HENRY

Take it easy, Mr. Tobias; you're going to live through this.

MR. THOMPSON
Judge Tate, do you mean that possibly for the next three years

that we'll have a hundred percent evaluation of all the property
in the state?

MR. TATE
I would say, Mr. Thanpson, that under the provisions of the

article that you've adopted—under either provision— of the

amendment that you're deleting or under the Revenue and Finance
Article that we have adopted.— no. The present situation con-
tinues until it's replaced.

MR. THOMPSON
I want your answer. I don't want all these that's telling

you what to say to get out of here.

MR. TATE
1 would say that under the intention of the new article, and

of both provisions, was to not require the new schedules to come
into effect until three years following the adoption of this

constitution. Does that answer your question? It doesn't quite;

does it?

MR. THOMPSON
No.

MR. TATE
Well, whether the present constitution requires a hundred

percent assessment, of course, is a matter of some litigation
at the present time. If It does, that will not end until—
for three years. Yes, sir.

MR, DF BLIEUX
Judge Tate, isn't it the provision in the constitution that

the new reevaluat ion . new schedules, will not take place until

three years from the effective date of the constitution?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
Now, isn't this parfimlar provision in order to take care of

that and allow the 1921 Constitution to remain in effect until

that particular t ime?

MR. TATE
Yes, sir.

MR. DE BLIEUX
And isn't it true that this also takes care of the veterans'

exemption, make that particular portion stay In effect until
the effective date of the new constitution.

MR. TATE
Yes, sir. Section 13 does do that.

MR. WINCHESTER
Don't you know that we're now assessed at one hundred percent?

MR. TATE
Yes, yes, Mr. Winchester.

lAmendment No. 15 adopted without
objection

.

]

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, with that we have now concluded everything that

has happened, and this is a new Part III of the Article XIV. We

have only to recess—at least could we have leave for Style and

Drafting to meet for about ten or fifteen minutes to report oti

what happened today and report back on that, Mr. Chairman? I

would request that leave.

MR. HENRY
All right. If you'll give me just a minute. Let the Clerk

get through talking with his mother here.

Point of Information
MR. O'NEILL

Mr. Chairman, I simply want a point of information if we didn't

need a record vote on Amendment No. 15, since it was Inserting a

new section.

MR. HENRY
No, sir, we didn't. Thank you, sir.

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, I might say that it was just deleting a Section
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(A) out of that and renumbering (B) into what... but it's an

old section with the renumbers. Thank you, Mr. O'Neill, though;

we might have overlooked It. Thank you.

All right. Now, while we're adjourning, we're going to now

pass out to you what a subcommittee has proposed to our committee

for the minor stylistic changes in what was passed by way of

Delegate Proposal No. 98. This morning we approved in principle
the thought that this would probably form Sections In Part IV,

but this is tentative. But, the internal portions you will wish

to see because they Just changed section references.

[wotion to revert to Introduction of
Resolutions adopted without objection ,}

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[iJ Journal 14071

MR. POYNTER
To introduce a Delegate Resolution to be numbered Delegate

Resolution No. 53.

A resolution relative to the printing and distribution of

copies of the constitution throughout the state.
"BE IT RESOLVED by the Constitutional Convention of Louisiana

that the publication of the constitution in the official journal
of the state prior to election and the printing and distribution
of copies of the constitution throughout the state prior to the

election shall be accomplished and paid for by the convention.
The Executive Committee is directed to do all things necessary
and proper to accomplish the same."

[Motion to suspend the rules to consider
the resolution adopted without objection.}

Explanation

MR. DENNERY
The purpose of this resolution is to obviate any possibility

that we may run into difficulties in connection with the official
^jublication in the printing and distribution. Normally, these
are handled through the office of the secretary of state, and
in order to avoid any question, we wanted this resolution so

that the secretary of state would have an official authorization
by this constitution that he did not have to do this, that we

would do it. We've already arranged for it as you know through
the Public Information Committee, and this is merely to get it

into the convention record so there will be no question.
I ask its adoption, please.

[Resoiution adopted without objection .]

Announcements
[ll Journal 14071

[Rules Suspended to allow the Committee
on Style and Drafting and the Executive
Committee to meet.}

Personal Pri vi

1

ege

MR. WILLIS
Mr. Chairman Henry, with unanimous consent to my last personal

privilege here, I speak with a deep sense of humility on this

occasion. With great personal satisfaction and pride and pleasure,

I announce that I am fully mandated to voice the grateful sentiments

of your colleagues regarding your chairmanship. Real gratitude,

like joy, is a feeling that can neither be concealed, nor suppressed'.

It has to be expressed.
Words cannot be sufficient recompense, because words cannot

pay the debt we and our state owe you for your gratuitous steward-

ship, but they are our most honest recompense.

You have opened the doors of courtesy to let in the fresh air

of friendship, the garment of good will.

One of the treasures of our lives is that we were privileged to

have served together here. The close friendships which resulted and

exist among us, all of us will endure for us to cherish as our fondest

memory and priceless possession.
We vividly realize the depth of our love for each other at this

hour nearlng final adjournment and cannot omit the mention of your

contribution to our great confraternity and our pleasant, productive,

and constructive relationship which were facilitated by your

stewardship.
You have made us tolerant of variety in opinions.
Because your authority was well employed and never in the face

of doubt, it was never resisted and cheerfully obeyed. Your rulings
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made common sense, and common sense is as rare as genius. Your
genius for leadership continually manifested itself strategically,
directly, and forthrlghtly at the heart of the target. You were

always in the arena. We have all looked to you for wise counsel,

and rigid standards of integrity and conciliatory and mutually-
just negotiations via the "Henry Huddle." Throughout the storms
of one emergency after another, of some clinging to the status quo

and others to imaginative measures, your counsel and firm guidance

brought us through to reasonable achievement.
Our constitution, which will favorably alter the face of

Louisiana, was hammered out under your gavel to its final form

by the most democratic process under brilliant lights and while
all the eyes and ears of Louisiana were upon us.

Under your capable guidance, we never lost the feeling of being

in the presence of a tried, tYue, fair, and good commander, whether we

had your agreement or opposition or whether you had ours. How

wonderful it was to know that, whether you agreed with us or not,

you had time for us. You knew the minority must be heard even If

the majority must prevail, although God Is not always on the side

of the biggest squadrons.

You never manifested the arrogance of power and you are unsullied

by pomp and bluster. The bare fact is that neither opportunity nor

circumstance to the abuse of power ever tempted you.

Your spirit saw to that because your use of persuasion was more

pronounced than your use of power. You adhered to my first prayer

opening a day's session.

The benevolence of your love, guidance, and leadership is

written in our document, and your shadow will reach across the

length and breadth of our state as this document is contemplated

by our people, because no man can detract or add from your

accomplishments here. Your scales of decision were not altered

to accommodate the majesty of any other power or prestige than

righteousness under our rules.

Your decisions on questions of order were prompt and impartial.

Our parliamentary inquiries received full and fair response; personal

privilege was allowed to any to puff; you never prompted the previous

question; so, your deportment toward the delegation was with patience,

good temper, some levity, yet dignified, and for the dispatch of the

business of the convention, allowing fair exhibition of every subject

presented for consideration.

In moments of agitation, from which no deliberative assembly

is exempt, and which, to our credit, never resulted in physical

combat, you were unshaken and firm and fair amidst the storms of

sharp exchanges and, with the learned assistance of our esteemed

clerk, who also served gratuitously, you guarded our rules from

being sacrificed to the transitory pride, passion, prejudice, or

Interest of any delegate. You need not look back or have mis-

givings of your rulings or conduct during the heat of conflicting

ambitions. You have acquitted yourself royally, even though we

have no royalty in America. If we had, you would be a prince.

Your outstanding parliamentary skill enhanced our image of

dignity and tradition as a diligently-deliberative body, which

entitles you to immeasurable respect, esteem, and affection, and

which all of us who had the privilege and honor to have served with

you hold for you tonight.
Mr. Chairman, this is an historic occasion. Louisiana history

is being made here today and you have been our chief architect,

because history-making is habitual with you. Generations yet unborn

will reap the harvest of your faithful devotion to and capable

discharge of duty.
In simplicity, but with deep sincerity, we all join in paying

this deserved tribute to a great Louisianian, a great American,

Indeed an All-American !

My regret is that I cannot vote for you in your district, but

my wish is that someday I might when, I hope, your sphere is enlarged

At the pace you grow in governmental — and now constitutional —
stature, I believe I might, as I consider the distinction your

colleagues in this House, and this convention, have bestowed the

highest office it was its and our privilege to bestow on you —
the leadership of the people's chambers.

We need not sell this constitution to our people. A sale has

three ingredients: the thing, the price, and the consent. The

people have the thing, our document; they have paid the price; we

now only need their consent.
Reckoning that we, of this generation, are a living link

between the past and the future because we are the present, I, as

one of "We, the people" again give my consent to it here and now.

I did not sign my name to it to make it more ornate. As delegate,

lawyer, and citizen, I recommend and will recommend it to all

Loulsianlans with the least bit of reserve.

I express premonitions that those who are hesitant will do

likewise when more reliably advised and sincerely Informed and will

raise their own hue and cry of advice and consent.

The prologue to this assembly, the second act of our legislature

of 1972, the monologues at this podium opening the debates on

proposals and amendments, and the dialogues between the podium and
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the interrogations from the floor maturing the debates will, I trust,

entitle us to an epilogue of praise from our people when we present

them our precise printed plan of government.

It is not and was never expected to be perfect. It is not the

ark of the covenant. It is a better If it Is not the best con-

stitution for our state and one which any unselfish Louislanian

may embrace.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, and before I return to my chair, I

seize this last opportunity at the podium to express our profound

thanks for your stewardship, and bid you farewell, with bon voyage;

and bid to our entire, intelligent and industrious staff, adieu;

and bid to all of you, my fellow delegates, au revoir.

^Motion to insert Delegate Willis*
remarks into the official Journal
adopted without objection.^

HR. HENRY
Mr. Willis, I know that they will.... I appreciate that, on

your behalf,more than you know. A perfect comment would be after
hearing something like that, I think about all you could do with
me is save me for breeding purposes, I guess. My wife Is here I

heard.

MR. JENKINS
Mr. Chairman, I would like to move that your last remark

also be Included in the Journal.

MR. HENRY
Don't insert it in the record if you*re not going to do anything

about it.

We will stand at ease for Just a minute.

Delegate Chehardy in the Chair

Personal Privilege

MR. RAYBURN
I don't know of much I can say after you have heard from our

good friend and fine delegate, Burt Willis. But, I would like to

say In passing, I've had a lot of ups and downs in my lifetime

and probably will have some more if I remain here very much longer.

I have met a lot of new people here in this convention. I've found

a lot of new friends. I hope that our labors will be fruitful.
It's awful hard to satisfy the yen, as you and I know. I hope

that we have a timely product that will comply with the wishes

of the people of our great state. There's been a lot of us that

maybe hasn't worked as hard as we should have. There's been others

that in some time I felt they worked a little harder than they should

have. I stand at this microphone this evening to pay tribute to a

an that in my opinion has worked longer and harder than any other

delegate. In my opinion, in our midst. Maybe you haven't always agreed
%rith him, I've heard It said sometimes that they would rather he

would put it in writing than words. But, regardless of how he

done It, he done it. In my opinion, he's done an outstanding Job.

He afforded us with counsel and guidance when we need it most.

To a man like me that neither has no formal education, I had to

reply on people like him. Sometimes I was caught In a bind. I've

listened to Dr. Weiss In this ear and Dr. Stephenson in this one.
If you listen to them long enough, both of them have a worthy
cause, and in some cases both convinced me they were right. But,

let that be what It may. I Just feel like that I wanted to do

something for this particular person I've been talking about.
I wanted to do something because I realized after hearing him
talk on many occasion at this microphone that there was one thing

that was uppermost in his mind, and that was letting everyone
take a little bacon home. At this time, Mr. Acting Chairman,
with your permission, I would like to ask two of my colleagues
In the Senate, Senator Brown and Senator Lambert, if they please,
to escort the Honorable Justice Tate to the rostrum.

Judge Tate, I'm fixing to present to you...do\m in front,
please... you might have to stand up in Just a moment, or you
might even have to run. Judge Tate, I'm going to present to you
something that I know Is close and dear to your heart. On behalf
of the delegates of this convention. We've looked long and
hard to secure this gift. We have tried to take every means
to see that this gift was helping, and at this particular time,
I'm going to ask Dr. Mauberret to come forth and present you with a
health certificate before I make the presentation of the Initial gift.

Dr. Mauberret.

Personal Pri vi 1 ege
MR. MAUBERRET

Mr. Acting Chairman and fellow delegates, I have the adoption
and the official health certificates. We certify this registered
animal is free from any contagious and infectious disease. This
certificate does not certify that the animal is free of any

malodors and does not guarantee to be calm and docile. It is

signed by Dr. Stephenson, Doctor of Chiropractlcs; Dr. Frank

Ullo, Doctor of Dental Surgery; Dr. Gerald Weiss, M.D. ; and

myself. Dr. Claude Mauberret, Doctor of Veterinary Medicine.

It's attested to and sworn to and subscribed before me this

19th day of January, 197A by E.L."Bubba" Henry, Attorney-at-

law. Representative, Delegate, Speaker of the House, Chairman
of the Convention and sometime Notary Public in and for the

State of Louisiana.
So, Judge, this Is a fine little fellow you've got here.

Take him home on Octavia Street, and I know he's going to do

real good in New Orleans with us.

MR. RAYBURN
Now, Judge, knowing that you are a man that believe in

doing everything right, and certainly don't believe in dis-

crimination against creed or color, this particular animal

is black and white, and it has a real, nice pedigree, and

to be honest with you, it's double bred. We did not have a

chance to run the pedigree back for nine or ten generations

but we did chase the pedigree back for at least three generations.

The father of this particular gift is named "Pa Bel." The

mother of this particular gift is named "Ma Tel Bel." The

grandfather is named "Grand Graham Bel." Grandmother is named

"Grannie Sou Bel." The grandfather of the mother is named

"I.N. Tel," and the grandmother is named "A. Mary Nickel Tel"
who deceased in *73.

Now, Judge, with this health certificate and with this

pedigree, it is an honor and a privilege for me to present
this nice gift to you. Now, Judge, before presenting it to

you, I would only like to say this— I want to get the correct

name where you'll know how to call it because it answers to

Its name—with all this back pedigree, the animal I am now
fixing to present to you is "Sou Tel Bel." We did not know
whether you liked your bacon fat, lean or mediocre. So,

therefore, we're presenting you with this little gift, where
you can produce It in the manner that you like it. It is now
a pleasure for me to present "Sou Tel Bel"to you.

MR. CHEHARDY
Judge Tate, everyone would like to see him a little bit

better. Would you pick him up, please?

MR. TATE
Listen, Senator, all I can say is "Olnk!"

MR, BLAIR
Does anyone have a shovel?

MR. CHEHARDY
I'm Just passing on Senator Blair's request. Would anyone

have a shovel or be connected with someone who has one?

Senator Rayburn, could you use your connections to clean

up the trail of the pig?

MR. DERBES
Mr, Acting Chairman,I'djust like to point out that apropos his

new master, the little fellow has Just filed his first dissent
In one of the aisles.

MR. CHEHARDY
Will the delegates please take their seats?
Mr. Justice, now sit down with your little pig.

Chairman Henry in the Chair

MR. HENRY
Judge, you can stay, but your little friend's got to go.

MR. LEBLEU
Mr. Chairman, I think one of our former governors was remem-

bered In history for riding his horse up the front steps. I

Just wonder whether Judge Tate would be remen4)ered for having this
pig in here?

[Motion to revert to Introduction of
Resolutions adopted without objection.^

INTRODUCTION OF RESOLUTIONS
[JJ Journal 1408-1414']

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution is Delegate Resolution No. 54, Introduced by
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Delegates Henry, Abraham, and all other delegates to the convention
have been so listed as authors of the resolution.

A resolution to cooBQend and express its sincere gratitude and
appreciation of the Constitutional Convention of 1973, to Norma M.
Duncan, Director of Research and her staff for the Invaluable
services rendered the convention.

[^Motion to suspend the rules to consider
all resolutions adopted without objec~
tion

.

]

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, at the appropriate time we also

wish to later on give further recognition to certain Individuals

who have worked with the convention, but I thought it would be

appropriate at this time to specifically recognize the entire

Research Staff. I have a memorandum here which was worked up

today that I thought would be of general Interest to the convention

delegates. I had been informed that of the members of the Research

Staff, which Includes all of the senior research people and the

secretaries, etc., that a total—now this is the total hours spent

in working for the conventipn in the area of research alone—have

a total of 95,000 hours of research time by the Research Staff

and its employees has gone toward work with the Constitutional

Convention. Of that 95,000 hours, 15,000 of those hours were overtime

hours where these people worked above and beyond the call of duty

and which is roughly about fifteen percent of the hours worked were

overtime.

1 had the privilege incidentally of being Chairman of the Subcommittee
of the Executive Committee on personnel and staff, and when we inter-
viewed many of the research people and the employees, we asked them
and they thought we might have been frivolous at the time whether they
like to work twenty-four hours a day and seven days a week. They didn't
realize that that would become a reality, particularly in the early days
of the convention when the committees were being serviced and particularly
now in the closing weeks of the convention when they really have put
in many, many hours. . . long hours of long hard work. The convention
staff comprised. . . of the research staff comprised overall on an average
of about sixty employees at any one time. So, you can Imagine the job
that it was that our committee had to assemble that many good, efficient
people on such short notice. I just think the research staff has done
a fantastically, outstanding job and I would like to ask at this time
that all the members of the research staff come out from behind the
closed doors and please stand, and I think they're certainly worthy and
due a resounding standing ovation from this group.

MR. HENRY
Come on out. Norma and folks.

MR. CASEY
One of the reporters remarked he wanted to find out when do

they file suit for their overtime, Mr. Chairman.

{^Resolution adopted without objection.}

for these people it made your life a little bit easier and I thank
them.

MR. HENRY
Let's give the Clerk and his staff a big hand.

{Resolution adopted without objection."]

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, proper recognition will be given

at a later time to Mr. Poynter. However, I do wish to mention that
the resolution does include not only his staff, but the many employees
that Mr. Poynter had which includes, the pages which have serviced the
convention and many of which . . . many of whom rather are in the
office in the rear. So, those that are out on the floor at this time
and those in the office— Mr. Chairman with your permission— I'd
like to request that they stand. . .

MR. HENRY
You folks come on out here

.

Let's give the pages a nice welcome hand, and that was
to include, of course, the sergeant-at-arms as well.

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution is Delegate Resolution No. 56.
A resolution to commend and express the appreciation of the

Constitutional Convention of 1973, Mrs. Jane Noble, Chief Clerk of
the Enrolling Room and her staff for the valuable services rendered.

WHEREAS, the authenticity of all official proposals and resolutions
introduced and the validity of all amendments thereto by the convention
has been maintained largely due to the dedicated and skillful performance
of Mrs. Noble, Chief Clerk, Enrolling Room and her staff; and

WHEREAS, Mrs. Noble's assistant, Mrs. Agnes Hooper, and the other members
have labored diligently throughout the session of the convention and. . .

{Motion to waive reading of the resolu-
tion adopted without objection.]

MR. POYNTER
I wish that these ladles and one gentleman were here . . . for

you to recognize them. They are, of course, along with a good percentage
of the convention staff, over at the Treaty Room trying to prepare the
final enrolled copy which you will sign and present to the governor tonight

.

I couldn't convey to you the painstaking job ttiey have and I think
it Is apparent that as this resolution Indicates the ultimate validity
and the ultimate authenticity of vbat you do oust be Incorporated
in their diligent and careful work. Certainly, I think, you have had the
benefit of what I consider to be without doubt some of the most professional
people in the service of the State of Louisiana. I owe them and the
entire convention does, a great debt of gratitude.

MR. HENRY
I ask that we give the Enrolling Room people a nice round of

applause, although I don't think they're here.

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution. Delegate Resolution No. 55 Introduced by

Delegate Henry, other delegates of this convention.
A resolution to commend and express the appreciation of the

Constitutional Convention of 1973, David Poynter, Chief Clerk, and
his staff for the services rendered the convention.

WHEREAS, David Poynter has provided the Constitutional Convention
of 1973 with his excellent background and experience and has ably and
faithfully served this convention —this is why it's nice to be Clerk,
you can make sure they don't put anything bad in here— in the capacity
of Chief Clerk and parliamentarian. . .

{Motion to waive reading of the resolu-
tion adopted without objection.]

MR. POYNTER
I really would in particular like to read the portion that

pays tribute to the people that made my life possible, rotably
my assistants, Mr. Edward Hardin, Assistant Chief Clerk, Mr. C.
Wayne Hays, the Journal Clerk, Mr. Sam Bonnette, Jr

.
, who's my Calendar

Clerk, Mr. Richard Broussard, on my right, the Assistant Calendar Clerk,
Mr. Eugene Limar, who's sitting on the far right, I believe right now.
Assistant Endorsement Clerk, my secretary. Miss Julia LaBauve, Butch
Speer, head page, and Jules Regard, assistant head page. Certainly,

{Resolution adopted without objection.]

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution is a resolution of commendation for the services

of Mrs. Jane French, the Chief Clerk of the Transcript Service Office and
her staff for their valuable services rendered to the convention.

{Motion to waive reading of the resolu-
tion adopted without objection.]

MR. POYMTF.R

Again, someone who has done and a group of women who have done

an overwhelming job. You see one aspect of it dally with one of the

ladies who monitors the tapes over here and logs everything, but upstairs
on the second floor everyday you all have been in session, there have

been women who tiave liad to transcribe, proof, and reproof, and retype,

t-'very single wonderful word uttered In this convention and plenary session.

It's my understanding that that transcript, full verbatim transcript runs

well in excess of 20,000 paK^s at the present time. Contemplated to

be bound in something like pi-rhaps as many as twenty volumes. It's been
an overwhelming task. I can tell you they're only about three days rit^tit

now behind you in your sessions, and they liave done a wonderful job and

something tliat I know many of you people when you started were very
desirous on will be available to the scholars, those who have legal
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questions as to your intent will be made available to those people
largely through the efforts of Mrs. French and her staff.

iResolution adopted without objection .^

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution to commend and express appreciation of the

convention to the legislature of the state.
WHEREAS, the enactment of Act No. 2. . .

[^Motion to waive reading of the resolu-
tion adopted wi thout objection .^

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, just briefly. It was thought it was

appropriate to recognize the legislature first of all for Act No. 2

of 1972, and for their continued support particularly with the

appropriations and funds necessary. We do hope that when the document
is examined by them that we certainly solicit their wholehearted
endorsement and approval. We do hope they will get behind the document
with us to insure that it will be finally adopted whenever it is voted
on by the people.

[^Resoluti on adopted without objection .^

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution is Delegate Resolution No. 59 introduced by

Delegates Henry and other members of the convention.
A resolution to commend and express the appreciation of the

Constitutional Convention of the State of Louisiana 1973 to
Richard L. Barrios, Jr., the Chief Sergeant-at-arms and his staff
for the services rendered the convention.

l_Motion to waive read ing of the resolu-
tion adopted without objection .^

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I don't know that Mr. Barrios is

in the audience, but certainly many of the members is Mr. Barrios
here— 1 think it would be appropriate at this time to recognize Mr.

Barrios and his serg«ants-at-arms in their red and blue coats, and I

think it would be appropriate to give them a very warm standing ovation.

MR. HENRY
You all have done an outstanding job.

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution is Delegate Resolution No. 60 introduced by

Delegate Casey.
A resolution to comnend and express the appreciation of the

convention to the staff, personnel serving in office of the Chairman
of the Convention and Treasurer of the Convention.

IMotion to waive read ing of the resolu-
tion adopted without objection .^

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, I don't with to take too much time

of the convention with the various resolutions. We just wanted to
make sure that we properly recognized everybody, that their names were
properly inscrolled In the final journal of the convention and these
are the members of the convention that worked directly under the Chairman
and hence a separate resolution for them.

I don't know if Mr. Fugler and the other members. Miss Weaver, who
worked for Mr. Lowe as the assistant treasurer or chief accountant and
other members of their statf— I don't know if they're in the audience

—

but they are certainly due an ovation from the delegates, if they're
in the Chamber here.

Further Discussion

MR. DE BLIEUX
Mr. Chairman, 1 must just say in connection with Delegate Casey's

remarks and 1 just talked to Mr. Lowe, and I think this is a good note
to end this convention on. He informs me that we will have approximately
a half million dollars left out of the appropriation that was appropriated
to take care of this convention. I think It's good to let the public
know that.

MR. HENRY
Point is well-taken, sir.

The last resolution there with respect to Gale Clausen who
works for me and to Roy Fugler, and Mr. Lowe's staff. If Mr. Lowe's
people have worked as hard as mine have and I know they have, they

deserve a great deal of credit. Mr. Roy, in particular because of the

outstanding work he did, details and putting things together that you
didn't know about and I didn't either, but taking a lot of detail work
away from those of you and I who would have had to do it otherwise.

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolutiort Is Delegate Resolution No. 61.
A resolution to express the appreciation to the officials,

operators and messengers of South Central Bell Telephone for the
telephone services provided

.

IMotion to suspend the rule adopted
without objection

.

^

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, in every legislative session and

it also was true for the Constitutional Convention, the telephone
company has always furnished messenger service at their cost to
the legislature and they have to the Constitution Convention. I think
their kindness and generosity is certainly worthy of recognition. I

think those members of the telephone company here in the audience is
certainly due an ovation for cooperating with the convention.

MR. HENRY
Let's give them a big hand here.

MR. JONES
Mr. Chairman, I think we should ask Judge Tate to take that

suckling pig back to South Central Bell so they can be sure that
they got their little bit of bacon out of this convention from their
interested delegate. Thank you.

[^Resolution adopted without objection .^

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution is Resolution No. 62 introduced by Mr. Henry

and all other delegates.
A resolution to commend the members of the news media for their

services to the public during the Constitutional Convention of 1973.

[Motion to waive reading of the resolu-

tion adopted without objection .j

Explanation

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, the future of the Constitutional

Convention of 1973 depends on that continued generosity and support

and very strong support of the press and news media. We certainly

appreciate those members of the news media for having so worked closely

with the members of the Constitutional Convention. Many of those members

of the press and the news media are our very close and personal friends.

Those that are here present with us, I think, should be recognized. We

would ask that they stand and that we give to them a very nice ovation.

MR. HENRY
Let's give them a big hand.

Gentleman moves the adoption of the resolution.

[Resolution adopted without objection .}
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Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution is Resolution No. 63 introduced by Delegate

Henry and all other delegates,
A resolution to commend and express the sincere gratitude and

appreciation of Louisiana AEL-CIO for the use of their equipment and
personnel.

MR. HENRY
In that connection, we used a lot of tape during the convention.

The figures we got were we used 210 tapes, taped 630 hours which they

say checks out to 756,000 feet of tape or a 143.2 miles of tape. The

people who have handled that, Ralph Hicks, who's that big, tall, ugly
fellow over there—Ralph, stand up— we had T.J. Hughes, who I don't
see. I don't see the other fellow, Tom Michelll. If you fellows
understood ^I've been looking for you, Red Bourg and Rtiymond

Martinez. We appreciate more than you know your putting up with us.

It was a hard job teaching T.J. to count to four over there, so he could
identify the mikes.

Senator Rayburn.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman, I'm for everything you said. I think you left

a few things out. I would like to commend them for the time they've
devoted to the delegates.

MR. HENRY
1 think that was the general purpose of the resolution. Senator.

[^Resolution adopted without objection . ^

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution is Delegate Resolution No. 64.

A resolution to conmend and express the appreciation of the
Convention to Louisiana State University and the State University
Law School, and its dean, faculty and staff for the use of its facilities

Expl anat i on

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, the L.S.U. Law School and, of course,

the administrators of the entire school Itself was certainly very

cooperative in working with us and furnishing free space for our

research staff over at the L.S.U. law center. Ordinarily , in a large

group of this size I would not particularly point out any one delegate

for recognition, but one of the members of my Committee on Staff and

Personnel, this just happened to follow under my responsibility took

a really . . . picked up the ball, took the responsibility and used

his architectural experience and professional experience and sub-

divided the fourth floor of the law center for our research staff,

spent many, many hours on his own in using his architectural abilities.

I think it would certainly be appropriate to recognize Mr. Perry Segura,

for doing such a real fine job on the law center.

MR. HENRY
Stand up Mr. Segura.

MR. KELLY
Before we vote on this resolution I would like to be furnished

with a copy of it though.

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution sent up, Delegate Henry and others commend

and express the appreciation of the Convention to the individuals
who have assisted the convention.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to apologize for Mr. Segura, he

just advised me he had left to sign the contract; he will be back
immediately.

Expl anat ion

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, this Is somewhat you might call

an omnibus resolution to include just about everybody who in some
small way assisted the convention in the success that we hope it will
have. For instance, the Legislative Council that furnished some of
its staff on many occasions in contributing to the many hours of research
and work that we've had in many, many of the other state agencies. Also,
the staff of the Speaker's offices Incidentally put their shoulder to
the wheel and worked with the Speaker in contributing much of their
time in working with us. So, we would certainly appreciate your approval
of this omnibus resolution.

[Resolution adopted without objection .2

Reading of the Resolution

MR. POYNTER
Next resolution, Delegate Resolution No, 66, by the Delegates

of the Convention to commend and express the appreciation of the

convention to the Honorable Edwin W. Edwards, governor of the state.

[Motion to waive reading of the resolu-
tion adopted without objection.

2

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, we thought it appropriate to recognize

the efforts of Governor Edwards, first of all In promising to the

people in his campaign that he would support the efforts for a

Constitutional Convention and» after his election in living up to his
campaign promise In supporting Act No. 2 of 1972, whereby the Constitutional
Convention was created- We certainly appreciate his support and interest
and I can say very, very strongly that we are depending on his support
of the final document»which we will adopt tonight, and that we certainly
expect that hewlll be behind the document with us when we go out to the
people and sell the document to the people and hope for its final adoption.

[Resolution adopted without objection .

J

MR. DUVAL
Mr. Chairman, I just thought we ought to have a resolution thanking

Mr. Casey for thinking of all these resolutions.

MR. FULCO
I was reluctant to get up, but I think this really does deserve

consideration. How about thanking the wives and the husbands of the
delegates for their sacrifice?

MR. HENRY
You want to know how it's going to be on the ballot.
Mr. Kean has a question*

MR. KEAN
Mr. Chairman, I just want to say that this is probably the only

commendation L.S.U. has gotten out of this convention.

[Resol ution adopted without objection .}

MR. JENKINS
That's not correct Mr. Kean, remember we commended L.S.U. for

losing to Tulane.

MR. PUGH
Mr. Kean thinks he has a problem, I just got a wire from the

Louisiana Trial Lawyer^ Association telling me I had an hour and a
half still to do something about a public review of facts.

MR. HENRY
I think that's vary appropriate. We've got a lot of wives

back there; we ought to give them a big round of applause, and husbands.
All right. We include"and husbands"in that by the way.

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

MR. LOWE
Sort of on a point of personal privilege Mr. Chairman. You had

performed very well all year up until this last month and I'm aggrieved
that when Senator De Blieux stood up and made my treasurer's report
you didn't rule him out of order, you complimented him Instead. I

Just wanted the delegation to know that he is wrong again as usual.

He said that there's a surplus of half a million dollars. There's
really $499,999,99, so if you're going to make my report. Senator
De Blieux, I'd appreciate your doing it correctly. Seriously, Mr.

Chairman, I think it would be wise If we went home on the note that

we did spend two and half million dollars, there was two million, two

hundred thousand up until the time that we gave the Public Information

three hundred and twenty-five thousand for printing and mailing the
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tabloid. We did do some research today and find out that without a
doubt Louisiana's Constitutional Convention has cost about half of
what the average conventions that have been put on In the United States.
So. lt*s a compliment to the Chairman and all of the delegates and
staff and everyone Involved that we were able to put on the type
convention we did, and still spend about half the money that the average
conventions have spent.

MR. HENRY
Thank you, Mr. Lowe.

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman. I was wondering if Mr. Casey included PAR in

his report.

MR. HENRY
Who?

MR. LANDRUM
Just PAR, Mr. Steimel, the League of Women Voters and ethers

in that group.

{Motion to suspend the rules to consider
the resolution adopted without objec-
tion . ]

Explanation

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, as you've heard, we've got

about $499,999. The official journal of the state Is the State
Times , and I feel like that of all the publicity that has been
given throughout the state to the dailies, to the weekly, to the
television, to the radio and to all the other news media throughout
the state that this resolution is necessary. That if we do
have it put in any papers other than the State Times , tliat we
not only put it in the dallies , but also in the weeklies, or if

we don't, that we don't put it in any of them. This is what the
purpose of this resolution is. As all of us know, we have a job
selling this constitution. We need every paper, whether it's a

weekly, or a monthly, or a daily, or what it is to help us get
this constitution to the people. I think that this resolution
is necessary, and I urge the adoption. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. HENRY
I'll let Mr. Casey answer it.

Questions

MR. CASEY
Mr. Chairman and delegates, in the omnibus resolution, I think

we covered just about everybody who made some sort of contribution
to the convention, including PAR, Reverend Landrum.

MR. STINSON
Mr. Chairman, I checked last week, and it was my understanding

that there would be a resolution expressing appreciation and thanks
to the Shreveport Journal for the paper they placed on our desk each
day.

MR. CASEY
The Shreveport Journal was included in the omnibus resolution.

MR. STINSON
Thank you.

MR. HENRY
Thank you, Mr. Stlnson.

MR. ANZALONE
Mr. Chairman, you haven't been looking to your right because

since Reverend Landrum mentioned the name PAR, Mr. Chehardy has
been trying to get recognized, and you just will not do it.

MR. HAYNES
Mr. Chairman, I think protocol would dictate that we would

commend our very efficient treasurer, the one who is responsible
for the delegates getting their checks on t:^e and who saw to it

that the accounting was accurate and that the savings were for
the State of Louisiana. I'd like to ask Delegate Casey that he
would include him other than in that broad resolution that we
passed nearly last.

MR. HENRY
That was taken care of in one of the resolutions that was

adopted awhile ago, Mr. Haynes

.

We've got some business now that we're going to have to begin
taking up here in just a minute—a resolution.

Reading of the Resolution

KR. POYNTER
The next reso

Rayburn, of a busi
A resolution

of public informat
Be It resolvei

Committee on Publl
be disseminated to

newspapers. Said
take such necessar
space is purchased
official journal o

every effort to dl
new constitution 1:

as well as in the

lution is a resolution introduced by Delegate
ness nature.
-and other coauthors—relative to distribution
ion concerning the proposed constitution of *74.

d by the convention, that in their book, the

c Information determines that information shall
the people of the state through the medium of

committee is hereby authorized and directed to

y steps as are necessary to assure that where

the information is printed at least in the
f each parish, and in all event shall make
sseminate information relat Ive to the proposed
n the weekly newspapers throughtout the state
daily newspapers.

MR. WOMACK
Mr. Thompson, did you all include the Ladies' Birthday Almanac

in this?

MR. THOMPSON
We will, if you would like it.

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Thompson, I appreciate everybody taking care of their

local problem, but I'm afraid you're going to create about a
five hundred thousand dollar problem for me. I have objection to
your language, Mr. Thompson. I don't have any particular objection
to the resolution, but you say: "We are hereby authorized and
directed to take such steps as are necessary." I don't have that
money. Mr. Thompson. If you'll get it to me, I'll do it. Do you
have any suggestions on how to solve that problem? I'm worried
about the language, I really am. The intent of the resolution. I
understand. . .no objection. But, I am concerned about this
language, "hereby authorized and directed." What is the intent?

MR. THOMPSON
The Intent is that If you use other than the State Times , you

either use all of them or none of them and give all of the papers
the same break and try to make it where all of them will be with
us throughout.

MR. JUNEAU
Well, Mr. Thompson, let me just put it this way: as I say,

I don't want to raise a problem like this, but it could be expensive.
Are you aware of what we did pass?

MR. THOMPSON
That you're going to. . .all I'm asking is it be in the official,

all this resolution is asking is it be in the official journal of

each of the parish. . .parishes, if you use other than the State
Times , which is the official journal of the state.

MR, JUNEAU
Well, maybe it would be appropriate if I told you what we did

pass, Mr. Thompson. You can tell me, then, if 1 have any problems,

'cause I really don't know. The motion was passed and the appropria-
tion has been approved by the Executive Committee that the

distribution of this document would be via bulk mail to every
rural box, every house box, and every home in the State of Louisiana;

and that we would use, by legal requirement, the document would be

published in the official state journal on one occasion as

required by state law. We then have an appropriation to run

notifications in all newspapers: the weeklies, dallies—at Iiome we
call them wipers, but that's not true—and then radio and television

notifying the people when this would be done. You don't have. . .

I wondered if I'm kind of having trouble with that. I just want

to make sure intent wise so I . . .

MR. THOMPSON
Thl« is where space la purchased, and if you purchased it In

all the weeklies and the dklUae here; you don't have any problem
if you have done what we said. . .where space Is purchased.

MR. CHATELAIN
Delegate Thompson, are you familiar with the fact that we
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have been authorized by a committee and approved by the Executive

Committee that we could spend ten thousand dollars, a total amount

of ten dollars in the newspapers tliroughout this state for an

ad notifying the people that there is going to be in the mail

in the next few days an official copy of the document? You know

that you would probably be hamstringing this committee's work,

which we've spent so much time on, in trying to force us to

use every official journal, because in some parishes, some sections

of the state, the official journal is not the leading paper, it is

not the paper, necessarily, that would get the most mileage out

of it for your money. I would certainly appreciate it if you'd

consider withdrawing this resolution.

MR. THOMPSON
This merely says 'Where space is purchased." It doesn't say

that. . .anything what you all are trying to read into this thing,

and we're not trying to tell you what to do. We are spending the

people's money and the taxpayer's money, and I feel like it should

be spread out to all the papers and have all the papers supporting

this document.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Thompson, if these people are concerned, well read the

resolution—Just read the resolution—in the beginning. It says,

if the Conanittee on Public Information determines to use the

news media and get Information to the people of the state through

the medium of newspapers—spells it out, newspapers— said committee

is hereby authorized and directed to be fair to all the papers

whether they are daily, weekly, or anything else. That's to try to get

It across in every hook, nook and crook of this state. Now, we're

only talking here if they decide to use the newspapers as a media.

Let's be fair with all of them. That's all this resolution says.

If they decide to use some other media, that's up to them. This

is strictly leaving it up to them. But, if. . .am I correct.

Representative Thompson, in saying that all this says, if they

decided to use and it spelled out—don't say news media, it says

'hewspapcrS'—that they try to be fair and to make every effort to

disseminate Information relative to the new constitution In the

weeklies throughout the state, as well as the dailies? That's all

it says. You try to get the information in all of them. It

says no more than that.

MR. THOMPSON
You're exactly right. Senator.

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Thompson, in line 14, I can appreciate the problem Mr.

Juneau has. You are having the convention direct this committee

to do certain things. Would you be willing to change that

"directed" to "requested"? It Is possible that they may not be

able to get every single newspaper in the state. This resolution,

as 1 read it, says if you advertise at all, you have to advertise

in every single paper in the state.

MR. THOMPSON
It doesn't. You haven't read it, as Senator told you. It

says, "said committee is hereby authorized and directed to take

such steps as are necessary to assure that where space is

purchased, the information being printed at least in the official

journal." So, you're not having to get every paper. They tell

me here that you all are already doing that.

MR. JACK
I've been watching that clock, and if It's wrong with this

daylight saving, we're in a mess. Remember what happened to

Cinderella? We better get going.

[previous Question ordered : 9i-i0.]

Closing

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I just want to say that I

don't think I've voted to move the previous question since I've
been here. Where I come from, we believe in letting the people
be heard. Some people don't believe in letting people be heard.
I have had a tremendous amount of calls not only from my Senatorial
District, or my so-called delegate district, but from other
sections of this state from weekly newspapers. I discussed the

atter no longer than today with the governor. He told me he had
been bombarded because someone Issued a statement somewhere, or
something got in the news media that they thought they might only
advertise in the larger dally papers. I did not see It; I do not

know whether it has foundation or not. All In the world this
resolution says, it says that if the Committee on Public Information
determines that that information shall be sent out through the news

—

it does say media—through the media of newspapers, that they
shall be directed—authorized and directed—and I didn't put the
word "direct" in the original resolution. I want you to know that.
But, it got in there after I got talked to. That they shall be
fair and equal if they decide to do that—and I'm not standing
here telling them how to handle their business—but if they do
be fair and equal with all the newspapers in this state. Now, that's
all this resolution says. I have got calls from about twenty
parishes in this state. I don't have many weekly newspapers in
my area, but I still do have a sense of fair play. I believe that
that little man that's living in Dry Prong, or Sandy Loam
or some other place In this state has got a chance to pick his

paper up and read what's going on Just the same as I think the
people In New Orleans or Baton Rouge or Bogalusa has got a right
to read the Picayxine or the Morning Advocate like I read. Now,
if I'm wrong, I *m Just wrong"! But, you've got some places in

this state that the dally newspapers don't go to. You know that

and I know it. Those people are entitled to any information that
anybody else In any other section of this state gets. We are not
asking them to do anything unless they decide to use the media of

newspapers. If they decide to mall them out, good and well. But,

if they do go to the news media through the papers of this state.

Just put a little something in all of them and particular, put it

in the official Journal of each parish. That's all this resolution
Is asking. If it's wrong, we poor folks have lost again.

Question

MR. WOMACK
Senator Raybum, in the Executive Committee's action, we

discussed this at length. I believe that we are required by law

to publish the entire document—I may be wrong— in the official

Journal of the state, which is a legal requirement and is not

public information as such; but it is a legal requirement. That's

the first thing. Now, the second thing that we approved—I'm

trying to get this clarified—the second thing we approved was

the spending of money to do exactly what you say as far as public

information on when the mail ballots would go out—and money was

approved—it necessary to put this type of commercial in every

newspaper in the state. What I want to know is this: putting

the official Journal advertisement in to meet the legal requirements

In the state legal Journal covers that part of it, officially.

Then, the advertisement going out in each of the papers, or every

paper in the state, telling them when the official documents

will be mailed out as a mail ballot, wouldn't that qualify with

the directive of this resolution?

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Womack, if you do that, you're doing exactly what the

contents of this resolution says—exactly what it says and nothing

else.

[Record vote ordered . Resolution
adopted : 70-30. Motion to re-
consider tabled.}

MR. THOMPSON
Mr. Chaiman, fellow delegates, thank you.

are still represented. Thank you very much.
The little people

[Motion to revert to Reports of Com-
mittees adopted without objection .}

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
[jj Journal 1414-1416]

MR. POYNTER
Judge Tate sends up three different reports as this time

from Style and Drafting with respect to Delegate Proposal No. 98

returned by his committee with amendments to you.

Respectfully submitted by Judge Tate.

Just a second, please. Judge.

A supplemental report with respect to Delegate Proposal No. 98,

returned with amendments, and also a supplemental report on Committee

Proposal No. 38, returned with amendments.

Respectfully submitted by Judge Tate, Chairman of that committee.

[Motion to suspend the rules to consider

the Amendments contained in the report

adopted without objection.}
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PROPOSALS ON THE CALENDAR
FOR APPROVAL OF FINAL STYLING

Delegate Proposal No. 98

Amendments Nos. 1, 2 and 3

MR. TATE
Mr. Chairman, fellow delegates, I'll try not to explain in

too much detail and oink, I nean with. . .excuse me, with
coherency. But, generally speaking, what we intend to do is

when we finish with these series of amendments—and I'll explain
the only one that is of somewhat nontechnical nature—what we
intend to do is add to the transitional article the last two or
three sections that deal with the alternative proposals.

The effect of what we're going to do is to take Delegate
Proposal No. 98, the Henry resolution that first created the
alternative proposition on education, and amend it to include
the Jenkins'ballot as a part of the transitional article and
section numbers. Then we are going to take the Lelthman-Juneau
transitional alternative on how to replace boards in case the
transitional alternative article on education carries. Now, that. .

before you—and you need not look at it unless you really want
to, and you probably won't—are the first and last pages of
Delegate Proposal No. 98, before we did any amending of it.

That's the Henry resolution, and it's Just to show. . .it %rLll be
Just to show you what we do, where we put the new ballot. Thia

shows how it passed the floor with the old ballot on it. There is

also what. . .it will say Section 40, what used to be Section 28,

"Transition to Board of Regents." That's the Juneau-Lelthman

amendment on the transitional revisions,to replace boards in the

event the alternative article on education passes. Now, with

that In mind, I would move . . .and waiting. . .if you have any

questions, 1 would move one by one for. . .these amendments.

On the first sheet which just has three amendments to the

Delegate Proposal No. 98, I would move for the adoption of

Amendment No. 3 because it changes a section number to conform

with the section number that is now found in the constitution of

the Executive Branch proposal permitting subsequent appointment

by the superintendent of education instead of election. It's

Just a technical amendment. Amendments No. 1 and 2 on that page

are concluded within Amendment No. 1 on the second page you have,

of amendments. It just has four amendments on it. Now, if you

will take my word—and you need not—I'll stop to tell you further

it. . .are there any questions?

Amendment No. 3 on this page with Amendments No. 1, 2, 3 and 4,

simply change section references—simply change section references

—

and within Delegate Proposal No. 98 to bring them into line with
the numbering in the constitution that we- . .as we agreed on last

night. If there's no objection, then, I would move for Amendment
No. 3 on your first set of amendments to the Henry Proposal No. 98

and for the adoption of Amendments 1 through 4 on your second set

of proposals, the supplemental report.

MR. HENRY
Well, now» you. . .we've got to adopt the first aaendaents,

don't we. Judge? You said Amendment No. 3 and then Amendments 1

throught 4.

MR. TATE
The first amendment on. . .Amendment No. 3 on the first report.
All right. All three amendments. They're going to do the

{^Amendments Nos. 1, 2 and 3 adopted
without objection.^

Delegate Proposal No. 98
Supplemental Report

Amendments Nos. 1 through 4

MR. TATE
Now, Amendments 1 through 4 to 98 on the supplemental report.

^Amendments Sos. 1,2,3 and 4

adopted wi thou t objection .

]

Committee Proposal No. 38
Supplemental Report

Amendments Nos. 1 through 7

MR. TATE
Now, the third set of amendments which is on two sides Is to

take what we have just done and put them in the Zervigon Transitional
Article as Part IV, including Amendment No. 8. The reverse side

of the pages will show the form of the ballot as we recommended,
irtiich is essentially the Jenkins* amendment with the slight changes

shown In ink on this page.

Now, Mr. Chairman, Amendments I through 7 are of a technical
nature to correct the section references. Unless there is. . .subject
to questions, 1 move their adoption.

[Amend/nen ts Nos . 1 through 7 adopted
without objection .^

Amendment No. 8

MR. TATE
All right. Now, Amendment No. 8 which is on the reverse side

includes the form of the official ballot, which Is the Jenkins'
proposal we adopted this afternoon, which will be found, then, as

Section 38 of the Transitional Article and will replace the old Section 1

of the Henry amendment which set forth a different ballot on

alternatives. There are no questions?

Ques ti on
MR. AERTKER

Judge Tate, the amendment is exactly as we passed it? There
hasn't been any change in position on the ballot and so. . .

MR. TATE
No, no, Mr. Aertker, and I'm glad you asked the question. The

slight change that is shown, it was shown as Alternative 2A as

we passed it. As you. . .as it is renumbered, for this reason only:

you adopted a resolution that said we had to show the propositions,

number them—the propositions that will go to the people—by 1,

2, 3 and 4. So, you will see that these, if you look at it—you

said you favor or oppose the adoption of the proposed 1974 Constitu-
tion. For the adoption of. . .that's one before the. . -where you

put your ballot; against, two before where you make your mark. Then,

the alternative proposition it said the first one was "A." You see,

you eliminated the one and two. Have you got the ballot, Mr.

Aertker? You just call it Alternative "A," Alternative "B."

[Amendment No . 8 adopted without
objection . ]

Amendment No. 9

MR. TATE
The final amendment, Mr. Chairman, simply takes Section 28

of the Committee Proposal No. 38, that's the Zervigon transition
amendment, and the Amendment No. 28 is the Juneau-Leithman transition
article and takes it as amended and makes it Section 40, the
final article in the transitional alternative provisions of Part IV
of Article XlVof our constitution.

I move its adoption, Mr. Chairman.

[^Amendment No . 9 adopted without
objection

.

]

Personal Pri v1 lege

MR. TATE
Yes, Mr. Chairman. May I say one note of personal appreciation,

sir? Yes. . .may I. . .

Fellow delegates, I personally want to express deep appreciation
to the members of our hardworking and able committee, strong
characters of. . .who conscientiously devoted many extra hours to
the work of this convention. Also, to our wonderful staff

—

Norma Duncan, Lee Hargrave and Jeannie Conners, C. B. Forgotston
who replaced Lee, and Connie McMannis . We all express our
appreciation to each and everyone of you for your interest in
the work of our committee, for your help to us, and we think. . .

we hope. . .through your work, we think there has been produced
a constitution for the people of this state which they will be
proud of when they adopt it, as I know they will.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. HENRY
Thank you. Judge Tate, and your committee for a well done

job. I appreciate everything you've done.

Personal Privilege

MR. LANDRUH
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, indeed it is a pleasuring and

a bit of sadness to come at this hour of the night, at this time
of the year to say to you, I've enjoyed you, enjoyed working with
you, I've enjoyed listening to the many things that I didn't know
about country life. I enjoyed the things that Sixty Rayburn taught
me about the watermelon—now you ask him about that, now. But,
there are other things. I enjoyed many wonderful experiences here
this year. Judge Tate, wherewr you are, I want you to know that
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that pig got more black In him than what you are believing. I

have to leave you on that. . .telling you that, I mean, so, that's

the way you styled me the first of the year, because 1 told you

about blackness. I don't want to leave with you no other

impression. . .yes, with one other impression. But, my little

lady, Mrs. Zervlgon, stand. I think that lady deserves a round

of applause from everybody. She has worked as a coordinator, and

some say she couldn't do it. But, I don't believe nobody, today,

with this convention would say that Mrs. Audrey LeBlanc did not hold

her on here with this convention. I would like to thank my wife

and my children for allowing me to spend more than fifty percent

of last year away from them, because I've been In Baton Rouge most

of 1573. I gave each of you a card, and that card beared the

message telling you about the Lord go with you. Now, I gave you

that message because everyday when I talked with my mother from

here, that's what my mother tellsme—the Lord go with you. That's

what I want you to do. 1 want you to take the Lord with you.

Whatever we have done, praise God for It, and I am certain 1

have no reservation about it. Some of you might have doubts

about the passage of this document; I have no reservation about it.

I feel certain that together, we are going to get it to the people.

When I say together, I'm talking about all these newsmen , the

governors, and the mayors, and the sheriffs, and everybody, and

all the delegates. We, altogether, are going to tell the people

that this is a fine document. I want my little boys back there

to know that their father stood here within these walls and helped

to write this document, that they will tell it to their children

and tell it on down to another generation that America is a great

country, that Louisiana is a great state, regardless to what people

say about it. We are a great people and especially if we know the

Lord. As Mrs. Michelli wrote on a card of mine, using the word

"horrende"—remember horrende—a Swahilian word means "let us all

pull together." That's what I say to you tonight—let us all pull

together. God bless you, God keep you.

Questions

MR. A. JACKSON
Rev, we've been having a little serious debate over you—me

and Delegate Jackson. We just want to know if it is true or not.

There's a rumor going around that you've been trying for two

hundred years to get in this hall and for three months. . .this

little pig made it tonight. Is that true?

MR. LANDRUM
That's true. Absolutely, totally true.

MR. A. JACKSON
Now, my question was, so you can appreciate it. . .

MR. HENRY
Wait, wait!

MR. A. JACKSON
We were just discussing a rumor going around that Delegate

Landrum has been trying for two hundred years to get in this hall,

and a pig made it in three months. . .

MR. LANDRUM
That's right, Johnny.

Personal Privilege

MR. BERGERON
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I feel honored to come

before you as we proceed Into our last hour as delegates of CC/'73.
As the youngest delegate to the constitutional convention, you'll
just have to take a little bit of your time. I'll be brief on it.

You know, when I first came up to the convention I had wondered,
being elected at eighteen, whether I would be as welcome, whether
I would be considered as. . .by you, the delegates, as an equal,
and respected by you, the delegates. Let me say that you've made
me feel more than welcome. I've shared many experiences with you.

I've argued with you; I've agreed with you. We've gotten along;

we've had our differences. We've worked hard; we've played hard.
I feel that we've come up with a good document. It's been the

most enjoyable experience of my life. I would just like to relate
on to you that you have taught me so very, very much in the past
year. My good friend Burt Willis who served on committee with me,

Mr. Harmon Drew who was also a committee member. Justice Tate who
I admire and respect so much—each and everyone of you in your
own way will always be and reserve a place in my memory, because
each and everyone of you was a very special. . .to me. I would
like Co thank you for the welcome feeling that you have extended

to me throughout the past year, the way we have worked together, to

know that, each and everyone of us has contributed in his own way
to the betterment of government in Louisiana. I say to you, we
have done a very fine job. Thank you very much.

Personal Privilege

MR. SHANNON
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, including Mr. Anzalone, I

felt compelled to make a statement because of the things that I

have done in this convention. Whether they're good or bad, I'll

let you decide. X, first, would like to express my appreciation

to all of you for the friendship and courtesy shown me throughout

this convention. This has been a highlight of my life. I've

been associated with government matter in an elective capacity

practically all my life, and I think this is a great climax for

me, personally, to have served with you, the people of this conven-

tion. What I wanted to bring out, though, was the fact that I

doubt if anyone more than I moved the previous question on the

floor of this convention. I would call to your attention that it

is now 11:20, by my watch. So, I think that you can see the

reason that I had behind for doing this, because had it not been

done, would we have finished at eleven—we aren't finished yet

—

but would we have finished by twelve o'clock tonight? So, I

hope that you take those motions by me in the spirit that they

were given; that I was not trying to cut off debate, but merely

move us along, or get us to move along so we could finish the

business at hand. If I offended anyone at any time by calling

the previous question, well, I apologize. Thank you very much.

Personal Pr i v i 1 ege

MR. BURSON
The only thing I can say about that tape is: I'm glad that

we don't have to pay for the transcript according to the number

of pages we've contributed to it. I think that it's time for you
all to know one of the best kept secrets of this convention: that

I didn't always go up to the mike as many times as I did because
I wanted to talk. But, I sat right directly in front of Mr.

Chehardy, and he kept hitting me with spitballs all during the

convention, and it was more comfortable at the podium than it

was In my chair.
Seriously, I'd just like to share a very few thoughts with

you about the process that we've used to adopt this constitution.
We're going to hear, in the weeks to come, that this was not the

way to write a constitution, that we should have had a panel of

experts sit up in an ivory tower and write some abstract ideal
constitution, and we should have worked from that. Well, I

submit to you that the American political process depends on our

continuing faith that the best form of government is one in

which the elected or appointed representatives of the people meet
in a forum, each representing their own constituency, their own

interest group, if you will; and that out of the clash of these

particular interests, somehow, by some mystical process that

maybe we don't fully understand, arises the common good. I

submit to you that that is what has happened in this convention,

and that what we have is not the best of all possible constitutions,

because there's no Mt . Sinai in Baton Rouge from which anyone is

handing down Ten Commandments. But, the world of divine providence

works in history much more often one step at a time than it does

by a lightning bolt. Whether this step that we take in presenting

to the people of Louisiana this constitution is a giant step or

only a good constructive single step forward, only time will tell.

But it is a step forward, and this is the message that each one of

us must leave here and bring to them. There is not a delegate

here who has not fought very hard on a particular issue and lost.

But, the sum of our total contribution is so much greater than

any individual defeat that we may have suffered, that we must unite

and go out and sell this thing from the grass roots up, because

I'll guarantee you one thing, that anybody who writes a constitution

in an Ivory tower is going to have a hard time getting down to the

grass roots that we've got the people in here that came from the

grass roots, and we can bring it back. That's what we're going to

do. I'd just like to leave you with one quote that I thought was

appropriate from Edmond Burke, the British political philosopher

who also happened to be the founder of political parties as we

know them today. He told his constituents in Bristol, England,

in 1780, about the parliamentary process: "Applaud us when

we run, console us when we fall, cheer us when we recover, but

let us pass on—for God's sake, let us pass on." Let's pass

this constitution.

Personal Privilege

MR. JUNEAU
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I think we would all be
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remiss If we did not recognize two people that played a very

important roll in this convention. During the course of this

past year, we had an opportunity to ventilate our views on the

Chairman and on the Clerk of this convention. They spent hours from

early In the morning, as early as five, to as late as two o'clock

the next morning on numerous occasions. I'm sure when they got

frustrated, they hid those views and took them home. On many

occasions, I know in the case of our Chairman the occasions when

he was home was far and few in between. I'd like to pay a special

tribute and a deep debt of gratitude to Jane Poynter, David

Poynter's wife, and a special debt of gratitude not only from the

convention, but the State of Louisiana, to the contribution she made

In keeping the sanity of her husband and for giving up of her

family time to the gentleman who served us to well, Mrs. Frances

H«nry. I'd like for us to give them a standing ovation, please.

MR. HENRY
Shoot, they're lucky just to get to live with me and David.

I don't see why you'd do something like that.

experience that I've had here. One of my greatest educators Is
a man who I really have a tremendous amount of respect for and
as he said earlier, he has graduated from the school of hard knocks,
and that's Senator 'feixtj/' B. B. Raybum. At this time, I'd really
like to express my appreciation for his putting up with me during
this entire period of time, 'cause I know he and Gordon Flory and
Edwin Edwards sometimes have had problems with me. But, at the
same time, I've had problems with them. I'd like to thank you
all for your many wonderful experiences that I have, I guess,

suffered through during this convention. I really appreciate the
opportunity to serve with you. I really believe this is one of

the greatest meetings of minds that have ever been accomplished
in the history of the world. Thank you very much.

MR. RAYBURN
Mr. Chairman, coming from a Republican, that's the nicest

words I've ever heard.

Personal Pri vi 1 ege

Personal Privilege

MR. BURNS
Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen of the convention, I

speak to you at this late hour as the senior partner of this

firm of a hundred and thirty-two members, Philip Bergeron having

addressed you just a few moments ago as the youngest member of the

firm. I doubt if I would come up here tonight if it were not for

the fact that I think perhaps it might be the last time that I

will ever have the honor and the privilege of being together with

all of you in one gathering such as we have enjoyed, or I have

enjoyed this past year. Most of you have not only your life,

but your public lives and your political lives before you. But,

of course, I doubt if—to use the old saying—"if I will ever pass

this way again." But, I have enjoyed this year tremendously. It's

been quite an experience with me having, I thought, retired from

politics some thirteen years ago, to come up here and be associated

with such an energetic, enthusiastic group of ladies and men

such as composed this convention. I just wanted to take this last

opportunity to tell you how much my association with you and the

friendships, and the associations that I have made here this past

year will ever be cherished in my memory, as long as I live. I

hope, when we leave here tonight, that you and your family will

enjoy the richest blessings of God and that everything that you

want may be yours in the future. Thank you very much.

MR. HENRY
Thank you, Mr. Jim.

Personal Pri vi

1

ege

MR. WINCHESTER
Mr. Chairman and fellow delegates, I want to thank you for

your kindnesses and your friendship during these long days that

we've had here. I had many experiences—some new and some old.

But, the experience that shook me up the most happened during

the first day that we held the session in this chamber. Being

a green and inexperienced delegate, I did not know about the loud-

speaker system in the various rooms throughout this floor. I was

in the men's. . .boys' room and Mrs. Ruth Miller's voice came through

loud and clear. Right at my back she said, "Will the delegates

stop playing and sit down."

Questions

MR. GUARISCO
I just want to explain to my cohort, Dan, that that's exactly

what the W<»en'8 Lib. . .the women on the other side said

would happen if we passed that in the Bill of Rights.

MR. HENRY
Mrs. Warren, I'm almost afraid to ask you if you have a

question.

MRS. WARREN
You know, it is always said that women are the ones that

talk so much. Tonight, I've noticed nobody has been saying

anything but men. So, now, I'm about to agree. They say, "if

you want a secret told," say, "tell It to a woman." But, I'm

going to change their story. You can just "tell it to a man."

Personal Privilege

MR. SCHMITT
I went to school for seven years of college, and I went and

did some post graduate work in medicine afterwards. But, I can
tell you, nothing that I learned there compares to my one year of

MR. A. JACKSON
I thought I'd had my moment a few minutes ago. I was talking

to Johnny who said not only was that pig in here, but he was
able to do things that he wasn't able to do. All right, on a
serious note, though, I do think that this has been a great
opportunity for all of us. I do believe that Louisiana is going
to be a better place because all of you were able to come here
and share in the magnificent opportunity to move this state and
this country ahead. I believe that you came here because you
wanted to reckon with the future. I think that this document will
speak long after many of us are no longer here. It will attest
not only to our faith in the people of this state, but it will
attest to the hopes and dreams and aspirations of the people who
sat here and the people who were without these walls. I think more
than just a document was wrought here. I think of all the spirits
that were fashioned here. I noticed not only among the delegates,
but within myself, that we have all grown. I believe because we
have grown we are going to usher in a whole new degree of
humanity, and people will work together and live together and grow
together, and this state will be better because all of us were
here. Finally, on a rather serious, serious note, may I say that
I know that some of you have doubts about this document; and while
I will attest to all of the good things that are in it, I would
like to remind you of the words uttered by Benjamin Franklin as he
stood imploring the delegates to the constitutional convention that
brought about this great country of ours when he said that he would
urge the delegates there to doubt their infallibility, to know that

all was not perfect. But, they had given of themselves and that
their spirits were so much a part of the document that it was
going to live on. So, I would implore you to know that we have
great humanity in this document, and it will express itself in

the years to come. So, know that you are not infallible, but know
that you have wrought well, here, and that this document will
serve the people of this state well. We will bring to generations
yet unborn hope, humanity, and love, and the ability to fashion
a great government.

MR. HENRY
Thank you, Alphonse.

Report of the Secretary
[tj Journal 1417-14471

MR. DENNERY
Mr. Chairman, delegate

submit the following report

stitutes the proposed cons
propositions of the Constit
under the authority of Act

Legislature, as amended, a

enacting clause of the seve

heretofore adopted by the c

Respectfully submitted

s to the conventio 1 am pleased to

that: the followiag document con-

titutlon, including alternative
utional Convention of 1973 convened

2 of the 1972 Regular Session of the

s that document is contained below the

ral coTmnlttee and delegate proposals

onvention.
Molse W. Dennery, Secretary.

Motion

MR. J. JACKSON
For a motion, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I move that the above document contain the report

of the Secretary of the Convention, be accepted and adopted as the
proposed constitution together with the proposed alternatives of
the Constitutional Convention of 1973 convened under the authority
of Act 2 of 1972 Regular Session of the Legislature, as amended.
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MR. HENRY
The gentleman has moved the adoption of the document.

[Motion to suspend the rules for a

roll call vote in reverse al phabetical
order on the final documen t adopted
without objection .]

Point of Information

MR. BLAIR
Mr. Chairman, if everyone's in their seat, shouldn't they either

vote yes or no?

MR. HENRY
Well, the rules of the convention don't compel you to vote;

no, sir.

MR. ABRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, on this last vote of the convention, I would

simply like to say that It was Indeed a pleasure to surrender

my position as first man under the gun to Mrs. Zervlgon.

[^Proposed Const i tut ion adopted : 121-1 .

Motion to reconsider tabled .^

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Hardin is going to come down with the signature sheets.

MR. HENRY
Do you want to sign it down at the front at the rostrum?

MR. POYNTER
I think it would be appropriate if we signed it at the rostrum.

[,Affix.ing of Signatures to the Proposed
Consti tut ion .2

DELIVERY OF PROPOSED DOCUMENT TO THE GOVERNOR

MR. HENRY
If you all don't mind, we don't think there Is any problem

with what the law says but If you all don't mind, I'm going to
make the formal presentation to comply with the book to the
governor's executive secretary right here because I've got six
minutes till midnight. Mr. Fisher, If you will step over here.
It will give me a great deal of pleasure to give you this document.

of 1973 to single out just a few individuals for their out-
standing and dedicated, distinguished and unselfish contribu-
tion in their individual roles of responsibility and leadership
to the constitutional convention. It's Impossible to recognize
and honor everybody who made a contribution. But, I think
It's appropriate to single out certain individuals who contrib-
uted above and beyond the call of duty. In giving these indivi-
duals this recognition and memento, I would like to just momen-
tarily deflate their egos, the egos of those recipients by saying
to them that in honoring you here tonight, that it is our inten-
tion also to honor those people that you represent, and who
worked under you so feverishly during this convention. I've
already indicated I was Chairman of the Subcommittee on Staff
and Personnel, and that committee, after many arduous days, weeks,
and months, had the privilege of choosing to the position of

leadership as director of research a lady that was well known
in government for many years. We felt that through her know-
ledge and talents, and her extensive background in government,
her experience in the position that she held as the number two

person with the Louisiana Legislative Council, that she would
be ideal to fill the position of director of research. So, we
chose that person,and we feel that she has certainly been able
to please the one hundred and thirty-two prima donnas that were
delegates to this constitutional convention by making all of us
believe that although we may have had some weird ideas, and some
weird amendments, she made us believe that they certainly were not;
however, she really tactfully tried to make some recommended
changes in those many amendments that we wanted to present. I

think she has performed fantastically well. On behalf of the

one hundred and thirty-two delegates, it's our privilege to

honor tonight. Norma M. Duncan, with a small token of our esteem
and we'll ask the Chairman of the convention to give that presenta-
tion to Mrs. Duncan if she will come down here. Mrs. Duncan.

MRS. DUNCAN
Probably for the first time in eleven months, I am without

words. Certainly let me reiterate what Mr. Casey said. I did

nothing; I had so much help from all of you. 1 can't tell you
thank you enough for me. I had so much help from a really

outstanding, fantastic task force that was so interested in what
you were doing, and wanted so much to help you succeed, as

certainly you did. Thank you so much for them, as you say,you

honor me. Thank you.

MR. CASEY
I'll ask the Chairman of the convention to make the next

presentation. I would like to point out that the small plaques
that are being given are certainly small and not ostentatious,
but I might mention to the recipients that they are pure sterling
silver plaques containing the crest of CC/73 with a small inscrip-
tion. I'd like to now ask Mr. Henry to make the next presentation.

MR. POYNTER
Mr. Chairman, the signing of the Constitution of the State

of Louisiana 197A is complete.

MR. HENRY
Please take your seats , gentlemen and ladies

.

There are a few people who wanted yet to be recognized on

personal privilege. We have a couple of presentations to make.

I know we're all tired and do as you will, but Mr. Singletary,

I recognize you at this time on personal privilege.

Personal Pri vi lege

MR. SINGLETARY
Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen, on the front of our

capltol are written some words, which though written on another
hallmark in Louisiana history, I think they express the hope
of us, the delegates to the Louisiana Constitutional Convention
of 1973-74, for what our proposed constitution will eventually
bring in the future to our state. "These instruments which we
have just signed will cause no tears to be shed; they prepare
ages of happiness for innumerable generations of human creatures.

Robert R. Livingston, May 3, 1803, at the signing of the treaty
of purchase of Louisiana from France.

MR. HENRY
Madam Chairman and fellow delegates, the recipient of this

plaque is a young man—and you know who it's going to go to

—

but, I've got to say a few words about David Poynter. An out-
standing young man, a man who I trapped into working for

this convention for free, a man who I got out of law school to

come and handle all the hard work for the convention. I have

had the privilege of knowing David for several years, and he

never ceases to amaze me. David wanted to be a delegate to the

convention, and thank God he wasn't because I don't think he

could have been the Clerk and a voting delegate, too. You all

think you all don't know what you would have done without him;

and Lord knows what would have happened to me. Sometimes I

feel like we are the Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen team,

and you're not unaware of that. But, David's made a great

contribution to this state, not just in the convention, but

particularly in the convention. David's going to make a great

-contribution to the state. I saw his wife, Jane, here a while

ago, and she's got to be a good and a patient woman, because

David is not inclined sometime to go home anyway; but, Jane,

a lot of it's my fault; and he's in good company, I assure you.

Those nights that he tells you that we've been working on

amendments, or we've been working on hustling votes, or what-
ever it was we were hustling, I assure you it was legitimate.
David, come down here and receive your plaque.

Vice Chairman Miller in the Chair

Personal Pr i vi 1 ege

MR. CASEY
Madam Chairman and delegates, I think it's appropriate at

this time for the delegates to the Constitutional Convention

MR. POYNTER
Thank you much more than you'll ever know. Of course, Bubba,

it's not the company I keep, but it's what my company does that

I think concerns all of our wives. I really would like to say...

I had to say it before; Norma mentioned it, and there's no

way you can say it too many times. It sounds like the Emmy

Awards, but without the people behind me and In the enrolling

room and in the transcription room, the Job that you wanted done
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simply would not have been done. I say without reservation

that I have had the assistance of some of the people that I

consider to be the most talented professional people In the

State of Louisiana. I'd like to also say that to a very great

measure my job has been functionable. If you will, and possible

because of each and every one of you In this room. T have never

had anything but tremendous cooperation. When I've raved at

you and wouldn't talk to you, you've understood that I was

doing something. You've cooperated, assisted me in every way,

and without that the job couldn't have been done, and at this

late hour If you will permit me one other observation I'd like

to make, that I'm not sure that many people in the State of

Louisiana have ever realized when Act 2 was passed, the thing

that concerned me most about Act 2, quite frankly, there were
no procedures, no forms prescribed in Act 2 limiting the way
this convention would conduct Itself, and make its decisions.
Even after the fine set of rules that you adopted, proposed
by Mr. Stagg and his fine committee, you could have done such

things, as by sixty-seven people, or two-thirds vote suspending
the rules, and having twenty people adopt a section. You could
have chosen the low road, but invariably this convention chose

the high road, and the people of the State of Louisiana should
be proud of you. In ny opinion. Your decisions were made in

public; they were made in a way that the people of this state
can know that its representatives express the deliberate sense
of the people they represented. To ae, without being required
to by any constitution, you maintain the integrity of representa-

tive democracy, and I commend you to your constituents. Thank you.

HR. CASEY
Madam Chairman and delegates, after the close of the 1972

Legislative Session and after some of the ambitious legislators
ran and were elected to the Constitutional Convention—and I

was one of those so elected— I indicated to the speaker of the

House of Representatives, who also was a delegate, that it was
my personal hope that he would seek the position of Chairman
of the Constitutional Convention. Of course, he indicated at
that time that I started making him think about that position.
Of course, he hadn't thought about it before I had mentioned it

to him. But, you know and I know, that It takes one forceful
person with a tremendous amount of energy, foresight, vision,
leadership, integrity, and just about any good quality that
you can think of in a real genuine person and a true leader

—

that is what we needed in order to put this effort successfully
together, in order to achieve and complete what we have achieved
and completed tonight. I think it's appropriate at this time
for this convention to recognize the outstanding leadership
that our Chairman has given to this convention, and let us
leave no doubt in anyone's mind at any time in any place that
he was certainly just the right person to put the whole thing
together. I think it's appropriate that we recognize at this
time our Chairman with this little m«raento that we have from
all the delegates— that we give to E.L. "Bubba" Henry this
memento. Mr. Henry.

HR. HENRY
Thank you, Tom, and ladies and gentlemen of the convention.

I had initially thought I would make a few remarks in closing
tonight, and it's gotten so late, I decided I wouldn't. Honestly,
after those beautiful cuff links at Christmas, I didn't expect
and certainly don't deserve anything else. I do appreciate It.
I would like to say one or two things. I've waited here for
thirteen months, and listened to you all talk, and if you'll
just Indulge me for a few moments, I would like to say one
or two things before we get out on the road and start promoting
this document. I thought a long time as to whether or not I

should run for Chairman of the convention. I'm human: I'm
ambitious and was desirous that the document not be jeopardized
from its very Inception. I made my decision finally, and I

don't know how to say that I finally determined it; It was
after I decided, I'm sure, that I wanted to, and after I had
some encouragement. It was a great honor to have had you elect
me as your Chairman. I didn't know what I was getting into,
and had I known what I was getting Into, I probably would not
have fooled around with it at all. I'm glad now that I did,
and it's been a real pleasure to have served with each and every
one of you. In wrapping my part of this up tonight, I'm not
going to tell you what a great document weS/e adopted, how much
better It is than the present constitution because you know
as much about that as I do. Lord knows we've had our critics
in the past thirteen months; some of then fair, and some of them
not so fair; some of them well informed, and some of them not
informed at all. We've had our advisors; we*ve had those that
we've sought advice from and those that just volunteered It.
Sometimes I've wondered who annolnted those people with all
the information and knowledge that they had, sitting In the

balcony on the sidelines, clothed In their wisdom and righteous-
ness, with us all the way—with us all the way, representing
their special interest, so long as their special interest, their

ox wasn't gored, or their sacred cow kicked In the fanny. We
haven't really started getting the criticism yet, ladies and
gentlemen. The fun's just fixing to start. But, you know,
since we got into this convention, I have really, really become
Interested ,more so than ever before, in American history. You
can't help if you're Interested in what we've done and what
we're doing, and you're interested in government In this state
and this country, to look back at the history, the adoption of

the federal constitution. You think we've had dissenters?
We've had them. That's right, but there's a bunch of those
folks that were elected to serve as delegates to that convention
that never even showed up. When they got through with that
document, they were really In for the criticism because when
they left there that day in September, after they had signed
the document »everybody was shook and scared because they went
there to redraft the Articles of Confederation and came out
with a whole new plan of government. Partner, did they have
some trouble! We think we're going to have critics with some
high powered folks going against us. Wonder how Jefferson and
Washington and those fellows felt running around Virginia
trying to get that document ratified In Virginia when Patrick
Henry was screaming and hollering from the hilltops that that
federal constitution that we live under now was the most fatal
plan that could possibly have been conceived to enslave a free
people. That's high powered campaign fodder, but they got
it adopted, just like we're going to be able to get ours adopted
if we want to and if we work at it because those folks that
criticize what we've done, that criticize what we propose just
amaze the daylights out of me because It appears to me they
never reflect on what we're trying to exchange this for. Cer-
tainly, there are defects in the document that we've adopted,
but what are we comparing it with? We're comparing it with an
antiquated, outdated, outmoded document. I don't tell you
that we've done a perfect job because we haven't, but I know,
and I know in my heart that we've done a substantially better
job. I'm going to wrap It up, and wrap It up with a compliment
and with a comment. I have never, nor do I believe I'll ever
be associated with a finer, more dedicated, more diligent group
of people than those of you who've labored through this for
the past thirteen months. You sacrificed, and probably you
didn't know what you were getting into, but you've been up
on the hilltops and down through the valleys with me, and that
means a lot. I'm a part of you now, and you're a part of me,
and we'll never be able to change that, and I'm proud to say
you're my friends and that I've been associated with you. I

love the House of Representatives, next to my family, I guess
Just about better than anything. But, I can stand before you
tonight and tell you that I don't love the members of the House
or the House of Representatives any more than I do you delegates
because you've made a contribution and do you know what you've
done? You've been Louisiana for the last thirteen months. We've
sat here and we've washed the dirty linen of this state in public.
That's what's caused the problem because it hasn't been nice,
and it hasn't all been good because everything that's gone on
for the past fifty years In this state hasn't been nice and it

hasn't been good. Now, we think we're through, and this Is the
comment. We're not through. We've just begun to get in the

situation to deal the cards. We've shuffled them; we've made
them; we've cut them; and we're fixing to deal them; and we're
fixing to get in the biggest gin game that you ever heard of
because we're going to go out of here going to sell this document.
Now, there may be those of you, and it's fine if that's the
way you feel, that you can't or that you won't support this
document because of one article or one section. If that's the
way you really feel and you really believe, so mote it be. But,
I ask you this: How long must we wait, how long must we wait
in this state to get the opportunity to do the things that need
to be done? I submit to you that two years ago when we had
the election in this state that the people were saying something
to us. I submit to you that what they're saying is one of

the reasons we convened in this convention last January 5,

because the people of this state were telling us that they

wanted things to be different, that they were ready for a change,
and they expected those of us In public life to make sure that
things were changed. I don't say this critically of anything
that's gone on in years before, but I say that I think the people
had just become completely dissatisfied In the way our state's
been run, and the basic organization of our state government.
Now, I may be wrong, but I don't think so. I think that it's

going to boll down to what you and I are willing to do, how
much more you and I are willing to sacrifice to see that this
document's adopted. People say we can't get it adopted if so

and so doesn't help. That's a bunch of tonnyrot. It's going
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to take some hard work; it's going to take some organization,
and it's going to mean that you and I are going to have to go

back home in those districts and organize the people, organize
them to the extent that we've got to tell them what's in this
document. Don't kid them around that it's the best document
that's ever been written because we know it's not, but show
them where it's so superior to what we've got. We're going
to have to take the lumps and those of us that are going to

have to... the ones who want to be in politics in future years
are going to have to take some chances but what in the world
is the use of being in politics and getting elected and reelected
if we're not going to take some chances? So, my challenge to

you, and I would say to you tonight in closing, that if we take
this to the people and if the people reject it, I won't be
disappointed if I feel like they rejected it after we took

it to them with a good fight, after we explained to them what

is in it. I won't be disappointed then because I'll say, "I

was wrong. The people are not ready for the changes I thought
they were." But, I submit to you that while we have finished
our work tonight, while we think we've completed our work, at

least of drawing the document, that if you and I don't take

advantage of the opportunity of going back to the folks at home
and letting them know what's in the document, if we allow them

to go in those voting booths and vote no because of ignorance,
then we've failed, and we haven't fulfilled the obligation
that you and I have made to the people of this state. I look

forward to seeing the campaign develop. I plan to do everything
that I can to see that the document's adopted. Everything that's

legal and moral, I'm going to do. I hope you'll do the same.

It's been a real pleasure working with you. Good luck and God's

speed.

MRS. MILLER
You know, Mr. Henry, that's the quietest they have been

for any ten-minute period in thirteen months. I don't know
what you did tonight. Maybe we should have been using this
all along.

Moise Dennery has a few words to say to us.

MR. DENNERY
That was wrong, Mrs. Miller. I have a few words to sing to

you all, and you'll have to bear with my voice. I was asked to

write a few verses to Auld Lang Syne. If you'd like to join
with me, please feel free to do so.

"Should auld acquaintance be forgot

and never brought to rain'?

We should remember that we did

the Constitution sign.

So bang the gavel once again
and open the machine

While Bubba Henry stands aloft
with countenance serene.

When Wellborn Jack begins to speak
the members, to a man

Quiet down to hear the wisdom flow
from North Louisiane.

And then St. Martin's orator
spouts Bible and the Bard

As Mr. Perez argues with
his friends from St. Bernard.

Assessors all with bated breath
await Chehardy's joke

While Casey and Ms. Zervigon
are both about to choke.

Then Alphonse Jackson and Chris Roy
their civil rights thing* do

And E.J. Landry and Ambrolse
discuss Lafourche Bayou.

Judge Albert Tate goes to the mike
to speak of draft and style

As Graham, Gravel and Robert Pugh
all visit in each aisle.

The sheriffs and the clerks of court
agree with the D.A.'s

And all the folks from Thibodaux
sing out La Marseillaise.

Then Flory and Avant arise
and both approach the Chair

They labor long and labor hard
their grievances to air.

The VET from Nouvelle Orleans
computes the rate of tax

While Sixty and the senators
give P.A.R. the axe.

The ladles—and we bless them all

—

their liberation flout
As all the many ministers

come forth with prayers devout.

While Norma Duncan and the staff
work overtime galore

The pages and the sarg-at-arms
try order to restore.

I know I have forgotten some
but none did I malign

And ne'er will 1 forget you all
in days of Auld Lang Syne.

MR, HENRY
We're going to reconsider the way he sang that and let Mrs,

Maybuce try it.

MRS. MAYBUCE
I don't know what the historians will write about the

history we have made In Louisiana and in America. They're
going to have to be extraordinary people to record and capture
what really happened here on the east bank of the great Mississippi

in beautiful downtown Baton Rouge because together we Southerners

have capitalized on our differences and on our ethnic differences,

our religious differences and our sectional differences. Cer-

tainly, none of us will ever be the same. Each of us in our own

way has made our own mark on the annals of this century. We

have shown to America that the South can rise again, and shall

rise again, but this time together. I have tried to paraphrase

for us in trying to capture some of the feelings which I felt

in this convention, and I'm going to ask you that as we get

to "Auld Lang Syne, my dear," that will you turn as we do in

the Episcopal Church; we always say, "May the peace of God be

with you." We answer, "and also with you." Will you turn to

your neighbor and shake his hand like I am, and do that; and
if our Chairman is not so tired, I'd like him to lead us and
do that. To the right hand, fellowship as you do in your church,

turn to your neighbor and just shake hands and say, "May the

peace of God be with you," also or whatever you'd like to say. Some

of us have already said it, but for effectiveness.

1. "Should auld acquaintance be forgot
and never brought to mind?
Though nerves were frayed
There were mem'rles made
Pleasant thoughts our hearts can find.

For days of CC/73
Are coming to an end
We've done our best
Now the biggest test

—

Will the voter be our friend?

2. We've come through many storms and trials

We have often disagreed.

Our work is done and our race is run

Though it can't be said "with speed".

For days of CC/73
We never more shall see

And as we part
We have saddened hearts
Leaving CC/73."

Now, will you shake your neighbor's hand?

Then loud voiced Alvln from Slldell
asks questions from the floor

While Munson and Hernandez, Pete,
for timber do inplore.

"For auld lang syne, my dear

For auld lang syne

We'll take a cup of kindness yet

For CC/73.
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For auld lang syne, my dear

For auld lang syne

We'll take a cup of kindness yet

For CC/73."

God bless you.

MR. HENRY
Mr. O'Neill Is recognized, and we're fixing to wind it down,

gentlenen and ladles.

MR. O'NEILL
You know, friends, each day we open with a prayer, and it

seems to be the most appropriate thing that we could do, and

so 1 think it appropriate that we close. But, I'm going to

close with a different kind of prayer, and I'm going to inter-
sperse it with probably the greatest document that was ever

written of all times, and that is the Bible- The book of

Genesis tells of the creation of the world and how It came about

in six days. I'd like to tell you about the creation of this

convention, and how we ourselves came about in those six days.

In the beginning, there was need for creation. The people of

our great state were disillusioned and weary under the great

weight of a document too old to meet the test of time, and too

cumbersome to reflect the changing of those times. Thus, on

the first day, God said, "Let there be light," and just as

He said, "Let there be light," so we said on the first day,

"The people of our state deserve more." So, we met on the first

day, full of the uncertainty we teflected,borne from the people

who sent us, cognizant of the need for creation, and hopeful
that this, the first day, did mark the beginning of a new day
for us all. Then, there was the evening of the first day.
Then came the dawn of the second day. As we wandered and groped
in the early break of dawn, we found organization and strength
in and of ourselves. The open road lay before, and on that,
the second day, we began our journey. The vehicle we used to

travel that road was an organization put together of the best
minds and brightest hopes. This system safeguarded the rights
of each of us, and made us equal to one another only to be sur-
passed -by the strength of reason and the force of persuasion.
Such was the second day. Then came the third day of creation.
Our world went into a period of incubation so that we might have
a chance to put the pieces in place, just as the pieces of a
small child are fitted before he is born. The third day
provided us with knowledge, knowledge many of you possess,
knowledge to be gained by many others. We divided ourselves
into coinnittees so that our efforts would not be duplicated.
We did so so that we might return together and place the pieces
into a whole. The third day was the shortest day, and when
the dust settled on the third day, we knew our longest day
lay ahead. The fourth day was before us, and this indeed was
the longest day. Just as all the world was formed and fused
by thought, our dociment was formed on this day. This day
seemed an eternity. This, the fourth day, saw the men of mind
put together the basic framework of our government . When the
framework was finished, the Individual rights of each citizen
in relation to that government, were established and enshrined.
This set of rights proclaim that individuality and equality
was the basis of all rights. As that day lengthened, man was
provided the means to govern himself at the most local levels.
He was allowed the right to determine his own form of government,
and to have a greater voice in his own destiny. So that our
people could participate in life and in government, we provided
education for them. We then provided for the rights of the
individual to control the fruits of his endeavor, and encouraged
him to own a home free of the heavy burdens of taxation. We
provided that man would have bountiful resources with which to
live. Looking back over the fourth day, we were all able to
say it was, indeed, a very good day. The fifth day brought
storms and agonizing soul-searching for all of us. The storm
clouds which had been gathering on the horizon brought forth
the fullwrathof the one who had created us. He brought us ideas,
suggestions, compromise and his message that if we did not con-
sider some change, the people for whom we had so tirelessly
labored would turn our work away, and continue to live with the
burdens of the past. The fifth day was an agonizing day. The
effects of the storm were to fill our minds with the torrential
flood of thoughts and remind us that coaplacency is an evil
saboteur lurking to raise our shield and destroy us. The fifth
day was a cold and lonely day, but the sun would rise once more.
The sixth day rose with a burst of glory and light that filled
the day. We awoke to a conciliatory spirit that would provide
conprooise and not doom us to failure for shielding ourselves
from the harsh light of day. As our minds sought to ,reach
the other minds, some new and pervading force transcended us
all; a force which made us realize that indeed we were sorry

to leave our friends of the year past; a force which made us
realize that what we had done was just and good; a force which
made us know that whatever the results of our efforts, it was
in the interest of those who sent us here, created for their
good and destined to be their future. The sixth day brought
to our minds the awareness that there are those who would des-
troy our work for their selfish Interests and seek to ridicule
and slander us. Just as It brought this realization, It
brought, too, the realization that we must withstand many more
assaults. The end of the sixth day is now at this very, very
oment. Now, we must, in the words of John Kennedy, "Let the
word go forth from this time and place to friend and foe alike"
that what we have created Is good and noble, and the best that
the minds of each and all of us could produce. We must use
this bond that exists among us, and on this very last day to
unite and carry forth this righteous work. Then we saw that
which we had created was all very good, and so we contemplated;
myself, the thoughts of the knowledge attained and the friend-
ships bound; and you, the feeling of accomplishment and dominance
over the things which were said would never be changed. After
the sixth day, we rested. We surveyed all that we created and
smiled upon it, confident that what we created was Indeed very
good.

MR. LANDRUM
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that you would allow

Rev. Alexander or Rev. Stovall to close out with a prayer
to God. I enjoyed Mr. O'Neill, but we didn't start on the
Kennedy's, as much as my appreciation for them, nor on poems,
but on the Lord. I think we should close that way.

MR. HENRY
I think your point's well taken.
Rev. Alexander, would you lead us in our closing prayer,

prior to adjoumment?

PRAYER

MR. ALEXANDER
Oh, Lord God of our fathers. Thou who has gathered us

from the four comers of the state. Thou who has brought us

through the year 1973 and into 1974, Thou who has been with
us in our deliberations. Thou who has guided us. Thou who has
loved us and protected us, we pray, oh, God, that as we
terminate our work and our toil on this document, that as

ve prepare to submit it, first to the governor of this state,
and then to the people, that Your presence will go with us

and with it, that Tou will guide us as we go back to meet
our constituencies, to inform them of the handiwork of these
Thy people and of Thine hand. Bless us both individually and
collectively, and guide us in whatever we do, and may our

actions be consistent with Your love, and Your mercy, and

Your humility. Then, God, when we shall have terminated all

that Thou hast assigned to our hands in this world to do, we

pray that we will hear Your welcome voice inviting us to that

everlasting rest by saying, "Servants of God, well done, well

done, well done." Amen.

MR. HENRY
Awn.

MR. SEGURA
It's been over a year that this convention first began.

Many tiroes, many, many tiroes during that year I considered
submitting my resignation, as many of you must have. My family
has suffered; my business has been neglected, as your family
and your business has been neglected. But, today, I know, as
you do, that it was all worthwhile. I've said many times through-
out the convention that too much time was wasted in unnecessary
debate. As the convention progressed, and as the constitution
began to take form, I look back today, a much wiser person.
I know that I was wrong because I now believe that every word
in every talk, and every minute we spent here wasn't only
necessary, but it was healthy for the preparation of this
constitution. The document we have prepared Is not perfect,
by any sense of the imagination, but it Is in my opinion the
best document that we the delegates of this convention could have
put together. It is far superior to the constitution we're
now living under. You know, many of us represent special
interests, and this convention has been criticized many times
by so many special Interest groups. But, without this
special interest, this convention would not in my opinion
have been representative of the people of this state. The
governor and the legislature in its wisdom created us in that
manner. Nothing else that I can think of»as I look back, could
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have been better for this convention. By spending the year

with all of you I've learned to know you a lot better; I've

learned to respect each and every one of you, and I'm grateful
to all of you for having given me that opportunity because
as we demonstrated here today, this delegation can be serious.

It can be very serious, and it can fight to the bitter end,

and on that very same day we can all Join together for fun

and laughter as we have today. But, after one week with you,

I believed that every one of you was sincere, and wanted a good

constitution. After one year with you, I know that you all

are sincere, and that you did write a good constitution. For
this, and I'm sure the people of the state also join me, in

thanking you for this; and in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, and

fellow delegates, I'd like to move that we adjourn, subject

to recall.

MR. HENRY
The gentleman now moves that we adjourn subject to recall.

Is there objection?
Without objection, so ordered.
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